
College of Arts and Sciences and Department of Athletics 

Relationship concerning the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Working Group: Martina Ballen (Department of Athletics: Senior Associate Athletic Director, Business 

Office), Vince Ille (Department of Athletics: Senior Associate Athletic Director), Tammy McHale (College 

of Arts and Sciences: Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Planning; Bobbi Owen (Senior Associate Dean for 

Undergraduate Education) 

Meeting #2, September 13, 2012 9:30 - 10:45, 2nd Floor Conferenc~ ~:om, Lowdermilk Building 

The group continued to refine the list of contents and made pro~ On some items. The goal remains 

having a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)concerning ~ ~ding for and operation of the 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA)i~ ~1~ b~ ~:ember 31, 2012 to be effective 

July 1, 2013. After the next meeting, scheduled for )i~ ~ be helpful ~ ~cuss progress with Athletic 

Director Bubba Cunningham and Dean Karen Gil. ...... .... 

As the intention is a comprehensive MOU, meeting::~ have bee~::inserted in:~ ~bg original outline. 

Among the areas needing consideratio~ ~ ~::subject to::~): 
Funding model. The Departme~ ~::~!e~i:cs has at I~ Lhree different models for providing 

funding to programs that they sup~ (~~ ~nd, ~ ~edicine, ASPSA). The one for 
ASPSA needs to ~ ~::: ...... 

o 9-13-~: ~ G~!::and Bub:~ ~:un0~ ~::~o b:~:included in the discussion 

conc~ budget::~ests (he~ ~d locati~ ~f salaries. 

.  ud et 
.... .... 

....... ~:: 9-~:3~2: All per~:ent employees who are employed on a salary 

:: ~asis::~il ~e and part-time, permanent and temporary)are 

.... .... : ~ploye~ ~he College of Arts and Sciences. The College Business 

.... .... ~:er man~es aH HR-re,ated actions (creating positions, search 

.... .... eva,ua ,o . 
.... :: ~ .... Q~E3:-2012: Overload policy at the university is strictly observed by the 

.... ~:Hege of Arts and Sciences; bonuses are not common. It is important 
............. to be consistent with the University’s Conflict of interest and Conflict of 

Commitment policies and those concerning External Activities. Prizes 

and awards are not included (nor considered problematic). 

9-13-2012: Karen Gil and Bubba Cunningham need to be included in 

discussion. 

¯ permanent and temporary 

~ 9-13-2012: as above. 



tutors 

¯ ARP (Annual Raise Process) 
¯ Promotions and retentions 

9-13-2012: Out-of-cycle adjustments are not generally made. BOT and 

BOG limitations are strictly observed. 

¯ Evaluations (input from a variety of sources) 

¯ Shared (receptionist) 

9-13-2012: The receptionist (currently Sandy~-~,-~,~--,,~-,,-,-~,~....:............:...........),- ~,,,.~ sits 

outside the entrance to the office~ ~:ASPSA and Student-Athlete 

Services. She reports to the Di~ ~f Student Athlete Development 

(currently Cricket Lane) but::~ ~s receptionist for both units, 

schedules for the confere~ ~6o~ i~ich is also shared), [~xa~ple~, 

and [~ample]. the ASPSA director and staff 

prior to the annu~! ~l~ation process. .... 

c Equipment and supplies .... .... 

" 9-13-2012: All normal equi:~: (for e~le, copy m:g~i~s) and supplies 

(for example ~:~ for the cop:~ ~i~i ~te pads, writi~ i~plements, etc.) 

should be of the::B~ment of Athletics. Items such as 

business cards the desi~ ~cifications of the College of Arts and 

Sciences. ...... .... 

o Phones, phon~:d lancl:li~ ....... 

land lin:~ ~:re::~0~i~ ~: of::~ormal equipment and should 

~the resPOnSibility of ~ ~tment ~ ~hletics. 

¯ 
9~!~012: ~SA require~ ~::have cell phones/pagers ~? 
(d~ ~ !~:ps) su~:~, repair and life-cycling 

Facilities, ASPSA is loc~ in The :E~d:ermilk Center for Excellence at Kenan Stadium 

o ::~jgnment of offi~:space to personnel 

o M~i~i~gnce, rep~iiand life-cycling 
¯ :: ~$3-20:~i ~11 maintenance, repair and life-cycling should be the responsibility 

:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ ~ ~rtment of Athletics. 

Liaisons and connecti~:~s 

o College of Arts and Sciences and the Department of Athletics 

¯ Ballen/McHale; Ille/Owen; Gil/Cunnin~ham 

o Student Athlete Services (ASPSA, Nutrition, Leadership Academy, Student Athlete 

development, career services, etc.) 

o ASPSA and the Department of Athletics 

¯ Coaches and recruitin~ 
¯ Senior staff meetings 



¯ ??? 

o Compliance 

Reports 

o NCAAandACCCompliance 

o Programmatic 

o Annual Report Process 

Travel 

0 

0 

Who handles arrangements? 

9-13-2012: All required travel (with team~! i~ ~rranged for and funded by the 

Department of Athletics. Note that tra=~l ii ~,arged to so-called game 

accounts during the regular season ~:~ ~ ~o-called bowl accounts "~-~*~ ..... ................................................... ~ .... 

!.~..:%~:!:,,,.q~!]<:!~.!L~.~,,,::~:.9.~.,.~,~).t.~ for post-sea~ ~ia~] ~b:is required 
:::::::::::::::::::::::: 

L,~:~m ~;m-~~e~~ ~:~ v’ 

~:~:{~:‘~~‘:‘~~‘~-~:{2‘~:-~:~~~:~:~~‘:‘L~t~5‘~‘~~~:~::-:~‘~: ~~~:~~:~~ ~ ~"~c:~"~-t,:~:~:’e:::~e"~eqt (de minimis), a 

guideline reviewed by U:~ity Counsel.      :: 

o Who handles reimbursement? .... ........ 
: 

:: ::: 

¯ 9- 3-20 2: Se:  bove .... :: .... : 
o Limitations?      :: : ...... 

9-~3-2012: Mak~i~a::::~:that funds:f~ofessional development are 

included in the bu::~g~ fo~:~S~ ~nd all0:~::at the discretion of the Director. 

O~E w:ill    U~ gH:idelin~ ~ ~:fessi:~l ~evelopment for group’s 
................................... provide 

(S~,000~nua!:!~ ~ ~ive!y p~ticipating/presenting) 

o 9-~3-20~: ~:ce II1~ ~ill .... check wire ~hn Blanchard to see how spaces for ASPSA staff 

......... a[e:apporti0:E~:: ~E~ ~l~ies:and pr~ures of the Department of Parking and 

~ followed::: :::: 

9-~3-20~ ~:Fvice:: ~::its are m~O~ ~vailable via the receptionist (who manages the 

.... check in an:a ~ ~yste::~ ~ ~he expense of the Department of Athletics. 

Te~:~k distribution 

Perks in:~!~g use of rel~d facilities (weight room, etc.), Tickets to events 

...... 
o Appro~e E-m~il~ddresses .... .... 

¯ 
9:~3 ~2:~ All ASPSA employees should use unc.edu e-mail addresses (instead 
of un~:~a.unc.edu). No server is implicated and aliases are easily created. 

¯ 9-13-2012: All ASPSA employees should use outlook calendaring system (in 

addition to Groupwise if they prefer to use more than one calendar). 

Web-pages (links, references) 

¯ 9-13-2012: The Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling (CSSAC) is 

the administrative home in the College of Arts and Sciences for ASPSA. It has a 

set of web pages for ASPSA which should be maintained by CSSAC. The 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunninl~ham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 7:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: new recruitinl~ tool 

A-I-F00001; A-I-F00002; A-I-F00003 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:08 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: FW: new recruiting tool 

Hi Bubba, 

I used it this summer for first time. We are just beginning to go through the process of using it in combination with 

ACS. I think there are many pros to this and the person I deal with is very pro-active in making sure questions are 
answered and any glitches get resolved. We are going to use it this fall with my entire staffto recruit, transfer specific 

info into ACS for compliance and use to build our database for recruiting/camps. 

As far as other UNC programs using it - it really depends on how they recruit and the numbers of kids they need to 

track. It does streamline much of your recruit info and is an efficient system which helps coaches do the necessary 

compliance paperwork in ACS. 

I have not gone through a complete cycle to give much more feedback. 

I would be happy to show you it and talk further. 

Best, 

Jenny 

ATTO0001 

ATT00002     ATT00003 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

> > > "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 9/16/2012 8:25 AM > > > 

How do you like this app? 

How does it intersect with ACS? 



Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Merritt Norvell <mnorvell@dhrinternational.com> 
Date: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 3:59 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: new recruiting tool 

Bubba, 

I am on the Advisory Board of West Shore Technologies which has developed a new software called SportsBoard which 

helps coaches process recruiting, scouting and player evaluations information more efficiently and effectively. It 

greatly reduces travel and manual processing time of information because it works off of hand held devises and the 

new Cloud technology. The software is downloaded from the Apple App store to run on IPhones and IPads which 

most coaches use today. Your Women’s Lacrosse coach is currently using it. You can look at it on SportsBoard.com. 

We can demo it right at you desk PC via Webinar. Please visit with your Women’s LaCrosse to see how she likes it and 

give some thought to maybe expanding its use to other sports ,especially the Olympic sports. Like to hear back from 

you for feedback and if you want to see a webinar presentation. It’s slick and you should look at it. I can be reached at 

ce11-517-256-7369 or office: 517-886-9010. Hope all is going well. 

Best, 

Merritt J. Norvell, Jr. Ph.D. 
Executive Vice President and Managing Director 

Global Head, Education Practice 

DHR International 
6639Centurion Dr. I Suite 14o I Lansing, MI I 48197 

T: 517-886-9OLO I F: 517-886-9o42 I mnorvell(~dhrinternational.com 

For over 20 years DHR International has been a leading, privately held provider of executive search solutions with more than 50 wholly-owned offices spanning the globe. 

DHR’s renowned consultants specialize in all industries and functions in order to provide unparalleled senior-level executive search, management assessment and succession 

planning services tailored to the unique qualities and specifications of our select client base. For more information on DHR International, a "Top 5" executive search firm, visit 

httpj/www.d hrinternational.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 7:55 AM 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Meeting 

RE_ Meeting.msg 

FYI. We’re all set for 11 next Wednesday in Raleigh. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Epperly <mepperly@rmasecurity.com> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 9:14 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

mlongmire@rmasecurity.com; cpeterson@rmasecurity, com; 
rgilmore@rmasecurity, com 

RE: Meeting 

Paul: 

Sounds good. We’ll see you then. 

Mike 

Michael Epperly 

Risk Management Associates, Inc. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 4:11 PM 
To: Mike Epperly 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Mike, 
How about we come up to your office on Wednesday, 9/26 at 

Paul 

> > > "Mike Epperly" <mepperly@rmasecurity.com > 9/17/2012 11:09 AM > > > 

Paul: 

I did, thank you - I hope you did also. We’re teaching continuing education courses on Monday and Tuesday, and may 

be giving a workplace violence seminar on Tuesday afternoon - but that has yet to be confirmed. I think everyone is 

basically free for most of the day on Wednesday. Did you guys want to come here or should we plan to come there? 

Mike 

Michael Epperly 

Risk Management Associates, Inc. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Mike Epperly 
Subject: RE: Meeting 



Mike, 
I hope you had a nice weekend. 

Vince and me? 

Thanks, 
Paul 

Do you all have any availability next Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday to meet with 

> > > "Mike Epperly" <mepperly@rmasecurity.com > 9/14/2012 3:59 PM > > > 

Paul: 

Good to hear from you. If you haven’t heard from anyone else yet, we are coordinating our schedules to find the best 

day/time for our follow-up meeting. In the meantime, we want to send over our concept paper on investigative 

support for NCAA compliance. In addition to providing information for you, we would be interested in any feedback 

you could provide on this concept (which parts would be helpful, ways to improve, etc.) 

Best regards, 

Mike 

Michael Epperly 

Risk Management Associates, Inc. 

From: Paul Pogge [ma!lto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 14, 2012 9:29 AM 
To: Christine Peterson; Mike Epperly; Mike Longmire; Rusty Gilmore 
Cc: Vince Ille 
Subject: Meeting 

All, 
1 hope you have been well since our last conversation in Raleigh. Would you be able to meet with Vince file and me 

sometime during the afternoon of September 25th or September 26th? I look forward to seeing you again soon. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919)-843-7890 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: new recruiting tool 

The tool reminds me of what Volleyball has where you go to an event and you’re basically getting an electronic copy of a 

coaches packet with all the kids, their info, etc. and then the coaches can add their evaluation comments to it. I know VB 

has a way of uploading that info in to ACS through an import. 

They’ll still need to turn everything in to us for logging purposes, which is one of the ways we use ACS, but it just looks 
like a way for coaches to more easily manage kids who are at a specific event. That’s my take, at least... 

Lance 

> > > "ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/18/2012 9:18 AM > > > 
See Jenny’s review below. What do you think about her comments that I highlighted? We can discuss or you 
can email your thoughts, whatever is easier. Thanks Lance. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 7:05 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: new recruiting tool 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:08 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: FW: new recruiting tool 

Hi Bubba, 

I used it this summer for first time. We are just beginning to go through the process of 

~i~. I think there are many pros to this and the person I deal with is very pro-active in making sure questions are 
answered and any glitches get resolved. We are going to use it this fall with my entire staff to recruit, ~::~::~::i::~i::~::~ 
~i~i~ii~i~i~i~i~i~i!ii~i~i~ and use to build our database for recruiting/camps. 

As far as other UNC programs using it - it really depends on how they recruit and the numbers of kids they need to 

track, it does streamline much of your recruit info and is an efficient system which 

have not gone through a complete cycle to give much more feedback. 

would be happy to show you it and talk further. 



Best, 

Jenny 

ATT00001 

ATT00002     ATT00003 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

> > > "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu > 9/16/2012 8:25 AM > > > 

How do you like this app? 

How does it intersect with ACS? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Merritt Norvell <mnorvell@dhrinternational.com> 
Date: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 3:59 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: new recruiting tool 

Bubba, 

I am on the Advisory Board of West Shore Technologies which has developed a new software called SportsBoard 

which helps coaches process recruiting, scouting and player evaluations information more efficiently and effectively. 

It greatly reduces travel and manual processing time of information because it works off of hand held devises and the 

new Cloud technology. The software is downloaded from the Apple App store to run on IPhones and IPads which 

most coaches use today. Your Women’s Lacrosse coach is currently using it. You can look at it on SportsBoard.com. 

We can demo it right at you desk PC via Webinar. Please visit with your Women’s LaCrosse to see how she likes it 

and give some thought to maybe expanding its use to other sports ,especially the Olympic sports. Like to hear back 

from you for feedback and if you want to see a webinar presentation. It’s slick and you should look at it. I can be 

reached at ce11-517-256-7369 or office: 517-886-9010. Hope all is going well. 

Best, 

Merritt J. Norvell, Jr. Ph.D. 
Executive Vice President and Managing Director 

Global Head, Education Practice 

DHR International 
6639 Centurion Dr. I Suite 14o I Lansing, MI I 48197 

T: 517-886-9OlOl F: 517-886-9o421 mnorvell@dhrinternational.com 

For over 20 years DHR International has been a leading, privately held provider of executive search solutions with more than 50 wholly-owned offices spanning the globe. 

DHR’s renowned consultants specialize in all industries and functions in order to provide unparalleled senior-level executive search, management assessment and 

succession planning services tailored to the unique qualities and specifications of our select client base. For more information on DHR International, a "Top 5" executive 

search firm, visit httpj/www.dhrinternational.com 

 DHR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KOLAT.COM <kolat@kolat ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

5 NEW Clips & FREE Online Live Clinic Sept. 20th 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

UNC Summer Wrestling Camp Level 3Clips 
Trevor Chinn, UNC Assistant Wrestling Coach 

UNC Assistant Coach Trevor Chinn continues to 
expand on the Russian Tie series in level 3 of summer 
camp. Using this controlling tie he branches into the 
following: 

Hip Toss - Headlock - Lateral Drop - Foot Sweep - 
Greco Headlock 

% Trevor Chinn 

We always advise wrestlers to start with what is appropriate for you, and slowly work 
through the clips. 
Over the next few weeks KOLAT.COM will be releasing camp clips covering all skill levels 
from this summer. 

~i youtube logo 

heavy hip foot fight 

FREE Online Live Clinic 

September 20, 2012 - 8-’OOPM EST 
Techn que to be covered: M stake made wth e bows on fundamenta 
shots, Two different double legs, defending leg in from the bottom with 

The season is here, and the FREE LIVE clinics are back! We are excited to be offering the live clinics 
in a new format that everyone is familiar with, YouTube. 



The Labor Day clinic will begin 5:00pm EST. For more information on how to view the clinic, how to 
comment and/or ask questions, click here. 

If you are familiar with the live broadcast format offered by YouTube, go directly to the KOLAT.COM 

YouTube channel feed, and wait for the clinic to start. 

.~.i Can! UNC Camp 

UNC Summer Camp Clips - Cary Kolat 

The clips added here by Cary Kolat cover holding your 
base, gaining hand control, and clearing your hips from 
the bottom position. 

UNC Summer Camp Clips - Ryan Tomei 

Ryan Tomei currently trains and competes with the 
UNC Regional Olympic Training Center, and was a 
clinician during camp. 

The clips currently cover riding skills, breakdowns, and 
returns from the top position. 

Ryan Tomei 

Ryan was a HWT in college competing for the 
University of Pittsburgh and seen here teaching the Level 1 campers. 

Cary’s Tips on Using KOLAT.COM 

If your new to the site be sure to watch this video first before ju mping in there. KOLAT COM was desinged to save the user time 
when finding information so be sure you are using the drill down to find the technique you are looking for: How To Use 
Kolat.com 

Coaches Clinic - October 28, 2012 
(more information) 

Join Our Mailing List ] 

Forward email 

This ernail was ~nt to ille@unc.edu by kolatcustomerr~pvice@kolat.com 

Update P[ofije/Ernajj Address ][rlstant [eme,;al witil SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Po[icv. 

kolat.com, IIc i 24.14. Scenic View Lane i Chapel Hill i NC 27516 





In January 2011, NCAA President Mark Emmert directed the NCAA staff to review the nearly two-decade-old certification 

program with an eye toward focusing the program on the student-athlete experience, reducing the burden on institutions 

and improving the overall value. 

In April 2011, Division I Board of Directors suspended the athletics certification program for a two-year period while the 

new program is being developed. The membership was notified through a memo sent to all presidents, athletics directors, 

senior woman administrators, faculty athletics representatives, athletics certification liaisons and conference 

commissioners. The memo contained a question-and-answer document as well as information about the Board’s charge 

to the committee. 



A comprehensive review of the current/former athletics certification program was conducted over the last year. Interviews 

with the membership included chancellors, presidents, senior administration officials, faculty members, athletics 

department personnel, former peer-review team chairs and peer-reviewers, and student-athletes. The staff also surveyed 

schools that were involved in the first few classes of Cycle 3. 

I’d like to share with you some key findings from the focus groups and interviews: 

Presidential Authority 

Chancellors and presidents want to be provided with information that helps with decisions on campus. 

The new program must start and end with chancellors and presidents. 

2.Value of Program 

Self-analysis and measurements are necessary for Division 

Institutional Responsibility 

Institutions should be responsible for resolving issues, but the NCAA should play a significant role. 



Earlier this year, the committee approved a name change for the new program and the committee. The new name of the 

program is the NCAA Division I Institutional Performance Program (IPP) and the new name of the committee will be the 

NCAA Division I Committee on Institutional Performance (ClP). 

In April, the committee recommended and the Board approved a one year delay in implementing the new NCAA Division I 

Institutional Performance Program (IPP). The reason for the delay is to provide the opportunity to develop a pilot program 

to better determine the membership needs and to allow more time for membership feedback on the development of the 

new program and provide appropriate education regarding expectations. Also, the BOD wants to ensure that any new 

philosophies, values and beliefs that may be developed in conjunction with the presidential retreat initiatives are in place 

prior to the implementation of this program. 

Additionally, this recommendation included the requirement that all active Division I members are required to implement 

the school’s athletics certification Cycle 2 or 3 plans for improvement. The staff has provided this guidance to member 

institutions since the suspension of the athletics certification program last year. 

Institutions were expected to start the new program in fall 2013, but with the Board approving the delay, institutions will 

now begin the process in the fall of 2014. We’ll talk more in detail about the timeline for implementation, including the 

timing for submission of date, analysis of data and potential accountability measures later in the presentation. 

The information in the next set of slides are concepts that the committee has discussed. These concepts have NOT been 

approved by the Board and are being shared with the membership to receive input and feedback. 



Measures will align with core values and principles of NCAA’s and institution’s mission. 

In the old program: 

-- Institutions submitted a long narrative report. 

-- Focus was on process - e.g., required submission of policies. 

-- Only participated in the program once every 10 years. 

-- An evaluation visit (EV) by 3-5 member peer-review team was required for every institution once every 10 years with a 

wide range of focus even for institutions that had few or zero issues. 

-- Every school had to be "certified"- which at times or over the years in between cycles was not an accurate reflection of 

what was happening on campus. 

Purpose of new program is to provide more valuable information for institutions and specifically, chancellors and 

presidents to help guide everyday decision-making. 

Therefore, in the new program: 

-- Institutions will no longer be required to produce a self-study report once every 10 years. Instead, based largely on data 

that institutions are already required to submit to the NCAA, dashboards will be provided to institutions in a range of areas, 

for the institution’s review and comparison against other Division I instittuions on a more frequent basis. 

-- The committee will not render a certification decision. The philosophy shifts from an accreditation model to one of 

continuous improvement. 

-- For those of you who are familiar with the NCAA Financial Dashboard indicators, the IPP program and the way it’s 



conveyed will be similar. 

-- In regard to campus visits, not every institution will host a visit. This would only be triggered for institutions that fall 

below established benchmarks or have a deficiency in consecutive years. 

-- The visit will incorporate the use of NCAA staff experts and!or subject matter experts and the campus visit will focus 

only on area(s) of concern. 

-- A Division I report card will be shared annually with the membership and public. The committee has discussed that the 

report card format will be aggregate information broken down by subdivisions and conferences, but details have yet to be 

determined. 

** Share with attendees what they will receive as a benefit in the IPP (e.g., package data, self-evident information, 

comparison data, focus on outcomes and aligning resources where it’s needed, no more self-study reports) 



Lets turn our attention to several basic definitions that are associated with the new program. Your understanding of these 

foundational definitions will be important as we begin to provide additional details regarding the structure of the new 

program. 

Examples of data: 

-- Total athletics department expenditures. 

-- Participation rates of your female SAs. 

-- Number of athletics trainers for your SAs. 

-- Number of racial!ethnic minority SAs. 



Similar to "measurable standards" in the current athletics certification program. 

Helps an institution determine where it falls in comparison with the Division I membership. 

The membership will have an opportunity to weigh in on benchmarks before they are approved. 



Accountability measures may include corrective actions, penalties, and targets. 

The committee has not determined what accountability measures will be a part of the IPP at this time. These 

measurements will go through the legislative process after the membership has seen the data collected and disseminated 

by the NCAA. 



Also, there may be corrective actions imposed by a conference or institution. 

The purpose of corrective actions is not to penalize an institution but rather, to help an institution improve its athletics 

program. 



Similar to requirements for submitting data for APR and GSR (post-season ineligibility) 

Examples of possible penalties: 

Postseason championship eligibility 

Committee hearing 

Practice and/or regular season competition penalties 

Fines / financial penalties 

Restricted membership / loss of membership 



We anticipate that if we include benchmarks in the new program, not all dashboards or areas will have benchmarks. 

Therefore, some dashboards or areas may provide targets as an alternative to benchmarks. 

Targets are similar to "opportunities for enhancement" in the old athletics certification program, offered by the committee 

and peer-review teams. 





Four general dashboards each containing multiple indicators: 

1. Admissions profiles; 

2. Student-athlete progress; 

3. Graduation/outcomes; 

4. Academic support services. 

**Failure to meet high level benchmarks will trigger more specific benchmarks that must be met. 

The NCAA Division I Academics Subcommittee expects dual purposes for this module: 

-- Provide specific, detailed academic data to institutions, empowering them to make data driven decisions to enhance the 

academic success of their student athletes; and 

-- To hold institutions accountable for the academic success of their student-athletes. 

Institutions will be able to: 

-- Use the data to analyze academic outcomes of student-athletes and understand how the institution achieved those 

outcomes; 

-- Use data provided to improve the academic performance for student-athletes with the ultimate outcome of graduation; 

and 

-- Compare themselves to other institutions in the areas of academic performance and support. 

The Academics subcommittee recommends benchmarks be created within the academics module through a tiered 

approach. 



The tiered system will include high level benchmarks and more specific benchmarks. 

-- Institutions meeting high level benchmarks will not be subject to more specific benchmarks. 

- Institutions continuing to fall below identified benchmarks may be subject to required corrective actions from the 

subcommittee. 

The subcommittee is cautious about setting penalties or corrective actions that could be seen as overly punitive in light of 

the penalty structure enacted by the Committee on Academic Performance. 

- Corrective actions should not penalize due to Committee on Academic Performance penalties. 

-- Do not want to penalize in both programs for the same issues. 

-- Subcommittee will solicit feedback from academic groups (e.g., CAP, N4A, FARA, Academics Cabinet). 



The fiscal management area of the IPP program will look at only key indicators to access the financial health of an 

institutions athletics department. The current financial dashboard indicator will provide more detailed information to 

institutions, but the IPP system will provide more of a chancellor!president view. 

Athletics Expenses includes three dashboards: 

Total athletics expenditures (%); Athletics expenses per Student-Athlete (%); and Athletics compensation (%) (i.e. 

Coaches and Administration Compensation, Severance Payments, Incentives) 

Athletics Revenues includes 2 dashboards: 

Revenue self-sufficiency (%); and Generated revenue compared to athletics direct expenses (%) 

Institutional Comparisons includes 2 dashboards: 

Athl. Exp. Rate of Change compared to Univ. Exp. Rate of Change (%); and Athl. Debt compared to University Debt (%). 

All Division I institutions will be able to compare themselves against selected peer groups in order to: 

Assess spending trends; and Consider various ways to improve in areas where they fall below their expected standards. 

"Best Practices" will be provided to assist institutions in reaching their goals. 

Peer Group Comparisons: 

Like Institutions; Conference Members; FBS (BCS-AQ), FBS, FCS and Div. I; and Private vs. Public 



Future Forecast (Phase II Approach): 

Provide directional assistance to institutions without replacement of institutional budgetary tools; and Establish baseline 

with historical trend data and provide institutions with the ability to adjust the trend in a quantifiable manner 

-- Benchmarks (minimum standards) are not recommended for this area. 

-- Institutions will be provided five years of data to review through financial dashboards. 

--Agreed Upon Procedures (AUP) report preparation and data submission. 

-- "Best Practices" will be provided in the area(s) in which an institution is outside an identified range or threshold (e.g. 

peer-expert visit). 

-- We’ve consulted with NACUBO (National Association of College & University Business Officers) and CABMA (College 

Athletics Business Management Association) 



The gender module is comprised of four dashboards: 

1. Student-athlete participation; 

2. Athletics scholarships; 

3. Athletics department resources; and 

4. Student-athlete treatment. 

After a review of one to two years of data, benchmarks (national standards) may be recommended for this area. 

A few areas of consideration include: 

-- Participation proportionate to enrollment; 

-- Athletics scholarships proportionate to student-athlete participation; 

-- Availability and exclusivity of locker rooms, practice, competitive facilities, bathrooms and showers in locker rooms by 

sport; and 

-- Gender equity/Title IX review by institution’s Title IX coordinator. 

The subcommittee is consulting with the following groups and organizations: 

-- National Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators (NACWAA); 

-- Committee on Women’s Athletics (CWA); 

-- National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA); 

-- NCAA consultants; and 

-- NCAA Office of Inclusion. 



The diversity module is comprised of seven dashboards: 

Gender, Racial and Ethnic Minorities in Intercollegiate Athletics Governance 

-- Number of racial!ethnic minorities on all NCAA Division I committees broken down by institution. 

-- Number of racial/ethnic minorities serving on institution’s athletics board/council, including students. 

2. Gender, Racial and Ethnic Minority Student-Athletes in Intercollegiate Athletics 

-- Number of racial/ethnic minorities on institution’s student-athlete advisory board/committee. 

-- Student body race/ethnicity vs. student-athlete race!ethnicity. 

3. Retention Data for Coaches and Athletics Department Staff 

-- Number of gender/racial/ethnic minorities retained per year by administrative position. 

-- Number of gender/racial/ethnic minorities retained per year by head and assistant coach position for men’s and 

women’s teams. 

4. Hiring Data for Coaches and Athletics Department Staff 

-- Total number of head and assistant coach and number of assistant athletics director and above administrative positions 

hired by the institution in the last year. Of these hires, list the number of gender/racial/ethnic minorities who were hired in 

each category. 



There are five dashboards in this area. 

1. Health & Safety: 

a. Appropriate medical coverage (AMCIA) value. 

b. Athletics trainers. 

c. Physicians. 

2. Overall Team Expenditures By Sport: 

a. Athletics Scholarships. 

b. Recruiting. 

c. Team Travel. 

d. Equipment, Uniforms and Supplies. 

e. Fundraising, Marketing and Promotions. 

f. Sports Information. 

3. Facilities: 

a. Annual Athletics Facilities Tour By Chancellor/President or designee. 

b. Quality of Facilities. 

c. Facility Ownership. 

d. Facility Scheduling. 



4. Athletics Department Personnel: 

a. Overall number of athletic department staff. 

b. Countable coaches. 

c. Strength and conditioning coaches. 

5. Student-Athlete Well-Being: 

a. Fair Treatment. 

b. Programming. 

Groups and organizations Student-Athlete Experience Subcommittee may seek feedback from: 

National Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC); Student-Athlete Affairs Advisory Group (SAAAG); National Athletic 

Trainers Association (NATA); NCAA consultants; and NCAA Office of Student-Athlete Affairs. 



It is the committee’s intent that this new program will not add significant burden for schools. 

This is why the committee decided that a large percentage of the data used to form the new program will be gathered 

using existing collection methods. 

The data will be collected on a rolling basis throughout the year and then it will be released to the institution at a set time. 

The committee will continue to discuss reclassifying institutions. One item to note is that the committee anticipates the 

process for reclassifying institutions will be more involved than for active member institutions, 



These are current due dates in chronological order for institutional data to be submitted each year. 



These are current due dates in chronological order for institutional data to be submitted each year. 



Step No. 2: 

NCAA Research takes the following steps to review data submitted by institutions: 

Data is checked for accuracy and validity by NCAA Research Staff. 

If necessary, calls are made to the institutions in question to vedfy data accuracy. 

If changes are needed, NCAA research implements those data changes into their system. 

Step No. 5: 

After the official sign-off, the process will be finished for most institutions. The committee will review accountability steps 

after a couple of years. 

Other: 

The plan is to have all data available for a given year to the institution in a dashboard by the end of the academic year 

(e.g., 2011-12) and have it available for review in the fall at the start of the next academic year (e.g., 2012-13). 



Now that you have a better understanding of the structure of the new program, let’s look at the recently approved 

implementation timeline. 

2012-13: 

-- Solicit membership input on concepts to date and possible accountability measures. 

-- Use of a pilot program to start collecting data. 

-- Pilot institutions would participate voluntarily to help ensure ease of use when the full membership is required to submit 

data. 

January 2013 - Committee will recommend that the BOD approve legislation that provides a basic framework of the 

program including the required data collection for all DI members. The committee will circulate the proposed legislation in 

advance the January convention for feedback. 

Spring/Fall 2013: Continued membership feedback. 



2013-14: All Division I members required to submit data in the areas of academics, gender and diversity. 

August 2014: Dashboards for the membership to review. Each subsequent year, additional dashboards will be available 

to the membership. 

2014-15: All Division I members required to submit data in areas of student-athlete experience and fiscal. Begin 

discussions about possible benchmarks. 

2015-16: Committee will finalize decisions regarding benchmarks. As a reminder, the membership will have an 

opportunity to weigh-in on benchmarks before they are approved. 

2016-17: Possible benchmark requirements implemented. 

This implementation schedule will allow for appropriate study of data and membership feedback to determine 

accountability measures in the focus areas of the program. 

GIVE ANALOGY TO APR IMPLEMENTATION NOW. 



This question was presented to the Board last month. 

The Board wants to hear from practitioners in the field before they give a definitive answer. 



This question was also presented to the Board last month and they wanted the membership to weigh in. 

Information and campus-driven review model: Initially, no "penalties" or committee "decisions" would be made or 

assessed. The program would provide dashboard data to member institutions for their use and provide NCAA staff and 

the Division I committee on athletic certification assistance in areas only when requested by the institution’s president. In 

several years after data has been collected, consideration could be given to establishing benchmarks and other 

accountability measures. Additionally, under this model, schools could be held accountable for their gender/diversity 

plans approved by the president and the committee in cycle three or previous cycles of athletics certification. This caveat 

would ensure that, in these critical areas, Division I institutions will continue to make progress as previously outlined in 

their plans for improvement; 

Phase-in benchmarks over several years: Initially establish benchmarks in the area of inclusion, which includes gender 

and diversity. Other areas could have established benchmarks implemented over a five year phase-in approach. Item 

three below outlines an example timeline under this approach; 

Immediate benchmark requirements in all areas: With the launch of new IPP, include from the very beginning benchmark 

requirements, penalties associated with failing to meet minimum requirements and required campus visits in 

underperforming areas as determined by the committee. This could include immediate benchmarks in all areas; or 

Benchmarks in some area(s) only: Some of the four key areas may warrant benchmarks and accountability measures 

(e.g., inclusion), while other areas may not lend themselves to such requirements (e.g., fiscal). Other areas already have 



significant accountability measures (e.g., academics). The membership may conclude after extensive review that 

benchmarks and accountability measures at the national level are only needed in some of the areas, but not all. 









P.O. Box 2126 . @HAPEL HILL, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sean Ford <SFord@usabasketball.com> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 12:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Interesting 

@WongSportsLa~v: NC State repolts posssible agent problem to SecretaW of State’s ofi)ce. #SL335 http:/it.co/bEiACVbK 











FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Black ~ohn.black@wes~endadvisors.com> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 8:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Vince, 
I enjoyed meeting you this past weekend and discussing some business concepts. That was a lot of fun for me. I hope it didn’t bore you to death! If you ever need 

anything in Charlotte please look us up. Good luck with your role in Chapel Hill. I hope you have a lot of success and find your job to be rewarding. Best Always, Blackie. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McPhee, Sarah E <shalm@illinois.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: How Competent Are Complimace Officers? They’re About to Find Out 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Squire, Ryan R" <Nuire@illinois.edu> 

Date: September 25, 2012 1:09:39 PM CDT 

To: "McPhee, Sarah E" <sha]m,~illinois.edu> 
Subject: How Competent Are Compliance Officers? They’re About to Find Out 



Dominic Morelli 
Equipment/Business Manager 

SPA Position 

Jason Freema~l     ] Asst Equip Manager 
SPA Position 

Mark Yaekel 
Asst Equip Manager 

SPA Position 

Joe Haydon 

[ 

Director of Football Operations 
EPA Position         -- 

Andre Williams 
Director of S-A Development 

EPA Position 

Marcus Berry 
Director of Player Personnel 

EPA Position 

Rory Pommerening 

Recruiting Asst ] 

Ille/Steinbacher 
Senior Associate Director 

Of Athletics 
EPA Position 

I 
I 
I 

Lou Hemandez 
Head Strength & Cond. Coach 

EPA Position 

Bubba Cunninghaan    [ 

Director of Athletics 
EPA Position 

Melinda Joines 
Executive Assistaxlt 

SPA Position 

Larry Fedora 
Head Football Coach 

EPA Position 

Zack Womack 
Asst. Head S & C Coach 

EPA Position Kevin Mitchell 
2nd Asst. S & C Coach 

EPA Position 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Director of Athletics 

for Football Administration 
EPA Position 

I 
Christopher Luke      [ Video Coordinator 

SPA Position 

Darryl S~xlders       [ 
Assistant Video Coordinator 

Teresa Vanderford 
Administrative Assistant 

SPA Position 

Courtney Farringdon PT [ Afternoon Receptionist 

SPA Position 

Dave Duggan 

[ 

Special Teams Coordinator 
EPA Position 

LukePaschall ] 

Special Teams GA 

Raxldy Jordan 
Assistant Coach 

EPA Position 

Gunter Brewer 
Assistant Coach 

EPA Position 

Chris Kapilovic 
Assistant Coach 

EPA Position 

Brittaxly Holland Part Time 
Morning Receptionist 

SPA Position 

Blake Anderson 
Offensive Coordinator 

EPA Position 

Dan Disch 
Defensive Coordinator 

EPA Position 

Vic Koenning 
Assistant Coach 

EPA Position 

Deke Adams 
Assistant Coach 

EPA Position 

Walt Bell 
Assistant Coach 

EPA Position 

Scott Tmlock 
Head Athletic Football Trainer 

1 
Doug Halverson 

[ Kevin King 
Assistant Trainer Assistant Trainer 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Corey Holliday 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny <kkenny@bigten.org> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 9:37 AM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org>; Big Ten - Madeline Russell <MRussell@bigten.o~> 

Fwd: NLI Updates mad Reminders 

iInage002.jpg; ATT00001.htIn; Administrative Guidelines (9-2012).pdf; ATT00002.htm 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Keny B. Kenny 
Associate Dimctoi; Compliance 
Big ’Fen Conference 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Peal, Susan" <speal~,%ncaa.org> 

To: "Peal, Susan" <speal~ncaa.org> 
Subject: NLI Updates and Reminders 

Coni~rence Administrators: 

Please review and distribute the following updates and relninders to your member institutions. 
Thmak you, 

Susan 

Upcoming Signing Dates: November 14 November 21, 2012. All sports except football, field hocke>; soccer, track and field, cross country and men’s 

water polo. 

The NLI signing document will be available s~rting October 1. The NLI will be available m populate in the NCAA Eligibility Center member institution 
portal starting October 1. Although an institution can issue an NLI mad athletics aid agreement starting October 1, the prospective student-athlete ~md 
parent are not permitted to sign the NLI ~md aid agreement until the first signing date (November 14). If you need instructions on populating NLIs, view 
tile tutorial in the NLI Resources section on tile member institution portal tiffed Completing tile NLI. 

Reminders: 

Information populated on the NLI signing page will appear as the prospective student- atlffete registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center. If you 
want to change any infornlation (e.g., address) you can type directly in the document since it is a pd£ This will not change the prospective stadent-athlete’s 
Eligibili~’ Center record as this information does not save in the portal. Changes needed to a prospective student-athlete’s record should be 
communicated from the prospective s~dent-athlete to the Eligibili~ Center. 

The °~x" on provision page 1 of the NLI will not auto-complete. You will need "to mark this by typing an "x" directly in the pdfpfior to printing or 
you can mark alter you print. 

You must select Yes or No in the Two-Yeaar College field to identify if the PSA is a two-year college transfer. This is now a mandatoU selection. 

When printing tile NLI, the printing specifications default to your tmrticular printer. Therefore, you can print as mmay copies as you specify. 

The NLI populates as a pdfin Adobe Acrobat Pro so all functions related to Adobe Acrobat Pro are available (e.g, paste AD’s signature). 

To provide you with more fle~bilily in printing mad/or saving NLIs, you have three options: 

1) Create NLI (Provision and Signing Page) 

2) Create Only NLI Signing Page 

3) Create Only NLI Provision Pages 

Issuance Date. You Inust enter ma issumace date in the specified field. The system will not permit you to proceed with populating tile NLI without the 
issuance date. When choosing the issuance date for the early signing period it will default to November 14. Once you populate the NLI, you should not 

remove the issuance date. 



Requirements Betbre Providing aJ~ NLI to a Prospective Student-Athlete. A prospective student-athlete, including a two-yeax college transt~r, must 

register with "the NCAA Eligibility Center and be on m~ Institutional Request List (IRL) betbre an institution cm~ provide an NLI to "the prospective 

student-athlete. In Division I, a prospective student-athlete mus~t also complete the Eligibility Center amateurism (sport participation) questions a~d in 

Division II, a prospective s~tudent- athlete mnst provide the institution with a cnrrent official or unofficial transcript before signing an NLI or written olt~r of 

athletics aid. 

Required Signature Prior to Issuance to the Prospective Student-Athlete. The director of athletics (or designee) signature must be included on the NLI 

(NLI Policy) and the financial aid authority signature on the athletics aid agreement (NCz~\ Bylaw 15.3.2.3) prior to issuing both documents to the 
prospective student- athlete. 

NLI Admi~istrative Guidelines. The updated NLI Administrative Guidelines (attached) can be found on the NLI website at ~v.natioual- 

letter.org<http:/iw~-.national-letter.org> and in the NLI Resources in the member institution portal. Please refer to the top of the Guidelines to ensure 

you are using the correct document for 2013-14 (NLIs signed during the 2012-13 signing year). 

NLI Education Webinars. NLI webinars will be offered betbre the November signing period begins. The webinar dates and "times (EST) are: November 

1 - 12:00 p.m., November 6 - 5:00 p.m. and November 8 - 3:00 p.m. hfformation to access the webinars will be provided at a later date. No pre- 

registration for the webinars so mark your calendars now. 

Null a~d Void NLIs. Thmfl¢ you for emailing the NLI Office ruth your NLI null mid void notifications, l?lease continue communicating ~mll aa~d void s~atus 

updates so all records can be up-to-date. 

NLI Educational Presentation. Are you new to the NLI and looking for an edncational session? Do you just need a refresher? Are you looking for an 

educational session for your coaches? View the NLI Educational Presentation (ruth audio) located in the NLI Resources on the Eligibility Center member 

ins~titution portal. This is also where the instructional presentation for Completing the NLI is located. 

Susan S. Peal 

National Letter of Intent Program 

17.O. Box 7132 

Indianapolis, IN 46207-7132 

317-223-0705 
speal(~z) ncaa.or~ <mailto: speal(~)ncaa.or~> 

~v.national- letter.org <http://~v.national- letter.orb/> 

[cid:image002.i pg,@~01 CD9D51 .CA94BEB0]<http:/iw~v.twitter.com/NLIinsider> 



ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES AND INTERPRETATIONS 
FOR THE 2013-14 NATIONAL LETTER OF INTENT 
(SIGNED DURING THE 2012-13 SIGNING PERIODS) 

THE BASICS: 

APPLICABLE NLI SPORTS: An institution may only issue National Letters of Intent (NLI) to 
prospective student-athletes who will compete in sports listed in NCAA Bylaw 17 and/or NCAA Bylaw 
20. 

AGREEMENT: By signing an NLI and athletics financial aid agreement, a prospective student-athlete 

agrees to attend the signing institution for one academic year and receive a written offer of athletics 
financial aid for one academic year, provided the prospective student-athlete meets all applicable 

university, conference and NCAA regulations for receipt of financial aid. 

SATISFYING THE TERMS OF THE NLI: A prospective student-athlete may satis~ the terms of the 

NLI by attending the signing institution for at least one academic year as a full-tinae student or by 

graduating from a junior college (applicable if subject to an NLI with a four-year member institution and 

later attends a junior college). 

THE NLI PENALTY: If a prospective student-athlete does not attend the signing institution or attends 

that institution for less than one full academic year, and enrolls at another NLI institution, he or she may 
not represent the second institution in intercollegiate athletics competition until completing one academic 

year in residence at the second NLI member institution. Additionally, the prospective student-athlete will 

lose one season of competition in all sports. While serving the NLI penalty, the prospective student- 
athlete is permitted to practice and receive athletics aid, if allowed by the institution. 

FAILURE TO ENROLL: If a prospective student-athlete fails to enroll at the signing institution, he or 

she has not fulfilled the NLI agreement to attend the signing institution for one academic year. The NLI 
would remain binding. 

EARLY SIGNING PERIOD PENALTIES: A prospective student-athlete who will participate in 
football is prohibited from signing an NLI during the early signing period for another sport. A 

prospective student-athlete who signs an NLI during the early period in a sport other than football will be 

ineligible for practice and competition in the sport of football during his first year of enrollment at an NLI 

member institution and shall forfeit one season of competition in the sport of football. In circumstances 
where a prospective student-athlete’s prima~ sport is not football, but anticipates participating in football, 
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the prospective student-athlete should delay signing an NLI until either the football signing period or 
during the regular signing period for all other sports. 

Reminder: If the student-athlete decides to participate in football after enrolling at the 
institution, the student-athlete will not be subject to the early signing period penalty if the 
institution’s football coaches did not have recruiting contact prior to initial enrollment. 

RECRUITING BAN AFTER SIGNING: The NLI Recruiting Ban remains in effect until the 
prospective student-athlete enrolls at the signing institution or if the prospective student-athlete does not 
enroll at the signing institution, the recruiting ban will be lifted after the signing institution’s next 
academic year has elapsed. For example, the prospective student-athlete signs during the 2012-13 
academic year and does not enroll at that institution for the 2013-14 academic year, the recruiting ban 
would be lifted at the end of the institution’s 2013-14 academic year. Thus, the prospective student- 
athlete is under the NLI recruiting ban during the academic year he or she should have been attending the 
signing institution. 

Reminder: Once a prospective student-athlete enrolls at the signing institution, he or she is 
governed by applicable NCAA recruiting bylaws. 

SIGNING THE NLI: 

WHO SIGNS: Prospective student-athletes who will be entering four-year institutions for the first time 
as full-time students are pernfitted to sign an NLI. (International and home school prospective student- 
athletes shall be managed in accordance with their progrmn’s requirements for completion.) The only 
exception applies to a 4-2-4 transfer student-athlete, provided the prospective student-athlete graduates 
from the junior college if he or she has a previous valid NLI. In this case, a 4-2-4 transfer student-athlete 
is permitted to sign an NLI. 

TWO-YEAR COLLEGE MIDYEAR ENROLLEE: Only midyear two-year college football transfer 

prospective student-athletes have a signing date specific for a midyear two-year college football transfer. 
Although the midyear two-year college football transfer will enroll during the 2012-13 academic year, the 

prospective student-athlete will sign the 2013-14 NLI. Division I is permitted to offer multiyear athletics 

aid; therefore, as an example, the financial aid agreement can include spring 2012 and the 2013-14 
academic year accompanying the 2013-14 NLI. 

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE MIDYEAR ENROLLEE: Division II - If a prospective student- 

athlete signs an NLI in November then graduates from high school at midyear, the institution may not 
award athletics aid to that prospective student-athlete for the spring term following the prospective 

student-athlete’s high school graduation. Such an arrangement would constitute an impermissible award 

of an athletics grant-in-aid for a period in excess of one academic year per NCAA Bylaws. Division I - 
Since Division I is permitted to office multiyear athletics aid, a prospective student-athlete graduating at 

midyear from high school may sign an NLI with an athletics aid agreement which includes spring 2012 

and the 2013-14 academic year accompanying the 2013-14 NLI. 
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTION TRANSFER: A transfer student from an international collegiate 
institution (college, university or two-year college), is considered a four-year transfer per NCAA rules; 

therefore, an international transfer student would not be permitted to sign an NLI. 

ONE VALID NLI: A prospective student-athlete may sign only one valid NLI annually. For exmnple, a 
prospective student-athlete may not sign an NLI for basketball and later sign an NLI for soccer. He or she 
is bound by the first valid NLI signed. 

Reminder: Inasmuch as a prospective student-athlete may sign only one valid NLI during an 

academic year, a prospective student-athlete who is granted a complete release may not sign 

another NLI during that same signing year. Additionally, if an NLI is declared null and void. the 
prospective student-athlete may not sign another NLI during that san~e signing year unless the 

NLI was declared null and void due to a discontinued sport. 

SIGNING DEADLINE: The prospective student-athlete must sign the NLI and athletics aid agreement 

within 14 days of issuance; othel~vise, the NLI is invalid. The 14-day signing deadline does not apply to 

the early signing period (November). During the early signing period, the NLI must be signed by the last 

day of the signing period. The 14-day signing deadline would also not apply if the prospective student- 
athlete receives the NLI on the last day of a signing period (e.g., August 1). In this case, the 14-day 

signing deadline only applies if there are 14 days remaining for the signing period. 

INSTITUTIONAL SIGNATURES REQUIRED PRIOR TO SUBMISSION: 

NLI: The NLI must be signed and dated by the director of athletics (or designee) before 
submission to the prospective student-athlete for his or her signature. 

ATHLETICS AID AGREEMENT: In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 15.3.2.3, the institution’s 

financial aid authority must sign the athletics aid agreement prior to submitting the agreement to 
the prospective student-athlete. As a best practice, institutions should also include a date of 

signature to ensure the timing of the financial aid authority’s acknowledgement of the agreement. 

ISSUANCE DATE: The NLI may be provided to the prospective student-athlete prior to the initial 

signing date. When an NLI is issued prior to the initial signing date, the "date issued" shall be the initial 

NLI signing date and not the date that the NLI was signed or sent by the institution. 

PARENT/LEGAL GUARDIAN SIGNATURE REQUIRED: A prospective student-athlete’s 

parent/legal guardian must cosign the NLI with the prospective student-athlete if he or she has not 

reached the age of 21. Falsification of a signature or a signature by a party other than the prospective 
student-athlete and the prospective student-athlete’s parent/legal guardian may result in a prospective 

student-athlete forfeiting the first year of eligibility at any NLI participating institution. 

INSTITUTIONAL FINANCIAL AID AGREEMENT: If the institution requires tha a parent or legal 

guardian must sign the financial aid agreement accompanying the NLI for a prospective student-athlete 

who has not reached the age of 18, the parent or legal guardian signature is not required on the 
institutional financial aid agreement if the prospective student-athlete is over the age of 18. Thus, the 
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parent or legal guardian signature may be required for the NLI (under 21) but not for the financial aid 
agreement (under 18). 

COSIGNER IREQUESTS: If the prospective student-athlete’s parent or legal guardian is not available 
to sign the NLI (e.g., incarcerated, death), it is permissible for another individual to sign the NLI with the 
prospective student-athlete. The cosigner must be approved in advance by the NLI office. In order to 
gain approval, the following information must be submitted to the NLI office for review: name of the 
prospective student-athlete, explanation of why a parent or legal guardian is unable to sign the NLI and 
the name and relationship of the individual (not a coach or athletics administrator) who has agreed to sign 
with the prospective student-athlete. 

OFFICIAL TIME FOR VALIDITY: The NLI shall be considered officially signed on the final date of 

the prospective student-athlete’s signature and his or her parent/legal guardian signature. If no time of day 

is listed, the time of 11:59 p.m. will be presumed. On the first date of a signing period, the prospective 
student-athlete and parent/legal guardian are not permitted to sign the NLI prior to 7 a.m. local time. 

Consequently, the NLI shall be declared invalid if the date of signature is the first day of a signing period 

and the time of signing is not included. 

FALSIFICATION OF THE NLI: If a prospective student-athlete falsified any part of the NLI or has 
knowledge that his or her parent or legal guardian falsified any part of the NLI, the prospective student- 
athlete shall forfeit the first year of athletics competition at any NLI participating institution. 

FINANCIAL AID: 

FINANCIAL AID REQUIREMENT: Financial aid awarded by an institution to a prospective student- 

athlete must conform to the rules and regulations of the NCAA, the awarding institution and of that 

institution’s conference(s), if any. The athletics aid award shall not be awarded for more than one 
academic year. The offer must list the terms and conditions of the award and must be for the entire 

academic year. 

DIVISION I - MULTIYEAR ATHLETICS AID: An institution is permitted to offer a prospective 

student-athlete athletics aid for a multiyear period not to exceed the student’s five year period of 

eligibility. The athletics aid agreement accompanying the NLI must be for that same entire academic year 
(i.e., 2013-14 aid with 2013-14 NLI). It is not permissible to offer an NLI with a multiyear aid agreement 

that includes zero amount of athletics aid for the first academic year. The athletics aid accompanying the 

NLI must align with the same NLI year. 

MIDYEAR TWO-YEAR COLLEGE FOOTBALL TRANSFER STUDENT-ATHLETES: Midyear 
two-year college football transfer student-athletes must receive a financial aid award for the remainder of 
the current academic year. If the institution does not renew the athletics aid for the following academic 
year, the student-athlete must be released of the NLI agreement. 

NO ATHLETICS AID AWARDED: An NLI signed by a ’%valk on" or "nonscholarship student-athlete" 
is not valid. An institution which submits an NLI to a prospective student-athlete that does not meet the 

terms of NLI Provision for financial aid is in violation of the NLI program and subject to sanctions. 
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DEFINITION OF WRITTEN OFFER OF ATHLETICS AID: The NLI definition of a written offer 
of athletics aid is defined as athletically related financial aid as opposed to countable aid not from an 
athletics source. 

REDUCTION OF ATIHLETICS AID: Once a prospective student-athlete signs the agreement for a 

written offer of athletics financial aid, the athletics aid limits must adhere to NCAA regulations and may 
not be reduced unless otherwise stated on the financial aid agreement. If changes occur per the stated 

agreement, allowing for athletics aid to be reduced accommodating for another source of financial aid, the 

total amount of financial aid (including athletics aid) shall not be reduced. Athletics aid must always 

remain a source of financial aid. 

DIVISION I - RELEASE OF OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE ATHLETICALLY RELATED 
FINANCIAL AID: Per NCAA Bylaw 15.3.4.2.5, before becoming a counter for an academic year, if a 
prospective student-athlete or student-athlete is awarded institutional financial aid unrelated to athletics 

that is of equal or greater value than his or her signed award of athletically related financial aid, he or she 

may, on his or her initiative, release the institution of its obligation to provide the athletically related 

financial aid. In this case, the NLI would become null and void. 

VOLUNTARY WITHDRAW: If a prospective student-athlete or student-athlete voluntary, withdraws 

from the team, the NLI should remain binding. The institution shall not provide the prospective student- 
athlete or student-athlete with a null and void NLI if he or she has not fulfilled the NLI agreement. 

VALIDATION PROCESS: 

CONFERENCE OFFICE: The conference office is responsible for validating or invalidating NLIs to 
ensure its member institutions administer the NLI according to its provisions and related guidelines. An 

NLI that has been signed and returned to the institution in accordance with the NLI provisions remains 
valid until it is declared invalid by the conference office. 

21,DAY DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION TO CONFERENCE OFFICE: An NLI that is not filed 
within the required 21 days with the conference office is considered valid through the 21st day. If the 
NLI is received by the conference office following the 21-day deadline, the conference office will declare 

the NLI invalid. 

INVALID NLI: The signing institution must notify a prospective student-athlete in writing that his or 

her NLI is not valid within five business days from when the institution is made aware of the status of the 
NLI. The institution must copy its conference NLI administrator on any such notification sent to a 

prospective student-athlete. The prospective student-athlete is permitted to sign another NLI during the 
same signing period or during another signing period in order for the conference office to validate. 

NULL AND VOID: 

The NLI shall be declared null and void if any of the following occur: 
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS: If a prospective student-athlete is denied admission to the 

signing institution, the NLI shall be declared null and void. There must be documentation 

substantiating the denial of admission before an NLI is considered null and void. The prospective 
student-athlete should be informed by the signing institution of the status of his or her 

admissions. 

FAILURE TO COMPLETE THE ADMISSIONS PROCESS: A prospective student- 

athlete has an obligation to provide, by request, a transcript of his or her academic record 
and an application for admission to the institution. If the prospective student-athlete fails 

to submit the necessary academic credentials and/or application to determine an 
admission decision prior to September 1, the NLI office per its review with the institution 

will determine the status of the NLI. 

° 

If the institution has concern that a prospective student-athlete purposely failed to 
provide all necessary academic credentials to the institution, based on its review, 
the NLI office may determine the NLI remain binding. 

If it is determined that the prospective student-athlete was instructed by the 
institution to not complete the admissions process, the NLI office may declare 
the NLI null and void. 

STATEMENT OF ADMISSIONS: If an institution fails to provide an admissions 

decision in writing by the opening day of classes for the fall term and the prospective 
student-athlete has submitted a complete admissions application, the NLI shall be 

declared null and void. 

FOOTBALL MIDYEAR TWO-YEAR COLLEGE ENROLLEE: If a midyear two- 

year college transfer student-athlete in the sport of football signs an NLI and the 

prospective student-athlete is denied admission on or before the opening day of classes of 

the winter or spring term, the NLI shall be declared null and void. However, if such a 
prospective student-athlete does not meet the admissions requirements by the opening of 

the winter quarter but does meet them by the opening of the spring quarter, the NLI is 

still valid. 

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: If a prospective student-athlete is declared a nonqualifer 
by the NCAA Eligibility Center, the NLI shall be declared null and void. 

If a prospective student-athlete does not meet eligibility." requirements by the institution’s opening 
day of classes for the fall term, provided he or she has submitted all necessa~r documents for 
eligibility determination, the institution or conference does not have to wait until the opening day 
of classes to rule on whether the NLI is null and void if the last opportunity to meet those 
requirements has passed and the prospective student-athlete has not met them. For example, if 
the last summer term at a junior college ends two weeks prior to the start of fall classes at the 
signing institution and the prospective student-athlete has not met the junior college transfer 
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requirements by the end of the last summer term, then the NLI could be considered null and void 
at that time, rather than waiting until the first day of classes at the signing institution. 

DIVISION H PARTIAL QUALIFIER: The NLI remains valid if the prospective 
student-athlete becomes a partial qualifier per NCAA Division II rules unless the 

prospective student-athlete does not meet the institution’s policies for receipt of athletics 

aid. 

FAILURE TO COMPLETE THE INITIAIL-ELIGIBILITY IPROCESS: The 
prospective student-athlete has an obligation to register with and provide infornmtion to 

the NCAA Eligibility Center. If the prospective student-athlete fails to submit the 

necessa~T documentation for an initial-eligibility decision and has not attended classes at 
the signing institution, the NLI office per its review with the institution will determine the 

status of the NLI. 

If the institution has concern that a prospective student-athlete purposely failed to 
provide all necessmT documentation for an initial-eligibility decision to the 
NCAA Eligibility Center, based on its review, the NLI office may determine the 
NLI remain binding. 

If it is determined that the prospective student-athlete was instructed by the 
institution to not complete the admissions process, the NLI office mW declare 
the NLI null and void. 

o 

PENDING INITIAL ELIGIBILITY WAIVER: A prospective student-athlete’s NLI 

will remain valid while an initial eligibility waiver is pending. The NLI should be 
declared null and void if the initial eligibility waiver is denied. The NLI will remain 

valid if the initial eligibility waiver is partially approved (permitting athletics aid) unless 

otherwise stated on the institution’s athletics aid agreement that the prospective student- 

athlete must be eligible for competition to receive athletics aid. 

ONE-YEAR ABSENCE: If a prospective student-athlete has not attended any institution (two- 
year or four-year) for at least one academic year, he or she may seek to apply the one-year 
absence. To apply the one-year absence, the prospective student-athlete must make a request to 
the director of athletics of the original signing institution for athletics aid for the subsequent fall 
term. If the prospective student-athlete receives a statement from the director of athletics 
indicating the amount of financial aid originally offered is not available, the NLI shall be declared 
null and void and recorded as such with the NLI office. Absent such a statement from the 
director of athletics, the NLI is considered binding. 

Reminder: It is permissible for the student-athlete to have initially attended the signing 
institution for one semester and remain eligible for the One-Year Absence Provision. In 
this case, a prospective student-athlete may seek to apply this provision if he or she does 
not then attend an NLI institution for at least one academic year. Accordingly, if a 
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prospective student-athlete does not attend an NLI institution for two or more years, he or 
she could still seek to apply the One-Year Absence Provision. 

SERVICE IN THE U.S. ARMED FORCES/CHURCH MISSION: The NLI shall be declared 
null and void after serving active duty with the U.S. Armed Forces or an official church mission 
for at least 12 months. 

DISCONTINUED SPORT: The NLI is declared null and void if the signing institution 
discontinues the prospective student-athlete’s sport. The prospective student-athlete is permitted 
to sign another NLI in the same signing year, an exception to the one valid NLI per academic 
year provision. 

RECRUITING RULES VIOLATION: If a prospective student-athlete’s eligibility requires 
reinstatement by the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff due to NCAA and/or conference 
recruiting rules violations, the institution must noti~ the signee that he or she has an option to 
have the NLI declared null and void due to the rules violation. It is the prospective student- 
athlete’s decision to have the NLI remain binding or to have the NLI declared null and void, 
permitting the prospective student-athlete to be recruited and not be subject to NLI penalties. 

An institution must notify the prospective student-athlete within five business days that he or she 
has an option related to his or her NLI status. The institution should also noti~" the prospective 
student-athlete that he or she has 14 days to respond. 

Reminder: The need for this action would only occur if the prospective student-athlete 
signed an NLI and later the institution discovered the rules violation that required the 
prospective student-athlete’s reinstatement. 

NOTIFICATION OF NULL AND VOID: The NLI signing institution must notify" a prospective 
student-athlete in writing that his or her NLI is null and void within five business days from when the 
institution is made aware of the status of the NLI. In order to properly record the null and void NLI, the 
institution must notify its conference NLI administrator or the NLI office on any such notification sent to 
a prospective student-athlete. 

It is expected that institutions are appropriately communicating null and void NLIs. After December 31 
each year, the NLI office will provide reports to the conference office to determine the status of NLIs in 
order to appropriately record. 

If an institution has knowledge that a signee should not have his or her NLI declared null and void (e.g., 
prospective student-athlete taking an additional core course, taking an additional SAT/ACT exam prior to 
full-time collegiate enrollment) the NLI office should be notified. 

Reminder: The prospective student-athlete is not permitted to sign another NLI during the same 
signing period or during another signing period once his or her NM is declared null and void. 
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NLI RELEASE: 

PROCESSING THE RELEASE REQUEST FORM: The prospective student-athlete submits the NLI 

Release Request to the signing institution and the NLI office. Once the institution submits the release 
request back to the prospective student-athlete and the NLI office, the NLI office will update the release 

status visible to member institutions on the NCAA Eligibility Center member institution portal. If a 
complete release is granted by the institution, the release form and/or the release status on the portal is the 
confirmation needed for another institution that may have interest in that prospective student-athlete. 

Confirmation from the NLI office is not needed. 

Reminder: The NLI iRelease iRequest form must be complete prior to submitting to the NLI 

office. Refer to all instructions located on the Release Request form. 

30-DAY DEADLINE: The release request deadline for institutional response is 30 days. Once the 
deadline expires with no response from the institution, the prospective student-athlete will be released 

from the NLI agreement by the NLI office; however, this is not an automatic complete release. The 

institution will be contacted by the NLI office before any action to determine why the institution did not 
respond. If circumstances exist preventing the institution to respond within the designated timeframe, an 

extension may be requested to the NLI office. 

RECRUITING BAN REMOVED: By removing the NLI Recruiting Ban, comact with coaches is 
permissible without granting a Complete Release. The NLI Recruiting Ban does not need checked on the 

Release Request form if granting a Complete Release. 

REASON FOR RELEASE REQUEST: The prospective student-athlete must state the reason for the 
release request on the release form. 

REASON FOR DENYING THE RELEASE: The institution must state the reason for denial on the 
release form. 

RELEASE AGREEMENT: NLI member institutions are prohibited from establishing any additional 
conditions associated with the NLI agreement in advance of a prospective student-athlete signing the NLI. 

Should an institution and/or its staff members offer additional conditions, the prospective student-athlete’s 

NLI is subject to being declared null and void along with possible institutional penalties as determined by 
the NLI Policy and Review Committee. 

NON-NLI MEMBERS: An NLI complete release is not necessary for a prospective student-athlete 

attending a non-NLI member institution. A non-NLI member institution is permitted to recruit a 
prospective student-athlete after he or she signs an NLI. 

APPEALS: 

APPEALING A "NO RELEASE" DECISION: When an institution does not release a prospective 
student-athlete from his or her NLI obligation, the prospective student-athlete may appeal the decision 

within 30 days of the institution’s "No Release" by filing an appeal with the NLI Policy and Review 
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Committee or the Division II Review Committee. Appeals should include the NLI Appeals form, a copy 

of the Release Request form and any supporting materials to the NLI office. Once a prospective student- 
athlete’s appeal is received at the NLI office, the signing institution will be notified and will have the 

opportunity to provide its facts related to the no release decision. 

Prospective student-athletes are notified in ~vriting regarding the committee’s decision on their appeal. 
The appeal process can take approximately six to eight weeks. Appeal decisions of the Committee may 
be appealed for a second appeal opportunity to the Division I or ill NLI Appeals Committee. These 
decisions are final and binding. 

Reminder: A prospective student-athlete appealing a no release decision must be made within 
30 days of the recorded decision date. If a prospective student-athlete wants to appeal the NLI 
Committee’s no release decision, the appeal must be made within 30 days of the date on the 
decision letter sent from the NLI office. 

Reminder: An institution does not have the right to appeal a decision of the NLI Policy and 
Review Committee or Division I! Review Committee. Furthermore, as a condition of 
membership in the NLI progrmn, participating institutions and conferences are precluded from 
bringing legal action against the NLI program or the Collegiate Commissioners Association. 

TWO-YEAR COLLEGE TRANSFER STUDENT-ATHLETES: 

TWO-YEAR COLLEGE GRADUATION REQUIREMENT: A prospective student-athlete needs to 

graduate from a two-year college if: 

l) The prospective student-athlete has to graduate to fulfill NCAA 2-4 transfer requirements; or 

2) The prospective student-athlete has a previously signed NLI that is still binding. In this case, the 
previous NLI is declared null and void if the he or she graduates from the two-year college. 

MIDYEAR FOOTBALL TRANSFER STUDENT-ATHLETES: A midyear two-year college football 

transfer student-athlete who fails to graduate from a two-year college would maintain a valid NLI 
provided he or she was a Division I qualifier or a Division II transfer student-athlete. 

DIVISION I TWO-YEAR COLLEGE TRANSFER, NONQUALIFIER: A Division I 2-4 transfer 
student-athlete, nonqualifier, in his or her first year of enrollment at a junior college who signs an NLI 
would not meet the NCAA requirement to receive athletics aid for the following term of enrollment at an 
NLI member institution. Thus, the NLI would be deemed invalid by the conference office. 

NCAA REOUIREMENTS PRIOR TO ISSUING AN NLI: 

NCAA ID: A prospective student-athlete must register with the NCAA Eligibility" Center and be placed 
on an Institutional Request List (IRL) per NCAA rules prior to being provided a written offer of 
athletically related financial aid. Further, the NLI program requires the prospective student-athlete’s 
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NCAA ID to be included on the NLI. This requirement includes two-year college prospective student- 
athletes in all sports. 

AMATEURISM CERTIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE: In Division I, per NCAA rules, a high 
school, preparatory school or transfer prospective student-athlete must complete the amateurism 
certification questionnaire administered by the NCAA iEligibility Center prior to providing a written offer 
of athletically related financial aid. The NCAA Eligibility Center registration process includes the 
amateurism questions; therefore, a prospective student-athlete will answer questions regarding sport 
participation (formerly the amateurism questionnaire). A prospective student-athlete cannot finalize 
his/her registration without the sports participation section being completed. An institution will not be 
able to add a prospective student-athlete to the IRL if the sports participation questions are not completed. 

TRANSCRIPT SUBMISSION: In Division II, per NCAA rules, an institution shall not provide a high 

school, preparatory school, two-year college prospective student-athlete with a NLI or written offer of 
athletically related financial aid until the prospective student-athlete presents the institution with a current 

high school, preparatory school or college transcript (official or unofficial). 

ADDITIONAL GUIDELINES: 

NLI POLICY VIOLATIONS: Any NLI policy violations must be reported to the NLI office. Facts 
associated with the violation can be submitted by email. Examples of NLI policy violations include 

recruiting ban, signing of a four-year college transfer, signing a prospective student-athlete who 

previously signed with another institution. Once the facts are reviewed, the institution will receive 
notification of the violation and any corrective actions from the NLI Policy and Review Committee. 

COMPETITION WHILE SERVING THE NLI PENALTY: An institution is not permitted to have a 

student-athlete participate in competition while serving the NLI penalty. Once the NLI office is aware of 
the NLI violation, the institution will receive a request from the Committee for the institution’s 

explanation. Based on the facts, the Committee has the authority’ to suspend NLI signings for the 

upcoming signing period in that institution’s respective sport. The penalty will not result in vacating wins 
and will not require student-athlete reinstatement. The student-athlete will be withheld from competition 

in order to continue serving the NLI penalty. 

ANNUAL INSTITUTIONAL COMMITMENT: Each NLI member institution is required to file with 
its conference office on an annual basis a copy of the NLI Institutional Commitment form. The document 

must be signed and dated by the institution’s director of athletics prior to submission to the conference 

office. 

DELIVERY OF THE NLI: Per NCAA Divisions I and II rules, any in-person, off-campus contact 

made by an institution’s athletics department personnel with a prospective student-athlete for the purposes 

of signing an NLI or attendance at activities related to the signing of an NLI, shall be prohibited. Further, 
per NCAA Divisions I and II rules, in-person, off-campus delivery of an NLI by an institutional staff 

member shall be prohibited. It is permissible for on-campus delivery and/or receipt of an NLI during an 
official or unofficial visit provided it is not a recruiting dead period and all other applicable NCAA rules 
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are followed. The NLI may be delivered and/or received by express mail, courier service, regular mail, 
fax or electronic mail. 

NO ADDITIONS OR IDELETIONS ALLOWED TO NLI: No additions, deletions or modifications 
shall be made to the NLI or the Release Request form. 

NULLIFICATION OF OTHER AGREEMENTS: The prospective student-athlete’s signature on the 
NLI nullifies any agreements, oral or otherwise, which would release him or her from the conditions 
stated within the NLI. 

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS: The NLI is in full force and effect for a period of four years, 
commencing with the date of the prospective student-athlete’s signature on the NLI. Therefore, if a 
prospective student-athlete is subject to the NLI penal~, once four years has elapsed, the NLI is no longer 
binding. For example, an NLI signed on May 1, 2012, would expire on May 2, 2016, so the prospective 
student-athlete would not be subject to the NLI penalty after the elapsed four years. 

OTHER LETTER OF INTENT PROGRAMS: A letter of intent signed with a junior college, NCAA 
Division III, National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) institution or any other association, 
does not apply to NCAA Divisions I and II members participating in the NLI program. 

NON-NLI MEMBERS: Institutions that are not members of the NLI program are not required to 
comply with NLI regulations. Thus, a prospective student-athlete who signs an NLI would not be subject 
to the NLI penalty if he or she later attends a non-NLI member institution. Further, a non-NLI member 
institution is permitted to continue to recruit a prospective student-athlete after he or she signs an NLI. If 
the prospective student-athlete later transfers to an institution participating in the NLI program, the NLI 
penalty would be applied at the NLI member institution. 

For additional information regarding the NLI program, visit the NLI website: 
www.national-letter.org. 

Additional NLI resources for institutions can also be found on the 
NCAA Eligibility Center Member Institution Portal. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 5:05 PM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Kerry Kenny <kkenw@bi~en.ovg>; Big Ten - Jennifer Heppel <jheppel@bigten.org> 

I~NV: Summa~ from Sept. 25-26 RWG Meeting 

All: 

I’m sure there will be an official and professionab¢ done report available from the NCAA in the near future, but in the meantime, I thought I’d share rny own notes 

from the Rules Working Group meeting this week. Below is what the RWG d~d with respect to the concepts/proposals that were in the puM~cat~on that came out in 

August 

~’m 5;ure thisb [:oo, w~l~ be communhz:ated ~n a more profess;Rmal and coordinated manner, but head~; up thai: RWG meets again ~n December and t:he time between 

now and then is probaMy the most critical Lime for membership [:eedback on the proposNs that are moving forward. 

As s fina~ note!request, p~esse don’t use th~s ema~ for offic~sl!educationa~ ptJrposRs. ~m spedfics~y shsr~ng my notes for you Buys so that youql know what 

happened at the meeting. As mentioned above, there will be more formal reports and instruction regarding feedback to come h~ the near future--I just thought 

you guys would apprecis~:e a snea~ peek. Do feel free to ask me questkms, though. 

E~ave a good wee~end ~ 

C h a d 

F~m= Big Ten - Chad Hawley 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 3:37 PN 
Te~ Big Ten - Jennifer Heppel 
¢¢~ Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny 
SuBject: Summary from Sept. 25-26 RWG Neeting 

Jen: 

Below is a super-quick summary of RWG actions during the meeting this week. I’m just going in order of appearance in the LRC materials. Let me know if you have 

any follow-up questions. Enjoyl 

Chad 

2-~ (Commitments): Proposal is moving forward "as is," except as follows: 

The last sentence of 2.17.3 (The Commitment to Fair Competition) was slightly re-worded and moved to the middle of the paragraph. The 3rd sentence in the 

paragraph will now read, ’~he commitment to fair competition acknowledges that variability will exist among members in advantages, including facilities, 

geographic location and resources and that such variability should not be justification for future legislation." The purpose for the change was to remove the 

negative tone while still maintaining the point being made. 

~-~ (Contractual Agreements, Compensation and Remuneration): Proposal is not moving forward "as is." RWG has decided to maintain status quo regarding 

reporting outside income and prohibiting supplemental pay. These were the two main points of the proposal; other elements of the proposal may be salvaged. 

~1-2 (Elimination of Recruiting Coordination Functions): Proposal is moving forward "as 

1~-3-A (Deregulation of Scouting of Opponents): Proposal is not moving forward. 

lI-3-B (Prohibition of in-Person Scouting of Opponents): Proposal is moving forward "as is." For what it’s worth, I was an advocate for deregulation, or in lieu of 

deregulation, maintaining the status quo. I lost on this one. 

~-4 (Eliminate Limits on Number of Off-Campus Recruiters): Proposal is moving forward "as is." 

~2-~ (Uniform Definition of Actual and Necessary Expenses): Proposal is moving forward "as is." 

12-2 (Calculation of Actual and Necessary Expenses): Proposal is moving forward, but modified to also apply to current SAs. 

~2-3 (Nominal Benefit): Proposal is moving forward "as is." 

~2-4 (Competition-Related Expenses from Outside Sponsors): Proposal is moving forward, but without the permissive language regarding expenses received from 

a booster in the same locale in which the individual resides (i.e., there is no longer a "local booster exception" component to the proposal). 

~2-5 (Payment Based on Performance): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

12-6 (Exception for Training Expenses- Governmental Entities): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

~2-7 (Amateurism - Employment): Proposal is moving into Phase II due to overlap with "promotional use" issues. 

~3-~ (SA on Signing of NLI): For some reason I didn’t take notes on this proposal. However, my recNlection is that the proposal is moving forward, but with 

modifications along the lines of the following: contact/communication restrictions from Bylaw ~3 would be lifted when a PSA signs an NLI, and the individual 

becomes a full-fledged SA upon enrollment in summer school. 

~3-2 (Initial Date for Communication and Contact): Proposal is moving forward, but with a "July Y’ date instead of ’gune ~5." The purpose is to further 

reduce/eliminate the impact on the end of a PSA’s academic year. This would apply to all sports, including mbk, which was a source of debate among the 

~3-3 (Deregulation of Modes and Frequency of Communication): Proposal is moving forward "as is." Note that explanation was provided as to why 13-2 and ~3-3 

were separated into two concepts. The thought is that they are distinct concepts and that there is a better chance of both being adopted if they are kept separate. 

Specifically, there could be minority opposition to each concept, but if the concepts were combined into one proposal the sum of minority opposition to each 

respective concept could result in majority opposition to the proposal, hence the reason for keeping them separate. Corresponding elements of each proposal will 

be adjusted as needed depending on the fate of each proposal (e.g., if ~3-2 is adopted, the dates in 13-3 would be adjusted accordingly). 

13-4 (Elimination of Publication of Standards): Proposal is moving forward "as is." 

~3-5-A (Deregulation of Recruiting Materials Legislation): Proposal is not moving forward. 

~3-5-B (Recruiting Materials -General Correspondence Only): Proposal is moving forward "as is."The issue of recruiting materials legislation was an area where 

RWG was going to be highly deferential to membership feedback. Membership feedback indicated overwhelming support for ~3-5-B, so that’s what we went with. 

~3-6 (Advertisements and Promotions): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

13-7 (Publicity - No Restrictions After Commitment): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

~3-8 (Camps and Clinics): Once again, i have no notes on this one, but my recollection is that the proposal is moving forward "as is." 

~4-~ (Academic Policies and Inconsequential Legislation): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

~6-~ (Awards After Full-Time Enrollment): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

~6-2 (Expenses to Receive Noninstitutional Awards): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

16-3 (Academic and Other Support Services): Proposal moving forward, but the word "reasonable" has been removed from the last sentence of the bylaw. The 

rationale is to ensure that institutions will decide what academic, career, or personal support services should be offered, rather than having NCAA enforcement 

dictate what constitutes "reasonable." 

~6-4 (Medical and Related Expenses): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

~6-5 (Individuals of a Comparable Relationship): Proposal is not moving forward. There was too much uncertainty regarding extending benefits (in the context of 

bowl travel is a good exam#e) to "individuals of a comparable relationship." The plan is to seek more feedback. 



16-6 (Team Entertainment): Moving forward "as is." Good debate/discussion on this one, though. 

16-7 (Expenses for Practice and Competition): Moving forward "as is." Some, but surprisingly little discussion on this one. 

16-8 (National Team Tryouts): Moving forward "as is." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 5:11 PM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Kerry Kenny <kkenw@bi~en.ovg>; Big Ten - Jennifer Heppel <jheppel@bigten.org> 

RE: Summary from Sept. 25-26 RWG Meeting 

p.s., The updated publication of RWG proposals is already available on-line. ThaL was t:ast. You can gel there through LSDBi. 

I=rera: Big Ten - Chad Hawley 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 4:05 PM 
To: Compliance Group 
Cc: Big Ten - Kerry Kenny; Big Ten - .Jennifer Heppel 
Subject: FW: Summary from Sept. 25-26 RWG Meeting 

All: 

Fm ~.~ure there will be an official and pro[e~.a;ionally done report: aw~ilable from the NCAA in the near future, but in ~:he meantime, ~ thought Fd share my owt~ no~:es 

[:rorn the Rules Workk~g Group mee[~ng this week. Below is what the RWG did with respect to the concepts/proposals that were in 

~ugust. 

Fm sure this, too, w~l~ be communicated h~ a more professional and coordh~ated manner, but heads up that RWG meets agah~ h~ December and the time between 

now and then is probably the most critical t~me for membership feedback on the proposals that are moving forward. 

~s a fina~ note/request, please don’t use th~s ema~l for oFfich;I/educationa~ purposes. ~"m spedFk:a~y sharing my t~otes for you guys so ~:hat youth know what 

happened at the meeting. As mentioned above, ~:here will be rnore formal reports and ins~:ruc:~:~on regardh~g feedback ~:o come ~ the t~ear future--I just thought 

you guys would appreciate s sReak peek. Do feel free [o ask me ques[~ons, though. 

Have a good weekend1 

Chad 

F~: Big Ten - Chad Hawley 
S~t: Friday, September 28, 20~2 3:37 PM 
To~ Big Ten - ]enNfer Heppel 
¢~ Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny 
Subj~tt Summary from Sept. 25-26 RW6 Meeting 

Jen: 

Below is a super-quick summary of RWG actions during the meeting this week. I’m just going in order of appearance in the LRC materials. Let me know if you have 

any follow-up questions. Enjoy~ 

Chad 

2-~ (Commitments): Proposal is moving forward "as is," except as follows: 

The last sentence of 2.27.3 (The Commitment to Fair Competition) was slightly re-worded and moved to the middle of the paragraph. The 3rd sentence in the 

paragraph will now read, "The commitment to fair competition acknowledges that variability will exist among members in advantages, including facilities, 

geographic location and resources and that such variability should not be justification for future legislation." The purpose for the change was to remove the 

negative tone while still maintaining the point being made. 

~-~ (Contractual Agreements, Compensation and Remuneration): Proposal is not moving forward "as is." RWG has decided to maintain status quo regarding 

reporting outside income and prohibiting supplemental pay. These were the two main points of the proposal; other elements of the proposal may be salvaged. 

~-2 (Elimination of Recruiting Coordination Functions): Proposal is moving forward "as 

22-3-A (Deregulation of Scouting of Opponents): Proposal is not moving forward. 

22-3-B (Prohibition of In-Person Scouting of Opponents): Proposal is moving forward "as is." For what it’s worth, I was an advocate for deregulation, or in lieu of 

deregulation, maintaining the status quo. I lost on this one. 

~-4 (Eliminate Limits on Number of Off-Campus Recruiters): Proposal is moving forward "as is." 

~2-~ (Uniform Definition of Actual and Necessary Expenses): Proposal is moving forward "as is." 

~2-2 (Calculation of Actual and Necessary Expenses): Proposal is moving forward, but modified to also apply to current SAs. 

~2-3 (Nominal Benefit): Proposal is moving forward "as 

~2-4 (Competition-Related Expenses from Outside Sponsors): Proposal is moving forward, but without the permissive language regarding expenses received from 

a booster in the same locale in which the individual resides (i.e, there is no longer a "local booster exception" component to the proposal). 

~2-5 (Payment Based on Performance): Proposal moving forward "as 

~2-6 (Exception for Training Expenses- Governmental Entities): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

~2-7 (Amateurism - Employment): Proposal is moving into Phase II due to overlap with "promotional use" issues. 

~3-~ (SA on Signing of NLI): For some reason I didn’t take notes on this proposal. However, my recollection is that the proposal is moving forward, but with 

modifications along the lines of the following: contact/communication restrictions from Bylaw ~3 would be lifted when a PSA signs an NLI, and the individual 

becomes a full-fledged SA upon enrollment in summer school. 

~3-2 (Initial Date for Communication and Contact): Proposal is moving forward, but with a "July ~" date instead of ’3une ~5." The purpose is to further 

reduce/eliminate the impact on the end of a PSA’s academic year. This would apply to all sports, including mbk, which was a source of debate among the RWG. 

~3-3 (Deregulation of Modes and Frequency of Communication): Proposal is moving forward "as is." Note that explanation was provided as to why ~3-2 and ~3-3 

were separated into two concepts. The thought is that they are distinct concepts and that there is a better chance of both being adopted if they are kept separate. 

Specifically, there could be minority opposition to each concept, but if the concepts were combined into one proposal the sum of minority opposition to each 

respective concept could result in majority opposition to the proposal, hence the reason for keeping them separate. Corresponding elements of each proposal will 

be adjusted as needed depending on the fate of each proposal (e.g., if ~3-2 is adopted, the dates in 23-3 would be adjusted accordingly). 

~3-4 (Elimination of Publication of Standards): Proposal is moving forward "as is." 

~3-5-A (Deregulation of Recruiting Materials Legislation): Proposal is not moving forward. 

~3-5-B (Recruiting Materials -General Correspondence Only): Proposal is moving forward "as is." The issue of recruiting materials legislation was an area where 

RWG was going to be highly deferential to membership feedback. Membership feedback indicated overwhelming support for ~3-5-B, so that’s what we went with. 

~3-6 (Advertisements and Promotions): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

~3-7 (Publicity - No Restrictions After Commitment): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

~3-8 (Camps and Clinics): Once again, ~ have no notes on this one, but my recollection is that the proposal is moving forward "as is." 

~4-~ (Academic Policies and Inconsequential Legislation): Proposal moving forward "as 

~6-~ (Awards After Full-Time Enrollment): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

~6-2 (Expenses to Receive Noninstitutional Awards): Proposal moving forward "as 

~6-3 (Academic and Other Support Services): Proposal moving forward, but the word "reasonable" has been removed from the last sentence of the bylaw. The 



rationale is to ensure that institutions will decide what academic, career, or personal support services should be offered, rather than having NCAA enforcement 

dictate what constitutes "reasonable." 

16-4 (Medical and Related Expenses): Proposal moving forward "as is." 

16-5 (Individuals of a Comparable Relationship): Proposal is not moving forward. There was too much uncertainty regarding extending benefits (in the context of 

bowl travel is a good example) to "individuals of a comparable relationship." The plan is to seek more feedback. 

16-6 (Team Entertainment): Moving forward "as is." Good debate/discussion on this one, though. 

16-7 (Expenses for Practice and Competition): Moving forward "as is." Some, but surprisingly little discussion on this one. 

16-8 (National Team Tryouts): Moving forward "as is." 

}lS:k:e: 84 ~.888 S O ~ O e~ ~ S ~ 8 :: ~-"sx: 84 ~.888 ~ :: 50 ~ ~:~D/i’,.~v,/~. b:~ ~ {~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 12:01 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; 
Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Taren Cherry <          @gmail.com>; Ginny 

Ellis <grellis@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bradley 

Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday 

<cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick 

Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane Crocker 
<dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Devin Fratarcangeli <dfratarc@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
James Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 
Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Niobra 

Peterson < nmpeters@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Richie 

Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Kenan Stadium and Loudermilk Center 



Attach: 100112.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



Flom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

WinAD <kevi~mnthropintelligence.com@ma]1354.us3.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 6:59 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <il]e@illinois.edu> 

The Winthrop Note: 7 Facts about DII ADs, Coaching Tumover’s Effect on Attendmace & More! 

College FootbN~ Non-Conference Sol, eduCing: Risk and 
Reward 
By: Drew Home 

With the decision to go to a 4-team playoff starting with the 2014 season, it seems that college football 

is giving more teams a shot at the national championship, in some ways, this is true - a 4-team playoff 

does include twice as many teams as the current 2-team playoff that the BCS technically consists of. 

How those four teams are going to be selected will be debated and finalized in the next year or so, but 

do the impending changes mean that teams need to radically rethink their scheduling philosophy? 

~,’Jt’; AD, r~ow wit~’~ Do~ "As it relates to technology Takes on Scheduling: 

and strategic decision 

making, Win AD is the best 

investment we’ve made in 

the last decade." 

- John Mocek 

Senior Associate A D. for 

Finance & Administration 

University of Texas at 

Arlington 

~4/in AD’ s 

a n d ~.!g}.A~.!#}[.~}~4! ~t~}~.e... n ow 

include 

D-II Universities! 



Coaching Tu~nover’s Effect on 

Attendance and Winning Percentage 

By: Jacob Feldman, Harvard University 

It was all going so well. The Hawaii men’s 

basketball team had just finished its eighth 

straight winning season after another year of 

strong attendance, But then Iongtime coach 

Riley Wallace left, And it all came apart, 

Coaching T~rnoveCs Effect on Style 

of P~ay 

By: Jordan Sperber, Villanova University 

In a recent 9£~:~ we examined coaching 

turnover’s effect on both winning percentage 

and attendance and found that many top mid- 

major men’s college basketball programs 

struggle to succeed in the immediate aftermath 

of a coach change. 

Real{gnment Ratings ~ndex Part }~: 

Assessing NCAA Conference 

Realignment in the Mo~Jntain West & 

By: G.K. Nwosu 

Conference realignment has arguably been the 

talk of intercollegiate athletics over the last two 

to three years. With the topic as ubiquitous as it 

has been, we found it an appropriate area for 

research and developed the Realignment 

Rating Index (RRI) as an instrument to 

measure several factors impacted by 

realignment at individual institutions, as well as 

their respective conferences. 

Seven Facts Abou~ Division t~ ADs 

We searched for commonalities in the 

backgrounds of the most successful DII Athletic 

Directors (our sample focused on the ADs of 

the top 30 ranked universities in the Directors’ 

Cup). Here’s what we found. 

React ~o re 

We have added 30~00 <:<~tr,~<:~:,~ across the entire athletic system to help empower 
your decision making in 2012. 

about i",,!~ ALi co==t~=ct Kevin Barefoot ,~t 800-2:[8-2280 or 

follow o:°: [wltter i friend on Facebook == forward to a frie:°:d 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Ker~ Kem~y <kkenny@bigten.org> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 8:01 AM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

I-W: Semch for Depu~ Director of Athlelics, Internal Operations - Towson Universi~l 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org] On Behalf Of Kathleen Batterson 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2022 :ll::tl AM 
To: CCACA-talk@lists.pac- 12.org 
Subject: [CCACA] Search for Deputy Director of Athletics, Internal Operations - Towson University 

CCACA, 

We would appreciate it if you would distribute this job description for the new Deputy Director of Athletics, Internal Operations position within the 

Towson University Department of Athletics. The primary thrust of this position will be NCAA COMPLIANCE, with D:L experience required and JD preferred. 

This person will also supervise a strong staff in our Academic Achievement and Student Services areas and will be the oversight over several sports, 

including women’s basketball. 

Job Title: 

Deputy Director of Athletics, Internal Operations 

Job ID: 100939 

Join our team at Towson! 

Towson University invites applications for the position of Deputy Director of Athletics, Internal Operations. This position will serve as a critical member of 

the Athletics Leadership Team and will be responsible for directing the internal administration of the Department of Athletics in the absence of the 

Director of Athletics. This position will report jointly to the Director of Athletics and the Office of the President University Counsel. This position’s primary 

mission is to ensure that Towson’s student-athletes, coaching staff, and administrators are provided with first class support and resources necessary to be 

academically and athletically successful while in total compliance with all NCAA and CAA rules and regulations. 

Responsibilities 

Supervise numerous administrative areas including, but not limited to, NCAA Colonial Athletic Association and Institutional Compliance, Academic 

Achievement, Student Success, and all interactions between Athletics and University Counsel including the review and signature authority over 

departmental contracts; supervise and oversee to be determined varsity sports including, but not limited to, accountability of team budget, compliance, 

financial aid, coaching searches, scheduling, academic support, facility issues, event management, media relations, and marketing; liaison on all Human 

Resources matters between Athletics and the Office of Human Resources; serve as top advisor to the Director of Athletics on all matters concerning 

internal operations; and management of other projects and assignments as requested by the Director of Athletics and University Counsel. 

Qualifications 

Master’s degree required and five years of sport management experience related to legal problem solving and communications. Division I Athletics 

Compliance experience is required. The selected candidate must be fully aligned and appreciate the Towson 2016 Strategic Vision; possess the ability to 

create an action plan for achieving the University priorities in the supervised areas and articulate a compelling case for supporting the priorities of the 

Department of Athletics; demonstrate effectiveness in building consensus and solving problems through the organizational structure; demonstrated 

initiative in seizing opportunities; ability to maintain poise in interactions with University administration, community leaders, external governing bodies 

and co-workers; proven record of accomplishment that demonstrates initiative, creativity and interpersonal skills in a University setting; a successful track 

record working with the NCAA; respect for sensitive and confidential information; ability and willingness to travel; and ability to establish priorities and 

meet deadlines. Preferences include a Juris Doctorate (JD) and experience as a former college student-athlete. A Criminal Background Investigation is 

required for the hired candidate and the results may impact employment. 

Salary 

Competitive salary with full University benefits that include excellent health, life insurance, and retirement plans; tuition remission; and annual leave, 

holidays, personal and sick days. The position is contingent on funds being available at time of hire. 

To Apply 
Fully complete the online application and submit a cover letter and resume. This position is open until filled, 

Equal Employment Opportunity 

Towson University is an Equal Opportunity Employer and has a strong institutional commitment to diversity. Women, minorities, persons with disabilities, 

and veterans are encouraged to apply. 

You can view and apply for this job at: 

E_a_g.e=HRS CE ~OB D~r~&Ac~i~n=A&~b~p~.e.~.r1!.r~gLd.~.=.~..~...~...9..~.~...9...&...~.‘.!£e..L~1~.=.~.&..~.P.~.~.~.s~.t.!..n£‘.s..~.e.~.qt.=.~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Duhigg (New York Times) <charles@charlesduhigg.com> 

Monday, October 1,2012 11:41 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

The Power of Habit 

I hope you doWt mind this quick note el introduction: I’m Chedes Duhigg, a reporter at 

the New York Times and author of the book T/?e Power ot~HaMt, about the science of 

habit fomletion. 

Since we’re both interested in coaching, f thought you might enjoy ’The Power c4 HaML It 

explores how habits emerge within our neurology, lives and communities, and incfudes 

i[ltei~/iews with Michaef Phelps and his coach Bob Bowman examinin,g wily me[ltaf habits 

c~eate OIympic chempions. Tony Dungy explained to me how he coached the 

Indianapofis Cofts to the Super Bowl by changing players" habits o and what they believed 

about themsefves and their team. Tile book exemines how teachi[x~ stude~ts ’wiftpowe~ 

habits’ can hansform their fives, families and schools. (There’s more at 

www.cheriesduhi~.) 

I know you’re busy, so f won’t belebor the book’s contents (except to promise that, if 

nothing else. it makes an exoelfent doorstop). If you’re interested, it’s available at 

!:t:.:~f?.[[L&~.7..~3~i~!?.!..C..~:~.~..4.~)~ or by clicking tile butto~s below. ] woukJ really e~ioy hearing your 

thoughts~ end thanks agein Ier your time. 

Chades Duhigg 

Charles Duhigg I Staff Writer, 1he New York Times I @cduhigg 

end useful," 

to Great ~d IB~i~t to Last ............. 

"An inteliige[lt model that is 

understendable, ~.~seful, and e Ilet-out 

great read." 

"Once you reed this book~ you’lf never 

took at yourself, you~ organization, or 

your wo~fd quite tile some way/’ 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 1, 2012 11:12 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekJrschne@unc.edtr~; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kevinbes~unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@emaJl.unc.edtr"~ 

l:W: Ryder Cup Lore 

Read #3. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

http:!!www.golf.corn!tour-and-news!weird-ryder-cup-golf-mornents?sct=hp bf6 a3&eref=sihp# 

www.successha ndler.com 

P 281.251.3200 

F 281.25] .3238 

"in America, we get up in the morning, we go to work, and we solve our problems." 

~ William Martin, The Lost Constitution 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-maih richdeselm@ uncaa.unc.edu 





Application and Eni~ilment ........... 
Information for Prospective 
UNC-Chape, l Hill Student-,AIHieIes 



2 





Application 

4 



~ Applicatio~~ fee o~ Fee waiver 



Thi~s to Remember’ 

You~ application will t"~ot be t"eceived by UNC 
until the<.<,.,q t ~"° ...... ~"~o,t’~,,,.~pp, ~         su    ~e~ts~ement,~            , and 

appl~cado~~ fee ha~e been submitted 

compone~st of the app~)cadon, 

Application Suppo~t 

Fo~ }~e~p w~th UNC Guest O 

c,a~ 919-.962~-HELP, 

6 
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....................... 
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Crede~t~a~ Eva~.~at~on S~’v~e:s (www, naces,or~}~ 
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I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 9:52 AM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Posse < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: - Official Visit 

Tracey., 

Unfortunately you will not be able to pay for the hotel room ,,n TR,,,-<Hay night. The only time we could pay for lodging before the official visit begins is when a prospect 
arrives too late to begin an official visit that day. In this case         gets to campus Thursday, with plenty of time to start her official visit. The interp is below. 

Meals and Lodging while in Transit to Official Visit Sports Other Than Men’s Basketball (D 

Date Published: July 26, 2012 

item Ref: b 

a. A prospective student athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48 hour official visit period in instances in which he or she arrives in 

the locale too late to begin the official visit that day, Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete on the 

official visit (e.g,, parents, spouse) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period, including the cost of additional occupants in the same room. 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 10/3/2012 9:41 AM > > > 

This is for Oct 12 weekend. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 9:34 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Tracey, 

> 

> First let me catch evergone else up: has her official visit this weekend really wants to attend a medical seminar on campus, which is held 

Thursday official visit doesn’t start until Friday. 

> 

> You basically have two options: 

> One: Start the visit on Thursday and have it end on Saturday. This way you could pay for the hotel and the mileage both ways. 

> Two: Have the visit start Friday and end Sunday.           and family will have to cover all expenses up until the visit starts (mileage up to UNC, hotel and all food). We 

could however reimburse them for their mileage back home on Sunday. 

> 

> Compliance Crew: Please jump in if I missed anything. 

> Tom 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschne@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <iHe@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu> 

Judge orders ESPN to turn over contracts in Ed O’Bannon case 

Judge orders ESPN to turn over contracts in Ed O’Bannon case 

Read more: ht~p:i/sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2012/~,~ri,’.ers/michael rnccanni10i02iEd-O-Bannon-~SPN/index.h,’m~i~ixzz28GHQhIeL 

Ed O’Bannon’s potentially billion dollar class action lawsuit against the NCAA took another major step forward on Monday night. According to documents obtained by SI corn, U.S. 

District Judge Alfred V. Covello has ordered ESPN to provide O’Bannon with its television and licensing contracts for Division I men’s basketball and football since 2005. The order sets 

the table for O’Bannon to gain a much better understanding of how much the NCAA profits from current and former players’ names, likenesses and images The order also highlights 

howthe O’Bannon case threatens not only the NCAA and its member institutions, but also companies that have profited from Division I men’s basketball and football through contracts 

with the NCAA and members. 

To be clear, ESPN is not a party to O’Bannon’s litigation, which O’Bannon hopes to expand to include current Division I men’s basketball and football players and which is currently in the 

pretrial discovery stage In a motion to compel a non-party, O’Bannon argued that ESPN’s broadcasting and licensing contracts are central to O’Bannon’s core claim: that the NCAA, the 

Collegiate Licensing Company (the NCAA’s licensing partner) and the NCAA’s member intuitions have conspired to deny former college players compensation for the commercial use 

of their names, likenesses and images 

ESPN, according to O’Bannon, is "an integral and central source of information regarding .. the licensing, sale and use" of college athletes. O’Bannon expects that ESPN’s contracts will 

detail howthe NCAA has "monetized" college sports. The dollar figures of ESPN’s contracts are crucial: If O’Bannon ultimately prevails over the NCAA in court, the figures would be used 

in the determination of money damages Alternatively, if O’Bannon ultimately settles with the NCAA, ESPN’s contracts would likely impact any settlement figure. 

ESPN firmly opposed O’Bannon’s motion, which will compel the network to divulge information that it has closely guarded ESPN’s lawyers characterized O’Bannon’s motion as 

unsupported by law and as unduly burdensome and impracticable. In a court filing, ESPN complained that the motion, if granted, would force it "to conduct a company-wide search for 

all 7,000 of its current employees and this search would capture innumerable e-mails and documents.. ESPN is not equipped to perform company-wide searches (or even other 

searches on a less-than-company-wide basis) for keywords such as ’O’Bannon,’ or ’In re NCAA’". Judge Covello’s order will require ESPN to undertake these efforts and bear any 

associated expenses 

Judge Covello’s ruling poses both near- and long-term consequences. Most immediately, ESPN will be obligated to disclose the terms of broadcasting and licensing contracts it 

considers confidential. Equipped with this information, O’Bannon will obtain a firmer grasp of the potential damages of his litigation. This is important, since the more accurately a 

plaintiff can corroborate alleged damages, the more likely he would obtain those damages if his litigation prevails 

Looking further down-the-line, Judge Covello’s ruling is a reminder that O’Bannon’s case presents real financial and legal risk for companies that have contracts with the NCAA, CLC or 

member institutions. ESPN is not the first company to see this risk materialize, as Electronic Arts, makers of college sports video games, has similarly been impacted by the litigation. 

And yet divulging information they consider privileged is not the greatest worry for these companies Instead, it’s this: relinquishing private knowledge about how much they have profited 

from the labor of college athletes illuminates these companies’ own susceptibility to being sued by O’Bannon. After all, if the NCAA wrongly profited from the names, likenesses and 

images of college athletes, then companies in contract with the NCAA have arguably done the same. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 8:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow up in regard to        paper 

Thanks. I will touch base after lunch. My morning is slammed. 

Sent from my iPhone. 

On Oct 4, 2012, at 7:57 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Kevin, 

2. What do you mean by "continue to monitor and review"? Please explain what steps are under way in this 

regard, if any. If there are not active steps being taken, please say so. 

3. Is the university seeking other work related to this student and reviewing it? 

I do not ever anticipate "explaining" to any media source any details related to the methods and 
procedures the Compliance Office uses to monitor, evaluate and/or investigate issues for rules 
compliance. 

The News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter. 

If they have anything further to add, I would be happy to receive it directly and as soon as possible. 

1. Paper. The draft paper, with my marks indicating plagiarized material. 

Note that to date, there is no evidence that would contradict or otherwise refute the student’s 
assertion that the document reviewed (the same as attached to Mr. Curliss’ message below) was the 
student’ s working draft that was not submitted for publication, grading, etc. 

We can meet if necessary whenever you are available. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 1:04 PM 
To: Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; Ille, Vince; Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Subject: FW: Follow up in regard to~      ~aper 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:53 PM 

To: "Thorp, Holden" <holden thorp@unc.edu>, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu>, Kevin Best 

<kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Cc: Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Follow up in regard to      paper 

Dr. Thorp, Ms. Moon, Mr. Best: 



I wanted to follow up in regard to the ~aper we have previously addressed. 

To date, the university says: 

1. The athletics compliance office interviewed the student on Thursday, Sept. 27. 

2. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. 

3. The university policy on retention of final papers is one year. 

4. The student does not wish to talk about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

5. The compliance office will continue to monitor and review information related to this matter. 

6. The student has remained eligible to compete in athletics. 

The News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter. If you have anything further to add, 

please provide it. Please consider this to be a standing and ongoing request for information in regard to this 

matter. 

The News & Observer requests the following information: 

1. Did the student receive a passing grade in this paper class? What was the grade? 

2. What do you mean by "continue to monitor and review"? Please explain what steps are under way in this 

regard, if any. If there are not active steps being taken, please say so. 

3. Is the university seeking other work related to this student and reviewing it? 

I am providing as attachment to this email 3 things that may or may not be of interest: 

1. Paper. The draft paper, with my marks indicating plagiarized material. 

2. Sources. The source material that matches what is in the paper. 

3. Feedback. The feedback forms sent to athlete support personnel that show what was going on with this paper 

in the days before it was due. 

am available at 919-829-4840. 

Andy Curliss 

Andy Curliss 

The News & Observer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 10:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

UNC COMPLIANCE OFFICE PHILOSOPHYAND ORGANIZATION.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               9:41 PM 

Subject: Majors Night info 



Coaches and advisors, 
I just send out the below email to all student-athletes via ACS. In addition to reminding you, too, I wanted you 
to have a list of the programs and majors that will be represented. Any questions, please let me know. We’ve 
gotten great and enthusiastic response from faculty, and I hope we can get as many student-athletes there as 
possible! 
Thank you, 
Dana 

One more reminder about the Majors Exploration Night tomorrow (10/9) at 7 p.m. at Loudermilk. The event 
will take place on the third floor in the Concourse Club. Dress is completely casual and the program is casual 
as well - feel free to come up at 7:30 or whenever you can make it. After initial introductions at 7, the format 
will be like a career fair in which you can circulate and speak with representatives (both professors and 
student-athletes who are current maj ors) that interest you. The event should last until about 8. 

Even if you have decided on a major, this could be of use to you: It’s a great chance to ask questions about 
business school admissions or get pre-med advice, if you’re considering or are set on one of those routes. 
Likewise, if you’ve declared but might consider adding a major at some point, or are interested in the 
Master’s of Accounting program, this event could be very valuable. 

Programs and schools that will be represented are: 
¯ Biology/Pre-Med 
¯ Business 
¯ Economics 
¯ Education 
¯ Exercise and Sport Science 
¯ Health Affairs (Nursing, Radiological Science, Clinical Laboratory Science, Public Health) 
¯ Information Sciences 
¯ Journalism 
¯ Management and Society 
¯ Psychology 
¯ Sociology 
¯ Master’s of Accounting program 
¯ Career Services 

If you have any questions, please let me know: ~elin@ur~caa.ur~c.edu or 919-962-0083. This event is open to 
anyone who would like to attend, but if you’re an undeclared freshman or sophomore, please make every effort 
to be there! 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
www.tarhee~Nue.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Corey Holliday 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:40 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: .docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 
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A B C D E F 
Total Salaries Recruiting Operating Scholarships 

2007 ~7,889,759 ~3,140,584 $506,500 ~4,242,675 ~1,770,283 

2008 $8,942,419 $4,017,584 ~540,500 $4,384,335 $1,634,208 

2009 ~i0,017,390 ~4,242,145 $629,000 ~5,146,245 ~1,523,438 

2010 $10,954,340 $6,227,639 ~629,000 $4,097,701 $1,465,212 

2011 ~i0,265,159 ~5,575,058 $670,150 ~4,019,951 ~2,353,140 

2012 $9,278,411 $4,521,626 ~670,150 $4,086,635 $2,491,015 



A I B C D E 
i UNC UNC Sports ACC FB NATLFB 

2005 i 943 980 955 949 

2006 i 948 980 955 949 

2007 i 947 980 955 949 

2008 i 947 980 955 949 

2009 i 957 980 955 949 

2010 i955 980 955 949 

2011 [ 943 980 955 949 



A!~ C 
i F~R ~SR 

199~ i s~ ~ 
1999 i 61% 70% 

2ooo i64% 79% 
2001 i 64% 78% 

2oo2 i62% 8o% 
2003 ~ 56% 75% 

2004 ~ 58% 75% 



i Points 

2oo6 o 
2007 0 

2oos o 
2009 25 

2OlO 25 
2011 45 

2012 i 25 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rich DeSelm < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, October 15, 2012 1:34 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Women’s swim commitments 

Rich DeSelm.vcf 

will come over after the gCLA... 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swirnming & Diving 
PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

> > > "]lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/15/2012 11:57 AM > > > 

l 0:15 will work. 

From= Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October :[5, 20:[2 8:57 AM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Women’s swim commitments 

Vince: 

Not sure ] will be in by 8; have bCLA 9 10:15 could meet then?? 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.qoheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <]Jle@email.unc.edu > 10/15/2012 8:53 AM > > > 

Have any titne tomonow morning’? 8 or 10 would work for me. 

From= Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent= Monday, October :[5, 20:[2 8:49 AM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Women’s swim commitments 

Vince: 

Thanks. I leave Wednesday late AM for the rest of the week. When might you wish to meet? 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSeh’n 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www,goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/15/2012 7:59 AM > > > 

Let’s meet sometime this week to discuss the total number of admissions slots to be allocated for your programs. Thanks. 



Vince 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm~c~uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October :t4, 2012 2:54 PM 

To; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
C¢-" Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject-" Women’s swim commitments 

ALL: 

The following women made commitments to us this past weekend. A few items: 
1) I would like to request the "likely letter" for each of these three women. 

2) They all tell me they intend to apply Deadline I, but may!may not actually get that accomplished. 

Must EVERY single portion of the application be in by October 15 to be considered "on time" for Deadline 

Thank you. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels,com 
w__ .w~_ =u_ r_] c_~ .d_ ~_[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 8:02 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Secretaxy of State Hilla~ Cliuton said the buck fftops with her when it comes to who is to blame for securi~ ahead of a deadly assault ou the U.S. diplomatic Inission in 

Benghazi, Libya. 

"I take responsibiliF" for what happened on September 11, Clinton said in an interview ruth CNN’s Elise Labott soon after arriving in Lima, Peru, for a visit. 

The attack killed Chris Stevens, the U.S. ambassador to Libya, and three other Americaus at the consulate. 

The interview was one of a series given to U.S. television networks Monday night, the first such interviews she has given abx~ ut "the Benghazi attack. 

Clinton insisted Presidem Bamck Obama and Vice President Joe Biden are not involved in security decisions. 

Go to CNN.com for the latest updates. 

Check your Credit Score in 2012 

It’s easy, secure and won’t affect your Score 

By Expefiau 

http://www.FreeCreditScore.comiCNN 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-InoA1 alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?lm_extbreoldnm~ews 

One CNN Ceuter Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2012 Cable News Nem, ork 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny <kkenny~bigten.org> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:44 AM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigteu.org> 

13.1.7.15.1 Eveuts Held at a PSA’s Educational Institution 

ALL .-- 

We worked through a men’s basketball issue with one of our institutions and .Iobrina yesterday dealing with Bylaw I3A,7.].5.]. events that are held at a PSA’s 

educational institution, and thought it would be prudent to share the answer w~th the group~ The question was whether "other multi-day events" (e.g., jamboree, 

round.-rob~rL, showcase} per 13A..7.15.3. met the tournarnent excerption ~n Bylaw 13.L4 1.1 that Mlows you to count v~sRs ~:o a PSAs edLECal:k~a~ ~nstitutkm on 

consec:t~[:~ve days as a s~r@e v~s~t. Jobrit~a cot~[irmed our position that "other mul~:~-day events" do not meet the tot~rnament exceptkm ~n Bylaw 3.3.L4.1 1 due to 

d~e fact that the "other mu~ti-.day events" are not conducted ~n a tournament format and a winner is not determined. 

For example, Casper Community Co~lege ~n Wyoming (a 2-year h~stitut~on) ~s hostin~ a Jamboree event this ~dday and Saturday. Due to the fact that tMs event is 

co~sidered an "other mu[tPday event" per t3.L7.:[5.:[, a college coach would only be permitted to attend one of the days of the jamboree due to the "o~e v~s~t per 

week" ~egis~at~on described [n 13.L4 2. 

Please let us know ff you have any questions~ 

Thanks, 

Kerry 

13.1.4.1 ~¢~e~’s Baske[ba[L 

In men’s basketball, institutional staff members may visit a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution on not more than one occasion during 
a particular week within a recruiting period that occurs during the academic year, regardless of the number of prospective student-athletes enrolled in 
the institution or whether any prospective student-athlete is contacted on that occasion. During the April evaluation periods, if a nonscholastic event 
occurs at the educational institution of a participating prospective student-athlete, institutional staff members may visit the prospective student- 
athlete’s educational institution on not more than one occasion during a particular week (see Bylaw 13.1.4.4). During the .luly evaluation periods, 
there are no limitations on the number of times an institutional staff member may visit a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution. 

(Revised: ~ 0/2 7/~ ~ effective 8/1/12) 
13.I.4.I.I ~o~r~an~e~t ~:xceptiOno 

In men’s basketball, visiting a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution on consecutive days during a particular week to observe a 
tournament or tier of a tournament shall count as a single visit (see Bylaws 13.1.7.15 and 13.1.7.15.1). (Revised: ~0/2~/11 effective 8/1/~2) 

13.1.7.15.10[her 

Evaluations at a multiple-day event (e.g., jamboree, round robin, showcase) constitute separate evaluations for each day of the event unless the 
event is conducted in a tournament format in which a winner of the event is determined. (Adopted: 12/13/05) 

(}Ii}~’~ : 847 696. }{}i{} ~zi 119 I F~z: 847 696 }1!5{} :: hl~:I’~:ii¢,,<.w 



From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 4:14:37 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Disney 

Follow Lip Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

Disney Experience~pdf (5.3M) 
.... Original Message .... 
From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 12:55 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Disney 

Here’s what we (Cricket and I) have so far, the Institute price went up $4000, so the total expenses are now $30,000. Let me know what other information you nee& 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:57 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



A B C D IEI F 
1 Employer’s Worksheet to Calculate Employee’s 
2 Taxable Income Resulting from 
3 Employer-Provided Vehicle 
4 
5 Reporting Period from November 1, 2000 to Ocotber 31, 2001 

7 

+ 

9 Employer’s Name: 
10 

12 METHOD I - GENERAL METHOD 
13 
14 
15 Fair market value of vehicle at date first 
16 available for personal use: 
17 

+ 

18 Annual lease value (from table): i A 

20 #days used: days/365 days = Use %: i B 
+ 

21 

AxB=C 22 Actual lease value: 
23 

+ 

24 
25 
26 Personal use %: 
27 
28 Total miles: 

30 Business miles: 
31 

36 Personal value of annual lease: C x D = F 
37 

39 of personal miles by 5.5 cents 

49484746454443 
-I°t~! ~mp!°Y~ tax~b!~ !nc°m~ f f t F+~ 

50 
51 



1 

10 

,11. 

17 
18g ( 

19 
20 % 
21 
22 $ 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4O $ 
41 
42 
43 $ 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 (revised 2001 



A ttachment B 

A 

1 

7 Name of Person Using Vehicle 

8 
9 
10 Vehicle Description: 

12 Make: 

14 Model: 

16 Year: 

18 Fair Market Value: 

20 
21 Date Secured: 
22 
23 Date returned to dealer: 
24 
25 
26 **If you still have the car, complete the section below. 

27 
28 
29 
30 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
4O 

41 I, i~ cert~ th~ ~he information provided on ~lfis form 
42 is accurate to the best of my knowledge. 

43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 





1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 Insurance provided by: 

13 
14 
15 
16 Titled to: 
17 
18 Dealer Tag: 

19 
20 
21 Odometer Reading: 

22 
23 Odometer Reading: 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

! 

,    . 

A ttachment B 



A 
Hrevised 08/01 

Attachment B 
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A ttachment B 



A ttachment B 





@Eligibility Cent=er 

Di 4sions I and II Initial-Eligibility Requirements 
Core Courses 

NCAA Division I requires 16 core courses. NCAA Division II currently requires 14 core courses. 
Division II will require 16 core courses for students enrolling on or after August 1, 2o13. See the charts below. 
NCAA Division I will require lO core courses to be completed prior to the seventh semester (seven of 
the lo must be a combination of English, math or natural or physical science that meet the distribution 
requirements below). These lO courses become "locked in" at the seventh semester and cannot be retaken for 
grade improvement. 
o Beginning Augu~,t 1, 2o16, it will be possible for a Division I college-bound student-athlete to sHEll receive 

athletics aid and the ability to practice with the team ~f he or she.fails to meet the lO course requirement, 
but would not be able to compele. 

Test Scores 

Division I uses a sliding scale to match test scores and core grade-point averages (GPA). The sliding scale for 
those requirements is shown on Page No. 2 of this sheet. 
Division II requires a minimmn SAT score of 820 or an ACT sum score of 68. 
The SAT score used for NCAA purposes includes only the critical reading and math sections. The writing 
section of the SAT is not used. 
The ACT score used for NCAA pro’poses is a sum of the following four sections: English, mathematics, reading 
and science. 
When you register for the SAT or ACT, use the NCAA Eligibility Center code of 9999 to ensure all 
SAT and ACT scores are reported directly to tl~e NCAA Eligibility Center from the testing agency. 
Test scores that appear on transcripts will not be used. 

Grade-Point Average 

Be sure to look at your high school’s List of NCAA Courses on the NCAA Eligibility- Center’s website 
(w~s, woeligibilitycenter.org). Only courses that appear on yore’ school’s List of NCAA Courses will be used in the 
calculation of the core GPA. Use the list as a guide. 
Division I students enrolling full time before August L 9o~6, should use Sliding Scale A to determine 
eligibilib~ to receive athletics aid, practice and competition during the first year. 
Division I GPA requh’ed to receive athletics aid and practice on or after August 1, 2016~ is 2.000 

(corresponding test-score requirements are hsted on Sliding Scale B on Page No. 2 of this sheet). 
Division I GPA required to be eligible for competition on or after August l, 2016, is 2.300 (corresponding 
test-score requirements are listed on Sliding Scale B on Page No. 2 of this sheet). 
The Division II core GPA requirement is a minimmn of 2.000. 
Remember, the NCAA GPA is calculated using NCAA core courses only. 



For more information, visit the NCAA 
Eligibility Center website at 
www.eligibilitycenter.org. 

Page No. 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:47 PM 

Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Owaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Car Rental 

I do all our stuff Matthew Torres at University Ford 919 929 3115 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ASST DIRECTOR OF TICKET OPERATIONS 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 10/23/2012 12:36 PM > > > 

Shane Parrish has the contact information. 

Clint 

> > > On 10/23/2012 at 11:56 AM, in message <5086BE4A.C7B : 6 : 64614>, Aaron York 

wrote: 

> Mince, 
> 

> I’ll see if I can track down the information from National Car Rental, since 
> I have a copy of the receipt right here (with the car type, vehicle #, 

> etc...). I’m hopeful someone out there can give me a fair market value and a 

> signature for this car. 
> 

> Clint, 
> 

> Do you have a contact at University Ford Rentals that Mince can touch base 

> with? I’m not sure if I’ve ever spoken to anyone over there about rental 

> cars in the past. 
> 

> 

> Aaron York 
> 

> Athletic Business Office 
> 

> 962 5196 
> 

> ayork@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > "Ille, Mince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/23/2012 11:40 AM > > > 
> 

> Aaron, 

> No, the National rental car was returned 8/25. I now have a vehicle from 
> University Ford Rentals. I do not have a dealer vehicle, so I dont have any 

> contact person at either National or University Ford. If anyone has any 

> contact at either place that can provide the fair market value and signature, 

> Ill be happy to try to try to contact that person if necessary. Thanks. 
> Mince 
> 

> 

> From: Aaron York [mailto:ayork@uncaa.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:08 AM 

> To: Ille, Mince; Clint Gwaltney 

> Subject: Re: Car Rental 
> 

> 

> 

> Mince, 
> 

> 

> 

> I’m showing your rental car is through National Car Rental at RDU airport, 

> is that correct? Have you maintained the same car since you first picked it 

> up on July 28th? (that’s the date I’m showing from your expense report 

> processed on K477911). 
> 

> 

> 

> Assuming you have kept the same car this entire time (July 28th through 

> October 31st), you will need to fill out Attachment Awith your total miles 

> driven, divided into personal and business mileage (as a reminder, miles 

> driven to/from work are considered personal mileage by the IRS). Attachment 

> B, the "Verification of Dealer Car Use", is normally filled out by both 

> yourself and your "dealer". The dealer (or rental car agency contact, if 



appropriate) would fill out the following items: 

Fair Market Value 

Signature of dealership representative 

Name of dealership 

Date 

All other information on that sheet you should be able to fill out yourself, 

but the dealer can assist if necessary (i,e,, for beginning odometer readings 
on the car when picked up, for example), FYI, the receipt included on the 

previously mentioned expense report shows you picked up the Altima with a 

beginning odometer reading of 10,812, drove it 446 miles, and "returned" it 

with a reading of 11,258 on August 25, 2012,,...did you pick up a different 

car at this time? If so, you will need to fill out an Attachment A and B 

form for each car you drove during that time frame up until 10/31/12, 

Let me know if you have further questions or need additional assistance in 

securing the required information, I’ll be happy to contact National Car 

Rental to inquire about that information if you don’t have a designated point 

person out there, 

Aaron York 

Athletic Business Office 

962 5196 

avork@uncaa,unc,edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 10/23/2012 10:36 AM > > > 

Work with Aaron York on that, He can help you secure what you need, 

Thanks, 

Clint 

>>>> On 10/22/2012 at 7:46 PM, in message 

<FBDOFDE871B7904A83367318C6191905032DBFEC@ITS MSXMBSIF.ad.unc.edu>, "[lie, 

Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Clint, 

>> To whom should I take/send the "Form B Verification of Dealer Car Use" for 
>> the car I’m driving? Do I need to complete the forms for "dealer provided 

> vehicles" for submission to Martina Ballen? Thanks. 

> Vince 



OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 

Position Announcement 
Assistant Director of Compliance 

Department 
Athletics - Compliance 

Position Summary 
The Assistant Director of Compliance assists in ensuring compliance with all University, Pacific-12 (Pac-12) 

Conference and NCAA rules and regulations governing intercollegiate athletics, including, but not limited 

to amateurism, recruiting, financial aid, playing & practice seasons, and eligibility. 

Duties and Responsibilities 
The Assistant Director of Compliance will: 

Serve as Liaison between the Department of Athletics and the Registrar’s Office, Office of 

Financial Aid, and Campus Collegiate Advisors 

¯ Administer the annual coaching certification exam 

¯ Coordinate the designation of institution’s coaching staff per Bylaw 11 

¯ Coordinate team roster management; Input data and complete squad lists for all sports 

¯ Coordinate the National Letter of Intent, the distribution of athletics aid and monitor 
awarding of additional financial aid per Bylaw 15 

¯ Coordinate summer school athletics aid 

¯ Coordinate institution’s SAOF and Special Assistance funds 

¯ Coordinate student-athlete transfer requests and transfer admissions process 

¯ Coordinate team pre-season meetings 

¯ Monitor employment of student-athletes 

¯ Monitor camps and clinics conducted by coaching staff 

¯ Monitor individual and team recruiting activities 

¯ Research and provide rules interpretations 

¯ Collect data and complete all requests for compliance related information by the University, 

Pac-12 Conference and the NCAA 

Other duties as assigned by the Director of Compliance or Associate AD - Compliance 

Qualifications and Skills 
Bachelor’s degree in related field required, Master’s degree preferred. Minimum of 2 years of full- 

time experience working within a Division I athletics department required; 3-5 years preferred. 

Familiarity with NCAA Division I rules and regulations and excellent communication skills required. 

Experience with Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel required, and experience with NCAA 

Compliance Assistant (CA), NCAA LSDBi, JumpForward and/or BlueChip preferred. 

Salary 
Expected Annual Salary is $40-42K 

Closing: Date 
Review of applications will begin on November 6, 2012, and will continue until position is filled. 

Applications 
Please submit resume and cover letter via Oregon State’s Human Resources portal. The link to the 

HR site is http://oregonstate.edu/jobs/. 

Oregon State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 



OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 

Position Announcement 
Compliance Coordinator 

Department 
Athletics - Compliance 

Position Summary 
The Compliance Coordinator assists in ensuring compliance with all University, Pacific-12 (Pac-12) 

Conference and NCAA rules and regulations governing intercollegiate athletics, including, but not limited 

to amateurism, recruiting, financial aid, playing & practice seasons, and eligibility. 

Duties and Responsibilities 
The Compliance Coordinator will: 

Serve as the Liaison between the Department of Athletics and the Office of Admissions, and 

the Office of University Housing and Dining 

¯ Act as the University’s primary contact for the NCAA Eligibility Center 

¯ Evaluate Prospective Student-Athlete transcripts (domestic) 

¯ Monitor and approve official visits 

¯ Monitor promotional activities and donation requests 

¯ Assist with the monitoring of playing/practice seasons 

¯ Assist with the monitoring of individual and team recruiting activities 

¯ Assist with the monitoring of camps and clinics conducted by the coaching staff 

¯ Serve as the office coordinator and primary file clerk 

¯ Other duties as assigned by the Director of Compliance or Associate AD - Compliance 

Qualifications and Skills 
Bachelor’s degree in related field required, Master’s preferred. Minimum 6 months of Division I 

compliance-related experience and minimum 1 year of experience working within a Division I 

athletics department preferred. Familiarity with NCAA Division I rules and regulations and excellent 

communication skills required. Experience with Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel required, and 

experience with NCAA Compliance Assistant (CA), NCAA LSDBi, JumpForward and/or BlueChip 

preferred. 

Salary 
Expected Annual Salary is $28-30K 

Closing Date 
Review of applications will begin on November 6, 2012, and will continue until position is filled. 

Applications 
Please submit resume and cover letter via Oregon State’s Human Resources portal. The link to the 

HR site is http://oregonstate.edu/jobs/. 

Note: This position is currently listed under the title of Assistant Compliance Coordinator in the 

University’s HR system. 

Oregon State University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Win AD <Kevin WinthropIntelligence.com@maJl312.us2.mcsv.net> 

~Vednesday, October 24, 2012 11:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Introducing our New & Improved Interface 

Dear Vince, 

Wir~ AO is proud to present our revamped and redesigned database ~ntedac¢. 

Our new ~ook retains a~ the ~eatu~es and f~nct~ona~y that make Win AD the bes~ data tool 

college atMet~cs, and reorganizes them for a sleeker, faster, and ~ore efficient user 

experience. 

re Oat started ~n the new ~nterface, s~mp~y cl~ck on the "P~oduc[" tab ~n the upper ~e~t-hand 

corner and select your desired database: 

Frem [here, you’ll have access te enhanced versions of the ~eatch, L)ata, and F~t~f/]e pages 

that provide the valuable ir~sights from Win AD that you rely er~: 



That’s it! 

We hope yo~ enjoy the new took end Ieel of Wit~ AD. Pleese contact Kevin Bareleot 

(~~ e~,ce,com) with questions or feedback. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:19 AM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu-~ 

Dave Schmidt <dsclmaidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: admissions info 

Great, thanks. 

Rick 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:18 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: Dave Schmidt; Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: admissions info 

No...Vince said he will take care of it 

S~eve [~i~:~’c/mer 

(9t9) 475-2695 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <ficlcs~ei({~email.uuc.edt~> wrote: 

Do you want to address with wresLting or do you want me to? I arn fine either way. 

Rick 

Frora: Dave Schmidt [mailto:dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:11 AM 

To: Kirschner, Steve 
Co: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: admissions info 
The admissions info is not anywhet~ on GoHeels.com. It appears to be on the UNC Wrestling site that is run by their "alumni". 

>>> "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner(~.unc.edu> 10/24/12 11:33 PM >>> 
I only heard today from Lohse and Helen regarding the admission info that is supposedly on one of our team web site pages 
Have you all checked your sports? 
Please let me know either way...thanks 



From: Lily R. Otu <om~msma~-.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 4:24 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: li~x 

Hi Vince, 

I received the cover page to your fax, but not the fax itself. Could you please resend or email it. 

Thank you, 

Lily 

.£i@ 7{° 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peacock. Christopher R <peacock@illinois.edu~. 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 5:34 PM 

Squire, Rya~ R <Nuire@illinois.edu:~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edu> 

Re: Illini Athletics Posts 89 Percent Graduation Success Rate 

Like shooting fish in a barrel. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Droid 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Squire, Ryan R" <squire@illinois.edu> 
To: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>, "Peacock, Christopher R" <peacock@illinois.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Oct 25, 2012 20:25:43 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: IIlini Athletics Posts 89 Percent Graduation Success Rate 

For your af[:erno.:_~n ~-:mterti~irmlerd:., read the ~.;ub- headlin,-:~ tl’H:,t~ COLH~t the sf)orLs that [~e]~ "i’ayk)r lists as havit~g a p*-’_~rfe(:L (:-:S}I 

Fr~rm Taylor, Benjamin K 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 2:58 PM 
To: Taylor, Benjamin K 
Subject: Illini Athletics Posts 89 Percent Graduation Success Rate 
FOR IMMt*iDIATb: Rb:LI~iASI~]: Oct. 25, 2012 
SID Contact: Ben Taylor (217-244-5045 / bktaylor@illinois.edu) 
Web Story Link I NCAA GSR Release & Data 
FIGHTI_N’G ILLINI ATHLETICS 
Illini Stack Up Well in Latest Graduation Success Rates 
6 Teams Post Perfect GSR Score 
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. - In gTaduation data released by the NC:\A Thursday, Utfiversity of Illinois student-athletes in the 2005-06 cohort have a 
graduation success rate (GSR) of 89 percent and a Federal Graduation Rate (FGR) of 74 percent. Six Illini teams posted [)effect GSR scores for the 
cohort that entered from 2002-05: men’s basketball, men’s golf, men’s gymnastics, women’s golf, women’s gymnastics, soccer and softball. 
Illinois’ overall GSR of 89 percent ties the second-highest mark irl school history (2004: cohol~t.) and is just below the school record of 90 percent set 
by the 1998 cohort. 
Soccer, women’s golf and women’s gymnastics have recorded perfect GSR scores of 100 in all eight, years of data provided by the NCZL,\, and 
sofLball also has a six-year [)effect score streak. This marks the lhird-straight year that men’s basketball and men’s gyrrlt;astics have posted a 
[)effect 100 GSR.                                         ¢, 
The GSR includes all athletically-aided student-athletes, including, l~-ansfers, but subtracts those student-athletes that leave the institution eligible. 
The FGR assesses only first-time fl~ll-tilne freshmen in a given cohort and only cot~ts them as academic successes if they graduate from their 
institution of initial enrolhnent within a six-year period. 
The overall Division I freshman cohort gradtmtion rates are (35 percent for studet~t-athletes and 63 percent for the student body, while the four-cla~s 
average is 64 percent for student-athletes and 63 percent for the student population. The national GSR for the cohort is 80 percent. 
<p sVle "ma~gin:0in; margin- bottom: .0001 p 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@ema]l.unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 26, 2012 8:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: l?ax 

Vince- 

Do Vou have the contract, it was not attached? Thanka-KathV 

Frem; Vince Ille [mail~:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, October 25, 2012 6:16 PN 
Te~ 6riggs, Kathy 
Su~ject~ N: fax 

Ka~y, 

Can you ~nd the fax again? It looks like tNs might have ~en for a game contract and didn’t go thmngh? Thanks. 

Vi~ce 

F~m: Lily R. ~u [.t~_~JJN_;R[~f~E)!~NtN~_¢~_~] 

Sent: Thursday, OcMber 25, 2012 4:24 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: fax 

Hi Vince, 

I received the cover page to your fax, but not the fax itself. Could you please resend or email it. 

Thank you, 

Lily 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McFafland, Michael B <mikemcfarland@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 26, 2012 11:30 AM 

Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email.amc.edu-~; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edn>; Davis, Nancy K <nmacy davis@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; ’skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu’; Kevin Best <kbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’Joni Worthington’ <worthj@northcarolina.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Current Draft 

Current Draft.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Otu, Lily R. <otu~msma~.,.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 11:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: l?ax 

Hi Vince, 
sent a permission to contact for Carolyn Chandler. 

Tha~ks, 

2>(iot~e: 3o~-447-d782 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 26, 20~2 ~:[:27 AM 
To: Otu, Lily R. 
Subject: RE: fax 
Hi Lily, 

I did not send you a fax. Perhaps one of our staff sent it m~der my signature. What were you expecting to receive that wasn’t transmitted? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lily R. Otu [mailto:otu@msmary.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 4:24 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: fax 
Hi Vince, 
I received the cover page to your fax, but not the fax itself. Could you please resend or email it. 
Thank you, 
Lily 





The message does not contain any threats 

AVG for MS Exchange Server (9°0.930 - 2441.1.1/5362) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:56 PM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Kerry Kenny <kkenny@bigten.org>; Big Ten - JennitEr Heppel <jheppel@bigten.org> 

NCAA BOD Action Re: MBK Recruiting Opportunities 

All: 

Great to see those of you who made it to the meetings; we missed those who didn’t. 

As mentioned this morning, the NCAA BOD adopted the Enforcement Working Group recommendations. The BOD took the below action as well, so I just want to 

make sure you guys are aware. Note that I tried to pull up the related proposal (2012-17) on LSDBi, but it doesn’t appear to be up yet. 

Take care, 

Chad 

From the NCAA BOD report: 

"NCAA Division I Leadership Council Report. ’lhe Board received the following report of the October l 1, 2012, Leadership Conncil meeting: [Reference Supplement 

No. 6.] 

(1) Recruiting (Yppormnities Men’s Basketball. ’Ihe Council agreed to recommend that the NCAA Division I Boaxd of Directors use its authori~ consistent with the 

intent of the new men’s basketball recruiting tnodel, to adopt legislation to amend NCAA Bylaw- 13.1.7.16 to specit~l that in the sport of~nen’s basketball, an institution ~nay 

not be cha~ged with more than one recraiting opportunity" per prospective student-athlete on a given day, regardless of the number of contacts or number of athletically 

related activities obse~’ed on that day. 

BOARD ACTION: The Board adopted the recommended legislative change to Bylaw 13.1.7.16 and agreed that this provision should apply to all sports, effective 

immediately, and to be applied retroactively to August 1, 2012. (U nanimous voice vote) [Reference Proposal No. 2012-17.]" 

Office: S~7 696 /010 e×t/1S :: F-’:..x: $47 696 1250 I httr~::;’,~uw’~,, bit:tel ei-r~ 







NCAA Division I Board of Directors Meeting 
Executive Summary - October 30, 2012 

The Jidl report can be jbund at www.ncaa, org 

New Jersey Sports Wagering Law. President Emmert noted that based on previous action of the NCAA 
Executive Committee, a new law that permits sports wagering, including single-galne betting, on amateur 
and professional sports in the State of New Jersey results in prohibiting the hosting of any championship 
event in New Jersey. It was noted that some members in the state have expressed concern with the 
Association’s stance since the new law has not yet resulted in sports wagering. All members of the 
Executive Committee who participated in the discussion expressed support for the Executive Committee’s 
previous action and would not support reconsideration of the matter. 

Transforming Intercollegiate Athletics Collegiate Model -- Enforcement Working Group. The Board 
received the final recommendations from the Enforcement Working Group regarding the implementation of 
a new enforcement program. The recommendations include: 1) A new violation structure; 2) A new process 
structure; 3) A new penalty structure, and 4) Greater accountability for those in charge of the athletics 
program and specific sports programs. The working group recommended an effective date of August 1, 
2013. 

BOARD ACTION: The Board approved the working group’s recommendation to amend 
Bylaw 11.1.2.1 and to adopt a new Bylaw 19, which establishes a new enforcement program, 
effective August 1, 2013. (Unanimous Roll Call Vote.) [Reference Supplement No~ 5 and Proposal 

Nos. 2012-15 and 2012-16.] 

The Board noted its support for the working group’s formation of a group of individuals from among the 
Division 1A Athletics Directors Enforcement and Compliance Task Force, National Association of 
Athletics Compliance (NAAC), the enforcement staff, staff from the office of the Committees on 
Infractions, and the Enforcement Working Group to redefine institutional control. 

Transforming Intercollegiate Athletics Collegiate Model - Rules Working Group. The group received 
an update on the status of the work of the Rules \Vorking Group, noting that action by the Board is 
expected in Januau 2013. The working group meets again in-person in December at which time it plans to 
consider comments received and finalize its recommendations for the January 2013 Board meeting. 

2013-14 Division I Legislative Cycle. The Board noted that with the focus on the presidential reform 
initiatives and the continued work of the Rules Working Group, Division I conferences, committees and 
cabinets should avoid offering new legislation for the 2013-14 legislative cycle. The Board agreed that the 
membership should maintain its attention to the Rules Working Group’s efforts to create rules that are 
meaningful, enforceable and contribute to student success. 

BOARD ACTION: The Board agreed that it will not consider legislation in the 2013-14 
legislative cycle that is not part of the presidential reform agenda or considered essential to 
the operation of Division I. (Unanimous voice vote) 



Board of Directors 
August 2012 
Page 2 of 3 

NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance (CAP). The Board was presented with the 
following recommendations from the Committee on Academic Performance: 

(1) Postseason Ineligibility Waiver Procedures - That the Board approve a revision to the Academic 
Performance Program (APP) policies and procedures to permit an institution to participate during a 
waiver appeal teleconference the first occasion a team is ineligible for postseason competition. The 
change would be effective immediately for all waivers considered during the 2012-13 academic year 
and beyond. 

BOARD ACTION: The Board approved the recommended revision to the APP waiver appeal 
policies. (Unanimous Voice Vote.) [Reference Supplement No. 3.] 

(2) Supplemental Support Fund Policies - That the Board approve two revisions to the Supplemental 
Support Fund (SSF) policies as follows: 

(a) Allow for the use of SSF resources to provide financial assistance to student-athletes in the form 
of aid to participate in summer bridge programs, sunamer school attendance, and exhausted- 
eligibility scholarships. These funds cannot be used to finance grants-in-aid other than the three 
noted uses. 

(b) Revise the eligibility criteria for SSF such that institutions that compete as members of the FBS 
shall not be eligible to apply for or receive SSF funds. [Note: Any FBS institutions that have 
previously applied for and been granted SSF awards would continue to receive such awards 
assuming all policies are adhered to (e.g., previously awarded multi-year a~vards).] 

The revisions would be effective immediately, beginning with the 2012 submission of S SF grant 
requests. 

BOARD ACTION: The Board approved the recommended revisions to the SSF policies. 
(Unanimous Voice Vote.) [Reference Supplement No. 3.] 

NCAA Division I Leadership Council Report. The Board received the following report of the October 
11, 2012, Leadership Council meeting: [Reference Supplement No. 6.] 

Recruiting Opportunities - Men’s Basketball. The Council agreed to recommend that the NCAA 
Division I Board of Directors use its authority consistent with the intent of the new men’s basketball 
recruiting model, to adopt legislation to amend NCAA Bylaw 13.1.7.16 to specify that in the sport of 
men’s basketball, an institution may not be charged with more than one recruiting opportunity per 
prospective student-athlete on a given day, regardless of the number of contacts or number of 
athletically related activities obsel~Ted on that day. 



Board of Directors 
August 2012 
Page 3 of 3 

BOARD ACTION: The Board adopted the recommended legislative change to Bylaw 
13olo7o16 and agreed that this provision should apply to all sports, effective immediately, 
and to be applied retroactively to August 1, 2012. (Unanimous voice vote) [Reference 
Proposal No. 2012-17.] 

Brighton Declaration. The Board considered a request of the Executive Committee that all three divisional 
presidential bodies consider endorsing the principles of the Brighton Declaration, which is an international 
declaration supporting opportunities for women in sport. 

BOARD ACTION: The Board voted to endorse the following statement: "The NCAA 
supports the concept of equal equality for the participation of girls and women in sport at all 
levels as embodied in the Brighton Declaration." (Unanimous voice vote.) [Reference 
Supplement No. 1 

Future Meeting Dates. 

a. Saturday, January 19, 2013, Grapevine, Texas. [In conjunction with the NCAA Convention.] 

b. Thursday, May 2, 2013, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

c. Thursday, August 8, 2013, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

d. Wednesday, October 30, 2013, Indianapolis, Indiana. 

e. Saturday, Janua~ 18, 2014, San Diego, Califomia. [In conjunction with the NCAA Convention.] 

f. Thursday, April 24, 2014, Indianapolis, Indiana. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Head Coach Restx~nsibility docs 

Head Coach Responsibility-MBB.pdf; Head Coach Responsibili~-WBB.lxtf; Head Coach Responsibility-FB.pdf; Head Coach 

Responsibility- Other.pdf 

tlere :~re lt~e four’ "coaches" doc~m~e~; I sent ou~ directly to co~che~; a~d cot~ied AD~;, SWA’s, FAR~; at~d com~l~at~ce director~;. 

Brad 

From: Bur~emeister, 
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2012 2:56 PN 

To: Hostler, Brad 
Subject: Head Coach Responsibili~ docs 

Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 



HEAD COACH RESPONSIBILITY -- MEN’S BASKETBALL 

NOTE: Please see your senior compliance administrator or athletics director for more 
detailed information regarding the information below. The NCAA has produced a de- 
tailed educational document to assist in educating coaches on this issue and has includ- 
ed Committee on Infractions case precedent as examples to demonstrate the level of 
expectation on head coaches. 

THECHANGE: 

As of October 30, 2012, NCAA Division I Bylaw 11.1.2.1 will state that an institu- 
tion’s head coach is presumed to be responsible for the actions of all assistant 
coaches and administrators who report, directly or indirectly, to the head coach. 
A head coach shall promote an atmosphere of compliance within his or her program 
and shall monitor the activities of all personnel involved with the progmln who report, 
directly or indirectly, to the coach. 

J/" THE LIST - MEN’S BASKETBALL 

2~£x,,,~ 
The list of Level III violations that may result in a suspension for a head and/or assist 
coach, as discussed with the National Association of Basketball Coaches (NABC), in- 
cludes: 

In-person, off-campus contacts during a dead period [particularly during the Nation- 
al Letter of Intent (NLI) signing dead period]. 

Exceeding the permissible number of opportunities with a prospective student- 
athlete. 

, Intentional or significant game-day simulations and/or impermissible recruiting aids. 

~ Providing team gear or other inducements to prospective student-athletes. 

~ Violations that occur as a result of engaging nonscholastic third parties in the re- 
cruiting process. 
Collective recruiting violations and/or other intentional recruiting violations (e.g., 
multiple impermissible early phone calls, multiple impermissible comacts, providing 
inducements). 

Impermissible benefits to student-athletes or inducements to prospective student- 
athletes by third parties that the coaching staff knows about or is involved with. 

///~ 
THE IMPACT .... -\ 

If the NCAA enforcement staff alleges that a head coach violated Bylaw 11.1.2.1 \ 
as a result of his/her involvement in Level I or II violation(s) (previously called 
"major" violations), what could happen? 
After August 1, 2013, if the Committee on Infractions finds that a head coach violated 
Bylaw 11.1.2.1, he or she may be suspended, pursuant to a show-cause order, for an 
entire season for Level I violations (severe breach of conduct) and half of a season for 
Level II violations (significant breach of conduct). The number of contests that a head 
coach would be suspended from will depend on the severity of the violation(s) com- 
mitted by his/her staff or the coach himself/herself. 

Are there Level III violations that may result in a suspension of a head coach? 
Yes. Currently, for specific secondary violations in the sports of Division I men’s bas- 
ketball (e.g., camp employment) and football (e.g., impermissible recruiters) a head 
coach and assistant coaches may be suspended for committing secondary, violations by 
the institution at the direction of the enforcement staff. 

Beginning August 1, 2013, for all sports, suspensions of coaches for designated Level 
III recruiting violations will be released publicly by the enforcement staff. In addition, 
a history (most recent five years) of the coach’s Level III violations will be made avail- 
able to member institutions that request such information. The enforcement staff will 

\ identify, where possible, which Level III violations were seg-reported by the head 
. 

~coach or his/her staff. 

THE DIRECTION 

What can a head coach do to promote an atmosphere of compliance and monitor 
activities of his or her staff? 

The NCAA Enforcement Staff has suggested the following three actions be taken by head 
coaches to demonstrate efforts to promote an atmosphere of compliance: 

Conm~unication: The head coach should communicate with and understand the expecta- 
tions of the president/chancellor, athletics director and senior compliance administrator 
and then communicate those expectations to the rest of the program’s staff. 

Monitoring: The head coach should regularly discuss potential red flags with the staff and 
seek assistance from the compliance staff when red flags are identified. The head coach is 
expected to ask questions if/when suspicious activity is identified. (e.g., third parties, 
boosters). 

Documentation: The head coach should document all communication on and resolution of 
compliance and monitoring educational efforts with their staff. 

The ultimate determination of whether a head coach has exercised proper control over his/ 
her program rests with the NCAA Committee on Infractions, and a failure to promote an 
atmosphere of compliance and/or failure to monitor determination will consider the unique 
facts and circumstances of each case. There is no list of items that will in all circumstances 

\ prevent a :finding. Further, it is important to consult with your athletics administration and 

\~mPliance staff for additiolml guidance on the best action plan for your institution. 





HEAD COACH RESPONSIBILITY- FOOTBALL 

NOTE: Please see your senior compliance administrator or athletics director for more 
detailed information regarding the information below. The NCAA has produced a de- 
tailed educational document to assist in educating coaches on this issue and has includ- 
ed Committee on Infractions case precedent as examples to demonstrate the level of 
expectation on head coaches. 

THECHANGE: 

As of October 30, 2012, NCAA Division I Bylaw 11.1.2.1 will state that an institu- 
tion’s head coach is presumed to be responsible for the actions of all assistant 
coaches and administrators who report, directly or indirectly, to the head coach. 
A head coach shall promote an atmosphere of compliance within his or her program 
and shall monitor the activities of all personnel involved with the progmln who report, 
directly or indirectly, to the coach. 

THE LIST - FOOTBALL 
The list of Level III violations that may result in a suspension for a head and/or assistant 
coach, as discussed with the American Football Coaches Association (AFCA) ,includes: 
* In-person, off-campus contacts during a dead period (particularly during the NLI sign- 

ing dead period). 

o Exceeding the permissible m~mber of contacts with a prospective student-athlete. 

o Intentional or significant game-day simulations and/or impermissible recruiting aids. 

* Providing team gear or other inducements to prospective student-athletes. 

~ Violations that occur as a result of engaging nonscholastic third parties in the recruiting 
process (e.g., prescheduled unofficial visits that are impermissibly fi~nded, etc.). 

* Collective recruiting violations and/or other intentional recruiting violations (e.g., multi- 
ple impermissible early phone calls, multiple impermissible contacts). 

~ Holding ’7-o11-7 events on an institution’s campus and/or otherwise attending or being 
involved in nonscholastic events. 

o Impermissible benefits to student-athletes or inducements to prospective student-athletes 

~\,\,,by third parties that the coaching staff knows about or is involved with. 
~ / ~ Providing a written offer of athletically related financial aid to a prospectk e student- / 

........................................... 

///~ 
THE IMPACT .... -\ 

If the NCAA enforcement staff alleges that a head coach violated Bylaw 11.1.2.1 \ 
as a result of his/her involvement in Level I or II violation(s) (previously called 
"major" violations), what could happen? 
After August 1, 2013, if the Committee on Infractions finds that a head coach violated 
Bylaw 11.1.2.1, he or she may be suspended, pursuant to a show-cause order, for an 
entire season for Level I violations (severe breach of conduct) and half of a season for 
Level II violations (significant breach of conduc0. The number of contests that a head 
coach would be suspended from will depend on the severity of the violation(s) com- 
mitted by his/her staff or the coach himself/herself. 

Are there Level III violations that may result in a suspension of a head coach? 
Yes. Currently, for specific secondary violations in the sports of Division I men’s bas- 
ketball (e.g., camp employment) and football (e.g., impermissible recruiters) a head 
coach and assistant coaches may be suspended for committing secondary violations by 
the institution at the direction of the enforcement staff. 

Beginning August 1, 2013, for all sports, suspensions of coaches for designated Level 
III recruiting violations will be released publicly by the enforcement staff. In addition, 
a history (most recent five years) of the coach’s Level III violations will be made avail- 
able to member institutions that request such information. The enforcement staff will 

\ identify, where possible, which Level III violations were seK-reported by the head 
. 

~coach or his/her staff. 

THE DIRECTION 

What can a head coach do to promote an atmosphere of compliance and monitor 
activities of his or her staff? 

The NCAA Enforcement Staff has suggested the following three actions be taken by head 
coaches to demonstrate efforts to promote an atmosphere of compliance: 

Conm~unication: The head coach should communicate with and understand the expecta- 
tions of the president/chancellor, athletics director and senior compliance administrator 
and then communicate those expectations to the rest of the program’s staff. 

Monitoring: The head coach should regularly discuss potential red flags with the staff and 
seek assistance from the compliance staff when red flags are identified. The head coach is 
expected to ask questions if/when suspicious activity is identified. (e.g., third parties, 
boosters). 

Documentation: The head coach should document: all communication on and resolution of 
compliance and monitoring educational efforts with their staff. 

The ultimate determination of whether a head coach has exercised proper control over his/ 
her program rests with the NCAA Committee on Infractions, and a failure to promote an 
atmosphere of compliance and/or failure to monitor determination will consider the unique 
facts and circumstances of each case. There is no list of items that will in all circumstances 

\ prevent a :finding. Further, it is important to consult with your athletics administration and 

\~mPliance staff for additiolml guidance on the best action plan for your institution. 











Please note that, where applicable, all capitalized temps in this form shall be ascribed their respective definitions provided in the LSm, ersity 
Carolina Department of ~thletics /tgenl and ~ddvisor Program. 

UNBZERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
Registration for Agents, Advisors, and Representatives 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

YE S NO 

If yes, 

fi o ~ O}gfini~ati .............................................. 

: 5: Organi~ati6~i~ Addrc~ :: .... ..... 

City~StateiZ~O COde: 

.... ........................................................................................................................................................................ 

10. I ........ 
(c’~ec~ ...... 

~ National B~k~tb~li P!ay~ N~ifi~i~N dat~ gf appro~al~ ............................ .............................................. ..... 

Natio~l F~tball E~gm~ Players Associatio~ date of approval: ..... ............ ....... ...... 

~ Natio~l Hockey Lea~e Players Associatim~ date of approval: 

Other: ~ date of approval: 

Other: ~ date of approval: 

EDUCATION 

1. Professional/Graduate School(s): 

(School) (City/State) (Degree) (Date Awarded) 



(School) (City/’State) (Degree) (Date Awarded) 

2. Undergraduate School(s): 

(School) (City/State) (Degree) (Date Awarded) 

(School) (City/State) (Degree) (Date Awarded) 

3. High School(s): 

(School) !~!!y/S!at!! !~gre}! (Date Awarded) 

CURRENT OCCUPATION~MPLOYMENT ..... 

Supervisor’s W~rkPhonei~ ) 

..... .... 

  Emp oym  t .... 

.... ....... .... 

Date Of Setf-EmplOyment (mO~¢h~),e~r) ...... 

at~ 6 S~ir-Emp~m~ 

2. Please pro~id~ y0~ einNOym~nl N~tO~’ fo~ lhe p~st fiv~ ~e~S in the Spaces p~v~ded b~!0w ~al! SuCh inlbnnafion is not 
included on ~he ~ume yd~ are reqN~Ed [~ gub~l with tN~ ~gi~ra~6~ fonn~ 

.... ...... 

Employer ............. EmplOyer Address Empl0~ Phone ........... Dates of Employment 
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FOR LAWYERS!LAW GRADUATES 
(If you are not a lawyer/law graduate, please proceed to the Professional Background section) 

1. Please list the jt~sdictions in which you have been admitted to the Bar and the dates of admission: 

Jnfisdiction Date of Admission Status 

ttmt applicationi ...... 

3 I~y6~ hav~ ev~b~ d~sbarredi ~p~nd~d ~primand~d ~ured, or otherwi~ di~ipii~d ~ di~qtmi~d ~ an attorney, a 

profeSS!on, or a public office holder, please provide tBe following in/brmation: .... 

C~rge/Complaint P endin~ tl!~Ch~g~Cmnplaint: Auth0fity::S::Addte s s 

5. Has your right to practice before any governmental office, bureau, agency, commission, etc. ever been disqualified, 
suspended, withdraw~ denied, or tem~inated? 

YES NO 

If yes, please explain fldly:. 
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PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND 
(Lawyers/law graduates please answer these questions Ollly as they relate to your profession in aw way other than already provided in 
the previous section.) 

1. Please list: any memberships that you have in business or professional orga~fizations which directly relate to your occupation 
or profession: 

Life Undenvfit~ R~g~red im~lme~ ~d~0~ ~!c } ~0U !~av~ ob~nCd 0~h~ than ~N!¢g~ 0~ gr~dii~t~ S~!~o01 degrees, 
including ...... 

3: if y~u hav~ ev~ b~n d~ni~d ~n 0~up~fi0nal:0~:p~feSSi~nal!ie~e, fran~hi~ ~ 6i5~ ~miiar ~rcd~ntifii~ fo~ which you 

Action 

profession, 6~ ~ fi publ!~ offic~ hO!der, please complete fi~e foii0wing: ..... 

Dates of Authority imposing ........... 
Occurrence the Action AuthoriW’s Address 
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6. Please indicate the nature of any charges or complaints currently pending against you regarding your conduct as a member 
of any profession, or as a public office holder, and the name and address of the authority considering the charges or complaints: 

Charge/Complaint Pending 

Authority Considering 

the Charge/Complaint Authont, s Address 

7. Has your right t0 engage in anS profession or occupation !ms ey~r been disqualified, S~pCndCd wiflidmwn, or terminated? 

If yes, please e~pi~iii fuli~ i .... 

8, PI~ a ~ ~ !~ ~ * the ~ ~te( ~ )~ w ~ ~ h g ~ ~ a re ~ ~rentla V¢ g!~’ ~ ~ W d ~ V Mv � ap P!! ~ d m b ~ re ~ ~ te re d p ~,~ ~nt m an)~ a*~ ~ ,at~tes .... 
re ~1 a~i rig at N ~ *~ag~ m 8 0~ advi~ 0 ~ ............................. 

State S~atu ~ 8~ R~Ostra~i8 .... 

................................................................. ..................................................................... .... .................................................................................................................................................... .... 
violati0n 0f ~ ~ime ~8~ut~ ~gOaf!ig a~!~t~ agents p!~aS~ Winp!~t~ !he 

............................................ .... 

............................. .............................................. ......... 
..... ..... ....... 

COMPLIANCE BACKGROUND ..... ....... 

1. If you have ever been involved in or accused of participating in any action alleged to have been in violation of the rules of the 
NCAA, any Conference, any universit-y or college, any players association, and/or any sports club, league, federation, or team, 
please complete the following: 

Complaint/Charge Date of Alleged Violation Result/Status of I~westigation Authority Imposing the Action 
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2. If you have ever been convicted of or plead guilty to a crinfinal charge, other than minor traffic violations, please complete 
the following: 

Date of 
Offense Conviction Criminal Authority Involved Ptmishment Assessed 

3. If you have ever been ~ d~fendant in any civil proceedings, including bankruptcy pmc~d!ngS i~ NN~h allegations of fraud, 
misrepresentati~r~ ~le~nti ~app~0pfiati0~ ~ fund~ ~6nv~rs~ b~ach 0f fiduc~ dutyi fo~g~ryi ~ !egal malpractice 

or legally; 

................... 

5 I[y~ w~re ~ve~ gusp~nded 6~ ~xp~d fr6m ~ ~6~leg~ ~Nv~!~ !~w ~hoN 6~ ~adnat~ ~661, please explain f~ly: 

.................................................................. ...................................................................... 

fully: 

8. If you have been declared bankrupt, or been an owner or part owner of a business which was declared bm~krupt, please 
provide full details: 
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BUSINESS SERVICES 

1. Please indicate the services that you/your organization offer to atlfletes (check all that apply): 

__ Contract Negotiation __ Financial Plmming __ Appearances/Endorsements 

Tax Planning Estate Planning __ Insurance Planning/Coverage 

hwestment Counseling Grievance -Arbitration 

__Other Services (please explain) ...... 

2. Do you ~ffc~ ~p~rale ~ntrac~ fo~ ~h ~rvi~ YES O ...... 

D~y0 nd!ea~e~e s fn~d s? NE S O 

I~ Nm~ ~re b6nd~d pl~ p~m~ia~ the foll6wing ilffO~fi~ ab0ut the bond~ 

A m o u~ 6fB ~ nd S~reI~ ~ nding ~0 A ddr~ ~ 
..... .... 

................................................................. ...................................................................... ......... 

4 Nrc y)~ ~tl~ registered ~de~ !h~ ~m~rnent Advi~6~Nct~ YES ~NO ::: 

5, {~ y6~ ~8~ p!ay~ w~h g~afing ~he 8~rvi~ ~a[ ~ d0 a0~ pro-dd~ pt~ pro~d~ ~he fotlo wing ~o~ti~ ~b~[ file 

.... 

INividml~irm d d m~ ~ P S~ rvi e ..... .... .... 

............................ .............................................. ...... 
..... ........ 

.... 

6. Do you receive a fee frmn aw individual(s)/firm(s) for referral? YES NO 

If yes, wlmt is the basis ofaw fee? 
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7. Do you (a) have an ownerslfip interest in; (b) wholly or partially finance; or (c) directly or indirectly exercise a controlling 
influence over any firm or organization that provides the services that you do not provide?         YES             NO 

If yes, please identif)" each firm/organization and include the following information: 

Firm/Organization Phone Services Provided 

Your Relationship 
Including Financial 
with the Firm/Organization 

(formal or info!!lla])purs~an! whic~ ~ ind~!~tual fin~ ~ ~ga~ati~n ~ 0~ ~end~ p~ay~ ~0 ~se yo~ se~,ices: 

C0i~p~S~ti0r~Consideration 

Na~ne 

9 ~d~nt~ ~ll ~nd~dual~ifinnsiorgani~afi~r~ w~ y~ ~v~ p}m~ded ~ny fo}m ~;lnp~at~ ~} co~ideration (e.g., 

salad’, fees, expenses, etc ) during ~e previous t~ee years for effo~s ~hey ~ve made to solicit, recommend or refer players 
~6 y6~ 6~ ~6~ 6rg~Nzati6n ...... .... 

COm~ti~lgC~Sideration 

Name ............................................ Phon~ F~ S~atio~fe~al 

.... ................. ..... 

..... ............................................................................... 
...... ....................... 

1!t. If you provide se~ices in addition to contract negotiations se~ices, indicate your cnstonm~ l?es l~r each se~:ice. Specify 
whether l?es arc based on a pementage of the player’s sNa~ negotiated, on Ns or her totN income, on an hourly fee, or on some 
other a~angement. IndicNe the mlationsNp, if aw, of such fees to the fees you c~rge for player contract negotiations and 
related sen~ices. 
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11. Do you bill the player for your expenses in connection with the services refcrred to in J? YES 

If yes, on what basis do you bill the player (e.g., itemize out-of-pocket, daily rate, or other basis)’? 

NO 

12. Do you allocate any expenses among various clients? YES NO 

If yes, identi~ the expenses o~d describe your method of allocation: 

13. How and wh~ ~re ~ paid~ 

: i5 ~VN~ ~ ihe duraao~ ~{ ~he ~ge~ment b~ ~ and ihe atm~)::: .... ..... 

16 WN~fy;~S{~h .................................................................... e ...................................................................... 
.................................................................................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................ 

........................................ 

18. Do you ~nfi~y6ur nun~ 0~eli~nt~’? NES NO 

PROFESSIONAL SPORTS EXPERIENCE 

1. Please attach to this registration form a list of all athletes, coaches, and sport administrators that you represem or have 
represented in the past five years in contract negotiations. Please include on the list each person’s address, phone number, the 
dates of such representation, their sport, and the team(s)iorganization(s) involved. Please advise in a separate paragraph on the 
attachment whether special circumstances exist such that you prefer certain former clients not be contacted, and describe those 
circumstances. If any of your current clients expressly object to their address and telephone number being released, you may 
withl~old this information with the tmderstanding that, on request of a University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill student- 
athlete, you will arrange for a client or an intermedial?." to contact the student-athlete or a UniversiD~ official for purposes of 
serving as a reference for 
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you. In all other cases, the :filing of this registration indicates that you agree that the U~fiversity of North Carolina at: Chapel Hill 
may contact anyone on your client list to discuss your contract: services as an agent, 

2. Please attach to this registration form a list of all athletes, coaches, and sport administrators you represent or have represented 
in the past five years for purposes other than contract negotiations (e.g., marketing and promotions, financial planning, etc.). 
Please include outhe list each person’s address, phoue number, the dates of such representation, their sport, and the 
team(s)iorganization(s) involved. Please advise in a separate paragraph on the attachment whether special circumstances exist 
such that you prefer certain former clients not be contacted, and describe those circumstances. If auy of your current clients 
expressly object to their address dud telephone uulnber being released, you may withhold this information with the 
understanding that, on request of a University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill student-athlete, you will arrange for a client or an 
intermediaqr to contact the student-athlete or a University official for purposes of serving as a reference for you. In all other cases, 
the filing of this registrati0oindi~ates that you agree that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~nay contact a~\vone on 
your client list to dis~u~ y~ux ~m~tmCt services. 

RELATED BUSINESS AND PERSONNEL 

1. Please provide fl~e ~que~d inlb~mafi~n fo~ each finn ~ ~rgani~afi0n wi~h wh!Ch y~u ~re ~urrcntly ~ffilia~ed and indicate 
w he re ~h¢ b US i n~S SO ~P ~¢ S ~nfi ~gpro fc S g i0n~! mh!~ t~ SiS¢ u St0 rnafi!y ~ 0 ndii~ t~ .... 

Name .... :: Addreg5 Pho~ O~ani~fi6~lU6~* 

: 2 If any ~ntry i~ 9A. ab~v~ i~ ~ p~anersNp; ii5~ ih~ nam~ ~ eac~ partne~be!mv !~ any ~ntry i~ ~A. above is a coworatioa list 
: fl~e ~ ~aa~ 0mce~ and ~mb~ ~the b~d ~ a~re~tors Pi~ a~at~ m~ paane~g ~m~ers or menders of the board 

~aire~to~ Nho ~sto ma~ly p~ffonn w~k fo~ profeSSioN aiU~g ....... 

..... .... 

.......................................... 
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3. List: each person not: named in 9B. on page 10 who: (a) has a significant ownerstfip interest in your firm or orga~fization; (b) 
has wholly or partially financed your firm or organization (other than fi~mncing or credit extended in the ordinary course of 
business by lending institutions); or (c) directly or indirectly exercises or has the power to exercise a comrolling influence over 
the mmmgement of your firm or organization: 

Name Address Phone Relationship* 

* describe the ownership interest, a~u~ of f!~anci~ ~d,/or basis of controlling interest 

4. Describe fuiiy ~he lmture 6£ ~ 0£ y0~ firm(~) and 0rgani~ti~n(~) ~i~d i~ ~A 0~ p~g~ !0i 

5: ~i~ ~ p~ ~l~d bi. ~iunt~fing fo~ ~sui~!ng With’ 0r int;n~g fo~ ~S~ ~ent Uu~ine~ and inc!nOe the 
: fo 1i m v~g i~o~Nti~ 

...... 

.... 
.... 
.... 

.......................................... 

~FE~N CE S ........................... ..................................................... 
..... ..... 

1. Please provide a list of tDee e~aracter references who are not related to you, not engaged i~ business with you, ~ve known 
you for at least tl~ee years, and can attest to your character. For eack provide the i~ffor~tion requested below: 

Name Address Phone Relationship 
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2. Please provide a list of at least two entities that: can attest to your financial credit:. For each financial reference, provide the 
information requested below: 

Organization Contact Address Phone 

I, ........................................................................................................................................... (~ui[ Nai~i h~@ ~qu~i ~N~tratim~ win N~ ~niv~ity ~ North 
C ar6~ fit Chapei Hii~ Agent & Advi~6~ P~6gram 

My si~amre below au~g~ ~ a~! gmtement~ affiWnatiom and repre~nmfi~m ~a~ in~N~ app!,¢ati0a and i,~ a~mcmnems are accurae 
as of ~ application da~ m~d a~ nmd~ fo~ ~ b~nefit 0~ the ~fiv~ig ~N~ Ca0!i~ and i,~ Student aflfl~,~ b~th presem and 
and t~t the i~ffo~ti0~ herei~ i~ pub!i� i~o~fi0~ aad may b~ provided bg the UNve~ig ~ N0~h Caroli~ ,0 i~g Studem-AtNetes, 
Studem-AtNetes’ Affiii~{~ grid any 6the~ i~divid~i~ witho~* re~fi~fi6~ ........ ............................................................................. ........ 

Registrant’s Na~ne (Please Print) Date 

Registrant’s Signature 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:31 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sthrme@admissions.unc.edtv~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtv~ 

co~zfi&nlial 

Football as of 10.31.12.xlsx 

Steve and Virice, 
Please see the attached, ] recommend the three of us meet hef~re we talk with Corey, Joe and others, Do you agree or do you prefer to approach this differently? 
Barbara 





El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

O~31 20~2 Cross Country/Track a~d Field Recruiting Calendars (I) 

Please note the 2012-13 Division I Cross Country/Track and Field Recmitin~ Calendax has been updated specifically in the month of December. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ciicl,: h~.:~e to b~ removed flom d’fis mailing 

Click I~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ ~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

tiapw tMloween - Eaxly NCAA Eligibility Center Closure 

The NCAA Eli~hil~:’ (;enter Customer Service department will close at 5 p.m. Eastern tinge ~ednesda?, October 31 . Normal bt~siness 

hours will resu~ne 3~urs~ay~ November I. 

LSDBi Annotmcement notifications are sent when new i~ms are posted to the annotmcement page. 

Click 13~J:.~ to vie~’ ou privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 



Subject: 

Attach: .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~.schae@uncaa.u~coec~u 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



STUDENT-ATHLETE EXIT SURVEY 

A. STUDENT-ATHLETE INFORMATION 

A.1 Date: [insert text box] 

A.2 In which varsity sport program(s) did you participate? [Insert check list] 

A.3 Please indicate your gender. [Insert check list/include no response] 

A.4 Please indicate your estimated GPA upon entrance to UNC. [Insert check list] 

A.5 What is your major? [Insert check list] 

A.6 How did you select your major? [Insert text box] 

A.7 Please indicate your race. [Insert check list] 

A.8 

A.9 

A.10 

A.11 

Were you recruited to participate in intercollegiate athletics at UNC? 

Did you receive any athletic scholarship assistance at any time from UNC? 

Did you receive a full athletic scholarship at any time from UNC? 

Why did you choose to attend UNC? [Insert check list] 

D. ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM 

D.1 With whom did you work concerning any academic issues or problems you faced? [Insert text box] 

D.2 I utilized the assistance of the academic counselor assigned to me at the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

D.3 My academic counselor at the Loudermilk Center for Excellence was an important resource and provided me 

valuable assistance. 

D.4 The Loudermilk Center for Excellence was a valuable resource for me. 

D.5 The services provided by the Loudermilk Center for Excellence enhanced my academic achievement and 

overall academic experience. 

D.6 The Loudermilk Center for Excellence support staff (e.g., staff other than academic counselors) was helpful 

and supportive. 

D.7 I utilized the tutorial assistance offered to me by the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

D.8 The Loudermilk Center for Excellence staff was able to locate and provide qualified tutors upon request. 

D.9 The tutorial assistance offered to me through the Loudermilk Center for Excellence was helpful to me. 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



D.10 I utilized tutorial assistance offered to me by other campus resources outside the Academic Services Program 

for Student-Athletes(e.g., college, department). 

D.11 Tutors complied with the Honor Code when they assisted me. 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions D.1-D.11. [Insert text box] 

D.12 Mandatory study hall was beneficial to me. 

D.13 

D.14 

D.15 

D.16 

I am satisfied with the 

I am satisfied with the 

computer labs available in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

technology available in the Loudermilk C~ ~6r Excellence. 

l am satisfied with the quality of equipment provided in thi~iiiii~ii~i~=~i~ii!i!ii~= Center for Excellence. 

There were a sufficient number of computers in the :L~iiai~i~milk Center f~i~iiiiExcellence to meet my needs. 

D.17 The course-related text books and materials I rec~iii~i~iii~t the Loudermilk Cent~i~iii~i~==Excellence were provided 
tomeinatimelyandefficientmanner.      ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ........ ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~     ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ .... 

Please add any comments you may have relai~i~iiiii~iiii~:uestions D.~i2iii~iii~::i [Insert text box] ........... 

Can you suggest any changes we could make or::~i~ii~ii~:~iiii~iiii~i~ld pro~ii~i~iii~i~t would enhance our student-athletes’ 

academic achievement or overal!:~:~d~:mic ex~er~:~? [~ng~::box] ::~: ~: 

to me S:~:~I: had ~:~O~ate k~w~ge and~O~0~t~d~ng of the rules. 

k.2 Mg coac~:~i:scussed NCAA::~I~s with:N~a:nd demonstrated a commitment to compliance w~th those rules. 

k.3 I know the nam::~e a~ro~ri~erson i~:he Compliance Office to contact for NC~ rules-re,ated 

k.4 When I hosted recruits, N~~nd team ~olicies were explained to me b~ m~ coaches or other s~ort 

L.5 Did recruits ever ask you to do or buy something that was not permitted by NCAA rules, improper or illegal? 

If yes, please describe: [insert text box] 

L.6 Are you aware of any violation of NCAA rules that occurred during your recruitment and enrollment here? 

If yes, please describe: [insert text box] 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions L.1-L.6. [Insert text box] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Ker~, Kem~y <kkenny@bigten.org> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 3:27 PM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

I~W: NCAA Legislative Relief Waivers - Two Blanket W~ivers 

FYI on the two SLR waivers found below. Have a nice weekend! 
Kerr}, 

~ $tephens, DeAnna [mailto:dstephens@ncaa.org] 
5e~ Friday, November 02, 2012 2:23 PN 
¯ ~ Arredondo, FranB Banker, Na~hew; Barker, Ron; Ba~erson, Kathleen; Booker, Sherri; Boyce, Keri; Boyer, Na~; Bradbury, Nary~ Brown, Shamaree; Burgemeister, Pla~; 
CampbelI-NcGovern, Carolyn; Church, Barbara; Colleen Lira; Condaras, Jennifer; Connors, $co~; D’Antonio, Joseph; Edge, Nation; Flores, David; Fulton, Ginger; Gang, Edgar; 
Gary Walteu Grimes, 6il; Hagen, Nike; Halstead, Christine; Big Ten - Chad Hawley; Hen~, Carolayne; Big Ten - Jennifer Heppel; Holzman, Lynn; Hosteler, Brad; Hurlbut, 
Connie; Judy NacLeod; Keene, Kathy; Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny; King, Doug; ~ebb@no~heastconference.org; Larsen, Nyndee Kay; Na~hews, Nike~ NcDonald, $tephanie; 
NcHugo, Negan; Nonteabaro, Erica Sa~effield; Nontgome~, 5herika; Nulvenna, Na~; Nynarski, Jackie; Nadolski, Jaynee; Pasque, Ed; Philippi, Rob; Price, Erik; Redmond, 
Jill; $ankey, Greg; Schank, Kenny; Sharpe, Nike; $mith, Quinton; Stills, So@a; Tammy Newman; Torain, Angie; Viverito, Pa~; Wilhemi, Sarah Arens; Wright, Quintin 
5~bjee~ NC~ Legislative Relief Waivers - Two Blanket Waivers 
CCACA - 

Wanted to make you aware of two Le#slafive Relief Blanket Waivers. 

NCAA Division I Le#slafive Council Subcommittee for Le#slafive Relief Approves Bl~ket Waiver for NC~ Bylaw 13.17.6 (~,omen’s lacrosse). 

November 2, 2012. The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Su~ommit~e fi~r Legislative Relief approved a bla~et waiver to pe~it Division I women’s lacrosse 

coaches to a~end the November 16, 2012, Intercollegiate Women’s Lacrosse Coaches Association (IWLCA) President’s Cup tournament. The Division I recruiting 

period legislation s~cifies that ew~uations ofpros~c~ve smdent-at~etes in women’s lacrosse activities ~e limited to ~e three weekends (Saturday ~d Sunday) prior 

to Thanksgiving. In issuing this waiver, the subcommi~ee noted the IWLCA suppo~s the waiver and the President’s Cup tournament sm~ date was changed to 

accommodate the unexpected high number of teams registered to pa~icipate. The subcommi~ee also noted the IWLCA annual meeting and President’s Cup 

tournament are held in con3uncfion to ma~mize e~ciency for both women’s lacrosse coaches and prospective student-athletes. In addition, the subcommi~ee noted 

Division II and Division III women’s lacrosse coaches a~ peroxided to evaluate at the tournament Friday, November 16. Finally, the subcommi~ee noted this as a one- 

time request m~d lucre similar requests may be denied. See Case No. 290866 in A~ Online via the ~arch rob. 

NC~k DMsion I Le#slafive Co~cil Subcommi~ee for Le#slafive Refief Approves Bl~ket WMver with Conditions for NC~’k Bylaw 13.1.6.1 (men’s 

basketba~). November 2, 2012. The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Su~ommittee Ibr Legislative Relief approved, with conditions, a blanket waAver to pe~it 

on-campus contact after 4 p.m. local time with men’s basketball prospective student-athletes at two-year institutions that do not define an academic day, Ibr men’s 

basketball recruiting ~fiods through April 30, 2014, provided all of the prospective student-athletes’ classes ibr the day have concluded prior to fl~e contact occumng. 

NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2011-99 included the prohibition in men’s basketball Ibr making on-campus contact with prospective student-athle~s during fl~e time 

of the day when classes are in session. For pu~oses of on-campus contacts with pros~cfive smdent-atMetes during fl~e time of day when classes ~e in sessio~ the 

high school or~o yem" institution defines the ~egular academic ~y (e.g. 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.). Once the regular academic day is over fl~en it would be pe~issible to have 

on-campus contact with a prospective student-athlete. Ira prospective student-athlete at a two-year institution has night class it would not be permissible to have 

contact on-c~pus during ~at time as well. The subcommi~ee M~d its decifion on fl~e unintended consequences of the application of the legislation on ~me ~-o-year 

prospective s~dent-athletes whose insti~tions 

provided through the blanket waiver, the institution may submit a legislative relief waiver request to the NC~ smffthrough ~A Ofline. Case No. 283725 can be 

found in ~ O~ine via the ~amh tab. 

Hope you have a wonderf~ weekend. 
DeAnna Stephens 

Academic ~d MemM~hip 

NC~ 

Phone: 317/917-6222 

Fax: 317/917-6992 
This emaJi and any attachments may contain NCAA confidentia~ and privileged inforw’~a~ion. If you are 
not the intended recipient, please notify tke sender immediately by return emaJi, delete this 
message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person ~ther than 
the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WinAD <kevi~mnthropintelligence.com@mafill 7.us2.mcsv.net> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 6:01 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

The Winthrop Note: 5 Questions tbr Jared Mosley, Cont~rence Realignment & More! 

I’WN - Simulsdn9 Col-.,fe=’ence Reaiigl-.,nsent in Men~s Basketball 

Simulating Conference Realignraent in Men’s 
Basketball 
By: Zachary Hass & Thomas Nielsen, Purdue University 

At every season’s end there is inevitably a conversation about which men’s college basketball 

conference is the strongest¯ The "go to" evidence is often centered on how many teams from each 

conference made the NCAA tournament and howthey fared The emboldened fan will often claim 

something about howthe third place team in their conference would have won any other league or 

about how poorly some other conference champ would have fared in their stronger conference¯ While 

these claims can never really be tested, examining conference realignment can offer a glimpse of how 

some teams stack up in new conferences¯ 

Have a comment or question? 

We love hearing from fans and clients on twifter! 

Introducing Our New 

Database Interfac!! 

Introducing Our New Win AD is thrilled to be He Tweeted What by Eric 
Database Interface! participating in the first ever ~entley. An artble 



Our new look retains all the 

features and functionality that 

make Win AD the best data 

tool in college athletics, and 

reorganizes them for a 

sleeker, faster, and more 

efficient user experience, 

Ceeferer~c~., sponsoring a 

panel there on Friday, 

November, 9th. We look 

foPward to fantastic 

discussions about the 

business of athletics and on 

the conference’s theme, "The 

Changing Faces of Sports" 

concerning social media 

best practices for athletic 

programs. 

Dreaded Middies Seeds by 

Tracy Morris and Faryal 

Bokhari. A study of middle 

seeds, not necessarily the 

worst case scenario. 

~:: Division II College Football: Scheduling Games 

Against FCS Opponents 

Ask the AD: Five Questions for Athletic Director 

Jared Mosley 

Division ~ College Football: 

Scheduli~g Games Against 

Oppo~ents 

By: Jordan Sperber, Villanova University 

With two of the winningest programs in NCAA 

college football history--Pittsburg State and 

Tuskegee--Division II college football offers an 

exciting accompaniment to the fervor of Division 

I each year. While FBS schools are no longer 

allowed to count victories against colleges 

below FCS for bowl eligibility, annually a few DII 

football schools quixotically take to the road 

against FCS teams. 

Ask the AD: Five Questions for 

Athletic Director Jared [~osley 

Abilene Christian University’s Jared Mosley, in 

his eighth year as Athletic Director, is navigating 

a move to the Southland Conference, as well 

as a jump from NCAA Division II to Division I 

Jared was good enough to answer a few 

questions for Win AD about the move and his 

experience as an Athletic Director 

What Athletic Directors Need to Know: A Title 

IX& Title VII Primer 

What Athletic Directors Need to 

Know: A Title ~X & Title VII Prir~er 

By: Jennifer A. Harper, Esq.- Jackson Lewis 

LLP. 

Win AD recently participated in a panel, in 

conjunction with Title IX and Title VII expert 

Jennifer Harper of Jackson Lewis LLP, at the 

second annual 

~2~#£~!.~..!#..~#~!##.!.~!!~. That panel offered 

practical advice for the athletic directors and 

senior athletic administrators in attendance 

regarding Title IX and Tile VII, This article will 

examine those areas of equal opportunity law 

in greater detail and offer a list of best practices 

to prevent discrimination from occurring 

through effective training and education, 

Endow~~ent Size vs, A~h~etic 

Spending 

The relationship between a schools’ overall 

endowment and the amount they spend on 

athletics each year is tangential at best, but we 

thought it might be an interesting exercise to 

compare the two. Below are charts depicting 

the top ten smallest and largest athletic 

spending as a percentage of endowment 

numbers across Division I-A. 

Read ~4ore 



We have added ~000 eo~t~’aets across the entire athletic system to help empower 
your decision making in 2012, 

[~-~= ................ ] I :=ii~:: ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:45 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: .docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Have a good week. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



STUDENT-ATHLETE EXIT SURVEY 

A. STUDENT-ATHLETE INFORMATION 

A.1 Date: [insert text box] 

A.2 In which varsity sport program(s) did you participate? [Insert check list] 

A.3 Please indicate your gender. [Insert check list/include no response] 

A.4 Please indicate your estimated GPA upon entrance to UNC. [Insert check list] 

A.5 What is your major? [Insert check list] 

A.6 How did you select your major? [Insert text box] 

A.7 Please indicate your race. [Insert check list] 

A.8 

A.9 

A.10 

A.11 

Were you recruited to participate in intercollegiate athletics at UNC? 

Did you receive any athletic scholarship assistance at any time from UNC? 

Did you receive a full athletic scholarship at any time from UNC? 

Why did you choose to attend UNC? [Insert check list] 

B. ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE 

B.1 My courses and curriculum stimulated my intellectual curiosity. 

B.3 I am satisfied with the instructors who taught the courses in my major area of study. 

B.3 I am satisfied with the quality of the instructors that I encountered throughout my education here. 

B.4 I trust the faculty at UNC. 

B.5 My academic courses and curriculum prepared me for my post-graduation plans. 

B.6 I believe that my academic experience here justified the financial investment made by the DIA and/or my 

family. 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions B.1-B.6. [Insert text box] 

B.7 

B.8 

I am satisfied with the level of cooperation I received from my instructors when I had to miss class time due to 

travel for competitions. 

I found it necessary to seek guidance from officials in my college or department (e.g., college academic 

advisors, program coordinators). 
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B.9 I am satisfied with the assistance I received from officials in my college or department. 

B.:10 I was able to register for and enroll in the courses that I needed to complete my degree requirements and 

efficiently create a course schedule each semester that was compatible with my responsibilities as a student- 

athlete. 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions B.7-B.10. [Insert text box] 

B.11 Participation in my sport(s) did not prevent me from selecting the academic major I most preferred. 

B.12 Participation in my sport(s) did not prevent me from schedulin:~iiii~i~i~i~:es that I wanted to take. 

B.13 Participation in my sport(s) did not result in me being t~!~ ~iii~idii~or p~i~i~i~:upied::::::::::::::::::::::::: to pay attention in class. 

B.14 Participation in my sport(s)did not result in me b:~O~O tired to complet~:omework or prepare for 

B.15 My athletic performance was not more important to m::~a:n m~demic perfor~e. 

B. 16 My grades did not suffer due to my part:i~i~i~j~B: my sport(~)~ .... 

Please add any comments you may:b#ve related t:~Questi~~:B.16. [~i~[~: text box] 

0.1 With whom did you work ~a~#~ming~a£ademic i~:S or problems you faced? [Insert text box] 

D.2 I utilized~b~:~i~:fi~be ac~jc coun~:~]~jgfi~ to me at the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

D.3 My acad~i~counselor at th::~EO~udermff~Genter for Excellence was an important resource and provided me 

D.~ ~,e ~o,~e~, Ce:~ ~x~e,e~a~ ~ va~,a~e ~e~o,~e for ~e. 

D.S ~,e ~e~vi~e~ p~ovieee W~e~O~i,, Cente~ fo~ ~x~e,en~e e.,~n~ed ~V a~aee~i~ ~,ieve~ent ane 
overall academ ic experienc~~: 

D.6 The Loudermilk Center for Excellence support staff (e.g., staff other than academic counselors) was helpful 

and supportive. 

D.7 I utilized the tutorial assistance offered to me by the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

D.8 The Loudermilk Center for Excellence staff was able to locate and provide qualified tutors upon request. 

D.9 The tutorial assistance offered to me through the Loudermilk Center for Excellence was helpful to me. 
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D.10 I utilized tutorial assistance offered to me by other campus resources outside the Academic Services Program 

for Student-Athletes(e.g., college, department). 

D.11 Tutors complied with the Honor Code when they assisted me. 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions D.1-D.11. [Insert text box] 

D.12 Mandatory study hall was beneficial to me. 

D.13 

D.14 

D.15 

D.16 

D.17 

I am satisfied with the computer labs available in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

I am satisfied with the technology available in the Loudermilk C~i~i~i~iii~6r Excellence. 

l am satisfied with the quality of equipment provided in thi~iiiii~ii~i~:~i~ii!i!ii~: Center for Excellence. 

There were a sufficient number of computers in the :L~iiai~i~milk Center f~i~iiiiExcellence to meet my needs. 

The course-related text books and materials I rec~iii~i~iii~t the Loudermilk Cent~i~iii~i~::Excellence were provided 
tomeinatimelyandefficientmanner.      ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ ........ ~diiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~     ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ .... 

Please add any comments you may have rela~ i£ ~:uestions D.~i~i~::: [Insert text box] ........... 

Can you suggest any changes we could make or::~i~ii~:~ ~ ~ld pro~i~ ~t would enhance our student-athletes’ 

academic achievement or overal!::::~d::~mic experi:~? [In~ ~::box] 

E. STU DE NT-ATH ~E~ ~:VELOPM ~ ~~ .......... 

E.~ The quality of my experie~ with stuCk, t-athlete d:~!:opment was good. 

.......................................................... .............................................................................................................. 

E.2 The was ~gible 

.... .... .... 

[.4 l am ~leased ~) ~:~ qualitg of ~nal de~!~ment ~rograms (alcohol and other drug education). 

[.6 The services offered bg th~ ~Nilk Center for [xcellence hel~ed me transition from high school to college 

academic demands. ..... 

E.7 The nutrition services provided were valuable to me. 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions E.1-E.7. [insert text box] 

E.8 I am pleased with the quality of career development services made available to me. 

E.9 Do you already have a job arranged post-graduation? 
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If yes, please describe: [insert text box] 

E.IO Have you already interviewed or arranged interviews for a job after graduation? 

E.11 Do you currently plan to continue your education (e.g., graduate or professional school)? 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions E.8-E.11. [Insert text box] 

E.12 I received my athletic financial aid in a timely and efficient manner. 

E.13 I received my other forms of non-athletic financial aid (e.g., Pell GEi~i~i~iiiii0utside scholarship funds) in a timely 

and efficient manner.                            ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ .... 

Can you suggest any changes that we could make or services tba~iiii~::�ou[~diiiii~i~vide that would enhance our 

programming for student-athlete development? [Insert te~iiii~i~]~       ::~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ .... 

..................................... ..... 

M.1 I was provided an exceptional student-~ib!ete 

M.2 lhe ~IA is characterized bg a culture of 

M.3 lhe ~IA is committed to the ~cademic ~erfd~:nce ~c~ss of ~:~udent-athletes. 

M.4 The ~lAis 

M.8 ~he ~IA value:~:~u~orts stu~-athlet~olvement and ~artici~ation in the local community. 

~.~ ~he athletics admi~:n is ava:~]~le to 

M.10 I am ~leased w~th the ove~]~[~e~a:Ct of the athletics administration regarding student-athletes. 

M.11 Knowing what I know now, if I could make the decision again, I would still choose to attend UNC. 

If you would like to add any additional observations, comments or opinions, please do so in the space provided 

below [insert text box]. 

Thank you again ~or participating in this exit interview process. 

We appreciate and value your ~eedback. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:39 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Barbara, 
is there any chance we can discuss for good or bad. I want to give the SA and his family some feedback to see if this is 
realistic. I would also like to get your opinions on him. Thanks and talk to you soon. 

>>> Carlos Somoano 

Barbara, 

Any thoughts on 

:19 PM > > > 

Should we advise him to look elsewhere? 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" < bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 2:31 PM > > > 

Hi Jeff, 

Given the letter from Pennington, we will count th3e LC Algebra as the fourth math. 

he is a Please be sure to touch base with Vince regarding presenting him for 

faculty review. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

BP 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 



From: Jeff Negalha rmailto:ineclalha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:50 PM 
To-" Jeff Negalha; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc-" Carlos Somoano; Lance Markos; Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: Re:[ 

LC Applied Algebra course description now attached. 

>>> Jeff Negalh~ 12:43 PM >>> 
Barbara, attached is transcript review, LC Applied Algebra course description, and his ACT 
score. He will obviously need to re-take the ACT. 
Please advise how you would like us to proceed.. 
Thanks. 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Corey Holliday 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vic Koenning <koenning@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 10:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 
Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rory 
Pommerening <rmp1893@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy 
Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: film update attached 

Coach 

@yahoo.com> 11/5/2012 1:12 PM >>> 

I truly want to become apart of the University of North Carolina football program. Once you view 
my highlight film I hope you will see how determine I am to get to the player with the ball every 
play. I am coachable and a very hard worker not just on the field but in the classroom too. I will 
continue sending you hudl links updates of the playoff games. Looking forward to visiting the 
campus. 



STUDENT-ATHLETE EXIT SURVEY 

A. STUDENT-ATHLETE INFORMATION 

A.:~ Date: [insert text box] 

A.2 In which varsity sport program(s) did you participate? [Insert check list] 

A.3 Please indicate your gender, [Insert check list/include no response] 

A.4 Please indicate your estimated GPA upon entrance to UNC. [Insert check list] 

A.5 What is your major? [Insert check list] 

A.6 How did you select your major? [Insert text box] 

A.7 Please indicate your race. [Insert check list] 

A.8 Were you recruited to participate in intercollegiate athletics at UNC? 

A.9 Did you receive any athletic scholarship assistance at any time from UNC? 

A.IO Did you receive a full athletic scholarship at any time from UNC? 

A.11 Why did you choose to attend UNC? [Insert check list] 

B. ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE 

B.1 My courses and curriculum stimulated my intellectual curiosity. 

B.3 I am satisfied with the instructors who taught the courses in my major area of study. 

B.3 I am satisfied with the quality of the instructors that I encountered throughout my education here. 

B.4 I trust the faculty at UNC. 

I feel that the faculty at LJNC did not treat me differently because of my status as a student-athlete 

B,5 My academic courses and curriculum prepared me for my post-graduation plans, 

B,6 I believe that my academic experience here justified the financial investment made by theI~i~and/or my 
family. ....................... 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions B.I-B.6. [Insert text box] 
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B.7 I am satisfied with the level of cooperation I received from my instructors when I had to miss class time due to 

travel for competitions. 

B.8 I found it necessary to seek guidance from officials in my college or department (e.g., college academic 

advisors, program coordinators). 

B,9 I am satisfied with the assistance I received from officials in my college or department. 

B.10 ~wasabletoregisterforandenrollinthecoursesthat~neededtocompletemydegreerequirementsand 

efficiently create a course schedule each semester that was compatible with my responsibilities as a student- 

athlete. 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions B.7-B::~i !!~#ert text box] 

B,:~:~ Participation in my sport(s) did not prevent me from S~l~!:i~ the ac~d~i::~ major I most preferred. 

B.12 Participation in my sport(s) did not prevent me fr~ s~heduling:: courses that I ~nted to take. 

B.23 Participation in my sport(s) did not result in me bein8 t:~ ~:[ed ~ ~#~occupied to #:~ ~ention in class. 

B.14 Participation in my sport(s) did not resU:l~ ~# ~ b:ein8 too tir#~ ~::~omplete my homework or prepare for 
class. 

8.15 My athletic performance :~ ~ ~ore imp0:~t to m~:~ ~y aca~i~ performance. 

B.16 My grades did not suf~ ~e:to my:~cipation :i~ ~ ~ort(s).:::::::: 

Please add any co~=~=~ou ma~ ~==~!~ ~ ~uestio~ ~11-B.16. [Insert text box] 

::: : ........ 

D~2 With whom :~]~ y:OU work conc~ any ~mic issues or problems you faced? [Insert text box] 

D.2 ,utilized the assist:~ 0:f the academic counselor assisned to me at the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

D.3 My academic counselor #~ ~b#=~##~rmilk Center for Excellence was an important resource and provided me 

valuable assistance.     == 

D.4 The Loudermilk Center for Excellence was a valuable resource for me. 

D.5 

D.6 

The services provided by the Loudermilk Center for Excellence enhanced my academic achievement and 

overall academic experience, 

D.7 I utilized the tutorial assistance offered to me by the Loudermilk Center for Excellence, 
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D.8 The Loudermilk Center for Excellence staff was able to locate and provide qualified tutors upon request. 

D.9 The tutorial assistance offered to me through the Loudermilk Center for Excellence was helpful to me. 

D.IO I utilized tutorial assistance offered to me by other campus resources outside the Academic Services Program 

for Student-Athletes(e.g., college, department). 

D.11 Tutors complied with the Honor Code when they assisted me. 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions D.I-D.II. [Insert text box] 

D.12 Mandatory study hall was beneficial to me. .... 

.__M___a_)L_b_e___j__n___s_e__Et____CjLUestion about the satisfaction with Loudermilk as::~i~l~:e::~ ~tud)L___~ 

D.13 I am satisfied with the computer labs available in the::~rmilk 

D,14 I am satisfied with the technology available in the:: ~:ermilk Center for 

D.15 I am satisfied with the quality of equipm=~nt provided in==~E~ ~q~=ilk Center for E~llence. 

D.~6 There were a sufficient number of com~ ~ ~=~ Loudermii~ ~Dter for Excellence to meet my needs. 

D.~7 The course-related text books and material~ ! ~ceive=~ ~ ~0 Loude~!~==Center for Excellence were provided 

.......... 
Please add any comments yO~ ~:have r~d::::::::::::::: to Que~s D.12-D.17:::::::: ~::[i~:~ert text box] 

: :: 
Can you suggest a~:~ ~:~s we e:~ ~:~ ~ ~:~::~es we::~d provide that would enhance our student-athletes’ 

academic achie:~ ~ ~v~:!! ac~:~ ~P~:~:~ ~:!::Dse:~ ~xt box] 

~.1 The ~ua.,t~ of:N~ ~erience w,t~ ~dent-~l~te::::::::::::::::::: ........ development was 

E2 The stu6ent-athlete::~ment:~ff was accessible to me. 

.... ........ 

E3 I am Neased with the receive6 from the student-athlete development staff. 

[.4 I am Neased with the ~ual~tg of ~ersonal development ~rograms (alcohol and other 6rug education). 

E.5 The personal development programs provided were beneficial to me. 

E.6 The services offered by the Loudermilk Center for Excellence helped me transition from high school to college 

academic demands. 

E.7 The nutrition services provided were valuable to me. 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions E.I-E.7. [insert text box] 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



E.8 I am pleased with the quality of career development services made available to me. 

E.9 Do you already have a job arranged post-graduation? 

If yes, please describe: [insert text box] 

E.10 Have you already interviewed or arranged interviews for a job after graduation? 

E.11 Do you currently plan to continue your education (e.g., graduate or::~fessional school)? 

Please add any comments you may have related to Questions E.8-E;~ !l~#ert text box] 

E.12 I received my athletic financial aid in a timely and effic!:~i:~flner. 

E.13 1 received my other forms of non-athletic financi~:! ~i~ I~::g., Pull Grant, out:#i#~ ~cholarship funds) in a timely 

and efficient manner.                     : i                :: .... 

Can you suggest any changes that we could make or services::~6~ we #~ia :provide that ~!~ enhance our 

programming for student-athlete developme~i~ i!~rt text box;:: 

M. Summary                   :: :: ....... :: .... 

M.1 I was provided an excep~i~i~8:~-athlete ~#~rien:~ ~ ~e~i ...... ::::: 

M.2 The DIA is characterized ~£ ~ cultu re :~ integrity. .... 

M.3 The DIA is ~:£~i~ ~:£ the ~#~i# #~pce a#~ ~ccess of its student-athletes. 

M.4 The Dl~ i~ ~mmitted t0:::#~#~i:ding ~pionship ~:~#~tunities to its student-athletes. 

M.5 The DIA val~ a:nd supports ge~#~:r equi~i 

M.6 The DIA values an:d ~!~:orts mino:iii~ opportunities. 

M.7 The DIA values and sup:~ii~:~t~i~athlete welfare. 

M.8 The DIA values and supports #~dent-athlete involvement and participation in the local community. 

M.9 The athletics administration is available to me. 

M.IO I am pleased with the overall conduct of the athletics administration regarding student-athletes. 

M.11 Knowing what I know now, if I could make the decision again, I would still choose to attend UNC. 

If you would like to add any additional observations, comments or opinions, please do so in the space provided 

below [insert text box]. 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Thank you again for participating in this exit interview process. 

We appreciate and value your feedback. 

{PAGE \~MERGEFORMAT} 



From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 12:39:13 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Ballen, Martina K 
CC: Goodman, Paula; Clarke, Tiffany D 
Subject: November ASPSA meeting rescheduled 
Importance: High 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

I’w-’_~ s0oken and emailed with ew?ryone in question, and it looks like 3:30o4::-39pm on Friday, No~ember :t6 works h:~r the next ASPSA meeting. Weql meet here 

the 205 South Building conference room, and I’ll send out an Outlook invite shortly. 

Note: Lhe Tuesday, November 20 meeting has been cancelled, since Bobbi wilt be out of town and Tammy had s scheduling conflict. 

Thanks! 

Yulia 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 8:49 PM 

To: Strizheus, Yulia 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling 

Y~flia, 

I am available doting the time period indicated below on November 16. Thank you. 

Vince 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 12:43 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Martina K Ballen; 111e, Vince; McHale, Tammy J 
~¢: Clarke, Tiffany D; Owen, Bobbi A 

Subject: RE: Rescheduling 

Tammy wouldWt be able to make the Friday, November ~3 meeting, and she may end up havh~g a conflict on Tuesday, November 20 as well. Here are a few new 

poss~Ml~ties including meetings at Spin: 

Wed~esday, No,~ember 7 

3:30.-6pm 

T#~rsday, Novembe~ 8 

5pro 

Wednesday, November &4 

5pro 

Tbursda% No,~ember ~.5 

Born 

Fdd~, November ~6 

3:30%pm 

~est, 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 20:t2 9:51 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Martina K Ballen; Tlle, Vince; McHale, Tammy 3; Owen, Bobbi A 
�::¢: Clarke, Tiffany (tiffany clarke@unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling 

All, 

Tammy has a conflict on Friday, November :16--the Global Visiting Students Finance Subcommittee--which l’m not sure if she can miss. If Tammy chooses to miss 

the Global Subcommittee, the South 205 conference room is available. 

On another note, the next ASPSA meeting is actually scheduled for the Tuesday, November 20 from 9-10am in Loudermilk. Does that still work for everyone? If so, 

it’s only two business days after Friday, November :16--which means the group could choose either date (assuming both dates still work). 

--Yulia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, November 04, 20:12 2:30 PM 

To: Martina K Ballen; llle, Vince; McHale, Tammy J; Owen, Bobbi A; Strizheus, Yulia 

Subject: Rescheduling 

Martina and Tammy - 

Vince is not available Tuesday. We have compared our schedules (nothing else to do on a Sunday afternoon) and write to ask if you could make 

Friday November :16 available from 2-3:30. I will ask Yulia to check on 

205 South Building. 

Thanks. if this is not possible for you both, we will have to ask Yulia (cc’d above) to find another time. 

Bobbi 

On :1:1/3/20:12:12:0:1 PM, Bobbi Owen wrote: 

> Martina, Tammy and Vince - 

> I look forward to seeing you all on November 6 in 205 South Building 

> at 9:00 AM. 

> Attached, notes from our last meeting. 

> Bobbi 

> 



Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R, McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919843-7773 

FAX: 919843-4775 



WNI~TL|NG    #N~mTo~gh 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Lance Markos [markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Tuesday, [                7:44:56 PM 
Kathy Griggs; Tom Timmermans 
Ille, Vince 
W Lax NLIs 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

See attached for the W Lax NLIs - hold on 
not cleared by Admissions yet. 

until we get the go ahead from Vince - she’s 

Lance 



















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, November 9, 2012 8:11 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C 

<jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu >; 1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Swim/Dive Pre Admit Letter requests 

Rich DeSelm.vcf 

Barbara: 

From my review of today’s Admissions report .... 

Please send, as soon as possibile, a pre admit letter to the following: 

Thankyou. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 51<~pper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 9, 2012 12:25 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lewis, Faye T <tlewi@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu>; 

Felder, Andrea D <afelde@admissions.unc.edu>; Jones, Deborah J ~djjones@email.unc.edu>; Hess, Jonathan M 

<JMHESS@email.unc.edu>; Sauls, Jonathan C <jsauls@emaJl.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J ~JoyRenne@med.unc.edu-~; Jett?ay, Kevin 

~JEFFAY@CS.UNC.EDU>; Langbauer, Laurie <llangbau@email.unc.edu>; Waltman, Michael S <waltmamn@etnafil.unc.edu>; Matson, 

Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricl~a@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Seaxch Committee: Carolina Athletics Strategic Plan 

carolina athletics strategic plan - final.pdf 

ttope eve~one is having a great Friday so far! 

First ott; I wanted to say how thankful I am to be a part of this Search Committee. One of the things I love about Caxolina is the respect of all constituencies, especially 

when important decisions--like this--need to be made. Secondly, I was very impressed by several of the candidates during the phone interviews this week, which 
makes me even more excited about moving fora, md with this process. 

I briefly mentioned the UNC Athletics Strategic Plan during our meeting on Thmsday, soon to be released (via web, online newsletters and print copies to the entire 

athletic department.) I had the opportunity to be on the Advisory Committee ibr this plan a]ong with seaxch co~nmittee member, Vince Illi. (This committee was 

comprised ofa wide-vafiely of individuals associated with Athletics from all over cmnpus, as well as alumni, Ran~s Club members etc.) This comprehensive plan is 

what Bubba will be using as the "roadmap" for the next several years to fftreamline processes, improve, efficiency and better expand the Carolina brand in a positive 

maamer. 

I’ve received permission t?om Bubba, as well as Matt Terrell, to share this dra£t ruth this group, as I feel it will be a great tool tbr further understanding mad direction of 

the athletic department betbre our meeting on Monday. It’s very thorough, and describes who we are, where we want to go, and the necessaxy steps to get us there. 

Please see the attached coW below. Hope you enjoy. Please let me know if you have any questions, and looking forward to seeing you all Monday. 

GO HEELS. 

UNC Ct,apel Hill Class of 

~live./mc.edu 

htrp:Jabout.me/ " " 

OnNov 8, 2012, at 7:23 AM, Guskiewicz, Kevin M wrote: 

Hi all, 
Sorry that I cannot make today’s interviews as well. Flight cancelled last fight out ofNYC. I will be sure to listen to the audio this weekend. 

Best, 

Kevin 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

OnNov 7, 2012, at 4:18 PM, "Lewis, Faye T" <flewi~:email.mac.edu> wrote: 

Colleagues: 

We are making good progress in our efforts to identify the next Director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. We had 

a very successful round of phone interviews this morning and will have our second and final round tomorrow morning. The audio files 

for the phone interviews we conducted this morning are up on the Sakai site. The audio files for the second round of phone interviews 

should be available by noon tomorrow. I will admit the quality is not great since we were recording a speaker phone conversation. 

However, you should have no trouble listening to the conversation and it will be an opportunity to really pay attention to what is being 

said. I am attaching the final list of questions that were asked to help you follow along as you listen to these phone interviews. 

We will meet again on Monday, November 12 from 1-2 pm in 307 South. Our goal at that time will be to arrive at a short list of three 

candidates to invite for campus interviews. If we have time we will discuss the format for the interview. Please take time to review the 

letters of recommendation and the phone interviews (all on the Sakai site) before the meeting on Monday. Then provide me (or Faye) 

with your list of three finalists for campus interviews by noon on Monday. This should allow us to focus our attention as we work to 

make the final cut. 

Thank you for your work on this committee. You are a terrific group to work with. 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 

The Graduate School .The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ sma tson @bio.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

<imageOOl.gif> 

<Phone interview questions v3.docx.docx> 







Dear 

We are excited about you being a Tar Heel. There are two main steps that have to happen in this 

process that will bind us together. The first is the signing of the National Letter of Intent (NLI) and 

Scholarship Agreement with the University of North Carolina (which is included in this packet). The 

second is a "likely letter" from admissions, basically acknowledging acceptance into North Carolina. 

I met with admissions this week on your behalf. I recommended that admissions allow us to offer you 

the opportunity to sign the NLI and Scholarship Agreement for the early signing period (November 14th). 

This is a great step and not something they had to do without a complete application. 

However, because your application is incomplete (no SAT scores) they will not send you a "likely letter" 

guaranteeing admissions until we receive your scores. Additionally, as we discussed this summer, due 

to your junior year grades, they also want to see your first semester grades before they will proceed 

with a "likely letter". I think this is fair. 

Going forward into the spring semester, we need you to continue to do well in school. If there is a drop 

off in grades, similar to last spring, it will compromise your admissions standing with North Carolina. 

, your future at North Carolina is all within your control at this point. You need to stay focused and 

disciplined in the classroom, on the field and socially. 

We have advised and supported you throughout the last year, so our commitment to you should not be 

in question. I went to bat for you in admissions, which is not something I have done in over 10 years. In 

our many conversations, you have indicated that Carolina is where you want to go to school, where you 

want to play and the people you want to be around. Four years at Carolina will be an experience that 

will impact the rest of your life. You enter Carolina with an amazing class (which I know you already 

know!) Your class is dynamic, talented, driven and hard working. I have enjoyed watching you play 

against each other and cannot wait to see you play together. The sheer intensity and force with which 

you compete will destroy opponents before games even start! We are going to work hard, set new 

standards of excellence and win a lot - and you are a big part of it. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to call me. In the meantime, please forward your SAT scores 

and your semester grades when you get them. 

Go Heels! 

Jenny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 12:41 PM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Kerry Kenny <kkenny@bigten.org> 

I~NV: Associate AD for Compliance job positing - Northwestern 

FYI 

From: Janna V Blais [mailto:j-blais@northwestern.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, November 11, 2012 10:06 AM 
To= Big Ten - Chad Hawley 
Subject: Associate AD for Compliance job posting - Northwestern 

Chad, 

Would you please send this job posting out to the Big Ten compliance group? Do you also have access to other conference’s compliance groups? 

Any help disseminating this would be helpful. We are looking to move fairly quickly. Anyone who would like to discuss the position should contact me directly. 

Thanks 

Janna 

h t[_p://ncaamar ket.ncaa.org/jobs#!detaili4977502 

JANNA BLAIS 
Deputy Director of Athletics - Senior Woman Administrator 

E-Mail: i-blais@northwestern.edu I Office: 847-491-7893 

~~\~. ~ 2.7 :.~.N.~:~. !i ~:: 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November :14, 20:12 9:38 AM 

Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Okay, thank you for updating me. 

Amy 

> > > "Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email.u nc.edu > 11/14/2012 9:27 AM > > > 

[banks for getting back [o me. W~-_~ ~re no[ goin~ to pursue the waiver for 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 14, 2012 8:00 AM 
To-" Richardson, Wally 
Subject:’ 

Wally, 

I am waiting for that rationale from you as to why 

pass it up the chain for review. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

should be permitted to drop below 12 hours this term and maintain his GIA. If you could get that to me ASAP, I will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 10:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Softball Hold 

Fwd_ Softball Hold.msg 

FYI 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell, 

Fax (919) 962-0125 
mballen~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 3:06 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha 

Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Tickets to High School Coach during dead period 

Tracey, 

Just wanted to follow up to make sure that the high school coach can not bring a prospect aged student as a guest. 

Thanks, 
Tom 

> > > Tom Timmermans 11/14/2012 2:49 PM > > > 
Yes they can (up to two tickets per coach). 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell ’            IFax 919.962.6002 

’~’Compliance: The Carolina Wayl ~]~.!~.,.~ ] :=~ ..................... i i:.,: 

> > > Tracey Williams 11/14/2012 1:53 PM > > > 

Hello Tom, can High School Coaches be on the pass list tonight? I have always just said no but I do want to double 

check. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > Tom Timmermans 11/14/2012 1:37 PM > > > 
Hi Tracey, 

Coatch Hatchell can speak with         after she has been released by her coach/appropriate authority and has 

departed the dressing and meeting facility. 

See below for the bylaw: 

13.1.6.2 Practice or Competition Site. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.6.1 Prospective Student- Next Cite: 13.1.6.2.1 Additional Restrictions -- 

Athlete’s Educational Institution. Men’s and Women’s Basketball. 

Recruiting contact may not be made with a prospective student-athlete prior to any athletics competition in which the 

prospective student-athlete is a participant during the day or days of competition, even if the prospective student- 



athlete is on an official or unofficial visit. Contact includes the passing of notes or verbally relaying information to a 

prospective student-athlete by a third party on behalf of an institutional staff member and telephone calls. Such contact 
shall be governed by the following: [D] (Revised: 1/11/89, 1/10/91, 1/11/94, 1/9/96 el~ective 7/1/96, 9/18/07) 

(a) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete at any site prior to the contest on the day or days of 

competition; (Revised: 1/11/89, 1/11/94) 

(b) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete from the time he or she reports on call (at the 

direction of his or her coach or comparable authority) and becomes involved in competition-related activity (e.g., 

traveling to an away-from-home game) to the end of the competition even if such competition-related activities are 

initiated prior to the day or days of competition; (Revised: 1/11/94) 

(c) Contact shall not be made after the competition until the prospective student-athlete is released by the appropriate 

institutional authority and departs the dressing and meeting facility; 

(d) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student-athlete involved in competition that requires participation on 

consecutive days (e.g., a tournament) until after his or her final contest is completed and he or she is released by the 

appropriate institutional authority and leaves the dressing and meeting facility. Contact shall not be made with a 

prospective student-athlete involved in a tournament that is not conducted on consecutive days until after his or her 

final contest is completed on a day before a break in the days of the tournament and he or she is released by the 

appropriate institutional authority and leaves the dressing and meeting facility; (Revised: 1/11/94, 9/18/07) 

(e) Contact with a prospective student-athlete who is on an extended road trip (e.g., traveling with a team from one 

contest or event to another), is permitted at the conclusion of a competition and prior to the commencement of travel to 

the next competition, provided he or she has been released by the appropriate institutional authority and departs the 

dressing and meeting facility; and (Adopted: 9/18/07) 

(f) Coaching staff members may not send electronic correspondence to a prospective student-athlete while he or she is 

on call for competition at the competition site (e.g., arena, stadium). Coaching staff members may send general 

correspondence (including electronic correspondence) to a prospective student-athlete while he or she is on call and not 

at the competition site or while the prospective student-athlete is at any location once he or she has been released by 

the appropriate authority, provided the general correspondence is sent directly to a prospective student-athlete (e.g., the 

front desk of the hotel, the prospective student-athlete’s personal fax machine) and there is no additional party (e.g., 

camp employee, coach) involved in disseminating the correspondence (see Bylaw 13.4). For additional restrictions in 

basketball, see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.1. (Revised: 4/3/02, 4/24/03, 3/23/06, 12/12/06) 

> > > Tracey Williams 11/14/2012 12:30 PM > > > 

Thanks Tom and may Coach Hatchell speak with after her home game Friday night in 

know Coach can sit with the parents during but just wanted to make sure she could still speak with ’. 

afterwards. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > Tom Timmermans 11/14/2012 12:17 PM > > > 
Yes you may 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 11/14/2012 12:06 PM > > > 

May i tweet our press release on signees? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 10:06 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach Hatchell, 



have received and validated the NLI’s?ASA’s for the following: 

You may release their names. 

15th. 

Congrats on the class! 

Tom 

Please keep in mind that you can not start texting them until 12.01 am of November 



The message does not contain any threats 

AVG for MS Exchange Server (9°0.930 - 2441.1.1/5395) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  4:49 PM 

Thompson, Jennifer (2 <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; (2 D Mock 
<cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: wrestling 

C.D. and iT, 

After reviewing 

reflecting his fall 

his application. 

materials, it appears that we are only missing his official transcript from 

semester. Once we receive that document, we can move forward with the official review of 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Barbara 

Barbara I. Polk 

Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Thompson, Jennifer C 
Sent: Thursday, I ~:27 PM 
To: C D Mock 
Subject: RE: wrestling 

Hi C.D., 

is missing the following items: 

(1) Out of school gap explanation for Spring 

(2) Official transcript from ~ 

Please check with Barbara on admission timeline. 

or transcript if he was enrolled for Spring 

JT 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:46 PM 
To: Thompson, Jennifer C 



Subject: wrestling 

Jt, can you tell me where you guys are with admitting 

the timing on mid-years? 

Thanks, 

He says he has sent everything in. Typically, what is 



The message does not contain any threats 

AVG for MS Exchange Server (9°0.930 - 2441.1.1/5396) 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, November 16, 2012 12:16 PM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Star Spaugled ’Mistake’; Shower Video Firing; Youth Sports Award Winuer 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Commish at Center of Anthem FI~; I Made Mistake 
Ed Sam, the commissioner of the Pennsylvania Interscholastic Hockey League who 
set off a national firestorm when he suggested skipping "The Star-Spangled ... 

2012 Excellence in Youth Sports Award Winner: Joint-Base McGuire Dix 
Lakehurst (N.J.) Youth Sports & Fitness Program 
As part of the only tri-service joint base in the United States serving families from the 
Air Force, Navy and Army, the Joint-Base McGuire Dix Lakehurst ... 

HS Coach Arrested for Allegedly Videotaping Players in Showers 
Police have identified 24 boys basketball players who were videotaped while showering 
in the Jackson High School locker room. Township Police Chief David ... 

FDA Probing Energy Shots Linked to 13 Deaths 
The Food and Drug Administration said Thursday that it is investigating 13 reports of 
deaths and 33 hospitalizations linked to 5-hour Energy, the highly ... 

Lacrosse Alliance Paying Way for One-Year HS Pilot Program 
A one-year pilot program adding lacrosse as a sport at select public high schools was 
approved Tuesday by the Hillsborough County School Board. Board ... 



._F__[t___n___e___s__s_____C____e___n__t _e___r__s_____B___e___c__o____mj__n_g____S__t___a___n___d___a_r__d_ j__n_____O___f_fLc___e_____B___uj Ld__Ln_g_s_. 
When France Place in Bloomington underwent a multimillion-dollar facelift recently, 

one unlikely space in the office building was turned into a fitness center .... 

No one is going to accept excuses again, so there better be none. Who to call? What 
to report? Who to trust? What’s my responsibility? Athletic departments ... 

._S____C_____H__jg__h__~__c__h___o___oJ___L___e___a_g__u___e_ Shuts Media Out of Goose Creek Hearing. 
The South Carolina High School League held firm Wednesday in its decision to ban 
Goose Creek High School from the state football playoffs. Rules are ... 

Solar Panels Comin.g___t__q. St. Petersbu(g Parks 
st. Petersburg will use a $2.4 million federal grant to install solar panels at 18 of the 
city’s parks and recreational sites, officials said Tuesday .... 

No More SwordpJ~y for USC Band 
One of the USC band’s more popular traditions will be suspended Saturday when the 
Trojans’ drum major will not stab his sword into the center of the Rose ... 

Dru.q Cartels Invadinq National Park Land 
These campers didn’t come to the beautiful, pristine Chequamegon-Nicolet National 
Forest to enjoy nature, bird watch, fish or hike. They didn’t care about ... 

On the AB Forum: 
_R___e_£_r__e__a__t_Lo___n____C___o___q L _d_ Ln_ _ _a_ _t_ _o_ _r_-_ _ _A_ _ _q _u a t i c s Recruitment 

The City of Tempe Community Services Department is seamhing to fill a vacancy in its 
Aquatics Group for a Recreation Coordinator-Aquatics to direct/manage ... 

New Reader Comments: 
__N_i__n_ #_t_ #_& _n____R___u_]__e__s_’__f__o__LD__ #_’_a_]i__n_ g____w_i_t_!)__~__e_!!&r__a__t_ Lo__[!___Y_____E_ E ! P__ Lo_ y_& _e__s_’. 
The younger generation has a sense of entitlement to them. They come in and expect 
clients to come to them magically rather than work for them. They ... 

Any one willing to support this needs to move to a new Countn/. It is people with these 
types of beliefs that are ruining our Country. Where has ... 
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FFOB: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 2:07 PM 

Matin, Steve <smat~)n@bio.unc.edu>; Lewi~ Faye T <tlewis@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu-~ 

I~NV: Director search 

Hi Dean Matson, 

I am Bubb~’s assistant ~nd will be h~ppy to work with you and!or Faye to schedule these meetMgs/lunches. 

Thanks, 

Molly Nora:on 

Executive Assistant to 

Athleqc D~rector Bubba Cuns~n~ham 

The University of North Carolhsa 

P.O. ~3ox 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel FHH, NC 27515 

9~9-.962-8200 (phone} 

9:[9-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

From: Matson, Steve 
Semt: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:16 PM 
T~: Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: Director search 

Hello Bubba: 

As you may know, we have identified four finalists in the search for the new director for the academic support program for student-athletes. Faye Lewis will be 

contacting you regarding those interviews~ At the moment we are hoping you and some of your staff can have lunch with each candidate when they are here. In 

addition, we would like to have the candidates spend some time with coaches and we will ask you to help us make those arrangements. Alternatively, Vince llle 

might be able to help us with that. If you would like any additional information on the interview schedules please let me know. We are ~ust getting started. 

if you can provide the name of the person who handles your calendar that would be very helpful, if you have any questions~ust give me a buzz. Great football 

game last night! 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 

The Graduate School. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

UNC; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 3:04 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lewi~ Faye T <llewis@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Director seaxch 

Thanks Molly. Faye will be in touch. 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 

The Graduate School. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson(~bio.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

UNC 
From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 2:07 PM 
To: IVlatson, Steve; Lewis, Faye T 
Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Director search 

Hi Dean MaLson, 

I am Bubba’s assistant and will be happy to work with you and/or Fave to schedule these meetings!lunches. 

Thanks, 

Moliy 

Mofly NortoP~ 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director gubba Cunningham 

the Universi~:y of Nort:h Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27555 

9:[9-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton@unc.edu 

From: Matson, Steve 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 1:16 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
¢c: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: Director search 

Hello Bubba: 

As you may know, we have identified four finalists in the search for the new director for the academic support program for student-athletes. Faye Lewis will be 

contacting you regarding those interviews. At the moment we are hoping you and some of your staff can have lunch with each candidate when they are here. In 

addition, we would like to have the candidates spend some time with coaches and we will ask you to help us make those arrangements. Alternatively, Vince Ille 

might be able to help us with that. If you would like any additional information on the interview schedules please let me know. We are just getting started. 

If you can provide the name of the person who handles your calendar that would be very helpful. If you have any questions just give me a buzz. Great football 

game last night! 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:33 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: .docx 

See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, November 2l, 2012 9:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

F~r: 

20121121091656203.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc.edu [~ailto:scanner~unc.edu.] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 9:17 AM 
To: Norton, Molty 
Subject: 

This E-mail *vas sent :from "R10618" (Aficio MP 4500) 

Scan [)ate: 11 21.2012 09:16:56 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawl~ence Cunningham <bubbacunc@me.com> 

Thursday, November 22, 2012 12:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu> 

N&O.com: District attorney says probe at UNC-CH has months to go 

I wish the DAs office had as much concern for the safety of one of our students as he does for this issue. 

A sto~ from N&O.com: 

District attorney says probe at UNC-CH has months to go 

Download the N&O.com app for your iPhone frora the App Store today! 

Bubba Cunninghmn 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Cmolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:28 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Schedule 

Attach: .docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 26, 2012 11:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

F~r: 

20121126110113386.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner~unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 11:01 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Sutziect: 

This E-mail *vas sent :from "R10618" (Aficio MP 4500) 

Scan [)ate: 11 26.2012 11:01:13 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 12:56 PM 

Lems, Faye T <tlewi@email.unc.edu~; Ca]dwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.e&~; Felder, Andrea D 

<afelder@admissions.unc.edu>; Jones, Deborah J <djjoues@email.unc.edu>; Hess, Jonathan M <JMHESS@email.unc.edu>; Sauls, 

Jouathan C <jsauls@email.unc.edu>; Rem~er, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Keviu M <gus@email.unc.e&~; 
L~lgbauer, Laurie <llanglmu~!elnail.unc.edu>; Lyons, Megha~ <melyon@live.unc.edu>; Waltman, Michael S 

~valtmanm@e~nail.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; WoOly Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~E: Diiector Search 

nterview Schedule (fiual).Ixtf 

Hi all: 

The interview schedule for ~ttached to this email is updated slightly from the one you received earlier. I have included information on who will 

escort Mr. Holmes from one meeting to the next. In addition, I have included the names of individuals who are going to dinner tomorrow night. We still have roe 

for a couple of additional people at dinner. If you would like to join us at the Weathervane please let me know. 

Thanks. 

Steve 

Steven W. IVlatson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

From: Lewis, Faye T 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 20:t2 :t2:05 PM 
To: CMdwell, Andrea L; Felder, Andrea D; Jones, Deborah J; Hess, Jonathan M; Sauls, Jonathan C; Renner, Joy J; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Kevin Jeffay; Langbauer, Laurie; Lyons, 
Meghan; Waltman, Michael S; Matson, Steve; Ille, Vince; Wally Richardson 
C¢: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: Director Search 

Attached is the schedule for the interview. 

Please contact me if you have questions. 

Fa~e T. Lewis, CP5 
Executive As~.~istant to the Lh.~-’_~n and Si:H?cial Projec~:s C.:_~ordinator 

The Graduate School, The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

214 Bynum I-{sl~, CB# 4010, Chape~ HHI, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 9~2-63I 1, flewis@email.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 26, 2012 3:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Director Search 

ombined PDF Documents File.pdf 

~aye T, Lewis, CPS 

Executive Assistant to the l.h.e~n and SpedM Projec~:s Coordinator 

The {:~n~duate School. The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

21~ Bynum Nail, CB# 4.010, Chapel N~]I, NC 27S99-.~310 

(919) 962-6311, f~ew~s@ema~Lunc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

UNC 
F~m~ Ille, Vince 
Sent~ Monday, November 26, 20~2 12:16 PN 

T~ kewis, Faye T 
Subjeet~ R[: Director Search 

Faye, 

Can you please email ~ application materials to me for distribution to those who will meet with him over here on We&e~ay? Tha~ you. 

~nce 

F~m~ kew~s, Faye T 

$ent~ Nonday, November 26, 20~2 12:05 PN 

T~ Caldwell, Andrea k; Felder, Andrea D; Jones, Deborah 3; Hess, Jonathan N; Sauls, Jonathan C; Rennet, Joy 3; Gusk~ew~cz, Kev~n M; Kevin 3effay; kan~bauer, kaude; kyons, 

Ne~han; Wa~tman, N~chael S; MaNon, Steve; Ille, Vince; Wally Richardson 

ce~ kewis, Faye T 
Subje~t~ D~rector Search 

Attached is the schedule for the interview. 

Please contact me ~ you have quesuons. 

Fa~e T, ~ew~s, CPS 

Executive Assistant to the Desn and Speda] Proje(:~:s Coordinator 

The {:~n~duate S(:hoo~. The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

21~] Bynum NsI~ CB# 4010, Chapel Ni]l~ NC 27599-.~310 

(919) 962%311, flewis@email.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 5:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lewis, Faye T <tlewis@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Seaxch Committee 

Great! See you tomorrow. 

Steve 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent-" Monday, November 26, 2012 4:31 PM 

To: Matson, Steve 
C¢: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject-" RE: Search Committee 

Steve, 

I will be able to attend the meeting with 

Vince 

From: Matson, Steve 
Sent; Tuesday, November 20, 2012 S:20 PM 

tomorrow at 11. Thanks for everything you and Faye have done to l?acilitate the process. 

To: Lewis, Faye T; Caldwell, Andrea L; Felder, Andrea D; Jones, Deborah J; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Hess, Jonathan M; Sauls, Jonathan C; Renner, Joy J; Langbauer, Laurie; 
Lyons, Meghan; Waltman, Michael S; Ille, Vince; Wally Richardson 
~::c; Matson, Steve; Lewis, Faye T; Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject-" Search Committee 
l"mportance; High 

Greetings all: 

I have two important pieces of information to share with you. First.             . has withdrawn his application for the director position. Since he was one of our 

finalists we now expect to have three campus interviews and we will go from there. No reason was given for withdrawing from the search. 

Second, our first on-campus interview will take place next week. Yes, I know this is short notice. This has moved very fast in the last few days. Some of you are 

already scheduled to meet with the candidate in one of your many capacities on campus. Those who fall into this category have already heard from Faye and those 

meetings have been scheduled. The search committee will meet with our first candidate,                 on Tuesday, November 27th at :[J. am. I know that not 

all of you will be able to attend that meeting. However, I ask that you try to put this on your calendar so we have a critical mass. There is a second opportunity for 

you to meet the candidate on Tuesday evening at dinner. If you would like to join me for dinner with          ~n Tuesday please let me know as soon as possible. 

I would also like to know if you can attend the meeting with the search committee at :11 on Tuesday. I am hoping that all of you can meet the candidate one way or 

another. 

We will have more time to set up the schedules for the other two candidates. Given everyone’s busy schedule and the need to have each candidate meet with 

several individuals as well as groups we needed to move quickly to take advantage of available time next week. 

Please let me or Faye know your availability for the meeting on Tuesday and the dinner on Tuesday evening. We will have a final schedule out to you tomorrow. 

is looking forward to his opportunity to come to campus and I know we will enjoy speaking with him. 

Thanks for all of your help. 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2:14 gynum Hall, CB# 40:10, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-40:10 

(919) 962-631:1 ¯ _s___m___a___t__s__o___n____@.___b__!_o___.__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_. 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

UNC 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 9:13 AM 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Part-time positions 

Vince, 
I’ll be glad to discuss this with you sometime today. 

Joyce 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/26/2012 10:42 PM > > > 
Joyce, 

Can we discuss what must be done to create part-time temporary positions some’rime on Tuesday? Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 12:32 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Next C~didtate Interveiw Schedule 

From: Lewis, Faye T 

Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 12:3.t pIVl 
To: Norton, Mo~ly 
Cc: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: Next Candidtate Interveiw Schedule 

Greetings Molly, 

We are planning to bring the next candidate in for interviewing on December 13 and 3-4. 

Can you help me arrange the following at your location just as we did this time? 

Thursday, December 13: 

11:3.5 - 3.2:00- Bubba meets with candidate 

3.2:00-1:00- Lunch with selected coaches 

1:00-2:00-AD staff meets with candidate 

Thanks, 

Faye 

~:aye T, L~wis, CPS 

Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Proiects Coordinator 

The Gradust:e School o The t_Jniw:_!rsity of North Carolina at Chag~el Hill 

23.4 Bynum klalf, CB# 403.0, Chapel Nill, NC 27599--403.0 

(9L[9) 952-63L[3., flewis~bernaiLunc.edu 

Visit ~s~ gradschool.unc.edu 

UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 7:53 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu >; Cunningham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu >; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andre Williams <awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas 

< bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@ uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Breschi < breschi@u ncaa.u nc.edu >; C D Mock 

<cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin 

<derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 

<haydon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Fedora <lfedora@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp 

<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; MaRina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox 

<mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich 

DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 

<skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 

<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Navy Seals Short [nteresting Piece on Leadership 

1 ~ Click here to find out more! / 

Colleagues: 

Just a FYI ~ ran across this brief article ~ I have always been interested in the Navy Seals and what are some of the "things that 

make them tick." 

May take the short trip today over to Coronado Island (San Diego, CA) and try to visit their training center (could be a long shot 

in being allowed to visit, but I’ll try). 

Have a good day and [eel free to pass on this email to whomever you wish! 

Take care and have a good weekend. 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

What Great Leaders Have That Good Leaders Don’t 

I ~ Navy SEAL candidate training, C do Island, San Diego, 1 ...... 

Navy SEAL candidate training. Coronado island, San Diego. 

"My loyalty to Country and Team is beyond reproach." Navy SEAL Creed 

When you think of strong leaders, you probably think of people who are decisive, bold, confident, and fearless. You’re not wrong. Good leaders have all of these 

qualities. But how many good leaders are also loyal? ! don’t know, but ! know that every greet leader is. 

Loyalty is one of the core values taught in the Navy SEAL training program, instructors teach you from the first day that your team is everything to you. You succeed 

with them, and you fail without them. And you never leave anyone behind. 

During the chaos of SEAL training, which includes the most grueling physical and mental punishment imaginable, the officers in charge of each boat crew are expected 

to keep an accurate headcount while their world is literally exploding around them. if they fail to repor~ an accurate number to the instructors, the entire team is 

punished brutally, it teaches you quickly what it means to live or die as a team. You succeed together or not at all. 

My SEAL training is part of me for life. it resides deep within me. Obviously, the business world is different from the world of combat, but there are similarities, too. I try 



to apply my SEAL training every day to my role as a business leader, and team loyalty is at the top of that list. 

A commitment to loyalty is becoming uncommon in business leaders. I think that’s a shame. As leaders, we have the duty to hire responsibly and then support the 

people we hire. These are some of the lessons in loyalty that I learned as a SEAL and apply daily to my job as a business owner: 

Never throw anyone under the bus. As a leader, redirect praise to your team members and protect them from criticism, if you need to talk to a team member about a 

misstep, do it behind closed doors. 

Never leave anyone behind, instill in your team the belief that every person on the team is as important as the next. include everyone in the celebration of success. And 

don’t blame any one person for a failure. The next time you have a business success, publicly thank people in lower level support roles for their contributions to the 

team. 

Try to be as candid as possible with your employees, and never lie to them. Loyalty is built on trust, if your people don’t believe you’re being fo~hcoming with 

them, they won’t trust you to have their backs. Schedule a meeting to discuss the big picture of the business. Let any member of your team a sk any question, and a nswer 

honestly. 

Give employees your unconditional support. Don’t turn your back on them if they mess up. Help them figure it out, and be as loyal during the bad times as during the 

good. Pull aside someone who has had a bad day and give that person ten minutes of your time. Make it clear that he or she still fits into the future of your company. 

would never be disloyal to a SEAL brother. And I know my brothers will always have my back. it’s a feeling of trust and security that you get only in special places. I try 

to make my organization one of them. Leadership is a privilege we must earn every day. 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Squire, Ryan R <squire@illinois.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 9:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Plan 

To date I have not heard of any guidance coming from the Big Ten or from NAAC, On my last NAAC committee conference call, we discussed it briefly but there was 

mostly silence on the phone when the group was asked what we are doing, One school said they were reviewing coaches’ contracts to make sure the language ~n 

~:he contracts corresponds w~:h ~:he new NCAA Bmguage. That was about: ~t. 

f covered thb at the last he~d co~ches meetk~g w~th the group, Sarah and t ~nduded ~t ~r~ our No~ember ruk~s ed meeting agenda, s so that the assistants couh~ hear 

it too. It ~s d~]:ficuk to d~rect the coaches as to what they should be doing other than the steps that are outlined in the document itself on £ages 3-5. Even with 

those suggestions, ~t ~s unlikely that any coach ~s gok~g to follow through on many (or any) of them. ~ figure the most knportant th~n~ ~s lust demonstrating that we 

have notified them of thek accountability so no one c~n s~y they weren’t informed. As far as next steps, I don’t know what those should be and haven’t received 

any d~rection. 

~l~ is weII w~th us. Our men’s b~sketbal~ te~m looks IiI~e a di[ferent group of guys. ~t is such a relief to actuaIly enjoy w~t:ching the games, f havefYt heard anything 

about staff:changes in football sBhough ~ ant~dpate there w~H be some. Hope they can figure it out but there isAa lot of hope around here right now. 

Thanks, 

Ryan 

Associate Athletic D~rector - Compliance 
Division of h~tercolle@ate Athletics ] University of Hlinois 

.................. WOO South ~ou~th Street ~ Che, mpmgn~ ~L 61820 
Phone: 217.333 5731 ~ Fax: 217244 9759 
http:ff~.athletics.illinois.edu!complia nce 

F~m~ 1lie, Vince [ma~lto:ille@email,unc,edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, November 29, 2012 4:49 PN 
T~ Squire, Ryan R 
Subject: Plan 

Hey Ryo~ 

What a~ you guys doing to address the a~ached? Am you creating a template/~no&l for all spo~’head coaches to employ? Is Chad cooNinating so~ne ~nd of 

sm~Nked plan? Just loo~ng for stren~h in m~m~B. Seems like ~mething ~e Nl-powefful N~C should have put together for eveEone by now, figN? 

HoN all is well. Grinding it out hem. (hoce looks good so far. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Squire, Ryan R <squire@illinois.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 9:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Plan 

By the way, I will wm~t to give you a call to talk about what you are doing with your agent program, As you know, ours has been languishing and it looks like UNC is 
about to become the gold standard~ http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~egef~tba~/b~g/jeremy-f~w~er/21~14~49/after-ncaa-tr~ub~e-unc-ca~ing-~n-nf~-agents-f~r- 
input 
f m~ght see if I can borrow some ideas from you if you are w~Hk~g. 
Thanks, 
Rya n 

Associate Athletic D~rector- Compliance 

DMsk~n of interco~ag}ate AtNal:}cs ] University of 

1700 South Fourth S~raet ~ Ch~mpaign, IL 61820 

Phone: 217.333 5731 ~ F~x: 217 2a4 9759 

F~m= Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, November 29, 2012 4:49 PN 
Te~ Squire, Ryan R 
Subject: Plan 
Hey RyaL 
What are you guys doing to address the a~ched? Are you creating a template/model for all spons’head coaches to employ? Is Chad coordinating some ~nd of 
s~N~ed plan? Just loo~ng for strength in numbs. Seems like ~mething the all-powefful N~C should have put together for eveo~one by now, dgN? 
HoN all is well. Grinding it out he~. Cxoce looks good so far. 

Vi~ce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:44 AM 



Subject: 

Attach: .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks, 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~.schae@uncaa.u~coec~u 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, November 30, 203_2 3_2:36 PM 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Associate AD for Compliance 

I am modifying the position_and have a little concern that you eliminated thet 

taking out the teaching component. 

Secondly, I waiting on further information from you as outlined in my email earlier, 

Joyce 

> > > ’2lie, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/30/2012 12:32 PM > > > 
Joyce, 

What must I still do to get the position posted? Thin,ks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HettEman, James P ~heltEm@illinois,edu> 

Saturday, December 1, 2012 8:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Address 

grace 

Hope all is well When you have a minute can you send me your new address please. 

Did I hear rumors uric may join big ten? 

Sent froru ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:45 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 

Attach: .docx 

See the attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:05 AIVl 

Montgome~, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Kirschner <sldrschne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Intereffting Approach 

In case you did not see Written by a professor, I like the last 
sentence for sure. 

(;lint 

By Charles Clotfelter 

Tags: college sports ]loyalties ] obituaries 

As another college football season winds down, there is nearly as much 
talk of conference realignment and television packages as there is of 
w~ns and losses The Big Ten, already earning more than $240 million a 
year from its own TV network, recently added two more media markeks by 
inviting Maryland and Rutgers to join the corfference, and the ACC, in 
turn, latched on to Louisville. 

’]7he bounty of earnings li’om big-time college sports would be 
unthinkable without the millions of fans eager to watch games on TV, in 
real time. Sup~eys suggest there are some 75 million Americans who 
follow college football alone. The New York Times’ Nate Silver 
estimates that Ohio State by itself has more than 3 million fans, while 
newly added Maryland has "only" 474,000 

But the significance in these vast nmnbers of fans goes beyond their 
undisputed cormnercial importance. For many of these fans whether 
they attend games in person or tune in on television there exists a 
bond to their favorite universities that runs far deeper than the brand 
loyalties consmners may feel for the products they" buy. It’s devotion, 
pure and simple. 

While doing research for a book about big-time college sports. I 
discovered fresh evidence of this devotion in an unusual place 
obituaries. 

These published accounts, normally written by a loved one rather than a 
journalist, are the closest thing to a biography most of us will ever 
have. Not only do they provide information about a person’s family, 
education and employment, most also add details about hobbies and 
personal interests I was surprised to discover how many obituaries 
mention college sports teams, and the devotion people have to~vard them. 

Some examples: "He loved fishing and spending time with family’ and 
friends as well as showing his love for his Crimson Tide." 
"Everything came to a halt when her beloved Sooners played." 
"Till the very last, she ~vould don Fighting Irish sweat bands, turn 
on the game and fret over eve~z play" 

To find out more about devoted fans like these, I searched online for 
fans of different universities, focusing on teams with distinctive 
nicknames. I did searches for 26 dift?rent universities across the 
country, gathering 50 obituaries each, for a total of 1,300. 

The departed are described as "a loyal Illmi fan," "a passionate 
KU Jayhawks fan," "a dyed-in-the-~vool Nebraska Cornhusker fan," 
"a Tar Heel through and through," and "al~vays alrd forever an 
avid Gator fan." 

True to ~pe, men outnumbered ~vomen in these 1,300 obituaries, by a 
three-to-one margin, but there is no stereotyping these men: "[He] was 
an easy going Polish boy who loved the Packers, Badgers, polka music and 
most of all his grandchildren." "He was a gardener and woodworker, a 
w~racious reader, and an avid ttawkeye supporter." "He could often be 
found watching his beloved UT Longhorns in a three point stance" 



A third of the fans in my sample were alumni. For e× ample, ~He 
enrolled at Texas A&M and earned a B.S degree in agriculture in 1939. 
For the rest of his life remained a loyal Aggie is there an?’ other 
kind?" 

But many more of these devoted fans were linked only by geography, with 
more than three-fourths having hved in the state where the university 
is. In fact, a lot of these fans never attended college at all. 
Occupations ran the gamut, from CEOs and lawyers to welders and truck 
drivers. 

A few obituaries asked that mourners dress in team colors. One stated: 
"The family requests, if possible, anyone attending calling hours wear 
soraething to honor his love of the Buckeyes. (Yes, even Michigan 

fans.)" 

What these obituaries reveal is that fans are not merely customers. It 
may seem silly, but the loyal fan feels an authentic emotional bond to 
"his beloved Terps" or "her beloved UCLA Brains." These fans 
represent a populist cotmection linking otherwise inaccessible academic 
institutions to ordinary citizens. And it happens only in America, 
because only here do universities engage in commercial sports. 

To be sure, these bonds of devotion can tempt universities to 
compromise important principles on the way to a winning season. But they 
also may bolster political support for America’s great flagship 
universities. For good or ill, they- are a force to be reckoned with. 

Ultimately, they demonstrate a reality that many professors like me may 
be reluctant to admit: universities are not just about teaching and 
research, but sports and devotion, too. 

Read more here: 
http://w~.news~bs~rV~r.c~tr~2~12/12/~3/2516724/tar-hee~-dead-and-~ther-d~v~ted.html#st~rv~ink cpy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 



Subject: 

Fwd: Carolina CREED Meeting 

Greetings! 

Just a friendly reminder - Carolina CREED meeting tonight 7pm 
Center on the 3rd floor. 

in the Loudermilk 

Thanks, 
Cricket 





From: UNC Athletics Director 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 4:44:03 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
CC: Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: FW: Coaches By The Numbers 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

Coaches By The Numbers -AD.ppt (2.3M) 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Coaches By the Numbers [team@coachesbythenumbers.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 20.12 10:55 AM 
Subject: Coaches By The Numbers 

Good afternoon. 

I hope you are having a great day and week. 

I ~vould love to set up a 3o minute online demo with you of our product, Coaches By The Numbers. Did you know that 68% of FBS schools have 
hired a new head football coach in the last 4 years? With the millions of dollars involved in college football today, it is more imperative than 
ever to do the due diligence and be ahead of the competition when it comes to knowing the strengths and weaknesses of your current or future 
coaching staff. Information is power and we can provide a resource that is second to none when it comes to using this information to your 
advantage. 

We offer a web-based database of 4o+ million stats to analyze and evaluate college football head coaches and coordinators. We can also ofl’er 
our expertise and knowledge of college tbotball coaches through our consulting se~4ees at a reasonable price. 

We are the "balance sheet" for college football coaches, and given the investment a university makes in its football staff; we believe that we can 
ofl’er a resource that will be immensely valuable to your organization. Don’t you study the numbers betbre you invest in a company or buy a 
stock? Of course you do, and we think the same principles should apply when you are going to pay a coach millions of dollars to be at the helm 
of one of your major revenue sources. 

A pat¢ial list of our clients include: Jeff Schemmel and ,JMI Sports, ,limmy Sexton and Trace Armstrong with CAA, Russ Campbell and Patrick 
Strong with Baleh Sports, Bob Lattinville with Premier Stinson Sports, as well as NFL and FBS tbotball programs around the countW. 

Here is a recent piece in Forbes on us that describes our product as a "game 
eha n ger":http:/i~w~v, forbes .co m/sites ida r re nheitner/2 o ~ 2/o 9/17/al abama-head-foothall-coach- nick-saban-has-no-weaknesses/ 

I have also attached a Power Point presentation that provides some additional details on our services. 

Please let me know if this is something that would be of interest by replying to this email or calling me on my cell phone. Thanks again and I 
look forward to your feedback. 
Scott Prather 
Co-Founder 
(404) 213-3184 

http://coachesbythenurnbers.comiwp-content/custorn-phpi#nages/socialLogo 80.png Follow us on TwitteriFacebook: 
http:iiwww.facebook.com/coachesbythenumbers http://twitter.com/CoachesBTN 

mail: 
.t..e...a...m.~@..~...~...a...c.b..e...s...b.y.t..h..e..~.~..m....b..e...r..s..~..c...~.m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Papa z<ljp@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 8:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 Tonmament Dates: University of Hawaii - REVISED’.!!!! 

TEXT.htm; 2014 tLA~WAII SB TOURNAMENTS#2.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Friday, December 7, 2012 8:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Weeldy Report: Leadership Acadelny (12-7-12) 

Leadership Academy 12-7-12.docx; Leadership Academy Glossmy of Tem~s.docx 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, December 10, 2012 6:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: CaMidate in lx~wn on Thursday 

image001 .gif 

Sent Dom my iPhone 

Begin forwa;ded message: 

Fr~: "Lewis, Faye T" <flewis~;emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: December 10, 2012, 9:31:42 AM EST 
To: "Norton, Molly" <g_ff?_n_Rd_9._r_~2;~i._e_!._ni.a_i.l_:_y._n_..c_:.e__d_._q> 

Subject: l/E: Candidate in town on Thursday 

Hi Motly, 

Yes, we still have the candidate meeting with Bubba and company this week. 

t am working on getting the maLerials together and hope to haw~ them to everyone laLer today. 

B e 

Faye 

~aye ~. Lewis, CPS 

Executive Assistant to the Dean and Special Projects Coordinator 

The GraduaLe Schoo~. The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 

2:14 Bynum Hal~, CB# 40:10, Chapel I-t~1~, NC 27599.-~1:10 

Visit us: gradschooLunc.edu 

l ~ Description: 

F~m: No,on, Nolly 
Sent: Nonday, December 10, 2012 g:I9 AN 
To: Lewis, Faye T 
Subject: Candidate ~n town on Thursday 
H~ Faye, 
Just checking in about the candidate who will be in town later this week. Do you still have him!her scheduled to meet with Bubba, Coaches, and 
Department of Athletics staff on Thursday? ff so, do you have the candidate’s application materials for Bubba to share with everyone who will be 
meeting with him/her? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  1:30 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Panter, A. T. <panter@ad.unc.edu>; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Gil, Karen M 
<kgil@email.unc.edu>; Carney, Bruce William <bruce@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Lewis, Faye T <flewis@email.unc.edu>; Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu> 

Survey: Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

You participated in an interview with.               , a candidate for the Director, Academic Support Program for 

Student-Athletes position. We appreciate the time you took to talk with Mr.       and would like to get your 

impression of him as a candidate for this important position. Please take a few minutes to complete a short survey. This 

information will be shared with the search committee after all the candidates have visited campus. 

The survey link is https://unc.qualtrics.com/SE/?SlD=SV_8qBcLhOyBcXjOel 

Thank you for your participation and for your feedback. 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 
The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 
(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

C 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joy Renner@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:11 PM 

Joy - interview with ASPSA director candidate 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Joy Relmer 

Happy last week of the semester! 

Now that we are closer to the date and schedules may be a little more sure, can you reconfirm with me whether or not you are available for the interview with the 

candidate on Friday at 10:00? 

I roll notify Faye Lewis about which members of FAC roll be in attendance mad she will send you candidate information mad meeting information. I am teaching on 
Friday so I am requesting one of you take the lead that day with a recap of the ques~tions that were asked of the first candidate. 

Thanks and I hope that a substantial number of our Committee members roll be able to particitmte. 

Joy 

This fo~a~-arded message was sent via The Universi ,ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "FaculF Athletics Committee" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Faculty Athletics Committee. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - interview with ASPSA director candidate 

Thank you. Will you be meeting with her at other times as well. I am having dinner with her tomorrow night with Steve. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:13 PM 

To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy - interview with ASPSA director candidate 

Hi Joy. I will be there. Thanks. 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 10:10 PM "Joy Renner~)med.unc.edu" <Joy Renner(~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 
From: Joy Renner 
Happy- last week of the semester! 
Now that we am closer to the date and schedules may be a little more sure, can you reconfirm with me whether or not you are available for the interview 
with the candidate on FridW at 10:00? 
I will noti~ Faye Lewis about which members of FAC will be in attendance and she will send you candidate intbrmation and meeting intbrmation. I am 
teacNng on Friday so I am requesting one of you taI:e the lead that day with a recap of the questions that were asked of the first candidate. 
Thanks and I hope "that a substm~tial nmnber of our Committee members will be able to participate. 

JW 

This fo~wmded message was sent via The UniversiF of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Faculty, Athletics Committee" site. To reply to 
tiffs message click tiffs link to access Messages ibr this site: Faculty Athlelics Committee. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:48 AM 

IIle, Vince <]lle@ema]l.unc.edu > 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Posting and search committee training 

Associate Athletic Director of Compliance December2012.docx 

Vince, 
The Associate AD for Compliance position is now posted on campus and will be posted in the NCAA News and NACDA by the end of the day. it is 

currently posted on the University job posting site and in the "inside Higher Education". 
Please notify all members of your search committee that all members are required to take the on line training for search committee members 

at the following link: ht~tp://ww~v.unc.edu/depts!eooada/sct/index.htm 
Anyone on the committee, including yourself, who has not taken the trah~ing within the last ]_2 months must do so again. Please have them email me 

when they have done so. You will probably also receive notification from the EEO Office about this and the posting. 
Please note that interested parties must apply on line to be considered for the position. Attached is the official ad with the link that you should share ~¢ith anyone who 

expresses an interest in the position, if you have any questions please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 2:35 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FVV: Posting and search committee training 

Vince, 
I’ve completed the training, but don’t know ifit has been in the last 12months. Joyce, please let me know if my training is still active. 

thanks, 

~Beth 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 12/13/2012 12:47 PM > > > 

Please note the information below and the attachment. 

If),ou ltave completed the training within the past 12 months, please let me know (confirmation email is fine). If),ou ltaven’t completed the training within the past 12 

months, please let me know, complete the training, then notify Joyce and me a~er you’ve done so. 

Thanks for agreeing to serve on the committee. I will tbrwaJcd some intbrmation to you early next week regarding the process we’ll use to evaluate candidates when their 

application materials axe received. 

Vince 

From: Joyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:4e, AN 

To-" Ille, Vince 
ee: Creech, Karlton W; Kathy Dutton 
S~bje¢t; Posting and search committee training 

Vince, 
The Associate AD for Compliance position is now posted on campus and will be posted in the NCAA News and NACDA by the end of the day. It is 

currently posted on the University job posting site and in the "Inside Higher Education". 

at the following link: http:!/www,unc.edu/depts/eooada!sctiindex.htm 
Anyone on the committee, including yourself, Please have them email me 

when they have done so. You will probably also receive notification from the EEO Office about this and the posting. 

Please note that interested parties must apply on line to be considered for the position, Attached is the official ad with the link that you should share with anyone who 

expresses an interest in the position. If you have any questions please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, December 1-3, 201_2 2:44 PM 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FVV: Posting and search committee training 

Beth, 
It’s been awhile so I would go ahead and complete it again. You completed it when they first started this. 

Joyce 

>>> Beth Miller 12/13/2012 2:35 PM >>> 

VJnce, 

I’ve completed the training, but don’t know if it has been in the last 12 months. Joyce, please let me know if my training is still active. 

thanks, 

~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 12/13/2012 12:47 PM > > > 

Please note the information below and the attachment. 

If you have completed the training within the past 12 ~nonths~ please let ~ne know (confirmation e~nail is fine). If you haven’t completed the training mthin the past 12 

months, please let ~ne know, complete the training, then notify Joyce m~d me after you’ve done so. 

Thanlcs for agreeing to serve on the committee. I will forward some information to yon early next week regarding the process we’ll use to evahmte candidates when their 

application materials are received. 

From; Joyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 20:!.2 Ii:48 AM 

To; Ille, Vince 
C¢-" Creech, Karlton W; Kathy Dutton 
Subject-" Posting and search committee training 

Vince, 

The Associate AD for Compliance position is now posted on campus and will be posted in the NCAA News and NACDA by the end of the day. It is 

currently posted on the University job posting site and in the "Inside Higher Education". 
Piease notify ail members o~ your sea~ch ~ommi~tee that al! members are requh-ed to ta~e ~he on 

at the following link: http~//ww~v,qnc:edu/depts!eooada/sct![ndex~htm 
Anyone on the committee, including yourself, who has not }ake~ }be tra~N~g ~N~ the las} ~2 mon}bs must do so again Please have them email me 

when they have done so. You will probably also receive notification from the EEO Office about this and the posting. 

Please note that interested parties must apply on line to be considered for the position. Attached is the official ad with the link that you should share with anyone who 

expresses an interest in the position. If you have any questions please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 3:50 PM 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu > 

Position posting information 

Vince, 

The position is posted on the NCAA website, the BCA website, and has been sent to NACDA for them to post, It will also post on "Inside Higher Education" and is posted on 

the University’s job posting site. Once ] receive official notification as to the link that you go to in order to review applications, ] will send you that link, and then you can 

forward it to our committee members. You will also receive this information from campus once it has gone through the roll over process. 

Here is the process for reviewing applications and then setting appointments for interviews. This process must be followed in order for the recruiting efforts to be compliant 

with EEO policies and procedures, which [ have to attest to once a selection decision is reached and submitted to campus for approval: 

1. Review of applications can begin immediately, 

2. Keep a list of all applicants and note those you wish to intervie~v, and put a reason for not interviewing all others. My office will have to update the 

system with this information for the [nterim Statement. You are not able to do that, my office has to complete that process. 

3. Once all of this information is in the system, we will submit the Interim Statement for campus approval. 

4. Once approval is received, I will let you know and you can then begin interviews. 

S. When you have determined who your selection decision is, we must obtain forms from them to complete background checks and educational verifications. 

I will give you those forms when you are ready to begin interviewing. 

6. My office must then submit a Final Statement for campus approval. 

7, Once campus approval is received on the Final Statement, I will let you know and at that time an official offer can be extended, AN OFFER MAY NOT 

BE EXTENDED UNTIL ALL CAMPUS APPROVALS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED, 

If you have any questions about this process, please let me or Kathy Dutton know, 

Thanks, 
Joyce 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 10:42 AM 

[[le, Vince < ille@em ail.unc.edu > 

mid-year 

Vince, [ left you a message yesterday, not sure if you got it, I’m assuming there is no chance on getting this transfel from UNC-G in now right? 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, December 14, 2012 5:45 PM 

Larry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Montgomery, John R <jmont@tmc.edu-~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, 

Steve <stevekirsclme@unc.edu>; mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; bmille@uncaa.tmc.edu; cgwa]tney@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.tmc.edtr~; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the office 

Executive Staff, 

I will be out of the office Monday, December 17 through Thursday, December 20. I will be back in the office on Friday, December 21. 

I will be checking emails, but please contact Karlton if any time-sensitive issues arise. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9J.9-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Monday, December 17, 2012 11:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: AssistaJat Football Coach Recruitment 

Assistant Football CoachDecembe~2012.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Bubba 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Begin forwa~cded message: 

From: Joyce Dalgleish < iovced~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Decelnber 17, 2012, 9:22:21 AM EST 

To: Lan3~ Gallo <athgalloi~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher~)uncaa.unc.edt~ 

Cc: Karlton Creech <kwcreech~ad.unc.edu:>, < bubbac,@~email.unc.edu>, Kathy Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Assistant Football Coach Recruitment 

Mr. Gallo and Rick, 
Attached is the ad we used last year to recnfit for the coaching staff: Please review, make any suggestions for edits, 

and please provide me the names, titles and PID numbers for the search committee (note who the chair is). Be reminded 

flaat all applicants must apply on line and all applications mus~t be reviewed. I will leave fire position open until filled 

mad will work with campus ottices to work through this process. 

As stated before, please be reminded that c~unpus office will have limited coverage antil January 3rd. I will provide 
Dominic the appropriate forms that we will need from any candidates who could potentially be the selected candidate 

in order to expedite background and educational credential verifications. NOTE: OlYicial offers of employment nor 

press releases about new hires can be issued raN1 all campus approvals and credential verifications are complete. 

If you have any questions about the process please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

P.S. I will be on vacation beginning the afternoon of Thursday, December 20th and return Wednesday, Januao, 3rd. 

I will be accessible via my cell phone and will have limited computer access. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, December :18, 20:12 8::18 AM 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Kathy Dutton < kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Links for position recruitment 

Vince, 
in the event you have not received this information, below is the link to view applications for the Assoc. AD for Compliance position. 

Please share this with your search committee i’nembers. To log in, you use your onyen and password. 

Please login to https:iiunc.peopleadmin.com/hr if you wish to review this posting or if your approval is required. 

The link below is where applicants go to apply, it is the same link noted in the ad ] forwarded to you earlier: http:!!unc.peopleadmin.coi’n/postingsi1:~360 
if you have any questions, please contact me or Kathy Dutton. 

Joyce 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;, 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 12:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: fyi - Director of Enii~rcement (Quality Control) 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~varded message: 

From: Drue Moore <dme~b~m ntlm~pintelli gence.com> 

Date: December 18, 2012, 12:07:22 PM EST 

To: <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: f.vi - Director of Entbrcement (Quality Control) 

Director of Entbrcement (Quality Control) 
National Collegiate Athletic Association - Indianapolis, 1N 

Position : Director of Enforeement (Quality Control). 

Basic Function : This position manages the entbrcement sIaffs quality control and quali~ assurance etti~rts in the three core functions of development, 

investigations and processing. 

Primary Responsibilities : 

1. Assist the vice president of eat’orcetnent in the developtnent and itnpletnentation of depa(tmental initiatives and policies related to quality control and 

quaJdty assurance in the depal~tment’s core functions of development, investigations and processing. Establish key performance inNcators for the 

department. 

2. Provide leadership in the development and implementation of the department’s business performance metrics. Assist the vice president in 

implementation and on-going assessment of the metrics’ effectiveness. Develop and maintain department dashboards related to these metrics, and done in 
a manner that is clear, concise and understa~dable. Provide data that assists with resource management. 

3. Develop method to audit departanent’s processes and work product for the purposes of ensuring quality control. The audit or review would include 

analysis of the department’s three core functions (i.e., development, investigations, processing), including all types of cases processed by the depextment 
(seconda .ly and major infractions, eligibility investigations, certification, background checks, etc.). Conduct aunts and reviews of work based on 

approved method described above, with prima .ly emphasis on tnajor infractions investigations. 

4. Lead the department’s continuing training efibrts in o~der to assure quality, mthin the department’s core fimctions. 

5. Work with the vice president, managing directors and directors to assess department’s performance relative to the business performance metrics for the 

three core functions. 

6. Provide leadership and management tbr possibly one coordinator of enforcement. 

7. Serve in a leadership role of department’s review board and mock hearing panel designed to vet proposed allegations and hearing presentations. 

8. Complete special projects as assigned by the vice president, which inclu&s ensuring that quali~ control tools are built into the implementation of the 

Enforcement Working Group’s proposals. 

Preferred Qualifications and Minilnmn Requirements : 
1. Bachelor’s degree (required) and advanced degree (preferred). 

2. Black Belt Six Sigma or other process improvement methodologies certification (preferred). 

3. Business intelligence training ~md experience (pret~rred). 

4. Experience ~,ith any or all of the following: Process improvement, predictive and comparative analysis, data management systems, statistic~ case 

Inanagement systems, root cause anaJ~ysis, establishing baselines and evaluating custolner satisfaction (preferred). 

5. Strong leadership and managerial skills (essential). 

6. Strong working knowledge and experience with investigations (preferred). 

7. Strong organizational skills (essential). 

8. Strong communication skills (essential). 



9. Strong collaborative skills (essential). 

10. Six years of related work experience (essential). 

Co~tacts : 

1. Enforcement stilt’(principal). 

2. NC.i~\ sm£f tnetnbers in other groups (secondaxy). 

3. Institutional personnel and attorneys (seconda~). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 1:03 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Associate AD for Compliance Search 

Thanks, Vince. 
~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 12/18/2012 8:22 AM > >> 

Please see Joyce’s message below. Th~x~ks. 

F~m: .]oyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, December 18, 2012 8:18 AI~I 

To: ~[lle, Vince 
Cc: Kathy Dutton 
Subject; Links for position recruitment 

Vince, 

in the event you have not received this information, below is the link to view applications for the Assoc. AD for Cocnpliance position. 

Please share this with your search committee members. To log in, you use your onyen and password. 

Please Iogin to .h___Lt_p___s_2"j__u__r_]_c_~9___e___o_91ead rnin.corn!__k_~_E if you wish to review this posting or if your approval is required. 

The link below is where applicants go to apply, it is the same link noted in the ad I forwarded to you earlier: http://unc.peopleadmin.com/postinqs/11360 

if you have any questions, please contact me or Kathy Dutton. 

Joyce 



:2013 Maior League Lacrosse Collegiate Draft - Frequently Asked Questions 

Q: When is the MLL College Draft? 

A: The Draft will be held on Friday, January 12 from 8:30 pm - 11:00 pm in the Liberty Ballroom 

of the Philadelphia Marriott. 

Q: Do I have to fill out any paperwork to be eligible for the Draft? 

A: NO, there is no paperwork to fill out, per NCAA rules. Only seniors with expiring eligibility 

after the 2013 NCAA season are eligible to be drafted. Until your NCAA eligibility has expired, 

you will NEVER be asked to sign any paperwork from Major League Lacrosse or any of its 

member Teams. 

Q: How do I avoid jeopardizing my senior year of eligibility? 

A: 

1. MLL has already taken the necessary steps internally to ensure that your name is able to be 

considered for draft by an MLLTeam. 

2. As stated above in Point #2, players who are enrolled at NCAA institutions are not required to 

register anywhere to be part of the 2013 collegiate draft. 

3. If you are drafted, MLL will NOT be offering or issuing you a contract of any type or discussing 

terms of an agreement with you until your NCAA team’s season (including postseason) is 

concluded. 

o Q: Am I allowed to reach out to teams regarding the Draft? 

A: The League office would prefer that you do not contact its member Teams. Per NCAA rules, 

MLL’s teams can reach out to you, but have been instructed to not, in any way, discuss signing 

any type of contract/agreement with MLL or giving any type of verbal commitment. 

Q: Are MLL coaches and General Managers allowed to contact my college coach? 

A: Yes, MLL coaches and General Managers are allowed to contact your NCAA coaches to 

discuss you. 

Q: Am I allowed to attend the Draft on January 11th? 

A: Yes, invited seniors will be permitted to attend the collegiate draft provided that they 

assume responsibility for any and all expenses relating to their attendance. You, your college 



coach and other members of your Athletic Department will receive more information regarding 

the process to RSVP to the Draft. 

Q: May I accept any complimentary items from any MLL Team before, during or after the 

Draft? 

A: NO. Per NCAA rules, complimentary items would be considered an extra benefit. MLL 

teams have been instructed not to provide you with any complimentary items, subject to severe 

League discipline. If you do receive any complimentary items from any MLL Team, please return 

it immediately and contact your Compliance Office. 

Q: What happens if an MLL Team or an outside media outlet contacts me? 

A: Per NCAA rules, you are allowed to speak with MLLTeams and various media outlets before, 

during and after the Draft. 

Q: During my 2013 NCAA season may I answer questions during an interview about playing in 

MLL? 

A: Yes, you are allowed to answer questions regarding your plans for the summer. Since you 

will not be offered any type of MLL contract until your NCAA eligibility has expired, you should 

not refer to yourself as an MLL employee or player before your NCAA season ends and you are 

in fact offered a contract and it’s executed. You may refer to yourself and speak about being 

drafted in the 20:13 collegiate draft by "X" MLL Team during the NCAA season. 

10. Q: Will I be able to sign a contact immediately following the Draft? 

A: NO. As stated above in #3, it is against NCAA rules to sign a contract with intent to play a 

professional sport if you are still enrolled as a student-athlete. Contracts will be distributed 

to those drafted following the conclusion of their 2013 NCAA season (including post-season 

play). 

11. Q: What happens if I am not selected in the Draft? 

A: After the NCAA season is complete on Memorial Day, MLL will allow all undrafted seniors 

who just completed their eligibility to register for the Player Pool for a one week period. After 

that, teams will be able to select you by using the normal MLL waiver wire process. Please note 

there is no such thing as being a free agent in the MLL, so all undrafted players will go through 

this process. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

JAIVlES T CTR USAF USAFA USAFA,’AD MORTON <James.Morton.Ct@usafa.edu~ 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 12:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Hapw Holidays 

image001.jpg; image002dpg 

Happy Holidays, 
James 

i.~.i holiday card 2012.jpg 

James Morton 
Assistant Athletic Director 
I ntemollegiate Athletics 
United States Air Force Academy 
719-333-0262 
www..~oa irto rcefalcon s.co m 

l 
ii.~.iI imageO01 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2~_, 20~12 2:37 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 

< bubbac@email.unc.edu >; ]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kirschner, Steve < stevekirschner@unc.edu >; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Owaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

"Be Better at Your Job" 

At times, out of character for me to send this type of stuff, but it is a pretty good article ~ some points are very good. 
Take care and HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 

Larry 

http://www.forbes.com/sitesflacquelvnsmith/2012/12/18/14 ways to be better at your iob in 2013/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rg rimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:53 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Upcoming Events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center 

.docx 

See attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Happy New Year! 



Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org> 

Wednesday, Jannary 2, 2013 4:50 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Lunch? 

Vince, 
Now that things have settled down for the holidays (and you’ve had time to settle into your job), I thought I’d check in to see if you had a day to grab lunch in the coming 
weeks. It would be a good chance to chat more and also an opportunity for you to meet my colleague, Joedy IVlcCreary (the other half of the AP-P, aleigh sports operation). 

The lunch would be something informal and completely off the record, just an opportunity to chat without a microphone in your face. 

Do you have a couple of days that might work? We could meet somewhere like Care Carolina or Tobacco P,oad Sports Care right near campus. 

Thanks. Hope you had a great Christmas. 
Aaron 
The inibnnation contained in this communication is intended for tile use 

of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 

co~nmunication is not the intended recipient, yon me hereby notified 

that you have received this communication in enor, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 

prohiNted. If you have received this communication in error, please 

nolify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 

and delete this email. Thank you. 

[IP US DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3 a6438t0cl:467d9a4938 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jolms~n, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~-~ 

Friday, Janumy 4, 2013 10:34 AM 

lille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Creech, Karlmn W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Weekly Report: Leadership Academy (1-4-13) 

Leadersllip Academy Glossary of Terms.docx; Leadership Academy 1-4-13.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:47 AM 



Subject: 

Attach: .pdf 

All, 

See attached for the 

Thanks!! 

edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

Matson, Steve 
Friday, January 04, 2013 4:13:21 PM 
Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Woodard, Harold; Owen, Bobbi A; Broome, Lissa L; Boxill, Jan; Panter, A. T.; 

Renner, Joy J; Carney, Bruce William; Gil, Karen M; Richardson, Wally 
Lewis, Faye T; Thurman, Stephanie J; Norton, Molly 

interview 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Documents.~ (1.3M) 

Greetings and Happy New Year: 

As you know, our third candidate for the Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes position 

will be interviewing on January 14th and 15th. The schedule for            has been finalized and Faye 
will send that schedule early next week. In the meanwhile, I am attaching the documents that have been 
sent as part of his application. I wanted you to have these in hand prior to your meeting with 

For those of you chairing committees that will meet with 
documents to your committee members. 

please feel free to forward these 

Thanks for your help and enjoy the weekend. 

Steve 

Steven W. Matson, Ph.D. ¯ Dean 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

214 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6311 ¯ smatson@bio.unc.edu 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

~s://share. unc.edu/sites/vcred/ RADBLACK170.~ 



This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda fqessage Archiver, 

Documents.~ 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Corey Holliday 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, Jannary 9, 2013 3:20 PM 

Panl Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince <iHe@email.unc.edu-~ 

Sauls, Jonathan C <j~uls@email.unc.edu> 

Chancellots Review Notification 

Cha~cellorAppeaIDecision.pdf; BOG Code Section 502.pdf 

Gentleman, 

Please find attached copies of the notice and BOG policy sent to ~ from Vice Chancellor Crisp. If you have any questions, please feel free to 

contact me. 

Regards, 

Erik Hunter 

ERIK HUNTER I Director of Student Conduct 

The University of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 5100 I Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

v. 919.962.0805 If. 919.843.9778 I 711 (NC-RELAY) 
studentconduct.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jesse W Jaclcson III <mailer response@emailcounts.com~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 9:18 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu:~ 

°’Protect The Program" (Athletic Criminal Conduct Webina~:) 

Dr. Jackson’s 24hr Counseling Line College & Professional 

Athletes, Coaches & Family Members (800) 392-8592 

Think about this? 
*There have been over 503 arrests/citations/charges in 2012 of Athletes and 

NCAA Division I Coaches for crimes ranging from: Suspicion of Driving 
Under the Influence of Alcohol, Driving Under the Influence, Suspicion of 

Assault With a Deadly VVeapon, Domestic Violence, Assaulting a Female, 
Suspicion of Criminal Damage, Disorderly Conduct, Possession of Cocaine, 
Possession of Marijuana, Fleeing, Criminal Sexual Assault, Unlawful 
Restraint, and Second-Degree Burglary. 
VVe have serious problems in the field of athletics and all trends indicate that 

things are going to get worst. Our firm has specialized in criminal conduct 
prevention. There are dangerous patterns I see in full-time criminal 
offenders that I also see in today collegiate athletes and coaches. 

Don’t let your school’s reputation and image be impacted by the actions of 
others. It is time to help athletes and coaches understand the root causes and 
patterns of criminal conduct and how to prevent it. 

I am hosting a webinar "Protect The Program" How To Prevent Criminal 

Conduct And NCAA Violations How- To Recruit The Right Players (Identifying 
Dangerous Patterns Of Criminal Behavior) on January 22, 2013 and January 
29, 2013 to accommodate the time restrictions of athletic staff. 
You can register for this course and watch it when you have time. The 
information that I am sharing will help you understand the changes you 

have to make to protect your program in the 21st century for criminal 
conduct trends. 
Please log onto our website to learn more. Click below to watch free preview 

videos @ http://bestmanteamsports.com/Criminal_Conduct_VVebinar.pbp. 

Thanks again. 

Dr. Jesse W. Jackson III 
Executive Director of Best Man Team Sports 



This email was sent by Jesse W Jackson Ill, PO Box 210973, Auburn Hills, M148321, using Express Email Marketing. You were added to this list as ille@illinois edu on 12/11/2012 

Express Email Marketing suppoits permission-based email marketing 

Update preferences, Unsubscribe, Privacy policy 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, January 18, 2013 8:41 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Terrell, Matt < mterrell@unc.edu >; 
Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; John Starling 

<jstarling@defenderservices.com>; llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JM BOXlLL@email.unc.edu >;                        @gmail.com>; Ellis, 

Ginny <grellis@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron 
York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler 
<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; James 
Spurling <jspurling@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 
< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Amy Kleissler < kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr 

< knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina 
Ballen < mballen@uncaa.unc.ed u >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting 
<mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nate Hilton <nhilton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie Grimsley 
< rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd 
<sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve 

Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sandy Restivo 
< srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim 

Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs 

<wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Events 



Attach: 12113odocx 

With Monday being a Holiday, I wanted to get a jump on sending out the Loudermilk Center and Kenan Stadium 

upcoming events calendar. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 10:58 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Updated Forms 

Sounds good. thanks, ~Beth 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1/18/2013 10:26 AM > > > 

Thanks to you both for the input. I sent Chris Derickson an email this morning suggesting that we schednle a meeting with tJ~e person requesting access to this data. It’s 

my opinion we need to know more. I’ll let yon know what happens ne~. 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Tom Timmermans; 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: FVV: Updated Forms 

Vince, 
This is the first [ have heard of this. [f [ understand correctly, they are asking for the P[Ds of all G[A student athletes. [f that is accurate, [ don’t believe there is a need to 

provide these to them.....on the other hand, [ don’t know if there is a negative, either. For upperclass student athletes requesting on campus housing, [ send a hard copy 

housing application, that includes P[D #, to the housing office. First years complete the online housing application and those are the only ones [ send a list of PID#s to 

housing, to help them flag the online application.......this inlcudes GIA and some non GIA. A great majority of our on campus housing is first year students. 

Also, housing gives us the August early check in date and I send them a list of Fall sport students who will arrive on that date, so no one is checking in without their approval 

and staffing being available. They also have other students approved for early check in, so student athletes are not the only ones arriving at this time. 

I am receptive to meeting with them to sort this out, but would not recommend we automatically give the PIDs without discussion of the entire housing process and how they 

plan to use them. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_’_n_~t]J~Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 1/17/2013 7:41 PM > > > 

Tom and Beth, 
Are you aware of this and/or know what this is about? Please let me know so I can respond appropriately to Chris Derickson. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universibl of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

From: Derickson, Christopher P 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 5:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Updated Forms 

Vince --- 

I’m ~orwardmg a request for atbletk: data from Student Affairs for Campus Housing purposely. [’w~ w.mt~ed w~:h Uniw~rs~tv Counsel and bare no proMem approving 

the request as there ~s a very dear business need for tbe da~:a. However [ do not feel tha~: ~ am the owner of one of the fieids being requested: GRANT.__fN__.AfD. 

Can you ~ook at the request, along w~Lb Lbe add~tiona~ explanations provided below, and ~et me kRow if you have any concerns. H: not, can you ~nd~cate your 

approval, and I wiU finalize the request w~th Student Affa~rs~ 

Many thanks. Hope aH is well 

Chris 

I le& you a voicemail about this, but I wanted to send you an email as well, because that may be easier to respond to] Housing reserves about 150 beds each year for 

Athletics. The normal process B that Athletics (Dr. Beth Miller) sends a file to Housing with a list of PIDs and where they want the students located (based on sports 

probably). The challenge has been that the list of PIDs is hand typed and typically has typos. Regardless, they get it worked out and the students get their 

assignment. Now that we are going live with StarRez today, we have the opportunity to solve the data integrity issue by not relying on a manual file from Dr. Miller 

but instead rely on authoritative data from the Registrar. 

So there’s a very specific business need for both Housing and Athletics that we have to be able to replicate. ’~ sure that Housing would be happy to not deal with 

tNs, but Athletics is the real customer here. One other reason they need this info is because many athletes arrive early to campus before the residence halls open 

and Housing staff have to be prepared to check them in and to have staff here for safety reasons because students can live in a building if no employees are there 

yet. 

Hopefully this perspective may clear up any potential legal issues. Feel free to give me a call if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Chris Williams 

I got clarification on the G~A data. ThsL ~:~e]d ~s used spedficaHy Lo identify student-atMetes who must be msnuaUy p~aced ~y Housing into specific rooms~ The 

Athlete flag ~sn’t always accurate because it relies on each Coach to report to Dr. MiUer wMch p~ayets they’ve chosen for their team. The G~A fie~d ~s more reliable 

m~d Housing wi]~ prevent anyone with that flag from s~gning up for a regu~m~ residence ha]~ room. 

I’ve CC’d [,i(:k who may be aMe to better artk:u[ate [:be business need, but in essence the Atble[:e field and GfA are d~recl:~y related. 

Chds 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North CaroUna at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus go>: 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2109 



T-- 919-962.-8289 

F- 919--962-1655 

From: Streeter, Charles D 
Sent: Wednesday, .January 16, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Updated Forms 

See the attached items 

Charles D. Streeter 

Database Ana/yst 

Information Technology 

Division of Student Affairs 

U I~ C-Chapel Hill 

07 Teague Hall, CB#5510 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5510 

Office: 919-962-3529 

FAX: 919-962-5241 

charles streeteP@unc,edu 





A 

2 

3 

4 Head Coach 

5 Offensive Coordinator 

6 Defensive Coordinator 

7 Assistant Coach 

8 Assistant Coach 

9 Assistant Coach 

i 10 AssistantCoach 

i 11 AssistantCoach 

112 Assistant Coach 

113 Assistant Coach 

14 Total (All Coaches) 

18 Ave rage (Assist ants Only) 

Florida State Georgia Tech Virginia Tech Maryland Ciemson Vir~nia NC State Louisville 

ACC Average Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compe rlsa Lion Name Total Compensation Name Total CompensaTion Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensatio 

$2,184,444 Fisher, Jimbo $2,750,000 Johnson, Paul $2,440,000 Beamer, Frank $2,370,000 EdsalI, Randy $2,010,000 Swinney, Dabo $1,960,000 London, Mike $2,100,000 O’Brien, Tom $1,630,000 CharlieStrong $2,300 

$449,886 Coley, James $335,500 Sewak, Mike $212,500 Stinespring, Bryan $366,230 Locksley, Mike 5506,000 Morris, Chad 51,300,000 Lazor, Bill $458,350 Bible, Dana $284,392 Watson, Shawn $336 

$448,662 Stoops, Mark $740,000 Groh, AI $344,000 Foster, Bud $503,762 Stewarl, Brian $262,500 Venables, Brent $800,000 Reid, Jim $397,300 Archer, Mike $284,392 Bedford, Vance $411 

$230,655 Gran, Eddie $335,500 McCollum,Andy $210,000 Beamer, Shane $207,527 Gattuso, Greg $211,000 Pearman, Danny $311,000 West, Chip $174,550 Willis,Keith $180,318 Borbely, Dave $261 

$261,050 Eliot, D,J. $205,000 Speed, Joe $180,000 Wiles,Charley $249,554 Dudzinski, Keith $211,000 Harbison, Charlie $381,000 Hanson, Jeff $190,500 Tenuta,Jon $400,000 Carter, Kenny $282 

$223,438 Haggins, Odell $275,000 Boharlnon, Brian $202,000 Newsome, Curt $217,653 Brat[an, Tom $236,900 Brooks, Dan $276,000 Faragalli, Mike $179,546 Bridge, Jim $197,846 Dugans, Ron $186 

$253,858 Hudson, Greg $335,500 Owens, Lamar $170,000 O’Cain, Mike $257,776 PowelI, Andr~ $196,000 Hobby, Marion $375,000 Poindexter, Anthony $224,450 Kitchings, Des $180,000 Hurtt, Clint $361 

$237,996 Trickett, Rick $400,000 Kelly, Charles $210,000 Gray, Torrian $207,527 Iohnson, Lyndon $211,000 CaldwelI, Robbie $310,000 Moore, Shawn $174,496 Reed, Mike $197,938 Jean-Mary, Brian $246 

$176,076 Dawsey, Lawrence $242,000 Walkosky, David $175,000 Sherman, Kevin $208,490 Dunn, John $161,000 Elliott, Tony $205,000 Wachenheim, Scott $187,450 Petercuskie, Jerry $209,747 Moore, Sherrone $116 

$181,857 Craig, Dameyune $209,000 Preston, AI "Buzz" $209,000 N/A Hull, Lee $186,000 Scott, Jeff $216,000 N/A Waiters, Troy $170,000 Restivo, Tommy $116 

$4,602,510 $5,823,500 $4,348,500 $4,588,519 $4,191,400 $6,134,000 $4,086,642 $3,734,633 $4,615,400 

$275,163 $341,500 $212,056 $277,315 $242,378 $463,778 $248,330 $233,848 $257,267 

,16 ACC Football Coach Salary Survey - 1/22/2013 
i 17 North Carolina Boston College Duke Miami Wake Forest Pittsburgh Syracuse 

1 18 Name Total Compensation Nal’~e Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Nal’~e Total Compensation Nal’~e Total Col’~pensation Name Total Compensation Nal’~e Total Compensation 

i 19 HeadCoach Fedora, Larry $2,100,000 Spaziani, Frank Cutcliffe, David Golden, AI Grobe, Jim PauIChryst DougMarrone 

120 Offensive Coordinator Anderson, Blake $250,000 Martin, Doug Roper,Kurt Fisch, Jedd Lobotzke, Steed Rudolph, Joe Adkins, Greg 

121 DefensiveCoordinator Koenning, Vic $250,000 McGovern, Bill Knowles,Jim D’Onofrio, Mark Duffie, Tim Huxtable, Dave Anselmo, John 

1 22 Assistant Coach Adams, Deke $185,000 Comissiong, Jeff Middleton, Ron Franklin, Jethro Knorr, Brian Bollinger, Brooks Daoust, Tim 

1 23 Assistant Coach Disch, Dan $250,000 Washington, AI Petri, Rick Barrow, Micheal McCartney, Ray Breckter[ield, Inoke Hackett, Nathaniel 

i 24 Assistant Coach Kapilovic, Chris $240,000 Bollman, Jim Collins, Jim Kehoe, ArL Jackson, Derrick Engral’~, Bobby Henderson, Donnie 

i25 AssistantCoach Jordan, Randy $185,000 Devine, Sean Latina,John Richardson, Terry Himebauch, Jonathan Haering, Chris Moore, Rob 

i26 AssistantCoach Duggan, David $185,000 Siravo, Mike Lubick, Matt Williams, Paul Elrod, Tom House, Matt Morrison, Steve 

i 27 Assistant Coach Bell, Walt $80,000 Desai, Sean Roper, Zac Carroll, Brerman Mitchell, Billy Hueber, Jim Sharer, Scott 

i28 AssistantCoach Brewer, Gunter $175,000 Smith, Aaron Jones, Derek McDonald, George Galloway, Lonnie Robinson, Desmond Wheatley, Tyrone 

29 Total (All Coaches) $3,900,000 

i 30 Average (Assistants Only) $200,000 

H         I        ’        I         J         I         K 
ACC Football Coach Salary Survey - 01/22/2013 



A B C 

i 

2 Alab 

3 SEC Average Name 

4 Head Coach $2,780,000 Saban, Nick 

5 Offensive Coordinator $415,100 Nussmeier, Doug 

6 Defensive Coordinator $616,003 Smart, Kirby 

7 Assistant Coach $244,833 Burns, Burton 

8 Assistant Coach $263,574 6rob, Mike 

9 Assistant Coach $239,070 Pruitt, Jeremy 

10 Assistant Coach $245,798 Rumph, Chris 

1:1 Assistant Coach $260,733 Stoutland, Jeffery 

12 Assistant Coach $268,896 Thompson, Lance 

13 Assistant Coach $294,865 Williams, Bobby 

14 Total (All Coaches) $5,554,203 

15 Average (Assistants Only) $293,057 

16 

17 LS 

18 SEC Average Name 

19 Head Coach Miles, Les 

20 Offensive Coordinator Studrawa, Greg 

21 Defensive Coordinator Chavis, John 

22 Assistant Coach Ensminger, Steve 

23 Assistant Coach Haley, Brick 

24 Assistant Coach Henry, Adam 

25 Assistant Coach Kragthorpe, Steve 

26 Assistant Coach McGaughey, Thomas 

27 Assistant Coach Raymond, Corey 

28 Assistant Coach Wilson, Frank 

29 Total (All Coaches) 
30 Average (Assistants Only) 

31 



D E F G 

Footbal 
2 ~ma Arkansas 

3 Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name 

4 $4,760,000.00 Smith, John L. Chizik, Gene 

5 $590,000 Petrino, Paul Loeffler, Scot 

6 $950,000 Haynes, Paul VanGorder, Brian 

7 $290,000 Allen, Bobby Boulware, Jay 

8 $292,200 Caldwell, Steve Grimes, Jeff 

9 $260,000 Cinkovich, Kris Luper, Curtis 

10 $310,000 Horton, Tim Martinez, Willie 

11 $395,000 Johnson, Taver Pelton, Mike 

12 $375,000 Klenakis, Chris Taylor, Trooper 

13 $350,000 Peoples, Kevin Thigpen, Tommy 

14 $8,572,200 

15 $423,578 

SEC 

$850,000 
S475,000 

S475,000 

S235,800 

S257,000 

S2~4,800 

S205,000 

S275,000 

S266,420 

S200,000 

$3,454,020 

$289,335.56 

Football SEC Coach Sala 
17 LJ Mississippi Missi; 

18 Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name 

19 $5,710,000.00 Freeze, Hugh $1,510,000.00 Mullen, Dan 

20 $515,800 Luke, Matt S287,500 Brewster, Tim 

21 $916,160 Wommack, Dave S552,750 Collins, Geoff 

22 $245,800 McGriff, Wesley S282,500 Hevesy, John 

23 $416,360 Allen, Tom S202,500 Hughes, Tony 

24 $300,000 Harris, Maurice S172,500 Knox, Greg 

25 $415,800 Heard, Grant S152,500 Koenning, Les 

26 $307,160 Kiffin, Chris S172,500 Sallach, Scott 

27 $300,000 Nix, Derrick S200,000 Smith, Melvin 

28 $565,800 Werner, Dan S237,500 Wilson, Chris 

29 $9,692,880 $3,770,250 

30 $442,542.22 $25:1,138.89 

31 



H I J K 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 

I Coach Salary Survey 
uburn 

Total Compensation 

53,570,000.00 

$541,250 

$891,250 

$262,050 

$407,050 

$337,050 

$255,000 

$315,000 

$432,050 

$322,500 

$7,333,200 

$418,133 

1/22/13 

6 
7 
8 
9 
i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 

’y Survey - 
17 sippi State 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Name 

Muschamp, Will 

Pease, Brent 

Quinn, Dan 

Davis, Tim 

Durkin, DJ 

Lewis, Derek 

Robinson, Travaris 

White, Brian 

Young, Bryant 

1/22/13 
Florida 

Total Compensation 

S2,500,000.00 

S6oo, ooo 
S6ol,sso 
5285,ooo 
S3sl,sso 
S20i,SS0 

$241,550 

S3oi,sso 
$240,000 

N/A 

$5,322,750 

$352,843.75 

Name 

Richt, Mark 

Bobo, Mike 

Grantham, Todd 

Ball, Tony 

Friend, Will 

Garner, Rodney 

Lakatos, Scott 

Lilly, John 

McClendon, Bryan 

Olivadotti, Kirk 

South Carolina Ten 

Total Compensation           Name           Total Compensation           Name 

$2,650,000.00 Spurrier, Steve                    $3,330,000.00 Dooley, Derek 

Elliott, Shawn                         $254,600 Chaney, Jim 

$287,200 Ward, Lorenzo $554,600 Sunseri, Sal 

$282,125 Botkin, Kirk $185,000 Ansley, Derrick 

$223,000 Brown, Grady $150,000 Coiner, Charlie 

$226,300 Lawing, Brad $256,200 Conklin, Josh 

$282,125 Mangus, G.A. $179,600 Graham, Jay 

$137,025 Robinson, Joe $280,000 Hinshaw, Darin 

$231,375 Sands, Everette $185,000 Palermo, John 

$307,500 Spurrier Jr., Steve $254,600 Pittman, Sam 

$4,626,650 $5,629,600 
$247,081.25 $255,511.11 

31 



L M N 0 

1 

2 ,orgia Kentucky Mis 

3 Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name 

4 $2,810,000.00 Phillips, Joker $1,700,000.00 Pinkel, Gary 

5 $72,055 Sanders, Randy $340,250 Yost, David 

6 $835,774 Minter, Rick $339,000 Steckel, Dave 

7 $222,055 C:assity, Mike $220,000 Ford, Cornell 

8 $222,055 Nord, Greg $231,250 Grinch, Alex 

9 ~;312,055 Pardue, Steve $160,950 Henson, Josh 

10 $242,055 Smith, Chuck $179,250 Hill, Andy 

11 $262,055 Summers, Mike N/A Jones, Brian 

12 $222,055 Turner, David $294,250 Kuligowski, Craig 

13 ~;270,975 Washington, Pat ,~220,000 Walker, Bruce 

14 $5,471,134 $3,684,950 

15 $295,681.56 $248,118.75 

16 

17 nessee Vanderbilt Texa,. 

18 Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name 

19 $2,000,000.00 Franklin, James Sumlin, Kevin 

20 $550,000 Donovan, John Kingsbury, Kliff 

21 $750,000 Pry, Brent Snyder, Mark 

22 $200,000 Bankins, Charles Anderson, B.J. 

23 $275,000 Barlow, George Beaty, David 

24 $200,000 Gattis, Josh McKinney, Clarence 

25 $260,000 Hand, Herb Polian, Brian 

26 $225,000 Rahne, Ricky Price, Terry 

27 $275,000 Shoop, Bob Wallerstedt, Matt 

28 $275,000 Spencer, Sean Yates, Marcel 

29 $S,0:I0,000 $0 

30 $334,444.44 

31 



P 

1 

2 souri 

3 Total Compensation 

4 $2,750,000.00 

5 $354,750 

6 $354,750 

7 $232,500 

8 S~83,500 

9 $22~,500 

~0 $232,500 

11 $213,500 

12 $234,500 

13 $234,500 

14 $5,012,000 

15 $251,333.33 

16 

17 A&M 

18 Total Compensation 

19 $2,000,000.00 

20 $400,000 

Ssoo, ooo 
22 $240,000 

23 S2~5,000 

24 $245,000 

25 S240,000 

26 S245,000 

27 S240,000 

28 S300,000 

29 $4,625,000 

3O 

31 



A 

1 

2 

3 

4 Head Coach 

5 Offensive Coordinator 

6 Defensive Coordinator 

7 Assistant Coach 

8 Assistant Coach 

9 Assistant Coach 

10 Assistant Coach 

3_3- Assistant Coach 

3-2 Assistant Coach 

3_3 Assistant Coach 

14 Total (All Coaches) 

15 Average (Assistants Only) 

16 

17 

18 

19 Head Coach 

20 Offensive Coordinator 

21 Defensive Coordinator 

22 Assistant Coach 

23 Assistant Coach 

24 Assistant Coach 

25 Assistant Coach 

26 Assistant Coach 

27 Assistant Coach 

28 Assistant Coach 

29 Total (All Coaches) 

30 Average (Assistants Only) 

31 

B     I     C     I     D     I     E     I      F     I    G    I     H     I     ’     I     J      I    K    I      L     I     M     I     N 
Big 10 Football Coach Salary Survey - 01/22/13 

Illinois Indiana Iowa Michigan Michigan State Minnesota 

BIG 10 Average Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation 

$2,251,166 Beckman, Tim $3_,600,000 Wilson, Kevin $3_,220,000 Ferentz, Kirk $3,820,000 Hoke, Brady $2,3_00,000 Dantonio, Mark $3_,830,000 Kill, Jerry $3_,200,000 

$353,026 Gonzales, Billy $400,000 Johns, Kevin $255,500 Davis, Greg $325,000 Borges, AI $558,300 Roushar, Dan $309,957 Limegrover, Matt $335,000 

$419,071 Banks, Tim $400,000 Ekeler, Mike $306,600 Parker, Phil $301,000 Mattison, Greg $758,900 Narduzzi, Pat $502,957 Claeys, Tracy $340,000 

$232,358 Beatty, Chris $400,000 Fabris, Jon $3-63,520 Campbell, Erik $263-,000 Ferrigno, Dan $205,000 Barnett, Harlon $208,457 Anderson, Brian $3-95,000 

$216,199 Butkus, Luke $200,000 Frey, Greg $224,840 Erb, Lester $261,000 Funk, Darrell $205,000 Gill, Ted $3_84,000 Miller, Bill $220,000 

$202,182 Clinkscale, Steven $150,000 Hagen, Mark $183,960 Ferentz, Brian $202,400 Hecklinski, Jeff $225,000 Salem, Brad $205,157 Phelps, Jeff $195,000 

$197,376 Gilmore, Keith $200,000 LittrelI, Seth $255,500 Johnson, Eric $196,500 Jackson, Fred $205,000 Samuel, Terry $189,957 Poore, Pat $195,000 

$219,676 Golesh, Alex $150,000 Mallory, Doug $305,500 Morgan, Reese ~270,000 Mallory, Curt $205,000 Staten, Mark $207,857 Reeves, Rob $195,000 

$230,640 Salem, Tim ~200,000 McCullough, Deland $3_53,300 Wilson, Darrell $270,000 Montgomery, Jerry $205,000 Tressel, Mike ~205,957 SawveI, Jay ~205,000 

$23.6,295 Ward, Mike $200,000 Shelby, Brandon $3_53,300 Woods, LeVar ~3_87,000 Smith, Mark $205,000 Warner, Dave $23_4,657 Zebrowski, Jim $220,000 

$4,488,413. $3,900,000 $3,223,120 $6,093,900 $4,872,200 $4,058,956 $3,300,000 

$253,3.88 $255,556 $222,569 $252,656 $308,022 $247,662 $233,333 

BIG 10 Football Coach Salary Survey- 1/22/13 
Nebraska                                    Northwestern                                  Ohio State                                   Penn State                                     Purdue                                      Wisconsin 

BIG 10 Average Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation Name Total Compensation 

Pelini, Bo $2,870,000 Fitzgerald, Pat Meyer, Urban $4,260,000 O’Brien, Bill $2,300,000 Hope, Danny $962,826 Bielema, Bret $2,600,000 

Beck, Tim ~372,300 McCall, Mick Herman, Tom $427,200 Hixon, Start Nord, Gary ~275,000 Canada, Matt ~272,000 

Papuchis, John $300,000 Hankwitz, Mike Fickell, Luke ~757,200 Roof, Ted Tibesar, Tim $250,000 Ash, Chris $274,050 

Brown, Ron ~244,g00 Bates, Randy Coombs, Kerry $282,200 Butler, John Clark, Shawn ~3_56,604 Azzanni, Zach ~207,000 

Cotton, Barney $244,800 Brown, Jerry Drayton, Start ~275,000 Fisher, Charlie Gibboney, J.B. $3_25,350 Buh, Andy $222,000 

EIs, Ross ~220,000 Cushing, Adam Hinton, Tim $282,200 Johnson, Larry Higgins, Patrick ~158,100 Faulkner, Eddie ~200,000 

Fisher, Rich $3_g0,000 Heffner, Bob Smith, Zach ~3_$7,200 London, Charles Jackson, Cornell $3_56,650 Hammock, Thomas $237,950 

Garrison, John $3_60,000 Long, Marty Vrabel, Mike $282,200 McWhorter, Mac Landholm, Donn $3_58,3_00 Markuson, Mike $262,000 

Joseph, Terry $230,000 MacPherson, Matt Warinner, Ed $357,200 Strollo, John N!A Partridge, Charles $249,300 

Kaczenski, Rick $3_98,900 Springer, Dennis Withers, Everett $457,200 Vanderlinden, Ron N!A Strickland, Ben 

$5,020,g00 $7,537,600 $2,242,630 $4,634,900 

$238,978 $364,178 $3.82,829 $226,3.00 



A 

1 Boulware, Jay 

2 Chizik, Gene 

3 Grimes, Jeff 

4 Loeffler, Scot 

5 Luper, Curtis 

6 Martinez, Willie 

7 Pelton, Mike 

8 Taylor, Trooper 

9 Thigpen, Tommy 

10 VanGorder, Brian 

11 Bollman, Jim 

12 Comissiong, Jeff 

13 Desai, Sean 

14 Devine, Sean 

15 Martin, Doug 

16 McGovern, Bill 

17 Siravo, Mike 

18 Smith, Aaron 

19 Spaziani, Frank 

20 Washington, AI 

21 Brooks, Dan 

22 Caldwell, Robbie 

23 Elliott, Tony 

24 Harbison, Charlie 

25 Hobby, Marion 

26 Morris, Chad 

27 Pearman, Danny 

28 Scott, Jeff 

29 Swinney, Dabo 

30 Venables, Brent 

31 Collins, Jim 

32 Cutcliffe, David 

33 Jones, Derek 

34 Knowles, Jim 

35 Latina, John 

36 Lubick, Matt 

37 Middleton, Ron 

38 Petri, Rick 

39 Roper, Kurt 

40 Roper, Zac 

41 Coley, James 

42 Craig, Dameyune 

43 Dawsey, Lawrence 

44 Eliot, D.J. 

45 Fisher, Jimbo 

46 Gran, Eddie 

B 

Special TeamsFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Assistant Head CoachFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Assistant Head CoachFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Passing Game CoordinatorFootball 

Associate Head CoachFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Passing Game CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive EndsFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Associate Head CoachFootball 



1 

2 

3 

4 

Auburn University 

Auburn University 

Auburn University 

Auburn University 

Auburn University 

Auburn University 

Auburn University 

Auburn University 

Auburn University 

Auburn University 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Boston College 

D 

9-Mar 

9-Mar 

9-Mar 

9-Mar 

9-Mar 

9-Mar 

9-Mar 

9-Mar 

9-Mar 

9-Mar 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

E F 

$262,050 

$3,570,000.00 

$407,050 

$541,250 

$337,050 

S2ss,ooo 
$315,000 

$432,050 

$322,500 

$891,250 

G 

12/31/2012 

1/2/2016 

1/15/2019 

5 1/4/2017 

6 

7 

8 12/31/2016 

9 12/7/2016 

10 12/7/2015 

11 

12 11/30/2017 

13 at will 

14 at will 

15 at will 

16 

17 at will 

18 at will 

19 at will 

20 Boston College 10-Feb - 6/30/2013 

21 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $276,000 

22 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $310,000 12/31/2013 

23 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $205,000 at will 

24 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $381,000 at will 

25 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $375,000 12/31/2013 

26 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $1,300,000.00 12/31/2013 

27 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $311,000 

28 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $216,000 1/4/2014 

29 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $1,960,000.00 

30 Clemson University 2-Nov 11i $800,000 

31 Duke University 7-Jun - 1/4/2014 

32 Duke University 7-Jun - 1/4/2013 

33 Duke University 7-Jun - 

34 Duke University 7-Jun - 

35 Duke University 7-Jun - at will 

36 Duke University 7-Jun - 

37 Duke University 7-Jun - 12/31/2013 

38 Duke University 7-Jun - 

39 Duke University 7-Jun - at will 

40 Duke University 7-Jun - 12/31/2013 

41 Florida State University 2-Dec 10i $335,500 1/4/2014 

42 Florida State University 2-Dec 10i $205,000 12/31/2013 

43 Florida State University 2-Dec 10i $242,000 

44 Florida State University 2-Dec 10i $205,000 12/31/2013 

45 Florida State University 2-Dec 10i $2,750,000.00 

46 Florida State University 2-Dec 10i $335,500 12/31/2014 



A 

47 Haggins, Odell 

48 Hudson, Greg 

49 Stoops, Mark 

50 Trickett, Rick 

5:1 Bohannon, Brian 

52 Groh, AI 

53 Johnson, Paul 

54 Kelly, Charles 

55 McCollum, Andy 

56 Owens, Lamar 

57 Preston, AI "Buzz" 

58 Sewak, Mike 

59 Speed, Joe 

60 Walkosky, David 

61 Ekeler, Mike 

62 Fabris, Jon 

63 Frey, Greg 

64 Hagen, Mark 

65 Johns, Kevin 

66 Littrell, Seth 

67 Mallory, Doug 

68 McCullough, Deland 

69 Shelby, Brandon 

70 Wilson, Kevin 

71 Chavis, John 

72 Ensminger, Steve 

73 Haley, Brick 

74 Henry, Adam 

75 Kragthorpe, Steve 

76 McGaughey, Thomas 

77 Miles, Les 

78 Raymond, Corey 

79 Studrawa, Greg 

80 Wilson, Frank 

81 Barnett, Harlon 

82 Dantonio, Mark 

83 Gill, Ted 

84 Narduzzi, Pat 

85 Roushar, Dan 

86 Salem, Brad 

87 Samuel, Terry 

88 Staten, Mark 

89 Tressel, Mike 

90 Warner, Dave 

91 Brewster, Tim 

92 Collins, Geoff 

B 

Defensive LineFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive EndsFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

CornersFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

LinebackersFootball 



47 Florida 

48 Florida 

49 Florida 

50 Florida 

51 Georgia 

52 Georgia 

53 Georgia 

54 Georgia 

55 Georgia 

56 Georgia 

57 Georgia 

58 Georgia 

59 Georgia 

60 Georgia 

61 Indiana 

62 Indiana 

63 Indiana 

64 Indiana 

65 Indiana 

66 Indiana 

67 Indiana 

68 Indiana 

69 Indiana 

7O 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

9O 

91 

92 

State University 

State University 

State University 

State University 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

Institute of Technology 

D 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

7-Jul 

7-Jul 

7-Jul 

7-Jul 

7-Jul 

7-Jul 

7-Jul 

7-Jul 

7-Jul 

Institute of Technology 7-Jul 

University 8-Apr 

University 8-Apr 

University 8-Apr 

University 8-Apr 

University 8-Apr 

University 8-Apr 

University 8-Apr 

University 8-Apr 

University 8-Apr 

Indiana University 8-Apr 

Louisiana State University 3-Oct 

Louisiana State University 

Louisiana State University 

Louisiana State University 

Louisiana State University 

Louisiana State University 

Louisiana State University 

Louisiana State University 

Louisiana State University 

Louisiana State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Michigan State University 

Mississippi State University 

Mississippi State University 

3-Oct 

3-Oct 

3-Oct 

3-Oct 

3-Oct 

3-Oct 

3-Oct 

3-Oct 

3-Oct 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

5-Aug 

5-Aug 

F 

$275,000 

$335,500 

$740,000 

$400,000 
$202,000 

$344,000 

$2,440,000.00 

$21o, ooo 
$21o, ooo 
$170,000 

S2os,ooo 
$212,500 

S18o, ooo 
$175,000 

$306,600 

$163,520 

$224,840 

$183,960 

$2ss,soo 
$2ss,soo 
$306,600 

$153,300 

$153,300 

$1,220,000.00 

$916,160 

$245,800 

$416,360 

$3oo, ooo 
$415,800 

$307,160 

$5,710,000.00 

S3oo, ooo 
SSlS,8OO 
Ss6s,8oo 
$208,457 

S1,830,000.00 

$184,000 

$502,957 

$309,957 

$205,157 

$189,957 

$207,857 

$205,957 

$214,657 

$287,200 

G 

12/31/2013 

1/4/2014 

at will 

12/31/2012 
1/4/2013 

12/31/2013 

12/31/2014 

12/31/2013 

1/4/2013 

12/31/2013 

12/31/2013 

at will 

at will 

6/30/2013 

5/31/2013 

1/28/2015 

12/31/2015 

6/30/2013 

1/14/2014 

12/31/2017 

at will 

at will 

6/30/2013 
12/31/2013 

at will 

12/24/2013 

12/31/2013 



A 

93 Hevesy, John 

94 Hughes, Tony 

95 Knox, Greg 

96 Koenning, Les 

97 Mullen, Dan 

B 

Offensive LineFootball 

SafetiesFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

98 Sallach, Scott Tight EndsFootball 

99 Smith, Melvin CornersFootball 

100 Wilson, Chris Defensive LineFootball 

101 Archer, Mike Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

102 Bible, Dana Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

103 Bridge, Jim Offensive LineFootball 

104 Kitchings, Des Running BacksFootball 

105 O’Brien, Tom Head CoachFootball 

106 Petercuskie, Jerry Special TeamsFootball 

107 Reed, Mike SecondaryFootball 

108 Tenuta, Jon LinebackersFootball 

109 Waiters, Troy Wide ReceiversFootball 

110 Willis, Keith Defensive LineFootball 

111 Bates, Randy LinebackersFootball 

112 Brown, Jerry SecondaryFootball 

113 Cushing, Adam Offensive LineFootball 

114 Fitzgerald, Pat Head CoachFootball 

115 Hankwitz, Mike Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

116 Heffner, Bob Tight EndsFootball 

117 Long, Marry Defensive LineFootball 

118 MacPherson, Matt Running BacksFootball 

119 McCall, Mick QuarterbacksFootball 

120 Springer, Dennis Wide ReceiversFootball 

121 Coombs, Kerry CornersFootball 

122 Drayton, Stan Wide ReceiversFootball 

123 Fickell, Luke Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

124 Herman, Tom Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

125 Hinton, Tim Running BacksFootball 

126 Meyer, Urban Head CoachFootball 

127 Smith, Zach Wide ReceiversFootball 

128 Vrabel, Mike LinebackersFootball 

129 Warinner, Ed Offensive LineFootball 

130 Withers, Everett Assistant Head CoachFootball 

131 Butler, John Special TeamsFootball 

132 Fisher, Charlie Running BacksFootball 

133 Hixon, Stan Wide ReceiversFootball 

134 Johnson, Larry Defensive LineFootball 

135 London, Charles Running BacksFootball 

136 McWhorter, Mac Offensive LineFootball 

137 O’Brien, Bill Head CoachFootball 

138 Roof, Ted Defensive CoordinatorFootball 



93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

Mississippi State University 

Mississippi State University 

Mississippi State University 

Mississippi State University 

Mississippi State University 

Mississippi State University 

Mississippi State University 

D 

5-Aug 

5-Aug 

5-Aug 

5-Aug 

5-Aug 

5-Aug 

5-Aug 

E F 

$282,125 

$223,000 

$226,300 

$282,125 

S2,650,000.00 

$137,025 

$231,375 

6/30/2013 

at will 

1/6/2014 

12/31/2013 

100 Mississippi State University 5-Aug - $307,500    6/30/2013 

101 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $284,392 at will 

102 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $284,392 

103 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $197,846 

104 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $180,000    6/30/2013 

105 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $1,630,000.00 at will 

106 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $209,747 at will 

107 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $197,938 1/4/2015 

108 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $400,000 5/31/2014 

109 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $170,000 1/9/2014 

110 North Carolina State University 6-Jul - $180,318 12/31/2016 

111 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17i 2/1/2014 

112 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17i 6/30/2013 

113 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17i at will 

114 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17iS 

115 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17i 1/4/2014 

116 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17i at will 

117 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17i 
118 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17i at will 

119 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17i 
120 Northwestern University 3-Oct 17i 
121 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $282,200 

122 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $275,000 

123 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $757,200 

124 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $427,200 

125 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $282,200 

126 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $4,260,000.00 

127 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $157,200 

128 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $282,200 

129 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $357,200 

130 Ohio State University Dec-00 3i $457,200 

131 Penn State University 4-Aug 27i 
132 Penn State University 4-Aug 27i 
133 Penn State University 4-Aug 27i 
134 Penn State University 4-Aug 27i 
135 Penn State University 4-Aug 27i 
136 Penn State University 4-Aug 27i 
137 Penn State University 4-Aug 27i $2,300,000.00 

138 Penn State University 4-Aug 27i 6/30/2013 



A 

139 Strollo, John 

140 Vanderlinden, Ron 

141 Clark, Shawn 

142 Gibboney, J.B. 

143 Higgins, Patrick 

144 Hope, Danny 

145 Jackson, Cornell 

146 Landholm, Donn 

147 Nord, Gary 

148 Tibesar, Tim 

149 Adkins, Greg 

150 Anselmo, John 

151 Daoust, Tim 

152 Hackett, Nathaniel 

153 Henderson, Donnie 

154 Moore, Rob 

155 Morrison, Steve 

156 Sharer, Scott 

157 Wheatley, Tyrone 

158 Anderson, B.J. 

159 Beaty, David 

160 Kingsbury, Kliff 

161 McKinney, Clarence 

162 Polian, Brian 

163 Price, Terry 

164 Snyder, Mark 

165 Sumlin, Kevin 

166 Wallerstedt, Matt 

167 ¥ates, Marcel 

168 Burns, Burton 

169 Groh, Mike 

170 Nussmeier, Doug 

171 Pruitt, Jeremy 

172 Rumph, Chris 

173 Saban, Nick 

174 Smart, Kirby 

175 Stoutland, Jeffery 

176 Thompson, Lance 

177 Williams, Bobby 

178 Allen, Bobby 

179 Caldwell, Steve 

180 Cinkovich, Kris 

181 Haynes, Paul 

182 Horton, Tim 

183 Johnson, Taver 

184 Klenakis, Chris 

Tight EndsFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Defensive EndsFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 



139 Penn State University 

140 Penn State University 

141 Purdue University 

142 Purdue University 

143 Purdue University 

144 Purdue University 

145 Purdue University 

146 Purdue University 

147 Purdue University 

148 Purdue University 

149 Syracuse University 

150 Syracuse University 

151 Syracuse University 

152 Syracuse University 

153 Syracuse University 

154 Syracuse University 

155 Syracuse University 

156 Syracuse University 

157 Syracuse University 

158 Texas A&M University 

159 Texas A&M University 

160 Texas A&M University 

161 Texas A&M University 

162 Texas A&M University 

163 Texas A&M University 

164 Texas A&M University 

165 Texas A&M University 

166 Texas A&M University 

167 Texas A&M University 

168 University of Alabama 

169 University of Alabama 

170 University of Alabama 

171 University of Alabama 

172 University of Alabama 

173 University of Alabama 

174 University of Alabama 

175 University of Alabama 

176 University of Alabama 

177 University of Alabama 

D 

4-Aug 

4-Aug 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

5-Aug 

S-Aug 

S-Aug 

S-Aug 

S-Aug 

S-Aug 

S-Aug 

S-Aug 

S-Aug 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

13-1 

13-1 

13-1 

13-1 

13-1 

13-1 

13-1 

13-1 

13-1 

13-1 

178 University of Arkansas 8-Apr 

179 University of Arkansas 8-Apr 

180 University of Arkansas 8-Apr 

181 University of Arkansas 8-Apr 

182 University of Arkansas 8-Apr 

183 University of Arkansas 8-Apr 

184 University of Arkansas 8-Apr 

$156,604 

$125,350 

$158,100 

$962,826 

$156,650 

$158,100 

$275,000 

S2so, ooo 

$240,000 

5215,ooo 
$400,000 

$245,000 

$240,000 

$245,000 

Ssoo, ooo 
$2,000,000.00 

$240,000 

53oo, ooo 
$290,000 

$292,200 

Ss9o, ooo 
$260,000 

531o, ooo 
£4,760,000.00 

S9so, ooo 
$395,000 

$375,000 

S3so, ooo 
$235,800 

$257,000 

$214,800 

$475,000 

S2os,ooo 
$275,000 

$266,420 

G 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

1/31/2017 

1/31/2017 

1/14/2017 

1/31/2020 

12/31/2016 

12/31/2016 

2/15/2018 

1/31/2018 

1/6/2017 

2/28/2017 

12/6/2017 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

1/31/2013 

6/30/2013 

1/31/2013 

1/31/2014 

12/31/2014 

1/31/2014 

6/30/2013 

1/31/2013 

6/30/2014 

at will 

at will 

1/31/2013 

4/30/2013 

1/31/2014 

6/30/2013 



A 

185 Peoples, Kevin 

186 Petrino, Paul 

187 Smith, John L. 

188 Davis, Tim 

189 Durkin, DJ 

190 Lewis, Derek 

191 Muschamp, Will 

192 Pease, Brent 

193 Quinn, Dan 

194 Robinson, Travaris 

195 White, Brian 

196 Young, Bryant 

197 Ball, Tony 

198 Bobo, Mike 

199 Friend, Will 

200 Garner, Rodney 

201 Grantham, Todd 

202 Lakatos, Scott 

203 Lilly, John 

204 McClendon, Bryan 

205 Olivadotti, Kirk 

206 Richt, Mark 

207 Banks, Tim 

208 Beatty, Chris 

209 Beckman, Tim 

210 Butkus, Luke 

211 Clinkscale, Steven 

212 Gilmore, Keith 

213 Golesh, Alex 

214 Gonzales, Billy 

215 Salem, Tim 

216 Ward, Mike 

217 Campbell, Erik 

218 Davis, Greg 

219 Erb, Lester 

220 Ferentz, Brian 

221 Ferentz, Kirk 

222 Johnson, Eric 

223 Morgan, Reese 

224 Parker, Phil 

B 

Defensive LineFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Associate Head CoachFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

SafetiesFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

CornersFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

225 Wilson, Darrell SecondaryFootball 

226 Woods, LeVar LinebackersFootball 

227 Cassity, Mike SecondaryFootball 

228 Minter, Rick Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

229 Nord, Greg Special TeamsFootball 

230 Pardue, Steve Running BacksFootball 



185 University of Arkansas 

186 University of Arkansas 

187 University of Arkansas 

188 University of Florida 

189 University of Florida 

190 University of Florida 

191 University of Florida 

192 University of Florida 

193 University of Florida 

194 University of Florida 

195 University of Florida 

196 University of Florida 

197 University of Georgia 

198 University of Georgia 

199 University of Georgia 

200 University of Georgia 

201 University of Georgia 

202 University of Georgia 

203 University of Georgia 

204 University of Georgia 

205 University of Georgia 

206 University of Georgia 

207 University of 

208 University of 

209 University of 

210 University of 

211 University of 

212 University of 

213 University of 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

lllinois at Urbana-Champaign 

lllinois at Urbana-Champaign 

lllinois at Urbana-Champaign 

lllinois at Urbana-Champaign 

lllinois at Urbana-Champaign 

D 

8-Apr 

8-Apr 

8-Apr 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

2-Dec 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

214 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 10-Feb 

215 University of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign 10-Feb 

216 University of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign 10-Feb 

217 University of lowa 8-Apr 

218 University of lowa 8-Apr 

219 University of lowa 8-Apr 

220 University of lowa 8-Apr 

221 University of lowa 8-Apr 

222 University of lowa 8-Apr 

223 University of lowa 8-Apr 

224 University of lowa 8-Apr 

225 University of lowa 8-Apr 

226 University of lowa 8-Apr 

227 University of Kentucky 

228 University of Kentucky 

229 University of Kentucky 

230 University of Kentucky 

lO-Feb 

lO-Feb 

lO-Feb 

lO-Feb 

El F 

S2oo, ooo 
S475,000 

S8so, ooo 
S28s,ooo 
S3Sl,SSO 
S2oi,sso 

$2,500,000.00 

S6oo, ooo 
S6Ol,SSO 
$241,550 

S3Ol,SSO 
$240,000 

$222,055 

$72,055 

$222,055 

$312,055 

$835,774 

$242,055 

$262,055 

$222,055 

$270,975 

$2,810,000.00 

$400,000 

$400,000 

S1,6oo, ooo.oo 
S2oo, ooo 
$150,000 

S2oo, ooo 
$150,000 

$400,000 

S2oo, ooo 
S2oo, ooo 
$261,000 

$325,000 

$261,000 

$202,400 

S3,820,000.00 

$196,500 

$270,000 

S3Ol,OOO 
$270,000 

$187,000 

$220,000 

$339,000 

$231,250 

$160,950 

G 

3/31/2014 

at will 

1/31/2014 

at will 

at will 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

at will 

4/30/2013 

1/31/2014 

at will 

at will 

1/31/2014 

at will 

3/31/2013 

1/31/2013 

1/31/2013 

1/31/2013 

at will 

6/30/2013 

4/30/2014 

at will 

4/30/2013 

at will 

at will 

at will 

at will 

1/31/2014 

1/31/2014 

at will 

at will 

at will 

at will 

at will 

6/30/2013 

12/31/2013 



A 

231 Phillips, Joker 

232 Sanders, Randy 

233 Smith, Chuck 

234 Summers, Mike 

235 Turner, David 

236 Washington, Pat 

237 Bedford, Vance 

238 Borbely, Dave 

239 Carter, Kenny 

240 Charlie Strong 

241 Dugans, Ron 

242 Hurtt, Clint 

243 Jean-Mary, Brian 

244 Moore, Sherrone 

245 Restivo, Tommy 

246 Watson, Shawn 

247 Brattan, Tom 

248 Dudzinski, Keith 

249 Dunn, John 

250 Edsall, Randy 

251 Gattuso, Greg 

252 Hull, Lee 

253 Johnson, Lyndon 

254 Locksley, Mike 

255 Powell, Andr~ 

256 Stewart, Brian 

257 Barrow, Micheal 

258 Carroll, Brennan 

259 D’Onofrio, Mark 

260 Fisch, Jedd 

261 Franklin, Jethro 

262 Golden, AI 

263 Kehoe, Art 

264 McDonald, George 

265 Richardson, Terry 

266 Williams, Paul 

267 Borges, AI 

268 Ferrigno, Dan 

269 Funk, Darrell 

270 Hecklinski, Jeff 

271 Hoke, Brady 

272 Jackson, Fred 

273 Mallory, Curt 

274 Mattison, Greg 

275 Montgomery, Jerry 

276 Smith, Mark 

B 

Head CoachFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Running Game CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Passing Game CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Assistant Head CoachFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

LinebackersFootball 



C E 

231 University of Kentucky 

232 University of Kentucky 

233 University of Kentucky 

234 University of Kentucky 

235 University of Kentucky 

236 University of Kentucky 

237 University of Louisville 

238 University of Louisville 

239 University of Louisville 

240 University of Louisville 

241 University of Louisville 

242 University of Louisville 

243 University of Louisville 

244 University of Louisville 

245 University of Louisville 

246 University of Louisville 

247 University of Maryland 

248 University of Maryland 

249 University of Maryland 

250 University of Maryland 

251 University of Maryland 

252 University of Maryland 

253 University of Maryland 

254 University of Maryland 

255 University of Maryland 

256 University of Maryland 

257 University of Miami (FL) 

258 University of Miami (FL) 

259 University of Miami (FL) 

260 University of Miami (FL) 

261 University of Miami (FL) 

262 University of Miami (FL) 

263 University of Miami (FL) 

264 University of Miami (FL) 

265 University of Miami (FL) 

266 University of Miami (FL) 

267 University of Michigan 

268 University of Michigan 

269 University of Michigan 

270 University of Michigan 

271 University of Michigan 

272 University of Michigan 

273 University of Michigan 

274 University of Michigan 

275 University of Michigan 

276 University of Michigan 

D 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

10-Feb 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

2-Nov 

F 

Sl,700,000.00 

$340,250 

$179,250 

G 

at will 

- at will 

- $294,250 at will 

- $220,000 at will 

13i $411,000 3/31/2013 

13i $261,000 at will 

13i $282,400 1/31/2014 

2,300,000 6/30/2013 

2-Nov 13i $186,000 6/30/2013 

2-Nov 13i $361,000 at will 

2-Nov 13i $246,000 at will 

2-Nov 13i $116,000 at will 

2-Nov 13i $116,000 

2-Nov 13i $336,000 3/31/2014 

8-Apt - $236,900 3/31/2014 

8-Apt $211,000 1/31/2013 

8-Apt $161,000 3/31/2014 

8-Apr $2,010,000.00 at will 

8-Apr $211,000 at will 

8-Apr $186,000 at will 

8-Apt $211,000 4/30/2013 

8-Apr $506,000 

8-Apt $196,000 3/31/2014 

8-Apt $262,500 6/30/2013 

5-Jul 

5-Jul at will 

5-Jul 3/31/2014 

5-Jul 

5-Jul 4/30/2013 

5-Jul - 1/31/2013 

5-Jul - 4/30/2014 

5-Jul - 3/31/2014 

5-Jul - at will 

5-Jul - 4/30/2014 

5-Aug 24i $558,300 6/30/2013 

5-Aug 24i $205,000 atwill 

5-Aug 24i $205,000 

5-Aug 24i $225,000 

5-Aug 24i ~2,100,000.00 12/31/2015 

S-Aug 24i $205,000 12/31/2016 

5-Aug 24i $205,000 

5-Aug 24i $758,900 12/4/2015 

5-Aug 24i $205,000 12/31/2017 

S-Aug 24i S20s,ooo 2/28/2016 



A 

277 Anderson, Brian 

278 Claeys, Tracy 

279 Kill, Jerry 

280 Limegrover, Matt 

281 Miller, Bill 

282 Phelps, Jeff 

283 Poore, Pat 

284 Reeves, Rob 

285 Sawvel, Jay 

286 Zebrowski, Jim 

287 Allen, Tom 

288 Freeze, Hugh 

289 Harris, Maurice 

290 Heard, Grant 

291 Kiffin, Chris 

292 Luke, Matt 

293 McGriff, Wesley 

294 Nix, Derrick 

295 Werner, Dan 

296 Wommack, Dave 

297 Ford, Cornell 

298 Grinch, Alex 

299 Henson, Josh 

300 Hill, Andy 

301 Jones, Brian 

302 Kuligowski, Craig 

303 Pinkel, Gary 

304 Steckel, Dave 

305 Walker, Bruce 

306 Yost, David 

307 Beck, Tim 

308 Brown, Ron 

309 Cotton, Barney 

310 EIs, Ross 

311 Fisher, Rich 

312 Garrison, John 

313 Joseph, Terry 

314 Kaczenski, Rick 

315 Papuchis, John 

316 Pelini, Bo 

317 Adams, Deke 

318 Anderson, Blake 

319 Bell, Walt 

320 Brewer, Gunter 

321 Disch, Dan 

322 Duggan, David 

B 

Running BacksFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

CornersFootball 

SafetiesFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 



277 University of 

278 University of 

279 University of 

280 University of 

281 University of 

282 University of 

283 University of 

284 University of 

285 University of 

286 University of 

287 University of 

288 University of 

289 University of 

290 University of 

291 University of 

292 University of 

293 University of 

294 University of 

295 University of 

296 University of 

297 University of 

298 University of 

299 University of 

300 University of 

301 University of 

302 University of 

303 University of 

304 University of 

305 University of 

306 University of 

307 University of 

308 University of 

309 University of 

310 University of 

311 University of 

312 University of 

313 University of 

314 University of 

315 University of 

316 University of 

317 University of 

318 University of 

319 University of 

320 University of 

321 University of 

322 University of 

Minnesota 

Minnesota 

Minnesota 

Minnesota 

Minnesota 

Minnesota 

Minnesota 

Minnesota 

Minnesota 

Minnesota 

Mississippi 

Mississippi 

Mississippi 

Mississippi 

Mississippi 

Mississippi 

Mississippi 

Mississippi 

Mississippi 

Mississippi 

Missouri 

Missouri 

Missouri 

Missouri 

Missouri 

Missouri 

Missouri 

D 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

7-Jun 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

Missouri 7-May 

Missouri 7-May 

Missouri 7-May 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

Nebraska-Lincoln 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

4-Oct 

4-Oct 

4-Oct 

4-Oct 

4-Oct 

4-Oct 

4-Oct 

4-Oct 

4-Oct 

4-Oct 

4-Aug 

4-Aug 

4-Aug 

4-Aug 

4-Aug 

4-Aug 

E 

2si 
2si 
2si 
2si 
2si 
2si 
2si 
2si 
2si 
25i 

F 

$195,000 

$340,000 

$1,200,000.00 

$335,000 

$220,000 

$195,000 

$195,000 

$195,000 

S2os,ooo 
$220,000 

$202,500 

S1,510,000.00 

S172,500 

$152,500 

$172,500 

$287,500 

$282,500 

S2oo, ooo 
$237,500 

$552,750 

$232,500 

$183,500 

$221,500 

$232,500 

$213,500 

$234,500 

S2,750,000.00 

$354,750 

$234,500 

$354,750 

$372,300 

$244,800 

$244,800 

$220,000 

$180,000 

$160,000 

$230,000 

$198,900 

S3oo, ooo 
$2,870,000.00 

$185,000 

S2so, ooo 
S8o, ooo 

$175,000 

S2so, ooo 
$185,000 

G 

1/31/2016 

12/31/2014 

12/31/2017 

12/31/2016 

1/31/2020 

2/23/2013 

12/31/2015 

12/31/2016 

3/31/2013 

2/28/2012 

2/28/2014 

6/30/2013 

3/31/2014 

6/30/2013 

at will 

6/30/2013 

1/31/2014 

2/28/2014 

at will 

6/30/2014 

12/31/2013 

12/31/2014 

at will 

2/28/2013 

at will 

2/28/2014 

1/31/2013 

1/31/2014 

at will 

3/31/2015 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

6/30/2013 

2/28/2014 

1/31/2015 

at will 

6/30/2013 

2/28/2014 



A 

323 Fedora, Larry 

324 Jordan, Randy 

325 Kapilovic, Chris 

326 Koenning, Vic 

327 Bollinger, Brooks 

328 Breckterfield, Inoke 

329 Engram, Bobby 

330 Haering, Chris 

331 House, Matt 

332 Hueber, Jim 

333 Huxtable, Dave 

334 Robinson, Desmond 

335 Rudolph, Joe 

336 Botkin, Kirk 

337 Brown, Grady 

338 Elliott, Shawn 

339 Lawing, Brad 

340 Mangus, G.A. 

341 Robinson, Joe 

342 Sands, Everette 

343 Spurrier Jr., Steve 

344 Spurrier, Steve 

345 Ward, Lorenzo 

346 Ansley, Derrick 

347 Chaney, Jim 

348 Coiner, Charlie 

349 Conklin, Josh 

350 Dooley, Derek 

351 Graham, Jay 

352 Hinshaw, Darin 

353 Palermo, John 

354 Pittman, Sam 

355 Sunseri, Sal 

356 Faragalli, Mike 

357 Hanson, Jeff 

358 Lazor, Bill 

359 London, Mike 

360 Moore, Shawn 

361 Poindexter, Anthony 

362 Reid, Jim 

363 Wachenheim, Scott 

364 West, Chip 

365 Ash, Chris 

366 Azzanni, Zach 

367 Bielema, Bret 

368 Buh, Andy 

B 

Head CoachFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Associate Head CoachFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

CornersFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

SafetiesFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Running BacksFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

Associate Head CoachFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

CornersFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

LinebackersFootball 



323 

324 

325 

326 

327 

328 

329 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 

336 

33? 

338 

339 

340 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

346 

34? 

348 

349 

35O 

351 

352 

353 

354 

355 

356 

357 

358 

359 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 

365 

366 

36? 

368 

C D 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 4-Aug 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 4-Aug 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 4-Aug 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 4-Aug 

University of Pittsburgh 7-Jun 

University of Pittsburgh 7-Jun 

University of Pittsburgh 7-Jun 

3/31/2015 

University of Pittsburgh 7-Jun at will 

University of Pittsburgh 7-Jun 6/30/2013 

University of Pittsburgh 7-Jun 2/28/2014 

University of Pittsburgh 7-Jun at will 

University of Pittsburgh 7-Jun at will 

University of Pittsburgh 7-Jun 12/31/2012 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $185,000 6/30/2013 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $150,000 3/31/2013 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $254,600 3/31/2015 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $256,200 at will 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $179,600 at will 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $280,000 at will 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $185,000 3/31/2015 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $254,600 6/30/2013 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $3,330,000.00 6/30/2013 

University of South Carolina 2-Nov $554,600 at will 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $200,000 6/30/2013 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $550,000 6/30/2013 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $275,000 6/30/2014 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $200,000 12/31/2014 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $2,000,000.00 6/30/2013 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $260,000 at will 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $225,000 6/30/2013 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $275,000 6/30/2013 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $275,000 3/31/2015 

University of Tennessee at Knoxville 7-May $750,000 12/31/2013 

University of Virginia 8-Apr $179,546 3/31/2014 

University of Virginia 8-Apr $190,500 6/30/2014 

University of Virginia 8-Apr $458,350 3/31/2013 

University of Virginia 8-Apr $2,100,000.00 6/30/2014 

University of Virginia 8-Apr $174,496 2/28/2015 

University of Virginia 8-Apr $224,450 6/30/2013 

University of Virginia 8-Apr $397,300 2/28/2014 

University of Virginia 8-Apr $187,450 6/30/2014 

University of Virginia 8-Apr $174,550 1/31/2015 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 6-Aug $274,050 6/30/2013 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 6-Aug $207,000 at will 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 6-Aug $2,600,000.00 12/31/2012 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 6-Aug $222,000 2/28/2014 

E 

3si 
3si 
3si 
35i 

F 

$2,100,000.00 

S18s,000 
$240,000 

S2s0,000 
3/31/2013 

12/31/2012 

3/31/2013 

3/31/2015 

6/30/2013 



A 

369 Canada, Matt 

370 Faulkner, Eddie 

371 Hammock, Thomas 

372 Markuson, Mike 

373 Miller, Bart 

374 Partridge, Charles 

375 Strickland, Ben 

376 Bankins, Charles 

377 Barlow, George 

378 Donovan, John 

379 Franklin, James 

380 Gattis, Josh 

381 Hand, Herb 

382 Pry, Brent 

383 Rahne, Ricky 

384 Shoop, Bob 

385 Spencer, Sean 

386 Beamer, Frank 

387 Beamer, Shane 

388 Foster, Bud 

389 Gray, Torrian 

390 Newsome, Curt 

391 O’Cain, Mike 

392 Sherman, Kevin 

393 Stinespring, Bryan 

394 Wiles, Charley 

395 Duffle, Tim 

396 Elrod, Tom 

397 Galloway, Lonnie 

398 Grobe, Jim 

399 Himebauch, Jonathan 

400 Jackson, Derrick 

401 Knorr, Brian 

402 Lobotzke, Steed 

403 McCartney, Ray 

404 Mitchell, Billy 

4O5 

4O6 

4O7 

4O8 

4O9 

410 

411 

B 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Assistant Head CoachFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Special TeamsFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Offensive CoordinatorFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

SafetiesFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Associate Head CoachFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

SecondaryFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

QuarterbacksFootball 

Wide ReceiversFootball 

Head CoachFootball 

Offensive LineFootball 

LinebackersFootball 

Defensive CoordinatorFootball 

Tight EndsFootball 

Defensive LineFootball 

Running BacksFootball 



C 

369 University of Wisconsin-Madison 

370 University of Wisconsin-Madison 

371 University of Wisconsin-Madison 

372 University of Wisconsin-Madison 

373 University of Wisconsin-Madison 

374 University of Wisconsin-Madison 

375 University of Wisconsin-Madison 

376 Vanderbilt University 

377 Vanderbilt University 

378 Vanderbilt University 

379 Vanderbilt University 

380 Vanderbilt University 

381 Vanderbilt University 

382 Vanderbilt University 

383 Vanderbilt University 

384 Vanderbilt University 

385 Vanderbilt University 

386 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

387 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

388 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

389 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

390 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

391 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

392 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

393 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

394 Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

395 Wake Forest University 

396 Wake Forest University 

397 Wake Forest University 

398 Wake Forest University 

399 Wake Forest University 

400 Wake Forest University 

401 Wake Forest University 

402 Wake Forest University 

403 Wake Forest University 

404 Wake Forest University 

4O5 

4O6 

4O7 

4O8 

4O9 

410 

411 

F 

$272,000 

S2oo, ooo 
$237,950 

$262,000 

G 

3/31/2014 

3/31/2014 

2/28/2014 

D 

6-Aug 

6-Aug 

6-Aug 

6-Aug 

6-Aug 

6-Aug 

6-Aug 

4-Sep 

4-Sep 

4-Sep 

4-Sep 

4-Sep 

4-Sep 

4-Sep 

4-Sep 

4-Sep 

4-Sep 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

6-Jul 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

7-May 

6/30/2013 

2/28/2014 

6/30/2014 

6/30/2014 

6/30/2013 

3/31/2014 

1/31/2014 

6/30/2013 

12/31/2013 

1/31/2013 

2/28/2014 

at will 

3/31/2015 

12/31/2014 

3/31/2015 

6/30/2013 

1/31/2013 

3si 
3si 
3si 
3si 
3si 
3si 
3si 
23i 

23i 

23i 

23i 

23i 

23i 

23i 

23i 

State University S2,370,000.00 3/31/2015 

State University $207,527 

State University $503,762 at will 

State University $207,527 6/30/2013 

State University $217,653 2/28/2013 

State University $257,776 3/31/2015 

State University $208,490 

State University $366,230 2/28/2015 

State University $249,554 at will 

1/31/2014 

$249,300 

$110,600 3/31/2015 

1/31/2014 

1/31/2013 

2/28/2014 

at will 

6/30/2014 

1/31/2014 

2/28/2015 

6/30/2014 

at will 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 12:16 PM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Seau’s Family Sues; Pure Barre’s Total Body Workout: Te’o & the NFL 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Junior Seau’s Family Cites ’lnnumeraNe Blows’ in Lawsuit A_qainst NFL 
Though Junior Seau was never formally diagnosed with a concussion, the wrongful 
death lawsuit filed Wednesday by his family against the NFL alleges ... 

Outside Firm to Probe Staff Misconduct in University of Miami Case 
With its case against the University of Miami compromised by "a very severe issue of 
improper conduct," the NCAA has retained a New York-based law firm ... 

Oklahoma State Sets New Rules for Employee Air Travel 
The odds of an athletic department having to endure a fatal plane crash involving 
employees are long .... 

Maryville Announces a Groundbreaking Namin.q-Ri.qhts Deal 
Naming rights are commonplace in academia to the point where institutions of higher 
learning from the Maricopa Community Colleges to the University of ... 

Pure Barre Combines Ballet, Pilates, Yo.qa for Total Body Workout 
Pure Barre clients at the newest Centerville location stretch and work their leg 
muscles at the ballet barre. Pure Barre is a new fitness phenomenon .... 

Jud.qe in Zumba Trial Defends Closed-Door Jury Selection 



The judge presiding over the trial of Mark Strong, a Thomaston businessman accused 
of helping run a prostitution business in Kennebunk, defended her ... 

NFL Teams Looking for Answers on Te’o 
Like those of many NFL hopefuls, Manti Te’o’s prospects are tough to define three 
months before the draft -- especially because talent evaluators still don’t ... 

Sacramento Mayor Vows Not to Concede NBA’s Kings to Seattle 
Sacramento Mayor Kevin Johnson had a stern warning for Seattle SuperSonics fans 
who are excited about the prospect of the NBA returning to the ... 

Atlanta Sports Boosters Put Falcons Behind Them Look to Final Four 
Shaking offthe disappointment of the Falcons’ loss in the NFC Championship game, 
Atlanta sports boosters officially started the countdown to the city’s ... 

On the AB Forum: 
Great Career Opportunity with Athletic Business 
If you love sports and fitness as much as you’re motivated to make money, then 
Athletic Business has a career for you. We are looking for a sales ... 

New Reader Comments: 
Rethinking Municipal Golf Course Operations 
Great article! I have seen privatization help in municipal settings (Indianapolis) and D. 
Lyon is 100% correct. It needs a good contract and good oversight. What _. 

Concussions: New Test Can Mentify CTE in Living People 
Very interesting to a layman. I had 2 concussions when I was growing up, possibly 3. I 
wonder if there is a problem with me? Any way ... 

ESPN Refuses Local Gun Ads; Network Ti.qhtens Existin.q Policy 
Wow, for an "educator" you show a great lack of understanding what the second 
amendment is all about, not that an athletic forum is the place to ... 

ESPN Refuses Local Gun Ads; Network Ti.qhtens Existin.q Policy 
This is sad. And I do think it is hypocritical. This is a rush by ESPN to appease 
certain groups. It only makes them look gutless. Maybe they should ... 

._E___S___P____N____R___e_Lu__%_e__s_’___L___o__c__’_aJ_9~ Ln____&_d__s_’_L_N__9_t _v_t _o__Lk_IJg L~_t #_r_~#__5 ~:[~ #n g__Eg]j#X 
Using and AR 14 or other semi-automatic weapons (and some dip shits use automatic 
weapons) is not even close to being "sporting’ when it comes to ... 

_L__’_a___n_#__e____A__[E)#_t_Lo___n_g____B_j£L)_[£ On the Way_ 
+1 Roger! Our priorities are pretty skewed. 

k-a--D--c--e----A---r-t~~-s--t-r--~--Dg~--B--[-~-#-j-c--~--~--t3~-t--h---e--~--w----a-y~ 
Anyone who has watched Lance over the years, and heard his interviews, knows that 
he is not "Mr. Personality." What you saw in the interview with Oprah ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 26, 2013 12:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Schools must provide sports for disabled, US says 

Schools must provide sports for disabled, US says 

By PHILIP ELLTOTT 

Associated Press 

Students with disabilities must be given a fair shot to play on a traditional sports team or have their own leagues, the Education Department says. 

Disabled students who want to play for their school could join traditional teams if officials can make "reasonable modifications" to accommodate them. If 

those adjustments would fundamentally alter a sport or give the student an advantage, the department is directing the school to create parallel athletic 

progratns that have comparable standing to traditional progratns. 

"Sports can provide invahmble lessons in discipline, selflessness, passion and courage, and this guidance will help schools ensure that students with 

disabilities have an equal opportunity, to benefit Dom the life lessons they can learn on the playing field or on the court," Education Secretary Arne 

Duncan said in a statement announcing the new guidance Friday. 

The groundbreaking order is reminiscent of the Title IX expansion of athletic opportunities for girls and women four decades ago and could bring 

sweeping changes to school budgets and locker rooms for years to come. 

Activists cheered the changes. 

"This is a landmark moment for students with disabilities. This will do for students with disabilities what Title IX did for women," said Terri Lakowski, 

who for a decade led a coalition pushing for the changes. "This is a huge victory." 

It’s not dear whether the new guidelines will spark a sudden uptiek in sports participation. There was a big increase in female partidpation in sports after 

Title IX guidance instructed schools to treat female athletics on par with male teams. That led many schools to cut some men’s teams, arguing that it was 

necessary to be able to pay for women’s teams. 

Education Department officials emphasized they did not intend to change sports traditions dramatically or guarantee students with disabilities a spot on 

competitive teams. Instead, they insisted schools may not exclude students based on their disabilities if they can keep up with their classmates. 

Federal laws, including the 1973 Rehabilitation Act and the Individuals With Disabilities Education Act, require states to provide a free public education 

to all students and prohibit schools that receive federal money from discriminating against students with disabilities. Going further, the new directive from 

the Education Department’s civil fights division explicitly tells schools and colleges that access to interscholastic, intramural and intercollegiate athletics is 

a right. 

The department suggests minor accommodations to inem]?orate students with disabilities onto sports teams. For instance, track and field officials could 

use a visual cue for a deaf runner to begin a race. 

Some states already offer such programs. Maryland, for instance, passed a law in 2008 that required schools to create equal opportunities for students 

with disabilities to participate in physical education programs and play on traditional athletic teams. And Minnesota awards state rifles for disabled 

student athletes in six sports. 

Increasingly, those with disabilities are finding spots on their schools’ teams. 

"I heard about some of the other people who joined their track teams in other states. I wanted to tW to do that," said Casey Followay, 15, of Wooster, 

Ohio, who competes on his high school track team in a racing wheelchair. 

Current rules require Followay to race on his own, without competitors running alongside hitn. He said he hopes the Education Department guidance will 

change that and he can compete against runners. 

"It’s going to give me the chance to emnpete against kids at my level," he said. 

Some cautioned that progress would come in fits and starts initially. 

"Is it easy? No," said Brad Hedriek, director of disability services at the University- of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and hitnself a hall-of-famer in the 



National Wheelchair Basketball Association. "In most places, you’re beginning from an inertial moment. But it is feasible and possible that a meaningful 

and viable programming can be created." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:52 AM 

Subject: Upcoming Events 



Attach: .docx 

See the attached for upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 3:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Tennessee athletic department mired in $200 million debt 

"~[’ennessee athletic department mired in $200 million debt 

PUBLISHED Monday, Jan 28, 2013 at 1:47 pm EST 

The Sporting News 

From the window in Dave Hart’s corner office, the University of Tennessee athletic director can see Neyland Stadium above all else, a fortress along the 

Tennessee River that instantly identifies the Volunteers as a member of college football’s elite. 

Its enormity is a testament to the sport’s incredible growth during the past two decades and the power of the Tennessee brand. It also effectively conceals an 

athletic department that built enormous debt while trying to maintain its place among the richest and most powerful football programs in the Southeastern 

Conference. 

Now, after staggering to losing football seasons in four of the last five years and seeing attendance drop to levels last seen in the 1970s, the Vols find 

themselves mired in more than $200 million of debt, the most in the SEC, with reserves of just $1 ~95 million, the least in the conference. 

The athletic department spends a startling $21 million a year on debt payments, $13.5 million of which comes from the school’s stressed $99.5 million athletic 

budget and the rest from donations. 

It’s an ugly financial picture for one of the nation’s strongest football brands, the kind of financial hole that SEC football giants aren’t supposed to be in, brought 

about by expensive coaching buyouts and costly improvements to Neyland Stadium and other athletic facilities, just as the losing seasons set in. 

"We’ve got to get football healthy," Hart said from his office in the new $50 million Brenda Lawson Athletic Center, just weeks after hiring Butch Jones from 

Cincinnati to be the Vols’ fourth football coach in the last six years. "That’s our economic engine. When that program is successful, everybody wins/’ 

Hart speaks with an urgency about the task at hand. Formerly the No. 2 at Alabama and the Iongtime AD at Florida State, he took the job in Knoxville 18 

months ago fully aware of the upside and the pitfalls of big-time college football. After replacing former AD Mike Hamilton, who resigned under pressure in June 

2011, Hart began with a lengthy evaluation process that revealed mounting debt, much more than he had realized. 

"Our financial position was probably the biggest surprise of the assessment," said Hart, bucking the perception that Tennessee athletics is flush with 

cash. "We’ve got to be better stewards of our finances." 

In his first year at Tennessee, as Hart began to fully understand the financial obstacles in his path, the athletic department posted a $3.98 million deficit, which 

reduced the reserves to a dangerously low level. So Hart put together the first steps of a plan that would help the Vols balance their annual budget and begin 

to climb out from under their crushing debt. 

A cost-savings merger of the men’s and women’s programs was a logical step that will save $5 million this year, but it came at a cost. Seventeen jobs were 

eliminated. Tennessee used to be one of the few schools with completely separate departments for men and women. 

Hart also negotiated with Chancellor Jimmy Cheek to at least temporarily halt an annual payment of $7 million from athletics to the university’s general fund that 

typically is made at the first of the fiscal year. Hart hopes to resume the annual transfer at some point, but preferably at the end of the fiscal year, not the 

beginning, so that athletics doesn’t start each year in a deficit. 

Cheek pledged to keep that $7 million in the athletic department for the next three years to help the Vols get back on their feet. 

"The bottom line is that, for SEC schools with extraordinary revenues, the profit margin is still very thin," said Bill Carr, a former AD at Florida who now consults 

with athletic departments on strategy and searches. "Whether it’s Tennessee or any other school, if you’re not selling tickets at full bore and getting 

contributions to go with them, and that revenue tapers, it becomes very hard to put away the dollars you need. And then you have some undesired expenses 

like buyouts, and you can wind up in a negative positiom The margin is razor thin for most schools." 

With those savings, Tennessee projects a balanced budget in 2012-13, which is a necessity for a program with just $1.95 million in reserves. Building reserves 

into the $50 million range or more is a priority, said Hart, who added that most SEC schools have reserves ranging from $50 million to $100 million. 

Tennessee’s reserves were close to $30 million about five years ago, but they’ve been depleted by those $21 million in transfers back to the university over 

the last three years, and $11.4 million in buyouts to fired coaches in football, basketball and baseball, as well as administrators. Hamilton walked away in 2011 

with a $1.335 million buyout. 



None of that includes a $5 million buyout owed Derek Dooley, who was fired as Tennessee’s football coach in November, and $2 million to his assistants. That 

$7 million will have to be found in this year’s budget. 

The Vols incur another expense that costs them $1.6 million a year in city and county taxes. It’s called the "amusement tax," and it charges the school 5 

percent on each ticket sold in football, men’s basketball and women’s basketball, in addition to the 9.25 percent state sales tax. The amusement tax, according 

to Tennessee athletics Chief Financial Officer Bill Myers, doesn’t pertain to concerts--just the Vols’ major sporting events. Cities and counties that are home to 

other Tennessee schools and the NFL Titans don’t impose such a tax, he said. 

"There’s a perception that we’re sitting on a ton of money," Myers said, "and that’s just not the case." 

The school is lobbying to have the decades-old tax repealed. 

The financial cavalry is on the way, though, in the form of additional TV revenue from the SEC’s contracts with ESPN and CBS. Those deals average $205 

million a year for the league and they are expected to jump to about $300 million annually when they are updated. The conference is renegotiating the 

contracts to account for the growth to 14 teams with the addition of Missouri and Texas A&M. 

Hart said SEC athletic directors have not been told exactly how much new revenue that will mean, but projections are $5 million to $10 million a year for each 

school. Nowhere in the SEC will that be more welcome than at Tennessee. 

"We need to stabilize," Hart said. 

He also must make sure the Vols don’t follow any of the patterns that put them in such a financial mess. While college football was booming throughout the 

1990s and 2000s, Tennessee was one of the schools leading the charge. 

Peyton Manning, a 1998 national title and a burning rivalry with Florida had Big Orange fans feverish for their team and turning out in record numbers on fall 

Saturdays. Multiple expansion projects increased Neyland Stadium’s capacity to nearly 105,000 as Tennessee fought Michigan and Penn State for attendance 

supremacy. 

Much of the department’s debt came from a series of expansions to Neyland, followed by a series of improvements in the last seven years that actually reduced 

capacity and created more premium spaces. Built in three phases between 2006 and 2010, those changes cost more than $130 million. The athletic 

department continues to investigate ways to upgrade Neyland, whether it’s more premium spaces or more chair-back seats, measures aimed at improving the 

fan experience and driving more revenue, while reducing capacity. Tennessee also brought in IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions to help with sales beginning in 

2011. 

Facility improvements for basketball, softball and soccer added to the debt, which doesn’t have a state-mandated cap. 

These days, however, Tennessee football has lapsed into irrelevance. Only a season-finale win over hapless Kentucky enabled the Vols to avoid a winless 

2012 SEC season. 

While no one in orange would ever call Neyland Stadium a giant albatross around the neck of the athletic department--that would be sacrilege here in the 

mountains of east Tennessee--it simply isn’t doing its job as one of the program’s chief sources of revenue. 

Attendance dropped to an average of 89,965 in 2012, the lowest since 1979. A couple of late-season games against Troy and Kentucky reportedly drew about 

60,000 actual fans in the stands, even though the announced attendance--or tickets sold--was a little more than 81,000. 

"We’ve been smart about our projections," Hart said, adding that the decline in 2012 football ticket revenue won’t significantly hurt the Vols’ efforts to balance 

the budget in 2012-13. 

But he knows that Tennessee can’t stay on its current financial path. 

"What you’re seeing is the cost of keeping up with the competition," Carr said. "You’re trying to keep up and then you wind up paying coaches not to coach. 

That can add up in a hurry." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 6:11 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edw~ 

Wooden’s Wisdom - Please Reply With Your Comments - Issue 18 - Loyalty 

LOYALTY 

In the Pyramid of Success, Loyalty is 
defined as a trait one owes: "To yourself 
and to all those depending upon you. Keep 
your self-respect." 
"The tNrd block ~~ w~t~ vi~o 
between the 
cornerstones of the 
base of the structure 
is loyalty," Coach 
Wooden said, 
describing ~e 
completion of the 
~ramid’s 
l~undation. "I do 
not see how awone 
can attain true peace of mind without 
having something to which flaey must show 
loyalty; someone to whom they Inust 
express loyal~ at all times?" 
At the center of the foundation of the 
}~’ramid of Success, loyal~: is positioned 
between friendship and cooperation. This is 
no accident. Loyalty is the glue that holds 
the other two togethen As Coach 
remarked: "Once we have taken the steps 
towards friendship we must remain loyal to 
our friends lest the friendship fall apart." 
In nay 30 years of teaching Coach 
Wooden’s Pyramid to businesses~ 
indivi&mls, and teams, the same question 
always arises when we begin to discuss the 
loyalty block: How can I get ~W employees 
or team members to be more loyal to the 
company or to me? The logic of this 
question is misplaced, however, because it 
does not take into account a flmdamental 
truth. Loyalty can only be given, not 
demanded, ~iom others. Loyalty and 
respect have something in common--they 
are both something you can only get if you 
give. 

The definition of loyalty has three 
components: 
"Loyalb~ to yourselfi" This simply means 



that you have a set of core values that 
guide your behavior no matter what the 
circmnstances are. A core valt~e that Coach 
Wooden possessed was that he was a man 
of his word. In 1948, Coach Wooden 
demonstrated this in a most tangible way 
when he was offered a job by both 
Mi~mesota and UCLA. Pre~’emng to stay in 
the Midwest, his first choice was 
Minnesota; however, Minnesota wasn’t 
quite rea@ to make a fim~ offer and UCLA 
needed an ans~ver, so the Golden Gophers 
promised to call by six o’clock Sm~day 
night with their deal so Coach could give 
both schools his decision. When the 
deadline passed and he had not heard 
Mi~esota, Coach Wooden accepted the 
Btafins~ offer instea& When Minnesota 
finally got through later that night--a 
blizzard had knocked out their phone 
lines--Coach kindly but firmly let them 
know that he’d already committed to 
UCL A and that he would not break his 
"word. 

~Loyalty to all those depending upon you." 
Coach Wooden viewed loyalty as ~the 
lbrce that forges individuals into a team." 
Tim loyalty Coach demonstrated to his 
players was palpable. He genuinely loved 
them all and cared about them as people; 
they knew it and/hey ka~ew that their 
coach would always stand up t~)r them. In 
another example from 1948, alter winning 
the co~K’erence championsNp at Indiana 
State, Coach Wooden and his team were 
invited to participate in the NAIA National 
Championship tourr~ameut in Kansas City. 
Coach refused the invitation, however, 
because he would not be allowed to bring 
Clarence Walker, an African-American 
player who woNd have been prohibited 
from participating solely because of his 
race. The t~)llowing season, Indiana State 
won their conference again and was once 
more invited to the tournament~ This time 
the NAIA relented, m~d Clarence was 
allowed to participate. A significant change 
for the better had been accomplished 
because Coach had refl~sed to compromise 
the loyalty due to a hard-working and well- 
deserving member of tus team. 
’~Keep your self-respect." This is a direct 
result of maintaining loyalty to one’s 
personal values and to those with whom 
one interacts. ’~The goal is to satisfy’ not 
evelTone else’s expectations, but your 
own," Coach liked to say. ’~Be more 
concerned with your character than with 
your reputation. Character is what you 
really are; reputation is merely what you 
are perceived to be." 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig hnpehnan 
T/~e ,7olin R. ~Voode~ Co~rse 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, January 29, 20:13 5::13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Deer Antlers 

http:!/sportsillustrated.cnn.com/nfl!news/20130129/the strange lab that lured numerous athletes!?sct=hp tll a2&eref=sihp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, January 29, 20:13 5:5:1 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Who is the school official "confirming" this? 

Who is the school official "confirming" this? 

http://northcarolina.scout.com/2/1262128.html 



To: 

From: 

Date: 

Re: 

Stacey Schramm, George Washington University 
Melissa Inouye, Iona College 
Staey Gemeinhardt-Cesler Iowa State University 
Donna J. Papa, North Carolina 
Darren Mueller, North Dakota State University 
Robin Petrini, Penn State University 

Suzanne Tadloek, Tournament Director 

November 18, 2012 

2013 Carolina Classic Softball Tournament, February 22-24 

The University of North Carolina Softball looks forward to hosting you and your team 
at the Carolina Classic in Chapel Hill, NC. 

Attached please find information regarding the Carolina Classic tournament. 
¯ Tournament Schedule 
¯ Participant Information Sheet 
¯ Tournament Rules & Information 
¯ Equipment - Carolina Softball will provide all necessary equipment for the 

batting cages and warm ups for the tournament. If you have any special 
requests or need other equipment while you are here - please let me know. 

¯ Directions to Anderson Softball Stadium 
¯ Hotel Information 

II. Alliance Hospitality has joined the Carolina Classic as a corporate sponsor. Mark 
Rosoff has put together a great package of prices and services to fit every budget. 
Double rooms have been blocked for the teams to utilize and there are plenty of 
rooms for parents to book. 

Alliance Hospitality’s sponsorship is certainly dependant on the patronage of the 
visiting teams. I encourage you to contact Mark Rosoff at 919.417.3494 or 
mrosoff@allianeehospitality.eom and book your team with our hotel sponsor. 



2013 Carolina Classic February 22-24 

Teams: 

George Washington University - GWU 

Iona College-lona 

Iowa State University-ISU 

Friday, February 22: 

10:00 am 

12:30 pm 

3:00 pm 

5:30 pm 

Saturday, February 23: 

9:30 am 

12 noon 

2:30 pm 

5:00 pm 

7:30pm 

Sunday, February 24: 

10:00 am 

12:30 

3:00 pm 

North Dakota State University - NDSU 

Pennsylvania State University - PSU 

University of North Carolina - UNC 

Anderson Stadium 

GWU vs NDSU 

Iona vs GWU 

NDSU vs UNC 

UNC vs Iona 

Anderson Stadium 

GWU vs ISU 

PSU vs GWU 

ISU vs UNC 

Iona vs NDSU 

NDSU vs PSU 

Anderson Stadium 

ISU vs Iona 

PSU vs ISU 

UNC vs PSU 



CAROLINA CLASSIC 

February22-24,2013 

Participant Information Sheet 

(please reply to each/save and return via email or print and fax) 

Institution: 

Head Coach: 

Cell Phone: 

Assistant Coach(es): 

Cell Phone: 

Method of travel: (Bus or Vans): If vans how many: 

Number in Official Traveling Party: 

Anticipated Arrival Time in Chapel Hill area: Hotel: 

Hotel Phone: 

Will you have a trainer with you? (yes or no): 

Please complete by January 8, 2013 and email or fax to: 

Suzanne Tadlock, 919-962-5105 fax 

~gmail.com 



2013 Carolina Classic Tournament 
Rules & Information 

II. 

III. 

III. 

IV. 

Format 
All games will be played at Carolina’s Anderson Softball Stadium. Teams will compete in a six 
team Round Robin Tournament. 

Scorin~ Format 
1. Overall Win/Loss Record 

2. Head to Head 
3. Run Differential 

(Among teams involved in tie) 
4. Fewest Runs Allowed 

5. Coin Toss 
Tournament Rules 

1. All NCAA rules will be in effect. 

2. Tie breaker will be in effect after the 7th inning and will begin in the top of the 8th inning for all 

games. 
3. All protests will be handled in accordance to NCAA Rule 7, Section 2 
4. Halted Game Rule - NCAA Rule 6, Section 17 - in effect. 
5. Home team will be underlined and listed second on the schedule. They will always occupy the 
3B dugout. (exceptions- when UNC is playing they will always occupy 1B dugout or when a team 
has back to back games they can choose to remain in the same dugout) 
6. Line Ups will be exchanged 10 minutes prior to game time at home plate. 
7. No game will start before scheduled game time. 
8. Worth Game balls will be provided. Please pick up game balls at the Information Table. 

Umpires will collect ~ame balls at the conclusion of the each ~ame. 

Warm- ~U~. Areas/Pregame 
1. All hitting will take place in the batting cages. See attached Batting Cage Schedule. 

2. Tees, protective nets, and balls will be set up inside and outside the cages for your use. 
3. All defensive pregame warm up, on the stadium field, should take place behind baselines. 
4. If you are the first game of the day, the stadium field will be available for stretching and 
throwing. If you need to warm up during later games, the upper practice field will be available for 
stretching, throwing, and defense. (see schedule) 
5. The National Anthem will be played before the first game of each day. Starting line ups will be 

announced prior to every game. 

Inclement Weather 
In case of inclement weather, the tournament director will determine schedule revisions, and 
coaches will be notified as soon as possible via cell phone. 

Training Room 
The main treatment area will be set up in the training room at Anderson Softball Stadium. There 
is very limited space and we encourage you to provide most of your treatments at your hotel. 

Please see attached letter from Head Trainer, Scott Olario. 



Vo 

VI. 

VII.. 

Score Re p.=o~.r~!.i.~ng 
The UNC Sports Communications Department will report all tournament scores by: 

1. Game file sent to each school after each game 
2. Posting on NFCA web site 
3. Posting on UNC official athletics department website: www.~oheels.com 

Please note the Carolina Classic Tournament central section on the web site. 
Questions: Contact: Abbey Doran at 919-962-1160 (work) or cell) 

Team Awards 
There will be no formal awards ceremony. DeMarini/Wilson will provide the award for the 
Carolina Classic Champion. Additionally, 10 players will be selected to the All Tournament Team 
with 1 player named MVP. 
All Tournament Team ballots will be provided at the conclusion of your last game. You will be 

given the opportunity to select an MVP and 2 All tournament nominations from YOUR team as 
well as 2 nominations from the opposing teams. 

Parking 
There is plenty of parking available in the General Administration Lot. All buses must drop off at 
the stadium and park in the main parking lot. Team vans will be allowed stadium parking access. 
Please let us know, on the information sheet, the number of vans you will have or if you will have a 

bus 

VIII. Misc. Tournament Notes 
1. Admission- IS FREE! 
2. Concessions will be available 
3. Showers can be arranged on campus after Saturday &Sunday games, please contact Suzanne 

Tadlock with your request on Friday by 3pm. 
4. Carolina Softball merchandise will be sold at the field. 

IX. ~I.m~_portant Phone Numbers 

Carolina Softball Staff 
Donna J. Papa 
Head Coach 

’.ell 

Suzanne Tadlock 
Volunteer Assistant 

- cell 
919-962-5105 fax 

Catherine Mitchell 
Director of Ops 

cell 

Abbey Doran 
Sports Communication 
919-962-1160 - wk. 

- cell 
919-902-0612 - fax 

Medical Staff 
Scott Olario 
Head UNC Softball Trainer 
919-962-2067 - wk. 

cell 

UNC Softball Training Room 
919-962-2067 

UNC Softball Press Box 
919-962-5131 

Umpire In Chief 
Joe Massaro 
732-558-33 



2013 Carolina Classic 
Batting Cage Schedule 

All cage times are 30 minutes 
Cage time will include 2 batting cages 
The upper field may be used for warm-up/stretching and throwing etc 
UNC batting cage will include 4 front toss screens, tees and balls 

Friday, February 22 

10:OOam GWU vs NDSU 
8:30-9:00am 

9:10-9:40am 

12:30 pm Iona vs GWU 

11:00am-11:30am 

11:40am-12:10pm 

3:00pm NDSU vs UNC 

1:30-2:00pm 

2:10-2:40pm 

5:30pm UNC vs Iona 

4:00-4:30pm 

4:40-5:10pm 

Saturday, February 23 

9:30am GWU vs ISU 
8:00-8:30am 

8:40-9:10am 

12noon PSU vs GWU 
10:30-11:00am 

11:10-11:40am 

2:30pm ISU vs UNC 

1:00-1:30pm 

1:40-2:10pm 

5:00pm Iona vs NDSU 

3:30-4:00pm 

4:10-4:40pm 

7:30pm NDSU vs PSU 

6:00-6:30pm 

6:40-7:10pm 

Sunday, February 24 

10am ISU vs Iona 
8:30-9:00am 

9:10-9:40am 

12:30pm PSU vs ISU 

11:00-11:30am 

11:40-12:10 

3:00pm UNC vs PSU 

1:30-2:00pm 

2:10-2:40pm 

GWU 

NDSU 

lona 

GWU 

NDSU 

UNC 

Cages 

NDSU 

GWU 

Upper Field 

Iona OPEN (UNC in game above) 

UNC Iona 

Cages Upper Field 

GWU ISU 

ISU GWU 

PSU OPEN 

GWU PSU 

ISU UNC 

UNC ISU 

Iona NDSU 

NDSU Iona 

PSU OPEN 

NDSU PSU 

Cages Upper Field 

ISU Iona 

Iona ISU 

PSU OPEN 

ISU PSU 

UNC OPEN 

PSU UNC 

UNC 

NDSU 

OPEN (GWU in game above) 

Iona 



Sports Medicine 

Important Numbers 
Scott Oliaro, Head Athletic Trainer ............................................................... 919-428-3582 (C) 

919-962-2067 (W) 

Pamela Hughes, Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer ATC-L ........................................ 252-292-2102 (C) 
Chris Gibson, Graduate Assistant Athletic Trainer ATC-L ..................................................... 760-774-4208 © 
Rite Aid Drug Store 1218 Raleigh Road .................................... 919-968-3777 

Hours: Monday-Saturday, 9 am-9 pm 
Campus Health Service Sports Medicine ............................................................ 919-966-3655 
UNC Hospitals 101 Manning Drive .................................... 919-966-5054 (ER) 

General Patient Info .................................. 919-966-4131 

To Participating Athletic Training Staff: 
Our women’s softball athletic training staff would like to take this opportunity to welcome you 

to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. As you prepare to travel with your respective 
softball teams we would like to let you know what will be available to you when you arrive in Chapel 
Hill. The main treatment area will be set up in the training room on the first floor in Anderson 
stadium. There is very limited space and we encourage you to provide most of your treatments at 
your hotel. The athletic training room will be available two hours prior to the start of competition, 
and will include ice, ice bags, hydrocollator, and an electrical stimulation/ultrasound unit. We will 
also have crutches, splint bags, and an AED available should there be a need for any of these items. 
Our team physician, Dr. Tom Brickner, will also be present or on call during the tournament and an 
EMS crew will be on call. If you have a non-emergency situation or any special needs after hours, 
please call one of the ATC’s above. 

Inclement weather will be monitored by Weather Data, Inc. and one of our staff members will 
have the weather pager at all times. 

If you will not be traveling with a Certified Athletic Trainer, we ask that you call us in advance 
so we can be sure to have sufficient help to assist your team. If that is the case, we also ask that 
you provide us with written documentation of any treatments that your athletes may need. If you 
have any other specific needs or requests please contact us at any of the above numbers. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Oliaro 
Pam Hughes 
Chris Gibson 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Burgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 31, 2013 3:54 PM 

Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell <bboswell@athletics.gatech.edu>; Bret Cowley 

<bcoMey@athletics.gatech.edu>; Jerome Rodgers (jrodger@atNetics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); 

Marquita Am~stead <ma~anstead@athletics.gatech.edu>; Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Kassen Gundennan 

<kgunderman@athletics.pitt.edt~-; Aaron Aaker (aake@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot(brandi.guerino@bc.edu); Carly Pariseau 

(carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Brad Woody(cbwoody@clmnson.edu); Stephanie Ellison 

(saelli@clmnson.edu); Andy Can~pbell (wcmnpb2@clemson.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chamnmm@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell 

(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer (shelfe@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Alex Dominato(adominato@fsu.edu); Casey East 

<ceast@fsu.edu>; Jim Cun-y (jmcunT@fsu.edu); Tasha Fisher <tfishe@fsu.edu>; Vanessa Fuchs(vfuch@fsu.edu); TomTimmermans 

~gmail.com); Lance M~kos @hotmail.com~; Kirby, Samantha Lillian <slkirby5@live.unc.edu>; Dan Raben 

(d.rabenl @miami.edu); Deborah Foley(dfoley@miami.edu); Khadian Kelly (k.kelly3@miami.edu; TonyHemandez 

(themandez@miami.edu); Brett Luy (bdll 1 @my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick <mcsl 1 c@my.t?~u.edu>; CameDoyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu); 

Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson <craig anderson@ncsu.edtr>; Jason Crreco <jpgreco@ncsu.edu>; MichelleLee 

(michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford <mpfor~ncsu.edw~; Chris James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf(dmisaE~syr.edu); Erlease 

Wagner (edeasem@syr.edu); ttemmn Fr~ier <hrfr~ie@syr.edu>; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Dr. Louis Marcoccia 
<hnarcocc@syr.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uDate: Thu>; CodyGmnbler (cgamble@umd.edu); Dan Tromp (dtmmp@ulnd.edu); Krisli 

Giddings <giddings@umd.edt~-; Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu); Erin Moron (e.momn2@mniami.edu); Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul [bgge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smnantha Kirb~v <slldrby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timlnemian@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Markos (am@viiginia.edu); Eric Baumgaxtner (emb8p@irginia.edu); Rob Slavis 

(rslavis@virgiNa.edu); Heatlmr LaFon <heroberi@vt.edu>; Bridget McSorley (mcsoflbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker(tparke@vt.edu); Vickie 

Sarfo-Kantaka <vsarfoka@vt.edu>; Kirsten Elleby(ellebykc@wfu.edu) 

FW: Asst. AD Compliance position at Dartmoutla College 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org] On Behalf Of Megan M. Morrison 

Sent-" Wednesday, January 30, 2013 10:00 AM 

To-" CCACA List Serv (CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org) 

Subject: [CCACA] Asst. AD Compliance position at Dartmouth College 

Please see the link below for more infolrnation: 

Dartmouth College, a member of NCAA Division I and the Ivy League, seeks an Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance. Reporting to the Associate Athletic Director for 
Compliance, the successful candidate will assist in all aspects of a comprehensive compliance program. Responsibilities include administering student-athlete eligibility, 
monitoring playing seasons and countable athletic activities, providing NCAA and Ivy League rules interpretations, monitoring recruiting activities, and assisting in the 
department’s comprehensive rules education efforts. Limited additional responsibilities as assigned (e.g. event management). Bachelor’s degree required, Master’s degree 
preferred. Two years direct experience administering NCAA Division T rules highly desirable. Computer skills required. Review of applications will begin immediately and 
continue until the position is Filled. Applicant must complete an online application by visiting https:!/searchiobs.dartmouth.edu. A letter of application, resume, and names of at 
least three professional references are required. One of: the most diverse institutions of higher education in New England, Dartmouth College is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer and has a strong commitment to diversity. Women, persons of: color, persons with disabilities, and veterans are encouraged to apply. 

htt p://ncaa ma rket.ncaa.org!jobs#!detaili5112680 

Megan McHugo Morrison, Assistant Director 
The I~T League 
228 Alexander St. Princeton, NJ 08540 
(609) 258-6426 
megan(~ivTleaguesports.com 



DESIGN 
CHAPEL HILL 202:0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:14 AM 



Subject: 

Attach: .pdf 

Subject: Compliance Newsletter - February>; 

All, 

See attached for the February, 2013 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 7:42 AM 

1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Fwd: Visitors Guide 

Visitors Guide.docx; Pre-Game 2013 - Tournament format.docx; Donna Papa.vcf 

All, 
I have provided this for you so that you can be informed about our trip to Texas A&M 

Catherine, 
Can you fax the travel info sheet to them please? 

Thanks 

Coach P 

DonnaJ. Papa 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

/ F: (919)-962-5105 

Website: www.goheels.com 

Camps/Clinics: www.carolinasoftballca mps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

2012: ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONS * NFCA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE 

S ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS * S TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR 

2 ACC PITCHERS OF THE YEAR * 2 ACC ROOKIES OF THE YEAR * S ACC PLAYERS OF THE YEAR 

10 NCAA APPEARANCES * 11 ALL-AMERICANS * 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

> > > Joy Jackson <jjackson@athletics.tamu.edu > 1/30/2013 2:38 PM > > > 
Dear Coaches: 

Thank-You for coming to Texas A&M. We are looking forward to your visit to Aggieland. 



Attached you will find our visitors guide. At the end of the guide is your travel information sheet. Please fax or scan 

your information to me at your earliest convenience. Also, included is the pre-game protocol. We provide balls, nets, 

wiffle balls, tees for your warm-up. Anything you need in addition to that you will have to bring. 

In addition you can access aggieathletics.com and click on "visitors" to access any other information you may need 

about your visit to Texas A&M. Good to luck to all of you, and safe travels! 

Gig’Em! 

Joy 

Joy Jackson 

Associate Head Softball Coach 

Texas A&M University 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:04 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Upcoming Events 

.docx 



See attached for the upcoming events in Kenan Stadium and the Loudermilk Center. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office--919-962-9472 



Admissions Meeting (1-17-13) 

Inherited most of the 2012 Recruiting Class and the coaching staff has spent the past spring and 

fall semesters learning about the academic rigors and requirements of UNC and how to work 

with the academic counselors in very difficult circumstances (media, AFAM, NCAA, etc) 

Current state of recruiting -just starting to know the sophomores and juniors for 2014 Class, 

wasn’t able to get academic/background information on 2013 class before early commitments 

started in late spring and summer (15 ???/early commitments in this class) 

¯ Provide Overall Admissions Outlook for 2013 Incoming Class (From spreadsheet) - Would like 

future classes to be at least 50% In-State and only 33% Level i going forward 

Resources needed to be successful - stability in the Academic Support Program and campus 

support 

o Hire a Director of Student-Athlete Services 

o Determine Academic Counselors role on campus working with student-athletes 

~ Build bridges between academics and athletics to overcome NCAA/AFAM issues 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Donna Papa [djp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Monday, February 04, 2013 10:57:47 AM 
Ille, Vince; 

Subject: Fwd: LSU Visiting Team Guide 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
2013 Softball VISITING TEAM GUIDE.pdf (2.3M) 
ATT00001. htm (796B) 
ATT00002. htm (168B) 
Donna Papa.vcf (327B) 
ima,qe003.pn,q (6.8K) 

Here is a copy of LSU info overall. 

https://twimg0-a.akamaihd.net/profile imaqes/2563407107/avcci152typ63yuyghc5.ipeg 

Donna J. Papa 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

C: t F: (919)-962-5105 

Website: www.goheels.com 

Camps/Clinics: www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

2012: ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONS * NFCA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE 

5 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS * 5 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR 

2 ACC PITCHERS OF THE YEAR * 2 ACC ROOKIES OF THE YEAR * 5 ACC PLAYERS OF THE 
YEAR 

10 NCAA APPEARANCES * 11 ALL-AMERICANS * 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

>>> ~live.unc.edu> 2/4/2013 9:29 AM >>> 

Here is the latest they sent me. It has the game schedule. 



Also, I’ll send you the flight numbers as soon as I get to class and can look on my computer. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Julie Cribbs" <jcribbs@lsu.edu> 
To: "friedmak@email.sc.edu" <friedmak@email.sc.edu>, "kdtray0@email.uky.edu" 
<kdtray0@email.uky.edu>, "kentuckysoftball@email.uky.edu" <kentuckysoftball@email.uky.edu>, 
"adriannasmith@georgiasouthern.edu" <adriannasmith@georgiasouthern.edu>, 
"ajhenderson@georgiasouthern.edu" <ajhenderson@georgiasouthern.edu>, 
"kfearn@georgiasouthern.edu" <kfearn@georgiasouthern.edu>, "lbeirne@georgiasouthern.edu" 
<lbeirne@georgiasouthern.edu>, "horace.smith@hamptonu.edu" 
<horace.sm ith@hamptonu.edu>, "maurice.williams@hamptonu.edu" 
<maurice.williams@hamptonu. edu>, "m ichael.peleg rino@hamptonu, edu" 
<m ichael.p~!egrinQ@h~m ptonu, edu>, "~r~n~, p~#~@h~mptonu, edu" <trena.pee!@h~m ptonu, edu>, 
"ahabetz@ia.ua.edu" <ahabetz@ia.ua.edu>, "kharris@ia.ua.edu" <kharris@ia.ua.edu>, 
"svanbrakle@ia. ua. edu" <svanbrakle@ia. ua. edu>, "M itchell, Catherine" <cem itch@live, unc. edu>, 
"bevsm ith@m ai Ibox. sc. edu" <bevsm ith@m ail box. sc. edu>, "CALVl N B@mai Ibox. sc. edu" 
<CALVlNB@mailbox.sc.edu>, "/il0seyj@mailbox.sc.edu" </ipseyj@mailbox.sc.edu>, 
"LNAVAS@mailbox.sc.edu" <LNAVAS@mailbox.sc.edu>, "ialott@memphis.edu" 
<jalott@memphis.edu>, "nmpoolel @memphis.edu" <nmpoolel@memphis.edu>, 
"rstclirl @memphis.edu" <rstclirl @memphis.edu>, "wkolditz@memphis.edu" 
<wkolditz@mem phis. edu>, "damourp@m issouri, edu" <damourp@m issouri, edu>, 
"muathmosoftball@missouri.edu" <muathmosoftball@missouri.edu>, "tatumc@missouri.edu" 
<tatum c@m issouri, edu>, "tuccim @m issouri, edu" <tuccim@m issouri, edu>, 
"Andria. Padilla@ndsu.edu" <Andria. Padilla@ndsu.edu>, "Darren.Mueller@ndsu.edu" 
<Darren.Mueller@ndsu.edu>, "Jamie.Trachsel@ndsu.edu" <Jamie.Trachsel@ndsu.edu>, 
"angel.santiago@nicholls.edu" <angel.santiago@nicholls.edu>, "jamie.bustos@nicholls.edu" 
<jamie.bustos@nicholls.edu>, "jessica.seamon@nicholls.edu" <jessica.seamon@nicholls.edu>, 
"alockel @nsula.edu" <alockel @nsula.edu>, "hooksa@nsula.edu" <hooksa@nsula.edu>, 
"ireland@nsula.edu" <ireland@nsula.edu>, "pickettd@nsula.edu" <pickettd@nsula.edu>, 
"angela@purdue.edu" <angela@purdue.edu>, "dmstephenson@purdue.edu" 
<dmstephenson@purdue.edu>, "kimmaher@purdue.edu" <kimmaher@purdue.edu>, 
"sdefeo@purdue.edu" <sdefeo@purdue.edu>, "abelll @samford.edu" <abelll @samford.edu>, 
"aburford@samford.edu" <aburford@samford.edu>, "bduncan@samford.edu" 
<bduncan@samford.edu>, "jmmullil@samford.edu" <jmmullil@samford.edu>, 
"Arica. Rodriguez@southeastern.edu" <Arica. Rodriquez@southeastern. edu>, 
"Julie.Kennedy@southeastern.edu" <Julie.Kennedy@southeastern.edu>, 
"kchapple@southeastern. edu" <kchapl01e@southeastern. edu>, "planglois@southeastern. edu" 
<plan~qlois@southeastern. edu>, "Tam ra. Ladnier@southeastern. edu" 
<Tam ra. Ladnier@southeastern. edu>, "wesley. crane@uky.edu" <wesley.crane@uky. edu>, 
"Abbey Doran" <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Boo Gillette" <b.qillet@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Papa, 
Donna" <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tony Baldwin" <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu>, "brooke- 
smart@utulsa.edu" <brooke-smart@utulsa.edu>, "crissy-strimple@utulsa.edu" <crissy- 
strimple@utulsa.edu>, "john-bargfeldt@utulsa.edu" <john-bargfeldt@utulsa.edu>, "patrice- 
swanson@utulsa.edu" <patrice-swanson@utulsa.edu>, "bcm@vir.qinia.edu" <bcm@vir.qinia.edu>, 
"ems7s@virginia.edu" <ems7s@virginia.edu>, "hcf4z@virginia.edu" <hcf4z@v!Qqinia.edu>, 
"tf4n@virginia.edu" <tf4n@virginia.edu>, "ypm4a@V!Qqinia.EDU" <ypm4a@virginia.edu> 



Co: @gmail.com" @gmail.com>, "Alicia English" <aeng/ish@lsu.edu>, "Beth 
Torina" <btorina@lsu.edu>, "David A Taylor" <dataylor@lsu.edu>, "Event Management Intern" 
<em intern@lsu.edu>, "Howard Dobson" <hdobson@lsu.edu>, "Lindsay KLeftwich" 
<lleftwich@lsu.edu>, "Lauren C Taylor" <ltay!or@lsu.edu>, "Luke R Lovell" <lukelovell@lsu.edu>, 
"Matt Dunaway" <mdunaway@lsu.edu>, "Melissa Moore" <melmoore@lsu.edu>, "Miriam F 
Segar" <msegar@lsu.edu>, "Pamela V Workman" <pworkman@lsu.edu>, "Quinlan Duhon" 
<quinlan@lsu.edu>, "Stephanie KSasser" <ssasser@lsu.edu>, "LurlineHamilton" 
<lhamilton@sec.org>, "Kyle F Huber" <khuber4@tigers.lsu.edu> 
Subject: LSU Visiting Team Guide 

Coach/Adm inistrator, 

Louisiana State University is pleased to make available the attached Visiting Team Guide. The 
material provided is to familiarize your team with the various attributes and operational conditions 
associated with LSU Softball at Tiger Park. The LSU Athletics Department is committed to 
ensuring a high standard of athletic excellence for all home events so we hope you find the 
subject matter useful and informative. 

In this guide, you will find contact information, a LSU home schedule, travel information (including 
maps and directions), a facility map, a sample pre-game protocol, and ticket information. In 
preparation for your visit, please take a few moments to review these documents, share with 
appropriate personnel and return the forms in the back of the guide so we can best accommodate 
you during your visit to Baton Rouge. 

In addition, please remember, game times and game day adjustments may be necessary based 
on TV, weather conditions, local, and/or national events. Depending on the situation, subsequent 
changes will be formulated in conjunction with coaching and administrative assessment. 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding any of the supplied material, please feel free to 
contact me directly. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Cribbs 

Julie Cribbs 

Associate Director of Game/Event Management 



LSU Athletics 

LSU Athletics Administration Building 102G 

Baton Rouge, LA 70803 

O: 225.578-5245 

F: 225.578-4799 

jcribbs@lsu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 4:07 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Re: Fwd: LSU Itinerary 

Isu schedule.pdf 

The game schedule is attached 

< < <Julie Domina 2/4/2013 4:01 PM > > > 
Hello all. I am very excited - opening week of our season. The girls have been working to get ready for this week for quite 

some time. We look forward to seeing you in the stands. 

Hope to see you all soon. I have attached an itinerary for you for our trip. Thanks and Go Heels! 

Coach P 

DonnaJ. Papa 



University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

F: ~919)-962-5105 

Website: w_~.~lol~eels.¢om 

Camps/Clinics: www.¢a rolinasoftballcam ps.¢om 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

20"12: ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONS * NFCA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE 

5 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS * 5 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR 

2 ACC PITCHERS OF THE YEAR * 2 ACC ROOKIES OF THE YEAR * 5 ACC PLAYERS OF THE YEAR 

"10 NCAA APPEARANCES * "1"1 ALL-AMERICANS * "1"1 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 





FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vv~inAD <kevin wintbropintelligence.com@mai1291 .us2.mcsv.net> 

Tuesday, Februao~ 5, 2013 6:27 AM 

Ille, Viucent G <ille@illinois.edu:> 

The Winthrop Note: BoM Executive Round Table - The Bowls, the Future, & Community 

O’Bannon v NCAA: Potential Financial 
Consequences of a Student-Athlete Trust Fund 

h~ o~r previo~s alticle examining Ed O’Bannon’s taws~it against the 

NCAA, we examined the iega~ and NC,%,~ legislative ~ssues that would 

adse out of a student-atMete I~cens~ng program. As the laws~t has 

progressed, the p~a~ntfffs have now advanced da~rns that lead us 

exp:o~e a new po~enflN 



Winthrop [r~elliger~¢e will host a "think tartly2 

NAODA conference ~n OHando. The focus wJl~ 

be o~ c~eat~ng d~scussk)n betwee~ senior ~hletic 

administrators and leading scho~m’s who conduct 

industry-focused ~esea~ch in th~s area. Drs. Chad Mc~voy from Syracuse 

U~versi[y and Ne~s Popp from Hl~ois Stab U~vers~[y, along w~h other scholars, 

wJl~ s~t down aild exchailge ideas with administrators a~d confer about key 

challe~ges in ge~erati[~g ~evenue for ~ntercolk~g~ate atMetic programs. The goat of 

the "~hink t~nk" is ~o facdkate pr~ctba~ research to he~p solve ~he stated 

chalbnges. The event ~s fo[ senbr ~dm~n~strators~ by indt~tion oniy~ and wi~i not 

be ope~ to members of the med~a. 

#~ this article, we examine [he so called 

"Catholic Seven," who rece~t]y 

announced a~ #~ten~on ~o sepa~a~e flom 

the %g East Conference to pursue a 

confe~e~ce framework with basketball as 

~ts top sports p~oper[y. ~e w~]l p~ov~de an 

examination of the seve~ institutions and 

a I~st of potential members that the 

Catholic Seven may consider adopting 

order to boost the cont~ge~t to a 12 

member 

Read 

Dennis Krarner AIR Study 

Lo~em ipsum debt sit amet, co[~sectetur 

adipiscing etiL Morbi semper sedates felis 

at vo&itpat Do[~ec eu mi ut refit p~etium 

atiquam. Sed vestibulum justo vi[ae toltor 

Iobe~tis consectetur. Atiquam vitae ipsum 

sere. Fusee eget tu~pis lorem, eu votutpat 



NCAA College ~’ootba~ Video 
Boars: Influence of Size on 
Attendance 

Along with new stadiums and major 

reno~ations, a common up,grade to the 

NCAA football experience no,A#adays ~s 

h~sta~]ing a b~gger stadium scoreboard 

screen. The scoreboards h~ FBS are 

predictably much bigger than in FCS, 

Chad ~cEvoy: Research Advisor 
for Winthrop Intelligence 

Statistician Nate Silver first drew attention 

for his ~,~,ork in predicting statistical 

outcomes in Major League Baseball, 

before Moneyball made it fashionable to 

do so, Mere recently, ¢5i~ver shiRed 

focus to politics, using data to predict 

recent e~ection results w~th uncanny 

success, ~n h~s new bes~sel~ng book= The 

Signal and the Noise: Why So Many 

Predictions Fa~--. bu~ Some Don’t, 

examines the challenges of prediction 

identifying the useful information and 

correct answers to a problem (the 

:=S~gnaI") wMle ~gnofing the ~rre~evant data 

and ~ncorrect answers (the 

What We’re Reading 

"[’he Nie~se~ Ratings 

Fast Facts about NCAA’s viewers and advertisers. 

~ajo~ Violations lbF the 

Howthe NCAA Can Apply the DoddoFrank Act to Reform its Own Corporate 

Men with no schofa~’ship repol1~ed the lowest levels of burnout among the three 

types (NoneiAcademiciAthfetic), whereas women with no type of scholarship 

reported the highest levefs of burnout, 

Findings indicate that aspects of the student-athletes’ perceptions of the coach- 

athlete relationship may change throughout the com~etitive season relative to the 

Schools are sta~ling to change thei~ attitudes regarding alcohol sales due to 

potent~a~ revenues and diminished s~ate kmd~ng, 



£ Ta~e of Two To~~amen~s 

The Red Cross Games and ttse Early HCAAoHIT Relationship 

Since senior athletic 1cadets ac~ess the 

count~y are using Win AD to their 

advantage, Phil Lar~des (Practice 

Leader fo~ Resea~c~ Se~v~ces-----hetpi~g 

college atMet~c administrators ~c~ease 

~evenue and make M9h-stakes decisions) 

~nv~ted conference commiss~o~els Amy 

Huchthausen of the America East 

Conference: R~ch EnsoF of ~he Me,re 

Atlantic At~s~efic Conference~ Jamie 

Zaninov~ch of the V&~est Coast 

Conference, and Kar~ Benson of ~he Sun 

Belt Conference to share their thoug~ts 

8ow~ Executive Rou~ Table: The 
Bovvls~ the Future, & Country, unity 

Phil Landes, Practice Leader for 

Research Sewice.% in ceilabe~atien with 

the FBA, sat down recently to discuss the 

state of the bowls with four ~o~sgtime bowf 

exec{~t~ves EF~c Pores of the O~ange Bowl, 

Steve Hogan of t]se Capital One Bo~,vL 

Bruce B~kowski of the Ho~day Bow~, and 

Jerry S~lveFste#~ o~ the GoDaddy~cem 

Bow~ to discuss the cur~ent and future 

s~ate o~ ~he Be,ryes and ~he~r ~mpact o~ the 

community. 



on leadership ~nd tech~ology~ 

A close~ look at some recent, unique con~rac~ temps Irom around ~he NCAA 

For February TWN, we 9o inside ~he cont~cts on Thad I’,,.~atta at Ohio State University and the 

~ew head football coach ai Oregon, ~,.~ark Helfricls, to look ai coach cow,tract clauses aroused 

compliance, in view of the rule coming into effect this fall ("The new structure becomes effective 

Aug. 1,2013’5: 

"[U]nder the ~ew structure~ ralher than focus on knowledge or the presumption of 

it, the bylaw will be amended to presume only responsibility. Accordingly, if a 

violation occurs, the head coach is presumed ~sponsible, and if he or she can’t 

overcome that presumption, charges will be ferthcomin.g." 

Ahead ol the implementation of this rule, some programs ate taking pro4~ctive approaches in 

com~oliance with head teach contracts. A~d then turn to ,:he relevant provisions. 

The Contracts: 

Thad Maria 

Failure by Coach to repor~ promptly to the Director and to the Office of Compliance Services in 

writing any violations or poten[ial violafions known to Coach of Governing Athle[ic Rules or 

University Rules including, but not limited to, those by Coach, the assistant coaches, r~ludent.~ or 

other pe~ons under the direct control or supervision of Coach, as determined by Ohio State. 

--Create written procedures "te ensure 1hat the foolball staff, including assistanl teaches, is 

monitoring the football program’s rules compliance." 

-Assign a football staff liaison to the compliance ,;:taft. 

-Dole.gale foolball staff members to "monitor specific areas of compliance" such as recruiting 

contacts, initial eligibility, amateurism and telephone contacts. 

-Regularly evaluate football staff members in their handling of cemloliance res~oonsibilities. 

&,lonito[ the football program’s ongoing compliance training and ensure that there is a plan in 

~olace "for discussion of important infermation". 

-Handle reporting lines Io[ [esolvin9 any NCAA rules issues, whether 

actual or potential. 

-Determine lines of communication to aled compliance staff of any potential issues regarding 

currenl players or recruils. 

-Hok~ regular meefings wi~h the football staff lo monitor compliance and make sure all reporfing 

avenues with the compliance slaff are "functioning properly". 

-Ensure his s[afi immediately brings "concerns or red flags related to potential NCAA viola[ions" 

to the attention of Oregon’s compliance staff. 

ge~ V",4 ~ AD ~he 



5 Reasons Why People Use [&1~’n AD 

1) Contracts--more reliable data, less ambiguity 

By providing access to thousands of source documents, our data is reliable, transparent 

and trusted, 

2) ~ncreased revenue 

The list of revenue optimization opportunities fer Win AD clients is lengthy, so let’s stick to 

two key examples: Our Guarantee games database allows you to see, without question, 

~he payout hislo~.’ el D-I teams in FB, MBB and 

3) Coach retention 

One of the main reasons a coach becomes dissatisfied in an o/he~,;’ise positive work 

environment, is a perception of being underpaid. That perception usually comes from 

questionable information. 

4} Save tinge ! money 

Saving time is an easy product attribute to convey. You can search through thousands ef 

coaches in seconds for benchmarking, active sea[ch or compensation analysis. 

5) Centra~ source of all critical financial data 

W#~ AD in constantly updated so you don’t have ~o repeat your own research and analysis 

time and again, because Win AD reflects the pace of change in the marketplace. 



Win AD is excited to announce hundreds of ~ew 990 tax fofms in our database, provid#~g new 

private compensatien data 

VVe also now olfer audiJed financial reports, Third-party audited financial sJaJernents cover a 

wealth of parameters beyond those set forth by the NCAA, W~th these repeals usei~ are provided 

a nuanced and granular view of even/thing from program profits from golf courses, to those from 

bookslores, 

This information allows for, in some cases, sport-by-sport comparisons and game-by-game 

data--ficke~ sabs fron’~ a non-conference game v~us a conference fiva~ game ~or example~ 

rather 1hart figures ~n aggregate~ 

We have added 3~},~0~ ~:e~trac~.s across the entire athletic system to help empower your decision 

making in 2012. Check it out to sae 1:o~ ,lOUrSeii. 

















From: Paul Pogge [ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 11:45:40 AM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: 2013 USA Basketball 3x3 Information 

Follow Lip Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver, 

2013 USA Basketball 3x3 Information.eml (2.0M) 

Travis Johnson from USA Basketball sent the attached information in advance of tomorrow’s call. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peacock. Christopher R <peacock@illinois.edu;, 

Tuesday, Febma~ 5, 2013 9:00 PM 

Squire, Rya~ R <Nuire@illinois.edtr~; Hle, Vince <ilIe@emaJd.~mc.edu> 

Julie Roe Lach 

h ttp:!/www.c b ss po r~s. co m/colleq efootball/bloq/d e n n is-d odd !2:t 65 J.87 4/n ca a-vice-p re sid e n t-a p p roved- payment-to-attorn ey-of-mia m i-booste r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 2:11 PM 

file, Vince <iHe@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

in case you didn’t see this one 

Athletic Departments Apply Disney Principles to Game Day 

A young boy attending an Arizona State University football game last fall slipped and 

skinned his knee. Nothing unusual about that, except for what happened next. An usher at 

Sun Devil Stadium flagged down Sparky, the ASU mascot, and introduced him to the child at 

a first-aid station. The costumed character promptly cleaned the wound, applied a bandage 

and escorted the boy to field level for a photo. 

Soon after, a copy of that snapshot arrived in the email inbox of Rocky Harris, ASU’s first- 

year senior associate athletic director for external relations. "The parent sent it to us and 

said it was a life-changing experience, because the kid wanted to leave the game and never 

come back," Harris says. "It was his first game, and instead he was now saying, ’1 want to go 

to every game.’ And it was something as small as using our mascot to put the Band-Aid on." 

Band-Aid? A year ago, Arizona State athletics officials were in need of a tourniquet. ASU 

had hemorrhaged nearly 50 percent of its football season-ticket holders over the previous 

five seasons, according to Harris. "It wasn’t as much about the product on the field as it was 

about how they felt they were treated as customers," he says. "So we saw a huge need to 

improve our customer service levels -- not just on game day, but our internal customer 

service with our employees was terrible, too. We didn’t treat each other the way we should 

have. We didn’t work as a team." 

8tstt’~ received plel=ty ot positive fet’~dback fiol~ fans iast football 

sesson (Photos co:.i£asy of Arizoi~a 8tste Ui~ivers}ty} 

Last April, a number of ASU officials flew to Orlando, Fla., for three days of meetings with customer service experts at Disney institute, the professional 

development arm of The Wait Disney Company. The trip, which was joined by ASU’s security and concessions partners, kicked off a three-month culture re- 

evaluation that involved Disney visiting Tempe for days of interviews and training with ASU’s entire senior staff on down to its frontline game-day personnel. 

Tangible results began to emerge. One hundred new employees replaced more than 60 who left to -- in Disney-speak -- "find their happiness elsewhere," 

says Harris, adding that only a few employees were let go. "We set different expectations and standards, and that doesn’t always sit well with people," Harris 

says. "We bring in people now with a service-first mentality. We hire people that we know can fit in with the new culture at ASU and the way we’re moving 

forward." 

That momentum is driven by the empowerment of employees to make on-the-fly decisions -- even if it means they comp admission to a couple of fans 

whose ticket order isn’t showing up in the computer system. "Everyone was afraid to solve problems, because they were afraid that there might be some 

retribution," Harris says. "We said, ’The customer comes first. Make the decision and then talk to us later, and we’ll deal with whatever you do to fix their 

problem, because we want to be a solutions organization from here on out.’ " 

Says Bruce Jones, programming director at Disney Institute, which has also worked with the athletic departments at Michigan State, Auburn and 

Tennessee, "That’s what we’re trying to help people understand, that no one really owns the customer, if you will, but someone always owns the moment 

with the customer. That empowers everybody at every level -- which is why we want to talk to them all -- to do what they can when the opportunity to make 

a difference presents itself, and then, of course, know what to do when the fan is in front of them. The difference is often very small, like providing directions 

or a welcome and a thank you. We’re not saying make instant dramatic leaps in service. We’re saying there are relatively straightforward things we can do 

that will change the fan experience." 

Many fan frustrations at ASU festered due to a lack of internal communication. For years, frontline staff had denied stadium entry to people carrying mini 

footballs, even though the keepsakes had been purchased through an ASU-partner vendor right outside the gates. Buyers were forced to either throw them 

out or walk them back to their cars. "We went to our operations department and added mini footballs to our list of items allowed in the stadium," Harris 

says. "They said it could be a projectile, but we were also handing out things -- flashlights and all sorts of weird stuff -- that could be used as projectiles, so 

it made no sense. We said, ’If it makes sense for the customer, it makes their experience better and it doesn’t cause any issues operationally, we need to 

just go ahead and fix it.’ " 

The public perception of ASU as fan-unfriendly, a reputation that had survived through two generations of Harris family alums, began to change almost 

overnight. During the 2012 football season, thousands of emails and calls poured into the athletic department from fans "just blown away by what we’ve 

accomplished in a short amount of time," says Harris, who spent 12 years in professional sports after graduation. "They saw changes. ’I’ve been dealing 

with the same line for years, and you made two lines to make it easier on me.’ Well, those little things go a long way for fans who have been frustrated for 20 

or 30 years." 

If the fan lasted that long. Early indications, though, point to an ebbing of ASU’s turnstile attrition rate. Six weeks into the football season-ticket renewal 

period, Harris reported that renewals were 10 percent ahead of last year’s benchmark. He’ll know for sure if the bleeding has fully stopped by mid-June, 

when the renewal period ends. And while he admits that a winning team in 2012 and a resulting bowl appearance are factors, Harris insists they’re not the 

only ones. "1 think the best thing that we did was train the third-party vendors, because they’re the ones who touch the customers," he says. "Nine out of 10 

of the emails or phone calls that I got were about a positive experience they had with one of them." 



The Disney experience differed a bit for Auburn, which welcomed institute representatives on campus for a one-day face-to-face with 40 athletic department 

staff members in May 2011, before a dozen or so AU staffers traveled to Orlando in March 2012. In between, a Disney rep attended an Auburn basketball 

game unbeknownst to frontline staff to assess the game-day experience. "He had a very positive experience," according to senior associate AD for external 

affairs Scott Carr. "We felt good about that, but at the same time you don’t ever want to just sit back and think that you’re doing it as well as you can." 

There was no internal or external customer-service crisis at Auburn, just a desire to dodge complacency. "We’re constantly focused on providing a positive 

game-day experience, because it’s one of our overall athletic department goals," along with winning, graduating student-athletes and complying with NCAA 

rules, Carr says. "We’re always looking at what we can do to improve." 

To that end, Disney returned last August to address a group twice the size as it had on its initial visit, including third-party concessions, custodial and transit 

personnel. 

Disney’s "backstage/onstage" approach left a firsthand impression on Carr, who was in the AU entourage that visited Orlando. "Their employees know that 

when they’re in the underground area at the Magic Kingdom where they do a lot of the foodservice, that’s backstage, and they’re able to operate a certain 

way when they’re down there. But as soon as they come through those doors to walk out on Main Street, they’re onstage, and the way that they look and 

how they interact with people has to change," Carr says. "A lot of times when you go to a sporting event, you may see a security person getting ready to 

check your ticket and he’s finishing up a bite of sandwich or something, you know?" 

Jones likens the 47-square-mile property that is Walt Disney World to a major city, or -- in terms of food, entertainment, transportation and sheer volume of 

visitors -- to the staging of three Super Bowls simultaneously each and every day. Consequently, Disney gets plenty of unsolicited feedback, too. "We have 

some of the best attractions and facilities in the world, but the letters from people are predominantly about how somebody, one of our cast members, 

treated them and the experience that he or she created for them. The letters are about the people and how they went out of their way," he says. "We want 

the guest to walk away thinking, ’That was memorable. It was magical. It was the experience of a lifetime.’ Those sorts of words are the results we’re looking 

for. But when we talk to our own internal business managers and our clients, we tell them, ’It’s not magic that makes it magical. It’s method.’ " 

Does an athletic department with eight home football games a year have to obsess (Jones’s word) over details to the same degree as a year-round theme 

park holding daily customer service meetings? "You can’t just put on an act and create an external service culture unless you’ve created an internal service 

culture that’s the same. So that makes it a 365-days-a-year proposition," Jones says. ’qf athletic departments make a day-in, day-out habit of providing 

greater service to each other and to fans, alumni and other community members, then it flows. It just becomes a natural extension to do so on game day." 

When told of how an usher and a mascot went out of their way for one little ASU fan last fall, Jones relishes the methodology for its simplicity and 

impact. "The one way that businesspeople all over the world would react to that is it didn’t cost a dime," he says. "It probably minimized any reaction to the 

skinned knee that could have happened from the child or the parent, and it probably maximized the opportunity to create a fan for life." 

http:/iwww.athleticbusiness.co m/articles/article.aspx?articleid=3958&zoneid=39 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to mail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Name 

First Middle Last 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? 

Permanent Address: 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

If providing a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

If providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" column. Please note that these funds will be applied first to tuition and fees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 

Compliance Office Section 

Eligibility CenterID’ ::IRL:~ ~J~ Yes No Admissions~ ~ ........ ~ Yes No 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 4:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

NACDA 

The NACDA Convention is at the Orlando Marriott World Center this summer, The Mentoring institute and NAAC (Compliance Branch) are both June 12 13, The convention 

runs through the 15th, but as we discussed, I don’t plan to stay the whole time. I think Molly said that Bubba is planning on going from the 11th to the 15th. 1will probably 

head down on the 11th and come back on the 14th. Let me know what you plan to do and maybe we can jump on the same flights, 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith W. Cook <kwcook@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2013 8:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

It was great to meet you 

VJnce, 

I wanted to again say it was great meeting you. It is always comforting to meet other folks that are transition to the new environment and succeeding. I still feel 

like I am getting my legs under me here, but everyone I met has been warm and welcoming. Look forward to seeing you at other events. Also I am at Rams Club at a 

minimum of every Monday, so if you schedule permits let me know and l’d enjoy swining by your office for a cup of coffee. 

Best Wishes 

Keith W. Cook, J.D. 

Associate Director of Gift Planning 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
208 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

(p) 93.9-843-3323_ 

(f) 93_9-962-2387 

kwcook@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 9:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: SA Transfer question 

Thanks Vince. T appreciate your help! 

ERICSTEFANSKI 
ASSISTANT SWIMMING COACH 

CAROLINA SWIM CAMP DIRECTOR 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Office: 919-966-1900 

Cell: 

Fax: 919-962-1603 
www.unc.edu 

www.goheels.com 

> > > "1lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 2/6/2013 9:43 AM > > > 

Coach, 

Please see the information provided by Barbara Polk below. Hope that helps. Please let me know if I can 
assist. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: SA Transfer question 

Vince, 

If he is going to be a competitive admit, he has to complete and submit the entire common application, UNC 



supplement and pay the fee or request a waiver no later than February 15th. His high school transcript, 

transcript and test scores (only if he is going to be a sophomore transfer) can come in a few days later but no later than 

March 1. 

Let me know if you need any additional information. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: FW: SA Transfer question 

Barbara, 

If the student referenced below is indeed a competitive admit, can you provide me any guidance regarding 
Coach Stefanski’ s questions below? Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Eric Stefanski [mailto:estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:46 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: SA Transfer question 

Vince, 

Hope all is well! 

We have a SA interested in transferring from          How much (all, just start, somewhere in between) of the 

application does he need to have completed prior to Feb. 15 so we do not have to have him use a transfer slot? I believe 

his grades are good enough and he has enough credits not to have to use one. 

Thanks for your help! 

ERICSTEFANSKI 
ASSISTANT SWIMMING COACH 

CAROLINA SW~M CAMP DIRECTOR 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 



Office: 919-966-1900 
Cell: 

Fax: 919-962-1603 
www.unc.edu 

www.goheels.com 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

EXAMPLE: PRE-ADVERSE ACTION LETTER 

(REPLACE WITH DEPARTMENTAL LETTERHEAD) 

<DATE> 

CONFIDENTIAL 

VIA REGISTERED MAIL 

<CANDIDATE NAME> 

<ADDRESS> 

<CITY, STATE ZI P> 

Re: UNC-Chapel Hill Application for <POSITION NUMBER OR TITLE> 

Dear <CANDIDATE NAME>: 

Pursuant to your written authorization, the University has obtained a consumer report (pre-employment 

background check <AND, IF APPLICABLE, DRIVER’S LICENSE CHECK>). North Carolina checks are 

completed through the University’s Office of Human Resources, and all out-of-state checks are completed 

through Castle Branch. 

If applicable, enclosed for your information is a copy of the consumer report provided to the University by 

Castle Branch and a copy of the document entitled "A Summary of Your Rights Under the Fair Credit 

Reporting Act" issued by the Federal Trade Commission. You may also find this information on the 

Internet at the following address: 

http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/pubs/consumer/credit/cre35.pdf 

The results of this check may prevent you from being hired for the position listed above. If you have any 

additional information you wish the University to consider, please contact Vanessa Ragland, Director of 

EPA Non-Faculty Human Resources at 919-962-1456 or vanessa_ragland@unc.edu within ten (10) 

calendar days from the date you receive this letter. 

Sincerely, 

<NAME 1(OR NAME 2)> 

<TITLE> 

(Enclosures) 

(06-26-2012) Equal Opportuni~ Employer 



Para informacion en espanoi, visite www~ftc.gov/credit o escribe a la FTC Consumer Response 
Center, Room 130-A 600 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20580. 

A Summary of Your Rights Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act 

The federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) promotes the accuracy, fairness, and privacy of 
information in the files of consumer reporting agencies. There are many types of consumer reporting 
agencies, including credit bureaus and specialty agencies (such as agencies that sell information about 
check writing histories, medical records, and rental history records). Here is a summary of your major 
rights under the FCRA. For more information, including information about additional rights, go 
to w~’.ftc.gov/credit or write to: Consumer Response Center, Room 130-A, Federal Trade 
Commission, 600 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20580. 

¯ You must be told if information in your file has been used against you. Anyone who uses 
a credit report or another type of consumer report to deny your application for credit, 
insurance, or employment - or to take another adverse action against you - must tell you, and 
must give you the name, address, and phone number of the agency that provided the 
information. 

You have the right to know what is in your file. You may request and obtain all the 
information about you in the files of a consumer reporting agency (your "file disclosure"). 
You will be required to provide proper identification, which may include your Social Security 
number. In many cases, the disclosure will be free. You are entitled to a free file disclosure if: 

¯ a person has taken adverse action against you because of information in your credit 
report; 

¯ you are the victim of identify theft and place a fraud alert in your file; 
¯ your file contains inaccurate information as a result of fraud; 
¯ you are on public assistance; 
¯ you are unemployed but expect to apply for employment within 60 days. 
In addition, by September 2005 all consumers will be entitled to one free disclosure every 12 
months upon request from each nationwide credit bureau and from nationwide specialty 
consumer reporting agencies. See www.ftc.,_,ov/credit for additional information. 

You have the right to ask for a credit score. Credit scores are numerical summaries of your 
credit-worthiness based on information from credit bureaus. You may request a credit score 
from consumer reporting agencies that create scores or distribute scores used in residential real 
property loans, but you will have to pay for it. In some mortgage transactions, you will receive 
credit score information for free from the mortgage lender. 

You have the right to dispute incomplete or inaccurate information. If you identify 
information in your file that is incomplete or inaccurate, and report it to the consumer reporting 
agency, the agency must investigate unless your dispute is frivolous. See www.fic.gov/crcdit 
for an explanation of dispute procedures. 

Consumer reporting agencies must correct or delete inaccurate, incomplete, or 
unverifiable information. Inaccurate, incomplete or unverifiable information must be 
removed or corrected, usually within 30 days. However, a consumer reporting agency may 
continue to report information it has verified as accurate. 



Consumer reporting agencies may not report outdated negative information. In most 
cases, a consumer reporting agency may not report negative information that is more than 
seven years old, or bankruptcies that are more than ! 0 years old. 

Access to your file is limited. A consumer reporting agency may provide information about 
you only to people with a valid need -- usually to consider an application with a creditor, 
insurer, employer, landlord, or other business. The FCRA specifies those with a valid need for 
aCCeSS. 

You must give your consent for reports to be provided to employers. A consumer 
reporting agency may not give out information about you to your employer, or a potential 
employer, without your written consent given to the employer. Written consent generally is 
not required in the trucking industry. For more information, go to www.fic.gov/credit. 

¯ You may limit "prescreened" offers of credit and insurance you get based on information 
in your credit report. Unsolicited "prescreened" offers for credit and insurance must include 
a toll-free phone number you can call if you choose to remove your name and address from the 
lists these offers are based on. You may opt-out with the nationwide credit bureaus at 

i-888-5-OPTOUT (1-888-567-8688). 

¯ You may seek damages from violators, ifa consumer reporting agency, or, in some cases, a 
user of consumer reports or a furnisher of information to a consumer reporting agency violates 
the FCRA, you may be able to sue in state or federal court. 

¯ Identity theft victims and active duty military personnel have additional rights. For more 
information, visit www.fic.gov/credit. 

States may enforce the FCRA, and many states have their own consumer reporting laws. In 
some cases, you may have more rights under state law. For more information, contact your 
state or local consumer protection agency or your state Attorney General. Federal enforcers 
are: 

TYPE OF BUSINESS: 

Consumer reporlJng agencies, creditors and others not listed below 

National banks, federal branches/agencies of foreign banks (word 
"National" or initials "N.Ao" appear in or after bank’s name) 

Federal Reserve System member banks (except national banks, 
and federal branches/agencies of foreign banks) 

Savings associations and federally chartered savings banks (word 
"Federal" or initials "F.S.B." appear in federal institution’s name) 

Federal credit unions (words "Federal Credit Union" appear in 
institution’s name) 

State-chartered banks that are not members of the Federal Reserve 
Syslem 

Air, surface, or rail common carriers regulated by former Civil 
Aeronautics Board or Interstate Commerce Commission 

Activities subject to the Packers and Stockyards Act, 192 t 

CONTACT: 
Federal Trade Commission: Consumer Response Center - FCRA 
Washington, DC 20580 1-877-382-4357 

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 
Compliance Management, Mail Stop 6-6 
Washington, DC 20219 800-613-6743 

Federal Reserve Consumer Help (FRCH) 
P O Box 1200 
Minneapolis. MN 55480 
Telephone: 888-851-1920 
Website Address: www.federalreserveconsumerhelp.gov 
Email Address: ConsumerHelp@FederalReserve.gov 

Office of Thrift Supervision 
Consumer Complainls 
Washington, DC 20552 800-842-6929 

National Credit Union Administration 
1775 Duke Street 
Alexandria, VA 22314 703-519-4600 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Consumer Response Center, 2345 Grand Avenue, Suite 100 
Kansas City. Missouri 64108-2638     1-877-275-3342 

Department of Transportation, Office of Financial Management 
Washington, DC 20590 202-366-1306 

Department of Agriculture 



I Office of Deputy Administrator- GIPSA 
Washington, DC 20250 202o720.7051 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

~uncaa.unc.edu] 
ThurSday, I£ebruary 07, 2013 11:09:54 AM 

CC: 

Subject: Re: Outreach - February 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Carolina Outreach February_ 2013 Final.docx (5.4M) 

Hello Everyone, 

Great to meet some of you last night! If you missed the meeting yesterday, here is another copy of 
the February Agenda in the attachment. 

We are so glad that everyone is collecting the toiletries and pop tops! That’s why we called it "All 
Athletics Engagements". We are planning to donate to our local communities next week. Carolina 
outreach also encourages you to put this GREEN way into every aspect of our lives. 

Also, Carolina Dreams spring schedule is officially nailed down: 
Men’s Basketbafl: Saturday, Feb 16th - Virginia [12pm] 
Women’s Lacrosse: Saturday, March 9- Virginia [3:30 PM] 
Men’s Lacrosse: Saturday, Mar 30th -John Hopkins [12 PM] 
Men’s Basebafl: Sunday, April 21st - Duke [2 PM] 
From the past experience, we found that it can bring more fun, if different teams host together. So if 
your team is interested to host any of the above events, please contact Meghan Lyons 
(~email.unc.edu). 

In this month, we are also working on some programs with local schools, who are looking for 
mentorship from our student-athletes. They are all listed in our agenda. Please feel free to contact 
Cricket or DanDan for details. A positive role model can be really important for young people! 

The Valentine’s Day is one short week away! This year, Carolina Outreach hope every team to do 
something special. Swimming and Diving team is making some lovely Valentine’s cards for Charles 
House. And, Track team wants to arrange a kids cart in the UNC hospital, bringing candies to kids 
there. We also think it will be really nice,if we can bring some cookies or cupcakes to Ronald 



McDonald House on Valentine’s Day. We know our teams can always create something amazing and 
deliver to communities! Looking forward to knowing your wonderful plans! 

Thank you for your time to read this email. Good luck to every team who has competitions on 
weekends. 
iServe, iLead, we are Carolina Outreach. Go Heels! 

Best. 

"Volunteers aren’t paid, not because they are worthless, but because they are priceless." 

>>>           2/5/2013 6:44 PM >>> 

Good Evening Everyone, 

The first meeting of this year will be tomorrow at 7pm. We will meet at 2nd floor Conference Room 
Louderm ilk Center. 

Come early, get seated and Food! Can’t wait to seeing everyone there! Have a wonderful evening :) 

Best, 

>>> 1/18/2013 12:04 PM >>> 

Hello Everyone! 

How’s your first week of classes? We are so glad to see the campus is populated again, and so ready 
to get everything done for this semester! 

The first thing we want to let everyone know about is the Toiletry Collection box is already set up in 
the second floor, Loudermilk. So during away games, you and your teammates can bring extra hotel 
toiletries back and drop in this box. Then we will collect them and donate to our local community. This 
will be just another great way to show our care to our communities. 



Additionally, the Carolina Outreach has a new promo video!! This "iServe iLead" video is already 
posted to the GoHeels.com (http:llwww.goheels.comllmediaPortallplayer.dbml? 
POPOUT= 1 &db_oem_id=3350&id= 1328805&catid=60211 &start=-1 ) 
Laura Escobar, who was a Women’s Lacrosse player and now works for the New Media, is huge 
helpful for us. We cannot make it without her help! So you can share this video with others, and let 
them know how to participate the Carolina Outreach! 

There are so many great programs for us to do this month. As far as I know, the UNC Cancer 
Hospital and Charles House are really looking forward to having some student-athletes coming to 
visit. Also, we are working on the schedule with the Habitat for Humanity. They should have some 
opening shifts for us this year. And some elementary schools are looking for some mentorship from 
our student-athletes. So please contact us if you are interested to do something or want to schedule 
some community activities for your team! 

We will still meet once a month this year, and it should always be the first Wednesday of each 
month. So our next meeting will be on February 6th (Wed) @7pm. Right now, we haven’t nail down 
the location for us to meet. But once it’s figured out, we will let everyone know about it! 

Hope everyone has a wonderful weekend, perhaps reflect on Holiday too. And good luck to every 
team that has competition this weekend! Go Heels! 

Best, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Squire, Ryau R <squire@illiuois.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 7, 2013 2:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Regional Seminar 

Vince-- 

Will you go to the NCAA regional seminar in Indy this year? Byron and I are getting ready to register and were wondering if you would be there. 

Thanks, 

Ryan 
Ryan Squire 

Associate Athletic Director - Compliance 

Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 

1700 South Fourth Street I Champaign, IL 61820 

Phone: 217.3335731 I Fax: 217.2449759 

http://w~^tw.athletics.illinois.eduicorn p lia nee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 4:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lacrosse gloves 

Vince, 

Check out this link, htt_t_t_t_t_t_t_t_~J: www.eba~281061291223~jsessionid=4FA135C07F0098CED88BDFBBB41C16A3? 

ru=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ebay.com%2Fsch%2Fi.html%3F from%3DR40%26 sacat%3D0%26 nkw%3D281061291223% 

26 rdc%3D1 

I spoke with Pat Myers and they are gloves the lacrosse team wore in 09-10. Pat said they also sold them at the camp 

store so it is very possible that someone who bought them at the store is now selling them. Since they were from 09-10 

only current seniors on the team, would have them and be able to possibly sell them. Although besides reaching out to 

the seller or asking all the senior to produce the gloves, I am not sure how to proceed from here. 

Let me know your thoughts, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 
Office 919.962.7851 ICell              ~ax 919.962.6002 

~ t~ompnance: The Carolina Wayl GoHeels.com I 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, February 8, 2013 11:59 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: [SAAC]: 3 Quick Action Items 

Happy Friday SAAC Members! 

Two quick add-ons to Meghan’s message below: 

Z, The first "TAB" Heels Together" event is this weekend~ 

Please come support Men’s and Women’s Fendng ~t the Duke ~nvitat~ona~ (~n Card Gym, Duke Campus) anyth~e from 9AM-~PM ~OMORROW and 

(In addRion~ for ~:hose sports who 5d:~l haw? not added a game to the calendar you can ~se the following link to do so: 

th 2. Honor Court applications are due this coming Monday, Februa~ ~ for anyone interested h~ app~yh~g, 

Have a great wee~end and hope to see everyone at the Duke fnv~ta~:ionaH 

Go Heeb~ 

Fl~m 

Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 11:30 AM 

Subject: Re: [SAAC]: 3 Quick Action Items 

I ti SAAC Members, 
Three quick updates/action-items post our last meeting [1/30]. Please feel free to reach out with any questions! 
Best of luck to all teams competing this weekend[ GO HEELS. 
Meg 

2. S-A MUSIC VIDEO SONG SUGGESTIONS 
We’re looking for song suggestions for the next big S-A video. Last years video was awesome, and we’d reaJly love to get every team involved again this year. The 

inspiration m~d request for participation will come quickly (after we nail down the latest "Tar Heel Jam" 2013 edition. Please forward any song requests to my email. 
and I will be spearheading and o~anizing this initia’dve. 

(Some of you may have received a Google Form from me already aIx)ut this. Either way of submitlJng your song requests is wonderful.) 



3. Note from 
"Our SALSC group has plans for a week-long service "trip to New Orleans July 8-14. Malia Cali l’rom UNC Track mad Field is spearlaeading it." 
http: /Twww.salsc~org/page/our-current-mis~ion--new-orleans 
Contact        :~jefiians~n.com) or           ~email.unc.edu) if interested in this opportunity. 

On Jan 18, 2013, at 5:56 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

SAAC Members, 

Hope you all had a great week! I wanted to reach out to anno~mce our next m person SAAC meeting on Wednesday, J anus" 3~h at 7pm on the 3t-d floor of the Loudem~ilk Center. 

Di*me~ wi~ be seared. Please let tile tile o~ Cricket ktlow if you a~e ~xable to a/tend and if you have any agenda items. 

A few ~genda items before the meeting: 

i. ACC SAAC Conference Call KVe~esday~ Jm~u~- ZSrd, 12 ] 2:45 PM 

Plebe let me h~ow if you are interested m~d avmlable to hop on this call I can fom-ard you an agenda a~d loDon information. 

2. In Pemon ACC S~MKC Meefin~ Th~sday, April 4-5, Greensboro, NC 

Plem~e contact me if you are interested in ~ttenNng this ~o day conference at the ACC Headquartet~ in Greensboro, NC Travel and hotd accot~od~tions ~re provided by the ACC. 

3 Student Meetm~ with DASPSA CanNdates 

BIG thm~ you to those who met with the each of the three visifng cm~didares for the Director of Acadermc Support Progr~ for Student~thletes posifon over the past few weeks. I’d love to hear 

the thoughts of dl who pamclpared in this process, to prowde to the search cor~ttee, rye sent a fo~ to lhose who pa~icipated. I encour~ you to fill tNs out ~ soon ~ possible, ond I 

include tt~ese responses in a fo~a~l report. Your feedback is important. Please let me know if you Nd not receive this form, and I will get it to you ASAP. 
4. Fill out Google Doc fo~ Fleece Si7~ (if you haven’t alrea@ ~t: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc:kcy OAhXv96peSJ3sdDBiN21DeDAxSTc4UOfiX3M5RFItNnc 

5. Fi~ out the AIJ ~’p~r~ : ~., ,~q~;er 

Cricket posted m the S~M~kC Facebook ~oup. If you don’t h~ve access to tNs ~oup, please let *ne or Cricket M~ow a~d we will be sure to add you ASAP, or fo~ow up with you inc~viduNly to co~t 

your vote. We will be maNng tbe final decision for tills at the next meeting. 

*~e2o//@rz~z: are: Memo~al Hall [~nner before in Lenoir], MemofiN Hall [desserts aRer], Smith Center [dinner], MemofiN HM1 [no dinne0, MemofN ttall [appenzers on front l~wn] 

6 Spring Spo~ts 

If you h~ven’t dreacty, please start thmMng ~bout which g~me you woNd like us to HIGHMGHT ~ your "’~’~ }~eels ’i’c~g<?~h~ r, S~’ad~mt At]al~t~ ; ~’a!?~o:~mg ~;taad<?~t At}~iet~ s;’; game. We’d ~ke to t~, 

and get this pro~am up and nmning this spring. ~D~en you’ve decided, please emml myself or Cricket w~fl~ tt~e date so we can be sure to promote it. I’ve ~eated a spreadsheet ~ith each of the 

spring spo~*s~ Mfid~ you c~ access here to sub~fit yore" date and see Mfid~ g~es the other spri~ sports hawe d~osen. 

Enjoy the long weekend.. ~nd stay 

GO tlEELS. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, February 8, 2013 12:55 PM 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Draft Re-appointment Letter 

Re-Appointment letter(FootballAssistantCoaches)2013DRAFT.February2013.doc 

Vince, 
Attached is the draft of the re appointment letter template. Some of the wording may change slightly, 

but for the r~ost part this should suffice for what Coach Fedora wants to do. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Hope this helps, 

Joyce 



CONFIDENTIAL 

DATE 

N AME 
Football Office 
Kenan Football Center 
CAROLINA CAMP US 

Dear 

I am pleased to inform you that the appropriate University offices have approved your re- 
appointment to the position of Assistant Football Coach in the Department of Athletics. 
Under the "EPA Non-Faculty Employment Policies of UNC-Chapel Hill," your position is 
classified as Instructional Staff: Your re-appointment is conditional on your signed 
acceptance of the terms and conditions stated in this letter, and the: terms and conditions set 
out in the "EPA Non-Faculty Appointee Certifications and Conditions of Employment" 
(Form AP-2a) document, which you have already signed and returned to this office during 
your initial employment process. 

Your term of employment is for a term of              ( ) years and            () 
months, beginning DATE and ending DATE. Your salary will be $__per year based 
on a regular work schedule of 1.0 FTE and xvill be reviexved annually. The Department of 
Athletics is responsible for initiating any increases in your salary, and any salary adjustments 
or one-time supplemental payments arc: entirely subject to relevant legislative action, and the 
salary increase or budgetary guidelines issued by UNC General Administration as well as 
required departmental and campus administrative approvals. 

Your employment vvill be subject to the "Employment Policies for EPA Non-Faculty 
Research Staff, Instructional Staff, and Tier 1111 Senior Academic and Administrative Officers 
of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill" as defined in those policies as originally 
adopted and as they mW be periodically revised. A copy of the policies currently in effect is 
enclosed with this letter and is also available at any time by consulting the University’s Office 
of tiuman Resources web site (hr.unc.edu). Under current policy, you are entitled to 24 days 
(192 hours) per year of annual leave, and 12 days (96 hours) per year of sick leave for 
full-time service, and both amounts are pro-rated for part-time schedules provided you 
maintain a half-time schedule or greater. Up to 30 days (240 hours) of annual leave may be 
carried fol~vard from calendar year to year with any excess balance converted to sick leave at 
year-end. Please note that at the time your appointment may end, your leave payout is 
determined based on xvhether you have more or less than 2 years of leave-earning service 
with local or state government within North Carolina. Sick leave is not paid out at 
appoinm~ent’s end. 

You shall have such duties, responsibilities, and obligations as are assigned to you from time: 
to time by the Head Football Coach and/or the Director of Athletics. The University 



reserves the right to adjust your duties from time to time during the period of your 
employment, but such duties shall always be consistent with those typically assigned to FBS 
football coaches. 

Please be advised that you are required to abide by all applicable NCAA, ACC, and 
UniversiD- rules. You are responsible at all times for being knowledgeable of, and assuring 
that you conduct yourself in compliance with, all applicable gove.ming constitutions, by-laws, 
legislation, rules, policies, interpretations, and regulations of the NCAA, the’. ACC, and the 
University. You must immediately advise the Department of Athletics’ Compliance Office if 
you have reason to believe that violations have occurred or will occur, and you must 
cooperate fully in any investigation of possible violations conducted or authorized by the 
NCAA, the ACC, and/or the University at any time. 

Should you accept employment with another institution or entity during your term of 
appointment, your appointment vvill cease: and your University employment will terminate 
on the earlier of the dates that your employment with such other institution or entity is made 
public or the date such employment begins, and you will receive only that compensation due 
to you from the Universi~ through such termination date. You will also be subject to the 
provisions in Attachment II of this letter. 

Special Provisions Regarding Supplemental Pay 

In addition to your annual salary: 

Should the foothall team participate in post-season play and should you coach in that 
game, you will receive a supplemental payment for increased responsibilities 
equivalent to one-twelfth of your then current annual salau, as recommended by the 
Head Coach and approved by the Director of Athletics. 

An additional supplement may be awarded from the Pope Endowment, in an 
amount deemed appropriate by the Director of Athletics and in accordance with the 
prerequisites set forth in the endowment provisions. 

You may also be eligible to receive supplemental compensation t-or additional duties 
as allowed by University compensation policies, upon recommendation of the head 
football coach and approved by the Director of Athletics and appropriate: University 
o~fices. 

As provided in the University’s Employment Policies for EPA Non-Facul~ Employees, 
your appointment may be terminated at any time: for "Cause." Cause is defined in 
Attachment I to this appointment letter. 

Please be advised that, as required by NC~%5 regulations (Bylaw 11.2.2) and University 
policy,, you are required to receive: prior written approval for all external professional 
activities for pay, which includes any athletically-related income and benefits from sources 
outside the institution. 



All materials including, xvithout limitation, recruiting records, team information, films, 
and/or statistics furnished to you by the University, or developed by you on behalf of the 
University., or at the University’s direction in connection with your employment by the 
University, are and shall remain the sole property of the University. To the extent that the 
University Copyright Policy confers on you any ownership interest in such materials, by your 
signature below you irrevocably assign all your rights, tide, and ownership in such materials 
to the: University. If the: University requests the return of such materials at any time during, 
at, or after the termination of your employment, you shall immediately return the same to 
the University, along with any other University property or propert3i made available to you 
by the University that is then in your possession. 

The Department’s Mission Statement and its statement on Principles of Operation both 
clearly outline a commitment to academic success (copies attached). We all want academic 
and athletics success for our program, and I know that you will uphold the: University’s 
commitment to academic standards, requirements, and policies, and promote an 
environment in which admissions, financial aid, academic services for student-athletes, and 
recruiting can be conducted consistently with the University’s mission and our departmental 
statements. Consistent with that commitment, and as a condition of your appointment, 
please si~ the attached copies of the I)epartment’s Confidentiality Statement and the 
Department’s Certification of Ethical Conduct, both of which are attached to this letter, to 
indicate your present and future compliance with the terms of those documents. 

Please indicate your acceptance’, of the conditions of your appointment as described in this 
letter by signing and dating the enclosed copy of this letter and returning it to Joyce 
Dalgleish no later than two (2) weeks from the date of this letter. 

We are pleased with your affiliation with the Carolina athletics program. 

Yours truly, 

Lawrence R. Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

Enclosures 

cc: Larry Fedora, Head Football Coach 
Office of Human Resources 

Acknoxvledgement by Employee: 

Signed: Date: 



Attachment I to Appointment Letter for NAME 

The, University may terminate this appointment for Cause at any time upon ~vritten notice to 

the Coach. For purposes hereof, "Cause)’ shall mean the follo~ving: 

material failure to perform any of the duties specified in the appointment letter, 

as they may subsequently be amended in the’, discretion of the, Department of 

Athletics; 

a violation by the Coach, or knowing participation by the Coach in a violation, or 

a violation which the Coach condoned, of a NCAA regulation or bylaw, or of an 

ACC regulation or byla~v, or of a policy of or applicable to the University. For 

purposes of this Section, whether or not a violation has occurred shall be 

reasonably determined in the sole discretion of the University after its review of 

the rele.vant ffacts and circumstances; 

(c) conviction by the Coach of any felony or any crime that involves dishonesty, or 
behavior by Coach that displays a continual or serious disrespect t-or the integrity 
and ethics of the University; 

any other material breach by Coach of the terms of this _,’\g~eement or of 
University policy; or 

(e) any of those causes specified in Section VH[.1 of the: Emp/q)’mevt PohciesforEPA 
No~-Faculty Research Stq~, I,~st~uctio~al Stq~, a~d Tier II Se~ior Academic a~d 
Admivisiraiiue Oj~’ce~s ojlhe Uvia’erd/y of Ninth Caroh)ra at Chapd Hill, attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference, as such F, mployment Policies ,nay 
be amended from time to time. 

In the event of a termination of Coach t-or "Cause," the University’s sole obligation 
to Coach shall be payment of his compensation earned from the University through the date 
of such tel~mmtion, and any eligible leave payout as afforded under the University’s EPA 
Non-Faculty employee policies. 

Any process to terminate Coach for Cause shall be conducted in compliance with all 
relevant University policies. 



Attachment II to Appoin~nent Letter for NAME 

Liquidated Damages Paid to University on Termination by Coach Without Cause: 

Coach recognizes that his promise to work for University for the entire term 
of this Agreement is an essential consideration in University’s decision to 
employ him as Assistant Foothall Coach. Coach also recognizes that the 
University is making a highly valuable investment in his continued 
employment by entering into this Agreement and its investment would be 
lost or diminished were he to resign or other~vise terminate his employment 
as Assistant Foothall Coach with University prior to the: expiration of this 
Agreement. That said, Coach may terminate this Agreement for any reason 
upon written notice to University. 

In the: event that Coach terminates his employment with the University 
without cause from I)ATE through DATE, then Coach shall pay University 
liquidated damages in lieu of any and all other legal remedies or equitable 
relief in an amount equal to           thousand dollars ($           ). 

In the: event that Coach terminates his employment with the University 
without cause from DATE through DATE, then Coach shall pay University 
liquidated damages in lieu of any and all other legal remedies or equitable 
relief in an amount equal to           thousand dollars ($           ). 

In the event that Coach terminates his employment with the University 
without cause from DATE through DATE, then Coach shall not be required 
to pay University liquidated damages in lie.u of any and all othe.r legal 
remedies or equitable relief. 

Payment of the total amount determined pursuant to Sections (b) or (c) shall be made by 
Coach, or Coach’s designee, in a lump sum within ninety (90) day’s after the effective date of 
Coach’s termination of the Agreement. 

(e) The parties have bargained for and agreed to the liquidated damages 
provisions set forth in the Agreement II, ~ving consideration to the 
following: The parties acknowledge that the University will incur 
administrative, recruiting, resettlement and other costs in obtaining a 
replacement Coach in addition to potentially increased compensation costs 
and loss of ticket, broadcast or other revenues and fan and donor support, 
which damages arc: difficult to determine with certainty. Therefore, the 
parties have agreed upon this liquidated damages provision and further agree 
that the liquidated damages provided for herein are reasonable in amount 
and not a penalty.. 

Coach shall have the right to terminate this Agreement for cause without the 
necessity of his payment of the amounts contemplated in Section (b) or (c) 
above if there is a failure by the University to pay or to provide for the 
payment on a timely basis of the amounts due Coach under this Agreement, 



and the University fails to cure such breach within ten (10) business days of 
the Coach’s providing written notice to the Director of Athletics and 
Chancellor. 

The parties agree that Coach shall be required to notify the Director of 
Athletics and Chancellor prior to engaging in discussions with other 
institutions through their representatives or agents, including discussions 
related to offers of administrative opportunities at other educational 
institutions. The University may waive the liquidated damages required 
hereunder in the event that Coach obtains a new position that constitutes a 
promotion, as determined in the discretion of the Director of Athletics and 
the tiead Coach. For purposes of this provision, the following positions will 
be considered a promotion: 

ttead Coach (Collegiate: or Professional) 
Offensive: or Defensive Coordinator (Collegiate or Professional) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Saturday, February 9, 2013 9:58 AM 

Drug Inquiry Focuses on Athletes’ Ties to Team at University of 
Miami 
[-’.sy MICHAEL S, SCHMiDT a~d STEVE EDER 

The U ~fiversit/,. of 5J.iami named its baseball stadium after Ya~.keusthird baseman Aiux Xudr’:g~ez after he donated $3.9 million to renovate the field. 

One of baseball’s premier hitters, Ryan Braun, played for the universit7 from 2oo3 to 2oo5 before leaving to begin his professional career. The 

.;.,5..{?~!~i:?.!~;~:~:¢!..~{.~?.~.i!;!!~;a!.~! star pitcher Gio Gonzalez calls an assistant for the university’s baseball team his "off-season strength coach." 

These three plwers and at least five other people with ties to the universit7 have been cited on documents frotn an anti-aging clinic under investigation 

by Major League Baseball for providing plwem with performance-enhancing drugs. The connections have compelled the major leagues’ investigators 

to train their focus on the university’s baseball program, which they suspect is a nexus of performance-enhancing drug use. 

The documents, which include billing and medical records, indicated that several plwers received performance-enhancing drugs from a clinic director. 

The documents also indicated that the strength and conditioning coach for Miami’s baseball team, Jimmy Goins, received banned substances from the 

dinie. 

In a written statement, the university said it was "aware of media reports regarding one of our employees, and an intensive review is under way." The 

university would not confirm reports that Goins had been fired or suspended in the wake of the allegations. 

The N.C.A.A., the governing bo@ for college sports, declined to comment. The university’s athletic program is already under investigation by the 

N.C.A.A. for allegations that a booster gave hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash, as well as other benefits, to dozens of Miami athletes. 

The medical records were published last week by the weeldy newspaper Miami New Times, which said it obtained the documents from a fom~er 

employee of the clinic, Biogenesis. The documents have not been independently authenticated by The New York Times. 

For decades, the University of Miami has had one of the nation’s most successful baseball programs, winning four national championships since ~989 

and producing more than a hundred peofessional players. The Hurricanes have qualified for the N.C.A.A. tournament a record 4o consecutive seasons. 

Baseball officials said they had been focused on the university’s ties to the clinic and steroid distribution since last summer. 

According to Miami N ew Times, Goins’s name was found on multiple client lists belonging to a director of the clinic, Anthony Bosch. In one entry, 

from Dee. 14, 9o11, Bosch wrote that he was selling Anavar, testosterone and a Winstrol/B-l~ mix to Goins for $4oo a month, according to the 

newspaper. An entw from a year later noted the sale of growth hormone and testosterone to Goins, the newspaper said. 

The clinic, Biogenesis, was located in an office building in Coral Gables, Fla., a short walk across U.S. i fronl Alex Rodriguez Park and the Universit7 of 

Miami. Bosch has long ties to Coral Gables. His father, Pedro Publio Bosch, has been a physician there for decades. 

Through a lawyer, Anthony Bosch has denied the claims, and several of the players whose names appeared in the article have issued statements 

dewing involvement. 

According to a University of Miami athletics Web site, Goins is an assistant strength and conditioning coach and also works with the track and field 

program. He previously worked at the University of San Diego and at two Olympic training sites, according to the site. 

Although Goins primarily worked with the university’s athletes, he also worked with players alrea@ in the major leagues, including Gonzalez, who did 

not attend Miami. According to a post on Gonzalez’s Instagram page, he worked with Goins as recently as three months ago. 

On the page, Gonzalez ~{:{{~}:~t~!.i:t..~?.!~{{:{~{?..!;!f.]:~.i!.!.‘...?*~‘~.i‘.:‘:!.!.~.}~!.i!~., who was wearing a University of Miami baseball T-shirt. "My off-season strength coach 

Jimmy Goins," Gonzalez wrote. 

Gonzalez has denied using performance-enhancing drugs and has never been suspended for testing positive for the substances. His father has said that 

he consulted Bosch in the hopes of losing weight. 

The web of players connected to the clinic extends beyond high-profile players like Rodriguez, Braun and Gonzalez. 

Two of Braun’s Miami teammates, including one who was his roommate, were tied to the clinic in a report by Yahoo Sports on Tuesday. Another 

player tied to the clinic, catcher Yasmani Grundal, played for Miami from 9oo8 to 9010. Last November, he was suspended for testing positive for a 

banned substance. 

In addition to players tied to the clinic, the university’s baseball team has had issues with performance-enhancing drugs. Frank Ratdiff, an infielder 



who started 52 games for Miami in 2OLO, was arrested that year for selling marijuana to an undercover police officer on Miami’s campus. The 

authorities then searched his apartment and found 19 vials of human growth hormone, a banned substance. The university suspended him indefinitely. 

It was not clear how Major League Baseball’s investigators, who are scouring the Miami area for evidence that the players used drugs, will work with 

the university in their investigations. The investigators need documentation and testimow that ties the players to the use of the substances, and it does 

not appear the universi~ has that information. 

A spokesman for Major League Baseball declined to cotmnent. 

Miami’s baseball program achieved national prominence in the 197os and ’8os under the lon~ime coach Ron Fraser, a prodigious fund-raiser and 

promoter who won 1,271 games over 3o seasons and led the Hurricanes to N.C.A.A. titles in 1982 and 1985. Fraser, who died last month, saved the 

program from elimination in 1972 by organizing a benefit headlined by the Hall of Famer Stan Musial. The university dropped basketball instead. 

Fraser raised the money for a modern facility with artificial tuff, unheard-of at the time. Mark Light Stadium opened in 1973 and was renamed Mark 

Light Field at Alex Rodriguez Park after Rodriguez, who played high school ball in South Florida, financed the renovations in 9oo3. Rodriguez 

committed to play at the university while in high school but wound up signing a contract with the Seattle Mariners instead. 

Pat Borzi con 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McPhee, Sarah E <shalm@illinois.edu’- 

Monday, Februao~ 11, 2013 9:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Regional Rules Seminar Confirmation 

From: Registrations [mailto:registrations@planningpoint.net] 

Sent-" Monday, February :Lt, 20:13 8:30 AM 
To; McPhee, Sarah E 
Subject." Regional Rules Seminar Confirmation 

Please send questions about the regional rules seminars to reqionalrules@ncaa.orq. 
For hotel questions, contact Bridget Fuller at bridqet@shortstravehcom. 

Thank you For submitting your registration. Please print this page For your records. The confirmation code may 
be used For updating this Form. Your registration and accommodations are confirmed. 

Additional information regarding Regional Rules Seminars is available on the NCAA’s Web paqe. Presentation 
materials will be posted on the Regional Rules Seminars Web page by the beginning of May. A reminder email 
with your hotel information and other seminar information will be sent via email closer to the event date. 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Registration ID 

Confirmation Code 

Attendee 

Submitted 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

2033 

GMIJLL 

Indianapolis, IN Seminar, June 4-7 - Division I 

Monday, February 11, 2013 at 8:29 AM CST 

First Name * Sarah 

Last Name * NcPhee 

Email Address * shahn@illinois.edu 

Title * Compliance Administrator 

Organization * University of Illinois, Champaign 

Business Phone * 217-265-0733 

Fax Number 217-244-9759 

Mailing Address 1 * 1700 S Fourth St 

City * Champaign 

State * IL 

Zip Code * 61820 

SESSIONS/ACTIVITIES 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 

2:15 to 3:15 p.m. Division I Two-Year College Transfers - Location: Indiana 

3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Division I Athletics Personnel - Location: Marriott 5 

4:45 to 5:45 p.m. Division I Recruiting: Camps, Clinics and Tryouts - Location: Marriott 5 

6:30 to 9 p.m. Welcome Reception - Location: Grant Ballroom Brand Building NCAA National OFFice 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 

8 to 9 a.m. Division I Rules Working Group: Where We Are Now - Location: Marriott 5 

9:15 to 10:15 a.m. Division I New Legislation - Location: Marriott 5 

10:30 to 11:30 a.m. 

lto2 p.m. 

2:15 to 3:15 p.m. 

3:30 to 4:30 p.m. 

4:45 to 5:45 

Friday, June 7, 2013 

8 to 9 a.m. 

9:15 to 10:15 a.m. 

10:30 to 11:30 a.m. 

Division I Rules Working Group - Bylaw 11 Athletics Personnel - Location: Marriott 5 

Division I Rules Working Group - Bylaw 14 Eligibility - Location: Marriott 5 

Division I Rules Working Group - Bylaw 13 Recruiting - Location: Marriott 5 

Division I Rules Working Group - Bylaw 12 Amateurism - Location: Marriott 5 

Division I Rules Working Group - Bylaw 16 Awards, Benefits and Expenses - 
Location: Marriott 5 

Division I Rules Working Group/Enforcement Working Group Joint Session - 
Location: Marriott 7-10 

Division I Rules Working Group - Bylaw 17 Playing and Practice Seasons - Location: 
Marriott 7-10 

Division I Four-Year College Transfers - Location: Marriott 5 

HOTEL INFORMATION 

Will you need hotel accommodations? 

Rooms * 

Check In & Out Date * 

Room 1 

Guest * 

Additional Requests 

Yes 

1 

Wed, Jun 5, 2013 to Fri, Jun 7, 2013 

Indianapolis Marriott Downtown - Standard - rate is 
$165.00 plus 17% tax per night 

Sarah McPhee 

None 



Payment Option ~ 

Full Cardholder Name 

Card Number ~ 

Card Expiration ~ 

Visa 

Sarah McPhee 

8/20~.4 

Powered By PlanningPoint: - @2008 to 20:[3 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher [rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Monday, February 11,2013 5:39:25 PM 
Paul Pogge 
Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo 
Fwd: Scan From M475 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
ATT00001. htm (216B) 
ATT00002. htm (168B) 
image001.1ong (10.6K) 
scan.pdf (2.1 M) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Will Webb" <VWVebb@charlottecollegiatefootball.orq> 
To: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Scan From M475 

Per our discussion! 

Will Webb 
P (704) 644-40481 M, 
4725 Piedmont Row Drive I Suite 200 I Charlotte, NC 28210 
www.accfootballcharlotte.com<http://www.accfootballcharlotte.com/> I 
www. belkbowl, com < http://www, bel kbowl, com/> 

[Description: cid: image001, png@01CD05F0.12C20E DO] 

From: adm inistrator@charlottecolleqiatefootball.org 
[mailto:adm inistrator@charlottecollegiatefootball.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 5:09 PM 
To: Will Webb 
Cc: adm inistrator@charlottecolleqiatefootball.org 
Subject: Scan From M475 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 8:45 PM 

Yakola, Amy <ayakola@theacc.org>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2012 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Fall Sports 

Vince - Spencer got all the forms submitted for this year. Whose name should the ACC enter in place of Robert Mercer 

moving forward? 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Yakola, Amy [mailto:ayakola@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 5:27 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: 2012 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Fall Sports 

Rick, 

Thanks for your help and sorry for any confusion on our end. 

I will still need to switch out the main Academic Advisor contact on the internal database so when you can 

provide the contact information for that individual I would appreciate it. 

Thanks, Amy 

Amy Ya ko la 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Public Relations and Marketing 

4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

aya kola @t heacc.org 

Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: Yakola, Amy 
Subject: RE: 2012 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Fall Sports 

Amy, 

Spencer Wellborne tells me he has sent you everything you need. Please let me know if there is anything we need to 

turn in that we have not. Sorry about the delay due to the mixed up email address. 

Rick 



From: Yakola, Amy [mailto:ayakola@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 08, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, Steve; Beth Miller; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: 2012 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Fall Sports 

As a follow up to the AII-ACC Academic Team email, below is the oril~inal email to nominate for ACC Scholar- 

Athletes of the Year. Thanks for your help in advance! 

Amy Ya ko la 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Public Relations and Marketinl~ 

4512 Weybridl~e Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

aya kola @t heacc.org 

Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 

From: Yakola, Amy 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: Blake James (biames@miami.edu); Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu); Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); 
Craig Littlepage (ckl9e@v!rg!n!a,edu); Dan Radakovich (drad@clemson.edu); Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); Jim 
Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Griffin 
(l~qriffin c@athletics.~atech.edu); Randy Spetman (rsl~etman@fsu.edu); Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu); Barbara 
Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbq@wfu.edu); Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); 
Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@vircjinia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); 
Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Lisa Rudd (!rudd@vt.edu); Lori Ebihara (!eb!hara~umd.edu); Michelle Lee 
(michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.~latech.edu); 
Vanessa Fuchs (~admin.fsu.edu); Annabelle Myers (~ncsu.edu); Art Chase 
(chasea@duaa.duke.edu); Chris Cameron (cameroch@bc.edu); Chris Freet (c.freet@miami.edu); David Smith 
(vtsid@vt.edu); Dean Buchan (dbuchan@athletics.~atech.edu); Elliott Finebloom (efinebloom@fsu,edu); Jim Daves 
(jimdaves@virqinia.edu); Rick Steinbacher (rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu); Steve Kirschner (stevekirschner@unc.edu); 
Steve Shutt (shuttsj@wfu.edu); Tim Bourret (btimoth@clemson.edu); Zack Bolno (zbolno@umd.edu); Adrien Harraway 
(ah4nb@virginia.edu); Carrie Leger (carrie leqer@ncsu.edu); Chris Uchacz (cuchacz@umd.edu); David Wyman 
(d.wyman@miami.edu); Dr. Dard Miller (dard.miller@bc.edu); Heather Ryan (hryan@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Caldwell 
(caldweih@wfu.edu); Jermaine Holmes (ieholmes@vt.edu); Phyllis M. LaBaw (plabaw@athletics.qatech.edu); Rebecca 
Bowman (rbowman@clemson.edu); Robert Mercer (rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu); ’Shelia Meek (ssm2b@virginia.edu)’; Steve 

Duzan (sduzan@admin.fsu.edu) 
Cc: Finn, Mike; Morrison, Brian; Phillips, Steve; Ufnowski, Amy; Lane, George; Zoller, Char; Finch, Nora Lynn; Pierce, 
Kris; Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald 
Subject: 2012 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Fall Sports 

2012 A~’~" Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Fall Sports 

January 17, 2013 

TO: ACC Athletics Directors 

ACC Academic Advisors 

ACC Senior Woman Administrators 

ACC Sports Information Directors 

FROM: Amy Yakola, Senior Associate Commissioner, Public Relations & Marketing 



RE: 2012 ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Nominations - Fall Sports 

Men’s Cross Country 

Women’s Cross Country 

Field Hockey 

Volleyball 

Men’s Soccer 

Women’s Soccer 

Attached please find the nomination forms for the 2012 Fall Sports Scholar-Athlete of the Year. The nomination forms 

are being sent to the Athletic Directors, Academic Advisors, Senior Woman Administrators and the Sports Information 

Directors. 

The final nomination for the Scholar-Athletes of the Year must come from the Athletic Director’s office. 

The selection of the various Scholar-Athletes of the Year will be made by a committee appointed by the Commissioner 

and headed by the Senior Associate Commissioner, Public Relations & Marketing. 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 

1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 

2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 

3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during the last two semesters 

(Spring 2012 and Fall 2012). 

4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

A form is enclosed for each sport’s nomination. I ask that you forward your nomination only to my attention. Once 

nominations are received, the Scholar-Athlete of the Year recipient will be selected and announced by the conference 

office. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY NOMINATIONS~ PLEASE E-MAIL ME FOR THE RECORD THAT YOU HAVE NO 
NOMINATIONS. 

Please submit your nominees by Wednesday~ February 6~ 2013. If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to 

contact me. 

Amy Ya ko la 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Public Relations and Marketinl~ 

4512 Weybridl~e Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

ava kola @t heacc.org 

Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, February :12, 20:13 3:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Jeff Janssen Contract 

RE_ Jeff Janssen Contract.msg 

FY~ 

Just got this email yesterday from VV]II. Looks like it went to his junk mail when I sent it a while back. He is going to review and get back to me. 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 

Tim Elmore <dmelmore@gromngleaders.com~ 

Wednesday, Februa~ 13, 2013 7:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Winning 

Dear Vince, 

Hope you are well and geared up for the spring season. 

Recently, Holly Moore, Vice President of Growing Leaders, shared this story with me about Ivan Fernandez Anaya. It’s a powerful illustration of 
what winning really means and I wrote this article in response to it. Feel free to use it and pass it on to your coaches. 

A Bi.q,qer Definition of Winning.pdf 

Please let us know how we can serve you with a leadership event or the newest season of "Habitudes For Athletes." 
Chloe Lufkin coordinates our events and she can be reached at chloe@growingleaders.com if you would like to explore that option. 

All the best, 

Tim 

Tim Elmore 

270 Scientific Dr. NW, Suite 10 
Norcross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-367-4187 
www.GrowingLeaders.com 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click d~e link below: 

Unsub~fibe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, Febma~ 14, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~ !3 20!3 Noncoaching StaffMembers and Student-Athletes Speaking at Banquets (I) 

StaffInterpretation -- Noncoachin~ StaffMembers and Student-Athletes Speakm~ at Banquets (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jerome Rodgers <JRodgers@gtaa.gatech.edu~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 14, 2013 10:51 AM 

~icurry@admin.fsu.edu’; dba~holomae@athletics.pitt.edu; ’Carlene Pariseaff <carlene.pariseau@bc.edtr~; Cin@ Haxtmann 

(chartma~n@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Eric (emb8p) Baumgar~mer <emb8p@eservices.vivginia.edu-~; Daniel 

(d.rabenl @miami.edu) Raben; ’Came Doyle’ <cadoyle3@ncsu.edu>; erleasem@syr.edu; ’Daniel E. Trump’ ~dtrump@umd.edu>; Tim 

Parker (tparker@vt.edu); ’][’odd Hairston <hairstc@wfu.edu> 

SURVEY - MBB Phone Logs - Revisit Conversation from November In-Person Meeting 

Good morning all and Happy Valentine’s Day. 

As many of you may recall, at the closure of our November meeting in Greensboro, I asked a question about phone logs for mbb. In short, all but one school 

continues to require the coaching staff to submit phone logs in some fashion (e.g., weekly or monthly). Well, after living with this new legislation for almost 8 

months now, l’m starting to wonder if such logs are needed for mbb. In speaking with my head mbb coach, we’ve identified several scenarios were the basketball 

program could be at risk for a violation based on a "flagged call" by software program: 

Undocumented camp calls, calling a psa’s too early, calling a coach that happens to be a parent of psa; calls to a psa that has sibling that is either too young for 

communication or sibling being recruiting in another sport (specifying that the call is to permissible psa vs others in household) 

O.uestions for feedback: 

1. Are you still requiring your mbb staff to submit phone logs? If so, please explain the process. 

2. With the newly adopted legislation for August, will you require your other programs to do the same? 

3. Other sports and unlimited call periods, are you requiring phone logs during this time period? 

In closing, I believe that some sort of verification of calls need to be done on a monthly basis to demonstrate that we are monitoring this area. For example, having 

the coaching staff confirm with a signature and date that these "X number of calls" generated by our phone monitoring software are the calls made for recruiting 

purposes during X time period. Thank you for your feedback. If anyone would like to discuss this further, please don’t hesitate to call me at 404-894-8792. 

Jerome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu.edtc. 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 2:01 PM 

Jerome Rodgers ~\lRodgers@gtaa.gatech.edtv~ 

jcurry@admin.t~u.edu; dba(tholomae@athletics.pitt.edu; Caxlene Pm-iseau ~carlene.pariseat@bc.edu>; Cindy Hartmann 

(cha~nm~n@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edt~.; Eric (emb8p) Baumgm~t~ner <emb8p@ese~wices.virginia.edu>; Daniel 

(d.rabenl@mimni.edu) Raben; erleasem@syr.edu; Daniel E. Tromp <dtmm~!umd.edu>; Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Todd Hairston 

<hairstc@wfu.edtc. 

Re: SURVEY - MBB Phone Logs - Revisit Conversa~on fiom November In-Person Meeting 

See responses below in ~ed. Hope you are well! Hi, 1o everyone else! :) 

On Thu, Feb 14, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Jerome Rodgers <JRodgers@gtaa.gatech.edu~ wrote: 

Good morning a]l and Happy VaJenfine’s Day. 

As ~nany of you may lecall, at the closure of our November ~neeting in Greensboro, I asked a question about phone logs for ~nbb. In short, a]l but one school 

confi~mes to require the coaclfing sm£fm submit phone logs in ~me f~Non (e.g., weeldy or mon~ly). Well, aAer living with tNs new legislation i~r almos~ 8 monks 

now, I’m smNng to wonder if such logs are needed for mbb. In spe~ng with my head mbb coach, we’ve i&nfified several scenarios were the ~sketball program 

could ~ at risk for a violation based on a "flagged cMl" by ~¥~e program: 

Undocumented camp call~ calling a p~’s ~o e~ly, calling a co~h that happens to be a parent of psa; calls to a psa that has siNing that is either too young for 

commuification or sibling being recruiting in m~oflaer s~rt (s~cifying flint the ca]l is to ~issible p~ vs othe~ in household) 

Questions tbr feedback: 

1. ~e you still requiring your mbb smffm submit phone logs’? If so, plea~ explain the process. 

We a,e using ARMS ~o log phone caJls m~d we will continue t~ monitor all coaches phone cults/phone recolds 1o ensure ~a~ they are calling dunng [~mfissiNe time 

pe~ods. The soRwam flags tbe catl bef~)w it hapg~ns as possibly impennissibIe, which file coach c~m ovem& only ifflley pm m a t~nnissiNe ~e~son why ~hey are 

ovemding i~. Compliance sees fhose insta~ces. 

] 2. With t~e newly adopted legislation for August, will you require your other programs to do the same? 

All of our teams are tash~g ARMS except MBB at~d FB. FB will be ~rat~s~oni~g now fl-~at signing period is over, ard MBB will ~ lransilioning afler fl-~eir sea~n h~s 

concluded. 

] 3. ~her sg~as and unlimited call pefiod~ axe you requiting phone logs during this time ~fiod? 

The soflw~u~ knows when pem~issiBte periods are m~ct it d~es not flag flxe calls. Alt c~ls ~ue made ttuoagh ~he phone so no phone logs ~u~ turned into complia~me, and 

~he monitoring occurs as compliance is notified ofa cN1 dun~N ~ im~nnissiNe time period or a cNl is o~e~idden. We have converm~ions with oN coaches as ~he~ 

things happer~ not on a monfllty basis. 

In closing, I ~lieve that some so~ of verification ofcNls need to be done on a montNy basis to demons~ate that we ~e monitoring tNs area. For example, having 

the coaching smB’confi~ ruth a signature and ~te that tbe~ "X number ofcNls" generated by our phone monitoring so,-are am the calls made for mcmNng 

pu~ses during X time period. Thank you for your feedback. If anyone would like to Nscuss ~is ~hec plebe don’t hesitate to cNl me at 404-894-8792. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cricket Lane <cricket~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

lhursday, February! ~4, 20!3 5:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Unit Planning 101.docx 

Vince, 

Sounds like a veg’ busy day we met without you. We have invited Matt I errell to join our meeting next week. l have a draft of our strategic plan. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

>>> On 2/1~I/2013 at 12:57 PM, in message <fa731b570bc846449ef08f29316501bc@ITS MSXHT0.ad.unc.edu>, i’Ille, Vincei’ <ille@email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Cricket, 

We have a meeting of primary sport program administrators with Bubba at 1:30 this afternoon. Atter that, I have individual meetings with seven of our assis~nt 

tbotball coaches. I then will be meeting with one of the candidates tbr the ASPSA Director position until around 6 pm. I won’t be able m attend the student 

development meeting today at 2. If ~:ayone else has a scheduling conflict ~d you’re looldng to reschedule, I have good availabili .ty tomorrow. If not a~nd you need to 

carry o~ please jusl let me know how it goes m~d if there is ~Jm~g from the meeting that I should know. Thanks for your help and my apologies for the time 

conflicts. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



The University of North Carolina 
Summary of Actual Expenses for ASPSA 

Description 
Salary and Benefits 

Temp Wages (Tutors) 
Supplies and Materials 

Travel 

Communication 
Printing 

Miscellaneous Service 
Fixed Charges 

$ $ 
$ $ 
$ $ 
$ $ 
$ $ 
$ $ 
$ $ 
$ $ 

2011-2012 

911,722.73 

325,162.01 

9,511.29 

2,198.48 

3,206.08 

1,535.52 

6,980.69 

2,178.56 

2010-2011 

736,641.84 
284,111.42 

14,618.50 $ 

1,745.80 $ 

13,735.81 $ 

746.00 $ 

6,366.03 $ 

5,171.89 $ 

2009-2010 

$ 773,362.09 

$ 226,595.59 

32,925.32 

1,801.10 

26,018.59 

1,058.75 

9,140.30 

3,660.42 

2008-2009 

$ 834,218.66 

$ 164,084.44 

$ 18,272.18 

$ 931.56 

$ 15,539.47 

$ 1,089.24 

$ 9,953.29 

$ 4,118.47 

2007-2008 

$ 787,548.09 

$ 148,988.58 

$ 21,987.51 

$ 8,835.04 

$ 14,430.40 

$ 1,089.49 

$ 10,754.63 

$ 3,503.95 

S 1,262,495.36 S 1,063,137.29 S 1,074,562.16 $ 1,048,207.31 S 997,137.69 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 11:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.ed 

Level 1 

Level 1 as of 2.15.13.xlsx 

Vince, 

Attached is a file indicating students who are Level land still on our version of the recruiting list. A couple of things to keep in mind: 

1. Three have a slot requested and that is indicated on the attachment. A slot has not been requested for the others but they are still on the recruiting 

list. 

2. This list is based on the early evaluation information entered by Lance. There are several students who have no information on that page. That may be 

the case because the coach has told Lance he is no longer interested but has not yet told us. It may also be because Lance simply has not had a chance 

to enter the information yet. This means it is possible there may be additional students for the Level 1 list but they have not yet been identified as 

such. 

Let me know if you have questions. Thanks. 

Barbara 
I;arL’ara ], 

0 ffice of lJt~derg~a~]uate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, February 15, 2013 5:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Meeting 

I looked over this briefly. Let me know if you’d like my input sometime next week. Happy to help however. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 2/14/2013 10:09 PM > > > 
For reading s~metime next week... 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February ~.4, 2013 5:35 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Vince, 

Sounds like a very busy day we met without you. We have invited Matt Terrell to ioin our meeting next week. I have a draft of our strategic plan. 

I hanks, 

Cricket 

>>> On 2/]4/20~13 at ]2:57 PIYI, in message <fa731b570bc84b449efO8f293]650]bc((~)]l S MSXtt;O ad unc edu>, "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Cricket, 

We have a meeting of pmnary sport progmtn administrators wifl~ Bubba at 1:30 tNs a~emoon. A~er that, I have individ~l tneetings with seven of our assis~nt 
football coaches. I then will be meeting wit~ one of the candidates for the ASPSA Director ~sifion until axonnd 6 pm. I won’t be able to a~end the s~dent 

development meeting today at 2. If anyone el~ has a scheduling conflict m~d youhe loo~ng to reschedule, I have good availabili~’ tomorrow. If not and you need to 

ca~- o~ ple~e jus~ let me ~ow how it goes and iffl~ere is m~3~l~ing from the meeting that I should ~ow. Thm~s for your help and my ag~logies for the time 

co~ic~. 

Vince Ille 

Semor Associate Athletic Director 

UniveBi~ ofNoN~ Ca~)lina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 18, 2013 8:23 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; Gwaltney, Clinton R 
<cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly 

< mbnorton@email.unc.edu >; Steinbacher, Rick < rickstei@email.unc.edu >; 

Sobba, Gary <gsobba@tarheelsports.com>; McPherson, Dawn D 
<d_mcpherson@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Beale, 
Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Corey Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane 

<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Haydon 
< haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 
< mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 
<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

intern interviews N RANKINGS 

Supervisor intern Ranking Sheet.doc 

Colleagues: 

Would you please complete the attached form and return it to me by Thursday, February 21st (I believe that you can 
return it sooner, if you have completed all "intern interviews"). 

I have sent this form to a number of you, and some of you are in the same unit areas. I request that one form per unit per 

completed and returned to me, so please feel free to collaborate within your unit. Please rate all first-year Sports 
Administration Graduate Students who interviewed for the internship in your unit. 

You may print the form and return it to me in campus mail, or email it to me (scan, etc.). 

Thank you for your attention and cooperation and have a good day! 

Be well, 

Larry 



AGENDA 

Coaches Meeting 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 

8:30am - 10:00am 

1. Welcome - Bubba Cunningham (5 minutes, 8:35am) 

Steve Farmer - Admissions (10 minutes, 8:45am) 

3. Wayne Blair - University Ombuds (10 minutes, 8:SSam) 

4. Compliance- Vince Ille (15 minutes, 9:10am) 

S. Nike Ordering Process - Clint Gwaltney (10 minutes, 9:20am) 

6. Sport Program Plan Discussion - Larry Gallo/Beth Miller (10 minutes, 9:30am) 

7. Questions and General Discussion (30 minutes, 10:00am) 



AGENDA 
Coaches Meeting 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 

8:30am - lO:OOam 

1. Welcome - Bubba Cunningham (S minutes, 8:3Sam) 

2. Nick Fulton - Rams Club Thank-a-thon (S minutes, 8:40am) 

3. New NCAA Legislation - Vince Ille (20 minutes, 9:00am) 

4. Joanna Carey Cleveland and Ann Penn (30 minutes, 9:30am) 

5. Celebration of Success (S minutes, 9:3Sam) 

6. Questions and General Discussion (25 minutes, 10:00am) 

WE ED UCA TE AND INSPIRE THR 0 UGH A THLE TICS 

RESPONSIBILITY INNO VA TION SER VICE EXCELLENCE 

WE WILL LEA D IN A L L THAT WE D 0 



AGENDA 
Coaches Meeting 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 

8:30am - lO:OOam 

:~. Welcome - Bubba Cunningham (5 minutes, 8:35am) 

2. Celebration of Success (10 minutes, 8:4Sam) 

3. Conference Affiliation (45 minutes, 9:30am) 

4. Questions and General Discussion (30 minutes, 10:00am) 



AGENDA 

Coaches Meetin~ 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 

8:30am - 10:00am 

:!.. Welcome - Larry Gallo (5 minutes, 8:35am) 

2. Celebration of Success (10 minutes, 8:45am) 

3. Camps - Paul Pogge (5 minutes, 8:50am) 

4. Housing- Beth Miller (10 minutes, 9:00am) 

5. Director of Academic Services Search - Vince Ille (10 minutes, 9:10am) 

6. Sport Specific Fundraising - John Montgomery (20 minutes, 9:30am) 

7. Questions and General Discussion 

8. Next Meeting-Tuesday, February 26th 8:30am 



AGENDA 

Coaches Meeting 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 

3:00 p.m. 

1. Welcome- Bubba Cunningham 

Mario Ciocca - Introduction by Bubba Cunningham 
¯ Concussions and Sickle Cell 
¯ ~5minu~es do~eby3i2Opm 

ASPSA Update - Bubba Cunningham 

¯ Harold Woodard, Robert Mercer 

¯ Search Committee 

¯ HoldenThorp Letter 

~5minu~es d o~eby3i35pm 

Faculty Athletics Council - Bubba Cunningham 
¯ New Roles 

o Reviews - Bubba Cunningham 

¯ SBI-ongoing 

¯ BOG, Jim Martin-8/29 and 8/30 

¯ Hunter RawlingsCommittee 

~Ominu~es d o~eby3iSOpm 

6. NCAA Changes - Bubba Cunningham and Vince file 

S mi u es S 

o Admissions - Introduction by Bubba Cunningham 

¯ Steve Farmer and Barbara Polk 

60minutes d o~eby 55pm 

° Upcoming Events 

a. Coaches Dinner - Sunday, August 26th at 6:00pm 

b. Full Staff Meeting- Monday, August 27th at 8:00am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesda;,, Febmarv 19, 2013 12:48 AM 

Subject: Re: ISAAC]: Save the Date - Wednesday, Feb. 27th 7 PM 

SAVE THE DATE 

February SAAC Meeting 
3rd Floor, Loudermilk 
Wednesday, Feb. 27th 7 PM 

Hope you’re all having a good week! 

GO HEELS, 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

W~dn~<d~v F~hn~n/PN 2NIR 12"R4PM 

Cc: 

Subject: Weekly Pump up 

Attach: Donna Papa.vcf 

Hello, 
This week we look at chapters 11 & 12 from Jon Gordon’s Energy Bus. in these chapters George does not have a lot to be positive about and he starts to have negative 

thoughts. Gordon highlights the equation E+P=O...The Events in our life are often out of our control. We can however control our Positive Energy. "Positive energy & 

positive people create positive results." Negative energy drains you. Positive energy fills you with momentum to succeed, if we choose to control the controllables and 

respond to life’s events with positive energy, the Outcome will be better. "Desire, vision, and focus help you turn the bus in the right direction but positive energy is 
necessary to take you where you want to go." 

Rule #3 is introduced: "Fuel Your Ride with Positive Energy. Gordon talks about how each of us have 2 "dogs" inside of us...one angry/negative dog and one positive 

dog. We must choose to feed the positive dog, Everyone has fear; true champions learn how to use the word "AND"_,Ex. "I am nervous about hitting with the bases loaded 

AND I will be successful because I have prepared for this." or "I have to pitch well with the #3 batter up and I will dominate her at bat." This relates to the "GOTTA vs. 

GONNA MENTALITY" we spoke of: we all are put in stressful situations whether it’s in softball, school, or our personal lives, if we remember to have a "GONNA MENTALITY", 

we will be more successful. Trust that we have prepared for pressure situations. During the team meeting yesterday, the white board had way more "GONNAS" than 

"GOTTAS" on it. This means there is more in our favor than against us. To be successful though, we must link our head, heart, and body together. You are a division 1 

student athlete...You are a Tar Heel...You have prepared for pressure situations...You have played this game for years and had many successes...You are Ram Tough! 

This week’s Quote of the Week from Michael Jordan is fitting coming off of our Texas A&M weekend, "I’ve missed more than 1,000 shots in my career. I’ve lost almost 
300 games. 26 times, I’ve been trusted to take the game winning shot & missed. I’ve failed over and over and over again in my life. And that is why! succeed." We 

are not going to win every at bat, every inning on defense, every game...But the important thing is to compete without fear. Compete with a love for the game. Compete with 

the knowledge that on any given day, any given team can win. it takes ONE pitch to be GREAT (offensively for our hitters & defensively for our pitchers)...It only takes 

ONE..Slow the game down. Win every pitch. "Be a ONE pitch WARRIOR, not a ONE pitch WORRIER." Warriors are fierce. Their confidence is unshakable. Warriors see the 

battle ahead of them and enter the fight believing they can win, Worriers are nervous. They doubt themselves and their training, Are you a WARRIOR or a WORRIER? 

This week’s clip is called "How Great I Am!" We chose this clip because it is all about self confidence. Muhammed All is a major voice in this clip. He was arrogant. He had 

swag. He spoke about himself in third person and we can bet he was speaking in his own head telling himself how great he was. He didn’t care what people thought about 

his confidence because he knew with his confidence, his skill, and with his preparation he was great!Our performance is 20% skill and 80% belief. We can go as far as we 

want to this year, but it’s about the process. Process means every day we get better mentally and physically. What will you do today to build your mental game? When things 

get hard, know YOU ARE GREAT! 

We believe in you, 

The Coaches 

http:i/www.youtube.comiwatch?v=uqtHJNhzFiQ 

WEEKLY REPLY-ALL: Respond by this Friday~ February 22, 2013: 
1. What is your pre-bat routine? / Pitchers - what is your pre-pitch routine? Be specific~..explain 
the mental & the physical. 
2. What is your "Failure Recovery" routine? How do you ~et yourself back in the zone after failure? 
3~ How GREAT are you? What are your aspirations for the season personally and for this team? Be 
specific. Let’s all be honest so we can hold each other accountable to our 

Donna J. Papa 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

C: ’ F: (919) 962 5105 

WebsJte: 

Camps!Clinics: 



Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 



The University of North Carolina 
Summary of Actual Expenses for ASPSA 

Description 
Sala~ and Benefits 

Temp Wages (Tutors) 
Supplies and Materials 

Travel 
Colrmmnication 

Printing 
Miscellaneous Service 

Fixed Charges 

2012-2013 Bud~ 

$ 900,641.00 

$ 404,585.00 

$ 19,707.00 

$ 12,795.00 

$     5,650.00 
$     1,950.00 

2011-2012 

911,722.73 

325,162.01 

9,511.29 

2,198.48 

3,206.08 

1,535.52 

6,980.69 

2,178.56 

2010-2011 

$ 736,641.84 

$ 284,111.42 

$ 14,618.50 

$ 1,745.80 

$ 13,735.81 

$ 746.00 

$ 6,366.03 

$ 5,171.89 

2009-2010 

$ 773,362.09 

$ 226,595.59 

$ 32,925.32 

$ 1,801.10 

$ 26,018.59 

$ 1,058.75 

$ 9,140.30 

$ 3,660.42 

2008-2009 
$ 834,218.66 
$ 164,084.44 
$ 18,272.18 
$ 931.56 
$ 15,539.47 
$ 1,089.24 
$ 9,953.29 
$ 4,118.47 

2007-2008 

$ 787,548.09 

$ 148,988.58 

$ 21,987.51 

$ 8,835.04 

$ 14,430.40 

$ 1,089.49 

$ 10,754.63 

$ 3,503.95 

$ 1,345,328.00 $ 1,262,495.36 $ 1,063,137.29 $ 1,074,562.16 $ 1,048,207.31 S 997,137.69 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cleveland, Jomana Carey <jomana@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 4:20 PM 

Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com:~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Mark Emmeffs crumbling credibility 

Check out this article from USA TODAY: 

Mark Ermnert’s crumbling credibility 

http :/iusat. 1y/15 5WoxT 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 
Associate University Counsel 
Office of University Couaasel 
U2x-C-Chapel Hill 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: scanner@unc.edu 
Sent: Saturday, February 23, 2013 12:01:55 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

20130223000155518.pdf (1.1 M) 
This E-mail was sent from "R10618" (Aficio MP 4500). 

Scan Date: 02.23.2013 00:01:55 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, February 25, 2013 8:10 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2013-9.pdf 

is attached. Thanks! 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

a bitting @u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 4:41 PM 

Carter, Gena J <gj carter@email.unc, edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc. edu>; 
Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu>; Roger Stancil (rstancil@townofchapelhill.org); 
douglas_solow@dentistry.unc.edu; Smith, Thomas A <TASmith@unch.unc.edu>; 
overton@psafety.unc.edu 

Brody, Matt <matt brody@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; 
Creech, Kaflton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@email.unc.edu>; 
rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc, edu 

RE: 2013 Football Schedule Announcement 

I am guest lecturing in a class from 3-6. But let me see if I need to be there for the first hour. 

Jan 

From: Carter, Gena J 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 4:36 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Roger Stancil 
(rstancil@townofchapelhill.org); douglas_solow@dentistry.unc.edu; Smith, Thomas A; Boxill, Jan; 
overton @psafety.u nc.ed u 
Cc: Brody, Matt; Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Griggs, Kathy; rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: 2013 Football Schedule Announcement 

All: 

The lgth at 3pm won’t work for me. I have a meeting that’s been on my calendar for a while that can’t be re-scheduled. 

if this date remains, let me know and VII see if either Matt Brody or Mari Forbes (my deputy) can attend in my place. 

Just let me know. 

Thanks 

GENA 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Carter, Gena J; Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Roger Stancil 
(rstancil@townofchapelhill.orq); douqlas solow@dentistry.unc.edu; Smith, Thomas A; Boxill, Jan; 
overton @psafeb/.u nc.ed u 
Cc: Brody, Matt; Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Griggs, Kathy; rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: 2013 Football Schedule Announcement 

The 20:13 Carolina Football Schedule will be released to the public bythe ACC and UNC today at 3:00 pm. it does include 
a Thursday night game in Kenan Stadium during fall break on :10/:17/:13. The UNC release is below. 

As we discussed in our meeting on 2/:13/:13 we’d like to reconvene our group a few weeks after the schedule 

announcement to continue planning for a successful Thursday night game with minimal campus disruption. 

Please let me know if you can meet on Monday, March :18th at 3:00 pm at the Wiliiamson Athletics Center. 

Thanks, 

Rick Steinbacher 



Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper gowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 
mobile: 

www.goheels.com 
@goheels 

2013 North Carolina Football Schedule Released 

Chapel Hill, N.C. - Seven home games, including a Thursday night game vs. Miami, and a 
meeting at border rival South Carolina highlight the 2013 North Carolina football 
schedule, released Monday by the Atlantic Coast Conference. 

"Our team is excited about the 2013 schedule and the challenges it presents," said head 
coach Larry Fedora. "We are working hard to prepare for the season and we will strive to 
play a smart, fast and physical brand of football." 

Carolina will host an ESPN Thursday night game for the second time in school history 
when it welcomes Miami to Chapel Hill on October 17 during UNC’s Fall Break. Carolina’s 
first ESPN Thursday night game occurred in 2009 vs. Florida State. 

"A Thursday night home game is an excellent platform to promote the University and 
showcase our campus in prime time on ESPN," said UNC Athletics Director Bubba 
Cunningham, "The feedback I received from those involved with the 2009 contest was 
extremely positive, It was a successful and unique event for our University community 
and economically benefitted the town of Chapel Hill, 

"In anticipation of hosting a Thursday night game this season, we began meeting with 

campus officials several weeks ago to discuss a plan that will cause minimal disruption to 

our faculty, UNC Hospitals and all other campus services, We will continue to work on 

that plan over the next several months and look forward to hosting a successful event for 

our students, coaches and fans," 

"On behalf of the faculty, I appreciate the efforts by the Department of Athletics to 
minimize the disruptions on campus by working with all the affected constituencies in 
making arrangements for the Thursday night football game during Fall Break," said Jan 
Boxill, Chair of the Faculty at North Carolina, 

The Tar Heels return 13 starters (six offense, seven defense) from last season’s eight-win 
team that set more than 20 offensive records in Fedora’s first year as head coach. 
Quarterback Bryn Rennet returns for his senior year after setting the single-season school 
record for touchdowns in 2012 with 28. He is joined by sophomore standout Quinshad 
Davis, who set UNC rookie records for receptions and receiving yards last year. All-ACC 



performers James Hurst (OT) and Eric Ebron (TE) also return. 

"Opening the season on the road at South Carolina is a great motivator for our offseason 

workouts and provides us with a tremendous opportunity on national television," said 

Fedora. "We’ll have a similar opportunity later in the season when we host the Hurricanes 

on Thursday night. The atmosphere in the Tar Pit will be electric and we need our fans to 

continue to make Kenan Stadium a difficult venue for all of our opponents." 

Carolina plays home games against Middle Tennessee State (Sept. 7}, East Carolina (Sept. 
28}, Miami (Oct./7}, Boston College (Oct. 26}, Virginia (Nov. 9}, Old Dominion (Nov. 23} 
and Duke (Nov. 30}. Five of the final seven games are athome. 

Carolina’s road games include visits to South Carolina (Aug. 29), Georgia Tech (Sept. 21), 

Virginia Tech (Oct. 5), NC State (Nov. 2) and Pittsburgh (Nov./6). Three of the first five 

games are on the road. 

Carolina opens spring football practice on Wednesday, March 6, in Chapel Hill. The Tar 
Heels will conduct free public practices in Charlotte at Mallard Creek High School on 
March 28, and in Greensboro on April 5 at Grimsley High School. Carolina’s Spring 
Football Game is set for Saturday, April/3 at 3 p.m. 

Schedule Notes: 
¯ Carolina and Pittsburgh will meet for the eighth time overall, but the first time as ACC 
opponents, in 20/3. The last meeting came in the 2009 Meineke Car Care Bowl, which 
Pittsburgh won/9-17. The last time the two teams met in Pittsburgh was 2000 at Three 
Rivers Stadium. The Tar Heels won that game 20-/7. 

¯ Carolina and South Carolina will be meeting for the 57th time overall with the 
Gamecocks holding a 34-/8-4 advantage in the series. This year’s game is the completion 
of a home-and-home series that began with South Carolina visiting Chapel Hill in 2007. 
The last time Carolina played the Gamecocks in Columbia was in/990. 

¯ Carolina and East Carolina will meet for the fourth consecutive season in 20/3. The Tar 
Heels defeated the Pirates in Chapel Hill last year, 27-6. Carolina will complete the home- 
and-home series with a game in Greenville in 20/4. 

2013 Schedule 
Thurs. Aug. 29 South Carolina 

Sat. Sept. 7 Middle Tennessee State 
Sat. Sept. 2/ Georgia Tech 

Sat. Sept. 28 East Carolina 

Sat. Oct. 5 Virginia Tech 

Thurs. Oct./7 Miami 

Columbia, S.C. (ESPN} 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Atlanta, Ga. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Blacksburg, Va. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. (ESPN} 



Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 
Sat. 

Oct. 26 
Nov. 2 
Nov. 9 
Nov./6 
Nov. 23 
Nov. 30 

Boston College 

NC State 
Virginia 
Pittsburgh 

Old Dominion 
Duke 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Raleigh, N.C. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 



.i’,i~,’,~Aduance your campus operation 
N~tw o rk ~i~i~ ~interco ling/,ate ath letics p~fes sion~ls across 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 8:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Clips eSURVEY: "A Wish List for a New NCAA President" 

Thanks I-Man 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 8:32 PM 
To: Nick In#ante <..n.Lc.~.k.@£.~..]!~.e.~Le...a..t...h.[.e.~.t]~.c.~.s...c.]!~P.s....~.c...~.~> 
Subject: RE: Clips eSURVEY: "A Wish List for a New NCAA President" 

From; College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick=collegeathleticsclips.com@mail:[Z:Lus2.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of College Athletics Clips 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 5:35 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject; Clips eSURVEY: "A Wish List for a New NCAA President" 

C~ips eSURVEY: The Next NCAA President 

NCAA president? 

The Ielfowing ~..(.!£#}.#.[#. answers are listed alphabetk:ally, ~.~#.#..A.Q~:.A.t.!}.&r.£..t.!.~.’.a..t..3:A.u...:&2. 

desile. PICK THREE ONLY~ please. 

A~thentic belief in making changes (i.e.-emete~dsm, sommercialism, academic 

reform, ru~esienforcement, etc~) 

Broad a~d lengthy ecademk: background 

Delegating, hands-off badersMp style 

Heavy-.handed d~ctatorial raanegerner~t s~yle 

Mbro-managh~g, over41se-shoulder intrusive management style 

My way or the h~ghway a~ti~ude 

Politics baekgrou~d 

Status quo Band-aid approach 

Question Two: Who woutd be your picks (three ofthem) to be ~e next NCAA 

’v~Je couldn’t help it. We coutdn’t leave well enough afone. Hey, if there’s speculation 

already brewing ~bout the next NCAA presktent, why ca~t we expa~d the list of pote~tial 

candidates beyond 3ohn lnfente’s Iive listed above? So we esked a~ound (to a go-to Iis~ 

of a dozen kibitzers) and came up with a bunch of potential candidates, fisted 

alphabetically PICK THREE (i~!..i~:}..~3.-~.B3.#...s...~i[..Y.~9.#[.~2Y~3..i:~..~.£.!~...~!.~)~:} 

Mike AkJen 

James Barker 

Kad Benson 

Jay Bifas 



Michael 

Bilf Bradley 

E) a V~.~ ~ra i’ldoR 

H~lary Clinton 

Chris C~ris~y 

B~.~bba Cunnmg~arn 

Kathy DeBoer 

Jeremy Fo~ey 

Go~don Gee 

Pat Haden 

Tom Jemstedt 

Tom ,Judith 

Phil Kn~g]~t 

M~ke Kr~ze~¢,ski 

Abe Madkour 

Sean McManus 

Sidney McPhee 

KeviR P~ank 

BiI~ Powers 

Grog Shaheen 

M~ke Slive 

Ge~e Smith 

Alter1 Specte~ 

Jack Swarb~ick 

Hofden [hoop 

QLH~cy Adams 

Wdgh~ ~@ters 

JC ~tts 

O~ips eSURVBYs are YES/NO inputs floes harlc’:-picked sLIbsets sek~c~ed frcm Clips’ sa{~e & savvy 

subscriber b~se 8~ips eSURV~Ys are ema~ed directly ~a specially selecl:ed C~ps subscribers whe 

8re deemed te be knowledgeable (or irfl:eresl:ed in) the p~rl:icuh~r subject cf in~eresL This par[ksular 

Clips eSURVEY ~s being seqt b all Clips subscribers wbe are D1 ADs D1 Depu~yiExecufive/Serfior 

ADs, Di Presiden[s, D1 FARs, D1 carfierence e£ecdfives, bowl e~ecuP=ves, e[c. 

About eur website: Co~legeA~.h~etiesC~ips,¢o~ .e!ovides e~.ecdfive summari.ee ef [he business ef 

C~ps Best ~otes, C~ps Archives a~d T#e C~ps Le~ Co~u~ We also issue the eclectic, thoughb 

provoking, informational and occasionally ~HJmorous ¢~gs e~SHes, which are award-wo£hy e- 

~tems that range far and wide to delve into t~e periphery and soft ur=derbe~y of our modem day 

spolts/ente£ainment cLHture to define the essence of t~e passion and emotion so Lm~que to college 

(@e 1:his one), ¢~ips ReG~Big~en~ ~apb~cs. (we’re en Versk)n 18 and (;od~tir~g), e~o 



Sent t( ~!leia2unc.edu why did I ~zet this? 

College Athletics Clips. W 40.8 degrees N 74.3 degrees ¯ Chester, Nj 

07930 

Email Marketing 

Powered by 

MailChimp 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 7:28 PM 

Subject: Menls Tennis Falls To No. 7 Buckeyes 

Men’s Tennis Fails To No. 7 Buckeyes 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- No. 37 North Carolina suffered a 4-1 defeat to seventh-ranked Ohio State at Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center on Wednesday in men’s tennis 

action. With the loss, the Tar Heels drop to 7-3 on the season while Ohio State improves to 13-2. 

The Tar Heels played the Top 10 Buckeyes tough, winning four first sets in singles but eventually Ohio State’s deep lineup proved too strong for the Heels who will 

host VCU next Wednesday at 3 p.m. at Cone-Kenfield. 

Ohio State claimed the doubles point behind strong play at the bottom of their lineup. 

At the No. 3 seed, Blaz Rola and Kevin Metka picked up an 8-3 win against North Carolina’s Oystein Steiro and Andrew Gores. The nationally-ranked No. 12 pairing 

of Devin McCarthy and Ille Van Engelen clinched the point for the Buckeyes with an 8-2 win over Nelson Vick and Maik Ulrich at No. 2 doubles. 

The match between the No. 16 duo of Peter Kobelt and Connor Smith and North Carolina’s pairing of William Parker and Brett Clark was halted at a score of 4-4 

after the point was clinched. 

In singles play, the Tar Heels were not able to recover to gain the four points necessary for the win against a Ohio State singles lineup that features four players 

ranked in the Top 40 of the country. 

No. 2 Peter Kobelt defeated No. 124 Brett Clark at the No. 2 seed to earn the Buckeyes their first singles victory. Ohio State’s Devin McCarthy then edged William 

Parker by a 4-6, 6-2, 6-2 count at the No. 3 seed, but Oystein Steiro countered for North Carolina with a 7-6 (8-6), 6-4 victory over No. 2-ranked Connor Smith at No. 

4 singles. 

At No. 5 singles, Ohio State’s No. 40 Chris Diaz responded with a 6-4, 6-2 win against Taylor Meyer to clinch the match for the Buckeyes. The matches at No. i and 

No. 6 singles were not finished as a result. In each case the Tar Heels had split sets with Ohio State opponents and the matches were in the third set. Nelson Vick 

had taken the first set from #17 Blaz Rola at No. I and freshman Stuart DePaolo had won the first set at No. 6. 

The Tar Heels will take to the courts again when they host Virginia Commonwealth on March 6th at Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center. The match is scheduled for 3 p.m. 

#7 Ohio State 4, #37 North Carolina 1 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority Of Matches Earns One Team Point) 

Order of match finish: (3, 2, DNF) 

1. #16 Peter Kobelt!Connor Smith (OSU) vs. William Parker!Brett Clark (U NC), 4-4 (DNF) 

2. #12 Devin McCarthy!llle Van Engelen (OSU) d. Nelson Vick!Maik Ulrich (UNC), 8-2 

3. Blaz RolaiKevin Metka (OSU) d. Oystein SteiroiAndrew Gores (UNC), 8-3 

Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match finish: (2, 3, 4, 5, DNF) 

1. #17 Blaz Rola (OSU) vs. #110 Nelson Vick (UNC), 4-6, 6-4, 2-1 (DNF) 

2. #2 Peter Kobelt (OSU) d. #124 Brett Clark (UNC), 6-3, 6-2 

3. Devin McCarthy (OSU) d. William Parker (UNC), 4-6, 6-2, 6-2 

4. Oystein Steiro (UNC) d. #28 Connor Smith (OSU), 7-6 (8-6), 6-4 

5. #40 Chris Diaz (OSU) d. Taylor Meyer (UNC), 6-4, 6-2 

6. Constantin Christ (OSU) vs. Stuart DePaolo (UNC), 4-6, 6-3, 2-0 

Records: North Carolina (7-3), Ohio State (13-2) 
Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 



Reporting on Athletics Admissions DRAFT 2 

The Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions will work with the Faculty Athletics 
Committee and others to develop clear guidelines for routine reporting about the admission of 
recruited student-athletes. 

Goals 

Foster transparency 

Provide context 

Protect privacy 

Enable assessment 

Encourage improvement 

Provide leadership 

Principles 
¯ Report enrollments, not admissions 
¯ Define terms clearly 
¯ Keep definitions and data elements consistent to enable comparisons over time 
¯ Disaggregate fairly and meaningfully 
¯ Use standard measures whenever possible 
¯ Validate data--and prove that data are valid 

Practices 
¯ Include data for all special-talent student-athletes 
¯ Produce profile after September census 
¯ Include averages and 25~h and 75th percentiles when possible 

¯ Omit data for cells with fewer than five students 
¯ Use highest score (SAT CR+M or ACT) on CR+M scale 
¯ Use final NCAA core GPAs 
¯ Establish baseline using current group definitions; do not recalculate baseline 

Possible Initial Members 
¯ Bobbi Owen 
¯ Layna Mosley 
¯ Joy Rennet 
¯ Lissa Broome 
¯ Beverly Foster 
¯ Bubba Cunningham 
¯ Vince Ille 
¯ Steve Farmer 
¯ Barbara Polk 
¯ Chris Derickson 
¯ Lynn Williford 



{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 

ASPSA director 
Two other members of Advisory Committee or Subcommittee on Special Talent 

Possible Focus Groups 
¯ Student Government 
¯ Student Athletes 
¯ Alumni 
¯ Trustees 
¯ Members of the media (from both on- and off-campus organizations) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;, 

Friday, March 1, 2013 4:13 PM 

R. Hunter Morin <hmorin@gemroi .corn>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; IHe, Vince <ille@email.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: FYI 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: March 1, 2013, 1:41:53 PM EST 
To: Clint Gwaltney <c~waltney(dbuncaa.unc.edu>, Angie Bitting < " ~’) .... o " ,abetting auncaa.unc.edu~,, Cunmn~,ham, Bubba <bubbac(~email.unc.edn> 

Subject: ]b~’I 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 4:58 PM 





Subject: 

Attach: Katie K.docx 

Coaches, 

We were just given an opportunity to have Katie Koestner (see below) at no cost to speak with our 
student-athletes on sexual assault and student safety, in light of the campus climate, I do not think we can 

pass on this presentation. I am asking that each team have at least 3-4 representatives at the 
presentation, which is Tuesday, March 19th at 7pm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. You can definitely send 

more. it will only last one hour. Please send names to me. I will also be inviting CREED Mentors, Veteran 
Leaders, SAAC, and SWAG. Coaches are also encouraged to attend. 

This will not take the place of the Monday, March 25th alcohol and drug education workshop. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

Katie Koestner was the first survivor of date rape to speak out nationally. Her emotionally-charged 
presentation creates an environment of understanding and helps lay the groundwork for behavioral 
transformation. Katie shares her story on a level that everyone can feel, and to which everyone can 

relation. 

Koestner is a national expert on student safety and teen relationship culture. She has appeared on the 
cover of TIME Magazine, The Oprah Winfrey Show, NBC Nightly News, CNBC Talk Live, CNN, Larn/ King 

Live, Good Morning America, Later Today, MSNBC, Entertainment Tonight and other national television 
programs. She is the subject of an HBO movie and has lectured at over 1700 schools in North America. 
In 2010, the US Ambassador to India invited Katie to keynote and lead a 19 day campaign in India to 

raise awareness about Violence Against Women 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 2:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Joe Haydon 

Signed and headed back your way in this morning’s campus mail. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 3:49 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: Joe Haydon 

Corey, 

Can you please print this, ask Coach Fedora to sign at the bottom, then return it to me? When you return it, I 
will discuss with Bubba along with a couple of the other HR issues we’ve discussed. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 1:32 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

<no subject> 

h ttp :i!espn .~o.com!col le~esifsuifootba I I/st o ry!,..!idi9020053!a d-ra n dy-spet m a n-d iscusses-sta te-florida-sta re-sere i noles-p ro~ra m 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 11:08 AM 

Subject: ACC Season Opener 

Sorry for the delay in this email...it is from Friday night. 

Hello friend, 

We hope this email finds you well. Last weekend we played at ASU, Overall, it was a good weekend, with several strong performances. We ended the weekend 4 1, losing to 

ASU in a close game, After the weekend, the Heels re entered the NFCA & the ESPN Top 25 polls as #25, Congratulations go out to Constance Orr named ACC Player of the 

Week and Tar Heel Performer of the Week! Congratulations also go out to Megan Morrison named Tar Heel Teammate of the Week! Below are articles from 

www, goheels,com regarding Orr’s award and re entering the Top 25, 

This weekend we have our ACC opener, Below is an article from www,9oheels,com, We host Boston College Saturday at l&Bpm and Sunday at 12pm, Sunday’s game will be 

live streamed on wvcw, qoheels.com, We hope to start time ACC Season with 3 victories. Live stats and updates will be available online, We hope you’ll continue to follow us on 

Twitter @UNCSoftball, @UNCCoachPapa, @UNCCoachBoo, and @UNCCoachTony, We’re on Facebook at University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball, We also now have 

Instagram at UNCSoftball, Please keep us updated, Have a great day & get ready to cheer on UNC Men’s Basketball as they face Duke Saturday night in one of time biggest 

rivalries in college athletics! 

Go Heels, 
Coach Papa, Coach Boo, & Coach Tony 

Constance Orr is this week’s ACC Player of time Week. 

Photo By: UNC Athletic Communications 

Orr Named ACe Player Of The Week 

Release: 03/05/2013 

GREENSBORO, N.C. North Carolina senior first baseman Constance Orr and NC State sophomore pitcher Emily Weiman have been named Atlantic Coast Conference Softball 

Player and Pitcher of the Week, respectively, announced Tuesday by the conference office. 

Orr hit .444 with 11 RBIs as North Carolina went 5 1 last week. The Charlotte, N.C., native hit three multiple run homers, including a grand slam against North Dakota. She also 

hit two run home runs against East Carolina and Binghamton. Orr tallied multi hit games three times, and scored three runs against North Dakota. 

For the week, Orr posted an on base percentage of .524 with a slugging percentage of 1,056, scored six runs, walked twice and had four extra base hits. 

Weiman went 3 0 with wins over Stony Brook, Kansas, and Lafayette to bring her league leading total to 10 wins on the season as the Wolfpack swept four games in its 

home opening weekend. The sophomore struck out 19 batters in her 16 innings of action, allowing 18 hits and three walks and only three earned runs. 

The native of Pasadena, Md., posted an earned run average of 1.31 in the three games and now ranks fourth in the league with a 1.59 ERA. She threw two complete games 

and only allowed one extra base hit. 



Photo By: Jeffrey A, Camarati 

UNC Re-Enters NFCA0 ESPN Polls At No. 25 
Release: 03/05/2013 

CHAPEL HILL, N,C, North Carolina re enters this week’s USA Today/NFCA Division I Softball Poll at No, 25, the National Fastpitch Coaches Association announced Tuesday, 

The Tar Heels also re entered the ESPN,com/USA Softball Poll at the No, 25 spot, 

Going 5 1 this past week with its lone loss coming at the hands of No, 3 Arizona State at the Wilson DeMarini Invitational in Tempe, Adz,, the Tar Heels (15 6) re enter the 

rankings for the first time since February 12 at No, 25, 

Carolina is the only ACC team in this week’s top 25, Florida State and Virginia Tech are each receiving votes this week. 

The USA Today!NFCA Division I Top 25 Poll is voted on by 31 NCAA Division I head coaches, one representing each conference, 

View the complete USA TodayiNFCA rankings here and time ESPN,comiUSA Softball poll here, 

UNC Hosts Boston College In ACC Opener 

Release: 03/08/2013 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C, North Carolina is set to open ACC play this weekend as the Tar Heels host Boston College for a three game series Saturday and Sunday, 

UNC takes on BC Saturday at land 3 pm and Sunday at noon at Anderson Stadium. Admission for all home Carolina softball games is free. 

For fans that can’t make it out to Anderson, a live stream of Sunday’s game will be available on GoHeels TV. 

Earlier this week, head coach Donna J. Papa sat down with GoHeels.com to preview this weekend’s series. Watch that video interview here. 

Coming into the Game 
Carolina is 15 6 after a strong 4 i weekend at Arizona State’s Wilson/DeMarini Tournament in Tempe, Ariz. Highlighting the weekend was the Tar Heels’ 3 0 shutout of No, 20 

Baylor. 

Boston College is 4 8 on the season as both teams open ACC play this weekend. 

UNC is 20 3 all time against BC, going 2 1 against the Eagles in 2012. 

Back in the Rankings 
After a brief hiatus out of the polls, Carolina is back in both the USAToday/NFCAand the ESPN.com/USA Softball polls at No. 25 this week. UNC is the only top 25 ACC 

school, with FSU and Virginia Tech each receiving votes. 

Top Tar Heels 
Junior Lori Spingola, a two time ACC Pitcher of the Week this season, is 9 4 with a 1.94 ERA. She has one no hitter under her belt, leading the conference with 93 strikeouts in 

86.2 innings so far. 

Constance Orr was named the ACC Player of the Week this week for her outstanding plate appearances this past week. Orr had three multiple run homeruns, including a 

grand slam against North Dakota, and finished the week with eight hits, 11 RBIs and a .444 batting average. Orr has 19 hits and 22 RBIs, batting .333 this season. 

Halei~ is also batting .333 with 20 hits and eight RBIs, and ~ Nece has a .340 average with 17 hits, 12 runs and seven RBIs. Freshman Erin Satterfield (.315) has been 

making an impact in her first year, tallying six RBIs and 16 runs on 17 hits. 

Carolina at Home 

UNC is 6 0 at home so far this season in Chapel Hill. Since UNC opened play in 2002 in their new home at Williams Field at Anderson Stadium, Carolina has a stellar record of 

213 66 1. 

Scouting Boston College 
The 4 8 Eagles are led by Megan Cooley, batting .378 with 13 runs, 14 hits and three RBIs. CJ Chirichigno (.361) has six RBIs on 13 hits while Tory Speer (.333) has six RBIs, 

also with 12 hits, 

Pitchers Andrea Filler is 2 5 (6,56 ERA) with 16 strikeouts, and Chelsea Dimon is 2 3 with a 7,50 ERA and 12 strikeouts. 



Up Next 
UNC heads to Kentucky next week for six games. The Tar Heels face the Wildcats on March 12, and then play in the Louisville Classic March 15 17, which includes Iowa, 

Eastern Michigan, Wisconsin, and host Louisville, 

Website: 

Camps/Clinics: 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 



J::ronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 12:45 PM 

Subject: BE TOUGH 

Hello, 

This week we look at chapters 12813 of the Energy Bus. George realizes that you cannot appreciate things & also worry about them at the same time. "You are too blessed 

to be stressed." Jon Gordon points our that acting positive is not enough. He speaks of the "One 6teat 6oil Shot Theory" in which every day a person should think about 
one great thing that has happened in their day or in their life & appreciate it. He says you should do this daily to keep yourself grounded. "it’s amazing how positive energy 

works...Whether you have it or don’t; people notice." 

These chapters relate well to two weekends ago. We played an extremely tough & mentally!physically draining game until late Saturday night against ASU. Sunday we did not 

feel our best. We had a nail biter with a team that on any other day, we should have crushed. It would have been easy to just come out & be negative because we lost the 

night before. We could have just gone through the motions & made excuses, instead, we all came out with a positive attitude, struggled through fatigue, gave it our best, and 

managed to tie together solid enough defense and enough hits to win the game. That is what CHAMPiONSHiP teams do = they do whatever it takes to get the win. They don’t 

make excuses. They don’t allow not feeling their best to keep them from performing well. They get the job done. Good work Heels! 

This week we opened ACC Season against Boston College. We are UNDEFEATED in ACC. We continue to need to come out with confidence and trust in our training. We need 

to remember time Quote of the Week: "Like the turtle, be comfortable in your own shell." We need to come out with positive energy. We need to persevere through 

injuries. We need to know that we can beat anyone that steps on the field with us. 

Who is doing your talking? Half of the battle of being successful is convincing yourself that you can do it. How tough are you? I~e ONE P[I’CH WARI~OI~! Pitchers be as 

tough as you can be for one pitch. Make the batter look bad. Win each pitch & trust your defense to back you up. Batters be as tough as you can be for one pitch. Make the 

pitcher work hard. Battle with her & win the battle. Defenders win every pitch. Lay out! dive for the ball. Everyone needs to do whatever you can in each moment (SAC, move 

the runner, score the runner, field a grounder, warm up a pitcher, pinch run, etc) that you can to help the team win. 

This week’s clip is from A League of Their Own. Dotty Henson is ready to give up. She is bruised, hurt, and struggling to find fun in the game. We can all relate to this. We 

play a tough sport. We travel a lot. We get beat up physically & mentally. Statistically, a "good player" fails 1 out of 3 times (.300 batting average). You have to come out 

every day and LOVE the game. Give the extra 5%. You have to know that YOU have a limited window of time (4 years of college) where it is YOUR TIME...Your time to get to 

play time game that you Iove...to represent the team and UNC with pride...and to get be around your friends every day at practice and in competition. You have to be TOUGH! 

"it’s supposed to be hard. if it wasn’t hard, everyone would do it. It’s the hard that makes it great!" 

http:i/www.voutu be.comiwatch?v=nd L7y0 MIRE4 
Let’s go get more wins! 

WEEKLY REPLY ALL: Please respo~ct by Wednesday, Mardm 13, 2013.~ 

1. "One Great Golf Shot [heoly": What are you most grateful for in your iife? Expiain. 

2. List your 2 3 BEST qualities for Offense & Defense...2 3 for eacim. Pitcimers who don’t hit, just do defense. 

We believe in you, 

The Coaches 

Camps/Clinics: 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 



JOIN US 

This inaugural symposium, held atthe University of Notre Berne, is designed to prepare collegiate 
athletic programs fi:..r hosting summer sports camps which are fun, .safe, and whM1 promote character 
development. The symposium will enabie attendees to train carn..p coaches and counselors in the legal, 
ethical, and psychoiogical dimensions of working with young people who attend these camps. 

Play Like a Champion [oday staff, along with experts in the field of child advocacy law, sociai work, and 
child 8 adolescent development will lead this interactive symposiunl to equip athletic department:s 
with the tools t:o train their staff. At:tendees will learn proven techniques i:..f developing character 
through camps, while building a safe, transparent, fun environment for 

Symposium atte~s will rec~iw: 

Awareness of the vital role that sports and sports camps play in the healthy development of a 
young athlete 
,,nov,~,,~dqe about the short t:erm and iong term effects of abuse in young people 

Information about the iegal responsibilit:ies of running a camp, especiaiiy as it: regards reporting 
abuse 
-iraining to establish a transparent and e~ective system for managing child welfare in camps 
Preparation to instruct their summer camp staf{ on the Ray Like a Champion Today philosophy 

FEATURE[} PRESENTERS 
Br, E Clark Power: Professor of Psychology and Academh: Birector of Play Like a Charnpion Today 
!4risti~ Sheeha~: Program Director of Play Like a Champion -[oday Sports Education Znitiative 
Margaret ~raf: General Counsei, Archdiocese of Los Angeies 
~arol!/~ Hahn: Execut:ive Birector of Child Abuse Services [nvesUgat:ion and Education Center 
Jill Bedensteiner: Notre Bame Associate Athletic Oirector, Compliance 8 Legal Affairs 

COST 
In~t,tJt,o,~ + 858 per- attendee [for materials} S3OOper’ ~ ~l : ~ . 

APRIL PB, 8013, 9:OOAM-q:OOPM 
MONOBRAM ROOM, JOYCE ATHLETIC 8 CONVOCATION CENTER 

REGISTER TODAY: playlikeachampionmd.edu/college 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:36 PM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

State Oversight of Athletics; Goveumaent Influence on tteath; Buzz over Shot Clocks 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

GeoLclia Rg_q~nts to Scrutinize ~ports Moves at State Collecles 
College presidents who want to expand athletics will face increased scrutiny from the 
State Board of Regents. Georgia’s public colleges will need permission ... 

Survey: Government Should Have Say on Public Health 
Does the government have a role to play in preventing childhood obesity, helping 
smokers quit and heading off chronic diseases such as cancer and ... 

BIo.q: Is It Time for a Shot Clock at All Levels? 
The debate over whether high school basketball needs a shot clock has raged for 
years. But recent "stall ball" incidents at playoff games in Michigan and ... 

College Athletics Budgets: Constant Pressure to Keep Up 
Imagine you’re the athletics director at Maryland. Your department generated $68.1 
million in revenue during the 2011-12 year. But you will soon be ... 

Heat Acclimation Behind Earlier Football Start in Utah 
The start of the high school football season just got a little earlier. The Utah High 
School Activities Association’s Executive Committee voted unanimously ... 

New Rule Seeks to Limit Vir.qinia HS Pitchers’ Deliveries 



With the coming of the new baseball season, there are some new regulations - and 
some will likely have an impact on most teams at some point this ... 

Cross-Training Class Offered for Patrons and Their Pets 
Many people get home from work in need of a trip to the gym or an exercise class. But 
the list of excuses is myriad, starling with that most precious commodity .... 

Police Response to Hoops Title Celebration Stirs Controversy 
The father of a West Liberty University cheerleader filed a complaint with the 
Charleston police chief, accusing officers of using excessive force ... 

Handshake Still Illustrates "Game of Change" 50 Years Later 
They are the champions you might not remember, who lived the extraordinary season 
you might not have known. But to begin to understand the special journey ... 

New Reader Comments: 
Grad Student Zack Goodman Researches Heart Rates in Ice Hockey 
Is there a blog or website to track Zack’s work? This is interesting and as an older 
person, I would like to see how he pr~)gresses. 

Grad Student Zack Goodman Researches Heart Rates in Ice Hockey 
Being one of those hockey playing ’weekend warriors’ myself, and coordinating a 
Men’s 50+ league as part of my job as well, I have a keen interest in ... 

Or.qanizations Renew Call to Increase Physical Activity in Schools 
Interesting, and I do agree, but also let’s look at the actual implementation of these 
ideas. 1) They cost money. So people need to be serious about ... 

Summit to HelLo OLc~anizations Prevent Abuse in Youth ~#orts 
Is there a published list of organizations being represented at this summit? Hopefully 
every major sports organization is represented. I am involved in youth ... 

David: I have not yet seen a complete list of the participating organizations, nor have I 
been able to find one online. But summit organizers say they welcome ... 

Sounds like a terrific program, however the items mentioned in the article are actually 
classified as "Activities of Daily Living". From an exercise stand point .... 

Study: No Quick Savings from Workplace Wellness 
What is the long-term impact on healthcare costs as a result of making lifestyle 
changes? Additionally, isn’t one of the goals of PPACA to shift the ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 5:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

Reviewed the legislation again today as a group. 

Just saw your e-mail exchange with Lissa. 

Monday we can solidify the votes. 

See you tonight. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, March 15, 2013 9:03 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

A reminder... 

From-" Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Friday, March 08, 2013 2:06 PM 
To-" Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

I believe we should go ahead with the override on all 3 (11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A) and have serious discussion at 
ACC meetings on March 15 regarding an override of the other three (13-8, 16-6 and 16-7). Managing public 
perception and support for President Emmert and the members of the board should not be our primary concern. 
Our primary concern should remain our students and the long-term health of intercollegiate athletics. 

From," Matt Burgemeister [mailto:mburqemeister@theacc.orq] 
Sent." Friday, March 08, 2013 9:43 AM 
To." Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell; Bret Cowley; Jerome Rodgers 
(jrodqers@athletics.qatech.edu); Merlene Aitken (maitken@athletics.qatech.edu); Marquita Armstead; Dan Bartholomae 
(dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Kassen Gunderman; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot 
(brandi~guerinot@bc.edu); Carly Pariseau (car!y~par!seau@bc~edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Brad Woody 
(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Andy Campbell (wcampb2@clemson.edu); Cindy 
Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer 
(shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince; Angel Cavanaugh 
(as2cz@eservices.virginia,edu); Derek Gwinn; Alex Dominato(adominato@fsu.edu); Casey East; JimCurry 
(jmcurry@fsu.edu); Tasha Fisher; Vanessa Fuchs(vfuchs@fsu.edu); TomTimmermans (tatimmermans@qmail.com); 
Lance Markos; Kirby, Samantha Lillian; Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); 
TonyHernandez (thernandez@miami.edu); Brett Luy (bd!11@my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick; CarrieDoyle 
(carrie dovle@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson; JasonGreco; Julie Mallette; Michelle 
Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford; Jill Bodensteiner; Chris James (cmiame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf 
(dmisaf@syr.edu); Erlease Wagner(erleasem@syr.edu); Herman Frazier; Jamie Mullin; Dr. Louis Marcoccia; Brad CC 
Hostetter; Katie Koone; Shamaree Brown; CodyGambler (¢qamb!er@umd.edu); Kristi Giddings; Mathew Franck 
(mfranck@umd.edu); Erin Moran(e.moran2@umiami.edu); Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Samantha Kirby; Tom 
Timmermans; Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); EricBaumgartner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Rob Slavis(rslavis@virginia.edu); 
Heather LaFon; Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker(tparker@vt.edu); Seth Barwick; 37 -0500 
Subject; FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

For those who haven’t yet seen it, please read below for new information regarding a few RWG proposals. 



ii~iii8iiii~i#~i~i~i##~j~#iiiiii##iii~i~j~#iiii~i~iiii~iii~i~i~iii~i~iii~ifii~#~i~i~ii We will continue to provide updates as they become 
available. Please let us know if you have any questions. 
Matt 

From: Hostetter, Brad 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 4:45 PM 
Subject: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

All 

Below is an article summarizing the Rules Working Group’s recommendation to the Board of Directors on the three 
proposals we discussed last week. We will continue the discussion next Friday but, in the meantime, I thought you’d find 
this helpful. Tomorrow, I expect to send materials via email for that 8-10 a.m. portion of the meeting next week. 

Rules Working Group recommends Board suspend recruiting-related 
proposals 
Board of Directors to review two proposals adopted in January 
By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA. org 

After reviewing significant membership feedback, the Rules Working Group recommended the Division I Board of Directors modify two 

proposals adopted in January to make the rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. 

Despite extensive outreach by the Rules Working Group, some in the membership recently expressed concern about the possible 

adverse impact the changes would have on college coaches, administrators and university resources, in addition to the impact on 

prospects and their families. 

Some coaches and administrators expressed concern deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting arms race that will overwhelm 

prospects, college coaches and athletics department budgets. Much of the anxiety is specific to football, though the concerns could 

translate to any sport. 

"The working group has taken seriously its commitment to listen and respond to the membership throughout this process," said Tulsa 

President Steadman Upham, co-chair of the Rules Working Group. "We understand that reasonable minds differ on some of these 

challenging issues, and we hope that further discussion will benefit our student-athletes and their institutions. We believe that, with the 

help of the membership, we can reach an appropriate outcome." 

"1 believe it is important to note that the Board has given and likely will continue to give great deference to the Rules Working Group, I 

have confidence in their ability to develop appropriate solutions," Hatch said, 

"1 would like to commend President Barker and his colleagues on the Rules Working Group for their willingness to collaborate with the 

membership when it became clear that many had concerns about three of the 25 proposals that were adopted in January," he added. "1 

look forward to discussing the recommendations with the Board." 

The working group members will recommend: 

!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Prop. No. RWG-11-2, which eliminated the definition of recruiting coordination functions that 

must be performed only be a head or assistant coach, be suspended until appropriate modifications can be made. The concept will 

be considered as the membership ponders its approach to non-coaching personnel. 



!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Prop. No. RWG-13-5-A, which eliminated restrictions on printed materials sent to prospects 

other than general correspondence, be suspended to allow for a broader discussion of the rule. 

Suspending both rules means neither will become effective unless and until appropriate modifications are made. 

Because the working group agreed to suspend Prop. No. RWG-11-2, members felt that action addressed many of the concerns with 

Prop. No. RWG-13-3, which eliminated restrictions governing modes and numerical limits on recruiting communication. 

Suspending RWG-11-2 will eliminate the fears about having an unlimited number of staff members contacting prospects an unlimited 

number of times. When it initially proposed the rule change, the Rules Working Group believed the rule change acknowledged both the 

increased use of text-messaging by prospects over the last several years and the growing difficulty of distinguishing between text 

messages, email and messages sent through social media. The rule also is expected to relieve a significant monitoring burden from 

the shoulders of compliance administrators. 

The working group members continue to believe that over-communication with recruits will ultimately be ineffective in the recruiting 

process and that the rule will encourage increasingly technology-sawy recruits to tell coaches the best way to communicate with them. 

Working group members noted that football coaches are currently permitted to make an unlimited number of telephone calls to 

prospects during the fall contact period, which runs from late November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing 

day in February. Given this, the practical impact of RWG-13-3 will be to permit unlimited calls for only a few additional months. 

The group members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited number of emails or other direct messages on 

various social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook), so deregulation in this area provides consistency and simplifies the legislation. 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a year, and all feedback has 

been positive. Believing some of the concerns have been allayed, the working group agreed to recommend that the Board not take 

action to modify RWG-13-3 so that the benefits of the rule can be realized. 

As with all proposals adopted by the Board as part of the reform effort, RWG-13-3 will undergo a review after two years. 

Schools still have the opportunity to compel the Board to review its decision to adopt these or any other proposals adopted in January 

Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter@theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 
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The Department of Athletics at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is recruiting for 
the position of Assistant Director of Compliance. This position will have the primary 
responsibility for conducting initial and continuing eligibility certification for all 28 sports, 
monitoring official visit procedures and other areas of recruiting, overseeing the institution’s 
compliance with regard to camps and clinics, NCAA rules education and all other areas as 
assigned by the Assistant Athletic Director. 

Applicants for the position must have a Master’ s degree. Preference will be given to applicants 
with experience working in an intercollegiate athletics compliance office or an academic support 
program for student-athletes. 

The position requires: 

Excellent organizational and problem-solving skills 

Strong written and oral communication skills 

Ability to handle multiple tasks at the same time 

Knowledge of NCAA rules and regulations 

Interested candidates should send a letter of application, vita, and the names, addresses and 
telephone numbers of three references by June 116, 2004 to: 

Susan Maloy, Assistant Athletic Director 
UNC Department of Athletics 
P.O. Box 2126 
CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employer. 
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IN IRODUCIION 

Bernardsville is an affl.uent village ofn ineteen th-century colonial homes, 
a small town center, and modern strip malls located in northern New 

Jersey just thirty-five miles from midtown Manhattan. It’s the type of 

American bedroom community where the college-educated settle, start 
~:amilies, watch their children grow up on the town ball fidds, and then 

send,them offto college aRer graduation from Bernards High School. 
~’ith a rich selection of Advanced Placement courses and the ex- 

clusive two-year International Baccalaureate curriculum, the 75o-stu- 
dent high school is ot~en ranked among the best public schools in the 
state. In the fall of ~oo5, Samantha Dietz entered h, er senior year at Ber- 

nards. She was a member of the debate club, Har~ ard Model Congress, 
and worked for the student newspaper. She took Advanced Placement 

psycholog}¢ as well as several International Baccalaureate courses, 
cluding English, French, and environmental science. She maintained a 

3.9 grade-point average. And like ahnost all of her senior class, she was 
bound for college the following fall 

Dietz would be the first in her family to go Jo college. Her parents 

had solid j~bs in technolog}~ despite having o~l> high-school diplomas. 

They didn t push her to go to college, but Dietz’s teachers and guidance 
counselors did, especially to four-year colleges. She applied to more 
than a half a dozen schools: Ringers Universit}; Drew Universit}; Fair- 

leigh Dickinson University in New Jersey; Hof~tra U~iversity }~ New 
2~rk; and AllegheW College and Bucknell Uni~ ersit~ in Penns~ lvania. 
She ~as accepted to all but Bucknell, where she was put on the wait list. 

~’hen decision time came in the spring, Dietz closely examined the 
financia~-aid offers £rom each of the colleges. For her, the choice woukt 
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X / INTRODUCTION 

be strictly about the bottom line. Fairleigh Dickinson offered her the 
most financial aid, nearly all of it in grants that woulddt have to be paid. 

back. Its campus was about twenty minutes away; so she couk] live at 
home and save on room and board. With Fairleigh Dickinson’s finan- 
cial package, Dietz’s tuition bill would be about half of the university’s 

$25,~oo list price at the time. Her decision was eas?: 
¼~hat Dietz failed to examine was Fairleigh Dickinson’s graduation 

rate. In 2006, only 38 percent of its students graduated within six years, 
a rate well below all of the other schools she had considered. The two 

other local schools on her list, Rutgers and Drew, graduated more than 

7o percent of their students within shx years. Though Fairleigh Dickin- 
son was giving Dietz a boatload of money, her chances of emerging at 
the other end with a degree were pretty dismal. 

Dietz took a full slate of classes her first semester. To pay tuition, she 

waitressed and helped manage a restaurant near her house. She worked 
twenty-five hours a week mostly on nights and weekends. "By Thanks- 
giving, I was exhausted. I had no down tm~e, she ~ecalls. She was do- 

ing well in school, with mostly Bs in her classes. "I felt like I was kill- 
ing myself for nothing;’ Dietz says. "This was money I could he saving 

and starting my life. I was managing a restaurant, handling tinances and. 

employees. I was learning a lot less about the real world in school and 
paying so much for it;’ 

Toward the end of the semester, she received a letter from the uni- 

versity announcing that state funds to private colleges in New ~ersey 
were at risk of being cut. It was a warning: she would likely need to pay 
even more the :[i)llowing fall. 

So she dropped out of college. 

The Dropout Crisis 

The story of Samantha Dietz is not unique. ~t reflects a broad, national 

trend in American higher education, where some 400,000 students 
drop out every yeara 

For most of the twentieth centur}; the United States bragged that it 
had the best colleges and ~niversities in the world-and rightfully so. 

Since the end of Workt W;ar II, when colleges and universities threw 
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open their doors to returning GIs, helping to create a vast middle class 
that defined a generation, these institutions have been the enW of the 

world and a symbol of American greatness. They attracted the most 
ented students from other countries, and graduated young Americans 
who were the best educated in the world. 

Not anymore. Over the last thirty years - and particularly in the first 
decade of the new millennium - American higher education has lost its 
wa}~ At the very top, the most elite and prestigious institutions remain 

the best-the world still clamors to get into Harvard, Princeton, ~ale, 

Berkele?; Stan:[i:~rd, Amherst, Williams, and a few dozen other house- 
hold. brands. 

But at the colleges and universities attended by most American stu- 
dents, costs are spiraling out of control and quality is declining just as 
increasing international competitio2 demands that higher education be 

more productive and less expensive. Only slightly m~re than 5o per- 

cent of American students who enter college leave ~ith a bachelor’s 
degree. Among wealthy countries, only Italy ranks lower. As a result, 

the United States is now ranked number twelve among developed na- 
tions in higher-education attainment by its young people.~ As the baby 
boomer generation leaves the work force, the country risks hm~ing suc- 

cessive generations less educated than the ones that preceded them for 
the first time. 

Such trends carry significant economic risks for the United States. 

For every dollar earned by college graduates, those who drop out with- 
out a degree earn sixty-seven cents. Since the turn of the centur}; aver- 

age wages for high-school graduates-----who today make ~p about halt: of 
the adult population -have ~Mlen considerably to just o~ er *~9,ooo, be- 
low the federal poverty level for a family of four. Nothing short of win- 
ning the lottery helps ensure a young perso~ will achieve the Ameri- 

can dream quite like a college degree. A f6ur-year college credential is 
the best ticket - and perhaps the only ticket - for kids from the 
families to get ahead. For children fl’om families at higher income le~ els 

(defined as S61,ooo and above), a degree helps them make it to the top 
themselves. 

In 2om, fk, ur years aRer Dietz quit Fairleigh Dickinson, she signed up 

:fk~r a C ass at nearby Raritan Valley Community Co ege. Since then, she 
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has taken one class a semester, paying about $5oo a course. She wishes 
her counselors in high school had encouraged her to consider commu- 

nity college, instead of mocking two-year institutions as places for stu- 
dents who couldfft hack it on a four-year campus. 

Nm<, Dietz is twenty-four years old and working for a real estate 

company. Her job doesn’t require a degree, but she thinks she’ll even- 
tually get one. She has heard the statistics on the long-term payoff of 
a degree, but for the moment Dietz :[:eels she is better off than many of 
her high-school friends who went to college. "They graduated and are 
in worse situations;’ she says. "They are back to waitressing or nanny- 

}rig, not d:0ing a~,~ytlping with their de~ree.. Th,,ey are living at home and m tons ot debt. I m m a much better sm~atmn. 

A Risk-Averse, Self-Satisfied Industry 

American higher education is broken. 

Like another American icon--the auto industry in Detroit--the 
higher-educatkm industry is beset: by hubris, opposition to change, and 
resistance to,accountability. Even the leaders of colleges and universi- 

ties think were in trouble. More than one-third of them say American 
higher education is headed in the wrong direction.3 

In 2oo~, in its final report f¥om a year-long ~tudy, a federal commis- 
sion stud} ing the future of higher education ~arned of the dangers of 
complacenc~: "What we have learned over the last year makes clear that 
American higher education has become what, in the bu, siness world, 

would be called a mature enterprise: increasingly risk-a~erse, at times 
self-satisfied, and unduly expensive;’ it said. "History is littered with ex- 
amples of industries that, at their peril, failed to respond to- or even 

to notice-----changes in the world around them, from railroads to steel 
manufacturers24 ~ 

Change comes ~er, slowly to high, er ed~ucation. Many institutions in 
the United States were established o~ er t~ o centuries ago, with a hand- 
ful dating back to the days before the American Revolution. Tradition is 
important at these colleges. A confluence of events---flagging state sup- 

port for public colleges, huge federal budget deficits, and falling house- 
hold income-----now makes it necessary to consider new approaches. 
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INTRODUCTION / 

Ideas for change are everywhere. Ahnost every day a report about in- 
novation in higher education or an invitation to a meeting about its 

ture lands on my desk.. In April zo:~.2, I made my way to one of the larg- 
est of those gatherings, the Education Innovation Summit at Arizona 
State Universit~c 

The summit was notable for who wasdt there. As I scanned the 

name tags of the 8oo or so attendees, I found very few were actual ed- 
ucators-- the college presidents, professors, or others who spend their 

days on campuses immersed in the business of’higher education. 
This gathering at an office park for start-ups run by Arizona State 

had attracted educational entrepreneurs, CEOs, and investors to hear 

talks about the future of education and see demonstrations from more 

than a hundred companies promising to bring massive change to the 

tradition-bound industr)¢ 
Kicking off the meeting with a call to arms was Michael Crm~ the 

hard-charging leader who, in his ten years as president, had trans- 

fovmed~Arizona State from a sleepy public university to a lest bed 
for ne~ ideas. Lecturing the group on what ails higher education, he 
summed up its problems in a word most of us had never heard-- 

opietism. ’Danslation: higher education is clinging to tradition. "Ibo few 

students ave going to college, not enough are graduating, and the whole 
thing costs too much. Quoting his father, a US Navy sailor, Crow called 
this a "piss-poor performance2 

Although Crow is derided in some academic circles for his business- 
like approach to higher education, he found a sympathetic audience in 
this gathering. For this crowd, Jacking an academic pedigree is exactly 
what’s needed to vef2~rm the outdated methods of traditional colleges, 

and of course, profit at the same time. Investors are lining up to cash in 
on the college of tomorrm~ Venture capitalists poured, some $429 mil- 

lion into education companies in zo~. That same year, in the midst of a 
worldwide economic slump, ~4 education start-ups received, financial 

backing, the most since ~999 during the height of the dot-corn boom. 

The new business ideas that are changing higher education range 
Dora rethinking how high-school students apply to college (think Face- 
book, with colleges making friend requests to prospective applicants), 

to how courses are delivered (~5o,ooo students in an online class), to 
how learners ave certified (think of a badge like those given in the Boy 
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Scouts, instead of a diploma). Each new idea raises the anxiety level of 
administrators on traditional college campuses that have had a monop- 

oly on the credential market and want to maintain it. 
In other industries, "those who dodt innovate go out of business;’ 

Jennifer Fremont-Smith tells me under the ninety-degree Scottsdale 

sun during a break in the program. She is cofounder of Smarterer, a 
Boston-based start-up that offers technology for validating technical 
skills on everything from social media to Microsoft Office programs. 
"Higher ed;’ she adds, "shouldfft be different:" 

Despite the technological advances of the past two decades, the rev- 
olution in the way college education is delivered is just beginning. For 

the most part, the residential college experience of today is much like 
it was ten or twenty years ago-the classrooms, dorms, dining halls, 
and quad. Though laptops and iPads are ubiquitous in lectm’e halls, stu- 

dents can take classes online, the dining halls have sushi, and. nearly ev- 
eryone has a smartphone, the basics of going to college and getting a 
broad education or training in a profession remain largely unchanged. 

At least for now. 

A college has many purposes, f~rom research and discovery to ma- 
turing students. At its core, one of the purposes is information delivery, 

and in recent years other king-established content providers from mu- 
sic to journalism to books have been transformed by technolog}; result- 
ing in the decline of the middleman -record stores, newspapers, book- 

stores, and publishers. Are colleges next? "Ihlk of a coming disruption to 
the traditional college model has reached a fever pitch in some corners 
of higher educarlon ----- each day ~eems to bring news of innovations with 

the potential to transform how we get a college degree, just as iTunes 
forever changed how we buy music. 

If every revolution has a turning point, perhaps that defining mo- 

ment came fbr higher education in the fall of ~o1:1. A Stantbrd profes- 
sol; Sebastian Thrun, and Google’s Director of Research, Peter Nor- 
vig, offered their graduate-level artificial intelligence course online for 

free° They thought the class might appeal to 5oo students, perhaps a 
thousand. It ended up attracting 16o,ooo students from ~9o countries, 
prompting the label "Massive Online Open Course;’ or MOOC. The 

a2,ooo students,, who finished received an official- "Statement of Ac- 
complishment. Thrun then asked the top thousand students who had 
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perfect or near-perfect scores on their assignments to send him their 
r4sum4s. He promised to pass the best o~es on to tech companies 

throughout Silicon Valley. After the course ended, Thrun turned his 
focus to a compaW he started, Udacit~; which offers low-cost, online 
classes. 

The success of the Stanford. class touched off a string of a~nounce- 

ments in the following months b~ MIT, the University of California at 

Berkeley, the ~2ive~titY of Pennsylvania, the University of Michigan, 
Princeton Uni~ ersit~, and dozens of others that they ~ ould attempt to 
deliver a piece of their brand-name education to the masses online. 

the same time, ~ew ideas to substantially lower the cost of a traditional 

college degree were emerging. The most notable effort was at the Uni- 
versity of North X~xas. There leaders called in the management con- 
sulting firm, Bain & Company. famous for helping corporate America 

restructure its operations, to assist the university in d.esig~ing the col- 
lege of the futm’e for its branch campus in Dallas. The model shaped 
by Bain called for a limited number of majors tied to the needs of the 

local economy (such as business and information technology), classes 
offered year-round, and hybrid courses (a combination of online and 

face-to-face classes). For students xsho graduate on time, a bachelor’s 

degree would cost about ,18,ooo. 

The new University of Nor? ~I?xas campus a~ massive online 
courses like Thruds are precisel~ the type of disrupti~ e forces that Clay 

Christensen envisions displacing traditional players in higher educa- 
tion. Christensen, a Harvard Business School professor, is the father of 
I:he disruptive innovation theory I:hat argues that the mo2t original new 

products take root at the bottom of the market and e~entually move 
up market, displacing established competitors. Think of cell phones re- 
placing landlines and digital cameras replacing film. Christensen has 

written several best-selling books on the theory. He believes higher ed- 
ucation is the next i~dustry ripe for this kind of change, and in 2o~ he 

laid out his argmnen~s in the book The Innovative [.~niversity. I met him 
that summer at a da} -long seminar he held for those leading change in 
higher education. "W~ need new models because the cost of higher ed 
is becom ing prohibitive;’ he told me. "The h istory of innovation tells us 

those new models are not g~i, ng to come fi’om within higher ed. They 
will come :from new entrants. 
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As a reporter, I’ve heard plenty of people over the years make similar 
sweeping statements about coming change, only to see nothing happen. 

In each decade since the 197os, the end of higher education as we know 
it has been predicted, usually during a ,deep recession that made people 

question the need for college. In ~976, Newsweek magazine ran a famous 

cover of two college graduates donning their cap and gown while hold- 
ing a shovel and iackhammer. The headline: "Who Needs College?" 

Of course, those predictions now seem greatly exaggerated, furnish- 

ing current college leaders with an abundance of overconfidence. The 
truth about change is that we tend to overestimate its speed while un- 
derestimating its reach. 

This ~l, oment in higher education is ripe tbr change. States have in- 
creasingl~ rolled back their fin2ncial support for higher education, leav- 

ing their public universities, ~ hich already educate eight in ten Ameri- 

cans, scrambling for cash at a time when more students are trying to get 
in. By some measures, state taxpayer support for higher education hasn’t 
been this low since 1965, when there were :[i)urteen million fewer stu- 
dents in the system.5 Over all, student debt has surpassed trillion dol- 

lars while, since the late 197os, the annual costs at: four-year colleges have 
risen three times faster than the rate of inflation. Some $~o billion in stu- 

dent loans was borrowed in 2o1:1 ah:me. Some 5o million Americans now 
hold some kind of student loan, slightly 2ore than the number of people 

on Medicare and almost as many as recei~ e Social Security benefits. 

The massive run-up in student-loan debt has raised plenty of com- 
parisons to the bubbles of the last fifteen years in tech stocks and hous- 
ing prices. Could higher education be the next bubble to burst? Some 

economists dismiss this idea, pointing out that a college degree is not 
an asset like a house or a stock, which can he tlipped and will lose value 

if people cant or doNt want to buy it on resale. Still, a kind of bubble 
could exist if st:ud~i~t:s overvahle degrees from some colleges .----and I be- 

lieve this is a)read.} happeningI The worth ~fa degree is often measured. 
by the salar~ a graduate receives, especiall~ when they come from elite 

colleges and go o13 to lucrative employment at Wall Street banks and 
consulting firms. But these kinds of employers recruit only at top col- 
leges. The question remains: is a degree from Podunk LT worth $5o,ooo 

a year? Even if you go $3o,ooo or .*4o,ooo into debt to get a diploma 
and then have trouble getting a good job? 
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t--Ieavy debt burdens for recent college graduates might make good 
news stories, but they rarely generate more than a collective sigh from 

the public and politicians who largely see a college education as a pri- 
vate good paid for by the person who benefits from it most, the grad- 
uate. As one state lawmaker told me when I asked him if he worried 

that the average debt of graduates in his state had hit the *25,000 mark, 
"So what? That’s the price of a new car:’ Under the hood of that new 

shiW car are societal shifts causing a growing divide between tl’le haves 

and have-nots in higher education. The wealthiest colleges are spend- 
ing ten thousand dollars more per student on instruction than less af- 
fluent schools that dedicate about as much money to their students as 

high schools do. Even as more of our citizens need an educatkm past 
high school, elite colleges are making themselves even more exclusive, 
proudly boasting each spring about the smaller and smaller percentage 
of applicants they have accepted (in 2m2, Harv~,~d rejected nine in ten 

applicants, including at least ~,8oo high-school ~ aledictorians).6 At the 
2oo colleges that are most difficult to get into, only 15 percent of enter- 

ing students in 2olo came from families in the bottom half of incomes 
in the US (under $65,ooo). Nearly seven in ten students on those cam- 
puses come from the top income group (above ,m8,ooo).7 

The result is that the [IS higher-education system is becoming less of 
a meritocracy. In the last decade, the percentage of students fl"om fami- 
lies at the highest income levels who got a bachelor’s degree has grown 

to 82 percent, while for those at the bottom it has fallen to just 8 per- 
cent. 

No Longer a One-Size-Fits-All Experience 

Eighteen years ago, just as the Internet was taking off, I graduated from 
Ithaca College, a traditional, residential college with 6,000 students (I 
didn’t have a2 e-mail address until my sophomore year). Sixteen years 

from no~ m} youngest daughter will go to college, and. I can only imag- 
ine what her experience might be like. One of the reasons I decided to 
write this book is to help students better understand the various path- 

ways to a degree and also to assist parents like me sort through the h}q?e 
and the reality about th e fl~t ure of h igher educatkm.       ~ 
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Unlike the disciples of C, lay Christensen ...... the "disrupters" as they 

are known-1 don’t believe that scores of colleges will simply disap- 
pear in the fixture and be replaced by online imitations. Sure, by my es- 
timates only 500 or so of the 4,ooo-plus colleges and. universities in the 

United States are truly safe because they haze stable finances or large 
endowments. 

Unlike newspapers and bookstores, colleges are mostly protected from 
market :fbrces by large government subsidies and a complex regulatory 

environment that does not allow your or I to simply start a new college 
from our bedroom like we ~an a Web site that puts a newspaper out of 

business. Although as mare as a thousand colleges are at risk of closing 

or merging in the decade ahead because of poor finances, the vast ma- 
jority of colleges will adapt. Colleges are like cities, as so many people 
have reminded me throughout the research ~\,r this book. They evolve 

as needs change, although many of them will struggle through this next 

evolution,.                                 , 
If you re a parent who went to college, don I: assume your children 

will follow the same route. Technology has given students so many 
more choices about how and where t:o get: a college credential. One dif 
ficulty I’ve encountered is that we no longer have a shared vision in this 

country about what a college education should consist of. Even college 
students today can’t be described in a single way. The people we think 
of as traditional college students, eighteen- to twenty-four-year-olds, 

make up a little more than a third of enrollments at colleges across the 
country. These students have different interests and learning styles from 
each other, so :ii~r some a four-year liberal-arts college is best, while 

wor,k~ng adults an online degree is often the better option. 
¼;e think of American higher education as a cohesive system, but 

there is nothing uniform about it. Colleges and universities provide a 
wide variety of educational and social services and bring them together 

in one package, which usually is delivered, at one ph} sical location. That 
system is collapsing under an unsustainable fi~,~ancial model. 

In its place is emerging a collection of pro~ iders. In the face of these 
new competitors, a portion of traditional higher educatio, n is trying 

to remake its model. One of the most significant eflbrts we 11 visit: is 

Carnegie Mellon U)~iversiD; where professors in specific academic sub- 

iects and researchers versed in the science of how students learn have 
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teamed up to build elaborate online courses that are already reshaping 
how content is delivered in college a~d university classrooms. 

The technological revolutk)n in how infl)rmation is distributed and 

consumed holds the promise to scale higher educatio~ to ser~e more 

students and cut costs. At the same time, the rush to embrace technol- og~ as a solutio~ to every problem has created te~sio~ o~ campuses 
over whether the critical role higher education plays in preparing the 
whole person to be a productive citizen in a democratic society is at 

risk. indeed, in an increasingl~ complex world, the ~bundation oflearn- 
ing-----a liberal-arts education ...... is more important than ever. 

The Lost Decade                                     ~ 

This is a book about the future of higher education. The first part xs ill 
explain how we got to this point. This is not meant to be an exhaus- 
five history. Indeed, I believe that colleges Io~t their way in just the last 

decade and were consumed by the ego-driven desire of their leaders 
to keep up with comp,~fitors and rise in the rankings. I call the period 

from ~999 to 2oo9 the Lost Decade2 It’s the time when a boom in high- 

school gra&~ates gave colleges the opportunity to prepare for what’s 
coming next: fewer government dollars and a more diverse pipeline of 
students lacking academic skills but needing lots of financial aid. Like 

day traders in the dot-corn boom and those who flipped homes during 
the housing bubble, college leaders spent the last decade chasing high- 
achieving students, showering them with scholarships to snatch them 

fl’om competitors, and going deep into debt to build lavish residence 
halls, recreational facilities, and other amenities that contribute noth- 
ing to the actual learning of students. More was the guiding principle 

of the lost decade--more buildings, more majors, more students, and 
of course, more tuition. ’Ib keep tuition dollars rolling in to support the 
whole enterprise, students were not exposed to a rigorous academic ex- 

perience that would have prepared them *~r the working world, but in- 
stead were treated like customers to be pleased and placated. The era 
of more is finally coming to an end. It began unraveling aRer the finan- 

cial crisis of ~oo8, and now the disruptors have colleges looking in their 
rearview mirrors. 
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The second half of this book will describe how the traditional col- 

lege is becoming unbotmd-its students less tethered to one campus 
for four years and ~ts functions, from courses ~n a ~5-week semester to 
majors, no longer come in a one-,~ize-fits-all package. Think of it as the 

unbundled cable package where } ou’re allowed to pick and choose your 

cha~nels. In these later chapters, we’ll go on a campus tour of potential 
new pathways to a credential. Fll take you inside one of the massive on- 
line courses. We’ll enter the student swirl, in which an increasing num- 

ber of students are getting degrees by transferring between colleges. Fll 
explain the idea of competency-based education, where students learn 
at their own pace and are certified when they master a concept. We’ll 

look at how prof}ssors are flipping the classroom to improve the tra- 
ditional lecture. And we’ll explore other alternatives, including online 
and hybrid courses. For those still interested Xn the traditional route, 

I’ll provide ideas on how you can compare the return on investment 
between institutions and determXne the value of a $2oo,ooo bachelor’s 
degree at a private college. We’ll explore a decision too o~en leR until, 

the last minute for too maW students: pXcking a major in an econom} 
where what may be the fastest growing jobs in the :t~ture don’t yet exist. 
This is not meant as a guidebook about i~dividual schools, but you will 

find examples of’ colleges that are experimenting with innovative ideas 
and profiles of several colleges where, right no~; the future of higher 
education is unfolding. 

Throughout, I’ll argue that you dodt need to be looking for a college 
as much as you peed to look for what and how you want to learn and 
decide what: you re preparing fbr a~erward~. On campus tours, colleges 

emphasXze the bells and whXstles: the £anc} dorms, climbing walls, and 
technology-filled classrooms. Dorft let them distract you. Smart stu- 
dents should focus their attention on the quality of teaching, the porta- 

bility of their credits, and the value a degree or other credential will pro- 
vide them in the job market. The more questions students and parents 
ask about these matters, the more attention schools will pay to them, 

and, in the long run, the more successfld the American higher educa- 
tion system will be. 
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Degrees of  ,’ due 

It’s a question we ask about every major purchase we make. A 
_ll_ house. A car. And ~ncreas~ngl~; a college education. 

Every number used to assess the economic value of higher education 

makes dear that it does pay--college graduates far outearn those with a 
high-school diploma. Few people question that a bachelor’s degree has 

financial value, even when the back<)t~the-envelope estimates diverge 
wildl> The difference in li*~time earning2 between college and high- 
school graduates ranges anDvt~ere from ,a/9,883 to *57o,ooo, and up to 

nearly ,1 million in one stud> 
This wage premium has long been the best sellin~ point for colleges. 

The marketing pitch went ~7:~rnething like this: don t worry how much 

you spend on our degree; ~e all know that getting a college credential is 
worth it. 

Of course, not all colleges are created equal. It has been nearly im- 

possible for consumers to get infbrmation about how IIltlCh a gradu- 
ate from a particular university with a g~ec~c mNor earns. That data 
would probably be the best measu[e of the fin2ncial return on i2est- 

ment in higher education, but, as xs ith so ma~} other tools that xs ould 
allow consumers to make bottom-line comparisons, colleges are loath 
to share such inii)rmation (even if they have it). In the absence of data, 

it is easier for colleges to sell the dream of higher education at any cost. 
But the price of tuition is too high these days for institutions to sin> 
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ply tell prospecl:ive students and parents to put I:heir I:rust in the value 
of that college’s degree° Hard numbers are needed-not to channel stu- 

dents into specific high-paying degree programs, but I:o help infi:~rm 
their choices. Academics remain uneasy-- and in some cases downright 
hostile- to the idea of placing a monetary value on the campus expe- 

rience, even though the higher-education industry has been touting its 
worth in economic terms ~k~r years. The College Board, the owner of the 
SAT, publishes a report every three years proclaiming the public and 

private benefits of higher education. Students, too, are ever more fo- 
cused on the financial benefits of higher education. Freshmen,now say 

the number one reason to attend, college is to get a better job; accord- 
~ng to a major annual survey of incoming students. Befo~ zoo6, stu- 

dents told researchers that the number one reason was to learn about 

things that interest me;’~                                        _ 
Going to college, of course, is about more than the paycheck after 

graduation. There are significant benefits to both the individual and so- 
ciety that are nol: easily meas~red ~n dollars and cenl:s }more on th~s ~n 

Chapter lO). Calculating the ~ alue of a degree t)’om an~ college requires 
a complicated formula that differs for each student. In other words, 
there is no simple a~swer to the perennial question, where should I 

go to college? "There’s no checklist. That’s exped:ing too much~’ Rich- 

ard Hesel said about the college search a~d selection process. Hesel is a 
principal with the Art & Science Group, a,~altimore-based admissions 

consulting firm that works with colleges. For most kids and families, 
it’s not going to be a rational process2’ 

As a result, more college-bound students are hedging their bets. In 

the t;all of 2oto, three quarters of college applicants submitted three or 
more applications. A quarter of applicants sent in seven or more.3 AI: 

the same time, the percentage of incoming students who say they are at- 

I:ending their top-choice school is declining.’ 
Why there and not here? That’s the question admissions officers at 

colleges around the country ask every spring when they lose students 

to competing schools. Finding the answer to that question is a puzzle. 
()~en the decisions of eighteen-year-olds cannot be explained. Students 
make selections based on a fuzzy concept called "fit"; families on an 
equally fuzzy concept called "value?’ Right no~; neither camp ~ows 

until ~1: is too late if the), made the right choice. In an age when we are 
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flooded with informatkm, the process of picking a college seems to be 
getting more complicated, not easier. 

In the previous chapters, I discussed some of the ways technology 
will transform the delivery of higher education i~ the, future and how 

the path students take through college w~]] have man~ more st~ps and 

starts along the wa> Traditional higher ed.ucatioi~ as we ha~e come 
to know it-manicured campuses and bright-eyed eighteen-year- 
olds----- will not disappear. This chapter and the next <me ar~, about that 

traditional system, and how we can better evaluate fit and ~ alue to de- 
termine whether a specific major or a degree from a particular college is 
worth it. 

Picking a College Based on Earnings of Graduates, 

In the value chain of American higher education, communitF colleges 
often find themselves near the bottom. The conventional wisdom i~ a 

society that imagines college as a ~\~ur-year, residential experience is 
that the associate’s degree is worth less than a bachelor’s degree. 

This perception is weighi~g heavily on ’I-bm Carey’s mind. His life- 

king love affair with cars has led him to the automotive technology pro- 
gram at Northern Virginia Commtmity College. Stretched over five 
campuses in the sprawling suburbs of the nation’s capital, Northern Vir- 

ginia Community College has grm~m alongside its surrounding neigh- 
borhoods and is now one of the largest community colleges in the coun- 
try, with more thar~ 75,ooo stu,d, ents. Given its size, Northern Virginia 

might have the look of a four-~ear college, but to Tom Carey the can> 
pus feels too much like the local commuter school. He wonders about 

his high-school buddies who we~t off to college, a~d the college accep- 
tance he turned ,d, own from Radford University in southwestern Vir- 

ginia so he could take it easy" at a two-year college. 
With the end of Carey’s first semester at Northern Virginia Com- 

muMty College fast approaching, the nagging feeling that he is missing 
out on the traditional four-year college experience just won’t go away. 
Carey decides he needs a ch~a, nge. He transfers to~ Radti~rd with a lit- 

fie more than a year left at Northern Virginia. ¼’ithout an academic 
com~terpoint at Radford in automotive technology, he picks business 
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as his new major, t--Ie quickly settles into college life, especially the par- 
tying. Virginia ’I-kch is nearby; so is the city of Roanoke. The academic 

fit at Radford, however, is not right: either. Carey likes to work with his 
hands, and he is sitting idle in his business classes. 

After two years at Radford, Carey dedd[s he has had enough.THe 
heads back to Northern Virginia Communit} College and secures x~ ork 
as a technician with a local Cadillac dealer that has a partnership with 

the institution, t--Ie graduates two years later, and keeps the dealership 

job. It’s a smooth transition. His ~riends from Radford, meanwhile, are 
struggling to find good-paying jobs. "I always thought the right thing 

to do was pursue the four-year degree-there was definitely pressure to 

do that;’ Carey says.,~t’s a little after 5 p.m. on a weekday afternoon, and 

he just got offwork. I soon found out [you should] do what makes you 

happy. Schooling didn’t make me happy. I had no interest in whatever 

degree i was getting at Radford. Automotive technology was my best 
bet;’ 

It turl:~s out that it was his best bet from an econon’~ic standpoint, 

too. Over the long run, college graduates with bachelor’s degrees typi- 
cally earn more than those with a two-year degree. In the years right 
after college, though, the two degrees are near equals in terms of pay- 

off. This is certainly true for Care}: The average first-year wage of gradTT 

uates from his automotive program at Northern Virginia Communit} 
College who end up working in the state is $37,3~z. The average for 

Radford’s business degree is $34,938. That small difference grows con- 
siderably once you take into account the lower price tag of Northern 
Virginia and the fact that its students enter the work force two years 

earlier. Of course, Carev transferred twice, erasing some of those sav- 
ings, but his a~i~bivalence about Radford meant that he was at risk of 

dropping out xs ithout anything to show for his efforts (only 57 percent 
of Ra~dford students graduate within six years). I shclw Carey the two 

salar} figures and. ask him if the numbers would ha~ e been helpful in 
his college search. "Money always talks;" he says. "I would have thought 

twice about transferring to Radford."             ~ 
Such precise salary figures, however, were not a~ ailable when Carey 

looked at colleges. These numbers come :fi:om a public database re- 

cently released by Virginia (esm.collegemeasures.orgiesmivirginiai) 
that lists the average salaries ti~r the graduates of hundreds of academic 
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programs across sixl:y-seven institutions in the sl:ate. I_.awmakers passed 

legislation requiring the tool, which they hope will provide p, oliticians 

and families more detailed informal:ion on exactly what they re buyin,~ 
in a college degree. As I bro~sed the database, I found myself quickl} 
engrossed in the nmnbers and discovered how easy it is to focus solely 

on the financial payoff of a degree. 
Take the University of Virginia. By ahnost every measure, it is among 

I:he top public universities in I:he country. In the rankings nf first-year 

salaries of bachelor’s-degree recipients who work in Virginia, how- 
ever, the flagship institution comes out below fourl:een other universi- 
ties, including Washington and Lee, George Mason, Virginia Tech, and 

I:he University of Richmond. The average salaries of graduates of the 
forty-two four-year colleges in the state range from a high of *70,700 at 
the Jefferson College of Health Sciences to a low of ,26,3oo at Hollins 

University. Salaries also vary greatly among the most popular academic 
programs, from ,3o,~oo for a degree in biology/biological sciences to 

,52,8o0 for a registered-nursing degree. 
Some of the most interesting- and perhaps most useful- informa- 

l:ion comes from examining the first-year wages of graduates from the 
most popular academic programs. Graduates ~¥om two of those majors, 

psychology and biology; tend to cluster bel:ween the mid-zos and mid- 

3os in their salaries, no matter where the;,, went to school. But there 
are wide variations among those who have business degrees. A grad- 
uate in business from Vil"ginia State University makes *~,5o,o,, while 

someone ~ith the same degree from George Mason Uni~ersit~ makes 
nearly $5o,ooo. At the state’s twenl:y-five community colleges, graduates 
with an associate degree in career and technical fields (such as regis- 

tered nursing and criminal justice) make more than those with a degree 
in fields more geared toward transi~rring to a four-year college (such as 

general studies and social sciences). 
This is useful information for prospective students. As you might 

s imagine, this data aL o leaves many \ irginia colleges apprehensive. In- 
stitutions that score low on the salary measures agonize over whether it 

will drive potential students away. Even those colleges that score high 
worry thai: the data might lead students and families to place too much 

emphasis on post-graduate salary when picking a college or a maJor. 
"This is a worthy first effort;’ Pel:er Sterns, the provost of George Mason 
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University tells me. His school does well in the overall ranki~, gs on first- 

year salaries- fifih out of the forty-two four-year colleges, My biggest 

concern is that hasty judgments could result. First-year results are really 
important, but in the long haul it’s a combi~atio~ of larger income pat- 

terns and work satisf;actions that should be used to measure/’ 
Virginia is not alone in attempting to put a numerical ~ alue on the 

college degree. Arkansas and Tennessee have created similar databases, 
and a handfl~l of other states are planning their own consumer-friendly 

tools. Getting to the calculation is actually quite simple. %vo sets of fig- 
ures are needed. One ~s from the unempkument-~nsurance program 
that every state runs. Employers who are part of that program must re- 

port the salaries of their employees every quarter. The second number 
is a unique ID for each student enrolled, in an institution in the state. 

These findings do have their limitations. They include information only 
on students who graduate from colleges in the state and also work there 

(a shrinking group in a mobile society), and exclude the self-employed. 
"It turns out not to be complicated to calculate~’ explains Mark Sch- 

neider; a vice president at the American institutes for Research, which 
worked with I:he states to build I:he databases. Even with its limij~at)ons, 

why has it taken so long to establish the database? "I?chnology? its not 

an IT problem, it’s a political problem;’ says Schneider, who served as 
US commissioner of education statistics from 2oo5 to 2oo8. Colleges 
worry that the results might cast them in a negative light and reveal 

numbers they dofft want families to ~o~c Right no~ higher educa- 
tion benefits from conthsion in the market because schools can hide be- 

hind national averages on salaries and would-be students are more apt 

to trust a school’s marketing materials in the absence of better informa- 
tk)n. 

The federal govermnent tried to develop a structure to provide bet- 
ter consumer infk~rmation ~n the mid-zooos. Its ~dea to create a national 

unit-record tracking system to follow students throughout their college 
careers was buried by Congress after intense lobbying by private col- 

leges. The system would have enabled not only the matching of college 
graduates with earnings data from the Social Security Administration, 
but would have also allowed the government to publish more accurate 

graduation rates (because transfer students would be counted, unlike 
now). The private colleges argued that the system woukt compromise 
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I:he prNacy of student data. ’~;~ have a battle between two competing 

goods, better data on one ha~d and privacy on the other;’ says Sarah 

Flanagan, a lobbyist for the private-college association in Washingl:on, 

Higher-education leaders ~ho~ favored the concept tell me t~e con- 

cerns about student privac} are o~ erblown. One theory why pri~ ate col- 
leges oppose an improved system is that it would probably elevate the 
standing of public colleges, particularly when it comes to their gradua- 

tion rates. It would close the perceived quality gap between public and 
private schools and raise serious quesl:ions about the argument lower- 
tier private colleges make that they may cost more tha~ public i~stitu- 
I:ions bul: are worth the price. 

Whether the state o~ federal governments step in or not, other ru- 

dimentary tools alread~ exist for families to compare what graduates 

of d.i~re~t schools earn. Since ~oo8, PayScale, a popular Web site that 
gathers data on salaries ~)~r various professions, has released its own col- 
lege rankings showing which colleges and majors pay the best, based 

on information provided by its users. At the top of the list for starting 
salaries is MIT at *69,7oo (Princeton tops the list ti)r highesl: salaries a 
decade after graduatio~ at ,~3o,ooo). At the bottom *Sr both starting 

salaries and pay I:en years a~er graduation is Coker College in South 
Carolina (*~7,6oo and S43,4oo, respectively). 

Remember, this is ~;ar from a scientific surve}c It’s a sel~Lselected 
group of people who give their salary i~formation to PayScale-and 
this is a figure many of us have inflated from time to time. In aoog, Pay- 
Scale added another set of rankings, this time calculating the return- 
on-investment. It used a complicated formula that factored in both sal- 

aries and the cost of going to a particular college. Topping I:he most 
recent list: Harvey Mudd College, with a lifetim~ ROI of nearly *~.5 mil- 

lion, or ~..~ percent a year (note I:hat the colleges most popular major is 
engineering). At the bottom: the Savannah College of Art and Design 
with a negative ROI of,~89,ooo. 

Alumni of many 2chools that rank ~ear the bottom have flooded the 

PaySc~le Web site ~ ith comments challenging the rankings. The value 
of ones degree is worth it only if enough others validate the choice. Ka- 

tie Bardaro, PayScale’s lead economist, said that salary potential is a fac- 
I:or I:hat ’~has o~en been overlooked" in the college search process. "We 
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believe it’s irresponsible to not encourage students to think about their 
financial tk~ture when thinking about school and major choiceS’ she 
said. 

There is one doxsnside to these salar} tools I worr} about-if stu- 
dents and parents rely too much on them, colleges will begin to take 

them more seriousl}c When they do, they will start to game the system 
(much like they do with the g~S. Ne~vs rankings) by offering more high- 
paying majors and chasing certain kinds of students. Then~a tool that 

is supposed to help students make an important decision ~ill become 

simply one more incentive for institutk)ns to fi~cus solely on improving 
ntm~bers in one particular area instead of enhancing quality across the 
board. 

In the end, the salary figures from both Virginia and PayScale, xs~hile 
more detailed than awthing we have se~2~ in the past, ar~ not terribly 

surprising. After all, we have known for }ears that if you want ~o make 

mone}; rag]or in engineering, not English. 2~t even armed ~ ith that 
inforrnatk~m, students have not abandoned English or other low-pay- 

ing majors. Sure, the more specific the tools become, the more families 
might think twice about sending Suzie to State U. to major in philoso- 
phy. Students who pick their major based solely on post-school salaries 

will in all likelihood, without a passion to motivate them, struggle in 
both school and career. 

Do College Najors Hatter.’? 

Studying the relationship between higher education and the economy 
has been a life’s work for AnthoW Carnevale, director of the Center 
on Education and the Workforce at Georgetoxs~n University. From its 
cramped offi.ces a few blocks t}om the historic Georgetown campus, the 

center has produced a series of high-profile reports about the value of 
college in the job market by analyzing the complex interaction between 

different degrees, career paths, and earnings. ~Ib Carnevale, an econo- 
mist by training, college majors matter. He has concluded that what you 
study in college determines your earnings, your chances of landing on 

the unemployment line. and ultimately whether that education will pay 
offwith a higher sa 
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For college studer~ts most interested in going to school to get a bel:ter 
job, Carnevale’s studies basically tell them to stay away from the clas- 
sic liberal-arts degree. Using cer~sus data, he has found that the lifel:ime 

earnings of those ~ ho majored in computer science, engineering, and 
business are nearly 50 percent higher than those who have stu,died the 

humanities and the arts, a group of graduates also more likel} to find. 
themselves unemployed, according to Carnevale. The undergradu- 

ate major with the highest median salary is pel:roleum engineering at 

$12o,ooo; the lowest is counseling-psychology at $29,ooo. 
You probably won’t find many petroleum engineering majors roam- 

ing college campuses, indeed, the most popular majors-business, edu- 
cation, humar~ities, and I:he h eall:h professions-----are all over the charts 

when it comes to earnings, evidence that few students base their ca- 
reer choices on money alone. The median salary for education majors is 

$42,ooo, the humanities $47,ooo, and. both business and health profes- 
sions $6o,ooo. What’s more, high salaries do not always correlate with 
job security arid vice versa, Carnevale has timnd. The highest rates of 

unemployment for recent graduates are among architecture, arts, and 
humanities majors; the k)wesl: are I:hose with degrees ir~ heall:h and edu- 
cation. 

Carnevale received his bachelor’s degree at Colby College, a small 

liberal-arts institution in Maine. i ask him why the ,p, residents of lib- 
eral-arts colleges who come through my office always tout the long- 

term value of their type of education, which promotes critical thinking 
over training for specific iobs. In an increasingly complex and changing 
world, this ability to be flexible arid solve problems is what is needed, 

the presidents maintain. "You always hear that;" Carnevale tells me, 
"but an er~gir~eering degree is the besl: problem-solving degree in the 

curriculum. The more specific and. technical the degree the better grad- 

uates do out of the gate and they make I:hal: move lal:er in their career, 
which is, who gets to become the boss"-and make more money as a 
result. 

It’s not c~nly liberal arts presidents hyping their own education. Em- 
ployers sa~ they ~;a~or the skills students gain from the liberal arts, too 
(I’ll discuss this in more detail in I:he next chapter.) Here lies I:he diffi- 

culty with using salaries in isolation to make any value judgment about 
a particular school or major: there are p enty of contradictions ir~ the 
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data. There are just too ma, r~]y variables. Remember, each of these stt~d- 

ies reports media~ and a~erage salaries. That means the lowest-paid 

worriers from schools that rank near I:he top in the Virginia or PayScale 
sur~ eys may earn less than the highest-paid alumni of schools ranked 
much lower. 

The pay surveys also fail to account for the fact that the students 
who attend these schools come from varying academic backgrounds. 
The students who enroll at the University o,f Te:~/~s al: A:usl:in are di:[~ 

~)rent than the students who attend the Uni~ ersit~ of Washington. The 
freshmen who major in English at Gettysb~rg College are different than 
those who major in the same subject at Williams College. Whether any 

of I:hem would be betl:er off financially if they had gone somewhere else 
or picked a differe~t major is almost impossible to ~o~ After all, you 

cant send the same exact student to two different colleges at the same 
time. 

What would happen, howe~ e~; if you could enroll similar students at 
two colleges, one more d~ffi.cult I:o get into (say the University of Penn- 

sylvania) than the other (say Penn State U)~Nersity)? Would the student 
who went to the University of Pen nsylvan ~a h old a significant advan rage 
in earnings than the one who went to Penn State? Those questions are 
at the center of some of the mosl: cited research on th~s topic of whether 

it matters to your future earnings where you go to college. The bottom 
line-- it does matter, but in some cases a lot more than others: 

getween the very top colleges, there ~s no difference. While the Uni- 

vers~, of 2em~sy[vania w(m]d [ik:e to thin, k: it is much better than 

Sta~e, at [east when it comes to lifetime earnings of their graduates, the 

research shows no significant difference between the two institutions. 

In ~vo studies, conducted a decade apart, Alan Kreuger and Stacy Berg 

Dale, examined the i~acomes of more tha~a 3o,ooo a&~lts who had grad- 
uated from thir~ colleges (including both the ~iversi~ of Pennsyl- 

vania and Penn Slate) nearly twenty yem’s earlier.’- In both rese~ch 

forts, the two economists were ab]e to match students of "seemingly 

comparable abilit}~’ based on ff~eir SAT scores and class rm~k, who 
were admitted to the same colleges bk~t made different choices, Some 

went to the most selective colleges, while offsets chose to attend s[ightlv 

less elite institutions. The study could compare earnings f)~r the same 
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student-----at lea~f in terms of academic abiliW----- who went to colleges of 

differing qualib. The finding in both studies was surprising: the earn- 

ings of the two groups were basically the same. As with most academic 

research, nothing is definitive. There are a few important exceptions 

to note in the work by Krueger and Dale. One is that a college’s selec- 

tivity did matter in terms of future earnings for a few groups of stu- 

dents: black, Hispanic, low-income students, and those whose parents 

did not graduate ~¥om college. The two economists say those students 

are helped more than others by the skills and connections that they 

get i¥om going to a very elite college. Another note on the research: 

they found a college’s tuition price has an impact on future earnings. 
Students who went to more expensive schools elarned more than those 

who went to cheaper alternatives. One theor? for this is that high- 
priced colleges provide better resources. The research by Krueger and 

Dale has not been without critics uho say the studies failed to evaluate 

a broad-enough range of schools in terms (ifselectivity. In other words, 

the thirlT schools they looked at are all difficult to get into, some just 

more than others. 

Students benefit from going to the most selective college they can 

get into. A study by Caroline Hoxby, a Stanford economist, separated 

hundreds of schools into eight groups based on selectivi~.’~ She looked 

at men who entered these colleges in ~96o, ~97a, and ~98z (the earn- 

ings for men are more straightforward during this time period, she ex- 

plains). A student who entered one of the colleges in the best group in 

~98a (Amherst and Harvard would be in that category) coukt expect to 

make S2.9 million over his career, compared to a student who enrolled 

in a college in the eighth group who would make about $L75 million. 

What’s more, the income gaps between the various groups have been 

growing since :t96o. That’s significant because less selective colleges are 

increasingly offering significant discounts (or free tuition) to talented 

students to lure them from choosing more selective colleges. Hoxby ar- 

gues such discounts are bad deals for most students. 

}3arely getting into the public flagship is better than not getting 

in at all, In zoo9, Mike Hoekstra, a professor at Texas A&N[ Univer- 

si); examined the salaries of young men who were barely admitted to 
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an unnamed state flagship university to those just on the other side of 
the line who were ultimately rejected.7 While the students were nearly 

identical in their academic profiles, the difference between getting in 
and not was significant on their financial futures. Those students who 
attended the state flagship had wages that were 2o percent higher. 

All these studies ~\~cus on the lifetime earnings of graduates from 
specific colleges in an attempt to determine the value of graduating 
from one instead of the other. Perhaps a more important measure to 

consider is the one that allows someone to earn the salary of a college 
graduate in the first place-and that is completing a degree. On this 

point, a growing body of evidence indical:es that selective colleges pro- 
vide a better value. 2bo ofken, however; students fail to apply to the best 
colleges (even when qualified) or undervalue the importance of gradu- 

ation rates when deciding xs here to go to school. 

It’s Not Just About Going to College, It’s Also About 

Completing College 

San: Schmader and Cullen Edmunds represent ~:he ~:wo sides of the 

value equation in the modern American higher-education system, 

where the payoff is in finishing college, n~t iust starting. 
Schmader was the typical high-achi,e~ing, college-bound kid at the 

Lawrenceville School near Princeton, New Jersey. In his senior year, he 
I:ook two AP classes, a full load of college-~r~!~ courses, and volunteered 

at the Boys and (?iris Club of Camden e~ery week on top of an assort- 
merit of other activities. 

He had several small liberal-arts colleges on his short list: Hamilton, 
Trinit?; Gettysburg, Dennison, and Fra,~klin & Marshall. On his second 
visit to Franklin ,&,,Marshall, a college xs ith 2,3oo students,, he sat in on 

a class, Psychology too. It was a2 introductory class, the type he would 

take as a freshman. Schmader xs as surprised by the level of discussion 
among the students, the give-and-take with the professor. This was not 
a lecture class, t--Ie was sold on the college and applied du~)ng its early 

admissions round. By Christmas of his senior year, he kne~ that he ~ as 
going to the Lancaster, Pennsylvania, school. 
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But in March, Schmader realized he wasfft quite ready for college. 
The intensity of his rigorous high school had left him in need of a break. 

Schmader deferred enrollment at Franklin & Marshall for a year after he 
was accepted to AmeriCorps, the national-service program. The sum- 
mer after high-school graduation, as his high-school friends set off to 

college, he headed to New Orleans where he spent his gap year building 
houses in the hurricane-ravaged city for Habitat ~\~r Humanity. "It gave 
me a different perspective;’ Schmader said. "It taught me about what I 

missed in an academic setting. I knew that [ wanted to go back to that;’ 
At Franklin & Marshall, he was not required to choose a major un- 

til his sophomore year. I came in thinking psycholog}; histor}; then 
maybe Spanish;’ he said. ’°I liked to explore, taking all kinds of cla~ses. 

In the end, I had to choose a major. It happened to be government; He 
interned at a nonprofit that provided immigrants with legal services. 

His junior year, Schmader was one of only two students to serve on the 
search committee to pick a new president for the college. 

Around the same time, Cullen Edmunds was gettir~g ready to settle 
in fore, is first semester at Plymouth State University in the foothills of 

the ¼;bite Mountains of New Hampshire. An avid snowboardm; Ed- 
rounds arrived at the state school sixty miles from his home after con- 

sidering several other insl:itutior~s with the required t~pog~aphy and 

weather to keep up with his hobb}; including the Uni~ ersit~ of Colo- 
rado, Colorado State, and the University of Vermont. But those institu- 
tions were out of state, and. the tuition prices scared him way. 

A few months into the fall semester at Plymouth State, Edmunds 
was already thir~king about transferring to another school after he con> 

pleted his general-education requirements. The classes rarely chal- 
lenged him. The dorm life was boring. Arid the two majors he was i~> 

terested in pursuing-physics and engineering-were not offered. It 
f~lt like high school all over, agair~;’ he said. "Every class I had was some- 

thing I had in high school; His history course, Creating a Nation, was 
"a little more inT, depth;’ he said, but the math ,course, Problem Solving 

in Algebra, was easier than high-school math; 
During the spring semester, he broke his collarbone while snow- 

boarding. The resulting surgeries forced him to miss too marW classes. 

He dropped out in March. Over the summer he decided he wasn’t going 
back. "It’s not worth the money," he said. ’°I eventually want a degree. I’ll 
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go back to school somewhere2 Edmunds has fifteen college credits to 
his ~ame. He hopes to move to Boston. For now, he’s working at a Mobil 

gas station as a cashier. In retrospect, he w~sbes be had delayed going to 
college, worked for a few years to put away some mone~ and then cho- 
sen a school that better,~t his needs. "The broken collarbone is what did 

me m, Edmunds stud, but t lymouth State wasnt working for me. 

I meet up w~th Sam Schmader on the Franklin & Marshall campus on 

a sunn}~ warm spring Friday a~ernoon, just a ~)w weeks before he is 

scheduled to graduate. He has lined up a short-term gig as a research 
assistant at Duke University. A~er that he hopes to land a policy posi- 

tion in ¥~shi~gton, DC, as he ~ons~ders law school or graduate school. 
I ask him ho~ his major in go~ ernment and a minor in philosophy will 
help him when it comes to finding a job. "This is th~ sort of place where 

the core values of being a good employee are culti~ ated a~d held to the 
highest regard;" he says. "People will recognize that as valuable in the 
work force?’ , 

Schmaders experience-going to a four-year college and actually 
graduating in f6ur years--is shared by only about half of students to- 
day. The majority of college freshmen are more likely to e~d up like 
Edmunds. Yet we know the real value of a colle~ education is in the 

credential itself, not i~ simply collecting credits. Employers dofft ad- 
vertise the~ want six years of college, says Schneider; the former com- 
missioner of education statistics. "They want a d.egree2 

Before Schmader or Edmunds ever set foot on their respective cam- 
puses, their chances of completing a degree on time were pretty much 

decided, even if they didn’t know it. Only 57 percent of students at Plym- 
outh State complete a degree in six year, compared to 87 percent at Frank- 
li~ & Marshall. The two institutions are obviously very different places: 

Franklin & Marshall is a small, selective private college; Plymouth State 
is a larger public university that is much easier to get into. As a result, you 
might say it is un~;air to compare the two because the academic back- 

ground of their students differs so much. But students should have equal 
chances of graduating no matter where they go to college. If they doFt 
have the same shot at getting a degree, they should take that fact into con- 

sideration before they pluck down thousands of dollars for their ~’esh- 
man year. Even with its higher out-ol~state costs that initially scared him 
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off; Edm u rids would have beer~ better off at the LTniversit " of Vermor~t 
(which graduates 77 percent of its students in sixyears). Y 

Until recen@, f~w parents and students noticed, or cared much, that 

so maW colleges were failing to graduate a significant portion of their 
student bod)i, in a reasonable amount of time~ Finishing college in four 

years is like leaving the party at ~o:3o p.m.; according to one gradu- 
ate.’~ As costs have continued to climb, a college’s completion rate has 
become an increasingly important metric hy which students and par- 

ents measure the value of a degree. Now when students fill out the on- 
line federal application for firmncial aid, the Departmer~t of Education 

displays the gradu ation rates of the colleges in which they express inter- 

est. There is evidence that families have paid significantly more atten- 
tion to a school’s graduation rate since that feature was added. 

How much responsibility do colleges have for graduating students 
on time? Edmunds, for example, broke his collarbone and. then dropped 
out. Isn’t it his fau, lt that he didn’t return to Plymouth State, not the uni- 

versity’s? Wouldn t Edmunds have also dropped out even if he had gone 

to Franklin & Marshall? In this debate over the value of a degree from a 
particular college, the question I keep returning to is this: does the stu- 
dent make the institution or the institution make the student? 

It’s both, I have learned, although depending on your measure of 
success, one of them is more important than the other. When the pri- 

mary measure of a degree’s value is actually graduating, then getting the 

right match between a prospective student and a college is what mat- 
ters most, William Bowen, the former president of Princeton Univer- 

sity says. In making that match, institutions are the more irr~portant 

player. Now, Princeton doesn’t have a problem graduating its students 
(rlor did it when Bowen was presider~t in the 197os and 8os), but at age 
seventy-eight and still very much engaged in the issues facing the future 
of higher education, Bower~,has dedicated his research in recent years 

to learning the causes ofwh} students drop out of college. Like so many 
others, Bowen, as an economist, is worried about the growing human- 

capital needs of the UMted States and. our falling level of educational at- 
tainment compared to the rest of the ~.~orld. 

In a zoo9 hook called Crossing t~h~ Finish Line, Bowen and his co- 

authors found that the harder-to-get-in colleges that they studied had 
higher graduati(m rates for all types of students, ever~ those the admis- 
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sions office may have worried about admitting in the first place. Tt)e au- 

thors diagnose the problem of lagging graduation rates as partl} what 

they call undermatching: students who choose not to attend the best 

college they ca~ get i~to. There are all sorts of reasons why students 

pick less selective colleges. They might want to stay close to home or be 

near ski resorts (like Edmunds). They might want to go to the least ex- 

pensive college (this is particularly true of poorer students). Or maybe 

they are worried they won t be able to keep up with their classmates. 

Bowen and the other researchers studied a rich set of subjects: 6o,ooo 

sen~ors who attended more than 3oo high schools ~n North Carolina ~n 

~999. Not only did they have access to xs ide-ranging demographic data 
on those students, but they were able to link them to their college expe- 

riences. Of the 6o,ooo, they determined about 6,2oo students were eli- 

gible, based on grade-point average and SAT scores, to attend the best 

college they could have. They *~und that four in ten of those students 

chose not to attend one of those schools, either because they didn’t ap- 

ply or didfft enroll. What is interesting about their findings is exactly 

who decided not to go to the best college they could have: only a7 per- 

cent of students from the wealthiest households undermatched, but 59 

percent of those fl’om the poorest households did. Among those stu- 

dents whose parents did not go to college, 64 percent of them went to 

the less selective college. ~ 

These are students ~ho could ha~e been admitted to Ohio State 

(where 78 percent of students graduate in sLx years), but instead, they 

went to Youngstown State (37 percent) or the University of Akron (35 

percent). Bowen tells me there might be a good reason for this. The 

teria for picking a college o~en conflict with one another. In his mind 
there needs to beta good reason for deliberately choosing not to attend 

the best college ~ ou can get into. ’I-bo ofie~ the reason students make 

these questionable choices is some "comb~natk)n of inertia, lack. of in- 

formation, lack of forward planning for college, and lack of encourage- 

mentY 

Sometimes students rebuff the best college because they are getting 

a ~ree ride somewhere else. A dozen states, including Georgia, Flor- 

ida, Massadmsetts, and YVest V~rgin~a, offer fldl-tuition scholarships to 

smart students to stay in the state and attend public universities. Many 

of those students wou d probably be better off turning down the :flee 
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money and going to better schools. Researchers al: Harvard Universi- 
ty’s Kem~edy School of Govemme~t looked at two groups of students 
in Massachusetts, one who sco[ed just high enough I:o qualify ~i:,r the 

state scholarship, and. the other x~ ho barely missed the cutoff. The} fotmd 
that students who chose to attend in-state public colleges because of the 
scholarship reduced their,chances of graduating on time by 40 percent? 

Like Bowen, the Harvard researchers define the value of a college 
in terms of gel:ring a degree on time. Others in this chapter have de- 

fined the value of college in terms of lifetime earnings. Both measures 
serve as a proxy ti)r real elements of qualil:y, however. Despite all the 
money we sperm on higher education, we still don’t have a method for 

adequately measuring how well colleges do in I:urning adolescenl:s into 
adults, ,and then providing a. way to compare those results across col- 

leges. Its not for a lack of trying. 

The Ultimate Question: What ~s Quality Higher 

Education? 

In May ~994, i came to ~,~,ashii~gto~ DC, o~e ofthousand.s of college stu- 
denl:s who descend on the natioffs capital each summer, to intern with 

nonprofit organization, s on Capitol Hill and national media outlets. Mv 
home for the next three months: L~ S. News @ World Report. Each weekday 
morning, along with half a dozen other interns w,ho came from Prince- 

ton, Brown, Colby College, and the University of North Carolina at Cha- 
pel Hill, I reporl:ed to a small, windowless room in the basemenl: of a 

sleek office building on N Street. From there, we would all stare at mono- 
chrome compul:er monitors as we made phone call after phone call 

college campuses around, the countr}: Our task was to track down miss- 

ing numbers, or in other cases, double-check questionable figures fi~r the 
massive data collection that composed the secret sauce for the magazi~e’s 
annual college rankings guide. It was often a thankless task made bet- 

ter only by the camaraderie of twentysomethings, the stories we’d some- 
times get to help out with for the magazine, and of course, the paycheck 

(wt~en so many internships are unpaid). We often joked I:hal: with a few 
ke~ strokes we could perhaps reorder the rankings, putting any of our col- 
lieges in first place, knocking out the perennial favorite, Harvard. 
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The O.S. News rankings began in 11.983 as just another one of those 
magazine "Best of" lists. That’s when the editors first surveyed college 

presidents, asking them to list the nation’s best universities arid lib- 

eral-arts colleges. By the time I arrived as an intern, the magazii~e had 
moved into what I would call the domain of Consumer Reports, ~ ith at- 

tempts to rate the quality of a product by using quantitative measures 
supplied by colleges. Those included figures such as SAT scores, grad- 
uation rates, and faculty salaries, in addition to the survey of college 

leaders. Toda}; the rankings have grown in size and influence to be- 
come their own brand, even though the weekly print magazine from 
which they were born has ceased to exist. 

t--Iow a magazine that is no longer published turned into the arbi- 

ter of quality in higher education for consumers continues to confound 
people in academia. For its part, U:S. Ne+~s never sought that role. The 

rankings, says the magazine’s editor, are a journalistic device:’’° They 

are also a business. Other magazines have entered the fray by publist~- 
ing their own college guides, yet no one has replaced, or even really 

competed, with the authority of [.[S. News. This dominance endures in 
large part because colleges and universities have failed to develop their 
own trusted alternative. They cannot agree on what defines quality in 

a diverse American higher-education system. Until recently, they were 
never tinder pressure to put together any sort of mechanism for the 
public to compare the performance of colleges. 

Enter Margaret Spellings. in the fall of 2005, the reform-minded ed- 
ucation secretary in President George W. Bush’s second term convened 
a Commission on the Future Higher Education. The task. for the nine- 

teen-member panel was to develop a comprehensive national strategy 
for h~gher educatmn. Its tune we turn tl+n+ elephant around and up- 

side down and take a look at it;’ sh,,e said.." From the start, academics 
were largely suspicious of the panels work. They viewed it as an effort 
to extend, the administratioffs No Child Left Behind law by turning a 
laser-like focus on testing to higher education. While the commission 
was largely made up,of leaders from research universities and liberal- 

arts colleges, those ~ithin traditional higher education worried about 
the other members on the panel, who were f¥om fi:~r-profit colleges and 

business heax~aveights from IBM, Microsoft, and Boeing. 
Eleven mont:hs later the commission gathered on a steamy August 
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morning at the Department of Education building in YVashington~ DC, 
Their task was to vote on a final report. The document, though watered 
down from earlier dra~ versions, contained dozens of sweeping recom- 
mendations to measure learning, ~onitor qualit 

eral fi~]ancial-aid system. One b~ one, the membe~[s went around the 

table ~ oici~g approval for the report. There was onl} one dissenter: Da- 
vid Ward, the president of the American (;ouncil on Education, the top 
representative of the higher-educal~on establishment. In the end, James 

B. Hunt, the ~)~rmer governor of North Carolina, called the document 
"one of the most important reports in I:he educational and economic 

history of our cotmtr}~ if we act on 

The moment marked perhaps the most significant attempt in re- 
ce~t history to address the quality question in higher education, it also 
captured the attention of colleges-and quicH}~ Fearing the govern- 

ment would impose requirements they d.iddt like, groups of colleges 
and universities ramped up efforts to release easier-to-use consumer in- 

formation and measure what is learned in college. Some of it is simple 

window dressing. Web sites that purport to give useful information to 
prospective students oRen fail to include details on job placement or 

allow comparisons betwee~ public and private colleges. But more col- 

leges are, fbr the firsl: I:ime, making serious attempts to answer the ques- 
tion, what am I buying with this degree? 

"We’re trending here to a profile of college that looks like the annual 

physical of a patient, where you’ll see some score well on some but not 
others;’ David Paris says. Paris is executive director of the New Lead- 
ership Alliance for Student Learning and Accountabilit}~ a coalition of 

higher-education leaders and foundations. His organization wants to 
recognize colleges ii~r doing certain things better by giving them a cer- 
tification, much like new buildings get LEED-certified ~r their e~vi- 

ronrnentally :friendly design. At the same time, the Lumina Foundation 
for Education is backing a project 

Utah, ~)d Texas, to define the expectations for graduates at every,de~ 
gree le~ el of certai~ academic disciplines. Colleges are spelling out 
specific guidelines about the knowledge, thinking, and skills that stu- 

dents should he able to demonstrat[. 
The ultimate -- and most contro~ ersial - measure of quality is a stan- 

dardized test. Think of it as the college version of 
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of its report, the Spellings Commission had called for states to require 
public colleges to give tests to determine what students have learned. 

The final document only recommended it, but even so, more than a 
thousand, colleges now use one of three competing tests to measure 
what students learn between their freshmen and senior years. "There 

is starting to be some acceptanceS’ Margaret Spellings said recentl~ "fu- 

eled by public demand and anxiety about affk~rdability2’~ 
These e~:~rts, howevm; fail to meet the simplicity and comparability 

of the C~S. News raw, kings. ~Te all define the value of higher education 

in different ways. It s unlikely that we will ham th e per:Dct tool anytime 
soon, one that allows would-be students to measure lifetime earnings, 

graduat ~on rates for studen ts j ust like them, data on the employment of 
graduates, and informatio~ on how wall a college has a~ded to the base 

of knowledge and skills that students came to campus ~ ith. Even if such 

a tool were possible, it’s doubtftfl colleges would cooperate with each 
other on a standard template allowing consumers to compare institu- 
tions in one place----- unless they are forced to do it by the federal govern- 
ment. As a vice president at the national association that represents pri- 
vate colleges put it, his institutions "are not fans of standardization 

Government subsidies account for close to 9o percent of revenues 

at some colleges, when you add up grants, loans, and research funds. 
Given that investment, the government has the right to demand that 
colleges cooperate with each other t~ provide better information and 

easier-to-use information on value. In the absence of a government 
subsid}~ most colleges could not fill up their seats;’ said Ronald Ehren- 
berg, a higher-education economist and professor at Cornell UnNersit v. 

We can do better than the patchwork systems that overwhelm and con- 
fl~se families (just Google "college search" and you’ll see what I mean)~ 

Students need to know if they pick College A over College B what the} 

will get in return in terms of skills, knowledge, and employment pros- 
pects. Until that happens, families will continue to pick a college based. 
on location, marketing, recommendations from friends, or a reputation 

determined by a magazine. 
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9 

The Skills 

IF THE COLLEGE EXPERIENCE is becomina like an 
~ menu that students can personalize by picking their own set of 
~ classes and providers, there are students similar to Tyler Sax who 
still want the buffet of options all in one spot. 

The chance to explore at Georgetown University landed Sax in Com- 
purer Science i. He had just started, his sophomore year and was dab- 

bling in the intro class fbr computer science majors. Growing up in 
New Orleans, he toyed around with different coding languages in his 

f~ee time, but at Isidore Newman School, he never had the opportu- 

nity to take anything even close to a real computer course. His inter- 
est in politics ultimately drew him to the government major at George- 
town, the elite Jesuit university on the banks of the Potomac River not 
fhr from the White House. 

As he got ready to register for his spring courses his sophomore year, 
he again felt the pull of computer science. "Turns out I really loved it;’ 

Sax said about the intro class. So he signed up for the ~ext course and 
considered adding computer science as a minor. HalBvay through the 

spring semester, he reached an epipha 
science should be his major. 

long run;’ he said. 

Still, he needed to figure out which of his three majors to drop. Sax 
came across a different soh~fion in the course catalog: a new major in 
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political econom}; the perfect combinatkm of politics and economics, 
At the end of his sophomore year, he changed his degree plan to a dou- 
ble major ~n political economy and computer science. "I saw an oppor- 

trinity to come away with everything I wa~ted to do;’ said Sax, now in 
his senior year. "It’s a plus in the job market. It makes me a more inter- 

esting candidate;’ 
Sax is not alone among recent college students in hedging his bets 

~n a tough economy. The nmnber of double majors is on the rise on 

campuses nationwide, particularly at the most elite schools where su- 
percharged students want to do it all. Nearly four out of ten students al: 

VanderbiR University in Nashville have two majors. At the University of 

Caliii:~rnia at Davis, the nmnber of double ma)~rs has risen 5o percent 
in live years. Double majors at MIT have jumped twofold since ~993. 
"Demand is up not because schools are encouraging it, but because stu- 

dents are demanding it;’ Richard Pitt says. Pitt, a sociologist at VSnder- 
bilt, has studied the rise of double majors on nine campuses as part of 
his research on identity. 

On Georgetowds campus, nearly a quarter of students are like Sax 
and have two majors. Sax )~s typical of double majors at I:he colleges Pitt 

has studied.. He arrived ~sith a head start on credits and he chose two 

unrelated fiek]s of study. Georgetown awarded Sax eighteen credits for 
his Advanced Placement work in high school, which enabled him to 

add a second mK~or ~ithout overloading on classes or extending his 

stay on campus. Sax’s unrelated majors will likely yield bigger gains in 
the job market than if he had picke~ two related majors, Pitt says. "It in- 

creases your breadth of knowledge;                         ~ 

One’s mK~or is the ultimate identifier on a college campus. ~ henever 
you meet a student, inevitably the first question is "What’s your major?" 

Having a major is one of the customs of higher education. With a few 

notable exceptions, nearly every college respects this ritual. There are 
only a few outliers. Sarah Lawrence College in New York doesfft have 
mK~ors. St. John’s College, with campuses in Maryland and New Mexico, 

has a great books curriculum that follo~ s the major works of X4,estern 

civili~tion. Then there are a handful of"work colleges;’ including W~r- 
ren ~;ilson College and the College of’the Ozarks, that combine manual 

skills with the study of the arts and sciences. 
For the most part, every school has a similar list of majors, minors, 
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and concentra~ioni~. ~n an era when depth a~d brea&h ~eem to be the 

best hedge in a d.~namic ~ob market, few educators can easily explain 

why we have so many narrowly tailored majors, except to say this is 
how the faculty have chosen to organize themselves. It raises the ques- 
tions-how much do majors actually matter in the end and how corre- 

lated are the} to a students ult,mate career and success. 

How to Pick a Najor                         . 

~ids ar~ asked from d~m~ntary school to high school: What do you 

~ p , ¯ .... , ¯ g ., p.,.=., -_ 
ers, do,tots, and m~rses. Very *?w of us can predict what we wa~t to do 

at fort~, let alone when we are fore’teen. Americans switch jobs, on aver- 
age, about every R)ur years.’ That means in a forty-year working life we 

may have ten jobs, and perhaps half as many, different careers. 

~ his instability shows in the way todays students t~Ik about how 

the} chose their majors. So much time, effort, and anxiet} is spe~t pick- 

ing the righ t college, b ut students are not as deliberative in picking their 

field of stud> 
In my research for this book, I met with groups of current students at 

a half dozen colleges, i~duding Georgetown, Valencia College and U~i- 

versitv of Central Florida in Orlando, Arizona State Universit> South- 
ern New Hampshire University, and Franklin & Marshall College. One 

question I asked them was how they selected their major. Some were 
R~cused on pursuing a specific profession (marketing, R)r instance) and 
wanted a degree that would give them a skill set to secure the right in- 
ternships that eventually would lead to a full-time job. "It’s all about 

building toward the job;’ said. Re~e DiPietro, a communications ma- 
jor at Southern New Hampshire. "You need the tug, or to get the intern- 
ships, the internships to get t)e job2 

Other students said they ~ere less concerned with picking the right 
major than with choosing the classes that would expose them to new 

ideas or help them connect issues across academic subjects. Most of all, 
they wanted to study what interested them. 
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’°I had I:o pick something my lasl: week of my senior year of high 

school to put on my college apphcat~on,"    "    " said" ][an Samms," a student at 

Valencm. So I sa~d, ~’\ hat have I always hked I:o do? I knew as a k2d 
that i liked. Legos and always liked to take things apart to see how they 

worked. I did research and put that into Google and engineering came 
up; Samms plans to major i~3 mechanical e~3gi~3eering at the University 
of Central Florida, where he’s already been accepted through the auto- 
rnatic transfer program i{: operates with Valencia. 

"Coming out of high school, I had no idea what I wanted to do," said 
Paul Berry, an English major at Franklin & Marshall. Berry liked film and 
met the producer and writer Steven Bochco, who gave him this advice. 
’°t--Ie said I didfft need {:o go {:o a big Califbrnia school. IfI came to F&M, 

he said. Ikt learn how to write well and learn how to learn anythir~g, and 
that’s valuable. I knew I could come here and live out my interests;’ 

Nine in ten college students say it is importa~t to lind a major that 
is interesting "no matter how practical it is~’ according to a survey con- 
ducl:ed by the University of California at Los Angeles. Almost as many 

say that the skills they gain in college will be useful on the job no matter 
what {:hey maior in. 

Ir~deed., some students i interviewed said they never viewed their 

major as preparation for a specific job, given that the economy is in 

a constant state of flux. A few of the students at Georgetowr~ who in- 
terned at banks, for instance, were struck by the ~;act that they saw Eng- 

lish maiors sitting next to finance majors d.oi~3g the same iobo 
’~As information becomes rapidly irrelevant in the ~ture, skill sets 

wofft matter as mu~h," a philosophy and psychology major a{: George- 

town told me. A fe~ international students who were part of the various 

groups said they specifically decided to study in I:he Unil:ed States be- 
cause they live i~3 countries where stude~ts are tracked i~3to specific ma- 
jors and careers early on. "I loved studying everyl:hing, and I coukt do 

that here;’ said a Georgetown student from South Africa. 
Majors are also seen as fungible--if you don’t like your field of 

study, trade it in for another one or add a different major to the oi~e 
you already have. By the end of their first year, a quarter of all ~reshmen 
change their mind about their field of study. Another half of fi.rsl>year 

students say they plan to change majors, according to surveys by the 
UCLA researchers. 
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Some of the students 7[ talked with described selecting what they 

thought was the perfect major, o~ly to discover that it required too 

much math or science. The large number of students changing majors 
is partly a result of an early exodus from the hard sciences. About 60 
percent of students planning to major in engineering, science, or pre- 
med end up picking other fields, or ~ot getting a degree at all. "They 

come in thinking this is what they want to do, and they get in these 
large lecture classes for calculus or chemistry where faculty treat it: as a 

weeding-out process;’ John Pryor, director of the Cooperative Institu- 
tional Research Program at UCLA tells me. 

The UCLA research dovetails with the overall trend in majors for the 
past five decades, a trend bemoaned by scholars as a "dramatic flight 
from the arts and sciences" to what is now termed the "practical arts2~ 

The number of bachelor’s degrees awarded in traditional arts and sci- 

e~ces fields (English, math, and. biology; for example) has tumbled from 
almost half of the undergraduate credentials awarded in ~968 to 26 per- 
cent in zo),o. The majority of credentials today are awarded in occupa- 

tional or ~ ocational areas such as business, education, and communica- 
tions. The most popular undergraduate major is business. 

With the perceived value of higher ed.ucatio~ increasingly tied to 

potential lifetime earnings, students f~ce pressure at home and in high 
school to figure out what they want to do with the rest of their lives and 
then pick a major in college that will lead to a job. Students are not al- 

ways responding to that pressure, which is why we see so many co~> 
tradictions. Students choose vocational majors, yet tell researchers that 
they are not necessarily looking for practical fields of study. Another 

reason for the inconsistencies is that today’s high-school and college 
students are largely ’°drifting;’ according to studies conducted by psy- 
chologist William Damon. Only one in five young people has a clear vi- 

sion of what they want to accomplish in life.3 

Mv roommate in college was o~e of those people. He had M~own 
since middl~e school wl~at t~e,wanted to ~o- become a television jour- 

nalist. No~ almost t~ent} }ears after ~e both graduated with jour- 

nalism degrees, David Muir is an anchor and correspondent for ABC 

World New’s. Given the immense changes in how the news is reported 

and delivered since we graduated, I asked him what parts of our prac- 
tical degree still serve him as he covers a presidential campaign in the 
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United States or races around the globe to report on I:he latest uprising 

in the Middle East. He said the classes where the emphasis xs as on using 
the technology of I:he era ar~useless now (after all, we used videotape 

and reel-to-reel audio then). The greater lessons I carry with me today 
are the other classes-the critical thinking, questioning public policy, 

forming arguments, and the discussions that put what we learned. 
the broader context of where the world is heading;’ Muir said. "WVre in 
such an atl:ention-deficit culture now thai: I:here is a premium on people 

who can take a step back, dissect an issue, spend some time on it. and 
write about it2’ 

Does the college major matter then? Not reall}¢ he said. He works 
with plenty of people who do not ha~ iournalism degrees. The com- 

monality among them, he says, is that ’we all majored in what we were 
interested in. The curiosity and the willingness to adapt are more 
portant than what ~he degree is 

These are man~ of the same qualities that employers sa)~ in survey 
after surve}~ they want in fixture workers. Hiring managers complain 

that they often find today’s college graduates lacking in interpersonal 

skills, problem solving, effective written and oral communical:ion skills, 
the ability to work in teams, and critical and analytical thinking. Em- 

pk)yers say that future workplaces need degree holders who can come 
up with novel solutions to problems and better sort through informa- 
tion to filter out the most critical pieces. 

Which college majors best equip students with those s~ills? The 

question has touched off heated discussions between those ~ho advo- 
cate ii:~r a practical major and others who thi~k that the skills of a liberal 

arts major are the best insurance in rapidl~ changing fields. Employ- 
ers are almost evenly splil: on I:he issue. In one survey, 45 percent of hir- 
ing managers pre*)r that students acquire an education that specifically 
prepares them for the workplace; 55 percent faw)r a broad-based educa- 

tion.4 
"Ideally; you want to do both;’ Richard Arum says. Arum is the co- 

author of Academicall)~ Adr{~, the book discussed in Chapter z, that 
~k~und nearly half of students ~;ailed to improve their critical-thinking 
skills in the firsl: two years of college. Arum says the fiekt of study mat- 

ters less than how much you work in the major. For instance, math and 
science majors dofft write or read much :[i)r their classes, but they show 
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gains in critical thinking because they spend the most hours studying. 
"It doesdt matter what these students focus on;’ Arum says, "as lo~g as 

they fi)cus on it ~n a r~gorous way?’ 

Subjects Don’t Matter, Cognitive Abilities Do , 

Roger Schank, a cognitive scientist and artificial intelligence theorist, 
has the passion of a preacher when you get him started about what 

needs to be refi)rmed ~n education. He has taught at Yale and North- 
western universities and now runs Socratic Arts, a company which 
builds learning tools for businesses and schools. When I first met him 
at the launch of Georgia ~?ch’s Cez~ter for 2~,t Century Universities (a 

lab for experimenting ~ith new higher-education models), Schank 
asked me if ~ l~ew the quadratic equation. Of course z~ot, ~ said, that’s 
why ~ majored in journalism-no serious math needed. He said it’s a 

question he asks nearly everyone he meets. No one can give him the 
ans~e~; including the former chairman of the (]o]]ege Board, Gaston 

Caperton, even though the "SAT makes you memorize all these useless 
facts;’ Schank says. 

Schank is beginning to seethe now as he tells me that the entire 
structure of universities is designed incorrectl>~ The, institutions are 

[)u[]t around the research interests of the faculty and ~ hat they want to 

teach, not how students 11eed to learn. If he ran a universit>~ he would 

e]iminate departments, majors, even courses. Subjects don’t matte~; he 

said, cogn itive abilit ~es do. 

In his book Teaching Minds, Schank explains that ~ hen he worked in 
artificial intelligence he realized that teaching the computer more f~cts 
did not make the machine smart or do what he needed it to do. The 

same thing with students. Feeding them more iScts might make them 
pass a test, but it wofft help them diagnose a problem or make an ac- 
curate prediction. "If we wish to teach people;’ Schank writes, "we want 

to tmderstand what we have to do in order to make them better able to 
think;’s 

Instead of traditio~l majors, Schank proposes dividing the four 

years of college into t~ o parts. The first two years would be dedicated 
{:o teaching what he calls the "twelve cognitive processes that underlie 
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learning" (such things as prediction, modeling, planning, negotiation, 
teamwork) and the last two years to instruction in specific subjects. 

He is not the first academic to suggest that universities abolish depart- 
ments. Mark "I3ylor, a religion professor at Columbia University, pro- 
poses that colleges cre2te problem-focused departments in place of the 

ones they have toda?: It is possible to imagine a broad range of topics 
around which such zones of inquiry could be organized: Mind, Bo&~ 
Law, In:f~:~rmation, Networks, Language, Space, Time, Media, Money, 
Life and Water2~                               . 

Perhaps one day more colleges will do away ~s;qth departments and 

majors. Until then, on most campuses students xs ill need to pick a field 

of study. In some industries, majors matter to the job (take engineer- 
ing, as an example). But over all, i have *k~und. by talking to employers 

and educators that what they want most in their )~.orkers is the ab}~ity to 
learn how to learn. In other words, the capabilit} to find the ansxs ers to 
the questions of tomorrow that we cannot envision asking today. 

The economy is changing at warp speed. The ten jobs most in de- 

mand in ~o~o did not exist in 2oo4. Rather than recommend majors of 
the fl~ture ----- which may well be on their way to obsolescence by the time 
you read this book- I highlight below tkmr activities that help develop 
tb e skills necessary):o succeed in the workii:~rce of tom orrm~: If studen ts 

focus on these acti~ ities, the majors wofft matter as much. 

Seek Passionate Faculty Nentors 

Passion and curiosity are what dro~ e most of the students I interviewed 
to choose the majors they did, bt~t several undergraduates at George- 
town University suggested another reason, their faculty. I look ~t the 

top courses on RateMyProfessors and want to sign up ii)r those, one 
student at Georgetown said. "1 want to be challenged. I want professors 
who care more about their students and less about their researchY She 

is probably unusual among her classmates in terms of seeking out rig- 
orous courses, but nearly all of the Georgetown students identified-by 
name-----professors who already had an i~pact on their undergraduate 

career. The mentorship relationship bet~een the professor and student 

is one big advantage traditional colleges hold over online providers, 
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where students m~ght never have meaning:fill conversations w~th their 
instructors. Yet in recent years, traditional colleges have bee~ slowly di- 

minishing this ben efit by h i ring more part-time professors who cannot 
spewed as much time interacting with students outside the classroom. 

Finding passionate, engaged pro~)ssors is critically important in the 

tirst year of college, when it is easy to remain anonymous i~ large lec- 
ture classes. George Kuh, an emeritus professor at Indiana Universit}; 
tells me th~ getting to know at least one faculty member well in that 

year impro~ es the chances that students will get more from their college 
experience (including a degree). Kuh has written extensively on ’~high- 

impact practices" in higher education-routines that, by building on 

I:he timndafion students bring to college, will lead to their ultimate suc- 
cess. He maintains that students are not engaged in enough of these ac- 
tivities, which include interactions with professors. About two out of 

five freshmen say that they have never discussed ideas from readings 
or classes with faculty members outside of class:’ Another three out of 
five £reshmen say they never worked with professors on activities other 

than com’sework. 

These findings come f?om the National Survey of Student Engage- 
me~t. X~ns of thousands of students in their freshmen and senior years 

at hundreds of colleges take the fiReen-minute sur~ey every year. It asks 
questions related to the experience in college: ho~s much they collabo- 

rate with other students, participate in activities outside the classroom, 
and how hard the} work at an} of those pursuits, including studying. 
The questions are designed around the high-impact practices Kuh talks 
about. 

The survey provides precisely the type of information that would be 
helpful to families when it comes to selecting a college. Good luck in lo- 
cating the results. The findings for individual colleges are not released 

publicly, although some ~nstitutions do share their results in various 

ways. 
Even so, the survey itself and the questions it asks give a road map to 

students trying to tigure out ~he value of a particular college. You can 

even download a handbook ~ ith questions to ask on a college tom; such 
as, how many students work on research projects w~th faculty? Do stu- 
dents receive prompt feedback on academic performance? How o~en do 

students talk w~th advisors or faculty members about their career plans? 
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The most engaged students on campus, Kuh says, are those who take 
part in "deep approaches to their learning;’ meaning they are active par- 
ticipants in their intellectual pursuits rather than students who si~nply 

take notes in a class. An important measure of active learning is time 
on task;" Kuh says. In other words, as Arum suggested, rigor makes a 
difference. Two of the other activities that help develop the skills of the 

future also require deep, active learning-undergraduate research and 
study abroad. 

ive Deep into a Research Project 

"’1 have a feeling that I’m not iust a student;’ Heidi Klise says. I’m some- 
one who has added to my area of study." 

Klise is describing a research prc~ject she has just completed. It’s an 
historical narrative of the ~hth ~Arm~ Air Corps, which operated in rela- 

tive obscurity during World W;ar II. Based in Italy, the squadron carried 

out several dozen bombing raids in Eastern Europe. Klise’s ninety-one- 
year-old grandfather was a member of the unit and served as a primary 
source for her project. She also received a grant to spend, several days 
at: an Air Force museum in Georgia where she com,}~ed through the ar- 

chives of letters, journals, and other documents. I was able to delve 
into the time period and bring it alive in my writing;’ Klise says. 

Klise is not a graduate student in history. She just received her bach- 
elor’s degree from the College of Wooster in Ohio. Her paper is part of 
an undergraduate research project that every student at Wooster must 

complete before graduation. The research is carried out over the course 
of the senior year. Students meet: one-on-one every week for an hour 
with their faculty adviser who helps to focus the research, ask ques- 

tions, and provide feedback on drafts. Near the end of:the spring semes- 
ter, students defend their thesis in front of a committee. "It was great to 
connect with the professor in this wayi" Klise says. ’~\ll the talking was 

about my research. ]it was all about the student’s research, not about the 
professor."’ 

Klise’s faculty adviser was Hayden Schilling. He has been teaching at 

Wooster for nearly fifty years. The research experience, he says, comes 
to define the undergraduate years :[i:~r so many students. "This is a rite of 
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passage;’ Schilling says. ~’It’s intense. They learn a Iol: about themselves, 
about what they can do and what they can’t do. And I think many of 

them are surprised by what they IearnY 
Faculty members at Wooster begin preparing students ~r the expe- 

rience with extensive writing and research assignments as early as their 
tirst year. The end result, the thesis itself, "is a piece of evidence thal, stu- 

dents can take to employers or graduate schools to sho~ that the~ can 
write, reason, and be successfl~l, Schtlling sa~s. 

Undergraduates conducting research is not a new phenomenon. Its 
value has king been recognized in the sciences, where students have been 
able to work with professors and graduate students on teams in the lab 

and have their findings published. What is new is that the idea has spread 
to nearly every academic field. Nearly a third, of seniors produce some 
sort of capstone project. Some three thousand students present their 

projects at the annual gathering of the National Conference on Under- 
graduate Research, up from just a few hundred at its first meeting in 1987. 

Studies over the years have :[i)und that undergraduate research stim- 

ulates critical thinking, gives students a better understanding of what 
I:hey learned from a lecture, allows them to work in sit uat~i, ons with un- 

certain" results, and provides a sense of,,accomplishmentoo. There seems 

to be a tremendous amounl: of growth, sa?s David Lopal:to, a psychol- 
ogy professor at Grinnell College, who has conducted studies on under- 
graduate research. "Students report they can work more independently. 
~I’hey feel they can tolerate obstacles,,._, to their work better than they used. 

to. They feel ready for challenge. ~ 

Go on a Transformative Global Experience 

Ronnie Wimberley had never been on a plane until he went to Egypt for 
three and. a half weeks in the spring of 2012. A freshman at Duke Ur~i- 

versity, he was part of* a team of students interviewing Iraqi refugees for 

a class. When they returned, the students wrote articles based on their 
interviews and performed narratives of the refugee life stories in short 
three-minul:e monologues. The experience abroad encouraged Wim- 

berley to spend part of the following summer in Geneva, where he took 
I:wo courses in economics and business. 
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When you go abroad, "you learn the depth and brea&h of what it 
means to have a different culture;’ Wimberly said. "YOU take things in 

on a human level rather than the theoretical level of a c~ass2 
More than 27o,ooo Americans study overseas each } ear, nearly triple 

the number of two decades ago, but still a tiny fraction of all American 

undergraduates. Study abroad used to be seen as something wealthy 
kids did in Europe to take it easy for a semester. Now there is growing 
recognition that overseas study in college helps in I:he global job mar- 
ket, which is apparent from the countries in which students choose to 

study. Fourteen of the I:op twenty-fie destinal:ions are outside Europe, 
with the biggest gains in students going to india, Brazil, Israel, and New 
Zealand.s Those who study abroad o~en see it as a life changing expe- 

rience, in one survey of alumni, it was the most significant aspect of 
their undergraduate years, ranking higher than college friendships and 
courses.~ 

Lack of money is the biggest hurdle keeping students ~)’om study- 
ing abroad. At Duke, about half of the undergraduates go overseas by 

the time they graduate, thanks in large part to the university’s finan- 
cial support. The first trip abroad :fi:~r Lauren Hendr~cks was paid fi)r by 
Duke. The public policy major spent the summer after her freshman 
year in South ~frica. In Cape Town she conducted research fi~r a non- 
profit on a nexs national l~ealth insurance plan. A year later, she took a 

semester of classes in Italy. The most enlightening part,)Tf that time for 

her was gaining a broader perspective on global issues. I saw the prob- 
lem ~om an Italian or European Union vantage point and suddenly the 
issue looked completely different;’ she said. "A part of my brain lit up, 

and I realized how much nations were connected to each other and how 
complex policies on an international scale coukt become?’ 

Be Creative. Take Risks. Learn How to Fail. 

American public schools, colleges, and universities are very good at 
teaching for the test, and students are now comfortable learning in that 

way. Jonathan Cole, a fi:~rrner prow~sl: at Columbia Universil:y and a pro- 
fessor in the law school there, says even his best students can’t recall the 
fhcts of cases they learned in constil:utional law courses in which they 
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received As. He blames th~s partly on an admissions process that 

tied to test scores and results in ’~ne-dimensional students~’ He thinks 

the smartest people on campuses should be working in admisskms so 

they can pick more interesting students. 

Many academics believe students ha~e lost the abil~ty to be cre- 

ative- to learn through doing, to learn through failing, to learn through 

just having f~m. "I remember kindergarten where you actually got to 

~;~i?~ot l,}~ toda)~’ Alan Kay lamented on a panel discussion at 
" g" h. Now that’s graduate school2 Kay 

tist who leads the Viewpoints Research Institute, a nonprofit to improve 

"powerful ideas education;’ 

The failures of our education system are beginning to reach the 

workplace. Amid worries that workers are becoming less innovative, 

some companies are rewarding their employees for mistakes or ques- 

tionable risks in order to encourage original thinking2° In this hyper- 
connected world, where companies h,~ve access to the best talent any- 

where, being book smart alone doesn t cut 1~:. If colleges want to iustify 

their value in the future, they need to establish learning environments 

where students can be creative, try things out, and, on occasion, f~il 

without being penalized. 
This was the message that Daniel H. Pink. delivered to s~veral hun- 

dred college leaders at a higher-education conference a 

Pink is the best-selling author of A Whole Nre~ 
ment to the college administrat~s in the room xs as this: both the econ- 

omy and society are moving a~ay from the logical, linear, computer- 

like attributes of the le~ brain to a conceptual age when the big-picture 

capabilities of the right brain will be increasingly important. 

At first, some in the audience saw the message as a sermon against 

math-and-science education. That was not his intention, said Pink. 

Indeed, the "idea that math and science are routine disciplines 

of the most dangerous things going on in this country today;’ he said. 

"The idea that math and science are turning kids into vending ma- 

chines for right answers is really dangerous2’ He showed a picture of a 

group of medical students from Mount Sinai School of Medicine vis- 

iting an art museum. It was not a field trip, but rather part of their di- 

agnostic training. "Certain kinds of diagnoses defy routine, and there 

is so much medical information today for one to learn that delh~ering 
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the ri,[ht answers sometimes means asking the right questions;’ Pink 

said. The best physicians have the observation skills of a painter or 
sculptor?’ 

Pink told. the group about the six abilities he thinks matter most in 
the new economy. ~e one that struck me is what he called "symphony:" 

He described it as the killer app2 People usually think of successful 
leaders as being extremely focused. "The opposite ability-the ability 

to step back, see the big picture, and connect the dots--is more irnpor- 

tantY In a study done by Daniel Goleman the stars of a dozen organi- 
zations were given a battery of tests. Goleman found that one cognitive 
ability set them apart from everyone else-pattern recognition. Those 

stars had the big-picture thinking that enabled them to pick out mean- 
ingful trends from a mass of information and thi~k strat, egically. 

Colleges and universities need to help students develop such abil- 

itie~f Otherwise, graduates will be skilled only i~ routine work. That 
may help them on an assessmen~ test, but when that routine work is 

tomated and outsourced, it won t help much in the job market. 

The skills needed for success in the twenty-first century may sound 
like a throwback to the classic liberal-arts course of study of arithme- 

tic, geometry, grammar, logic, and rhetoric. Indeed, as the United States 
moves away from a broad educational, approach into narrm~ practical 

majors, maW Asian countries are mo~ ing precisely in the opposite 

rection out of fear that they are producing nothing more than a ~ation 
of test takers. As a reporter, I hear over and over again that students and 
colleges need to have ;~,ore balanced degrees, with both broad knowl- 

edge and in-depth stud~ in a particular area. Employers say that is what 
they want, but their hiring practices might be working against that goal 

Business Leaders Value the k~beral Arts 

For much of the 2ooos, Samud Palmisano and A. G. Lafley led two 
of the biggest names in American business, IBM and Procter & Gam- 
ble. Both men joined their companies at the start of their careers and 

climbed through the ranks. By the time they were named chief execu- 
tive o~cers, the two iconic companies were in need of makeovers. Un- 
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der I_,afley, Proctor & Gamble became a more innovative company and 

m~)re than doubled its sales; at IBM, Palmisano jettisoned the compa- 
nys personal computer line of business, fk)cused on selling services to 
businesses and governments, and its profits swelled. The two men h~ve 

something else in common as well-they graduated from college ~ ith 

degrees in the liberal arts. 
Palmisano and Lafley both credit their undergraduate education for 

their accomplishments. Now retired, they often talk about the inherent 
strengths the liberal arts bring to a workplace where ~reativit}; problem 

~,olving, flexibility, and teamwork are paramount. ¼;ith the liberal arts 
you get to exercise your whole brain;’ says Lafle~; who graduated with 

a history degree from Hamilton College. "Inductively reasoning in the 

science courses, deductively reasoning in some of the philosophy and. 
humanities courses, abductively reasoning in design. ~Su understand 

inquiry. You understand advocacy:"’ 
Pahnisano maintains that college graduates need a "deep skill" in 

some academic subject, but that depth in one area needs to be supple- 
mented with other knowledge. "Whatever you’re deep in, you need to 

balance w~th the other side of it," says Pahnisano, who majored m be- 
havioral social sciences at !ohns Hopkins University° "So if you’re deep 

in math and science or engineering, you’ve got to balance it with the 
humanities, because you have to work in these multiculmral global en- 
vironments in the broadest sense of diversity. All religions. All cultures. 

All languages. You know in this place [IBM] we deal with ~7o countries, 
so you have to demonstrate that you have that ability to listen and un- 
derstand and be sensitive t:o cultural issues as well as deep and smart 

in some discipline. But if you’re not deep and smart in some discipline, 
you’re going to have a hard time competing:u~ 

It is easy for Palmisano and Lafley to advocate hiring people with lib- 

eral-arts degrees. IBM and Proctor & Gamble are well known :[i)r their 
training programs. Take smart college graduates, put them through an 
apprenticeship, and it doesn’t really matter what they majored in. Most 

companies are not like IBM and Proctor & Gamble. Corporate training 
has largely disappeared, along with the recruiters whose job was to lo- 
cate the best candidates fbr those programs, argues Peter Cappelli. 

Cappelli is a professo~ at the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton 
School and author of ~’\;hy Good People Car/t Get Jobs. While corpo- 
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rate CEOs might say they favor applicants with a broad education at the 
foundation, leaders are largely removed from the hiring process. The 

people on the £ront lines of hiring these days are lower-level manag- 
ers who want the job iilled with someone who can do the work imme- 

diately "This play, s on their prejudices of the hiring manage~’ he says. 
If they think they need someone with a master’s degree, they’ll ask for 

that. If they think it will take too long to train a liberal-arts graduate, 
they will toss th ose applications aside. All witho ut evidence of wh at’s re- 

ally needed to do the job. 
Recruiters also receive their ir~itial pool of candidates through ~ 

screening process that has largely been taken out of human hands b} 
automated so’ware that scans applicati(ms and r4sum~s for certain 
keywords. "They are trying to mimic the best of human decision mak- 
ing;’ Cappelli says. The problem, he adds, is that "computerized systems 

are not very flexible. They dofft have judgment. They cafft imagine the 
job skills or experiences you dodt program into them?’ 

Imagine each of the system’s requirements as a hurdle, Cappelli says. 

I~" a degree is required, applicants who don’t have that credential are 
thrown out, even if they have other certifications or experiences. These 
systems especially *3vor speciiic, practical majors, the kind of~e~ pro- 

grammed in as keywords. "I:f’you’re a studer~t, r~ow you have to play this 

game to figure out how to get through these systems so you make that 
initial cut;’ Cappelli sws. "It’s a game of risk management?’ 

Until rece2tl}~ colleges have ~ot felt much need to h~Jp launch the 
careers of ne~ graduates. Many follow the same tired pla~ book year af- 
ter year---a career office tucked away in a corner of the campus, em- 

ployer fairs, visits f~om corporate recruiters, and then, six months or so 
aRer commencement, a survey o:f’ graduates, few of whom respond (yet 

that d.oesfft stop colleges from publicizing the amazingly high percent- 

ages of their graduates with jobs, including, though they may not make 
this ~vident, those working the coffee line at Starbucks). 

~’ith the economy stuck in neutral and college prices continuing t~, 

rise, prospective students and their parents are looking more closely 
at how a college will ease the transition into the working world. ARer 

years o:f’ talking about rosy job-placement rates during campus tours, 

colleges need to either drum up better numbers or do more to help the 
career prospects of their recent graduates in this tough ec(mom> 
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"Too many students are sl:ruggling to launch after college;’ says Eric 
Co Wiseman, chairman; and chief executive of the VF Corporation, the 

apparel conglomera~:e. :~ He maintains that everyone at a college-----from 
those in career services to faculty members- need to take ownership of 
the product they are creating, an educated student. 

You might think that the leaders on this front would be the colleges 
that spent the last decade adding majors in every new professional field 

as a way to pump u~ enrollment. After ~ll, they were responding to 
market demand ~\~r ~hat are essentially ~ocational majors. But some 
strikingly innovative approaches to help gradual:es find work are com- 
ing from a sector that has long felt uncomfortable with the concept of 

preparing their students for jobs: liberal-arts colleges. ~ 
25ke Franklin & Marshall College. The relativel} new president 

there, Da~,~ Porterfield, maintains that career development needs to be 

part of a holistic learning approach" that better prepares students for 
their postgraduate lives and, most important, extends their education 
into those first few years after graduation. He refers to I:his period as a 
college’s ten-year "zone of impact;" which includes the year before col- 
liege, ~he four years of undergraduate studies, and five ,,v, ears after, col- 

lege. ’The twenties are a period, of massive development; he says. Our 

job doesn’t end at graduation;’ To that end, he has created a new senior 
position at the college, responsible for creating programs in life skills, 
such as managing debt, and soft skills, such as conflict resolution, for 

both undergraduates and new alumni. 
At Davidson College, in North Carolina, Carol E. Quillen, the pres- 

ident, was surprised when she met with a small gro)~ of successfl~l 

alunmi in New ~:ork to hear that they would hire a Da~ idson graduate 
three years out of college, but not a year out. The alumni said t~,~al: new 

graduates needed more exposure to the real world of work, to try out 

I:he talents we claim to be cull:ivating be:ii)re they are on the job market:’ 
Following the model of Teach for America, the college is creating a one- 
year. postgraduate experience where students will work in nonprofit or- 

ganizations, either closely with the leader or on a strategic project, in 
order to further develop their skills. The positions will be paid with the 

college subsidizing some of the costs. 

St. Olaf College, in Minnesota, publishes what is perhaps the most 
comprehensive public listing of employment and salary figures fbr its 
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recent graduates. Not only does the database answer one facet of the re- 
turn-on-investment question discussed in the last chapter, but it helps 

students understand the types of careers they can pursue with a degree 
in X. FranMin & Marshall has a si~2)~lar goal with a dinner it holds each 

year for sophomores, when tpey t~pically declare their major and are 

paired with working alumni xs ho hold the same degree. 
~’hat these efforts indicate is that, for most students, the field of 

study is Jess important than how they acquire knowledge-----and the best 
wa~ is through deep commitment and time on task to one subject, com- 
bined with broad exposure to knowledge across the board. Like the cre- 
dential itsd*~ the high price of college has made the major a means to an 

end for students. For many, college increasingly is regarded as a long list 
to check off- classes to take, experiences to acquire, and a major to de- 
clare. Gaining underlying skills and M~owledge is o~en an aRerthought. 

Pitt, the Vanderbilt researcher, has *k~und. that students who combined a 
science major with a non-science one o~en described the non-science 

major as the tim one and the science major as the practical field chosen 
because of parental pressure. 

Going to college and choosing a field of study sho, uld be a conscio)~s, 
deliberate decision. Students need to know wh} the} are going and why 

they are pursuing a certain major beyond "il:’s just expected of meY If 
not, the alternatives to traditional colleges, at least for a year or two for 
some eighteen-year-olds, might be a better option, as the final chapter 
w~ll explore 
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THe ~OUNDeRS O~i "r~-XREe of the most valuable technology 
~ companies in the ~ odd are all missing the same credential: not 

_!1_ one of th em graduated from college. 

Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg, Microsoft’s Bill Gates, and Apple’s 
Steve Jobs are ofter~ held up as examples of college dropouts who suc- 
ceeded without a degree. Missing from those tales, of course, is how all 

of them~ did atter~d college and what role t h,eir time on c~mpus played in 
their e~ entual accomplishments. The stor} of the wild.l} successful col- 
lege dropout is a compelling one, though in reality the chances of such 

success are about as good. as those of a high-school athlete hoping to 
make it big in the NFL or NBA. 

The argument against going to college reach~,d a crescendo in the 

spring of ~o~, and has continued ever since. ()~er several months in 
~o~iI, it was nearly impossible to pick up a r~ewspaper or magazine, 
browse a Web site, or turn on the television news without seeing sto- 

ries questi(ming whether some high-school graduates might be better 
off: skipping college altogether. 

The coverage was prompted in large part by Peter ThieL He is the 
billionaire cofom~,der of PayPal, who announced in March ~o~ that he 

would pay twent~ students $~oo,ooo each to leave college and pursue 
their business dreams. "In our society the default assumpt km is that ev- 

erybody has to go to college;’ says Thiel, who has compared the price 
escalation in higher educatkm to the housing and tech bubbles. "I think 
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there’s a surprising opennessfo the idea ~hat something’s gone badly 

wrong and needs ~o be fixed. ’ Then in April, a new book hit s~o~es, 
Ho,~ to Be ~he Luckies{~ eerson AIh,e, written by James AItucher. It in- 

cluded a chapter titled 8 Alternatives to College2 
Altucher was a guest with me the ~llowing month on the nationally 

syndicated Dia,w Rehm Show on National Public Radio. When he led 
off the conversation by calling the need ~r a college degree "mythol- 

ogy~’ I knew it was going to be a long hour. Although Altucher himself 
went to Cornell, he told listeners that "any young person who is am- 

bitious, intelligent, or achievement-oriented" would be better off just 
starting a career immediately and having a five-year head start. Left un- 

said was how one might start a career that requires a degree (such as a 
physician). Or how the high-school graduates who need the intellectual 
and personal development that college provides would get it. 

Hi2 argument didfft make sense to me. He encouraged kids, instead, 

to in~ est the tuition mone}; arguing they would realize a bigger payoff 
in the end. All the statistics on lifetime earnings and employment sug- 

gest a need ~)~r more education, not less. I went back to the o~ce and 
wrote a blog post defending traditional colleges and the need :[i)r their 
style of education after high school. 

Then I started reporting for this book. 
Over the course of the next year, i met students who were struggling 

with their studies or their finances, and sometimes both. I met oth- 
ers who didfft ~ow why they were in college, other than their parents 

wanted them there. I began to investigate alternative paths to a creden- 
tial. I talked to students who took a year off a~er high school befor~ go- 

ing to college. I met adults who had delayed going to college for several 

years.~I reflected on the dozens of campuses that I have visited over fif- 
teen } ears as a higher-education journalist and realized that the idea of 

graduating from a four-year college is so firmly ingrained in our culture 
that many of us have trouble envisioning anything else. 

I began to think that perhaps the current mode of what college is 

does not fit everyone, nor should it. 
Don’t get me wrong. I believe additional education after high school 

is absolutely critical. I still consider a two- or four-year college campus 
one of the best places to obtain that education. The problem is that a 

significant number of students today are poorly matched with the col- 
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lieges they eventually attend. We lack high-quality educational substi- 
tutes for those who are ill-suited to traditional colleges and universities 

at eighteen. It seems we send some kids off to college because there is 
nowhere else to put them. The campus is a convenient, albeit expensive, 

Were trying to push all students through this very narrow pipe- 
line without any thought or re, gard as to what,,they want to do, where 

their interests are, where they II be successful, says Janet Bra?; execu- 
tive director of the Association for Career and Technical Education. 
"If they don’t know what they want to do and they have no skills 

the end of that degree, they’re in debt in maW other ways. They’re 

overeducated. They have a ff~ur-year degree when a one- or two-year 
program certificate would get them a job much faster. We all have 
people in our family who graduated from college who don’t have a 

clue what they want to do:’ 
The truth is, by clinging to the belief that education after high school 

can be :[i)und only at a four-year college campus, we exclude large por- 

tions of the American population from sharing in the nation’s economic 
successes. In :I~7o, seven in every ten workers with a high school di- 

ploma or less ~ere in the middle class; today; fewer than four in ten re- 

main there. More and more jobs demand training beyond high school. 
By -_o2o, two out of every three jobs will require some sort of higher ed- 
ucation."- 

We need an expanded notion of what constitutes an education after 

high school. That definition should include on-the-job training and ap- 
prenticeships, coupled with learning across a range of subjects, as well 
as experiences before college that improve the often difficult transition 

from highly structured high schools to freewheeling college campuses. 
’I-hke Pedro Maldonado as an example of someone taking an alter- 

native pathway to a college degree. Growing up in New York Cit?; he 
was enrolled in the workforce program in high school and had decided. 
he wasn’t going to college at all. Then Maldonado was connected with 

Dennis Littk}; who runs a network of seventy-two high schools around 
the country where the curriculum is tailored to a student’s needs and 
interests and then applied in community internships. Littky, who dis- 

dains what he told me is the "factory model of traditional American ed- 
ucation;’ was expanding the model to colleges. He had already signed 
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up Roger W;illiams University in his hometown of Providence, Rhode 
Island. Soon after, Southern New Hampshire University adopted the 

model. 
That’s ~fhere i fotmd Maldonado, akhough he spends more time off 

campus ~orking in the real world than he does in a classroom. The se- 
mester 1[ visited him in Manchester, New Hampshi~ie, he was an intern 

at the State Department of Education, helping to ~ rite research papers 
and coordinate a student summit as an assistant to the deputy commis- 
sioner. "i’m taking my passion and doing something with it;’ he said. 

At the end of the three-year program, he’ll get: a bachelor’s degree and 
probably have a clearer sense than most graduates of what he wants to 
do. ’°I’ll be ready for a career because this whole program is meant to 
narrow my interests and inform my choices;’ 

In extending our definition of higher education, more attention 

needs to be given to what Tony Carnevale, the Georgetown economist, 
calls "middle jobs;’ These are positions that do not require a bachelor’s 

degree, but pay middle-class wages. Nearly half of th e j obs in the United 
States today that put people in the middle class are these middle jobs. 

Corporate executives worry more aboul: filling these positkms than 
they do about finding employees for high-end careers in engineering, 

design, and technology. "We can secure all the grads we need from elite 
schools;’ Thomas Bowler, a senior vice president at United Technolo- 
gies, says. "That’s not a challenge. It’s the other half of the work force 

that I worry about;’ 
As a result, some companies are taking it upon themselves to edu- 

cate I:heir own workers, bypassing the higher education system com- 

pletely. In rural Macon, Missouri, a company called Onshore Outsourc- 
ing trains empk)yees I:(~ provide I:echnology services--ranging from 
software development to application support-to Fortune 5oo com- 

panies that normally woukt send the jobs o~shore to India or China. 
About 80 percent of the compaw’s ~5o employees are people who didfft 
go to college because they weren’t encouraged to or couldfft afford it. 
Chuck Ruggiero, Onshore’s president, says, "we’re looking for that un- 

deremployed worker. The average salar~ at Onshore ~s $3o,ooo, a sohd 
wage in a parl: of Missouri where good iobs are few and far between. 

The process to get hired, however; is demanding. From an initial appli- 
cant: pool that could number upwards of t:wo hundred, the group is nar- 
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rowed to about thirty through a series of interviews and a test:. About 
fifteen people get into an eight-to-twelve-week boot camp of classes de- 

signed around problem-solving activities, not lectures. "The idea is to 

put them on an island and throw them a problem to solve;’ Ruggiero 
says. ’)\fter all, that’s the way the real world works2 

Bill Arer~ds wanted to work in that real world, writing computer pro- 
grams. After graduating from high school, he enrolled in Moberly Area 
Community College, a half hour to the south of Macon. Two semesters 

later, the twenty-eight-year-old dropped out. His transcript was filled 
with As, but he was b~ red tn hls classes. I ve been doing thls in my 
basement since I was eleven;’ he says. "They werefft inspiring me20rm 

of his instructors worked at Onshore and suggested he apply, t--Ie fin- 

pressed the interview team so muc~ he was allowed to skip the b~o~ot 
camp and start right away. Now he ~ orks on cybersecurity for a po~ er 

company that is one of Onshore’s clients. 
Arends plans to earn a college degree at some point so he can ad- 

vance in his career, but fbr now he has achieved his goal of getting a job 

in computer programming. "My firm belief was that I couldn’t work in 
the field without a bachelor’s degree;’ he says. "It finally helped to show 
someone that I could iust do the work without a degree;’ Ruggiero, Or> 

shore’s president, admits that his training is not meant to replace col- 
lege. He wants his employees to eventually go to college, ir~ part because 
"some clients want college-educated workers2 In fact. the company is 

negotiating with or~e college to award credit for Onshore training so 
students can use the experience toward a degree. 

In some ways, the Onshore model is re~iniscent of the apprentice- 

ship. Such on-the-job training has virtuall~ disappeared in the U)~ited 
States as companies have left it: to colleges and universities to supply 

an educated, v/orkforce. For the twelve million marmfacturir~g jobs now 

in the Ur~ited States, there are only t8,ooo apprentices. Apprenticeships 
would take some of the pressure off the squeezed, community-college 

system~ in ,i~any states, reduce the loan bm’den for students, and help emplo}ers ~ho complain about the lack of~skilled labor. For students, 

they provide a structured environment ~here they work alongside 

adults of all a,ges, see the results daily of their labors, arid learn resp(m- 
sibilit}: Man~ European countries have highly structured apprentice- 
ship programs, and as a result, report fewer problems than the United 
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States in t~ansitioning students from school ~o ~he workplace, Before 

the world.x~ ide economic crisis hi~, more ~ha~ 8o percent of young Ger- 

m arts fo u nd j obs wit h i n six month s of completi ng th eir education, com- 
pared to only about half ofyotmg Americans.:~ 

In the United States, college is considered the de facto maturing ex- 

perience for adolescents who have no interest i~ joining the military. 
Colleges were~t designed with that task in mind, however. One rea- 
son that college costs hmm risen is that institutions :Del pressure from 

parents and the government to continually add services to help stu- 
dents mature. In maW parts of the world, the maturing experience is 
provided before college by mandatory national or military service. In 

Great Britain, students take a gap year to travel or work. Harvard has 
encouraged its students for years to take time off before starting their 
freshman year. By doing so, students "come to college with new visions 

of their academic pla~s, their extracurricular pursuits, the intangibles 
they hoped to gain in college, and the many career possibilities they ob- 
served ~n their year awa?~’ the dean ol: adm~ssmns at Harvard wrote tn a 
widely-quoted essay in the New Ybrk Times. 

Taking a year offbefk)re college, however, has long been seen as an 
excuse for rich kids to backpack through Europe. A few structured 

ternatives exist, namely AmeriCorps (recall Sam Schmader from Chap- 
ter 8), but there are still not e~ough options to appease parents con- 
cerned that their child may never go to college. 

Evan Buriidd was at one of the top public high schools in the co,m- 
try. Thomas ~efferson High School for Science and Technolog~ 

Northern Virginia, when he decided a month beli)re his graduation in 

~995 to defer a generous scholarship offer to be on the rowing team at 
Tulane University. "I graduated high school with 4oo of the smartest 

kids and 399 of them went to college, but some of them didfft 

why;’ Btirfield says. 

I~stead, B2~iield wandered through a fexs odd jobs that su~mer be- 
fore joining ~ith a parent of a fellow student to start ; soR~a~e com- 

pany that attracted a million dollar angel investment xs ithin a } ear. He 
applied to Dartmouth on a dare ~rom a friend there, and was accepted, 

but deferred again as other business opportunities followed. Finally ~n 
aoo2, seven years aRer he graduated ~om high school, he was ready for 
college. "There is something to be said in your formative years for tak- 
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ing a step back and examining your life and I:he world around you. I was 
ready for that;’ he says. He went offto Oxford, where he earned a degree 

in philosoph}; politics, and economics. 
These days Burtield contirmes to stick close to his entrepreneur- 

ial roots. He created another technology company and is chairman 

of StartupDC, a regional branch of a national effbrt that provides re- 
sources and funds to those who start businesses. Bm’field also mentors 

young enl:repreneurs at his former high school, t--Ie has already helped 

shepherd a startup company there. I asked him if the students who cre- 
ated that company should delay college like he did. Although it: worked 
for him, he doesn’t immediately recommend delaying college to othe}’s. 

Plenty of eighteen-year-olds may not be ready ti)r college, but they re 
not ready to simply roam, either. 

"~nstead of subsidizing college for all, what if ~e created a national 
service program to take some tmruly eighteen-}ear-olds and get real 
stuffdone?" Burfield asks me. We’re having lunch across from his office, 
known as The Fort. It is home ~ a dozen tech starl>ups, which share 

rice space, mentors, and mone~. As we talk, we begin to sketch out what 
such a program rnighl: look like.----think of it as a posl>high-school ver- 
sion of Teach for America or Venture for America. Both of those pro- 

grams take top college graduates and place them :fi:~r short-term stinl:s 
in schools arid start-up companies. Using this model a~er high school 
could help ease the transition to college. It ~[~uld be the structured gap 

year studerlts in the United States now lack. The reason college gradu- 
ates don’t ka~ow what it’s like to work is because they study twenty hours 
a week and they have I:heir life in college managed fbr them;’ Burfieki 

says. The~ are getting a warped perspective of what hfe ~s like. 

Segregation by Education 

Sitting in Washington, DC we probably ha~ e a warped perspective, too, 

not only of the role higher education plays in an irldividual’s success but 
its impact on nearly everything in a communit}; from city services to 
the selection of rel:ail shops and restaurants. As Burfield and I eat: lunch, 

we’re surrounded by people with college degrees. Even the cab drivers 
here have degrees. The natioffs capital is the most educated metro area 
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in the United States. More than half of the adult ~esidents in ~ashing- 
ton have college degrees. It is among a small group of US cities that, 

in the last four decades, have built their economy around knowledge 
and have prospered as a result, in cities where fe2~er than ~5 perce~t of 

adults had a college degree, the average unemplo~ ment rate in 2m2 was 

three points higher tha~ in cities where more than 3o percent of adults 
were college-educated. 

Th~s me~ns,that every May, following c~mmencement at colleges 

tucked in e~ er~ corner of the countr}~ new]~ minted graduates take off 
for many of the same places-----cities such as New h%rk., San Francisco, 
Boston, Raleigh, Denver; and Seattle, among a handful of others. The 

fi~tu,~ist Richard F~ori,~a calls this concentration of coll~ge gra&~tes the me2 s m~grat,on. I~ ~97o, nearly all the metro areas m the Umted 

States ~ere within five points of the national average of adults with a 

college degree. ’Ibda?; oM} about half are.     ~ 
Take my hometown of Wilkes-Barre, Penns~ lvania. In ~97o, only 5.7 

percent of adults in the Wilkes-Barre/Scranton region had a college de- 

gree, making it the least educated of the top one hundred metro areas 

i~ the United States. Even the cities at~the bottom, however, were still xsithin seven points of the national a~erage at the time. Middle-class 

jobs without a college degree were abundant. Toda?; the good news 
for Wilkes-Barre is that it no longer ranks at the very bottom when it 
comes to college credentials. More than ao percent of adult residents 

there have four-year degrees, a ~7 percent rise since ~97o. Despite its 
gains, however, the metro area is now ten points below the national av- 
erage in terms of college degrees, and the s~2ead between 2t and the cit- 

ies at the ve~)~ top is even wider than in ~9/o. In other ~ords, even as 

places like ~;ilkes-Barre, along with dozens of cities, gain college grad- 
uates, they are falling further behind places that are soaking them up at 
a faster pace.~ 

This co~centratio~ of highly educated a~d hi~ghly skilled people i~ 
a small number ~f metro areas feeds on itself, say s Florida, accelerating 

the pace of groxsth of the top metro areas and boosting ancill~y ben- 

efits, such as higher wages. Income inequality is not just gro~ ing be- 
tween the rich and the ~oor (as popularized by the Occupy Wall Street 

movement), it is also di~ iding along geographic lines. All of it is tied to 

a college education. 
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For much of the twentieth centur> the supply of college-educated 
workers i~ the U~ited States exceeded demand and boosted salaries for 

those with a degree and ever~ those without. Since ~98o, demand has 
outstripped suppl> partictflarly amon~ men, leading to the rising in- 

equalit> The Harvard economists La~ fence Katz and Claudia Goldin 
argue in their book, The Race Betwee,~ Education and 7-~chnolo£3~ that 

if the proportion of college graduates since ~98o had kept pace with 
earlier decades, the wage inequality between the college educated and 

those w~th a high-school diploma would not be as wide as ~t is today� A 
rising tide would indeed li~ all boats. 

Perhaps even more worrying is that the education gap is a vicious cy- 

cle. The odds of goring to college, and going to a college that is hard to 
get into, are closel} linked to income. Children from f~milies who earn 
more than ~9o,ooo have a one in two chance of getting a bachelor’s de- 

gree by age twenty-four. That falls to a one in four chance for those from 
f:amflies earning between ~6o,ooo and ~9o,ooo, and a one ~n seventeen 
chance for those earning under ~35,ooo. Students :from high]income 

families are also fbur times more likely than those from Io~ qncome 
fmnilies to attend a selective college (which we know from Chapter 8 

could boost one’s lifetime earnings).s Education begins much earlier in 
life, in preschool and elementary schools, and the quality there is highly 
dependent on income. The so-called peer effects also have an impact on 

this segregated map: kids surrounded by other k~ds going to college are 
more likely to go to ,~ollege. 

This growing di~ ide should matter to all of us, no matter where we 
live, because it hnpacts the quality of lif~ for the entire country, and in 

the end, how we spend our limited dollars- investing in the future or 
throwing money at fixing problems that stem from a lack of education 
fl’om poor health to drug abuse. While we often express the value of a 

college degree in dollars and cents, what is o~en lost in such calcula- 

tions are the added benefits of higher education, both to the individual 
and to society as a whole. Summing up thousands of st~dies conducted 

on the impact of a college degree over a twent>-five-} ear-period, Mi- 
chad Mumper, a political scientist at Ohio Universit}~ found that "col- 

lege served as a turning point in the lives of almost everyone. It was a 
time and place where they learned how to better fit into the world and 

create a meaning for their life. ~ 
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Indeed, in a survey of college graduates taken by the Pew Research 
Center, nearly three quarters said their college education was very use- 

fl~l ~n helping them grow ~ntellectually and mature as a person. The 
same survey found that college graduates, and especially those with ad- 

vanced degrees, find their ~ork more satisfying and interesting than 

those with a high-school diploma7 By ahnost every measure, college 
graduates lead healthier and longer lives, have better working condi- 
tions, have healthier children who perfi)rm bet~ter in schoo], ha)’e more 

of an interest in art and reading, speak and ~ rite more clearly, have a 
greater acceptance of di~)rences in people, and are more civically ac- 
tive. These attributes are passed down to successive generations as wall. 

Over the past fi~y years, few states have been able to harness the 

power of higher education to drive growth and improve the quality of 
life for its residents quite like California. The state set its course in ~96o, 

by adopting a Master Plan for Higher Education that landed it on the 
cover of Time magazine. The plan spelled out who shoul~ be guaran- 

teed access to which state institutions and placed the states fast-grow- 

ing but unorganized web of public colleges into three well-defined tiers: 
the top high-school graduates and research fl~nctions went to the 
versity of California, the middle graduates to the Cali*~rnia State Uni- 

versity System, and the rest to the states community colleges. It was a 
plan admired and emulated by many other states, and one that held 
true to its origins ~nti] recent budget troubles in the state put it under 

incredible strain. Still, Cali*~rnids public higher-education system re- 
mains the best in the countr}; and it has more public research universi- 
ties than any other state. It is no accident that many of the advances of 

the late twentieth- and early twenty-first century have emanated from 

Califor~)ia. In tr}ing to place a value o~ a college education we focus almost ex- 

clusively on the cost versus benefit to the individual. ARer all, the stu- 
dent is the one ultimately paying the bill But we also M~ow that society 
profits greatly f)’om a better-educated populace. In framing the debate 

about college in purely economic terms, we ignore the value of college 
as the place where students transform themselves-by meeting others 
with di~krent backgrounds and beliefs, by exploring new subjects, and 

by making mistakes and learning fi’om them, all with the end result that 
the student leaves the institution with an educati<m, not just a job. 
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is why Evan Burfield eventually went to college even after he achieved 
economic success-to make better sense of the world around him. 

The natioffs best colleges and universities will continue to provide 
this type of higher education for students eager to find themselves. 
Those institut!,ons)vith billions of dollars in the bank can afford to press 

on in their o~s n x~ ay, even if they are going against the tide of change. 
One underlying issue in the current debates over the future of college 
that tm ubl es me is th at m any of th e p eople p u sh ing the idea o f alterna- 

tive education (or skipping college altogether) graduated from some of 
the most prestigious institutions. I always wonder, and usually ask, if 
they think the experience they are proposing is as good. as what they re- 

celved. The question typically makes them uncom:fi:~rtable, and the an- 
s~ ers are usually nuanced. In the end., those building alternatives to tra- 
ditional higher education are not trying to put Harvard or Michigan 

State out of business, but instead are attempting to disrupt the business 
model of hundreds of low-quality colleges spread th roughout the com~,- 

try. Whatever alternatives emerge from those experiments, whether its 

a degree ~’rom the online, self-paced Western Governors University or 
a certificate of,~ompletion from edX, the new online massive school 

formed by Har~ ard and. MIX; these new options should be good. enough 

for them or their own son or daught:er. 
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From the runway of PhoenL’& Sky Ha~bo~ ~a~em~t~oa~l A~po~L aa of~ 

rice building rises ~n the d~stan~ desert, emblazoned w~th the name and 
logo that has become a ubiquitous sign in of[ice parks across the corm- 

try. the University of Phoenix 
In the mid-~97os, John Sperling, a {~rmer professor at San Jose State 

Universit}~ came here to create what ~ould become the largest higher- 

education institution in the United States, with 6oo,ooo students and 
more than t~o hundred campuses at its peak. Sperling started the for- 
profit university w~th ,~6,ooo, eventually becoming a billionaire on 
that modest investment? 

A decade ago, for-profit colleges, led by Phoenix, were heralded 
as the future of higher education for their ef[iciencies in delivering 

courses. Despite gaining about ~o percent of the market, the for-profit 

college financial model has not cut costs to students, and their aggres- 
sive admissions practices have come under widespread scrutiny by gov- 
ernment regulators. 

Now another future of higher education is rising in Phoenix. ~ust a 
few miles in the other direction f)om the airport is Arizona State Uni- 

versity. With 7~,ooo students, Arizona State is the biggest university by 

enrollment in the country. Take a walk around the Tempe campus and 

you’ll get a sense of the pressures bearing dow~ on colleges and univer- 
sities and see a glimpse of~ hat the college of tomorrow might look like. 

One Future at Arizona State 

On ~ sunn~, cloudless da} in ~ate October, the sidewalks of Arizona 

States campus are packed with students r~s~ ng off to their next class 
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or hanging out with friends. At quick glance, this looks like any o~:her 
American tmiversity campus. Spend a few more hours here, sitting out- 

side the sl:udenl: union or cbeckir~g out some of I:he classrooms and labs 
and you’ll begin to notice significant differences. 

A third of Arizona State’s undergraduates are members of minority 

groups, one in three are the first in their family to go to college, and 4o 
percent of them get Pell Grants, federal grants that go to families mak- 
ing less than $5o,ooo annually. This is I:he future student body. Nation- 

ally, by the beginning of the next decade, nonwhite students will make 
up almosl: half of all public high-school graduates. 

Every year, ~6,ooo new students arrive at Arizona State, four out of 

every ten of I:hem transferring fi’om other institutions, more thar~ ar~y 
other public universi/;¢ in the countr}: Some 3,5oo of them come from 

the local communit~ colleges mostly through a program that guaran- 

tees admission into a specific program at a reduced rate. 
Construction cranes dominate the desert landscape at Arizona State. 

On one corner of campus, an outdated dorm is getl:ing a makeover by a 

private developer. All student housing here is now built by private de- 
velopers and leased to the university, allowing the institution to keep 
such debt off its books and getting it out of the way of those who know 

how best to build and run wh~l: are essentially apa~tme~l: buildings. 
’I-b help revitalize downtoxs n Phoenix, the uni~ ersit} built a campus 

there with the help of government dollars and moved entire schools, 

including communications and nursing. A light-rail line connects the 
t~ o campuses, in Tempe, the newest academic buildings are dedicated 
t:o one primary mission: research. It: is the one fhnction of a university 

that can’t be easily replicated b?, fi’agmented, simplified services on the 
Internet. With students increasingly opting to get their education deliv- 
ered to them when, where, and how they want it, fewer physical class- 

rooms will be n~eded in the future so fewe2 of I:bose are on the drawing 
boards. Alread:~, nearly half of students who take face-to-face classes 

her,,e, on campus also take at least one online class each semester. 
We move forward by using every innovative technique that we 

could put in place to achieve our goals, say s Michael Crow. Arizona 
Sl:ate’s presidenl:. He rejecl:s the notion ...... shared by many of his coun- 
terparts- that quality in higher education is measured by the resources 

institutions spend, nol: by what they produce wil:h that m(mey. Some- 
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how they think that quality cannot be achieved through injections of 

technology;" so that our o~je~tive ~f providing a ~orld-cl~ss education 
at the lowest possible cost ts, m their mind, a fools errand. 

Ultimatel> it is the students of tomorrow who will drive colleges to re- 

imagiae the future of higher education. These students of the future 
are in elementary and middle school toda> Born around the turn of 
the centuQ~ they have always known a world with the Internet, smart- 

phones, and wireless connections. They are o~en referred to as digital 
natives. They pick up electronic devices and know intuitively to swipe 
iastead of type on a keyboard. They *)el comfortable in a social world 

that Hves online. They text friends who are sitting only a few feet awW. 
Ia school, they remain largely uainterested ia learaing through tra- 

ditional teaching methods. Tx~ out of three high-school students say 

they are bored in class every da}, according to a report by Indiana Uni- 
versit>~ Then they go home and fire up Khan Academy to view online 
lessons from Salman to better understand concepts they didfft get in 
school. 

’~W~ go to classes because we have to, but the learning is happen- 
ing aRer class aad online;’ sws Sean McElrath, a senior at Thomas lef- 

ferson High School for Science and Technology, a public bigb school 
ia Northern Virginia with competitive admissions. During his junior 

yeag McEh’ath noticed that his classmates were using Facebook at 

night to discuss homework and help each other with problems. He and 
a few friends created a Facebook-like Web site to make that peer-to- 

peer learning easier to navigate. Now he is sharing the site with stu- 

dents at other high schools through a company called Hallway that he 

cof}~unded with the help of Evan Burfield, whom we met in Chapter m. 
~IBday’s students think and p~cess information fundameatally dif- 

f}rently from their predecessors, mainta}ns Marc Prensk> a former 

teacher and author who coiaed the term ~digital native2.~ By the time 

stu~ents~reach their early twenties, they have s~ent some lO,OOO horn’s 
pla} ing ~ ideo games, on average, sent and recei~ ed 2oo,ooo e-mail mes- 
sages and instant messages, but have allotted just 5,ooo hours to read- 
ing books.~ 

Adults o~en complain that these trends signify a move away from 

learning. Peter Cookson Jr. of Teachers College of Columbia University 
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observes that the digital work! is "alive with ideas, communication and 

new ways of problem solving~ which allow the youngest of students to 
learn "with greater speed and more deeply~’s John Seely Brown, a com- 
puting pionee[, who researches learning, believes students read differ- 

ently nox~ nax igating and discovering materials not laid out by aW 

traditional rules of order. Navigation, he argues, is the literacy of the 
twenty-first centuryc’~ 

The students who will be showing up on coll~ge campuses in I:he 

next ten years will want to absorb and apply knoxdedge on their terms. 
They will extend the customer mentality of the Lost Decade and de- 
cide when, where, and how they learn and what it means to have a de- 
gree. The question is not u&e~her colleges will embrace alterations to 
their current nineteenth-century model, but ~&en it will happen. A few 

hundred colleges have the status and money to remain resistant to the 

forces bearing down on higher education right no~ But the colleges 
and universities that the vast majority of Americans attend will need to 
change if they want to survive and thrive. 

Five Ways Hi,her Education Will Chan~e in the Future 

For the first time since the Great Depression, the incomes of middle- 

class families have dropped every year for more than a decade, nearly 

the entirety of the twenty-first century so far. 
The American dream is built on a foundation of fairness and oppor- 

tunity, wrapped in optimism. YVe believe one can be born into a poor 

~;amlly and through hard work rise to the top. We also hope that each 
successive generation will have a better standard of living than the one 
before it. These ideals are under pressure like never before. 

Few entities in the country can relieve those pressures quite like col- 
lege and universities can. Higher education is key to the united States 
emerging ~)’om the current economic doldrums and building a strong, 

innovative, and growing economy for the long run. 
~The best of American higher education remains a world leader. 

~; hen I trm~eled with college leaders in recent years to Saudi Arabia and 
India, I was struck by how officials in both countries admired American 

universities. Saudi Arabia, by partnering with colleges here and send- 
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ing thousands of students to the United States each year, wants to essen- 
tially buy the system; India wants to copy it by building its own collec- 

tion of colleges. Both countries, along with China, remain behind the 
United States but are catching up at rapid clip. 

When I talk to people a, bout the futm’e of higher education, the inev- 

itable question is always, ’Will online education replace physical cam- 
puses?" People want to know if Harvard, which was established in ~636, 

will still be around in ten years. Talk about the future of higher educa- 

tion reminds me sometimes of The Jetsons, with flying cars, homes hov- 

ering in spa~e, robot maids, and holograms. The college of the fi~ture 
will certainl} be different than the one of rod.a}; but robots will not re- 
place professors in the classroom anytime soon. Harvard will remain 
Harvard. 

But Harvard em’olls just over one tenth of one percent of college stu- 

dents in the United. States. The colleges and universities enrolling most 
Americans will be radically different places in ten years. The experience 
for today’s students is already becoming unlike that of students even 

a decade ago, and the pace of change will only accelerate in the com- 
ing years. Here are a few key ways that colleges will look different: in the 
next decade: 

A Personalized Education 

College and tmiversity leaders often brag about the diversity of Ameri- 
can higher education with its public and private colleges, small rural 

and large re’ban campuses, two-year and fot~r-year institutions. Despite 
the rhetoric, higher education in the United States has largely adopted a 
one-size-iits-all model. Most campuses follow a semester calendar that 

starts in the fall; students register for classes at: times dictated by faculty 
members; students need to spend a specific amount of time in a seat 

to get credit; and faculty members teach the same material at the same 
speed to all the students in a classr)iom. Some institutions have ideas 

about how to do things in other wa~s, but higher education is a heavily 
regulated and subsidized industry. ~ules often make it impossible to do 

things differently. The traditional ~av of doing things is finally evolv- 
ing, however, as accreditors are under pressure to consider new rood- 
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els, and states and the federal government rethink how they finance stu- 
dents and institutions in an age of tight budgets. 

After meeting and talking with dozens of students, I have learned 

that the democratization of higher education-which has opened the 
doors of college to more Americans--has meant that the educational 
and emotional neyds of students differ more than ever before. Some 

students are read~ for college at eighteen; others are not. Some stu- 
dents can speed ahead in a class; others need a few ext:ra weeks to mas- 

ter a concept. The idea of personalizing the educational experience for 
each student right down to the next question on a test is so potentially 
powerful because it holds the promise of keeping students focused on 

concepts that give them the most difficulty, while breezing through the 
problems that they lind eas> 

To some, the concept of a computer directing students to particu- 

lar courses or pairing them with appropriate classmates for discussions 
might seem Orwellian. Such innovations will put the serendipitous na- 
ture of college at risk, where students discover new passions or become 

aware of their strengths and weaknesses by exploring courses, majors, 
and ext:racurricular activities. While students learn from their mistakes, 
those mistakes should come after they weigh choices grounded in solid. 

in:[i)rmation and receive advice from adults with more experience. The 

problem is that too many students lack access to the right information 
and mentors to make informed decisions. 

The most important decision young people will make in their early 

lives is where to go to college or whether to go at all. If four out of five 
students are drifting in life, they need more assistance in making this 

choice than overwhelmed parents and an overworked guidance coun- 
selor can provide. Samantha Dietz, whom we met in the beginning of 
this book, went to one of the top high schools in New Jersey. Yet she 

based her college choice solely on money, choosing the school that gave 
her the most financial aid, even though it had a much lower gradua- 
tion rate than the other colleges she considered. If Dietz had been able 

to find this consumer data, it ~ould have helped inform her choice, but 

unfortunately it’s hidden, not available in one place, nor easy to use. If 
she had had access to tools like Naviance or ConnectEDU, she might 
have been better matched to a college and could have significantly re- 

duced her chances of dropping out. When we shop for a car, the gov- 
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ermner~t requires certain in:I:brmat:ion be on t:he window sticker. When 

we purchase a house, every potei~tial buyer is given a list of disclosures. 

Colleges should provide similar point-ofLpurchase in:fbrmat:ion promi- 
nently oi~ the front page of their Web sites, rather than postii~g market- 
ing propaganda that leads students like Kelsey Griffith to take on more 

than ,mo,ooo in debt because a school tells her to get over the sticker 
shock. 

Hybrid C~asses 

For dose to two decades, online education has been proposed as the so- 
lution to rising college costs. Online enrollments have d~amatically i~- 

creased, but the price of a college degree has gone up as ~ ell. Online ed- 

ucation serves a signiiicant market need *~r place-bound, time-pressed 
students-mostly working adults-but it will not replace brick-and- 

mortar classrooms awtime soon. Alread~ there is evide,~ce that the de- 
mand to study solely online has flattened, and the public remains un- 
convinced that online education measures up to traditional classrooms. 

But that does not ~ean that online education is a passi~g fad. While 

online education won t make campuses extinct in the near fi~ture, it will 

play a growing role at traditio~ml schools by giving students more op- 
tions to take classes outside of their home institution, accelerating the 

pace to completi~g a degree, or serving as a supplement to a face-to- 
face course. In other words, I see more colleges becoming like the Uni- 
versity of Central Florida, where each year 6o percent; of stude,~ts take 

an online or hybrid course, or nearby Rollins College, which is part of a 
gro up of sixteen colleges in several states where a professor on one cam- 
pus teaches a course shared through video conferencing with the oth- 
ers. 

The biggest impact, however, will be the creation of maW more hy- 
brid courses. Students in the college pipeline are already accustomed 

to itipped classrooms, where they view traditional lectures onli~e and 
spend precious face-to-face class time working with an instructor on 

speci~c problems. Research also shows that students are much more 
likel~ to be active participants in hybrid courses. Recall the massive 
open online course o~red by the two Stanford professors. The same 
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class, when it was taught on the Stanford campus that fall, attracted two 
hundred, students at the beginning of the semester, but by the end only 

two dozen were attending because most had migrated to the online ver- 
sion. These free courses developed by elite institutions that serve tens of 

thousands of students at a tifn~ will likely becomy the content provider 
for the core courses that e~ er} college offers. B} using online materi- 
als to power these ~Cace-to-face intro courses, colleges can accommodate 
more students with the same number of instructors or spend their lim- 

ited resources on top professors teaching the courses best presented in 
a physical classroom. This is the cmly way to expand higher education 
to serve more students without its ever-rising price tag ballooning even 
more. 

The study of the hybrid, introductory statistics course at six pub- 
lic universities, which I described in Chapter 6, found that students 

learned, just as much in the hybrid format as they did in the traditional 
course, and they took about three quarters of the time to achieve that 
same result. A hybrid future is already a reality on some campuses. The 

National (;enter for Academic Transformation, a nonprofit group, has 
redesigrmd courses at more than two hundred colleges, cutting costs by 
an average of 37 percent by using instructional software to reduce bur- 

dens on professors, employing frequent low-stakes orfline quizzes to 
gauge student progress, and providing alternative staffing like under- 

graduate peer mentors. 

O~bundling the Degree 
¼;hen I was growing up there was one telephone company. It provided 

you with a wall-mortared phone, local calling, and long distance. It was 
one product at essentially one price. It was what is known as a bundled 
product. The deregulation of the telephone !~n~dustry in ~984 began a de- 

cades-long push to what we have today: a x~ eb of companies and prod- 

ucts that consumers pick and choose from to put together their own 
telephone service. The same is true in almost every industr}: Airlines 
still provide the basic services they did twenty years ago, but ii:’you want 

to check a bag or have a meal, it will cost you extra. If you don’t want ei- 
ther, you’ll save a few bucks. With iTunes you don’t need to buy ar~ en- 
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tire album the way you once did at: a record store. Now you just buy the 
singles you wa~t to create your own playlist. 

Colleges and universities are one of the few entities le~ that provide 

a brindled service, from the classes to the di~ing halls to computer cen- 
ters to career advice. One hurdle for students in unbundling the college 

experience is that courses are ~ot always portable. That is, colleges ca~ 
deW credit ~k~r students looking to transfer ~om another provider. 

We learned in Chapter 7 that students are more mobile than ever be- 
~k~re-with a third of all students transferring ~rom one college to an- 

other before they graduate. Its only a matter of time beti)re colleges are 
forced to o~r an unbundled product to at least a portion of the student 

body that wants to consume higher education in that way. 
This option certainly wofft suit all students. Many wi!) still want to 

go to college at eighteen and spend ~)~ur years in a cohesive campus en- 

vironment. The unbund]ed experience, though, will allow students to 
pick ~om a menu of choices, put together their own playlist, and create 
multiple pathways to and through college at perhaps a fraction of the 

cost of a traditiona] degree. 

g~uid T~melines 

The t}@cal co]]ege classroom is used only 4o percent of the time. (;lass- 
rooms largely sit enmty on weekends and summers, and increasingly on 
Fridays a?m;re clas~e~ are packed into the other four weekdays. ~hen 

consultants from Bain & Company were designing the Dallas campus 

of the University of North Texas, they projected that 6o percent of the 
overall cost savings at the new university woukt come just from using 
the space better-with a year-round calendar and students starting 

classes at times other than only in the fall and spring. 
Personalizing and unbundling the college experience all~ows us to re- 

think long-held assumptions about higher education: Wh~ does college 

last four years? Why wait until students graduate high school to start 
college~ Why are semesters fifteen weeks long? 

~ daptive learning technologies adjust to the speed at which an in- 
di~ idual student learns, enabling fast learners to move on to the next 
course and slow learners to take the extra time they might need. A 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.anc.edu-~; Timmermans, Tom <timmennans@anc.edu>; Kirby, SaJnantha Lillian <slkirby5@email.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@ema~l.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu~ 

I~NV: Board action today 

FYI 

From: Brad Hostetter [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:41 PM 

Subject: Board action today 

As Dr. Hatch mentioned Friday morning, the Board of Directors met via conference call today to discuss Proposal Nos. 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A. ’lhe article below is hot of[" 
the press and outlines the Board’s actions. 
Please note the shaded portion of the article as that explains the current status of the override process as it relates to these three proposals. Essentially, if you are opposed 
to 13-3, you have uutil Wednesday at 5 ptn to submit am override request. If it reaches 75 requests, the Board will review, the proposal again at its May 2 meeting. The 
other two proposals are now in a separate and new 60-day override period that ends May 17. A~ override request on those two proposals would effectively be asking the 
Board to revisit their action to suspend the proposals today. 
If you have questions, let me know and I will seek answers on anything I don’t have answers to at this point. 
Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter(a)theacc~org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 

Board suspends two recruiting proposals 
Mar 18, 2013 3:16:10 PM 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA.org 

The Division I BoaJcd of Directors Monday snspended two of the 25 pieces of legislalion it adopted in Janua~, responding to extensive membership feedback that 

despite the benefits of the proposals, the new rules could have a negative impact on prospects and their families, college coaches and administrators. 

The Board postponed new rules deregulating who can pertbrm recruiting tasks and what printed materials can be sent to prospects. Board members also 

considered suspending a third proposal that eliminated restrictions on modes and numerical limitations of recruiting contacts, but they ultimately agreed to let the 

membership decide that rule’s futare through the override process. 

Suspending the rules means they will not become effective unless and until appropriate modifications are made. The Rules Working Group, which proposed the 
changes as part of a package of legislation the Board adopted in Janua~, will continue to stu@ the concepts. 

The Board’s action came about 10 dab, s after the Rules Working Group recommended the presidents suspend the printed materials deregulation and the removal 

of restrictions on who can perform recruiting tasks. The working group considered the deregulation of recruiting communication as well, but it wanted to let the 

membership decide the rule’s future through the override process. 

Board chair Nathan Hatch, president at Wake Fores�, convened the presidents to respond to the Rules Working Choup and membership feedback as qnickly as 

possible. 

%Ve are lis~tening to our member schools and hope that continned discnssion ofthes~ issues will enable us to reach a decision that helps onr student-athletes and 

their institutions. We look forwaJcd to reviewing the result of fi~rther collaboration between coaches, administrators and student-athletes and members of the Rules 

Working Group," tlatch said. °~Fhe other presidents on the Board and I had a strong desire to be responsive to the concerus expressed by our colleagues." 

Of the 25 proposals adopted by the Board in JanuaD, the three reviewed by the Board Monday generated immediate discussion among the membership. 



However, the majofit.~, of measures proposed by the Rules Working Gronp and adopted by the Board were supported. 

°%Te are committed to the retbnn effort. We will move forward with these concepts with collaboration from aJl interested par~es," said NCAA President Mark 

Emmert. °’Suspending these proposals for continued review will provide our coaches, administrators and stadent-athletes the additional opportunity to have their 

voices heard." 

Some coaches and ad~ninistrators expressed concern that deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting am~s race that could overa, helm prospects, college 

coaches and athletics deparhnent budgets. Much of the tension is specific to football, though the concerns could translate to any sport. 

The Boaxd suspen&d the roles to give the Rules Worldng Group and the memberslfip more time to determine the best course of action on the concepts presented 

in the proposals. For example, the working group will determine if there is middle ground between ba~ming schools fiom sending any printed materials to prospects 

and allowing schools to send whatever they want to prospects. 

Board keeps texting rule 
The Board decided to leave in place the rule that eliminated reslrictions governing modes and numerical limitations on recruiting communication becausc it t~lt that 

many concerns were addressed through the suspension of Prop. No. RWG- 11-2. 

Snspending RWG- 11-2 eliminated the t~ars about having an ~mlimited number of s~’members contacting prospecks an ~mlimited number of times. When it initially 

proposed the role change, the Rules Working Group believed the measure acknowledged both the increased use of text-messaging by prospects over the lafft 

several yeaxs and the growing difficult)" of distinguishing between text messages~ etnail and messages sent through sociaJ~ media. ’][’he role also is expected to relieve 

a significaaat ~nonitoring burden from the shoulders of co~npliance administrators. 

Before making its decision, the Boaxd discussed that footbaJd coaches are currently permitted to make m~ unlimited number of telephone calls to prospects during 

the fall contact period, which runs fi~om late November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing day in February. Given this, the practical 

impact of RWG- 13-3 will be to permit unlimited calls for only a few additional months. 

The Board members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited number of emails or other direct messages on various social media 

platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facetx~ok), so deregulation in this area provides consistency and simplifies the legislation. 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerica] or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a year, aa~d t~edback has been positive. 

As with all proposals adopted as part of the retbrm eIt’ort, RWG- 13-3 will undergo a review after two years. 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Investigators Speak Out 

Synopsis: 

Investigators on staff for the NCAA offered an exclusive interview with USA Today to explain 

how they conduct their investigations. 

"Inside a conference room at NCAA headquarters, four veteran investigators sat around a table 

Thursday, passionately defending both their role in college athletics and an enforcement 

department that has been under more scrutiny in the past month than at any time in the 

organization’s history." 

Article: 

http~//v’~7.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~ege/2~3/03/14/exc~usive-ncaa-enf~rcement- 

investigators-speak-out/1988521/ 

http :iiwww.usatoday. corn/story/sports/college/2013/03/14incaa-enforcement-investigators- 

headquarters/1988405/ 
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Board Suspends Recruiting Rules 

Synopsis: 

"The Division I Board of Directors Monday suspended two of the 25 pieces of legislation it 

adopted in January, responding to extensive membership feedback that despite the benefits of the 

proposals, the new rules could have a negative impact on prospects and their families, college 

coaches and administrators. 

The Board postponed new rules deregulating who can perform recruiting tasks and what printed 

materials can be sent to prospects. Board members also considered suspending a third proposal 

that eliminated restrictions on modes and numerical limitations of recruiting contacts, but they 

ultimately agreed to let the membership decide that rule’s future through the override process." 

Article: 

http: iiwww, ncaa. org/wps/wcmiconnect/publicincaa/resourcesilatest+newsi2013 imarchib oard+su 

spends+two+recruiting+proposals 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Ole Miss Player Celebrates 

Synopsis: 

Ole Miss player Marshall Henderson celebrated the Rebels’ victories last night by publically 

taking swings at other SEC teams and playing beer pong. 

Article: 

http :iiwww.usatoday.comistoryigameoni2013/03/18imarshall-henderson-ole-miss-ncaa- 

tournament-pong/1996207/ 
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James Madison Player Arrested 

Synopsis: 

Hours after JMU reached the NCAA tournament, the team’ s top scorer, Rayshawn Goins, was 

arrested for disorderly conduct and obstruction of justice. His status with the team has not been 

announced. 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaab/2013/03/118/report-j ames-madison-leading-scorer- 

rayshawn-goins-arrestedi 1996587/ 
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Texas Coach Files Suit 

Synopsis: 

"Bey Kearney, a highly successful women’s track coach at the University of Texas at Austin, has 

filed complaints alleging gender and racial discrimination in her ouster, The Dall as Morning 

News reported. Kearney resigned under pressure in December after disclosing that she had a 

relationship with an athlete in her program in 2002. The complaints were filed with the Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commission and the Texas Workforce Commission." 

Article: 

http :iiv,-c,-c,7.insidehighered. comiquicktakesi2013/03/18iformer-womens-coach-texas-files- 

discrimination-complaints 
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Arizona Coach Fined 

Synopsis: 

Arizona basketball coach Sean Miller was fined $25,000 by the Pac-12 for his actions towards an 

official after the team’s loss to UCLA. 

Article: 

http ~//espn.g~. c~m/mens-c~ ege-basketball/st~ry/ /i d/9~64 7 56/ariz~na-wil dcats-c~ach-sean- 

rail 1 er-fi ned -25 k-p ac- 12 
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Northern Kentucky’s AD Fired 

Synopsis: 

"The President of Northern Kentucky University says he has fired Athletic Director Scott Eaton 

over alleged misconduct... NKU President Geoffrey Mearns says his decision to fire Eaton was 

’compelled by his failure to comply with the University’s Ethical Principles and Code of 

Conduct. His conduct did not meet his responsibility to the University and lacked fundamental 

integrity.’" 

Article: 

http://v’~.local~2.c~m/c~ntent/breaking-news/st~ry/NKU-Fires-Ath~etic-Direct~r-~ver- 

Alleged-Ethics/BXtBN6P5 J02cDsDgpv6LgA. cspx 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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Board of Trustees Meet in Secret 

Synopsis: 

The UNC Board of Trustees met in secret today to discuss "personnel matters" which have still 

not been released. 

Article: 

http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2013/03/18/2760393iunc-trustees-meet-in-closed- 

session.html#storylink=misearch 
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Sexual Assault Investigatiou 

Synopsis: 

"The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has until Thursday to respond to questions as 

part of an investigation by the U.S. Department of Education. Five women filed a complaint in 

Janua15T with the DOE’s Office for Civil Rights, and the OCR said this month that it would 

investigate." 

Article: 

http :iiwww. newsob server, comi2013/03/16/2756008ipast-investigations-can- 

offer.html#storylink=misearch 
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Response from Washington? 

Synopsis: 

"Several groups have been tapping on the door of Congress lately with a request for oversight 

into the often opaque, big-money world of college sports .... 

Despite front-page news of scandals, including the 14-year academic fraud case at UNC-Chapel 

Hill, there are no plans for hearings on Capitol Hill. And there’s no powerful group lobbying 

Congress to pay attention." 

Article: 

http :iiwww. newsob server, comi2013/03/16/2754037/group s-looking-for-more- 

oversight.html#storylink=mi search 
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Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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Fewer Fouls 

Synopsis: 

On average, there are 7 fewer fouls called during ACC basketball games thanin years past. This 

is causing the game to become more physical, and leaving some to question whether officiating 

should change. 

Article: 

http://www, newsob server, com/2013/03 / 16/2756387/as-acc-foul s-drop-poundin g- 

rises.html#storylink=misearch 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Rules Working Group 

Hi Vince - 

On Friday we also indicated that we would vote for an override on 

WBK 2013-2 

WBK 2013-3 

On the theory that there were potential medical expense and liability issues. 

One other proposal that you may want to look at is 16-3 (which we opposed at our December legislative meeting). It 

permits an institution, conference or the NCAA to finance other academic support, career counseling or personal 

development services that support SAs. Hard to object to in theory, but could be another arms race. 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 4:16 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group 

Bubba and Lissa, 

Based upon our conversation this afternoon, it is my understanding that we’ve agreed to cast an override vote 
for the following: 

RWG 11-2 
RWG 11-3-B 
RWG 12-2 
RWG 12-4 
RWG 13-3 
RWG 13-5-A 
RWG 13-8 
RWG 16-5 
RWG 16-6 
RWG 16-7 
WBK 2013-1 

If I’ve missed any proposal that either of you believe we should add to the list above, please let me know. If not, 
I will ensure that our votes are cast accordingly. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 



"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 3:20 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Miller, Beth; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

Hi Vince - We had a good meeting today and I’ll try to summarize the items that I think Beth, Bubba, and I are united in 

overriding. Holden is fine with whatever we decide and he understands our reservations about much of this legislation. 

We should plan a call for Monday or Tuesday to finalize our institutional voting positions. I am in Charlotte directing 

programs on Wednesday through Friday, and in any event Wednesday is the final date for the override. Bubba and I 

have a meeting at 1:00 on Monday. Maybe we could use that time to finalize these votes if that works with your 

schedules. 

We heard today that the NCAA BOD is meeting by conference call tomorrow at noon to consider the RWG requests to 

reconsider 11-2 and 13-5-A. Notwithstanding that, the ACC schools that were unhappy with those proposals all said 

they still planned to cast an override vote. 

Other items we will want to address soon 

¯ Feedback to the CAP on the proposed changes to initial eligibility 

¯ Email comments to Jean Frankel, the NCAA governance consultant, about our views on NCAA governance issues 

Overall comments on RWG package: 

¯ Don’t like considering rule changes piece-meal (see below re 13-2 which has been tabled) 

¯ Proposals don’t necessarily respond to a documented problem, but instead try to implement several broad 

principles that the membership may not agree wish such as 

o a broad principle of "fair competition" which is designed according to the RWG to "reduce rules that have 

been adopted to regulate in institution’s potential financial advantages." Not sure the membership is in 

agreement with this fundamental principle. Danger is that revenue sports will suck up all the "potential 

financial advantages" in order to compete with others spending in particular areas and the losers will be 

the non-revenue sports programs. 

o "A broad principle of reducing the volume of unenforceable and inconsequential rules that fail to support 

the NCAA’s most enduring values." This is repeated as the mantra for almost all of the rules without any 

specifics. Not sure that all the rules it relates to our unenforceable or inconsequential. Also not sure 

what the NCAA’s most enduring values are. 

¯ Principles-based regulation failed in the regulation of financial institutions during the 2008 financial crisis and it 

is likely to meet the same fate here. 

¯ No one has added up the potential costs of each of these proposals or the likely impact that the combination 

will have on a department’s budget. 

¯ Some of the legislation is not consistent 

~ Forbidding in-person recruiting even though that’s a rule which seems to penalize institutions (like ours) 

that have proximity to other schools 

~ Allowing entertainment coincident with practice instead of trying to figure out ways to have student- 

athletes better integrated into the student body. 



Items I think we agreed today UNC would vote to override and summary rationale: 

11-2 (all staff can recruit) - Not a good use of resources and will likely result in unfair competition. We supported at 

December meeting, but I think we understand better now how some schools might hire additional folks (former S-As, 

sports personalities, etc.) to assist in recruiting. 

13-3 (unlimited phone and text messages) - Problem is not solved just by taking 11-2 off the table. This is intrusive on 

PSAs, detrimental to coaches’ work-life balance, takes coaches away from spending time with existing S-As. If this is 

reconsidered, look at sport specific legislation and/or permitting this only during designated periods. Also, this needs to 

be considered in conjunction with 13-2 (which is currently tabled) which permits earlier recruiting. We opposed at 

December meeting. 

13-5-A (recruiting materials) - Resource and environmental issue. Keeping up with the Joneses will result in a lot of 

wasted printing that will not likely be read. In December we voted in opposition to 13-5-B, and said we preferred it to 

13-5-A, which was not even on the table at that time. Our coaches preferred that the rule stays the way it is in 13.4.1. 

In other words, there is no problem that needs addressing by new legislation. 

11-3-B (no in-person scouting) - Seems to deprive institutions of their natural advantage of location if that is conducive 

to in-person recruiting. Tape does not always capture what is going on in the entire field of play. We opposed at 

December meeting. 

13-8 (PSAs working at camps and clinics) - concern here more for PSAs rather than for SAs. This might be a football- 

specific concern, but there are also concerns that PSAs should be concentrating on academics and/or summer school. 

We supported at December meeting. 

16-5 (expanded definition of a family member for benefits) -This could have a big price tag. Think about how many 

people might be attending a football banquet. We opposed in December (with the note that only FB and WBB support). 

16-6 (team entertainment in conjunction with practice or competition) - Potentially big price tag. Could further divide 

student-athletes from the rest of the student body because S-As have no time to be students. Most concern was with 

the entertainment surrounding practice. We supported in December. 

WBB Recruiting Model 

2013-1 -The point was made that if 13-3 is overridden, this provision would still permit unlimited contact for WBB. May 

works for MBB, but WBB may be different. Division within WBB coaching ranks may be related to gender of coach. 

2013-2 (on campus evaluations) - medical expense and liability issues 

2013-3 (summer access) - medical and liability issues 

Also discussed at the meeting but we did not indicate that we intended to vote for an override: 

12-2 (actual and necessary expenses) (we opposed this in December) 

12-4 (earmark funds for PSA) (2 schools considering an override) and 

16-7 (actual and necessary expenses and eliminating 48-hour rule) (3 schools considering override). 

At our December legislative meeting, we also opposed: 

13-6 

16-3 

So, we need to talk about what else to include on our override list, whether to provide an explanation of our votes, and 

then get the votes cast prior to March 20. 



Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:03 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

A reminder... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 2:06 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

I believe we should go ahead with the override on all 3 (11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A) and have serious discussion at 
ACC meetings on March 15 regarding an override of the other three (13-8, 16-6 and 16-7). Managing public 
perception and support for President Emmert and the members of the board should not be our primary concern. 
Our primary concern should remain our students and the long-term health of intercollegiate athletics. 

From: Matt Burgemeister [mailto:mburqemeister@theacc.orq] 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 9:43 AM 
To: Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell; Bret Cowley; Jerome Rodgers 
(jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken (maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Marquita Armstead; Dan Bartholomae 
(dbartholomae@athletics.p!tt,edu); Kassen Gunderman; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc,edu); Brandi Guerinot 
(brandi.querinot@bc.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Brad Woody 
(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Andy Campbell (wcampb2@clemson.edu); Cindy 
Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer 
(shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince; Angel Cavanaugh 
(as2cz@eservices.virqinia.edu); Derek Gwinn; Alex Dominato(adominato@fsu.edu); Casey East; JimCurry 
(jmcurry@fsu.edu); Tasha Fisher; Vanessa Fuchs(vfuchs@fsu.edu); TomTimmermans @gmail.com); Lance 
Markos; Kirby, Samantha Lillian; Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami,edu); TonyHernandez 
(thernandez@miami.edu); Brett Luy (bd111@my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick; CarrieDoyle (carrie dovle@ncsu.edu); Craig 
Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson; JasonGreco; Julie Mallette; Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); 
Meeghan Ford; Jill Bodensteiner; Chris James (cmiame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf (dmisaf@syr.edu); Erlease Wagner 
(erleasem@syr.edu); Herman Frazier; Jamie Mullin; Dr. Louis Marcoccia; Brad CC Hostetter; Katie Koone; Shamaree 
Brown; CodyGambler (cqambler@umd.edu); Kristi Giddings; Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu); Erin Moran 
(e.moran2@umiami.edu); Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Samantha Kirby; Tom Timmermans; Art Markos (am@vir~cjinia.edu); 
EricBaumgartner (emb8p@virg!nia.edu); Rob Slavis(rslav!s@virginia,edu); Heather LaFon; Bridget McSorley 
(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker(tparker@vt.edu); Seth Barwick; 37 -0500 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

For those who haven’t yet seen it, please read below for new information regarding a few RWG proposals. 
iii~iii8iiii~ei¢~i~i~ei~i##ii;iiii~iii~¢~i##iiii#i~iiii#~iii~8i~i~iii~iii~ii~#i~iii We will continue to provide updates as they become 
available. Please let us know if you have any questions. 
Matt 

From: Hostetter, Brad 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 4:45 PM 
Subject: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

All 

Below is an article summarizing the Rules Working Group’s recommendation to the Board of Directors on the three 



proposals we discussed last week. We will continue the discussion next Friday but, in the meantime, I thought you’d find 
this helpful. Tomorrow, I expect to send materials via email for that 8-10 a.m. portion of the meeting next week. 

Rules Working Group recommends Board suspend recruiting-related 
proposals 
Board of Directors to review two proposals adopted in January 
By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA. org 

After reviewing significant membership feedback, the Rules Working Group recommended the Division I Board of Directors modify two 

proposals adopted in January to make the rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. 

Despite extensive outreach by the Rules Working Group, some in the membership recently expressed concern about the possible 

adverse impact the changes would have on college coaches, administrators and university resources, in addition to the impact on 

prospects and their families. 

Some coaches and administrators expressed concern deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting arms race that will overwhelm 

prospects, college coaches and athletics department budgets. Much of the anxiety is specific to football, though the concerns could 

translate to any sport. 

"The working group has taken seriously its commitment to listen and respond to the membership throughout this process," said Tulsa 

President Steadman Upham, co-chair of the Rules Working Group. "We understand that reasonable minds differ on some of these 

challenging issues, and we hope that further discussion will benefit our student-athletes and their institutions. We believe that, with the 

help of the membership, we can reach an appropriate outcome." 

"1 believe it is important to note that the Board has given and likely will continue to give great deference to the Rules Working Group. I 

have confidence in their ability to develop appropriate solutions," Hatch said. 

"1 would like to commend President Barker and his colleagues on the Rules Working Group for their willingness to collaborate with the 

membership when it became clear that many had concerns about three of the 25 proposals that were adopted in January," he added. "1 

look forward to discussing the recommendations with the Board." 

The working group members will recommend: 

Prop. No. RWG-11-2, which eliminated the definition of recruiting coordination functions that must be performed only be a head or 

assistant coach, be suspended until appropriate modifications can be made. The concept will be considered as the membership 

ponders its approach to non-coaching personnel. 

Prop. No. RWG-13-5-A, which eliminated restrictions on printed materials sent to prospects other than general correspondence, be 

suspended to allow for a broader discussion of the rule. 

Suspending both rules means neither will become effective unless and until appropriate modifications are made. 

Because the working group agreed to suspend Prop. No. RWG-11-2, members felt that action addressed many of the concerns with 

Prop. No. RWG-13-3, which eliminated restrictions governing modes and numerical limits on recruiting communication. 

Suspending RWG-11-2 will eliminate the fears about having an unlimited number of staff members contacting prospects an unlimited 

number of times. When it initially proposed the rule change, the Rules Working Group believed the rule change acknowledged both the 

increased use of text-messaging by prospects over the last several years and the growing difficulty of distinguishing between text 



messages, email and messages sent through social media. The rule also is expected to relieve a significant monitoring burden from the 

shoulders of compliance administrators. 

The working group members continue to believe that over-communication with recruits will ultimately be ineffective in the recruiting 

process and that the rule will encourage increasingly technology-sawy recruits to tell coaches the best way to communicate with them. 

Working group members noted that football coaches are currently permitted to make an unlimited number of telephone calls to 

prospects during the fall contact period, which runs from late November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing 

day in February. Given this, the practical impact of RWG-13-3 will be to permit unlimited calls for only a few additional months. 

The group members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited number of emails or other direct messages on 

various social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook), so deregulation in this area provides consistency and simplifies the legislation. 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a year, and all feedback has 

been positive. Believing some of the concerns have been allayed, the working group agreed to recommend that the Board not take 

action to modify RWG-13-3 so that the benefits of the rule can be realized. 

As with all proposals adopted by the Board as part of the reform effort, RWG-13-3 will undergo a review after two years. 

Schools still have the opportunity to compel the Board to review its decision to adopt these or any other proposals adopted in January 

Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter@theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 9:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Rules Working Group 

Here’s something from the Q&A document the RWG issued: 

Question No. 4: What are "personal development services"? 
Answer: Generally, such services are designed to assist student-athletes to acquire skills, behaviors and resources 
necessary to succeed in the college environment and pursue productive and enriching lives. An institution has the 

discretion to determine appropriate services for its student-athletes. 

So, this is a wild card. The question is whether institutions will abuse it or whether it will provide good flexibility to 

provide additional services to our students. The Q&A doesn’t address the interplay with the SAF. 

I hate to vote against student personal development, but I worry about the cost and the competitive landscape, so on 

balance I would say vote to override. 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 4:25 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 

Cc: Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group 

Thanks Lissa. I’ll add 2013-2 and 2013-3. Any consensus on 16-3? I believe we voted against it in December 
because many such things can be accommodated through the use of SAF. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group 

Hi Vince - 

On Friday we also indicated that we would vote for an override on 

WBK 2013-2 

WBK 2013-3 

On the theory that there were potential medical expense and liability issues. 

One other proposal that you may want to look at is 16-3 (which we opposed at our December legislative meeting). It 

permits an institution, conference or the NCAA to finance other academic support, career counseling or personal 

development services that support SAs. Hard to object to in theory, but could be another arms race. 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 4:16 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group 



Bubba and Lissa, 

Based upon our conversation this afternoon, it is my understanding that we’ve agreed to cast an override vote 
for the following: 

RWG 11-2 
RWG 11-3-B 
RWG 12-2 
RWG 12-4 
RWG 13-3 
RWG 13-5-A 
RWG 13-8 
RWG 16-5 
RWG 16-6 
RWG 16-7 
WBK 2013-1 

If I’ve missed any proposal that either of you believe we should add to the list above, please let me know. If not, 
I will ensure that our votes are cast accordingly. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 3:20 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Miller, Beth; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

Hi Vince - We had a good meeting today and I’ll try to summarize the items that I think Beth, Bubba, and I are united in 

overriding. Holden is fine with whatever we decide and he understands our reservations about much of this legislation. 

We should plan a call for Monday or Tuesday to finalize our institutional voting positions. I am in Charlotte directing 

programs on Wednesday through Friday, and in any event Wednesday is the final date for the override. Bubba and I 

have a meeting at 1:00 on Monday. Maybe we could use that time to finalize these votes if that works with your 

schedules. 

We heard today that the NCAA BOD is meeting by conference call tomorrow at noon to consider the RWG requests to 

reconsider 11-2 and 13-5-A. Notwithstanding that, the ACC schools that were unhappy with those proposals all said 

they still planned to cast an override vote. 



Other items we will want to address soon 
¯ Feedback to the CAP on the proposed changes to initial eligibility 

¯ Email comments to Jean Frankel, the NCAA governance consultant, about our views on NCAA governance issues 

Overall comments on RWG package: 

¯ Don’t like considering rule changes piece-meal (see below re 13-2 which has been tabled) 

¯ Proposals don’t necessarily respond to a documented problem, but instead try to implement several broad 

principles that the membership may not agree wish such as 

o a broad principle of "fair competition" which is designed according to the RWG to "reduce rules that have 

been adopted to regulate in institution’s potential financial advantages." Not sure the membership is in 

agreement with this fundamental principle. Danger is that revenue sports will suck up all the "potential 

financial advantages" in order to compete with others spending in particular areas and the losers will be 

the non-revenue sports programs. 

o "A broad principle of reducing the volume of unenforceable and inconsequential rules that fail to support 

the NCAA’s most enduring values." This is repeated as the mantra for almost all of the rules without any 

specifics. Not sure that all the rules it relates to our unenforceable or inconsequential. Also not sure 

what the NCAA’s most enduring values are. 

¯ Principles-based regulation failed in the regulation of financial institutions during the 2008 financial crisis and it 

is likely to meet the same fate here. 

¯ No one has added up the potential costs of each of these proposals or the likely impact that the combination 

will have on a department’s budget. 

¯ Some of the legislation is not consistent 

o Forbidding in-person recruiting even though that’s a rule which seems to penalize institutions (like ours) 

that have proximity to other schools 

o Allowing entertainment coincident with practice instead of trying to figure out ways to have student- 

athletes better integrated into the student body. 

Items I think we agreed today UNC would vote to override and summary rationale: 

11-2 (all staff can recruit) - Not a good use of resources and will likely result in unfair competition. We supported at 

December meeting, but I think we understand better now how some schools might hire additional folks (former S-As, 

sports personalities, etc.) to assist in recruiting. 

13-3 (unlimited phone and text messages) - Problem is not solved just by taking 11-2 off the table. This is intrusive on 

PSAs, detrimental to coaches’ work-life balance, takes coaches away from spending time with existing S-As. If this is 

reconsidered, look at sport specific legislation and/or permitting this only during designated periods. Also, this needs to 

be considered in conjunction with 13-2 (which is currently tabled) which permits earlier recruiting. We opposed at 

December meeting. 

13-5-A (recruiting materials) - Resource and environmental issue. Keeping up with the Joneses will result in a lot of 

wasted printing that will not likely be read. In December we voted in opposition to 13-5-B, and said we preferred it to 

13-5-A, which was not even on the table at that time. Our coaches preferred that the rule stays the way it is in 13.4.1. 

In other words, there is no problem that needs addressing by new legislation. 

11-3-B (no in-person scouting) - Seems to deprive institutions of their natural advantage of location if that is conducive 

to in-person recruiting. Tape does not always capture what is going on in the entire field of play. We opposed at 

December meeting. 

13-8 (PSAs working at camps and clinics) - concern here more for PSAs rather than for SAs. This might be a football- 

specific concern, but there are also concerns that PSAs should be concentrating on academics and/or summer school. 

We supported at December meeting. 

16-5 (expanded definition of a family member for benefits) -This could have a big price tag. Think about how many 



people might be attending a football banquet. We opposed in December (with the note that only FB and WBB support). 

16-6 (team entertainment in conjunction with practice or competition) - Potentially big price tag. Could further divide 

student-athletes from the rest of the student body because S-As have no time to be students. Most concern was with 

the entertainment surrounding practice. We supported in December. 

WBB Recruiting Model 

2013-1 -The point was made that if 13-3 is overridden, this provision would still permit unlimited contact for WBB. May 

works for MBB, but WBB may be different. Division within WBB coaching ranks may be related to gender of coach. 

2013-2 (on campus evaluations) - medical expense and liability issues 

2013-3 (summer access) - medical and liability issues 

Also discussed at the meeting but we did not indicate that we intended to vote for an override: 

12-2 (actual and necessary expenses) (we opposed this in December) 

12-4 (earmark funds for PSA) (2 schools considering an override) and 

16-7 (actual and necessary expenses and eliminating 48-hour rule) (3 schools considering override). 

At our December legislative meeting, we also opposed: 

13-6 

16-3 

So, we need to talk about what else to include on our override list, whether to provide an explanation of our votes, and 

then get the votes cast prior to March 20. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:03 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

A reminder... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 2:06 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

I believe we should go ahead with the override on all 3 (11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A) and have serious discussion at 
ACC meetings on March 15 regarding an override of the other three (13-8, 16-6 and 16-7). Managing public 
perception and support for President Emmert and the members of the board should not be our primary concern. 
Our primary concern should remain our students and the long-term health of intercollegiate athletics. 

From: Matt Burgemeister [mailto:mburQemeister@theacc.or~] 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 9:43 AM 
To: Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell; Bret Cowley; Jerome Rodgers 
(irodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken (maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Marquita Armstead; Dan Bartholomae 
(dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Kassen Gunderman; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot 
(brandi,_querinot@bc.edu); Carly Pariseau (car!y,par!seau@bc,edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Brad Woody 



(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Stephanie Ellison (sae!!is@clemson.edu); Andy Campbell (wcampb2@c!emson.edu); Cindy 
Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Heifer 
(shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince; Angel Cavanaugh 
(as2cz@eservices.virqinia.edu); Derek Gwinn; Alex Dominato(adominato@fsu.edu); Casey East; JimCurry 
(jmcur~@fsu.edu); Tasha Fisher; Vanessa Fuchs(vfuchs@fsu,edu); TomTimmermans @gmail.com); Lance 
Markos; Kirby, Samantha Lillian; Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); TonyHernandez 
(thernandez@miami.edu); Brett Luy (bd!11@my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick; CarrieDoyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Craig 
Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson; JasonGreco; Julie Mallette; Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); 
Meeghan Ford; Jill Bodensteiner; Chris James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf (dmisaf@syr.edu); Erlease Wagner 
(erleasem@syr.edu); Herman Frazier; Jamie Mullin; Dr. Louis Marcoccia; Brad CC Hostetter; Katie Koone; Shamaree 
Brown; CodyGambler (cqambler@umd.edu); Kristi Giddings; Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu); Erin Moran 
(e.moran2@umiami.edu); Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Samantha Kirby; Tom Timmermans; Art Markos (am@v!rgin!a,edu); 
EricBaumgartner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Rob Slavis(rslavis@virqinia.edu); Heather LaFon; Bridget McSorley 
(mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker(tparker@vt.edu); Seth Barwick; 37 -0500 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

For those who haven’t yet seen it, please read below for new information regarding a few RWG proposals. 
ii~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~!~ii~i~i~i~i~i#~j~iiii~i~iiii~iii~i~i~iii~i~iii~i~ii~i~i~ii We will continue to provide updates as they become 
available. Please let us know if you have any questions. 
Matt 

From: Hostetter, Brad 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 4:45 PM 
Subject: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

All 

Below is an article summarizing the Rules Working Group’s recommendation to the Board of Directors on the three 
proposals we discussed last week. We will continue the discussion next Friday but, in the meantime, I thought you’d find 
this helpful. Tomorrow, I expect to send materials via email for that 8-10 a.m. portion of the meeting next week. 

Rules Working Group recommends Board suspend recruiting-related 
proposals 
Board of Directors to review two proposals adopted in January 
By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA. org 

After reviewing significant membership feedback, the Rules Working Group recommended the Division I Board of Directors modify two 

proposals adopted in January to make the rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. 

Despite extensive outreach by the Rules Working Group, some in the membership recently expressed concern about the possible 

adverse impact the changes would have on college coaches, administrators and university resources, in addition to the impact on 

prospects and their families. 

Some coaches and administrators expressed concern deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting arms race that will overwhelm 

prospects, college coaches and athletics department budgets. Much of the anxiety is specific to football, though the concerns could 

translate to any sport. 

"The working group has taken seriously its commitment to listen and respond to the membership throughout this process," said Tulsa 

President Steadman Upham, co-chair of the Rules Working Group. "We understand that reasonable minds differ on some of these 

challenging issues, and we hope that further discussion will benefit our student-athletes and their institutions. We believe that, with the 

help of the membership, we can reach an appropriate outcome." 



"I believe it is important to note that the Board has given and likely will continue to give great deference to the Rules Working Group. I 

have confidence in their ability to develop appropriate solutions," Hatch said. 

"1 would like to commend President Barker and his colleagues on the Rules Working Group for their willingness to collaborate with the 

membership when it became clear that many had concerns about three of the 25 proposals that were adopted in January," he added. "1 

look forward to discussing the recommendations with the Board." 

The working group members will recommend: 

Prop. No. RWG-11-2, which eliminated the definition of recruiting coordination functions that must be performed only be a head or 

assistant coach, be suspended until appropriate modifications can be made. The concept will be considered as the membership 

ponders its approach to non-coaching personnel. 

Prop. No. RWG-13-5-A, which eliminated restrictions on printed materials sent to prospects other than general correspondence, be 

suspended to allow for a broader discussion of the rule. 

Suspending both rules means neither will become effective unless and until appropriate modifications are made. 

Because the working group agreed to suspend Prop. No. RWG-11-2, members felt that action addressed many of the concerns with 

Prop. No. RWG-13-3, which eliminated restrictions governing modes and numerical limits on recruiting communication. 

Suspending RWG-11-2 will eliminate the fears about having an unlimited number of staff members contacting prospects an unlimited 

number of times. When it initially proposed the rule change, the Rules Working Group believed the rule change acknowledged both the 

increased use of text-messaging by prospects over the last several years and the growing difficulty of distinguishing between text 

messages, email and messages sent through social media. The rule also is expected to relieve a significant monitoring burden from the 

shoulders of compliance administrators. 

The working group members continue to believe that over-communication with recruits will ultimately be ineffective in the recruiting 

process and that the rule will encourage increasingly technology-sawy recruits to tell coaches the best way to communicate with them. 

Working group members noted that football coaches are currently permitted to make an unlimited number of telephone calls to 

prospects during the fall contact period, which runs from late November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing 

day in February. Given this, the practical impact of RWG-13-3 will be to permit unlimited calls for only a few additional months. 

The group members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited number of emails or other direct messages on 

various social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook), so deregulation in this area provides consistency and simplifies the legislation. 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a year, and all feedback has 

been positive. Believing some of the concerns have been allayed, the working group agreed to recommend that the Board not take 

action to modify RWG-13-3 so that the benefits of the rule can be realized. 

As with all proposals adopted by the Board as part of the reform effort, RWG-13-3 will undergo a review after two years. 

Schools still have the opportunity to compel the Board to review its decision to adopt these or any other proposals adopted in January 



Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter@theacc.or~ 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edwards, Teresa P <teresa edwards@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 7:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FORMAL NOTICE: Director of Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 

OK! That is good news tlcom the SUl~ey perspective. 

Did you have a chance to look at the revision I sent you yet? 

Thanks 

Teresa 

Teresa P Edwards 
Assistant Director for Survey Research and Development 
H. W. Odum Institute for Research in Social Science 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
CB# 3355, 24 Marming Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3355 
Phone: (919) 843-0253 
Fax: (919) 962-4777 
email: TeresaEdwards@unc edu 
http ://www odum.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 7:27 AM 
To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject: Re: FORMAL NOTICE: Directur of Academic Support Prugram 12~r Student-Athletes 

Hi Teresa, 

No, that only speaks to the unit’s repurting line. ASPSA will nu lunger report to A&S. I will go back thruugh uur draft, but I dun’t think this changes anything in it The student-athletes will 
still receive academic counseling from ASPSA at Loudermilk and academic advising through A&S. 

Vlnce 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 10:46 PM, "Edwards, Teresa P" <teresa edwards@unc.edu> wrute: 

Hey, Vince, 

Does this mean student athletes will no longer receive ASPSA services in Loudermilk?? 

"When Dr. Brown arrives, the prugram will mnve tu the Office of the 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Pruvost from the College uf Arts and 
Sciences, where the program has been housed since the early 1980s." 

If su, I must gu back to the drawing board fur a way to distinguish academic cuunseling services by A SPSA from those in A&S in our survey, right? 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 
Assistant Director for Survey Research and Development H. W. Odun~ 
Institute for Research in Social Science University of North Carolina 
- Chapel Hill CB# 3355, 24 Manning Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3355 
Phone: (919) 843-0253 
Fax: (919) 962-4777 
email: TcresaEdwards@unc.edu 
http :i/www. odum.unc.edu 

From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [nobody@notify.unc.edu] on behalf of 
noreply@unc.edu [no reply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 8:48 PM 
To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subiect: FORMAL NOTICE: Director of Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes 

Dear Students, Facul~" and Staff: 

We are pleased to announce the appointment of Dr. Michelle Brown, who 
has an outstanding record of success in leading academic support 
services ~vith student-athletes, as director of the University’s 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA), effective May 
6, 2013. She was selected following a national search led by a 
committee chaired by Dr. Steve Matson, dean of the Graduate School. 

Dr. Brown will lead a talented ASPSA staffthat sel-,zes the 
University’s nearly 800 student-athletes Those colleagues include 
four associate directors, a learning specialist, a reading, ~vriting 
and learning specialist, five academic counselors, and a tutor 
coordinator They are j oined by six part-time learning assistants (~vho 
are graduate students, an undergraduate alurmaus, a local school 
teacher and a professional 
tutor) and 57 part-time tutors (who are graduate students, local 
school teachers, and retired faculty). 



Dr. Brown has more than 15 years of professional experience working 
with student-athletes, most since 2005 as director of the 
Student-Athlete Center [’or Academic Excellence and associate athletic 
director for academics and student services at Florida Atlantic 
University. She was associate director of the academic excellence 
center, as well as assistant director of campus-wide advising and 
academic support services [’or first-year students, at Florida 
Atlantic. She has demonstrated strong leadership skills, spearheaded 
several new initiatives, and implemented a data-driven approach in 
encouraging the academic and personal well-being of student-athletes. 

Dr. Brown earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in International Studies 
and French with magna cum laude honors in 1992 at West Virginia 
University, where she played Division I volleyball as a scholarship 
student-athlete and received all-corfference honors. Between her 
sophomore and j~ior years, she earned a certificate in French at the 
Universiti de Paris, Sorboune. While pursuing her Master of Arts 
degree in French/Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages 
(TESOL), she received a second certificate in French from the 
Universiti du Quebic ’ Chicoutirai. She corapleted her Ed. D. in higher 
education administration at Florida Atlantic in 2002 while working full time. 

Dr. Brown’s perspective as an accomplished academic and successful 
administrator who has competed as a student-athlete makes her an 
excellent fit for our University. She has the professiunal and 
personal experiences to work effectively with our faculty, 
administrators, student-athletes, and athletic department colleagues. 
Her hiring marks a significant milestone toward making the changes in 
the ASPSA that Chancellor Thorp arumunced last August as part of the 
campus-wide steps we have taken to strengthun the relationship between 
academics and athletics. At that time, the chancellor emphasized the 
opport~mity to move fo15vard in ASPSA with a fresh perspective, 
building on his cunversations involving College of Arts and Sciences 
Dean Karen Gil, Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham, and the Board of Trustees 

When Dr. Brown arrives, the program will move to the Office of the 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost tlcom the College of Arts and 
Sciences, where the program has been housed since the early 1980s. 
This change reflects the important role that ASPSA plays in advancing 
the academic mission of the entire University, as well as the 
recommended grovAh in the program resulting from a strategic plalming 
process completed in 2011. Dr. Brown will report directly to the 
provost, the University’s chief academic officer. She will also 
convene the Provost’s Roundtable, a ~vorking group that will bring 
together colleagues from across the Umversity who are responsible for 
fostering the academic success of student-athletes. 

The shift in reporting responsibility definitively addresses the 
proper separation of academic and athletic responsibilities for 
student-athletes because the provost is ultimately respunsible for 
academic oversight across the entire campus. It follows Chancellor 
Thorp’s removal last fall of a seconda~z dotted reporting line from 
the ASPSA to the athletics department. Our plans for the ASPSA already 
had been informed by ideas tlcom the faculty and were consistent ~vith 
recon~aendations for all UNC campuses in the 2011 Task Force on 
Academics and Athletics report commissioned by President Tom Ross. 
President Ross since directed all UNC chancellors to take steps to 
ensure that academic support services and tutoring for 
student-athletes are under the purview and responsibility of Academic 
Affairs or another appropriate unit outside the athletic department. 
The athletics department will continue to :tully land the ASPSA. 

As we announce Dr. Brown’s selection, we recognize the work of 
dedicated faculty, staff, and administrators in the Col [ege to promote 
the academic success of all students, including student-athletes We 
also acl~owledge the contributions of Dean Harold Woodard, who became 
interim director of ASPSA last year and has served ably in that role, 
even as he has continued to fulfill his other duties in the College 

Please join us in welcoming Dr. Brown to Carolina. She is excited 
about the opportumty to contribute to our campus community. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

and 

Bobbi Owen, Senior Associate Dean ]2~r Undergraduate Education 

This email is sponsored by: Offices of the Executive Vice Chancellor & 
Provost and Undergraduate Education 
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All 

Attached is the summary of the cabinet meetings in February and the full Championships/Sport Mm~agement Cabinet report (as referenced in the Cabinet summary). I 
have also attached the latest agem discussion docnment being reviewed by the Leadel~hip Council as an FYI since it is referenced in the Amatenrism Cabinet discussion. 
Some highlights: 

Each cabinet reported reviewing concepts for potential discussion in Phase II of the Rules Working Group initiative. While I did not include the specific item for 
each cabinet in this document, please review tile specific cabinet reports on the NCAA web site if you have interest in their comments; 

* Potential for withholding conditions tbr approvals of certain Progress Toward Degree waivers in the future; 

* Information is included about tile CSMAS reco~nmendation related to the eligibili~ penalty ibr a positive drag test for street drugs 
I hope this is helpful mad let me know if you have may questions. 

Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Cotnpliance/Governance/Hulnan Resources 
Atlmatic Coast ContZerence 
Email: bhost etter(d?theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 
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Application of Seasons of Competition Legislation to a Nonqualifier with a Fully or Partially 
Approved Initial-Eligibility Waiver. [NOTE: This item is taken from the Committee on Academic 
Performance report as this is more updated information than what was recommended by the Academic 
Cabinet.] The committee reviewed a recommendation from the Academic Cabinet to sponsor 
noncontroversial legislation to amend the application of Bylaw 14.3.3.1 for a nonqualifier that is granted 
relief through the initial-eligibility waiver process. The committee is supportive of the cabinet’s 
recommendation, and requests that the staff issue two official interpretations to specify: 

That a student-athlete who is certified as a nonqualifier through the initial-eligibility certification 
process, and who receives full relief through an initial-eligibility waiver (aid, practice 
competition) be exempt from having to satisfy" the requirements of Bylaw 14.3.3.1, effbctive 
immediately. 

That a student-athlete who is certified as a nonqualifier through the initial-eligibility certification 
process, and who receives partial (aid and practice) relief through the initial-eligibility waiver 
process, be exempt from having to satisfy" the requirements of Bylaw 14.3.3.1 (fourth season of 
competition--not a qualifier), efJ~,ctive in 2016 with the implementation of the academic redshirt 

classification. 

Newly Adopted Initial-Eligibility Standards. The cabinet provided feedback regarding several proposed 
concepts to amend the newly adopted initial-eligibility standards. The cabinet supports modifying the 
calculation of the core-course grade-point-average so that only the 16 courses that meet the legislated 
distribution are used to calculate the core-course grade-point average. There was some support on the 
cabinet to modify the sliding scale to an intermediate point between the current scale and the newly adopted 
scale and to delay the effective date of a change to the sliding scale; however, the cabinet at large is not 
supportive of any sliding scale or effective date changes at this time. 

Four-Year College Transfer Standards Review. The cabinet continued its discussion regarding potential 
modifications to the current four-year college trmasfer requirements, assisting the NCAA Division I 
Leadership Council in its review of this area. The cabinet is supportive of a transfer model 
incorporating academic criteria predictive of academic success. There was general consensus that 
academic criteria are necessary, and the cabinet discussed the possibility of incorporating a transferable- 
credit requirement, including a transferable core. In addition, the cabinet discussed the possibility of 
requiring a transfer student-athlete to meet all progress-toward-degree requirements at the certifying 
institution upon transfer, in addition to requiring that the transfer student-athlete be academically eligible at 
the institution from which he or she transferred. Further, the cabinet agreed in principle that the overall 
grade-point average requirement, should align with the NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate 
retention point policy. 

Progress-Toward-Degree Waiver Directive Review. The cabinet revie~ved the current authority of the 
NCAA academic and membership affairs staff, pursuant to the progress-toward-degree waiver directive, to 

approve, conditionally approve, or deny a progress-toward-degree waiver based on the mitigation presented 

and the overall academic record of the involved student-athlete. The cabinet discussed the possibility of 
amending the progress-toward-degree waiver directive to include a withholding condition as part of the 

conditional approval decision option. The cabinet expressed concern regarding the application of a 

withholding condition and noted the potential difficulty in determining the appropriate duration of the 
withholding, as well as the cases that warrant such an outcome. The cabinet determined that a change to the 

directive may" be premature at this time, and asked staffto continue to identify cases in which a withholding 
condition is warranted. The cabinet directed staff to identify progress-toward-degree cases that 
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warrant a withholding condition, use its discretion in making such staff decisions, noting that this 
body of cases, though limited, could be instructive in eventually amending the directive. 

Administration Cabinet 

Regional Alignment of Sport Committees. The cabinet agreed to request that the NCAA iDivision I 
Championships and Sports Management Cabinet direct the Division I sport committees to re-examine their 
regional alignments in light of the numerous changes in conference membership. The cabinet asked that 
each sport committee evaluate whether its regional designations should be based on conference or 
institutional geographic location, and whether the current legislated requirements for each sport committee 
remains appropriate. 

NCAA Bylaw 20.9.5.1.3--Multi-team Tournament-Individual Sports. The cabinet, at the request of the 
Collegiate Commissioners Association of Compliance Administrators (CCACA), engaged in a discussion 
of the application of Bylaw 20.9.5.1.3 related to institution’s competing in multi-team tournaments in 
individual sports and took the following action: 

(1) Directed the staff to engage in further dialog with the CCACA to identify the specific concerns. 
(2) Requested that the staff provide educational assistance to the membership to clarify, the 

application of the legislation to such concerns, which may include the need to resolve 
interpretive issues. 

(3) Agreed that the staff should provide a status report to the cabinet at its summer meeting and the 
cabinet can determine if there is merit in further discussion to consider sponsoring legislation 
to modi~ the current rule. 

Amateurism Cabinet 

Agent Discussion. The cabinet reviewed and provided feedback on two proposals related to the use of 
agents by prospective student-athletes. As a whole, the cabinet did not support a legislative change to allow 
agents to interact with professional teams or organizations on behalf of a prospective student-athlete; 
however, the cabinet stated that if additional agent involvement were to be permitted, the same standard 
should be afforded to current student-athletes. The cabinet requested to continue the discussion at its June 
meeting. 

Awards, Benefits, Expenses and Financial Aid Cabinet 

1. None (other than its review of Rules Working Group efforts) 

Chamoionshios / Soort Manalement Cabinet 

1. The cabinet agreed to sponsor legislation for the 2013-2014 legislative cycle on the following item. 

Bylaw 18.4.1.5.1--Postseason Events--Eligibility for Championships--Student-Athlete 
Eligibility--Ineligibility for Use of Banned Dru~s--Duration of Ineligibility. The cabinet agreed 
to sponsor legislation to amend Bylaw 18.4.1.5.1 to specif,v that a student-athlete who tests positive 
for a street drug be withheld from the next 50 percent of the season of competition in all sports, and 
that the student-athlete shall remain ineligible until the prescribed penalty is fulfilled, the student- 
athlete retests negative and eligibility is restored by the Committee on Student-Athlete 
Reinstatement. 

2. Reports of Sports and Sport Issues Committee. Ten sport committees provided reports on various 

championships issues. These items are outlined on pages 6-8 of the cabinet’s report, which is attached to 

the email. 
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Runner-up Team Protocol for Championship Awards. The cabinet reviewed information specific to 
current protocol regarding team sport runner-up award presentations conducted at the final sites of NCAA 
championships. The cabinet agreed that reasonable and legitimate reasons might exist for policy 
distinctions among sports. As a result, the cabinet confirmed that sports committees are in the best position 
to determine whether the second-place teams should remain for the champions’ award ceremony. 

Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports (CSMAS). Staff provided an 

informational report noting that the CSMAS reset the NCAA threshold for marijuana positive at five ng/mL 
and approved NCAA testing for synthetic cannabinoids at NCAA championships beginning in the fall 

2013. 

In addition, staff noted that CSMAS continues to support its June 2012 recommendation for the adoption of 
legislative concepts that would require a designated team physician; coach sport-safety training, 
certification for strength coaches and catastrophic sport injury reporting. 

Playing Rules Oversight Panel. The cabinet was provided an update that the NCAA Men’s and Women’s 
Track and Field Rules Committee approved a rules change to require a pole vault box collar that meets the 
most current American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) Specification Standard to be in place 
December 1, 2013. 

Recruiting and Athletics Personnel Issues Cabinet 

Update on NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model - Enforcement and NCAA Enforcement 
Services Staff [Jpdate. The cabinet received an update on the enforcement staffs efforts regarding 
implementation of the legislation recommended by the Enforcement Working Group and adopted by the 
NCAA Board of Directors. The cabinet provided feedback on several areas of the legislation, including 
institutional control and shared responsibility. The cabinet also received an update on the enforcement 
staffs development work for basketball and football. Specifically, the basketball and football subgroups are 
redefining their development work with an enhanced focus and use of "surges" in certain areas and with the 
goal of building and rebuilding trust and credibility with sources and contacts. 

Evaluations of Teams made up of Home-Schooled Prospective Student-Athletes. The cabinet discussed 
a request from the NCAA Division I Legislative Review and Interpretations Committee that the cabinet 
review an issue related to evaluations of nonscholastic teams (e.g., teams made up of home-schooled 
individuals that arc not organized under the auspices of a scholastic governing body) and determine if there 
are any situations that would warrant a legislative exception. Although it is not permissible for coaches to 
evaluate prospective student-athletes who are members of nonscholastic teams while they are engaged in 
practice for their nonscholastic teams or ,vhile they are engaged in competition if such competition is not 
governed by a scholastic entity, it is permissible for coaches to evaluate such prospective student-athletes 
under other circumstances. It is permissible to evaluate such prospective student-athletes if their teams 
participate in competition against teams that are subject to the rules and regulations of a scholastic 
governing body (e.g., state high school activities association). It is also permissible to evaluate prospective 
student-athletes who are members of nonscholastic teams in an event that is conducted by an entity that 
establishes and maintains eligibility requirements for participation (Texas Home School State Basketball 
Championships or the National Christian Home School Championships). In addition, coaches are 
permitted to evaluate nonscholastic basketball events during designated academic year evaluation periods 
and during the summer evaluation period. 



REPORT OF THE 
NCAA DIVISION I CHAMPIONSHIPS/SPORTS 51ANAGEMENT CABINET 

FEBRUARY 12-13, 2013, MEETING 

The NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet submits this report from its 
Februa15T 12-13, 2013, meeting. 

KEY ITE3/IS. 

None. 

ACTION ITEMS. 

Legislative Items. 

Bylaw 31.1.4.1 - Executive Regulations - Administration of NCAA 
Championships - Day of Competition - Institutional Policy. 

(1) Recommendation. That the NCAA Division I Legislative Council adopts 
noncontroversial legislation to clarify legislation addressing religious 
conflicts in NCAA Division I championships. Specifically, to eliminate 
the requirement that adjustments to a championship schedule to 
accommodate an institution’s written policy against competition on a 
particular day for religious reasons cannot require the team or an 
individual competitor to compete prior to the time originally scheduled. 

(2) Effective Date. Immediate. 

(3) Rationale. This proposal provides each championship the flexibility to 
determine whether moving to earlier dates, as opposed to later dates, is in 
the best interests of the championship and its participants. Further, the 
current requirement was eliminated in Divisions II and III in 2001 to 
provide greater competition scheduling flexibility. Removing the 
requirement from Division I would create consistency across the three 
divisions. 

(4) 

(5) 

Estimated Budget Impact. Varies, depending on the dates selected. 

Student-Athlete Impact. Varies, depending on the dates selected. 
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Nonlegislative Items. 

None. 

LEGISLATIVE INFORMATIONAL ITEM. 

The cabinet agreed to sponsor legislation for the 2013-14 legislative cycle on the 
following item. 

Bylaw 18.4.1.5.1 - Postseason Events - Eligibility for Championships - Student- 
Athlete Eligibility - Ineligibility for Use of Banned Drugs - Duration of 
Ineligibility. The cabinet agreed to sponsor legislation to amend Bylaw 118.4.1.5.1 
to specify that a student-athlete who tests positive for a street drug be withheld 
from the next 50 percent of the season of competition in all sports, and that the 
student-athlete shall remain ineligible until the prescribed penalty is fulfilled, the 
student-athlete retests negative and eligibility is restored by the Committee on 
Student-Athlete Reinstatement. 

(1) 

(2) 

Effective Date. August 1, 2014, for any test on or after August 1, 2014. 

Rationale. In December 2010, the NCAA Committee on Competitive 
Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports (CSMAS) held a special 
Marijuana Summit to examine aspects of the NCAA marijuana policy, 
including medical marijuana and the penalty for a positive drug test. 
CSMAS agreed it needed more testing research data and data on the 
impact of marijuana sanctions. During subsequent meetings, CSMAS 
reviewed reports from the UCLA laborato~ and from a commissioned 
study addressing research on marijuana testing. At its December 2012 
meeting, CSMAS recommended a reduction in the penalty for a marijuana 
positive drug test, as marijuana is not a performance enhancer, and not 
considered "cheating" in the same way as performance enhancing drugs, 
and that with a lesser sanction, there is more of an opportunity for member 
institutions to intervene and assist their student-athletes to correct the 
behavior. There is support within the membership through NCAA survey 
data that violations involving banned performance drugs should be 
addressed differently from those involving banned non-performance 
drugs. The proposed sanction remains one of the strictest for a marijuana 
positive of any sports-governing body, and will continue to be perceived 
as a serious penalty. Reducing the sanction provides the student-athlete 
the opportunity to be maintained in the program and participate in campus 
intervention as indicated (education, counseling and/or treatment) to 
correct behavior and then return to competition. 
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(3) Estimated Budget Impact. None. 

(4) Student-Athlete Impact. Student-athletes who test positive for marijuana 
will have a greater opportunity to correct behavior and be maintained 
within the athletics program. 

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS. 

Approval of the Championships/Sports Management Cabinet Report. The cabinet 
report from the September 11-12, 2012, meeting was approved as previously distributed. 

Report from the NCAA Division I Leadership Council, NCAA Division I Board of 
Directors and the NCAA Executive Committee January 2013 Meetings. The cabinet 
received the informational reports without taking action. 

Cabinet Policies and Operating Procedures. The cabinet approved the updates to the 
Policies and Operating Procedures. The updates included a clarification of the 
nomination and selection process for cabinet chairs and vice chairs. 

Report from the NCAA Division I Student-Athlete Advisory Committee. The 
cabinet received an informational report from Alanna Gerber, a member of Oakland 
University’ s women’ s golf team, without taking action. 

Cabinet Redesign. The cabinet reviewed a draft action plan reflecting previous cabinet 
discussions and outlining strategies for improving the cabinet’s work processes including: 
greater strategic oversight of groups reporting to the cabinet, enhancing communication 
with the membership, improving championships execution, enhancing the championships 
experience, and the development of procedures and best practices to ensure effective 
operations of the cabinet. 

Report of the NCAA Division I Championships/Sports Management Cabinet 
Administrative Committee. The Administrative Committee approved the following 
sites for the 2013-2015 championships and regionals: 

a. 20113 Men’s and Women’s Cross Country (Regionals). 

(1) Great Lakes Region, hosted by the University of Wisconsin at Thomas 
Zimmer Championship Cross Country Course. 
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(2) Mid-Atlantic Region, hosted by Lehigh University at Goodman Campus 
Cross Country Course. 

(3) Midwest Region, hosted by Iowa State University at the Iowa State 
University Cross Country Course. 

(4) Mountain Region, hosted by Weber State University at Schneiter’s 
Riverside Golf Course. 

(5) Northeast Region, to-be-determined (TBD). 

(6) South Central, hosted by Baylor University at Cottonwood Creek Golf 
Course. 

(7) South Region, hosted by the University of Alabama at Harry Pritchett 
Running Park. 

(8) Southeast Region, hosted by the University of Virginia at Panorama 
Farms. 

(9) West Region, hosted by Sacramento State University at Haggin Oaks Golf 
Complex. 

b. 2015 Division I Women’ s Golf Championships (West Regional). 

Brigham Young University with serve as the host with the competition to 
be played at Entrada at Snow Canyon Country Club in St. George, Utah. 

c. 2014 Men’s and Women’s National Collegiate Rifle Championships. 

Murray State University will serve as the host with the competition to be 
held at Pat Spurgin Rifle Range and the CFSB Center. 

d. 2013 Division I Women’ s Volleyball (Regional). 

The University of Nebraska will serve as the host with the competition to 
be held at the Devaney Center in Lincoln, Nebraska. 

Division I Governance Review. The cabinet engaged in a discussion with Jean Frankel, 
an independent outside consultant with Ideas for Action. The discussion focused on the 
membership’s opinions on the current Division I governance process and structure. 
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Football Bowl Certification Policies. The cabinet received an update on bowl eligibility 
and administrative policy discussions from the fall 2012 season. No action was 
necessary. 

Runner-up Team Protocol for Championship Awards. The cabinet reviewed 
information specific to current protocol regarding team sport runner-up award 
presentations conducted at the final sites of NCAA championships. The cabinet agreed 
that reasonable and legitimate reasons might exist for policy distinctions among sports. 
As a result, the cabinet confirmed that sports committees are in the best position to 
determine whether the second-place teams should remain for the champions’ award 
ceremony. 

10. Championships and Alliances Updates. The cabinet received an informational report 
from NCAA staff regarding various operational items specific to the fall 2012 
championships. 

11. NCAA Championship Surveys and Results Tracking. The cabinet reviewed a tool 
developed for soliciting championships feedback and implemented for use during the 
20112-113 championships. Staff indicated that institutions participating in NCAA 
championships should expect to receive a survey link following participation as a 
mechanism for providing feedback. 

12. Misconduct Appeals Process and Failure to Adhere to Championships 
Administrative Policies and Procedures. The cabinet approved the final version of the 
misconduct appeals procedures, as well as, a three-level penalty structure for failure to 
adhere to administrative policies and procedures related to NCAA championships. It was 
noted that the policies would be considered during the February meetings of the NCAA 
Division II and III Championships Committees, and if approved, a consistent approach in 
handling violations of these policies would be established across all three divisions. 

13. Championships Financial Report. The cabinet received a financial report from the 
staff summarizing the 2011-12 championships. The report included a summary, by sport, 
of gross receipts, game expenses, committee expenses, transportation and per diem costs 
and net revenue. 
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14. Update on NCAA Championships and Alliances. Staff updated the cabinet on a 
number of key topics including the upcoming bid cycle, business planning, 
championships identity, host recognition, "field of play" opportunities and the Men’s and 
Women’s Final Fours. 

15. Report from NCAA Chief Medical Officer. Dr. Brian Hainline, NCAA’s new chief 
medical officer and a neurologist with over 20 years of sports medicine experience, 
provided an overview of the newly formed NCAA Sport Science Institute. Dr. Hainline 

articulated the institute’s mission which includes a focus on the health, wellness and 
excellence in the student-athlete with a bridge to youth sports. Dr. Hainline noted that 
several task forces have been or will be created to assist the NCAA in responding to 
pressing concerns. 

16. Reports of Sports and Sport Issues Committees. 

NCAA Division I Baseball Committee. Jeff Long, director of athletics at the 
University of Arkansas, provided the cabinet with an informational report noting a 
number of key issues including discussions by the Baseball Committee regarding 
the financial burden incurred by institutions participating in the College World 
Series, particularly those advancing to the finals. The Baseball Committee 
created a subcommittee to review the issue and identify potential solutions. 

NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Committee. Mario Moccia, director of 
athletics at Southern Illinois University, provided an informational report to the 
cabinet. 

NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Committee. Shelley Appelbaum, senior 
associate director of athletics at Michigan State University, provided an 
informational report to the cabinet. The cabinet expressed interest in a number of 
topics, including the discussions related to in-game interviews of coaches and 
student-athletes. The cabinet agreed to invite Anucha Browne, vice president of 
women’s basketball, to the next cabinet meeting for continued discussions on this 
issue and women’s basketball generally. 

NCAA Women’s Ice Hockey Committee. The cabinet approved the following 
recommendations from the Women’s Ice Hockey Committee as presented by Bob 
Corran, director of athletics at the University of Vermont: 

(1) To allow the Women’s Ice Hockey Committee to total and compare 
teams’ win/loss percentages against common opponents rather than 
totaling up all the games and comparing the win/loss percentages. 
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(2) To modify the definition of "Teams under Consideration" to include only 

those institutions at. 500 or above in the Ratings Percentage Index (RPI). 

Both changes are effective with the 2014 championship. 

NCAA Division I Women’s Rowing Committee. The cabinet approved a 
recommendation from the Women’s Rowing Committee to remove the selection 
criteria requiring a minimum of one team from each region, effective for the 2013 
championships. In addition, staff noted that the NCAA Division I Women’s 
Rowing Committee revised the seeding and point system to reflect the expansion 
of the field from 116 to 22 teams. 

Women’s Soccer Committee. Carrie Coll, associate commissioner of the 
Mountain West Conference presented the report of the Women’s Soccer 
Committee.    The cabinet agreed to recommend that emergency and 
noncontroversial legislation be adopted to amend Bylaw 31.1.4.1, to allow greater 
scheduling flexibility for those championships that have Sunday competition in 
their championship date formula (preliminary or final rounds) (see Legislative 
Action item 1 a). 

NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s Tennis Committee. Chris May, director 

of athletics at Saint Louis University presented the Men’s and Women’s Tennis 
Committee’s report. The cabinet approved a waiver of the automatic qualification 
requirements per Bylaw 31.3.4.6 (c) for the America East Conference, specific to 
the 2013 Division I Men’s Tennis Championships. In addition, it was noted that 
the Men’s and Women’s Tennis Committee continues to engage key stakeholders 
in discussions related to improving the championships format, including the 
concept of the dual-match championship. 

NCAA Division I Men’s and Women’s Track and Field Committee. Tom 
Douple, commissioner of the Summit League presented the Men’s and Women’s 
Track and Field Committee’s report. No action was taken. 

NCAA Men’s Volleyball Committee. Bob Krimmel, director of athletics at Saint 
Francis University (Pennsylvania) presented a recommendation that the Men’s 
Volleyball Committee be permitted to implement a play-in match effective with 
the 2014 championship. The cabinet approved the recommendation noting that 
there would not be a budget impact on the NCAA. Institutions participating in the 
play-in would be responsible for all expenses. Further, the cabinet agreed to 
discuss the concept of play-ins generally as it continues its strategic action 
discussions. 
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NCAA Division I Wrestling Committee. Nick Gannon, deputy athletic director at 
Drexel University informed the cabinet that the Wrestling Committee continues to 
discuss the development of a team component for the NCAA Division I Wrestling 
Championships. The Wrestling Committee anticipates completing its discussions 
in the next 18 months. 

17. NCAA Division I Football Issues Committee. Jon Steinbrecher, commissioner of the 
Mid-American Conference presented the cabinet with an informational report. No action 
was taken. 

18. Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports (CSMAS). 
Staff provided an informational report noting that the CSMAS reset the NCAA threshold 
for marijuana positive at five ngimL and approved NCAA testing for synthetic 
cannabinoids at NCAA championships beginning in the fall 20113. 

In addition, staff noted that CSMAS continues to support its June 2012 recommendation 
for the adoption of legislative concepts that ~vould require a designated team physician; 
coach sport-safety training, certification for strength coaches and catastrophic sport injury 
reporting. 

19. NCAA Olympic Sports Liaison Committee (OSLC). Staff provided an informational 
report noting that the NCAA continues to nurture a collaborative relationship with the 
OSLC and the national governing bodies. The NCAA, United States Olympic 
Committee (USOC) and the National Governing Body (NGB) working group continues 
to focus on effbrts to assist in creating strategies to prioritize and sustain Olympic sports 
within the collegiate structure. 

20. Playing Rules Oversight Panel. The cabinet was provided an update from 
Ms. Appelbaum who noted, among other items, that the NCAA Men’s and Women’s 
Track and Field Rules Committee approved a rules change to require a pole vault box 
collar that meets the most current American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) 
Specification Standard to be in place December 1, 2013. 

21. NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model - Rules Update. The cabinet received an 
informational report from the NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model - Rules, 
including information about Phase II items that may be part of the 2013 NCAA 
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Division I agenda, such as concepts from Bylaw 15 (financial aid) and Bylaw 17 (playing 
and practice seasons). Feedback from cabinet members included statements related to 
slowing down the pace at which the Rules Working Group operates to ensure the 
membership has adequate time to consider the concepts and issues under review, and 
continuing to seek feedback from the membership as concepts are being considered. 

22. Rules Working Group Update - Bylaw 17 Subgroup. The cabinet was provided an 
update on the work of the Bylaw 17 subgroup, including a review of the legislative 
concepts the group has developed. The cabinet discussed the legislative concepts and 
agreed that Concept Nos. 1 - 8, 10 - 17-b and 20 should be presented to the membership 
for review and feedback. The cabinet agreed its members would provide any additional 
feedback on the concepts to Kris Richardson, who would report the feedback to the 
cabinet and share it with the Bylaw 17 subgroup and the Rules Working Group. 

23. NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model - Enforcement Update. The cabinet 

was provided an update from staff on the Enforcement Working Group’s efforts, 
including its recommended concepts and expectations regarding the cooperative 
principle. 

24. Field Hockey Play-in Games. The cabinet reviewed a request from the Patriot League 
and The Ivy Group to revise the NCAA Division I Field Hockey Championship bracket 
from a 16-team bracket plus three play-in games, to a 22-team bracket without play-ins. 
During its discussion, the cabinet noted the challenges related to considering such a 
budget request in the middle of the current triennial budget cycle. As a result, the cabinet 
referred the request back to the Field Hockey Committee for its review, with directive 
request to provide feedback to the cabinet during its June 2013 meeting. 

25. Future Meeting Dates and Sites. 

a. June 11-12, 20113; national office, Indianapolis. 

b. September 10-11, 2013; national office, Indianapolis. 

c. February 2014 (TBD), national office, Indianapolis. 

Committee Chair: 

Staff Liaisons: 

Jane Miller, University of Virginia, Atlantic Coast (’onference 

Joni Comstoc£ Championships 
David W. Schnase, Academic and Membership Affairs 
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February 12-13, 2013 
Attendees Ab sentees 
Shelley Appelbaum, Michigan State University Victoria Chun, Colgate University 
Keri Boyce, Big 12 Conference Kenneth Casavant, Washington State 

University 
Barbara Burke, Eastern Illinois University Raynoid Dedeaux, Mid-Eastern Athletic 

Conference 
Doze Y. Butler, Southern University, Baton Rouge Kim Record, University of North Carolina, 

Greensboro 
Carrie Coll, Mountain West Conference Harry Sheehy, Dartmouth College 
Robert Corran, University of Vermont BeEtta Stoney, Kansas State University 
Amy Crosbie, Weber State University Rick Villarreal, University of North Texas 
Thomas Douple, The Summit League 
Ginger Fulton, Patriot League 
Nicholas Gannon, Drexel University 
Alanna Gerber, Oakland University 
Virnette House-Browning, Cleveland State University 
Kenneth Kavanagh, Florida Gulf Coast University 
Craig Keilitz, High Point University 
Robert S. Krimmel, Saint Francis University 
(Pennsylvania) 
Scott Leykam, West Coast Conference 
Jeffrey Long, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville 
Celene McGowan, The Ivy League 
Eugene Marshall, Iona College 
Christopher May, Saint Louis University 
Thomas McClelland, McNeese State University 
Jane Miller, University of Virginia 
Mario Moccia, Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale 
Gloria Nevarez, PAC-12 
Derita Ratcliffe, University of Alabama at Birmingham 
Lee Reed, Georgetown University 
Jon Steinbrecher, Mid-American Conference 
Brenda Vogel, Long Beach State University 
Pamela Wettig, University of Denver 
Candy Young, Delaware State University 
Other Attendees: Alvida Alford, NCAA; Leslie Cagle, NCAA; Jackie Campbell, NCAA; Joni 
Comstock, NCAA; Jean Frankel, Ideas for Action, LLC.; Brian Hainline, NCAA; Maureen Harry, 
NCAA; Jeff Jarnecke, NCAA; Greg Johnson, NCAA; Charnele Kemper, NCAA; Mark Lewis, NCAA; 
Kathleen McNeeley, NCAA; Rachel Newman-Baker, NCAA; Roberta Page, NCAA; Lisa Parks, 
NCAA; Molly Poitevint, NCAA; Dennie Poppe, NCAA; Carol Reep, NCAA; Kris Richardson, NCAA; 
Dave Schnase, NCAA; Liz Turner Suscha, NCAA; Wendy Walters, NCAA; Mary Wilfert, NCAA. 

ccichampsiGeneral_DocumentsiDI_Cabinet_CSMiMeetingsi2013iFebrumN_2013/Final Report.docxiDS:jbi021813 
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June 9, 2011 

tndianapolis,.Indiana 

Telephone: 317/9174i2~2 

Ship ping/Overnight Mdress: 

1802 Alonzo Watford St. Drive 

Indianapotis, Indiana 46202 

~ww.ncaa,org 

TO: NCAA Division I Amateurism Cabinet and Leadership Council. 

FROM: Internal Working Group on Agent Legislation. 

SUBJECT: Potential Legislative Recommendation Regarding the Use of Agents 
and Advisors Prior to Enrollment. 

In em’ly 2010, at the request of the NCAA Executive Committee, an NCAA 
national office internal group was assembled to conduct a review of NCAA 
legislation. Included in that group were senior administrators along with 
representatives from academic and membership affairs (AMA); agent, gambling 
and amateurism activities (AGA); amateurism certification process (ACP); and 
the office of legal affairs (OLA). The group discussed the current state and 
historical interpretations of the legislation, as weilas the possible negative and 
positive influences of agent involvement in the lives and career decisions of 
prospective and enrolled student-athletes. Additionally, the group discussed 
potential legislative options, ranging from the most restrictive (absolute agent 
prohibition) to .the most liberal (the allowance of agent representation across all 
sports). In between those two extremes were discussions regarding other potential 
options that varied by individual status (prospective, as opposed to enrolled 
student-athletes) and/or sport and draft type. 

As a result of this internal review, the working group is seeking feedback from the 
cabinet and the/Leadership Council on the following recommendations: 

Proposed legislation that would allow prospective student-athletes (PSA) (pre- 
enrollment) in certain sports to use advisors/agents in direct negotiations with 
professional clubs to market ability and negotiate contracts. This would 
benefit the PSA by allowing them to gain as much information as possible in 
order to make an infomaed decision regarding entering a draft. No 
recommended changes for currently enrolled student-athletes (post- 
enrollment). 

2. Not removing the restrictions relating to the provision of material benefits by 
agents at any time (pre- or post-enrollment). 

This proposed legislative option would only be available in sports with nonopt-in 
drafts that allow players to be drafted out of high school (e.g., baseball, hockey 
and soccer). 

Nat anal Collegiate Athletic Association 

An association of over 1,200 members serving the student-athlete 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer 
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Potential conseq_uences of model. 

Allowing high school and junior college PSAs to be represented would provide access to all 
sources of information relating to the decision regarding professional pursuits. This legislative 
option allows PSAs the benefit of agent involvement in direct negotiations with professional 
teams. While the legislation currentIy in place allows for the review of contracts and advice to 
be given to PSAs in all sports, the line has been drawn at the point of actual negotiations with the 
professional team as being impermissible. Under this proposal, discussior~s with the professional 
team regarding club interest, draft status, possible financial terms and other considerations 
relating to the PSA would be permissible. 

Experiences in the sport of baseball show that there are different tiers of advisor/agents that 
operate in the environment. It is our understanding that, unless the financial terms are extremely 
high, top-tier agents will generally advise PSAs to attend college thereby increasing their 
chances of making it to the sport’s top professional league. Lower tier agents who are attempting 
to gain a foothold or desire to gain financially from the amateur draft may use their influence to 
direct PSAs down the professional route with little regard for the PSAs best interests. For this 
reason and others, agent/advisors are not always the best or retiable source of informatior~. 
Further, permissible agent representation would lead to an increase in the number of 
relationships (total number of represented student-athletes versus those who now use advisors 
although it is important to note that most advisors are in fact agents), thus leading to greater 
agent involvement with student-athletes. Finally, recruiting rules would need to be reviewed and 
potentially modified given the contact that agent/advisors would likely have with NCAA coaches 
regarding their clients. 

The rule change will create efficiencies in the amateurism certification process in that resources 
previously spent on determining whether direct contact between a PSA’s advisor and a 
professional team occun’ed will no longer be necessm2¢. Instead, the ACP staff can focus on 
whether any material benefits were provided to the PSA by the agent/advisor. Currently, it is 
well known that. many recruited PSAs in the sports of baseball and men’s ice hockey already use 
the sendces of an advisor. Not all of those PSAs, however, disclose that information during the 
certification process. Accordingly, those PSAs who are forthcoming during the certification 
process potentially subjecting them to amateurism penalty, would be largely eliminated. 

Potential concerns. 

1. Erosion of historical amateurism principles for PSAs. 

It is important to note that Principle 2.9 does not refer to the amateurism status of PSAs, 
only that of student-athletes: 
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"Principle 2.9: Amateurism. Student-athletes shall be amateurs in an intercollegiate 
sport, and their participation should be motivated primarily by education and by the 
physical, mental and social benefits to be derived. Student participation in 
intercollegiate athletics is an avocation, and student-athletes should be protected from 
exploitation by professional and commercial enterprises." 

Additionally, from a prac.tical perspective, there seems to be very little disagreement that 
both PSAs and student-athletes need to be better prepared to make more in,brined 
decisions. The disagreement oP~en comes with who is best positioned to provide these 
stttdent-athle.tes with the best advice. 

Sport specific legislation. 

Making changes to the current legislation in specific sports could result in individual PSAs 
in sports not impacted asserting that they should be afforded the same opportunity to be 
"well-informed" regarding professional opportunities. 

3. Potential coaches’ perspective. 

Since this option would not change the legislation as it pertains to student-athletes, the 
potential negative concerns regarding distractions during the season may still exist. 
Specifically, it is unrealistic to think that any relationship formed prior to the individual’s 
enrollment would be completely absolved. In addition, although advice can be sought from 
an advisor in the sport of baseball, student-athletes and parents would still need to 
communicate with clubs in order to gather information. Coaches may also be concerned 
regarding the influence of agents, some of whose financial interest in having players sign 
rather than attend college may inappropriately influence their advice. This likely would 
onIy be a factor for high-leve! draft picks that are more likely to have large signing bonuses 
or PSAs with unscrupulous agents attempting to make money off the amateur draft. It 
would also lead to an increase in represented PSAs and thus, regardless of whether the 
mo.del included a requirement that the agency relationship end once the individual becomes 
a student-athlete, "cessation requirement", it could lead to more agent involvement during 
the recruiting process and a student-athlete’s subsequent collegiate career. The cessation 
requirement if strenuously enforced and strictly followed by student-athletes and agents 
might also influence more agents to direct PSAs to professionalize them. 

It would be important to note that if a PSA is permitted to have an agent and that agent is 
involved in the recruiting process, the institution would be required to monitor the activity 
of the agent and coaching staff to verify that the agent is not acting as an impermissible 
recruiter on behalf of the institution. Furthermore, if a PSA is required to cease any 
interaction or involvement with his/her former agent once becoming a student-athlete, an 
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institution would need to monitor the interaction between the student-athlete and the agent 
in order to avoid potential institutional culpability. 

It is important to note that the American Baseball Coaches Association and the NCAA 
Baseball Issues Committee have recommended that the NCAA permit PSAs in that sport to 
employ advisors/agents to meet with professional teams. The National Basketball Coaches 
Association and American Football Coaches Association have historically been opposed to 
any deregulation with agents; however, due to the way that the NBA and ~NFL drafts are 
currently structured, this would more than likely not affect men’s basketball and lbotball 
PSAs. 

4. Even with the cessation requirement, this model would likely increase agent influence for 
previously represented student-athletes. While the goal is to increase the opportunity fbr 
prospective student-athletes and student-athletes to gain valuable information to make 
decisions regarding the future career in professional sports, it does open the door for 
individuals that are only trying to gain financially to direct or advise a PSA or his/her 
t~amily to sign a professional contract. As evidenced by baseball and ice hockey, 
deregulating the legislation and permitting PSAs to sign with agents could encourage them 
to do so at a much earlier age due to the ~’act that they feel they will not be recruited by 
collegiate or professional teams unless they have one. 

RUB ;esb 

documentcenter.ncaa.or~/msaa[gov/DI Committees/Leadership Council/2013-01 Leadersh!p Coundl/OSA0 Agent Legislatien ~roposeO 
chan~es.doc:vlrn/~/2[l~ 
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PROFESSIONAL LEAGUES DRAFT COMPARISON 

Professional league 

requirements for 
draft. 

Draft application 
deadline. 

Draft withdrawal 
deadline. 

NBA 
Player must be at 
least 19 years old; 
and must be one year 
removed from high 
school graduation (if 
not an international 
player). 

The fourth week of 
April. 

The se~’~nd week of 
June. 

NFL 
Player must be at 
least three yekrs 
removed from high 
school. 

JanUary 15. 

72 hours after early- 
entry deadline 
(midnight 
January 18). 

High school players 
who have graduated 
high school and. not 
yet attended college; 
and four-year college 
players who have 
either completed 
their junior or senior 
years or are at least 
21 years old. 

Does not require a 
student-athlete to 
affirmatively declare 
his intentions to 
enter the draft. 
Any drafted player 
with remaining 
collegiate eligibility 
that does not sign a 
contract with the 
MLB team that has 
drafted him prior to 
midnight (Eastern 
time) on August 15 
will be placed back 
into the draft pool 
for the next year’s 
draft. 

NHL 
All players age 18 or 
older are eligible 
exceN: players on 
the resen, e list of a 
club; players who 
have been claimed in 
two prior Entry 
Drafts; and players 
who have previously 
played in the lx%IL 
and became a free 
agent. 

None. 

MLS 
NCAA student- 
athletes who have 
exhausted their 
eligibility, unless 
that student-athlete 
has chosen to be a 
part of Generation 
Adidas. 

None. 

None. 

WNBA 
An individual 22 
years old; a graduate 
from a four-year 
university; or an 
individual who has 
attended a four-year 
university who either 
has no remaining 
intercollegiate 
eligibility or 
renotmces her 
remaining 
intercollegiate 
eligibility by written 
notice to floe WNBA 
at least 10 days prior 
to such draft. 
None. 

None. 
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NCAA 
draft rule. 

NBA NI~L MLI! NtIL MLS WNIIA 

Must withdraw None. You may be drafted None.’ ..... None. None. 
during your collegiate 
career without 
jeopardizing your 
eligibility, 

Approximate 
date of draft. 
Approximate 
date of 
combine! 
workouts. 

Is there an 
Advisory 
Committee? 

fi’om draf~ by May 
8 to remain eligible 
to compete in 
intercollegiate 
athletics, 

Around June 24. Around June 7 to 9. Around ApriI 8. 

None. None. 
conduct or attend 
workouts with 
early-entry players 
around April 29. 

Around April 22 to 
24. 
Around February 
23 to Marcl3 J. 

Yes. No. 

Around June 25 to 
26. 
Around May 24 to 
29. 

Around January 14. 

Around January 8 to 
13, 

NBA Draft 
Combine arotmd 
May 19 to 23, 

Yes. No, 

In the sports of ice hockey and soccer, many student-athletes choose to enter into an international draft. In ice hockey specifically, many student-athletes enter 

into the Canadian draft. 

documentcenter.ncaa.orgimsaai~:oviDI Committ,e,~.s/Leadership Councili203.3-0~. Leader, s.hip Council/0gB. Pro league draft comparison.doc:vlm:l/’2/3.3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

He did not 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 20:~3 3:32 PM 
To: Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: FW: Meeting !! 

Do you know if Coach Miller attended the meeting this morning? Thanks, 

From: Ron Miller [t_n___a_!Ltg___~£__m__!lLe_t~_u__t~__c___a__a__#__t~__c__~_e__c_!_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 20:~3 i:58 PM 

To: Anson Dorrance; Brian Kalbas; Beth Miller; Joe Breschi; C D Mock; Carlos Somoano; Derek Galvin; Donna Papa; Jan Mann; Joe Sagula; Karen Shelton; Andrew Sapp; 

Harlis Meaders; Mike Fox; Rich DeSelm; Sylvia Hatchell; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; Jenny Levy 

Co: Montgomery, John R; Tile, Vince; Creech, Karlton W; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Joe Holladay; Molly Norton; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: Re: Meeting !! 
Hi Beth: 

I would love to attend, but we are leaving for San Antonio (NCAA Fencing Championships) at 8:15 AM in the morning. I will check with you next week when I return to see 
what I missed. Thanks for the reminder! 

Ron Miller 

>>> Beth Miller 03/18/13 5:44 PM >>> 

Coaches, 
Just a r~minder that we have a Coaches’ Meeting tomorrow at 8:30 AM in the EWAC Board Room. If for some reason, you can’t attend, please let Larry Gallo or me know. 
See you tomorrow. 

Take care, 
~Beth 
"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 4:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From; <Moon>, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Date; Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:22 PM 

To: Leslie Strohm <.s___t__r_9___h___m_____@____e____m___a_!_L.__u___n__£:__e__d__9_>, Bubba Cunningham <._b___u___b___b__a___c__@_e___m____a_j!_:__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_>, Steve Kirschner <.s__~!£_s__£_h___n___e_£_@_u___q_c__a___a__._9__n___c__.__e___d___u_>, "McFarland, Michael B" 

<mike mcfarland@unc.edu>, "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <_e__£_s__@__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, Karen Gil <.[fg[[@__e___m____a_!_L.__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_>, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <_h___a__r__t_[y__n____@___u___n__£_.__e___d___u_>, "Owen, Bobbi A" 

<owenbob@unc.edu>, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" <jan...yopp@unc.edu>, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu>, "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tanya moore@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Re: 

FYI 

Karen Moon 

Direc[or, UNC News Services 

The University ot: North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(£19) 962-8595 

From: Drescher, John [mailto:iohn.drescher@newsobserver.com] 
Seat: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Stabile, Regina 
Cc: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: Re: 

Regin~/Karen, 

’I’hm~ks for this. I was able to open the file. 

Regards, 

Jolm 

On Fri, Mar 15, 2013 at 7:15 PM, Stabile, Regina <regina stabiIe({~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Joh~ 

M7 at~4ogJcs the 200I -02 da~a was madve~c~tly left out ~you receh~ed a~o copies of the 2011-1 ~ data,. 

A conected Excel ll~e is almcbed. 

Regina J S~b/~e, J.D. 

D~r~si Ut?e 9~9..843-1830 
M~in Office Li~e 919..962-1219 
F~c~imif¢ 9fg~43..f6f7 

E~ec,ronic ~,a~2 ~i~a_sfabile@unc.odu 

F~m= S~bile, Regina 
Sent= Friday, Narch 15, 2013 6:22 PN 
To= ’John Drescher’ 
C~= Moon Karen (Karenm@dev.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: 

Dear John 

I wdte &s a follow up to Karen’s message below. 

Ple&se see the attached Excel file containing the &m from Baker Tilly. The res~ctive dam tbr each Academic Yeax is contained within its own worksheet titled by the 

cowesponding Acadetnic Year (e.g., ~2001-02" or ’2002-03"). 

Sincerely, 

Re#na 



From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent= Friday, March 15, 2013 5:51 PM 

To= iohn.drescher@newsobserver.com 
C¢: Stabile, Regina 
Subject= 

John: 

Thanks for your patience, and I’m vew sonT atx~ut an unexpected delay on getting you the data for classes taken by student-athletes from fall 2001 through the 

summer of 2012 to tbllow up on your previous conver~tions and emails with Chancellor Thorp. 

You will receive the information tonight from Regina Stabile, the University’s Public Records Officer, via emaJl. When convenient, can you let us know you get it and 

can open the file? And if there are any pmblems~ I’ll work out an alternative for getting this in your hands. 

The Universi~ does not have the capabili~ to compile or create the data at the push of a button. We’re coming back to you in good faith after extending our 

engagement, at some additional cost, with Baker Tilly to provide the data they could compile from the same data set used for Governor MaNn’s December report and 

the January addendum that were responsive to your requests. This was "the lhstest, most efficient way for the University to give you the intbnnation that is available that 

you seek. 

For every undergraduate course that enrolled student-athletes, we’re providing data covering: 

term offered 

course subject!number!section 

total course section enrollment 

student-athlete enrollment 

total average GPA 

student-athlete average GPA 

non-athlete student average GPA 

This is the tbnnat used in the January addendum to show Type 1 (academic misconduct in a lecture course), Type 2 (anomalous lecture course sections) and Type 3 

(anomalous independent study course sections) offerings in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. 

charts start on page 10 with "Figure A5 Enrollment in Type 1 Course Sections from Fall 2001 to Summer I12012." Others appear in Figure A7 (page 13) and 

Figure A9 (page 18). [Note: The addendum appears a~er the 75-page Martin reIx~rt posted in the link above with new page numbers at the bottom.] 

The electronic data set that Baker Tilly used did not include classifications of ffmdents, including student-athletes, until 2001. Regarding steps taken to protect the 

privacy rights of students and redactions, the explanation in the addendum on page 4 a]so applies to the data we’re providing today. The redactions cover g~oups of 

five or tEwer students. 

Please let me know if you have an5" questions. 

Sincerely, 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director; UNC News Services 

’][’he University of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Pot Luck Lunch: Wednesday, MaJcch 20 

That is unfortunate. It sounds like we will be enjoying ourselves considerably more than you will be at that time. Again, whenever you need to find 

sunshine and happiness, you need where to find us. 

From; Ille, Vince 
Sent; Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:43 AM 
Te; Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject; RE: Pot Luck Lunch: Wednesday, March 20 

Thanks. Luck won’t have anyt~ing to do with it though. Hope you guys enjoy the event. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:35 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Pot Luck Lunch: Wednesday, March 20 

Thanks for the notification, Vince. Sorry that you won’t be able to make it today. Good luck with the "unexpected circumstances"! 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:09 AM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Pot Luck Lunch: Wednesday, March 20 

Due to unexpected circumstances, I will not be able to atteM the Pot Luck Luuch today. Sorry for any inconvenience. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 8:41 AM 
To: iholt@uncaa.unc.edu; Amy Smith (amysm@uncaa.unc.edu); Creech, Karlton W; iaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; sreeves@tarheelsports.com; Jones, Kim; 
.c_l__c__h___e___e__k__#~__u_D_£_a__a__=_u__[]__c_=_e_.__d__u_~ __r[_]_e_.__a__d___e__r__s__#~__u__n___c__a___a_~__u__n___c_~__e__d___u_; Ille, Vince; Blanton, Brent S; Sobba, Gary; .c_l_g__e_!Ln___@__u__t]_c___a__a__=_u___n__c_:__e__d___u_j Freeman, Jason S; j_t_t]!#_p___s__@__u__t]_c___a__a__=_u___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_. 
Cc; Cricket Lane (cricket@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject; RE: Pot Luck Lunch: Wednesday, March 20 

Friendly reminder about today’s event... 

Name tags will be in the lobby of the Concourse Club (3rd floor, Blue Zone/Loudermilk Center). Our Pot Luck set-up will be in the right-hand corner of 

the Concourse Club. Once inside, for the auditory, just follow the strains of the Fenway organ filling the air.., or for the olfactory, follow your nose to the 

hot dogs, peanuts, popcorn and hot nuts. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:43 PM 
To: ’jholt@uncaa.unc.edu’; Amy Smith ~A[9_y_s_A)@uncaa.unc.edu); Creech, Karlton W ~_k__c__r__e__e_._£!)__@__u___q_c_,__e__d___u_); j_aj___m__Le_]_e_.__e__@___u___n__c_~__a_~__u___n__c_~__e__d___u_; ’sreeves@tarheelsports.com’; Jones, Kim; 
’dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu’; meaders@uncaa.unc.edu; 111e, Vince (ille@email.unc.edu); Blanton, Brent S; Sobba, Gary 

Cc: Cricket Lane (cricket@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: Pot Luck Lunch: Wednesday, March 20 

Colleagues, 

We are thrilled that you will be joining us for the Pot Luck Lunch in March. Click on the link below and go the "Food (Mar2013)" tab to sign-up for the pot 

luck item for which you will be responsible. Please partner with your colleague from your functional unit on this (see’RSVP(Mar2013)" tab). 

The theme for this Pot Luck Lunch is "Spring Training" - as in "take me out to the ball" and "buy me some peanuts and cracker jacks". We will supply the 

hot dogs.., and hamburgers. There will be vegetarian options provided as well (see salad offerings). 

We will follow-up with a reminder closer to the event itsel£ Please direct any questions to Cricket or myself. 

- Cricket & Shelley 

Who: Carolina Athletics 
What: Pot Luck Lunch {Theme: Spring Training) 

When: Wednesday, February 20, 2012 (12:00-1:15pm) 

Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk 
Why: Because we work hard, play smart and eat together. 

Google Doc - Pot Luck Lunch (food/item sign-up) 

https://d~cs‘~e.c~m/spreadsheet/ccc?key=~A~pQ7-9PD¥M dD~xYjVpSGtvSVNzS2:].kR~vRv2xEWEE#~id=5 

Overview of Event 

12:00-12:20pm... Lunch {Theme: Spring Training) 

12:20-12:50pm... Socializing a la Speed Dating 

:iL2:50-:[::[Spm... Carolina Jeopardy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 11:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: UNC Board of Governors data collection on public engagement 

Donna Papa.vcf 

Vince, 
T am not sure if T can document anything other than the camps or clinics. That is almost 2 summers ago. We will do our 

best. I know we provided our outside activity stuff already. So you now want that time frame as well? 

Donna 

DonnaJ. Papa 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

C:, I F: (919)-962-5105 

Website: www.goheels.com 

Camps/Clinics: www.carolinasoftballca mps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

2012: ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONS * NFCA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE 

5 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS * 5 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR 

2 ACC PITCHERS OF THE YEAR * 2 ACC ROOKIES OF THE YEAR * 5 ACC PLAYERS OF THE YEAR 

10 NCAA APPEARANCES * 11 ALL-AMERICANS * 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 3/18/2013 5:18 PM > > > 

Donna, 

Please note the messages below. To assist our efforts to complete a response on behalf of the department, can 
you or a member of your staff please create a list of events/activities that you and or your team participated in 
that involved public engagement? 

Please note that your list need not include anything that was coordinated and led by Cricket Lane or any of the 
student development staff members. I’ve asked Cricket to collect and report those activities. The softball 
program’s list would only include those activities organized by softball staff and/or team members (e.g., 
softball summer camps, speaking engagements at schools, etc.). 

Your list should include the date of participation (chronological from July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012), 
the name of the event or activity, the location, the name of the coach(es)/staff member(s) involved, the name of 
the community/public group involved, and a brief description of what occurred (this might also include the 
goal of the activity, how many total people were involved/impacted, etc.). 



Bubba would like to receive this on or before March 29, 2013 so please send this to me by that date. We 
haven’t spent a lot of time discussing the metrics we will use to measure our accomplishments as they relate to 
our strategic plan, but if this report will be completed annually by our department, I could see incorporating 
this somehow as one of the metrics we use. 

If you have any questions or need any assistance, please just let me know. Thanks for your help with this. 

Vince 

From: Creech, Karlton W 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 9:19 AM 
To: Montgomery, John R; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Ballen, Martina 
K; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: FW: UNC Board of Governors data collection on public engagement 

From: Norton, Molly On Behalf Of Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 4:28 PM 

To: Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: FW: UNC Board of Governors data collection on public engagement 

Karlton, 

Bubba would like to discuss this at Monday’s Executive Team meeting. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:49 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: UNC Board of Governors data collection on public engagement 

Dear Bubba, 

I’m writing to ask for your help again on a UNC System Board of Governors’ report, this time on the University’s public 

engagement efforts. We’ve identified ways of harvesting existing data from central campus databases to respond to 

all but two metrics: 

(1) Partnerships with external organizations, and, 

(2) Attendance at campus events that are open to the public [this would definitely include athletic events] 

Attached is a workbook to use in submitting responses. There are two tabs with detailed instructions. We’d like to 

get the workbook back by April 5. I’m glad to answer questions and help in any way. 

Thanks very much. 

Lynn 

Lynn Williford, PhD 

Assistant Provost for Institutional Research & Assessment 



313 Carr Bldg., CB 3350, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3350 

lynn williford@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-1339 fax: 919-962-1341 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 20, 2013 12:22 PM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Team Bus Safety; Coed Youth Football; Military Fitness Programs 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

N.J. Senator Ur_qes More Education About Team Bus Safeb! 
After a Pennsylvania Turnpike bus crash that killed the coact~ of a college lacrosse 
team and her unborn son, Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D., N.J.) has urged that ... 

South Carolina Hi.qh School League Saves Itself from Extinction 
The House on Tuesday approved an amended measure allowing the S.C. High School 
League to continue overseeing middle and high school sports in the ... 

Military Fitness Programs: Not Just for Soldiers 
As prime breeding grounds for military fitness initiatives, installations worldwide also 
focus on thousands of civilian employees. Behind White House and other ... 

Ex-Bear Supports Proposed Illinois Bill to Limit Tackling in Practice 
Former Chicago Bears linebacker Hunter Hillenmeyer is backing a plan to limit 
tackling in practice for high school and youth football players. The ... 

PNladelphia’s Archbishop to Allow Coed Youth Football 
An 11-year-old girl near Philadelphia won her crusade to play football for a Catholic 
Youth Organization team, after the city’s archbishop reversed a ... 

Bond Vote for New Atlanta Falcons Stadium Delayed 



An expected vote to issue bonds for the Atlanta Falcons stadium project was delayed 
Tuesday, but a top official said it could still happen this week. The ... 

New Reader Comments: 
The ’Baseball Rule’ -- Not the Rule in Idaho 
I certainly hope this is overturned. My concern is that this sort of ruling will seep over 
to other activities like skiing where ski resort owners are sued because ,.. 

Military Fitness Pro,qrams: Not Just for Soldiers 
I always check out this website before starting a new fitness program - 
www.topfitnesssites.com - My personal favourite is p90x because it’s ... 

HLq_h School Football Players Convicted in Steubenville Ra#e Case 
The one thing I have seen nothing about is how did all these minors get the alcohol? 
Have there been any charge of supplying to a minor? That is what ... 

Premium Partners 

.... d to a friend ii~~ Facebook 

~ ~:iI Lin kedln 
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Stay Connected 

.~:iI AB Newswire ii~iI AB F ..... 

Athletic Business Conference & Expo 

Stay Informed 
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AB Media Inc 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Chertow Wrestling <news@kenchertow.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:03 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Gold Medal Training Camp and Brute Nationals 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 



......................................................................................................................... 

12 Tournaments, 14 Mats, 8 All-Americans and I National Champion in each weight 

class. Compete in your grade level, in your weight class. Grades 1 - 12. 

Wrestlers 
.................................. 

EARLY REGISTRATION - $45 (Deadline is March 25, 2013 at Midnight, EST) 

REGiSTRATiON - $65 (Between March 26, 2013 to April 9, 2013) 

Coach~s 
............................... 

PRE-REGISTRATION - $90 (Includes One Floor Pass, Three Day Admission, and a 

Coaches Gift Package: Brute Nationals Warm Up Jacket) 

ON-SITE REGISTRATION - $65 (Does not include Coaches Gift Package) 

Profits from this event are donated back to wrestling and HA VE provided over 

$150,000 in assistance to wrestling programs through the REACHES Fund. 

VISIT RBACHES~PORTS.ORG FOR MORE INFORMA TION. 

Click on the logos for information about AdvoCare 

Nutritional Products and our Instructional DVD LibralT! 
Parents & coaches oral jump start their wright loss plans 

with AdvoCate’s 24- Day Challenge. 

We offer package pricing on our DVDs - visit 

V~ earmidGear.com. 

Do you want to peak at critical events, build your strengfll, mid identify off- 
season goals mid training plans? Click here to read Coach Chertow’s Training 

Tips. 

You can also check out teelufique, drill & lfighlight clips in our video room. 

Ken Chertow Wrestling I PO Box 12o I Boalsburg, PA 16827 
KENCHERTOWoCOM I WEA tkanN D G Ea~ ~,L CO Ivl 

Unsubscribe from future mailings. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Matt Bnrgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:09 PM 

Subject: FW: NCAA Division I Bom’d of Directors suspends two RWG proposaJs 

Hello all, 
By now you’ve all received the update regarding the Division I Board of Directors action this week to suspend 2 RWG proposals. As a reminder, RWG Proposals 11-2 and 13- 
5-A will not become effective on August 1 and July 1, respectively. Therefore, the changes that we have been discussing and preparing for over the past months revert back to 
the existing legislation. 
With the suspension of 11-2, only countable coaches will be permitted to recruit off campus and initiate phone calls to prospects. As is the case under current rules, 
noncoaching staff members may continue to prepare/send recruiting correspondence (printed and electronic) and receive telephone calls. 
With the suspension of 13-5-A, current regulations for general correspondence, attachments to general and electronic correspondence, and audio/video materials will remain 
in place. Those of you preparing for "individualized" recruiting videos can go back to only videos not created for a recruiting purpose. Bylaw 13.4 will only be revised as shown 
in RWG proposal 13-3 and the WBB recruiting model (Proposal 2013-1), and not as shown in the document provided to show the impact of both 13-3 and 13-5-A. Obviously, 

this is pending additional overrides on 2013-1 (WBB) and RWG-13-3. 
Speaking of which...a recent check of LSDBI indicates 75 override requests for RWG-11-3-B (scouting of opponents) and 80 override requests for RWG-13-3 (communication 
modes and limits). Take this as unofficial notice until announced by the NCAA, but looks like these two proposals will be reviewed by the Board of Directors, and will be 
subject to an override vote if the Board does not modify the proposal. More to come... 
We will continue to provide updated information and educational materials as they become available. Please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org] On Behalf Of Joseph D’Antonio 
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 10:53 AM 
To: CCACA Discussion List (CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org) 
Subject: [CCACA] NCAA Division 1 Board of Directors suspends two RWG proposals 
Hello to All: 
"]’ho NCAA has roquos[e.d [hat I Iotward [ho below infom’~ation to the CCACA. ~ would e~(:ourage you k~ share tNs ~nfermatkm w~th yeur member institutbf~s. 
Best A~ways~ 

JOEY D. 
Earlier today, the Division I Board of Directors suspended Proposal Nos. RWG-11-2 and RWG-13-5-A, responding to extensive membership feedback that despite 

the benefits of the proposals, the new rules could have a negative impact on prospects and their fatuities, college coaches and administrators. The article includes 

a sidebar specifying that the override process for Proposal No. RWG-13-3 continues, with a deadfine of 5 p.m. on March 20. 

Board suspends two recruiting proposals 
By Nfichefle Brutlag Hosick 

NC!L~t. o~ 

The Division I Boa~ of Di~ctors Monday suspended ~vo of the 25 pieces of legislation it adopted in Jant~, respondfi~g to e~ens~ve mem~rship feedback that 

despite the ~nefits oft~e pro~sals~ the new ~les could have a negative im~ct on prospects and ~eir families, college coaches and admims~ra~rs~ 

[:::: ::::::::::: [::[[[ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: [[[: :[: ::::::::[[[ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::[[[::::: ::::::[[[: ::::::::::::::::::::: :[: :::::::: ::[[[[~ [[~ [[[::::[:::~ :<:::::::::[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[ 

The Board postponed new ~les deregulating who c~ peffom~ rec~iting ~sks and what printed materials can be ~nt to prospects. Board mem~rs al~ considered 

suspending a fl~ird p~sal that eliminated ~s~fictions on modes and numerical limitations of rec~iting contact% but they ultimately agreed to let the mem~p decide 

that ~le~s futu~ though the ovemde process. 

Suspending the roles means they will not become el~ctive unless and until appropriate modifications are made. The Rules Working G~up~ which p~sed the 

changes as p~ ofa p~kage of legislation the Board adopted in Janua~ will continue to s~udy the concepts. 

The Board’s action came a~ut 10 ~ys after the Rules Working Group ~commended the presidents sus~nd the printed materials deregulation and the removal of 



restrictions on who ca~ peribm~ recruiting tasks. The working group considered "the deregulation of recruiting commm~ication as well, but it wauted to let the 

membership decide the rule’s thture through the override process. 

Board chair Nathan Hatch, president at Wake Forest, convened the presidents to respond to the Rules Working Group and membership t~edback as quickly as 

possible. 

’°We are listening to our Inember schools o~nd hope that continued discussion of these issues will enable us to reach a decision that helps our student-athletes mid their 

institutions. We look fora, aid to reviewing the result of further collaboration between coaches, adlninistrators and student-atbletes mid members of the Rules Working 

Group," Hatch said. ’"][’he other presidents on the Board and I had a strong desire to be responsive to the concerns expressed by our colleagues." 

Of the 25 proposals adopted by the Boaid in Jmmary, tile three reviewed by tile Board Monday generated ilnmediate discussion mnong the membership. Howevel; 

the majori~ of measures proposed by the Rules Working Group and adopted by the Board were supported. 

’%Ve are committed to the reform eflbrt. ~Ve roll move forwmd ruth these concepts ruth collaboration from all interested parties," said NCAA President Mark 

Enmaert. "Suspending these proposals for coutim~ed review roll provide our coaches, administrators and student-athletes the additional opportunity to have their voices 

heard." 
Some coaches and administrators expressed concern that deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting arms race "that could over,rheim prospects, college coaches 

and athletics depar~anent budgets. Much of the tension is speciiic to football, though the concerns could translate to any sport. 

The Board suspended the rules to give the Rules Working Group and the membership more time to determine "the best course of action on the concepts pre~uted in 

the proposals. For example, "the working group will determine if there is middle ground between banNng schools from ~nding any printed materials to prospects and 
allowing schools to send whatever they want to prospects. 

Board keeps texting rule 
The Boa~ decided to leave in place the rule that eliminated restrictions governing modes and numerical limitations on recruiting communication because it felt that many 

concerns were addressed through the suspension of Prop. No. RWG- 11-2. 

Suspending RWG- 11-2 eliminated the fears about having an unlimited number of staffmembers contacting prospects an unlimited m~mber of times. When it initially 

proposed the rule cha~ge, the Rules Working Group believed the measure acknowledged both the increased use of text-messaging by prospects over "the laser several 

years and the growing ditficul~ of distinguishing bet~veen text messages, emaJl and messages sent through social media. The rule also is expected to relieve a signiticant 

monitoring burden from the shoulders of compliance administrators. 

Beti~re making its decision, the Board discussed that football coaches axe currently pem~itted to ma~e an unlimited number of telephone calls to prospects during the t~ll 

contact period, which runs from late November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing day in Febru~cy. Given this, the practical impact of 
RWG- 13- 3 will be to pernlit unlimited calls tbr only a t~w additional months. 

The Board members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited ~mmber of emails or other direct messages on vmious social media plalfonns 

(e.g., Twitte~; Facebook), so deregulation in this mea provides consistency and simplifies the legislation. 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a year, and feedback has been positive. 

As with all proposals adopted as past of the reform effort, R~VG- 13-3 will undergo a review after two years. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 5:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: March Madness - Don’t Bet On it! 

It was sent to the student athletes earlier today. Sam is sending it out to the department later tonight or first thing 
tomorrow morning 

Tom 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 
Subject: March Madness - Don&apos;t Bet On it! 
Date: Wed, Mar 20, 2013 4:54 pm 

Has the rules education been sent out to the student-athletes (and the department) via Ram Rules yet? 

From: TJmmermans, Tom 
Sent= Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:23 AM 
To= Tile, Vince 
Subject= RE: March Madness - Don’t Bet On it! 

We actually copy the whole department on the ram rules email, so everybody will get it. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:22 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: March Madness - Don’t Bet On it! 

OK, please copy all the coaches on the one sent to the student-athletes. We shouldn’t paraphrase this bylaw (see 
Washington case). Thanks. 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:59 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: March Madness - Don’t Bet On it! 

VJnce, 

This has already been sent out. Although I did not include the actual bylaw, the language in the email basically spells it 

out. I will make sure to include the actual applicable bylaws from here on out when sending out a rules ed. e-mail. We 

will make sure to include the language in the e-mail send out to the student-athletes. 

Tom 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:42 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: March Madness - Don’t Bet On it! 

Please include the entire applicable rule from the NCAA Manual. Thanks. 

From: TJmmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, IVlarch 20, 2013 9:37 AN 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L; Thorp, H Holden 
Subject: IVlarch IVladness - Don’t Bet On it! 

All, 

Please see below for the timely reminder from the NCAA enforcement staff that student-athletes, athletic department 

staff members and institutional staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department are 

prohibited from participating in a March Madness bracket pool or the like where something is put at risk (i.e., money, 

entry fee or tangible item) for the opportunity to win something. 

Please contact us if you have any questions. 

Don’t Bet On It March Madness® 

Don’t Bet On It March Madness® Reminder. Did you know that the Federal Bureau of Investigations 
estimates that more than $2.5 billion is illegally wagered on March Madness each year?_Did you know that 
some sports wagering industry experts estimate the number to be as 
high as $7-10 billion annually? Did you know that last year it was reported that wagering at Nevada sportsbooks 
on March Madness had surpassed wagering on the Super Bowl? (March Madness BettingNow T0p...s_.S._.u._p_..e_r. 

? 

With March Madness on the horizon, the NCAA enforcement staff would like to remind the membership about 
the prohibition of participating in a March Madness bracket pools, fantasy leagues or the like where something 
is put at risk (i.e., money, entry fee or tangible item) for the 
opportunity to win something. This prohibition applies to all student-athletes, conference office staff members, 
athletics department staff members and institutional staff members who have responsibilities within or over the 
athletics department. 

The enforcement staff would like to stress the importance of educating all of these individuals on this 
prohibition.In this regard, the enforcement staff has created a Don’t Bet On It poster (see a small version below) 
geared towards student-athletes for institutions to display in its athletics facilities and on campus.The poster is 

available in two sizes (8.5 x 11 and 11 x 17) under the "Additional Multi-Media" section on the ..D...o...n..’...t...B....e..t....O....n.....I.t. 
~.S.~p~.~..~.s.~...w..~.a.g.e.ri..n.g~..R...e..s.~.~...u.~.r..c.~.e.~P..~.a.g.e.. 



Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

~: We Educate and Inspire through athletics I GoHeels.com I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:26 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: NCAA Division I Board of Directors suspends two RWG proposals 

Thanks, Vince, Perhaps they are getting the message that the RWG was not the way to force legislation through, 

~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 3/20/2013 5:36 PM > > > 
FYI 

From: Matt Burgemeister [mailto:mburgemeister@theacc.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:09 PM 

Subject: FW: NCAA Division I Board of Directors suspends two RWG proposals 

By now you’vo all rocoivod the updato rogarding the Division I Board of Directors action this week to suspend 2 RWG proposals. 

A ~i!! ~be ~ ~ ffecti~ ~A Ug~ st a~d ~U! ~e ~ P e~ ~ h e refo ~e~t b b a~g e~ t b~ e h 8 ~ e b~e ~di~ ~ ~ ~! n ga ~ d P~e PS~i~ g fo a st~ 

With the suspension of 1 I-2, only countable coaches will be permitted to recruit off campus and initiate phone calls to prospects. As is the case under current rules, 
nonooaohing staff members may continue to preparelsend recruiting correspondence (printed and electronic) and receive telephone 
~th the suspension of 13-5-A, current regulations for general correspondence, attachments to general and electronic correspondence, and audio/video materials will remain in 
place. Those of you preparing for "individualized" recruiting videos can go back to only videos not created for a recruiting purpose. Bylaw 13.4 will only be revised as shown in 
RWG proposal 13~ and the ~B recruiting model (Proposal 2013-I), and not as shown in the document provided to show the impact of both 13-3 and 13-5-A. Obviously, this is 
pending additional overrides on 2013-I ~B) and RWG-13-3. 
Speaking of which...a recent check of LSDBI indicates 

We will continue to provide updated information and educational materials as they become available. Please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 

From: CCACA-talk~ lis~.pac-~2.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lis~.pac-~2.org] On ~half ~ Joseph D’Antonio 
Sent: Tuesday, March ~9, 20~3 ~0:53 AM 

To: CCACA Discussion List 
Subject: [CCACA] NQ~ Division I Board of Directors suspends ~o RWG proposals 
Helk~ to All: 
The NC,~ has requested that ~ forward the below ~nform~fion to the CCACA, I would encourage you to share [h~s hfform~tion wffh your member 
Bos~ Always 
JOEY D. 

Earlier today, the Division I Board of Directors suspended Proposal Nos. RWG-~-2 and RWG-~3-5-A, respondin8 to extensive membership feedback that despite the 

benefits of the proposaB, the new rules could have a nesative impact on prospects and their families, collese coaches and administrators. The article includes a 

sidebar specifyin~ that the override process for Proposal No. RWG-~3-3 continues, with a deadline of 5 p.m. on March 20. 

Board suspends two recruiting proposals 
By ~chelle Brutlag Hosick 

NC~L o~ 

The Division I Boayd of Dhec~rs Monday suspended ~vo of the 25 pieces of legislation it adopted in Janua~ responding to o~ensive membe~hip ~bedba¢~ that 

despite the benefits of the pro~saJs, the new roles could have a negative impact on prospects m~d thdr families, college coaches and administrators. 

The Board post~ned new roles deregulating who can perform recruiting ~sks and what printed materials can be sent to pros~cts. Board ~nmnbers ~so considered 

susNnding a third pmg~ml that eliminated ms, fictions on modes and numefica] limitations of recruiting contacts, but they ultimately agreed m let the mem~mNp decide 

that rule’s fu~re t~ough the override process. 

Suspending the roles means they will not become effective unless and until appropriate modifications are made. The Rules WorMng Group, which proposed the changes 

as ~ ofa p~kage of legislation the Board adopted in Jan~D~, will continue to s~dy the concepts. 

The Board’s ~tion came about 10 days after the Rules ~ orking Group recommended the presidents sus~nd the printed materials deregulation and the removal of 

restrictions on who can perfo~ recmi’dng ~sks. The working group considered the deregulation of recruiting communication as well, but it wanted to let ~e membership 

decide the rule’s lhmre t~ough the ovemde process. 

Board chair Nathm~ Hatch, president at ~ ake Forest. convened the presidents to respond to the Rules Working Group and mem~rship tEed~ck as quickly as 

possible. 



’%re are listening "to our member schools and hope that continued discussion of these issues will enable us to reach a decision that helps otw student-athletes mad their 

institutions. We look fowvard to reviewing the result of further collaboration between coaches, administrators and student-athletes and members of the Rules Working 

Group," }latch said. ’°The other presidents on the Board and I had a strong desire to be responsive to the concerns expressed by our colleagues." 

Of the 25 proposals adopted by the Board in Januaxy, the three reviewed by the Board Monday generated immediate discussion mnong the membership. However, the 

majoriU of measures proposed by tile Rules Working Group and adopted by the Board were supported. 

%Ve are committed to the refornl eflbrt. We roll move forwmd with these concepts with collaboration fiom all interested parties," said NCA2\ President Mark Etnmmnt. 

’°Suspending these proposals for continued review roll provide our coaches, administrators and student-athletes the additional opportuniW to have their voices beaM" 

Some coaches and administrators expressed concern that deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting arnls race that could overwhelm prospects, college coaches 

and athletics department budgets. Much of the tension is specific to football, though the concerns could translate to any sport. 

The Board suspended the rules to give the Rules Working Group and the membership more time to determine the best course of action on the concepts presented in the 

proposals. For example, the working group will determine if there is middle ground between bamring schools from sending any printed materials to prospects and 

allowing schools to send whatever they want to prospects. 

Board keeps/ex/ing rule 
The Bo~acd decided to leave in place the rule that eliminated restrictions governing modes and numerical limitations on recruiting communication because it felt that many 

concerns were addressed through the suspension of Prop. No. RWG- 11-2. 

Suspending RWG- 11-2 eliminated the fears about having an unlimited ~mmber of s~lt’members contacting prospects an unlimited ~mmber of times. When it initially 

proposed the rnle change, the Rules Working Group believed the ,neasure acknowledged both tile increased use oftext-,nessaging by prospects over the last several 

years and the gromng difliculU of distinguishing belween text messages, emafil and messages sent through social media. The nile also is expected to relieve a significant 

moNtoring burden from the shoulders of compliance adminis~trators. 

Before making its decision, the Bored discussed that football coaches are currently pernritted to make an uNimited number of telephone calls to prospects during the fall 

contact period, which runs from late November until the SatuKlay prior to the National Letter of Intent signing day in Febrnaxy. Given this, the practical impact of RWG- 

13-3 will be to permit uNimited calls tbr only a few additional months. 

The Board members also noted that coaches am already permitted to send an unlimited number of ema~ls or other direct messages on various social media plattbrms 

(e.g., Twitter, Facebook), so deregulation in "this aacea provides consistency and simplifies the legislation. 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a year, and feedback has been positive. 

As ruth all proposals adopted as part of the reform effort, RWG- 13-3 will undergo a review after m,o years. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 11 : 15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Override results 

Thanks Brad - got this one but didn’t get the other, so we appreciate it. 

From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:26 AM 
To: Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Lance Markos (lancemarkos@hotmail.com); 
Markos, Lance M; Vince Ille (ille@uncaa.unc.edu); Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Override results 

Lance and Beth 

I can’t tell if you all received this due to our trouble getting emails to UNC. I sometimes get responses saying they are 
undeliverable and did this morning; so, I’m trying again. 

Vince, adding you as an FYI. 

Brad 

From: Hostetter, Brad 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); 
Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu); Lissa L. Broome (Ibroome@email.unc.edu); Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); 
Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley 
(Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael 
(carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 
(sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Blake James (bjames@miami.edu); Brad Bates 
(brad.bates@bc.edu); Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Craig Littlepage (ckl9e@virginia.edu); Dan 
Radakovich (drad@clemson.edu); Daryl J. Gross (djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); Jack Swarbrick 
(swarbrick.l@nd.edu); Jim Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White 
(kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Griffin (pgriffin@athletics.gatech.edu); Randy Spetman (rspetman@fsu.edu); Ron 
Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu); Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Tom Jurich (jurich@louisville.edu); 
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Beth Miller 
(bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane 
Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Julie 
Hermann (jkherm01@louisville.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee 
(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (mconboy@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon 
McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); 
Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cindy Hartmann 
(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (c.anderson6@miami.edu); Dan Bartholomae 
(dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Erlease Wagner Esq. (erleasem@syr.edu); 
Jerome Rodgers (jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jill Bodensteiner (jbodenst@nd.edu); Jim Curry 
(jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu); John Carns (john@gocards.com); Kristi Giddings (giddings@umd.edu); Lance Markos 
(markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston 

(hairstct@wfu.edu) 
Cc: Swofford, John; Elliott, Jeff; Finch, Nora Lynn; Burgemeister, Matt; Pierce, Kris; Brown, Shamaree; Koone, Katie 
Subject: Override results 

All 

Attached is a chart Matt put together that summarizes the final override results on the proposals adopted by the Board of 



Directors in January. Two proposals, 11-3-B (prohibition on in-person scouting) and 13-3 (dereg of modes and limits on 
communication), received enough override requests to go back to the Board at its May 2 meeting for additional review. 
The Board may choose to maintain the adoption of the proposal(s), amend the proposal(s) or defeat the proposal(s). If 
they choose to maintain the adoption of the proposal(s), a membership vote will take place electronically at a time to be 
determined later. 

It is important to understand that 11-3-B and 13-3 are characterized differently than 11-2 and 13-5-A. The PDF 
document attempts to clarify the current status of these four proposals. 

Let us know if you have any questions and stay tuned for more information from the May 2 Board meeting. 

Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter@theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Markos, Lance M < markos@email.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos (lancemarkos@hotmail.com); Brad Hostetter 
< bhostetter@theacc.org >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Override results 

Thanks, Brad. I received this one, but not the first one you sent. I don’t know why there is such a problem with some of 

the ACC emails to UNC. I appreciate you resending it. 

~Beth 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.org > 3/21/2013 10:26 AM > > > 
Lance and Beth 

I can’t tell if you all received this due to our trouble getting emails to UNC. I sometimes get responses saying they are 
undeliverable and did this morning; so, I’m trying again. 

Vince, adding you as an FYI. 

Brad 

From: Hostetter, Brad 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (eowise01@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); 
Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu); Lissa L. Broome (Ibroome@email.unc.edu); Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); 
Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley 
(Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael 
(carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 
(sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Blake James (bjames@miami.edu); Brad Bates 
(brad.bates@bc.edu); Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Craig Littlepage (ckl9e@virginia.edu); Dan 
Radakovich (drad@clemson.edu); Daryl J. Gross (djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); Jack Swarbrick 
(swarbrick.l@nd.edu); Jim Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White 
(kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Griffin (pgriffin@athletics.gatech.edu); Randy Spetman (rspetman@fsu.edu); Ron 
Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu); Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Tom Jurich (jurich@louisville.edu); 
Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Beth Miller 
(bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane 
Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Julie 
Hermann (jkherm01@louisville.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee 
(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (mconboy@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon 
McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 
(vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cindy 
Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (c.anderson6@miami.edu); Dan Bartholomae 
(dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Erlease Wagner Esq. (erleasem@syr.edu); 
Jerome Rodgers (jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jill Bodensteiner (jbodenst@nd.edu); Jim Curry 
(jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu); John Carns (john@gocards.com); Kristi Giddings (giddings@umd.edu); Lance Markos 
(markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston 
(hairstct@wfu.edu) 
Cc: Swofford, John; Elliott, Jeff; Finch, Nora Lynn; Burgemeister, Matt; Pierce, Kris; Brown, Shamaree; Koone, Katie 
Subject: Override results 

All 

Attached is a chart Matt put together that summarizes the final override results on the proposals adopted by the Board of 



Directors in January. Two proposals, 11-3-B (prohibition on in-person scouting) and 13-3 (dereg of modes and limits on 
communication), received enough override requests to go back to the Board at its May 2 meeting for additional review. 
The Board may choose to maintain the adoption of the proposal(s), amend the proposal(s) or defeat the proposal(s). If 
they choose to maintain the adoption of the proposal(s), a membership vote will take place electronically at a time to be 
determined later. 

It is important to understand that 11-3-B and 13-3 are characterized differently than 11-2 and 13-5-A. The PDF 
document attempts to clarify the current status of these four proposals. 

Let us know if you have any questions and stay tuned for more information from the May 2 Board meeting. 

Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter@theacc.or~ 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:23 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Itinerary FSU 

Donna Papa.vcf 

This is our itinerary. 

ACC Rule for away trips: 

We are only allowed to take 20 players on the road games. At home it is not an issue how many we dress etc. 

ACC Championship @ FSU - We can take everyone- can only dress out 20. 

Thanks 

Coach P 



DonnaJ. Papa 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

C:I ~ F: (919)-962-5105 

Website: www.goheels.com 

Camps/Clinics: www.ca rolinasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

2012: ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONS * NFCA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE 

5 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS * 5 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR 

2 ACC PITCHERS OF THE YEAR * 2 ACC ROOKIES OF THE YEAR * 5 ACC PLAYERS OF THE YEAR 

10 NCAA APPEARANCES * 11 ALL-AMERICANS * 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 



Donna Papa 

X-GWTYPE: 

Full Name: 

Name: 

Electronic Mail Address (Internet Preferred): 

vCard Unique Identifier: 

Telephone Number (Voice Preferred): 

Telephone Number (Voice Work): 

Telephone Number (Fax Preferred): 

Title: 

USER 

Donna Papa 

Donna Papa 

djp@uncaa.unc.edu 

3DE4B740-17EC-0000-A124-0200000058 DO 

843-8175 

Head So~ball Coach 

vCard Version: 2.1PRODID:-//Novell Inc//Groupwise 12.0.0 I Revision: 20130321T050428Z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:25 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: ]tinerary for FSU March 22-24, 2013.docx; Donna Papa.vcf 

DonnaJ. Papa 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

i F: (919) 962 5105 

Camps/Clinics: 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

>>> Donna Papa 3/21/2013 1:23 PM >>> 

This is our itinerary. 
ACC Rule for away trips: 

We are only allowed to take 20 players on the road games. At home it is not an issue how many we dress etc, 

ACC Championship @ FSU We can take everyone can only dress out 20. 

Thanks 

Coach P 

DonnaJ. Papa 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

/ F: (919) 962 5105 

Camps/Clinics: ~,’.~,<:,.~,"<~fi.~,.<~<~ftb~..’II<:~.mm~s.<<~i.~’, 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 



Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Paying for tutors 

I actually have meetings tomorrow until lpm. Do you have any time after lpm? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 5:38 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Paying for tutors 

Yes, this Friday is best. Can you meet at 9? 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:17 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Paying for tutors 

Yes, I would be happy to meet. Do you have any availability to meet this Friday afternoon? Or would like to push it to 

next week? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:19 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Cc: ’Sarah Haney (skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Paying for tutors 

Susan, 

Can you and I please schedule a meeting or a call to address the issue raised by Coach Haney in her message 
below? I would like to discuss the options. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille(~unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

From: Sarah Haney [mailto:skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Paying for tutors 

Hello Vince, 
Yesterday at the Head Coaches Meeting we discussed using our operational budget to pay for tutors. I asked whether or 

not we were allowed to use our budget to pay for non-scholarship athletes and Bubba said he was unsure. I emailed 

Lance and he said it was an institutional policy and that the NCAA doesn’t care who we provide tutoring for (in the 

scholarship/non-scholarship athlete perspective). 

He told me to ask you and academics, but I don’t know who I would talk to in Academics about this issue right now. 

Any thoughts? 

Thanks, 
Sarah 

Sarah K. Haney 

Carolina Women’s Rowing- Head Coach 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office- 919-962-8278 

Cell- 

Fax- 919-843-8175 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:05 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Softball Budget update through February28, 2013 and meeting request for 2013-2014 
Budget 

319616 - Softball - February 28.pdf 

Coach, 

I am attaching the budget update through February 28, 2013. Please review for accuracy and let your Business Office 

contact or me know if you have any questions. 

Also, budget and additional needs requests for the 2013-2014 fiscal year will be sent out from this office tomorrow. I 

would once again like to set up individual meetings with each Coach to review your budget history and discuss plans for 

next year. This meeting would also provide an opportunity for the sport administrators to ask questions as well if they 

choose to attend. The Business Office would also like to hear ways that we can serve your needs better. We would like 

to have these meetings completed before the new budget information is due back to this office. That information will 

be due back April 19. Please see the times below for my current availability. Thanks for your help, and I look forward to 
seeing you soon. 

April ist -5th - 9am- 12 pm and 2 pm - 5pm 

April 8-9- 12 and 2-5 

April 9 - 9 to 12 

April 10 - 1to 5 

Mike 

Michael Perkins 

Assistant Athletic Director for Business Operations 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 962-5155 
Cell: 

Fax : (919) 962-0125 
mperkins@u ncaa.unc.edu 

"We educate and inspire through athletics" 



FY 20t2-13 BUDGET REPORT 

Transactions Through: 2/28/2013 Date Printed: 3/21/2013 

] 

! BUDGET ACTUALS % OF BGT 

TOTAL EXPENSES: $ 288,750.00 $ 27!,246.45    93.9% $ 214,550.00 $ !47,021.46 68.5% 



The University of North Carolina 

Name Balance as of 3/21/13 

Charlie Justice Football Operating Endowment 
Football operating Endowment 
Carolina Lettermen’s Operating Endowment 
Joe Maddux Football Operating Endowment 
James Gray Football Managers Scholarship 

$52,912 

$113,059 

$32,096 

$44,709 

$15,179 

** * Notes 

***Football Operating Endowment is known as Big Hitters account. 

This account is mainly used for supplementing coaches. 

*** James Gray is for for Scholarships for student managers only 

*** Dominic says no other restrictions, but Football tries to avoid using these 

if at all possible. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 9:46 AM 

Jonah.Newman@chronicle. com 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Follow up to multi-year scholarships request 

Mr. Newman, 

Please see below in red for the answers to your questions. 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

We Educate and Inspire through athletics I GoHeels.com I ;! ... 

From: Jonah Newman <Jonah.Newman@chronicle.com> 

Date: March 21, 2013, 10:08:10 AM CDT 

To: <skirschn @ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: Follow up to multi-year scholarships request 

Dear Mr. Kirschner: 

I wanted to write to thank you and your office for assisting with our recent public 
records request about single-year and multi-year scholarship grants-in-aid at UNC- 
Chapel Hill. 

The Records office provided us with a grant-in-aid template, which didn’t specify 
whether the aid was given for a single-year or as a multi-year offer. So I just wanted to 
follow up with a few questions for you that will help us better understand how your 
institution is using the NCAA’s relatively new multi-year aid policy. 

Did you offer multi-year grants for this year’s freshman class? Are you offering them 
for next year’s incoming freshman? 
Yes. Yes by coaches request. 

Can you give a rough estimate of how many student-athletes have been offered multi- 
year scholarship awards? 
Nine for 13-14 

Have you offered--or do you plan to offer--multi-year aid to all of your scholarship 
athletes? If not, in which sport or sports are student-athletes being offered multi-year 
grants? 
No. For 13-14 we offered multi-years to baseball, men’s golf, men’s swimming, women’s 

soccer and softball. Multi-years will be offered if requested by a coach. 



Thanks again for your help. 

Best, 

Jonah Newman 

Database Reporter 

(202) 466-1749 

Brad Wolverton 

Senior Writer 

brad.wolverton @ch ron icle.co m 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

1255 23rd St. NW 

Washington, D.C. 20037 

chronicle.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 10:16 AM 

1lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

UNC to face FSU on ESPN3 

Donna Papa.vcf 

Receiver of Responses: B.qillet@uncaa.unc.edu 

Hello! 

We hope this email finds you well. This week we hosted NCCU. We won both games by run-rule. Below is a story from 
www.goheels.com. Today we’ll travel to Florida State University to take on ACC foe the Noles in a three game series. Saturday’s 
9am game can be viewed by live stream on ESPN3.com. We hope you’ll follow us for updates on Twiiter @UNCSoftball, as well as 
on Facebook at University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball, & on Instagram at UNCSoftball. 

Wrestling, Women’s Basketball, Men’s Basketball, and Swimming and Diving are all on the road competing at the NCAA Tournament. 
It is so great to see Carolina Athletics carry on our Championship Tradition. We wish them the best of luck! 

Have a great week! We hope you’re getting excited for some home ACC games soon. 
Go Heels, 

Coach P., Coach Boo, & Coach Tony 

Photo By: Jeffrey A. Camarati 

UNC Run-Rules NCCU In Doubleheader Wins 
Release: 03/19/2013 

C HAP E E Hi E E;NiC ~C a ~ii n a ~un ~ ie dN C Cent~a I in two gain es~U~Sdayi i m p~o~i n g t~ 2i~0 (3~0) a n dr~maini~gU n d efe ate d at 
Anderson Stadium (11-0) this season. 

Haleigh Dickey and Tracy Chandless each hit a two-run homer, and Lori Spingola tossed a one-hitter in game one as Tar Heels 
topped the Eagles 9-0 and 10-2. Carolina tallied 20 hits in the two games while limiting NCCU to just five. 
GAME ONE 
Aquilla Mateen started off the first by reaching base on an error and then stealing second. After a sacrifice bunt by Erin Satterfield, 
Mateen advanced to third and then scored on a sacrifice fly by Dickey. 



A single by Amber Parrish to right center led offthe second.Stephanie Krider pinch ran for Parrish and advanced to third on a 
double by Kristen Brown to left center. Amy Nece singled to bring in Krider, while Mateen followed with a single to drive in Brown 
and advance Nece to third. Nece came home on an error, and then a double by Satterfield brought in Mateen as the Tar Heels went 
up 5-0. 
In the fourth, Nece drew a walk and advanced to second on a passed ball before coming home when Jenna Kelly singled left. Tisha 
Mahon then singled and moved Kelly to second, who then scored on an Eagle error. Ha!eLqh Dickey homered to left to bring in 
Mahon and secure the 9-0 shutout victory. 
Lori Spin~ola pitched four innings for the win, recording five strikeouts while only giving up one hit. Lauren Fuller recorded one 
strikeout with no hits in one inning in the circle. 

GAME TWO 
Mahon singled and stole second to start offthe first inning before Brown reached after getting hit by a pitch. Dickey singled and 
advanced to second on the throw, while Brown moved to third and Mahon came home. Orr hit a sacrifice fly to drive in Brown and 
advance Dickey to third, and a single to short by Causey brought in Dickey. Elena Covert pinch ran for Causey, advancing to 
second on a single by Amy Nece before Kelly drew a walk to load the bases. Covert then took advantage of a wild pitch to run home 
and put Carolina up early, 4-0. 
The Eagles’ Bianka Molina doubled to right center to lead offthe second inning. Angelique Perricelli drew a walk, before a groundout 
advanced the two NCCU runners to second and third. London Germ singled to left to score Molina, and a single by Nadia Jefferies 
drove in Perricelli. 
Rolling into the second, Mahon singled on a bunt and then stole second before scoring on a sL~g]e by Orr, who advanced to second 
on the throw. Causey singled through the left side to drive in Orr followed by a two-run shot to center by Chandless. Nece drew a 
walk, advancing to second on a passed ball and then scoring as Kelly reached on an error. 
After a scoreless third, Causey led offthe fourth with a single to short. Krider pinch ran for Causey, advancing to second when 
Chandless was hit by a pitch and scoring on a Pai,qe Williams double down the left field line. 
Sara Buchholz got the win in game two, tossing four innings with three strikeouts while giving up four hits and three walks. Ashley 
Bone.pitched the final inning, striking out one with no hits or walks. 

LIP NEXT 
The Tar Heels head to Florida State this weekend, March 23-24, for their second ACC series and then head to Buies Creek, N.C., to 
face Campbell on Wednesday, March 27. Carolina returns home to host Virginia Tech March 29-30. 

It’s a great day to be a Tar Heel! 

Website: www.goheels.com 

Camps/Clinics: www.carolinasoftballca raps.corn 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

2012 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONS * NFCA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE 

5 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS * 5 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR 

2 ACC PITCHERS OF THE YEAR * 2 ACC ROOKIES OF THE YEAR * 5 ACC PLAYERS OF THE YEAR 

3_0 NCAA APPEARANCES * 3_3_ ALL-AMERICANS * 3_3_ ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

Think Green: Please don’t print this email unless you really need to. 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday 11:23 AM 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Vince, 

] 

Joyce 

> > "ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 11:16AM > >> 

Joyce, 

there any chance that I might be able to offer a candidate the 

Vince 

position today? Thanks. 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 11:48 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Will do. 

Joyce 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11:44 AM >>> 

OK, just let tne know when you’re ready. Thanks. 

F~om: Joyce Daleleish [mailto:ioyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Vince, 

Joyce 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 11:16AM >> > 

Joyce, 

Is there any chance that I might be able to offer a candidate 

Vince 

today? Thanks. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Friday, March 22, 2013 11:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

20130322115347387.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R10618" @Aicio NIP 4500) 

Scan Date: 03 22.2013 11:53:47 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Thanks for meeting with Paul Pogge and me on Sunday. I provided the names of the agents 
who currently interest you to our contact with the security and investigation firm. I hope to 
have reports for you to review soon. If you have any questions or need additional information, 
please contact me. Good luck with practices and Maryland this week. 
Vince Ille 
Senior Assoc. AD 
UNC Athletics 

Please remember, the selection of an agent is not a race! The people who use high pressure 
tactics and try to rush you to keep you from doing your homework, are usually guys you 
should avoid. Everybody wants to make the sale, that’s understandable. But if you approach 
it as a professional, tell them you are doing your research, and you plan to make a careful 
and educated decision, the guy who puts your interests first will respect that. The guy who 
views you as just another asset/paycheck will keep pushing you. That guy will never put your 
interests ahead of his. Don’t fall for those tactics. Let’s get the background reports first and 
have some "real life" interviews before you make your choice. It’s an important one. Hope 
practice went well tonight. 
Vince 

Corey mentioned to me yesterday that you came by to see if the investigators’ reports on the 
agents are ready yet. In told the only thing we still need is info from the NFLPA regarding 
grievances filed and we are negotiating for those. Should have them any day. In the 
meantime, please be patient and remember to make this decision only after reviewing our 
report. You are a professional. If prospective agents view you as a professional, they will 
respect how you are making your decision. If you need any help from me, please let me 
know. I will have those reports in your hands ASAP. Also, please let me know if you want us 
to set up some in-person on-campus interviews for the guys who are your finalists. Thanks. 
Vince 
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NFL Players 

Association 
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Hard work And Lovind 

~t~ 

The Rise of The New 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard A. Baddour CAROLINA LEADERSHIP ACADEMY <info@maJlva.evite.com> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 1:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Message about Recognition Banquet 

T-minus: 3 weeks until the Recognition Banquet. Let’s us know whether or not you will be able to attend, so we can plan accordingly. 

View 7b..is Invi~,ation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Matt Burgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 4:43 PM 

Subject: New Staff Interps on LSDBI 

Happy Monday all, 
The below staff interpretations were posted to LSDBI today. Please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 
Recruiting Conversations at Camps and Clinics (I) 

Date Published: March 25, 2013 

Item Ret! a 
Interpretation: 

The academic and Inembership a£t;afirs staff confirmed that a camp or clinic is considered ml athletics competition or athletics event. Therefore, a host institution’s 

coaching s~tt’member may not engage in recruiting activities other than recruiting conversations with prospective s~dent-athletes participating in the ins~titution’s camp 

or clinic until after the completion of the camp or clinic. Ally recruiting activities that occur after completion of the camp or clinic are subject to applicable recruiting 
calendar restrictions. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.1.6.2 (practice or competition site); 13.12.1.5 (recruiting calendar exceptions); and (10/02/92) staff interpretation which has been 

archived] 

Medical Examinations Conducted by a Professional Athletics Team (1) 

Date Published: March 25, 2013 

Item Re£ b 

Interpretation: 

The academic aM membership affairs sV~It’confinned that medical examinations (e.g., psychologica~ examination~ eye examinations, hearing examinations) coMucted 

by a pmfessiona] athletics team constitute a tly’out designe& in part. to measure the athletics ability of a student-athlete. The s~tt’noted that a Inember institution is 

permitted to conduct these exmninations in accordance with permissible medical expenses mad may provide tile resalts to a pmfessiona] sports organization at its 

discretion. 

[References: NC/L’k Bylaws 12.2.1.3 (tly’out after enrollment) and 16.4 (medical expenses); mid a staffinterpretation (02/28/91, Iteln No. a, which has been 

archived)] 

Part-Time Student Serving as Student Host (I) 

Date Published: March 25, 2013 
Item ReI! c 

Interpretation: 

The academic and membership m’tZairs staffconfirmed that a student must be enrolled in a minimum full-time program of studies at the institution at the time he or she 

participates as a student host unless the student meets an exception to or is granted a waiver of the lull-time enrollment requirements tbr competition. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.6.7.5 (student host); 14.1.7.1.3 (exception - final selnester/quarter); 14.1.7.2.1 (exceptions); 14.1.7.3 (waivers), and staff 

interpretation (12/20/89, Item No. f), which has been archived] 
Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Phone: 336-369-4641 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday,               9:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>;. 

RE: ~dsumd 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thanks for touching base with this. I am going to pass your information along to Mr. Graves and tell him a little bit about 

you. What is your cell phone number so we can communicate with you if we are able to work something out? 

Hope you’re well, 

Paul 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:26 PM 
To: 
(:c: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Rdsumd 

Thanks for the message and the resume. I hope spring practice is going well for you. I will talk with Paul Pogge 
again about our trying to set up a meeting for you with Rod Graves. http://www.azcardinals.com/team/staff/rod- 
grave s/b 7179486-66cd-4093-b030-cdfl a9da0d50 
http ://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rod Graves 

Rod was most recently the General Manager with the Arizona Cardinals and will be here for our spring game. 
We would like to introduce you to him if we can work out the scheduling. Enjoy the practices and stay healthy. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

From 
Sent: Tuesday, [ 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 

11:42 AM 

~,dsum~ 

Hello Mr. file, 



I hope that your spring break was refreshing and relaxing! I enjoyed the time off and being able to spend time 

with my family. Attached is a copy of my r~sum~ I have been working on to send to you. Please contact me if you wish 

for me to include any more information. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; Bradley 
Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <ernlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; John 
Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate 
Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc. edu> 

info session on b-school admissions 

Hi all, 
Anna Millar, who oversees the admissions process for the undergrad business program at Kenan-Flagler, has 
offered to come over to Loudermilk and speak to our staff about the undergraduate admissions process. She’s 
free anytime on April 12, which is a Friday. Maybe we shoot for 2 p.m.? The program takes about 1 hour. 
If this is something you’d be interested in attending, please let me know whether 4/12 at 2 p.m. works for you. 
(FYI, there’s an admissions overview for students on April 29, the reading day. I will make sure students and 
counselors receive info about that ahead of time.) 
Any questions/comments, please let me know. Thanks! 
-- Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc, edu 
www.g~oheel s corn 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

REMINDER/QUESTIONS [SAAC] Wednesday, March 27th [7 PM] 

Guideline for SAAC Interviews revised March 2013.docx 

SAAC Members, 

Attached is a list of questions you can run by your teammates/read to prep for tomorrow’s SAAC meeting. All comments/suggestions will 
be held confidential and reported as an aggregate so "this is a great opportunity to share your/your teammates thoughts and ideas. 

If you will not be present tomorrow night (so far, I’ve heard from Women’s Lacrosse, Men’s Lacrosse, and                 you will still 
have the opportunity to share your insight at a later date-- we will figure out the best way to do this a~ler the session tomorrow evening. 

Looking forward to seeing you all tomorrow evening[ Best of luck to those competing- GO HEEL S! 

On Mar 26, 2013, at 1:20 AM, ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Reminder: 

Please save thins Wednesday, March 27th at 7 PM for our March SAAC Meeting. We will be joined by’ UNC Faculty 
Athletics Conmaittee Chairwoman, Joy ReImer, and various other members of the committee. 

GO HEEL S, 



PRO SCOUTS (March 26, 2013) 
NAME TEAM NAME TEAM 
Matt Malaspina 49ers Eli Montague Panthers 
Marvin Lewi- HC Bengals Mike Craft Panthers 
Greg Seamon Bengals Tom Butler Panthers 

Hue Jaskson Bengals Frantzy Jourdain Patriots 
Kyle Caskey Bengals Greg Brannon Patriots 
Darrell Moody Bills Jon Robinson Patriots 

Tom Roth Bills Mickey Marvin Raiders 

Nick Shiralli Broncos Paul Boudreau Rams 
Bobby Vega Browns Sean Gurus Rams 
Mike Yowarsky Bucs Andrew Weidl Ravens 
Randy Mueller Chargers Jim Monos Saints 

Pat Sperduto Chiefs Shemy Schembechler Seahawks 

Ahmad Russell Colts Dan Rooney Steelers 

Joe Gilbert Colts Mike Martin Texans 
Bill Dekraker Cowboys Richard Sheltan Titans 

James Turner Dolphins Jeff Davidson Vikings 

Mike Murphy Dolphins Mike Sholiton Vikings 

Mike Bradway Eagles 

Anthony Robinson Falcons 

Marc Ross Giants 

Steve Verderosa Giants 
Tony Khan Jaguars 

Brian Simmons Jaguars 

David Caldwell - GM Jaguars 

George Yarno Jaguars 



Gus Bradley- HC Jaguars 

Jedd Fisch Jaguars 

Bob Babich Jaguars 
Terry Richardson Jaguars 

Jay Mandolesi Jets 
John Idzik - GM Jets 
Martin Mayhew - GM Lions 

Rob Lohman Lions 

Lee Gissendaner Packers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@ unc.ed u> 

Wednesday, IViarch 27, 2013 5:07 PIVi 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Winter Sport AII-ACC Academic 

Cover 2012-13 (Winter) Letter to Academic Advisors.doc; 2013 Swimmin8 (W) 

Form.pdf; 2013 Wrestlin8 (M) Form.doc; 2013 Wrestlin8 (M) Form.pdf; 2013 Indoor 

Track & Field (M) Form.doc; 2013 Indoor Track & Field (M) Form.pdf; 2013 Indoor Track 

& Field (W) Form.doc; 2013 Indoor Track & Field (W) Form.pdf; 2013 Swimmin8 (M) 

Form.doc; 2013 Swimmin8 (M) Form.pdf; 2013 Swimmin8 (W) Form.doc 

Spencer 

Is this what you mean?...this also came in yesterday 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Yakola>, Amy Yakola <ayakola@theacc.org> 

Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:31 PM 

To: "Adrien Harraway (ah4nb@virginia.edu)" <ah4nb@virginia.edu>, "Carrie Leger (carrie leger@ncsu.edu)" 

<carrie leger@ncsu.edu>, "Chris Uchacz (cuchacz@umd.edu)" <cuchacz@umd.edu>, "David Wyman 

(d.wyman@miami.edu)" <d.wyman@miami.edu>, "Dr. Dard Miller (dard.miller@bc.edu.)" 

<dard.miller@bc.edu>, "Heather Ryan (hryan@duaa.duke.edu)" <hryan@duaa.duke.edu>, "Jane Caldwell 

(caldwejh@wfu.edu)" <caldwejh@wfu.edu>, "Jermaine Holmes (jeholmes@vt.edu)" <jeholmes@vt.edu>, "Phyllis M. 

LaBaw (plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu)" <plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Rebecca Bowman (rbowman@clemson.edu)" 

<rbowman@clemson.edu>, Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Shelia Meek (ssm2b@virginia.edu)" 

<ssm2b@virginia.edu>, "Steve Duzan (sduzan@admin.fsu.edu)" <sduzan@admin.fsu.edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs 

(vfuchs@ad min.fsu.edu)" <vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu> 

Co: "Annabelle Myers (annabelle myers@ncsu.edu)" <annabelle myers@ncsu.edu>, Art Chase 

<chasea@duaa.duke.edu>, Chris Cameron <cameroch@bc.edu>, Chris Freet <c.freet@miami.edu>, "Chris Yandle 

(c.yandle@miami.edu)" <c~yandle@miami.edu>, Dave Smith <vtsid@vt.edu>, Dean Buchan 

<dbuchan@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Elliott Finebloom (efinebloom@fsu.edu)" <efinebloom@fsu.edu>, Jim Daves 

<jimdaves@virginia.edu>, "Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest@unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>, 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Steve Shutt <shuttsj@wfu.edu>, Tim Bourret <btimoth@clemson.edu>, 

Zack Bolno <zbolno@umd.edu>, Brian Morrison <bmorrison@theacc.org>, Mike Finn <mfinn@theacc.org>, "Ufnowski, 

Amy" <aufnowski@theacc.org>, "Phillips, Steve" <sphil!ips@theacc.org>, "Lane, George" <glane@theacc.org> 

Subject: Winter Sport AII-ACC Academic 

2012-13 Winter Sports AII-ACC Academic Teams 

Monday, March 25, 2013 

To: ACC Academic Advisors 



FROM: Amy Yakola, Senior Associate Commissioner, Public Relations & Communications 

Attached are the All-ACC Academic team nomination forms for the following 2012-13 winter sports: 

Women’s Indoor Track & Field 
Men’s Indoor Track & Field 
Women’s Swimming & Diving 
Men’s Swimming & Diving 
Wrestling 

Consideration Criteria: 
Student-athletes must have a minimum grade point average of 3.00 for their recently completed semester/quarter and a 
cumulative 3.00 grade point average for their career. 

The GPAs will be based on grades through the fall semester. 

A major part of consideration for this honor should be directed towards the student-athlete’s athletic accomplishments. 
Athletic criteria includes (in no particular order): 

Participation in at least 50 percent of his/her team’s athletic competitions during the season. 
National and Conference accolades, awarded during the postseason and preseason. 
Statistical performance by the student-athlete from the recently completed season. 

Nomination Process: 
The ACC Communications office will email the respective nomination forms to each of the schools’ Academic Advisors. 

The Academic Advisor and staff will be responsible for completing and returning the nomination form by the established 
deadline via email or fax (336-854-8797) to Amy Yakola (avakola@theacc.org). 

Selection Process: 
The selection committee for the All-ACC academic teams is comprised of (1) the primary ACC Communications office 
contact for the sport (2) the primary ACC championships office contact for the sport, and (3) Amy Yakola, Senior 

Associate Commissioner, Public Relations & Communications. 

If you wish to submit your form electronically, please be sure to save the document before sending it via email to ensure 
that the information you entered is not lost. You may also print the completed form out and submit your nominations via 
fax (336-854-8797). IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY NOMINATIONS, PLEASE E-MAlL ME FOR THE RECORD 
THAT YOU HAVE NO NOMINATIONS. 

The All-ACC Academic team nomination forms are attached. The deadline for the winter All-ACC Academic teams will 
beFrida~/, April 5. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

cc: ACC Sports Information Directors 

Amy Yakola 
ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 
Public Relations and Marketing 

4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 
ayakola@theacc.org 
Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Men’s tennis community service!public appearances attached 

Men’s Tennis Community Interaction.doc 



Monday, Apri.[- Sunday, Apri.[ 7 

Recent News: 

Schedule: 

Weather: 

Promotions: 

Special Guest: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 11:15 AM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

This week’s schedule - ]MPORTANT 

This week for Carolina Softball, April 1-7, 2013.docx; Donna Papa.vcf 

Attached is a schedule for the week. Please read carefully. 

Players See you soon, Have a great day 

Coach P 

DonnaJ. Papa 

University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

F: (919) 962 5105 

Website: ~,,:,~:~ .~ ~/~ ~ ~ I~., c~ ,~,, 

Camps/Clinics: 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vv~inAD <kevi~wi nthropintelligence .com@mail 142.wdc02.mcdlv .neV~ 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 6:02 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu:> 

The Winthrop Note: Tournament Payou’~s, Budgets, and Upsets 



The 2013 NCA& Men’s Basketbet F.inet FeL~r is set, end ~he~e have 

bee~ nume~ous a~nouncements ~ece~ty ~egardi~g conference 

ch~nges~ so now ~s a good line to expio~e j~.~s~ how much money ~s 

go~ng to be d~stdbuted and to whom. 

"With our recent 

vendor 

negotiations, 

,AD helped 

red~.~ce our risk 

arid increase ou~ 

fina~cial retL~m" 



NCAA ~qen’s Basketball 

baske~bail budgats sc!oaa Diviaior!..1 

and id.gntily~ Irom an adminie~ra[ive 

functions, the Directors’ Cup and 

Capital One Cup each employ 

surpnsingbt dissimiiar scoring 

metrledelogies each in its own way 

NCAA ~1e~’s Basketball 

.T...q..u..!:.~! a .r..k! .eL~! .t....~,:.~..a...(~.b ~! ~... 

gs the eyes of spo£s fans turn to the 

parquets: anxiously anticipating the 

a~l:ent~on ~a last year’s b~ggea~ u pseta 

Unfair Advanta(2~£ 

In a perfect world, schedules will be set 

[~ s~ch a way that each team st~ has 

roughly the same ~evel of difficuRy to 

Ask, the AD: BHan Hutchinson 

Tech ~ologSf_ 

Under Hutchir~een’s leader.ship~ lh.9 

athlete performance, and staffm9 levei 

See why Win AD is 

vitae to the Bulfdog’s 

success wilh a 

video tour of the 

What ~e’re Reading 

STUDIES 

A~d expla~ation of the 

current legal status of 1he 

non-p~ofil duty of o#edience: 

applying those pdndples to 

recent NC~ executive 

derisions, procedures, and 

NCAA structure ~l:se~. 

enforceability of athletic 

conferences’ liquidation 

LEGAL SY~’~POS~ 

Thursday, Mu~rah 28 

~J o, ,m~’., a,_.,"__ } ,e, C o I ~ e g, e 

Su~tu rday, April 



Winthrop h)te~li.genceo 

U~iversity of ~ichigan 

Case Study Winners 



ta~k" dialogue on revenue            ::~ 

generation ~ssues 

intercollegiate athletics this 

summer at the 

~dminisl:rators, by 

and wil~ not be open to ~:qembers 

of t~e 

Fo: 
rno:e informatio~ contsct .~..h.i!..~.l:!#.e..s." at 800-2 ~ 8-2280 



:1 From: 

2 Sent: 

3 To: 

4 Subject: 

5 Attach: 

6 

7 

9 Vince, 

:10 

:1:1 Men’s Tennis is looking to sign 

:12 

is a top recruit in the country and therefore is requesl 

13 Tom 

14 

15 Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

16 Office 919.962.7851 I Cell            I Fax 919.962.6002 

:17 ,~::.::~:~cate and Inspire through athletics I GoHeels.com I 

18 .~ 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Men’s Tennis 

tennis letter.docx 

11 ing some additional financial aid stipulations. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 



A 
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

:10 Joe and Eve, 

:1:1 

:12 Attached is the ASA for/ Please make sure it is correct. 

:13 

:14 Vince: ’as competitively admitted to the MAC program. 

:15 

:16 Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

:17 Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             Fax 919.962.6002 

:18 ~Jcate and Inspire through athletics I GoHeels.com I 

20’ 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

i0 

ii 

12 

14 

16 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

B 
Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:16 PM 

Joe Sal~ula <jsal~ula@uncaa.unc.edu>; rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

~,SA 

Volleyball - - ASA.pdf 



Invited! 

Dear Football Parents/Guardians: 

April 3, 2013 

Please join us for a players’ parent meeting and luncheon prior to our 
Spring Game on Saturday, April 13th at 3pro. This event will be a great 
opportunity to meet other parents, players, coaches, and football support 
staff. 

The players’ parent meeting and luncheon will be held on the 3rd Floor 
Concourse of the Kenan Football Center. We ask that all family members 
who are interested in joining us to enter Kenan Stadium thru Gate 5. A 
players’ parent meeting has been scheduled to update parents on important 
matters concerning the 2013 football season. The players’ parent meeting 
will be scheduled to start at 11:30 am and will be followed by lunch. 
Starting at 12:45 pm, we will hold autograph sessions outside of Gate 3, 
which will also be open to the public. 

Unfortunately, NCAA regulations require that we charge each attendee for 
the cost of their meal. The cost for lunch is $10 per person. We will only 
be able to accept cask payments, which will be collected upon your 
arrival. To make your reservation for lunch, please contact Teresa 
Vanderford (via phone or email) at 919-962-9144 or at 
tvanderford@email.unc.edu no later than Wednesday, April I 0~h. 

Coach Fedora 

E:\Football Folder\Parent Letters\2013 INVITATION TO PARENTS FOR SRING GAME & LUNCttEON.doc 



2013 Spring Game Logistics- updated 4/1/13 

Friday, April 12, 2013 

12:00 PM Bell Tower Park Stage Load-In (SE Systems) - LEWIS 
Overnight securi~r requested from DPS, 6 pm Friday through 9 aln Saturday - STEINBACHER 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 

9:30 AM Bell Tower Park, Sound Check (SE Systems) - LEWIS 
9:30 AM: SE Systems 
10:00 AM: Groovetown 

Back Stage Area set up for Band, Cheerleaders, Mascot, etc. - Pope Box - SPURLING 

11:00 AM Bell Tower Park Opens 
Food Vendors in Stone Center Parking Spaces - BEROS 
Chapel Hill Sportswear in Stone Center Parking Spaces - BEALE 
Football Uniform Display in TBD - BEALE 
hfflatables in Kenan Football Center Parking Spaces - THEBY 
FacePainting in TBD - THEBY 
Cheerleaders & Rameses - WALTERS / BROSSMAN 
Kenan Stadium Open (Gates 2,3,6) for Restrooms / Concessions - CULLER / BRUNNER / BEROS 
Bell Tower Quads (FB Lettermark Carolina Fever) - THEBY / HOLLIDAY / VANDERFORD 

12:00 PM - 
2.~0 PM 

GrooveTown Live in the Bell Tower Park - STEINBACHER 

12:45 PM - 

1:45 PM 

Current Team Autograph Session - Gate 3 (FOOTBALL) - BEALE / HOLLIDAY / WILLIAMS 
Offense for 30 minutes (45 players) 
Defense & Specialists for 30 minutes (45 players) 
3,000 Aulograph Cards - BEALE 

2:00 PM Blue Zone Doors Open (BZ Seat Holders Only) - ELLIS 

Pro Game - Marching Band Performance w/GrooveTown in Bell Tower Park (potential) - FUCHS 

Pro Game - Marching Band normal gameday stadium entrance and pro game rontine (potential) - FUCHS 

Pre Game - Live National Amhe~n performed by the Clef Hangers (potential) - BEALE 

3:00 PM Spring Game Kickoff 
Coach Fedora addresses crowd just before Kickoff 

1st Half Media Timeout - Giovani Bernard award presentation - BEST 

10 minute Halftime - ANDREWS 
Football Uniform Debut 
Jeff Saturday - GAA Presentation 
Potential Jonathan Cooper Presentation 
Larry Fedora Address Crowd 
Marching Band (from seats) 



2013 Spring Game Logistics - updated 4/1 / ! 3 

Parking - HAWKINS 
Public parking for the Spring Game will be available on a first come, first serve basis in the following lots: 
Bell Tower Deck, Rams Head Deck, Craige Deck, Jackson Deck, Cardinal Deck, Boshamer Lot and Bowles 
Lot. Disability Parking will be available in the Rams Head Deck. All parking vdll be $5 per vehicle. 

Staff Parking 
" Aramark - 
¯ Marketing - 
¯ arooveTown 
¯ Game Ops - 
¯ Rams Club- 
, Football - 

Venue Access / Credentials (Stadium Drive / Kenan Stadium) - BEST 
® Open Access - only credentials needed are media (Communications) 

Game Format / ESPN3 Broadcast - LANG 
o Format (se~below) 
o ESPN3 Talent: Jones Angell, Rick Steinbacher 

Larry Fedora Live - Tuesday, April 9th, 7:00 PM, Top of the Hill - SOBBA / ANGELL / FEDORA 

Team Entrance - BEALE / ANDREWS 
o Teams will use two locker rooms, both teams will enter at same time to one entrance video, 

cheerleaders split to support both teams, no smoke (smoke will be used for Uniform debut at 

halftime) 

Rain Plan 
® Show- goes on as long as it can safely, need to develop backup autograph / meet and greet plan in the 

event of severe weather (Football / Game Ops / Marketing) 

Miscellaneous To Do List 



2013 Carolina Football Spring Game Timing Format 

Note: All timeouts are 2:15 in duration 

ESPN Airtime 3:00 PM-Anthem complete prior to air 

Kickoff - 3:04 PM 

First Quarter (15:00 - normal game timing) 

© Media timeout approx7:30 

End of Quarter 

o Media timeout 

Second Quarter (15:00 - normal game timing) 

o Media timeout approx 10:00 

Halftime - 10:00 

Third Quarter (15:00 - running clock) 

© Media timeout approx. 7:30 

End of Quarter 

o Media timeout 

Fourth Quarter (15:00 - running clock) 

o Media timeout approx. 7:30 

Break #1 

Break #2 

Break #3 

Break #4 

Break #5 

Break #7 

Break #8 

Break #9 



University of Oklahoma 
Athletics Compliance - Compliance Coordinator 

The University of Oklahoma is seeking applicants for a full-time position of Compliance 
Coordinator (listed as Managerial Associate I- Compliance Coordinator). 

This position ~vill assist in the coordination and enforcement of NCAA, conference and 
institutional compliance issues. The qualified candidate ~vill be responsible for daily 
operations of the Athletics Compliance Department by assisting in the implementation of 
~-ales education and monitoring procedures in conjunction with the Executive Director of 

Athletics Compliance; performing other related duties as assigned. 

Minimum Qualifications 
Bachelor’s Degree or 48-months experience in NCAA athletics compliance. Excellent 
oral and written communication. A demonstrated record of dependability and high 
productivity. Ability to maintain confidentiality and a commitment to integrity. 

Preferred Qualifications 
Juris Doctorate or Master’s Degree in athletics administration, management or business; 
18 months full-time experience handling NCAA compliance issues. Salary is 
commensurate with experience and qualifications. 

Applicants should apply for this position online at http://jobs.ou.edu or at the office of 
Human Resources, 905 Asp Avenue, Room 205, Norman, OK 730119. Refer to the 
appropriate job requisition #16643 on all correspondence. Deadlines subject to change 
with or without notice. 

For further information on this or other OU job opportunities, please call 405/325-1826, 
or visit our website at www.ou.edu/hr. The University of Oklahoma is an affirmative 
action/equal opportunity employer and encourages diversity in the workplace. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Donna Papa 

Papa 

Donna 

Business 

Phone: 

475-3264 

E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaaa~nc.edu~ 

Friday, April 5, 2013 2:09 PM 

Subject: How Bad Do You Want It? 

Hello, 

This week we look at the Energy Bus chapters 16 & 17. George is on the bus with "wolves" - people that are negative. He doesn’t know how to handle them, so he 

lets them continue to roll their eyes, be negative, and make a joke of his goals. Later George realizes that negativity is the enemy. "Every person and every team 

will be tested on their journey." George realizes that he is not a failure, but that to stop trying is to fail. "Self-doubt, fear, hopelessness, and negative energy drain 

you and sabotage everything you want in life and all the success you desire." Gordon introduces Rule #5: "Don’t waste your energy on those who don’t get on your 

bus."You cannot drive someone else’s bus, you can only drive your own. We all have choices in life. You can choose to be upset and frustrated when things don’t 

go as planned, or you can choose to work harder and make a change. It is more than half way through our season. Some people are in the starting line-up always, 

some are in it sometimes, some are used as pinch hitters-runners-etc. We all have an important role on this team. We need to continue to "Feed The Positive 

Dog". Wednesday was a prime example of a TEAM WIN. Every single person contributed to that win...EVERY SINGLE PERSON! We are 23 strong and we need to be 

23 strong daily. 

The quote of the week: "Today matters, never look at one as being more important than another. Win the day! Dominate today! Focus on the present." This quote 

relates well going into our UVA series. We won Tuesday and Wednesday_.now we need to win ONE game at a time Saturday and Sunday. We need to be focused 

on the present and play our best game to beat the Cavs. 

This week’s youtube video is called "How Bad Do You Want It?". We chose this video because it talks about having dreams and how dreams often get tested. Are 

you an athlete who is satisfied with whatever success you achieve or are you an athlete who continues to work hard every day to attain rare levels of success? 

Never settle. Always stay hungry for success. It wo’rl be easy. We can do it TOGETHER. We believe in you! 

http:/!www.youtube.com/watch?v=V3HkQfLDdJQ 

Go Heels, 

The Coaches 

WEEKLY REPLY~ALL, Please respond by Monday, April 8, 2013: 
1. How bad do you want it? When you look back on the 2013 season, what do you want to see that YOU have accomplished? 

(athletically and academically) 

2. When you look back on the 2013 season, what do you want to see that WE have accomplished as a team? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 2:28 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The United States would "not be surprised" if North Korea launched a missile, White House spokesman Jay Carney said today. 

Two medium-range missiles have been loaded onto mobile launchers on the East coast of North Korea, a U.S. official told CNN today. South Korea’s semiofficial 

Yonhap news agency, citing milit~ary sources in Seoul, said the missiles are hidden in an unidentified facilily m~d are ready to be launched. 

It is believed a missile launch wonld be a "test" rather than a targeted strike. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

Check your Credit Scorn in 2013 

It’s easy, secure and won’t affect your Scorn 

http://www.FreeCreditScom.com/CNN 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreaJdngnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2013 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thumes, Jaclde <jthurnes@ncaa.org> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Entbrcement s~taffpositions 

Cook Once I get some more details, I’ll call you And that’s a negative on me at the hehn - I’d prefer to keep a low- profile’. Have a great weekend! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 5, 2013, at 3:59 PJ~ "Ille, Vince" <ille@email nnc edu<mailto:ille@email nnc edu>> wrote: 

Hi Ja ckie, 

I’m doing OK, thanks for the message. I’ll definitely give this some thought and forward some prospects your way Can you tell me the pay range and a general standard for the required 
experience level? Is Jay Price (f,armer assistant men’s basketball coach at Purdue, Illinois. ) still a candidate? Incidentally, I give you about 9 months before I expect you to be running the 
show- over there! 

I hope you and your family are happy and doing well It’s always great to hear from you. Have a great weekend! 

Vince 

From: Jackie Thurnes [mailto:jthumes@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Enforcement staff positions 

Hey Vince I hope you’re doing well. We’ve got several openings within the enforcement staff that we are currently recruiting candidates for 2 investigators in basketball, 2 investigators 
in investigations/processing and I investigator in football Could you help spread the word to any individuals you know who might be good candidates? Feel free to give them my number 
and have them call me Thanks and take care! 

Jackie A. Thumes ] Enforcement ]NCAA<http://www.ncaa.or~/>]317-917-6020 Officei 317-917-6055 Fax 

Physical Address: One NCAA Plaza ] 700 West Washington Street ] Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Mailing Address: P.O Box 6222 ] Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 
Overnight & Shipping Address: NCAA Distribution Center ] 1802 Alonzo Wafford Sr Dr~ve ] Indianapolis, IN 46202 

<image001 png> 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 
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The following is a checklist of forms that must be completed and returned to various individuals prior to the 

2013 ACC Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championships. 

Item Date Due To Whom Completed 
Possible Line-Up Sheets Monday, April 22 Lee Butler 

Phone: 336.854.8787 
@ 9:00 a.m. Fax: 336.369.11203 

lbutler@theacc.org 

Coaches’ Logistics Monday, April 22 Phone Number: 1.866.244.8528 
Conference Call Entry Code: 527972 

@ 10:00 a.m 

Coaches’ Locator Forms Monday, April 22 Marra Hvozdovic 

Complimentary 
Admissions Pass I_,i sts 

@ Noon 

Monday, April 22 

@ Noon 

Fax: o36.369.1203 
mhvozdovic@theacc, org 

Susan Bradley 
Fax: 919.462.2063 
susan.bradley@townofcaqr’, org 

Roster & Awards Monday, April 22 Lee Butler 
Ceremony Lists 

@ Noon 

Athletic Trainers Monday, April 22 
Conference Call 

@ 12:00 p.m. 

Phone: 336.854.8787 
Fax: 336.369.1203 

lbutler@theacc.org 

Phone Number: 1.866.591.2259 
Entry Code: 810206 

Line-Up Challenge Monday, April 22 Lee Butler 
Deadline Phone: 336.854.8787 

@ 5:00 p.m. Fax: 336.369.1203 
lbutler@theacc.org 

The A CC Manual shall take.precedence over the iqformation contained in this manual 
should a discrepancy exist. 



Artificial Noisemakers 
No artificial noisemakers (i.e., co~vbells, whistles, clappers, thundersticks) will be permitted at any Atlantic Coast 
Conference sporting event including regular and postseason events. 

Athletic Trainer’s Conference Call 
Athletic trainer’s should contact David Mills, ATC, LAT Professional Sports Medicine and Ca~ Orthopedics at 
919.291.5917 (c) or dmills 1 ~:bellsouth.net for details on the pre-championship athletic trainers’ conference call. This 

call will occur on Monday, April 22, 2012 at 12:00 p.m. Please use the following phone numbers and ent~ code to gain 

access to the call. 

Phone Number: 
Entry Code: 

Awards Information 

1.866.591.2259 

810206 

Awards Announced at the Championship 
The awards ceremony for the championship teams will take place as soon as possible after the men’s and women’s 
matches on Sunday, April 28, 2013. The presentation format for both the men’s and women’s tennis championship 

teams will be as follows: 

13 

1 
1 

Individual Awards for Members of the Winning Team 
Championship Team Trophy 
Most Valuable Player Trophy 

Awards Provided Following The Championship 
All-Conference Team. The men’s and women ~’ tennis All-ConJbrence Teams will be determined by a vote of the head 

coaches. An eighteen (18) member team will be named. 

Freshman of the Year. The ACC men ;s’ and women ~’ tennis Freshman ojdTe Year must be a true freshman and will 

be determined b~v a vote of the head coaches. 

Player of the Year. The ACC men’s and women ~’ tennis Player of the Year will be selected by a vote oJthe head 

coaches. 

Coach of the Yean The ACC men’s and women ~’ tennis Coach ojdTe Year will be selected by a vote qf the head 

coaches. 

3~lost Valuable Player. The ACC men ;s’ and women ~’ tennis ~4ost Valuable Player will be selected from the ACC 

Championship teams’ head coach. 

Balls 
Official match balls will be provided by the ACC. Wilson balls will be used. Ball changes will be conducted according to 
NCAA Tennis Championship policy. For the 2013 ACC Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championships, the U.S. Open Extra 

Duty will be used. Practice balls are available upon request. Contact Scan Ferreira or Susan Bradley at least one day 
prior to your initial practice if you will need practice balls. Ball baskets will not be available. 

Banners 
The display of banners is subject to the approval of the Conference office and Car?, Tennis Park. 



Bracket 
Please refer to pages 14 and 15 for the Official 2013 ACC Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championship brackets. Matches 
will be played at the following times: 

THURSDAY, APRIL 25 
SEEDS #5 AND #12 
SEEDS #8 AND #9 
SEEDS #7 .aND # 10 
SEEDS #6 AND # 11 

WOMEN: 9:00 AM 

WOYmN: 9:00 AM 

WOMEN: 12:00 PM 

WOMEN: 3:00 PM 

MEN: 9:00 AM 

N/NN: 12:00 PM 

MEN: 3:00 PM 

FRIDAY, APRIL 26 

SEEDS #1 AND #8/#9 (V~/INNER) 

SEEDS #4 vs. #5/#12 (~¢VINNER) 

SEEDS #2 AND #7/# 10 
SEEDS #3 AND #61# 11 (V~/INNER) 

SATURDAY, APRIL 27 
SEMI-FINAL 1 

SEMI-FINAL 2 

WOMEN: 9:00 AM 

WOX~N: 9:00 AM 

WO~EN: 12:00 PM 

WOMEN: 3:00 PM 

WO~EN: 10:00 AM 

WOMEN: 1:00 PM 

MEN: 9:00 AM 

NIEN: 12:00 IPM 

MEN: 12:00 PM 

MEN: 3:00 PM 

MEN: 10:00 AM 

MEN: 1:00 PM 

SUNDAY, APRIL 28 
WOMEN’S FINALS 

MEN’S FINALS 

ll:00AM 
ll:00AM 

Championship Games Committee 
The championship games committee will consist of Brad Taylor (Chief Umpire), Tom Coffman (Chair) and Michael Lipitz 

(Vice-Chair) of the men’s tennis committee, Phil Grayson (Chair) and Tom Gabbard (Vice-Chair) of the women’s tennis 

committee and Lee Butler (ACC Representative). This committee is responsible for ruling on and settling any disputes 
during the course of the championship. This committee reserves the right to make alterations to the Championship sched- 
ule of events due to inclement weathe~ security threats, team travel issues and other emergency situations. 

Championship Determination 
The Atlantic Coast Conference Men’s and Women’s Tennis champions will be determined by a single elimination 

tournament format. Please refer to page 12 for chmnpionship seeding procedures. 

Checklist 
Please refer to Section I. Checklist on page 4 for the coaches’ championship checklist. 

Coaches’ Locator Forms 
Please refer to Section VII. Forms on pages 20 (Men’s) and 21 (Women’s) for your Coaches’ Locator Form and fax it to 
Marra Hvozdovic at the Conference Office at 336.369.1203 by Monday; April 22, 2013. 

Coaches’ Logistics Conference Call 
The championship logistics conference call will be conducted at 10:00 a.m on Monda~y; April 22, prior to the 

championship. 

iPhone Number: 1.866.244.8528 

Entry Code: 527972 



Communications Information 
ACC Contact: Amy Ufnowski, Associate Director, Communications 

Phone: 336.369.1003 or 336.337.1249 (c) 

E-mail: aufnowski@theacc.org 
Fax: 336.854.8797 

Origination Rights 
Each school may designate one official radio station. Origination rights will be granted to that station free of charge. 
Additional stations originating broadcasts will be charged $50.00. Those interested in broadcasting the 2013 ACC 

Tennis Championships should contact Amy Ufnowski. Orders for lines should be completed by 
Thursday, April 17. 

Post-Match Coaches Interviews 
Post-match interviews will take place in the Ca~ Tennis Park Clubhouse or near the courts following each match. 

Concessions 
There will be snacks available at the concession stands on competition days throughout the championship. 

Contacts 
Please refer to Section IX. Contacts on page 43, for championship staff, host personnel (Athletic Trainer, Cary Tennis 

Park), and committee member contact information. 

Court Layout 
The Women’s Tennis Championship will be played on courts 19-24. The Men’s Tennis Championship will be played on 
courts 25-30. Select matches will be played on courts 11-16. Please refer to Section V. Complex Map on page 18 for a 
map of Cavy Tennis Park. 

Credentials 

Team credentials 
Team credentials will be distributed similar to NCAA guidelines. Each men’s and women’s head tennis coach will 
receive at their initial practice thirteen (13) credentials. These credentials are non-transferable and should be distrib- 
uted only to the individuals listed on the Roster & Awards Ceremony List(s). 

Each team’s Senior Woman Achninistrator will be contacted regarding the number of administrators from your institution 
who will be attending the chan~pionship. Administrator credentials (VIP) and parking passes will be sent to the SWA 

or designees for distribution prior to the event. Any changes in credentials should be approved by the ACC Tennis 

Committee. 

Press Credentials 
All requests for working press, radio, and photo credentials should be made through Amy Ufnowski, Associate Director 

of Communications at the Conference Office at 336.854.1003 or 336.337.1249 (c), aufnowski,~theacc.org. 

Crowd Control 
The responsibility for crowd control rests with the game management staff or designated representative of the competing 
institutions and the ACC championship representative. The directors of athletics of the competing institutions are 
expected to communicate with their student-athletes and fans to encourage enthusiastic support within the confines of 

good sportsmanship. In case of emergency, an emergency evacuation plan will be reviewed on the coaches’ logistics 
conference call on Monday, April 22, at 10:00 a.m. 



Dates and Site 
The 2013 ACC Men’s &Women’s Tennis Championships will be hosted by Cary Tennis Park in Cary, NC on April 25-28. 

Driving Directions 
Please refer to Section VII. Travel Information on pages 36 for driving directions. 

Eligibility 
All entrants must be eligible according to Atlantic Coast Conference and NCAA rules and regulations. Eight (8) play- 
ers may be certified to compete. A list of eligible student-athletes shall be included in the Roster and Awards Ceremony 
Lists in Section VI. Forms on page 34 (Men’s) and 35 (Women’s) and faxed to Lee Butler, Director for Championships, at 
336.369.1203 or e-mailed to lbutler@theacc.org by Monday, April 22 at noon. 

Emergency Procedures 
Please refer to Section VIII. Policies on page 37 for detailed emergency evacuation and medical services information. 

Gatorade 
As an Official Corporate Partner of the ACC, Gatorade will provide the following for the ACC Men’s & Women’s Tennis 
Championship: 

- Coolers 
- Product (Gatorade in bottles and powder mixes) 
- Squeeze Bottles 
- Cups 

Gatorade will contact each host institution/site prior to each event to determine if any additional items are needed. If you 
are a Gatorade school then we will assume that you will travel with your own Gatorade squeeze bottles. If you are not a 
Gatorade school and therefore do not have Gatorade squeeze bottles, we will provide you with the appropriate Gatorade 
products upon your arrival at the host site. No other sports drink or sideline coolers will be used at ACC 
championship events. Please feel free to contact Kelly McShane at ACC Properties (o: 704-378-4427 c: 704-737-7538) 
should any questions arise. 

Hospitality 
Student-athlete hospitality will be located at the team/participant entrance on the North end of Car?" Tennis Park. Student- 
athletes in uniform or with participant credentials may take advantage of the hospitality provided. VIP hospitality will also 
be located on the North end of the park, adjacent to the student-athlete hospitality area. 

Inclement Weather 
The ACC championship liaison will have access to weather detection information through DTN for the duration of the 
championship. Inclement weather procedures will be discussed during the coaches’ logistics conference call on Monday, 
April 22. 

Laundry 
Laundry services will not be available for personal use by participating teams at Ca~ Tennis Park. iEach hotel property 
should be equipped to accommodate your laund~ needs. 

Line-Up Challenge Conference Call 
Tom Coffman (Chair), Michael Lipitz (Vice-Chair), Barbara Walker along with Brad Tar?~lor (ACC Coordinator ofTen- 
nis Officials) and Lee Butler (ACC Representative) will have a conference call at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, April 23rd to 
discuss any protests submitted regarding the 2013 ACC Men’s Tennis Championship. While only a select number of 
head coaches will participate on the call, all head coaches should be available in case a replacement on the committee is 
needed. 

iPhone Number: 1.866.244.8528 
Entry Code: 527972 



Line-Up Challenge Procedure 

Women 
Each institution must submit their possible line-ups, via e-mail or fax, to Lee Butler (lbutler@theacc.org or 
336.369.1203) by 9:00 a.m. on Monda?; April 22. The possible line-ups will be sent via e-mail or fax to all head 

coaches by noon on Monday, April 22. iEach team’s line-up for the championship shall be based on the entire season 

and should reflect all matches. Ten (10) players may be included on the line-up sheet. ITA rules regarding line-ups 
will be used. 

Ifa line-up challenge is made, it must be received by 5:00 p.m. on Monday, April 22. The protesting coach should 
submit the protest in writing and include all supporting documentation. The coach whose line-up is being protested 

will be notified of the protest by 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, April 23 and will have until noon on Tuesday to submit a 
defense response. 

The ten (10) head coaches not involved in the protest will be sent, via e-mail, the written challenge along with 
supporting documentation and the defense response by 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday. These ten (10) coaches should submit 

a written response by 10:00 a.m. on Wednesday, April 24. The written response should state whether the line-up 
should be accepted as submitted or if the line-up should be changed. The response should list the appropriate line-up 

that should be played in the ACC Women’s Tennis Championship. The institutions involved in the protest will be 
notified of the outcome by noon on Wednesday, April 24. 

At least eight (8) coaches must respond to the protest in order for the outcome to be implemented. If at least eight 
(8) coaches do not respond, the protest will become null and void. In order to change a line-up that has been 

submitted, at least 75% of the coaches must agree that the line-up is out of order. 

Men 

Each institution must submit their possible line-ups, via e-mail or fax, to Lee Butler (lbutler@theacc.org or 
336.369.1203) by 9:00 a.m. on Monday, April 22. The possible line-ups will be sent via e-mail or fax to all head 

coaches by noon on Monday, April 22. Each team’s line-up for the championship shall be based on the entire season 

and should reflect all matches. Ten (10) players may be included on the line-up sheet. ITA rules regarding line-ups 
will be used. 

If a line-up challenge is made, it must be received by 5:00 p.m. on Monday, April 22. The protesting coach should 
submit the protest in writing and include all supporting documentation. The coach whose line-up is being protested 
will be notified of the protest by 7:00 p.m. on Monday, April 22. At 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, April 23 prior to the 

championship, a conference call consisting of the chair and vice-chair of the ACC men’s tennis committee, the ACC 
representative, the Coordinator of Tennis Officials and the head coaches from the following institutions: 
(2013: Virginia, Virginia Tech, Wake Forest, Boston College) will take place to discuss each protest. 

NOTE: ALL coaches should be available at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesda?; April 23 in case a substitute on the protest committee 
is needed. If a protest involves one of the representing head coaches, then the coach is excused from that protest vote and 

replaced with the next coach in the rotation. 

In order for a line-up to be overturned, the vote must be at least 3-1 (75%). Coaches will be notified of the outcome 

following the call. 

Line-up Sheets 
Please refer to Section VI. Forms on pages 30 (Men’s) and 31 (Women’s) for the 2013 ACC Tennis Championship line-up 

sheets. 



Locker Rooms 
Due to limited space, it is suggested that the student-athletes dress and shower at their hotel. 

Lodging 
Rooms have been blocked for teams at the Embassy Suites Hotel. In order to receive the ACC rate, teams must contact 
Jullie Canlpbell, Embassy Suites Hotel, at 919.459.1503. 

Maps 
Please refer to Section V. Complex Maps on page 18 for maps of Car>" Tennis Park. 

Match Times 
Please refer to Section III. Bracket on page 14 (Men’s) and 15 (Women’s) for brackets of the 2013 ACC Tennis 
Championships. 

Medical Information 
Medical services will be available in the medical tent, located on the North end of Ca.ry Tennis Park, behind court 28. 
Performance Physical Therapy will be on site two hours prior to competition (Thursday - Sunday) to assist teams with any 
medical and/or training needs, iHowever, since there are 24 teams participating in the Championships, it will be helpful if 
you are able to bring a team trainer and supplies. Should you have any medical needs, please contact David Mills, Certi- 
fied Athletic Trainer, at 919.231.6268 (o) or 919.291.5917 (c). 

The following are services and supplies that will be available throughout the championship: a fully stocked first aid kit, 
tape, ice, splinting devices, crutches, moist heat, portable ultrasound, and portable electric stem (PRN). If you will need 
assistance with injections, please notify." David on the Athletic Trainers Conference Call on Monday, April 22. 

Hospital Information 
In case of emergency, athletes will be transported to: 

WakeMed Cary Hospital 
1900 Kildaire Farm Road 

Caw, NC 27512 
919.350.2300 

Medical Services Surveys 
A medical services survey will be sent to the head athletic trainer at each institution following the championship. 

Merchandise 
Official ACC championship merchandise will be sold throughout the championships at Cary Tennis Park. For questions 
regarding merchandise, please contact Lee Butler. 

Officials 
Brad Taylor, Coordinator of Officials, will serve as the Chief Umpire and the men’s and women’s Championship Referee. 
Chair umpires will be assigned for each championship match. The Championship Referee shall be consulted when there 
is a dispute regarding any playing rules. 

Outreach 
Each team is invited to send up to two team representatives to participate in the ACC Community Connections Outreach 
Event. Student-athletes or coaches should report to the stadium court # 1 at 9:15 a.m. Team representatives will remain 
on-site to participate in a tennis skills clinic and Q & A session with second graders from Green Hope Elementary School. 
The outreach event will conclude by 10:30 a.m. 



PAAnnouncements 
Any public address announcements for the championship will be coordinated by the ACC and Cary. Tennis Park. If you 
are interested in obtaining a copy of the PA announcements at the championship, please contact Marra Hvozdovic at 
703.217.4788. 

Parking 
Parking passes will be distributed to teams after their initial championship practice. A designated lot on the north end of 
Cary Tennis Park will be used for all team vans and bus parking. All officials should utilize the parking lots directly across 

the street from the Tennis Park. 

Participant Gifts 
Championship participant gifts will be distributed to each institution throughout the Championship. 

Pep Bands, Cheerleaders  Mascots  and Dance Teams 
Pep bands, cheerleaders, mascots, and dance teams are not allowed to attend Olympic sport championships. (ACC 
Manual, General Policies and Procedures, Article VII-2, page 87) 

Post-Championship Surveys 
Post-championship surveys will be sent out to all coaches following the championship. These should be faxed to Lee But- 

ler 336.369.1203, within ten (10) days of the completion of the championship. Please refer to Section VII. Forms on pages 

32 (Men’s) and 33 (Women’s) for copies of the 2013 men’s and women’s tennis post-championship surveys. Post- 

Championship surveys for student-athletes will be sent via email to all head coaches. Coaches should forward the link to 

his or her student-athletes to fill out the online survey. 

Practice Information 
The courts at Cary Tennis Park will be available for practice from Wednesdas; April 24 through Sunday, April 28. Please 
refer to Section IV. Practice Schedule on pages 16-18 for a complete listing of practice times. If you have any questions 
concerning practice times, please contact Lee Butler at 336.854.8787. 

Pre-Match Warm-Ups 
As per ITA regulations, warm-ups with a scheduled opponent shall take place on the assigned court for no more than three 
(3) minutes. At other times players wishing to practice must be assigned courts by the championship referee. 

Protocol 
Match protocol will be discussed during the coaches’ logistics conference call. 

Restrooms 
Restrooms are located in the main building near court 1, and at the comfort stations near court 8 and near courts 27 & 28. 

Roster & Awards Ceremony List 
Please refer to Section VI. Forms on pages 34 (Men’s) and 35 (Women’s). Please complete the Roster & Awards 

Ceremony Lists and e-mail or fax to Lee Butler at lbutler@theacc.org or 336.369.1203, by Monday, April 22 at noon. 

Rules 
Competition will be conducted under the rules and regulations of the NCAA and ITA. 



Seeding 
SEEDING. Seeding for the Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championships will be determined by the regular season 

Conference standings (utilizing a point system, not percentages O~in = one point; loss = zero points). In case of a tie, the 
followingformual will be used: (Revised: May 2006, April 2012) 

1. Head-to-head competition results among the tied teams. 

(a)    If three or more teams are tied (utilizing the point system), the combined points of conference 
competitions among the tied teams involved will be compiled, l~es will be broken based on 

accumulation of points and the higher number of points shall prevail, even if the number of 

competitions played against the team or group is unequal 

(b) In the case of a three or more team tie, if proceure (a) reduces the tie by at least on team, 

procedure (1) will be followed, comparing only the remaining t&d teams’points. Procedures 

(2)-(4) will only be used if the tie cannot be reduced by at least one team in procedure (1). 

2. Points versus team(s) occupying the higher position in the standings (or in case of a tie for first place, the 
next highest in the regular season standings and continuing down through the standings until one team 

gains an advantage). The higher number of points shall prevail, even ~f the number of competitions 
played against the team or group is unequal 

(a)     When arrNing at another pair of tied teams while comparing points, use each team’s points 

against the collectb;e tied teams as a group (prior to the& own tie-breaking procedures), 

rather than the performance against the individual tied teams. 

(b) tFhen comparing points against a single team or group of teams, the higher number of points 

shall prevail, even if the number of competitions played against a team or group is" unequal If 

the points of the tied teams are equal against a team, or a group of tied teams, continue 

down through the standings until one team gains an advantage. 

of ACC individual matches won (the doubles matches = one point; singles matches = one 3. Total number 
point). 

4. Blind draw. 

Sportsmanship 
The Atlantic Coast Conference promotes good sportsmanship by student-athletes, coaches, and spectators. We request 

your cooperation by supporting the participants and officials in a positive manner. Profanity, racial or sexist comments, 

or other intimidating actions directed at officials, student-athletes, coaches, or team representatives will not be tolerated 
and are grounds for removal from the site of competition. Also, consumption or possession of alcoholic beverages and 

tobacco products is prohibited. 

Sportsmanlike Policy 
The ACC Sportsmanlike Policy can be found in Section VIII. Policies on pages 40-41. 

Squad Sizes 
The Atlantic Coast Conference Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championship squad sizes shall be limited to eight (8) 
student-athletes in uniform. It is" not mandated that a school have the same eight (8) in uniform each day of the 

championship. 

Stop Match Policy 
During the Conference championship, as soon as the team win is determined, the match is stopped automatically. 



Tickets 
The ticket prices for the Men’s and Women’s Tennis Championships are as follows: 

Adults 
Children (Age 9 and older) 
College Students with I.D. 

Seniors (55+) 
Children (Age 8 and under) 

One Day Ent~ Championship Pass 
$7.00 $14.00 
$5.00 $10.00 
$5.00 $10.00 
$5.00 $10.00 
Fme Free 

Please notify your team’s parents" and fans that, due to an increase in security, all bags and coolers are subject to a 
search at the entrance. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Towels 
Each team and student-athlete is responsible for providing their own towels. 

Travel Information 
Please refer to Section VH. Travel Information on page 36 for driving directions. 

Travel Reimbursement 
The Conference Office will reimburse each school for travel as outlined in Article H, Section 5 of the ACC Manual Sports 
Operations Code on pages 41-42. The championship reimbursement limit for Men’s and Women’s Tennis is thirteen (13). 
Each school must submit the Conference Reimbursement Statement to the Conference Office within thirty (30) days after 

completion of the championship (May 28, 2013). Should a team’s expenses not be covered by the total amount 
reimbursed, please contact the ACC Office to submit a waiver for additional reimbursement. 

Video Streaming 
The Atlantic Coast Conference will produce a daily recap feature starting Friday thru Stmday that will air on the ACC Digital 
Network. 

For more detmls, please visit www.theACC.com. 



Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

# 1 Seed 

#8 Seed 

9:00 Ai~l* 

#9 Seed 

#4 Seed 

#5 Seed 

#7 Seed 

#2 Seed 

12:00 

#3 Seed 

I0:00 ANi* 

Semifinal 2 
I:00 Plvl* 

Championship 

II:00 AH~ ACC CHAHPION 

#6 Seed 3:00 PH* 

3:00 

# 11 Seed 

* Matches will not start before times listed. 



#1 Seed 

Seed 9:00 

#S Seed 

9:00 

#12 Seed 

#7 Seed 

12:00 

#10 Seed 

#4 Seed 

#2 Seed 

12:00 

#3 Seed 

10:00 AM* 

1:00 PM* 

ACC CHAMPION 

#6 Seed 3:00 

¯ # I 1 Seed 

* Matches will not start before times listed. 



Date Time 

2:00 pro-4:00 pm 

2:00 pro-4:00 pm 

2:00 pro-4:00 pm 

2:00 pro-4:00 pm 

2:00 pro-4:00 pm 

2:00 pro-4:00 pm 

2:00 pro-4:00 pm 

Wednesday, April 
24th 

4:00 pro-6:00 pm 

4:00 pro-6:00 pm 

4:00 pm-6:00 pm 

2013 Practice Schedule 

Courts Seeded Team 

6,7,8 

15, 16, 17 

11, 12, 13 

25, 26, 27 

19, 20, 21 

28, 29, 30 

22, 9~ ~._~, 24 

~,4,5 

6,7,8 

15, 16, 17 

4:00 pro-6:00 pm 

#12 Women 

#5 Men 

~ #5 Women 
#9 Men 

#9 Women 

~ #8 Men 
#8 Wome~ 

~ # 10 Women 
# 10 Me~:t 

#7 Men 

11.12, 13 #7 Women 

4:00 pro-6:00 pm 19, 20, 21 #11 Worileil 

4:00 pro-6:00 pm 
4:00 pro-6:00 pm 

6:00 pro-8:00 pm 
6:00 pro-8:00 pm 
6:00 pm-8:00 pm 
6:00 pro-8:00 pm 
6:00 pro-8:00 pm 
6:00 pro-8:00 pm 
6:00 pro-8:00 pm 
6:00 pro-8:00 pm 

28, 29, 30 
22, ~~ ~._~, 24 

22,23,24 

19,20,21 

6,7,8 

11,12,13 

28,29,30 

25,26,27 

~,4,5 

15,16,17 

~ #6 Men             ~ 
#6 Wome~ 

~ #1 Women 

#2 Wome~:t 

#3 Women 

~ #4 Women 
#1 Men 

#2 Men 

#3 Men 

#4 Men 



2013 Practice Sct~edul e 

Date 

Thursday, April 
25th 

Time 

7:00 am - 9:00 am 

7:00 am - 9:00 am 

7:00 am - 9:00 am 

7:00 am - 9:00 am 

7:00 am - 9:00 am 

7:00 am - 9:00 am 

Collrts 

19, 20, 21 

22, 23, 24 

16,17,18 

25, 26, 27 

28, 29, 30 

12, 13, 14 

Seeded Temn 

#9 Women 

#8 Wome~:t 

# 12 Woilleil 

#9 Men 

#8 Men 

#5 Women 

9:00 am - 12:00 pm 9, l 0 #10 Men 

9:00 am - 12:00 pm 17, 18 #7 Men 

9:00 am - 12:00 ipm 3, 4 # 10 Women 

9:00 am - 12:00 pm 6, 7 #7 Wome~ 

12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 3, 4, 5 # 11 Women 

12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 6, 7, 8 #6 Wome~ 

12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 9, 10 # 11 Men 

12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 17, 18 #6 Men 

3:00 pm - 6:00 pm 9, 10 #4 Women 

3:00 pm- 6:00 pm 7, 8 #4 Men 

3:00 pm - 6:00 pm 4, 5 #3 Wome~ 

l, 6 #3 

~, TBD #5 

3:00 pm - 6:00 pm 

3:00pm - 6:00pro 

3:00 pm - 6:00 pm 

3:00 pm - 6:00 pm 

3:00 pm - 6:00 pm 

3:00 pm - 6:00 pm 

17, 18 

15, 16 

13, 14 

11,12 

Men 

Men 

#2 Men 

#2 Women 

#1 Men 

#1 Women 



2013 Practice Schedule 

Date Time Courts Seeded Team 

7:00 mn - 9:00 mn 16, 17, 18 Winner 5/12 Women 

7:00 am - 9:00 am 12, 13, 14 #4 Women 

7:00 m~:~ - 9:00 m~:~ 19, 20, 21 Whiner 8/9 Women 

7:00 mn - 9:00 mn 22, )" ~.~, 24 #1 Women 

7:00 am - 9:00 am 25, 26, 27 Wim~er 8/9 Mer~ 

7:00 m~ - 9:00 m~ 28, 29, 30 #1 Men 

9:00 am ~ 12:00 pm ~ 9, 10 #5 Men 

9:00 m~:~ - 12:00 pm 17, 18 #4 Men 

Friday, April 26th 9:00 mn - 12:00 pm 1, ~ 9 Winner 7/10 Men 

9:00 am ~ 12:00 pm 3, 4 #2 Women 

9:00 m~ - 12:00 pm 6, 7 Whiner 7/10 Women 

9:00 an - 12:00 pm 5, 8 #2 Men 

12:00 pm - ~ :00 pm _~, 4 Whiner 6111 Women 

12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 6, 7 #3 Women 

12:00 pm - 3:00 pm 5, 8 Wim~er 6111 Men 

12:00pro- 3:00pro 9, 10 #3 Men 





2013 ACC MEN’ 

COACHES 

S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP 

LOCATOR FORM 
Please provide the following information so, if necessary, we can contact each team during the Championship. 

Fax this form by Monday, April 22nd, to: 

Marra Hvozdovic 
Championships Intern 

mhvozdovic@theacc.org 
(Fax) 336.369.1203 

Head Coach’s Name: 

**Cell Phone Number: 

**]his number must be fi)r a phone that ~VILL BE USI~2I.) Apri! 25-28th** 

Please provide the name of the person using this cell phone, if different 
than head coach" 

Hotel Name" 

Hotel Phone Number: 

If you have any questions, please call Marra H ozdov~c at 336.854.8787. 



2013 ACC WOMEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP 

COACHES LOCATOR FORM 

Please provide the following information so, if necessary, we can contact each team during the Championship. 
Fax this form by Monday, April 22nd, to: 

MalTa Hvozdovic 
Championships Intern 

mhvozdovic@theaccoorg 
(Fax) 336.369.1203 

Head Coach’s Name: 

**Cell Phone Number: 

**]his number must be fi)r a phone that ~VILL BE USl~2l.) Apri! 25-28th** 

Please provide the name of the person using this cell phone, if different 
than head coach" 

Hotel Name" 

Hotel Phone Number: 

If you have any questions, please call Marra H ozdov~c at 336.854.8787. 



2013 ACC MEN’S TENNIS CI-L MPIONSHIP 
COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 

Procedures for Participating Teams 

]Note: Coaches may not include recruited prospects on team complimentary admissions pass list.] 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. 

- Each member of the institution’s official travel pm’ty (13) will be grm~ted six complimentaU 
admissions for each day of’ the Championship, tmtil the temn is eliminated. 

- Coaches should complete the attached complimentary admissions list and submit it via fax to 
Susan Bradley at (919.462.20~3) or emailed to susan.bradley@townofcary.org by 12 noon 
on Monday, April 22nd. (Please list names alphabetically. Also, please be sure the names listed are 
legible.) 

- For the matches on Friday~ Saturday and Sunday~ teams must submit their complimentau lists fbr that 
day no later 45 minutes prior to the opening of the gates. Should teams not submit a new complinmntm;y 
list by the deadline~ the previous day’s complfinenta~;y admissions list will be used. [Teams should keep 
four copies of their completed complfinenta~T admission lists (lone for each day of the Championship) 
and submit a copy with any necessm’y changes to Lee Butler by tim above nmntioned deadline on Friday, 
Saturday and S~mday.] 

- After a team is elinffnated, the mare complimentary a&~ffssions list will not be accepted for the 

remainder of the Championship. 

- Participating teams must identify an assistant coach or administrator traveling with the temn to 
Championslffp as the complimenmU admissions pass list contact. (Please indicate who tiffs individual 
is on the following form.) This individual must be available throughout the chmnpionship to answer any 
questions regarding the team’s pass list. 

- Guests over 18 must present a photo ID. 



ACC CI-|AMPIONSHIP COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 
2013 MEN’S TENNIS 

[ACC Tennis Official Travel Party: 13, ~f which 8 may be student-athletes] 

Please submit the following and submit via fax to Susan Bradley at (919.462.2063) or emailed to 
susambrad]e~@~wno~:ar~ by 12 noon on Monday, April 22~d. 

i MEMBER OF TRAVEL SQUAD GUEST SIGINATURE 
(List Student-Aflfletes Alphabetically) GI[ JESTS (To be comp[et~J at Championship) 

............... ~ ............................................................................................................ ;~----~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

............... 1 .................................................................................................. L_____L___~:____i ...................................................................................... _t______~_ ................................................................................................. 

3. a. ~ 

~ (Stz~dentA#,iete) b~ 

............... ~ ............................. :::~:~_~:~_:~::’_,_~::_~ .............................. L______~___~_:___I ...................................................................................... -t------t- ................................................................................................. 



Athlete) 

(,’;tude~t AthIe te ) 

(O~hers) 

(ReaRonsibiiity, e.g., 



MEMBER OF TRAVEl_, SQUAD 
(List Stude*~t Att~letes Alphabetically) 

10. 
(Others) 

( Rest~or~sibi[ity, e~g., trair~er) 

GUESTS 
GUEST SIGNATURE 

(To be completed at C~mmpionstfipl 

....................... (Others) ] b. i ............................................................................................................................................. 

i c.i 
(Rest~or~sibi[itv, e~g., trai~er) ] ~. ] .............................................. 

........................................................................................................................... i .......... 7-i ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

(Others} i bi ................................................................................................................................................................................ 

(Others’) 

(Responsibility, e.g., traitwr) 

13. 



2{H3 ACC WOMEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP 
COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 

Procedures for Participating Teams 

]Note: Coaches may not include recruited prospects on team complimentary admissions pass list.] 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTI()NS CAREFULLY. 

- Each member of the institution’s official travel pm’ty (13) will be grm~ted six complimentaU 
admissions for each day of the Championship, tmtil the temn is eliminated. 

- Coaches should complete the attached complimentary admissions list and submit it via fax to 
Susan Bradley at (919.462.2063) or emailed to susan.bradley@townofcary.m’g by 12 noon 
on Monday, April 22nd. (Nease list names alphabetically. Also, please be sure the names listed are 
legible.) 

- For the matches on Fridax.,~ Saturday and Sunday~ teams must submit their complimenta~;y lists fbr that 
day no later 45 minutes prior to the opening of the gates. Should teams not submit a new complinmntm;y 
list by the deadline~ the previous day’s complimenta~:y admissions list will be used. [Teams should keep 
four copies of their completed complimenta~T admission lists (lone for each day of the Championship) 
and submit a copy with any necessm’y changes to Lee Butler by tim above nmntioned deadline on Friday, 
Saturday and S~mday.] 

- After a team is elinffnated, the mare complimentary adi~ffssions list will not be accepted for the 

remainder of the Championship. 

- Participating teams must identify an assistant coach or administrator traveling with the temn to 
Championslffp as the complimenmU admissions pass list contact. (Please indicate who tiffs individual 
is on the following form.) This individual must be available throughout the chmnpionship to answer any 
questions regarding the team’s pass list. 

- Guests over 18 must present a photo ID. 



ACC CHAMPIONSHIP COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 

21)13 WOMEN’S TENNIS 
[ACC Tennis Official Travel Party: ..~.~g.f.~yv.~.h..~..h..~..8.~-m-..a.y~.b.~.e..~.t.~.~-e-n-t.~.-~.~.a.~.h-~.~.e.~] 

Please submit the following and submit via fax to Susan Bradley at (919.462.2063) or emailed to 
~sanA~vadlev@l:ownoR:m’~ by 12 noon on Monday, April 22~’~. 

Institution Team Contact Name and Title (Asst. Coach!Administrator) 

MEML~ER OF TRAVEL SQUAD 
(List Student-Athletes A~phabetically) 

1. 

(Student Atht’ete) [ b. 

GUEST SIGNATURE 

Athlete) b. 

id. 

(Student Athlete) b. 

4. 

~c. 



MEMBER Ot:: TRAVEL SQUAD 
(I .ist Studer~t Athletes Alp~mbetically) 

.5. 

d. 

f. 

d. 

f. 

7, a. 

(Stude/g t Aghle ge ) b. 

d. 

~_~ .... 

.......................................................................................................................... 
~ ...... 

............................................................................................................................................. 

8, ~ .... ~_: .... 
(Sgudeng A~k[ete) b. 

.... ~2 .... 

d. 

.... ~2 .... 

f, 

.......................................................................................................... i ................... .... ............. 
(Respor*sibili~y, e’.g., graim?r) i d. 

GUESTS 
GUEST SIGNATURE 

iTo be completed at Champior~ship) 



MEMBER OF TP, AVEL SQUAD GUEST SIGNATURE 
(ISst Student A~letes AlphabeticNly) l . i GUESTS .    . (To be complet~ at (3~ampionstfip) 

................ ~O*he~) ~ b ~ ................................................................................................................................................... 

c.l 
(Rest,onsibility, e.g., :ra#~er) ~ d. ~ 

~ e.~ 

11. 

12. 

(Rest~onsibi[ity, e.g., 

(Re,s’por~sibility e.g., trc&,er) 

(Re,s’por~sibility e.g., trc&,er) 

13. 



2013 ACC MEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP 
LINE-UP SHEET 

Institution: 

Line-ups should be based on the entire season and should reflect all matches. ITA rules reg~ding line- 
ups will be used. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

SINGLES DOUBLES 

1. 

2. 

4. 

Please submit to Lee Butler in the ACC office by 
9:00 a.m. on Monday, April 22, 2013. 

Fax: 336.369.1203 
Email: lbutler@theacc.org 



2013 ACC WOMEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP 
LINE-UP SHEET 

Institution: 

Line-ups should be based on the entire season and should reflect all matches. ITA rules reg~ding line- 
ups will be used. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

SINGLES DOUBLES 

1. 

2. 

4. 

Please submit to Lee Butler in the ACC office by 
9:00 a.m. on Mo~:tday, April 22, 2013. 

Fax: 336.369.1203 
Email: lbutler@theacc.org 



2013 ACC POST-CHAMPIONsHIP 
Meal’s Tennis 

Host: Ca~’ Tennis Park - Car3.,’, NC 

SURVEY 

Nam e: In stitution: 

SCALE: Poor Fair Good Ve~T Good Excellem 

Participants Manual 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Site/Facility 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Hospitality 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Coaches Logistics Meeting 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Pas’ticipant Girls 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Officials 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Awards 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Event Merchandise 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Champio~3ship Program 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Event Managem e13t 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Media Issues/Post Game Interviews 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Medical. Services 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Overall Championship 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Outreach Event - Corn mun it?; Connection s 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Please elaborate on items with a poor or [’air rating. 

Suggestions / Corn ments: 

PLEASE COMPLETE AND FAX BACK TO LEE BUTLER AT (336) 369-1203 



2013 A(..,(.. POST-(..,HAMPIONSHIP SURVEY 
Women’s Tennis 

Host: Cau Tennis Park - Cau, NC 

Nam e: Institution: 

SCALE: Poor Fair Good Ve~r Good Excellent 

Pasticipants Manual 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Site/Facility 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

HospitaliU 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Coaches Logistics Meeting 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Pasticipant Gifts 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Officials 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Awards 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Event Merchm~dise 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Championship Program 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Event Management 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Media Issues/Post Game Interviews 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Medical. Services 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Overall Championship 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Outreach Event:- Community Connectim~s 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Please elaborate on items with a poor or fair rating. 

Suggestions / Corn ments: 

PLEASE COMPLETE AND FAX BACK TO LEE BUTLER AT (’336) 369-1203 



2013 ACC MEN’S TENNIS CIL~MPIONSHIP 
ROSTER & AWARDS CEREMONY LIST 

Please complete this form and fax or email it to Lee Butler (336.369.1203 or lbutler@theaccoorg) by 12 
noon on Monday, April 22rid, 2013. 

Institution: 

List each player in alphabetical order. Indicate captain or co-captain next to name. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Head Coach 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

There will be thirteen (13) individual awards presented to the championship team. 



2013 ACC WOMEN’S TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP 
ROSTER & AWARDS CEREMONY LIST 

Please complete this form and fax or email it to Lee Butler (336.369.1203 or lbutler@theacc.org) by 12 
noon on Monday, April 22rid, 2013. 

Institution: 

List each player in alphabetical order. Indicate captain or co-captain next to name. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Head Coach 

Other 

Other 

Other 

Other 

There will be thirteen (13) individual awards presented to the championship team. 



Address" 2727 Louis Stephens Drive 
Cary, NC 27519 

IZ-om northwest of Cary to Cary Tennis Park: 
1. From Interstate 40 East, take exit #278 on the right. Go 0.2 miles. 2. Turn right onto NC -55 South. Go 
aaproximate]y 7 miles. 3. Turn left OIltO Mol~’isville Parkway. Go 0.1 miles. 4. Turn right onto Cal-penter-Up- 
church Road. Go 1.5 miles. 5. Turn left onto Louis Stephens Drive. Go 0.8 mi]es. 6. VIP Parking Lot is 1 st left 
past the nlaiil eiltrailce to the park. 

lZ-om south of Cary to Cary Tennis Park: 
1. On NC 55, cross US 1 at Apex and continue oil NC 55. Go 6 miles. 2. Turn right onto High House Road. Go 
0.7 mi]es. 3. Turn left onto Carpenter Upchurch Road.. Go 0.3 miles. 4. Turn right onto Louis Stephens Drive. 
Go 0.8 miles. 5. VIP Parking Lot is I st left past the main entra~lce to the park. 

lZ-om southeast of Raleigh to Cary Tennis Park: 
1. From Interstate 40 West coming into Raleigh, pass exit #301 and bear left onto 1-40 WestiI-440iInner Belt- 
line. Go 8 miles. 2. Take exit #293A onto US 64 West / US 1 South (not north) Go 2 mi]es. 3. Take the exit on 
the right OlltO Cm’y Parkway. Go 5 miles. 4. Turn left OlltO High House Road. Go 2 mi]es. 5. Turn right OlltO 

Carpenter Upchurch Road. Go 0.3 mi]es. 6. Turn right OlltO Louis Stephens Drive Go 0.8 miles. 7. VIP Parking 
Lot is 1st left past the main entrance to the park. 

IZ-om northeast of RMeigh to Cary Tennis Park: 
1. After reaching 1-440 South/Inner Belt]ine, continue south on this interstate past exit #16 toward Durham. 2. 
Continue with the set of directions above labeled "From southeast of Ra]eigh", starting at step 1. (Exit #16 is in 
the stone area as exit #301 in those directions) 



In the event of a serious injury on the Court... 

1. When a player goes down with what appears to be a serious injury on the court, the Referee 
will call the team’s respective trainer on to the court for immediate evaluation. 

2. If it is determined to be an injury requiring immediate medical attention, staff from 
Professional Sports Medicine (positioned on or near the benches on the court) will be asked to 
come on to the court to give help to the trainer. 

3. At this time, David Mills, Professional Sports Medicine, will notify Cary EMS of the situation. 
Cary EMS, located at the court level, will then respond to the scene. Professional Sports 
Medicine and Cary EMS will then assess which actions are then necessary to ensure the safest 
transportation of the individual off the court and to the proper location for evaluation. 

4. Cary EMS will have their stretcher and various other medical supplies available from their 
ambulance that is parked at the club house. If necessary, the individual will be taken by 
stretcher off the court to the ambulance for immediate transport to a local hospital. 

5. If the ambulance is required to leave the premises, Cary EMS will then call their back up 
ambulance to take its place at the park. 

6. While the player is being treated on the court, the Referee will instruct the teams what to do, 
i.e. not to leave the court, etc. When the injured player is taken from the court, the Referee will 
then resume play and indicate the score. 

In the event of a serious injury to spectators ... 

If a spectator is injured, on site EMS will be alerted immediately by facility management staff. 



RAIN SITES 
Driving Directions 

Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center 
1518 Old Infirmary Bldg, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

UJ~iversith’ oj’Nortl~ _.arol, na 

"fake i[-85 South to Durtmm~ N.C. Exit lel’t at US-~ 5750~ m iD~rham a~d ~1>llow 15750~ for 
approxhnately (, ~i miles. At jur~ction with 1-40, t~m left at light o~to 1-40 Eg~st. Take 1-40 East 
u~til exit for NC44 West (exit #273 B). Contirme o~ INC-54 West approximately 1 ,nile. "rum 
lef~ aI stoplight into the Fridw Center. Follow signs to Te~mis Center. 

From I-~oi~,~’ 
Take 111-85 North to~ ards [)t~rham. N.C. Whe~ 1-85 and [-40 sp~it, take 1-40 East. (;o~tim~e on 
40 East tmtiI exit for NC-54 West (exit 8273 A). Comim~e on NC-54 West approximately 1 
Turn lel~ a~ stoplight i~to the Friday Cemer~ FoI~oa sigmas to Tem~is Ce~ater. 

Take 1-40 \,~’~.~-’c,~t to Chal:" ~~d Hill. Exit aI: NC-54 West (exit #273 A) and :{’ollow for approxi maIely i 
mile. Turn l e:t’t at stoplig[~t into t:he F d day C e,~ter~ Fo{Io~ sig,**s t:o Tenni s Center. 

Take US~ 5/50 iNorth to (;Impel Hill. Exit right o~to ~ 5/501 Bypass in Chapel Hilk Continue o~ 
15/501 By pass thro~gh two stoplights. Alter second light, take next exit, ~s:Sid~ will be NC-54 
East. Contim~e on NC-54 East approximately 1.5 miles. ’Turn right at stoplight into Friday 
Center. Follow signs to Te~mis (;enter. 

From Caty Tennis Park: 
Take R1GHT out of parlking lot of Cau Tennis iPark. Turn LEFT at Carpenter Upchurch Rd. 
Take RIGHT on Highhouse Road. Take RIGHT at light onto 55 Westo Turn IR[G]I--tT at T.W. 
Alexander Dro Turn RI[GHT at NC 147 North. Take Exit 5B to merge onto 40 West toward 
Chapel Hill. Follow directions "From Points East" from ihere. 

Facility Contacts 
Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center 

Name Position          Phone Number 

Andrew Parker Facilities Manager (919) 962-6363, (9191) 
619-0960 (mobile) 



Driving Directions 

Sheffield Indoor Tennis Center 
324 Towerview Rd, Durham, NC 27708 

From RD U Airport (and Pobtts Eas0: 
]. Exit the Airport on Westbound 1-40 
2. Alter 4 miles, merge on to NC-147N towards 
Durham/Downtown. Exit No. 279B 
3. Alter 8.5 miles, exit Chapel Hill Street. Exit No. 13 
4. Chapel Hill Street becomes Duke Universi~; Road 
5. Proceed to dead end, turn right on HW 751 
6. At next stop light (Science Drive), turn right. 
7. Turn ~ght on Towerview Road. 
8. Turn right into parking lot, Ambler is west of the parking lot. 

From points north traveling on S 1-85: 
1. Exit 15-501 Bypass South 
2. On 15-501, Exit at HW 751, turn left at the light. 
3. Proceed to third light (Science Dr.) and turn lefto 
4 ~ Turn right on Towerview Road. 
5. Turn right into parking lot, Ambler is west of the parking lot. 

From points sot~th traveling on NI-85: 

1. Exit on HW 751, Exit No. ] 70 
2. Turn right: at :first ligh t. 
3. Go three miles and at the ibnrth light, turn left on Science Drive. 
4. Turn right on Towerview Road. 
5. Turn right into parking lot, Ambler is west of the parking lot. 

From Cary Tennis Park: 
1. Take right out of parking lot of (;a&~ Tennis Park. 
2. Turn left at Carpenter Upchurch.Rdo 
3. Take first right onto Highhouse Rd. 
4. "Fake right at light onto 55 West. 
5. Turn right at T.W. Alexander Dr. 
6. Turn right al: NC ] 47 Noah. 
7. See #3 "From RDUAi,~pom" 

Facility Contacts 
Sheffield Indoor Tennis Center 

Name Position Phone Number 

Chris Ryder Game Operations Manager (516) 322-5882 



Driving Directions 

J.W. Isenhour Tennis Center 
i050 North Varsity Dr., Raleigh, NC 27607 

NC S~ate ~:~iversiO~ 

From 1-40 (East or West)take the NC State/Gorman Street exit 
(Exit 295) 
From the east turn right offthe exit ramp and fi~om the west turn 
left off the exit ramp onto Gorman Street. 
Stay on Gorman until crossing over Western 
Boulevard, then turn right at the next light onto Sullivan Drive. 
Take the second road to the left and the tennis courts will be on the 
left (across from Doak Field at Dail Park). 

Facility Contacts 
J.W. Isenhour Tennis Center 

Name Position Phone Number 
Adina Stock Asst. ADiTeam (1919) 513-1362 

Operations 



Article I. SPORTSMANMKE POLICY 
With regard to the implementation of the provisions ofA~*icle I of the Bylaws dealing with Sportsmm~like iPolic?; 

the duties of the member institution, the commissioner, coaches student-athletes, band members, cheerleaders, mascots 
and officials include, but are not limited to, principles embodied in the following statements. 

Duties of Member Institutions 

EveR" reasonable effort shall be :made by competing institutions to en’~phasize the importance of good 
sportsmanship at all athletic events. However, in the event crowd control procedures must be initiated, this responsibility 
rests with each host institution, or with the tournament or meet director at of~[:campus Championship events. The 
athletics directors or their designated representatives shall be available at the site ofthe competition to assist in controlling 
the crowd. Only participants, coaches, officials, and authorized personnel shall be allowed in the competition area before, 
during and at the conclusion of competition. No alcoholic beverages shall be sold to the public at the site of a Conference 
Championship. 

Duties of the Commissioner 

Whenever the commissioner concludes after a reasonable investigation that there has been a violation of the 
nnspo~gsmanlike conduct regulation, the commissioner shall impose such penalty deemed appropriate by first giving 

notice to the individual and the institution. The commissioner will provide the institution the time and opportunity that 
the commissioner considers reasonable to take action m~d may adopt that action as Conference action if he or she deems 

appropriate. 

In the event the individual or institution believes that the commissioner’s penalty is inappropriate or excessive in 
nature, an appeal may be initiated with the Executive Committee by filing a notice with the Conference President. The 

appeal must be filed within 48 hours of receipt of notification of the penalty imposed by the commissioner. 

a. Car~Ting Penalty Over ~[b Next Season. Whenever a penalty or suspension is imposed, such penalty to 

the individual may be carried over into the next season of competition at the discretion of the commissioner. 

b. Definition of Suspension. As used in this regulation, %uspension" in the case of a playm; means that 
the player cannot participate in the designated number of contests but may practice; in the case of a coach, 
~suspension" means that the coach cannot be present in the playing area for the designated nmnber of contests but 

may conduct practice sessions; m the case of a band member, cheerleMer or mascot, %uspension" means that the 

individual cammt be present m the playing area for the designated number of contests. 

c. Fines. At the discretion of the Commissioner fines for public criticism of officials can be issued up to 
$25,000 per occurrence, with such fines being put into the Weaver, James, Corrigan Scholarship account. 

(Adopted: Januau 2010) 

Duties of Coaches, Student-Athletes~ Band Members, 
Cheerleaders and Mascots 

a. Public Criticism of Officials. Public criticism of officials or pun ic comments evaluating the officiating of 
particular contests is not in the best interest of intercollegiate athletics. Athletics personnel, players, band 
members, cheerleaders and mascots are prohibited, therefore, from commenting while acting in official capacity 

on officiating other than directly to the Conference Office. Head coaches are responsible ~br the comments of 

assistants and other athletic staff members associated with their teams. 



Any’ coach who violates the prohibitions of public criticism of officials, as stated above, will be suspended from a 
fmure schedt~led contest. Specifically, the coach will be allowed at the site of the contest up to an hour before the contest 
begins~ after which he/she must vacate the playing ~rea. This applies to all sports and includes all conference as well as 

non-conference contests. 

b~ Coach and Player Decorum While the Conference believes that one of the problems confionting intercollegiate 
athletics is the lack of adherence and enforcenrent of rules of decorum, it is cognizm~t that the majority of coaches. 
players, band me:tubers, cheerleaders, mascots, officials and administrators :make a :real effbrt to ensure contests 
wil! be conducted and played in a sportsmanlike manner. 

Coaches and administrators have the responsibility to set the tone for responsible behavior on the part of their 
tem~s and followers. It is an infraction of the rules for coaches, sqt~ad members, team attendants, band members, 

cheerleaders or mascots to conduct themselves in an unsportsmanlike manner. 

Acts violating coach and player decorum rules shall include, b~t not be limited to, the following m~d may subject 

violators to reprimand or suspension from additiona! contests as the commissioner deems appropriate. (Note: Person, for 
the p~rposes of this section, means coaches, squad members, team attendants, band members, cheerleaders or mascots.): 

t2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Any person who strikes or physically abuses an official, opposing coach, player or spectator; 
Any person who intentionally incites participants or spectators to violent or abusive action; 
Any person who uses profaniVy.; vulgarit?; taunts, ridicules or makes obscene gestures; 

Any person who publicly criticizes any gm~re official, conference personnel, a member institution or 
institutional personnel; 
An?’ person who engages in negative recruiting by making stamments which are unduly derogatory of 

another institution or its personnel to a prospective student-athlete, parents, high school coach, or other 
person interested in the prospective student-athlete; 
Any person who enters the competing area for an unsportsmanlike purpose; 

An?’ other act of unsportsmanlike conduct not specifically prescribed. 

Duties of Contest Officials 

The Atlantic Coast Conference feels strongly that officials must have the courage to enforce the rules set forth 

by the Atlantic Coast Conference and covered in this document. When officials enforce the decorum rules, they will be 
supported by the member institutions of the Conference and the Cont~rence Office. Failure to en~brce rules may subject 

o:fficials to reprimand or suspension by the Conference O:fficeo 

Conclusion 

A copy of this document is to be given by the athletics director at each member institution to each head coach, as- 
sistant coach, band director; and cheerleading and mascot coordinator at the beginning of each academic year. A copy shall 

also be given to each smdent-athlete, band member, cheerleader and mascot at the sqt~ad meeting held at the 
beginning of each yearo Acceptance of this document, pursuant to NCAA rules goveruing the s~a~dent-athletc statement, 
wil! constitute agreement to confom~ to its requirements. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
Lee Butler, Dircctor of Championships 
Offce Phone: 336.854.8787 
Fax: 336.369.1203 

Amy Ufnowsld, ACC Conununications 
Office Phone: 336.854.1003 
Fax: 336.854.8797 

Marra Hvozdovic, Championships Intern 

Cell Phone: 336.337.9405 
Email: lbmler@theacc.org 

Cell Phone: 336.337.1249 
Email: aufnowski@theacc.org 

Offce Phone: 336.369.4656 CellPhone: 703.217.4788 
Fax: 336.369.1203 Email:mhvozdovic@theacc.org 

Brad "I’aylm; Comdinalor of Officials, Chief Umpire, Men~s and Women’s Champions~hips Referee 
Cell Phone: 919.523.2780 
E-mail: brad@intotennis.com 

A1 Marshall, Men’s and Women’s Ctmmpionst~ips Deputy Referee 
Cell Phone: 803.599.5991 

Chris Wilson, Men’s and \Vomen’s Championships Deputy Referee 
Cell Phone: 413.221.4881 

David Mills, ATC, LAT, Host Athletic Trainer -Professional Sports Medicine and Cary Orthopedics 
Offce: 919.231.6268 

Fax: 919.231.6268 

ACC MEN’S TENNIS COMMITTEE 
Tom Coffman, ACC Conunittee Chair, Duke University 
Offce Phone: 919.613.7553 
Fax: 919.668.2123 

Cell Phone: 919.291.5917 
E-mail: dnfills 1 @bellsouth.net 

Cell Phone: 
Email: tcoffman@duaa.duke.edu 

Michael Lipitz, ACC Committee Vice-Chair, North Carolina State University 

Office Phone: 919 Cell Phone: 

Fax: 919. Email: 

ACC WOMEN’S TENNIS COMMITTEE 
Phil Grayson, ACC Committee Chair, Clemson Universi~ 
Office Phone: 864.656.0396 
Fax: 864.656.1243 

Tom Gabbard, ACC Committee Vice-Chair, Virginia Tech 
Office Phone: 540.231.1828 Cell Phone: 
Fax: 540.231.3060 E-mail: tgabbard@vt.edu 

Barbara Walker, ACC Committee Ex-QNcio, Wake Forest University 
Office Phone: 336.758.5753 Cell Phone: 
Fax: 336.758.3624 Email: walkerbg@wfu.edu 

Cell Phone: 864.650.1869 
E-mail: pgmyso@clemson.edu 

HOST - CARY TENNIS PARK 
Seam Ferreira, Tennis Park Supervisor 
Office Phone: 919.462.2064 
Fax: 919.462.2063 

Susan Bradley, Administrative Assistant 

Office Phone: 919.380.4265 

Cell Phone: 919.818.2111 
E-mail: sean.ferreim@townofcary, org 

E-mail: susan.bmdley@townofca~.org 



ATLA:NT~C =COAST CONFERENCE 

4:512 W EYBRIDGE ~ANE ~ GREENSiBORO,, NC 27407 

p, 336~854.8787 ~ f~ 336:~369.1~203 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Gulick <consult@illinois.edu> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 9:23 AM 

Changes "to Email Attachment Rules 

As part of its continuing efforts to better protect the University from phishing emails and malware, CITES will block certain file types from 
being sent and received as email attachments. This change will take place on the evening of Nonday, April 8. 

When an attachment is blocked, a text file will be attached to the email notif3/ing the recipient that an attachment was removed. CITES does 
not expect these blocks to directly impact most email users, as common formats of documents, spreadsheets, PDFs, and graphic files will not 
be filtered. The file type that may cause the most impact are .zip files, which are frequently used in propogating malware across networks. 

If there is a filtered file you need to send or receive, CITES recommends using Box to send and receive files. Box can be used to share files 
with people at Illinois and people not affiliated with the University. Note information about this change and how to send and receive files with 
Box can be found on the CITES Security web site (security dot illinois dot edu). 

Thank you, 

Greg Gulick 
Deputy ClO, University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign and Executive Director, CITES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shellj o@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 7:50 AM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shellj o@unc.edu> 





Subject: Leadership Academy: Marine Corps Leadership Seminar 

Hello all, 

Last week, I came across information for a Marine Corps Leadership Seminar on campus. It is open (free!) to 
anyone on campus: admin, staff, coaches and student-athletes, etc... Following the link below to register. 

Marine Corps Leadership Seminar- Reqistration 

https://a pps.resea rch.u nc.edu/events/index.cfm ? 
event = events.eventDetails&event key=8306CBFD2C6C94597880A185CCED3786A82DDEE4 

Shelley 

Event: Marine Corps Leadership Seminar 
Event Description: The United States Marine Corps (USMC) is known worldwide for developing leadership, 
courage, tenacity and teamwork - skills that can help you stand out from the competition anywhere you go. 
Join us for a unique opportunity to engage with the USMC and strengthen your leadership skills! 
Guest Speaker: 
Brigadier General Thomas A. Gorry, USMC 
UNC Alumnus and Wrestling Hall of Fame 
Commanding General, Marine Corps Installations, East 

Seminar Syllabus: 
8:30 - 9:00a I WELCOME/OPENING REMARKS/REFRESHMENTS 



9:00 - 9:30a 
9:30- lO:30a 
10:30- ll:30a 
1:30- 12:30a 
12:30- l:30p 

MAKING LEADERSHIP DECISIONS 
TEAM BUILDING/PROBLEM SOLVING 
ETHICAL LEADERSHIP CASE STUDY 
PANEL DISCUSSION 
LUNCH!GUEST SPEAKER/CLOSING REMARKS 

Location: Kenan Flagler Business School, McColl Building Room 3250 
When: 04/12/2013 (8:00 AM - 12:00 PM) 
As a reminder, the Marine Corp Leadership Seminar will be held in the McColl Building, Room 3250. 
begin promptly at 8am. 

We will 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Angle Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, April 8, 2013 8:26 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly and Monthly Schedules 

THISWEEK-2013-15.pdf; EVENTS-2013-4-8-staff.pdf 

are attached. Thanks! 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

a bitting @u ncaa.u nc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Gulick <consult@illinois.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 11:23 AM 

UPDATE to Cha~ges to Email Attachment Rules 

Colleagues, 

This is an update to the message you received yesterday concerning changes to attachments. Based on feedback we have received about .zip file usage, we are only planning to 

block .zip files (as well as archive file formats listed on our security web site) that are protected by password or encrypted This will allow you to receive zip files, as long as they are not 

encrypted The changes for all of the attachments stated below will still occur tonight. 

Thank you, 

Greg Gulick 

Deputy CIO, University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign and Executive Director, CITES 

From: Greg Gulick 

Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2013 8:23 AM 

Subject: Changes to Email Attachment Rules 

As part of its continuing efforts to better protect the University from phishing emails and malware, CITES will block certain file types from being sent and received as email attachments. 

This change will take place on the evening of Monday, April 8. 

When an attachment is blocked, a text file will be attached to the email notifying the recipient that an attachment was removed. CITES does not expect these blocks to directly impact 

most email users, as common formats of documents, spreadsheets, PDFs, and graphic files will not be filtered. The file type that may cause the most impact are .zip files, which are 

frequently used in propogating malware across networks. 

If there is a filtered file you need to send or receive, CITES recommends using Box to send and receive files. Box can be used to share files with people at Illinois and people not 

affiliated with the University More information about this change and howto send and receive files with Box can be found on the CITES Security web site (security.illinois.edu) 

Thank you, 

Greg Gulick 

Deputy CIO, University of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign and Executive Director, CITES 





2011 

I st Round: 3 
2nd Round: 4 
3rd Round: 6 
4th Round: 6 
5th Round: 6 
6th Round: 2 
7th Round: 6 

Total: 33 

2012 

1 st Round: 3 
2nd Round: 2 
3rd Round: 5 
4th Round: 4 
5th Round: 5 
6th Round: 5 
7th Round: 6 

Total: 30 



~ .................................................. H ................... 1 ............................................ :ii::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .............................. ............ :~:~:~:~:~:~;:~:~ ...................... J~no[is]enkinsi H 5i10!! W 1 93 iiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiii 40 time: 4.51 

iiiiiiiiiiii;iiiii Pick: R1 (17) .... ........... Pi~k: R2 (39)............. 

wight Bentl 1 8 2 J ayron 5~ 
4Otimei 4,43 40 time: 4,47 .......................................................................................................................................................... 



BACK CO TRACT !-A DSCAPE: 

Darelle Revis: Total Cash Value: $55.0 million 
APY: $11.5 million 
Guaranteed: $30.5 million 
Original Draft Round: I 

Champ Bailey: Total Cash Value: $43,004,805 

APY: $10.875 million 
Guaranteed: $21.250 million 
Original Draft Round: I 

Brandon Cart: Total Cash Value: $38.9 million 
APY: $10.020 million 

Guaranteed: $26.5 million 
Original Draft Round: S 

Cortland Finnegan: Total Cash Value:S50,003,565 

APY: $10.0 million 

Guaranteed: $27.0 million 
Original Draft Round: 7 

Brandon Flowers: Total Cash Value: $49.450 
APY:$9.75 million 

Guaranteed: $22.0 million 
Original Draft Round: 2 

Leon Hall:Total Cash Value: $42,037,500 
APY: $9.75 million 

Guaranteed: $9.0 million 
Original Draft Round: | 

Jonathan Joseph: Total Cash Value: $ 30,755,425 

APY: $9.75 million 
Guaranteed: $23.5 million 
Original Draft Round: | 

Jason McCourty: Total Cash Value: $44,304,960 

APY: $8.608 million 
Guaranteed: $1 7.0 million 
Original Draft Round: 6 

LaDarius Webb: Total Cash Value: $50,004,185 
APY: $8.33 million 

Guaranteed: $1 5.0 million 
Original Draft Round: 3 

Tramon Williams: Total Cash Value: $36,024,250 
APY: $8.25 million 

Guaranteed: $13.043 million 
Original Draft Round: Undrafted 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 6:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Corey 
Holliday <cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Bell, Walter A IV <wbell@email.unc.edu>; Gilmore, Keith Louis 
<ggilmore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Please find below more details regarding the complaint for 

you need any additional information: 
, Please do not hesitate to let me know if 

Residents of 

(former football student-athlete) 

(former football student-athlete) 

(UNC Student) 

(former football student-athlete) 

(cu trent student-athlete) 

(current student-athlete) 

Player Statement: 

Early March, above residents, had a 21st birthday party for . Prior to party, residents ( 

reach out to neighbors to provide contact information in the event the party was too loud or disruptive. All neighbors 

appeared to be okay with contacting residents if they were not satisfied with the level of noise. 

Despite efforts, one neighbor contacted the police to report noise ordinance. Police reported to residence and 

requested for the music to be turned down. Residents decided to end the party and proceeded to an alternative location 
to celebrate       birthday. 

Next day, a confrontation occurred between resident (J                        -NC State student) where neighbor 

proceeded walk on residence’s property. Police were called to residence and decided that no legal activity had occurred. 

was inside residence during the argument. At the end,    walked outside to attempt to diffuse 

confrontation. In addition,    cooperated with the police (no charges),                was at a BBQfor the 

during the incident. 

Recently, residents have been out on the roof top to drink a few beers with friends. There has been no noise or any 

disturbance. However, neighbor has proceeded to photograph residents. Although, residents are very uncomfortable 
with the neighbors actions (i.e. taking photos) they all have decided not to retaliate. 

Coach Response: 
and            each spoke with their position coaches. Position coaches have committed to 

discipline their prospective student-athlete. Each coach has notified student-athlete that the above behavior is 

unacceptable and embarrassing to football family, athletic department and university. Student-athletes have been 

instructed to be respectful and considerate of neighbors. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Ille, Vince 



Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 1:55 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: 

Andre, 

Are there other former (or otherwise inactive) student-athletes who reside there? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 9:35 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Corey Holliday; Walt Bell (wbell@uncaa.unc.edu); Gilmore, Keith Louis 
Cc: Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: 

want to make sure that everyone is aware of the following incident involving two of our football student=athletes 
. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
Phone: (919) 962-9119 
Mobile: 
E-Mail: awilliams@uncaa.unc, edu 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 12:45 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: 

I recently had an opportunity to speak with regarding the below complaint, are 

the only active student-athletes who reside in the home. mentioned that he and his roommates have not hosted a 
party since earlier March and do not plan to do so in the near future. To avoid any future complaints, plan 

to move to a different location at the end of May. 

I have advised    to meet with his roommates to express the importance of respecting their neighbors and the children 

within the neighborhood. Please let me know if I can be of any additional assistance as it relates to this matter. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 



Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
Phone: (919) 962-9119 
Mobile: 
E-Mail: awilliams~uncaa.unc, edu 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 8:36 AM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bachenheimer, Aaron H" <bachenhe@email.unc.edu> 
Date: April 9, 2013 8:06:37 PM EDT 
To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Williams, Andre" <willia46~,email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

The main issue seems to be a level of disrespect for the fact that they live in a residential 
neighborhood with families and small children. I think    gets it, but maybe not everyone else. 
Andre- happy to meet or talk by phone if you need any additional information. 

Thank you both for your help. 

Aaron 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 9, 2013, at 7:52 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge~unc.edu> wrote: 

Aaron, 

Thanks for bringing this to my attention. I have spoken to Andre about this and copied 
him on this email. He has indicated he will follow up to address the situation. Please let 
us know if there are any further issues. 

Thanks again, 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2013, at 4:14 PM, "Aaron H Bachenheimer" <bachenhe~email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hey Paul, do you think Andre Williams might be able to help me address 
a problem I am having some guys that live over at                  ? 



At least one of them is a football player            . I have already 
visited these guys once to try and get them to stop bothering the neighbors, 
but it didn’t seem to help.    was actually quite nice when I talked to 
him, but his housemates don’t seem to have much respect for the 
neighborhood. This guy who is emailing me below was cussed out by 
them a about a month ago. See attached for a photo. 

I thought perhaps hearing from Andre might help, and I would be happy to 
join in the conversation. 

Thoughts? 

Aaron 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto: 

Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 9:39 AM 

To: Bachenheimer, Aaron H 

Subject: 

@mindspring.com] 

Hi Aaron: 

You may remember, we spoke about a group of students at the address 
above who cursed me and my wife, and have otherwise been behaving in a 
manner inappropriate for a residential neighborhood. 

I don’t know if you have had a chance to talk with them yet, but I would 
guess not, as the behavior continues. 

I’ve attached a photo from this weekend, taken from our yard looking up 
at    I have several more. The students were loud, drinking, and cursing 
while small children from the neighbors played in the street in front. After 
a while, several of them went out to their cars (one in an apparent drunken 
stupor), chugged a last beer and drive off, while the children were playing 
nearby. The cluelessness was disturbing and a bit frightening. 

Let me know if you are able to help out with this situation. 

Thanks, 

~mindspring.com 

"We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used 
when we created them." -Einstein 

<IMG 1663.JPG> 



This agreement between                         and the Department of Athletics at The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill ("UNC") reflects the mutual obligations and expectations between 

and UNC Athletics related to balancing both         goals of playing collegiate tennis, playing 

professional tennis, and receiving a college education supported by an athletic grant-in-aid and the 

Department of Athletics’ goals of supporting and being able to reasonably plan for the future of 

the men’s tennis team. 

Upon enrollment at UNC,       will be a member of the UNC men’s tennis team. At that time, the 

Department of Athletics will provide 90% of a full athletic grant-in-aid. So long as       continues to 

be a member of the UNC men’s te~mis team and comply with team, UNC, Atlantic Coast Conference 

(ACC), and National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules, this grant-in-aid will be provided 

until         graduation or until       aas received this grant-in-aid for a maximum of eight (8) "Total 

Semesters" (defined as the cumulative total of all semesters in which receives athletic-based 

financial assistance or grant-in-aid from UNC), whichever occurs first. 

Should       eave UNC to play professional tennis before exhausting his collegiate eligibility, the 

Department of Athletics will resume provision of grant-in-aid fol       Jpon his future re-enrolhnent at 

UNC if the conditions below are met and, upon leaving UNC to play professional tennis,        ~as: 

1. Attended The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for a minimum of two (2) consecutive 

intercollegiate "Tennis Seasons" (with each "Tennis Season" defined to be the period of NCAA 

tennis competition usually beginning annually sometime in August and typically concluding 

sometime in May or June of the subsequent calendar year); 

2. Reached a personal ranking of four hundred and fifty (450) or higher in the ATP Rankings; and 

3. Reached the semifinals or better of at least one ATP Challenger event. 

The above provisions which must be met for UNC to resume grant-in-aid for 

enrollment at UNC after leaving to play professional tennis may be revisited only if 

the following: 

apon his future re- 

meets each of 

1. He competes as the "Number One (1) Singles Player" (defined as the member of the UNC men’s 

tennis team competing in the position designated # 1 for a specific intercollegiate tennis singles 

competition) for the UNC tennis program in 80% of the matches in the Spring Dual Match 

Season in any given year; and 

2. He loses no more than two (2) intercollegiate matches while competing for UNC as the Number 

One Singles Player in each such season. 

{O0065293.DOCX 2} 



Provided the above provisions are fulfilled and       vishes to re-enroll at UNC and resume receipt of 

his grant-in-aid award from the Department of Athletics,       agrees that (a) upon finishing his 

professional tennis career or (b) in the event that he does not compete in a professional tennis match for 

more than twenty-four (24) consecutive months (unless he is prevented from competing in a professional 

tennis match for such 24 month period due to a major injury which requires surgery), whichever occurs 

first, he will re-enroll at UNC at the beginning of the next available semester. If;      :loes re-enroll at 

UNC within the timeframe prescribed in this section, the Department of Athletics will provide ninety 

percent (90%) of a full athletic grant-in-aid until his graduation from UNC or until he has received this 

grant-in-aid for a maxmmm of eight (8) Total Semesters, whichever occurs first. If       does not re- 

enroll at UNC within the timeframe prescribed in this section, the Department of Athletics shall have no 

obligation to provide any athletic grant-in-aid. 

During any such semester(s) after re-enrolling at UNC and during which time the Department of Athletics 

is providing        ~’ith any amount of athletic grant-in-aid,       agrees to serve as a student-assistant 

for the UNC men’s tennis program and fulfill the duties, responsibilities, and assignments given to him by 

the head men’s tennis coach at UNC to the best of his ability in a timely, professional manner. If 

does not meet these expectations, he understands that the Department of Athletics may cancel or not 

renew his grant-in-aid, consistent with NCAA rules. 

Agreed to by: 

Student-Athlete’s Signature Date 

Parent’s Signature Date 

Head Coach’s Signature Date 

Sport Administrator’s Signature Date 

{O0065293.DOCX 2} 
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SOFTBALL 3-19616 

DESCRIPTION 
EPA 
SPAOn Campus 
Severance Wages 
SPA Longevity 
Accrued Annual Leave 
Pool(Benefits): 1812-1892 
PooI(EPASal.): 1114,1117,1118 
SPAOvertime 
Pool(SPA Prem. Pay): 1231,1233,1234 
Pool(Tem p Wages): 1411-1473 
Pool(Move Exp): 1531-1593 
Pool(Contracted Serv.): 1911-1999 
Pool(Supplies & Materials): 2111-2924" 
Stores for Resale -- A (Merchandise) 
Stores for Resale -- B (Food) 
Ath letic Su pplies 
Pool(Travel): 3111-3139" 
Team Travel 
Team Subsistence 
Other Team Travel Expenses 
Pool (Communications): 3211-3291 
Pool(Utilities): 3311-3319 
Printing & Binding 
Pool(R & M): 3511-3519 
Freight & Express 
Pool(Advertising): 3711-3717 
Data Processing Sen4ces 
Pool(Self/Agreem ents): 3901-3962" 
Employee Non-Cash Awards 
Home Game Expense 
Employee Education Expense 
Photography 
Meals & Banquets 
Sports Medicine 
Contingencies 
Pool(Fixed Charges): 4111-4919 
Pool(Capital Outlay): 5111-5599 
Scholarship 
Awards to Students 
Other Contracts & Grants 
Intra Tfr Retire Ind 
Transfers 

Total without salaries & benefits 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

C 

*as of March 31st 
2012-2013 

BUDGET 

164,401 

51,679 

11,410 

6,000 
5,335 

102,258 

5,117 

200 

180 

8,635 

ACTUAL 

128,398 

38,096 

2,110 
3,302 

4,917 
96,018 

4,986 

120 

43 

5,191 
105 

2,257 

119,050 

285,543 

20112012 

BUDGET 

162,950 

41,511 

11,410 

6,000 
5,335 

97,258 

5,117 

2OO 

180 

6,635 

ACTUAL 

162,159 

1,136 
44,436 

9,179 
19,917 

186 
88,253 
67,730 
12,748 
9,398 

236 

285 

17,853 

7,684 

401 

G 

2010 2011 

BUDGET 

165,028 

41,852 

11,410 

6,000 
5,335 

92,258 

5,117 

2009 2010 

ACTUAL 
165027.95 

363 
40,945 

86O 

5,980 
7,420 

7,685 
1,010 

49,143 
19,336 

1,025 
6,863 

114 

16,272 

2,269 

1,454 

1,380 

2008-2009 

BUDGET 

153,783 

36,685 
11,410 

6,000 

9,585 
60,258 
12,000 

5,117 

4,900 

180 

2,080 

150 
3,205 

120,813 

327,148[ 

M 

2007 2008 

ACTUAL 
153783 

36,852 

325 
4,350 

12,330 
5,493 

8,441 
4,363 

65,979 
43,331 

2,827 
6,480 

417 

110 

6,346 

2,556 

3,573 

o I 

2006-2007 

BUDGET 

146,460 

30,014 

10,670 
1,800 

10,893 

24,938 
31,303 

1,010 
360 

1,300 

100 
100 

4,115 

1,575 

77O 

ACTUAL 

146,460 

10,248 
33,709 

694 

14,086 
8,679 

9,814 
87135 

43,946 
34,401 

3,212 
4,722 

920 

2O4 

5,359 

3,139 

3,831 

300 2,150 

2005-2006 

BUDGET 

136,000 

28,301 

9,720 
517 

10,118 
63.177 

1,560 

3OO 

24O 

1,208 

1.095 

S T 

2004, 2005 

ACTUAL 

112,366 

5,748 

25,000 

12,035 
5,641 

6,638 
1,235 

29,401 
24,070 

1,247 
2,734 

242 
74 

138 

1,286 

1,797 

1,060 

536 

113,135 

231,249 

U V 

BUDGET 

80,580 

2003, 2004 

ACTUAL 

104,247 

16,058 
7,000 

2,200 
600 

17,560 
21,050 

25O 
1,150 

100 

4OO 

2OO 

95O 

139,135 

355,215 

132,135 

336,596 

200 

180 

5,435 

233,871! 125,935 

441,6021 332,815 

ACTUAL        BUDGET 

170852.77        165,028 

(11,364) 
47,740 38,529 

11,410 

13,516 6,000 
6,042 5,335 

3,551 
686 72,258 

59,220 
32,663 

5,753 
7,907 5,117 

190 200 
8 

180 

3,353 5,435 

5,376 

5,717 

300 

144,2811 105,935 

351,510i 309,492 

114,885! 

305,3531 

ACTUAL        BUDGET 

164202.87        152,318 

(347) 
38,768 34,090 

1,985 

17,336 6,075 
5,075 545 

10,739 6,315 
2,895 

39,429 47,547 
38,146 27,140 

3,900 250 
7,359 1,560 

150 
240 

14,300 

5,015 1,628 

2,000 

300 1,095 

170 
2,000 

148,4811 94,715 

351,1041" 281,123 

1,100 

169,070 90,034 134,180 

359,705 266 508 324,597 

ACTUAL BUDGET 

136,000 98,318 

10,346 
31,702 19,298 

8,380 4,010 
5,483 24 

7,188 5,423 
1,275 

43,711 15,064 
36,134 21,145 

1,043 
6,250 

38 750 

137 204 
300 

3,936 100 

1,061 634 

900 12 

270 270 

87,9351 116,1051 47,635 

252,2361 294,152! 165,251 

275 

9OO 

52,635 

149,273 

67 
20,538 

5,157 
2,787 

7,153 
26,864 
14,318 
18,107 

1,612 
3,460 

567 
24 
92 

278 

2,056 

1,679 

32 
566 

457 

85,208 

210,060 
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SOFTBALL RECRUITING 3-19626 I I ~ I ~ ~ i 

~[" *as of March 31 st "°I ! I 
"°I ~          "°/"          I           I                      } ~ 

2012-2013 2011-2012 2010-2011 2009-2010 2006-2009 2007-2008 2006-2007 2005-2006 2004-2005 2003-2004 

DESCRIPTION BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL BUDGET ACTUAL 

EPA 

SPAOn Campus 

Severance Wages 

SPA Longevity 

/~crued Annual Leave 

Pool(Benefits): 1812-1892 

PooI(EPASal.): 1114,1117,1118 

SPAOvertime 

Pool(SPA Prem. Pay): 1231,1233,1234 

Pool(Tern p Wages): 1411-1473 

Pool(Move Exp): 1531-1593 

Pool(Contracted Serv.): 1911-1999 

Pool(Supplies & Materials): 2111-2924" 

Stores for Resale -- A (Merchandise) 

Stores for Resale -- B (Food) 

Ath letic Su pplies 

Pool(Travel): 3111-3139" 

Team Travel 

Team Subsistence 

Other Team Travel Expenses 

Pool (Communications): 3211-3291 

Pool(Utilities): 3311-3319 

Printing & Binding 

Pool(R & M): 3511-3519 

Freight & Express 

Pool(Advertising): 3711-3717 

Data Processing SerMces 

Pool(Serv Agreem ents): 3901-3962" 

Employee Non-Cash Awards 

Home Game Expense 

Employee Education Expense 

Photography 

Meals & Banquets 

Sports Medicine 

Contingencies 

Pool(Fixed Charges): 4111-4919 

Pool(Capital Outlay): 5111-5599 

Scholarship 

Awards to Studenls 

Other Contracts & Grants 

Intra Tfr Retire Ind 

Transfers 

Total without salaries & benefits 

59 

18,178 18,254 16,178 

5,725 3,137 5,725 

23,903 21,450 21,903 

30,519 

633 

16,178 

5,725 

31,152 21,903 

122 

20,175 

33 

1,080 

300 

16,178 

5,725 

21,710 21,903 

15,809 

62 

1,856 

4OO 

14,046 

157 

150 

150 

3,100 

2,625 

1,675 

18,127 21,903 

20,755 

4,275 

157 

14,046 

150 

150 

3,100 

2,625 

1,675 

25,030 21,903 

16,808 

29 

2,340 

466 

12,592 

1,920 

300 

210 

4,140 

2,100 

175 

19,177 21,903 

157 

19,366 16,931 

50 

150 

150 

1,628 2,240 

1,500 

2,100 

175 

2,025 

20,060 

51 

9 

2,133 

80 

11,931 

3OO 

18O 

3,152 

1,260 

22,544 21,903 24,278 16,903 

4O 

11,644 15,340 

52 

1,897 

79 

175 

53O 

243 

75O 

13,846 16,903 

14,449 

293 

66 

2,886 

47 

17,747 

ITOTAL EXPENSES 23,903 21,4501 21,9031 31,1521 21,9o31 21,7101 21,9031 18,1271 21,9031 25,0301 21,9031 19,1771 21,9031 22,5441 21,9031 24,2781 16,9031 13,8461 16,9031 17,747 
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15 
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18 
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23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 
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A B C D E F G H I 

Softball Special Account - 3-19877 

Current Balance (March 31st): $34203.36 

2012-13 2011-12 2010-11 2009-10 2008-09 2007-08 2006-07 

OBJECT DESCRIPTION 

REVENUE 

0151 Athletic Fees 

0261 Gifts 80,388 41,804 8,350 65,148 46,614 73,976 23,784 

0506 Sales Intra. Univ. 

0511 Sales Mdse 

0514 Ticket Sales 

0540 Concessions 

0541 Vending 

0545 Post-Season Distribution 

0581 Entry Fees 1,750 3,470 

0582 Facility Use Charge 2,472 1,149 1,386 1,320 1,686 

0583 Driving Range 

0584 Conference Distribution 

0585 Guarantees 

0586 Commissions - Merchandise 

0587 Radio / TV Contracts 

0589 Postage, Insurance 

0590 Commissions - Food 

0681 Other Contracts 6,150 4,800 3,600 

0721 Investment Income 

0731 Rental Property Revenue 

0735 Eiec. Cart Rental 

0736 Cart Rental- Non-Elec. 

0737 Club-Locker Rental 

0794 Miscellaneous Income 375 350 375 900 2,006 1,600 2,567 

0796 Over-Short 

0797 Admissions Tax 

TOTAL REVENUE 89,385 48,103 13,711 69,118 48,620 80,732 26,351 

2012-13    2011-12    2010-11     2009-10     2008-09     2007-08     2006-07 

OBJECT DESCRIPTION 

EXPENSES 

1112 

1212 

1251 

1271 

1800 

1110 

1221 

1230 

1400 

1500 

1900 

2000 

2711 

2712 

2919 

3100 

3141 

3142 

3143 

3144 

3200 

3300 

3411 

3500 

3611 

3711 

3811 

3900 

3952 

3953 

3955 

3956 

3957 

3962 

4000 

5000 

6511 

6991 

8142 

8145 

8495 

EPA 

SPA On Campus 

Severance Wages 

SPA Longevity 

Pool(Benefits): 1812-1892 

PooI(EPA Sal.): 1114,1117, 1118 

SPA Overtime 

Pool(SPA Prem. Pay): 1231, 1233, 1234 

Pool(Temp Wages): 1411-1473 

Pool(Move Exp): 1531-1593 

Pool(Contracted Serv.): 1911-1999 

Pool(Supplies & Materials): 2111-2924" 

Stores for Resale -- A (Merchandise) 

Stores for Resale -- B (Food) 

Athletic Supplies 

Pool(Travel): 3111-3139" 

Team Travel 

Team Subsistence 

Other Team Travel Expenses 

Employee Recruitment (Trans. & Subs.) 

Pool (Communications): 3211-3291 

Pool(Utilities): 3311-3319 

Printing & Binding 

Pool(R & M): 3511-3519 

Freight & Express 

Pool(Advertising): 

Data Processing Services 

Pool(Sew Agreements): 3901-3962" 

Home Game Expense 

Employee Education Expense 

Photography 

Meals & Banquets 

Sports Medicine 

Contingencies 

Pool(Fixed Charges): 4111-4919 

Pool(Capital Outlay): 5111-5599 

Scholarship 

Other Contracts & Grants 

intra Tfr Retire Ind 

Univeristy Administrative Fee 

Transfers 

Total without salaries & benefits 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

6,000 

6,000 

6,000 

100 

4,121 

75O 

683 

11,996 20 

17,650 

201 
17,650 2o1 

-3,467 21,134 

-50 3,478 

1,485 2,450 

8,536 

1,248 

829 

5,376 

18,089 

4OO 

7 

579 

859 

2,202 

185 

39,794 

36,277 

600 

375 

43 

332 

43 

3,8431 

28,4541 

158 

18 

28 

18 250 

545 -1 

591 249 

591 424 



(~ell: B90 

(~omment: abattle: 

Clare/Mike This is all set for numbers to be entered. 



B C D A 

10/6-65684Softball Endowment 

2 FY2012-2013 

3 Beginning Balance 

4 Distribution 

5 Expenses 

6 Encumbrances 

7 Remaining Balance 

8 

9 

10 Summary 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

1,808 

17,954 

(15,139) 

(5,781) 

(1,158.27) 

Year Distribution Avail. Distribution Taken Expenses 

2011/12 17,954 17,954 18,252 

2010/11 15,905 15,905 14,664 

2009/10 6,884 6,884 8,024 

2008/09 3,902 3,902 6,699 

2007/08 3,003 3,003 

2006/07 1,879 

PRINCIPAL MARKET PROJECTED 

CONTRIBUTED VALUE DISTRIBUTION 

(through 2/28/13) (as of 2/28/13) (for 6/30/:13) 

352,666 387,409 20,752 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 12:46 PM 

Joyce Dalgleish <j oyced@uncaa.unc.edu> (j oyced@uncaa, unc.edu); Lany Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Creech, Kaxlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edtr~; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Ltmch 

I’m about to head out for lunch. Please call my cell if you need to reach me while I’m gone. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director gubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Synthetic Turf Council <newsletter@mail.naylorcampaignl .com> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 5:04 PM 

IIle, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Synthetic Turf Council eNewsletter April 2013 

You are receiving this email because you are in the business of designing, manufacturing, supplying, installing, maintaining, or purchasing synthetic turf systems or its components. 

Synthetic Turf Council Holds Spring Membership Meeting in 

Pittsburgh & First Ever Pro-Conference Seminar 

ii’~’iI Sharethisarticlej i~ Sh ..... Facebook ii.~.iI Sh ...... Twitter 

i~i Shareon Linkedln 

The 2013 STC Spring Membership Meeting was held in Pittsburgh, PA on March 11-13¯ 

It attracted 177 members and guests from 102 companies in the synthetic turf industry, 

including builders, landscape architects, testing labs, maintenance providers, 

manufacturers, suppliers, installation contractors, infill material suppliers and other 

specialty service companies¯ The final attendee list has been posted and the meeting 

presentations are available to STC members only¯ 

Learn More¯ 

Pittsburgh Working Sessions Result in Action Items 

ii.~.iI Sharethisarticle j Sh ..... Facebook ii~iI Sh ..... Twitter 

i.~.i Share on Linkedln 

The Pittsburgh Spring meeting was full of great and compelling speakers but it also 

offered three working sessions for all Synthetic Turf Council members to participate 

and offer input and strategies as it pertains to the four pillars that have been identified 

by the current Board of Directors 

Learn More¯¯¯ 

PEER Challenges CPSC and EPA Assurances about Synthetic Turf 

Safety 

~×~ Sharoth,sa~io,oj Sh ..... Faoobook i~i Sh ..... Twittor 

i.~.i Share on Linkedln 

The Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility (PEER) continued its assault 

on the synthetic turf industry¯ Last July, PEER sought to have the CPSC reclassify 

crumb rubber and synthetic turf as a "children’s product", as defined by the CPSIA. This 

would have imposed severe testing and other requirements on the industry¯ 

Learn More¯¯¯ 

STC Readies New Guidance for April Release 

Share this article j Sh ..... Facebook ii~iI Sh ..... Twitter 

i~i Shareon Linkedln 

STC guidance document, "Considerations When Buying Synthetic Grass for 

Landscape Use," will help buyers of landscape synthetic grass select a product of high 

quality that will retain its life-like appearance for at least the warranted life of the 

product¯ It includes minimum quality guidelines for synthetic grass and infill, and 

guidelines for prequalifying and selecting a professional contractor¯ Once the 

document is approved by the STC Board, it will be sent to the STC Membership for its 

review and comment prior to publication¯ 

Learn More¯ 

Possible Waste-to-Energy Options for Disposal of Synthetic Turf - 

Covanta Energy 

i.~.i Share on Linkedln 

At a recent visit to the Carpet & Rug Institute, the STC learned that Covanta Energy runs 

large scale Waste-to=Energy facilities, some of which might be willing to accept 

synthetic turf and its system components at a cost that is less than the local landfill 

What education should the 

STC provide? (choose one) 

~ M aintenance 

techniques 

~ R euse and recycling 

options 

~ Social media 

~] Marketing best 

practices 

~ Promoting your 

company through the 

STC 

~ A tour of the STC 

website 

~ T echnical 

presentations by 

vendors 

~ Testing methods and 

standards 

View Results 



charges If you have to dispose of synthetic turf or the infill, the STC suggests that you 

contact the nearby Covanta facility, if there is one within 200 miles, to see if it offers an 

economical disposal solution. 

Learn More... 

New San Diego Field Allows More Than 1,500 Youth To Increase 

Golf and Fitness Options 

Sharethis~ic=ej Sh ..... F~cebook ~ Sh ..... Twitter 

ii~;~iI Shareon Linkedln 

By Dakota Harp, General Manager, Synthetic Turf International 

Pro Kids, The First Tee of San Diego challenges under-served local area youth to excel 

in life by promoting character development and values through education and golf. The 

non-profit organization makes a huge difference in the community, working with more 

than 1,500 youth each year. Their curriculum seamlessly integrates the instruction of 

life-skills (interpersonal communication, self-discipline, conflict resolution, recognizing 

& accepting cultural differences, etc.) and core values (respect, confidence, honesty, 

integrity, etc.) into basic golf instruction. 

Learn More... 

10th Anniversary Celebration for Synthetic Turf Council at Fall 

Membership Meeting 

Share this article/ Sh ..... Facebook ii.~.iI Sh ..... Twitter 

i~i Shareon Linkedln 

On October 7-9, the Synthetic Turf Council will hold its 10th Anniversary Celebration & 

Annual Meeting in Orlando, Florida at the Renaissance SeaWorld Hotel. Make your 

plans nowto attend the meeting as it promises to be one one of the best-ever as we all 

celebrate the wonderful milestones that have been achieved in the industry for the past 

10 years and we look ahead to the future 

Learn More... 

Industry Calendar 

Share this article/ Sh ..... Facebook ii.~.iI Sh ..... Twitter 

i~i Shareon Linkedln 

STC’s 10th Anniversar’¢ Celebration & Membership Meetin¢l 

October 7-9, 2013 

Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld 

Orlando, FL 

FSB- The International Trade Fair for Amenity Areas, Sports and Pool Facilities 

October 22-25, 2013 

Cologne, Germany 

American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) Meetin~q & Expo 

November 15-18, 2013 

Boston, MA 

ASBA Technical Meetin~q 

December 6-10, 2013 

San Antonio, TX 

National Athletic Directors Conference 

December 13-17, 2013 

Anaheim, CA 

American Football Coaches Assn. (AFCA) Convention 

January 12-15, 2014 

Nashville, TN 

~, ViewAII Industry Events 

STC to Launch Membership Campaign 

i:i’~i:: Sharethis article ] Sh ..... Facebook[/i~i Sh ..... Twitter 

i~i Shareon Linkedln 

The Synthetic Turf Council has announced the start of a new membership campaign 

aimed at increasing membership. This campaign will be tailored to both new STC 

members as well as those who have belonged to the national non-profit trade 

association previously. 

Learn More. 

Accomplishments of the Synthetic Turf Council and the Industry 

iNi Shareon Linkedln 

By Francois Hebert, Landscape Architect, DSSS 

Currently, the Synthetic Turf Council has acquired an undeniable credibility among its 



membership. This year marks the lOth Anniversary for the STC and one goal for the 

future would be to recruit, retain and educate both news and existing members so that 

each company would have a greater understanding of the needs and expectations 

within the industry. 

Learn More. 

We would appreciate your comments or suggestions. Your email will be kept private and confidential. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 11:39 AM 

Stevens, Emily L <emily.stevens@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Corey L Holliday 
(cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu); Joines, Melinda A <j oinesm@email.unc, edu>; Steinbacher, 
Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 
<cricket@unc.edu>; West, Ronald Eugene <ronwest@unc.edu> 

RE: THANK YOU! 

Thank you for all of your assistance in coordinating an opportunity for       to participate in this event. I am sure that 

received just as much fulfillment in having an opportunity to share his story and impact young lives. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
Phone: (919) 962-9119 
Mobile: 
E-Mail: awilliams@uncaa.unc, edu 

From: Stevens, Emily L 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 10:21 AM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Cc: Corey L Holliday (cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: THANK YOU! 

Andre, 

Thank you so much for helping the JoCo Teen Drivers connect with and for encouraging his 

participation in the NC Teen Driving Summit! The event was a huge success thanks to him. As you well know, is 

a great and gifted young man. He shared his survivor story with strength, integrity and conviction. He honorably 

represented the University of North Carolina and the Carolina Football program. And, won over a lot of Wolfpack fans, 

too ! ! 

THANK YOU! 

Sincerely, 

Emily 

Emily L. Stevens 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

, mobile 



emily.stevens@unc.edu 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 12:42 PM 
To: Stevens, Emily L 
Cc: Corey Holliday 
Subject: Re:               - NC Teen Driving Summit - UPDATE 

Tom, 

Can you please reply to this email to confirm your participation in this event? 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 18, 2013, at 11:54 AM, "Stevens, Emily L" <emily.stevens@unc.edu> wrote: 

Andre: Just heard from the organizers. There is now an opportunity for       to lead a breakout 
session for the teens at 12:40. Given this, if the Carolina Football office approves the appearance 
and is still interested then they have requested posters or materials that he could sign and 
give out. 

10:00-1:30                  is invited to present a breakout session at 12:40. During this 
session he will share his story and answer questions. In addition, he is invited to man the Safe 
Driving Pledge Booth, talk with teens and their families about his experiences and sign autographs. 
(Phil Ford will take over the booth after lunch.) 

Sponsors: Johnston County, Governor’s Commission on Highway Safety and the United Way. 

Johnston County Teen Drivers (JCTD) is a peer-to-peer safety program for young drivers, 
involving teenagers directly in developing and delivering driving safety messages. 

If you have additional questions or concerns, it may be best to contact Jaime Hicks, Johnston Co 
Government, 919-938-4701; i aime.hicks@i ohnstonnc, com. 

THANK YOU! 

Emily L. Stevens 

Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3421 office 

mobile 

emih/.stevens@ u nc.edu 

From: Stevens, Emily L 



Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 10:08 AM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: - NC Teen Driving Summit 
Importance: High 

Andre, 
Thanks for calling on Tuesday with the news that could be available to 
participate in the 2013 NC Teen Driving Summit. I’ve attached a briefing that has more detail on 
the event. Given the late notice,        is not guaranteed an opportunity to address the full 
summit (400+), however, they would LOVE for him to be there to host/man the Safe Driving 
Pledge booth and talk with teens and their families about his experiences from 9:30 -1:30; Phil Ford 
is taking over the booth after lunch. If the schedule opens up Tommy may have the opportunity to 
address the whole audience. 

That being said, I’m still waiting to find out if there are any sponsors associated with this event and 
what media may be present. Given this, if the Carolina Football office approves the appearance 
and        is still interested then they have requested posters or materials that he could sign and 
give out. This request is a favor for a friend and given the unknowns, I have my own hesitation in 
sending        into this situation, yet, I know they would TOTALLY respond to him and the PR 
could be good. All to say feel free to send regrets. 

Thank you! 
Emily 

Emily L. Stevens 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3421 office 

mobile 

emil¥.stevens@unc.edu 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 3:17 PM 
To: Stevens, Emily L 
Cc: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: teen speaker 

What’s up? We need to catch up after Spring Break. 

I will check with to see if he is interested/available to speak at the 2013 NC Teen Drivers 

Summit on April 20. 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 



IKenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9l 1� (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 

From: Emily L Stevens [mailto:emily.stevens@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: teen speaker 

Corey, 

Please see request below. I cannot remember the young man’s name, but have heard him speak about his 

experience. How are these outside speaking requests managed for players? The 2013 NC Teen Drivers 

Summit is April 20 in my hometown of Smithfield at Johnston Community College. High Schools: 

Smithfield-Selma High, Clayton High, Cleveland High, North Johnston High, Princeton High, South Johnston 

and West Johnston. 

Thanks for considering the request. 

Emily 

http://www.jocoteendrivers.com/ 

http://ncsafedrivingsu mmit.weebly.com/index.html 

Emily L. Stevens 

Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3421 office 

mobile 

emily.stevens@unc.edu 

From: Charlie Parrish [mailto:charlie@parrishmanor.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Stevens, Emily L 
Subject: teen speaker 

hi, hope you are well...the jo co teens are having a statewide teen driving summit on saturday, april, 20...we 
would like to have speakers for this event .... I saw a article on a unc 

..could you help me see if he could come and 
speak to the group...apx. 700-1000 kids we hope....we will have other speakers....or if you can think of any 
one else it would be great...charlie 

<NC Teen Driving Summit April 20_Agenda.doc> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 3:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <iHe@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaIlo@unc.edu> 

tx~sitive test 

Vince, We had a positive amphetamine due to a supplement an athlete took without knowledge of its ingredients. Just checking to see if we need to do a 

performance contract? There shouldn’t be any implications other than him meeting with the nutritionist. Do we do a contract to make sure he understands the 

need to see a nutritionist, the associated problems of putting stuff in your body you do not know about and the fact that this is strike one? 

Thanks, Mario 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Garolina 
James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ciocca. Marie F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: positive "test 

Yes it is considered positive ---Jet’s go ahead and schedule 

Marie Ciocca. MD 
Dh’ector of Spolts b!edicine 
University of Norti~ C:aroiina 
James A. raylor Cs~mpu.s Hes~ll:h Sewices 
CB# 7470 
Ci~apel Hill, NC 27599-7,170 
ConfidentiaiJty No[ice: This e-mail message, including any at~ci~ments, is for the seie use of intended recipients) and may contain confidential ana privileged infomlation. Any unauthorized review, use; 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 20:t3 :t0:38 AN 

To: Ciocca, Marie F 
Subject: RE: positive test 

Mazio, 

If this is considered a positive screen per our policy, then I believe we should set a meeting, speak with the student-athlete, and sign a perfomiance contract. Also, if 

there was a baseball student-athlete who had an issue earlier this year before I became involved with this process, we should do the same with him. Would yon like me 

to ask San@ Restive to schedule these meetings like she did for our four previons meetings? Thangs for the notification. 

Vince 
From: b’lario Ciocca [.tr,___a_j!~_Lcj_9__c__c___a_f~__e_t_n___ajJ_#__t~__c__#_~!_u_] 

sent: Monday, April 22, 201.3.3:08 Pb’l 

T~: 1lie, Vince~ Cello, Jr., kerry A. 

Subject: positive test 

Vince, We had a positive amphetamine due to a supplement an athlete took without knowledge of its ingredients. Just checking to see if we need to do a 

performance contract? There shouldn’t be any implications other than him meeting with the nutritionist. Do we do a contract to make sure he understands the 

need to see a nutritionist, the associated problems of putting stuff in your body you do not know about and the fact that this is strike one? 

Thanks, Matin 

Matin Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 l:10 PM 

Akos, Patrick <pakos@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: tbllow up on our meeting 

Dear Professor Akos, 

Thank you ve~ much for your note and follow up. Sorry for the long delay in resIx~nding, bm we are just now begi~ming to look at s~me of the programs that we 

would like to offer through our s~udent services pl~ogram for ne~ year. I roll circle back with you af[er we’ve had a chance to discuss with our stall" what some 
possibilities may be. 

Again, I appreciated the opportunity to meet you m~d Dr. Harris. Look tbrward to "talking to you soon. 

Bubba 

From= Akos, Patrick 
Sent= Friday, March 29, 20:t3 9:04 AN 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= follow up on our meeting 

Bubba- 

I mn delinquent on this email, but I wanted to thank you tbr taking time to meet with Dr. Harris and myself a t~w weeks back. He was encouraged by meeting with you 

and I hope it will translate well to our recruitment ettbrts down the line. 

I a~so wmited to follow up on my role as a transition consultant/counselor and if you see it as a fit with the depaxtment. I can send that narrative again if it is helpful - but 

let me know if you want to pursue a partnership or discuss how I might be able to help our s~dent-athletes as they transition out of athletics. 

I know you already have many services (e.g., leadership), but I do see this as unique to those other services and both m~ invaluable service and dis~dnctive one from 

other tmiversities who compete with us for recruiting. Being able to show recruits m~d paxents how we plan to help once they complete their contributions to tar heel 

athletics would be compelling. 

Have a great holiday weekend. 

Dr. Patrick Akos 
Professor and Faculty (;hair 
School of Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
http :i/soe.unc ed~/fac ~esearchifacuky/akosphp 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Akos, Patrick <pakos@email.unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 1:16 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: tbllow up on our meeting 

Akos Transition Counseling- Consultation.pdf 

Great Bnbba 

Here is that initial draft atx~ut the service I have prepaaced for the NFL work in case Vince needs it. 

I look forward to talking again. 

Dr. Patrick Akos 

Professor, School of Education 

University of Noah Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Chnpel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-4758 

http://soeunc.edu/lhc researd~/lhcul/~/~kos.php 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 I:09 PM 
To: Akos, Patrick 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: follow up on our meeting 

Dear Professor Akos, 

Thank you veiy Inuch ibr your note and follow up. Sony for the long delay in responding, but we axe just now begimiing to look at some of the programs that we 

would like to oiler through our s~dent services program for next year. I will circle back with you after we’ve had a chance to discuss with our stall" what some 

possibilities may be. 

Again, I appreciated the opportunity to meet you and Dr. Harris. Look forward to talking to yon soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Akos, Patrick 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 9:04 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: follow up on our meeting 

Bubba- 

I am delinquem on this email, but I wanted to thank you for taking time to meet with Dr. Harris and myself a few weeks back. He was encouraged by meeting with you 

and I hope it will translate well to our recruitment efforts down the line. 

I also wanted to follow up on my role as a transition consultant/counselor and if yon see it as a fit with the depaztment. I can send that narrative again if it is helpful - but 

let me know if you want to pnrsue a partnership or discuss how I might be able to help our student-athletes as they transition out of athletics. 

I know you already have mmay services (e.g., leadership), but I do see this as uniqne to those other services and bx~th an invaluable service and distinctive one from 

other universities who compete with us tbr recruiting. Being able to show recruits and paaceuts how we plan to help once they complete their contributions to tar heel 
athletics would be compelling. 

Have a great holiday weekend. 

Dr. Patrick Akos 
Professor and Faculty Chair 
School of Education 
University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
http:i/soe.unc edu/~ac researchifaculty/akos php 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Tweets ficom m~ AlabaJna Player 

Tlds l~ecame qui~e the stoo/yesterday[l 

Have you bought a house 

From: Ne, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:10 AN 

To: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: FW: Tweets from an Alabama Player 

I’I11 sure I won’t be the first or last person to forward this to you. FYI. 

Twitter account from an Alabama player: 

http://i.irngur.comirlXxLHH.jpg 

Hope you and the family are doing well. 
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Le8aJ issues Jn 

CO LLEG lATE 
A Report of Court Decisions, Legislation and 

ATH LET! CS 
Regulations Affecting Collegiate Athletics 

2 Will Finding Impact Wrongful Death Suit? 

Attorneys representing the f~mily of Ereck P/ancher, the Univer- 

sity of Central Florida football player who died on the practice 

field, are asking an appeals court to consider the NCAA Com- 

mittee on [nj~actions’ recent determination -- unrelated to the 

Plancher case -- that UCF exhibited a Lack of Institutional 

Control over the UCF Athletic Department at the time of 

Plancher’s death as the court weighs the university’s appeal of a 

$10 million verdict to Plancher’s family. 

8 Smoke Brakes: Why Athletes Should Think 

Before Smoking Pot 

Back in November 2012, in an unprecedented move, voters in 

both Colorado and Washington approved state initiatives legal- 

izing the possession and recreational use of marijuana. While this 

legislation has the potential to impact professional and student 

athletes across those states, players located in Colorado and Wash- 

ington are not)~ee to spark ~ just yet. This issue has immense 

plications on fuuwe substance abuse testing in the sports domain. 

3 Federal Court Favors NCAA in Scholarship 
Antitrust Dispute 

A federaljudge~om the Southern District of Indiana has 

granted the NCAA’s motion to dismiss in a case in which the 

association was accused of violating antitrust laws. The court 

found specifically that the plaintiff~iled to adequately allege 

the elements of an antitrust violation. 

4 Third Time Is Not the Charm as Court Blocks 
Quinnipiac Again 

A federal judge fivm the District of Connecticut has handed 

Quinnipiac University another loss, finding that while the school 

has made "some"progress in complying with 7)’tle IX it’s not 

enough for the court to lift the injunction that prevents Quinni- 

piac.!÷om diminating its women’s volleyball program. 

~ University Survives Retaliation Claim Because 
Athlete Failed to Give Adequate Notice 

A federaljudgeJ~om the District of South Carolina has granted 

the University of &uth Carolina’s (USC) motion to dismiss a 

case that involved a former student-ath/ew, who sued the school 

for sexual harassment and retaliation as we/los violations of 

Tide IX. 

7 Federal Court Rebuffs Ex-Athlete Who Sued 
over Dismissal 

A federal judgej~om the District of Vermont has denied a former 

student-athlew’s bid to stay what was left of his breach of contract 

claim against Middlebury College until some elements of that 

claim, which the judge had already ruled on, could be considered 

on appeal. 

t O In re NCAA Student-Athlete Name & Likeness 
Licensing Litigation 

Recently, my colleague (D~ Herbert Otto) and I presented a 

paper at the 2~~’ Annual Sport and Recitation Law Association 

Conference (SRLA) in Denver (March 13-16, 2013) titled, 

’‘Amateurism & exploitation: A systematic approach to assure 

logical consistency pmmpted by In re NCAA Student-Athlew 

Name & Likeness Licensing Litigation". 

~ ~ Ex-Con Challenges Rule that Prevents Him 

from Coaching Prospective Student Athletes 

In February 2013, Dominic Hardie ("Hardie’) filed suit against 

the National Collegiate Athletic Association ("NCAA’) and a 

host of other organizations rdating to an NCAA rule that pm- 

hibits felons j~om coaching pmspective studen>athlews at NCAA 

certified basketball events. 

11 2 UNC Gets Tough with Sports Agents 

On March 22, 2013, all NFL Players Association certified Con- 

tract Advisors received an emailJ~om Paul Pogge, Associate Ath- 

letic Director at the UniversiO, of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. 

The purpose of that email was to inform and place all agents on 

notice that UNC had recently impkmented a new "Agent and 

Advisor Program. "- 

~ega~ IssUes Collegiate ~thletics is ~ ~ ~licati~ n ~ 

Ha~n~ t’u~licati~ns Copy 
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Will Finding Impact Wrongful Death Suit? 

Attorneys representing the family of Ere& 
Plancher, the University of Central Florida 
football player who died on the practice 
field, are asking an appeals court to consider 
the NCAA Committee on Infractions’ 
recent determination -- unrelated to the 
Plancher case -- that UCF exhibited a 
Lack of Institutional Control over the 
UCF Athletic Department at the time of 
Plancher’s death as the court ,veighs the 
university’s appeal ofa $10 million verdict 

to Plancher’s family. 
Plancher carried the sickle-cell trait 

at the time of his death. During intense 
activity; the trait can hamper the body’s 
ability, to distribute oxygen, resulting in 
malformation, or "sickling," of cells in 
the heart, lungs, liver, spleen, pancreas, 
kidneys, adrenal glands, and thymus. 

Ho,vever, during the trial, the family 
successfully alleged that coaches and ath- 
letic trainers were negligent in the treat- 
ment of their son. One of the lynchpins 
in their argument was that the defendants, 
as well as their son, did not know Ereck 
had the trait. 

Furthermore, Circuit Judge Robert 
M. Evans ruled that the UCF Athletic 
Association (UCFAA), not UCF, was li- 
able for the $10 million verdict. This was 
significant because UCFAA, which runs 
the athletic department, is not a state 
agency eligible for the $200,000 cap on 
settlement claims, as proscribed by Florida 
la,v for state agencies. 

On appeal, the UCFAA is maintaining 

that it was controlled by the University, 
and thus protected bysovereign immunity 
and the afbrementioned cap. 

Plancher’s attorneys want to use the 
COI’s finding as additional proof of the 
lack of control by the University: 

LEGAL EXPERT WEIGHS IN 

Eugene EgdorfofThe Lanier Law Firm in 
Houston, who has handled wrongftfl death 
cases in an athletic setting before, called 
the Plancher case "a unique situation." 

"Understandably, Plancher’s attorneys 
are arguing that the NCAA finding is ad- 
ditional proof of the lack of control by the 
University," Egdorftold Sports Litigation 
Alert. "Legall> the appellate court should 
not consider it as itwas not evidence at the 
trial and the admitted infractions occurred 
after Plancher’s death. 

"Notably, the Association is only appeal- 
ing the lack of immunity finding, NOT 
the negligence finding." 

"The facts of the Plancher case are 
horrific. The protection of defendants 
under sovereign immunity in such cases 
is something that really needs to be ex- 
amined. Mean~vhile, both the NCAA 
and UCF, both of whom have authority 

to punish the wrongdoers, continue to 
sit on the sidelines. George O’Leary goes 
unscathed and remains the coach at UCF, 
earning $1.4 million per season. If the law, 
the courts, the NCAA, nor the University 
will protect these student-athletes, who 
will?" ¯ 

NCAA Student-Athlete Name & Likeness Licensing Litigation 

Continued From Page 10 
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Federal Court Favors 

A federal judge from the Southern Dis- 

trict of Indiana has granted the NCAA’s 
motion to dismiss in a case in which the 
association was accused of violating an- 
titrust laws. The court found specifically 
that the plaintiffs failed to adequately al- 
lege the elements of an antitrust violation. 

Plaintiffs John Rock, Tim Steward, 
and Kody Collins challenged two NCAA 
bylaws that were at issue in an earlier case 
Agnew v. National Collegiate Athletic As- 
sociation, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 98744 
(S.D. Ind. 2011), affirmed by Agnew v. 
National Collegiate Athletic Association, 
683 E3d 328 (7th Cir. 2012). The bylaws 
at issue in Agnew were the prohibition on 
multi-year athletics-based scholarships and 
the cap on the number and amount of 
athletics-based scholarships. The plaintiffs 
also challenged an NCAA bylaw prohibit- 
ing athletics-basedscholarships at Division 
III schools. 

The byla,vs, they argued, "restrain trade 
among NCAA member institutions for 
the labor of student-athletes." 

The court was deariyunimpressedwith 
the plaintiffs’ complaint, noting that it 
"reads more like a press release than legal 
filing. Given the applicable standard of 
review, the court ignores the plaintiffs’ 
condusory legal allegations and needless 
case citations and will only detail the rea- 
sonable inferences it can make from the 
necessary factual allegations to determine if 
the plaintiffs have stated a plausible claim 
for relief." 

The NCAA moved to dismiss the plain- 
tif}~’ complaint for fbur reasons: 

First, it challenged the plaintiffs’ anti- 
trust standing to bring these claims. 

Second, the NCAA argued that the 
plaintiffs’ proposed relevant market fbr 
the "nationwide market for the labor of 
student athletes" is not legally cognizable. 

Third, the NCAA argued that the 

NCAA in Scholarship Antitrust Dispute 

plaintiffs failed to allege anticompetitive 
effects on the market. 

Fourth, the NCAA argued that the 
bylaw prohibiting Division III member 
institutions from awarding athletics-based 
financial aid is entitled to a procompetitive 
presumption of reasonableness. 

In considering the question on stand- 
ing, the court reviewed 15 U.S.C. ~ 15(a), 
which provides that "any person who shall 
be injured in his business or property 
by reason of awthing forbidden in the 
antitrust laws may sue therefore .... " 
But "not all persons who have suffered an 
inj ury flowing from [an] antitrust violation 
have standing to sue." Kochert ~: Greater 
Lafayette Health Servs., Inc., 463 E3d 
710, 716 (7th Cir. 2006). Instead, "only 
those parties who can most efficiendy 
vindicate the purposes of the antitrust 
laws have antitrust standing to maintain a 
private action." Id. Specificall?; a plaintiff 
"does not have standing to sue.., if [his] 
injuries were indirect and speculative." 
Greater Rockford Energy & Tech. Corp. 
v. Shell Oil Co., 998 E2d 391,394 (7th 
Cir. 1993). 

The court found that Rock and Steward 
have standing, while the question of stand- 
ing around Collins "is a much closer call. 
Collins alleges that after he was informed 
that his scholarship violated the Division 
III prohibition on athletics-based financial 
aid, he ’begrudgingly left the team and 
eventually transferred to [another school] 
to resume his hockey career.’ But Mr. Col- 
lins does not contend that the transfer, 
which he asserts was what ’forced him 
to pay thousands of dollars in additional 
tuition and room and board at his new 
school,’ was the direct result of the DMsion 
III rule he challenges. In other words, he 
makes no allegation that the challenged 
rule forced him to transfer schools to 
incur the economic injury of ~vhich he 

now complains. Because Mr. Collins’ al- 
leged antitrust injury is too indirect and 
speculative, the court concludes that he 
does not have standing to challenge the 
Division III prohibition on athletics-based 
financial aid." 

Turning to the market allegations, the 
court focused exdusivdy on the Division 
III rules at issue, and the plaintiffs’ faulty 
argument. "The plaintiffs’ decision to 
lump all NCAA schools into the same 
market regardless of material distinctions 
in division, sport offered by gender, or 
athletic success proves that their proposed 
market is not legally cognizable." 

The court was similarly unimpressed 
with the plaintiffs’ allegations that the 
bylaws at issue have caused injury to 
competition as a whole. 

As for whether the Division III pro- 
hibition on athletics-based scholarships 
is procompetMve as a matter of law, the 
court restated the NCAA’s argument "that 
nothing in the Sherman Act requires 
schools to provide athletics-based financial 
aid, and that the Division III prohibition 
on athletics-based financial aid promotes 
amateurism." It then noted the plaintiffs’ 
position that Division III schools "entered 
into an unlawful agreement" not to pro- 
vide athletics-based scholarships because 
they ’%vould rather have the athlete labor 
for free." 

The court wrote that "the Division III 
prohibition on athletics-based scholarships 
was not at issue in Agnew; and the Court 
agrees with the NCAA that the Supreme 
Court’s decision in Board of Regents is 
instructive. At issue in Board of Regents, 
468 U.S. at 101 was whether the NCAA’s 
control over the number of football games 
a university could televise violated Section 
1 of the Sherman Act. 468 U.S. at 85. 

"The Supreme Court recognized that 

See NCAA’S MOTION on Page 9 
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Third Time Is Not the Charm as Court Blocks Quinnipiac Again 

A federal judge from the District of 

Connecticut has handed Quinnipiac 

University another loss, finding that,vhile 

the school has made "some" progress in 

complying with Title LX it’s not enough 

for the court to lift the injunction that 

prevents Quinnipiac from eliminating its 

women’s volleyball program. 

The impetus for the initial lawsuit,vas 

Quinnipiac’s March 2009 announce- 

ment that in the 2009-10 academic 

year it would eliminate its varsity sports 

teams for women’s volleyball, men’s golf, 

and men’s outdoor track and field, while 

simultaneously creating a ne,v varsity 

women’s competitive cheerleading team. 

Five women’s volleyball players and their 

coach filed suit against Quinnipiac in 

April 2009 alleging that Quinnipiac 

violated Title IX by denying women 

equal varsity athletic participation op- 

portunities and sought injunctive relief 

preventing Quinnipiac from eliminating 

the women’s volleyball team. 

Follmving a bench trial in 2010, Dis- 

trict Judge Stefan R. Underhill, ,vho is 

also overseeing the current motion to lift 

the injunction, found that Quinnipiac 

violatedTitle IXby failing to afford equal 

participation opportunities in varsity 

sports to female students. 

Further, the district court perma- 

nently enjoined the university from 

continuing to discriminate against its 

female students by failing to provide 

equal athletic participation opportu- 

nities. "Because cutting then-current 

women’s varsity teams would only exac- 

erbate the problem, I also ordered that 

Quinnipiac not eliminate its women’s 

volleyball team, at least until the Univer- 

sity implemented changes sufficient to 

bring it into full compliance with Title 

IX," he ~vrote in the instant opinion. 

"That decision, and the legal frame- 
work it adopted, was later affirmed 

on appeal. See Biediger v. Quinnipiac 
Univ., 691 E3d 85 (2d Cir. 2012). 
Quinnipiac has now moved to lift the 
injunction pursuant to Federal Rule 
of Civil Procedure 60(by. Quinnipiac 
claims that changes to its athletics 
program over the past two years have 
brought the school into statistical com- 
pliance with Title IX and, as a result, 
the injunction should no longer have 
prospective application." 

This argument failed, noted the 
court, because "Quinnipiac has shown 
neither a significant change in its alloca- 
tion of athletic opportunities, nor that 
inequity would result from continued 
enfbrcement of the injunction. At most, 
the University has shmvn that it has 
made some progress toward the goal 

of effective accommodation, but those 
modest adjustments over the past two 
years have brought only incremental 
improvements in gender equity, not full 
and lasting compliance withTitle IX. By 
the measure of both the three-part and 
levels-of-competition tests, Quinnipiac 
remained in violation of the statute’s 
effective-accommodation mandate dur- 
ing the 2011-12 academic year." 

The court continued: "It bears men- 
tioning that, at this juncture, two-th irds 
of the plaintiffs’ Title IX claims against 
Quinnipiac have yet to be litigated; 
the plaintiffs’ scholarship and equal- 
treatment claims are scheduled for trial 

later this year. Although the injunc- 
tion was issued specifically to remedy 
Quinnipiac’s failure to comply with the 
effective-accommodation requirement, 
it is beyond cavil that a defendant may 
violate Title IX by failing to comply with 
any of the core regulatory requirements 

under the statute. See Mansourian v. 

Regents of Univ. of California, 602 F.3d 

957, 964-65 (9th Cir. 2010). Indeed, 
the plaintiffs’ still-pending equal-treat- 

ment claim arises out of the very same 

regulatory provision as the effective- 
accommodation claim at issue here. See 

34 C.ER. ~ 106.41(c). An effective- 
accommodation claim is but one side 

of the equal-athletic-opportunity coin 

under section 106.41 (c). See Biediger, 

691 E3d at 92. 

"Thus, it would be premature to lift 

the injunction at this stage and permit 

Quinnipiac to eliminate the volleyball 

team before full compliance with Title 

IX has been demonstrated. For this 

reason, too, the equities favor keeping 

the injunction in place, at least until 

the University’s overall compliance ~vith 

Title IX can be fully assessed at trial. 

"That raises the question of rem- 

edies going forward. As Quinnipiac is 

undoubtedly aware, district courts are 

empowered to order specific relief~ 

such as the addition of women’s teams, 

or the elimination of men’s teams, as 
determined by the court--in Title IX 

cases, particularly ~vhere, as here, a 
defendant’s own remedial efforts have 

proven insufficient. 

"Here, however, I do not believe such 

drastic measures are warranted. Although 

Quinnipiac still has a ways to go, I am 

confident that the University is making 

substantial progress toward Title IX com- 

pliance. The inquiry, therefore, is whether 

it is onerous or inequitable to keep the 

injunction--and the volleyball team--in 

place while Quinnipiac’s newly sponsored 

acro and rugby programs develop." 

See THIRD TIME on Page 6 
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University Survives Retaliation Claim Because Student-Athlete 
Failed to Give Adequate Notice 
A federal judge from the District of 
South Carolina has granted the Univer- 
sity of South Carolina’s (USC) motion 
to dismiss a case that involved a fbrmer 
student-athlete, who sued the school for 
sexual harassment and retaliation as well 
as violations of Title IX. 

In so ruling, the court found that 
plaintiffldana DeCecco failed to provide 
the school with proper notice of the 
questionable activity: 

DeCecco arrived at USC as a fi’eshman 
and began practice with the soccer team 
onAugust 1,2008. She did not participate 
in the pre-season voluntarysummer ~vork- 
outs, which many freshmen attended, and 
also failed her initial physical fitness test. 
DeCecco was allegedly frustrated that she 
,vas not receiving as much playing time as 
she desired, as expressed in an email she 
sent to her mother. DeCecco’s father also 
raised concerns regarding DeCecco’s lack 
of playing time ~vhen he visited USC early 
in the fail of 2008. These action preceded 
an incident on October 12, 2008, which 
led to the litigation. 

Citing deposition testimony, the court 
gave the fbllowing account: Assistant 
Soccer Coach Jamie Smith conveyed a 
message to DeCecco, through another 
player, to meet him in the coaches’ locker 
room for a private conference. DeCecco 
then ,vent to the coaches’ locker room 
as directed. 

Jamie Smith sat roughly six feet from 
DeCecco and asked how she was adjusting 
to the situation. 

During the meeting, there ~vere t~vo 
sets of knocks at the door. DeCecco de- 
termined the person knocking was Head 
Soccer Coach Shelley Smith (married to 
Jamie) during the first set of knocks when 
the person knocking inquired, "Who’s 
in there?" DeCecco asked Jamie Smith 

if they should get the door, to which he 
responded, "don’t worry about it, just 
listen to me." At roughly the same time as 
the second series of knocks, Jamie Smith 
touched DeCecco’s leg at or near her 
knee. DeCecco described her reaction at 
this point as "freaking out," and testified 
that she immediately stood up, went to 
the door, and opened it. 

\~fhen DeCecco opened the door, 
Shelley Smith looked at DeCecco and 
asked "what the hell is going on?" As 
ShelleySmith entered the room, DeCecco 
walked out. The door was then closed 

(DeCecco describes it as being closed in 
her face) after which DeCecco heard the 
Smiths arguing. DeCecco was shocked by 
the encounter and stood by the door for 

about 30 seconds before walking away. 
DeCecco allegedly called her father, 

while walking back to her dorm to tell 
him about the encounter. DeCecco told 

her father that Jamie Smith "touched 
her thigh" and that she was "creeped out 
just being alone with Jamie and became 
extremely uncomfortable and distressed 
when Shelley arrived outside the room." 

The court found it significant that the 
plaintiffand her father assumed the head 
coach would handle the incident. "There 
is no evidence that DeCecco or her father 
followed up to see if Shelley Smith made 
a report or took other action," wrote the 
court. "While there is no evidence of any 
report or corrective action, there is also 
no evidence that any similar incident 
(closed-door meeting with a male coach 
or arguably inappropriate touching) oc- 
curred thereafter, either to DeCecco or 
any other female soccer player." 

Nevertheless, from that point on, 
Shelley Smith allegedly retaliated against 
the plaintiffby limiting her playing time 
and reducing her scholarship to 75 per- 

cent. DeCecco eventually transferred to 
another school to remove herself fi’om 
what she termed a "toxic environment." 

The plaintiffultimately s ued, proceed- 

ing against: 
USC under three distinct legal theo- 

ries: violation ofTitle LX, violation of Sec- 
tion 1983, and common law negligence! 
gross negligence (hiring, retention, and 
redshirt status); 

Deputy Athletic Director Marcy 
Girton and former Athletic Director 
Eric Hyman under only one legal theory, 
common law negligence, based on an 
alleged failure to protect DeCecco from 
known risks presented by one or both of 
the Smiths; and 

The Smiths under four distinct legal 
theories: violation of Section 1983 (sexual 
harassment), intentional infliction of 
emotional distress, negligence (failure 
to protect and intentional conduct), and 
fraud (based on alleged failed promises to 
seek or obtain redshirt status.) 

After considering the arguments, the 
court reasoned that the school did not 
know- that Jamie Smith posed a risk of 
sexual hostility to student-athletes and 
more specifically that it ~vasn’t given 
proper notice of the locker room incident, 
since the plaintiffand/or her father failed 
report it. 

The failure to report the locker room 
incident as one ofsexuai harassment also 
prevented the plaintifffrom being able to 
pursue a retaliation claim, since she could 
not demonstrate that she was engaged in 
protected activity because she had not 
reported the incident. 

Further, the retaliation claim would 
also fail because Shelley Smith’s actions 
against the plaintiff ,vere likely taken 
because of her jealousy over what had 

See UNIVERSITY on Page 6 
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University of South Carolina Survives Retaliation Claim 
Continued From Page 5 

occurred in the locker room, not because 
the plaintiff had filed a Title IX claim. 

ONE LEGAL EXPERT’S TAKE 

Erin Buzuvis, Professor of Law, Western 
New England University, and Kristine 
Newhali, Ph.D. candidate in Women’s 
Studies, University of Iowa, who serve as 
editors and contributors to the Tide IX 
blog, gave the following analysis: 

"The court’s reasoning reflects a high 
burden on student-athletes to protect 
themselves from harassment and retali- 
ation by coaches," they wrote. "In order 
to be on notice of Jamie Smith’s capacity 
to sexually harass DeCecco, other players 
would have had to complain much more 
specifically about what his ’inappropriate’ 
comments entailed, as the university was 
not faulted for failing to have followed up 
for d~ese details. In order for Shelley Smith’s 
reaction to the locker room incident to 
count as retaliation, DeCecco would have 

had to actively, complain to her about 
Jamie Smith’s conduct, even though the 
retaliation was motivated by her perception 
of,vhat had occurred. Meanwhile, things 
that the coaches can use as leverage over 
players, playing time, scholarships, and, I’d 
argue, enforcement of the intra-team dat- 
ing policy, are unexamined as weapons that 
create and sustain a prover imbalance that 
keep athletes like DeCecco from speaking 
up about coaches’ bad behavior. Even if 
the court is right that the dating policy is 
neutral because it pertains to teammate 
relationships, not same-sex relationships, 
if the policy is being deployed in such a 
way to scare or suppress a player from 
complaining about harassment or retali- 
ation, it’s discriminatory. 

"Regardless of its legal liabilit?; USC 
failed to ensure the safety and well-being 
of one of its student addetes. In that sense, 
the case should sewe as a reminder to col- 
lege and universities to carefully monitor 

the climate within athletics, not only for 
evidence of harassment, retaliation, and 
homophobia, but to ensure that players 
are encouraged and supported to report 
discrimination when it occurs." 

The opinion can be viewed at: http:ii 

docs :iusda.comlcaseslfederalldistrict- 
courts/south-carolina/scdce/3: 2011 cv0 
230011847231175/¯ 

Idana Barbara Dececco v. University of South 

Carolina et al.; D.S.C.; Civil Action No. 3:11 -cv- 

2300-CMC, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6321’ 

1/16/13 

Attorneys of Record: (for plaintiff) Stephanie Un- 

derwood Roberts, LEAD ATTORNEY, Jeffrey D 

Patton, PRO HAC VICE, Spilman Thomas and 

Battle, Winston-Salem, NC; Michael S Garrison, 

PRO HAC VICE, Spilman Thomas and Battle, 

Charleston, WV. (for defendants) Shahin Vafai, 

LEAD ATTORNEY, Gignilliat Savitz and Bettis, 

Columbia, SC; Vance J Bettis, LEAD ATTOR- 

NEY, Gignilliat Savitz and Bettis LLR Columbia, 

SC. Damon C Wlodarczyk, Nikole H Boland, 

Roy F Laney, LEAD ATTORNEYS, Riley Pope 

and Laney, Columbia, SC. 

Third Time Is Not the Charm as Court Blocks Quinnipiac Again 
Continued From Page 4 

COURT APPLAUDS QUINNIPIAC 

The court added that Quinnipiac "has 

chosen to meet its statutory obligation by 
adding, inter alia, an emerging sport and 
an as-yet unrecognized sport. I applaud 

Quinnipiac for breaking new ground in 
women’s sports, and investing so heavily 

in new opportunities for female athletes. 
But having made that choice, Quinni- 

piac must now follow through with it. 

As demonstrated at trial, the acro and 
rugby teams still need to grow and mature 
before those teams can offer female stu- 

dents athletic opportunities on par ,vith 

the opportunities Quinnipiac already 
offers its male students. Determining 

~vhen and whether those two ne~v teams 

have ripened into authentic DMsion I 

varsity programs--thereby bringing the 
University into full compliance withTitle 

IX--will require assessment over time, 

at least more time than m~o short years. 
’~s the developmental process for acro 

and rugby unfol&--a process of Quinnip- 
iac’s own choosing-- the University should 

not be permitted to eliminate existing 
NCAA-championship sports for women. 

"For the above reasons, I conclude 

that it is neither inequitable nor unduly 
burdensome for Quinnipiac to continue 

to sponsor the volleyball team while its 
newly-formed acro and rugby teams evolve 

tmvard genuine Division I varsity status. 
Because achievingTide IX compliance,vii1 
require additional progress over a period 
of years, Quinnipiac’s motion to lift the 
injunction must be denied. Once acro and 

rugby reach parity with other Division I 
varsity teams--or, in the interim, ifQuin- 
nipiac supplements its current athletic 
program with other full-fledged NCAA 
championship sports for women--the 
University may renew its motion to lift 
the injunction." N 

Biediger v, Quinnipiac; D. Conn,; No. 3:09-cv- 

621 (SRU); 3/4/13 

To see the opinion, visit http://courtweb.pamd.us- 

courts.gov/courtwebsearch/ctxc/8436 DR18.pdf 
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Federal Court Rebuffs Ex-Athlete Who Sued over Dismissal 

A federal .judge from the District of Ver- 
mont has denied a former student-athlete’s 
bid to stay what was left of his breach of 
contract claim against Middlebuty College 
until some elements of that claim, which 
the judge had already ruled on, could be 
considered on appeal. 

In so ruling, the court found that "the 
claims on appeal and the claims pending 
before this court are sufficiendy inter- 
twined that they will all but guarantee 
duplicative proceedings and piecemeal 
appeals" if it were to side,vith the plaintiff. 

Plaintiff James Knelman ,vas a player 
on Middlebury’s men’s ice ho&ey team. 
During the final weeks of the 2010-2011 
season, Coach Bill Beaney dismissed Knd- 
man from the team. 

On May 11,2011, Knelman, who has 
since graduated from Middlebury, sued the 
college, alleging that his relationship with 
Middlebury "was contractual in nature 
and that Middlebury breached its alleged 
promise to provide him with procedural 
due process befbre he could be dismissed 
from the ice hockey team," according to 
the court. 

Further, he asserted that Middlebm’y 
breached the implied covenant of good 
faith and fair dealing based upon the 
same conduct. He further alleges that 
the relationship between himself and 
Middlebury was fiduciary- in nature and 
that Middlebury had a "duty to act in 
Knehnan’s best interest and with the high- 
est standards of integrity and good faith 
in its dealing with Knehnan." He asserts 

a parallel claim of breach of fiduciary duty 
against Coach Beaney. 

Knelman argued that the manner in 
which Coach Beaneyhandled his dismissal 
from the team was "arbitrary and capri- 
cious" and defamed him in his chosen 
prospective profession as a professional 

ice hockey player. Knelman’s defamation 
claim is based upon Coach Beaney’s al- 

leged statements that "Knelman is selfish, 
Knelman ’had problems’ on the hockey 
team last year, the decision leading to 
Knelman’s dismissal was ’not an isolated 
incident,’ and he does not think ’hockey 
is a priority,’ for Ka~elman." 

Finally, in his negligent supewision 
claim, Knelman alleged that Middlebury 
knew or had reason to know that Coach 
Beaney had a "propensity to engage in 
tortious acts of breach of the fiduciary- 

duty, owing to his students and defama- 
tion," and "was advised of Coach Beaney’s 
ongoing tortious conduct and Middlebury 
took no action to stop, prevent or sanc- 
tion Coach Beaney, but rather condoned, 
approved and ratified the incidents of 
tortious conduct." 

The plaintiff sought compensatory 
damages in an amount in excess of $75,000 
and punitive damages, attorney’s fees, 
and prejudgment interest as permitted 
by Vermont law. 

On September 28, 2012, the court 
granted partial summary, judgment in the 
defendants’ favor on Count I (breach of 
contract against Middlebury); Count II 
(breach of the implied covenant of good 
faith and fair dealing against Middlebury); 
Count III (breach of fiduciary duty against 
Middlebury); and Count IV (breach of 
fi duciary duv agai ns t Co ach Be an ey). The 
court granted in part and denied in part 
summary judgment with regard to Count 
V (defamation claim against Middlebury 
and Coach Beaney) and denied stun- 
mary judgment on Count \q (negligent 
supervision against Middlebury) because 
the defamation claim was only partially 
dismissed. 

In a tactical move, I<h~elman sought 
an entry of final judgment, pursuant to 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 54(b), as 
to Counts I through IV of his complaint 
so that he may take an immediate appeal. 
With regard to his defamation claim, 
although the court dismissed part of that 
claim, Knelman did not seek to appeal aW 
portion of it, instead he asked for a stay of 
all remaining claims in this court pending 
the outcome of his appeal. 

In its analysis, the district court noted 
that the Second U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals has held that the trial courts 
must balance four criteria in determining 
whether to stay a case pending appeal: 
"the likelihood of success on the merits, 
irreparable injury if a stay is denied, sub- 
stantial injury to the party opposing a stay 
if one is issued, and the public interest. 
Mohammed v. Reno, 309 E3d 95, 100 
(2d Cir. 2002). 

"I<h~elman seeks to appeal legal issues 
which he describes as unsetded in Ver- 
mont and the Second Circuit. His claims 
that have been dismissed are properly 
characterized as ’novel’ in the context 

of a student-athlete suing his coach and 
college based upon his dismissal from an 
extracurricular sport which carried ~vith 
it no scholarship benefits. 

The court thus cannot find that he has 
demonstrated astronglikelihood of success 
on the merits. 

"The onlyinjuryKnelman will suffer ifa 
stay is not granted is the possibility that he 
will need to litigate his claims twice--a risk 
that is arguably insubstantial if his claims 
are not factually and legally intertwined 
as he claims. In seeking a stay, however, 
Knelman concedes that the claims he 
seeks to appeal and the claims remaining 
in this court, if he is successful on appeal, 
will require a second trial involving the 
same facts, the same parties, and many of 

See FEDERAL COURT on Page 9 
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Smoke Brakes: Why Athletes Should Think Before Smoking Pot 

By Eric M. Sable, Esq. 

Back in November 2012, in an unprec- 

edented move, voters in both Colorado 
and Washington approved state initiatives 
legalizing the possession and recreational 

use of marijuana. While this legislation has 
the potential to impact professional and 
student athletes across those states, players 
located in Colorado and Washington are 
not free to spark up just yet. This issue has 
immense implications on future substance 

abuse testing in the sports domain. 

REEFER REFERENDUMS 

The laws passed in Colorado and Wash- 

ington permit adults over 21 years old to 
possess up to an ounce of marijuana fbr 
personal use. However, the exact contours 
of the regulations are not yet clear. Each 
respective state’s Liquor Control Board is 
given one year to establish rules for state- 
licensed stores to sell marijuana, and also 
to promulgate impairment levels fbr the 
application of state DUI laws. Colorado 
and Washington state officials plan to an- 
nounce the regulations and begin issuing 
licenses to marijuana producers byAugust. 

Despite these measures, there are 
significant obstacles standing in the way. 
The possession and use of marijuana 
remains a violation of federal law under 
the Controlled Substances Act ("CSA’). 
There exists the likely possibility that the 
Department of Justice ("DOJ") will sue 
both states in an effort to overturn the 
laws. And this type of case is ripe to make 

its way to the U.S. Supreme Court. For 
instance, a similar case- Gon~ales v. Raich, 

545 U.S. 1 (2005) - involving a Califbrnia 
state medicinal marij uana law was decided 
by the Court back in 2005, and held that 
Congress may, prohibit the local cultivation 
and use of marijuana under its Commerce 
Clause powers. 

Further, even if these laws are not over- 
turned through the court system, this new 
marijuana legislation does little to &ange 
employers’ rights or affect zero tolerance 
policies in the workplace. For instance, 
Colorado’s marijuana law includes the fol- 
lo~ving language: "Nothing in this Section is 
intended to requiw an employer to permit or 

to accommodate the use, consumption, posses- 
s#n, transf~ display, transportation, sab or 

~cowing of marijuana in the workplace or to 
a ct the a i/i  &m loye s to ha e  o/icies 
res~rictingthe use ofmafijuava by em~loyees." 

POT POLICIES 

Both professional sports leagues and the 

NCAA prohibit the use of marijuana and 

implement serious penalties for those who 

continually abuse the drug. 

In theory, the NCAA’s Division I 

drug testing policy carries more stringent 

discipline: a first-time offender must sit 

out an entire year and also loses one year 

of eligibilit)~ while a second positive test 

results in the loss of an additional year of 

digibility. Despite these rules, marijuana 

testing varies among individual universi- 

ties, and positive tests result in different 

degrees of punishment depending on the 

specific school. 

In the NFL, NBA, and MLB, a first 

offense results in placement in a substance 

abuse program. A second offense while 

participating in such a program carries a 

steep fine: NFL players lose three ,veeks 

of pay, NBA players are fined $25,000, 

and MLB players are fined up to $35,000. 

Continuing offenses can result in more 

fines, multi-game suspensions, and even 

year-long banishment from the league. 

NFL: No FuN LEAGUE 
The impact of the ne~vmarijuanaiaws may 
come to the fbrefront in the NFL. Not only 
is there the possibility that the la~vs will set 

a standard for marijuana impairment- the 

amount of THC in the bloodstream - at 

a higher threshold than the league permits 

(15 nanograms per milliliter), but the NFUs 

drug policy is also sufficiently vague and 

open to varying interpretations. 

Broncos and Seahawks players testing 

positive for marijuana can argue that such 

use is not "illegal" since it is no~v permis- 

sible under state law. On the other hand, 

the NFL can respond by arguing that: (1) 

the use of marijuana remains impermis- 

sine under the federal CSA, and (2) the 

efficacy of the NFI2s substance abuse policy 

requires uniform application across all of 

the league’s member clubs. 

While the outlook on marijuana use is 

becoming more progressive nowadays- as 

the use of the drug is more ,videspread 

- most NFL personnel evaluators still 

red-flag players ,vith a history of repeated 

marijuana use. Many times the concern 

is not the use of the drug itself, but the 

potential fbr deeper underlying character 

issues. That is why positive drug tests 

during college or at the NFL Combine 

routinely result in the precipitous drop in 

a player’s draft stock. For example, the Pa- 

triots’ talented tight endAaron Hernandez 

slipped to the fourth round in the 2010 

NFL Draft after failing multiple drug tests 

during his college football career. 

FORWARD THINKING 

While the DOJ could always curtail the 
marijuana movement, as more states begin 
to follow Colorado andWashington’s lead 
in legalizing marijuana, the inherent con- 
flict bem~een state marijuana legalization 
laws and the substance abuse policies of 
sports leagues will become more pervasive. 
In the meantime, college and professional 
athletes in these states are not yet immune 
from the reach of league policies regarding 
marijuana use. ¯ 
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Federal Court Rebuffs Ex-Athlete Who Sued over Dismissal 
Continued From Page 7 

the same witnesses. Although the harm 
Knelman may suf}’er if forced to litigate 
his claims twice is neither unexpected nor 
unusual, two trials involving the same set 
of facts, the same parties, and many of the 
same wimesses would clearly be a ,vaste 
of judicial and party resources. There is 
thus the possibility, of mmecessary and 
duplicative expens e ifa stay, is not granted." 

Middlebury and Beaney contend that 
"the court must also consider their compet- 
ing interests and the hardships they will 
suffer in deciding whether to grant a Rule 
54(b) certification and a stay. They point 

out that this case has been pending since 
May" of2011 and that it ,vii1 be pending 
for potentially several more years if Knel- 
man’s motion for certification and a stay 
are granted. The defendants will be thus 
exposed to prolonged litigation rather 
than receiving a prompt adjudication of 
the claims against them ,vhile Knelman 
pursues an appeal that, if successful, will 

benefit only, him. As defendants point out 
with regard to the claims Knelman seeks to 
appeal: ’If those claims are as separate and 
distinct as [Kaqelman] argues that they are, 
then there is no reason why those claims 
cannot proceed to trial forthwith. Trial 
on the remaining claims should take at 
most a day or two, and Defendant Beaney 
is entided to have those claims resolved 
expeditiously.’ 

If, in contrast, the facts and claims are 
intertwined in a manner that makes Rule 

54(b) certification unadvisable, the defen- 
dants argue the court should not attempt 
to cure this problem by granting a stay that 
is not warranted. For the reasons stated by 
Defendants, the court agrees that this is 
not a case where certification and a stay 
will ’make possible a more expeditious and 
just result for all the parties.’ L.B. Foster 
Co. ~: America Piles, Inc., 138 E3d 81, 
87 (2d Cir. 1998). 

"Finally, the public interest does not 

favor a stay. Although the public interest 
in a private dispute such as the instant one 
is not a compelling one, and although the 
public interest is not advanced by duplica- 
tive judicial proceedings, the public also 
has no interest in prolonged litigation or 
in partially adjudicated cases that remain 
pending but which do not progress to 
a resolution while one party pursues an 
appeal. 

"On balance, I~elman has not estab- 
lished that a stay is warranted in this case. 
In the absence of a stay, or dismissal of his 
remaining claims, a Rule 54 (by certifi cation 
is not appropriate as the claims on appeal 
and the claims pending before this court 
are sufficiendy intertwined that they- ~viI1 
all but guarantee duplicative proceedings 
and piecemeal appeals." ¯ 

James "Jak" Knelman v. Middlebury College, 

and Bill Beaney; D. Vt.; Case No. 5:11-cv-123, 

2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3391; 1/9/13 

NCAA’s Motion to Dismiss Granted in Scholarship Antitrust Dispute 
Continued From Page 3 

the horizontal restraint at issue typically 
would be presumed unreasonable and 

illegal per se with out inquiry into the par- 
ticular market context; however, ’what is 
critical is that this case involves an industry 
in which horizontal restraints on competi- 
tion are essential if the product is to be 
available at all.’ Id. at 101. Therefore, the 
Supreme Court applied the Rule of Rea- 
son analysis ’to form ajudgment about the 

competitive significance of the restraint.’ 
Id. at 103. A conclusion that a restraint 
is unreasonable may be based on either 
the nature or character of the contracts 

or the surrounding circumstances giving 
rise to the inference or presumption that 

they were intended to restrain trade and 
enhance prices. Id. 

"In Board of Regents, the Supreme 
Court ultimately concluded that, despite 
the NCAA’s proffered justifications, 
the NCAA had engaged in unjustified 
anticompetitive conduct by restraining 
the number of football games universi- 
ties could televise. The Supreme Court 
emphasized, however, that its holding 
was not a prohibition on the majority, 

of the NCAA’s regulations because the 
NCAA must implement rules to preserve 
the character and quality of its product: 

"What the NCAA and its member 
institutions market in this case is com- 

petition itself- contests between 
competing institutions. Of course, this 
would be completely ineffective if there 
were no rules on which the competitors 
agreed to create and define the competi- 
tion to be marketed. A myriad of rules 
affecting such matters as the size of the 
field, the number of players on a team, 
and the extent to which physical violence 
is encouraged or proscribed, all must be 
agreed upon, and all restrain the manner 
in which institutions compete .... In order 
to preserve the character and quality of 
the ’product,’ athletes must not be paid, 
must be required to attend class, and the 

See NCAA’S MOTION on Page 11 
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In re NCAA Student-Athlete Name & Likeness Licensing 
Litigation -- A Logical Solution Beats an Orwellian Maneuver 
By Kadie Otto, Ph. D. Associate Pro- 

fessor, Western Carolina University 

Recently, my colleague (Dr. Herbert 
Otto) and I presented a paper at the 26tt~ 
Annual Sport and Recreation Law As- 
sociation Conference (SRLA) in Denver 
(March 13-16, 2013) tided, "Amateurism 
& exploitation: A systematic approach to 
assure logical consistency prompted by In 
re NCAA Student-Athlete Name & Like- 
ness Licensing Litigation". This litigation 
has shed light on the chasm that has grown 
between the goals and realities of intercolle- 
giate sports as a result of the cross purposes 
of amateurism and commercialization and 
the NCA~2s involvement in both (Stippich 
& Otto, 2010). For example, one of the 
problems the NCAA is facing in O’Bannon 
is whether the Student-Athlete Statement is 
enforceable and ,vhether it is a contract of 
adhesion. From a contractual standpoint, 
it is logically inconsistent to require the 
student-athlete, on the one hand, to cer- 
tify his amateur status and, on the other 
hand, require him to consent to use by 
the NCAA or third party of his name or 
likeness for commercial exploitation. In 
order to resolve this dilemma, the defini- 
tions of "amateurism" and "exploitation" 
need to be clarified especially in regard to 
the relationship between the two (Stippich 
& Otto, 2010). 

Cianfrone and Baker (2010) have sug- 
gested that there may, be a way, to provide 
student-athletes wkh a reasonable slice of 
the pie in exchange for the use of their like- 
nesses while preserving the amateurism of 
college athletics. But how? No one had been 
able to show how this could be done--d~at 
is, until nmv! In our paper, "Clarifying 
amateurism: A logical approach to resolv- 
ing the exploitation of college athletes 
dilemma", which was recendy published 
in S?ort, Ethics and Philoso?hy: journal of 

the British Phi/osoIahy orS?on Association, 
we show, byway of linguistic analysis, how 
athletes can be provided a reasonable slice 

of the pie whib preserving amateurism. 
In our paper we investigated the logical 

consequences of the common under- 
standing of amateurism in the context of 
big-time college sports, and in so doing, 
illustrated a method based on linguistic 
analysis and logic. We began by focusing 
on the term "amateur" as presupposed by 
the late Professor Brand in his attempt to 
justify, the "business" of NCAA Division 
I sports by &coupling the "participants 
from the enterprise". Next, we examined 
a more rigorous definition of the term 
"amateur" in order to show more clearly 
the difficulties posed by the current situ- 
ation in big-time college sports. We also 
exposed a flaw in die NCAA’s "Orwellian" 
maneuver to create an ad hoc exception 

to bylaw 12.02 in their attempt to avoid 
th e charge ofexploitation.~ Finally, we put 
forth a new model for big-time college 
athletics ~vhich assures logical consistency 
pertaining to "amateur" and "exploita- 
tion" while adhering to bylaw 2.9. This 
new model, which we call "The Distribu- 
tion Fairness Model" (DFM), calls fbr a 
"scholarship upgrade" which covers the 
true expenses during the athlete’s play- 
ing years, and also creates a "scholarship 

In August 2011, NCAA Division I Amateurism 
Cabinet proposed modifications to bylaw 12.02 
which would provide the NCAA and its member 
institutions with greater flexibiliw to use the name 
and/or likeness of students for commercial gain 
without being labeled as ’exploitative’. For example, 
as long as "the sale of the commercial item is approved 
by the institution’s director of athletics.., and... 
the involved student-athletes have signed a release 
statement granting permission to use their names or 
likenesses’, then the commercial activity" would not 
be considered ’exploitation’ (see 2011 DIVISION 
I OFFICIAL NOTICE. 2010. Legislation for 
Consideration at the January andApri12011 NCAA 
Division I Legislative Council and NCAA Division 
I Board of Directors Meetings. Indianapolis, IN: 
NCAA. at 52, bylaw 12.5.1.1.1 (a) and (c)). 

attachment" for the athlete in the post- 
playingyears. The scholarship attachment 
is the "value-added" component which, in 
order to fairly address the central role the 
athlete plays in the universities opportu- 
nity to secure contracts ~vith commercial 
entities, includes the establishment of a 
"derivative-value trust". 

It is likely that in order to come to a 
resolution regarding O’Bannon, the courts 
will have to make a decision regarding the 
notion of amateurism and exploitation in 
the context ofmodern-daybig-time college 
sports. The NCAA has recognized this 
as evidenced by their attempt to amend 
bylaw 12.02 as well as their most recent 
moves to "deregulate" college sports, and, 
by changing language in the NCAA Divi- 
sion I Manual, stipulating that members 
adhere to "the collegiate model". Will the 
NCAA’s move to create exceptions, change 
definitions, and manipulate language fool 
the courts? I doubt it. Might our proposal 
be a better option? We d~ink so. By: 1) 
illustrating a method based on linguistic 
analysis and logic; 2) investigating the 
logical consequences of the common un- 
derstanding of amateurism in the context 
of commercialized college sports; 3) using 
linguistic analysis to expose a fla,v in the 
NCAA’s attempt to avoid the charge of 
exploitation; and, 4) putting forth the 
DFM which resolves the amateurism 
dilemma while at the same time takes 
into account the reality- of the NCAA’s 
commercial engagements, we have laid 
out a road map for d~e courts which is 
logically sound. 

REFERENCES 
2011 DIVISION I OFFICIAL NOTICE. (2010). 

Legislation for Consideration at the January" 
andApri12011 NCAA Division I Legislative Council 
and NCAA Division I Board of Directors Meetings. 

See IN RE NCAA on Page 2 
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Ex-Con Challenges NCAA Rule that Prevents Him from 
Coaching Prospective College Student Athletes 
By Christian Dennie, Esq. 

Jn February 2013, Dominic Hardie 

("Hardie") filed suit against the National 

Collegiate Athletic Association ("N CAA") 
and a h ost ofoth er organizations relating to 
an NCAA rule that prohibits felons from 
coaching prospective student-athletes at 
NCAA certified basketball events. Hat- 

die is the co-fbunder of Triple D Hoops 

based in Houston, Texas and coaches two 
high school aged girls’ basketball teams 

that compete in tournaments nationally. 
Hardie was formally an NCAA Division I 
basketball student-athlete at the University 
of Houston and University ofNorthTexas. 
In 2000, at age 23, Hardie was arrested 
and charged with possess ion with intent to 
distrib ute less than one gram of cocaine. In 
2001, Hardie pled guilt), to the charge an d 
received a five year probated sentence. He 

has not been arrested or convicted since and 

recendy graduated from the University of 
North Texas. In addition to his duties as 

a basketball coach, he is a full-time social 
worker in the child fbster care system. 

Hardie had been coaching at NCAA 
certified basketball contests for several 

years. From 2006-2010, the NCAA’s 

policies on felons coaching at NCAA 
certified basketball events allowed for 

coaches to coach their teams as long as it 
was a non-violent felony conviction and 
the conviction was older than seven years. 
The policy at that time distinguished 
between violent and non-violent felonies. 
In January 2011, the NCAA removed 
the distinction between violent and 
non-violent felonies. On February 22, 
2012, Hardie re-applied for certification 
to coach at NCAA certified basketball 
events for 2012 and 2013. On March 
13, 2012, Hardie was informed by the 
NCAA that he was denied certification 
because of his past felony conviction. As 
a result, Hardie is currently unable to 
coach his teams at any basketball event 
certified by the NCAA. 

Hardie has filed suit in the United 
States District Court for the Southern 
District of California. Hardie claims the 
actions taken by the NCAA and other 
defendants violate Title II of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 ("Title II"). Hardie 
claims the defendants have created and 
taken part in "unlawful racial discrimina- 
tion in places of public accommodation." 
Hardie further claims that the defendants 
have devised a policy that denies him 
"the full and equal enjoyment of places 
of public accommodation in violation of 
Title II by permanently denying coaching 

certification to him and all other persons 
with felony convictions without regard 
to the time passed since conviction, type 
of conviction, extent of rehabilitation, 
or the relatedness of the conviction to 

any legitimate business or organizational 
purpose." Hardie argues in his Compli- 
ant that the NCAA policy has a disparate 
impact on African Americans because 
African Americans are "overrepresented in 
nearly every stage of the criminal justice 
system." Hardie points to statistics that 
show African Banericans are 4.5 times 
more likely that American Caucasians 
to have a felony conviction. 

Hardie seeks a declaratory judgment 
indicating that the NCAA policy is 
unlawful and violates Title II. He also 
seeks a preliminary and permanent 
injunction enjoining the NCAA and 
other defendants "from implementing 
the feloW exclusion policy and practice... 
and providing [Hardie] with participant 
approval allowing him to coach at the 
MSNM Western Tournament and all 
other NCAA certified tournaments." ~ 

Christian Dennie is a sports law attor- 

ney at Barlow Garsek & Simon, LLP, 

who has expertise in NCAA compli- 

ance issues. He can be reached at 

cdennie@bgsfirm, com 

NCAA’s Motion to Dismiss Granted in Scholarship Antitrust Dispute 
Continued From Page 9 

like. And the integrity of the ’product’ 
cannot be preserved except by mutual 

agreement; if an institution adopted such 
restrictions unilaterally, its effectiveness as 
a competitor on the playing field might 
soon be destroyed. 

"Thus, the NCAA plays a vital role in 
enabling college football to preserve its 

character, and as a result enables a product 

to be marketed which might other,vise 
be unavailable. In performing this role, 
its actions widen consumer choice--not 
only the choices available to sports fans 
but also those available to athletes--and 
hence can be vie~ved as procompetitive" 

The court went to provide additional 

rationale for its decision to grant the 
NCAA’s motion to dismiss. In sum, it 
found that "the Division Ill prohibition 
on athletics-based financial aid is pre- 
sumptively procompetitive as a matter 
of iaw."¯ 

John Rock, et al. v. NCAA; S.D. Ind.; 1:12-cv- 

1019-JMS-DKL; 3/1/13 
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University of North Carolina Gets Tough with Sports Agents 

By Darren A. Heitner, Esq. 

On March 22, 2013, all NFL Players 
Association certified Contract Advisors 
received an email from Paul Pogge, Associ- 
ate Athletic Director at the Universi ,ty of 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill. The purpose 
of that email was to inform and place all 
agents on notice that UNC had recently 
implemented a newT "Agent and Advisor 
Program," and that all agents, advisors 
and their representatives were henceforth 
obligated to comply with the rules and 
regulations promulgated by UNC’s De- 
partment of Athletics. The Department 
of Athletics provided a brief synopsis of 
the most material portion of the new 
rules and regulations, but also implored 
recipients of the communication to visit 
the Department’s official website to review 
the full Program and a "short summary 
thereof." The material portion of the Pro- 
gram included in the emaii is as follows: 

Once registration with the UNC De- 

partment of Athletics is confirmed 

in writing, all subsequent contact 

with UNC student-athletes or affliated 

individuals must bepreapproved by both 

the Compliance Qff~ce and the appropri- 

ate head coach. If approved, a member 

of the Compliance Office must bepresent 

.fi)r any in-person meeting or phone call 

with a E~C student-athlete or aff/iated 
individual. Similarly, any non-verbal 
communication or co~esgondence of 
an~ kind inmnded~r a g~C studen> 
ath lem o r a~liamd individual must flrst 
be submitted m the Compliance O~ce 
.~r approval bj both a C)mgliance @ 
rice representative and the aggrogriam 
headcoach. ~groveg the C)mgliance 
O~ce will be responsible ~r grovision 
of the non-verbal communication. No 
~rm ~f contact or eo~espon&nee, 
v~bal or oth~wise, shou~ ~ take 
p~ce with a UNC stud~t-ath~te 

or a_~liated individual without the 

pre-approval and~cilitation of the 

Compliance Office. 

The emphasis in the above ,vas not 
added by the author of this article. The 
paragraph implies that the UN C Depart- 
ment of Athletics is henceforth requiring 
all agents interested in contacting student- 
athletes to apply for registration with the 
school prior to taking aW further action. 
Once granted the right to contact UNC 
student-athletes, agents must effectively 
have all of their communications approved 
by the universityprior to speaking directly 
(~vith a member of the Compliance Office 
present) to an athlete. Non-verbal com- 
munications must literally be approved, 
word-for-word, by the Department prior 
to said communications be disseminated 
to the intended recipient. This material 
provision is the most extreme effort by a 
university to control not only the method 
of communication between athlete and 
agent, but also potentially the actual words 
spoken, and has led to maW in the sports 
business world to question its legality on 
constitutional grounds. 

Undoubtedly, the University of North 
Carolina’s new Agent and Advisor Pro- 
gram is a direct response to the prolonged 
presence of NCAA investigators snooping 
around the university, trying to uncover 
wrongdoing by agents, players and coaches. 
In the not-too-distant past, John Blake 
was an assistant head football coach at 
UNC. He ~vas fired after the NCAA 
began to investigate the UNC football 
program regarding possible rules violations 
surrounding alleged benefits received by 
players from football agents. 

The Agent and Advisor Program is ne,a; 
but it is not the first restrictive agent policy 
that has been implemented by UNC. On 
June 27, 2012, the Department of Athlet- 
ics released the "UNC Football Program’s 

Agent Contact Policy," which placed 
limitations on when student-athletes were 
allowed to (1) have in-person meetings 
with agents, (2) make phone calls to agents, 
and (3) communicate electronicall> 

The m ain problem for the University of 
North Carolina Department of Athletics 
and all other departments across the United 
States is a lack of deterrence; agents have 
little reason to comply (at least 100% of 
the time) with the Program. UNC has no 
mechanism to punish agents who fail to ad- 
here to its new rules and regulations. How- 
ever, Pogge left no stone unturned in his 
email. He also referenced North Carolina’s 
adoption of the UniformAthleteAgentAct 
(N.C. Gen. Star. ~.~ 78C- 85-105), which 
has a separate registration requirement for 
agents with the North Carolina Secretary 
of State. Failure to register with the North 
Carolina Secretary of State can lead to 
an administrative penalty of $25,000 
in addition to a potential civil remedy 
for an educational institute damaged by 
violation for not being properly registered 
with the State. Many agents have scoffed 
at the state law until recendy. Hmvever, in 
March, North Carolina investigators stated 
that they found Georgia-based football 
agent, Terry Watson, to have provided 
illegal benefits to former UNC football 
players. The threat of the State of North 
Carolina following up on that claim and 
taking civil and/or criminal action against 
Watson may deter agents from violating 
the statute, but UNC’s new Agent and 
Advisor Program will do little to remedy 
the perceived problem of agent influence 
over student-athletes. If anything, it will 
unfbrtunately and unnecessarily chill the 
speech of student-athletes. ~ 

Heitner is a partner at Wolfe Law Miami, 
P.A. He is also the founder and chief 

editor of the Sports Agent BIog (http : ii 

www.sportsagentb!og, com/) 
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Study Shows Possible Exploitation 

Synopsis: 

"The NCAA outlines standards intended to create a fair playing field in Division I sports. 

But conclusions drawn from a recent study show the association’s model could also be exploiting 

athletes -- particularly African-American males who come from lower socioeconomic classes 

and are playing revenue-producing sports. 

Richard Southall, director of the University’s College Sport Research Institute, presented this 

theory Friday to a panel on the relationship between Division I athletics and academics led by 

Association of American Universities President Hunter Rawlings." 

Article: 

http~//www~dai~ytarhee~.c~m/article/2~l3/~4/study-sh~ws-ncaa-m~del-may-expl~it-student- 

athletes 
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Start Weeks, Shot Clock 

Synopsis: 

"At a May 2 meeting, the NCAA Board of Directors will vote on moving up the start of practice 

by two to three weeks (would be Sept. 27 or Oct. 4 this season). And the following week in 

Indianapolis, the men’s basketball rules committee will vote on moving the shot clock from 35 to 

30 seconds." 

Article: 

http~//espn.go.c~m/mens-c~~lege-basketball/bl~g/-/name/katz-andy/id/92~~477/p~ll-results- 

favor-earlier-start-shorter-shot-clock-college-basketball 
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Pac-12 Tensions 

Synopsis: 

"As the Pac-12 Conference attempts to repair credibility in the wake of a controversy that cost 

the league’s coordinator of basketball officials his job, it might also need to repair its relationship 

with one of its highest-profile programs. Correspondence between Arizona and Pac-12 officials 

suggests relations already were strained before the Pac-12 Tournament, and that tensions might 

linger despite Ed Rush’s ouster." 

Article: 

http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaab/2~3/~4/2~/pac-~2-ariz~na-sean-miller-ed- 

rush/2100201 / 
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Sessoms 

Syracuse Ball Boys 

Synopsis: 

"Two former Syracuse University basketball ball boys have asked a judge to reinstate their 

slander lawsuit against the school and head coach Jim Boeheim over comments the Hall of 

Famer made following the firing of his longtime assistant amid a sex abuse scandal." 

Article: 

http ://sp~rtsi~~ustrated~cnn~c~m/c~~~ege-basketba~~/news/2~ ~ 3~423/syracuse-slander- 

suit.api?sct--uk t2 a6 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFOR)v~[AT } 



Sessoms 

Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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Sessoms 

Willingham Still in the News 

Synopsis: 

Mary Willingham spoke about how she waited too long to report academic fraud at UNC, 

according to a report by ESPN. 

Article: 

http~//espn.go.c~m/b~~g/c~~~egebasketba~~nati~n/p~st//id/83897/unc-pr~f-n~t-dr~pping- 

academic-scandal 
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Sessoms 

Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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Sessoms 

Preventing Defections 

Synopsis: 

"The grant of rights, which is effective immediately, all but eliminates the possibility that a 

school would leave the ACC, because ACC schools would bring no television revenue to another 

conference. Without a grant of fights, the ACC could have been susceptible to being poached by 

other conferences." 

Article: 

http :iiww~v.newsob server, comi2013/04/22/2843128ine~v-acc-media-policy- 

prevents.html#storylink=misearch 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Bnrgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 2:03 PM 

Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell <bboswell@athletics.gatech.edu>; Bret Cowley 

<bcoMey@athletics.gatech.edu>; Jerome Rodgers (jrodger@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); 

Marquita Armstead <maaanstead@athletics.gatech.edu>; Dan Ba~tholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); KassenGundemran 

<kgundem~an@athletics.pitt.edt~>; Aaron Aaker (aake@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot (brandi.guerino@bc.edu); Carly Pariseau 

(carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edn); Brad Woo@ (cbwoody@clemson.edn); Stephanie Ellison 

(saelli@cletnson.edu); Andy Can~pbell(wcan~pb2@cletnson.edu); Cindy Hm’tmam~ (chastmann@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell 

(ncmnpbell@duaa.duke.edu); S~acah Helfer (shelfe@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu>; Angel Cavanaugh 

(as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Derek Gmnn <gwinn@exchange.vt.edu:,; Alex Dominato(adominato@fsn.edu); Casey East 

<ceast~}fsu.edu>; Derrick Coles <dcole,N@~fsu.edu’-; JimCnrry (jmcurry@fsn.edu); Ralph Shick <rshick~fsn.edu~--; Tasha Fisher 

<tfisher@fsu.edu>; Daniel Gossom <daniel@gocards.com~; Emiy Garr <emily@gocards.com>; Jo@ Sykes <jody@gocaacds.com>; John 

Cams <john@gocards.com>; Kate Matthews <kate@gocards.com>; Lauren Rnst <lanren@gocards.com>; Lance Markos 
@hotmail.com>; Kirby, Samantha Lillian <slkirby5@email.unc.edu>; Craig Anderson(craig.anderson@miami.edu); Dan 

Raben (d.rabenl @mianfi.edu); Deborah Foley (dtbley@mimni.edu); Brett Luy (bdll 1 @my.t?su.edu); Maadssa Sprick 

<mcsl lc@my.fsu.edu>; CarrieDoyle (camedoyle@ncsu.edu); Jason Greco <jpgreco@ncsu.edu>; Julie Mallette <jnnalle@ncsu.edu>; 

MichelleLee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford <mpford@ncsu.edu>; Alex Stone ~mstone 1 @nd.edu:~; Brent Moberg 
<bmobergl@nd.edu>; Cyndi Sykes <criss~nan@nd.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu>; Jen Vining-Smith <jvinings@nd.edt~>; 

Heidi Uebelhor <uebclhor.3@nd.edu>; Chris James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf (dtnisat;(~!syr.edu); Erlease Wagner 

(erleasem@s3~r.edu); Herman Frazier <hrfrazie@s?’r.edtc,; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Dr. Louis Maaccoccia <lm~rcocc@s3~r.edu>; 

Brad CC Hostetter <bhostette@theacc.org>; Katie Koone --~l&oone@heacc.org>; Shamaree Brown < sbrown@theacc.org >; 
CodyGamNer (cgamble@umd.edn); Kristi Giddings <giddings@umd.edu>; Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.e&0; Ryan Clingan 

<rclingan@nmd.edu’-; Erin Moran (e.moran2@umiami.edu); Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~--; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edn>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Markos(am@virginia.edu); Eric Baumgart~er 

(emb8p@irginia.edu); Rob Slavis(rslavi,N@~virginia.e&0 <rslavis@irginia.eDate: Thu;,; 24 -0400 

Draft Parties 

Hi aii, 
With the NFL draft starting tonight and NBA in a couple months, we have received a couple questions about draft parties so this is a quick reminder of the previous guidance 
from the NCAA staff. The ed column does not necessarily preclude current student-athletes from attending draft panties, but highlights the risks related to benefits that may be 
t~ceived, particularly from agents but also from former teammates. See the below ed column for additional information and let us know if you’d like to discuss further. Thanks, 

Matt 

Educational Colmnn - 1 Educational Column 

Title : Issues Related to Benefits from Fom~er Teammates and Agents in Conjunction with Professional Drafts (I) 

Item Ref : 1 

Date Published: March 29, 2012 

Educalional Column: 

NCAA institutions should note that, each year, pe~ies or other events occur across the countl)~ in conjunction with the annual drafts for professional sports leagues. 

These parties and other events are hosted and/or attended by agents, third parties, professional athletes, and draft prospects. A current student-athlete’s attendance at 

such parties or events may result in violations of NCAA legislation if the student-athlete does not pay for the benefits or services he or she receives. 

Travel expenses, lodging, meals and other expenses (e.g., entertainment) provided to a current s~adent-athlete at no charge and financed by individuals meeting the 
definition of an agent per NCAA Bylaw 12.02.1 (agent) would result in a violation of the benetits t?om prospective agents legislation. The NCAA entbrcement staffis 

aware of previous draft day paxties and events M~ere dral?t prospects invited t~ends and tbm~er temnmates, ~me of M~om were then-current student-athletes, to 

attend such events. Unbeknownst to the student-athlete, "the expends received (e.g., entertainment, lodging, meals) were financed by individuals meeting the definition 

of an agent per Bylaw 12.02.1 (agent). Receipt of such expenses constitutes an impermissible benefit ti-om an agent and jeopardizes the student-athlete’s NCAA 
eligibiliF. 

Even if all of the benefits received by a s~dent-athlete associated with attendance at a draft day party or other events came directly from a friend and fom~er 

temmnate, there may Nll be a violation involving impelmissible preferential treatment. The issue of a culrent student-athlete receiving benefits froln a fom~er s~dent- 

athlete was reviewed by the former NCAA Division I Academics/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet Subcommittee on Legislative Review/Intelpremtions in 2001. At that 

time, the subcommittee advised the staff that the standard for reviewing cases involving benefits provided to a current s~udeN-athlete from a former teammate should 

be whether the type of benefit provided is consifftent with what was provided when the donor and recipient of the benefit were college teammates. This analysis 

continues to be used when determining whether a student-athlete received impemlissible bcnefits fi’om a former temnmate. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12.02.1 (agent), 12.3.1 (general role), 12.3.1.2 (benefits from prospective agents) and 12.1.2.1.6 (preferential treatment. 

benefits or services)] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Stafford <bill.smafo~d@bellleadership.com> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 5:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Leadership Academy 

Hello, Vince, 

Good afternoon! I hope you are doing well. 

My apologies for the short note... I was just wondering if you had any updates on the Leadership Academy and/or the meeting you were hoping to schedule. 

I will be out of the office tomorrow but could chat next week, if that works for you. Thank you. 

All the best, 

Bill 

~ill 5a~f~rd 
l.e~dersbip Coach & lraine~- 

2iL~ WcsL Cameror; ,~verlue 
Chl]pel Hill, NC 275~ 
t: {91.9) 967 ?904 f: {9~9) 967 348~ 
bill.san ford~N bellleadership.com 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Brossman, Curt Alan <cbrossman@nnc,edu~ 

Friday, April 26, 2013 10:28 AM 

Subject: LAST DAY tbr 2013-14 Parking Registration 

Happy Friday to you all, 

Today is the last day for parking registration For the 20_1_3..2].4 year. Those oF you who have not: yet had a chance t:o do so, please find 1:[me today to take a rn~nut:e to 

f~ll out the online registration form (~mked below). 

Thank you a~l [:or your help with the process[ 

F~m: Brossman, Cu~ Alan 
Sent: Friday, April 22, 20~3 4:49 PM 

Subject-" 2013-14 Parking Registration- to be completed by April 26th 

The employee parking permit registration process for the 20:13-14 year is underway. We switched from the paper application to an online registration process, to 

be completed at http:/ipsafety~web.unc~edui by April 26th. I have attached directions for this process, should you need them. Keep in mind the following when 

filling out your form: 

Home department- ATHLETIC ASSOC/SMITH CENTER (not ATH OR ATHLETICS) 

Department number- 9801 

Department Permit Zone Requested- select your current parking zone 

Unfortunately, permit prices will be higher this year than last. Once I know more regarding the specifics, I will pass along the information. 

Please contact me should you have any questions. 

Curt Brossrnan 

Dean E. Smith Center 
(919)962- 7777 

www.goheels.com 



[] Si~a~~ ~ iv’,,e.~t [] For’ward 1:o Friend 

~?Ve apparently Ieft some peeple elf tt~e I~st fist ef attenc!ees so be sure to check the 

updated names below: 

[en[ative Itinerary: 

Frida~ 

Ardve and e~ioy dir~er o~ F~ar~kli~ Street on you~ own 

lO:30am meet sf Carm~chse~ A[ena for sholt campus tour 

Noon: Traditional p~g~p~kin at Eddie Smith Field House 

1 :OOpm: Q & A wi[h UNC W~estting Coaches (get Unkedin) 

1:30pm: Ope~ workout ~ wrestling room 

2:30pra: B~eak unt~] 

6:00pro: Soc~a~ Jn B~ue ZoneiDless work casua~ (adults on~y) 

7:00 - 9:00pro: S~t down d~sne~ in Blue Zor~e (adults 

Rereadks by UNC AtMet~cs Director, Bubba Cun~gham 

Su~da~ 

gain: Mom~r~g Praye~ Brea~ast 

2pro: Golf at ~ewly renovated FJlsley Golf Course 

2pro: Ha~] of Fame soda]: dhsner at 3pro 

Mo~e ~format~on on Sunday options; completely o~ your own: 

Morni£g Prayer area,Rfas# 



Conch Lain is putting together a b~eakfast fer anyone interested at a 

Iocef restaurant, 1"here witl be a speaker. 

Goff at F/£!ey: 

Anyone desiring to p~ay a round of golf a~ F~n~ey rney do so after 2pro, 

We secured a good plJce of $50 per golfer, 

Socie~ star~s at 2pro with dinner at 3pro et the Fdday Center, ?he cost 

~s $45/pe[som Let us knew ~f you are h~terested in attending a~d we 

w~l~ send you a regist~atbn form. 

PLEASE GO ONUNE NOWAND REG~S?ER~ 

Some folks have calbd and asked about bringing their fami~es P~ease, 

bdng ~hern~ ?~e only part of t~is eve~ we ask to have adults only ~s 

soc~a~ a~d din~e[ o~ S~tu[day night at the B~ue Zone Upper Deck, 

Ema~ CD. at cdmock@unc edu o~ Bi~ I..am at 

~60@sbcgbbeL~e~ i~ yol,~ ~ave a~y questions or i~ we can he~p 

a~y way, 

~fyou want to know whe~e fo~ks a~e going Fdday n~ght, emai~ us that 

week and we wJ~l relay what we k~ow .... 







Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 9:46 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: 2013 Illinois Football Fan Experience Enha]~cements 

That is great stuff and very well done! Thanks for sharii~g. 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 6:58 PM 

To: SteMbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: 2013 Illinois Football Fan Experience Enhancements 

Just au FYI. Still get a lot offlfiugs from Illiuois o~d Old~lioma... 

F~m: Fighting I Mail 
~eBt~ Wednesday, May 01, 2013 5:42 PM 

To~ ~lle, Vincent G 
Subje~t~ 2013 Illinois Football Fan Experience Enhancemen~ 

.~.~.~ ~!~.~!o.~..~.~.y.~..~.~ ~..~.~.~9.~..~[.~b! ~..m~.~ ~.~g~. 

::N:: 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Culmingham < ((}gmail.com> 

Thursday, May’ 2, 2013 11:26 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStat"f <uncaa_exe staPf@gmups.unc.edu-~ 

Dave Brandon debunks top ~nyths abou’t Michigan’s athletic depaxtment 

FYI. Good article. 

htt..//w~,~.wannarborcom/newsibrandonron_athletic-de o~ment -m-~’ths/ 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 9:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Looking tbr interns at The Chris L. Davis Agency 

imageO01 .j pg 

Lol....I knew that would be your reaction. I know better. I would not recruit for this ~pe of company. 

Take care 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On May 1,2013, at 5:41 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@nnc.edn> wrote: 

NO WAY! Do not distribute tile origindl message, or any like it, to any s~ldent-athlete. Thank you for asking first. 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 2:33 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; INe, Vince 
Subject: FW: Looking for interns at The Chris L. Davis Agency 

(ricLet 

From: O~C Athletics OiPector [mailto:huhha,cunnin~ham@unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 01, 2013 2:02 PN 

Tol Lane, Cricket 
Subject: ~: Looking for interns at ~e Chris L. Davis Agency 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: The Chris L Davis Agency [!n_fo__,c~_t_h_e_.c_h_r_i.s_!~__a_.v_!~_&qt_n.] 

Sent: Wednesday, Nay 01, 2013 9:24 AN 

Subject: Looking for interns at The Chris L. Davis Agency 

Criterion for students interns: 
#J. Must be a student-athlete 
GPA requirement: 3.0, Have a working computer, Have a working mobile device, Good networking skills 
Opportunities available; 
¯ Sports Agent Program- prepares you to become the best sports agent that you can be. 
¯ Social Media Marketing- You will assist with marketing via social media channels (Facebook, twitter, instagram etc) 
.Digital Marketing &Graphic Design- must have at least 3 years experience with Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator.. (etc) must present a portfolio of wc 
The Chris L. Davis Agency 
Branding, Harketing and Athlete Development 
Phone: 1.704.241.1135 
Email: info (~thech risldavis.com 

<image001 :jpg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, May 6, 2013 6:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: NCAA Division I Ovemde Period F~-;pires Monday, July 1 

Are we trying to keep our streak alive? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North C~olina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Gayle Davi s <~davis(a)ncaa.orR> 

Date: May 6, 2013, 3:25:00 PM EDT 

To: <bubbac&email.unc.edn> 

Subject: NCAA DMsion I Override Period Expires Monday, July I 

Intbrmation related to the current NCAA Division I legislative ovemde period is now available on 

the NCAA website under Legislation and Governance, Rules and Bylaws, I,egislative Actions and 

Issues, and Division I. It may also be acces~d by clicking on the following link: 

Ovemde Period Expires Monday, July 1 

Note: This requires you to login to ncaa.orG 

Please contact Leeland Zeller at the NCAA national office 317-917-6222 if you have may 

queslions. 

You are receiving this e-mail message because you are listed as one of the recipients for this 
inlbnnation (either listed recipient or carbx~n copy recipient). 

[The e-mail addresses u~d tbr this distribution list were taJaen l]com the NCAA membership 
database and your institution should tbrward a~y corrections to the list to Michelle Vaughn 

(mvaup, hn(~ncaa.ora) in NC/L~k academic and membership alTa~rs. 

Thank you. 

This email was senL ~o: bubbac@uncaa.unc,edu 
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Summary: 
Chancellor Thorp’s "message is that virtually all college presidents are in over their heads when it comes 

to their athletic departments. They have no background, no experience, that would prepare them for 

overseeing the $6 billion entertainment complex that big-time college sports has become." 

"If you are a college chancellor or president, you can’t delegate when there is a problem in the athletic 

department. "The governing board, the newspaper, the fans, the faculty, they all expect you to sort it 

out," he said. He was spending, literally, half his time dealing with the football team. Yet he had no real 

experience with the business of college athletics -- nor, for that matter, do most college presidents." 

"But today, notwithstanding this supposed reform, the system is as morally corrupt as ever -- and far 

more awash in money. It’s conference presidents, not college presidents and chancellors, who run 

college sports." 

Article Link: 
http~//www.nytimes.c~m/2~:13/~5/~7/~pini~n/n~cera-the-chance~~~rs~~ament.htm~?smid=fb~ 

share& r=1& 

Summary: "The Andrew Wiggins Sweepstakes" 

"We should know more soon. In the meantime, there’s not much else to do in terms of analyzing 

Wiggins’ potential impact than to examine what his presence would mean to all four of his possible 

destinations." 

"Of all four teams, North Carolina would see the most meaningful spike in its potential ceiling with 

Wiggins." 

"Whether or not Chapel Hill is the best fit for Wiggins -- it may be, but I’m not giving any advice to this 

effect -- it feels like the best fit from any team’s side of things. With Wiggins, the Heels go from possible 

Final Four contender to immediate national title contender. Everything would click right into place." 

http://espn.g~.c~m/mens-c~~~ege-basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/9253746/h~w.andrew.wiggins-he~p-unc. 

kentucky-kansas-fsu-college-basketball 
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Summary: "ACC spring recruiting capsules" 

"The Tar Heels recruited very well under Butch Davis, but from his tenure came sanctions from the 

NCAA and led to him being fired in July of 2011. North Carolina is still dealing with repercussions that 

came with those sanctions, but current coach Larry Fedora has the Tar Heels still very competitive on 

the recruiting trail and if they are not trending up now, then they are very close to it. North Carolina 

finished with the No. 21 class in 2013 and are off to a solid start for 2014 with a class led by ESPN 150 

QB prospect Caleb Henderson." 

UNC is still in the hunt for top recruits like RB Donte Thomas-Williams, RB Caleb Kinlaw, WR Jamil 

Kamara, OT Bentley Spain, and DE Lorenzo Featherston 

hit p ://i n side r. e s p n. go. co m/coll ege-s po rts/recru i ti n g/fo otball/sto ry/_ji d/9239623/a cc-s p r i ng-recru it i n g- 

capsules 

Summary: "Restoring Hoops Order in the Triangle" 

"Basketball in the Triangle, per the norm, is healthy and nationally pertinent. Both Duke and North 

Carolina should be ranked in the top 10 of the preseason polls." 

"North Carolina lost Reggie Bullock to the NBA, but a strong recruiting class and the return of James 

Michael McAdoo and P.J. Hairston should position the Tar Heels to compete for the ACC crown. With 

local big men Isaiah Hicks and Kennedy Meeks joining the program, McAdoo will move back to small 

forward a year after playing exclusively in the paint last season. And consensus No. 1 recruit Andrew 

Wiggins is still considering the Tar Heels." 

http://espn.g~.c~m/mens-c~~~ege-basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/9261347/nc-state-had-s~me-preseas~n-buzz- 

last-season-duke-unc-own-north-carolina-college-basketball 

Summary: "Freshman Impact" 

Isaiah Hicks: "The bad news, though, is that Hicks’ production is not a constant. He’s an elite athlete who 

can score points, especially with a straight-line path to the rim and off of offensive rebounds. But he 

needs to make the strength coach his best friend in the offseason, because he’s painfully thin. 

Still, Hicks will give Williams an injection of athleticism in the frontcourt. I don’t think he’ll start for the 

Tar Heels, at least not early on during the season, but he can be a weapon off the bench, especially in 

transition." 

Kennedy Meeks: "His conditioning isn’t what it needs to be, and whether he contributes as a freshman 

will be directly tied to the kind of commitment he makes to improving his body and his conditioning. But 

with Meeks you’re looking at a below-the-rim guy, one who carves out space and can score on the 

block." 

As a team, the commentators think that UNC will have the potential to reach the Final Four. 

http://insider.espn~g~~c~m/mens-c~~~ege-basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/9239271/examining-impact-n~rth- 

carolina-tar-heels-freshmen-2013-14-season-college-basketball 
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Summary: "North Carolina’s key returnee: Marcus Paige" 

"Paige has the potential to continue the legacy of star point guards in North Carolina. Raymond Felton, 

Ty Lawson, Kendall Marshall and others were vital orchestrators for their respective squads. 

And Paige is in that position now. He’s the most important returnee on a roster that’s filled with elite 

athletes." 

http://espn.g~.c~m/b~~g/c~~~egebasketba~~nati~n/p~st/-/id/84363/n~rth-car~~inas-key-returnee- 

marcus-paige 

Summary: "BIG/ACC Challenge matchups announced" 

Wednesday December 4th: UNC at Michigan State 

http://espn.g~.c~m/b~~g/c~~~egebasketba~~nati~n/p~st/-/id/84 3 73/b1gacc-cha~~enge-matchups- 

announced 

Summary: "ACC shows solidarity off the field" 

"Despite all of the instability on the field this spring in the conference -- new coaching staffs, new 

quarterbacks, and new schemes -- the ACC will enter this fall on more stable ground than ever before. 

And that is easily the biggest win the ACC has had in years. 

The next step is to come out on the winning end of what will be arguably the toughest nonconference 

schedule in league history, but this spring revealed few concrete answers for many programs in 

transition." 

http://espn.go.com/ncf/notebook/_/id/9239853/acc-spring-wrap-college-football 

Summary: "Projected ACC standings" 

ACC Coastal: (1) Miami, (2) Va. Tech, (3) UNC, (4) Ga. Tech, (5) Pitt, (6) Virginia, (7) Duke 

UNC 
Projected finish: 8-4 

Win total range: 6-6 to 10-2 

Chance to win ACC: 11 percent 

http://insider~espn.g~~c~m/c~~~ege~f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/925~5~1/c~ems~n-tigers-t~p-2~13~pr~jected- 

acc-standings-college-football 
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Summary: "UNC vs. South Carolina in Charlotte" 
"North Carolina will play South Carolina on Sept. 5, 2015, at Bank of America Stadium, the site of the Dr 

Pepper ACC Championship game, the Charlotte Sports Foundation announced Thursday." 

http://espn~g~~c~m/c~~~ege~f~~tba~~/st~r~/Jid/9258~38/n~rth-car~~ina-tar-hee~s-s~uth-car~~ina- 

gamecocks-meet-charlotte-2015 
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Summary: 
"Rutgers’ official bio of new men’s basketball coach Eddie Jordan says he graduated from the university 

in 1977. But the university registrar’s office says the former NBA player and coach never received a 

degree from Rutgers, though he earned 103 credit hours from 1973 to 1985. 

A Rutgers source told ESPN that it’s unknown if the school did not vet Jordan’s r~sum~, or if Jordan was 

not truthful about earning his degree. 

Rutgers acknowledged Friday it ’was in error when it reported that Eddie Jordan had earned a degree’ 

but said his position does not require him to have one." 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~.~~m/new~y~rk/mens~~~~~ege~basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/9262772/registrar-~ffice-says-new- 

rutgers-hoops-coach-eddie-jordan-graduate 

Summary: 
"A federal judge has denied a petition by Missouri basketball coach Frank Haith, who wanted to 

subpoena Bank of America employees to determine if his financial records were illegally accessed during 

the NCAA’s investigation of Miami athletics." 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~~c~m/mens~c~~~ege-basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/9261532/judge-t~sses-ex-miami-hurricanes- 

coach-frank-haith-petition 
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Summary: 
"The backcourt violation (either eight or :10 seconds) is used in the NBA, WNBA, FIBA, men’s college, and 

high school boys’ and girls’ basketball. Pretty much everywhere, that is, with one big exception: the 

women’s college game. 

That, however, may be about to change° 

Thursday, the NCAA basketball rules committees for men and women released their recommendations 

after their annual meetings in Indianapolis. The most notable change on the women’s side is adding the 

:10-second backcourt rule." 

A conference will be held on June 18th by the Playing Rules Oversight Panel to discuss this and other 

rules changes that would go into effect starting during the 2013-:14 season. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/w~mens~c~~~ege~basketba~~/st~ry/Jid/92S9849/ncaa-w~men-basketba~~-pane~- 

Iooks-add-:10-second-backcourt-rule 

Summary: 
"The NCAA released the findings Tuesday, saying its study found that 57 percent of men reported they 

gambled for money in 20:12, a drop of 9 percent from four years earlier. 

Gambling among men who play Division I sports fell from 58 percent to 50 percent from 2008 to 20:12. 

Similar decreases were reported in Division II and III, while female athletes stayed steady at 39 percent. 

The survey of nearly 23,000 athletes is administered every four years." 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege-sp~rts/st~ry/-jid/9255986/ncaa-study-rep~rts-gamb~ing-ath~etes 
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Summary: 

"In their latest filing, O’Bannon’s lawyers argue that the case deserves class-action status. If their 

request is granted, the NCAA would be liable for claims brought not just by the plaintiffs but also by all 

former athletes. Anyone who has ever played a Division I college sport would instantly be suing for 

damages for every instance in which his or her image was used in a video game, highlight reel, broadcast 

or rebroadcast. 

That could get pretty expensive for the NCAA. But if the case were just about a few billion dollars, the 

association would have settled by now. It hasn’t because O’Bannon and his lawyers are also asking for 

something else: They want all current and future college athletes to be able to make licensing deals of 

their own. It’s short yardage from there to the NCAA’s doomsday scenario: schools bidding for the 

services of student- athletes." 

Article Links: 

http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~13/~5/~8/the-~atest.in~the.ed.~bann~n.case~and~why- 
the-ncaas-headed-for-change/ 

http://www.f~rbes.c~m/sites/david~ariviere/2~13/~5/~9/~bann~n-ru~ing-c~u~d-put-ncaa-~ut-~f- 

business/ 

http://www.sbnati~n.c~m/c~~~ege.f~~tba~~/2~13/5/6/4 291666/ed-~bann~n-ncaa-~awsuit.next.c~ass. 

certification/in/3885405 

Summary: "Ed O’Bannon vs. The NCAA: EA Sports producer admits to using player likenesses in games" 

"Jeremy Strauser, who worked at EA from 1995 until 2011, testified last December that computer-game 

avatars were linked to specific player identifying numbers and biographical information, such as team 

depth charts, was used to make the game realistic. 

’We generally tried to make the players perform as their real life counterparts, short of their name and 

likeness,’ Strauser testified." 

http://www.sbnati~n.c~m/c~ege~f~tba~/2~3/5/8/43~3884/ed.~bann~n.v.the.ncaa.ea.sp~rts. 

producer-admits-to-using-player 
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Summary: "Big Ten’s Jim Delany will be deposed in Ed O’Bannon suit, but not Texas’ AD or Big 12 

commissioner" 

"Judge Nathanel Cousins ruled at a Wednesday hearing to allow depositions for Delany, Horizon League 

Commissioner Jon LeCrone, Fresno State President John Welty and NCAA executive vice president Mark 

Lewis. The plaintiffs cannot depose Texas Athletics Director DeLoss Dodds, Big 12 Commissioner Bob 

Bowlsby, Missouri Valley Conference Commissioner Doug Elgin and NCAA managing director of research 

Todd Pert." 

http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2013/O5/big_tens_jim_delany_will be de.html 
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Summary: "Florida’s social media campaign no Joke" 

"While funny, the campaign is also serious business, helping Florida go on the offensive on the trail. 

Instead of just private messages to recruits, the Gators are proactively using Twitter, as well as Facebook 

and Instagram, as new outlets for reaching prospects." 

"We all know college football is one of the most competitive businesses on the planet," Raulerson said. 

"And, with everyone relying on social media to aid in the recruiting process, success or failure boils 

down to one question. How do you distinguish yourself from the competition? While I don’t think it will 

affect any recruits’ decisions to attend UF, it does create the all-important ’buzz’ that coaches are always 

searching for. Without a doubt, I think it is a creative way for the Gators to stay in the news during the 

heart of spring recruiting." 

Article Link: 
http~//espn.g~~~~m/~~~~ege~sp~rts/f~~tba~~/re~ruiting/n~teb~~k/-/page/spring13~51~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moou, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Updated version 

Well, yes 1 did, I will take out one of the references, I will use your language so that is dear. 
Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Services 
The Uniw-:!rsity Of North Carolina at Chapel H~II 

F~m: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:24 PM 
Te: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: Re: Updated version 
~ believe we state what is included in an atNet~c scholarship twice in the message below. Also, ~ believe that student-athletes must qualify for all aid referenced in 

the same manner as all students. Thanks Karen. 

On May :16, 20:13, at :1:06 PM, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu> wrote: 

Jackie: I have added a phrase per Vince Ifle’s suggestion. Will you take one rnore look? 
Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Services 
]he kJni~eraity of North Carolina at Chapel Hi~ 
(9~9} 962-.8595 
Dan: Student athletes on full athletic scholarships are allowed to receive federal aid such as Pell or Supplementa~ Edu~atienat OpportuniW grants or 
Perkins or Direct Loans. They usually are not in the federal work study program. The athletic scholarship pays for tuition, fees, room, board and books. 
The federal government and the NCAA allows student athletes to receive a Pell grant in addition to the full athletic scholarship even if it exceeds the 
cost of attendance, as ~eng as #~ey qualify for tha~: aid ~n the same manner as NI other studems. Student athletes may receive the SEOG grant and 
Perkins and work study or Direct Loan in addition to their athletic scholarships only ~f it does not exceed the cost of attendance. Athletic scholarships 

cover tuition, fees room and board and books. 
Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North CarNina at Chapel Hill 

(9~9) 967-SS9S 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:36 PM 

I1]e, Vi ~ce < ]le@unc.edtr"~ 

Copeland, Jacqnelyn D <jackie copela~d@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Updated version 

Thanks for the quick reply. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ kH[I 

F~m= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Thursday, Nay 16, 20~3 4:35 PN 

Te~ Noon, Karen B 
~ 1lie, Vince; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subje¢t~ Re: Updated version 

I believe that is an appropriate and accurate response if acceptable to Jackie. Thanks for your help. 

On May 16, 2013, at 1:32 PM, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu> wrote: 

How is this? 

Dan: Student athletes on full athletic scholarships are allowed to receive federal aid such as ["ell or Supplement Education Opportunity grants or 

PerMns or D~rect Loans~ They must qualify for that a~d in the same manner as all students. Student athletes are usually not ~n the federa~ work study 

program~ The athletic scho]arsNp pays for tuition, fees, room, board and books. The federal government and the NCAA allow student atMetes to 

receive a Pe~ grant in addition to the ful~ ~th~et~c scholarship even if ~t exceeds the cost of attendance. Student athletes may receive the SEQG grm~t 

and Perkins and work s~:udy or Direct I_oan in addRion to thek atNetk: sch.aIarsh~ps only if it does not e’.<ceed the cost of alt:endance. 

~(aren Moon 

DkecLor, UNC News Services 

The University of North CarNina at Chapel Hi]~ 

(919) 962-8595 

~= [lie, Vince 
Seat= Thursday, Nay $6, 2053 4:24 PN 

Te= Noon, Karen B 
Sable�t= Re: Updated version 

I believe we state what is included in an athletic scholarship twice in the message below. Also, I believe that student-athletes must qualify for all aid 

referenced in the same manner as all students. Thanks Karen. 

On May 16, 2013, at 1:06 PM, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc,edu> wrote: 

Jackie: f haw? added a phrase per Vince file’s suggestion. Will you take one mor~-_~ look? 

Karen Moon 

D#’ector, UNC News Services 

The Universky of North Caro~k~a at ChspN HH~ 

(9:[9) 962-8595 

Dan: Student athletes on full athletic scholarships are allowed to receive federal aid such as Pell or Supplemental Edu~at~o~a~ 

O~rtut~ty grants or Perkins or Direct Loans. They usually are not in the federal work study program. The athletic scholarship pays for 

tuition, fees, room, board and books. The federal government and the NCAA allows student athletes to receive a Pell grant in addition to 

the full athletic scholarship even if it exceeds the cost of attendance, as tong as theV qualify for that a~d ~n the same manner as all other 

students. Student athletes may receive the SEQG grant and Perkins and work study or Direct Loan in addition to their athletic 

scholarships only if it does not exceed the cost of attendance. Athletic scholarships cover tuition, fees room and board and books. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 8:43 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Media Report 

Media Report 5.17.13.docx 

From: 

Sent: Friday, IVlay 17, 2013 7:09 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Media Repor~ 
Please see attached. 

~gmail.com] 

On Thu, May 16, 2013 at 7:32 AM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge(tbunc.edn> wrote: 

Thanks very much tbr sharing. 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On May 15, 2013, at 11:30 PM, k~g_r__n__’_a_i!_:_c_o__r__n_?- wrote: 

Thought this might interest you: 

ht~p://espn.go.com/new-york!mens-college-basketballislory/ iid/9278832/acc-investigating- playi~N- conference-tournament- madi~m- square- garden- 

sources- ~tv 

On Wed, May 15, 2013 at 6:21 PM, Pogge, Paul <i?P_9.g&_e_@__u__r!_c_:__e__d___t!> wrote: 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 15, 2013, at 5:56 PM, 

Mr. Pogge, 

Please see the new report attached. 

~)gmaJl.com> wrote: 

On Men, May 13, 2013 at 3:27 PM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge~unc~eduv wrote: 

Will do. Thanks. 

Sere t~om my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 3:05 PM, k~)gmaiLcom> wrote: 

Thanks, I’m glad I can help ont. Let me h~ow if you need an~hing else. 

On May 13, 2013, at 12:11 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <p_p_gdgg__e_@__u__r!_c_:__e__d_t_~-wrote: 

This is outstanding. Thanks very much. We appreciate yon taking on this important initialive. 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 8:31 AM, " :~)gmail.com> wrote: 

Mr. Pogge, 

Sorry this took me a few days but I’ll have 

more time starting this week and for the rest of the summer when I get back up to Chapel Hill. 

Please see attached, and any feedback on how to make my reports better would be greatly 

appreciated. 

Thanks, 



<Media Report 5.13.13.docx> 

<Media Report 5~15,13.docx> 
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Summary: 
"Eric Law gave Denver its first lead of the game when he scored with 13 seconds left, as the Pioneers 

rallied from a six-goal deficit to beat top-ranked North Carolina 12-11 in an NCAA quarterfinal game 

Sunday at Lucas Oil Stadium." 

UNC led for the majority of the game, but Denver took advantage of UNC’s 2-man disadvantage in the 

4th quarter to take the lead and win the game. 

ncaa 
http://www’ncaa~com/ne~s/lacrosse-men/artic~e/2~13-~~-19/denver-ra~lies-second-ha~f-outscores- 

north-carolina-S-l-fourth- 

Summary: 
"Trailing by three runs and down to their final six outs, No. 2 UNC scored six times in the eighth inning in 

a come-from-behind 8-5 victory. The win evened the series with the Cavaliers (44-9, 21-8) at one game 

apiece and, more importantly, secured UNC’s first regular-season ACC championship since 1990." 

Article Link: 
http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~13/~5/17 /29~~5~8/six-run-eighth-~ifts~unc-baseba~~.htm~ 

Summary: 
Skye Bolt came a few feet short of hitting a walk-off home run on Saturday in the bottom of the 11th 

inning. Instead the left-fielder caught the ball at the ball and doubled off the baserunner to end the 

game. 

Article Link: 
http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~13/~5/18/29~29~6/p~aying~~n~y-f~r-pride-unc-fa~~s.htm~ 
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Summary: 

Best Cinematography 

Description: Presented to the player or team that best visually represents the story. 

From the moment preseason polls were plastered across the lnternet, North Carolina was deemed a 

serious national title contender. Mike Fox was incredulous about this° Oh, he liked his team and, on 

some level, was simply hosing down the brushfire of attention and hype that was beginning to set his 

program ablaze. But he also thought about losing his starting catcher, shortstop and closer, among 

others, from last season’s team. 

"1 know we’re good, but why are people ranking us No. 17" Fox asked me this spring. "Do you know?" 

Well, this season has played out even better than most pollsters could imagine, with UNC going 46-6 and 

%lipping" to Noo 2 in the country behind Vanderbilt this week. The Tar Heels may or may not have the 

best team in the country, but they look the part of a national championship team as well as anyone, 

hence this award. They have elite starting pitching, depth in the bullpen, speed, power and defense. The 

pipeline is strong, as many of their main contributors are underclassmen and will be back for at least 

another season. 

You can’t predict how the postseason will play out, but there were no surprises with North Carolina’s 

regular season. We thought the Tar Heels would be really good, and they were° 

Article Link: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege-sp~rts/st~ry/-jid/928~969/vanderbi~t-unc.~ther-regu~ar-seas~n-academy. 

award-winners-college-baseball 

Summary: 
"Third-seeded North Carolina scored three times in the first minute of the game, pouncing on Virginia en 

route to a 13-9 victory in the NCAA tournament quarterfinals on Saturday at Fetzer Field. With the win, 

Carolina (16-3) advanced to the NCAA semifinals for the fourth time in the past five seasons." 

"The Tar Heels will be making their seventh appearance in the NCAA semifinals, all under head coach 

Jenny Levy." 

Article Link: 
http://www.ncaa.c~m/news/~acr~sse-w~men/artic~e/2~13~~5~18/friend~t~ta~s-six.p~ints.unc.rec~rds. 

lO-first-half-goals-en-r 
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Summary: 

"University of North Carolina lacrosse player Zoe Skinner might not have her name leap off any stat 

sheet, but her impact on Chapel Hill stretches far beyond goals or assists. 

Skinner, a junior defender from Baltimore, Md., is involved in more community service than you can 

shake a lacrosse stick at - including mentoring kids at New Hope Elementary. 

Last summer, Skinner took her charity work outside the Triangle - 8,000 miles outside the triangle. As 

part of the ACC Coach for College Teacher Program, she paid her own way to southern Vietnam where 

she wouldn’t let a little thing like a language barrier get in her way of teaching fifth and sixth graders." 

Article Link: 
http://www.wra~sp~rtsfan.c~m/unc~s-skinner-g~es-bey~nd~p~aying-fie~d-t~-find~success/12454684/ 

Summary: 
Mel Kiper has James Hurst, UNC’s Senior Offensive Tackle, as one of the top tackles in next years draft. 

Article Link: 

http://~ns!der~espmg~c~m/nf!/draft2~14/’st~ry/J~d/92851:[1/2~14-nf~draft-aIabama-cyrus~k~uand 

tops-offensive-line-prospects-next-year-draft 
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Summary: 
The Newark (N.J.) Star-Ledger has published a critical account of the actions of Seton Hall’s softball 

coach, Paige Smith, charging a pattern of verbally abusive and capricious behavior -- namely, 

questioning student-athletes who prioritized school or family over athletics -- as well as consistently 

indifferent or obstructive responses by the university administration. 

Star-Ledger columnist Dave D’Alessandro has compiled a series of charges leveled against Smith by 

current and former players. While eye-opening, and in some cases stunningly insensitive, the allegations 

are, for now, just that -- allegations -- because Seton Hall has not permitted Smith to speak on her own 

behalf, and has only responded with carefully worded, vague statements about the matter. 

"In the past month, Smith has been accused by players and parents of bullying, placing sports ahead of 

academics, flouting NCAA rules, threats of revoking scholarship agreements made by her predecessor, 

and inventing violations to cut two seniors." 

behavior-150558231.html 
http://~w~~nj~com/set~nha~~/index~ssf/2~13/~5/set~n-ha~~-s~ftba~~-c~ach-paig.htm~ 

Summary: 
"Fresno State guard Kevin Olekaibe, who last month asked for and was granted a release from his 

scholarship, is off to a destination still to be decided. 

And while it is debatable what impact that will have on the Bulldogs’ next season on the court, the 

transfer does represent a stiff gust of wind for coach Rodney Terry and his staff, who have been forced 

to walk a tightrope when it comes to the Academic Progress Rate since they arrived two years ago and 

were charged with repairing a basketball program that has not recovered from its brazen past. 

It also comes at a time when the APR benchmark set by the NCAA for postseason eligibility, a team- 

based metric that measures the academic eligibility and retention of student-athletes, is rising to a 930 

four-year average score or a 940 average over the two most recent years, up from a 900 or 930." 

Article Link: 

http://www.fresnobee.com/2013/O5/18/3305329/fresno-state-basketball-hopes.html 
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Summary: 
"In the summer of 2011, the NCAA changed this rule. It passed legislation giving Division I universities 

the option to offer multiyear scholarships, guaranteeing an education as long as the athlete stays out of 

legal trouble, doesn’t violate school or NCAA rules, keeps playing the sport and maintains academic 

eligibility. The athlete is also free to leave, under the same transfer rules as always. 

But nearly two years after that legislation, multiyear scholarships are rare, not publicized by universities 

and largely unknown by the athletes. According to data of 82 universities at the Division I-A level 

obtained by the Post-Gazette through open records requests, only 16 have offered more than 10 

multiyear scholarships. Thirty-two of the universities have offered between one and 10, and thirty-four 

have not offered any. 

For change to go far, schools will have to endorse the concept of guaranteeing education to college 

athletes, which is clearly not an easy proposition. The refrain from many college coaches is that 

multiyear scholarships aren’t necessary because they don’t actually "cut" athletes. But if coaches and 

athletic directors had the best interests for their athletes and wouldn’t cut them for performance or 

injury reasons, why wouldn’t they just give multiyear scholarships?" 

A survey was done by the Post-Gazette in this article that breaks down athletic scholarships offered to 

athletes since 2011 from mostly public, state schools. UNC was one of 32 schools that had offered 

between 1 and 10 multi-year scholarships during the survey’s time period. 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~p~st~gazette.com/st~ries/sp~rts/pitt-big-east/c~~~eges-universities-s~~w-to-~ffer-mu~tiyear- 

athletic-scholarships-688205/ 

Summary: 
"When the sophomore guard suffered a gruesome right leg fracture in the Midwest Regional final March 

31 against Duke, it struck a sympathetic chord with America. When he handled the trauma with poise 

and resolve, lying on the court and urging his teammates to not worry about him and win the game, it 

struck a respectful chord with America. And Americans desperately wanted to communicate those 

strong feelings to Ware. 

A significant amount of the mail has been flagged for Return to Sender by Louisville’s compliance office 

because it violates NCAA rules. That stuff is in a separate bin, in a different room. 

Gift cards for iTunes, restaurants and bookstores must go back. The box of T-shirts that read "Be Ware 

The Cards" on the front and "United Cards 5" on the back will be shipped to the Daniel Pitino Shelter for 

homeless women and children in Owensboro, Ky. The guy who sent his business card, offering to cut 

endorsement deals for Ware, will not get through. Neither will the bags of herb coffee. 
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The cash must be returned, too. Plenty of people stuck small bills in greeting cards. Audrey from 

Louisville sent a dollar in a Get Well Soon card with a teddy bear on the front. 

So Louisville senior associate athletic director for compliance John Carns and his staff have assisted Davis 

in the tedium of going through every envelope, looking for impermissible benefits that could turn a feel- 

good story of national support for an injured player into a violation." 

Article Link: 

11299280/ 

Summary: 
Coaches like Nick Saban, Bob Stoops, and David Cutcliffe, along with NCAA President Mark Emmert, are 

quoted on their thoughts of recruiting contact deregulation. The article also quotes two recruits who 

have opposite viewpoints on being contacted by coaches with the new proposed rules. 

Article Link: 
http://newsok.com/article/3826850 

Summary: 
"Appropriate actions by coaches are as much a function of instinct and common sense as they are of 

rules and regulations. The NCAA does not provide lists of exactly what coaches can and cannot do, and 

individual schools don’t either. The coach is supposed to know how far is too far. 

How is coaching behavior directed by colleges? There aren’t specific guidelines. Fontaine pointed to the 

NCAA manual, which outlines behavior by coaches, athletes and others associated with intercollegiate 

athletics under "Honesty and Sportsmanship" and calls for them to represent "the honor and dignity of 

fair play and the generally recognized high standards associated with wholesome competitive sports." 

The manual says nothing about specific forms of "abuse." The schools approach the relationship in 

general terms." 

Article link: 
http://www.utica~d.c~m/features/x9~7183~6/C~aching-techniques-H~w~far~is~t~~~far 
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Summary: 
"Georgia’s athletic revenue has grown from 525.7 million in 1997 when Adams became president to a 

projected 592.1 million for fiscal year 2013, and the Bulldogs have won 19 national titles in six sports 

during that time. 

SEC commissioner Mike Slive said Adams has "been a significant voice nationally in matters of 

intercollegiate athletics .... There’s no doubt that he has made his mark as someone who understands 

intercollegiate athletics and was willing to speak out on issues. Obviously had some very significant 

assignments both at the conference level and at the national level." 

Article Link: 
http://~n~ineathens~c~m/sp~rts/c~~~ege~sp~rts/2~13~~5-18/michae~-adams-~eaves-presidency-big- 

imprint-uga-sports 

Summary: 
The use of video replay will be expanded at next month’s College World Series to give umpires the 

ability to take a second look at a ball hit down an outfield line to determine if it’s fair or foul. 

Last year, instant replay was approved at the CWS for the first time and matched the major leagues’ 

rules for use. The only plays eligible involved apparent home runs, and the situation never arose. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~~c~m/c~~~ege~sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/925563~/c~~~ege-w~r~d-series-vide~-revie~-expands- 

include-line-calls 
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Summary: 
"Despite efforts to maintain an illusion of amateurism, the reality of commercialism in college athletics 

is unambiguous and overwhelming. Television broadcast revenues of college sports have soared to 

nearly $2 billion a year, CNBC has reported. CBS and Turner Broadcasting have agreed to pay $10.8 

billion to lock up more than a decade of broadcast rights to just the March Madness men’s basketball 

tournament. Yet the college players whom everyone tunes in to watch essentially don’t make a dime. 

It’s long past time for that to change. 

For decades, the National Collegiate Athletic Association has artificially restricted compensation to a 

labor force -- athletes -- that generates billions in revenue while redirecting profits to athletic 

departments. The athletes aren’t paid because the NCAA has randomly defined what it means to be an 

amateur: They can accept certain things, like tuition, but not others, like royalties from jersey sales. 

You’re an amateur because you aren’t paid. You’re not paid because you’re an amateur° That’s the 

essence of the argument, and it’s looking increasingly hypocritical." 

Article analyzes Kevin Ware and Johnny Manziel as athletes from this past year who represent why 

athletes should be able to receive payment for their services. 

Article Link: 

http://www.b~st~ng~~be.c~m/magazine/2~13/~5/:18/ware-and-manzie~~reas~ns-why-ncaa-sh~u~d-pay- 
athletes/CIn9k7REgZs2ei4RPeCqul/story.html 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Effective Friday, May 10, 2013, Coastal Carolina University has rescinded its announcement to eliminate 

the Men’s Cross Country and Men’s Track and Field programs following the 2014 season. The University 

will continue to fulfill Men’s Cross Country and Men’s Track and Field programs indefinitely. 

If you wish to have permission to contact any student-athlete for these specific sports, you may contact 

AraLeigh Beam, Interim Director of Compliance, directly at 843-349-2029 or abeam@coastal.edu. 

COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McFafland, Michael B <mikemcfarland@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <d~e@unc.edu> 

’Steve Kirschner’ <skJrsclme@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~NV: registrax data 

Lis~ of couises with enrolhnents for all 3 categories.pdf; Kane list - unc suspect classes - updated max capacib’ only CPD 07032012.xlsx 

From: McFarland, Michael B 
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2023 4:37 PM 
To: McFarland, Michael B 
Subject: FW: registrar data 

From: Davis, Nancy K 
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2022 5:24 PM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Cc: Anselmo Lastra; Boxill, Jan; DeSaix, Jean; Earp, .lo Anne; Ferrell, Joseph S; Copenhaver, Gregory Paul; Gulledge, Suzanne Allen; Guskiewicz, Kevin M; Maffly-Kipp, Laurie 
F; McMillan, Tim; Michael Gerhardt; Parise, Leslie V; Rodgers, Shielda Glover; Bachenheimer, Steven L; Armitage, Christopher; Bubba Cunningham; Ciocca, Mario F; Foster, 
Beverly B.; Glynis Cowell; John Blanchard; Larry Gallo; Linnan, Laura A; Broome, Lissa L; Napoleon Byars; Osborne, Barbara; Parsons, Eileen R; Renner, Joy J; Reznick, Steve; 
Stephens, John B; Woodard, Harold; Cairns, Bruce A; Corbie-Smith, Giselle M; Dykstra, Linda; Guilkey, David K; Huber, Evelyne H; Ketch, Jim; Smokowski, Paul R; Taylor, 
Beverly W; Wendy Brewster 
Subject: FW: registrar data 

Members of FEC, FAC and CAC, 

i’m writing to let you know that we expect another article by the News and Observer’s Dan Kane this week. Based on his requests for information and his 

questions, we expect him to assert that there was a scheme to get student-athletes into classes in African and Afro-American Studies. 

Dan is focused on a data field for "maximum capacity." Under our old system, the ability to set a maximum capacity was one of the few ways that departments 

used to control registrations for a class. By setting a maximum capacity of ;1, a department could control for pre-requisites, limit the class to students in the major 

or to seniors, or require department or instructor permission. African and Afro-American Studies was not unique in setting up courses that way. Other departments 

used the same method to control registrations, and we have provided examples of that. 

The information below and attached shows there is little difference between student-athlete enrollment in the classes with a max capacity set at 1 and student- 

athlete enrollment in classes with a max capacity set at greater than 1. At the same time, we have reiterated that we have already acknowledged the 54 courses as 

problematic. 

in addition, we expect that Dan Kane will focus on former student-athletes who were included in our current student-athlete count. Of the 686 student 

enrollments in the 54 courses, 26 former student-athletes represented 48 total enrollments. 

Please let us know if you have questions. 

From: Davis, Nancv g 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 
To: ’Kane, Dan’ 
Cc: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: FW: registrar data 

Dan, 

Chris Derickson has helped pulled this information together. If you would like to talk to Chris, we could set up a time on Thursday afternoon if that would work for 

We’ve addressed the maximum capacity issue with you several times, and we’ll do so again bek)w. ~t’s ~mpo~tant to hole tha~: we’ve already acknowledged tha~: 

there were problems i~ how these classes were co~ducted~ At the same t~rne, maximum capacity ~s not an ~nd~cator of anything unusua~ ~n and of ~tse~f, and it 

wou~d be hard to make a case that d~e max ses~s made any difference ~n the enrollment patterns with these 54 classes. The enrollment ps~te~ns fo~ the classes 

with a max capacity of I a~d those that had a capadW 8renter tha~ :[ t~ack yew similarly to the enrollment patterns of current and fon~e~ student-athletes h~ a~l 54 

Remember that, under ~he ok~ system, the ability to seL a ma’,dmum capacity wgs one .:)f the Jew ways Lhat depactrnents had of contro~l~n8 ce~strgL~ons for a class 

By setdn8 a rnaxh~mrn capacity of 2, a department could control for pre-requ~s~es, ~m~t the class to students ~n the major or to seniors, or require department or 

inst~ucto~ permission. A~:r~csn and A~:ro--Arner~csn Studies was not unique k~ se~tb~8 up courses that way. Od~er departments used d~e sarne method ~o contro~ 

registrations. Registrar Chris Dedckson did a qu~ck review of other classes dutch8 the same t~me period that used the convention of maximum capadW of ~ o~ 0 and 

found hundreds. Department administrators usua~v oversaw the use of maximum capadty to control enrollment i~ classes. 

Wh~e the new sysLern has more sophisL~cated ~ools for en¢ollment control, ew~m now some departments continue to use the convention [or mg’,~ capaciW as one 

or even ~ero. For e>;ample, there are 21 D::onorn~cs classes for }:a~1201.2 tha~ md~cate ’zero’ h:~r max capacity. Ye~: these are classes that typically enrol~ anywhere 

~:rom 20 to 75 students. 

Your concern, if ~ understand ~t correctly, ~s that there was some sort of scheme to enroll student--athletes in the courses. The facts don’t bear that out. Here’s s 

breakdown of the 54 classes we’ve identified as irregular o~ aberrant: 

Courses w~:h max capadty o~ 1. = 44 of the 54 total classes. 

For those 44 classes, there were 465 ~otal enrollments: I58 non-.a~hlete enrollments (:¢4 percent} and 307 current or former student-.a~hlete enrollments (56 

percent). 

Courses w~th max cspad~y of 8res~er than 2 = 20 of the 54 total classes. 

For those ~0 classes, there were 22:[ total enrollments; 89 nomathlete enrollments (40 percent) and 132 current o~ former student-athlete e~ollments (60 

percent). 

There’s ~tl:le difference between studenb-athle~:e (and former) enrolln~en~ in the classes w~th a max capadW set at ~. and student-.a~hle~e (and former) enrollment 

in classes w~th a ma>: capadLy set at 8¢eate¢ Lhan 3.. The max capadty ~s not ~n ~:sel[ an k~d~caLor o~ anything unusua~ w~th the class. 

That beb~8 sa~d, the ~eview ~ooked s~ every s~n~le class offered during d~e period ~n question and found clear proMems. ~f Jonathan Hart~yn and Bi~f Andrews, who 

conducted the review, had focused on the issue of maximum capadtv as the bas~s for the review, they would have missed the 10 classes mentioned above. 

F~al~y, you asked about how many former student-athletes a~e ~eprese~ted i~ the numbe~s~ Qf the 686 student e~ol~ments, 26 former student-atMetes 

represented 48 total en¢ollments. We are unable to 8~ve you class-by-class enrolk~enl:s because i~ wou~d ~ead to ~:ERPA violations. 

~’w~ included our responses to your questkms below I_et rne know i~ you wan~: ~:o se~: up a time w~:h Chris Dedd~son. 

Nancy 

F~m= Kane, D~n rm~il~n’d£~n~@newsobserver,co~] 
Sent; Tuesday ~:05 PN 
Te= Davis, Nancy ~ 



Subject; registrar data 

Nancy, 

I wanted to give you tnore information regarding the archived course list data that I have on these suspect classes, and some others. 

1 .) At least 27 of these suspect classes, or h~2lf, show that the maximum seats for the class was 1. They show no seats available. They show no classroom or class titne 

(except for one class). Eighteen of them are majority atNete, including four that are 100 percent athlete. Three are 100 percent non athlete, and as yon know, I would 

like to know how many of these non athletes are former athletes or have other ties to athletics. (In all cases, the 100 percent either athlete or non athlete numbers are 

small for each class.) 

This number of 1 max seat classes is likely nnder represented because the archived course list data that I have does not cover some of the semesters during the review 

period. There a~e 18 classes in which the maximum seating number is not available, including the AFAM 280 class of last summer. 

(:hris looked over your spreadsheet and manually looked up each section in our old studen[: information system to correct max capacity as you reques[:ed. ~-_~ has 

marked in yellow corrections or updates to your ~Wayback" data. Keep in mind d~at the data on the ~Wayback" system is not official data. As you said, it’s a 

snapshot at a particular time. 

As previously reported, 7 of the 54 classes had no student-athletes. Four of those (Spring 2008 SWAH 403, Summer Session I12008 AFR1266, Summer Session I12008 

SWAt-f 404., Fall 2010 AFAI~’I 42g) had no former stude~t-athlel:es. ]he other three courses had a total o[ 3 [ormer stude~:-al:hlel:e enrollments (Summer Session fl 

2007 AFR1474, Summer Session I 2008 AFR1520, Summer Session II 2008 AFAIg,1 392}. See attached chart. 

2.) There are at least three other classes that, like AFAM 280, were added to the academic calendar shortly before the semester began. They are all from the Summer 

Session Ill of 2008 and are AFAIY1392 and 474 and AFR][ 266. AFAM 474 had eight football players and one men’s basketball player among the 13 enrolhnents. 

The other two had no athlete enrollments and had no more than 2 students. Again, I would like to know if any of the non athletes in these classes were former athletes, 

or if they had other "ties to the department. Several others also did not initially appeaz on academic caJendars but showed up later. But it’s hard to tell if they came on the 

calendars late in the process because of a lack of data. 

.Jan Yopp has told you that it’s not unusual for summer school courses to be added late~ It happens routinely~ 

As for ~:he breakdown for these classes, they’re part of the list of 54. See attached chart. 

3.) There are at least four other classes that are not on the suspect list, bnt share characteristics with the suspect classes. They are AFR][ 416 from SS][12008; AFRI 

521 [?om Spring 2009; SWAtt 403 from Spring 2009; and AFAM 269 t?rom Fall 2009. Of these, AFR][ 416 looks the most suspicious because it shows 1 max seat, 

no availabilit.% no classroom or time and tx)pped up late on the academic calendar, tlas the university looked at these classes and determined they are not suspect? 

And if so, why? 

[:irs~:, your assertion [~’~at these [our classes "share dlarac~:eristics" ~,i~:h ~:he 54 suspect: classes is unfounded. The committee ~,as looking at individual (:lasses in 

meaningful detail., and it wasn’t based .:_~n max capacity or when the classes were scheduled. As we’ve said, max capacity of one -or ew~n zero - is not unusual ~n 

[he old sys[em, the absence of a classroom or time isn’t unusua~ either. Sometimes departments lust didn’t upds[e those fie~ds. 

Of the four classes that you’re identifying as %uspect," three were canceled-- AFR1521, SWAH 403, AFAM 269. AFR] 4~5 was reviewed and not found to be irregular 

or aberrant. It enrolled 3 students: two were neither current nor former student-athletes and one was a former student-athlete who had ceased to be an acti~’e 

member of her Olympic sports team. 

I am including a spreadsheet with this data becau~ I want to get as t~11 a response as possible. My only request is that if someone in the media requests it or has 

somehow gotten his or her hands on ik you please let me know. 

Thm~ 

Dan Kane 

StaffWfiter 



UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 
54 Aberrant or Irregular Courses in African and Afro.American Studies 

686 247 391 48 36.01% 57.00% 7.00% 

434 193 215 26 44.47% 49.54% 5.99% 

The current student-athlete enrollments were for active players from the following sports: Football, Women’s Soccer, Baseball, Men’s Basketball, Women’s Basketball, Men’s 
Tennis, Softball, Women’s Tennis, Men’s Track, Women’s Track, Wrestling, Men’s Lacrosse, Men’s Soccer, Men’s Golf, Field Hockey, Women’s Lacrosse and Women’s 
Fencing. 

The former student-athlete enrollments were for students no longer actively playing for the following sports: Football, Men’s Basketball, Women’s Basketball, Baseball, Men’s 
Track, Women’s Track, Wrestling and JV Men’s Basketball. 

The above statistics pertain to the courses identified as aberrant or irregular during the comprehensive review of all courses taught in the Department of African and Afro- 
American Studies during the period from Summer Session I, 2007, through Summer Session II, 2011, as discussed in the report titled "Review of courses in the Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies, College of Arts and Sciences" dated May 2, 2012. 

An aberrant course is defined in that report as a course for which there is evidence that students completed written work in these courses, submitted it to the department and 
received grades, but no evidence that the faculty member listed as instructor of record or any other faculty member actually supervised the course and graded the work, 
although grade rolls were signed and submitted. 

An irregular course is defined in that report as a course for which the instructor provided an assignment and evidently graded the resultant paper, but engaged in limited or no 
classroom or other instructional contact with students. 

The statistics that follow are separated into two groups with the first group consisting of the 9 courses identified as aberrant and the second group consisting of the other 45 
courses (and the information is provided for each course). 



UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 
9 Aberrant Courses in African and Afro-American Studies 

I SSII2007 I AFAM 

SS II 2007 SWAH 

SS 12008 SWAH 

SS 12008 SWAH 

SS II 2008 SWAH 

SS II 2008 SWAH 

Spring 2009 AFAM 

SS II 2009 AFAM 

SS II 2009 SWAH 

001 MCMILLAN 12 2 10 0 

001 MUTIMA 6 0 6 0 

001 STAFF 1 0 1 0 

001 STAFF 2 1 1 0 

001 MUTIMA 5 0 3 2 

001 STAFF 1 1 0 0 

003 MCMILLAN 10 3 7 0 

001 STAFF 15 1 12 2 

001 MUTIMA 7 1 6 0 

TOTALS: 59 9 46 4 

PERCENTAGES: 100.00% 15.25% 77.97% 6.78% 



UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 
45 Irregular Courses in African and Afro-American Studies 

SS 1 2007 AFAM 001 NYANG’ORO, J 23 3 19 1 
SS 1 2007 AFAM 001 NYANG’ORO, J 17 2 14 1 
SS 1 2007 AFRI! 001 NYANG’ORO, J 4 1 3 0 
SS 1 2007 AFRI! 001 NYANG’ORO, J 4 1 1 2 

SS II 2007 AFAM 001 NYANG’ORO, J 1 0 1 0 
SS II 2007 AFAM 001 NYANG’ORO, J 12 1 7 4 
SS II 2007 AFAM 001 NYANG’ORO, J 41 17 20 4 
SS II 2007 AFAM 001 NYANG’ORO, J 15 9 6 0 
SS II 2007 AFRI 001 NYANG’ORO, J 7 5 2 0 
SS II 2007 AFRI/AI 001 NYANG’ORO, J 3 2 0 1 
SS II 2007 AFRI 001 NYANG’ORO, J 3 1 1 1 

I Fall2007 I AFRI I 002 I STAFF 

Spring 2008 AFRI 001 NYANG’ORO, J 12 1 9 2 

Spring 2008 AFRI 001 NYANG’ORO, J 36 20 14 2 

Spring 2008 AFRI 001 NYANG’ORO, J 4 1 3 0 

Spring 2008 SWAH 001 STAFF 1 1 0 0 

SS 1 2008 AFAM : 001 STAFF 5 0 5 0 
SS 1 2008 AFAM, 001 NYANG’ORO, J 22 10 12 0 
SS 1 2008 AFRI 2 001 NYANG’ORO, J 16 6 9 1 
SS 1 2008 AFRI ~ 001 NYANG’ORO, J 3 2 0 1 

SS II 2008 AFAM : 001 STAFF 1 0 0 1 
SS II 2008 AFAM, 001 NYANG’ORO, J 22 12 9 1 
SS II 2008 AFAM, 001 STAFF 13 3 10 0 
SS II 2008 AFRI 2 001 STAFF 2 2 0 0 

Fall 2008 AFAM ’, 001 STAFF 27 10 14 3 
Fall 2008 AFAM, 001 STAFF 23 10 13 0 
Fall 2008 AFAM t 001 STAFF 2 1 1 0 
Fall 2008 AFRI 2 002 NYANG’ORO, J 23 2 20 1 
Fall 2008 AFRI ~ 001 NYANG’ORO, J 12 6 5 1 



UNC-CH College of Arts and Sciences 
45 Irregular Courses in African and Afro-American Studies 

Spring 2009 AFAM 001 NYANG’ORO, J 36 13 21 2 
Spring 2009 AFAM 002 NYANG’ORO, J 3 1 2 0 
Spring 2009 AFAM 001 STAFF 28 9 17 2 
Spring 2009 AFRI 001 NYANG’ORO, J 38 24 13 1 

SS 1 2009 AFAM 
SS 1 2009 AFAM 
SS 1 2009 AFAM 
SS 1 2009 AFRI 
SS 1 2009 AFRI 

SS II 2009 AFAM 
SS II 2009 AFAM 
SS II 2009 AFAM 
SS II 2009 AFAM 
SS II 2009 AFRI 

001 STAFF 10 1 8 1 
001 NYANG’ORO, J 32 8 24 0 
002 NYANG’ORO, J 7 1 4 2 
001 NYANG’ORO, J 9 1 8 0 
001 NYANG’ORO, J 6 1 5 0 

001 STAFF 5 1 2 2 
001 NYANG’ORO, J 34 31 3 0 
001 STAFF 14 5 8 1 
001 STAFF 5 0 4 1 
001 STAFF 9 2 7 0 

I 001 I    NYANG’OF~O, J I 9 I 9 I 0 I 0 I 

I 001 I NYA~G’OF~O, J I 19 I 0 I 18 I 1 I 

Fall 2010 I AFAM 

SS II 2011 I AFAM 

TOTALS: 627 238 345 44 
PERCENTAGES: 100.00% 37.96% 55.02% 7.02% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 24, 2013 11:55 AM 

Strohm, Leslie Chainbers <stmhm@email.unc.edtr~; Cunninghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mikemct~rland@unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ec@unc.edu>; Gil, Karen M 

<kgil@email.unc.edu-~; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edtr~; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Yopp, Jan Johnson 

<jan yopp@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu>; Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu> 

Ort~ Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Copelm~d, Jacquelyn D <jackie copeland@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince ~-~ille@unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina 

<regina s~bile@unc.edu> 

FW: information request 

k:a r ~-_~n Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of NorLh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Noon, Karen B 
Nent~ Eriday, Nay 2~, 2013 11:53 AN 

T~I ’Kane, Dan’ 
Subjeet~ RE: informatbn request 

Dan: there are no public records responsive to your reque3t. I’m abo acknowledging d~at we understand you still seek d~e remak~ng ~ub~c record3 re~ated to the 

faculty report ~n addition to those you received ~ast Friday. 

Karen 
Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~I 

(919) 952-8595 

F~m= Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Nay 21, 20~3 12:li PN 

Te= Noon, Karen B 
Su~ject~ information request 

Karen, 

This is a request tbr any records, includin~ co~es~)ndence such as email and te~ mes~ges, per~ining to Ca~lina Covenant students who were enrolled in AFAM 

classes that have since been tbund or are sus~cted k) have been improperly ~ught. I would s~cifically requesl records showing if a~y rallying hm been done 

regarding humors of Cazolina Covenant students in the~ classes or if a~y of~e progra~n’s leadem have been inte~iewed regarding students being enrolled in these 

classes. 

If you have a~y questions plebe give ~ne a caJl. 

I also wanted to make clear fl~at even fl~ough we published a sto~ Sunday a~ut the development of the special faculb’ repo~l, we are still interested in all remaining 

outstanding records ~lated to that. 

I hope you are doing well, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 once 



Undergraduate Student Enrollments in Independent Study Course Sections, Fall 2006 - Summer 2011 

Department of African Studies and Afro-American Studies 

By Instructor of Record, Term, Course Section Type, and Student Status 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

i8 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Primary instructor Name Year       Term 

CALDWELL, KIA L 2006-2007 55 ~ 2007 

FHUNSU DONATO 2010-2011- Spring 2011 

HILDEBRAND RF 2006-2007 Fall 2006 

Course 

Prefix, 

Number 

AFAM 

AFR!2 

~FAM 

HILDEBRAND RF 

HILDEBRAND, RF 

HILDEBRAND,REGINALD F 

JANK£N, K R 

JORDAN,jOSEPH F 

LAMBERT, MICHAEL 

Fall 2006 AFAM 

Spring 2007 AFAM 

12007-2008 Falf 2007 AFAM 

Spring 2008 AFAM 

2008-2009 Spring 2009 AFAM 

2010-2011 Spring 2011 AFAM 

i2008-2009 Fall 2008 AFAM 

...... ~pring 2009 . ~FAM 
12010-2011 Fall 2010 AFAM 

.......... Spring 201i AFAM 

2006-2007 Spring 2007 AFRI3 

Section 

# 

001 

001 

004 

001 

001 

001 

00! 

001 

002 

001 

001 

01S 

003 

OO4 

FB + BB 

Male 

Course Section Type Athletes 

Independent Study ..... 

independent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Study ......... 

independent S,tudy, ............. 

Independent Study 

independent StUd,Y,, ........ 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

,Independent Study 

0 

o 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0’ 

o 

o 

o 

0 

LEE, MARGARET 

MCMILLAN T 

~.009-2010 Fall 2009 

Spring 2010 

12006-2007 Fall 2006 

Fall 2006 

Spring 2007 

SS 1 2007 

AFAM 001 

AFRI3’ 002 

AFAM 001 

AFAM 003 

AFAM 001 

AFAM 001 

[independent Study 

Independent Stud, y ............ 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Stu ,d~ ....... 

Independent Study 

SS II 2007 

12007-2008 Fall 2007 

Spring 2008 

AFAM 001 

AFAM 001 

AFAM~ ~00t 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

6 

0 

0 

1 

1 

3 

0 

All Other 

Students Total 

7 7 

! 1 

1 

t 1 

1 ! 

1 1 

1 2 

7 8 

3 3 

1 1 

1 1 

3 3 

1 1 

1 1 

5 11 

2 2 

11 11 

2 3 

10 11 

2 5 

2 2 

S S 

2 2 



Undergraduate Student Enrollments in independent Study Course Sections, Fall 2006 - Summer 2011 

Department of African Studies and Afro-American Studies 

By Instructor of Record, Term, Course Section Type, and Student Status 
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34 
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37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

Primary Instructor Name 

MCMILLAN, T 

Year       Term 

2008-2009 FalJ 2008 

Spring 2009 

SS [I 2009 

Course 

Prefix, Section 

Number # 

AFAM 00:! 

AFAM 002 

AFAM 00:1 

00t MCMILLAN, T 2009-2010 Fall 2009 AFAM 

~,C ,~ILLAN~TIMOTHY ,J 

MURRAY, STEFANIE 

NYANG’ORO, J 

2010-2011 

12008-2009 

2006-2007 

2007-2008 NYANG’ORO, .1 

Spring 20:!0 AFAM 

SS II 20:10 AFAM 

Fall 20:10 AFAM 

Spring 201:1 ,iAFAM 

Spring 20:1:1 iAFAM 

Surer 201:1 AFAM 

Surer 20i:1 AFAM 

Spring 2009 AFRI3! 

Fall 2006 AFR~21 

Fall 2006 AFRI3~ 

Fall 2006 AFRI6~ 

Spring 2007 AFRI6~ 

Spring 2007 AFRI6~ 

SS 1 2007 AFRI3~ 

SS II 2007 iAFRI3~ 

Fall 2007 AFRI3~ 

Spring 2008 AFRI3~ 

SS 1 2008 AFRI3~ 

SS II 2008 AFAM 

SS II 2008 AFRI3~ 

Course Section Type 

i lndependent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 0 3 

Independent Study 0 7 

FB + B8 

Male 

Athletes 

0 

3 

7 

002 

001 

001 

001 

004 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

Independent Study 

!~dependent Study 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

All Other 

Students Total 

7 8 

2 2 

001 Independent Study 0i 3 3 

001 Independent Study ii 3 4 

001 Independent Study 0i 6 6 

00i Independent Study 0 2 2 

001 Independent Study 3 15 18 

001 Independent Study O t 1 

001 Independent Study 0 2 2 

001 Independent Study O 2 2 

001 Independent Study 0 7 7 

001 Independent Study 4 9 :13 

001 independent Study 1 5 6 

001 independent Study 1 9 i0 

001 Independent Study 1 4 5 

001 ............. In.dependent Study 5 3 8 

001 Independent Study 1 12 13 

1 

10 i0 
2 2 
1 



Undergraduate Student Enrollments in independent Study Course Sections, Fall 2006 - Summer 2011 

Department of African Studies and Afro-American Studies 

By instructor of Record, Term, Course Section Type, and Student Status 

49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
7O 
71 

Primary instructor Name 

NYANG~ORO, J 

INYANG’ORO, J 

NYANG’ORO, J 

NZONGOLA-NTALAJA, GEORGES 

NZONGOLA-NTALAJA, GEORGES 

PORTER, R 

PORTER, R 

REGESTER, C B 

REGESTER, C B 
REGESTER, C B 
REGESTER, C B 

REGESTER, C B 

Year Term 

2009-2010 

2010-2012 

Course 

Prefix, 

Number 

2008-2009 Fall 2008 AFRL= 

Fall 2008 AFRI~ 

SS I 2009 AFRL: 

iSpring 20:~0 AFRI~ 

Sumr 20:11 

Spring 2008 

Spring 2009 

Fall 2006 

Fall 2008 

Fall 2006 

!SS 1 2007 

~SS ~ 2008 

SS 1 2009 

iFalt 2009 

Spring 20:~0 

SS 1 2010 

Fall 20:I0 

FB + BB 

Section Male All Other 

# Course Section Type Athletes Students 

00:1 Independent Study 4 4 

001 Independent Study 0 :1 

001 Independent Study 3 0 

00t Independent Study 0 

00t Independent Study 0 

00:t Independent Study 0 4 

001 Independent Study 9 

002 independent Study 0 

002 independent Study :1 2 

001 independent Study 0 12 

00! independent Study 2 2 

002 Independent Study 0 3 

00:1 Independent Study :I 7 

00:1 Independent Study 1 3 

00i Independent Study .................... 0 2 

002 independent Study 0 4 

003 independent Study 0 3 

001 Independent Study 6 0 

001 _ independent Study _ 0 3 

iREGESTER, C B; HALL, P 

REGESTER, CHARLENE B 

SAHL£, EUNICE 

2007-2008 
2008-2009 
2006-2007 
2008-2009 
2006-2007 

Fall2010 

Spring 2011 

Spring 2009 

Spring 2009 

SS|12009 

AFAIV 

AFAN 

AFRI3 

AFRI6 

AFRI3 

00t independent Study 0 ...... ~ 

00:1 Independent Study 1 4 

003 Independent Study 0 1 

001 Independent Study 0 1 

001 Independent Study 4 t 

2007-2008 

2008-2009 

2009-2010 

2010-2011 

20i0-2011 

2010-2011 

2008-2009 

Total 

8 

3 

4 

I0 

3 

12 

4 

3 

8 

4 

2~ 

3 

6 

5; 



Undergraduate Student Enrollments in Independent Study Course Sections, Fall 2006 - Summer 2011 

Department of African Studies and Afro-American Studies 

By Instructor of Record, Term, Course Section Type, and Student Status 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

Primary instructor Name        Year 

SAHLE, EUNICE                                             2009-2010 

SELASSIE, BEREKET H 

STAFF 

Enrollment Totals 

2006-2007 

2007-2008 

2010-2011 

Course 

Prefix, Section 

Term Number # Course Section Type 

Fall 2009 AFRI 001 Independent Study 

AFRt 001 Independent Study 

AFR{ 004 Independent Study 

AFAI 00l Independent Study 

AFRI 00_1_ Independent Study 

SS I1 2010 

Fall 2006 

Fa~l 2007 

spring 20~1 

FB + BB 

Male All Other 

Athletes Students Total 

0 1 

0 l 

0 1 

0 1 

69 258 327 

Data Source: Office of the University Registrar and Institutional Research, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu:, 

Friday, May 24, 2013 2:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Questions about ~meone finishing "their degree 

Vince, 

I reached out to Brent Blanton in the academic center. He was our academic counselor when she was here. I also consulted Tom Timmermans. The two of them are 

who I think would be the ones in addition ~:o ~:he reg~stn~r possibly. Torn w~s suggesting on Hne classes I had originally consulted Susan Mak)y and she referred rne 

to Bren~: and Tom Larry G rmght have some ins~ghL 

~ abo need to find out about the possibility of pfay~ng May g & 4. Exams end on the 6th. J had sent an email about [hat previousfy. ~ can call you on Tuesday to 

discuss further. I have a meeth~g h~ OKC Monday as ] m~ on the aJl American committee for softball 

The V~ Tech co~ch has to rnake some decisions about h~s schedule so he needs to know ~t~ answer ne>:t wee~. There ~s a k~t th~: wouk~ ~ffect both of our scheduk~s 

rp~ w~se and ge~:Bng our g~;mes in. 

Thanks 

Donna 

~= ]lie, Vince 
8e~t~ Friday, May 2~, 20~3 ~:56 PM 
Te= Papa, Donna ] 
~jeCt~ RE: Questions about someone finishing their degree 

With whom do you tN~ a s~de~t like this would b’pi~ally co~sMt to ide~fl~- the ~maim~g requkeme~ts a~d whet~er ~me or all o[the~ courts ca~ ~ completed 

online or ~rough ~me o~er manner? Has tNs Mready been investigated k) see if she can accomplish her goM s without dramatically cha]~ging how she is cu~ntly living 

her lil~? Do you think that would ~ your cu~ent academic counselor tbr softball and an advi~r from her college? 

F~m: Papa, Donna J 

Sent~ Friday, Nay 24, 2013 ~2:$2 PN 

To~ Ille, V~nce 
Subject~ Re: Questbns about someone fiNsNn9 their deDree 

grent needs to verify but i think 12. She was also my first committee case 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 24, 2013, at 12:35 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

How many hours does she need to graduate? 

From: Donna J Papa [mailto:dip@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Play 24, 2013 11:17 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
S,,bject: F-MI: Questions about someone finishing their degree 

Vince, 

Is there a way tNs can happen. Does the NCAA or UNC have an assistm~ce program or funds? 

Thanks 

Donna 

F~m= BlanCh, Brent S 
Sent= Friday, Nay 24, 2013 ll:lS AN 

Te~ Papa, Donna J 

Subject= RE: Questions about someone finishing their degree 

I would think so but that is defiNtely a question for Tom. 

B 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 11:11 AM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: RE: Questions about someone finishing their degree 

I]:she were to come here for some reason wouid she be abie to assist as a studen[ assistan[?? Just a question. 

Donna 

Fro~: Blanton, Brent $ 
Sent: Friday, Play 2~, 2013 11:07 AM 

T~: Timmermans, Tom 
C¢: Papa, Donna .1; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re: Questions about someone finishing their degree 

Good morning, 

Donna, what great news! You can see her maturity in her writing alone. I get back to town this weekend and will take a look at things and get back to 

you both on Tuesday. 

Have great weekends and we’ll speak soon, 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 24, 2013, at 8:39 AM, "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

Donna and Brent, 

Lets look into online classes. Overall it it would be cheaper for us and she could stay in 

Sent from my iPhone 



On May 24, 2013, at 10:35 AM, "Timmermans, Tom" <timrnermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Donna, 

Thanks for your note. Brent can you please provide an exact overview of what still needs to graduate. 

Donna do you know of       is planning on coming back to campus to finish up or wants to do it online? 

Once we have all of this info, you will want to sit down with your sport supervisor to seek approval 

Hope that helps 

Tom 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 24, 2013, at 10:27 AM, "Papa, Donna J" <djp@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom and Brent, 

One of my former players, Brent) I know you are probably cringing!, fell short of graduating by 

about 12 credits in 2010. She just wrote to me and really has her life together and wants to finish her degree 

here. She was also a committee case for me. She regrets not being accountable for herself in finishing and 

some of the stuff she put us through. She is currently living in Siad she would give her right arm- her 

pitching arm© to graduate in the baby blue cap and gown. 

I was inquiring to see if there are any funds to assist someone to do that. I personally would like to see her 

finish, above all she is a good kid and it would help my graduation rate and future possible committee cases.I 

think there is a 6 year window to do this. 

Can you let me know what is or is not available. 

Thanks 

Donna 

<imageO01 .jpg> 

Donna J, Papa 
UniversiU of North Caxolina 

ttead Softball Coach 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 11:48 AM 

Levin, Mark <Mark.Levin@nflplayers.com> 

RE: July 19 

That sounds great, Mark. Where should we go at 10:30 on July 19? 
Looking for~vard to meeting you in person. 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Levin, Mark [mailto:Mark.Levin@nflplayers.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:59 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: July 19 

How- about 1030 am 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Pogge, Paul<mailto :ppogge@unc. edu> 
Sent: 5/28/2013 10:49 AM 
To: Levin, IVlark<mailto:Mark.Levm@nflplavers.com> 
Sul~iect: RE: h~ly 19 

Sounds great, Mark. Let me know what times work best :[’or the three of you and if we can meet the fourth person, we’d love to do that as well 
Thanks again for making the time, 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Levin, Mark [mailto:Mark Levin(~nflpla,vers.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: July 19 

Still waiting to hear back from one person. But it looks fine :[‘or me and two others 

Sent from lay Windows Phone 

From: Pogge, Paul<mailto:ppo~ge(~unc.edu> 
Sent: 5/28/2013 10:38 AM 
To: Levin, Mark<mailto:Mark Levin~nflplagers.com> 
Sublect: July 19 

Mark, 
Just wanted to 12~llow up to see if July 19 worked for you and your colleagues. Vince Ille and I are looking forward to driving up there and introducing ourselves to all of you. Thanks again 
for your help. 
Paul 

[cid:image001.jpg@01CE5B 8F.6BF93C30] 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire tl-trough athletics." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 1:48 PM 

Levin, Mark <Mark.Levin@nflplayers.com> 

RE: July 19 

Thanks, Mark. I’ll touch base with you shortly before then to COlafirm our schedule of meetings for that day. 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Levm, Mark [mailto:Mark Levin@nflpla ,vers.com] 
Sent: Tuesday-, May 28, 2013 12:35 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Sulziect: RE: h~ly 19 

Our offices. At 1133 20th st NW. Wash dc. 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Pogge, Paul<mailto :ppogge@unc. edu> 
Sent: 5/28/2013 11:48 AM 
To: L evin, Mark<mailto:Mark Levin@nflplavers.com> 
Subject: RE: July- 19 

That sounds great, Mark. Where should we go at 10:30 on July 19? 

Louking forward to meeting you in person. 

Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Levin, Mark [mailtu:Mark.Levin(~r!nflplayers.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:59 AM 
To: Pugge, Pau[ 
Subject: RE: July 19 

Ho~v about 1030 am 

Sent frum my Windo~vs Phone 

Frum: Pugge, Paul<mailto :ppog~e~!unc. edu> 

Sent: 5/28/2013 10:49 AM 

Tu: Levin, Mark<mailto:Mark.Levm(£nflplayers.com> 

Subject: RE: July 19 

Suunds great, Mark. Let me know what times wurk best :[’or the three ofyuu and if we can meet the fourth persun, we’d love tu du that as well 
Thanks again fur making the time, 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Levin, Mark [mailto:Mark Levin@nflplayers.cum] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: July- 19 

Still waiting to hear back flom one person. But it looks fine for me and two others 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Pogge, Paul<mailto:ppogge,@,unc. edu> 
Sent: 5/28/2013 10:38 AM 

To: Lcvin, Mark<rr~ailto:Mark.Levin(~nflpla,~’ers.com> 
Subject: July 19 

Just wanted to follow up to see if July 19 worked for you and your colleagues. Vince Ille and I are looking forward to driving tip there and introducing ourselves to all of you. Thanks again 
for your help. 
Paul 

[cid:image001.jpg@01CE5B 8F.6BF93C30] 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: Cohen, Ben [ma!/to:Ben.Cohen@wsj.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:13 PM 

To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 

Cc: McFarland, Michael B 
Subject: Open Records Request 

Dear Ms. Strohm, 

Pursuant to the state open records law, N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-10, I write to request access 

to and an electronic copy of: 

All correspondence between October 2011 and February 19, 2013-including but not limited to email 

correspondence, text message correspondence, written correspondence voice messages and phone 

records-between Chancellor Holden Thorp and Big Ten Conference commissioner James Delany and 

Athletic Director Lawrence Cunningham and Big Ten Conference commissioner James Delany. 

If your office does not maintain these records, please let me know who does. 

I will expect your response within 10 business days. As my request is in the public interest, I request a 

fee waiver. If a waiver isn’t possible, I would ask that you estimate your fee before filling this request. If 

you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a 

reference to the specific statutory exemptions. 

Please feel free to contact me anytime with questions at this email address. Thanks for your help! 

All best, 
Ben 

Ben Cohen 

The Wall Street Journal 

1211 Avenue of the Americas 

New York, NY 10036 

ben.cohen@wsjocom 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 5:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Summer School Board Voucher Program 

Player Contract.docx; voucherjpg; 2013 vendor letter fi~m UNC Athletics Compliance ottice.pdf; UNC FB Summer Lunch Progrmn 2013 

Vendor Contract.pdf 

Abou[ all there is on the CURRENT meal voucher process. 

Mary Ellen and I are going to meet and restructure some things moving forward to Compliance has more control!checks and balances. As we discussed, could have 

been worse. 

MarieHe A, vanGekler 

Associate Ath]eth:: Direct:or 

University o[: North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m= Bingham, Na~ Ellen 
Sent~ Friday, Nay 24, 2013 8:15 PM 
Te~ Vangelder, Nadelle A 
~¢~ Holliday, Corey L; Tom Timmermans (t~mmermans@uncaa,unc,edu) 
Subject~ RE: Summer School Board Voucher Program 

Hello MarieHe, 

Thank you for your emaU and welcome to IJNC! I saw in the erna~ thai introduced you to the departmen[ [hat you have come from UConn. ~ came from the 

northeast as weU (3 years ago) and have found Carolina to be a very speda~ place so ] hope you do too! ~ apologize for taMng all day to get back to you but I have 

been out of town all week at a conference ~n St. Louis. ~ ~ook forward to meeting you and discussing tNs program that Coach Fedora proposed last year in order to 

support: fueling the o[f-.season ~:rainmg of our football players, 

Here is my best ~[:tempt to answer all o[ your questk)ns about the progra[T~ but I w,:?uh~ be more than happy to meet w~th you ~:o discuss ~t fur~:her, 

* They are acttu~l]y only provh~ed w~th 36 vouchers total so it ~s 18 ~10 vouchers [or e~ch summer sessh:m. 

~ For the most part they are g~ven 4 w)uchers per week (Mon-Thurs) at the beginning of e~ch week but they get less on ho~idav weeks and during the week 

b :dween SS1 and SS2, Below ~s the actual schedule, f ca[) explain ~t further whe[) we [T~eet but basically the k~e~ was Mon-Thurs when they ~re in class they 

w~U use s voucher to get one so~d meal We know on Fridays some of them go home or leave town so that is why we don’t do 5 vouchers per week, 

Classes didn’t start until 

~ Tuesday 

~~ Memodal Dag Mondag off 

~ lO-Jun 4 

No vouchers during exams 17-Jun 1 

24-Jun 4 

1-Jul 3 4th of July off 
SS2 

8-Jul 4 

15-Jul 4 

22-Jul 2 Class end of Tues 7/23 

To~ifo~SS~ ~ 

Attached please find a copy of i) voucher. The rules are typed out on every sit)gle voucher. They are i)l] nur~bered ].-.3(5 For tr~)cking for each p~ayer. The 

number is in the co]umR to the r~ght of the #ayer’s name. 

* Also atLacbed p~ease find the contract that aH p~ayers have s~gned and returned to Andre W~lUams prior to receiving their vouchers. 

* {¢oth th~s year and ~as[ year, ~: a ~:eam meetk~g we went over every rule to the [:eam and they have also been g~ven a copy of their contr~ct to ]~eep for 

themselves. 

We have 15 vendors and only 1 of them ~s new to the program Lbis year. The new vendor ~s’~op TMs’*on Franklin St. ~ have gone over the program with 

each vendor and they aH have s~gned the atLacb~d contract and were g~ven Lbe attached ietter from Bubba and Coach Fedora exp~ainb~g the program and 

the bylaws. 

e ~t has been comrnunicated to aH p~ayers and sH vendors Lbat anyth~n~ over $~0 must ~e pa~d by the piayer regardiess of the arno~nt. Vendors were advised 

to train their staff and p~ayers are supposed to show their ~D with their voucher. It ~s on their contracL the vendor contract and on the voucher itself. 

Every Friday m~ intern goes to every vendor to coilect an invoice wkh the vouchers m~d their correspondh~g receipts for that week and brings them al~ to 

the Bus~ness Office. The foUowing week the intern brings them a check for the vouchers and receipts collected the previous week. 

f hope ~:h~s m~swers most of your questions and as I sah~ t ~m more than h~ppy to meet wRh you to dh;cuss l:hh; h.uther. I cm~ a~so ~ssure you that ~ 

up with ~1~ w?ndors when ] re~:urn to work on Tuesday [:o remh~d them about ~:he irrq:~or~:ance of the contract and the rules o[ the program. 

I ~ook [:orward to b " ,e~,ring from you. 

Enjoy your weekend~ 

Best, 

M~W EHen 
Ha~ Ellen Bingham MS, RD, CSSD 
Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



F~i:e~i;( k < htt p:/iwww.facebook.corn/WeFuelTheH eels> 
T~<’i II:.~!!’-’htt p://twitt er.comiWeFuelTheHeels> 

Frer~." Vangelder, Marielle A 

$ent-" Friday, May 24-, 2013 5:37 AM 
To; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
$,,bject: Summer School Board Voucher Program 

Good Morning Mary Ellen - 

I hope this finds you well. I’m sorry we haven’t had the chance to meet in person, but I wanted to reach out to you regarding the Summer School meal voucher 

program utilized by our Football student-athletes. Vince and I were discussing the program and I was hoping you could provide me with some clarification about 

how the program currently operates. As you are aware, I’m working to report the violation associated with the 3 student-athletes who ate at Boston Market last 

week without either providing their voucher at the time of the meal and/or not paying the additional cost associated with a meal over 510 in value. We may wish 

to add some additional levels of protection from a compliance perspective to strengthen the program and minimize additional areas of risks. 

As I understand it, full scholarship Football student-athletes are provided a total of 36 vouchers per summer session. Their individual 5800.00 board allowances are 

reduced by 5360.00 to cover the cost of the vouchers. 

Student-athletes are not provided all 36 vouchers at the same time. They are provided 6 each week. Are the vouchers numbered #1-36 for tracking purposes and to 

ensure that duplicates cannot be made by the student-athlete? 

If they don’t use the whole 510 at a vendor they do not get change back. If they spend more than 510.00, they are obligated to pay the difference out of their own 

pocket. Is that communicated to and acknowledged by both the student-athlete and the vendor? Were NCAA rules communicated to both the student-athletes 

and the vendors? What is the level of expectation that was communicated to the vendor about education of their staff to ensure that a voucher is provided every 

time and/or that the additional costs are paid by the student-athlete (regardless of how minimal the amount)? 

I believe that each voucher has the name of the student-athlete on it. Is their picture included as well? How are identities checked by the vendor to ensure that 

the student-athlete using the voucher is actually the student-athlete to whom the voucher belongs? Are ID’s checked? We would want to make sure that an 

individual who is not permitted to receive a meal -i.e., a prospective student-athlete, non-scholarship student-athlete etc. 

How many vendors are there? How are the vouchers and receipts reconciled after use? I have seen the copies of the receipts from those student-athlete who had 

violations last week and we received those from the Business Office, but are those provided directly from the vendor? How often are they reconciled? 

I apologize for the amount of questions I have on this. Because I’m new to UNC, I want to make sure I understand the process correctly. I’d also like to be able to 

formally document the process for our Compliance Manual. If any of my questions should be directed to another person, please feel free to point me in a different 

direction. After speaking with Tom, he felt it would be best if I started with you. 

Thank you so much for your assistance and patience. Have a great holiday weekend. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carter, Andrew <acarte@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: secondaxy violations question 

Thanks, Vince. This whole tiling seemed insane to me, so glad to see a reasonable response fiom the NCAA. 

I appreciate yonr time. If this story takes another goofy, turn, please don’t hesitate to let me know either by email or phone. My number’s below. 

On Thn, May 30, 2013 at 2:56 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

Andrew, 

An individual called our compliance office mthin the past 30 minutes. He reported wituessing the incident you describe below. Please note the recent information 
provided by tile NCAA regarding the WCC school: https:/itwitter.coln/NCAADana 

We are ewluating the information received and the proper application of NCAA roles. Thanks for tile message. Hope you’re doing well. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

From: Andrew Carter [mailto:acarter@newsobserver.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, May 30, 20:13 2:41 PM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: secondary violations question 

Hey Vince: 

Sony to bother you about this. 

A person called into the newspaper earlier today providing a "tip" about seeing a UNC athlete (a football player, allegedly) washing his caac on campus, using 

universi .ty water (using that phiase - - "university’ water" -- is a firs1 for me). This person claims to have alerted the compliance office about this. 

Are you aware of any secondaxy violations of this nature at UNC -- using university water to wash one’s car? I’m awaace this sounds ridiculous. A similaz sloU 

recently emerged out ofa ~hool in the West Coast Conference (written about here: http:i/sports.yahoo.comiblogs/ncaab-the-dagger/believe-not-washing-car- 

universit’v- water- ncaa-violation-201607788.html ) 

Of course, it’s possible that someone is calling in and pranking us. 

But I just wanted to check. 

If you have indeed heard of something like this, it’d be newsworthy only because it shows how ridiculous some of these NCAA rnles are. 

Apologies for bugging you over something so silly. I appreciate your help. 

-Andrew 

Andrew Carter 

Reporter 

The Raleigh News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 



o: 919.829.8944 

@_andrewcarter 

Andrew Carter 
Reporter 
The Raleigh News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 
o: 919.829.8944 

@_andrewcarter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:54 PM 

aarmstrong@athletics.ucla.edu; chollomon@ncaa.org; eawood@ uark.edu; jjaudon@t.edu; jds5@lehigh.edu; kalmond@ia.ua.edu; 

lbarnes@duaa.duke.edu; nmoore@ou.edu; psemaia@athletics.pitt.edu 

Cricket Lane (cricke@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:> 

I~: Leadership Summit 

Leadership Snmmit Schedule - Copy.doc 

Hello all, 

Given the unmitigated success of last year’s Leadership Summit, we are hoping to convene a second Leadership Summit this summer. We would be happy to host 

the event again. N.B. we have resolved our fruit fly problem in the interim. 

Let us know the following information via the Google Doc link below: your interest in participating again this summer, your availability in July, proposed use of our 

time at the summit (schedule suggestions, topics for discussion), and the names of any other suggested attendees. We have attached the schedule from last year’s 

summit as a reference point. 

Click "Summit 2013" tab 

Shelley & Cricket 



Carolina Leadership Academy 

Leadership Summit 
Thursday, July 19-Friday, July 20, 2012 
Schedule 

Location: Loudermilk Center, 5th floor (344 Ridge Road, Chapel Hill NC 27514) 
*Parking is available in the Rams Head Parking Deck (coupons will be provided) 

Thursday, July 
8:30am 
9:00am 
9:30am 
10:00am 
10:30am 
10:45am 
11:15am 
12-2pm 
2:00pm 
2:30pm 
3:00pm 
3:30pm 
4-5pm 
6:30pm 
8:00pm 

19, 2012 
Breakfast 
Welcome 
Presentation 1 (instructions on following page) 
Presentation 2 
Break 
Presentation 3 
Presentation 4 
Lunch (411 W. Franklin Street) & Campus Tour 
Presentation 5 
Presentation 6 
Presentation 7 
Presentation 8 
Wrap-up 
Dinner (Acme Food & Beverage Co.) 
Activity (optional) 

Friday, July 20, 2012 
8:30am 

9:00am 

10:00am 

11:00am 
12:00pm 

Breakfast 
Parking lot and book list (Cricket) 
Needs, wants, desires of participants (Shelley) 
Next Steps (John) 
Box Lunch & Departure 



Carolina Leadership Academy 

Leadership Summit 
Logistics 

Objectives: 
(1) Network, build relationships in the leadership development effort across campuses 
(2) Provide tangible take-aways/best practices 
(3) Recommendations for professional development opportunities 
(4) Determine next steps as a group 

Air: Fly into RDU (25 minutes from campus) 
Transportation: John, Cricket and Shelley are able to provide airport runs as well as shuttles 
to/from Loudermilk Center/hotels (please let us know if you would to request shuttle service) 
Hotels: Courtyard by Marriott Chapel Hill; Sheraton Chapel Hill Hotel; Residence Inn Chapel Hill 
Meals: Breakfast, lunch and dinner on Thursday; breakfast and box lunch on Friday 

Courtyard by Marriott Chapel Hill 
100 Marriott Way 
Chapel Hill NC 27517 
(919) 883-0700 
Distance to summit: 2.6 miles 

Sheraton Chapel Hill Hotel 
One Europa Drive 
Chapel Hill NC 
(919) 968-4-900 
4.0 miles 

Residence Inn Chapel Hill 
101 Erwin Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27514 
(919) 933-4848 
4.9 miles 

Presentation format: (a) Overview of leadership programming; (b) Best practices: chief 
successes; chief challenges (15 minutes); (c) Question and answer (15 minutes); (d) 30 
minutes total (informal, low tech, take-away doc) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 8:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the YeaJr - Spring Sports 

Vince, 

Thank you for the emails. And, yes, pJease forward them to me. We are covering this in the absence of someone in Spencer’s position and this is very helpful 

[vlichelle 

From: ]lie, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, June 02, 2013 11:49 AN 

To: Brown, Nichelle 
Subjeet~ ~wd: 2013 ACe Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Spring SporN 

Michelle, 

Has this task been reassigned to someone on your staff? Would you like us to forward these notifications to you? It may be possible for you to contact Amy at the 

ACe to replace Spencer as the designated recipient. 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Date: June 2, 2013, 9:51:15 AM EDT 

To: "file, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Kirschner, Steve" <._s__t__e___v__e__[(_!__r__s__c__h___n___e___r_~__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.> 

Subject: FW: 2013 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Spring Sports 

Vi~’~c e --- 

I believe Spencer Wellborne (he was copied) handled these in the pasL Is he still doing that or is someone else? .Just want to make sure this gets to / 

handled by the correct person. 

From: Amy gakola 
Sent= Thursday, May 30, 20~3 5:43 PN 
To= Grog Beaumont (GBeaumont@admin.fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admh~.fsu.edu); Dean Buchan (dbuchan@athletics.gatech.edu); Phyllis M. LaBaw 

(plabaw@athletics.qatech.edu); Theresa Wenzel (~enzel@athletics.qa~ch.edu); Brad Bates(brad.bates@bc.edu); Chris Cameron (cameroch@bc.edu); Dr. 
Dard Miller (@[~_=~1~11@b_¢~9); Jody Mooradian ~?Rg£~_¢@_~g~_¢g_@; Tim Bourret (~g?R~b_~gl_¢tJ~9_~_¢g_U); Dan Radakovich~E~g_~gl_¢~9_t?~_~j~); Barbara 
Kennedy-Dkon(kbarbar@clemson.edu); Steve Duzan(sduzan@clemson.edu); Art Chase (chasea@duaa.duke.edu); Heather Ryan (h~an@duaa.duke.edu); Jaclyn 
3acki Silar (isilar@duaa.duke.edu); Kevin Whi~(kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Steinbacher, Rick; Welborn, Spencer; Ellio~ Finebloom (efinebloom@fsu.edu); Randy 
Spetman ([~¢~g?~_t?@~_=~_~); Mike Bobinski(tJ~_¢b_@g_~¢gb=~_~); Blake James ~J~_~_¢~_@tg_[~_~?J_:¢~J~); Chris Freer (g_:[~_~?J~_tJ[=_¢~_U); Chris %ndle 

(c.yaDdle~m~ami~edu); David Wyman (d.~wman@miam~.edu); Jennifer Strawley 0~strawley@m~ami~edu); Annabelle Myers (annabelle myers@ncsu.edu); 
Carrie Leger(carrie leger@ncsu.edu); Debbie Yow (d yow@ncsu.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Chris Uchacz(cuchacz@umd.edu); KevinAnderson 
(kevina@umd.edu); Loft Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Zack Bolno(zbolno@umd.edu); Miller, Beth; Best, Kevin S.; Kirschner, S~ve; Bubba Cunningham; Adrien 
Harraway ~b_~_~_@_~J[gJN~_=9_~); Craig Li~lepage~@~_¢@N[Egj~_[~_:~j~); Jim Daves 0J£[?@N~_@_gJ[g_[N_~=~_~); Jane Miller 0g?~Y@N[EgJN~_:¢~J~); Shelia Meek 
(ssm2b@vh’ginia.edu); Jermaine Holmes 0eholmes@vt.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@~.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); David Smith (~id@~.edu); Jim 
Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Jane Caldwell (caldwejh@~u.edu); S~ve Shu~ (shu~j@~u.edu); Barbara Walker(walkerbq@wfu.edu); Ron Wellman 

(~¢JJ_m~_r_~N~_~_~0 
c¢= Amy Ufnowski; Brian Norrison; George Lane; Heather Hirschman; Lindsay Humbert; Mike Finn; Marianne Schroer; Steve Phillips 
Subject= 20~3 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year = Spring Sports 

20~3 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Spring Spots 

Thursday, May 30, 20~3 

TO: ACC Athletics Directors 

ACC Academic Advisors 

ACC Senior Woman Administrators 

ACC Sports Informa~on Directors 

FROM: Amy Yakola, Senior Associate Commissioner, PR & Communications 

RE: 2013 ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Nominations - Spring Sports 

Baseball 

Golf - Men’s and Women’s 

Lacrosse - Men’s and Women’s 

Rowing 

Softball 

Tennis - Men’s and Women’s 

Outdoor Track and Field - Men’s and Women’s 

Attached please find the nomination forms for the 2013 Spring Sports Scholar-Athlete of the Year. The nomination forms are being sent to the Athletic 

Directors, Academic Advisors, Senior Woman Administrators and the Sports Information Directors. 

The final nomination for the Scholar-Athletes of the Year will come from the Athletic Director’s office. 

The selection of the various Scholar-Athletes of the Year will be made by a committee appointed by the Commissioner and headed by the Senior 

Associate Commissioner of PR & Communications. 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 

1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 

2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 

3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during each of the last two semesters (Fall 2012, Spring 2013). 

4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 



A form is enclosed for each sport’s nomination. I ask that you forward your nomination only to my attention. Once nominations are received, the 

Scholar-Athlete of the Year recipient will be selected and announced by the conference office. 

Please submit your nominees by Tuesday, June 11, 2013. If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY NOMINATIONS, PLEASE FORWARD ME AN E-MAIL FOR THE RECORD THAT YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY NOMINATIONS. 

My email is ayakola@theacc.org 

The ACC Communications fax number is 336-854-8797. 

Am,i Yakola 

ACC Senior Associate_ Commissioner 

Public Relations and Marketin£ 

4512 Weybrid£e Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

ayakola@theacc.or~ 

Direct: ~6,~69. ~2:15~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Monday, Jnne 3, 2013 6:13 PM 

Ballen, M~na K <mballen@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu> 

Re: REMINDER: 2013 Revenue Distribution Informalion Request 

ilnage002.png; lInage003 :iPg 

Thanks, 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 3, 2013, at 5:35 PM, "BaJlen, Mm~ina K" <mballen(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Bubba 

Tom Timmermans has been key in getting the forms completed for the NCAA (Amy Herman completed them in past years). We need clarification on 

one particular item and l:her~ it’l~ be ready for subm~;sion before the er~d of business; tomorrow, 

Th~ t~ks ~ 

Mart~na 

F~m; Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent; Nonday, June 03, 2013 12:33 PN 

To; Ballen, Na~ina K 
Subject: ~: REMINDER: 2013 Revenue Distribution Information Request 
Impo~ance: High 
Bubba Cunnin~ham 
Director of Athletics 

Un~versRy of North Carolina 

From: Deborah Atkinson 

Date: Tuesday, May 28, 20~3 ~:18 PM 

To: "brvan.Ncks@aamu.edu" <brvan.Ncks@aamu.edu>, "kaplan@adm.nj~t.edu" <kaplan@adm.@t.edu>, "dwoolard@admin.usf.edu" 

<dwoolard@admin.usf.edu>, "dwNtel@alcom.edu" <dwNtel@alcorn.edu>, "tstansbury~athlet~cs.ucf.edu" <tstansburv@athlet~cs.ucf.edu>, Bill 

Scholl <W~scholl@bsu.edu>, "rsea~raves~centenary.edu" <rsea~raves~centenary.edu>, "mdm2111@co~umbia.edu" <mdm221~@columb~a.edu>, 

"thompso~@cookman.edu" <thompsol@cookman.edu>, "dra msey~coppin.edu" <dramsey~capp~n.edu>, "dschumac@csu.edu" 

<dschumac@csu.edu> "jamu~Bh~dav~dson.edu" <jamu~Bh~dav~dson.edu> "csanders~desu.edu" <csanders~desu.edu> 

"kwhite~duaa.duke.edu" <kwhite~duamduke.edu>, Terry Holland <b~@~cq~>, "Cunnin~ham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, 

"sander@etsu.edu" <sander@etsu.edu>, "derek.horne@famu.edu" <derek.horne@famu.edu>, "tkleinlein@~eor~asouthern.edu" 

<tkleinlein@~eor~asouthern.edu>, "cke~litz~hi~hpo~nLedu" <cke~litz~hi~hpo~nt.edu>, "jeffrey.hathaway~hofstra.edu" 

<jeffrey.hathaway~hafstra.edu>, "lauis.perkins@howa rd.edu" <lou~s.perkins@haward.edu>, "bournejt @jmu.edu" <bournejt@~mu.edu> 

"w ko e~e I ~j s u. e d u" < w ko e ~e ~ ~j s u. e d u > "b e d wa r d 5 ~j u. e d u" < b e d wa r d 5 ~j u. e d u > "~]]_~_~_~_~_~:~_~_~." < ~]]_~_~_~_~_~:~_~_~.>, "~_~_~_~_~_~_~_~=~_~_~:~_~_~" 

<vchun~mail.col~te.edu> "hamrickm~marshall.edu" <hamrickm~marshalLedu> "~james~m~amLedu" <~_~_~_~_~:~_~_~.>, 

"mmcneil@monmouth.edu" <mmcneil@monmouth.edu>, "floyd.kerr@mor~an.edu" <floyd.kerr@mor~an.edu>, "pfields@msubobcats.com" 

<pfields@msubobcats.com>, "ashley.robinson@mvsu.edu" <ashley.roNnson @mvsu.edu>, "cy.white@neu.edu" <cymhiteOneu.edu>, 

"tcrowley~nia~ara.edu" <tcrow~ey~nia~ara.edu>, Mike Carter <mcarter@oru.edu>, "sm~th~5407@osu.edu" <smith.5407@osu.edu>, 

"fewash~n~ton~pvamu.edu" <fewash~n~tan~vamu.edu>, "jack.mcdonald~uinni~ac.edu" <~ack.mcdonald~ukm~Eiac.edu>, Robert Linebur~ 

<.~]_~_~_~_~£~_~_[~_~:~_~_~.>, "~p_~.~.~_~.~2.~.~£.~=~" <cnewton@samford.edu> "~_W2£~.~_~.~_~:~9_" <stewards@savannahstate.edu> 

"~e~b~ey~£@sj~" <~ne.b~E~j%~=~>, Chris May <~yS@sl~>, "morr~stmarys-ca.edu" <morr~stmarys-ca.edu>, 

"dj~ross@syr.edu" <dj~ross@svr.edu>, "tlcampbell@ualr.edu" <tlcampbell@ualr.edu>, "hardyl@uapb.edu" <hardyl@uapb.edu>, "jschmidt@uic.edu" 

<jschmidt@u~c.edu>, "staub@u~m.edu" <staub@u~m.edu>, Kevin Anderson <kevk~a@umd.edu>, Judy Rose <jwrose@uncc.edu>, 

"marty.scarano@unh.edu" <marty.scarano@unh.edu>, "dmorel@uno.edu" <dmore~@uno.edu>, "jimbaker@uta.edu" <~imbaker@uta~edu>, 

"lynn.hickey~utsa.edu" <lynn.hickey~utsa.edu> "bothofk~uw~b.edu" <bothofk~u~b.edu> "weaverj~vt.edu" <weave~j~vt.edu> 

"wellmanr@wfu.edu" <wellmanr@wfu.edu> "athletics@wofford.edu" <~_~_~.~_~9~.~Q£~:~> 

Cc: Andrea Worlock <aworlock@ncaa.or~> 

Subje~: REMINDER: 2023 Revenue Distribution Information Request 

You are receivin~ this reminder because your revenue distribution information has not been received. You have either Io~ed in and not submitted 

the information or have not Io~ed in at all accordin~ to our records. 

We are extendin~ the deadline by five business days. Please complete and submit your information by the close of business on June 4, 2013. Attached 

is the memo previously emailed on April 26, 2013. 

If you should have questions, please contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Debb~e Atk~nson 

Administrative Ass~tan~ to David Lafiosca 

Mana~in~ D~rector of Finanda~ Operations and Controller 

3].7/9:[7-6203 (office) 

NCAA ~a~ ~dd~ess ~ P~O. ~ox 6222 ~ k~dianapol~s, ~nd~ana 4620~-6222 

NCAA ph~sical ~dd~ess ~ 700 Wes~ Washington Street ~ k~dia~ol~s, Indiana ~]~204. 

OverniSht and Sh~p~ address ~ NCAA D~tr~but~o~ Center ~ :[~02 Alonzo Warlord St. Dr~ve ~ ~dianapo~i~ h~d~ana 46202 

F~m= Rhodes, Barbara 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 4:45 PM 



To: tw4:[@uakron.edu; bbaltle@ia.ua,edu; bryan.hicks@aarnu,edu; rnhines@alasu.edu; sdanley~alasu.edu; brnackin~uab,edu; Imcelroy~uamail.albany.edu; 

hardyl@uapb,edu; ]acobioC~auburn,edu; Ioosd@apsu.edu~ wgscholl(@bsu.edu~ ~an NcCaw~Baylor.edu; m~ke,strickland~belrnont.edu; thornpsol(Ocookman,edu; 

ellio~Obingharn~n.edu; markcoyle@boises~te.edu; brad.bates~Obc,edu; mplynch~Obu.edu; mcross@bradley.edu; ~rn holmoe~Obyu.edu; 
3ack Hayes~Brown~edu; bsm~thS~b~ant.edu; ~hardt~bucknell.edu; whjted~buffalo~edu; bcollier~butler.edu; obe~calpoly.edu; ~konya~csub.edu; 

athleticsdirector~ucdavis.edu; rnizzi(Ouci.edu; dguerrero[~athletics.ucla.edu~ brian.wic~trom(Oucr,edu; mark.rnassari[~athletics.ucsb.edu; 

roller~campbell.edu; maherw~c~nisius.edu; rsea~raves~cen~nary.edu; BTeaque~uca.edu; paul.schlickmann~ccsu.edu; tstansbury[~athletics.ucf.edu; 

b_~_~_~_~_~m!~b_,~_~_~; h~L~_~_~9~_~_~.; t)~_m_~!!f~_~n!~_,~; ~_~t)_~m~_~_~_¢~_~; ~b_!~_,~_~_~_~_~_~:~_~; !_~:~,1~_~)_~_~_~!~_~1~_~_~; 
john.par~csuohio.edu; hunter~coas~l.edu; vchun~mail.colgate.edu; mike.bohn(0colorado.edu; jack.graham~colostate.edu; mdm2~(0colurnbia.edu; 
warde.manuel~uconn.edu; drarnseyCOcoppin.edu; jan~6(Ocornell.edu; bdrass~creighton.edu; han~.sheehy(0da~mouth,edu; jarnurphy~davidson.edu; 
Timothy.W~bler@ud~yton~ed~l; eziady~udel.edu; csanders@desu~edu; ~bd@du~edu; ~lentigo@depaul~ed~l; ~asomhorn@udmerc%edu; sandra.c]ubb@drake.edu; 

derrick.gragg(0ernich.edu; wchaves~ewu.edu; dblank~elon.edu; rhS4~evansville,edu; edods~fah~ield.edu; lan~ford(Ofdu,edu; 3erernyF(Ogators.ufl.edu; 

derek.horne~f~mu.edu; pchun~f~u.edu; kavanaqhCofqcu.edu; pqarcia~fiu.edu; rspetman~fsu.edu; Droach~fordham.edu; G~.ClarkCofurman.edu; 

pgdffinOathletics~gatech.edu; tkleinlein~georgiasouthern.edu; athcll(Olangate.gsu.edu; rothO~thletics.gonzaga~edu; c~ldwellp(Ogram.edu; 
novelle.dickenson~hamp~nu.edu; pmeiser~har~ord.edu; scal~se~fas.harvard.edu; ben]ay(Ohawa~Ledu; ckeili~highpo~nt.edu; 
]effrey.h~thawa~hofstr~.edu; rreqan~holycross.edu; mrhoades~uh.edu; smon~aci~hbu.edu; louis.perkins~howard.edu; rspear~uidaho.edu; 

mmoore~(Oiupui.edu; emarshall~iona.edu; ga~-bar~(Ouiowa.edu; jbp(Oias~te.edu; viv~an.l.fuller~jsurns.edu; wkoegel~isu.edu; bedwardS~]u.edu; 
bourne]t~jmu.edu; vlaneCoku.edu; ]currieCO~tespor~.com; vwilli~m~kennesaw.edu; nielsen~kent.edu; mbarn~uky.edu; brennanColasalle.edu; 

jsua[ez~Oliu.edu; austOts~Olongwood~edu; sfarmer(~lou]siana.edu; staub~Ou~m.edu; a~lew~]su~edu; vandeve~de(Olatech~edu; 
whusak~lrnu.edu; GCalhoun(01uc.edu; jrpaque~loyola,edu; steven,abbo~(Oumit.maine.edu; robe~.byrnes(Omanha~an.edu; 

~MO~Y.MURRAY~MARIST.EDU; lawrence.williams~marque~e.edu; hamrickm~marshall.edu; kd~vidson~umes.edu; CHBROWN~UMBC.EDU; 

dabran~Ournich.edu; hollis~Oath.msu.edu; Chris.Massaro~Omtsu.edu; teagu027~umn,edu; rb]ork(Oolem~ss,edu; sstricklin~athletics.mss~te,edu; 
ashley.rob~nson~mvsu.edu; K~leMoa~MissoudSta~.edu; aldenm~missourLedu; hall~Coumkc.edu; mmcneil~monmouth.edu; kent.haslamCOumon~na.edu; 

seichorst~huskers~com; j]m.livengood~un]v.edu; dkDuth~Ounr~edu; ma~scarano(~unh~edu; kaplan~drn.njiLedu; pk[ebs~unm.edu; boston~nmsu~edu; 
drnorel(Ouno.edu; tcrowley~niagara.edu; Rob,Bernardi(Onicholls.edu; rnlmiller(0nsu.edu; jcone~unca.edu; hil~ne~ncat.edu; iw~cker~nccu.edu; 
d ~owOncsu.edu; bubbacCOuncaa.unc.edu; 3WROSECOuncc.edu; ksrecord~uncq.edu; b~ssj~uncw.edu; brian.faison~athletics.und.edu; Lynn.Dorn~ndsu.edu; 

burkeg~nsula.edu; j-phillips(0northwestem.edu; swarbrick.~nd,edu; huth(Ooakland.edu; smith,S407(0osu.edu; schaus~ohio.edu; ]casfiglione~ou.edu; 
mike,holder@okstate,edu; wselig@odu.edu; rnca~er@oru.edu; mullens@uoreqomedu; bob.decarolis@orsLedu; tleland~padfic.edu; athdh’~pobox.upenn.edu; 
dm~4@ps~l~edu; steve.po~pep9erdine~edu; spederson~thletjcs.pi~edu; ]eykam~up.edu; ch~sho[m~pdx~ed~l; fewashjnqton~9vamu.edu; 

tb~om~mail.urLedu; athleficd~rec~r(0rice.edu; kqill~dchmond.edu; harnum(0rider.edu; colemanc~rmu,edu; trpg0~scarletkn~gh~.corn; 
cookd~sacredheart.edu; bwilliams~shsu.edu; cne~on~samford.edu; kysnyder~sand~e~o.edu; adsdsu~mail.sdsu.edu; sasidwell~usfca.edu; 

JErdmann~OUSouthAI,edu; ~anner(0rnailbox.sc.edu; cm]ohnson~scsu.edu; MHALL~Ouscupstate,edu; Dav~d.Herbster~usd,edu; 3ustin.Sell~sds~te.edu; 
dwoolard~admin.usf.edu; malnu~(0serno.edu; ba~.bellairsCOselu.edu; adpatCOusc,edu; mmocda(Os~u.edu; bhewi~siue,edu; rlha~(0smu,edu; 
jeff~hammond~usm.edu; w~ll broussard~subr~edu; beazer@suu.edu; s~atson@sbu.edu; i~arda@sfc~ed~l; bkrjmmel~francis~edu; monaschc~s~ohns~ed~l; 

james,fiore(0stonybrook.edu; d]~rossOsvr.edu; bill.bradshaw~temple.edu; tphillips(Otns~te.edu; MWilson~tn~ch,edu; dha~S(0utk.edu; pdane(0utm.edu; 
pk~nq~thletics.~mu.edu; ehym~n~athletics.~mu.edu; sco~.lazenbyCo~mucc.edu; c.delconteCotcu.edu; mcclellandcf~u.edu; It~0~s~te.edu; 

mobrien6~utneLutoledo.edu; mw~ddell~towson.edu; jha~ell~troy~edu; rpdOtulane.edu; kevan-buck~utulsa.edu; hans.mueh(Ousafa.edu; 
boo.cordgan~usma,edu; gladchuk~usna.edu; ch~llCOhun~man.u~h.edu; sco~.barnes~usu,edu; m~chael.lacobsen~uvu.edu; mark.labarbera(0valpo.edu; 
dav~d.will~ams~vanderb~lt.edu; Robert.Corran~uvm.edu; vincent.nic~stro~villanova.edu; ckl9e~virqinia.edu; whitedt~vmi.edu; weaved~.edu; 

jreaton~wcu.edu; T-VanA~stine~w~u.edu; todd.stewa~(Owku.edu; kathy.beauregard~wm~ch.edu; ese~on~goshockers.corn; ecdr~s~facs~ff.wrn.edu; 

hickmant~winthrop.edu; BO~OFK~uwqb.edu; B~athletics.wisc.edu; qeiqera~uwm.edu; athletics~wofford.edu; bob.qrant~wri~ht.edu; 

jswoffo[d~Otheacc~or~ tgu[~ba[t~Oatlanticsun~o[g; me]~nie~b]gt2spo~s.co[~; m~resco(Ob]geast.org; dfu]~erton~Ob]gs~conference~or~ ~lek~bigsout[~.or~ 
jdelany(Obigten.org; dfarrell(Obigwest.org; Weager~caaspor~.com; bbb(0c-usa.org; rkeel~ng(0ecac.org; jlecrone(Ohorizonleague.org; 

robinharrisCOivyleaquespo~s.com; rich.ensor~maac.orq; ]s~inbrecher~m~c-spo~s.com; thomasd~themeac.com; elqin~mvc.orq; cthompson~themwc.com; 

tburne~southland.org; d,sharp~swac,org; douple(0thesurnrn~tleague,org; benson(0sunbeltspo~,org; jzaninov~ch(Owestcoast,org; jhurd(0wac.org 
C~ Lafiosca, David; North, Joy; Gingerich, Tamara; O’Barr, 3effrey; Worlock, Andrea; Moore, Thomas; Wuestefeld, Sarah; rheuer~u~kron.edu; 

aave~alasu~edu; deri~r(Ouab.edu; brayc~Ouab.edu; cwhite~Oa]bany.edu; phairston(Oa~bany~edu; rndupre~alcorn~edu; weir~Oa]com~edu; 

hegmann~Oamericamedu; aargy~americamedu; richrdsds~Oapps~te,edu; greenba~Oappsta~,edu; wrnorgan~arizona,edu; klarose~arizona.edu; 
dawn.roqers~asu.edu; steve.webbCoasu.edu; swillmo~astate.edu; swUImo~ast~.edu; ]weemsCOast~.edu; bev~uark.edu; ffa~fl~uark.edu; 

holtca~apsu.edu; pfeiflert(Oapsu,edu; kalee2~bsu.edu; pquinn~bsu,edu; nancy post(Obaylor,edu; chad jackson~baylor.edu; 
heather.copeland@belrnont,edu; be~.wisernanL0belmont.edu; onealt~cookman.edu; bookers~cookman.edu; Isavidge@bh~gham~n.edu; 
deaflan~binqhamton~ed~l; cvanto]@boisestate.edu; 3ohnCunn~nflham~boises~te.edu; ]ody.mooradjan_~@bc.edu; c~rl%9arjsea~l~bc.edu; nhlyons@bu.edu; 

sarah fraser~browmedu; loan ~ylor~brown.edu; bwandyes(Ob~ant.edu; ar022~bucknell.edu; mrp0~6(Obucknell.edu; ~ist~Obuffalo.edu; kc29~buffalo,edu; 
aperry2~butler.edu; bma~ne~c~lpoly.edu; c~oodmon~csub.edu; ]flores77~csub.edu; nnakic~csufresno.edu; ibowseCOfulle~on.edu; m~pper~fulle~on.edu; 

S~bje~t~ 20~3 Revenue Distribution Inforrnation Request 
Impo~an~e~ High 

Oood afternoon, 

A~ached is the annual memorandum which provides information for submi~ing your institutional or conference forms to the NC~. If you have additional 

questions, please refer to the memorandum for the contact person for the revenue distribution form in question~ or for technical assistance. 

Thank you~ 

Barb Rhodes 

Executive Assistant to ~athleen ~cNeely 

Vice President of Administration I CFO 

3171917-6435 (o~ce) 



317/917-6724 (fax) 
<image003.jpg> 

Please consider the envi~oument before printing this email, 
NCAA mailing address I P.O. Box 6222 I Indianapolis, Indiana 46206°6222 

t,~CA.A physical address 1 700 West Washington Street I Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 

Overnight and Shipping address I NCAA Dist[ibution Center 11802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive I Indianapolis, Indiana 46202 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~; 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 8:36 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Leadership Sunmfit 

Thanks for the registering Bubba’s interest, Vince. Let’s work that into our l.eadership Summit discussion today about the Leadership Academy, 

Frem: Ille, Vince 
Sent= Nonday, June 03, 20~3 9:08 PN 
Te; Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject= Leadership Summit 
Shelley, 

Bub~ has mentioned Ns interest iu a~ending or othe~vi~ ~ing involved iu the uNoming LeadersNp Summit. I thought I would put that on your radar. Do you have 

any suggestions how to best capitalize on Ns interes~ and util~e his time? ThaWs. 

Vince Ille 

Se~fior Associate AtNetic Director 

Unive~ity of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 





Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 2:21 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Issue 36 - Please Reply With Your Comments - Reliabilib~ 

Not prese[~tly, but will plan on it~ Thanks for the resource~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 12:33 PN 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: Fwd: Issue 36 - Please Reply With Your Comments - Reliability 

Do you subscribe to this? 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

Resent-From: 
From: "kv_A?£__d__e___n_A~i&d__~_?__r_~@_~_~i££_d_e___n__c_’£?__uy#_e_=_c_£_t_r_(’ <!~i££_d_e___n_!~-_i_~_d_A?__n_!@!~i_o_R_d___ejLc_£__uj2&e_:__C_£Ln_3- 

Date: June 4, 2013, 7:09:55 AM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vincent G" <ille(d~illinois.edu> 
Subject: Issue 36 - Please Reply With Your Comments - Reliability 
Reply-To: "woodenwisdom(?~woodencourse.com" <woodenwisdom({~woodencourse.com> 

RELIABILITY 
On the right side of the Pyramid of 

Success, below patience~ there are four 

additional pieces of mortar: sincerity, 

honesty, reliability and integrity. These are 

qualities that, together, encompass the 

genuineness, strength, and impact of 

humm~ ctmracter. This week we will 

discuss reliabiliff. 

In his book Coach I~oden ’s ~vramid q[ 

Success, with Jay Ca~y~ Coach Wooden 

defined reliabilib: and its importance m the 

following mmmer: 

When we are reliable, others b~ow that 

they can depend on us. Thq~ know that we 

will make the (ffbrt to do our best, 

whatever the situation might be. They 

#now we won’t Fun, cower or become 

paralyzed byjbar. They h~e #at~ed to 

count on our comistency and 

tntstword#ness. ~: 71 sdH be there 

making the effbrt to do our best long after 

the weaker ones haveJhded. Peop# can 

bet theJi~rm on us and still be ab# to 

sleep at night. Reliabi#& earns the 

resT)ect of those around us. 



Capabi#o~ doesn’t hm.,e anything to do 
with reliabi#O~. Some people don’t hm,e 
as much capabiliO., as others have, but 
they make up Jbr their lack by being 
reliable. 
Under each piece of mortar on the 
~ranfid~ in parentheses~ there is some 
brief application advice ~br that mortar~ In 
the original version of the ~ramid, Coach 
had suggested that reliability was an 
impo~ant trait because: "others depend 
~xpon you." After revising the ~’ramid 
years later, Coach changed the application 
advice lk~r reliability to instead read: 
’~creates respectS’ Coach had an important 
motivation for this change. He wanted to 
make certain that we understand that 
reliabili~ is necessary for us to be 
success[kfl because it earns the respect and 
trust of others. 
Coach emphasized reliabili~’ as an 
important personal trait l~r any coach in 
his book Practical Modern Basketball: 
"Your players must ~ow that they can 
depeM upon you aM so must all of your 
co-workers and neighbors." 
Although he coached basketball at UCLA 
l~r 27 years Coach never took a shortcm 
in his preparation t~r each daily practice. In 
his 27th season he was still spending two 
hours to plan tus two-hour practice session. 
He earned the respect of all of his reruns 
because they knew they could rely on him 
to be prepared and give his best effo~ 
eve~- practice. 
Reliability is a trademark of good 
ctmracter. As Coach liked to say: "Ability 
may get you to the top, but it takes 
character to keep you there." 
When we are reliable we are consistent in 
our ef~k~s regardless of previous 
achievements. Coach put it this way: "It’s 
so easy to relax, to cut corners, to let down 
after you al~er you’ve reached your goal, 
aM begin/hiring y ou can just~ turn it on’ 
automatically, without proper preparation. 
It takes real character to keep working as 
hard or even harder once you’re there." 
A person who is reliable is following m’o 
great pieces of advice from Coach 
Wooden: 
’~Discipline yourself so others won’t have 

~Eam the right to be proud m~d cor~’ident~" 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impehnan 
The John R. ~I~ode~ Cou~’e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 10:23 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Oukside Interest or Public Engagements for Coach Sylvia Hatchell 

Bubba, This was the informat~on we gathered from all coaches for the BOG report that you were submit~ng. That must be why she copied all of these people ??~ 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent= Tuesday, June 04, 20~3 7:38 PN 

To= Niller, Beth; Ille, Vince 
$~bjeet= Fwd: Outside Interest or Public Engagemen~ for Coach Sylvia Hatchell 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                      ~..u_ n__c_:_e_.d__#. > 

Date: June 4, 2013, 2:43:24 PM EDT 

To: "sallie.shuping.russell@blackrock.com" <sallie.shuping.russell@blackrock.com>, "pgrauer@bloomberg.net" <pgrauer@bloomberg.net>, 

"slerner@bluehillgroup.com" <slerner@bluehillgroup.com> "whargrove@brookspierce.com" <whargrove@brookspierce.com>, 

"dcurtis~curtismedia.com" <dcurtis@curtismedia.com>, <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Walter Lowry Caudill <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>, Alston Gardner 

< a Is t o n .g_a r d n e r @ k e n a n - f l a g_l e r. u n c. e d u > "F e l i c i a. w a s h i ng_t___o___n____@___k__[ g__a__t___e__s__._£ _o____m__" <--F--e-J-Lc-!--a-:---w---a---s--h--[-n--g-t--9---q---@----k-[g-a--t---e--s-:--c---~---m---.>~ W ill L e i m e n s t o II 

<leimenst @live.unc.edu>, "plclay@mit.edt," <plclay@mit.edu>, "bhyde@pittcomanagement.com" <bhyde@pittcomanagement.com>, 

"Kkandis@plexuscap.com" <KLandis@plexuscap.com>, Carol Folt <carol.folt@unc.edu>, Erin C Schuettpelz <ecs@unc.edu>, Heather West Greene 

<heathergreene@unc.edu>, Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc.edu> 

Cc: Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Outside Interest or Public Engagements for Coach Sylvia Hatchell 

A few months ago, Coach Hatchell was asked to provide an update on her outside activities related to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

for the past year and a half. We have since updated this information and thought you may like to have a copy. Thank you so much for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Matt Burgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 8:43 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Updated Rules Working Group Q&A Documem 

Rules Working Group Q&A - Updated 5-31 - 13.pdf 

See attached for an updated Rules Working Group Q&A document. This does not appear to have been posted on LSDBI, but there is a link on the NCAA.org homepage. 
Additions to the document are highlighted for ease of reference; this includes additional questions for the following proposals 

11-3-B (scouting prohibition) 
12-4 (expenses from sponsor) 
13-1 (prospect becomes a student-athlete) 
13-8 (camp employment) 
14-1 (HS all-star games) 
16-7 (practice expenses) 
16-8...clarification, not a new question 

Also, the proposals that were suspended (11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A) have been removed. 
Please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks. 
Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Phone: 336-369-4641 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, June 6, 2013 2:39 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: 

Tom told me he does not think they do, I arn struggNng to believe that AI.L of the following things are working against us simultaneously: 

does not have a credit card 

do not have a credit card 

There are zero insurance cornf)anies who will invoice us i.l~t fro[l]: to help i.is wil:h ]:hese situations 

I taN<ed ~o Clare Duf:fy, as I mentioned, and she told me she is working with Mike Perkins to find a ternporaW sok~tion f:or When Janis gets back Monday, 

they w~N drde back to her and find out wha~ od~er b~surance companies exis~ that rnay be wining to invoice us up [:font. [ am having a hard time be~evb~g there 

F~m= Ille, Vince 
Sent~ Thursday, June 06, 2013 2:31 PN 

Te~ Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Re: 

On Jun 6, 2013, at 2:29 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

I couldn’t agree more. I talked to Clare Duffy a while ago and told her it shouldn’t be this hard to make it work. I can’t believe there isn’t an h~surance 

company that will invoice us up front. Clare said she will talk with Janis (apparently a Sports Medicine employee) when Janis gets back in town 

Monday and try to resolve this< ~ arn pushing t:o bring this to resolution in an approf)riate rnanner as quickly as possible 

~; llle, Vince 
Se~t: Thursday, June 06, 20~3 2:20 PN 
To= Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: 

Who is Janis? I’ve never heard of ~ situation where it is so difficult to get someone to t~ke your money. 

Begin forwarded rnessage: 

From: "Timrnerrnans, Tom" <timrnerrnans@unc.edu> 

Date= June 6, 2013, 12:54:21 PM EDT 

To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu>, "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@ernaiLunc.edu> 

Co: "Perkins, Michael" <rnperkins@unc.edu>, "Trulock, Scott" <trulock@ernail.unc.edu>, "Duffy, Clare E" <duffyce@ernail.unc.edu>, 

"Holliday, Corey L" <choNiday@unc.edu>, "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email.uncedu>, "Halverson, Doug" <halverso@email.uncedu>, 

"Ross, Luke" <lukeross@ernail.unc.edu>, "Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter" <yjeanbap@ernail.unc.edu>, "Vangelder, Marielle A" 

<__m___v___a___n_~_e__Ld___e___r__@___u___n___c_:__e___d__u__>, "llle, Vince" <!!.!e__@__u___n_ .c_: .e_d__u_> 
Subject: RE: 

Janis checked in to this earlier and it was not an opdon. 

Torn 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 12:35 PM 

To: Ciocca, Mario F; Tirnmermans, Tom 

Cc: Perkins, Michael; Trulock, Scott; Duffy, Clare E; Holliday, Corey ~; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri 

Walter; Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: 

Can’t the insurance company just email us an invoice so we pay the poNcy up front right away? 

Fr~nl: Ciocca, Mario F 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 :[1:59 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Perkins, Michael; Pogge, Paul; Trulock, Scott; Dully, Clare E; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; Jean-Baptiste, 

Yuri Walter; Vannolrtor Mariollo A; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 
I think that is correct. Janis prepared the options for plans last time and has it. She is away this week 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 6, 2013, at 11:49 AM, "Timmermans, Tom" <tirnmerrnans@unc.edu> wrote: 

I think it was around D175 a rnonth 

From: Perkins, Michael 

Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 11:48 AM 

To: Tirnrnerrnans, Torn; Pogge, Paul; Trulock, Scott; Ciocca, Mario F 

Co: Duffy, Clare E; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Vangelder, 

Marielle A; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: 

How much are we talking for this [o cover for one month until this is resolved? 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 20:[3 :[:[:4:[ AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Trulock, Scott; Ciocca, Mario F; Perkins, Michael 



Co: Duffy, Clare E; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Vangelder, IVlarielle 

A; 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Paul, 

family can take ouL a loan Lo pay for the insurance (instiLutional sLaff member cannot co-.sign or provide help 

obtaining the loan} and afte~ they submit the documentation we can reimburse the family. Problem w~th loans ~s that we 

cm~not cove~ any finance charges or ~oan od@nat~on fees. Therefore w~th the finanda~ need that          fis family has 

sho~vn, f am not sure ~f hav~ng them ~ake out a ~oan and hav~n~ the responsibi~Ry to cover finance charges and origination 

fees, is the best optk~n 

Tom 

~rom= Pogge, Paul 

Sent= Thursday, June 06, 2013 11:20 AM 

Te= Trulock, Scott; Ciocca, Mario F; Perkins, Michael; Timmermans, Tom 

C¢: Duffy, Clare E; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; ]ean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Vangelder, 

Marielle A; Ille, Vince 

$ubjeCt~ RE: 

~f the secondary coverage is b~ place such that our r~sk ~s I~mited [o ~7500 ~n the event there are any issues resulting ~:rorn h~s 

participation b~ team-re~ated activities, ] am ok w~th us continuing our practice of sl~ow~n~ h~m to part~dpate ~:or the next 

day or two unt~ this ~s resobed. ~f we are exposed to greater ]~abi~ky, however, ~ don’t thh~k he should partidpate~ 

Markfl~e, wouM it be permissible ~or            :amHy ~:o ~:ake ou~ a ban to pay [or ~his ~nsurance, then have the 

Departme[~t reimburse him out of the Student: Assistant R~nd? 

~re~= Trulock, Sco~ 
8eBt~ ~ursday, ~une 06, 20~3 ~:~3 AM 
Te~ Ciocca, Mario F; Perkins, Michael; Timmermans, Tom; Pogge, Paul 
~¢~ Du~, Clare E; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre~ Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; ~ean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Vangelder, Marielle 

A; ]lie, Vince 

WMle we are workin~ out a ]oRg tem~ solution, ~s leared [o part~dpate in the team workout at ~:3~ today 

Scott 

8e~t~ ~ursday, ~une 06, 20~3 ~0:~ AM 
Te= Perkins, Michael; Timmermans, Tom; Pogge, Paul 
¢¢~ Du~, Clare E; Trulock, Sco~; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre~ Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; ]ean-Baptiste, Yud Walter~ 
Vangelder, Madelle A: ~lle. Vince 

Yes we have had similar s~tuat~ons and have assumed the S7~00 risk. 

~re~ Perkins, Michael 
$eBt~ ~ursday, ~une 06, 20~3 ~0:4~ AM 
Te~ Timmermans, Tom; Pogge, Paul 
~¢~ Du~, Clare E; Trulock, Sco~; Ciocca, Mado F; Holliday, Corey L; W~lliams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; ]ean-Baptiste, 
Yuri Walter; Vangelder, Madelle A; ]lie, Vince 

Dr. C~acco~ 

~ think you m~ght have the bes~ insight: on this. Can you shed some ~gh~ on ~:h~s. 

M~ke 

~re~= Timmermans, Tom 
SeBt= ~ursday, June 06, 20~3 ~0:~0 AM 
Te~ Perkins, Michael; Pogge, Paul 
~¢~ Du~, Clare E; Trulock, Sco~; Ciocca, Mario F; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; ]ean-Baptiste, 
Yud Walter; Vangelder, Marielle A; ]lie, Vince 

~ am not sure~ Seems I~ke we have a~ways said we will cover ~t out of pocket. 

~rom= Perkins, Michael 

$ent= Thursday, June 06, 2013 10:38 AM 

Te= Pogge, Paul 

C¢: Duffy, Clare E~ Timmermans, Tom; Trulock, Scott~ Ciocca, Mario F~ Holliday, Corey [~ Williams, Andre~ Halverson, Doug; 

Ross, luke; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince; Perkins, Michael 

$ubjeCt~ Re: 

We have a very difficult time reimbursing foundations. That is why we try to stay away from this if we can. I guess my first 

question, is what have we done in the past in similar situations. Have we jut assumed the risk up to the 7,500 limit? 

On Jun 6, 2013, at 10:33 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Clare. Does anyone know if it would be feasible for the Rams’ Club to purchase the insurance, then get 

reimbursed? 

From: Duff’/, Clare E 
SeBtl ~ursday, June 06, 20~3 ~0:26 AM 
Te~ Pogge, Paul; Timmermans, Tom; Trulock, Sco~ 
~¢~ Ciocca, Mado ~; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke~ ]ean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; 
Vangelder, Madelle A; ]lie, Vince; Perkins, Michael 
Subject: RE: 

In the short ~erm, the only so~ut~o~ is that someone purchase the ~nsurance out of pocket for         d~s 

month and get reimbursed. 

However, my understandhsg ~s that this will be a montMy purchase until h~s coverage picks up u[lt~ August, and 

that: there are or:her student-athk~tes in a similar skuat:ion. Mike and ~ are db(:uss~n~ potential sokatk~ns [or this 



g.:_~ing forward, and w~-_~’ll let you know what we can come up w~th. 

Thanks, 

C~are 

~ Pogge, Paul 
~e~t~ ~ursday, June 06, 2013 9:~7 AN 

¯ ~ Timmermans, Tom; Trulock, 
~ Ciocca, Mario F; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter~ 
Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince; Perkins, Michael; Du~, Clare E 
Subject; RE: 

M~ke and C~are, 

is there a way we can get th~s insurance purchased for I as soon as possible using any of the 

solutions beiow? 

Than~s for your he~p. 

Paul 

From= T~mmermans, Tom 
Sent: ~ursday, ~une 06, 2053 9:$$ AN 
To= Pogge, Paul; Trulock, Sco~ 
Co= Ciocca, Nario F; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; 3ean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; 
Vangelder, NaHe[le A; [[le, Wnce; Perkins, Nichael; Du~, Clare E 
Subject; RE: 

~ doub~          ~as ~ credit card. 

] am adding Mike Perkins and C~are Duffv from the bush]ess office to this e-ma~L 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Thursday, June 06, 20&3 8:40 AM 

To: Trulock, Scott; Timmermans, Tom 

C¢: Ciocca, Mario F; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; 

Vangelder, Marielle A: Ille. Vince 

Subje~: RE: 

Wou~d ~t be possible for the h~surance company to h~voice us fight away so we could pay the whole policy up 

front? Could~         pay w~th h~s credit card then have us reimburse him ~ater out of the SAF? Does the 

F~= Trulock, Sco~ 
Se~t= Wednesday, ]une 05, 20~3 ~0;~8 PM 

To= Timmermans, Tom 
¢~= Ciocca, Mario F; Pogge, Paul; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Halverson, Doug; Ross, Luke; ]ean-Baptis~, Yuri 
WaiSt; Vangelder, Marielle A; [lie, Wnce 
Subject= Re: 

If we do decide to assume this coverage, we need to clarify the responsibilities with          Is he covered 

only for injuries sustained during staff supervised conditioning? What about the unsupervised sessions 

organized by the student athletes? 

Let me know if you want me to simply communicate this verbally, or if you want to put something in writing. 

Offense lifts at ~:30 tomorrow, so just let me know how to proceed by then. 

Thanks 

Scott Trulock, ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

On Jun 5, 2013, at 9:24 PM, "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans~unc.edu> wrote: 

We checked on our end with the business office to see if we had a departmental credit card that 

could be used for this purpose. The procurement cards have very specific guidelines and could not 

be used for the purpose of purchasing health insurance. 

Therefore, the SA is covered through the secondary insurance with a deductible of 7500 if they get 

injured related to athletics (Dr. ciocca can you confirm this also includes voluntary summer work 

outs). The SA however is not covered for any injury not related to athletics. Is it e athletic 

department normal procedure to purchase primary insurance for SA like  who are not 

covered under sir parents insurance and have shown financial need. 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jun 5, 2013, at 9:11 PM, "Ciocca, Mario F" < . _c_ L _o_ .c_ _c_ . .a_ .@_..e_m._ .a_j[:_u_._q.c__._e__d_._u_.> wrote: 

We had two soccer athletes that were away for U20 for spring and therefore lost 

their health insurance they were under (primary plan). We tried to purchase plans 

for them to cover for brazil trip in may but in order to do it it had to be paid up front 

and could not be billed to athletics. All the athletes are covered by a secondary 

insurance for injuries that occur during supervised workouts,         is under this 

plan which has a 7500 dollar deductible. After that they cover all. So without primary 

the risk would be the 7500 dollar loss. 

We took the risk on the soccer players because we did not have access to a credit 

card and they were leaving next day. If we can get access to a card we could 

potentially purchase a primary plan for          If not I think going through off 

season workouts is a low risk situation and we can take the 7500 dollar risk 

Sent from my iPhone 



On Jun 5, 2013, at 8:34 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

I am still not clear on why we can’t buy him insurance for this summer. 

Can I get clarification from someone on that? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 5, 2013, at 8:16 PM, "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu> 

wrote: 

From my understanding I thought Dr. Ciocca said there was 

secondary insurance that could cover I        if there 

was a catastrophe but it would be expensive. If that is 

correct, I don’t think holding him out of activities would be 

the best thing for the student-athlete. But I am getting in 

on this email train very late and not quite aware of all the 

facts. Do we have a current policy that student-athletes 

who are not covered during the summer can not 

participate in team activities? If so, how do we insure all 

incoming student-athletes are covered for SSll and if they 

are not do we not allow them to participate? 

.~ent J~rom my Verizon Wire/ess 4G /. TE DRO/D 

"Trulock, Scott" < t_ _ _r .u_ ] .o_ c_ _k_ . _@_ . _e_ .m__ .a_j_[:u__n_.c__:.e__~_~> wrote: 

To clarify, is         :o be prohibited from all team 

workouts until this is resolved? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina 

On Jun 5, 2013, at 6:45 PM, "Pogge, Paul" 

<ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Isn’t there a Departmental credit card (i.e. a 

purchasing card) we could use to purchase the 

insurance for him? I am not ok with him doing 

any sort of physical activity at UNC or 

affiliated in any way with our football 

program without health insurance. 

Paul 

<image001.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 2753.4 

(93_9) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peacock. Christopher R <peacock@illinois.edu;, 

Friday, June 7, 2013 9:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Squire, Ryan R <squire@illinois.edtr~ 

Parker 

I love all the scrutiny on Parker now. 

http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~:13/~/~6/parker-executive.search-ncaa-rutgers/2.~98487/ 

~, 
Chris Peacock 

Associate Director of Development 

Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 

__ 
1700 South Fourth Street I Champaign, IL 61820 

Office: 217.333.9615 I Cell: 

peacock(~illinois.edu 

Under the Illinois Free~om of Information Act anV written communication to or from Uniuersitg emplovees re~ardinO Uniuersitg business is a public recor~ and mav be subject to public ~isclosure. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 4:12 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Miss State 

NCAA penalizes Miss. State for recruiting violations 

I George Schroeder, USA TODAY Sports 

::’,.",Rv’ fIG! :.: ! S 

Mississippi State was s~apped with two yea~s probation and docked a few football 

scholarships Fdday for major ru~e violations ~mvo~ving a booster, an assistant football 

coach and a pdzed recruit. 

But the school escaped more severe penalties, according to Britton Banowsky, 

chairman of the NCAA Committee on Infractions, in part because of its proactive 

cooperation in the case. 

The NCPJk essentially accepted the school’s self-imposed penalties, including a 

reduction of two scholarships in 2012-13 and 2013-14; fewer official visits by recruits 

in 2012-13 and 2013-14; fewer off-campus recruiting oppoiiunities by coaches in 

2012-13; and no compUmentary admissions for recruits during the BuUdogs’ first two 

conference home games next season. 

The most severe penalty was a one-year "show-cause" order on former Mississippi 

State receivers coach Angola Miranda, who was found guilty of unethical conducL A 

show-cause order essentially functions as an employment ban. 

Although Banowsky, who also is commissioner of Conference USA, called it "a 

serious case," harsher sanctions such as a bowl ban weren’t considered because the 

case was "narrow in scope" and because of the school’s cooperation. He praised 

Mississippi State for its aggressive internal investigation. 

"The university did a great job once they became aware of (the violations), of taking 

necessary action once they found the scope and severity of the problem and then 

owning up to it when they got to the hearing (with the Committee on Infractions in 

April)," Banowsk3, said, adding, "We wanted to go out of our way to let folks know we 

were very appreciative of the way the university responded. That’s how it should be." 

The case became public last August, with the sudden resignation of Miranda and 

subsequent allegations that Robert Denton Herring, a Mississippi State alumnus, had 

provided cash and gifts to W/ill Redmond, a highly recruited defensive back from 

Memphis. NCAA rules prohibit boosters from contact with recruits. 

According to the infractions report, the NCAA found that Herring and Redmond 

exchanged 117 phone calls over a period of several months in 2011 and early 2012, 

as Mississippi State was recruiting Redmond. The NCAA said Herring provided 

Redmond with a jacket, a credit card and cash, and that he secured a $2,000 

discount on a car for Redmond. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



The report also said: "Prier to taking an official visit to a different university, (Herring) 

told the recruit that if he did not take the visit, the recruit would be paid $6,000." 

Redmond signed with Mississippi State in February 2012. He was ineligible last 

season and will be ineligible for the first five games next fall. He re-paid $2,660 in 

impermissible benefits. 

Mississippi State formally "disassociated" Herring after learning of the allegations. 

The NCAA found Mirando knew of the violations but did not repor~ them to tile school 

or the I’,~CAA. According to the reporL Mirando denied knowledge in two interviews 

with school officials and NCAA investigators, leading to the charge of unethical 

conduct and the "show-cause" order. 

Even that penalty was mitigated, Banowsky said, because of Mirando’s subsequent 

cooperation with investigators - he admitted to the transgressions a month after his 

resignation - and his participation in the school’s hearing with the infractions 

committee. Banowsky said the committee was impressed that Mirando, who could not 

have been compelled to attend, paid his own \way to participate. 

Mirando is coaching at Ave Maria University, an NAIA school. Tile show-cause order, 

which only applies to NCAA schools, began Friday and runs through June 6, 2014. 

"He was very, very forthright in the hearing and teek responsibility for his actions," 

Banowsky said. "~.~2e thought that was mitigating." 

"Had he net assisted the committee...the period of the show-cause would have been 

longer," the report said. 

Through an attorney, Mirando issued an apology "to Mississippi State University, to 

the NCAA, and to his family." 

"Angelo has spent a great deal of time reflecting on this matter," attorney Jay Perry 

said in a statement. "Specifically he understands that just because he did not 

encourage, direct or even have contemporaneous knowledge of any improper 

contact er impermissible benefits, he still had a duty to report it as soon as he 

learned about the former booster’s wrongdoing." 

No other Mississippi State officials, including head coach Dan Mullen, were 

implicated. In a release, Mississippi State officials said they will not appeal the 

NCAA’s decision. 

"~v’de’re pleased the Committee on Infractions accepted our self-imposed actions and 

Mississippi State’s full cooperation," athletic director Scott Stricklin said in a 

statement released by the school. "Mississippi State has worked hard to create a 

culture of compliance focused on being proactive and diligent. Our university \worked 

closely with the I’4CAA enforcement staff to determine all the facts ef the situation and 

then took necessary steps te protect our scheeU’ 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farna~n Street Brain Food <newslette~thmamstreetblog.com@mai129.us2.mcsv.net> 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 8:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How to improve your reading skills & write better, why you shouldn’t IEel bad about unread books, making mis~kes, plus more. 

Start here. 

The two most popular posts this week were: 

~}3#..~,~;L’,.?.f..~fl~!.i~).L~ -- How to Read A Book (This is the first in a multi-part 

series on improving our reading ability. The next piece, inspecdonal 

Reading, will be posted Monday.) 

In 1982, the original "Mad Man" sent an internal memo to all the employees 

of his advertising agency titled 

What else did we cover this week? 

Tim Brown, CEO and president of the design consultancy IDEa, describes 

how to ~!i!.’..’~..;fl..f~!~.!it, W#..~?~.j.r).~).f??~it, if?.r.’.: and why empathy is an important part of 

the equation. 

!:!.f?.tf:,.’..~£L~},.,.*,"..~.~.e.....[:4!!;#~i~t;~...h --"instead of turning away in denial when you make 

make a mistake, you should become a connoisseur of your own mistakes, 

turning them over in your mind as if they were works of art, which in a way 

they are?’ 

The Tyranny of Email -- J.~)..~[i.~t#..:~9...~.c.,.g~..}~’.9.#.. (Pair with the most important 

~;.;:%~?./)~.o....;~,:~?~Lf~.~.B make in your working habits.) 

The AnfilibraRL. Only a person who doesn’t understand knowledge walks into 

someone’s library and asks, "have you read all these?" 

If you missed last week’s Brain Food, catch up here. 



Books 

What ~’m reading 

Amusing~Ourselves to Death: Public Discourse in the Age of Show 

Business 

Z!.’:.~..!£~ag~: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in America 

Permanent Present Tense: The Unforgettable Life of the Amnesic Patient, 

Henry Molaison, by Susan Corkin. This is an interesting look at how memory 

is related to identit% If we can’t ho~d on to experiences bng enough to create 

narratives, then what sense of self do we have? The book is a tdbute to 

Hen~, who, without knowing ~t, completely transformed neurosc~ence. 

Since May, I’ve started to keep track of 

New and Noteworthy 

+ ..F.-..~[~!Z~!LL-’.%I@~L..E.-.@L@..~[yA, by Jonathan Franzen. Human struggles against the pulls 

of solipsism and narcissism illuminate every page of this incisive collection. 

÷ Lg.#g:~:9..~9.[L:~9.~[:~£.~.£(~[:~!~, by Edward ~,,\qson. "Deep ignorance," writes 

Wilson, "when properly handbd, is also a superb opportunity." And some career 



advice: "Unless you training ans research commit you to a major research facility’, 

for example a supercollider, space telescope or stem-cell laboratory, do not linger 

too long with any one technology. There will be a temptation for a young scientist 

to build a career in the new technology itself rather than to make original studies 

that can be performed with it." 

÷ 
1~!~!9~:~.9~:.~’}:!#..~q[:[#" by V~,~lliam J. Bernstein. "At the most basic level," writes 

Bernstein, "the words ’politics’ and ’communciation’ are nearly synonymous." He 

goes on to explore the history of how media have shaped society and fuelled 

political upheavals. 

In the Globe and Mail, Darren Wershler writes: "it’s gripping stuff: On one side are 

the despotic rulers striving to subjugate entire nations through their control of the 

media. On the other is the democratic resistance to such tyranny, usually aided by 

the very same forms of media that has been used as a tool of oppression." 

+ The Butler S~ by Charles MacPherson. This represents a career’s worth of 

advice on all subjects essential to proper housekeeping and etiquette. The Globe 

and Mail writes "You’ll laugh, you’ll cry and you’ll never again confuse your pastry 

fork with your oyster fork." 

+ .b!!:~ff)!.#.l.?.d. by Rick Perstein. Perlstein argues that "Nixon’s obsession with class 

and elitism, born of his hardscrabble background, let him to craft decisions and 

policies that would ultimately polarize America’s political landscape in ways that 

continue to resonate today." 

Still Hungry? 

+ Daniel Kahneman’s 9.r.!£.e.. with behavioral economics. 

+ This is your brair’., on coffee. 

+ How to Walk Away: ~~, c,.-a~es~ 

+ VVny do identical twins end up having such d.!ff.:e:[e:.n..$..!!x.e..~? (Pair with 

Aiike by Judith Rich Harris) 

+ ..P.,.~!.~.![:~..!!:~g:~:~!:~ makes us smarter and nicer. (Still curious? Try these: 1 ) 

r..e.,.a~:!!.(}~...f.i~:~i~Z.g~’.,.’,.~..~&!L}~’.,.~.~.; 2) "Stories ~7:~.!!#...,.h~i#.t!..e.,.~.}t,.,’.’,.~.~.~.~’.,#:~: by 

encouraging us to behave ethically," and 3) "stories ~ us with a mentsl file of 

dilemmas we might one day face." 











From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 10:31 AM 

To: Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr* 

Subject: RE: 

Enforce~ent i~ th÷ keg. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 i0:30 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 

l~ttp:/,’erepositocg,.law.slmuedw’cgiiviewconteut.c~i?arlic~e 1034&contex~sports eutertainmeut 

Good one 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael L. Bucl~er Law Firm <michael@michaelbucl~eflaw.ccsend.com> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 12:08 PM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

College Athletics Best Practices Alert: Student-Athlete Abuse Investigations, Paxt II [Legal Advertisement] 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You are receiving this email because of your (or your organization’s) relationship with the Nichael L. 
Buckner Law Firm. Please confirm your continued interest in receiving email from us. To ensure that you 
continue to receive emails from us, add mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw.com to your address book 
today. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Michael L. Buckner Law Firm ] 

College Athletics Best Practices Alert 
Dear Vince, 

Welcome to the June 10, 2013, issue of College Athletics Best Practices Alert, a 
complimentary publication of the Michael L. Buckner Law Firm. 

Divisions I, II and Ill Column: 
Investigations of Alleged Student-Athlete Abuse by 
Coaches, Part II: Interview Strategies and Tactics 
Author: Michael L. Buckner, Esquire (Shareholder) 

The findings and allegations of student-athlete abuse by coaches at 
Rutgers University serve as a reminder for colleges and universities 
on the value of conducting prompt, comprehensive and legally 
sufficient internal investigation& Institutions should use internal 
investigations to collect the relevant facts pertaining to an allegation 
in an objective manner. A well-run internal investigation permits an 
institution’s decision maker to make a reliable and legally- 
defensible finding as to what occurred, as well as to develop sound 
policy and procedural recommendations to improve campus 
operations. However, institutions conducting an internal 
investigation should exercise care to avoid the common mistakes 
that can disrupt an inquiry and increase the organization’s legal 
liability. The Michael L. Buckner Law Firm, which has been retained 
by universities to conduct internal investigations of alleged abuse 
and misconduct by employees, continues its three-part series that 
outlines select areas and issues to avoid when conducting an 
internal investigation. The second entry in this series will discuss 
strategic and tactical best practices that institutions should be 
aware of when conducting interviews during an investigation of 
allegations of student-athlete abuse by coaches: 

Recommendations 



In preparing for and conducting interviews during an investigation of 
allegations of student-athlete abuse by coaches, an institution 
should consider the following strategies and tactics: 

1. Collect as much relevant evidence (as possible) prior to 
conducting interviews. A comprehensive analysis of the available 
evidence will assist the investigator with: (a) understanding the 
scope and the facts of the allegation; (b) preparing interview 
questions; and (c) identifying documents to use during an interview. 
2. Research the applicable law and institutional regulations. 
An understanding of the applicable law and regulations will enable 
the investigator to prepare interview questions. 
3. Conduct interviews at a location that will facilitate accurate 
information. An investigator should conduct interviews (if feasible) 
in a location that he or she can control and that provide the interview 
subject with an environment conducive to sharing information. 
4. Provide the interview subject his or her rights and 
obligations. An investigator should advise the interview subject 
prior to the interview of any applicable right and obligations afforded 
by law, regulation or collective bargaining agreement (e.g., right to 
an advocate). 
5. If required by institutional policy, collective bargaining 
agreements or state law, advise the interview subject that 
they have a right to have legal counsel or an advocate 
present during the interview. 
6. Conduct an interview of the complainant/accuser before 
conducting other interviews (if possible). The interview of the 
complainant/accuser will assist the investigator with: (a) 
understanding the scope and the facts of the allegation; (b) 
preparing questions for subsequent interviews; and (c) identifying 
core documents and possible interview subjects. 
7. Conduct an exhaustive search of all relevant evidence from 
all parties. A comprehensive collection of all available and relevant 
information ensures the accuracy and objectivity of an investigation. 
8. Conduct an interview of all witnesses identified by the 
complainant/accuser, the target of the investigator and other 
interview subjects. An investigator should ask all interview 
subjects to identify any persons with information concerning the 
allegations. Unless the identified witnesses are clearly irrelevant 
(and if so, note the reason in the investigation file), the investigator 
should interview all persons named in an interview. 
9. Document the interviews. The institution’s investigator should 
thoroughly document the interviews by digital/audio recording, court 
reporter or notes. The most accurate methods are a digital recorder 
or a court reporter. Naturally, an investigator should obtain the 
permission and consent of the interview subject prior to recording 
the interview. Further, regardless of the method, the investigator 
should document the date, time, location and method (e=g., in- 
person, telephone-conference, video-conference) of all interviews 
conducted during the investigation. 
10. Conduct an interview of all persons to whom the 
complainant/accuser and the target of the investigation made 
contemporaneous statements. During interviews with the 

complainant/accuser and target, ask if he or she reported or 
discussed the alleged conduct to colleagues or other parties. 
Unless the identified witnesses are clearly irrelevant (and if so, note 
the reason in the investigation file), the investigator should interview 
all persons named in an interview who participated in 
contemporaneous statements. [Note: Legally, the information 
obtained from the witnesses may be a possible exception to the 
hearsay rule.] 
11. Tie-u p loose ends in the investigation. An investigator 

should re-interview witnesses, re-examine documents and conduct 
supplemental research to address new issues that arise during the 
investigation. 
12. Refrain from promising complete confidentiality. Al~ough 
the institution can and should inform the complainant/accuser, target 
of the investigation and other interview subjects that the matter will 
be handled discreetly and with as much confidentiality as possible, 
the investigator should advise all interview subjects that certain facts 
may be disclosed to institutional decision-makers or could be used 
in legal or administrative proceedings. 
13. Retain expert consultation when needed. An investigator 



should seek the advice of subject-matter experts when issues arise 
during an investigation. 
14. Research the websites of the relevant government, 
regulatory and accreditation agencies. The agencies may 
provide subject-matter advisories or resources suggesting best 
practices in conducting interviews (e.g., interview questions for 
workplace violence or sexual harassment allegations). 
15. Follow-up the information obtained during the interview 
as quickly as possible. An investigator should respond promptly 

to pertinent information obtained during an interview by: (a) 
conducting interviews of witness identified; (b) collecting evidence 
described; and (c) initiating research on all issues discussed. 

Sources: State of North Dakota, Risk Management Division, 
Response to Complaints of Harassment, Violence and 

Discrimination, available at: 
http://www.nd.gov/risk/files/samples/response.pdf; Roy A. 

Ginsburg, "Conducting Investigations of Wrongful Workplace 
Conduct", Business La~/ Today, Volume 17, Number 5 May/June 

2008, available at: http ://a pps.americanbar, org/buslaw/blt/2OO8- 
05-06/ginsburg.shtml; Diane Pfadenhauer, Workplace 
Investigation Tip: Other Evidence to Consider (December 6, 

2012), available at: 
http://ww~/.strategichrlawyer.com/web!og/workplace_investigation~ 
Debra L. Reilly, Workplace Investigations, available at: 
http://w~/, workplaceinvestigationsb!og, com. 

Contact Michael L. Buckner (954-941-1844; 
mbuckner@michaelbucknedaw.com) for additional 
recommendations relating to conducting internal investigations. 

Divisions I, II and III Column 
NCAA Bylaw 11.2.1 Primer: Head Coach 
Monitoring 

Author: Justin P. Sievert (Senior Counsel) 
NCAA Division I Bylaw 11.1.2.1 places the responsibility on the 
head coach of an intercollegiate athletics program to promote an 
atmosphere of NCAA rules-compliance within his/her program, as 
well as to monitor the activities of his/her staff to ensure compliance 
with NCAA legislation. Further, Bylaw 11.1.2~1 operates under a 
strict liability standard where a head coach is presumed to have 
knowledge of what is occurring in his/her program and, therefore, 
can be responsible for the actions of his/her staff and other 
individuals associated with his/her program. 

Should the NCAA enforcement staff allege a Bylaw 11.1.2.1 
allegation against a head coach, the head coach and his legal 
counsel must rebut this presumption of knowledge and provide 
evidence the head coach: (1) promoted a proper atmosphere of 
rules-compliance; and (2) reasonably monitored his/her program. In 
order to meet this standard, the NCAA has recommended head 
coaches undertake the following three-part approach: 

Part I: Communication: A head coach should demonstrate a 
commitment to rules-compliance through ongoing communication 
with his/her president or chancellor, director of athletics, sport 
administrator, athletics compliance staff, sports program staff and 
student-athletes. This communication should include, but is not 
limited to: dissemination of rules-compliance resources; 
communication of rules-compliance philosophy and program 
expectations; and discussion of how the athletics compliance staff 
and head coach will share responsibility for rules-compliance. 

Part II: Monitoring: A head coach should also demonstrate a 
commitment to compliance through monitoring his/her staff’s 
activities in consultation with the athletics compliance staff. This 
communication should include, but is not limited to: assigning 
specific responsibilities to coaches and athletics compliance staff 
members; and developing written policies and procedures 
regarding responsibilities and reporting lines. The head coach 



should monitor his or her rules-compliance areas of responsibility on 
an ongoing basis. 

Part II1: Documentation: A head coach should document the ways 

in which he!she has demonstrated his/her commitment to 
compliance and monitoring activities. This communication should 
include, but is not limited to: meeting notes; agendas and 
attendance logs; written policies and procedures regarding 
responsibilities and reporting lines; any reports of investigations into 
alleged rules-violations; and any other monitoring!communication 
documentation. 

Further, the Michael L. Buckner Law Firm recommends head 
coaches go beyond the NCAA head monitoring baseline by 
considering the following proactive measures that are designed to 
protect head coaches should a Bylaw 11.1.2.1 allegation occur: 

Rules=Education Programming: In addition to rules-education 
programming by the athletics compliance staff, head coaches 
should conduct rules-education sessions on a regular basis with 
sports program coaches, staff members and student-athlete& Head 
coaches also should send out compliance reminders and 
educational information to sports program coaches, staff members 
and student=athletes on a regular basis. 

Program Audit: In addition to evaluating Bylaw 11.1.2.1 
responsibilities on an internal basis, institutions should retain an 
experienced outside firm to conduct regular external, independent 
audits of its head coaches’ monitoring responsibilities. The audits 
should be made independently of an institution’s regular rules- 
compliance audit. 

Contact Justin P. Sievert (954-941-1844; 
j__s_Le_v_e__~@_mj__c_b__a___e_!b__u_c___k___n___e___r!_a__w__,__c___o___m__.) for additional recommendations 
relating to the head coach monitoring responsibilities and 
programming. 

Division I Column: 
The New NCAA Enforcement Process: 
Cooperative Principle and Shared- 
Responsibility Proposals 
Author: Michael L. Buckner, Esquire (Shareholder) 
August 1,2013, marks the first day of the new NCAA enforcement 
process. According to the NCAA media release, the revised 
process: 

1. Introduces a four-tier violation hierarchy that ranges from severe 
breaches of conduct to incidental infractions. The structure, which 
replaces the current two-tier approach (major and secondary 
violations), is designed to focus most on conduct breaches that 
seriously undermine or threaten the integrity of the NCAA 
Constitution (Levels I and II in the accompanying list). 
2. Enhances head coach’s responsibility!accountability and 
potential consequences for head coaches who fail to direct their 
staffs and student-athletes uphold NCAA bylaws. Penalties include 
imposed suspensions that can range from 10 percent of the season 
to an entire season. 
3. Increases the Division I Committee on Infractions from 10 to as 
many as 24 voting members from which smaller panels will be 
assembled to review cases more quickly and efficiently. 
4. Continues to offer harsh consequences (postseason bans, 
scholarship reductions, recruiting limits, head coach suspensions, 
show-cause orders and financial penalties) that align more 
predictably with the severity of the violations. The new penalty 
structure also places a premium on aggravating and mitigating 
circumstances in each case. 
5. Emphasizes a culture among head coaches, the compliance 
community, institutional leadership and conferences to assume a 
shared responsibility for upholding the values of intercollegiate 
athletics. 



[Note: Additional information on the new enforcement process can 
be located on the NCAA public website, www.ncaa.org (under the 
"Enforcement" webpage), as well as the membership portal (under 
the "Working Group: Collegiate Model - Enforcement’’ webpage).] 

In conjunction with the development of the new process, the 
Enforcement Working Group "recommended that the concept of 
shared responsibility be better defined and specific expectations be 
identified for participants in the enforcement processes." In its 
January 2013 report, the Working Group recommended: 

[I]nstitutions should be expected to designate personnel outside of 
the athletics department to coordinate investigations with the 
NCAA enforcement staff. (For example, faculty athletics 
representatives would be considered personnel outside of 

athletics and could, at the institution’s discretion, coordinate the 
investigation. It would not be required that faculty athletics 
representatives coordinate investigations, though, as many other 
individuals could meet this requirement, including individuals 
within the institution’s general counsel’s office.) Individuals working 
within athletics need to maintain strong working relationships with 
coaches and administrators, therefore, oversight of the 

investigation should fal! upon those individuals working outside of 
the athletics or compliance departments who are not hampered by 
their affiliations ~/ith the student-athletes, coaching staff or 

compfiance personnel. It is very difficult to expect individuals 
within the athletics department to oversee thorough investigations 
when part of their effectiveness requires a strong working 
relationship with the very people who are being investigated. This 
new expectation will demonstrate commitment to avoiding actual 
or perceived conflicts of interest in Level ! and Level !1 cases. 

However, in its May 2013 report, the Working Group reported "due 
to the Executive Committee’s recent determination to have a review 
of the NCAA’s regulatory activities, which include the enforcement 
processes, the working group is suspending the review and 
potential recommendations regarding the cooperative principle. 
Once the review of the enforcement and related processes are 
completed, the working group will review the results and determine 
whether additional review of the cooperative principle is 
appropriate." 

Nevertheless, the Michael L. Buckner Law Firm recommends 
institutions review the applicable policies and procedures for 
investigating alleged NCAA rules-violations and prepare necessary 
revisions to comply with the possible changes to the cooperative 
principle and shared-responsible concepts by: 

1. Designating a person, office or agency outside of the athletics 
department to coordinate investigations of possible Level I and II 
violations with the NCAA enforcement staff. For example, the office 
of general-counsel, the faculty athletics representative or outside 
counsel (e.g, Michael L. Buckner Law Firm) could perform this 
function. 
2. Memorializing the institution’s investigative protocol in a written 
policy and procedure. 

Sources: NCAA Division I Working Group: Collegiate Model - 

Enforcement’s January 2013 and May 2013 reports. 

Contact Michael L. Buckner (954-941-1844; 
mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw.com) for additional 
recommendations relating to developing policies and procedures 
addressing the new NCAA enforcement process. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 9:31 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. 
<Kathy_Dutton@unc. edu> 

RE: Director of High School Relations 

Director of High School Relations(Temporary)December2012. docx; 
DirectorofPlayerPersonnel2013. doc 

Corey, 

We now submit the request to make permanent the temporary position we set up in December. Then we can post it. 

NOTE: This position will have to post for the full 30 days. In order for us to submit this for approval, please review the 

attached description that was approved in December. Make any changes/additions/deletions as we will have to include 

those when this is submitted to campus to make permanent. Hopefully we will have an approval by the end of this week and 

can 

then post it. 

While we are awaiting approval, please send this following information so we will be ready to initiate the recruitment: 

:1. Where do you want to the position to be posted, other than the Black Coaches and Administrators website and 

campus? 

2. Search committee: Name, email address, PID (verify they are willing to serve on your committee) 

Note who the chair of the committee will be. 

3. List at least three qualifying questions (ex: Do you have experience in an NCAA D-:1 intercollegiate Football 

environment?). These 

will help easily identify applicants who do not have the proper qualifications and experience. 

4. We need an advertisement. I have attached the one for Director of Player Personnel as a template. Be sure that 

your ad 

reflects the modifications to the position description above. 

you have any questions please contact me or Kathy Dutton. 

Joyce 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Tuesday, June :1:1, 20:13 8::12 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 

Subject: Director of High School Relations 

Joyce, 

I have completed the Action On A Position for the Director of High School Relations position, what are the next steps needed 

to post for the position and hopefully get someone hired by the start of August training camp? 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box ~1~6 

Chapel Hill, NC ~7515 
(w) 

~-~6~-os~s (FAX) 



Director of High School Relations 

POSITION SUMMARY 

Provide oulxeach to high school football coaches by establishing, maintaining and improving relationships between high school 

coaches and the UNC football stafE This position is critical to fostering slxong relationships with these coaches to enhance the 
recruiting efforts of this program. Must be able to work evenings and week-ends, and be able to travel occasionally. 

PRINCIPAL FUNCT 

Percentage 
Effort 
1.20% 

Description 
Directly responsible for leading all UNC Football High School Coaches’ Clinics including 

organizing and managing staffing, speakers, presentations, promotions and all interactions between 
UNC coaches and staff oad the high school coaches who attend the clinics. 

2. 20% Directly responsible for building and enhancing effective relationships with high school personnel, 
the NCHSAA, the North Caxolina Coaches Association, and all other organizations that support 
and promote interscholastic football in North Caxolina. 

3.15% Provide assistance to the Assistant Football Coach/Recruiting Coordinator and lke Director of 
Football Operations with planning, organizing aad implementing all recruiting activities associated 
with the football program. 

4. 10% Serve as the principal contact for high school coaches obtaining information about recruits. 

5.5% Develop and organize recruiting records, logs, and contact forms for the football program in 
accordance with NCAA regulations. 

6. 5% Responsible for the accuracy of the recruiting database as it relates to all high schools. Generate 
recruiting reports as requested. 

7. 15% Promote the philosophy and obj ective of the intercollegiate alkletics program, to include adhering 
to all departmental policies and procedures, as well as lke rules and regulations of the University, 
the ACC and lke NCAA 

8. 5% Assist in the coordination of campus tours for visiting prospective players aad highs school coaches 
in accordance with UNC, ACC and NCAA rules and regulations. 

9. 3% Collect, compile and analyze data for reports on recruits and recruiting statistics. 

10. 2% Perform all other related duties as assigned. 

EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS 

Bachelor’s degree required 

QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE 

Knowledge of and experience working in aa intercollegiate alkletics environment, preferably in lke sport of football. Slxong 
knowledge of NCAA and ACC regulations regarding recruiting student-athletes. Slxong interpersonal communications skills and 
the ability to work effectively with a wide range of constituencies in a diverse community. Ability to demonslxate effective oral 
and written communications skills. Knowledge of MS Word and Excel. 

December 2012 



POSITION RECRUITMENT NOTICE 

DIRECTOR OF PLAYER PERSONNEL 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The University of North Carolina Department of Athletics is currently recruiting for the 

position of Director of High School Relations. 

Qualifications: Bachelor’s degree required. Master’s in Sports Administration 

preferred. 2-3 years of experience in recruiting operations is 

preferred. Technical football knowledge including terminology, 

schemes, and procedures that are used in the game of football. 

Ability to understand and comply with NCAA and ACC Bylaws. 

Supervisory experience helpful. Possess excellent 

communication skills (oral and written). Coaching experience 
helpful. Ability to work in extremely high stress and pressured 

situations. 

Responsibilities include: Strategic development and implementation of all recruiting 

program/plans for prospective student-athletes for UNC’s football coaches. Key to this 

role is establishing and maintaining effective relationships with High School Coaches; 

managing and coordinating all aspects of recruiting within strict NCAA rules and 

regulations; decision making responsibility for targeting recruits, selection order and 

input into scholarships offered. Manages recruitment database, develops list of 

summer camps; develops brochures, map out plans for player tapes, communication 

plans, scouting visits, organizing official campus visits. 

ALL CANDIDATES MUST APPLY ON-LINE AND ATTACH CV/RESUME AND COVER 
LETTER using the following web link: 

http://unc.peopleadmin.com/postings/21515 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Department of Athletics web address: goheels.comhttp ://www.tarheelblue. com! 

Deadline for applications: March 22, 2013 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an Equal 

Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;, 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 2:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ballen, MaJ~fina K <mballen@unc.edu~ 

Fwd: NCAA Expense Reimbursement Processed 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: <travel@ncaa.org> 

Date: June 13, 2013, 7:31:08 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: NCAA Expense Reimbursement Processed 

Your expense reimbursement request has been approved and payment is now being processed. If you elected an electronic funds transfer (i.e. direct 
deposit), the funds roll be in the designated acconnt within four bnsiness days. Othela~-ise, you can expect a check within 10 business days. 

Division I Men’s Tennis- Individual 

Finals 

Total Reimbursement $1,350.00 

To see the detail of this reimbursement, including any changes made, please log back into the Travel Expense System and select Review Submitted 

Expense Repo(t. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Friday, June 14, 2013 3:02 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Stalt" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Dmght Stone @gmail.com>; Caudill, Walter Low~ <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: If our team needs more motivation, just let them view this! 

TNs YouTube video is really surprising. 

Bubba 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: Doug Dibbe(t <._d_o__t_~)L___d_i__b_b__e___r_t_,~__u_!)__c_:__e__d___t_~5, 

Date: June 14, 2013, 2:41:01 PM EDT 

To: Mike Fox <_r_n__f.~?_x_~i_u_!!c2.~._:..u_!.~__c_:._e_.d___t!> 

Cc: <._b_~_b_~0!__e_m~iL~_~_r_~:_e_st~>, <fi_~__r_~:~_t’~Le_r__n_~i!_:_~_Ln__c_’_:_e___d__~_< 
Subject: If our te~m needs more motiwtion, just let them view this! 

Mike---As you might imagi~e, this is not pleasing Car’otina alumni and fans. Go Tar Heels! 

h~p: !/www.youtube.com/watch N=ebafrZADP98&sns =tw 



June 14, 2013 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
The News & Observer 
(919) 812-7895 
dkane@newsobserver.com 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Kane: 

I write in response to your request for public records dated June 10, 2013 (sent to Steve Kirschner via electronic 
mail). Specifically, I write regarding the portions of your correspondence in which you wrote: 

"Can you tell me if the three football games represent the total times that the ASPSA program had 
given or offered tickets to Dr. Nyang’oro?" 

"Are the guest coaching tickets normally handed out by ASPSA staff or by someone in the athletic 
department? Do you have a list of faculty who have gotten them over the years, and if so, may I 
see it?" 

The enclosed records are being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. 
Specifically, the enclosure consists of the available existing records responsive to your request. 

Sincerely, 

! 

Regina J. Stabile, d.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

Enclosure 
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2012 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game Date 

Charles House Retirement Home Communi~ Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket [_anc 

Charles House Retirement Home C°mmuni~ Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home Community 
Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home Communi~.: Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home Comm~mity 
E1Ol~l 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retireme~t Home Community 
Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home Communi~ Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket [_anc 

Charles House Retirement Home Community 
Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home Community 
Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home Communi~.: Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home Comm~mity 
E1Ol~l 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retiremei~t Home Community 
Elon 9/1/2012 Relations/Cricket La~e 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlightect in Green (#) = Number of Ticke~s 
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14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2012 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game Date 

Charles House Retirement Home Communi~ Elon 9/1/2012 
Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home 
Community 

Elon 9/1/2012 
Relations/Cricket Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home 
Community 

Elon 9/1/2012 
Relations/Crickel. Lane 

Charles House Retirement Home Communi~.: Elon 9/1/2012 
Relations/Cricket Lane 

Point 2 Point 

Point 2 Point 

Point 2 Point 

Campus Transit 

Campus Transit 

Campus Transit 

Elon 

Elon 

Elon 

Point 2 Point Ca~npus Transit 

Point 2 Point Campus Transit 

Elon 

Point 2 Point Campus Transit 

Point 2 PoiN Campus Transit 

Point 2 Point Campus Transit 

Elon 

Elon 

Elon 

Elon 

9/1/2012 

9/1/2012 

9/1/2012 

9/1/2012 

9/1/2012 

9/1/2012 

9/1/2012 

9/1/2012 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green (#) = Number of Tickets 
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26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

2012 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Departm eat Title/Relation ship Gum e Date 

Point 2 Point Campus Transit El on 9/1/2012 

Point 2 Point Campus Transit Elon 9/1/2012 

Point 2 Point Campus Transit Elon 9/1/2012 

Rieckenberg, Desiree (6) Student Affairs Associate Dean of Students Virginia Tech 10/6/2012 

Hunter, Erik (3) Student Affairs Judicial Program Virginia Tech 10/6/2012 

Director, Office of Fraternity 

Bachenheimer, Aaron (2) Student Affairs &Sorority’ Life and Coummunity Virginia Tech 10/6/2012 
Involvement 

Excutive Assistant, Office of 
Martin, Doris (4) Student Affairs      the Dean of Students      Virginia Tech ] 0/6/2012 

Barker, Robe~l (3) Studem Affairs Judicial Program Coordinator Virginia Tech 10/6/2012 

Coordinator, Office of Fraemity & 
Virginia Tech 10/6/2012 Bahlman, Brittany (3) Student Affi~irs So~o~-~, Life and Comm~mity Involvement , 

Senior Associate Director, 
Patterson, Tony (2) Student Affairs 

Carolina Union 
Virginia Tech 10/6/2012 

Copeland, Jacquelvn (4) Financial Aid 
Scholarship & Studem Aid 

~ Senior Assistant Director 
NC State 10/27/2012 

Douglas-Alston. Louis (2) Financial Aid 
Scholarship & Student Aid 

.... Client Services Counselor 
NC State 10/27/2012 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green (#) = Number of Ticke~s 
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38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

2012 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Departm eat TRle/Relation ship Gum e Date 

Manhertz. Alex (2) Financial Aid 
Scholarship & Student Aid 

.... Client Services Counselor 
NC State 10/27/2012 

Maynard, Gary (2) Cashier Scholarship & Student Aid NC State 10/27/2012 
. ~ Assistant University Cashier , ¯ 

NC State    10/27/2012 Gregory, Cassandra (4)        Cashier         University Cashier’s Office 
Scholarship Billing Technician 

Neely. Christina (2) Cashier U~iversity Cashier’s OflSce Campus NC State 10/27/2012 
.... Based Loa~ Coordinator 

Department of Public Safety 
NC State 10/27/2012 Cheek, Karen (6) Public Safety 

Parking Service Manager 

Cherry, Michael Housing Community Director Maryland 11/24/2012 

Gauthier, Amy 

Hoffarth, Sarah 

Housing 

Housing 

Associate Director 

Co~nmunity Director 

Maryland 

Maryland 

/24/2012 

11/24/2012 

Ahrens, Luke Housing Comnmni~’ Director Mauland 11/24/2012 

Housing 

Housing 

Com:munity Director 

Assistant Director 

Mauland 

Mauland 

11/24/2012 

11/24/2012 

Hardinman, Tom 

Fisher, A~mice 

Jarosiewicz, Nikki Housing Business Services Associate Ma@and 11/24/2012 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green (#) = Number of Tickets 



49 

Guest Name Gain e Date 

Briscoe, Janell e Maryland 11/24/20 ! 2 

2012 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Department Title/Relationship 

Housing Community Director 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlightect in Green (#) = Number ofF Tickets 
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12 

2011 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Departm eat TRle/Relation ship Gum e Date 

Steve Reznick Academic 
Associate Dean Undergraduate James Madison 

9/3/201 
Education 

Donna Kaye Academic Guest of Steve Reznick James Madison 9/3/201 

Edward Shields Academic Interim Dept Chair Exercise & James Madison 9/3/201 
Sport Science 

Senior Lecture/Assist Dean 
Sherry Sayler Academic Exercise & Sport Science James Madison 9/3/201 

Lecturer/Academic Advisor 
Debby Stroman Academic Exercise & Sport Science    James Madison 9/3/201 

Associate Professor Exercise 
Barbara Osborne         Academic                               James Madison 9/3/2(t ! 

& Sport Science 

Cristian Osborne Academic Guest of Barbara Osborne James Madison 9/3/201 

Lecturer/Academic Advisor 
Deb Mm~ray           Academic                               James Madison 9/3/20 ! 

. ~ Exercise & Sport Science 

Greg Mu~Tay Academic Guest ofDeb Mul~ay Ja,nes Madison 9/3/201 

Harold Woodard 

Joanne Woodard 

Academic 

Academic 

Associate Dean 

Guest of Harold Woodard 

James Madison 

James Madison 

9/3/201 

9/3/2011 

Amber Wofley Academic Guest of Ed Shields James Madison 9/3/20 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 



13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2011 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game Date 

Gwen Lincoln Marriott Hotel Sales/Catering Manager Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Charles Lincoln Marriott Hotel Guest of Gwen Lincoln Rutgers 9/10/2(tl 1 

Deanna Merrill Marriott Hotel Director of Sales Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Todd Merrill Marriott Hotel Guest of Deanna Merrill Rutgers 9/10/20 ! 1 

Jarrett Forsberg 

Nathan Frosberg 

Marriott Hotel 

Marriott Hotel 

Head Chef 

Guest of Jarrett Forsberg 

Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Kelly Adam Marriott Hotel Sales Manager Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Marc Adam Marriott Hotel Guest of Kelly Adam Rutgers 9/10/2(t I 1 

Jon Kendrot Marriott Hotel Director of Food & Beverage Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Marriott Hotel 

Marriott Hotel 

Guest of Jon Kendrot 

General Manager 

Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Rutgers 9/1 (}/2011 

Lisa Kendrot 

Maria Martinez 

Tim Mitchell Marriott Hotel Marriott Staff Rutgers 9/10/2011 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 



25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

2011 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game Date 

Nancy Cline Marriott Hotel Marriott Staff Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Deborah Reed. Marriott Hotel Marriott Staff Rutgers 9/10/2(tl 1 

Sarah Uhland Marriott Hotel Marriott Staff Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Damian Oztma Marriott Hotel Marriott Staff" Rutgers 9/10/20 ! 1 

Fred }licks Marriott Hotel Marriott Staff Rutgers 9/1 (t/2011 

Alison Bosiger Marriott Hotel Marriott Staff Rutgers 9/10/2011 

Scott Bosiger 

LaRonte Buant 

Marriott Hotel 

Marriott Hotel 

Guest of Alison Bosiger 

Front Desk Manager 

Rutgers 

Rutgers 

9/10/2011 

9/10/2(} 11 

Lissa Broome Academic 
Faculty Athletic 
Representative 

Virginia 9/17/2011 

Guest of Lissa Broome Academic 
Faculty Athl etic 
Representative 

Virginia 9/17/2011 

Director of Parr Center for 
Jan Boxill Academic 

Ethics 
Virginia 9/17/2011 

Assistant Director of Fiscal 
Wilhemina Steen Public SafEty 

Service 
Louisville 10/8/2011 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 
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43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

2011 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game Date 

Grant green Public Safety Guest of Wilhemina green Louisvill e 10/8/2011 

Lisa Stout Public Safety Parking Coordinator Louisville 10/8/2(tl 1 

Terry Ribmson Public Safety Guest of Lisa Stout Louisville 10/8/2011 

Kenneth Parking Public Saf’ety General Worker Louisville 10/8/2011 

Bryan Parker Public Safety Guest of Ke~meth Parking Louisville 10/8/2011 

Missy Dodson Public Safety Parking Coordinator Louisville 10/8/2011 

Tim Tickle 

Matt Ferguson 

PuN ic Safety 

Public Safety 

Police Officer 

Police Services 

Louisville 0/8/2011 

Louisville 10/8/2011 

Liam Ferguson Public Safety Guest of Matt Ferguson Louisville 10/8/2011 

Public Safety 

Public Safety 

[Guest of Vicki Parriman] 

Guest of Adrain Parriman 

I_,ouisville 0/8/2011 Ad:rian Parriman 

Louisville 10/8/2011 Dyadrian Parriman 

Bret Biance Housing Cobb Community Director Miami 10/15/20 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 
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6O 

61 

2011 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game Date 

Guest ofBret Biance Housing Guest Miami 10/15/201 

Luke Ahrens Housing Craige Community Director Miami 10/15/201 

Guest of Luke Ahrens Housing Guest Miami 10/15/201 

Clarissa Simpson Housing Business Operations Manager Miami 10/15/201 

Guest of Clarissa Simpson Housing Guest Miami 10/15/201 

Joanna Luke Housing Res, Co~mm. Services Manager Miami 10/15/201 

Guest of Joa~ma Luke Housing Guest Miami 10i15/2011 

Kim Demaree Housing Odm-n and Ram Village Dir. Miami 10/15/2011 

Guest ofKim Demaree Housing Guest Miami 10/15/2011 

Susan Rhody Housing Coordinator of Conference Op. Miami 10/15/2011 

Lisa Freeman Housing Asst. Dir. For South Campus Miami 10/15/2011 

Terri Gengler Housing Asst. Coordinator of Conf: Op. Miami 10/15/2011 

Alaina Harrison Housing Connor Community Director Miami 10/15/2011 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 
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67 
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69 
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71 
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73 

74 

2011 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game Date 

Michael Cheriy Housing Hinton James Co~mnunity Diro Miami 1(t/15/2011 

Matt Knickman Housing Lower Quad Community Dir. Miami 10/15/2011 

CJ Jackson Housing Carmichael Community Dir. Miami 10/15/2011 

Pe~Ty Studevant Financial Aid Financial Aid Counselor Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

Guest of Perry Studevant Financial Aid Guest Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

Guest of Per~l Studevant Financial Aid Guest Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

Cecil Outlaw Financial Aid Financial Aid Counselor Wake Forest 1(t/29/2(tl 1 

Guest of Cecil Outlaw F mancial Aid Guest Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

Guest of Cecil Outlaw Financia! Aid Guest Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

Guest of Cecil Outlaw Financial Aid Guest Wake Forest 1(t/29/2011 

Lois Douglass Financial Aid Financial Aid Counselor Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

Guest of Lois Douglass Financial Aid Guest Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

Guest of Lois Douglass Financial Aid Guest Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 
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78 

2011 ToH.AoNoKoS Program Guest List 

Guest Name Departm eut Title/Relation ship Gain e Date 

Guest of Lois Douglass Financial Aid Guest Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

Jamal Ward Financial Aid Financial Aid Counselor Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

Guest of Jamal Ward Financial Aid Guest Wake Forest 10/29/2011 

PelTiarme Davis (6) 
Counselling/ 

Clinical Psychologist~ Wake Forest 10/29/2011 " Wellness 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 
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12 

2010 T.HoA.N.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relatio~ship Game Date 

Castell]loes, Frederico Academic Port Prot~ssor Georgia Tech 9/18/2010 

Castellloes (Guest) Academic Georgia Tech 9/18/2010 

Castellloes (Guest) Academic Georgia Tech 9/18/2010 

~,~o.,~ii~; I A~~ [ ~~’A~ ................ ............................. ........... 

Speed, Jesica 

Speed (Guest) 

Academic 

Acadel~ic 

Comm Prot%ssor Georgia Tech 

Georgia Tech 

9/18/2010 

9/18/2010 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 
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24 

2010 T.HoA.N.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game Date 

Cremades, Gualberto Academic EXSS Professor East Carolina 10/2/2010 

Johnson, Max 

May, Steven 

Academic 

Academic 

[Guest of Gualber[o Cremades] 

Col~un Professor 

East Carolina 10/2/2010 

East Carolina 10/2/2010 

May, Gerielle Academic [Guest of Steven May] East Carolina 10/2/2010 

Nicho] s, Mark Academic Soci Professor 

[Guest of Mark Nichols] 

East Carolina 10/2/2010 

East Carolina 10/2/2010 Kun, Khm 

Taylor, Kristine Academic Port Professor East Carolina 10/2/2010 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 
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36 

2010 T.HoA.N.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game ][_)ate 

Taylor, Doug 

Towns, Am-~ond 

Academic 

Academic 

[Guest of Kristine Taylor] 

Co~ma Professor 

East Carolina 

East Carolina 

10/2/2010 

10/2/2010 

Towns, Malieka Academic [Guest of Armond Towns] East Carolina 10/2/2010 

Academic 

Housing 

Dept Chair of AFAM 

Asst Coord for Conf Ops 

East Carolina 

Clemson 

0/2/2010 

10/9/2010 

Nyangoro, Julius 

Gengler, Terri 

Gengler, Mike Housing Guest of Terri Gengler Clemson 10/9/2010 

Comm Director Summer 
Kashawlic, Renee Housing 

School and Kenan 
Clemson 10/9/2010 

Wood, Steve }lousing Conma Director Manning West Clemson 10/9/2010 

Iverson, Scott Housing Asst Coord for Conf Ops & Clemson 10/9/2010 
Apt Living 

Hard son, Aliana Housing Comm Director Connor Clemson 10/9/2010 

Mackey, Jennifer Housing Human Resource Manager Clemson 10/9/2010 

Asst Director for Housing 
Clemson 10/9/2010 Lo~gren, Steven Housing 

Facilkies 

No Show = Highlighted (n yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 
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2010 T.HoAoN.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relatio~ship Game ][_)ate 

Lofgren, Jackie 

Hardiman, Tom 

Housing 

Housing 

Guest of Steve Lofgren 

Coman Director Ehringhaus 

C] emson 10/9/2010 

Clemson 10/9/2010 

Cartmell, Katie Housing Guest of Tom Hardiman Clemson 10/9/2010 

Housing 

Housing 

Resid Comm Service Manager 

Guest of Joanna Luke 

Clemson 10/9/2010 

Clemson 10/9/2010 

Luke, Joanna 

Luke, Dana 

Humphrey, Chad Housing Comm Director Ran Village Clemson 10/9/2010 

Guest of Chad Humphrey 

Guest of Chad Hmnphrey 

C1 erllson 0/9/2010 

Clemson 10/9/2010 

Humphrey, Shana 

Sapp, Mike 

Housing 

}--lousing 

Bergandi, Debbie Housing Guest of Chad Humphrey Clemson 10/9/2010 

Housing 

Housing 

Comm Director Parker 

Con:~n Director Ma,ming East 

Clemson 

Clemson 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

10/9/2010 

10/9/2010 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Lukasewicz, Justin 

Hairfield, Dan 

No Show = Highlighted (n geiiow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 



# 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

58 

59 

60 

61 

2010 T.HoA.N.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game ][_)ate 

McKirgan, Brandon Housing Guest of Rick McKirgan Clemson 10/9/2010 

[stu6entl Tutor/Mentor William & Mary 10/30/2010 

[studentl 

Tutor/Mentor 

Tutor/Mentor 

[Guest of Tutor/Mentor] William & Mary 

William & Mary 

10/30/2010 

10/30/2010 

[student] Tutor/Mentor William & Mary 10/30/2010 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 



# 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

2010 T.HoAoN.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game ][_)ate 

[student] Tutor/Mentor William & Mau 10/30/2010 

[student] Tutor/Mentor William & Mary 10/30/2010 

Meeks, Kate Tutor/Mentor William & Mau 110/30/20110 

[studentl Tutor/Mentor William_ & Mau 10/30/2010 

[studentl Tutor/Mentor 

O’Sullivan, Chris Tutor/Mentor 

William & Mary 

William & Mary 

10/30/2010 

10/30/2010 

Fearrington, Karen Tutor/%lentor Guest of Chris O’Sullivan William & Mau 10/30/2010 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 



# 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

2010 T.HoA.N.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game ]_)ate 

Fearrmgton, Jordan Tutor/Mentor Guest of Chris O Sullwan William & MaR’ 10/30/20110 

’ ’ v ’ ) Sull:~,~an William & Mary 10/30/2010 O Sulh-an, Collin Tutor/Mentor Guest of Chris ( ’ ¯ T 

[student] Tutor�Mentor 

Tutor/Mentor [Guest of Tutor/Mentor] 

William & Mary 

William & Mary 

10/30/2010 

10/30/2010 

No Show = Highi(ghted (n yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 



# 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

lo0 

2010 T.HoA.N.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name [)epartment Title/Relatio~ship Game [)ate 

[student] Tutor/Mentor William & Mary 110/30/2010 

Tutor/Mentor [Guest of Tutoff~entor] William & Mary 10/30/2010 

Clark, Fred Academic Port Professor Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

[studentl Academic Alum Covenant Scholar Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

Carolina Covenant 
[studentl Academic 

Scholar/Counselor 
Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

[student] Academic Alum Covenant Scholar Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

Hastings, Anne Academic Socioloy Professor Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

Hastings, Tom Academic Guest of Anne Hastings Virginia Tech l 1/13/2010 

Cooper, Coyote Academic EXSS Professor Virginia Tech 11/13/201(t 

Cooper, Brandy Academic Guest of Coyote Cooper Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

Cooper, Ma~t Academic Guest of Coyote Cooper Virginia Tech l l/13/2010 

Southall, Deborah Academic EXSS Professor Virginia Tech 11/13/201(t 

Gore, Travis Academic 
Student Service Manager 

Virginia Tech 11/13/20110 
(AFAM) 

No Show = Highlighted (n yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 



# 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

ll2 

113 

2010 T.HoA.N.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game [)ate 

(3ore, Kasey Academic Guest of Travis Gore Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

McCullen, Ashely Academic 
Student Service Manager 

Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

Hilton, Susan Academic Guest ofAshely McCullen VirginiaTech 11/13/2010 

Thornton, Donovan Academic Guest of Ashely McCullen Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

Thornton, Woody Academic Guest of Ashely McCullen Virginia Tech 11/13/2010 

Salyer, Sherry Academic EXSS Professor Virginia Tech 11/1,/~010 

Intbrmation Librar)., Science 
Virginia Tech 11/13/20110 Hassell, Lew Academic 

Professor 

Athletic Representative- 
NC State 11/20/2010 Gregory,Cassandra Cashiers Office 

Cashiers Office 

Campus Base Loan 
Neely, Christina Cashiers Office 

Coordinator 
NC State 11/20/2010 

Gregory, Zandra Cashiers Office Guest of Cassandra Gregor)., NC State 11/20/2010 

Tellis, Tina Housing Canadian Colleague NC State 11/20/2010 

Fisher, Annice }-lousing UNC Host :[’or Canadian Colleague NC State 11/20/2010 

Sr Assistant Director Office of 
Copeland, Jacquelyn Financial Aid 

Scholarship and Student Aid NC State 11/20/20110 

No Show = Highi(ghted (n yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 



# 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

2010 T.HoA.N.K.S Program Guest List 

Guest Name Department Title/Relationship Game ][_)ate 

Copeland, Eric 

Copel and, Jasmine 

Financial 

Financial 

Aid 

Aid 

Guest of Jackie Copeland 

Guest of Jackie Copeland 

NC State 

NC State 

11/20/2010 

11/20/2010 

Copeland, Jada Financial Aid Guest of Jackie Copeland NC State 11/20/2010 

Outlaw. Cecil         Financial Aid                                NC State    11/20/20110 
Scholarship and Student 

Outlaw, Stacy Financial Aid Guest of Cecil Outlaw NC State 11/20/2010 

Counselor, Office of 
Studevent, Peny        Financial Aid                                NC State     11/20/2010 

~ho~ar~p an0 ~dent 

Holdsclaw, John Financial Aid Guest of Perry Studevent NC State 11/20/2010 

Douglass, Lois Financial A~d 
Counselor, Office of 

NC State 11/20/2010 
~ , Scholarship and Student 

McKoy, De,an K. F~nancial Aid Guest of Lois Douglass NC State 11/20/2010 

Public Safley 

Public Safley 

Parking Service Manager 

Guest of Karen Cheek 

NC State 

NC State 

11/20/2010 

11/20/2010 

Cheek, Karen 

Toomer, John 

Toomer, Williams Public Saftey Guest of Karen Cheek NC State 11/20/2010 

No Show = Highlighted in yellow Obtained Their Own Ticket = Highlighted in Green 
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Nov.~ 

Nov. 

2010-2,01I. WOMEN’S BASKETBALL I[iOME GAMES 

Cm:sor>Newman (Exhibition) 6 p m. Julfe Vain, Nursing 
VNerie Broadwe!l~EPA 

North Florida 4 p.mo Jill Moore, Sc, hool of Govt 
Kendra Cotton~SchooI of Go~ 

Wednesday 

Friday 

Sunday 

Thursday 

Wedneday 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

Monday 

FNday 

Thu~day 

Nov, I7 

Nov, I9 

Now 21 

Dee, 2 

Dec. 8 

Dec. 12 

Dee, 28 

Robm~, Morris 7 .p.m. 

Coastal Cm:olina 8 

Western Carolina 3 p,m. 

Iowa 7 p 

East Terme, saee State 7 p.:~?l, 

UNLV 2 

College of Ch~rlestor~ 2 

North Carolina Central 7 

NC State 7 

DCONNCormeeticul ? p,m. 

Wake Forest 7 

[student] 

None 

Demetrius Brow~----Dea~ of Student 
Josh l:~-:~y~e-tv}s --     Office 

Harold & Joa~ne Woodard 

Asb’id Gatling--:Feam Tempo 
Sherma~ Newmax>Team Tempo 

Molty Dubose-Rape Crisis 
Katherine Num>Aunt 

Friday 

Sunday 

Monday 

Sunday 

Tht~rsday 

Stmday 

Jan, 28 

Ja~. 30 

Feb. 7 

Feb, 13 

Feb, 24 

Ma~vh ! 3 

Virgmia 

VkginiaTech 

Duke 

Miami 

Georgia Tech 

Kermesaw State 

6:30 

2 pore. 

1 

7p.mo 

TBA 

Uaa:vailable 

Unavailable 



2009-2.010 ON1EN BASKETBALL HOME GAML8 

Nover~ b~r 5 

November ~0 

Novembw l 3 

Nov t 8 

7:00 

7:00 

7:00 

7:00 

1:00 

4:30 

FRANCIS MARION 

CARSON NEWMAN 

COLLEGE OF CH ARLESTON 

COASTAL CAROL1NA 

PRESBYTERIAN 

CHAR.,.%~STON SOUTHERN 

ST. JOHN’S 

November 25 

Nowmbe.r 29 

December 6 

Tuesday December 8 ,,:00 p,m, R.ADFORD 

Fobn.~ary I 

Sunday 

Tuesday 

ThursdW 

Saturday 

Wednesday 

Sunday 

Friday 

2:00 

2:00 pan. 

7:00 p.m. 

5:30 p.m. 

8:30 p.m. 

GA RDNER~WEBB 

KENNESA.W STATE 

E, TENNESSEE STATE 

WINSTON-SALEM STATE 

GEORG iA TECH 

MARYLAND 

CLEMSON 

Monday 

Thursday 

7:00 p.m. FLORIDA .STATE 

7:00 p,m, BOSTON COLLE,oE 

Su;~day February 21 2:00 pore. N~. STATE 

Sunday Febma® 28 3:00 p.m. DUKE 

March 14 3:30 p.m. NC CF, NTRAL 

.iimmy Grail MaT 

[student] , [student] -Me~Iors 
Acade~ic 

W" " ~ [g uest] MaD’ ~, 

None 

Sara StaNman, Wellness Center 
Ben Saypob....4nteractive Theatre Carolina 

WheeI Chair Basketba~I Coaches 
Kevi~ Bailey, Andr~a Woodso~ 

Maria~ Hopkins. EXSS & [ouest] 

Dr, Jeannie Loeb & [ouest] 
Psychology 

NONE 

Jea~ & Petee DeSa~x-B{o[ogy 

Richard & Deborah So{~t:haiI, EXSS 

Holde n Th o rp, Terri Fk:,ustor~ 

Gordon Kramon, M.edieal Ak 
E.eanor Sea,.on. 
2lean B~ak:,ck~anthem 

Julius Ny’angoro; Waithera K.arim-Ses~y 
AF’AM~AFRJ 

Emily Crooks~o~, Philosophy 
Pa m Bordsen, UNC School o[ 

Don l..da & [was Nank] 

Fred & Folly 
Franei~ Marion Pr,~z & 



F~:ida7 

Friday 

Monday 

Wed/Thars 

Sunday 

T~msday 

Sunday 

Friday 

Monday 

TN~rsday 

Simday 

Thursday 

MoMay 

S~md~y 

November 4 

November 7 

November 

November 

~,~o~ember 17 

Nov l 9 

November 23 

November 25 

December ~ 3 

December 15 

December 28 

December 30 

J~muary ~ t 

Ja~maD~ 29 

F~bru~O, 9 

Feb:rua~ !5 

Febrtta~y 26 

2008~2009 HONORARY COACHES 

7:00 p,m. CARSON-NEWMAN Steve Zinder, EXSS 
Debby Stroman, EXSS 

7:00 PREM|ER PLAYERS Nm~ Mar~ no OEO,~ 
[student] [student] 

Co.,chairs Carolina Fever 

:3,10 p,m, WEST CA ROL1NA-NIT Rffa Balabm% ECON 
Danny G.otMy, Finley Golf 

TBA NIT-GAME 2 Homecoming 
Homecoming 

7:00 KE~ ~a~:;,:~A W SIAIE HR. Mmmger 
Frank Taw, Rape Crisis bidder 

TBA 

TBA 

7:00 

TBA~WNIT SEMI FINALS 

WN[T F~NALS do~’t aasig~ 

Rhoada Inman, Math Mgr 
Andre Wessoh, Advisor 

COASTAL CARO[~FNA Jem~ Blalock 

ARKANSAS~Ph~ Bluff Sarah Haney, Rowing Coach 
Bre~t Bta~on, Aea~ Cent.~r 

2:00 

2:0.0 p m 

1,00 p.m, 

WESTERN M[CH1GAN 

AUSTIN PEAY 

NC SEATE 

Pa,ala Burton, Linda Ca.me.s 

Ikenberws: Kara~ husb~md.,, Caroly~ 

Gage Bolser & parents Jeffrey & Sherry 
Amazing Cancer Survivor 

8:30 

7:00 

VI RG[NI A 

UCONN 

Glenn George, Oene Nichol, Law Schoo] 

Chm~ce[lor T’horp 
"[’err[ Houston - a~so anthem 

WAKE FOREST Gerald Unks, gducatgoa 
Li/lian Lee 

2,00 NC CENTRAL 

VA TECH 

D ~K...~,ESPN2 Dr: Pilisb~y, ENT 

Da:miea Home<mUs~ciar~ 

GA TECH 

MIAM~ 
DTH win~er 



Tuesday 

Friday 

Sunday 

Tt~.esday’ 

Priday 

S~mday 

Monday 

S’,mday 

October ? I 

November 

November 

Nowmber 

November 

November 

November 

20t)7-2008 HONORARY COACHES 

November 19 

November 25 

7:00 p.m~ PI~MIER PLAYERS 

7:00 p.m. Cr{sNA-N, ~ ~ IONAL [’EANI 

8:.~ .1 p.m. NC CE;N’I"RAL 

A ~ZON A S 2:30p.m, .-~ .... ’.~. ~TATE 

7: 0O p,m, ELON 

7:00 p,m, COPPIN S~ATE 

2:00 p,m. S~ RACL ~E 

7:00 p.m. GEORGIA STATE 

Su~a~l Ciark~ Brad Heller 

NONE 

Debra Barksdale, CamilIe Little 

Danny & A~me Graham Lotz 

Mary & Chuck Will[ngba.m 

Debbie Stroman; 

Merle Mi:sI~el, Diane K.iervik 
Professors ofN~.l~ing 

NO ONE 

[student] & [student] 

¯ ,, .00 p,m. CHARLESTON. Taesday November 27 ~’" ~ 

T]~ursday November 29 7:00 p~m. PUPd)UE 

Sm~day 

Saturday 

Thursday 

Saturday 

Tht~.rsday 

Sunday 

Sunday 

December 9 

December 30 

,~am~ay 5 

J:aaua® 26 

February 7 

February 17 

Febmaw 25 

March 2 

2:00 pan. 

2:00 

4:0:0 p,m. 

:00 p,m, 

7:00 p.m. 

1:00 

7:00 

5:30 

~arIa Sae~z, Dia~e M[cGrah 

Jean Batema~, Susan A~deraou 
Deva~ si~gi~g Nati{mM Anthem 

WOFFORD JoM Semonche, Professor of t-i[istory 
Barbara Semonehe, Director, Park Library 

UNC-CH S~hooI o~./m~mah~m and Mass Commtmica.io~ 

LIBERTY John & B~bara Chapmag 
()range Count, Rape Crisis Auctkm wirmers 

GEORGIA TECH ),.&oLae, P~c ,~easo, EXSS 
Sherry Snivel Professor EXS~ 

BOSTON COLLEGE ~;¥ alsK, Professo~ of Comp~ate.r Science, 
Rob Maitlat~d, Volunteers tbr Youth A~.mtio~ wLrmer 

MARYLAND Holden Thorp, Profhssor of Chem.is~ry & 
Dean of Arts & Sciences 

Terd Holstein, Director of Recmkmen~ & MuNcuRural Programs 
Both doing Nationa~ Anthem; T~orp d~es keyb¢3ard 

CLEMSON 

FLORIDA 8TATe 

Kim Strom OoRfried, Professor :in 

[student] Advisor; Schooi of’Social Work 

Roger S~ancil, Chapd Hill Cib,’ Manager 
Ann [Mark’s wife] si~ging National Anthem 

NC STATE Jmmie L~vy, Wome~’s LAX Coach 

[student] Graduate Inn:motor, Philosophy 

Mark Jacobson, Toyota of Durham 
Prot~ssor Ol~ver Smi.t-}iies~2007 NOBEL PRdZE 

WINNER in MEDICINE 
[TI:-I][S L.q_ A VERY BIG DEAL!! !] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., La~Tr’ A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Friday, June 14, 2013 7:36 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStalt’<uncaa exestatr@groups.unc.edu> 

Dwight Stone @gmail.com>; Caudill, Walter Low~ <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: If our team needs more motivation, just let them view this’. 

Maybe his PR staff should have advised otheva, ise? ~- may not be appropriate for me to state this since my emails may be asked for by the N&O! No worries about his 

promo Woll~ack video ~ McCrory ain’t no Roy Hobbs, and it" he played baseball, he probably hit below- "the Mendoza line"! (which is below.200) 

Enjoy your weekend rooting fbr the Tar Heels who are making their 6th trip to OmaJaa in the last 8 years ~ by the way, how- long is a term for a governor in NC? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Friday, 3une 14, 2013 3:02 PM 

To; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
C¢; Dwight Stone; Caudill, Walter Lowry; Pogge, Paul 
Subject; Fwd: zf our team needs more motivation, just let them view this! 

This YouTube video is reaJly surprising. 

Bubba 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: Doug Dibbe(t <._d_o__t_~)L___d_i__b_b__e___r_t_,~__u_!)__c_=_e__d___t_~5, 

Date: June 14, 2013, 2:41:01 PM EDT 

To: Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: <bt~bbac({~email.unc~edu>, <imon~i~)email.uuc.edu> 
Subject: If our team needs more motivation, just let them view this! 

M ik e - As you rn i gh t i m a g i n e, t his i s not pie a s i ng C~; r’olin ~; a I u m n i a rt d f~; t~s. G o Ta r H ~:" el s ! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=ebafrZADP98&sns =tw 





JOB DESCRIPTION FOR ADVERTISEMENT 

POSITION: The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill seeks a full-time Associate Director. 

DUTIES: The Associate Director will provide academic support to students primarily on the football 

team and will coordinate the academic support provided to football. The Associate Director will assist 

student-athletes with academic coaching in areas including study skills, time management, 

organizational skills, and methods for choosing balanced schedules, factoring in the demands of classes, 

practicing, competing and eligibility standards of the university and the NCAA. Academic Counselors 

meet with students on a regular basis to monitor academic progress, review reports from faculty and 

tutors on students’ academic progress, class attendance and grades. Additionally they provide detailed, 

weekly reports to coaches, conduct and attend team meetings, compile semester grade/eligibility 

reports and assist with the preparation of each team’s Academic Progress Rate (APR) and Graduation 

Success rate (GSR). 

QUALIFICATIONS: Master’s Degree required. 

A minimum of three years of full-time experience working with undergraduates in academic 

advising or a related student services field or three years full-time teaching experience. Ability 

to work nights and weekends and travel to away contests. 

Knowledge of best practices in undergraduate student retention and familiarity with issues 

related to student-athletes’ academic progress and transition issues. 

Strong preference will be given to those applicants who are currently working with student- 

athletes in academic support positions at the Division One Level. 

4. Demonstrated effectiveness working collaboratively with staff and colleagues. 

Salary will be commensurate with experience. Starting date is projected for July 1, 2013. Applicants 

should send a letter of application, curriculum vitae and the names and contact information of three (3) 

references by May 24, 2013. 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an equal opportunity employer. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James T. Morton --~James.Morton@airforceathletics.org> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 1:29 PM 

James T. Morton <James.Morton@airtbrceathletics.org> 

new email address 

I want to let you know that we are transitioning to new email addresses with the start of the new 501c3 division of our athletic department. My new email address 

is james.morton@airforceathletics.org. I will be able to check the .edu address for a little while longer, but for future correspondence please use the new address. 

Thanks and have a great day. 

James Morton 
Assistant Athletic Director 
I ntemollegiate Athletics 
United States Air Force Academy 
719-333-0262 

wvw~,goairforcefalcons,com 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;, 

Monday, June 17, 2013 5:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Re: Planned Days Off 

image002.jpg 

Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 2:52 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.e&t> wrote: 

My current plmis for vacation days this summer inclu& the tbllowing: 

July 2 (close on house) 

July 15 (Inove out of apartm~ent) 

July 24-26 (fmnily vacation) 
Please let me know if you need additionaJ information. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO2dpg > 





ATTACHMENT A 

Full Text of Proposal Nos. RWG-13-2, 13-3, 13-5-A and 13-5-B 

RWG-13-2 

RECRUITING -- INITIAL DATE FOR COMMUNICATION AND IN-PERSON CONTACT 

Intent: To specify that off-campus contact shall not be made with an individual (or his or her 
relatives or legal guardians) before the opening day of classes of his or her junior year in high 
school; further, to specify that communication (e.g., telephone calls, electronic communication) 
shall not be made with an individual before July 1 following the completion of his or her 
sophomore year in high school or the opening day of classes of his or her junior year in high 
school (as designated by the high school), whichever is earlier. 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.1.1, as follows: 

13.1.1.1 Time Period for Off-Campus Contacts -- General Rule. Off-campus recruiting contacts 
shall not be made with an individual (or his or her relatives or legal guardians) before 

1~"’~- the opening day of classes of his or her junior year in high 

academy exceptions to this provision are set fo~h in Bylaw 13.16.1. 

ath!ete’s c,J~.~cational institution or residence. 

B. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3.1, as follows: 

13.1.3 Telephone Calls. 

13.1.3.1 Time Period for Telephone Calls -- General Rule. Telephone calls to an individual (or 
his or her relatives or legal guardians) may not be made before July 1 following the completion 
of his or her junior sophomore year in high school /’~’~’~"-" ’-~ ’~ ........ " .... ~,,,~ .... ~ 

~ ..... v .............. v .............. /, or the 
opening day of classes of his or her senior junior year in high school (as designated by the high 
school), whichever is earlier; thereafter, staff members shall not make such telephone calls more 
than once per week. 

13.1.3.1.1 Exception -- Baseball, Women’s Basketball, Cross Country/Track and 
Field, Football Men’s Lacrosse, Women’s Lacrosse, Women’s Sand Volleyball, Softball and 
Women’s Volleyball. In baseball, women’s basketball~ cross country/track and field, football, 



Full Text of Proposal Nos. IRWG-13-2, 

13-1, 13-5-A and 13-5-B 
Page No. 2 

men’s lacrosse, women’s lacrosse, women’s sand volleyball, softball and women’s 
volle,,~,au,,,y~,,, o ~-,,+e~""~ne ..~m + ...... ~.~a,m..~ ~ .... ~ .... ~ ...... ~.~,~ ....... ~..~ ....... ~ .... ~ ...... , 

,                  ....~,,     once it is oermissible to make telev.one calls                                                                     _to 
an individual, such calls shall be limited to once per week outside a contact period, but may be 
made at the institution’s discretion during a contact period. 

13.1.3.1.:~2Exception -- Men’s Basketball. In men’s basketball,o~±..,,.,,~’,,/,,-’¢~ 

+,,+ once it is oermissible to m~ke teleohone cMls to ~n individuM, an 
institution may make ~]c~gh~¢~e sue~ calls m aFr~xFecdve xr~Mem a~h]~ at its discretion. 

[13.1.3.1.3.1 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.2.1, unchanged.] 



Full Text of Proposal Nos. IRWG-13-2, 

13-1, 13-5-A and 13-5-B 
Page No. 3 

13.1.3.1.4.13_ Additional Restrictions -- Additional Communication with a Parent or Legal 
Guardian Who Serves on Staff of a Nonscholastic Team -- Women’s Basketball..A~n In 
women’s basketball, outside a contact period, an institution may not have any additional 
communication with a parent or legal guardian of a prospective student-athlete who serves on the 
staff of his or her daughter’s nonscholastic team unless the parent or legal guardian also serves as 
a head coach of his or her daughter’s scholastic team and the additional communication is 
unrelated to recruitment of his or her daughter. 

13.1.3. 1.4.:2- Additional Restrictions -- July Evaluation Periods -- Women’s Basketball. In 
~vomen’s basketball, during the July evaluation periods, all communication with a prospective 
student-athlete, the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians, the prospective 
student-athlete’s coach or any individual associated with the prospective student-athlete as a 
result of the prospective student-athlete’s participation in basketball, directly or indirectly, is 
prohibited. 

[13.1.3.1.4.2.1 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.4.1, unchanged.] 
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13.1.3.1 .S_5 Application of Telephone Call Limitations. Once an institution reaches the applicable 
limit on telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s 

........... m one per week, "*’~ relatives or legal guardians) for a particular time period (e.g., ..... v .................. 
Fer wee!c), the institution may not initiate an additional telephone call during the same time 
period, even i f no direct conversation occurs during the additi onal call (e. g., voi cem ail m essage). 

[13.1.3.1.8 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.6, unchanged.] 

13.1.3.2 Additional Restrictions. 

[13.1.3.2.1 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.2.2 Telephone Calls Initiated by Prospective Student-Athlete at His or Her Expense. 
Institutional staff members may receive telephone calls placed by a prospective student-athlete at 
the prospective student-athlete’s own expense at any time, i,-,ch’,di,qg~w~’"~" .... .... --,~’~" ~ ~’a~ ......... .... ~,,,~ .... m~ 

[13.1.3.3 through 13.1.3.4 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.5 Nonpermissible Callers. 

[ 13.1.3.5.1 unchanged. ] 

13.1.3.5.2 Enrolled Student-Athletes. Enrolled student-athletes or other enrolled students shall 
not make or participate in telephone calls to prospective student-athletes at the direction of a 
coaching staff member or financed by the institution or a representative of its athletics interests; 
however, they may receive telephone calls at the expense of the prospective student-athlete on or 
after July 1 following the completion of the prospective student-athlete sju,,i~o sophomore year 
in high school or the openin~ day of classes of his or her junior year in high school (as 
designated by the high school), whichever is earlier. An enrolled student-athlete may receive 
telephone calls made at the expense of a prospective student-athlete prior to July 1 following the 
completion of the prospective student-athlete’s jum~r sophomore year in high school or the 

openin~ day of classes of his or her iunior year in high school ¢as designated by the high 
school), whichever is earlier, provided there is no direct or indirect involvement by athletics 
department staff. 
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[13.1.3.5.2.1 unchanged.] 

13.1.3.6 Collect and Toll-Free Telephone Calls. Institutional coaching staff members (see Bylaw 
13.1.3.4.1) may accept collect and toll-free (e.g., 1-800, 1-888) telephone calls placed by a 
prospective student-athlete and the prospective student-athlete’s parents and legal guardians, 
provided the calls are placed not earlier than 

~. ~m~ schoa[ the date on which an institution may be~in placin~ 

telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete. 

[13.1.3.7 unchanged.] 

C. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.5, as follows: 

13.1.5 Contacts. 

13.1.5.11 Sports Other Than Football and Basketball. In sports other than football and basketball, 
each institution is limited to seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) 
per prospective student-athlete per year (see Bylaw 1~ 1 5 5) r~..+.., n~ ..... +.,...~ ..... J ,-~,, 

................................................ ~ ..... UJ ...... ..... t ..... ~ 

13.1.5.2 Football. In football, each institution shall be limited to six in-person, off-campus 
recruiting contacts per prospective student-athlete per year at any site and shall include contacts 
made with the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians, but ,;’ha!! n~t inch:de 

........................... ~ ..... jd ........... f ..... d 

13.1.5.3 Men’s Basketball. In men’s basketball,,,,~,,,~*,’-+-’~,,,~ o,,,’*’ .... ~,,_,,,,,,,,-’,,’~+-)’ear, each institution shall 
be limited to seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per prospective 
student-athlete per year (see Bylaw 13.1.5.5). Men’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 
130 recruiting-person days during the academic year contact and evaluation periods. Contacts 
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that occur durin~ a prospective student-athlete’s junior year durin~ recruitin~ periods 
other than the April recruitin~ period may occur only at the prospective student-athlete’s 
educational institution. Durin~ the April recruitin~ period of a prospective student- 
athlete’s iunior year~ contacts may occur at either the prospective student-athlete’s 
educational institution or residence. 

13.1.5.4 Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, ,4,,,~;,_ m ...... -i,,,~ ....... each institution 
shall be limited to seven recruiting opportunities (contacts and evaluations combined) per 
prospective student-athlete; 1~ ............ "~’"~ ..... "~" ............. ’~ ..... ,,m,,,, ,m~,,,, ....... ~ .......... m, 

13.1.5.5). Women’s basketball staff members shall not exceed 100 recruiting-person days during 
the academic year contact and evaluation periods. 

[13.1.5.4.1 through 13.1.5.4.2 unchanged.] 

[13.1.5.5 through 13.1.5.10 unchanged.] 

D. Bylaws: Amend 13.4.1, as follows: 

13.4.1 Recru ng Mater a s. ~,rq ...... "~ ~ ..................................................... .~,,~,, An 
institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to 
athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until e,., .... /’-- July 1 
~,~’~--~-’~ following the completion of his or her ~’,~ sophomore year in high school or the 

o~enin~ day of classes of his or her junior year in high school (as designated by the high 
/~H 

[Remainder of 113.4.1 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Working Group on Collegiate Model -- Rules 

Effective Date: July 1, 2013 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 
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Rationale: As a result of the Presidential Retreat in August 201 l, the Rules Working Group was 
formed and charged with reviewing current Division I rules with a view toward reducing the 
volume of unenforceable and inconsequential rules that fail to support the NCAA’s enduring 
values and emphasizing the most strategically important matters. This proposal is part of a 
package recommended by the Rules Working Group designed to accomplish those objectives. 
The establishment of regulations that provide for earlier access with prospective student-athletes 
is designed to support student-athlete success and well-being by allowing both the prospective 
student-athlete (and his or her family) and the institution greater opportunities to make more 
informed, and thus more sound, recruiting decisions. 
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RWG-13-3 

RECRUITING -- DEREGULATION OF MODES AND NUMERICAL LIMITATIONS ON 
COMMUNICATION 

Status: Board Reviews Legislation ?voc~:~> 

Intent: To eliminate restrictions governing modes and numerical limitations on recruiting 
communication¯ 

A. Bylaws: Amend 13.1.3, as follows: 

13.1.3 Telephone Calls. 

13.1.3.1 Time Period for Telephone Calls -- General Rule. Telephone calls to an individual (or 
his or her relatives or legal guardians) may not be made before July 1 follo~ving the completion 
of his or her junior year in high school (subject to the exceptions below), or the opening day of 
classes of his or her senior year in high school (as designated by the high school), whichever is 

wee!c. Thereafter, an institution may make telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete 
at its discretion. 

13.1.3.1.-2-1 Exception -- Football. In football, one telephone call to an individual (or the 
individual’s relatives or legal guardians) may be made from April 15 through May 31 of the 
individual’s junior year in high school. Additional telephone calls to an individual (or the 
individual’s relatives or legal guardians) may not be made before September 1 of the beginning 
of the individual’s senior year in high school. Thereafter, such telephone contact is !i;~ited to 

[13.1.3.1.3 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.2, unchanged.] 

13.1.3.1.43_ Exception -- Women’s Basketball. In women’s basketball, telephone calls may be 
made to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or legal guardians) as follows: 
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(a) One telephone call during the month of April of the individual’s junior year in high school on 
or after the Thursday a~er the conclusion of the NCAA Division I Women’s Final Four. 

(b) One telephone call during the month of May of the individual’s junior year in high school. 

(c) One telephone call on or after June I through June 20 of the individual’s junior year in high 
school. 

(d) One telephone call on or after June 21 through June 30 of the individual’s junior year in high 
school. 

(e) Three telephone calls during the month of July following the individual’s junior year in high 
school, with not more than one telephone call per week [see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.1-(c)]. ~ 

(f) ,~1~ ..... 1~ ......... v .~,,,+4 ........ ~,~, ~.~i.~.¢ ...4 unlimited telephone Thereafter, one .... 
calls cP,,::’i,-,g a "~"-’"’~ 

13.1.3.1.43_.1 Additional Restrictions -- Additional Communication with a Parent or Legal 

Guardian Who Serves on Staff of a Nonscholastic Team. d,~ Before August 1 followin~ the 
completion of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school, an institution may 
not have any additional communication with a parent or legal guardian of a prospective student- 
athlete who serves on the staff of his or her daughter’s nonscholastic team unless the parent or 
legal guardian also serves as a head coach of his or her daughter’s scholastic team and the 
additional communication is unrelated to recruitment of his or her daughter. 

[13.1.3.1.4.2 renumbered as 13.1.3.1.3.2, unchanged.] 

13.1.3.1.5 Exception -- Men’s Ice Hockey. In men’s ice hockey, an institution is permitted to 
make one telephone call per month to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or legal 
guardians) on or after June 15 at the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore year in high 
school through July 31l after the individual’s junior year in high school. A~: #:stitu~i~n is 

school Thereafter, an institution may make telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete 
at its discretion. 

13.1.3.1.#_4.1 Nontraditional Academic Calendars -- Men’s Ice Hockey. In men’s ice hockey, if 
an individual attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., 

Southern Hemisphere), telephone calls to the individual (or his or her relatives or legal 
guardians) may not be made before the day after the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore 
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year in high school. T~ .... ~ .... ~-~’,~’~- may ~--~- telephone 

(-a-) One telephone call per month may be made from the day after the conclusion of the 
individual’s sophomore year in high school to the opening day of classes of individual’s senior 
year in high school. Thereafter, an institution may make telephone calls to a prospective 
student-athlete at its discretion. 

13.1.3.1.6_5 Exception -- Women’s Ice Hockey. In ~vomen’s ice hockey, an institution is permitted 

to make one telephone call to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or guardians) who is a 
resident of a foreign country on or after July 7 through July 31 following the completion of the 
individual’s sophomore year in high school. An institution is permitted to make one 
telephone caI/per wee/c calls at its discretion to an individual (or the individual’s relatives or 
legal guardians) beginning July 7 following completion of the individual’s junior year in high 
school, or the opening day of classes of his or her senior year in high school (as designated by 
the high school), whichever is earlier. 

13.1.3.1 .,~_6 Application of Telephone Call Limitations. Once an institution reaches the applicable 
limit on telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s 
relatives or legal guardians) for a particular time period (e.g., one per month, ~ .... ~, ........ , .... 
........... t~ the institution may not initiate an additional telephone call during the same time 

period, even if no direct conversation occurs during the additional call (e.g., voicemail message). 

13.1.3.1.87 Effect of Violations. Violations of Byla~v 13.1.3.1 and its subsections involving the 
first occasion when a staff member exceeds the permissible number of telephone calls ~ 
given week (when it is otherwise permissible to call) shall be considered an institutional violation 
per Constitution 2.8.1 and shall not affect the prospective student-athlete’s eligibility. 

13.1.3.2 Additional Restrictions. 

[13.1.3.2.1 through 113.1.3.2.2 unchanged.] 
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[13.1.3.4 through 13.1.3.7 renumbered as 13.1.3.3 through 13.1.3.6, unchanged.] 

B. Bylaws: Amend 113.4, as follows: 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials. In sports other than men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, an 
institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to 
athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until September 1 at the 
beginning of his or her junior year in high school. In men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, an 
institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to 
athletics, to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until June 15 at the conclusion 
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of his or her sophomore year in high school. In men’s basketball, if an individual attends an 
educational institution that uses a nontraditional academic calendar (e.g, Southern Hemisphere) 
an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to 
athletics, to an individual (or his parents or legal guardians) until the day after the conclusion of 
the individual’s sophomore year in high school. [D] 

[113.4.1.1 unchanged.] 

,.~,    ~.t,,...,,, ~.~..,,~,.~ Electronic correspondence (e.g., electronic mail, 

Instant Messenger, facsimiles, text messages) may be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the 
prospective student- athlete’s parents or legal guardians)r:v, ....... ,~v,,.,~,~m."~ Before a prospective 
student-athlete’s commitment to the institution (see Bylaw 13.10.21, the 
correspondence i-s must be sent directly to the prospective student-athlete (or his or her parents 
or legal guardians) and ¢s must be private between only the sender and recipient (e.g., no use of 
chat rooms, message boards or posts to "walls"). (See also Bylaws 13.1.6.2 and 13.10.~-9.) Color 
attachments may be included with electronic correspondence, provided the attachment only 
includes information that is not created for recruiting purposes, except for items that are 
specifically permitted as printed recruiting materials (e.g., questionnaires), a media guide and 
video and audio materials, as permitted in Bylaw" 13.4.1.5. Attachments other than a media guide 
and permissible video and audio materials shall not include any animation, audio or video clips 
and there shall be no cost (e.g., subscription fee) associated with sending the item attached to the 
electronic correspondence. [D] 
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13.4.1.2.41 Exception -- Electronic Correspondence Regarding Institutional Camp or Clinic 
Logistical Issues Men’s Bas!cetba!!. Electronic correspondence to an individual (or his or her 
parents, legal guardians, relatives or coach) that relates solely to institutional camp or clinic 
logistical issues (e.g., missing registration information) is not subject to the restrictions on 
recruiting materials, provided the correspondence does not contain recruiting language and no 
solicitation of particular individuals to attend a camp or clinic occurs. 

[Remainder of 13.4.1 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Divi sion I Board of Directors (Working Group on Collegiate Model -- Rules) 

Effective Date: July 1, 2013 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: As a result of the Presidential Retreat in August 20111, the Rules Working Group was 
formed and charged with reviewing current Division I rules with a view toward reducing the 
volume of unenforceable and inconsequential rules that fail to support the NCAA’s enduring 
values and emphasizing the most strategically important matters. This proposal is part of a 
package recommended by the Rules Working Group designed to accomplish those objectives. 
The current regulations governing modes and restrictions on recruiting communication are 
cumbersome and present numerous enforcement challenges. Institutions and/or conferences, at 
their discretion, should be responsible for establishing policies and procedures governing the 
recruitment of prospective student-athletes by athletics department staff members. 
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RWG-13-5-A 

RECRUITING -- ELIMINATION OF PRINTED RECRUITING MATERIALS AND 
VIDEO/AUDIO LEGISLATION 

Status: Board Reviews Legislation 

Intent: To eliminate the legislation governing printed recruiting materials and video/audio 
materials that may be provided to prospective student-athletes. 

Bylaws: Amend 13.4, as follows: 

13.4 Recruiting Materials. 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials and Electronic Transmissions. In sports other than men’s 
basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including 
general correspondence related to athletics, or send electronic transmissions to an individual 
(or his or her parents or legal guardians) until September 1 at the beginning of his or her junior 
year in high school. In men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not provide 
recruiting materials, including general correspondence related to athletics, or send electronic 
transmissions to an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until June 15 at the 
conclusion of his or her sophomore year in high school. In men’s basketball, if an individual 
attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional academic calendar (e.g., Southern 
Hemisphere) an institution shall not provide recruiting materials, including general 
correspondence related to athletics, or send electronic transmissions to such an individual (or 
his or her parents or legal guardians) until the day after the conclusion of the individual’s 
sophomore year in high school. [D] 

13.4.1.1 Exceptions. The following materials may be provided to a prospective student- 
athlete at any time: 

(a) Educational Material Published by the NCAA; 

(b) Nonathletics Institutional Publications; 

(c) Questionnaires; and 

(d) Camp or Clinic Brochures. 
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13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. Electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to 
a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) is 
limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.11.6.2.)All other forms of electronically 
transmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant Messenger, text messaging) are prohibited. Color 

electronic mai! c’~rresF~ndence. [D] 

13.4.1.2.1 Exception -- Men’s Basketball. Electronic correspondence (e.g., electronic mail, 
Instant Messenger, facsimiles, text messages) may be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the 
prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians), provided the correspondence is sent 
directly to the prospective student-athlete (or his or her parents or legal guardians) and is private 
between only the sender and recipient (e.g., no use of chat rooms, message boards or posts to 
"walls"). (See Bylaws 13.1.6.2 and 13.10.2.) Color attachments may be included with electronic 

[13.4.1.2.2 through 13.4.1.2.4 unchanged.] 
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[113.4.1.4 renumbered as 113.4.1.3, unchanged.] 
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[Remainder of 13.4 unchanged.] 

Source: NCAA Division I Board of Directors (Working Group on Collegiate Model -- Rules) 

Effective Date: July 1, 2013 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: As a result of the Presidential Retreat in August 2011, the Collegiate Model -- Rules 
Working Group was formed and charged with reviewing Division I rules with a view toward 
reducing the volume of unenforceable and inconsequential rules that fail to support the NCAA’s 
enduring values, and emphasizing the most strategically important matters. This proposal is part 
of a package recommended by the Rules Working Group designed to accomplish those 
objectives. The current legislation governing recruiting materials presents enforcement 
challenges. Arguably, a prospective student-athlete’s decision to attend a particular institution is 
not significantly influenced by the volume of recruiting material received. In addition, the 
current legislation does not further the working group’s proposed principle of fair competition. It 
would remain permissible for an institution to post materials on its website to be accessed by 
prospective student-athletes. 

Estimated Budget Impact: None. 

Impact on Student-Athlete’s Time (Academic and/or Athletics): None. 
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RWG -13-5-B 

RECRUITING -- RECRUITING MATERIALS -- GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE ONLY 

Intent: To prohibit sending or providing prospective student-athletes any recruiting materials other than 

general correspondence, as specified. 

Byla~vs: Amend 13.4, as follows: 

13.4 Recruiting Materials 

13.4.1 Recruiting Materials. In sports other than men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution 

shall not provide recruiti’,~g,,,~,o~,~"’o~ir, l~,,.o, ,~oo~,_~,~’~’~"~ .... general correspondence related to athletics~ to an 

individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) tmtil September 1 at the beginning of his or her junior 

year in high school. In men’s basketball and men’s ice hockey, an institution shall not provide 

~-’~-~’~ ~-~"~-- general correspondence related to athletics~ to an individual (or his or her parents or 

legal guardians) until June 15 at the conclusion of his or her sophomore year in high school. In men’s 

basketball, if an individual attends an educational institution that uses a nontraditional academic calendar 
(e.g., Southern Hemisphere) an institution shall not provide rec:’~:i~:~,g,,~,o~,’~’~;~o,~,~o, ,,~-~o,,~s;’"~’~; .... general 

correspondence related to athleticsr to such an individual (or his or her parents or legal guardians) until 

the day after the conclusion of the individual’s sophomore year in high school. 

13.4.1.1 ~)""-~’~"-" ~<"~:’ General Correspondence Related to Athletics. As 
specified below, an institution may provide mo ,~ .... ~ ..... ~,,o~ ,~,~,o~,~ ~eneral 

correspondence [hard copy or electronically (see Bylaw 13.4.1.2)] to prospective student- 

athletes, their parents or legal guardians, their coaches or any other individual responsible for 

teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective student-athlete is involved+. 

General correspondence may be sent only by mail, subject 
to the following provisions: 

(-!-)(a) The correspondence shall include a single sheet of institutional letterhead, which 
shall not exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size; 

(-2�(b1 There are no restrictions on the design or content of one side of the single sheet of 
institutional letterhead. The opposite side shall be blank, except for text (typed or 
handwritten) used to communicate a message to the recipient and any other handwritten 

information; 

(-3}(c) Additional pages of the correspondence shall be limited to plain white paper (not to 

exceed 8 1/2 by 11 inches in size) and black ink. The additional pages shall be blank, 
except for text (typed or handwritten) used to communicate a message to the recipient 
and any other handwritten information; and 
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(5)(d) An envelope used to send the correspondence may only include the institution’s 
name and logo or an athletics logo (in addition to the postage, return address and 
addressee information) on the outside, must be blank on the inside when produced and 
may not exceed 9 by 12 inches," and 
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13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. Electronically transmitted correspondence that may be sent to 

a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) is 

limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. (See Bylaw 13.1.6.2.) All other forms of electronically 

transmitted correspondence (e.g., Instant iMessenger, text messaging) are prohibited, t~l~ ~ N__gq 

attachments may be included with electronic mail correspondence, but hyperlinks to 

information on the institution’s website or other websites may be included. Fr~vic!ed the 

13.4.1.2.1 Exception --Men’s Basketball. Electronic correspondence (e.g., electronic 

mail, Instant iMessenger, facsimiles, text messages) may be sent to a prospective student- 

athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians), provided the 

correspondence is sent directly to the prospective student-athlete (or his or her parents or 

legal guardians) and is private between only the sender and recipient (e.g., no use of chat 

rooms, message boards or posts to "walls").      (See Bylaws 13.1.6.2 and 

13.10.2.) ,C~!~r N__pq attachments may be included with electronic correspondence~ but 

hvperlinks to information on the institution’s website or other websites may be 
included. Frovic!ed the ~tt~chme’,~t o;~!3’ i’,~ch:des i’,~fbrm’~Ttio’,~, that is ,’~ot tree:ted jbr 

e/ectr~nic c~rre~nc/c’nce. [D] 

13.4.1.2.2 Exceptions. The followin~ material may be provided as an attachment to 

permissible electronically transmitted correspondence or as a hyperlink in such 

correspondence to an institution’s website at any time: 

(a) Educational Material Published by the NCAA; 

(b) Nonathletics Institutional Publications; 

(b) Questionnaires; and 

(c) Camp or Clinic Brochures. 

[ 13.4.1.2.2 through 13.4.1.2.4 renumbered as 13.4.1.1.3 through 13.4.1.1.5, unchanged.] 
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13.4.1.3 Other Recruiting Materials. An institution may post recruiting materials ,’~,o,~ listed 

13.4.1.4 Responding to Prospective Student-Athlete’s Request. Institutional staff members 
(including athletics staff members) may respond to a prospective student-athlete’s letter or 
electronic mail requesting information from an institution’s athletics department prior to the 

permissible date on which an institution may begin to Fro’4c!e recruiting materials’ send ~eneral 
correspondence or electronic transmissions to a prospective student-athlete, provided the 

written response does not include information that would initiate the recruitment of the 
prospective student-athlete or information related to the institution’s athletics program (e.g., the 
reply contains an explanation of current NCAA legislation or a referral to the admissions 

department). [D] 

13.4.1.5 Video/Audio Materials. An institution may only .... ~ ..... ¢" ...... ~-~ ............ ¢~ .... ,..~,,~c, 

................ ~’~" ~ ~rovided to a prospective smdent- ~>o.~oo~mo pro~de video or audio material may ~,,~ ,,~ 

athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) via ~ hyperlinks in 

electronic correspondence ’~ ~ ..... ~ ~- ~ ....... ¢~,~v except ....... ~o~¢ ~,~ Bylaw 

1&~.1.5.¢ pre-enrollment information, which may also be provided via attachment to 

electronic correspondence or a digital media storage device (e.~, DVD, flash drive). [D] 



Full Text of Proposal Nos. IRWG-13-2, 

13-1, 13-5-A and 13-5-B 
Page No. 25 

Source: NCAA Division I Working Group on the Collegiate Model - Rules 

Effective Date: July 1, 2013 

Proposal Category: Amendment 

Topical Area: Recruiting 

Rationale: As a result of the Presidemial Retreat in August 2011, the Collegiate Model - Rules Working 

Group was formed and charged with reviewing iDivision I rules with a view toward reducing the volume 

of unenforceable and inconsequential rules that fail to support the NCAA’s enduring values, and 

emphasizing the most strategically important matters. This proposal is part of a package recommended 

by the Rules Working Group designed to accomplish those objectives. The current legislation governing 

recruiting materials presents enforcement challenges. Arguably, a prospective student-athlete’s decision 

to attend a particular institution is not significantly influenced by the volume of recruiting material 

received. In addition, the current legislation does not further the working group’s proposed principle of 

fair competition. It would remain permissible for an institution to post materials on its website to be 

accessed by prospective student-athletes. 
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NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model - Rules 
Excerpts from March 11,2013, Question and Answer Document 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13-3 -- RECRUITING -- DEREGULATION OF MODES AND 
NUMERICAL LIMITATIONS ON COMMUNICATION 

Question No. 1: May a coach text a prospective student-athlete who is participating in 
athletic competition? 

Answer: Bylaw 13.1.6.2-(f) precludes coaching staff members from sending 
electronic correspondence to a prospective student-athlete while he or 
she is on call for competition at the competition site (e.g., arena, stadium). 
Coaching staff members may send electronic correspondence to a 
prospective student-athlete while he or she is on call and not at the 
competition site, or while the prospective student-athlete is at any location 
once he or she has been released by the appropriate authority. Once an 
individual has committed to the institution (pursuant to Bylaw 13.02.12.1), 
there are no restrictions on communication with the individual. 

Question No. 2: May a coach text a prospective 4-4 transfer student-athlete after receiving 
permission to contact? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question No. 3: May a coach send the same generic text message to multiple prospective 
student-athletes at the same time (e.g., mass text)? 

Answer: Yes, provided recipients cannot see that the message was sent to others. 

RWG PROPOSAL NO. 13-5-A -- ELIMINATION OF PRINTED RECRUITING MATERIALS 
AND VIDEO/AUDIO LEGISLATION 

Question No. 1: May an institution send printed recruiting materials to a prospective 
student-athlete via overnight/express mail services? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question No. 2: Is it permissible for an institution to provide a prospective student-athlete 
with a digital media storage device (e.g., CD, flash drive) that contains 
electronic versions of printed recruiting materials? 

Answer: No. Bylaw 13.2.1 prohibits institutions from providing any tangible items to 
prospective student-athletes that are not printed recruiting materials. 
Electronic versions of printed material and digital media (e.g., video and 
audio material) may be provided to prospective student-athletes via 
electronic correspondence. 



Question No. 3: 

Answer: 

Question No. 4: 

Is it permissible for an institution to provide a prospective student-athlete 
with printed material that produce sounds when opened (e.g., greeting 
cards that play a fight song or recorded message)? 

No. Such items are not considered printed materials. Digital media (e.g., 
video and audio material) may be provided to prospective student- 
athletes via electronic correspondence. 

May an institution provide a prospective student-athlete with media 
guides, posters, magnets and other similar items (e.g., Fathead wall 
graphic)? 

Answer: 

Question No. 5: 

Media guides and posters related to or promoting an institution’s athletics 
program have traditionally been considered printed recruiting materials, 
and therefore, may be provided to prospective student-athletes; however, 
Bylaw 13.2.1 prohibits institutions from providing any tangible items to 
prospective student-athletes that are not printed recruiting materials, such 
as magnets and wall graphics. 

May personalized recruiting videos be created and sent electronically 
(e.g., email, text) to prospective student-athletes? 

Answer: Yes. 

Question No. 6: May personalized recruiting videos be created and posted on publicly 
accessible websites (e.g., YouTube)? 

Answer: NO. 

Question No. 7: May personalized recruiting videos be shown to prospective student- 
athletes during campus visits (official or unofficial) and/or off-campus 
contacts? 

Answer: Yes. 
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Summary: 
"North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham acknowledged to the Raleigh (N.C.) News & 

Observer on Friday that school officials have communicated with the NCAA about Rodney Blackstock, an 

NBA agent best known for being the man who allegedly paid money to try to gain influence over former 

Kansas star Ben McLemore. 

Blackstock allegedly has a connection to UNC shooting guard P.J. Hairston. Both Blackstock and Hairston 

are from Greensboro, N.C." 

"Blackstock was in Hawaii when the Tar Heels traveled there in November 2012 for the Maui 
Invitational, and in agent/runner circles, he is widely regarded as Hairston’s "gatekeeper," as in, to get 

to Hairston, you have to go through Blackstock. Hairston’s mother and Blackstock are friends on 

Facebook, and up until recently, there was a photo of them together at the Maui Invitational. 

A source said the NCAA had planned on speaking with Hairston’s mother, Wendy Mailey, this week." 

Article Links: 
http~//www.cbssp~rts~c~m/c~egebasketba~/b~g/eye-~n~c~ege-basketba~/224994:~/unc-ad- 

confirms-ncaa-has-spoken-with-officials-about-greensboro-agent 

http://www.thebig~ead.c~m/index.php/2~13/~6/21/ncaa.investigating.~ink.between.uncs.pj.hairst~n. 
and-agent-rodney-blackstock/ Article contains video of Hairston acknowledging Blackstock in the stands 

at a basketball game. 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~13/~6/21/298~8~7/ncaa.investigating.~ink.between.htm~ 
http://www.Wra~sp~rtsfan.c~m/unc.pr~bing-any.ath~ete-ties.t~.ex.c~~~ege-p~ayer/12583~43/ 

http://www.sfgate.c~m/news/crime/artic~e/UNC~pr~bing.any-ath~ete.ties-t~.ex.c~~~ege.p~ayer. 

4616701.php 

http://www.digtriad.c~m/neWs/artic~e/288591/57/NCAA-~nvestigating-PJ.Hairst~ns.Ties-T~-N BA-Agent 

http://b~eacherrep~rt.c~m/artic~es/168~911-ncaa-rep~rted~y-investigating.pj-hairst~ns~re~ati~nship. 

with-rodney-blackstock 

http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~13/~6/22/rep~rt.unc-ad-c~nfirms.c~mmunicati~n.with. 
ncaa-about-hairston-agent/ 

http ://www.char~~tte~bserver.c~m/2~13/~6/22/4121856/ncaa.investigating.~inks.between.htm~ 

Many posters on the message boards are saying that although Blackstock is a certified agent by the 

NBPA, he is not registered in the state of North Carolina. However, this seems to be false because on the 

SOS website he is registered with Hooplife Academy: 

http://www.secretary.state.nc.us/corporations/Corp.aspx?Pitemld=9606572 
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Summary: 
UNC lost to UCLA on Friday, tying them for 3rd at the College World Series this year. 

Article Link: 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~13/~6/21/2981277/unc~~usted-fr~m~cws~with-4-1-~~ss.htm~ 

Summary: 

Class of 2014 OLB, Malik Carney, informed the UNC staff on Saturday that he has decided to become a 

Tar Heel. 

Article Links: 
http://northcarolina.scoutcom/a.z?s=78&p=2&c=1301815&ssf=l&RequestedU RL=http%3a%2f%2fnort 

hcarolina.scoutcom%2f2%2f1301815.html 

http://northcarolina.scout.com/a.z?s=78&p=S&c=1&nid=6821956 

Summary: 
BuzzFeed plotted Forbes" academic rankings of colleges and universities against USA Today’s tally of 

total athletic expenses (which doesn’t include private schools like Stanford or Notre Dame, FYI) to 

determine which schools value both athletics and academics° Then we weighted both ranks equally and 

tallied them up for our top 10: 

4. University of North Carolina 

The Tarheels come in at No. 4 overall, ranking 24th in athletics and 47th in academics. 
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Summary: 
"The Elite 89, an award founded by the NCAA, recognizes the true essence of the student-athlete by 

honoring the individual who has reached the pinnacle of competition at the national championship level 

in his or her sport, while also achieving the highest academic standard among his or her peers. The Elite 

89 is presented to the student-athlete with the highest cumulative grade-point average participating at 

the finals site for each of the NCAA’s 89 championships." 

ii University of North Carolina, 

Women’s Lacrosse (I) iii Chapel Hill . Journalism and Mass Communications (3.801) 

Article Link: 
http~//www.ncaa.~rg/wps/wcm/c~nnect/pub~ic/ncaa/res~urces/~atest +news/2~13/june/ncaa+sa~utes+t 

op+academic+winners+from+spring+championships 
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Summary: 
"The N.C.A.A. will ban coaches from scouting future opponents at most live games in all sports. The 

legislation, originally passed in January, fell short of being overridden last week by the full membership. 

Though a majority of eligible Division I universities, 154 of 279, elected to eliminate the ban, it 

represented only 55.2 percent. It takes 62.5 percent to override the measure. A committee proposed 

the ban because of improvements in video technology." 

Article Links: 
http://www~nytimes.c~m/2~13/~6/23/sp~rts/in-v~te-ncaa-ban-~n-sc~uting-is-n~t-~verridden.htm~ 

http://www.ncaa.c~m/news/ncaa/artic~e/2~13-~6-22/divisi~n-i-sch~~~s-attempt-e~iminate-ncaa-ban- 

live-scouting-falls-short 

Summary: 
"With 89 championships in 23 sports, crossing three divisions for men and women, awarding NCAA title 

sites had been a haphazard exercise. One sport at a time, a year or two in advance. 

Now, the NCAA is coordinating the march, and by the end of this year, it will have selected host cities for 

some 500 preliminary and championship events for a four-year period beginning with the 2014-15 

school year. 

Kansas City, home to several NCAA championship events through the years, is greedy. Kansas City 

expects to cast a wide net for championship events and would love to land at least one major 

championship a year. Proposals will be coordinated from the sports commission office and will include 

partnerships with the city’s professional sports teams and area colleges and administrators. 

The dare-to-be-different approach could be a winner, according to an NCAA official." 

Article Link: 

http://www.kansascity.c~m/2~13/~6/23/43~9311/kansas-city-wants-t~-bec~me-ncaa.htm~ 

Summary: 
"The (Annapolis, Md.) Cupitul identified the three men Friday as Josh Tate, Tra’ves Bush and Eric 

Graham. The men were charged with "rape, sexual assault and other sexual misconduct," a Naval 

Academy release said, as well making false official statements. 
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The academy announced earlier this week that the case will proceed to an Article 32 hearing at the 

Washington Navy Yard." 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~usat~day~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~~3/~6/22/navy~midshipmen~sexua~~assau~t~ 

name/2448987/ 

Summary: 
"It just keeps getting better for Rick Pitino and the Louisville Cardinals. Papa 

John’s Pizza, the third-largest pizza chain in the United States, is based in 

Jeffersontown, Kentucky -- right outside of Louisville. The company doesn’t 

seek to hide to who its favorite college basketball team is, and to honor the 

champion Cardinals, they have been delivering pizza in some very special 

boxes." 

Article Link: 
http://collegespun.com/big-east/Iouisville-big-east/photo-you-can-now-get- 

your-papa-johns-in-louisville-cardinals-com memorative-pizza-boxes 

Summary: 
"Stanford head coach David Shaw recently did a TED talk and spoke about how the Stanford football 

program is trying to change the world with its exceptional combination of academics and athletics." 

Shaw says Stanford strives to get exceptional athletes both in the classroom and on the football field to 

attend Stanford where they do not have to compromise one for the other. Shaw also says that Stanford 

tries to influence other athletic programs by proving that academic integrity does not have to be 

compromised in order to win on the football field. Shaw also says that it is a football coach’s job not to 

just winn games, but to teach their athletes how to do things to become successful. 

"TED is a nonprofit devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading. It started out (in 1984) as a conference bringing 

together people from three worlds: Technology, Entertainment, Design. Since then its scope has become 

ever broader. Professionals from around the world give talks to groups of people (they must be less than 

20 minutes long), and TED records a video of the talk and puts it online. The idea is that great ideas 

spread around the world and everyone has access to incredible inspiration." 

Article Link: 
http://c~~~egespun.c~m/pac-12/stanf~rd.pac~12/vide~~stanf~rd~c~ach-david-shaw~d~es~ted~ta~k~can~ 

football-change-the-world 
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Summary: 
"How do you bottle the collegiate experience? Two universities are going to try and find out, as Texas 

A&M and Notre Dame plan to launch fragrance lines in conjunction with the upcoming college football 

season. 

Texas A&M’s line will be called Texas A&M for Him and Her and will be available in Belk stores in late 
August, with more retailers to follow. 

There is also a report from the Sports Business Journal that Notre Dame is working with Cloudbreak 

Group, New York to establish their own scent. The group Notre Dame is partnering with helped establish 

a perfume and cologne line for the Yankees, and like the Bronx Bombers aroma, the Irish offering will 

sell for $62 for a 3.4-ounce bottle." 

Article Links: 
http://sp~rts.~ah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/texas~m-n~tre~dame-j~in-~ther-sch~~~s-re~easing- 

130237130.html 
http://articles.southbendtribune.com/2013-06-21/business/40125461 1 notre-dame-scents- 

cloudbreak-group 

Summary: 
"Based on input from Chanticleer Nation through year two of the "54-in-54 Initiative," the Coastal 

Carolina Department of Athletics has and will continue to implement 54 enhancements to the gameday 

experience in preparation for its first home football game on Saturday, Sept. 7" 

The article then lists the 54 Suggestions and Action Plan for Football Gameday Experience at Coastal 

Carolina. 

Article Link: 

http://www.goccusports.com/sports/m-footbl/spec-rel/O62113aac.html 

Summary: 
"As John Templon of NYC Buckets noted recently, that gap [between BCS conferences and the 

others] has been ably filled by various webstreaming services, pioneered in 2005 by the Horizon League 

Network. The HLN was a grass-roots collaboration between the league and a Butler grad who formed his 

own streaming service. For many leagues following in the Horizon’s footsteps, an existing service makes 

more sense. 
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Available to subscribers in August, The Ivy League Digital Network will be accessible on multiple devices, 

including PCs, smartphones and tablets, allowing for an all-new nine (9)-channel network of Ivy League 

action anytime, anywhere. Each of the conference’s eight (8) schools will have their own individual 

channel and the Ivy League will have its own League-wide channel featuring all available digital content 

across the conference. 

The new network, powered by the NeuLion College Platform, will provide live and on-demand video and 

audio content from each school with interactive touch points that will consistently offer a personalized 

experience for Ivy League fans everywhere." 

revolution/ 
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Summary: 
"The rights of student athletes aren’t infringed by game broadcasts, lawyers for the National Collegiate 

Athletic Association told a judge last week. The arguments were made at a hearing over whether a class 

comprised of student athletes could be certified. 

The NCAA doesn’t make student athletes give up the rights to their names, likenesses or images and, 

just like cheerleaders or mascots at broadcast sporting events, the student players have consented to be 

filmed and can’t sell their images, said Greg Curtner, an attorney for the association at the June 20 

hearing. 

"If you go out in public you are fair game to be put on TV, you are consenting to be broadcast," Curtner 

said at a hearing June 20 in federal court in Oakland, California. "There is no right of publicity for 

appearing in a live unscripted event." 

The athletes allege a conspiracy to prevent them from being paid for the use of their images in 

broadcasts and games. 

"There is no question that absent any pro-competitive justification, the restraints imposed by these 

bylaws and policies that foreclose athletes from participating in the marketplace" are a violation of 

antitrust laws, said Michael Hausfeld, an attorney for the plaintiffs." 

Article Links: 
http://www.bloom berg.com/news/2013-06-24/apple-samsung-ncaa-ip-report-intellectual- 

property.html 

h tt p ://m s n .foxs p o rts. co m/coil ege b as ket b all/sto ry/athletes-p u rs u e-cl a ss-a ctio n-laws u i t-against-n ca a-ed- 

obannon-062013 

Summary: 
"Not since the 1980s has the N.C.A.A. faced such a legal threat to -- let’s call it what it is -- its "business 

model." That is the model that generates billions of dollars, which is divvied up among coaches, athletic 

directors, conference commissioners -- everyone except the "amateurs" who play the games. 

This has become increasingly untenable. Over the last few years, the N.C.A.A. has found itself in turmoil, 

with many of the big-time schools questioning whether they even need it anymore. It’s not that they are 

yearning to pay the players, but the hypocrisy of the current situation has become so flagrant that the 

center is no longer holding. And the N.C.A.A.’s efforts to defend its amateurism model have taken on a 

feeling of desperation. 
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For instance, the N.C.A.A.’s legal arguments in the O’Bannon case are almost laughably weak. It argues 

that if the players were paid, then college sports would lose its appeal. Says who? It claims that college 

athletes must continue to be amateurs because, well, that’s the way it’s always been. It even argues that 

if O’Bannon wins, schools like Michigan, with its 110,000-seat football stadium, would downgrade its 

athletic status to that of, say, Amherst. I’m told that there were times on Thursday when people were 

openly chortling at some of the N.C.A.A.’s oral arguments. 

The last time the N.C.A.A. faced a major class-action lawsuit, it simply paid a large sum of money to 

make it go away. That’s classic N.C.A.A. behavior. Both Hausfeld and O’Bannon insist that won’t happen 

this time: O’Bannon was quoted in The Times on Wednesday saying that he wasn’t in it for the money: "I 

want systemic change. That’s what we’re here for." 

In the next month, the judge will make a decision about whether the lawsuit should go forward. There 

are no guarantees, of course, but if O’Bannon wins, and players have to be compensated for use of their 

likeness, it will be the first small step toward giving the players a share, at long last, of the riches their 

work produces." 

Article Link: 

http://www.nytimes.c~m/2~13/~6/22/~pini~n/n~cera-the-~awsuit-and-the-ncaa.htm~?-r=1& 

Summary: 
"Re: "High-Stakes Games," June 20: After student-athletes are out of college, the N.C.A.A. has no hold 

on using their likenesses. However, as the Ed O’Bannon case shows, it refuses to cooperate even then. 

There is no way to show it has O’Bannon’s best interests at heart when he is well beyond his college 

days, and nothing to justify its position, regardless of its stance on current college athletes. The N.C.A.A. 

is nothing more than a bully: pull CBS (March Madness) and EA (video games) away, and you have a 

hollow shell that collapses." 

Article Link: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/O6/23/sports/letters-to-the-sports-editor.html 

Summary: 

Big Picture: 
"Joe Nocera of The New York Times takes a big picture approach to look at the impact the O’Bannon 

case will have on college athletics in this article titled "The L~wsuit & The IVCAA." The theme continues 

to be, change is coming and the only question is how and when." 

One Solution: 

"Advocating for paying college athletes, I wrote the following piece in The Boston Globe recently. Then, 

I offered a solution in an op-ed in The Chronicle of Higher Education by proposing the creation of a new 
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NCAA division in this article." 

Immediate Concern: 
"What’s become apparent is that the class certification efforts--to include current college athletes as 

plaintiffs with former college athletes--is that Judge Wilken has indicated a willingness to certify IF a 

current college athlete is formally willing to participate as a plaintiff. While the plaintiffs asked if the 

individual could be anonymous, it appears that the answer is "no." Thus, the rights of future college 

athletes and the framework of this industry are seeking a courageous CURRENT student-athlete." 

Andy Staples provided a great overview of the situation in Sports Illustrated with this piece titled 

"Current College Athlete Set to Become Face of Ed O’Bannon v NCAA." To summarize the requirements, 

the plaintiffs seek the following: 

1. A current student-athlete in the sport of men’s basketball or football; 

2. Who starts at a school in either the ACC, Big 12, Big Ten, Pac-12 or SEC; 

3. That gets significant screen time when his team’s games are televised (i.e. a star); 

4. Who has a pristine personal history; 

5. Who is courageous, strong in his convictions, and intelligent. 

6. And finally, someone willing to be the face of change in college athletics. 

Article Link: 
http://sports-law.blogspot.com/ 
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Summary: 
"[University of Kentucky commits] Jarrett LaRubbio and Drew 

Barker tweeted out photos of a new #YAHTZEE poster from 

the UK athletic department. The poster is autographed by 

each member of the coaching staff and features 16 of the 

current 18 commits around the border. It reads": 

"We’re laying the foundation for something historic here at 

Kentucky!!! 

Keep working hard and stay focused this summer! You’re 

doing a great job! 

The Big Blue Nation is waiting for you... The time is now!!!" 

Cats. 

Article Link: 
http://kentuckysportsradio.com/?p=135445 

Summary: 
"The University of Central Florida will be giving an exciting new makeover 

to its basketball court. Women’s basketball assistant coach Courtney Locke 

revealed a floor plan for the new design on Twitter... being able to call it 

"The Blacktop" makes it even better. A cool nickname, a crazy floor -- I 

have to think that the fans and players will love it." 

Article Links: 
http://collegespun.com/homepage/photo-central-florida-will-be- 

unveiling-a-sick-new-basketball-floor-in-operationblackout 

http://collegebasketballtalk.nbcsports.com/2013/O6/23/ucfs-new-court- 
design-is-interesting-to-say-the-least/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bellleadership reply.bronto.com@reply.bronto.com on behaJfof 

Bell Leadership Institute <Bellleadership@reply.bronto.com> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 8:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Dr. Bell’s Advanced Strategies to Work Smart, Live Smart Every Day 



Forward to a friend I Manage Preferences i Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 4:32 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The U.S. Senate approved ~ overhaul of A~nericds immigration laws that would create a path to citizenship for millions of undocumented immigrants Mille incieasing 

security along the Mexicm~ border. 

The measure now goes to the Republican- controlled House, where GOP leaders say they roll instead draft their own version. 

The final tally in the Senate was 68-32. Fourteen Republicans joined Democrats in voting yes. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, ht~p://clm.com and CNN Mobile. 

Something new is blewing in fl~e morning. 

New Day on CNN. 

Weekday Mornings 6-9am ET 

NewDayCNN .com 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2013 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Christine Peterson <cpeterson@rmasecurity.com> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 3:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Martin F. Coolidge Jr. <mcoolidge@rmasecurity.com>; Rusty Gilmore 
<rgilmore@rmasecurity. com> 

RE: Meeting 

Hi Vince, 

Didn’t know if you guys would be heading to the beach like most folks but I thought I would take a chance and reach out 

to see if you and Paul have been able to find a date that we can all meet. I know you guys see Rusty from time to time 

and Marty brings a lot of experience and knowledge in areas that compliment the work that Rusty does. No pressure 

what so ever, I just wanted to touch base. 

If we don’t get to talk before Thursday, I hope you and your family have a wonderful 4th of July holiday!! 

Take Care, 

Chris 

Christine L. Peterson, CPP, ISP 
President, Facility Security Officer 

Risk Management Associates, Inc. 

4000 WestChase Blvd. Suite 350 
Raleigh, NC 27607 

o: 919-834-8584 X339 

d: 919-792-1069 

f: 919-834-8150 

c:! 

www.rmasecurit¥.com 

@ 
CONFIDFNTIAk AND PRIVIkFGFD: This communication may contain information that is confidential, proprietary, attorney-client 

privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not 

authorized to intercept, read, print, retain, copy, forward or disseminate this communication or any of its attachments. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy all copies, whether electronic, paper or 

otherwise. 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Christine Peterson; ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu 
l::c: Martin F. Coolidge Jr. 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Hi Christine, 

Thanks for the message. We would enjoy the opportunity to meet with you and Marty sometime. Paul and I will 
look for some available dates then contact you. We appreciate your help. 

Vince Ille 



Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Christine Peterson [mailto:cpeterson@rmasecurity.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 9:27 AM 

To: i~l~oc~c~e@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Martin F. Coolidge Jr. 
Subject: Meeting 

Vince, 

Hope things are going well for you guys and though I know you never have an "off-season" at UNC maybe things are a 

little less harried right now. As I mentioned in my e-mail, I would like to schedule a time to visit with you and Paul and 

introduce you to Marty Coolidge who has recently come on board as our Investigations Manager. As with all businesses 

we’ve had a few changes though our ability to support UNC-Chapel Hill as security related needs arise hasn’t changed. 

Mike Epperly decided earlier this year that he wanted to practice law full-time and as such he started his law firm but 

continues to be a wonderful resource to RMA as our General Counsel and an investigator. Rusty Gilmore continues to 

grow the IT/computer forensics side of our business and he now reports to Marty. 

If you schedule will allow, I would love to bring Marty up to meet you both and we can do that at your office, or over 

lunch. If you have a couple dates available, I can coordinate from this end. 

Hope you can stay dry this week! 

Chris 

Christine L. Peterson, CPP, ISP 
President, Facility Security Officer 

Risk Management Associates, Inc. 

4000 WestChase Blvd. Suite 350 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

o: 919-834-8584 X339 

d: 919-792-1069 

f: 919-834-8150 

c: 

www.rmasecurity.com 

CONFIDENTIAL AND PRIVILEGED: This communication may contain information that is confidential, proprietary, attorney-client 

privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not 

authorized to intercept, read, print, retain, copy, forward or disseminate this communication or any of its attachments. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy all copies, whether electronic, paper or 



otherwise. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 3:47 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Miller, 
Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Women’s Basketball- Academic Advisor 

Thank you for your consideration. And yes the girls are doing well working with Jamie Lee. Let me know if we can help 

you in any way. We look forward to working with you in the future. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: UNC Women’s Basketball- Academic Advisor 

Hello Coach Hatchell, 

The ladies performed well in the summer and thank you for recognizing that Jaimie is doing a good job particularly with 

the heavy load she is managing. Your request and interest in having Jaimie Lee work with Women’s Basketball was 

acknowledged during our first meeting and it will be considered as part of the whole. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:58 PM 
To: Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Cc: Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: UNC Women’s Basketball- Academic Advisor 

Thanks for your thoughts. Michelle is making decisions regarding her staff this summer. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Hatchell>, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 11:50 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Co: "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Women’s Basketball- Academic Advisor 

Bubba, 

Please read the attached letter in regards to Jaimie Lee being the academic advisor for Women’s Basketball. 

Sylvia R. Hatchell 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Basketball 



919-962-5187 Office 
919-962-2506 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

newslette@ farnamstreetblog.com 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 6:02 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farn~an Street: Ten Techniques for Building Quick Rappo~l With Anyone 

[~ Linkt 

Posted: 0l ;ul 2023 0~:00 AM PDT 

**Warning - the content in this post is so effective that I encourage you to think carefully how it is used. I do not endorse or 

condone the use of these skills in malicious or deceptive ways** 

I’m not quite sure how I came across Robin Dreeke’s :~t’s Not AI# Abo&~t Ne but I’m glad I did. 

Robin is the lead instructor at the FBI’s Counterintelligence Training Center in all behavioral and interpersonal skills training. 

And he wrote an awesome book on how to master the skills of communication. 

His process not only includes research into social and evolutionary psychology, but it’s been honed from years of field 

experience. 

I’ve been trying these out over the last few days and I’ve already noticed an improvement. Most importantly, I’ve put away 

my phone and focused on the person with whom I’m talking. This simple act of giving people my undivided attention has 

made a world of difference. 

There are not many places that teach these techniques and I couldn’t have asked for a better guide than Robin. 

1, Establishing Artificial Time Constraints 

I suspect you’ve sat in a bar at one point or another and been approached by a stranger who tried to start a conversation. 

My guess is you felt awkward or possibly even uncomfortable. This is because you didn’t know when or if the conversation 

would end. 

The first step in the process of developing great rapport and having great conversations is letting the other person 

know that there is an end in sight, and it is really close. 

When you approach someone to start a conversation most people assess the situation for threat before anything else. 

Humans have genetically survived because of this. This is a strong reason why these techniques work; they are 

specifically designed to lower the perceived risk to a stranger. 

2, Accommodating Nonverbals 



This is a pretty simple one. You want to look non threatening. The number one nonverbal technique to use to look more 

accommodating is to smile. 

This isn’t new. It’s the second of six principles in Dale Carnegie’s book, How to Win F~’ie~ds ~# ~flue~ce People. 

You can however accentuate your smile in a subtle way. 

Adding a slight head tilt shows the other person that you have comfort with them and trust them. Another nonverbal 

to try and maintain is a slightly lower chin angle. 

High chin angles make someone feel like you’re looking down at them. 

Another key nonverbal is body angle. Standing toe to toe with someone else can be intimidating. 

A slight body angle or blade away from the individual you are engaging will present a much more accommodating 

nonverbal. 

How you shake hands matters too. 

An accommodating handshake is one that matches the strength of the other, and also takes more of a palm up 

angle. 

3, Slower Rate of Speech 

Speaking fast may mean you’re excited. It may even mean that you know what you’re talking about. However speaking 

slowly gives you more credibility. 

Whenever I have a conversation that I believe is important for me to be credible in my content, I purposely slow 

down the delivery and take pauses for people to absorb the content of what I have just said. 

4, Sympathy or Assistance Theme 

If you’re like most people, you’ve felt a bit of regret for turning down someone seeking help. 

Think for a moment about the times in your life when you have either sought assistance or been asked to provide it. 

When the request is simple, of limited duration, and non-threatening, we are more inclined to accommodate the 

request, As human beings, we are biologically conditioned to accommodate requests for assistance, The compulsion 

is based upon the fact that our ancient ancestors knew that if they did not provide assistance when asked, the 

assistance would not be granted to them if requested at a later date, 

5, Ego Suspension 

This may be the most rewarding and most difficult of all of Robin’s techniques. 

Suspending your ego is nothing more complex than putting other individuals’ wants, needs, and perceptions of reality 

ahead of your own. Most times, when two individuals engage in a conversation, each patiently waits for the other 

person to be done with whatever story he or she is telling. Then, the other person tells his or her own story, usually 

on a related topic and often times in an attempt to have a better and more interesting story. Individuals practicing 

good ego suspension wou d continue to encourage the other ind,v,dua, to ta,k about h,s or her story, neg,ect,ng their 
own need to share what they think is a great story. 

6, Validate Others 

There are many types of validation. Robin identifies three of them. 

Listening 

This is the simplest and one of the most effective. Just listen to someone can produce amazing results. Where we run into 

problems is keeping our own thoughts, ideas, and stories out of the conversation. 

True validation coupled with ego suspension means that you have no story to offer, that you are there simply to 

hear theirs. 

And there is another benefit. When the focus is on the other person and we’re not anxious to tell our own story, we also tend 

to remember the details. We’re mindful. 

Thoughtfulness 



... few people naturally use this to its fullest potential, and, most of the time, we don’t realize when it is being used; 

all we know is we really like the person who gives it. 

Demonstrating thoughtfulness in words and actions with everyone in our lives is a simple and effective way to improve our 

relationships. 

Validate Thoughts and Opinions 

This technique is quite difficult because of "our innate need to correct others and the difficulty we have suppressing our own 

egos." 

But if you remember that we like people who are like us, you’ll immediately grasp the power of validating thoughts an 

opinions of others. 

The best way to get someone to do what you want them to do is to have them come up with the idea. The best way to 

have them come up with your idea is, no surprise, to honestly understand the other person’s point of view and then build 

upon that base with your ideas. 

7, Ask .,. How? When? Why? 

It’s hard to answer these questions with a simple yes or no. 

utilize the content given and continue to ask open ended questions about the same content. The entire time, the 

individual being targeted is the one supplying the content of the conversation. 

This means suppressing your ego and listening to what people are saying. You’re not thinking about what you’re going to say 

next. You’re not thinking about how the person is wrong. If you’re really listening then asking open ended questions based on 

the content of what they are saying should be pretty easy. 

8, Connect with Quid Pro Quo 

In the context of a conversation this means giving up a little information about yourself in order to further the conversation 

and get a little from others. 

In my experiences, there are really only two types of situations where ][ have utilized quid pro quo. The first and 

more common of the instances is when you attempt to converse with someone who is either very introverted, 

guarded, or both. The second instance is when the person you are conversing with suddenly becomes very aware 

about how much they have been speaking, and they suddenly feel awkward. In both instances, giving a little 

information about you will help alleviate some of the issues. 

9. Gift Giving 

This is conversational reciprocation in action. 

Great rapport builders and conversationalists use this desire proactively during every conversation. This technique, 

coupled with ego suspension, are the cornerstones for building great relationships. This is also the easiest technique 

to utilize, because gifts come in many forms, from non-material compliments, to tangible material gifts. Gift giving, 

or reciprocal altruism, is hardwired in our genetics. 

The key is to do this without an agenda. If you have an agenda you’ll come across as insincere. 

10. Manage Expectations 

Regardless of the situation, whether it is an altruistic intention or not, there is an agenda. The individuals in life that 

are able to either mask their agenda or shift the agenda to something altruistic will have great success at building 

rapport. 

The surest way to avoid disappointment is to lower expectations. 

If you’re looking to improve the connections you have with others, give it a 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ROGERS, CHRISTOPHER <CROGERS@mailbox.sc.edu> 
Tuesday, July 2, 2013 6:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
When you have a minute... 

Vince, 

Would you mind giving me a call on my cell when you have a moment? 

Hope all is well! 

CHRIS ROGERS 
Associate Athletics Director I University of South Carolina 

Rice Athletics Center I 1304 Heyward Street I Columbia, SC 29208 

T 803.777.5643 

F 803.777.9070 

crogers@ mailbox.sc.edu 
Gamecocksonline.com 

This e-mail, which includes any files transmitted with it, contains confidential information from the University of South Carolina Office of Compliance Services, and is 

intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering this e- 

mail to the intended recipient, be advised that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e- 

mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of this e-mail and any attached 

files. 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 4:28 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Academic Co~mselor interviews 

Hi, Vince: 

I hope you are doing well and having a good summer so far. We are interviewing four candidates for our Academic Counselor positions next week and we would 

love to have you participate in the interview process as part of a panel of coaches and athletic department personnel. 

The dates and times of the interview are: 

Monday, July gth at 10:00 am 

Wednesday, July ]_0th at ]_0:00 am 

Thursday, July J_lth at 10:00 am 

Friday, July ~.2th at 10:00 am 

Let me know if you will be able to participate and I will send you the itineraries and resumes. We would greatly value your input. 

Thanks so much, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dianne Lowe <dlowe@ramsclub.com> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 11:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Vandora.Davis@ourclub.com 

Caxolina Club 

Vince, hope, as we talked this morning, that you are able to enjoy some days off before Carolina starts an exciting football season. 

I had mentioned The Carolina Club membership as an interest possibility from a business and personal perspective 

and would like to invite you and your wife to any of the following in order to experience some of our club benefits. 

The Carolina Club offers an enjoyable Member-Guest Mixer for current and prospective members Wednesday, August 14, in the 

ballroom/terrace area from 5:30- 7:00PM. 

There is also Brews with a View for Young Professionals the Ist and 3rd Friday of each month from 6:00 - 7:30PM on the terrace weather 

permitting which I can arrange for July 19, August 2 or August 16. 

The club also would be glad for you to be our guests for lunch or dinner if more convenient. 

The Carolina Club would certainly love to have you as members and if you think it may be of interest and a benefit, please consider 

this your invitation for any of the above. Vandora Davis, Carolina Club Membership, 919.962.1101, may also be helpful with any 

questions. 

Enjoy your day and Go Heels! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:02 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Update: UNC Media 7/10/13 

UN C Media 7-10-13 - Cunniugham.docx 

Hi Vince, 

We pulled together a quick media report on today’s statement. We can send an update tomorrow morning as well. Let us know if you need anything else! 

Hello, 

Attached and below is a media update after Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement earlier today regarding PJ. Hairston. Some notable articles include coverage by 

The Washington Post and USA Today. Most of the coverage is neutral, with a few op-ed pieces by WflAL .Sports Fan and SB Nation. 
Sop Rho 

Edelman I Public Affairs 

SooMi.Rho@edelman.com 

July 20, 2013 

U NC Media Report - P.J. Hairston Formal Statement by Bubba Cunningham 

July 10, 2013, "North Carolina AD Bubba Cunningham issues statement on hoops team" 

USA TODAY reports on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston. The article includes a brief summary of the evidence. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC still probing potential improper conduct tied to men’s basketball after Hairston’s arrest" 

The Washington Post reports on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston, nothing that Cunningham doesn’t explicitly name Hairston. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC AD on P.J. Hairston case: UNC still gathering information" 

News & Observer presents a neutral report on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC AD: ’Still gathering facts’ about Hairston case" 

WRAL Sports Fan reports on gubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston. Please note that this outlet often garners substantial feedback 

from its viewers, especially in its recent articles around the scandal. This article contains 92 comments and counting, which are mostly negative concerning the 

reserved nature of Cunningham’s statement. 

July 10, 2013, "Hairston risks trust of coach, university" 

WRAL Sports Fan presents an op-ed piece on Bubba Cunningham’s statement. 

July 10, 2013, "Stand Behind P. J." 

SB Nation presents an op-ed perspective on the P.J. Hairston scandal, asserting that Hairston may be guilty but is still valuable on the court. 

July 10, 2013, "Rushing P.J. Hairston decision serves no purpose; Alford’s buyout, and more" 

Sporting News presents an op-ed perspective on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement. The article argues that while rushing a decision may please the media, it 

would serve no greater purpose. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC athletic director takes cautious approach regarding PJ. Hairston situation" 

Yahoo! .Sports reports that Bubba Cunningham’s statement acknowledged the gravity of the P.J. Hairston situation but reserved judgement until further evidence 

is known. The article also contains a comprehensive report of the recent uncovered evidence. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC AD Cunningham addresses growing PJ Hairston scandal" 

NBCSports reports on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston. CBS Sports similarly reported on the story. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC AD responds to controversy surrounding PJ. Nairston" 

ABC~ posts on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston. The article also notes that the NCAA has not commented further on the issue. 

FOX8 also contained similar coverage. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC Mishandling Hairston Situation" 

Fayattevifle Observer presents a short op-ed piece on Bubba Cunningham’s statement, claiming it is too vague. The post calls for Hairston’s immediate suspension. 

July 10, 2013, "Bubba Cunningham Statement on PJ Nairston" 

This thread in Inside Carolina discusses Bubba Cunningham’s statement. It has accrued :[5 replies and 4,408 views since its initiation earlier this morning. Please see 

notable comments. 



USA TODAY 

July 10~ 2013 

North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham said the school is looking into media reports related to the men’s basketball program in a statement released 

on Wednesday. 

Although he is not mentioned by name, P.J. Hairston, last year’s leading scorer, has been the subject of media reports throughout the past week. USA TODAY 

Sports first reported that Hairston was tied to two vehicles rented by Haydn Thomas, a convicted felon. 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our men’s basketball team," Cunningham said in the 

statement. "We take these matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to 

comment on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are still gathering 

information, learning information from other sources, and we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation." 

PREVIOUSLY: 9 UNC parking tickets tied to cars rented by Thomas 

RELATED: Roy Williams addresses Hairston’s arrest 

Hairston, 20, was arrested on June 5 for possession of marijuana and driving without a license. He was stopped by Durham police at a license checkpoint. The police 

report states that a 9-millimeter handgun and a magazine with nine rounds of ammunition were seized during the traffic stop. 

He was driving a silver Yukon rented by Thomas, 39. 

USA TODAY Sports first reported on Saturday that Hairston received a speeding ticket on May 13 in a 2012 Camaro SS which was rented by Catinia Farrington, a 

woman who shares a Durham, N.C., address with Thomas. 

PREVIOUSLY: Second rental links UNC’s P.J. Hairston to Haydn Thomas 

PREVIOUSLY: Gun found outside Hairston’s car 

On Tuesday, USA TODAY Sports reported that four Hertz rental vehicles tied to Thomas received nine unpaid citations at UNC between February and May. Those 

vehicles -a 20:12 G MC Yukon, a 20:13 Chevrolet Tahoe, a 20:13 Mercedes Benz 350 and the Camaro -were all rented by Thomas or Farrington from Raleigh-Durham 

International Airport. 

Cunningham said UNC would make disciplinary measures "where the facts show mistakes in judgment and/or actions." 

Rachel Axon, an investigative projects reporter for USA TODAY Sports, is on Twitter @RachelAxon. 



The Washington Post 

July :~0, 20:~3 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham said Wednesday the school is gathering information on potential improper conduct by 

members of the men’s basketball team a month after the drug arrest of leading scorer P.J. Hairston. 

Cunningham’s statement didn’t name any player specifically. But the AD did say he and coach Roy Williams "will support the appropriate disciplinary measures" for 

any player if warranted at the completion of the university’s investigation. 

"We take these matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence," Cunningham said. "It is my 

practice not to comment on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are 

still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation." 

The school started gathering information after Hairston was arrested June 5 during a license checkpoint in Durham. Hairston and two passengers were each 

charged with misdemeanor marijuana possession. Officers also seized a 9mm handgun and ammunition during the stop, with Durham police spokeswoman 

Kammie Michael saying the pistol was found on the ground outside the rental vehicle during the search. Police haven’t linked the gun to Hairston or his 

passengers. 

All three are scheduled for an August court hearing. 

Hairston was driving a rented vehicle linked to a convicted felon facing pending drug charges at the time of the arrest. 

Cunningham said the school is working to "bring these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 



News & Observer 

July 10, 2013 

CHAPEL HILL -- Amid the ongoing turmoil surrounding P.J. Hairston, the rising junior guard who was North Carolina’s leading scorer last season, university athletic 

director Bubba Cunningham earlier today said UNC was still gathering information and that it wouldn’t comment further until it had "sufficient understanding of 

the facts involved." 

Hairston has been embroiled in controversy for more than a month, since being arrested in Durham on misdemeanor marijuana possession charges. On the night 

of his arrest, Hairston was driving a rental car that had been rented by Haydn "Fats" Thomas, a convicted felon with a lengthy criminal record. 

Here is Cunningham’s statement: 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our men’s basketball team. We take these matters very 

seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. 

"It is my practice not to comment on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. 

We are still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation. 

"Where the facts show mistakes in judgment and!or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will support the appropriate disciplinary measures. The integrity 

of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the principle on which Coach Williams and the athletic department operate each and 

every day. 

"The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are confident we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s 

understanding of that and we will bring these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 



__U___N___C_____A___D__;_:__S__t_!_l_!_g_a___t__h___e__r_!__n_g_facts’ about Hairston case 

WRAL Sports Fon 

July 10, 2013 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham said in a statement Wednesday that the school is "still 

gathering information" in response to media reports about possible inappropriate conduct by men’s basketball player P.J. Hairston. 

Hairston has been pulled over twice in the last three months driving rental vehicles traced to the same Durham address, raising questions about how those cars 

were paid for. 

Durham’s Haydn "Fats" Thomas, 39, rented the silver GMC Yukon that Hairston was driving when he was pulled over June 5 and cited for driving without a license 

and possession of marijuana. In a May 13 stop, Hairston was charged with speeding while driving a vehicle rented by Thomas’ wife Catinia Farrington. Farrington 

rented the Chevrolet Camaro for 54 days ending June 17, at a cost of 53,249. 

Thomas told WRAL Tuesday that he doesn’t know what all the fuss is about. 

He said if there was a problem, the NCAA would be knocking at his door and said that hasn’t happened. He added that UNC and its athletic department have not 

contacted him either. 

Thomas claimed he lent the vehicles to Miykael Faulcon, a basketball player at Elizabeth City State, and friend of Hairston. If Hairston was driving, it was because 

Faulcon let him do so, Thomas said. Faulcon was in the Yukon when Hairston was pulled over in Durham. During that stop, police found a half-ounce of marijuana, a 

9mm handgun and ammunition in and near the car. 

Cunningham did not address specific allegations or even name Hairston Wednesday and said the university will not make a specific comment until it has a 

"sufficient understanding of the facts involved." 

"We are still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and will not comment until we have a firm grasp of each individual situation," he 

said. "Where the facts show mistakes in judgment and!or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams and I will support the appropriate disciplinary measures." 

Thomas also acknowledged that cars rented in his name were ticketed on the UNC campus, but he again said Faulcon was likely the one on campus. 

Thomas has been convicted of at least nine offenses - four of them felonies - in Durham and Wake counties since 2006. Offenses include drug paraphernalia 

possession, obtaining property by false pretense, carrying of a concealed weapon, possession of stolen goods and printing and spending false money. 

But, Thomas said there is nothing criminal, and certainly no NCAA violation, regarding his ties to Hairston or other UNC players like Leslie McDonald or former 

basketball player John Henson. Thomas says that although he knows Hairston, he really doesn’t "know" him. Thomas called their relationship a "passing 

acquaintance." 

Hairston risks trust of coach~ university 

WRAL 5ports Fan 

July 10, 2013 

Ask North Carolina head basketball coach Roy Williams about P.J. Hairston and he’ll give you his standard answer. Williams will wait for all the facts to come in and 

he’ll make a statement when said facts are all available. 

North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham went so far as to issue a statement backing Williams’ sentiment about not making statements, explaining 

it’s his common practice "not to comment on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts 

involved." 

When you consider how Hairston’s arrest in June evolved from initial reports of a simple marijuana possession to connections with a convicted felon’s fleet of 

rental cars, the position taken by the university makes plenty of sense. The Durham Police Department hasn’t upgraded any charges or revealed forensics on the 

gun found outside the 2013 GMC Yukon used on the night of the arrest. Then there’s Haydn "Fats" Thomas complicating matters, even if he told WRAL that he 

doesn’t know what all the fuss is about. 

Hairston has driven Thomas’ vehicles at least twice based his traffic stop history. Either he has incredibly bad luck, where the only instances he got behind the 

wheel of those cars were the same times he got popped, or Hairston made a habit of rolling around town in Thomas’ rides. 

Thomas said he let Miykael Faulcon, a basketball player at Elizabeth City State and a friend of Hairston, borrow the cars. However, the nine parking tickets issued 

this spring on UNC’s campus to four different cars linked to Thomas certainly raise additional questions. 

It’s fair to question Thomas’ credibility and his ties to North Carolina’s basketball program. It took Thomas over a week to consistently stick to his talking points 

after emphatically claiming he didn’t know anyone at Carolina. Along the way it was discovered he sold a phone to Tar Heels basketball player Leslie McDonald, 

was photographed with John Henson and left behind a social media trail of interaction with athletes. Thomas continues to put the onus on Faulcon, but his mother 

told USA Today that her son only has a connection to Hairston and that she hopes "the innocent remain innocent." 

North Carolina doesn’t have the benefit of hindsight in this situation, so it would be disingenuous not to take Cunningham at his word and believe they’re still 

"gathering information" in Chapel Hill. The loose ends regarding Thomas might lead nowhere or they could unveil more impermissible benefits. 

However, there is an individual who likely knows all the facts - Hairston. 

The assumption would be the player laid all of this out to his coach in their first meeting following the arrest. If that’s not the case, then Hairston will have more to 

worry about than the NCAA. Any level of trust between Williams and his leading scorer from last season would be torched. 

Cunningham added in his statement that "where the facts show mistakes in judgment and!or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will support the 

appropriate disciplinary measures." 

Hairston has been ticketed for speeding in a car that wasn’t his, drove without a license in another vehicle that wasn’t his and was cited for possession of 

marijuana. He doesn’t necessarily have a direct relationship with a known felon, but he’s certainly friends with a guy who does "odd jobs" for said felon. Then 

Hairston couldn’t keep a low profile and was photographed shotgunning beers at the beach over a holiday weekend. 

So I’d say "mistakes in judgment" have already occurred for Hairston, and Williams has enough to discipline his player as he sees fit. 

The only question is whether or not the NCAA has any interest in adding to it. 



Stand Behind P. J. ........................................ 

SB Nation 

July "I0, 20"13 

If things actually are as they currently seem to be, there’s no reason P. J. Hlairston shouldn’t be wearing a Carolina uniform this season. 

There are two issues at heart here. The first is whether or not any NCAA statutes were violated, an issue that hinges on exactly who Haydn Thomas is. 

I think we can all agree that if Thomas is found to be a booster or runner or someone with material ties to agents or the university, then it will be time to part ways 

with P. J. Hairston. But as long as Fats Thomas is just a guy who throws and attends parties also attended by athletes from UNC, Duke, and other area schools, the 

NCAA stuff doesn’t seem to be a problem. 

By driving someone else’s rental cars, l-lairston is not receiving unique benefits that he might not otherwise receive if he weren’t an athlete. Parents rent cars for 

their kids all the time, student-athletes or not. Siblings rent for siblings. Friends lend and give to friends because they are friends, not because their friends are 

athletes. 

As sketchy and untrustworthy as Thomas seems to be, if he’s not materially connected to agents or the university, he’s abetting no infraction--whether he realizes 

it or not. 

The larger, and more complicated, issue is the second one: Do you want a guy like this on your team? Barring NCAA violations, that’s the question Roy Williams and 

university officials have to answer. 

Among the anti-Carolina crowd, these days, you hear a lot of high-minded "we would never want a guy like that playing for us." Words like "reprobate" and worse 

are tossed around--which, when you consider that these people don’t know Hairston personally nor all the facts surrounding the incident, tends to say more about 

the accusers than the accused. 

And that’s the problem. The people investigating the facts aren’t talking about them. So, every judgment we hear in the meantime is primarily subjective, usually 

designed to influence decision-makers through the court of public opinion, and often far too hasty to impugn Hairston’s character with no real knowledge of the 

situation. 

Here’s what we do know about P. J. Hairston. He did a terrible and regrettable thing. He was cited and arrested for marijuana possession and driving without a 

license. There is speculation that additional gun charges may be in the offing. But, as things stand, he is not being charged. 

I don’t at all believe that this is a minor thing. But I also don’t believe it’s a dismissable one, because we also know this about P. J. Hairston: he’s never given us any 

problems in the past. 

By all accounts, l-lairston’s been as dedicated to North Carolina and the North Carolina basketball program off the court as he has been on it. Contrast Hairston with, 

say, Will Graves, a player whose indifference was palpable both within and without the sidelines, yet one whose coaches and university still saw fit to give second 

and third chances. 

Times are different now, you hear. In the wake of academic and football scandals, it will be very hard for the university to stand behind another "black eye" or 

"stain" on the UNC athletic program. They simply can’t afford to back Hairston. 

Not only does this opinion prize image above substance and reputation above truth, but if it’s reputation that you’re worried about (and as long as further 

information doesn’t prove otherwise), I say we can’t afford not to back Hairston. I say, it’s not at all hard to stand behind him. You just stand behind him. You don’t 

sacrifice a dedicated athlete for the sake of appearance by letting a football scandal come to bear on a decision you would have made about a basketball player 

absent said scandal. 

Like it or not, this summer has become a major turning point in the life of P. J. l-lairston, for the better or for the worse. And at some point, some very important 

decision-makers are going to have to choose whether to quit on Hairston or whether to play a major role in helping to turn a young man’s life around. They have 

the power to create an opportunity, or to close the door on one. 

Keep in mind, I don’t know Hairston either, and my opinion of his personal character, to this point, is extrapolated largely from what he exudes on the court--hard 

worker, selfless, dedicated, tough--and from the fact that Roy has always given him a well-intentioned hard time, which leads me to believe his coach thinks 

pretty highly of him, as well. But I happen to think Hairston is a good guy who cares a great deal and is willing to prove it. 

The mass of opinion descending on Chapel Hill from our noteworthy neighbors is Go ahead, get rid of him. He’s given you every reason to, and no one would blame 

you. Everyone will understand. 

If your chief concern is what other people think, then this is probably the easiest thing to do. 

It’d be nice to quiet that cacophony, but this isn’t about the ABe crowd. There are plenty of reasons Duke and State fans shouldn’t want Hlairston suiting up this 

year--14.6, 4.3, and 1.4 reasons, in fact. 

This is about proving to the critics that the character of our institution is not one which seeks to do the easy thing, but one concerned with doing the right thing. 

Let’s show them there are still people out there who know the difference. 



_R_u_s_h_!__n_g P.J. Hairston decision serves no_p__u_r~___o_s___e_.;__A_!_f_o_r_d_~_s___b___u__¥_o_u_t~__~D~_~_p_[_~ 

Sporting News 

July 10, 2013 

1. It has been over a month since P.J. Hairston was arrested, and yet UNC is still fact-gathering in the case. How poorly have the Tar Heels handled this situation? 

DeCourcy: There have been lots of calls for Hairston to be suspended indefinitely while North Carolina--or, perhaps more on point, USA Today--investigates the 

situation. Carolina could do that, but would accomplish what, exactly? 

Hairston is not currently enrolled in summer school at UNC, so he couldn’t work out with the coaches, anyway. So if he’s suspended today, he’s suspended from 

nothing. We’ve all seen hundreds of these offseason suspensions when an athlete encounters some sort of trouble and then, when the games begin, there they 

are playing games again. 

Hairston continues to put Roy Williams and the entire university into an untenable position. In Williams’ case, he dealt with Hairston prior to the NBA draft 

declaration deadline and no doubt explained what he would gain with another year of college basketball. To cut him loose now, before any resolution has 

developed with Hairston’s legal issues, would be to renege on all of those conversations. 

However, Hairston’s lack of circumspection ultimately might force Carolina to act. A school whose athletic department can afford no more damaging publicity now 

is dealing with a star basketball player who reportedly was driving an expensive rental car--more than once--that he did not pay for himself. That’s at least as 

problematic for UNC as the marijuana possession charges and traffic violations confronting Hairston. 

Thursday morning, UNC athletic director Bubba Cunningham released a statement that summed up the university’s approach: 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our men’s basketball team. We take these matters very 

seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to comment on the individuals involved or 

the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are still gathering information, learning information from 

other sources, and we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation. Where the facts show mistakes in judgment and!or actions, 

Coach Williams will take and I will support the appropriate disciplinary measures. 

"The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the principle on which Coach Williams and the athletic department 

operate each and every day. The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are confident we have the facts to do 

so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and we will bring these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 

It’s more important where Hairston stands regarding the various problems he has created for himself, and how Carolina reacts to all that, as of the start of fall-term 

classes. UNC goes back to school Aug. 20. That’s a little more than a month. Rushing the issue might please the media, but serves no greater purpose. 



Yahoo! Sports 

July 10, 2013 

After weeks of institutional silence, North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham issued a statement Wednesday regarding the increasingly tenuous status 

of star Tar Heels guard P.J. Hairston. 

Cunningham acknowledged the gravity of the still-developing situation but reserved judgment until all the facts are known. However, Cunningham left open the 

possibility of discipline for Hairston from the school. 

Hairston was arrested June 5 in Durham, N.C., on marijuana possession charges when a 2013 GMC Yukon he was driving was pulled over at a traffic checkpoint. 

Police found a half-ounce of marijuana, a 9mm handgun and nine rounds of ammunition outside the vehicle. Hairston and passengers Miykael Faulcon and Carlson 

Sanford all were charged with marijuana possession. 

Bubba Cunningham speaks during a news conference. (AP) 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our men’s basketball team," Cunningham said. "We take these 

matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to comment on the individuals 

involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are still gathering information, learning 

information from other sources, and we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation." 

That arrest sparked curiosity over who had rented the SUV that Hairston was driving. USA Today subsequently reported that the vehicle was rented by a convicted 

felon named Haydn "Fats" Thomas. The situation grew murkier this week when USA Today reported that Hairston was cited for speeding in another rental car in 

May that was registered to a woman, Catinia Farrington, who has the same address as Thomas. 

On Tuesday, USA Today added to the intrigue by reporting that four rental vehicles linked to Thomas had received a total of nine parking citations on U NC’s campus 

between Feb. 22 and May 28. The newspaper reported that Thomas and Farrington spent more than 515,000 on rental vehicles from the Raleigh-Durham 

International Airport Hertz location between mid-February and late June. 

Sources with knowledge of the situation say the NCAA has not yet contacted North Carolina to begin investigating Hairston’s ties to the rental cars or Thomas, but 

they expect it to happen in the near future. UNC has looked into possible ties between Thomas and an agent who may be funneling impermissible benefits to 

Hairston, but sources say none has been discovered yet. 

UNC currently is on probation for wide-ranging major violations in football, including impermissible benefits from agents to players. The football program was 

given a postseason ban and other serious sanctions, and the scandal led to the firing of football coach Butch Davis, the retirement of athletic director Dick Baddour 

and ultimately played a role in the resignation of chancellor Holden Thorp. 

In addition, the school has been rocked by an academic scandal that centered around bogus classes in the African-American Studies Department. A significant 

number of athletes - including many football and men’s basketball players - were enrolled in the classes. However, the NCAA has said the no-show classes were a 

university-wide issue and not specific to athletics, because regular students also took the bogus classes. 

With that as context, the timing of a potential legal and NCAA issue involving the leading scorer on the 2012-13 Tar Heels basketball team is hardly ideal. 

After the original traffic stop June 5, the NCAA did begin an inquiry into the relationship between Hairston and agent Rodney Blackstock, both of whom are from 

Greensboro, N.C. Blackstock allegedly funneled thousands of dollars to McLemore’s AAU coach from agents and financial advisers, according to a spring story in 

USA Today. 

P.J. Hairston goes up for a rebound against Villanova. (USA Today) 

After reports surfaced about the NCAA’s inquiry into the relationship between Blackstock and Hairston, there was speculation that Blackstock may have rented the 

Yukon, but that turned out to be incorrect. Instead, the ties to Thomas may be even worse. 

WRAL, a television station in Raleigh, N.C., reported that Thomas has been convicted of at least nine offenses - four of them felonies - in Durham and Wake 

counties since 2006. Offenses include drug paraphernalia possession, obtaining property by false pretense, carrying of a concealed weapon, possession of stolen 

goods and printing and spending false money. 

Thomas did not serve jail time for any of his nine convictions, according to WRAL 

The TV station also reported that Thomas was on the witness list for the prosecution in the Duke lacrosse rape case in 2006. At the time, Thomas worked security 

for the Platinum Night Club in Hillsborough, the club in which the alleged rape victim worked. 

When Thomas’ identity was made public as the renter of the Yukon that Hairston was driving, he initially denied knowing Hairston or having any connection to UNC 

athletes. After a string of social-media connections between Thomas and Tar Heels players was established, he backtracked on that denial but insisted his 

interaction with them was because of his work as a party promoter. 

North Carolina coach Roy Williams refused comment Tuesday when stopped on the street by a local television station. Williams will have to repeat that comment 

often in the days to come, as he heads out on the July recruiting circuit this week. 



UNC AD Cunning_ham add resses~g.r~.~.~..w..i~.n.~g~..P..~.~.H.~.a..i~.r..s.~.~.~.n.~..s..c..a...n.~.d...a.!. 

NBC Sports 

July 10, 2013 

With the scandal surrounding PJ Hairston, North Carolina’s leading scorer a season ago, growing by the day, North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham 

finally addressed the situation in a statement on Wednesday morning. 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our men’s basketball team," Cunningham said. "We take these 

matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to comment on the individuals 

involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are still gathering information, learning 

information from other sources, and we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation. Where the facts show mistakes in judgment 

and/or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will support the appropriate disciplinary measures." 

Hairston was arrested on June 5th for driving without a license and charged with possession of marijuana. There was also a gun and ammunition found on the 

ground outside of the car when the arrest was made, but no one has claimed ownership of it and charges have not been brought regarding its possession. 

The car that Hairston was driving was a 2013 G MC Yukon that was rented by a convicted felon named Haydn "Fats" Thomas. An investigation by USA Today’s Eric 

Prisbell has since turned up that Hairston was also pulled over and ticketed for speeding in a 2012 Camaro that was rented by a woman that shares an address with 

Thomas, and that nine parking tickets have been given to four cars rented by Thomas and his female roommate since February. They pair have spent more than 

~15,000 on rental cars during that time. 

"The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the principle on which Coach Williams and the athletic department 

operate each and every day," Cunningham added. "The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are confident 

we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and we will bring these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 

Williams declined to comment to a TV station that caught up with him on the street yesterday. 

According to a report from Yahoo’s Pat Forde on Wednesday, the NCAA has not yet begun digging into the relationship between Hairston and Thomas or the rental 

cars, but they are looking into the relationship between Hairston and an agent named Rodney Blackstock, who was linked to Ben McLemore in a story from Prisbell 

earlier this spring. 



..U...N...C..~..A...D..~.r..e.~.s.~.~.~.n.~.d...s~..t..~....c..~..D.t..r~.~.~.v..e..~y~.~Q~.~!.~g P.J. Hairston 

ABC 11 

July 10, 2013 

CHAPEL HILL (WTVD) --The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Director of Athletics responded to media reports Wednesday surrounding U NC basketball 

star P.J. Hairston. 

His comments come more than a month after Hairston was arrested during a stop at a license check in Durham. 

On June 5, the 20-year-old sophomore guard was charged with driving without a license. He, along with Mykael Faulcon and Carlos Sanford, were also charged with 

possession of marijuana. 

Authorities also said a 9mm handgun was found on the ground outside the SUV Hairston was driving during the stop. Forensic testing is currently being done on the 

weapon, according to police. 

The man who rented the SUV told ABC:I:I in an interview last week that he has no ties to the UNC basketball program, sports agents, or Hairston. 

Haydn Patrick "Fats" Thomas also denied renting cars for any athletes, explaining that the SUV Hairston was driving was a rental car given to Faulcon to use. 

Right now, there appears to be no NCAA investigation of Thomas. 

The scandal has had UNC, including its head basketball coach, tightlipped. 

"We’re not rushing to judgment," said UNC Basketball Head Coach Roy Williams when ABCll caught up with him on a sidewalk Tuesday. "For two months, I’ve been 

saying I’ll make a statement when facts are in. The facts aren’t in." 

On Wednesday, University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham echoed Williams comment in a statement that said in part that the athletic 

department is aware of reports surrounding their men’s basketball team. 

"We take these matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence," Cunningham said. "It is my 

practice not to comment on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved." 

He went on to say that they are still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and would not be able to comment further until they "have a 

strong grasp of each individual situation." 

"Where the facts show mistakes in judgment and/or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will support the appropriate disciplinary measures," Cunningham 

said. "The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the principle on which Coach Williams and the athletic 

department operate each and every day. The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are confident we have 

the facts to do so." 

A spokesperson for the NCAA has also said in part that, "Due to member rules, we cannot comment on potential investigations." 



UNC mishandling Hairston situation 
Fayateville Observer 

July 10, 2013 

I’m sure Roy Williams and Bubba Cunningham will lose no sleep over the feelings of the scholastic sports editor at The Fayetteville Observer, but I really think they 

are doing a bad job of handling the situation with P.J. Hairston. 

Silence is always a poor replacement for action in cases like this, and UNC’s repeated phrase of "we will do something when we get all the facts" just isn’t cutting it. 

No, l’m not in favor of guilty without being proven so in a court of law, but please, let’s look at the story so far. It’s obvious from the reporting done to this point 

that there are character issues involved that will never be ruled on in a court of law. Plenty of questions have been raised about who Hairston was hanging around 

with, what he was doing, etc., and that in my book is enough grounds to suspend him from all team activities immediately. Then if you want to wait until you get 

all the evidence, as UNC has repeatedly said it will do, you can make a final decision on permanently booting him from the program. But this constant stream of 

"we’ll do something when we’re ready" just isn’t a good answer. 

At least that’s what I think. 



Inside Carolina 

July 10~ 2013 

Notable Pasts: 

July 10~ 2013 

who would have ever thought that our athletics program would have to turn to this sort of PR control? Our athletes continue to do stupid stuff and, like it or not, 

advance the notion that there is "something going on." Maybe our famous J-school (of which I received a degree) should set up a "PR for Athletes 101" and have 

our guys sit through some common sense classes. 

July 10, 2013 

If anyone has to tell "Fats" to shut up about anything associated with PJ then he has a problem and, in my mind, it is doubtful we will see PJ in a Carolina uniform 

again. Guys like "Fats" should have nothing to do with UNC or its basketball program. If PJ couldn’t take one more season living within the confines of the NCAA 

and UNC rules, he should have gone ahead and declared for the draft this year. Don’t mean to be presumptively judgmental but it sure seems like he decided to 

stay, try to enhance his draft status and, at the same time live life out on the fringe, in the same manner as did M. Austin and a few other footballers. 

For a school with as clean a reputation as we have had (for decades) the past few years certainly have been a huge disappointment. I am as proud and supportive 

of our athletic programs as any alum but am more proud of the school’s reputation for academics and being able to couple those standards with excellence on the 

field/courts. IMO, episodes of this nature continue to diminish the integrity of not just our athletic programs but, moreover, the school’s standing as one of the top 

public universities in the country. 

July 10, 2013 

Just watched the crawl line on ESPN and it was noted that unnamed players are involved in an investigation. Hopefully there is nothing to it, just fallout from PJ’s 

arrest and charges. We don’t need anything like we had in football a couple of years ago. 

Also agree that players should be required to attend classes or seminars on the NCAA rules, UNC rules, and how to conduct themselves as representatives of 

Carolina. 



July 10, 2013 

UNC Media Report- P.J. Hairston Formal Statement by Bubba Cunningham 

July 10, 2013, "North Carolina AD Bubba Cunningham issues statement on hoops team" 

USA TODAY reports on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston. The article 

includes a brief summary of the evidence. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC still probing potential improper conduct tied to men’s basketball after Hairston’s 

arrest" 
The Washington Post reports on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston, 

nothing that Cunningham doesn’t explicitly name Hairston. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC AD on P.J. Hairston case: UNC still gathering information" 

News & Observer presents a neutral report on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding 

P.J. Hairston. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC AD: ’Still gathering facts’ about Hairston case" 

WRAL Sports Fan reports on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston. 

Please note that this outlet often garners substantial feedback from its viewers, especially in its recent 

articles around the scandal. This article contains 92 comments and counting, which are mostly negative 

concerning the reserved nature of Cunningham’s statement. 

July 10, 2013, "Hairston risks trust of coach, university" 

WRAL Sports Fan presents an op-ed piece on Bubba Cunningham’s statement. 

July 10, 2013, "Stand Behind P. J." 

SB Nation presents an op-ed perspective on the P.J. Hairston scandal, asserting that Hairston may be 

guilty but is still valuable on the court. 

July 10, 2013, "Rushing P.J. Hairston decision serves no purpose; Alford’s buyout, and more" 
Sporting News presents an op-ed perspective on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement. The article 

argues that while rushing a decision may please the media, it would serve no greater purpose. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC athletic director takes cautious approach regarding P.J. Hairston situation" 

Yahoo! Sports reports that Bubba Cunningham’s statement acknowledged the gravity of the P.J. 

Hairston situation but reserved judgement until further evidence is known. The article also contains a 

comprehensive report of the recent uncovered evidence. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC AD Cunningham addresses growing PJ Hairston scandal" 

NBCSports reports on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston. CBS Sports 

similarly reported on the story. 

July 10, 2013, "UNC AD responds to controversy surrounding P.J. Hairston" 

ABC11 posts on Bubba Cunningham’s formal statement today regarding P.J. Hairston. The article also 

notes that the NCAA has not commented further on the issue. FOX8 also contained similar coverage. 



July 10, 2013, "UNC Mishandling Hairston Situation" 

Fayatteville Observer presents a short op-ed piece on Bubba Cunningham’s statement, claiming it is too 

vague. The post calls for Hairston’s immediate suspension. 

July 10, 2013, "Bubba Cunningham Statement on PJ Hairston" 

This thread in Inside Carolina discusses Bubba Cunningham’s statement. It has accrued 15 replies and 

4,408 views since its initiation earlier this morning. Please see notable comments. 



North Carolina AD Bubba Cunningham issues statement on hoops team. 

USA TODAY 

July :10, 20:13 

North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham said the school is looking into media reports related 

to the men’s basketball program in a statement released on Wednesday. 

Although he is not mentioned by name, P.J. Hairston, last year’s leading scorer, has been the subject of 

media reports throughout the past week. USA TODAY Sports first reported that Hairston was tied to two 

vehicles rented by Haydn Thomas, a convicted felon. 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our 

men’s basketball team," Cunningham said in the statement. "We take these matters very seriously and 

are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not 

to comment on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient 

understanding of the facts involved. We are still gathering information, learning information from other 

sources, and we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation." 

PREVIOUSLY: 9 UNC parking tickets tied to cars rented by Thomas 

RELATED: Roy Williams addresses Hairston’s arrest 

Hairston, 20, was arrested on June 5 for possession of marijuana and driving without a license. He was 

stopped by Durham police at a license checkpoint. The police report states that a 9-millimeter handgun 

and a magazine with nine rounds of ammunition were seized during the traffic stop. 

He was driving a silver Yukon rented by Thomas, 39. 

USA TODAY Sports first reported on Saturday that Hairston received a speeding ticket on May 13 in a 

2012 Camaro SS which was rented by Catinia Farrington, a woman who shares a Durham, N.C., address 

with Thomas. 

PREVIOUSLY: Second rental links UNC’s P.J. Hairston to Haydn Thomas 

PREVIOUSLY: Gun found outside Hairston’s car 

On Tuesday, USA TODAY Sports reported that four Hertz rental vehicles tied to Thomas received nine 

unpaid citations at UNC between February and May. Those vehicles - a 2012 GMC Yukon, a 2013 

Chevrolet Tahoe, a 2013 Mercedes Benz 350 and the Camaro - were all rented by Thomas or Farrington 

from Raleigh-Durham International Airport. 

Cunningham said UNC would make disciplinary measures "where the facts show mistakes in judgment 

and/or actions." 

Rachel Axon, an investigative projects reporter for USA TODAY Sports, is on Twitter @RachelAxon. 



UNC still probing potential improper conduct tied to men’s basketball after Hairston’s arrest 

The Washington Post 

July 3.0, 203.3 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham said Wednesday the school is 

gathering information on potential improper conduct by members of the men’s basketball team a 

month after the drug arrest of leading scorer P.J. Hairston. 

Cunningham’s statement didn’t name any player specifically. But the AD did say he and coach Roy 

Williams "will support the appropriate disciplinary measures" for any player if warranted at the 

completion of the university’s investigation. 

"We take these matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they 

contain with all due diligence," Cunningham said. "It is my practice not to comment on the individuals 

involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts 

involved. We are still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and we will not 

comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation." 

The school started gathering information after Hairston was arrested June 5 during a license checkpoint 

in Durham. Hairston and two passengers were each charged with misdemeanor marijuana possession. 

Officers also seized a 9mm handgun and ammunition during the stop, with Durham police spokeswoman 

Kammie Michael saying the pistol was found on the ground outside the rental vehicle during the search. 

Police haven’t linked the gun to Hairston or his passengers. 

All three are scheduled for an August court hearing. 

Hairston was driving a rented vehicle linked to a convicted felon facing pending drug charges at the time 

of the arrest. 

Cunningham said the school is working to "bring these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 



UNC AD on P.J. Hairston case: UNC still gathering information 

News & Observer 

July 10, 2013 

CHAPEL HILL -- Amid the ongoing turmoil surrounding P.J. Hairston, the rising junior guard who was 

North Carolina’s leading scorer last season, university athletic director Bubba Cunningham earlier today 

said UNC was still gathering information and that it wouldn’t comment further until it had "sufficient 

understanding of the facts involved." 

Hairston has been embroiled in controversy for more than a month, since being arrested in Durham on 

misdemeanor marijuana possession charges. On the night of his arrest, Hairston was driving a rental car 

that had been rented by Haydn "Fats" Thomas, a convicted felon with a lengthy criminal record. 

Here is Cunningham’s statement: 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our 

men’s basketball team. We take these matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the 

inferences they contain with all due diligence. 

"It is my practice not to comment on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports 

until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are still gathering information, learning 

information from other sources, and we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each 

individual situation. 

"Where the facts show mistakes in judgment and/or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will 

support the appropriate disciplinary measures. The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of 

paramount concern to all of us and is the principle on which Coach Williams and the athletic department 

operate each and every day. 

"The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are 

confident we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and we will bring 

these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 



UNC AD: ’Still gathering facts’ about Hairston case 

WRAL Sports Fan 

July 10, 2013 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham said 

in a statement Wednesday that the school is "still gathering information" in response to media reports 

about possible inappropriate conduct by men’s basketball player P.J. Hairston. 

Hairston has been pulled over twice in the last three months driving rental vehicles traced to the same 

Durham address, raising questions about how those cars were paid for. 

Durham’s Haydn "Fats" Thomas, 39, rented the silver GMC Yukon that Hairston was driving when he was 

pulled over June 5 and cited for driving without a license and possession of marijuana. In a May 13 stop, 

Hairston was charged with speeding while driving a vehicle rented by Thomas’ wife Catinia Farrington. 

Farrington rented the Chevrolet Camaro for 54 days ending June 17, at a cost of $3,249. 

Thomas told WRAL Tuesday that he doesn’t know what all the fuss is about. 

He said if there was a problem, the NCAA would be knocking at his door and said that hasn’t happened. 

He added that UNC and its athletic department have not contacted him either. 

Thomas claimed he lent the vehicles to Miykael Faulcon, a basketball player at Elizabeth City State, and 

friend of Hairston. If Hairston was driving, it was because Faulcon let him do so, Thomas said. Faulcon 

was in the Yukon when Hairston was pulled over in Durham. During that stop, police found a half-ounce 

of marijuana, a 9mm handgun and ammunition in and near the car. 

Cunningham did not address specific allegations or even name Hairston Wednesday and said the 

university will not make a specific comment until it has a "sufficient understanding of the facts 

involved." 

"We are still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and will not comment until 

we have a firm grasp of each individual situation," he said. "Where the facts show mistakes in judgment 

and/or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams and I will support the appropriate disciplinary measures." 

Thomas also acknowledged that cars rented in his name were ticketed on the UNC campus, but he again 

said Faulcon was likely the one on campus. 

Thomas has been convicted of at least nine offenses - four of them felonies - in Durham and Wake 

counties since 2006. Offenses include drug paraphernalia possession, obtaining property by false 

pretense, carrying of a concealed weapon, possession of stolen goods and printing and spending false 

money. 

But, Thomas said there is nothing criminal, and certainly no NCAA violation, regarding his ties to 

Hairston or other UNC players like Leslie McDonald or former basketball player John Henson. Thomas 

says that although he knows Hairston, he really doesn’t "know" him. Thomas called their relationship a 

"passing acquaintance." 



Hairston risks trust of coach, university 

WRAL Sports Fan 

July 10, 2013 

Ask North Carolina head basketball coach Roy Williams about P.J. Hairston and he’ll give you his 

standard answer. Williams will wait for all the facts to come in and he’ll make a statement when said 

facts are all available. 

North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham went so far as to issue a statement backing 

Williams’ sentiment about not making statements, explaining it’s his common practice "not to comment 

on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient 

understanding of the facts involved." 

When you consider how Hairston’s arrest in June evolved from initial reports of a simple marijuana 

possession to connections with a convicted felon’s fleet of rental cars, the position taken by the 

university makes plenty of sense. The Durham Police Department hasn’t upgraded any charges or 

revealed forensics on the gun found outside the 2023 GMC Yukon used on the night of the arrest. Then 

there’s Haydn "Fats" Thomas complicating matters, even if he told WRAL that he doesn’t know what all 

the fuss is about. 

Hairston has driven Thomas’ vehicles at least twice based his traffic stop history. Either he has incredibly 

bad luck, where the only instances he got behind the wheel of those cars were the same times he got 

popped, or Hairston made a habit of rolling around town in Thomas’ rides. 

Thomas said he let Miykael Faulcon, a basketball player at Elizabeth City State and a friend of Hairston, 

borrow the cars. However, the nine parking tickets issued this spring on UNC’s campus to four different 

cars linked to Thomas certainly raise additional questions. 

It’s fair to question Thomas’ credibility and his ties to North Carolina’s basketball program. It took 

Thomas over a week to consistently stick to his talking points after emphatically claiming he didn’t know 

anyone at Carolina. Along the way it was discovered he sold a phone to Tar Heels basketball player Leslie 

McDonald, was photographed with John Henson and left behind a social media trail of interaction with 

athletes. Thomas continues to put the onus on Faulcon, but his mother told USA Today that her son only 

has a connection to Hairston and that she hopes "the innocent remain innocent." 

North Carolina doesn’t have the benefit of hindsight in this situation, so it would be disingenuous not to 

take Cunningham at his word and believe they’re still "gathering information" in Chapel Hill. The loose 

ends regarding Thomas might lead nowhere or they could unveil more impermissible benefits. 

However, there is an individual who likely knows all the facts - Hairston. 

The assumption would be the player laid all of this out to his coach in their first meeting following the 

arrest. If that’s not the case, then Hairston will have more to worry about than the NCAA. Any level of 

trust between Williams and his leading scorer from last season would be torched. 

Cunningham added in his statement that "where the facts show mistakes in judgment and/or actions, 

Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will support the appropriate disciplinary measures." 



Hairston has been ticketed for speeding in a car that wasn’t his, drove without a license in another 

vehicle that wasn’t his and was cited for possession of marijuana. He doesn’t necessarily have a direct 

relationship with a known felon, but he’s certainly friends with a guy who does "odd jobs" for said felon. 

Then Hairston couldn’t keep a low profile and was photographed shotgunning beers at the beach over a 

holiday weekend. 

So I’d say "mistakes in judgment" have already occurred for Hairston, and Williams has enough to 

discipline his player as he sees fit. 

The only question is whether or not the NCAA has any interest in adding to it. 



Stand Behind P. J. 

SB Nation 

July 10, 2013 

If things actually are as they currently seem to be, there’s no reason P. J. Hairston shouldn’t be wearing a 

Carolina uniform this season. 

There are two issues at heart here. The first is whether or not any NCAA statutes were violated, an issue 

that hinges on exactly who Haydn Thomas is. 

I think we can all agree that if Thomas is found to be a booster or runner or someone with material ties 

to agents or the university, then it will be time to part ways with P. J. Hairston. But as long as Fats 

Thomas is just a guy who throws and attends parties also attended by athletes from UNC, Duke, and 

other area schools, the NCAA stuff doesn’t seem to be a problem. 

By driving someone else’s rental cars, Hairston is not receiving unique benefits that he might not 

otherwise receive if he weren’t an athlete. Parents rent cars for their kids all the time, student-athletes 
or not. Siblings rent for siblings. Friends lend and give to friends because they are friends, not because 

their friends are athletes. 

As sketchy and untrustworthy as Thomas seems to be, if he’s not materially connected to agents or the 

university, he’s abetting no infraction--whether he realizes it or not. 

The larger, and more complicated, issue is the second one: Do you want a guy like this on your team? 

Barring NCAA violations, that’s the question Roy Williams and university officials have to answer. 

Among the anti-Carolina crowd, these days, you hear a lot of high-minded "we would never want a guy 

like that playing for us." Words like "reprobate" and worse are tossed around--which, when you 

consider that these people don’t know Hairston personally nor all the facts surrounding the incident, 

tends to say more about the accusers than the accused. 

And that’s the problem. The people investigating the facts aren’t talking about them. So, every judgment 

we hear in the meantime is primarily subjective, usually designed to influence decision-makers through 

the court of public opinion, and often far too hasty to impugn Hairston’s character with no real 

knowledge of the situation. 

Here’s what we do know about P. J. Hairston. He did a terrible and regrettable thing. He was cited and 

arrested for marijuana possession and driving without a license. There is speculation that additional gun 

charges may be in the offing. But, as things stand, he is not being charged. 

I don’t at all believe that this is a minor thing. But I also don’t believe it’s a dismissable one, because we 

also know this about P. J. Hairston: he’s never given us any problems in the past. 

By all accounts, Hairston’s been as dedicated to North Carolina and the North Carolina basketball 

program off the court as he has been on it. Contrast Hairston with, say, Will Graves, a player whose 

indifference was palpable both within and without the sidelines, yet one whose coaches and university 

still saw fit to give second and third chances. 



Times are different now, you hear. In the wake of academic and football scandals, it will be very hard for 

the university to stand behind another "black eye" or "stain" on the UNC athletic program. They simply 

can’t afford to back Hairston. 

Not only does this opinion prize image above substance and reputation above truth, but if it’s reputation 

that you’re worried about (and as long as further information doesn’t prove otherwise), I say we can’t 

afford not to back Hairston. I say, it’s not at all hard to stand behind him. You just stand behind him. You 

don’t sacrifice a dedicated athlete for the sake of appearance by letting a football scandal come to bear 

on a decision you would have made about a basketball player absent said scandal. 

Like it or not, this summer has become a major turning point in the life of P. J. Hairston, for the better or 

for the worse. And at some point, some very important decision-makers are going to have to choose 

whether to quit on Hairston or whether to play a major role in helping to turn a young man’s life around. 

They have the power to create an opportunity, or to close the door on one. 

Keep in mind, I don’t know Hairston either, and my opinion of his personal character, to this point, is 

extrapolated largely from what he exudes on the court--hard worker, selfless, dedicated, tough--and 

from the fact that Roy has always given him a well-intentioned hard time, which leads me to believe his 

coach thinks pretty highly of him, as well. But I happen to think Hairston is a good guy who cares a great 

deal and is willing to prove it. 

The mass of opinion descending on Chapel Hill from our noteworthy neighbors is Go ahead, get rid of 

him. He’s given you every reason to, and no one would blame you. Everyone will understand. 

If your chief concern is what other people think, then this is probably the easiest thing to do. 

It’d be nice to quiet that cacophony, but this isn’t about the ABC crowd. There are plenty of reasons 

Duke and State fans shouldn’t want Hairston suiting up this year--14.6, 4.3, and 1.4 reasons, in fact. 

This is about proving to the critics that the character of our institution is not one which seeks to do the 

easy thing, but one concerned with doing the right thing. 

Let’s show them there are still people out there who know the difference. 



Rushing P.J. Hairston decision serves no purpose; Alford’s buyout, and more 

Sporting News 

July 10, 2013 

1. It has been over a month since P.J. Hairston was arrested, and yet UNC is still fact-gathering in the 

case. How poorly have the Tar Heels handled this situation? 

DeCourcy: There have been lots of calls for Hairston to be suspended indefinitely while North Carolina-- 

or, perhaps more on point, USA Today--investigates the situation. Carolina could do that, but would 

accomplish what, exactly? 

Hairston is not currently enrolled in summer school at UNC, so he couldn’t work out with the coaches, 

anyway. So if he’s suspended today, he’s suspended from nothing. We’ve all seen hundreds of these 

offseason suspensions when an athlete encounters some sort of trouble and then, when the games 

begin, there they are playing games again. 

Hairston continues to put Roy Williams and the entire university into an untenable position. In Williams’ 

case, he dealt with Hairston prior to the NBA draft declaration deadline and no doubt explained what he 

would gain with another year of college basketball. To cut him loose now, before any resolution has 

developed with Hairston’s legal issues, would be to renege on all of those conversations. 

However, Hairston’s lack of circumspection ultimately might force Carolina to act. A school whose 

athletic department can afford no more damaging publicity now is dealing with a star basketball player 

who reportedly was driving an expensive rental car--more than once--that he did not pay for himself. 

That’s at least as problematic for UNC as the marijuana possession charges and traffic violations 

confronting Hairston. 

Thursday morning, UNC athletic director Bubba Cunningham released a statement that summed up the 

university’s approach: 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our 

men’s basketball team. We take these matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the 

inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to comment on the individuals 

involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts 

involved. We are still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and we will not 

comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation. Where the facts show mistakes in 

judgment and/or actions, Coach Williams will take and I will support the appropriate disciplinary 

measures. 

"The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the principle 

on which Coach Williams and the athletic department operate each and every day. The most responsible 

course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are confident we have the 

facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and we will bring these matters to 

resolution as soon as possible." 

It’s more important where Hairston stands regarding the various problems he has created for himself, 

and how Carolina reacts to all that, as of the start of fall-term classes. UNC goes back to school Aug. 20. 



That’s a little more than a month. Rushing the issue might please the media, but serves no greater 

purpose. 



UNC athletic director takes cautious approach regarding P.J. Hairston situation 

Yahoo! Sports 

July 10, 2013 

After weeks of institutional silence, North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham issued a 

statement Wednesday regarding the increasingly tenuous status of star Tar Heels guard P.J. Hairston. 

Cunningham acknowledged the gravity of the still-developing situation but reserved judgment until all 

the facts are known. However, Cunningham left open the possibility of discipline for Hairston from the 

school. 

Hairston was arrested June 5 in Durham, N.C., on marijuana possession charges when a 2013 GMC 

Yukon he was driving was pulled over at a traffic checkpoint. Police found a half-ounce of marijuana, a 

9mm handgun and nine rounds of ammunition outside the vehicle. Hairston and passengers Miykael 

Faulcon and Carlson Sanford all were charged with marijuana possession. 

Bubba Cunningham speaks during a news conference. (AP) 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our 

men’s basketball team," Cunningham said. "We take these matters very seriously and are looking into 

these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to comment on 

the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding 

of the facts involved. We are still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and 

we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation." 

That arrest sparked curiosity over who had rented the SUV that Hairston was driving. USA Today 

subsequently reported that the vehicle was rented by a convicted felon named Haydn "Fats" Thomas. 

The situation grew murkier this week when USA Today reported that Hairston was cited for speeding in 

another rental car in May that was registered to a woman, Catinia Farrington, who has the same address 

as Thomas. 

On Tuesday, USA Today added to the intrigue by reporting that four rental vehicles linked to Thomas 

had received a total of nine parking citations on UNC’s campus between Feb. 22 and May 28. The 

newspaper reported that Thomas and Farrington spent more than $:15,000 on rental vehicles from the 

Raleigh-Durham International Airport Hertz location between mid-February and late June. 

Sources with knowledge of the situation say the NCAA has not yet contacted North Carolina to begin 

investigating Hairston’s ties to the rental cars or Thomas, but they expect it to happen in the near future. 

UNC has looked into possible ties between Thomas and an agent who may be funneling impermissible 

benefits to Hairston, but sources say none has been discovered yet. 

UNC currently is on probation for wide-ranging major violations in football, including impermissible 

benefits from agents to players. The football program was given a postseason ban and other serious 

sanctions, and the scandal led to the firing of football coach Butch Davis, the retirement of athletic 

director Dick Baddour and ultimately played a role in the resignation of chancellor Holden Thorp. 

In addition, the school has been rocked by an academic scandal that centered around bogus classes in 

the African-American Studies Department. A significant number of athletes - including many football 

and men’s basketball players - were enrolled in the classes. However, the NCAA has said the no-show 



classes were a university-wide issue and not specific to athletics, because regular students also took the 

bogus classes. 

With that as context, the timing of a potential legal and NCAA issue involving the leading scorer on the 

2012-13 Tar Heels basketball team is hardly ideal. 

After the original traffic stop June 5, the NCAA did begin an inquiry into the relationship between 

Hairston and agent Rodney Blackstock, both of whom are from Greensboro, N.C. Blackstock allegedly 

funneled thousands of dollars to McLemore’s AAU coach from agents and financial advisers, according 

to a spring story in USA Today. 

P.J. Hairston goes up for a rebound against Villanova. (USA Today) 

After reports surfaced about the NCAA’s inquiry into the relationship between Blackstock and Hairston, 

there was speculation that Blackstock may have rented the Yukon, but that turned out to be incorrect. 

Instead, the ties to Thomas may be even worse. 

WRAL, a television station in Raleigh, N.C., reported that Thomas has been convicted of at least nine 

offenses - four of them felonies - in Durham and Wake counties since 2006. Offenses include drug 

paraphernalia possession, obtaining property by false pretense, carrying of a concealed weapon, 

possession of stolen goods and printing and spending false money. 

Thomas did not serve jail time for any of his nine convictions, according to WRAL. 

The TV station also reported that Thomas was on the witness list for the prosecution in the Duke 

lacrosse rape case in 2006. At the time, Thomas worked security for the Platinum Night Club in 

Hillsborough, the club in which the alleged rape victim worked. 

When Thomas’ identity was made public as the renter of the Yukon that Hairston was driving, he 

initially denied knowing Hairston or having any connection to UNC athletes. After a string of social- 

media connections between Thomas and Tar Heels players was established, he backtracked on that 

denial but insisted his interaction with them was because of his work as a party promoter. 

North Carolina coach Roy Williams refused comment Tuesday when stopped on the street by a local 

television station. Williams will have to repeat that comment often in the days to come, as he heads out 

on the July recruiting circuit this week. 



UNC AD Cunningham addresses growing PJ Hairston scandal 

NBC Sports 

July 10, 2013 

With the scandal surrounding PJ Hairston, North Carolina’s leading scorer a season ago, growing by the 

day, North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham finally addressed the situation in a statement 

on Wednesday morning. 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our 

men’s basketball team," Cunningham said. "We take these matters very seriously and are looking into 

these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to comment on 

the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding 

of the facts involved. We are still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and 

we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual situation. Where the facts show 

mistakes in judgment and/or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will support the appropriate 

disciplinary measures." 

Hairston was arrested on June 5th for driving without a license and charged with possession of 

marijuana. There was also a gun and ammunition found on the ground outside of the car when the 

arrest was made, but no one has claimed ownership of it and charges have not been brought regarding 

its possession. 

The car that Hairston was driving was a 2013 GMC Yukon that was rented by a convicted felon named 

Haydn "Fats" Thomas. An investigation by USA Today’s Eric Prisbell has since turned up that Hairston 

was also pulled over and ticketed for speeding in a 2012 Camaro that was rented by a woman that 

shares an address with Thomas, and that nine parking tickets have been given to four cars rented by 

Thomas and his female roommate since February. They pair have spent more than $15,000 on rental 

cars during that time. 

"The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the principle 

on which Coach Williams and the athletic department operate each and every day," Cunningham added. 

"The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are 

confident we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and we will bring 

these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 

Williams declined to comment to a TV station that caught up with him on the street yesterday. 

According to a report from Yahoo’s Pat Forde on Wednesday, the NCAA has not yet begun digging into 

the relationship between Hairston and Thomas or the rental cars, but they are looking into the 

relationship between Hairston and an agent named Rodney Blackstock, who was linked to Ben 

McLemore in a story from Prisbell earlier this spring. 



UNC AD responds to controversy surrounding P.J. Hairston 

ABC II 

July 10, 2013 

CHAPEL HILL (WTVD) --The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Director of Athletics responded 

to media reports Wednesday surrounding UNC basketball star P.J. Hairston. 

His comments come more than a month after Hairston was arrested during a stop at a license check in 

Durham. 
On June 5, the 20-year-old sophomore guard was charged with driving without a license. He, along with 

Mykael Faulcon and Carlos Sanford, were also charged with possession of marijuana. 

Authorities also said a 9mm handgun was found on the ground outside the SUV Hairston was driving 

during the stop. Forensic testing is currently being done on the weapon, according to police. 

The man who rented the SUV told ABC11 in an interview last week that he has no ties to the UNC 
basketball program, sports agents, or Hairston. 

Haydn Patrick "Fats" Thomas also denied renting cars for any athletes, explaining that the SUV Hairston 

was driving was a rental car given to Faulcon to use. 

Right now, there appears to be no NCAA investigation of Thomas. 

The scandal has had UNC, including its head basketball coach, tightlipped. 

"We’re not rushing to judgment," said UNC Basketball Head Coach Roy Williams when ABCll caught up 

with him on a sidewalk Tuesday. "For two months, l’ve been saying I’II make a statement when facts are 

in. The facts aren’t in." 

On Wednesday, University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham echoed Williams 

comment in a statement that said in part that the athletic department is aware of reports surrounding 

their men’s basketball team. 

"We take these matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they 

contain with all due diligence," Cunningham said. "It is my practice not to comment on the individuals 

involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts 

involved." 

He went on to say that they are still gathering information, learning information from other sources, and 

would not be able to comment further until they "have a strong grasp of each individual situation." 

"Where the facts show mistakes in judgment and/or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will 

support the appropriate disciplinary measures," Cunningham said. "The integrity of the University of 

North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the principle on which Coach Williams and the 

athletic department operate each and every day. The most responsible course of action, however, is to 

withhold judgment and comment until we are confident we have the facts to do so." 



A spokesperson for the NCAA has also said in part that, "Due to member rules, we cannot comment on 

potential investigations." 



UNC mishandling Hairston situation 

Fayateville Observer 

July 10, 2013 

I’m sure Roy Williams and Bubba Cunningham will lose no sleep over the feelings of the scholastic sports 

editor at The Fayetteville Observer, but I really think they are doing a bad job of handling the situation 

with P.J. Hairston. 
Silence is always a poor replacement for action in cases like this, and UNC’s repeated phrase of "we will 

do something when we get all the facts" just isn’t cutting it. 

No, I’m not in favor of guilty without being proven so in a court of law, but please, let’s look at the story 

so far. It’s obvious from the reporting done to this point that there are character issues involved that will 

never be ruled on in a court of law. Plenty of questions have been raised about who Hairston was 

hanging around with, what he was doing, etc., and that in my book is enough grounds to suspend him 

from all team activities immediately. Then if you want to wait until you get all the evidence, as UNC has 

repeatedly said it will do, you can make a final decision on permanently booting him from the program. 

But this constant stream of "we’ll do something when we’re ready" just isn’t a good answer. 

At least that’s what I think. 



Bubba Cunningham Statement on PJ Hairston 

inside Carolina 

July 10, 2013 

Notable Posts: 

July 10, 2013 

who would have ever thought that our athletics program would have to turn to this sort of PR control? 

Our athletes continue to do stupid stuff and, like it or not, advance the notion that there is "something 

going on." Maybe our famous J-school (of which I received a degree) should set up a "PR for Athletes 
101" and have our guys sit through some common sense classes. 

July 10, 2013 

If anyone has to tell "Fats" to shut up about anything associated with PJ then he has a problem and, in 

my mind, it is doubtful we will see PJ in a Carolina uniform again. Guys like "Fats" should have nothing to 

do with UNC or its basketball program. If PJ couldn’t take one more season living within the confines of 

the NCAA and UNC rules, he should have gone ahead and declared for the draft this year. Don’t mean to 

be presumptively judgmental but it sure seems like he decided to stay, try to enhance his draft status 

and, at the same time live life out on the fringe, in the same manner as did M. Austin and a few other 

footballers. 

For a school with as clean a reputation as we have had (for decades) the past few years certainly have 

been a huge disappointment. I am as proud and supportive of our athletic programs as any alum but am 

more proud of the school’s reputation for academics and being able to couple those standards with 

excellence on the field/courts. IMO, episodes of this nature continue to diminish the integrity of not just 

our athletic programs but, moreover, the school’s standing as one of the top public universities in the 

country. 

July 10, 2013 

Just watched the crawl line on ESPN and it was noted that unnamed players are involved in an 

investigation. Hopefully there is nothing to it, just fallout from PJ’s arrest and charges. We don’t need 

anything like we had in football a couple of years ago. 

Also agree that players should be required to attend classes or seminars on the NCAA rules, UNC rules, 

and how to conduct themselves as representatives of Carolina. 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawl~ence Cunningham <bubbacunc@me.com> 

Thursday, Jnly 11, 2013 7:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Vangelder, MaJdelle A <mvangeld@emml.unc.edu> 

SEC Link Blitz: Ole Miss CB Davis Played While Ineligible 

I was reading SEC Link Blilz: Ole Miss CB Davis Played While Ineligible on FanSided for iOS and I thought you might be interested in reading it too. 

Download FanSided and get access to non-stop sports news and views on your favorite reruns and topics. This isn’t your granddaddy’s sports news either -- it’s the 

up-to-the-minute, unfiltered sports content the modem sports fan demands. Get the free app now! 

Bubba Cu~minghaan 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



F~OIT~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org > 

Tuesday, July 09, 2013 2:42 PM 

Stabile, Regina 

Parking tickets records request 

Regina, 
I’m writing to recluest any documentation or records connected to campus parking tickets issued to a 
vehicle with the 

would also be interested in any parking tickets for UNC player tied to that or any other vehicle. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Aaron Beard 
Associated Press, Raleigh 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at + 1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you. 

[IP_US_DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3 a6438f0cf467d9a4938 





Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 3:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Excellent Press Releae 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~varded message: 

From: <admin(a)donbrownbooks.com> 

Date: July 11,2013, 3:30:06 PM EDT 

To: <bubbac(~uncaa.unc.edt~> 
Subject: Excellent Press Releae 

Hi Bubba, 

I know yon’re busy-, but wanted to drop yon a quick line to congratulate yon on the press release from yesterday’. Perfect management from the AD’s 

office in my jndgment, and I was also veo~ pleased to see the Chancellor decline to comment. This is a welcome change overall from the receut past, and 

shows a much improved degree of professionalism all around. 

I’m enclosing a post from IC aM another private site, attempting to put this situation into perspective based on known evidence, which you’re welcome to 

consider if you’d like. 

Either way, keep up the good work, and hope to see you soon. 

All the best. 

Don Brown 

Charlotte 

UNC 1982 

Per permit me to break this down the way I see it, based on the evidence alone, relnoved froln all the crackride and N&O induced Inelodrama. 

Firs~t, I highly doubt that PJ knew that this car was rented by a guy who was a "known felon." I Inean think about that, what’s Fatz gonna say" at these 

parties? "Boys, I’m a known felon?" HE gonna wear a sign on his shirt that says "Felon here?" Most "known felons" don’t walk around with a shirt with a 

sign saying "Convicted Felon?" And this "known felon" is apparently a "known felon" who never even spent a day- in prison. There are felons, and then 

there are violent felons. We apparently are not talking violent felon category, with this cat. 

Not that this makes the guy’s past conduct right, but to assume that PJ knows that he was a "known felon," or that anybody- else knew, is quite the stretch. 

And even ifPJ had known, I’m not sure he would have unders~tood the impact of that. PJ was not driving around in the car with this "known tblon," who in 

reality, wasn’t really a "known felon," but was riding around with this basketball player from Elizabeth City State. 

So the "known felon" thing, is just pack-pride and press-generated poppycock. And even ifPJ had known that this Fats dude was a "known felon," 

having a "known felon" for a friend is neither a crime, nor is it an NCAA violation. There are lots of"known felons" who have been better society 

~nembers than someone who have had no ran-ins with the law-. Chuck Colson. Mm~tha Stewart. http://u~,.businessinsider.com/10- ex- crmiinals-who- 

completely-turned-their- careers- around-2012- 6 ?op 1 

Number two, the NOL thing is very minor misdemeanor, and is not what we call DWLR (driving while licensed revoked) A DWI~R normally comes 

about when someone’s license has been revoked. NOL otien occurs when someone’s license expires because their birthday has passed. That usually is ~m 
inadvertent slip-up and not caused because of bad conduct, and can usually be easily correctable simply by going down to the drivers license oltice, taking 

the signs test, and paying a reinstatemeut tee. 

On the marijuana possessio~ that makes me angry too.I personally hate eve .rything about marijuana. But in the general scheme of things, it’s less serious 

than what Ty Lawson did in 2008 M~en he got caught driving with alcohol in his ustem. Or what JJ Reddick did M~en he got a DWl. Or M~at our own 

Phil Foist did with multiple DWls. 

When you drive under the influence, you put others lives on the line. PJ wasfft putting anybody’s life on the line in this case, so let’s keep that in 

perspective. Moreovel: we don’t know if the marijuana was PJs, or one of the other kids in the car, because the cops roll routinely charge mnltiple parties 



in the car if they find drugs ans~vhere nea~ by. But keep in mind it was a misdemeanor amount, not a felony amount, in any event. 

On the gun thing. All we know is a g~m was tbund on the ground at a tr’a~ic stop. Absolutely no evidence that the gun was "tossed" t?om this caJc. BeaJc in 

mind that the Durham Police Depextment tLAS NOT CHARGED AND WILL NOT CHARGE PJ with an.vthing having to do with this gun. THE DPD 

doesn’t feel there is sufficient evidence to charge him with an~hing related to a weapons chaxge. So this "possession of a gun" chaxge is a total non-issue. 

Moreover, there is a thing called the Second Amendment in the Bill of Rights which makes the right to beax aaans a cons~timtional right. Some people like 

guns. So~ne people don’t. But ther is a cons~titutional right to have one, and many of us, myself included, often travel with one. (.357 in my case). 

Finalb; all the evidence that we’ve seen at this point is that PJ was in a car with somebody else, in this case, the kid from Elizabeth CiU State. Unless 

there’s something else out there that we don’t know. and grmated there could be, but the fact that PJ is riding aground in the car with this other kid, for 

whom the car was rented, cuts against ,some type of"imp~oper benefits" allegation that these peckers are t~ing to make. 

So in my opinion, when you break all this down, m~d get past the "we’ve been embarrassed" factor because it was "on the news" m~d because the peckers 

at crackride are having a field day, there is nothing all that serious here. 

Looking at the evidence presented to date, I stand by my original position, that this is a molehill. 

If other s~ff comes out.., taking cash., clear evidence of improper benefits... I’tn not too proud to change my posilion on this. 

But back to my original point. We need to stick it to the peckers, m~d let Roy and Bubba m~d PJ’s mamma deal with hitn however they see fit. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 8:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA Athlete Conduct & Drug Abuse Training 

MPM-DrugAwa reness.pdf 

No doubt we will get offers of help from a variety of sources, but we MUST find a way to involve FB and BB in our student-athlete development programs. This is but one option to 

consider. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Subject: NCAA Athlete Conduct & Drug Abuse Training 

Dear Sirs/Madams- 

Arguably, the addressees attached hereto are the "tip-of-spear" regaxding the ultimate health and conduct of NCAA athletes. Recent events would suggest that our 
fim~ can and should help in thes~ efforts. 

Onr s~aff consists of fo~rner federal agents (DEA/FBI) who olt~r an impressive drug/alcohol education program designed primarily for professiona!!college athletes. 

Onr presentations offer a "real-life" look at the results of drug dependence and/or alcohol related condnct in an athlete’s life- style, college or future professional caxeer 

and the usual accompanying legaJ woes related thereto. 

Please see attached Mailer or you can peruse the Compliance section of our corporate website to read abx~ut our myriad services. 

We are a Criminal Justice Act (CJA) approved firm and would certainly appreciate an opportunity to sit with you to di~uss what our firm could do for your athletic 

program(s). 

Best regards and we look forwaxd to hearing from you. 

N. H. Olson 

President 
Direct: NHO@thempm~j~oup.com 

Sent by and property or 

The MPM Group, Inc. 
A Consulting & Investigations Firm 

PHIIADELPII[A / NEW YORK/t!OSTON 

’roll Free: 877-676-4777 (F) 877-676-5355 

W ebsRe: ,,~wv.T heMt~’MG r~m p.con~ 

This message contains information that may be confidential or privileged in nature and, as such, protected as Attorney Work-Product or by other applicable law. Unless you are the intended addressee, you may not 

use, copy, or disclose to anyone this message or any information contained herein If you have received this message in error, please advise us immediately at rnail~,thempmflroup.corn and then delete this entire 

message to include any documents or photographs attached thereto 



THE MPM GROUP, INC. 
A PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING FIRM 

LITIGATION SUPPORT ¯ EXPERT T~STIMONY * DUE DILIGENCE 

CORPORATE SECURITY CONSULTANCY 

DRUG/PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAM 
FOR PROFESSIONAL & COLLEGE ATHLETES 

Background 

An ancillary" by-product of being rich and famous is being held to a very different standard 
in both the media as well as the public’s eye and professional and/or college athletes are no 
exception - in point-of-fact, probably more so. 

Most athletes, and especially professional athletes, have 
traditionally been perceived by our youth as "role models" 
and consequently they have always been under the 
proverbial microscope when it had to do with their personal 
conduct. A major part of this scrutiny has usually been 
precipitated by their involvement/use of drugs (either legal 
or illegal) and/or alcohol consumption. More often than not, 
the athlete’s resultant conduct will inevitably become fodder 
for media and now internet public amusement - attention that 
has invariably been detrimental to both the athlete as well as their employer/college. In 
addition to these public relation nightmares, more public attention is being placed - of late - 
on athletes who have become physically and/or psychologically dependent on 
pharmaceutical pain medications usually caused as a result of injuries sustained in their 
respective sports. 

Arguably, traditional "Drug Awareness Programs" have been offered by select sports 
franchise owners/college coaching staffs as a kind of public relations ("CYA") response 
designed primarily to deflect media criticism, NCAA and/or public ire when one of their 
athletes "steps over-the-line." We suggest something more needs to be done and we aren’t 
alone. 

While deliberately avoiding the myriad social issues of the public’s perception (especially 
our youth) of professional/college athletes and their unique social "status" in society, we 
here at The MPM Group, as professional medical, law euforcement and legal experts, 
would opine something needs to be done to somehow change this long-standing cycle of 
"acceptance and complacency." Consequently, MPM believes that the time has come to 
offer something more beneficial to both the athlete and their employer/college - a relevant 
and "real-world" Awareness Program designed to sensitize and, more importantly, 
empower the athlete with the knowledge about drug and behavior issues in terms they can 
personally and professionally relate to. 

230 N. MAPLE AVE., SUITE B-I 

MARLTON, NJ 08053 

TOLL FREE: 1-877-676-4777 (FAX) 877-676-5555 

E-MAIL: TItEMPMGROUP@AOL.COM 

WWW.THEMPMGROUP.COM 



Calling upon an average of more than 28-years of practical experience in these three 

disciplines, The MP~VI Group has carefully designed a unique Awareness Program that 
addresses medical, l~ enforcement, and legal issues as they pertain to drugs, legal 
concerns and personal conduct of professional and college athletes. As a collateral benefit, 

by providing such an Awareness Program, sports franchise owners and coaching staffs 
alike can garner critical "Due Diligence" benefits from the courts as ~vell a more positive 
perception from the media and/or the public for their efforts on behalf of their athletes. 

I. MEDICAL 

We offer expert medical testimony from a licensed medical 
doctor who also happens to be an adjudicated expert in drug 
addiction, substance abuse, and physiological effects of drugs 

on the human body. This comprehensive presentation will cover 
conventional substances of abuse to include, but not limited to, 
anabolic steroids, commonly abused pain medications and 
conventional pain management issues. 

To establish real-time frames of reference 
for the audience, the medical presentation 
will also include the possible fatal synergistic effect(s) caused by 
mixing pharmaceutical pain medications (or other illicit drugs) with 
unrelated drugs and/or alcohol. 

An entire block of medical instruction will include in-depth 
discussions concerning commonly abused drugs such as cocaine, 

ecstasy, marijuana and their effects on the general health, 
performance and longevity of professional athletes. 

Lastly, as part of the medical module, we offer a licensed 
psychologist, also an adjudicated expert, who addresses the 
short/long term effects of alcohol on the health and athletic 
ability of a professional athlete. 

The medical module has a Q&A period on an "as-needed" basis 
for athletes to ask questions in either a public forum or an opportunity to discuss issues in 
private with the medical personnel after the presentation. 

MPI~I medical experts are also available on a case-by-case basis for civil depositions 

and/or courtroom testimony assisting client athletes and specific drug issues. 

Medical Expert Curriculum Vitae: 

Board Certified in Psychiatry by the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. He is a Diplomate 
of the American Board of Addiction Medicine (ABAM, formally ASAM). He is a Diplomate of The American 
Board of Forensic Examiners and a Diplomate of the National Board of Medical Examiners. 

Assistant Professor of Psychiatry at UMDNJ and served on their education committee, 
research committee, and IRB. He was the course director for the Psychopharmacology and 
Advanced Psychopharmacology courses for the psychiatric residency program. 



II. Law Enforcement 

This module of the Program addresses the world of 
professional/college athletics and the attendant issues 
resulting from money, the social excesses as well as the 
professional sycophants that traditionally accompany 
this type of lifestyle. In support of our efforts, The 
MPM Group offers a variety of former/retired federal 

agents from both the Drug Enforcement Administration 
(DEA) and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
concerning the potential criminal exposure of any athlete 
who might become involved, either knowingly or 
unknowingly, with criminal misconduct. 

Presenters will discuss relevant federal criminal investigations that 
resulted in the arrest and conviction of professional/college athletes, 

their incarceration and, in some select cases, the seizure of their 
assets/property by the federal authorities. Emphasis will be on the 

case background, causation, prosecution and media fall-out. 

With the acquisition of enormous wealth and the very public trappings ("93giny") that 
accompany it, professional athletes have also become the targets of many career criminals 
who seek to rob them at gun point, conduct car-jackings and/or violent home invasions. 
These possibilities are causing more professional athletes to purchase and/or carry firearms 
thus, posing an "accident waiting to happen" scenario as was apparently the case with 
former NY Giant Plaxico Burress (See "Background"). 

An additional topic for discussion will be the possible 
ramifications of random and, in some recent cases, certainly 
ill-advised electronic communications through email, cell 
phone and/or texting. An athlete’s use of Facebook, 
Twitter, and MySpace is also discussed in some detail. 

All presenters will be former DEA or FBI Special Agents 
with a minimum of twenty-years of federal investigative 
experience. Guest speakers are also made available. 

The final presenter will be a licensed attorney who has had the opportunity to serve as both 

a DEA Special Agent as well as a top rated criminal defense attorney. 

Although not designed to address individual contract issues 
with any specific athlete, this module of the program addresses 
any possible investigation, indictment or criminal prosecution 
of high-profile athletes. It also addresses general professional 
employment matters, any "conduct clauses" with the Player’s 
Associations, the NCAA and possible salary" forfeitures. The 
presenter will allow a Q&A period addressing general 
questions concerning general legal matters. 



Lastly, the Legal module will discuss the unavoidable media and 
public relations "feeding frenzy" that usually accompanies an 
athlete’s arrest or even perceived involvement in a criminal 
investigation. Specifically, there will be an in-depth discussion in 
how to personally handle being "tried & convicted" in the media 
and more commonly today, through the internet. 

Usually, at this juncture of the Program, MPM provides a media 
expert to discuss the media aspects of an investigation and/or 
arrest of an athlete or an immediate family member. 

Should you have any questions about the Program, please feel free to contact us at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bellleadership reply.bronto.com@reply.bronto.com on behalf of 

Bell Leadership Institute <Bellleadership@reply.bronto.com> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 1:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Build Your Achiever Culture from Within - Train-the-Trainer 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 9:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

SEC media days 

HOOVER, ALA -- VVill Muschamp never mentionad Urban Meyer by name. Mika Slive never mentioned Aaron Hemandez. In both cases, it wasn’t necassary. 

Meyer is no longer in the SEC. Hernandez is no longer a free man. So neither was at SEC media days Tuesday, but both loomed large. 

Football players have had trouble w~th the ~aw for a long t~me, but Hema~dez’ arrest tMs summe[ on a mu[der charge has sparked anew the debate: ~s a head 

coach respons~Me for the behavior of his p~ayers? 

Meye[, the former F~odda head coach now at Ohio State, has pushed back on the notion that he d~dn’t do enough with Hemandez, who had at ~east one fa~led 

drug ~es~ at F~er~da a~d another arresL 

Sl~ve [aised the ~ssue eadier ~n the day, Jn [emarks he ~ater said he thought over fe[ awM~e. After fi[st Hst~g a~l ~he success ~he SEC has had on ~he fieM, the 

commissioner said he could not ignore the "off-field incidents ~nvoMng both current and former studemt-atMetes. 

"Notwithstanding the fact that our ~nstitutions have mechanisms ~n place to recognize proMems, supper systems ~o address persona~ ~ssues, policies to p[ovide 

implementation of disc~pJine and the wi~Jingmess to enforce these poJicJes, ~t is 8 crushing disappointment when, despite aH of these effo~ts, a young person 

throws away the oppoRun~ty for a promish~g future." 

~t was an unusua~ deviation, and a concession by Sl~ve that ~t was a serious issue. 

But what can be dome? Cdflcs have pointed to Nemandez reportedly fa~ing multiple d[ug tests at F~orida. (The number of failed tests has not been made 

pumice) The SEC does not have a un~fo[m drug policy, and Georgia has led the fight to ~sfltute one. But ~t has been a lonely fight, and Georgia will remain one 

of the few schools ~o suspend first-time drug offenders. 

Speaking ~ater ~n the day, SHve said a uniform poUcy hms been discussed "severml times," but it has become clear that most schools favor developing theh- own 

po~ic~es. 

"You’re really deaUng w~th the student and the institution, a~d the faculties and the admh~stration determine th[ough their ow~ judic~a~ system how they ma~mge 

behavior," S~ve said. "And ~t isn’t something that they weu~d or should delegate to an umbrella organization tha~ in no way can know aH the nuances of what 

took p~ace. Because ~t’s not just the event. ~t’s one of the motivating factors: How can you deaJ w~th these ~ssues, and how can you heJp the student? And that’s 

not sometMng that I tM~k can be done from 

Sl~ve 8~so pointed out that it’s an NC~ violation for a school not to fo~low ~ts own drug poJicy. 

"Pa~ of ~t’s medical par of ~t’s behavior, and each school was Jn the best pos~t~o~ to know how to handle their own kids," SHve said. "So that’s so~ of the 

and short of 

The debate over coacMng respons~Ml~ty w~l rage on. A~though some weuM rather not engage in iL 

"rm genoa go ahead and take a pass on that subject," Flodda quarterback Jeff Dr~ske~ said. 

But teammate Dominique Easley dove 

"They should be responsible. But ~n reality we’re grown men," Eas~ey sa~d. "We take the steps that Jead to making decisions. We should be respoms~Me." 

ORDER REPRINT BACK TO TOP 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

newslette@ famamstreetblog.com 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 6:22 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

F~rn~n Street: Five Elemeuts of Effective Thinking 

[~ Linkt 

Posted: 27 Jul 2023 04:45 A~I POT 

::N:: I::iv~-~ Elec.q,~nts o~ Effective 

Do you want to come up with more imaginative ideas? Do you stumble with complicated problems? Do you want to find new 

ways to confront challenges? 

Of course you do. So do I. 

But when is the last time you thought about how you think? 

Do you have a proces~ for m~ki~ ~e~isio~? Are you using mental r~ode~ and connecting big ideas from multiple 

disciplines? Are you taking steps to red~ce cog~itive biases? Have you defined t~e prob#em and do you know what 

success looks like? 

Just as with any skill, some of us are better at thinking than others. Why? 

We’re seduced into believing that brilliant thinkers are born that way. We think they magically produce brilliant ideas. 

Nothing could be further from the truth. While there are likely genetic exceptions, the vast majority of the people we consider 

brilliant use their minds differently. 

Often, these geniuses practice learnable habits of thinking that allow them to see the world differently. By doing so, they avoid 

much of the folly that so often ensnares others. Eliminating stupidity is easier than seeking brilliance. 

"It is remarkable how much long-term advantage people like us have gotten by trying to be consistently not 

stupid, instead of trying to be very intelligent." -- Charlie I~lunger 

[ came across T~ ~iv~ ~#~r~s ~f ~@~ctive Thi~ki~#, authored by Dr. Edward B. Burger and Dr. 1’4ichael Starbird, which 

presents some practical ways for us to improve our thinking. 

They make a pretty bold claim in the introduction. 

You can personally choose to become more successful by adopting five learnable habits, which, in this book, we not 

only explain in detail but also make concrete and practical. 

The five habits are: 



1. Understand deeply 

2. Make mistakes 

3. Raise questions 

4. Follow the flow of ideas 

5. Change 

Let’s explore each of these a little. 

Understand Deeply 

Don’t face complex issues head-on; first understand simple ideas deeply. Clear the clutter and expose what is really 

important. Be brutally honest about what you know and don’t know. Then see what’s missing, identify the gaps, and 

fill them in. Let go of bias, prejudice, and preconceived notions. There are degrees to understanding (it’s not just a 

yes-or-no proposition) and you can always heighten yours. Rock-solid understanding is the foundation for success. 

Make Mistakes 

Fail to succeed, Intentionally get it wrong to inevitably get it even more right. Mistakes are great teachers -- they 
highlight unforeseen opportunities and holes in your understanding. They also show you which way to turn next, and 
they ignite your imagination. 

Raise Questions 

Constantly create questions to clarify and extend your understanding. What’s the real question? Working on the 

wrong questions can waste a lifetime. Ideas are in the air -- the right questions will bring them out and help you see 

connections that otherwise would have been invisible. 

Follow the Flow of Ideas 

is a beginning, not an end. Ideas are rare-- milk them. Following the consequences of small ideas can result in big 

payoffs. 

These are the four basic building blocks for effective thinking. The fifth, is Change. 

Change 

The unchanging element is change-- by mastering the first four elements, you can change the way you think and 

learn. You can always improve, grow, and extract more out of your education, yourself, and the way you live your 

life. Change is the universal constant that allows you to get the most out of living and learning. 

If you’re stuck, need a new idea, or just want to improve your thinking, The 5 E~er#e~ts of Effective T~i~ki#g will help you 

on your way. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffMoore <j ef£moore=smartloop.io@mai153.wdc03.rsgsv.net;, 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Simplil}’NCAA compliance 

Dear Vi~’,ce tite, 

their at.:tder:t-atl"..tetes and co~ebes by e:~9~gil"..g ti~em o:~ their i"..iebile de’,:ices. 

recent survey 73% of students are repaired to be .:tsi~g amar~pho~es 

Sma!ltee~/s teci~!~ology 9eserstes 3x t~e ~es~o~se of ems~s 

MoNde device usage w~ lump 1244% by 20t6 



N~EIGNI, NoC~, ,~ Nort~ CaroI~a 
ie~ic offiei~s iha.ve ordered a compa- 
~.y that makes des:gaer mouth 

. ~m,H. ~eis has guards t:o stop using a~ ,~ ~: ~, 
ke~bat! p~ayer m promote ~ts brand, 

:e u.mvel..sl ..., s sere a .. :ease. 
aa.d-des~s.t: let~er to Iceberg Guards 
ab:ou:~: rising s .... ~ .... ~ " ¯ .: e.~m~: guard. Lesli..: 
Donald, who u:atil rece:.fly had :been= 
1is:ted on the compaa.y’s: web:site as a 
user of its .p.roduc~:.=.. It:’s the second 
orS,corot. ~.8=ue mvoa:vmg a UNC 

. player: =the schoo-, has faced :this off- 
’~ ~ r r seaso~Z foI.lo......mg leadin=g sca~ e. 

...... ~’. . . H.a~rston.~s¯ 3uR:e arrest on. a mi~sde- 
mean.or drug c~arge w~i.l,e drivNg a 



UNC-AD mailing list 

UNC-AD@lists.northcarolina.edu 

http:iilists.northcarolinaoeduimailmanilistinfoiunc-ad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

newslette@ famamstreetblog.com 

Monday, July 22, 2013 6:03 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farn~an Street: Maxshall McLuhan Old Versus New Assumptions 

[~ Linkt 

Narsha~I NcL#h~ ~ Old V÷rs#s New Assumption, s 

Posted: 21 ]ul 2013 06:00 AM POT 

Today would have been Marshall McLuhan’s 102nd Birthday. 

McLuhan, for those unfamiliar with #ir~, rocketed from an unknown academic to rockstar with the publication of 

U~}dersta~di~}cj Media: T~e ~xte~sio~s of Na~ in 1964. The core of the book happens to be a phrase many of us are 

familiar with: "The medium is the message." 

But long before those famous words were ever spoken, McLuhan offered advice on the evolving media lanscape. This 

interview from 1960 offers as much wisdom today as it did then. 

When any new form comes into the foreground of things, we naturally look at it through the old stereos. We can’t 

help that. This is normal, and we’re still trying to see how will our previous forms of political and educational patterns 

persist under television. We’re just trying to fit the old things into the new form, instead of asking what is the new 

form going to do to all the assumptions we had before. 

You are subscribed [o emaii upda[es from 

To stop receivin,q these emails, you rnay unsubscribe now. 

Google h~c, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago ik. USA 60610 

Email clelive[y powe[ed by Goc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael Raynor "    ~ ~aol.com> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 6:55 PM 

lbutler@theacc.org; ashley.obrest@bc.edu; blakemiller@virginia.edu; gumpf.2@nd.edu; 
Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu>; haprile@athletics.pitt.edu; lwatten@umd.edu; 
lross01@syr.edu; aalameda@fsu.edu; sandy@gocards.com; scot.thomas@vt.edu; 
shawn_rychcik@ncsu, edu; twenzel@athletics.gatech, edu 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Christine@gocards.com; dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu; 
jm2y@virginia.edu; mooradjo@bc.edu; lrudd@vt.edu; lebihara@umd.edu; 
michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; conboy, l@nd.edu; rmbaumga@syr.edu; smcclosk@vt.edu; 
vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu; bwaxman@admin.fsu.edu; dwstrom@ncsu.edu; 
mark@gocards.com; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Monica.A.Cundiff.4@nd.edu; 
pklaczak@athletics.pitt.edu; var7n@virginia.edu; helmsc@vt.edu; dmoore@theacc.org; 
kpierce@theacc, org; j b arrett@theacc, org; gdavi s@theacc, org 

Re: ACC Coordinator of Softball Umpires 

EVERYONE .... 

Just a brief note to everyone to say how much I am honored and excited about this opportunity. I have a very high regard 
for the Atlantic Coast Conference, each coach and administrator in the conference, each university, each student athlete, 
and the great game of softball. 

I promise to be a responsible listener and partner with each of you in a very professional manner as we take on the many 
challenges going forward together. There will be times that we might not agree, but we will always be on the same page in 
the interest of your student athletes, The Atlantic Coast Conference, and the NCAA. 

In the very near future we need to get involved in the development of OUR new umpire roster for the upcoming 2014 
season. The addition of new schools, the development of new umpires, the maintenance and safekeeping of good solid 
umpires, and the expectations of each of you will be very important as we get started on the right foot. 

I will be available 24/7 on my cell phone 
am also available via email at @aoLcom... 

LET’S GET TO WORK ........ 

and look forward to your thoughts, ideas, needs, and interests. I 

Mike 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Butler, Lee <lbutler@theacc.org> 
To: Ashley Obrest (ashley.obrest@bc.edu) <ashley.obrest@bc.edu>; Blake Miller (blakemiller@virginia.edu) 
<blakemiller@virginia.edu>; Deanna Gumpf (gumpf.2@nd.edu) <gumpf.2@nd.edu>; Donna Papa (djp@uncaa.unc.edu) 
<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Holly Aprile (haprile@athletics.pitt.edu) <haprile@athletics.pitt.edu>; Laura Watten 
(Iwatten@umd.edu) <lwatten@umd.edu>; Leigh Ross (Iross01@syr.edu) <lross01@syr.edu>; Lonni Alameda 
(aalameda@fsu.edu) <aalameda@fsu.edu>; Sandy Pearsall (sandy@gocards.com) <sandy@gocards.com>; Scot 
Thomas (scot.thomas@vt.edu) <scot.thomas@vt.edu>; Shawn Rychcik (shawn_rychcik@ncsu.edu) 
<shawn_rychcik@ncsu.edu>; Shelly Hoerner (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu) <twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu> 
Cc: Beth Miller (bethmiller@unc.edu) <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com) 
<Christine@gocards.com>; Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu) <dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>; Jane Miller 
(jm2y@virginia.edu) <jm2y@virginia.edu>; Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu) <mooradjo@bc.edu>; Lisa Rudd 
(Irudd@vt.edu) <lrudd@vt.edu>; Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu) <lebihara@umd.edu>; Michelle Lee 
(michelle_lee@ncsu.edu) <michelle_lee@ncsu.edu>; Missy Conboy (conboy.l@nd.edu) <conboy.l@nd.edu>; Renee M. 
Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu) <rmbaumga@syr.edu>; Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu) <smcclosk@vt.edu>; 
Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu) <twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu>; Vanessa Fuchs 
(vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) <vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu>; bwaxman <bwaxman@admin.fsu.edu>; Douglas Strom 
(dwstrom@ncsu.edu) <dwstrom@ncsu.edu>; mark <mark@gocards.com>; ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Monica.A.Cundiff.4 <Monica.A.Cundiff.4@nd.edu>; pklaczak <Bklaczak@athletics.pitt.edu>; var7n <var7n@virginia.edu>; 
helmsc <helmsc@vt.edu>; Mike Raynor i        ~aol.com),        b_,aol.com>; Moore, Donald 



<dmoore@theacc.org>; Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org>; Barrett, Jennie <jbarrett@theacc.org>; Davis, Georgia 
<gdavis@theacc.org> 
Sent: Mon, Jul 22, 2013 4:32 pm 
Subject: ACC Coordinator of Softball Umpires 

Softball Head Coaches, 

I am excited to announce that Mike Raynor has been selected as the new ACC Coordinator of Softball Umpires. Thank 
you for your cooperation in this process as we interviewed five finalists for the position and selected Mike because of his 
expertise and vision for ACC softball. Mike, who currently resides in Lenox, GA., comes to us with a unique background 
having served as a D1 Head Coach (Mercer University), D1 umpire, and as a conference Co-Coordinator of Umpires. 
Mike also understands what our head coaches are looking for in a Coordinator and is committed to further developing and 
growing our umpire program. 

Mike will be responsible for assigning all non-conference and conference games along with the ACC Championship. This 
DOES NOT include any fall ball games your institution may be hosting. If you would like him to assign umpires for fall 
ball, please contact Mike ASAP. 

Below is Mike[]s contact information. 

Mike Raynor 
~aol.com 

(cell) 

I know that you all will help me in welcoming Mike to the ACC softball family. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me. 

Thank you. 

Lee 

lee butler 
Assistant Commissioner, Championships 

O: 336.369.46541 C 
Ibutler~theacc.or.q 
theACC.com [] @theACC 







Identi .fy priority stakeholders and discuss their relationship with the 
University and department 

Discuss the roadmap for £ettin~ from our current state to wl)ere we want to 
be and tile actions and communications that will support that 

Discover the platforms that will £uide our communications movin£ forward 
and ladder to the strate£ic plan 

Discover milestones tl)at will allow us to communicate these chan£es 

After the workshop .... use this information to map chan£es and messa£es 
that communicate them; build a calendar for these communications 
opportunities over the first semester 



One of the biggest challenges is the different views of the recent issues, 
both internally and externally 



-,, There hasn’t been the "mea culpa" turnin£ point 

,* The department must be proact:ive in its communications so 
can take control of the conversation 

-~ The Strate@c Plan is a £ood £uide for our mission, but there is 
confusion around how it will be implemented 

-~ On£oin£ investi£ations and public information requests cause 

the AFAM scandal to lin£er 

-,, The process for internal communications is not clear 



~!Where we are 

A program with a long 
tradition of winning the 

dght way that has lost 

trust with the scandals 
and issues of tl~e past 

tl~ree years. On the 

precipice of movin£ 

forward but one 

integrity issue away 

from a major 

reputational crisis, 

REPAIR AND RECOVERY 

~i’Where we want to 

A program that has 

learned from the 

mistakes and missteps 

of tile past three years 

and has made real 

changes to address its 

issues. Humbled but 

ready to move forwa rd 

to restore its traditions 

and to honor its 

amazing student 

athletes. 



We educate and inspire through athletics, 

Responsibility 

Innovation 

Service 

Excellence 

We wilt lead in all that we do .... Academics, 
Athletics and Administration, 





Supportive 

Fa c u 1t7 

Students & 

Parents Detra cti n 

Faculty 

N CAA 

,Administrators 

Prospective UNC 

Coaches 

Media 

Ram’s Club and 
Major Donors 

Chapel Hilf and 

Triangfe 

Corn m u nity 

Alumni 

H igh School 
Coaches 

Prospective 

Student Athletes 

UNC 
Administration 





What do they currently think about UNC Athletics? What do we want 
them to think? 

What do they care aboutthe most? What is their stake in UNL;. 

What are their desires and expectations for UNC? 







DEP,,.’SOHSTRP£,,’IHG GEBk~IBE CHABGk’£ WILL 8E HKiY TO/\;SAI<£1H@ THIS SHIFT 

Where we are Teda~ 

Aprogram with a {o~g 

tradition of winning the 

trust w~th the scandals 
and ~ssues of the past 

three years, On the 

precipice of moving 

forward but one 

integrity ~ssue away 

from a major 

reputat~ona~ crisis. 

REPAIR AND RECOVERY 

want to be 

A program that has 

tearned from the 

mistakes and missteps 

of tl~e past three years 

and has made real 

changes to address its 

issues. Humbled but 

ready to move forwa rd 

to restore its traditions 

and to honor its 

amazing student 

athletes. 



Responsibility        ’ 



-,, What a~e :you doin~ that people a~en’t aware of? 

,* What: do you want to be known for in this space? 

-* What are actions and milestones we can talk about? 

o What does success look like for this? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

newslette@ famamstreetblog.com 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 6:34 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: Why do some innovations spread so swiftly and others so slowly? 

Posted:~ 3ul 2013 0F~:00 AN PDT 

In the latest New Yorker, Atul Gawande pens a fascinating tale 

We believe that we can just tell people the facts and ideas will spread. That’s not really how it works. Nell deGrasse Tyson 

explains that p~rs~a~i~j ~rs is about more than just putting the facts out there and letting the chips fall as they may. 

Often, the effort required to change behavior requires deeper changes than we anticipate. 

In the era of the iPhone, Facebook, and Twitter, we’ve become enamored of ideas that spread as effortlessly as 

ether. We want frictionless, "turnkey" solutions to the major difficulties of the world--hunger, disease, poverty. We 

prefer instructional videos to teachers, drones to troops, incentives to institutions. People and institutions can feel 

messy and anachronistic. They introduce, as the engineers put it, uncontrolled variability. 

But technology and incentive programs are not enough. "Diffusion is essentially a social process through which 

people talking to people spread an innovation," wrote Everett Rogers, the great scholar of how new ideas are 

communicated and spread. Mass media can introduce a new idea to people. But, Rogers showed, people follow the 

lead of other people they know and trust when they decide whether to take it up. Every change requires effort, and 

the decision to make that effort is a social process. 

This is something that salespeople understand well. I once asked a pharmaceutical rep how he persuaded doctors-- 

who are notoriously stubborn--to adopt a new medicine. Evidence is not remotely enough, he said, however strong 

a case you may have. You must also apply "the rule of seven touches." Personally "touch" the doctors seven times, 

and they will come to know you; if they know you, they might trust you; and, if they trust you, they will change. 

That’s why he stocked doctors’ closets with free drug samples in person. Then he could poke his head around the 

corner and ask, "So how did your daughter Debbie’s soccer game go?" Eventually, this can become "Have you seen 

this study on our new drug? How about giving it a try?" As the rep had recognized, human interaction is the key 

force in overcoming resistance and speeding change. 

This piece is a great example of why I subscribe to the New Yorker. 

You are subscribed to email updates from 

To stop receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now. 

Googie inc. 20 Wes~ Kinzie; Chicago iL LISA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Go( 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael L. Bucl~er Law Firm <michael@michaelbucl~eflaw.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, July 24, 2013 12:11 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Webinar on Investigation Strategies lbr the New NCAA Enforcement Process [Lawyer Advertisement] 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you or your organization has expressed an 
interest in the Nichael L. Buckner Law Firm. Don’t forget to add mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw.com to 
your address book so our resources will be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

] 
Michael L. Buckner Law Firm / 

Did you know that under new NCAA Bylaw 19.8.1.2, a 

You and members of your staff a re invited to our next 

Buokner Law Firm, will be the webinar presenter. 

The webinar will assist general counsel, athletics 
administrators and higher-education professionals with 
developing strategies to conduct internal investigations of 
alleged Level I and II violations under the new NCAA 
enforcement process (which will take effect August 1, 
2013, as revised Bylaw 19). Specifically, the event will 
enable university administrators to: 

Review the role, duties and responsibilities of the 
president, director of athletics, director of 
compliance, faculty athletic representative, general 
counsel and head coach during an NCAA 
enforcement investigation under revised Bylaw 19. 
Learn about the new NCAA enforcement process, 
including the right and wrong decisions to make 
during a case. 
Study the processes and techniques that 
institutions can implement to increase the chance 
for a successful outcome in the new NCAA 
enforcement process. 

The webinar is free, but is limited to the first 50 institutions 
to register. 

Click on the links below to obtain more information on the 
webinar or to register for the event. 

make. if 

Thank you for your attention and response. We look 
forward to your participation during the webinar. 
Sincerely, 
Michael L. Buckner Law Firm 
mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw.com 
954-941-1844 



Forward email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:58 PM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 
<cderickson@unc.edu> 

Reporting on Athletic Admissions 

Just a reminder that our group will meet next Wednesday at 2 pm in Carr Building, Rm 302. 

We also need to reschedule our second meeting that is currently set for Aug 29. Please let me know if you are available 

to meet at any of the times listed below. Once I hear back from everyone, I will send the group an updated invitation. 

Thank you for your help. - Missy 

Thursday, August 22 2:30 - 3:30 pm 

Friday, August 23 9:00 - 10:00 am 

Friday, August 23 3:30 -4:30 pm 

Reporting on Athletic Admissions 
Members - 
Lynn Williford, Assistant Provost and Director of Institutional Reporting and Assessment 
Layna Mosley, Chair, Subcommittee on Special-Talent Admissions - May be able to join via Skype or phone 
Joy Renner, Chair, Faculty Athletics Committee 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
IVlichelle Brown, Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

~/ince Ille, Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
Steve Farmer, Vice Provost for Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions 
Barbara Polk, Senior Associate Director of Undergraduate Admissions 
]en Kretchmar, Senior Assistant Director of Undergraduate Admissions for Research 
~hris Derickson, Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

Missy Pyecha 
Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu 
(919) 962-5292 
(919) 962-9149 (fax) 



July 3, 2013 

New York, NY 10003 
Sent via email at. 

To Whom It May Concern: 

It has come to our attention that you are using the name of current University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill Men’s Basketball student-athlete on a website promoting the 
sale of l 

It is my responsibility to notify you that it is not permissible for commercial entities to use 
names, pictures, or images of enrolled student-athletes to promote their business. Because it 
would result in him being declared ineligible to compete at the intercollegiate leve!,      does 
not wish to authorize the use of his name, picture, or image on solicitations of this nature. We 
ask that you remove the reference to his name immediately and refrain from using the names or 
pictures of our student-athletes on future promotional items for your company. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your prompt attention to this 
matter. 

Sincerely, 

Marie!ie vanGelder 
Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
9! 9-962-6000 

Bubba Cm~ningham, Director of Athletics 
Brad Frederick, Director of Men’s Basketball Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:08 PM 

Stephen Long <doclong@roscoemartin.com> 

Fedora, H. Larry <larry.fedora@unc.edu>; Beau Morgan 
<bmorgan@roscoemartin.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc.edu> 

Re: Online Services Estimate 

RM Sports Signature.png 

Ok. Thanks. Very interested in the project. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 25, 2013, at 6:54 PM, "Stephen Long" <doclong@roscoemartin.com> wrote: 

Bubba-- 

My tech from SPSS/IBM gave me an estimate of $3600 for the project to put all the inventories 
online for the players and the coaches. 

Contact me back if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Steve Long 
<RM Sports Signature.png> 

GOLD! Masterinq the Psychology of Execution through Competitive Intelligence 
Executive Presence: High Performance Leadership for the 21st Century 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

newslette@ famamstreetblog.com 

Monday, July 29, 2013 6:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: Haxvesting the Biosphere 

[~ Linkt 

Posted: 28 ;ul 2023 06:02 AN POT 

i.~.i grain chart gs 

I’m a fan of Vaclav Smil. The term polymath fits perfectly. He’s exposed Farnam Street readers to gems such as ... 

no truly long-range forecast can be correct in all of its key aspects; most of these forecasts will be wrong in both 

quantitative and qualitative terms; some forecasts may get a few quantities approximately right, but they will miss 

the real qualities arising from subtly to profoundly altered wholes. 

The first is that even the most assiduous deployment of the best available preventive measures (smart policing, 

clever informants, globe-spanning, electronic intelligence, willingness to undertake necessary military action) will not 

be able to thwart all planned attacks. 

Even after throwing away some 40 percent of its abundant food supply, the United States still has the industrialized 

world’s most overweight population. 

What is most worrisome about these practices is that several antimicrobials that are important as human medicines, 

including tetracycline, penicillin, and erythromycin, are used extensively for these prophylactic treatments. These 

massive dispensations promote bacterial resistance to essential antibiotics. 

we have learned two great lessons from many modern disasters: I) our response to them is always initially more 
chaotic and less effective than envisaged in model scenarios; but 2) a higher degree of preparedness can make a 
substantial difference, both in avoided death and injury and in property damage. 

When Smil comes out with a new book, I’m usually one of the first in line. Although he has so many books that I often find 

myself lagging a year or more behind. 



His next book, ~4ad~ i~ th~ ~SA: Th~ R, ise a#d R~tt-eat of ~r~et-ica~ ~#~fa~t#ri~g, out next month, showed up on 

G~t~s~ s~r~r~r re~i~g list. (I pre-ordered a copy.) 

Heck, if he’s s#n~rt e#ough to t~to~ ~i~ G~tes, a polymath himself, he’s a good place to start on any subject. 

Late last year, Smil put out a book that I haven’t gotten around to reading yet: Ha~’v~sti~g the ~iosph~re: What We Have 

Bill Gates posted a ~eview of the book on The Gates Notes, which is worth checking out, if only for the NYT ’snowfall’ 

experience. 

Here’s a video of Smil on N~vesti~# th~ Bios£here and Thinking Large. 

Gates writes: 

There is no author whose books ][ look forward to more than Vaclav Smil. He jokes that no one reads his books 

(he’s written more than 30 of them). ]It’s true that each book only sells a few thousand copies. But ]I’m trying to 

read everything he writes. 

Why? He understands a phenomenal range of subjects, from energy to agriculture. On any page he might talk about 

meat-eating among bonobos or the average human life span during the Roman Empire. Plus he is rigorously 

numeric, using data to illuminate every topic he writes about. The word "polymath" was invented to describe people 

like him. 

In Harvesting ~h~ ~iosp~e~-e, Smil gives as clear and as numeric a picture as is possible of how humans have 

altered the biosphere. The book is a bit dry and I had to look up a number of terms that were unfamiliar to me, but it 

tells a critical story. 

Smil starts with a big question: How much life is there in the biosphere? By "biosphere," he means everywhere on 

earth where there are living things: in the air, on the ground, and in the oceans. I’ve been thinking and writing a lot 

about measurement this year, and I was very impressed with how rigorously he thinks about this problem. 

Ultimately he concludes that the dry mass of all living things on Earth is about 1.6 trillion metric tons. (Because living 

things contain different amounts of water, Smil makes these calculations using dry mass, which leaves out the 

water.) 

Here’s a brief excerpt from a videotaped conversation between Gates and Smil, focused on the enormous amount of wasted 

food production in this country: 



Here’s Gates’s conclusion : 

Smil looks at the future with some concern. As more people join the middle class, they will demand more to eat, and 

more meat in particular, which will put an even bigger strain on the biosphere. He lists a number of steps we could 

take, which boil down to various ways to manage resources more carefully, stabilize the global population, and 

pursue research that will raise crop yields. 

I was a bit surprised that he didn’t talk more about innovations that will help avoid some of the problems he’s 

concerned about. For example, he writes a lot about the impact of meat-eating on the biosphere. Producing meat is 

very inefficient: To get 1 kg of edible meat from a cow, you have to feed it about 10 kg of grain. But he doesn’t 

mention the possibility of making alternatives to meat, which could reduce the inefficiency and the need for additional 

crops. (A few months ago I posted a neat feature about research on alternatives to meat. I’ve tasted a few and 

they’re very convincing.) 

I had a chance to ask Smil about this when we met this year. He pointed out that humans eat about 300 million tons 

of meat a year, and producing even a small percentage of that amount in meat alternatives would be a real 

challenge. I agree that it’ll take more research, but I remain optimistic that it could help reduce the impact of meat- 

eating on the earth. 

Anyway these criticisms are relatively minor. If you want to learn about agriculture or the environment and you have 

the patience to stick with it, this is a great text. 

In "Harvesting the Biosphere," Vaclav Smil carefully adds up how much life exists on Earth. Without moralizing, he 

makes a convincing case that humans could soon consume an unsustainable share of life on Earth. 

After putting this post together, you know I ordered a co~. You should too. 

(Sources: T~e ~tes Notes, and A~rew 
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TEAM COMPLIANCE MEETING OUTLINE 

2013-2014 

VI. Summary of NCAA Regulations 

A. Ethical Conduct 

¯ Act with honesty and sportsmanship 

¯ Truthful if questioned regarding NCAA violation 

¯ No gambling activities (no providing information, no betting) 

¯ Entry Fee + Prize = Violation 

Amateurism 

¯ No pay for play, no professional contracts, no professional teams 

¯ No agreements with agents, no benefits from agents 

¯ No promotion of commercial products/services: ASK IF CHARITY 

Financial Aid 

¯ OK from those upon whom you are naturally dependent 

¯ All outside financial aid [e.g., national scholarships (National Merit Scholarship), state 

scholarships (Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Grant), civic organization 

scholarships (Rotary Club Scholarship), high school scholarships (Scholar-Athlete 

Scholarship)] must be reported to your coaches or the compliance staff, as it may affect 

your individual limit on financial aid and/or the team’s limit on financial aid: COULD 

RESULT IN VIOLATION 

¯ Employment permitted, provided: (1) Not based on value or utility that the student- 

athlete may have for the employer because of the publicity, reputation, fame or personal 

following that he or she has obtained because of athletics ability; (2) Compensated only 

for work actually performed; and (3) Compensated at a rate commensurate with the 

going rate in that locality for similar services 

¯ Fee-for-Lesson Regulations: (1) No institutional facilities; (2) Fee paid only by 

recipient; (3) No "playing lessons"; (4) Cannot promote availability of lessons; (5) Must 

complete appropriate paperwork 

D. Recruitment 

¯ Read through on own, let us know of concerns 



VII. Other 

¯ Extra Benefits and Preferential Treatment- (merchant letter, former teammates) 

¯ May receive nothing free or at a reduced price (e.g., meals) 

¯ Letter includes regulations 

¯ Ultimate responsibility rests with you 

¯ Former teammates may only provide benefits similar to what they provided when you 

were teammates 

¯ Ask before you accept ANYTHING from ANYBODY 

Agents/Financial Advisors 

¯ Reference document in White Packet 

¯ No written or oral agreements 

¯ No benefits of any kind 

¯ Agents and their runners WILL attempt to offer you things that you can’t accept 

¯ Must abide by all coaching staff regulations concerning timing and location of contact 

Apparel/Awards/Autographs 

¯ Not sold, given away, traded, etc. 

¯ Equipment/Apparel returned when you leave 

Playing and Practice Seasons 

¯ 20-hour weeks during the season 

¯ 8-hour weeks during the off-season (strength and conditioning and skill 

instruction!film) 

¯ Will be asked to sign off on team countable hours randomly throughout year 

¯ Counts: competition (3 hours for day), practice, weights, conditioning, required team 

meetings, film review 

¯ Doesn’t Count: travel, training room, study hall, meals 

Pell Grant, SAF 

¯ Fill out aFAFSA! Free money! 

¯ Pell Grant Recipients: receipts for clothing, 2 cycles of $250 

¯ Personal emergencies of any kind, let your coach know 



Recruiting Policy 

¯ Found on goheels.com on Inside Athletics Tab -> Compliance page -> Recruiting 

Handbook 

¯ Critical that you pay attention to S-A Host Guidelines 

¯ Ask if you have any questions about what you can and cannot do! 

Ram Rules & Text Messages 

¯ Monthly emails regarding compliance regulations 

¯ Occasional texts sent with information about relevant topics 

¯ You are responsible for the information contained in them! 

Automobile/Parking Issues 

¯ ACC Auto/Employment Forms for Full Scholarship S-A’s 

¯ Completed in full prior to competition. Will not be allowed to play this year! 

¯ Parking reimbursement process for S-A’s that purchase full-year parking passes 

Complimentary Tickets 

¯ 4 complimentary tickets for each home or away contest in the S-A’s sport 

¯ 6 complimentary tickets for post-season contests 

¯ Tickets provided through a pass list 

¯ May not sell tickets or exchange tickets for any item of value 

Eligibility 

¯ To compete: Must (1) have been admitted to UNC as a regularly enrolled, degree- 

seeking student; (2) be in good academic standing; and (3) be enrolled in at least a 

minimum full-time degree program (12 hours) and maintain satisfactory progress 

toward that degree 

¯ If you are in the last term of your degree program, can be enrolled in less 

than 12 hours 

To practice: Enrolled in minimum full-time program (12 hours) 

Must be enrolled in 12 hours by August 27, 2012 (August 26 is the last day to be in an 

underload) 

Freshmen: Complete 24 hours toward degree during the first year (including summer) 



¯ Everyone: Must pass 18 hours between the previous Fall and Spring Term and pass 6 

hours during the previous term 

¯ Must choose a major by the beginning of the 3rd year of enrollment 

¯ Prior to 3rd semester: 1.8 GPA- Freshmen need 2.0 for UNC 

¯ Prior to 5th semester: 40% degree completed (48 hours), 1.9 GPA 

¯ Prior to 7th semester: 60% degree completed (72 hours), 2.0 GPA 

¯ Prior to 9th semester: 80% degree completed (96 hours), 2.0 GPA 

¯ If sitting in on a class, it must be officially recorded in the system 

¯ PE Activity class will not count toward full-time enrollment 

¯ High School Foreign Language Level I will never count toward graduation and will 

only count toward eligibility if taken in freshman year 

¯ Repeat Course: May only count once toward eligibility 

¯ Dropping a Course: 

¯ Inform counselor before dropping 

¯ Drop after 1st 2 weeks of class requires counselor signature (Keep attending 

class until approved) 

¯ Immediately ineligible if drop below 12 hours (Add before drop) 

¯ Professor can drop without the student’s awareness 

¯ 5 Year Clock: 5 years to play 4 

¯ Text books: Return books from dropped courses to bookstore and obtain a receipt no 

later than October 17, 2012. After October 17, return books to counselors. 

¯ Athletics may only purchase required textbooks 

¯ Academic Fraud: 

¯ Difficult to define 

¯ Assistance from tutors: 

¯ When writing papers, tutors can assist with the structure of papers or 

teach grammar 

¯ May not write on S-A’s paper 

¯ No contact with tutors outside of academic center 

¯ Includes social media - should not be Facebook friends or 

communicating via Twitter 

¯ Relationship should be completely professional 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lis~@momenmmmedia.com 

Monday, July 29, 2013 1:24 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Tools of the Trade: Rutgers Report Issued 

Rutgers ReRor~ Issued 
An investigation of Rutgem University’s handling of complaints 
about its men’s basketball coach Iound several missteps and 
concluded ~he school needs ~o exeA greater eyesight over 

Over the Limit 
An Iowa high school baseball team was forced to forfeit a playoff 
win a{~er allowing a pi~cher ~o throw five innings just ~wo days 
after he pitched nine, a violation of state rules. ~::~:~:~:~ 

:~] ~?~: ::: :~:: .:.: 

Molding Leaders 
Selec~ Ohio State University football players are taking a course 

Featured E-Zinc 

2013 Training & Conditioning Buyer’s Guide 

The 2013 Tra#~ing & Conditioning Buyer’s Guide includes expanded product 
listings not available in print. URLs listed in this publication are active, meaning 
you can click on a company’s Web site where it appears in ~he Buyer’s Guide ~o 
learn about the company and its products. 

Learning From the Pros 
High school football players watching and helping out at the 
Atlanta Falcons’ training camp have taken home se~lqe valuable 

lessens. 

if at First o,. 
Bakersfield Community College had a second appeal of 
sanctions against i~s Iootball program denied and is planning a 
third. [!ii!~ii:ii:!:!;!! ![]!!: :[).!::.[! ! !::. !! !::.::!i:!: ..... 

Case Study 
Prope~ Conditioning Rapid recovery after maximum power 
output is arguably one of the most impo~tan~ Iactors Jr~ sped 
pedormance. ~t should be regarded as a cornerstone of 
pe~1ormance ranking w~t[~ slrength, speed, and agilely. 



A high schoel athletic department in Indiana raises about $7,000 
to cover participation fees by helping clean up after the 

Safe Spor~s Schools 
The NATA has named the inaugural winners of its Safe Sports 
School award, which recognizes secondary schools that take 
s~eps to keep their athletes free Item injL~ries, i!!i.!ii:.i====.!;:i!..:=.ij!::==:!ii:..i!:.=:===i.i 

Helping Heroes 
The O[idiron Heroes will caravan across the state of Texas in 
September with a goal of raising $100,000 to support high schoel 
football players who have suffered catastrophic injuries. !;!i’::.:=:,:’.:i=:.:ili. 

ProdJuet Showcase 
Heat Stress Prevention Avoiding heat stress illness is ,3 
priority for today’s athletic trainers, coaches, and players. The 
following p[odL~cts can help keep players safer. 

Buyer’s Guide Showcase: Strength Training & Injury Prevention 
The following s~reng~h ~raining & injury preverflion-rela~ed corr~panies are advertisers in the 
Ath~,etic Management Buyer’s Guide and you can click on the company name to visit its 
Web site. 

To look up potential vendors Io[ ethel purchases, go to 

~tirnidatio~ By Coach Claimed 
Former Oakland University women’s basketball players allege 
~hei[ [ecently fired coach pushed her religious views on ~hem and 

h~timidated them. 

A~t~-Haz~g P~a~ Dra~ed 
A U~ah high schooJ has drafted an ant~-hazing plan tha~ all 

students must s~gn. 

No Roo~ 
The Pac 12 conference has re~used to p~ay ~eams from G~and 
Canyon Un~ve~ity and is asking the NCAA to ~ook into the ro~e 

Flexall(R) gels enhance 
ultrasound, cryotherapy, 
T.E.N.S. and massage 
therapies. 

Continental Girbau’s freestanding washers deliver high- 
speed ex~racL unmatched durability, and s[~perier 
programmability to promote fabric longevity. 

Make your baseballlsoftball practice 
more productive with Muhl Tech. 

Train yot~r athletes before the games begin with 
Rogers Athletic strength-training equipment. 

View Jobs.IPost a ResumelPost a Job I~ 



You are receiving this newsletter because yon’ve signed up to receive e-mail news l~om MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forwaxd this newsletter to a friend, click fills link 

Be sure to add lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or safe. sender 

list so our emails will alu,ays get to your #tbox! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 2:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 

We need to get down there. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 2:13 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 

http ://www. gainesvilletimes.com/section/28/article/86554/ 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille~unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

newslette@ famamstreetblog.com 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 6:15 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farn~an Street: Impressions Are Sche~natically Determined 

[~ Linkt 

Posted: 29 3ul 2023 06:00 AM POT 

Mary Douglas’s book, g*~riW a~d Da~9~, is an inquiry into the nature of dirt and cleanliness across different cultures around 

the world. 

The following passage describes how we construct impressions, why it’s hard to move away from these impressions, and 

their seductive potential. 

When we encounter something new we try to fit it into our existing categories, "ignoring or distorting" those "uncomfortable 

facts" that do not find into our pre-established schema so as to not disturb our assumptions. 

It seems that whatever we perceive is organized into patterns for which we, the perceivers, are largely responsible. 

Perceiving is not a matter of passively allowing an organ--say of sight or hearing--to receive a ready-made 

impression from without, like a palette receiving a spot of paint. Recognizing and remembering are not matters of 

stirring up old images of past impressions. It is generally agreed that all our impressions are schematically 

determined from the start. As perceivers we select from all the stimuli falling on our senses only those which interest 

us, and our interests are governed by a pattern-making tendency, sometimes called a schema. In a chaos of shifting 

impressions, each of us constructs a stable world in which objects have recognizable shapes, are located in depth, 

and have permanence. Tn perceiving we are building, talking some cues and rejecting those which fit most easily into 

the patter that is being built up. Ambiguous ones tend to be treated as if they harmonized with the rest of the 

pattern. Discordant ones tend to be rejected. If they are accepted, the structure of assumptions has to be modified. 

As learning proceeds, objects are named. Their names then affect the way they are perceived next time: Once 

labelled they are more speedily slotted into the pigeon-holes in future. 

As time goes on an experiences pile up, we make a greater and greater investment in our system of labels. So a 

conservative bias is built in. It gives us confidence. At any time we may have to modify our structure of assumptions 

to accommodate new experience, but the more consistent experience is with the past, the more confidence we can 

have in our assumptions. 

Uncomfortable facts which refuse to be fitted in, we find ourselves ignoring or distorting so that they do not disturb 

these established assumptions. By and large anything we take note of is preselected and organized in the very act of 

perceiving. We share with other animals a kind of filtering mechanism which at first only lets in sensations we know 

how to use. 

Granted that disorder spoils pattern, it also provides the material of pattern. Order implies restriction; from all 

possible materials, a limited selection has been made and from all possible relations a limited set has been used. So 

disorder by implication is unlimited, no pattern has been realized in it, but its potential for patterning is indefinite. This 

is why, though we seek to create order, we do not simply condemn disorder. We recognize that is it destructive to 

existing patterns; also that it has potentiality. It symbolizes both danger and power. 

Sartre writes of the lapidary hardness of the anti-Semite: 

How can anyone choose to reason falsely? It is simply the old yearning for impermeability ... there are people who 

are attracted by the permanence of stone. They would like to be solid and impenetrable, they do not want change: 

for who knows what change might bring? ... It is as if their own existence were perpetually in suspense. But they 

want to exist in all ways at once, and all in once instant ... they want to adopt a mode of life in which reasoning and 

the quest for truth play only a subordinate part, in which nothing is sought expect what has already been found, in 

which one never becomes anything else by what one already was. 

"Powers are attributed to any structure of ideas." Our inclination is to think that our categories of understanding are real. "This 



yearning for rigidity is in all of us," she continues: 

~t is part of our human condition to ,ong for hard ,,nes and c,ear ~on~epts. When we have them we have to e~ther 
face the fact that some realities elude them, or else bind ourselves to the inadequacy of the concepts, 

You are subscribed to emsii updates flom 

To stop receivin~q these emails, you may unsubscribe now 

Google inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

~mail delivery powered 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas <zwierlein@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Dully, Clare E <duffyce@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; 
Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

NCAA Softball Travel - Oregon 

Vince, 

After reviewing the account activity in the Olympic Sports Postseason account with Clint, it was discovered that you 
were accidentally reimbursed twice for your trip to Eugene. Our records are showing a payment to you on, or around, 
June 10, as well as June 24. Both reimbursements should be for $303.13. This appears to have been caused by a glitch in 
the travel system. Normally, the accounting system is very good about catching and preventing double payments, but 
somehow this managed to get paid twice. 

Please check the your bank account and verify that you received the two payments, and if so, can you please submit a 

check for 5303.13 to reverse the double payment. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Chad N. Zwierlein 
Assistant Director of Business Operations 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-843-6450 
Fax: 919-962-0125 
www.goheels.com 

GO HEELS! 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Certification of Ethical Conduct (per NCAA Bylaw 10.1) 

To be completed and signed by new employees upon hire, and all other Department of Athletics staff members 
on an annual basis (due August 15th each year for continuing employees). 

By completing and signing this form, I certify that, prior to my employment at UNC or in the past year 
(whichever is applicable), I have not engaged in any activity defined as "Unethical Conduct" by NCAA Bylaw 

10.1. 

Specifically, I affirm that I have not: 

1) Refused to furnish information relevant to an investigation into possible NCAA violations when requested 
to do so by UNC, the ACC, or the NCAA; 

2) Knowingly furnished or influenced others to furnish to the NCAA, ACC, or UNC false or misleading 
information concerning involvement in or knowledge of matters related to a possible NCAA violation; 

3) Knowingly been involved in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or 
enrolled student-athlete; 

4_)__Knowingly been involved in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper 
inducement, an extra benefit, or improper financial aid; 

4)!). ........ ...R..e..c...e..i.y..e-d...b..e..n-e-~.t..s...f.~-r....f.a..~[~g~L~g~g.~.~.~.~g between a student-athlete and an _a_ g _e_ _n_ _t_ ., 
~..n..a...n...c..i..a..~....a..d..v..i..s...~..r....~..r....a....r..e.p.r..e..$.~*~.~£.~.Rg~L O~__~O~i~gL(~:g,,__’_~r~_’)_; 

5)~.). ......... Permitted one or more student-athletes to engage in athletics competition under an assumed name or 
with intent to otherwise deceive; 

._7_)_____Knowingly been involved in the provision of banned substances or impermissible supplements to student- 
athletes, or knowingly provided medication to student-athletes contrary to medical licensure, commonly 
accepted standards of care in sports medicine practice, or state and federal law; 

~)8.). Participated in fraudulence or misconduct in connection with the entrance or placement exams of a 
p_r__o___s_p_e__c__t_i_v_e____o__r___e___n_r__o__l_l__e__d____s__t_u0_~ ~=_~b! ~,~_;__o r 

7).~) ......... Failed to provide complete and accurate information to the NCAA, the NCAA Eligibility Center, the 
ACC, UNC’s Office of Undergraduate Admissions, or UNC’s Department of Athletics regarding an 
individual’s academic record or amateur status, if required. 

Additionally, I certify that the information I provide below is accurate with regard to my past and current 
involvement with any agent, agency, financial advisor, business manager, marketing manager, other 
professional representative or professional representation firm of any kind, or representative thereof (including, 
but not limited to runners): 

1) Have you ever received benefits for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student-athlete and any of 

the above-referenced individuals? [] Yes [] No 

2) Have you ever been involved in any relationship or arrangement with any of the above-referenced 

individuals, even if no benefits were received? [] Yes [] No 
3) Are you in regular contact with any of the above-referenced individuals? [] Yes [] No 

4) Do you have direct knowledge of a relative that serves in any of these roles? [] Yes [] No 

If the answer to any of the above questions is "Yes," you are required to submit a written statement 
explaining the extent and timing of the relationship in question as well as the date, location, involved 
parties, and subject matter of each interaction with such individuals. Additionally, should any 
occurrence or action take place in the future while you are employed by UNC which would result in 
answering "Yes" to any of the above questions, you are required to immediately disclose such information 
to the Compliance Office. 

By signing below, I confirm that I have appropriately and timely reported to the Compliance Office any 
knowledge I have of potential violation(s) of NCAA rule(s). Additionally, by signing below I attest that I 
have fully and accurately disclosed to the Compliance Office all knowledge I have of any threats to safety 
or security involving UNC, the Department of Athletics, or individuals affiliated therewith. My signature 
below also indicates my consent to immediately disclose to the Compliance Office any future knowledge I 



acquire involving any potential NCAA rule(s) violation(s), or threats to safety or security involving UNC, 
the Department of Athletics, or individuals affiliated therewith. 

I understand that if I am found either to have violated NCAA Bylaw 10.1 or to have failed to accurately 

complete this form, the Department of Athletics may take disciplinary action against me, up to and including 

dismissal. 

Printed Name 

Signature Date 

Department Unit 

(HR/Compliance Office 12/2010; revised 7/2011) 





A 
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

I am available ~- for me, the earlier the better. Thank you, Karlton. 

:1:1 From: Creech, Karlton W 

:12 Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:33 PM 

:13 To: Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Ballen, Martina K; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirscl 

14 Cc: Norton, Molly 

15 Subject: Move In 

16 

17 Executive team, 

18 

19 We are organizing a volunteer group to help with new student move in on Saturday, August 17, 9:00am to l:00pm. 

20 

21 This is a great opportunity for members of our Senior and Executive teams to represent our department on campus in a positive and proactive 

22 

23 According to the New Student & Carolina Parents Program website, group volunteers will: 

24 

25 * Greet new students and their family members 

26 * Help students move into residence halls 

27 * All volunteers will receive a WOW t-shirt and a boxed lunch at check-in 

28 

29 Please let me know if you will be able to serve as a volunteer for move in on the :17th so that I will have an accurate count when I complete the grc 

30 

3:1 Thanks, 

32 

33 Karlton 

34 

35 Karlton Creech 

36 Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

37 The University of North Carolina 

38 PO Box 2:126 

39 Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

40 (9:19) 843-6432 - office 

¯ cell 

42 kcreech@unc.edu 

43 "We Educate and Inspire through Athletics" 

44 



B 
1 Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athl~allo@unc.edu> 

2 Thursday, August 1, 2013 6:11 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <q~waltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; 

3 Montl~omery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

4 Norton, Molly<mbnorton@unc.edu> 

5 RE: Move In 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 ner, Steve; Brown, Michelle 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 up rel~istration. 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 7:05 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; 
Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K 
<mballen@unc. edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc. edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekirschner@unc. edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc. edu> 

RE: Move In 

Karlton, 

I am also available. The earlier the better for me too. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 6:11 AM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Ballen, MaRina K; Miller, Beth; 
Kirschner, Steve; Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Move In 

I am available - for me, the earlier the better. Thank you, Karlton. 

From: Creech, Karlton W 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:33 PM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Ballen, Martina K; Miller, Beth; 
Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve; Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Move In 

Executive team, 

We are organizing a volunteer group to help with new student move in on Saturday, August 17, 9:00am to l:00pm. 

This is a great opportunity for members of our Senior and Executive teams to represent our department on campus in a 

positive and proactive way. 

According to the New Student & Carolina Parents Program website, group volunteers will: 

Greet new students and their family members 

Help students move into residence halls 

All volunteers will receive a WOW t-shirt and a boxed lunch at check-in 

Please let me know if you will be able to serve as a volunteer for move in on the 17th so that I will have an accurate count 

when I complete the group registration. 

Thanks, 

Karlton 



Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 843-6432 - office 

-cell 

kcreech@unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics" 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Carter, Andrew <acarter@newsobserver.com > 
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:22 PM 

Stabile, Regina 

public records request -- game pass lists 

07~L0U nc-pass-list-req uest.pdf 

Hi, Regina ... 

Please see the attached records request for pass lists for football and men’s basketball games during 
the past three years. 

Thanks so much. 

-Andrew 



July 10,2013 

Regina Stabile 

Director, Institutional Records 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

222 E. Cameron Ave., 110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Ms. Stabile, 

I am a reporter with The News & Observer and the Charlotte Observer. Pursuant to the state open records law, N.C. 

Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-10, we request copies of the following: 

--The list of individuals who received from UNC athletes complimentary tickets to UNC football and men’s 

basketball games during the 2010-11,2011-12 and 2012-13 academic years. To be more specific, these are the 

complimentary tickets available to each player. We are requesting the names of the recipients of those tickets for 

each football and men’s basketball game between 2010 and 2013. 

We agree to pay any reasonable copying fees, but request that copies of these documents be sent electronically, if 

possible. If that is not possible, I am available to pick up these documents in person. If you choose to deny this 

request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the specific statutory 

exemption(s) upon which you rely. Also, please provide all portions of otherwise exempt material. 

Please be advised that we are prepared to pursue whatever legal remedy necessary to obtain access to the requested 

records. I would note that violation of the open records law can result in the award of reasonable attorney fees, 

which you may be held personally liable. See N.C. Gen. Star. Sec. 132-9(c). 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me via email (acarter@newsobserver.com) or phone (919.923.8235) with any 

questions. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Carter 

The News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 

215 S. McDowell Street 

Raleigh, NC 27601 

acarter@newsobserver.com 

919.923.8235 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 5:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Summary of RWG feedback 

ACC Positions on RWG Proposals.pdf 

FYI on the ACC RWG Survey. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 1:46 PM 
To: Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry 
Killough (larry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); 
Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia 
Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue 
(sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Blake James 
(bjames@miami.edu); Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu); Craig Littlepage (ckl9e@virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich (drad@clemson.edu); 
Daryl J. Gross (djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); Jack Swarbrick (swarbrick.l@nd.edu); Jim Weaver 
(weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Cunningham, Bubba; Mike Bobinski 
(mbob@gatech.edu); Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu); Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Tom Jurich 
(tom@gocards.com); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker 
(walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn 
"Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy 
Conboy (conboy.l@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel 
(twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cindy Hartmann 
(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (craig.anderson@miami.edu); Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Eric Baumgartner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Erlease Wagner Esq. (erleasem@syr.edu); Jill Bodensteiner (jbodenst@nd.edu); Jim Curry 
(jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu); John Carns (john@gocards.com); Marcus Wilson (mmwilson@umd.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A; Marquita 
Armstead (marmstead@athletics.gatech.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston 
(hairstct@wfu.edu) 
Cc: Swofford, John; Elliott, Jeff; Pierce, Kris; Burgemeister, Matt; Brown, Shamaree; Koone, Katie 
Subject: Summary of RWG feedback 

All 

Thank you for responding to the request for feedback on RWG Proposal Nos. 13-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A. I have forwarded to the NCAA 
the attached summary and your individual responses. Due to the size of that document, I am simply forwarding the summary 
document for your information. I hope this is helpful and let me know if you have any questions. 

BRAD HOSTETTER 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 

O: 336.369.4640 I C: 
bhostetter~,theacc.or.q 
theACC.com ¯ @theACC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 2, 2013 1:29 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
RE: Elementary Schools 

Paul, 

Glad to help out. I actually just finished up my last two projects this morning so I should be able to get started on this 

today. 

Pete 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 1:19 PM 

To: Chalfin, Peter L 
C¢: Ille, Vince 
$,,bject: Elementary Schools 

Pete, 
If you have a moment, Vince and I would love to get a little help on a proiect we’re starting, At this point, we iust need the following 

for every elementary school in the State of North Carolina: 

School Name: 

Principal Name: 

Principal’s Email Address: 

Principal’s Phone Number: 

School Mailing Address: 

We would also like to have the following for every public school district in the state: 

District Name: 

Superintendent Name: 

Superintendent Email Address: 

Superintendent Phone Number: 

Superintendent Mailing Address: 

In some cases, you might need to call the district offices and/or elementary schools directly. Let me know if you might be able to 

help with this. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 
Friday, August 2, 2013 4:49 PM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Steinberg, Jason <j steinberg@unc.edu>; Lane, 
Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Humphries, Sarah 
<shumphries@unc.edu> 
RE: Community Reading Program 

All - 

The marketing office currently has a program in place with the Chapel Hill/Carrboro school system and our student- 

athlete outreach/Leadership programs. Cricket and Shelley have been working on the curriculum portion of the 

program and the marketing office has supported with tickets to athletic events for each participating school. 

This might be a way to bring a football game opportunity to this program. Let me know if this concept warrants further 

discussion. 

Michael 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 4:42 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Beale, Michael; Steinberg, Jason 
Subject: Community Reading Program 

VJnce, 

Rick mentioned the idea to reach out to in-state elementary schools and support reading programs with complimentary 

and discounted tickets for the Old Dominion game on November 23rd. I think this would be a nice promotion given our 

available inventory and have no problem offering a free ticket to each child that reaches his/her reading goal and 510 

tickets to their families. This is the lowest priced, discounted ticket for that game. We’ll need to talk operational details, 

but in general, I think we can pull it together. Let me know if you have any questions or want to chat further about it in 

the short term. Thanks. 

Tim Sabo I Assistant Athletic Director - Ticket Operations I (919) 962-2296 (p) 

University of North Carolina I P. O. Box 3000 I Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 7:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

RE: 2012-13 Student-Athlete Surveys 

Vince, 

I’II be glad to get in touch with them and set up a meeting. 
student-athletes? 

Cricket, do you have contact information for these two 

Thanks, 
~Beth 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 6:00 PM 

To: Miller, Beth 
Cc: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: 2012-13 Student-Athlete Surveys 

Beth, 

The two student-athletes who requested an in-person meeting are                                    both 
from our rowing team. It might be most efficient if you contact them directly for scheduling, unless Cricket has 
some other established protocol for such requests. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 5:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 2012-13 Student-Athlete Surveys 

Vince, 

I haven’t heard from any student-athletes regarding the Survey. I had a meeting in the Spring with 

track student-athlete, but it was about a specific incident and she didn’t mention the Survey. I am happy to meet with 

the two students and will be glad to contact them to schedule it or you can have the students contact me to set up a 

time. Either way is fine with me. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Miller, Beth 
C:c: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: 2012-13 Student-Athlete Surveys 

Beth, 

On August 2, Cricket gave me the 44 Student-Athlete Surveys she collected for 2012-13. The final question on 



the survey asks the student if he or she wants "to request an in-person meeting with a member of the 
institution’s administrative staff2." Among the surveys, two student-athletes answered yes. 

I note that student-athletes are asked to "contact the Athletic Department as soon as possible to schedule this 
meeting." I also note that the survey introduction indicates that student-athletes’ "responses will be 
CONFIDENTIAL." Both of the student-athletes referenced above participated in a sport assigned to you and 
they provided their name, which was optional. 

Did you have any female student-athletes from any of the sports you supervise schedule an in-person meeting 
with you to follow up on their survey? In any case, please advise regarding how you would like to follow-up. 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille~unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 1:56 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmermans@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Campus Tours 

Hello all - below are Campus Tours which we have offered to Coaches. We would like to extend the offer to you as well - being 

freshly new or recently new to UNC. Please share this with anyone else who might be interested. Read the email below for 

additional information. Hope you can join us. The first of the series of tours is tomorrow at 9am. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:45 PM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject: Campus Tours 

Coaches, 

Based upon your feedback, we have arranged for a variety of campus tours to be offered throughout August and into September. 

This is available for new as well as old coaches, staff and administration. For our convenience, each tour group will be comprised 

solely of Athletics Department personnel. One tour provides a look at the student experience on campus, a second at the school’s 

rich history as the oldest public university in the country and a third at the various venues on our Athletics Campus. 

The objective is to help provide geographic bearing as well as alignment for those in our department with the campus and 

university as a whole. There is a more detailed description of each tour below as well as the day, date, time and starting location. 

_S_ ! g _n_ _-_ _ _u_ p_ _ _ _ _H_ _ _e_ _r_ _e_ for one, two or all three of the tours. Please sign-up as soon as possible, so we can plan for an appropriate number of 

tour guides to be present, especially for the Admissions tour scheduled for next Wednesday (August 7). 

For those new to campus - or for those geographically challenged (no judgment), we have included a map of the various starting 

points for the tours below in addition to a link for an interactive version of the map. 

Shelley & Cricket 

Admissions Tour 

Undergroduote Admissions 

This tour is based out of Undergraduate Admissions in Jackson Hall. Current Carolina students serve as the tour guides. They 

speak to the student experience on campus, namely academics, student life, campus traditions and what makes the community of 

learners on campus great. From this, you will get a sense of where your student-athletes eat, buy their books, attend class, study 

in the stacks, meet with their professors during office hours, etc.., during those precious few hours when they aren’t in our 

company and under our watchful eye. 

Date: Wednesday, August 7 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Jackson Hall (174 Country Club Road) 

Historical Tour 

Visitors Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s 729-acre central campus, once called "The Noble Grove," is among the most beautiful in the nation. Brick 

walkways 

stretch under ancient trees and past flowering shrubs throughout campus. Follow the pathways into the University’s early years by 

taking 

a walking tour of its oldest and most historic sites. This tour will guide us from the Visitors’ Center through the heart of campus as 

we step into the history of the nation’s first public university. With a wealth of knowledge of all things Carolina, our enthusiastic 

tour guide will lead the way sharing history, stories, legends, lore and landmarks along the way. 

Date: Wednesday, August 14 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Visitors Center (250 East Franklin Street) 



Athletics Campus Tour 
Athletics Department Facilities Staff and/or Rams Club Personnel 

Staff members from Facilities and/or the Rams Club will guide us around to various locations throughout our immediate Athletics 

Campus and possibly to venues slightly more removed from campus. Tour stops will include competition and practice locations, 

locker rooms, weight rooms, team rooms, academic support facilities, sports medicine facilities, museums and memorabilia. They 

will share information about the construction &. renovation, design, (multi-)use, financing, history, significant athletic 

achievements, and possibly some behind-the-scenes insights and access to the assorted venues. 

Date: Wednesday, September 4 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

~jgO:~p I-I~ 
Click on the hyperlink above and sign-up on a Google Doc under the appropriate tab (lower left-hand corner of the page) for the 

tour(s) you would like to attend. 

Starting Locations 
Click on the hyperlink above to access an interactive version of the map below which contains the starting points of the various 

campus tours. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

No~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 3:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

FW: The Carolina Ball Ibr SECU Fa~nily House 

Sponsorship request UNC Athletics, Bublm cunninghmn.docx; Carolina Ball Sponsorship Levels.pdf 

From: Knutson, Yvonne [mailto:yvonne@secufamilyhouse.org] 
Sent; Thursday, August 0:t, 20:t3 :I2::t:t PM 
To; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: The Carolina Ball for SECU Family House 

I hop~:" you have had a great summ~:,r, t I~now teams will be coming back soon and you wili probably be getting back to crazy. 

I have attached a letter for our Carolina Ball on Sept~ 20th and wrested to see ~f the UNC Dept. of AtNefics would be w~]~ng to sponsor a tame. ~t is at the Carolina 

Club and a great evening for a great cause. 

My second ask, ~s if gubba has any CarolkH~ mernorab~Ha ~:hat we could auc~:~on off for the ~ive auction, this ~sn~: really t~c]~ets, but sornetNng that is more keepsake 

type of th~ng. Yot~ know me, ~ have [o ask@. 

Take care and ~ will wait [o hear from you. 

My best, 

Director of Comrnun~:y r¢elal:k~ns 

123 Old Mason Farm 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

2vo nne~sec~famHyhouse.o rg 

www.secufamilyhouse.org 

919-.932- 

919- 593-. I670 



August 1, 2013 

:I23 Old Mason Fa~-i",,~ Road 

9].9o932,g000 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Dear Bubba, 

SECU Family House at UNC Hospitals invites you to join us September 20, 2013, for T/~e Carolina Bali, 
night to celebrate ourgreat state for a great cause. Our 7th annual fall f@te will take place at The Carolina 

Club (new venue!), located on the UNC campus. 

Silent and live auctions at The Carolina Ball will feature treasures from across the state of North Carolina, 
just like the families we serve. The evening also will include cocktails, a fine 

meal, casino games, raffles and dancing to the music of Liquid Pleasure-- 

and your participation helps underwrite the stays of families at the House. 

Each year, this event helps to raise essential funds to provide 

h<-,.’.’~<:A~9 ~,,’,’~:,,,’,<F h<@<t to seriously ill adult patients and their family members 

from North Carolina and beyond. 

Our 2012 gala netted more than $134,000, and we are confident that this 

year’s event will be just as lively, fulfilling and memorable--but we can only 

hope to match last year’s funds raised with your sponsorship. ~Ye~ 

We have enclosed our Sponsorship Levels and will call you soon to follow 

up. if you have any questions in the meantime, please feel free to contact me 

at 919-593-1670 or yvonne@secufamilyhouse.org. 

We hope you’ll help us to provide a home away from home for our guests 

through your sponsorship of this important signature event. Thank you for 

your support of our mission, and families like yours. 

Sincerely, 

Yvonne Director of Community Relations 

123 Old Mason Farm Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Since we opened in 

2008, we have provided 

130,000+ overnight 

stays to more than 

10,000 patients and their 

loved ones 

Families from all 100 

counties in North 
Carolina have stayed 

with us, and from 36 
other states and 7 other 

countries 

s~ays fo~" f~’~ilies a,~ 

House+ 



The 2013 Fall F~te benefitting SECU Family House at UNC Hospitals 

The Carolina Club 

Friday, September 20, 2013 

PRESENTING SPONSOR ($35,000) 

o Help to fund two rooms for one year by providing 800 night’s stays* 
o Notice as lead sponsor in all event promotions 
o Prominent mention in SECU Family House newsletter story in Fall 2013 
o Special acknowledgment on SECU Family House website 
o Prominent positioning of name and/or logo on printed signage and event program 
¯ if sponsorship designated by August 1St, acknowledgment on event invitation 
¯ One guest table for the event (10 tickets) with raffle tickets for each individual at your table 

PLATINUM SPONSOR ($15,000) 

° Fund a room for eleven months by providing 337 night’s stays* 
° Notice as leading sponsor in all event promotions 
¯ Prominent mention in SECU Family House newsletter story in Fall 2013 
¯ Special acknowledgment on SECU Family House website 
¯ Acknowledgement on printed signage and event program 
o If sponsorship designated by August 1St, acknowledgment on event invitation 
o One guest table for the event (10 tickets) with raffle tickets for each individual at your table 

GOLD SPONSOR ($7,500) 

° Fund a family’s stay for five months by providing 163 night’s stays* 
¯ Notice as sponsor in some event promotions, as possible 
¯ Prominent mention in SECU Family House newsletter story in Fall 2013 
o Special acknowledgment on SECU Family House website 
o Acknowledgement on printed signage and event program 
o if sponsorship designated by August 1~t, acknowledgment on event invitation 

o One guest table for the event (10 tickets) with raffle tickets for each individual at your table 



SILVER SPONSOR ($5,000) 

¯ Fund a family’s stay for more than three months (104 nights)* 
¯ Listed as sponsor in SECU Family House newsletter in Fall 2013 
¯ Special acknowledgment on SECU Family House website 
o Acknowledgement on printed signage and event program 
o If sponsorship designated by August ist, acknowledgment on event invitation 
o One guest table for the event (10 tickets) with raffle tickets for each individual at your table 

BRONZE SPONSOR ($2,500) 

° Fund a family’s stay for more than two months (70 nights)* 
o Listed as sponsor in SECU Family House newsletter in Fall 2013 
¯ Special acknowledgment on SECU Family House website 
¯ Acknowledgement on printed signage and event program 
o One guest table for the event (10 tickets) with raffle tickets for each individual at your table 

HOST ($1,750) 

° Fund a family’s stay for 4 weeks (29 nights)* 
o Listed as sponsor in SECU Family House newsletter in Fall 2013 
° Acknowledgment on SECU Family House website 
o Acknowledgement on printed signage and event program 
¯ One guest table for the event (10 tickets) with raffle tickets for each individual at your table 

*Each sponsorship directs $500 ($50 per person) to your evening’s meal (a non-deductible 
contribution), while the remainder of your tax-deductible donation is directed to funding the 
stays of families at the House. 

Questions? 

Contact Yvonne Knutson at 919-932-8001 or yvonne@secufamilyhouse.org. Please note that tables fill 

up quickly and first priority will be given to sponsored tables over individual ticket purchases ($150 per 

seat) through August 1. 

123 Old Maso~~ Fam~ Read> Cl:,,apel HilI, NO 27517 I (l:ei,} 919,932,8000, (ITtx) 9I9,!)18,3830 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry P Taylor <ptaylorl@uab.edu~ 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:24 PM 

Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edtr~ 

Educational Document Help Request 

Dear Vince IIle, 

My name is Perry Taylor. I am a compliance intern at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. We are trying to create some new educational documents, and I was 

wondering if you would please share any information or documents you have on the topics at hand. The first topic involves preventing tickets from getting into the 

hands of "Individuals Associated with a Prospect" and "Individuals Associated with Recruited Prospects." The second topic involves a process for approving travel 

charter manifest lists. Any help would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks, 

Perry Taylor 

UAB Compliance Intern 

Ptaylorl@uab.edu 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Athletics Memorabilia Request Form 
BASEBALL 

Provision of (~VC Department of Athletics’ merchandise, proper&, and resources to other organizations or individuals are governed by 

numerous NCAA, ACC, UNC, and State of North Carofna rules and procedures. The following information is required to ensure compliance 

with these rules. All requests must be submitted on this form, and are limited to a single item per sport, per person or organization, per year. 

Incomplete forms will be returned to sender. Please print clearly and include a check, made payable to "[~NCAAo" 

1. Item Requested (Limit 1 item): 

[] Team/Coaches Autographed Ball ($25) - Orders taken through May 1,2011 

2o Requestor Information (shipping address): 

First Name: 

Street Address: 

Telephone Number: 

Last Name: 

City: State: Zip Code: 

Email Address: 

Purpose of Request (check applicable box): 

[] Self, personal memorabilia 

[] Self, gift to individual 

[] Organization 

If "Self," continue to Question #4. ff "Organization", read and complete the following: 

Organization Name: 

Street Address: 

Telephone Nmnber: 

Ci~: State: __ Zip Code: 

Organization Classification (check applicable box): 

[] Elemental/Middle/Junior High School (Grades K 8) 

[] High School (Grades 9 12)iPrepamtolT School/Junior College 

[] Non-Profit/Charitable Organization 

[] Other, please describe: 

Will the item be sold or auctioned for fundraising purposes?        [] Yes       [] No 

If so, will high school-aged (Grades 9 12, prep school, junior college) students benefit ficom the sale?       [] Yes      [] No 

PLEASE NOTE THAT NCAA RULES PRECLUDE US FROM PROVIDING ITEMS TO FUNDRAISERS TItAT WILL BENEFIT PROSPECT-AGED 

INDIVIDUALS. Unfortunately, requests from such g~oups must be returned to sender. 

What organization will receive the proceeds from the sale?: 

REQUESTS FROM NON-PROErI’ ORGANIZATIONS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY DOCUMENTATION OF ITS 501(c)(3) STATUS (e.g., a copy of 

the organization’s IRS letter verif~ving this status or the organization’s tax identification number) AND DOCUMENTATION DESCRIBING THE 

FUNDRAISING EVENT IN WtlICH TIlE ITEM WILL BE USED (e.g., flyer for event, memo describing event). 

4. Statement of Understanding: 

By my signature below, I certi~ that the item provided to me per this request will be used only in the manner I specify above. I understand that 

this item may not be sold for personal profit nor donated to a fuudraisiug activity unless designated as such above. If I am giviug this item as a 

gift, I certi~" that I will notify the recipient of the applicable regulations. Lastly, I understand that this item may not, under any circumstance, be 

re-sold or auctioned through the intcrnet (e.g., eBay, etc.). 

Requestor’s Signature: 

Mail completed form and check made payable to "UNCAA" to: 

UNC Athletics Compliance Office; P.O. Box 2126; Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Date: 

For Qffice Use Only: 

Compliance Approval: [] Granted [] Denied StaffMembcr Initials 

Request Forwarded to Office Date: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Mark <Mark.Jone@icemiller.com> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:05 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Overview of BenchmaJcking process 

VJnce, 

As I discussed with you, Ice Miller has been retained by a BCS school to facilitate a benchmarking project for approximately 20 BCS institutions. UNC is one of the 

schools that Ice Miller has been asked to contact to gauge your interest in participating. The purpose of the project is to create a tool for this group of prominent 

BCS schools to use for comparing and contrasting your compliance program with other peer institutions and to facilitate the sharing of information among the 

participating schools on best practices in compliance. UNC will not be charged any fee for participating in the project. UNC will also receive a list of the other 

participating schools. 

The benchmarking process will proceed as follows: UNC will be asked to respond to a questionnaire that is divided into two areas, structure, and monitoring 

activities/strategies. Ice Miller will provide instructions on how to either deposit or upload you responses directly to a portal in Ice Miller’s SharePoint system. IX 

one but you and Ice Miller will see the information UNC places in its portal. Ice Miller will create a master metric or summary of the responses received to the 

questions from all participating institutions. UNC and all other schools will have access to their own designated portal and to the summary metric of information. 

However, the schools will not be identified by name on the metric. Each school will be given an identification marker or code name (e.g. A, B) known only to that 

school and Ice Miller. This ensures the confidentiality of each participating school, but still enables each school to compare itself with others and review various 

strategies used by similar institutions in specific compliance areas. 

I look forward to speaking with you soon. 

Mark 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Except to the extent that this advice concerns the qualificalion of any qualified plma, to ensure compliance with U.S. Treasu~ 

Department Regulations, we ale now required to advise you that, unless otherwise expressly indicated, any federal tax advice contained in this communication, including 

any attachments, is not intended or written by us to be used, aM canuot be used, by anyone ti~r the purpose of avoiding t~deral tax penalties that may be imposed by 

the federal government or lbr promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matters addres~d hereiu. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This E-mail a~d any attachments axe confidential and may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, be 

aware that any disclosure, cowiug, distribution, or use of this E-ma~l or any attachment is prohibited. If you have received this E- ma~l in errol: please notify us 

immediately by returning it to the sender mid delete this copy from your system. 

Thank you. 

ICE MILLER LLP 





From: Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 3:34 PM 

To: Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

You thought correctly, Vince. Tt~anks for passing this along. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 2:32 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: 

http:/,’~w.athleticbusiness.comiartMesile~sue~s.aspx?l~raxCicleid 1952198151&lutopicid 136030023&topic 1,200 

Thought you two might find tJ~is interesting. 



Page 1 of 4 

Motor Vehicle Registration 

ALL STUDENT=ATHLETES MUST COMPLETE QUESTIONS 1, 2, 7, AND 12 

IF YOU HAVE A CAR, ALSO ANSWER QUESTIONS 3-6 

IFYOU HAVE A SCOOTER/MOTORCYCLE, ALSO ANSWER QUESTIONS 

11; Student-Athlete Information: 

Legal Name: 

Sport: 

2. USE OF AUTOMOBILE: Do you have useof (regular possession, regard ess of ownership) any automobile during 
the current academic year? (If "No’.’, go to question. 7.) 

3.Aute Description: 

a. Year: ! 
I ToyotaMake/M°delcamry):(e’g" [ j                Color: 

b.License plate number and state of registration: 

c. Title is in the name 

d. Relationship of title holder 

t    ! 

4. information Regarding Auto Purchase/Lease: 

a. Date of purchase: 
[- i 

b.Purchased from: 
f ] 

c..:Purchase price: 
L J 

d. Describe source of funds for purchase: [ 
--] 

e. Was any athletics association staff, member or booster involved in this purchase? 

I. Please identifij the individual: [ 

2. Please describe their involvement: [ 

Form 

http://inc~ntr~acsath~etics.c~m/TeamManager/F~rmBui1der/RenderF~rm~aspx?~rg-id-~ lS&tbrm_id=23... 8/12/2013 



5. Financing: 

a. is there any outstanding loan on the car?. 

b. Name of lending institution: 

c. Person responsible for loan (as shown on vehicle title): 

d, Amount of montNy payment: 

e, Describe source of funds for making monthly payments: 

f. Identify any cosigner Or guarantor (put N/A if there is no cosigner or guarantor): 

Page 2 of 4 

a. Is your:automobileinsured? 

b. Who pays your.insurance premiums? 

c, Relationship of that individual to you? (put ’self" if you are making payments) 
Relationship of that individual to you? (PUt ’se~f" if you are making payments} 

d. Amount of monthly payment: 

e. Describesource of.funds for paying insurance premiums: 

7. Use Of. ScooteriMotorc cv~ci~e:le: Do you have use of (regular possession, regardless of ownership) any scooter or 
motorcycle during the current academic year?. (If "No", go to Student=Athlete Signature) 

8. Scooter / Motorcycle Description: 

a, Which do you haveaccess to? 

c. License.plate number and state of registration: 
I 1 

d. Title is inthe name of: 
I-- ! 

e. Relationship of titte holder to you: 
1__ ] 

9. information Regarding Scooter/Motorcycle Purchase/Lease 

a. Date of purchase: 

b. Purchased from: 

httr~:iimcontrol.acsathlet~cs.co!~TeamMm~ageriFormBmlderiRenderl~ om~.asr~x, om id=l 18&form id=23... 8/12/2013 



Page 3 of 4 

c. Purchase price: 

d. Describe source of funds for purchase: 

e, Was any athletics association staff member or booster involved in this purchase? ~-~ 

1, Please identify the individual: 

Please describe their involvement: 

10, Financing: 

a, is there any outstanding loan on the scooter/motorcycle? 

b. Name of lend~ng institution: 

c, Person responsible for loan (as shown on scooter/motorcycle title): 

d, Amount.of montNy payment: 

e, Describesource of funds for making monthly payments: 

f, identify :any..¢osigner or guarantor (put N/A if there.is.no cosigner or guarantor): 

.11,:Insurance: 

a,.]s your scooter / motorcycle insured? 

b. Who pays your insurance premiums? 

c, Relationship of that individual to you? (put ’self" if you are making payments) 

d..AmoUnt of monthly payment: 

e, Describe source of funds for paying insurance premiums: 

12, If I answered "Yes" to either question number 2 or 
question number 7, I understand that I must submit a 
copy of the valid registration for that vehicle to my 
coach, 

Student=Athlete Si.~n~ture 

http:iiincOntrol.acsathletics.com/TeamMana~eriFormB~filderiRenderForm, as~x?or~ id= 118&form id-23... 8/12/2013 



Page 4 of 4 

I certify that the above information is accurate and correct and I am responsible for updating the information should it change in 
any w~y at any time. 

By entering my PID in the box, I indicate my understanding of the information shown and provided on this form, and it is my intent 
to be signing the record. I certify that my answers are complete and correct and that any fraudulent information may make me 
ineligible for intercollegiate athletic competition and or athletically related financial aid at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hi|LI understand that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill may share this information with the NCAA and that a 
photocopy of this authorization shall be as valid as an original. 

State Law Requirement 

North Carolina state law requires that you be informed of the following: (’~) your consent is limited to this one transaction; (2) you. 
are entitled to a paper copy of the documents you have signed; and (3) you are entitled to withdraw your consent to future 
electronic signatures by providing written notification to the Compliance Office. 

Revised July 20t3 

http:!iincontrol.acsathtetics.comiTeamManageriForrnBuilderiRenderForm.aspx?org id= 118&form_id=23... 8/12/2013 



Appalachian State 
University 

East Carolina 
University 

Ehrabeth City 
State University 

FayeueviLle State 
University 

North Can~llna 
Agylcuhural and 
TcchnicM State 
University 

Central University 

The University of N~rth Caroii~a 

GENERAL ADMI~NISTRAT][ON 

POST OFFICE BOX 2688~ CHAPEL HUA., NORTH CAROLINA 275~ 5--26~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

UNC Chief Academic Officers 
UNC Athletics Directors 

Susanne T. O ega 
Senior Vice Presidefft for Academic Affairs 

DATE: August 6, 2013 

SUBJECT: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

For the 2012-2013 Intercollegiate Athletics Report, UNC General Administration (GA) will 
be collecting data on the academic profiles of student-athletes, graduation and academic 
success rates, and academic progress rates. These will be gathered in the following manner 
for the Fall 2012 and Spring 2013 semesters: 

North Carolina 

State 1University 

at Raleigh 

University of 
North Carolina 
at Asheville 

University of 
North Carolina 
at Chapel ][:Jill 

University of 
North Carolina 
at Charlolte 

University of 

North Caro]ina 

at Greensboro 

University of 

North Carolina 

at Pembroke 

The cmnpus Chief Academic Officer will receive an email invitation to a secure 
survey that can be shared with the individual(s) tasked with entering data on any 
exceptions to UNC Minimum Course Requirements for recruited student-athletes, 
their academic profiles, and the majors of recruited student-athletes who have 
achieved at least junior status. The deadline for completing this survey is ~ 
13~ 2013. 

Campus Graduation Success Rate reports or Academic Success Rate reports will be 
submitted by each UNC canapus to GA and these reports will not be made public until 
after NCAA publication. These should be submitted in the same format they have 
already been submitted to the NCAA for the most recent cohorts (2003-2006). Please 
email those reports to iEric Fotheringham at emfbtheringham@nortlacarolina.edu 
before September 13~ 2013. 

3. Cmnpus Academic Progress Rate reports will be collected by GA from the NCAA 
website and do not need to be submitted to GA. 

Detailed instructions are attached. 

University of 

North Carolina 

a t WihM ngtt~n 

University of 
North Carolina 
School of the Arts 

~%stern Carolina 

University 

Winston-Salera 
State University 

North Carolina 

School of Science 
and Mathematics 

An Equa| Opp~wtunity/ 

Affirt~ath’e Action 

Emp|oyer 

If any questions arise during the completion of this data request, please contact: 

Eric Fotheringham 

Research Specialist 

919.843.6967 

emfotheringhana(~northcarolina.edu 

Tom Ross, President 
Kevin FitzGerald, Chief of Staff 
UNC Chancellors 



2012-2013 BoG Intercollegiate Athletics Report Instructions 

Background: The annual BOG report requires disclosure of the academic characteristics and 

performance of the UNC system’s student-athletes. It is aligned and synchronized, where possible, with 

the information canlpuses already report to the NCAA and the U.S. Department of Education. 

Reporting Period: Reporting period will be for the 2012-2013 year (Fall 2012 and Spring 2013). 

Definin~ "recruited" student-athlete: The three areas of data collection are specifically focused on 
recruited student-athletes as defined by the NCAA. NCAA Bylaw 13.02.13.1 for Division I schools and 
NCAA Bylaw 13.02~ 10.1 for Division II schools define recruited student-athletes in the following way: 

o "Actions by staff members or athletics representatives that cause a prospective student-athlete 
to become a recruited prospective student-athlete at that institution are: 

® Providing the prospective student-athlete with an official visit; 
® Having an arranged, in-person, off-campus encounter with the prospective student- 

athlete or the prospective student-athlete’s parents, relatives or legal guardians; 
o Initiating or arranging a telephone contact with the prospective student-athlete, the 

prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians on more than one occasion 
for the purpose of recruitment; or 

® Issuing a National Letter of Intent or the institution’s written offer of athletically 
related financial aid to the prospective student-athlete. Issuing a written offer of 
athletically related financial aid to a prospective student-athlete to attend a summer 
session prior to full-time enrollment does not cause the prospective student-athlete to 
become recruited." 

A recruited student-athlete may" or may" not receive an athletic scholarship. Student-athletes who are 
"walk-ons" and are not defined as "recruited" under NCAA Bylaw 13.02.13.1 are not included in the data 
presented in this report. 

NOTE: Admissions, Institutional iResearch, Re~istrar’s Office, and Athletics should resolve any 
differences in their campus data before submittin~ your responses to UNC GA. 

I. Exceptions to UNC Minimum Course Requirements for recruited student-athletes, academic 
profiles, and the majors of recruited student-athletes who have achieved at least junior status. 

Online Data Collection: The tbllowing three sets of data will be collected using an online survey. The 
campus Chief Academic Officer will receive an email invitation to a secure survey that can be shared 
with the individual(s) tasked with entering the following data. The deadline for completing this survey is 
September 13, 2013. 

1) Exceptions to UNC minimum course requirements (MCR) for all freshmen and "recruited" 
student-athletes (Fall 2012 and Spring 2013) 

As are all students, student-athletes are subject to BOG Policy 700.1.1 on the "Minimum Course 
Requirements for Undergraduate Admission" and BOG 700.1.1.1[R] on the "Regulations on 
Minmmm Undergraduate Admission Requirements and the Admission of Students Requiring 
Special Consideration." Special consideration #6 of BOG 700.1.1.1 [R] states: 

"Other applicants who, due to unusual or special circumstances, do not meet all of the 
minimum high school course unit requirements but who have achieved a superior academic 



record, as measured by grades, rank in class, admissions tests scores, the rigor of courses 
taken, or who demonstrate special talents: institutions may waive some of the minimum 
requirements for applicants in this categoD upon a finding that such individuals are qualified. 
The process resulting in an exception must include faculty participation with final 
authorization for an exception to be made by the chancellor." 

For this section, you will enter the total number of freshmen and freshmen student-athletes receiving 
exceptions to UNC’s Minimum Course Requirements. 

Reminders: 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 

iv) 

v) 

This is a BOG report table only; there is no parallel NCAA or Federal data. 
This table includes "recruited" student-athletes as defined by NCAA Bylaw 13.02.13.1. 
Any fields left blank on the survey will be interpreted as being Not Applicable to student- 
athletes on your campus (either no text to enter or any numerical response will be "0"). 
This data is based on all new- first-time freshmen and recruited freshman student-athletes 
who entered in Fall 2012 and Spring 2013. Initial entO7 in Summer 2012 is included as 
Fall 2012. 
Student iData File (SDF) item 087’s codes 07, 09, 11, and 12 are used to identi~ "MCR 
Exceptions" for this table. 

2) Academic Profile of "recruited" freshman student-athletes in revenue sports (Fall 2012 and 
Spring 2013) 

A student-athlete who enrolls as a freshman with no previous full-time college attendance must meet 
the NCAA’s academic requirements, as certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center and approved by the 
NCAA Executive Committee, as well as any applicable institutional and conference regulations. 
Among these academic measures are SAT/ACT scores and the high school grade point average in the 
NCAA defined high school core courses. 

These data represent the academic profile of recruited freshman student-athletes in the three major 
revenue sports who entered in Fall 2012 and Spring 2013. 

Reminders: 
i) 
ii) 

This includes "recruited" student-athletes as defined by NCAA Bylaw 13.02.13.1. 
This is based on the Fall 2012 - Spring 2013 "recruited" freshman student-athlete cohort. 
Initial entry in Summer 2012 is included as Fall 2012. 

iii) Enter an asterisk (***) in the survey field if the number of student-athletes is fewer than 3 
and do not report the data; however, you must maintain the data in your campus dataset. 
Enter "NA" in a cell if there were no recruited freshman student-athletes in the sport. 

iv) If both SAT and ACT scores were submitted to admissions then both scores should be 
included in the mean scores calculated for this table. The SAT score in this table should 
consist of the cri~cal reactin~ + math scores. For the ACT use the composiw score. 

v) High School Core Course GPA should be displayed with two decimal points, i.e., x.xx 
(example = 3.19). 

3) Majors of all "recruited" student-athletes with at least junior academic standing (Fall 2012 
and Spring 2013) 

This section provides, by campus, the majors of recruited student-athletes from all sports enrolled 
with at least junior academic standing. 



Reminders: 
i) Include all recruited student-athletes with a campus registrar’s classification of junior or 

higher. 
ii) Include "recruited" student-athletes as defined by the NCAA Bylaw 13.02.13.1. 
iii) The cohort is composed of all "recruited" student-athletes with at least junior academic 

standing who were enrolled in Fall 2012. This includes recruited student-athletes who 
had exhausted athletics eligibility and/or were no longer on the team. 

iv) Use the 2-digit codes from the 2010 version of the U.S. Depamnent of Education 
Classification of Instructional Programs to define majors. 

(a) ( see !!_t__t_p:iinces.ed.g_o___~j__i_p__~__d___s___i_~_i_pcodeibrowse .as_p___x___?__y_~__5___._5_) 

II. Campus Graduation Success Rate Reports or Academic Success Rate reports 

Please submit either your Campus Graduation Success Rate report or Academic Success Rate 
report to iEric Fotheringham via email at e:mfotheringham@northcarolina.edu before September 
13, 2013. 

Reports should be submitted in the same format they have already been submitted to the NCAA 
for the most recent cohorts (2003-2006). Please note that these reports will not be made public 

until after their publication by the NCAA. 

III. Campus Academic Progress Rates 

Campus Academic Progress Rate reports will be collected by GA from the NCAA website and do 
not need to be submitted to GA by your campus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvaaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 13, 2013 12:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: NCAA Entbrcement Process Webinar: Final Instructions (Materials and Access Information) 

mlblf new ncaa enforcement presentation slides 081313.pd£ mlblf ncaa enforcement proces~ toolldt 2013 aug-version.pdf; 

mlblf new ncaa enforcement handout.pdf; mlblf workshop ev~l webinar 081313.pdf, mlblf newsletter: registration form.pdf 

FYI 
Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
Uniw:,rsit¥ o~ North C~rolirH~ 
Phot)e: (9:1.9) 962- 7853 
Fax: (919) 
mvangelder<@unc.ed~ 

F~m: Michael L. Buckner [mailto:mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw.com] 
Merit: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 11:02 AM 
T~ ’Michael L, Buckner’ 
SubjeCt: NC~ Enforcement Process Webinar: Final Instructions (Materials and Access Information) 
Webinaz Registrants: 
Thm~ yon lbr registering Br tomo~ow’ s (Wednes&y, August 14, 2013 ) webinaz, ~InvesJgation Strategies Br the New NC~ EnBrcement Process." As you know, 
the event will s~rt promptly at 12:00 noon ET (9:00 aJn PT). This email serves as your final insm~ctions lbr the webinaz svci~cally, the email conbJns ~e matefi als 
that will ~ referenced (hiring the even< as well as ins~uctions to enter ~e webinar. 

Webinar Materials 
I a~ched to ~is emaA1 the following webinm materials: 

1. A copy of the PowerPoint presentation. 

2. The Augus~ 2013 version of the NC~ Enfoivement Investigations Tool~t. 
3. The webinay handout. 

4. The eval~tion fo~ (which we ask you to complete at the conclusion of the session and, thereafter, email, fax or mail to us). 

5. The newsle~er registration fo~ (wNch you can use to sign-up ~ receive our law fi~’s complimenmly newsle~ers and other resources). 

WebMar Ms~ucfio~s 
1. ONine presentation ins~cfions: Appro~mately five (5) minutes prior ~ fl~e staa of the event, locate yonr webinar confi~ation email ~d click on the "Event 

[~" located in ~e emaJl ~ gain access k~ the online event. If you misplaced yonr coNi~afion email use fl~e tbllowing li~ k~ re-register and receive a new 

event U~,: ht~p://bucknerspo~s~aw.enIerfl~emeeting.com,’~8CS~ ~OZ58 

2. Audio instructions: DM the ~llowing num~r, and enter the P~ given: 

a. Number: (949) 202-4265 
b. Audio PIN: 3438832 

I am awAlaNe if you have o~y questions or need additional i~ommtion. I look formal to seeing you tomo~w. 

Sinceleb; 
Michael L. Bucker, Esquile 

Shareholder 

Michael L. Bucker Law Fi~, P.A. 

1000 West McNab Road 

Pompano Beach, Florida 33069 

954-941-1844 (Otlice) 

954-941-1 ~6 (F~simile) 

m buckner(t~michaelbncknerlaw.com (E- ~) 

w~.michaelbucknerlaw.com (Website) 
~is email and any files wamslni~ed with it m’e co~dential ~d intended solely tbr fl~e use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed, ffyou have received this 
email in e~or please not~) the system manager. ~is message contains confidential i~onnation m~d is Ntended only for the h~dividual nmned. N you m’e not the named 
addressee you should not disse~ninate, distribute or copy *~is e-~naiL Plebe not~)~ the sender in~ediately by e-tnail if you have received this e-mail by mis~ke aud delete 
this e-mail from your system. ~you aye not the intended recipient you aye notified ~at disclosh~g, copying, distributing or M~g ~y action in reli~mce on the contents of this 
infimnation is s~ctly prohibited. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Football Contract 

I have redlined the football contract and sent it to Will Tricomi for his feedback as well. I’II send it to you as soon as I get it back from Will. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 275::[4 

(919) 843 7690 
"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvaaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 13, 2013 4:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

UNC Intercollegiate Athletic Report - Fall 2012 Recrdited Freshmen in Revenue Sports 8.13.2013.xlsx 

See atLached. Per Stevens request, this list includes Fall 2012 entering freshmen who were considered recruiLed in revenue sports (MBB, WBB, MFB). 

MarieHe A. ~anGe~der 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

Uniw?rs~tv o[ North Carolina 

Phot)e: (919) 962- 7853 
Fax: (919) 962--6~]2 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m: Ille, Vince 
$ent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:37 PN 
T~: Vangelder, Marielle A 
$ubje~tl ~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repot, 2012-13 
~m~o~an~e: High 
Ma~elle, 
This may be Ibr someone on the compliance s~ffwho is responsible [br the NC~ Squad Lists, or anoflmr ~r your dictation. Plemse a~ange Ibr this i~b~a~on to 
be ~nt to yon and me first. I would like k) have an op~m~ity to review it be[bin di st~bution. ThaJ~ks Ibr yonr help. 

F~m: Farmer, Stephen M 
$ent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:30 PN 
T~: file, Vince 
$ubje~tl ~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repot, 2012-13 
~m~o~an~e: High 
Dear Vince: 
If you or someone in athletics can get us the we can pull the admBsions data, including the NCAA 
core data, that we have on file for them and double-check those numbers against Marielle’s records. 
We will also be glad to handle the reporting of exceptions. 

Steve 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 7:00 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; 111e, Vince; Derickson, Christopher P; Eilers, Christopher 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Iml~rtance: High 

D~-:~a r Colleagues, 

W~-_~ r~-_~c~:_Jved Lhe i~structio~s Jar this year’s UNC Board o[ {:-:overn.:_~r’s AthleLics Report You’ll note that tb-:~ report is much shorter [:han last year’s, but so is the 

deadline of :.S.~..t....t_3..~:b.: 

I got involved right at the end last year, so I don’t know who provided some of the data. Would you please read the attached instructions and let me know~ 

making the right assignments ~:his year: 

Par~: I: [xceptkms 

#Z Exceptions to MCR --.Steve Farmer 

#2 AcadenJc Profile of recruited freshmen .... ---Steve Farmer 

#3 Majors of a~ recruited student atMetes w~th jr standing -- Th~s might have been completed by Chris EHers on my staff ~ast year. 

Chris E and Steve-- do you recall? Weq~ plan to take th~s one unless there are any ob~ections. 

Part H: (Sraduatkm Success Rate Reports or Academic Success Rate Report~ this report has already beef~ subm~[ted to the 

NCAA and we jus[ need to provh~e GA with a copy. Who has th~s report? 

PartHk Needs no action from us. 

Wnce -- I remember that Steve and ~ ta~ked with you a couple of times about the definition of "recruited/’ ~f you have any additional advice for us after readinA 

GA’s h~structions, we’d appreciate 

~ haven’L yet received the d~rections and passwords for using the .;)[J~ne survey form described ~n GA’s memo ~’ll 8at [hem Lo you all as soon as poss~ble. 

let’s set Fdda~tust 30 as our ~nternal deadline for having aH the data entered into the surw~y and any remaining pieces sent to me. That giw~s us time to proof 

and gbe 8ubba, ]~m Dean, and the Chancellor a chance to review. 

Thanks, everyone. 

lynn 

F~: Dean, ~ames W k 
~e~: Wednesday, Augus~ 07, 201~ 10:i~ PM 
T~: Wlllifo~d, Lynn E 
~: Pinkney, D~ayne L 

l~p~e: High 
Lynn - I believe you said you were handlin~ this. ~im 

James W. Dean, Jr. 

Executive Vice Chance/Ior and Provost 

919.962.2!98 @TarHeelProvost 

jame.~ dean@unc.edu 

From: "Samantha L. McAuliffe" <slmcauliffe@northcarolina.edu> 



Date: Tuesday, August 6, 2013 4:37 PM 

To: Ali Khan <aakhan _@_ mail.ecsu.edu> "battlesd _@_uncw.edu" <battlesd _@_ uncw.edu> Bernice Johnson <._b_~_o___h___n___s__o___n____@______n___c__c___u__.__e___d___u_>, Brenda Allen <_a_!!_.e__n_._b_.~_@..w__s__s_..u_._e__d__u_.>, 

".’__b___t_y__s___o___n____@____e___m____a_!!_:~_c___u__:_e___d___u_.’ (bt~Lson~email.wcu.edu)" <btyson~email.wcu.edu> David Perrin <d__h_p.errin~unc~.edu> James Dean <james dean@unc.edu>, Jane 

Fernandes <jfernand@unca.edu>, Joan Lorden <jflorden@uncc.edu>, Jon Young <jyoung@uncfsu.ed~>, Kenneth Kitts <ken.kitts@uncp.edu>, Lori Gonzalez 

<gonzalezls@appstate.edu>, Marilyn Sheerer <sheererm@ecu.edu>, Warwick Arden <warwick arden@ncsu.edu>, Winser Alexander <wealexan@ncat.edu> 

Cc: alicia Jiles <alicia.jiles@uncp~edu> Anne Aldrich <aaldrich@emaiLwcu.edu>, Bobble Scott <bobbie~scott@uncp.edu>, Carnie Mack <csmack@ncat.edu>, 

Constance Gathings <archiec~ncat.edu>, David Cook <cookdh ~appstate.edu>, Delane Jones <d~nes~ uncfsu.edu>, Ericka      Champion <elchampi~unca.edu>, 

Evelyn Wilson <wilsonem@wssu.edu> Helen Haynes <_h___a_Li__n___e__s___h____@____n__c___a__t__.__e___d___u_>, Jilayne Erwin <..e_r_._w_!_n_.~@~_c__u__.__e_.d_u_>, LoraAnn Barclift <lebarclift@mail.ecsu.edu>, Lyndee 

ivey <Icivey@uncc.edu>, O.ueenie Turner <qsturner@maiLecsu.edu>, Sarah Cohen <sarah cohen@ncsu.edu>, Selina Mumford <smumford@nccu.edu>, Sharon 

Lindgren <lindgrens@uncw.edu>, Stephanie Thurman <sthurman@email.unc.edu>, Terry Riocci <[iocci@uncg.edu>, Michelle Bunce <mbunce@northcarolina.edu>, 

Eric Fotheringham <ernfotheringharn@northcarolina~edu>, "Henz, Kathryn M" <kmhenz@northcarolina.edu> 

Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Good Afternoon CAOs: 

The attached memo is in regards to the 2012-2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report. The survey will be sent separately. 

This email will be also be shared with UNC Athletic Directors and Chancellors. 

U n J v er s~t]~ ,:s ~ ~’I or ~i C;~ r c,]{n a Oen isr a ] ~\ rim {n istr a 
Sp ~ ~, g] e] 

9]0 Ralcigtt Ro;]d FO. E,:~× 26S8 

C~;apei 1{’~11 ",i o~t}~ Ca~oi’~na 27515-2688 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, August 14, 2013 12:38 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Trout Wa~ks Cheaters Out; Fitness Cleanliness; DefiNng tt~ing 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

An_qels’ Trout Advocates Lifetime MLB Bans for PED Cheaters 
Alex Rodriguez and Mike Trout shared the field last night at Yankee Stadium, but if it 
were up to the Angels’ 22-year-old phenom, Rodriguez ... 

Fencing Sees Popularity Surge Among Youths Under 14 
Fencing, a full-contact martial art that involves fighting with swords - foil, sabre, and 
6p6e - has caught on nationwide, most notably among kids ... 

Four Ways to Keep Your Military Fitness Center Cleaner 
Cleanliness is not only important for keeping your facility looking and smelling good, 
but also for keeping the men and women users healthy .... 

Opinion: For Hypocritical NCAA. Profit is a One-Way Street 
Until late last week, $179.95 bought an "officially licensed" autographed photo of 
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Summary: 
Williams spoke briefly to reporters after his round at the Wednesday pro-am at the Wyndham 

Championship. 

When asked about Hairston’s situation, he said he’s "tired of reading about it, tired of talking about it" 

and declined to discuss it further. 

Article Link: 
http~//espn.g~~~~m/mens~~~~~ege~basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/95685~6/unc-tar~hee~s-c~ach-tired-ta~king~ 

hairston?utm source=dlvr.it&utm medium=twitter 

Summary: 
[l]t would be easy to end the chatter about one of North Carolina’s NBA prospects if we just had some 

definitive information. 

[W]e’ll continue to ask about it until Williams announces something final regarding Hairston and his 

2013-14 status. 

This isn’t a walk-on or the sixth guy off the bench. This is a young man who led one of America’s most 

prestigious programs in scoring last season. This is a big deal. His presence or lack thereof next year will 

have a major impact on Tar Heels basketball. 

Williams is "tired of reading" about Hairston, but he hasn’t done enough to eliminate the questions 

about a crucial player. 

Will he miss any meaningful games? How many? Five? Ten? How long does it take to assess something 

like this? Just tell us. And then, we’ll stop asking about it. 

Article Link: 
http~//espn.g~.~~m/b~~g/~~~~egebasketba~~nati~n/p~st/-/id/87358/wi~~iams-can-end-the-hairst~n- 

chatter 

Summary: 
North Carolina athletic director Bubba Cunningham told a group of professors at a faculty retreat that 

Hairston would play this season, "but not all the games." 
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Journalism professor Andy Bechtel tweeted Cunningham’s response on Thursday. Bechtel, when 

contacted by ESPN.com, said that Cunningham was the lunchtime speaker at the retreat of journalism 

faculty. Cunningham spoke about the overall strategic plan and opportunities for broadcasting and 

public relations students and was posed the question about Hairston. 

miss-some-games 

http://~w~~usat~day~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaab/acc/2~13/~8/:15/n~rth-car~~ina-pj~hairst~n~suspensi~n~ 
bubba-cunningham-comments/2662841/ 

http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egebasketba~~/b~~g/eye-~n-c~~~ege-basketba~~/23165 215/n~rth-car~~ina- 
ad-says-pj-hairston-will-be-next-season 

Summary: 
A new web series called "The Heel Life" focusing on all members of the support staff for UNC Football. 

Today, it’s the grounds crew. Follow them on twitter at @Tar_Heels_Turf 

Article Link: 
http://www.tarheeltimes.com/article50070.aspx 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

UNC Scandal Thread - Even more parking tickets 8-9-13 

Posted: Yesterday 12:56 PM 

So where are the moles? Have they been ruthlessly hunted down and terminated or are they still biding 

their time, waiting to see if UNC-CHeats "does the right thing"? Haven’t one or two posters implied that 

there are moles/whistle-blowers ready to drop the hammer if this mess isn’t cleaned up? 

Posted: Yesterday 3:35 PM 

If PJ had valid NC Drivers license, then why would he be issued another new drivers license number on 

July 16th 2013... Just a couple of days before he got the sweet deal? Did they not know about his prayer 

for Judgement on his previous "Driving without a license" and Speeding (on a different "Inactive" Drivers 

License ID Number) on July 16th, 20:11 in Wake County? In North Carolina, you’re only allowed :1 PJC 

every three years, per household. If, within 3 years, you commit the same offense or something very 

similar, the Court revokes the PJC and charges you with both offenses at that time." 

Posted: Yesterday 4:03 PM 

first offense was in Wake County and second was in Durham County. The Wake County DA didn’t miss it, 

the Durham County DA missed it, perhaps because the search for PJ pulled up the more recent July ’:13 

license number. Smart move on his lawyer’s part... PJ declared automotive bankruptcy and reset his 

driving record. 

Posted: Yesterday 4:35 PM 

What seems most likely with respect to Mr. Hairston from what we know is that he was unlicensed 

(never previously licensed in the state) when he received that 7/:16/:1:1 ticket for No Operators License 

(N.C.G.S. 20-7). As to his first PJC, that’s up to the judge. Now Hairston had never been previously issued 

a license in the state so he doesn’t technically qualify for the exemption in 20-35(c), but it’s highly 

unlikely that district court prosecutors are aware of the distinction between the expired licensee and the 

unlicensed individual. 

Posted: Yesterday 6::12 PM 

Seth Greenberg was talking about PJ on Sportscenter yesterday during a Johnny Manziel roundtable. 

Greenberg said "PJ has been driving around in a felons car for weeks at a time, he needs an ex fbi guy to 

follow him from now on!"....most of the national writers are mocking Roy and UNC on twitter and radio 

etc after each additional detail drips out. When Decourcey, Fraschilla, Greenberg and even Katz of late 

start questioning your program your in trouble. 

Posted: Yesterday 6::19 PM 

Spoke with my cousin a few weeks ago who happens to be a Durham Police officer. He said that during 

the traffic stop in Durham awhile back, they actually found 43 ziplock baggies full of Marijuana in P.J.’s 

rental car. Clear intent to sell/distribute!!! I wish the media could get a hold of the truth, but looks like 

someone in Durham was told to close the case and drop the charges 

Posted: Today 3:4:1 AM 

I heard Hairston would be back by ACC play at the latest. 
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Summary: 
Weber State confirms that it is under investigation by the NCAA for "potential academic issues" 

involving its football players. 

The school and the athletics department became aware of the matter this spring. After an initial 

investigation, the Wildcats self-reported the issue to the NCAA. 

academic-issues 

Summary: 
The Southeastern Conference, Big Ten and Pac-12 have joined the NCAA in announcing they will no 

longer license their conference trademarks in the EA Sports NCAA football video game. 

"Each school makes its own individual decision regarding whether or not to license their trademarks for 

use in the EA Sports game[s]," the SEC said in a statement. "The Southeastern Conference has chosen 

not to do so moving forward. 

"Neither the SEC, its member universities, nor the NCAA have ever licensed the right to use the name or 

likeness of any student to EA Sports." 

Summary: 
An NCAA committee has agreed to let the West Coast Conference experiment with instant replay during 

its conference baseball tournament in 2014. 

The decision by the NCAA’s Baseball Rules Committee now goes to the Playing Rules Oversight Panel for 

final approval. The panel is set to meet via conference call on Aug. 27, according to the NCAA. 

The NCAA says the Baseball Rules Committee agreed with the WCC proposal because it uses the same 

procedure and protocol as the College World Series. 
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Article Link: 
http://www.sacbee.com/2013/O8/15/5654500/ncaa-committee-says-wcc-can-try.html 

Summary: 
Wisconsin becomes the seventh Big Ten school to combine its men’s and women’s cross country and 

track programs. Nationally, eight of the top 10 men’s finishers and nine of the top 10 women’s finishers 

at the 2013 NCAA Outdoor Track & Field Championships represented combined programs. Four of those 

combined programs placed both their men’s and women’s teams in the national top :10. 

"While combining programs is a national trend, it’s a decision that was made here because of the 

benefits that we can realize from running a combined program at UW," Byrne said. "The team aspect of 

track and field is something that’s always been embraced here but something I think we can strengthen 

even further for both the men and women by making this move." 

Article Link: 
http://www.ncaa.c~m/news/cr~ss-c~untry-men/artic~e/2~:13-~8-:15/wisc~nsin-insta~~s-veteran-c~ach- 

byrne-director-newly-co 

Summary: 
"A rumor spread (first on UL message boards, fan forums and Twitter) that Kevin Ware had been kicked 

off the UL basketball team due to multiple violations of the same team rule. While we initially dismissed 

the notion as mere fan chatter, after some digging, I (and others in the media) began to believe it was 

true. At some point over the past few weeks, the rumor goes, Ware was dismissed after the latest 

violation and the team was told he would no longer be with the team. The rumor spread online, in part, 

because team members told multiple people that Ware was no longer on the team. It then finally leaked 

to media at the end of last week. As of now, no member of the Louisville media has come out and 
reported the story, and my guess is that no one will. I spoke with UL spokesman Kenny Klein on Friday 

night, and he told me Ware is on the team now, but said he did not go as far as to say that no dismissal 

had ever occurred." 

Article Link: 
http://www.thebig~ead~c~m/index.php/2~:13/~8/:14/rum~r~patr~~~was~kevin-ware-brief~y-kicked-~ff- 

the-louisville-basketball-team-last-month/ 
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Summary: 
Upshaw has been dismissed from the program following a third violation of athletic department policy. 

The department issued a brief release: "Fresno State Director of Athletics Thomas Boeh announced 

Wednesday that Bulldog men’s basketball student-athlete Robert Upshaw has been dismissed from the 

team for violations of Athletic Department policy. Upshaw was informed of his dismissal Wednesday 

afternoon. This will be Fresno State’s only comment on the matter." 

from-program/ 

Summary: 
The NCAA has very clear rules: Everybody and their gastroenterologists can make money off Johnny 

Manziel except Manziel himself. The pursuit of wealth is available to every person enrolled at Texas 

A&M except student-athletes. The whiz pianist, the science prodigy, even the hopeful sportswriter. 

When I was at the University of Colorado, I worked 40 hours a week at the town newspaper, writing. 

Nobody threatened to throw me out of school. 

Even a simple and smart idea -- like letting players get what they can for their autograph, their likeness, 

their appearance, and then have that money go into a trust fund for the day they graduate -- has been 

shot down by the NCAA. 

Why doesn’t the NCAA want players cashing in on their talent? Because they’re doing it. 

And what will all of this autograph-banning do? It will make it all worse. 

"Now you’re limiting the amount of signatures out there," Orlando points out, "which means the supply 

is down. If the demand continues, you have low supply, high demand. The price is going to go up and so 

is the fervor to get these autographs. And now you’ve set up an environment for people to fake the 

signatures." 

Article Links: 
http://espn~g~~c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/-jid/9567169/rick-rei~~y~ncaa~aut~graphs 

School’s [Texas A&M and Georgia] change autograph policies: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/9568793/texas-aggies-~ut~ine-new-aut~graph-ru~es-fans 

http://www.hispanicbusiness.c~m/2~13/8/15/uga-av~iding-j~hnny-manzie~-situati~n.htm 

Texas Statute might help Texas A&M against autograph brokers: 
htt p ://es p n. go. co m/college-foot ball/sto ry/_/id/9571388/I aw-says-texa s-s u e-a utogra p h-b ro kers-j o h n ny- 

manziel-found-violation 

Florida ahead of the curve, same autograph policy since 90s: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/9566383/~~rida-gat~rs-p~~icy-aut~graphs-dates-199~s 
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Summary: 

College football and men’s college basketball need to stop providing scholarships to the 98 athletes a 

year who are playing in these sports. Instead the students should pay for their own schooling via the 

revenue that their athleticism produces. That is, every football and men’s basketball player should have 

his scholarship deducted from a check he receives every month. Set the scholarship costs at around 

$26,000 a year and pay each player in the neighborhood of $50,000 a year. The leftover money, nearly 

$2,000 a month, would go to each player to do with as he sees fit. The end result: effectively each player 

would receive around $24,000 a year. 

Why [the writer] thinks this plan makes a great deal of sense: 
1. The currently proposed full cost of scholarship stipends are insubstantial sums of money. 

2. It ends Title IX’s issue with paying all scholarship athletes or paying no scholarship athletes. 

3. What’s the cost? Not that much. The actual cost to the school would be $24,000 a year multiplied by 

98 athletes or just $2.35 million dollars a year. 

4. For most major athletic departments $2.35 million a year is a rounding error that would require no 

real budgetary change. 

5. As part of this paradigm change, the revenue-producing sports should have their own rulebook. 

6. It’s time to pay players. 

7. What about the schools that say they can’t afford these costs? First, I don’t believe them. Second, if 

you truly can’t make these finances work, well, I’m sorry, you probably shouldn’t be playing at the 

highest division of college athletics. 

ncaa-081413 

Summary: 
The Russell Athletic Bowl officially announced on Thursday that it had agreed to a six-year partnership 

with the Big 12. 

The new agreement starts next season and continues through 2019. Per the new contract, the bowl will 

select the first ACC team available after College Football Playoff and the second Big 12 team (likely after 

the Alamo Bowl). 

yea r-deal-with-the-big-12/ 
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Summary: 
Lawyers representing former Arizona State and Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller in a lawsuit concerning 

the use of college athletes’ names and likenesses have opened another case on the topic. 

They have filed a proposed class-action suit in a federal court in California against two companies 

involved with helping schools market and sell athletes’ photographs and associated merchandise such as 

frames and calendars through their athletics websites. The suit’s named plaintiff is ¥ahchaaroah 

Lightbourne, a former football player for Texas-El Paso. 

This is at least the fourth case related to college athletes’ names and likenesses being pursued in a 

federal court. 

Lightbourne’s complaint, filed in June, alleges that the two photo companies "conspire with numerous 

colleges and universities that participate in the NCAA ... to market and sell thousands of photos of active 

and former collegiate athletes without offering compensation to or obtaining consent from these 

student-athletes." 

Article Link: 
http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~13/~8/~7 /c~~~ege-ath~etes-~awsuit-ph~t~s-name- 

likeness/2628811/ 

Summary: 
When athletes, who are in the 17-21 year age range suffer a concussion, the ramifications can far 

exceed those of older athletes. The brain may be still in the process of formation. Recovery time is as 

much as three times longer than for older athletes. And athletes at this age are still students, required to 

maintain a full academic schedule and maintain a minimum grade point average. So stronger preventive 

methods and higher barriers for return to play are needed to guard against the greater threat. The four 

named plaintiffs, led by former Eastern Illinois football player Adrian Arrington allege that the opposite 

is true. 

The NCAA certainly has a responsibility to protect the health and safety of college athletes. When their 

own director of health and safety, trying to remedy the situation, admits that "we don’t require 

anything" by way of warning or return to play requirements, they failed that duty. Hopefully this lawsuit 

will lead the way to a new demanding protocol that protects these athletes. 

NCAA’s Approach to Concussions Is Barbaric: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/ken-reed/ncaa-football- 

concussions b 3757585.html 
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Summary: 
No longer will students and other fans have to lament over a drink purchased at a Coastal Carolina 

University sporting event that has more ice than liquid or suffer through no paper towels in the 

bathrooms. This season all they’ll have to do is "tweet" the complaint to @Chant365 on Twitter, and it 

will be answered. 

"If we can take care of an issue, we will," said Kevin Olivett, associate athletics director for marketing, 

promotions and social media at CCU, who created @Chant365. "If someone has a good experience, they 

will tell 10 people. If they have a bad experience, they will tell 100. With Twitter, that 100 people could 

be hundreds or thousands of people because it is amplified." 

Olivett created the @Chant365 room in order to give students and fans a better experience at sporting 

events and to connect with them on a personal level. The Twitter @Chant365 can also be used for 

contests and to get updates from sporting events. 

The university is also working on a reward system for students who attend games. "Students want 

something now for coming to athletic events," Olivett said. "It is different than it was before when 

people just came out for fun, school spirit and camaraderie. Students want something now for their 

time, and we are going to give it to them." 

Olivett said they are also using a program to monitor everything that people say about Coastal Carolina 

University sports. "We are doing a lot of social listening to make sure that people are having the best 

experience at one of our events," he said. "We want to know who our fans are and what we can do to 

improve the game-day experience." 

In addition to monitoring the Twitter conversations in the @Chant365 room, Olivett said he wants to 

hold contests to let fans chat with athletes or play the Wii with them. "We also want to do interviews 

with our athletes in the room," he said. "Students want to know who our athletes are and we want 
them to interact. We want to bridge the gap between athlete and student." 

Article Link: 
http~//www.myh~rrynews.c~m/news/educati~n/artic~e-6~71aab2-~5eb-11e3-94f2-~~19bb3~f31a.htm~ 

Summary: 
Karen Freberg, Ph.D. teaches Social Media & Mobile Technologies in Strategic Communications at the 

University of Louisville, where she instructs students on how they can use social media strategically for 

public relations and communications. 
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Throughout the course, students learn how to think strategically about different platforms and their role 

in the current communications landscape. Working in groups, students create a social media campaign 

for a client based on the knowledge they’ve gained in class. 

By taking advantage of HootSuite University’s Higher Education Program in her classroom, Freberg has 

students learn how to use the HootSuite dashboard and become a HootSuite Certified Professional in 
order to execute the campaigns they created. 

HootSuite University’s Higher Education Program provides educators with everything they need to teach 

social media in the classroom, arming their students with the digital and social media skills needed in 

today’s workforce. To date, the program has been adopted by over 325 classes in 10 countries, and 

delivers free resources available exclusively to higher education professors. 

Students were taught how to approach PR and communications strategically through in-class lectures, 

guest speakers, and readings, while learning how to manage a social media presence for business with 

HootSuite University’s hands-on social media courses. 

One of the students’ clients was the University of Louisville Athletics department, where students ideas 

were incorporated into the creation of a social media hub, a second screen experience for athletics fans 

to engage with each other. The social media hub integrates multiple platforms, such as Twitter, 

Facebook, Instagram, and Vine, in order to bring fans together in an online community. 

Article Link: 
http://www.business2comm unity.com/social-media/how-university-of-louisville-is-teaching-social- 

media-to-corn munications-students-0585478 
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Sumrnar¥: 
In 2005, the [Georgia] Athletic Association first entered into a partnership with IMG’s predecessor, and 

signed a new deal for the 2009-2010 academic year. For a scant $92 million over eight years, IMG 

manages Georgia’s multimedia rights, from radio to the Sanford Stadium video board. 

The IMG deal, emulated across the nation, represents a paradigm shift in the distribution of information 

and corporate sponsorships in college athletics. Where once athletic associations provided these 

services by themselves, college athletics has exploded to the point that it no longer makes economic 

sense for them to administer their rights in-house. Today, IMG’s relationship with the Athletic 

Association represents a partnership the two entities hope will benefit them both. 

The trend among college athletic associations is to work with third-party rights holders to manage 

multimedia rights, and the Athletic Association says that arrangement simply represents the better 

opportunity. The Athletic Association isn’t in a position to manage those rights as effectively as an 

outside group can -- it’s essentially in a different business than rights management. They’ve evaluated 

what makes the most sense for that business, and determined in today’s college sports landscape IMG 

can just do it better. 

"We’re still all end of the day from a University perspective in higher education and that’s the core 

competency," Thomas said "You have to determine the difference between if you do it yourself, the 

manpower, people power, and how does that change the direction of where you’re going as a 

department." 

Article Link: 

http://www~redandb~ack~c~m/sp~rts/image-is-everything-uga-and-img-partnership-pushes-ath~etic- 

association/article_c5719d3a-O5f2-11e3-8eef-OO19bb30f31a.html 
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Summary: 
Spots are available for the second annual John Calipari Fantasy Experience set for Sept. 7-9. The 

experience will provide up to 72 participants (64 players and eight coaches), ages 35 and older, the 

opportunity to experience the ultimate basketball and Wildcat fan experience. 

The camp offers the opportunity to become a UK basketball player for a weekend, including access to 

Coach John Calipari, staff members and former players. 

The Experience is split into three different packages and includes instruction, tournaments, contests, 

Nike gear, exclusive social and networking events and access to UK’s facilities. 

Big Blue Package: $7K 

Adolph Rupp Coaching Experience: $7K 

Captains’ Club Experience Package: 511K 

Article Links: 

http://www.ukathletics.com/sports/m-baskbl/spec-rel/O81213aab.html 
http://www.coachcal.com/coach-cals-cam ps/2013cam p-john-calipari-basketball-fantasy-experience/ 

Former NFL’er Jason Taylor will attend: http://collegebasketballtalk.nbcsports.com/2013/O8/13/ex-nfl- 

star-jason-taylor-suiting-up-for-kentucky-basketball/ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA <joseph friersoniii@ml.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 10:56 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I am having some beers with Bubba next Monday (Aug 26th) after work. 

You want to get some dinner afterwards? 

Joseph C. Frierson, III 

Senior Vice President- Wealth Management 

Financial Advisor 

P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 
Office- 7o6.552.z~o3 

Toll Free - 8oo.~11.4113 

Fax- 7o6.621.4912 

This message, a~d any attachinent~ is ti~r the intended recipient(s) only, may contain intbrmation that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to 

imlx~rtant terms and conditious available at http:i/~,w.bankol?america.confemaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipienl, please delete this message. 









: 





Seating Capacity: 1, 





http://www.gopack.com/facilities/dail-softball-stadium.html 





~indoor facility not pictured 

Seatin 



Seatin~ Capacityi 850 

~www.u nd.com~melissa-cook-stadium.htm[ 







http.L//www.virAiniaspo rts_com/ViewArtide.d bml D B_OE MLID=17800& ATCLI D=1134422 





Other Notable NC Softball Programs 





Seating Capacit.v: 500 permanent 
~lncludes Indoor Facility : 











Alberta B. Earrington Softball Stadium 

: Chair-back bleachers and 
individual seats with a 

h t tlO :jjwww. a s u :e du/tou r~itempeia~bef:htm~ 

~Field of the year: 2000, 2002, 2003 & 2009 

~www,stabilize rsolu tion s.c                fca-fields-of- 

the-_vear?SPSID=74965S&SPID=125719&DB OEM ID--=30300 





Alumni Field 

























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA ~oseph friers~niii@mLcom> 

Monday-, Angust 19, 2013 12:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

If I understand you. I am happy to £o to Lhe picnic ....... w~,. can eat there .......... you need to go home aL a decei~t hour fbr oi~ce ..... 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 12:08 PM 

To: Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA 
Subject: RE: 

Sure, let’s do that. We have a welcome back picnic/reception for all ofonr student-athletes that evening which staxts at 6. We can include that or have dinner 

somewhere after the reception. Your call. I’m looking forward to it. 

From: Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA [.t_n___a]]_t_9_.J_9_s__e_p__h___f£j_e_._Ls_9_n__[!j_~__m_J_=_c_9__m_] 

Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 10:56 AM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: 

I am having some beers with Bubba next Monday (Aug 26th) after work. 

You want to get some dinner affeI~vards? 

Joseph C. Frierson, III 

Senior Vice President - Wealth Managernent 

Financial Advisor 

P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 
Office - 7o6.552.21o3 

Toll Free - 8oo.211.4113 

Fax - 7o6.62L4912 

This message, and any attachinent~ is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain iatbnnation that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietay and subject to 
important temps and conditions available at ~.g..tp.i:~:~2v.2v.~2..~2~.@~.~.:.a..r..n..e.~.n~c..~.t~.c.£~1~i!~j~!~i~1~5 If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 

This message, and any attaclnnents, is for the intended recipient(s) only-, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietay and subject to 

important terms and conditions avafilable at http:i/w~w.bankofamefica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA <joseph friersoniii@mLcom> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Cool by me. 

From: llle, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August :tg, 2013 :t2:12 PM 

To: Frierson, Joe ¢ - ATHENS GA 
Subject: RE: RE: 

I can do either one. We may want to examine the food at the picnic, then make a game time decision whether to eat what is there or go somewhere else after it is over. 

From: Frierson, Joe ¢ - ATHENS GA [.t_n___a_!!~9_.~_o__s_e_p___h__f£!_e_._tks__o__n__[!!_~___m_J_=_c_q__m__] 

Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 12:10 PM 

To: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: RE: RE: 

If I ur~derstand you° I am happy to go to ~t-re pic~ie ....... w~~, can eat there .......... you treed to go home a~ a decen~ ~our ~br once ..... 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille(c~unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 12:08 PM 

To: Frierson, Joe ¢ - ATHENS GA 
Subject: RE: 

Sure, let’s do that. We have a welcome back picnic/reception for all of our student- atitietes that evening which staxts at 6. We can include that or have dinner 

somewhere after the reception. Your call. I’m looking forward to it. 

From: Frierson, Joe ¢ - ATHENS GA [majlto;~ose~h frjersoniij@mLcom] 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 J.0:56 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: 

I am having some beers with Bubba next Monday (Aug 26th) after work. 

You want to get some dinner afteI~vards? 

Joseph C. Frierson, III 

Senior Vice President- Wealth Management 

Financial Advisor 

Merrill Lynch Global %%alth Management 

P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 

()ffice- 7o6.552.21o3 

Toll Free - 8oo.211.41~3 

Fax- 7o6.621.4912 

This message, a31d any at ’tachment~ is lbr the intended recipient(s) only. may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietau and subject to 

important temls and conditions available at htlp://~wwv.bankofamerica.com/emaildi~lainrer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 

This message, and any, attachmems, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to 

important terms mad conditions available at htlp:/iww~,.banko~america.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete tiffs message. 

This message, m~d any attachinent~ is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain iat’onnation ti~at is privileged, confidential and/or proprietaacy and subject to 

important terms and conditions available at http:/iwww.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete tiffs message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Book list as of 8.20.13 (2) 

Marielle, 
Are you planning on calling this meeting with 

we have it. 

Paul 

I think it would be good for all three of us to be in attendance when 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:20 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Book list as of 8.20.13 (2) 

We really need to have a specific compliance meeting with 
activities, etc. 

to cover expectations, agents, social 

From: TJmmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:15 plVl 
To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni IVl; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 
Cc: IVlarkos, Lance IVl; Dressier, Carly; UNCAA_Academics 
Subject: RE: Book list as of 8.20.13 (2) 

One more. 

Please add: 

Thanks, 
Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:01 PM 

To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (j..a..c...k.!..e._.c..9.p..e..!.a...n...d..@..u...n...c.:..e...d...u.); Gregory, Cassandra B 

(g.r...e.g.o..r.y.c..@..e..m..a.!!.....u...n..c.....e...d...u..) 
Cc: Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Dressier, Carly; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Book list as of 8.20.13 (2) 

Please add: 

Thanks, 
Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 10:20 AM 



To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (jackie copeland@unc.edu); Grel~ory, Cassandra B 

(~_r__e~_o_[yc @ em a il. u n c. ed u ) 

Co: Markos, Lance M; Vanl~elder, Marielle A; Dressier, Carly; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Book list as of 8.20.13 

Please add: 

Please remove: 

Thanks! 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Monday, Aul~ust 19, 2013 10:55 AM 

To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (jackie copeland@unc.edu); Grel~ory, Cassandra B 

(~_~r_~e~9__r3/c @ em a i l. u n c. ed u ) 

Cc: Markos, Lance M; Vanl~elder, Marielle A; Dressier, Carly; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Book list as of 8.19.13 

Please add: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, Aul~ust 15, 2013 4:23 PM 



To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (jackie copeland@unc.edu); Grel~ory, Cassandra B 

(~_r__e~_o_[yc @ em a il. u n c. ed u ) 

Co: Markos, Lance M; Vanl~elder, Marielle A; Dressier, Carly; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Book list as of 8.15.13 

Please add: 

Thanks, 
Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, Aul~ust 15, 2013 9:24 AM 

To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (jackie copeland@unc.edu); Grel~ory, Cassandra B 

(~_r__e~9_[yc @ em a il. u n c. ed u ) 

Cc: Markos, Lance M; Vanl~elder, Marielle A; Dressier, Carly; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Book list as of 8.15.13 

All, 

Please add: 

Also, please note that 

Please remove: 

are now cleared to receive their books. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Wednesday, Aul~ust 07, 2013 9:26 AM 

To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (j..a..c...k.!..e._.c..9.p...e..!.a...n...d...@...u...n...c.....e...d...u..); Grel~ory, Cassandra B 

CC: Markos, Lance M; Vanl~elder, Marielle A; Dressier, Carly; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Book list as of 8.7.13 

All, 

Please add: 

Thanks, 



Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 1:31 PM 

To: Clay, Kendra; Horton, Toni M; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (j..a...c..k.!..e._.c..o..p..e..!.a...n...d....@....u...n...c.:..e...d...u..); Gregory, Cassandra B 

Cc: Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Dressier, Carly; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Book list as of 8.5.13 

All, 

Please see the attached book list for the 13-14 academic year. I will send out updates when necessary. 

Please note that                          are not cleared with the NCAA eligibility center at this time and therefore 

cannot receive any books until they are cleared. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assist=nt nir~rtnr nf Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

~~ We Educate and Inspire through athletics I 



Gain a working knowledge of APR so that I can speak correctly and confidently on the subject 

Meet with Michelle Brown to understand our new study plan initiative that will replace study hall 

Meet with and begin a professional relationship with one Faculty member that I do not currently know 

Attend at least one practice or competition for every sport program 

Work with Andrew Sapp to develop a 5-year competitive needs assessment for the men’s golf program 

Develop a top 3/top 10 program comparison for men’s golf 

Push to implement sport specific fundraising system & goals 

Lead the development of a new arena funding model to produce positive net revenue (above debt service) 

Lead the development of a 5-year comprehensive ticket sales plan (all sports) 

Meet with compliance staff and Andrew Sapp to gain working knowledge of men’s golf recruiting 

Lead the development of basic knowledge administrative staff compliance education/testing (Executive & 

Senior staff) 
Read every compliance email that is sent to me 

Attend sessions and learn more about the Leadership Academy 

Attend as many SAAC meetings as I can 

Work with Andrew Sapp to develop a 5-year plan for special travel and experiences for the men’s golf program 

Participate in one service project with both the men’s and women’s golf programs 

Serve the department by giving more focus to employee rewards & recognition with help from the Disney 

Institute 

Meet with individual employees to discuss their career and development goals - begin with my reporting units 

and then move out from there. 



2013-14 Carolina Softball 
Team Rules and Expectations 

The seniors, in accordance with the coaching staff, have developed the following team rules and expectations. 

Each expectation has consequences attached. These expectations have been developed so that we may 

function in harmony as a team. 

I. ACADEMICS 

All players are required to uphold high standards. Completing your degree and gradu~:ting from UNC is 

our highest expectation. Grades must be in line with NCAA and Academic Cente~ migi~s. 
¯ Attendance at all classes, meetings, practices and games is required. Rule::t~::in~lude: CREED 

meetings, recruiting weekends, academic meetings, etc. 

¯ Missing class and all of the above .... 

st ~ ¯ 
I Offense: 4 - 300 s at 7 am (w/in 24 hours of offense) .... 

2~ Offense: Off Season- Fall- Baseball/S~ftball Ba~nninO~witi~in 24 hours of offense) 
During season - Miss game immediu~e!~fo!!o:winY missed class 

3~ Offense: TEAM Character buildin:~t:: 

II. ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE :ABUSE:: ........... .... : 
¯ Anything in this area i~:first ~ubjected tONC State laws and UNC and Athletic Dept policies 
¯ NC Law - No open contai~er~ o~:the ~reeti : 
¯ Substance abusewillnotbetolera~ed: : 
¯ There is a no smoki~g:p~li¢y fo~the softball team 

Tea m: 

1. No alcoh~!!:ban:Eed sub~n~ around any recruits/on recruiting visits - at any time 

2; ~B :hou~ ~UI~ i~ :eff~::prior to contests-knowledge that you were drinking/drugs 
3 :Teammate p~hase~ alcohol for underage teammates Suspension ~or the game day immediately 

: ~ollowing the violation. Individual & Accomplice 

10ffe~s~ ........ Any of the above: Suspended and will not play in game immediately following 

in ciden t. 

2nd Offense: Discretion of the coaches 



III. SOCIAL MEDIA POLICIES 
All social media accounts will represent Carolina and Carolina Softball in a positive manner. 

1. Twitter= OK 

3. Instagram/Pintrist = are on a trial basis 

4. Profile picture = Neck up ..... 

5. Uniform picture =full body 

1st Offense: 3x 300"s w/in 24 hours of violation/run at 7 am next morning 

2 Offense: Take away Social Med~a pnvleges .............. 

TARDY/WRONG PRACTiCE/GAME OUTF T/M SS REHA8 .... ...... 

1. You must be on time to ALL functions. Tardiness will n0t betole~ated. 

2. if you are injured, you must go to treatment as specifi~i b~ tea~ ~£~oi~/trainer or coach. If you 
are not receiving treatment, you are not considered iajured and ~ill participate in all planned 

workouts. 
3. You must wear issued UNC Softball clothing/gear toW0rkou~ etc 

1st Offense: Clean Weight Room within 24 hours ............ 

2~d Offense: 3x 300"s - 7 am next da~ in ~ight roo~ ..... 

3m Offense: Team Characte~Buiidiag ........ 

IV. When representing Carolina S£ftball~. 

1. Travel attire will always ~o~sist q~ t~m .......... ......... travel warm-ups and travel shirt and shoes (unless otherwise 

specified by the co~h): 
2. Only !eather Flip~fl~ps maybe ~n when appropriate. 

3. Shirts must be~cke~ i~. .... 

4. No exte~! bod~ ~ierci~g a!!Owed. (exception- pierced ears) 
5, All Social M~dia a~ounts will represent Carolina Softball in a positive manner. 

6i No electroni~ ~uip~ent(cell phones.., will be allowed at team functions (meals, clinics, games) 

7i~PS teams a~e reSpOnsible for equipment at practice and on trips. 

~ CONSEQUENCES OF VIOLATING THE EXPECTATIONS -ALWAYS SUBJECT TO COACHES DISCRETION 

Student-Athlete Date 

Coach Donna J. Papa Date 



Carolina Softball 

Practice Expectations 

¯ Be Prepared 

¯ Hustle on and off field and to and from 

stations 

¯ Be in the moment 

¯ Be accountable 

¯ Outwork your teammates 

¯ Be positive 

¯ Be the change you want to be 

¯ Be on time ( 15 min early) 

¯ Be competitive 

you stop to admire what you’ve accomplished 

you’ve stopped 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 1:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Team rules and expectations 

Thank you. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:30 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: RE: Team rules and expectations 

Thanks for the documents. I admire the way you, your staff and the leaders among your team operate the UNC 
softball program. 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 6:33 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Team rules and expectations 

Vince, 

Met with our seniors today. These are the rules we have operated under. They have worked for us.We tweaked a couple of 

things. 

If you have questions, please let me know. 

Donna 

Donna J. Papa 
University of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 

Email: djp(&~unc.edu 

C: ’F: (919)-962-5105 

UNC Website: www.goheels.com 

Camps/Clinics Website: www.donnajpapasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @GoHeels - @UNCSoftball - @UNCCoachPapa - @UNCCoachTony 

Instagram: UNCSoftball 

2012: ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONS * NFCA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE 

5 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS * 5 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR 

2 ACC PITCHERS OF THE YEAR * 2 ACC ROOKIES OF THE YEAR * 5 ACC PLAYERS OF THE YEAR 

10 NCAA APPEARANCES * 11 ALL-AMERICANS * 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dropbox <no- reply@dropbox.com > 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Welcome! You linked a computer to Dropbx~x -- next get some ti’ee space 

I-q Vince, 

You’ve successfully linked your first computer to Dropbox. 

Now complete a few morn steps from ou~ Get started quide. The~e’s a 

prize if you finish it! 

Welcome ~.o Dropbox! 
- The Dropbox Team 

P.S. If you didI~’t iristall Dropbox on a computer called ’DSC15’, contact us. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dropbox <no- reply@dropbox.com > 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 
Dropbox bonus received’. 

We ].,’:o ~ e to D [o p box[ We’ve awa id ed [)ot ~1 y 3U a ~1 d ja ~ (!s..d ea ~1 @ i.allc.(!d u 

500 N’IB lbr sharing a [older, Youhe now spolting a total of 2.5 GB on 

Dmpbox. 

Happy sharing! 

-- T he Dropbox ream 

P.S. [o gee even more space, invite your friends or upqrade your Dropbox, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vince Ille < ?}att.net> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 4:09 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

IMG8877.jpeg 

IMG 8877.jpg 



















































0~ of ~he ~h~gs ~h~ 

~ Pineon ~in A~ 

What We’re Reading 

- 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 9:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Disney Institute Di~overy Visit 

VJnce, 

Bubba announced a few weeks ago that as part of our ongoing effort to improve our customer and employee experiences in our organization, we have 

asked Disney Institute to collaborate with us. Disney Institute is the professional training and external consulting division of The Walt Disney Company 

and provides business solutions based on Disney’s own best practices in delivering world-class experiences. Disney Institute successfully supports the 

efforts of companies and organizations worldwide with the goal of enhancing their customer service experience, which is as an essential component in 

any industry. They have worked with several collegiate and professional athletics organizations recently in this regard. 

Significant and lasting change is accomplished by fostering an organizational culture that supports and sustains the desired experience. This is not ’just 

another customer service improvement initiative for us.’ This effort will engage everyone, at every level of our organization, so that we can begin to 

intentionally deliver our service culture consistently, every day, with everyone, in every encounter. 

BC Johnson from the Disney Institute will be visiting us on Tuesday, September 17th and Wednesday, September 18th to get to know us better; he will be 

talking with (in small groups and individually) a cross-section of our team members in our organization. 

Can you attend an individual meeting with BC on Tuesday, September 17th at g:30 am in the Blue Zone Upper Club? Please make every 

effort to attend this session at this time. 

Below is some information that will help you prepare for this meeting with BC, Please review in advance of the meeting. 

Let me know if you have any questions about our work with the Disney Institute. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

SAMPLE ~N I~:RV~EW 

~ What is your leader’s vision for the organization/department? 

~ How are you involved in helping to see that vision come to life? 

~ What key challenges keep leaders up at night? 

~ How would you describe the behaviors of your direct leader and other leaders within the organization? 

~ What are the key behaviors you expect from your team members? 

~ What do you like about working here? Why do you stay? Why do people leave? What is the morale like? 

~ How would you describe "right-fit" talent for your organization? 

~ Describe your current orientation process. Is the orientation process the same for all employees? 

~ What "ongoing" development and training is available for employees? 

~ What recognition strategies are in place for employees? 

~ What needs to change? 

a How would you describe the culture of the organization? 

a In a perfect world what would the work environment look like? 

a What are some of the barriers to a service-oriented culture? 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 6:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: Are tactics the same thing as strategy? plus ~nore 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 03 Sep 2013 05:00 AM PDT 

Some interesting nuggets of wisdom from ~olf~i’s U~ti~te G~i~e t~ C~ess. Make no mistake, the insights we can 

draw from this book transcend the chess board. 

Are tactics the same thing as strategy? 

The two terms are often confused and misused. At the beginning of the lesson I described tactics as local operations. 

For the most part, strategy refers to an overall plan, while tactics signify the individual actions needed to bring about 

that plan. Strategy tends to be long-term, tactics short-term. Strategy is usually general, tactics specific. 

Attack and Defence 

opponents to play erroneously with impunity. A mistake by the defender, on the other hand, is more likely to be 

fatal, since attackers are usually more attuned to the possibilities of such lapses, having already factored them into 

their plans. Attackers generally have some sense of what they aim to do ahead of t me, whereas defenders aren’t 
quite as sure what may hit until it happens. 

Are attacks and threats the same thing? 

Not really. You’re attacking something if you’re in position to capture it, even if it’s not desirable to do so. You’re 

threatening something if you’re in position to capture or exploit it to your explicit advantage. Indeed, a threat is an 

attempt to gain advantage, generally by inflicting some immediate harm on the enemy position. Most commonly, a 

threat is designed to win material, either by capturing for nothing or by surrendering less force than you gain. So an 

attack can be good, but not all the time. A threat is always good, unless it’s a false threat that enables the opponent 

to respond in a way that improves his situation. 



~ogt~d: 03 ~p 2013 

Antoine de Saint-Exup6ry, the french aviator in Wi~ ~a~ a~d Stars: 

Have you ever thought, not only about the airplane but whatever man builds, that all of man’s industrial efforts, all 

his computations and calculations, all the nights spent working over draughts and blueprints, invariably culminate in 

the production of a thing whose sole and guiding principal is the ultimate principal of simplicity? 

It is as if there were a natural law which ordained that to achieve this end, to refine the curve of a piece of furniture, 

or a ship’s keel, or the fuselage of an airplane, until gradually it partakes of the elementary purity of the curve of the 

human breast or shoulder, there must be experimentation of several generations of craftsmen. ~n anything at all, 

perfection is finally attained not when there is no longer anything to add, but when there is no longer 

anything to take away, when a body has been stripped down to its nakedness. 

Sponsored by #ogilvychange -- &.~’~e ~de~s #’o#~ #,;g ~’hi#~:ers 

Yo{i are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 
Yo step receM~g these emails, yo{i may unsubscribe now 

Google inc,, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

Enlail delivery powered by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 4, 2013 1:36 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc. edu> 

Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

All, 

Please view the attached video which provides a financial overview for Michigan Athletics. Interesting. 

Martina 

http ://www.mgoblue.com/allaccess/?media=40 223 7 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 

Fax (919) 962-0125 

mballen@uncaa.unc.edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Sports Law Ins’dtute <munsli@marquette.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 5:46 PM 

Nadonal Sports Law Institute <munsli@marquette.edu> 

Invitation to Marquette’s thll sports law contbrence (Octo~r 18, 2013) 

Prof. Paul Anderson 

Associate Dh’~?ctor, N~[:ional Sports Law In~t~bJte 

Marquette Univers~t~ Law School 
Eckste~n Hail, room $38B 
1215 West M~chigan Street 

MHwaul<ee, WI 5323S 

Phone: (414) 288--5816 

Fax: {414) 288-5818 

Chai r, S,oor~s Low Alun’mi Associu tior~ 

Faculty Advisor, Marque~~e Sports Low Rewew 

Coordh~ator, Speuker~.flom Practice Series 

F~m~ National Spots Law Institute 

Sent~ Thursda7, September 05, 2013 4:45 PN 

T~ NSLI 
Subjeet~ InviNtion to Narque~’s fall spots law conference (October 18, 2013) 

The National Sports Law Institute of Marquette University Law School invites you to its annual 

conference, this year focusing on O~rrent Legal ~ Busines~ I~ Al~fe~ting ~ollegi~te, OIFm#i~ ~ 

I~tern~tion~l$ports. The conference will take place in the Appellate Courtroom (room 144) on the ist 

floor of Eckstein Hall, the home of Marquette University Law School, on Friday, October 18th, 2013. 

The conference will feature panels discussing current legal and business issues in Olympic and 

international dispute resolution, the third edition of the WADA code, the NCAA infractions process, 

current litigation in collegiate athletics and current legal and business issues in collegiate athletics. 

Speakers include Mary K. graza, Partner, Chair, Sports Industry Team, and Member, Management 

Committee, Foley & Lardner LLP; Jon Duncan, NCAA Interim Vice President of Enforcement; Christopher 

Griffin, Appeals Coordinator, NCAA Division 1 Committee on Infractions; Onye Ikwuakor, USADA’s Legal 

Affairs Director, Michael Lenard, Vice President, International Council for Arbitration for Sport; Donald 

Remy, NCAA General Counsel and Vice President of Legal Affairs; John Ruger, USOC Athlete 

Ombudsman; and many others. 

The conference will run from 9 am until 5:30 pm on Friday, October lgth, 2013. There will be a 

continental breakfast, lunch, and a post conference reception. Approximately 8 CLE credits will be 

applied for from the Wisconsin Board of Bar Examiners. The NSLI will also assist attendees with CLE 

applications to other states. Visit the conference website for complete details, including a full list of 

conference participants, information on conference sponsors, registration information, and the official 

conference hotel. 



Conference Sponsors: 

o° FOL_EY 
LAW OFFICES OF 

MARTIN J. GREENBERG LLC 





From: 

Se~t: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 2:08 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ken Mack <ken@mmsclub.com-~; Cleau, Kenneth Engene 
<kclea~@unc.edu> 

check it out when you get a second - UNC Wres~tling 

httpj/www.intermatwrestle.com/artic!es/11955?goback=:nmp "1 "1 "1 "1 "1 "1 "1 "1 "1 *l.gde 5100785 member 271394937#! 

WR~TiL~NG #~mT~’~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 5:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Texas A&M prez photographed m~Jaing ~ ]show me the moneyl ~ gesture 

Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

TGIF Greetings fiom the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

As I [] ve ,said many limes, you never know wben something interesting is going to break. ~Vell, 
something just broke (a little over an hour mad a half ago that) will be of interest to Clips 

readers. And evoke a chuckle or to as well. It is a photo that has snrely scored way high on 

the all-time viral t~vitter scores. 

The photo shows TAMU President R. Bowen Loften flashing a "show me the money" hand 

gesture ,nade fan~ous by lovable rascal Johnny Manziel (aka: Football). Here it is .... 

I roll leave it to sage and savvy Clips readers to form their own opinions as to whether this is 

appropriate presidential behavior 

Texans are amazing. No, not eveu Texan is a big-talking, visionao~. unshy, swaggering and/or 

a take-charge individualist, but there are certaiNy many that exhibit many of those gaits. Johnny 

Martziel certainly does. And maybe President R. Bowen Lofton as well (yeah, I looked it up, 

Lol~m was born in Texas and his a graduate of Texas A&M). 

Remember the Alamo. 

Here are a couple a~icles (below) that provide more detail. 

Have a good weekend. 

Nick Infante 



Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
~’~,,,,’w.twitt e r ,co n’J@Colle.qeAt h Cli ps 

Texas A&M Chief Mimics Controversial Quarterback 

By Jack Stl#pling, The Chronicle of Higher Education, 9-6-13 

In a photograph that went viral on Twitter on Friday, Texas A&M University’s departing 

president can be seen flashing a "show me the money" haJ~d gesture popularized by the Aggies’ 

controversial star quarterback, Johnny Ma~ziel. 

So we cm~ now add President R. Bowen Loftin to the A&M leaders who can’t help but show 

their love for "Johnny Football," the tleisman Trophy winner who has been dogged this 

summer by allegations that he signed autographs for ,noney. (The NCAA found no evidence of 

such wrongdoing but suspended Mr. Ma:aziel for half a game last week because of an 

"inadve~tent’’ violation of its rules). 

Mr. Maaaziel was roundly criticized last Saturday for taunting his opponents on the field with a 
variety of hand gestures, including what appeared to be a mock autograph drawn in the air. 

The "show me the money" gesture has been a staple of the flashy quarterback’s hand- sig~ml 

repertoire since last season, but it took on new meaning in light of allegations that Mr. Manziel 

profited from signing autographs. 

The image of Mr. Loftin, a bespectacled and bow-tie’d administrator, robbing his thumb 

tbrefinger together like some bling- crazed hip-hop star is the sort of portxait in contrasts that 

makes tbr Web-based catnip. 

"This is why I love @aggiepmz," a~ A&M student tweeted below the photo. 

In the context of the recent events, though, Mr. Loftin’s pose invites a hos~t of interpretations. Is 

he just cutting up? Is he making light of the NCAA sanctions? Is he endorsing the behavior that 

got Mr. Manziel dinged for unsportsmanlike conduct in a gaa~e against Rice Universi~ last 

week’? Is the president referencing the $850,000 he’ll take ho,ne when he retires in Janum3~? 

"There’s absolutely no meaning at all behind it," said Shane Hinckley, Texas A&M’s interim 

vice president for marketing and communications. "I know what it looks like. We understand 

that. But there was no intent to have another meaning or send a message or anUthing else. He’s 

jus~t hamming it up with kids." 

In the photo, Mr. Loftin is seated in a golf cart, flm~ked by young men who appear m be 

students. 

Mr. Loftin posed tbr "hundreds of pictares" on Saturday, Mr. Hinckley said, and the president 

did not know until Sunday that Mr. Manziel’s latest on-field antics had caused such a ruckus. 

The president is the second A&M adminis~trator to have walked right into what is principally a 

football story. John S. Sharp, the Texas A&M system’s chancellor, publicly declaxed Mr. 

Manziel "innocent" before the conclusion of the NCAA’s inves~tigation. He also took shots at 

the ESPN reporter who first raised the allegations that Mr. Manziel took money for 
autographs. 

Heeeeere’s Johnny .... 

To view this video click here 



Texas A&M chancellor fires back at ESPN reporter over 
Manziel story 

Christopher Wilson Au~lust 22, 2013 Dr. Saturday 



John Sharp took over as chancellor of the Texas A&M University System in August 2011. He 
presided over their flagship school’s transition to the SEC, watched the Aggies redshirt freshman 
quarterback win the Heisman and then endured the bevy of Johnny Manziel stories over the 
offseason along with the rest of us. In a letter sent to the A&M community and business leaders, 
Sharp defended Manziel against the ESPN reporter who first raised allegations of the quarterback 
being paid for his autograph: 

Darren Rovell of ESPN, who broke this story, has been duped before. During his 
report on Johnny Manziel, he cites unnamed sources who refuse to provide an 
interview or any tangible proof. In fact, his "named source," Drew Tieman (initially 

referred to as the broker), was reportedly booked twice for possession of marijuana 
and placed on four years probation. He has taken down his Facebook page, changed 
his telephone number and is refusing attempts to be interviewed by the NCAA. It is 
surprising that the nation’s largest sports channel would support publication with this 
lack of corroboration. 

Since Rovell’s publication, other memorabilia brokers have come forward saying they paid for 
Manziel’s signature, but none of them have provided any proof he took money. As it stands now, 
there’s no sign that Manziel will miss the Aggies’ season opener against Rice. 

Sharp has been a vocal defender of Manziel, saying "He is an honest kid, he has his heart in the 
right place and I think a whole bunch of folks are mistreating him and Ibm not very happy about 
that.i~ 

Obviously Sharp has a very vested interest in keeping Manziel eligible and his reputation as clean 
as possible. To the chancelloCs credit, he also acknowledged the hypocrisy of the system from 
which his school is profiting mightily: 

"1 also think that thereDs something, you know this is just me talking not as 
chancellor of the system, something is wrong with the system when we can make 
money off of our football players, the NCAA make money off of our football players 
and they canE~it be treated like Olympic athletes." 

"1 suspect, courts or somebody or the NCAA is going to have to take a look at that 
and see whether or not they,re violating someoneDs anti-trust deal. How can the 
NCAA, for instance, make money off of his jerseys and he canE~]t, you know, make 
two bucks off of signing something like that, like other athletes can who happen to 
be in the Olympics? ThatE3s just my opinion.~ 

The instance of Rovell being duped that Sharp referred to is a June 2012 story about how high-end 

escort services were losing money due to the NBA lockout. The owner of the service Rovell was 
corresponding with was a high school senior without a stake in the companionship business. 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick co[le eathleticscli s.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: wv,~v.colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

Clips e!=LASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy" subscriber base. el=LASHes are emailed dLrectty to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular TAMU prez eFLASH has been sent to aft Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CollegeAth/eticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 



athletics. 

*To be removed fiom this mailing list or change the email format please use the links belo~v: 

Cha~e yore subscription 
Ultsubsc~ibe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Leanne Winner <lwinner@ncsba.org> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 8:23 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch 

ilnage001 .j pg 

Sounds gund. You all pick the place. 

Leanne E. ~Vinner 
Director of Governmental Relations 
N.C. School Boards Assoc. 

sent from my IPhone 

On S ep 9, 2013, at 3:58 PN{ "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc. edu<m ailto:pp o g~ e(a)un c edu>> wrote: 

Leanne, 
We can do lunch at noon on the 24th. Is there a place you’d like to go? 
We’re looking forward to it, 
Paul 

<image001 .jpg> 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 9:20 AM 

Leanne Winner <lmlme@ncsba.org> 

Ille, Vince <iHe@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch 

Let’s do Mez in RTP. See you there at noon on the 24th 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Leanne Winner [mailto :lwinner@ncsba org] 
Sent: Wedaaesday, September 11,2013 9:19 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

I am more than happy to come to Chapel tIill or we could meet at Mez in RTP 

Leanne E. Winner 
Director of Governmental Relations 
N.C. School Boards Assoc. 

sent from my IPhone 

On Sep 11,2013, at 9:04 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

I assume your ol!fice is in Raleigh Is there a good place nearby? 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Leanne Winner [mailto:lwinnerO~ncsba.or~] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:23 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

Sounds good. You all pick the place. 

Leanne E. Winner 
Director of Govelmnental Relations 
N.C. School Boards Assoc. 

sent from my IPhone 

On Sep 9, 2013, at 3:58 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu<mailto:ppogge(d~unc.edu>> wrote: 

geanne, 

We can do lunch at noon on the 24th. Is there a place you’d like to go’.’ 
We’re looking forward to it, 
Paul 

<image001 .jpg> 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(.o19)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 10:32 AM 

Leanne Winner <lwilmer@ncsba.org> 

Ille, Vince <iHe@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch 

Perfect, Leanne. We’ll plan on 12:30. 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Leanne Winner [mailto :lwinner@ncsba org] 
Sent: Wedaaesday, September 11, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

Works just fine. 

Leanne E. ~Vinner 
Director of Governmental Relations 
N.C. School Boards Assoc. 

sent from my IPhone 

On Sep 11,2013, at 9:25 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu<mailto:ppogffe(~unc.edu>> wrote: 

Leanne, 
An?" chance we could actually move lunch back to 12:30 on the 24th? 
Paul 

<image001 jpg> 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire tl-trough athletics." 



PROCUREMENT SERVICES 

eProcurement: Small Order Process 

Purpose: To purchase items with 2xxx or 35xx object codes from a UNC 
non-designated vendor. 

Security Access Requirement: You can request access by completing 
the Consolidated Access Request Form located 
at http://www, u nc. ed u/fi n a n ce/bu sm a n/act/a cta pp 14. pdf 

Prerequisites: None. 

Find Help: For training contact financetrainer@unc.edu. 
contact the Help Desk. 

For help, 

Call 962-HELP, or 

Submit an online help request: 

1. Go to http://help.unc.edu. 

2. Click the Request IT Support link near the top of the page. 

3. Log in with your onyen and password. 

4. In the Type of Help Needed field, choose CONNECTCAROLINA_ePRO, 
and then in the Problem Description field type a description of the 
help you need. 

5. Click Submit. 

Note: If you receive an error message, copy and paste the error message 
(or a screenshot) to a Microsoft Word file on your computer. This will be 
helpful to have when the Connect Carolina team responds to you. 

Support is available Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
excluding University holidays. 

Revision Date: 04.03.13 
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About the Small Order Process 

The Small Order Process (SOP) portion of ePro replaces the purchase of supplies and repairs & 

maintenance through the Check Request System. For information on approving SOP 

documents, refer to the Approve Orders manual. See the Vendor Catalog manual for 
information on searching for requisitions, adding approvers or reviewers, seeing if a requisition 

has been approved, resubmitting a denied requisition, and printing. 

Starting ePro and Signing in 

1. Start eProcurement by going to the following website: https:!!epro.unc,edu 

2. Enter your ONYEN user name and password and click Sign :In: 

Revision Date: 04.03.13 3 of 21 



Creating an Order 

1. To state the order process, click eProcurement, Create Order: 

2. Click the Small Order Process tab: 

3. Click Small Order Process: 

Result: 

Orders < $5000 

ePro displays the Small Order Process screen, which lets you enter line items: 

Revision Date: 04.03.13 4 of 21 



Fill in these fields for the invoice: 

In this field ... Do this ... 

Req Name Optional. Type a name to help you identify the requisition later. 

Vendor ID Type the Vendor ID number or click the ,:2~ icon to search for it. If 
the vendor is not listed, create a Web Vendor Request in Finance 
Central. 

Received Date Type or choose the date the goods were received. 

Address ID Click the ’:& icon to see the addresses available for the selected 
vendor and then select the appropriate address, If you don’t see 
the appropriate address, use the Web Vendor Request system in 
Finance Central to have the vendor’s address added. 

Discount If you received a discount off the invoice total, type the dollar 
amount of the discount. 

Invoice Total Type the total amount of the invoice. 

Note: This tota/ is used to match against the system-calculated 
total for all the line items you entered, to help catch data entry 
errors. 

Revision Date: 04.03,13 5 of 21 



5. Fill in these fields for the line item: 

In this field ... 

Vendor Item ID 

Do this ... 

Type the vendor’s ID for the item. This information can be found on 
the invoice. If there is no vendor or manufacturer part number, 
type n/a. 

Note: For certain vendors, when you enter the item number and 
press enter, ePro automatically fills in the description, category 
code, and unit of measure. 

Description Type a description for the line item. This description will be used to 
help you select the category code. 

Quantity Type the quantity you received of the line item. 

UOM Type or choose the unit of measure. Click the C& icon to view a list 
of available options. 

Price Type the per item price. 

Category Click the CL icon to see a list of categories. 

Result: ePro displays a list of categories that relate to the 
information you put in the Description field. You can type in a new 
description and click Search to see more categories. Click on the 
category number that corresponds to that line item. If you can’t 
find the category, try using fewer words or synonyms. If you can’t 
find the category you need, call the Help Desk. 

6. Do one of the following: 

o To add another line item, Click the i:~:i icon to add a new row and repeat step 5. 

¯ To delete a line item, click the ~ icon to delete a row. 
¯ If you are finished adding line items, go to the next step. 

Note: You can copy and paste information from one line to the next to help save time. 

After you finish adding line items, verify that the number in the Difference field is zero, 
and then click OI4:: 

Revision Date: 04.03.13 6 of 21 



R.eq Na:~ae::    iFor Auto Shop 

58 00 

*Ve~:~:~[ liD:    ~V000000248 i~C-L W,ALKER ,~.UTO STORES 

*Aedress I[}:: ii ............ :i ~:.~        P O BO:X 19348 

RALEIGH NC 27619 

~ Cop}’ From E~:isting Order 
I~i~e#c.e:: 0.0:0 ~ ............................................................. 

:;:~::~ ~.~ ~.~ ~:~:;:.: 

Result: ePro displays a screen where you can make changes to the account and object 
codes, if needed. See the Vendor Catalog manual for more information on changing 
accounts and object codes. 

B~si:i~es:s Ll~iit; LINC Chapel Hill 
~,,~,el~F. W#.LKER AUTQ STORES 

Req{~e s t,e r:. Tro:i, H owell 

if:For A, uto Shop 
P 0 BOX 19348 

~.LEIGH, NC 27619 

De~c di#8~:~ 

PROF EDU S.EMINAR 

Line Oesgdp~ion Velldor Name Quant~[~ UOM Price To~al 

1 Wieer Blades ~YALK]ER .RU~O STORES 2.0000 EaCh 16.508 $3.00 ~= ,.~,.... ....... 

Wiper Pump WALKER ALITO STORES 1.0000 Eaoiq 25.000 25.00 

~ Sa’~’e & preview appro:~{als ill i~il S:av:e & submit I :~ Csncel r:eq:uisiBon ill 
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If you want to add comments to the SOP document, do the following: 

o Click the (:i::,? icon to make comments related to that line item, such as the name of 
the person you are ordering the item for. If you enter a comment, the (:i::,? icon has 
gray lines in it to show a comment exists for the line. 

o Type any notes you want to include with the SOP document in the Comments field 
at the bottom. 

9. If you need to add any special handling comments, do the following: 

Note: Special handling comments are instructions you want to send to the Accounts 
Payable Office. Examples include asking that the check needs to be returned to your 
department for mailing, or that an enclosure needs to be sent with the check. These 
comments are similar to the Notepad #eld in the Check Request System. 

Click the Special Handling checkbox. 

Result: ePro displays a new box for you to type special handling instructions. 

Type the instructions you need to give to the Accounts Payable department in 
the new box. 

10. Click Save & preview approvals: 

I IIIIIIII IIII IIIIII II IIIII IIII 

Results: ePro 

o displays a confirmation page, and 

o creates an"S number." 

11. Click Generate Barcode: 

Revision Date: 04.03,13 8 of 21 



R~u~ested For: T to.,,,’ H 

Req~iisi~i~ ~a~e;: F or Auto Sloop 

Requiisi{i{>~ ]B: S000003088 

I Illilill Jill IIIlll II IIIII IIII 

eProcurement Approvalis 

vie:~vpr~ntabie version Manaqe Orders Creat~ Order 

Result: ePro displays a barcoded cover sheet in a new window: 
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12. Print the barcoded cover sheet, write the S number on the invoice, and fax them 
(barcode first and invoice after) to Disbursement Services at the number printed on the 
barcode page. 

Notes: 

¯ If you need to fax multiple invoices, you can fax them together in a stack. Just be 
sure to place the fax cover sheet that goes with each invoice above that invoice. 

o Do not use a highlighter or place Post-It notes on the invoice. 

Results: After the barcode page and invoice have been received, ePro: 

o adds a new View Invoice Image link above the vendor name on the SOP document, 
and 

o sends you an email informing you that the document was successfully received: 

C~ck the ~ below to ~r~fer to M~age O~d~~ page. Wiflfin 
SaYe and 

ht~s:.:,i~I~;gss~.isis.*.mc.edu,~,s~’UFSSO~MPLOYEE~"E:RP.:c.’W~: MAIN MENU.PV REQ STATUS.GB:L7 
ge~derPath=PORTAL ROOT O~J:ECT~EPCO EPROCVR£g:~NT.EP :PV R£Q STA~JS GB:L 

13. After the image has been received, verify that the image is correct by following these 
steps: 

¯ If you are still on the confirmation page, click Edit Requisition. If you have 
moved away from the confirmation page, use the Manage Orders option to 
search for the order and then click Edit Requisition. 

¯ Click View Invoice Image (above the vendor name). 

Note: Refer to the Vendor Catalog manual for instructJons on searching for orders. 
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~ 
~’~KER AL TO ~,TORE9 

R~isi~i~l ~.la:~,e: ~For Auto Shop ~ P OBOX 19318 

PROF EDU SEMIH,~ 

Result: A new Document Viewer window opens. 

14. Do one of the following" 

image; Do .Or simply dose the b~wse~ because ~hat weuld p~e2ent Disbu#sement 

If the image is not correct, click the Delete Images button and repeat steps 12 
through 14 (you do not need to reprint the fax cover sheet). 

Note: If you need to print the images, you should first use the navigation arrows in the 
gray bar near the top of the page to cycle through all pages. Clicking on the print icon 
before doing this may cause only some pages to print due to cache issues. 

15. Click Save and Submit. 

[~l 8,eled ,A.II :t Deselect All E:~,’:par,,d ,&ll Collapse All .............................. 

Differ~ce: 0 00 

Results: 

ePro sends an email to your approver letting him or her know an SOP document 
needs approval. 

:If you approve SOP documents for your department, ePro automatically approves 
the SOP document. 

¯ If your SOP document is approved (either by your approver or automatically by 
ePro), you receive an email letting you know. 
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If your SOP document is denied, you receive an email that lets you know and that 
contains a link to the requisition so you can make changes and resubmit. 

When the SOP document is approved, the order is sent to Disbursement Services to 
be paid, 

ePro displays a confirmation page: 

I IIIIIIII IIII IIIIII II IIIII IIII 

e Proc ~ re me at Ap.prowls 

Working with Requisitions Before They Are Submitted 

If needed, you can make the following changes to SOP documents: 

change the account number for the entire SOP document. 
change the account number or object code for one or more line items. 
delete lines from the SOP document. 

The steps for each of these tasks are on the following pages. 

Changing the Account Number for the Entire SOP Document 

1. To charge the entire SOP document to a single account number that is different than 
your default account, click Adjust i:)istributio~: 
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1:: ~ 1 Wi#er Blades W~KER AUTO: STORES 2.000..9 Each 1~ 500: ~.~q ~;0     [~ ~~ L..~ 

~ ~ 
2 ;~qper Pump ’,P~L~;LKER.~UTO STORES 1.0000 Each 25.000 25..00 

~.ota’,l ~o~t:: 58.0 

L *:l~ei ce A~:o~ ~:: . ................. 

Di~erer~ce: 0 00 

Result: eProcurement displays the Adjust Distributions screen. 

2. Click ~;:~ to see a list of the accounts you have access to. 

¯#tez $fyou have access to more than 300 accounts, ePro on/y dt~p/ays the first 

~ ........... ~(7~ 316.475 ’2242 ................................. .............................. ~ ............................. 

........... ................. 

3. If you don’t see the account you need, follow these steps to search for it: 

, In the Description field, change "begins with" to "contains." 

Beside "contains", type a word or two to describe the account and click Look 
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Click the link of the account number you need. 

Note: You only see the accounts you have access to. To change your access, 
contact your department’s FACS Coordinator. 

Result: ePro returns to the Adjust Distributions page showing the account you 
chose. 

Changing the Account Number or Object Code for a Line item 

1. Click the l~. button next to the line you need to change the account or object code for. 

Result: ePro expands the section to show a row of accounting fields, including the 
account and object code currently assigned to the line. 

Note: Click the Expand All button to expand all lines at one time. Click the Collapse 
All button to collapse all of the lines after one or more have been expanded. 

Important: eProcurement displays a set of Cost Codes fields that feed to InDEPtH for 
Small Order Process documents (they don’t for Vendor Catalog orders). 

2. To charge the line item to a different account than the one shown, click the C& icon to 
the right of the Speed Type Key box and select the appropriate account. 

3. To change the object code for a line item, click the C& icon to the right of the Object box 
and select the appropriate object code 

Deleting Lines from a Requisition 

1. Check the box beside the line you want to delete. 

2. Click the Delete icon at the bottom of the page: 
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B~sin~ss Ll~ijt: UN[: Chapel Hill 
VendoR: WALKERAUTO STORES 

R~l~este~: Tro:~ How~ll 
P O BOX 19348 

R~.~is4:{i~ N a ~ e::: ~For.ALItO Shop 
..................................................................... ~LEI~H, NC 27619 

Accent Descdp$i~ 

PROF EDU SEr,41N#,R 

Wiper 

’WALKER AUtO STORES 

WALKER AUTO STORIES 

E~and: Atl Coila~:~se All 

Result: ePro displays a message asking if you’re sure you want to delete the line. 

3. Click Yes. 
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Printing SOP Documents 

Follow these steps to print an SOP document: 

1, Do one of the following" 

o On the Confirmation page click View Printable Version. 

I IIIIIIII IIII IIIIII II IIIII IIII 
’Vi ew In’~ice I m aqe 

eProc~remeat Approvals 

~ ’view prlntabk version fAa,~au:e L,~d.~S Create Order 

¯ Use the Manage Orders option to search for the SOP document you need to print, 
and then click the ~ icon located on the corresponding line. 

i 

To locate requ:isit:iols, edit the critei a beles~ a~d click ~he Search 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Result: ePro displays a new window showing a version of the SOP document that is 
formatted for printing. 

2. Click Print and choose the printing options you need: 

Order InFerma 

Requisition ID: 

Requisition Date: 

Reques~or: 

Department: 

Pt~one: 

Affiliaticn: 

S000003088 For Auto Shop 

¯ 11 ~22.~2010 

Troy Howell 

:2265 Enterprise Resource 

919t843-3069: 

Shiipping :ln[rorrna~ioi~:: 

Troy Howell 

U niv oF: N orth Carolin a.C h s p el Hill 

104 Airpo~ Dr 

Rm: 3106A, Administrative Office Bldg: 

Chapel Hill NC 27599 

WALKER AUTO 

P OBOX 1934-8 

RALEIGH NC 27619: 

Li#e# item Descript~on~ Price UO~ Qt~ Recv# Eixt~r~Ji~i Pri~e 

1 00412 Wiper Blades 16.50 EA 200 0.00 33.00 

PROF ED:U SEMINAR 2512 33,00 

3. When you finish printing, close the window. 
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Copying an Existing SOP Document 

If you need to enter an invoice that is similar to one you’ve already entered, follow these steps 
to copy an SOP document: 

1. On the Small Order Process screen, click Copy From Existing Order: 

From E~:istin_q Orde~ 

2. Search for the order you want to copy by using the (~ icon (optional) to find and enter 
in information such as Requester Name, Vendor ID, and Requisition ID. 

3. Click Search: 

Result: ePro displays a list of SOP documents that match the search criteria you 
specified under the blue Requisition line near the bottom of the page. 
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Make sure that there is a check mark in the Sel column of the order you wish to copy 
and click OK: 

Ver~ior N an~,e: ........................................... 

~ ~irect 

Se41 Re~ tD SlaB, s O~iiqii~ Requester 

~ ~ 90.0;00;0308:8 Pend~ing Approval EZF HO~YELLT 

~ OK ~ Cance~ ~ 

Result: ePro returns to the SOP document entry screen, showing the line item 
information from the SOP document you copied: 

Order P~rocess 

Li~e {te~;(~} Total::: 58 

DiffereBoe:               58.0’0                                                  L Copy FF0m E~istJi-~@ order 

Wer~or t~:~ tD *~sc~i~i~[~ ~ *UOM *Pdce 

5. Type or choose the received date and the invoice total, and make any other changes 
you need to. 
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Creating an "S Number" 

Instead of"K numbers," SOP documents are assigned "S numbers." If you often need to 
generate "S numbers" (empty SOP documents), it saves time to create one blank document and 
then copy the document each time you need to generate another "S number." 

Creating the "S Number" Template 

1. Click eProcurement > Create Order, 

2. Click the Small Order Process tab, 

3. Click the Small Order Process link, 

4. Fill in these fields for the invoice, typing arbitrary information if needed: 

¯ Vendor ID 

o Received Date 

¯ Address ID 

o Invoice Total 

5. Add at least one line item, filling in arbitrary information if needed (you can change it later): 

¯ Vendor Item ID 

Description (you may want to type "template" or another word you’ll remember when 

you need to search for it) 

¯ Quantity 

~ Price 

Category 

6, Click Save & Preview Approvals. 

Result: ePro saves the SOP document and displays the number assigned to the SOP 

document: 
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Copying the "S Number" Template 

1. Click eProcurement > Create Order. 

2. Click the Small Order Process tab, 

3. Click the Small Order Process link. 

Result: ePro displays the Small Order Process Screen. 

4. Click the Copy From Existing Order button. 

Result: ePro displays a page to let you search for and choose the small order process 
document you want to copy. 

5. Search for the template you created, for example by typing template in the Item 
Description field and clicking Search, 

6. Click to put a checkmark beside the SOP document you want to copy, and click OK. 

Result: ePro returns to the Small Order Process screen, showing the vendor and line item 
from the SOP document you copied. 

7. Enter an invoice total and a Received Date. 

8. Click Save & Preview Approvals. 

Completing the SOP Document 

When you are ready to enter the invoice for the empty "S Number" document, follow these 
steps: 

1. Click eProcurement > IVlanage Orders. 

2. Find and open the SOP document you need to complete. 

3. Click the Edit Requisition button. 

4. Click the Add New Items button. 

5. Complete the SOP document as usual. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williford. Lym~ E <lynn williford@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Kretchmaz, Jen <jkretchmar@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sfanner@admissions.unc.edu>; Eilers, Christopher J 
<chris eilers@mm.edu>; Poll Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

BOG Athlefics Repo(t Data 

F12 & SP13 - Academic Profile for BOG.~sx; BOG 8-6-2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 2012-13.pdf 

We woufd all very much appreciate your ~elp in corffirming the numbers we are about to use for the BOG Athletics ReporL Jen Kretchmar from Undergrad 

Admissions has done a great job puHh~g together the lists (please see the Data and Summary tabs ~n the attached workbook) according to the criteria we were 

g~ven ~n Section I, Part 2 of the attached instructions from GA~ As you will remember, we are attempting to ~nclude students who were "recruited" under the strict 

NCAA definition mandated by GA. Beiow yotJ~ see Jen’s notes about source dat:a and any derision rules she used m creating a sk~g~e record. 

WouM you pk~ase take a look and let us know what you think? 

Many d~anks, 

Lynn 

F~m= Kretchmar, 
$eBt= Wednesday, September 11, 20~3 9:28 AM 
Te= Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen H; Eilers, Christopher J; Polk, Barbara ~o 
Subject= RE: BOG Athletics Repo~ Da~ 

Hi Lynn, 

Please see attached ~:or data ~:or Section I, part 2~ The excel fi~e includes the disaggregated da[a ~n case you want to check BeMnd me. As we discussed previously, 

we used Connect Carolina as the canonica{ source for aH test scores. For the NCAA Core, I used the value on file h~ admissions; ~f m~ssing, ~ used the one provided 

by atMetics. ] ~nduded a column that ~dentifies the source for the NCAA Core, just for documentation. 

~t ~sn’t enl:~relv dear from the h~sl:rucl:kms whether you haw~ to enter th~s data by sporL, or aggregated across the three sports, so I provh~ed a summary page of 

average 5AT {CRiV+M}, average ACF, average NCAA core by s{mrt, and [or all recruited athletes. I a~so included the Dumber o[ students reporting each w~h.~e, since 

[he ~nstruct~ons say to exclude data ~f the number of student--athle[es reporting ~s fewer than 3. 

Let me know ~]: you have any questions. ]’H be sending along MCR data later today. 

Jen 

Lynn Williford, PhD 

Assistant Provost for Institutional Research & Assessment 
313 Carr Bldg., CB 3350, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3350 

lynn. williford@unc.edu 

Phone: 9:19-962-:1339 fax: 9:19-962-:134:1 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 4:19 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@nnc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Kaxlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Montgomery John 

<j olm@ramsclub.com> 

Fwd: Galneday Ideas 

Bnbba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universi~ of North Caxolina 

Begin tbr~vaxded message: 

From: "Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA" <~_?_~p__~_L_t_’_r_i__e_!?__o__r__fi_i~.~_r__n__l_:_c_o__r__n_?- 

Date: September 10, 2013, 3:46:08 PM EDT 

T o: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <.b_.u__b._b_.’_aq__(q~e_!r_~j4i!:.u__!!c_:_e_.d_t_.~’. 

Subject: Gameday ideas 

Hey Bubba, 

What a great weekend for UNC sports! Unreal performances out of both soccer teams, field hockey and volleyball. And football had a very. 
solid win. 
Saturday in Athens was absolutely bananas. A great college matehup and a phenomenal enerEv on campus. We have a game day morning 
run through campus that a group of !o-3o people have done for over ~o years. What is consistently astounding to me is the fact that the 
game was at 4:3opm but people all over campus were setting up their tailgates at 7:3oam. They were hooking up TVs, firing up the grill 
and many were even popping beers before I had my first boM of Raisin Bran. For a 4:3o game!!! Unreal. 
I realize the football is better and more nationally relevant in the SEC than the ACC. That is just a basic fact. But the biggest difference that 
I see is that UNC fans see we have a "game" and UGA fans see it as a "game day". It is an all day experience in Athens. 
I love your idea for Tar tteel Town at Franklin St and think that is the right path, but I think its upside is limited if we continue to play at 
noon. What can we do, regardless of early game times, to encourage more attendance and energy? A few thoughts: 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->* <!--[an dif]-->Group Seating - not sure if you can work this or not, but I think the Blue Zone was really 

successful (other than beer) because groups of friends were able to get together and all go in on tickets in the same area. Friends sit 
with friends. I realize Rams Club points are going to present some challenges, but can we find a way to allow friends to move their 
seats together in the stadium? Can we create some 19-16 seat blocks so several families can all be together? What if for that 
privilege they had to bring in 4 new season ticket holders? 

<!--[i~ !supportkists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Shared Points!Tickets - with today’s economy, can we creatively find a way for families to buy a 

half season ticket package? Or ! families could go in and split the season tickets and also split the points? Maybe somebody can only 
make 3 games or afford 3 games - could we find a way to pair them with other fans? If the product is good enough on the field, I 

suspect the opportunity to upgrade them to a full season is quite likely. 
<!--[if !supportkists]-->~ <!--[an dif]-->Field Access - people LOVE going down on the field pre-game, they take pictures and feel big-time 

and it doesn’t cost UNCAA a penny. What are ways that you can ineent people to be at the games early? I mentioned rewarding a 
tailgate with passes before the game. What other groups can you ineent? Letterman reunions, Greek organizations? 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->* <!--[an dif]-->Disney Model - if you have ever taken your kids to Disney, you realize they are the greatest 

marketing machine in the world. They make you feel GREAT to be spending thousands of dollars on 2 minute rides and $3o t- 

shirts. A few years ago, they had Dream Passes. Quietly and without fanfare, they had Disney reps walking around the parks with 
Dream Passes that offered unbelievable perks - a night in the castle, front line passes that skipped lines, back stage passes for shows. 
What "dream passes" can we offer that get people talking, build hype and improve the ex-l?erienee? Pre-game field passes with 2 min 
pitch by a coach about what to look for in game (no secrets but basic game plan)? Passes for a locker room/facility tour before the 
next home game? Dean Dome tour before next game? Free pass for cokes/food at concessions? In the Rains Club lots (where 
maybe you can be more discerning), you could give 4 passes to your box? The possibilities are endless to offer some free/low cost 
benefits to generate some hype. 

I know some of these probably won’t work but wanted to pass them on to see if something sticks. Good luck in your efforts to get the UNC 
fan base engaged on game days. 

Joe 
Joseph C. Frierson, III 
Senior Vice President - Wealth Managernent 
Financial Advisor 

Th~~ F~:i~o~ ~:~ 

Merrill Lynch Global Wealth Management 

P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 
Office- 7o6.552.21o3 

Toll Free - 8oo.211.4113 

Fax- 7o6.621.4912 

This mes~ge, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential a~d/or proprietaxy and 

subject to important terms m~d conditions available at http:i/www.bankofinnerica.cona/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete 
this message. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 6:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; Montgomery John <john@ramsclub.com> 

Re: Game day Ideas 

Ok--thanks, 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince llle <iIle~unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:26 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu>, Karlton Creech <kcreech@unc.edu>, John Montgomery 

<john@ramsclub.com> 

Subject: RE: Game day Ideas 

Joe offers some good concepts. Let’s please ~emember to ahvays consult Marielle before we ever implement things like he’s included in his last two bullet points. 

From: Cunningham, gubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 4:19 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; llle, Vince; Creech, Karlton W; Montgomery John 
Subject: Fwd: Gameday Ideas 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA" <j__o__s___e_p___h_. friersoniii@ml.com> 

Date: September 10, 2013, 3:46:08 PM EDT 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Gameday Ideas 

Hey Bubba, 
What a great weekend for UNC sports! Unreal performances out of both soccer teams, field hockey and volleyball. And football had a veu 
solid win. 
Saturday in Athens was absolutely bananas. A great college matehup and a phenomenal energy- on campus. We have a game day morning 
run through campus that a group of 2o-3o people have done for over 2o years. What is consistently astounding to me is the fact that the 
game was at 4:3opm but people all over campus were setting up their tailgates at 7:3oam. They were hooking up TVs, firing up the grill 
and many were even popping beers before I had my first bowl of Raisin Bran. For a 4:3o game!!! Unreal. 
I realize the football is better and more nationally relevant in the SEC than the ACC. That is just a basic fact. But the biggest difference that 
I see is that UNC fans see we have a "game" and UGA fans see it as a "game day". It is an all day experience in Athens. 
I love your idea for Tar Heel Town at Franklin St and think that is the right path, but I think its upside is limited if we continue to play at 
noon. What can we do, regardless of early game times, to encourage more attendance and energy? A few thoughts: 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Group Seating - not sure if you can work this or not, but I think the Blue Zone was really 
successful (other than beer) because groups of friends were able to get together and all go in on tickets in the same area. Friends sit 

with friends. I realize Rams Club points are going to present some challenges, but can we find a way to allow friends to move their 
seats together in the stadium? Can we create some ~2-16 seat blocks so several families can all be together? What if for that 
privilege they had to bring in 4 new season ticket holders? 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Shared Points/Tickets - with today’s economy, can we creatively find a way for families to buy a 

half season ticket package? Or 2 families could go in and split the season tickets and also split the points? Maybe somebody- can only 
make 3 games or afford 3 games - could we find a way to pair them with other fans? If the product is good enough on the field, I 
suspect the opportunity to upgrade them to a full season is quite likely. 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Field Access - people LOVE going down on the field pre-game, they take pictures and feel big-time 

and it doesn’t cost UNCAA a penny. What are ways that you can ineent people to be at the games early? I mentioned rewarding a 
tailgate with passes before the game. What other groups can you ineent? Letterman reunions, Greek organizations? 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Disney Model - if you have ever taken your kids to Disney, you realize they are the greatest 

marketing machine in the world. They make you feel GRFAT to be spending thousands of dollars on 2 minute rides and $3o t- 

shirts. A few years ago, they had Dream Passes. Quietly and without fanfare, they had Disney reps walking around the parks with 
Dream Passes that offered unbelievable perks - a night in the castle, front line passes that skipped lines, back stage passes for 
shows. What "dream passes" can we offer that get people talking, build hype and improve the experience? Pre-game field passes 
with 2 min pitch by a coach about what to look for in game (no secrets but basic game plan)? Passes for a locker room/facility tour 
before the next home game? Dean Dome tour before next game? Free pass for cokes/food at concessions? In the Rams Club lots 
(where maybe you can be more discerning), you could give 4 passes to your box? The possibilities are endless to offer some free/low 
cost benefits to generate some hype. 

I know some of these probably won’t work but wanted to pass them on to see if something sticks. Good luck in your efforts to get the UNC 
fan base engaged on game days. 



,Joe 

Joseph C. Frierson, III 

Senior Vice President - Wealth Management 

Financial Advisor 

T~" F~’ie~-;o~a O~’o~ 
Merrill Lynch Global Wealth Management 

P.O. Box ~648 

Athens, Ga 30603 
Office- 7o6.552.21o3 

Toll Free - 8oo.~1L4~3 

Fax- 7o6.62L49~2 

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and’or proprietaxy and 

subject to important terms and conditions available at http:i,’~x~x~v~ba~kofamefica.com,’emedldisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete 
this message. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvaaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:26 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Gmne day Ideas 

Thm~k you .... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 11, 2013, at 8:16 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(E~unc~edu> wrote: 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2023 6:22 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Creech, Karlton W; Montgomery John 
Subject: Re: Game day Ideas 

Ok--thanks, 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince llle <!!le@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:26 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu>, Karlton Creech <kcreech@unc.edu>, John Montgomery 

<joh n @ ra msd u b,co[n > 

Subject: RE: Game day Ideas 

Joe offers some good concepts. Let’s please remember to always consult Marielle before we ever implement fl~ings like he’s included in his last two btdlet 

points. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 ~:19 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick~ 111e, Vince; Creech, Karlton W; Montgomery John 
Subject: Fwd: Gameday Ideas 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA" <jg~ep~ 

Date: September 10, 2013, 3:46:08 PM EDT 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Gameday Ideas 

Hey Bubba, 

What a great weekend for UNC sports! Unreal performances out of both soccer teams, field hockey and volleyball. And football 
had a very solid win. 
Saturday in Athens was absolutely bananas. A great college matchup and a phenomenal energy- on campus. We have a game 
day morning run through campus that a group of 20-30 people have done for over 20 years. What is consistently astounding 
to me is the fact that the game was at 4:3opm but people all over campus were setting up their tailgates at 7:3oam. They were 
hooking up TVs, firing up the grill and tnany were even popping beers before I had my first bowl of Raisin Bran. For a 4:30 
game!!! Unreal. 
I realize the football is better and more nationally relevant in the SEC than the ACC. That is just a basic fact. But the biggest 
difference that I see is that UNC fans see we have a "game" and UGA fans see it as a "game day". It is an all day experience in 

Athens. 
I love your idea for Tar Heel Town at Franklin St and think that is the right path, but I think its upside is limited if we continue 

to play at noon. What can we do, regardless of early game times, to encourage more attendance and enerKy? A few thoughts: 
<!--fir !supportUsts]-->* <!--[endif]-->Group Seating - not sure if you can work this or not, but I think the Blue Zone was 

really successful (other than beer) because groups of friends were able to get together and all go in on tickets in the 
same area. Friends sit with friends. I realize Rams Club points are going to present some challenges, but can we find a 
way to allow friends to move their seats together in the stadium? Can we create some 19-16 seat blocks so several 
families can all be together? What if for that privilege they had to bring in 4 new season ticket holders? 

<!--fir !support Lists]-->. <!--[endif]-->SharedP~ints/Ti~kets-witht~day~se~n~my~anwe~reative~yfindawayf~r 

families to buy a half season ticket package? Or ~ families could go in and split the season tickets and also split the 
points? Maybe somebody can only tnake 3 games or afford 3 games - could we find a way to pair them with other 
fans? If the product is good enough on the field, I suspect the opportunity to upgrade them to a full season is quite 
likely. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--fen dif]-->Field Access - people LOVE going down on the field pre-game, they take pictures and 

feel big-time and it doesn’t cost UNCAA a penny. What are ways that you can ineent people to be at the games early? I 
mentioned rewarding a tailgate with passes before the game. What other groups can you ineent? Letterman reunions, 
Greek organizations? 

<!--fir !support Lists]-->. <!--fen dif]-->Disney Model - if you have ever taken your kids to Disney, you realize they are the 

greatest marketing machine in the world. They make you feel GREAT to be spending thousands of dollars on 2 minute 



rides and $30 t-shirts. A few years ago, they had Dream Passes. Quietly and without fanfare, they had Disney reps 

walking around the parks with Dream Passes that offered unbelievable perks - a night in the castle, front line passes 
that skipped lines, back stage passes for shows. What "dream passes" can we offer that get people talking, build hype and 
improve the experience? Pre-game field passes with ~ min pitch by a coach about what to look for in game (no secrets 

but basic game plan)? Passes for a locker room/facility tour before the next home game? Dean Dome tour before next 
game? Free pass for cokes/food at concessions? In the Rams Club lots (where maybe you can be more discerning), you 
could give 4 passes to your box? The possibilities are endless to offer some free/low cost benefits to generate some hype. 

I knout some of these probably won’t work but wanted to pass them on to see if something sticks. Good luck in your efforts to 
get the UNC fan base engaged on game days. 
Joe 
Joseph C. Frierson, III 
Senior Vice President - Wealth Management 
Financial Advisor 

Merrill Lynch Global V~realth Management 

P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 
Office - 7o6.552.21o3 

Toll Free - 8oo.211.4113 

Fax - 7o6.621.4912 

TNs message, a~d any at ’tachment~ is tbr the intended recipient(s) only’, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or 

proprietary and subject to important terms m~d couditions available at http://~’.bankolhmerica~com,’emaildisclaimer. If you are not the 

intended recipient, please delete this message. 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Squire, Ryau R <squire@illiuois.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 1:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Agent tx~Iicy 

Same policy that you wrote a decade ago. We sent it out to all NFLPA agents with a cover letter co-signed by the State of Illinois: 

http://www~f~rbes.c~m/sites/darrenheitner/2~[3/09/12/r-i-p-ncaa-amateurism-the-student-ath~ete-is-dea d/ 



Minutes of the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Softball Committee 
September 4, 2013 

]hose in attendance: 
Boston College - Ashley Obrest 
Florida State University - Lonni Alameda, Bernie Waxman (Chai0 
Georgia Institute of Technology - Shelly Hoerner 
University of Louisville- Sandy Pearsall 
University of North Carolina - Donna Papa 
North Carolina State University - Shawn Rychcik 
Notre Dame University- Deanna Gumpf 
University of Pittsburgh - Holly Aprile, Donna Sanft (ex-Officio) 
Syracuse University - Leigh Ross 
University of Virginia- Blake Miller 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Scot Thomas, Chris Helms (Vice-Chair) 
Atlantic Coast Conference - Lee Butler, Alex Fraser, Donald Moore, Brian Kuppelweiser, Kris 
Pierce, Mike Raynor (Head Softball Umpire Coordinator), Craig Stone 

Joined via Conference Call: 
University of Maryland - Laura Watten 
Georgia Institute of Technology- Theresa Wenzel (NC~L4 Committee Representative) 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted upon at various times throughout the 

meeting, all.final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order of the 

agendaJbr convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (tbrmal votes or "sense of 

meeting") that occurred.] 

1. Welcome: Mr. Waxman welcomed the committee to the meeting and congratulated N.C. 
State on ,sinning the 2013 ACC Championship. He also highlighted the ACC teams that 
made the NCAA tournament. 

2. Review of 2012 Minutes: Mr. Butler reviewed with the group the minutes from the 2012 
committee meeting, conference call, and the End of Year Memo. 

It was MOVED to: Approve the 2012 Softball Committee Meeting and Conference Call Minutes 
and end of year memo. 

VOTE: Unanimous, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

3. Review of 2013 ACC Championship: 

Coaches Post-Championship Surveys: Mr. Butler commended Florida State for 
hosting a great tournament. Mr. Butler then introduced the topic of handing out All- 
Conference Awards before the games on Thursday and the coaches agreed to 
continue this practice while handling pitchers on a case-by-case basis with regards to 
their pre-game warm-up routine. 



b. Student-Athlete Post-Championship Surveys: Mr. Butler reviewed the student athlete 
survey responses and thanked coaches for their student-athletes participation in the 
surveys. 

Umpires: Mr. Mike Raynor, the new Umpires Coordinator for the ACC, went over his 
PowerPoint presentation. He stressed the importance of communication between him, the 
coaches, and the ACC office, and addressed questions from the coaches. 

Technology in Dugouts- Mr. Butler opened the discussion amongst the group for 
developing a conference policy regarding use of technology in dugouts. The 
coaches favored a policy prohibiting technology in the "team area," (field, 
bullpens, batting cages, and immediately inside/outside dugouts) aside from 
medical personnel. 

It was MOVED to: Institute a regular season and ACC Championship conference policy 
prohibiting use of technology in the "team area" with an exception for medical personnel. 

VOTE: Unanimous, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

b. Umpire Fees- The group discussed the breakdown of umpire’s fees for fall ball. 
The group agreed that the fee is $100 per game plus mileage. Mr. Butler reminded 
the group that institutions pay for fall ball umpires and the regular season is paid 
for by the Conference office. 

c. Mr. Raynor said for the school’s employing his services for fall ball, there will be 
a default policy of two umpires per game and that if a coach wants three umpires 
they need to contact him in advance. 

d. The group agreed on a fee structure of: $125igame, $100 per Diem (per game 
day), and travel (flight/mileage) for non-conference games and tournaments. 

e. Mr. Butler recommended the group take these numbers back to their business 
offices to make sure the fee structure is feasible for everyone. 

Communications- Mr. Brian Kuppelweiser informed the group that a 3rd All-Conference 
team was added for the 2014 season. The group discussed the idea of removing student- 
athletes from the ballots if that institution’s respective coach does not get his/her vote in 
on time, but after further discussion decided against it. 

a. Ms. Alameda suggested that All-Conference teams should be voted on using 
statistics from conference games. 

It was MOVED to: Vote on All-Conference teams based only on conference game statistics. 
VOTE: Unanimous, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

b. The group discussed the rationale of increasing the number of student athletes on All- 
Conference teams and if the teams should be broken down by position. The coaches 
cited the increased level of competition in the conference with expansion and how it 



will leave out deselMng players, especially in years with a high number of quality 
pitches which is likely in the ACC, and hurt their chances at regional awards. The 
coaches discussed whether or not to break the All-Conference team down by position, 
but decided against it to allow for the years ~vhere there are more or less talented 
student-athletes at one particular position. They supported a team with no allocated 
positions and increased numbers so that the All-Conference team can accomlnodate 
the great pitchers in the conference, but also the best position players in the 
conference. 

It was MOVED to: Increase the number of student-athletes on each All-Conference team from l 0 to 
13 with no allocated spots for certain positions. 

VOTE: Unanimous, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

2014 Regular Season- Mr. Butler discussed the Policies & Procedures Guide. The group 
discussed implementing a regular season policy for bat testing since it is currently voluntary 
in conference play. The group felt that mandatory bat testing would prepare teams for post- 
season testing. 

It was MOVED to: Institute policy that bat testing be required on the first day of the series for all 
conference series. 

VOTE: Unanimous, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

a. The group discussed the topics of pre-game timing sheets and the specific 
equipment needed for pre-game warm-up activities. 

b. Ms. Lonni Alameda, Mr. Blake Miller, and Mr. Shawn Rychcik were assigned to a 
sub-committee charged with creating a standard pre-game timing sheets and the 
necessary equipment to be made available on site for visiting teams. Their 
recommendation will be distributed to the entire committee for approval. All 
coaches were asked to send their current pre-game protocol to Mr. Butler. 

c. The group then discussed the travel number limitation of 20 and recommended an 
increase to reflect their roster sizes. The group felt that a limitation of 20 does not 
reflect the true average roster size today. The coaches also mentioned extra travel 
spots being helpful for those players that might not start but can be crucial to the 
game outcome such as pinch runners or relief pitchers. They also cited the 
philosophy of taking more student-athletes to regular season games before paring 
down to 20 for the ACC Championship. 

It was MOVED to: Increase the travel squad size from 20 to 22 for regular season competition. 
VOTE: 9-1, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

Mr. Butler informed the group of the ACC’s branding change and that the official 
mark of the conference is the three letter logo "ACC." 
Mr. Butler discussed the softball agreement with Worth and that it is ending at the 
end of the 2013 calendar year. The group discussed Wilson’s interest in the ACC 
but decided they would like to stay with Worth since it is the ball used at the 
NCAA tournament. 



2014 ACC Championship- The group agreed that practice times for the ACC Championship 
will be on a first-come-first-served basis. He also discussed the community outreach 
program, how it has been a great success with softball, and that it will take place on Thursday 
morning of the Championship week. 

8. Sports Operation Code: Mr. Butler discussed the travel squad numbers during the regular 
season and at the ACC Championship and highlighted the exception for road trips where a 
non-conference team is scheduled along the trip. 

a. The group discussed the implementation of a cold weather policy. Mr. Butler 
reviewed weather policies of other conferences to generate a baseline for the 
discussion. Ms. Donna Papa highlighted the distinction within a policy that 
once a game starts; the decision is up to the umpire as whether or not to 
suspend play and the coaches were in agreement with this policy. 

b. Ms. Papa. Ms. Leigh Ross and Ms. Deanna Gumpf were assigned to a sub- 
committee to put together a weather policy proposal for the conference. 

9. ACC Olympic Sports Multimedia- Mr. Butler highlighted the success of softball in the TV 
ratings from the 2013 season. Ms. Kris Pierce briefed the group on the status of the ACC 
network research. 

10. 2015 Regular Season- The group discussed updates regarding a Big Ten- ACC challenge in 
2015 and the potential for significant RPI games ~vith great exposure for the sport and the 
teams involved. Ms. Pierce mentioned that if it were mandatory that all ACC teams compete, 
that it would have to be approved by the SWAs since it represents a conference wide 
lmtlatlve. 

It was MOVED to: Include all 11 ACC teams in the ACC-Big Ten challenge in Orlando in the 
second weekend of Februa~ 2015. 

VOTE: 9-0-1 (Notre Dame Absent), PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

a. Mr. Butler told the group the 2015 regular season schedule was still months 
from completion but conference play will commence the weekend of February 
28th. 

11. 2015 ACC Championship- Mr. Butler informed the group an SWA sub-committee is looking 
at certain things regarding future ACC Championships, mainly how to insert new schools 
into site location rotation and developing site standards and requirements which must be met 
to hold a championship event. Nix. Butler clarified to the group that this SWA sub-committee 
will make a decision for the site location of the 2015 ACC championship and the rotation 
going forward. The coaches supported the idea of site standards for softball. 

It was MOVED to: Hold the 2015 ACC championship on May 7-9. 
VOTE: 9-0-0-1, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 



12. NCAA Colnmittee Update- Theresa Wenzel- Ms. Wenzel presented her feedback from the 
NCAA committee meeting for softball. She encouraged the coaches to send her summaries 
regarding the team’s season in general, key RPI victories, important injuries during the 
season that might of hurt a team’s record, basically anything that gives her and the committee 
information on ACC teams. The coaches then discussed the need for site specific 
requirements to host NCAA events such as regionals or super-regionals. 

13. Compliance- Mr. Matt Burgemeister presented his supplement on compliance. 

14. Other Business- No other business was discussed or concerns raised. 

15. Contact Information- The coaches submitted any changes in their contact information to Mr. 
Butler. 

16. Date of 2014 Softball Committee Meeting- Wednesday, September 3, 2014 at 11:00 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McPhee, Sarah E <shalm@illinois.edu; 

Friday, September 13, 2013 9:11 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: ACS 

Thanks Vince, it was really nice talking with you! If you have time I’d love to discuss a little more~ I know you’re busy with football, so maybe early ne×t week? 

Ryan and I have a call set up this morning with Marques Burrus from ACS. 

Sarah McPhee 

Compliance CoordinaLoF ~ University of Rt~nois Dfv[s[oa o[ h~terc:oUe$liate Al:hletics 

g~elte[dt Athletic Admimstraflon gld~ [ 1700 S Fourth St [ C~ampai~n, ~L 61820 

T 2~ 7.265.0733 
g 217.2~.9759 

shahnNitlinois.edu 

F~m= Ille, Vince [mail~:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, Sep~mber 13, 20~3 7:00 AN 

Te~ NcPhee, Sarah E 
Subject: ~: ACS 

Sarah, 

Here is some info~ation lbr you regarding ACS. We can di~uss this in morn devil if that would ~ helpl~l. It’s great ~o hear from you and I hope you enjoy the 

uNoming weekend. 

Vince Ille 

Se~or Associate AtNefic Director 

U~ve~si~ ofNo~ CaroEna 

From: Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2023 2:32 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ACS 

V i ~ c ~-’_! - 

Our prknar¥ contact is Samantha Skorcz. She is d-~e designated Client Success Manager for IJNC Athletics, 

Office: {800) 343-6220 ext. 

sskorcz@acsathletics.com 

According to the UNC began using ACS in May 2010. We added the Equipment manager amendment beginning in ,Jam Jar}, 20[~. Athletics currentlg pays ACS 

~;~34/?00 O0 ~er year (up flom ~;~30,000,00 ~er year since we added the Equi~ment Mi~nager portion}. 

Let me know if you ~]eed addiBot~al documentation, 

Thank you, 

Marielle 

Mariel~e A. ~anGeJder 

Associate Ath~el:k: Direct:or 

University oF North Ci~roliru~ 

Phone: (9~9) 962-7853 

Fax: (9~9) 962--6~32 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m~ Ille, Vince 
Senti Tuesday, September ~0, 20~3 ~2:5~ PN 
Te~ Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject: ACS 

Marielle, 

Do we ~ow when we began using ACS, who is our pfima~ contact there, and how much we Ny anmmlly for the sendce? Than~. 

VJnce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 10:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: [YNC 

Vince, 

See the e-mail below from Scott Shirley with Uplifting Athletes. Apparently Ohio State’s chapter doesn’t p~t on a Lift for Life event, so Mickey wouldn’t be 

l:he best person to contract. He does provide a good ~is[: o[ S&C coaches th~[: we could re~ch out to, ~t~ch.~d~ng Ai~rot~ }~rnann from ~no~s who I’d k~ag~ne ~,o~ are 

Pete 
F~m= Sco~ Shirley [mailto:sco~.shirley@upliffingathletes.org] 
8ent~ ~riday, Sep~mber 13, 2013 10:27 AN 

To~ Chalfin, Peter L 
Co: Bec~ Nayes 
Subject= Re: UNC 

Awesome...thanks, Pete. 

A lot of our chapters have pre-existing relationships with their university hospi’~J in fl~e sense that playe~ will go visit Nt~ents during ~e sea~n. Since Upli~ing A~letes 

does not direct the re,arch money to a specific inslitution, rather we use a competitive grant process, we typicaJly do not lbrge a relationship between our o~]ce a~d a 

university hospi’mJ. Ironically, I worked with Mickey when he w~s at Flod~ (have not worked with Nm at Ohio State because fl~eir chapter does not do a Lift For 

Life) m~d this was a stic~ng ~int for thegn. A good e:~mple of how it b~pically works fl~ough is Penn S~te Hershey Medical Center asks us for direct ~)nding eve~ 

year and we refer them ~ the RFP administered by the Kidney Cancer Association. If they have ~e best proposaJ for fl~e most promising reseazch...eveo’one wins. 

Where the hospital/team ~vlationsNp proves ~neficiaJ is that ~e players can develop relationships with the patients it ~wes as motivation for their chapter. ~izone 

Wi~onsin have "adopted" a patient from the hospital m~d rai~ reseamh ~nds in honor offl]at ~tient. It m~kes the cause much more relevant to the team and the 

commuNb’. J~k He,Nan is another example of that alt Nebr~ka...~though that was just Rex being an awesome ~d and visiting the hospital on Ns own...it w~ not 

pro1 of a life s~lls pmgrmn mid an~4Nng like ~at. 

A good reference for a strength coach to ~lk to would ~, Aaron Hillmann @ Illinois (probably a similar chapter to ~C), William Hicks @ Syr~u~ ~ust held their 

first event so t~ey would definitely be good to mJk with), Joe eonnolly @ South Cazolina (another fi~t year school), John Thomas @ Geoqia (fo~efly PSU) and 

Craig Fi~geraJd @ PSU (fl~eir Lift tbr LiI~ is the biggest so his pers~cflve might ~ N~rent). Please let me know if he’d like con~ct tbr any offl~e~ guys and I’ll 

make the introduc~on. 

Keep up the good work. I appreciate aH of your e~b~. tto~t~lly I’ll get down there to ~e you this faJl~ 

--Scott 

Scott E. Shirley 

Executive Director 

112 Market Street #301 

Harrisburg, PA 17101 

P: 717.737.7900 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 8:59 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Shots were fired Monday morning inside the Navy Ya:rd in Washington, the U.S. Na~.w tweeted. 

The incident occurred at 8:20 

Three shots were fired at the Naval Sea Systems Commm~d headquarters, in southeast Washington, the tweet said. 

Crossfire Returns 

Let the Debate Begin! 

Watch Weeknights 6:30 ET on CNN 

Join the Crossfire: CNN.com/Crossfire 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from http://CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2013 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Documenta .ry 

http://www wralsportsfan.con~/missionolmonev/12872211/ 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, September 16, 2013 12:42 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: BOG Athletics Retx~rt Data 

F 12 & S P 13 - Acadelnic Profile for BOG.:dsx 

All recruited kids -- see attached. The BOG det:inition o1: recruited is the same as they NCAA’s. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, September .t6, 2013 11:47 AH 

To; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: BOG Athletics Report Data 
Can you verily the recruited sta[:us for each o[ the students included on the attached lis~:? Once corffirmed, please provide the inh:~rmation to Vince. 

Thank you! 

Mariefle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Pirec~:or 

Uniw:,rsit¥ o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9~9) 962--6~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

~ ]lle, Vince 
$eBt~ ~dday, September ~3, 2013 ~:20 AM 
Te~ Vangelder, Narielle A 
$~bje¢t= ~: BOG Athletics Repo~ Data 

A da~catiou was provided bdow. Cau you please ha~e someone cou~ the recruited s~s [or each s~&~t who appea~s o~ the a~ched list? TM~s. 

~= Kretchmar, 
8e~t~ ~riday, Sep~mber ~3, 2013 ~:03 AM 

Te= [lle, Vince 
¢¢~ Farmer, Stephen N; Williford, Lynn E 
$~bje¢t~ ~: BOG Athletics Repo~ Data 

So ~)~ th~ ~on{ksiofi V inc~ fl~ w~i~[ wan~ ~)~nli~ that tg~& ~tud~ N~t the de tiN~o~ ~{:1 ~NiN iii gt~ tioii~ NHS ~rovifl~d by GA~ 
F~m: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent= Friday, September ~3, 20~3 8:3~ AM 
To= Farmer, Stephen N; Kretchmar, ]en 
~= [lle, Vince 
Subje¢t= ~: BOG Athletics Repo~ Data 
Steve and Jen~ can you [eH him what you spedficaHy want h~m [o watch out for? Are there any part~cu]ar cases that are we are doubtfu] ths[ meet the cr~[er~a ? 

Thanks, 

F~= Zlle, Vince 
Sent= FrMay, Sep~mber ~3, 20~3 8:24 AM 
To= Williford, Lynn E 
SubjeCt= RE: BOG Athletics Repo~ Da~ 

Ly~ 

F~e [oBvarded tNs i~o~atiou to a staffme~ber who should be abJe to review the ~. ~ will sh~ze ~e results o[tlmt review as soon as it is complete, it wouM be 

help~l to have ~me guidance on what specifically we need ~ co~nn. Tho~l~ for your help. 

Vince 

F~m= Ille, Vince 
Sent: FrMay, Sep~mber 13, 20~3 8:20 AN 

To= VanoeMer, Nadelle A 
Subject= ~: BOG Athletics Repo~ Data 

This is a~other request ~ vefitS~ anoflmr’s work. Can you please tbrwa, d m ~meone on your statt" m review and vefitS~ the &ta? As noted by Ms. Willitbrd below, this 

is for tim I~C Board of Governors Athletics Re~. Accuracy is impo~nt. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent: Wednesday, SepMmber 2~, 20~3 3:33 PH 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Kre~hmar, 3en; Farmer, Stephen H; Eilers, Christopher 3; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: BOG Athletics Repo~ DaM 

Dear V~nce, 

We wou~d ail very much appredate your help in confirn~ng the numbers we are a~out to use for the BOG Athletics ReporL Jen Kretchmar from Undergrad 

Admissions has done a great job pul~k~g to~ether the ~is[s (#ease see the Data and Summary tabs ~n the at[ached workbook) according to the criteria we were 

g~ven ~n Section I, Part 2 of the attached instructions from GA~ As you will remember, we are attempting to ~nclude students who were "recruited" under the strict 

NCAA definition mandated by GA. Below yotJ~ see Jen’s notes about source data m~d any derision rules she used ~n creating a sh~gb record. 

WouM you pk~ase take a look and ~et us know what you ~hmk? 

Many [:hank5~ 

Lynn 

F~m= Kretchmar, 3en 
Sent= Wednesday, September 1~, 20~3 9:28 AM 
Te= Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen H; Eilers, Christopher 3; Polk, Barbara ~o 
Subject= RE: BOG Athletics Repo~ Da~ 
Hi Lynn, 

Please see attached [:or data [:or Section ~, part 2. The exce~ fi~e includes the disaggregated ds~a ~n case you want to check beMnd me. As we discussed previously, 

we used Connect Carolina as the canonica~ source for aH test scores. For the NCAA Core, I used d~e value on fi~e k~ admissions; i[: m~ssing, ~ used the one provided 

by atMet~cs. ~ ~nduded a column that ~dent~fies the source for the NCAA Core, just for documentation. 



It isn’t e~tirel¥ clear from the i~atructiona wh~-:d:her you hav~-:~ to enter ~h~s da~a by %~orL or ag~regated across the three sports, so I provh~ed a ~ummary pa~e of 

average SAT (CRiV+M}, average ACT, average NCAA core by sport, and for a~f recruited athletes. I a~so ~duded the ~umber o~: students repo~ting each va~ue, s~ce 

the ~struct~ons say to exclude data ~f the number of student--athletes report~n~ ~s fewer than 3. 

Let me know ~f you have any questions, ~q~ be sendin8 aloha MCR data later today, 

Jen 

Lynn Williford, PhD 

Assistant Provost for Institutional Research & Assessment 

3:13 Carr Bldg., CB 3350, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3350 

lynn williford@unc.edu 

Phone: 9:19-962-:1339 fax: 9:19-962-:134:1 



Difficulty seeing this email? CHc£ hera to view as a web page. 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add us to your address book. 

Not on My Watch - A University’s Guide to Avoid Being a 

Sports Center Breaking News Neadlne 

Webinar, Wednesday, October 30, 2013 

Noon to 1 p,m. CST 

scandals ti’.,at pui p~omineni edLicatie;’.,al institutions on ihe f;’ont page of the 

newspaper, o;’ were lhe iead oil ;’epo~ts on ESPN’s Sporis Center, you 

understand 1hat these scandals d~d not step at the doo~ of the athielc faci~ty o~ 

w~th the ~esponsibie person. ~nstead these scandals reverberated throughout 

genera~ counsels and pres~den[s, 

,"This webisar is designed re,~ those people witi; the most to iose, 

this area of iaw, and presidents. The webinar will provide an understanding 

wha[ polities and p~ecedures need ~0 De in place ~o bes~ manage [he potenfia~ 

risk associated with a damaging event. 

Spo~ts Law Group, and Jan Paul 

compliance, internal investigations and defense. 

Octhber 

12:00 ~ I:00 

Find fuI[ detats on these sessions and content from prior sessions here: 

w,,,%;v, th ompsoncobu ~’n. co~ i tc [e 



To unsubscribe, click 















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 20, 2013 4:06 PM 

’tfaJley tforwath’ <hhorwath@u~da.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Rescheduling TmeSportU Committee Ca]l 

Bubba and Vince have a meelJng at 2:30pro on Monday, September 30. Bubba can possibly participate fromz-2.3Opm, but he will then have to get to his previously 

scheduled m~?eting 

Thanks, 

From: Hailey Horwath [mailto:hhorwath@usada.org] 
Sent; Friday, September 20, 2013 3:29 PM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Director; 1lie, Vince; Boxill, Jan; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’; ’David Joyner’; ’Ross, Stephen’; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; 
Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, Molly 
Ce: Lisa Voight 
Subject-" RE: Rescheduling TrueSportU Committee Call 

Dear Committee Members 

Thank you to everyone who has filled out their availability thus far for the next TrueSportU Conference Call. 
th Currently, the best date that works for most people is Monday, Sept. 30 from 2-3prn EST. If you have already responded, please mark this date in your calendar 

for now. 

If you have not yet entered your availability (or need to make edits and view the entered schedules), please visit this link: http:i!doodle.com!Sxdw3yvsimpffcdy 

I’d like to have the date confirmed by early next week at the latest. 

Thank you again, 

Hailey 

U.S, An~i-Do~ing Agency 

Preserving the in tegrity of competition 
Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of ethietes 

HaiMy Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

Stay Connected: WWWoUsadaoorg I Facebook I Twitter t WWWoTrueSport.org 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE- This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the 

intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use 

of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by telephone or return e- 
mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 6:21 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fam~an Street: Ehnore Leouard: 10 Rules Of Writing 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 20 Sep 2013 04:30 AH PDT 

::X:: Elmor~ Leonard ]0 Rules of Writing 

EImore Leonard, crime-fiction writer, died on August 20th at the age of 87. 

In July 2001, Leonard wrote a short piece for The New York Times on his ten rules for writing that was eventually adapted 

into a book: ~r~o~-e Leo~ar~J’s/L0 N.~es of g~fri~i~g. 

His preface to the list is worth noting. 

These are rules I’ve picked up along the way to help me remain invisible when I’m writing a book, to help me show 

rather than tell what’s taking place in the story. If you have a facility for language and imagery and the sound of your 

voice pleases you, invisibility is not what you are after, and you can skip the rules. Still, you might look them over. 

Onto the rules. 

1. Never open a book with weather, 

If it’s only to create atmosphere, and not a character’s reaction to the weather, you don’t want to go on too long. 

The reader is apt to leaf ahead looking for people. There are exceptions. If you happen to be Barry Lopez, who has 

more ways to describe ice and snow than an Fskimo, you can do all the weather reporting you want. 

2. Avoid prologues. 

They can be annoying, espec~a,y a prologue fo,ow~ng an introducUon that comes after a foreword. ~ut these are 
ord~nar,y found in nonfiction. A prologue ~n a novel is backstory, and you can drop ~t in anywhere you want. There ~s 
a prologue in John Steinbeck’s "Sweet Thursday," but it’s O.K. because a character in the book makes the point of 

what my rules are all about. He says: "I like a lot of talk in a book and I don’t like to have nobody tell me what the 

guy that’s talking looks like. I want to figure out what he looks like from the way he talks .... figure out what the 

guy’s thinking from what he says. I like some description but not too much of that .... Sometimes I want a book to 

break loose with a bunch of hooptedoodle .... Spin up some pretty words maybe or sing a little song with language. 

That’s nice. But I wish it was set aside so I don’t have to read it. I don’t want hooptedoodle to get mixed up with the 

story." 

3. Never .se a verb other than "said" to carry dialo~.e. 

The line of dialogue belongs to the character; the verb is the writer sticking his nose in. But said is far less intrusive 

than grumbled, gasped, cautioned, lied. I once noticed Mary McCarthy ending a line of dialogue with "she 

asseverated," and had to stop reading to get the dictionary. 

4. Never use an adverb to modify the verb "said" ... 



. . . he admonished gravely. To use an adverb this way (or almost any way) is a mortal sin. The writer is now 

exposing himself in earnest, using a word that distracts and can interrupt the rhythm of the exchange. ][ have a 

character in one of my books tell how she used to write historical romances "full of rape and adverbs." 

5. Keep your exclamation points under control. 

You are allowed no more than two or three per 100,000 words of prose. If you have the knack of playing with 

exclaimers the way Tom Wolfe does, you can throw them in by the handful. 

6. Never use the words "suddenly" or "all hell broke loose." 

This rule doesn’t require an explanation. ][ have noticed that writers who use "suddenly" tend to exercise less control 

in the application of exclamation points. 

7. Use regional dialect, patois, sparingly. 

Once you start spelling words in dialogue phonetically and loading the page with apostrophes, you won’t be able to 

stop. Notice the way Annie Proulx captures the flavor of Wyoming voices in her book of short stories "Close Range." 

8. Avoid detailed descriptions of characters. 

Which Steinbeck covered. In Ernest Hemingway’s "Hills Like White Elephants" what do the "American and the girl with 

him" look like? "She had taken off her hat and put it on the table." That’s the only reference to a physical description 

in the story, and yet we see the couple and know them by their tones of voice, with not one adverb in sight. 

9. Don’t go into great detail describing places and things. 

Unless you’re Margaret Atwood and can paint scenes with language or write landscapes in the style of .Jim Harrison. 

But even if you’re good at it, you don’t want descriptions that bring the action, the flow of the story, to a standstill. 

And finally: 

10. Try to leave out the part that readers tend to skip. 

A rule that came to mind in 1983. Think of what you skip reading a novel: thick paragraphs of prose you can see 

have too many words in them. What the writer is doing, he’s writing, perpetrating hooptedoodle, perhaps taking 

another shot at the weather, or has gone into the character’s head, and the reader either knows what the guy’s 

thinking or doesn’t care. I’ll bet you don’t skip dialogue. 

My most important rule is one that sums up the 10. 

If it sounds like writing, I rewrite it. 

Or, if proper usage gets in the way, it may have to go. ][ can’t allow what we learned in English composition to 

disrupt the sound and rhythm of the narrative. It’s my attempt to remain invisible, not distract the reader from the 

story with obvious writing. (Joseph Conrad said something about words getting in the way of what you want to 

say.) 

If I write in scenes and always from the point of view of a particular character -- the one whose view best brings the 

scene to life -- I’m able to concentrate on the voices of the characters telling you who they are and how they feel 

about what they see and what’s going on, and ]I’m nowhere in sight. 

What Steinbeck did in "Sweet Thursday" was title his chapters as an indication, though obscure, of what they cover. 

Whom the Gods Love They Drive Nuts" is one, "Lousy Wednesday" another. The third chapter is titled 

"Hooptedoodle 1" and the 38th chapter "Hooptedoodle 2" as warnings to the reader, as if Steinbeck is saying: 

"Here’s where you’ll see me taking flights of fancy with my writing, and it won’t get in the way of the story. Skip 

them if you want." 

"Sweet Thursday" came out in 1954, when ][ was just beginning to be published, and I’ve never forgotten that 

prologue. 

Did I read the hooptedoodle chapters? Every word. 

You are subscribed to emeil updates from Farnam Street 
To step receiving these emeils~ yocl mey unsubscribe now 

Goegle inc., 20 West Kinzie, Chicage i[. USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Get 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 1:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~; Best. Kevin S. 

<kbest@unc.edu> 

Fwd: [thearg] Aria~ Foster 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Rem~er(a)med.unc.edu> 

Date: September 21, 2013 at 11:48:51 AM EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: [thearg] Arian Foster 

Sere from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: Jay Smith ~iaysmith@emml.unc.edu> 

Date: September 21, 2013, 9:57:11 AM EDT 

To: athletics reform group <theea~,@]is~tserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [thearg] Arian Foster 
Reply-To: Jay Smith <ia’~’smith(c))emaAl.unc.edu> 

In the documentaD, in which Mau is featured (and which roll get lots and lots of attention in October), Texans running back Arian Foster 

admits he took some money. He also has a whole lot else to say, m~d is absolutely compelling. You can see a clip here: 

http:i/sportsillustrated.cnn.comYcollege- football/news/20130920/arian- fos~ter- documentary- comments- about- being- paid- at-termesseei 

-- You axe currently subscribed to thearg as: Joy Rennefftb~med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: http:i/lists.unc.ed~lu?id 67643430.5e23cb330d016e15946b9e2dd66a8a0e&n T&I thearg&o 33619634, or send ablank 

email to leave- 33619634- 67643430.5e23 cb330d016e 15946b9e2dd66a8a0eCa)li stserv, unc.edu. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 12:44 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu:; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: S- 10 Parking Pass for Coach B~mat Gaines 

image001.png 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Caxolina 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Gallo, Jr., Laro/A." <g_t.h_~_~!_o_@_u__r_~.c_:e_._@_> 

Date: Septetnber 23, 2013 at 3:18:28 PM CDT 

To: "Fox, Mike" <_r..n_t_i?.x_2(~i.u__n_.c_:..e_d_._u_.> 
Subject: RE: S-10 Parking Pass for Coach Bryant Gaines 

Coach, 
I’ll speak with you about this a~er file coaches’ ~neeting tomon’o~,. Thanks very much. 
Larry" 

~ Larry Ga~o, ~r, 

Exec~Nve Ass:~ciate Director of A~hk:~ics 

~Jnivcmily of Nora~ Carolina at Cba~xd Hill 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:51 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Creech, Karlton W 
Cc: Beale, Michael 
Subject: S-10 Parking Pass for Coach Bryant Gaines 
Administration, 
I need some help please. 
I drive in to the Boshamer parking lot every morning. This morning there were 2 cars in the bottom lot and there are 47 spaces there. There 
were 12 cars in the middle lot and there are 46 spaces in this lot I believe. 
It is 9:30am on a Monday morning. It is like this every morning. At the present time there are now 18 cars parked in these two lots. The 
bottom lot here is NEVER full at any point and time throughout the day. 
YET, one of my coaches cannot get a pass to this Int. He lives in Southern Village with his wife and takes the bus in each morning. He takes 
the bus in at 7:00am or earlier each morning as we class check at Boshamer each morning. 
(Yes he was given the option of an S-11 pass but choose to not purchase one of these) 
I have been here long enough and heard all the stories and statements about parking. So ~ get the whole allotment thing and the ’volunteer’ 
coach thing. I have spoken to Cheryl Stout and Deborah Hawkins and others personally over the years. Obviously to no avail. Volunteer 
coaches I know are always last on the priority list as in my now 16 years at Carolina my volunteer has received an S-10 pass one year! Last 
year, Coach Gaines received an S-10 pass of which I paid for personally. It was short lived. 
Has anyone here ever been given any sort of reasonable explanation of why athletics is not given more spaces when spaces are clearly 
available? This is obviously frustrating to me and ~ am sure to Stacey who has all these requests and is not given enough spaces to 
accommodate them. BUT there are enough spaces! This is what is just incomprehensible to me. The DPS has to know this I they have been 
sent pictures, e-mails and memos in the past. 
I am willing to go speak with anyone about this issue. I just want an explanation of which I don’t believe there can possibly be one. Why do 
we have coaches (I know there are others) who need to park to work yet are told there are no spaces available when this is clearly not the 
case? 
Thank you for any advice and/or help you may be able to provide. 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: The Seven Characteristics of Effective Creative Temns 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: ~R ~ Sep 2013 05:00 AI~ PDT 

::X:: teamwork 

All of the work I’ve been doing looking at how creativity and insight emerge--from Graham Wallas Nta#es of Control to a 

technique for producing ideas and Garg ~leiWs triple pat~l~--focuses on individual creativity. 

That doesn’t explain group creativity or innovation. How does that happen? 

Enter Keith Sawyer. Sawyer recognized the problem and began to search for an alternative to the individual approach. 

In his book ~3ro~ ~3e~i~s: T~ Creative Power of ~2ollabor~tio~, Sawyer writes: 

The more I observed creativity in action the more I realized that the most radical breakthroughs--including television, 

the airplane, e-mail, and even the board game Monopoly--emerged from a collaborative web that can’t be contained 

within any one company’s walls. 

These innovations all come from webs of people working together. They are born in collaboration. 

There’s no magic or mystery to the flash of insight. Indeed, using clever research designs, scientists have 

demonstrated how the moment of insight can be traced back to previous dedication, hard work, and collaboration. 

And they’ve show how we can all tap into the creative power of collaboration to make our own insights. 

So how do we unlock the power of collaboration to generate innovation? It starts with teams. 

Sawyer identified seven key characteristics of creative teams. 

1. Innovation Emerges over Time 

No single actor comes up with the big picture, the whole plot. The play emerges bit by bit. Each actor, in each 

line of dialogue, contributes a small idea. In theater, we can see this process on stage; but with an innovative team, 

outsiders never see the long chain of small, incremental ideas that lead to the final innovation. Without scientific 



analysis, the collaboration remains invisible. Successful innovations happen when organizations combine just the right 

ideas in just the right structure. 

2. Successful Collaborative Teams Practice Deep Listening 

Trained improv actors listen for the new ideas that the other actors offer in their improvised lines, at the same time 

that they’re coming up with their own ideas. This difficult balancing act is essential to group genius. Most people 

spend too much time planning their own actions and not enough time listening and observing others. 

3. Team Members Build on Their Collaborators" Ideas 

When teams practice deep listening, each new idea is an extension of the ideas that have come before, The 

Wright brothers couldn’t have thought of a moving vertical tail until after they discovered adverse yaw, and that 

discovery emerged from their experiments with wing warping. 

Although a single person may get credit for a specific idea, it’s hard to imagine that person having that idea apart 

from the hard work, in close quarters, of a dedicated team of like-minded individuals. Russ Mahon--one of the 

Morrow Dirt Club bikers from Cupertino--usually gets credit for putting the first derailleur on a fat-tired bike, but all 

ten members of the club played a role. 

4. Only Afterwards Does the Meaning of Each Idea Become Clear 

Even a single idea can’t be attributed to one person because ideas don’t take on their full importance until they’re 

taken up, reinterpreted, and applied by others. At the beginning of Jazz Freddy’s performance, we don’t know what 

John is doing: Is he studying for a test? Is he balancing the books of a criminal organization? Although he was the 

first actor to think of "studying," the others decided that he would be a struggling umpire, a man stubbornly refusing 

to admit that he needed glasses. Individual creative actions take on meaning only later, after they are woven into 

other ideas, created by other actors. In a creative collaboration, each person acts without knowing what his 

or her action means. Participants are willing to allow other people to give their action meaning by building on it 

later. 

5. Surprising Questions Emerge 

The most transformative creativity results when a group either thinks of a new way to frame a problem or finds a 

new problem that no one had noticed before. When teams work this way, ideas are often transformed into 

questions and problems. That’s critical, because creativity researchers have discovered that the most creative 

groups are good at finding new problems rather than simply solving old ones. 

6. Innovation Is Inefficient 

In improvisation, actors have no time to evaluate new ideas before they speak. But without evaluation, how can 

they make sure it’ll be good? Improvised innovation makes more mistakes, and has as many misses as hits. 

But the hits can be phenomenal; they’ll make up for the inefficiency and the failures. 

After the full hourlong Jazz Freddy performance, we never do learn why Bill and Mary are making copies for John-- 

that idea doesn’t go anywhere. In the second act, a brief subplot in which two actors are in the witness protection 

program also is never developed. Some ideas are just bad ideas; some of them are good in themselves, but the 

other ideas that would be necessary to turn them into an innovation just haven’t happened yet. In a sixty-minute 

improvisation, many ideas are proposed that are never used. When we look at an innovation after the fact, all we 

remember is the chain of good ideas that made it into the innovation; we don’t notice the many dead ends. 

7. Innovation Emerges from the Bottom Up 

Improvisational performances are self-organizing. With no director and no script, the performance emerges from the 

joint actions of the actors. In the same way, the most innovative teams are those that can restructure 

themselves in response to unexpected shifts in the environment; they don’t need a strong leader to tell 

them what to do, Moreover, they tend to form spontaneously; when like-minded people find each other, a 

group emerges. 

The improvisational collaboration of the entire group translates moments of individual creativity into group 

innovation. Allowing the space for this self-organizing emergence to occur is difficult for many managers because the 

outcome is not controlled by the management team’s agenda and is therefore less predictable. Most business 

executives like to start with the big picture and then work out the details. In improvisational innovation, teams start 

with the details and then work up to the big picture. It’s riskier and less efficient, but when a successful innovation 

emerges, it’s often so surprising and imaginative that no single individual could have thought of it. 



If you’re interested in learning more about the creative power of collaboration, read 

Sponsored by #ogilvyd~ange -- 

You are subscribed ~o emaii updates from Farnam Street 

To step rece v ng t ~ese ema s, yob may unsubscribe now. 

Goegie inc, 20 West Kinzie, CMcage iL USA 60610 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: S- 10 Parking Pass ~br Coach Bryant Gaines 

image001.png 

Anything you think we t~eed to do to help with this? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 12:44 AM 

To: 1lie, Vince; Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Fwd: S-10 Parking Pass for Coach Bryant Gaines 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Date: September 23, 2013 at 3:18:28 PM CDT 

To: "Fox, Mike" <mfox@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: S-lO Parking Pass for Coach Bryant Gaines 

I’ll speak with you about this a~er the coaches’ meeting tomorrow. Thaxtks vew much. 
Larry 

~Lar~" GaEo~ Jr~ 

F.xecmive As~,~cia~e Di~ctor of AtNefics 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent-" Monday, September 23, 2013 11:51 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Creech, Karlton W 
Cc: Beale, Michael 
Subject: S-10 Parking Pass for Coach Bryant Gaines 
Administration, 
I need some help please. 
I drive in to the Boshamer parking lot every morning. This morning there were 2 cars in the bottom lot and there are 47 spaces there. There 
were 12 cars in the middle lot and there are 46 spaces in this lot I believe. 
It is 9:30am on a Monday morning. It is like this every morning. At the present time there are now 18 cars parked in these two lots. The 
bottom lot here is NEVER full at any point and time throughout the day. 
YET, one of my coaches cannot get a pass to this lot. He lives in Southern Village with his wife and takes the bus in each morning. He takes 
the bus in at 7:00am or earlier each morning as we class check at Boshamer each morning. 
(Yes he was given the option of an S-11 pass but choose to not purchase one of these) 
I have been here long enough and heard all the stories and statements about parking. So T get the whole allotment thing and the ’volunteer’ 
coach thing. I have spoken to Cheryl Stout and Deborah Hawkins and others personally over the years. Obviously to no avail. Volunteer 
coaches I know are always last on the priority list as in my now 16 years at Carolina my volunteer has received an S-10 pass one year! Last 
year, Coach Gaines received an S-10 pass of which I paid for personally. It was short lived. 
Has anyone here ever been given any sort of reasonable explanation of why athletics is not given more spaces when spaces are clearly 
available? This is obviously frustrating to me and T am sure to Stacey who has all these requests and is not given enough spaces to 
accommodate them. BUT there are enough spaces! This is what is just incomprehensible to me. The DPS has to know this I they have been 
sent pictures, e-mails and memos in the past. 
I am willing to go speak with anyone about this issue. I just want an explanation of which I don’t believe there can possibly be one. Why do 
we have coaches (I know there are others) who need to park to work yet are told there are no spaces available when this is clearly not the 
case? 
Thank you for any advice and/or help you may be able to provide. 
Mike 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 6:16 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fammn Street: The Five Cognitive Distortions of People Who Get Stuff Done 

Posted: 25 Sep 2013 O6:0O Ar~I PDT 

i.~.i get it done 

Michael Dearing, an associate professor at Stanford, gave an interesting (albeit speculative) presentation on the five 

a~to~ati~ thought process (cognitive distortions) of people who get things done. 

The five distortions are: 

1. Personal exceptionalism 

2. Dichotomous thinking 

3. Correct overgeneralization 

4. Blank canvas thinking 

5. Schumpeterianism 

Personal Exceptionalism 

a macro sense that you are in the top of your cohort, your work is snowflake-special, or that you are destined to ... 

have experiences well outside the bounds of "normal;" not to be confused with arrogance or high selfesteem 

Dichotomous Thinking 

white, little grey ... 

Correct Overgeneralization 

making universal judgments from limited observations and being right a lot of the time 

Blank-Canvas Thinking 

sees own life as a blank canvas, not a paintby-numbers 

Schumpeterianism (I am a creative destruction machine.) 

In Capita~isrn, Socialism a~ Democracy, Joseph Schumpeter writes: 

The opening up of new markets, foreign or domestic, and the organizational development from the craft shop and 

factory to such concerns as U.S. Steel illustrate the same process of industrial mutation-if I may use that biological 

term-that incessantly revolutionizes the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one, 

incessantly creating a new one. This process of Creative Destruction is the essential fact about capitalism. It is what 

capitalism consists in and what every capitalist concern has got to live in. " 

Dearing defines Schumpeterianism as: 



sees creative destruction as natural, necessary, and as their vocation 

Sponsored by #ogiivychange -- L~e ~de~ :@a~ ~b~g ~ 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 
Yo step receivi~g these emails, you may unsubscribe now 

Google inc,, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

Enlail delivery powered by 









Rules Education Blueprint Created 9.23.13 

Sarah McPhee 

Student-Athletes 

August 

¯ Check-In Meetings 

¯ Department Contact for Banned Substances 

September 

Complimentary Tickets Email (no selling, exchanging, etc.) to Football, Men’s Basketball, Women’s 

Basketball, Volleyball, and any sport hosting a Conference Championship or NCAA regional/Championship 

¯ Vehicle Reminder to Football, Men’s Basketball, Women’s Basketball, Men’s Tennis 

¯ Bylaw 17.1.6 Memos (Soccer) 

October 

Hosting Official Visits 

Bylaw 17.1.6 Memos (Baseball, Men’s and Women’s Cross Country, Football, Men’s and Women’s Golf, 

Softball, Men’s and Women’s Tennis, Volleyball) 

November 

¯ Outside Competition Reminder 

¯ Bylaw 17.1.6 Memos (Men’s and Women’s Basketball, Men’s and Women’s Gymnastics, Swimming & 

Diving, Men’s and Women’s Track & Field, Wrestling) 

December 

Employment 

January 

¯ No Missed Class Time for Promotional Activities, Practice 

February 

¯ Gambling 

¯ Bylaw 17.1.6 Memos (Men’s and Women’s Basketball, Swimming & Diving) 

March 

Gambling 

Bylaw 17.1.6 Memos (Baseball, Men’s and Women’s Golf, Men’s and Women’s Gymnastics, Men’s and 

Women’s Track & Field, Wrestling) 

April 

Extra Benefits 

Bylaw 17.1.6 Memos (Football, Soccer, Softball, Men’s and Women’s Tennis, Volleyball) 

Check-Out Meetings 

Agent Day (Football and Men’s Basketball) 

May 

¯ Check-Out Meetings 

¯ Prospects during the summer 

{PAGE \~MERGEFORMAT} 



Rules Education Blueprint Created 9.23.13 

Sarah McPhee 

Coaches 

Fall Semester 

Rules Education Meetings 

Volunteer Coaches/Undergraduate Student Assistant Coaches/Non-Coaching Staff Certification Exam 

Manager Certification Forms plus Pamphlet 

POPL/Official Notice 

Tryout Policy and Procedure 

Spring Semester 

Rules Education Meetings 

New Legislation 

Summer 

Rules Education Meetings 

Permissible activities with enrolled student-athletes and prospects during the summer 

NCAA and Big Ten Manuals 

New Legislation 

Ongoing 

o 

o 

New Interpretations and Educational Columns 

Timely articles 

Hot Topics 

Compliance Twitter 

Updated Policies and Procedures (August & September) 

o Official Visit Policy and Procedure (Monitoring Coordinator for Recruiting) 

o Occasional Meals Policy and Procedure (Monitoring Coordinator for Teams) 

o Travel Rosters, Student-Athlete Travel Release and CARA Forms (Monitoring Coordinator for 

Teams) 

o Contact and Evaluation Summaries (Monitoring Coordinator for Recruiting) 

o Awards Summaries (Monitoring Coordinator for Teams) 

{PAGE \~MERGEFORMAT} 



Rules Education Blueprint Created 9.23.13 

Sarah McPhee 

Prospective Student-Athletes 

Compliance Office web site 

Pre-Enrollment Form (goes out end of May, early June) 

Official Visits - 5-Visit Letter, Official Visit Agreement 

Unofficial Visits - Complimentary Admissions Card issued by Ticket Office 

{PAGE \~MERGEFORMAT} 



Rules Education Blueprint Created 9.23.13 

Sarah McPhee 

ALL DIA STAFF 

All Staff Meetings (four per year, typically August, December, March and May) 

Donation Policy (September) 

Certification of Compliance (September) 

Non-University Activities and Athletically-Related Income/Benefits 

Newsletter 

Season Ticket Holder Brochure (July) 

Gambling emails in December (College Football Bowl Games), February (Super Bowl), March (March 

Madness) 

Update web site in July/August 

Compliance Manual on InfoNet 

{PAGE \~MERGEFORMAT} 



Rules Education Blueprint 

Senior Executive Staff (July) 
¯ New Legislation 

¯ Policy and Procedure Updates 

¯ Q&A 
¯ Annual Report 

Created 9.23.13 

Sarah McPhee 

Development (July) 

= Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

= Pertinent Rules 

¯ Promotional Activities Involving Student-Athletes 

¯ Guests of Donors or invited I-Fund Guests/Honorary Coaches 

¯ Q&A 

Ticket Office (July) 
¯ Compliance Brochure in all season ticket holder packets (summer) 

¯ Top Ten Email (September) 

¯ Complimentary Admissions for Student-Athletes 

¯ Complimentary Admissions for Illini Coaches 

¯ Complimentary Admissions for Prospective Student-Athletes 

¯ Complimentary Admissions for Coaches of Prospects 

¯ Q&A 

IT Services (September) 
¯ Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

¯ Pertinent Rules (student-athlete use of computers, l-Pads, other services - tracking on gambling web 

sites) 

Q&A 

Sports Information/New Media & Creative Services, Video Services and Illini Productions (October) 

= Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

= Signing Day Reminders in November, late January/early February, and April 

¯ Pertinent Rules 

¯ New Legislation 

¯ Q&A 

Sports Medicine (October) 
¯ Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

¯ Tryout Policy and Procedure 

¯ CARA Rules 

¯ New Legislation 

¯ Pertinent Rules 

¯ Q&A 

Corporate Sponsorships/Licensing (November) 
¯ Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

¯ Pertinent Rules 

= Bylaw 6.4.2.1 Memo in September (to Susan Young, AD, I-Fund, Corporate Sponsorships/Licensing, 

Learfield) 

Q&A 

I-Pride 

¯ Pertinent Rules 

¯ Q&A 
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Rules Education Blueprint 

Booster Groups (February) 
¯ Pertinent Rules 

¯ Q&A 

Created 9.23,13 

Sarah McPhee 

Facilities: Lenny Willis, Katie McKinney - Varsity Room, Jim Tressler- Atkins, Eric Vetter - Armory (April) and 

Campus Recreation 
¯ Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

¯ Student-Athlete Employment 

¯ Pertinent Rules 

¯ Q&A 

Business Office (May) 

* Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

* Review of Policies and Procedures regarding recruiting expenses (off-campus, on-campus, scouting 

services) 

Review Policies and Procedures regarding team travel 

~    Q&A 

Event Management (May) 
¯ Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

= Request Concessions Groups from Terry Conlon and Kevin Ullestad in August/October 

¯ Pertinent Rules 

¯ Q&A 

and Conditioning (May) 

Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

Tryout Policy and Procedures 

CARA Rules 

New Legislation 

Pertinent Rules 

Q&A 

Academic Services (June) 

* Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

. New Legislation 

~ Obtain copies of Tutor Manual and Student-Athlete Handbook 

. Memo for College Academic Advisors, Professors, Instructors 

" Q&A 

Equipment (June) 
¯ Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

¯ Pertinent Rules 

¯ Review of Issuance and Retrieval Policies and Procedures 

¯ Q&A 

Board of Trustees (Date TBD) 

Memo from AD 

University Development Staff {Date TBD) 
¯ Compliance Office Organizational Chart 

¯ Integrity Statement 

¯ Pertinent Rules 

¯ Q&A 
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Rules Education Blueprint Created 9.23.13 

Sarah McPhee 

Fans~ Boosters~ Local Businesses~ Parents of Student-Athletes 

August/September 

Send out Parent Brochure as pdf to coaches and hard copies to Football, Men’s Basketball, Women’s 

Basketball and Volleyball for distribution 

Coordinate with Ticket Office to include Compliance Brochure in season ticket holders packets for 

Football, Men’s Basketball, Women’s Basketball, Volleyball 

Top Ten Email (send to Jason Heggemeyer for email distribution to season ticket holders) 

Confirm compliance page in game programs 

Scoreboard rules education 

Send rules education from Athletic Director to Landlords 

Send rules education from Athletic Director to local businesses (e.g., salons, barbers, apparel and 

equipment retailers, tattoo parlors, restaurants, Chamber of Commerce) 

Student-Athlete Employment - rules education to employers, Employer Agreements for Academic Year 

Employment (on-going), Earnings Statements to Summer Employers 

Compliance Office web site 

November 

Meet with I-Pride 

February 

Booster Groups Meeting 

May/June 

Rules Education and Employer Agreements to known Summer Employers 
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Rules Education Blueprint Created 9.23.13 

Sarah McPhee 

Agents and Advisors 

Compliance Office web site 

Annual Mailing of Policy and Registration Form (September) 

Agent Day (Football and Men’s Basketball) 
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DIA Compliance Office Rules Education Calendar 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

A B 

Month Recipients 

August Student-Athletes 

Student-Athletes 

GA’s/Non-Coaching Staff/Volunteer Coaches/Undergrad Student Coaches 

Football GA’s/Head Coach 

Student Managers 

Coaches/Sports Medicine/Strength & Conditioning/Sport Admins 

Coaches/Sport Admins/Academic Services/FAR’s 

Coaches/Sport Admins/Administrative Assistants 

Coaches/Sport Admins/Administrative Assistants 

Coaches/Administrative Assistants 

Coaches/Administrative Assistants 

Coaches/Administrative Assistants 

Coaches/Sport Admins/Administrative Assistants 

Coaches/Sport Admins/Administrative Assistants 

Prospective Student-Athletes 

Prospective Student-Athletes 

All DIA Staff 

All DIA Staff 

Select DIA Staff and Coaches 

Parents of Student-Athletes 

Season Ticket Holders 

Landlords/Lease Holders 

Local Businesses, Chamber of Commerce 

Student-Athlete Employers 

Student-Athlete Employers 

September Student-Athletes (MFB, MBB, WBB, WVB, any sport hosting championship) 

Student-Athletes (MFB, MBB, WBB, MTE) 

Student-Athletes and Coaches (WSO) 

Student-Athletes (male practice players)/WVB and WBB Coaches 

Coaches 

Coaches/Administrative Assistants 

Prospective Student-Athletes 

Prospective Student-Athletes 

All DIA Staff 

All DIA Staff 

All DIA Staff 

Season Ticket Holders 

IT Services 

Agents & Advisors 

October Student-Athletes (copy coaches) 

Student-Athletes and Coaches (MBA, MFB, WVB, M/WXC, M/WTE, WSB, M/WGO) 

Coaches 

Coaches/Administrative Assistants 

TBD 

Prospective Student-Athletes 

Prospective Student-Athletes 

All DIA Staff 

Sports Information/New Media & Creative Services, Video Services & lllini Productions 

Sports Medicine 

November Student-Athletes (copy coaches) 

Student-Athletes and Coaches (MBB, WBB, M/WGY, WSW, M/WTK, MWR) 

Prospective Student-Athletes 

Prospective Student-Athletes 

Coaches/Administrative Assistants 

I-Pride 

All DIA Staff 

TBD 

Corporate Sponsorships/Licensing 

Corporate Sponsorships/Licensing/Learfield/S.Young/AD/I-Fund 

December Student-Athletes (copy Coaches and Academic Counselors) 

Student-Athletes 

Student-Athletes 

Student-Athletes/Coaches 

Student-Athletes (MFB) 
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DIA Compliance Office Rules Education Calendar 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

C D 

Type Compliance Office Staff Member 

Check-In Meetings Sarah McPhee/Ryan Squire 

Department Contact for Banned Substances Sarah McPhee 

Certification Forms and Exam Sarah McPhee 

Certify enrollment status Chris Byron 

Certification Forms and Pamphlets Sarah McPhee 

Tryout Policy and Procedure Sarah McPhee 

Outside Competition Form and Policy Sarah McPhee 

Official Visit Policy and Forms/Unofficial Visit Form Scott Canner 

Travel Rosters/S-A Travel Release Erik Silis 

CARA Forms Erik Silis 

Contact & Evaluation Summaries Scott Canner 

Premium Seating/Field Passes Mary Gallagher 

Occasional Meals Policy and Forms Erik Silis 

Awards Summaries Erik Silis 

5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

Unofficial Visit Complimentary Admissions Form Ticket Office, reviewed and filed by Scott Canner 

All Staff Meeting - Certification of Compliance Ryan Squire 

Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

NCAA and Big Ten Manuals Mary Gallagher 

Parent Brochure (email to all, hard copies to MFB, MBB, WBB, WVB) Sarah McPhee 

"Top Ten" email to season ticket holders in MFB, MBB, WBB, WVB Sarah McPhee (via Ticket Office) 

Rules Education Mailing Sarah McPhee (AD letterhead) 

Rules Education Mailing Sarah McPhee (AD letterhead) 

Rules Ed and Earnings Reports to Summer Employers Erik Silis 

Rules Ed and Employer Agreements to Academic Year Employers Erik Silis 

Complimentary Tickets Email Sarah McPhee 

Vehicle Information Form and Reminder Email Sarah McPhee 

Bylaw 17.1.6 Memo Sarah McPhee 

Rules Education Email Sarah McPhee 

Out-of-season only - NO practice on Labor Day email Sarah McPhee 

Premium Seating/Field Passes Mary Gallagher 

5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

Unofficial Visit Complimentary Admissions Form Ticket Office, reviewed and filed by Scott Canner 

Donation Policy Sarah McPhee 

RNUA - New Request Forms, Reports for previous year Sarah McPhee 

Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

Compliance Brochure in MBB, WBB season ticket holder packets Mary Gallagher and Ticket Office 

Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

Annual Mailing (email) to all registered NFL Agents Ryan Squire/Scott Canner 

Official Visit Host Agreement (email) Sarah McPhee 

Bylaw 17.1.6 Memo Sarah McPhee 

Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

Premium Seating/Field Passes Mary Gallagher 

POPL (after DI Legislative Council Meeting, if relevant and timely) Sarah McPhee 

5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

Unofficial Visit Complimentary Admissions Form Ticket Office, reviewed and filed by Scott Canner 

Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

Outside Competition Reminder Email Sarah McPhee 

Bylaw 17.1.6 Memo Sarah McPhee 

5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

Unofficial Visit Complimentary Admissions Form Ticket Office, reviewed and filed by Scott Canner 

Premium Seating/Field Passes Mary Gallagher 

Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

DI Official Notice (if relevant and timely) Sarah McPhee 

Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

Bylaw 6.4.2.1 Memo Sarah McPhee 

Employment Reminder to Report Email Sarah McPhee 

Gambling Email (College Football Bowl Games) Sarah McPhee 

Selling, exchanging apparel/equipment/awards email Sarah McPhee 

Out-of-season only - Last permissible day of practice Sarah McPhee 

Affidavits and Sports Wagering Video (?) for Bowl Game Ryan Squire 
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DIA Compliance Office Rules Education Calendar 

A B 

1 Month Recipients 

70 Prospective Student-Athletes 

71 Prospective Student-Athletes 

72 All DIA Staff 

73 All DIA Staff 

74 All DIA Staff 

76 January Student-Athletes (copy Coaches, Academic Services, Sport Admins) 

77 Prospective Student-Athletes 

78 Prospective Student-Athletes 

79 TBD 

80 All DIA Staff 

82 February Student-Athletes 

83 Student-Athletes and Coaches (MBB, WBB, WSW) 

84 Prospective Student-Athletes 

85 Prospective Student-Athletes 

86 Booster Groups 

87 All DIA Staff 

88 All DIA Staff 

90 March Student-Athletes 

91 Student-Athletes and Coaches (M BA, M/WGO, M/WGY, M/WTK, MWR) 

92 Student-Athletes (MBB, WBB) 

93 Coaches 

94 Coaches 

95 Prospective Student-Athletes 

96 Prospective Student-Athletes 

97 TBD 

98 All DIA Staff 

99 All DIA Staff 

100 All DIA Staff 

102 April Student-Athletes 

103 Student-Athletes and Coaches (MFB, WSO, WSB, M/WTE, WVB) 

104 Student-Athletes 

105 Coaches 

106 Prospective Student-Athletes 

107 Coaches/Prospective Student-Athletes 

108 TBD 

109 All DIA Staff 

110 Facilities (L.Willis, K. McKinney, J.Tressler, E.Vetter) and Campus Recreation 

111 Student-Athletes, Parents, Agents and Advisors 

113 May Student-Athletes 

114 Student-Athletes and Coaches 

115 Student-Athletes/Coaches 

116 Coaches/Strength & Conditioning/Sports Medicine 

117 Coaches and PSA’s 

118 Prospective Student-Athletes 

119 All DIA Staff 

120 All DIA Staff 

121 Business Office 

122 Event Management 

123 Strength & Conditioning 

125 June Coaches 

126 Prospective Student-Athletes 

127 Academic Services Staff 

128 Equipment Staff 

129 TBD 

130 Student-Athlete Employers 

132 July ALL 

133 ALL 

134 Prospective Student-Athletes 

135 Senior Executive Staff 

136 Development Staff 

137 Ticket Office 

138 Season Ticket Holders 

139 TBD 
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DIA Compliance Office Rules Education Calendar 

1 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

9O 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

C D 

Type Compliance Office Staff Member 

5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

Unofficial Visit Complimentary Admissions Form Ticket Office, reviewed and filed by Scott Canner 

Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

All Staff Meeting -TBD Ryan Squire 

Gambling Email (College Football Bowl Games) Sarah McPhee 

No Missed Class Time for Practice or Promotional Activities Email Sarah McPhee 

5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

Unofficial Visit Complimentary Admissions Form Ticket Office, reviewed and filed by Scott Canner 

New Legislation after Convention and BOD Meeting Sarah McPhee 

Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

Gambling (Super Bowl) Sarah McPhee 

Bylaw 17.1.6 Memo Sarah McPhee 

5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

Unofficial Visit Complimentary Admissions Form Ticket Office, reviewed and filed by Scott Canner 

Rules Education Meeting Ryan Squire 

Gambling Email (Super Bowl) Sarah McPhee 

Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

Gambling (March Madness) Sarah McPhee 

Bylaw 17.1.6 Memo Sarah McPhee 

Affidavits and Sports Wagering Video for Tournament Ryan Squire 

Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

Initial eligibility update for November signees and February signees Chris Byron 

5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

Unofficial Visit Complimentary Admissions Form Ticket Office, reviewed and filed by Scott Canner 

New Legislation after override period expires Sarah McPhee 

All Staff Meeting -TBD Ryan Squire 

Gambling Email (March Madness) Sarah McPhee 

100 Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

102 Extra Benefits and Preferential Treatment Email Sarah McPhee 

103 Bylaw 17.1.6 Memo Sarah McPhee 

104 Check-Out Meetings Sarah McPhee/Ryan Squire 

105 Initial eligibility update for April signees 

106 5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

107 Reminder email to request final amateurism certification Sarah McPhee 

108 New Legislation after BOD Meeting Sarah McPhee 

109 Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

110 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

111 Agent Day (MFB, MBB) Ryan Squire, guest speaker TBD 

113 Check-Out Meetings Sarah McPhee 

114 PSA’s during the summer email Sarah McPhee 

115 Out-of-season only - Last permissible day of practice Sarah McPhee 

116 Activities with PSA’s and Enrolled S-A’s during the summer Sarah McPhee 

117 Pre-Enrollment Form Ryan Squire 

118 5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

119 Newsletter Sarah McPhee 

120 All Staff Meeting -TBD Ryan Squire 

121 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

122 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

123 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

125 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

126 5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

127 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee/Ryan Squire 

128 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

129 New Legislation after override period expires Sarah McPhee 

130 Rules Ed and Employer Agreements to Reported Summer Employers Erik Sills 

132 Update Compliance Office Web Site Sarah McPhee 

133 Update Compliance Office Manual on Infonet Sarah McPhee 

134 5-Visit Letters, Official Visit Agreements for scheduled visits Coaches and Scott Canner 

135 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

136 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

137 Rules Education Meeting Sarah McPhee 

138 Compliance Brochure in MFB, WVB season ticket holder packets Mary Gallagher and Ticket Office 

139 New Legislation reminder for Effective Date August 1 Sarah McPhee 
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DIA Compliance Office Rules Education Calendar 

A B 

1 Month Recipients 

140 

141 

142 TBD Board of Trustees 

143 University Development Staff 
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DIA Compliance Office Rules Education Calendar 

D 

1 Type Compliance Office Staff Member 

140 

141 

143 Rules [ducation Meeting 15arab McPhee/Sgan 5quire 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 6:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

F~rn~an Street: Ancient Wisdom For Lifelong Health 

[ ’~}i Linkto F ..... Stre 

Posted: 26 $ep 2013 06:00 Arq PDT 

i.~.i Darn 97.30307.389W~ ikt.indd 

I was excited to read John Durant’s book T~e [#aleo Na~ifesto: A~scieat Wisdor~ for Life#o~9 Health. Whether or not 

you’re interested in paleo, it’s full of interesting nuggets. 

Especially the part where Durant explains how fasting can help fight infections. 

One indication of this effect comes from the behavior of sick animals, including humans, who often lose their appetite 

until an illness has passed. Farm animals, pets, zoo animals, and wild animals often just stop eating altogether when 

facing an acute infection or a serious injury. The widespread nature of this phenomenon suggests it’s an adaptive 

response. Loss of appetite isn’t a bug, it’s a feature. 

Like attacking the supply lines of an invading army, dietary restriction weakens pathogens while the immune system 

mounts a counteroffensive. Tiny pathogens don’t have large nutrient reserves and rely on the host for nutrition-- 

therefore manipulating our nutrition is a way to manipulate their nutrition. 

This may help explain why religious fasting became so prominent. 

The benefits of fasting transcend chronic infections, It’s one of the promising areas of cancer research, especially in response 

to chemo. 

"Fasting alters the playing field by activating ancient starvation defences in the cell. Fasting is a signal to the body 

that resources are scarce. Healthy, nonmalignant cells take the hint and stop dividing as often, focusing instead on 

cellular repair mechanisms that conserve resources. So even as chemo damages healthy cells, they are hard at work 
repairing chromosomal damage. But malignant cells don’t stop dividing; they’re "cancerous" because they refuse to 

do anything but grow and grow. 

This part on Gluten was also interesting. 

In wheat, for example, gluten makes up the majority of wheat protein. Even though gluten is associated with the 

small percentage of people with celiac disease, it causes gut inflammation in over 80% of people. The gut is the 

digestive tract, which plays a central role not only in digestion, but in metabolism and immune function as well. 

Persistent gut inflammation can damage intestinal lining, and large molecules and bacteria can ooze out into the 

bloodstream--which initiates a reaction from the immune system. Autoimmune disorders occur when the body 

chronically attacks itself, and a wide variety--lupus, type 1 diabetes, and multiple sclerosis--are associated with a 



leaky, inflamed gut and wheat consumption." 

The book is broken into three parts. The first part is a brief history of humanity through five ages of existence--Animal, 

Paleolithic, Agricultural, Industrial, and Information. Each of these stages provides lessons for how we can be healthier today. 

The second part looks at how we can apply these lessons to "multiple areas of modern-day life: food, fasting, movement, 

bipedalism (standing, walking, running), temperature, sun, and sleep." The book wraps up with a speculative vision of how our 

ancient hunter and gatherer roles can inspire us to build healthy lifestyles. 

Durant started eating paleo in September of 2006 and some amazing things started to happen. After ten days 

"I had much more consistent energy throughout the day. There was no more "head on the desk" after lunch. My 

mood improved, too. I felt more confident and optimistic. When something negative occurred in my life, I found that 

I was able to weather it with greater ease. The energy and mood gains in and of themselves were enough to tell me 

I was on the right track .... Due to the low sugar content in my diet, I stopped getting a thin filmy residue on my 

teeth. Industrial food started tasting way to sweet, and I came to enjoy natural flavors more. I lost the cravings for 

refined carbs -- cookies, cupcakes, pasta, muffins, and bagels -- and I found bready foods to be both salty and 

bland. My immune system improved dramatically. 

Overall, it felt like walking up from a perpetual state of hangover. And once :~ knew what "good" felt like, it made 

"bad" feel a whole lot worse." 

When it comes to a healthy diet and overall lifestyle, here are Durant’s 5 recommendations. 

1. What to Eat: Mimic a Hunter=Gatherer (or Herder) Diet 

Stop counting calories. Eat the right foods: meat, seafood, roots and tubers, leafy vegetables, eggs, fruit, and nuts. 

Experiment with full- fat fermented dairy. Aim for a diet where the bulk of calories comes from seafood and animals, 

but the physical bulk comes from plants. Don’t be afraid of fat, eat nose to tail, and eat a variety of plants. 

2. How to Eat: Follow Ancient Culinary Traditions 

(sashimi, ceviche, tartare). Make broths and stocks. Cook at low heat, using traditional fats and oils (coconut oil, 

beef tallow, butter, ghee, olive oil). Eat your colors. Eat time-honored "superfoods": liver, eggs, seaweed, cold water 

fish. Enjoy real butter. Salt to taste. Drink tea. 

3. What Not to Eat: Avoid Zndustrial Foods, Sugars, and Seeds 

Avoid processed foods of the Industrial Age, including sugar (sweetened foods, table sugar, dried fruit, plus artificial 

sweeteners) and vegetable oils (canola oil, soybean oil, corn oil, peanut oil). Avoid eating large, concentrated 

quantities of the seed-based crops of the Agricultural Age, such as grains (wheat, corn, barley, oats) and legumes 

(soy, beans, peanuts). If grains are eaten, go with rice. 

Beverages: Drink water as thirsty. Drink traditional beverages in moderation, if desired (tea, coffee, wine, alcohol, 

milk). Avoid industrial beverages (soda, energy drinks, skim milk). 

4. Make It Meaningful: Experiment, Customize, Enjoy 

Use these guidelines as a starting point for your own experimentation. Modify according to your own health, goals, 

tastes and preferences, background, and budget. Make your diet meaningful (family recipes, ethnic cuisine). Be 

comfortable breaking away from it to enjoy life (celebrations, unique experiences). 

5. Lead a Healthy Lifestyle 

Sleep as much as possible. Move and exercise regularly. Stay on your feet (stand, walk, run). Get regular, moderate 

sun. Try some intermittent fasting. Try some hot and cold exposure. Make it meaningful in order to make it an 

ongoing lifestyle. 

If you’re looking for diet tips, Durant personally follows the guidelines in Perfect H~h ~)i~t by Drs. Paul and Shou-Ching 

Jaminent. 

No, this is not another paleo diet book; It is ~ ~if~s~¥~ book f#~ of a#cie#t wisdom and practical advice on everything from 

diet and sunscreen to barefoot running and screen time. It just might change your life. 

Sponsored by #ogilvychange -- ME~:~,e ,~de~s from 
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KO|ab Collaboration Sessioi ores 

September 20, 20~t3 

;Mission 

E~ucate & ~nspire - Nation; Excellence; "Battered/Tarnished"; 

Respected "New Cok~. Syndrome 

Values 

Responsibility/Innovation/Service/Excellence 

Vision 

Lead in ALL the we do 

Priorities 

Alignment: Align operations to fulfill our mission 

Academic Achievement: Top 3 academic performance in 

conference 

Athletic Performance: Top 3 athletic rankin~ in conference 

Administrative E:n~a~ement: Pursue resources to build 

structure :necessary for success, 

How does culture at Coffe permeate the organization 

E~ga~ement & Ownership/Relatable/Belief 

Opportunity: 

Owning the plan 

Track & how to monitor progress 

Celebrate successes 



Brand Messa~;in~: 

*How to I~et "consistency" in brand messa.~;in~ across many 

cons tituents (Basketball/Footba~l[volleybai|[Soccer[etc,) 

UN(: is the "Master Brand" & others should sHpport it 

How to build Freedom within a framework? 

-Transparent & Address c:haiien~5 P[Qa~tiYff}Y 

Proactively address issues & acknowledge the real issues (don’t 

i~no~e them} 

Invite your fans to help you address/take actions 

Red,fine the story 

Pick the a~t:hentic spokesperson 

Comm unity_.’ 

...@..:..qg_~.q..r.t..u..n..i.t.y...t.9..p..a.£t..n...e.r...(Coke & U~N¢~ on Water Stewatdsh!p. 

im ortant to both Coke & UNC) ~ t~1 & Jenn~ 

~ FunDa with Kid’s Club 

Customer Service : 

~Appiication of Coke "Look of Success*’ to UNC "Recruiting 

-Mobile App for UNC to make ambassadors of Staff, Students, 

Athletes 
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JENN¥’S NOTES: 

BRAN~) IStuart 

Recommended rea~ing The Hero and ~he 

Recommended viewin~ t~ Undefeated" (I looked Jt up o~ line and 

cannot wa~t to w~t~h: it) 

Rea~ydi~mto wh ~t makes UNC 

Celebrate successes within your organization to ke~p up momentum 

and morale 

CUSTOMER SERVICE {Pam Stewart) 

Simple = Consistency 

Clear on message, succinct, repetitive 

Build Ambassad!or~- give them the tools 

Track, :Rank and Publish your metrics (the proof point that you’~e 

makin~ ~ro~ress} 

Utilize °influen~ers" to tell your sto~ wh~ ~re your i:nfluen~ers? 

3 



COMMUNITY (Shannon Hennessey} 

Need to tighten community strategyto til~hten tist ~f partners 
iDEA for partnership = water stewardship on campus 

IDEA for partnership = UNC Family Fie~d Day (4500 kicks in kids club) 

4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <-newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Saturday, September 28, 2013 6:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: 5 Tips to Present Like Steve Jobs 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 27 Sep 2023 06:00 Ar~i PDT 

::X:: Jobs 

"All battles are won or lost before they are ever fought." -- Sun Tzu 

Julien Smith watched some old Steve Jobs presentations and came away with 

1. Speak slowly 

One thing that you’ll notice is that Steve doesn’t have a lot of talking he actually does. He has onlya few points, and 

he goes deeply into them. That’s it .... 

2. Translate the technical 

1000 songs? Who gives a damn? What I need to know is that 1000 songs is my whole library. I mean, I already 

know this, but Steve tells me anyway just in case .... 

3. Repeat over and over again 

It’S amazing how many times Jobs says the same thing .... 

4. Speak to the press (and to the bloggers) 

The other thing that’s amazing is that our guy at Apple is basically spoon-feeding the press as he is speaking. He is 

saying what’s amazing about the iPod because it needs to be explained. 

It needs to be explained because lots of stuff isn’t clear until you’ve thought about it a lot. But once you’ve thought 

about it, you’re like WOW! So he wants to get you to understand the wow. 

By doing that, Jobs actually magnifies his presentation. I guarantee you he has 3 talking points he wants the press to 

mention, and he drills down on them again and again. And again .... 

5. Compare it to everything else on the market 



$75 CD player holds one CD? 15 songs on a CD? That’s $5 per song. That’s the baseline. And then he tells us just 

how good it is compared to the baseline. 

$5 is crazy! We do $0.25 a song. Lol... 

6. Oh, and one more thing 

Oh, I did say five, but I meant more ... another thing, you need to actually be in awe of what you’ve created. 

... So, when you are presenting, you actually need to almost be like Wow, I really think this is incredible, and be 

incredibly happy and almost scared of what you are doing .... Oh, and side note, it helps if you are an egomaniac / in 

love with yourself too. ;) 

7. Now, the final thing. 

In everything Steve does, the reveal is at the end. The whole time, you are being told about this great thing, but you 

haven’t even seen it! 

All of Apple’s reveals are at the end of the launch. Otherwise, you wouldn’t even care! ... 

Still curious? All great presentations hav~ a ~ommo# architecture. And the first thing you should do is ~ar~ ~om~t~ing 

So much of getting your way in life, whether presentations or promotions, is #~tti~g ~o~l~ to like ~o~ and building 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farnmn Street Brain Food <newsletter thrnamstreetblog.com@maill4.atl51 .rsgsv.nel> 
Sunday-, September 29, 2013 6:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <qlle@unc.edu> 
A~mient Wisdom For Lifelong HeaJ, th 

Brought ~o you by: #ogi[vychange -- 

Brain Food 

here. 

The most popular article this week was The Five Gognitive Distortions of Peo~ 

............. 

What e~se was interesting? 

The ~.~}~D..:Q}:~!~.~-~.f~:~~fj~}i~7..q. of Effective Creative Teams 

Ancient Vvqsdem For Lifelonq Health -- (Best book, I’ve read in a while.) 

A beauti~ui analo~ on the state of neuroscience. 

Science, Religion, 

Did you miss it? Last week’s edition of Brain Food featured why clever and lazy 

people make the best leaders, 20 aphorisms from Nassim Taleb, 10 rules of 

writing, and so much more. 

What l’m reading 

Nathalie Nahai draws from the worlds of psychology, neuroscience and 

behavioural economics to show you how to better i~fluence online, She not only 

covers the theory but also shows you how to put it into practice online. 

This was the best book I’ve read in a long time. This is not another paleo diet book 

but rather a fascinating exploration of our human species. I especially appreciated 

the parts on fasting as a means to protect against infections (so.me excer~9,s.) 

I’ve explored a bit about how we, as individuals, come up with creative ideas. I’ve 

explored Graham Wallas’ ~..~Le.:~...o..~..~.~.].t.!ic.,.!, James ~/ebb’s ]~..c.j.].,Dj..c.~!~..f.~£ 

~roducin~, and Gary Klein’s ~, None of those, however, 

discuss how groups come to ideas. That’s where this book comes in. Keith 

Sawyer spent some time discovering the structural rules embedded within group 

creativity. 

New and Noteworthy 



100 Diagrams That Channeled the ’World 

"... a fascinating collection of the most significant plans, sketches, drawings, and 

illustrations that have influenced and shaped the way we think about the world. 

From primitive cave paintings to Leonardo da ’,iinci’s Vitruvian Man to the 

complicated DNA helix drawn by Crick and Watson to the innovation of the iPod, 

they chart dramatic breakthroughs in our understanding of the world and its history’. 

Arranged chronologically, each diagram is accompanied by informative text that 

makes even the most scientific breakthrough accessible to 

"...the term "pandemic" refers not to a disease’s severity but to its ability to spread 

rapidly over a wide geographical area. Extremely lethal pathogens are usually 

quickly identified and confined. Nevertheless, the rise of high-speed transportation 

networks and the globalization of trade and travel have radically accelerated the 

spread of diseases. A traveler from Africa arrived in New York in 1999 carrying 

the West Nile virus; one mosquito bite later, it was loose in the ecosystem. 

Doherty explains how the main threat of a pandemic comes from respiratory 

viruses, such as influenza and SARS, which disseminate with incredible speed 

through air travel. The climate disruptions of global warming, rising population 

density, and growing antibiotic resistance all complicate efforts to control 

pandemics." 

Scarcit’~ Too Li~le ~,Jleans Bo 

"A surprising and intriguing examination of how scarcity--and our flawed 

responses to it--shapes our lives, our society, and our culture." 

See the big list of wha~, i’ve been ,~eadina~ 

Why you should never kiss a pig 
A fascinating intaP~’iaw Nobel Prize-winning scientist and pandemics expert Peter 

Doherty. Doherty was promoting his two recent books: 

Eve~’one Needs to Know and Their Fate is Our Fate: How Birds Foreteli Threa~ 

~..<~:..H.~.~.!~b..a~..~r..’.,ht~:!~.. 

Pigs are our mah~ worry. The flu virus genetic material is organized in eight quite 

separate bits. So ff the one ceil it,,, say. a pig tung. gets infected with two different 

flu viruses, they can just repackage so you get bits of the different packages in 

new viruses, it’s what we ca//a reassortment of gone segments. That’s what 

happened with t,~e 2009 swine flu. There was an American swine flu virus and 

there was a Euradan swine flu. Somehow they got together, and that repackaged 

virus was extremely infectious for humans. The !968 Hong Kong flu came about 

when a virus circutadng in humans tailed H2,~.12 reassorted with an H3N8 virus 

that was in ducks. And that we think probab/y happened in a pig--we’re not sure. 



From .&@.;!i.t.a~i.o..~.s.., by Marcus Aurelius: 

"People try to get away from # al!-to the country, to the beach, to the mountains. 

You wish that you could too. Whic,~ is idiotic: you cet~ get away from it any time 

you like. By going within. Nowhere you can go is more peaceful-more free of 

interruptions-than your own soul " 

Hungry? 

÷ Experience Stretching: ~~,t Bur~" -ors (compliment 

÷ ~}3£.#~!~t3~.!..~[~!£.£~..~.4~!I!.,"3:g..!~£.~#[!LL.~#!##- DIETS don’t just reduce weight, 

they can reduce mental capacity. In other words, dieting can make you dumber. 

"diets do not just strain bandwidth because they leave us hungry. They have 

psychological, not just physiological, effects." (The author of this article, Senhill 

Mullainathan, just published Scarcity: VVny Having Too Little Means So Much, 

which is sitting on my desk at the moment.) 

+ Bill Gates: A Fun Inte~,iew at Harvard. 

+ Nate Silver on Finding a Mentor, Teaching Yourself Statistics, and Not Settling in 

Your Career. 

+ Pixar’s 22 Rules of Storytelling-i~!#X#.!!.~£~!. (Pair with 

÷ Grit: In this exceilent video., Angola Duckworth explains the essence of her work 

on Grit. (Pair with her ]:.~!:)..~.!.~S to learn more.) 

+ And for the parents out there --20 Life Hacks To #~!~}...k.~..~£!:~.!3.~!.!3.g...~.49.,,’.:~!....F.-.~).[}.. 

Thankyou. 

F’O BOX i 401}7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 6:17 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: 11 Simple Rules For Getting Along With Others plus ~nore 

Posted: 29 Sep 2013 07:55 Ar~I PDT 

i.~.i David Packard 

These 11 simple rules, first presented by Dave Packard at HP’s second annual management conference in 1958 are timeless. 

They show Dave Packard’s philosophy of work and life. 

Dave Packard’s 11 Simple Rules 

1. Think first of the other fellow. This is THE foundation -- the first requisite -- for geLLing along with others. And it 

is the one truly difficult accomplishment you must make. Gaining this, the rest will be "a breeze." 

2. Build up the other person’s sense of importance. When we make the other person seem less important, we 

frustrate one of his deepest urges. Allow him to feel equality or superiority, and we can easily get along with him. 

3, Respect the other man’s personality rights, Respect as something sacred the other fellow’s right to be 

different from you. No two personalities are ever molded by precisely the same forces. 

4. Give sincere appreciation. If we think someone has done a thing well, we should never hesitate to let him know 

it. WARNING: This does not mean promiscuous use of obvious flattery. Flattery with most intelligent people gets 

exactly the reaction it deserves -- contempt for the egotistical "phony" who stoops to it. 

5. Eliminate the negative. Criticism seldom does what its user intends, for it invariably causes resentment. The 

tiniest bit of disapproval can sometimes cause a resentment which will rankle -- to your disadvantage -- for years. 

6. Avoid openly trying to reform people. Every man knows he is imperfect, but he doesn’t want someone else 

trying to correct his faults. If you want to improve a person, help him to embrace a higher working goal -- a 

standard, an ideal -- and he will do his own "making over" far more effectively than you can do it for him. 

7. Try to understand the other person, How would you react to similar circumstances? When you begin to see 

the "whys" of him you can’t help but get along better with him. 

8. Check first impressions, We are especially prone to dislike some people on first sight because of some vague 

resemblance (of which we are usually unaware) to someone else whom we have had reason to dislike. Follow 

Abraham Lincoln’s famous self-instruction: "I do not like that man; therefore I shall get to know him better." 

9. Take care with the little details. Watch your smile, your tone of voice, how you use your eyes, the way you 

greet people, the use of nicknames and remembering faces, names and dates. Little things add polish to your skill in 



dealing with people. Constantly, deliberately think of them until they become a natural part of your personality. 

10, Develop genuine interest in people. You cannot successfully apply the foregoing suggestions unless you have 

a sincere desire to like, respect and be helpful to others. Conversely, you cannot build genuine interest in people until 

you have experienced the pleasure of working with them in an atmosphere characterized by mutual liking and 

respect. 

11. Keep it up. That’s all -- just keep it up! 

Still curious? Learn more about the dynamic duo by reading -- Bi~ & Dav~: How H~w~ett a#d Packard ~i~t the WoHd’s 
Gr~est Compa~. 
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David and Ben Crystal perform Shakespeare in the original accent. This is the way people heard it in the early 1600’s. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~rielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 8:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edw~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Free-Agent Lawyer Seeks to Represent Student-Athletes 

Interesting. 
Madelle A. vanGelder 
Associate ALhletic Director 
Universil:y of Norl:h 
Phone: (919) 962--78S3 
Fax: (919) 962-6{~2 
mvangelder@unc,edu 
E~= College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips,com] 
$eBt= Thursday, October 03, 2053 8:36 AN 
Te= Vangelder, Narielle A 
$~bje~t= Free-Agent La~er see~ ~ represent studenbathletes 

i::~{ e Newsle~er 

Dear Mm’ielle, 

Thursday morning greetings fiom Clips. Hope you are well. 

The hits just keep coming. 

Let’s see, there has been the ongoing O’Bannon lawsuit, EA and CLC settling on that lawsuit, 

the NCAA digging in its heals on that lawsuik Miami, Pe~m State, mullitudinous calls for 

"revised" governance at the NCAA, agents-agents-everyM~ere, FB coach firings in 

September, DeLoss stepping down after 32 years, etc, etc, etc. 

What else could happen? 

Well, how about a high-powered, well respected attorney gathering together an impressive 

team of associates to o~c~-£zc represent student-athletes? Nope, I did not make that up. Just 

read the intro blurb to the article below: 

Jeff Kessler, an attorney who helped bring free agency to the National Football 
League, is about to focus on the unpaid athletes who generate more than $16 

billion in college ~ports television contracts. 

New York-based Winston & Strawn LLP is starting what it describes as the first 
college-focused division at a major law finn to represent players, coaches, schools 

and conferences against what Kessler, 59, described as "the unbridled power and 

influence, of the National Collegiate A thletic Association. 

"The NCAA should st,md up and take notice that Jeff is involved,, saidBob 

Lanza, a former National Basketball Association players’ union general counsel 

who worked alongside Kessler and is now a partner in 0 ’Neill & Lanza, a 

p~wfessional sports’ a&,isom, finn. ’7 can’t think of anybody more qualified to start 

this t~pe of department. " 

The O’Bmmon rulin~/settJement is big, but tiffs one could be massive. Just think, "leg~ 
representation" for 450,000 student-athletes. Yikes. Although the axticle only uses the word 

’kmion" to describe Mr. Kessler’s background in pro sports player represeutution, it snre 

sounded to me like they were describing a student-athlete "u~ffon" to me. 

Jndge for yourself; the full article is below. It is well worth a read. 
And a special thank you to the Jblks at Bloomberg, who gave us reprint pennission for 

this fine article. This is our first Bloomberg reprint permLs:sion ever. 

Have a good Thursday. 

Nick htt:aite 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
wwv~,.twitt e r.co~r~k-N~Co!!e_qeAt h Clips 

NFL Free-Agent Lawyer to Unlock S16 Billion in NCAA Athletes 

By Scott Soshnick, Bloomberg, 10-2-13 

Jeff’ Kessler, an attorney who helped bring fiee agency to the NationM Football League, is 
about to focns on the nnpaid athletes who generate more than $16 billion in college sports 

television contracts. 

New York-based Wins~ton & Strawn LLP is starting what it describes as the first college- 



focused division at a major law firm to represent players, coaches, schools and conferences 

against what Kessler, 59, described as "the unbridled power and inlluence" of the Natioual 

Collegiate Athletic Association. 

"The NCAA should stand up and take notice that Jeffis involved," said Bob Lanza, a former 

National Basketball Association players’ union general counsel who worked alongside Kessler 

and is now a pa~tner in O’Neill & Lm~za, a professional sports advisory firm. "I can’t think of 

anybody more qualified to sta~t this type of department." 

Ed O’Bannon, a former basketball All-AJnerican at UCLA who is suing the NCAA over the 
use of his image in commercial ventures, reacted to the news by saying: ’%~ow! JeffKessler." 

College athletes, past and present, are taking increasingly vocal, visible and litigious steps 

against what they consider to be unfair roles set by the NCAA, which doesn’t permit athletes 

to be paid. The agency faces lawsuits by fomler players that could seismically alter the sIx)rts 
landscape and, according to Steve Bennan, managing partner of the Seattle-based law finn 

tlagens Berman Sobol Shapiro, dis~lve the 107-year-old governing body of college athletics. 

’Social Change’ 

’%Vhat’s at stake is a lot of money -- and their survival," said Berman, whose firm represents 

former Universi~ of Nebraska quarterback SaJn Keller in a class- action lawsuit against the 

NCAA over the use of player likenesses in video games and promotions. "Sometimes it takes 

litigation to make social change." 

NCAA spokeswo~nan Stacey Osburu said in an e-mail that the orgaxfization wouldn’t 

comment on Kessler or his firm’s ent~ into college sports. 

Last week~ Electronic Arts Inc. (EA), the second-largest U.S. video-game publisher, agreed to 
settle a lawsuit brought by fom~er college athletes, including Keller and O’Bannon, over use of 

their likeness in video games, leaving the NCAA as the lone defendant. 

The company canceled next year’s college tbotball produc~ citing unsettled litigation between 

the plaJmfiffs and the NCAA, whose chief legal officer, Donald Remy, ~id on Sept. 26 the 

organization would take the matter to the U.S. Supreme Court rather than settle, according to 

USA Today. 

MaNuette Universi~ Athletic Director Larry WilliaJns said in a telephone interview he sided 

with Keller and O’Bannon. 

Equal Treattnent 

"I do not thi~ the NCAA should be trading on the i~nage or likeness of any players," he said 
yesterday. "If we’re requiring amateurism on one side, we should not be individtmlly 

commercializing their image and likeness." 

Winston’s college group will be run by partner David Greenspan and associate Tim Nevius, 

who joined the firm from the NCAA, where he worked as an associate director of 

entbrcement. 

’%Io one has an attoruey like Tim," Greenspan said on a conI~rence call interview last week 

with Kessler and Nevius. 

The 33-year-old Nevius said his work at tire NCAA euables him to know "what the 

enforcement s~tt’is targeting in their investigations and what angle they talce when looking at 

violations." 

Brain Injuries 

’][’he NC,A~\ also faces a class-action lawsuit over brain injuries that alleges the orga~zation 

failed to provide players ruth proper rules and education involving the long-term effects of 

head trauma. The suit is "serm-insurable," Williams said. 

"I don’t see the NCAA facing a liabili~ that is catastrophic," he said. 

Kessler has represented the interests of athletes ranging fi’om six-time NBA Most Valuable 

Player Michael Jordan to three-time Super BoM-mnning qua~erback Tom Brad.5,. He has 

worked lbr the unions of all tbur major North American professional leagues, including McNeil 

v. the NFL, the 1992 case that produced the current system of ti-ee agency tbr players in the 

most popular U.S. sport, with $9.7 billion in annual revenue. The average annual NFL salaJ-y 

has risen to about $2 million from about $500,000 since then, according to the NFL Players 

Association. 

Besides the NBA and NFL unions, Kessler has worked with the National Hockey League 

Players Association and the Major League Baseball Players Association. 
’%Ve’re the traditional go-to law firm for people a&erse to leagues and associations," Kessler 

said on the conference call. ’%~e represent the players, the cities and municipalities, the 

sIx~nsors and owners who are fighting with their leagues. We’re not the firm that represents the 

powers." 

’ttuge’ Addition 

Kessler’s addition to the college scene is "huge," O’Banno~, now selling cars in Las Vegas, 

said in a telephone interview. 

"If players coming out of high school had some type of representation, or if somebo@ like Jeff 

initially made sure the players are represented in the right t:ashion, where both parties are happy 

ruth the deal, then a lot of this s~hJff wouldn’t even happen," he said. 

’][’he plaintiffs in the likeness case say a victo~?~ over the NCAA could reduce the $6.4 billion in 

annual revenue universities earn from athletics by as ~nuch as 50 percent. Moody’s Investor 

Service said in Jtme that it may downgrade $40 million of NCAA debt because of pending 

litigation and concern that the amateur business model will be changed in some unknown way. 

"Even a casual observer of college sports senses a growing pressure on the NCAA and its 



policies," Dennis Gephardt, lead analyst of the public finance group at Moo@’s, said in a 

telephone interview. 

Broader Ett~ct 

Any drop in revenue ti~om tbotball or basketball could have a cascading eflbct that might 
prompt the ehtnination of other, less-visible sports, Gephardt said. 

In the 2011-12 fiscal yem, 23 of the 120 athletic detmrtlnents with Football Bowl Subdivision 

programs, the sport’s premier level, reported a profik according to NCAA figures. Median 

revenue rose by 4.6 percent, while median expenses jumped by 10.8 percent. About 20 
percent of FBS athletic budgets on average are subsidized by their overall colleges and 

universities, according to the NCAA. ONy football and men’s basketball usnally turn a profit, it 

said. 

NCAA Revenue 

The NCAA had $841 million in revenue in fiscal 2011-12. Abont 84 percent comes from its 

14-yeax, $10.8 billion men’s basketball tonrnament television contract with Time Warner Inc.’s 

Turner Sports and CBS Corp. Walt Disney Co.’s ESPN agreed to pay more than $5.5 billion 

over 12 years tbr the right to broadcast college tbotball’s playoIt; which begins alter the 2014 

season. The Dallas Cowboys’ AT&T Stadium in Arlington, Texas, will host the inaugural 

ch~anpionship game, oaad eight cities and regions from San Francisco to South Florida entered 

bidding two days ago to stage the follomng two title contes~ts in a process ~kin to cities w~lting 

the Super BoM to visit. 

Football makes more money than any other college sport, generating median revenue of $18.6 

million, abont three times that of basketball, according to NCAA statistics. The sport was at 

the center of two years of conference shuffling, with schools leaving traditional geographic 

alignments to form leagues sometimes reaching fiom coast to coast. The realigllment isn’t over, 

said Willia~ns, the Marquette athletic director. 

"My sense is the biggest change will center on how universities attiliate based on their abili~ to 

fund their programs," he said. "Some programs rise ~md some fall." 

Campus Greed 

Joe Bailey, the final commissioner of what was the Big East before its football sehools formed 

the Americaaa Athletic Cont~rence, said universities can get greedy. 

"When you get a lot of money involved, you have a lot of people that try and take advantage," 

Bailey said in a telephone interview. °’lt ends up not being tmrticularly pretty,." 

The University of Texas, the owner and operator oftbe Longhorn Network in conjunction ruth 

ESPN, generated the most revenue in 2011-12, $163.3 million. Universi~ of Alabama football 

coach Nick Saban, whose team is vying for its third consecutive national championship, was 

paid a base sala~ of $5.9 million last season and received another $400,000 for winning the 

title. 

Meanfime, Heisman Trophy- running quarterback Johnny Ma~ziel was investigated by the 

NCAA for allegedly taking what ESPN said was at least $10,000 t]com a memorabilia dealer 

tbr signing merchandise. NCAA rules prohibit M~u~iel l]com cashing in on his "Johimy 

Football" nicknmne, which he has trademmked. 
Moaaziel 

Manziel was suspended for the first half of the Aggies’ first game this ye~x. ’][’he NCAA said it 

coul&~’t find evidence he took money, and that Manziel was disciplined for %~ inadvertent 

violation" that wasn’t disclosed. The penalty was proposed by the school and accepted by the 

NCAA. 

Athletic directors at the biggest college football schools closed their annual meeting laser week 

by taking a unitied stand againfft paying athletes. 

"Pay-lbr-play has no part in the amatenr setting," Purdue University Athletic Director Morgan 

Bnrke, president of the Division I-A Athletic Directors Associafioi~, said in a statement. A full 

scholarship and support services tbr an athlete at the West Lafayette, Indiana-based school is 

worth more than $250,000, according to Burke. 

The athletic directors endorse overhauling how college sports are managed. ’][’he NCAA has 

said it is discussing reolganization, reviewing its policies on rule enforcement and considering 

whether schools should have the choice to spend for ite~ns like player stipends. 

’Manage Change’ 

’~he intersection of all these cases and issues presents the NCAA with an opportunity to 

decide what kind of an organization it wants to be, and how it wants to manage sports going 

fo~a~-ard," says Joseph Siprut, managing partner of Siprut PC, which represents plaintiffs in a 

2011 concussion lawsuit. "It’s about whether these players are regarded as commodities that 

are chewed up and spit out, or as something more than that." 

More than 20 college football players, inclnding quarterbacks Kain Colter of Northwestern 

and Vad Lee of Georgia Tech, took the field the weekend of Sept. 21 wearing the letlers 

"APU" on their unitbrms. The letlers stand for "All Players United," a show of uni~ initiated by 

the National Collegiate Players Association, an org~lization of it says are more than 14,000 
current and fom~er Division I athletes that woaats improved scholarships, graduation rates and 

health and sai~~ measures. 

Future Hope 

"Even though we compete eve~ Saturday, we all need to come together for a greater cause," 



Colter, a senior majoring in psychology, told reporters. "I’m not going to have any indivMual 
benetit farm "this. I’ll be gone after this year. This is for the younger gws all around the nation." 
Rmnogi Huma ~id he s~ed the group in 1997 wNle plwing football R)r UCLA a)ler the 
NC~ suspended l~s All-~nefican teammate Donnie Edwa;ds tbr ~cepting groceries when 
his scholamhip money rm~ om at tim end of tim month. He said in a telephone interview that 
judges and.juries am the only fomes fl~at will spur chm~ge for college atNetes. 
’~fhe NC~ isn’t going m implemem mfonn volm~m~ly," Huma stud. "CouPs will ~ pfimaD" 
catalysts. Change is &finitely coming." 
College spots a]mady have change& sws Gene Mamh, m~ aRorney at Ligh~bot FmnMin 
Wlfite, the fi~ Texas A&M hired in the M~iel c~e. Mm~h previously spent a~m a decade 
on tbe NC~ Division I CommiRee on I~r~fions, which dete~ines when violations occur 
and what ~nalties to impose. 
’La~,emd Up’ 
"bly first year was 1999, and you go in’~ a room for a~ all-&y beating and you’d see a few 
lawyer~" he mid in a telephone interview. ’~ow, it’ s not uncommon that you’ve got 25 
pement of the seats in the room are lavwem. Lavwers tbr the schools; lav~Ters tbr the bead 
coaches; lauTers for the assistant coaches; layovers for foyer coaches. This whole world of 
college atNefics h~ goRen lavwemd up." 
Kessler graduated from Columbia Umvemi~ in New York in 1975 and ~vo yea, s later ~om 
Columbia Law School, where he was a Kern Scholm and a member of the board of editors 
for the Colnmbia Law Review, ~cording to Ns biography on the WinsR~n & Strawn website. 
Kessler isn’t jus~ another lavwer, mid Domonique Foxwo~k the NFL PIwers Asmciation 
pmsi&m who is in Ns firs* year at Hm~ad Business School a~er a six->~a, playing c~eer. 
The NC~ was founded in 1906 to, according to its website, protect young people from the 
dm~gerous and exploitive athletics practices at the time. The mission sta~ment drew a laugh 
from Foxwo~K a producer of the documen’m~’ "Schooled: The Price of College Spots," 
which premiers on the EPIX cable mlevision network Oct. 16 and e~mines the business of 
college tbot~ll m~d basketball as well as the NCAA’s treatment ofathlems. 
"I &n’t W m vili~" ~ople, but R’s a~ inaguable fact fl~at the cons~ct of the wstem is 
flawed," Foxwo~k 30, said in a telephone inte~iew. ’Wou look at Jeff m~d you’re not veU 
intimi&ted. Bm you should ~ if he’s coming a~er you." 
~is article was posted on the Bloombe<g websiW on 10-1-13. It has been reprinWd on 
College Athletics Clips in full with the pe~nission of Bloombe~.com. 
To access this article in its original setting, click here 

7b access the Bloombe~ front p<ge, cfck ~g£¢ 
http:L/www.bloomber~=com/ 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: £j£k@co!Dgeath!etj£~£lips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: wvwv,collegeathleticsclips,com 

Clips el=LASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. el=LASHes are emalled dLrectty to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular "union" el=LASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tiffs mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Chattge yore subscription 

U~ ubscfibe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

No~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu-; 

Friday, October 4, 2013 8:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Senior StaffList 

Senior Staff List.docx 

FYI John Montgomery and Gary Sobba cannot attend the senior staff meeting on Monday 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director gubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

r~_b__n_ .o_ _r.t_ o__q._@. __u_.n__c__._e_~._u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 6:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: F. Scott Fitzgerald offers a list of things to wo~D" about ~d things not to wo~D" about 

abo~t 
Posted: 04 Oct 2023 05:00 A~I PDT 

From F. Scott Fitzgerald--famous author of The Great @~tsb~--comes this letter to his daughter Frances Scott Fitzgerald. 

Offering a hint of his parenting, the letter from August 1933 concludes with a list of things to worry about and things not to 

worry about. 

Below is the full letter, published in the New Yo~k Ti#nes i~ 29~J8. 

AUGUST 8, 1933 

LA PAIX RODGERS’ FORGE 

TOWSON, MATYLAN D 

DEAR PIE: 

I feel very strongly about you doing duty. Would you give me a little more documentation about your reading in 

French? I am glad you are happy- but I never believe much in happiness. [ never believe in misery either. Those are 

things you see on the stage or the screen or the printed page, they never really happen to you in life. 

All I believe in in life is the rewards for virtue (according to your talents) and the punishments for not fulfilling your 

duties, which are doubly costly. If there is such a volume in the camp library, will you ask Mrs. Tyson to let you look 

up a sonnet of Shakespeare’s in which the line occurs Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds... 

I think of you, and always pleasantly, but I am going to take the White Cat out and beat his bottom hard, six times 

for every time you are impertinent. Do you react to that?... 

Half-wit, I will conclude. Things to worry about: 

Worry about courage 

Worry about cleanliness 

Worry about efficiency 



Worry about horsemanship... 

Things not to worry about: 

Don’t worry about popular opinion 

Don’t worry about dolls 

Don’t worry about the past 

Don’t worry about the future 

Don’t worry about growing up 

Don’t worry about anybody getting ahead of you 

Don’t worry about triumph 

Don’t worry about failure unless it comes through your own fault 

Don’t worry about mosquitoes 

Don’t worry about flies 

Don’t worry about insects in general 

Don’t worry about parents 

Don’t worry about boys 

Don’t worry about disappointments 

Don’t worry about pleasures 

Don’t worry about satisfactions 

Things to think about: 

What am I really aiming at? 

How good am I really in comparison to my contemporaries in regard to: 

(a) Scholarship 

(b) Do I really understand about people and am I able to get along with them? 

(c) Am I trying to make my body a useful intrument or am [ neglecting it? 

With dearest love, 

The typos are all sic. 

(Via 

Sponsored by #ogilvychange -- 

You are subscribed to emeii updates from Farnam Street 

To step receivi!~g these emaiis, you may unsubscribe now. 

Google inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Goc 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~ielle A-~mw~ageld@enmil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 8:24 .AM 

Grimsley, Richie ~rgfimsley@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu> 

Document Reques~t 

Good Morning Richie - 

Can you please verify whether the Department of Athletics has any security video connected to the parking lot used by student-athletes when visiting the 

Loudermilk Center for Academic Excellence for the following dates: 

a. February 19-26, 2013 

b. April 1-11, 15, 19, 25and 30, 2013 

c. May 1, 15, 20-23 and 28 

d. June 28 -July 3, 2013 

If so, we will need to obtain copies of any responsive footage. If the Department of Athletics does not have any video footage responsive to the request, please 

reply to this email indicating the current policy or practice on the retention of such records. 

We ask that you treat this request as highly confidential and refrain from sharing any information related to the search, including its existence, with anyone other 

than personnel essential to gathering the documents. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 6:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farn~an Street: hnprove Your Life by Paying Attention 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 20 Oct 2013 05:00 AM PDT 

"Few things are as important to your quality of life as your choices about 

how to spend the precious resource of your free time," writes Winifred 

Gallagher, author of the book R:apt: Att~tio~ arid t~e ~oc~s~ Life. 

That your experience largely depends on the material objects and 

mental subjects that you choose to pay attention to or ignore is 

not an imaginative notion, but a physiological fact. When you focus 

on a stop sign or a sonnet, a waft of perfume or a stock=market tip, 

your brain registers that "target," which enables it to affect your 

behavior. In contrast, the things that you don’t attend to in a sense 

don’t exist, at least for you. 

All day long, you are selectively paying attention to something, and much more often than you may suspect, you 

can take charge of this process to good effect. Indeed, your ability to focus on this and suppress that is the 

key to controlling your experience and, ultimately, your well-being. 

What is attention anyways? 

Attention is commonly understood as "the concentration of the mental powers" or "the direction or application of 

the mind to any object of sense or thought. Recently, however, a rare convergence of insights from both 

neuroscience and psychology suggests a paradigm shift in how to think about this cranial laser and its role in 

behavior: thoughts, feelings, and actions. Like fingers pointing to the moon, other diverse disciplines from 

anthropology to education, behavioral economics to family counseling similarly suggest that the skillful management 

of attention is the sine qua non of the good life and the key to improving virtually every aspect of your experience, 

from mood to productivity to relationships. 

If you could look backward at your years thus far, you’d see that your life has been fashioned from what you’ve paid 

attention to and what you haven’t. You’d observe that of the myriad sights and sounds, thoughts and feelings that 

you could have focused on, you selected a relative few, which became what you’ve confidently called "reality." You’d 

also be struck by the fact that if you had paid attention to other things, your reality and your life would be very 

different. 

If this sounds a lot like ~i~¢lf~ess, you’re o~ ~he right track. And there is no one better to learn from than Nher~o~N 

So if attention is the key, what should you pay attention to? The positive, 

Barbara Fredrickson, a psychologist at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, shows that paying ... 

attention to positive emotions literally expands your world, while focusing on negative feelings shrinks it -- a 

fact that has important implications for your daily experience. 

You have the ability to control what you focus on ... 

to the idea that the ability to focus on this rather than on that gives you control over your experience and well 

being, Kahneman says that both the Dalai Lama and the Penn positive psychologist Martin Seligman would agree 

about the importance of paying attention: "Being able to control it gives you a lot of power, because you 

know that you don’t have to focus on a negative emotion that comes up." 

At the end of a discussion of attention and decision-making, Kahneman remarks on research that suggests older 

people connect more with the experiencing self, which is inclined to pay rapt attention to little everyday delights, like 



sunbeams dancing on water or music drifting through a window. 

Always look on the bight side. 

As the abundance of vaguely annoying sayings such as "When life gives you lemons, make lemonade" proves, the 

idea of restoring emotional equilibrium by refocusing on a problem in a different way is not new. What is is the 

impressive research that increasingly shows that Pollyanna’s insistence on "looking at the bright side," even in 

tough situations, is a powerful predictor of a longer, happier, healthier life. 

If a snowstorm prevents a trip to the store for groceries, one person curses the weather and has a rotten day, while 

another quickly focuses on what a good thing it is to be snug inside and to have that nice leftover meatloaf. 

Research on the so-called cognitive appraisal of emotions, pioneered by the psychologists Magda Arnold and Richard 

Lazarus, confirms that what happens to you, from a blizzard to a pregnancy to a job transfer, is less 

important to your well-being than how you respond to it. Because your reaction to any event is at least partly a 

matter of interpretation, the aspects you concentrate on become what the UNC psychologist Barbara Fredrickson 

calls "leverage points" for a simple attentional-attitudinal adjustment that works as an emotional "reset button." If 

you want to get over a bad feeling, she says, "focusing on something positive seems to be the quickest way to 

usher out the unwanted emotion." 

That’s not to say that when something upsetting happens, you immediately try to force yourself to "be happy." 

First, says Fredrickson, you examine "the seed of emotion," or how you honestly feel about what occurred. Then 

you direct your attention to some element of the situation that frames things in a more helpful light. After 

a big blowup over an equitable sharing of the housework, rather than continuing to concentrate on your partner’s 

selfishness and sloth, you might focus on the fact that at least a festering conflict has been aired, which is the first 

step toward a solution to the problem, and to your improved mood. Interestingly, people who are depressed and 

anhedonic--unable to feel pleasure--have particular trouble using this venerable attentional self-help tactic. This 

difficulty suggests to Fredrickson that they suffer from a dearth of happiness rather than a surfeit of sadness: "It’s as 

if the person’s positive emotional systems have been zapped or disabled." 

How you react to life is more important than what happens. Those are the words that legendary psychiatrist and Auschwitz- 

survivor, Viktor Frankl, so aptly found out the hard way. In ~4a~°s ~e~rch f~ ~ea~i~g, he wrote: 

Everything can be taken from man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms--to choose one’s attitude in 

any given set of circumstance, to choose one’s own way. 

Oh, and one more thing. While we think that shopping makes us feel better, it doesn’t. 

wondrous pleasures of your new computer or larger apartment, consigning them to mere comfort status. Rather 

than binging on such big, costly amenities, a better -- and cheaper -- strategy for boosting your daily satisfaction 

quotient would be to add many more simple, inexpensive ones ... After all, on any given Monday morning, your 

comfortable bank balance pales beside a good cup of coffee. 

Paying attention to what you pay attention to is a simple point. If you think multi-tasking is the answer: it is~t. Rea~]i~g 

Rapt~ At~e~io~ and the Foc~sec~ Life, is a quick reminder that what you focus on can literally change your world. 

You are subscribed to emeil updates from Farnam Street 
TO step receMng these emails, yogi may unsubscribe now 

Goegle inc., 20 West Kinzie, Chicage i[. USA 606’10 

Email delivery powered by Gec 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:36 PM 

John Montgomery <john@ramsclub.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Re: 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

Awesome. That is great. I like the new initiatives. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: John Montgomery <~ramsclub.com> 

Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:15 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

Thought that you would like to see this. Stirring things up within six weeks....encouraging and shows that his approach is 

working. 

From: Ken Mack 

Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:24 PM 

To: John Montgomery 

Subject: FW: 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

From: Brian Chacos 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:13 PM 
To; Ken Mack; Willem Bokhoven; Megan Tichenor 
Subject; 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

Ken, 

Here is the official new numbers with some of the figures that we were waiting on from Tim. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels! 

Brian A. Chacos 

Director of Sales & Fan Development I The Rams Club l UNC - Chapel Hill 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center I P.O. Box 2446 I Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: (919) 843-2519 I C:               I E: chacos@ramsclub.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

No. It didn’t come through. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

Do you have any of this information? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:36 PM 
To: John Montgomery 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Re: 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

Awesome. That is great. I like the new initiatives. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: John Montgomery <j..q..h...n....@...r...a...m....s..c.!..u...b..:.c..9...m..> 

Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:15 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <..b...u...b...b...a..c....@...e....m...a..!!....u...n...c.....e...d...u..> 

Subject: FW: 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

Thought that you would like to see this. Stirring things up within six weeks....encouraging and shows that his approach is 

working. 

From: Ken Mack 

Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:24 PM 

To: John Montgomery 

Subject: FW: 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

From: Brian Chacos 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:13 PM 
To: Ken Mack; Willem Bokhoven; Megan Tichenor 
Subject: 10.15.13 Updated report for the week Carolina Fan Development 

Ken, 



Here is the official new numbers with some of the figures that we were waiting on from Tim. 

Thanks! 

Go Heels ! 

Brian A. Chacos 
Director of Sales & Fan Development I The Rams Club I UNC - Chapel Hill 

Ernie Williamson Athletic. C.~nt~r I p_(3_ Box 2446 I Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: (919) 843-2519 I (                I E: chacos@ramsclub.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 8:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Thank You 

This is someone we should look at including in our Agent and Advisor Program... 

From: Hogan, Rex [mailto:Rex.Hogan@bears.nfl.net] 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 11:21 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Thank You 

Paul, 

It was great meeting you on Thursday. Sorry about the outcome of the game but it was a great atmosphere. 

If I can help with anything in the future feel free to contact me. 

All the best with the rest of the season. 

Take care, 

Rex 

Rex Hogan 
National Scout 

Chicago Bears Football Club 
1920 Football Drive 
Lake Forest, IL 60045 
work: 847.739.5287 
mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

NLI request -                     . Wrestling 

Vince, 

Wrestling has requested a NLI for Let me know if he is ok. 

Thanks 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

We Educate and Inspire through athletics I GqHe.e!s.;c~qm I ;! ... 







This messages contents have been archived by the Barracuda ~4essage Archiver, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hardie, Katie <khardie@usf.edu> 
Tuesday,                3:26 PM 

Hardie, Katie <khardie@usf.edu> 
Transfer release 

release.docx 

I have attached a permission to contact form for                       who is interested in possibly transferring to 

your institution. He has asked to include his contact information. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you! 





This messages contents have been arch ved by the Barracuda P~essage Archiver, 

4, BOSTON COLLEGE Game o Recruitinqo Schedule,docx (26M} 



From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: ranscript 

9:00:05AM 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
ATT00001. htm (’ 168 B) 

(1.7M) 

Jan Mann 
UNC Women’s Golf 
Office: 919-962-4273 
Cell: ’ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wigger, Leah Marie" <wigger@unc.edu> 
To: "Mann. Jan M." <janmann@unc.edu> 
Subject:          "ranscript 

Here is transcript. I sent it to Lance earlier this month along with 

Leah Wigger 
Assistant Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office: 919-843-4063 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-843-4062 

ACT score. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buckner <michael@michaelbucknerlaw.cc s~nd.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 12:13 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

t hgher-Ed and College Sports Best Practices Alert (October 2013) [Lawyer Advertisement] 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you are receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Buckner. Do not forget to add mbuckner@bucknersportslaw.com to your address book so our 
complimentary resources will land in your inbox! 
You may ._u__o__s__u___b__s_’__c__rj__b_#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 



Forward this email 

] 

This emaii was sent to ille(F_-’liilinois,edu by .rr--~--b--u--c-[g-~--e--r-~-b--u--@-n---e-Ls~--~--r~-t9-‘j-a-~-w-~-~-‘-~--~-~-~ 
Update Profile/Email Address ~’nstaat Femoral with SafeUnsubscribeT’~’ Privacy Policy. 

Buckner :: 1000 West McNab I~oad :: Pompano Beach :: FL 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 8:08 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Best, 
Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan <JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; 
Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; 
Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Crocker, Diane Marie <dcrocker@unc.edu>; 
Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; 
Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; 
Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Ginny French <ginny@ramsclub.com>; Grimsley, 
Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; Holliday, 
Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; john@ramsclub.com; 
j starling@defenderservices, com <j starling@defenderservices.com>; 
ken@ramsclub.com; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance 
M <markos@email.unc.edu>; matt@ramsclub.com; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, 
Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Perry, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu>; Spurling, James 
<jspurling@unc.edu>; sydney@ramsclub.com; tim@ramsclub.com; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; York, Aaron 
<ayork@email.unc.edu> 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

102813.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work - (919) 962-4316 
Cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttigher-Ed m~d College Stx~rts Best Practices Alert (October 2013) [Lawyer Advertisement] 

Thanks very much for sharing~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2023 9:00 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Higher-Ed and College Sports Best Practices Alert (October 2023) [Lawyer Advertisement] 

Some Title VII references... 

From: Buckner [E).a.~[!.t~:~m~!.c~h.~.a~.e.!.‘@~.n~!~.c~[~a.~.eJ~.b~u.~.c.~:~g~t?~!~?] On Behalf Of Buckner 

Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2023 22:23 PM 

To: ille@illinois.edu 
Subject: Higher-Ed and College Sports Best Practices Alert (October 2023) [Lawyer Advertisement] 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you are receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Buckner. Do not forget to add rnbL[cknerd~bucknersports!aw.com to your 
address book so our complimentary resources will land in your inbox! 
You may _u___n__s__u___b__s___c_ELb__e_. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 



Forward this entail 

This email was ~nt to ille@illinois,edu by mbuckner@bucknersportslaw,com 
_U_j~__d__a__t_e___EE_o_f!J~t_E__r_n__a_jJ___A__d__d__r__e_~ instaRt removai ’~,itl~ .S_’__a_f__e__U__/!_s__u__b___s~___rj_b___e.~’~ [_~_r_t_v__a__c_¥. 

Policy, 
Buckner :!.000 West i’~cNab Road Pompano Beach FL i 33069 



Nandra Johl~:~son., Fii~cal/ Re~earc}~ Divisio:~~, 
NCGA 

Eric ’Wayr~.e~ DirectS:or, SalVes & U:~e ~irax 
Di.vis iio~-~, DOR 



Sa es Tax Ra e Changes 









and Use Tax Exemptions 
Repealed 













semester 

14 plus $225 

14 meal swipes per week plus $225 in Food Dollars per semester 

lO plus $300 
lO meal swipes per week plus $300 in Food Dollars per semester 

Seahawk 14o plus $425 
14o meal swipes per semester plus $425 in Food Dollars per semester 

Seahawk 90 plus $425 
90 meal swipes per semester plus $425 in Food Dollars per semester 

Seahawk 60 plus 8300 
60 meal swipes per semester plus $300 in Food Dollars per semester 

Unlimited Lunch plus $250 
Unlimited meal swipes Monday - Friday from lO a.m. - 4 p.m. at Dub’s Care, Wagoner Hall, Wag Out, 

and from 2:3o p.m. - 4 p.m. at The Landing plus $250 in Food Dollars per semester 

Seahawk 700 
$700 in Food Dollars per semester plus option to purchase additional meal swipes as needed 

Seahawk 350 
$350 in Food Dollars per semester plus option to purchase additional meal swipes as needed 









Sales of ~,e~,~t~papers bg newspaper street 









Tax on Admission Charses 
Entertainment Activities 

























Sa~es Tax on Service Contracts 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 5:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

h ttp ://sports ill u st ra t e d.cn n.com!2013/football!nca a iwi r esi:l 0/24/2060.a p.fbc.sports.age n ts.in v estiga rio n s. l st.ld.writeth ru.0866/i n d e x.h t ml 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 6:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr* 

Farnmn Street: Mental Model Inversion and The Power of Avoiding Stupidi~ 

Posted: 28 Oct 20i.3 05:00 A="4 PDT 

i~i Munger 

"Invert, always invert." 

Charlie Munger, the business partner of Warren Buffett and Vice Chairman at Berkshire Hathaway, is famous for his quote "All 

I want to know is where I’m going to die, so I’ll never go there." That thinking was inspired by Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi, the 

German mathematician famous for some work on elliptic functions that I’ll never understand, who advised "man muss immer 

umkehren" (or loosely translated, "invert, always invert.") 

"(Jacobi) knew that it is in the nature of things that many hard problems are best solved when they are addressed 

backward," Munger counsels. 

While Jacobi applied this mostly to mathematics, the model is one of the most powerful thinking habits we need in our toolkit. 

It is not enough to think about difficult problems one way. You need to think about them forwards and backwards. "Indeed," 

says Munger, "many problems can’t be solved forward." 

Let’s take a look at some examples. 

Say you want to create more innovation at your organization. Thinking forward, you’d think about all of the things you could 

do to foster innovation. If you look at the problem backwards, you’d think about all the things you could do to create less 

innovation. Ideally, you’d avoid those things. Sounds simple right? I bet your organization does some of those ’stupid’ things 

today. 

Another example, rather than think about what makes a good life, you can think about what prescriptions would ensure 

misery. 

While both thinking forward and thinking backwards result in some action, you can think of them as additive vs. subtractive. 

And the difference is meaningful. Despite the best intentions, thinking forward increases the odds that you’ll cause harm 

(iatrogenics). Thinking backwards, call it subtractive avoidance, is less likely to cause harm. 

Inverting the problem won’t always solve it, but it will help you avoid trouble. Call it the avoiding stupidity filter. 

So what does this mean in practice? 

Spend less time trying to be brilliant and more time trying to avoid obvious stupidity. The kicker? Avoiding stupidity is easier 

than seeking brilliance. 

Inversion is a Far~m S~eet Ne~ NodeL 

Sponsored by #ogilvychange -- L~:f:~o ~de~s ~’~ #ig ~hi~e~ 



You are subscribed to emeii updates flem Farnam Street 
TO step receiving these emeiis, you mey unsubscribe now 

Google inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago iL USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Go( 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 5:04 PM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMB OXILL@email.unc. edu>; ’rsk 1 @p su. edu’; ’hbm3 @p su. edu’; "David 
Joyner’ (dmj 14@psu.edu)’; ’Ross, Steve (sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu)’; ’ccooper@nwca.cc’; 
’jad70@psu.edu’; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; ’pal7@psu.edu’; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email.unc.edu> 

Documents for Upcoming TrueSportU Committee Call 

image1271ce.PNG; 10.31.13.docx; UNC Summit 10-22-13 Format-2.docx; Outline for 
TrusportU- 10-22-13 .docx 

Dear Committee Members, 

Please see the attached Agenda for our call on Thursday. We have also included an outline of the format and 

programming for the Summit, which we will discuss on Thursday. 

We look forward to your feedback and suggestions! 

Anais 

Jan 

Scott 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity o] competition 

Inspiring true sport 
Protecting the rights o] athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org i Facebook I Twitter I _www.True~~ 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



Date/Time: 

Dial-in: 

Attendees: 

Objectives 

12:00 p. m. EDT, Monday, October 31, 2013 

+1 (866) 951-1151, Conference Room Number: 8920352 

Anais Spitzer, TrueSport Managing Strategist, USADA 

Lisa Voight, TrueSport Consultant, USADA 

Steve Ross, Professor of Law and Director of Institute for Sports Law, Policy, and 
Research, PSU 

Pam Driftmeir, Director of Conferences, PSU 

Bubba Cunningham, Athletic Director, The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

Jan Boxill, Director, Parr Center for Ethics, UNC & TrueSport Outreach 
Education Coordinator 

Coyte Cooper, Assistant Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, UNC 

Dave Joyner, Athletic Director, The Pennsylvania State University (if possible) 

Scott Kretchmar, Professor of Exercise and Sport Science, PSU 

Vince Ille, Senior Associate Athletic Director, UNC 

Review budget and revenue sources 
Review and finalize programming 
Identify potential Position Papers authors 
Identify panel speakers 

Agenda Items 

1. Jan Boxill to report on budget 

2. Jan Boxill to report on keynote speakers 

3. Jan Boxill to lead discussion on programming 

4. Committee to brainstorm Position Papers authors 
5. Committee to brainstorm possible panel speakers 

Action Items 

¯ Committee members to reach out to potential panel speakers and Position Papers authors 



TENATIVE DRAFT OF: UNC SUMMIT: TRUE SPORT U: 

Impact of College Athletics on Education, Youth Sport, and American Culture. 
MAY 2-3, 2013 

The University of North Carolina in conjunction with the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency’s True Sport 
initiative and Penn State University will sponsor The Impact of College Athletics on Education, 
Youth Sport, and American Culture Summit. Nationally-known leaders in sport will discuss a 
full range of effects, from those that are broadly supported and celebrated, to those issues that are 
specifically related to parents, fans, youth coaches, sportsmanship, high school athletic programs, 
college sports, athletic administrators, and university presidents and trustees, among 
others. Participants in the conference will have an opportunity to interact with the speakers, take 
positions on white papers, and help make recommendations for future action. 

FRIDAY: MAY 2 

3:00-3:30 REGISTRATION and RECEPTION 

3:30-4:00 OPENING GREETING/WELCOME 

Tom Ross, Carol Folt, Jim Dean 

SUMMIT CHAIRS Travis, Bubba, Dave 

4:00-5:30 PANEL I: SIGNIFICANCE OF SPORT 

5:30-7:00 DINNER 

7:00-8:30 KEYNOTE SPEAKER 

8:30-9:00 RECEPTION 

SATURDAY: MAY 3 

COFFEE/RECEPTION 

EARLY SPECIALIZATION 

SPORTSMANSHIP 

8:00-8:30 

8:30-9:45 PANEL II: 

10:00-11:15 PANELIII: 

11:30-12:30 LUNCH 

12:30-1:45 PANEL IV: 

2:00-3:15 PANEL V: 

3:30-4:45 PANEL VI: 

4:45-5 

ELITE PERFORMANCE 

BEHAVIOR OF PARENTS 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

CLOSING COMMENTS/TRANSITION 

During panel discussions we would have a set up for Poll Everywhere either with specific 

questions the attendees should answer, or open responses to the panelists. This will facilitate 

important data collection for the Summit Report. 



POSSIBLE SPEAKERS: 

KEYNOTE: 

PANEL I: 

PANEL II: 

PANEL III: 

Bill Bradley; Arne Duncan, Condoleeza Rice 

SIGNIFICANCE 

Michael Oriard, Mark Emmert, Robert Simon, Nancy Hoghead-Makar, Robert 

Sternberg [President of U of Wyoming]; Peter French, John Dunn, other local 

ADs or Presidents. 

EARLY SPECIALIZATION 
Steve Ross, [PSU], Former Athlete; current athlete high profile coach 

SPORTSMANSHIP 

PANEL IV: 

PANEL V: 

FUTURE: 

CLOSING: 

ELITE PERFORMANCE 

BEHAVIOR OF PARENTS 

Anson Dorrance 

Travis Tygart, Dave Joyner, Bubba Cunningham, Carol Folt, PSU President 

Jan Boxill, Scott Kretchmar, Anais Spitzer, Lisa Voight 



TENATIVE DRAFT OF: UNC SUMMIT: TRUE SPORT U: BEYOND COMPLIANCE 

Impact of College Athletics on Education, Youth Sport, and American Culture. 
MAY 2-3, 2013 

The University of North Carolina in conjunction with the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency’s True Sport 
initiative and Penn State University will sponsor The Impact of College Athletics on Education, 
Youth Sport, and American Culture Summit. Nationally-known leaders in sport will discuss a 
full range of effects, from those that are broadly supported and celebrated, to those issues that are 
specifically related to parents, fans, youth coaches, sportsmanship, high school athletic programs, 
college sports, athletic administrators, and university presidents and trustees, among 
others. Participants in the conference will have an opportunity to interact with the speakers, take 
positions on white papers, and help make recommendations for future action. 

Themes for "White Papers" 

Importance of sport: Thesis--High level sport brings both intrinsic and extrinsic benefits 
to colleges and universities, but its popularity threatens to overshadow and distort some 
of central purposes and values of higher education. What can intercollegiate 
athletics/administrators/coaches/athletes do to strive for excellence and retain the central 
purposes and values of higher education? 

Early specialization: Thesis-- Research has demonstrated that early sport specialization 
carries many risks. What (if anything) can intercollegiate athletics 
administrators/coaches/athletes do to facilitate broad-based sport participation for youth? 

Status of ethics/sportsmanship: Thesis-- The win-ethic in sport has created new 
educational opportunities but has also increased pressures for wrongdoing. What can 
intercollegiate athletics administrators/coaches/athletes do to uphold the integrity of the 
educational opportunities and mission of the universities against these pressures? 

Importance of elite performance: Thesis-- High level sport in striving for excellence 
(citius, altius, fortius) provides opportunities to appreciate elite performances, but runs 
the risk of providing fewer opportunities for average performers. What can intercollegiate 
athletics/administrators/coaches/athletes do to continue to strive for excellence yet 
provide opportunities for average performers? 

Behavior of parents: Thesis--Sports provide opportunities for children to develop self- 
esteem, self-development, as well as social, mental and physical skills. What can 
intercollegiate athletics/administrators/coaches/athletes do to help parents to make 
difficult decisions that are in the best interests of their children? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bond Schoeneck & King PLLC <communication@bondschoeneckking.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1 : 19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC Announces Higher Education Law Report Blog 

The Higher Education Practice Group of Bond, Schoeneck & King PLLC is pleased to announce the publication of its blog, the Higher Education Law Report, 

and invites you to subscribe. 

Bond has provided legal services to more than 100 colleges and universities in a wide array of areas. Relying on this breath of experience, the Report will 

provide current information and insight on a range of issues affecting colleges and universities, including academic, business and student affairs; 

athletics; endowment administration; environmental matters; federal and state regulatory compliance issues; institutional advancement and development 

matters; intellectual property and technology transfer issues; and labor, employment, immigration and employee benefits issues; among many others. 

Recent postings address such topics as: 

NACAC on International Recruitment: The New Chapter 

Race and Admissions - Some Clarification? 

Kerry Rose Fire Sprinkler Notification Act Requires Fire Safety Disclosures By New York Colleges and Universities 

Bond was founded in 1897. The Firm’s 200 attorneys reside in offices across New York and in Florida and Kansas. For a complete list of practice areas and 

industries served visit the Bond, Schoeneck & King website at www.bsk.com. 

Please confirm your contact information and subscription preferences, by clicking here. 

Attorney Advertising I ~9 2013 Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC i ~wvw bsk.com 

Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC: Albany BuNalo Gmden Cii3~ Ithaca New York Oswego Rochester Syracuse Utica, NY; Oveflmld Park, KS; Naples, FL 

Privacy Policy: Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC does not share or sell any individual’s contact infmanation or nniqne identifiers to any advertiser or third pat-h.: 

Ttds document may be considered Attorney Ad’cerfising under rile roles of some states or a solicitation as set foi~h in the CAN-S PAM Act of 2003. 

If you do not wish to receive fntm-e Bond Electrollic Commu~fications, click here to mlsubscribe.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 12:10 PM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMB OXILL@email.unc. edu>; ’rsk 1 @p su. edu’; ’hbm3 @p su. edu’; "David 
Joyner’ (dmj 14@psu.edu)’; ’Ross, Steve (sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu)’; ’ccooper@nwca.cc’; 
’jad70@psu.edu’; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; ’pal7@psu.edu’; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Documents for Upcoming TrueSportU Committee Call 

image01592c.PNG 

The conference room number on the word doc is incorrect. 

I apologize for this. 

The correct room number is 4158748 

Thank you, 
Hailey 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agenc}~ 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usadaoOrg I Facebook [ Twitter [ ~ww~T~M~p~rt~g 

From: Hailey Horwath 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:04 PM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’bubba.cunningham@unc.edu’; ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu’; 
’rskl@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; "David Joyner’ (dmj14@psu.edu)’; ’Ross, Steve (sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu)’; 
’ccooper@nwca.cc’; ’jad70@psu.edu’; ’eweight@email.unc.edu’; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’mbnorton@unc.edu’ 
Cc: Lisa Voight; ’chalfin@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Documents for Upcoming TrueSportU Committee Call 

Dear Committee Members, 

Please see the attached Agenda for our call on Thursday. We have also included an outline of the format and 

programming for the Summit, which we will discuss on Thursday. 

We look forward to your feedback and suggestions! 



Anais 

Jan 

Scott 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Heather Wilson <hbm3@psu.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 12:20 PM 

’Hailey Horwath’ <hhorwath@usada.org>; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; 
UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu>; ’rskl@psu.edu’; David Joyner 
<dmj 14@psu.edu>; ’Ross, Steve (sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu)’; ’ccooper@nwca.cc’; 
’jad70@psu.edu’; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; ’pal7@psu.edu’; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Documents for Upcoming TrueSportU Committee Call 

Thanks Harley - Fm sorry that Dr. Joyner had another appointment to attend at 12:30, and he did wait on the 
line for over 10 minutes. Unfortunately, he had to leave the office and will not be able to participate on this 
call. 

Thanks for the update - take care. 

Heather 

Heather Wilson 
Executive Assistant to the Athletic Director 
Penn State Athletics 
101 Bryce Jordan Center 
University Park, PA 16802 
(814) 865-1086 

From: Halley Horwath [mailto:hhorwath@usada.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’bubba.cunningham@unc.edu’; ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu’; 
’rskl@psu.edu’; Heather Wilson; David Joyner; ’Ross, Steve (sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu)’; ’ccooper@nwca.cc’; ’jad70@psu.edu’; 
’eweight@email.unc.edu’; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’mbnorton@unc.edu’ 
Cc: Lisa Voight; ’chalfin@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: RE: Documents for Upcoming TrueSportU Committee Call 

The conference room number on the word doc is incorrect. 

I apologize for this. 

The correct room number is 4158748 

Thank you, 
Hailey 



Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada.org 

Stay Connected: www.usada.org i Facebook I Twitter I www.TrueSport.otg 

From: Hailey Horwath 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 3:04 PM 
To: Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; ’bubba.cunningham@unc.edu’; ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu’; 
’rskl@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; "David Joyner’ (dmj14@psu.edu)’; ’Ross, Steve (sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu)’; 
’ccooper@nwca.cc’; ’jad70@psu.edu’; ’eweight@email.unc.edu’; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’mbnorton@unc.edu’ 
Cc: Lisa Voight; ’chalfin@email.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Documents for Upcoming TrueSportU Committee Call 

Dear Committee Members, 

Please see the attached Agenda for our call on Thursday. We have also included an outline of the format and 

programming for the Summit, which we will discuss on Thursday. 

We look forward to your feedback and suggestions! 

Anais 

Jan 

Scott 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:49 PM 

Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc.edu>; Young, Mafis~ Veronica <mwyoung@email.unc.edu>; ’@gmail.com’; 
Dora,, Abbey Joy <adora~@unc.edu>; Mitchell, Catherine <cemitch@live.unc.edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro@email.unc.edtr-~; Palanjian, 

Scott <scottp@unc.edtr~ 

Greene, Michael <greenem@e~nail.unc.edu>; Stratton, Rachel K <rkstratt@email.unc.edtc.; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: UPDATED: 2014 Louisimia Classic - February %9 

2014 Louisiana Classic Feb7-9.pdf 

From: Tony ,1 Hubbard [mailto:tjh0333@louisiana.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, October 3~, 20:L3 :t2:22 PM 
To-" Papa, Donna J; corrie.hill@athletics.utexas.edu; kdorey@purdue.edu; ryandacobs@uni.edu 
Subject; UPDATED: 20:t4 Louisiana Classic - February 7-9 

Coaches- 

Please see the attached "revised" schedule of our Feb 7-9 tournament, 

Hubbard 

Liniversity of Louisiana LafayetLe 

LL 



t’-" 

~D 0 0 

x x 

0 0 o o 
Z Z 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:58 PM 

Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; UNC Athletics Director 
<bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Boxill, Jan 
<JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu>; ’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu.edu>; 
’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu.edu>; ’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ 
<ccooper@nwca.cc>; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’ <jad70@psu.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. 
<eweight@email.unc.edu>; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, Molly 
<mbnorton@unc.edu>; Chalfin, Peter L <chalfin@email.unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

TrueSportU Committee Call #4 Scheduling 

imagea405c6.PNG 

Dear Committee Members, 

Thank you to everyone who attended and contributed to today’s TrueSportU committee call. 

I wanted to personally apologize for the incorrect conference room ID # being sent for today’s call. That error will not 

happen again. 

For the next call, please follow the link below to provide your availability for Monday December 2nd, Tuesday December 

3rd and Thursday December 5th, for the listed times. 

All you’ll need to do is type in your name, and then check offthe boxes that correspond to the dates and times that you 

are available. Be sure to click "Save" to complete. (I have already filled out my availability as a guide.) 

http://doodle.com/dtrwwvxwzm7gfvws 

Please enter in your availability as soon as possible, preferably before the end of next week. 

If you run into any issues, please let me know and I will assist you further. 

Thank you, 

Hailey 

U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

Preserving the integrity of competition 

Inspiring true sport 

Protecting the rights of athletes 

Hailey Horwath 

Communications and True Sport Administrator 

hhorwath@usada.org 



Stay Connected: wwwousada.org I Facebook I Twitter 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous e-mail messages attached to it, may contain information 
that is confidential or legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure, copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained 
in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you. 



A B 

3 Faotba# 

4 Away Conference Games 

5 Away Non-Conference Games 

6 Neutral Site Games 

7 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

8 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

9 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

10 

11 Baseba# 

12 Away Conference Games 

13 Away Non-Conference Games 

14 Neutral Site Games 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

15 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

16 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

17 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

18 

19 Men’s Basketball 

20 Away Conference Games 

21 Away Non-Conference Games 

22 Neutral Site Games 

23 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

24 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

25 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

26 

27 Men’s Cross Country 

28 Away Conference Games 

29 Away Non-Conference Games 

30 Neutral Site Games 

31 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

32 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

33 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

34 

35 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

C D E 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

if You Receive These) 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

11 if You Receive These) 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

19 if You Receive These) 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

27 if You Receive These) 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

3S 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

F G H 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

Other Kinds You Receive) 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

11 Other Kinds You Receive) 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

19 Other Kinds You Receive) 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2S 

26 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

27 Other Kinds You Receive) 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

3S 

(Conference, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 



3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

Inventory for These Events? 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

11 Inventory for These Events? 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

19 Inventory for These Events? 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

27 Inventory for These Events? 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 



A B 

36 Men’s Fencing 

37 Away Conference Games 

38 Away Non-Conference Games 

39 Neutral Site Games 

40 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

41 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

42 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

43 

44 

45 Men’s Golf 

46 Away Conference Games 

47 Away Non-Conference Games 

48 Neutral Site Games 

49 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

50 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

51 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

52 

53 

54 Men’s Lacrosse 

55 Away Conference Games 

56 Away Non-Conference Games 

57 Neutral Site Games 

58 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

59 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

60 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

61 

62 

63 Men’s Soccer 

64 Away Conference Games 

65 Away Non-Conference Games 

66 Neutral Site Games 

67 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

68 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

69 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



C D E 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

36 if You Receive These) 

37 

38 

39 

40 

42 

43 

44 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

45 if You Receive These) 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

52 

53 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

54 if You Receive These) 

56 

57 

60 

61 

62 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

63 if You Receive These) 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

BenchIField Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

BenchiField Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench~Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench~Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



F G H 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

36 Other Kinds You Receive) 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

45 Other Kinds You Receive) 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

54 Other Kinds You Receive) 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

63 Other Kinds You Receive) 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 



What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

36 Inventory for These Events? 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

45 Inventory for These Events? 

46 

47 

48 

49 

SO 

52 

53 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

54 Inventory for These Events? 

56 

57 

60 

62 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

63 Inventory for These Events? 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 



70 

71 

A 

72 Men’s Lacrosse 

73 Away Conference Games 

74 Away Non-Conference Games 

75 Neutral Site Games 

76 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

77 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

78 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

79 

80 

81 Men’s Soccer 

82 Away Conference Games 

83 Away Non-Conference Games 

84 Neutral Site Games 

85 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

86 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

87 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

88 

89 

90 Men’s Swimming and Diving 

91 Away Conference Games 

92 Away Non-Conference Games 

93 Neutral Site Games 

94 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

95 NCAATournament/Championship Games 

96 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

97 

98 

99 Men’s Tennis 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

100 Away Conference Games 

101 Away Non-Conference Games 

102 Neutral Site Games 

103 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



70 

71 

C 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

72 if You Receive These) 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

81 if You Receive These) 

82 

83 

84 

8S 

86 

87 

88 

89 

D 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

99 if You Receive These) 

100 

101 

102 

103 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

90 if You Receive These) 

91 

92 

93 

94 

9S 

96 

97 

98 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



70 

71 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

H 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

72 Other Kinds You Receive) 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

81 Other Kinds You Receive) 

82 

83 

84 

86 

87 

88 

89 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

90 Other Kinds You Receive) 

92 

93 

94 

96 

97 

98 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

99 Other Kinds You Receive) 

100 

102 

103 

(Conference, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 



70 

71 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

72 Inventory for These Events? 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

81 Inventory for These Events? 

82 

83 

84 

86 

87 

88 

89 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

90 Inventory for These Events? 

92 

93 

94 

96 

97 

98 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

99 Inventory for These Events? 

102 

103 



A 

104 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

105 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

106 

107 

108 Men’s Track and Field 

109 Away Conference Games 

110 Away Non-Conference Games 

111 Neutral Site Games 

112 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

113 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

114 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

115 

116 

117 Men’s Wrestling 

118 Away Conference Games 

119 Away Non-Conference Games 

120 Neutral Site Games 

121 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

122 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

123 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

124 

125 

126 Women’s Basketball 

127 Away Conference Games 

128 Away Non-Conference Games 

129 Neutral Site Games 

130 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

131 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

132 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

133 

134 

135 Women’s Cross Country 

136 Away Conference Games 

137 Away Non-Conference Games 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



104 

105 

106 

107 

C 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

108 if You Receive These) 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

117 if You Receive These) 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

D 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 135 if You Receive These) 

136 

137 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

126 if You Receive These) 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



G H 

104 

105 

106 

107 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

108 Other Kinds You Receive) 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

117 Other Kinds You Receive) 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

126 Other Kinds You Receive) 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

135 Other Kinds You Receive) 

136 

137 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 



104 

105 

106 

107 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

108 Inventory for These Events? 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

117 Inventory for These Events? 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

126 Inventory for These Events? 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

135 Inventory for These Events? 

136 

137 



A 

138 Neutral Site Games 

139 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

140 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

141 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

142 

143 

144 Women’s Fencing 

145 Away Conference Games 

146 Away Non-Conference Games 

147 Neutral Site Games 

148 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

149 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

150 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

151 

152 

153 Women’s Field Hockey 

154 Away Conference Games 

155 Away Non-Conference Games 

156 Neutral Site Games 

157 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

158 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

159 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

160 

161 

162 Women’s Golf 

163 Away Conference Games 

164 Away Non-Conference Games 

165 Neutral Site Games 

166 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

167 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

168 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

169 

170 

171 Women’s Gymnastics 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

144 if You Receive These) 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

153 if You Receive These) 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

D 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 171 if You Receive These) 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

162 if You Receive These) 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



G H 

138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

144 Other Kinds You Receive) 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

153 Other Kinds You Receive) 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

162 Other Kinds You Receive) 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

171 Other Kinds You Receive) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, IVCAA, etc. ?) 



138 

139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

144 Inventory for These Events? 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

153 Inventory for These Events? 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

162 Inventory for These Events? 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

171 Inventory for These Events? 



A 

172 Away Conference Games 

173 Away Non-Conference Games 

174 Neutral Site Games 

175 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

176 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

177 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

178 

179 

180 Women’s Lacrosse 

181 Away Conference Games 

182 Away Non-Conference Games 

183 Neutral Site Games 

184 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

185 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

186 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

187 

188 

189 Women’s Rowing 

190 Away Conference Games 

191 Away Non-Conference Games 

192 Neutral Site Games 

193 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

194 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

195 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

196 

197 

198 Women’s Soccer 

199 Away Conference Games 

200 Away Non-Conference Games 

201 Neutral Site Games 

202 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

203 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

204 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

2O5 

206 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

C 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

180 if You Receive These) 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

D 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

198 if You Receive These) 

199 

2OO 

201 

2O2 

2O3 

2O4 

2O5 

2O6 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

189 if You Receive These) 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



H 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

180 Other Kinds You Receive) 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

187 

188 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

189 Other Kinds You Receive) 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

198 Other Kinds You Receive) 

199 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

206 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 



172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

3.80 Inventory for These Events? 

3.82 

3.83 

3.84 

3.86 

3.87 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

3.89 Inventory for These Events? 

3.9O 

3.92 

3.93 

3.94 

3.96 

3.97 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

3.98 Inventory for These Events? 

3.99 

200 

203. 

202 

203 

204 

205 

206 



A B 

207 Women’s Sof’tba# 

208 Away Conference Games 

209 Away Non-Conference Games 

210 Neutral Site Games 

211 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

212 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

213 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

214 

215 

216 Women’s Swimming and Diving 

217 Away Conference Games 

218 Away Non-Conference Games 

219 Neutral Site Games 

220 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

221 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

222 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

223 

224 

225 Women’s Tennis 

226 Away Conference Games 

227 Away Non-Conference Games 

228 Neutral Site Games 

229 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

230 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

231 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

232 

233 

234 Women’s Track and Field 

235 Away Conference Games 

236 Away Non-Conference Games 

237 Neutral Site Games 

238 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

239 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

240 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



C D E 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

207 if You Receive These) 

208 

2O9 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

216 if You Receive These) 

217 

218 

219 

22O 

221 

222 

223 

224 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

22S if You Receive These) 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

234 if You Receive These) 

235 

236 

237 

238 

239 

240 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



F G H 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

207 Other Kinds You Receive) 

208 

209 

210 

212 

213 

214 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

216 Other Kinds You Receive) 

217 

218 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

225 Other Kinds You Receive) 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

Other Access Passes (Please Specij~y Any 

234 Other Kinds You Receive) 

235 

236 

237 

238 

239 

240 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

(Conj~erence, NCAA, etc. ?) 



What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

207 Inventory for These Events? 

208 

209 

210 

212 

213 

214 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

216 Inventory for These Events? 

217 

218 

219 

220 

221 

222 

223 

224 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

225 Inventory for These Events? 

226 

227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

232 

233 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

234 Inventory for These Events? 

235 

236 

237 

238 

239 

240 



241 

242 

A 

243 Women’s Volleyba# 

244 Away Conference Games 

245 Away Non-Conference Games 

246 Neutral Site Games 

247 Conference Tournament/Championship Games 

248 NCAA Tournament/Championship Games 

249 Any Other Events (Please Specify) 

Parking Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



24~. 

242 

Complimentary Tickets (Enter Yes 

243 i[ You Receive These) 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

D 

Bench/Field Passes (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 

Media Credentials (Enter Yes if 

You Receive These) 



24~. 

242 

Other Access Passes (Please Specify Any 

G H 

Who Mails You This Inventory? 

243 Other Kinds You Receive) 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

(Conference, NCAA, etc. ?) 



24~. 

242 

What Other Individuals On Our Staff 

Do You Know of Who Receive Any 

243 Inventory for These Events? 

244 

245 

246 

247 

248 

249 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McPhee, Sarah E <shalm@illinois.edu; 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Request 

Student-Athlete and Elnployer Rules Summa~ry 2013-14.pdf; Student-Athlete E~znings Report - 6.11 .doc; Student-Athlete Employer 

Agreement - 6.11 .docx; Student-Athlete Employment Notification - 6.11 .docx; Student-Athlete Fee-For-Lesson Ea~rnings Report - 

6.11 .doc 

I’ve atLached the materials you requesLed, let me know if you ~eed anything else. Have a greaL day! 
--Sa ra h 
Sarah McPhee 
Complian,::e Coordinator [ Omversity o~ I[linoi~ I)~visk~ of kd:erco[tegiate ~thtetk:s 

B~elfe[d[: Athtetk: AdmiNstratie[~ gMg 1 1700 S Fourth St 1 Champi~ig[L ~_ 61820 

T 21L265~0733 

F 2~ 7.244.9759 

shahn¢ill~nois.edu 

F~m: Ille, Vince [ma~]to:~]le@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 12:43 PN 
To: NcPhee, Sarah E 
Subject: Request 
Hi Sar~lL 
I hope you’re doing well fl~ere in ChampMgn. Can you plea~ help me with solneflring? 

I would ve~ much appreciate you sending me a cow of the Student-Athl~e Employer Agreement and the Student-Athlete Fee-For-Lessom Earnin~ Repom 

that you u~ to f~ilitate your moNtofing e~brts, if these am still u~d. If you’ve inco~orated any new fo~s related to student-athlete employment, it would be gram to 

have those ~ well if you don’t mind sharing. 

I cu~ently have the "S~dent-Athlete Academic Year Employment" and S~dent-AtNete Summer Employment" sections from the UIUC 2010-11 Compliance Manual. 

I also have fo~s mi~renced in those sections titled: Student~4thlete Employment Notification, Student-Athlete and Employer Rules Smnmary, Student- 

Athlete Earnings Report, Student-Athlete Check-Out Form 20I I and the Student-Athlete Check-In Form 2010-II. 

I still tNnk the Compliance Manual we put together at Illinois was ~me of the best work we did there. I appreciate M1 you did to ensure fl~e manual w~s comprehensive 

and contempora~’. Thanks in advance and I hope you hmze a great weekend. 

Vince Ille 

Semor Associate AtNetic Director 

UNvelsiF of No~ Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

EMPLOYMENT OF STUDENT-ATHLETES: 
A SUMMARY OF NCAA, CONFERENCE AND UNIVERSITY RULES 

Please note that this is a summary only and should not be relied upon as a comprehensive or exhaustive reproduction of 

all applicable rules. If you should have any questions about rules or their application regarding student-athlete 

employment, please contact Sarah ~,]lcPhee in the Compliance OJfice at 217-265-0733~ 

NCAA Bylaw 12.4.1, Criteria Governing Compensation to Student-Athletes. 
Compensation may be paid to a student-athlete: 

(a) Only for work actually performed, and 

(b) At a rate commensurate with the going rote in that locality for similar services. 

NCAA Bylaw 12.4.1.1, Athletics Reputation. 
Compensation to student-aflfletes may not include any remuneration for the value or utility that the student-athlete 
may have for the employer because of the publicity, reputation, fame or personal following that he or she has 
obtained because of athletics ability. Additionally, student-athletes may not appear in nor have their names or 
photographs used in any commercial or printed advertisements for the purpose of promoting a business, product or 
service, even if they are not compensated. 

Example: A UI student-athlete’s name or picture cannot appear on any advertisement to promote any business or 
product. 

Example: It is not permissible for a UI student-athlete to receive compensation related to his or her speaking or 
lecturing at a~ function. 

Example: A UI student-athlete may be employed by an insurance agency but the student-athlete’s name, 
photograph or appearance cannot used to promote the business. 

NCAA Bylaw 12.4.2.1, Fee-for-Lesson Instruction. 
UI student-athletes may receive compensation for teaching or coaching sports skills or techniques in their sport on a 
fee-for-lesson basis. However, such employment is only permissible under the following circumstances: 

1) Institutional facilities are not used; 
2) Playing lessons are not permitted (for example, playing one-on-one is not considered a lesson); 
3) The compensation is paid by the lesson recipient (or the recipient’s family) and not another individual or 

entity; 
4) The Compliance Office is provided with documentation of the recipient of the lesson(s) and the fee for the 

lesson(s) provided during aw time of the year. This documentation will be kept on file in the Compliance 
Office; 

5) Instruction to each mdividnal is comparable to the instruction that would be provided during a private lesson 
when the instruction involves more than one individual at a time; and 

6) The student-athlete does not use his or her name, picture or appearance to promote or advertise tile availability 
of fee-for-lesson sessions. 

NCAA Bylaw 12.4.2.3, Athletics Equipment Sales. 
A student-athlete may not be employed to sell equipment related to the student-athlete’s sport: if iris or her name, 

picture or athletics reputation is used to advertise or promote the product, the job or the employer. If file student- 

athlete’s name, picture or athletics reputation is not used for advertising or promotiolL the student-athlete may be 

employed in a legitimate sales position, provided he or she is reimbursed at an hourly rate or set salary in the same 

manner as any non-athlete salesperson. 

NCAA Bylaw 16.11.2.2, Other Prohibited Benefits. 
An institutional employee or representative of the institution’s athletics interests may not provide a student-attflete 

with extra benefits or services, including but not limited to: 

(a) A loan of money or cash advance; 

(b) A guarantee of bond; 

(c) An automobile or the use of an automobile; 
(d) Transportation; or 

(e) Signing or cosigning a note with an outside agency to arrange a loan. 

08/10 



Example: A UI student-athlete may not receive a "cash advance" or any other form of loan from employers. 

Example: An employer lilay not provide a UI student-athlete use of an automobile unless all employees are 
provided with the same benefit. 

Related Issues: 
¯ A UI studem-athlete lilay not retain equipment or supplies that are used to perform work assigmnents. 
¯ Employers should complete aud retain detailed records (e.g. time cards, job descriptions, pay rates, etc.) of the 

employment of student-aflfletes. 
¯ Payment to student-athletes can never be made in cash. If there are circumstances that require an employer to pay a 

student-attflete in cash, the Compliance Office nmst be notified in advance of such arrangements. 
¯ If a student-athlete is to be COlnpensated on a commission basis, the Compliance Office must be notified prior to the 

start of the employment arrangement. 

SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS RELATED TO STUDENT-ATHLETE EMPLOYMENT, PLEASE 

CONTACT SARAH MCPHEE AT (217) 265-0733. 

08/10 



University of Illinois 

Student Athlete Earnings Report 

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete to report the employment earnings for the student-athlete named on this form. 

Name of student-athlete employed: 

Name of business employing student-athlete: 

Student-Athlete’ s j ob title: 

Date student-athlete began working: Date employment ended (if applicable): 

Rate of Pay: Hours worked per week: 

In what form was the student-athlete paid’? (please check all that apply) 

[] CHECK [] CASH [] TIPS [] COMMISSION [] OTHER 

If COIV~,IISSION or OTHER, please describe: 

Cumulative total of all student-athlete’s earnings to date (gross pay) from 
Start Date 

to            = $ 
End Date        Total Pay 

Was the student-athlete paid only for work actually perforn~ed? 

Was the student-athlete paid at a rate commensurate with the 
going rate in your locali~ for similar services? 

Was the student-athlete compensated at the same rate as other 
employees performing similar duties for your organization? 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

NO 

NO 

Was the student-athlete provided a cash advance on his or her 
earnings? YES NO 

Was the student-athlete provided any benefits in addition to the 
pay rate (e.g., use of a vehicle, free or discounted se~’ices or 
products, free or discounted apparel or equipment)? 

YES NO 

If yes, please specify: 

If yes, do other employees get the same benefit? YES NO 

Name and title of person completing this form (print): 

Signature: Date: 

Please return this form to: 
The University of Illinois Division of Intercollegiate Athletics, 

Compliance Office, 1700 South Fourl~ Slxeet, Champaign, IL 61820 
FAX: 217-244-9759 



University of Illinois 

Student Athlete Employer Agreement 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete this form and return it to the Compliance Office at the Universi~7 of Illinois. 

Name of student-athlete offered employment: 

Name of business offering employment: 

Business Address: 

Business Phone: 

Name of Student-Athlete’s Supervisor: 

Student-Athlete’ s proposed j ob title: 

Brief job description: 

Proposed pay rate: 

How will the student-athlete be paid? (please circle all that apply) 

CHECK CASH TIPS COMMISSION* OTHER* 

*If COMMISSION or OTtlER, please describe: 

Anticipated hours per week: 

My signature below certifies "that the infbrmation provided on this fbrm is complete and accurate and employment arranged for the 

student-athlete will comply with NCAA, Big Ten Conference, and University of Illinois rules and policies. I have read and I 
understand the provisions of NCAA Bylaw 15.2.7. I agree to abide by" this rule and aW other regulations described to me in any 
accompawing or future correspondence from the University of Illinois. 

Subject to published company regulations, state law and federal law, I agree to release an?, and all information pertaining to the 
student-athlete’s employment to authorized representatives of the UniversiW of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois and the United States. Such information includes, but is not limited to time cards, tax forms, payroll 

records, employment agreements, notes and other documents related to the student-athlete~ s employment. 

Name and title of person completing this forn~ (print): 

Signature: Date: 

Revised 6.11 



University of Illinois 

Student Athlete Employment Notification 

INSTRUCTIONS: You must complete tbis form and return it to the Compliance Office at the University of Illinois 
as soon as possible. 

Name of student-athlete: Sport:: 

Name of business offering employment: 

Business Address: 

Business Phone: 

Name of Student-Athlete’s Supervisor: 

Student-Athlete’ s proposed j ob title: 

Brief job description: 

Proposed PW rate: Anticipated hours per week: 

How will you be paid? (please circle all that apply) 

CHECK CASH TIPS COMMISSION* OTHER* 

*If COMMISSION or OTHER, please describe: 

Please identify any and all individuals who assisted you with the arrangements made to secure the employment referenced 
above: 

My signature below certifies that the information provided on this form is complete and accurate and my employment will comply’ with 
NCAA, Big Ten Conference, and University of Illinois rules and policies. I have read and I understand the provisions of NCAA Bylaws 
12.4.1 and 12.4.1.1. I agree to abide by these rules and any other regulations described to me in any accompanying or future correspondence 
from the University, of Illinois. 

Subject "to published compa&,/regulations, state law and federal law, I agree to release any and all information pertaining to my employment 
to authorized representatives of the University of Illinois at Urbaaaa-Champaign in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois and the 
United States. Such infbmmtion includes, but is not linfited to time cards, tax forms, payroll records, employment agreements, notes and 
other documents related to the student-athlete’s employment. 

Signature: Date: 

Revised 6.11 



University of Illinois 

Student Athlete Fee-For-Lesson Earnings Report 

TO BE COMPLETED BY EMPLOYER: 

Name of student-atlflete gMng lesson(s): 

Name of person employing student-athlete: 

Name of person receiving lesson(s): 

Names of others present during lesson(s): 

Place(s) where lesson(s) took place: 

Date(s) that lesson(s) took place: 

Amount paid for lesson(s): Form of payment: 

Name of person who provided payment to student-athlete: 

How did you hear about this student-athlete’s services? 

My signature below affirms that the information provided on this form is complete and accurate and that the student- 
athlete’s employment is in compliance with NCAA Bylaw 12.4.2.1. 

EMPLOYER’S SIGNATURE: DATE: 

PRINT NAME: 

Please return this form to: 
University of Illinois 

DMsion of Intercollegiate Athletics, Compliance Office 

Bielfeldt Atlfletic Admi~fistration Building 

1700 South Fourth Street 

Champaign, IL 61820 

Revised 6.11 



2014 NCAA WRESTLING 
MARCH 20-22, 2014 

ALL-SESSION 
TICKET PRICES 

~ $215.00* 
i~     $185.00* 
~ $150,00" 

*Plus applicable fees, 

Copyright 2013 SMG. All rights reserved, 
PLEASE NOTE: Map not to scale. Stage size and relation to seating not exact. Subject to change. 



INVOICE 
Account Number: 457 

Invoice Date: 11/4/2013 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Lawrence Cunningham 

300 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Ernie Williamson Building 

Chapel Hill NC 27514 

UNITED STATES 

bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu 

Mail: 

Lori Wolf 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206 

~ Shipping: 

1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive 

,indianapolis, IN 46202 

15674063 2014 NCAA Division I 5 Admissions 113 R 20 - 24 Adult $215.00 $1,075.00 
Wrestling 
Championships 

15674063 2014 NCAA Division I 5 Admissions 113 S 20 - 24 Adult $215.00 $1,075.00 
Wrestling 
Championships 

15674063 2014 NCAA Division I 10 Admissions 309 G 10 - 19 Adult $185.00 $1,850.00 
Wrestling 
Championships 

15674063 2014 NCAA Division I 10 Admissions 309 H 10 - 19 Adult $185.00 $1,850.00 
Wrestling 
Championships 

15674063 Wrestling Processing 1 $10.00 
Fee 

Amount Due: $5,860.00 

Amount Paid: $0.00 

Amount Scheduled: $0.00 

Balance Due: $5,860.00 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McFafland, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 10:14 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

Moore, Ta~ya Topolka ~tanya moore@unc.edu:~ 

draftrespouse.docx; Universi~ Statement on NCAA and Academic Issues August 31 2012.DOC 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 
Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 
Attachments: 

Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA [joseph_friersoniii@ml.com] 
Tuesday, November 05, 2013 2:08:33 PM 
Paul, Sampson L; Phillips, Tripp 
Ille, Vince; Tim Smith; Balch, Jonathan E (GE Capital) 
Friday Meeting 
Follow up 
Completed 
Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
UNCTF Agenda Nov 8,2013.pdf (436.1 K) 
UNCTF Brochure.pdf (774.3K) 
UNCTF Lettermen Letter.pdf (163.6K) 
Hey guys, 
Jon and I wanted to give you a heads up on some of the things we prepared for our meeting on Friday at 2pm. If you will please take a moment to 
look through the material beforehand, it will make our meeting more productive. 
Sam and Tripp, this is your rodeo so, by all means, if we have missed something, please feel free to add it to the agenda. 
After looking at what UGA Tennis, UGA Golf and UNC Baseball offer, we came up with a rough draft brochure for the UNC Tennis Foundation. 
There will be some language/pictures to amend but we have attempted to identify a message that we can promote that is in a format that is 
appealing. Brochure attached is a tri-fold format. 
The Lettermen Letter will accompany the Brochure to our lettermen. We want to appeal to the prideful affinity most lettermen will have for Carolina 
Tennis. We have also developed something similar for supporters/fans of the program who are not lettermen. It reads very similar. 
We have a lot on the agenda (and may not get to all) but we would like to come out of this meeting with plans for the following: 

Organization - name, Special Account functioning, Council composition, Tim’s suggestions 
Database - plan to build an accurate database of lettermen and supporters for an early 2014 launch 
Program Needs - where can we support your budget, what does the facility need, Vince’s ideas 

Look forward to seeing you all in a few days. 
Joe 
Joseph C. Frierson, III 
Senior Vice President - Wealth Management 
Financial Adviser 

The Frierson Group 
Merrill Lynch Global Wealth Management 

P.O. Box 1648 
Athens, Ga 30603 
Office - 706.552.2103 
Toll Free - 800.211.4113 
Fax - 706.621.491 2 

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary 
and subject to important terms and conditions available at http:!!www.bankofamerica.com!emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please delete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McCaw, Came <Carrie.McCaw@icemiller.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 2:39 PM 

McCaw, Carrie <Carrie.McCaw@icemiller.com> 

Jones, Mark <Mark.Jones@icemiller.com>; Brown, Smart <Stuart.Brown@icemiller.com> 

Compliance Benchmmking Follow-up 

SharePoint QRC-c-c-c.pdf; INDY-#3248157-vl-Cornpliance Benchmarking Docurnent-c.DOCX 

Yesterday I reviewed Sharepoint and confirmed that questionnaires have been submitted by a little more than half the participants in this study. I would like to 

take most of November to review these submissions, prepare the report and have it completed before the NCAA Convention in January. If possible, I would like to 

have your questionnaire submitted by November 13 to allow plenty of time for me to prepare the report. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. I appreciate you taking part in this project and making the effort to complete the questionnaire. 

Carrie McCaw 

Practice Group Specialist 

Collegiate Sports Practice 

Ice Miller, LLP 

(317) 236-5944 

From; McCaw, Carrie 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 20, 2013 4-:24 PM 
Subject: Compliance Benchmarking 
You have been setup to access the Compliance Benchmarking Project SharePoint site here at Ice Miller, LLP. 
Your External Contributor access account has been created and tested. 

You may access the ]ogin portal here: 

NOT E: Plea~’~ ccq?~)a,~’~ the URL role 3’our m 

Once you have logged in look to the upper left-hand corner and click on the following: 

* Ice Miller Benchmark Project 

* genchmarking Project 

* Your Name 

I have added the benchmark questionnaire to your folder, which you should be able to access and enter the necessary data. You may either work and save the 

contents on your desktop and upload the completed questionnaire or you may work within SharePoint and save as you go. 

Please t~ to lenin today if possible. I have tested your lenin here, and it seems to be workin~ fine. 

Let me know if you have any questions, commenls or concerns about INs SharePoint Access. 
Thank you. 

Carrie McCaw 

Practice Group Specialist 

Collegiate Sports 

Ice MNer, t.LP 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Except "# the extent that &is advice concerns the q[mlificadon ofa]y q[mlified plaa, to ensure complim]ce with U.S. Tmasuo’ 

DepaAment Regulations, we am now mqnired to advise you &at, unless otherwi~ expressly indicate& aay federa] ~x advice con~ned in &is commm~cation, including 

any at~chments, is not intended or written by us to ~ used, aN cam~ot ~ used, by anyone Ibr the pu~}se of avoiding federal tax penalties that may be imposed by 

the t~deral government or [br promoting, marketing or recommending to another pa~y any ~x-related matters addres~d herein. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This E-mail a~d any attachments a~e confidential and may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, be 

aware that any disclosure, cowing, distribution, or use of this E-mail or any attachment is prohibited. If you have received this E-mail in crier, please notify us 

immediately by returning it to the sender a~d delete this coW from your system. 

Thank you. 

ICE MILLER LLP 



Cut and paste this URL to your browser: https:iiclient.icemiller.comi 
You will see the following ~ box. Enter the !o in and assword, check the box 
to remember your credentials and then OK. 

You will now see the main Ice Miller SharePoint 2010 site page. 
Select Client Data Exchange on the left hand side. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::: Microsoft~ 

SharePoint 20 0 

You will now enter the Client File Transfer SharePoint site. 

Select the Libra~ ’Files to Transfer’ on the left hand side &this screen. 



You will now be in the libraj and can see the folders and documents available for download. 

The fastest way to download the library is with windows Explorer. 
Click on the Library tab at the top of your page. It will expand the Library_ options tab. 

From here, you will need to select, ~pen with Explorer. 

You will again be prompted to log into SharePoint with your credentials. 



SharePolnt":20zo 
Once you enter the login credentials and hit okay, the normal windows 
Explorer window will open. It will allow you to COPY and PASTE any or all the documents 
And folders from the SharePoint site to your local computer or network location. 
Please note you should no__~t copy the FORMS folder. 

To upload documents into the SharePoint, you have the option of browsing for a single document 
or file and uploading to the library. You also have the option ofuploading multiple documents at 
the same time. A drag and drop option if you are familiar with windows explorer. 

To manage your documents, click on the Documents tab. You will see the options of Upload 

Document, New Folder and Alert Me. 

You can also create folder in the SharePoint library, or drag and drop folders to your library. 

To upload documents, click on the small black pull down arrow next to Upload Documents. 



You can now select your option of upload a single document by browsing 
Or upload multiple documents. Please note there is a 100 file limit per load. 
Some larger documents will only load successfully by using the single document load option. 

You can also manage your account ALERT, so that you can be notified of new documents 
added, or changes to the document libra~T. To do this, select the black pull down arrow" on the 
Alert ]Me icon. Select Manage My Alerts and select the options you desire. 

Once you have managed the documents and/or alerts. You should close the explorer window 
And sign out of SharePoint. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 6:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Farnmn Street: Reason is the Enemy of Greatness 

l>osted; 05 Nov 201.3 05:00 Ar~l I:~5;1’ 

i~i vedifoto 

"There can be no great genius without a touch of madness.’" 
-- Seneca 

This is a beautiful passage from @iacomo ~Leopardi’~ Ziba~do~e on the conflict between reason and nature. 

mean that it will be more or less difficult for a man to be great the more he is governed by reason, that 

few can be great (and in art and poetry perhaps no one) unless they are governed by illusions, 

Thus it happens that those things which we call great (an undertaking, for example) are generally out of the ordinary 

and consist of a certain disorder. Now, this disorder is condemned by reason. Example: Alexander’s undertaking: all 

illusion. The extraordinary seems to us to be great. Whether it is actually greater than the ordinary, abstractly 

speaking, I am not sure: perhaps sometimes it will even measure quite a lot smaller on an abstract scale, and when 

this strange and famous man is strictly compared with another ordinary and unknown man, he will be found to be 

the lesser. 

Nevertheless, because he is extraordinary he is called great: even smallness when it is extraordinary is believed to 

be, and is called, greatness. Reason does not allow any of this, and we are in the age of reason (if only because the 

world has aged and is more experienced and colder) and few can now be or are great, especially in the arts. Even 

someone who is truly great now knows how to weight and understand this greatness, how to dissect his character 

in cold blood, examine the merit of his actions, fortell how he may act, write meticulously with acute and detailed 

reflections about his life. Great enemies, terrible obstacles to greatness: even illusions are not clearly understood as 

such, and they are fostered with a certain self-satisfaction, in the full knowledge, however, of what they are. How is 

it possible, therefore, for such illusions, once discovered, to be sufficiently lasting and strong? And for them to inspire 

us to great things? And, without illusions, what greatness can exist or be hoped for? 

(An example of when reason is in conflict with nature: a sick man is absolutely incurable and will certainly die in 

a few days. His relatives, in order to feed as his illness now requires, suffer real hardship in providing for him: they will 

sustain losses from doing so even after the sick man’s death, and the sick man will obtain no benefits and may 



perhaps even be harmed because he will suffer longer. What does naked, dry reason suggest? You are mad if 

you feed him. What does nature say? You are barbarous and wicked if you do not do everything possible 

to feed him. It should be noted that religion sides with nature.) It is nature, therefore, that presses great men to 

great actions. But reason pulls them back: and so reason is the enemy of nature, and nature is great and reason is 

small. Another proof that reason is often the enemy of nature can be seen in the benefit of toil (as much for health 

as for everything else), which nature finds repugnant, and, in the same way, in the repugnance of nature to a 

hundred other things that are either necessary or highly beneficial and therefore encouraged by reason, and vice 

versa in the inclination of nature toward many other things that are harmful or useless or forbidden, unlawful, and 

condemned by reason: and with these appetites, nature often tends to harm and destroy herself. 

Compliment with Divi~e F~y~ A History of Ge~i#s. 

Brought to you by: The Suddes Group -- W~, #~ you ~ your STORY ~#d FUND your 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 

To stop receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now. 

Googie inc. 20 Wes~ Kinzie; Chicago iL LISA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Go( 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

York~ Aaron <~ayork(~email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 11:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: CoW of signed tbrm 

20131106114859523.pdf 

See attached, copy for your records. 

Aaron 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc edn [mailto:scanner(~unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: York, Aaron 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10128" (~ficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 11.06.2013 11:48:59 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 8:06 AM 

McNeill, Michael <mnnc@live.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <plyogge@unc.edtr"~ 

I~NV: Theatre Proposal 

Expeuse Report (Speakers).pdf 

Michael--- 

As I told you in my previous enlaif, this is outstanding work! I love the plan you have come up with. 

I will be discussing it with t/ince in a meeting today. 

~’1~ get back to you as soon as ~ can. ] wanted to copy gince and Paul on th~s and te~l you again how h~pressed ~ am with your plan. 

R~ck 

F~m= NcNe~ll, Nichael 
Sent~ Sunday, November 03, 2013 11:42 PN 

Te~ Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject~ Theatre Proposal 

Good Evening Rick, 

Hope you enjoyed watching the Heels put the Wolfpack in their place~ I sure did :) Since my brother and sister are State fans, going to family events will be 

much easier now. 

I’ve put in a lot of work over the past few days to really give the Theatre in the Kenan Football Center a new life, but after reviewing a lot on Friday, I’ve 

got some bad news to tell you about, but it isn’t awful news so don’t be alarmed. My initial goal was to take the speakers that are already there and repair 

them, but after taking a look at them, I’m not sure they can be repaired in a way that would allow them to last long enough to warrant the cost of repair. I 

believe that the source of the problem is just age, and that the speakers have seen better days, and repairs wouldn’t last long enough to make your money 

back. That being said, I have put together a proposal for you, with a detailed expense report, with material costs, notes, and retailers where I would 

purchase them, etc. My recommendation lies with the replacement option, but if you feel the cost is too high, I can attempt to repair the speakers, but, my 

warning is this: in the event that I a~empt to repair it and it doesn’t work, it does have the potential to blow out the amplifier and receiver, which would b 

at least a S2,000.00 mistake. I will allow you to decide how best to proceed. 

In both options, I would frame in the current angled rear projection screen, drywall and insulate using sound and vibration dampening materials, paint the 

walls a jet black to match the current room, and mount a VlZlO 70" 1080p HD Smart TV alongside a wall mounted iPad to control the system to provide the 

highest quality, high fidelity content to recruits. These would both be connected through in-wall wiring, allowing for direct, secure, and easy connections 

to necessary components. I would also remove the current projection screen, mirror, and projector, to allow for more room and easier access. 

I’ve also created some mockups that show what I’m looking to do, and how it would look, albeit in a rendered version, but first, I’ll discuss my expense 

report. In this option, I would remove all the current speakers and replace them with a high-quality Bowers & Wilkins 7.1 Dolby Digital Professional 

Surround Sound system. The speakers included are in the B&W mid-range, but much higher quality than what is currently installed (and what is installed in 

most small theatre setups), and they are expected to last 10-15 years with their expected usage. These speakers are handmade and tested before being 

shipped to us, allowing for the highest level of precision. I’ll also be able to tune them so that the bass will be as if you are in Kenan or the Dean Smith 

Center. All and all, doing this will allow for the experience that you, Bubba, and I expect for the Theatre, but it does come with a cost. It increases my 

requested budget by $3,000.00, bringing it to $7,000.00. While this does seem like a lot of money, I think this is something that will last a long time, and 

will allow us to continue to deliver awesome experiences to recruits, that they won’t forget. 

These are some visual renderings of what I will be doing (it is theatre seating because I couldn’t find a set of bleachers): 



Now to tall< about the timeline and a little more about the budget. I can complete this upgrade in about a week, after I get the materials. That does not 
include the content delivery system, which I’m hoping will take no more than a month, but will require a good amount of testing on the system, which is 
why I want to build out the theatre first and then deploy the application second. My personal goal is to complete the entire system by the Duke game, but 
to make that deadline, we would need approval by Wednesday, if not sooner, which I feel is a realistic goal for us. In regards to the budget, I have built in 
a buffer (the Miscellaneous line item), so unless I break the TV (which isn’t going to happen) I will not go over the requested budget, I’m 110% confident 
of that. If you think we should move forward with either direction, we would need to discuss the best way to purchase items as well, because I’m not sure 
how that works in the Athletic Department. 
In regards to the pillared iPads in the Hall of Fame, Loudermilk, and the Basketball Museum, I’ve estimated the cost of those to be about $1,200 each, but 

those would require examination specifically for placement before I could give a more in-depth quote. If you would like to discuss that, let me know and 
we can do that. I personally feel like it would be best to build the Theatre out, and then do the pillars afterwards, as I believe that they are going to be 
more work to implement. 
Let me know how you want to proceed, or if you have any questions! I’m excited about this and I feel that it is going to be an awesome thing to do. 

Thanks, 
Michael 
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3_5 Texas [!~ L 
3_6 Ohio State ~.).. i ............................................. 

3_8 Florida..(~ 

19 Wisconsin (.~)                                                              , i20 
Washin~9]L~)~ 

i 21 North Carohna ~. 
]22 Illinois £~.~]. 

~ 23 UCLA (%~                                                         ~ 

~ 24 Cal~ornia ~.~. 

~ 25 Penn State (~4)                                                              ~ 
~26 

~27 

i28 

i29 Notre Dame (~:.~). 
i 30 Florida State 

i33_ Louisville 

i 32 North Carolina 

i33 
i34 Duke 

i36 Boston Colleg..e.f.7..,.O..~ 
i 37 Clemson 

i38 

i40 Nor~ Carolina St.~ 
41 ~.~!~!!yInOUS 

~42 Non-Participant 

~43 Non-Participant 
~44 Non-Participant 

i45 

ACC Peers 

NCAA/Conf. 

Football Men’s Basketball Ticket Sales Contributions Distribution and TV Other Revenue Total Revenue 

$103,810,000 $18,470,000 $59,200,000 $40,740,000 $21,027,000 $42,323,000 $163,290,000 

$63,860,000 $18,120,000 $49,100,000 $19,100,000 $24,690,000 $49,150,000 $142,040,000 

$85,200,000 $9,880,000 $52,360,000 $28,510,000 $26,360,000 $32,900,000 $140,130,000 

$74,310,000 $10,410,000 $23,580,000 $46,120,000 $29,970,000 $21,100,000 $120,770,000 

$48,410,000 $17,140,000 $27,560,000 $19,700,000 $28,750,000 $27,790,000 $103,800,000 

$53,090,000 $10,940,000 $22,680,000 $23,500,000 $17,290,000 $19,120,000 $82,590,000 

$28,090,000 $24,880,000 $23,650,000 $17,470,000 $22,730,000 $18,570,000 $82,420,000 

$30,810,000 $15,930,000 $20,450,000 $15,620,000 $26,520,000 $16,110,000 $78,700,000 

$25,160,000 $8,370,000 $14,490,000 $15,990,000 $15,680,000 $25,570,000 $71,730,000 

$26,070,000 $8,000,000 $11,120,000 $12,970,000 $15,270,000 $31,820,000 $71,180,000 

NCAA/ConK    ~ 

Football Men’s Basketball Ticket Sales Contributions Distribution and TV I Other Revenue Total Revenue 

$78,349,132 $3,958,059 $108,509,683 

$54,290,000 $8,210,000 $20,370,000 $31,000,000 $17,23%000 $31,431,000 $100,040,000 

$23,750,000 $42,430,000 $23,430,000 $28,310,000 $12,980,000 $23,120,000 $87,840,000 

$28,090,000 $24,880,000 $23,650,000 $17,470,000 $22,730,000 $18,570,000 $82,420,000 

$22,370,000 $6,490,000 $12,720,000 $30,700,000 $17,500,000 $19,910,000 $80,830,000 

$25,373,767 $25,665,732 $7,733,556 $16,624,845 $17,406,173 $36,840,320 $78,604,894 

$38,380,000 $11,120,000 $16,790,000 $18,150,000 $22,020,000 $13,760,000 $70,720,000 

$23,825,755 $6,139,179 $9,068,992 $9,002,643 $15,813,835 $36,266,729 $70,152,199 

$39,200,000 $7,020,000 $21,040,000 $16,710,000 $19,290,000 $12,960,000 $70,000,000 

$16,770,000 $12,150,000 $13,510,000 $12,970,000 $15,460,000 $26,200,000 $68,140,000 

$32,100,000 $5,750,000 $13,110,000 $11,790,000 $18,890,000 $19,390,000 $63,180,000 

$29,860,000 $15,330,000 $18,230,000 $10,710,000 $19,900,000 $10,910,000 $59,750,000 

$17,664,266 $8,158,064 $8,545,226 $6,505,324 $17,220,137 $16,787,158 $49,057,845 

i 47 Competitive Peers 

i48 Alabama .~.~) 
i 49 Texas A&M 

iS3_ Oklahoma 

i54 ~inneso~ ~.~.~). 
i 55 Nor~ Carohna 
i 56 Arizona State 
i S7 Stanford 
s8 usc rio) 

i59 

60 ~, ~ = 5-Year average finish in the Directors’ Cup. 
i 61 ~Financial da~ collected from Wi~D and is from the 20~-20~2 fiscal year. 

NCAA/ConL 

Football Men’s Basketball TicketSales Contributions Distribution and TV 

$82,300,000 $11,950,000 $33,040,000 $30,390,000 $32,530,000 

$44,420,000 $6,130,000 $35,020,000 $54,840,000 $5,340,000 

$69,420,000 $9,420,000 $31,500,000 $35,960,000 $29,600,000 

$59,820,000 $8,140,000 $36,280,000 $32,580,000 $16,61%000 

$51,950,000 $8,150,000 $23,340,000 $32,380,000 $15,258,000 

$74,980,000 $8,470,000 $22,790,000 $27,840,000 $27,770,000 

$32,950,000 $16,160,000 $23,090,000 $8,060,000 $25,320,000 

$28,090,000 $24,880,000 $23,650,000 $17,470,000 $22,730,000 

$33,810,000 $7,250,000 $9,050,000 $11,260,000 $12,890,000 

Other Revenue Total Revenue 
$28,930,000 $124,890,000 
$24,360,000 $119,560,000 
$17,720,000 $114,780,000 
$20,971,000 $106,450,000 
$23,652,000 $94,630,000 
$13,270,000 $91,670,000 
$27,140,000 $83,610,000 
$18,570,000 $82,420,000 
$26,650,000 $59,850,000 



A B I C D E 

I Sport-B~-Sport Peer Comparison 

I Total Athletic Department Expenses 

......................................................................................................................8 Director’s Cup T ......................................................................................... 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ ....................... 2010-2011 ~i ................. 2011-2012 i~ ............................................................. 2012-2013 5-YearAverage 

10 Director’s Cup i 
1~- ACC Rank I ........................................... 1 3 2 I    2    I 1 1 ....................................................................... 

HeadCoach Assistant Coach i Operating 
14 lnstitutionalPeers NumberofSports Sol/Ben Sol/Ben ~ Expenses ~ Recrui~ng Scholarships To~lExpenses 

15 ~.q~.[~ ~ 20 $~ 4,920,000 $8,500,000 $104,040,000 $1,450,000 $9,350,000 $138,260,000 

16 Ohio State ~) 32 $10,330,000 $6,420,000 $91,320,000 $1,280,000 $15,060,000 $124,410,000 
17 .~i~h~_[[[] 28 $10,720,000 $7,450,000 $78,600,000 $1,600,000 $16,830,000 $115,200,000 
18 Florida ~2~ 21 $10,060,000 $7~570,000 $76,620,000 $1,550~000 $9,300~000 
19 ~[~%~_~.~ 23 $8~770,000 $7,070,000 $75~294,517 $835,483 $10,300~000 $102,270,000 
20 North Carolina~]~ 28 $6,470,000 $6,670,000 $56,670,000 $1,510,000 $10,600,000 $8%920,000 
21 ~g~%~ .................................................................................................... 20 $8,080,000 $6,480,000 $47,940,000 $1,400,000 $9,930,000 $73,830,000 
22 [~OPJi(~2J ......................................................................................................... 21 $5,640,000 $4,970,000 $54,800,000 $1,410,000 $9,920,000 $76,740,000 

2~ .~ ~..(~). 25 $6,780,000 $6,670,000 $46,060,000 $1,100,000 $1L120,000 $7L730,000 

24 California [~ 28 $9,230,000 $6,550,000 $41,81L695 $928,305 $10,050,000 $68,570,000 

25 Penn State (14) 
26 

Head Coach Assis~nt Coach Operating 
27 ACC Peers Number of Spor~ Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recrui~ng Scholarships ToM1 Expenses 

28 Florida State ~) 2~ ~7,680,0~ $6,810,000 $64,990,00~ $1,250,000 $9,54~,~00 $90,270,000 

29 Notre Dame ~) 26 $2,049,446 $18,284,592 ~88,846,780 

30 Louisville ~ 23 $10,290,000 $5,800,000 $57,420,00~ $1,260,000 $9,36~,~00 $84,130,000 

31 North Carolina.(.~). 28 $6,470,000 $6,670,000 $56,670,000 $1,510,000 $10,600,000 $81,920,000 

33 ~[~]~83. 25 $8,820,000 $6,810,000 $45,7~ 0,000 $1,250,000 $12,840,000 $75,430,000 
34 ~4~.9.)~ 20 $7,830,000 $6,3~0,000 $4L053,893 $986,107 $11,920,000 $68,100,000 

35 Clemson ~ 19 $6,870,000 $7,740,000 $4L070,000 $1,170,000 $10,930,000 $67,780,000 

36 ~[g~ ~.~ ~.~.~...[~.~. ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 21 $5,610,000 $5,570,000 $44,370,000 $1,150,000 $9,850,000 $66,550,000 

37 Boston Colleg~[~ 29 $4,475,563 $4,769,754 $40,481,454 $784,634 $15,685,624 $66,197,029 

38 ~ rg]~ T_~_[~) ~7 $6A~0,000 $4,500,000 $40,520,000 $1,420,000 $8,620,000 $61,170,000 

39 North Carolina St. (~ 22 $5,560,000 $6,2~0,000 $35,110,000 $L190,000 $8,260,000 $56,330,000 

~ ~.~]~mous $5,706,918 $4,669,007 $22,480,754 $838,416 $11,776,584 $45,471,679 

42 Non-Participant 

45 
Head Coach Assis~nt Coach Operating 

46 ................................................................................................................................................. ~9..~P..~..~Y..~._~.~.FEL ............................................................................................................................................. Number of Spor~ Sol/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 

47 ~3..[~.~[ ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2~ $10,840,000 $8,460,000 $117,200,000 $1,780,000 $12,530,000 $150,810,000 

~ .h~dT~J~ 20 $~0,230,000 $8,980,000 $70,810,000 $1,050,000 $10,910,000 $101,980,000 

49 Oklahoma [~] 21 $13,170,000 $7,600,000 $64,670,000 $1,440,000 $9,370,000 $96,250,000 
50 QE~g.9_~..[~.~] 18 $8,510,000 $7,630,000 $62,630,000 $1,330,000 $9,600,000 $89,700,000 

51 ~.%~..[~]. 21 $8,580,000 $6,620,000 $62,740,000 $1,600,000 $9,380,000 $88,920,000 
52 ~9~g~Lg~[!~) 25 $6,200,000 $4,150,000 $62,310,000 $1,310,000 $9,640,000 $83,610,000 

53 North Carolina [~]~ 28 $6,470,000 $6,670,000 $56,670,000 $1,510,000 $10,600,000 $81,920,000 

54 Texas A&M ~. 20 $7,270,000 $6,760,000 $58,504,014 $995,986 $6,680,000 $80,210,000 
55 ~izona S~te (.~9) 21 $6,270,000 $5,180,000 $42,072,423 $897,577 $11,160,000 $65,580,000 

S6 Stanford [~] 34 
87 usc Oo) 23 
58 

5~ .[ ] = 5-Year average finish in the Directors’ Cup. ~ ~ 
6~ " Hnandal data collected from W~nA~ and ~s from the 20~-20~ 2 fiscal year. , ~ 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

lO 

Director’s Cup 

ACC Standings 

National Rank 

11 ACC Rank 

12 Coaches Metric 

Football 

2008-2009 2009-2010 

46 44 26 44 NR 56 

5 6 6 8 3 6 

13 

14 

15 

16 Institutional Peers 

19 Texas 

20 Wisconsin 

22 Florida .~) 
23 California ~4~_ 
24 North Carolina 

26 Illinois .(~] 
27 Penn State 

28 

29 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Notre Dame ~6) ~L 

34 Florida State 0~91 
3S Duke (~). 

37 Louisville (~..~] 

38 Bo sto n Colle~ ~ 

43 ~,mo us ., 
44 Non-Participant 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 ~ 
50 

51 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$3,220,000 $2,920,000 

$2,980,000 $3,540,000 

$6,220,000 $4,750,000 

$2,880,000 $3,330,000 

$3,770,000 $3,680,000 

$2,630,000 $3,650,000 

$2,710,000 $2,630,000 

$1,660,000 $3,380,000 

$1,080,000 $3,760,000 

$1,820,000 $2,510,000 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

Assistant Coach 

Sal/Ben 

$2,350,000 $3,180,000 

$2,740,000 $5,090,000 

$3,010,000 $3,590,000 
$4,566,009 

$1,660,000 $3,380,000 

$2,970,000 $2,360,000 

$1,225,251 $2,670,783 

$2,180,000 $2,820,000 

$2,650,000 $2,410,000 

$1,930,000 $2,820,000 

$2,090,000 $2,870,000 

$2,493,882 $2,850,551 

Sal/Ben 

$324,444 

$393,333 

$527,778 

$370,000 

$408,889 

$405,556 

$292,222 

$375,556 

$417,778 

$278,889 

Expenses Recruiting Scholarships TotalExpenses 

$24,905,000 $345,000 $2,970,000 $34,360,000 

$14,994,000 $646,000 $3,200,000 $25,360,000 

$9,866,000 $494,000 $3,440,000 $24,770,000 

$14,888,000 $212,000 $2,920,000 $24,230,000 

$11,227,000 $493,000 $4,470,000 $23,640,000 

$14,080,000 $620,000 $2,260,000 $23,240,000 

$11,952,000 $338,000 $3,010,000 $20,640,000 

$11,499,000 $551,000 $2,270,000 $19,360,000 

$10,777,000 $493,000 $3,080,000 $19,190,000 

$8,375,000 $615,000 $3,390,000 $16,710,000 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships 
$0 $953,261 $4,994,977 

$353,333 $15,887,000 $343,000 $2,950,000 

$565,556 $12,451,000 $499,000 $3,360,000 

$398,889 $11,967,000 $493,000 $2,990,000 

$0 $10,094,785 $472,201 $5,347,159 

$375,556 $11,499,000 $551,000 $2,270,000 

$262,222 $10,528,000 $222,000 $2,680,000 

$296,754 $8,243,060 $329,616 $5,519,224 

$313,333 $8,813,000 $327,000 $3,170,000 

$267,778 $7,654,000 $786,000 $3,620,000 

$313,333 $7,873,000 $417,000 $2,420,000 

$318,889 $7,361,000 $349,000 $2,680,000 

$316,728 $4,490,937 $337,355 $4,475,444 

TotalExpenses 
$25,757,968 

$24,710,000 

$24,140,000 

$22,050,000 

$20,480,154 

$19,360,000 

$18,760,000 

$17,987,934 

$17,310,000 

$17,120,000 

$15,460,000 

$15,350,000 

$14,648,169 

Assistant Coach AverageAsst Coach ~ Operating 
Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 

i " 53 Clemson 

57 North Carolina St. 

58 Tennessee (91) 

59 

60 

6~ ~ ~] = 5-Year avera~ finish in the Directors’ Cup. 
62 ***Financial da~ collected from Wh~D and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 

$2,350,000 

$2,740,000 

$1,080,000 

$3,010,000 

$1,660,000 

$1,930,000 

$3,180,000 

$5,090,000 

$2,490,000 

$3,590,000 

$3,380,000 

$2,820,000 

$353,333 

$565,556 

$276,667 

$398,889 

$375,556 

$313,333 

$15,887,000 

$12,451,000 

$15,333,000 

$11,967,000 

$11,499,000 

$7,873,000 

$343,000 

$499,000 

$257,000 

$493,000 

$551,000 

$417,000 

$2,950,000 

$3,360,000 

$3,030,000 

$2,990,000 

$2,270,000 

$2,420,000 

$24,710,000 

$24,140,000 

$22,190,000 

$22,050,000 

$19,360,000 

$15,460,000 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

lO 

Men’s Basketball I 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

National Rank I 1 NR 5 5 17 7 

ACC Standings 

12 Coaches Metric 

Assistant Coach 

1 1 3 2 

Average Asst, Coach Operating ~ 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses Institutional Peers 

~8 T_e..Ea..~_.[~..g] t-. ........................................... 
19 UCLA L3.!) 

20 Ohio State [~] 
21 North Carolina ~] 
22 Illinois .[~.~] 
23 Wisconsin 

26 California ,~)~ 
27 Penn State (101) 

29 ACC Peers 

30 Duke 

31 Louisville ~ 

32 North Carolina St..(.~.~J 
33 North Carolina 

35 Florida State 

36 

B8 
39 l~.9.~.~9.E..g.~!!..%~_[~.9.!]~ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1 ................................................ 
40 J 
41 ,.A...n...9..n~v m o u s 
42 Notre Dame [_%~] 
43 Non-Participant 
44 Non-Participant 
45 Non-Participant 

46 

47 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$3,730,000 $609,000 

$3,060,000 $856,000 

$2,270,000 $515,000 

$2,350,000 $541,000 

$1,900,000 $812,000 

$1,740,000 $659,000 

$2,290,000 $655,000 

$2,010,000 $667,000 

$2,060,000 $624,000 

$2,010,000 $671,000 

Assistant Coach 
Head Coach Sal/Ben                              Sal/Ben 

$5,753,651 
$3,810,000 $667,000 
$1,400,000 $1,090,000 
$1,900,000 $812,000 
$2,000,000 $797,000 
$1,790,000 $718,000 
$1,890,000 $741,000 
$1,350,000 $477,000 
$1,160,000 $598,000 
$1,192,385 $609,488 
$1,490,000 $543,000 
$1,548,932 $589,710 

$203,000 $3,674,000 $267,000 
$285,333 $3,792,000 $210,000 
$171,667 $3,795,000 $163,000 
$180,333 $3,434,000 $290,000 
$270,667 $3,739,000 $274,000 
$219,667 $3,945,000 $231,000 
$218,333 $3,312,000 $67,000 
$222,333 $2,945,000 $161,000 
$208,000 $2,311,000 $199,000 
$223,667 $2,631,000 $110,000 

Average Asst. Coach 4 Operating 

Sal/Ben         Expenses     Recruiting 

$0 $8,711,838 $515,623 

$222,333 $10,007,000 $516,000 

$363,333 $4,853,000 $242,000 

$270,667 $3,739,000 $274,000 

$265,667 $3,068,000 $135,000 

$239,333 $2,866,000 $165,000 

$247,000 $2,515,000 $229,000 

$159,000 $3,298,000 $215,000 

$199,333 $3,392,000 $191,000 

$203,163 $2,931,727 $135,046 

$181,000 $2,248,000 $216,000 

$196,570 $2,012,383 $157,996 

$0 $252,082 

$410,000 

$552,000 

$467,000 

$525,000 

$405,000 

$455,000 

$506,000 

$527,000 

$736,000 

$488,000 

Scholarships 

$919,987 

$480,000 

$345,000 

$405,000 

$330,000 

$561,000 

$495,000 

$500,000 

$469,000 

$752,013 

$493,000 

$541,790 

$689,783 

$8,690,000 
$8,470,000 
$7,210,000 
$7,140,000 
$7,130,000 
$7,030,000 
$6,830,000 
$6,310,000 
$5,930,000 
$5,910,000 

Total Expenses 
$15,901,099 
$15,480,000 
$7,930,000 
$7,130,000 
$6,330,000 
$6,100,000 
$5,870,000 
$5,840,000 
$5,810,000 
$5,620,659 
$4,990,000 
$4,850,811 
$4,622,255 

48 

49 

5O 

51 Duke 

52 Ke ntuckTf_~ 
53 Kansas 

$5,753,651 $0 $8,711,838 $515,623 $919,987 

57 North Carolina {7) 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

$7,120,000 $1,300,000 
$4,750,000 $964,000 
$3,490,000 $802,000 
$2,650,000 $928,000 
$3,730,000 $609,000 
$1,900,000 $812,000 

$433,333 $5,477,000 $480,000 

$321,333 $6,052,000 $396,000 

$267,333 $5,411,000 $134,000 

$309,333 $5,045,000 $228,000 

$203,000 $3,674,000 $267,000 

$270,667 $3,739,000 $274,000 

$15,901,099 
$433,000 $14,810,000 
$568,000 $12,730,000 
$463,000 $10,300,000 
$549,000 $9,400,000 
$410,000 $8,690,000 
$405 000 $7,130,000 

---------. 
***Financial data collected from Wi~D and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 



6 

7 

8 Director’s Cup 

9 National Rank 

10 ACE Standings 

11 ACC Rank 

A I ~ c 

2 ~ ~ 1~ 
I ,port.~.y....~Eort Peer Comparison 

Women’s Basketbal! 

2008-2009 

17 

2009-2010 i 2010-2011 2011-2012 

32 17 NR 

7 6 5 

12 Coaches Metric 

15                                                             ~ 
Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$1,180,000 $523,110 

$606,919 $379,537 
$400,254 $428,451 
$894,200 $372,496 
$528,597 $516,438 
$541,077 $555,051 
$594,314 $392,519 
$554,243 $413,024 
$370,962 $366,361 
$430,654 $460,311 

Assistant Coach 

Sal/Ben Head Coach Sal/Ben 
$1,281,342 

16 Institutional Peers 

19 Flor ida .[~p_) 

20 Ohio State 

21 California 

22 North Carolina 

25 lllin o is .L.N.~..P,~ 

27 Penn State (31) 

28 

29 

30 ACC Peers 

31 DukeL6~ 

33 

34 Boston CollegK 

35 Florida State 

37 

39 North Carolina 

4o 

43 8~O~,mo us                                                                ., 
44 Non-Participant 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

$726,390 $490,703 

$389,500 $556,952 

$748,899 $590,833 

$711,083 $477,014 

$686,798 $350,992 

$446,820 $375,473 

$541,077 $555,051 

$1,020,000 $545,826 

$402,741 $455,890 

$398,735 $437,925 

$309,850 $270,115 

2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

17 23 

2 5 

12 NR 19 

Average Asst, Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$174,370 
$126,512 
$142,817 
$124,165 
$172,146 
$185,017 
$130,840 
$137,675 
$122,120 
$153,437 

Average Asst. Coach 

Sal/Ben 
$0 
$0 

$163,568 

$185,651 

$196,944 

$159,005 

$116,997 

$125,158 

$185,017 

$181,942 

$151,963 

$145,975 

$9o,o38 

$2,405,986 $140,487 
$1,688,492 $92,031 
$1,591,479 $159,602 
$1,157,663 $84,177 
$1,309,198 $79,281 
$1,209,161 $197,300 
$1,093,938 $127,655 
$1,240,408 $144,229 
$1,275,030 $138,795 
$891,833 $109,397 

Operating 

Expenses Recruiting 

$2,839,666 $160,402 

$206,853 

$2,294,479 $188,273 

$2,122,958 $127,680 

$1,615,571 $140,849 

$1,536,468 $89,977 

$1,367,208 $168,321 

$1,712,176 $209,747 

$1,209,161 $197,300 

$773,553 $129,285 

$1,148,175 $138,066 

$1,068,791 $108,474 

$1,027,045 $82,987 

$600,417 
$513,021 
$540,214 
$551,464 
$486,486 
$407,411 
$681,574 
$488,096 
$588,852 
$567,805 

Scholarships 
$666,079 

$692,403 

$620,155 

$802,157 

$533,848 

$455,458 

$696,681 

$445,784 

$407,411 

$431,336 

$425,128 

$526,075 

$828,449 

$4,850,000 

$3,280,000 

$3,120,000 

$3,060,000 

$2,920,000 

$2,910,000 

$2,890,000 

$2,840,000 

$2,740,000 

$2,460,000 

Total Expenses 

$4,947,489 

$4,701,196 

$4,320,000 

$3,999,247 

$3,630,000 

$3,270,000 

$3,270,000 

$3,190,000 

$2,910,000 

$2,900,000 

$2,570,000 

$2,540,000 

$2,518,446 

49 
Assistant Coach     Average Asst. Coach Operating 

50 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben ~ Sal/Ben Sal/Ben ~ Expenses ~ Recruiting Scholarships I Total Expenses 

51 Connecticut (~ Z $1,990,000 ] $755,289 $251,763 $2,714,933 $123,360 $446,418 $6,030,000 

52 Duke ~6~) $1,281,342 $0 $2,839,666 $160,402 $666,079 $4,947,489 

53 Notre Dame (~.) $0 $206,853 $692,403 $4,701,196 
54 ~.9.[.~!].~JLg~.~.[~.~] . $541,077 $555,051 $185,017 $1,209,161 $197,300 $407,411 $2,910,000 
5S ~.~£~f!~.) ..................................................................................................... ] .................... $1,020,000 $545,826 $181,942 $773,553 $129,285 $431,336 $2,900,000 

58 

59 (. ~ = S-Year avera[~ finish in the Directors’ Cup, 
60 ***Financial da~ collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscM year. " { t "~ ~" 



2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 Director’s Cup 

9 National Rank 

3L0 ACC Standings 

Baseball 

2008-2009 2009-2010 
5 17 

Institutional Peers 

19 UCLA C.6.J * 
20 North Carolina 

22 Ohio S~te ~. 
23 ~hin~ 
24 California 

25 Ill~no~s .~ 
26 Penn S~te 

27 Wisconsin 

28 

29 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$1,150,000 $331,911 

$581,447 $365,420 
$330,989 $165,675 
$283,952 $239,449 
$446,762 $159,761 
$316,650 $180,373 
$255,051 $233,811 
$411,926 $193,888 
$153,955 $154,442 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$996,540 $622,331 

$363,617 $285,162 

$561,299 $347,805 

$540,568 $418,778 

$283,952 $239,449 

$452,426 $249,507 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Virginia 

32 Florida State (~). 

34 Louisville [14.), * 

35 North Carolina [.}~ * 

37 Notre Dame 
38 Duke 

39 
40 North Carolina St..(~..~ * 

44 Non-Participant 
45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

5 17 3 3 

3 2 1 3 

Average Asst. Coach Operating ~ 
Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$191,127 $190,869 
$249,239 $168,966 
$190,866 $201,843 
$215,922 $177,473 
$196,308 $110,033 
$142,068 $141,547 

49 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben 
so ~U_L~ * $1,11o,ooo 
51 South Carolina..(~) * $504,093 
52 ~.~ZJ, * $996,540 

53 Florida State (~] * $363,617 

54 North Carolina ~) * $283,952 

$165,956 $1,472,335 $73,058 
$182,710 $1,503,799 $48,858 
$82,838 $1,360,208 $21,889 
$119,725 $1,038,709 $51,473 
$79,881 $701,397 $42,506 
$90,187 $817,172 $22,335 
$116,906 $780,759 $51,847 
$96,944 $723,770 $15,293 
$77,221 $445,132 $22,685 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting 
$311,166 $975,548 $32,062 

$142,581 $1,694,775 $34,500 

$173,903 $781,787 $50,723 

$209,389 $792,579 $41,269 

$119,725 $1,038,709 $51,473 

$124,754 $589,982 $44,627 

$83,547 

$95,435 $546,660 $36,949 

$84,483 $755,040 $56,740 

$100,922 $759,451 $42,287 

$88,737 $409,887 $52,321 

$110,033 $367,477 $25,736 

$70,774 $302,187 $82,015 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$410,194 $205,097 $4,112,516 $63,322 

$474,093 $237,047 $3,476,403 $37,472 

$622,331 $311,166 $975,548 $32,062 

$285,162 $142,581 $1,694,775 $34,500 

$239,449 $119,725 $1,038,709 $51,473 

$352,696 

$270,476 

$361,239 

$346,417 

$449,574 

$383,470 

$378,532 

$295,123 

$343,786 

Scholarships 
$403,519 

$401,946 

$498,386 

$356,806 

$346,417 

$433,458 

$693,392 

$675,391 

$380,015 

$325,553 

$653,182 

$587,296 

$342,183 

$3,380,000 

$2,770,000 

$2,240,000 

$1,960,000 

$1,800,000 

$1,720,000 

$1,700,000 

$1,640,000 

$1,120,000 

Total Expenses 

$3,030,000 

$2,780,000 

$2,240,000 

$2,150,000 

$1,960,000 

$1,770,000 

$1,745,369 

$1,640,996 

$1,610,000 

$1,520,000 

$1,508,785 

$1,286,850 

$1,010,000 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$443,968 $6,140,000 

$397,939 $4,890,000 

$403,519 $3,030,000 

$401,946 $2,780,000 

$346,417 $1,960,000 

55 Vanderbflt (8) 

59 = Director of Operations Position 

60 ***Financial dataI~collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 



8 Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

9 National Rank I NR NR NR NR NR NR 

10 ACC Standings 

12 Coaches Metric 

14 ~ 

Assistant Coach Average Asst, Coach Operating 

16 Institutional Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 
17 ~i-~-~i ...................................................................................................... ]- .................. $310,522 $119,103 $59,552 $954,177 $36,976 $419,222 $1,840,000 
18 ~!~9.~J~.9..£~] 

t-. ........................................... 
$174,197 $304,777 $121,911 $735,213 $38,948 $486,865 $1,740,000 

19 UCLAL~] * l $154,180 $156,624 $78,312 $706,775 $17,810 $504,611 $1,540,000 

20 Texas ~ 

[’~ 

$262,847 $229,654 $114,827 $620,469 $42,632 $354,398 $1,510,000 

21 [v~!~!!jgg~.. [~ ~] $222,469 $81,732 $81,732 $552,651 $46,210 $556,938 $1,460,000 
22 ~!~g~9.~...[~.~.) 

~ 
$78,763 $169,887 $67,955 $468,140 $19,733 $393,477 $1,130,000 

23 Ohio State ~ $95,334 $115,524 $57,762 $362,849 $17,026 $363,794 $954,527 

24 Illinois £~2.) $102,106 $106,607 $53,304 $246,371 $28,225 $428,990 $912,299 

25 California .~4_) $69,796 $184,693 $92,347 $340,231 $27,829 $252,156 $874,705 

26 North Carolina [~]. $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $434,579 $765,212 

27 Penn State (67) * 

28 

29 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

30 ACE Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 

31 Florida State (1.1~ * ~[~ $167,401 $294,530 $117,812 $605,799 $42,159 $540,111 $1,650,000 

32 ~l~i~l~" ~’~[’~1").~ .............................................................................................. ] .................. $95,715 $229,744 $91,898 $595,880 $25,046 $363,615 $1,310,000 
33 i~ii~iii. $77,644 $141,471 $70,736 $458,451 $5,916 $546,518 $1,230,000 

34 Clemson [~R]~* $98,850 $193,464 $96,732 $378,510 $28,393 $490,783 $1,190,000 

35 Duke [~...1_]. $125,078 $0 $0 $530,341 $22,773 $496,213 $1,174,405 

36 ~i~ _ ~...a~...e. _ ~3...,~ Z ................................................................................. ................. $14,683 $606,224 $1,118,540 

37 North Carolina St..(.~.@] $112,196 $99,912 $49,956 $333,569 $35,806 $296,731 $878,214 

38 ~pj~ mo u s $59,269 $109,536 $27,384 $119,501 $17,438 $568,228 $873,972 

39 : $116,240 $118,421 $59,211 $303,590 $20,914 $264,177 $823,342 

40 Louisville {.~). * $90,982 $191,461 $76,584 $227,534 $4,420 $301,520 $815,917 

41 ~gj~t~_~!gJ~_[~_~] ............................................................................................ ~_ .................. $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $434,579 $765,212 

42 ..B.....o....s..tq ~..o...1..!..e.. g£_ ~...N.. ~).... ................................................................................ l ................. $101,843 $13,800 $13,800 $112,800 $2,500 $0 $230,943 

43 [.4_%[yJand- Outdoor Only_ ., 

44 Non-Participant 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

50 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 

51 Wisconsin [~] i $310,522 $119,103 $59,552 $954,177 $36,976 $419,222 $1,840,000 

52 9~...e_g~o~[...7.). * $298,878 $365,960 $146,384 $586,826 $17,718 $410,618 $1,680,000 

53 Florida State [~.~].* $167,401 $294,530 $117,812 $605,799 $42,159 $540,111 $1,650,000 

54 ~]~.h...9~_.~D~.~.(~)._* . $103,775 $142,223 $71,112 $301,728 $18,009 $228,829 $794,564 
55 ~9~9~9_[~ ............................................................................................. ~ .................... $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $434,579 $765,212 

± 58 

59 [. ] = S-Year averag..e: finish in the Directors’ Cup. k , I 

60 * : Director of ~perations Position ] i ~ 

61 ***Financial data collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. I . i 



2      ~ 

~ Women’s Cross Countr~ 

8 Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 ~ 5-YearAverage 

9 National Rank ~ NR NR ~8 NR 31 35 

~0 ACC Standings 

Coaches Metric 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

~6 Institutional Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Rec~iting Scholarships ~ Total E~enses 

17 "~~ .................................................................................................... ~ .................. $179,147 $174,964 $87,482 $1,011,150 $29,844 $614,895 $2,010,000 
18 ~_9~3~.~...(~..~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~.. .......................................... $174,197 $304,775 $121,910 $719,675 $38,947 $692,406 $1,930,000 

19 Texas ~}. 
~ 

$394,333 $185,385 $92,693 $620,759 $40,947 $588,576 $1,830,000 

20 ~jg~_~ ~ $318,246 $73,736 $73,736 $651,470 $29,356 $667,192 $1,740,000 
~ $100,243 $216,220 $86,488 $574,143 $31,789 $627,605 $1,550,000 21 ~{!g~R~..[~.) 
{ $143,229 $157,244 $78,622 $495,794 $24,834 $598,899 $1,420,000 

23 Illinois ~{~) $107,738 $105,505 $35,168 $308,287 $43,742 $774,728 $1,340,000 
24 Ohio State [~J~l $116,423 $118,081 $59,041 $304,309 $14,719 $656,468 $1,210,000 

25 North Carolina [~). $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $587,628 $918,261 

26 California .~). $59,456 $157,331 $78,666 $340,232 $27,829 $252,156 $837,004 

27 Penn State (17) * 

28 

29 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

30 ACC Peers Head Coach Sol/Ben Sol/Ben Sol/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total E~enses 
31 Florida State (~ * ~ $167,401 $295,820 $118,328 $804,022 $47,595 $635,162 $1,950,000 

32 ~}~f ....................................................................................................... ] .................. $68,865 $179,292 $59,764 $591,616 $12,595 $908,875 $1,761,243 
33 $216,634 $223,986 $111,993 $478,250 $31,260 $799,870 $1,750,000 

34 Notre Dame ~.~)** $13,280 $869,893 $1,400,852 
35 ~.~ g~J~.~T_?_~ _[~.~ $87,583 $134,674 $53,870 $557,646 $29,434 $580,663 $1,390,000 
36 ~£~0~_~ ........................................................................................ ................. $77,644 $141,471 $70,736 $426,223 $5,491 $669,171 $1,320,000 

37 Boston Colleg~..[.~!] $118,324 $95,441 $47,721 $122,302 $12,331 $837,201 $1,185,899 
38 North Carol~na St ~] * $148,725 $132,442 $44,147 $434,095 $36,338 $428,400 $1,180,000 
39 Lou~sv~]e [~_~*                                                                                              $90,981 $191,456 $76,582 $361,320 $29,040 $497,203 $1,170,000 
40 ~..~9~.~ymo u s $59,269 $109,536 $27,384 $96,797 $15,540 $859,387 $1,140,529 

41 ~3?!~X~_~]_ .............................................................................................. ,_ .................. $101,737 $109,311 $54,656 $275,473 $22,835 $470,117 $979,473 

42 ~g£[h~/gEgJ![~3_/~9 ................................................................................. l ................. $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $587,628 $918,261 
43 ~{4~93~_~gI ., $72,536 $98,960 $49,480 $161,367 $10,677 $530,453 $873,993 

44 Non-Participant 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

50 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Rec~mng Scholarships Total E~enses 

5~ Florida S~te ~ l $167,401 $295,820 $118,328 $804,022 $47,595 $635,162 $1,950,000 

52 ~o~ * $298,878 $365,960 $146,384 $518,197 $36,051 $680,914 $1,900,000 

53 ~j~.~ ~..~] $318,246 $73,736 $73,736 $651,470 $29,356 $667,192 $1,740,000 
54 ~!~[~ ~..~ ~ $100,243 $216,220 $86,488 $574,143 $31,789 $627,605 $1,550,000 

55 ~~ .............................................................................................. ~ .................... $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $587,628 $918,261 

58 

59 [. ] : 5-Year avera~ finish in the Directors’ Cup. L ~ ~ 

60 * : Director of ~perations Position ] ~ ~ "} [ T 

61 ***Financial da~ collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. ~ . ~ 



3 ................... .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... i ........................................................................................................................................................................................... 

4 

~ Fencing 
7 
8 Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 ~ 5-Year Average 

9 National Rank ~ 16 17 18 18 12 16 

10 ACC Standings 

1~ ACC Rank 

12 Coaches Metric 

~5 
Assistant Coach     Average Asst, Coach Operating 

16 Institutional Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sol/Ben Expenses Rec~iting Scholarships ~ Total E~enses 

17 "~~ ...................................................................................................... ~ .................. $123,987 $166,641 $55,547 $271,271 $11,759 $399,159 $972,817 
18 ~.~.~.~.~....~.~.~.~.~9....~.~ ~.. ........................................... $97,866 $80,750 $40,375 $104,591 $271 $0 $283,478 

19 Penn State ~ 
20 Galifornia 

~ 

2~ Florida 

22 Ill~no~s 

24 Texas 

25 UGLA 

26 ~Sto n 
2~ Wisconsin 

28 

29 

Assistant ~oa~h Average Asst. ~oa~h Operatin~ 

30 A~ Peers ~ead ~oa~h Sal/~en Sal/~en Sal/~en Expenses Re~iti~g S~holarships Total E~enses 

3~ Notre Dame ~ ~ $24,184 $330,339 $936,168 

32 ~-~f ...................................................................................................... ] .................. $101,345 $64,585 $32,293 $422,356 $8,270 $56,431 $652,987 

33 ~. $97,866 $80,750 $40,375 $104,591 $271 $0 $283,478 

34 Boston Colleg2%(~] $20,420 $7,356 $7,356 $19,660 $0 $0 $47,436 

35 ~.9~pymous 

36 ~l~ ~9~ ............................................................................................. 
37 ~]oNd~ S~te 
38 @~g!~ia Tech 
39 Lou~sv~]e 
40 ~.[yland 

41 North Carolina St 

42 

43 ~inia Tech 
44 Non-Participant 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

49 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben ~ Sal/Ben Sal/Ben ~ Expenses Ree~iting Scholarships Total Expenses 

50 Ohio S~te [~ $123,987 $~66,641 $55,547 $271,271 $11,759 $399,159 $972,817 

51 Notre Dame (.~ $24,184 $330,339 $936,168 

52 Duke ~ $101,345 $64,5~5 $32,293 $422,356 $~,270 $56,431 $652,987 

53 North Carolina ~ $97,~66 $~0,750 $40,375 $104,591 $271 $0 $283,47~ 

54 Boston Colleg~.[~ $20,420 $7,356 $7,356 $19,660 $0 $0 $47,436 
55 Temple (12) 

57 ~ ~ 

59 : D~rector of Operations Pos~t~on ] ~ ~ ~ 
60 ~nanda] da~~co]]ected from WJ~D and ~s from the 2011-20~2 fisca] year. ~ 

~ 
[~ [ 



4 

6                                                                Field Hockey 

8 Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

9 National Rank I 9 1 2 2 2 2 

~L0 ACC Standings 

12 Coaches Metric 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

16 Institutional Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sol/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 
17 f,~3~i~~71~i ...................................................................................................... l~ .................. $183,7~4 $140,303 $70,1s2 $268,822 $32,807 $634,314 $1,260,000 

19 California ~)                                                          ~ $104,415 $87,499 $43,750 $313,165 $7,845 $320,698 $833,622 

20 Ohio State (~ 
i 

$104,64S $63,277 $31,639 $197,600 $~2,4S8 $431,302 $809,282 
21 Penn State ~) 
22 Florida 

24 Texas 

25 UCLA 

27 Wisconsin 

28 

29 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

30 ACC Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 
31 DukeLl~) ~L $303,524 $143,698 $71,849 $300,686 $17,345 $663,766 $1,429,019 

1...72C.2Z7C $139,1 8 $127,2 0 $63,62  $189,236 $22,187 $622,169 $1,180,000 

34 Boston Colleg~e...(~)~ $113,858 $73,671 $73,671 $217,035 $8,221 $607,823 $1,020,608 

35 Louisville (~).. $139,545 $87,758 $43,879 $308,625 $34,631 $367,682 $938,241 

36 ~A~L]_a.~3 ........................................................................................ ................. $205,085 $148,87~ $74,438 $186,255 $15,554 $298,537 $854,306 
37 North Carolina (.~) $133,310 $107,685 $53,843 $176,883 $20,078 $416,259 $854,215 

38 Non-Participant 

39 Clemson 

40 Florida State 

43 Notre Dame                                                                    ., 

44 y)..r.ginia Tech 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben I Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 
50 ~)Jg~P_L!~l $183,754 $140,303 $70,152 $268,822 $32,807 $634,314 $1,260,000 
51 }/_!~![~!~.. (.~) $139,158 $127,250 $63,625 $189,236 $22,187 $622,169 $1,100,000 
52 ~_[~i) $205,085 $148,875 $74,438 $186,255 $15,554 $298,537 $854,306 
53 North Carolina .(..2J $133,310 $107,685 $53,843 $176,883 $20,078 $416,259 $854,215 

54 Non-Participant 

55 Princeton (4) 

59 = Director of Operations Position l ~ i I 
60 ***Financial data~collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. ’1 

~ 
! } J 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

National Rank I NR NR 

ACC Standings 

12 Coaches Metric 

is                                                             j~ 
Assistant Coach 

A I    B 

Men’s Golf 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 ~ 5-Year Average 

NR NR 49 93 

8 7 7 9 

73 83 50 ...................................................... ~ ................... 

Average Asst. Coach Operating ~ 
Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 16 Institutional Peers 

18 ~5!~..[.~..~].. t-. ........................................... 
19 WashingS9 ~8j 

20 Illinois ~[~ * 

21 Florida .(.~.~] 

22 Wisco nsin .~I~..). 
23 California 

25 North Carolina 

26 Ohio State 

27 Penn S~te (71) 

28 

29 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Geo,r.~a Tech L3.] 
32 Duke [.~5] 

34 ~9~vmous 
35 Notre Dame 

37 North Carolina 

38 g~L~ini<L~ 
39 Clemson 

43 Boston Colle~[~_~                                                         ., 
44 Non-Participant 
45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Partidpant 
47 
48 

49 

50 Oklahoma State 

51 Texas 

52 Texas A&M ,(,,,lJ~ 

54 Duke 

55 North Carolina (93) 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6O 
61 

Comp etitive P eers 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$287,533 $81,619 

$185,161 $56,809 

$241,362 $64,344 

$155,959 $42,321 

$171,463 $78,474 

$121,802 $57,744 

$149,463 $82,048 

$104,684 $51,708 

$162,064 $50,473 

$180,834 $45,280 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$238,063 $82,388 
$138,216 $59,235 

$178,138 $74,454 

$146,050 $38,235 

$158,575 $46,896 
$162,064 $50,473 
$129,364 $42,370 
$218,725 $50,710 
$67,411 $53,026 
$124,041 $54,377 
$62,788 $54,179 
$46,314 $16,346 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$211,771 

$287,533 

$226,526 

$238,063 
$138,216 
$162,064 

$81,619 $401,863 $44,034 

$56,809 $444,949 $27,351 

$64,344 $350,424 $23,499 

$42,321 $315,263 $27,353 

$78,474 $255,782 $17,681 

$57,744 $262,972 $15,060 

$82,048 $282,139 $1,672 

$51,708 $166,181 $15,535 

$50,473 $195,177 $14,489 

$45,280 $129,673 $15,207 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruitin~ 

$82,388 $260,971 $25,863 

$59,235 $209,573 $30,214 

$74,454 $247,819 $21,966 

$38,235 $152,280 $11,117 

$18,6o8 
$46,896 $186,497 $33,002 
$50,473 $195,177 $14,489 

$42,370 $145,204 $29,022 

$50,710 $121,792 $10,521 

$53,026 $155,206 $11,953 

$54,377 $110,960 $14,120 

$54,179 $87,683 $12,059 

$16,346 $141,850 $2,489 

~g~{~ ~~~~ 1 Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$44,556 $44,556 $818,142 $22,068 

$81,619 $81,619 $401,863 $44,034 

$84,519 $84,519 $401,009 $29,627 

$82,388 $82,388 $260,971 $25,863 

$59,235 $59,235 $209,573 $30,214 

$50,473 $50,473 $195,177 $14,489 

$107,919 $922,968 
$186,136 $900,406 
$186,971 $866,600 
$146,244 $687,140 
$103,538 $626,938 
$127,257 $584,835 
$59,978 $575,300 
$208,942 $547,050 
$100,549 $522,752 
$134,780 $505,774 

Scholarships 

$132,243 

$245,300 

$118,204 

$245,609 

$248,453 

$128,710 

$100,549 

$160,546 

$100,147 

$146,979 

$93,741 

$110,677 

$92,000 

Total Expenses 
$739,528 
$682,538 
$640,581 
$593,291 
$554,478 
$553,680 
$522,752 
$506,506 
$501,895 
$434,575 
$397,239 
$327,386 
$298,999 

Scholarships Total Expenses 
$103,463 $1,200,000 
$107,919 $922,968 
$73,232 $814,913 
$132,243 $739,528 
$245,300 $682,538 
$100 549 $522,752 

[ j = 5-Year averag..e: finish in the Directors CqE. 

*** Financial da~ collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

A I B c I D 

Women’s Golf 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

8 10 28 11 

1 2 5 2 

12 6 17 _~__~_~__~_ 

Average Asst. Coach Operating ~ 
Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses Institutional Peers 

21 Wisconsin 

22 Califo r nia .~.~) 
23 Ohio S~te 

24 Flor ida .[~ 
25 North Carolina 

26 Illinois ,~ 
27 Penn S~te 

28 

29 

30 ACC Peers 

31 DukeL6~ 
32 Virginia [7J 

33 

34 Louisville {49j 

35 ~.[!~ymous 

37 Boston Colleg~.. ~,~.~J. 
38 North Carolina St. 
39 North Carolina 

41 Clemson - Newin 20~3 
42 

43 y~inia Tech - New in 2015                                                   ., 
44 ~Egia Tech 
45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 

50 Alabama 

sl ~..1~) 
52 Duke 

54 Flo r ida ~.2.....4.J 
55 North Carolina 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

Comp etitive P eers 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$167,788 $74,985 

$245,233 $60,333 

$105,815 $61,150 
$120,697 $55,366 
$131,164 $52,815 

$136,911 $60,574 

$144,049 $45,660 

$100,266 $60,944 

$109,617 $43,573 

$86,365 $39,924 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$174,319 $62,213 

$136,743 $53,008 

$132,112 $43,812 

$120,377 $42,002 

$113,839 $57,321 
$46,314 $16,346 

$92,904 $47,195 

$109,617 $43,573 

$58,814 $55,258 
$99,608 $0 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$238,049 

$187,330 

$174,319 

$136,743 

$100,266 

$109,617 

$74,985 $338,514 $16,991 
$60,333 $266,926 $41,646 
$61,150 $202,928 $16,078 
$55,366 $262,835 $18,766 
$52,815 $286,352 $19,518 
$60,574 $215,405 $7,072 
$45,660 $92,666 $14,752 
$60,944 $186,193 $16,313 
$43,573 $121,467 $22,307 
$39,924 $105,920 $14,654 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses 
$62,213 $139,663 

$53,008 $168,301 

$43,812 $225,769 

$42,002 $92,911 

$57,321 $160,807 

$16,346 $90,492 

$47,195 $141,370 

$43,573 $121,467 

$55,258 $105,353 
$0 $42,693 

Recruiting 

$15,166 

$20,280 
$13,585 

$11,810 
$7,526 

$24,871 
$7,186 

$15,125 

$22,307 
$17,297 
$11,452 

~g~{~ ~~’~’~" ~ Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$71,670 $71,670 $209,663 $18,619 

$70,234 $70,234 $283,401 $14,810 

$62,213 $62,213 $139,663 $15,166 

$53,008 $53,008 $168,301 $20,280 

$60,944 $60,944 $186,193 $16,313 

$43,573 $43,573 $121,467 $22,307 

$231,578 
$140,303 
$305,493 
$226,599 

$165,712 
$184,151 
$233,140 
$145,800 
$180,665 
$210,427 

Scholarships 
$336,478 

$279,133 

$286,360 

$147,857 

$297,087 

$158,633 

$326,098 

$185,407 

$180,665 

$142,446 

$o 

$829,856 
$754,441 
$691,464 
$684,263 
$655,561 
$604,113 
$530,267 
$509,516 
$477,629 
$457,290 

Total Expenses 

$727,839 

$657,465 

$602,808 

$561,360 

$559,903 

$515,471 

$486,436 

$482,001 

$477,629 

$379,168 

$153,753 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$251,397 $789,398 
$185,891 $741,666 

$336,478 $727,839 

$279,133 $657,465 

$145,800 $509,516 

$180 665 $477,629 

........................................................................... =...=-: .......................... : ....................... ;~. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ’ ..~ .~ ..................................................................................................................................................................... ~. 4 .................................................. ...1... ................................................... .~ .................................................................................................................................................................. ~. 
[ 3 = 5-Year averag..e: fimsh In the D,rectors C~E. ’~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Finandal da~ collected fl’om WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

12 Coaches Metric 

Assistant Coach 
16 

20 Ohio State [!~1 
21 
22 Illinois .[!~]                                                             ~ 
23 California ~9~ 

24 North Carolina 

25 Penn State 

26 Texas 

27 Wisconsin 

28 

29 

30 ACC Peers 

31 

32 Marzland (.~9] 
33 
34 Non-Participant 
35 ~!?2pymous 

37 C~emson 
38 Duke 
39 ~oNd~ S~te 
40 ~9[gia Tech 
41 Louisville 
42 

., 43 yj...r.g.inia 

44 yj..r.gjnia Tech 

45 Non-Participant 

46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

A I B c I D ~ I " I ~ ! H , 

Gymnastics 
{ 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 
National Rank I 25 31 19 25 30 28 

ACC Standings 
1 4 5 2 

29 30 35 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 
Instit~tional Peers Head Coach Sal/IBen Sal/IBen Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$306,028 $252,444 $126,222 $609,960 $55,433 $516,135 $1,740,000 
$164,298 $182,310 $91,155 $437,445 $36,415 $659,532 $1,480,000 
$208,236 $198,130 $99,065 $317,127 $65,597 $560,910 $1,350,000 
$99,276 $117,915 $58,958 $404,681 $21,143 $586,985 $1,230,000 
$143,215 $145,961 $72,981 $282,971 $36,735 $471,118 $1,080,000 
$103,489 $117,394 $58,697 $233,912 $20,704 $512,739 $988,238 
$118,356 $71,360 $71,360 $130,356 $16,046 $318,650 $654,768 
$108,663 $49,841 $49,841 $88,042 $9,411 $378,833 $634,790 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 
Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 

$113,862 $154,441 $77,221 $444,907 $22,672 $424,118 $1,160,000 
$87,767 $109,423 $54,712 $180,280 $20,086 $280,367 $677,923 
$108,663 $49,841 $49,841 $88,042 $9,411 $378,833 $634,790 

"1 ~~’~’~" ~~’~’~" 1 Operating + 
Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben I Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 

$487,249 $192,753 $96,377 $1,227,533 $58,981 $503,484 $2,470,000 
$306,028 $252,444 $126,222 $609,960 $55,433 $516,135 $1,740,000 
$164,298 $182,310 $91,155 $437,445 $36,415 $659,532 $1,480,000 
$208,236 $198,130 $99,065 $317,127 $65,597 $560,910 $1,350,000 
$113,862 $154,441 $77,221 $444,907 $22,672 $424,118 $1,160,000 
$108,663 $49,841 $49,841 $88,042 $9,411 $378,833 $634,790 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. I ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .......................................................................................................................................................................... 1 ...................................................... 1 ........................................................ i .................................................................................................................................................................. 
[ ] = 5-Year averg~~ finish in the Directors’ Cp..E. I ] 

~ 
{ # 

" --: ............................................ ’~ ........................ ":": ...................................................................................................................................................................................... r ............................................ ~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ i .......................................................................... ~" .................................................. 
* = Director of OEerat~ons Position .~ j [ .[ ~ 
*** ~ 1 

49 

51 Florida .[~] * 
52 UCLA ~] 
S3 
54 North Carolina St. 
55 North Carolina 
56 Stanford (8) 
57 

58 

59 

60 

61 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

lO 

o[ 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 

National Rank I 5 

ACC Standings 

6 

ii ACC Rank 
12 Coaches Metric 

13 Inside Lacrosse 

15 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 
$211,037 
$152,176 
$157,036 

16 Institutional Peers 

18 ~.~h.~l~D...~ 
19 North Carolina 

20 Penn State 

21 California 

22 Florida 

23 Illinois 

24 Texas 

25 UCLA 

26 ~)m~to n 
27 Wisconsin 

28 

29 

2009-2010 

5 

1 

6 

Assistant Coach 

Sal/Ben 

$165,757 

$132,375 

$111,652 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$723,963 $298,758 

$242,747 $165,289 

30 ACC Peers 
31 Virginia 

34 ....M....’.a_r~y~.~.~_J~ * 

35 North Carolina [.~] * 

37 ~9~?ymous 
38 Boston Colle~ 
39 Clemson 

40 Florida State 

43 North Carolina St. 

44 ~..r.g]nia Tech 
45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

Comp etitive P eers 

$288,890 $191,324 

$157,036 $111,652 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$723,963 $298,758 

$242,747 $165,289 

49 

51 Duke (~] 
52 Notre Dame (~J * 

54 North Carolina [~) * 
55 Non-Participant 
56 ]ohns Hopkins (NR) 

57 

58 

59 

60 

2010-2011 2011-2012 

8 8 

2 3 

10 11 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses 

$82,879 $768,377 

$66,188 $718,874 

$55,826 $268,431 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses 
$149,379 $762,824 

$82,645 $755,727 

$95,662 $388,299 

$55,826 $268,431 

I Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$288,890 $191,324 

$157,036 $111,652 

2012-2013 

5 

i 5-Year Average 

8 

3 

Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$27,403 $477,426 $1,650,000 

$90,718 $45,857 $1,140,000 

$58,476 $424,405 $1,020,000 

Recruiting 
$37,261 
$38,320 
$47,526 

$18,605 
$58,476 

Operating 

Expenses Recruiting 

$149,379 $762,824 $37,261 

$82,645 $755,727 $38,320 

$47,526 

$95,662 $388,299 $18,605 

$55,826 $268,431 $58,476 

Scholarships Total Expenses 
$487,194 $2,310,000 
$699,246 $1,901,329 
$635,985 $1,574,271 
$402,882 $1,290,000 
$424,405 $1,020,000 

Scholarships 

$487,194 

$699,246 

$635,985 

$402,882 

$424,405 

TotalExpenses 
$2,310,000 
$1,901,329 
$1,574,271 
$1,290,000 
$1,020,000 

[ ] = S-Year avergg~ finish in the Directors’ Cp..E. 
--{ .............................................................................. 

¯ = D~rector of OEerat~ons Position 
*** 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

lO 

Women’s Lacrosse I 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 i 5-YearAverage 

National Rank I 2 3 3 5 1 3 

ACC Standings 

12 Coaches Metric 

................................................................................................... ] ................. 3 3 

Assistant Coach 

$6 Institutional Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$9 North Carolina [.3..) l $108,380 $104,685 

# $90,275 $74,025 20 California 

25 Penn State [)..~] * 
22 ~.~!gan - New in 2014 * 
23 Illinois 

24 Texas 

25 UCLA 

26 
27 Wisconsin 

28 

29 

30 ACe Peers 

31 DukeL4] 

33 
34 Louisville 

37 
38 North Carohna 
39 Non-Par/~dpan/ 
40 ~.~9£.gymou s 
41 C]emson 
42 
43 ~£2!~ia Tech                                                            ., 
44 North Carolina St 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 Comp etitive P eers 

50 Florida ~ * 
51 Duke 

S2 ~.~1~] * 

53 

54 North Carolina 

55 Northwestern 

56 Non-Participant 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

3 1 2 T-1 

Average Asst. Coach Operating ~ 
Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$91,727 $591,593 $42,215 $435,038 $1,480,000 

$49,108 $279,389 $22,158 $507,233 $1,050,000 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$164,351 $118,238 

$196,634 $146,554 
$138,328 $116,178 
$84,431 $84,221 
$108,197 $75,311 
$222,855 $147,047 
$108,380 $104,685 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$227,701 

$164,351 

$196,634 

$222,855 

$108,380 

$52,343 $148,660 $30,810 
$37,013 $209,458 $12,344 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Exp enses 
$59,119 $464,735 

$73,277 $217,499 
$58,089 $362,143 
$42,111 $397,595 
$75,311 $178,899 
$73,524 $143,656 
$52,343 $148,660 

Recruiting 

$20,490 

$52,011 

$21,608 
$30,139 
$14,385 
$9,485 

$12,964 

$3o,81o 

~g~’{~" ~~’~’~" ~ Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$183,453 $91,727 $591,593 $42,215 

$118,238 $59,119 $464,735 $20,490 

$146,554 $73,277 $217,499 $21,608 

$147,047 $73,524 $143,656 $12,964 

$104,685 $52,343 $148,660 $30,810 

$450,246 $842,781 
$106,593 $492,695 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$666,212 $1,434,026 

$676,743 $1,320,639 

$487,705 $1,070,000 

$413,212 $1,060,000 

$419,368 $1,000,000 

$618,188 $990,080 

$351,322 $877,844 

$450,246 $842,781 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$435,038 $1,480,000 

$666,212 $1,434,026 

$487,705 $1,070,000 

$351,322 $877,844 

$450,246 $842,781 

[..] = 5-Year averg/~9 finish in the Directors’ 

* = D~rector of OEerat~ons Position 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

lO 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 

National Rank I NR 

ACC Standings 

NR 

11 ACC Rank 

12 Coaches Metric 

13 CRCA/USRowing Coaches 

14 

15 

2009-2010      ~ 
NR 

Institutional Peers 

19 Washing~9~.9.1 * 

20 Texas 

2~ Ohio State 
22 

23 California ~ 
24 North Carolina 
25 Illinois 

26 Penn 
27 ~lorida 

28 

29 

NR 

Assistant Coach 
Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$118,324 $310,645 
$122,803 $142,526 
$321,443 $148,198 
$140,551 $162,888 
$109,042 $94,866 
$123,097 $118,422 
$141,765 $175,723 
$91,368 $93,572 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Clemson {~1..8} ~ 

~ Eu_..k..~. £~..D ....i.. .......................................... 
34 Notre Dame ~..1..._7~). * 

35 Louisville (~{~).. 
36 .B_...o_..s~._o....n. _...�...o_.l..l...e_g~ .e._ _(...N_ D ................................................................................ ................. 
37 North Carolina ~.I~.~,]. 
38 Non-Participant 

39 Non-Participant 

40 ,.A.~9..gymo u s 

41 Florida State 

42 

43 ~,4,,.’~la n d                                                               ., 
44 North Carolina St. 

45 ~![gjnia Tech 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben 
50 Clemson ~ $108,427 
51 ~!j.’g.~_~ j~.. (.~ $152,354 
52 Duke (~)o $72,610 
53 B o sto n C olle.{~ .(....N.....R.~ $101,491 
54 North Carolina ~...P,~)~ $91,368 

Assistant Coach 
Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$108,427 $119,947 
$152,354 $143,235 
$72,610 $104,629 

$107,214 $113,178 
$101,491 $70,510 
$91,368 $93,572 

2010-2011 2011-2012 
NR NR 

NR NR 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 
Sal/Ben Expenses 

$155,323 $1,486,830 $19,746 
$71,263 $719,960 $40,155 
$74,099 $733,875 $64,999 
$81,444 $411,537 $62,280 
$47,433 $356,728 $14,172 
$59,211 $320,239 $21,645 
$87,862 $401,683 $9,211 
$46,786 $154,237 $4,555 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruitin~ 

$59,974 $462,438 $33,204 

$71,618 $416,596 $38,073 

$52,315 $656,757 $26,672 

$18,175 

$56,589 $511,757 $32,748 

$35,255 $189,708 $7,354 

$46,786 $154,237 $4,555 

~g~’{~" ~~’~’~" ~ Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses 

$119,947 $59,974 $462,438 

$143,235 $71,618 $416,596 

$104,629 $52,315 $656,757 

$70,510 $35,255 $189,708 

$93,572 $46,786 $154,237 

2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

NR NR 

6 6 

NR 

Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$564,455 $2,500,000 
$924,556 $1,950,000 
$631,485 $1,900,000 
$642,744 $1,420,000 
$625,192 $1,200,000 
$506,597 $1,090,000 
$331,618 $1,060,000 
$102,490 $446,222 

Scholarships Total Expenses 
$935,984 $1,660,000 
$899,742 $1,650,000 
$739,124 $1,599,792 
$884,265 $1,473,089 
$565,103 $1,330,000 
$223,500 $592,563 
$102,490 $446,222 

Recruiting 

$33,204 
$38,073 
$26,672 
$7,354 
$4,555 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$935,984 $1,660,000 

$899,742 $1,650,000 

$739,124 $1,599,792 

$223,500 $592,563 

$102,490 $446,222 
55 Non-Participant 

56 { .............................................. 
~" 

,.. ............................................................................... 
...{... ........................................................................ f ................................................. t ................................................... i" ......................................................................................................................................................... 

57 

59 = Director of Operations Position 

60 ***Financial data~collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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lO 

Men’s Soccer 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 

National Rank I 2 

ACC Standings 

3 

11 ACC Rank 

12 Coaches Metric 

13 NSCAA Coaches 

15 

2009-2010      ~ 

3 

16 Institutional Peers 

i8 ~Eh.!~E[~..~I 
i-. ........................................... 

19 UCLA L.S.! 
20 California L~]_)_ 

22 Ohio State ~..~]. 
23 North Carolina 

24 Penn State 

25 Illinois 

26 Florida 

27 Texas 

28 

29 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$209,753 $197,378 
$159,177 $164,160 

$168,460 $83,473 

$298,749 $97,839 

$175,687 $123,120 

$164,693 $136,797 

$117,458 $97,527 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$131,634 $113,205 

$333,624 $169,552 

$235,472 $124,049 

30 ACC Peers 

B1 Duke L2..1~) 

32 Lomsville (.7). 
33 

34 Notre Dame (..1.....6~). * 
35 

36 ...M...,.a...~:]..a...n...~£2.]....¯ ....................................................................................... 

38 B o sto n C olle~ {,,,1._6,)~ 
39 North Carolina St. 

40 

41 ..N....os...t.b_~..a,...r....oJLn....a...l.!] 

43 Non-Participant                                                                ., 
44 Florida State 

45 ~.~S)~gia Tech 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

$183,978 $100,017 
$440,254 $117,490 
$190,055 $166,361 
$171,639 $71,014 
$185,752 $162,251 
$95,646 $116,805 
$117,458 $97,527 

49 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben 
50 UC o nn ~{~.8...~ $435,226 
51 Akron (~) * $488,201 
52 UC Santa Barbara LI....~ $131,566 
53 Indiana~..4.J $203,793 
54 North Carolina ~) $117,458 

2010-2011 2011-2012 
3 1 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses 

$98,689 $474,101 $29,319 

$82,080 $317,495 $47,889 

$41,737 $485,039 $8,795 

$48,920 $486,600 $6,950 

$61,560 $371,475 $27,972 

$68,399 $280,766 $14,043 

$48,764 $159,993 $23,236 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting 

$56,603 $386,950 $26,508 

$84,776 $401,027 $23,438 

$62,025 $312,108 $44,232 

$29,732 

$50,009 $210,208 $27,409 

$58,745 $192,772 $28,390 

$83,181 $259,891 $45,504 

$71,014 $190,713 $10,050 

$81,126 $238,858 $32,647 

$58,403 $292,995 $35,247 

$48,764 $159,993 $23,236 

~g~’{~" ~~’~’~" ~ Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$247,157 $123,579 $592,082 $72,577 

$210,136 $105,068 $559,061 $20,623 

$219,849 $109,925 $422,642 $18,586 

$161,783 $80,892 $397,723 $19,151 

$97,527 $48,764 $159,993 $23,236 

2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

5 1 

1 T-2 

5 

Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$319,449 $1,230,000 

$501,279 $1,190,000 

$414,233 $1,160,000 

$199,862 $1,090,000 

$287,064 $985,318 

$388,417 $984,716 

$305,418 $703,632 

Scholarships 
$565,208 

$272,359 

$484,139 

$569,655 

$569,252 

$291,094 

$338,189 

$471,839 

$276,090 

$347,322 

$305,418 

Total Expenses 

$1,223,505 

$1,200,000 

$1,200,000 

$1,177,450 

$1,090,864 

$1,070,000 

$1,000,000 

$915,255 

$895,598 
$888,015 
$703,632 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$462,958 $1,810,000 

$301,979 $1,580,000 

$437,357 $1,230,000 

$357,550 $1,140,000 

$305,418 $703,632 
55 Creighton (6) 

57 

59 = Director of Operations Position 

60 ***Financial data~collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 

National Rank I 1 1 

ACC Standings 

1 

11 ACC Rank 

12 Coaches Metric 

13 NSCAA Coaches 

~4 

15 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$327,527 

$196,685 

$123,309 

$194,038 

$174,714 

$155,641 

$147,601 

$173,840 

$174,252 

$118,933 

16 Institutional Peers 

~8 ~!_~.rJ~!.a_..£!~] 
i-. ........................................... 

21 California (~.9]                                                              {. 
22 Wisconsin .L~.~]                                                           ~ 
23 ~hin~ ~ 
24 Ohio S~te ~ 
25 North Carolina ~) * 
26 Illinois ,~ 
27 Penn S~te (12) * 

28 

29 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 
$309,054 

$142,056 
$130,749 
$190,272 
$195,258 
$113,712 
$155,090 
$231,856 
$174,252 
$103,540 
$103,514 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Florida State (..3.) * 

33 

34 ,.A_.n..95~v mo us 
35 Louisville [~.~.] * 

37 

38 Clemson 

40 North Carolina 

~2 .N._.o.._r..Lh.._C=~ LoJ!,..~_..S!, _L.N....a3 2.. 
43 Non-Participant                                                                ., 

44 Non-Participant 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Georgia Tech 

47 

48 

Comp etitive P eers Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$30%O54 

$142,056 
$231,856 
$174,252 

49 

50 Florida State 

51 Notre Dame 

52 Duke 

54 North Carolina 
55 Stanford 

56 Penn State (12) 

57 

58 

59 

60 

62 

Assistant Coach 

Sal/Ben 

$167,236 

$181,395 

$118,170 

$161,221 

$162,899 

$190,577 

$144,414 

$95,442 

$132,298 

$109,140 

Assistant Coach 

Sal/Ben 
$174,643 

$126,279 

$97,272 

$160,318 

$81,823 

$105,835 

$141,109 

$140,088 

$132,298 

$162,550 

$118,487 

2010-2011 

9 

2011-2012 2012-2013 

9 1 

3 2 

13 1 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses 

$83,618 $796,377 

$90,698 $675,670 

$59,085 $489,297 

$80,611 $297,477 

$81,450 $465,214 

$95,289 $430,249 

$72,207 $454,593 

$47,721 $315,748 

$66,149 $209,641 

$54,570 $251,922 

i 5-Year Average 

2 

1 

Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$40,858 $418,002 $1,750,000 

$48,243 $528,007 $1,630,000 

$12,863 $666,361 $1,410,000 

$37,168 $660,096 $1,350,000 

$25,099 $482,074 $1,310,000 

$32,403 $501,130 $1,310,000 

$24,769 $398,623 $1,170,000 

$31,755 $503,215 $1,120,000 

$35,977 $547,832 $1,100,000 

$23,702 $489,792 $993,489 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruitin~ 
$87,322 $653,204 $37,608 

$36,265 

$63,140 $392,989 $22,842 

$48,636 $229,178 $33,339 

$80,159 $403,666 $44,667 

$81,823 $191,773 $10,753 

$52,918 $435,600 $37,025 

$70,555 $218,606 $46,888 

$70,044 $255,455 $32,133 

$66,149 $209,641 $35,977 

$81,275 $115,016 $15,574 

$59,244 $214,526 $30,036 

~~~ ~~’~’~" ] Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$174,643 $87,322 $653,204 $37,608 

$36,265 

$126,279 $63,140 $392,989 $22,842 

$140,088 $70,044 $255,455 $32,133 

$132,298 $66,149 $209,641 $35,977 

Scholarships 
$585,491 

$793,379 

$790,472 

$796,946 

$451,077 

$731,391 

$477,828 

$578,307 

$460,468 

$547,832 

$386,837 

$295,792 

Scholarships 

$585,491 

$793,379 

$790,472 

$460,468 

$547,832 

Total Expenses 

$1,760,000 

$1,546,995 

$1,474,638 

$1,287,484 

$1,250,000 

$1,210,998 

$1,170,000 

$1,140,000 

$1,120,000 

$1,100,000 

$783,517 
$762,355 

Total Expenses 

$1,760,000 

$1,546,995 

$1,474,638 

$1,120,000 

$1,100,000 

* = Director of Operations Position 



2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

16 

19 
20 Florida 

21 California 

~ UCLA ~l~.?) 
23 Wisconsin 

24 Illinois ~] 
25 Ohio State ~!] 

26 North Carolina 

27 Penn State (67) 

28 

29 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Notre Dame {~,2..2) * 
32 Virginia Tech.{44)... 

34 Louisville ~22..),* 

37 North Carolina St..(.~.~ 

39 North Carolina [~j, * 

., 43 ~4~,mo u s 
44 Clemson 

45 Duke 

46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

Northwestern (44) 

59 

60 

61 

62 



__ A l B C D E F G H I 

i iUniversiW 1 of North Carolina Athletics 
2 i~ ~SDort-Bv-SDort Peer Comparison 
3 ~i~ I 

5 ....................................................................................................... ~ "~ J 2 L 
6 I Men s Swlmmln£ 
7 ~ 
8 Director’s Cup ~ 2008-2~09 ~ 20~9-2010 2010-2011 2011-2~12 2012-2013 5-Year Average 

9 National Rank ~ 26 15 14 14 29 17 

~0 ACC Standings 

~2 Coaches Metric 

~3 CSC~ Coaches 26 15 14 14 29 

14 
15 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

16 Institutional Peers 

19 Wisconsin G.2 

20 Florida _(~ * 

22 Ohio S~te 

23 North Carolina 

24 ~on - Team Dro~ped 
2S Penn S~te 

26 Illinois 

27 UCLA 

28 

29 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Notre Dame [~1) 

32 Florida State [18) 
33 
34 
35 ~[yland - Team Dropped 

37 North Carolina 

39 Clemson - Team Droned 
40 North Carolina St. 

43 Non-Participant                                                                ., 
44 Non-Participant 
45 ~gymous 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

Competitive Peers 49 

50 Texas 

51 California ~. 

52 Flor ida ~[~o * 

56 North Carolina 

57 Stanford (3) * 

58 

59 

60 

62 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$322,584 

$312,415 

$77,148 

$152,826 

$254,006 

$167,938 

$57,573 

$o 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$71,986 

$61,015 

$72,672 
$71,616 

$139,683 

$57,573 

$53,195 

$61,819 

$74,400 

$42,781 

$56,728 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$322,584 

$312,415 

$152,826 

$254,006 

$168,458 

$72,672 

$57,573 

Sal/Ben 

$244,107 

$195,089 

$185,384 

$261,984 

$85,544 

$45,630 

$98,637 

$o 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships TotalExpenses 

$122,054 $939,413 $40,068 $373,828 $1,920,000 

$130,059 $403,637 $31,423 $567,436 $1,510,000 

$123,589 $826,219 $32,517 $318,732 $1,440,000 

$104,794 $520,520 $37,582 $447,088 $1,420,000 

$42,772 $354,109 $44,430 $461,911 $1,200,000 

$45,630 $238,005 $31,521 $386,462 $869,556 

$49,319 $239,423 $29,823 $337,591 $763,047 

$0 $46 $0 $78,919 $78,965 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben EXP enses 

$142,700 
$118,395 
$112,337 
$111,669 
$123,318 
$98,637 

$110,670 
$103,931 
$154,309 
$69,523 
$40,600 

Assistant Coach 

Sol/Ben 

$244,107 

$195,089 

$261,984 

$85,544 

$249,957 

$112,337 

$98,637 

$57,080 $334,519 

$59,198 $371,718 

$56,169 $159,933 

$55,835 $305,693 

$49,327 $193,636 

$49,319 $239,423 

$55,335 $200,138 

$51,966 $186,853 

$77,155 $149,030 

$34,762 $325,403 

$20,300 $47,817 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 
Sol/Ben Expenses 

$122,054 $939,413 
$130,059 $403,637 
$104,794 $520,520 
$42,772 $354,109 
$99,983 $319,812 
$56,169 $159,933 
$49,319 $239,423 

Recruiting Scholarships 
$25,833 $550,907 

$56,398 $389,683 

$20,182 $356,079 

$31,824 $470,096 

$18,032 $305,527 

$30,670 $316,594 

$29,823 $337,591 

$20,409 $312,738 

$0 $328,504 

$16,920 $268,019 

$14,622 $61,566 

$2,400 $0 

Total Expenses 
$1,125,676 

$995,286 

$927,389 

$846,862 

$812,537 

$803,901 

$763,047 

$697,150 

$681,107 

$662,678 

$513,895 

$147,545 

Recruiting [ Scholarships 

$40,068 $373,828 

$31,423 $567,436 

$37,582 $447,088 

$44,430 $461,911 

$36,482 $415,291 

$31,824 $470,096 

$29,823 $337,591 

Total Expenses 

$1,920,000 
$1,510,000 
$1,420,000 
$1,200,000 
$1,190,000 
$846,862 
$763,047 

, [. r 

Financial da~ collected from Wi~D and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. ~ { ~ 



__ A l B C D E F G                   H I 

i iUniversiW 1 of North (:arolina Athletics 
2 i~ ~SDort-Bv-SDort Peer Comparison 
3 ~i~ I 

5 ....................................................................................................... ~ "~ J 2 L 
6 1Women s Swimming 

8 Director’s Cup [ 2008-2009 ~ 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 S-Year Average 

9 National Rank ~ 20 20 23 19 12 

10 ACe Standings 

~2 Coaches Met~c 

~3 CSC~ Coaches 20 20 23 19 

14 
15 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

16 Institutional Peers 

i9 Florida 

21 California [~.). 

22 UCLA .[~.~] 
23 ONo state 
24 IIIh~o~s 

25 North Carolina 

26 ~[9~ton - Team Droned 
27 Penn State 

28 

29 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Notre Dame [,2..8) 
32 Virginia Tech.[27)... 

33 

34 ...M....’.a....r21and - Team DroRped 

35 Florida State (~)* 
36 ,N.,...o,...r,...t,..h. _.C.,..a,...r,.9..[t ,n....a..,~(Ll,...5~ ) ................................................................................. 

38 North Carolina St. 

39: 
40 Clemson - Team Dropped 

42 ..B._.o....s_Lg..~£9.[!..e.g...e.E..N_EL 
43 Non-Participant                                                                .. 

44 Non-Participant 

45 ~..n...o.. Dy mo u s 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

Competitive Peers 49 

50 Texas 

Sl ~_~.~g!~.. (.~] 
52 Flor ida ~[.5.Jo * 
53 California 

54 North Carolina 

ss 
56 S~n[ord ~.].. 
57 USC (6) 

58 

59 

60 
6~ 
62 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$259,535 

$77,148 

$152,824 

$176,916 

$304,774 

$123,931 

$163,980 

$82,096 

$57,573 

$0 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$60,968 
$139,683 
$71,616 
$71,986 
$57,573 
$72,672 
$77,437 
$53,195 
$66,898 
$42,781 
$56,728 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$259,535 

$168,458 

$152,824 

$304,774 

$57,573 

$72,672 

Sal/Ben 

$206,142 

$185,229 

$261,983 

$72,682 

$153,392 

$156,365 

$53,717 

$94,346 

$98,637 

$0 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships TotalExpenses 
$103,071 $960,865 $51,848 $461,610 $1,940,000 
$123,486 $893,207 $39,182 $465,234 $1,660,000 
$104,793 $514,460 $37,580 $463,153 $1,430,000 
$36,341 $337,406 $26,105 $696,891 $1,310,000 

$102,261 $380,254 $27,341 $404,239 $1,270,000 
$78,183 $382,588 $20,895 $556,221 $1,240,000 
$53,717 $170,642 $42,768 $539,665 $970,772 
$47,173 $216,214 $37,799 $495,524 $925,979 
$49,319 $239,423 $29,823 $469,760 $895,216 

$0 $46 $0 $68,148 $68,194 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben EXP enses 

$121,188 
$123,314 
$111,666 
$142,700 
$98,637 

$112,337 
$160,607 
$110,671 
$107,764 
$69,459 
$40,600 

$60,594 $381,712 

$49,326 $340,942 

$55,833 $303,218 

$57,080 $307,250 

$49,319 $239,423 

$56,169 $144,939 

$80,304 $154,953 

$55,336 $203,870 

$53,882 $151,698 

$34,730 $240,475 

$20,300 $47,816 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 
Sol/Ben Sol/Ben Expenses 

$206,142 $103,071 $960,865 
$249,957 $99,983 $320,851 
$261,983 $104,793 $514,460 
$153,392 $102,261 $380,254 
$98,637 $49,319 $239,423 

$112,337 $56,169 $144,939 

Recruiting Scholarships 
$29,415 $694,080 
$22,297 $493,835 
$29,169 $406,892 
$13,921 $488,928 
$56,327 $407,907 
$29,823 $469,760 
$28,841 $462,878 
$17,611 $370,405 
$20,886 $362,345 
$13,619 $388,175 
$15,119 $103,092 
$2,400 $206,460 

TotalExpenses 
$1,238,005 

$1,080,000 

$1,040,000 

$989,349 

$986,170 

$895,216 

$821,667 

$781,013 

$750,967 

$728,154 

$470,926 

$354,004 

Recruiting I Scholarships 

$51,848 $46L610 

$36,482 $654,252 

$37,580 $463,153 

$27,341 $404,239 

$29,823 $469,760 

$28,841 $462,878 

Total Expenses 

$1,940,000 

$1,430,000 

$1,430,000 

$1,270,000 

$895,216 

$821,667 

[. 

Financial data collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 

National Rank I 17 1 

ACC Standings 

32 

ii ACC Rank 

12 Coaches Metric 

13 ITA Rankings 

~4 

15 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$307,870 

$170,338 

$177,169 

$214,287 

$130,258 
$173,226 
$150,531 

$122,977 

$119,361 

$157,903 

Institutional Peers 

19 Ohio State ~1 * 
20 Texas 

22 Califo r nia .~.~.) 

23 ~hin~ 
24 Illinois 

25 North Carolina 

26 Wisconsin 

27 Penn State (NR} 

28 

29 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$270,910 

$127,672 

$139,923 
$119,361 
$155,706 
$120,466 
$88,016 
$124,157 
$112,716 
$96,922 
$99,132 
$37,866 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Virginia ~.2~ 
32 Duke 

34 Florida State [..2~..2j. * 
35 North Carolina 

36 ~..o.,...u~..v....’.fl,.]..~ J~2....83_ 
37 Clemson 

38 North Carolina St. ~(~...3~ 

39: 
40 

4 ~ M..,:a,.£yJ,_a.~..,d...:Xe...,a...mp,,._r..9..,pp_e.~ 42 
@...o.!]~,~...o.....u...s- 

43 Boston College... 
44 Non-Participant 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben 

50 UCLA .(>J~ $307,870 
51 ~_p.[g!~.. (.~) $279,662 

52 ~.Li£..2.J. $270,910 

53 Ohio State ~) * $177,169 

54 Duke [..8...)., $127,672 

55 North Carolina (22) i $119,361 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

2O 

Assistant Coach 
Sal/Ben 
$55,298 
$84,815 
$47,846 
$82,234 
$83,529 
$80,702 
$86,750 
$67,837 
$45,430 
$45,472 

Assistant Coach 

Sal/Ben 
$71,380 
$77,000 

$67,121 
$45,430 
$66,304 
$60,445 
$49,994 
$31,953 

$0 
$46,880 
$34,603 

$0 

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 
17 9 NR 

2 2 7 

18 16 NR 

Average Asst, Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses 

$55,298 $616,220 

$84,815 $714,467 

$47,846 $416,078 

$82,234 $309,889 

$83,529 $252,485 

$80,702 $286,987 

$86,750 $306,208 

$67,837 $205,248 

$45,430 $250,583 

$45,472 $176,709 

S-Year Average 

22 

4 

Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$4,791 $225,821 $1,210,000 

$22,923 $137,457 $1,130,000 

$30,998 $202,572 $874,663 

$42,687 $188,370 $837,467 

$30,886 $273,946 $771,104 

$11,937 $185,194 $738,046 

$12,824 $173,788 $730,101 

$36,475 $181,958 $614,495 

$17,625 $156,679 $589,678 

$7,398 $132,480 $519,962 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting 
$71,380 $493,004 $10,650 

$77,000 $259,565 $22,472 

$28,647 

$67,121 $270,469 $26,891 

$45,430 $250,583 $17,625 

$66,304 $201,159 $16,207 

$60,445 $141,729 $19,467 

$49,994 $219,622 $13,915 

$31,953 $132,024 $18,995 

$0 $151,019 $7,038 
$46,880 $180,038 $4,235 
$34,603 $76,444 $30,096 

$0 $99,289 $2,499 

~g~’{~" ~~’~’~" ~ Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$55,298 $55,298 $616,220 $4,791 
$86,438 $86,438 $500,314 $26,423 
$71,380 $71,380 $493,004 $10,650 
$47,846 $47,846 $416,078 $30,998 

$77,000 $77,000 $259,565 $22,472 

$45,430 $45,430 $250,583 $17,625 

Scholarships 
$154,056 

$258,669 

$233,215 

$183,873 

$156,679 

$138,407 

$200,188 

$145,197 

$209,294 

$136,864 

$145,897 

$173,755 

$o 

Total Expenses 
$1,000,000 
$745,378 
$695,811 
$688,277 
$589,678 
$577,783 
$542,295 
$516,744 
$516,423 
$494,110 
$473,972 
$414,030 
$139,654 

Scholarships Total Expenses 
$225,821 $1,210,000 
$217,163 $1,110,000 
$154,056 $1,000,000 
$202,572 $874,663 
$258,669 $745,378 
$156 679 $589,678 

v ........................................... c .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... - ................................................................................ : ........................................................................ t ................................................. t ................................................... i ........................................................................ -~ .............................................................................. 

( J : S-Year averag..e: flmsh In the D,rectors CUp. ’[ [ ~ ~ l ~ { 

F~nandal da~ collected from WinAD and is from the 201~-2012 fiscal year. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 

National Rank I 17 3 

ACE Standings 

20 

11 ACC Rank 

12 Coaches Metric 

13 ITA Rankings 

14 

15 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$288,273 

$172,891 

$136,332 

$90,344 

$221,407 

$122,471 

$151,920 

$105,285 

$108,616 

$110,254 

Institutional Peers 

19 UC LA 1.4..)~ 
20 Ohio State 

21 Texas 

23 California ~ 
24 Illinois 

25 North Carolina 

26 Wisconsin ~,~ 
27 Penn State 

28 

29 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 
$157,194 

$122,623 

$154,182 

$195,168 

$127,142 

$92,268 
$97,142 

$108,616 

$94,055 

$83,710 
$35,663 

$70,533 

30 ACC Peers 

31 DukeL3] 

32 Virginia [1~.) 

34 Clemson 

37 

38 ~4~mo us 
39 North Carolina 

40 North Carolina St. 

44 NomPart~dpan~ 
45 NomPart~dpan~ 
46 Non-Part~dpan~ 

47 

48 

49 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben 
5o ~PEgJEL~ $254,049 

5~ Florida .~.) $288,273 

52 Duke ~) $157,194 

53 U C LA L4~ $136,332 

54 North Carolina [~) $108,616 

55 Stanford (2) * i 
56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

Assistant Coach 

Sal/Ben 

$110,837 

$76,849 

$76,741 

$35,224 

$75,932 

$55,534 

$78,087 

$48,751 

$45,128 

$42,031 

Assistant Coach 

Sal/Ben 
$69,383 
$64,820 

$63,310 
$56,562 

$64,817 

$35,744 

$42,132 

$45,128 

$50,813 
$46,006 

$7,652 

$38,073 

2010-2011 2011-2012 
5 9 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses 

$110,837 $465,288 

$76,849 $249,622 

$76,741 $300,349 

$35,224 $414,537 

$75,932 $295,617 

$55,534 $286,953 

$78,087 $219,779 

$48,751 $162,766 

$45,128 $177,999 

$42,031 $161,255 

2012-2013 

5 

1 

4 

i 5-Year Average 

8 

1 

Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$16,139 $209,463 $1,090,000 

$22,875 $476,106 $998,343 

$11,385 $388,866 $913,673 

$25,142 $341,108 $906,355 

$28,017 $207,194 $828,167 

$28,198 $326,479 $819,635 

$12,947 $303,744 $766,477 

$24,762 $322,214 $663,778 

$12,523 $296,103 $640,369 

$20,914 $249,744 $584,198 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting 
$69,383 $292,031 $27,947 

$64,820 $254,261 $28,797 

$24,590 

$63,310 $177,944 $36,385 

$56,562 $158,566 $20,616 

$64,817 $246,278 $12,830 

$35,744 $209,372 $23,163 

$42,132 $78,742 $21,157 

$45,128 $177,999 $12,523 

$50,813 $171,240 $23,788 

$46,006 $182,691 $18,321 

$7,652 $69,257 $5,022 

$38,073 $192,959 $10,050 

~g~’{~" ~~’~’~" ~ Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$65,373 $65,373 $503,492 $20,921 

$110,837 $110,837 $465,288 $16,139 

$69,383 $69,383 $292,031 $27,947 

$76,741 $76,741 $300,349 $11,385 

$45,128 $45,128 $177,999 $12,523 

Scholarships 
$534,879 

$343,477 

$398,793 

$334,125 

$295,158 

$254,933 

$309,907 

$425,398 

$296,103 

$298,185 

$251,854 

$424,694 

$90,538 

Total Expenses 

$1,081,434 

$813,978 

$793,315 

$765,946 

$726,070 

$706,000 

$670,454 

$664,571 

$640,369 

$638,081 

$582,582 

$542,288 

$402,153 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$306,165 $1,150,000 

$209,463 $1,090,000 

$534,879 $1,081,434 

$388,866 $913,673 

$296,103 $640,369 

[ ~1 = 5-Year averag..e: finish In the Directors CqE. 

*** Finandal da~ collected fl’om WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Men’s Indoor Track 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 

National Rank I 41 

ACC Standings 

41 

11 ACC Rank 

12 Coaches Metric 

13 USTFCCCA 

14 

15 

2009-2010      ~ 

23 

Institutional Peers 

18 ~.. ........................................... 
19 UCLA [~ * 
20 Texas 

23 Ohio State 

24 Illinois 

25 Califo r nia .~)~ 
26 North Carolina 

27 Penn State (12) ~ 

28 

29 

4 2 

20 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$310,522 $119,103 

$174,197 $304,777 

$154,180 $156,624 

$262,847 $229,654 

$222,469 $81,732 

$78,763 $169,887 

$95,334 $115,524 

$102,106 $106,607 

$69,796 $184,693 

$75,794 $107,276 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$167,401 $294,530 

$95,715 $229,744 

$77,644 $141,471 

$98,850 $193,464 

$125,078 $0 

$112,196 $99,912 

$59,269 $109,536 

$116,240 $118,421 

$90,982 $191,461 

$75,794 $107,276 

$101,843 $13,800 

2010-2011 2011-2012 
50 65 

51 65 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sol/Ben Expenses 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Florida State (..6..) * 
32 Virginia Tech .[..9..) 

34 Clemson [~* 
35 Dnke 

37 North Carolina St..(.~.~ * 

38 ff~5~mo us 

40 Louisville ~).* 

43 ~¢~land- Outdoor OnlE                                                     .. 

44 Non-Participant 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

NR 46 

4 3 

NR 

Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$59,552 $954,177 $36,976 

$121,911 $735,213 $38,948 

$78,312 $706,775 $17,810 

$114,827 $620,469 $42,632 

$81,732 $552,651 $46,210 

$67,955 $468,140 $19,733 

$57,762 $362,849 $17,026 

$53,304 $246,371 $28,225 

$92,347 $340,231 $27,829 

$42,910 $127,373 $20,190 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruitin~ 
$117,812 $605,799 $42,159 

$91,898 $595,880 $25,046 

$70,736 $458,451 $5,916 

$96,732 $378,510 $28,393 

$0 $530,341 $22,773 

$14,683 

$49,956 $333,569 $35,806 

$27,384 $119,501 $17,438 

$59,211 $303,590 $20,914 

$76,584 $227,534 $4,420 

$42,910 $127,373 $20,190 

$13,800 $112,800 $2,500 

$419,222 

$486,865 

$504,611 

$354,398 

$556,938 

$393,477 

$363,794 

$428,990 

$252,156 

$434,579 

Scholarships 
$540,111 

$363,615 

$546,518 

$490,783 

$496,213 

$606,224 

$296,731 

$568,228 

$264,177 

$301,520 

$434,579 

$o 

$1,840,000 

$1,740,000 

$1,540,000 

$1,510,000 

$1,460,000 

$1,130,000 

$954,527 

$912,299 

$874,705 

$765,212 

Total Ex~enses 

$1,650,000 

$1,310,000 

$1,230,000 

$1,190,000 

$1,174,405 

$1,118,540 

$878,214 

$873,972 

$823,342 

$815,917 

$765,212 

$230,943 

~ I I T 49 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

50 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 

51 Texas A&M [~ 1 $286,218 $262,447 $104,979 $1,386,018 $22,273 $413,044 $2,370,000 

52 Arkansas .~* $288,369 $299,062 $119,625 $1,289,309 $50,529 $372,731 $2,300,000 

53 ~.~..(~. * $189,259 $285,237 $114,095 $859,393 $55,192 $640,919 $2,030,000 

54 [[gr..)O.9..~.~ . $174,197 $304,777 $121,911 $735,213 $38,948 $486,865 $1,740,000 

55 fJ2Z!O~DS~_.[.6_! .................................................................................................. ~ .................... $167,40~ $294,530 $117,812 $605,799 $42,159 $540,111 $1,650,000 

..!.. 58 

59 [. ~ = S-Year avera[~ finish in the Directors’ Cup. [ , ~ 

60 * = Director of ~perations Position ) J ~ "} ~ T 

61 ***Financial da~ collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. ~ , ~ 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

lO 

Women’s Indoor Track 

Director’s Cup 2008-2009 

National Rank I 12 

ACC Standings 

12 

ii ACC Rank 
12 Coaches Metric 

13 USTFCCCA 

14 

15 

2009-2010 
60 

Institutional Peers 

~8 ~!_~.rJ~!.~..£!.9_*.L i-. ........................................... 
19 Texas [~J 

21 ~]~9~..(~ ) 

23 
24 Ohio S~te 
25 North Carolina 

26 Califo r nia .~)~ 
27 Penn S~te (32) * 

28 

29 

56 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 

$179,147 $174,964 

$174,197 $304,775 

$394,333 $185,385 
$318,246 $73,736 

$100,243 $216,220 

$143,229 $157,244 

$107,738 $105,505 

$116,423 $118,081 

$75,794 $107,276 

$59,456 $157,331 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Florida State 

33 

34 Notre Dame [.8....4J. * 

37 Boston College.. 
38 North Carolina St, ~(~_.RJ * 
39 Louisville [~]* 
40 ~.~£.gymou s 

44 Non-Participant 

45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$167,401 $295,820 

$68,865 $179,292 

$216,634 $223,986 

$87,583 $134,674 
$77,644 $141,471 
$118,324 $95,441 
$148,725 $132,442 
$90,981 $191,456 
$59,269 $109,536 
$101,737 $109,311 
$75,794 $107,276 
$72,536 $98,960 

49 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben 

50 Texas A&M ~)~ $283,718 

51 Arkansas [~]* $243,094 

52 ~.,.,S~(.2Jo * $189,260 

53 Florida State ~J * $167,401 
54 .91_[[9}~J~!] * $ 298,878 

2010-2011 2011-2012 
NR NR 

NR NR 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses 

$87,482 $1,011,150 $29,844 

$121,910 $719,675 $38,947 

$92,693 $620,759 $40,947 

$73,736 $651,470 $29,356 

$86,488 $574,143 $31,789 

$78,622 $495,794 $24,834 

$35,168 $308,287 $43,742 

$59,041 $304,309 $14,719 

$42,910 $127,373 $20,190 

$78,666 $340,232 $27,829 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruitin~ 

$118,328 $804,022 $47,595 

$59,764 $591,616 $12,595 

$111,993 $478,250 $31,260 

$13,28o 
$53,870 $557,646 $29,434 

$70,736 $426,223 $5,491 

$47,721 $122,302 $12,331 

$44,147 $434,095 $36,338 

$76,582 $361,320 $29,040 

$27,384 $96,797 $15,540 

$54,656 $275,473 $22,835 

$42,910 $127,373 $20,190 

$49,480 $161,367 $10,677 

~g~{~ ~~’~’~" ] Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$262,447 $104,979 $1,264,954 $35,585 

$210,974 $84,390 $1,149,560 $36,524 

$285,237 $114,095 $859,391 $55,192 

$295,820 $118,328 $804,022 $47,595 

$365,960 $146,384 $518,197 $36,051 

2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

52 55 

6 3 

53 

Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$614,895 
$692,406 
$588,576 
$667,192 
$627,605 
$598,899 
$774,728 
$656,468 
$587,628 
$252,156 

Scholarships 
$635,162 

$908,875 

$799,870 

$869,893 

$580,663 

$669,171 

$837,201 

$428,400 

$497,203 

$859,387 

$470,117 

$587,628 

$530,453 

$2,010,000 
$1,930,000 
$1,830,000 
$1,740,000 
$1,550,000 
$1,420,000 
$1,340,000 
$1,210,000 
$918,261 
$837,004 

Total Expenses 

$1,950,000 

$1,761,243 

$1,750,000 

$1,400,852 

$1,390,000 

$1,320,000 

$1,185,899 

$1,180,000 

$1,170,000 

$1,140,529 

$979,473 

$918,261 

$873,993 

Scholarships TotalExpenses 

$563,296 $2,410,000 

$559,848 $2,200,000 

$640,920 $2,030,000 

$635,162 $1,950,000 

$680,914 $1,900,000 

55 North Carolina (aS) $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $587,628 $918,261 

56 

59 = Director of Operations Position 

60 ***Financial data~collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 



2 

3 

4 

5 

Director’s Cup 

National Rank 

ACC Standings 

o[ or h_ 

Men’s Outdoor Track 

2008-2009 2009-2010 
30 68 

Coaches Metric 

Assistant Coach 

Institutional Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$310,522 $119,103 
$174,197 $304,777 
$154,180 $156,624 
$262,847 $229,654 
$222,469 $81,732 
$78,763 $169,887 
$95,334 $115,524 
$102,106 $106,607 
$69,796 $184,693 
$75,794 $107,276 

16 

~8 ~!~.rJ~!.~..£~.] i-. ........................................... i9 UCLA ~] * 
20 Texas 

21 

23 Ohio S~te 

Assistant Coach 

Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben 
$167,401 $294,530 

$95,715 $229,744 

$77,644 $141,471 

$98,850 $193,464 

$125,078 $0 

$112,196 $99,912 

$59,269 $109,536 

$116,240 $118,421 

$90,982 $191,461 

$75,794 $107,276 

$72,537 $98,963 

$101,843 $13,800 

24 Illinois fl~] 

25 Califo r nJa .~] 
26 North Carolina 

27 Penn State (19] 

28 

29 

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 

40 NR NR 58 

3 4 4 4 

40 NR NR __~___~__~_~___~_ 

Average Asst. Coach Operating ~ 
Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

$59,552 $954,177 $36,976 

$121,911 $735,213 $38,948 

$78,312 $706,775 $17,810 

$114,827 $620,469 $42,632 

$81,732 $552,651 $46,210 

$67,955 $468,140 $19,733 

$57,762 $362,849 $17,026 

$53,304 $246,371 $28,225 

$92,347 $340,231 $27,829 

$42,910 $127,373 $20,190 

30 ACC Peers 

31 Florida State (~ * 

32 Virginia Tech .[..7..) 

34 Clemson [3~* 

B5 Dnke 

37 North Carolina St..(.g.g] * 
38 ~93~mo us 

39: 
40 Lonisvi]le ~] * 

44 Non-Part~dpant 
45 Non-Part~dpant 
46 Non-Part~dpant 
47 
48 

49 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben 
50 Texas A&M (~)_ $286,218 
51 Arkansas .(~:~) * $288,369 
52 ~_(~4]o * $189,259 
53 Florida ~] $174,197 
54 Florida State (~3..] * $167,401 

Average Asst. Coach Operating 

Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting 
$117,812 $605,799 $42,159 

$91,898 $595,880 $25,046 

$70,736 $458,451 $5,916 

$96,732 $378,510 $28,393 

$0 $530,341 $22,773 

$14,683 

$49,956 $333,569 $35,806 

$27,384 $119,501 $17,438 

$59,211 $303,590 $20,914 

$76,584 $227,534 $4,420 

$42,910 $127,373 $20,190 

$49,482 $163,438 $4,996 

$13,800 $112,800 $2,500 

~g~’{~" ~~’~’~" ~ Operating 

Sal/Ben Sal/Ben I Expenses Recruiting 

$262,447 $104,979 $1,386,018 $22,273 

$299,062 $119,625 $1,289,309 $50,529 

$285,237 $114,095 $859,393 $55,192 

$304,777 $121,911 $735,213 $38,948 

$294,530 $117,812 $605,799 $42,159 

$419,222 
$486,865 
$504,611 
$354,398 
$556,938 
$393,477 
$363,794 
$428,990 
$252,156 
$434,579 

Scholarships 
$540,111 

$363,615 

$546,518 

$490,783 

$496,213 

$606,224 

$296,731 

$568,228 

$264,177 

$301,520 

$434,579 

$246,233 

$o 

$1,840,000 

$1,740,000 

$1,540,000 

$1,510,000 

$1,460,000 

$1,130,000 

$954,527 

$912,299 

$874,705 

$765,212 

Total Ex~enses 

$1,650,000 

$1,310,000 

$1,230,000 

$1,190,000 

$1,174,405 

$1,118,540 

$878,214 

$873,972 

$823,342 

$815,917 

$765,212 

$586,167 

$230,943 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$413,044 $2,370,000 

$372,731 $2,300,000 

$640,919 $2,030,000 

$486,865 $1,740,000 

$540,111 $1,650,000 

55 North Carolina (a7) $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $434,579 $765,212 

59 : Director of Operations Position 

60 ***Financial data~collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 



2      ~ 

Women’s Outdoor Track 
7 
8 Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 ~ 5-Year Average 

9 National Rank ~ 47 66 54 NR NR 77 

~0 ACC Standings 

Coaches Met~c 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 
16 Institutional Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Rec~iting Scholarships ~ Total E~enses 

17 ~-~-~] .................................................................................................... ]- .................. $179,147 $174,964 $87,482 $1,011,150 $29,844 $614,895 $2,010,000 
~8 []E.FJf]3...[[.] ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. [.. ....................................... $174,197 $304,775 $121,910 $719,675 $38,947 $692,406 $1,930,000 

19 Texas [~_] 
~ 

$394,333 $185,385 $92,693 $620,759 $40,947 $588,576 $1,830,000 

20 ~f)jg~_[[~ ~ $318,246 $73,736 $73,736 $651,470 $29,356 $667,192 $1,740,000 
~ $100,243 $216,220 $86,488 $574,143 $31,789 $627,605 $1,550,000 2~ ~Ek~lg~R ~..[~..7 ] 

{ $143,229 $157,244 $78,622 $495,794 $24,834 $598,899 $1,420,000 

23 Illinois ~(~{) $107,738 $105,505 $35,168 $308,287 $43,742 $774,728 $1,340,000 
24 Ohio State [Still $116,423 $118,081 $59,041 $304,309 $14,719 $656,468 $1,210,000 

25 North Carolina [~)~ $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $587,628 $918,261 

26 California .~). $59,456 $157,331 $78,666 $340,232 $27,829 $252,156 $837,004 

27 Penn State (14) * 

28 

29 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

30 ACC Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total E~enses 

31 Florida State (p~ * ~[ $167,401 $295,820 $118,328 $804,022 $47,595 $635,162 $1,950,000 

32 ~[~-f ....................................................................................................... ] .................. $68,865 $179,292 $59,764 $591,616 $12,595 $908,875 $1,761,243 
33 $216,634 $223,986 $111,993 $478,250 $31,260 $799,870 $1,750,000 

34 Notre Dame ~9~)~* $13,280 $869,893 $1,400,852 
35 ~).~ g~J~_T£~]!..~.~. $87,583 $134,674 $53,870 $557,646 $29,434 $580,663 $1,390,000 
36 ~9_~ ........................................................................................ ................. $77,644 $141,471 $70,736 $426,223 $5,491 $669,171 $1,320,000 

37 Boston CoHeg~..[~] $~18,324 ~95,44~ $47,721 $~22,302 $~2,331 ~837,201 $~,185,899 
38 North Carohna St 19~] ~ ~148,725 $132,442 ~44,147 ~434,095 $36,338 ~428,400 
39 Lou~sv~]e [~] ~ ~90,98~ $191,456 ~76,582 ~36~,320 $29,040 ~497,203 
40 ~..~9..~ymous $59,269 $109,536 $27,384 $96,797 $15,540 $859,387 $1,140,529 

41 ~937!N9_~£~)~ .............................................................................................. ,~ .................. $101,737 $109,311 $54,656 $275,473 $22,835 $470,117 $979,473 

42 ~91 ~h~f!E4 E9~![~3_ ~ ~] ................................................................................. ~ ................. $75,794 $107,276 $42,910 $127,373 $20,190 $587,628 $918,261 

43 ~{~ ~! _%%{l .. $72,536 $98,960 $49,480 $161,367 $10,677 $530,453 $873,993 
44 Non-Participant 
45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 
Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 

50 ~ompetitive Peers ~ead Coach Sal/~en Sal/~en Sal/Ben Expenses Ree~tmg Scholarships Total E~enses 

5~ Texas A&M [~# l $283,718 $262,447 $104,979 $1,264,954 $35,585 $563,296 $2,410,000 
52 Arkansas ~] * $243,094 $210,974 $84,390 $1,149,560 $36,524 $559,848 $2,200,000 
53 ~#.~..[~). * $189,260 $285,237 $114,095 $859,391 $55,192 $640,920 $2,030,000 
54 El9 ~JJ~. ~.~. [9] ~ . $167,401 $295,820 $118,328 $804,022 $47,595 $635,162 $1,950,000 

55 9~[2g~[~)~_ ....................................................................................................... ~ .................... $298,878 $365,960 $146,384 $518,197 $36,051 $680,914 $1,900,000 

58 

59 [. ] = 5-Year avera~ finish in the Directors’ Cup. [ ~ ~ ~ 

60 * = Director of ~perations Position ] ] ) ~ 

6~ ***Financial da~ collected from WinAD and is from the 20~-20~2 fiscal year. ~ ~ ~ ~ 



6                                                     _y_gJJ_~yb all 

8 Director’s Cup 2008-2009 2009-2010 ~ 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 i 5-Year Average 
9 National Rank I 17 NR 17 17 17 22 
10 ACC Standings 

1.2 Coaches Metric 

14 
~ 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 
16 Institutional Peers Head Coach Sol/Ben Sol/Ben Sol/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships i Total Expenses 

~8 ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1- .............................................. $332,727 $243,114 $121,557 $1,146,304 $62,472 $455,383 $2,240,000 
19 Mich~n [11) * l $169,582 $170,753 $85,377 $402,369 $42,936 $754,360 $1,540,000 
20 i]]]~~is ~* 

i’~ 

$214,882 $158,250 $79,125 $703,897 $42,257 $390,714 $1,510,000 
21 ~g~9 ~.[~:~ ) $316,610 $188,416 $94,208 $519,482 $47,116 $418,376 $1,490,000 
22 Wisconsin.[~..]. * ~ $219,436 $209,631 $104,816 $607,250 $36,000 $417,683 $1,490,000 
23 Ohio State ~* $186,582 $129,216 $64,608 $633,854 $43,614 $476,734 $1,470,000 
24 UCLA ~ * $253,569 $103,276 $51,638 $566,564 $15,787 $520,804 $1,460,000 
25 California .~3..] $174,839 $216,331 $108,166 $581,679 $26,149 $441,002 $1,440,000 
26 North Carolina [~). $121,473 $114,289 $57,145 $196,772 $42,843 $390,714 $866,091 
27 Penn State (1) 
28 
29 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 
30 ACC Peers Head Coach Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 
31 Notre Dame ~73) * f~ $31,687 $690,988 $1,416,075 
32 Lomsville [~2). I $166,716 $183,788 $91,894 $711,992 $38,389 $299,115 $1,400,000 
33 ~(~~].ii~ii.iiii $138,024 $136,288 $68,144 $310,102 $36,417 $728,584 $1,349,415 
34 Clemson [~ $133,647 $132,449 $66,225 $488,376 $27,708 $537,820 $1,320,000 
35 ~.e....g!.~!.~..f_~..c_~...~.~). $147,123 $146,541 $73,271 $291,556 $42,134 $622,646 $1,250,000 
36 ..F...I...q ~J...’.a_.S~ .t...e... ~...6j .................................................................................... ] ................. $207,406 $176,132 $88,066 $329,169 $33,719 $443,574 $1,190,000 
37 North Carolina St. (.~.~] $108,779 $131,189 $65,595 $454,979 $35,595 $459,458 $1,190,000 
38 ..V.~.r..gjnia...[~...R..] * $201,839 $145,729 $72,865 $285,230 $48,549 $488,653 $1,170,000 
39 .A...[R_I.~ mo u s $100,178 $109,462 $54,731 $146,229 $27,821 $650,738 $1,034,428 
40 }~!]i.g!~!~. ~£~.£ ~ ~ ]. $113,478 $111,065 $55,533 $213,105 $41,172 $463,402 $942,222 
41 .B..!~_t.9~_..C.3?J~9_g.e__[_Nf!.] ............................................................................................ ,_ .................. $133,865 $88,250 $88,250 $194,332 $15,938 $500,939 $933,324 
42 .N...9£..t...h.._.�_.a.../91j!La._ L2...9 ................................................................................. l ................. $121,473 $114,289 $57,145 $196,772 $42,843 $390,714 $866,091 
43 ~.4_.4[y...b..n...~_[_~g1 .. $178,012 $144,716 $72,358 $126,647 $32,576 $295,120 $777,071 
44 Non-Participant 
45 Non-Participant 
46 Non-Participant 

47 

48 

49 

Assistant Coach Average Asst. Coach Operating 
50 Competitive Peers Head Coach Sol/Ben Sol/Ben Sol/Ben Expenses Recruiting Scholarships Total Expenses 
51 ~.q_i~)jg.a..!L[~ ~] * i $169,582 $170,753 $85,377 $402,369 $42,936 $754,360 $1,540,000 
52 Louisville ~* $166,716 $183,788 $91,894 $711,992 $38,389 $299,115 $1,400,000 
53 Florida State [~.~]. $207,406 $176,132 $88,066 $329,169 $33,719 $443,574 $1,190,000 
54 ~!rg!.~ j~...[l~D .!. . $201,839 $145,729 $72,865 $285,230 $48,549 $488,653 $1,170,000 
55 .N..9..r...t..~ 5_’.a....r..9 ~_n...a. _ [.2_ ~ ] .............................................................................................. ~ .................... $121,473 $114,289 $57,145 $196,772 $42,843 $390,714 $866,091 

± 58 

59 [. ] = S-Year averag..e: finish in the Directors’ Cup. [ , I 
60 * : Director of ~perations Position ] i ~ 
61 ***Financial data collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. I , i 



i UnlversI   of North Carolina Athletlcs  
I Sp.ort-.B.~-Sl~ort Peer Comp.arlson 

l Wrestling 

Director’s Cup 

National Rank 

ACC Standings 

ACC Rank 

Coaches Metric 

] [ 44 
8 

9 

16 Institutional Peers ~ Head Coach Sal/Ben 

17 Ohio State (0~* $185,548 

18 .~.~!g~..{~.~.) $149,956 

19 Illinois (,,1,.,.0,] $128,071 

20 Wisconsin ~..1~..2.) $150,293 

21 North Carolina~[.4....1..)~ $94,762 

22 Penn Statef~3~* 

23 California 

24 Florida 

25 Texas 

26 UCLA 

27 Washington 

28 

29 

30 ACC Peers 

3~2 ~.isg..i~ia .T...e...c.~k2...3..) 

33 

34 North Carolina St, 

36 ~ ~..k....e. ~8...}~ 

37 N on -P artici~..r.~ 

38 ~..o.~mous 

39 Boston Col]cg~ 

40 C]emson 

41 Florida State 

42 QSp~g!a Tech 

43 Louisville 

44 Notre Dame 

45 Non-Participant 

46 Non-Participant 

47 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$101,160 

$104,429 

$167,952 

$140,513 

$94,762 

$79,020 

2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013    5-YearAverage 

47 42 51 21 41 

AssistantCoach Average Asst. Operating 

Sal/Ben Coach Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting 

$155,943 $77,972 $70~512 $12,451 

$22~367 $112j84 $306,627 $27,638 

$172,048 $86,024 $467,114 $33,597 

$141,181 $70,591 $351,787 $26,722 

$88,770 $4~385 $73,000 $14,936 

AssistantCoach Average Asst. Operating 
Sal/Ben Coach Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting 

$116,148 $58,074 $256,013 $44,618 
$140,292 $70,146 $286,636 $30,750 
$128,453 $6<227 $162,403 $13,954 
$147,169 $73,585 $136,614 $28,912 
$88,770 $4<385 $73,000 $14,936 
$72,133 $72,133 $266,658 $25,286 

Assistant Coach 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$361,546 $1,420,000 

$431,412 $1,140,000 

$371,218 $1,000,000 

$305,417 $975,400 

$343,528 $614,996 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$446,017 $963,956 
$367,028 $929,135 
$318,419 $791,181 
$336,902 $790,110 
$343,528 $614,996 
$13,562 $446,659 

Average Asst. Operating 

49 Competitive Peers 

so 

53 North Carolina St. 
54 North Carolina 
55 Non-Participant 
56 

57 

58 £ ] = S-Year averag9 finish in the Directors’ Cup. 
59 * = Director of Operations Position 
60 ***Financial data collected from WinAD and is from the 2011-2012 fiscal year. 

Head Coach Sal/Ben 

$101,160 

$104,429 

$167,952 

$140,513 

$94,762 

Sal/Ben 

$116,148 

$140,292 

$128,453 

$147,169 

$88,770 

Coach Sal/Ben Expenses Recruiting 

$58,074 $256,013 $44,618 

$70,146 $286,636 $30,750 

$6~227 $162,403 $13,954 

$73,585 $136,614 $28,912 

$4~385 $73,000 $14,936 

Scholarships Total Expenses 

$446,017 $963,956 

$367,028 $929,135 

$318,419 $791,181 

$336,902 $790,110 

$343,528 $614,996 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 4:50 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; McNeill, Michael <mrmc@live.uuc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Theatre ProposaJ 

Thanks very much for your con~.inued great work, Michael 

Paul 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 8:06 AM 

To: McNeill, Michael 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FVV: Theatre Proposal 

Michael --. 

’,ks I told you in my previous email, this is outstanding work! I love the plan you have come up with. 

I w~l[ be d~scussing ~t with V~nco ~13 a meeting today. 

VI~ get back to you as 3oo~3 as ~ can. ~ wanted to copy Vince and Paul on th~s slid tNI you again how ~mpressed ~ am with your plan. 

Rick 

F~m= NcNeill, Nichael 
Sent= Sunday, November 03, 20~3 ~:42 PN 

To= Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= Theatre Proposal 

Good Evening Rick, 

Hope you enjoyed watching the Heels put the Wolfpack in their place~ I sure did :) Since my brother and sister are State fans, going to family events will be 

much easier now. 

I’ve put in a lot of work over the past few days to really give the Theatre in the Kenan Football Center a new life, but after reviewing a lot on Friday, I’ve 

got some bad news to tell you about, but it isn’t awful news so don’t be alarmed. My initial goal was to take the speakers that are already there and repair 

them, but after taking a look at them, I’m not sure they can be repaired in a way that would allow them to last long enough to warrant the cost of repair. I 

believe that the source of the problem is just age, and that the speakers have seen better days, and repairs wouldn’t last long enough to make your money 

back. That being said, I have put together a proposal for you, with a detailed expense report, with material costs, notes, and retailers where I would 

purchase them, etc. My recommendation lies with the replacement option, but if you feel the cost is too high, I can a~empt to repair the speakers, but, r 

warning is this: in the event that I a~empt to repair it and it doesn’t work, it does have the potential to blow out the amplifier and receiver, which would b 

at least a S2,000.00 mistake. I will allow you to decide how best to proceed. 

In both options, I would frame in the current angled rear projection screen, drywall and insulate using sound and vibration dampening materials, paint the 

walls a jet black to match the current room, and mount a VlZlO 70" ~080p HD Smart TV alongside a wall mounted iPad to control the system to provide the 

highest quality, high fidelity content to recruits. These would both be connected through in-wall wiring, allowing for direct, secure, and easy connections 

to necessary components. I would also remove the current projection screen, mirror, and projector, to allow for more room and easier access. 

I’ve also created some mockups that show what I’m looking to do, and how it would look, albeit in a rendered version, but first, I’ll discuss my expense 

report. In this option, I would remove all the current speakers and replace them with a high-quality Bowers & Wilkins 7.$ Dolby Digital Professional 

Surround Sound system. The speakers included are in the B&W mid-range, but much higher quality than what is currently installed {and what is installed in 

most small theatre setups), and they are expected to last $0-~5 years with their expected usage. These speakers are handmade and tested before being 

shipped to us, allowing for the highest level of precision. I’ll also be able to tune them so that the bass will be as if you are in Kenan or the Dean Smith 

Center. All and all, doing this will allow for the experience that you, Bubba, and I expect for the Theatre, but it does come with a cost. It increases my 

requested budget by S3,000.00, bringing it to S7,000.00. While this does seem like a lot of money, I think this is something that will last a long time, and 

will allow us to continue to deliver awesome experiences to recruits, that they won’t forget. 

These are some visual renderings of what I will be doing (it is theatre seating because I couldn’t find a set of bleachers): 



Now to tall< about the timeline and a little more about the budget. I can complete this upgrade in about a week, after I get the materials. That does not 
include the content delivery system, which I’m hoping will take no more than a month, but will require a good amount of testing on the system, which is 
why I want to build out the theatre first and then deploy the application second. My personal goal is to complete the entire system by the Duke game, but 
to make that deadline, we would need approval by Wednesday, if not sooner, which I feel is a realistic goal for us. In regards to the budget, I have built in 
a buffer (the Miscellaneous line item), so unless I break the TV (which isn’t going to happen) I will not go over the requested budget, I’m 110% confident 
of that. If you think we should move forward with either direction, we would need to discuss the best way to purchase items as well, because I’m not sure 
how that works in the Athletic Department. 
In regards to the pillared iPads in the Hall of Fame, Loudermilk, and the Basketball Museum, I’ve estimated the cost of those to be about $1,200 each, but 

those would require examination specifically for placement before I could give a more in-depth quote. If you would like to discuss that, let me know and 
we can do that. I personally feel like it would be best to build the Theatre out, and then do the pillars afterwards, as I believe that they are going to be 
more work to implement. 
Let me know how you want to proceed, or if you have any questions! I’m excited about this and I feel that it is going to be an awesome thing to do. 

Thanks, 
Michael 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, November 8, 2013 12:11 PM 

To: lwinne@ncsba.o~ 

Cc: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Thank You 

Leanne, 

Thank you so much for coordinating such broad participation for the Academic All-Stars program. It has been outstanding and we are thrilled to have the kids and 

families from all over North Carolina coming to campus to celebrate academic achievement. We would love to follow up with the schools via email after the 

program to thank them for their participation and talk about future plans for this initiative. 

In the meantime, have a great Thanksgiving with your family. 

Thanks again, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 6:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: It has to do with curiosity. 

Posted: 09 Nov 20:1.3 06:00 AP1 l:~;l’ 

Following, beauty, and honors, the final part of Canadian film maker Reid Gower’s Feynman Series trilogy covers curiosity. 

The world is strange. The whole universe is very strange, but you see when you look at the details that the rules of 

the game are very simple - the mechanical rules by which you can figure out exactly what is going to happen when 

the situation is simple. It is like a chess game. If you are in a corner with only a few pieces involved, you can work 

out exactly what is going to happen, and you can always do that when there are only a few pieces. And yet in the 

real game there are so many pieces that you can’t figure out what is going to happen - so there is a kind of 

hierarchy of different complexities. It is hard to believe. It is incredible! In fact, most people don’t believe that the 

behavior of, say, me is the result of lots and lots of atoms all obeying very simple rules and evolving into such a 

creature that a billion years of life has produced. 

There is such a lot in the world. There is so much distance between the fundamental rules and the final phenomena 

that it is almost unbelievable that the final variety of phenomena can come from such a steady operation of such 

simple rules. 

Do you have to build the most complex scaffolding to find out the simple rules? 

But it is not complicated. It is just a lot of it. And if you start at the beginning, which nobody wants to do - I mean, 

you come in to me now for an interview, and you ask me about the latest discoveries that are made. Nobody ever 

asks about a simple, ordinary phenomenon in the street. What about those colors? We could have a nice 

interview, and I could explain all about the colors, butterfly wings, the whole big deal. But you don’t care about that. 

You want the big final result, and it is going to be complicated because I am at the end of 400 years of a very 

effective method of finding things out about the world. 

It has to do with curiosity. It has to do with people wondering what makes something do something. And 

then to discover, if you try to get answers, that they are related to each other - that things that make the wind 

make the waves, that the motion of water is like the motion of air is like the motion of sand. The fact that things 

have common features. It turns out more and more universal. What we are looking for is how everything works. 

What makes everything work. 



But it is curiosity as to where we are, what we are. ][t is very much more exciting to discover that we are on a ball, 

half of us sticking upside down and spinning around in space. It is a mysterious force which holds us on. It’s going 

around a great big glob of gas that is fed by a fire that is completely different from any fire that we can make (but 

now we can make that fire - nuclear fire.) 

That [The Big Bang] is a much more exciting story to many people than the tales that other people used to make up 

about the universe - that we were living on the back of a turtle or something like that. They were wonderful stories, 

but the truth is so much more remarkable. So what’s the pleasure in physics for me is that it is revealed that the 

truth is so remarkable, so amazing, and I have this disease - like many other people who have studied far enough to 

begin to understand a little of how things work. They are fascinated by it, and this fascination drives them on to such 

an extent that they have been able to convince governments and so on to keep supporting them in this 

investigation. 

-- Brought to you by: The Suddes Group =- We ~e~p you ~ your STOReyed EUND your 

You are sdbscribed ~o emaii updates from Farnam Street 
To step receiving these emaiis, you may unsubscribe now. 

Goegle h~c. 20 West Kinzie. Chicage iL. USA 60610 

Email delive[y pewe[ed by Go( 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Brian <brianmssell@utk.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 1:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

ThaJ~k you! 

Hello Vince -Thanks for taking the time out of your day yesterday to drop in while I was in town with women’s hoops. I enjoyed chatting with you and wish you 

the best success as the fall seasons and semester head down the home stretch. Hope to keep in touch and shoot me a message if you’re ever in the Knoxville area. 

Thanks again] 

-Brian 

Brian C. Russell 

Associate Director 

THF UNWERS1TY of TENNEqSEE 

Thornton Athletics Student Lifo Center 

http: / i thorntoncen ~mne~ 

1801 Volunteer Blvd. 

Knoxville, TN 37996-3101 

865-974-8490 

brianrussell@utk,edu .............................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russell, Brian <brianmssell@utk.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 4:25 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you! 

Thanks, Vince. Yes, tougher shooting night for the Heels than I expected as thought it would be a much closer game. But it’s easy to see that you all have a few 

freshmen that can legitimately play so bright days ahead this season and beyond. Good McM 

-Brian 

Brian C. Russell 

Associate Director 

"{’[n.,rnton Athletics Sh~dent Li~i~ Center 

brianrussell@utk.edu 

From: llle, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:02 PM 

To: Russell, Brian 
Subject: RE: Thank you! 

Brian, 

Great to meet you. Thanks for stopping in, even if you all left town up 16 on our women’s basketball squad. Best of luck to you and look forward to staying in touch. 

Viuce 

From: Russell, Brian [.__m___a]!_t__o_j___b_tLa_D__r__u__s__s_e_[L@__u__t__k=e__d___u] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 1:02 PM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Thank you! 

Hello Vince -Thanks for taking the time out of your day yesterday to drop in while I was in town with women’s hoops. I enjoyed chatting with you and wish you 

the best success as the fall seasons and semester head down the home stretch. Hope to keep in touch and shoot me a message if you’re ever in the Knoxville area. 

Thanks again! 

-Brian 

Brian C, Russell 

Associate Director 

TIIE UNWERSITY ~ TENNESSEE 

Thornton Athletics Student Lifo Center 

http:i/thorntoncen~r.net 

1801 Volunteer Blvd. 

Knoxville, TN 37996-3101 

865-974-8490 

brianrusseH@utk.edu .............................................. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:26 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President Barack Obama said tbe Obamacare rollout has been "rough so far" and he has been deeply concerned about it. 

Under a fix offered by Obama on Thursday to address a controversial provision of the Affordable Care Act, the President ,said Americans who received cancellation 

notices may be able to keep their individual insurance plans for one more year. 

The deal is meant to cover millions of people who have had their insurance policies canceled because the policies do not meet Obamacare requirements. The uproar 

has ensnared the White ttouse for weeks, shining a spotlight on Obamds earlier promise that people who liked their insurance plans could keep them. 

But the tix, as reported earlier by CNN’s Dana Bash, puts the onus of the renewals on insurers. The administration is not requiring insurers or state insurance 

commissioners to extend the existing plans, but instead is allowing insurers to otter an additional yeax of coverage. 

Also, insurers mus~t notify policyholders of the difference in benefits between their policies and the Obamacare plans available on tbe insurance exchanges. And the 

comtmnies must iat’onn people that additional policies are available on the exchanges and that subsidies may be available to those M~o qualify.. 

TNs fix roll not solve "every problem for every person," Obama said. 

Follow coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN’s mobile apps. 

From F~xecutive Producer Tom Hanks & Gary Goe~man 

A CNN Original, The Assassination of President Kem~edy 

as you’ve never seen it beibre, with neMy uncovered footage! 
Watch Thursday, November 14th 9pm ET on CNN. 

http://www.CNN .com/JFK 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To tmsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m,’clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2013 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge -~ @gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: ND TODAY: Compliance Even Includes Pocket Dial~ Alumna Cra£ts Ode to Her Alma Mater, Fnlfilling the Catholic Mission, It 

Takes a (University) Village 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Notre Dame Alumni Association" <ndalumni@nd.edu> 

Date: November 14, 2013 12:47:11 PM EST 
To: "         ~gmaJ4.com" <          ~ma~l.com> 

Subject: ND TODAY: Compliance Even hicludes Pocket Dials, Aitmina Cralts Ode to Her .Mana Mater, Fultilling the Catholic Mission, It 

Takes a (University) Village 

Reply-To: nd0Jumni(~nd.eda 

] It Takes a (University) Village 

Keoughs Make $30 Million Gift to Notre Dame 
Donaid and Mariiyn Keough have made a $30 miiiion gift to the University of Notre 

Dame to undeP,,vrite the construction of a new building for its international 

institutes 

Outstandintj Educator Announced 
This year’s Notre Dame Alumni Association Outstanding Educator Award recipient 

is C Scott Thomas =99 ’01 M.Ed 



:. Progress Made Toward a Treatment for Dangerous Allergies .... Notre Dame Researchers Uncover 

Keys te Antibiotic Resistance in MRSA 

Alumni Association Award Nominations Open 
through Dec, 9 
Each year the Notre Dame Alumni Associatien recognizes alumni and friends of 

Our Lady’s University for their centributiens in the arts and athletics and their 

service te humanity, country, Notre Dame and the Alumni Asseciation. 

:. Mark Your Calendars for TEDxND :: Book on Hesburgh Library Published 

Congressman Chris Smith and Marie Smith to 
Receive 2014 Evangelium Vitae Medal 
U.S Rep. Chris Smith of New Jersey and his wife, Marie Smith director of the 

Parliamentary Network for Critical issues (PNCI) will receive the 2014 University of 

Notre Dame Evangelium Vitae Medal 

:. Advent Video Series Resumes .:. Register for Online Courses for Adult Catholics 

Morris Inn Receives AAA Four Diamond Rating 
Ti~e Merds Inn received the AAA Four Diamorld award for the ~hs~ time The award 

Final Home Game Festivities 

Notre Dame Executive MBA Jumps to No. 15 in 
Bloomberq Businessweek Ranking 
Ti~e University ef Notre Dame E~(ecuiive MBA program veuRed 12 sk4s b No. !5 in 

the jusl:-releesed Bloomberg Businessweek’s biennial ranking o~ the best 

Update Your Errlail and Profile .... Gift Ideas Frerrl the Irish Shop ::: Financial Education Viciees 

Aw~Jlable 

rnyNetreDame FaithND ONWARD Career Development Alumni Travel 

University of Notre Dame ND Athletics ND Video ChanP, el Supporting ND 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder~ Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:52 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc.edtr’~; Miller, Ron C. <rmiller2@email. unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A <j ~gula@unc.edu>; Paul, Sampson 

L <spaul@unc.edtr~; Levy, Jenuitbr S ~enny.lexB,@uuc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethtnillel@unc.edu>; G~Jlo, Jr., Larry. A. <athgdllo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@uuc.edt~-; Law, Greg A 

<greg law@uuc.edtP,; Miller, Beth < bethmiller@unc.edtp,; Steiubacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

RE: November Rules Education Meetiugs 

As a reminder, you stilf have not schedule your November Rules Education meetings. 

I have the following times available. 

Wednesday November 20, 2013 --- ll:00am and l:00prn to 5:00pro 

Thursday November 21; 2013 ---8:00am to 2:00pro 

Friday November 22, 2012 - 8:00am ~o 2:09pro 

Monday November 25, 2(}:t.:~ -8:00am to 11:09am and 2:90pro lo 5:09pro 

I[: d~e times listed above do not work [:or you, #ease propose an alternative. 

Thank 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate AUfletic Director 

Universi[y of Nor[h Carolina 

F’hone: (919) 9(52-.7853 

Fax: (919) 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:[;2 AM 
To; Calder, Andrew G; Shelton, Karen C; Hiller, Ron C.; Galvin, Derek P; Meaders, Harlis James; Sagula, Joseph A; Paul, Sampson L; Kalbas, Brian J; Papa, Donna J; Levy, 
Jennifer S 
C¢: Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu); Gwaltney, Clint; Law, Grog A 
Subject: FW: November Rules Education Meetings 

Good Morning- 

As a reminder, please let me know the availabili~:y of your sl:a[f for the Nove[~lber Rules Education meeUng referenced bek)w. 

I have the [:oflowing tirnes stitl available: 

Thursday November i4, 2013 --- :3:00pro to ~:00pm 

Friday November 15, 2013 --. Noon to 5:OOpm 

Monday No,~ember I8, 2(}:l.:g -2:OOpm to S:90pm 

Wednesday November 20, 20.1.:g -8:00am to 11:09am and 1:90pro to 5:09pro 

Thursday November 21, 201~ -8:OOam to 5:OOpm 

Friday November 22, 202[2 -8:00am to 5:00pro 

Monday November 25, 201~ --. 8:OOam to 11:00am and 2:00pro to S:OOpm 

Thank you. 

IVlsrielle 

Marielle A. vanGeK’ler 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-7853 

Fax: {919) 962- 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent; Friday, October 11, 2013 1:35 PM 

To: Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich 
Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, Jan H.; Meaders, Harlis James; Miller, Ron C.; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Shelton, 
Karen C; Somoano, Carlos M; Williams, Roy A 
Co: Frederick, Brad; Holliday, Corey L; Law, Grog A 

Subject: November Rules Education Meetings 

Good Afternoon - 

I would like to schedule our rules education meeting for November 2013 to discuss Awards and Benefits legislation including the recent changes to the legislation 

made as a result of the adoption of several NCAA Rules Working Group proposals. We will cover travel for practice and competition, equipment, entertainment 

and other now permissible benefits. We will need approximately 45 minutes of your time and I would ask that all members of the coaching staff, including 

Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available during the following blocks of time. 

Thursday November 14, 2013 - 11:00am to ~:OOpm 

Friday November 1~, 2013 - 8:00am to 5:OOpm 

Monday November 18, 2013 -8:00am to 11:00am and 2:00pro to 5:OOpm 

Wednesday November 2@ 2013 - 11:00am to 5:OOpm 

Thursday November 21, 2013 -8:00am to 5:00pm 

Friday November 22, 2012 - 8:00am to 5:00pm 

Monday November 25, 2013 -8:00am to 11:00am and 2:00pro to 5:00pm 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can make space 

available here in EWAC dependent on the date/time. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 



Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 



Sam Paul 



















Facebook 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coaching Staff <info@mailva.evite.comv 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 10:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RSVPs due, m~d gift exchange 

Please remember to RSVP by this Sunday. Also, there is an optional gift exchange which staff members are also welcome to join (max $ to spend on 

gift is $I 2) 

View This tr’..v~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Sunday, December 8, 2013 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Hiring moratorium? 

I-Man- 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

This is a me-to-you email (not a Clips bulk email). Every now and again I reach out to ask Clips subscribers about issues/ideas of the day. If you 
are okay with me including you on these once-per-month emails, let me know. Otherwise just delete this. As always, responses are off the record. 

Do you think a coach interviewing/hiring moratorium would be within the purview of the NCAA? Or would this fall under the free market 
designation? 

Have a good Sunday. You get a tree yet? We got a 4-footer. It’s puny. 

I-Man 
Clips Editor 

NCAA should ban coaching hires until bowl season ends 

Kevin Hennessey Spokane 

An open letter to Dr. Mark Emmert, President of the NCAA: 

As the ex-President of the University of Washington, congratulations on your recent Apple Cup victory. Those words are very difficult to say, 
coming from this loyal WSU Alumnus. However, in your current role as President of the NCAA, it seems like an appropriate moment in time to 
reach out to you. 

The recent headlines about your ex-UW football coach leaving for greener pastures at USC struck a common nerve. Let’s just call it another case 
of "football coaching dominos." And this is one board game that no one likes to play. Unfortunately, we all know how it goes: Your team just won its 
last game of the regular season. Everyone’s thrilled about that upcoming bowl appearance. But almost before you’ve finished your celebratory 
toast, your head coach "suddenly disappears for the weekend." Ugghh. A couple days later, you confirm he’s accepted a position at another 
university, for more money and greater opportunity. The bubble is burst. 

Certainly we can all appreciate the merits of the free market system. And coaches definitely have the right to negotiate on behalf of their own self- 
interest. But who the heck is looking out for the best interests of the athletes, and what "life lessons" are we teaching them? After all, isn’t the coach 
the leader of the team? Surely your executive committee can empathize with the students, alumni and other fans who feel abandoned each year. 
It’s about damned time someone spoke up on behalf of all these stakeholders.., all across the country. And Dr. Emmert (ahem) that someone 
should be you. We’re asking your NCAA executive committee to lead by example on this one. Consider this a public cry to do something truly bold 
and courageous. 

So what’s the solution? How about implementing a "fall hiring moratorium" for football coaches? The proposed moratorium could begin halfway 
through the season and end after the last college bowl game of the season. During the moratorium, no recruiting or interviewing of any kind may 
take place. The day after the end of the season it’s back to normal and all restrictions disappear. This simple solution would be fair to all colleges 
and universities across the board. And it surely has benefits for all stakeholders and fans. 

I’m sure there are a few higher priority issues that the NCAA needs to address. But solving this problem could at least be a consensus-gaining 
notch in your belt. Not to mention, when you see something wrong, you should speak out and try to fix it. It’s a concept called leadership. Let’s 
hope you and your NCAA executive committee can rise to the leadership challenge on this one. 



and Scheduling 

Examining Football Coaching Staffs: Coordinators 

Gro~h and Advancement 

today’s hype~.-oompefifbe envkonment-----w~th a finiks rmmbe, of posifkms,, 



~ Win AD Feature Update: Twitter Streams 

~sp~cts of Student-Athk~k~ L~c~m~irv~ ~nd th~ F~n~r~d~ 

U of L’s Part~ng GiR To AAC? ~ts Title 

The Evolutio~ Of Najor League Baseball Was A Hot Mess 

......................................................................................................................................................................... 



From: richaxd.worrell@nm.com 

Sent: Monday, December 9, 2013 1:52 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Subject: Northwestern Mutual 

Attach: oleO.bmp 

Vince, 

It was great to meet you at the football center last week. On my next visit to Chapel Hill, I would like to commct with you either over a cup of coffee or grab lunch. I 

roll mention to Brian McClure that we met. We are excited to have you at the universi~, and look forward to working with yeu. 

Warm regards, 

Richa~’d 

Richard Worrell, CLU®, CFP®, CL TC 

Managing Partner 
6235 Morrlson Blvd 

Charlotte, NC 28211 
Telephone: 704-365-2014 

rid~ard worrefl(i~m corn 

w ww. rim-charlotte, corn 

Proud Sponsors of the Charlotte Business Journal 2013 Women in Business Awards 

Picture (Devioe Independent Bitmap) ] 

Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name forthe sales and distribution arm of The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (NM) (life and disability 
#~surance, annuities) and its subsidiaries. Richard Wonell is a General Agent of NM and Northwestern Long Tem~ Care Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (long-term care 
insurance), a subsidiary of NM. Registered Representative and Investment Adviser Representative of Northwestern Mutual Investment Sen/ices, LL C (securities), a subsidiary 

of NM, broker-dealer, ~egistered investment adviser, member of FINRA and SIPC. Managing Partners are not in legal partnership with each other, NM, or its subsidia#e& 

There may be instances when this agent represents companies in addition to NM or its subsidiaries. NCAA is a trademark of the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

While links to other web sites are provided for convenience and information, please be advised that except for information related to Northwestern Mutual (NM), the inclusion 
of, or linking to, other websites does not imply NM endorsement of, nor responsibility for, those websites 

Please do not send orders for mutual funds or securities via email, as they cannot be processed. Your transmission of electronic mail to this address represents 

your consent to two-way communication by thtemet e-mail. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer on 

which it exists. 

Northwestern Mutual, its subsidiaries and affiliates may review and retain incoming and outgoing electronic mail for this e-mail address for quality 
assurance and regulatory compliance purposes. Communications that are received via the Secure Message Center are secure. Communications 
that are not received via the Secure Message Center website may not be secure or encrypted, and could be observed by a third party. 

If you prefer not to receive any e-mail communication from Northwestern Mutual or our Financial Representatives, please click the following link:" E~- 
Mail Opt-out from Northwestern Mutual" 

In the event that you cannot click on the above link, the Northwestern Mutual E-Mail Opt-out form can be found at the following URL: 
https:i/service, nmfn.comicbpeoptJEmailOptOut.do. 

Northwestern Mutual 
720 East V~sconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-4797. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:43 PM 

Ille. Vince <ille(~,unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

We are working on it. For it to be possible we need                                 to go pro (so we can have a 

spring scholarship for       and she has not made up her mind yet. Last week I was going to call to let you know we 

did not need the midyear anymore, now I am not so sure. I spoke with ~ver the weekend and she is thinking about 

going pro again (she has been back and forth about this). 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 2:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach, 

Is still planning to enroll and begin attending UNC in January: Thanks. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille~unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  3:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

W Soccer- 

Vince, 

Women’s Soccer has requested an ASA for 
sign. 

Thanks, 

Tom Timmermans l Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid l University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

~We Educate and Inspire through athletics I .G...0..H....e..e.!.s.;.�..0...m.. I 

who will be a midyear enrollee. Let me know if she is ok to 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Critical Thinking for Student Athletes 

Vince, 

Iam not familiar with Mr. Engram. It looks as if his companyisjust starting to program for student-athletes. Ithink 

me, you and Shelley should schedule some time to talk about all the leadership programs that are available to us. I 

have information on HumaneX Ventures, they are interested in providing leadership and developing potential (Anson 
is piloting a program for them). Shelley and I will be in Atlanta Sunday and Monday meeting with Athletic 

Departments who use Habitudes. Just let me when you’re available 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 5:36 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: Critical Thinking for Student Athletes 

Cricket, 

Have you seen this information before? Have you communicated with Mr. Engram previously or in response to 
the message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: UNC Athletics Director 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 1:38 PM 
To: denqram@leewardteam.com 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: Critical Thinking for Student Athletes 

Dear Derrick, 

Thanks for your note regarding Crossroads. I am asking our student-development staff to take a look at your program 

and see if it fits with our current offerings. 

Thanks for your interest. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Derrick Engram [dengram@leewardteam.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 2:12 PM 



To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Critical Thinking for Student Athletes 

Bubba Cunningham: 

I’m Derrick Engram, Vice President of Business Development for the Leeward Team. Thank you for the opportunity to 

introduce myself, and present The Leeward Team’s new initiative, Crossroads. Crossroads is a program geared towards 

developing critical thinking, problem solving and decision making skills in today’s student athletes. I’ve attached a 

description of what our Crossroads program and the Leeward Team has to offer for your review. I would like to speak 

with you over the phone about our Crossroads program in hopes of setting up an appointment in the near future. 

Thanks again for your time and I look forward to speaking with you. 

Sincerely, 

Derrick Engram, VP Of Business Development And Principal Consultant 
Office: 877.633.2750 
Cell: 
Fax: 713.456.2719 
Email: deng ra m@leewa rdtea m.com 
Website: www. leewa rdtea m. co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 12:24 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Reminder 

Reminder that I need Lance’s performance review ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2:1.26 

Chapel Hill, NC 27SIS 

Phone: 919-962-78S0 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L ~joyced@unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 4:57 PM 

Biener, Eric <beric@email.unc.edu:~; Ga~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu>; Gisselman, Steve <sdgis@email.unc.edu-~; Hemandez, Erik tt 

<ehheman@email.unc.edu:~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~; JednaJa, Matt ~ednak@emoJl.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edt~; Paul, Saanpson L <spaul@unc.edu>; Pemberton, Chel~a Anne 
~chelsea.~embe~ton@unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <lphillips@unc.edu>; ’Iyle~; Brie Farley <brie.tyle@unc.edu> 

Harri~ Tracy U <tlrams@emai|.unc.edu> 

December Leave Report Not Received 

EPA-NONFacul~RptsDecember2013,doc 

You are receiving this email because we have not received your December leave report which is due today. 

It is essential that we receive this no later than 5:00 p.m. so that we can process your time in order 

to meet critical calendar year-end leave reporting requirements set by the University. 

We greatly appreciate your assistance in submitting your leave reports as requested. 

Attached is a copy for your use. 

]oyce & Tracy 



EPA NON-FACULTY LEAVE REPORT 

EPA NON-FACULTY EMPLOYEES ARE REQUIRED TO REPORT LEAVE TAKEN EACH 
MONTH. LEAVE REPORTS ARE BE DUE ON MONTHLY PAYDAYS. 

PLEA SE NOTE: Due to strict time keeping deadlines mandated by the University’s time management 
system, it is imperative that you submit your reports on time. Thank you in advance for your prompt 
attention to this reporting requirement. 

November 8, 2013 -- 

TO: All EPA Non-Faculty Employees 

FROM: Joyce Dalgleish and Tracy Harris 

SUBJECT: Leave Reporting 

In order to update leave balances 
and to satisfy our financial reporting for leave 
encumbrances, please report any leave you have 
taken during the month of December~ 2013. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The Legislature has provided a 
one-time additional 5 days (40 hours-prorated for part- 

time employees) of "special vacation leave. This special 
leave will be available for your use from 07/29/2013 - 
06/30/2014. Special vacation leave not used by 
6/30/2!t14 will be forfeited. The code for the special 
leave is "FY14". When reporting leave on this fonrk 
please write "FYI4" next to the hours entered. Contact 
our office if you have any questions. 

If yoa did aot ~ake any leave dm~i~g l-his reporti~g period~ p~ease write a zero o~ ~he appropriate 
~i~eo Please return this form to Joyce Dalgleish no later than Monda~’~ December 16~ 2013. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. If you have any questions, please 
contact Joyce Dalgleish at 2-7850 or Tracy Harris at 2-7852 

IMPORTANT: You MUST list the date and the number of hours taken each date. 

BONUS 
VACATION     VACATION       SICK 

DATE ~ ~ (H~ 

*~’~’~PLEASE NOTE: SUPERVISOR’S SIGNATURE IS REOUIRED 

PRINT NAME: 

COMMUNITY 
SERVICE LEAVE 

EMPLOYEE’S SIGNATURE: 

SUPERVISOR’S SIGNATURE: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@nnc.edu~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 8:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: December Leave Report Not Received 

Estilnate it. If it changes submit a "corrected" repo(t after New Yem*s. 

Joyce 

Sem f!’om my Ver’izor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Is this for’the full month of December? What ifI don’t yet know which dates I can "take tbr vacation since the month is barely half over? 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent-" Monday, December :1.6, 2013 4-:57 PM 
To; Biener, Eric; Gatz, Gregory; Gisselman, Steve; Hernandez, Erik H; Tile, Vince; Jednak, Matt; Lane, Cricket; Markos, Lance M; Paul, Sampson L; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; 
Phillips, Tripp; Tyler, Bile Farley 
Cc; Harris, Tracy U 
Subject-" December Leave Report Not Received 

You are receiving this email because we have not received your December leave report which is due today. 

It is essential that we receive this no later than 5:00 p.m. so that we can process your time in order 

to meet critical calendar year-end leave reporting requirements set by the University. 

We greatly appreciate your assistance in submitting your leave reports as requested. 

Attached is a copy for your use. 

Joyce & Tracy 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. M~ielle A <mw~ageld@email.une.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

FW: EPA Performance Review Time 

Ef~AJ?erf.Revie~,2006.doc; EI~A Perfonuance Review Form(departmental).doc; EPA Performance Review Template.2009.doe 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_19} 962..7853 

Fax: {919) 962- 
mvangelder@u~c.edu 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Seat; Nonday, December 09, 2053 $0:57 AN 
To= VangeMer, Nar~elle A 
Sabject= ~: EPA Performance Review Time 

Marielle, 

Here is the email sent out about EPA ~’eviews. There a~e three fob’ms attached_~you can choose which 

one you would like to use. I ca~ pull Lance’s review from last yea~" so you ca~ have a guide to go by. 

Remember that this is for the July :l, 20:[2 ---June 30, 20:1.3 period. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, ]oyce L 

Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:20 PM 

To: ’bubbac@unc.edu’; Norton, Molly; Creech, Karlton W; 6allo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Ballen, Martina K~ 6waltney, Clint; Kirschner, Steve; Steinbacher, Rick~ 

McPherson, Dawn D; Montgomery, John R; Holliday, Corey L; Miller, Beth; Vangelder, Marielle A; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

Co: Dutton, Kathy B.; Harris, Tracy U; Snyder, Lee; Holland, Janine W; Chase, Kaye Watts; Parker, Andrew F; Joines, Melinda A; Best, Kevin S.; Morelli, David Dominic; 

Harris, Stacey Elaine 

Subject: EPA Performance Review Time 

It is time for supervisors to complete Performance Reviews for all permanent EPA Non-Faculty employees for the review period July 1, 2012 -June 30, 2013. If an 

employee’s start date was after July 1, 2012 the review period should be reflected appropriately on the performance review form. The Board of Trustees has 

established the requirement that a written evaluation be conducted annually. 

Below are the guidelines for this process: 

1. EPA non-faculty performance evaluations should be prepared and delivered in the late June timeframe of each year. 

2. Employees who have had a supervisory change in their present position during the evaluation year should have the prior supervisor consulted and 

contribute to the year-end evaluation whenever possible. If this is not possible for whatever reason, the present supervisor should note this in the 

evaluation and undertake their best effort to consult a next-level supervisor within the work unit who would best be in a position to assess or comment on 

the performance of the employee prior to the present supervisor assuming supervision. Ultimately, the present supervisor is responsible for assuring 

completion and delivery of the annual performance evaluation under these circumstances. 

3. Employees in their present position less than 3 months as of the end of the annual performance evaluation period should at minimum be provided a 

document which outlines the position’s duties and performance expectations and any initial observations on performance the supervisor believes would 

be relevant to assist the employee in understanding expectations moving forward. 

4. Although not required, supervisors may also implement a mid-year written performance review to help provide an opportunity for assessment and 

performance correction prior to the formal review each July 1st This is not a requirement of this policy. 

5. FORMAT: The specific format of the annual performance evaluation is at the discretion of the individual supervisor. There is no standard, prescribed format 

in recognition of how different the University’s EPA non-faculty positions are and the varying criteria that would be employed to evaluate these 

employees. ATTACHED ARE THREE FORMATS THAT YOU MAY USE OR YOU MAY USE A WRITTEN FORMAT OF YOUR CHOICE. 

Whatever performance evaluation format is used, it must be written and provide a general description of the position duties and expectations and a 

written assessment of performance against these standards during the performance period. 

The annual performance evaluation is also a good opportunity to clarify professional development goals and note progress during the performance period 

towards achieving these goals. 

6. COPIES AND RECORDKEEPIN~: A copy of the annual written performance evaluation must be provided to the employee. 

The original must be submitted to be placed in the employee’s departmental personnel file. 

7. Please have the employee sign the completed review only as an acknowledgement that the review was completed. This signature is not intended to 

stipulate their agreement or disagreement with the content of the evaluation itself. 

g. It is also suggested, but not required, that the next level-supervisor be copied on the performance evaluation and acknowledge its receipt by signature. 

9. The above procedures are intentionally left discretionary to allow individual Department Chairs/Heads to design a performance management workflow 

that functions most effectively within their particular work unit. 

10. EMPLOYEE COMMENTS: The employee should be provided an opportunity to comment on the annual evaluation in writing and any such comments should 

be attached to the original copy of the evaluation placed in the departmental personnel file at the employee’s request. 

Please note the following NON-NEGOTIABlE deadlines: 
~IUNE 30, 2013: Deadline for Performance Reviews to be completed on each permanent EPA employee. 

.~UL¥ 1;~, ;~01:3~ Deadline for completed, original forms to be received in the Athletics HR Office. Forms must have all required signatures when received in our 

office. 

Keep a copy for your files and give a copy to each employee for their file. 

We thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. If you have questions, please contact meT~51~ or Kathy Dutton at 2-1030. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ANNUAL EPA NON-FACULTY PERFORMANCE REVIEW 

Employee’s Name: { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
Last First 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMTEXT 

} 

Working Title: 

Department: 

General: 

The Supervisor should complete Part I and Part II for this employee. Part III is for the 
employee’ s comments, if any. 

Retain the original for your department file and give the employee a copy for his or her file. 

This process is designed to encourage the employee’s development through improved 
performance of the position’s principal functions. No effort is made in thi s process to 
evaluate every aspect of the employee’s conduct and performance. Coments in addition to 
those noted in Part I about the employee’ s conduct and performance are for Part II. 

Part I - Evaluation for Period Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Evaluate this employee’s performance against each of the position’s principal functions, using a 
scale of 1l-4, with 1 prepresenting superior, 2 representing fully adequate, 3 representing 
generally adequate, and 4 representing unacceptable. If you would prefer, this section can be 
omitted if detailed comments are provided in Part II. 

Principal Function Performance Measurement 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Overall Evaulation: 



{ FORMCHECKBOX } Superior 
FORMCHECKBOX } Generally Adequate 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Fully Adequate { 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Unacceptable 



Part II - Special Evaluation Factors 

If you as the Supervisor elect to use this part, write in any additional functions or factors or 
evaluative comments you wish to emphasize with the employee during the performance review. 
Include suggestions for improvement, where applicable. 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Part III - Employee’s Comments 

Employee: 
Signature Date 

Supervisor: 
Signature Date 

Department Head 
(optional) Sigznature Date 



Date: 

Staff Member: 

Period Covered by Review: From 

Title: 

to 

Significant Accomplishments Since Last Evahuation: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

2. Areas of Focus: 

b. 

C. 

Strongest: Professional Traits: 

b. 

C. 

Areas of Attention: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Actions for the Future: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Review of Goals and Objectives from Previous Evaluation Period: 

Supervisor’s Signature Date 

Staft Member’s Signature Date 



HU~[AN i~ ESOU t~CE:$ 

EPA NON-FACULTY 

PERFORMANCE REVIEW FORM 

Employee Name: PID: 

Job Title: 

Department 
Department Name: 

Number: 

Review Type: { FORMCHECKBOX } Interim Review (Optional) { FORMCHECKBOX } Annual Review (Required) 

Date Prepared Period Covered: (mm/dd/yyyy) to (mm/dd/yyyy) 

COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS: The extent to which the employee is able to effectively utilize verbal and/or written expression in 

communicating with colleagues, clients, supervisory management and other individuals in the work setting. Satisfactory performance is 

indicated by an employee who communicates in a manner that clearly and accurately conveys information, is professional and respectful 

in tone, is suitable for the target audience, and is concise but sufficient in terms of required detail. Forms of communication evaluated in 

this category may include but are not limited to verbal, written letters or reports, formal presentations, and electronic mail. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Exceeds Expectations { FORMCHECKBOX }Satisfactory { FORMCHECKBOX } Needs Improvement { 

FORMCHECKBOX } Not Satisfactory 

Comments: 

COLLABORATION AND TEAMWORK: The extent to which the employee is able to work effectively and productively with colleagues and 
contribute as a member of a work team or unit. Satisfactory performance is indicated by an employee who establishes good rapport with 
colleagues, adjusts work style or approaches in a way that encourages or supports productive collaboration, and demonstrates respect 

for diversity and differing points of view among colleagues. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Exceeds Expectations { FORMCHECKBOX } Satisfactory { FORMCHECKBOX } Needs Improvement 

FORMCHECKBOX } Not Satisfactory 

Comments: 

Rev. (05/18/2009) Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



EPA NON-FACULTY 

PERFORMANCE REVIEW FORM 

TECHNICAL/SUBJECT-MATTER EXPERTISE: The extent to which the employee demonstrates a mastery of the relevant technical or task- 

specific expertise necessary to perform their assigned duties. This may include knowledge of relevant research methods, technology, 

procedures, policies or other methods, standards or techniques that are specific to the employee’s position and profession. Satisfactory 

performance is indicated by an employee who demonstrates relevant technical or subject-matter knowledge at a level sufficient to 

perform the duties of their position in an accurate and professional manner without requiring an unusual degree of oversight or 

correction. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Exceeds Expectations { FORMCHECKBOX }Satisfactory { FORMCHECKBOX ~ Needs Improvement { 

FORMCHECKBOX } Not Satisfactory 

Comments: 

ORGANIZATION AND TASK MANAGEMENT: The extent to which the employee is able to organize their work in a manner that facilitates 

timely and efficient completion of assigned tasks. Satisfactory performance is indicated by an employee who demonstrates a work 

environment that is maintained in an organized and professional manner, is able to discern and reconcile competing priorities, manages 

multiple tasks or assignments, appropriately seeks clarification from or provides updates to supervisory management on the status of 

assigned workload, and generally completes assignments within established deadlines. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Exceeds Expectations { FORMCHECKBOX }Satisfactory { FORMCHECKBOX } Needs Improvement { 

FORMCHECKBOX } Not Satisfactory 

Comments: 

SUPERViSiON: The extent to which the employee provides responsible and effective oversight of individuals under their supervision. 

Satisfactory performance is indicated by an employee who engenders trust and commitment on the part of individuals in the work unit, 

provides clear and reasonable directions to subordinates regarding assigned duties, solicits and is responsive to feedback to help foster a 

participative and productive work environment, and assures civility and respect for diversity among and between members of the work 

unit. Attention to employee development, providing candid and constructive feedback regarding subordinate performance, and adhering 

to all relevant University human resources policies are also critical components of satisfactory supervisory performance. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Exceeds Expectations { FORMCHECKBOX }Satisfactory { FORMCHECKBOX } Needs Improvement { 

FORMCHECKBOX } Not Satisfactory { FORMCHECKBOX } N/A 

Comments: 

LEADERSHIP: The extent to which the employee provides effective and demonstrable leadership of the assigned unit, department, 

division, program, or center. Satisfactory performance is indicated by an employee who is proactive in planning and communicating unit 

goals and objectives, providing good stewardship of assigned resources including budget, space, or equipment, and assuring that the unit 

is responsive to its assigned mission. The extent to which leadership is exercised in compliance with all relevant University policies, 

procedures, and business practices is a critical component of satisfactory leadership performance. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Exceeds Expectations { FORMCHECKBOX } Satisfactory { FORMCHECKBOX } Needs improvement 

FORMCHECKBOX } Not Satisfactory { FORMCHECKBOX } N/A 

Rev. (05/18/2009) Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



EPA NON-FACULTY 

PERFORMANCE REVIEW FORM 

Comments: 

Please check a rating that reflects the supervisor’s an overall assessment of the employee’s performance during the covered period. The 

overall rating is not applicable when performing an optional interim review. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Exceeds Expectations { FORMCHECKBOX } Satisfactory { FORMCHECKBOX } Needs Improvement 

FORMCHECKBOX } Not Satisfactory 

Supervisor’s Comments: 

Employee’s Comments (optional): 

Supervisor Signature: 

Supervisor Name: 

Next-Level Supervisor Signature 

(optional): 

Supervisor Name: 

Signature 

Signature 

Employee’s Signature 

Signature 

Note: Employee’s signature does not indicate agreement with the contents of this performance evaluation or waive any right to grievance 

or appeal The signature only serves to acknowledge receipt of the performance evaluation document. 

Rev. (05/18/2009) Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:49 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc. edu> 

RE: Additional game on schedule- Spring 2014 

Donna, 

Will this game be here inCH? No missed class time, correct? 

Vince - you good with this addition? 

Lance 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Additional 0ame on schedule- Sprin0 2014 

Tom, 

The Campbell University assistant contacted us today and they did not see them on our schedule. We definitely scheduled 

last spring. For some reason they were inadvertently left off of my final schedule. OOPS. 

The game should be Feb 11- 1game. I am looking to set it at 4 pm. 

That would put us at 56 games. 

Donna J. Papa 
University of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 

Email: djp@unc.edu 

C: / F: (919)-962-5105 

UNC Website: www.goheels.com 

Camps/Clinics Website: www.donnaipapasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @GoHeels- @UNCSoftball- @UNCCoachPapa- @UNCCoachTony 

Instagram: UNCSoftball 

2012: ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONS * NFCA HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE 

5 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS * 5 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR 

2 ACC PITCHERS OF THE YEAR * 2 ACC ROOKIES OF THE YEAR * 5 ACC PLAYERS OF THE YEAR 

10 NCAA APPEARANCES * 11 ALL-AMERICANS * 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:14 PM 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org>; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; 
UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu.edu>; ’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu.edu>; 
’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ <ccooper@nwca.cc>; ’JULIE A 
DEL GIORNO’ <j ad70@psu.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; 
’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

RE: URGENT: "SAVE THE DATE" UPDATE 

Dear All, 
As promised I am sending an update on "Save the Date" for our True Sport Summit. Given that we still have a 
few unresolved issues and that we are in the throes of the Holiday season, we have set January 6, 2014 for the 
distribution of the "Save the Date" announcement. A final and official announcement will be sent to you 
before that date. This new time will allow everyone to gather contact lists and be prepared to forward the 
announcement once you receive the go-ahead. 

Thank you all for the input and support. 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS to EVERYONE! 

Best, 
Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Boxill, Jan 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: Hailey Horwath; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D.; UNC Athletics Director; Ille, Vince; ’ROBERT SCO-I-I- KRETCHMAR’; ’David 
Joyner’; ’Ross, Stephen’; ’Coyte Cooper’; ’JULIE A DEL GIORNO’; Weight, Erianne A.; ’pal7@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; 
Norton, Molly; 
l:c: Lisa Voight 
Subject: URGENT: DO NOT SEND OUT "SAVE THE DATE" YET 

Good Morning Everyone, 

Please DO NOT send o~at the "Save the Date" I sent to you last night. We are still waiting on a few things. 
There is a change in the URL address, so please hold on sending that out to anyone as well. 

I will send out an updated and corrected "Save the Date" hopefully soon, so please be on the look out for that 
and be prepared to pass it along to your contact lists once I give you the green light. 

Thanks so much. I apologize for any confusion. 



Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 6:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

F~:mam Street: How to F~J1 at Almost Eve ~rything m~d Still Win Big 

Posted; :1.9 Dec 2013 05:00/:,,i’,4 PST 

i~i Post image ior How to Fsii si Ah-nosl Eve:ylhir:9 and .’-.~tiii VV:r: Big 

Scott Adams, the famous creator of Dilbert, has made a very good living by understanding and revealing human psychology. 

In Ho~ to Fail at ~lr~ost ~veryf~ing a~d Sti# Wi~ ~i9, Adams shares "the strategy he has used since he was a teen to 

invite failure in, embrace it, then pick its pocket." 

Among the unlikely truths he offers, you’ll discover that goals are for losers, passion is bullshit, and mediocre skills can make 

you valuable. 

This is a story of one person’s unlikely success within the context of scores of embarrassing failures. Was my 

eventual success primarily a result of talent, luck, hard work, or an accidental just-right balance of each? All ~ know 

for sure is that I pursued a conscious strategy of managing my opportunities in a way that would make it easier for 

luck to find me. 

Similar to the :tO things 2 took awa~ from reading The Everything Store, here are 10 things I took away ’from the 

Adams book.’ 

1. Do creative work first, 

In the morning he is a creator, in the afternoon he’s a copier. Mindless tasks go later in the day. This is the single biggest 

change you can make in order to improve your odds of success. 

The way I approach the problem of multiple priorities is by focusing on just one main metric: my energy. ~ make 

choices that maximize my personal energy because that makes it easier to manage all of the other priorities. 

One of the most important tricks for maximizing your productivity involves matching your mental state to the task. 

Mark McGuinness writes the same thing in Manage Your Day-to-Day. 

2. Expecting people to use reason sets you up for frustration, 

This sounds like you or someone you know. Trust me. 

If your view of the world is that people use reason for their important decisions, you are setting yourself up for a life 

of frustration and confusion. You’ll find yourself continually debating people and never winning except in your own 

mind. Few things are as destructive and limiting as a worldview that assumes people are mostly rational. 

3. The most important form of selfishness. 

We’re taught that being selfish is bad but it all depends on how you look at it. Being selfish can be good. 

The most important form of selfishness involves spending time on your fitness, eating right, pursuing your career, 



and still spending quality time with your family and friends. 

You can’t be generous to others if you’re not in a good place. Adams argues that once your needs are met you can focus on 

the needs of others. 

4, Witholding praise is immoral. 

While I’ve long thought that organizational feedback systems were broken, I had never really thought about it in this way 

before. 

Children are accustomed ton continual stream of criticisms and praise, but adults can go weeks without a 

compliment while enduring criticism both at work and at home. Adults are starved for a kind word. When you 

understand the power of honest praise (as opposed to bullshitting, flattery, and sucking up), you realize that 

withholding it borders on immoral. Tf you see something that impresses you, a decent respect to humanity insists 

you voice your praise. 

5. Why to read the news. 

As a long time subscriber to the physical newspaper, I cut the cord in July 2013. I’ll have more to say on this later but I like 

reading other people’s reasoning for reading or not reading papers. Some people argue we’re heading back to Yellow 

3o~rna~ism, a time when papers tw to get attention however they can. Others argue it’s a waste of time. Adams argues 

that it broadens his exposure. 

I don’t read the news to find truth, as that would be a foolish waste of time. I read the news to broaden my 

exposure to new topics and patterns that make my brain more efficient in general and to enjoy myself, because 

learning interesting things increases my energy and makes me feel optimistic. 

6. Fake it till you make it. 

Another manifestation of what we think influences what we do but what we do influences what we think. This is, at its core, 

the finding of the Stanford prison experiment. 

[W]e are designed to become in reality however we act. We fake it until it becomes real. Our core personality 

doesn’t change, but we quickly adopt the mannerisms and skills associated with our new status and position. 

Tn addition to this, we see ourselves as part of a new group and accordingly identify ourselves "with the other members and 

take on some of the characteristics of the group." This is one of the reasons why sometimes people change when they get 

promoted. 

This is also why if you’re having a crappy day, you should find some reason to smile. Tt actually does make you happier. 

7. Change your mind, 

The ability to change your mind is probably one of the best life skills you can ever hope to develop. 

[Y]ou shouldn’t hesitate to modify your perceptions to whatever makes you happy, because you’re probably wrong 

about the underlying nature of reality anyway. 

8. Systems trump goals. 

This was fascinating. T’ve long thought that the balance of organizational thinking towards goals versus systems is in need of 

some reflection. 

Adams has looked for examples of people who use systems versus those who use goals. In most cases, he’s discovered that 

people using systems do better and they are more innovative. "The systems-driven people have found a way to look at the 

familiar in new and more useful ways," he says in the WSJ. 

If you do something every day, it’s a system. If you’re waiting to achieve it someday in the future, it’s a goal. 

[O]ne should have a system instead of a goal. The system-versus-goals model can be applied to most human 

endeavours. In the world of dieting, losing twenty pounds is a goal, but eating right is a system, in the exercise 

realm, running a marathon in under four hours is a goal, but exercising daily is a system. In business, making a million 

dollars is a goal, but being a serial entrepreneur is a system. 

Goal-oriented people exist in a state of continuous pre-success failure at best, and permanent failure at worst if 

things never work out. Systems people succeed every time they apply their systems, in the sense that they did what 



they intended to do. The goals people are fighting the feeling of discouragement at each turn. The systems people 

are feeling good every time they apply their system. That’s a big difference in terms of maintaining your personal 

energy in the right direction .... 

Goal-oriented people mostly fail. If your goal is to lose 20 pounds, you will constantly think that you are not at your goal until 

you reach it. If you fall short you’re still a failure. The only way to reach your goal is to lose the 20 pounds. It’s a state of near 

perpetual failure. 

What you really want is a system that increases your odds of success. Even if that system only improves the odds a little it 

adds up over a long life. In organizations this means, for example, you should care more about t#~ 

r~ake ~Jedsions tha# a#a~Csis. It also means that you should focus on building a system that evolves, improves, and 

survives ego. Systems increase the odds of getting lucky. Or, if you want to put it another way, they reduce stupidity. 

Goal seekers optimize whereas systems thinkers simplify. 

9, Understanding psychology matters. 

Understanding psychology is key. This is why 3[~fl#~ce: The Psyc#o~o(3~ of Pe~’s~asio~ is one of the #ooks 3[ thi#k 

On a scale of one to ten, the importance of understanding psychology is a solid ten. 

10. Consider how you look 

you’re particularly good at it or not. Consider the people who routinely disagree with you. See how confident they 

look while being dead wrong? That’s exactly how you look to them. 

-- Brought to you by: The Suddes Group -= C##~d#~# ~#e w~y ~o#p~fJ~ ~#~#k, operate ~d f#~d. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 22, 2013 9:02 PM 

Hailey Horwath <hhorwath@usada.org>; Anais Spitzer, Ph.D. <aspitzer@usada.org>; 
UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
’ROBERT SCOTT KRETCHMAR’ <rskl@psu.edu>; ’David Joyner’ <dmj 14@psu.edu>; 
’Ross, Stephen’ <sfrl0@dsl.psu.edu>; ’Coyte Cooper’ <ccooper@nwca.cc>; ’JULIE A 
DEL GIORNO’ <j ad70@psu.edu>; Weight, Erianne A. <eweight@email.unc.edu>; 
’palT@psu.edu’; ’hbm3@psu.edu’; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

Lisa Voight <LVoight@usada.org> 

60 Minutes story on Steve Carlson--quarterback guru 

Not sure if any of you saw this on 60 minutes tonight but it fits right in with our theme of early specialization, 
elite performance, and parental behavior. Wonder if we should have him be a panelist. 

http ://www. cb snews, com/news/quarterb ack-guru- steve -cl arks on/ 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~@google.com on behalf of 

Famam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 6:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

Famam Street: Pocket Readers Pick Their Top Hits from 2013 plus more 

Posted: 22 Dec 20:1.3 06:00 A[q~o,:,~’c .... 1 

Alain de Botton created a six-part video series, Philosophy: A Guide to Happiness, based on T~e Consolations of 

Philosophy, that discusses thinkers who had wise things to say about everyday worries. 

In this part he introduces Niche~ de Nontaigne. 



Montaigne certainly didn’t think that all learning was useless. He was simply observing that many people who go to 

university aren’t any happier or wiser than those who don’t. And from my own experience, I think he may have a 

point. What Montaigne was essentially telling us is that when you come to a place like this, you will get very good at 

remembering lots of facts, you will pick up a lot of information, but you won’t necessarily be able to apply it to your 

life. And ][ certainly missed out on many lessons of life here. If ][ was designing my ideal curriculum, I think ][ would 

take a leaf from Montaigne’s book and say that actually, many of the most important topics aren’t covered here and 

should be. I’m thinking of topics like how to live well and happily with other people, how to confront one’s anxieties, 

how to deal with death, even banal questions or potentially banal questions like how to end a relationship. These are 

not the kinds of questions that we’re encouraged to ask here, and in a way, perhaps we should be. 

If you’re still curious, check out Montaigne’s The (~omp[~t~ Emsa~s, 

-- Brought to you by: The Suddes Group 

Yo{i are subscribed to emsil updates from Farnam Street 

To stop receiving these emsiis, ’fou ms’f unsubscribe now 

Google inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

Emsil delivery powered by Go~ 



2015 ACC Hen’s Tennis Schedule 

DUKE 

UL 

UVA 

Legend: Women:s Matches 

Spring Break Dates 

CLEM 3/16-3/20 

GT 3/16-3/20 

FSU 3/9-3/13 

UM 3/16-3/20 

NCST 3/9-3/13 

WF 3/9-3/13 

PITT 3/9-3/13 

SU 3/9-3/13 

UNC 3/9-3/13 

DUKE 3/9-3/13 

UL 3/16-3/20 

BC 3/2-3/6 

UVA 3/9-3/13 

~F 3/9-3/13 

ND 3/9-3/13 

12128/2013 2015-v7d 



2015 ACC Tennis Schedule 

Gl"         <SB>       at ND         SU         CLEM       at FSU        UVA        at BC 
Champ 

VI <SB> at UL at WF PIT[ at UM 

aL ~C        <SB>                     Fq~       at UM       CLEM         WF 
Champ 

UL         a[ SU        <SB>        UVA         GT        at FSU                    at ND 
DUK~ 

at NCST      at GT        WF         <SB>        at SU                      FSU 
Champ 

ac DUKE     at CLZM       UNC        <SB>        at BC        UVA         UM         at VT 
UL 

<SB>        DUKE       at PITT        VT          FSU       at NCS[      at Gl        UNC 
Champ 

<SB> UM at ND UL at WF at CLEM 

Champ 

UVA 

~hamp 

Champ 

ND 

Legend: Women:s Matches 

In-pod matches to be scheduled at coaches’ discretion: 

(for women’s tennis only) 

Pod l: BC, SU, UVA su @ BC SU @ UVA BC @ UVA 

Pod 2: PITT, UL, ND PiTt @ UL ND @ PI~T ND@UL 

Pod 3: VT, ~’~U, CI£M WF @ VT CLEM @ WF VT @ CLEM 

Pod 4: UNC, NCST, DU UNC @ NCST DU @ UNC DU @ NCST 

Pod 5: CTI’, L~VI, FSU FSU @ GT UM @ GT FSU @ UM 

Spring Break Dates 

CLEM 3/26-3/20 

GT 3/26-3/20 

FSU 3/9-3/23 

UM 3/26-3/20 

NCST 3/9-3/23 

WF 3/9-3/23 

PITT 3/9-3/23 

SU 3/9-3/23 

UNC 3/9-3/13 

DUKE 3/9-3/~3 

UL 3/~6-3/20 

BC 3/2-3/6 

UVA 3/9-3/13 

~F 3/9-3/~3 

ND 3/9-3/~3 

12/28/2013 2015-v7d 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, January 3, 2014 12:30 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Rec Double-Dippers Fired i UNC Prof Indicted ] Vegas Arena Planned 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

City Fires Parks & Rec Employees tbr Double-Dipping 
The City Parks & Recreation Department has fired or accepted resignations farm 

13 part-time workers after a~ investigation found that they ... 

Indictment ofl~ rofessor Details UNC Academic Fraud 

Eighteen of the 19 students enrolled in the class were members of the North 

Carolina football team (the other was a former ~nember) .... 

High School’s Character Education Program Set to Debut 
Hamilton High School student athletes will be expected to adhere to "The Charger 

Way" beginning in the spring, a new program created by the 

r Cold-~ eather Super Bowl Proving to Be Hot Ticket 
Super Bowl ticket demand is at a record high as denizens of Wall Street seek seats 

for the game in nearby New Jersey. Even ... 

Former NBA t laver Proposes Vegas Strip Arena 
Jaclde Robinson, a former UNLV player turned Las Vegas businessman, said this 



week he expects to begin construction in the spring on the ... 

Off-Ice Training Facility Targets Youth Hockey Players 

The facility includes two skating treadmill~ a RapidShot t tockey Training Sys~tem 
and a 48-by-30- foot synthetic ice rink .... 

EPA to Test for Pollutants Near Yonth Soccer Field 
The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency has started to investigate an old 

fertilizer-plant site north of a Near East Side park where ... 

Park BoaM to Experiment with Organic Weed Control 
The ongoing controverw over weed spraying in tl~e village is likely to continue next 

month when the Park and Recreation ... 

Months of Planning~Goes into Arena’s Motocross Conversion 
While axea residents were shoveling and plowing snow during the storm Thursday, 

workem were pnshing and piling mounds of dirt with heavy ... 

Fitnet App Offers Video Instruction, Movement Ratings 
Your iPad’s camera watches you and provides feedback based on how well you’re 

moving witla the instructor. Fall out of rh>~m and your... 

High School Wrestlers Push ’Assisted Athletes’ in 5K 
Heather Morris needs help to walk, but she zipped through a 5-kilometer race 

Wednesday in Chesterfield Counb~. Morris, 26, was one ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

BCS System Created Divide That Tran~ends Football 

As the BCS bowl games continue tonight ruth the Orange Bowl, the system’s 

legacy will be the dividing line it created between the "haves" and tl~e "have-nots" in 

college atltletics. 

New ~eader Comments: 

Boston Approves Ban on Smoking in City-Run Parks 
Nothing worst than going to a youth sports game with my children and seeing 

people smoking and throwing their cigarette butts all over .... 

Iii’~ Fo,ward to a friend ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Momson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <lmomson@caroliuachamber.org~ 

Tuesday, Januao, 7, 2014 10:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Chamber News: Are You the Business of the Year? 



nominations l%r ~he m)i3 B~siness ~q" ~}~e Year Awards! Is yore" 

organization des e~Yi ~g of rccog~ ki (m fl)r 

producL exemplary customer service, a~d contribution 

Busi~ess of the Year award winners will be reveabd a~ @c zoo4 
Chamber Armua~ Meeting, 1~ a.m.-l:3o pm~. ’IImrsda3, 

felbw business and ~on-pK~fk baders in the Chapel Hi]]-Carrboro 

}R~um:kabtes (hem 83e second Wed~esday of eaeb month), and 

}~E~{iS.~};};!Z:~.{K.})~9.gK!/, ore’ largest r~eb, vorking event of the month 

(heM oft the [:bird "I’b tlcsday of each month), E, aeb of these evertts 

free for <:ham bet mere bevs to aitend! 



Forward to a friend 

This emaii was sent to ilie@unc,edu by [morrison~ lcarolinachamber.orq 
_U_#__d__a__Le__[3_r_9_fLLeLe__~_t_a_LL_&a_£Le__s__s. instant removal with ._S__a__f#__U__n__s__@__s__c__r_[_b__e_" [_~_rL_v__a_£y__[_~_o_Jj_c_y__. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive i Chapel Hill :: NC i 27514 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, January 8, 2014 6:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
RE: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 

Thanks Vince. 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 

~ Samuel Johnson 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact 

the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 6:42 PM 
To: Mosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L; Stephens, John B 
Subject: FW: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 

Considering the meeting we had in Bubba’s office before the holidays, I thought the information attached might 
be of interest to you. 

F rom: 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 1:31 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 

All, 

I put together the attached spreadsheets for Bubba and figured I’d pass them along to each of you in case you 

were interested. They look at each of our sports over the past four seasons and how well they performed athletically 

and academically both nationally and within the conference. The first attachment uses APR as the academic metric, the 

second uses GSR. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, 



Compliance: Focused on Prevention, Prepared for Mitigation. 

Athletics programs can take steps to avoid or at a minimum, mitigate the new penalties 

(effective 8/1/13). The first line of protection is prevention. 

The second line of protection is to mitigate the damage by being prepared and 

responding appropriately when potential violations arise. 

Education 

We provide a practical explanation of the new enforcement model and penalties 

through interactive education using cases and realistic scenarios. 

Large groups: We provide sessions for large groups including coaches, 

administrators, and boosters. 

Small groups: For individual coaching staffs, we provide small group sessions 

focused on the new expectations around head coach accountability and tools to 

use 

Compliance roundtables: We discuss the eight mitigating factors and 

fourteen aggravating factors in detail with case examples and best 

practices. We can also provide an approach to monitoring an 

institution’s ability to demonstrate key mitigating factors while actively 

avoiding certain aggravating factors. 

Copyright 1998-2010 by JULIE ROE LACH, LLC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Any use of materials, including reproduction, 

modificotion, distribution or republicotion, without the prior written consent of JRL, LLC, is strictly prohibited. 



Assessment 

We help institutions develop a compliance scorecard for the athletics department and a 

separate scorecard for the head coach. 

For the Compliance Assessment, we partner with the compliance staff to evaluate 

whether the institution has taken steps to mitigate penalties (by emphasizing the 8 

mitigating factors) and avoid triggering any of the 14 aggravating factors, which 

increase the severity of penalties for Level I and II violations. 

¯ Institutional control assessment, Given the importance of institutional 

control, especially in the new model, we conduct an institutional control 

assessment focused on the four institutional control pillars and provide an 

assessment of strengths and weaknesses to address. 

For the Head Coach Control Assessment, we partner with the compliance staff 

and head coach to evaluate whether the head coach is promoting an atmosphere 

of compliance and monitoring his/her staff. The assessment involves: 

1. Evaluating the coach’s written plan or helping develop it, if needed. 

2. Testing whether the plan is being followed; are coaches and staffdoing 

what the plan requires? 

3. Examining the culture through an informal investigation; does the culture 

match the written plan? 

Advising & Representation 

We provide experienced advice and representation in dealing with potential or 

known violations. 

o We advise schools how to conduct comprehensive institutional inquiries 

for Levels I, II and III violations, and when needed, we lead on-campus 

inquiries. 

® We represent institutions and coaches in responding to alleged Level I 

and II violations and appearing before the NCAA Committee on 

Infractions. 

® We also assist schools on probation assess their progress and complete 

their annual reporting obligation to the Committee on Infractions. 
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Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 9, 2014 10:33 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Stalt" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Ka~lton 

Colleagues, 

Michelle and I thought it would be great to get the group together after work to spend some time with Karlton before he leaves for his new job as Director of Athletics at the Umversity of 
Maine Please plan on meeting at the back bar of Top of the Hill begimaing at 5:00 pm on Tuesday, JanuaW 14th. If you can’t be there at 5:00, please join us as soon as you can. 

Evewthing is covered at Top of the Hill, thanks to Rick! 

See you there’. 

Martina 

Sent Iicom my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: Working backward to solve problems 

Posted; 1.2 Jan 2014 06;00 i:,,M I:;SI 

We’ve talked a lot about inversio~ -- solving problems backwards. 

"To look ahead, it pays to look backwards,’" 

In this short video, grandmaster Maurice Ashley walks us through retrograde analysis, which is a method to solve game 

positions in chess by working backwards from known outcomes. 

Take a look at this sentence. 

After reading this sentence, you will realize that the the brain doesn’t recognize a second ’the.’ 

The second time around you realize you missed the second the the first time. But if you read the sentence backwards, you’d 

catch it. 

The doubling bacteria problem. 

Bacteria that double every 24 hours fill a lake it has infested after precisely 60 days. On what day was the lake half- 

full. 

This problem is easiest solved backwards. 

Finally, Ashley uses a card game. There are six cards in this game numbered 1 through 6. Whomever has the highest card 

wins. You pick a card and it says the number 2. I pick a card and offer a trade. Most people look at their card and say, 2 

sucks. Looking only at this problem statistically, you’re best to trade your card. However, assuming no trickery on my part, 

that may not the right move. To solve the problem, invert. ~f ~ had a 6 would I trade? No. What about the number 5? ... Odds 

are I have a pretty crappy number if I want to trade. 

-- Brought to you by: CURIOSITY -- A c&{rious#y u~}co~ventio~}a# ad agency that helps yo&{ sta~d o~t i~ today’s 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

Monday:                2:07 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Ecor 

This is just an FYI, the only athlete on my team struggling academically right now came to me with the information 

below yesterday ...... I know we have a very challenging environment but I hope you feel this is an unacceptable as I do. 

C.D. 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Sent: Monday, 2:03 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Econ 53 

Brent, left you a message earlier. The class is Econ and the prof. is Art Benavie. First day of class, this guy announces 

to everyone that "if you an athlete, I would prefer you not take this class". He went on to say that "any" missed class, 

even if due to team travel will not be tolerated and will count against them. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Baseball Matter - Requested Info. 

Vince - I wanted to share this string of emails with you regarding this matter. Michelle is well aware of what has 
occurred. See in bold red print the answers to your questions. 

Course is Math    . First year Seminar 
Professor Sorin Mitran 
S-A’s - 

If I can help any more, let me know please. 

Larry 

~!~i)iiiiii~,ii~ Larry Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibility Innovation Service Excellence 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday, 3:14 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Baseball Matter 
Importance: High 

Michelle: 

Here is the string of emails regarding our discussion about Coach Fox and two of his student-athletes. I am hopeful you 
agree with my response to him. 

Don’t hesitate to contact me if you wish to further discuss this matter. 

Thank you very much! 

Larry 

~i~:iiiiiiiiii};:Larry Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibility Innovation Service Excellence 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday,. 3:11 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Travel Letters 
Importance: High 

Thank you, Mike ~ I am going to share this with Michelle Brown. IfI may say, let’s refrain in the future from responding 
with/contacting in any manner professors/instructors, etc. regarding these type of matters. 



Michelle should be made aware of these issues as soon as possible. She and her staff have a very good plan of action 
following up on these matters. You and I can discuss this tomorrow when we are together. 

Thank you for sharing this with me, and I appreciate you understanding my position as we move forward with these 
challenges. 

Take care, 
Larry 

~i~:iiiiiiiiii};:Larry Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibility Innovation Service Excellence 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monday, 11:51 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: FW: Travel letters 

Ok. Here you go!!! Share it with whom you wish. 
Of course had no idea he was on the faculty council 

From: Mitran, Sorin 
Sent: Monday, 10:18 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Re: Travel letters 

Coach Fox, 

’are welcome to take the class if it suits their interests. There is a coursework 
requirement that must be met by all students, but there are 
no penalties for absences. Each student is free to organize their time as they see fit. 

Signing the travel document would reflect a special category for UNC athletes versus, say, a 
student forced to miss a class because they have extra hours 
in a job to support themselves. 

! regret you express disappointment in my refusal to sign such a letter. Firstly, ! regret this because 
it implies an expectation that faculty members would do 
so automatically. Indeed this is how the process is usually presented: at the very first class a 
student athlete approaches the instructor at the end 
of class and presents a paper to be signed with no forewarning. It is how 
approached me. As a matter of principle, a forewarning 
by email, or requesting the signature during office hours when there is time for discussion would 
be better. Secondly, ! regret your direct expression of disappointment 
without making the effort to find out my reasoning. Lastly, ! regret that immediately after not 
obtaining this signature,l                 seem to have dropped 
the class; should the class have been within their academic interest they could have inquired how 
class requirements and coursework might conflict or not. 



Indeed recent events should be a wake-up call to how we balance athletics and academic on 

campus. Much as you see increased difficulties in recruiting, 
I notice the same in trying to attract research funding or top-notch 
students due to recent events. As a member of the Faculty Council I have 
a keen 
interest in finding this balance, and am interested in doing my small part to work together with you 
and all other personnel involved in UNC athletics to set a nationwide model. 
I do suspect that the formal, bureaucratic, requirement of signing a ’travel document’ does not 
address the core of the issue. If you think the same way, I will 
support revision of this policy through the Faculty Council. 

Best wishes, 

Sorin Mitran 
Professor of Mathematics 
CB3250 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC, 27599-3250 
Office: Chapman 451+ 
Tel: 919-843-8901 

On at 8:22 AM, Fox, Mike wrote: 

Professor Mitran, 

I was disaPPointed to hear that you refused to sign the travel letters for freshmen ~ 
They were both looking forward to taking your class this semester. 

This particular document is required by our Academic Center for Student Athletes as it provides all professors 
advance notice of when these students will miss their class. Our program is only missing two days of classes 
all spring semester, one Thursday and one Friday. 

The recent events on our campus are disturbing to us all. I am a UNC graduate. However, despite these 
issues,                still chose to enroll at UNC from the state of Florida after being recruited by other 
top notice academic institutions and baseball programs. They both attended summer school prior to 
enrollment last fall and both are committed students. We all owe them both a great academic and athletic 
experience. 

UNC will rise above all of this and be an even better university but only if we all work together in doing so. 

Mike Fox ’78 
UNC Baseball Coach 



The University of Texas 

Hiring department: [ntercol Athletics 

Monthly salary: ~3,333 --$3,750 

Hours per week: 40°00 Standard from 800AM to 500PM 

Posting number: 14-01-14-01-0811 

Job Status: Open 

IFLSA status: Exempt 

Eadiest Start Date: 01/14/2014 

~os~t~o~ Duration: Funding expected to cont~m~e 

Pos~t~on open to: all applicants 

[o~at~on: Austin (main campus} 

Number of vacandes: 1 

Genet~ Notes: 

Schedule ~s flexible f~om 700AM to 700PM. Add~t~ona~ hours will be required during 

peak periods to include n~ghts, weekends, and possibly holidays. Must mu~t~-task 

effidently and effectively. Must contribute to the co~e purpose and values of the 

Athletics Departments and the office (Integrity, Excellence, Teamwork, D~vers~W, 

Creativity, Accountability, and Loyalty). 

Required Application Materials 

¯ Apply online at: https://utdirect,utexas.edu/apps/hr/]obs/nlogon/140114010811 
¯ A Resume is required in order to apply. 
¯ A Letter of Interest is required in order to apply. 
¯ A List of 3 References is required in order to apply. 

Additional Information 

Purpose 

Assists the Associate Athletics Director and Assistant Athletics Director with the overall 
operations of the Athletics Risk Management and Compliance Services Office. 

IEssentia~ 

Support the Associate Athletics Director and Assistant Athletics Director in monitoring 

the daily operations of assigned NCAA bylaws (i.eo .11, 13, .15, 16 and 17}. All assigned 

duties are designed to ensure the Athletics Risk Management and Compliance Services 

office continuously assesses and demonstrates that The University of Texas at Austin 

meets the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s definition of institutional control, 

applicable University policies and/or state and federal regulations. This includes, but is 

not limited to, evaluating and detecting infractions, monitoring, documenting, 

educating, and developing policies and procedures° Assist in maintaining policies and 

procedures in accordance with office policy and ensure that they are operating as 

outlined. Assist with conducting and documenting ongoing educational and training 

activities. Assist with responding to all interpretive issues in accordance with office 

policy. Assist in identifying legislative issues and drafting legislative concepts when 



The University of Texas 

necessitated° Assist with compiling waivers for the NCAA or Big 12 Conference pursuant 

to office policy, Assist with reporting, investigating and filing all violations in accordance 
with office policy, Provide support for risk management program and processes. 

Required qualifications 
Bachelors Degree, At least .1.,5 years previous experience working with NCAA compliance 

issues in a Division I athletics department, conference office and/or NCAA national 

office, Has the functional and technical knowledge and skills to do the job at a high level 

of accomplishment° Demonstrates excellent written, verbal and interpersonal 

communications skills, Excellent PC skills using standard office automation software, e,g. 

MS Office software. Working knowledge of NCAA compliance-related software systems 

(e.go, NCAA CA, ACS, C+V, LSDBi)o Upholds high ethical standards and core values, 

maintains integrity, has professional demeanor and understands professional 

boundaries. Equivalent combination of relevant education and experience may be 

substituted as appropriate. 

Preferred Qualifications 
Masters Degree or other advanced degree° At least three years recent experience 

working with compliance issues in a NCAA Division I athletics department, conference 

office and/or the NCAA national office, 

Licenses: Class "C" Operator’s Driver’s License. Applicant selected must provide a 

current three year Driving Record from the current state of residence. If not currently a 

Texas resident, must obtain a Texas Driver’s License within 30 days after entering Texas 

as a new resident. 

Working conditions 
May work around standard office conditions Repetitive use of a keyboard at a 

workstation Additional hours will be required during peak times to include nights, 

weekends, and holidays. Interstate and intrastate travel may be required to include 

overnight stays, 

A criminal history background check will be required for finalist(s) under consideration 

for this position. 

The retirement plan for this position is Teacher Retirement System of Texas (TRS), 

subject to the position being at least 20 hours per week and at least .135 days in length. 

The University of Texas at Austin is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to 

race, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability, age, citizenship status, Vietnam era 

or special disabled veteran’s status, or sexual orientation. Under Section 504 of the 



The University of Texas 

Rehabilitation Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act, disability accommodations 

will be provided, as needed. 

tf hired, you will be required to complete the federal Employment Eligibility Verification 
form, 1--9. You will be required to present acceptable and original documents to prove 

yo~Jr identity and authorization to work in the United States. Doc~Jments need to be 

presented no later than the third day of employment. Failure to do so will result in loss 

of employment at the university° 

UT Austin is a Tobacco-free Campus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 6:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fam~an Street: Daniel Kalmem~’s Favorite Approach For M~king Better Decisions 

Posted; 23 Jan 2014 05;00 AN I:;ST 

Bob Sutton’s new book, ~;~in~j ~Jp ~×¢e#en~e: @et~i~ to Note Without ~;e~li~ for &ess, contains an interesting 

section towards the end on looking back from the future, which talks about "a mind trick that goads and guides people to act 

on what they know and, in turn, amplifies their odds of success." 

We build on Nobel winner Daniel Kahneman’s favorite approach for making better decisions. This may sound weird, 

but it’s a form of imaginary time travel. 

It’s called the premortem. And, while it may be Kahneman’s favorite, he didn’t come up with it. A fellow by the name of Gary 

Klein invented the premortem technique. 

A premortem works something like this. When you’re on the verge of making a decision, not just any decision but a big 

decision, you call a meeting. At the meeting you ask each member of your team to imagine that it’s a year later. 

Split them into two groups. Have one group imagine that the effort was an unmitigated disaster. Have the other 

pretend it was a roaring success. Ask each member to work independently and generate reasons, or better yet, 

write a story, about why the success or failure occurred. Instruct them to be as detailed as possible, and, as Klein 

emphasizes, to identify causes that they wouldn’t usually mention "for fear of being impolite." Next, have each 

person in the "failure" group read their list or story aloud, and record and collate the reasons. Repeat this process 

with the "success" group. Finally use the reasons from both groups to strengthen your ... plan. If you uncover 

overwhelming and impassible roadblocks, then go back to the drawing board. 

Premortems encourage people to use "prospective hindsight," or, more accurately, to talk in "future perfect tense." Instead 

of thinking, "we will devote the next six months to implementing a new HR software initiative," for example, we travel to the 

future and think "we have devoted six months to implementing a new HR software package." 

You imagine that a concrete success or failure has occurred and look "back from the future" to tell a story about the 

causes. 

Pretending that a success or failure has already occurred--and looking back and inventing the details of why it 

happened--seems almost absurdly simple. Yet renowned scholars including Kahneman, Klein, and Karl Weick supply 

compelling logic and evidence that this approach generates better decisions, predictions, and plans. Their work 

suggests several reasons why .... 

1. This approach helps people overcome blind spots, 

As ... upcoming events become more distant, people develop more grandiose and vague plans and overlook the 

nitty-gritty daily details required to achieve their long-term goals. 

2. This approach helps people bridge short-term and long-term thinking 

outcome than to imagine multiple outcomes and try to explain why each may have occurred, Beyond that, analyzing 
a single event as if it has already occurred rather than pretending it might occur makes it seem more concrete and 
likely to actually happen, which motivates people to devote more attention to explaining it. 

3. Looking back dampens excessive optimism. 



As Kahneman and other researchers show, most people overestimate the chances that good things will happen to 

them and underestimate the odds that they will face failures, delays, and setbacks. Kahneman adds that "in general, 

organizations really don’t like pessimists" and that when naysayers raise risks and drawbacks, they are viewed as 

"almost disloyal." 

Max Bazerman, a Harvard professor, believes that we’re less prone to irrational optimism when we predict the fate of 

projects that are not our own. For example, when it comes to friends’ home renovation projects, most people estimate the 

costs will run 25 to 50 percent over budget. When it comes to our projects however, they will be "completed on time and 

near the project costs." 

4. A premortem challenges the illusion of consensus, 

Most times not everyone on a team agrees with the course of action. Even when you have enough cognitive diversity in the 

room, people still keep their mouths shut because people in power tend to reward people who agree with them while 

punishing those who have the courage to speak up with a dissenting view. 

The resulting corrosive conformity is evident when people don’t raise private doubts, known risks, and inconvenient 

facts. In contrast, as Klein explains, a premortem can create a competition where members feel accountable for 

raising obstacles that others haven’t. "The whole dynamic changes from trying to avoid anything that might disrupt 

harmony to trying to surface potential problems." 

-- Brought to you by: CURIOSITY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 6:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fam~an Street: The Human Search for Meaning 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 28 3al? 2014 05:00 AM PST 

::X:: viktoffrankl 

"He who has a Why to live for 

can bear almost any How. " 

-- Nietzsche 

Holocaust survivor Viktor Frankl, is best known for his 1946 memoir NaWs gearc~ fo~ Nea~i~cj. The book sheds light on 

the horrible experiences of Auschwitz and what they taught him about life, love, and our search for meaning. When all seems 

hopeless, why is it that some people push forward while others subside. 

I know some people who probably wouldn’t survive more than a day without their iPhone let alone having everything in their 

life that could possibly be taken ripped away. If Frankl’s experience is indicative, when this happens we eventually seek peace 

within ourselves. If only to retreat from the terrible surroundings. 

Frankl gives an account of a typical morning and how that opened his eyes to the meaning of love and the greatest secret of 

human thought. 

There were shouted commands: "Detachment, forward march! Left-2-3-4! Left-2-3-4! Left-2-3-4! Left-2-3-4! First 

man about, left and left and left and left! Caps off!" These words sound in my ears even now. At the order "Caps 

off!" we passed the gate of the camp, and searchlights were trained upon us. Whoever did not march smartly got a 

kick. And worse off was the man who, because of the cold, had pulled his cap back over his ears before permission 

was given. 

We stumbled on in the darkness, over big stones and through large puddles, along the one road leading from the 

camp. The accompanying guards kept shouting at us and driving us with the butts of their rifles. Anyone with very 

sore feet supported himself on his neighbor’s arm. Hardly a word was spoken; the icy wind did not encourage talk. 

Hiding his mouth behind his upturned collar, the man marching next to me whispered suddenly: "If our wives could 

see us now! I do hope they are better off in their camps and don’t know what is happening to us." 

That brought thoughts of my own wife to mind. And as we stumbled on for miles, slipping on icy spots, supporting 

each other time and again, dragging one another up and onward, nothing was said, but we both knew: each of us 

was thinking of his wife. Occasionally ~ looked at the sky, where the stars were fading and the pink light of the 

morning was beginning to spread behind a dark bank of clouds. But my mind clung to my wife’s image, imagining it 

with an uncanny acuteness. ][ heard her answering me, saw her smile, her frank and encouraging look. Real or not, 

her look was then more luminous than the sun which was beginning to rise. 

A thought transfixed me: for the first time in my life I saw the truth as it is set into song by so many poets, 

proclaimed as the final wisdom by so many thinkers. The truth-- that love is the ultimate and the highest goal 

to which man can aspire. Then [ grasped the meaning of the greatest secret that human poetry and human 

thought and belief have to impart: The salvation of man is through love and in love. :1[ understood how a man 

who has nothing left in this world still may know bliss, be it only for a brief moment, in the contemplation 



of his beloved. In a position of utter desolation, when man cannot express himself in positive action, when 

his only achievement may consist in enduring his sufferings in the right way--an honorable way--in such a 

position man can, through loving contemplation of the image he carries of his beloved, achieve fulfillment. 

For the first time in my life I was able to understand the meaning of the words, "The angels are lost in perpetual 

contemplation of an infinite glory." 

While he didn’t know if she was still alive, Frankl clung to imaginary conversations with his wife, where he asked her questions 

and she answered. This taught him an important lesson about love. 

Love goes very far beyond the physical person of the beloved. It finds its deepest meaning in his spiritual being, his 

inner self. Whether or not he is actually present, whether or not he is still alive at all, ceases somehow to be of 

importance. 

didn’t matter if his wife was alive or not. 

There was no need for me to know; nothing could touch the strength of my love, my thoughts, and the image of 

my beloved. Had I known then that my wife was dead, I think that I would still have given myself, undisturbed by 

that knowledge, to the contemplation of her image, and that my mental conversation with her would have been just 

as vivid and just as satisfying. "Set me like a seal upon thy heart, love is as strong as death." 

Frankl’s most enduring insight is that no matter what is taken from you, you have the freedom to choose how you respond 

to the situation. 

We who lived in concentration camps can remember the men who walked through the huts comforting others, 

giving away their last piece of bread. They may have been few in number, but they offer sufficient proof that 

everything can be taken from a man but one thing; the last of the human freedoms-- to choose one’s 

attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way. 

There is always choices to make. These choices allowed Frankl and others to avoid becoming "the plaything of circumstance." 

Every day, every hour, offered the opportunity to make a decision, a decision which determined whether you would 

or would not submit to those powers which threatened to rob you of your very self, your inner freedom; which 

determined whether or not you would become the plaything of circumstance, renouncing freedom and dignity to 

become molded into the form of the typical inmate. 

Frankl played a trick to elevate himself out of the situation, "above the sufferings of the moment," by observing them as if 

they had already past. 

I forced my thoughts to turn to another subject. Suddenly I saw myself standing on the platform of a well-lit, warm 

and pleasant lecture room. In front of me sat an attentive audience on comfortable upholstered seats. I was giving a 

lecture on the psychology of the concentration camp! All that oppressed me at that moment became objective, 

seen and described from the remote viewpoint of science. 

Both I and my troubles became the object of an interesting psychoscientific study undertaken by myself. What does 

Spinoza say in his Ethics? --"Affectus, qui passio est, desinit esse passio simulatque eius claram et distinctam 

formamus ideam," Emotion, which is suffering, ceases to be suffering as soon as we form a clear and 

precise picture of it. 

Losing faith in the future--your future--was an almost certain recipe for disaster. 

With his loss of belief in the future, he also lost his spiritual hold; he let himself decline and became subject to mental 

and physical decay. Usually this happened quite suddenly, in the form of a crisis, the symptoms of which were 

familiar to the experienced camp inmate. We all feared this moment-- not for ourselves, which would have been 

pointless, but for our friends. Usually it began with the prisoner refusing one morning to get dressed and wash or to 

go out on the parade grounds. No entreaties, no blows, no threats had any effect. He just lay there, hardly moving. 

If this crisis was brought about by an illness, he refused to be taken to the sick-bay or to do anything to help himself. 

He simply gave up. There he remained, lying in his own excreta, and nothing bothered him any more. 

Working as a psychiatrist to the inmates, Frankl found the most important key to survival was maintaining an "inner hold on 

their moral and spiritual selves." Something that could be encouraged with goals. 

Nietzsche’s words, "He who has a why to live for can bear with almost any how," could be the guiding motto for all 

psychotherapeutic and psychohygienic efforts regarding prisoners. Whenever there was an opportunity for it, one 

had to give them a why-- an aim-- for their lives, in order to strengthen them to bear the terrible how of their 



existence. Woe to him who saw no more sense in his life, no aim, no purpose, and therefore no point in carrying on. 

He was soon lost. The typical reply with which such a man rejected all encouraging arguments was, "I have nothing 

to expect from life any more." What sort of answer can one give to that? 

What was really needed was a fundamental change in our attitude toward life. We had to learn ourselves and, 

furthermore, we had to teach the despairing men, that it did not really matter what we expected from life, but rather 

what life expected from us. We needed to stop asking about the meaning of life, and instead to think of ourselves as 

those who were being questioned by life-- daily and hourly. Our answer must consist, not in talk and meditation, but 

in right action and in right conduct. Life ultimately means taking the responsibility to find the right answer to 

its problems and to fulfill the tasks which it constantly sets for each individual. 

These tasks, and therefore the meaning of life, differ from man to man, and from moment to moment. Thus it is 

impossible to define the meaning of life in a general way. 

Thus, in the end Frankl concludes that questions about the meaning of life can’t be answered with cliches or statements that 

apply to everyone and thus no one. 

"Life" does not mean something vague, but something very real and concrete, just as life’s tasks are also very real 

and concrete. They form man’s destiny, which is different and unique for each individual. No man and no destiny can 

be compared with any other man or any other destiny. No situation repeats itself, and each situation calls for a 

different response. Sometimes the situation in which a man finds himself may require him to shape his own fate by 

action. At other times it is more advantageous for him to make use of an opportunity for contemplation and to 

realize assets in this way. Sometimes man may be required simply to accept fate, to bear his cross. Every situation 

is distinguished by its uniqueness, and there is always only one right answer to the problem posed by the situation at 

hand. 

When a man finds that it is his destiny to suffer, he will have to accept his suffering as his task; his single and unique 

task. He will have to acknowledge the fact that even in suffering he is unique and alone in the universe. No one can 

relieve him of his suffering or suffer in his place. His unique opportunity lies in the way in which he bears his burden. 

For us, as prisoners, these thoughts were not speculations far removed from reality. They were the only thoughts 

that could be of help to us. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 3:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Pe~n Manning: Mr. Annoying 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~va~ded message: 

From: "Ni~ Jeltiey" <ni~g(a)wfu.edw~ 

Date: January 31, 2014 at 1:42:43 PM EST 

To: JEFF NIX < nixjg~wfu.edu> 

Subject: Peyton Manning: Mr. Amioying 

tea~ate~ ~ w~ chmnpionshipsl 

Peyton Manning: Mr. Annoying 

VIN CLARK 

Updated Jan. 31, 2014 9:14 a.m, ET 

Denver Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning 

shonts to the sidelines dnring a game. Associated 

Press 

The only thing more retaking thm~ playing against 

l?e?~n Manning is playing with hi~n. 

Lefs be clear: Players love eve~thing that comes 

with playing with Manning. He’s a great 

quayterback and by all accounts a fine fellow. 

Teammates get Super Bowl appearance~ eye- 
popping statistics and big contracts out of playing 

with him. 

There’s only one problem. He’s kind of annoying. 

Walking by Manning in Denveis locker room is a 

source ofm~xiety Ii~r all Broncos phiyer~ they 

say. Running back Ronnie Hillma~ said he tenses 

up when he brushes past him. This is because 

Ma~nning is kiiown to give passersby a pop quiz 

about Denver’s upcoming opponent. Backup 

quarterback Zac Dysert said the questions 

Manning asks him usually focns on where the ball 

should go against a particular coverage. It is 

"definitely easy to be scared" of Manning, he said. 



"It seems like he’s going atx)ut his busines~ 

and then all of a sudden he’ll stop and ask a 

ques~tion,’’ said guard Louis Vasquez. 

"Usually when guys are in the locker rootn, 

it’s time to take a break, but his mind’s 
always going." 

Scenes like these are common in Denver since 

Manning joined the team in 2012. This seaso~, at 

age 37, Manning threw lbr the most yards in NFL 

history this seamn ruth 5,477 yards. He did it 

with a mixture of natural taJent and preparation. 

Lots of prepa~-ation. 

"I don’t think Denver had any idea of what you 

get in Pe,vton Manning. You have to fftimulate him 

mentaJly or you’ll lose him," said former NFL 

quarterback Rich Gammon, now an analys~t for 

SiriusXM Radio. "Equipment guys, trainers, video 

guys, coaches everyone has to be on edge." 

The practice field is Manning’s main laboratou 

for overbea~ng behavior. Ma~lning often doesn’t 

wait for the Broncos’ assistant coaches to correct 
the players’ misIakes and that doesn’t apply to 

inset the offense. 

Sa~, David Breton said Manning can get irked 

when a special-reruns player drops a punt on 

another field, offin the distance. "Or even if we 
Iniss blocks during tile ldcldng phase of practice," 

Bruton said. Manning won’t even tolerate 

Inis~takes that fail to take advantage of his 

Inistakes: Bruton said tile quarterback will get 
perturbed if a defensive back fails to catch 

Manning’s own potentiaJ intelceplion. 

"The impoYtant thing to remember is that he’s not 

mad at you. He just gets ti-ustrated," Hillman said. 

"He’s trying to make us pay attention to details." 

i×ii 

Denver Broncos quarterback l?eyton Manning 

(left) chats ruth rode receiver Eric Decker during 

practice. The Denver Post/Getty bnages 

Gannon, who as a CBS analyst gets to watch 

practices, said Manning runs the best Friday 

practices he has seen. (In the NFL, Friday is 

typically the last practice day before the game, 

and the ~nost competitive one.) In one practice 

Gannon saw earlier in Ma~lning’s career, a pass 

hit a receiver in the chest. Manning yelled, "We 



do not drop balls on Frida!!" At another practice, 

a player ran the wrong depth on a pass route. On 

the way back to the locker room, Manning 

rushed over to the receiver to address the mistake 

before a coach could. 

"A coach was probably sitting right there, but at 

the end of the day, who is steering the ship? It’s 

Peyton," Garmon said. 

At practice, the Broncos have a drill in which, as 

an experiment, players will switch to positions 

they don’t ever play. On one occasion, tight end 

Jacob Tamme was playing a deep ,aide receiver, 

which a blocking tight end like Tamme wouldn’t 

dream of playing. Before the play, Manning saw a 

coverage from Denver’s defense and adjusted 

Tamme’s route. Tamme failed to execute the 

route perfectly. Manning was ang~3~. Tamme 
replied, "I haven’t run a route like that in six 

years." Manning didn’t accept the excuse. 

"’][’here was a quick burst of correction," Tamtne 

said, laughing, "and then it was onto the next 

play." 

This ceaseless attention to detail extends to the 

film room, too. 

Most NFL teams watch their opponents’ three 

previous games to get a handle on their 

tendencies. That isn’t quite enough for Manning, 

especially in the playoffs. One coach said that 

before the team’s AFC Championship Game 

against the New England Patriots this month, 

Manning joined the coaching staffto watch video. 

They kept watching games until they figured there 

were no more to watch. So Manning said they 

should w~atch a Patriots-Rams game the 

Patriots-Rams Super BoM from 12 years ago. 

Mara~ing’s devotion to fihn study and game-plan 

ideas keeps the rest of the team up at night. He 

records voice memos ruth stray thoughts and 

sends them to coaches late into the night so 

everything can be s~rted out early in the morning. 

"He’s really taking advantage of modern 

technology," said qua~erbacks coach Greg 

Knapp. "You’ll get a message that says, ’Let’s do 

this drill tomorrow; I think my left t~ot needs to 

open up more.’ I have my own ideas that he 

wants to do but he’ll give me that and I’ll say 

’Good idea’. "’ 

Manning’s use of modem teclmolog?~ is legenda~. 

Last month, a photo of Manning multitasking went 

viral. He was watching plays on his iPad.., while 

soaking his ankle in a cold tub.., with a hehnet on. 

Manning wa~s inured that day, so he listened to 
the radio of the play calls in his helmet headset 

while practice went on without him. He refused, 

teamtnates say, to be out of the loop for a 

second. 

Dave Magazu, Denvefs offensive line coach, said 

Manning makes everyone smaxter with his 

challenges, tte recalled a game when the 

oppositioffs defensive l]cont was giving the 

Broncos a problematic lbnnation. "So I said, if 

they give us this look agai~ check [change the 

play] to this," Magazu said. "The look comes 

back we check to it, we screw the whole thing 



Matming bided his time beti)re strolling over to 

Mag~u and sarcastically saying "nice check." 

Magazu said he had no choice but to yell at his 

olt~nsive line for putting him in a bind with 

Manning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 12:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Monthly Report: Leadership Academy (2-4-14) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 6:08 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: Bre~kpoiut Bigger is Not Better 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 03 Feb 2024 22:00 AM PST 

i,~,i J~ff Stib~l 

Jeff Stibel 

"What is missing--what everyone is missing--is that the unit of measure for progress isn’t size, it’s time." 

Jeff Stibel’s book gre~kpoint: Wb~ ~e W~b ~il~ Zmp~o~e~ ~e~cb wil~ b~ Obsol~t~ ~nd ~ve~’~thim9 ~se Vo~ Nee~ 

K~ow ~bo~ T~olo~y i~ i~ ¥o~ ~f~i~ is an interesting read. The book is about "understanding what happens after 

breakpoint. Breakpoints can’t and shouldn’t be avoided, but they can be identified." 

In any system continuous growth is impossible. Everything reaches a breakpoint. The real question is how the system 

responds to this breakpoint. "A successful network has only a small collapse, out of which a stronger network emerges 

wherein it reaches equilibrium, oscillating around an ideal size." 

The book opens with an interesting example, 

off the coast of Alaska. Reindeer love eating lichen, and the island was covered with it, so the reindeer gorged, grew 

large, and reproduced exponentially. By 1963, there were over 6,000 reindeer on the island, most of them fatter 

than those living in natural reindeer habitats. 

There were no human inhabitants on St. Matthew Island, but in May 1965 the United States Navy sent an airplane 

over the island, hoping to photograph the reindeer. There were no reindeer to be found, and the flight crew 

attributed this to the fact that the pilot didn’t want to fly very low because of the mountainous landscape. What they 

didn’t realize was that all of the reindeer, save 42 of them, had died. Instead of lichen, the ground was covered with 

reindeer skeletons. 

The network of St. Matthew Island reindeer had collapsed: the result of a population that grew too large and 

consumed too much. The reindeer crossed a pivotal point, a breakpoint, when they began consuming more lichen 

than nature could replenish. Lacking any awareness of what was happening to them, they continued to reproduce 

and consume. The reindeer destroyed their environment and, with it, their ability to survive. Within a few short years, 



the remaining 42 reindeer were dead. Their collapse was so extreme that for these reindeer there was no recovery. 

In the wild of course reindeer can move if they run out of lichen, which allows lichen in the area to be replenished before they 

return. 

Plants create enough oxygen for animals to survive, and the animals, in turn, produce carbon dioxide for the plants. 

In biological terms, ecosystems create homeostasis. 

We evolved to reproduce and consume whatever food is available. 

Back when our ancestors started climbing down from the trees, this was a good thing: food was scarce so if we 

found some, the right thing to do was gorge. As we ate more, our brains were able to grow, becoming larger than 

those of any other primates. This was a very good thing. But brains consume disproportionately large amounts of 

energy and, as a result, can only grow so big relative to body size. After that point, increased calories are actually 

harmful. This presents a problem for humanity, sitting at the top of the food pyramid. How do we know when to 

stop eating? The answer, of course, is that we don’t. People in developed nations are growing alarmingly obese, 

morbidly so. Yet we continue to create better food sources, better ways to consume more calories with less bite. 

Mother Nature won’t help us because this is not an evolutionary issue: most of the problems that result from eating 

too much happen after we reproduce, at which point we are no longer evolutionarily important. We are on our own 

with this problem. But that is where our big brains come in. Unlike reindeer, we have enough brainpower to 

understand the problem, identify the breakpoint, and prevent a collapse. 

We all know that physical things have limits. But so do the things we can’t see or feel. Knowledge is an example. "Our minds 

can only digest so much. Sure, knowledge is a good thing. But there is a point at which even knowledge is bad." This is 

We have been conditioned to believe that bigger is better and this is true across virtually every domain. When we try 

to build artificial intelligence, we start by shoveling as much information into a computer as possible. Then we stare 

dumbfounded when the machine can’t figure out how to tie its own shoes. When we don’t get the results we want, 

we just add more data. Who doesn’t believe that the smartest person is the one with the biggest memory and the 

most degrees, that the strongest person has the largest muscles, that the most creative person has the most 

ideas? 

Growth is great until it goes too far. 

[W]e often destroy our greatest innovations by the constant pursuit of growth. An idea emerges, takes hold, 

crosses the chasm, hits a tipping point, and then starts a meteoric rise with seemingly limitless potential. But more 

often than not, it implodes, destroying itself in the process. 

Growth isn’t bad. It’s just not as good as we think. 

Nature has a lesson for us if we care to listen:the fittest species are typically the smallest. The tinest insects often 

outlive the largest lumbering animals. Ants, bees, and cockroaches all outlived the dinosaurs and will likely outlive our 

race .... The deadliest creature is the mosquito, not the lion. Bigger is rarely better in the long run. What is missing-- 

what everyone is missing--is that the unit of measure for progress isn’t size, it’s time. 

Of course, "The world is a competitive place, and the best way to stomp out potential rivals is to consume all the available 

resources necessary for survival." 

Otherwise, the risk is that someone else will come along and use those resources to grow and eventually encroach 

on the ones we need to survive. 

Networks rarely approach limits slowly "... they often don’t know the carrying capacity of their environments until they’ve 

exceeded it. This is a characteristic of limits in general: the only way to recognize a limit is to exceed it. "This is what 

happened with MySpace. It grew too quickly. Pages became cluttered and confusing. There was too much information. It 

"grew too far beyond its breakpoint." 

There is an interesting paradox here though: unless you want to keep small social networks, the best way to keep the site 

clean is actually to use a filter that prevents you from seeing a lot of information, which creates a 

Stibel offers three phases to any successful network. 

first, the network grows and grows and grows exponentially; second, the network hitsa breakpoint, where it 

overshoots itself and overgrows to a point where it must decline, either slightly or substantially; finally, the network 



hits equilibrium and grows only in the cerebral sense, in quality rather than in quantity. 

He offers some advice: 

Rather than endless growth, the goal should be to grow as quickly as possible--what technologists call 

hypergrowth--until the breakpoint is reached. Then stop and reap the benefits of scale alongside stability. 

~¢eakpoi~t goes on to predict the fall of facebook. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frederick Russ <mssfa@ucmail.uc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 9:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC and UC 

Hi, Vince, 

I definitely would like to connect - maybe at the signing day celebration in the Blue Zone tomorrow (I also re-connected with Keith Gilmore last year at that event) 

-and/or just taking you out to lunch on a day that’s convenient for you. Let me know what suits you. 

BTW, do you know that Bill Schnier has retired? (And I’m only semi-retired since I’m currently teaching an online course to masters students at UC’s business 

school.) 

Best wishes. 

Fritz 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 9:51 AM 
To: ’Frederick Russ’ 
Subject: RE: UNC and UC 

Hi Frilz, 

Thanks for the message! I had heard fiom someone, maybe one of our coaches or staff members, that you were here at UNC. I recall meeting you on at least one 

occasion through my good friend Nancy Hamant Also, I recall certifying Maggie McKinley’s eligibility when she was a young member of Bill S chnier’s track program! 

That takes me back. She and Nancy are among the many great people whom I’ve missed since leaving UC in December 1997. 

Maybe we can com~ect here in Chapel Hill sometime if you are avmlable. I would enjoy visiting with you, talking about our times in the Queen City, a~d learning more 

about your involvement in athletics and our Rams Club. Thanks very much tbr reaching out and I ho~ we axe able m meet. 

Best, 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

::i 2: E:’:~:i ¢ ..:.~ ,:" z.ir: :i: .i .::! .:-d.~’.., ~") .~’. :’::::::...:’: .:~ ;5 :~.. ,.~ :.: 

From: Frederick Russ [mailto:russfa(~ucmail.uc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 6:52 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC and UC 

Hello, Vince, 

I just received the UNC Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations and when I read it I thought it was very good; so I sent a copy of it up to Maggie McKinley at UC. 

I don’t know if you know Maggie and I don’t think you and I ever met when you were at UC, and I do know we haven’t met since you moved to Chapel Hill. (My wife 

and I moved back to Chapel Hill about the same time you came here and I’ve been as actively involved with the Athletics Department and the Rams Club as 

possible. And I also have re-connected with Jim Dean since he was one of my colleagues at UC.) 

I hope you and your family are enjoying living in Chapel Hill! 

Best wishes, 

Fritz 
Dr. Frederick A. Russ 
Professor and Dean Emeritus, Carl H. Lindner College of Business 
Former Senior Vice Provost and NCAA Faculty Athletics Representative 
University of Cincinnati 
Former Marketing Area Coordinator and C. Knox Massey Professor of Business 
University of North Carolina 



January 27, 2014 

Fld FIRST NAME Fld MIDDLE NAME Fld LAST NAME 
Fld ADDRESS 1 
Fld_CITY, FLD_STATE fld_POSTAL 

Dear Preferred Name: 

Thank you for applying for admission to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. We 
sincerely appreciate your interest in the University and have enj oyed getting to know you 
through your application. 

Because you applied under our Early Action plan, we had hoped to notify you of your 
admissions status by the end of January. I am sorry that we were not able to do so. The 
Admissions Committee is currently reviewing your credentials and we anticipate releasing your 
decision within the next two weeks. 

Again, I regret that we must ask you to wait. In the meantime, I am grateful to you for your 
continued interest in Carolina, and I wish you ever5, success. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Farmer 
Vice Provost for Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 12:05 AM 

Ille, Vine <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Drug dealers: persona non grata on road trips 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsdips.com> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2014 at 9:47 PM 

To: Nick Infante <nick@collegeatNeticsclips.com> 

Subject: Drug dealers: persona non grata on road trips 

To selected Clips integrity-attuned subscribers: 

You never know about donors--or, in this case, the guest of a donor. 

You can explain the rules, and re-explain the rules, and then re-explain the rules again. And then one more time. You can reason with them, talk 

sternly with them, babysit them, police them, appeal to their sense of honor and fair play, run background checks, whatever .... 

No matter what you do with donors (and their guests), there’s always going to be a hiccup somewhere along the way. 

This one, however, was a lot more than a hiccup. This one was more of a bodacious blathering belch. The guest of a Mizzou donor pleaded guilty of attempting 

to sell 88 pOUndS of cocaine. That’s a helluva lot of cocaine. 

You never know about donors. Or their friends .... 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Fan on team plane pleads guilty in cocaine case 

Associated Press 6:07 p.m= EST February 4, 2014 

ST. LOUIS (AP) - A Missouri men’s basketball fan who over four seasons regularly traveled with the team to NCAA tournament games has pleaded guilty to a 
federal drug conspiracy involving cocaine and marijuana distribution. 

Online court records showthat Levi McLean Franklin Coolley pleaded guilty Jan. 17 to attempting to sell [no[e than 88 pounds of cocaine and an 

unspecified amount of marijuana between 2005 and 2011. 

Coolley owns a car stereo shop in Columbia. 

Coolley was arrested by FBI agents in March 2012 while at the Missouri team hotel in Omaha, Neb., hours before the Tigers’ NCAA Tournament second-round 

loss to Norfolk State. 

An internal review by Missouri found no improper influence by Coolley. He was on the team flights as a guest of Columbia real estate developer and prominent 
Missouri donor Jay Linder. 



Levi Coolley walks to his seat at Allen Fieldhouse before Missouri played Kansas on Feb. 7, 2011. 

Coolley, who had flown with the team on a handful of road trips in recent years and received 

complementary tickets from players in the past, was arrested by FBI agents at the MU basketball 

team’s hotel during this year’s NCAA Tournament. He faces felony drug distribution charges. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

richaN.worrell@nm.com 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 9:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: FEBRUARY 17TH VISIT 

That sounds great- see you there! 

Sent with Good (w~-w.good.com) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ille, Vince [ille@unc.edu| 
Sent: Tuesday, FebruaD’ 04, 2014 07:13 PM Central Standard Time 

To: WORRELL, RICFL’kRD/070103 iGA104 
Subject: RE: FEBRUARY 17TH VISIT 

Richard, 

That sotmds great. We can meet in my office which is in the Ernie ~Villiamson Athletic Center (office 226) if that’s convenient for you. If not, I’m open to other 

suggeslions. 

Vince 

From: richard.worrell@nm.com [rnailto:richard.worrell@nm.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2014 7:48 AM 
To; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: FEBRUARY ITi-H VISTI- 

Thanks tbr your email. [.e~’s meet at 2:30pm a~d yo~ [tick fl~e place. Look l~brward ~o seeing yo~ in a couple of weeks. 
Warm regards, 

Rk:h~u~ 

Richard Worrell, CLU®, CFP®, CL TC 
Managing Pa#ner 

6235 Morrison Blvd, Charlotte, NC, 28211 
Telephone: 704-365-2014 
richard wo~efl(i~nm, corn 
w ww. re.n-charlotte, corn 

Nertha, eatem k~,utui’A i~.; the mark,.#ing ni’.~ne fe~ the saies and dk¢~ribug~on arm e~ H?e Northa, ea~em Mutual L.~e inau~ance Cempany, Milwaukee t44 (NM~ (li&~ and di~aL.....y insurance, 

annuities) and ~ts subsidiaries f~ici~azd ~¢~)rrel! is a General Agent o~ NM and Nor~ht~/estern Long Term Care Insurance Cempany, Miiwa~k~o W~ (’k)ng..term ~ are insurance) a 

registered ;nvestment adwser, member of F!Nf:be, and SiPC Managing f:~artners are ~ot in iega! ~artnersi~p w~th each other, NM, or its subsidiaries 7?gore may be i~stances wi~en ti~s 

agent represents compames m addition to NM or its subsid;anes. NCAA ;s a trademark of i!~e National Collegiate Athletic A ssociabon 

Sent~ Nonday, Februa~ 03, 2014 5:04 PN 
To= WORRELL, RICHARD/070103/GAI04 
Su~ject~ RE: FEBRUARY 17~ VIS~ 
~chox& 
Thanl~ for the message. I’m cunently available a~er2 p.m. on Feb~ 17 if you’d like to meet that day. If so, please just let me lmow. I look fo~ard to 

visi~ng with you mo~. 

Vince 

F~m:r~chard.worrell~om~ [ma~l~: r~chard 
Sent: ~fldag, January 3L 20~4 2:02 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
SubjeCt: ~EBRUARY I~H VIS~ 

Vince, 

It was great to meet you in December at the discussion for careers after football at the i:acility. I wmated to see if you and I can connect on my next visit to 

Chapel Hill. Are you available on FebmaD~ 17th to get together sometime around lunchtime or early afternoon. Look forward to hearing back. 

Warm regards, 

Richard Worrell, CLU®, CFP@, CL TC 



Managing Partner 

6235 Morrison Blvd; Charlotte, NC, 28211 
Telephone: 704-365-2014 

www. nm-charlott e. corn ........................................................ 

Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name for the sales and distribution arm of The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (NM) (life and 

disability insurance, annuities) and its subsidiaries. Richard Worrell is a General Agent of NM and Northwestern Long Term Care Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI 

(long-term care insurance), a subsidiary of NM. Registered Representative and Investment Adviser Representative of Northwestern Mutual Inves~ent Services, LL C 
(secu#ties), a subsidiary of NM, b~oker-dealer, registered investment adviser, member of FINRA and SIPC. Managing Partners a~e not in legal partnership with each 
other, NM, or its subsidiatfes. There may be instances when this agent represents companies in addition to NM or its subsidiaries. NCAA is a trademark of the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

Please do not send orders for mutual funds or securities via emai/, as they cannot be processed. Your transmission of electronic mail to this address 
represents your consent to ~vo-way communication by thternet e-mail. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from 
any computer on which it exists. 

Northwestern Mutual, its subsidiaries and affiliates may review and retain incoming and outgoing electronic mail for this e-mail address for 
quality assurance and regulatory compliance purposes. Communications that are received via the Secure Message Center are secure. 
Communications that are not received via the Secure Message Center website may not be secure or encrypted, and could be observed by 
a third party. 

If you prefer not to receive any e-mail communication from Northwestern Mutual or our Financial Representatives, please click the following 
link:"E=Mail Opt=out from Northwestern Mutual" 

In he event hat you cannot click on the above link, the Northwestern Mutual E-Mail Opt-out form can be found at the following URL: 
https://service.nmfn.co m/cbpeopt/EmailOptOut.do. 

Northwestern Mutual 
720 East Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-4797. 

Northwestern Mutual, its subsidiaries and affiliates may review and retain incoming and outgoing electronic mail for this e-mail address for quality 
assurance and regulatory compliance purposes. Communications that are received via the Secure Message Center are secure. Communications 
that are not received via the Secure Message Center website may not be secure or encrypted, and could be observed by a third party. 

If you prefer not to receive any e-mail communication from Northwestern Mutual or our Financial Representatives, please click the following link:::__E___-_ 
Mail Opt-out from Northwestern Mutual" 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frederick Russ <~russfa@ucmail.uc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 6, 2014 7:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: UNC and UC 

\;ince, 

Sorry I didn’t see you Imst night. So maybe ~,e can get together for lunch some time? 

[:ritz 

F~m= Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 04, 2014 9:00 PM 
To= ’Frederick Russ’ 
Subject= RE: UNC and UC 
I’ll be at the sigmng day event so ho~ to see you there. I did hear that Bill retired. ReaJly eNoyed wor~ng ruth him and ~ tnany of the others them. See you 

tomonow ~fight. 

F~m= Frederick Russ [mailto:russfa~ucmail.uc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, Februa~ O4, 2014 9:52 AN 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: UNC and UC 
Hi, Vince, 
I definitely would like to connect - maybe at the signing day celebration in the Blue Zone tomorrow (I also re-connected with Keith Gilmore last year at that event) 
-and/or just taking you out to lunch on a day that’s convenient for you. Let me know what suits you. 
BTW, do you know that Bill Schnier has retired? (And I’m only semi-retired since I’m currently teaching an online course to masters students at UC’s business 

school.) 
Best wishes. 
Fritz 

F~m= Ille, Vince [mailto;ille~unc,edu] 
Sent= Nonday, Februa~ 03, 2024 9:52 AN 
To= ’Frederick Russ’ 
Subject= RE: UNC and UC 

ThaWs for the message~ I had heard from someone, maybe one of our coaches or stuff members, that you were here at UNC. I l~ca]l meeting you on at least one 

occ~ion tNough my good friend Nancy Hammit. N~, I reco]l ceN~dng M~gie McKinley’s eligiNliF when she was ayomN mem~r of Bill Scl~er’s track program[ 

That rakes me ~ck. She and Nancy al~ among the many gloat people whom I’ve missed since leaving UC in December 1997. 

May~ we cm~ comiect here in Chapel Hill ~metime if you am av~dlable. I woNd eI~ioy visiting ruth you, tal~ng a~ut our times in the Queen CiF, and learning 

about your involvement in a~letics and our Rams Club. Thm~ks very much for re~hing out and I hoN we ~e able m meet. 

Best, 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-~31 

From: Frederick Russ [mailto:russfa@ucmail.uc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 6:52 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: UNC and UC 

Hello, Vince, 

I just received the UNC Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations and when I read it I thought it was very good; so I sent a copy of it up to Maggie McKinley at UC. 

I don’t know if you know Maggie and I don’t think you and I ever met when you were at UC, and I do know we haven’t met since you moved to Chapel Hill. (My wife 

and I moved back to Chapel Hill about the same time you came here and I’ve been as actively involved with the Athletics Department and the Rams Club as 

possible. And I also have re-connected with Jim Dean since he was one of my colleagues at UC.) 

I hope you and your family are enjoying living in Chapel Hill! 

Best wishes, 

Fritz 
Dr. Frederick A. Russ 
Professor and Dean Emeritus, Carl H. Lindner College of Business 
Former Senior Vice Provost and NCAA Faculty Athletics Representative 
University of Cincinnati 
Former Marketing Area Coordinator and C. Knox Massey Professor of Business 
University of North Carolina 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliate@nacda.mmsend.com~ 

Monday, February 10, 2014 7:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

The NACDA Report: The Value of Split Donors 

CLEVELAND - The National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA) is pleased to 

announce the first installment of ’The NACDA Report,’ a series of articles designed to help further 

educate the membership on topics that are pertinent to the industry. 

The inaugural Report, written by Austin Luher at the University of Oregon, explores ’The Value of Split 

Donors,’ donors making gifts of 51,000 or more annually to both the academic and athletics programs. 

NACDA partnered with Dennis Howard and Jeffrey Stinson at Oregon’s Warsaw Sports Marketing Center, 

to help coordinate this article. 

To view ’The NACDA Report,’ click here or on the graphic below. 

In January, NACDA showcased its inaugural Ask the AD video segment with NACDA President and 

University of Missouri Director of Athletics, Mike Alden. To view last month’s video, click here. 

Last week, NACDA launched the NACDA Professional Development Grant, which seeks to identify 

athletics directors who desire to attend the NACDA Convention and are looking to further advance their 

career by gaining valuable networking opportunities with numerous athletics administrators. To learn 

more about the Grant, click here. 

The 2014 NACDA & Affiliates Convention Week will take place June 5-12 at the World Center Marriott 

Resort in Orlando, Fla. Convention Registration is NOW LIVE! 

About NACDA: NACDA, now in its 49th year, is the professional and educational association for more than 

6,500 college athletics administrators at more than 1,600 institutions throughout the United States, 

Canada and Mexico. More than 2,200 athletics administrators annually attend the NACDA Convention. 

Additionally, NACDA administers 13 professional associations, including seven for the separate business 

units that report directly to the athletics directors. For more information on NACDA, visit 

www.nacda.com. 

Click her..._~e to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russ, Frederick (russfa) <RUSSFA@UCMAIL.UC.EDU~ 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 12:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: UNC and UC 

Next Wednesday (the:[gth} is fine. Would you like to get together in Meadowmont (at Brixx or Five Guys) or at Finley or somewhere else? 

Frem: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 11:26 AM 
To: Russ, Frederick (russfa) 
Subject: RE: UNC and UC 

Fritz, 

That so:rods great. Are you open next Wednesday? 

Vince 

From: Frederick Russ [.t_n___a_jJ~9_Lr__u___s__s__f_a___~___u___c___t!~__a__[[:__u__c__.__e__d___u] 

Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 7:54 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC and UC 

Vince, 

Sorry I didn’t see you last night. So maybe we can get together for lunch some time? 

Fritz 

Fr~ro: Ille, Vince [._t!_)_a__[!_t_o_:_[!!_e_.__@_u__t)_c__#_$!_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 9:00 PM 
Te: ’Frederick Russ’ 
Subject: RE: Uric and UC 

I’ll be at the signing day event so hope to see you there. I did hear that Bill retired. ReaJly enjoyed working with him and so [nany of the others there. See you 

tomonow night. 

Fr~ro: Frederick Russ [mailto:russfa@ucmail.uc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 9:52 AM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC and UC 

Hi, Vince, 

I definitely would like to connect - maybe at the signing day celebration in the Blue Zone tomorrow (I also re-connected with Keith Gilmore last year at that event) 

-and/or just taking you out to lunch on a day that’s convenient for you. Let me know what suits you. 

BTW, do you know that Bill Schnier has retired? (And’in only semi-retired since I’m currently teaching an online course to masters students at UC’s business 

school.) 

Best wishes. 

Fritz 

Frero: Ille, Vince [mailto;ille@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 9:51 AM 
Te: ’Frederick Russ’ 
Subject: RE: UNC and UC 

Hi Fri’~, 

Thanks for the message! I had heard from someone, maybe one of our coaches or stall" members, that you were here at UNC. I recaJl meeting you on at least one 

occasion through my good friend Nancy Hamm~t. Also, I recaJ1 certifying Maggie McKinley’s eligibili .ty when she was a young member of Bill Sclmier’s track program[ 

That takes me l~ack. She and Nancy are among the many great people whom I’ve missed since leaving UC in December 1997. 

Maybe we can cormect here in Chapel Hill sometime if you are available. I would enjoy visiting with you, talking about our times in the Queen Ci~, mad learning more 

about yonr involvement in athletics and our Rams Club. Thin,ks very much for reaching out and I hope we are able to meet. 

Best, 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic ]Director 

UnwersJty o:[’North Caro]ina 

(919) 962-&531 

From: Frederick Russ [mailto:russfa~ucmail.uc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3anuary 24, 2014 6:52 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: UNC and UC 

Hello, Vince, 

I just received the UNC Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations and when I read it I thought it was very good; so i sent a copy of it up to Maggie McKinley at UC. 

i don’t know if you know Maggie and i don’t think you and I ever met when you were at UC, and i do know we haven’t met since you moved to Chapel Hill. (My wife 

and I moved back to Chapel Hill about the same time you came here and I’ve been as actively involved with the Athletics Department and the Rams Club as 

possible. And I also have re-connected with Jim Dean since he was one of my colleagues at UC.) 

I hope you and your family are enjoying living in Chapel Hill! 

Best wishes, 

Fritz 

Dr. Frederick A. Russ 
Professor and Dean Emeritus, Carl H. Lindner College of Business 

Former Senior Vice Provost and NCAA Faculty Athletics Representative 



University of Cincinnati 
Former Marketing Area Coordinator and C. Knox Massey Professor of Business 
University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Russ, Frederick (russfa) <RUSSFA@UCMAIL.UC.EDU> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 1:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: UNC and UC 

Great! I’ll see you at Brixx next Wednesday at tit:45, 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February :10, 2014 1:22 PM 
To: Russ, Frederick (russfa) 
Subject: RE: Uric and UC 

Sure, how about next Wednesday (2/19) at Brixx at l 1:45? 

From: Russ, Frederick (russfa) ~--m---a-JJ~--t9-;~-R-~-U-~-S--~---F---A--‘r~-U-~-~-~-N---A---1~-L-~-U---C-:~-E-~-D-~-U-] 
Sent: Monday, February :t0, 20:t4 12:56 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC and UC 

Next Wednesday (the:[gth} is fine, Would you like to get together in Meadowmont (at Brixx or Five Guys) or at Finley or somewhere else? 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 11:26 AM 

To: Russ, Frederick (russfa) 
Subject: RE: UNC and UC 

Fritz, 

That sotmds great. Are you open next Wednesday? 

Vince 

From: Frederick Russ [.t_n___a_jJ~9_Lr__u___s__s__f_a___~__u___c_~__a__[t:__u__c_=e__d___u] 

Sent: Thursday, February 06, 20J.4 7:54 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: UN¢ and UC 

\lince, 

Sorry t didn’t see you last night. 5o mavbe we can g,-_d: together for lunch some ~:ime? 

Fritz 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:i!!e@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 20!4 9:00 PM 
"Ire: ’Frederick Russ’ 
Subject: RE: UH¢ and UC 

I’ll be at the signing day event so hope to see you there. I did hear flint Bill retired. Really enjoyed working with him and ~ many of fire others there. See you 

tomonow night. 

From: Frederick Russ [mailto:russfa@ucmail.uc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 9:52 AM 

To: ~lle, Vince 
Subject: RE: UN¢ and UC 

Hi, Vince, 

I definitely would like to connect - maybe at the signing day celebration in the Blue Zone tomorrow (I also re-connected with Keith Gilmore last year at that event) 

-and!or just taking you out to lunch on a day that’s convenient for you. ket me know what suits you. 

BTW, do you know that Bill Schnier has retired? (And’in only semi-retired since I’m currently teaching an online course to masters students at UC’s business 

school.) 

Best wishes. 

Fritz 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 9:51 AM 
"re: ’Frederick Russ’ 
Subject: RE: UH¢ and UC 

Hi Fri’~, 

Thanks for the message! I had heard from someone, maybe one of our coaches or staff’members, that you were here at UNC. I recdll meeting you on at least one 

occasion through my good friend Nancy Iiamant. Also, I recall certit~,ing Maggie McKMey’s eligibiliF when she was a young member of Bill Schnier’s "track program! 

That takes me l~ack. She and Nancy are among the many great people whom I’ve missed since leaving UC in December 1997. 

Maybe we can comlect here in Chapel Hill sometime if you are available. I would enjoy visiting with you, talking about our times in the Queen Ci~, aJ~d learning more 

about your involvement in athletics and our P, ams Club. Thanks very much for reaching out and I hope we aze able to meet. 

Best, 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Universib! of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

From: Frederick Russ [mailto:russfa@ucmail.uc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 6:52 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC and UC 

Hello, Vince, 



I just received the UNC Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations and when I read it I thought it was very good; so I sent a copy of it up to Maggie McKinley at UC. 

I don’t know if you know Maggie and I don’t think you and I ever met when you were at UC, and I do know we haven’t met since you moved to Chapel Hill. (My wife 

and I moved back to Chapel Hill about the same time you came here and I’ve been as actively involved with the Athletics Department and the Rams Club as 

possible~ And I also have re-connected with Jim Dean since he was one of my colleagues at UC.) 

I hope you and your family are enjoying living in Chapel Hill! 

Best wishes, 

Fritz 

Dr. Frederick A. Russ 

Professor and Dean Emeritus, Carl H. Lindner College of Business 

Former Senior Vice Provost and NCAA Faculty Athletics Representative 

University of Cincinnati 

Former Marketing Area Coordinator and C. Knox Massey Professor of Business 

University of North Carolina 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalglei sh, Joyce L <j oyced@unc, edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 12:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Performance Review 

Vince, 

I haven’t seen anything from him. And I did indicate that if he does 

submit something in writing that it should go to you first for review so 

that you have the opportunity to respond to it. And if you do respond, 

he should also be given the opportunity to see your response. 

Joyce 

From: llle, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 11:55 AM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: Performance Review 

Joyce, 

During our meeting last week       indicated that he was considering providing you a brief written response to 
the performance review I completed for him. Do you have that response or any other written documentation 
from :hat is intended to dispute or question the performance review? Please let me know and thanks for 
your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille~unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <~jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Sunday, FebruaD~ 16, 2014 3:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Level 1 athletes tbr meffs basketball 

I am just waiting for one kid’s SAT scores which came in late last week and 1 will send you the update, I think we will only have one Level l, 

Jenn 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, February :10, 20:14 3:07 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: FW: Level 1 athletes for men’s basketball 

Jelln, 

Can you please send me (or have delivered) the academic information Mated to any prosl~ctive basketball student-athlete who we expect to enroll here for Summer 

’ 14 or Fa]l’ 14 who is a Level 1 admit (e.g., transcript[s], test score[s], transcript review[s], projected core GPA[s], and UNC PGPA[s] and any other supporting 

materials)? Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: McGrath, Colin B 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 2:23 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Level J. athletes for men’s basketball 

Vince, 
I was forwarded an email from Barbara Polk about committee meeting times and dates for Level :1 PSA’s. We will have a couple. Can you put us in one of those meetings please? 

March 10 would be the best because we would have even more test scores back by then. Thanks. 

CB McGrath 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Meetings 

FYI 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:12 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Meetings 

Paul, 

Please see below the adjusted schedule: 

Student-Athlete Agent Meetings: 



Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:57 AM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Meetings 

Thanks, Andre’. These all work for me except the proposed meeting between                    at 8 AM on 3/6 and 

the proposed meeting between                        on 3/6 at 1. If we could move those two (even if we have to 

bump them to anytime on Friday the 7th), that would be great. Thanks again, 

Paul 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:50 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Meetings 

Paul, 

Please find below my best attempt to schedule the below requested agent meetings. I would like for you to confirm that 

these dates/times work for you prior to confirming with our student-athletes. Once you provide your approval, I will 

share with each student-athlete to make sure he is available. 

Student-Athlete Agent Meetings: 



Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Contact: (919)962-9119 

Email: awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu 

From," Pogge, Paul 
Sent," Sunday, 1:28 PM 
To," Williams, Andre 
Subject; Meetings 

Andre’, 
We have received a couple more agent meeting requests. I have combined all of them in the list below. Could you 

please schedule these for the guys as soon as possible so the agents can book their flights? 

Thanks very much for your help, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athl eti c Di rector 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:07 AM 

Spang, Jeffrey T <jspang@med.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Compensation to Student Athletes Involved in Research 

Hey Dr. Spang, 

Thanks for the update. As you get the paperwork completed, feel free to send it down my way (CB #8500 or via scan) so 

that we can add it to the student’s file in our office. Thanks again!! 

Lance 

From: Spang, Jeffrey T 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 8:04 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M; Ciocca, Mario F 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Compensation to Student Athletes Involved in Research 

I wanted to revisit this issue just to keep everyone informed. So far we have enrolled one athlete (female swimmer) and 

she has completed the employment paperwork. 

We could potentially add another athlete this week (men’s lacrosse) and we will follow the same procedure with him. 

As long as we are clear that the employment paperwork is completed then we are treating the athletes the same as any 

other person enrolling in the study and they are receiving the same compensation as other non-athletes in the study. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if questions remain. 

Jeff Spang 

Jeffrey T. Spang, MD 

Assistant Professor 
Department of Orthopaedics 

Certificate of Qualification in Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolina 
3141 Bioinformatics Building 

CB# 7055 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919-966-9066 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:10 AM 

To: Ciocca, Mario F; Spang, Jeffrey T 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE: Compensation to Student Athletes Involved in Research 

Hey Mario, 

Maybe we haven’t done it in the past per institutional policy but from an NCAA perspective it is ok. As long as all 

participants are being treated the same way via IRB-approved methods and they aren’t being used specifically because 

of their value as student-athletes (it’s my understanding that there will be non-student-athletes who are subjects as 

well), then it is ok from the NCAA’s end. It really just falls under their Employment legislation. If we don’t want them to 

participate, then that’s fine but it is permissible with the NCAA. 



Lance 

From: Ciocca, Mario F 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 8:38 AM 
To: Spang, Jeffrey T 
Cc: Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Compensation to Student Athletes Involved in Research 

Jeff, This is new to me. We have always been told that we were not allowed to compensate athlete’s for research 

studies. Maybe that was just to be safe or maybe the legislation has changed over time and we weren’t aware. Lance, 

Just want to be absolutely sure. It makes sense to me that they should receive compensation just like any other student. 

Also this is not an employment but a research study. Thanks, just want to make sure we are doing everything correctly 

on our end. 

IVlario 

IVlario Ciocca, IVID 

Director of Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolina 

James A. Taylor Campus Health Services CB# 7470 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

(919) 966-3655 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Spang, Jeffrey T 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:44 PM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F 
Subject: FW: Compensation to Student Athletes Involved in Research 

Mario, 

Another run at the research question. Can you review? 

I think it is time to start notifying people in athletic administration that we are going to be starting new studies and 

continuing to recruit. 

Jeff 

Jeffrey T. Spang, MD 

Assistant Professor 
Department of Orthopaedics 

Certificate of Qualification in Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolina 

3141 Bioinformatics Building 

CB# 7055 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919-966-9066 



From: Pietrosimone, Brian G 

Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:38 PM 

To: Bresch, Diane; Spang, Jeffrey T; Jordan, Joanne Marie; Nelson, Amanda E 

Cc: Padua, Darin A; Harkey, Matthew 

Subject: FW: Compensation to Student Athletes Involved in Research 

Please see the attached form and the emails below explaining the potential compliance issues for paying subjects that are also 

student athletes. 

It looks like this form needs to be signed just to protect the athletes on their end. Im not sure that this needs to be cleared by 

IRB, rather this is a curtisy that we are doing to protect the student athlete and our relationship with UNC athletics. 

Let me know if this clears up your questions. If not, I can look into this some more. 

Thanks, Brian 

From: <Markos>, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:27 PM 

To: Brian Pietrosimone <pietrosi@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Compensation to Student Athletes Involved in Research 

Hey Brian, 

It is ok for UNC student-athletes to be compensated in a manner consistent with other study participants. We’d 

probably use the Employment legislation for the NCAA to make sure we’re ok and being paid in a manner consistent 

with others, actually doing the work required, and not participating solely because of their status as an athlete are the 

primary points to make sure we are ok with. Sounds like we would be there if we stick to what you describe below. 

I would like to make sure we get our Employment form completed by both you, the student-athlete, and their coach. 

I’ve attached it here and you can feel free to provide this to any student-athlete who may participate. The NCAA rules 

are outlined in the form as well, so signing it would indicate that we are following them to the best of our knowledge. 

You or their coaches can submit all completed forms back to me. 

I hope this helps. If you have any other questions, or things pop up as you go, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 

From: Pietrosimone, Brian G 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:21 PM 



To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Compensation to Student Athletes Involved in Research 

Hi Lance, 

I am a new faculty member in the EXSS department. We are looking to conduct some research projects that involve the 

evaluation of patients that have sustained knee injuries. We have acquired grant funding for these projects and customarily 

monetarily compensate research participants for their time. All studies and compensation practices have been cleared by the 

UNC Institutional Review Board. While we do not solely recruit student athletes, there is a possibility that UNC student 

athletes could participate in these studies. There is a high likelihood that knee injury history would qualify them as 

participants. 

Our IRB states that every participant will receive monetary compensation. Are student athlete violating NCAA compliance if 

they receive this compensation? Again, at no point are we targeting only UNC student athletes for this knee injury study. If 

there is an issue with this we will write in a method for student athletes to "opt out" of compensation. 

There has not been an issue, we just wanted to make sure we did not have one in the future as we move forward with the 

project. 

Thankyou, 

Brian 

Brian Pietrosimone PhD, ATC 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-962-3617 

Email: brian@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Level 1 athletes for men’s basketball 

Here is the information for  and . 

I don’t have copies of their test scores but they are all recorded in Connect Carolina by our admissions office. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions, 

Jenn 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: Level 1 athletes for men’s basketball 

Thanks Jenn. Can you please send me the same information/documents for the other men’s basketball NLI 
signees? 

From: Townsend. 3enn 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:44 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Level 1 athletes for men’s basketball 

Hi, Vince: 

I am attaching the supporting materials for 

basketball. 

. who is our only Level :1 prospective student-athletes for men’s 

His current core,           This should improve by the end of the year since he is taking four core classes which can 

also replace current core grades which are lower. He is also going to take either the SAT or ACT at least one more time. 

Let me know if you have any questions or need more information, 

Jenn 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 3:07 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: FW: Level :1 athletes for men’s basketball 



Jenn, 

Can you please send me (or have delivered) the academic information related to any prospective basketball 
student-athlete who we expect to enroll here for Summer ’ 14 or Fall’ 14 who is a Level 1 admit (e.g., transcript 
[s], test score[s], transcript review[s], projected core GPA[s], and UNC PGPA[s] and any other supporting 
materials)? Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: McGrath, Colin B 
Sent: Monday, 2:23 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Level 1 athletes for men’s basketball 

Vince, 

I was forwarded an email from Barbara Polk about committee meeting times and dates for Level 1 PSA’s. We will have a 

couple. Can you put us in one of those meetings please? March 10 would be the best because we would have even more test 

scores back by then. Thanks. 

CB McGrath 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 10:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

RE: URGENT! ! ! ! !Chancellor Folt’s Visit to the EWAC - Wednesday, February 19th 

Hello, 

I’ll be there. She is still having lunch with the student-athletes at 11:45 on the 3rd floor, correct? 

Michelle 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:24 AM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: FW: URGENT!!!!!Chancellor Folt’s Visit to the EWAC N Wednesday, February 19th 
Importance: High 

Michelle, 

It may be best for you to be at the Loudermilk weight room entrance at 11:20 with Clint to cut that as short as 
possible so she can see the academic-related facilities on the second floor. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:15 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince; Timmermans, Tom; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; 
Dalgleish, Joyce L; Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B.; Pogge, Paul; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick; Culler, Ellen B; 
Brunner, John F; Beale, Michael; Palanjian, Scott; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Griggs, Kathy; King, J. 
Angela; Chalfin, Peter L; Dressler, Carly; Plumblee, Jordan L; Livers, Tom; Suits, Christy H.; Strassner, Rachel 
Cc: Ken Mack (ken@ramsclub.com); Janine Holland (ianine@ramsclub.com); dawn@ramsclub.com; Gwaltney, Clint; 
Kirschner, Steve; Bitting, Angelyn S 
Subject: URGENT!!!!!Chancellor Folt’s Visit to the EWAC N Wednesday, February 19th 
Importance: High 

Friends, 

I have just been informed that Chancellor Folt will now arrive at the EWAC "a little before" 11:00 AM today. Once again, 
she is on a very tight schedule so her visit will be considerably shortened, "a fly by if you will" - here is a "possible 
schedule" and let’s plan on the following so we are ready (we still may be waiting for the Chancellor after these times): 

10:45 AM - Kirsch be at the Museum 
10:55 AM ~ EWAC 2nd Floor be ready ~ Steiny and Gallo 

11:00 AM ~ EWAC 3rd Floor be ready ~ Mack 

11:20 AM - Loudermilk Center (at entrance to the weight room) ~ Gwaltney 

THANK YOU ALL! 

Larry 



~i~:iiiiiiiii~ii};Larry Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of" Athletics 
University of’North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibility Innovation Service Excellence 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 2:17 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince; Timmermans, Tom; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; 
Dalgleish, Joyce L; Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B.; Pogge, Paul; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick; Culler, Ellen B; 
Brunner, John F; Beale, Michael; Palanjian, Scott; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Griggs, Kathy; King, J. 
Angela; Chalfin, Peter L; Dressier, Carly; Plumblee, Jordan L; Livers, Tom; Suits, Christy H.; Strassner, Rachel 
Subject: Chancellor Folt’s Visit to the EWAC N Wednesday, February 19th 
Importance: High 

Friends of the EWAC’s Second Floor: 

Chancellor Folt will be visiting the EWAC for the first time this Wednesday, February 19 at 10:30am. 

The purpose of her visit is to the see our offices and to meet some of the staff. Chancellor Folt’s schedule is very tight, 

so I believe she will have about a total of 10 minutes to spend on our floor (2nd Floor). She will be in the EWAC for a 

total of 30 minutes (she will spend 10 minutes in the museum, and 10 minutes on each of the second and third floors). 

Rick Steinbacher and I will be escorting Chancellor Folt for the l0 minutes she will be on the second floor. We ask you 
to "tidy-up" your office areas, for everyone to chip-in and keep the second floor common areas clean and neat, and if you 
are in your office as the Chancellor passes by, we would like to introduce her to you. 

Please pass the word of the Chancellor’s visit, and thank you for your attention and cooperation as we get ready to greet 
our Chancellor on Wednesday morning. 

Thank you, 
Larry 

ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiil;Larry Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of" Athletics 
University of’North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibility Innovation Service Excellence 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buckner <michael@michaelbucknerlaw.cc s~nd.com> 

~Vednesday, February 19, 2014 12:16 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Webinax on Investigation Interview Strategies [Lawyer Advertisement] 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you or your organization has expressed an 
interest in Buckner. Don’t forget to add mbuckner@bucknersportslaw.com to your address book so our 
resources will be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u_r_)_s2_u__b__b_c__r_j_b__#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

iNi buckner logo 

Dear Vince, 

You and members of your staffare invited to our next 
educational webinar. The web-based course, "Helpful 
Strategies to Prepare and Conduct Investigation 
Interviews," will take place on Monday, March 17, 2014, 
from 12 noon to 1:00 pm ET (9:00 am to 10:00 am PT). 
Michael L. Buckner, an attorney with Buckner, will be the 
webinar presenter. 

Background 

Recent and ongoing regulatory reform and media scrutiny 
has forced colleges and universities to be more diligent 
about conducting comprehensive internal investigations 
when allegations surface. The outcome of an internal 
investigation witness interview is a function of the 
interviewer’s preparation, knowledge and performance. An 
understanding and application of witness interview basics 
is essential to obtaining favorable information for an 
internal investigation. However, a lack of planning and 
knowledge can produce mistakes during a witness 
interview-errors that can damage the integrity and 
accuracy of an internal investigation. The webinar will 
assist investigators with preparing and conducting 
witness interviews with a review of numerous topics, 
including: matching interview styles for different 
investigations; order and location of interviews; interview 
preparation and strategy; recording and documenting 
interviews; the interview subject’s attorney; warnings and 
notices; formulating questions; assessing credibility; and 
court cases on investigation interviews. 

Objectives 

The webinar will provide guidance to university counsel, 
athletics compliance administrators, campus 
administrators and higher-education professionals on 
identifying and addressing the legal and strategic issues 
that commonly arise before, during and after a witness 
interview conducted during an internal investigation. 
Specifically, using a case study and handouts, webinar 
participants will cover: 

Witness interview strategy and planning 
The role of witness interviews in the investigative 
process 
Effective interview techniques to obtain the truth in a 
fair and ethical manner 
The elements of human behavior 
Recognition of truth from deception while using 
cognitive interviewing techniques 



Conducting credibility assessments 

Who Benefits 

The information discussed during the webinar will be 
helpful for university investigators charged with 
investigating: 

Personnel matters 
Harassment 
Misconduct 
NCAA rules-violations 

Registration information 

The webinar is free, but is limited to the first 50 institutions 
to register. 

Click on the links below to obtain more information on the 
webinar or to register for the event. 

Thank you for your attention and response. We look 
forward to your participation during the webinar. 
Sincerely, 
Buckner 
mbuckner@bucknersportslaw.com 
954-941-1844 

Forward entail 

This emaii was sen~ to ille@iilinois,edu by mbuckner@bucknersportslaw.com 
Update Profile/Email Address instant iemovalwith SafeUnsubscrJbe~" Privacy Policy. 

I~lichael L. Buckner Law Firm :: 7771 West Oakland Park Boulevard :: Suite 162 :: Sunrise FL i 33351-6749 



Faculty and staff: 

In the last year and a half as I have served as the university’s NCAA Faculty Athletics Representative, I’ve come to 
appreciate more and more the academic performance of our 550+ student-athletes. These student-athletes are our 
students and many of them are great students. Collectively they are as successful academically as the rest of our 
baccalaureate students, while balancing academic demands with rigorous practice and performance schedules in 
their sports. 

In fall sports the student-athletes have been on campus practicing since early August. Their seasons are just starting, 
well before most of our other students are back on campus. This would be a great time to come to a game, match or 
meet, show your support, and watch them compete against some interesting opponents. 

Below I’ve provided a bit of information about each of the teams you might want to watch - not about their athletic 
prowess but about where they come from, their majors and their academic success. I’ve also indicated some early 
dates of competitions where we are the home team or are competing nearby. More details about all of these teams 
can be found on the UC athletics website: gobearcats.com. 

If you don’t already follow some or all of these teams I encourage you to do so. Their competitions evidence great 
skill, are entertaining, and are convenient. Most importantly, these are our students and worthy of our support. 

Women’s soccer (head coach Michele Salmon) 
¯ Who they are 

Many are local - 9 from metropolitan Cincinnati and another five from Ohio, including graduates 
from Walnut Hills, Newport Central, St. Ursula, Seton, Lakota East, Sycamore, and Notre Dame 
Academy. 

o They have majors or intended majors in fields ranging from architecture, operations management 
and aerospace engineering to communications, physical therapy and nursing and are enrolled in 
Allied Health Sciences, A&S, Business, CECH, DAAP, and Nursing. 

~ Thirteen made the Big East Academic All-Star Team this past year. 
¯ Good games to see: 

~ August 22:7:30 vs. Bowling Green at Gettler Field 
~ August 24: 1PM vs. Wright State at Gettler Field 
~ August 29: 5PM vs. Michigan at Gettler Field 
o September 2: 7PM vs. University of Kentucky at Gettler Field 
~ September 28: 1PM vs. Notre Dame at Gettler Field (a doubleheader with the men’s team) 

Men’s soccer (head coach Hylton Dayes) 
¯ Who they are 

Some are local - 6 from Ohio (e.g., Lakota West, Hilliard Davidson), but the majority come from 
around the country and world. 

~ They have majors or intended majors in fields ranging from biomechanics, journalism and 
industrial design to marketing, history and secondary education and are enrolled in Allied Health 
Sciences, Applied Science, A&S, Business, CECH, DAAP, and Engineering. 

~ Nine made the Big East Academic All-Star Team this past year. 
¯ Good games to see: 

o August 29: 7PM at Xavier (not a home game but close by) 
~ September 1: 2PM vs. Loyola-Chicago at Gettler Field 
~ September 13: 7PM vs. University of Kentucky at Gettler Field 
~ September 26: 7PM vs. Notre Dame at Gettler Field 
~ September 28: 3:30PM vs. Marquette at Gettler Field (a doubleheader with the women’s team) 

Volleyball (head coach Reed Sunahara) 
¯ Who they are 

o Many are local - with 6 from greater Cincinnati, including graduates from Roger Bacon, Badin, 
Mercy, Talawanda, Mount Notre Dame, and McAuley. 



o They have majors or intended majors in fields ranging from biology to health sciences, from 
marketing to facilities/hospitality management and secondary education and are enrolled in Allied 
Health Sciences, Applied Science, A&S, Business, and CECH. 

o Six made the Big East Academic All-Star Team this past year. The team also earned the 
American Volleyball Coaches Association Team Academic Award for the fourth straight year. 

Good matches to see: 
o The State Farm/Vernon Manor Bearcat Invitational: August 29 at 7:30 vs. Wright State; August 30 

at 1PM vs. Tennessee Tech; and august 31 at noon vs. Marshall, all in Fifth-Third Arena 
o September 23: vs. IUPUI at 7:30 in Fifth-Third Arena 

Football (head coach Brian Kelly) 
¯ Who they are 

o Many are local, with more than 30 from the Cincinnati metropolitan area, including graduates 
from local powers like St. Xavier, Colerain, Elder, Moeller and many more. 

o They have majors or intended majors in fields ranging from history and mechanical engineering to 
criminal justice and industrial management and are enrolled in Applied Science, A&S, Business, 
CECH and Engineering. 

o Ten made the Big East Academic All-Star Team this past year, more than all the other Big East 
football programs combined. The team also earned the Big East Team Academic Excellence 
Award for football, recognizing the highest team GPA in that sport. 

¯ Good games to see: 
o August 28: the season opener vs. Eastern Kentucky at 7:30PM in Nippert Stadium; 
o September 28: vs. Miami in Nippert Stadium (time TBA); 
o Athletics has recently annotmced special faculty-staff season ticket pricing. 

Cross-Country (head coach Bill Schnier) 
¯ Who they are 

o Many are local - more than half are from greater Cincinnati and most of the rest are from Ohio. 
o They have majors or intended majors in fields ranging from finance and biomedical engineering to 

early childhood education and construction management and are enrolled in Allied Health 
Sciences, Applied Science, A&S, Business, CECH, DAAP, Engineering and Nursing. 
Nineteen made the Big East Academic All-Star Team. One runner was named to the USTFCCCA 
All-Academic team nationally. Another was selected to the CoSIDA Academic all-District team. 
The team also earned the Big East Team Academic Excellence Award for men’s cross country, 
recognizing the highest team GPA in that sport. 

¯ Good meets to see: 
~ August 30: the Flyer 5K in Kettering, Ohio (not a home meet, but not that far away) 
~ September 6: the Queen City Invitational, in Alexandria, KY (only home meet) 

Depending on the event, you will also see other students who practice hard and make Bearcat competitions more 
entertaining and exciting. They, too, are worthy of your support: the 44-member cheerleading squad, coached by 
Tabby Fagan; the 36-member dance team, coached by Lisa Spears; and the 200-strong Bearcat Bands led by Dr. 
Terren Frenz. 

Thank you. 

Fritz Russ 

Professor of Marketing 

NCAA Faculty Athletics Representative 

University of Cincinnati 



Academic Advisin 
Student Athletes 

of 

March 13, 2009 



ackgroun 
¯ As a result of academic reform measures initiated in this 

decade, the NCAA has increased its emphasis on 
academic success by 
- Increasing standards for admission, including a requirement that 

student-athletes complete at least 16 high school core courses in 
specified areas. 

- Creating requirements for progress toward graduation - the 
Academic Progress Rate (APR). 

o Each team’s 4-year APR must be at least 925, meaning 
that a team must earn at least 92.5% of possible 
eligibility and retention/graduation points over the most 



ackgroun 

Satisfactory progress toward graduation means meeting 
40% of degree requirements by the end of two years, 
60% by the end of year three, and 80% by the end of 
year four. 
- Degree requirements are defined by the student-athlete’s 

program/major and must be certified by the college each year. 

In addition, student-athletes must be full-time students 
(taking at least 12 credit hours of courses) to be eligible 
to practice or compete. 

The NCAA allows up to 9-credit hours in developmental 

courses to count towards eligibility, but not for progress-~ 
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ackgroun 
¯ The athletics department emphasizes academic success 

as well 
- One of the three goals of CATAPULT, the department’s strategic 

plan, is that UC student-athletes will continue to lead the student 
body in graduation rate and over a 5-year period outperform the 
student body in GPA. 

- The department invests in facilities as well as advisors and 
tutors, who work with student-athletes to help them achieve their 
academic goals and meet NCAA, conference, athletic 
department and university academic standards. 

° Unlike some conferences, the Big East prohibits 

~,~ mem..bers from offering scholarships to partial or non- 
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Results: 4-Year AP cores 
Men 

Baseball- 947 
Basketball - 872* 
Cross Country - 979 

Football- 939 
Golf- 973 
Soccer- 933 
Swimming - 944 

Track- 934 

Women 
° Basketball- 964 
° Cross Country- 949 
° Golf- 951 
° Soccer- 977 
¯ Swimming- 973 
° Tennis-952 
° Indoor Track- 947 
° Volleyball- 986 

* In basketball the APR for the last 



-oles of Academic ervices 
Academic Advising: Providing information and advice about 
policies, procedures, course selection, selection of major and minor 
areas of study, as well as NCAA and university guidelines for 
adequate academic progress. 

Counseling: Individual work with student-athletes on specific 
concerns such as decision-making, adjustment to college, 
communications, relationships, test-anxiety and study skills. 
Appropriate referrals are made to other campus resources. 

Monitoring Academic Progress: Progress reports from faculty 
about classroom performance - shared with the student-athlete and 
his/her coach to keep everyone abreast of current academic 
progress. 

Tutorials: Both one-on-one and small group tutoring. Student- .~ 



Academic Advisin 
¯ The athletics department has five advisors who 

work with over 500 student-athletes. They 
report to Todd Jones, Assistant AD for Academic 
Services, who previously worked with the 
University Honors program. 
- Athletics department academic advisors are assigned 

to work with student-athletes in particular sports. 

- One of the academic advisors is a learning specialist 
who works with student-athletes with disabilities or 



Academic Advisin 
¯ Athletics department advisors work with college 

advisors to assure that student-athletes are 
taking the courses they need to make 
satisfactory progress toward graduation. 
- Departments and programs, not athletics, establish 

program requirements and restrictions. 

- College advisors, not athletics department advisors, 
report progress toward graduation, which is certified 
by the Faculty Athletics Representative in cooperation 
with compliance staff. 



Academic Advisin 

Advisors also seek to minimize possible conflicts 
between course requirements and competitions. 
- During competition quarters, this involves pointing 

student-athletes toward 
¯ Courses whose faculty are willing to allow make-up work 

when classes are missed due to competitions and/or 
° Courses that do not have class schedules likely to overlap 

with competition schedules (project courses, independent 
study/guided readings, online courses, night courses). 

- This approach to scheduling is not unlike what can be 

observed for students trying to balance full-time    ~ 



Data on Colleges & Majors 
¯ The Department of Athletics has information about the 

distribution of colleges and majors prepared by the 
compliance office in conjunction with the FAR. This was 
shared with the President, Provost and Deans in the fall. 
[See the next slide.] 

° The popularity of colleges/majors reflects their popularity 

among the student body generally, but is also influenced 
by what juniors/seniors in that sport have chosen as well 
as the requirements for the major, including 
- the number of required classroom and lab hours and 



Athletes by College ajor 

Enrollment by Colleg;e 

Arts & Sciences 157 

Business 93 

CECH 85 

Engineering 43 

Applied Science 35 

CAT 34 

Allied Health Sciences 25 

DAAP :12 

Nursing 6 

CCM 4 

Most Popular Majors 

Criminal Justice 38 

Communications 29 

Marketing 24 

Psychology :17 

Health Promotion 16 

Secondary Education 16 

Finance 15 

Biological Science 13 

Health Sciences :13 

Sports Administration :13 



The Issue You - aised 

"We are aware that there are some faculty who 
give more than preferential treatment to athletes 
either in the way they grade them in class or 
allow them to make use of independent study 
without many requirements. We do not know 
how widespread this is. We do not know if the 
athletic advisors guide students to particular 
faculty who have shown leniency or preference 
or have different standards." 



Comments on the Issue 

As indicated earlier, advisors certainly point student- 
athletes in the direction of course sections and courses 
that minimize the chances of conflict with practice and 
competition schedules. 
The Department of Athletics isn’t in a position to know 
whether student-athletes are treated better or worse than 
other students in a particular course. That said, advisors 
certainly consider past experience with courses and 
professors when advising student-athletes whether/when 
to take a course. Demands of a sport vary from quarter 
to quarter and advisors take this into consideration when.~ 



re Comments 
¯ The courses a department or program or faculty member 

offers and the requirements for those courses are 
determined by the department/program/faculty member. 
They are not within the control of Athletics and Athletics 
shouldn’t determine subject matter, course requirements 
or grading metrics. 

¯ If the university offers courses in which student-athletes 
are treated inappropriately (favorably or unfavorably), 
Athletics is willing to work with programs/departments 
housing those courses to eliminate inappropriate 
treatment - as long as Athletics’ actions are not viewed . ~...~ 



DRAFT 
9/19/2013 

UNC Gymnastics Fund-Raising Plan 

Objective(s) 
¯ To renovate the UNC gymnastics facility in Fetzer Hall and enhance support for UNC gymnasts in 

order to achieve the goals expected of every UNC team in the Athletics Department’s new strategic 
plan: becoming one &the top ten NCAA teams in each sport 

¯ To reward UNC gymnasts for their academic performance, their community outreach, and the career 
success &their alumni 

¯ To develop a prototype plan for UNC Olympic sports fund-raising 
¯ Note: additional benefits of the gymnastics facility renovation include: 

o Improved safety for team and individual practice sessions 
o An enhanced facility for cheerleaders and for UNC gymnastics club members 
~ The ability to offer summer gymnastics camps for children!teenagers, which will help 

increase interest in UNC and the gymnastics team and produce some additional revenue 

Background 
¯ Coach Derek Galvin and Assistant Coach & Choreographer Amy Smith bio highlights 
¯ Only about 20% of NCAA Division I universities have women’s gymnastics teams; but 65% of the 

top 20 national public universities (USNews rankings) have women’s gymnastics teams, including 4 
of the top 5 public universities: Cal-Berkeley, UCLA, Michigan and UNC. 

¯ Team and individual athletics performance (highlights from the media guide): 

A dozen consecutive NCAA regional team appearances and individual representation at 

NCAA regionals ever since gymnastics became an NCAA sport in 1982 

~ Five East Atlantic Gymnastics League titles since 2002 (2002, 2005, 2006, 2010, 2011) 

Four All-Americans, including Courtney Bumpers, who won the NCAA floor exercise 

championships in 2005 and 2006 

¯ Gymnasts’ academic performance: 

The best graduation success rates of any UNC team over the last 8 years and GPAs averaging 

around 3.4 to 3.5 (including 3.45 in 2012-13, according to NCAA records). 

UNC gymnasts have better academic performance and graduation success records than any of 

the other teams in the top 20 public universities over the last 8 years. 
~ 144 gymnastics Scholastic ALL-America winners, including eight in 2013 

Note: academic success and leadership capabilities have led to career success as well, with 
many gymnastics graduates going on to medical school, law school or to an MBA program. 

¯ Gymnasts’ community outreach activities (use the info on Facebook) 
¯ UNC popularity: 

Average attendance at UNC gymnastics meets in Carmichael Arena has risen significantly 

over the last few years: 2632 in 2013, 2034 in 2012, 1637 in 2011, and 1369 in 2010, 

compared to 814 over the previous decade. 
¯ Gymnastics facilities (Fetzer Hall for practice and Carmichael Arena for meets) 

Fund-Raising Goal(s) 
¯ $500,000 pledged and paid over the next five years for facility renovation 
¯ $XXXX to help pay for a second assistant coach (to be competitive, all the top ten gymnastics teams 

in the country have 2 assistant coaches) 
¯ $XXXX to endow gymnastics scholarships 



Potential Sources of Donations 
¯ Members of Friends of Carolina Gymnastics 
¯ UNC gymnastics team alumnae and their friends and relatives 
¯ UNC gymnastics club alumnae and alumni 
¯ Cheerleader alumnae and alumni 
¯ A subset of wives and daughters of significant Educational Foundation donors and/or business school, 

law school and medical school donors 
¯ Private foundations (e.g., the Kenan Foundation) that might be interested in supporting an athletics 

team with astounding academic and career performance 
¯ Businesses or other organizations who might wish to sponsor UNC gymnastics meets 
¯ Note: establish financial goals for each category of potential donors. 

Fund-Raising Tasks 
¯ Create a fund-raising committee whose members can help develop and implement the plan. In 

addition to the coaches and a Rams Club major gift director (Ken Mack, presumably), the committee 
members should include 

o Gymnastics Alumnae Advisory Council members 
o One or more members of the Rams Club Executive Board of Directors and Board of Advisors 
~ Several potential donors and/or other advisors (e.g., invitees at the Gymnastics Alumnae 

Advisory Council meeting at the Russ/McNeilly residence) 
Note: also consider seeking feedback about the plan at a meeting of the Rams Club Board of 
Advisors. 

¯ Develop the lists of each potential donor category 
¯ Upgrade the UNC gymnastics website ASAP 

~ Identify the current roster 
~ Provide info about joining Friends of Carolina Gymnastics (FCG) 

¯ Create and schedule events that can be used to enhance fund-raising. The current list includes: 
o Educational Foundation Scholarship Donor Dinner (Friday, 9/27/13, 6PM) 
~ Faculty & Staff"Meet the Team Social" (Friday, 10/25/13, 4:30-6:30PM) 
~ Rams Club members & friends "Meet the Team Social" (Friday, 11/1/13, 4:30-6:30PM) 
~ Blue/White Exhibition in Carmichael & "Meet the Team Social" (Friday, 11/22/13, 7PM) 
~ Kids Rock program in Fetzer Hall (Saturday, 12/14/13) 
o Intra-squad meet in Fetzer Hall (Thursday, 12/19/13, 11AM-2PM) 
~ Intra-squad meet in Fetzer Hall (Friday, 12/20/13, 10AM to noon) 
~ Note: use these events to help identify and encourage donors. Also, increase marketing to 

encourage attendance at gymnastics meets, which may lead to more donations. 
¯ Create packages/brochures/folders/videos that can be used to share information about UNC 

gymnastics and the fund-raising plan and motivate donors 
¯ Decide how to communicate with each potential donor category (emailing and mailing, social media, 

phone calls, events, face-to-face meetings, announcements at football/basketball games) and 
implement each aspect. 

¯ Assess and modify the donation categories and amenities for members of the FCG. 
¯ Decide on amenities for different categories of donors, including 

~ Naming rights for the facility and equipment and scholarships 
~ Seating at gymnastics meets 
o Invitations to social events prior to or after each gymnastic meet 

¯ Develop a calendar/timetable for each of these tasks and the fund-raising campaign. 
¯ Determine who will be responsible for each of these tasks and managing the campaign. 

Possible Additional Goal: encourage other ACC members to add women’s gymnastics teams. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thomas Nevala <Thomas.J.Nevala. 1 @nd.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Jill Bodensteiner <jbodenst@nd.edu> 

ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

Jill and Vince: 

Before I schedule a kick-off meeting for the ND team (or were UNC to do the same) wanted to run a draft of a proposed 

project schedule/calendar by you for your review and comments. 

1) Worked backwards from a May 9th date for completion of the project/presentation materials (May ACC 

meetings are the 12th-15th). 

2) Knowing that both Compliance and Financial Aid staffs at both institutions will be taxed with compiling the 

needed/updated student financial aid data, that is the first critical date...does this allow for enough time to do 

so? 

3) Initially thinking of one ND/UNC meeting (location/form TBD) sometime after the initial analysis of data under 

currently proposed models has been initiated (sometime between 3/24 and 4/11...tough time to do so with 

NCAA hoops tourneys in full force). 

4) Please let me know if you think I have omitted any major tasks/deadlines at this point. 

Thanks for your time and consideration here. 

Best, 

Tom 

Thomas J. Nevala 
Sr. Associate Athletics Director I Business Operations 
General Manager I Compton Family Ice Arena 
University of Notre Dame l 113 Joyce Center I Notre Dame, IN 46556 
574 631-8112 Office 1574 631-9669 Fax 

Confidentiality Requirements: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may 
contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please immediately contact the sender by e-mail 



EVENT SCHEDULE PLANNER 2014 
PROJECT/EVENT ACC NCAA FINANCIAL AID ANALYSIS Proposed schedule for the completion of the data collection and analysis of 

student-athlete aid proposals and generation of an AGO aid proposal by UNC 

ORGAN IZER TOM N EVALA and ND to be presented at May ACC meetings 

PROJECT PHASE STARTING ENDING PROJECT PHASE STARTING ENDING 

ii.ii.ii.ii~ii.ii.~ii.ii~~.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii.ii. ~ii8i~0i~ [Setect Date] [Setect Date] 

BUILD FINAL PRESENTATION 4:!t120!4 519:2014 [Setect Date] [Setect Date] 

FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY 

Potential meeting amongst ND and UNC project teams somewhere between 3/24/14 and 4/11/14 to review analysis and to initiate draft of new proposal to be 

presented? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:09 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Online Monitoring Update - 2/20 5:00 PM 

image001.png; image002.jpg; image003.jpg; image004.jpg 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Garner, Matt" <Matt.Garner@fleishman.com> 
Date: February 20, 2014 at 5:32:51 PM EST 
To: "joel.curran@unc.edu" <ioel.curran@unc.edu>, "mike mcfarland@unc.edu" <mike mcfarland@unc.edu>, 
"karen moon@unc.edu" <karen moon@unc.edu>, "robbi.pickeral@unc.edu" <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu>, 
"leslie strohm(-cb, unc.edu" <leslie strohm(-cb,unc.edu>, "iames dean(-cb~unc.edu" <iames dean(-cb~unc.edu>, 
"bubbac@email.unc.edu" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "stevekirschner@unc.edu" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, 
"carol.folt(~unc.edu" <carol.folt(-~unc.edu>, "ecs(-~unc.edu" <ecs(-~unc.edu>, "Tanya Moore," 
<_t__a__n_y___a___m__o___q_r__e__@unc.edu>, "Helen Buchanan," <helenb~_u___n__c__.__e___d__u_.>, "Tom Ross," <tomross@_northcarolina.edu>, 
"Kevin Fitzgerald," <kmfitzgerald@northcarolina.edu>, "Joni Worthington," <worthj@northcarolina.edu>, 
"tcs@live.unc.edu" <tcs@live.unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC Online Monitoring Update - 2/20 5:00 PM 

Hi all, 

Please see below for the recent online media monitoring update. 

Conversation as of 5:00 PM on 2/20/20:14: 

Summary 

< !--[if !supportLists]-->o < !--[endif]-->The Forbes article from this morning was the focus of conversation today on the 

issue. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->The article has generated 75+ shares on Twitter and received 4,450+ views. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->As noted in the earlier report, the bulk of the Twitter shares provided no 

judgment. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->The tweets of the article simply included the title of the article 

accompanied by a link to the article. 

Total Mentions 



< !--[if !supportLists]-->o < !--[endif]-->Today was the highest volume of conversation since February 11th. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->The peak on February 11th was the result of traditional media articles 

focused on Mary Willingham potentially suing Provost Dean. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Twitter shares of the Forbes article drove conversation today. 

Mainstream News 

The Forbes article was the only traditional media article today on the issue. 

Notable Social Media Updates 

Dan Kane is with the News & Observer and has covered the issue in the past. Kane has 2,153 Twitter followers. 



Brad Wolverton works for The Chronicle of Higher Education and has 3,267 Twitter followers. 

Darren Heitner is a writer for Forbes and teaches "sport & entertainment" at Indiana University. Heitner has 14,400 Twitter 

followers. 



Kevin Westerman 

Media Report 

February 24, 2014 
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Summary: 
North Carolina system President Ross & Chapel Hill Chancellor Folt announce hiring of 19-year US Justice 

Department veteran Wainstein to conduct independent investigation into academic issues 

surrounding Tar Heel athletics, Wainstein has previously served as General Counsel & Chief of Staff for 

the FBI among a number of notable roles. 

After two years of probes that couldn’t uncover the cause of a long-running academic scandal at the 

state’s flagship university, UNC leaders on Friday announced that they are bringing in a high-profile 

investigator to "follow the facts where ever they might lead." 

Wainstein said in a statement that he looks forward to providing "an independent and comprehensive 

assessment of those facts for the University and the public." 

Article Links: 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~14/~2/21/3643359/new-pr~be-~aunched~int~-academic.htm~ 
http://a bclocal.go.com/wtvd/story?section=news/local&id=9440813 

http://www.businessweek.c~m/artic~es/2~14-~2-21/university-~f-n~rth-car~~inas-fake-c~asses-f~r- 

athletes-scandal-reaches 
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/O2/21/us/ncaa-athletes-unc/ 

http://www.dai~ytarhee~.c~m/artic~e/2~14/~2/unc-retains-att~rney-f~r-investigati~n-~f-department-~f- 

african-and-afro-american-studies 

Summary: 
And at 8 a.m. Friday morning, while most people were in bed recovering from the UNC men’s basketball 

victory over Duke University, Walker and about 10 other officers from the Chapel Hill Police Department 

gathered with interested Chapel Hill residents to chat over a cup of coffee. 

Walker, a professional standards and information sergeant with the Chapel Hill Police Department, said 

he enjoys working large celebrations like the storming of Franklin Street because the crowds of Chapel 

Hill are generally happy. He said large crowds are typically rowdy. 

"That means less problems for us," Walker said. 

storming 
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Summary: 
Namely, I am hoping that Ms. Willingham will share with us the methods by which she collected her 

data and how then she analyzed and interpreted this data in order to draw the conclusions that she 

shared with the national media. 

Such an explanation is absolutely central to any academic research, as it allows the reader to analyze for 

him/herself the validity of both a researcher’s data and the conclusions the researcher draws from that 

data. 

Allegations have been made in these pages and elsewhere that have cast serious doubt on the methods 

employed by Ms. Willingham, and thus also on the validity of her conclusions. If these allegations are in 

fact untrue, Ms. Willingham should share with us what her actual methods were. So far her silence on 

this particular issue has been deafening. 

Article Link: 

http://www.dai~ytarhee~.c~m/artic~e/2~14/~2/wi~~inghams-exp~anati~n-was.insufficient 

Summary: 
That sentimentalism for his alma mater has not stopped the 53-year-old Orange County district attorney 

from pursuing criminal cases with the potential to add embarrassment to a university mired in athletic 

and academic scandals. 

Woodall, the top prosecutor for the judicial district that includes Orange and Chatham counties since 

2005, is quick to acknowledge the tug he feels in some of the cases. 

"The fact that this involved UNC, it didn’t cause me any difficulty going to the grand jury," Woodall said 

in a recent interview. "Where it had an effect was, I was just a little generally upset that this involved a 

university that I attended and I loved." 

Woodall has received criticism and praise as the criminal probes and cases get national attention. Some 

have described him as an aggressive prosecutor. Others have characterized him as an overly cautious 

politician, too timid to go after the largest employer in a district where he has to win votes to keep 

office. 

Article Link: 
http://www~news~bserver.c~m/2~14/~2/22/364398~/unc-ties~d~nt~~imit~pr~secut~rs~htm~ 
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Sumrnar¥: 
UNC officials, on the other hand, appeared to never question these tests before, which Johnson had 

administered for roughly a decade to UNC athletes suspected of being academically challenged. That 

UNC contracted for such testing at all suggests it had worries it was admitting athletes who would 

struggle academically. 

Willingham says when UNC officials realized those tests were the backbone of her findings, they ended 

Johnson’s contract. UNC officials have not responded to a month-old request to provide information 

about Johnson’s work. 

Kane’s questions (answers in the article): 

Q: Why did the national media take a sudden interest in this story? 

Q: What did Willingham’s research involve? 

Q: What do experts say about the SATA? 

Q: Should the SAT or ACT be used to determine grade-level reading ability? 

Q: Will the data be made public? 

Q: Is there anecdotal evidence that some athletes struggled to do college-level work? 

Q: What’s next? 

Article Link: 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~14/~2/22/3645795/questi~ns~and~answers~in~the.dispute.htm~ 
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Pack Pr~de Forum 

Could not access this morning due to system/site maintenance. 
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Summary: 
In-depth piece from The Atlantic on a yearlong look at fraternity life at Marshall, author Flanagan 

provides historical perspective along with operational dynamics within a single frat, article starts with 

review of situation that involved a bottle rocket attempting to be shot from member’s butt, led to 

season-altering injury for Baseball student-athlete. 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~theat~antic~c~m/features/archive/2~14/~3/the-dark-p~~er-~f-fraternities/35758~/ 

Summary: 
1. Know where your team is in their "lifecycle" 

2. Know who your longtime fans/customers are. 

3. Price to the market, not to maximize revenue. 
4. Fans buy tickets where they like to buy them 

5. Selling is the most important job at a team 

6. Spend money on fun. 

Article Link: 
http://b~~gmaverick.c~m/2~14/~2/23/my-2-cents-~n-sp~rts-marketing-and-what-i-~earned-fr~m-smu- 

basketball-this-week/ 

Summary: 
ADs from around the nation discuss how announcement by former Missouri FB student-athlete Sam 

concerning his sexual orientation has led to departmental reviews, Indiana AD Glass points to 

importance of accepting environment, Notre Dame AD Swarbrick says his Fighting Irish are wondering 

why people are making such a big deal out of the situation. 

Article Link: 

http://www.washingtonpostcom/sports/colleges/michael-sam-prom pts-ads-coaches-to-review- 

policy/2014/02/14/9 bcc654c-95 b6-1 le3-a e45- 
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45892~ccedb6-st~ry.htm~?utm-c~ntent=bufferd3~a4&utm-medium=s~cia~&utm-s~urce=t~itter.c~m& 

utm_campaign=buffer 

Summary: 
PETA continues efforts to have Kennesaw State stop using live owl mascot Sturgis, says loud arena with 

flashing lights & lots of people is not the place for a nocturnal animal, points to previous live bird 

mascots slamming into windows, being kicked accidentally by players. 

Article Link: 
http://mdj~n~ine.c~m/b~~kmark/246312~7~PETA~eyes-~usting~~f-Kennesaw-State-s-~ive-~w~-masc~t 

Summary: 
Oregon State senior pitcher Ben Wetzler has been suspended by the NCAA for 20 percent of the season 

for his dealings with an "adviser" in connection with negotiating a contract with the Philadelphia Phillies 

after they drafted him in the fifth round last June. 

"Ben Wetzler must miss 11 games (20 percent of the season) due to his involvement with an agent 

during the 2013 Major League Baseball draft," the NCAA said in a release. 

"According to the facts of the case, which were agreed upon by the school and the NCAA, Wetzler 

sought help from an agent who attended meetings where Wetzler negotiated contract terms with the 

team," the NCAA statement went on to say. 

In a release, Oregon State said the penalty is too harsh given the mitigating factors. "1 am 100 percent in 

support of Ben and his decision to come back to finish his college experience at Oregon State," coach Pat 

Casey said. "1 am extremely disappointed in the circumstances surrounding this particular case. I believe 

the sanction is much too harsh. I look forward to Ben’s impact on this team when he returns." 

Article Link: 
http://www~mai~tribune~c~m/apps/pbcs~d~~/artic~e?A~D=/2~14~222/SP~RT~/4~222~315/-1/sp~rts 

Darren Heitner Reaction Piece: http://www.forbes.com/sites/darrenheitner/2014/O2/23/why-the- 

philadelphia-phillies-and-ncaa-deserve-your-scorn/ 

http://www.bloom berg.com/news/2014-02-20/ncaa-crushes-another-college-star.html 

Sports Law Blog Post: http://sports-law.blogspot.com/ 
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Summary: 
The University of Miami says it will investigate a possible secondary NCAA rule violation by the football 

program. 

The matter involves at least one assistant coach watching a voluntary workout from a distance Friday, 

which members of the media witnessed while covering a nearby Miami baseball game. 

The school announced Saturday that the Hurricanes’ compliance staff will investigate and report any 

violation to the NCAA. 

Article Link: 

violation 

Summary: 
Among developments since is the growth of the compliance business. 

"Probably the best description is it has exploded," said Kevin Fite, OSU’s associate athletic director of 

compliance. 

Once upon a time, large Division I institutions didn’t have "real" full-time compliance staffs, according to 

Fite. "Since that time, you’ve got a whole different industry that has developed," he said. 

When a job opening is posted, Leonard said OU probably gets between 100 and 125 applicants. Ten or 
15 years ago, he estimated that perhaps :10 percent to :15 percent of applicants had law degrees. Now 

he says 65 percent to 70 percent of applicants for an entry level position are kids who graduated from 

law school or individuals who have practiced law and want to go into athletic compliance. 

programs/article_e205:1096-46:12-5fa4-8455-070066270:1fd.html 

Summary: 
The Independence Bowl, known in recent years as the Advocare Vl00 Bowl, has a new sponsor. 

The Shreveport-based bowl will be known as the Duck Commander Independence Bowl next season, 

according to a tweet on Sunday from ESPN’s Brett McMurphy. The naming rights will run for six years. 
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Article Link: 

http://~~l~egef~~tba~ltalk.nb~sp~rts.~~m/2~14/~2/23/rep~rt~du~k~~~mmander~is~new-sp~ns~r-f~r~ 
independence-bowl/ 

Summary: 
On Sunday morning, ESPN reported that the ACC will take no further action against the Syracuse coach 

following the Saturday night’s ejection. 

It’s still an on-going debate as to whether it was a charge, or a block or whether or not Boeheim should 

have reacted the way he did, given that it was still a one-possession game with 10.4 second remaining. 

boeheim-following-ejection-in-loss-to-duke/ 

Summary: 
John Swofford, the low-key, low-visibility commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference. He earned the 

wry media nickname "Ninja Swofford" last year for his ability to stealthily make big things happen, 

covertly solidifying the ACC’s membership and its place in the national hierarchy. Now he is reaping the 

benefits. 

While nobody was paying much attention to him, Swofford and the league’s presidents were able to 

acquire Syracuse and Pittsburgh as members, enhancing the ACC basketball brand; to lock in Notre 

Dame for five football games per year plus full membership in other sports; to bring in Louisville as a 

major competitive upgrade from Big Ten-bound Maryland come July; and most importantly to secure 

the Grant of Rights deal last spring that effectively stopped realignment before it completely ruined 

college sports. 

That was the deal nobody saw coming, and the one that made the "Ninja Swofford" nickname stick. 

Locking the 15 ACC schools into a written agreement of loyalty tied to their media revenue rights 

through 2027 was a triumph of diplomacy and deal-making that ended speculation about the league 

being poached. Almost a year old, it has (for the time being) helped stabilize the entirety of Division I. 

Article Link: 
h ttp://sp~rts~yah~~~com/news/a~~ninja~-is-the-key-to~the~acc-bec~ming~the~h~ttest-league-in~the-~and- 

200145322-ncaab.html 
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Summary: 
Northwestern FB HC Fitzgerald testified during the fourth day of hearings with the National Labor 

Relations Board on Friday, acknowledges that he has called being a FB student-athlete a ’full-time job’ 

before & agrees that under certain circumstances he can remove scholarships, also comments heavily 

on his approach to the holistic student-athletes improvement process. 

Under cross-examination by CAPA attorney Gary Kohlman, Fitzgerald was asked repeatedly whether a 

violation of team rules could result in the removal of a scholarship. Fitzgerald said several times that 

there are "consequences" for a player’s actions, just as there are consequences for all decisions in life. 

Although Fitzgerald said he had read "very little" of Colter’s testimony, he agreed with his calculation 

that players spend up to 27 hours on away games. But, he said, per NCAA rules, the hours reported are 

fewer than 27. 

Summary: 
Northwestern lawyers have cited a 2004 N.L.R.B. case in which Brown University graduate assistants 

were found not to be employees on the grounds they were primarily students. That created a wrinkle in 

the usually straightforward definition of an employee, an individual compensated for a service. 

Northwestern’s sterling academic record and a 97 percent graduation rate for football players have 

been cited as evidence the university is committed to its players as students. 

Which side prevails could depend on that threshold, determined by the regional office here. Joseph 

Tilson, from the law firm Meckler Bulger Tilson Marick and Pearson, which is representing 

Northwestern, cited the Brown case and said players could not be both students and employees. 

It is almost certain that once a decision is reached by the regional board, which is expected about a 

month after the hearing ends, it will be appealed to the federal level. Worth noting is that the N.L.R.B. is 

part of the executive branch and appointments are made by the party that occupies the White House. 

The current occupant, President Barack Obama, is a Democrat whose party is usually more sympathetic 

to labor. 

"That’s important," said Samuel Estreicher, the director of the Center for Labor and Employment Law at 

New York University. 
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Still, despite Huma’s contention that collective bargaining could function within N.C.A.A. constraints, the 

weight of such a decision could remain an obstacle for the players’ group. 

"It’s unlikely they will call them employees," Estreicher said. "It’s such a radical change to college sports. 

The N.C.A.A. is built on amateurism. It would be the professionalization of college sports." 

Article Link: 

http://www.nytimes.c~m/2~14/~2/23/sp~rts/ncaaf~~tba~~/test-in-n~rthwestern-case-is-c~~~ege- 
football-a-job.html?_r=0 
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Summary: 
TCU Asst. AD for Compliance Featherston resigns after posting insensitive remarks to 

Facebook about Texas A&M’s plans to leave 12 seats empty at Kyle Field to remember those who passed 

in 1999 bonfire tragedy, says he didn’t post message in question, but "could have". 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~star-te~egram~c~m/2~14/~2/22/5592~38/tcu-assistant~ad~resigns.in.wake~htm~?rh=1 
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Summary: 
Ole Miss moving forward on $2.4m expansion design plans to Vaught-Hemingway Stadium with AECOM 

Technology, preliminary plans call for enclosing the north end zone, as well as adding suites & 

skyboxes, Rebels say they’ve raised $13.5m of a $35m goal for the construction. 

Article Link: 
http://WwW~c~mmercia~appea~~com/neWs/2~14/feb/23/university-mississippi-hire-architect-stadium- 

expa/ 

Summary: 
Wisconsin’s Teaching Assistants’ Association intends to put pressure on Badger athletics to increase 

their commitment to funding a new campus rec center projected to cost $223m, athletics has already 

stated they will contribute $7m to construction, TAA leaders believe the athletic department has means 

to support in a greater fashion. 

Article Link: 
http://host madis~n~c~m/dai~y-cardina~/taa-sing~es-~ut-ath~etics~in-funding-rec-sports-master- 

plan/article_b2d0d650-9d0f-11e3-b693-0019bb2963f4.html 

Summary: 
South Carolina AD Tanner talks about addition of $14.5m Springs-Brooks Plaza outside Williams-Brice 

Stadium that will completed by 2015 FB season, "1 love Williams-Brice. It’s well-designed, it’s great, but 

outside it sort of gives you the feel of an industrial area...when we finish, you’re going to feel like you’re 

in a garden or a theme part. We’re going to transform it." 

Article Link: 
http://s~uthcar~~ina~247sp~rts~c~m/Artic~e/Gamec~cks-AD-Ray-Tanner-excited-f~r-faci~ities- 

transformation-178650 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 1:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Spring Practice Schedule 

FYI 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Spring Practice Schedule 

Paul, 

Please find below the requested 2014 spring practice schedule: 

Wednesday, March 5th - 4pm- 6:30pm 

Friday, March 7th - 4pm - 6:30pm 

Monday, March 17th -4pm- 6:30pm 

Wednesday, March 19th - 4pm - 6:30pm 

Friday, March 21st- 4pm - 6:30pm 

Monday, March 24th - 4pm - 6:30pm 

Wednesday, March 26th - 4pm - 6:30pm 

Friday, March 28th will be at Ardrey Kell HS in Charlotte at 7pm 

Monday, March 31st- 4pm - 6:30pm 

Wednesday, April 2nd - 4pm - 6:30pm 

Friday, April 4th will be at Grimsley HS in Greensboro at 7pm 

Monday, April 7th - 4pm - 6:30pm 

Wednesday, April 9th - 4pm- 6:30pm 

Friday, April 11th - 4pm - 6:30pm 

Saturday, April 12th- Spring game 3pm in Kenan 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 10:36 AM 

To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Spring Practice Schedule 

Andre’, 

Can you send me the final spring practice schedule? 

Thanks, 

Paul 



Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



of Institutions Sponsoring 
NC Division I Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 3:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Monthly Report: Leadership Academy (3-4-14) 

Leadership Academy Glossau of Terms.docN Leadership Acadelny 3-4-14.docx 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dibbert, Douglas Steven <doug dibber~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Febn~ary 12, 2014 2:02 PM 

Folt, Carol Lynn <caxol.fol@unc.edu>; Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edtr~; Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; Routh, 

David S <drouth@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac~email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu>; 
eric@ramsclub.com; Angell, Jones <jangell@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Crisp, Winsnton B <wbcrisp@email.unc.edu-~; 

GiL K~:ren M <kgil@email.unc.edtC" 

Hinton James Day! 

As we e~.oyiexperience today’s "win 
Lor~ght’s game where you may see H~ntor~. You may a~so see some of our’ students wearing "1 GOT ~-~ERE F~RST" sh~rts that were d~strib~ted ea~er today. 

Here’s the 

~iwww.alum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 12:32 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Amended Uniform Athlete Agents Act: a memo from Paul Pogge 

2014feb28 AUA~A~A~ Memo Pogge.pdf 

From: Lucy Grelle [mailto:lucy.grelle@uniformlaws.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, Mlarch 04-, 20:1.4 12:30 PM 
Subject; Amended Uniform Athlete Agents Act: a memo from Paul Pogge 

Good morning, all: 

At the request of Chair Dale Higer I am distributing a memo from Observer Paul Pogge to the committee roster. Please let me know if you have trouble opening it, 

of if you prefer to receive a hard copy. The file will be available on the website at www.uniformlaws.org. 

Respectfully, 

,~.~.r.~!.!~. .................................................................. 



To: Amended Uniform Athlete Agents Act Drafting Committee 

From: Paul Pogge, Associate Athletic Director, University of North Carolina 

Date: February 28,2014 

Additional Thoughts for the Amended Uniform Athlete Agents Act 

Drafting Committee 

Thank you all for your continued efforts on this important initiative. With the great leadership of 

Dale and Jerry, I believe we are making significant progress. I spoke with Dale earlier today 

about several related matters and he asked that I share with all of you some of the thoughts we 

discussed. 

First, a number of people familiar with the professional representation industry are concerned 

with the increasing involvement of individuals who do not self-identify as "agents" or "financial 

advisors," yet who nevertheless work with or solicit athletes for professional representation 

purposes. We have discussed many of these individuals already. One area which has seen 

marked growth in this type of activity involves the professional "trainers" who help prepare 

athletes for seasons or, especially at this time &the year, the NFL Combine or individual Pro 

Days. These trainers have been known to recruit on behalf of agents. 

In addition, there has been a marked increase in activity from "business managers." Although 

these individuals usually do not have the credentials to become an agent, they often 

"manufacture" a job where one would othev~vise not exist. For example, business managers 

usually offer to help coordinate travel, marketing, and/or non-profit work for an athlete despite 

the fact that most reputable agents already fulfill those roles for their clients. By convincing 

athletes to hire them for the aforementioned purposes, business managers are able to circumvent 

rules that would preclude them from being retained as agents. Nevertheless, athletes still need a 

certified agent in most cases to negotiate their contract with a professional team. Therefore, 

business managers are forced to either have the athlete negotiate the contract on their own or 

retain the services of a licensed agent in addition to the services they are providing. We have 

strong reasons to believe that this often leads to collusion between agents and various business 

managers, marketers, and other similar roles. Naturally, these scenarios also lead to additional 

and unnecessary financial obligations for athletes. 

Second, there has been some dialogue regarding the extent to which attorneys should be subj ect 

to the legislation. I believe it is important to reiterate that some very prominent issues 

confronting the industry have been presented by licensed attorneys and financial advisors. 

Therefore, it is imperative that we ensure that attorneys and financial advisors are among those 

governed by the proposed legislation. Moreover, it would be helpful to require professional 

representation entities themselves to register and require disclosure about their paid and unpaid 

personnel, servi ces they provide, affiliated persons and entities, and current and former clients. 



This information is often very difficult to obtain, so disclosure under penalty of perjury would 

provide yet another means of assisting athletes in making informed choices. 

Finally, I hope that we can move towards a structure that is supported in large part by money 

derived from fines levied under the legislation. To accomplish this objective, it is critical that 

laws are relatively easy to enforce. I am encouraged by the inclusion of a notice provision. If 

our final product includes language that requires a professional representative to notify the 

appropriate institution before contacting an athlete or affiliated individual, it will be much easier 

to identify violations when athletes communicate to administrators the names of those 

professional representatives who have made contact with them. Administrators will be able to 

quickly identify those who have not notified the institution in accordance with the law" and can 

then turn violators in to the appropriate enforcement agency. Of equal importance, this notice 

provision will enable institutions to fulfill an educational responsibility by providing known 

information about the contacting party to the athlete so the athlete can make an informed 

decision at the appropriate time. Institutions can obtain much of this information about the 

professional representative by accessing the proposed standard registration form which, though 

lengthy, would provide a wealth of relevant material for the athlete to consider. 

Once again, thank you all for your efforts on this important initiative. Please let me know if I 

can be of further assistance. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buckner <michael@michaelbucknerlaw.cc s~nd.com> 

~Vednesday, March 12, 2014 1:14 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Buckner Higher-Ed Note (March 2014) [Lawyer AdveNsement] 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you are receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Buckner. Do not forget to add mbuckner@bucknersportslaw.com to your address book so our 
complimentary resources will land in your inbox! 
You may ._u__o__s__u___b__s_’__c__rj__b_#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 



Forward this email 

[ 

[his emaii was sel~t to ille@iillnois,ed[i by mbuckner~b~[cl~ers~oortslaw:com 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Ii~star~t removalwith SaFeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

Buckner :: 7771 West Oakland Park Boulevard :: Suite 162 Sunrise FL :: 33351-6749 



From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 5:29:24 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: FW: Coaching Ethics 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

Notre Dame Coaching Ethics Symposium Invitation 201 &pdf (&7M) 

Just FYI 

From: Clark Power [F.C.Power.l@nd.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 3:11 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Coaching Ethics 

Dear Larry, 
I am writing to invite you and your coaches and athletic administrators to participate in a symposium on coaching ethics on Ari125, here at Notre 
Dame. As you can see from the attached invitation, we have assembled a strong panel to facilitate a much needed discussion about the role of the 
college coach today. A Washington Post article at the beginning of this year’s basketball season summed up some of the concerns about 
coaching raised in the media: 
What exactly crosses the line in reprimanding, disciplining or dishing out what’s known as "tough love" to players -- the terrain is rapidly shifting 
And when extreme measures are captured on video or audio, what’s the likely fallout from fans, as well as bosses, who clamor for victories yet 
cringe over the methods? 
One of our panelists, Jay Coakley, sent along a couple of quotes that I think will help to frame our discussion: 

Among all audiences surveyed, coaches rank as the #1 positive influence on today’s youth, according to the majority of respondents. 
USADA. 2010. What Sport Means in America: A Survey of Sport’s Role m Society. U.S. Anti-Doping Agency 

http:/!www.usada.org!uploads!usadaresearchreport, pdf 
My doctor ordered me to quit .... I found myself taking blood pressure pills, tranquilizers, and sleeping pills, and that’s not right. So I backed off and 
said, "’What the hell is happening?" It’s not a twelve-month job; it’s more than that. You can’t understand the demands of this job until you walk in the 
shoes of the man who has it. 

Ara Parseghian, Former Football Coach at the University of Notre Dame (cited in Yeager, 1979) 
We anticipate that this will be the beginning of a dialogue that should help to strengthen the role of coaching today. I hope that you can be a part of 
it. 
By the way, I am really enjoying having your son, Matflqew, in our class. He is a very thoughtful and engaging young man, and I understand he is a 
great basketball player, like his Dad. 
Take care, 
Clark 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 6:16 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtp 

Farnmn Street: Lasl Lecture Series: 10 Life Lessons 

Posted: ~4 Mar 2014 05:00 AM PDT 

This is a better talk than I imagined. Robert L. Joss, Professor of Finance and Dean Emeritus of the Stanford Graduate School 

of Business, offers 10 life lessons. 

10. Life is like cricket 

9. Life is too short to deal with "bad" people 

8. Run it like you own it 

7. Don’t forget to manage side-ways 

6. Don’t take yourself too seriously 

5. Without fear -- there is no courage 

4. Life is full of "character building experiences" 

3. Find the words 

2. Use CAT and GSB learning throughout your life 

1. Don’t forget to renew yourself 

Just watch the video, 

Here’s a sampling from #6. 

Stay around people that are smarter than you. Stay around people that will give you honest feedback. Feedback is 

one of life’s great gifts .... When you’re lucky enough to get honest feedback, treat it as what it is: one of life’s great 

gifts. 

(h/t Howard Stein) 

You are subscribed to emeil updates groin Farnam Street 
TO step receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now 

Goegle inc., 20 West Kinzie, Chicage i[. USA 606’10 

Email delivery powered by Go~ 





From: Burgemeister, Matt [mburgemeister@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, Mar~h 18, 2014 2:57:53 PM 
To: Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject: FW: March 2014 CCACA Update 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
~..M...a.~.r~.c.~.h~~..C..~.C....A..~..C.~..A.~~~.U..p.~.d.~.a...t..e.~~~~.d.~.f. (1.2M) 
Good afternoon, 
Please see below!attached for the most recent CCACA update provided by the AMA staff. A few highlights that may be of interest: 

Update on Institutional Performance Program/Committee (pages 5-6) 
Regional Seminar registration information (page 11) 
Online submission of academic certification requests (page 26) 
International certification customer service/advisement/assessment (pages 32-34) 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this information. Thanks, 
Matt 
From: Maureen Harty [mailto:mharty@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 1:01 PM 
To: Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject: March 2014 CCACA Update 

N CAA 
NCAA 
DIVISION I CCACA MONTHLY UPDATE 
N CAA 

March 2014 
http:/icon[ent.ncaa.orgincaa/amatop-righLgif 
NCAA 

AMA UPDATE 

To view an online version of this email, click here. 

In an effort to continue communication between academic and membership affairs (AMA) and the CCACA, we are providing a monthly update of 
items that may be of interest to the group. Please send items that you would like included in the future update to Maureen Harry at 
mharty@ncaa.or,q. Please feel free to forward the information contained within this update to your conference’s institutions. 
http:/icontent.ncaa.org/ncaa/quarter-box-top.gif 
http:iicontent.ncaa.or~/ncaa!:[PX.gif 

Committee on Academic Performance 

Update on CAP. 

Student-Athlete Reinstatement 

Sports Wagering Reminder. 

http:iicontent.ncaa.or8/ncaa!:[PX.gif 
http:iicontent.ncaa.or8/ncaa!:[PX.gif 
http:iicontent.ncaa.or8/ncaa!:[PX.gif 
.h...t.t..p.UL£.~...n.~t.~e..~..L n..~£ a..~a..:~...r.U.n..~.a.~.a.Z ~...x..:#~ 

.h---t-~--p--; ~£-~---n-~t-~e--~--L n--~£ a--~a--.-~---r-~L-n--~-a-~-a-j--~---x---.#~ 
Institutional Performance Program 

Update on the IPP. 

Read more 

http:i/con tent.ncaa.or~/ncaai:[PX.£~if 
Requests/Self Reports Online 

New features releasing this month. 

Read more 

Read more 

htt£~iicon t ent.n caa.org!nca a!:! PX.gif 
.h...t.t..p.UL£.~...n.~t.~e..~..L n..~£ a..~a..:~...r.U.n..~.a.~.a.Z ~...x..:#~ 

.h---t-~--p--; ~£-~---n-~t-~e--~--L n--~£ a--~a--.-~---r-~L-n--~-a-~-a-j--~---x---.#~ 

.h---t-~--p--~ ~£-~---n-~t-~e--~--L n--~£ a--~a--.-~---r-~L-n--~-a-~-a-j--~---x---.#~ 
http~lloontent.ncaa.orf4ZncaalT_PX.~if 



Legislative Initiatives 

The Legislative Initiatives Toolkit has three new postings: 

Vacation Period Reminders; 

Legislation Adopted January 2014; and 

Most Recent Q&A Document. 

http:iicontent.ncaa.org/ncaa!:[PX.gif 

ht[p:i/content.ncaa.orgincaa/1PX.gif 
http:!/contenLncaa.org!ncaa!quarter-box-bottom.gif 

NCAA Inclusion Forum 

May 1-3, 2014 in Orlando atthe Walt Disney World Swan & Dolphin on Disney Property. 

Read more 

Read more 

2014 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars 

Registration for the 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars is open. 

Please click on the links below to view updates. 

NCAA Eliqibility Center 
http:iicon tent.nca a.org/ncaaiButtonSpace:l.~if 
Educational Columns 
http:iicontent.ncaa.org/ncaaiButtonSpace2.~if 
interpretations 

Comments, notable corrections and 
feedback are always welcome and appreciated. 
Contact Maureen Harty at mharty@ncaa.org. 
httpL!~!content.pcaa ,o rginca a~!a mabot tom,j#g 
Click here to forward this mailing with your personal message. 

This email was sent to: mburgemeister~.theacc.org 
This email was sent by: NCAA 
P.O. Box 6222, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Click b_.e._r_.e__ to be removed from this mailing list. 

Click here to view our privacy policy. 

http:iitracking.ncaa.org!t/28199664i93.4972979!542909:[4!O!51403/ 
http://tracking.ncaa.org/do/28199664!914972979/S:[403!:Lgif 

Read more 





March 19, ’ 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.t,I.3, the University of Nebraska grants all of the following 
institutions permission to contact student-athlete about the, possibility of 
transferring and competing in the sport of football: 

Baylor University 

Eastern Michigan University 
Northern Illinois University 
University of Mississippi (Ole Miss) 
University of North Carolina 
University of Toledo 
West Virginia University 

also requested that I share his contact information with you: 

Ceil Phone Number 

Email Address- 

If you have any questions or need further assistance, please contact me at 402/472~7002 or 
jvaughn@huskers.com. 

Sincerely, 

Jamie M< Vaughn 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 

CO: Shawn Eichorst, Director of Athletics 
Steve Waterfie!d, Senior Associate Athletics Director/Performance and Strategic Research 
Bo Pelini, Head Footbai Coach 
Harvey Jackson, Student,Athlete 

HeWi~ Center for St[ldent--Athletes o :UniV÷~sity ~Jf Nebrasl<a ~ O~e Memorial S~.adk!m: ~ P~O. Box ,~,~.~.4~.!9 ~ [.k’~ooln, NE 685:88-02J 9 

OffiCe: (402) 472~-2042 * Fax: (402) 472--4609 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:38 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

http~//www~dai~ytexan~n~ine.com/sp~rts/2~14/~3/2~/ut-basketba~~-garne-in-china-expected-to-expa nd-longhorn-brand 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 5:53 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@nnc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes~unc.edn>; Lane, Cricket 

<cricke@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Racist Instagmm post sparks huge campus response at Drexel 

Are you aware of this comp~ay? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Derrick Mayes <derrick(~executiveactionse.com> 

Date: February. 10, 2014 at 4:49:21 PM CST 

To: <bubbac(~unc.edn> 

Subject: Fwd: Racist Instagram post sparks huge campus response at Drexel 

Deal" Bubba. I hope ~]1 is well with yon & your finn. I was leading the article below, and thought about you. 

http://~vw.usatodayeducate.com/stagingiindex.php’pulseiracist-ins~tagram- post- sparks- huge- campus- response- at- drexel 

I’m staying persistent with you Bubba, because out of all the AD’s we work with around the country- I know you the most, the longest, and have a 
vested interest in your personal success. We are pioneers in communications education, and I am very confident our Defensive Communications 
program can empower & protect your Athletics- At worst we can compliment any current solution that you have in place. Because we are a referral- 
only business, I’d be happy to supply you with an endorsement list. In the meantime, I encourage you to reach out to John Anthony, Jim Phillips, 
and Fred Glass to get their take on just how much of an impact we’ve had on their groups. Happy to jump on a call anytime to further discuss 

All the best, 
Derrick 

646-321-5469 

Derrick Mayes I Director CEO i ExecutiveAction Sports & Entertainment I vx~vw,executiveaction.co 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 6:08 PM 

Cunninglmm, Bubba <bubbac@emaAl.unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbesV~:unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 

<cricket@unc.edu> 

Re: Racist Instagram post stmrks huge campus response at Drexel 

I am not. 

Sent from my iPhone. 

On Mar 22, 2014, at 5:53 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you aware of this company? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Derrick Mayes <derrick,@executiveactionse.com> 

Date: February 10, 2014 at 4:49:21 PM CST 

To: <bubbac@unc.edu> 

Subject: F~,d: Racist lnstagram post sparks huge campus response at Drexel 

Deal Bubba, I hope all is well with you & your lb, In. I was reading the aNcle below, and thought about you. 

http:i/www.usatodayeducate.com/s~4aing/index.php/pulse/racist- ins~tagroan- post- sparks- huge- campus- response- at- drexel 

I’m staying persistent with you Bubba, because out of all the AD’s we work with around the country- I know you the most, the longest, 
and have a vested interest in your personal success. We are pioneers in communications education, and I am very confident our 
Defensive Communications program can empower & protect your Athletics- At worst we can compliment any current solution that you 
have in place. Because we are a referral-only business, I’d be happy to supply you with an endorsement list. In the meantime, I 
encourage you to reach out to John Anthony, Jim Phillips, and Fred Glass to get their take on just how much of an impact we’ve had 
on their groups. Happy to jump on a call anytime to further discuss 

All the best, 
Derrick 
646-321-5469 

Demck Mayes i Director CEO ] ExecutiveAction Sports & Entm~finment ] w~-.executiveaction.co 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 6:16 PM 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Kir~hner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Racisl Instagram post sparks huge campus response at Drexel 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Saturday, March 22, 20:14 6:08 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 

C¢: Kirschner, Steve; Ne, Vince; Best, Kevin S,; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Re: Racist Instagram post sparks huge campus response at Drexel 

I am not. 

Sent from my iPhone. 

On Mar 22, 2014, at 5:53 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(i&emailamc.edu-~ wrote: 

Are you aware of this company? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Derrick Mayes ~<~errick,~;executi veaction~.com > 

Date: February 10, 2014 at 4:49:21 PM CST 

T o: <:_b__LLb_b_~_c_~L_u__~ZcL:_e_d____~ 
Subject: Fwd: Racist histagram post sparks huge campus response at Drexel 

Dear Bubba, I hope all is well ruth yon & your fam. I was reading the article below, and thought about you. 

http:/i~v.usatodayeducate.com/s~in~iindex.phv’pulseimcist- ins~ram- post- sparks- huge- campus- response- at- dlexel 

I’m staying persistent with you Bubba, because out of all the AD’s we work with around the country- I know you the most, the longest, 
and have a vested interest in your personal success. We are pioneers in communications education, and I am very confident our 
Defensive Communications program can empower & protect your Athletics- At worst we can compliment any current solution that you 
have in place. Because we are a referral-only business, rd be happy to supply you with an endorsement list. In the meantime, I 
encourage you to reach out to John Anthony, Jim Phillips, and Fred Glass to get their take on just how much of an impact we’ve had 
on their groups. Happy to jump on a call anytime to further discuss 

All tl~e best, 
Derrick 

646-321-5469 

Derrick Mayes i Director CEO I F,xecutiveAction Sports & Entertainment I www.executiveaction.co 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 10:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Pdchard Ledgett on TED.com 

This is a veiy long piece but there’s am interesting p~t in the beginning about whistleblowing oa~d in the end about cNta. 

Check out this amazing TED Talk: 

Richard Ledgett: The NSA responds to Edward Snowden’s TED Talk 

Sent farm ~FED app for iOS 

http://itunes.com/apps’tedcont~rence~ted 

Bubba 

Sent fiom my iPhone 







As a 5-time World Champion and Hall of Famer in the fastest 
growing sport in the world, Randy Couture is a true icon in the sport 
of Mixed Martial Arts and the Ultimate Fighting Championship 
(UFC). In addition to his stellar standing in combat sports, Randy is 
also a success[~l business man, best-selling author and actor on the 
rise. 

At the age of 33, Randy made his debut into the world of professional 
fighting claiming victory in the Heavyweight division of his first 
appearance in the UFC. Randy eventually moved down a weight class 
to the Light-Heavyweight division and to this day is the only UFC 
competitor to hold titles in both the Heavyweight and Light- 
Heavyweight divisions. 

In June of 2006, Randy became the 4th professional fighter to be 
inducted into the UFC Hall of Fame. At that point, "The Natural" 
decided to hang up his gloves but in March of 2007, Randy came out 
of retirement at the age of 44 shocking the world by re-capturing the 
UFC Heavyweight belt and becoming the first man in UFC history to 
win the Heavyweight title a total of three times. "The Natural" retired 
once and for all at the age of 47 to pursue a career in acting. 

Reprising his role in the follow-up to the hugely successful film, The 
Expendables, the sequel, The Expendables 2, opened August 17, 2013 
and we see Randy along with the returning cast which includes 
Sylvester Stallone, Jet Li, Jason Statham, Sylvester Stallone, Bruce 
Willis and new additions Jean Claude Van Damme and Liam 
Hemsworth. Couture is also the author of four books including New 
York Times Best-Seller Becoming the Natural: My L!/b In and Out of 
the Cage. Randy’s other film credits include Setup opposite Bruce 
Willis, 3 Geezers! opposite Tim Allen, Stretch opposite Ray Liotta 
and a recurring character on CBS’s, The Unit in a role written 
specifically tbr him. 

Randy also dedicates time to running his own chain of gyms, a 
thriving clothing line, a supplement company, commentating for the 
UFC on FOX, and giving back through his charitable foundation. 
Additionally, Randy created MMAthletics with Fox Sports own Jay 
Glazer, a company focused on training professional athletes from 
various sports in the ways of Mixed Martial Arts. 





S~TE 



Kevin Westerman 

Media Report 

March 26, 2014 
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Summary: 
Two more football players say in national cable TV reports Tuesday that UNC-Chapel Hill’s tutoring 

program for athletes steered them to suspect classes to help keep them eligible to play sports. 

Deunta Williams, a former defensive back, said he and other football players took no-show classes 

within the African studies department that were advertised as lecture-style classes but actually never 

met and only required a paper at the end. Grades were typically good. Bryon Bishop said he was steered 

to African studies when he showed up at the university because it had plenty of easy classes. 

Williams spoke on ESPN’s Outside The Lines program Tuesday afternoon, while Bishop is featured in an 

HBO Real Sports With Bryant Gumbel report that begins airing Tuesday at 10 p.m. Michael McAdoo, 

another former UNC football player who previously spoke to The News & Observer and The New 

York Times about the classes, is also on the HBO report. 

Article Links: 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O3/25/3732676/two-unc-football-players- 

talk.html?sp=/99/100/&ihp=l 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~~~4/~3/24/3729368/hb~s~rea~-sp~rts-~~~ks~at-academic.htm~ 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~14/~3/24/373~~21/hb~s-rea~-sp~rts-with-bryant-gumbe~.htm~ 
http://espn.go.com/video/clip?id=10671809 

http://espn.go.com/video/clip?id=10676352 

http://www.tarhee~b~~g.c~m/2~14/3/25/5545518/hb~s-rea~-sp~rts-~atest-t~-swing-at-unc-pinata 

http://www.statesman.c~m/web~~gs/bev~-beat/2~14/mar/26/hb~-exp~~res-perceived-cu~ture-f~~tba~~- 
degrees/ 

Jay Smith counters to UNC’s response: http://paperclassinc.com/jay-smith-counters-uncs-response-hbo- 

real-sports-brya nt-gum bel-segment/ 

Summary: 
While renovations to the Smith Center or construction of a new arena all together would come with a 

hefty price tag, the implementation of luxury seating would prove to be a worthwhile investment in the 

long term as it could yield significant increases in ticket revenue. 

Events such as the Carrier Classic have proven to be successful in the past and the department should 

look to implement more of these sort of outside of the box events to keep the Carolina brand in its place 

of prominence. 

The athletic department should make it a goal to creatively secure the top position of value in the 

nation. 
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Article Link: 
http://www.dai~ytarheei.~m/arti~le/2~ 4/~3/~pini~n-un~basketba~i~sh~u~d~w~rk~t~regain~value 

Summary: 
The investigator looking into academic fraud at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill says he 

expects to meet with the reading specialist who has questioned the literacy level of athletes being 

admitted to the school. 

In a statement sent Tuesday night to The Associated Press, Kenneth Wainstein said he wants to hear 

Mary Willingham’s "firsthand experiences with student-athletes" as well as her observations about their 

"educational experience" at the school. 

Article Link: 
http://www.f~xcar~~ina.c~m/st~ry/25~73855/investigat~r-t~-meet-teacher-ab~ut-unc-ath~etes 

Saga Constancies: Da~y W~£st~eb~ewer News 

Summary: 
The saga continues, as the piece linked to above details UNC-CH’s response to GAP (only after media 

reports were published), which left the concerns raised by GAP President Louis Clark "overwhelmingly 

unaddressed." 

Chancellor Carol Folt must give serious consideration to a letter sent to her earlier this month by the 

respected Washington, D.C.-based Government Accountability Project, which calls itself the nation’s 

leading whistleblower protection and advocacy organization. 

Article Link: 
http://www.whist~eb~~wer~~rg/b~~g/48-2~14/3267-unc-whist~eb~~wer-saga-c~ntinues-dai~y- 

whistleblower-news 
http://www.journalnow.com/opinion/editorials/editorial-unc-ch-should-ease-off- 

whistleblower/artide_211f24bc-b37d-1 le3-867e-0017a43b2370.html 

http://www~dailytarheel~c~m/artide/2~14/~3/whist~eb~~wer-pr~tecti~n-agency-criticizes-unc 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

Rob J. Anderson @RJAndersonBooks ¯ 50m 
ESPN’s OTL with a segment on UNC’s scandal today; HBO’s Real Sports has one tonight. More national 

attention will be announced soon. 

Mary Willingham @paperclassinc lm 

@paperclassinc #ncaareform Smith/Willingham book "Cheated" will tell all about paper class numbers 

unbelievable and indisputable 

the ncaa tie in with unc....collusion...etc yet to come 

More coverage coming 
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Summary: 
The University of Kentucky consulted with the NCAA earlier today regarding footage of Julius Randle in a 

Mitch McConnell advertisement. Although the use of the student-athlete’s image in the advertisement 

is not permissible, because it was done without the knowledge or permission of the university or the 

student-athlete, it is not an NCAA violation. The University of Kentucky has sent a cease and desist letter 

and will continue to take appropriate measures to ensure improper usage of a student-athlete’s name, 

image or likeness is prevented. 

image-of-julius-randle?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_cam paign=college- 

basketball 

Summary: 
UNLV AD Kunzer-Murphy says Rebels are fully engaged in APR process in advance of June release in 

response to reports that the FB program may face a bowl ban for falling short of APR measures, program 

had a four-year average of 932 last June that included a 891 for 2011-12, the most recent reporting 

period. 

Article Link: 
http://www.reviewjournal.com/sports/unlv-faces-possible-bowl-ban 

Summary: 
SportVU camera & data system starting to gain traction in college basketball after significant integration 

in the NBA, Louisville, Marquette & Duke lead the way, STATSVP of Strategy Kopp says company is trying 

to get buy-in at the conference level to defray costs for all members, Michigan State HC Izzo says 

opportunity costs will further separate haves from have-nots. 

Article Link: 

http://w~w~nytimes.c~m/2~14/~3/25/sp~rts/ncaabasketba~~/sp~rtvu-~~ers-c~~~ege-basketba~~-data~ 

for-those-who-can-afford- 
it.html?hpw&rref=sports&_r=0&gwh=82404C7BF187035A323F74F8A789 B907&gwt=regi 
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Summary: 
Northwestern President Emeritus Bienen had some interesting comments during last week’s Knight 

Commission meetings, questions if Wildcats &. other private schools would continue playing 

within NCAA framework if collective bargaining with student-athletes becomes standard, specifically 

cites Duke, Stanford & the Ivys. 

Article Link: 
http://www.click2houston.com/news/WilI-Northwestern-football-unionize/25148504 

Summary: 
Horrible news out of Annapolis as Navy Freshman FB student-athlete McKamey has passed away, 

McKamey experienced a head injury, his third in the last 18 months, during a non-contact drill at 

practice last Saturday, had been in critical condition in a coma since being rushed to hospital. 

Article Link: 
http://www.navysports.com/sports/m-footbl/spec-rel/O32514aab.html 

Summary: 
NCAA recommends new Board of Directors leadership structure that would give the ’Big 5’ conferences 

a 37% voting block. The American, Conference USA, MAC, Mountain West & Sun Belt would receive a 

cumulative 18.6%, student-athletes would have a 3.7% stake & all other DI institutions to have a 40.7% 
position, new model could be ready for a vote by the end of next month. 

Article Link: 

http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/college/2014/O3/25/ncaa-board-governance- 

proposal/6884339/ 

http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/ticker/ncaa-b~ard-c~u~d-expand-bey~nd-c~l~ege-presidents/74851 

http://college-football.si.com/2014/O3/25/ncaa-unveils-new-autonomy-details/ 

http://www.al.c~m/sp~rts/index.ssf/2~14/~3/ncaa-pr~p~ses-athletes-ads-and-1.htm~ 

Summary: 
Bradley AD Cross engages fans during on-line chat, believes the foundation of success for MBB has been 

established, but recognizes "we have work to do", leadership team continues to push to execute high- 
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level game presentation despite challenges of playing in a facility they don’t control, has had positive 

conversations with Learfield on transition from Nelligan. 

Article Link: 
http://www.pjstar.com/article/20140325/SPORTS/140329346/lO930/SPORTS 

Summary: 
Oklahoma FB HC Stoops speaks-out in response to HBO Real Sports episode that aired last night & 

included comments from former Sooners FB student-athlete Mensik, Stoops points to different levels of 

aptitude, interests & work ethic between all students in Norman that together control success on- 

campus & after graduation. 

Article Link: 
http://m.tu~saw~r~d.c~m/b~~gs/sp~rts/~u/~u~sp~rts~b~b~st~~ps~addresses-~u~s~appearance.~n- 

real/article_bf0947c2-b47f-11e3-8a22-0017a43b2370.htm I?mode=jqm 

Summary: 
The Atlantic Coast Conference will crown its champion at Barclays Center in 2017 and ’18 under a deal 

made official Wednesday. 

The Atlantic 10 was scheduled to play its tournament there through 2017. But it will move in exchange 

for playing an ACC/A-10 doubleheader at Barclays during the 2015-16, 2016-17 and 2017-18 seasons. 

The A-:10 tournament will return to Barclays for three years starting in 20:19. 

Swofford notes that the ACC, with its roots in the South, already has a toehold in the "media capital" of 

New York, including its tie-in to the Pinstripe Bowl at Yankee Stadium. 

Article Link: 
http://www.newsobserver.com/20:14/O3/26/3734722/acc-tournament-moving-to- 

brooklyn.html?sp=/99/:100/&ihp=:1 

Summary: 
Fighting Irish Digital Media’s newest production of Strong & True offers a behind-the-scenes seat at 

University of Notre Dame spring football practice. The half-hour show features Irish head coach Brian 
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Kelly as he develops players on the Fighting Irish team in preparation for the April 12 Blue-Gold Spring 

Game and the 2014 Season. 

Strong & True, produced in partnership with 3 Penny Films, also features exclusive access to Irish 

players Everett Golson, KeiVarae Russell, Corey Robinson and other Notre Dame student-athletes. It 

premieres at 6:30 p.m. EDT on Monday, April 7, on NBC Sports Network, and will re-air at 3:30 p.m. EDT 

on Friday, April 11. 

Article Link: 
http://www.und.com/sports/m-footbl/spec-rel/O32514aaa.html 
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Summary: 
National Labor Relations Board Regional Director Ohr says he plans to stay within previously stated 30- 

day window to decide merits of case between Northwestern & the College Athletes Players Association, 

timeline would point to a decision by this Thursday, one of three outcomes are likely, but widespread 

belief has an appeals process taking place no matter what Ohr hands-down. 

Article Link: 
http :/ /abc~~ca~.g~.c~m /w~s/ st~ry ?secti~n=news/ sp~rts/ c~~~ege/ f~~tba~~& sa=NC F & eid=1~6 7 3 2 7 4 

http://espn.g~.c~m/espn/~t~/st~ry/-/id/1~673274/nati~na~-~ab~r-re~ati~ns-b~ard-~~icia~-set-decide- 
northwestern-football-players-campaign-unionize 
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Summary: 
Digital video distribution continues growth as Disney agrees to purchase one of ¥ouTube’s largest 

networks, Maker Studios for $500m, deal includes performance milestones that could take total price to 

nearly $:1b, Maker’s channels on YouTube generate 5.5b views every month & are focused on the 

millennial generation. 

Article Link: 
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/O3/24/us-disney-maker-idUSBREA2NiPV20140324 

Summary: 
As the digital marketing industry continues to swell & become a more integral part of marketing plans 

around the nation, take a moment to consider this Wall Street Journal piece that reviews test by 

the Interactive Advertising Bureau that showed 36% of all web traffic is fake, many large brands now 

conducting thorough audits of their own results. 

Article Link: 
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/23903026/A.pdf 

Summary: 
In partnership with the Student Press Law Center, the journalism students at UMD’s Philip Merrill 

College of Journalism polled 83 universities with NCAA Division I athletics programs and asked to see 11 

documents pertaining to the regulation of student-athletes’ social media accounts, including blank 

copies of agreements that student-athletes must sign, as well as codes of conduct and scholarship 

agreements that include references to social media. 

At many schools, social media policies warn students that participation in collegiate athletics is "a 

privilege, not a right." 

Some universities explicitly require student-athletes to take down any content administrators deem 

unacceptable. 

Policies that restrict speech -- online or otherwise -- present free speech issues. The Maryland audit 

surveyed public institutions, which must not infringe upon students’ First Amendment rights to freedom 

of speech. 
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There’s not a lot of case law to explain the extent to which colleges may police student-athletes’ speech, 

said Howard Wasserman, a law professor at Florida International University who specializes in sports. It 

would be up to a judge to determine whether a First Amendment violation occurred, he said. 

Article Link: 
http~//ajr.~rg/2~14/~3/26/s~cia~-media-m~nit~ring-widespread-am~ng-c~~~ege-ath~etic-departments/ 
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Summary: 
ESPN’s Miller & The Oregonian’s Canzano attempt to piece together revenue figures for new Pac-:12 TV 

deals that they conclude are not yet producing anywhere close to the S20m per school per year that 

could eventually be realized, some league members have seen a decrease compared to previous pay- 

outs, others dealing with IMG buyouts. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.go.com/blog/pac12/post/_/id/70514/pac-12-not-yet-awash-in-tv-cash 

Summary: 
Results from the 2013 fiscal year show Alabama turned a profit of over $21m, total revenues top $143m 

which is a 84% increase from 2006, the year before FB HC Saban arrived in Tuscaloosa, Crimson Tide set 

records for ticket sales ($38.9m) & donations ($34.2m), 93% & 55% of which were respectively 

generated by FB. 

Article Link: 
http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/O3/alabama_athletics_department_r.html 

Summary: 
Maryland Marketing staffers focused on implementing plans to drive graduate student attendance 

at Terps home games, 10% of all home game tix to MBB & FB are reserved for grad students in 

proportion to the student fees they pay & that allotment is significantly underutilized. 

Article Link: 
http://www.diamondbackonline.com/news/cam pus/article_Sbd 1604c-b3d5-11e3-9647- 

0017a43 b2370, html 

Summary: 
New Mexico leaders getting good feedback from fan group created to review all elements of WBB 

program, Senior Assoc. AD Ruggiero nips comments on performance of HC Sanchez, but hears fans on 
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the need for upgraded halftime acts, involvement of the pep band & a wider selection of concession 

options. 

Article Link: 
http://www.abqj~urna~~~~m/373797/sp~rts/fans-~ffer~suggesti~ns~f~r~w~mens~pr~gram~htm~ 

Summary: 
USC sends out survey to FB season ticket-holders on topic of Coliseum renovation plans, asked for 

feedback on investment levels & amenities including a possible seat license of up to $4k, points to 

improved concessions, wider concourses, private restrooms for some levels of donors & ticket 

purchasers. 

Article Link: 
http://www.insidesocal.com/usc/2014/O3/25/coliseum-survey-update/ 

VOTE FOR THE SPRING GAME FIELD DESIGN 

Summary: 
Oklahoma to give fans the voting power to determine the field design at Gaylord Family Memorial 

Stadium for Sooners FB Spring Game on April 12th, options include six different end-zone selections & 

three separate mid-field logos, one fan who chooses the most popular combination will also receive a 

VlP experience. 

Article Link: 
http://www.soonersports.com/ViewArticle.dbml?&DB_OEM_ID=31000&ATCLID=209444932 

Summary: 
Nashville, Tenn. wants to make some money from a season-opening college football game. 

The city, seeing the fun that Atlanta and Dallas have had with hosting college football games on the 

season’s opening weekend, is exploring the idea of hosting a neutral-site game as early as 2016. 

The Tennesseean reports that the game would pit an SEC team against another team from a power 

conference at LP Field, home of the Tennessee Titans. 

Music City Sports and Entertainment Group has been working on a significant college football event for 

Nashville, and we are about 60-90 days from making an announcement," said Tammy Genovese, CEO of 

MCSEG. 
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Article Link: 
http~//sp~rts.yah~.~m/b~gs/ncaaf~dr~saturday/nashvi~e~ants~t~h~st~a~neutra~site~e~e~ 

football-season-opener-1616~,4472.html 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Will Reece <wreece@nextlevel.us~ 

Monday, March 31, 2014 5:33 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Thank you 

Thank ~,,’ince. I’ll look forward to seeing vo~ in Chapel Hill down the line. Best, 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 3:46 PM 

To: ’wreece@nextlevel,us’ 
Subject= ~ank you 

Wi~ 

Than~ for the invitation to your event at t~e Final Four. I won’t ~ ma~ng the trip to Texa~ but ~ow Bubba will and am sure he’ s loo~ng fo~vard ~ seeing you and 

eve~body them. Have a great time~ 

~::~ ~::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....... 



[)~ NACDA Daily Review 

Dai~y Rev]e~v Archives 

Submit an Ar[icle 

(~" O ?.-’.. t. }’~ {.~ #; 

)> Summitt Introduced as Louisiana Tech Head Coach I Louisiana Tech University 



)~ Sieve Wojcieci~owski Named Head Coach at IVlarquet[e I Marquette University 

)> Fish Named Montana State Men’s Basketball Coach I Montana State University 

)) Raegan Pebley Named TCU WBB Head Coach I TCU 

)) Dow Named ULM Women’s Basketball Head Coach I University of Louisiana at Monroe 

)) Kev[n Mcmil~an Inks New Contract to Remain as UT Mart~n Head Women’s Basketbal~ Coach I University of 

Tennessee at Matin 

)} Toledo Ex[ends Coach Kowalczyk’s Contract Throu@h 2020-2~ Season I Uni~ersi~ of Toledo 

Cort mu ~ty Out.r~:~bCh 

>> Greyhound ]ennis Hosts Kids Play Day I Univemi~ of 

Development 

)> Payin~ I[ Forward: "Everyday Champions" scholarship pro@ram connects Kni@h[s with their benefactors 

>} Card[qal, Gold and Bold I 

)) Frazier looks to ~mprove Husk~e Stadium I No.hera Illinois University 

>} UK approves S&0 mdiion donation for football p~act=ce facility I University of Kentuc~ 

)) N~ck Saban supports athletes’ d~ht to a voice, points to benefits ~ot counted ~ scholarships 

)} How .o En~a~e New Ta~en~ Prior to Their =~art Date I Disney Institute 

>} Silent Dishonesty: Distinguished Professo~ Withholds r~uth About Research on Athletes I University of Noah 

Carolina 

)} Senior Focus: The Value Of Experience 

>> Philadelphia Bi~ 5 Partners With Sports Chan~es Life ~oundat[on 

Techno~ot~V 

>> Lived ~ntroduces DataBdd~e for Connectivity in the ~ield 

)} ESPN and Disney/~BC Televh~ion Group Launch WATCH Authentk:ated Products to D~SH Customers 

WCC 

)> Glenn Layendecker Joins West Coast Conference Staf~ 

Wounded [R Uire~oPs CBS S~s 
...... Warrior ..... Cup ...... College 

Proje~ Ne~ork 



NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 

service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 

not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 

appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Frierson III <j oeblue3@mac.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:+ 

Re: NACDA Daily Review 

It’s a start. 

JCF3 

On Apr 2, 2014, at 4:06 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: NACDA <nacdadailymview(a)nacda.com> 
Date: April 2, 2014 at 1:57:36 PM EDT 

To: <ille(~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: NACDA Daily Review 

NACDA Daily Revievv 

April 

i\-ottl’:,weste:n College Names X:cw Athletic Director ] Northwestern College 

Patterson eyes g [oba] expansi on :[br Texas I UnNersi~ el" Texas 

Deadline Vriday: 20i 4 I¢~LA Cosve~lion Membership IniIia~ve S~pend Progran~ I I(X~A 

Deadline TODAY: MO~%~ Board ef Directers Nommatiens ~ MO~ 

Deadline Frid~v: 20i4 NLXADD E~ecu~ve (;on~mittee N~oFnioatlo~s [ NA~)D 

NAC>,’I~X Biog: Remetnb~r How To Think [ 

Dan McLean Named E),+/U Associate AD for Developr++ent ] Eastern ~chigan Universi~" 

$1 Bonave+sture Wins }"oud h Annua~ A-10 SAAC Video (;oa~pe~i++o+ S~ I~naventure Universi~ 

Awards Saiute: bfark Beckenbach Warre~ Berg Award rec~pien~ [ CoNDA 

Awards Salate: Rising Star Ryan Klmkner (Saint John’s) I CoStA 

Fo++n+ C;CU ;[’cams Stando+ [;rnma K~dd [;k’c~ed To B~g So~th Hail of Fame 

Coa~hus 



Wounded 

Warrior 

Project 

Director’s 

Cup 

CBS 
College 
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NACDA distributes The NACDA Daily Review as an independent provider of links to news articles on college 
sports that have appeared in newspapers on the World Wide Web. NACDA is providing the Daily Review as a 

service to members of NACDA or one of NACDA’s affiliate associations. The views depicted in the articles are 

not necessarily those of NACDA. Additionally, NACDA does not verify the factual content of any article 

appearing in The NACDA Daily Review. 

Terms and Conditions 

To no longer receive these messages, please Click here 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Catherine Mitchell <info@mailva.evite.com> 

Thursday. April 3, 2014 11:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Evite Invitation: Carolina Softball Senior BmNuet 

Catherine Mitchell invited you to 

Caro~ir~a Softball Ser-lior 

Wittis~", and ida F~iday Csr:ie.." ~}~ Colstim~ing Ed(~ca~ion 
I (}0 Frigidity Ce~tl:er Dr 
Chapei Hill NC 27517 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evite ~:info@mailva.evite.com > 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 4:44 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

F, vent Reminder: Recognition BmNuet 

Don’t forget to snap * share 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, April 7, 2014 5:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: 

image003.jpg 

That was outstanding. 

Bubba 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Jun 27, 2013, at 8:19 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille,~;unc.edu> wrote: 

Worth watching... 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Cav~lina 

(919) 962-4631 

<ima~eOO3.jp~ > 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Montgomery <john@mmsclnb.com~ 

Monday, April 7, 2014 6:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Re: Rams Clnb Networking Reception 

image003.jpg 

Did you get my voicemail? 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 7, 2014, at 11:28 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@~mc.e&,> wrote: 

John, 

On our community outreach calendar, I notice there is an evem listed as a °’Networking Reception with Rams Club BOD" to be held from 5-6pm on April 
11, 2014. It is noted that selected s~dent-athletes have been invited to pa~icipate. Ca~ you tell me an~Nng more a~ut tNs event’? Is it related in ~y 

way ~ cmeer development ne~vor~ng that you and I discussed a few weeks ~o? If these questions should be diiected to one of your stuff; plebe just 

let me ~ow m~d I’ll contact ~em directly. ThaNes for your help. 

Vince 
vince 

::::::::::::::::::::: :: r:::: ?-~}.: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

John Montgomery <john@mmsclnb.com~ 

Monday, April 7, 2014 6:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Re: Rams Clnb Networking Reception 

image003.jpg 

Mid morning is good .... 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 7, 2014, at 6:28 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Just did. Will t~ to call you back tomorrow if yon’re avmlable. Any specific day/time best lbr you? Thanks John. 
Vince Illle 

<image003.j0g> 

From: John MonNome~ [mailto:johnCramsdub.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 20~4 6:~7 PN 
$o: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Rams Club Ne~orkin~ Reception 
D~d you get my voicemai~? 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 7, 2014, at 11:28 AM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

John, 

On onr community outreach calendax, I notice there is an event listed as a "Networking Reception with Rams Club BOD" to be held ficom 5- 

6pm on April 11,2014. It is noted that selected student-athletes have been invited to participate. Can you tell me a~ything more abont this 

event? Is it related in any way to career development networking that you and I discnssed a few wee~ ago? If these questions should ~ 

directed to one of your s~ plebe just let me ~ow and I’ll contact them directly. Thai~s for your help. 

Vince 

<image003.jog> 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Meacham ~FonyM@gators.ufl.e&~> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 9:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Call 

Hey Vince - hope things are good with you and the family - need to give you a call about something - let me know ;vhen a good time ;vould be to call. 

Tony 

Ton?- Meacham 
Assistant Director, Academic Sel~ices 
Office of Student Life 
Universi~z Athletic Association 
tonym@gators.ufl edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 9:57 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

VJnce, 

April 17 would be great! 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:48 AM 

To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Strassner, Rachel; Ballen, Martina K; Broome, Lissa L; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Keadey, Stephen 

Subject: FW: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

Checking on your avMlabiliF to Nrdcipate m times noted below for 4/17 and 4/21. If you’ll let me know I’ll t~ to schedule wifl~ ND. Thanks. 

From: Thomas Nevala [mailto:Thomas,3,Newia,l~nd,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014- 9:4-2 AN 
To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

Thanks, Vince._also a holiday hereL.wasn’t looking at the day very carefully, just availability! 

Would a[t~-’_~r 3pf¥~ or~ the :[7th or [h~-’_~ rnorning of the 77_:1.’~t be an option for you? 

TN 

From: Ille, Vince [_mail[o:iile@u~;c.ed~l] 

Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:40 AM 

To: Thomas Nevala 

Subject: RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

Tom~ 

April 18 is a campus holiday here, so most will not be available. Is there another date on your calendars that might work? ThaI~s ~d hope you’re doiug well. 

VJnce 

F~m: Thomas Nevala 
Sent: Wednesday, Apd109, 2014 11:45 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

Vince: 

Meeting with Jill, Jen and friends this Friday to review ND student aid data, current student aid proposals, etc... 
th Would you, Marielle and others at UNC have time on Friday, April 18 to schedule a WebEx to review same, models of existing proposals and brain storm a bit 

about a possible ACC proposal? 

Let me know if there’s a time that would work well that day on your end and we will make it happen here, too. 

Thanks. 

Best, 

TN 

St. Assoda~:e A,Merits Director I Business 

U~fiversiV of No~e Drone ] 113 doyce Ce~ter Notre D~me, IN 46556 

574 631.-8112 ONce ~ 574 631.-9669 













Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliate@nacda.mmsend.com~ 

Monday, April 14, 2014 9:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

The NACDA Report: Becoming Our Own Media Company 

CLEVELAND - The National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA) second installment of 

The NACDA Report, ’Becoming Our Own Media Company.’ 

The NACDA Report is a series of articles designed to help further educate the membership on topics that 

are pertinent to the industry. 

This NACDA Report was written by Stephen Dittmore, an associate professor at the University of 

Arkansas. He also serves as coordinator for the Recreation and Sport Management program and is a 

Dean’s Fellow in the College of Education & Health Professions. 

To view ’The NACDA Report,’ click here or on the graphic below. 

About NACDA: NACDA, now in its 49th year, is the professional and educational association for more than 

6,500 college athletics administrators at more than 1,600 institutions throughout the United States, 

Canada and Mexico. More than 2,200 athletics administrators annually attend the NACDA Convention. 

Additionally, NACDA administers 13 professional associations, including seven for the separate business 

units that report directly to the athletics directors. For more information on NACDA, visit 

www.nacda.com. 

Click her~e to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road. West]ake, OH 44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Nevala <messenger@webex.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 12:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Meeting invitation: UNC/ND S-A Financial Aid Update 

Hello, 

Tom Nevala invites you to attend this online meeting. 

Topic: UNC!ND S-A Financial Aid Update 
Date: Monday, April 21, 2014 
Time: 9:30 am, Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04:00) 
Meeting Number: 922 426 990 
Meeting Password: irisheels 

To join the online meeting (Now from mobile devices!) 

i. Go to https:!/nd.webex.com/nd/i.php?MTiD=mb62a619f0a7cS07ee541bSf72ae4b382 
2. Enter your name and email address. 
3. Enter the meeting password: irisheels 
4. Click "Join Now". 
5. You will then be asked to download the Meeting Manager. 
This may be displayed as a question to download the active X client. Or may come up as a dialog box on the screen. Download this program. It may take up to a minute for it 

to do so. The Meeting manager is what allows us to see each others desktops, etc. 

To view in other time zones or languages, please click the link: 

https://nd.webex.com!nd!i, php?MTiD= m6cflf47fd7332a994b96c3326403f10c 

To join the audio conference only 

To receive a call back, provide your phone number when you join the meeting, or call the number below and enter the access code. 

Call-in toll-free number (US/Canada): 1-866-469-3239 
Call-in toll number (US!Canada): 1-650-429-3300 
Global call-in numbers: https:/!nd.webex.com!nd/qlobalcallin.php?serviceType=MC&ED=281536432&tollFree=1 
Toll-free dialing restrictions: http:/!www.webex.com/pdf/tollfree restrictions.pdf 

Access code:922 426 990 

For assistance 

1. Go to https://nd.webex.com/nd/mc 
2. On the left navigation bar, click "Support". 
3. You can call the Webex Help Desk 24/7 in the U.S. and Canada at 866-229-3239 
You can contact me at: 
tnevala@nd.edu 

To add this meeting to your calendar program (for example Microsoft Outlook), click this link: 

https://nd.webex.com/nd/i.ph p?MTID= m654eaa74a3deb06026fSe6f96ea469f3 

The playback of UCF (Universal Communications Format) rich media files requires appropriate players. To view this ~pe of rich media files in the meeting, please check 
whether you have the players installed on your computer by going to https://nd.webex.com/nd/systemdiaqnosis.php. 

http://www.webex.com 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This WebEx service includes a feature that allows audio and any documents and other materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be recorded. 
By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to the recording, discuss your concerns with the meeting host prior to the start of 
the recording or do not join the session. Please note that any such recordings may be subject to discovery in the event of litigation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <:newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 6:07 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fammn Street: The Puchology of Persuasion plus more 

[ i’~:i Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 25 Apt 2014 05:00 AN PDT 

~,~,~ "We all ~ool ourselves from time to time, to keep our thoughts and belie~ consistent with what we have already done or 

decided," 

"We all fool ourselves from time to time...to keep our thoughts and beliefs consistent 

with what we have already done or decided." 

I get a lot of emails form people asking me how they can learn to persuade others. 

Learning about the ways people (honestly and dishonestly) influence you is one of the best things to I~’~ ~’ly i~ ~if~. But 

it’s never too late. 

The go to book on the subject is Robert Cialdini’s ~:~fl~e~e~ Th~ Ps~o9~ ~f Pe~s~si~. Cialdini has spent a lifetime 

researching the psychology of compliance. 

The book highlights six principles of persuasion, which most commonly and effectively are used by compliance practitioners. 

We all employ them and fall victim to them, to some degree, in our daily interactions with neighbors, friends, lovers, 

and offspring. But the compliance practitioners have much more than the vague and amateurish understanding of 

what works than the rest of us have .... It is odd that despite their current widespread use and looming future 

importance, most of us know very little about our automatic behavior patterns . Perhaps that is so precisely because 

of the mechanistic, unthinking manner in which they occur. Whatever the reason, it is vital that we clearly recognize 

one of their properties: They make us terribly vulnerable to anyone who does know how they work. 

These principles work via near automatic response - a "nearly mechanical process by which the power within these weapons 

can be activated, and the consequent exploitability of this power by anyone who knows how to trigger them." 

Reciprocation 

This principle suggests people will be nice if you are. Therefore, if you do something first, by giving them something or doing 



something nice for them, it is more likely to come back to you. The key is to go first. And, at least in this case, size doesn’t 

matter. Something as small as a pen has been shown to influence people well beyond its monetary value. 

Reciprocation is the basis of cashing in points, calling in a favor, owing other people one, etc. 

The reason it works so well is that you have two choices, you either act in a socially approved way by giving in to a request 

or decline and face (perceived or real) shame. And we want to say yes because this is a way to avoid confrontation. 

Reciprocation also works on multiple levels. We are more likely to trust someone who trusts us. We share secrets with 

people who share secrets with us. 

One way to resist this is to refuse the initial favor or gift. Once you accept, it becomes a lot harder. 

Consistency 

Once we have made a choice or taken a stand, we will encounter personal and interpersonal pressures to behave 

consistently with that commitment. 

][t’s easier to get people to comply with requests that they see as consistent with what they’ve already said (especially in your 

presence.) This is the basis for one of the best interview ~acks, I’ve ever seen. ][f you ask people to state their priorities and 

goals and then align your proposals with that in mind you make it harder for people to say no. 

][f you start to see yourself as a devil’s advocate for example, you will reinforce that idea by acting like a devil’s advocate. 

Consistency is also the basis for the ~kea ~ect and why ~ ~i~tle pai~ makes so~et~ing more ~t~r~c~ive. 

Say less at work and you’ll be more flexible when things change. Also examine why you want to comply and if things have 

changed. And keep a decisio~ ~o~rna~ so you can see how often you’re wrong -- there is no point holding on to bad ideas. 

Once you’ve got a man’s se.f-image where you want it, he shou.d comply naturally witha whole range of your 

requests that are consistent with this new view of himself. 

Social proof 

we...use the actions of others to decide on proper behavior for ourselves. 

Ever wonder why TV shows use laugh tracks. It’s so you know when to laugh. I’ll let you sit on that one for a minute. 

People will more likely say yes when they see other people doing it too. This is amplified in situations of uncertainty, where we 

look to others for cues on what we should do. This can be dangerous. If you are in an emergency, you might look around 

you for clues on what to do and how to act. Others, of course, might do the same thing. This is why, in an emergency, you 

need to give explicit instructions. You should always point to someone in a crowd, and say, you call 911. Point to another 

person and ask them to do something. 

Cialdini writes: 

the process of examining the reactions of other peop,e to reso,ve our uncertainty, however, we are like,y to 
overlook a subtle but important fact. Those people are probably examining the social evidence, too. 

Consider walking into a restaurant in a foreign city. You’re starving and have no idea "what’s good" here. Luckily, there 

happens to be a section of the menu labelled "most popular dishes," and that’s exactly what you’re likely to order. 

Social pool is not all bad. It’s one of the main ways we learn in life. I’ve written extensively on this one before. 

Liking 

You prefer to comply with requests from people you like more than from people you don’t like. Go figure. One way people 

exploit this is to find ways to make themselves like you. Do you like golf? Me too. Do you like football? Me too. Although 

often these are genuine, sometimes they’re not. One way to get people to like you is to establisb q~ick rapport. 

This is the basis for tupperware parties. Who can say no to a good friend? 

You also like people more if they like you. This is why Joe Girard, ~he wor#d’s "’grea~st car sa~sr~an,~’ sends every 

customer a holiday card with the message "I like you." And you know what, it works. People go back to him. 

Oh, and by the way, I like you. 

Authority 



This relates to our tendency to be persuaded by authority figures, that is people who demonstrate knowledge, confidence, 

and credibility on the topic. Something as simple as informing your audience of your credentials before you speak, for 

example, increases the odds you will persuade the audience. Beware of those wearing uniforms or engineering rings as those 

are rather overt signs of authority. 

We’re taught from a young age to listen to those in charge. And most times this works out ok but sometimes it doesn’t. 

Consider this, the co-pilot is never supposed to let the plane crash no matter what, even in a simulator. The pilot, however, is 

the authority figure. So in simulators they’ve had the pilot do things that are so obviously wrong that an idiot would know 

that what he’s doing would lead to a crash. But the co-pilot just sits there because the pilot is the authority figure and a 

meaningful percentage of the time the plane crashes. 

Scarcity 

It is easy enough to feel properly warned against scarcity pressures, but it is substantially more difficult to act on that 

warning. 

We all want something other people don’t or can’t have. If you offer people something rare or scarce, they are more likely to 

want it. 

][ just bought a book off amazon and interestingly on the page they said "Only 2 left in stock." That’s scarcity. I better order 

now, or I might have to wait. And I don’t know about you but I really don’t want to miss out. 

ff you haven’t already I suggest you pick up a copy of :~nf#~ence: T#~e Psycholocjy of Pers&~asion. 

Brought to you by: Learning Infinite -- C~#en~eo Discover, Grow° ~Le~rn b~" ~oi~j~ ~it# exp~rts w#o ~ve been 

Apr 2.0:;.4 04:30 AH PDT 

i.~.i lincoln 

Famously provoked by [,i~col~’s speech, John Wilkes Booth was quoted as saying "That means citizenship. Now, by God, I’ll 

put him through. That is the last speech he will ever give." And #~ r~de it so. 

Only moments before the Presidential carriage left the White House on the evening of April 14th on the way to Ford’s 

Theater, Lincoln wrote out this pass to allow George Ashmun, a Congressman from Massachusetts and chairman of the 1860 

National Republican Convention, into the White House in the morning. The prolific writer, whose works are captured in the 

beautiful two volume set Lincoln: Speeches and Writings: :~32-:~8~8 and :[8~J~:~5, laid down his pen for the last time. 

Allow Mr. Ashmun and friend to come in at 9 A. M. tomorrow. 

Brought to you by: Learning Infinite -- C#~llen~jeo Discover, Grow° ’Lear~ by ~oi~cj’ wit#~ experts w~o ~sve been 

t~ere~ none 

You are subscribed Lo ernaJi updaLes from Farnam Street 

To step receiving these ema s, you may unsubscribe now. 

Goegle h~c, 20 West Kinzie, Chicage IL. USA 60610 

Email delive[y pewe[ed by Go( 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 6:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farn~an Street: the W.A=R of ART and the Unlived Life 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 17 Ap.r 2014 05:00 A,I~ PDT 

A voracious reader and best-selling author emailed me shortly after my post A~#~ L~#no~t," $om~ :~s~r~c~io~s on WHti~j 

a~d Lif~. He proceeded to tell me the book was full of terrible advice, the self-help equivalent of"follow your passion." In its 

place he offered up Steven Pressfield’s T~e W~r of A~t, which not only describes the experience of writing but deals with the 

broader subject of overcoming obstacles to success. 

Are you paralyzed with fear? That’s a good sign. Fear is good. Like self-doubt, fear is an indicator. Fear tells us what 

we have to do. Remember our rule of thumb: The more scared we are of a work or calling, the more sure we can 

be that we have to do it. 

Resistance is experienced as fear; the degree of fear equates the strength of Resistance. Therefore, the more fear 

we feel about a specific enterprise, the more certain we can be that that enterprise is important to us and to the 

growth of our soul. 

Here is a telling passage, next to which I wrote, in the margin, "The writer who doesn’t write, the person who doesn’t live." 

Talking about the unlived life and resistance Pressfield writes: 

Most of us have two lives. The life we live, and the unlived life within us. Between the two stands Resistance. Have 

you ever brought home a treadmill and let it gather dust in the attic? Ever quit a diet, a course of yoga, a meditation 

practice? Have you ever bailed out on a call to embark upon a spiritual practice, dedicate yourself to a humanitarian 

calling, commit your life to the service of others? Have you ever wanted to be a mother, a doctor, an advocate for 

the weak and helpless; to run for office, crusade for the planet, campaign for world peace, or to preserve the 

environment? Late at night have you experienced a vision of the person you might become, the work you could 

accomplish, the realized being you were meant to be? Are you a writer who doesn’t write, a painter who doesn’t 

paint, an entrepreneur who never starts a venture? Then you know what Resistance is. 

Resistance is the most toxic force on the planet. It is the root of more unhappiness than poverty, disease, and 

erectile dysfunction. To yield to Resistance deforms our spirit, lit stunts us and makes us less than we are and were 

born to be. If you believe in God (and ~ do) you must declare Resistance evil, for it prevents us from achieving the 

life God intended when He endowed each of us with our own unique genius. Genius is a Latin word; the Romans 

used it to denote an inner spirit, holy and inviolable, which watches over us, guiding us to our calling. A writer writes 

with his genius; an artist paints with hers; everyone who creates operates from this sacramental center. It is our 

soul’s seat, the vessel that holds our being-in-potential, our star’s beacon and Polaris. 

Every sun casts a shadow, and genius’s shadow is Resistance. As powerful as is our soul’s call to realization, so 

potent are the forces of Resistance arrayed against it. Resistance is faster than a speeding bullet, more powerful 

than a locomotive, harder to kick than crack cocaine. We’re not alone if we’ve been mowed down by Resistance; 

millions of good men and women have bitten the dust before us. And here’s the biggest bitch: We don’t even know 

what hit us. I never did. From age twenty-four to thirty-two, Resistance kicked my ass from East Coast to West and 

back again thirteen times and ~ never even knew it existed. I looked everywhere for the enemy and failed to see it 

right in front of my face. 

Have you heard this story: Woman learns she has cancer, six months to live. Within days she quits her job, resumes 

the dream of writing Tex-Mex songs she gave up to raise a family (or starts studying classical Greek, or moves to 

the inner city and devotes herself to tending babies with AIDS). Woman’s friends think she’s crazy; she herself has 

never been happier. There’s a postscript. Woman’s cancer goes into remission. 

Is that what it takes? Do we have to stare death in the face to make us stand up and confront Resistance? Does 

Resistance have to cripple and disfigure our lives before we wake up to its existence? How many of us have become 

drunks and drug addicts, developed tumors and neuroses, succumbed to painkillers, gossip, and compulsive cell- 

phone use, simply because we don’t do that thing that our hearts, our inner genius, is calling us to? Resistance 



defeats us. If tomorrow morning by some stroke of magic every dazed and benighted soul woke up with the power 

to take the first step toward pursuing his or her dreams, every shrink in the directory would be out of business. 

Prisons would stand empty. The alcohol and tobacco industries would collapse, along with the junk food, cosmetic 

surgery, and infotainment businesses, not to mention pharmaceutical companies, hospitals, and the medical 

profession from top to bottom. Domestic abuse would become extinct, as would addiction, obesity, migraine 

headaches, road rage, and dandruff. 

Look in your own heart. Unless I’m crazy, right now a still, small voice is piping up, telling you as it has ten thousand 

times before, the calling that is yours and yours alone. You know it. No one has to tell you. And unless I’m crazy, 

you’re no closer to taking action on it than you were yesterday or will be tomorrow. You think Resistance isn’t real? 

Resistance will bury you. 

The Wa~" of Art has been added to my growing list of the best books on writing. 

Brought to you by: Learning Infinite -- Chal~e##~, Discover, @cow, ’Lear~ b~! doinc3’ ~ith ~xp~rts who h~ve 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 
To stop receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now. 

Goegie inc. 20 Wee[ Kinzie; Chicago iL LISA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Go( 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gunter Brewer <alerts@teamworksapp.com> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 9:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Hapw Easter 

HappyEasterBunny.jpg 

From the Tar Heel famiJy - Happy Easter. CoachBrew 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farnmn Street Brain Food <newslette~thmamstreetblog.com@maill31 .atll01 .mcdlv.net> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 9:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

The Psychology of Persuasion 

"Practicai ~wsdom is the combination of morai ~vdl snd morai ski~J, " 

Start here. 

The most popular article this week was 

What else was interesting? 

[J[.!?~..!!!.~S!~!?.9.[g~QY...g!.[!~#.r.~!~.Si.9.D. -- finally a post outlining in some detNI the 6 

major forces that we can use to persuade others (and they can use to 

persuade us.) 

In memo~ of Mnco~n’s assassination, I dug up 

ever d~d. ~t’s not what you ~ink. 

[):J]~...~.[~f~J~..[!r.~[~O~ ~ I get a ton of hate ma~l whenever I encroach 

into b~,o subjecb: po~tics and religion. These excerpb, from the Robe~ 

Gates ~.#.~.~j£ were interesting to me, not for their politics but rather for an 

~nsMe look at how Presidents make decisions. 

The WAR of ART and the UnlOved L~fe ~ Describes the experience of 

writing but deals with the broader subject of overcoming obstacbs 

(resistance) to success. (Pa~r with Anne Lamo~: Some h-~struct~ons on 

Our Loss of V~sdom ~ "a w~se person ~s made, not born ~sdom depends 

depends on experience, and not just any experience. You need the time to 

get to know the people that you’re serving." 

The Ab~t~ To Focus And P, zlake The Best Move ~iMqen There Are No Good 

~y~.¢~y.#.~ ~ "~at’s the secret to being a successful CEO? Sadly, there ~s no 

secret, but ~f there ~s one skill that stands out, ~t’s the aM~ity to focus and 

make the best move whe_~ ~nere ~’- are       no good moves." 

If you missed last week’s edition --10 books Bill and Melinda Gates 

recommended to the TED audience this year, a definition of antifragile you can 

actually use, the art and science of doing nothing, the default method of problem 

solving, mindfulness for people too busy to meditate and so much more--you can 

What l°m reading. 



Just Babies: The Origins of Good and Evii 

I’m fascinated by morality. Some people believe that morality is mostly learned. 

Others think that we are born with a deep sense of good and evil. The truth is we 

acquire morality from both. \,’Ve are born with a moral sense -- a capacity to 

distinguish between kindness and cruelty. We are also born with a rudimentary 

sense of empathy and compassion, fairness, and justice. As we age these are 

nurtured and augmented by our environments, experiences, literature, and even 

television. 

An abbreviated introduction to the Gal~pagos that left me with more questions 

than answers. There are quite a few gorgeous 19th- and eady-20th-century 

illustrations. The chapters on the human impact to the islands, something near and 

dear to the author, seemed to tlow better and be somewhat more complete. In the 

end, though, I was left wanting more~ More illustrations. More ecological, 

evolutionary, and geological principles to explain the islands and their unique 

habitat More pictures of flora, fauna, and wildlife. And more of those gorgeous 

illustrations. 

See the ~ of what I’ve been reading. 

Links wo h clicking. 

+ ~ATho Gains From Grit? 

On closer inspection, the concept of grit turns out to be dubious, as does the 

evidence cited to support it. Persistence can actually backfire and distract from 

more important goals. Emphasizing grit is usually justified as a way to boost 

academic achievement, which sounds commendable. Indeed, research has found 

that more A’s are given to students who report that they put off doing what they 

enjoy until they finish their homework Another pair of studies found that middle- 

schoolers who qualified for the National Spelling Bee performed better in that 

competition if they had more grit, "whereas spellers higher in openness to 

experience, defined as preferring using their imagination, playing with ideas, and 

otherwise enjoying a complex mental life," did worse. (Pair with the opposite view: 

Andela Duckworth on wh~rit is the most ~;,~edicto,~ of success.) 

+ 

~t’s hard to boil down 13.7 billion years of history into something manageable. But I 

think the writers, developers and producers who worked on this made an 

entertaining and informative course. You should be able to finish it in four or five 

hours. 

Tapping into big data, researchers and planners are building mathematical 

models of personal and civic behavior. But the models may hide rather than reveal 

the deepest sources of social ills. (Physics envy meets behavioura! psycho/ogy 

and results in "socia! physics. ") 

+ I--io~#,,’ b be inte,~estin~~ the best bit~ of life r~,~e more thr~,~, ’i,~,terestin.~:’ 

"A theorist is considered great, not because his theories are true, but because 

they are interesting." Even in the world of academia, most people aren’t motivated 

by the truth. VVhat they want, above all, is notto be bored .... Interestingness gives 

the mind something to chew on - but the best experiences come when you stop 

chewing. VVnen you’re watching a stunning sunset, Tolle asks, "could you say, ’This 

sunset is interesting’? Only if you were trying to write a PhD about sunsets... Truly 

look, and then what you’re looking at goes beyond interesting... There’s nothing 



interesting about it, and yet it’s awednspiring," 

+ More time is better the,~, more rnone~ 

Here is what I learned from 40 years of travefing: Of the two modes, it is far better 

to have more time than money. VVnen you have abundant time you can get closer 

to core of a place. You can hang around and see what really happens. You can 

meet a wider variety of people. You can slow down until the hour that the secret 

vault is opened. You have enough time to learn some new words, to understand 

what the real prices are, to wait out the weather, to get to that place that takes a 

week in a leap. Money is an attempt to buy time, but it rarely is able to buy any of 

the above. 

"Bebveen his techniques and my software, we could crack the test. And that’s 

when we realized the whole thing was a scare" 

+ Cognitive decletio,~, ~;acts even si,m~ arid habitual tasks (like hand washin.~Q 

(hit ~) 

(pa~r with 

A study following more than 1,800 children from ages 6 months to nearly 8 years 

old found a small but consistent association between increased television viewing 

and shorter sleep duration. (Best paired with 

That is the magic not in Garcia MPrquez’s books, but of them: that the characters 

he created could return to me as if bearing the sad news themselves--as if once 

they really had lived: as if they still did. 

+ The Science of Older rand V~ser 

True personal wisdom involves five elements, said Professor Staudinger, now a 

life span psychologist and professor at Columbia University. They are selfdnsight; 

the ability to demonstrate personal gro~Ah; self-awareness in terms of your 

historical era and your family history; understanding that priorities and values, 

including your own, are not absolute: and an awareness of life’s ambiguities. (Pair 

with The Y~sdom Paradox) 

Thanks, 
Shane Parrish 



From: Tarheel Parents [tarheelfootballparents@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2014 11:26:46 PM 
Subject: 2014 Football Parking Info and other IMPT Updates 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments~htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
2014 Tar Heel Parent Brochure Switzerized.pdf (6.7M) 
Dear Tar Heel Families, Several parents and their families have already purchased their season parking pass at University Baptist Church for 
HOME games. Click here to see map of University Baptist Church location. We ask you to consider joining us!! This pass gives you a guaranteed 
parking spot for all six home games and access to clean indoor bathrooms! The church will have a host/hostess this year to attend to the bathroom 
access for all patrons using the lot. You are encouraged to secure your spot as soon as possible! The church is about to send updated 
information to their congregation about the availability of season parking passes in their iot. Season parking passes are available on 
a f~rst come, f~rst serve basis. SEE ALSO ATTACHED our NEW 2014 Tar Heel Football Parent Organization brochure that has been officially 
"Switerized", designed by our very own Michael Switzer (WR Ryan Switzer). REVIEW it to see how AMAZING it is and for more info on parking 
and other important UPDATES! 

Note: If you are looking to save money, here is an idea. We have had some families who have purchased a season pass together in the 
past. They meet off campus and car pool in together to the church lot. 
THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 6:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: The Stoic Reading List 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 20 Apt 2014 08:24 A,I,~ PDT 

i,~,i "The impediment to action advances action,Whet stands in the way becomes the way,"-- Marcus Aurelius 

"The impediment to action advances action.What stands in the way becomes the 

way," 

-- Marcus Aurelius 

You know the section after the last chapter that everyone ignores? Well that’s one of the first things I read. This is ~o~v ~: 

read a book. This is part of systematic skimmin~ and allows me to get a feel for the author’s vocabulary, a sense of what 

the book is about, how arguments are structured, and references and sources. It’s also a good place to find new reading 

material. 

I received a pre-release copy of Ryan Holiday’s new book, T~e Obstacle ~s tl~e Way: Tl~e Timeless Art ~f T~r~i~!:J Trials 

i~t~ T~i~#np~, in the mail this week. The book comes out in a couple of weeks. In the back ~ came across something ~ wish ~ 

had found a few years ago when I first started reading philosophy, a stoic reading list. 

The Big Three. 

Stoicism is perhaps the only "philosophy" where the original, primary texts are actually cleaner and easier to read 

than anything academics have written afterward. Which is awesome because it means you can dive into the subject 

and go straight to the source. 

1, Neditatio~s by Marcus Aurelius. 

I loved this book. I had read it before but it wasn’t the Hays translation, which made a world of difference for me. 

There is one translation of Marcus Aurelius to read and that is Gregory Hays’s amazing edition for the Modern 

Library. Everything else falls sadly short. His version is completely devoid of any "thou’s" "arts" "shalls." [t’s beautiful 

and haunting. I’ve recommended this book to literally thousands of people at this point. Buy it. Change your life. 

2. Letter~ of a ~toic by Seneca (see also: 0~ t~e ~<)rtne~ of Life). 



This is one of the 5 books :~ reco~e~d ev~ryo~e read before their 30th birthday. 

Seneca or Marcus are the best places to start if you’re looking to explore Stoicism. Seneca seems like he would 

have been a fun guy to know--which is unusual for a Stoic. I suggest starting with On the Shortness of Life (a 

collection of short essays) and then move to his book of letters (which are really more like essays than true 

correspondence). 

Of the big three, Epictetus is the most preachy and least fun to read. But he will also from time to time express 

something so clearly and profoundly that it will shake you to your core. 

But wait ... there’s more. 

Holiday points us to some other great authors too, who are in line with some stoic thinking. 

¯ Ner~c~i~us Fra##n~ts (An amazingly powerful book. You’ll read this in under an hour and spend months thinking 

about it.) 

¯ Artb#r Scbope#hauer= ~ssa~s and A£horisms (I’ve been reading these at random now for a while, and loving 

them.) 

¯ Cicero, O~ the Good Life 

¯ ~o~t~icj~e= Essays (I’m in love with this ~o@ee~tsble versions.) 

To which we can add 

¯ ~e ~or~l S~i~js of Publius Syrus (another of my personal favorites) 

¯ ~’s Sear¢~ for ~4ea~i~# by Viktor Frankl (an incredibly important work on our se~r~ for ~ea~i~j a~d t~e 

~st of our freedoms) 

¯ #~at~re a~d Selected ~ss~s by Ralph Waldo Emerson 

¯ The ~ss~ti~l ~pic~r&~s by Epicurus 

Some articles and online resources= 

¯ [New Stos (the online stoic registry). 

¯ Perhaps the best blog about stoicism out there 

¯ The blo!# of prominent stoicism author Jules Evans 

I’d also add Pierre Hadot’s P~#oso##~ ss a Ws~ of Life= S£i~’it~a~ ~:er~ises from~ So~rat~s to ~o#~s~t as a great place 

to start. 

Over to you. Comments are open. 

What’s on your stoic reading list? Any good resources not mentioned here? 
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April 21, 2014 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

MIZZOU ARENA 
t CHAMPIONS DRIVE~ SUITE 200 

COLUMBIA, MO 65211-3080 

Via email 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3 of the 2013-2014 NCAA Division I Mamkal, the University of 

Missouri-Columbia is granting permission to contact the following student-athlete: 

Please feel free to contact me at 573.884.2960 if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Andrea Benna 

Assistant Director of Compliance for Eligibility and Recruiting 

cc~ Mike Alden 
Colleen Lamond 
Sha~mon Welker 
Auburn University 
North Carolina State University 
Ohio State University 
University of Alabama 
University of Maryland 
University of North Carolina 
University of Pittsburgh 

University of Missouri Department of AtNetics ¯ (Phone) 573.884.2960 ¯ (Fax) 573.884.8885 





GEORGIA STATE UNiVERSiTY 
DI~PARTMENT OF ATHLETI~CS 

April 15, 2014 

ATHLETICS DIRECTOR or DESIGNEE: 

~ student-athlete and member of the Georgia State University Football 
team, has expressed an interest in transferring to your institution. In accordance with NCAA 
Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Georgia State hereby grants ~ermission to speak to any institution 
about the possibility of transfer. 

Please feel free to call me at 404-413-4010 if you have any questions or need additional 
information. 

Sincerely, 

Erik Paz 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

P.O. Box 3975. Atlanta, GA 30302-3975 

Phone: (404) 413-4010 Fax: (404) 413-4001 
www.georgiastatesports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 6:32 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: How Co~nplex Systems Fail 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 21 Apr 2014 05:00 AM PDT 

A bit of a preface to this post. Please read the d~inition of Antifr~i~e first. While the article below is interesting, the reader 

should read with a critical mind. Complexity ’solved’ with increased complexity generally only creates a lot of hidden risks, 

slowness, or fragility. 

A short [re~tise on the nature of failure; how failure is evaluated; how failure is attributed to proximate cause; and the 

resulting new understanding of patient safety by Richard I. Cook. 

Complex systems are intrinsically hazardous systems 

All of the interesting systems (e.g. transportation, healthcare, power generation) are inherently and unavoidably 

hazardous by their own nature. The frequency of hazard exposure can sometimes be changed but the processes 

involved in the system are themselves intrinsically and irreducibly hazardous. It is the presence of these hazards that 

drives the creation of defenses against hazard that characterize these systems. 

2, Complex systems are heavily and successfully defended against failure 

The high consequences of failure lead over time to the construction of multiple layers of defense against failure. 

These defenses include obvious technical components (e.g. backup systems, ’safety’ features of equipment) and 

human components (e.g. training, knowledge) but also a variety of organizational, institutional, and regulatory 

defenses (e.g. policies and procedures, certification, work rules, team training). The effect of these measures is to 

provide a series of shields that normally divert operations away from accidents. 

3. Catastrophe requires multiple failures - single point failures are not enough,. 

The array of defenses works. System operations are generally successful. Overt catastrophic failure occurs when 

small, apparently innocuous failures join to create opportunity for a systemic accident. Each of these small failures is 

necessary to cause catastrophe but only the combination is sufficient to permit failure. Put another way, there are 

many more failure opportunities than overt system accidents. Most initial failure trajectories are blocked by designed 

system safety components. Trajectories that reach the operational level are mostly blocked, usually by practitioners. 

4, Complex systems contain changing mixtures of failures latent within them 

The complexity of these systems makes it impossible for them to run without multiple flaws being present. Because 

these are individually insufficient to cause failure they are regarded as minor factors during operations. Eradication of 

all latent failures is limited primarily by economic cost but also because it is difficult before the fact to see how such 

failures might contribute to an accident. The failures change constantly because of changing technology, work 

organization, and efforts to eradicate failures. 

5, Complex systems run in degraded mode 

A corollary to the preceding point is that complex systems run as broken systems. The system continues to function 

because it contains so many redundancies and because people can make it function, despite the presence of many 

flaws. After accident reviews nearly always note that the system has a history of prior ’proto-accidents’ that nearly 

generated catastrophe. Arguments that these degraded conditions should have been recognized before the overt 

accident are usually predicated on haive notions of system performance. System operations are dynamic, with 

components (organizational, human, technical) failing and being replaced continuously. 

6, Catastrophe is always just around the corner 

Complex systems possess potential for catastrophic failure. Human practitioners are nearly always in close physical 

and temporal proximity to these potential failures - disaster can occur at any time and in nearly any place. The 



potential for catastrophic outcome is a hallmark of complex systems. It is impossible to eliminate the potential for 

such catastrophic failure; the potential for such failure is always present by the system’s own nature. 

7. Post-accident attribution to a "root cause" is fundamentally wrong 

Because overt failure requires multiple faults, there is no isolated ’cause’ of an accident. There are multiple 

contributors to accidents. Each of these is necessarily insufficient in itself to create an accident. Only jointly are these 

causes sufficient to create an accident. Indeed, it is the linking of these causes together that creates the 

circumstances required for the accident. Thus, no isolation of the ’root cause’ of an accident is possible. The 

evaluations based on such reasoning as ’root cause’ do not reflect a technical understanding of the nature of failure 

but rather the social, cultural need to blame specific, localized forces or events for outcomes. 

8, Hindsight biases post-accident assessments of human performance 

practitioners at the time than was actually the case. This means that ex post facto accident analysis of human 

performance is inaccurate. The outcome knowledge poisons the ability of after-accident observers to recreate the 

view of practitioners before the accident of those same factors. It seems that practitioners "should have known" 
that the factors would "inevitably" lead to an accident. Hindsight bias remains the primary obstacle to accident 

investigation, especially when expert human performance is involved. 

9, Human operators have dual roles: as producers 8= as defenders against failure 

The system practitioners operate the system in order to produce its desired product and also work to forestall 

accidents. This dynamic quality of system operation, the balancing of demands for production against the possibility 

of ~nc~pient failure is unavoidable. Outsiders rarely acknowledge the duality of th~s role. In non-accident f~lled t~mes, 
the production role is emphasized. After accidents, the defense against failure role is emphasized. At either time, the 

outsider’s view misapprehends the operator’s constant, simultaneous engagement with both roles. 

10, All practitioner actions are gambles 

After accidents, the overt failure often appears to have been inevitable and the practitioner’s actions as blunders or 
deliberate willful disregard of certain impending failure. But all practitioner actions are actually gambles, that is, acts 
that take place in the face of uncertain outcomes. The degree of uncertainty may change from moment to moment. 
That practitioner actions are gambles appears clear after accidents; in general, post hoc analysis regards these 
gambles as poor ones. But the converse: that successful outcomes are also the result of gambles; is not widely 
appreciated. 

Actions at the sharp end resolve all ambiguity 

Organizations are ambiguous, often intentionally, about the relationship between production targets, efficient use of 

resources, economy and costs of operations, and acceptable risks of low and high consequence accidents. All 

ambiguity is resolved by actions of practitioners at the sharp end of the system. After an accident, practitioner 

actions may be regarded as ’errors’ or ’violations’ but these evaluations are heavily biased by hindsight and ignore 

the other driving forces, especially production pressure. 

12, Human practitioners are the adaptable element of complex systems 

Practitioners and first line management actively adapt the system to maximize production and minimize accidents. 

These adaptations often occur on a moment by moment basis. Some of these adaptations include: (1) 

Restructuring the system in order to reduce exposure of vulnerable parts to failure. (2) Concentrating critical 

resources in areas of expected high demand. (3) Providing pathways for retreat or recovery from expected and 

unexpected faults. (4) Establishing means for early detection of changed system performance in order to allow 

graceful cutbacks in production or other means of increasing resiliency. 

13. Human expertise in complex systems is constantly changing 

character as technology changes but it also changes because of the need to replace experts who leave. In every 

case, training and refinement of skill and expertise is one part of the function of the system itself. At any moment, 

therefore, a given complex system will contain practitioners and trainees with varying degrees of expertise. Critical 

issues related to expertise arise from (1) the need to use scarce expertise as a resource for the most difficult or 

demanding production needs and (2) the need to develop expertise for future use. 

14. Change introduces new forms of failure 



The low rate of overt accidents in reliable systems may encourage changes, especially the use of new technology, to 

decrease the number of low consequence but high frequency failures. These changes maybe actually create 

opportunities for new, low frequency but high consequence failures. When new technologies are used to eliminate 

well understood system failures or to gain high precision performance they often introduce new pathways to large 

scale, catastrophic failures. Not uncommonly, these new, rare catastrophes have even greater impact than those 

eliminated by the new technology. These new forms of failure are difficult to see before the fact; attention is paid 

mostly to the putative beneficial characteristics of the changes. Because these new, high consequence accidents 

occur at a low rate, multiple system changes may occur before an accident, making it hard to see the contribution of 

technology to the failure. 

15. Views of "cause" limit the effectiveness of defenses against future events 

Post-accident remedies for "human error" are usually predicated on obstructing activities that can "cause" accidents. 

These end-of-the-chain measures do little to reduce the likelihood of further accidents. In fact that likelihood of an 

identical accident is already extraordinarily low because the pattern of latent failures changes constantly. Instead of 

increasing safety, post-accident remedies usually increase the coupling and complexity of the system. This increases 

the potential number of latent failures and also makes the detection and blocking of accident trajectories more 

difficult. 

16. Safety is a characteristic of systems and not of their components 

Safety is an emergent property of systems; it does not reside in a person, device or department of an organization 

or system. Safety cannot be purchased or manufactured; it is not a feature that is separate from the other 

components of the system. This means that safety cannot be manipulated like a feedstock or raw material. The 

state of safety in any system is always dynamic; continuous systemic change insures that hazard and its 

management are constantly changing. 

17, People continuously create safety 

Failure free operations are the result of activities of people who work to keep the system within the boundaries of 

tolerable performance. These activities are, for the most part, part of normal operations and superficially 

straightforward. But because system operations are never trouble free, human practitioner adaptations to changing 

conditions actually create safety from moment to moment. These adaptations often amount to just the selection of 

a well-rehearsed routine from a store of available responses; sometimes, however, the adaptations are novel 

combinations or de novo creations of new approaches. 

18. Failure free operations require experience with failure 

Recognizing hazard and successfully manipulating system operations to remain inside the tolerable performance 

boundaries requires intimate contact with failure. More robust system performance is likely to arise in systems where 

operators can discern the "edge of the envelope". This is where system performance begins to deteriorate, becomes 

difficult to predict, or cannot be readily recovered. In intrinsically hazardous systems, operators are expected to 

encounter and appreciate hazards in ways that lead to overall performance that is desirable. Improved safety 

depends on providing operators with calibrated views of the hazards. It also depends on providing calibration about 

how their actions move system performance towards or away from the edge of the envelope. 

Here is a video of Richard talking about how complex systems don’t fail. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D ~ackie copeland@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 8:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvm~geld@email.unc.edu>; Str~ssner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu>; Broome, 

Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.e&~; Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu> 

1),22: Meeting invitation: UNC/ND S-A FinanciaJ Aid Update 

I am available as well. 

Jackie 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2024 8:28 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Strassner, Rachel; Copeland, .lacquelyn D; Broome, Lissa L; Ballen, Martina K; Keadey, Stephen 
Subject: FW: Meeting invitation: UNC/ND S-A Financial Aid Update 

All, 
Can you please let me know if you’re available to meet any time on Friday morning? I had a lengthy conversation with Tom today. It might be good to di~uss the 

attached document a~d what we heard yesterday. Plea~ let me ~ow and thanks ibr your help. 

Vince 

vi~ce 

F~m: Thomas Nevala [mailto:ThomasJ.Nevala.l~nd.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 2:26 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting inviMtion: UNC/ND S-A Einancial Aid Update 

V~ce: 

Many ~:hanks to you and Voter UNC team ~or your time discu~sing the ~d:udent ak~ proposals this mornk~g. 

Attached is the outline of the "SAF/SAOF-based" concept that has been percolating here as we]~ as the notes taken for aH to see during ou~’ WebEx. 

ff you can build o~t/outHne [he "[:]exible room and board" concep[ ~n the next day or so, ND would be happy [o d~g in an review thai concept, i[s po[entia~ ~mpact 

(s), etc_ If your tem~ would g~ve the sm~e critique to the SAFiSAOF concept tNs week that would be greatly appredated. 

f expect to meet w~:h ~:he ND [:eam here agak~ be[ore the et~d o[ [:his week, and ~l<e~y a subset o[ our respective grot~ps should "rneeU in some fashion again ne’,4t 

week {next Monday or ne’,4t Wednesday rnommg?) ..In ~:he end, both of these concepts may be worth present~ng a~: the ACC meetings ~r~ May (considering tha~: the 

next s[ep ~s to have the rest of the ACC institutions review whs[ever’ ~s beb~g proposed)_.havb~g a couple good/v~able concept options may prove heakhy. 

Let’s [alk when you have a moment to see if we can schedule o~r nex[ gatheHng._hopeful]y no Is[er [han next Wednesday. 

Thanks. 

Best, 

TN 

St, Assodate Athletics Director ] BuNness Opera~ions 

UnbersRy of Notre Dame ] ll3JoyceCenter NotreDame, 1N46556 

574 631-8112 ()r~ce ~ 574 631-9669 Fax 
Conf~de~t;a!ity f:~equ#ements: lhis e-mai! message, inciud#?g a~y attac~ment~, is for the soie use of t~e intended rec~,oieot(Q and may contain toni)dent;a! #?format;on Any 
anauthonzed ~eview use, dsciosure or d;stnbudon is stnctiy prohibited ff you a(e not the #~tended reci~te~L please n;,m~edbte~v contact the se~der by e-mail 

From: Ille, Vince [_mailto:ille@unc.eduJ 

Sent: Monday, April 14, 2014:1:43 PM 

To: Thomas Nevala 

Subject: RE: Meeting invitation: UNCiND S-A Financial Aid Update 

Thanks Tom. I’ve shaJ:ed the information with our team. We look forward to pmticipating next week. 

From: Tom Nevala [mailto: messenger@webex.com] 
Sent; Monday, April 14, 2014 12:41 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Meeting invitation: UNC!ND S-A Financial Aid Update 

Hello, 

Tom Nevala invites you to attend this online meeting, 



Topic: UNC/ND S-A Financial Aid Update 
Date: Monday, April 21, 2014- 
Time: 9:30 am, Eastern Daylight Time (New York, GMT-04.:00) 
Meeting Number: 922 4.26 990 
Meeting Password: irisheels 

To join the online meeting (Now from mobile devices!) 

1. Go to https://nd.webex.com/nd/j.php?MTiD=mb62a619f0a7c807ee541bSf72ae4b382 
2. Enter your name and email address. 
3. Enter the meeting password: irisheels 

4. Click "Join Now". 
5. You will then be asked to download the Meeting Manager. 
This may be displayed as a question to download the active X client. Or may come up as a dialog box on the screen. Download this program. It may take up to a minute for it 
to do so. The Meeting manager is what allows us to see each others desktops, etc. 

To view in other time zones or languages, please click the link: 

https: //nd.webex.com/nd/i.php?MTiD=m6cflf4.7fd7332a994.b96c332b403flOc 

To join the audio conference only 

To receive a call back, provide your phone number when you join the meeting, or call the number below and enter the access code. 

Call-in toll-free number (US/Canada): 1-866-4-69-3239 
Call-in toll number (US!Canada): 1-650-429-3300 
Global call-in numbers: https://nd~webex~c~m/nd/g~~ba~ca~~in.php?serviceType~~~MC&ED~~~2815364.32&t~~~Free~~~1 
Toll-free dialing restrictions: .h__~p__~!_!_k~_v_~k_v__e__b___e__x__&_O__Lr_~jp__d___f!_tollfree restrictions~.p__c_!_f. 

Access code:922 426 990 

For assistance 

2. On the left navigation bar, click "Support". 
3. You can call the Webex Help Desk 24/7 in the U.S: and Canada at 866-229-3239 

You can contact me at: 
tnevala(~nd.edu 

To add this meeting to your calendar program (for example Microsoft Outlook), click this link: 

https: /{nd.webex.com{nd{j.php?MTiD=m654eaa7 4a3debO6026fSe6f96ea4.69f3 

The playback of UCF (Universal Communications Format) rich media files requires appropriate players. To view this type of rich media files in the meeting, please check 
whether you have the players installed on your computer by going to .h.~.s.~:./j1kc.~.=w...e.~.b..e...x.~.~.~Q..m..L!~.c.~L.s.y.s.~..m..c.~.a.~g£~.~...s1.s.@~2. 

http:llwww.webex.com 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: This WebEx service includes a feature that allows audio and any documents and other materials exchanged or viewed during the session to be recorded. 
By joining this session, you automatically consent to such recordings. If you do not consent to the recording, discuss your concerns with the meeting host prior to the start of 
the recording or do not join the session. Please note that any such recordings may be subject to discovery in the event of litigation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 10:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Que~ - emails t?om baseball players to UNC baseball supporters - no rush; next week is fine 

Vince I have a faculty member curious about these etnails. 

In shork it is a queslion about authentici~ ~d time. 

Does each s~dent really write the message? Do they receive help? Or do they approve something dra~ed by the AD publicity folks? 

I think I understand the value, and commonali~ of these kind of general outreach emails to snpporters of various sports. I think this facul~ member does not consider 

this improper, just a qnestion of student-athlete time priority and clarity atx~ut who actually is ~mting these messages. It is OK, in this person’s view, to have the 

student’s name and "with help by PERSON Y" just so things are clear. 

Not urgent I am away until Monday a2fiemoon; if you want to refer me to the person closer to the baseball publicity operations, I’d be glad to chat with him/her. 

Thanks, John 

Associate P~ofesso~ of Public Adrninistration and Government 
School of Government 
Campus Box 3330 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 
(919) 962-5190 voice 
(919) 962-2705 fax 
~t ei?hens{:a~o2~, unc. edu 
Skype: jredstephens 1960 

unc.eduinodei93 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 6:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farn~an Street: Einstein on The Essential Feature of Productive Thought 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 24 A~r 2014 04:45 AN PDT 

i,~,i "Combinatory play seems to be the essential feature in productive thought" 

"Combinatory play seems to be the essential feature in productive thought." 

There is a view, to which I subscribe, that a lot of innovation and creativity comes from the combination of worldly wisdom, 

perspective, accumulating existing ideas, failures from multiple disciplines, amongst other things. These ideas -- sometimes 

consciously and sometimes unconsciously tossed around in our head -- combine into something new. This is part of the 

reason that creativity and innovation is hard. You can’t just pick up a single book or thread of knowledge and have it deliver 

results. 

This beautiful Steve Jobs quote sums it up nicely. 

"Creativity is just connecting things. When you ask creative people how they did something, they feel a little guilty 

because they didn’t really do it, they just saw something. It seemed obvious to them after a while." 

~n 1945 Jacques S. Hadamard surveyed mathematicians to determine their mental processes at work by posing a series of 

questions to them and later published his results in 

kind of "internal words" mathematicians make use of; whether they are motor, auditory, visual, or mixed, depending 

on the subject which they are studying. 

Especially in research thought, do the mental pictures or internal words present themselves in the full consciousness 

or in the fringe-consciousness ..2 

Einstein’s response to the French mathematician, found in his ~deas a~d ©pinions, shows the physicist’s mind at work and 

the value of"combinatory play." 



My Dear Colleague: 

In the following, ~ am trying to answer in brief your questions as well as I am able. ][ am not satisfied myself with 
those answers and I am willing to answer more questions if you believe this could be of any advantage for the very 
interesting and difficult work you have unde~aken. 

(A) The words or the language, as they are written or spoken, do not seem to play any role in my mechanism of 
thought. The psychical entities which seem to serve as elements in thought are certain signs and more or less clear 
images which can be "voluntarily" reproduced and combined. 

There is, of course, a certain connection between those elements and relevant logical concepts. It is also clear that 
the desire to arrive finally at logically connected concepts is the emotional basis of this rather vague play with the 
above-mentioned elements. But taken from a psychological viewpoint, this combinatory play seems to be the 
essential feature in productive thought -- before there is any connection with logical construction in words or other 
kinds of signs which can be communicated to others. 

(B) The above-mentioned elements are, in my case, of visual and some of muscular type. Conventional words or 
other signs have to be sought for laboriously only in a secondary stage, when the mentioned associative play is 
sufficiently established and can be reproduced at will. 

(C) According to what has been said, the play with the mentioned elements is aimed to be analogous to certain 
logical connections one is searching for. 

(D) Visual and motor. In a stage when words intervene at all, they are, in my case, purely auditive, but they interfere 
only in a secondary stage, as already mentioned. 

(E) It seems to me that what you call full consciousness is a limit case which can never be fully accomplished. This 
seems to me connected with the fact called the narrowness of consciousness (Fnge des Bewusstseins). 

Remark: Professor Max Wertheimer has tried to investigate the distinction between mere associating or combining 
of reproducible elements and between understanding (organisches Begreifen); I cannot judge how far his 
psychological analysis catches the essential point. 

~:deas a~d Opinions is worth reading and re-reading. 
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University of South Carolina - Department of Athletics 

Office of Compliance Services Compliance Assistant Position 

The University of South Carolina, Department of Athletics invites applications for the 

full-time position of Compliance Assistant. The selected applicant will report to the 

Associate Athletics Director and/or designees and will assist with various aspects of the 

athletic compliance program. Responsibilities may include assisting in the preparation 

and organization of required NCAA and Southeastern Conference forms and reports; 

assisting with rules education; assisting with monitoring efforts in the areas of recruiting 

activities, student-athlete employment, initial and continuing eligibility, financial aid, 

complimentary admissions and playing season regulations and other duties as assigned. 

Successful applicants will possess strong computer skills, strong analytical skills, well- 

developed written and oral communication skills, and the ability to balance multiple 

projects. Compensation includes a yearly stipend of $20,000. Interested candidates 

should submit a cover letter highlighting interest in the position, resume, and list of 

three references to Chris Rogers at crogers@mailbox.sc.edu. Review of applications will 

continue until the Office of Compliance Services has filled the position. Anticipated 

starting date is late June/early July. 



JOB DESCRIPITION 

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS/NCAA EDUCATION & COMPLIANCE SERVICES 

Reports To: Vice President and Director of Athletics or a Designee 

Positions Directly Supervised: Assistant Director of Athletics/NCAA Education and Compliance 

Services 

Basic Function: 

The Associate Director of Athletics/NCAA Education & Compliance Services is responsible for ensuring 

compliance with University, Conference, and NCAA rules and regulations, to include providing 

managerial oversight of all matters concerning student-athlete recruiting, admissions, eligibility, and 

amateur status. This position will also supervise and provide administrative support for selected sports 

and their coaches. This position will work with both the athletics department staff and University 

personnel on a daily basis. 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

1. Remain current and ensures compliance with University, Conference, and NCAA rules and 
regulations related to recruitment, eligibility, admissions, financial aid, housing, and physical 

welfare of student-athletes. Maintains a detailed and current working knowledge of eligibility 

and financial aid certification rules and procedures of the University, Conference, and NCAA. 

2. Monitors Institutional adherence to these rules and regulations. If found responsible for a 

violation of NCAA regulations, will be subject to disciplinary or corrective action, including 

termination if appropriate. Also may be responsible for any act of omission that may give rise to 

a finding that the University has violated an NCAA regulation. 

3. Supervises Compliance office and Student Services staff as well as selected Sports and those 

coaches. 

4. Oversee the National Letter of Intent Program for student-athletes. 

5. Responsible for APR and GSR data submission including data adjustment, waiver requests, and 

penalty appeals. 

6. Serve as department liaison to the Office of Financial Aid. This position will work with the 

financial aid office on a daily basis to assist with scholarship increases and reductions, prior year 

adjustments, intersession and summer school funding, grant-in-aid contracts, and scholarship 
issues as they arise. 

7. Prepares budget requests for operating the Compliance and Student Services Office. Ensures 

budgetary compliance through economical and efficient management. 

8. Oversee all student-athletes eligibility; including initial, continuing and transfer eligibility status. 

In addition to eligibility all eligibility waivers, this position will also oversee Subcommittee for 

Legislative Relief Waivers (SLR) and Student-Athlete Reinstatement (SAR) requests. 

9. Conducts compliance rules education sessions with athletics department staff related University 
personnel, booster organizations, student-athletes, managers, and coaches. 

10. Assists with the completion of the NCAA and Federal EADA reports. 

11. Assists in the certification of eligibility and financial aid procedures within the Division, in 

conjunction with campus and certification officials. Interfaces with necessary campus offices on 

these policies. 

:[2. Maintain the department’s compliance website. 



:~3. Assists Head Coaches with the coordination of the Student-Athlete Awards Program. 
14o Works closely with the Faculty Athletic Representative and or Conference compliance staffs on 

matters related to conference and NCAA athletic participation compliance issues. 
15. Oversight of the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee. 

:~6. Position requires working weekends and holidays. 
:~7. Perform other duties as assigned by the Director of Athletics. 



Intercollegiate Athletics 
Associate Director of Athletics/NCAA Education and Compliance Services 

Hofstra University a NCAA Division I institution and a member of the Colonial Athletic 
Association is seeking a highly motivated individual for the position of Associate 
Director of Athletics/NCAA Education and Compliance Services. 

This is a full time, 12-month position that serves the basic function of creating and 
maintaining institutional control in regards to the adherence to NCAA, CAA and Hofstra 
University rules and regulations for coaches, staff and student-athletes. This position is 
responsible for overseeing recruiting activities for all NCAA sports and maintaining the 
compliance website. The successful candidate will prepare and submit NCAA, 
conference, federal and institutional reports as well serve as the liaison to various offices 
on campus including, but not limited to: the Office of Academic Advisement, the Office 
of Admissions, the Office of Financial Aid, the Provost’s office, and the Faculty Athletic 
Representative on matters related to the academic and athletic eligibility of student- 
athletes. This position will also provide and oversee rule interpretations of NCAA and 
conference legislation as well as analyze any athletics compliance enforcement issues. 
This position will oversee the Assistant Director of Athletics/NCAA Education and 
Compliance Services and reports to the Vice President/Director of Athletics or his 
designee. 

This position is a member of the Department of Athletics senior staff and will also serve 
as a sport administrator. The successful candidate will work with their respective head 
coaches in areas associated with operating a Division 1 program including: scheduling, 
budgets, staffing, the ordering of equipment, and team travel. 

Candidates must be able to organize and handle all aspects of administration and adhere 
to the rules and regulations of Hofstra University, the Colonial Athletic Association, and 
the NCAA. 

Qualifications 
Minimum Requirements: Bachelor’s Degree, 4 years of experience in athletic compliance 
or relevant experience in athletic administration and excellent oral and written 
communications skills as well as efficient computer skills. 

Preferred Requirements: Master’s Degree, intercollegiate coaching experience 

For consideration: email a letter of application, resume and list of three references to: 
Rachel August 

Assistant Director of Athletics / Administration 
Athleticsj obs@hofstra.edu 

Hofstra University is an Equal Opportunity Employer, committed to fostering diversity in 
the faculty, administrative staff and student body, and we encourage applications from 
the entire spectrum of a diverse community. 
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i.~.i "Find what 9ave you the emotion; what the action was that gave you the excitement. Then write it down ma king it clea r 
so the reader will see it too and have the same feeling that you had." 

"Find what gave you the emotion; what the action was that gave you the 

excitement. Then write it down making it clear so the reader will see it too and 

have the same feeling that you had." 

Ernest Hemingway is widely regarded as one of the great writers. His ~954 Nobel accept~e speecN on working alone, is 

one of the keys to his genius. Being alone gives you the space and freedom for "cornbinator~ £l~g." 

To continue my look at writing and great writers, I wanted to take a look at some of Hemingway’s wisdom on the subject. 

The excellent Her~i#gw~ o~ Writing is the place to start. The book is a compilation of his reflections and musings on the 

craft, selected from his writings. 

In this correspondence, found in ~y~Li~e: ~est Hemi~gway (pp.219-20), Hemingway writing as "Your 

Correspondent" (YC), offers some straight advice to aspiring writers. 

MICE: How can a writer train himself? 

Y.C.: Watch what happens today. If we get into a fish see exactly what it is that everyone does. If you get a kick out 

of it while he is jumping remember back until you see exactly what the action was that gave you the emotion. 

Whether it was the rising of the line from the water and the way it tightened like a fiddle string until drops started 

from it, or the way he smashed and threw water when he jumped, Remember what the noises were and what was 

said, Find what gave you the emotion; what the action was that gave you the excitement. Then write it 

down making it clear so the reader will see it too and have the same feeling that you had, That’s a five 

finger exercise. 

MICE: All right. 



Y.C.: Then get in somebody else’s head for a change. If I bawl you out try to figure what I’m thinking about as well 

as how you feel about it. If Carlos curses Juan think what both their sides of it are. Don’t just think who is right. As a 

man things are as they should or shouldn’t be. As a man you know who is right and who is wrong. You 

have to make decisions and enforce them. As a writer you should not judge. You should understand. 

MICE: All right. 

Listen now. When people talk listen completely. Don’t be thinking what you’re going to say. Most people never 

listen. Nor do they observe. You should be able to go into a room and when you come out know everything that 

you saw there and not only that. If that room gave you any feeling you should know exactly what it was that gave 

you that feeling. Try that for practice. When you’re in town stand outside the theatre and see how the people differ 

in the way they get out of taxis or motor cars. There are a thousands ways to practice. And always think of other 

people. 

Hemingway comments on overcoming resistance in A HoveaNe Fea~ (p. 12). 

... sometimes when I was starting a new story and I could not get it going, ][ would sit in front of the fire and squeeze 

the peel of the little oranges into the edge of the flame and watch the sputter of blue that they made. I would stand 

and look out over the roofs of Paris and think, "Do not worry, You have always written before and you will 

write now. All you have to do is write one true sentence. Write the truest sentence that you know." So 

finally I would write one true sentence, and then go on from there. It was easy then because there was 

always one true sentence that I knew or had seen or had heard someone say. If I started to write 

elaborately, or like someone introducing or presenting something, I found that I could cut that scrollwork 

or ornament out and throw it away and start with the first true simple declarative sentence I had written. 

In a beautiful 1934 letter to F, Sco~t ~i~z#~al~, Hemingway provides some sound advice. 

Second place, a long time ago you stopped listening except to the answers to your own questions. You had good ... 

stuff in too that it didn’t need. That’s what dries a writer up (we all dry up. That’s no insult to you in person) not 

listening. That is where it all comes from. Seeing, listening. You see well enough. But you stop listening .... 

]In A Nove~ble Feast (p. 134), Hemingway discusses the use of adjectives. 

[Ezra was].., the man who had taught me to distrust adjectives as I would later learn to distrust certain people in 

certain situations .~. 

Writing to Horace Liveright in 1925, Hemingway discusses his attitude towards punctuation. 

My attitude toward punctuation is that it ought to be as conventional as possible. The game of golf would Iose a 

good dea, croquet ma  ets and cues were a  owed on the putting green. You ought to be ab,e to show that 
you can do it a good deal better than anyone else with the regular tools before you have a license to bring in your 

own improvements. 

In this letter to Bernard Berenson from 1953, Hemingway suggests that people should read the dictionary "three times" 

before writing. 

Actually if a writer needs a dictionary he should not write. He should have read the dictionary at least three times 

from beginning to end and then have loaned it to someone who needs it. There are only certain words which are 

valid and similies (bring me my dictionary) are like defective ammunition (the lowest thing [ can think of at this time). 
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If you sacrifice principle trying to please everyone, you end up pleasing no 
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one. 

It is better to trust and occasionally be disappointed than to mistrust and 
issue 9 be miserable all the time. 
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The most important word in our language is love and the second most 
important word is balance. (Part One: Love) 
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If you are afraid of criticism, you will die doing nothing. (Part One) 

If you are afraid of criticism, you will die doing nothing. (Part Two) 
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Issue 41 ones 
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You cannot truly be judged by what others say about you, but you can be 
Issue 44 judged by what you say about others 

Be more concerned with your character than with your reputation as your 
Issue 45 character is what you really are while your reputation is merely what 

others think you are. 

Issue 46 Be quick without hurrying. 

Issue 47 
If you always tell the truth, you will not have to remember what you said. 

Issue 48 Don’t permit fear of failure to prevent effort. We are all imperfect and will 
fail on occasions, but fear of failure is the greatest failure of all. 

Issue 49 The Leader has faith in people. He believes in them, trusts them, and thus 
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Issue 50 The uphill climb is slow, but the downhill road is fast. 

Issue 51 Great minds discuss ideas; average minds discuss events; shallow minds 
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Issue 52 The worst thing you can do for those you love is to do the things they 
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Testimonials from Subscribers of Wooden’s Wisdom 

Great teaching tool for training coaches. Should be required reading in state certification 
programs for coaches. I am trying to get the United States Sports Academy to include in their 
on-line Basketball Coaching course. Thanks for your good work - Glenn Snyder 

Another great way to start the day with "Wooden’s Wisdom". I feel so good and excited after 
reading something about Wooden and what he stood for.- Arthur Hamm 

I stepped down from being a high school head coach this year to focus on other things. I am 
also a school counselor and they are perfect for my character classes with young people! Keep 
them coming! - Charlie Pope 

I am the former Head Coach of Basketball at the University of Wisconsin in the Big Ten. I was 
also the National President of the fellowship of Christian athletes for 16 years. Coach Wooden 
and I and his family were close friends for more than 40 years. I have been impressed with your 
Wooden’s Wisdom series and have saved every copy. I am now 84 and the oldest living former 
Head Coach at Wisconsin. Thanks for your great work - John Erickson 

Thanks for these wonderful pearls. I have the opportunity to share these gems with my players. 
I am very grateful to you. - John Moore, Westmont College 

The content that "Wooden’s Wisdom" provides me on a weekly basis is so good that I fear 
sharing it all with my colleagues because I selfishly want to keep all of Coach’s wisdom to 
myself! - Alton D. Clark, Jacksonville University Men’s Basketball 

I look forward to receiving these emails every week. They are refreshing for the mind and soul. 
Thanks! - Mark E. Darnafl 

Thanks for putting all of Woodens Wisdom out there for all to see. It is appreciated. - Ron 
Slaymaker, former college coach of 40 years and a fan of coach Wooden 

As a Iongtime advocate and admirer of Coach Wooden his words of wisdom helped me greatly 
as a coaching lifer. His comments and examples are excellent and they extend far beyond the 
boundaries of the sports arena. I am most grateful to receive your material. - Coach Lee Rose 



I’ve been receiving Wooden’s Wisdom since January, but had put them aside til I had more time 
to read. Well finally I took the time and OMGness how wonderful they are! Had no idea what I’ve 
been missing all this time. Please keep ’era coming. I am missing a few issues. How do I go 
about getting them? Issue1 vol 2-10, 13, and 15. Sincere thanks, - Jami Littlejohn 

I’m very excited about this weekly newsletter and for being fortunate in discovering Wooden’s 
Wisdom; never too late as they say. I am a pharmacy educator, responsible for coordinating 
training and education for a staff of ~ 140 people; all ages and backgrounds. I am entering my 
third year in the position. I hope to use the exercises to help me become a better teacher and to 
help others become better in their jobs and in their lives. Thank you for this opportunity - Diane 
Soulliard 

I enjoy receiving Wooden’s Wisdom. The material is excellent and I use it in some of the 

courses that I teach here at Northland International University. It is also a blessing to me 

personally. Thanks for sending it out regularly. God bless. - Dennis Scott 

What a great idea to share this John Wooden material! I find it inspiring to review his thoughts 

often in this time of turmoil in the athletic world. We can’t all be Coach Wooden, but we can all 
use a little quiet time alone to think about why we do what we do. Like today’s athlete and 

parent and administrator we can all use a little help with the fundamentals .... I find this material 
very meaningful, both in my own life and in my Sports Psychology classes. - Paul Patterson, 

Taylor University 

I really appreciate receiving Wooden’s Wisdom through the NABC, and share it with my 

grandkids, sons, friends, and even my pastor who is a former player.- AI Nordquist 

Continue to be inspired by the words, thoughts and deeds of the greatest coach of all time. - 

Coach T 

The Wooden’s Wisdom is outstanding. A must for everyone young and old! - Jerry Kobasa 

Love getting these emails. Keep ’em coming! - Travis Carruthers, UT-Dallas Men’s Basketball 

It’s excellent! - Todd Barry, Former Briar Cliff and Northwestern (IA) head coach 

My name is Robert Kirby and I simply love Wooden’s Wisdom. I try to apply them to every part 
of my life as well as the court with our team here at Georgetown. 

I enjoy reading Wooden’s Wisdom & share them all with my teen age grand children. - Anne 

Leomiller 



Today, our grand kids were introduced to "Wooden’s Wisdom". They loved it. Thank you for 

sharing him with us. - George Terzian 

I look forward to receiving your posts about Coach Wooden and I forward them to colleagues 

after reading. Not only do your emails reinforce my professional beliefs, they remind me of the 
importance of striving to be a better person. Even though I have retired from coaching, I find 

many uses for the "Wooden Wisdom" in my teaching and student advising roles. Thanks again 

and please keep the emails coming. - Mike Sutton 

This is great stuff. - Jim Clark 

Thank you for sending all the information on Wooden Wisdom this year. It was great and I hope 

you continue to include my staff in your emails!!! Today’s players and coaches need to 
somehow get a better understanding of teaching, competition, and sportsmanship... Have used 

Wooden Wisdom for pre-game and practice talks and discussions! Thank you and please 

include me in year two - Sam Harris, Trevecca Basketball 

I love these words of wisdom for life. Thanks - B White 

Your synopsis on Coach Wooden’s Pyramid’s SKILL block is very powerful and right on target! 
As a high school girl’s basketball coach, it fits in perfectly with are student-athlete’s post-season 
mind-set preparation and future learning. - Steve Yarnell 

Great concepts to live by. I’m in the evaluating process now, as I prepare for next season. 
Thanks for the correspondence. - Bobby Braswell 

I Love my Wooden Wisdom. - RK 

Awesome... rules to live by, to nurture your children with. Just plain Awesome! - Bob Randall 

This was excellent .... love the quotes from Coach and from Newton and Franklin .... good 

stuff .... thanks for all you do! - Bryce Bow, Florida Christian College Director of Athletics 

I wanted to say thanks for the Wooden Wisdom e-mails that I have received regularly 

throughout the year. The material is fantastic! I have used these issues in a couple of different 
ways. As Director of Sports Ministries at Northland International University, I use this material in 

my classes to communicate a right philosophy of coaching to our students and future coaches. 

Secondly, as Founder/President of Coaches Sports Philosophy Network (CSPN - 
www.cspnonline.com) I have been able to share some of the material to our network of coaches 

to encourage them to have a right philosophy and perspective in their coaching. 



Thank you for the Wooden Wisdom emails .... I’ve saved almost all of them for future use and will 

utilize a number of the teachings with our team as we move forward. It’s a great course and I 
look forward to getting involved with year 2. Thank you again for the work and effort you’ve put 

in to provide this course. - Brad Huse, Head Basketball Coach Montana State University 

Personally, I gained a great deal from this series and I refer back to them often as a resource for 

leadership, team building, and relationship forging. I found them all interesting but particularly 
enjoyed the ones on humility and initiative. There is not much I would change as I feel the 

lessons aren easy read and the format is practical and allows the reader to gain the point of 

each lesson. I would appreciate maybe an excerpt!reflection from a former UCLA player that 
speaks to the lesson that Coach Wooden taught him/the team and how he now applies that 

lesson to his life. - Billy Lange 

Loved it and helped everyone on our campus - please renew for year 2. Great job! - Coach Jay 
Bowen, Cambridge Christian School Athletic Director/Head Basketball Coach 

Thanks for a great year of Wooden Wisdom! We share a lot of what we get in the issues with 
our team and coaching staff. We are looking forward to Year 2! All the best! -Corky McMullen, 

Rutgers Basketball 

The entire series was most beneficial and served as a template of sorts for planning, writing and 

presenting in many cases for my lectures as they related to classes that I’ve taught or are 

teaching. I’ve always been an admirer of his approach and know that it has will always fit into 
the construct of what Interscholastic Activities (Jr/Sr. High School as well as college) should be 

about - Coach Wooden was and continues to be (what a legacy) a model of Character and 
conviction not evidenced enough in our system. The objective (since the turn of the century - 

1901) of Interscholastic education/activities is to Teach Morals, Character and the American 
System of Achievement - the latter explains why it is an important tool in teaching/coaching and 
why its important in our society (since we’re the only nation in the world that inherently ties 

activities/athletics to the formal school curriculum) as a means of teaching success as a 
concept, character and values. You have to be what you want others to see - he was. My Son 

is a Methodist Minister in a very large church located in Albuquerque, NM. He used the 

materials as part his management framework and often in sermons. The presentation and 
sequencing are excellent - thank you for sharing and know that we look forward to the next 

level. - Dr. Dan Salzwedel, (former Coach, Administrator, now retired but serve as an Adjunct 
at Highlands University - NM) 



I saved everyone of the Issues you have sent & look at them all the time. Kids today are so 
much different but the philosophy is still the same. Just a different way of getting the point 
across. Will look forward to the next series of events. Can’t ever get enough of Coach 

Wooden’s teachings. - Thomas Hironaka 

Thank you for taking the time to share Wooden Wisdom with me! It served as an opportunity to 
stop and think when I was in the midst of emails. It kept me focused on our core values at 

Villanova. These values were built originally on Coach Wooden’s principles. Thanks again! - 
Jerold Wright 

Looking forward to year 2 of Wooden Wisdom. One of the best news letters I have ever 

received. Everyone involved in education could benefit from receiving this newsletter. Coach 

Wooden may be the best teacher there has ever been, period! - Steve Brett, Athletic Director 
Shakamak High School 

I really enjoyed reading your emails about Wooden Wisdom. I would recommend others to 
subscribe and please keep me informed when you will start the 2°a series of Wooden Wisdom. - 

Joe Loughran, Head Coach Men’s Basketball, Rutgers University-Newark 

Thanks you for the Wooden series. Your messages were to point, and seemed on many 
occasions to come at just the right time of my season or year. As designed I am sure, they go 

well beyond the game of basketball and are useful in and out of sport. Your stories, analogies 

were presented in a way that Coach Wooden would be proud of. I recommend them without 
reservation and thank you again for this series. - Page Moir, NCAA fll Coach & NABC Board of 

Directors 

Some very concrete thoughts on leadership from Coach. - Alan Lambert 

I appreciate the program you put together. I have read most of the Wooden books over the last 
15 years, and constantly re-read them every year. I’m looking forward to your future program! 
Thank you, - Sam Hargraves, Head Men’s Basketball Coach Alma College 

I do appreciate the words and philosophy attached to the life and times of Coach His influence 

on my life and many other coaches I have known is profound. "Be True To Yourself" is the right 
message and the words he used to express it are simple and so important in the world today. - 

Lorin Miller 



This series is great ..... I have been a Wooden student for my entire adult life .... I live by many of 

his lessons. Thank you,- Richard Myrlak 

I love getting this stuff. It’s so good to read all of these and use it with my own team and 

staff.., or just as a person. - Gregory Lansing 

Used concepts/teachings/sayings everyday in my personal and professional life! A true 
blueprint for success! - David Pauley, Head Men’s Basketball Coach, University of the Sciences 

Being a close follower of Coach Wooden and a Basketball coach I have really enjoyed these 
articles. I was lucky one Final Four, after I came back from an early run, to be able to sit and 

talk basketball with Coach Wooden ,just he and I. I use this material every day in practice.- Rick 

Cotter 

Thank you so much! I have really enjoyed all the issues. I always tried to take something from 
each issue to see if I could apply it to my daily or coaching life. I would definitely recommend it! 

- Chris Fruehling 

It’s been wonderful to receive these lessons. I have used the values learned and in the 
past lived by many of them as did my husband. But "Be a Mentor" was a refresher course a 
reminder which I applied have almost subconsciously. The course enabled me to call them up 

when in trouble and in doubt. Then I reflected back to my emails reviewed them and thought of 

course that is where I learned and was reminded and that is why I acted as I did. I direct and 
produce shows here in The Villages and I’m a better director and producer and leader because 

of my experience with "Be a Mentor". We loved Johnny Wooden. My husband was a coach for 
40 years at a small liberal arts college.. Beloit College, in Wisconsin and served on the NABC 

Board of Directors. We never had the privilege of meeting Coach Wooden but saw him from afar 

his last year of involvement with the convention. We treasure his book" They Call me Coach" 
and still have it in our library and refer to it from time to time. You both have been a blessing to 

us through your work and Coach Wooden philosophy for life. Thanks much. - Joan and Bill 
Knapton 

The Wooden Wisdom Experience has been fantastic. I have and will continue to apply them in 

my daily life and also in coaching. I can’t wait for Wooden Wisdom year 2. - Tom Flaherty 



Thank you for sharing so much with all of the coaches...he brought so much to the table! - Ray 
Zebro, Teacher/Coach QId Tappan HS, QId Tappan, NJ 

Keep doing what you’re doing. It’s great stuf!! - David Scrivines 

Have used Wooden Wisdom for pre-game and practice talks and discussions! Thank you and 

please include me in year two.- Sam Harris, Trevecca 

Love all the issues! I use them in my college class of foundations of physical education, 

exercise and sport. I don’t have any idea how to make them better, they are excellent as they 

stand! - Larry Graham, Lindenwood University 

I have enjoyed your e mails featuring the Wooden Wisdom course and have shared the 
thoughts with the young aspiring coaches that I have in the Basketball Coaching course here at 

The Ohio State University. The articles are quite positive and the students feel that they almost 

know Coach personally as they follow his teachings. I have worked with Swen at coach 
Newell’s Camp in the past and was privileged to spent a few meetings with Coach Wooden at 

clinics and social functions while coaching at Duke in the 80’s and early 1990s. Those times 
were some of the most informative and cherished experiences of my career. I just want to thank 

you for your contributions to this profession as you continue to spread Coach’s "wisdom." - Pete 

Gaudet 

Good morning and thank you so much for Wooden’s Wisdom, I think this is a great thing for me 

to be receiving. I have so much to learn.- Steven E. Riddle, Assistant Athletic Director for 
Facilities and Events Point Loma Nazarene University 

I think the series was fantastic. I read it and kept in on file to re-read some days when I just had 

rough days and needed to see why we do this work. I look forward to a new series. -Terry 

Connorr, Director of Athletics Thomas More College 

This was an outstanding. Thanks for sharing all this great insight. Seriously the thoughts and 
ideas from Coach Wooden and others are just classic. - Raymond J. Shovlain, Director of 

Athletics, Head Men’s Basketball Coach St. Ambrose University 

Awesome course! ..... great life applications for coaching, classroom and personal 

life ...... please sign me up for year two ....... will recommend Wooden Wisdom to others 
.......... thank you! - Ron Vick, Retired Head Boys Basketball Coach, Lubbock High School 



Craig...This is great!, especially for a 74 year old retired coach, like myself....who in his earlier 
years had the pleasure of being on the floor as a player when Coach Wooden described his 

famous press to a clinic in New Jersey back in 1967 or 68...What a wonderful man! 
Thanks for continuing Wooden Wisdom. - Gary Hess, Action Math Group, Ltd. 

Great Stuf!! No wonder Kareem enjoyed so much team and individual success. Thank you, I 
use these as "thoughts of the day" for our high school team. - John Benzan 

I truly enjoy your emails. The one I just received about the Pyramid was special.The Pyramid 
has always helped me in my 33 years of coaching and this explained some thingsl did not know. 

Thanks for the info. Please keep sending the e-mails. - Rick Scruggs, Mars Hill CollegeHead 

Men’s Basketbafl Coach 

These really help me with my coaching! Thanks! - Adam Short 

The Pyramid of Success has always and will continue to be a wonderful model and teaching 
tool. The forth block ( poise-confidence ) in my opinion is what starts to separate the TRUE 

Champion. Certainly, one cannot attain one without the others. However, for me the poem is 
very timely. Good reading! - Bobby Jones 

I coached basketball for 43 years; thirty five of those at Wabash College. During my earlier 
years of coaching I was looking to establish my coaching philosophy. Lucky for me I had a 

chance to make contact with Coach Wooden way back in September of 1974. I used his ideals 

as a model for my coaching. I was blessed. I came up with a quote long ago similar to this 
quote. "If what you did yesterday still looks good to you today, then you haven’t done much 

today." Thank you for sending these messages. Even though I no longer coach basketball I love 
receiving them to remind me of the great opportunity I had to coach some outstanding young 

men and to have John Wooden as my mentor. - Mac Petty 

The creators of Wooden’s Wisdom have provided a comprehensive and intimate portrait of the 
ultimate in commitment to our great game and to the student-athletes who play the games. 

Coach Wooden worked hard to live up to the principles that his father and mother passed on to 
him at an early age and continued to learn from those around him until he was called "home" to 

be re-united with his beloved Nell. 

In his own words, Coach Wooden candidly admits the mistakes he made during his career and 

how he learned to directly address those mistakes in order to mold himself into a better coach 
and person. The thought process and step by step commitment to help his players learn the 

importance of their attitudes and behaviors on individual and team performance are clearly and 

simply articulated. 

After working through the full set of lessons, you realize that each of us is empowered to be the 

best we can be if we focus on simply making each day our masterpiece by doing ALL the little 
things that insure a successful life. 



The Pyramid of Success works .... but only if you do, too. 

Terry Holland AD Emeritus East Carolina University 

You have provided coaches with one of the greatest educational tools ever. I share this 

information with "basketball people" all over the world. You will never truly understand what a 
"positive difference" you are making. Please - Please - Please don’t stop! George Raveling 

Many thanks for sending us all of your Wooden’s Wisdoms issues. They are excellent, and I 
use all of them in my "Theory and Practice of Coaching" classes at Duke University. 

They are helpful to anyone who wants to coach any sport at any level. 

I am in my fifty-sixth year of teaching, coaching or athletic administration, and I wish the 

articles had been available for all of them. 

I also send them to all of my ex players who are now coaching. They call or write to say they 
are extremely helpful and please keep them coming. 

Coach Wooden was so wise, so caring and so kind. Through these issues his words are 
helping others be better coaches, parents and people. 

Regards, Jerry Welsh, Duke University 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sean Frazier 

Frazier 

Sean 

Business 

Phone: 

815-753-9295 

E-mail: sfrazier@niu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athlelics Director <bubba.cmmingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

FW: General Anderson 

From: Dianne Lowe [dlowe@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2024 22:32 PM 
To; Johnson, Shelley H; Brown, Michelle; UNC Athletics Director 
Subject; FW: General Anderson 

[.~;st Thursday I realized while having dineer with Jim ~;nd Joyce ~nderso]] i~t an evenL what a treasured asset 

we have in our ~oca~ comR1unJLy who may be helpful in our Leadership Academy. 

~ have known Jim aRd Joyce Anderson as friends and fellow church meRlbers [:or ak~ost ten years and was 

aware of h~s contk~ued leadership at West 

Am forwarding this emai] for your consideration. ~ have not talked with Jh~ regarding this possibility; however, 

if you are interested, f w~ be g~ad ~:o ob[a~n con[:ac[ info as they Hve ~n Governors {::k~b. 

Go Hee~s! 

F~m~ Frederick Russ [mail~:russfa@ucmail.uc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, Nay 02, 2014 9:0~ AM 
To~ Dianne Lowe 
Sobject: General Anderson 

Good morning, DiAnne, 

Kevin and I enjoyed eating dinner with you and Dick at CHICO’s last night, along with Jim and Joyce Anderson, Bob Harris, and Tim Hucks. l just found an online 

(~!~_L/#_9_g_~_r_~Q_o_[#_~_~_~[~_~J#_~Q_[9_~{£~:_~£~Zi~_~:~_~_~_~_Q_~Z) and a video (~/Z~[~1/~/y~Q#~/~/j~1#~:~£) about General 

Anderson and thought I’d share it with you since it might be worthwhile to think about getting Jim involved in the Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy. 

Best wishes and Go Tarheels~ 

Fritz 

Dr. Frederick A. Russ 

Professor and Dean Emeritus, Carl H. Lindner College of Business 

Former Senior Vice Provost and NCAA Faculty Athletics Representative 

University of Cincinnati 

Former Marketing Area Coordinator and C. Knox Massey Professor of Business 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 7:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: General Anderson 

Possible presenter for department or to students. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: UNC Athletics Director <~b~9~b~b~a~c~u~n~n~!~n~g~h~a~m~@~u~n~c~.~e~d~u~> 

Date: Monday, May 5, 2014 at 2:53 PM 

To: Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: FW: General Anderson 

From: Dianne Lowe [dlowe@ramsdub.com] 
Sent-" Monday, May 05, 2014- 12:31 PM 
To; Johnson, Shelley H; Brown, Michelle; UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: FVV: General Anderson 

[.~st rhursday I realized while havir~g ditcher with Jim ~nd ,Joyc~:_~ ~r~ct~-:~rs.:_~]] at an evenL what a treasured asset 

we have in our k}~:a~ comrnun~:y who may be helpful in our Leadership Academy 

~ have known Jim aRd ;oyce Anderson as friends and fellow church members ~:or aknost ten yesrs snd was 

aware of h~s contk~ued leadership at West Point. 

Am forwarding this emai] for your consideration. ~ have not talked with Jh~ regarding this possibility; however, 

if you are interested, f w~]~ be g~ad ~:o obtain corn:act info as they Hve m Governors 

Go Heeb~ 

F~m= Frederick Russ [mailto:russfa@ucmail.uc.ed~ 
Sent; Friday, May 02, 2014 9:01 AM 
To= Dianne Lowe 
Subject: General Anderson 

Good morning, DiAnne, 

Kevin and I enjoyed eating dinner with you and Dick at CHICO’s last night, along with Jim and Joyce Anderson, Bob Harris, and Tim Hucks. l just found an online 

(htt#ziiandersonleadershipsolutions.com/jarnes-anderson/) and a video (h~£~//~ww:h~story:££mish#~s/~#~n~rn~r~:h~icast/james.-anderson) about General 

Anderson and thought l’d share it with you since it might be worthwhile to think about gettin8 Jim involved in the Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy. 

Best wishes and Go Tarheels~ 

Fritz 

Dr. Frederick A. Russ 
Professor and Dean Emeritus, Carl H. Lindner College of Business 

Former Senior Vice Provost and NCAA Faculty Athletics Representative 

University of Cincinnati 

Former Marketing Area Coordinator and C. Knox Massey Professor of Business 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu> 

Wednesda,/, Mac-7, 2014 8:15 AM 

Subject: MAC Commencement - Thursday, May 8 - SMITH CENTER CLOSED TO VISITORS 8:00 AM to 12:00 NOON 

The Smith Center will be closed to visitors tomorrow, Thursday, May 8, from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon for the MAC Commencement ceremony. 

The arena will be open to visitors tomorrow afternoon. 

Thanks for you cooperation! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Domino. Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 8:49 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Caxolina Softball weekly newsletter 

Weekly Email 5.5.14.1xtf 

Please see the attachment, thanks! 

Marissa Young 

Assistant Softball Coach 

ell 

919-962-5105 fax 

www.goheels.com 

www.donnajpapasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TarHeelSoftball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball- @UNCCoachYoung 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Domina~ Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesda’/, Mac- 7, 2014 9:43 AM 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Cmolina Softball weekly newsletter 

Weekly Email 5.5.14.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 10:15 AM 

Subje~t: ACC Softball: 2014 Honors Announced 

Congrats to 

Coach P 

Outstanding honor. Go Heels! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kuppelweiser, Brian" <bkuppelweiser@theacGorg> 
Date: May 8, 2014 at 8:59:22 AM EDT 
To: Undisclosed recipients:; 
Subject: ACC Softball: 2014 Honors Announced 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
May 8, 2014 
(@ACCSofiball 
http:!!thcacc:co_[SB14awards 

2014 ACC Softball Honors Announced 

FSU’s Waldrop, O’Brien and Alameda earn recognition; ND~s Wester top fi’eshman 

GREENSBORO, N.C. (.t__h___e___A___C__C__~_c_p___m__) - The 2014 All-Atlantic Coast Conl~rence Soil.ball Teams and individual awards were announced today by the conference office, as voted on by the 

league’s 11 head coaches. 

Florida State’s Maddie O’Brien was named the ACC Player of the Year, while the Seminoles’ Lacey Waldrop and Lonni Alameda were named Pitcher of the Year and Coach of the Year, 

respectively. Notre Dame’s Karley Wester was tabbed the ACC Freshman of the Year. 

O’Brien, a junior from Pahn Harbor, Florida, finished the regular season second in the league in batting average (.440) and topped the charts in slugging percentage (.953), on-base 
percentage (.556), home runs (20) and RBI (74). O’Brien becomes the sigh Florida State student-athlete to win the award, ioining Toni Gutierrez (1992), Cindy Lawton (1995), 

Shamalene Wilson (1996), Lesfie MaleHch (2003) and Jessica van der Linden (2003, 2004). 
Waldrop, who became the second student-athlete from Florida State to win the league’s top softball pitcher award, held opponents to a .171 batting average and posted an ElLA of 0.86 

in 204.1 innings of work. The junior from Chester, Virginia, registered a NCAA-high 31 wins during the regular season. 

Notre Dame’s Wester, a native of tiuntington Beach, Cafifornia, led the ACC in batting average (.461) and was third in the league with an on-base percentage of.525. In addition, Wester 

drove home 28 runs during the regular season and topped the league’s charts in stolen bases with 25. 

Alameda earned ACC Coach of the Year honors for the second consecutive season after leading the Seminoles to the top spot in the ACC regular season standings. Florida State enters 

postseason play with a 47-6 record, 24-3 against conference opponents and is ranked No. 4 in the most recent USA Today/NFCA poll. 

Ten schools were represented on the 2014 AII-ACC Teams, led by Florkta State and Notre Dame with live representatives apiece. North Carolina, Virginia Tech and Syracuse had throe, 

while Boston College, Georgia Tech, NC State, and Pitt each had two. Maryland rounded out the field with one representative. 

lndi~ddual Award Winners 

Player of the Year - Maddie O’Brien, Florida State 

Pitcher of the Year -Lacey Waldrop, Florida State 

Freshman of the Year - Karley Wester, Notre Dame 

Coach of the Year - Lonni Alameda, Florida State 

AII-ACC First Team 

LaceyWaldrop Jr. P Florida State 

Maddie O’Brien Jr. SS Florida State 

KafleyWester Fr. OF Notre Dame 

MicaelaArizmendi So. 1B Notre Dame 

Courtney Senas St. OF Florida State 

Kristen Brown So. SS North Carolina 

EmilyWeiman Jr. p NC State 

Laura Winter Sr. P Notre Dame 

Sydney O’Hara Ft. P Syracuse 

Maddie Lionberger So. 2B GeorgiaTech 

A]I-ACC Second Team 

Ashley Thomas Sr. SS Georgia Tech 

]essica Burroughs Fr. P Florida State 

Emilee Koerner Jr. OF Notre Dame 

Renada Davis Jr. SS NC State 

Candice Beards Sr. 1B Maryland 

]enna Kelly So. 1B North Carolina 



Lauren Gaskill Jr. SS 

Aquilla Mateen So. OF 

Tory Speer Sr. C 

Carly Thea Jr. OF 

AI]-ACC Third Team 

Jasmine Watson Sr. 

Victoria East So, 

Cassidy Whidden Jr. C 

Shirley Daniels St. OF 

Tori Nirschl So. OF 

Kylie McGoldrick Jr. 2B 

Nicole D’Argento St, P 

Megan Cooley So. OF 

Briana Hamilton Sr. 3B 

Katey Smith So. C 

BRIAN KUPPELWEISER 

Virginia Tech 

North Carolina 

Boston College 

Pitt 

Syracuse 

Florida State 

Notre Dame 

Syracuse 

Pitt 

Virginia Tech 

Boston College 

Boston College 

Florida State 

Virginia Tech 

Communications and Public Relations Intern 

Cell: 

Office: 336.369.1202 

bk uppe]we!ser@t heacc.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 10:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Contact info 

Bnbba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University ofNoNa Caxolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Alden, Michael F." <AldenMf;mis~mri.edu> 
Date: May 8, 2014 at 9:26:25 AM EDT 

To: Bob Vecchione <bvecchione@nacda.com > "Feldman Peter (Commerce)" <~!..e..t..e..r....I.!..e.!..dJ..r.~.~.).@.c.‘9..r[1.r..n..e...r..c..e.:.~.e~n.~t..e..:g~?..~:> 

Cc: "Seidel, Rebecca (Commerce)" <.[.~.e...~?..e.£.c..a..~..e.i..d..e..~.@..c.9~.r.~!Ln.~.eJ2c..e..~.e.~r4~gR2i>, "Finestone, Josh (Heller)" <_J_2_~_I!___t_!_i__r!_e_b_-t_£__n__e__@_I!_e_!_l__e_r:_~_ej~_a__t__e_:g£3_>, 

Donald Re~nv <drems!(q)ncaa.oN >, ". ............................................................................................ ;@verizon.net>, ’"’Chris Plonsky 
(cplonsl~(d~maiL ulexas.edu)’ ( c plonskw(c-~ maiLutexas.edu )’ ( c plonskv(~ mail.utexas.ed u )" <cplons~, ~mail.utexas~edu>. "Tim Selgo ( ~lgot~gvsu.edu ) 

(selgo~,~{~vsu~edu)’’ <selgot(~gvsu~edu>, "dtencher~f~ric.edu" <dtencher(~)ric.e&~>, "Jim Phillips (i-phillips({~northwes~tern.edu)" <~ 

pNllips(~)northweslemedu>, "Bubba Cmmingham UNC (bubbac,@~unc.edu)" <~bubbac(~)unc~edu>, "Matthew, San@ K." <matthew~@missouri.edu> 

Subject: RE: Contact info 

Bob~ thaek you [or indudieg me in all of your corres~xmdence. We apprech~te your le~dersMp and work on trv#~g to be responsive to Mr, F81dmBn and 

the# requests, DonakL thanks for reaching out ~:o me wM~e ~ was m SEC meetings ~t~ Jacksor~vi~e ,..my apolog~es h:~r be~eg d~fficult to reach due to 

those commitments. A~so....thanks for everyone’s understanding of the schedules for next week....busy tknes on our campuses. 

We are p]eased that 8~1~ gradshaw, former President of the Nationa] Assodat~on of College D~rectors of AtMet~cs(NACDA), will be aMe to assist ~n the 

needs of th~s meeth~g next week. Bob and [ communicated w~th the Officers of NACDA yesterday and al] confirmed unanimous recommendation that 

g~l reg~reseet NACDA. gi~i... ~:haek you for your w~l~ingness to part~dpi~te and join others ~n th~s d~scusskm. 

Thaeks for evervone"s hard work ~nd co[laborat:~e efforts Pet:eL know~ng that you ~re fadlR~ting t:hese d~scuss~ons and that Sen~tor McCaski~l might 

be k~c[uded, [ wou~d appredate you passing along rny best wishes to the Senator. Senator McCasMl~ ~s a b~g supporter of Higher Education throughout 

the court,W, and certah~[y ~n the S~ate of M~ssourL She is a~so a b~g supporter of M~zzou .... 

Best w~shes on a productive conversation next week. We appredate the opportunity for NACDA to be ~nc[uded. 

Mike Alden 

University of Missouri 

F~m: Bob Vecchione [~aAe;_~_£t#_ea¢~_~a¢~_¢=_£em] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 07, 2014 ~1:29 PM 

Te: Feldman, Peter (Commerce) 
~¢[ Seidel, Rebecca (Commerce); Rnestone, Josh (Helle0; Donald Remy @ver[zon,net; Alden, Nichael F. 
Subject= Re: ConNer info 

Peter, 

Our officers voted unaNmously to have Nil Bradshaw represent NACDA at next Wednesday’s 

hearing. 

I have also confirmed this with Donald Remy of the NCAA. 

Nll’s email address is listed above and his cell number is 

I would appreciate your efforts to confirm Bill’s appointment and provide any further information to Nil with a copy to Mr. Remy and me. 

Thank you in advance and I look forward to a confirmation at your earliest convenience. 

Bob 

Bob Vecchione 

Executive Director 

NACDA 

Office: 

Mobile: 440-823-9559 

Sent from my iPad 

On May 7, 2014, at 2:21 PM, "Feldman, Peter (Commerce)" <Peter Feldman@commerce.senate.gov> wrote: 

Bob thaxtks again for your help on this. NCAA recommended that Jim Livengood, Gene DeFilippo, or Bill Bradshaw might be viable witness 

options. As ibrmer ADs, hopefiflly they have more freedom to speak their mind, and more insulation frown current problems. NCAA’s lobbyist 

mentioned that you might be able to make intros to some of these folks they’re all former NACDA presidents. Do you think these options 

make sense, and if so, would you inind giving us their contact in[o? 

’lhm~s, 

Peter 

Peter A. Feldman 

Republican Counsel 

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation 

United States Senate 

Washington, DC 20510 

(202) 224-1251, Office 



(202) 224-1259, Fax 



JBS intro 



ND Full GIA student with Estimated Family Contribution of 0 (fully Pell eligible); In addition to GIA value (includes the 

equivalent of 3 meals per day/21 per week), full Pell value ($5,700) will also receive funding via SAF (clothing allowance, 

travel assistance, technology assistance and health insurance) plus cash per diem incidental to participation. 

Need UNC data added 





JBS content...if!still want to provide more aid...need a rationale 



JBS content 



Miscellaneous Expense Allowance / Stipend of up to $2,000 not to exceed Cost of Attendance when all sources of aid are 

counted including Pell. 

"Needy" student does not receive this MEA 

Disparity by institution of CoA 

- Capping value per student 





Unmet need grant attempts to bridge need gap by calculation of total aid package in comparison to CoA 

Tough for any Full GIA recipient to be eligible for UNG 



Unmet need grant attempts to bridge need gap by calculation of total aid package in comparison to CoA 

Tough for any Full GIA recipient to be eligible for UNG 



Late addition to proposals by Student Athlete Well-Being Working Group 

Utilize current notion of Student Assistance Fund to provide more aid directly to student-athletes 

Explain current formulation of SAF as is: based on amount of aid (GIA) distributed, sports sponsored and pell recipients 

per institution. 



REVENUE DISTRIBUTION I totals 

STUDENT 

Current funding of SAF is via NCAA revenue distributions...formula led to $73.5M being designated for SAF in 2012-13 

(15% of total distributions which equaled $484M) 



Currently ND receives -$500,000 per year and UNC -$350,000 for SAF 

Common current uses as defined here 



How implement? 

Important to have a need-based element/basis for assignment as a starting point. Why? Supports the rationale for why 

we are doing this and it provides non-discriminatory factor on which to base decisions 

Example, use Federal Pell Grant eligibility scale for those with proven need to determine eligibility for further aid and the 

magnitude thereof 

Use EFC data to define thresholds for others that actual have needs for aid that would otherwise go unmet 

In some cases, deal with individual circumstances in making aid decisions 



As SAF formula has Pell recipient factor...encourage!mandate FAFSA filing 

Use financial literacy effort to educate student-athletes about availability and use of aid provided 

Provide aid on a semester basis to maximize accuracy of utilization; as an example, provide this aid via a campus cash- 

equivalent form (multiple avenues/available uses and encourages wise use) 



Options to pursue for funding this expanded SAF aid: 

-pursue designated distribution from College Football Playoff for this purpose 

-Pursue support from NFL and/or NBA if they cannot produce viable/equivalent minor league option(s) 

Example: NHL provided grant to USA Hockey that supports the operation of College Hockey, Inc. (educational/marketing 

arm for collegeiNCAA Hockey with prospects that cannot be contacted by college coaches but can by CHL 



Potential questions? 

Pay to play? Primary basis is need and expansion of current use/system of use of existing fund 

Employees? Not directly linked to GIA value...is need based 

Will still cost a lot? Not a question of whether funds will be spent, just how 

Abuse based on discretion? Methodology and actual use is reported per current SAF requirements!subject to audit for 

appropriateness? 

Still a Title IX issue? Up to institutions to manage similar to any other element of Title IX...no inherent rules that impact 

Title IX (as MEA, etc. would) 

Impact current SAF use? No matching/additional funds are the target for use in this fashion to permit current usage to 

continue.v 



Potential questions? 

Pay to play? Primary basis is need and expansion of current use/system of use of existing fund 

Employees? Not directly linked to GIA value...is need based 

Will still cost a lot? Not a question of whether funds will be spent, just how 

Abuse based on discretion? Methodology and actual use is reported per current SAF requirements!subject to audit for 

appropriateness? 

Still a Title IX issue? Up to institutions to manage similar to any other element of Title IX...no inherent rules that impact 

Title IX (as MEA, etc. would) 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 9, 2014 5:07 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Stalt" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

2014-15 Budget requests 

As a follow-up to our budget discussion, I wanted to give you the priority order of the additional needs requests from the coaches I work with.....l realize we may 

not be able allocate additional funds to sports, but thought it would be helpful for you to see what coaches deem most important in 2014-15 for their programs. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Gymnastics: 

1. Additional assistant coach 35,000 

2. Recruiting 8,000 

3. Meet judges expenses 6,000 

Fencing: 

1. Raises for assistant coaches and additional part-time coach 33,000 

2. Replace/repair electric scoring equipment 4,000 

3. Purchase one additional metal strip 3,500 

Men’s Soccer 

1. Team travel due to ACC schedule and increased fight/bus/hotel costs 16,000 

2. Preseason expense due to earlier start date per NCAA 7,500 

3. Increase in officials fees 3,000 

4. Film editing software approved by ACC 3,500 

Women’s Golf: 

1. Recruiting.....due to NCAA rules allowing schools to pay for parents to visit and increase in international recruiting 4,000 

2. Equipment......players no longer have to pay or reimburse program for equipment 8,000 

Rowing: 

1. New 4+ racing shell.....1 or 2 @ 25,000 each 

2. Winter training trip to Tampa, FI ....... trained in Chapel Hill past 2 years, but cold. 15,000-18,000 

3. Jon boat outboard motors.....2 @ 2,400 each = 4,800 

Volleyball: 

2. 

3. 

Track: 

2. 

3. 

Women’s Basketball: 

1. Update Museum in Carmichael Arena 20,000 

2. Pre-season team building trip to Myrtle Beach 

3. Part-time video coordinator 25,000 

Team travel due to new ACC Schedule    26,405 

House and feed student-athletes for preseason and nutritional supplements 7,400 

Recruiting 6,000 

Lodging/meal/meet expense after exams for ACC and NCAA_.._previously charged to post-season budget 

Additional lodging/meal expense due to more athletes staying for ACC 22,000 

Begin paying track & field officials.....can no longer get many to volunteer 25,000 

145,000 

10,000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 9, 2014 5:13 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exes~talt~:groups.unc.edu-~ 

RE: 2014-15 Budget requests 

Thanks Beth~ 

Below is same info for Women’s Lacrosse~ 

1. Team travel due to ACC schedule and increased fight/bus/hotel costs $30,000 (14/15 need) 

2. West Coast Recruiting $5,000 

3. Supplies / Materials (Increase Nike Alottment, Other Equipment, etc. $25,000 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Friday, May 09, 20J.4 5:07 PM 

To; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject; 20:t4-:t5 Budget requests 
As a follow-up to our budget discussion, I wanted to give you the priority order of the additional needs requests from the coaches I work with.....l realize we may 

not be able allocate additional funds to sports, but thought it would be helpful for you to see what coaches deem most important in 2014-15 for their programs. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Gymnastics: 

1. Additional assistant coach 35,000 

2. Recruiting 8,000 

3. Meet judges expenses 6,000 

Fencing: 

1. Raises for assistant coaches and additional part-time coach 33,000 

2. Replace/repair electric scoring equipment 4,000 

3. Purchase one additional metal strip 3,500 

Men’s Soccer 

1. Team travel due to ACC schedule and increased fight/bus/hotel costs 16,000 

2. Preseason expense due to earlier start date per NCAA 7,500 

3. Increase in officials fees 3,000 

4. Film editing software approved by ACC 3,500 

Women’s Golf: 

1. Recruiting.....due to NCAA rules allowing schools to pay for parents to visit and increase in international recruiting 4,000 

2. Equipment......players no longer have to pay or reimburse program for equipment 8,000 

Rowing: 

1. New 4+ racing shell.....1 or 2 @ 25,000 each 

2. Winter training trip to Tampa, FI ....... trained in Chapel Hill past 2 years, but cold. 15,000-18,000 

3. Jon boat outboard motors.....2 @ 2,400 each = 4,800 

Volleyball: 

1. Team travel due to new ACC Schedule 26,405 

2. House and feed student-athletes for preseason and nutritional supplements 7,400 

3. Recruiting 6,000 

Track: 

1. Lodging/meal/meet expense after exams for ACC and NCAA......previously charged to post-season budget 145,000 

2. Additional lodging!meal expense due to more athletes staying for ACC 22,000 

3. Begin paying track & field officials.....can no longer get many to volunteer 25,000 

Women’s Basketball: 

1. Update Museum in Carmichael Arena 20,000 

2. Pre-season team building trip to Myrtle Beach I0,000 

3. Part-time video coordinator 25,000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2014 8:05 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-20.pdf 

Is attached. Thanks! 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



Student-Athlete Conduct, Policy survey results: 

44 schools responded to this survey with the following results 

38 schools have policies regarding student-athlete conduct that are ingrained with the 

institutional policies (86%) 

38 schools have procedures regarding student-athlete conduct that are ingrained with the 

institutional policies (86%) 

38 schools are willing to share their policies and procedures with other schools (86%) 

41 schools are willing to talk with other schools regarding their policies and procedures for 

student-athlete conduct (93%) 

Schools participating in this survey: 

Utah lowa 

Arkansas State Naval Academy 

NC State Texas 

West Virginia Rice 

Georgia North Texas 

Michigan State Maryland 

Houston New Mexico State 

Wake Forest Idaho 

Nevada Vanderbilt 

South Alabama Wisconsin 

New Mexico Military Academy 

Purdue Western Michigan 

Louisiana Lafayette Texas A&M 

Northwestern TCU 

Air Force Academy Michigan 

Oklahoma South Carolina 

Ohio State Virginia Tech 

BYU Tulsa 

Florida State Akron 

Clemson Kansas 

Boston College Florida Atlantic 

North Carolina 

lowa State 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs~unc.edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2014 1:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Travel Reservation to SAN DIEC~), CA on June 02 tbr V1NCE ILLE 

Electronic ticket receipt, June 02 for ILLE.pdf; Electronic ticket receipt, June 02 for ILLE.Ixtf; Travel Reservation June 02 for ILLE.pdf; 

elnvoice, June 02 for ILLE.pdf 

F~m~ ALZSON NCGEE [mNlto:alisonmcgee@anthonytravel.com] 
5ent~ Nonday, Nay 12, 201~ 1:39 PN 
T~ Griggs, ~athy 
Subject: Travel Rese~ation to SAN DIEGO, CA on June 02 for ~NCE ILLE 

ANTNONY TRAV ~."~L 

1. View your fuil itinerary direc41y in the 

confirma[ion emaiL 

2. Orga~?ize your busb, ess a~?d ~e~sure tdps 

~n one pbce, 

3. Access your [r~p dela~b everywhere v~a 

[he web or mobile app. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdes~lm@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2014 7:38 PM 

Subject: ACADEMIC S[JCCES S ! 

Dear UNC Swimmers & Divers, Coaches, Parents & Incoming Swimmers & Divers: 

Congratulations on a terrific academic semester. We have received grade reports from the spring semester and are very proud of the team for these results. Ou__£ 

onnuol teom gool is 3.2 GPA for both the semester & the cumulative/running G PA. Women~ you are doing outstanding and reaching that goal on a regular basis! 

Men~ this is the BEST semester for a UNC Men’s Swimming & Diving team in YEARS! Fantastic! 

Incoming swimmers & divers-we wanted you to see this information so that you know the level of expectation and achievement here. Be prepared to contribute 

positively to these goals! Incoming, please pass this information along to your parents (we are gathering our new team email distribution lists)... 

Thank you, swimmers & divers for your investment in academic success and THANK YOU to so many in the Academic Center - especially Michelle Brown, Jaimie 

Lee AND all the tutors who assist our team members and many other student-athletes at UNC! 

WOMEN 

SPRING 2014 GPA 3.235 (with two scoring a perfect 4.00 GPA) 

ACADE M IC YEAR 2013-2014 3.221 

CUMULATIVE GPA AS OF SPRING 2014 3.171 

# WOMEN OVER 3.0 GPA SPRING 2014 = 25 

# WOMEN OVER 3.0 GPA CUMULATIVE = 25 

Historical Women Cumulative GPA since 2006-2007: 3.04, 3.04, 3.05, 3.05, 3.17, 3.15, 3.19 & 3.17 

MEN 

SPRING 2014 GPA 3.184 (with one scoring a perfect 4.00 GPA} 

ACADE M IC YEAR 2013-2014 3.084 

CUMULATIVE GPA AS OF SPRING 2014 3,048 

# MEN OVER 3.0 GPA SPRING 2014 = 22 

# MEN OVER 3.0 GPA CUMULATIVE = 20 

Historical Men Cumulative GPA since 2006-2007: 3.02, 3.06, 3.03, 2.94, 2.80, 2.85, 2.96 & 3.08 

CONGRATULATIONS & KEEP THESE TRENDS GOING. ACADEMIC SUCCESS PROVIDES YOU MORE FREEDOME TO ACHIEVE ATHLETIC SUCCESS....BOTH ARE POSSIBLE & 

YOU ARE PROVING IT !! 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C) 
Email: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles [)r, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www gol’teels corn 
www.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 12:13 PM 

Subject: Schnur & Schneider Honored by ITA 

Schnur & Schneider Honored by ITA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

May 13, 2014 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate SID, 919-641-4128, davelohse@unc.edu 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.-A pair of talented University of North Carolina freshman men’s tennis players received honors Tuesday from the Intercollegiate Tennis Association. Brayden 

Schnur, a freshman from Pickering, Ontario, earned honors as the ITA Carolina Region Rookie Player of the Year, while Ronnie Schneider, a freshman from Bloomington, Ind., has been 

tapped as the ITA Carolina Region To Watch. 

With the selections, both players will be eligible for the national ITA awards in those categories to be given out later this month. 

Schnur enrolled at Carolina in January and embarked on a brilliant freshman campaign in which he has gone 17-4 in singles and 19-5 overall in doubles. In singles, he is 11-3 against 

nationally-ranked players. Schnur’s play has been a key in lifting UNC to a school record 26 dual match team victories. Schnur and Schneider will lead Carolina into the NCAA Final 16 

on Friday when the No. 7 Tar Heels meet No. 10 Georgia at 4 p.m. in Athens, Ga. 

Schneider will join Schnur in the NCAA singles tournament upcoming next week after the team tournament has concluded. Schnur has also qualified for the doubles draw with Brett 

Clark. 

Schneider was rock steady all year for UNC, playing at #2 behind Schnur in the singles lineup. Including fall tournament play, Schneider was 33-7 overall and 12-6 against nationally- 

ranked players. He was 7-3 in three-set matches and got the clincher in that fashion against South Carolina in the NCAA regional final this past Sunday as the Tar Heels won 4-1. 

Overall he was 26-6 in doubles, including 21-4 in dual matches with fellow Midwestern freshman Jack Murray. 

Schnur is currently ranked 15th in the ITA singles rankings and Schneider is 33rd. Schneider’s 33 singles wins this year are three short of the school record held jointly by Roland 

Thornqvist in 1992-93, Nick Monroe in 2003-04 and Schneider’s current teammate, sophomore Brett Clark, in 2013-14. 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW:Hotel Reservation SAN DIEG4), CA on June 02 for V1NCE ILLE 

Electronic ticket receipt, June 02 for ILLE VINCE.pdf; Electronic ticket ~eceipt, June 02 for ILLE VINCE.pdf, Travel Reservation June 02 

for ILLE.pdf; eInvoice, June 02 for ILLE VINCE.pdf 

Vince-the hotel confirrnation is on the Travel Reservation A[tachrnent, you will need to scroll down a bit [o see it. 

From: ALISON MCGEE [mailto:alisonmcgee@anthonytravel.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May :!,3, 2014 12:41 PM 
"re: Griggs, Kathy 
$..bject; Travel Reservation to SAN DIEGO, CA on June 02 for VINCE ILLE 

1. View your fuil itinerary directly in [he 

confirmations email. 

2. Organize your business and ieisure trips 
~n one p~ace 

3, Access your trip detai~s eve~}~where v~a 

the web or mobile app. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 9:56 AM 

Phillips, Tripp <tphillip@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Paul, SaJnpson L <spaul@unc.edu-~ 

I~NV: Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 2013-2014 

2013-2014 Outside Athletically Related Incolne Decl~ralion Fom~.pdf 

Good Morning Tripp--- 

Please return the attached Outside Athletically Related Income form at your earliest convenience. This form was due on April 18, 2014. 

If you have questions about the form, please let me know, 

Thank you~ 

Marie~le 

Msriel]e A. vanGeMer 

Associate ALMetic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phone: (9:].9) 962-7853 

F a’,<: (919) 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 

E~= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Seat= Tuesday. Nay 06. 2054 ~0:38 AN 

Subject: FW: Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 20~.3-20~.4 
Importance: High 

All .-- 

This email represents the fourth request for your completed outside ~tMetic~lly related income form. As has been noted in the previous requests, ~1~ Dep~rtment 

of Athletics staff members must complete the form, even ~f no outside athletically related ~ncome will be received. 

Please cornple~:e ~:he h:~rm at your earliest convenience and return ~: ~:o the Compliance Office. 

Tha~k you. 

Msrie~le 

Mariel~e A. vanGe~der 

Associate AtMefic Director 

UniversiLy of NorLh Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9(52..7853 

Fax: {959) 962-5L~2 

~_gg_£_&~J_~_#£@_£_Q ~:_#_#_#. 

F~m= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent-’ Nonday, April 28, 2014 6:45 PN 

Subject: FW: Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 20:~3-20:~4 

Importance-" High 

Good Evening--- 

To date, we have not received your declaration of Outside Athletically Related Income. 

Please let rne know ~f you have any questions or concerr~s 

Thank you. 

Marie~le 

Mariel]e A. vanGe~der 

Associate ALh~etic Director 

UniversiLy of NorLh Carolina 

Phone: (9~9) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6L~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent~ Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:30 PN 
Subject~ N: Verification of Ou~ide Athletically Related Income for 2013-2014 
Impo~ance: High 

I hope tNs finds you we~L ~f you are receiving this ema~l, Athletics Compliance has not yet received your Outside AtMetica~y Re~ated ~ncome Form (see attached). 

Please complete the attached form and send ~t to my attention at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you for your assistance w~:h ~:h~s important process. 

Mariel~e A. vanGeider 



Associate ALhle~ic Director 

UniversiLy of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962--7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6~32 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 

~m: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 25, 20~4 6:[4 PM 

Subject; Verification of Ou~sid~ Athleti~ally Related Income {or20~.3-:~014 

Tmporl:ance: High 

Good Evening Everyone- 

I hope this finds you well. 

As we have already discussed with some of you, we have recently made some changes to the manner in which we comply with the NCAA requirement to report 

outside athletically related income. Beginning with the 20:13-20:14 academic year, ALl. Department of Athletics staff members will be required to either: 

:1. Report any athletically related income earned (actual dollar amount) as well as the itemized source(s) of such income; OR 

2. Attest that no outside athletically related income will be received. 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw :11.2.2 Athletically Related Income and as an employee with the University of North Carolina Department of Athletics, you are 

required to provide a written detailed account of any athletically related income and benefits received to the Office of the Chancellor on an annual basis. 

Sources of such income shall include, but are not limited to: 

:1. Income from Annuities; 

2. Sports Camps or Clinics; 

3. Housing Benefits (including preferential housing arrangements); 

4. Country Club Memberships; 

5. Complimentary Ticket Sales; 

6. Television and Radio Programs; 

7. Endorsement or Consultation Contracts with Athletics Shoe, Apparel or Equipment Manufacturers; and 

8. Speaking Engagements. 

Attached, please find an Outside Athletically Related Income Verification Form for 20:13-20:14. We ask that you complete all information requested for any source 

of outside athletically related income that you have received or expect to receive during the period of September :1, 20:13 through August 31, 20:14, then sign!date 

on the bottom of the second page. 

If you will not have any outside athletically related income during this time, please check the box on the front page of the form to indicate such, then sign/date on 

the bottom of the second page. 

If at any time prior to September 20:14 you add an additional source of outside athletically related income, please contact the Athletics Compliance Office to 

amend your form. Failure to declare Al.l. athletically related income will constitute a violation. 

Please return completed forms to the Athletics Compliance Office at your earliest convenience, however no later than Friday, April :18, 20:14. Forms can be 

returned via email or in hard copy. Pursuant to the legislation, once received, completed forms will be provided to both the Director of Athletics and Chancellor for 

their review. At this time, the attached form will not serve as a replacement for the University EPAP reporting requirements; however, we will continue to work 

with Human Resources and the Office of the University Counsel to align our processes moving forward so there is not a need for duplication of information. 

Beginning in September 20:14, we will ask you to begin the two-part outside athletically related income process for the 2014-2015 academic year. You will be asked 

to project any sources of income you expect to receive during the year. Additional sources of projected athletically related income can be added on an on-going 

basis throughout the academic year. Then, in September 20:15, you will be asked to verify your actual athletically related income received in 20:14-20:15 and project 

your athletically related income for 2015-20:16. 

I appreciate your assistance in this very important matter. If you have any questions or concerns about the form or revisions to our outside income reporting 

requirements, please feel free to contact me. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

mvanF, elder@unc.edu 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS STAFF OUTSIDE ATHLETICALLY iNCOME APPROVAL FORM 

2013-2014 ACADEMIC YEAR (9/1/2013 to 8/31/2014) 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 11.2.2 (Athletically Related Income) athletic department staff members must 

provide, on an annual basis, a written detailed account of any outside income. This form may be used as a means 

of reporting athletically related income and benefits received from sources outside the institution. The form also 

may be used for the Chancellor and Director of Athletics to grant general written approval for a coach or staff 

member to receive such income. In addition, the approval of all athletically related income and benefits shall be 

consistent with the institution’s policy related to outside income and benefits applicable to all full-time or part- 

time employees. 

Please complete this form in its entirety. 

Name 

Title 

A DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS STAFF MEMBER MUST PROVIDE AN ANNUAL WRITTEN DECLARATION TO THE 

INSTITUTION’S CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER iN ORDER TO: 

1. RECEIVE all athletically related income and benefits from sources outside the institution. 

ACCEPT outside compensation or gratuities from athletics shoe, apparel or equipment manufacturers in 

exchange for use of such merchandise during practice or competition. 

ENGAGE in outside consulting. 

Check here if no outside athletically related income will be earned for the 2013-2014 academic year. 

Please turn to the end of the document, sign in the appropriate location, and return it to the Athletics 

Compliance Office. 

ATHLETICALLY RELATED INCOME 

ACTUAL 

1. Speaking Engagements 

Endorsement or Consultation Contracts 

(i.e. Athletics Shoes, Apparel, Equipment etc.) 

A. Source: 

B. Source: 

4. Television Appearances 

A. Source: 

B. Source: 

5. Radio Appearances 

A. Source: 

B. Source: 



Commercial Endorsements 

A~ Source: 

B. Source: 

Income from Corporations in Exchange for Charitable or Promotional Work 

A. Source: 

B. Source: 

ACTUAL 

7. Annuities (from Outside the Institution) 

8. Sports Camps/Clinics: 

A. Source: 

B. Source: 

C. Source: 

D. Source: 

E. Source: 

F. Source: 

10. Housing Benefits 

11. Courtesy Car 

(from Outside the Institution) 

~L2. Country Club Membership 

(from Outside the Institution) 

13. Other (please specify below) 

I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge, I have reported all outside athletically related income for this 

academic year and am in compliance with Bylaw 11.2.2 including all NCAA regulations governing outside income. 

Athletics Department Staff Member Signature Date 

Director of Athletics Signature Date 

Chancellor’s Signature (or designee) Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 10:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Updated Travel 

Electronic ticket receipt, June 03 for ILLE VINCE.pdf; Electronic ticket ~eceipt, June 03 for ILLE VINCE.pdf, Travel Reservation June 03 

for ILLE.lxlf; eInvoice, June 03 for ILLE VINCE.pdf; Hotel.pdf 

Changed to June 3-June 7, will this work. 

From: ALISON MCGEE [mailto:alisonmcgee@anthonytravel.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 10:23 AM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: Travel Reservation to SAN DIEGO, CA on June 03 for VINCE ILLE 

1. View your fuil itinerary directly in lhe 
confirmations email. 

2. Organize your business and ~e~sure tdps 

in oBe pbce 

3, Access your trip detai~s eveB~where v~a 

the web or mobile app. 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

No~la-,n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edut 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 5:43 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~W: Your A~nazou.com order of "Tarnished Heels: How...". 

FYI the book has been pre-ordered but I am not sure when it witl arrive as the book is not currentbi avaitabfe~ 

Fro~: auto-confirm@amazon.corn [mailto:auto-confirm@amazon.com] 

Sent~ Wednesday, Nay ~4, 20~4 5:4~ PN 

To~ No,on, Nelly 

S~bjeetl Your Amazon.corn order of "Tarnished Heels: How...". 

[~:i .~= .............. ]                               Order Confirmation 
Order #105-7539485-293825g 

Hello Lawret~ce Ct~r~ningham, 

Thank you for shopping with us. We’ll send a confirmation once your item has shipped. Your order details are 

indicated below. If you would like to viewthe status of your order or make any changes to it, please visit "(at~r 

Orders on Amazon.com. 

Yosr estimated deliver7 date ks: 

We’ll notify you via e-mail when we 

have an estimated delivery date for 

this item. It will ship separately. You 

can cancel at any time. 

Yosr order wiil be seqt to: 

Lawrence Cunningham 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

United States 

Order Details 
Order #105-7830485-.2936250 

Pia.sed on Wednesda), May ;4, 2014 

[amishi;d b~eeL.;: H.’rw Urle[Iqcal Actions aqd $14.40 

De~bera[e Deceit at lie LJpbiers~ty of Nor[is (or less) 

Carolina Ended The Carolina Way ~[iZ2. 

Rob J l~,ndsrsen: Paperback 

Sold by Ama~ton,com LLC 

Item Subtotal: 

Shipping & Handling: 

Total Before Tax: 

Estimated Tax: 

Order Total: 

To learn more about ordering go to O!deri!xq from AmD>zon.corlq 
If you want more information or need more assistance, go to k-leip 

$14.40 

$3.99 

$18.39 

$1.38 

$19.77 

Thank you for shopping with us. 

Amazon.corn 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 6:31 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaIT <uncaa exestalt@gmups.unc.edu> 

Dalgleish, Joyce L ~oyced@unc.edu>; Chalfin, Peter Lawrence <chalfin@email.unc.edu> 

Out of the office 

Executive Team, 

I will be out of the office tomorrow and Friday. I can be reached on my cell phone and I will also be monitoring emails. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2:126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton@unc.edu 



Please join us for GTG’s 

C mr ey s Stea 

1. va~ Room 

Transportation will be provided to and from the 
"World Center Marriott 

Please RSVP (acceplance and regrets) by May 23rd to 
Vin McCaffrey - vm.J gamet~l.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Marielle A <mvaa~geld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 15, 2014 1:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: FB class changes 

FYI on mass changes to Summer school enrollment in FB. Athletics is billed as of the first day of class. 

No response needed. 

Marielle A, ~anGeider 

Associate Athletic Pirecl:or 

University ot: North Csrol~ns 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-~2 

m va n g el d e r @ u t~ c. e d u 

From: Myers, Leslie 

Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 1:14 PM 

T~: Strassner, Rachel; Beatty, Grey 

~: Blanton, Brent S; Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: FB class changes 

Thanks Rachel 

Corey/Andre’, how shouM be communicate to Coach gedora that the following guys bumped their hours up from what was listed on their forms- 

I’m hoping the guys individually aren’L being charged a late t:ee for dropping the course, since I do think they would have stayed in the classes if they could have. 

Of course, we are always going to try to have Lhe guys ~n classes that they w~ finish each term, buL ~’m not sure Ws realistic to thh~k there won’t be changes each 

session. ~ wou~d hate to tNnk our guys only have two options regardh~g their summer schedules once the term starts; 1} drop a course and ~ncur a fee or 2) Stay in 

course in order to not be charged a fee but risk faH~ng ~t and adversely affecting e~giMHty. 

Ob~ous~y as Grey and ~ work through ~:h~s summer, we"H ge~: to know the system a Httle Mt better, but we are expedendng ~t for the first time r~gh~: now as well so 

please bear w~th us as we go through some of these ~ssues. Thanks. 

Lea 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Thursday, May ~5, 2014 ~2:33 PM 

To: Beatty, Grey; Myers, Leslie 

~¢: Blanton, Brent S 

Subject: RE: FB class changes 

All, 

Please see comments in red font next to each individual. 

It is imperative those who are dropping due so in a timely manner, as athletics has been charged 25% for all late charges. 

For swamps, I did not review, so if their credits hours have increased or decreased let me know. 

For those who added credits (hoping tNs was communicated with Coach Fedora as he signed off on less credits). I am worMng w~th Financial Aid to get 

their aid applied. It is also imperative tNs is communicated to the Head Coach and to me, so the students are not issued bills or their PELL or other 

scholarships are not reduced to pay the undo balance. 

For those who were over awarded, hoping Financial Aid can pull the monies back, if not will let you know. 

.,:’:, ’:, : ~ ::: t b ~: ’~ ~:) :: :"::::.: ~: O 

From: geatty, Greg 

Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 10:11 AM 

To: Myers, keslie; Strassner, Rachel 

Cc: Blanton, Brent S 

SuNect: RE: FB class changes 



From: Myers, Leslie 

Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 9:21 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Cc: Blanton, Brent S; Beatty, Greg 

Subject: FB class changes 

Rachel- 

Here are changes that have occurred with FB schedules (SINCE FROM 9:40AM ON 5/12 TO 1:45PM ON 5/14)- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Ma~ielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 15, 2014 4:28 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE:                UNC Football (NCAA) 

Will do --- I already left Les a voicemail, VII call .3ack and explain his options, 

Thanks. 

MvG 

Marielle A. vanC~e[der 

Associate Adfletic Director 

UniversiW of Nor[h Carolb~a 

Phone: (9:].9) 962-7853 

F~’,<: (919) 9{~2--6():32 

mw~ngelder@unc edu 

~m: Ille, Vince 
~eBt~ Thursday, May ~5, 20~4 4:23 PM 
T~: Vangelder, Marielle A 
~bje~t: Re:               JNC ~ootball (NC~) 

By reading ~ information bdow. I now ~ow ~ctly th~ sam~ as you. I note maw ~ ~ssiug       ~long to oth~B. ~ recommend som~ou~ from ore complianc~ 

o~c~ coumct Nm aud ~ssum~ respousibili~ fo~ guiding Nm aud his pursuit of options ~labl~ iu do~ conc~t with ASPSA. It app~aB Chris D~fick~u might n~d to 

be consMted as well. Thm~s lbr fo~m’diug to i~o~ me. 

On May 15, 2014, at 2:07 PM, "Vangelder. Marielle A" <mvangek["~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

I’m missing all of the background on this. Thoughks? 

Begin tbm-arded mes~ge: 

From: "Markos, Lance M" <_r__n_A_r_!!__o__@~_e___r_~L~_Li_Lq__n__c_’_:_e_d__u> 
Date: May 15, 2014 at 2:04:47 PM EDT 

To: " ~live.uuc.edu~ 

Cc: " ", ’ 

Subject: Re: UNC Football (N C?LA) 

You cau check in with M~ielle va~Gelder in our office. I’m literally out of the couutly a~d croft really help. Not sure M~at might be doue 

rego~rdless but you cau reach out to M~ielle at _r__n_z_Lm__~Le__l__kl__e__r_(_a~LLn__c_’_:_e_d31. 

Lmace 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 14, 2014, at 10:48 PM, ~)live.unc.edn> wrote: 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 16, 2014 5:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Senior StaffMeetling 

Vince, 

will be out of the o:~ice Monday, May ] 9ti~ and Tuesday, May 20th preser~ting at the NACWAA V~/omer is I eadersi~ip Symposium ~n Ci~arlotte. I will be available by 

email and cell phone if you need to get in touch with me. 

hanks, 

Cricke~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 8:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: One Kind of Meeting You Should Never Have 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Nick Fulton <nick@r~amsclub.com> 

Date: May 20, 2014 7:06:48 AM EDT 

To: Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: One Kind of Meeting You Should Never Have 

Thought this was an interesting al~ticle - not sure if some of the talceaways could be used to refom~ current meeting s~tmctures here, but figured I would 

pass along. 

NF 

One Kind of Meeting You Should Never Have 
//lnc.com 

Fay from maJaing your team more productive, this ~pe of meeting just makes it more dilticult to get things done. 

Many workplaces have frequent meetings where everyone on a temn gets together (either physically or virtually) to give oral status repolts of their 

respective projects. 

These "update meetings" (aka "statt’meetings") are supposedly useful because they encourage "better comlnunication." I beg to dlfi~r. 

As I see it, communication should only take place if it’s necessary to coordinate the activities of team members. If that need does not exist, "better 
communication" is only creating distractions. 

For example, progra~nmers working on a commercial application don’t need to know the status of the marketing campaign. Similarly, marketing tblk do 

not need to know the specifics of technical milestones. 

As a general rule, business communication should be on a "need to know" basis, not because i~s secret but because if you don’t need to know something 
you’re was~ting tilne and energy if you’re thinldng about it. 

For the sake of ~:rgument, though, let’s suppose that your team actually does have a need for "better communication." If so, it’s far more productive for 

eveiyone on the team to write and distribute a summa~ rather than to have an update meeting. 

Do The Numbers 

Let’s imagine yoffre in a team of 10 people. If eyeD,one in an update meeting gives a 15 minute npdate, you’ve consnmed 150 minutes per person for a 

total of 1500 person-minutes. (I.e. A 2.5 hour meeting ruth 10 people in attendance.) 

By contrast, if everyone spends 15 minutes writing a summary, you consume 150 minutes in writing time but, because most people can read (or skim) 10 

times thster than they can listen, you’re only adding 15 minutes per person (i.e. 10-- 1.5) tbr a total reading time of 150 person-minutes. The grand total is 

therefore 300 person-minutes. 

Thus writing summa~es is five times more eit~cient than an update meeting. 

How-ever, let’s suppose that everyone on the team is a slow writer and takes 30 minutes to write the status summary. That’s 300 minutes spent writing. 

Let’s also suppose that evelyone on the team is a Nt dense and takes three minutes to skim over each summaly. That’s 300 minutes in reading time, for a 

grand total 600 person-minutes. 

That’s still two and a half times more elticient than giving the updates at a meeting. 

Forced to Focus 

There are other advantages to summaries over meetings. Writing a summary forces you to concentrate on what’s really ilnporta~t. It also aJdows team 

members, when reading, to sldp over information that’s not relevant to them. 

Furthermore, to have an update meeting, you must coordinate eveD~one’s schedule, which means travel time, set-up time, fulzing ruth equipment, and so 

forth. By contrast, writing and reading summaries takes place at the convenience of both writer and reader. 



Update meetings also hmTe a tendency to degenerate into BS sessions, where everyone must pro~Te he or she is important by commenting on, or objecting 

to, eve .rything that eve~one else says. If you’ve ever worked anyMrere, yon know what I’m talking about here. Such activity is not jnst unproductive, it’s 

actively counterproductive. 

In additior~ update meetings, in tny experience more so than other types of meeting~ are prone to descend down rat-holes. 

For those who haven’t heard the te~m, a "rat-hole" is a discussion about something you can’t do an~thing about (like the economy) or something that’s 

inherently sVdpid (like "does our product really conform to Web 3.0?") 

It’s not unknown for npdate meeting attendees to surface rat-holes because their status report contains bad news and they want to run out the clock. That 

tactic, however, doesn’t work with written summaries. 

In short, while it may ma]~e sense to have kickoffmeetings and meetings to discuss what needs to happen next, having a meeting simply to update 

everybody is flushing time (and theretbre money) down the "toilet. 

Note: the above is based upon a comment I entered in response to a review of my book "Business Without’the Bullsh*t." 

To get weekly updates of Sales Source posts, sign up for the free newsletter. 

ShaJced via my feedly reader 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arthur. Ashley-~aarthur@admissions.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 10:47 AM 

Akin, John Stephen <john akm@unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@ema£unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@ema£unc.edu>; 

Farmer, Stephen M <st?~mer@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.eduq May, Lee Y <mayl@emml.tmc.edu’q Mosley, Layna 
<mosley@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.tmc.edu>; Renner, Joy J -<Joy Renne@med.unc.edu~; Taylor, Todd 

<twtaylo@email.unc.edu>; Wissic~ Brent Stewa~ <bsmssic@email.unc.edu> 

Admissions Speci~l-T~ent Co~nmittee Meeting 

Good morning, everyone. 
This is a reminder that there will be an Admissions Special-Talent Committee meeting on Thursday at 3:00 in Jackson Hall’s media room. The materials for this 

meeting are available on the shared site 

There will be one additional meeting for this committee in June. Please let me know if you are available on Wednesday, June 11th, 10:~-1~:00. 

Thank you! 

Ashley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 11:01 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfanner@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Akin, John Stephen <jolm akin@unc.edu>; Broome, I.is~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <3oy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Taylor, Todd 

<t~vtaylo@email.unc.edu>; Wissick, Brent Stewa~ <bswissic@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Hi Steve and Barbara, 

For Thursday’s meeting, I think it would be u~ihl to have snmma~ infonnalion (either to distribute at the meeting or posted belbreha~d) on what onr incoming class 

(across sports, rather titan just for baseball an&’or m soccer) looks like. That is, how many students are there at each level? 

Given that we know that the lines between levels are not hard and thst ones -- that flaere’s really no statistical difference between a 2.28 and a 2.32, for instance -- it 

also would be helpful to know how many of our Level 2s are near the border (e.g. 2.3 to 2.4). 

Thanks, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Dept. of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3265 

mosley@unc.edu 

On May 20, 2014, at 10:46 AM, "Artlmr, Ashley" <aart]lur~)admissions.nnc.edu> 

Good morning, everyone. 
This is a reminder that there will be an Admissions Special-Talent Committee meeting on Thursday at 3:00 in Jackson Hall’s media room. The 
materials for this meeting are available on the shared site 

There will be one additional meeting for this committee in June, Please let me know if you are available on Wednesday, June 11th, 10:00-11:00. 
Thank you! 
Ashley 
A~iJvy 
Assi~tac~t to the Oi..’-ector of U~adv..’-graduatc Admission:: 



FI~)III: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 11:16 AM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <st:anner@admissions.unc.edu> 

Akin, John Stephen <jolm akin@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <~loy Rem~e@med.unc.edw,; Taylor, Todd 

<t~vtaylo@email.unc.edu>; Wissick, B~ent Stewazt <bswissic@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions SpecM-Talent Co~nmittee Meeting 

Hi, Layna, 

We can provide that information as preliminary daLa~ The tnal, official distribution, which will be used t:or reporting purposes, will depend on final high school 

transcripts and whatever add~tiona~ test resuks we receive. That data will not be avalaMe untl m~d-September. 

h~ the meanth~e though, we’H gather the prefmi~ary h~formation and have ~t available for Thursday’s meeting, 

B a r ba ra 

Dep~ty I} 

From: Mosley, kayna 

Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 11:01 ~M 

T~: Farmer, Stephen M; PNk, Barbara Jo 

E¢: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, kissa k; Brown, Michelle; lie, Vince; May, kee Y; Rennet, Joy J; Taylor, Todd; Wissick, Brent Stewart 

$ubjeCt: Re: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Hi Steve m~d Bar~ra, 

For Thurs~N}~s meeting, I tNNc it would be u~l to have summa~" infommfion (either m distribute a the meeting or posted ~forehax~d) on what our incoming class 

(across spots, rather than jua for baseball and/or m ~ccer) looks like. Tha is, how mm~y s~dents are there a each level? 

Given that we ~ow that the lines be%veen levels a~e not hard ~d fan ones -- that there’s really no statisticaJ difference be~een a 2.28 and a 2.32, for ins~nce -- it 

also would be helpM to ~ow how many of our Level 2s are near the border (e.g. 2.3 to 2.4). 

Tha~ 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Dept. of Political Science 

lhfive~ity ofNo~ Caxolina at Cha~l Hill 

Chapel Htl, NC 27599-3265 

mosley(~unc.edu 

On May 20, 2014, at 10:46 AM, "A~hun Ashley" 

wrote: 

Good morning, everyone. 

This is a reminder that there will be an Admissions Special-Talent Committee meeting on Thursday at 3:00 in Jackson Hall’s media room. The materials 

for this meeting are available on the shared site (~ttps:/ishare.unc,edu/sitesiuga/defauitaspx). 

There will be one additional meeting for this committee in June. Please let me know if you are available on Wednesday, June 11th, :10:00-1].:00. 

Thank you! 

Ashley 

Ashle~/Arth~l- 

Assista~t to the Director- of Uv:dergrad~ate AQmissions 

]ad,:son I-{~, Campus Box 2?00 

Chape~ H~L NO 27599 

(919) 962 2219 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 11:21 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <sthrme@admissions.unc.edn>; Akin, John Stephen <john akin@nnc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L 
<lbmome@emM.nnc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edt~-; Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu>; May, Lee Y 

<mayl@email.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.nnc.edu>; Taylor, Todd <t~vtaylo@emaJl.nnc.edu>; Wissick, Brent Stewart 

<5swissic@email.unc.edtP, 

Re: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Thanks, Barbara. I was thinking of it less for reporting purposes, and more for thinldng about where we axe as we consider additional candidates for admission. So 

preliminary data shnuld do the trick. 

See you Thnrsday, 

Layna 

On May 20, 2014, at 1 h l 6 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <:_b___~_~__)__]__l_<__(@_’_a__d__!2~ip__l__l_~=~l__l__c_:_e___d__~_~_.> wrote: 

Hi, Layna, 
We can provide that information as preliminary data. The final, official distribution, which will be used for reporting purposes, will depend on final 
high school transcripts and whatever additional test results we receive. That data will not be available until mid-September. 
In the meantime though., weql gather ~:he preliminary information and have it aw~laMe for Thursday’s meetk~g. 
Barba ra 

Frem: Mosley, kayna 
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 11:01 AM 
Te: Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
~¢: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, kissa k; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; May, kee Y; Rennet, Joy J; Taylor, Todd; Wissick, Brent Stewart 
$ubje¢t: Re: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Hi Steve and Bazbara, 
For ThuBday’s ~neeting, I ~ink k woMd ~ usefnl to have summa~’ i~ffo~mation (eider to distribute at the meeting or posted beforehand) on what our 
incoming class (across spas, rather ~an just for baseball aador m soccer) loo~ like. That is, how many students are there at each level? 
Given that we ~ow that the lines be~-een levels are not hard and thst ones -- that there’s really no s~tistical diflbrence ~m’een a 2.28 and a 2.32, for 
instance -- it also would be helpful to ~ow how many of our Level 2s are near the border (e.g. 2.3 to 2.4). 

ThaWs. 
Layna 
La~a Mosley 
Dept. of Political Science 
U~veBity ofNo~ Cazolina at CbaN1 Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

mosleyg;unc.edn 
On May 20, 2014, at 10:46 AM, "~huc Ashley" <aarthur(i~admissions.nnc.edu> 
wrote: 

Good morning, everyone. 

This is a reminder that there will be an Admissions Special-Talent Committee meeting on Thursday at 3:00 in Jackson Hall’s media room. 

The materials for this meeting are available on the shared site (https//share.ur~<.e~h~!s~ite!@lga!~,e[auitaspx). 

There will be one additional meeting for this committee in June. Please let me know if you are available on Wednesday, June 11th, 

10:00-11:00. 

Thank you! 

Ashley 

A:;hiev Arthur 

Urfive~s~tv o~ ~qerth C~o~n~ s~ Chape~ ~-~ 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marchelle Lane <survey@quaJtrics.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 2:26 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Ma~chelle I.aJ~e waists to sha~e a Qua]trics survey wifl~ you! 

Marchelle Lane has ins~ted you to collaborate in developing an online survey. 

The survey was built using the Qualtrics Reseaych Suite aM ca~ be acces~d at any time. 

¯ Logiu or register a new Qualtrics account 

¯ Click the "Accept ShaJced Survey" button under the My Surveys section 
¯ Copy and paste this collaboration code: dgwXiaQZ4~,¥UgZRH 

Thanks~ 

The Qualtrics Temn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Qualtrics Team <success@qualtrics.com> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 3:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Welcome to Qualtrics Research Suite! 

,’~ Qualtrics 

Welcome to Qua~trics! 

You’re all set up and ready to start building your first survey with our enterprise survey 
solution, Qualtrics Research Suite! 

We’re certain you’ll find creating, distributing, analyzing, and sharing your survey results 
has never been easier. 

Get started with Research Suite in 3 easy steps: 

1. Log in by clicking here. 
2~ Click the "Create Survey" tab. 
3. Create your first survey from scratch with the Quick Survey Builder or choose 

from over 200 pre-built templates in the Survey Library. 

To help you really get rolling, get the Qualtrics "How To" guide: 

Get the Guide 

Just a little reminder of what’s included in your free trial: 

250 completed responses 

100 outgoing emails 

Unlimited surveys (one active survey at a time) 

No expiration date 

Qualtrics University online support 

After your trial, we hope you’ll upgrade to get full access: 

Unlimited active surveys 

Unlimited responses 

Unlimited outgoing emails 

Expedited email and 24 hour phone support 

This email was sent to ille@unc.edu. [f you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu.; 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 3:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., LarD’ A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Doodle Poll #2 - Associate AD Phone Interviews 

Please complete the following Doodle poll: http:!idoodle.com!Sxfk2rh87x7urhfv#table 

Thank you all for your assistance as we work to schedule phone interviews during a very busy time of year for everyone! 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 6:52 AM 

Dan Beebe <dm~@danbeebegroup.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edtr~ 

Re: cfaa-elite-clips UNC group reviewing support fftructme for athletes 

Thales. We ~vill revie~v it again. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On May 20, 2014, at 11:16 .~vl, "Dan Beebe" <dan@danbeebegroup.com> wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> tleHo Bubba, 
> 

> 

> 

> In regard to the article below, I want to point out that my company can be a part of supporting athletics and veri[~,!ing that you have the proper policies and procedures in place to identify, 
prevent and address any kind of misconduct. I am sending you our proposal again, which can be modified if necessary As I have stated previously, only independent experts can provide 
the necessary unbiased view and credibility you need. We can schedule an Assessment this summer 
> 

> 

> 

> Since we met to discuss the work of my company last September, we have worked with Auburn, Alabama and the USOC, as well as continuing to provide risk management services to 
other clients. I am happy to discuss what we have done to help protect those organizations. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> 

> I)an 
> 

> 

> 

> Dan B eebe 
> 

> 214-924-7220 
> 

> dan@danbeebegroup.com 
> 

www.danbeebegroup.com > 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: cfaa-elite-clips [mailto:cfaa(~)i-aa.com] 
> Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2014 9:34 
> To: cfaa-elite-clips Subscriber 
> Subject: cfaa-elite-clips UNC group reviewing support structure for athletes 
> 

> 

> 

> Please join CFAA in supporting college football! 
> 

> 

> 

> UNC group reviewing support structure for athletes 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Aaron Beard 
> 

> Associated Press 
> 

> 10 May 2014 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> CHAPEL HILL, NC (AP) -- Officials at North Carolina are working to reshape how the school works with athletes on everything from providing academic support to instructing them 
about following NCAA rules. 



> 

> 

> 

> The goal is to avoid another scandal like the one that has shaken the school for the past three years 
> 

> 

> 

> The group of academic and athletic officials has spent the year reviewing policies in 22 different areas connected to the lives of UNC athletes Led by provost James W. Dean Jr., and 
athletic director Bubba Cunningham. the group is looking for new ideas, ways to improve existing procedures and whether changes implemented since the trouble began are working. 
> 

> 

> 

> "I continue to believe this is something we have to do," said Dean, the school’s top academic officer. "And I think in some ways, other schools are probably going to want to do something 
similar for the same reason we’re doing it: to make sure there’s not some element of what we’re doing that we haven’t ever really thought carefully about, that doesn’t really withstand 
scrutiny." 
> 

> 

> 

> The group has met 10 times since starting in the fall and is scheduled to work into September. It will present recomnrendations to faculty groups to review midway tl~trough and after 
completing its w-ark. 
> 

> 

> 

> One exanrple will be to widely test incoming athletes to assess their learning levels or potential disabilities during spring campus visits instead of waiting until surcaner. The school began 
earlier testing of some athletes this spring. 
> 

> 

> 

> In addition, Bradley Bethel, a LrNC learning specialist who works with football players, is helping to develop a summer progranr to improve college-level reading and critical-thinking skills 
for incoming athletes - many of whom nright need that help in staying eligible. 
> 

> 

> 

> "Based on those kinds of interactions I’ve had ... it seenrs to me like they really are scrutinizing and looking at evelything very meticulously," said Bethel, who has a blog defending lo~-C’s 
academic support system for athletes. 
> 

> 

> 

> The group was created in the aftermath an NCAA investigation into the football program in ~10 that later expanded to fraud in an academic department popular with athletes - most 
notably, lecture classes that did not meet and were treated as independent studies requiring only a research paper at the end of the semester. 
> 

> 

> 

> The findings spa~vned a series of internal and external revie~vs, and reforms Critics have said the "paper classes" were designed to keep athletes eligible. An investigation led by former 
Gay. Jim Martin found no evidence of athletic department involvement, though another probe led by former U.S. Justice Department official Kelmeth V~ ainstein is underway. 
> 

> 

> 

> The group has compiled recommendations from those reports in areas including improving the admissions process for recruits, doing more to teach compliance with NCAA rules and 
better monitoring athletes clustering in majors 
> 

> 

> 

> Group members have an open forum in meetings to brainstolrn on topics. Earlier this month, that discussion reached all the way to ~vhether an athlete or coach should invite faculty to a 
practice or game as a guest 
> 

> 

> 

> French histop), professor Jay Smith, a critic of the school’s handling of the scandal, attended earlier group meetings. He is "waiting skeptically" ~k~r its recotmnendations while saying it 
appears to be doing "busy work." 
> 

> 

> 

> "For now, I’m willing to suspend judgment," Smith said. "I am eager to see what they come up with.., ff they come out with some series of bold statements and point UNC and perhaps 
even the national configuration of Division I institutions in a n ew direc tion, then I will applaud them. 
> 

> 

> 

> "But I continue to find puzzling the unwillingness of so many people at this university - including people on that committee - to address head-on the evidence of corruption that we’ve 
seen rise to the surface thanks to reporting for the most part over the past three years." 
> 

> 

> 

> The group includes admissions director Stephen Farmer, director of academic support for athletes Machelle Brown, compliance director Vince Ille, faculty athletic representative E.issa 
Broome, assistant anthropology professor Anna Agbe-Davies and associate sociology professor Andrew Perrin, among others 
> 

> 

> 

> Cunningham, who arrived in 2011, said the group’s diverse makeup is important because "we’ve all got a hand in the responsibility here" 
> 

> 

> 

> "We’ve had mistakes. I mean, they’re well-documented mistakes," he said. "Started with NCAA issues .. but what it led to was internal breakdowns of supervision Were we paying 
attention to classes we were offering? Were we paying attention to the number of students attracted to certain classes and why would they be attracted to those classes? We just weren’t 
paying attention as closely as we should’ve been." 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Follow @CF.%~EliteClips on Twitter 
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From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 11:44 AM 

To: Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Re: tturst 

A~tacl~: image003.jpg 

He’s going to do great. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On May 21,2014, at 8:46 AM, "Ille, Viuce" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

h ttp ://www.bal timoresuu, co m/sport~ r a v ens/ra v ens-iusi &r/b a l-undm~ ed-roo ki e-~kl e-j a me s-hu~-m ak e s-g ood-fi~t-impression-wifl~-mv e ns- 

20140519,0,3375207.sto~ 

Vince II~e 

<image003dpg~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Marielle A <mvaa~geld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 1:17 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Summer School (WSO) 

F¥1. 

We will continue to have this issue if counselors aren’t either aware of what they approved originally or communicating with Compliance about changes as they 

are ma (t~-_~ post-.approvak f w~H speak with Miche~k~ about ~:he importance o[ creating some sor~: oF status change report in Peo#esoFt. 

Mariel~e A. vanGe[der 

Associate Adfletic Director 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolbsa 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fa’,<: (919) 9{~2--6():32 

mw~ngelder@unc edu 

~m: Blanton, Brent S 
~eBt~ Wednesday, May 2~, 20~4 [:~2 PM 
T~: Strassner, Rachel 
~e: Vangelder, Marielle A 
S~bjeet: Re: Summer School ~SO) 

Y~ak w~ u~d to [~visit tl~s th~n, W~ a~fft im’olv~d i~ m~y c~s~s with J~s~ ~nds of chaug~s, Cm~ you pmvid~ a spreadsheet of whm 
~} ~fi~ re fe~g [~ to ~1~o ~ig~ th~ ~gard ~ a/~ ~ th~g~hat ~ ~ ~u~se!~ wa~ th nd 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 21, 2014, at 1:02 PM, "Strassner, Rachel" <r4slrass@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brent, 

Yes these three in particular, athletic aid was based on 9 credit hours, but only enrolled in 6. The other two, impacts their overall costs and 

equivalencies too. 

From: Nanton, grent S 

Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 12:44 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

5uNect: RE: Summer SchoN (WSO) 

Ym so~.ry. Am 1 m~ssh~g somethh~g? Are you rei~TrMg to tl~ese tlwee? 1¢ s~, ~ do ~o~ work w}th them and ToW ~s o~t of the cou~try. ~ don’~ eve~ k~ow whe~ any 

c}~anges were made tl~a~ would ~ave at])c~ed ~}~is one. Is fl~is because oF tI~e dit]~rence between and w~a~ 

~m= Strassner, Rachel 
Sent= Wednesday, Nay 21, 2014 12:36 PN 
Te= Blanton, grent S 
C¢= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject= RE: Summer School (WSO) 

grent, 

Again, I cannot stress the important of the staff notifying me promptly of a student-athlete receiving athletic aid drops or aids classes from the 

original approval form the coach and ASPSA staff member signed. If the information is not communicated in a timely manner, this can impact the 

student-athletes athletic aid and eligibility. 

~::.::i-:.i: ~ ii i::. :"c.:.:’i::’. 

i:-: ’:.,’::L::’. (: ::::::::::::::::::::: 

Ci~-:;i’:.~:’i P: i::. ..iC 

Pho~ie: !..<i~:-’: ’..:~G2 

’:":"::?f~ L:~),:::.£s.: :£2L:~::::?.: .~::27<¢ 27:.:?:::?.: .Dr :2:.?r~::~?’~ .,:? .£::?~ ::<):.H.:?P:.: .,!: :::..£27d.: g.:?::?.,’~ .~:)f~ ~::.£? .::f:h:)~?rd’:?<::£ <" ?::?;?:.D!:- 

From: glanton, grent S 

Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 10:11 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

5uNect: RE: Summer SchoN (WSO) 

B 

From= Strassner, Rachel 



Sent’- Tuesday, May 20, 2014 7:24 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject-" FW: Summer School (WSO) 

Brent, 

Would you mind checking on the three girls below regarding the number of hours they are enrolled in for Maymester and!or Summer 1? 

From: TONY YOUNT [mailto:~ ~gmail.corn] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2024 6:29 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: Re: Summer School (WSO) 

Rachel - I~ly intemet wes ~ ~d that I co~ddn’t get online. Brant Blan~m can pro~bly do that morn easily than I caa~ at this point. See if he will do that 

for you mmonow. He is coveting me wNle I’m away from real intemet, and I a~log~e. 

On May 20, 2014, at 5:06 PM, Strassner, Rachel < ~2~_~[!2{!.~_~.(~.g).~.[:~!~:.~[> wrote: 

To~g, 

Did gou have a chance to confirm these are the correct number of hours? 

~ ¢...,::.C ~? : ~d:::-~b 

¯ i.:.;:~? :..;k ~..:~...~.:: ~?c..:~.:.:. ~Z:r~.~.’:. 

From: gount, Tong 

Sent: Wednesdag, Mag 14, 2014 7:50 PM 

To: Strassner, 

Subject: Re: Summer School (WSO) 

I’m in turke~ and luggage is in ~talg. We reunite and I can check mg computer. Mg memorg tells 

Me this: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 15, 2014, at 1:16 AM, "Strassner, Rachel" <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Need some clarification on the number of credits the following SAs are enrolled in for Maymester or Summer 1 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 4:28 PM 

To: Yount, Tony 

ce: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Summer School (WSO) 

Tony, 

Below are the women’s soccer student-athletes who will be receiving a portion of athletic aid for Maymester and/or 

Summer Session L (Summer II will be confirmed closer to the beginning of the session.) Individuals receiving a book 

scholarship have been designated with an "X" in the book column. Please keep me posted of any changes. 

Name               PlD     Enroll N/NN Books S1/S2 No~s Online 



R = Resident 

NR = Non 
resident 

S~_ = Summer One 

~"i ~:~: ?~?:i ~:.~i~i:~.~ "~.’~. ~’: :!?:" 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Monday, May 05, 20~4 2:47 PM 

To: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; 

Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, Michelle 

C¢: Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Dressier, Carly 

Subject: Summer School Compliance Reminders 

ASPSA Staff, 

As coaches confirm summer school requests for student-athletes receiving any portion of athletic aid, the information will 

be emailed to you. Please be reminded if a student-athlete who is receiving athletic aid drops or withdrawals from any class 

(es) during the Maymester, Summer Session I or II, it is imperative you notify me promptly. We need to ensure the student- 

athlete’s athletic aid is adjusted accordingly and to divert any potential violations. 

Also, if a student-athletes is on a book scholarship and drops the course, he/she is responsible for returning the book(s) 

directly to Student Stores. If the book is not returned, the student-athlete will be charged the full cost of the book in 

accordance with UNC Students Stores Refund policy, 

(https:!/itsapps.unc.edu/U NCStoreFront!jsD/Textbool<!RefundsSummer.jsD). Please continue to communicate this 

information to each student-athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant-In-Aid Agreement they have or will 

sign, through their ACS portal. 

Thank you in advance. 





From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 1:30:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Eric Ebron Photo 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
05212014GavinSmith52566 (4).ipg (6.9M) 
From: Brad Michaels [mailto:BMichaels@DetroitLions.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 10:10 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Eric Ebron Photo 

Paul, 
We noticed our photographer happened to catch a photo of you talking to Eric during the OTA. So, figured I would pass this along. 
Brad 

Brad Michaels I Event Manager I The Detroit Lions = Ford Field 

C: (313) 262-2365 (direct) I (313) 262-2663 (fax) I (313) 262-2000 (main) 
+:: 2000 Brush Street I Suite 200 I Detroit, MI I 48226 
*:: bmichaels@detroitlions.co m 
8:: www.DetroitLions.com I www~FordField.com 
Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 
cid:image001 .png@01 CCC622.67E54C50Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 
Description: cid:image002.png@01 CCC622.67E54C50 
cid:image007.jpg@01 CE9A4B.98C90A60 
Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not 
the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us 
immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you! The Detroit Lions, Inc. and Ford Field. 



The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Chancellor 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Carol Folt 

103 South Building, Campus Box 9100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-1365 

carol.folt@unc.edu 

Director of Athletics 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Lawrence R. Cunningham 

RO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919/962-8200 

bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Lissa Broome 

5105 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

CB 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-7066 

919/962-1277 

Ibroome@email.unc.edu 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

SeniorWoman Administrator 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Beth Miller 

Carmichael Auditorium 

RO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919/962-0463 

919/962-1646 

bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu 

Senior Compliance Administrator 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Marielle vanGelder 

RO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-7853 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

Fifth Person 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Skipper Bowles Drive 

RO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919/962-6000 

919/962-6002 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu 

Sports Information Director 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Steven Kirschner 

Skipper Bowles Drive 

RO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919/962-2123 

919/962-0612 

skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Title IX Coordinator 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Christi Hurt 

150 South Road 

Stone Center, Suite 101 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8305 

919-962-8305 

christihurt@unc.edu 

Student-Athlete Affairs Administrator 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Cricket Lane 

Kenan Field House 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919/843-2040 

919/843-2327 

cricket@unc.edu 

Head Team Physician 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Mario Ciocca 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919/966-3655 

ciocca@email.unc.edu 

Athletics Certification Liaison 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Skipper Bowles Drive 

RO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919/962-6000 

919/962-6002 

athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Single-source Sign-on Administrator 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Lance Markos 

RO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919/843-7259 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 

Drug Testing Site Coordinator 

Address: 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 

Email: 

Corey Holliday 

Kenan Football Center 

RO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919/962-9114 

919/962-0393 

cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Date of Membership: 1906-09-01 

Division: I, FBS 

Conference: Atlantic Coast Conference 

"coting: Y 

NAIA Member: N 

NCCAA Member: N 

Campus Address: Skipper Bowles Drive 

RO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

USA 

Campus Phone Number: 919/962-6000 

Campus Fax Number: 919/962-6002 

Website: www.unc.edui 

Athleti cs Web site: www.tarheelblue, com 

If your institution has a written policy against competition on a particular day for religious reasons and if your 
institution is selected for NCAA championship play, does your institution plan to apply the provisions of 
Bylaw 31.1.4.1 (i.e. the championship schedule shall be adjusted accordingly to accommodate your 
institution)? 

Does the institution certify that all coaches contacting or evaluating prospective student-athletes off campus 
have been certified? Y 

Is your institution part of an NCAA recognized and approved athletics consortium? N 

Male Enrollment (2012 - 2013): 8422 

Female Enrollment (2012 - 2013): 11472 

My institution is exempt from meeting the financial aid requirements: N 

Have the Financial Aid Requirements Been Satisfied? Y 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

i MenSports M a x i m u m IEquivalencies Amount in Dollars All institutional Financial Aid 
Equivalency Limit /Awarded by Awarded by Your Institution (Bylaw 20.9.1.2.1) 

~Y o u r 
i Institution 

Baseball 11.7 l 1.69 307402.0 

i Men’s Basketball 13.0 12.0 384704.0 

ii Men’s Cross Country 5.0 0.0 0.0 

Football FBS - 85 77.45 2319171.0 
FCS - 63 

Men’s Fencing 4.5 0.0 0.0 

Men’s Golf 4.5 4.48 118018.0 

~ Men’s Lacrosse 12.6 12.58 451430.0 

i Men’s Soccer 9.9 9.9 331700.0 

i Men’s Swimming 9.9 9.9 360272.0 

i Men’s Tennis 4.5 4.49 125865.0 

~ Men’s Track, Indoor 12.6 0.0 0.0 

Men’s Track, 12.6 10.18 362995.0 
Outdoor 

Men’s Wrestling 9.9 9.85 400697.0 

Total 162.52 5162254.0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

~---..."Wom~e~n~s~Sports M a x i m u m IEquivalencies Amount in Dollars All Institutional Financial Aid 
Equivalency Limit I Awarded by Awarded by Your Institution (Bylaw 20.9.1.2.1) 

IY o u r 
l lnstitution 

Women’s Basketball 15.0 13.5 471768.0 

iWomen’s Cross 6.0 0.0 0.0 
Country 

Women’s Rowing 20.0 2.83 95917.0 

Women’s Fencing 5.0 0.0 0.0 

Field Hockey 12.0 12.0 467177.0 

Women’s Golf 6.0 5.58 1183911.0 

W o m e n ’ s 12.0 10.99 395846.0 
Gymnastics 

i Women’s Lacrosse 12.0 11.99 467416.0 

iSoftball 12.0 12.0 413815.0 

Women’s Soccer 14.0 14.0 551692.0 

Women’s Swimming 14.0 13.76 508003.0 

Women’s Tennis 8.0 8.0 311808.0 

Women’s Track, 18.0 0.0 0.0 
Indoor 

~men’s Track, 18.0 14.88 553361.0 
Outdoor 

Women’s Volleyball 12.0 12.0 426208.0 

Total 131.53 4846922.0 

Bylaw 20.9.1.2-(c} Men Grants: 73.07 

Women Grants: 118.03 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Academic Advisor/ 
Counselor 

Administrative Assistant 

Assistant Director of 
Ath letics 

Assistant or Associate 
Athletic Trainer 

Assistant or Associate 
Director of Sports 
Information 

Associate Director of 
Ath letics 

Business Manager 

Compliance Coordinator/ 
Officer 

Director of Athletics 

Equipment Manager 

Facility Manager 

Athletics 
Representative 

Fund Raiser/ 
Development Manager 

Graduate Assistant 
(excluding Football) 

Head Athletic Trainer 

Intern 

Life Skills Coordinator 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Page 9 of 25 



The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

i Sport Div Conference Sponsor Contests Met Minimums Countable Participants Squad 
Next Year Proj Contests Size 

iBaseball I Atlantic Coast Conference Y 56 Y 
~ 

35 34 

Field Hockey I Atlantic Coast Conference Y 25 Y 

~ 

26 23 

iFootball I, FBS Atlantic Coast Conference Y 112 Y 

~ 

122 79 

iMen’s Basketball I Atlantic Coast Conference Y 28 Y 

~ 

16 16 

iMen’s Cross Country I Atlantic Coast Conference Y 6 Y I-~i~l 119 113 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

i Sport Div Conference Sponsor Contests Met Minimums Countable Participants Squad 

i Men’s Fencing 

iMen’s Golf 

i Men’s Lacrosse 

iMen’s Soccer 

iMen’s Swimming 

Men’s Tennis 

Independent 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Next Year Proj Contests Size 

Y 11 Y ~ 30 27 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

24 

17 

25 

18 

25 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y Men’s Track, Indoor Y 

11 10 

47 44 

34 26 

36 35 

14 11 

46 30 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

i Sport Div Conference Sponsor Contests Met Minimums Countable Participants Squad 

i Men’s Track, Outdoor 

i Men’s Wrestling 

Softball 

i Women’s Basketball 

i Women’s Cross Country 

Women’s Fencing 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Independent 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Next Year Proj Contests Size 

Y 8 Y ~ 45 31 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

16 

64 

28 

11 

24 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y Women’s Golf Y 

27 20 

24 23 

15 13 

14 12 

25 24 

9 8 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

i Sport Div Conference Sponsor Contests Met Minimums Countable Participants Squad 

i Women’s Gymnastics 

iWomen’s Lacrosse 

Women’s Ro~ving 

i Women’s Soccer 

i Women’s Swimming 

Women’s Tennis 

Independent 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Next Year Proj Contests 

Y 10 Y ~ 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

22 

11 

21 

18 

25 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y Women’s Track, Indoor Y 

Size 

13 10 

34 33 

74 57 

35 28 

32 30 

8 9 

34 23 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

i Sport Div Conference Sponsor Contests Met Minimums Countable Participants Squad 

i Women’s Track, Outdoor Atlantic Coast Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Next Year Proj Contests Size 

Y 8 Y ~ 34 22 

32 Y iWomen’s Volleyball Y 18 16 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

iHead Coaches 

iAssistant 
iCoaches 

White Asian Hi spanic 

Baseball 

American 

Indian 

Native 
Hawaii an 

Two or 
More 
Races 

~Ni~I W 

i Other/Unknown i 

w 

o 

o 

o 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Field Hockey 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

White ~ Asian Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

~i~i~i~i~ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

w 

2 

o 

o 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

4 

0 

0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Football 

Personnel 

i Student-Athletes 

iOffensive 
Coordinator 

~ ead Coaches 

iGraduate 
Ass ista nt 

iDefe ns ive 
i Coordinator 

iAII    Other 
Ass ista nts 

White [Asian Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

More 
Races 

Other/Unknown 

w 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Non-Resident i 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Men’s Basketball 

White Personnel 

i Student-Athletes 

i Head Coaches 

[Assistant 
i Coaches 

~+Asia~ Hispanic American[ 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

i Two or 

iMore 

i Races 

Other/Unknown 

w 

o 

o 

o 

Non-Resident i 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s Cross Country 

White Personnel 

i Student-Athletes 

i Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

iiii~iiiiiI W 

Other/Unknown 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident i 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

iHead Coaches 

iAssistant 
iCoaches 

White Asian 

Men’s Fencing 

Hispanic American Native 

Indian Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

~Ni~I W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Men’s Golf 

White Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

~i~i~i~i~ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s Lacrosse 

White Personnel 

i Student-Athletes 

i Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

iiii~iiiiiI W 

Other/Unknown 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident i 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

iHead Coaches 

iAssistant 
iCoaches 

Asian Hi spanic 

Men’s Soccer 

American Native 

Indian Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

~Ni[~I W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Men’s Swimming 

White Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

~i~i~i~i~ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s Tennis 

White Personnel 

i Student-Athletes 

i Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

iiii~iiiiiI W 

Other/Unknown 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident i 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

iHead Coaches 

iAssistant 
iCoaches 

iAsian 

iii~ w 

Men’s Track, Indoor 

Hispanic American Native 

Indian Hawaiian 
i Two or 
iMore 
i Races 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Men’s Track, Outdoor 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

Whit~ ~ii Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

i Two or 
iMore 
i Races 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Men’s Wrestling 

White Personnel 

i Student-Athletes 

i Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

iiii~iiiiiI W 

Other/Unknown 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident i 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

iHead Coaches 

iAssistant 
iCoaches 

White Asian Hi spanic 

Softball 

American 

Indian 

Native 
Hawaii an 

Two or 
More 
Races 

++++++~++++++++++ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Women’s Basketball 

White Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

Head Coaches 

iAss ista nt 
i Coaches 

~ Asian~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

i Two or 
iMore 
i Races 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

2 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Women’s Cross Country 

White Personnel 

+Student-Athletes 

i Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

iiii~iiiiiI W 

Other/Unknown 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident+ 
Alien 

W 

1 

0 

0 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

iHead Coaches 

iAssistant 
iCoaches 

White Asian 

Women’s Fencing 

Hispanic American Native 
Indian Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

?+?++++?+?+++ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

1 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Women’s Golf 

White Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

++++++~+++++++++ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

1 

0 

0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Women’s Gymnastics 

White Personnel 

i Student-Athletes 

i Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

iiii~iiiiiI W 

Other/Unknown 

W 

2 

0 

0 

Non-Resident i 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

iHead Coaches 

iAssistant 
iCoaches 

White Asian 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Hispanic American Native 

Indian Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

++++++~++++++++++ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Women’s Rowing 

White Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

++++++~+++++++++ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

1 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Women’s Soccer 

White Personnel 

+Student-Athletes 

i Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

iiii~iiiiiI W 

Other/Unknown 

W 

2 

0 

0 

Non-Resident+ 
Alien 

W 

2 

0 

0 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

iHead Coaches 

iAssistant 
iCoaches 

White 

i+i+i++i+i+3o 

Asian 

Women’s Swimming 

Hispanic American Native 

Indian Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

++N++++++ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

1 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

1 

0 

0 

Women’s Tennis 

White Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

++~++++ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

0 

0 

0 
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The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Sports Sponsorship and Demographics Forms 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Women’s Track, indoor 

White Personnel 

i Student-Athletes 

i Head Coaches 

iAss ista nt 
i Coaches 

~ Asian~ Hispanic i American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

i Two or 

iMore 
i Races 

Other/Unknown 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident i 
Alien 

W 

1 

0 

0 

Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

iHead Coaches 

iAss ista nt 
iCoaches 

White Asian[ 

Women’s Track, Outdoor 

Hispanic i American Native 
Indian Hawaiian 

i Two or 
iMore 
i Races 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

0 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

1 

0 

0 

Women’s Volleyball 

White Personnel 

Student-Athletes 

Head Coaches 

iAssistant 
i Coaches 

~ Asia~ Hispanic American 
Indian 

Native 
Hawaiian 

Two or 
More 
Races 

++++++~+++++++++ W 

i Other/Unknown i 

W 

1 

0 

0 

Non-Resident 
Alien 

W 

1 

0 

0 
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Date Completed: 

Submitter’s Name: 

Phone Number: 

[Email Address: 

Aug15,2013 

Marielle vanGelder 

919/962-7853 

mvangelder@unc.edu 
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From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

20:[4 Regional Rules <registrations@planningpoint.net> 

Friday, [’day 23, 20:[4 :[:[:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

20:[4 Regional Rules - San Diego Information 

Good afternoon, 

The NCAA Regional Rules Seminar staff looks forward to seeing you in San Diego. The Regional Rules Seminar will take place .June 3-6 at the Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel 
(One Market Place). Listed below is helpful information as you make your final preparations for the event. 

Hotel Accommodations: 

If you reserved a room at the Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel, you should have received your hotel confirmation email. Contact Bridget Fuller at bridqet@shortstravei.com with 
any questions or concerns regarding hotel accommodations. 

HCAA Events App: 

Please download the NCAA Events app on your iPhone or Android device and select 20:[4 Regional Rules Seminar San Diego. The app provides session descriptions, presenter 
information, session materials, site maps and more! 

Transportation: 

You are responsible for your o~’~n transportation to and from the airport. Listed below is information to help you with your transportation needs: 

¯ Estimated Taxi Fare @~,@ $:[3 one way from the San Diego International Airport. 
¯ SuperShuttle @, estimated $8 one way. You may make reservations online at SuperShuttle or by calling 800/BLUE-VAN or 800/564-7998. 

Activities in the San Diego Area: 

Click here for information on things to do in San Diego. 

Event Registration: 

Registration opens at 7 a.m. each day and will end at 7 p.m., Tuesday and at the end of session programing the remaining days. Each participant will receive a name badge, 
drink tickets and a Regional Rules Seminar program. The program includes the seminar schedule and session descriptions. 

Session Materials @ Available on NCAA Website: 

Participants are encouraged to review and download or print session materials prior to attending the event. Session materials (e.g., PowerPoint) are not provided in hard copy 
form to participants. Recharging areas and power strips will be available in the meeting rooms for participants who chose to bring their laptops to the event; however, Internet 
service is not provided in the meeting rooms. 

The Regional Rules Seminar session materials will be available on the Reqional Rules Seminars website. 

Breakfast and Receptions: 

¯ A continental breakfast is available for Regional Rules Seminar participants on a first-come, first-served basis at 7 a.m. each morning. 
¯ The Regional Rules Seminar reception is 6:30 to 8 p.m. Wednesday at the Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel. 

Best regards, 

The NCAA Regional Rules Seminar Staff 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dgelin~uncaa.nnc.edu 

Saturday, May 24, 2014 2:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu> 

Reception Honoring Willie Scroggs 

it yoi; ciicl,: b~[e__.t.o add paperlesspost@pspedesspost.com, to your sddiess book, you will =’eceiva ail 

mail fiom. Carolinas Atbietics oq time iN ti~a fi;ture, lhe deiivery of this Papedass Post m~sil may have bean 

del~syed d~¢ to yo~r ema~ a~d spare b~ock~q~ se~gs 

For: Vince Ille 

View invitation: Reception Honoring Willie Scroggs 
w~wLpaperlesspost.com/eventsf7722033- Monday, June 16th from 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

bf31 c5el/replies/137514203-be369a4f Kenan Stadium Pope Box (North Box), 5th Floor, 
Add to Google Calendar,calendarOUtlook, iCal, Yahoo Chape H , NC 

Access event on the go: Get the iPad and 
iPhone app 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add p__a__~_e__rJ_e__s__s_~_o_~_t~2~_s_~_e__,’_~#:_s:_s~_o__s_~_o__[~_~_ to yo~ii sdd:’ess book to ensure you recei’,,e all future e,m. ails fiom. Paperiess Post 

iN ~¢ou:" inbo×. ~!Lc_k__b_,.e__r~. to stop receivin2 emails from r~’aperless F ost ir:cludi~g iqvitations sqd car,,s 



View th~ Paperless Post ]grivacv po[icv~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 7:14 AM 

UNCAA- Exe Stalt" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Stadium Journey Summary 

Stadium Journey Summa~.docx 

FYI 

Bubba Cuamingham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Nolth Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Tl~rough Athletics 



MEMORANDUM 

Athletics Directors 

FROM: Brad Hostetter 

DATE: XXX 

SUBJECT: Financial Aid Model Review - Next Steps 

As a follow up to the discussion led by the University ofN~}~ ~me and University of North 
Carolina at our Spring Meeting last week, I wanted to ou:~!i~ ~he next steps for the project. 

Initially, it was agreed upon that each athletics dire~ w6uld i~ntify two subj ect-matter experts 
to lead a review of the financial aid models discp@~ last week o~ ~@ campus in the near 
future. Obviously, you may identify more th~ ~w$ Staff members td ~@~ on campus; however, 
these two names will be the primaD, points of~nt~ct for this project. I::~!~ ~rganize an initial 
conference call with this group of expels to proVi~ the nec~@ggy informa~6~ for them to begin 
the on-campus review. Please submit:the names a~ ~Ontact i~formation for ~ identified staff 
members to me by the end of the 

During the conference call, staff memb~:fr6N N~tre Dam~ ~::No~h Carolina will describe 

the process used on their ~:gNpuses to id~fy thd:]N~: of va~6~models and answer 
questions. Following ~ ~f?~oce call, ~r exp~ ~iJ ~ abi~ ~6: access materials to assist 

in their ongoing disc~6~S o~ ~pus. It i:~ ~ ~ ~hd~ ~ ~onference call will lead to your 
subject-matter expe~g ~$g~nning f6 ~view fin~! aid modei:~ 6n your campus consistent with 
how Notre Dame and N6~ Carol~ ~gmpleted: ~project on their campuses. 

Once I ~} ~ ~ ~9forN~6~ for e:~ institu~6n, I will begin to identify possible dates for 
a confe~:e call to ki~ 6ffthe ~mpus p6~i6~ of this project. I look fo~ard to hearing 
from y~u ~N Friday May~ ~ith t~ ~ontact information for your two subject-matter expels. 

cc: Fac~Iiv ~thletic~ ~hpresentatives 
Senior:W0manN~Ninistrators 
John D. S%~ffo~ 
Jeff Elliott 
Kfis Pierce 
Matt Burgemeister 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 3:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Help? 

Vince, 
left yotJ a voice mail message on your cel~ number. P ease give me a cal~ w[?en you get a chance and we can discuss the fencing i~sue. 



see.inf]! the rest of our customers at the NCAA seminar in San Die.go! 

We have severa~ product releases and upgrades pl.anned for this summer that 

customer appreci.t~on evening soda[ that you don’t want to m~ss. 

our D~Y forms and 

LUNCH AND LEARN AT ACS CUSTOMER 

HARBOR HOUSE APPRECIATION SOCIAL 

We’re hosting a private customer and 

[riends o[ ACS soda[ on Wednesday~ 

June4th from 8:30pro Lo 11pro at 

Harbor House. Jok~ us for drk~ks, 

appe[~zers, networking and fun~ 

P[ease RSVP for the even~ and 

remember to stop by our booth to 

pick up a wristband for the evenL 

CUCK HERE TO RSVP 

Cl..~CK H£RE TO RSVR 

Foil ow ACS/)d: h ’,et ic s o n 1 ~’,,}l:te r 

We~ve ~ot kots ol exciting updates 

to share with our customers! Join us 

Wednesday~ June 4~ from 11;45am to 

t2;45pm~ at Harbo~ House for our 

popular Lunch and Learn sessiom 

We’[[ have [unch and d~scuss the 

latest ~e[eases and exdthsf]~ projects 

we’re worMn~ on [or our customers. 

It’s f]~c4n~ to be another great year 

for the ACS Customer Commun~ty[ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arthur. Ashley <aarthur@admissions.unc.edu:, 

Friday, May 30, 2014 4:04 PM 

Akin, John Stephen <john akm@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu-~; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo 

<bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu:~; Taylor, Todd <t~,%aylo@emml.nnc.edu-~; Wissick, Brent 

Stewart <bswissic@email.unc.edu> 

fin~l spring ~neeting for the Admissions Special- Talent Committee 

Good afternoon, everyone. 

The Admissions Special-Talent Committee will have its final meetin~ of the sprin~ on June 11, 10-11:30, in Jackson Hall’s media room. There are 1-2 cases to 

review. Materials will be posted to the shared site in advance of the meeting. 

Please let me know if you are unable to attend. 

Have a ~reat weekend! 

Ashley 

Ashley 

Assistals~ ~o the Director of Uisqerglsd!~a~e Admissio~s 

U~sive~sity of ~Uorth 

Iii~:kio!~ Hail, C~)s~pus [~o:< 2200 

Chape~ H~H. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 1, 2014 6:44 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <iHe@unc.edu> 

Re: The NC,~k’s "Death Pengdy" Sanction -- Reasonable Self-Governance or an Illegal Group Boycott in Disguise? 

Good idea. Will do 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 31, 2014, at 11:55 P’~{, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> Maybe we could get one of our legal extern’s to review this and give us a report in a verbal fashion 
> 
> Bubba Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 

> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> From: "I)rue Moore" <drue@winthropintelligence.com<mailto:drue(~winthropintelli~ence.com>> 
> To: "Kevin Barefoot" <kevin@winthropinteHigence.com<mailto:kevin(~r!winthropinteHi~ence corn>>, "Ray M Purpur" <ray.purpur@stan~2~rd.edu<mailto:ray.purpur(~stanford edu>>, 
"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu<mailto:bubbac(~email uric edu>> 
> Sut~ject: The NCAA’s "Death PenalD’" Sanction -- Reasonable Self-Governance or an Illegal Group Boycott in Disguise? 
> 
> ’]’he article examines why the NCAA "death penalty," although arguably benevolent in its intent, undermines the core principles ol! federal antitrust law. Part I of this Article discusses the 

history of college athletics, the NCAA, and the "death penalty" sanction. Part II provides an introduction to section 1 of the Sherman Act and its application to the conduct of both private 
trade associations and the NCAA. Part III explains why a future challenge to the NCAA "death penalty’" could logically lead to a court’s conclusion that the "death penal~" violates 
sectmn 1 of the Sherman Act. Finally, Part IV explains why Congress should not legislate a special antitrust exemption to insulate the NCAA "death penalty" from antitrust law’s 

I urisdiction. 
> 

> 

> 

> <The NCAAs Death Penalty Sanction.pdl~ 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 1, 2014 8:37 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

<no subject> 

This looks very good, 

[~ t t p://u ga s p o rts. b log.ajc.co m/2014/05/22/u ga s-ca re e r-sym posiu m-to-p re p a re-bulldogs-fo r-life-a ft e r-foot ball/ 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, Jnne 2, 2014 11:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

ff we’re going to meet with Debbie Clarke during that meeting, perhaps we could do that first and hold the review until t:l:lS. [ know we will have one football 

case but Vm not sure about others, Do you currently know of any other cases (new ones) that will need to be heard? 

~rom: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, June 02, 2014 11:40 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: Re: 

Sony to hear &ele is no other ~ssible date or time for tNs meeting. If we are engaging in fina1 reviews of pms~cts, I will have ~ a,end. 

On Jun 2, 2014, at 11:36 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk((-~admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vhlce, 

7hanks for le~:~:ing me know about: 
0~1 a~oLher note, t spo~e w~th [~qd ~t appears that Lhere are t~o oLher optk)rts for the Juice 11 Spec~M ]Me~t meeti~g I’m sorry. I do thh~ you 

should go to your daughter’s ceremony. To that end, if you want Lo Lalk in advance of the meeting, Vm more than happy to get together. 
Barbara 
}3arbara Polk 
I)eputy D~rector 
ONce of Undergraduate 
llnivcrsity of Norg~ (;arolJna at Chapel [i~II 
}~l~o~e: 9I 9-96~5-39S9 

From: IIle, V~nce 
Sent: Monday, 11:27 AM 
Te: Polk, Barbara Jo 

SuNeet: 
FYI 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

F~m: Papa, Donna 
Sent: Monday, ll:02 AN 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: UNC’s Best Team 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 

Date: 
))live.nnc.edu> 

at 10:49:39 AM EDT 

Cc: "Papa. Donna J" <dip.~g~unc.edu>. mvyoung <mw,’oung(?~cmail.unc.edu~% "Baldwin, Richard Anthony" <toiwbaldwin({~unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC’s Best Team 

Hello Team, 

I wanted to let you all know that this past year on the field will be my last year on the field. After a great deal of contemplation, I 
have decided to continue my education at a local school. I would like to take this time just to let each and everyone of you know 
that working with you and getting to know you, has been one of the best experiences of my life. Together we have laughed, cried 
and became close friends. I value each one of your friendships and your dedication to the team that has made the program what 
it is today. I feel that if I was to move forward and continue my education and athletic career at UNC, I would not be giving the 
program and the team the dedication that it deserves to have. 

As I contemplate leaving such a wonderful program and school, I am overwhelmed with emotions. I have enjoyed the past year so 
much with you guys, and I am sad that I will be leaving behind so many friends that have taught me lessons, laughed with me and 
above all else, was the best team I have ever had the blessing of playing with. I only hope that I find on my new path a fraction of 
the love, gratitude, and friendship that I have found here. 



I will never forget the torturous singing on the bus rides, or the pregame locker room dance parties. Or how close we have 

became this year, we where not only a team but a family. I refuse to play with any other team or program, but I think this new 

career path is something I have to take. I will truly miss each and every one of you and wish you nothing but the best for the 

future. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 8:08 AM 

Ar~h ur, Ashley <auxthur@admissions.unc.edu> 

Akin, John Stephen <jolm akin@unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 
Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.nnc.edu:>; Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu:>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edn>; Polk, Baxbara Jo 

<bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Re~mer, Joy J <Joy Renne@tned.nnc.edu>; Taylor, Todd <twtaylo@etn~Jl.unc.edt~-; Wissick, Brent 

Stewart <bswissic@email.unc.edu>; Mosley~ Layna <~nosley@unc.edu> 

June 11 special taJent meeting 

Hi all: 

The Prow~st’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group has been working this year to document the many (22) processes on campus related to student athletes. The Working 
Group has drafted documents for the first 10 of these processes, including Admissions The Provost has now asked for feedback from various faculty entities, including the Special Talent 
Comanittee (The memo requesting feedback can be found here: https://www.dropbox.com/s/717x5N00bhi 1 tr/Cover%20Memo%2006022014.pd~ 

To facilitate this, Dr. Debbi Clarke, who has been coordinating the work of the Working Group, will be attending the second half of our meeting on June 11. Debbi has asked that we review 
the document (specifically, the section related to Achnissions, aka Process 20), and come prepared to offer any feedback, cotranents, suggestions for changes etc. As you may know, Steve 
Farmer is a member of the Wofldng Group, so the details of the admissions process are almost certainly accurate; but, in any case, please take a look at the attached. 

The document draft can be found here: 

https://wv‘~.dropb~x.c~m~s/r~0g0a346pn8nz~/UNC%2~Student%2~Ath~ete%2~Academic%2~rocesses%20~ 0-10.0%20060214 pdf 

There is also a second document which collects information on recormnendations that have been made over time: 

https:/;’www.dropbox.corrgs/1 ak6dznl q x97496iUNC%20 Stud ent%20Ath%20Academics%20Report%20XRef%20%26%20Processes%201.0-10.0%20060214.pdf 

If you have feedback on the document and will be unable to attend the June 11 meeting, please send your comments to me. I will compile and pass them on to Debbie. 

That,s very much, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 
Dept. of Political Science 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
mosley@unc, edu 





































Required Data Submission 

Already approved by Board of Directors 

All data collection required in 2014 already collected from other sources 

Student-Athlete Experience data submission begins during 2014-15: 

Student-athlete survey 

Health and safety survey 

Broad-based Campus Review 

"Top Five" required to review the IPP data 

Chancellor/President 

Director of Athletics 

Senior Woman Administrator 

Faculty Athletics Representative 

Compliance Coordinator 

Institutions will be encouraged to include others from campus 



















NCAA will develop broad questions to assist the end-user with their review of the data; once the conference receives the 

questions they may want schools to think about additional questions. 

Conferences should consider how their conference meetings, protocols, policies and procedures maybe enhanced by IPP. 

Conference could also consider developing IPP liaison to be the point of contact with the national office and institutions for 

future educational initiatives and or improvement/enhancements to the program. 

Conferences may want to develop best practices for its members regarding internal groups (e.g., intercollegiate athletics 

councils and other groups) how they may want to look at IPP data. 

Troy--- 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <~bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 12:30 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.e&~ 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Athletic Detmrtment Policies and Procedures 

Thanks, Paul, I’ll let her know, 

~Beth 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Thursday, June 05, 20:14 :[2::19 PM 

To: Miller, Beth 
C¢: Lane, Cricket; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Athletic Department Policies and Procedures 

Betk 

I’d be happy to help her. She can call me anytime to discuss. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Jun 5, 2014, at 12:03 PM, "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu> wrote: 

Cricket, Paui and Vince, 

Please see ti~e email beiow .... Do you have information responses we can send back regarding her questions? 

Maybe .... 

Paul #I. 5exuai Harassment and Assault Pol~cies 

Cricket/Paul #2 LGBTQ Policies 

Vince #3 End of Year Surveys 

Jhanks, 

’~8eth 

Sent~ Nonday, June 02, 2014 11:25 AM 

Te= mooradio~bc,edu; kbarbar~demson.edu; jsilar~duaa.duke.edu; d~chs~adm~n,fsu.edu; ~enzel~atNetics.~atech,edu; leNhara@umd, edu; Niller, Beth; 

walkerb~@~u.edu; mrobbins@~a.ua.edu; jcromerq~uark.edu; heinsml@auburn.edu; Iyndat@qators.uaa.ufl.edu; sbell@email.uky.edu; 

cwilliams@spo~s.uqa.edu; mseqar@lsu.edu; [ys@olem~ss.edu; acarr@athlet~cs.msstate.edu; reesmans@missouri.edu; vanhom]@ma~lbox.sc.edu; 

mrei%~@em~ch.edu; jki~ell@kent.edu; ~ilberj2q@miamioh.edu; dbough~nl@niu.edu; deana(@oNo.edu; ke~lg.andrews@utoledo.edu; jse~u~n@admin.umass.edu; 

amy.wasNnqton@wmich.edu; m~oods@~llinNs.edu; kfowler2@ind~ana.edu; jane-meyer@uiowa.edu; bitrig@um~ch.edu; appelbauq@ath.msu.edu; 

m~enzCmhuskers.com; ~-Najs@northwestermedu; wil![sAO2@osu.edu; ca~30@~su~edt!; ncross~urdue~edt!; t!~atNetics.wisc.edu 

Subject: Athletic Oepartment Policies and Procedures 

Hello, 

My name is                 ~nd I am a student-athlete at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This summer, I am interning under 

Kathy Twist, the Senior Women Administrator, at The University at Buffalo. 

On behalf of Kathy Twist, this summer, I am focusing on three main topics and inquiring to find out how these policies and issues are 

implemented at your school, in your Athletic Department. These three topics are, Sexual Harassment and Assault policies, LGBTO, policies and 

End of the Year surveys for student-athletes in the Athletic Department. 

Sexual Harassment and Assault Policies 

- How are these issues being addressed in the Athletic Department? 

- What kinds of practices, if any, are there for employees and!or student-athletes to further educate themselves on these issues? 

2. LGBTQ Policies 

- How is this issue being addressed in the Athletic Department? 

- What kinds of practices, if any, are there for employees and/or student-athletes to further educate themselves on this issue? 

3. End of the Year Surveys 

- Is there any End of the Year survey student-athletes must complete? 

- If so, what areas of the student-athlete experience is touched upon in the survey? 



- if so, is this survey done online or is it a manual submission? 

- If it is done online, is there a specific program that is being used? 

We understand if you do not oversee these areas, but would greatly appreciate if you would forward this on to someone who could give us 

more information about the three topics, 

Your response and feedback is greatly appreciated! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Lee <lbutler@theacc.o~g> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 2:39 PM 

Ashley Obrest (obrest@bc.edu); Blake Miller (blaJ~emille@virginia.edu); Deanna Gumpf (gumpti2@nd.edu); Papa, Donna J 

<djp@unc.edu:~; Holly Aprile (haprile@athletics.pitt.edu); Leigh Ross (lross01@syr.edu); Lonni Alameda (aalameda@fsu.edu); Sandy 

Pear~ll (~ndy@gocards.com); Scot Thomas (scot.thomas@vt.edu); Shawn Rychcik (shawn ~chcik@ncsu.edu); Shelly Hoemer 

(shoeme@gtaa.gatech.edu) 

Mille~; Beth --~betlunille@unc.edu:>; Christine Hemng (Clmls~tine@goca~rds.com); Dorma Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jane Miller 

(jm2y@virginia.edu); Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy. 1 @nd.edu); 

Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumg@ur.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); 

Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); bwaxman@admin.fsu.edu; Jurich,Maack Steven (m.jurich@loui~ille.edu); Douglas Strom 

(dwstrom@ncsu.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Monica.A.Cundiff.4@nd.edu; sbrarm@atkletics.pitt.edu; var7n@irginia.edu; 

helmsc@vt.edu 

2016 ACC Sottball Schedule 

Softball Coaches, 
Our of~?ce is in the process of completing the ACC softball sche&~le ~r 2016. If yot~ have a~?- sche&~ling reqt~ests, send fl~ose to me })2~2~)2J.4~2~:..4.g~i~g..J:~}:.~.Q.J:~. Typical 
scheduling requests ~hat ha:re been made previously include fadl~U eonfli~xs in ~’hieh ll~ere is a eamtms or local even~ preventing ~he t~se of yo~tr ~c~liU, It’there are 
institutionN b~al~ dm:i~g *he spri~g i~ which you would like to be achedt~led away (lo assist with missed c[~xa time), you ma? i~ck~de fl~at on your request as wall, N[ 
re@~ests should be sent in wrigng at~d d~ey s~oald be listed m o~Oer o{’prel~ret~ce. 
Should you have a~y questions, p~ease let me know. 

Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <hnbbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 10:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC Promotional Activities Release 

image002.jpg; ATT00001 .htm; ACC PSA Consent.DOCX; ATT00002.htm 

FYI. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North C~acolina 

Begin forwazded message: 

Fr~n: "Hostetter, Brad" <..b__I!9~_t_.e__tLe__*i@t__I_~.e_g..c_9_:q_rg3- 

Date: June 5, 2014 at 2:29:12 PM EDT 

To: "Cmly Pa~riseau (._c__ay].y:l??_ajj_~_a___u_~2__b__c_’_:_e_~t___u_)" <._c_~gJ2::p__a_!_i_~kt_(_a2__~?__c_:__e__d_L~-, "Came Doyle (._c__a_!jj__e_____~_~?.~:]__e_~2~_~Lc_’_~_u_:__e_d_k0" <.c2_a_L~_i__e____~t_o_z!~@!Lc_~__u_:__e__d___t!>, "Craig 
Anderson (cmig.m~dermn(a)miami.edu)" <craig.anderson(/~mimni.edu>, "Dan Bartholomae (dk~rtholomae(/~athletics.pitt.edu)" 

<dba(iholomae~athletics~pitt.edn>, "Eric Banmgartner (emb8p(a)vir?-inia.edu)" <emb8p~vi~ainia.edu>, "Eflease Wagner Esq. (erleasem(/~s,,~r.edu)" 

<erleasem@svr~edu>, "Jennifer Vining-Smith (ivini~gs(a)nd.edu)" <ivini~gs(a)nd.edu>, "Jill Bodensteiner (ibodenst(a)nd.edu)" <ibodenst(a)nd.edu>, "Jim 

Cmry (imcum~#~almm~Nu.edu) <imcutrv(g~)admin.fsu~edu>, "John Cams (~ohn¢~gocards.com) <4ohn¢~gocards.com>, "Marcus Wilson 

(mmwiL~)n(i~umd.edn)" <mmwiL~)n(i~umd.edu>, "Marielle va~Gelder (mva~gelder(i~unc.edu)" <mvangelder~;tmc~edn>, "Shoshanna Engel 

(sengel~;athletics~gatech.edu)" <sengel@athletics.gatech.edn~, "Stephanie Ellison (melli~a)~clem~m.edu)" <mellis,~{clem~n.edu>, "Tim Parker 

(tNrker~;vt.edn)" <tparker(a)vt.edu>, "Todd tlairsmn (hairstct@v~i~.edn)" <hairstch~{wfiLedu>, "Todd Mesibov (m~esibov@duaa.duke.edu)" 

<tmesibov~;duaa.duke.edu> 
Cc: "Swoffbrd, John" <j~?_f__t~_ri_~_t_(_a2_t_JLe__~:a__c_Lc_:__ojg?,, "Bulgemeistm; Matt" <m__b_u__rg__e__r_~Le_i_~_t__e£@_t__h__e__~__c_:__ojg.>, "Blake Jazzes (_b_i_~_g!_e_~O2~!i_~_g!i:__e__d___u_.)" 

<_b_i_~_~!_e_X02~!i_~Ln_)_i:__e__d___u_.>, "Brad Bates (_~?_rj_a__d__:__b_~t_e_~C02__b_c_:__e__d___t!)" <_b_£_a__d__:_~2ja__t__e__fF_2_b_c__:_e_d_u__>, "Craig Cittlepage (_c__k__{NC02Ei!:gi_~ia:_e_d_u_)" <._c__k__l_~__e_~2~!:i!Ni_~ia:_e_d__a>, "Dan 

Radakovich (._d__*:g~O2~Le_mm_~3:_e___~_~_u)" <_d__~a~@Og__mg~r~:_e_ff__~, "Da~d J. Gross (._d.jjgL_o_~@_~z_r_:_e_d_u_)" <s~.jxrs?a~_(_a2_~_r::gffu.>, "Debbie Yow (_d____~:O2_r,~g~:_e___~_~_u)" 
<_d____.y__o3N~02__n__c_’_~_R:_e_d___u_>, "Jack Swarbrick (._~_:~:a_*:N~_~_d_@_~x_~_t:_e_ff_u_)"-~__w__~x:_b_fi~_k_A_@_~_d__:_e___~_tU>, "Kevin Anderson Ck__e_5:i__n_~(_a2__t_t_n_:O_:_e___d___u_)" <ke___~:i_r_~@__u_m_d__:_e_ff_u_>, 
"Kevin White (lanw50(a)duaa.duke~edu)" <kmw50(daduaa~duke.edn>, "Lawrence \"Bubba\" Cunningham (bubbac~nnc.edu)" <hnbb~((~func.edu>, 

"Mike Bobinski (mbob(?fgatech~edu)" <mbob~gatech.edu>, "Ron Wellmm~ (wellmanr(a)wfu.edu)" <wellma~vx~.edu >, "Stan Wilcox 

(smlcox2(daNu.edu)" <swilcox2(dafst~edu>, "Steve Pederson (spederson~f~)athletics~pitt.e&~)" <spederson(a)athletics.pitt.edu>. "Tom Jufich 

(tom(?fgocards.com)" <tom(d~gocards.com>, "Whit Babcock (wbabcock(a~vt.edn)" <wbabcock(~)vt.edn> 

Subject: ACC Promotion’,d Activities Release 

A~lached is a ffmn ~ha~ we ~ ou~d ask tha you it}elude it~ your a~dert%athlete tbrms sigt~ed at tI~e begmt~ing of the year tbr ~he 20 I,b 15 academic year at}d 
beyo~d. ~II~e fbrm clad~es that the con [ere~ce may, co~sistem wiff~ NCAA B3daw 12.5.1, reference student-.allfletcs and their images ~n con~i~rence related 
media at~d prom~tkmal materials m a manner *ha is consistent w~tb NCAA m~es. In ff~e tmI~kely event g~a~ a smdet~t-aflflcte does no{ s~gt~ {he fbrm, please let 
me D~ow. 

O~ 336.3~59.4640 ~ Ca 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 9:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Mm-ielle A <mvangeld@emM.unc.edu> 

FW: ACC Promofion~l Activities Relea~ 

image002.jpg; ATT00001 .htm; ACC PSA Consent.DOCX; ATT00002.htm 

What is the best way to ensure Lhat this gets signed by the sLudent-athletes at the start of each year? Maybe at their rules education meetings? 

From= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent-" Thursday, June 05, 2014 ~0:48 PM 
To-" Tile, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Fwd: ACC Promotional Activities Release 

FYI. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Date: June 5, 2014 at 2:29:12 PM EDT 

To: "Carly Pariseau (cady.pariseau@bc.edu)" <carly.pariseau@bc.edu>, "Carrie Doyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu)" <carrie doyle@ncsu.edu>, "Craig 

Anderson (-c-~-a-~!g~-a-~-n-~-d-~-e---r~-s~-~-~-n-~--@-~--~--m-~La-~--m--j~~-e-~-d-~-u-.)’~ <.c___r__a_jg.anderson@miami.edu>, "Dan Bartholomae (-d-~-b--a-~-r--t~-h-~-~-~[9~--m---a-~-e-~--@-~-a--t-~-h-Le--t-!~£-s-~Ej--t--t:~-e-~-d-~-u-.)’~ 

<--d--b---a-~-r--t~-h-~9-]~-~-~-n-~-a-~-e-~--@-~----a--t--h--~-e--t-!-c---s-~-!-t--t-:--e---d---u->~ "Eric Baumgartner (_e____m____b__8__p___@__.___v_!__rgj__n_!__a_:__e___d___u_.)" <_e___m____b___8_p____@___v__[_r_g_[_n__La__:__e___d__u__>, "Erlease Wagner Esq. (_e_£]__e___a__s___e___m_____@___s_y__£:__e___d___u_.)" 

<erleasem@syr.edu>, "Jennifer Vining-Smith (jvinings@nd.edu)" <jvinings@nd.edu>, "Jill Bodensteiner (jbodenst@nd.edu)" <jbodenst@nd.edu>, 

"Jim Curry (jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu)" <jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu>, "John Cams (john@gocards.com)" <john@gocards.com>, "Marcus Wilson 

(mrnwilson@umd.edu_)" <mmwilson@umd.edu>, "Marielle vanGelder (mvangelder@unc.edu)" <mvangelder@unc.edu>, "Shoshanna Engel 

(sengel@aU~letics.gatech.edu)" <sengel@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Stephanie Ellison (~aellis@clemson.edu)" <saellis@clemson.edu>, "Tim Parker 

( .t_ p_ _a_ _ _r_ ls_ _ _e_ _r_ _ _@__._ _ _v_ _t_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ ) " <_t_p___a_£__k__e___r___@_.____v__t_:__e__d___u__>, "Todd Hairston (.hairstct@wfu.edu)" <hairstct@wfu.edu>, "Todd Mesibov (_t__n_~_e___s_Lb___o___v___@___d___u___a__a__:__d___u___k__e__:__e__d___u_.)" 

<tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu> 

Cc: "Swofford, John" <jswofford@theacc.org>, "Burgemeister, Matt" <mburgemeister@theacc.org>, "Blake James (bjames@miami.edu)" 

<bjames@miami.edu>, "Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu)" <brad.bates@bc.edu>, "Craig Littlepage (ckl9e@virginia.edu)" <ckl9e@virginia.edu>, "Dan 

Radakovich (drad@clemson.edu)" <drad@clemson.edu>, "Daryl J. Gross (di~ross@syr.edu)" <djgross@syr.edu>, "Debbie Yow (d yow@ncsu.edu)" 

<__d_y__o_~___@____q_c__s___u_:__e___d___u_.>, "Jack Swarbrick (_s___w___a_[__b___rj_£_k_:_~___@___n___d_:__e___d___u_.)" <_s___w___a___r__b__[_[_c__k__:[l___@__.___n___d__:_e___d___u_.>, "Kevin Anderson ([<___e__v__[_n___a____@___u____m___d__:__e___d___u_)" <[<___e__v__[_n___a____@___u____m___d__:__e___d___u_>, 

"Kevin White (_k____m____w___5___O____@_.____d___u__a___a_:__d___u__[<___e_:__e___d__u__)" <.[£_m____w____5___O____@___d___u___a___a__.__d___u___k__e__.__e___d___u_.>, "Lawrence \"BubbaV’ Cunningham (._b___u__b___b___a__£__@___u___n__£:__e__d___u_.)" <_b___u___b___b__a__£__@__.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, 

"Mike Bobinski (mbob@gatech.edu)" <mbob@gatech.edu>, "Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu.)" <wellmanr@wfu.edu>, "Start Wilcox 

(swilcox2@fsu.edu)" <swilcox2@fsu.edu>, "Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu)" <spederson@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Tom Jurich 

(tom@gocards.com)" <tom@gocards.com>, "Whir Babcock (wbabcock@vt.edq)" <wbabcock@vt.edu> 

Subject: ACC Promotional Activities Release 

All 

A~lached is a fbrm [bat we ~ ou~d ask tha you it}elude it~ your a~den%aflalete tbrms sigt~ed at the begmt~ing of the year tbr ~be 20 I4-15 academic year at}d 

be?on& ’II~e lbma cla’ifies that the conference may, consistem wifl~ NCAA B3daw 12,5,1, relbrence student-afl~lctes and theh" images ~ conl~re~ce related 

media at}d prom~kmal ma:~erials m a manner that is consistent w~th NCAA m~es, In fl~e ~mlikely eye,at tha~ a studet~-addcte does n(d sig~ ~he fbrm, please let 

me DK~w. 

O: 336.369.4640 [ Ca 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvaa~geld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 9:52 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Promotional Activities Relea~ 

We took care of it. Thanks. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Aasociate A~:Metic Director 

Universi[:y of Nor[:h Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9~2--7853 

Fax: (919) 962-5L~2 

mvangelder@~nc~edu 

F~= Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 9:52 AM 
To= 111e, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject= ~: ACC Promotional Activities Release 
What is the bust way to ensure d~at tMs guts s~gned by the s~udent-athletes at the start of each year? Maybe at their ru~es education meetings? 

From= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Thursday, June 05, 20~4 I0:48 PN 
To= 111e, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject= Fwd: ACC Promotional Activities Release 

FYI. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Date: June 5, 20:14 at 2:29::12 PM EDT 

To: "Carly Pariseau (cady.pariseau@bc.edu)" <carly.pariseau@bc.edu>, "Carrie Doyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu)" <carrie doyle@ncsu.edu>, "Craig 

Anderson (cra!~:anderson~m!amLedu)" <craii~.anderson~m!ami:edu>, "Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae~ath!et!cs:pitt.edu)" 

<--d--b---a---r--t--h--9-!--~---n-1-a---e----@----a--t--h--Le--t-!-c---s-~p-!-t--t--.--e---d---u->~ "Eric Baumgartner (_e____m____b__8__p____@_.___v_!__rg!__n_!__a_:__e___d___u_.)" <._e___m____b___8_p____@___v__!_r_g~!_n__La__:__e___d__u__>, "Erlease Wagner Esq. (_e__r_!__e___a__s___e___m___~__s_y_r__.__e___d___u_.)" 

<erleasem@syr.edu>, "Jennifer Vining-Smith (jvinings@nd.edu)" <jvinings@nd.edu>, "Jill Bodensteiner (jbodenst@nd.edu)" <jbodenst@nd.edu>, 

"Jim Curry (jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu)" <jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu>, "John Cams (john@gocards.com)" <john@gocards.com>, "Marcus Wilson 

(mmwilson@umd.edu_)" <mmwilson@umd.edu>, "Marielle vanGelder (mvangelder@unc.edu)" <mvangelder@unc.edu>, "Shoshanna Engel 

(sengel .@athletics.gatech.edu)" <sengel@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Stephanie Ellison (~aellis@clemson.edu)" <saellis@clemson.edu>, "Tim Parker 

( .t_ p_ _a_ _ _r_ l_<_ _ _e_ _r_ _ _@_._ _ _v_ _t_ _._ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ ) " <_t_p___a__r___k__e___r___@____v__t_:__e__d___u__>, "Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu)’’ <hairstct@wfu.edu>, "Todd Mesibov (-t--n-1-e---s-Lb---~---v---@.---d---u---a--a---.--d---u---k--e-:---e--d---u-.)’’ 

<tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu> 

Cc: "Swofford, John" <jswofford@theacc.org>, "Burgemeister, Matt" <mburgemeister@theacc.org>, "Blake James (bjames@miami.edu)" 

<biames@miami.edu>, "Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu)" <brad.bates@bc.edu>, "Craig Littlepage (cklge@virginia.edu)" <ckl9e@virginia.edu>, "Dan 

Radakovich (drad@clemsomedu)" <drad@clemsomedu>, "Daryl J. Gross (di~ross@syr.edu)" <djgross@svr.edu>, "Debbie Yow (d yow@ncsu.edu)" 

<__d_y__o_~___@____n__c__s___u_:__e___d___u_.>, "Jack Swarbrick (s___w____a_r__b___r_!_c___k_:__1__~_n___d__:__e___d__u__)" <_s___w___a___r__b___r_!_c__k_:_L1___@_.___n___d_:__e___d___u_.>, "Kevin Anderson ([<___e__v__!_n___a__~__u____n)__d___.__e___d___u_)" <[<___e__v__!_n___a__~__u____n)__d__:__e___d___u_>, 

"Kevin White (_k____n)___w___5___O____@____d___u__a___a_:__d___u__[<___e__.__e___d__u__)" <.[<___m____w____5___O____@___d___u___a___a__.__d___u___k__e_:__e___d___u_.>, "Lawrence V’Bubba\" Cunningham (._b___u__b___b___a___c___@.___u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.)" <_b___u___b___b__a___c___@_.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, 

"Mike Bobinski (mbob@gatech.edu)" <mbob@gatech.edu>, "Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu.)" <wellmanr@wfu.edu>, "Stan Wilcox 

(swilcox2@fsu.edu)" <swilcox2@fsu.edu>, "Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu)" <spederson@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Tom Jurich 

(tom@gocards.com)" <tom@gocards.com>, "Whir Babcock (wbabcock@vt.edu_)" <wbabcock@vt.edu> 

Subject: ACC Promotional Activities Release 

All 

A~:{ached is a fbrm ~a~ we ~ ould ask tha you it}elude in your a~dert%aIhlete tbrms signed at the beginning of the year tbr ~e 20 I4-15 academic year at}d 

be?on& ’II~e lbma cla’ifies that the conference may, consistem wifl~ NCAA Bjdaw 12,5,1, relbrence student-aflfletes and theh" images ~ conlbre~ce related 

media xt~d promotional materials m a manner that is consistent wkb NCAA m~es, In 1he ~mlikely eYent thal a stadet~-afldcte does no~ sign ~he tbrm, please let 

me k~ow. Thank,* 

BRAD HOST~TT~ 
serdor Assodste Com]g~J~sJOl’l~[, Coml:fliance/Governance N HR 

O~ 336,3~59,4~40 I Ca 

t~eACC,eon~ I ~t~le~CC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strom-gottfried, Kim <stromgot@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 7, 2014 7:11 AM 

Cohen, Marc D <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul (Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Perrin, Andrew J 
<andrew_perrin@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; 
Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Osborne, Barbara 
<sportlaw@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 

< bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - FW: DTH story includes statement from Roy Williams 

Yes, released last night, Saw it on Twitter, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 7, 2014, at 6:52 AM, "Cohen, Marc D" <_¢__O_~Le___n___m___d___@__e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_=_e__d___u_> wrote: 

Has this statement from the rest of the players on that team been shared? 

h_~n__:_ L L~__u__s__a_ _t 9_ _d___a_ ~&o_mi ~ _t 9_ ~ L_s_ p___o_ ~__s j_ _r_,_~ _a___a_ __bi 7 9__Z___4_ L _0_ __6_ L _0_ __6_ L_e_ _x_ :__u__n_~_: 9_!_a__y_ _e_._LS: __s_t_ _a__t_ _e_._t _’O___e_ _n__t_: _ore_: E~_ ~ ~__a_ _n__~: _a__![ _e_ ~ _a_ _t_!_o__t~_ _s_/~_Q_! _O_B g__5_ _3_ _L 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 10:20 PM 
To: Strom-gottfried, Kim 
Co: Renner, Joy J; Friga, Paul (Paul...Friqa@kenan-flaqlermnc.edu); Perrin, Andrew J; Stroman, Deborah L; Stephens, John B; Foster, Beverly K; Mosley, Layna; 
Cohen, Marc D; Osborne, Barbara; Brown, Michelle; IIle, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Re: Joy - FW: DTH story includes statement from Roy Williams 

Thanks for passing along. All please shmce information you feel informative for the Committee as this unfolds as we can reques* additional infommtion you 

would like tbr us to review. I am teaching all weekend so limited time to spend on reading and searching so your assistance is appreciated. 

Sent ti’om my iPad 

On Jun 6. 2014. at 9:42 PM, Strom-gottfrie& Kim <_s_tj.Q.n_l~gq~.e_njm_’l___u__r_~c__ _e._q~.u_ > wrote 

~.~!~’___src=c(~[2~: 

F~m~ Rennet, Joy J 

Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 5:45 PM 
To= Friga, Paul (Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Perrin, Andrew 3; Stroman, Deborah L; Strom-go~ried, Kim; Stephens, John B; Foster, 
Beverly B.; Mosley, Layna; Cohen, Marc D; Osborne, Barbara; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= Joy - ~: D~ s~w includes s~tement from Roy Williams 

DTH stury re~ated to ESPN Outside the U~es story today from McCants. 

UnNe~3~t’~ of North Carolina at Chapel 

School of Medicine 

CB ~7~30 UNC-CH Bondurant HaN 

~2K-A ~ou~h ColumMa SL 
Chapel H~N NC 27599-7130 

................................ 

9 Z9-966-6957. Fax 
-CONF~DF_NflAL[]Y NO]ICF_: This e-.maii message, ind uding attachments, if any, is intended only for ti~e -person or entkv to wi~ich it is address~_~d and mav 
contah-~ conffd~-~ntial andtor privik_~ged mat~_~rial. Rny -.--.unauthorfzed review, use, d[sclOSLll’e Of distribution b prohfbited, ff you al’e Rot the ~Rtended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mai~ and destroy aH copies of the orfghqal message. 

F~m= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Friday, June 06, 2014 4:25 PN 
Te= Rennet, Joy J 
Subject; DTH sto~ includes statement from Roy Williams 

Also a link to collected Tweets from other S-As. 

http://www.dai~ytarheel.c~m/artic~e/2~4/~6/f~rmer-basketba~-p~ayer-ra~had-mccants-speaks-~ut-ab~ut-academic-exper~ence-at-unc 
I_lssa L groorne 

Wells Fargo Professor of ganldng t.aw 

Director, Cen~er for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

C8#3B80, V~n Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NO 2759%3380 

9199627066 
http://wwwJaw,unc.edu/cerlters/bank[n~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: ,~£~##_[_~:_£~/~_9~_~£[~_~_~Z_~_~ 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Glenn Wang <gwong@isenbe~g.umass.edu-- 

Monday, June 9, 2014 9:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Hello 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks for your email It is looking like the best time for me may 
be between 3-6 p.m 

I saw Bubba today at NACDA and I am also going to try to meet him 
when I am visiting Monday afternoon. Do you think it would be possible 
for me to see you before or after Bubba? Bubba told me that he had to 
interview a candidate on Munday, so maybe ~ve can work aronnd his schedule 
and I can meet with you before or after Bubba. If this is too difficult 
then let’s just find a time between 3-6 for us to meet 

For Monday dinner, I probably should go to the SMI AD’s dinner and 
panel. 

Just some thoughts, let me know what you think. 

Glenn M Wang 
Professor and Attorney 
Mark H. McCormack Sport Management 
Department 
Isenberg School of Management 
University of Massachusetts 
121 Presidents Drive 
Amherst, N4~. 01003 
Email: gwong@isenberg.um ass edu 
Phone: 413-545-5053 
Fax: 413-577-0642 
Twitter: @WongSportsLaw 
You can access my papers on the Social Science Research 
Network: <http://ssrn cam/author 1465663> 

On 6/9/14 5:25 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@nnc.edu> wrote: 

>I understand! I’m currently available Monday, June 16 whenever you might 
>have time If you don’t already have plans for dinner that evening, we 
>can meet somewhere and take care of that. Hope we can work something out. 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Gletm Wang [mailto :gwong(d~,,isenberg.umass. edu] 
>Sunt: Thursday, Jtme 05, 2014 12:55 PM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Subject: Re: Hello 
> 

>HI Vince, 
> 
> Thanks for your emaih I have too much travel, and I gave you the 
>~vrong dates, sorry. 
> 

> I will be at UNC on Jnne 16 and 17, with Monday, Jm~e 16th in the 
>aRernoon and evening being better. 
> 
> Glenn 
> 

>Glenn M. Wang 
>Professor and Attorney 
>Mark H. McCormack Sport Manageraent 
>Department 
>Isenberg School of Management 
>University of Massachusetts 
> 121 Presidents Drive 
>Atrflaerst, NLa_. 01003 
>Email: gwong@isenberg.umass, edu 
>Phone: 413-545 -5053 
>Fax: 413-577-0642 
>Twitter: @WungSportsLaw 
>You can access my papers on the Social Science Research 
>Network: <http://ssrncom/author 1465663> 
> 

>From: <Ille>, Vince <ille@unc edu<mailto:ille@nnc edu>> 
>Date: Thursday, June 5, 2014 12:31 PM 
>To: GLENN WaNG <gwong@isenberg.umass.edu<mailto:gwong@isenberg umass.edu>> 
>Subject: Re: Hello 
> 

>Hi Glenn. 
> 



>Thanks :[’or the message. It would be great to see you if we can coordinate 
>schedules. 
> 

>I return to Chapel Hill Saturday night. Sunday evening or Monday can work 
>J2~r me. I could meet you for dinner Sunday if you don’t already have 
>plans. Just let me knnw if that fits your schedule My mobile number is 

and it is the best way to reach me by phone or text. 
> 

>I look forward to visiting with you, 
> 
>Vince 
> 

>On Jun 4, 2014, at 9:38 AM, "Glenn Wong" 
><gwong@isenberg.umass. edu<mailto :gwong,@,isenberg.umass. edu>> wrote: 
> 

>Hi Vince, 
> 

>    It is great to see that you are working at UNC. Scan Ford has 
>told me that you are doing well in Chapel Hill. 
> 

>    I will be at LrNC on J~me 8 and 9 for the Sports Management 
>Institute. Kyou are in town and have some time, I would love to say- 
>hello and see how- you are doing. Please let me know if you are in town 
>and have any availabili~ (June 8 th in the afternoon or evening is 
>probably better for me). 
> 
> Best, Glenn 
> 

>Glenn M. Wong 
>Professor and Attorney 
>Mark H. McCormack Sport Management Department Isenberg School of 
>Management University of Massachusetts 
> 121 Presidents Drive 
>Atr~herst, NIA. 01003 
>F~mail: gwong@isenberg.umass edu<mailto: g~vong@isenberg.umass edu> 
>Phone: 413-545 -5053 
>Fax: 413-577-0642 
>Twitter: @WongSportsLaw 
>You can access my papers on the Social Science Research 
>Network: <http://ssrncom/author 1465663> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nol~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 11, 2014 8:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mba]len@unc.edtr>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

FW: Draft Intewiew Schedules 

FYI Al:[:ached are the proposed interview schedules that I sent to gubb~ vesterd~y. Bubb~ has not ~pproved them vet, bu[: ~ wanted you [:o have these sooner rather 

than ~ater. I w~f~ send out the confirmed schedules as soon as possiMe. 

F~m: no,on, Molly 
Se.t: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 5:~ PH 
Te= Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject; Draft Inte~iew Schedules 
gubba, 

Attached are the draft interview schedules for  

Please note that Matt Terrell has limited availability to meet with the candidates due to SMI next week, so he said it was helpful if the meetings could take place in 

Meadowmont since that is so close to the Rizzo Center and specifically, Caf~ Carolina, if lunch is involved since it is so quick. 

Please let me know of any changes you’d like to make to the proposed schedules. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

MNly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, ~C 275~5 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 11, 2014 4:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

staff directory -- S-A Services 

Hi Vince, 

i’ve gotten this request (see below, from Debbi Clarke) and it’s doable from a logistics standpoint, but Cricket suggested I check with you before moving forward with it. Please let 

me know what Vou think. 

Thanks, 

Dana 

Hi Dana, This topic came up yesterday during our meeting with the web site folks. Could you take a look at the Athletics 

Directory, should we parse out ASPSA as a separate entity? 

htt p://www.goheels.com/StaffDirectory.d bml 

Currently Michelle’s group and Cricket’s group are commingled as Student-Athlete Services. To an outsider (like me) this looks 

like they’re in the same department with the same reporting structure. Perhaps you could create two separate groups: 

Student Athlete Development 

and 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

PIs let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks again, 

Debbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 1 l, 2014 7:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Announcement 

Huge loss. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dena king <dking@sosnc.com> 

Date: June 11, 2014 7:06:43 PM EDT 
To: Paul Pogge <ppogge(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: Announcement 

Good afternoon! 
I am writing to inform you that my last day at the NC Department of the Secretary of State’s Office will be June 16, 2014. I have accepted a 
position with the United States Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of North Carolina beginning June 17, 2014. 
I have enjoyed working with you on athlete agent related matters. At this moment, I am not sure which attorney will be reassigned the athlete 
agent cases. For athlete agent registration related questions or inquiries, you may contact Mary Wilson, the Athlete Agent Registrar, at 
mwilson@sosnc.com or (919) 807-2165. Ms. Wilson will also be able to provide you with more insight in the future on which attorney will be 
handling athlete agent cases. 

Best, 

Dena I. King 

Enforcement Attorney 

N.C. Department of Secretary of State 

Securities Division 

P.O. Box 29622 

Raleigh, NC 27626 

{919) 807-2235 direct line 

dking@sosnc.com 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 1 l, 2014 10:36 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Announcement 

Altach: image003.jpg 

Great idea. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jun 11, 2014, at 7:42 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)~mc.e&~> wrote: 

Need to start building a new relationship. Maybe we go to Raleigh aga~,n, this time to visit with her replacement? 

Vince Illle 

<image003.jpg> 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, June l:t, 20:~4 7:09 PH 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Announcement 

Huge loss. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dena king <dking(~a)sosnc.com> 

Date: June 11, 2014 7:06:43 PM EDT 
To: Paul Pogge <ppogge(~unc.edu> 

Subject: Announcement 

Good afternoon! 

I am writing to inform you that my last day at the NC Department of the Secretary of State’s Office will be J une 16, 2014. I have 

accepted a position with the United States Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of North Carolina beginning June 17, 20:14. 

I have enjoyed working with you on athlete agent related matters. At this moment, I am not sure which attorney will be 

reassigned the athlete agent cases. For athlete agent registration related questions or inquiries, you may contact Mary Wilson, 

the Athlete Agent Registrar, at mwilson@sosnc.com or {9:19) 807-2:165. Ms. Wilson will also be able to provide you with more 

insight in the future on which attorney will be handling athlete agent cases. 

Best, 

Dena J. King 

Enforcement Attorney 

N.C. Department of Secretary of State 

Securities Division 

P.O. Box 29622 

Raleigh, NC 27626 

{9:19) 807-2235 direct line 

dking@sosnc.com 





Introductions (Amy & Becca) 



Who: Amy 



Who: Becca 

Additional Notes: 

BPI: 

The history of initial eligibility is actually more than 100 years old 

We will see that issues that presented themselves back then, are still similar to the problems we face today 

BP2: 

We chose the 20 sports sponsored by Purdue because it is a good sample of programs represented across all Division-I 

schools 



Who: Becca 

References: 

(Mort, 1995) 

Additional Notes: 

BPI: 

Rutgers defeated Princeton with the help of 10 freshman (3 were failing algebra) 

Sparked discussion for reforms 

BP2: 

Charles Eliot (Harvard President) conducts study of the relationship between football participation and academic success 

of Harvard freshman 

Found that in a two-year period, first-term football players earned 4x as many D’s and failing grades as A’s and B’s 

Football players labeled as "tramp athletes" and college athletics became labeled as quasi-professional making it at odds 

with the goals and purpose of higher education 

Harvard & Yale were criticized by other institutions for allowing those not deemed legitimate students to play football 

Harvard forms committee and passes resolution banning all freshman from playing 

Granted athletes only 3 years of eligibility as well 

This caused other schools to adopt residency requirements which required a minimum length of time for a person to serve 

as a full-time student before becoming eligible for competition 

BP3: 

First large institution to adopt this policy 

Others followed in 1906 (e.g. members of the Big Ten and Ohio Conferences) 



Who: Becca 

References: 

(Mort, 1995) 

Additional Notes: 

BP4: 

Created by President Theodore Roosevelt 

Association did not yet adopt eligibility rules - left it up to member institutions (Home Rule) 

BP5: 

Honor system 

Freshman eligibility critical to application of home rule 

Larger institutions generally favored freshman ineligibility because they could enforce the rule while still maintaining strong 

athletics programs 

Smaller schools opposed it because they generally competed against larger schools and needed the additional players to 

remain competitive 

By early 1920s, heady every major collegiate conference had adopted a freshman ineligibility policy 

BP6: 

First championships held in 1939 

BP7: 

WWII causes need for revocation of freshman rule because of the decreases in male enrollment during the war years 

1943 - NCAA votes to allow freshman to participate in national championships 

At the end of the war (1947) the NCAA puts rule back into place 



Scattered return of rule among institutions and conferences 

Korean Conflict (1951) causes rule to be rescinded again among some institutions and conferences 

Many major conferences return to rule after conflict ceased 



Who: Becca 

Reference: 

(Mort, 1995) 

Additional Notes: 

BPI: NCAA reinstates freshman participation 

BP2: Move to revoke rule was not embraced overwhelmingly 



Who: Becca 

Reference: 

(Mort, 1995) 

Additional Notes: 

BPI: 

Programs strained financially because of additional money spend on scholarship freshman student-athletes who were 

unable to compete 

Thomas Frericks (Dayton Athletics Director, 1972) wanted the ability to play freshman 

Would be a cost savings of $50,000-$60,000 

Freshman rule falls by wayside 

BP2: 

John Fuzak (Faculty Athletics Representative, Michigan State) favors change 

Thinks that individual who cannot earn 2.0 should spend time in a junior college 



Who: Amy 

Reference: (Bakker, 2005) (Mondello, 2000) 

Additional Notes: 

After analysis of graduation rates during the 1980s, the NCAA decided a change needed to be made to the system 

Source 4, Mondello states, "One survey during the 1980s revealed that among one hundred Division I schools, thirty-five 

institutions reported graduation rates under twenty percent for their male basketball players, and fourteen institutions had 

the same rate for their football players." **This was Federal Graduation Rate, not Graduation Success Rate** 

HS core courses include English, mathematics, natural or physical science, social science, and additional academic 

courses approved by the NCAA 

This brings us to the Students Right to Know Act 



Who: Amy 

Reference: (Ferris, Finster, McDonald, 2004) 

Additional Notes: 

Despite opposition from the NCAA and most college administrators, the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives 

passed Public Law 101-542 which made student graduation rates public. The bill was supported on the basis that if the 

information was publicly released, schools were being held accountable for their academics 

The opposition came from the idea that the bill constituted "unwarranted federal interference" in the governing of colleges 

and athletics 

The thought was that this law would make schools devote more resources to academics 

It became clear to the NCAA that graduation rates still needed improvement .... leading to Proposition 16 



Who: Amy 

Reference: (Bakker, 2005) 

Additional Notes: 

The minimum SAT score remained at 820, but the student athlete then needed a 2.5 GPA to be a full qualifier 

The sliding scale was instituted to aid in defining a partial qualifier. If a student athlete earned a 720 on the SAT, they 

would have to match that with a 2.75 GPA to become a partial qualifier 



Who: Amy 

Reference: (NCAA Research Staff, 2013) 

Additional Notes: 



Who: Becca 

Reference: 

NCAA Initial Eligibility//2point3.org 

NCAA Eligibility Center. New NCAA Division I Initial-Eligibility Academic Requirements. 

Additional Notes: 

NCAA Division-I Full Qualifier (receive aid, practice and compete in first year) 

16 core courses (in applicable areas) 

Minimum GPA of 2.3 in those core courses 

Graduate from high school 

Minimum sum ACT or SAT score that matches 16 core-course GPA on Competition Sliding Scale 

NCAA Division-I Academic Red Shirt (Aid and practice) 

16 core courses (in applicable areas) 

Minimum GPA of 2.0 in 16 core courses 

Minimum sum SAT or ACT score that matches on sliding scale for academic redshirt 

NCAA Division-I Nonqualifier (Cannot receive aid, practice or compete during first year): 

Does not meet either set of requirements 



Who: Becca 

Reference: 

NCAA Eligibility Center. Master- Final Certification History. 

Additional Notes: 

BPI: 

Prospects can register with more than one sport in the NCAA Eligibility Center (e.g. football and track and field) 

Whichever sport they listed first is where the data was listed 



Who: Becca 

Reference: 

NCAA Eligibility Center. Master- Final Certification History. 

Additional Notes: 

BPI: 

NCAA sets minimum eligibility standards 

Member institutions can set higher requirements 

BP2: 

Will be shown on graph 

BP3: 

Will the increase in standards impact these numbers? 



Final Qualifiers 

95% 

MGO     MSW MTE MTK MWR WBB WCC WGO W]E WTK 

:i20]] g~.g6% 90.3~% 8292% 9278% 90,34% ~4.44% gg.76% i 85.12% 84,22% 

~2012 81.3~% 96,64% ~3.27% 93.7~% 91,48% ~ 95.08% 91,69% j ~6.07% 85,56% ~ 92.19% 96,39% j 94.77% 91,53% j 92.~% 95,45% 

Who: Becca 

Reference: NCAA Eligibility Center. Master- Final Certification History. 

Additional Notes: Final qualifiers out of total registrants for each sport 



Who: Amy 

Reference: 

(NCAA Research Staff, October 2013) (Ferris, Finster, McDonald, 2004) 

Additional Notes: 

Limitations to data: walk-ons and recruited walk-ons are not included-this can be a significant portion of a university’s 

athletes (Wisconsin in 2001-2002 had 50% Freshmen walk-ons, and 44% overall walk-ons 



Average Graduation Success Rate (GSR) Trends By Sport 

lO~% 

65% 
FB (FBSI: 

F~ !Fcsi 
60% 

MBB 

55% 

--------~ Men’s Tennis 

----------------- Men’s Wrestling 

--Women’s Basketball 

......... Women’s CO’Track 

......... Women’s Golf 

......... Women’s Softball 

--Women’s Swimming 

--------- W on~en’s Tennis 

.......... Women’s 

50% , ........... 
1905    1906    1997    1998    1999 200’3    2001 2002    2’303    2’304    2’305    200.6 

Cohort Year 

Who: Amy 

Reference: 

(NCAA Research Staff, October 2013) 

Additional Notes: 

The cohort year represents a six year time period; i.e. the first cohort is the group of freshmen starting in 1995, and the 

numbers represent how many graduated by the year 2001 

All sports represented on the graph are sports sponsored by Purdue; the graph shows the national Division I GSR 

numbers 

Men’s swimming, tennis, and golf sit at the top of the men’s sports, with rates just under or around the same as most 

women’s sports 

There is a drop off between those sports and men’s wrestling, cross country/track, and baseball, however men’s 

basketball and football clearly fall even below those few sports 
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Additional Notes 

Changes were made over 100 years ago to combat the issues that we are seeing today, but they have fizzled out over 

time 
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Whatever Happened to the "Carolina Way"? 

For the last third of the twentieth century, the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill had an athletic program remarkably unsullied by scandal, a situation so rare among 

large Southern state universities that some people began to speak about the "Carolina 

Way." That phrase has always annoyed our athletic rivals, and, to be sure, the reality 

was less chaste than the image, but it did mean something. It referred to an 

arrangement that included a compromise so small that it could almost be ignored. Not 

corruption, just a pragmatic concession to reality. A tolerable arrangement, a 

respectable one. 

So we told ourselves, and I actually think we were right. While some other 

flagship schools were becoming to college athletics what Chicago and Boston and New 

Orleans are to municipal politics, we were happy to be, say, Minneapolis. Our partisans 

took pride in Final Four basketball teams made up almost entirely of athletes who didn’t 

need a great deal of character-building to stay out of trouble with the NCAA and the law. 

Coach Dean Smith recruited partly on that basis, and he kept a close eye on his players, 

offthe court as well as on. Yes, there was petty sleaze around the edges. Coach Smith 

observed that the NCAA’s rules made it almost inevitable, and I’m told that he argued 

for some modest compensation for players so they didn’t have to sell their 

complimentary tickets or accept favors from grateful fans in order to buy nice clothes 

like their classmates or go home to see their families. And, yes, academic standards 

were fiddled, but not too badly and not too often. A championship basketball team 

requires only seven or eight outstanding players, so Coach Smith could assemble one by 

recruiting only one or two academically unqualified "special talent" athletes a year, if 

they stayed around to play out their eligibility, as most did. They had help from 

notorious slide courses like Portuguese (the Swahili of yesteryear) and they learned 

how to make Thanksgiving turkeys out of pine cones in Arts and Crafts for Elementary 

School Teachers, but at least those courses actually met and the athletes more or less 

earned their grades. It was like Smith’s notorious "Four Corners" offense: Carolina 

basketball was simply making the most of what the rules allowed. When it came to 

serious infractions, our athletic program was almost clean, and our athletes mostly 

stayed out of the newspapers except for the sports pages. 

You’ll notice that I haven’t mentioned football. The NCAA allows a school to have 

85 scholarship football players at any one time, compared to only 13 scholarship 

basketball players, and fielding a top-ten football team illustrates Marx’s observation 

that "quantitative differences beyond a certain point pass into qualitative changes." To 

have had such a team would have required accommodating dozens of overstretched and 

underprepared "special talent" athletes, in ways hard to overlook. To its credit, UNC was 

unwilling to do this. Our boosters had to settle for defining a successful football season 

as one in which we beat Duke and N.C. State and did well in a mid-level bowl game. 

The Carolina Way lasted so long and became so unremarkable that many of us 
began to think of it as normal -- just the way things were at our exceptional university. 
And perhaps we did become a little smug, a little condescending. As a South Carolina fan 
put it recently, in a discussion of whether UNC should be invited to join the 



Southeastern Conference, "If you want to see the SEC devalued and cheapened with 
preppy, false academic arrogance and crap football.., go ahead, invite away." Academic 
arrogance and crap football? Worked for us. 

So when the old arrangement began to crumble and then to collapse, it was a 
shock. For a time it seemed that every month brought new stories about loaner cars, 
agents with names like "Fats," unpaid parking tickets, shopping sprees in D.C., 
plagiarism, illicit help from tutors, athletes steered to undemanding majors, grade 
changes, no-show classes, non-existent classes, marijuana possession, money, guns, and 
lawyers. (OK, I exaggerate: just one gun -- 9mm, semi-automatic.) The local media got 
on the case, the national press started picking up their stories, the D.A. began handing 
out indictments, a showboating congressman threatened to hold hearings, and 
everything was made worse by what looked to the uninstructed eye like a cover-up. 
Friends and admirers of UNC were dismayed. How did things spin out of control like 
this? What happened to the Carolina Way? 

Maybe we should get used to it. This could be the new normal. 

In retrospect, it’s clear that our modest little compromise was an anomaly. 
Pressure for winning teams from boosters whose identity, pride, and manhood are at 
stake is a given, but for a time this pressure was offset by a lucky concatenation of 
circumstances and personalities. We had a sort of equilibrium, a balance of forces - until 
some changes tipped the balance. Three are undeniable: (1) Coach Smith retired; (2) 
President William Friday’s influence waned; and (3) the Atlantic Coast Conference was 
expanded. In addition, I believe that (4) there has been a change in how UNC’s faculty 
and administration view their role. 

Consider first the contribution of Dean Smith. Smith was head coach of Carolina 
basketball for 36 years, and the Carolina Way was largely his creation. When he took 
over, there was no such thing; when he retired, it seemed as if it had always existed. 
Smith moved up to become head coach in 1961 when his boss, Frank McGuire, was 
forced out amid a flurry of NCAA violations and allegations of point-shaving. Smith, a 
smart man and a cautious one, cleaned things up and kept them that way. He recruited 
those tractable players, made sure that they stayed eligible and reasonably well- 
behaved, and kept the program operating within the rules. But he retired in 1997, and 
subsequent coaches may not have been as smart. Certainly they have been less alert for 
signs of trouble. (Would Smith have recruited            a player kicked off the team 
last year after several arrests? In 1984 he passed on Chris Washburn, a similarly 

talented but troubled player.) Smith’s successors may have been less vigilant because, 
unlike him, they never saw close up what happens when things get out of hand. (In 
addition, to be fair, they now must deal with an environment in which most NBA- 
worthy players bolt for the professional ranks after a year or two, which means, 
obviously, that more "special talent" admissions are required to build a championship 
team, with all the attendant problems.) 

The other major figure in this story was William Friday, president of the 
university system from 1957 until he retired in 1986, then an 4minence grise on the 
Chapel Hill campus until 1999 as executive director of the Kenan Charitable Trust. Mr. 



Friday was co-founder of the Knight Foundation Commission on Intercollegiate 
Athletics, serving as its co-chairman throughout the 1990s, and he consistently 
deplored "the power of money" and the "insatiable appetite" for athletic success. In 

2007, for instance, he blamed them for the destruction of the historic field house at 
UNC’s Kenan Stadium to construct an exclusive "Blue Zone" for moneyed fans. By that 
time, however, Friday was seen as a benign elder statesman, venerated - and ignored. 
The demolition went ahead and the Blue Zone was built. (Incidentally, we don’t have to 
speculate about what Friday would have thought about our scandals, because he lived 
long enough to tell us. In 2012 he told the Washington Post, "The University of North 
Carolina has suffered a humiliation unlike anything it ever had before." He added, 
"People don’t want their lifetimes to be measured by how much their football team won 
or lost. There is something valuable they want to have written on that intellectual 
tombstone when the time comes." This good man died six days after those words were 
published.) 

The UNC system’s next president, C.D. Spangler (1986-1996), tried to stay on the 
course Friday had set, and as a Forbes 400 billionaire he easily defied the mere 
millionaires who wanted skyboxes built in the stadium. But Friday had identified 
another crucial factor in the collapse of the Carolina Way when he pointed out that 
reconfiguring Kenan Stadium for big givers to the athletic program was the "natural 
evolution" of the expansion of the Atlantic Coast Conference. The logic of that expansion 
eventually prevailed. No president since Mr. Friday has had his intelligence and 
gravitas, but even he might have been powerless to prevent it. 

Since its founding in 1953, the ACC had been a group of southeastern 
universities with roughly similar athletic programs. In 1960 it was the first conference 
to impose a minimum SAT score for participation in intercollegiate athletics (a 
requirement struck down by a federal court in 1972). Perhaps the conference’s 
proudest moment came in 1971 when it bid adieu to South Carolina rather than lower 
its standards as USC demanded. (Incidentally, South Carolina’s basketball coach at the 
time was Frank McGuire, Dean Smith’s tarnished predecessor at UNC.) In the 1990s, 
however, in pursuit of expanded media markets and big-name competition, the ACC 
began to metastasize. The admission of perennial football power Florida State in 1991 
was a sign of its new direction, and the transformation was sealed when Boston College, 
Miami, and Virginia Tech came on board in 2004-2005. (Syracuse, Pittsburgh, Louisville, 
and Notre Dame were added in 2013.) The Knight Commission had recommended that 
university presidents take control of athletic programs, but nobody paid much 
attention; negotiating the huge sums paid for broadcast rights was handed over by the 
member schools to the conference itself. 

What this means for UNC is perfectly clear: If we stay in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference either we resign ourselves to never winning another ACC football 
championship or we have to field a top-ten team, with all that implies. Many boosters, 
three trustees among them, had no question about what course to take, and were 
delighted to take it. In 2007 they hired Butch Davis, a coach from the University of 
Miami who promised to deliver such a team. UNC-Chapel Hill’s chancellor at the time, 
]ames Moeser, had many good qualities, but skepticism about the benefits of a big-time 
football program was not one of them. He’d been a student at Texas (Southwest 



Conference) and Michigan (Big 10), a professor at Kansas (Big 8), dean at Penn State 
(Big 10), provost at South Carolina (SEC), and chancellor at Nebraska (Big 12). He’d 
never been associated with a university that had any reservations about pursuing 
gridiron glory, and if he put up any resistance to the hiring of Coach Davis, it escaped 
public notice. Four years later Davis was fired by Chancellor Holden Thorpe, in a scene 
recalling Frank McGuire’s dismissal forty years earlier, when a number of his players 
were found guilty of violating various NCAA regulations. Thorpe was a local boy 
brought up in the Carolina Way, unlike Moeser, who told the press that he wouldn’t 
have fired Davis. (This and other athletics-related embarrassments eventually drove 
Thorpe from office.) 

We’ll be paying for Davis’s tenure for decades (I’m not talking just about the $2.7 
million going-away present we gave him) and of course getting rid of him was a good 
idea. But we don’t seem to have learned much from the experience. There hasn’t been a 
word, for example, about leaving the present-day ACC, which might be an even better 
idea. True, we have more or less locked ourselves in by ceding our media rights to the 
conference until 2027, but we could at least talk about it. Instead, UNC’s athletic director is 
still promising boosters that there’s a top-ten football team in our future. 

Why has the faculty not raised hell about this? And why has the administration been 

complicit in it? The trustees - well, three of them are on the board of our athletic booster 

organization, the Rams Club; one of them chairs that board and his vice-chair chairs the 

Board of Trustees. Forget the trustees. And the chancellor is still new on the job, so maybe 

it’s a good idea for her to say as little as possible while she figures out what’s what_ But 

administrators and faculty (on the Academic Affairs side of things, at least - forget the 

medical school) used to keep a wary eye on the athletic program, alert for signs of a win-at- 

any-cost ethic. In the days of the Carolina Way we had provosts who were less interested in 

defending the program than in overseeing it~ We had deans who defended the integrity of 

the College of Arts and Sciences and had no illusions about the frequent disparity between 

its interests and the ambitions of the Rams Club. The faculty were represented by serious 

academics, men and women like the former presidents of the Faculty Council and the 

Chancellor’s Advisory Committee who in 1989 produced a report examining "all 

relevant aspects of the University’s intercollegiate athletics program.., and to what 

extent, if any, these may be at variance with the University’s purposes and standards of 

conduct." (That report’s 32 recommendations, approved with only minor changes by 

the 1990 Faculty Council, seem to have disappeared down the memory hole.) 

These days, however, it seems that UNC’s faculty and its administration have 

largely abandoned their role as guardians of academic standards. That may not be fair, 

but that’s what it looks like to an outsider like me (I’ve been retired for a long time). 

After some initial grumbling, the faculty have been strangely silent about the 

university’s ongoing embarrassment at the hands of its athletic program. Most have 

been behaving like civil servants, responding to the ongoing scandals by busily devising 

remedies for the symptoms, while leaving the disease not just untreated but 

undiagnosed. (The few honorable exceptions seem to be regarded as tiresome 

obsessives.) The happy talk coming from today’s Faculty Council represents a sad 

decline from the sober realism of that 1989 report. George Stigler won a Nobel Prize for 

his concept of "regulatory capture," and faculty oversight of the athletic program now 



seems to illustrate that phenomenon. 

Meanwhile, the dean of the College of Arts and Sciences also seems unconcerned, 

although maybe she’s just timid; in any case, I’m not aware of a single public statement 

from her. We have heard a lot from the provost, but he seems to be permanently on the 

defensive, attacking just about everyone except the boosters and athletic department 

personnel who got us into this mess and the administrators and trustees who looked 

away while they did it. (He acts as if criticisms of our athletic program’s excesses are 

somehow attacks on the university. His predecessors - at least those I’ve known -- 

would not have made that mistake.) The administration has spent a couple of million 

dollars, more or less, to deal with the widespread perception that they’re not doing 

anything about the Problem That Must Not Be Named, when it would certainly have 

been cheaper just to do something. 

Is there any hope for UNC? Some people have always believed that we’re just 
another big Southern state university wagged by the tail of its athletic program -- more 
successful than most at concealing the fact, that’s all. Are we determined to confirm that 
opinion? Does anyone care enough to protest? 

William Friday thought so. In that last interview he said, "There are thousands of 
alumni who look upon what happened with serious concern, and I don’t believe they’re 
going to tolerate it." Could he be right? The best of our alumni have always taken even 
more pride in our academic reputation than in our NCAA championships, and many 
recognize that these accumulating scandals have disgraced their university and 
devalued their degrees. Buried deep in the website of the General Alumni Association 
are letters from some of them - perplexed letters, sorrowful letters, indignant letters, 
lots of letters. But there need to be more. 

Of course, our chancellor will never say to the big-money boosters, "You’ve 

destroyed the ACC. You’ve deformed Kenan stadium. You brought down a good 

chancellor. You’ve damaged our university’s reputation, perhaps irreparably. We’re not 

going to turn ourselves into the Alabama of the East for your entertainment." That’s 

what I’d say, but she’s more diplomatic. She might tell them something useful, though, if 

thousands of alumni urged her to do it. How about: "We’d love to have top-ten teams in 

every sport, and we’ll get to work on that just as soon as we’ve made every department 

in the College of Arts and Sciences one of the top ten departments in its discipline. 

Would you like to help?" 

--]ohn Shelton Reed 
William Rand Kenan Jr. Professor Emeritus of Sociology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -q:ljp@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC’s Best Team 

From: Papa, Donna 3 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:15 PM 
To: Young, Marissa Veronica; Baldwin, Richard Anthony 

Subject: FVV: UNC’s Best Team 

From: Greene, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:40 PM 
To: Papa, Donna 3 
Subject: RE: UNC’s Best Team 

Coach ]Papa, 

Your team’s mulli-year score is high enough to absorb an 0,/2, but it would lower your score for this past year when the scores are reported in October. If she takes the 

course she’d be a 1/2 for the semester; only losing her retention point. 

Let me know if you have further questions and if needed, we can talk upon my mtum to town later this week. 

Mike 

........ Original message ........ 
From: "Papa, Donna J" 
Date:         1:01 PM (GMT-08:00) 
To: "Greene, Michael" 
Subject: Re: UNC’s Best Team 

Is that bad for me ? 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On at 3:33 PM, "Greene, Michael" <greenemt@~)email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Papa, 
Do you know if was going to still take her summer course during summer 2? If she doesfft take the course she’ll be an 0/’2 in regards to your 
team’s APR since that course was going to help her roach her freshman 24. 
Mike 

........ Origined ,nessage ........ 
From: "Papa, Domm J" 
Date:l         k36 PM (GMT-08:00) 
To: "Oliaro, Scott M" ,"Gisselmar~ Steve" ,"Greene, Michael" 
Cc: "Temple, Abbey" ,"Mitchell, Catherine Elizabeth" 
Subject: FW: UNC’s Best Team 

C¢: Papa, Donna J; Young, Marissa Veronica; Baldwin, Richard Anthony 
S~bject: UNC’s Best Team 

Hello Team, 

I wanted to let you all know that this past year on the field will be my last year on the field. After a great deal of contemplation, I have 

decided to continue my education at a local school. I would like to take this time just to let each and everyone of you know that workin8 with 

you and getting to know you, has been one of the best experiences of my life. Tosether we have laughed, cried and became close friends. I 

value each one of your friendships and your dedication to the team that has made the program what it is today. I feel that if I was to move 

forward and continue my education and athletic career at UNC, I would not be 8ivin8 the prosram and the team the dedication that it deserves 

to have. 

As I contemplate leavin8 such a wonderful program and school, I am overwhelmed with emotions. I have enjoyed the past year so much with 

you Buys, and I am sad that I will be leaving behind so many friends that have tausht me lessons, laushed with me and above all else, was the 

best team I have ever had the blessin8 of playin8 with. I only hope that I find on my new path a fraction of the love, 8ratitude, and friendship 

that I have found here. 

I will never forset the torturous sinsin8 on the bus rides, or the presame locker room dance parties. Or how close we have became this year, 

we where not only a team but a family. I refuse to play with any other team or prosram, but I think this new career path is somethin8 I have to 

take. I will truly miss each and every one of you and wish you nothin8 but the best for the future. 

Sincerely, 





To w~tch th~ ,Adeo ir~ ~ts ~nt~rety, pk~ ~se c~l (800 218 2280) <~r em~ 

" ........................................... 

:::::::::::: .......................................................................... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 16, 2014 8:13 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-25.pdf 

Is attached - thanks! 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 16, 2014 9:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; ’Glenn Wong’ <gwong@i senberg.umass.edu~> 

RE: Hallo 

Nk. Wong, 

My apologies for the delayed reply. Bubba is only available at 3:00pm today Please let me know- if that time ~vorks for you. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, Jm~e 10, 2014 8:06 AM 
To: ’Glem~ Wung’ 
Cc: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Hi Gleun, 

Monday sometime between 3-6 pm will work for me as well. I will also be spending time with the candidate ~vhose itineralT will be set by Molly Norton. I’m cowing Molly since she manages 
Bubba’s calendar. Thanks for the message and hope we can find some time that works for all involved 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Glerm Wong [mailto:~*w)n~(@isenber~ umass.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 09, 2014 9:47 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Hello 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks for your emaih It is looking like the best time for me may be between 3-6 p.m. 

I saw Bubba today at NACDA and I am also going to try to meet him 
when I am visiting Monday afternoon. Do you think it would be possible 
for me to see you before or after Bubba? Bubba told me that he had to 
interview a candidate on Monday, so maybe we can work around his schedule and I can meet with you before or after Bubba. If this is too difficult then let’s just find a time between 3-6 for 
us to meet 

For Monday dinner, I probably should go to the Si’,/f[ AD’s dinner and panel 

Just some thoughts, let me know what you think. 

Glenn 

Glenn M Wong 
Professor and Attorney 
Mark H. McCormack Sport Management 
Department 
Isenberg School of Management 
University of Massachusetts 
121 Presidents Drive 
Arr~erst, MA. 01003 
Email: gwong@isenbcrg.umass.edu 
Phone: 413-545-5053 
Fax: 413 -577-0642 
Twitter: @WungSportsLaw 
You can access my- papers on the Social Science Research 
Network: <http:i/ssrn.con’Vauthor 1465663> 

On 6/9/14 5:25 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> xvrote: 

>I understand! I’m cmrently available Monday, June 16 whenever you 
>might have time. Kyou don’t already have plans for ditmer that 
>evening, we can meet somewhere and take care of that. Hope we can work something out. 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Glem~ Wung [mailto:gwung@isenberg umass.edu] 
>Sent: Thursday, June 05, 2014 12:55 PM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Subject: Re: Hello 
> 

>HI Vince, 
> 
> Thanks for your email. I have too much travel, and I gave you the 
>wrong dates, sorry, 
> 

> I will be at UNC on Jm~e 16 and 17, ~vith Munday, June 16th in the 
>afternoon and evening being better. 
> 



> Glenn 
> 

>Glenn M. Wong 
>Professor and Attorney 
>Mark H. McCormack Sport Management 
>Department 
>Isenberg School of Management 
>University of Massachusetts 
> 121 Presidents Drive 
>Atrfiaerst, NIA. 01003 
>Email: gwong@isenberg.umass, edu 
>Phone: 413-545 -5053 
>Fax: 413-577-0642 
>Twitter: @WongSportsLaw 
>You can access ray papers on the Social Science Research 
>Network: <http://ssrn.com/author 1465663> 
> 

>From: <Ille>, Vince <ille@unc.edu<mailto:ille(~unc.edu>> 
>Date: Thursday, June 5, 2014 12:31 PM 
>To: GLENN YVONG 
><gwong@isenberg.umass.edu<mailto:gwong(&isenberg.umass.edu>> 
>Subject: Re: Hello 
> 

>Hi Glentt 
> 

>Thanks for the message. It would be great to see you if we can 
>coordinate schedules. 
> 

>I return to Chapel Hill Saturday- night. Sunday evening or Monday can 
>xvork for me. I could meet you for dinner Stmday if you don’t alrea@ 
>have plans. Just let me know- if that fits your schedule. My mobile 
>nttmber is 

and it is the best way to reach me by phone or text. 

>I look forward to visiting with you, 
> 

>Vince 
> 

>On Jun 4, 2014, at 9:38 AM. "Glenn Wong" 
><gwong@isenberg.umass. edu<mailto :gwong@isenberg.uma ss. edu >> wrote: 
> 

>Hi Vince, 
> 

>    It is great to see that you are working at UNC. Sean Ford has 
>told me that you are doing ;vell in Chapel Hill 
> 

>    I will be at UNC on Jtme 8 and 9 fbr the Sports Management 
>Institute. If you are in town and have some time, I would love to say- 
>hello and see how- you are doing Please let me know if you are in town 
>and have any availability (June 8 th in the afternoon or evening is 
>probably better for me). 
> 
> Best, Glelm 
> 

>Glenn ivl. Wong 
>Professor and Attorney 
>iVlark H McCormack Sport Management Department Isenberg School of 
>Management University of Massachusetts 
>121 Presidents Drive 
>Amherst, MA. 01003 
> [imail: gwong@isenberg.um ass edu< mailto: vwon~(h)isenber~.um ass edu> 
>Phone: 413-545-5053 
>t~’ax: 413-577-0642 
>Twitter: @WongSportsLaw 
>You can access my papers on the Social Science Research 
>Ne~vork: <http://ssrncom/author 1465663> 
> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Glenn Wong <gwong@isenbe~g.umass.edu-- 

Monday, Jnne 16, 2014 9:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

Yes. Thanks Will plan on it. 

Sent from my iPhune 

> On Jun 16, 2014, at 9:25 AM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> "vVl-ote: 
> 

> Hi Glelm, 
> 

> Will you have time to stop in to visit after you meet with Bubba? iVly office is two doors down Iicom his. Hope we can connect 
> 

> Vmce 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Norton, Molly 
> Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 9:18 AM 
> To: ’Glenn Wong’ 
> Cc: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: RE: Hello 
> 

> Bubba’s uffice is lucated on the second flour uf the Emie Williamsun Athletic (;enter (450 Skipper Buwles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514). ’]’he WiHiamsun Center is beside Kuup)~ Natatorium 
and is very cluse tu the Smith (;enter. The men’s basketball museum and the athletic ticket uffice are [ucated in the Wi Hiamson (;enter. 
> 

> There is a gated parking lot adjacent to the Williamsun Center. Please drive up to the guardhouse and gate and dial 236 on the keypad tu be let inside the parking [ut ’]7he main entrance tu 
the Williamson Center is un the side ufthe building facing Koury Nataturium. 
> 

> Please call me at 919-928-4779 ifyuu have any questiuns about directions. Bubba luoks forward tu seeing yuu at 3:00pro tuday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Molly 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Frum: Glenn Wong [mailtu:~wun~(~r)isenber~.umass edu] 
> Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 9:11 AM 
> To: Nurton, Molly 
> SubJect: Re: tlellu 
> 
> ’]’hanks Molly. I will t~ to make it by 3. Can yuu please let me know the building name and uffice lucatiun 
> 

> Glenn 
> 

> Sent frum my fPhone 
> 

>> On Jun 16, 2014, at 9:06 AM, "Norton, Mully" <mbnortun@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Mr. Wong, 
>> 

>> _My apologies for the delayed reply. Bubba is only available at 3:00pro today. Please let me know if that time works for you. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Molly 
>> 

>> ..... Original _Message ..... 
>> From: Ille, Vince 
>> Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 8:06 AM 
>> To: ’Glenn Wong’ 
>> Cc: Nortun, Molly 
>> Subject: RE: Hello 
>> 

>> Hi Glenn. 
>> 

>> Monday sometime between 3-6 pm will xvork for me as well. I will also be spending time with the candidate whose itinerary will be set by Molly Norton. I’m copying Molly since she 
manages Bubba’s calendar. Thanks for the message and hope we can find some time that works for all involved. 
>> 

>> Vince 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Glenn Wung [mailto:gwong@isenberg.umass. edu] 
>> Sent: ivlunday, June 09, 2014 9:47 PIVl 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: Re: Hello 
>> 

>> Hi Vince, 
>> 

>> Thanks for your email It is looking like the best time for me may be between 3-6 pm. 
>> 

>> I sa~v Bubba today at NACDA and I am also going to try to meet him 
>> ~vhen I am visiting Monday afternoon Do you think it would be possible 
>> for me to see you before or after Bubba? Bubba told me that he had to 
>> intel~’iew a candidate on Munday, so maybe we can work around his schedule and I can meet with you before or after Bubba K this is too difticult then let’s just find a time between 3-6 
for us to meet. 



>> 

>> Fur Monday dinner, ! probably shuuld go to the SMI AD’s dinner and panel. 
>> 

>> Just sume thoughts, let me know what you think 
>> 

>> Glenn 
>> 

>> Professor and Attorney 
>> Mark H. McCormack Sport Management 
>> Departnrent 
>> Isenberg School of Management 
>> University of Massachusetts 
>> 121 Presidents Drive 
>> Arr~erst, MA. 01003 
>> Email: gwong@isenberg.tm~ass.edu 
>> Phone: 413-545 -5053 
>> Fax: 413-577-0642 
>> Twitter: @Wot~gSportsLaw 
>> You can access my papers on the Social Science Research 
>>Network: <http:i/ssrn.conriauthor 1465663> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> On 6/9/14 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@tmc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> I understandt I’m cmrently available Monday-, June 16 whenever you 
>>> might have time. Kyou don’t alrea@ have plans for dinner that 
>>> evening, we can meet somewhere and take care of that. Hope we can work something out. 
>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Gletm Wong [mailto:gwong@isenberg.ttmass.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thttrsday, J~xe 05, 2014 12:55 PM 
>>> To: Ille, Vince 
>>> Sul~iect: Re: Hello 
>>> 

>>> HI Vmce, 
>>> 
>>> Thanks for your emaih I have too much travel, and I gave you the 
>>> wrorig dates, sor~-. 
>>> 

>>> I will be at IONIC on June 16 arid 17, with Monday, Jtme 16th in the 
>>> afternoon and evening being better. 
>>> 
>>> Glerm 
>>> 

>>> Glenn M Wong 
>>> Professor and Attorney 
>>> NIark H McCormack Sport Management 
>>> Department 
>>> Isenberg School of NIanagement 
>>> University- of Massachusetts 
>>> 121 Presidents Drive 
>>> Amherst, MA. 01003 
>>> Email: gwong@isenberg.umass.edu 
>>> Phone: 413 -545-5053 
>>> Fax: 413-577-(Y-042 
>>> Twitter: @WongSpurtsLaw 
>>> Yuu can access my papers un the Sucial Science Research 
>>> Netwurk: <http://ssrn.cow~,author 1465663> 

>>> Frum: <Ille>, Vince <ille@unc.edu<mailto:ille(~r!unc.edu>> 
>>> Date: Thursday, June 5, 2014 12:31 PM 
>>> To: GL[{NN WONG 
>>> <gwong@i senberg.umass.edu< mailtu: ~wun~(~r)isenber~.um ass edu>> 
>>> Subject: Re: Hello 

>>> Hi Glenn, 

>>> ’]’hanks :[’or the message. It wuuld be great tu see you if we can 
>>> cuordinate schedules. 

>>> I return to Chapel Hill Saturday night. Sunday evening ur Monday can 
>>> work for me. I cuuld meet you fur dinner Sunday if you dun’t already 
>>> have plans. Just let me knuw if that fits your schedule. N/{>’ mubile 
>>> number is 
>>               and it is the best way to reach me by phune ur text. 

>>> l louk forward to visiting with you, 

>>> Vince 

>>> On Jun 4, 2014, at 9:38 AM, "Glenn Wong" 
>>> <gwong@isenberg.umass.edu<mailto:gwong(&isenberg.umass.edu>> wrote: 

>>> Hi Vince, 

>>> It is great to see that you are working at UNC. Sean Ford has 
>>> told me that you are doing well in Chapel Hill. 



>>> I will be at UNC on June 8 and 9 12~r the Sports Management 
>>> Institute. If you are in town and have some tune, I would love to say 
>>> hello and see how you are doing Please let me know if you are m town 
>>> and have any availability (June 8 th in the afternunn or evening is 
>>> probably better :for me). 
>>> 
>>> Best, Glenn 
>>> 

>>> Glenn M Wong 
>>> Professor and Attorney 
>>> Mark H. McCormack Sport Manageraunt Departmunt Isenberg School of 
>>> Management Universit’}, of Massachusetts 
>>> 121 Presidents Drive 
>>> Arr~erst, MA. 01003 
>>> Email: gwong@isenberg.un~ass.edu<mailto:gwongffd,,isenberg.umass.edu> 
>>> Phone: 413 -545-5053 
>>> Fax: 413-577-0642 
>>> Twitter: @WungSportsLaw 
>>> ~;’ou can access my papers on the Social Science Research 
>>>Network: <http://ssrn.com,’author 1465663> 
>> 



The Most Comprehensive Student- 
Athlete Success Program 



support. 

 NFOR AT ON 
THAT MATTERS TO 
STUDENToATHLETES 
Tailored, Proactive Messaging Technology 
Students receive periodic updates based on the student-athlete 
lifecycle as well as their individual engagement trajectories. 

Quick Reads ~ Crafted for Mobile Millennia~s 
Expert-written, student approved short-form articles that cover 
topics such as substance abuse, time management and NCAA 
compliance in a way that gets students clicking for more. 

Se~foTests & ReaFLife Scenarios 
Wouldn’t we all like to play out a tricky situation before we are faced 
with it? SA360 employs self-tests and interactive "heuristics" that 
enable students to receive highly customized recommendations 
based on their individual input, 

Virtua~ Mentors 
Virtual Mentors are first-person digital video vignettes on a range 
of student-athlete success topics that help convey social norms to 
help student-athletes navigate the unique challenges they face. 

Pulse Surveys~Actionable Data 
Pulse surveys garner directional data about students’ progress 
and disposition throughout the deployment of the SA360 program, 
Unlike long-form assessment inventories, pulse surveys are 
designed to provide staff with early indicators of those at risk 
through the Staff Dashboard, 



OW IT WO 
RAP~D 
SETUP 
ESP works closely with 
your athletic department 
to help choose and 
customize program 
content from our vast 
library of topics and 
launch the program 
within 6-8 weeks. 

KS 
STUDENTS 
ENGAGE 
Before they even step 

foot on campus or onto 

a practice field, SA360 

has begun reaching out 

to students with tools, 

advice and suggestions. 

A 3@;0oDEGREE 
V~EW EMERGES 
As students engage in 

SA360--content, pulse 

surveys, and interactive 

content--your view of 

them crystallizes in our 

at-a-glance Dashboard. 

TOPICS ~NCLUDE: 
NCAA Compliance 

Financial Literacy 

Dealing with Adversity 

Psychology of Winning 

Persona~ Effectiveness 

Academic Honesty 

Alcohol & Substance Abuse 

Volunteering 

Handling Expectations 

Diversity arid Gender Equity 

Mental Health 

Navigating Socia~ Press~rgs 

POWERFUL INS~GHTS 
FOR STAFF AND 
ADMIN~STRATORS 
24 x 7 contro~ center that provides real time 
data on student engagement 

Early alerts to identify student-athletes at 

risk of attrition or other dangers 

Reporting tools to help you form a clear per= 

spective about st~de~t tre~ds, problem areas 

and opport~ities 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roger Connors <rogerconnors~piltraining.com> 

Monday, Jnne 16, 2014 6:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Do You know the Key to Accoumabilib: 

As one of flee authors of our New Yotk ~[ in-~es Best~a:Jlit~g Book. )’ 

pers:~nally inq~e you k~ our con@N~emm’y ~ eNnar Click hem to view mv 2-~nnte 

video message mt~v~duci~g yoa ~o ~i~ia popular 

&~’ ~, 2~14 ~ ~:(~(~ AM PDT Register Learn Morn 

dm dopmet~t m~inmg To register for tNs event, click hem. 

Roger 

C i!}(),’A~ithoL Partners is [ .eadersi:’dp 

Ace :~untabil~b i’ra~nh~g pr :~dtx:ss ~esult~ View so~ne of our success stories. 

Privacy Policy One-Click Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 7:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: update on 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Bmome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.nnc.edu> 

Date: June 17, 2014 at 12:51:59 PM EDT 
To: "No(ton, Molly" <_r_~Lb__r!~_?_~!~_?__n_~!__u__~_c_:__e__d___t_~2,, "Renner, Joy J" <~?~___.(~_ .e_!g_~.ej2@!n__e_.d__:._ur_~_c_:__e~_lt~> 

Cc: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <.b_.u__b._b_.~_(q~e_!r_~:4i!:.u__!!c_:_e_.d_t_.~’, 
Subject: RE: update on 

Hi Joy and Molly --- Unfortunately, I can’t make the call ---will be meedng with gobbi, Abigail, and Chris then. S~eve Reznick did have an Education major 

task force formed when he cha~red FAC. [ have pasted ~n below the relevant portions of the FAC annual reports relath~g to Rezn[ck’s Task Force on 

Education majors for he[pfu~ background. Deb Eaker-Rich, http:!/soe.unc.edu!fac...research/facultyieaker-rich.php, would be a good person to get 

~twolw~d when ~t ~s ~ppropdate. 

Lissa 

From the fail 2011 FAC Annua~ Report reviewing activities during the 2010-.11 academic year. 

Tas~ Forces on Majors: Beth Bfidger, De~mh Eaker-~ck and Melissa Wheeler are pa~ of a 

T~k Force foxed ~ Pm[~ssor Reznick to N~uss how to ove~vome ~mers to smdent-a&letes 

majoring in Education. The Task Force reposed that fewer and fewer sludent-athletes were m~ofing ~ Education and "that the School was interested in 

~IE~ morn s~dent-aflfletes. The ba~e~s iden~fied include: 1) student teaclfi~N dumN &e spring semester of the ~fior year, 2) fl~e cohog of mqui~d 

courses, and 3) a breakdown of com~n~ca~on. Soludons may include aJlowi~ fl~e p~c~cum ~ad intemslfips to be spread out to di~nt time~ 

Nclu~g s~dent-teacNng d~g the smm~ at ~az- round schools, and ~heduling ~me of the requhed courses at di~nt dines of the day. The T~k 

bome also described the UNC-BEST pmgm~ (Baccalaureate Education ~ Science m~d TecN~ology), fl~at Nlows students to obtain a major in a sNcific 

field ~iob~, Chemistry, Geolo#~. Mathematics, or Physics) and receive a teacNng licen~ for ~condao~ e&~cation in four yeazs. Previously, the School 

of Education had mqnimd that students interested N seconda~ education teacNng major and obtain a degree b a p~iculaz field and then e~ll in a 

Masters teacN~ program to obtain the te~l~g licensu~ c~dential. The BEST program eli~nates the masters degree ~quirement. A resource issue ~" 

s~dent- athletes were interested in tNs program is ~viding appm~mately $1500 per s~dent to fi~nd su~wision over the ~ in a s~dent teacNng 

environment. ~o&er issue is whe&er ~Nedcs Nd would ~ avmlable to a ~ho]a~hip student- a&lete who has exhausted tbur yea~ of athletic eE#NEty 

but slill needs addidonaJ time ~ complete fl~e requimmenB for such a degree. It was suggested flint s~ding morn time ~ifl~ student-aflfletes explamng 

fl~e avmlable opdons during a&,is~ng time ~d at file m~iors ~Jr tbr student-atNetes would ~ helpt~l. Possible overlap with &e F~xercise aJ~d Sports 

Science cumculum was di~ussed. The Physical Education Teacher Education degree tk)m ~e School of E&lcation has not been avml~le since &e 

masters program was instJ~ted for secondao" education teachers. She~’ SNeer in Exerci~ and Spots Science is &e person who is most 

~ow]edgeable about fl~at program. Barbara Osborne noted fl~ there is also a coaclfing ~nor avaJl~le ~ough Exemise a~d Spots Science. 

Addido~J di~ussions are undem, ay wifl~ Exe~i~ and Spo~ls Science to explo~ how ~s overlap ~ work be~er, ~rhaps aJong &e ]Nes of the 

UNC-BEST model descried above, but with a subsm~dve degree ~m Exe~vi~ and Spots Sciences. 

From the fa~l 2012 Annua~ Report reviewing activities during the 2011--12 academic year: 

Removing barriers to majors and careers for student athletes 

Professor Reznick formed groups to help remove barriers to student-athlete pa~icipaflon in health profession and 

education majors. 

Deb Eaker-Rich from Education reposed on the Education Task Force. There is no longer an undergraduate 

seconda~ education major and therefore no major for students interested in teaching health or physical education 

at the high school level. Students interested in this career normally seek a masters’ degree. Issues regarding 

student teaching by student-athletes have been largely resolved. There is now flexibili~ to engage in this in the 

fall or spring or in summer (subject to some resource issues for supeHision during the summe0. The UNC-BEST 

major was developed in the last few years for students who are majoring in science or math to also get a teachers’ 

ce~ificate. The task force explored whether this might be an option for students majoring in Exercise and Spots 

Science, but that depa~ment would need additional faculty to staffthe necessa~ courses. Deb reiterated on 

behalf of the School of Education that it is ve~ interested in working with student-athletes to assist them on an 

individual basis in overcominq any remaining obstacles to Education as a major. 

~= No,on, Molly 
Sent= Tuesday, June 17, 2014 11:58 AM 
Te= Rennet, Joy 3; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= RE: update on 

~-~ Joy, 

Thanks for your ema~L 

~f you would ~ke to come to Bubba’s office for the cNI, you can. gubba is unable to go to your office for the ca~ as he has ~ 2:~5pm meeting here h~ his 

office tomorrow 

~f you would I~ke to part~dpate k~ Lhe csl~ from your office, please use Lhe following ca~ in number and pssscode: 

Ca~ 877-211--0224 

Passcode 968 627 

Thanks, 



From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 11:55 AM 

To: Norton, Molly; Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: RE: update on 

I can make the call. Use my office phone number for the conference call or do we want to try to be together for the call. 

JoyJ~ Rennec M.A. R-r(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Directo~ 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Schoo~ of Medicine 

CS #7~30 UNC-CH Sonduran~ Hall 

32~-A South Columbia SL 

Chape] ~-Iil~, NC 27599-7~30 

919-966-52.’ 47Desk 

-CONFIDEN]-IALI]’¢ NOTICE: -rh[s e-mail message, including attachmen[s, ~[ any is intended ot~ly for the -person or entiW to which i[ is addressed and may contain 
confidential at~dio~ privdeged material. Any --ut~au[horized review, use, disclosure ot d[stRbution is prohibi[ed. If you ate not [he intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-rnaii and destroy ail copies of the o~iginal message. 

~= No,on, Molly 
$e~t= Tuesday, June ~7, 
Te~ Rennet, Joy 3; Broome, Lissa L 
$~bject= ~: update on 

Joy and 

8ubba has a phone cam scheduled with V~ce Chair of the State 8oard of Education, tomorrow (Wednesda% June ].8) at 2:00prm Meuse 

see the ema~ (:hahn bek)w and leL me know ~t you are abk~ to partidpate ~n the call as we~l. My a~x)logies [or the late noth::e, 

Molly 

~mm~ Cunningham, Bubba 
SeBtl Tuesday, May 20, 20~4 ~0:39 PM 

To= Reznick, S~ve 
¢~ No,on, Molly; Vangelder, Marielle A 
S~ject~ Re: upda~ on 

Tlm~. ] will Bllow 

Bubba 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On May 20, 2014, at 8:33 PM, "Reznick, Steve" <reznick(a)email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Bill & Bubba - My term on the Faculty Athletics Committee ended two vo~r* ~.n but my support for Carolina Athletics and many of my 

connections have not expired. The message below is from my friend I           ~ regarding his son, a former Carolina athlete. 
raised a topic that you know I care about: Doing more to help our student ~thletes major in Education.       is now Vice Chair of the 

State Board of Education and our former A.D. Bill Cobey is Chair. wonders if there is anything he can do to help us on this topic, 

and my suggestion is that he discuss this with you. I will cc: in this message, and I hope that you will find a way to work with I 

and Bill to make progress on this important topic. 

Thanks, 

Steve 

From:                       ~kernersvillelawyer.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 6:19 PM 

To: Reznick, Steve 
Subject: Re: update on 

Well I currendy serve as the Vice (;hair of the SBE and Bill Cobey the former AD at UNC is the Chair....would 
our voices help? So many fine young men with degrees in education could be changing lives in this state....and 
providing for an immediate job opportunity for them esp if they want to go into coaching....Greg Elleby is my 
poster child.....one of the best HS Defensive Line coaches in the state.....the kids love and admire him....he has a 
degree m communications and works in the warehouse of the school system but coaches at the HS.....with a 
teaching degree he would be in a classroom .... even if they don’t want to get an Ed degree at least let’s make it 
easy for them to get a lateral entU license.....this is the type of reform that is needed....it would be great PR and 
even better policy .... 
lust let me know how to help 

From: "Reznick, Steve" <_r_&z__t_~j__c__k__@_e__t_n__’_a_jJ_#__[?_c__=#__d___u_> 

To:,                  ,~,kernemvillelawyer.com> 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 5:55 PM 
Subject: RE: update on 

I pushed an expression ot opportunities for student athletes in Education fer several years m~d made some progress but not nearly 
enot@a. Let’s keep pushing this idea. 

I~¥om: ~kemersville]a~vver.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2014 9:39 AM 
To: Reznick, Steve 
Subject: Re: update on 7 

Steve: 
Thanks for the response. 
I think more can be done in the job placemem area. I think part of the measure of success the University should 



look for in all graduates is how successfifl they are post graduation. 
But nmiuly, I want to encourage the College of Education to get involved with these yotmg men. All would be 
welcome in the high schools of our slale. If the University provides these young men with the oppommity to 
become teachers, then they will have the means to earn a livelihood the rest of their lives and contribute to the well 
being of furore Tar Heels. 
Hope to see you soon 
Buddy 
Buddy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 4:06 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. ~athgallo@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Curmn, Joel 

<jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; Krause, Paul <pkmuse@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu-~; GwaBney, Clint 

<cgwa]tney@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Terrell, Marl <mterrell@unc.edtr~; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Bunting, 

Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wilkinson, Patti <pattiw@unc.edu>; Moore, Ta~ya Topolka <taa~ya tnoore@unc.edu> 

Candidate Evaluations 

CANDIDATE EVAEUATIONS.docx 

Dear All, 
Thank you for the time you are spending to meet with the various internal and external candidates for the open Associate AD position. Your assistance in 
managing the schedule was very helpful. 
We had an incredible pool of candidates and we narrowed it to 16 people for phone interviews {those on campus were in person). We further reduced the 
field to 7 on campus interviews. All are extremely well-qualified and could do the job, but we need to select one person. 
To that end, I ask you to please evaluate the candidates by completing the attached form. I believe it would be most beneficial if you complete the form 
soon after meeting with each candidate as opposed to completing the forms after you’ve met with all of the candidates. 
Thank you again for your time and assistance. I greatly appreciate your insights. 
Sincerely, 

Bubba 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
W~:....-’.:d~c;~ ~.~ ;~d Inspir~.~ 



JBS intro 



JBS intro 



Miscellaneous Expense Allowance (MEA) / Stipend of up to $2,000 not to exceed Cost of Attendance when all sources of 

aid are counted including Pell. 

"Needy" student does not receive this MEA 

Disparity by institution of CoA 

- Capping value per student 



Miscellaneous Expense Allowance (MEA) / Stipend of up to $2,000 not to exceed Cost of Attendance when all sources of 

aid are counted including Pell. 

"Needy" student does not receive this MEA 

Disparity by institution of CoA 

- Capping value per student 





Unmet need grant attempts to bridge need gap by calculation of total aid package in comparison to CoA 

Tough for any Full GIA recipient to be eligible for UNG 



Unmet need grant attempts to bridge need gap by calculation of total aid package in comparison to CoA 

Tough for any Full GIA recipient to be eligible for UNG 



ND&UNC Full GIA student with Estimated Family Contribution of 0 (fully Pell eligible); In addition to GIA value (includes 

the equivalent of 3 meals per day/21 per week), full Pell value ($5,550) will also receive funding via SAF (clothing 

allowance, travel assistance, technology assistance and health insurance) plus cash per diem incidental to participation. 







Late addition to proposals by Student Athlete Well-Being Working Group 

Utilize current notion of Student Assistance Fund to provide more aid directly to student-athletes 

Explain current formulation of SAF as is: based on amount of aid (GIA) distributed, sports sponsored and pell recipients 

per institution. 



REVENUE DISTRIBUTION I totals 

STUDENT 

Current funding of SAF is via NCAA revenue distributions...formula led to $73.5M being designated for SAF in 2012-13 

(15% of total distributions which equaled $484M) 

Add Football College Playoff 



Currently ND receives -$500,000 per year and UNC -$550,000 for SAF 

Common current uses as defined here 



How implement? 

Important to have a need-based element/basis for assignment as a starting point. Why? Supports the rationale for why 

we are doing this and it provides non-discriminatory factor on which to base decisions 

Example, use Federal Pell Grant eligibility scale for those with proven need to determine eligibility for further aid and the 

magnitude thereof 

Use EFC data to define thresholds for others that actual have needs for aid that would otherwise go unmet 

In some cases, deal with individual circumstances in making aid decisions 



As SAF formula has Pell recipient factor...encourage!mandate FAFSA filing 

Use financial literacy effort to educate student-athletes about availability and use of aid provided 

Provide aid on a semester basis to maximize accuracy of utilization; as an example, provide this aid via a campus cash- 

equivalent form (multiple avenues/available uses and encourages wise use) 



Options to pursue for funding this expanded SAF aid beyond using institutionally raised/generated funds 

-pursue designated distribution from College Football Playoff for this purpose 

-Pursue support from NFL and/or NBA if they cannot produce viable/equivalent minor league option(s) 

Example: NHL provided grant to USA Hockey that supports the operation of College Hockey, Inc. (educational/marketing 

arm for collegeiNCAA Hockey with prospects that cannot be contacted by college coaches but can by CHL 



Potential questions? 

Pay to play? Primary basis is need and expansion of current use/system of use of existing fund 

Employees? Not directly linked to GIA value...is need based 

Will still cost a lot? Not a question of whether funds will be spent, just how 

Abuse based on discretion? Methodology and actual use is reported per current SAF requirements!subject to audit for 

appropriateness? 

Still a Title IX issue? Up to institutions to manage similar to any other element of Title IX...no inherent rules that impact 

Title IX (as MEA, etc. would) 

Impact current SAF use? No matching/additional funds are the target for use in this fashion to permit current usage to 

continue.v 



Potential questions? 

Pay to play? Primary basis is need and expansion of current use/system of use of existing fund 

Employees? Not directly linked to GIA value...is need based 

Will still cost a lot? Not a question of whether funds will be spent, just how 

Abuse based on discretion? Methodology and actual use is reported per current SAF requirements!subject to audit for 

appropriateness? 

Still a Title IX issue? Up to institutions to manage similar to any other element of Title IX...no inherent rules that impact 

Title IX (as MEA, etc. would) 









Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Order info@nike.com 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 8:01 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Your NikeElite.com Order Has Been Shipped 

Your NikeElite,com Order Has Been Shipped 

Dear Vince, 

Thank you for ordering from NikeElite.com. The following has been shipped and is on its way. 

Please remember that the items you ordered may be sent in different shipments. 

If all of your items are not in this order, we will notify you when the rest of the order ships, 

Order#: ZO5156731 

Order Date: 06/09/2014 

Ship to: 

Vince Ille 

105 Gardner Circle 

Chapel Hill , NC 

UNITED STATES 

27516 

2177148254 

Shipping Method: Ground 

Tracking Number: 

1ZSt44FF6700112774 

Carrier TD: UPS 

Style: 

653990-991 
Nike Free TR Fit 4 iD Women’s Training 

Shoe 

Size 9.5 

1 @ $140.00= $140.00 

Thank you, 

Nike Elite Client Services 

Please do not reply to this email. 



i Points 

2oos 2s 
2006 90 

2007 90 

2008 83 

2009 78 

2020 SO 

2011 i 78 

2o12 so 



A B C D E F G 
Total Used i Total Budgeted Salaries Recruiting i Operating Scholarships 

2009 ~704,253 ~401,027 ~22,580 ~280,646 ~271,136 

2010 $839,352 ~517,177 ~37,580 $284,595 ~272,508 

2011 ~892,890 ~525,965 ~47,580 ~319,345 ~335,597 

2012 $961,468i ~557,743 ~47,580i $356,145 ~338,531 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Order info@nike.com 

Wednesday, June 25, 2014 8:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Your NIKEiD Order Has Been Shipped 

Your NIKEiD Order Has Been Shipped 

Dear Vince, 

Thank you for designing NIKEiD on NikeElite.com. We hope you are happy with your new custom 

product. If you have multiple items in your order, its possible that you may receive this email 

again as some items in your order may be shipped before others. 

Order#: Z04925138 

Order Date: 02/26/2014 

Ship to: 

105 Gardner Circle 

Chapel Hill , NC 

UNITED STATES 

27516 

2177148254 

Shipping Method: Ground 

Tracking Number: 

1Z525A2A670003827:[ 

Carrier ZD: UPS 

Stt/le: 

615648- 

991 
Nike Free Trainer 5.0 iD Hen’s Training 

Shoe 

Size 9.5 

i @ $135~00= $135.00 

Thank you, 

Nike Elite Client Services 

Please do not reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rsro@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, June 25, 2014 1:51 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvmageld@emml.unc.edtr’~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 519311 has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 

Thank you, 
Requests/Self-Reports Online 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rsro@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, June 25, 2014 1:57 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Decision Accepted 

The decision for application 555491 has been accepted by Marielle vanGelder. 

Thank you, 
Requests/Self-Reports Online 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thulrnan, Stephanie J <sthurman@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 27, 2014 12:36 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Perrin, Andrew J ~andrewAoerrin@unc.edu>; Agbe- 

Davies, Anna Sophia <agbe-davie@unc.edu>; John~n, Jmnes tt Jr <jim~johnson@unc.edu->; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Brown, 

Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu>; Arthur, Ashley <aarthu@admi ssions, unc.edu>; Claxke, Deborah Y <clarked@email.unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

To members of the Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group: 

I’m trying to schedule two more meetings of the Working Group. I’ve linked you to a Doodle poll below where you can indicate your availability to the times I’ve 

listed. Please note that the times on the poll are meeting START times, and the meeting will run 90 minutes from then. Thanks!! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arthur. Ashley-qzarthur@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 3:05 PM 

Akin, John Stephen <john akm@unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@ema]l.unc.edu>; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu:% Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo 

<bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Taylor, Todd <t~,~*aylo@emml.unc.edu-~; Wissick, Brent 

Stewart <bswissic@email.unc.edu> 

Admissions Specbl-Talent Co~nmittee Meeting 

Good afternoon, everyone. 

Because there is a new case to review, we need to schedule another meetin~ for the Admissions Special-Talent Committee. Could you please let me know if you 

are available at the followin~ times? The meetin~ would be 1 hour Ion~. 

¯ July 8, :1:1:00 

¯ July :10, 10:00 

�~ July 11, 9:00 

Thank you! 

Ashley 

Universi~;~ of Nor~t~ Caroli~a a’.’: Ch~p:q 

Ct:apel ~o~iil, i’IC 27599 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arthur. Ashley <aarthur@admissions.unc.edu;, 

Monday, June 30, 2014 11:00 AM 

Akin, John Stephen <john akm@unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo 

<bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu:~; Taylor, Todd <lwtaylo@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Ad~nissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Good mo r~~irlg, 

Those dates did not seem to work for the majority of the group! Please let me know your availability for Friday, July lt, q:OO-S:O0. 

Thank you~ 

AsMey 

From: Arthur, Ashley 

Sent: Friday, June 27, 20~4 3:05 PM 

Tm Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Renner, Joy J; Taylor, Todd; Wissick, Brent Stewart 

Subject: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meetin~ 

Good afternoon, everyone. 

Because there is a new case to review, we need to schedule another meetin~ for the Admissions Special-Talent Committee. Could you please let me know if you 

are available at the followin~ times? The meetin~ would be ~ hour 

¯ JulyS,~:00 

¯ July~0, ~0:00 

¯ July ~, 9:00 

Thank you~ 

Ashley 

U~ive~sity of ~orth Ca~oli~:a <~t Ch:~pe~ Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arthur. Ashley <aarthur@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 4:30 PM 

Akin, John Stephen <john akin@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@uuc.edu>; May, Lee Y 

<mayl@email.uuc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@tmc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bIxJk@admissions.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J 

<!oy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Taylor, Todd <twtaylor@email.unc.edu> 

1~I:;: Ad~nissions Special-Talent Committee Meeliug 

Thanks for getting back to me so quickly, everyone. We are confirrned [:or Friday, July :1:1, 4:00--5:00 in Jackson I-tatl’s lobby conference room. 

Ashley 

From: Arthur, Ashley 
Sent: Monday, June 30, 20:14:1:1:00 AM 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa [~ Brown, Michelle; llle, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Rennet, Joy J; Taylor, Todd 
Subject: RE: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 
Good morning, 

Those dates did not seem to work for the majority of the group~ P~esse let me know your availability for Friday, July 1I, 4:00-5:00. 

Thank you~ 
Ashley 

From: Arthur, Ashley 

Sent: Friday, June 27, 2014 3:05 PM 

To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa C Brown, MicheHe; Hie, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Rennet, Joy J; Taylor, Todd; Wissick, Brent Stewart 

SuNeet: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Good afternoon, everyone. 

Because there is a new case to review, we need to schedule another meeting for the Admissions Special-Talent Committee. Could you please let me know if you 

are available at the following times? The meeting would be ~ hour long. 

* July 8, 11:00 

* July 10, 10:00 

* July 11, 9:00 

Thank you! 

Ashley 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Arthur. Ashley <aarthur@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2014 11:31 AM 

Akin, John Stephen <john akin@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; May, Lee Y 

<mayl@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@~mc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J 

<!oy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Taylor, Todd <twtaylor@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: A@nissions Special-Talent Committee Meeling 

Good morning. 

I apologbe for proposing another change for this meeting, but it has been brought to our attention that Vince has a conflict at 4:30 on Friday, July 1:1.th. Would ~t be 

poss~My to change the t~r~e o[ the meeting to 3:30-4:30, stH~ on Ju~y 117 

Ashb~y 

~em: Arthur, AsNey 
Sent Monday, ~une 
Te: Akin, ~ohn S~ephen; Brown, MicheNe; llle~ Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley~ Layna; PoNq Barbara ~o; Renneu ~oy J; Taylor, Todd 
Subject: RE: Admissions Speciel-Talen~ Commk~ee Mee~in~ 
Thanks for getth~g back to me so qu~cMy, everyone~ We are confirmed for Friday, Ju~y 1:1., 4:00-5:00 in Jackson Ha~Vs bbbv conference room. 

Ashley 

From: Arthur, Ashley 

Sent: Monday, June 30, 20~4 11:00 AM 

Te: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Ussa L; Brown, Michelle; Nle, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Renner, Joy J; Taylor, Todd 

SubjeCt: RE: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Good morning, 

Those dates d~d not seem to work for the majority of the group! Please let me know your availability for gdday, July ~t, 4:00%:00. 

Tha~k 

AsMey 

~rom: Arthur, Ashley 

Sent: Friday, June 27, 20~4 3:05 PM 

Te: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, LBsa L; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, kayna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Rennet, Joy J; Taylor, Todd; Wissick, Brent Stewart 

Subject: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Good afternoon, everyone. 

Because there is a new case to review, we need to schedule another meeting for the AdmBsions Special-Talent Committee. Could you please let me know if you 

are available at the following times? The meeting wouM be 1 hour long. 

* JulyS, ii:O0 

* JulylO, ~0:00 

* July11, 9:00 

Thank you! 

Ashley 

Ashley 

Ass~sts~ ~o the D~rector of U~Ser~rsdus~e Admbs~ons 

tJ~Jve~sity of North Ca~oli~:a st Ghspe~ Hill 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com> 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 11:22 AM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 

Katherine A. Sulentic (ksulentic@ncaa.org) 

RE: Monday meeting 

NCAA Interview Notices Form (DI).pdf 

Dr. Boxill, 

Thank you for speaking with me this morning. 

Per our discussion, the NCAA and the University appreciate your cooperation in this matter. This will confirm that 

NCAA enforcement representative Kathy Sulentic, myself and UNC Associate Director of Athletics Vince Ille will 

meet with you on Monday. We are planning to conduct the interview with you on Monday afternoon July7 

at 1:00 p.m. at the Chapel Hill Courtyard Marriott hotel. The address of the hotel is 100 Marriott Way, Chapel 

Hill, NC 27517. The phone number for the hotel is (919) 883-0700. 

I have included as an attachment to this message a copy of the NCAA Interview Notices Form. Please review 

and if you have any questions contact me at one of the numbers below. 

Thank you and I look forward to meeting with you. 

Rick Evrard 

Richard Evrard 
Deputy Managing Member - OVP 

Collegiate Sports Practice Group 

D 913.234.4417 

C  

revrard~bsk.com 

SCH NECK 
& K~NG.~ ~ 

Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC 

7500 College Boulevard, Suite 910, Overland Park, KS, 66210 

www.bsk.com 
This email is ONLY for the person(s) named in the message header. Unless otherwise indicated, it contains information that is confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure 

under applicable law. If you have received it in error, please notify the sender of the error and delete the message. 

IRS regulations require us to notify you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 

used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code. If you want a further description of this requirement, go to http://www.bsk.com/disclaimer. 



NCAA Interview Notice (Division 1) 

You are about to be interviewed by a representative of the NCAA enforcement staff. You may be represented by personal legal 
counsel during this interview. Information obtained during this interview may be shared with the NCAA Eligibility Center. 
Prior to this interview, the NCAA would like to notify you of the following bylaws: 

19.5.5.1 Disclosure of Purpose of Interview. When an enforcement representative requests information that could be 
detrimental to the interests of the student-athlete or institutional employee being interviewed, that individual shall be advised 
that the purpose of the interview is to determine whether the individual has knowledge of or has been involved directly or 
indirectly in any violation of NCAA legislation. (Revised: 4/10/06) 

19.2.3 Responsibility to Cooperate. All representatives of member institutions have an affirmative obligation to cooperate 
fully with and assist the enforcement staff, the Committee on Infractions and the Infractions Appeals Committee to further the 
obj ectives of the Association and its enforcement program. The responsibility to cooperate requires institutions and individuals 
to protect the integrity of investigations and to make a full and complete disclosure of any relevant information, including any 
information requested by the enforcement staff or relevant committees. All representatives of member institutions have an 
affirmative obligation to report instances of noncompliance to the Association in a timely manner and assist in developing full 
information to determine whether a possible violation has occurred and the details thereof. 

19.2.3.2 Failure to Cooperate. Failing to satisfy the responsibility to cooperate may result in an independent allegation and/or 
be considered an aggravating factor for purposes of determining a penalty. Institutional representatives and the involved 
individual may be requested to appear before a hearing panel of the Committee on Infractions at the time the allegation is 
considered. 

10.1 Unethical Conduct. Unethical conduct by a prospective or enrolled student-athlete or a current or former institutional 
staff member, which includes any individual who performs work for the institution or the athletics department even if he or she 
does not receive compensation for such work, may include, but is not limited to, the following: (Revised." 1/10/90, 1/9/96, 
2/22/01, 10/5/10) 

(a) Refusal to furnish information relevant to an investigation of a possible violation of an NCAA regulation when requested to 
do so by the NCAA or the individual’s institution; 
(b) Knowing involvement in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or an enrolled 
student-athlete; 
(c) Knowing involvement in offering or providing a prospective or an enrolled student-athlete an improper inducement or extra 
benefit or improper financial aid; (Revised." 1/9/96) 
(d) Knowingly furnishing or knowingly influencing others to furnish the NCAA or the individual’s institution false or 
misleading information concerning an individual’s involvement in or knowledge of matters relevant to a possible violation of 
an NCAA regulation; (Revised." 1/16/10) 
(e) Receipt of benefits by an institutional staff member for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student-athlete and an 
agent, financial advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor (e.g., "runner"); (Adopted: 1/9/96, Revised." 8/4/05) 
(f) Knowing involvement in providing a banned substance or impermissible supplement to student-athletes, or knowingly 
providing medications to student-athletes contrary to medical licensure, commonly accepted standards of care in sports 
medicine practice, or state and federal law. This provision shall not apply to banned substances for which the student-athlete 
has received a medical exception per Bylaw 31.2.3.5; however, the substance must be provided in accordance with medical 
licensure, commonly accepted standards of care and state or federal law; (Adopted." 8/4/05, Revised." 5/6/08) 
(g) Failure to provide complete and accurate information to the NCAA, the NCAA Eligibility Center or an institution’s 
admissions office regarding an individual’s academic record (e. g., schools attended, completion of coursework, grades and test 
scores); (Adopted." 4/27/06, Revised." 10/23/07) 
(h) Fraudulence or misconduct in connection with entrance or placement examinations; (Adopted." 4/27/06) 
(i) Engaging in any athletics competition under an assumed name or with intent to otherwise deceive; or (Adopted." 4/27/06) 
(j) Failure to provide complete and accurate information to the NCAA, the NCAA Eligibility Center or the institution’s 
athletics department regarding an individual’s amateur status. (Adopted." 1/6/07, Revised." 5/9/07) 

I have reviewed and understand this form and the notices contained therein. 

Printed name Signature 

http ://dept.ncaa.org/enf/se/policies/Interviews/Int erviewNotice DI.docx 

Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com> 
Thursday, July 3, 2014 3:43 PM 

Boxill, Jan <JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu> 
Katherine A. Sulentic (ksulentic@ncaa.org) 
RE: Monday meeting 

Dr. 

This is to confirm that we have rescheduled your meeting with us from Monday afternoon to Tuesday morning July 8, 

20:14 at 8:30 a.m. 

Also, per our conversation, please let me know the name of your legal counsel as soon as you know if you will be 

represented. 

Thank you. 

Rick Evrard 

Richard Evrard 
Deputy Managing Member - OVP 

Collegiate Sports Practice Group 

D 913,234,4417 

C 

revrard~bsk,com 

~~ ~ SCHO~N~CK 
................. o ...................................................................... & 

Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC 

7500 College Boulevard, Suite 910, Overland Park, KS, 66210 

www.bsk.com 
This email is ONLY for the person(s) named in the message header. Unless otherwise indicated, it contains information that is confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure 

under applicable law. If you have received it in error, please notify the sender of the error and delete the message. 

IRS regulations require us to notify you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 

used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code. If you want a further description of this requirement, go to http://www.bsk.com/disclaimer. 

From: Evrard, Richard 
Sent: Thursday, July 03, 2014 10:22 AM 
To: ’jmboxill@email.u n¢.edu’ 
Cc: Katherine A. Sulenti¢ (ksulenti¢@ncaa.org) 
Subject: RE: Monday meeting 

Dr. Boxill, 

Thank you for speaking with me this morning. 



Per our discussion, the NCAA and the University appreciate your cooperation in this matter. This will confirm that 

NCAA enforcement representative Kathy Sulentic, myself and UNC Associate Director of Athletics Vince llle will 

meet with you on Monday. We are planning to conduct the interview with you on Monday afternoon July7 

at 1:00 p.m. at the Chapel Hill Courtyard Marriott hotel. The address of the hotel is 100 Marriott Way, Chapel 

Hill, NC 27517. The phone number for the hotel is (919) 883-0700. 

I have included as an attachment to this message a copy of the NCAA Interview Notices Form. Please review 

and if you have any questions contact me at one of the numbers below. 

Thank you and I look forward to meeting with you. 

Rick Evrard 

Richard Evrard 

Deputy Managing Member- OVP 

Collegiate Sports Practice Group 

D 913.234.4417 

C 

revrard(~bsk.com 

Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC 

7500 College Boulevard, Suite 910, Overland Park, KS, 66210 

www.bsk.com 
This email is ONLY for the person(s) named in the message header. Unless otherwise indicated, it contains information that is confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure 

under applicable law. If you have received it in error, please notify the sender of the error and delete the message. 

IRS regulations require us to notify you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be 

used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code. If you want a further description of this requirement, go to http:iiwww.bsk.comidisclaimer. 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 7, 2014 11:40 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Agent Mailing 

R~SE 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 10:11 AM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: RE: Agent Mailing 

How much wilt the external service cost? There are probabfy~ust shy of 2,000, 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 10:09 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Agent Mailing 

I will forward ~:he in[o ~:o ~:he print mail service ~l<e we used las~: year. Do you know how many agents there are so I can be sure we have enough le~:terhead 

~mm= Pogge, Paul 
8e~t~ Monday, ~uly 07, 20~4 9:35 AM 
Te~ Griggs, Kathy 
~¢~ Kevin Westerman 
S~ject= Agent Mailing 

Kathy, 

I hope you had a nice 4th of July. I have asked Kevin Westerman to touch base with you re~ardin~ a mailin8 to the entire asent community. Kevin has a letter as 

well as a spreadsheet of names and addresses which he will provide to you. Could you please print a personalized letter on letterhead for each person on the list, 

put the letter in an envelope, and put a mailin~ label with the address on it? We ~reatly appreciate the help. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

Paul Po99e 

Associate AtNetic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bow~es Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(9~9) 843 7690 

"We eduCate and inspire through athleties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, July 7, 2014 6:59 PM 

Richard Evrard <EvrardR@bsk.com:~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Can’t call 

Cell ser,Ace is out here I could S~zpe back when you are free if you want or tly in am before next meeting. 

Power was also out for awhile so no wifi until a few minutes ago. It may go out again. It seems to do it multiple times each day 

SoT 

Lissa 

Sent from ray iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu;, 

Monday, July 7, 2014 9:10 PM 

McFarlm~d, Michael B <mike~ncfmtand@unc.edu-~; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly 

<mbno(ton@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; Orth, Zach <orth@emaJl.unc.edu>; Allen, Denise Q. 
<qu~lsal@em~l.unc.edu> 

Cmrm~, Joel <jgcunan@etn~fil.unc.edu>; Krause, Paul <pkrause@etnail.unc.edt~- 

FYI - Tuesday meeting cancelled 

FYI- tomorrow afternoon’s 3 pm meeting is cancelled. Thanks, Regin:~ 



From: Jayne Bamwell <jayne@ramsclub.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 2014 10:06 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Car 

Hi Vince, 

I left you a vm, but wasn’t sure if it went thru, so I thought I send you an email just as a back-up. 

Call me when you get a chance. 

Thanks, 

layne W. garnwell 

UNC Athletics 

The Educational Foundation, Inc. dba The Rams Club 

PO Box 2446 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-843-2000 (o) 

9:19-843-5777 (f) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul ~ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 8, 2014 4:22 PM 

[YNCAA- F~eryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Up and Out Incident Reporting Guidelines 

U]P AND OUT Incident Reporting Guidelines.pdf 

All, 

I hope everyone had an enjoyable 4th of July. The Title IX Office has slightly modified a few of the words in our Up and Out Incident Reporting Guidelines to ensure 

consistency with language they use, but the need for any information of this nature to be communicated promptly to all appropriate parties "up" and "out" 

remains the same. Please review the attached document at your earliest convenience and let me know of any questions you have. Thank you very much for your 

attention to these important matters. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27554 

(959) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



"Up and Out" Incident Reportin~ Guidelines for UNC Athletics Staff 

Reportin~ Guidelines for Incidents on Campus or that Relate to Athletics 

When yo~ believe that harm is imminent or you believe that there is an immediate threat to 

someone’s safety~ health, or security: 

1. Call 9-1-1 as soon as possible. 

2. After you have called 9-1-1, contact either Paul Pogge (ppogge@unc.edu; 919-843-7690) or 

Lar~ Gallo (athgallo@unc.edu; 919-962-8725) to inform them of the situation. 

When you believe that harm is not imminent and there is not an immediate threat to anyone’s 

safety, health, or security: 

Report the situation OUT to the Department of Public SafeW (919-962-8100) or, in cases of 

harassment, discrimination, or sexual misconduct, contact the Equal Employment/ADA Office 

(919-966-3576). While phone calls are preferred, online reports may be submitted via 

https:/!pub!!cdocs.max!ent.com/repo rtingform, php? U NCCha pe/H!!/&/ayout !d=3 

AND THEN 

Report the situation UP to your supervisor (if you are comfortable doing so), then contact Paul 

Pogge (ppogge@unc.edu; 919-843-7690) or LarD." Gallo (athgallo@unc.edu; 919-962-8725) with 
your supeladsor. If you are uncomfortable discussing the issue with your supervisor, contact Paul 

or Larry directly. 

If contacted by the reporting employee, a supervisor must ensure that Paul or Larry receives the 

injbrmation promptly. 



"Up and Out" Incident Rel ortin  Guidelines for UNC Athletics Staff 

What to expect when you file a report: 

One or more campus offices (including the Department of Public Safety, the Division of Student Affairs, 

the Equal OpportunityiADA Office, the Office of Human Resources, the Title IX Cordinator, and/or the 

Office of University Counsel) may contact you to learn more about the situation. Please be truthful, 

forthcoming, and honest so that the appropriate offices on campus may work with the Department of 

Athletics to address the situation in a timely manner consistent with the Department of Athletics 

Response Plan to Complaints of Harassment, Discrimination, or Actions Affecting an Individual’s Safety. 

For incidents of harassment, discrimination or sexual misconduct, the University will take all reasonable 

steps to stop the harassment and provide support to those affected. Eve1T effort will be made to ensure 

the privacy of those involved. However, confidentiality cannot be guaranteed. 

Non-Retaliation Policy 

Please be reminded that retaliation directed towards anyone who in good faith reports a concern or assists 

with resolving a concern is strictly prohibited and will not be tolerated. Retaliation includes any form of 

intimidation, coercion or threatening behavior, or behavior that would discourage someone from making 

future reports. The Department of Athletics appreciates your assistance in maintaining a safe 

environment for eve~7one. 

Other Relevant University or Department of Athletics Policies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Policy Statement on Non-iDiscrimination: 

http ://studentathlete s.web.unc.edu/file s/2012/08/Harassment-and-Di scrimination2.pdf 

Department of Athletics Response Plan to Complaints of Harassment, Discrimination, or Actions 

Affecting an Individual’s Safety: 

http ://studentathlete s.web.unc.edu/file s/2012/08/Harassment 1 .pdf 



Kevin Westerman 

Media Report 

July 8, 2014 
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Summary: 
"I have a check being written to me from the University of North Carolina for over $10 million due to the 

exploitation of me as a player and the lack of education that I received. The NCAA has a check for me for 

over $300 million to help me facilitate these sports education programs across the country. These are 

things that’s in the works." 

Article Link: 
http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~7/~6/rashad-mccants-says-there-was-never-a- 

relationship-between-him-and-roy-williams-audio/ 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~14/~7/~5/3986296/f~rmer-unc-basketba~~-p~ayer-mccants.htm~ 

http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~7/~8/rashad-mccants-says-hes-getting-31~-mi~~i~n- 

from-unc-ncaa/ 

http://www.universityhera~d.c~m/artic~es/1~275/2~14~7~7/unc-chape~-hi~~-reaches-~ut-t~-rashad- 
m cca n ts-to-d iscu ss-p u b lic-statem e nts-o n-all eged-a ca d e m ic-fra u d-sca n d a l. him 

http://chapelboro.com/sports/unc-sports/unc-requests-interview-mccants/ 

http://www.tarhee~b~~g.c~m/2~14/7/6/58744~7/rashad-mccants-is-sti~~-ta~king-just-n~t-t~-ncaa 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

http ://www.cnn.c~m/vide~/ data/2.~/vide~/ sp~rts/2~14 /~ 7 /~6/ nr-cabrera-m~~re-ncaa-re~pen~ 

investigation.cnn.htm I 

Several UNC "insiders" have unknowingly admitted direct contact between Wainstein and influental BOT 

members past & present. Many of the same BOT members who brought in Butch Davis & John Blake, 

and continue to pull the strings behind the scenes. 

- Several exchange’s below from UNC insiders : 

>Ken W. deals with BOT. if he finds NCAA violation he tells us and we self report within 2 days. 

Multiple other interactions: 

>1 have pretty good info, verified by others, that we (that being UNC) will be okay. 

>Talked to BOT source. People were wondering how to react to it. His only response was ’Very good 

thing.’ 

Another note from UNC compliance "expert": > Not a huge win for us. But a good thing." 

> "The only real collateral damage from Wainstein is going to be for a Dean who previously hasn’t been 

affiliated with the scandal along with a colossally embarrassing episode that’s related to one of our 

other athletic programs (not basketball or football), but won’t end up having NCAA implications. " 

So multiple UNC insiders claim to be receiving direct updates on the Wainstein investigation. Some claim 

to know the outcome as if it’s been scripted in advance which was also a concern of UNC Journalism 

Prof, and former Knight Commission member Hodding Carter III. 

Ille worked at Illinois with Jackie Thurnes. Thurnes took gig with NCAA enforcement arm. ille hired by 

the CHeats, 
the unc Associate AD asking McCants to come have a sit-down is the former boss of a current NCAA 

investigator. 

I keep hearing that there is a group of athletes forming an aliance against UNC. If that is true, does 

anyone know what Dwight Jones is up to these days? Given his recruiting history, he could blow this 

thing sky high. 
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Arraigned Offenses for Case Number: 

2014050147 CR 

Arraigned Defendant Name: 

SISSON, HENRY, W 

Traffic DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED 
20-138.1 

9955 

Traffic CIVIL REVOCATION DR LIC (30) 
20-16.5 

Interview with Mark Packer: 
Now McCants saying no other athletes are willing to speak out and he is on an island. Not good. He said 

last week there was a large group, no? 

Mary says her director at unc-ch often told her we don’t want the NCAA coming here because they’ll 

start looking at everything. 
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Summary: 
Brian Woods believes he has a solution, and he has the backing of a former NFL All-Pro on which to build 

his brand: Harris. 

Woods, the executive director of the Medal of Honor Bowl, will launch the Fall Experimental Football 

League, or FXFL, this year as a place for young players to develop their skills playing professional football 

in the states as opposed to working out at home or going to Canada. 

"We saw a need, looking at the existing, looming changes in the college landscape," Woods said. 

The idea is to go into cities where sports infrastructure is already in place, a city with a minor league 

baseball team for example, and partner with them to provide a field as well as a fan-friendly 

atmosphere. 

The other advantage of going into cities with minor-league teams would be a built-in audience of sorts. 

If a minor-league baseball team is thriving at the gate, why wouldn’t a football team -- who would play 

games, in theory, after baseball season is over -- also work? 

And here’s the rub for the FXFL: this isn’t going to compete directly with the NFL. The aim is to truly be a 

supplement to the league. Games would be played during the week to avoid conflicting with high 

school, college and pro games, but during the fall season when excitement and anticipation about 

football is the highest. Only players three or fewer years removed from college would be eligible to play. 

Article Link: 
http://www.si.com/nfl/2014/O7 /O7 /fxfl-nfl-developmental-league 

Summary: 
Two University of Miami football players arrested on sexual battery charges against a "physically 

helpless" 17-year-old girl were dismissed from the team and suspended Tuesday. 

Court and jail records show JaWand Blue and Alexander Figueroa were booked on the charges Tuesday. 

Both are 20-year-old linebackers for the Hurricanes. 

According to the police report, both players admitted to buying drinks for the accuser, bringing her back 

to Figueroa’s dorm room in the early morning hours of July 5 and repeatedly performing sexual acts, 

including intercourse, without her consent while she was "physically helpless to resist." 

In a statement released Tuesday, Miami athletics director Blake James said the players had been 

dismissed from team and also suspended and barred from campus. 
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Article Link: 

http://espn~g~~~~m/~~~~ege~f~~tba~l/st~ry/-/id/11191184/tw~~miami~hurri~anes~players-arrested~sex- 
charges 

Summary: 
The NCAA is suggesting that football teams hold no more than two contact practices per week during 

the season in guidelines that grew out of a safety and concussion summit early this year. 

Practice limits were among several recommendations released Monday by the NCAA, which called them 

guidelines that could change "in real time" rather than rules passed through legislation. 

The practice guidelines also recommend four contact practices per week during the preseason and no 

more than eight of the 15 sessions during spring football. The NCAA already has legislation regarding 

preseason and spring practices. 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~~c~m/c~~~ege~f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/11187131/ncaa-suggests-c~ntact-~imits-f~~tba~~- 

practice 

Summary: 
Texas Tech guard Amber Battle has been suspended for a month after admitting to having "initiated the 

first contact" in a fight with a football player at the university’s recreation center, it was announced 

Friday. 

Texas Tech said that Battle, a senior, is "suspended from competition for the entire month of 

November" for her role in the fight with freshman defensive back Nigel Bethel II during a pickup 

basketball game last weekend. 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~~c~m/~~mens~c~~~ege~basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/11176549/amber-batt~e-texas-tech-red- 

raiders-suspended-role-fight 

Summary: 

Alabama junior running back Kenyan Drake was reportedly arrested early Saturday morning in 

Tuscaloosa and charged with obstructing governmental operations. 
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According to the Tuscaloosa News, Tuscaloosa Police spokesperson Sgt. Brent Blankley said that Drake 

ducked under the tape at a secured crime scene in downtown Tuscaloosa and attempted to reach his 

car, which was inside the secured area -- despite police orders to the contrary. 

In 2012, he was suspended for an unspecified violation of team rules. A year later, he was left off the 

travel roster for the season opener against Virginia Tech because, according to Saban, "he didn’t do 

what he was supposed to do." 

Article Links: 
http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/O7/kenyan_drake_needs a few_pages.html 

htt p ://www. cbss p o rts, co m/coil egefoot ball/eye-o n-coil ege-football/24608489/rep o rt-ala ba m a-rb- 

kenyan-drake-charged-with-entering-crime-scene 

Summary’," 
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~ustin Hi%~rd ~>~iHiiii~~:i,~-;,~ 

iFollow 

]J’JJ send a jacket (XLI for free to any Notre Dame, lvl*chigan or Florida fan who~s 
interested 

Article Link: 
http://b~eacherrep~rt.c~m/tb/ddsm9?utm-s~urce=news~etter&utm-medium=news~etter&utm-campai 

gn=recruiting 

Summary: 
After being arrested for rioting, failure to disperse, possession of cocaine and drug paraphernalia 

following a brawl Saturday morning, Ohio State defensive lineman Tracy Sprinkle pleaded not guilty to 

all charges Monday morning, according to Cleveland.com. 

Sprinkle was instructed to leave by police, but he was arrested and placed in a patrol car after he 

became "engaged in another scuffle," according to a police report. After being removed from the patrol 

car, police found "two small bags of white powder stuffed into the seat." The two bags were said to 

contain "0.2 ounces of cocaine." 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts~yah~~~c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/~hi~-state-d~-tracy-sprink~e-p~eads-n~t-gui~ty-- 

dismissed-from-team-17241:1374.html 
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Summary: 
Boise State has settled a lawsuit with the American Athletic Conference that was first filed a year ago 

claiming the university owed $5 million in exit fees. 

The university announced Thursday that all claims have been dismissed and it has agreed to pay a 

negotiated exit fee of $2.3 million. 

Article Link: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege~sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/~117 4312/b~ise-state-br~nc~s-pay~23~mi~~i~n- 

settlement-aac 

Summary: 
Northwestern University on Thursday urged the National Labor Relations Board to overturn a regional 

ruling that would allow its scholarship football players to unionize, holding up the football program as 

exemplifying the university’s integration of athletics and education. 

In a 60-page brief filed with the labor board in Washington just hours ahead of a midnight deadline, the 

university laid out its opposition to student-athletes forming a union and asked to argue its case before 

the board. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/chicag~/c~ege~f~tba~/st~ry/-/id/~75~3~/c~ege-presidents-say-n~-uni~ns- 

athletes 

Penn S{a{e, NCAA seeking ~o keep Pa~e~-~o {Escove~y sea,e({ 

Summary: 
Penn State’s attorneys are seeking to seal any documents they hand over to the estate of former 

football coach Joe Paterno. 

The college is seeking a judge to seal the discovery because they fear Paterno’s family will use the 

documents to, "conduct a public relations campaign." 

Penn State’s response to the handling of the documents coincides with the NCAA’s, who also felt all the 

documents from the pre-trial should be sealed. 
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Article Link: 

http://www.bi~j~urnals.c~m/phi~adelphia/news/2~14/~7/~8/penn-state-ncaa-seeking~t~~keep-patern~- 
discovery.html 

Wins ~o~°e Tha~ 70% of At~lete Lawst~i~s 

Sumrnar¥: 
When college athletes sue the NCAA, they often win the initial round of litigation, the study concluded, 

but the NCAA eventually wins more than 70 percent of the time on appeal. 

"The first round of litigation is essentially a coin flip, but the win-probability for the student-athletes 

quickly plummets in subsequent rounds of appeals," said Michael LeRoy, a professor of labor and 

employment relations and the study’s author. 

Article Link: 

http://www.insidehighered.c~m/quicktakes/2~14/~7/~8/study-ncaa-wins-m~re-7~-ath~ete- 
lawsuits#sthash.qeFVBlaq.dpbs 
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Reverence Generation and Fadlit~es 

Summary: 
In this day and age, having a corporate sponsor attached to a new stadium is almost mandatory. It is 

essentially free money for a team or school. There are some relics out there today at the bluebloods of 

college football with no corporate sponsorships, but if a new stadium is being constructed the odds are 

very good there will be a sponsorship attached to the name. 

Such is the case at the University of Houston, where today it was made official the naming rights to the 

stadium have been sold to Texas Dow Employees Credit Union. The name of Houston’s new football 

stadium will be TDECU Stadium. 

Article Link: 
http://c~egef~tba~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~4/~7/~8/new-h~ust~n-stadium-gets-c~rp~rate-sp~ns~r/ 

Summary’." 

State College Spikes @SCSplkes 

Here’s the unveiling of the @coachjfranklin Bobblehead for the #SCSpJkes Thursday, 
8/28 home game° First 1,000 fans! 

Article Link: 

http://c~~~egef~~tba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~~4/~7/~8/min~r~~eague~team~t~~~ffer.james-frank~in- 

bobblehead/ 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris, Tracy U <tracy harris@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2014 12:37 PM 

Feitk Clms <ctEit~@unc.edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehooks@emml.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu% Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 
<oj enij e@email.unc.edu> 

Urgent 

You’re receiving this email because we have not received your June leave report. Please complete with all signatures ASAP. Its ok to email your leave taken and 

send the original campus mail. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2014 4:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Credential Distribution Approval 

FYI 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, July 09, 2024 4:57 PM 
To: Sabo, Tim 
Subject: RE: Credential Distribution Approval 
Thanks, Tim. A few things on the season-long credentials: 

1, There are a number of seasonqong credentials with no names attached to them. AI~ of these w~H need to stay w~th Kersey unt~ a corresponding name ~s 

provided an~ a~rova~ ~s given by Mar~e~le m~d me to him, after wNch time he cm~ d~str~bute them, Nease be carefu~ to not d~stribute any such extra or 

unassigned season-long credentials to atwone unt~] ~:he requisite approvals are provk~ed. 

2. The extra Administration ~H-Access pass will probabiy need to go to the new Associate ~D Bubba is hk~ng. 

3, Jen Gwsltney is m~staken~y ~is[ed as hav~ng an AIPAccess pass. Her pass shouM be a Premium Seating pass so [hat it is consistent wi[h [hat provided to 

other Executive Staff members’ spouses, 

4. ~ would IH<e grim~ Chacos m~d his staff to have A~-Access passes to assist w~th thek sa~es efforts. 

5, Ochuko Jennie should have an ~l~-.Access pass instead of a f_oudermH]~ pass due to h~s responsibilities w~th the foo[ba]l pk;yers ~t~ part~cuk~r. 

6. f_arry Galh:is w~fe and M~ke guntk~g’s w~fe are not Hated as receiving ~:he Premium Seating passes givet~ to the spouses of other Executive Staff members. 

Wou~d they ~ike one? is Jody Brown [he husband of Miche~e Brown? 

7. L~ssa Broome should have an A~--~ccess credential 

8. [m~ce Markos and Kevin Westerman in Compliance need AH-Access credentials, 

For the game.-by-game credenth~s, Keisey should get the names of [be redp~et~ts and approval ~rom Mar~eHe at~d me before d~stributing ~:hem arid, thereafter, 

ensure that aH fur~:her d~s~:r~bu~:~ot~ ~s ~:racked one-for-ot~e and g~ven to Compliance Any d~stribution of ex~:ra credentials ~:o staff w~ll a~so need those prk~r 

approvals and tracking. 

We wii~ need to take the same measures indicated above with sl~ parking passes. 

Thanks very much for your help with this. ~ tNnk we’re makh]g good ~rogress and Kelsey wi]~ be a big asset in these efforts. 

Best, 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, July 09, 2014 3:30 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Credential Distribution Approval 

Paul, 

As we discussed previously, I have attached the credential order that I worked with Ellen Culler on putting together for the printer. They should arrive in the next 

couple weeks and l’d like to get your approval to distribute them to these individuals in advance so we’re ready to get them out asap once they arrive. Let me 

know. Thanks. 

Tim Sabo I Assistant Athletic Director Ticket Operations I (919) 962 2296 (p) 

University of North Carolina I P. O. Box 3000 I Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hams, Tracy U <tracy hams@unc.e&~> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 12:05 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Urgent 

EPA-NONFacul~RptsJune2014.doc 

Yes[ Here you go. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2014 11:46 AM 

To: Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: RE: Urgent 

Can you please email one to me? Thauk you. 

~?~- .... 

From: Harris, Tract U 
Sent: Wednesday, July 09, 2014 12:37 PM 
To: I:eiN, Chris; Hoots, [dc M; Ille, Vince; Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Subject: Urgent 
You’re receiving this email because we have not received your June leave report. Please complete with all signatures ASAP. Its ok to email your leave taken and 

send the original campus mail. Thank you 



From: Perry, Clara A 
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2014 1:16:32 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: VolP transition information 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
6757i_qrg_symbol_keypad_English_270710.pdf (1.3M) 
All, 
First and foremost, thank you for all of your patience as technicians have installed phones in your areas over the past two weeks in advance of the 
Voice Over I P phone system. Again, the "new" phones that have been installed will run off of the internet, rather than traditional phone lines. We ask 
that you leave the phones alone - do not move them or unplug them, as this could cause issues during the transition. The official port date for our 
department is Friday, July 18. 
The ITS Athletics Support staff will be spread out across the department on that Friday, so if you have device and/or phone issues 
on that day, please email the group at uncaa-itsupport@unc.edu. We will only be able to respond to critical problems on that day. 
Please let me know immediately if you do not have a new phone next to an existing phone in your office or department. Please also 
let me know immediately if your old phone does not work prior to the port date. 
Below is information provided by ITS Communications that may be helpful regarding the new phones: 
PHONE NUMBERS 
Unless otherwise requested, phone numbers will remain the same. We are working closely with AT&T and Verizon Business to "port" phone 
numbers away from AT&T and to the Verizon Business database. Porting may take all day to complete. It is recommended that you plan that 
phone service could be impacted as early as the night prior to the port date and the entire day of porting. We have noticed that on the night prior to 
a port, phone numbers that are scheduled to port cannot be called by another VolP phone. This occurs due to changes that are being made to both 
the AT&T and Verizon database. Once porting is completed, most of these issues are resolved. 
Once a phone number is ported to Verizon Business, the legacy AT&T Centrex phone will no longer work. 
RECYCLE BINS FOR OLD PHONES 
Recycle bins will be located at each of our department buildings where faculty/staff can drop-off their legacy Centrex phone to send to surplus. 

PHONES 
The Aastra 6757i phone is considered the standard/basic phone model FOR ATHLETICS STAFF USERS. Technicians will be installing the 
Aastra 6731 i phones in the majority of areas where there is not a physical day to day user. Please visit this link for more information (a user guide 
is attached to this email). 
h ttp:iiits= u n c. e d u/co m m te c h nolo g y/co m m u n icatio n-te c h n olo g ie sie n gin e e ri n g-a n d-o p e ratio n sic u sto m e r-se rvice s/voice-ove r-i nte rn e t-p ro to col- 
voipivoip-aastra-phonesi 
Customers can continue to use their existing Polycom conference room phones and/or cordless phone systems with the VolP conversion. ITS 
Communications staff will use an analog terminal adaptor (ATA) for use with these phones. 
HANDSET CORDS 
Some customers prefer the longer handset cord that is attached to the old Centrex phone/phone line. It is recommended that customers change- 
out the handset cords to the new Aastra VolP phones on port date if the longer handset cord is preferred. 
PHONE PORT - WHAT TO EXPECT 
Phone numbers will be moved, or "ported" to Verizon Business - this means that when the port of phone numbers is completed, the existing legacy 
phones will no longer work and the new phones will begin working with the same, "ported" phone number. Throughout the day on "port day" and 
over the course of the next week, ITS Communications and Verizon Business staff will be placing test calls to all phones, in addition to having staff 
on-site for trouble-shooting and support. If further assistance is needed on port date, please submit a Remedy ticket to ITS Tel-Services, or, visit 
http://help.unc.edu and submit a help request. 
OLD PHONES-WHAT TO DO WITH THEM 
Customers are responsible for removing their old phones and placing them in recycle bins that will be strategically located on-site. 

Typically, these bins are placed near the elevators unless a specific request has been made to locate them elsewhere. More information on where 
to locate these bins will be provided. Note - once the new VolP phones are working, it is recommended to go ahead and remove your old phone. 
VOICEMAIL 
Voicemail boxes will remain mostly unaffected. The only change is to the voicemail access phone number. The new number to access Vol P 
mailboxes is 919-428-2828 (a change from 919-962-6200). Customers can connect to their voicemail box by selecting the "Voicemail" button at 
the top right-hand side of their phone and entering their mailbox number. 
All greetings, recordings, and messages are retained during the transition. Visit this link for more information: 
h ttp://its.unc~edu/commtechnology/communicati~n-techn~~~gies/engineering-and-~perati~ns/cust~mer-services/voice-messaging/v~ip-v~ice- 
mailbox-setting-up-a-pe rsonal-mailbox/ 
FAX LINES AND FAX MACHINES 
Fax numbers are porting and changing to VolP. They will follow the same dialing instructions provided below. Please be sure that any speed dials 
loaded into a fax machine are changed to match the new dialing instructions. 
Fax machines will require programming modifications to accommodate the move to VolP. See below for a list of things that will need 

changing on all fax machines and note that it is the department’s responsibility to change programming of fax machines. 
Carolina Copy fax machines - programming modifications have already been completed. No additional settings or programming is 
required, 
Other model fax machines will be the responsibility of the department for configuration changes. 
Recommended fax machine programming changes: 
~ On the fax machine, make sure ECM (Error Correction Mode) is disabled if it’s an available feature-not all fax machines will have this feature. 
¯ On the fax machine, make sure the fax modem baud rate is set to 9600 bps or Iower. Again, not all fax machines will allow you to change this. 
¯ If users are encountering problems sending long-distance faxes, they may need to enable the "Overseas Mode" on the fax machine. This mode 

will accommodate noise and static on the line. The feature (on most machines) will automatically disable itself after the fax is sent. 
On the fax machine, make sure the resolution setting is set to "Standard". 

OUT-GOING CALL RESTRICTIONS 
Domestic long distance (LD) and local calls are free. 
Please be sure to indicate during the planning phase what restrictions, if any, should apply for outgoing calls. 



TOLL-FREE NUMBERS 
Be sure to identify all toll-free numbers during the planning phase and provide those numbers to the ITS Comm Tech Customer Service team - 
these numbers will need to be moved to Verizon Business for routing. 
HOW TO USE YOUR AASTRA PHONE 
You can also visit our website at http:iiits.unc.eduivoip for detailed information, and a WebEx audio version of the attached PowerPoint 
presentation. 
SPEED DIAL 
Customers have the ability to program up to 100 phone numbers with associated speed dials. 
Program: Dial *75 and wait for secondary dial tone. Dial the 2-digit speed dial code (00-99) plus the 10-digit phone number. 
Dial: *(00-99) (2-digit speed dial code) 

CALL FORWARDING 
Activate: Select "Call Forward On" which is labeled atthe top of your phone, or, dial *72. 
De-activate: Select "Call Forward Off" which is labeled at the top of your phone, or, dial *73. 

DIALING INSTRUCTIONS 
It is very important to note the new dialing instructions below and distribute this information as appropriate so that everyone with a 
new VolP phone line has an awareness of how to dial other phone numbers - in particular those that are not yet migrated to VolP (i.e. 
other campus phone lines). 

NO DIAL PREFIX (7) IS REQUIRED 
5-DIGIT DIALED CALLS WILL NOT COMPLETE BETWEEN THE NEWVOIP PHONE SYSTEM AND THE LEGACY CENTREX 
PHONE SYSTEM - CUSTOMERS MUST DIAL THE FULL 10-DIGIT PHONE NUMBER (AREA CODE PLUS THE 7-DIGIT PHONE 
NUMBER) 

¯ Emergency: 911 
¯ VolP phone to VolP phone: 5-digit abbreviated dialing / dial the last five digits of the telephone number 
~ Local Calls: 10-digit local phone number (area Code plus the 7-digit phone number) 
¯ D om estic Long D istance: 10-d igiL phone nurn ber (area code + seven-d igiL phone num ber) *N ore me "1 " is not required to place this call. 

¯ To IFFree:l~ IFfree exchange and phone num bet ~800/888/877/866/etc. p lus me 7-d i~ iL phone num bet) *Note l~e "1 " is not required to place 
1~1 is ca I[ 

¯ International Calls: 011 + country code + city code + local phone number 
¯ Hearing Impaired: 711 
¯ Nationwide Directory Assistance: Blocked from all campus phones 
¯ Operator Assistance (0 or 00): Blocked from all campus phones 
Please contact the ITS Communications Customer Service Office for any questions and!or concerns. 
Trouble Reporting: 
919-962-HELP 
http://help.unc.edu/ 
Clara Andrews Perry 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
919.843.9921 phone 
919.962.6002 fax 

caperry(~,unc,edu 
www.goheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Fulton <nick@ramsclub.com> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 1:47 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

[Jpdales from The Rams Club 

All - 

Here are two updates from The Rams Club regarding staffing: 

Grant Leiendecker has been hired as an Assistant Director of Major Gifts for The Rams Club. He officially started in his new role last week. 

Allison Bass has accepted a position at Florida Gulf Coast University as the FGCU Eagle Club Special Events Coordinator. Her last day in the office will be July 

16 and she officially begins in Fort Meyers on July 28. 

Grant and Allison have both done a great job for The Rams Club over the last year as they completed their master’s degrees in U NC’s Sport Administration program. 

We wish them both the best of luck! 

Go Heels[ 

Nick Fulton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Montgomery <john@mmsclub.com~ 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 2:05 PM 

Nick Fulton <nick@ramsclub.com> 

UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Re: Updates from ’][’he Rams Club 

ilnage001 .png; ilnage002,ipg; image003.png 

Thanks for the update....excited for both Grant and Allison! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jul 10, 2014, at 11:47 AM, "Nick Fulton" <nick(~>m~:s~J~b,com> wrote: 

All - 

Here are two updates from The Rams Club regarding staffing: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Grant Leiendecker has been hired as an Assistant Director of Major Gifts for The Rams Club. He officially 

started in his new role last week. 

<!--[if !supportLists]->- <!--[endif]-->Allison Bass has accepted a position at Florida Gulf Coast University as the FGCU Eagle Club Special Events 

Coordinator. Her last day in the office will be July 16 and she officially begins in Fort Meyers on July 28. 

Grant and Allison have both done a great job for The Rams Club over the last year as they completed their master’s degrees in U NC’s Sport 

Administration program. We wish them both the best of luck! 

Go Heels! 

Nick Fulton 









Orange Water and Sewer Authority 

A public, non-prqfit agency providing water, sewer and reclaimed water sen,ices 
to the Carrboro-Chapel ttill community. 

NEWS RELEASE July 10, 2014 

OWASA will close Ridge Road between Manning Drive and the Rams Head 
Parking Deck starting on Monday, July 14th for about two weeks to help ensure 

completion of water line project before the fall semester begins 

On Monday, July 14th, a contractor working for OWASA will close Ridge Road between 
Manning Drive and the Rams Head Parking Deck for about two weeks. 

Drivers will continue to have access to the Rams Head Parking Deck via part of Ridge Road 
west of Stadium Drive, The contractor will also maintain access to a fire lane near the parking 
deck, 

Port,on of R~dge Road to be dosed to through 
starting Monday, July 14, 2014 for about two weeks 

(subject to weather and other 



The road closing is needed so that the contractor can complete a project to replace/reline the 
water line between Manning Drive and Boshamer Stadium before the fall semester begins. 

Drivers are encouraged to use alternative routes to avoid the closed part of Ridge Road. 
Signs will be posted on several locations in the area to guide drivers to detour routes. 

Rain or other conditions may delay the start and/or completion of the road closing. 

"We sincerely appreciate the patience and understanding of citizens who will be affected by 
this road closing," said Vishnu Gangadharan, P.E., OWASA’s project manager. "This project 
is needed to help maintain reliable water service including water for fire protection, and our 
contractor is working hard to complete this work by the start of the University’s fall semester." 

For more information: 

Vishnu Gangadharan, P.E., Utilities Engineer/Project Manager, 919-537-4248 or 
vgangadharan@owasa.org 

Stuart Carson, P,E,, Engineering Manager--Capital Improvements Program, 919-537-4247 or 
scarson@owasa.org 

400 Jones Ferry., Road, Carrboro, NC 27510; 919-968-4421; 
www.owasa.org; info@owasa.org; Twitter: @owasai~ 



Orange Water and Sewer Authority 

A public, non-prqfit agency providing water, sewer and reclaimed water sen,ices 
to the Carrboro-Chapel ttill community. 

NEWS RELEASE July 10, 2014 

OWASA work will close northbound lanes of South Columbia Street near the 
Carolina Inn and Peabody Hall for five days starting on Monday, July 14th 

O’v’3{ASA plans to start some work Monday that will involve closing two northbound lanes of 
South Columbia Street near the Carolina Inn and Peabody Hall for five days (Monday through 
Friday) 

Rain or other conditions may delay the start or completion of OWASA’s work and the related 
lane closings. 

The map below shows the travel lanes and a bus stop that will be affected. 

~ Ab:emethy Ha!l ./ ............. -" " 

PhNips ’,Annex 

St 210 

Two tra~c 
t~ .............. 
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South Columbia Street is one-way northbound in the area including the OWASA work site. 
OWASA plans to maintain through traffic, and one lane will remain open for vehicles. 
OWASA will maintain access to the Peabody parking lot. 

The sidewalk next to the work will be closed temporarily and pedestrians will be directed to 
the sidewalk on the Carolina Inn side. 

The bus stop in front of Sitterson Hall will also be closed, but bus patrons may use the stop 
near Abernethy Hall near the northeast corner of East Cameron Avenue and South Columbia 
Street. 

No interruption of water, sewer or other utility services is planned~ 

The purpose of the work by OWASA is to determine why a valve in a water line is not 
working. 

For more information: 

Vishnu Gangadharan, P.E., Utilities Engineer 
919-537-4248 or vgangadharan@owasa.org 

400 Jones Ferry., Road, Carrboro, NC 27510; 919-968-4421; 
www.owasa.org; info@owasa.org; Twitter: @owasa:~ 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

t~t situ~tiols a~ises, t/X~e rely o~ you ~o keep us ~for~sed ~nd spprecis~e you~ ~ss~sta~nce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 14, 2014 11:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu:~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Emmanuel Mudiay decides not to atteud SMU, will tuna pro oYerse~s 

We need more of this 

Check out this article from USA TODAY: 

Emmamael Mudiay decides not to attend SMU, will tUlaa pro overseas 

http://usat.lv/1 mCGF19 

Bubba Cuamingham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Nolth Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, July 15, 2014 1:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SliveWamsNCAA] Court Win for Foul BallVictim Concessions Technology 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Slive’s SEC Speech a Warning to NCAA on Autonomy 
If college football’s 65 wealthiest schools don’t get their wish. the so called Big Five 

conferences have floated the idea of breaking away ... 

Appeals Court Allows Foul Ball Iniuw Suit to Proceed 

The Atlanta Braves have los1 a key court ruling in a lawsuit over the foul ball that 

grievously injured a child at Turner Field in 2010 ... 

Pool Management Fired After Alleged Safety Violation 
USA Pools Management of Georgia has been fired from managing the Andrew J. 

Petro Swimming Pool on R~mdolph Street for a "clea~ and ... 

Texas A&M Construction Worker Fired Over Bama Flag 
Texas A&M’s Kyle Field is undergoing major renovations this summer, including 

the addition of about 20,000 seats and the largest video board 

Technology Upgrades Boosting Sports Venue Concessions Operations 

Improving the t?~ experience. Such has been the motive of neMy every major 

decision in sports venues as of late premium seating and ... 

Tuesday Takedown: Talkin~ Sports Safety at NCS4 
I had the pleasure to travel down beautifully boring 1-65 to Indianapolis last week 

for the National Center for Spectator Sports Safe~ and ... 

Content Library- Fit .... 



Defibrillator, CPR Key to Prep Basketball Playeds Survival 
Al?ter almost losing his life to a cardiac even~, Nick Atterberry is in the midst of a 

major life adjus~tment .... 

Group Looks to Block Temple’s Purchase of High School 
Angered by the Philadelphia School Reform Commission’s decision to sell the 

shuttered William Penn High School to Temple UniversiU, a... 

Reboundin~ Economy Allows for Seven New Rec Hires 

As part of its proposed $35 million budget for fiscal year 2015, the village plans to 
hire eight workers, maintain the ~me tax rate ... 

Combined YMCA Develops New Ways to Serve 
Different in age~ locations and activity, participants axe com~ected, in some ~nses, 

through the tnerger of two YMCAsjust over six years ago .... 

YMCA Tips, l?rogran~ming Help Acclimate Tots to Water 
Teaching your child to swim can begin way beibre the actual swimming part. A 

child might be 6 years old before having the fine motor ... 

7-on-7 Football Rapidly- Gaining Recognition as Showcase 
The two-hand-touch gmne is now a recognized sport with its own governing body, 
olticiating and a nationally televised championship game .... 

’Yoga Saved My Lit~’: Hundreds Flock to Maine Yoga Fest 
Inhale. Exhale. All rise and join the conga line. A lull moon rose over the East End 

Saturday night, and 150 yoga enthusias~ts in dayglow ... 

Anderson U. Campus Rezoning Clears Way for Athletics 
Anderson Ci~ Council members gave preliminary approval Monday to a proposal 

to change the zoning of Anderson University property, which ... 

Fifteen Years Later, Miller Park Crone Collapse Still Haunts 

The ironworker: the engineer, the sheriff and the lavx~’er didn’t hear the screeching 
sounds, the popping noises and "the loud bangs as the ... 

Titans’ Pollard: Broncos Tampered with Shower Temps 

Most athletes try to stay out of hot water. Titans safety Bernard Pollard would 

welcome it. Pollard told "ESPN ’][’he Magazine" that the Broncos ... 

~] 
AB Aque,ics Online Learning l 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Pool Chemical Pump Failure Sickens 31 YMCA Campers 
Learn how a malfunctioning pump ended up pouring an excessive amount of 

chemicals into a Maryland swimming pool. 

Upcoming Events: 
NACUBO 2014 ANNUAL MEETING 
Seattle, WA I July 19, 2014 -- July 22, 2014 ... 

APPA 2014 
San Diego, CA I July 21,2014--July 23, 2014 ... 

VENUE CONNECT 2014: ANNUAL CONFERENCE & TRADESHOW 
Portland, OR I July 26, 2014 -- July 29, 2014 ... 

32ND ANNUAL SPORTS OFFICIATING SUMMIT 
Albuquerque, NM I July 27, 2014 -- July 29, 2014 ... 

.v_j~. _w___m__o_ r__e__~ .v_e_[~!. _s_ ...... 

New Reader Comments: 

UGA Asks NCAA to Reduce Charges Against Swim Coach 
Really? The first and only time that this has happened? Seems the coach had a 

ready made mlution to the problem. And, accidentally, the professor... 



~ Forv~rd to a friend 
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AB Newswire ~i AB Digital I .... 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

Stay informed 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John~n, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 12:19 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Contract with 

Will do! 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: Contract with 
Shelly, 
Please review confidentially aJ~d shiny your thoughts with me regarding potential ~vvisions, etc. Thanks. 

~i::ii ~ii::i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....... 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ve~ter. Eric A <eavetter@illinois,edu~ 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 1:35 PM 

so...this happened 

http:/!ttusports.com/sports!track!index 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Ma~ielle A-~mva~ageld@enmil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 17, 2014 9:09 AM 

Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edu>; Cunningh~m, Bubba <bubb~c@email.unc.e&~> 

http~//msn~f~xs~rts.com/c~ege~f~tba~l/st~r~/texas~am-aggies-paid-near~-6~-grand-to~-nfl-pr~spect-cedric-ogbuehi~716~4 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, July 17, 2014 8:03 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Stalt" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-* 

FYI ~-~ Executive Start’Meetings Fall, 2014 ~-~ Time Cha~ge m~d Alternate Locations 

Friends ~ 
Please be awm’e of the following information regm’dh~g our Executive Stall" Meeth~gs this "Fall, 2014." 

1. Time change ~ meetings will begin at 9:00 AM 
2. We will be meeting in various locations which may assist us in getting to see student-athletes, staY[; coaches, etc. that we otherwise do not see very often during the 

workday (like we can take a few minutes prior to or after the meeting °’to say hi"). ’lhe possible locations will be Loudermilk, Caxmichael, "our usual" Rams Club 
Conference Room, maybe 220 Finley, maybe the Kenan FB Center ..... any other location suggestions? (will we have a max. of 14 people attending these meetings) 

DOES ANYONE HAVE ANY STRONG OBJECTIONS ("other than not getting lunch") TO THE TIME CHANGE OR THE LOCATION CHANGES? 
Also, please note the Sr. Statt’Meetings will continne to be held at 12:00 Noon ("Bowles Hall"), m~d the Coaches’ Meetings at 8:30 AM (EWAC Bom’d Rootn). 
Molly will be sending us the final meeting schedule by Monday (7/21) ~ thought it would be good for all of us to be awaxe of"these chmages" prior to receiving the 
schedule. 
Thmak you, and be well. 
Larry 

~;xec~ti~ e Associm~ I)i~ect,~r of Athletics 

U~is e~ity of N~rth Carolina at Char~[ } till 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, July 17, 2014 9:16 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

Wow. That will raise a lot of eyebrows. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJcolina 

On Jul 17, 2014, at 9:08 AM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mw, ngeld@email.unc.edtt> wrote: 

http~//msn.f~xsp~rts.com/c~l~ege-f~tba~/st~ry/texas-am-aggies-paid-near~y-6~-grand-top-nf~-pr~spect-cedric-~gbuehi-~7:16:[4 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



El’ore" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Friday, July 18, 2014 9:40 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-eve~one@groups.unc.edu> 

Ernie William~n Award ~-ADDITIONAL INFORMATION! 

Williamson Awaed Nomination Fo~:m.doc; Ernie Williamson Awaxd Past Recipients.doc 

Friends ~ 
Please refer to the attached inIbrmation. I believe it will be helpfid with this award’s process ~- t~el fi’ee to use your own nomination fo~rn if you wish. 
~lla a~k you all, mqd have a great day ~ enjoy the weekend’. 
Be well, amd 
Larry 

Executive Associate Dic~ctor of Athletics 

LinivetNi~’ ofNodh Caroli,m 

F~m= Cunnin~ham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 8:24 AM 
To= UNC~-Eve~one 
S~bject= Ernie Williamson Award 
Dear De~ment 
Nominations axe cu~ently being accepted for the Emie Williamson Awaxd, an a~uM awm~ ~at is pre~nted to de,wing smB’mem~rs of the Depo~mem of 

AtNefics and Rams Club. 

The award is given annually to the employee(s) who bes~ exemplifies ~e spirit of~e late Emie ~Villiam~m. E~e played foot[roll at Carolina in the 1940~ was the 

executive director of the Rams Club for 30 years and a beloved mem~r of our Tar Heel fmnily for generations. 

The awmd’s criteria states: "A wi~mer oftke E~e Willimnson Awed will have an unquestioned love and loyMU for the univerfiU, the atNetics depm~ent, and our 

s~udent- atNetes. This love and loya]ty will ~ demonstrated by an inspirational work efl~ic, an encouraging demeanor, and the insect and admiration of Ns/her co- 

workers." 

If you would like to nomina~ a IEllow co-worker, please provide your co-worker’s name and fl~e reason you Mlieve this per~m is desexing office Williamson 

AwaN to La~ Ga]lo (atlNallo@unc.edu) by Ffi~y, August 1. You may nominate any stuB’member tbr the awa~i it does not have to be ~meone m your unit. 
Tha~ ?~u and go Heels’. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 
We ..-’.:duca~e and Inspire Yi~oc@~ Athie~.ic:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Saturday, Jnly 19, 2014 10:26 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

Dntton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@nnc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Background check 

Do you mind sending those again? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 18, 2014, at 2:57 P\{, "Dalgleish, Joyce L" <joyced@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Donna, 

Yes, a background check is required. We need all forms I sent you..and PLEASE 
do not scan and email them 

Here are the steps and what we need: 

1. Send the original documents from your selected candidate to our office 
2 Send a list of aH those interviewed with reasons for non-selection and 

job related reasons about what makes your selected candidate 
the strongest one for the job (knowledges, skills, abilities, experience) 

3. Submit the salary recommendation form (attached) with all required signatures to our office. 
4 We will submit the background check to campus for processing once we receive ~t. 
This CAN take up to 8 days to be completed. 
5 We will submit the hiring proposal for your selected candidate to campus for approval 
6. An official offer carmot be extended until we receive aH approvals. 
7 Once we have all approvals, I will notify you and all appropriate offices so that the 
onboarding process may start. This includes noti[~,!ing your DID that they may issue 
a press release 

We will expedite this as much as possible. Please contact me or Kathy Dutton if 
you have questions. 

Joyce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 2:28 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject: Background check 

Joyce 
It looks like ~ve will do interviews on sunday . If we finish then what will be process in terms of announcing. Do we have to do background check. Can that be submitted sooner? 
Dotma 

Sent from my iPhone 
<Athletics-SalaryReclassRequestForra.August2012.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2014 1:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: NCAA Divi sion I Academic Performance Program Data Collection - Portal Now Available 

Thank you 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 :I:09 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: FW: NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program Data Collection - Portal Now Available 
Importance: High 

i~,,~<’) 

~::i::i::i:: 

From: Jones, Holly [mailto:Nones@ncaa.orct] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 201~ 20:59 AM 
Subject= NC~ Division I Academic Performance Program DaN Collection - Po~l Now Available 
Impo~ance: High 

MEMO~DUM 

July 21, 2014 
TO: Chancellors and Presidents ] 

Directors of Athletics ] of Institutions Sponsoring 
Faculty Athletics Representatives ] NCAA Division I Sports 
Senior Woman Administrators ] 
Compliance Coordinators ] 

FROM: Binh T. Ngwen 
Associate Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program Data Collection Portal Now Available. 
Collection of NCAA Division I Academic Performal~ce Program (APP) data fi~om the 2013-14 academic year is ready to begin. 
The APP Data Collection Portal is now available. Please note that the portal is only available through the Single- Source Sign-On System and unique usernames and 
passwords are no longer provided to member institutions. Please be sure that individuals on campus who have the msponsibili~ of filing this data have access through 
the 
Single-Source Sign-On System. You are asked to use your discretion in granting access to this data collection system to the appropriate individual(s) on 
your campus. 
As a reminder, official submission of this data is required within six weeks (42 calendar days) tbllowing the first day of classes on your campus each lidl term and must 
be completed by an institutional official designated by the chancellor or president. Institutions that do not meet this deadline will immediately render all athletics reruns 
and student-athletes ineligible for pos~tseason co~npetition (e.g., NCAA Division I chmnpionships, bowl ga~es). 
Thank you for your assistaxme in facilitating this data collection. If you have aw questions, including questions, please contact the following NC?~k sta£f members: 
Maria DeJulio                   Anne Rohlman 
913/397-7668                     317/917-6748 mdeiulio(~ncaa.org~               arohlman~ncaa.org~ 

cc: Commissioners of NCAA Division I Conferences 
Selected NCAA Staff Members 

This emaJl and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged intbrmation. If you axe not "the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 
by return email, delete this message and deslroy ally copies. Any dissemination or use of this intbrmation by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 
and Inay be illegal 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 2:57 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Sooner Jr. Kids Club - Oklahoma Sooners 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: July 22, 2014 2:35:10 PM EDT 

To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge~unc.edu> 

Subject: Sooner ,lr. I~ds Club - Oklahoma Sooners 

http://www.soouersports.com/ViewArticle.dbml?ATCLID~08802820&DB OEM ID 31000&DB OEM ID 31000 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

UniversiU of Norfll Carolina 



Flora: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ClipslVlediaShip <nicl,~collegeathlelic sclips.com@maJl91 .atll 1 .rsgsv.net> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 3:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

SEC Network 5th Most Lucrative Sports Chamml In Country? 

Ol~tldek the Coverage website three yeat~ ago~ at~d sit~ee then he }~as aligned OKTC under @e FOX 

Spor~; umbreI~a. @ay appears on F~ >XSpor~; "IY as ~t]. He is ala~ an aih~rney, bui ~ don’i ihink he 

to College At}~le~ies Clips abo~t four years ago, and we }~ave posted probably }~alf a hundred of his 

It~ additkm to being an SEC gW, Clay also has particular insig}~ts in sport law matters, and, ever since 

ihe SEC Network was announ,e& medig~ raatiers. NB: You will be quizzed about Clay t~ morrow. 

Below is an attUNe posted by Clay jl~st a little over an l~om’ ago, and I am passing it along to a selected 

d~stv~b~gon of Cl~ps s~bscribers; mostly D~ ADs, D~ Sr L-:socia~e A1)s, D~ Presidents, D~ Co~ference 

Nick Infa~te 



Access (;lips website: 

Twitter: 

I’ve beeri w*oiti~tg about the coming vMue of the SEC Network for years now’~ Years ago I ~o~d you it 

would be a game~ha ~;aet- fl ~ ’ college athletics but despi~e my opfi "a is~ c ~ uthok this channel is 

With the rueet~t announcement that the SEC Ne[work bad buen picked up by Comeast and Outklek’s 

E)ews [ha~: I)~:~’s~e’]%’ woah~ b~z earr3qng the t~etwock it’s dear that the SEC Netw(x’k ~vi]l reach its stated 

dtstffbufiot~ goa] of rigbi at ?5 mi]lh m came and satdffie h ~us~ hoMs, 

But ESPN und the SEC may be making even mot\, tootle3 off the subsetqption lk~e thuri everi Yve been 

fot-eeast~ng, Aecordb~g to the Sp~r[s Business Journal Comcast ~dlI be payb~g $~,4o per month in the 

footprh~t and another 47 million outside the SEC. Those cubic and satellite subseriben~ ou~dde the 

fo~tptqnt will be payingjusl ,25 a month, So the vast majority of the SEC Neb~:a’k money ~J]l be 

coming from SEC fans, which mutes total sense. 

] f ~,e accept a n ave rage v altic of S:c 4.0 a m onth insi(/e t he S EC s tat es ---. I’d pcev~ously p rq}ect~ ~ g 

around ;51.1() ---. an8 -aS out~lde fl~e SEC stakes, tBe SEC Network would do ~S611 million in revenue 

~ft" subsct-~] 4 h)n fbes O~me, I’m gdng k) dive into ih]s number- lahq’ this week 1o talk about what ~t 

revenue within the overM1 sports TV marketpkme, (if you want to be m~-~re eor~se~utive and say 

they’ll average $L:25 hi the C)o~ga’~{~[ [hafts sti]l ~54:t millkm), 

I contacted SNL Kagan and asked them t~ provide me with the average cost per subscriber 

fb~" eve ry m;~or n at~,:ma] ~ etwodc t te re ~,as th e i~ fi:~m) ati(m ~.}~ey provided me, (N 

N etwork u~d Puc. ~ 2 Ne bvorks a re n ~y own n u mbe~ based on publish ed reporfs), 

Cost per :mOE)[}~ [or each sports cbarme] per SNL Kagan. 

I, ESPN $6,o4 or 872.48 a yeur 

3. ]{>ae 12 Net~<)rk ,8o ou S9.6o a yeac 

4. ESPN2.74 or $8,88 a year 

5, SEC Network .68 or- $8.~6 a year 

5. FS* .68 or $846 a year 

7- Big Ten Neiwot-k 48 ~’ S4,56 a year 

8~ NBATK’,~7oc S3.24 a year 

9. NBC Spo~ts Network -~7 or g3,24 a year 

Io, CBS Spoofs Neiw,~rk -~5 or g3 a year 

:t ~. F.SPN News ,~3 or 8:e,76 a year 

12. ESPN Classic .~1 or 82.5~ a year 

13. EBPN{5,21 of $2.~2 a year 

(The Pac ~ a Network cost looks way out of line but it m akes more sense wb en y :~u ~:onsi& r tba t it’s 

But the*~ y~-m have to l:~h~g it) the ~ mnbe:r o[ cMfle o:r sa tel[[te subse:dbe:rs who are paying for each of 

these channels. Aftra- a~l, some channels are better dist~-~butud than others. When you do that the 

L ESPN: 97 millton housuholds $7 billion 

z. NFL NeI:work: 7:-~ rail]ion households S~ .05 billkm 

3, ESPE2:97 miffion households 98614 hill]ion 

4. FS3:88 millh:m households $718,8 million 



Look at: t:hat t’evenue drop o[[ afl:er t:he top five sports *~,.q:~<~t’ks, It’s ex{:~’aordJnaU~ The SEC Network 

$~zo rail]ion more to spare o~} ~.op of thaL 

When you ~d~-.~r in advertising --- which %;pieally *’arts around a quatle*’ of revem~e a~ other ESPN 

pt-opet’Ues - ESPN and d~e SEC have almost, or-eared an S8oo mtllio~ t*e[work. Indeed~ add up all the 

subscriber fees. Good Iord~ 

And how about the N[([. Netwo~’t~,? N<*~, t:hat CBS is goJog to be ah%g its Thursday oigh t N HI. games~ 

how in fl~e woid can that fee bejusti~ed? The b~FL Ne[wo~’k is by [~" the ~)~’s~ ~eal for spor~s [~ns on 

this list. 

My point ia puUing all this out here - }.he SEC Network is going to be ever* b~gge~: and more suc~?essfli] 

tl:tao I thot~ ght. The SE C Ne t~vo rk ~ s no ~, [:h c mos [: s ueees st~t] aew sports (:a hie la *~ *~ (:h a o d ~t’s s till a 

month away fl’om the hunch. A~d, anmzit~g]y, most ~at~s at~d media sti]l haven’t *’ea]ized the impac~ 

Ws goi~}g to have. ~%u ~.hongh~. the SEC had a ~>ompeUUve advatfla:ge befog’e? ~%u ain’~ seen t*othing 

yeL 





...................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 8:38 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: get together 

\;ince, 

That will work. 

thanks, 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 20:t4 8::t4 AM 

To: Brown, Miche,e 
Subject: RE: get together 

Hi Michelle, 

Yes, that would be good. I believe I’ll be j oining you and Bubba on Thursday at 2 if I’m in the office that day. If so, you and I could coutiuue right after thar? Thanlcs. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 20J.4 8:04 AN 

To: I.e, Vince 
Subject: get together 

Hi Vince, 

Would you like to find some time to get together before the semester starts? I will already be over in EWAC on Thursday the 3:1st so if you are available at 1:00 that 

could work. Or, I could come over on Wednesday the 30th in the morning before 11:30. Would any of those times work for you? 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

reich ellebrown (c~u nc.ed u 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;, 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 11:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: SEC Network 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University ofNoNa Caxolina 

Begin tbr~vaxded message: 

From: "Kevin M. White" <kmw50(a)duaa.duke.edu> 

Date: July 24, 2014 at 10:31:21 AM EDT 

To: Bubba Culmiughmn <bubbac~)elnail.unc.edu>, Dan Radakovich <drad~)clelnson.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: SEC Network 

Sere from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: Dean Jordan <djordan@wmgllc.com<mailto:diovda~@wmgllc.com>> 

Date: July 23, 2014 at 12:01:38 PM EDT 

To: "Kevin M. White" <k~nw50(dbduaa.duke.edu<mailto:kniw50~duaa.duke.edu>> 
Subject: Re: SEC Networlc 

Clay Travis should s~tick to the subject matter he’s best known for - ranking SEC teams by the quality of their cheerleaders, bachelor party tips, and top 

states based on pore consumption. 

If tl~e abiliF to calculate value were this simple, I’d be out of a job. The devil is in the detaJls and he likes to troll all other confereuces on subjects like this. 

He’s au SEC mouthpiece and it has made him wealthy. 

But let’s say his numbers are accurate. Deduct $75M for operating costs and another $25M the first few yeaxs to work off‘start up expenses and then 

divide by 50%. What’s left? $250M. Add their base deal of $150M (assuming there was no deduction tbr the 45 football and 60 basketball gmnes that 

were shiited ti~om that package to the SEC Net package) and the total is $400M. A lot yes, but not offin the stratosphere as Travis would have you 

believe. 

Until so~neone shows me evidence to the contra .i% we think the revenue uumber will be closer to $500M, meaning tile numbers described above will be 

adjusted dowuwmd accordingly. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju123, 2014, at 11:46 AM, "Kevin M. White" <kmw50~)duaa.duke.edu<mailto:kmw50(~duaa.duke.edu~ > wrote: 

Dean, 

Hope you axe well. See below, any reaction~thoughts on fl~is? 

Kevin 

SEC Network Poised to Be Fifth Most Lucrative Sports Chaunel In Country, 

By Clay Travis, Outldck the Coverage, 7-22-14, 1:1 lpm ET 

I’ve been writing about the coming value of the SEC Network for years now. Years ago I told you it would be a gamechanger for college athletics, but 

despite my optimistic outlook fl~is channel is actually going to be even more successful them even I imagined. 

With the recent announcement that the SEC Network had been picked up by Comcast aud Outkick’s news that DirecTV would be carrying the nem, ork 

it’s cleax that the SEC Network will reach its stated distribution goal of right at 75 million cable and satellite households. 

But ESPN and the SEC may be maJdng even more money offthe subscription fee than even I’ve been folecasting. According to the Sports Business 
JournaJ Comcast will be paying $1.40 per month in the 11 state SEC footprint. There are roughly 28 million cable and satellite subscribers in the 11 state 

SEC footprint and another 47 million outside the SEC. Those cable and satellite subscribers outside the footprint will be paying just .25 a month. So the 



vast majority of the SEC Network money will be coming from SEC thns, M~ich makes total sense. 

If we accept an average value of$1.40 a month inside the SEC states -- I’d previously projecting around $1.10 -- and .25 outside the SEC states, the 

SEC Network would do $611 million in revenue off snbscription t~es aJone. I’m going to dive into this number later this week to taJk about what it means 

for the individual SEC schools, but for proposes of this article I decided to contextualize that revenue mthin the overall spo~ts TV marketplace. (If you 

want to be more conservative and say they’ll average $1.25 in the/botprint thafs still $541 million). 

I contacted SNL Kagan and asked them to provide tne with the average cost per subscriber per month for eveu major national network. Here was the 
information they provided me. (Note, the SEC Network and Pac 12 Networks are my own numbers based on published reports). 

Cost per month for each sports channel per SNL Kagan. 

(The ranldngs are also mine): 

1. ESPN $6.04 or $72.48 a year 

2. NFL Network $1.22 or $14.64 a year 

3. Pac 12 Network .80 or $9.60 a year 

4. ESPN2.74 or $8.88 a year 

5. SEC Nem, ork .68 or $8.16 a year 

5. FS1 .68 or $8.16 ayear 

7. Big Ten Network .38 or $4.56 ayear 

8. NBATV .27 or $3.24 a year 

9. NBC Sports Network .27 or $3.24 a year 

10. CBS Sports Network .25 or $3 a year 

11. ESPN News .23 or $2.76 a year 

12. ESPN Classic .21 or $2.52 a year 

13. ESPNU .21 or $2.52 a year 

(The Pac 12 Network cost looks way out of line, but it makes more sense when yon consider that it’s not very widely available. Meaning the average cost 
is driven up by avafilabiil~ in its tmget markets). 

Bm then you have to plug in the number of cable or satellite subscribm5 who axe paying for each of these channels. After all, some channels axe better 
distribnted than others. When yon do that the order changes quite a bit: 

1. ESPN: 97 million households $7 billion 

2. NFL Network: 72 million households $1.05 billion 

3. ESPN2:97 million households $861.4 million 

4. FS 1: 88 million households $718.8 million 

5. SEC Network: 75 million households $611 million 

6. NBC Stx~rts Network: 80 million households $259.2 million 
7. Pac 12 Network: 26 tnillion households $249.6 million 

8. Big Ten Ne~,ork: 52 million households $237.1 million 

9. ESPN News: 75 million households $207 million 

10. NBATV: 60 million households $194.4 million 

11. ESPNU: 75 million households $189 million 

12. CBS Sports Network: 53 million households $159 million 

13. ESPN Classic: 31 million honseholds $78.1 million 

Look at that revenue drop offafter the top tive sports networks. It’s extraordinary. The SEC Network is poised to bring in more revenue than the Big Ten 

Network and the Pac 12 Network combined, ruth $120 million more to spare on top of that. 

Holy hell. 

When yon factor in advertising -- which ~’pically runs around a quarter of revenue at other ESPN propeNes -- ESPN and the SEC have almost created 

an $800 ~nillion network. Indeed, add up all the revenue streams here and ESPN is going to be poised to do nearly nine billion dollars jus~t in subscriber 

fees. Good lord. 

And how abont the NFL Network? Now that CBS is going to be airing its Thursday night NFL games, how in the world can that fee be justified? The 

NFL Network is by far the worst deal for sports fans on this list. 

My point in putting all this ont here -- the SEC Network is going to be even bigger and more successful than I thought. The SEC Network is now the 

most snccessful new stx~rts cable launch and i~s still a month away t]com the launch. And, rantingly, most tZans and media still haven’t realized the impact 

it’s going to have. You thought the SEC had a competitive advantage belbre? You ain’t seen nothing yet. 

[https://gallers~.mailchimp.com/fe5170596f63b54f6a0clb309/images/f7689fc5- 18c7-4aed- 8ad9-f0b7c4310e92.ipg ] 

Clay Travis is the founder and editor of MSN FOXSports blog ’"Outkick the Coverage." This article has been reprinted on Clips with the author’s 
permission. To access the Outldck the Coverage blog click here<http:i/collegeathleticsclips.usS.list-managel .com/trackJclick? 
u feS170596f63b54f6a0cfb309&id d32d02050d&e 3557792823> 



Da~ Radakovich 

Director of AtNetics 

Clem~n University 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 9:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw* 

FW: Lunch meeting "tomorrow with Complimace 

Hi Vince, 

I wanted to make certain you got the informatiom Hopefully, you can join 

See you 

Michelle 

F~= Townsend, Jenn 
Se~t= Thursday, July 2~, 20[~ 2:36 PN 
Te~ Maxwell, Sco~; Myers, Leslie; Naloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S; Lee, Jaimie; Orr, Kym N; @eerie, Michael; Brown, NJchelle; Bea~, @eg; Zambrana, Kathe~ne; 
Vangelder, Narielle A 
S~bject~ Lunch meeting ~morrow with Compliance 

Hi, 
This is your friendly reminder of our staff meetin8 tomorrow with Compliance. We will have an activity startin8 at noon, lunch will be provided at ]2:30 and then 

we will have an educational presentation from the Compliance staff. 

Please make sure you are on time so we have enoush time to do the activity. Also, we will provide lunch but you will need to brin8 your own drink. We will be in 

the conference room. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. I will see everyone tomorrow~ 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9 962 95~8 

~.~2::2~g.:.~g~Z (fax) 





Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sunday-, July 27, 2014 8:09 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.uuc.e&~% Ille, Vince <ille@uuc,e&t> 

Interesting Read 

http://www.n¥times.c~m/2~:~4/~7/26/business/a-2~st-centur¥-f~x-time-warner-merger-~~u~d-narr~w-a~ready-d~ind~ing-c~mpetiti~n.htm~?~r=~ 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clery <csa@tmc.edu> 

Monday, July 28, 2014 12:37 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Campus Security Authority (CSA) Program 

Memo from the Director of Public Safety 

Dear Vincent, 

Nothing is more important than protecting the health and safety of everyone in our campus community. Under federal 

law, Carolina - like all colleges and universities across the country - is required to report statistics concerning certain 

criminal offenses that have been reported to local law enforcement or any official of the University who is defined as a 

Campus Security Authority (CSA). 

That’s why I am writing to you. In your position at Carolina, you have been designated a Campus Security Authority 

(CSA): someone with significant responsibility for student and campus activities, such as student housing, student 

discipline and campus judicial proceedings, among other activities. In this position, you have a vital role in the University’s 

compliance with the federal law known as the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime 

Statistics Act. 

As a CSA, your responsibility is to immediately notify the Department of Public Safety when you observe or receive a 

report of a Clery Act crime, even if you are not sure whether it poses an ongoing threat to our campus community. It is 

very important that you contact the Department of Public Safety as soon as you are aware that a Clery Act crime has 

occurred. We are required to disclose statistics for specific offenses that occur on campus, in non-campus buildings or on 

non-campus property that the University owns or controls, and on public property that is within or immediately adjacent 

to our campus. 

To help you understand your responsibilities and which crimes fall under the Clery Act, the University has developed a 

concise online PowerPoint training program that you can access from http:i/clery.unc.edu/training. Because this training is 

required for everyone who has been designated a CSA, I ask that you complete the training as soon as possible. If you 

have specific questions, you can also contact your department’s HR representative or the Department of Public Safety’s 

Clery Specialist, Ed Purchase, at 919-962-3534 or epurchas@psafety.unc.edu. 

Our Alert Carolina System Protocols, which outline the ways the University will notify the campus about a health or safety 

issue, also include information about the crimes that fall under the Clery Act. That information is posted on the Alert 

Carolina website, http://alertcarolina.unc.edu. 

As a CSA you are also considered to be Responsible Employee (RE) for purposes related to specific conduct prohibited by 

the University. You will receive additional notification and information relating to RE training from the Equal Opportunity 

Compliance Office. 

Thank you for undertaking this important role at the University. Your efforts will be instrumental in helping our campus 

remain safe for everyone who comes to Carolina. 

Sincerely, 

Chief Jeff B. McCracken 

Director, Department of Public Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliate@nacda.mmsend.com~ 

Monday, July 28, 2014 1:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Special Ofl~r from Stx~rk~Business Journal 

NACDA & Affiliate Members, 

As a member of one of our Associations, offering a discount on subscriptions to SportsBusiness 
Journal is one of the benefits we are happy to make available to you. If you are not a current 
subscriber, click on this link - http:i/sbjsbd.biz/nacdaoffer - or paste it into your browser to take 
advantage of this special rate of $199 per year. You save $65 off the market rate. 

At this price you will want to act now so you don’t miss SBJ’s August and September in-depths 
covering sports facilities, sports education and sports management programs, collegiate football, the 
NFL season preview, innovations in ticketing and the state of sports sponsorship. 

Just click here http://sbjsbd.biz/nacdaoffer for your special savings and start your annual 
subscription to SBJ for just $199, a full $65 off the open rate of $254. 

If you have any questions, please email help~sportsbusinessjournal.com or call 1-800-829-9839. 

Click her~e to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



Evaluating Future Financial Aid Models for Division ! 

Putting aside consideration of which model best addresses the legal challenges facing the NCAA, 

below are some of the "pros" and "cons" of each, as currently understood. 

~lf either model is directed solely (or primarily) at full-grant recipients, Title IX concerns will again make acceptance problematic. 

Virginia Tech Athletics Cbmpli~nce July 2S, 2024 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marti Rosche <~marti@careerathletes.com~ 

Monday, July 28, 2014 3:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Internship Optx~rtuNty for College Athletes! 

Hi Vince, 

I hope you are having a wonderful summer and are ready for a new school year! My name is 

Marti Rosche and I am the Community Relations Director at Career Athletes, the nation’s 
largest online network of current/alumni college athletes in the country. As part of my role, I 
supervise our on-campus internship program at hundreds of universities across the country. 

Designed with the busy student in mind, the Career Athletes on-campus internship is a great 
way for student leaders to gain experience in networking, professional development, athletics, 
marketing, communications and more. To date, we’ve had over 800 students from 350+ 
schools participate in our program and currently have 160+ interns signed up for the fall 2014 
semester. You can learn more about our internship here and see if University of North Carolina 
- Chapel Hill is already represented this fall semester here. 

If you are aware of a few outstanding students who would be a good fit for this internship, 
please reach out to me by replying to this email or giving me a call at 913.397.7575. Thanks 
and I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

!/07 ~ Cede: Street Su~t~: ] 11 

O~ath~, K5 88052 
9!3.397 7575 

To better fuel the athletic lifestyle of our members, Career Athletes will soon be Athlete Network. 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 3:46 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; UNCAA-F~xeStaff<uncaa exestafl@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior StaB" 

<uncaa seniorstatE@groups.unc.edu> 

Janine Holland (janine@rmnsclub.com); Sehnor~ ZachmT Ryma <~acsehnon@unc.edu:> 

RE: Reminder: Disney Meeting and Law- School Intern Presentations on Thursday, July 31 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2014 3:37 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Cc: Janine Holland (janine@ramsclub.com); Selmon, Zachary Ryan 
Subject: Reminder: Disney Meeting and Law School Intern Presentations on Thursday, July 31 

Executive and Senior Team Members, 

This is a reminder that there will be a Disney meeting on Thursday, July 31 at 9:00am, immediately followed by presentations by our law school interns at 

10:OOam. 

Both meetings will take place in the Educational Foundation first floor board room in the EWAC. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 
Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 
Attachments: 

Steinbacher, Rick 
Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:09:13 PM 
Norton, Molly; UNCAA-E×eStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

Janine Holland (janine@ramsclub.com); Selmon, Zachary Ryan; Johnson, Shelley H; Johnson, Bill Carl (Bill.Cad.Johnson@disney.corn) 
RE: Reminder: Disney Meeting and Law School Intern Presentations on Thursday, July 31 
Follow up 
Completed 
Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
senior team process slides - 7-31-14.pptx (23.1 M) 
Senior Team Recommendations Matrix -7-31-14.xlsx (36.0K) 
All, 
I hope everyone is having a great week. Tomorrow’s Disney meeting will include an update on our process from the three work team Champions 
(Ken Mack, Shelley Johnson, Matt Terrell), Bubba, and me. The agenda for the meeting is as follows: 
Process & Calendar Overview 
VVhere are we and where do we want to go 
The Plan to get there (work team recommendations) 
Next Steps 
Your Role 
While we have a tremendous amount of information to cover in one hour tomorrow, and hope to reserve as much time as possible for discussion, 
please keep in mind that tomorrow’s update is simply the next step in this process. There will be many other opportunities to discuss this exciting 
work moving forward, including in our unit meetings next week= Additionally, members of the three work teams are in most of our units, and they, 
the Champions and I are all resources to provide more perspective and background as we move forward. 
Two handouts we will distribute tomorrow are attached and include: 

Senior team process slides - 7-31-14 (one page highlighting some key Disney insights, one page depicting the Desired Behaviors) 
Senior Team Recommendations Matrix - 7=31-14 (this document contains all 41 recommendations put forth by the three teams along with a 

working document tracking our review and implementation of the recommendations) 
If you have the opportunity to review these in advance of tomorrow’s meeting please do so. 
See you tomorrow! 
Rick 
From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2014 3:37 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Cc: Janine Holland (janine@ramsclub.com); Selmon, Zachary Ryan 
Subject: Reminder: Disney Meeting and Law School Intern Presentations on Thursday, July 31 

Executive and Senior Team Members, 
This is a reminder that there will be a Disney meeting on Thursday, July 31 at 9:00am, immediately followed by presentations by our law school 
interns at 10:00am. 
Both meetings will take place in the Educational Foundation first floor board room in the EWAC. 

Thanks, 
Molly 
Molly Norton 
Executive Assistant to 
Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 
The University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Campus Box 8500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-8200 (phone) 
919-962-7490 (fax) 
mbnorton@unc~edu 
Go Heels! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 3:24 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Start" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edw~ 

Bittiug, Angelyn S <abitfing@unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu> 

Executive Staff Briefings ,-Prior to Each Sr. Staff Meeting 

Friends 
As Clint discussed in our "retreat" on Monday (7/28), we will once again have "briefings" regm’ding what we wish to discuss/share with our fellow executive stall" 
member. Remember, this is voluntary mad we all realize everyone will not be able to attend due to other commitments ~- so at your leisure and discretion, attend when you 
can if you so desire. These briefings have no set agenda! 

"Brief’m~s" will be in the EV~’AC ~ Room 236 (AD’s Conference Room) at 11:15 AM ~just prior to the scheduled Noon St. Staff Meetings): 
Aug. 18 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 22 
Oct. 6 
Oct. 2{) 
Nov. 3 
Nov. 17 
Dec. 1 
Dec. 
Thank you, and have a great day! 
Be well, 
Lan3~ 

Executive Associate lNmctor of AtMetics 

University of North C~olina at Chapel }51l 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waruer, Stacey Hams <staceywame@uuc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 4:12 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Carmichael is closed for mmntena~ce’. 

Afternoon everyone! 

FYI -we have started floor maintenance in Carmichael and the arena area is now closed until August 18th. 

Please keep this in mind when bringing visitors and recruits by, as well as trips to the Olympic Sport Equipment Room. 

(The equipment room can be accessed by the big staircases on either side of the arena, just NOT by walking across the floor) © 

Thanks for everyone’s understanding & cooperation! 

GO HEELS! 

Carolina Athletics 

Carmichael Arena 

310 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919.962.0463 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 5, 2014 9:34 AlVl 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Monthly Retx~rt: Leadership Academy (8-5-14) 

Leadership AcadmW Glossa~~ of Tenns.docx; FY 14 EPA Perfom~ance Evaluation (Shelley Johnson).docx; Leadership Academy 8-5- 
14.docx; Unit Plm~ 2014-15 (Leadership Acadmw).docx 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday. Angust 7, 2014 10:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

VaJ~gelder, Ma~ielle A <mw~geld@email.unc.edw~ 

Admissions Data 

2014 Core GPA and Test scores for Admissions,’dsx 

Vince, 

See attached for our 2014’s and their core GPA’s and test scores. Test scores living at both the Eligibility Center and UNC Admissions are noted separately. UNC also 

has two composite score columns for the ACT scores we have on file -one for the stand alone high composite and the other for the super score composite if 

multiple ACT’s were taken. The ones who have the higher super score ACT composite than the stand alone composite score are highlighted. 

If you need anything else or have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Marl~os 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 8, 2014 2:17 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Jack~m Lewis is Pleased to Announce the Addition of Geoff Silver! 

Another Director leaving the National Office. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Al:hletic Director 

UNversil:y of Nor~:h 

Phone: {9~9) 9~2--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-~C~2 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

F~m~ Jac~on Lewis [mailto:myupdates@jacksonlewis.com] 
Sent~ Friday, August 08, 20~4 2:01 PN 
T~ Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subjeet~ Jac~on Lewis is Pleased to Announce the Addition of Geoff Silved 

AT-r ORN EY ADVERI-ISING 

You may unsubscribe from future messages or manage your subscription preferences by 

The materials contained in this E-subscription Service Legal Update are for informational purposes only and not for 

the purpose of providing legal advice. For advice about a particular problem or situation, please contact an attorney 

of your choice. Use of and access to this email service do not create an attorney-client relationship between 

Jackson Lewis and the recipient, reader, or user. The opinions expressed in this email service are the opinions of 

the individual author and may not reflect the opinions of the firm or any individual attorney. This email may be 

considered attorney advertising in some states. Furthermore, prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome 

Copyright, 2014 Jackson Lewis PC. I www iacksen lewis.corrt I Att we do is worA@ 

Representing management exclusively in workplace law and related litigation 

Confidentiality Note: This e-mail, and any attachment to it, contains privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named on the e-mail If the reader of this e-mail is 

not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that reading it is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please 

immediately return it to the sender and delete it from your system. Thank you. 















Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NACDA <nacda.affiliate@nacda.mmsend.com> 

Monday, August 1 l, 2014 2:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Renew TODAY: Your 2014-15 Membership 

Dear NACDA and Affiliate Member, 

NACDA and its Affiliate Associations have launched membership renewals, both individual and group, for 

the 2014-15 year. 

You may view your individual invoices, as well as all group(s) that your institution is affiliated with. 

Please direct the group invoice(s) to be paid by the appropriate member within your department. 

Follow these simple renewal steps: 

1. Sign in (members.nacda.com) to the website or request a new password if you do not remember 

your password 

2. Once logged in, click the ’Renew Membership’ link 

3. Select the ’Open Invoices’ to pay 

Please note: you may view your individual invoices, as well as all group(s) that your 

institution is affiliated with. Please direct the group invoice(s) to the appropriate 

member in your department for processing. To view a step-by-step guide of the renewal 

process, please click here. 

4. Complete payment process (a receipt will be emailed to you) 

Once you are logged in to the system, you will be able to maintain your own member profile, join or 

renew memberships, register for Convention, Symposiums, Regional Meetings and webinars, along with 

additional registration opportunities that arise. As a reminder, on December 1, ALl_ membership benefits 

will be discontinued for all non-renewed members. 

If you are a NACDA member, your member invoice email was sent last month. If you are receiving this 

correspondence, it is because your NACDA dues remain unpaid and/or you are a member of one of our 

Affiliate Associations and your invoice is now available. 

For membership assistance, please call 440-892-4000 or email membership@nacda.com. 

Once again, we appreciate your ongoing support of NACDA and its Affiliate Associations. 

Bob VeccNone 

Executive Director 

NACDA 

Click her~e to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road. West]ake, OH 44145 
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ANNOUNC~Mt~N’£ Ol~ POS.I’I’:ION VACA :N CY 

Working Title 

Requisition Number 

Department 

Advertised Salary Range 

Class Code 

FTE 

Job Type 

Job Classification 

Location 

Job Close Date 

Senior Financial Aid Officer, Req. #2129 

2129 

150400-Student Financial Aid 

$34,000 - $36,000 

4264 

1.0 

Regular 

Support Personnel 

Fort Myers, FL- Main Campus 

08-14-2014 

Minimum Qualifications 

Preferred Qualifications 

Anticipated Start Date 

Special I nstructions to Applicants 

Other Information: 

High School diploma or equivalent. Five (5) years of financial aid, 
enrollment services, athletics scholarship/compliance, or admissions 

experience. Experience operating personal computers with proficiency in 
Microsoft Office (e.g. Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook) software. 

Bachelor’s degree from an accredited institution in Business, Accounting, or 

related field. Financial aid, enrollment services, athletics 
scholarship/compliance, or admissions experience at the University level. 
Experience with Banner and Compliance ,assistant software. Experience 
handling Athletic grant-in-aid scholarships. 

09/01/2014 

Because applications and materials are subject to public review and 

retention under Florida’s ~ublic Records Law, please DO NOT send 
examples of your project/scholarship unless requested to do so. Therefore 
all submitted materials including articles, disks, slides, books, etc., become 
the property of FGCU and CANNOT BE RETURNED. As applicable, finalists 
will be notified of the need to submit specific additional materials. Such 
materials will become the property of FGCU. 

For faculty vacancies, it is expected that a copy of the transcript of the 
applicant’s highest degree in the field of instruction will be scanned and 
attached in SOAR as part of the application package. 

Under Florida’s ~ublic Records law, applications will be available for public 
review upon request and become property of FGCU. 

https://j obs.fgcu, edu/appl i caqts/j sp/shared/posi ti on/Pri nterFri endlyJobDetai I s.j sp .?ti me= 14... 7/30/2014 
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General Summary S’[atement: 

Required Ucenses/Certifications and Other 
Specific Requirements of Law: 

Other Licenses & Certifications: 

QuicMink to Posting 

A&P! Faculty Job 

1 Record 

Ft~r~ction Type.: 

N/A 

This position’s initial duties will include assisting with the athletic grant-in- 
aid, federal, state, and institutional scholarships awarded to student- 
athletes; meeting with students and their families to advise of financial aid 
funding options and the financial aid process; as well as other duties as 

outlined in your official Position Description. 

Police background check & fingerprinting 
Adhere to FERPA Requirements (Buckley Amendment) 
NCAA Compliance (SP Positions Only) See Other Licenses & Certifications 

below 

Agrees to comply with all University, Atlantic Sun Conference, or Coastal 

Collegiate ~vimming Association (CGSa~) regulations, as applicable, as well 
as all NCAA rules and regulations. Remains current with all changes in 
NCAA as well as changes to University, Atlantic Sun Conference and CCSA 
rules and regulations regarding intercollegiate athletics. This includes the 
requirement for self-reporting any possible rule violations. Any violation of 
NCAA rules is prohibited and may result in disciplinary action up to and 

including termination of employment. 

jobs.fgcu.eduiapplicants/Central?quickFind= 53933 

Job 

3 Records 

% of 
Job 

Provides support to the Director and Associate Director of Financial Aid in managing financial aid process workflow 

related to the awarding of financial aid for student athletes. Evaluates, awards, monitors, and reports athletic grant-in- 

aid, federal, state, and institutional aid awarded to student-athletes 

70 

Maintains and updates athletic financial aid procedures. Works with the Director of Athletic Compliance to ensure all 

awards are processed timely and in accordance with NCAA rules and regulations. Participates in developing the ongoing 

direction of athletic financial assistance programs and processes, including liaison with the FGCU Athletic Department. 

20 

10 

Updates and maintains student-athlete awards in the Compliance Assistant software. Assists with on-campus training 

sessions for Athletics and/or other departments. Meets with students and families to advise of financial aid funding 

options and financial aid process (i.e. student budget, money management, adjustments of financial aid awards, and 

completion of aid forms). Troubleshoots problems or questions related to athletic aid and student account charges and 
payments. 

Assists with the review of federal, state, and institutional financial aid reports. Reviews and updates student aid 

packages in accordance with federal, state, and institutional regulations. Assists with projects and tasks as needed. 

Assists with general functions of financial aid and with all other Financial Aid programs. Serves as back up to all other 

financial aid areas & programs. 

Performs other assignments and duties as assigned. 

https://j obs.fgcu, edu/appl i cants/j sp/shared/posi ti on/Pri nterFri endlyJobDetai I s.j sp ."4i me= 14... 7/30/2014 
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Working Hours: 

a. I dentify daily hours and days of the 

week, example: 8 - 5 Monday - Friday. 

b. Total Hours worked - 40 

c. Any variation in workweek such as on- 
call status or rotation 

a) Daily from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday - Friday 
b) Total hours per week, 40. 
c) Hours and days may vary according to departmental needs in peak 
periods, which may include a couple of weekends during the academic 
year. May be required to work Fall or Spring Eagle Expo. 

If the person does not work the normal 
8-5 schedule in this position, please select 

the correct shift hours. 

Other Shift Hours: 

Knowledge, Skills and Abilities 

Physical, Mental, and Environmental 

Characteristics of the Position: 

Other Characteristics of Position: 

Statement of Responsibility for 

Confidential Data 

Required Documents 

Optional Documents 

Note 

Knowledge of Department of Education, NCA~ and A-Sun rules and 

regulations, and community college and high school curriculum 
requirements. Ability to research and resolve student financial aid issues. 
Ability to plan, organize, and coordinate work assignments. Ability to 
establish and maintain effective working relationships with staff members 
and the campus community. Excellent communication skills demonstrated 
both orally and written. Ability to operate in an interactive, culturally 
diverse group environment. Ability to handle multiple tasks and work under 
stress. Knowledge of and ability to operate personal computers with 
proficiency in Microsoft Office (e.g. Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook) 
software. Ability to work independently and as part of a team. 

Repetitive Wrist Motion 
Navigate across campus 
Sit for extended periods of time 

Workplace Safety Statement (Specified Below) 

Notifies supervisor of potential workplace hazards for protecting self and 
others by following the safe work procedures identified by the supervisor. 

Maintains secure computer files of applicants and scholarship recipients. 
Athletic grant-in-aid activities must be confidential for competitive reasons. 

All rules and regulations concerning the Family Educational Rights and 

Rivacy Act (FERPA) must be followed regarding the handling of all 
confidential information such as student records, grievance issues, and 
personnel matters. 

Resume 
Cover Letter 

List of 5 References (Name, Address, Phone #) 

Rofessional Reference Letter 1 
Rofessional Reference Letter 2 
Professional Reference Letter 3 
Professional Reference Letter 4 
Professional Reference Letter 5 
Additional Materials 1 
Additional Materials 2 
Additional Materials 3 
Additional Materials 4 
Additional Materials 5 

Fligibility determination will be made by the Florida Gulf Coast University 

Human Resources Office. Federal law requires that we hire only U.S. 
Qtizens and lawfully authorized aliens. Males between the ages of 18 and 
26 are required to provide proof of Selective Service Registration prior to 
employment. 

Persons with disabilities needing reasonable accommodations to participate 

https://j obs.fgcu, edu/appl i cants/j sp/shared/posi ti on/Pri nterFri endlyJobDetai I s.j sp?ti me= 14... 7/30/2014 
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Application Types Accepted 

How to Apply: 

in the application/selection process must notify the Office of Adaptive 
Services at (239) 590-7956, or via Florida Relay 711 for TTY/TDD/VCO, a 

minimum of five (5) working days in advance. 

Official transcripts for Faculty positions for candidates who receive an offer 
of employment, shall be ordered from the institution granting the highest 
degree. The transcript is to be mailed directly to FGCU by the institution 
granting the degree and received by Office of the Provost, 10501 FGCU 
Blvd. S., Ft. Myers, FL 33965-6565 no later than the employment start 
date. 

Official transcripts for A&P and SP positions are to be sent to Human 
Resources, 10501 FGCU Blvd. S., Ft. Myers, FL 33965-6565 and must be 
received within thirty (30) days of the employment start date. A copy of 
the candidate’s unofficial transcript can be attached to the candidate’s 
materials in SOAR or brought to the on campus interview. 

Support Personnel Application 

Visit http://jobs.fgcu.edu and apply to the position. 

https://j obs.fgcu, edu/appl i caqts/j sp/shared/posi ti on/Pri nterFri endlyJobDetai I s.j sp .?ti me= 14... 7/30/2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvaaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 14, 2014 1:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Annual Athletics Report 

Baseball.pdf; Field Hockey.lxtf; Football.pdf; Gymnastics.pdf; Men’s Basketball.lxtf; Men’s Fencing.pdf; Men’s Golf.pdf; Men’s 
Lacrosse.pdf; Men’s Soccer.pdf; Men’s Smmming.pdf; Men’s Tennis.pdf; Men’s Track & Field.pdf; Rowing.pd~, Sof[ball.lxtf; 

Volleyball.pdf; Women’s Basketball.pdf; Women’s Fencing.pdf, Women’s Gol£pdf; Women’s Lacrosse.pdf; Wo~nen’s Soccer.pdf; 
Women’s Smmming.pdf: Women’s Tennis.pdf; Women’s Track & Field.pd~, Wrestling.pdf 

Vint::e - 

Attached are the 2013--2014 NCAA Squad Lis[s. 

Under the "Status of Student" header, there is a cohm~n labeled "Recr," which ~nd~cates whether or not each respective student-atMete was recruited. 

Please let me know if Jen needs any additional h~formation. 

Thank you 

MarieHe 

Mariel~e A. ranGe[tier 

Associate Adfletic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phone: (9:1.9} 962-7853 

F a’,4: (9:[9) 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m= Kretchmar, 
Sent= Wednesday, August 13, 2014 8:57 AN 
Te~ Biers, Christopher ~; Ille, Vince 
Subject~ RE: Annual Athletics Repo~ 

Hi Vmce, 

~t looks Hke the data for ~:h~s report:/survey is based on all enrolling reo"ui~ed freshmm~ student--s~:hletes for the Fsl~ 2013 and Sprmg 2014 semesters. I’m going to 

need to get the rosters from you s~nce ~ don’t have a way to ~dendfy a]~ recruited student--adfletes on my end; would you m~nd passing those a~ong? 

Thanks for your he~p! 

.Jen 

From: Biers, ChrBtopher J 

Sent: Monday, August 04, 20~4 4:12 PM 

Te: Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Annual Athletics Report 

Jen / V~nce, 

We’re workinE on ~athe~n~ the information ~:or the latest Inte~col~eg~ate Athletics Report survey for U~C GA and are ask~n~ for you~ he~p a~ain. There a~e ~ few 

questions on th~s year’s survey (attached) that appem" just about identical to last year’s survey m~d just need to be updated w~th current ~nfon~ation. Those 

The first number, total number of enrolled freshrnan~ ~s somethhlg our office can gather. ~ ]leed help though for the o~:her three numbers. [.as~: year Mince provMed 

a roster of recruited student atMetes (attached) which was w?ry useful [or this survey question. Ths~: ~ist also h~gh~ghted recruited new transfer students~ whh::h 

need to be excluded ]:rom our survey response. Jen had provided the counts of s[udents and studenbathletes receiving MCR exceptions. 

Se~ion S -Student-Athlete Academic Profile 

East year Jen provided the data for the Avg. HS GPA and Avg. SAT!ACT scores~ This year we need the same information, and also need to add the number of 

students [hat weE?E: ~nto the averages. 

5ed:~o~ 6 - Majors of 5tudent~Ath~etes 

For this section ] can gather the academic major ~nformation, but I need help identi[:y~ng who the recruited student athle[es are. Last year I used [wo I~sts, one was 

from Jen (Fsll2012/Spdng 201g data), and a second one from AHison Legge (2005 --- 2012 data). Hope[:ufly [hese are still good [o use. The quesdon asks [o identi[:y 

recruited student athletes who achieved junior status ~n the ga~l 2013 term so the entry term of those students w~H Hke]y be two or three years back. ] w~l] p~an to 

use the same two files ~ used last year and then ~ w~l~ need a 20:].~-14 list. 

For the other survey sections no~: mentioned above, kym~ W~Hiford is m the process of contacting people to request da~:a and support so you may have a~ready 

been contacted by her. My understanding is that the survey ~s due ]ai:e August: so ~f we could have the data for these ~:hree sections readv ~n the next couple weeks 

thai would be gresL 

Please let me know ~f you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eiders 

Assis[ant Director o1: ~nstitutiona~ Research 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

ceilers@email.unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 843- 



Req~ ests[Se~f-Repo~!s 
Ca,de Management System 

Action 
Received 

Case 

’-:~*w~ 08/13/2014 71793[ Progress*Toward*Dog,co Waivec Credit ~o~r. 18/27-Ho~’Requimm~n~ C]ose~ 

V {cw ~ 08/I3/2014 725474 Stud~mi-At~te Reinsmteme~t Request Fin~,cial Aid, Terms and Conditior~ of 
--- Fin~cia~ A.,. 

#[~{ Sec/LeveB* Finane/t~l Aid. "Fem~s ~d Conditions of 
v~<:.¢.: ~ 081}2/2014 Second’S.oval II[ Vio~a~io~ 
.... ~24381 Fiuanc~al A._ CIosed 

~’:.?eS>: {~ Og/01/26i 4 7206~3 Progr~a*Teward-D~gme Wdver Credit Hour_ 18/2%Iiour Requtrement C~osed 

"v,,~::~, ~ 07/’30/20i4 
SedLevel3* Finandal Aid. lmpem{ssible Books. 

........ ~" 715-)138 Second’/Level IH Violations 
M~mum Awar8 CIosed 

,.. ~ Request far a Prospective 
v ~-~>,: ~, 07/17/20 la 688091 Le~lislal~v~ Relief’Waiver 
............. S~de.,. C~cel~ 

Vx:w ~ 07L09D014 
SedLevd3~ 

Second~/L~,el [[I V~o/adons R~midug R~crait~ng Materials ......... " ~ 7035! 1 

V;e,:~ ~ 06/3012014 
Se~%evd3- Recr~ti~g~ O~cial V~si~. Publicfty~ 

........... 647714 
Seco~daoqLev#l ilI VioIadons 

UnoNeia]._, :[~ Prog~ 

V{#~w ~ 06.,’27/201~ 712112 Legisi~ive Rel~efW~v~r Request forA% O~er Individual 
........... Event " Wie~dra 

V i~: :.:, ~ 06/06/2014 

V}<~ ~ 06/0d2014 
Sec/Level3~ 

Sece~d~iLeve~ [I~ V/ela~ons 
Playing S~ons. Skill ins~uetio~., Atble~ml 

........... 69361 R... Closed 

V{#:w ~ 06f06~20~4 
S~4geve[3- 

,. 649791 Secon~/Levd 111 Vio~Nions R~ruiting. Rec~itiag MateriNs Closed 

Sec/~.,evel3- ~g.{{}~,~ ~ 06106/2014 649772 S~o~dmy,%cvc[ III Violations Re~it/ng, :Recr~ling MatiNs Clewed 

.,¢2.}<:~: ~ 06106/20t4 
654717 S~enda~’,~ewl IH Violations Recruiting, Official Visits Closed 

v’i,::,~: ~ 06/6%2014 
See/Level3* 
601251 

S~onda~v,,%evel lI[ Violations Eligibili~, h~stilu!ional R~po~b~lib’ [a Pmgr 

}:.:.q:.,:.~ ~ {~/29/2014 669112 Legisia~ve Re!icfW~ver Request fi~+ AW Other ~vtduM. EndV or 
Event Clos~ 

5~ ~,_,~: ~ 04/07/2014 627131 Student-A~ Rcins~tement Reques~ ~ate~sm. Promotio~i Activities Closed 

}.:[~y;2)~.~ 04/07/2014 
Se~q,~vd3- 

65,M l 1 
Second~yiLeve] ill Violafiona Amateurism, Promofio~l Activities Closed 

V~-w ~{ 02/1912014 6I 7612 Legislative Relief Waiver (Mui~-SA~ Request fbr aPros~ive Sva~nbAthlc~c ar 
" Smde... Clos~ 

8edLeveB* Playing Se~)ns, AtNetically Rdat~ ~52g,~>~ ~ 01102/2014 
5~752 Sevond~’~Level HI Violations 

Activities Closed 

V{{{?{.: ~rf~ 01102/2014 Sec/l,evd3..Sg1691 Seeond~yiI.eve] ~I1 Violatmns Recruiting "lMephone Calls Closed 

{~ Request for a Prospective Svadent~Athlete or 
%=’w~({~} 12/20/2013 ~62~5! Legiala{iveReliafWaiver Mui~-SA) Clued ..... 



........... 

........... ~$42 I 

~ x:s~. ~J 12103120~3 548491 

" " 536193 

’?;~:~v ~ 11/25/2013 543671 

V~ev.: ~ 11125/2013 
SedLevel3~ 
543~11 

)~: !~i?,~ ~ 11/19!2(}13 53845~ 

v~:.:a; ~ 11119i20/3 
SeciLevei3- 
53923 i 

t.q<:~a; ~ 1171£.’2013 53(}871 

Yfr:v+ ~ 10129/2013 
Se~q,evcI3- 

......... 506911 

?f~.~:~t ~ 10!0}720 ~3 471972 

Vi,w..- ~[~1 10t0L,20 ]3 .......... 4~0] 70 

V}~:’w ~ 09/30!2013 
Sec<q,cvel3- 

........... 481330 

z,. ~:-.w [~] ~/27f2013 248865 

Vkw: ~ 09/19~013 427345 

478690 

}[,~ ~. ~ 09/17/2013 45177? 

}~.:.~ !~:. ~ 09/05/2013 459515 

Viev: ~ 09/05/20 ~3 
See/LoveD- 

........... 4~~ ~50 

Y~ew~ 08/22,0’201 ~ 
Se~i,evei3- 

........... - 438590 

V{;-:w {~] 08I!2/20!3 43~610 

V~=~v.;~ 0Zl15/20~3 4~2~88 

SeclLev(d3- 
?- ~7!.~ ~ 07!15f2013 

396225 

SedLeve13- 
3953~5 

V k-:v,.- ~] 0612&2013 390985 

- 379465 

.~:]r~rf ~ 06,’08i2013 376765 

V ~:.~v~ ~ 0610712(} 13 
Sec~.eveI3- 

..... 368465 

Student-Athlete Reiostamm8,~t Keques~ 

Secoo.dary!Levd !]i Violations 

Se¢ondary,q_eve] II1 Vmlamms 

Se¢ondsryiLeve~ IIl Violations 

Secon~K,evel [E V~olations 

Se~onda~4L~’el III Vio~ationa 

Secon~N%,/Level HI Viola~ons 

S~dea~-ANlet~ Reir~tateme~t Request 

Secondmb4Level llI Violations 

Studem-AtNete Rems~temeat Requ~N 

Student-ANlete Reinstatement Request 

S~c~mN~VLevd HI Violations 

Second~’~evel N Violatio~s 

Svadent-ANlete Reit~ga~me~/Request 

(MultLSA) 

Student-Athlete Remsmtemem Request 

Second,’fLoyd .[H Vidatioos 

[nitiai~Elig~biH~ Waiver 

Ptogr~ss~T~w~d-Degree Waiver 

Student,Athlete Reins~atemem Reques~ 

SecondaO<oOL~’el ]II Violations (MuN-SA) 

Student-AN[ere Reinstatement Reques~ 

Pro~es>Tow~d~Degree WNver 

~i~al*Eligibiliv WaNer 

5¢condi~dL~e! IH Viola~na 

Secondao</Level lll violations 

Second~’!%cvel N Violations 

Legislmiv¢ Rel~efWaive~ 

Secon~,ILevei Hi Violations 

INfial-Eligibfli¢ W;~i~er 

Se~n~TtLevel HI Violations 

SaI~ C~se Type 

Preferew~ti~! -... 

Amateurism, Preferential "l’reamle~t 
or So... 

Rec~g, Spo~ Camps mn~ 

Recmk{ng, O~er 

Eiig{bi]fiy. Eligibifity for Fin~dai Aid, 
Prac&_. 

Re~mkhig, IAm~tim~ on Numbe* 
Eva~tions 

Recmiti~N, Recruiting 

al~at~u6 Si~, Promotional 

~ateufism, Promotional Activities 

Ehg~bgiW. Progress Towed Degree 
Requiremen~ 

Recmi~ng, 

Amateurism, PromodonN Activities, SAR 

gma~sm, Pmmot/onM Actiwdes 

A~ivifies 

Recrmting, Co~mc~ ~d EvMuatiot3s, SAN 

Eligibili~, Omside Comwti~ion 

E~igiNli~, Ot~er 

Core Course 

Credit Hour, 18/2%Ho~ Requirement 

Amateurism, Prom~tionN Activities. SAR 
MaNple_. 

Amateurism, PromotionM Activities 

Recruiting Publicib’: A&letics Personnel. 

Te]eoh 

Recruiting, Con~c~ ~ EvMuanons_ 
gscNfliN 

Credit Hoar. Condilio~s or Assettlons Thax 
Apply.. 

Rec.ruNng, Off4:?ampus Con~lc~ 

Re~ting, R~ruitTng MatariN~ 

Playing Scions. Athl~ically 
Activities 

Request i’or a Prospective Stadc~t~hlete 
Stude.., 

A~letics Personnel Vol~aeer Coach 

Core C~se 

Aw~ds N~d Benefit~ 

SNt~ 

Closed 

Clo~ed 

Closed 

Clo.~ed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

C~osed 

Closed 

Closed 

Close~ 

Closed 

Chased 

Clos~ 

Closed 

Close. 

C;os~d 

Clos~ 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Clo~ed 



Reeeived 

~,...I~I o5,’28/2o 13 

04/24i2013 

02,’2W2(H 3 

01114/2013 

11/3~/2012 

! U08’201~     .         - 

! !/0672012 

10i0312012 

08731/2012 

07/25, 2012 

07,’1712012 

06725/2012 

66°2 ~ [2012 
06/08/2012 

05/22/2012 

0512112012 

1212272011 

12720/2011 

1211612011 

SeeiLeveB- 
37010~ 

~58406 

354105 

343565 

341485 

345605 

323410 

308325 

320845 

317328 

315585 

179230 

297392 

2-31065 

297325 

282305 

264265 

259345 

250262 

236385 

225985 

234545 

227065 

225665 

224785 

217965 

201805 

2{6025 

212325 

212265 

192128 

152705 

153325 

1594a5 

136225 

Case 

Student-ANIete Reinstatemem Reques~ 

Ha*dsh~p Waiver Appeal 

Legislative Relief Waiver 

Legislative Relief Waiver 

Vcogress-T~ward- Degree Wai~,er 

Legislative Roller Waiver 

Progress-Teward-De~ee Wawer 

Sludem-AtNete Reins~tement Reques~ 

Legislative Rel~fW;dver 

Dogmss-row~d-Deg~ee W~ver 

lmfi~-Eli~biliW Waiver 

A~/etics A~vID Waiver 

Legisla~ve R~iief Wmver 

Hardship Wmver Appeal 

I,egisla~ve Rel[dWaiver 

Smdem-Athle{e Rdns~mment RcNueSt 

Legislative Relief WAver 

Legislative Relief Waiver 

ln~tiaSEi~gibi]ily Waiver 

Legislative Relief Waivei 

Studen~-Athleie Remsta/~me~ R~qu~st 
(Mu[tgSA) 

Smdem-Athlem Reinstatement Reqaes~ 

St~dent-A~hlete Rein~*atement Req~i 

Slud~m-A~hlete Reins~/emenl Reques~ 

Smdent-A~E~e Reinstatement E.eques~ 

Stude~t-Affdet~ Rek~s~m~nt Req~e~ 

Smdenl-AtNele R¢instaI~m~t RequeN 

Stedent-A~le~ Reinstmemem Requ~t 

Student-AtNem Reim~atement Request 

gegisl~give R.elie[Wmver 

Exmns~on of Nigibi/it~ WAver 

Exiension of EliNb~Ii~ Waver 

Student-A~ete Reins~temem Request 

Exmnsion of EliNbi{i~, WAver 

Sub Case Type 

Activities 

Amateurism, Involvement with Professional 

:Reque*t for a Prospe~ive 

Request for a Prospective S~dei~l-Athlete or 
SIede., 

ge~ Th~ F~ibTime En~NlmenL Less 

R~quest for a Prospe~ive $gade:~t-A@aete 
St~de... 

Less Than FNI:Time Enroltmeng L~ss Than 
Fall-Thn... 

R~itMg} Co~mc~ ~d E,¢aluagons 

R~ues~ re{ a Pmsp~tive Studeot-Athlete or 

Gra~le-Poim Avenge, 100% o f Ce.mu]ative 
GPA R~quk:.. 

Co~ Course 

Stode.., 

Request {br AW Ot~er Individ~l, En{~,’ or 
Event 

Aamieur[Sm~ Promotkmal Acfiviti~ 

Reqae~ tbr a Spo~ Team, Depa~ur~!Retam 
Expels.:: 

Request f~r a P~spective 
StMe.., 

Corn Co~se 

Request fe~ a Prospective Smden>A~ulem 
Stude,., 

Re~ruiIing Coa~ and Evab~tion:%SAR - 
Multip~,. 

Recmiling~ Con~ ~d 

Recmi~ng, C~ntactg and Evalua~im~ 

Recruiting~ Con~ add Eva~ualilons 

UnoffieiN V,., 

Core Course 

R~rui~mg. C~nt~ ~md EvNua~ons 

Eligibi~iD’, Outside 

Recr~fing~ Con~o~ 

R~uest fin" a Pmspectiw Studem--Athie:*~ or 
Stede... 

Requz~s involving smdent-a~hlem vd~o does 
not 

R~quests itwolving sluden~-afh]ete who do~ 

Amate~m, Pr~mot~onaI Ac~ivkie~ 

t2equ~ts hw~lviag studen>ath!~te who 

Wkhdra 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Cios~ 

Clomd 

Cloaed 

Cl(m-2d 

Closed 

Cic~,ed 

Closed 

C!osed 

Cloud 

Closed 

Closed 

C~osed 

CIosed 

Closed 

CIosed 

Closed 

Clesed 

CloseA 

Closed 

Closed 

Closed 

Ck:,sed 

Closed 

Clo~d 

Closed 

Closed 

Ctosed 



Received 

t2/12/2011 

148945 

152525 

39205 

~:~s,e Type 

Student-At~’~lete Reinstatement Request 

S~ude~t-AtNete Reinstatement Request 

I,¢gislat{ve ReliefW~ver 

Legis[ative Relief Waiver 

Ceg{s]ative Relief WNver 

Legk<tat{ve ReliefW~ver 

Progtess-Tow~d-De~ee Wai:ver 

Legisla{ve Relief Waiver 

Legislative Relief WNver 

S~b Cas~? Type 

Amateurism, Preferential Tree, men,i, Benefi~ 

R~uest for ~y O~ber Indlv~dua!, 
Event 

R~uest fbra Spo~ Team, R~qu~s~ t~r AW 

R~quest for a Prospective Stadent-A~q~ete 

Stade... 

Request for a Prospe~ive Studen~-AthIet~ or 
Smde,.. 

Event 

R~ue~t for~y Other ~dlvidua!, En~’ 
Event 

Closed 

Closed 

Cl:osed 

Cam:dI," 

(21~sed 

Ctos’ed 

Closed 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Augnst 20, 2014 9:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: ACC and iks Member Instittuions Encourage Initial Eligibility Education 

Thanks Vince. 

Joe 

From; Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 20, 20:[4 8:28 AM 
To; Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe; Paul, Sampson L; Mock, Conrad D .lr 
C¢; Steinbacher, Rick; Sabo, Tim; Selmon, Zachary Ryan 
Subject; Fwd: ACC and its Member Institutions Encourage Initial Eligibility Education 

The video that Michelle Brown referenced at the coaches’ meeting tJais morning is below. Thanks, 

Begin forwa~’ded message: 

Fr~n: "Browr~ Michelle" <!__r_Lb_!R__w_r!__z}~i__e__r__n__’_a_i!_:_t_~__n__c_’_:_e_d___u_> 
To: UNCAA-ExeSta~t~ ._t_~__n_c_~____e_._x_e__s_’~_f__lii~g__a__:__u_p_~:__u__r!_c_:__e__d_t_~, Lane, Cncket <._cjj__c__k_e__t£_a~__t_~__n_c_:_e_~t___u_>, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <!..n_y_{m._g._e_!~t(~)._e__r._n_{_tj_!:_u__~!c_:.e__d_..u_.> 

Subject: F~V: ACC and its Member Institutions Encourage Initial Eligibility Education 

Hello, 

I wanted to pass this along in the event that you may have not seen the video (link below in the email) regarding 2016 initial eligibili~, requirements 

produced by the ACC. It is ve~ good and it would be good to show to prospects. 

Regalds, 

Michelle 

From: Brown, Shamaree [ma~lto:sbrown(d~theacc.org| 

Sent: Monday, Angust 18, 2014 10:58 AM 

To: Bmwr~ Michelle 

Subject: FW: ACC and its Member Institutions Encourage Initial Eligibili~’ Edncation 

Micbelle, 

You can find the link to the video below. 

Shamaacee T. Brown Sr. 

Director, Student-Athlete Programs and Compliance 

O: 336.369.4642i F: 336.369.0065 

sbrown(?.~theacc.org<mailto:kmarra@theacc.org> 

theA CC.com<http:i/www.theacc.com/> I @theACC<http:i,’www.twitter.comitheA CC> 

[cid:image002.pug(tb01CFBAD3 A158ACF01 

Frown: Phillips, Steve 

Sent: Tuesday, July 22, 2014 2:00 PM 

Subject: ACC and its Member Institutions Encourage Initi~J Eligibility Education 

Release: http:,’/theacc:co/14Ira~alEligjbilib, 
Video: http:/itheacc.coiS~kAC14EligVideo (is embedded on the page, too) 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

July 22, 2014 

VIDEO LINK: ht~p:/,’lheacc.co/SAAC 14EligVideo 

ACC and its Member Institutions Encourage Initial Eligibili~ Education 

League’s SAAC members bring educational video to life 

GREENSBORO, N.C. (theACC.com) The Atlantic Coo, st Co~fference and its member institutions are aiming to bring awareness to the new NCAA 

academic reqnirements for college-bound student-athletes. In conjunction ruth the league’s Student Athlete Advisou Committee, the ACC is promoting 

an educational video outlining the new Division I Initial- Eligibilib, Standards. 

"Given the significant change to the thture NCAA eligibility standm’ds, our league t~lt it was important to play a role in educating as many future studem- 



athletes especially through the avenues in which they consume inti~rmatio~," said ACC Commissioner John Swofford. °’We felt there was no bet~ter way to 

communicate this message than through our current student-athletes and let "them express in their own words the imtx~rtance of begin prepared." 

College-boand student-athletes entering an NCAA Division I college or universi~ on or atier August 1,2016, will need to meet new academic rules in 

order to receive athletics aid (scholarship), practice or compete during their first year. 

To become a Full Qualifier (eligible for scholarship~ practice and competition) for NCAA Division I, college-bound student-athletes tnust: 

§ Complete 16 Core Courses (English, Math, Social Sciences and Natural & Physical Science) 

o Ten of the 16 core conrses must be completed before the seventh semester (senior year) of high school. 

o Seven of the 10 core courses must be in English, Math or Science. 

§ Ean~ a n~ininmm core-course GPA of 2.300. 

§ Meet the NCAA Division-I sliding scale require~nent of GPA and ACT/SAT score. 

§ Graduate from high school. 

In hopes of connecting ruth college-bound high school students, the ACC and the leagne’s SAAC members have assembled an informational video 

featuring cmrent and former s~dent-athletes speaking on the new requirements for prospective s~dent-athletes. 

The video can be viewed at: 

http:i/theacc.co,’SAAC 14EligVideo 

All college-bound student-athletes with aspirations to compete on the Division- I level are encouraged to regularly meet with their high school guidance 

counselor to ensure these require~nents are being fulfilled. 

For additional information on the new Initial-Eligibili~ Sta~dea~ts for NC,A~A~ Division I, please visit the follomng websites: 

About the ACC 

The Atlantic Coast Conference, now in its 62nd year of competition and 15 members strong, has long enjoyed the reputation as one of the strongefft and 

most competitive intercollegiate conferences in the nation. ACC members Boston College, Clemson, Duke, Florida State, Georgia Tech, Loui~zille, 

Mian~i, North Carolina, NC State, Notre Dame, Pitt, Syracuse, Virginia, Virginia Tech and WaJae Forest continue to build upon the cornerstones on 

which the league was founded in 1953 with a consistent balance ofacademic~ athletics and integrity. For more information, visit theACC.com and lbllow 

@theACC on Twitter and on facebook.com/theACC. 

AMY YAKOLA 

Senior Associate Commissioner & Chief of External Affairs 

O: 336.369.1215 i t 

a ,vakola(r-~theacc .org <mailto: avakola~heacc .org> 

theACC.com<http:/,’~avw.theacc~com/> ] @theACC<http:i/~vw.twitter.com/~heACC> 

[ACC2014-15ESignature Large v2] 







~;ohn Zo Lee 

St~s: Filed September 9, 2011; Settled July 29, 2014 

Se~leme~ Te~ms: ~75 million medical monitoring program and the follow~n~ 

NCAA ~u~del~ne chan~es: 

Players will receive preseason baseline testing for each season 

Players may not return to play on the same day dial:nosed with a 

conc(~ssion, 

Medical personnel be present for all games and practices for contact 

sports 

Implementation of concussion tracldn~ in which schools will report 

concussions and their resolution 

Schools must provide NCAA~approved trainin~ to athletes, coaches and 

athletic trainers before each season 

Faculty must be educated on the academic accommodations needed for 

students with concussions 



~Claudia W[[ken 

5~’etu.~: Derided August 8, 20Z4; Effective July l, 2016 

RulinG NCAA cannot prohibit Division I college football and men’s basketball 

student-athletes from receMn~ compensation for the use of their names and 

likenesses. 

Decision hes ~we main ~er~;s: 

o NCAA cannot cap the amount of a scholarship below the actual cost of 

attendance, 

NCAA cannot prevent schools from creating a trust fund to pay players 

equal shares for use of their names/images/likenesses. Trust can be 

capped but not below S.~000 per athlete per year of competition for 

players at maior football and basketball schools° 



Awaiting trial 

~: To prevent the NCAA rules from limiting athlete compensation, 

P~ss~b~ ~su/~: If successful, the anti4rust suit would allow plavers to be paid 

beyond their athletic scholarships, The possible result could be described as 

the equivalent of free agency and see possible restructuring of revenue sports 

in collegiate athletics~ 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fiscal Year 2006-2007 

Budget 

Category 

Revenue 

Athletic Fees 

Ticket Sales 

Guarantees 

Concessions 

Radio/Television 

Post Season 

Scholarships 

Finley Golf Course 

Smith CenteriKoury 

Other 

Tota~ Revenue 

Expenses 

Salad-y/Benefits 

Direct Sport Expenses 

Facilities 

Administrative Expenses 

Academic Support 

Smith Center 

Finley Golf Course 

Scholarships 

Debt Service 

Intra- University Transfers 

Other 

Total Expenses 

Net Revenue 

Annual Budqet 

5,864,000 

14,568,178 

1,926,002 

846,000 

9,653,236 

3,625,819 

8,140,000 

1,854,000 

415,000 

4,641.628 

51,533,863 

15,472,873 

10,899,785 

3,791,269 

2,761,641 

291,426 

2,120,319 

1,854,000 

8,140,000 

1,560,429 

1,743,297 

2,698,824 

51,333,863 

200,000 



Ath}etic Fees 

Ticket Sales 

Guarantees 

Concessions 

Radio.,’Tele,~ision 

Post Season 

Scho}arships 

F}nley Golf Course 

Smith CentedKoury 

Other 

E×pe~ses 

Sala~Benefits 

Direct Spo~ Expenses 

Fac~}~ties 

Administrative Expenses 

Academic SuppoR 

Smith Center 

Finley Golf Course 

ScholarsNps 

Debt Se~ice 

Intra~ University Transfers 

Other 

Tota~ E~penses 

Net Reve~ue 

The University ~f North C~rolin~ ~t Chape~ Hill 

5,864~000 

16,486,928 

2,176,6ti 

9!2~000 

9,896,700 

3,500,000 

&71&415 

1,965,733 

460,000 

4.728 32~ 

54,708,110 

17,54! ,319 

11,46&027 

4,101,214 

2,788,299 

330~426 

1,787,000 

1~966,733 

80718,415 

977,866 

2,467,538 

~.364873 

6,176,000 

19,347,400 

2,315,940 

1,067,500 

tt,448,925 

3,609,167 

8,650,000 

2,003,000 

635,000 

6 160~563 

61,413,495 

20,24&264 

11,803,547 

3,947,803 

6,239,015 

321~626 

2,558,000 

2,003,000 

8,650,000 

1~758,067 

2,255,248 

J 428,925 

200,000 



Revenue Breakdown 08~09 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fiscal Year 2009-10 

Budget 

Cate.qory 

Revenue 

Athletic Fees 

Ticket Sales 

Guarantees 

Concessions 

Radio/Television 

Post Season 

Scholarships 

Finley Golf Course 

Smith Center/Koury 

Other 

Total Revenue 

Expenses 

Salary/Benefits 

Direct Sport Expenses 

Facilities 

Administrative Expenses 

Academic Support 

Smith Center 

Finley Golf Course 

Scholarships 

Debt Service 

Intra- University Transfers 

Other 

Total Expenses 

Net Revenue 

Annual Budqet 

6,416,000 

20,217,000 

991,667 

1,752,500 

11,283,750 

3,582,417 

8,800,000 

2,003,000 

620,000 

6,284,679 

61,951,013 

21,373,378 

10,214,298 

4,267,157 

5,455,938 

321,626 

2,795,000 

2,003,000 

8,800,000 

1,663,909 

2,319,848 

2,616,858 

61,831,012 

120,001 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fiscal Year 2010-11 

Budget 

Revenue 

Athletic Fees 6,775,000 

Ticket Sales 20,260,940 

Guarantees 2,451,667 

Concessions 1,327,500 

Radio/Television 11,472,106 

Post Season 4,071,249 

Scholarships 10,834,841 

Finley Golf Course 2,003,000 

Smith CenteriKoury 570,000 

Other 5,653,397 

Tota~ Revenue 65,419,700 

Expenses 

Sala~3’iBenefits 22,237,089 

Direct Sport Expenses 11,932,531 

Facilities 3,682,745 

Administrative Expenses 2,412,348 

Academic Support 299,464 

Smith Center 2,517,250 

Finley Golf Course 2,003,000 

Scholarships 10,834,841 

Debt Service 3,755,896 

Intra- University Transfers 3,125,952 

Other 2,418,584 

Total Expenses 65,2t 9,700 

Net Revenue 200,000 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fiscal Year 2011-12 

Budget 

Cate£!ory 

Revenue 

Athletic Fees 

Ticket Sales 

Guarantees 

Concessions 

Radio/Television 

Post Season 

Scholarships 

Finley Golf Course 

Smith CenteriKoury 

Other 

Tota~ Revenue 

Expenses 

Salad-y/Benefits 

Direct Sport Expenses 

Facilities 

Administrative Expenses 

Academic Support 

Smith Center 

Finley Golf Course 

Scholarships 

Debt Service 

Intra- University Transfers 

Other 

Total Expenses 

Net Revenue 

Annual Budqet 

7,105,707 

20,941,533 

1,268,333 

1,446,250 

15,422,529 

4,384,000 

11,600,000 

1,871,320 

651,250 

7,973.591 

72,664,513 

23,395,414 

12,544,813 

4,559,970 

2,993,043 

505,708 

2,588,426 

2,003,000 

11,600,000 

6,192,754 

3,136,242 

2,945,143 

72,464,513 

200,000 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fiscal Year 2012-2013 

Budget 

Cate£!ory 

Revenue 

Athletic Fees 

Ticket Sales 

Guarantees 

Concessions 

Radio/Television 

Post Season 

Scholarships 

Finley Golf Course 

Smith CenteriKoury 

Other 

Tota~ Revenue 

Expenses 

Sala~3’iBenefits 

Direct Sport Expenses 

Facilities 

Administrative Expenses 

Academic Support 

Smith Center 

Finley Golf Course 

Scholarships 

Debt Service 

Intra- University Transfers 

Other 

Total Expenses 

Net Revenue 

Annual Budqet 

7,105,707 

20,869,622 

679,167 

1,518,250 

16,640,422 

4,479,665 

12,151,681 

2,045,000 

649,250 

9,261.836 

75,400,600 

26,139,105 

14,143,927 

3,915,186 

2,617,733 

385,596 

2,671,812 

2,045,000 

12,151,681 

5,258,782 

3,193,785 

2,677,993 

75,200,600 

200,000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2~L, 20:14:12:32 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Hi. 

Which one of you is the serious golfer? Or both? ;) I can’t remember... 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman Ph.D. CLU 

9:19.843,0336 

@drstroman 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Director of Sport Entrepreneurship and Community Engagement 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, Lecturer 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda Leadership and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~n, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 21, 2014 9:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Budget for Head Coaches Celebration 

Hi Vince, 

checked with Bubbi~ i~nd has ask~-:~d that you i~t~:end this meeting if your scheduk? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2024 5:24 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Budget for Head Coaches Celebration 

Does Bubba want me to attend this meeting or is it an FYI? Thanks. 

Fmm~ No,on, Molly 

Sent~ Wednesday, August 20, 20~4 4:51 PN 

T~ KnuNon, Yvonne 

Ce~ Ille, Vince 
Subjeet~ RE: Budget for Head Coaches Celebration 

Hi gvonne, 

[.*-:~t’s cot~[irrn 4:00pro tor~’~orrow (Thursday August 2:[). 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Knutson, Yvonne 
Sent: Tuesday, August 29, 2024 7:04 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 

~¢: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Budget for Head Coaches Celebration 

I would love to meet either first thing in the morning or after 3. Let me know if either of those work. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Hi Yvonne, 

Do you haw? at~y availability ~:o meet with Bubba on rhur~.;day (August: 21) to discuss th~-_~ Sam Paul ev~-:mt? 

Thanks, 

MolIv 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 22:24 PM 

To: Knutson, Yvonne 
�:::e: Norton, Molly; 111e, Vince 

S~bject: Re: Budget for Head Coaches Celebration 

No problem on the budget for the coaches dinner. 

Let’s discuss the Sam Paul event first. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Aug 18, 2014, at 10:07 AM, "Knutson, Yvonne" <yknutsoP.@’en-~aiD.mc.edu> wrote: 

Good Morning Bubba and Molly, 

Just an update for the Head Coaches party. We have 46 in attendance with some just dropping in. I will tell the caterer 42. I am looking at 

expenses being around ~;1,500, which is slightly over last years of ~;1,200. 

On another note, on Saturday I talked with Sam Paul and discussed I would be helping with events, he has asked if I could help with his 

and would like to talk to me about it this week. Before I go tomorrow and also offer to make sure we get other events on your calendar 

and offer to help I want to make sure this is the direction you wanted me to move in for the other sports. 

Thanks, I will check to make sure everything is set on the set up and catering tomorrow. 

Have a great Monday. 

Yvonne 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 22, 2014 5:55 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc.edu> 

Fwd: wrestling 

image001 .png 

See below; I’m sure you all have done this training .... ? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "D alglei sh, Joyce L" <i o¥ced@unc, edu> 
Date: August 22, 2014 at 5:19:25 PM EDT 
To: "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock~unc.edu> 
Cc: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: wrestling 

CD, 

We are awaiting approval from the EEO office on the recruitment requisition. 

Once they approve it, it will automatically post to the University’s website, 

and will also post in the Journal of Higher Education in the Athletics and in the 

diversity sections. Once it is approved I will send further information on the process. 

In the meantime, please note: 

All members of the search committee must complete the required "On-line Training for Search Committee 

Members" 

at the following link (those who have completed it in within the past year do not need to do so again): 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/eooada/sct/index.htm 

When asked for department name, simply enter "Athletics" if the search committee member is indeed an 

employee in Athletics. 

All members of your search committee except you have already taken the training so please take this as 

soon as possible. 

If you have questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 8:40 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince 

Subject: wrestling 

Joyce, where are we with my job opening? Are we able to take applications? 

here? 

If not, what happens from 

Thank you, 



C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 



NASHVILLE 
SPORTS MEDICINE 
AND ORTHOPAEDIC CENTER 

d.-W. Thomas Byrd, M.D. 
www.nsmoc.com 
Baptist Medical Plaza I 
201 l Church Street 
Suite 100 
Nashville, TN 37203 
(615) 284-5800 
(615) 284-5819fax 

:::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::: 

Nasbville Accommodations 

Loews Vanderbilt Hotel 
nicest and most convenient 
2100 West End Ave. 
(615) 320-1700 
www.locwshotcls.comihotcls/nashvillc 

Guest House Inn 
most economical (medical rate) and convenient 
1909 Hayes St. 
615-329-1000 
nashvillcgucsthouscinn.com 

Marriott Nasbville-Vanderbilt University 
nice; 6 blocks away 
2555 West End Ave. 
615-321-1300 
www.marriott.com 

Hampton Inn & Suites at the University 
suite style hotel; 3 blocks away 
2330 Elliston Place 
(615) 32O-6060, 1-800-426-7866 
www.hamptoninn.com 

Hampton Inn NasbvilIe/Vanderbilt 
2 blocks away 
1919 West End Ave. 
(615) 329-1144, 1-800-426-7866 
w~s-<hamptoninn.com 

Courtyard by Marriott 
3 blocks away 
1901 West End Ave. 
615-327-9900 
w~-<marriott.com 



NASHVILLE 
SPORTS MEDICINE 
AND ORTHOPAEDIC CENTER 

J. W. Thomas Byrd, M.D. 
www.nsmoc.com 
Baptist Medical Plaza I 
2011 Church Street 
Suite 100 
Nashville, TN 37203 
(615) 284-5800 

(615) 284-5819fax 

Nashville Sports Medicine and Orthopaedic Center is located on the campus of Baptist Hospital. 

Our office is open Monday - Friday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. 
Clinic appointments are available on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday from 8:00 - 11: 30am 
and on Thursday and Friday from 1:00 - 3:30pm. 

ParkbU 

Parking is complimentary in the Plaza Garage located at the corner of Hayes Street and 21 st Avenue. 

Driving Directions: 

From Mempbis 
Take Interstate 40E to Nashville (Exit # 209 - Church Street). 
Go right on Church, left on 21st Avenue, left on Hayes Street and immediately left into the garage. 

From 

Take 
Turn 

Turn 

K, oxville 
Interstate 40W to Nashville (Exit #209 - Church Street). 
left on Church and then left on 21 st Avenue. 
left on Hayes Street and immediately left into the garage. 

From Louisville: 
Take Interstate 65S to Nashville and exit at Church Street (Exit #209). 
Go right on Church, left on 21 st Avenue, left on Hayes Street and immediately left into the garage. 

From Birmingbam 

Take Interstate 65N to Nashville and then take 1-440W. 
Exit at West End Avenue. Go east on West End to 20th Avenue. 
Turn left on 20th and then left on Hayes Street. 

Turn right into the garage at the end of the block. 

From tbe first floor of tbe Plaza Garage 
Enter the Medical Plaza and proceed to Plaza I, Suite 100. 







The Univeristy of north Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 
Fiscal Year 2003-2004 

Cate,qow 

Revenue 

Athletic Fees 

Ticket Sales 

Guarantees 

Concessions 

Radio/Television 

Post Season 

Scholarships 

Finley Golf Course 

Smith Center/Koury 

Special Account Net 

Other 

Total Revenue 

Expenses 

Salaries/Benefits 

Direct Sport Expenses 

Facilities 

Administrative Expenses 

Academic Support 

Smith Center 

Finley Golf Course 

Scholarships 

Debt Service 

Intra- University Transfers 

Other 

Total Expenses 

Net Revenue 

Annual Budqet 

2,295,379 

11,643,218 

2,319,444 

658,000 

7,842,222 

2,803,110 

7,616,617 

1,800,000 

347,500 

3,167,024 

40,492,514 

11,718,525 

8,742,207 

2,945,359 

2,291,195 

263,576 

1,627,500 

1,800,000 

7,616,617 

797,610 

1,179,919 

1,303,169 

40,285,677 

206,837 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fiscal Year 2004-2005 

Budget to Actual 

Cate.qory 

Revenue 

Athletic Fees 

Ticket Sales 

Guarantees 

Concessions 

Radio/Television 

Post Season 

Scholarships 

Finley Golf Course 

Smith Center/Koury 

Other 

Special Accounts 

Total Revenue 

Expenses 

Salary/Benefits 

Direct Sport Expenses 

Facilities 

Administrative Expenses 

Academic Support 

Smith Center 

Finley Golf Course 

Scholarships 

Debt Service 

Intra- University Transfers 

Other 

Special Accounts 

Total Expenses 

Net Revenue 

Annual Budqet 

2,364,000 

12,590,595 

1,997,615 

663,000 

9,314,048 

3,221,999 

7,750,000 

1,800,000 

358,000 

3,288,520 

43,347,777 

12,142,379 

8,560,762 

3,003,019 

2,349,345 

266,776 

1,662,500 

1,800,000 

8,174,592 

951,435 

1,405,963 

2,781,006 

43,097,777 

250,000 



The Universit of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Fiscal year 2005-2006 

Budget to Actual 

Cate~low 

Revenue 

Athletic Fees 

Ticket Sales 

Guarantees 

Concessions 

Radio/Television 

Post Season 

Scholarships 

Finley Golf Course 

Smith Center/Koury 

Other 

Total Revenue 

Expenses 

Salary/Benefits 

Direct Sport Expenses 

Facilities 

Administrative Expenses 

Academic Support 

Smith Center 

Finley Golf Course 

Scholarships 

Debt Service 

Intra- University Transfers 

Other 

Total Expenses 

Net Revenue 

Annual Budqet 

4,664,000 

13,472,913 

2,064,333 

633,000 

10,084,089 

3,889,176 

8,000,000 

1,834,000 

405,000 

3,105,341 

48,151,852 

13,836,741 

9,471,275 

3,008,769 

2,398,545 

279,926 

1,526,200 

1,834,000 

8,634,000 

1,573,892 

1,531,597 

3,806,907 

47,901,852 

250,000 



Athletic Fees $7,222,194 
Ticket Sales $22,283,011 
Guarantees $920,000 
Concessions $1,595,500 

Radio/Television $17,283,524 
Post Season $5,270,000 
Scholarships $12,200,000 
Finley Golf Course $1,686,000 
Smith Center/Koury $674,500 
Other $4,983,556 

Salary!Benefits 

Direct Sport Expenses 

Facilities 

Administrative Expenses 

Student-Athlete Services 

Smith Center 

Finley Golf Course 

Scholarships 

Debt Service 

lntra-University Transfers 

Other 

$24,741,734 

$14,200,657 

$4,227,841 

$2,856,447 

$635,596 

$2,737,619 

$1,877,728 

$12,200,000 

$4,780,292 

$3,176,118 

$2,584,253 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dalglei sh, Joyce L <j oyced@unc, edu> 

Thursday, August 28, 2014 8:57 AM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. 
<Kathy_Dutton@unc. edu> 

Position Posted 

AssistantWrestlingCoach2014.docx 

As you are aware, the Assistant Wrestling Coach position is now posted on the University’s website. Search 

committee members can now view applications at the following link:                            You will need 

your onyen and password to access the posting and applicant site. The position will also be posted on two other 

diversity websites. 

REMINDER: All members of the search committee must complete the required "On-line Training for Search Committee 

Members" 

at the following link (those who have completed it in within the past year do not need to do so again): 

When asked for department name, simply enter "Athletics" if the search committee member is indeed an employee in 

Athletics. Please share this with your search committee members. At the end of the session you should print off the 

sheet that verifies you have completed the training, write your name at the top and return it to me. 

Attached is the official advertisement, which includes this link that should be given to applicants to 

apply: ~]/un~p~pleadmin. com/p~st~ngs/5005 7 
Remember, in order to be considered an official applicant all candidates MUST apply on line. 

The position will remain open until filled, but we can submit an Interim Request to Interview after 14 days. BE 

REMINDED THAT 

INTERVIEWS CANNOT BE SCHEDULED OR CONDUCTED UNTIL CAMPUS APPROVES YOUR INTERIM REQUEST. Please 

contact me or Kathy Dutton 

when you have identified candidates whom you would like to interview and we will submit your request for approval 

once we gather interim 

information from you in order to submit the Interim Statement. 

Please meet with your search committee to determine how best to conduct your review of applications, interview 

process, reference 

checking process, etc. in order to conduct a fair and consistent search. As with all searches you and your committee are 

encouraged to give 

due consideration to women, minority and veteran applicants. You are required to interview a minimum of three 

candidates. 

NOTE: I had sent an email indicating that you need to add a minority to your search committee. Campus went ahead 

and posted the position, but you 

still need to identify a minority willing to serve on your committee. Once you have done so, please let us know so we 

can add them officially to the 

committee. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Kathy Dutton. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 



Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire throul~h Athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Blake <wisdom@entheos.com> 

Thursday, August 28, 2014 9:03 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Welcome to Speak Like a Pro 

Thank you for signi~g up for the Spe~k Like a Pro conference with Jen~y 

The eonfere~ce wi~ stream August 25-29, 2044 for 

Pba.se bookmark this link to the Conference Play page whe~o all the sessions wift be streamed: 

htt ps:/i~,~,,v~%,, e ~-itls e o s co m/Spea k.- Likeos- P~oiRiay 

The event schedule is ~isted below~ Please mark you[ calendars for the interviews you don’t waist to miss ~ each intel~,dew wiif be available to watcts for fr 

Want to dive in even deeper? 

If you like to own all the interviews from this conference you can purchase all 25+ hours of video, MP3s, and PDF transcripts anytime th 

$150. 

Price right now 

If you h~ve any questions, comments 

See you 

Jenny Bfake + en*theos Team 

Here’s the event schedule! 

All time below are Pacific Time (PT) To find when each session airs in your tirnezone, 



12:00pm PT 

Show and Tell: How Everybody Can Make Extraordinary Presentations 
with Dan Roam 

Beyond Resonate: Start a Movement through Stories of Transformation 
with Nancy Duarte 

Design with the End in Mind: Connect With Your Audience Long Before You Enter the Room 
with Pamela Slim 

Don’t Be Afraid to Break the Rules: How to Engage Your Audience 
with Michael Bungay Stanier 

Right-Brain Planning: How to Map Your Speech Structure through Drawing 

1:00pm PT 

2:00pm PT 

3:00pm PT 

4:00pm PT 

12:00pm PT 

So Good They Can’t Ignore You: How to Practice Effectively 
with Cal Newport 

Master Your Set-up Before You Set Foot on Stage 
with Clay Hebert 

Practice Like a Pro: Tips from a Veteran Actor and Professional Speaker 
with John Havens 

From Broadway to the Big Screen: How Actors Practice to Own the Stage 
with Monica McCarthy 

Presenting for Geeks: Use Introversion to Your Advantage 
with Dirk Haun 

1:00pm PT 

2:00pm PT 

3:00pm PT 

4:00pm PT 



12:00pm PT 

Create Meaning by Making Connections Across a Wide Range of ideas 
with Shane Parrish 

Set the Stage: Choose Your Role or Be Miscast 
with Michael Por~ 

Find Your Truth: Impact Audiences by Speaking from the Heart 
with Christina Rasmussen 

Practice Like Your Career Depends On It (How to 6ire a TEDx Talk that Goes Viral) 
with Scott Dinsmore 

The Business of Belief: How to Make a Lasting Impression 
with Tom Asacker 

1:00pro PT 

2:00pm PT 

3:00pm PT 

4:00pro PT 

Aug 28 

12:00pm PT 

Lessons from a Paediatric Surgeon on Empathy: Practice Just Being Yourself 
with Ross Fisher 

Platinum Presence: Master Your Non-Verbal Communication 
with Che[yl Dolan 

Tips from a Professional Wingman on How to Find Your Confidence 
with Thomas Edwards 

How to Calm Nerves on the Big Day (and Nail Your First and Last 30 Seconds) 
with Susan Weinschenk 

Find the Essence of Your Idea and Fully Embody It 
with Mozant Guerrier 

1:00pm FT 

2:00pm PT 

3:00pm PT 

4:00pro PT 

Aug 29 



12:00pm PT 

....... Generate a Momentum for Your Speaking Business (and Tips for Avoiding Burnout) 

~2 with Adam Carroll 

1:00pm PT 

How to be a Memorable, "Sticky" Speaker 
with Barry Moltz 

How to Nail Appearances on National Media 
with Jacquette Timmons 

Now to Systematically Build a Speaking Career: Relationships are the Universal Currency 
with Michael Parrish DuDell 

Stories Make Speeches: How to Find Your Authentic Voice 
with Mike Robbins 

2:00pm PT 

3:00pro PT 

4:00pm FT 

Please bookmark this link to the Conference Play page whe~e all ~he sessiems will be streamed: 

h t tps :!iwt;<~’w, e~M~ e os ,com!Spe~k-.Like-.a-.Plo!Pl~.~y 

Sharethegoodness’ I~ ~ ~ 

Share the More Goodness 
V~,~sdom 

iiq ~:! ::::::;~::~ i:~; 



Oompany ~ 

[] 2009-2014 en*theos Enterprises, LLC I PO. Box 33582 San Diego, CA 92163 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalglei sh, Joyce L <j oyced@unc, edu> 

Thursday, August 28, 2014 10:09 AM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. 
<Kathy_Dutton@unc. edu> 

RE: Position Posted 

He is in the system. His last name [s Selmon. 

Joyce 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Thursday, August 28, 2014 10:08 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Dutton, Kathy B. 

Subject: RE: Position Posted 

Joyce, could you please send this over to Zach Seldon? I do not have his contact info. and he is apparently not yet in 

system. He will be on search committee in lieu of Larry based on what you presented earlier. 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, August 28, 2014 8:57 AM 
To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Dutton, Kathy B. 
Subject: Position Posted 

As you are aware, the Assistant Wrestling Coach position is now posted on the University’s website. Search 

committee members can now view applications at the following link:                            You will need 

your onyen and password to access the posting and applicant site. The position will also be posted on two other 

diversity websites. 

REMINDER: All members of the search committee must complete the required "On-line Training for Search Committee 

Members" 

at the following link (those who have completed it in within the past year do not need to do so again): 

ww.                            /’in 
When asked for department name, simply enter "Athletics" if the search committee member is indeed an employee in 



Athletics. Please share this with your search committee members. At the end of the session you should print off the 

sheet that verifies you have completed the training, write your name at the top and return it to me. 

Attached is the official advertisement, which includes this link that should be given to applicants to 

apply: http ~//un~p~opleadmin. com/post~ngs/5005 7 
Remember, in order to be considered an official applicant all candidates MUST apply on line. 

The position will remain open until filled, but we can submit an Interim Request to Interview after 14 days. B_~E 

REMINDED THAT 

INTERVIEWS CANNOT BE SCHEDULED OR CONDUCTED UNTIL CAMPUS APPROVES YOUR INTERIM REQUEST. Please 

contact me or Kathy Dutton 

when you have identified candidates whom you would like to interview and we will submit your request for approval 

once we gather interim 

information from you in order to submit the Interim Statement. 

Please meet with your search committee to determine how best to conduct your review of applications, interview 

process, reference 

checking process, etc. in order to conduct a fair and consistent search. As with all searches you and your committee are 

encouraged to give 

due consideration to women, minority and veteran applicants. You are required to interview a minimum of three 

candidates. 

NOTE: I had sent an email indicating that you need to add a minority to your search committee. Campus went ahead 

and posted the position, but you 

still need to identify a minority willing to serve on your committee. Once you have done so, please let us know so we 

can add them officially to the 

committee. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Kathy Dutton. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 29, 2014 7:04 AM 

Rogers, Kim <krogers@uslacrosse.org>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; Martin, Joseph T <jmartinl@email.unc.edu>; 

Holman, Brian <bdholman@email.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 National Lacrosse Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony 

Thanks Kim- 

As we did last year with RyanWadeslnduction, I will be attendingthe eventand representingthe University of North Carolina. 

Thankyou. 

Joe Breschi 

From: <Rogers>, Kim <krogers@uslacrosse.org> 

Date: Tuesday, August 26, 2014 2:32 PM 

To: "Camarati, Jeffrey Allan" <camarati@ernail.unc.edu>, "Brewer, Rick" <rbrewer@unc.edu>, "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" 

<rick@unc.edu>, "Beale, Michael" <._n_3!_c___h___a___e_Lb___e__a__!__e____@____u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Barlow, Alexis" <alexisb@unc.edu>, "Palanjian, Scott" < _s_ _c_ _ _o_ _t_ _t_ p_ _ _ _@._ _ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ _. _ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > , Joe Breschi 

<breschi@pnc:edu>, "Martin, Joseph T" <jmartinl@email:unc.edu>, "Holman, Brian" <bdholman@emaikunc.edu> 

Cc: UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" 

<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Subjeet~ 2014 National Lacrosse Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony 

Greetings! 

I am sending this to a variety of folks within the Athletic Department as I am not sure who the appropriate contact would be. If there is someone else I should 

contact, please point me in the right direction! 

As you may know, the -2-.-~-.-1---4-.--N---a--t-!.-~-.-n---a-L~--r.-~---s.-s--e--.-~---a--!~--f---~-a----m---e--.!--q--d--u--~!--~---n-.~.~g~-y is quickly approaching. On Saturday, October 25, 2014, we will honor the 57th class: 

Stan Cockerton, Jay Jalbert, Erin Brown Millon, Steve Mitchell, Michele Uhlfelder, Peter G. Voelkel, Carole Wakefield (posthumous) and Margery Watson. 

My reasons for contacting you are three-fold... 

First, we want to be sure you are aware of this celebration honoring the men and women whose contribution to the game of lacrosse has been deemed worthy of 

their induction into the National Lacrosse Hall of Fame~ in case anyone from the university would like to attend. If you or anyone at University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill is interested in attending the event, please see below for electronic links to the formal invitation, reply card and online ticket purchase: 

INVITATION 

REPLY 

ONLINE TICKET PURCHASE* 

*l~ multiple tickets ~re purchased by the university online, please e-m~il me indicating n~mes ~or the guests to receive those tickets. 

Second, we would like to know if UNC is interested in placing a congratulatory ad in the ceremony program for alumnus, Peter G. Voelkel. Peter is being 

presented by his brother and former teammate, T. Brent Voelkel! If you are interested in placing an ad in the program, please let me know as soon as possible so I 

can reserve a page. Details for the ad are as follows: 

Cost I .~300 
Artwork deadline l Monday, October 6, 2014 

Ad specs I 5in x 8in, black and white, PDF or JPEG, no bleeds necessary 

Finally, we are in need of photos and/or video of Peter. If you have anything you would be willing to share, it will be most helpful as we work to create a 

memorable video presentation for him to be played at the induction ceremony. Please let me know what you might be able to share and you can send via e-mail, 

drop box, FTP invitation, etc. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have questions! 

Best, 

Kim 

US i.~crosse 
11.3 W. University [~ai’kway I B3itimei’e, MD 21.21.0 
P: zX10-235-6882 Ext. # 180 
_U_ _ _S_ _L_ _a_ _ _c_ _r_9_ _s_ _s_ _e_ ~_ _o_ _r_ g I L _a_ _x_ ~ _a_ ~ _a_ _z_ j_ _n_ _e_ ~_ _c_ _o_ _ _m_ _ 

US Lacrosse is the national governing bod~, of lacrosse. Through responsive and ,,’~ffe.,’:i:ive k~adership, we provide programs and ~ervices to inspire ~!;}ri:i.,’:ipation wi~q,,’~ protecting 

integrity of [he spot1:, Join today, 

Note: Privileged/Confidential information may be contained in this message and may be subject to legal privilege. Access to this e-mail by anyone other than the intended is 

unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient (or responsible for delivery of the message to such person), you may not use, copy, distribute or deliver to anyone this message 

(or any part of its contents ) or take any action in reliance on iL In such case, you should destroy this message, and notify us immediately. If you have received this email in error, 

please notify us immediately by e-mail or telephone and delete the e-mail from any computer. If you or your employer does not consent to internet e-mail messages of this kind, 

please notify us immediately. All reasonable precautions have been taken to ensure no viruses are present in this e-mail. As our organization cannot accept responsibility for any 

loss or damage arising from the use of this e-mail or attachments we recommend that you subject these to your virus checking procedures prior to use. The views, opinions, 

conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the organization unless otherwise indicated by an authorized representative 

independent of this message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 5, 2014 4:58 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Stalt" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Dutlon, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu> 

URGENT: EPA Performance Review Forms and hffonnation 

EPA.Perf.Review2006.doc; EPA Performance Review Fonn(departmenml).doc; EPA Performance Review Template.2009.doc; FY 14 

Template- Head Coach Evaluation.docx; FY14 Template- Assis~nt Coach Performance Evaluation.docx; Template- Evaluation of Units by 

Coaches.xl~; FY 14 Template- EPA Performmace Evaluation.docx 

TO EXECUTIVE TEAM MEMBERS: 

In May, the following information concerning EPA Performance Reviews was sent to all Executive Team members, and was to be 

discussed at your May Sth meeting, with specific emphasis on forms and deadlines. 

As of this writing, our office has received 12 EPA No,Faculty Performance Reviews. This means that ~].:[5 EPA Non-Faculty Performance 

reviews (including coaches and administrators) have not been received. This means that we are not in compliance with General Administration/University 

policy. We have received notification that audits on EPA-Non Faculty performance reviews will soon be conducted in all campus departments. 

If you have responsibility/oversight of the areas for which any of the 115 reviews that remain outstanding, I urge you to complete and return them to the Athletics- 

HR Services Office ASAP. We need the original forms as noted in the email below. 

For those of you who have completed this requirement, thank you. 

Should have questions, please contact me or Kathy Dutton. 

Joyce 

TO EXECUTIVE TEAM MEMBERS: 

At your Executive Team meeting on Monday, May Sth, one of the agenda items for discussion and review is the EPA 

Performance Review Forms and process. 

Attached for your review are the "EPA Performance Review Forms" that have been used in past years, and newly created forms that are for use solely by the 

Department of Athletics. Please review all forms to familiarize yourself and be prepared to discuss or ask questions. 

The standard University guidelines and process for the EPA Non-Faculty performance reviews is stated below. Once the forms and process have been discussed 

and finalized in your meeting, it will be the responsibility of each Executive Team member to provide these guidelines and instructions to the supervisors of EPA 

Non-Faculty employees in your areas of responsibility. PLEASE NOTE: These instructions follow the Universit’~ EPA Performance Review Policy. 

It is imperative that all completed and signed documents (Performance Review Forms) are submitted to the HR-Services Office by the dates stated below. These 

are fixed dates with non-negotiable deadlines. This is to ensure our compliance with stated University performance management policy. 

Thanks in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. If you have questions please contact me (919)962-7850 or Kathy Dutton (919)962-1030. 

Joyce 

NOTE: Instructions for SPA Performance Reviews will be sent in a separate email. 

It is time for supervisors to complete Performance Reviews for all permanent EPA Non-Faculty employees for the review period July 1, 2013 -June 30, 2014. If an 

employee’s start date was after July 1, 2013 the review period should be reflected appropriately on the performance review form. The Board of Trustees has 

established the requirement that a written, in-person evaluation be conducted annually. 

Guidelines for the 20134-2014 performance review process: 

1. EPA Non-Faculty performance evaluations should be prepared and discussed by late June of each year. 

2. Employees who have had a supervisory change in their present position during the evaluation year should have the prior supervisor consulted and 

contribute to the year-end evaluation whenever possible. If this is not possible for whatever reason, the present supervisor should note this in the 

evaluation and undertake their best effort to consult a next-level supervisor within the work unit who would best be in a position to assess or comment on 

the performance of the employee prior to the present supervisor assuming supervision. Ultimately, the present supervisor is responsible for assuring 

completion and delivery of the annual performance evaluation under these circumstances. 

3. Employees in their present position less than 3 months as of the end of the annual performance evaluation period should at minimum be provided a 

document which outlines the position’s duties and performance expectations and any initial observations on performance the supervisor believes would be 

relevant to assist the employee in understanding expectations moving forward. 

4. Although not required, supervisors may also implement a mid-year written performance review to help provide an opportunity for assessment and 

performance correction prior to the formal review each July 1st. This is not a requirement of this policy. 

5. FORMAT: The specific format of the annual performance evaluation is at the discretion of the individual supervisor. There is no standard, prescribed format 

in recognition of how different the University’s EPA Non-Faculty positions are and the varying criteria that would be employed to evaluate these 

employees. ATTACHED ARE THE THREE FORMATS WE HAVE USED IN PAST YEARS, AND NEWLY CREATED DOCUMENTS SOLEY FOR USE BY THE DEPARMENT OF 

ATHLETICS. 

Whatever performance evaluation format is used, it must be written and provide a general description of the position duties and expectations and a 

written assessment of performance against these standards during the performance period. 

The annual performance evaluation is also a good opportunity to clarify professional development goals and note progress during the performance period 

towards achieving these goals. 

6. COPIES AND RECORDKEEPING: A copy of the annual written performance evaluation must be provided to the employee. The original must be submitted to 

the Athletics-HR Services Office for placement in the employee’s departmental personnel file. 

7. Please have the employee sign the completed review only as an acknowledgement that the review was completed. This signature is not intended to 

stipulate their agreement or disagreement with the content of the evaluation itself. 

8. It is also suggested, but not required, that the next level-supervisor be copied on the performance evaluation and acknowledge its receipt by signature. 

9. The above procedures are intentionally left discretionary to allow individual Department Chairs/Heads to design a performance management workflow that 

functions most effectively within their particular work unit. 

10. EM PLOYEE COMMENTS: The employee should be provided an opportunity to comment on the annual evaluation in writing and any such comments should 

be attached to the original copy of the evaluation placed in the departmental personnel file at the employee’s request. 

DEADLINES INON-N EGOTIABIkI~): 

JUNE 30, 20J.4: Deadline for Performance Reviews to be completed for each permanent EPA Non-Faculty employee. 

JUI.¥ ~[2, 20~[4: Deadline for completed, original forms to be received in the Athletics HR Services Office. Forms must have all required signatures when received in 

our office. 



DOCUMENT RETENTION: 
1. Keep a copy of the completed and signed document for your file. 

2. Give a copy of the completed and signed document to the employee. 

Should you have questions or need additional information, please contact me at 2-7850 or Kathy Dutton at 2-1030. 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <~joyced@nnc.edu~ 

Monday, September 8, 2014 5:30 PM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu> 

ApprovaJ~ received 

We have received approval of the interim recruitment reqnest and yon may now ~hedule interviews with the two selected candidates. Please work with yonr search 

committee to schedule and conduct the interview process. 

If you have questions plea~ contact me or Kathy Dutton. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, September 9, 2014 4:28 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: The Ti~ne Suck of Collaboration 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 08 Sep 2014 05:00 A[q PDT 

"Resist the temptation to say yes too often." 

Everyone wants a part of your time. Even me. How can you learn to better manage it and avoid things that are 

unproductive? 

solution that can be easily implemented. Ask yourself three simple questions before you accept any commitment. 

1. Am I the right person? 

2. Is this the right time? 

3. Do I have enough information? 

If the answer to any of those questions is no, then don’t do it. 

Pass it to someone else (the right person), schedule it for another time (the right time), or wait until you have the 

information you need ( either you or someone else needs to get it). 

But you say ... What if my boss asks me to do something that fails the test? In this case ... 

it’s not just okay-- it’s useful-- to push back or redirect so the work is completed productively. It’s not helpful to 

you, your boss, or your organization if you waste your time on the wrong work. 

Trying to be helpful to evewone on everything is what puts us in a position of failure... 

That’s the irony. We try to be so available because we want to be helpful. And yet being overwhelmed with tasks-- 

especially those we consider to be a waste of our time-- is exactly what will make us unhelpful. 

As for those pesky meetings. Just say No. 

When we get a meeting request that doesn’t pass the test, we should decline. When we’re cc’d on an email that 

doesn’t pass the test, we need to ask the sender to remove us from the list before we get caught up in the flurry of 

REPLY ALL responses. And a fifty-page presentation needs to pass the test before we read it (and even then, it’s 

worth an email asking which are the critical pages to review). 

Brought to you by: CURIOSITY: ,4 c#rio#st, y ~t~con~’en~:~o~a~ ~d ~,get~cy ~h~t he~ps yo~ st~dtd o~ ,i~ ~od~y’s crowded 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 

To stop receiving these emsiis, you may unsubscribe now 

Google inc,, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago iL USA 60610 

Enlail delivery powered by Gec 



~o~ Win AD cibr~ts o~ access to ,~,~t A.., Schedub {w~th Guarmqee Games dataX For 

s~y ~ew user h~ your department who requests ~ccess to the Gusla~ntee Games data ~s 

a pa~t ef the~ sceeas ~o ~&@ AD So,seduCe, I w~ peraonal~y co~hrm t~sat t~se~r ~equested 

pdof to pl-ov~d~r~g bg ~ credentials. 

P~ease ~et r~~e ~*r~ow ~f you have questions about W~?~ A~D Schedule or cur p~armed ~auneh 

i vv~l~ be its goed ~ouch ~ the weeka ahead ss ,~ve ~’oflout a~d stand up ~49r; .,~., o., ~edu,e. 

Gus~antees o~ a~o[her data se[ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 4:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Fammn Street: The History of Cognitive Overload 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 25 Sep 2014 05:00 Arq PDT 

OR GAN I Z E D 

Each day we are confronted with hundreds, probably thousands of decisions. Most of which are insignificant or unimportant or 

both. Do we really need a whole aisle for toothpaste? 

In response to all of these decisions most of us adopt a strategy of satisficing, a term coined by Nobel Prize winner Herbert 

Simon to describe something that is perhaps not the best but good enough. For things that don’t matter, this is a good 

approach. You don’t know which pizza place is the best but you know which ones are good enough. 

Satisficing is one of the foundations of productive human behavior; it prevails when we don’t waste time on 

decisions that don’t matter, or more accurately, when we don’t waste time trying to find improvements that are not 

going to make a significant difference in our happiness or satisfaction. 

All of us, Levitin argues, engage in satisficing every time we clean our homes. 

If we got down on the floor with a toothbrush every day to clean the grout, if we scrubbed the windows and walls 

every single day, the house would be spotless. But few of us go to this much trouble even on a weekly basis (and 

when we do, we’re likely to be labeled obsessive-compulsive). For most of us, we clean our houses until they are 

clean enough, reaching a kind of equilibrium between effort and benefit. It is this cost-benefits analysis that is at the 

heart of satisficing. 

The easiest way to be happy is to want what you already have. "Happy people engage in satisficing all the time, even if they 

don’t know it." 

Satisficing is a tool that allows you not to waste time on things that don’t really matter. Who cares if you pick Colgate or 

Crest? For other decisions, "the old-fashioned pursuit of excellence remains the right strategy." 

We now spend an unusual amount of time and energy ignoring and filtering. Consider the supermarket. 



In 1976, the average supermarket stocked 9,000 unique products; today that number has ballooned to 40,000 of 

them, yet the average person gets 80%- 85% of their needs in only 150 different supermarket items. That means 

that we need to ignore 39,850 items in the store. 

This comes with a cost. 

most of us have no trouble ranking the importance of decisions if asked to do so, our brains don’t automatically do 

this. 

We have a limited number of decisions. There are only so r~a~ we ~a~ ~a~ i~ a day. Once we’ve hit that limit it doesn’t 

matter how important they are. 

The decision-making network in our brain doesn’t prioritize. 

Our world has exploded. Information is abundant. I didn’t think we could process it all but Levitin argues that we can, at a 

cost. 

We can have trouble separating the trivial from the important, and all this information processing makes us tired. 

Neurons are living cells with a metabolism; they need oxygen and glucose to survive and when they’ve been working 

hard, we experience fatigue. Every status update you read on Facebook, every tweet or text message you get from 

a friend, is competing for resources in your brain with important things like whether to put your savings in stocks or 

bonds, where you left your passport, or how best to reconcile with a close friend you just had an argument with. 

The processing capacity of the conscious mind has been estimated at 120 bits per second. That bandwidth, or 

window, is the speed limit for the traffic of information we can pay conscious attention to at any one time. While a 

great deal occurs below the threshold of our awareness, and this has an impact on how we feel and what our life is 

going to be like, in order for something to become encoded as part of your experience, you need to have paid 

conscious attention to it. 

What does this mean? 

In order to understand one person speaking to us, we need to process 60 bits of information per second. With a 

processing limit of 120 bits per second, this means you can barely understand two people talking to you at the same 

time. Under most circumstances, you will not be able to understand three people talking at the same time .... 

With such attentional restrictions, it’s clear why many of us feel overwhelmed by managing some of the most basic 

aspects of life. Part of the reason is that our brains evolved to help us deal with life during the hunter-gatherer phase 

of human history, a time when we might encounter no more than a thousand people across the entire span of our 

lifetime. Walking around midtown Manhattan, you’ll pass that number of people in half an hour. 

Attention is the most essential mental resource for any organism. It determines which aspects of the environment 

we deal with, and most of the time, various automatic, subconscious processes make the correct choice about what 

gets passed through to our conscious awareness. For this to happen, millions of neurons are constantly monitoring 

the environment to select the most important things for us to focus on. These neurons are collectively the 

attentional filter. They work largely in the background, outside of our conscious awareness. This is why most of the 

perceptual detritus of our daily lives doesn’t register, or why, when you’ve been driving on the freeway for several 

hours at a stretch, you don’t remember much of the scenery that has whizzed by: Your attentional system 

"protects" you from registering it because it isn’t deemed important. This unconscious filter follows certain principles 

about what it will let through to your conscious awareness. 

The attentional filter is one of evolution’s greatest achievements. In nonhumans, it ensures that they don’t get 

distracted by irrelevancies. Squirrels are interested in nuts and predators, and not much else. Dogs, whose olfactory 

sense is one million times more sensitive than ours, use smell to gather information about the world more than they 

use sound, and their attentional filter has evolved to make that so. If you’ve ever tried to call your dog while he is 

smelling something interesting, you know that it is very difficult to grab his attention with sound-- smell trumps 

sound in the dog brain. No one has yet worked out all of the hierarchies and trumping factors in the human 

attentional filter, but we’ve learned a great deal about it. When our protohuman ancestors left the cover of the trees 

to seek new sources of food, they simultaneously opened up a vast range of new possibilities for nourishment and 

exposed themselves to a wide range of new predators. Being alert and vigilant to threatening sounds and visual cues 

is what allowed them to survive; this meant allowing an increasing amount of information through the attentional 

filter. 

Levitin points out an interesting fact on how highly successful people (HSP) differ from the rest of us when it comes to 

attentional filters. 



Successful people-- or people who can afford it-- employ layers of people whose job it is to narrow the attentional 
filter. That is, corporate heads, political leaders, spoiled movie stars, and others whose time and attention are 

especially valuable have a staff of people around them who are effectively extensions of their own brains, replicating 

and refining the functions of the prefrontal cortex’s attentional filter. 

These highly successful persons have many of the daily distractions of life handled for them, allowing them to devote 

all of their attention to whatever is immediately before them. They seem to live completely in the moment. Their 

staff handle correspondence, make appointments, interrupt those appointments when a more important one is 

waiting, and help to plan their days for maximum efficiency (including naps!). Their bills are paid on time, their car is 

serviced when required, they’re given reminders of projects due, and their assistants send suitable gifts to the HSP’s 

loved ones on birthdays and anniversaries. Their ultimate prize if it all works? A Zen-like focus. 

Levitin argues that if we organize our minds and our lives "following the new neuroscience of attention and memory, we can 

all deal with the world in ways that provide the sense of freedom that these highly successful people enjoy." 

To do that, however, we need to understand the architecture of our attentional system. "To better organize our mind, we 

need to know how it has organized itself." 

Change and importance are two crucial principles used by our attentional filter. 

The brain’s change detector is at work all the time, whether you know it or not. Ira close friend or relative calls on 

the phone, you might detect that her voice sounds different and ask if she’s congested or sick with the flu. When 

your brain detects the change, this information is sent to your consciousness, but your brain doesn’t explicitly send a 

message when there is no change. If your friend calls and her voice sounds normal, you don’t immediately think, 

"Oh, her voice is the same as always." Again, this is the attentional filter doing its job, detecting change, not 

constancy. 

Importance can also filter information. But it’s not objective or absolute importance but something personal and relevant to 

you. 

mind) while other billboards go ignored. If you’re in a crowded room, at a party for instance, certain words to which 
you attach high importance might suddenly catch your attention, even if spoken from across the room. If someone 
says "fire" or "sex" or your own name, you’ll find that you’re suddenly following a conversation far away from where 

you’re standing, with no awareness of what those people were talking about before your attention was captured. 

The attentional filter lets us live on autopilot most of the time coming out of it only when we need to. In so doing, we "do not 

register the complexities, nuances, and often the beauty of what is right in front of us." 

A great number of failures of attention occur because we are not using these two principles to our advantage. 

Simply put, attention is limited. 

A critical point that bears repeating is that attention is a limited-capacity resource-- there are definite limits to the 

number of th~ngs we can attend to at once. We see this in everyday activities. If you’re driving, under most 
circumstances, you can play the radio or carry on a conversation with someone else in the car. But if you’re looking 

for a particular street to turn onto, you ~nstinctively turn down the radio or ask your friend to hang on for a moment, 
to stop talking. This is because you’ve reached the limits of your attention in trying to do these three things. The 

limits show up whenever we try to do too many things at once. 

Our brain hides things from us. 

The human brain has evolved to hide from us those things we are not paying attention to. In other words, we often 

have a cognitive blind spot: We don’t know what we’re missing because our brain can completely ignore things that 

are not its priority at the momentI even if they are right in front of our eyes. Cognitive psychologists have called 

this blind spot various names, including inattentional blindness. 

One of the most famous demonstrations of this is the basketball video (for more see: Tb~ 5#~zisib~ Gori~la~ How O#~ 



A lot of instances of losing things like car keys, passports, money, receipts, and so on occur because our attentional 

systems are overloaded and they simply can’t keep track of everything. The average American owns thousands of 

times more possessions than the average hunter-gatherer. In a real biological sense, we have more things to keep 

track of than our brains were designed to handle. Even towering ~ntellectuals such as Kant and Wordsworth 
complained of information excess and sheer mental exhaustion induced by too much sensory input or mental 

overload. 

But we need not fear this cognitive overload, Levitin argues. "More than ever, effective external systems are available for 

organizing, categorizing, and keeping track of things." 

Znformation Overload, Then and Now 

We’ve been around a long time. For most of that time we didn’t do much of anything other than "procreate and survive." 

Then we discovered farming and irrigation and gave up our fairly nomadic lifestyle. Farming allowed us to specialize. I could 

grow potatoes and you could grow tomatoes and we could trade. This created a dependency on each other and markets for 

trading. All of this trading, in turn required an accounting system to keep tabs on inventory and trades. This was the birthplace 

of writing. 

With the growth of trade, cities, and writing, people soon discovered architecture, government, and the other 

refinements of being that collectively add up to what we think of as civilization. The appearance of writing some 

5,000 years ago was not met with unbridled enthusiasm; many contemporaries saw it as technology gone too far, 

a demonic invention that would rot the mind and needed to be stopped. Then, as now, printed words were 

promiscuous-- it was impossible to control where they went or who would receive them, and they could circulate 

easily without the author’s knowledge or control. Lacking the opportunity to hear information directly from a 

speaker’s mouth, the antiwriting contingent complained that it would be impossible to verify the accuracy of the 

writer’s claims, or to ask follow-up questions. Plato was among those who voiced these fears; his King Thamus 

decried that the dependence on written words would "weaken men’s characters and create forgetfulness in their 

souls." Such externalization of facts and stories meant people would no longer need to mentally retain large 

quantities of information themselves and would come to rely on stories and facts as conveyed, in written form, by 

others. Thamus, king of Egypt, argued that the written word would infect the Egyptian people with fake knowledge. 

The Greek poet Callimachus said books are "a great evil." The Roman philosopher Seneca the Younger ( tutor to 

Nero) complained that his peers were wasting time and money accumulating too many books, admonishing that 

"the abundance of books is a distraction." Instead, Seneca recommended focusing on a limited number of good 

books, to be read thoroughly and repeatedly. Too much information could be harmful to your mental health. 

Cue the printing press, which allowed for the rapid copying of books. This further complicated intellectual life. 

The printing press was introduced in the mid 1400s, allowing for the more rapid proliferation of writing, replacing 

laborious (and error-prone) hand copying. Yet again, many complained that intellectual life as we knew it was done 

for. Erasmus, in 1525, went on a tirade against the "swarms of new books," which he considered a serious 

impediment to learning. He blamed printers whose profit motive sought to fill the world with books that were 

"foolish, ignorant, malignant, libelous, mad, impious and subversive." Leibniz complained about "that horrible mass of 

books that keeps on growing " and that would ultimately end in nothing less than a "return to barbarism." Descartes 

famously recommended ignoring the accumulated stock of texts and instead relying on one’s own observations. 

Presaging what many say today, Descartes complained that "even if all knowledge could be found in books, where it 

is mixed in with so many useless things and confusingly heaped in such large volumes, it would take longer to read 

those books than we have to live in this life and more effort to select the useful things than to find them oneself." 



A steady flow of complaints about the proliferation of books reverberated into the late 1600s. Intellectuals warned 

that people would stop talking to each other, burying themselves in books, polluting their minds with useless, fatuous 

ideas. 

There is an argument that this generation is at the same crossroads -- ou~ @utemb~rg moment. 

iPhones and iPads, email, and Twitter are the new revolution. 

engage 
with real people and the real-time exchange of ideas. 

The industrial revolution brought along a rapid rise in discovery and advancement. Scientific information increased at a 

staggering clip. 

Today, someone with a PhD in biology can’t even know all that is known about the nervous system of the squid! 

Google Scholar reports 30,000 research articles on that topic, with the number increasing exponentially. By the time 

you read this, the number will have increased by at least 3,000. The amount of scientific information we’ve 

discovered in the last twenty years is more than all the discoveries up to that point, from the beginning of language. 

This is taxing all of us as we filter what we need to know from what we don’t. This ties in nicely with Tyler Cowen’s argument 

that the future of work is changing and we will ~eed to add valise to co~te~s. 

To cope with information overload we create to-do lists and email ourselves reminders. I have lists of lists. Right now there 

are over 800 unread emails in my inbox. Many of these are reminders to myself to look into something or to do something, 

links that I need to go back and read, or books I want to add to my wishlist. I see those emails and think, yes I want to do 

that but not right now. So they sit in my inbox. Occasionally I’ll create a to-do list, which starts off with the best intentions 

and rapidly becomes a brain dump. Eventually I remember tbe ~8 r~i#~te p~a~ for managing ~o~" day and I re-focus, 

scheduling time for the most important things. No matter what I do I always feel like I’m on the border between organized 

and chaos. 

large part of this feeling of being overwhelmed can be traced back to our evolutionarily outdated attentional 

system. I mentioned earlier the two principles of the attentional filter: change and importance. There is a third 

principle of attention-- not specific to the attentional filter-- that is relevant now more than ever. It has to do with 

the difficulty of attentional switching. We can state the principle this way: Switching attention comes with a high cost. 

Our brains evolved to focus on one thing at a time. This enabled our ancestors to hunt animals, to create and 

fashion tools, to protect their clan from predators and invading neighbors. The attentional filter evolved to help us to 

stay on task, letting through only information that was important enough to deserve disrupting our train of thought. 

But a funny thing happened on the way to the twenty-first century: The plethora of information and the technologies 

that serve it changed the way we use our brains. Multitasking is the enemy of a focused attentional system, 

Increasingly, we demand that our attentional system try to focus on several things at once, something 

that it was not evolved to do. We talk on the phone while we’re driving, listening to the radio, looking for a parking 

place, planning our mom’s birthday party, twing to avoid the road construction signs, and thinking about what’s for 

lunch. We can’t truly think about or attend to all these things at once, so our brains flit from one to the other, each 

time with a neurobiological switching cost. The system does not function well that way. Once on a task, our brains 

function best if we stick to that task. 

When you pay attention to something it means you don’t see something else. David Foster Wallace hit upon this in his 

s )eech, The Tru~ With A Who~e Lot Of ~e~orical ~llshi~ Pared Aw~y. He said: 

Learning how to think really means learning how to exercise some control over how and what you think. Xt means 

being conscious and aware enough to choose what you pay attention to and to choose how you construct 

meaning from experience. Because if you cannot exercise this kind of choice in adult life, you will be totally hosed. 

Think of the old clich~ about the mind being an excellent servant but a terrible master. This, like many cliches, so 

lame and unexciting on the surface, actually expresses a great and terrible truth. 

And Winifred Gallagher, author of the book P, apt: Atte~tion a~d t~e ~oc&~sed Life, wrote: 

That your experience largely depends on the material objects and mental subjects that you choose to pay attention 

to or ignore is not an imaginative notion, but a physiological fact. When you focus on a stop sign or a sonnet, a waft 

of perfume or a stock-market tip, your brain registers that "target," which enables it to affect your behavior. In 

contrast, the things that you don’t attend to in a sense don’t exist, at least for you. 

All day long, you are selectively paying attention to something, and much more often than you may suspect, you 

can take charge of this process to good effect. Indeed, your ability to focus on this and suppress that is the key to 

controlling your experience and, ultimately, your well-being. 



When you walk into the front door of your house after a long day of work to screaming kids and a ringing phone you’re not 

thinking about where you left your car keys. 

Attention is created by networks of neurons in the prefrontal cortex (just behind your forehead) that are sensitive 

only to dopamine. When dopamine is released, it unlocks them, like a key in your front door, and they start firing tiny 

electrical impulses that stimulate other neurons in their network. But what causes that initial release of dopamine? 

Typically, one of two different triggers: 

1. Something can grab your attention automatically, usually something that is salient to your survival, with 

evolutionary origins. This vigilance system incorporating the attentional filter is always at work, even when you’re 

asleep, monitoring the environment for important events. This can be a loud sound or bright light (the startle reflex), 

something moving quickly (that might indicate a predator), a beverage when you’re thirsty, or an attractively shaped 

potential sexual partner. 

2. You effectively will yourself to focus only on that which is relevant to a search or scan of the environment. This 

deliberate filtering has been shown in the laboratory to actually change the sensitivity of neurons in the brain. If 

you’re trying to find your lost daughter at the state fair, your visual system reconfigures to look only for things of 

about her height, hair color, and body build, filtering everything else out. Simultaneously, your auditory system 

retunes itself to hear only frequencies in that band where her voice registers. You could call it the Where’s Waldo? 

filtering network. 

It all comes back to Waldo. 

If it has red in it, our red-sensitive neurons are involved in the imagining. They then automatically tune themselves, 

and inhibit other neurons (the ones for the colors you’re not interested in) to facilitate the search. Where’s Waldo? 

trains children to set and exercise their visual attentional filters to locate increasingly subtle cues in the environment, 

much as our ancestors might have trained their children to track animals through the forest, starting with easy-to- 

see and easy-to -differentiate animals and working up to camouflaging animals that are more difficult to pick out 

from the surrounding environment. The system also works for auditory filtering-- if we are expecting a particular 

pitch or timbre in a sound, our auditory neurons become selectively tuned to those characteristics. 

When we willfully retune sensory neurons in this way, our brains engage in top-down processing, originating in a 

higher, more advanced part of the brain than sensory processing. 

But if we have an effective attention filter, why do we find it so hard to filter out distractions? Cue technology. 

For one thing, we’re doing more work than ever before. The promise of a computerized society, we were told, was 

that it would relegate to machines all of the repetitive drudgery of work, allowing us humans to pursue loftier 

purposes and to have more leisure time. It didn’t work out this way. Instead of more time, most of us have less. 

Companies large and small have off-loaded work onto the backs of consumers. Things that used to be done for us, 

as part of the value-added service of working with a company, we are now expected to do ourselves. With air 

travel, we’re now expected to complete our own reservations and check-in, jobs that used to be done by airline 

employees or travel agents. At the grocery store, we’re expected to bag our own groceries and, in some 

supermarkets, to scan our own purchases. We pump our own gas at filling stations. Telephone operators used to 

look up numbers for us. Some companies no longer send out bills for their services-- we’re expected to log in to 

their website, access our account, retrieve our bill, and initiate an electronic payment; in effect, do the job of the 

company for them. Collectively, this is known as shadow work-- it represents a kind of parallel, shadow economy in 

which a lot of the service we expect from companies has been transferred to the customer. Each of us is doing the 

work of others and not getting paid for it. It is responsible for taking away a great deal of the leisure time we 

thought we would all have in the twenty-first century. 

Beyond doing more work, we are dealing with more changes in information technology than our parents did, and 

more as adults than we did as children. The average American replaces her cell phone every two years, and that 

often means learning new software, new buttons, new menus. We change our computer operating systems every 

three years, and that requires learning new icons and procedures, and learning new locations for old menu items. 

It’s not a coincidence that highly successful people tend to offload these tasks to others, allowing them to focus. 

knowledge becomes more available-- and decentralized through the Internet-- the notions of accuracy and 

authoritativeness have become clouded. Conflicting viewpoints are more readily available than ever, and in many 

cases they are disseminated by people who have no regard for facts or truth. Many of us find we don’t know whom 

to believe, what is true, what has been modified, and what has been vetted. 

[-4 



My teacher, the Stanford cognitive psychologist Amos Tversky, encapsulates this in "the Volvo story." A colleague 

was shopping for a new car and had done a great deal of research. Consumer Reports showed through independent 

tests that Volvos were among the best built and most reliable cars in their class. Customer satisfaction surveys 

showed that Volvo owners were far happier with their purchase after several years. The surveys were based on tens 

of thousands of customers. The sheer number of people polled meant that any anomaly-- like a specific vehicle that 

was either exceptionally good or exceptionally bad-- would be drowned out by all the other reports. In other words, 

a survey such as this has statistical and scientific legitimacy and should be weighted accordingly when one makes a 

decision. It represents a stable summary of the average experience, and the most likely best guess as to what your 

own experience will be (if you’ve got nothing else to go on, your best guess is that your experience will be most like 

the average). 

Amos ran into his colleague at a party and asked him how his automobile purchase was going. The colleague had 

decided against the Volvo in favor of a different, lower-rated car. Amos asked him what made him change his mind 

after all that research pointed to the Volvo. Was it that he didn’t like the price? The color options? The styling? No, it 

was none of those reasons, the colleague said. Instead, the colleague said, he found out that his brother-in-law had 

owned a Volvo and that it was always in the shop. 

From a strictly logical point of view, the colleague is being irrational. The brother-in-law’s bad Volvo experience is a 

single data point swamped by tens of thousands of good experiences-- it’s an unusual outlier. But we are social 

creatures. We are easily swayed by first-person stories and vivid accounts of a single experience. Although this is 

statistically wrong and we should learn to overcome the bias, most of us don’t. Advertisers know this, and this is 

why we see so many first-person testimonial advertisements on TV. "I lost twenty pounds in two weeks by eating 

this new yogurtI and it was delicious, too!" Or "I had a headache that wouldn’t go away. I was barking at the dog 

and snapping at my loved ones. Then I took this new medication and I was back to my normal self." Our brains 

focus on vivid, social accounts more than dry, boring, statistical accounts. 

So not only does knowledge become easier to access than ever before (frictionless) but as it becomes more available our 

brains need to cope with it, which they do by magnifying our pre-existing cognitive biases. 



bottom, but a ruler will show that they’re the same size. In the Ebbinghaus illusion below it, the white circle on the 

left seems larger than the white circle on the right, but they’re the same size. We say that our eyes are playing tricks 

on us, but in fact, our eyes aren’t playing tricks on us, our brain is. The visual system uses heuristics or shortcuts to 

piece together an understanding of the world, and it sometimes gets things wrong. 

We are prone to cognitive illusions when we make decisions, The same type of shortcuts are at play. 
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F~:mam Street: Eight Things I Learned from Peter Thiel’s Zero To One 
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Eight Thi~gs :I: Learned from ~eter Thief’s Zero To 

Posted: 16 Sep 2014 05:00 AM PDT 

Peter Thiel is an entrepreneur and investor. He co-founded PayPal and Palantir. He also made the first outside investment in 

Facebook and was an early investor in companies like SpaceX and LinkedIn. And now he’s written a book, Zero to O~e: 

Notes on Stirrups, or Holy to g~il~ the ~t~re, with the goal of helping us "see beyond the tracks laid down" to the 

"broader future that there is to create." 

The book is an exercise in thinking. It’s about questioning and rethinking received wisdom in order to create the future. 

Here are eight lessons I took away from the book, 

1. Like Heraclitus, who said that you can only step i~to t~e same ri~e~ o~¢e, Thiel believes that each moment in business 

happens only once. 

The next Bill Gates will not build an operating system. The next Larry Page or Sergey Brin won’t make a search 

engine. And the next Mark Zuckerberg won’t create a social network. If you are copying these guys, you aren’t 

learning from them. 

Of course, it’s easier to copy a model than to make something new. Doing what we already know how to do takes 

the world from 1 to n, adding more of something familiar. But every time we create something new, we go from 0 

to 1. The act of creation is singular, as is the moment of creation, and the result is something fresh and strange. 

2. There is no formula for innovation. 

The paradox of teaching entrepreneurship is that such a formula (for innovation) cannot exist; because every 

innovation is new and unique, no authority can prescribe in concrete terms how to be more innovative. :[ndeed, the 

single most powerful pattern I have noticed is that successful people find value in unexpected places, and they do 

this by thinking about business from first principles instead of formulas. 

3. The best interview question you can ask. 

Whenever :[interview someone for a job, :[like to ask this question: "What important truth do very few people agree 



with you on?" 

This is a question that sounds easy because it’s straightforward. Actually, it’s very hard to answer. It’s intellectually 

difficult because the knowledge that everyone is taught in school is by definition agreed upon. And it’s psychologically 

difficult because anyone trying to answer must say something she knows to be unpopular. Brilliant thinking is rare, 

but courage is in even shorter supply than genius. 

Most commonly, [ hear answers like the following: 

"Our educational system is broken and urgently needs to be fixed." 

’America is exceptional." 

"There is no God." 

These are bad answers. The first and the second statements might be true, but many people already agree with 

them. The third statement simply takes one side in a familiar debate. A good answer takes the following form: "Most 

people believe in x, but the truth is the opposite of x." 

What does this have to do with the future? 

In the monst minimal sense, the future is simply the set of all moments yet to come. But what makes the future 

distinctive and important isn’t that it hasn’t happened yet, but rather that it will be a time when the world looks 

different from today .... Most answers to the contrarian questions are different ways of seeing the present; good 

answers are as close as we can come to looking into the future. 

new company’s most important strength 

Properly defined, a startup is the largest group of people you can convince of a plan to build a different future. A new 

company’s most important strength is new thinking: even more important than nimbleness, small size affords space 

to think. 

5. The first step to thinking clearly 

Our contrarian question - What important truth do very few people agree with you on? --is difficult to answer 

directly. It may be easier to start with a preliminary: what does everybody agree on?" 

"Madness is rare in individuals 

--but in groups, parties, nations and ages it is the rule. 

-- Nietzche (before he went mad) 

If you can identify a delusional popular belief, you can find what lies hidden behind it: the contrarian truth. 

Conventional beliefs only ever come to appear arbitrary and wrong in retrospect; whenever one collapses we call the 

old belief a bubble, but the distortions caused by bubbles don’t disappear when they pop. The internet bubble of the 

’90s was the biggest of the last two decades, and the lessons learned afterward define and distort almost all thinking 

about technology today. The first step to thinking clearly is to question what we think we know about the past. 

Here is an example Thiel gives to help illuminate this idea. 

The entrepreneurs who stuck with Silicon Valley learned four big lessons from the dot-corn crash that still guide 

business thinking today: 

1. Make incremental advances -- "Grand visions inflated the bubble, so they should not be indulged. Anyone who 

claims to be able to do something great is suspect, and anyone who wants to change the world should be more 

humble. Small, incremental steps are the only safe path forward." 

2. Stay lean and flexible -- "All companies must be lean, which is code for unplanned. You should not know what 

your business will do; planning is arrogant and inflexible. ]Instead you should try things out, iterate, and treat 

entrepreneurship as agnostic experimentation." 

3. Improve on the competition -- "Don’t try to create a new market prematurely. The only way to know that you 

have a real business is to start with an already existing customer, so you should build your company by improving 

on recognizable products already offered by successful competitors." 



4. Focus on product, not sales --"If your product requires advertising or salespeople to sell it, it’s not good 

enough: technology is primarily about product development, not distribution. Bubble-era advertising was obviously 

wasteful, so the only sustainable growth is viral growth." 

These lessons have become dogma in the startup world; those who would ignore them are presumed to invite the 

justified doom visited upon technology in the great crash of 2000. And yet the opposite principles are probably more 

correct. 

1. It is better to risk boldness than triviality. 

2. A bad plan is better than no plan. 

3. Competitive markets destroy profits. 

4. Sales matters just as much as product." 

To build the future we need to challenge the dogmas that shape our view of the past. That doesn’t mean the 

opposite of what is believed is necessarily true, it means that you need to rethink what is and is not true and 

determine how that shapes how we see the world today. As Thiel says, "The most contrarian thing of all is not to 

oppose the crowd but to think for yourself. 

6. Progress comes from monopoly, not competition. 

The problem with a competitive business goes beyond lack of profits. Imagine you’re running one of those 

restaurants in Mountain View. You’re not that different from dozens of your competitors, so you’ve got to fight hard 

to survive. If you offer affordable food with low margins, you can probably pay employees only minimum wage. And 

you’ll need to squeeze out every efficiency: That is why small restaurants put Grandma to work at the register and 

make the kids wash dishes in the back. 

A monopoly like Google is different. Since it doesn’t have to worry about competing with anyone, it has wider 

latitude to care about its workers, its products and its impact on the wider world. Google’s motto--"Don’t be evil"- 

is in part a branding ploy, but it is also characteristic of a kind of business that is successful enough to take ethics 

seriously without jeopardizing its own existence. In business, money is either an important thing or it is everything. 

Monopolists can afford to think about things other than making money; non-monopolists can’t. In perfect 

competition, a business is so focused on today’s margins that it can’t possibly plan for a long-term future. Only one 

thing can allow a business to transcend the daily brute struggle for survival: monopoly profits. 

So a monopoly is good for everyone on the inside, but what about everyone on the outside? Do outsize profits 

come at the expense of the rest of society? Actually, yes: Profits come out of customers’ wallets, and monopolies 

deserve their bad reputation--but only in a world where nothing changes. 

In a static world, a monopolist is just a rent collector. If you corner the market for something, you can jack up the 

price; others will have no choice but to buy from you. Think of the famous board game: Deeds are shuffled around 

from player to player, but the board never changes. There is no way to win by inventing a better kind of real-estate 

development. The relative values of the properties are fixed for all time, so all you can do is try to buy them up. 

But the world we live in is dynamic: We can invent new and better things. Creative monopolists give customers 

more choices by adding entirely new categories of abundance to the world. Creative monopolies aren’t just good for 

the rest of society; they’re powerful engines for making it better. 

7. Rivalry causes us to overemphasize old opportunities and slavishly copy what has worked in the past. 

Marx and Shakespeare provide two models that we can use to understand almost every kind of conflict. 

According to Marx, people fight because they are different. The proletariat fights the bourgeoisie because they have 

completely different ideas and goals (generated, for Marx, by their very different material circumstances). The 

greater the difference, the greater the conflict. 

To Shakespeare, by contrast, all combatants look more or less alike. It’s not at all clear why they should be fighting 

since they have nothing to fight about. Consider the opening to Romeo and Juliet: "Two households, both alike in 

dignity." The two houses are alike, yet they hate each other. They grow even more similar as the feud escalates. 

Eventually, they lose sight of why they started fighting in the first place." 

In the world of business, at least, Shakespeare proves the superior guide. Inside a firm, people become obsessed 

with their competitors for career advancement. Then the firms themselves become obsessed with their competitors 

in the marketplace. Amid all the human drama, people lose sight of what matters and focus on their rivals instead. 



Rivalry causes us to overemphasize old opportunities and slavishly copy what has worked in the past. 

8. Last can be first 

You’ve probably heard about "first mover advantage": if you’re the first entrant into a market, you can capture 

significant market share while competitors scramble to get started. That can work, but moving first is a tactic, not a 

goal. What really matters is generating cash flows in the future, so being the first mover doesn’t do you any good if 

someone else comes along and unseats you. It’s much better to be the last mover - that is, to make the last great 

development in a specific market and enjoy years or even decades of monopoly profits. 

Grandmaster Jos~ Ra[il Capablanca put it well: to succeed, "you must study the endgame before everything else." 

21e~o to (:}~ is full of counterintuitive insights that will help your thinking and ignite possibility. 
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[JB.me] Let the Rejections Begin... 

Emai[ riot displaying correctly? 

View it in your browse~ 

Hi Everyone, 

As so~ne of you know, I’ve been working on the book proposal for my second book 

for about a year now (on "The Human Pivot"-----a method for navigating major career 

changes ever,i few years in our rapidly evolving economy). 

Last month my agent and I submitted to Running Press, the Life After College publisher who 

had first right of refusal, and their verdict is in: 

Not interested, nol even taking it to the review committee. My main ~action was surprise: [ 

hustled my tail off on the first book, and it did welL-sold 30,000 copies, was featured in 

Target’s new grad display, and got re-printed in Korea, Japan and Taiwan. Their main critique: 

the new topic is too general, doesn’t have a clear targe~ markeL (I don’~ agree) 

Their Ioss! 

I don’t get rny feathers ruffled from just one no. I expect it. I welcome it. Especially in 

publishing! BRING ON THE NO. I won’t really l~act unless every las~ publisher rejects my 

proposal; even then, [ see it as a sign to either A) pivot (hey, someone should write a book on 

that!) B) grow my platfon~n fudher or C) self-publish. 

I’m net interested in self-publishing as a pdmanl option (for a variet;f of reasons) but I’m not 

ruling it out down the road either. 

So... we start submitting to other publishing houses this week.., as always, I will keep 

you posted! In the meantime, let’s all wear our rejections as the b.:~:d:iH~s. <:f h:-:.:~:’::-:.:r that 

they are :) 

WRITING 

What’s new on JB.me: 

F~TURED 

Fm excited to be featured on R.;!:~’:I’~ & .2.~yf=ii. tq= !~: :.:~.~:~.:!.:k--one of my "gidier" interviews 

where I actually share products and clothing items I like. in general, you’ll Iind me in 

yoga clothes 95% of the time :) 

WATCHING 

Thanks to Marie Fodeo for the in~rod~..~ct~i=::w= ~::, i~v~i?=ys=::=..,:w= Z?=y.=::d----.this TED Talk was 

hilarious and head-warming: I’w~. G~::.~ ~::~’9 ~:::;=~<:;t::f,m n.~:.. P.:~:I:W i:~: .;m~:t OI~e. 

TOOLS O’ THE WEEK 

e Skii~,-::~’=: An Evemete product that allows you to quickly take screenshots, annotate 

~hem, and send a short-link ~o others. It automatically backs~up all "Skitches" to an 

Evemote foMer that you designate. Hat dp to ]:’~:..;~:~’~ .~:~.!~’~:.::~’:’~::?.? ot~ this 



FINAL THOUGHTS 

That’s it for" now.. ¯ THANK YOU agaiB Io~ reading, for" your supporL and fo~" being part of this 

new ~dventure with me. 

And please feel flee ~o t’eply and say hello aBy ~irne! i would also love ~o hoar what’s on 

mind and what questions you have so 1hat I can address the~q in future newsletlers :) 

Warrnly~ 

Foii<,s~ on Twitter Subscribe on Facebook Forward to Friend 

Copyright © 2014 Jenny B;ake En!erpH_~e_~, A# Hgh~s resetved. 
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New Yor~r, NY 10013 
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Subject: eFlash... NY Times: "OSU’s Monitoring of Athletes’ Spending Raises Concerns" 
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To Clips subscribers with compliance, FAR, President, VP, AD or widget-maker in their titles: 
Tuesday morning greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
One of the first items I came across in this morning’s read was an article (below) in the New York Times about the "bigger and better’’ (my term) 
compliance efforts of the Ohio State program. Brad Wolverton of The Chronicle of Higher Education took a road trip to Columbus and filed a 
comprehensive look-see at OSU compliance in a fine report that was posted on the Chronicle site a few days ago (see bottom of this email for 
Brad’s article). 
Then, Greg Bishop of the New York Times took Brad’s effort a step further, especially in the financial oversight area, with an article that was posted 
on the Times’ website late last night. 
This time around your Clips Editor will leave it to others* to comment on the propriety/necessity/ethics/legality/motives of stepped-up compliance 
oversight. However, I will remind everyone that some big-time college football and basketball student-athletes need to be, ah, monitored closely, 
elsewise they’ll get themselves and their school in trouble. And Ohio State is a prime example of that. For them to take aggressive, comprehensive 
steps to avoid another, ah, situation makes a ton of sense. 
That’s all for this morning. Read away, read away, read away all ..... 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Ohio State’s Monitoring of Athletes’ Spending Raises Concerns 

By GREG BISHOP, New York Times, 12-18-12 

http ://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/18/sp~rts/ncaaf~~tba~~/~hi~-states-m~nit~ring-~f-ath~etes-spending-raises-privacy-c~ncerns~htm~? 
emc=tnt&tntemailO=y&_r=O 

At Ohio State, one slice of an ambitious universitywide compliance department overhaul fostered something of a national debate last week on 

oversight in college sports. It did not involve study habits, training habits or dietary habits. 

It involved spending habits and whether they should be monitored and who should monitor them. 

Ohio State, as part of this compliance makeover, "strongly encourages" athletes, especially football and men’s and women’s basketball players, to 
open checking accounts. University officials, including assistants, help those athletes open the accounts, set budgets and set up direct deposit. 
They also monitor spending, as first reported in The Chronicle of Higher Education, although not on a line-by-line basis. 

The university described this policy as financial education, a level beyond what the N.C.A.A. requires but in a positive, trailblazer sense. Those who 
study college sports said that although portions of the policy made them uncomfortable, it could provide a blueprint for future compliance efforts at 
other universities. Critics saw this as a violation of privacy, a way for Ohio State to protect the big business of football under the guise of education. 

Ultimately, that debate framed a question that holds national implications for college sports. Namely, how much oversight is too much? 

"Part of me says you do what you’ve got to do when you’re a big-time college athletics program," said David Ridpath, an assistant professor in 
sports administration at Ohio University and a member of the Drake Group, a network of professors who lobby for academic integrity in college 
sports. "The flip side is it’s pathetic that we have to do this. I don’t like the Big Brother aspect of this. Do we have to monitor everything? 

"1 guess it’s the next logical, unfortunate step." 

Ridpath sympathized with Ohio State, a university where the football team finished 2012 undefeated but ineligible for the postseason because of a 
scandal that involved players’ trading memorabilia for cash and tattoos. That helped prompt the overhaul, which stretched across all university 
compliance departments. 



In February, Ohio State created an Office of University Compliance and Integrity to centralize its compliance efforts. It also added staff members 
and increased its budget. The steps marked an aggressive approach. 

The compliance department for athletics fell under that centralized umbrella. Jason Singleton, a former basketball player who worked as an 
investigator for the NC.A.A., was hired to join the department. His job is to educate local businesses --like barbershops, nightclubs and tattoo 
parlors -- on N.C.A.A. rules. The athletic department compliance budget is more than $1 million annually. 

One piece of that transformation concerned those checking accounts. Gene Smith, Ohio State’s athletic director, said several athletes came from 
disadvantaged backgrounds and had never before opened one. He said players would receive lump-sum Pell Grants, then spend that money on 
items like new phones or jewelry, or spend it all at once. Ohio State will teach those players how to balance their checking accounts and budget 
their money. Athletes will be taught how to read the fine print of apartment leases before signing them. It will bring in local bankers to speak to 
them. 

"This is about education," Smith said. "It’s not about Big Brother. It’s about helping young people become managers of their assets. It’s a financial 
literacy program." 

Smith stressed that Ohio State would not ask players to "show me your grocery list and go over every line." But where he saw this as educational, 
others saw more oversight, a way to protect the Buckeyes from rule violations, which tarnish the reputation of universities and lead to millions of 
dollars in lost revenue. Players who do not budget properly, Smith said, "would be more likely to look for opportunities to solve their financial 
problems." 

In a telephone interview, Smith repeatedly cited "Broke," the documentary, part of ESPN’s "30 for 30" series, that highlighted in stark, 
heartbreaking detail the financial woes many athletes faced in retirement. Smith said he wanted to avoid such endings for Ohio State athletes. 

To which Billy Corben, the director of "Broke," said, "I’m flattered and offended." Flattered because he hoped athletes and those who advise them 
would watch the documentary and pay more attention to their finances before they turned professional. 

Offended because "anything that has to do with N.C.A.A. compliance is cynical," Corben said. 

He added: "It has to be. Because they are attempting to enforce and comply with rules that we all know to be fundamentally unfair to the student- 
athlete. They have a moral, ethical, contractual obligation to better educate those students. But they cannot infringe on their basic rights as an 
individual, as an American, rights that other Ohio State students enjoy. Not to make sure they’re not taking money from anybody." 

Ohio State disagreed with this characterization. Gates Garrity-Rokous, the university’s chief compliance officer, said that it needed to help its 
athletes beyond what the N.C.A.A. required, that it had to "think about them in a more complete way." 

Robert H. Schottenstein, a member of the board of trustees at Ohio State since 2005, added: "The biggest take-away from what happened with 
our football team is that the single most precious asset any institution has is our reputation. You cannot put too great a value on how important it is 
to protect that. Compliance is the tangible guardian of that reputation." 

The question is whether other universities will follow Ohio State’s lead, whether this will become the latest in college sports compliance. Smith said 
he heard from other athletic directors across the country. He told them Ohio State’s athletes would leave the university better able to manage their 
money, more business-oriented and more educated on matters pertinent to real life. 

Ridpath, of the Drake Group, wondered if a compliance department’s size and scope of duty would soon figure into the college sports arms race. It 
could factor into recruiting, for programs with higher and lower standards that would be cited to recruits. 

"Athletic departments see it as an investment in risk management," said Paul Swangard, the managing director at the University of Oregon’s 
Warsaw Sports Marketing Center. "There is simply too much at stake financially not to expand compliance and oversight. I think they’ll emerge as a 
trendsetter." 

But as Ridpath noted, to monitor checking account activity does not solve an issue central to modern college sports. It will not grant athletes the 
stipend that many argue they should receive. It will not boost their bank accounts, only help to manage them. To steer athletes from trading 
memorabilia for tattoos, Ridpath suggested they receive some of those millions the universities and the NC.A.A. pocket. 

"The sentiment might be sincere here," Corben said. "But it’s more of an investment in themselves. An investment to protect the money generated 
off the backs and blood and broken bones of student athletes. It’s the system, it’s the N.C.A.A., and it needs to change." 



And so the compliance and oversight debate continued. 

*"Others"- in this case - being Gordon Gee, Gene Smith, Gates Garrlty-Rokous, Paul Swangard, David Ridpath, Sonny Vaccaro, Jon King, 

Jufie Vannatta, Amy Folan, Jon Fagg, Charles Clotfelter, Richard Southall, Barbara Osborn, Debby Stroman, Allison Rich, Urban Meyers, 
Thad Matta, Quincy Adams Wagstaff, Allen Sack, Frank Spfitt, Doug Archie, Billy Corben, Jufie Roe Lach, Mark Emmert, Sara Lopez, 

Dutch Baughman, Ben Jay, Frank Deford, Ed O’Bannon, Mark Nagel, James Antony, Heather Lawrence, Dan Beebe, John Infante, Jim 
Tressel, Jeff Hathaway, Connie Lopiano, Connee Zotos, Conny Mack Jr., Dan Guerrero, Jeff Kaplan, Maurice Clarrett, Frank Zappa, Martin 

Jarmond, Pat Chun, Holt Hackney, Ellen Staurowsky, Lisa Herb, Colleen Edwards, Russ Simons, Pat Forde, Paul Finebaum, I-man, Dave 

O’Brlen, Nancy Hogshead-Makar and dozens of others with a keen interest~nowledge of the concepts/intricacies!case law/anachronism of 
maintaining an "amateur" (you know why it’s in quotes) endeavor as the lynch pin of the big-time college athletics apparatus. 
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your comments on "Potential landmark cases make these perilous times for the NCAA" 

To Clips subscribers with expertise/interest in the investigative/enforcement practices of the NCAA: 

Monday morning greetings. Hope you are well. 

There are many good college sports writers out there, and Dennis Dodd of CBSSports.com is one of the very best. 

Dennis’ article below--"Potential landmark cases make these perilous times for the NCAA"--is a good case in point. He methodically lays out 
his case for what he sees as the shortcomings and suspect procedures of NCAA investigations. And he also provides plenty of factual back-up 
and a credible rationale for his thoughts. 

It seems to me that Dennis has laid out the NCAA’s uh, er, unusual style of investigation/enforcement in as even-handed a way as one could. 

However, I am not an expert of NCAA investigatory processes. But you are. Do you think this is a good!accurate article? Am I missing 
something? 

I am thinking of enhancing/expanding this one into a Clips eFlash (emails that go directly to all Clips subscribers) that I would provide my overview, 
and bring in other quotes/excerpts from others. 

If any of you would care to comment on Dennis’ article, please do, I’d love to have you. YOUR NAME WILL NOT BE USED UNLESS YOU WANT 
IT TO BE USED. We could use the old "an unnamed source told me" treatment. 

Thanks in advance for your OFF THE RECORD comments. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 
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Potential landmark cases make these perilous times for the NCAA 

The organization is facing heavy and consistent criticism for its enforcement actions. There are a lot of balls in the air. 

By Dennis Dodd, CBSSports.com, 1-16-13 

Mark Emmert was approached by a reporter during his annual address at the 2011 Final Four in Houston with a question about a new hire. With 
all its resources, couldn’t the NCAA have perhaps considered bringing in someone else as its next general counsel? 

The new guy, 44-year-old Donald Remy, had been vice president of litigation at Fannie Mae from 2000-2006. In 2006, the national mortgage giant 
revealed it had made billions of dollars worth of accounting errors. Some blamed Fannie Mae for the financial collapse. 

None of that bounced back on Remy, an LSU grad. But when nominated by President Obama in 2009 to be Army general counsel, Remy was 
criticized by some members of the Senate Armed Services Committee about a lack of candor on his resume about his time spent with Fannie 
Mae. 

Remy reportedly summarized that portion of his professional life spent with a "major U.S. company." The administration contended that Remy had 
disclosed his Fannie Mae experience on other forms, but the damage had been done. Remy eventually withdrew his name from consideration. 

"That was a mistake," Remy said in testimony to the committee. "1 take responsibility for that bio coming to the committee/’ 

Since that time, the NCAA has doggedly defended Remy’s credentials and conduct in the Army nomination. 

"His position at Fannie Mae was not a concern to us as we went through the search process," said an NCAA spokesman. 

The committee criticism could be nothing more than partisan politics. The most vocal critics of Remy at the time were Republican senators John 
McCain and Mel Martinez. 

If any of this seems like unfair criticism of the NCAA and its chief legal officer, the irony is obvious. This is the NCAA that - it can be argued - has 
convicted parties of wrongdoing in major infractions cases with similar levels of "evidence." This is the NCAA that demands full compliance and 
truthfulness of its members in enforcement cases. This is the NCAA that soon will demand head coaches know of wrongdoing in their programs or 



face suspensions. 

Off to the side of the podium where he spoke to media that day, Emmert expressed full confidence in Remy. 

Twenty-one months later, the annual NCAA Convention opens this week in Dallas with Remy solidly entrenched at one of the most litigious times 
in the association’s history. The NCAA faces legal threats on several fronts, some to its current way of doing business. 

"1 can’t recall a time when the NCAA has been under such heavy and consistent criticism for its enforcement actions as it has been in the last few 
years," said attorney Scott Tompsett, a veteran of more than two decades representing coaches in NCAA investigations. "The NCAA’s credibility 
seems to be very low right now." 

"The NCAA’s risk management, it’s nonexistent," said Sean O’Leary, an attorney who has been representing a former State University of New 
York-Buffalo (also University of Buffalo) basketball coach in a case against the NCAA for a decade. "If you look at right now, they’ve got a lot of 
balls up in the air." 

Some of the balls Remy has inherited, some he has watched being thrown since taking his position in 2011. 

The NCAA is aggressively fighting the unsealing of documents in former Southern California assistant coach Todd McNair’s suit against the 
association. Documents seem to show that at least three persons may have tried to improperly influence the NCAA infractions committee. 
Tompsett is representing McNair in that case. 

¯ An ongoing lawsuit regarding players’ rights to their likenesses threatens to become a landmark case not only in NCAA history, but legal history. 

° The Penn State decision has opened up a legal Pandora’s Box. Both the Pennsylvania governor and a state senator have sued the NCAA over 

the crippling sanctions applied to the school and football program in July. 

¯ Tim Cohane, that former Buffalo coach, sued the NCAA in 2004 claiming that sanctions destroyed his coaching career. Cohane was found guilty 
of relatively minor infractions. The case that has spanned the terms of three NCAA CEOs and at least two general counsels once reached the 
steps of the Supreme Court. It may soon come to trial. 

"I’m not particularly concerned on any of those," Remy said. "1 believe we’re right on the law and the facts." 

But like a crack in a dam, it only takes one of these cases to collapse to create a legal catastrophe for the NCAA. The association basically gets 
its power to conduct investigative business from a 1988 Supreme Court decision involving former UNLV basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian. The 
court ruled 5-4 that the NCAA is not a "state actor," essentially meaning it is not compelled to use due process during its investigations. 

Instead, the NCAA uses what is described as "administrative due process." Infractions hearings are more like civil cases - administrative as 
opposed to criminal -- where only "clear and convincing evidence" is needed. While the NCAA Manual and the enforcement process are being 
streamlined, there is no reason for the NCAA to give up administrative due process - guilt by a lesser standard. 

The NCAA has argued for years that having to use due process - cross-examining witnesses, etc. - would hinder its ability to investigate cases. 
The investigative process has been speeded up over the years -- the average case lasts 11 months - but flaws remain. 

Example: Think of Remy and his past. He could have been a victim of the NCAA system if he were a suspected coach. In the Cohane or 
Pennsylvania Gow Tom Corbett cases, if it can be proven that the NCAA is a state actor the existence of the association’s investigative powers 
would be at risk. 

"There are definitely cracks in the armor," said Ramogi Huma, president of the National College Players Association. The NCPA settled a lawsuit 
over the true cost of attendance with the NCAA in 2008. The settlement made millions of dollars available to players. 

"The NCAA as a whole has lost much credibility in the eyes of the public," Huma added. "The public believed that the primary nature of the NCAA 
was educational, even charitable. But events over the last few years have exposed the NCAA as greedy, hypocritical, unreasonable and self- 
serving." 

Critics were infuriated over the recent Abigail Grantstein situation at UCLA. Grantstein, an NCAA investigator, was fired by the organization after 
her boyfriend reportedly bragged she had told him UCLA star Shabazz Muhammad would never be cleared to play. Muhammad was reinstated 
last month shortly after the Los Angeles Times reported the boyfriend’s comments. 

Grantstein was the second NCAA investigator fired in 2012. Another, believed to be veteran Ameen Najjar, was relieved while working the Nevin 
Shapiro case at Miami. During that case it was revealed in November an NCAA assistant director of enforcement (not Najjar) wrote a letter to 
former Miami players saying they would be considered guilty if they didn’t cooperate with the investigation. 

"I’ve never heard of anything like this before," a compliance source told CBSSports.com’s Bruce Feldman. "This seems like a total bullying tactic 
and sounds like a desperate move. They’re basically saying they’re taking the word of a billion-dollar ponzi schemer over some guys who may 
have taken a few steak dinners? It looks like the NCAA has spent a ton of money and time investigating this and they’re trying to cover their 
investment." 

In the Miami case, the NCAA is relying on a convicted felon Nevin Shapiro for information. Shapiro is serving 20 years in prison for his role in a 
$930 million Ponzi scheme. It wouldn’t be the first time the NCAA used a source of questionable credibility. The association relied on the 
testimony of convicted felon Lloyd Lake to pin blame on McNair in the Reggie Bush case. 

"It’s simply not a fair process," O’Leary said. 

At least Shapiro reportedly has receipts and records to back up his allegations. But if the case is so solid, why did the NCAA write that threatening 
letter? Is it really a case of "bullying" as the quote above suggests? 



Emmert deserves credit. He is arguably the first NCAA president to have an agenda while in office. His is overall reform. A dramatic reform 
package could move forward this week at the convention. But some think it’s too much, too fast. Smaller NCAA Manual? Absolutely. 

Abusive enforcement? Never. 

"There’s a common thread with all these issues," said Michael Buckner, a veteran South Florida attorney who aids schools in NCAA 
investigations. "In each case, the NCAA has been accused of exceeding [its] procedures or ignoring [its] procedures .... The NCAA is supposed 
to be objective." 

NCAA power in these matters remains a function of its membership. If the schools wanted things to change, they would introduce legislation. The 
association distributes millions each year to funds that benefit athletes medically, financially and academically. It’s also sometimes difficult to 
consider the powerful, monolithic organization as a tax-exempt, non-profit association. 

The association may have taken a huge leap when it decided to prosecute Penn State in the Jerry Sandusky case. It had never previously used a 
criminal proceeding as the basis for violations of the nation’s most powerful amateur sports governing body. It’s hard to find a college 
administrator, six months later, who agrees with the decision. 

Emmert has made it clear that the Freeh Report laid the foundation for the NCAA’s actions. That report basically did the NCAA’s work for it. That 
allowed Emmert to approach the NCAA board of directors for special authority to penalize Penn State. 

Once Penn State signed the consent decree in the case, the door was opened for the NCAA’s unprecedented intrusion. A nuclear deterrent was 
used to knock down what Emmert called "King Football." The move was so historic that Emmert said in September, "the authority I used in the 
Penn State case I never plan to use again." 

"How you view what happened at Penn State depends on where you sit," Remy said. "There have been a lot of [discussion] and a lot of 
commentary. I can’t speak for anybody else. I think that where we are is in a good space where Penn State is moving forward with corrective 
action and trying to move past it." 

Corbett and state Sen. Jake Corman would disagree. They are alleging in their separate suits that the NCAA overstepped its boundaries. While 
political grandstanding by the parties cannot be ignored, the merits of the case are significant according to those who have poured through the 
mounds of paperwork. 

"Keep in mind that the NCAA took unprecedented action to punish Penn State," Tompsett said. "It had to apply its bylaws in a way it had never 
done before and in a way that many people in the industry feel was never intended by the bylaws." 

"We’re preparing our defense for the lawsuit," Remy said. "We’ll let our papers speak for themselves when they’re filed." 

The critics are arguing the NCAA ignored its own rules in prosecuting Penn State. The NCAA is essentially saying the penalties were a one-off. 
The coming legal battles could be fascinating. 

"One thing I’ve learned is if you can get these things to trial, that’s a victory in itself," said David Ridpath, an Ohio University associate professor 
and NCAA reform crusader. 

The little-known Cohane case is a test of wills on both sides. That former Buffalo coach is a Naval Academy graduate, a Vietnam veteran with a 
Purple Heart and two Bronze Stars. His dad, Tim Sr., was the former sports editor of Look magazine. Hardly the profile of a serial cheater. 

Cohane was accused in 1999 of relatively minor violations -- watching players play pick-up before the official practice date. Up until that point, his 
30-year coaching career had been free of wrongdoing. At the time, school officials reportedly told players they wouldn’t graduate if they didn’t 
implicate their coach. One thing led to another. Cohane, now 70, didn’t sit still and decided to fight back. 

O’Leary decided to help out of a sense of loyalty and indignation. He had played for Cohane at Division III Manhattanville College in Purchase, N.Y. 
Now in March a judge will hear a summary judgment motion filed in the case by the NCAA. If denied, the case could go to trial. 

That would the victory in itself that Ridpath spoke of. There may be more. One of O’Leary’s expert witnesses against the NCAA is David Swank, 
former chair of the NCAA infractions committee. 

"In one respect they’ve [NCAA] lost the war," O’Leary said. "Our view from the beginning is, we’re going to get this case in front of a jury." 

It will only have taken a decade. 

http:/!www.cbssports.com!columns!story!21563406!pote ntial-landmark-cases-ma ke-these-perilous-times-for-the-ncaa 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, February 24, 2013 8:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

What you’ve been waiting for’.... Clips Realignment Crraphic 18 

Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips SundayNightShip. 

In 2005 1 launched College Athletics Clips ~] sorta like Kitty Hawk, or maybe a lead air balloon 

(tepidly, warily, hopefully)U and, with a lotta help from a lotta people,* and, despite a scary 

new business thilure rate of about 90% over an 8-year window, here we still axe. Am~ing. 

And how did we manage this? Well, aside from the aforementioned lotto help from a lotta 

people, we have been very lucky., and we have listened closely to Clips subscribers when they 

describe what they like and don’t like. 

One of the things they have really liked is the Clips Realignment Graphic, which we originally 

produced a year ago. We thought it would be a one-and-done but it most defiNtely has not. 

Our subscribers have made me blush ruth their praise and appreciation for the graphic. Who 

woulda know-n? 

This one has exceeded all hopes and expectations, and down below you will find 18th version 

of the Rea]ignment Graphic. And there roll certainly be more versions to come .... alter all, 

we like giving our sub~ribers what they want. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.com/@CollegeAth Clips 

*Lotta people ..... here goes: Mary-Beth t, Dan G, Rock}/M, Susan M, Jim L, Abe M, Tim C, Bill S, Dave O’B, Tom 

Mac, Jeff Mac, Tom C, Debbie Y, Wright VV, Frank R, Russ S, Paul F, Mark L, Gus A, Oscar B, Jon F, Jon J, John 

S, Ben4 Ben F, Calll S, Kevin ~ Tom J, Greg S, Bill B, Mark W, Lisa!, Matt t, Mark l, David l, John l, DareR, 
Kermit H, Gordon G, Ken S, Jamie Z Start M, Eugene S, Shella & Gtada M, Doug A, Gianni D’A, Gianni B, Dan D’A, 

Katie H, Amy Y, Debby S, Richard S, Charles C, John T, Ryan B, Rich F~ Jeff M, Darren G, Bernie McG, Noreen M, 

Carolyn F, Gary W, Tom B, Ellsworth T, Jeff L, Gall ~ Mortimer S, Warde M, Steve R, Terry DP, Mike M, Rich V, 

Marie H, Malcolm M, Mike P, Ross B, Richard W, Leon P, George W, Miles C, Connee Z, Joe G, Ashley G, Peg B- 
D, Tim H, Chet G, Charles B, Greg S, Brenda F, Boo C, Gene C, Greg B, Mike A, Andy F, Julia E, Mike M, Kevin L, 
Doa DiJ, Chris DC, Jamie P, Don C, Allison R, Julia V, Clay 7~ Amy P, Aady S, Pat F, Dan W, BJ S, Tom W, Brad W, 

Dan S, Bernard M, Vince N, David A, Joe N, Frank P, Darren E, Rachel B, Phil W, Vince D, etc etc etc 



Clips eFLASHes ate items of particular #~terest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 
portion of Clips" sage & savvy subscdber base. eFLASHes ate emailed ditectly to specially 
selected Clips subscribers. This particular Clips Realignment Graphic #18 eFLASH has been sent 
to all Clips subscribers. 
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From: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03,2013 6:36:50 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: scholarships are the solution 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
image001 .prig (574.0K) 
imacle002.pnc~ (2.0M) 
ima~le005.ip~ (2.9K) 
Vince- 
Thanks for the input. 
Let’s just do away with athletic merit scholarships. That’d go over big, Huh? 
Nick Infante 
From: <llle>, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, April 1,2013 9:26 AM 
To: Nick Infante <nick~,colle.qeathleticsclips.com> 
Subject: RE: "Oversigning?" "Roster Management?".... it’s a challenge, whatever you call it 

Hey Nick, 
Thanks for the message. I apologize for the delayed response, but after you read it you may conclude it wasn’t even worth reading! 
Has John tried to request this information using the public records laws? Have those requests been denied using FERPA? Reading the article, I’m 
guessing he may have. If so, what specifically was denied? If he requests a list of student-athletes who receive football scholarships, then that 
request may be denied because most public records laws don’t require the institution to create a record for the person making the request. But if 
the public institution already has a record and you request it, it’s harder to protect that information. You are probably keenly aware of this given your 
profession and experience. 
Has anyone requested the public schools’ NCAA Squad List for football? The NCAA Squad List is a mandatory form that all schools must 
complete, must have on file, and it includes a variety of information including the designation of all team members who are initial and/or total 
counters. I suppose there may be some creative interpretations of the laws from state to state and this might result in some creative redactions to 
that document to protect student records using FERPA, but I would be surprised if a public school could protect the identity of scholarship student- 
athletes on an NCAA Squad List since we are all very generous with that information in a variety of other circumstances (NLI Signing Day 
announcements and celebrations, etc.). 
I see that Vanderbilt is in the top five for oversigning and perhaps that may be why Coach Franklin is talking about the topic. I also realize that he is 
the Head Football Coach at the only SEC school who can ignore every public records request they receive. Maybe that is a coincidence. 
I personally view a 25-man soft cap to be a PR creation that may be working to a degree to shape the public’s view of the topic. There is no such 
thing as a "soft rule" though there are plenty of soft thinkers. I’m not in favor of more NCAA rules aimed at trying to convince schools to do what they 
should already do. We have plenty of rules in this area. We also have plenty of prospective student-athletes and coaches of prospects who know 
which universities and coaches will terminate an athletic scholarship (or "counsel" a student-athlete out of school or off the team) based solely on a 
lack of athletic performance. This is an issue of honesty, respect, supply and demand. How individuals and institutions prioritize these things 
defines their values and character. We should all plan and choose accordingly. 
I hope you and your family are well. It is always great to hear from you and I appreciate the service you provide. 
Vince IIle 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 
cid:JLSGBXVIEMKZ.IMAGE_27.jpg 
"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 
From: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 6:25 PM 

To: IIle, Vince 
Subject: "Oversigning?" "Roster Management?".... it’s a challenge, whatever you call it 

From: Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 
Date: Friday, March 29, 2013 6:18 PM 
To: "jkowen@olemiss.edu" <jkowen@olemiss.edu> 
Subject: "Oversigning?" "Roster Management?".... it’s a challenge, whatever you call it 

I-Man, 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
Being that you are a surpassingly knowledgeable scholar of NCAA rules, I am turning to you as a sort of reality check on John Infante’s proposed 

solution for oversigning, er, roster management= His proposal sounds workable, but I cannot figure out the downside? What say you? 
Off the record. 
BTW, John Infante is not related to me. 
I-Man 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:48 AM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Need help with list of candidates for the College FB Playoff Selection Committee 

To Football-sawy Clips readers: 

Greetings from the ClipsFootballShip. Hope you are well. 

Maybe I missed something, but I’ve seen only a few names mentioned as possible candidates for the first-ever College Football Playoff Selection 
Committee. In the absence of a such, I would like to ask your help in getting a long list compiled so we can help Bill Hancock and his team in 

selecting the right individuals for "the most prestigious sports committee in the college sports structure." (Bill’s words) 

To get you in the right frame of mind, please read "Sports’ new most thankless job: College Football Playoff selection 
committee member" by Yahoo! Sports’ Pat Forde. It is at the bottom of this email. Let me quote a relevant passage from Pat’s 
article: 

"The power brokers must select smart, capable, diligent, sentient people for what will be the most controversial, 
scrutinized and largely thankless jobs in the sport. The presumed plan is for a larger committee than what basketbafl 

uses (which is nine) deciding on a far smafler pool of teams. Which means there will be a lot of voices that have to be 
heard from, even after recusing some committee members for potential conflicts of interest." 

Please note: I will not lay claim the list that might be generated. I will credit all contributors (or keep them anonymous if they want). Also, in the spirit 
of compiling a long list, please submit any names that you think might possibly fit the bill; don’t concern yourself with them being too old, too 
entrenched, too biased, too wealthy, too busy, etc. I think we’ll be surprised at the caliber of people who would gladly serve on the Selection 
Committee. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 

To get started, here are some names that have been submitted to me thus far by just a few people (remember, this is a long, first go-round 
list) .... FEEL FREE TO SEND NEW NAMES TO ADD TO THIS LIST... Remember, I will provide attribution or keep you anonymous, whatever 
is your preference 

(These names are listed alphabetically) 
Dan Beebe, former Big 12 commissioner 
Tim Brando, Tony Barnhart, and/or a dozen other media members 
Bill Byrne, former Texas A&M AD 
Pete Carroll, former USC FB coach 
Gene Corrigan, former ACC Commissioner 
DeLoss Dodds, Texas AD 
Phil Fulmer, former Tennessee FB coach 
Gordon Gee, Ohio State President 
Pat Haden, USC AD 
Lynn Hickey, UT-San Antonio AD 
Lou Holtz, former Notre Dame coach 
Tom Jernstedt, former NCAA EVP 
Jim Jones, former Ohio State AD 
Grant Keaf, AFCA Executive Director 
Roy Kramer, former SEC Commissioner 
Stan Morrison, former UC-Riverside AD 
Greg Shaheen, former NCAA EVP 
Gene Smith, Ohio State AD 
Jack Swarbrick, Notre Dame AD 
Wright Waters, former Sun Belt Commissioner 
Kevin Weiberg, former Big 12 Commissioner 



Sports’ new most thankless job: College Football Playoff selection committee member 

Pat Forde, Yahoo! Sports, 4-24-13 

PASADENA, Calif. - The playoff revolution is rolling along smoothly. For now. 

College football has killed off the BCS, with the death certificate becoming official around midnight on Jan. 6, 2014. After that it’s all playoff, all the 
time. And hallelujah for that. 

Notre Dame AD Jack Swarbrick has no interest in being on the playoff selection committee. (USA Today Sports)In the process, college football 
has taken back Jan. 1, and annexed Dec. 31 along with it. It was announced here Wednesday that New Year’s is once again a festival of bowl 
games, the way it was before the sport got stupid and screwed up its postseason. 

There is a tripleheader planned on Dec. 31,2014: the Chick-ill-A, Orange and Fiesta Bowls. There will be a second tripleheader on Jan. 1,2015: 
the Cotton, Rose and Sugar, with the latter two serving as playoff semifinals. 

All that is awesome, meeting with high levels of public approval. And public approval has been hard to come by in recent years for anyone 
associated with the BCS. 

But here comes the hard part: naming a selection committee. 

Any volunteers out there? OK, let’s amend that question - any qualified volunteers out there? 

Florida athletic director Jeremy Foley, would you like to be on the first College Football Playoff selection committee? 

"No," Foley said. "If asked, I will not serve." 

Notre Dame athletic director Jack Swarbrick, what about you? 

"No thanks," Swarbrick said. 

The power brokers must select smart, capable, diligent, sentient people for what will be the most controversial, scrutinized and largely thankless 
jobs in the sport. The presumed plan is for a larger committee than what basketball uses (which is nine) deciding on a far smaller pool of teams. 
Which means there will be a lot of voices that have to be heard from, even after recusing some committee members for potential conflicts of 
interest. 

"The commissioners have their work cut out for them," Foley said. "[Selection committee members] will have a tough job. You’re not picking 68 
team& You’re picking four. 

"Who are those people, how are they accepted by the public - those are the challenges." 

If you want to be on this committee, you’re basically submitting to a public proctology exam. Every place you’ve ever worked, every allegiance 
you’ve ever held, every friend you’ve ever had at another university - all those things will be pored over like the Pentagon Papers. Signs of bias will 
be concocted out of the thinnest evidence, or outright manufactured out of thin air. 

Fans will find your email address and flood your inbox, lobbying for their school. Media members will ask you what your personal top five is every 
time the new selection committee rankings are unveiled. Coaches of teams left out of the playoff will criticize the committee. 

And God forbid the first time Alabama finishes fifth in the playoff rankings and misses the semifinals. Harvey Updyke could be out of jail by then, 
and he can find where you live, Mr. Committee Member. Guard your trees. 

Sounds like a ball of fun, doesn’t it? 

Despite the obvious issues, those involved in selecting the selectors say business is brisk. Southeastern Conference commissioner Mike Slive 
said he’s heard from several people interested in being on the committee. And BCS/College Football Playoff executive director Bill Hancock 
Wednesday opined thusly: "This will be the most prestigious sports committee in the college sports structure." 

One man’s prestige is another man’s unwelcome headache. And as anyone who has been involved in the college football national title structure 
knows, there figures to be plenty of unsuspected trap doors ahead. 

The most abiding characteristic of the BCS was the fact that almost every decision to improve the product and the process carried with it nasty 
unintended consequences that created even more controversy and distrust. The game’s overlords got yet another taste of unintended 
consequences Wednesday. 

The lousiest of the four uninspired College Football Playoff logo choices suddenly and suspiciously became the runaway leader in fan voting. 
Turns out someone in Austin, Texas, pumped in 50,251 votes for Logo No. 4 in an attempt to rig the contest. The votes were deleted and order 
was restored, according to a release from the overlords, but this much was obvious: If a logo contest can spark that sort of insanity, what about the 
actual playoff itself? 



And what about the men tasked with selecting the teams for that playoff? 

If there are too many ex-coaches and administrators, the charge will be that the committee is too old and out of touch with the modern game. Or 
that iconic former coaches have too many loyalties and allegiances (and enemies) to be objective. 

If there are too many administrators, the charge will be that they need more "football people." This is a common lament about the basketball 
selection committee. 

Heaven help us if there is a media member, current or former. That man or woman has no shot at getting through the experience unscathed. 

If committee members rely too much on the "eyeball test," the charge will be that they’re ignoring empirical computer data that factors in strength of 
schedule. If they rely too much on computer data, the charge will be that they’re slaves to flawed and unexplained formulas, at the expense of using 
their eyes to tell them who are the best teams. 

There will be accusations of kowtowing to what ESPN wants. There will be accusations of East Coast Bias, Deep South Bias and every other 
conceivable bias. There will be seeding complaints, geography complaints and endless allegations of backroom deals. The conspiracy theorists 
will have a whole new playground to run wild in. 

So if you want to be on the College Football Playoff selection committee, send your r~sum~ to Bill Hancock or your neighborhood conference 
commissioner. They may actually need you after the A-list candidates run the other way from a thankless and potentially problematic job. 

Pat Forde writes for Yahoo! Sports. This article has been reprint on this Clips eFlash with the permission of the author. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 8:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edm~ 

Selecting the College Football Playoff Selection Committee 

Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from the Clips CollegeFootballPlayoffShip. Hope you are well. 

To say the least, this past week has been an especially momentous chapter in big-time college 
lbotball. This week t~atured Mark Emmert ~ s jawboning [ ’IJ 3 ~ u looked at a lot oJ the 

concel~s . . . in the media, you’d come to the conclusion that .... Emmert is on his way 

~ ] I ahnost say to jail [; beat up constantly"....] at the Football Bowl Association annual 

meeting; the aftermath of the first-ever Collegiate Sports S ummit; the announcement of the 

ACC ~ s potentially realignment-busting Grant of Rights agreement and finger-pointing over 

Auburn footba2tl ~ s alleged drug problems .... But the all-eyes, hands-down, all-in, 

undisputed winner was the BCS morphing into the College Football Playoit; with [] of 

course [] all the attendant drmna, intrigue and second-guessing. 
College Football Playoffmmouncements this week included the following: 

The announcement of the sites of the first College Football Playoff Championship and the 

two semifinal games: the championship game on 1-1-15 at Cowboys Stadium in Arlington, 

Texas and the semifinals (both on 1-1-15) at the Sugar Bowl in New Orleans, La. and the 

Rose Bowl in Pasadena, Calif. 

The name itself[] College Football Playoff[]as direct and to-the-point as a name could be, 

and almost instantly and unanimously pilloried by the press. Several writers, always on the 

lookout for opportunities to denigrate the Indianapolis MotherShip, not only criticized the bland 

name, but they also pointed out that the new n~une did no~t include the letters N-C-A-A. They 

gotta get those digs in whenever they can. 

Side note." College Football P layoff Execulive Director Bill Itancock (/b~Tnerly 

BCS Executive Director) announced that [] College Football t lay~?ff~ would only 

be used in full, with no acron~n. Within just the past three days I have seen 

almost a dozen w~qters hijack the name into the obvious CFP acronym. I predict 

that [] CFP [] will be used widely," just like BCS, FBS, FCS, CP’A and NCAA 

weF~/~Fe. 

The logo (aka: icon, symbol, mm:k, etc.) There were four logos were unveiled, and a contest 

among fans will decide the winning logo. In addition to the logo, thele axe the obligatoly 

website w~-.collegefootballplayol~[:com plus a social media presence (Facebook, Twitter, 

etc. 



The College Football Playoff Selection Committee, perhaps the most critical element to 

the entire scheme, has been left as a [~to be determined. D lt~s over a year before the 

Selection Committee needs to convene for the first time, so the College Football Playoff 

decision-makers (D1-A commissione~ plus Notre Dame) want to take their time in figuring 

out the best way to select the best teams. 

Thus far, the following generalities have been divulged. This will be a human committee, 

numbering ti~m 14 to 20, or maybe 30?, or maybe 40?, a~ad the committee will be aided and 
abetted by the best polls, stats and algorithms available. Plus, in addition to the number of 

people on the committee (and the criteria in which they will be selected), decisions need to be 

made on team selection procedures, seeding, weighting criteria, etc. 

In College Athletics Clips[~ ongoing quest to contribute to meaxfingful rules rationalizatiorL 

unbiased and transparent rules enforcement procedures, the establishment and maintenance of 

a level playing field, bona fide s~dent-athlete academic excellence, and the overall betterment 

of college football, we issued a Clips eFlash on Thursday, April 25. 

We tapped into the distinctively astute br~Jn power of 578 Clips snbscribers (D1 ADs, D1 

Presidents, D1 Conference Commissioners, D1 Conference Execulives, Bowl Executives, D1 

Coaches, D1 SIDs, D1 Deputy/Exec/Sr Assoc ADs, media members and retired persons who 

formerly held these positions) to have tbem submit names of likely c~adidates for the College 

Football Playott~ 

[Iere’s part of the email that was sent out on Thursday Apri125 to our 578 esteemed and 

an,gust s~bscri bers: 

Here,s who we asked, who re~ponded and how many names we got .... 



So here they are, Bill Hancock, our gilt to you .... a long long list of potential members tbr 
the CFP, er, College Football Playoff Selection Committee. This one ~] s on the house. 

Please note the.following: 

We just askedJbr names.., with no rationale, no explanation, no comments. 

We askedJbr as many names as they wanted to submil. Most people (95 out of 

168 reapondenta~ submitted one or ~o names. 

There were many duplicated names, and we en&d up with a long list of 137 

Since our goal was to provi~ Bill Hanco& and the CFP &cision-makers wid~ a 

long #st (and not recommend who should be selected) we did not tally lhe number 

~f menaonsJbr any particular person who name was menlioned multiple times. 

(These names axe listed alphabetically) 

Mike Alden, Missouri AD 

BaanT Alvm’ez, Wisconsin AD 

Kevin Anderson, MmTland AD 

Erin Andrews, FOXSports FB announcer 

Mike Aresco, Americma Athlelic Conference Commissioner 
Verge AusbenT, LSU Sr Assoc AD 

Whit Babcock, Cincinnati AD 

Rachel Bachman, Wail Street JournaJ 
Sandy Baacbour, Cal AD 

Dan Beebe, tbnner Big 12 commissioner 

Mike Bellotti, former Oregon FB coach 

Karl Benson, Sun Belt Commissioner 

Dana Bible,/brmer NC State Ofll Coord. 

Ross 13jork, Ole Miss AD 
Gene Bleymaier, San .lose State AD 

Mike Bobinsld, Georgia Tech AD 

Bobby Bowden, former Fla St FB coach 

Bob Bowlsby, Big 12 Commisioner 

Tim Brando, CBS Sports 

Anucha Brown, NCAA VP-Championships 

Frank Broyles, tbnner Arkansas FB coach 

Morga~ B urke, Purdue AD 

Bill Byme, former Texas A&M AD 

(keg Byme, ?,a-izona AD 

Nick Carparelli, A,ner. Athl. Conf. Assoc Co,nm. 

Pete Canoll, former USC FB coach 



Gene Corrigan, former ACC Commissioner 

Bill Clinton, lbnner US president 
Elizabeth Conlisk, Big Ten Network VP 

Debbie Corum, UConn Sr Assoc AD 
Bill Cosby~ fo~mer Temple FB player 

Bob Costas, NBC sports announcer 

Don Criqui, CBS?NBC FB announcer 

Bubba Cunningham, UNC AD 

Bill Cm~, former Alabama FB coach 

Rece Davis, ESPN announcer 

Fisher DeBerry, former Air Force coach 

Jim Delany, B 1G Ten Commissioner 

Gene DiFilippo, Frmr BC AD 

DeLoss Dodds, Texas AD 
Vince Dooley, fonner Ga ADiFB coach 

Pat Dye, tbrmer Auburn coach 

Doug Elgin, MVC Cotnmissioner 

Paul Finebamn, Finebaum Radio Network 
Doug Flutie, former BC QB 

Jeremy Foley, Florida AD 

Pat Forde, Yahoo! Sports 

Demck Fox Valero Alamo BoM CEO 

Phil Fulmer. former Tennessee FB coach 

Fran Gauter, former Penn State coach 
Dan Gavitt, NCAA VP-Chan~pionships 

Gordon Gee, Ohio State President 

Chuck Gerber, Media consultant 
Daryl Crross, Syracuse AD 

Dan Guerrero, UCLA AD 

Pat Haden, USC AD 

Mike Hamilto~ tbnner Tennessee AD 

Bill Hancock CFP exec. director 

Steve Hatchell, Nat []1 FB Foundalion President 

Kirk Herbs~treit, former Ohio State QB 

Lyrm Hickey, UT- San Antonio AD 

Karl Hicks, ACC Assoc Commissioner 
Paul ttoolahan, Sugar Bowl CEO 

Lou Hol~z, tbrmer Notre Dame coach 

Tom Jemstedt, tbnner NCAA EVP 

Jimmy Johnson, ti~rmer Dallas Cowboys coach 

Jim Jones, fom~er Ohio State AD 

Grant Kea£, AFCA Executive Director 

Roy Kramer, former SEC Com~nissioner 

Keenesaw Mountain Landis, ex MLB Commissioner 
Floyd Little, former Syracuse FB player 

Jack Leng3~el, former Navy AD 

Mark Lewis, NCAA Exec VP-Championships 

Craig Littlepage, UVA AD 

Jim Livengood, UNLV AD 

Ted Leland, Univ. of the Pacific AD 
Shane Lyons, Alabama Deputy AD 

JeffLong, Arkansas AD 

Lisa Love, former Arizona State AD 
Burke Magnus, ESPN VI? 

Archie Manning, former NO Saints QB 

Warde Manuel, UConn AD 
Bill Martin, linmr Michigan AD 

Sidney McPhee, Middle Tennessee President 

Stan Momson, former UC- Riverside AD 

Mickey Mouse, media star 

Bernard Muir, Stanford AD 

Bob Mulcahy, former Rutgers AD 

Brent Musberger, ESPN/ABC announcer 

Jim Nan,, CBS Sports broadcaster 

Rick Neuheisel, frmr UCLA FB coach 

Gloria Nevarez, l?ac 12 Sr Assoc Commissioner 

Chuck Neinas, former Ex. Dir. Coll. FB Assn 
Tom Odja£jian, Amer Ath ConfAssoc Com~nissioner 

Tom Osborne, former Nebraska coach 
Eric Poms, Orange Bowl CEO 

Steve Patterson, Arizona State AD 



Jim Phillips, Northwestern AD 
Terry Don Phillips, tbrmer Clemson AD 
Chris Plonsky, Texas WomenL; s AD 
George Pyne, IMG President 
Dm~ Radg~covich, Clemson AD 
Greg Sankey, SEC Exec Assoc Commissioner 
Greg Shaheen, former NCAA EVP 
Larry. Scott, Pac- 12 Commissioner 
Donna Shalala, U-Miami President 
Jackie Sherrill, former Texas A&M FB coach 
Mike Silverman, Big Ten Network President 
Mike Slive, SEC Commissioner 
RC Slocum, lbnner Texas A&M coach 
Gene Smith, Ohio State AD 
Randy Spetman, Florida State AD 
Gene Stallings, tbrmer Alabama coach 
Andy Staples, SI.com 
Roger Staubach, fornrcr Dallas Cowboys QB 
Jon Steinbmcher, IVlAC Commissioner 
Jack Swarbrick, Notre Dame AD 
John Swoflbrd, ACC Commissioner 
Joe Tessatom, ESPN analyst 
Jon Toner, former NCAA President 
Mike Tmnghese, former Big East Commissioner 
C1W Travis, Outkick the Coverage 
Todd Turner, tbrmer Wash. AD 
Wright Waters, tbrmer Stm Belt Commissioner 
Gary Waiters, Princeton AD 
Graham Watson, Dr. Saturday 
Kevin Weiberg, former Big 12 Commissioner 
Dm~ Wetzel, Yahoo! Sports 
Kevin White, Duke AD 
Stan Wilcox, Duke Sr Assoc AD 
Miechelle Willis. Ohio State Sr Assoc AD 
Tom Wistrcill, UAkron AD 
Mark Womack, SEC Exec Assoc Commissioner 
Patty Viverito, MVC Sr F~xec Commisioner 
Debbie Yow, NC State AD 
Jamie Zaninovich, WCC Commissioner 
Ron Zook, former Illinois coach 
Readers please note: 

Since the objective of this Clips Reader~ s Srawey was to generate the maximum 

number of potential candidates ~i.e.-a [] long list[] [] we have passed along all names that 

were submitted to us. 

Some names above were mentioned by as many as a dozen respondents. 

Some names were mentioned many times, but we did not []weigN[] the mentions. This 

was an exercise in developing a long list, not to forward nominations, so we did not tally 

who was mentioned most. 

To be sure, a tEw of the names submitted are goot?s. We werenl ~t sure which ones were 
straw men Ogickey Mouse? Keenesaw Mountain Landis? Jackie Sherrill?) so we 

included all names submitted. 

Remember, just because a person might not be listed above, that does not mean they 

might be a viable candidate nonetheless. 

’][’his Clips eFlash is being distributed to the entire Clips subscriber base, if aaay of you 

want to add any na~es please email the Clips Editor. If we get enough naa~es, we ,night 

come out with an update. 

As is the norm with Clips eSURVEYs, many of our respondents gave us morn than we asked. 
We just asked for names, but hem are some of the extras that respondents wrote: 

Several respondents complained about various BCS failures m~d mid the CFP should 

not make the same mistakes. 

A tEw people safid the committee should be L;big L; 30? 40? "to insure enough voting 
members when various mmnbers need to abstain due to possible conflicts of interest. 

Many respondents indicated that modeling the CFP Selection Committee after the D1 

Man [] s Basketball Co,nmittee procedures would be a good thing. 

A couple of respondents said this should be a compensated committee (the MBK 

Committee is not?). 

A couple respondents cautioned to be carefi~l appointing members who are too elderly, 

due to the mental, physical and travel s~tresses involved. 



Some cautioned against retired coaches (too biased), some cautioned against ADs (not 

enough football expertise), against media, against contErence people, etc. 

One gny went on and on atx~ut appointing a committee with conference and region 

balance. 

Other mentions: ~nembers should be selected with gender; racial, fom~er players, 

conferences in mind. 

There you have it. A long list and how we compiled it. 

Have a good Sunday. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
www.twitter.conv’@CollegeAthCli ps 

Change your subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS!CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 9:16 PM 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.corn> 

Re: eFfash: Rutgers’ new AD faces fresh questions about her past 

Nick, 

Thanks again for the service you provide our industly. It is valuable and appreciated 

Do you know- Dan Parker or anything about his firm? I ask confidentially. I hope you are enjoying a great holiday weekend 

Vince 

On May 26, 2013, at 8:22 .~X2vl, "College Athletics Clips" <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 



From: nic~collegeathleticsclips.com 

Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2013 9:29 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: know not well 

I-Man, 

Good to hear from you. 

Soro~, I do not "know" Dan Parker. I have met him--and several other exec 
search people--but I don’t really know who’s "good" and who isn’t. 

How nuts is Rutgers situation? You can’t make this stuff up. 

I-Man 

On 5,"26/13 9:16 PM, "IlIe, Vince" <ilIe@unc.edu> wrnte: 

> 

>Thanks again for the service you provide our industry. It is valuable and 
>appreciated. 
> 

>I)o you knnw Dan Parker or anything about his firm? I ask confidentially. 
>I hope you are enjoying a great holiday weekend 
> 

>Vmce 
> 

>On MiU 26, 2013, at 8:22 AM, "Cnllege Athletics Clips" 
><nick @collegeathleticscIips corn> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OI~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 5:38 PM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Re: know not well 

Nick, 

I "participated" on what the University of Illinois called its search committee to replace Ron Guenther after he retired as AD there. Dan Parker ~vas hired by the University to consult on the 
search. I witnessed in person exactly how the search process ~vas constructed (or manipulated, or mismanaged, select your verb) in a mariner that can create a result such as ~vhat you no~v 
see at Rutgers. It is strategic and intentional 

Since that time, I’ve shared nay obsel~’ations ~vith a number of other senior athletics administrators ~vho have witnessed or participated in a Parker-led search. I learned that what I sa~v was 
not unique, but to discuss it in our business jeopardizes one’s future career aspirations. 

I only mention it to you because you seem to be a no B.S. ~pe of guy who follows Rutgers and appears frustrated by the events of the past several months I hope things improve there. 

Vince 

On May 26. 2013, at 9:29 PM. "nick@coHegeathleticsclips corn" <nick@coHegeathleticsclips corn> wrote: 

I-Man, 

Good to hear from you 

Sorry, I do not "know" Dan Parker I have met him--and several other exec 
search people--but I don’t really know who’s "good" and who isn’t. 

How nuts is Rutgers situation? You can’t make this stuff up 

I-Man 

On 5/26/13 9:16 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Nick, 
>> 

>> Thanks again for the service you provide our industry. It is valuable and 
>> appreciated. 
>> 

>> Do you know Dan Parker or anything about his fim~? I ask corffidentially. 
>> I hope you are enjoying a great holiday weekend. 
>> 

>> Vince 
>> 

>> On May 26, 2013, at 8:22 A_’v~ "College Athletics Clips" 
>> <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 2:35 PM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

1~: know not well 

Nick, 

h ttp://v~vw.atja~eticbusiness.c~artic~es/~exisnexis.as~x?haartic~eid=19~623524~ &lntopicid=136030023&topic=1‘300 

"We speak directly with individuals who are in position to evaluate the candidates’ performance in recent ?’ears, references that will include both those supplied by the individual as ~vell as 
additional reference contacts." 

If: (1) you are an administrator at Louisville or another school ~vhere you’ve worked with the candidate in the past; (2) you don’t know Dan Parker, Laurie Wilder or Dan’s son really well; (3) 
one of those three call you unexpectedly for a retErence; (4) you understand that the candidate is an ongoing client who has a relationship with the firm, who the firm wishes to continue to 
present to potential emphayers; and (5) you understand that there is a very strong likelihood that anything negative ~vill get back to the candidate who will end up back at your school, or 
your league, or your professional circle if she isn’t hired..then do you think this is an effective information gathering process? It is not. I’ve seen it in person, participated in the process and 
discussed it ~vith numerous colleagues at other leagues and COl~ference offices. 

"We alsu encuurage the (university) president and uther administrators tu make reference calls" 

Did they encuurage the search cummittee members to make reference calls, ur did they have sume or all search cotranittee members sign cunfidentiality agreements and tell them that the?" 
can’t call references or people they know tu inquire about any candidates? Which "other administrators" at Rutgers were encuuraged to make reference calls? Du the "uther administraturs" 
include athletics administrators, you know, people who knuw people in athletics well enuugh to collect unbiased and hunest assessments? 

Just thuught I wuuld share some persunal insight, ttope yuu have a great weekend 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 5:38 PM 
Tu: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 
Subject: Re: know not well 

Nick, 

I "participated" un what the University of Illinuis called its search cummittee to replace Run Guenther aRer he retired as AD there Dan Parker was hired by the University tu consult on the 
search. I witnessed in person exactly huw the search prucess was cunstructed (ur manipulated, ur mismanaged, select yuur verb) in a manner that can create a result such as what yuu now 
see at Rutgers. It is strategic and intentional. 

Since that time, I’ve shared my observatiuns with a number uf other senior athletics administraturs whu have witnessed ur participated in a Parker-led search. I learned that what I saw was 
not unique, but to discuss it in our business jeopardizes one’s future career aspirations. 

only mention it to you because you seem to be a no B.S. type of guy who folhaws Rutgers and appears frustrated by the events of the past several months. I hope things improve there. 

Vince 

On May 26, 2013, at 9:29 P~zL "nick@collegeathleticsclips.com" <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> wrote: 

I-Man, 

Good to hear from you. 

Sorry, I do not "know-" Dan Parker. I have raet hira--and several other 
exec search people--but I don’t really know ~vho’s "good" and who isn’t. 

Ho~v nuts is Rutgers situation? You can’t make this stuff up. 

I-Man 

On 5/26/13 9:16 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc. edu> ~vrote: 

>> Nick, 
>> 
>> Thanks again for the service you provide our industry It is valuable 
>> and appreciated. 
>> 

>> Do you know Dan Parker or anything about his finn? I ask confidentially 
>> I hope you are enjoying a great holiday weekend. 
>> 

>> Vmce 
>> 

>> On IVlay 26, 2013, at 8:22 A2~L "College Athletics Clips" 
>> <nick@collegeathleticsclips.cum> 



From: nic~collegeathleticsclips.com 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:02 PM 

To: Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

Subject: Sham? Shame! 

Thanks for the e. Thanks for the insights. 

It has been said man?’ times that the most important job of ADs is to hire 
and fire coaches. That is largely true of presidents as well (except they 
hire and fire ADs, provosts and VPs) 

You make a good point about the going-through-the-motions sham that is 
much of the search process (whether through an executive recruiter or 
not) 

Meanwhile, it’s the hiring that gets focused on, but -- of course -- every 
hiring is preceded by a firing (or retiring). The spate recent 
"resigning" (read: firing) -- Tim Pernetti (Rutgers), Jim Livengood 
(UNLV), Mike Bohn (Colorado) -- have been (in my opinion, off the record) 
examples of clumsily executed, embarrassingly petty, 
blame-it-on-the-other-guy "executive bullying." 

I am about to send out a Clips eFlash about the :firing, er, resignation, 
of the AD at the University of Alaska-2mchorage, in which the departing AD 
said the President was "mentally ill." ! kid you not. Stay tuned . . 

On 5/30/13 2:34 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

>N~ck 
> 

>http:i/www athleticbusiness.com/articles/lexisnexis.aspx?lnarticleid 19062 
>35241&[ntopicid 136030023&topic 1,300 
> 

>"We speak directly with individuals who are ~n position to evaluate the 
>candidates’ performance in recent years, references that will include 
>both those supplied by the individual as well as additional reference 
>contacts." 
> 

>If: (1) you are an administrator at Louisville or another school where 
>you’ve xvorked with the candidate in the past; (2) you don’t know Dan 
>Parker, Laurie Wilder or Dan’s son really xvell; (3) one of those three 
>call you unexpectedly for a reference; (4) you understand that the 
>candidate is an ongoing client who has a relationship xvith the finn, who 
>the firm wishes to continue to present to potential employers; and (5) 
>you understand that there is a very strong likelihood that anything 
>negative will get back to the candidate who will end up back at your 
>school, or your league, or your professional circle if she isn’t 
>hired...then do you think this is an effective information gathering 
>process? It is not. I’ve seen it in person, participated in the process 
>and discussed it w-ith nmnerous colleagues at other leagues and confurence 
>offices. 
> 

>"We also encourage the (~iversi~) president and other administrators to 
>make reference calls." 
> 

>Did they encourage the search cormnittee raerabers to make reference calls, 
>or did they have some or all search conm~ittee members sign 
>confidentiality agreements and tell them that they can’t call references 
>or people they know to inquire about any candidates? ;\~ich "other 
>a&ninistrators" at Rutgers were encouraged to make reference calls? Do 
>the "other administrators" include athletics administrators, you know, 
>people who know people in athletics well enough to collect unbiased and 
>honest assessments? 
> 

>Just thought I would share some personal insight Hope you have a great 
>weekend. 
> 

>Vince 
> 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Ille, Vmce 
>Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 5:38 PM 
>To: nick@collegeathleticsclips, com 
>Subject: Re: know not well 
> 



>I "participated" on what the University of Illinois called its search 
>committee to replace Ron Guenther after he retired as AD there. I)an 
>Parker was hired by the Umversity to consult on the search. I witnessed 
>in person exactly how the search process was constructed (or manipulated, 
>or mismanaged, select yow verb) in a manner that can create a result 
>such as what you now see at Rutgers It is strategic and intentional. 

>Since that time, I’ve shared my obse~’ations with a nmnber of other 
>senior athletics ac~inistrators who have witnessed or participated in a 
>Parker-led search. I learned that what I saw was not ~nique, but to 
>discuss it in o~ b~siness jeopardizes one’s furore career aspirations. 
> 

>I only memion it to you because you seem to be a no B.S. ~’pe of guy who 
>follows Rutgers and appears frustrated by the events of the past several 
>months. I hope things improve there. 
> 

>Vmce 

>On May 26, 2013, at 9:29 P~ "nick@collegeathleticsclips.com" 
><nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> wrote: 

>> I-Man, 

>> Good to hear from you. 

>> Sots, I do not "~ow" Dan Parker. I have met him--and several other 
>> exec search people--but I don’t really know who’s "good" and who isn’t. 

>> How nuts is Rutgers situation? You can’t make this stuff up. 

>> I-Man 

>> On 5/26/13 9:16 P2~ "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 

>>> Thanks again for the se~ice you provide our industry. It is valuable 
>>> and appreciated 
>>> 

>>> Do you know- Dan Parker or awthing about his firm? I ask 
>>>confidentially 
>>> I hope you are enjoying a great holiday weekend 
>>> 

>>> Vince 
>>> 

>>> On May 26, 2013, at 8:22 A~{ "College ANletics Clips" 
>>> <nick@collegeathleticsclips corn> 



From: nic~collegeathleticsclips.com 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 9:54 PM 

To: Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: preordained 

I-Man 

Thanks for the e. I appreciate the candid comments You are not alone, 
have heard similar comments abouth the search process from others 
Preordained is the general takeaway. 

I-Man 

On 5/30/13 3:45 Pi~ "Ille, Vince" <ille@uaac.edu> wrote: 

>Agreed. Searches done right are ve~’ labor intensive for all involved. We 
>talk often of the "churn" in the profession no~v and the factors that 
>create it Love reading your stuf£ . 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

>[mailto :nick@colle~eathleticsclips.com] 
>Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:02 PM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Sut~iect: Sham? Shame! 

>I-man 

>Thanks for the e. Thanks for the insights. 
> 
>It has been said many times that the most important job of ADs is to hire 
>and fire coaches. ’]7hat is largely true of presidents as well (except 
>they hire and :fire ADs, provosts and VPs) 
> 

>You make a good point about the going-through-the-motions sham that is 
>much of the search process (whether through an executive recruiter or 
>not). 
> 

>Meanwhile, it’s the hiring that gets ~2~cused on, but -- of course -- 
>every hiring is preceded by a :firing (or retiring). The spate recent 
>"resigning" (read: firing) -- Tim Pernetti (Rutgers), Jim Livengood 
>(UNLV), Mike Bohn (Colorado) -- have been (in my opinion, off the record) 
>examples of clumsily executed, embarrassingly pet~, 
>blame-~t-on -the-other-guy "executive bullying." 
> 

>I am about to send out a (;lips eFlash about the firing, er, resignation, 
>of the AD at the University of Alaska-Anchorage, in which the departing 
>AD said the President was "mentally ill." I kid you not. Stay tuned. 

> 

>I-man 
> 

> 

>On 5/30/13 2:34 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>>Nick~ 
>> 

>>http:/iw~’.athleticbusiness.com/articles/lexisnexis.aspx?lnarticleid 19 
>>062 
>>35241&lntopicid 136030023&topic 1,300 
>> 

>>"We speak directly with individuals ~vho are in position to evaluate the 
>>candidates’ perforruance in recent years, refercnces that will include 
>>both those supplied by- the individual as well as additional reference 
>>contacts." 
>> 

>>If: (1) you are an administrator at Louisville or another school where 
>>you’ve worked with the candidate in the past; (2) you don’t know Dan 
>>Parker, Laurie Wilder or Dan’s son really well; (3) one of those three 
>>call you unexpectedly for a reference; (4) you understand that the 
>>candidate is an ongoing client who has a relationship with the firm, 
>>who the firm wishes to continue to present to potential employers; and 
>>(5) you understand that there is a very strong likelihood that anything 
>>negative will get back to the candidate who will end up back at your 
>>school, or your league, or your professional circle if she isn’t 
>>hired. then do you think this is an effective information gathering 
>>process? It is not. I’ve seen it in person, participated in the process 
>>and discussed it with numerous colleagues at other leagues and 
>>conference offices. 
>> 

>>"We also encourage the (university’) president and other administrators 



>>to make reference calls" 

>> 

>>Did they encourage the search committee members to make reference 

>>calls, or did the?" have some or all search cowanittee members sign 

>>confidentiality agreements and tell them that they can’t call 

>>references or people they know to inquire about any candidates? Which 

>>"other administrators" at Rutgers were encouraged to make re:terence 

>>calls? Do the "other administrators" include athletics administrators, 

>>you know, people who know people in athletics well enough to collect 

>>unbiased and honest assessments? 
>> 

>>Just thought I would share some personal insight. Hope you have a great 

>>weekend. 
>> 

>>Vince 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 

>>From: Ille, Vince 

>>Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 5:38 PM 

>>To: nick@collegeathleticsclips.corrl 

>>Subiect: Re: know not well 
>> 

>>Nick, 
>> 

>>I "participated" on what the University- of Illinois called its search 

>>conm~ittee to replace Ron Guenther after he retired as .4D there. Dan 

>>Parker was hired by the Universi~" to consult on the search. I 

>>witnessed in person exactly how the search process was constructed (or 

>>manipulated, or rrlisrrlanaged, select yotu verb) in a manner that can 

>>create a result such as what you now see at Rutgers. It is strategic and 

>>intentionah 
>> 

>>Since that time, I’ve shared my obsel-.zations with a nunaber of other 

>>senior athletics administrators ~vho have ~vitnessed or participated in a 

>>Parker-led search. I learned that what I saw was not unique, but to 

>>discuss it in our business jeopardizes one’s ti~ture career aspirations. 

>> 

>>I only mention it to you because you seem to be a no B.S. ~zpe of guy 

>>~vho follows Rutgers and appears frustrated by the events of the past 

>>several months. I hope things improve there. 

>> 

>>Vince 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>On May 26, 2013, at 9:29 PM, "nick@collegeathleticsclips.com" 

>><nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> wrote: 

>> 

>>> I-Man, 
>>> 

>>> Good to hear from you. 

>>> 

>>> Sorry-, I do not "know" Dan Parker. I have met him--and several other 

>>> exec search people--but I don’t really know who’s "good" and ~vho isn’t. 

>>> 

>>> IIow nuts is Rutgers situation? You can’t make this stul![’up. 

>>> I-Man 

>>> On 5/26/13 9:16 PM. "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 

>>>> Nick, 

>>>> Thanks again J2~r the service you provide our industry. It is 

>>>> valuable and appreciated. 

>>>> Do you know Dan Parker or anything about his firm? I ask 

>)’>>confidentially. 

>>>> I hope you are ertjoying a great holiday weekend 

>>>> On May 26, 2013, at 8:22 AM. "College Athletics Clips" 

>>>> <nick@collegeathleticsc lips corn> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athlerics Clips <nick@collegeathlericsclips.com> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 12:58 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

gI.com: "NCAA enforcemem division has gone from bad to worse" 

Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greerings from the Mofl~erShip. Hope you ale well. 

I jusl read the featured story from the June 17 Sports Illustrated Magazine rifled [] The 
Institution ttas Lost Control. ~; Co-writers Pete Thamel and Alexander Wolffmake no bones 

about describing a floundem~g NCAA entbrcement division with an awful morale problem. 

Their a~icle methodically devotes ahnost all of its voluminous 5,800 words to a vicious 

portrayal of an imperious NCAA President Mark Emmert. It was like a printed Fifteen 

Minutes of Hate from the novel 1984. This was uo puffpiece. 

Aud here [] s the sublifle: 
"THE NCAA MADE GRAND PLANS TO REFORNI ITS MOST SCRUTINIZED DIVISION. BUT 

THE MI SFL~NDLENG OF A CASE THAT ORIGINATED WITH THE MOST NOTORIOUS 
BOOSTER IN" HISTORY EX3~2ISED A FRACTURED DEPARTMlgNT SEEMINGLY POWERLESS 

TO DO ITS JOB." 

You get the idea. The a(ticle is quite a barrage. Clips readers interested in literary massacres 

would be well advised to obtain the S ~orts Illustrated ma azine at the nearest newsstand. 

Fortunately Mr. Thamel also wrote a 1,336 word version of the magazine bombast, and we 

present the stremnlined piece below. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
"~,5a,w,twitter,com/(’~Colle~3eAthClips 

Under Emmert, NCAA enforcement division has gone from bad to 

worse 
ByPete Thamel, SLcom, 6-13-13 

On May 11, 2011, all NCAA employees were required to attend a day-long meeting that 
began at the ballroom of the J.W. Malyiott near NCAA headqua~ers in Indianapolis. 

When the employees returned to fl~e NC~L~’s offices that day, they found banners featuring 

corporate buzz’words like communication, accountability and inclusion had replaced ba~mers of 

l:amous athletes and inspirational quotes. The side~,alks and bridge near NCAA headqua(ters 
featured similar messages. 

The day marked the grand rollout of One Team One Future, one of NCAA president Mark 

Emmeffs internal initiatives to improve the work culture at the NCAA. 

What unfolded epitomizes Emmeffs two-and-a-half-year NCAA tenure -- plenty of flash with 

little tangible results. When NCAA employees arrived at their desks that day, their computer 

screen savers and phone backdrops were adorned with One Team One Future logos. But they 

weren’t quite prepared tbr the grand rollout, with Emmert’s introduction coming by a voice-of- 

God narrator amid a backdrop of music, strobe lights and video. 

"It’s the Jim Carrey movie Yes MaIL where he goes to that big inspirational thing," says former 
NCAA iuvesrigator Abby Gra~ltstein. ’"][’he culture office NC/L~k wasn’t like fl~at before, and 

you can’t change it in one day." 

She added that the message was clear: "It was like, ’Get on the bus or go home.’" 



SI spoke with more than 20 current or tbrmer NCAA employees about the troubles of the 

NCAA entbrcement staff tier a lengthy story in this week’s Sports Illustrated. A portrait 

emerged of a department battered by turnover, afraid of la~vsuits and overwhelmed by scandal. 

One ex-entbrcement official told SI, "The time is ripe to cheat. There’s no policing going on." 

In many interviews with NCAA officials about eat’orce~nent~ the topic quickly shifted back to 

the leadership of Emmert, who is known internally at the NCAA as the "King Of’][’he Press 
Conference." That’s not a compliment. 

One of the biggest criticisms of Emmert is his desire to be in the spotlight. (Emmert declined 

multiple requests to speak ruth SI for this story. Spokesman Bob ~Villiams says Emmert’s 

increased public profile has been at the request of the NCAA’s Executive Committee.) 

Even one of Emmeffs supporters could come up ruth few positives for One Team One Future, 

calling the rollout "mechanical." The NCAA employee compared it to an Apple shareholder 

meeting. "Some of that may have rubbed people the wrong way," the per~n said. "I think it 

reflects the approach and style that Emmert brought to the position, whether that’s good or 

bad, it’s the reality of it." 

The reali~ is that NCAA culture needs to change, as it’s entering a time of great transition. The 
enforcement staffis fighting the perception that it’s meek, a~nd many of its tnost talented 

investigators have left the association. 

When talking to a dozen college officials to get a pulse on Emmert, many s~truggled to answer 

the question, "What has he actually accomplished so far in his tenure?" Even the harsh 
sanctions against Penn State in the wake of the Jem.~ Sandusk?~ scandal ($60 million fine, four- 

year boM ban and the loss of 40 scholarships over four years) has painted Emmert in a bad 

light after he went on a television tour, which s~me perceived as a victo~ lap, to talk about the 

unprecedented action by the NCAA. 

The NCAA has failed to pass most of the initiatives Emmert has trumpeted. Many agreed with 

the ideals behind Emmeffs ambitious agenda, including trying to give ~holarship athletes a 

small amoant of money to cover the full cost of ~hool, and paring down the rulebook. But the 

lack of resulks have highlighted the growing schism between haves and have noks in Division I 

and farther polarized the athletic directors who feel largely ignored and highlighted how out-of- 

touch Emmert is ruth his constituents. ’][’here’s been tremendous turnover in top-level NCAA 

iobs under Emmert~ to the point where many administrators complain that they don’t even 

know who to call at the NCAA anymore. And therein lies the irony of E~nmeffs One Team 

One Future attempt -- ideals like communication, collaboration and inclusion s~und great, but 

they’re missing among the membel~hip. 

"I’m really concerned," ,said one high-ranking college administrator. "There’s a need for a 

healthy NCAA. It’s not healthy right now." 

Morale is at an all-time low mnong the entbrcement stafl’as ~veral respected veterans -- Dave 

Didion (Auburn), Marcus Wil~n (Maryland) and Chance Miller (South Carolina) -- have left 

tbr college compliance positions since Aprl. On Tuesday the department received another 

huge blow when Rachel Newman-Baker, the managing director tbr entbrcement, development 

and investigators, left for a compliance job at Kentuclu. Newman-Baker is the highes~t ranking 

member of the department to leave since enforcement vice president Julie Roe Lach was fired 

in Februa~y~ in the wake of miss~teps in the Miami investigation. 

"With Rachel gone," another ex-NCAA stalt~r said, "there’s really only Pa, o investigators 

(Angie Cretors and LuAm~ Humphrey) left ruth experience in major football and basketball 

cases." 
Last week, interim director of enforcement Jonathan Duncan told SI: "I~ s been a tough time for 

the enforcement 

One of the driving ti~rces of the enlbrcement exodus came from ~eing how Emmeffs oltice 
handled the Miami debacle. The NCAA knew about the issues regarding the financial 

arrangement bet~veen Nevin Shapiro’s la~?er and investigator Ameen Najjar for months, but 

Emmeffs remarks to the press -- "a shocking afl?~J~r" -- came offas if he’d just been intbrmed 

that morning and needed to express his outrage publicly. 

Many staffers felt like Lach was the scapegoat, as the 52-pa~e external report shows she 

directed Najjar’s request through the proper channels. Jitn Isch, the No. 2 behind Emmert at 

the NCAA, also knew of the anangement and of I~red financial support, but he faced no 
repercussions. No logical explanation of that disconnect was provided. 

How the NCAA handled Tom Hos~ didn’t help either; weeks after Host?- was demoted from 

managing director to director of enforcement. Isch informed the s~affofthe demotion at a 

meeting and walked out as jaws dropped to the floor. 
"They know if the s--- hits the fan, they’re not going to be backed up by anyone," said one ex- 

invesligator. 

As the NCAA moves fi~rward, the reality of Emmeffs future is tricky. "When you get to the 

position Mark is in right now," said another college administrator, "it’s how and when you are 
leaving, not i£" 

’][’hat’s easy to say, but that pace of change in both academia and in the NCAA is unbearably 

slow. As one former statt’er said of NCAA business: "You realize that it takes 100 internal 

emails for you to get the one e-mail that says nothing." 

Academia is arguably worse, as the average search for a college president takes a year. There 

are few groups of powerful people more collectively risk averse than college presidents, who 

when deciding on whether to blow their nose insist on forming a sub-committee to dissect 



proper tissue texture. In other words, getting a group of college presidents together to make a 

tx~ld move like tiring Emmert is highly unlikely. Emmert could realize he’s in an untenable 

position and j ump to another j ob, but that isn’t likely either (he reportedly make s $1.6 million 

per year). 

It should be noted that Emmert does have supporters, pexticularly an~ong Pac- 12 presidents, 

as he crone to office from Washington. He helped hire Pac- 12 commissioner Lan?~ Scott and 

counts Oregon State’s Ed Ray among his closest confidants. 

But elsewhere, Emmert’s suppo~t is tepid at best. He proved helpless during realignment, has 
been overwhehned by constant ,scandal and has been unable to get his reform measures 

through the muddled NCAA governance structure. 

Even wo~e, public perception of the NCAA under Emmert is at an all-time low. (TNs s~inging 

USA Today- stor5~ that exposed Emmert’s messy handling of a large-scale constrnction project 
while at UConn didn’t help Emmert’s reputation.) The mass exodus of talented employees 

spea~ much louder than his corporate buzzwords. And that’s ~mething that can’t be changed 

with tlashy lights or new screen savers. 

Pete Thamel writes for SL corn. This article has been reprinted on Clips" with the author’s’ 
permission. 



TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick(~,collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: wvvw,collegeathleticsclips,com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only" a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy subscriber base. eFLPSHes are emalled directly" to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particular NCAA enforcement eFLASH has been sent to all Clips subscribers. 

About our website: CollegePthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and 7~he Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoking, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes ~like the one above), which are award-worthy 



e-items that range fat and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of out modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from tttis mailing list or change the email format please use tire links below: 

Chan~e your subscription 
Uitsnbscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Friday, June 21,2013 2:11 PM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eSURVEY: Should ADs be involved in the search process for commissioners? 

Your opinion please ..... Shouldn’t ADs be involved in the selection process? (see red bolded section in 5th paragraph) 

YorN? 

Offthe Record 

Ackerman in talks for Big East job 

By Andy Katz, ESPN.com, 6-21-13 

Former WNBA commissioner Val Ackerrnan is in negotiations to become the next commissioner of the Big East, according to multiple 

sources. 

But the deal was not done as of Thursday night with both sides hoping for a resolution by the beginning of next week. Ackerman was in 
Switzerland at FIBA meetings this week but is due back stateside this weekend. 

The Big East recently had centered on candidates outside of college athletics in Ackerman, Major League Baseball’s Tim Brosnan and Boston 
Celtics president Rich Gotham, a Providence College grad. The Big East wanted to follow the model of the Pac-12, which hired Larry Scott, who 
had been head of women’s professional tennis. 

Ackerman just finished writing an extensive report for the NCAA on the state of women’s basketball and changes that could bolster the sport’s 
popularity, as well as scoring and scheduling during the busy calendar. 

Sources were unclear, though, on whether Ackerman would accept the position. The 10 new Big East presidents from Georgetown, Villanova, 
Creighton, Xavier, Butler, Seton Hall, Providence, St= John’s, Marquette and DePaul have pledged confidentiality to one another, according to 
multiple league sources= Athletic directors and coaches have been kept in the dark as the presidents have run the search. 

The new league starts July 1, and competition begins in August. Each athletic director was assigned a sport to schedule and help organize while 
the presidents searched for a commissioner. 



There is no staff for the new league, but the offices apparently will be in New York. The new Big East will continue to hold its men’s basketball 
tournament at Madison Square Garden. 

Ackerman, 53, was the first president of the WN BA. She was a former player at Virginia and then went to law school at UCLA, practicing for two 
years in the field before going into sports. She served as the head of the WNBA from 1996-2005 before stepping down. She was once a staff 
attorney for the NBA. She was also instrumental in the USA women’s basketball organization. She was the first female president of USA 
Basketball from 2005-08 She’s also on the board of USA Basketball as well as the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame. 

If Ackerman takes the job, it would give the Big East a major player in basketball from all levels of the game. She’s also well respected among 
NCAA members. 

The Big East has kept the process incredibly quiet, but multiple sources have said it has made runs at high-ranking officials from MLB, the NBA 
and in college in the form of WCC commissioner Jamie Zaninovich and former Big East associate commissioner and current NCAA vice 
president Dan Gavitt. 

Multiple league sources said they were told the commissioner would be hired last week. But that hasn’t happened. One source said the movement 
toward Ackerman had to be slowed while she finished her report on women’s basketball. So far that report has been critically acclaimed for its 
honesty and thorough details. 

Hall of Famer and UConn women’s basketball coach Geno Auriemma told the Hartford Courant about Ackerman’s report: "1 think there are some 
great ideas. I think [Ackerman] is incredibly bright and she has the best interests of the game at heart, and I hope that we can get some of those 
suggestions acted upon." 

Ackerman recommended the women move to a Friday-Sunday Final Four instead of the current Sunday-Tuesday format around the men’s Final 
Four. She also suggested either having the men and women at the same site or all three divisions at one site for the women such as the men did 
last April. Moving to four quarters instead of two halves and giving the top 32 teams a bye and the other 32 playing a first round are some of the 
innovative changes she suggested to the NCAA. 

Coaches and athletic directors from the league have told ESPN.com that they have been frustrated by the lack of leadership and transparency 
while awaiting a new leader. There is anxiety about getting the league started. The new Big East already has a television deal with Fox, and 
expansion isn’t a hot topic for the near term with the athletic directors comfortable with 10 schools and a true round-robin in basketball. 

If Ackerman lands the job, she would be met with high praise for a league that has been searching for direction since it decided to form. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Infante <nic~collegeatNeticsclips.com@mai127.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 10:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Clips eFlash: "The Lawsuit and the NCAA" (Joe Nocera, NY Times) 

Dear Vince- 
SaturdayMorningGreetings fl-om the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are wolf. 

Anyone who has read more than a few Clips eFlashes has surely noticed references~ 

quotes and a~ticles from NewYork Times OpoEd columnist Joe Nocera. And how can I 

describe Joe? VVatl, all of the Ielfowing descriptors fit Joe a~ one ~me or another.... 

~ndefi~t~gable, crusading, ranting, critical, on-point, meandering, principled, unruffled, 

academically astute, stingingly verbose, angry, resigned, roundba~l.-savvy, a meticulous 

speller, an urbanite, a whistle-blower of hypocrisy.., and a hundred others. 

I will remind CIips readers [hat Joe Neceta is an Op-Ed columnist and his writings appear 

on the OpoEd pages of the New York Times, not the spolts pages. Thus, a huge 

audience of influential and politically connected New York Times readers (many of them 

nomsport fans) are exposed to Nocera’s work. A~d, for some of them, Joe’s cok~mns are 

pretty much a~l they know about b~g-time college athletics. 

Aside: Like many other figures invofved in coftege athletics, Nocera has the thickest of 

skins I obseB~ed this personally when I was sitting bT~o seats away from him at the 

SportsBus~ess Journal k~tercol~egia~e AtNetics Forum a few mon~hs ago. An agitated 

and red-faced Mark Emme~ (~ tNnk lse’s always red-faced?, maybe it’s a skin condNon?) 

was being interviewed by #~te~x~ewet exttaerdina~te Abe [~adkour, SBJ Executive Editor, 

iR front of the gathered audience of 350. Abe pus]?ed Emmelt’s nutty button by asking 

what he thought of a scathing ant~-NCAA hypocrisy a~t~cle by Nocera that had been 

published just a couple days before. In a tone o~ voice t~at ~ would describe as 

sneedRg~y haughty, Emmert icily replied, "No / dMn’~ read iL [&ff~y should I read him2 / 

,~lrea~k M~ow wha~ he2 goin~ to say. "1 ~ooked at ,Joe and he d~d not bat an eye, twitch 

~s nose or w~nce Ms ~ips. 

Nave a good Saturday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick tnfante 

Cfips Editor 

Felfow Clips on Twitter: 

www.twitt e r .co m~~t C li,:x~; 

The Lawsuit and the 

I~ 1951, a man named \:dalter Byers became the firstoever executive director of the 

1’4 ~C.A~A~, an otganizatien that at the time was both too[Mess and penniless. [hat year, 

tt~e N.C.A.A. t~ad been forced to abandon its st~ertqived ’%anity ~ode," an effort to rein in 



©onference, was given a room at the Big Ten for his office. He had one employee: his 

assistant He ,?#as 29 years old. 

Over the next 37 years, Byers built the N.C.A.A. into the powerful, wealthy monolith it is 

today. He is [he man who corned ~he phrase "student-athlete’~ to deflect attempts ~e force 

an~ve~sMes to pay workers’ compensation. He fought efforts to tax co~lege spolts. 

(Today, buying a "seat l~cense" ~s ~ewed by the LRS. as a tax-deductible donation.) He 

~egofiated ~he first rai~ion-.dol~ar te~evis~o~ contract and #~posed the first "death penalty" 

~ a one-yea~¯ ban on Kentucky’s basketball team ~ 1952 after severa~ p~ayers were 

involved in a pohst-shaving scandal 

But toward the end of his tenure, Byers turned against his creation. For most of his 

career, as he taler wrote, "I suppolted any rule that sough~ ~o keep college athletics more 

a student activity than a p~ofession$’ By the 1980s, though, he could see that the battle 

was lost: college sports was becoming big business. 

So he began to say out loud that the rules needed to change: that, at a minimum, 

players should be allowed to endorse products and get additional Iinancial assistance~ 

The first person to compare bigotime college spo~ts to the pla~tat~o~ was ~ot Taylor 

Branch ~n h~s groundbreak~ng 2011 a~t~c~e ~n The At~anbc. It was k,~a~ter Bye~s. The 

N.C.A.A. responded by ushering Byers ou~ ~he deer= leading Mm ~e conclude ~hat the 

only two forces that could impose rea~ change on the organization were Congress~o~a~ 

action or ~it~gabon 

On Thursday in San Francisco, Michaef Hausfefd, a plaintiff’s attorney from \Nashington, 

DC., stood belore a Iederat judge and argued that the N.C.A.A. v~o~a~es the nation’s 

antitrust ~aws. Hausfe~d ~s the ~av6,e[ who has blought the O’Bannon case, so named 

the lead p~a~nt~ff, Ed O~Bannon~ a forme~ U C.L.A. basketball star who sued the NCAA. 

for ~icensmg h~s I~keness ~o the v~deo game maker EA Bpo~ts w~[hou[ compensating him. 

Doze~s of other forme~ col~ege atMetes have s~nce ~o~ned the swt. 

If they get certified as a cfass -- and that is what Thursday’s arguments were about -- 

there would be potentially tens of thousands of plaintiffs {Discfosure: ~lftiam I.saac.son, a 

lawyer at Boies, Schiller & FIexner, is aiding Hausleld~ My wife, who is the Iirm’s di~ec[or 

of communications, has no rote in the case.) 

Not since the 1980s has the N.C.A.A. faced such a legal [hreat to ...... Iet’s call it what it is 

-- its "business modef." That is rise model that generates biftions of dolfars~ which is 

divvied up among coaches, a~hletic directors, conference commissioners ..... everyone 

except the "amateurs" who play the games. 

This has become increasingly untenable. Ove~ ~he last few years, the N.C.A.A. has found 

~tse~f i~ turmoil, with many of the big-time schools questioning whethel they even need ~t 

anymore. ~t’s not that they are yearning to pay the p~ayers, b~t the hypocrisy of the 

current s~tuat~on has become so flag~ant that the center is no longer holding. And the 

N C A.A.’s efforts to defend ~ts amateurism model have taken on a feeling of desperation. 

Fo~ instance, the N.C.A.A.’s legal arguments in the O’Bannon case are afmost laughably 

weak. It argues that if the players were paid~ then colfege sports wouk~ lose its appeal. 

Says who? ~t claims that college a[hletes must continue to be amateurs because, we]h 

that’s the way it’s always been. ~t even argues that ff O’Bannon wins, schools 

M~cMgan, w~th its 110,000-seat footba~ stadium, would downgrade its athletic status to 

that of, say, Amhelst. I’m to~d that thole were times oR Thursday when people were 

openly chortling at some of the N.C.A.A.’s oral arguments. 

The fast time the N.C.A.A. faced a major cfass-action lawsuit, it simply paid a large sum of 

money to make it go away. That’s classic N.C A.A. behavior. Both Hausfeld and 

O’Bannon insist that won’[ happen th~s tffT~e: O’Bannon was quoted in The l~mes on 

Wednesday saying that he wasn:t ~n ~t for the money: =~1 want systemic change. That’s 

what we’re here 

In the next month, the judge wilt make a decision about whether the lawsuit should go 

forward. 1here are no guarantees, of course, bu~ il O’Bannon wins, and players have to 

be compensated fol use of their likeness~ it witl be the first small step toward giving the 



It won’t, however, be the last such steD Whether through O’Bam~or~ o~ some other 

means, the day is coming wher~ the players wilf be paid, The only question is when, 



TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: r~~scii 

TO ACC ESS TH E CLI PS WEBSfTE: 

college spots wit~l vaiue-added commentary Also featured are exclusive Clips G~est Commel~ta~ies, 

Cli~r~ Be~t Q~e~.ee, Oli~r~ Archives a~d t~e C~ps Le~ Cela~m. We ~lso issue ~he eclectic, ~heughl:- 
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C~#s Real~#~me~t G~apl~cs, (we’re on Version 23 end counting), 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 3:10 PM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips eFlash: Attorney is "most influential" in Oregon sports for steering Ducks through NCAA investigation 

To Clips subscribers interested in NCAA investigations and corresponding legal representation: 

SundayGreetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

One of my favorite lines from "The Godfather" was delivered by Marion Brando, playing the fading, mob-war scarred Don Corleone, when he was 
counseling his son Michael (AI Pacino) about how things get done. And undone. The line?... "One lawyer with a briefcase can stea! more than a 
hundred men with guns." 

Of course, even though Hollywood’s portrayal of organized crime’s relationships with politicians, judges and lawyers have always been a "little" 
overdone, the point remains that--in real life--the very best legal representation is way way better than whatever is second. 

I do not know if attorney Mike Glazier (described below) is the best among those who specialize in defending clients in NCAA investigations. But 
he has been tabbed as #1 on the list of Oregon’s most influential people for shepherding the University of Oregon through the NCAA investigation 
into the Ducks football program. 

Have a good Sunday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



Mike Glazier is most influential in Oregon sports for steering Ducks through NCAA investigation 

Before becoming known as "The Cleaner" as an attorney at Bond, Schoeneck & King, Mike Glazier played quarterback at Indiana and worked 
for the NCAA. 

By John Canzano, The Oregonian, 7-14-13 

The most influential person in Oregon sports has not attended a single organized sporting event in this state. He doesn’t even live in the 
region. He wasn’t born here, didn’t attend college here, and even as Mike Glazier loves the golf courses in this state, he doesn’t know for certain 
when he’ll be back to play them, if at all= 

Glazier is an attorney at the law firm Bond, Schoeneck & King. The 60-year-old runs their Overland Park, Kan., office, and has four other attorneys 
and a former college compliance official on his team. He previously worked seven years for the NCAA enforcement arm, and is now better known 
in college circles as "The Cleaner’’ for his work helping universities work through dicey NCAA investigations. 

If we’re measuring in-state juice right now, Glazier is No. 1. He was hired by the University of Oregon to be their legal point man during the NCAA 
investigation into the Ducks football program. For this, his firm billed Oregon more than $200,000. And while Oregon faced serious penalties, it 
avoided a bowl ban, further damage to the brand, and a loss of millions of dollars in revenue for itself and the Pac-12 Conference. The wrist slap 
Oregon received ends up making Glazier’s fee look like the best money the Ducks ever spent. 

I spoke with Glazier for 45 minutes this week in a wide-ranging interview. He talked candidly about his initial demands of the UO administration, 
what he thinks helped Oregon get a favorable outcome, and the NCAA investigation’s biggest turning point: Chip Kelly’s interview with 
enforcement investigators. We’ll get to all that, but first, you need to know that Glazier’s path to assisting Oregon began under center as a 
quarterback at Indiana University. 

Glazier, the son of a high school football coach himself, played two seasons (1973-74) at Indiana under coach Lee Corso. The Hoosiers posted a 
dismal 3-19 record in that span. Glazier said of Corso, "He was part entertainer, part football coach. We never knew what to expect." In 1973, 
Glazier played in all 11 games and completed 33 of 70 pass attempts. He threw seven interceptions, and one touchdown pass for a 70.14 passer 
rating. He spent most of the 1974 season on the bench, and the following summer he jumped at the opportunity for a free-agent tryout with Kansas 
City of the NFL. 

"It was very short; an eye opener for me," Glazier said. "At certain points of life, you get to a level, frankly, it doesn’t matter how hard you try, there 
are going to be people who are physically more gifted than you. I showed up and there were players smoking in the locker room. (They) were 
aging. They had (Willie) Lanier and (Len) Dawson. To a young kid coming out of college, they looked like old men, like your dad. They could barely 
walk out there, but once they got warmed up, they could still play. 

"The best football decision I ever made was to go to law school." 

Kansas City gave every released player a handshake and an airline ticket. Most players used the ticket to travel home, but when the team asked 
Glazier where he wanted to fly, he said, "San Diego." Once there, he took the LSAT, and began applying to law schools. The following term, 
Glazier was headed to The John Marshall Law School, on Chicago’s South Loop. Three years later, upon graduation, unsure what to do, Glazier 
called his old college coach for advice. 

Corso contacted Tom Hansen, the former Pac-10 commissioner who was then working for the NCAA. The two men knew the governing body of 
college athletics was hiring people with legal backgrounds, and had newfound interest in beefing up enforcement. Glazier became one of those 
new-era enforcement employees, and rose through the organization over the next seven years to the point where he served as the staff liaison to 
the college bowl committees. 

Then, Glazier wanted out. He started his own legal defense team that specialized in assisting universities with NCAA investigations= He wasn’t 
sure how it would sustain itself -- he said, "I’ve never been a person who has had much of a plan." But 30 years later, he’s become the foremost 
expert, taking on the majority of the highest-profile investigation cases in the last three decades. 

When you piece together the University of Oregon’s recruiting-service case with the NCAA, Glazier ends up as the biggest key to the Ducks’ 
defense. He has an impeccable reputation. Hiring him while the brand of the program was teetering was a brilliant tactic. Immediately after Glazier 
was hired, Oregon positioned itself as having unknowingly committed secondary infractions. I later asked a former NCAA Committee on 
Infractions member, Jerry Parkinson, a law professor atthe University of Wyoming, how persuasive Glazier might be in front of the NCAA’s eight- 
member infractions panel. Parkinson said, "If Mike Glazier thinks he’s got a good case for why it’s a secondary violation, there’s probably a pretty 
good chance it’s a secondary violation." 

Glazier said the biggest misconception of his representation is that he’s there to cover up NCAA improprieties, and hide the truth= 

"In order for me to be effective for my clients I have to have credibility," he said. "1 appear on behalf of my clients in front of the same individuals 
time after time. Those same people, they see me, they hear me, meeting after meeting. If I try and slip one by them, I might be successful, but 
eventually that would catch up to me. You’ve got to have credibility. If there’s a problem, or a violation, you have to acknowledge it." 

A UO administrative soume told The Oregonian that Glazier insisted from day one that things be run his way, or he wouldn’t represent the Ducks. 
Glazier said, "1 always have an agreement, a charge letter, in place before we do anything. I don’t report to the athletic director. I take direction 
from the president’s office and report to the president. I view an (NCAA investigation) as an institutional issue." 

During Oregon’s investigation it became evident that the NCAA had a naive understanding of what scouting services provided to college 
programs. Scouting service regulations were beefed up even as the case was ongoing. To this, Glazier said, Oregon’s case ended up, "a 



reflection of the facts." Glazier said Oregon was determined to find out exactly what happened with the suspect $25,000 payment to Willie Lyles, 
and how the university could have done better. 

"No one wants to be confronted with an NCAA investigation," he said. "There’s always anxiety when you’re in that position." 

Glazier told Oregon’s administration from the start, "The facts will come out and we’re going to deal with the facts, whatever they may be." 

Oregon’s commitment to being truthful, even though it was embarrassed, gave the university credibility with the enforcement staff. That tone was 
set by Glazier, who said, "There was never a time when the NCAA came away thinking anything other than they were dealing with genuine, honest 
people. It was a very comfortable experience." In other cases, Glazier has encountered institutions that were so embarrassed and fearful of NCAA 
penalties that they weren’t forthcoming with enforcement staff from the beginning. 

"I’ve told schools I’m not going to be effective in working with you," he said. "Before we get started, I have to have this feeling of comfort." 

Glazier brought the UO credibility simply by showing up on the job. He steered Oregon to act truthfully and in a wise manner. But most of all, 
Glazier thinks like an enforcement staffer. That’s his true influence here. He liked Chip Kelly, found him charismatic and credible. Glazier knew the 
testimony given by the now-Philadelphia Eagles coach to the NCAA Committee on Infractions was key to their case, even as Kelly was busy in the 
NFL 

"When the enforcement staff people got an opportunity to sit down with him and hear him talk, they quickly saw he is a genuine person and there 
was no effort on his part to cover things up," Glazier said. "Frankly, they found him helpful ... there were some ugly parts to this, not because of bad 
intent but because of some other factors that were at work there." 

Glazier said those ugly parts referred to "miscommunications that occurred internally" at Oregon and about "misperceptions that existed early on." 
Part of his billed services include setting up preventative measures so the Ducks won’t end up with future violations. 

Without Glazier’s credibility, guidance and influence, Oregon might not have skipped away from its NCAA troubles with little more than probation. 
It’s why Glazier commands $330 an hour. And in case you wondered, the attorney, who has three grown children and a wife, Sarah, said even 
though he hasn’t been to an organized sporting event in Oregon, he likes watching a game as much as anyone. In fact, he’s even attended a Pac- 
12 football game. 

"1 like a brat-wurst and a beer and a game. In fact, I went to Colorado’s first Pac-12 game with my daughter who just graduated from there," he 
said, "but we left at halftime." 

When I told Glazier he ranked No. 1 on this year’s list of influential sports figures due to his handling of the Oregon investigation, he wanted to 
know who Nos. 2-3-4 were. 

Said Glazier: "1 appreciate you thinking I’m influential ... Paul Allen at No. 4?!? He’ll be back." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 10:03 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

Ta-da!... Clips Cont~rence Realignment Graphic, Version 24 

Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings fi~om the ClipsRealignmentShip. Hope you are well. 

There is no set interval for issuiug a revised Clips Conference Realignment Graphic. In this 

case, it [J s been over two months since the last revisiou, there were a few correctious that 
needed to be doue, plus there were five new moves to add to the graphic (Elon, VMI, Mercer, 

East Tennessee State and Longwood). 

Since we started tracking conference moves in the spring of 2010 there have been 84 moves 

affecting 28 D1 conl~rences. The only three D1 conferences not affected have been the IW, 

SWAC and MEAC. 

As always, we welcome iuput from our readers. We need your help to get this right. 

We have beeu flattered by many complimeuts on the realignmeut graphic, aud we have 
received plen~ of usage requests. For the record, any Clips subscriber out there is welcome to 

use the Clips Conference Realignmeut Graphic as long as it is used intact, along ruth attribution 

ideutifying it as being used ~mth the permission of College Athletics Clips. ~ There is no 

charge for usage. 

So, mthout further ado, here ~] s the latest iteration of our ever-evolving masterpiece. 

Nick Infaaate 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
ww,’v,twit’~e r,co~r~(~.Collec~eA[ h Clips 



Here [1 s a breakdown of movement in and out of cont~rences: 



tlere [J s part of the gritty involved in aligning lines aa~d arrows in as comprehensible a manner 

as possible. 



TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: nick@colle.qeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: www,collegeathleticsclips,com 

Clips eFLASHes are items of particular interest that are either time-sensitive or of appeal to only a 

portion of Clips’ sage & savvy" subscriber base. el=LASHes are emalled dLrectty to specially selected 

Clips subscribers. This particularCllps Conference Realignment Graphic eFLASH has been sent to all 

Clips describers. 

About our website: CoflegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive summaries of college athletics news 

and issues with value-added commentary. Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, Clips 

Best Quotes, Clips Archives and The Clips Left Column. We also issue the eclectic, thought-provoldng, 

informational and occasionally humorous Clips eFLASHes (like the one above), which are award-worthy 

e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and soft underbelly of our modern day 

sports/entertainment culture to define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from thJ s mailing list or change the email format please use the links below: 

Change yore subscription 
U[tsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nic~collegeathlelicsclips.com@maild4.atll 1.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SORRY, the Clips website is down¯ ¯. oops, ifs up again 

Dear Vince- 
G~eatings flom Cfips. Hope you are well. 

Cfips, unfertunatefy, is/are not. The worst of all things has happened. The Cl~ps website 

~s down. The server (that we sh;~re w~th many other websites) ~s down. 

As of r~ht now, 10am ET, C~ips is down, and nobody can tell me exactly when weql be up 

News F~ash, ~t ~s ~ow 10:05am, and C~ips ~s up~ HoweveL I’m to~d that ~t might be a 

temporary tM~g. 

Obviously we don’t need this. We sent out the C~ips VVeeMy Update ~ast night, and 

Monday ~s the day when most v~s~ts to C~ips occur (about 75%). 

My apebg~es to Cl~ps subscribers ~or th~s Monday morning inconve~bnce. 

~ve a good d~y. 

Nk:k lnfanta 

Clips Editol 

Follow Clips on Twirler: 

About our website: Oe~legeAth~et}csC:~ipe,eo~’n provides e×ecLitive summaries of the business of 

Clips Best QB~otes~ ~ps Archives and T~e O~ips Left Column We also issue the eclectic, l:hcughb. 

provokir:g, informational end occasionally humorous C~ips eFLASHes (h~e this one), whicr~ are eward~ 

spolts/ente~ainment cLHture to frsme the essence of the pssslon a~d emotio~ so unique to college 

C{~pS Rea]ig~B~t O~ph{cs, (we’re en Version 24 and coun~::ng), 





From: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 11:52:12 AM 
To: nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 
Subject: Clips Interview with John Swofford 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Swofford FP[1],pn.q (576.0K) 
Swofforf interviewonwebpage.png (2.7M) 
To ACC Clips subscribers: 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
We did a Clips Interview with John Swofford recently and it was posted on the Clips website last night. Here it is below. 
Have a good week. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 





Man Rich Thanks To College Athletics Blasts 
iPaying College Athletes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 8:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edm~ 

U-Montaua: The "blueprint" lbr handling sexual as~ult cases? 

Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

FridayMomingGreetings from the MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

From the Big Sky State comes word of a sweeping set of campus-wide procednres on dealing 

with sexual harassment and as~nlt cases. In the Inside t tigher Ed article below, the case is 

made for Montana becoming a [1 blueprint U tbr how sexual as~ult cases are handled. 

An e:densive 31 -page settlement agreement [click here ] issued j ointly by the U S Depaxtments 

of Jufftice mid Education lays out [] in explicit deta~l [] how sexual harassment/assault cases 

should be handled, and who (campus, local, s, ate, federal volunteer, etc.) does what and 

when. 

Whether it [] s actually a [] blueprint, [] Montana officials hm~e been thrust into the forefront 

more than ever. 

The timing of the new procedures comes j ust a couple years after high-profile sexual assault 

reports involving tbotball players at the University of Montana, and I, accusations that 

administrators were sweeping the issue under the rug. U In the aftermath, the lbotball coach 

and AD were dismissed (at the time, no specitic rea~ns were given tbr the dismissal s). 

Here [] s the intro ficom the DO J/DOE settlement report: 

The Department of Justice today announced a series of investigations stemming 

from allegations of sexual assault and sexual harassment at the University of 

Montana and in the greater Missoula, Mont., community. These investigations 
will seek to determine whether gender discrimination afJbcted the prevention, 

investigation and prosecution of sexual assaults and sexual harassment in 

:14issoula. 

The department has opened a Title LV compliance review and Title IV 

investigation regarding the U)tiversity (¢Tt~ontanaI ls response to sexual assaults 

and sexual harassment ~’sludents. Title IX (f the Education Amendments of1972 
and Title IV (f the Civil Rights A ct of 1964 each prohibit sex discrimination, 

including sexmd assault and sexual haras6~tent, in education programs. There 

have been at least 11 reported sexual assaults im,olving university students in an 

18-month period The department will also coordinate with the Department of 

Education on a related sexual harassment complaint received by that department. 



It appears that the right steps are being taken in Montana, and hopefully the learnings will 

spread across the countD’ accordingly. 

Have a good Friday. Have a good weekend. 

Nick Inlhnte 
Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

vwwv.twitter.com/@Colle.qeAt hClips 

’Blueprint’ Balancing Act 

Ire l~iS. Departments of Justice andEducation made Montana the model institution for 

re~pondi~ to sexual harassment and assault. 

By Aflie Grasgreen, Inside Higher Ed 10-I 8-13 

One little word made the University of Montana [] s settlement agreement with the tbderal 

government different fi~om all the others. 

Blueprint. 

With that, the U.S. Departments of Justice and Education made Montana the model institution 

lbr responding to sexual haxassment and assault, an issue that ~1 s receiving more public and 

federal scrutiny than ever. It thrust Montaa~a officials even further into the public spotlight than 

they already were, ibllomng a s~tnng of sexual assault reports, the tnost high-profile of which 

involved football players and accusations that administrators were sweeping the issue under the 

mg. 

And in trying to comply with what some say is the most extensive settlemeut agreement ever 

put forth by the Education Department ~ s Office for Civil Rights under Title IX of the 

Education Amendments of 1972, which prohibits sex discrimination on campuses, Montana is 

al~ caught up in claims by civil liberties advocates that the guidelines it [~ s been told to codify 

axe overreaching and even violate the First Amendment. 

But with the new academic year under way, the changes on ca~npus are coming to fruition. 

And whether the university is ready for it or not, other colleges are looking to the designated 

blueprint as guidance for their own campuses. 

It[] s a position Montana officials say they []ve embraced, even as they hint [] with vaa~’ing 
degrees of subtle~ [] that they neither asked nor expected to be put in this unusual position. 

~ ’Blueprint[] is not really our designation and I hesitate to be put in that situation when what 

we axe trying to do is just tend to our own situation, [] Montana President Royce C. Engstrom 
said in an interview. LJIf other cmnpuses around the count~ can benetit them our actions and 

our strategies, then that ~; s great. But each campus does have its own situation. ~3 

But the "blueprint" designation, and the national ~rutiny that came with it, has at times been 

tough on the campus, said Christine Fiore, a Montana psychology professor who advises 

Engs~trom on addressing sexual violence. 

~I thiN< tl~e students have been ang~y ~ they feel like they are suffering the consequences of a 
few people who are bad actors, [] she said. There ~ s also been a good deal of frustration 

among the staffmembers who have worked on Title IX and sexual violence issues for years, 

who don []t deny- there [] s still work to be done but want to acknoMedge what ~ s alrea@ 

changed, too. ~I think sometimes the universi~ has been tired of negative publicity. ~ 

One official fiat-out declined to ta]k about the blueprint status, saying it wouldn ~3t be 

appropriate as that ~; s the t~deral govennnent~] s designation. 



Policy Grounded in HistoaT 

For years, Montana has been dealing ruth the fallout frown a very. public s~tring of incidents. 

When DOJ annotmced its investigafion of the universi~’ and the city in May 2012, it noted at 

least 11 reports of sexual assaults involving universi~ s~deuts over an 18-month period, and 

80 rapes in Missonla over three years. At leas~t three cases involved university football players, 

and the anger over those alleged incidents and accnsations of cover-ups was palpable. (One 
administrator, tbr example, inquired as to whether a student M~o spoke publicly about her case 

could be punished under the Student Code of Conduct. Another asked why one incident was 

referred to as "gang rape.") 

Montana officials knew they had a problem before the feds crone knocking. In winter of the 

2011-12 academic year, after two students sepeacately said they were dragged and gang raped, 

the university, hired former state Supreme Court Jus~tice Diane Ba,z to review sexual assault 

cases on campus. Bmz uncovered nine more cases and axgued that the investigafion should 

continue, 

One of the first major steps Montana took was controversial in itself. About a year ago, 

officials began requiring all students to take the computer tutorial Personal Empowerment 
Through SelfAwarenes~ or PETSA. Now in its second generation, PETSA includes more 

s~tudeut voices and aims to show that even if you I~ ve never been assaulted, odds are you know 

or roll know someone who has. But the mandato~ nature of the program, and its sensitive 

content, continue to draw the ire of some students. 

Fiore has more or less accepted that (based on feedback) 6 percent of students appear 

detmmined to ignore the tutorial ~ s contents, which covers the nuances of state law, campus 

policy and social issues. But she believes the ~incredibly positive ~ response from evmTone 

else ~ more than there in four s~dents actually thank her for the program [] is evidence that 

it [] s working. 

[] There [] s not a s~dent who has gone throngh this who doesn []t know the issues that have 

been in the newspaper, ~; Fiore said. [ JKnowing about sexual violence is mandatoU as a 

member of the college community. I~ 

Vanderbilt Universi~ has lannched its own PETSA tutorial, and Montana is consulfing a t}w 
dozen other can~puses on that program and the campus climate survey, which questions 
students on atfitudes, procedures and experiences. (’][’he settlement requires an annual survey 
through 2015 - 16, but Fiore wants to keep it going every, two or three years after that.) 

[]I think the level of serutiw is challenging, butit[]s also hdpfnl, [] Fiore said. []The university~ 
as a whole, and eveubody we work with, they [] re really enthusiastic [] they want to take care 
of this, [] 

Ouestions of Overreach 

When Legal Counsel LuW France explains Montana [1 s progress, she talks a lot about 

[]balance. [] Balance between protecfing victims and the First Amen&nent. Balance between 

DOJ oversight and facul~" rights. Balance between a national model and M~at [] s right for the 

campus. 

After back-and-forth draft exchanges pushed approval of the policy months past the deadline 

for federal approval, DOJ gave the go-ahead, but Montana officials are not totally happy ruth 

the final prodnct. They [] re t~ing to negotiate a particnlarly controversial point in the settlement 

agreement that requires the universi~’ to report to the Justice Depaxtment the names of any 

lhculty members who don[Jr undergo a mandatory discrimination prevention tutorial, designed 

to teach instructors "the new regulations so they can help students who want to report. Faculty 

members have asked Engstrom May their names should be reported. 

And while France said she believes the new poliw, which takes much previous case law into 

account, complies with the First Amen&nent~ lawyers me [] s~till looking at that. [] Critics have 

questioned Montana [] s policy because (at OCR [] s behes~t) it defines sexual haarassment as 

[]any unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature, [] including speech. Unlike past versions [] and 

counter to what groups including the Fonndation for Individual Rights in Education advocate [] 

it does not require an action to be [] objectively oflEnsive [] to be deemed harassment. 

U.S. Sen. John McCain asked DOJ why and how it could have "single-handedly redefined the 
meaning of sexual harassment at all universities and colleges across the country that receive 
public landing," and aniversi~ tgculty have protested the reporting of names. But any poliw 
changes in the next three years must get DOJ approval. 



~ I think they [] ll lis~ten to concem~ but again, it [] s achieving that balance, [] France said. 

OC1L for its part, has denied that its rules mnount to [] speech, conduct or harassment codes~ 

violating the Constitution. 

~ In preventing and redressing discrimination, schools must formulate, interpret, and apply’ their 

rules in a manner that respects the legal rights of students and faculty, including the First 

Amendment, [] OCR wrote in a letter to critics in May. 

Title IX coordinator Eric Gutierrez said procedural changes to streamline reporting have 

aJready resulted in more complaints reaching his desk (and those of his two staffinvestigators). 

~I would say my docket is fuller, [] Gutierrez, who is also director of equal opportunity and 

a£firmative action, said during a break from his second week of DOJ training. He declined to 

comment on tile nature of the complaints, but France posited that -- if complaints have indeed 

increased -- procedural changes and publicity for them probably prompted more filings. 

(Among advocates, more reporting is generally considered a good thing because it’s linked to 

greater awareness, not higher incident rates.) Additionally, whereas discrimination and 

harassment complaints used to go through the dean of students’ office, the new policy sends 

them to Gutierrez. 

"One of the objectives is to make sure s"tudents know M~ere to report." France said. "That 

doesn’t mean everything rises to the level of, there will be an investigation." 

Lots of smaller shifts are tnaterializing into two big-picture changes on the Montana campus: 

more streaanlined policies and regular com~nunication between depart~nents (for example, 

public safeW and the Student Advocacy Resource Center), and broader awaxeness anlong all 

individuals of what sexual violence is and how it should be addressed. 

Whether the policy’ will result in stifling free speech is yet to be determined. But it has ce~finly 

generated conversation. 

~ It [] s an ongoing dialogue [] the topic of sexa~al assanlt, sexual harassment, ~ Engstrom said. 
~lIt [J s almo s~t impossible to avoid. I~ 

Inspiring Change 

The blueprint declaration has not gone unheard, especially thioughout the s~te. 

Montana officials have participated in conference calls this summer ruth other campuses 

looldng for materials and itffo~matio~ and they spoke to s~ff from other Montana Universi~ 

Sys~tem institutions in person at a conference in Bozeman, said Elizabeth Hubble, co-director of 

the women’s and gender studies program and chair of the University Council on Student 

Assault. 

The interest from other universities signals a desire to avoid a similar federal investigation, 

ttubble said, but more than that it LJ s LJ buy-in ~1 t?om inslitations acknoMedging that more than 

compliance is at s~ke. What they really want is a cultural change. 

take it as a positive challenge, [] she said. [] My belief is that we are staxting to see a shift. [] 

At Montana, for example, more male students axe volunteering with the resource center. A 

new canlpus relations public sa£ety officer holds office hours in the residence halls to be a more 
effective s~dent-cop liaison. Departments and committees and administrators that didn [] t used 

to talk to each other now do. Athletes who have felt unfairly targeted by bad press are helping 

out ruth awareness projects. And students, staff and facnl~ are learning how to handle 

allegations and ensure each and every- one makes itto Gntienez. 

Campus police have gone through their own training, in part to learn how to tilllow the new 
sexual assault policy and procedures. (The campus used to have one policy tbr all forms of 

assanlt; it’s split in tw’o now.) They’ve been told to focus on care tbr the victim, by asking only 

questions that are appropriate -- rather than, say, what file woman was wearing -- and 

mt’orming students about all the available resources. The procedures are better defined, for 

eve~?~one from the first responder to the suspect interviewers. (In an alleged rape, cmnpus 

safety is first on the scene but then the case is handed over to Missoula police.) 

Police Captain Ben Gladwin spoke highly of the training, and wonld "highly recommend" a 

similar review for other cmnpuses. (A private consultant and DOJ liaison conducted the 

training.) But he aclaloMedged the process have been tough on his stalt; 

"It was laxgely perceived that perhaps my officers were incapable of handling this type of thing, 

and I think that really affected morale," Gladwin said. "That being said, obvionsly there’s 

always room tbr improvement." 



Administrators and ~:acult?~ know they ~ re s*~ll fox fi~m the finish line ~ if there even is a finish 

line. But for now, the slow and steady march continues. 

~ It [] s been cha]lenging ~ I don [] t wish it on anybody, [] Fiore said. ~ But I think we ~ ve 

grown and learned something. [] 



Allie Grasgreen writes for lnside Higher Ed This article has been reprinted on Clips 

with the permission of Inside Higher Ec~ To access the Inside Higher Ed website click 

here 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nic~collegeathleticsclips.com 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Hiring momt~lium? 

Vince- 

This is not college athletics, but it is a university hiring and firing reality. Everywhere, not just Rutgers. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Pushed Out of a Job Early 

By Michael Winerip, New York Times, 12-6-13 
http://vwvw~nytimes~c~m/2~13/12/~7/b~ming/pushed-~ut-~f~a-j~b-early~htm~?pagewanted=2& r=0&hp&pagewanted =all 

If there is one thing older workers fear in this economy, it’s losing their jobs as they approach retirement. But that is exactly what happened in 
March to Richard L. White, who was the director of career services at Rutgers University for 22 years. 

Mr. White, 63, had received positive annual reviews from 1990 to 2011. In 2009, the supervising administrator wrote that his work was "conducted 
at the highest possible level!" 

He was considered a leader in the field, winning a Fulbright grant in 2005, the first year it was offered for career services directors. Rutgers, the 
biggest public university in New Jersey, was ranked 21 st nationally in 2010 by The Wall Street Journal for placing undergraduates; in 2012, 
Bloomberg Businessweek ranked the business school 33rd in the nation for M.B.A. pay. 

But none of this information was included when Gregory S. Jackson, now the university president’s chief of staff, wrote Mr. VVhite’s performance 
appraisal for the first time in April 2012. Mr. Jackson, who had recently taken oversight of career services, wrote that Mr. White had failed to meet 
standards in every category. 

Soon after, Mr. White was removed as director; within a year, he was fired. 

In January, shortly before leaving, Mr. VVnite filed an age discrimination lawsuit against Rutgers. Three other Iongtime administrators who were 
also terminated joined the lawsuit, bringing into the open an increasingly contentious workplace issue. 

Age discrimination claims are on the rise as members of the post-World War II baby boom enter their 60s. Last year, 22,857 people filed age- 
related complaints with the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, compared with 16,548 in 2006. 

Mr. White, as well as two other career services administrators fired from Rutgers -- Dorothy Kerr, 60, and Chrystal McArthur, 64 -- had received 
positive job reviews until Mr. Jackson became involved in 2012. (The fourth who sued, Ms. Kerr’s husband, Mark, 58, did not receive formal 
appraisals because he was not a supervisor.) 

According to Ms. Kerr, who had spent more than 40 years at Rutgers, Mr. Jackson "kept asking us when we were going to retire." 

In the view of the fired administrators, Mr. Jackson wanted to bring in his own people, most of whom were younger, and instead of offering them 
other positions, dismissed them without cause. 

In an email, Peter J. McDonough Jr., a Rutgers spokesman, said that university officials believed the lawsuit was "without merit" and that they 
would "vigorously defend our practices." He noted that the new career services director, Richard Hearin, 64, is older than Mr. White. University 
officials also said that an investigation by Rutgers’s Office of Employment Equity found no policy violation. 

A lawyer for Rutgers, John Bennett, said he was unable to go into further detail because of an Oct. 10 court order restricting the release of 
personnel documents. 

(Before that order, however, both the university and the fired administrators provided The New York Times with copies of job assessments that 
indicated they met all standards in 2011, but none in 2012.) 

Once older workers lose their jobs, many never regain their former standard of living. On average, those who do find work make 20 percent less 
than they had in their previous positions, the biggest income loss for any age group, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 



While Mr. VVhite has found part-time employment at another university, the position does not include benefits and he is spending $2,400 a month 
for his family’s health coverage. None of his former colleagues have found full-time work either. 

Winning an age discrimination case in a federal court has become particularly difficult since a 2009 Supreme Court ruling requiring an employee 
to prove that age was the determining factor for a layoff. In a few states, however, including New Jersey, the standard of proof is lower, requiring 
only that workers show that age was one factor. 

The lawsuit against Rutgers and Mr. Jackson represents a third instance of high-ranking officials facing public claims of abusive or discriminatory 
behavior since Robert L. Barchi became president last year. It has received much less publicity than the others, which revolve around the athletic 
department and the firing of Mike Rice, the men’s basketball coach, after a video surfaced that showed him shouting homophobic slurs and 
throwing balls at players. 

The career services case unfolded in 2012, when Rutgers officials arranged an external review by three national experts, who concluded that the 
department needed to be reorganized. Among their criticisms of Mr. White: He had failed to coordinate his office’s services with the university, 
made questionable professional judgments in managers he selected and demonstrated a weakness in leadership because of an aversion to 
conflict. 

But the review also said Mr. White provided "a broad and commendable variety of direct services," was "extremely well liked by the overwhelming 
majority of his staff" and had created a program that was "generally well regarded." 

Other experts in career services interviewed for this article said several aspects of the external review raised concerns. One of the three reviewers 
hired by the university -- who were paid $1,000 each -- was Mr. Hearin, then director of career services at the University of Maryland. Shortly 
after recommending that Mr. White be removed from his position, Mr. Hearin was hired to take his place. 

John Fracchia, an administrator at Ithaca College who is co-chairman of the committee that oversees external reviews for the Eastern Association 
of Colleges and Employers, and Scott Brown, a dean at Colgate who has conducted more than a dozen such reviews, said Mr. Hearin’s 
involvement could be perceived as a conflict of interest. 

"In terms of ethics, serving on an external review is not supposed to be a backdoor way to get employment," Mr. Fracchia said. 

Mr. White said he believed that Mr. Jackson had made up his mind to remove his colleagues and him long before the review. 

On Friday, April 27, at 5 p.m., the review team finished its two-day visit and on Monday, April 30, Mr. Jackson gave Mr. White, Ms. Kerr and Ms. 
McArthur their annual appraisals, which quoted extensively from the review team’s negative conclusions. 

Typically a review report takes two to six weeks to complete, Mr. Fracchia and Mr. Brown said. The reviewers transcribe their notes, which are 
then collected by a member they have designated to write the report. Normally, that person finishes a first draft, to which the other two contribute 
edits for a final version. Neither Mr. Fracchia nor Mr. Brown had heard of an external review being concluded so rapidly. 

Mr. White said he asked several times for a copy of the review but was turned down. This June, however, the university provided a copy -- 
stamped "confidential" -- to The Times. 

The reviewers recommended that Mr. Vvhite be removed from his job, but "retained" and "reassigned." 

Rutgers said that neither Mr. Headn nor Mr. Jackson would discuss the report orthe decision to remove Mr. White and name Mr. Headn as his 
replacement. 

Unmentioned in Mr. Jackson’s appraisal was the external review team’s conclusion that the biggest problem with career services was not 
leadership. It was lack of resources. 

"Even among the academic administrative partners who tend to be the most critical of career services," ~ey wrote, "the criticism was measured 
and centered more on resource constraints than service delivery." 

Additional resources were eventually appropriated -- after Mr. White was removed. 

In a news release about Mr. Hearin’s appointment, Mr. Jackson said the department would add three directors, expand the counseling staff and 
be moved to a centrally located office. 

One other expenditure was not mentioned in the release. After 22 years as director, Mr. White made $118,000 a year; Mr. Hearin’s starting salary 
was $155,000. 

Once Mr. White was removed from office, he was named the associate director for graduate student services. Though he felt humiliated, Mr. 
White said, he planned to stay until he reached 65, and then retire. 

But six months later, a new review by Mr. Jackson said Mr. White was guilty of "neglect of duty." The primary criticism was that Mr. White had 
taught a university course without supervisory approval, for which he was "remunerated above and beyond his salary." 

"More problematic," the appraisal said, the course met during the day, when Mr. White should have been doing student services work. 

Mr. VMqite was one of 20 midlevel administrators who taught a section for an honors colloquium that met for an hour a week. There were no papers 
or exams to be graded. 

He said his only preparation was reading one novel, which was discussed throughout the semester. He did not ask permission, he said, because 
in the four years he had been doing it, no one had ever said there was a problem. He was paid $750. 



"It wasn’t the money," he said. "1 did it because I have a doctorate in English and love the opportunity to discuss a novel with such bright Rutgers 
students." 

March 12 was Mr. V~hite’s last day at Rutgers. Two days later, he and the three others sent a "farewell" letter to the university president. 

"This is not how long-serving, dedicated Rutgers employees should be treated," l~ey wrote, with no "recognition, celebration and expression of 
gratitude or a simple goodbye." 

Pushed Out of a Job: Early 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Monday, December 9, 2013 12:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

attorneys 

Vince- 

My unofficial estimate is that two-thirds of top D1 compliance people are attorneys, and the other one-third are not. What do you think? 

Nick 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, December 9, 2013 at 11:25 AM 

To: Nick Infante <nick@collegeatMeticsclips.com> 

Subject: RE: movement/hypocrisy/age 

Great graphi!! I’m not an attorney, but seem to be surrounded by them at all times. Some ave helpful, others have too much difficult?, underst~x~ding that some key 

processes and principles they learned in law school and practice as attorneys are missing from the NCAA processes. This can lead to some bad decision malting at 

times. 

From: _n_j_c___k_@__c_q!Le__g_e___a__t__h_J__e__t_Lc__s__c_ljp__s_,__c__o___n_! [--m-~-a-i~-t--~--:~-n-~Lc--k-~@~-c--~-J~[-e-g-e--a-~-t~-h-Le--t-~-c-s~-c-[[p-~-s-~gAm~ 
Sent; Monday, December 09, 2053 11:09 AM 
To-" 1lie, Vince 
Subject; movement/hypocrisy/age 
I-Man, 
Thanks for the input. I’ve heard back from a few people about the general lack of interest in imposing sanctions for coaches trying to move on up. I 
here show cause and I think of Bruce Pearl (didn’t he get a show cause?). Now he’s a TV guy. Is that his penalty. By the way, I think he’s very good 
on TV, but that’s not the point. 
I am still something of an outsider, and when I learned nine or so years ago that the NCAA investigates itself I thought that was very odd. I did not 
know Paul Dee former Miami AD who became the chairman of the COl. He was very harsh in condemning the "sins" of USC (in the Reggie Bush 
affair), and all the meanwhile he had a rogue booster with a run of the joint. The pot calling the kettle black? 
In a subsequent email I will send you an age discrimination lawsuit that involves an amazing conflict of interest twist. I forgot, are you an attorney? 
I-Man 
Here’s a "Bubba Bubble" ( 

From: <llle>, Vince <!!_he___@.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_.> 
Date: Monday, December 9, 2013 at 10:55 AM 
To: Nick Infante <nick@cNlegeatMeticsclips.com> 
Subject: RE: Hiring moratorium? 
Hey Nick, 

Thanks tbr the message. I’m happy to participate in any way you think may be beneficial to you and others. 

Regaxding any kind of moratorium on interviewing/hiring coaches imposed by the NCAA, do you mean the possibility that the NCAA Committee on Int~actions 

could/should impose that specific penal~ to a coach as a result of the coach’s involvement in Level I or II NCAA violations’? If so, you probably know that the cmrent 

mechanism used for that is the %how cause" penalty that is intended to have a similax result. I suspect the NCAA uses the %how cause" provision inslead of a 

definitive moratorium for legaJ veasons. 

Like most, I do like the idea of attaching violations and penalties to individuals who ave found to be divectly responsible, regardless of whether they move on to another 

institution or not. I’m not sure if this specific topic will be addvessed at the NCAA Convention in Janua~, but I do know that Presidents, Chancellors, Athletics 

Dissectors and others roll further discuss the enforcement p~ocess with the goal ofimp~oving it (fingers crossed). 



Incidenta]ly, it’s my understanding that one of my thvorite ideas may finally receive ~me consideration (after 7- 8 years of me recommending it to anyone and everyone 

who asks me about the process). I personally believe it is very important to introduce arbitration or mediation condncted by proi~ssional aJcbitmtors or mediators into 

the process. They shonld assume nearly all of the responsibilities currently assigned to the Committee on IN?actions. Find another role (snpervi~ry, oversight, 

whatever... ) for that committee ~md reduce the nnmber of members back down to a reasonable level. This area is one of MANY weaknesses and inefficiencies in the 
current process, so I won’t bore you with my long list. We can save that for another day. 

My girls, 11 and 14, expected that the tree would be up and ready for their decorating the dab, after Thanksgiving. I was able to make that happen. They are happy. 

Thanks Nick and my best to you and your family. 

Vince 

From: nick@collecleath!eticsclips~com [mailto;nick@co!leqeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 :~0:27 AM 

To-" 111e, Vince 
$~bject-" Hiring moratorium? 

I-Man- 
Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 
This is a me-to-you email (not a Clips bulk email). Every now and again I reach out to ask Clips subscribers about issues/ideas of the day. If you 
are okay with me including you on these once-per-month emails, let me know. Otherwise just delete this. As always, responses are off the record. 
Do you think a coach interviewing/hiring moratorium would be within the purview of the NCAA? Or would this fall under the free market 
designation? 
Have a good Sunday. You get a tree yet? We got a 4-footer. It’s puny. 
I-Man 
Clips Editor 

NCAA should ban coaching hires until bowl season ends 
Kevin Hennessey Spokane 
An open letter to Dr. Mark Emmert, President of the NCAA: 
As the ex-President of the University of Washington, congratulations on your recent Apple Cup victory. Those words are very difficult to say, 
coming from this loyal WSU Alumnus. However, in your current role as President of the NCAA, it seems like an appropriate moment in time to 
reach out to you. 
The recent headlines about your ex-UW football coach leaving for greener pastures at USC struck a common nerve. Let’s just call it another case 
of "football coaching dominos." And this is one board game that no one likes to play. Unfortunately, we all know how it goes: Your team just won its 
last game of the regular season. Everyone’s thrilled about that upcoming bowl appearance. But almost before you’ve finished your celebratory 
toast, your head coach "suddenly disappears for the weekend." Ugghh. A couple days later, you confirm he’s accepted a position at another 
university, for more money and greater opportunity. The bubble is burst. 
Certainly we can all appreciate the merits of the free market system. And coaches definitely have the right to negotiate on behalf of their own self- 
interest But who the heck is looking out for the best interests of the athletes, and what "life lessons" are we teaching them? After all, isn’t the coach 
the leader of the team? Surely your executive committee can empathize with the students, alumni and other fans who feel abandoned each year. 
~t’s about damned time someone spoke up on behalf of all these stakeholders.., all across the country. And Dr. Emmert (ahem) that someone 
should be you. We’re asking your NCAA executive committee to lead by example on this one. Consider this a public cry to do something truly bold 
and courageous. 
So what’s the solution? How about implementing a "fall hiring moratorium" for football coaches? The proposed moratorium could begin halfway 
through the season and end after the last college bowl game of the season. During the moratorium, no recruiting or interviewing of any kind may 
take place. The day after the end of the season it’s back to normal and all restrictions disappear. This simple solution would be fair to all colleges 
and universities across the board. And it surely has benefits for all stakeholders and fans. 
rm sure there are a few higher priority issues that the NCAA needs to address. But solving this problem could at least be a consensus-gaining 
notch in your belt. Not to mention, when you see something wrong, you should speak out and try to fix it. It’s a concept called leadership. Let’s 
hope you and your NCAA executive committee can rise to the leadership challenge on this one. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Monday, December 9, 2013 1:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

nobody’s getting younger 

Vince- 

Wow. Well said. You definitely have the right mindset You are smart to be part of Bubba’s team. 

51, huh? I left the corporate life at 51, drifted for a couple!few months, decided I could not work corporate anymore, my wife is my savior (went 
back to work full time), I started my own business (Clips), made next to nothing for four years, have made "okay" money since then, have the 
potential to make "decenf’ money now, love what I’m doing (partly because I work alone), might be able to sell Clips in a few years for who knows 
how much? Sorry, more than you needed to know. 

The story below hit home for me. It can be bleak out there. 

Nick 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, December 9, 2013 at 12:03 PM 

To: Nick Infante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Subje¢t: RE: Hiring moratorium? 

That’s a scaxy stol7. I have great sympathy for people who are treated unfairly. A lot of information is being made public regarding Rutgers, is most of this stuff 

accurate? I ask because I’ve seen so much inaccurate reporting of events related to UNC’s recent past. 

I’ve moved mound a little bit (UMass, Oklahoma, Cincinnati, Illinois, now North Carolina). When worldng for Ron Guenther at Illinois, probably around the time I hit 

47-48, I started to recognize the reali~ you reference below at other places and mnong some of my colleagues. Not sure how to avoid it other than try, every, day to 

work harder and produce better results thma eve~body else. That’s a tough chore, but at least in athletics, it is the nature of things so everyone should understand the 

deal. Students in the pool, on the court, on the field, on the track.=, they are all trying to do this veD~ same thing eve~ day. They are competing eve~ day, battling to 

stay comfortable ruth inevitable discomfort (lifting, running, training, etc=), tD~ing to improve. It is part of the culture from day one, so I don’t ever expect to get a pass 

on that. I also understand that a new person may wm~t to replace me (I’m 51 now) with someone they prefer, regardless of any past performance. 
That’s why I came to UNC, to work tbr Bubba and t~ my best to help him tackle our biggest challenges. The goal was to pick a person, not a place so the location 

was a bx~nus. This requires a lot of networking and courtship even when you aren’t in the marketplace. At my age, I feel like this ongoing networking has become a 

necessib~. 

From= nick@collegeathleticsclips.com [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent= Monday, December 09, 20:[3 :[:[::[8 AM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Hiring moratorium? 

Vince- 
This is not college athletics, but it is a university hiring and firing reality= Everywhere, not just Rutgers. 
Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

Pushed Out of a Job Early 
By Michael Winerip, New York Times, 12-6-13 
http://www.nytimes~c~m/2~13/12/~7/b~ming/pushed-~ut~f-a-i~b~ear~y~htm~?pagewanted=2& r=0&hp&pagewanted=all 
If there is one thing older workers fear in this economy, it’s losing their jobs as they approach retirement. But that is exactly what happened in 
March to Richard L. White, who was the director of career services at Rutgers University for 22 years. 
Mr. White, 63, had received positive annual reviews from 1990 to 2011. In 2009, the supervising administrator wrote that his work was "conducted 
at the highest possible level!" 
He was considered a leader in the field, winning a Fulbright grant in 2005, the first year it was offered for career services directors. Rutgers, the 
biggest public university in New Jersey, was ranked 21 st nationally in 2010 by The Wall Street Journal for placing undergraduates; in 2012, 
Bloomberg Businessweek ranked the business school 33rd in the nation for M.B.A. pay. 
But none of this information was included when Gregory S= Jackson, now the university president’s chief of staff, wrote Mr. White’s performance 
appraisal for the first time in April 2012= Mr. Jackson, who had recently taken oversight of career services, wrote that Mr. White had failed to meet 
standards in every category. 
Soon after, Mr. White was removed as director; within a year, he was fired. 
In January, shortly before leaving, Mr. White filed an age discrimination lawsuit against Rutgers. Three other Iongtime administrators who were 
also terminated joined the lawsuit, bringing into the open an increasingly contentious workplace issue. 



Age discrimination claims are on the rise as members of the post-World War II baby boom enter their 60s. Last year, 22,857 people filed age- 
related complaints with the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, compared with 16,548 in 2006. 
Mr. White, as well as two other career services administrators fired from Rutgers -- Dorothy Kerr, 60, and Chrystal McArthur, 64 -- had received 
positive job reviews until Mr. Jackson became involved in 2012. (The fourth who sued, Ms. Kerr’s husband, Mark, 58, did not receive formal 
appraisals because he was not a supervisor.) 
According to Ms. Kerr, who had spent more than 40 years at Rutgers, Mr. Jackson "kept asking us when we were going to retire." 
In the view of the fired administrators, Mr. Jackson wanted to bring in his own people, most of whom were younger, and instead of offering them 
other positions, dismissed them without cause. 
In an email, Peter J. McDonough Jr., a Rutgers spokesman, said that university officials believed the lawsuit was "without merit" and that they 
would "vigorously defend our practices." He noted that the new career services director, Richard Hearin, 64, is older than Mr. White. University 
officials also said that an investigation by Rutgers’s Office of Employment Equity found no policy violation. 
A lawyer for Rutgers, John Bennett, said he was unable to go into further detail because of an Oct. 10 court order restricting the release of 
personnel documents. 
(Before that order, however, both the university and the fired administrators provided The New York Times with copies of job assessments that 
indicated they met all standards in 2011, but none in 2012.) 
Once older workers lose their jobs, many never regain their former standard of living. On average, those who do find work make 20 percent less 
than they had in their previous positions, the biggest income loss for any age group, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
While Mr. White has found part-time employment at another university, the position does not include benefits and he is spending $2,400 a month 
for his family’s health coverage. None of his former colleagues have found full-time work either. 
Winning an age discrimination case in a federal court has become particularly difficult since a 2009 Supreme Court ruling requiring an employee 
to prove that age was the determining factor for a layoff. In a few states, however, including New Jersey, the standard of proof is lower, requiring 
only that workers show that age was one factor. 
The lawsuit against Rutgers and Mr. Jackson represents a third instance of high-ranking officials facing public claims of abusive or discriminatory 
behavior since Robert L. Barchi became president last year. It has received much less publicity than the others, which revolve around the athletic 
department and the firing of Mike Rice, the men’s basketball coach, after a video surfaced that showed him shouting homophobic slurs and 
throwing balls at players. 
The career services case unfolded in 2012, when Rutgers officials arranged an external review by three national experts, who concluded that the 
department needed to be reorganized. Among their criticisms of Mr. White: He had failed to coordinate his office’s services with the university, 
made questionable professional judgments in managers he selected and demonstrated a weakness in leadership because of an aversion to 
conflict. 
But the review also said Mr. Vvhite provided "a broad and commendable variety of direct services," was "extremely well liked by the overwhelming 
majority of his staff" and had created a program that was "generally well regarded." 
Other experts in career services interviewed for this article said several aspects of the external review raised concerns. One of the three reviewers 
hired by the university -- who were paid $1,000 each -- was Mr. Hearin, then director of career services at the University of Maryland. Shortly 
after recommending that Mr. White be removed from his position, Mr. Hearin was hired to take his place. 
John Fracchia, an administrator at Ithaca College who is co-chairman of the committee that oversees external reviews for the Eastern Association 
of Colleges and Employers, and Scott Brown, a dean at Colgate who has conducted more than a dozen such reviews, said Mr. Hearin’s 
involvement could be perceived as a conflict of interest. 
"In terms of ethics, serving on an external review is not supposed to be a backdoor way to get employment," Mr. Fracchia said. 
Mr. White said he believed that Mr. Jackson had made up his mind to remove his colleagues and him long before the review. 
On Friday, April 27, at 5 p.m., the review team finished its two-day visit and on Monday, April 30, Mr. Jackson gave Mr. White, Ms. Kerr and Ms. 
McArthur their annual appraisals, which quoted extensively from the review team’s negative conclusions. 
Typically a review report takes two to six weeks to complete, Mr. Fracchia and Mr. Brown said. The reviewers transcribe their notes, which are 
then collected by a member they have designated to write the report. Normally, that person finishes a first draft, to which the other two contribute 
edits for a final version. Neither Mr. Fracchia nor Mr. Brown had heard of an external review being concluded so rapidly. 
Mr. Vvhite said he asked several times for a copy of the review but was turned down. This June, however, the university provided a copy -- 
stamped "confidential" -- to The Times. 
The reviewers recommended that Mr. White be removed from his job, but "retained" and "reassigned." 
Rutgers said that neither Mr. Headn nor Mr. Jackson would discuss the report orthe decision to remove Mr. White and name Mr. Headn as his 
replacement. 
Unmentioned in Mr. Jackson’s appraisal was the external review team’s conclusion that the biggest problem with career services was not 
leadership. It was lack of resources. 
"Even among the academic administrative partners who tend to be the most critical of career services," they wrote, "the criticism was measured 
and centered more on resource constraints than service delivery." 
Additional resources were eventually appropriated -- after Mr. White was removed. 
In a news release about Mr. Hearin’s appointment, Mr. Jackson said the department would add three directors, expand the counseling staff and 
be moved to a centrally located office. 
One other expenditure was not mentioned in the release. After 22 years as director, Mr. White made $118,000 a year; Mr. Hearin’s starting salary 
was $155,000. 
Once Mr. White was removed from office, he was named the associate director for graduate student services. Though he felt humiliated, Mr. 
White said, he planned to stay until he reached 65, and then retire. 
But six months later, a new review by Mr. Jackson said Mr. White was guilty of "neglect of duty." The primary criticism was that Mr. White had 
taught a university course without supervisory approval, for which he was "remunerated above and beyond his salary." 
"More problematic," the appraisal said, the course met during the day, when Mr. White should have been doing student services work. 
Mr. White was one of 20 midlevel administrators who taught a section for an honors colloquium that met for an hour a week. There were no papers 
or exams to be graded. 
He said his only preparation was reading one novel, which was discussed throughout the semester. He did not ask permission, he said, because 
in the four years he had been doing it, no one had ever said there was a problem. He was paid $750. 
"It wasn’t the money," he said. "1 did it because I have a doctorate in English and love the opportunity to discuss a novel with such bright Rutgers 
students." 
March 12 was Mr. White’s last day at Rutgers. Two days later, he and the three others sent a "farewell" letter to the university president. 
"This is not how long-serving, dedicated Rutgers employees should be treated," they wrote, with no "recognition, celebration and expression of 
gratitude or a simple goodbye." 



Pushed Out of a Job Early 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 9:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

We~el: Chuck the BCS, lbotbaJJ is better offwithout this sham 

Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Gmerings from the Clips Pos~t-BCS-Ship. Hope you are well. 

Lest any of you think that we am now exclusively in basketball season, let me remind you that 

the BCS championship game last night merely shut the lid on one football season, only to get us 

started on the next. 

After all, them axe still several coaches yet to be fired and him& all the sIart- np excitement of 

the CFP is not far awa>; and they’ll be taJ~king about football on the Finebaum radio show 

tomonow. Yes, we have edmady staxted on ne,’~ season. 

I came across the article below on the Yahoo Sports website a couple hours ago. It is 

tiffed ~ pmvocarively and disrespectfully ~ ~Chuck the BCS: college.football is better of/" 

with this" sham in its rearview mirror. [] 
The authors are Dan Wetzel, Josh Peter and JeffPassan. That,s the same trio who brought ns 

the blockbuster [] Death to the BCS [] book. Anyone familiar with Dan Wetzel knows that he 

is adept at wriring very forcefully, and his has been one of the st~ongest voices objecting to the 

way the BCS was ran. He and his partners gathered an tinpressive catalog of revealing 

infonnarion about the BCS selection process and bowl finances, and their book came out just 

at the right time. 

It was quite a coincidence that Fiesta Bowl executive director John Junker (who has become 

the poster boy for bowl excesses) happened to crash and bum shortly after the Wetzel et al 

book was released. And then, not much later, the powers that be jettisoned the BCS in favor 

of the CFP. 

Enjoy your Tuesday evening. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 

w>~,,~,,twitt e r ,c o[r-J(~,,Colleg eACh Clips 

Chuck the BCS: college football is better off with this sham in its 
rearview mirror 
By Dan Wetzel, Jos’h Peter and,leffPas’san, Yahoo Sports, 1-7-14, 3pro ET 

PASADENA, Calif. ~ When you stick your neck out and write a book (two, actuolly) 

rifled "Death to the BCS," it does tend to help when the thing dies. It kind of saves yon from 

some humiliarion. So now flint it is, well, dead, that’s appreciated. 

The actual transirion to a playoffis long, long overdue, but them axe things we’ll miss about the 

deceased. 

No, not that it ever "got it right," because that’s a completely subjective call in the first place 

and quite absurd in its own right. Would it be "right" to anyone to set the Super Bowl Inatchup 

now as Seattle vs. Denver and then stand around for a month while we cancel the NFL 

playoffs? Or would that simply be the dumbest idea ever? 

We’ll miss that comedy of rarionalizarion, the i,npossible-to-duplicate stupidiF that pervaded 

the whole beast. The BCS was maddening, but it was hysterical, too. 

It was so terrified of progress toward a playoffthat it invented ludicrous and demons~trably 

untrue mcgument a£ter ludicrons and demonstrably untrue argument, feigning concern over 

eve~ytking from player academics to cutting offthe spigot of bowl gmnes’ charitable giving [] 
which, in case you forgot, accounts tbr less than 2 percent of total revenue I] and even the 

supposedly likelihood that Nick Saban would begin tanking the Iron Bowl. Yeah, sure he 

would. 

The BCS’s sole positive claim is that it was better than the old system at matching top teams in 

a rifle gan~e. A push-button phone was better than a rotmy dial. Color TV beat black and 

white. While the rest offl~e world embraces improvement and evolurio~ college tbotball’s 



power brokers subj ected fans of the sport to tl~is nonsense tbr 16 years. The B CS is old 

enough to drive. And you know some tht-cat bowl director would’re bought it a Mercedes. 

No discussion of tim BCS should focus on M~o got to play in tim title game, even when the 

game ends up like the last one, a 34-31 classic that crowned Florida State national champions 

over Auburu on Monday night. Even though the stated intention of the BCS was to pit the top 

two teams against one another~ tl~at was just anotl~er canard [] a talking point in a sea of them. 

The BCS e:ds~ted to allow a small number of people [] notably bowl directors [] to make an 

incredible amount of money by serving as the outsourced middlemen of the sport’s lucrative 

postseason. That’s why it laffted. Because no matter how nonsensical it was, someone was 

profiting handsomely offthe nonsense. 

All you ever needed to know about the BCS came fi~om the handiwork of a man named John 
Junker, who ran the Fiesta Bowl tbr a couple of decades and made himselfa millionaire doing 

tte lost his job in 2010 ti)r giving politicians illegal campaign conNbutions. He may still serve 

time in prison for the transgression. The "scandal" made headlines, mostly because it revealed 

he and his s~lt" sometimes expensed trips to a local gentlemen’s club. 

’][’hat was good for some laughs, but it missed the point. The strip-club bill was about the 500th 

most scandalous thing about tim Fiesta Bowl. Nos. 1 through 499 were the other ways John 

Junker spent the game’s cash on hnnself (which proved the largesse) and M~y guys like him 

fotqht so ha~’d and so long to maintain the BCS. 

At the time of his firing, Nnker paid hnnself nearly $700,000 per ?-ear. He managed to get the 

bowl to pay for membership in four exclusie, private golf clubs in throe different states. Four! 

His car allowance was $2,250 per month, which meant he was either secretly paying for four 

or five caacs tbr his e~Nm t~mily or the dealer tl~at leased him a vehicle for that amount should be 

imprisoned. 

Junker had an AMEX Black Card that he worked like t}w others. Over a 10-year period, he 

averaged ~; averaged I~ $1,330 per day, eveW single day, in expenses. Go ahead and even try 

to do tl~at. 

One time he bought 20,000 golf balls on the bowl. He repeatedly billed it tbr new clubs. He 

paid for an employee’s wedding. He threw hitnself a thiee- day, $30,000-plus birthday peaV in 

Santa Barbara and flew his entire staffotu for it. He once bid $95,000 to take some 
conference commissioners and himself on a golf outing ruth Jack Nicklaus. 

John Junker was living the good, good life. And like awone who had a job that not only paid 

that much but paid for virtually all of their personal expenses, he fought to maintain the sIatus 

quo. 

Who can blame them? The BCS was a cash spigot lbr everyone [] well, except the players of 

course. It was certainly good to the tl~ree of us. We are the tirst to admit we proIited offthe 

BCS, too. The BCS will help send our kids to college. 

The truth we t6ed to elucidate was a story as American as it comes: Men in power refusing to 
give up what they believed was theirs because they told thmnselves that lie so tnany times it 

became their trutl~. 

A survivalis~t through and through, Junker threw an opulent multiday pa~W. every year in 

Scottsdale [] The Fiesta Frolic [] for all the important decision-makers in college sports, 

picking up travel costs, meals, drinks, golf, eve~hing. ADs and commissioners came with 

hands out, bellies ready- to be filled and swings grooved. 

And so the BCS stayed as the ice slowly melted in single malts on the veranda. 

Junker was just one of many. The Orange BoM doled out free Caribbean cruises. The Sugar 
Bowl had a "subcommittee" on gol£ Every bowl director walked around tlashing plaslic, buying 

favor with anyone and everyone. The BCS was an exercise in cronyism and hypocri’dcal 

corruption. The same people with their palms out I~ college sports leadership ~; wrote and 

enforced rules that would excommanicate any of their athletes that took even a t~action of what 

they did. 

When tim outside pressure tbr a better wstem crone, tim bowl industry tried to wage a PR 

can~paign, hiring lobbyists, media spokesmen and even Ari Fleischer, tim former White House 

spokesman for President George W. Bush. 

The PR assault was a disaster, of course, because not even the most brilliant spinmeister could 

squeeze such a heaping lump of coal into a diamond. Fans grew to hate the BCS even more 

with each langhable justification. By the end it wasn’t the crime, it was the comedy. 

Eventually, no one wanted the BCS around except the people paid directly by the BCS. Fear 

of being left behind drove unnecessary conference realigimaent. Everyone got fired of it. The 

new generation of college athletic directors make a lot of money, so complimentary rounds of 

golf don’t hold the stone allure "they did lbr the old guard. 

Mostl> though, the rampant profiteering of the Junker set became too much. Within a week of 
our book coming out in 2010 [] after s~dying years of bowl tax retarus, using open-records 

requests to uncover contracts and ferreting tl~rough business plans [] our phones rang with the 

leaders of college athletics. ’][’hey weren’t calling to dispute a thing. They were looking for more 

information. 

Few knew how much money was really getting siphoned of£ Many were stupefied. 

Wait. That overpriced hotel we were contractually obligated to stay in gave a kickback to the 

bowl? Yes. 



Are you ~ying that gane that kept telling us they were all about chad~ only gave a couple 

grand? Yep. 

So the guy in the garish bluer is making $800,000 to run one game? Oh yeah. 

Are you telling me the computer tbnnulas are actually mathematicaJly unsound? So say actaaJ 
mathetnaticiaJas. 

The boMs tried to tight a playoff because they know eventually it will expand past four teams 

to eight that will require campus sites to be used. Once campus sites are used, the bowls aren’t 

getting a cut of the pie. And once people realize it’s a lot more fun just to play this at Bryant- 

Denny or Ohio Stadium, there goes having a car allowance that could get you a four-bed, four- 

bath, center- entry Colonial. 

So change finally came. The current compromise roll make some boMs big money. Bigger 

than ever. That’s to be expected. Cronyism mad corruption always will eSst in college sports. 

It’s the bedrock value on which the entire enterprise is constructed. It was never getting cut out 

completely. 

At least the thns get the excitement ofa playott~ 

More than that, so much of what we wrote about is being changed. Onerous ticket guarantees 

are being reduced. Conferences are beginning to take ownership of bowls ttiemselves. Bad 

computers mid nonsense polls will be scrapped in favor of a selection committee. 

The fom~teaJn playoffis just a transitional period [] a half-decade-or-so pit stop. An eight- 

reamer with tive automatic bids is inevitable. Everyone in college athletics knows it. 

So now that the BCS is dead, enjoy the next iteration. The sport roll be better. The regular 

season will be better. Non-conference scheduling roll be better. The double-header semitinals 

will be better. 

Games like Monday night’s will continue to happen because the game is always bigger than the 

system. Only now there will be three that matter each postseason, not just one. There is 

nothing to miss atx~ut the old BCS, which really got nothing right except a public-relations 

campaign so terrible that it provided yeaxs of jokes and allowed for easy books to be written. 

It was such a bumbling tbil it almost became a liiend. 

RIP, BCS. 



Dart Wetzel writes for ~’ahoo Sports’. 7’his’ article has been reprinted on Clips with the 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:53 PM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Two ClipsGraphics: one new, one revised 

Selected Clips subscribers: 

Greetings from the Clips MotherShip. Hope you are well. 

I am very pleased to forward two ClipsGraphics to you. 

One is a brand new graphic--we just finished it a few days ago--called 2013-14 D1 =A Football Head Coach Changes. 

The second one is the 25th Version of the Clips Conference Realignment Graphic= If you guys keep conference-hopping then we will keep 
churning out new versions of the graphic. 

Have a good Monday evening. Have a good week. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



Version #25 reflects the following changes: 

Tulsa has been added as one of the schools that switched from C-USA to the American (we had inadvertently omitted Tulsa on previous versions)¯ 

Oral Roberts has switched back to the Summit Conference (after having previously switched from the Summit to the Sun Belt) 

Monmouth will compete in the Big South Conference for football only. This move necessitated a triple-kinked arrow stretching from almost the top of the 
graphic to the bottom. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Friday, March 21,2014 6:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Ding Dong the Witch is Dead? 

I-Man, 

Ding dong the witch is dead? This poor guy had to play against Duke, UNC, NC State, Virginia, Maryland, Syracuse and Pitt night after night, and 
they rolled the quad to celebrate his departure. Sometimes coaches deserve every dollar of their go-away package. Hope you’re well. 

Nick Infante / Clips Editor / 908.879.99 78 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 9:12 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edm~ 

Tales of the Logo Police: I~The NCAA Took Away My Cat Mug LI 

Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

No one can dispute that the NCAA is very veo~ good at running championships. At aJl level~ 

in all sports (ex FB), in all seasons, year after yeal; the NC?u~_ does a superb job of running 

chmnpionships. 

So here ~ s the NCAA in the midst of pulling offits ulnpteenth men ~ s and wolnen [] s NCAA 

D 1 basketball championship extravagmizas, but the media coverage has been shaxed with the 
NCAA itself .... goveruance, lawsuits, unionization, elfforcement and whatever is coming 

next. Alas, regrets, boo hoo, sob, sniffles and blubs ..... 

The cash cow, of course, is the men[]s D1 touruament, which fi~nds all the other 89 or ,so 
championships throughout the year. Below is a hilarious sto~ from Jason Gay of the Wall 

Street Journal poking tun at the NCAA [J s zealousness in safeguarding the precious branding 

and media components that axe the source of the annuaJ bonanza of March Madness revenues. 

Jason wanted to challenge the limits of the [JONLY NCAA CUPS ALLOWED BEYOND 

THIS POINTI. enforcement. The MNCAA CUPS M referred to are POV,,%RADE cups (yes, 

POWEIL~_DE is in all caps; the Clips Troth Squad checked their website and never once was 

it written in an?@ing other than ALL CA} S). 

Jason attended the UConn-Michigan State game at Madison Square Garden Sunday, and he 

was seated in the media section, j ust a few rows back from the court (see photo atx~ve), and 

that up-close ~cfion is likely to be caught by "the roving ca~neras. 

Coca-Cola. POWERADE ~J S (duh, should it be ~] S or I. s?) parent company, has paid dearly 

for excusive hydration drink right~ ~ they get exclusive rights to the cup images as well. We 
get it. 

However, one man [] s zeaJousness is another man [] s oppressiveness. 

Anuway, it[]s a fun read ..... 

The Paper Cup Police stoly by Jason Gay is related to an article froln Edge of Spo(ts by 

David Zirin enlitled [] The Northwes~tern Universi~ Football Union and the NCAA [] s Death 

Spiral. [] Zirin pulls no punches in criticizing the NCAA for aJlomng the Northwestern 

unionization and the amateurism law-suits to happen. Click here for aNcle. Zirin uses an old 



slogan to describe the NCAA[ls, urn, opportunism (others might call it greed?) ..... LJPigs 

getJi~l, hogs get slaughtered LJ tte says the NCAA became hogs somewhere along the 

way. 

l~g-related idiom thvorites: ’7 am ]bnd (~’pigs. Dogs look up to us..... Cats look down on 

us. Pigs t~wat us as equals. "[Winston Churchill[.... "i~ou can put lipstick on a pig, but it’s’ 

still a pig ".... "I~/hen pigs’ fly ".... "Sw eating like a Pig ".... "Eating like a Hog" refers to the 

snbj ect having poor table manners.... "As happy as’ a pig in mud"....~II~kO~" [] if not 

fuss~v [] sausage-makers were said to use "everything but the squeal".... 

On another topic (no pigs involved in this one), I am im~nensely pleased to announce 
that []bamng any unforeseen web calamities []that we wil~l be la~mclfi~g the ~e~ Clips 

website on ’][’hursda~. Below is a reduced version of what the fw~nt page roll look like. 

The new website roll bring ruth it a lot of other improvements as well, like wider, snazzier 

Clips eFlashes, Clips Weekly Updates and Clips Eyemtness Reports (all sent by ema~l). Plus 

we will intro a new subseription management system, a one- ~7e-fits-all database (aka: the 

[JClipsList ~3), etc. etc. More details in a tbw days .... 

We are introducing many new things at once, and we hope they will all work. Please be patient 

with us if they do not. Our new website developer is eLink, out of Lexington, Kentucky and 

my primau contact is And?" (last nan~e and phone number mtltheld to protect his privacy). 

Brave New World’. 



Have a good Tuesday. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Follow Clips on Twitter: 
~’~,,,,’w.twitt e r .co n’J@Collegf eat h Clips 

The NCAA Took Away My Cat Mug 

AmidAll of the Questions Confronting College Sports, a ~Iug Gets Confiscated 

By,k~son Gay, Wall Street Journal, 3-31-14 

The following is a tree story.. It actoally happened. It is NOT an April Fools’ joke. 

This is a stoo, about a cat mug. It is a good- sized cat nmg, with room for about 12 ounces of a 

beverage, and it features 11 illustrations of domestic caks in various tx~ses, including "cha~," 

"sit," "beg," "down" and "tbtch." If you do not think that a cat ca~ I~tch, you have not been 

spending enough time with cats. The mug is made by the company Fishs E&ty and it cost me 



$16.95. You might think that is a lot to spend on cat nag, but then again, it’s a pretty awesome 

cat mug. 

On Sunday I was one of the many thousands who attended the NCAA touruament East 

regional tinal at Madison Squaa’e Garden between Connecticut and Michigan State. College 
basketball can be a lot of fun, but the NCAA can be a bit of a trip. Like otl~er people in the 

media, I have been mnused for a while at a strictly enforced NCAA policy regarding cups. As 

in paper cups. The NCAA forbids outside cups at tournament games. It requests tl~at 

beverages are consmned in official NCAA cups with a logo of a Pro~ninent Hydration Drink. It 

takes this rule seriously; there are a lot of jokes about the Cup Police, and at the floor-level 

entrances to the court there are signs in capital letters that remind you of this rule. ONLY 

NCAA CUPS ALLOWED BEYOND THIS POINT, the sign reads. Next to the sign, there’s 

a stack of NCAA cups with the Prominent Hydration Drink logo, ready for your obedient use. 

This is where "the cat mug comes in. I’ll ~y it right up front: I was not innocently wandering into 

the Garden with a cat mug. I t~lt the NCAA cup rule was pretty thnny, and a bit ridiculous, so 

I wanted to wage a tiny protest against the NCAA by bringing nay kitty cat beverage holder to 

the game. I knew it was against NCAA regulations, and I also ki~ew that my credential to 

cover the game was based upon my agreeing to adhere to NC?u*k policy. Rules are rules, and 

if you’re going to go to somebo@’s gmne, you have to play’ by the host’s rules. 

Still: It was a cat mug. And who doesn’t love a cat mug? 

’][’he other thing is that we’re living in a rebellious ,noment in which there axe a lot of i,nportant 
ques~tions about the way the NCAA does business, and whether or not it is fair to college 

sports and especially college athletes. No one disputes that college sports have become a big 

business: The TV contract for the tournament is an astonishing $10.8 billion, coaches make 

millions, apparel companies pay, to outfit teams and title celebrations. Everybo@ seems to be 
getting a buck, except the athlete~ who sell ticket~ drive ratings mad move merchandise L;but, 

outside of ~holarships, are not allowed to share in the boun~ they help generate. Even 

cha~ing tier your own signature is a no-no (ask Johnny Ma~iel). 

To the public, this restrictive environment is looking increasingly silly and outmoded. Jus~t the 

other day a National Labor Relations Boaa’d regional director caled that Northwestern football 

players had a right to fom~ a union. Why? Because playing college footbaJl is such a fi~ll-time 

job, these players were effectively employees ~ athletes first, students second. It ,night not be 
as serious as a sponsored paper cup, but this seems like a major development. 

And this was on my mind as I amved at MSG with the cat mug. I tweeted out a photo of my 

mug next to the scary NCAA cup sign. Then I went to my seat, and to make it official, I put a 

little of the Prominent Hydration Drink in the cat mug. I tweeted another photo of the cat mug 

at my press table. Foolish? Sure. A deace? You could say that. And "then I began watcbing the 

gmne, which, by "the way, was a fantastic gmne, UConn rallying to unseat powerful Michigan 

State betbre a delirious home crowd at the Garden. 
And the cat mug went unbothered for pretty much the whole gmne. Until about four minutes 

left, M~en action on the court was getting intense, and a member of the toumaanent’s s~ff cane 

by, and inqnired about the cup. The staffer made a couple of jokes [] I think they were jokes, it 

was really noisy in the Garden [] and I honestly thought he was going to let the M~ole thing slide 

(so did my colleague to the left of me, Star-Ledger columnist Steve Politi ). Then I was asked 

if the Journal intended to cover the Final Four next weekend, and I said that, yes, I believed 

the Journal intended to cover the Final Four. I still was hanging onto the idea that this whole 

thing was a joke. Then the cat mug was requested. As in, they wanted the cat mug. 

And what I wanted to say was: I refuse to give you this cat mug, because this cat mug is a 

protest of what I see as the hypocrisy of big-time college athletics in this count~, where an 

urge to reap eveD possible dollar has undermined a beautithl endeavor. And even if it means 

spending the rest of my lit} in NCAA jail, being forced to watch replays of the Beef’O’ 

Brady’s BoM, you will never get my cat mug. And then I would elegantly hop over the table 

and run onto the court, briefly disrupting the game, while giving courtside cat-,nug high-l-ives to 

Verue Lundquist and Bill Ra~eW. 

But M~at I actually said was something like: UK OK. 

And I handed over the ,nug. I sheepishly poured the remaining sips of the Prominent Hydration 
Drink into an NCAA cup, and surrendered. Perhaps the weakest act of civil disobedience 

ever. 

I did get it back. After the game, I was politely allowed to recover and reunite with my cat 

mug. Me and 11 cats left the Garden, with a parade of jubilant Huskies fans. The mug had 

dinner with me on "the Lower East Side Smaday night mad coffee Monday moruing. The NCAA 

remains the NCAA, rich and conflicted, chasing strange int>actions, and it’s important to s~ate 

that no cats were haamed in the making oftltis colunm. The Final Four is tltis weekend: 

Wisconsin, Florida, UConn, Kentucky. the grand finale ofa lhr-reaching multibillion-dollaac 
N CAA operation. Badgers, Gators, Huskies [] and Cats. Your mugs have been warned. 

Jason Gay w~qtes for the Wall Street Journal. This article has been reprinted on Clips" 

with the permission of the Wall Street Journal. 7’0 access the Wall Street dournal sports’ 

section, click here. 
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Starting,:dth fastyear’sd~mrlir~g,,:ideesefaseemingtyberserkbasketbatlco~ch kickingandthrowir~g 

these k~dsare behlg subjectedtoeve~yday, butyou’ve hea~dd~sturM~gstodesaboutwhathappens 



a~ p~adice and yeu know a to~ of players a~e depressed ...... a common symp~em el emo~on~ abuse, 

Yet you fee] helpless. Speaking up w~l only make you sound I~ke a whiny, entitled mother complaining 

abou~ ~he coach’s ~rea~ment of he~ son. D~t~o ~er the o~her families Triple di~to fo~ the p~aye~s 

But here, finally, ~s ]us~ificatbn fo~ your emo~bns. T’his v~dee cenfirms your fea~s, The car c~ash ~s 

real 

Since the practice efip aired in April 2013, Mike Rice and Rutgers have been in spin mode, attempting 

~e downplay what we, saw all along, to move on as if this never happened, 

Yet many of us can’t turn the page, There ale several reasons, inefuding this one: A mere seven 

months after Rice was fired, we see him front and center on "20/20" saying he’s a changed man. This 

ctaJm Js confusing because he says he was isot abusive. Nonetheless, Rice befbves he has learned 

and he has made amends He is back working with kids. 

Bu[ he has never made amends [o us, My son never heard flom Rice; nor did he hear from anyone 

Rutgels, Neithel did f or my husband, Firing Mike Rice, Jim Martefti and Tim Pemetti was aimed at 

protecting Rutge~s Unive~sity. 

Who’s protecting the kids’# 

Rutgers has refused to own Lip to the damage done to these two dozen or so young men, These kids 

sacrificed for years to achieve their dream of pfaying collegiate basketbalf. They were teenagers who 

turned down other schools and arrived #~ New Brunswbk fil~ed w~th great anticipation, t know my son 

had other opportu~tbs: he was excited about committing to Rutgers~ But these studenbathbtes have 

not been p~otected dudng this whob ugly episode. In fact, they’ve been largely ignored An 

educational instkutbn concerned abou~ safeguarding students would ~each out to [hose players to 

help them deal with the after-effects of tMs appalHng experience And so woukJ a rehabilitated coach. 

Emotianaf abuse is defined as scapegoating, reiection, verbal attacks, insults and humiliation. The 

2011o12 Rutgers StudentoAthlete Handbook states: =’Hazing is prohibited at Rutgers,’: This applies 

aH student o~gan~atbns and athletic teams." In th~s handbook, hazing ~s defined as: "Any action 

actM~y wMch does not (:on~fibu~e ~e the positive development ef a person; wMch ~fticts or intends to 

cause physica~ or mental harm of anxbfles: and/or which demeans, degrades, or d~sgraces any 

person regardbss of location, intent or consent of pmtbipants." 

How does the basketball practice v~dee ho~d up aga~ns~ ~Ms handbook defink~on? The coacMng code 

of conduct at Ratgers must have been qu~te d~ffe[ent from the code for ~tad~t athbtes. 

happened on that R~t#ers basketball cou[t fits the definition of abuse, and this definition of hazing 

an act that ~s preMMted a~ Hew Jersey’s state university~ 

The protocol ~ an abusive situation ~s c~ea[: 1, Stop the abuse, 2. Assess the s~taafion~ 3~ Offer 

suppo[t services. 

F~rn Peme~ti and Rutgers were slew with Step 1, Peme~ti fired R~ce and Ma~te~i onty after ~he v~deo 

was ~eleased. Peme~i eventually resigned from h~s post. 

As for Step 2, flom the perspective of many of us ~nvo]ved~ any assessment RMtgers oonducted was 

woefufly abbreviated and clearly revolved around saving the school:s ~epatatbn. Forg~ve my 

repetition: Rutgers has never contacted my sen, me or my h~sband 

And Step 3, weft, Rutge~s has complebly sMpped ~Ms one. 

We are a~] finding eur own way ~e deal w~th the a~te~math of th~s d~saster, Bu~ what I belbve serne 

the families invdved .~hare is a confinM~ng ange~ that no one in the Rutgers adndnistratbn will take 

respons~Ml~ty for hew tMs experience a~fected ~heir student-athletes. 

No one has addressed the battering of these kids: se~f-confide~ce, the u~avelhsg of their coflege 

basketball careers and the complete failure of tMs eduoatk)nal ~nst~tut~on te provide the meat basic ef 

requirements: an e~v~onrnent supportive o~ ~hese young students’ safe~y a~d welPbeing. 

Some want to downplay what these Rutgers basketbal~ p~ayers experienced, saying the v~deo was an 

edited ve~s~on of praofice and not ~ep~esentat~ve. Consider for a moment exactly what that video was, 

a sample o~ p~ac~ice dynamics ...... ~n an open gym, There were be~te~ ~mes under Coach Rice~ No 

question But coJId a video of what happened i~ a ebbed bc~,er room during a frustrating game be 

more damaging to M~ke R~ce and Rutgers than this practbe video? Bet on ~t. 



So who is 9(ring to change a culture thet runs [ewarc! a seorebomd ~efleeting wins, but ewsy ~rom the 

ugly underside this singular goa~ c~eates. This Rutgers d~saste~ d~d not unfold ~n a vacuum, Coaches 

~re under #T~poss~b]e 9ressure every yem ~e here V~Rn~R9 teams, ~ know ~his firsthand; my husband ~s 

a basketball coach~ Win, you keep your ~ob; lose, you don’t. AtMetJc directors ale u~de~ similar 

pressure. ~f an atMet~c direetar b~ows the whistle an ~nappropdate behav~o~ by a coach that he or she 

h~red, the AD’s job ten be ~os~ in the ~el~out. 

Highqevel cellege athletic programs, with impossible expectations fer winning, are accidents waiting to 

happen. That’s a national preblem Jn Division 1 ce]legJate athletics. The ~oca~ proMam is that the state 

universi[y ef New Jersey hes net beg~n [e eddress wha[ [hese Mgh expectet~ons have wrought on its 

own camp~s. 

have taught en coftege campuses in four states The responsibility ef reentering yeung peepte ~s one 

~eke extremely seriously. I em d~s~ppo~nted~ d~shea~te~ed a~d sad thet there hes bee~ no 

comprehensive action by M~ke Rk;e or Rutgers University te make apo~og~es er amends to the 

besketba~l pleye~s who ~ived through an unceunteble numbe~ o~ the very moments showcased on thet 

video. 

’,~’d af] like closure. But if Rutgers wants te c]ese this chapter, ] suggest its leaders take pint in 

writing [he fins] peges by respending with compassion and taking responsibility for this disasteL 

OtheP,,vise. leek to the tawyels to write the final pages fer them. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clips eFlash <nic~collegeathleticsclips.com@mail9 .wdc01 .mcdlv .net~ 

Tuesday~ April 29, 2014 6:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

White House ~ts a college agenda on sex as~ults 

Dem Vince- 

"[’uasd~y momin£1 greetings Item Clips, Hope you are well. 

Newspaper and website readers ;~re being greeted this morning by front p;~ge coverage of a White 

House task lbrca’s ~efaase yesterday of guidefines that increase ~he pressure on {miversi~ies to 

more aggressively combat sexual assa~tts on campus. The g~idalines ~le detailed in a 20op~ga 

reporL hi.~Mi.~hts of which a~e p~esented below. The .government will ~lso open a websita, 

NotAlone.gov~ to hack enfomement and p~evide victims with infenT~tion. 



The task force says that one in five college students has been assaulted, but that iust 12% of such 

attacks are reported. "The American peopb have., weken up to the fact that we~ve got a serious 

p~oblem when 20 pe~cen~ el coeds say they’ve been sexualfy assauftedi~ said Representative 

Jackie Speier. Democrat of California, 

President Obama appointed the panet after a number of recent cases .----. at Yale, Daltmeuth and 

Fforida State -- focused attention on the problem and ted to accusations that college and uni’,;ersity 

officials are not demg enough to police sexual crimes committed by students, 

The task fo~ce further found that many assauft-pravention training affairs are nat effective, and it 

recommends tha~ universities and colbges instkute programs tike ~hose used at the University of 

New Hampshh-e and the Un~verM~y of Kentucky. wMch train bystanders on how to ~ntervene, 

Under Title IX of the Education Amendments el 1972, universities tha~ violate student rights in 



sexual assault cases also dsk the less el fede~ef funding, but the punishment has never been 

appfied, 

fn the ~ecommended "climate surveys," participants anonymously report their experiences with 

unwanted physical contact, sexuef assault or rape, and how their schools responded. Some 

lawmakers would like to see such surveys be mandatory and to possibly meke federal Iunds like 

grants contingent on theil being canied out. 

More Iater 

Nick lnfante 

Clips Editor 

White House Raises the Ba~ for Co~leges’ Ha~d~ing of Sexual Assault 

By Libby Sander; Ch~"eMe/e of i.-~ig~er Education, 4..29-14 

Washington 

[he Oba~’aa edrY~inistratien unveiled stringent new ~luidetines on Tuesday designed to hetp cotleges 

combat sexual assault and plovide victims with a "road map" to file complaints against institutions 

that fell sho~S in their responses. 

In 20 pages of ~ecommendations [Ed.oSee below], the White House Task Force to Protect Students 

From Sexual Assault provides practical instructions for colbges to identify, prevent, and respond to 

sexuet assault. And it prescribes several steps to improve and brin~l more transparency to Iederat 

enforcement of applicable ciVitofights taws 

President Obame created the group in January, promising a coordinated fede~el response to 

address rape and sexual assault on campuses The group’s membership includes the U.S. attorney 

gene~ef and the leaders el seve~ef other cabinetqevel egencies, including the Departments ef 

Defense and Educatiom 

The task force’s ~epo~t comes at a time when students are driving the debate over how colleges 

shoukt prevent end ~espond to sexual assault Over the past year, activists and rape survivors 

across the country have publicly faul[ed ce~leges-----wh~ch a~e le~atly requ~ed ~e ~espond [o ~eper[s 

of sexual assau~t~fo[ what they see as ~adequate [espouses. In ma~y cases, the students have 

filed comp[ah~ts under the fede~a~ c~v~l-dghts ~aw known as Title IX 

The task force has spent the past three months gathering information from thousands of people-- 

sb.~dents, victims, alumni, administrators, law-enforcement officials, campus professionals.----.ebout 

how colleges handfe sexual assault. Under this new guidance, colleges will answer to heightened 

expectations from Washington 

Among othe~ ~ecommendations, the task force calfs on colfeges to: 

Conduct "climate surveys" beginning next year to gauge the prevalence of sexual assault and 

leam mere about students’ attitudes toward it. 

Tra~ campus off~c~ab on how to ~espond to victh~s of sexua~ assault. 

Amend their ex~s[ing poHc~es to provide vic[~ms wRh grea[er options to speck co~de~t~atly 

w~th ce~a~n campus off~cials~ 

Adapt their campus d~sciplinary p~ocesses to aMde by new d~rect~ves flom the Department of 

Education. 

The repo~S also makes clea~ that the federal government will take a harder line on enforcing Title 

~:.----~M~[eh outtines colleges’ legal obfigatiens to p~evenL invest~ga[e, a~d reso~ve ~epo~~s of sexual 

assault ~egard~ess of whethe~ ~aw-enfo~cement authorities get involved~and provide much more 

infom~at~on about ~t. 



A new website, NotAIone gay fEd.-See be~’,~]~ will pro~Hde not only a greater array of resources to 

survivors of sexual ass~L bu~ ~ collection of previously hard-to-find data and documents: 

These wi~ ~ncl~de court fi~ings from the Department of J~stice ~e~ated to campus sexual v~o~ence~ 

and agreements reached beke’een colleges and the Depa~lment of Education’s Office for 

R~gh~s on s~mHa~ mantels. 

"Colleges and universities need te face the facts about sexual assault," Vice President Joseph R. 

Biden said in a ~’ritten statement. "No more turning a blind eye or pretending it doesn’t exist. VVe 

need to give victims the support they need--like a cenfidentiaf place to go--and we need to bring 

the perpetrators to justice." 

Tools for Change 

To do accomplish this, the task force’s report signaled that it would explore new approaches to 

campuses’ disciplinary systems. 

Poticy guidance from the Depa~tment of Education, released Tuesday, includes key changes in how 

celfeges can conduct their disciplinary hearings: Pa~ties involved in a case are "strongly" 

discouraged from cross-examining each other, the new guidance says A victim’s sexual history 

shoufd nat be part of the proceedings, it continues, and a past consensual lefationship between the 

t~,o parties doesn’t precfude an eventua] finding of sexual violence. 

Campus officiafs often fament the difficulty in knowing whethel they’le using the most effective 

approaches to, say, dew,clap effecti~e prevention programs or determine how best to ~evy sanctions 

against ~ s~uden~ ~ound respons~Me for sexua~ assau~L 

The repo~t provides a variety el tools to assist campus oflicials in answering these salts of 

questions and others. 

For the climate surveys, the White House is providing colleges with a tool kit explaining hew to 

develop and conduct a survey using evidence-based questions. Rutgers University’s Center an 

Violence Against Wemen and Children wilf pilot and evafuate the effectiveness of the sun/ey, which 

White House officials said could become mandatory on all campuses by 2016. 

In the coming months, the Justice Department wilt also oiler online technical assistance I~r campus 

officials to hefp them understand hew victims of sexual assault may ~eact during and follewillg a 

sexual assault. Later this year, federal agencies will go on to develop "traumaoinformed" training 

programs lbr campus oIficials who are involved in investigating and adjudicating sexual..assault 

cases~ and similar prog~ams far those who wo~k in campus health centers. 

Campus policies on confidentiality also come under scrutiny. As colleges have sought to ~evamp 

their policies and be more responsive to sexuat assaLHt, some have h~structed needy a~l of the~ 

employees ~e repo~~ such incidents: the repo~t sa~d. The task fo~ce deemed tMs a "weil.-intentiened" 

p~actice that nonetheless may discourage v~cflms from seeking help~ and encouraged colleges to 

d~scontinue that ~pproach~urg~ng them instead to "stdke that o~en difficult balance" between 

providing a safe campus environmen~ and being mindfut of a v~c~im’s desire for confidentiality. 

A ’Game Changer?’ 

In calling Ier greater transparency el Iederat enforcement of civil-rights laws, the task force has 

ze~oed in an what many student activists see as a systemic problem: a tack of coordination among 

federaf authorities charged with enforcing civil-rights laws, and little transparency in their actions. 

Last summer the students brought their demands to Washington, and found an audience A group 

of activists met in July with officials from the V~nite House and the Department of Education to ask 

for tougher and more~transparent enforcement of Title IX among colleges and coftaboration among 

federal agencies in doing so. 

The task fo~ce appeals to have heard them. In addition to a pledge to make enfolcement affairs 

more transparent and provide colleges and students more resources, the report also said that the 

Depa~trnents of Education and Justice have formafty agreed to wark tagether more clesefy to 

enforce Title IX. 



The adminishation hopes the new website, NotAlene.gev, will help more students understand theil 

rights under Title IX and file federal complaints when necess;~ry. 

A "strong and principfed stand" from the task force to help celfeges address campus violence 

comes at the righ[ lime, Lisa N,laatz, vice president el government relations at the Amer~ca~ 

Associatio~ of U~vers~ ~/’#omen, sa~d hs an ema~l. She said she has particularly Mgh hopes for the 

new website, w~th ~ts concentration of resources ~nd documents that pre~ous~y had been scattered 

or unavailable. V~en ~ comes to t~anspa~ency, she said, "~ is ou~ hope that th~s can be a game.. 

¢hanger~" 

Some el ~he student activists weren’~ so sure. In a written statemenL the survivor-.Ied Know Yeur IX 

campaign sa~d ~t was encouraged to see many of the group’s demands~pa4~cu~ady ~ts cal~ for 

~reater ~ra~sparency.----.at the hear~ of the task fo~ce’s report. Bu~ ~he new steps, i~ said, s~i~ fa~l 

shorL 

The Departmen~ of Education is not revealing publicly the names of institutions under investigation 

for alleged violations of Title IX. the group said. (That information is available only upon request.) 

And the task force’s ~ecommendations ~re s~lent on ~ cent~l tenet of the g~o~p’s actMsm: that the 

department’s Off~ce for CJvi~ R~ghts have the ability to h~pose fi~es on colleges that r~n ~fou~ of the 

law. 

The depad~ment has never sanctioned a college for se×ual violence-related violations of Title IX, the 

g~eup said in its statement "Such reference ~llows institution~l abuses to go ~nchecked at students’ 

expense:" ~t sa~d. "These changes w~l~ mean I~tt~e until ]]tte IX enforcement ~s ~na~ly given teeth." 

NOT ALON E ............. 

............. ............. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 11:56 AM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Pick your own name or somebody else will pick one for you 

To athletics administrators/coaches in the here goesm"five biggest conferences": 

Greetings from College Athletics Clips. Hope you are well. 

I am forwarding this recent post from the College Athletics Clips website because it deals with a topic that will directly affect you. The topic is the 
naming of the five conferences (ACC, Big 12, Big Ten, Pac-12, SEC) as the move toward autonomy is being made. 

In the absence of self-naming by the five, there have been unofficial, ad hoc references in the press to the five conferences as the "Big 5" or 
the "Power 5." Those plain vanilla defaults are okay, but--aside from being ho-hum boring--they use "big" or "power" as part of the names, and it 
is not prudent to rub bigness or power in the faces of the other 27 D1 conferences. They already get it, they know you are big and powerful. 

Last week we circulated a College Athletics Clips eSURVEY to subscribers from the five conferences and all other not-in-the-top-five-conferences 
as well [if you are reading this, then you are a Clips subscriber]. 

Over a hundred names were submitted, we narrowed those down to ten and then we voted for the best of the bunch. 

The winner: The High Five Interesting that only one of the ten nominated names has the word "big" in it, and ranked 8th out of 10. None 
used the word "power." 

you like "The High Five," please use it. Or use one of the other top choices. Otherwise we’ll all have to get used to "Big 5" 
or "Power 5." 

You are the people most directly affected by the move toward autonomy, and if you don’t select a name, then somebody else 
will pick one for you. 

We got a lot of input: votes, suggestions, diatribes, complaints, etc. At the end of it all, we heard--in one way or another--from 317 Clips 
subscribers. Here’s how they responded: 

317: total respondents 

292: # that voted (respondents were allowed three picks, but some made only 1 or 2) 

103: # of names suggested (most are listed below, except for the really nasty ones) 

The top ten vote-getters from Clips’ original suggestions (voters were asked to select their three favorites from among the ten below, but some 
picked only one or two): 

222: The High Five 

158: The Five Pack 

101: Division 1-A 5 

99: Quintocracy 



85: The Fifth Estate 

74: The Five Families 

60: The 5/65 

42: The Five Big Dawgs 

35: The Penteverte 

27: The Five Pillars 

Other suggested names: 

Fiscal Five 

Insatiable Five 

The XXXLs 

The Vision Alliance 

ConferenceFive 

The Papa Bears 

The Genteel Quintile 

The Clout Quintet 

Cinco de Forte, or Cinco de Clout 

The 65 

Group of 5 

Sultans of Sports 

Super 5 Elite 

Imperial Five 

The Pente Plenty 

The Fifth Dimension 

The Lincoln Brigade (Abe is on the $5 bill) 

The Capital Fives 

Fab Five 

Jive Five 

The Fivebalous 

The Haves 

The Have-mores 

The Really Haves 

The Fearsome Fivesome 

The BiG BOY locomotives 

Cinco Solo 

Cinco de facto 

Some of the, ah, spicier suggestions: 

The Grossly Too Large Conference Consortium 

The Expanded Leagues for Money and Football Association 



The Geographic and Numerical Conferences that Make No Sense Organization 

The Big Fraud 

The Big Conspiracy 

The Big Easy 

The Fat Five 

The SS (selfish sisters) 

The FUs 

The Insiders 

The Mark Emmert Five 

Phat 5 

5 Hogs 

BB-65. (big brands!) 

Fastidiously Immersed in Vulgar Economics 

The Bumble Beadles 

The Gekko Group 

The UnAmerican Five 

The Collusion Five 

Bad for College Athletics Five 

Good luck to The High Five ..... 

Have a good Wednesday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 
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To Clips subscribers who are conference executives, Horizon League members, or other assorted persons 
that we think would be interested: 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are well. 

I just came across this news item (posted just a little while ago at 6:05pm ET) that Julie Roe Lach has been hired as Deputy Commissioner of the 
Horizon League. 

This seems like a great fit. Julie has a wealth of knowledge (15 years at the NCAA, including VP-Enforcement, plus starting her own consulting 
company: JRL Consulting), giving her a better viewpoint of issues and challenges on the university side. Plus, the Horizon League is conveniently 
based in indianapolis, which has been home for Julie and her family. 
Horizon League Commissioner Jon LeCrone said it best: "Julie brings a wealth of experience, depth of knowledge and national perspective to the 
Horizon League. She is the perfect fit at the right time." 

Congratulations and good luck to Deputy Commissioner Julie Roe Lach. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 

Horizon Leagues hires former NCAA vice president 
By Associated Press, Updated: Wednesday, May 21, 6:05 PM 
INDIANAPOLIS -- Julie Roe Lach is getting back into athletic administration. 
Fourteen months after the first woman to lead the NCAA’s enforcement division was ousted from that position, the Horizon League hired Lach on 
Wednesday as its deputy commissioner. She’ll be in charge of the league’s 19 championships, student-athlete development, finances, corporate 
sponsorship and branding of a conference that is headquartered in Indianapolis, just a short walk from her previous employer. 
It will be a new world for Lach, who has spent much her adult life enforcing rules and is now running her own consulting business. 
"1 felt like I was back in (college athletics) because I was working directly with individual schools and conferences and institutions hired me to come 
in for ethics instruction and those sorts of things," she said. "It’s been fun because my eyes have been really open to the challenges schools face." 
Lach faced her own challenges, too. 
She steadily ascended the enforcement division ladder, working her way up from intern to vice president of enforcement, and was widely 
respected and well-liked by man inside NCAA headquarters. 
But when NCAA President Mark Emmert announced in January 2013 that the NCAA’s own investigators had improperly collected evidence as 
they looked into accusations of rules violations at the University of Miami, Lach became the public face of the scandal. A month later after 
completing an internal investigation, Emmert announced Lach would be leaving her post. 
Since then, the former small-school college basketball star kept a relatively low-profile and has repeatedly declined to discuss what happened at 
the NCAA. She didn’t want to talk about it Wednesday, either. 
Lach said she does keep in touch with some people still working at headquarters and that some NCAA employees have even steered potential 
clients to her company. She also is in contact with David Price, an old mentor and acknowledges that her passion for college sporbs never waned. 
That’s one reason she started JRL Consulting. 
"One school hired me to come in and do an overall institutional assessment," she said. "It’s a very different view when you’re there to help put things 
in order rather than if you’re trying to investigate them. You realize the resource challenges they have. Yeah, they want to add more staff, but they 
can’t do it because the resources aren’t there." 
Lach was exactly the kind of person Horizon League commissioner Jon LeCrone wanted in this newly-created position. 
So LeCrone, who has played a key role in helping overhaul the NCAA’s governance structure, set up a lunch meeting with Lach. It didn’t take long 
for Lach to say yes. 
She’ll begin her new job Aug. 4. 
"Julie brings a wealth of experience, depth of knowledge and national perspective to the Horizon League," LeCrone said in a statement. "She is 



the perfect fit at the right time." 
Now, after spending more than a year working in the field rather than in an office, Lach has a better concept of the everyday concerns Horizon 
League schools face. And she’s eager to help them navigate the complexities of understanding rules, regulations and resource restrictions. 
"1 think any time you just you look at something through a different lens, whether it’s by position or how intentional you are, it just changes your view," 
she said. "1 think you can understand and empathize with them more." 











Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
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Friday, June 67 2014 10:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

The O’Ba~non trial begins in two days 

Deer Vince.. 

FridayNight Greetings from ~he Mo~he, rShip. 

t.est any of you have forgotten, tile tong-awaited (k~,~,g andc@ated? geng dreeded?.... 

andeP~ay in OaMand, Tlse O~Bannon attorneys c~aim the NC,A,A~ has Hlega~ly conspiled 

to prevent fomse~ and cunent college athletes from profiting from the~ own images and 

~ikenesses. 

Many thought that this day would not corae. After elf, tile NC/LZ’, has ~outinety settled out 

of court and rely few cases have come before a judge. 

Below, Joe Nocera ol the New Yerk [imes: es much e nemesis to the NC¢,A as any writer, 

pens a sulprisingly not-too-smug cokmsn about the big day in court on Monday. Mr. 

Nocera has written extensively about what he sees as ~he heavy-handedness of the 

NCAA. Aside from his compelling editoda~ ski~s~ Nocela is unique among the hoards of 

w~te~s who have taken turns excoriating the NCAA because his coklmn appea~s on the 

NewYo~k ’Y~mes ~.1{}.19.{}. page (not the spo~ts page), ’Thus, there ere millions of 

~nfluent~a]~ moneyed, educated peopb~nomspo~ts fens, m~nd you~who have 

devebped ~mp~essions of college spo~ts ~a~ge~y through Joe Noce~a’s stinging reviews. 

The Nace~a cofumn was just posted on the Times website at ab(~ut 9pro ET) and it will be 

pdnted in tomoiTow~s (Setu~dey! prin~ issue. 

Also bebw is a c(~mprehensive anelysis of the coming trial by Mike McCenn of SI.com. 

Have a good weekend. 

Nick tnfante 

CIips Edita~ 

908.879.9978 



Day of Reckoning for 

~y Joe Naee, ra, New Yot~: 77rues, 6-6. 14 

~ b~g~ W~’iti~ aboL~t the H.C.A.A. ~vo and a half yea~s ago, more or less by 

accMent. Assigned by The New Yolk Times Mag~zh~e to h~agJne a scheme h~ which 

atMetes ~n the reven~e sports ~ football and men’s basketbal~ ~ get pakE I was 

awakened fat the first time to inequMes ~n the worm of big4~me college sports. Of course 

I knew that the coaches were getting r~ch wh~le the players were getUn9 nothing; 

everybody knew [hat. But I d~dn’t think that much about ~t. Neither d~d most fans, I woWd 

ve~ture to guess. 

In the course of my reporting, though, f began to see things differently. Big-time college 

athletes aren’t just playing a spolt fol the fun of ~t; they are a free ~abor fo[ce generating 

revenue in a mul[b~lbn dollar industry. Is ~t real~y right for N~ck Saban, the footbal~ coach 

at Alabama to make ,$6.9 mi~ion a year ~ that’s the s~ze of his new cent[act ~ whi~e h~s 

p~aye~s have to be content with a co~lege scholarship? A scholarship, I m~ght add, that 

doesn’t even guera~tee a decent educet~em since so mm~y players are guided rata 

"courses" that s~mp~y a~bw them to rema~ el~gb~e. 

The N.C.AA2s highhanded ways ...... its investigetions that lack not just due process but 

any sense of fairness, its petty ~ules and ~ts carte~ nature ~ all began to come h~to focus 

"Ameteudsm," ~he N.C.A.A.’s core concept, was, I firmly came to believe, a smoke screen 

designed to protect a lucrative bus~ess mode~ that wog(ed fat everybody except the 

atNetes. Although atNetes are ~sual~y tho~ght of as Mg men on campus, ~ discovered 

that meny of them~ coming Nora d~sadventaged beckgreunds, were essentially penniless 

during theft college years. 

So that original magazine story about paying the players went from being an interesting 

tho~ght exercise to something t really believed in. I also thought that athletes sho~k~ get 

extended schoferships, and more protections ff they were injured or their hea~th was 

compromised. ~ was convh~ced that the day wouM ardve when some of these changes 

wou~d take place. But given the power and reca]cikance of the N.C.A.A., I tho~ght that 

such a red,cot chenge was at least e decade aw~y. 

On Monday, however, in a courtroom in Oakland, Calif., a trial wilt begin thet could 

shorten that timetable considerabfy. It’s the O:Bannon case, named after Ed O’Bannon, 

the former U C.L.A. basketbalf staF who ~s the ~ead p~a~nt~ff ~n an anUtrust ]aws~it that 

claims the H.C.A.A. has ~lega~ly conspired to prevent fo~me~ m~d current college ethle[es 

from contro~ing ~ and profiting from ~ their own h~ages and ~ikenesses~ (D~sc~osu[e: 

~l~am ~saacson of the firm Bo~es, Sch~br & F~exner ~s one of the ~awyers ~epresenUng 

O’Bannon. My w~fe wo~ks for the sm~e firm, bb[ she has no re~e m the case and does not 

stand to gah~ financially if O’Bannon wins ) 

What is pad~icutarly striking to me on the eve of the triaf is the sense f have that many 

sportswriters and fans have travefed the path f did these past few years, and have gotlen 

to the some p~ace. The NC.AA. argues thet ff ameteur~sm ~s done awey w~th, college 

sports as we know them w~l~ go ~way~ Amateurism, Ma~k Emmert, the N.CA.A. p~esident. 

tokJ me a few years ago, heJps ensure "competitive fairness across schools and 

~nstitutions." He ~dded. "We w~nt to m~n~m~ze the involvement of third p~rt~es and othe~s 

who seek to take advantage of an indN~dual young person." 

Is there anyone, aside flora the most hard-oore N,C,A,A, defenders~ who actually 

believes that anymore? The disparity between the grown-up haves and the teenage 

have-nots has simply grown too big to ignore. 

A few days ago, I asked Sonny Veccero, the former sneake~ marketer who now devotes 

his life to trying to force the N.C.A.A. to change, what he hoped the tfia~ 

some ways~ we have a~ready won," he said ~’Peop~e insk~e the system are advocat~n~ for 

four-year scholarships end othe~ changes [hat w~l benefit k~ds. People hove humanized 

the athletes. That’s ma~]y impotent." 

There is no guarentee, of course, that the pfeintiffs will win in O’Bannon. Time end agein 



over the years, the N.C~A,A, has been able to carry ~he day in court wi~h i~s paeans ~e 

the wonders of amate~l~sm, Th~s time, the ]udge~ C~audia W~lken, h~s essentially sam 

that she does~Yt thh~k the concept of amateurism has a p~oce in an a~titrust tdol The 

ce~[ra~ ~ssue ~s whethe~ [he NC~A~A~ mode~ ~s p~e-.competk~ve or ant~competi~ive. Jus~ ~ike 

a ny othe r a ntitrust t~a~. 

Nearly two decodes ago, o man named Welter Byers -- who first built the N.C.A.A, into 

the force that it become, end the~l, late ~ h~s career, turned against it ~ wrote o memoir 

~n which he sa~d that only two ~nst~tut~o~s could ~erce the N,C~A~A, [o change: Congress 

or the cou~ts~ 

Monday, the courts get their chance, 

Ed O’Bannon v, the NCAA: A complete analysis 
before the trial 

~t ~llaS bee# #ealr~y ~iv~B y~ars s~nce former UCLA basketball star Ed O’Bannon 

sued the NCAA~ the Collegiate Licensing Company (CLC) and Elecbonic Arts over the 

commerc~a~ use of forme~ D~v~s~e~ ~ footb~l~ and men’s basketball players’ names, ~mages 

and I~kenesses, The ease has morphed into a c~ass actio~ ~awsu~t on behalf of both 

current end former p~ayers, and o~fly the NC.~ remains os o defe~dant. The tda~ ~s 

scheduled to beg#~ on Monday in ~he Oakland, CaVil., court~oom o~ U,& D~s~r~c~ Judge 

C~aud~a ’t,~ke n, 

Here ore ~he key issues to consider. 

It has happened before. Opposing sides in a bitter end lengthy lawsuit arrive at court for 

their fong..awai~ed trial. They ore Ifanked by attorneys who have prepared for ~his case 

for weeks. The two sides hod repeatedly tried to settle their dispute~ but never came 

close Yet the[l, dght before tile tdal begins, tile two sides huddle one last time end 

shockingly find comnlon ground, Contingent upon court approval, their agreement will 

constitute o settlement that ends tile fitigation and averts o trial Everyone goes home 

Why the sudden change of heart? The parties might Isave developed cold feet upon 

i’eotizing o judge wilf i’eotly decide theii" fete Or one side finotly gives into the demands of 

the o~her, No mo~ter ~he rationale, a settlement usually feels Iike a lukewarm victory for 

both sides. Neither side obtains everything, but neither suffers a complete less. 

Attorneys for both O’Bannon and the NCAA hove publicly rejected the idea of a 

settleme~lt. The g~lf between them seems unbridgeable They fundamentally disagree 

about whether ~he NCAA and ~ts members v~o~ate ant~rust law through ~s rules ~r 

~icensh~g the names, images ~nd ~kenesses of D~v~s~on ~ footbal~ and men’s basketbal~ 

p~oye~s. For O’Bannon, a settlement woL~ld require o profound change in NCAA 

amateurism rules so ~hat co~ege ~thletes ca~ be compensated for the commerci~ use of 

their names, ~mages and I~kenesses. A settlement v,/ouRJ a~so dema[~d that co~leges 

compete ove~ players’ ~mes, ~m~ges and ~ikenesses. ?o d~te, the NCAA ~s unw~l~#~g ~o 

accept such dramatic shifts, a~though many conference commissioners, u~vers~ty 

p~eside[~ts end athletic d~ectors ~ key stakeholders ~n the NCAA ~ appear ~ess dogmatic 

~n their oppos~tiom 

Could a tostominute settlement occur here? The odds ore low, but minds can be 

changed, Take Efectronic Arts and the CLC. They opposed se~ing w~th O’B~nnon until 

the pa~ties recently reached a $40 mi~ion deal Sources c~ose to O’Banr~on’s ~ego~ teem 

stress their side is open ~o a ~ate settlement, bu~ contend ~here 

NC~ 



If O’Bannon and the I’~S/k,,-t nonetheless reach a set[lement, both sides would control 

thek fate rather than alfowing ’t,’~iilken to do so. A p~a~s~b~e settlement wo~d be one in 

which the NCAA agrees that pl~ye~s can sha~e ~n ~CAA revenue from the commerci~l 

use of the~ names, images and ~ikenesses: and that ~mateur~sm ~.des are modified so 

that p~ayers c~n sign endorsement deals ~n exchange, the bJCAA would I~ke~y share a 

smaiier percentage of revenue than sought by O’Bannon and obtain more contro~ ever 

the d~sbu~sement of funds. The NC#A might a~so buy time ~n a se~ement, w~th an 

agreement to change ~qCAA ru~es by a certain date -- s~y two o~ three years f~om now 

rather than immediately as potentially ordered by Wi~ken. A detay could prove c~uc~a~ for 

co~lege athletic administrators, as their budgets wou~d shlink ~f money they expect to 

~ecei~e ~s ~nstead shared w~th student~ath~etes These administrators would ;~lso 

welcome t~me to deten~ee how changes ~ compeesation for m~le student-~thletes 

wou~d comply w~th the gender equity ~equ~rements of T~fle ~X. 

Public lelatians is another force that may drive a fate settlement. Both the NCAA and 

O’Bannon could frame a sett[ei’~ent as a win for e~eryone and the first step toward 

constructive change in college spolts. A se[tlemen[ would also be well received by 

lawmakers and regulators who are cfosely fotlat~’ing the O’Banlso~l case and are 

concerned about the state el college spo~ts. If the NCAA and O’Bannan ins[cad go to 

trial, one side will lose and the loss will be pe~ceived as devastating. 

case that ~ about the past is now about the future 

Assuming a settlement is not ~eached and the U.S. Cau~t of Appeals for the Ninth Circ~.dt 

does not intei~/ene, the O’Bannon trial will stuart on Monday. TMs w~l[ be a bench trial 

meamng [here w~l be ~o jurors and ~lker~ w~l play twe cruc~a~ ro~es: the finder of fact 

a~d the [uler on questions of ~aw a~d procedure. Th[ee weeks have been a~lotted tel the 

tda~, but bench tr~a~s tend to mo~e quicMy. Attorneys in bench tda~s are aw;~re that they 

a~e speak#~g only to a higMy sophisticated person -- ~he judge -.- and thus ~hey she~ve 

bia~ strategies designed to sway jaro~s. ~t ~s possible tlsat the O~Bannon tr~a~ w~l ~ast only 

For several reasons the trial will be narrower in scope than originalfy ferecasted. Most 

no[ably, O’Bannon and his co..p~a~nt~fs a~e no ~e~ge~ seeking money damages. They 

on~y wa~t ~,t~i~ken to compe~ the NCAA to cha~ge its ru~es. 

an in~unction~ which the F;CAA wou~d h~ve to [ol~ow o~ be he~d ~n contempt of court. The 

scope of law #~ the O’Bannon case has a~so shrunk. The O’Bannon case had ~mp~ca~ed 

antitrust ~aw and r~ght of publicity law unti~ W~ken removed dght of puM~c~y ~ssues ~ast 

month. Those ~ssues w~tl be addressed ~n a ~da~ next March between ~ormer Arizona 

State qua~erback Sam Ke~ler and the ~CAA~ 

During the O’Bannen [ria] several no[able persons are expected to testily on behalf of 

the NCAA. They include NCAt~ plesident Mark Emmert and B~g Te~ commissioner J~m 

Delany In cross-ex~m~nat~on, O’Bannon’s ~aw~¢ers wi~ t~y to portray them as profiting 

unjustly ~rom ce~lege athletes a~d as eng~eerin~ a college spo~ts mode~ ~ha~ pays mere 

~ip se[v~ce to academic ~ntegdty NCAA ~a~,~ers, for their p~rt, w~l~ d~rect O’Bannon’s 

witnesses --~nclud#~g Ed O’Ba~non Mmsel~-- ~o acknowledge tha~ student-atMe~es 

co~sent to amateu~ism rq~e$, that these ru~es he~p to separate college spo~ts from 

p~ofessiona~ spo~ts and theft fans of college sports are commercially attracted to 

amateurism. 

Ifl. O’Bannon’s core ~ument 

O’Bannon’s cen[ral thesis is [hat the tICA/\ and its members compdse a car[el in violation 

of federal antitrust few. This alfeged cartel unjustly enliches schools a~d financially 

harms student~atMetes by ~m~t~ng how names, images ~nd ~kenesses are ~censed in 

various p~oduc[s. Those p~od~.~c~s include I[ve te~ev~s[on b~oadcasts, arch[va~ game 

footage and ~qCAA-branded ’~deo games. O’Ba~on stresses that this consp~[acy ~s 

embedded ~ al~ aspects of the ~CAA, ~ck~d~ng in NC,~, rutes tha~ preclude competi[~on 

by studenbatMetes a~d member schools. One-sided contractual relationships between 

the NCAA and ~ts broadcasters and sponsors ~re ~lso c~ted as corrupt~vely a~d~ng the 

cartel. 



1"o prevail on his an[itrust claim, O’Bannon must prove thai [he NOA/\ causes harm to the 

marketplace for goods and sel~¢ices. O~Banno~ ~denfifies two ha~med ma~kets: (1) the 

"college education~ market in which D~vis~on ~ schools compete ~n student rec~ui~ment 

and (2} the "group ~censing" ma~ket, m which b~oadcaste~s and v~deo game publishers 

compete to use p~aye~s’ names, images ~nd ~ikenesses. By depriving student-athletes of 

oppo~tum[ies to negotiate their own dea~s, the ~qCAA has a~tegedly re~de~ed ~hese 

markets anti-competitive. The NCAA a~so e~aMes ~ts members to avoid competing with 

one another, thus causing addiUonal ma~ket ha~m. As a poss~b[e remedy, O’Bannon 

proposes a deferred compensation model whereby revenues earned by college atMetes 

a~e 9~aced ~n a t~ust. The t~ust wou~d be re~eased at the e~d of a student’s athletic 

e~igibi[~tt’ Athbtes wou~d thus not be prod unU~ after they ~re done playhsg co[bge spo~ts. 

The NCAA insists that O’Bannon’s claims ~re baseless. In the NC.’AA’s view, amateu~ism 

~ules are essential to the ~,~CAA at[racting fans~ If college athle[es were regarded as 

professionab~ the NC#A charges, fans would be less intelested in cotlege sports. Expert 

economists Ior the ~,~CAA and O’Bannon disagree firmly about this point. VVilken witl 

examine theiF dueling arguments. 

The tICAI\ also identifies amateurism ~ules as essen[iaf to crea[ing competi[ive balance 

in college sports. Without these lules, there would purpo~tedty be great imbalance 

between cotleges and conferences, w~th b~g-money schools buying up aft of the best 

ath~etb talent. O’8annon’s attorneys d~smiss tMs rationale as flawed, arguing that a 

rn~ss~ve ~mbalance between co~Ieges and conferences a~re~dy exists 

Academics also play a cent~al rofe in the NCRA’s defense. The ~qCAA frames academics 

and athletics as complimenta~ benefits of ~mateudsm ~u~es O’Bannon’s attorneys 

regard tMs a~gument as d~s~ngenuous g~ven reports of widespread academic ~raud 

~vo~vhsg atMetes~ They wJl~ a~so c~aim that O’Banno~ does ~ot seek to morph college 

athletes h~to p~ofessionals, but on~y safeguard theh commercial rights 

The NCAA furthers its c~se by stressing broad opportunities provided for many colleges 

through I’~C,%~, rutes. O’Bannon’s Ia~,~?’ers w~l~ tikely frame th~s a~gument as a red herdng~ 

since in their ’~ew O’Bannon does not seek to shMnk atMetes opportunities for co~eges, 

but only gu~rantee opportunities fo~ student-athletes 

At its core, an O’Bannon victory would produce a radical change in college sports: 

Division f footbatl and mews basketball players ~s, ou~d be abte to negotia[e compensat~o~ 

for the use of the~ names, ~mages and likenesses w~thout bs~ng NORA e~igibi~,. Wh~e 

co~leges wouk~ not be oMigated to offe~ these p~ayers roya[t~es~ they could choose to do 

so ~ they ~e]t competition requ[~ed it. Importantly, the MCI~,~ would not punish cofleges 

that offe~ p~ayers ~oyalties This wouk] create a very different model of college spo~ts 

Here ~s what [o expect. 

t. Studentoathletes woukJ stitl be students 

An O’Bannon vic[ory would no[ change the requi~ed student sB~tus of co~lege athlebs: 

nor wou~d it ~elb’~e them of accompanying academic ~equ~[ements. An O>Bannon v~ctory 

wou~d similarly not guarantee co[bge atMetes wages or employee stratus Changes along 

those Ihses are contemplated ~ Kain Co~ter’s attempt to have ~o[thwestem footbal~ 

p~aye~s declared employees under fede~al I~w. If the b~atbna~ [.~bo~ Re[aUons Boa~d 

agrees wi[h Colteb ~lerthwestem players could umomze and negotia[e suburbs and other 

benefits. The same would ~ke~y be t~ue of stude~t-athbtes at ethel pdvate co~leges~ 

a~though student-atMetes ~t strata co~Ieges wou~d need to turn to state labor laws. 

O’Bannon winmng under antkrus~ ~aw would not necessarily change how colbge a~hletes 

ale t~eated under fede[al a~d state ~abor ~aws. 

2. Student-athfetes’ scholarships would still be capped 

I’qO.’AA caps on athletic scholarships a~e the subject of sepan~te litigation. Sh~wne Alston, 

Martin Jenkins and several other current and former p~ayers have sued the NC~,~k, 

a~gu~ng that the cap on atMet~c scholarsMps to tu~tbn, loom, boa~d, books and fees ~s a 



violation of antitrust law. VV~hou~ a cap, universities would purportedly be pressured to 

pay studentoathletes issarket vafue scholarships. Star ~ecluits might then command 

scholarships that approach or exceed seven figures. These fawsuits, however, could 

take years to play out. lr~e O’Bannon case, fop its part, is no~ about players’ 

scholarships It is about players’ names, images and likenesses 

3. Few college players woufd beconse lich through an O’Bannon victory 

O’Bannon winning would likely pave tile way for Di~3sion I footbal~ and men’s basketball 

players to s~gn endorsement deals and receive paymen~ ~r s~gn~ng a~.~tographs ~,vi~heut 

~u~n~g afoul of NCAA ru~es. T~uly high-profile ones might even become r~ch. Take 

Johnny Manziel and Andrew V%#~gg~ns, for exampfe. Had they been aMe to s~gn 

endo~sement dea~s wMle at Texas A&M and Kansas, respectively, flse duo might have 

become millionaire students 

But celeblity cotlege athletes are few and far between. The vast majo~ity of Division t 

football and men’s basketbalf players are not household names, and only a small number 

wo~.dd likely become rich tt~rough ct~anges ~n amateurism ru~es. Mos~ wo~.dd ~ikely gain 

~elative~y modest compensation th~oug~ group I~cens~g contracts negotiated on their 

behaI~ by a t~ade assoc~ation. Accessing tMs compensation ~,voufd p~obaMy be delayed 

until after college. 

4. The business of spoits agents could change 

Should O’Bannon win. cotlege players might be able to use agents~ as NCAA rules 

barring student-athletes from agent representation could run afoul of W~lken’s order. 

Few players are of such fame that they wo~.dd command ind~v~dua~ compensation. 

some m~ght and the NC~ wo~[d Hke~y prom~[gate new r~[es on agent ~nterad~on w~th 

student-atMe[es. A~tema[[ve~y, and as advocated on S~.com by former NE~A executive 

d~rector Ctsades Grantham. rise NFLPA and NBPA could offer cotlege p~ayers 

membersMp ~n their unions. In the scenado em~sioned by Grantham, pro unions -- which 

cer[ify and d~sc[p~ine agents ..-. could regulate agen[s who v~si[ colfege camp~.~ses. 

5. Rise of the Former College Athletes Association 

O’Bannon and ottser named players no longer seek money damages, so even if they win, 

the NCAA would not be ordered to pay them anything At least fo~ now, they are only 

seeking to change ~u~es thai w~l ~mpact cu~ren~ and l:ormer college athle[es going 

forward. The pdmary ~mpact of an O’Ba~non v~ctory on former athletes would be that 

they could join the Former Co~lege AtMetes Association (FCAA) I explain the FCAA in 

more detai~ ~n my SLcom interv~e~,v wi~h Ken Feinberg, b~.~t ~n general, the FCAA would 

determine how much compensation a former atMete s]sould receive for the use of his 

name, ~mage and likeness. 

~ i Future Title iX lawsuits 

~I~ e Title IX implications of an O’E’~annen victory are uncertain and may give rise to 

litigation. Title IX, which generally forbids discrimination on the basis of sex ~n 

education, became law ~n 1972 at a t~me when the college sports landscape was radically 

d~fferenL The drafters of T~e IX never ~mag#~ed a wo~d ~n wMch cortege coaches 

earn ~n excess of $6 mi~ion a year, or one ~n wMch -~ if O’Bannon wins -- college atMetes 

woutd ~egot~ate compensation for t~e use of the~ names, ~mages and likenesses. 

could be argued t~sat O’Banno~ w~g would ~ot ~mpl~cate T~t~e ~X, s~nce ma~e atMetes 

m~ght not be pa~d d~rect~y by their schools and might not be pa~d until after co~ege. 

Ho~teeve[, this a~gument could be d~sm~ssed as fo~m eve~ s~.~bstance~ Expect 

so~ out T~fle ~X 

7. Cotlege athletic budgets might shyink, but coactses’ salaries woufd be unlikely to dlop 

Economists have debated tile financiaf impfications of an O’Bannon vidory on college 

athletic budgets. One vie~,v holds ~hat ~f p~ayers receive some share of v~deo ~ame, 

b[oadcast and arclsiva~ footage revenue, they wou~d receive money tlsat previously would 

ha~e been pa~d to colleges. From that ~ens, colleges wo~d ~eceh/e less money from 

ce~lege spo[ts ~f O’Banne~ w~ns. Th~s v~ew ~s plausible, bu~ seems to m~ss a la[ger 

NC~ revenues a~e growing~ and regardless of t~se O’Ba~non ve~d~ct most sc~lools 

~ike~y cont~n~.~e to generate raassive revenues (and entranced a~umni donations and 

applicants) fi-om their sports. 

Also, to [he extent that sc~eels cu[ back on athle[ic budge[s, coaches seem untikefy to 

bear the burden. Not all coaches are on the level of Alabama feetbaft coach Nick Saban, 



who just signed a contract extension that wifl pay him an average ef $6.9 million a year 

ever the next eight yea~s. But there will always be a competitive market for coaches, 

es~ec~a~ly great ones, as they generate mo~ey for their schools Anonymous staff 

members, meat of whom ~ack bargaining leverage, ~,eu~d be the most ~kely [e s~.fl’fer 

budget cutbacks. 

8. The ~qCAA would not disappear 

Tile I1CAA generates close to $1 billions a year in reve~sue a~sd is not threatened with any 

damages in the O’Bannon case~ The ~CA/k also provides vadous membe~ services 

unrelated to the O’Bannon case. Folemost, the NCAR ~nvestigates flaudu~eBt co~duct 

among member ~sst~t~t~o~ss and [)~ays a crucia~ ro~e ~n scheduling games and postseason 

p~ay. ’t,~i~e confele~ces m~ght eventually accomplish these funcbons on the~[ own~ the 

bJCAA ~s po~sed to continue to p~ay a v~tal ro~e ~n college sports ~ong after the O’Bannon 

In a technical sense, the NCP-,,& deleating O’Bannon would mean that nothing would 

cha~ge~ The ~C£@ wou~d have defeated O’Bannon’s ~egal challenge, thereby 

the status qua. ~CAA amate~rism rules would cont~mle a~sd the organization wou~d 

embo~dened by ~avoraMe case precedent~ which ~ ~s, el.fld use against s~mitar 

This ~terpretat~on m~ght be too na~row~ though. Even Ioshsg lawsuits ca~ p~ecipitate 

change. Curt ~ood, for ~sta~ce, was defeated in co~1 by Major League Baseball Yet 

Flood’s w~lingness ~e challenge a tong.-es~aM~shed system played e decisive role in big 

~eague p~aye~s obtaining the dght to flee agency O’Ban~on’s s~m~a~ w~l~ngness to 

challenge a ~ong-estebl~shed system has rallied sco~es of athletes ~o suppor~ h~s 

O’Banno~’s cause probably won’t end if he ~oses in 

The NCIkA also Iaces multiple other class action lawsuits that center on increased 

compensation for studenbathletes. The adds of the ~CAA running the tame on al~ of 

these suits are ~ow Then the~e a~e the ca~]s fo~ major reform to the NCAA and the 

t~eatment of student-athletes ~ these ca~ g~ow ~ouder w~th each passing day. One way 

o~ a~othe~, college spo~ts w~l soon cha~ge, and the change w~ll ~ikely be dramabc 

One of the most misrepolted aspects of the O’Bannon case is that the Supreme Cour~ 

will su~efy hear tile case. Te begin with, the loser of the O’Bannon t~iat mus~ ~irs~ appeal 

to the U.S. Cou~t of Appea~s fo~ the ~inth Circuit. That appea~ wouM ]ike~y take a yea~ 

two Only aRer the ~inth Circuit has decided an appeal can the losing party the~ appeal 

to the U.S. S~.~preme Cou~t. The odds of the S~.~preme Cou~t heating an appeal 

extremely ~ow. Each year the Supsnine Court receives about 8.000 pet~bons fo~ ce~tio~afi. 

I~ recent years the Supreme Coull has ~ranted ce~t to on~y about o~e percent of 

petkions. 

To be sure, the O’Bannon case wo~l~d be more notaMe than most cases, and ~t 

~mpficate a majo~ ~ndust~y. But the Supreme Co~.~r~ ~outinely rejects ~o hear cases th~ a~e 

socially and economical~y significant. ~n the last yea~ fo~ instance, the Supreme Cou~t 

has declined to hear widely red, erred challenges ~nde~ gu~ ~aws, antitrust Iaw and the 

Firs~ Amendment. ~,)~king odds even longer fo~ O’Bannom the Supreme Court usualfy 

expects there to be a spl~t among federal appeals courts as to how to h~terpret ~ 

~articular law O’Ban~on’s antitn~st case ~s relatively novel and different flom any othe~ 

case to date, meaning there ~s no ~pparent C~l-CU~t spilt. 

Even in tile ~.~n]ikely event that the Supreme Court hears the O’E’~annon case, the hearing 

would probably not occur until 2017 or ’18. By then, same of O’Bannon’s claims may be 

moot d~e to cha~ges in college spoils. 

Michaei McCann is a Massachusetts a#erney a~,d the founding director ef d~,e Sports 

and F..r~fe~ta~nment Law l~st/t~te at d~e U~ivers/ty of New H~mps#ire 8¢#oo~ of t..a~. He ~s 

Schoo~ of Law. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Clips O’BannonShip <nick collegeathleticsclips.com@mai166.at151.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 2:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

The NCAA President is probably on the sta~d right now 

Dear Vince,- 

wish l was out there in Oakland covering the O’Bannon trief, but I am not. 

Instead I am in the MetherShip, reading readhw reading all salts ef red, arts from the ful~ flock of 

ca~d-ca~@ng, bone ~ide journalists who {k{.9 theee. [:rern whet ~ can fathom, these journalists inck~de 

(in alpha orded: ~ ~ ¯ Berkowitz (U~A Today), De~nis Dodd (CBSSpo~s), Tom Farrey (ES~N), Pat 

Jan So~ornon (CBSSperts), Andy Staples l~SLcem), Brad We~varton (Chronicle 

that’s qu~t¢ a star-studded ~neup .... so~, for whoa,let f m~qht have 

These distinguished journalists above have desclibed plenty of grand theater in Judge Claudia 

Wilken’s courtroom Whether it’s from the witnesses, tile judge or tile attorneys: whether it’s the 

~es~irnony or ~he questioning, the reportage is that there have been plenty of a.hah moments, 

choltles, harrurnphs and go~.cha’a. Courtroom drama at its finest. 

Today (Thursday, Day 9) is a big day in the trial, because NCAA President Mark Brar~d wift take the 

stand to defend the NO.&A’s version of amateurism. ~ am pu~l~ng together tMs riveting, award~wetthy~ 

per~ec[~y-.spel~ed, meticu~ously-synt~xed Cl~ps e~qash et about 1:30pro ET, and that means 

President Emme~ m~ght be on the stand fight 



le be sure, Emmert’s populad[y has waned, with [he happenstance of Penn State and Miami on 

watch, the O’Bannen lawsuit that would not go away and his own ego among the chief contributors. 

Few think that Emmert’s testimony will tilt the trial’s outcome one way or the ether, But the man has 

an ego, and his tampa~ can definitely be t~igge~ed (see Dennis Dodd about that). ] have personally 

seen how the Eramert tempe~ can er~.@~ almost ~nstantty. ~ ~s, as at ~he 8po~ts~tusiness Jo~.~rnat 

hsterco~legiate Athletics Forum two years ago.. ~ 

was belting ff~em out of @e purl4 with plenty o/ at~ndant c/uc£s atx~ accolades and sugary coating. 

T,6en Abe stepped it up--just ~ haff-ne~ch~by asfdng Emmert2 opinion on the N Y Times’ Joe 

turned harsh, and he u#ered cold134 "Why should / read what he says, /t~ aMeys the same thing." 

The pait~t? Abe was~Tt eve~7 trying at~ he "get"Emm, erL What will the eha~£ attorneys an the 

Hausfe~d team da to Etp, me~f? 

Below ale three of the better articles of how Emmert’s testimony might LInfold today. Also I puftad 

together some quotes from trial participantsiobser~ers and yucked it up with a suppfemental "what 

#~,e.y shou/da said’~ lea b.~re. 

Have a good lh~.~rsday. Have a good ~s, eekend~ 

wish I could be out the~e in Oakland. 

Nick Inlan~e 

Clips Editor 

NCAA president Mark Ensrnert will have no place to 
hide when he takes stand 

By £.~at Ferde, 6-18o14. Yahaa @x,,:ts 

The p~esident of the NCAA is scheduled to take the witness stand Thursday in the Ed O’Bannon 

NCf-,~\ trial in Oakland, Calif. I-{e wilt na~ be able to Ilank himself wi~h university presidents ~e help 

deflect sclutiny, the way he did at the NCAA convention in January. He wift not be able to defer to 

dais full of othe~ power brokers, tile way he did at the Final Four 

It will lust be him, speaking on behalf of sn organization under unprecedented fire both financially 

and philosophically At a time when the NCAA needs him to be at his best, we’ll see how he handles 

it. 

Ernme~t’s previous PR stumbles as File Face el College Sports ---Irom mishandling the Miami 

investigation blewback to a debacle of a press conference st the 2013 Final Four - led to a change 

in approach The NCAA Mended Ms face with others in an apparent attempt to defied the bullets 

and/or m~t~ga{e @erotical damage. 

At the 2014 convention in San Diego, there was net tile standard state of the NCAA speech from 

Emmert - instead~ he conducted isis own Q&A with the plesidants leading Divisions I, It and Ill. tt was 

useful if you cared what the president of West Texas A&M had to say more than tile president of the 

NCf-,~\. A~ ~he Final Fe~.~r in April, Emmer~ altered his customary press canlerence .-- changing both 

the day (from Thursday to Sunday, when eve~yene was busy previewing the national title game} and 



the format (to include other voices). V’Vhat is anr,ua[ty the NCAA president’s si~g[e biggest media 

oppoltur*ity became a chance to hear Item the presider*t of UC Irvir,e, ar*d a char*co for Big 12 

Commissioner Bob Bowlsby to sour*d like the strongest leader in the ~oorm. 

It was a ~emarkabfe pubfic letreat fo~ a guy who was eagel to take the lead it, circumver,ting NCAR 

enfercement protocol and smashing Pem~ State with sa~ct~ons two years ago. Eminent wa~ted to 

w~e~d the hammer then, m~d war*ted the spotlight that came with an unpreceder*ted power p~ay. Now, 

he seems fa~ more motivated to s~t back ar*d [emend eveefone that he’s just one cog Jr* a complex 

machh~e that is p~one to breakdowns 

Hard to have it both ways The NCAA has r,ever beer* a popular i~stitutio~, but public co~fider,ce 

may be at tow ebb r*ow. Ar*d that reIlects at least ir* pair or* the mar* i~ charge --. ever* if he deesr*’t 

want to appea~ to be it, charge ar*ymore. 

fr~ judge CIaudia Will<er*’s coult room Thursday, it will be Ernmert on his own ir* a crucial momer*~ 

the NCAA. The futule ar*d fabric of colfege spe~ts will be impacted by this ruting~ and r*o witr,ess 

brir*gs as much r*ame recognitier* dot better or worse:l as Eminent to the sta~d. 

He and the association he leads would be wef]oserved if he handles cross-examination better than 

ha bar*died previous press car*rarer*cos. 

Emmert has plenty of i~stelliger*ce, but it has at times been sabotaged by defe~ssiver,ess ar*d 

arrogar*ce~ Giver* the way most people seem to thir*k ~he O’Bar*r*or* ~rial is goir*g, a poor showi~g 

flora Emrme~t won’t help at, o~gar,izatior, that aheady is struggtir,g to make its case ar,d rebut the 

plair*tilfs~ 

In the triaRs early stages, the NCAA r,ever seemed able to articulate what exactfy "amateurism" 

means --- which is a problem wher* ~he word is a routine par~ of the associ~ior*’s vernacular ar*d 

of its aMd~g principles. Th~s week~ the O’Banno~ ~av~ers scored poh~ts by ~troduch~g em~s in 

wMch an NC.~ task force discussed paying p~ayers for ~se of their names, images and ~kenesses 

wMch clearly contradicted ar*y r-ether* that such comper*sa~ion had beer* previously ur*tM~kab~e~ The 

NCAA had thought about ~t, but never made it happen. 

So if the legal ar,alysts a~e ~ight~ the NCAA is in iseed of a laity at this poir,t. Car* Mark Emmert be 

the ralfy starter? 

Char*gir*g the ter,o~ of a trial seems fike a taft task. Almost as tall as char,gir,g the NCAA cultu~e. 

This legal challer,ge to the NCAA’s core prir,cipfes was probably inevitable r*o matter who was 

charge. At,d, truth be told~ the fattening of the revenue calf - which has fed to a deepeni~sg outrage 

ever ~he a~hletes’ share of the pie .-- is mere attributable ~o ~he predatory greed el ~he power 

car,rarer,cos than to the NCAA itself. 

But ever* if the poltrayal isr*’t t 00 percer*t accurate, Emmer~ ar*d the mor*olithic orgar,izatio~ he 

heads it, lr, diar,apofis have come to symbofize araB, thing that’s wror*g with College Spo~ts lr, c. 

Gridtock, cer*treversial decisions= byzar*tine rules a~d thickly layered bureaucracy have crea~ed a 

perceptior* that the NCAA equals the federal govemmer*t - with possibfy ever* lower app,oval 

ratir*gs. The ir*stitutior* is easy to criticize ar,d hard to understar*d 

But there is far more or, the fir*e it, Oaklar,d thar* just app,oval ratir*gs. There are hur,dreds of 

rmilfio~s of dollars at stake, ar*d who gets them wilf shape the future of college athletics. 

It’s a big spot for Mark .F.mme~t. And r,obody ca~s sit in the witr,ess stand with him. 

Pat !..otx~,e. wt~.tes for Yahoo Spot,as. Th;S article has been t~:,printed oti C/{ps ~’¢/~ the a£t,~or’s 

permission. To access the Yahoo SpaYte home page click here 

Emmert testimony should [be great theater but wil  
mean  itt e 

By Dennis Dodd, CBSSpo~te.com, 



~ ~@~ Wal’l’~ ~es@J~ti@F~ doter show up Thursday in an Oakland fedelaf courthouse, 

The testimony by NCAA president Mark Emmert has been poltrayed/anticipated as something 

Nicholsomesque from A Few Good Men Sooner or later, some slick O’Bannon attorney pfaying the 

Tom Cruise rote is going to melt Mr, Emmert down in front el God, country and in-.court media 

tweeters, 

This is perceived as the day when the whofe sham comes crashing down on a former university 

president turned NCAA CEO 

I asked alound this week, Emmert is the second NC/~v~. plesident to take the stand, It will be great 

theater because Emmert is anything but boring. 

h~ his time~ he has become the most controversial NCAA exec since Waiter Byers. And Byers was a 

hermit, Emmelt is a media hound. Anyone remember #askemmert? 

Pm not pronouncing iudgment It just is. Penn State happened on his watch. He inherited USC and 

Miami but his stamp is aft ever the sloppy Iinal resolution el those cases~ 

It just so happens that during Emmert’s term the dam burst The money got so big that it drew the 

attention of bigotime lawyers who saw the possibilby of a big payday, The stakeholders did a bad job 

of managing the money and realizing the pot had gotten absurdly fargo Meanwhile, they were 

busting Johnny }-ootbalPs chops over autographs, ReaIly? Seemed unlair, 

Is the NCAA’s model outdated? No question. Are the rules archaic? No doubt. But it’s funny how few 

people cared about student-athlete wetlare until schoolsiNC,%~, began getting sued back to the 

stone age, ’t,%qthout that colfegiate model a lot of folks at those schoolsiNCRA ale out of job. 

that sense, Emmert just happened to be the wrong president at the wlong time. 

"1he NC/~,~ has issues _~," E’~ig Ten commissioner Jim Delany said~ "Mark is the executive of the day 

but a for of these issues had been brewing fol a fong time 

Sure, EmmeWs ego and arrogance could trip him up in court. The man can’t help himself. Sure, the 

guy who pronounced unprecedented sentence on Penn State is likely to suddenly pby the NOAA- 

reIfects-.H~e..witt-of- the-.membership card. 

I’m afso certain the O’Bannon tegaf team has a bushel fl.ilf of damning past Emmert quotes ready to 

string across the courtroom Iike police road spikes, 

Emme4 will be great theater, but landmark? By the fooks of it, if O’Sannon goes to term it won’t be 

decided for another 3°5 years in the Supleme Court, If not, the sides may settle, VVe’il see if any of it 

hinges on Mark Emmert t~3dng to defend the collegiate mode] 

spent a couple of days this week at the Coftegiate Commissioners £ssociation meeting in Southern 

Cafifomia They’re concerned about the outbreak of litigation, but in many ways they’re past it. 

Their take: These rash of lawsuits are going to play themselves out over the next few yeals, The 

concussion issue is aft but settled -- at bast in terms of fiabitity faced by the NCAA, By that time, 

lefolms will be in place across the board, That’s what autonomy is about, 

There is genuine concern about a series el tawsuits that seek to pay players their market woilh. 

Success in tlsat area would oo for better el worse oo destroy that coftege model, The word "Kessbr" 

sho~d stdke fear ~n to the hearts of every co~bge administn~to~ ,Jeffrey Kessbr~ one of the 

country’s most powerfu~ an~i.-trus~ a~tomeys, doesn’t just d~p a ~oe #~ the water, The money has 

become big enough for hhn to get paid 

Meanwhile, at least one conference -- the Big 12 -- has hired a V’dashington, D,C, lobbying firm to 

combat the pay-for-play element. 

That’s where the action is at the moment, Emmert is just a man with a bully pulpit. One way or 

another Thursday he is going to be entertaining, which will be nice for hungry O’Bannon lawyers 

and those imcourt tweeters, Just don’t place your bookmark in the moment, 



Oennie Dadd wr#ee fer CBSSp~,,rts, cem, TMs a~fde has been re,cringed at~, CEps w~#~ the aud;er~ 

permLssJan. 7b access CBSSper~:s 

President Will Get His Say at Antitrust Trial 

OAKLA~D~ C;~li~[. -- Sonny Vaccare was here early on June 9, the opening morning of the Ed 

O’Bannon trial. A long fine snaked OLft of the federaf courthouse~ but Vaocaro, 74. had flown in from 

Palm Springs, Calif., with his wife the night before. He was at the front. 

Vaccalo. a tongtime sneaker impresario and early coftege sports critic, soured on the N.C.A.A. when 

he was negotiating shoe deals for Nike with colfeges in the 1970s. He was one of the fi~st to 

question ~he NC.A~A~ and raise the issue of pay#~g p~ayers. ~hen O’Bannon, a ~ormer U.C.LA. 

basketbal~ sta~, saw himself in a v~deo game five yea~s ago, he ca~led Vaccaro, who h~troduced Mm 

to the la,t~er M~chael Hausfeld. So began the high-stokes ant~trus~ lawsuk a~a#~st the N ~C.A~A. ever 

its restrictions o~ paying players for theh images. 

"This feels like a culmination," Vacca~e said. "I’ve been wai~ing a long time for this triaI." 

He is not the only one Mark .F.mmelt, the N C A.A)s ~resident, is set to testify’ Thursday, but enfy 

after a parade of p~a~t~ff witnesses spent the last week a~d a hatf cal~Jng cortege sports a prJce- 

fixff~g cartel Many ~ some on the stand and othe~s ff~ the courtroom ~ ha~e wa~ted decades to see 

the N.C.A.A. on the de~ens~ve, as they have sought to reform wha~ ~hey catl the hypocrisy of an 

unpaid ~abor fo~ce ddv~ng a mult~Ml~on-do~l~ business. The N.C.A.A. denounces them, saying they 

are trying to professionalize ~ts prized amateMr enterprise 

:qt’s a great opportunity for the N.C.A.A. to tell its story and make the argument that peopfe have 

been reeking in the media end speculating ebout lbr, gosh, five years," Emmert sa~d o~ the t~e~ ~n en 

into#view w~th The New Yolk T~mes this month. "~t’s good to move from debate a~d discussion to 

finally saying, ’O.K these are ~mpo[tant questions of ~aw and ~et’s sett~e them where they should be 

se~tled.’ " 

Emmed~s testimony wif] be the most watched of the trial, which could reshape American college 

sports. His tesk wi]] be ~o ~ebut much el what has been said by his organizetion’s Iongtime critics. 

Roger Nail, a professor emeritus at StanI~rd, buil~ the economic basis Ior the case over three days 

on the stand fast week, arguing that the N.C.A.A. sets the price of paying pfayers at nothing in a 

market it controls. He began teaching a class mere than 30 years ago that took a hard look at 

college spor~s, and ~his is ~he third antitrust cese agains~ the N.C.A.A. in which he has been an 

economic experL Both previous cases, one over the Nationaf Invitation Tournament and anothel 

about the value of a scholarship, were settled. 

"They never had to acknowledge the monopoly," Nell said q’m hoping this one doesn’t get settled 

out fro~l under rr~e, ~oo." 

like most of the expert witnesses here, was paid weft for his testimony: 5800 an hour (James 

Heckman, an N.C.A.A. expert, received $2~300 per hour.) 

think it’s like being a pro athlete," Neff seid~ "Getting paid for something t love to do." 

This week, the Drexef ~refesser Ellen J. Staurowsky testified about her research, which focuses on 

the big business el college sper~s. She spoke el ~ow ~raduet~on ra~es fo~ ~ootbeH and basketball 

playels, white the N.CA.A. countered with its own d~ta that showed ~tMetes outpace the regular 

student body. Staurowsky cal~ed the student~athlete a fictiona~ concept gh~en the re~enue 

generated by ~oo[bal~ and baske[bal~ p~ayers, the t~me commkment required and the sports’ 

professionalized fee~ The NCAA questioned both her sources and her motives 

Her past work includes a book she co-authored, "College Athletes for Hire: The Evolution and 



Legacy of the NCAA’s Ama[em MythF She wrote an alticle ti[fed "Crea[e a Professional College 

Spo~ts League" for The .¢.ttantic’s website. 

"l[’s painfut: and it’s stressful," Staurowsky said el testifying. "Because l’ve been doing [his for such a 

Ion.q time~ you want to make su~e you do welf when you get the chance." 

Now comes Eminent. who can expect to be shown an a~ray of intemaf documents and emails that the 

plaintiffs hope will prove the N.C.A.A. has long understood, distressed ~nd ~g~sored issues of 

comme~c~a~sm and explo~ta~iom Emmert, appointed in 2011, ~s ~he face of the N.C.A.A. a~d w~l draw 

a ~arge contingent of news med~a members to the courthouse fo~ his Mggest moment o~ the job. 

For everybody testifying, "it’s historic," Emmert said in the interview. "It’s a palticuta~fy important trial 

for the fi~ture of coftege sports, but I don’t thff~k ~bo~t it in any personal terms for 

But othels de. Vaccale has been both inside the cou~tloem and outside it every day, chatting with 

repo~ters ~nd mingling with lawyeis \,’~/ith O’B~nnon, Vacc~ro said, he felt like he had come full 

circle. One el his Iirs~ d~spu~es with ~he ~.C.A.A. came when, according to Vaccaro, ~t ~nvest~gated 

Un~versffy of Ne’#ada-Eas Vegas Coach Jer~y TaFkan~an for ~ules v~o~at~ons, but not the ~ionized 

U.C.LA~ Coach John ~2ooden~ 

"V~hen I walked inte the cou~troem and sat dewn~ it w~s a wonderful silent feeling," Vacc~ro sa~d. 

~’Because ~ knew we’~e going to get a decision on what college sports ~s a~) about. ~e’re ~ina~ly go~ng 

to get a dec~s~om" 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <~nick--collegeathleticsclips.com@mai178.at171 .mcdlv.net;, 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 10:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Report farm Oakland: NCAA prez delivers platitudes aM bluster 

Dea r Vinoe.. 

Thursday evening greetings Item the ~,latherShip~ 

I have hefd out as tong as I can, but--as I tap this out (at 9:48pm ET)--I have come across; only a 

couple eyewitness s~ippe~s from the go#~gs on today ~n Oakland, where NC/L,~ President Mark 

Emmert appalently blustered and so~dbred and p]afltuded Ns way through five hours of tesfimony~ 

From the tweets we’ve pemsed~ f~om static-encumbered d~spatches from the eh~s~ve Cfips Fly-on- 

the-Wafl and the otheP, v~se sundry and sketchy reportage out there, we are bd to believe that the 

Eminent temper did net s~mmer oval despite urgh~g and agitation from plaintiff a~orney WHl~am 

Isaacson {a CHps ~avorite= he is an I-[~an a~e~ alO. 

Rather than wait an haul two or three to read the more introspective accounts of the proceedings 

dram ESPN, fSI, CBS, USA~, CHE, FOX, SN, ABC, NBC, XYZ, Oeadspin, ~hdll~st, The National, 

Forbes and Fo~Llne, etc.), ~ shNI hereby cal~ ~t a Nght w~th the on~y article of sLibstance that ~ have 

been aMe to find tht~s far, ~rom a starb.up rag catted the New York l~mes, 

That way you’fl get at least something tonight, and f can have my pick of the litte~ tomorrow, plus 

will clear the deck of all Day-?-8..9 news items and have capacity and relevance on the CIips 

website fel whatever inodepth analyses come our way over the weekend. 

fhat’s the plan, anyway. 

I~mme~t Plays Do~qn Claims of 

Ben Strauss. Ne~ Yor~ Times. 

in the months before he tear over as N, C A A, president in 20fO, Ma~?k Emmert received two 

~?nporfant documents~ One was a br/e!)ng ema9 , , . that referred to @e "great hypoctfsy of coflege 

at,61etics," The other document was a strategic plan that read, "One of the most d~maging criticisms 

On Thursday in federal ceurt here, both de~’;uments were shown to Emme~L who was on ~he stsnd 

defend @e N, C.A.A ~?~ an antitrust case that alleges the organization ~4o!ated the i~w by ~efusing 

~Ifow pfaye~ to profi~ from their images. 



himset~, wanted to know what Emmert thought af t,~e ward hypocrisy, and whether he had an}, 

folla~zoup canver~sagans with seniar staff men,,be,%" abaut it. 

sand ~bout paying players. "To conve~t coflege spo~ts to professional spo~ts would be tantamount 

in his sometimes testy exan~,inatian, tsaacson tried to show that the N.C.A.A. itself had long 

embraced ao,m, mercial:~m white foratn9 p!ayers to adhere to a stnct amateur :.:ode. 

United States District Judge Claudia di!ken, who is hearing ~he nonju:y the!, then wanted to know 

why students ¢auid r~at be pi:chmer~. ?s it expiaita:ian af them, or samed2n9 you dor~t war#?" she 

"They’re making a ttw?~,9 off ~hat activity," £.mmed t~:,pl;ed. "Theyke nat students anymore. 

tsaacsan pn)duced an a;ray a: N. C.A A documents and transcripts that were meant ta chip away at 

the l.(;~Oht Commission, a group devoted to academic refern~ d col:ege spo~s, [former NOAA VP 

Asked whether braadcaste:s pro, fit from, using athtetes’ images ta p:amote their teievised events, a 

noticeably bo~::.,red :~.tn:r~ert replied, "You’d have to ask someone in ~f~,e ~teadaast :ndustr~/." 

See ~ecently posted iten’~s below~ 

More Ia~er .... 

Good night. 

Nick 

Clips Editor 

908 879.9978 

News 

~ President Emmert testifies today Clips Guest 
Commentary The verbose Ernme~t will masterluIly ~ munificently 

map out a mural of a just and equitabfe amate~.fr modef, i.:..,:.i:.::. 

~ NCAA trial at halftime: Game over NOrA’s arguments in favor 

of amateurism seem to be l:aftin~ flat in federal court. ~.:::,~.-:..-:. 

~ O’Bannon just the beginning: Jenkins case coufd unhinge 
NC,&:~ On Wednesday Judge Claudia W~lken cal~ed to orde~ a case 

reengagement cow,terence ~nvoMng a smorgasbord of seemh~gly everyone 

everywhere who has a gripe with the NCAA. Is O’Bennen ~s the ~easl of il? 

~ NCAA MBK attendance in 2013-14 Season: 32,5 million The 
record of 33,39(4,3t6 was sat in the 2007-08 season. ,v<:.,4.:.--::. 

~ Overnight news from the O’Bannon trial clips 
eF~ash Sometimes the defendant’s witness makes a better case for the 



~ NC/:V-\ surfers latest blow with revealing emails 
introduced as evidence ,Sometimes tile delendant’s witness 

makes a better case for tile plaintiff..~ ~ :-,.~. ~s.-~. ~; 

~ NCAA fumbles cross-examination in O~Bannon trial Ce~nset 
for the NCAA affected a surly attit~de d~ring Day 6~ at one point thrusting a 

celt phone irate the tsar~ds of plaintiffs witness Eften Stau~owsky. s~...-...-. ~:. :.x -~.-~ 

~ Why you should know Claudia Wilken The judge at the 
O’Bannon trial presides in ar~ aggressively undelstated mantlet. 

~ Arnateurism Goes on Trial~ arid Sonny Vaccaro Is 
Still on the Case ~-or a man ~tTho was "iust dein~ b~siness" (and 

breaking no law), the O’B;~nnon tda~ ~s bringing sweetness and 

~, Delany: NCAA enforcement ’overmatched’, ’need to 
scrub it’ Thir~k real, live detectives~ sr~oops, git-el-done gumshoes ..... 



Dear Vince-. 

Greetings from Clips. Hope you are weft 

About an hour ago f came acless a Washington Post article (below) describing a survey on campus 

sexual assaults by Missouri Sen C~a~re McOaski~] From the Post artble: "The survey provk~ed an 

un~.~sua~y deta~ed bar at vadatbns in po~icbs and customs in wha~ has become an expbs~ve ~ssue 

for h~gher education." [See excerpts from the survey and a Ih~k to the entire survey bebw] 

McCaskift said she wa~ ~tr.tck by the finding that ~2 ,~ of a nationaf sample of schools responding to 

her survey gave athletic depa[tments an oversight role in cases involving athletes 

McCaskilFs blockbuster suP,~ey was released in concert with today’s Senate Commerce Consmittee 

hearing~ "Promoting the We]loBeing and Academic Success of Co~lege Athletes." Th~s headng ~s 

M~led as a look at how the NC£~ ~s working to ~tegrate atMet~cs into educatbn and whether the 

commercia~ aspects of co~lege sports a~e "unfaMy exploiting the talents and ser~ces of co~lege 

athletes." 

Late Tuesday afternoon, the committee issued a background statement that offered a pointed 

preview al ~he rebuke and rhetoric ~ha~ may come --- especialfy from Cammitbe Chairman Say 

Rockefeller (D-W. Va.), McOaskift (D-Mo.)~ and Cory Booker (D-N.J.), who are expected to lead the, 

urn-----will i~ be disdain and condemnation?-----of star witness Mad4 EmmerL 

E~idence of the explosiveness that might unfofd can be easily extrapolated from a statement from 

Rockeleller tha~ says: "VVe s~itl hear too many reports o~ fraudulent academics, and too ma~y tragic 

stories of former co~lege athletes who have absolutely notM~g to show for the services they provMed 

to their schools - services that generated millions upon m~ll~ons of do~lars. Colleges and universities 

say tha~ ~hese revenues benefit coibge athletes and the~ student bodies at large~ bu~ there’s no way 

to account for this We need to better ~nderstand whether the ~evenues generated by the NCAA are 

corrupting the basic m~ssion of athb~ic programs that are es~aMished to serve schools and e@.~cab 

students~ not the other way around." 

tn addition to EmmerL the witnesses Wednesday are scheduled to be: 

. Taylor Branch, the historian who wrote a lengthy and critical fook at the NORA for The Atfantic 

magazine in 20t t~ 

~ R~chard Southa~L a UndreaMt, of South Carolina professor who has extensively researched 

co~bge atMetes’ graduatbn rates. 

~ F.o~mer cel~ege feo~bal~ p~ayers Myron Roib (Fbrida 8tare) and Devon Ramsay (Nerth 

Carolina}. 

~ Former Temple Un~w~rsity athbfics director B~ Bradshaw 

We will likely issue a Clips eFlash tonight (or tomorrow) to recap what promises to be a wild healing. 



Nick fnfante 

Clips Editor 

McCaski~l questions athletics department role in sex 
assault cases with athletes 

About o~)e ir~ five colleges suI’veyed nationwide giw) their a[hletic depertmen[s oversight ol cases 

se×~lal violence involving student athletes, a Senate Democrat reported VVednesday. 

Yhet finding emerged f~om a ~#.[~t.9:~ of hundreds of colleges tha~ Sen. Cfei~e McCaskitl’s s~aff 

conducted on campus sex assaults. The survey provided an ullusglally detailed look at variations in 

policies a~d customs in what has become an explosive issue for higher education. 

McCaski]] (DoMo.) said she was struck by the finding theft 22 percent of a national sample of schoofs 

iesponding to hei survey gave athletic deportments an ow)isight role in ceses involving a~h]etes, 

"I don’t ~eed to explain why that is a big problem," McCaskitl s~id The departments, she said, want to 

piotect ethle~es. Iha~ could crea~e ~he eppearance of e conflic~ ol interest, she said, deterring those 

who might report an assault. "1 think it would scare just about any victim into the shadows," McOaskilf 

said. 

Stude~st ~tMetes ha~fe figured i~s some high-profife recent cases of alleged sexu~l assault, inch~d~ng at 

[:todda Stere University and VanderMIt University. 

McCaski~], a former prosecutor, h~s been prominent ~n con9ress~o~s~ debate on sex assault ~n the 

m@a~v and et co~]eges, Her s~aff sen~ quest~ons to 350 foup-yea~ schools o~ various s~zes and types 

~ the national samp]e~ as wel~ ~s the 50 ~argest public un~ve~s~t~es and 40 private, nonprofit 

universities ~,ith at least t 5,000 students e~ch, 

F~om the national s~m~e, 67 percent responded For the ~a~gest ~ub~c schools, the res~onse rate 

~,~,as 98 pe[cenL For the ~erge pdw~e schools, the ~ate was 85 percent. 

McCaski~’s repoR ~s ~ike~y to be the prelude to legislation o~ the issue. The Obam~ administration 

a~so ~s ramping up ove~s~ght of colleges More than ~0 co~]eges and universities face federa~ 

~nvest~ga~ons fo~ possible v~o~a~on of the 1972 an~idiscdm~n~ion ~a~, known as Title ~X ~elated ~o ~he~r 

h~nd~ng of sex~a] violence complaints. 

A Wash#~gton Post ~.t)~.~}t~ o~ ~ederal c~mpus sefe~y data f~em 2010 to 2012 ~ound a ~is~ng numbe~ 

of repoRs of fore,Me ~ex offen~es at ma~y schoo~s~ 

Ada Me~oy, genera~ cogl~se~ of the American Counc~ on Education, which represents co~leges and 

universities, ea~led McCask~l~’s report Mnfa~ to many schools making an honest ef[oll to address so>: 

~ssau~t, "EverytMng is so negatively put," she sa~d. "~t’s real~y d~sappointing. It doesn’t recognize how 

these cases ~re ~ncredibly d~fficu~t to ~vest~gate or resolve." 

But McCasM]l ~e~sed questions about hew seriously schools take the issue~ 

Among her findings: 

. More tha~ 20 percent of schools ~n the naflona~ sample pro’tided ~o sexua~ assault ~esponse 

t~ain~ng for f~cu~ty a~d staff. More th~n 30 percent provided ~o training for students. 

~ More than 40 percent o~ schools ~n the nat~ona~ scruple have no~ conducted a s~ng]e sexue~ 

violence investig~tioR in the past five years. 

~ More than 40 percent of the ]a~gest public schools allow sttldents to help adjudicate sexua~ 

assauk cases ..... a p~actice "~fe w~th ~] kinds of pote~ia~ p~oblems," McCesk~l s~id: espec~e~y 

~f students help judge peers whom they m~ght encounter on campus. 



reporting per t~ous~nd .s~’dent~ Schoo~.s ~re reqmred ~o 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clips Saturday Update <nic~collegeathlelicsclips.com@maill4.atll 11.rsgsv.net~ 

Saturday, July 12, 2014 8:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Update: New postings through Sat. July 12 8am 

Dear Vince.. 

Greetings from the Clips SaturdeyMemingShip. Nape yeu ere well 

Veteran Clips subscribers are no doubt scratching their heads at the unusual timing of 

this "[~}id-VVeek" Update. Due to extenueting circurnstences, we have moved up the send-. 

out of this week’s "VVeekty’: Update, Mid@\@ek? VVeekty? Confused? 8o am f. 

Suffice it to say we have the quantity (17 new postings since last week) and quality of 

content to iustify a Saturday morning update ..... And l’nq nat sure 11t be abfe to get 

ereund to the usuef Surlday-et-rr~idnight V~eekly Updete, se here we ere ..... 

If 1 have not confused you eheady, there wift likely be several mere new postings by early 

B,londey morning, so feel Iree to visit the CIips website en your own for e Iook see. le 

access the Clips website cfick here tf you folget/misplaced your password cfick ’=Forgot 

Pessword" in the upper right pert o1’ the Clips heeder on the Clips Iront pege. fl none of 

that works contact me and I’ll guide you into the website. 

Nave a goad Setu~day!¢Sunday!Monday. 

Nick lnfante 

Clips Editer 

News 

Access Clips website: here 

Twitter: 

~ NCAA President’s Testimony On Value Of College 
Model Nere’s Merk Ernmelt’s 8,000-word writter~ testimony as 

entered into the record at the Senate hearing =’Promoting the VVeft~ 

Being and Academic Success el College Athletes/’ ~,.:: ,:~: ..~ :.~. ~ 

~ 3-hour Vid of Senate hearing: "Promoting the 
WelPBeing and Academic Success of College Athletes" 
Links to compfete oral and wdtten testimany from this week’s Senate 

hearing, including a 3about video..:-...-.:::e..:-.::-.,....~...... 

~ Playing Catch-Up on Concussions Guidefines released by 
the NCAJ\ this week in cencussion awereness ere a great first step, but mere 

~ What’s Missing From the NCAA’s Concussion 
Guidefines Good first step, but critics say the document is more tefting for 

what it doesn’t include: a rnandete to reduce contact in practbe, 

co~seque~ces for programs that break the lubs, and strengthened ovels~ght 

of teethes who meddle 



~ NC~%¢’s next big lav~suit over scholarships comes into 
foo~S As il O’Ban~on wasn’t enough, here come fou~tee~ current a~d 

former co~lege athletes with consolidated c~ass-action complaints against the 

b~C,~, and 11 DI confe~ences~ :% ..-.-.:;.-.::. ~, :~s.:;~- .; .-.-.- ,~..-: ~.-~ ~ ..~,~ ~:7- 

~ ~ College Football’s Newest Toy: Drones Forget the 
mifi~aiy-----there’s football practice to analyze. ,~::~.~ ,:....., :-. 

~ Win or Lose in Antitrust Case, NCAA ts Facing Change The 
~ext steps ~n structa~’e, governance and antitrust could result ~ a dramtica~ly 

~ Safety guidelines bring college football into a new 
age Here’s as good a tale as you’II Iind I~in 1 ~200 woids or less) o1’ Ieetbaft’s 

b~utish. Neanderthal. suckoit-up yesteryear evolving into today’s enlightened 

re~men p~omot~ng the Iong-te~m well-be#~g o~ co~ege ~oetba~ p~aye~s. 

How Many Chances? Sus~two days after" a 8e~a~e panel 
spotlighted questionabfe proced~res ~ h~nd~ing sexua~ ass~u~t cases, he~e’s 

~ NCAAiEmme~t on hot seat at Senate Panel Clips 
elxlash At a Senate Commerce Committee panef ~Nednesday, titled 

"Promoting the ~,,\~ell-Bein.~ and Academic Success of College 

/~.thfetes," I’~Cl%0-~ P~eside~ t%,la~k Emmer~ was the star wib~ess, c..~.~.. ~...:..~....: :-.~c..:.~~ 

~ Senator releases scathing suwey on campus sexual 
assaL~I[s Clips eFlash A su~,~ey on campus sexual assaults by Missou~i 

Sen. Claire IVIcC~skill fou~d that 22% of ~ nation, el sample of schools 

~espond~ng to he~ su~ey gave a~hlet~c departments an oversigh~ role ~n 

~ 
~ CSUN Matadors Gear expands distribution to Spelt 

Chalet Last month, the u~s~ve~s~ty ~au~ched a pride campaign called 

"Rise of the [~4a[ade~s" and unveiled a ~ew set ef legos. ~::.::::: ::,:;.:.;,,.~:4 ?- 

~ PllrdL~e Patio ~411 please patrons Pugdue u~veits rende~ings 
for e~sd zone patio aI’e~ at Ross-Ado Stadium. ~. 

~ Best in College Sports Here’s a ranking~system that ~’~ights~ ~ 

major sperts higher: Ieotbalf three times as much, and basketbal~ two t#~es as 

~ A conference like none I’ve ever attended Clips 
~yewit~ess Report I attended an intem~tional spo~ts co~ference 

Australian cove~i~ co~pora[e spe~sorsMp a~d act~vatio~ ~eve~e 

generation and fan engagement from p~ofess~onal ~eagues and corpo~atio~s~ 

~ \%~so doesn’t like fresh air and sparkling ~’ateI~ Going 
green seems to be a no-braim~i for celfege athletics progiams~ 

~,~ 
~ Couits favor NCAA? New research says that when it’s 

.st.tdent~ vs. ~tCAA~ the students usuafty Jose. ,::~.:.~:: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

From the MotherShip <nic~collegeathleticsclips.com@mai163.af151.rsgsv.net> 

Monday, July 14, 2014 9:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Clips Monday Update 7-14-14 

Dear Vinoe.. 

Greetings Item Cfips~ Nope yeu are well. 

Lest you don’t know already, or have not noticed fl-om the time stamp, this is a rare 

Menday morning (at 9:45am ET) Clips Update. 

This is not because we o~erslept or loUy-gagged on Sunday (and therefore missed the 

usuaf Sunday-atq’nidnight send-out). Nope, this was because there was a ton of good 

content last Wed-ThuPFri-andoSat and we dec~ded to send aH that out v~a a Saturday 

Morning Update~ 

And so--between tile Saturday Update, and today’s Monday Update--we ended up with 

26 new postings this week----4tuantity yes, but every erie ef them quality as weft. T’hose 

twenty-six postings are what currently Till up the Clips front page. 

There, now you know. 

Nave a good Monday .... 

Nick tnfante 

Cfips .F.ditor 

News 

Access CHips website: 

Twitter: 

@ 
N:g~ De facto stall of college footbaL SEC media 

days Tile 4oday event features t4 head coaches, Paul Finebaum 

1ceding off Radio Row, 1 ,t00 credent~a]ed rned~a members, and-----of 

course~th~ chcusq~ke~ atmosphere in the bbby of the Wynfrey Hotel: hNf a 

theusand Saban fans, squeezed rote, and spilling out eL a lobby that hotds 

a bo ut 350. ~::: ~::;,::..:::~’: ~:,’:,’kL 7 :~.~ ~:~ 

~ They said what? Best quotes from past SEC Media Days Nero 
they are: the flippant, the batlsy, the titilfating, tile profound, prescient, the off~ 

cek~r-----and yes.----.the eu[dght dumb remarks made a~ 8EC Media Days pasL 

~ SEC Network Poised For Blockbuster Launch The new 
network is; benefitting by having: a)- a pa~inership with .F.SPN; b)o rabid 

c)-fearnings Item the BIN’s Iaunch; d)- desirable content@ersenalities (ie- 

Finebaum, GameDay)x,,~,..,.-, ,-., :,,.,-::.::..:,. ,:, 

Chief Communications Officers’ Perspectives on a 
(}hanging Media Environment A global public relations firm produced a 

sl~ck 30-page pdf descdMng the expanding rele of Chief Commun~ca[ien 



~ O’Bannon lawyers: NCAA post-trial brief is ’admission 
of defeat’ The strategy seems to be to fall back en an appeal (or 

tWO) :;:! .! h~:.~!:: 

~ lrlclusion’s Best Practices Here are tt]e first few pages (pfus a 

ti~k [e [he full 20.-page pdl) of a document racappi~g NC,%~’, inclusion best 

practices.v(:..~,.-::,. :, :...~ 

~ NCAA President’s Testimony On Value Of College 
Model Here’s M~rk Emmelt’s &000-word written testimony as 

en[ered into the record at the Senate hearing ~’Prometi~ t~e WaIF 

Being and Academic Success of College Athletes." ..:::~4.,..:, ....~, 

~ 3-hour Vid of Senate hearing: "Promoting the 
Well-.Being a[~d Academic Success of College Athletes" 
Links to complete era1 and wri[ten [es[irnony from th~s week’s Senate 

hearing, ~ncluding a %hour v~deo. ..:..:... ,.:.:~..:.:- :-. ,:::.:-.:..,: . .~. -:.-: 

~ Playing Catch4Jp on Concussions Gwdefinas released by 
the NCAA this week in concussion awareness ~re a great first step, b~t more 

~ What’s Missing From the NCAA’s Concussion 
Guidelines Good first step, but c~itics say the document is more rafting for 

what it does~Yt i~ck~de: e mand~te to reduce contact in p~~ct~ce, 

ce~seque~ces ~r programs treat break [he ~u~es, a~d s[re~g[he~ed oversight 

of coaches who meddle ~ hi jury tl eatment... ~;,.:;~..~-,,~ ..~....:,:~,...,.-,........~-.,=,..~.... ;~. ~. 

~ NCAA’s next big lawsuit over scholarships comes into 
foous As if O’Banno~ wasn’t enough, here come fourteen current and 

former co~lege athletes wi[h consolidated c~ass-.actio~ comp~a~[s aga~ns~ ~he 

~ College,Football’s Newest Toy: Drones Forge~ ~he 
~ military--there’.~ football practice to analyze, i,:’::~ !:;!-::.:.;: .:.;:;::-;,;:,:~ :". 

~ VY]rl or Lose in Antitrust Case, NC~%¢ ls Facing Cha~ge The 
next steps in structt~re, governa~ce and ~nt~t~t~st could result 

d~ffere~t ~a~dscape for co~lege sports. ~,.:..:~.-.-,:~ ~:..-..,..,.,-c,-,. ~ ~;....;...,.:# 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clips eFlash <nick~collegeathleticsclips.com@ mai187.at131 .mcdlv.net> 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 9:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Taylor Branch weighs in on the recent Senate NCAA hearings 

Dear Vince-. 

Greetings Item the Clips [VlothetShip. 

Referm has always been one of the top agenda items for college spolts. But referm initiatives have 

accelerated in the past decade or so, unt~ now, wkh the t4CA/k being backed into e comer by severat 

coult cases, w~th vocal opposition by shrill writels & a~gry faculty members, and with vast sums of 

money being generated that are multiples of what they were ~ust 8 few years ago, we~l, things a~e 

really getting heated up now.. 

One of the most influential veices Ier relbrm has been Taylor Branch, a historian best known for a 

trilogy of books about Maltin Luther King, Jr. It wasn’t until 2011 that Branch branched out [get it?] 

into college spo~Ss with his epic 14,000-word miniono~el titled "The Shame of Ootlege Sports," 

published in ifhe Atlantic magezine. Sportswriter Ex[raordineire Frenk Oelbrd tailed it "the mes~ 

impod:ant article evel wlitten on college sports." 

Branch pulled no punches in describing his opinion on the sorry state el celfege sports. Here’s the 

intro blurb written for "The .:,hame of College ,::,pelts" ¯ ¯ . . 



money under the ~ab[e. ~u~ ~he ~eM scanda~ is ff~e very s~ruo~ure of co~[ege spor~:s, whe~e~n saddenS. 

~thletes generate billions of deflate for univers#ies and private companies whiZe eamh?g nothing for 

~A;~ll, Mr. Branch was at the recent Senate Commerce Committee hearing ("Promoting the Weir 

Being and Academic Success of Co~lege Athletes.")~ and just today, just a couple hauls ago, Ms 

2~249 wo~d ~ecap of the ~roceedings made its way on~ne. And the C~ps Tr~th Squad was there, 

wa~ing for ~t: g~omm~ng on ~e ~, voracio~siy read~ng it, scribbling no~es, d~gest#~g, ruminating, 

conducting suppiementa~ into checks, expertly p~o~Jng out C~JpsGr~phJcs, ~nd now~fi~Hy~sending 

~t off to a soled distribution of ADs, Sr Associate ADs, Conference Commissioners, PreskJents, ~ega~ 

pe~sons ~nd ~ sundry serum o~ m~scei~eneeus ~d~vid~e~s ~a)~ o~ ~hem ~ good s~and~ng w~th the C~ips 

SubscrJpflo~ Department). 

As you’ll see, this time aloLfnd MI. Taylor refrained from his usual fire and brimstone style and 

settled back on cynicism and sarcasm instead 

Have a good read .... 

Nick fnfante 

NCAA to Congress: Change Is Coming 

Responding to charges of e:~p/oitation, the college-sports body promised big referees at a So,Tare 

hearb~2. But question,s about pay and :;~qbts for athletes rem~/:~ ut~addressed. 

By Tay!or B:’anch, The At!~ndc, 7-24-14, 4:09pro, 2,249 words 

Or~ d~y 9, 20"~4, the U.S, Senate Committee on Commerce, Science: end [rensporta~ion held a 

public hearillg entitled, "Promoting the WelloBeing and Academic Success of College Athletes." The 

committee questioned NCAA President Mark .Emmert about growing puMic controversy over the 

NCAKs s~ewardship. News stories emphasized tha~ Emmert promised numerous reforms under 

heavy =’grilling" from the senators. 

t was among five other witnesses. Committee Chair Jay Rockefatlel asked me to testify largely 

because of my article for The Atlantic nearly three years ago, "The Shame of College Spo~Ss." 

Compiling that su~vey of NC,%,-~ history turned me flora a casual delender el "pure" coIlege sports 

into an advocate tel athletes’ rights. In rny view, the NC~t~’s efaberate amateur code is extradagaf 

and bogus, if not criminal, and universities cannot honestly address conflict between sports and 

academics while imposing their amateur rules~ 

While not pretending ~o be neutral, ] do try to be objective about the overall direction of the current 

debate. Thlee meier devefopmants came out of the hearing: All invofved recognized a crisis, 

senators resisted the "empfoyee" model as an alternative to the "student-athlete" status qua, and 

Emmert promised to overhaul NCAA governance. 

Crisis Recognition 

The senators and witnesses agreed in a virtual chorus that the s[ructure el NCAA college spor[s 



requires maior reform. In addition, senators from both political parties agreed that Congress has 

legal at.lthoIity to compel changes ~f necessary’ "~,~e have jurisdiction over sports," Rockefeller s~d. 

"AI~ sports. And we have the ~bHity ~o s~.~bpoena/’ Republican Senato~ Dean Hel~er of Nevada wryty 

called ~t ’:l~ghtning in a bottle" that fol once he agreed w~th Ms Democratic chairman. :=We do have 

~udsdictbn ~n ~h~s Congress over the NCAA," he s~d. 

Holler also tempered any assumption that RepL~blicans would defend the status quo or the NCAA 

from government intrusion. One by one, he b~anded the NO/L,~’s proposals for wholesale change an 

~dm~ssion of wholesale failure h~ practice. "~f tomorrow there w~s ~ MII ~n front of the U~ted States 

Senate that would d~sband the NC.~," he said to Emmert, "g~ve me the reasons why ~ shouldn’t vote 

fo~ that b~lL" 

Emmelt presented seven reforms in progress~ While a few are rhetorical, mos~ are concrete and 

costly enough to be very controversial within the NCAA. 

First, college athletes should be gL~aranteed "scholarships for life" until graduation, rather 

than the prevailing limit of e~e-year schelarsMps renewabb at e~ch school’s discretion. 

Second~ atMet~c schol~rsMps should be h~c[eased to cover the ==fW~ cost of attendance$’ 

TMrd, the NCAA "should a~ways ~ead in the area of hea~th and safety." 

Fourth, the NC/L,~ "m~st work assertively" on sex~.~a~ assa~t~ preven~io~ and suppo~l ~er 

victims. "This Js a ~ationa~ cds~s," he saM, cJtMg a new study that some 30 percent of NC#~ 

schools a~low their athletic departments to handle aHegatbns of sexua~ assault by athletes. 

FiM~, the NCAA must close "a~y gaps M coverage" of med~ca~ beatmenL including a $90,000 

deduct~Me ~n the NCAA’s h~surance policy for catastrophic h~jury 

S~xth, the NCAA must provide college ~Metes w~th ’2he t~me as wel~ ~s ~he resources ~hey 

need" for academic success. 

Se~enth, the NCAA must support T~t~e IX protections for female athbtes, ensL~dng that ~eforms 

do net come at the expense of the "~o~-~eve~ue-genera~ng sports/ 

No senatol opposed these propesafs, although Senator John Thune of South Dakota, the 

committee’s ranking Republican, said they "may disad~antage smaller schoofs that can’t afford 

them." Senator Cory Booker of New Jersey, a brmer Stanford athlete, said he h~d been "qui~e ~aken 

aback" to learn from a pdvate meeting that Emmert agreed "across the board" w~th his criticisms of 

NCAA policy. "Athb~es are still exploited," Booker said. "~ ~hey Mow ou~ their knee, ~f they somehow 

don’t meet the mandates of a coach, they lose their scho~arship~ They don2 get their degree." 

When several senators do~.~bted ~he NC~,~Vs capacity to deliver such sweeping change, EmmeH 

disclosed that he woWd rely on ~ united ~MtJafive by aH 65 universities from the five major ~tMetJc 

conferences (SoL~theastem Conference, Atlantic Coast Conference, Big Ten, Big 12, and PAC-12). 

Rockefeller h~tenupted to ask how aByone could expect positive ~eade[sh~p from the very schools 

that have commercialized college sports so aggressively Emmert replied that they had the essent~a~ 

resources. Republican Senator D~n Coats o~ ~nd~a~a, who represents the NCz~k Headquarters ~n 

Md~a~apol~s, sa~d he was e~couraged because these top u~verMtJes could exercise power "whole 

these major ~ssues fall" 

Thus, on the crisis front, the hearing revealed that Emmer~ has formed an intemat alliance with the 

65 strongest sports powers, bent on p~.~shing tangible benefits for athletes ~hrough ~he NCAA’s full 

membership of some f .100 cofteges, universities, and athletic conferences. 

The "Student-Athfete" vs. "Empfoyee" Model 

Senators from bo~h parties worried that ex~ended benefits Ior college athletes: while necessary and 

overdue, would undermine their special st~k~s. "1 think the ~w here is headed h~ a ve~ unfortunate 

d~rection _. of regarding athletes at u~verMt~es more and more as empbyees," s~ated Democratic 

Senator Richard Blumenthat of Connecticut. He said there was a "growh~g inequality ~nd ~symmetbP’ 

between the p~od~cfive b~t restricted athletes and the co~leges haDtesting wealth f~om sports "That 

~s classically the rease~ why ~abor ~aw protections have ~ppl~ed to indMduals who are petenti~Hy the 

victims of expb~tatbni’ he tom the head,g, "whether it’s in garment factories or at co~str~ction sites, 

or un~ve~Mt~es " 

Bfumenthal said the ~nwelcome prospect of employee status had advanced markedly since a 

surprise ruling in Ma~ch by N~iona~ Labor Re,athens Boa~d (NLRB) magistrate Pete~ Sung Ohr, who 

granted football players at Northwestern UMverM%, the option to seek recognition as a trade union~ 

That preliminary decision a~ready has shaken public opinion about the potenth~] standh~g of atMetes. 



tl upheld, it would expose a gaping contradiction between law and the NCA~\’s pdvate compact 

aRoong schools. The NLRB would extend collective bargaining to players who are denied indi’,,idual 

bargaining rights ~Jnder NCAA rL~les, colleges jei~tfy agree to b~nish ~ny player who seeks or 

receives an "unauthorized" sports benefit-----however small o~ indirect.----,Ior "unethical" conduct. 

Seve~af senato~s dismissed the distant chance el unionized coIlege athletes. &~ho~t of that gre~ 

~eap, they questioned the concept of regul~ employment. Senato~ Blumentha~ exp~essed a common 

desire ~’to return t~uly to the mode~ of student-athletes .. because ~ too, as Dr. Emme~t has 

~t~cul~ed we~l, wlue the student-atMete mode~ rather th~n the emp~eyee.-emp~oye~ modeL" 

Republican Se~to~ Kelly Ayo~e of New Hampshire was t~oub~ed by the ~dea of different t~eatme~t 

for atMetes who do and do not p~oduce revenue. "Some w~l be employees, ~nd some won’t?~’ she 

~sked~ "Some w~l~ be student~atMetes~ and some won’t? I don’t see how that wolks." An "employer- 

employee re~at~onsMp" in college spo~ts, observed A~’otte, wou~d c~eate "so~1 of a second category 

of athlete on campus. I f~d that bothersome." 

tn m2 judgment, common sense w~s lost in a fog of terminelegy about jobs. U~sdergraduate 

employment ~s any~Mng but complicated, ~ateful, o~ ra~e~ Of some 20 mi~ion students enrolled ff~ the 

United States, more tha~ 10 m~l~on work palt-flme and anothel four mi~o~ hold dow~ fu~-t~me 

emp~eymen~ on ~he s~de. These numbers dwar~ the 460,000 fellow scholars ~n ce~lege spo~ts. 

Woddng students fii~ hundreds of job categories w~thout being labeled student-wa~te~s, student- 

~eg~sl~to~s, studentq~brada~s, st~dent~entrepre~e~rs, o~ the ~ke Doing so would bk~r functions and 

respons~b~lk~es that belong r~gh[ly ff~ separate spheres. 

For six decades, the NGAA has be,~uiled the wertd with its crafted phrase "studentoathlete." This 

hybrid designation, repeated incessantly, aims to cement a fused image ol dependent college 

players. NCAA officials insist theft multiple roles would violate the integrity of ~ "student-athfete" to the 

point of cutting him o~ he~ in half. Their mantra, rejecting caree~ distinctions that are essential and 

normal elsewhere, defines these hybdds as "students-first’~ in the sports indust~y and yet different 

from others in cfass. Colfeges cooperate by ~ssig~si~sg the extemaf, non-teacher bJCAA a growing 

role in the academic celtification of athletes~ Inevitably, public debate wilt so~t through defensive 

hysteria about spo~ts lobs on campus. 

NCAA Governance 

Two major announcements by NCAA President Mark Emme~t went ~elatively unnoticed in the press. 

~irst, he declared suppe~l for imminent pfans to cence~trate the NCAA’s governing authority ~n a 

smal~ fraction o~ the membership. Second, he said the NC/~ see~ may award voting representation 

to college athletes themselves. The ~atter sMfl. ~f t~uly democratic, ~s basic enough to become a 

~esser sper~s version of political suffrage for women and s~aves. 

"In less th~n a month ~ew," Emmert told the senate hearing, "the Division t Beard wift vote o~ a 

completely changed decision-.making structure that ~,v~l~ put a~l o~ the subjects we ~re describing here 

today in the hands of the 65 ue~vers~ties that have the I~rgest [sports] ~evenue." Those ue~vers~ties 

compdse ~ess th~n 20 percent of the 350 Division I schools and six percent of the overa~ NCAA 

membership. Vesting power ff~ ~hem would breach Emmert’s paral~e~ asse~t~e~ that the NC,~, "is a 

democratically governed, membership-led association of ~e~r~y 1,100 coinages ~nd universities .. 

Members make ru~es ~hrough a representative process much as you do ~ Ce~gress." 

Raw pofitics peeked from e~rnest testimony a bout the NC.&A’s stated mission: "to integrate 

intercollegiate athletics into higher education so that the educational experience of the studenb. 

athlete Js pa~amount~" Emmert declared he would use public pressure flea the Se~ate head~g as a 

"cattle prod" to ddve home the structu~;~l ch;~nges necessary for reform. That means conv~nc~n~ 

DMsion I schools to accept hegemony under the 65 sports powers aMe to stretch their competitive 

advantage by improving cond~tio~s for atMetes Their five detainment sports conferences ~ow own the 

fo~thcomff~g cof~ege ~ootbaf~ p~ayofls out~ight, wi~h no share due the NCI~, hera~dff~g ~ bonanza 

richer a~d mo~e secure than the NCAA’s broadcasting co~tract for March Madness b~sketba~l. The 

ascenda~t confere~ce commiss~oners, ph~s television executives ~n the w~ngs, h~ve sought greater 

autonomy from the NCAA w~th hin~s of secession. 

Emmelt made the best el being caught in a devil’s bargain. He emphasized that NC,%,-~ bylaws give 

him no vote ol formal authority~ and Rockefeller famented the vague lines of accountability. "How can 

you make the case for sayings you can be a participant in all this change," he asked, "when you s~y 

they don’t have to listen to anything you say?’~ Democratic Senator Claire ~,,lcCaskilf el Missouri said 

she felt for Emme~t’s plight, "because part of Roe thinks yo~l=re captured by those yell are supposed 



to regulate ... And ] can’t tell whethe~ you’re in charge or whether yo~ire a minion to them." Asl<ing 

why he couM not secure tlanspa~e~cy fo[ crac~a~ p~oceedhsgs, McCaskJl~ made public a recent 

~o~ call ~n wMch most member schools voted~far from g~aranteeh~g atMet~c scholarships "for 

or for the four college years.----.to ~es~ore the 40-.year ban on scholarship offers ~onge~ ~han one year 

at a th~e "~ tMnk you’ll be surprised," she to~d fellow senators of the strange coalitions revealed 

Harva[d, wh~c~ does not offer athletic scholarships, vo~ed fo~ the one-yea[ ~r~l~t in erde~ ~o ~educe 

cost burdens on poore~ schools. Sports-mad Texas, whose coaches had pushed for the odginal 

1973 ru~e, voted Hkew~se ~n o~der to maximize contro~ ove~ ~ts athletes. 

The senators secu~ed no promise of transparency in college rule-making or finance, which are 

netorieusfy opa{~ue Emmert ielieved a gfoomy stretch of testimony by voR~nteedng the prospect of 

NCAA membersMp for co~lege atMetes. Mentioning my earlier p~aise fo~ the O~ymp~c and Amateur 

Sports Act of 1978, ~n which Congress established a voting stake for active atMetes on the 39 U.S. 

O~ymp~c cemmi[tees, he said Ms reform package ~e be voted on ~n August "~,v~l~ ~nc~ude ful~ 

representation of students as voting members alongside the presMents and atMet~c d~rectors on aH 

the [~CAA] ~eg~slafive bodies" TMs news startled me 

Emmelt promptfy qualified his potentiaf break with the NCAA’s paternal structure~ adding that 

students already hold ~’advisory" NCAA positions~ ~’lf I might, ma~am,’’ he ~old Senator McCaskill, 2he 

student~athlete adviso~y committees advised against putting in the multi-year schofarships, because 

they happen to agree with coaches that it was a good incentive for their colfeaguos to remain 

engaged/’ He said sb.~den~ inIluence explained why some universities voted ~o restore the one-yeai 

fimit in the roll-calf she had unearthed. Theil very own student-athfete advisory committees said. 

l’qe, no, no, don’t give mufti-year scholarships’," .F.mmert testified. "’~/~ like one-year scholarshipsU’ 

McCaskilf looked nenpfussed~ beyond skeptical ’1 would fike to talk to t}sese students " she said. 

have a hard time imagining that any sR~den~ ~hinks it’s in thei~ best inteiest to ge~ a one-year 

scholarship rather than a four-year scholarship." 

Yhe hearing tu~ched between revelation and disappointment~ Changes menace the NC,~, on many 

fronts, driven mostly by the fev¢ universities that have built a mutti-MIHomdoHar sMe bus~ness on 

talent captured f~om the~ undergraduates Sound governance remains hostage to deadlock, 

credulity, and shell games~ vchHe everyone professes devotion to education for the young. 

"Congress doesn’t usually fol~ov~ th~ough/’ Rockefeller sa~d ~n c~os~ng. ".. ~ mean the world works in 

ways that pro~ec~ i~se~f, b~.~t this ~s a pa~licu~a~ly u~y one." 



NCAA I~ Congress: Chang~ Is Corft~g 

Responding to charges of exploitation, the coileg~ap, o~s 
body promised big ~ef~ms ~t a ~nate hearing. But 
questions about pay and r~ights for mhle~es remNn 
unadd:ressed, 

I Can’t G~ F~xcited .About the NCAA*s N~v Reti)rms 
athletes can now get a SZO00 ann:ua[ s~ipend----but they’re s!tili ~echnicalfy ama~.e~rs 

Vv~hy Scho|ar~hlps .Don’t Co~t as Payment for CoRege 

The author of ~he ~hame ~f College Sp~a~ :. espand~ t~ cnt~c~sm from: Sp~s 

writer Seth Davi~ 

The Shame of Colleg¢~. Spor~s 
A lit.any O~ scand~i~ in recent y~a~ h~ve mad~ ~e coffuptio~ 
of c:o~ge 8po~s constant fmnt-~age news. We profes:s 
o~t~age e~ch t~me we ~earn that ye~ another ~tudenl-~th~ete 
h~s been ~aki~N~ mon~ under ~he, table. But the ~ea~ scandal 
~s the ve~ ~tructure of co:ll~ge ~po~s, ~erein student- 

Here, a leading c~vJt~g~hts h~sto~dan makes the case for 
p~y~g college athle~es-an~ ~vea[s how a ~pate of ~a~u~ts 
~,ock~n:g th~k way through the oou rts could destroy t~he NOAA, 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Clips eFlash <nic~collegeathleticsclips.com@maill 7.atl 111 .rsgsv.net;, 

Saturday, July 26, 2014 3:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Sandy Barbour hired as new Penn State AD 

Daar Vinca,- 

Greetings from the CfipsSatutdayShip. Hope you are well 

~,,’Vell. I ceulda been there. I mean, I knew it was coming. I coukJa jurqped in tile ClipsMobile and 

driven three hours to cent~af Pennsylvania and attended the press conference announcing the new 

AD hire at Penn State. 

But t didn:t. Instead I have been doing basic house maintenance chores with cfippers~ rakes and 

branch cutters. 

And then, just as announced beforehand that it would be, the decision was revealed at noon and 

news stories have been emitted from Happy Vaftey (160 miles distant from the MotherShip as tile 

crow flies} that a top quality AD has bean hired by a top quality program. 

And.----.drumro]l please-----the hire is Sandy Baibour, former Ca] AD. And hare is your eFk~sh 

Quick update on Sandy Barbour: She was AD at Cat for nine years..30 sports, 850 student° 

athletes, six I 0 Directors’ Cup top t 0s in ten years,..oveisaw $321 million renovation el Cali~ornia 

Memo~a~ StadMm, ~nc~ud~ng a seismic retrofit a~d a best-as-they-could protection of Cal~fomia 

oaks., stepped down as CalADjust a month or so ago..funny how the good ones ~et plucked 

qu~ck~y~ huh? 

Barbour, 54, is replacing David Joyner, who announced he’s ietiring Aug. I. tn turn, 3oyneI’, a 

folmer member of the school’s Board of Trustees, took over at the helm of the athfetic depaltment 

succeeding Tim Cudey, who took a leave-ofoabsence in tile wake of the Jeny Sandusky chiRt sex 

abuse scandal. 

Of course we aft remember--and painfulfy so--the coftaterat damage that case inflicted on Penn 

State as a whole, and more specifically Cu~tey (awaiting a coult date regarding afteged perjury, 

President Graham Spanier, charged w~th obstruction of justice, Ga~ Schuitz, ~ fom~er Penn State 

VP, a~so charged w~h perjury and M~ke [~cQuea~% whose eye-witness account go~ everything 

ro~ing). And then there was a $60 m~l~on fine from the NC~ p~us scho~arsNp reductions. 

Presumably Barbout knows what she got herself into, and that is with a program that seems to have 

been plopeMy atoning for Sandusky’s horrible crimes and the alleged leadership failings as well. 

Two-month n~w~, Penn State president Eric Barren had said he was looking for a businessooriented 

athletic director. 

In February when Barren was introduced as Penn State’s next presidenL he said, "f like to have 

realfy strong AD who’s an expert, who understands compliance, who understands scheduling, who 

understands how to attract a coach, who works [~ard to make sure that studenb-atNetes are 

successfuf, with the student being a vet,/’ important pair of that hyphenated word" 

Congrats President Barren, you have found what you were looking for. 



Goodbye Sandy, good luck in Happy Vatlqy 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Access Clips website: berne 

Twitter: @£~ .o:j.i.~ ~ ~.t.~:~j j~2 ~ 

The peopfe pictured below have 1-2~ or 3 degrees of separation from Sandy Barbour (serta like the 

Goggle feak~re "people who geegled this persen afse googled") ..... 

Sandy Barbour Tim:dine 
1959: Born Annapolis MD, military fian~ly, Wed many 
1981; G~dua~ed Wake Forest 
~ 981: ,~st Field Hockey Coac.h at UMass 
:1983: Masters-Sp, M.~nt i~om UMass 
i 982-1991: ~Mst AD at :No~hwe~em 
1991: MBA #~m No~hwestem 
199~-1995: ~st ~ at Tulane 
t996~2000: M) at ’:l~ula~e 
2000-2004: Deputy ~ at Noge Dame 
2005~2014: ~ at Ca] 



Penn State hires Sandy 8arbour 

Per~n State Hires Former CaI AD to Lead 
Program 



Des r Vince-. 

Greetings Item Cfips~ 

This is a (titen~Uy} breaki~g r~ews sto~7 emanating from Los Ar~geles. As 1 tap this out, 9:30pm ET, a 

30-inch water p~pe that burst on Sunset Bou~ew~rd three hours ago continues to cascade 75,000 

gallons per m~ute onto the street, ~to the gutters, overflowing dra~ p~pes and~l~ke ~qu~ds a~w~ys 

do~findh~g its way to the ~owest poh~ts ~rou~d 

Ur~fortunatety, the LJCLA campus sits right r~ext to this Su~set Geyser, ~nd the lowest adiacent 

points on campus have bee~ taking on ~ets of waters. Among the casualties ~hus far are Pau~ey 

Pa’d~iom which ~ooks ~ike it has taken on severa~ feet of water o~ the basketbal~ courts, ~ocker 

rooms, etc. See photos be~ow. A~so ~ay~ng ~ow on the UCLA campus are a soccer fiekJ a~d (~ thh~k) 

the footb~li practice fieid, ~nd they ~ook more I~ke lakes than fields~ Pius there are several under 

ground parMng ga[~ges on campus that have appa[enfly co~ected tolls of water ~lld mining who 

k~lows how m~’ C~rS, 

Some ADs out there think they’ve got big problems. Hew about UCLA AD D~n Guerrero, who has 

been sudde~Iy thrus~ in~e crisis mode a~d is no, doubt huddling with his s~alf s~rategizing nex~ steps. 

Good tuck to the Bruits. Filet step? Step the water flow. 

Nick Inlante 

Clips Editol 

Access Clips website: 

UCLA’s Pau~ey Pavi~io~ flooded after water main break o~ Su~set 
Bo~ ~evard 

Tuesday evening, ~ huge w~ter main break on Sunset Boulevard flooded the UCLA campus 

July 28’29 



and into the famous Pauley Pavifion. 

F:rem N BCLesAngeles,oem: 

The 30.-inch wa[er main rupb.~red just before 4 p.m. in the 10600 [)lock of West Sunset Boulevard 

and blew open a 15-foot sinkhole, according to the Los Angeles Fire Depaltment. 

Pauley Pavilion opened in 1965, and went under massive and expensive ~enevatiens in 2010. The 

revamped Pauley Pavifion reopened in Nov. 2012. It cost $136 mif]ion to renovate the arena and 

add new locker rooms, concession stands, and video boards. 

UNIVERSITY NEWS, UCLA Newsroom I 

Water main break on Sunset Boulevard -- updated, 7o29-14, 9:23pm ET 

A 30cinch wate~ main broke sholtly before 3:30 p.m near the intelsectien of Sunset Beulevald and 

Westwood Plaza. Flooding has affected several parts of the UCLA campus. 

Update (4:23 p.m UCLA Transportation has announced that emeLqency personnel vehicles and 

equipment will be deployed Irom Let 36 this evening~ ]hose who pa~k in Lot 36 are asked to move 

their vehicles immediately. 

Update 6:16 p.m. LADWP recommends the following detours for commuters in the area: Drivers 

traveling westbound on Sunset should go south on Bevel]y Glen~ then west on ’t,%~]shire Boulevard, 

then back no~lh on Veteran/Sepufveda to get a~ound the closure. Eastbound traffic should head 

south on VeteraniSepulveda, then east on ’t,%~tshire Boulevard, then north on Beverly Glen. 

In addition, the Renald Reagan UCLA Medical Cente~ reports that the water feed to the hospital and 

other UCLA Heafth System locations are not impacted and are not anticipated to become impacted, 

Due to street closu~es, traffic is congested in the surrounding area, however the medical center 

remains accessible, The hospital has not received any patients as e result of the Ileeding. 

Update 6:04 p.m. Parents with children attending a summer camp at UCLA can pick up their children 

at the flag pole near Royce Half. 

Update 5:56 p.m. Los Angeles Department ef Water end Power has enneunced that it is in the 

process of shutting off the water, The shutdown must take place gradually to avoid additional watel 

main breaks Sunset Boufeva~d is closed between Hi]ga~d Aw,~nue and Veteran Avenue 

Update 5::34 pro. Authorities have closed access to parking skuctu~es 4 and 7. People should not 

t~y to ~etHeve [hei~ cars. Y~ke, sf 

Update 5:13 p.m. ~Nater has been seen inside the J.D. Mo~gan Center, which houses athletic staff 

and administration offices~ the George Kne]ler Acedemic Center end UCLA’s Athletic Heft ef Fame, 

and water has been spotted inside the 3ohn Wooden Center. 

UCLA Transportation sent an email at 4:56 p.m telling peopfe that they may t~y to letlieve their 

vehicles from parking structures 4 and 7, but must obey instructions from emergency personnel 

Update 4:57 p,m. Workers are placing sandbags in certain areas across campus, including on the 

no~th side of Pauley Pavilion, where some water has aheady gotten inside. Nonoemergency 

personnel Irom UCLA ape being asked to head south: eway from Sunset Boulevard. 

Updete 4:51 p.m Parking structures 4 and 7 have been closed. Water is visible en Bruin Plaza, 

North Athfetic Field, the intramural field and in Drake ~>tadium. 

4:20 p,m. Sunset Boulevard is closed at Hitgerd Avenue to Westwood Plaza. People are advised to 

avoid the area, 





ur~de~g~ound parking :garages, Dear G.odi .... 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clips eFlash <nic~collegeathleticsclips.com@mail203.at1121 .mcsv.net> 

Thursday, August 28, 2014 12:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Wall Street Journal: Here is Ban-y Alvarez’ oIt]ce away from flee oIt]ce 

De2~r Vince,- 

Greetings frern ~he Clips MotherShip (whictL by tt~e wey, is a erie.man working space, but no[ quite 

as spectaculal as Barry’s), 

The Weft Street Jeurnef assigned Race,el Bachman (an excelfent writer, seasoned Iar beyond her 

years, and an allotime Clips favorite) to leper an ttse very coat peolside cabana adjacent to the 

Alva fez house 

Of course any D1 AD--especially at a top ten program like Wisconsin--has full throttle start4aofinish 

workdeys that a~bw precious I~t[~e "quiet t~me" for mus#~g and s~ra[e~z~ng, Probably because he 

I~kes challenges (~ guess), but more so because he ~s a ce~ified 5-start expeA on col~ege football 

Barry was appointed a few months ago as the B~g Ten representative on the first-ever Colbge 

Foo~ba~ P~ayofi Selection Cemrai~tee~ 

b~ order ~e keep abreast of ~he unfolding ups and dewns ~hat ~he football season will surely bring, 

each of the 13 committee members has been set up with state-ef-theoalt viewing capabilities, 

featuring the ability to view several games simultaneously, and then buttressed with elf manner of 

custom CFP s~ats and anefyses, 

Several of the ether committee members have probably had their CFP set-ups installed at their 

heroes, but t deuN ~hat any el them e~e quite like Berry’s redoubt: which he end ~is wife Cindy have 

named the Ah,~arez Cabana. 

,So carafe[table is; the Cabana that Bar~y says, "I den’t even ge in the house [when getting horqe 

flem wo~k], t go straight [here." 

To be sure, walking from =’home" can be a very good ttsing: conducive to reading, analyzing, 



stiategizing and.----.in Barry’s case, watching coIIege football. 

Most of us cebbte together an awayofremoworkptace space with a desk & chai~, a bookcase and 

in a basement, spa~e ~oom er garage. Fo~ some, ~[’s a d~ning ~oom table, or ~47erk~ng from [he~r beds, 

whel-eve~ .... 

It takes some discipline/adjustments to wo~k in one:s domicile: there are lots of diversions nea~by-- 

wife, kids, grandkids, neighbors, lawn mowers blastin~ array, food, one’s favorite easy chai~, the 

dive~sio~ of ho~.~seho~d chores!p~ojects, the household phone, e~c.)~ ~t sounds ~ke Barry ~s 

comfo~ab~e co~ducfi% both bus~ness and p~easu~e in the Cabana. 

ft:s hard to telf whethel Bar~y is engaged in business or pteasu~e in these photos .... 

Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 

Clips Edi~o~ 

Access Clips website: ~?.~L!.~. 



In Wisconsin, a Footba~ Great Loves a Cabana 

U~iveraP.y of ~4//sconein’s ~arry A/varez Heads to Hie Poe/house to WaMh Games 

8y Rachef Bachman, Waft S~eet JeurnaL 8-2?-14, 7pro ET 

U~iversity of Wiscons#~ athletic director Barry AIw~rez in Iront of his poolside 

c;~bana at his home in Madison, Wis. Narayan Mahon tar The Waif Street ,Journal 

When -Barry Atvarez Ieaves his job as ~he Unive~sit}’ of VVisconsin’s directo~ ol athletics each day, he 

retreats to his backyard. There sits a rarity in Madison, Wis.: a poolside cabana. 

"1 don’t avon go in ~he house," says Mr. Atvarez, also a Rosa Bowl-winning former football coach 

the Badgers. "I go straight there." 

Inspired by similar spaces in Flolida (Mr. Alvarez and his wife, Cindy, own a condo in Naples), the 

caban~ has three insulated waifs that enclose a living ~rea with a 70cinch TV, an eating/bar are~ 

and a kitchen. 

It is in the cabana that Mr Af~are,.-t. wift w;~tch countless games this season to prepare for his role as 

a member of the selection committee for the inaugura~ College Foo~ba~ Playo~f. The top..d~vis~on 

college footb~l~ season k~cks off Thu[sday~ and ~t season’s end Jn December, Mr. A~va[ez ~nd 12 

ether panelists w~]l deride wMch 1bur teems will play in ~he sem~fine~ g~mes on 3on. 1. 

Mr. Alvarez likes bright colors, which explains the cabana’s orange sofa and the burst of poolside 

begonias, Mrs. Alvaraz says. A bathroom edjecen~ ~o the cabana features a~twork from the couple’s 

trips to Rio de J~lleiro alld Havan~ Cuba. 

No~ably absent is any memorabilia Item his more ~han three decades in college a~hletics. Mr. AIvaraz 

explains, "1 don’t want to turn my house into a sports bar," and says he confines his bowFgame rings 

and souvenirs ~o e home office and e recreation 

Nonethefess, the cabana often hosts dozens of friends and colleagues who drink Mai Tais mixed by 

Mr. Alvaraz end dine on grilled sausages from rak~tives in Langetoth, F~a. where he grew up. 

"My grandmother brought the recipe from Spain m;~ny years ;~ge," Mr. Alvarez says "As ;~ young 

kid, t used to manually turn the crank to put the sausage in the casing." 

The caban~’s Iiving area includes a woodiburning firapk~ce and fans Ior the wideirenging 

temperatures in the months the A]va~ezes use the caban~ from springtime to mM-Octobel. The 

k~tchen has a gas gdH, m~crowave and full refrigerator. It also has an h~duction coo~op~ which uses 

electricity end magnetism to warm food and s~ays cooler to the ~euch ~han conventional s~evetops. 

[he AIvarezas buit~ ~he cabana in 2008 to replace a smalfar poolside se~ving a~ea, after a tong 

search for someone to design it. tn Wisconsin~ "it was extremely difficuft to find someone that 

understood the concept," Mrs. Alvarez says 

When the weathel turns cofd, the Atvarezes pulf down the t~rps between the c~bana’s thlee 

archways and build a fire. They didn’t install doors so they wouRt be aMe to use ~t ~n winter, M~s. 

Alvarez says~ The walk from the house can be arduous. "VVe ceuMn’~ get from the back door to the 

c~bana ’cause you’ve got eight feet of snow." 

Despite the tropics-inspired setting, Mi. Alvarez, age 67, eschews Jimmy Buffett on the pootside 

stereo system in favor of Motown tunes, Boz Sc;~ggs and a tapper mere popular more among 

younger caba ~a-.goers. 

"He likes Pitbuff," Mrs Alw~rez says. 

He uses the poe] often 

"My swimming routines" Mi. Alvarez says~ "is to pour a cocktail and lay over one of those floating 

devices with my cocktail and shoot the breeze with everybody" 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nlcl~@collegeathl eficsclips .com 

Tuesday, September 9, 2014 10:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Knight Commission sightings 

Vince 

Greetings from Clips. Thanks for the email. 

! was at the Knight Commission event yesterday; spoke with Bubba, Oliver Luck, Val Ackerman, etc. Also intro’d myself to Mary Willingham; I said 
something like, "my, my you are certainly in the news these days." Clever, huh? 

N ick I nfante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, September 8, 2014 at 11:43 AM 

To: Nick Infante <nick@collegeatMeticsclips.com> 

Subject: RE: A Whistle-Blower Spurs Self-Scrutiny in College Sports (Mary Willingham, UNC) 

Thanks Nick. They should be talking with Bradley Bethel or Jim Dean instead. Unlike Maly, their interests, w),nes and purpose are not situational Hope yon’re doing 

We Educate and ~f~e ll’hl’ou~h At[det~c~ 

F~m: Clips RoadTripShip [E)a[!~Q~_D!~L~_~Qff~_~td~ig3£[~P_~_~t~_@~![g~_a~!~_L_t~3~_~ff~] On Behalf ~ Clips RoadTripShip 
Sent: Vlonday, September 08, 20~4 4:07 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: A Whistle-Blower Spurs Self-Scrutiny in 

Greetings f’~om the CJJpsR.oadTrip, J{ope you are we~l, 

Whflc we were a]] s]umbermg~ Brad W~]ve~on e[ The Chromole of t ~isher Education 

was putt.]n~ ff~ £mishmg touches er:~-------and ?~st]n~ onto the Ct }]~1 website at ] :39am 

Carolina ]canTing specialist wilt} became a n~}[ewortt~7 wi~ist]eb]ower on a]~eg,ed 

misconduct ~ns~o]sang sttMen/L-ath~eles, 



Your ClipsEJJior will b~ ati~ndinS the Knight Commission panel ~oda),~ ~’lond<i Sept. 

8) in Washington DC and Mary Wil]ing+f~am will be one of ~.he speakers. I ~ave never 

seen/heard her m persian, and I leek fbrward to it. I will report tf~e Knigt~t (;o~ist~ 

goings on in a subsequent posting on the Clips website and/t~r a Clips eFiash ar:~di~r a 

tweet. 

Here’s Brad’s articte below. Have a g{{~ t ...%’1onda)’~ Have a good week 

Access Clips website: hei-__e 

Twitter: @Coiiege,~,thClips 

A Whisfle- lower Spurs Self-Scrutiny in Coll÷ge 

Sports 

By Brad Wofve~ton, Chro;ffc/e of Higher Education, 9o 8- f 4, 1:49~m ET 

Since exposing academic fraud at the University of Nod~h Calefina at Chapel Hilf, Mary C, 

WiIlin~ham says she has heard frem dozens al b,~tors and academic advisers describing similar 

problems on ether campuses. 

But few of those people haw) championed her cause, reflecting what some observers see as a 

culture of fearfulness and defensiveness in big-time athletics, 

’%s reaIly hard to embrace someene when you’re holding your own brea[h," says Brian Davis, a 

former head of academic sen4ces fer footbeft at the University of Te>:as at Austin. "ltL~ like, ’Please, 

God, don’t Iet [his happen to 

Before she became the focus at Chapel Hill, Ms WiNngham was net well known in the academic- 

support wadd, Bu[ her crusade.---4;haugh mired in controversy-----has highiigh[ed widespread 

problems, including a growing academic gap bet, veen highop~ofile athletes and ether students, and 

increasingly sophisticated schemes to maintain player eligibility. 

At Nedh Carefina, Ms. Willingham says she worked with seine 50 feetball and basketball players 

year who read betow a middle..scheol level, She provided details abou~ hundreds el a~hletes 

enrolled in independent-study ceurs,s that required littfe to no work, 

Ms, VVilfingham’s cri[[cs have sought to discredit her, arguing that she misinterpreted data about 

athletes’ reading levefs, plagiarized in paris of her own master’s thesis, and embellished the role of 

the a[hletic departmen[ in sleeting players toward ~he bogus classes, 

The whistle-blower and her critics appear to be operating on different teveis No~Sh Carolina’s 

administrators seem ~o think that, by undermining ~he messenger, they can defend the integrity o1’ 

the flagship campus, But Ms, Willingham has a bigger target, She sees the university’s problems as 

a microcosm of a broken educational enterprise that she is intent on fixing. 



"~7"Ve stuart in kindergarten and we don’t stop," she said in a recent interview. "We take money and 

resources a~,vey from poor black Iamities~ Then we bdng these kids to college= and they make 

money fol us without getting a real education." 

Elephant in the Room 

Soon after Iris. Wilfingham’s eccusations went public, through a ser~es of articles in The News & 

Observer, a No~th Ca~ol~n~ newspaper~ m~ny academic advisers posted comments on a popular 

industry forum, raising ques[~ens abou[ how the scanda~ weu~d be perceived nationally a~d wha[ 

other atMet~c depa~ments could do to prevent s~m~lar fallout. 

Early this year, severef directors of acaden’~ic support Ior ethletes commented on the increasing 

prevafence of undelprepaled athletes and the complicity of academic-suppolt systems. Until 

~7"Villingh~m stained talking about such issues, some directors said in the online forum, few people 

v~’ere willing to discuss them pubficly. 

"College athletics has become a monster of an elephant in the room that hes aspects (e.g. 

academic unpreparedness) which folksy-coaches, provosts, admissions, presidents, a~umn~, even 

us in academic serv~ces~convince themselves don’t exist," wrote one d~rector, in a post that was 

sha~ed w~th Yhe Chronicle. "~ho among us, in our tenure in th~s profession, hes~’t raised an 

eyebrow how a ce~ta~n student-athlete got admitted to ou~ ~stitution? ’t,~o among us has never 

had an ins[ance where a coech has ’impressed’ upon us ~he need for Johnny or Susie to ’be 

"Unless the NCA/\ is going to seriously ramp up requirements, the elephant will remain in the room, 

largely invisibles" said the director, who ~equested anonymity because of the potential 

profession~l reprisal 

~Nhile some advisers posted concerns ~beut Ms. Willingham’s methods, her c~mpaign has helped 

persuade many ethietic departments to scrutinize their protections ageinst acedemic Iraud. 

Prompted in pelt by the widening scandal in Chapef Hill leaders of the Nation~l Association of 

Academic Advisors for Athletics recently unveiled new guidelines for promoting academic integrity. 

Their suggestions include dozens of ideas for tightening ove~sight of nontraditional classes, 

tutoring sessions, end computer 

The document, which the group’s le~ders sh~red with The Chronicle, r~ises concerns about the 

proctoring of online exams and assignments, coaches’ involvement in nontraditional courses, and 

the need for poficies that specify how suspicious activity should be ~eported. 

The guidelines also suggest that colleges should create poticies speciI¥ing appropriete 

communication among faculty members~ coaches, and athletics administ~ators. 

In ~esponse to the scandal, administrators at Chapel Hill have adopted a numbel of safeguards, 

including requiring professors to submit to regular class checks to ensure that courses are meeting 

as scheduled. The university has also creeted learning contracts for independent.-sb.~dy classes 

and has restructured its academicosupport unit. 

The LfNC scandal has had an impact elsewhere as well. The University of Texas has encouraged its 

academic advisers to examine the relationsMps that some professors h~ve w~th players, says Mr. 

Doves: who worked a~ ~he university ~or ebeut 16 years before departing ~ast raonth. 

"it made us fook at making sure that studentoathletes don’t have the oppertunib/’ to take advantage 

el some faculty member’s kindness," he says. "I don’t know il the industry is there yet, but you can’t 

just assume that if a faculty member wants to do something, it’s the ~ight thing to do. You have to 

be the one that controls the merci compass" 

Other universities have devoted more time to trainin.g, emph;~simin.g how much hefp tutors are 

allowed to give players. 

"H~lf the time, when you have a tutor who does too much, it’s not bec~use anyone has asked them 

to do it, it’s because they’re nice people," says one academic-support leader, who asks not to be 

identified. "They’lf say, ’He’s really going to stmggfe with this, so t’m going to help Isirn 



"You can convince yourself it’s OK," this pe~son says, "But you reafty have to check yourself in 

those situatie~ls." 

Monitoring online classes, which have become increasingly popular with athletes, remains a 

significant chalfenge. Many prag~ams have struggled to define how much assistance their academic° 

support staff can provide for distance leami~sg. And with the rapid gro~,th of such efferi~sgs, sense 

institutions have Iaifed ~o put in place safeguards verifying the identity al ~he person Bd4i~g the 

class. 

Athletes who take online classes sometimes Isave theil tests proctored in athletic-department 

computer fabs where others are studying, raising concerns that players might be receiving 

inappropriate assistance. 

In recent months, academic advisers have debated whether testotaking should be aftewed in such 

spaces: and il so, how it should be monitored. 

Ursula Gurney, a senior a~hletic director at the University of Missouri a~ Kansas City, says the 

subject came up in April at a regional meeting of academic advisers ~n Oklahoma City. During 

discussion ~ which she was a panelist, someone suggested that athletes who are taking tests 

compute~ ~abs should be propedy ~dent~fied~ 

Ms Gurney’s u~liversity wilf soon require that a red sig~s be placed ever the computer space of test- 

takels, signafing to others that they need to be working independently. 

"We all need ~e make sure we’re improving ou~ systems to create a ma~e sound environment," she 

says. 

The p~eblems at Chapel Hilf have reaffirmed he~ betiel thaL to prevent f~aud, athletic departments 

must feste~ isqore communication between athletics officials and academic officials. 

%’Vhoever is leading the academic effort needs to be engaged with senior administrators so theyte 

well-versed in what’s goi~g on--how tutoring takes place, the admissie~s process, who’s eligiMe," 

Ms. Gumey says. "/\cademics cannot be a silo within the athletic depa~tmenb----it needs to be part 

the team, just like st~ength and conditioning or the t~aining room." 

North Carolina’s t~oubles have led many people to questio~ how deeply academic-support u~its 

should be embedded in athletic depa~tments. 

In the late 1990s. after an academic scandal on the men’s basketbalf team at the Univeisity of 

Min~seseta-Twin Cities~ nqany athletics programs shifted oversight of acadenqic advising to the 

proves[ o~ chief academic olfice~ [-"or various reasons, including fi~anciaf chaftenges at many 

institutions, the pendufum has started to swing the other way, or has landed somewhere in the 

nqiddfe. 

Many advising units new have dual repo~ti~sg lines, says Kinq Durand, associate athbtics director for 

student development at the University of VVashington, who is president of the national academic 

advisers’ group. 

"A tot of people get thei~ Iu~di~g f~om athletics but have ove~sigh~ and a cannedion wi~h campus/’ 

she says. "But is it seen as a name or not as favorable or that there’s more potential fa~ fraud when 

you o~[y report to athletics’? I haven’t seen that" 

Critics disagree, saying that, as long as academic advisers continue to take their orders from 

athletics officials, [heir abifi~y to speak ou[ about prabtems will be compromised. 

"They have no business answering to an athletic entit2--they need to be housed in the academic 

organization u~de~ the p~evast," says Ge~afd Gurney, a fa~me~ directo~ al academic services for 

athletes at the University of Oklahoma. "It’s the only thing that will set academicosupport 

p~efessio~als f~ee Iram undue p~essure." 

And as important as advisers are in hefping to maintain academic i~stegrity, they face other fimits. 



Fat example, they typically have no say in who is admitted to the unive~sit’i. 

If colleges hope to mere fully insul~te themselves from academic fr~ud, cdtics argue, they must 

adopt tougher admissions standards rathei than accept anyone ~,vho meets the NCAA’s minimum 

r~ualifications. 

"Celfege plesidents know fulf well they ale admitting unprepared athletes on the pretense of being 

students," Mr Gurney says "Until they do something to change that, academic fraud is only goin~ 

to ge~ werse." 

MSr ’t,%qtlingham~ a former learning specialist, figures that colleges wift always accept athletes who 

are not ~t the same academic le~el as their peers, ~nd she has no probfem with that. She just 

wants instib.~tions to de maia to support those players so they have a batter chance te succeed. 

She would like to see the NCAA pay Ier an extensive ~emediabeducation program for the fobs, eat 

academic pelfermels, requiring those athletes to sit out games and have limited practice time for 

the first 15 months they are on campus 

"For me, it aft goes back to literacy," she says. "if you’re not ready to read a coftege text, then you 

need to get prepared before you c~n really pass a clause." 

This week Ms Vdillingham plans to visit Washington for a meeting of the Knight Commission on 

b~teicellegiate Athletics. tt will be her eighth visit to Washington in the past nine months. 

During that time, she has met with aides to a h~lf-dozen members of Congress who h~ve taken an 

incieasing inteiest in oralhauling the NCAA. She says she has also adapted a slogan: ’Tin ’in it to 

win if--as the NCAA saysff 

For her, a victory on the national level would mean that the graduation rates of bfack men continue 

to rise, and that mere of them begin to read closer to grade levef. 

Slse also wants an open, leanest conversation about rise eligibifity of athfetes. 

"VVhat’s mere important?" she asks. "The eligibifity, a~ education and futuie el these young people?" 

several that made changes to guard against academic fraud in athletics programs. H’ere are some 

U. of Alabama at Tuacateoaa 

increased ~raining fat" tutat:s, requ*?*?~,g an addiborlal sessiet~ w/th oomphante of/~cet:$ ever7 

8egan conducting ok2 interviews ~,~ti#~ 10 te 12 tutot:s to assess poten#a/ gaps in ttaff&~g or ether 

U. of Naboth Caretina at Chapel Hill 

~equire.d pmfeeaatss to submit to reguta~ ciaes check.~s to et~$~te ~f~e vaf/d/t~z of co~ses. 

C;ea~ed /e,srning centraots for independenbstudy classes. 

Restr~ct~red /~s academ/c..s~ppotf ~n~t for a~h/etes. 

U. of Texas at 

Adopted st~ioter regulations for tutof~% /~te/ud/ng requirements fer ,sth/etes to wonk wt#~ different 



tutor:~ on different papers. 

More close!}, examined the rda~,ions,6~es the, some professors have with 

~stab@hed e~p!lc:t cor~trads for students who er~ro:/ in :rdependent studies and be~n requitfn£ 

dep~tf~e:~ ch,~/rs to approve s~ch d~sses. 

Analyzed its e~ectadons for bdependent studes, to ensure that the c:edt hours awarded reflect 

the work being 

Br,~d Wo/ve:,on writes for #~e Chronicle of Hi£her Education. This ~rt/c/e has beer~ reprir~ted on 

UNC critic ~ary Willingham accused of 
plagiarism :,in thesis 

excerpt 
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FridayMomingGreetings from the MotherShip. 

Last night (at 10:35pm MetherShipTime) was posted on the New York Times website ar~ alticle 

abo~t the foebtvear/apparel company on a ~eI~, and i[’s not N~ke. Seme m~gh[ akin Under Armeur’s 

upsurge as a L~tfle-Engine-That-Cou~d story, but ~t’s ha~d to categorize a neaPS3 billion company 

as I~tt~e 

But the reality is that.----.even with the {~psurge, Nike is mere than thrice Under ArmouCs size. 

History has been littered by many numbe~ ones who fost their way, lost thek edgm lost their sou]s-- 

and-----u]timatefy last their number one status. Oil the top of my head: General Motors, Sears, K- 

Mart, ScMitz~ Sch,Tdnn, A&P, etc. And in the world of spo~Ss: Bata Bullets, Spalding, Brooklyn 

Dodgers, Boston Celtics, etc~ fn the footwear/apparel categery(ies): who knows? 

Often it’s who you partner with that defines your ba.jectory, and Under Armour’s alliance with Not~e 

Dame could very well prave to be a genius c!ecision. So UA and ND are OK? V~ny not? 

That’s nit fo~ this morning’s commerciaf ~)rof~mdity Have a good F~iday Have a good week. 

Nick Inlante 

Clips Editor 

Notre Dame and Under Armour Seek Win-Win With 
Apparel Deal 

By Marc 7"racy’, ,~’e*v YOrk TLm, e,s, 9. 

SOUTH B~NO, Ind. -- Adam Clement, Under Armour’s creative director Ier team spo~ts, traveled te 

Nohe Dame’s Gothicqnspi~ed campus last November after his upstart spo~ts clothing company 

heard that erie of the most valuable cello,go programs might soon be in need of new sponsorship 

Clement peered closely at the Mair~ B~iktir~gks famous Gofder~ Dome and noticed subtle wide 

crosshatches an its st~rface. On the inside, trader the dame, he examined the intricate, curlicue 

pattern on the mosaic floor. 

These touches helped inspire the {miforms Notre Dame will wear Saturday in b~dianapolis for the 

sa-called Sh~mrack Series against imstate rivaf Purdue. Unlike the simple homeoand~away uniform 

desi[lns, which Under Armorer did not alter drasticalfy flom Ac!ic!as’s~ this ensemble contains a 



pattern an the sleeves inspired by the mosaic and crosshatching on the iconic golden helmet (the 

first ta bear Nake Dame’s intedecking ND logo} 

When the Shamrock Series uniform was shown to Jack Swarb~ick, who attended Nohe Dame and is 

in his .seventh year as its athletic director, he ~ns~s~ed he had never noticed ~hat aspect af ~he 

dome’s architecture befo~e~ 

"New our players just need te ptay really well in those coot uniforms," Coach Bdan KeIly said in 

August. 

But whether Notre Dame plays v~,e]l means less to Under Armour than the exposure it gains after 

signing what was bilfed as the most vatuabfe outfitting deal in oelfege sports history. 

Under Armour will provide uniforms, footwear and apparef for aft 26 of the university’s varsity teams 

for t0 years -- and pay handsomely for the privilege The figure has been reported as 590 milfien, 

including cash, stock and merchandise, but Swarbrick says it is higher. (Under Armour and Notre 

Dame, a private university, deolined to be more specifio.) 

tt is a splashy move for a tradition-rich university that this season seems to be breaking Item its 

most timeqsonered customs. During a $-.100 million ~e~ovafion of Notre Dame Stadkms, the grass 

~ie~d [hat had been viewed as hallowed ground for 84 years was ~eplaced wkh a~tff~cia~ turf. Last 

weekend, Notre Dame conck~ded ~ts traditio~a~ se[~es w~th M~ch~gan, the team ~t played 

game Even the requffements for the Msh Guard, wMch leads the team onto the field, have been 

altered. 

And a recent scandal in which five players are being held out of practice and competition during an 

investigation into accusations el academic fraud ..... net to mention last year’s expulsion of the star 

quarterback Everett Golson for similar infractions -- did little to dampen the agreement After all, 

even a tarnished dome can be v~,erth its weight in gold. 

"Yau cebbrate the university for taking such a strong stand," said Kevin Pbnk, Under Armau¢.s 

founder and chief executive, who added, "Notre Dame doesn’t need us when the sun is shining; 

they need us when it’s ~aining." 

Under Armoues motto fo~ the Notre Dame deaf is Tradition Meets Performance. but that can be 

turned on its head: Each partner is perceived to have on~y one of these characteristics Each 

pa~tne~ is bok#~g ~or what ~t ~acks in the othe~. ~t is the bas~s fo~ a ~asting ~elationsMp, but it means 

the stakes a~e higher than usual 

Notre Dame also gives Under Armour immediate entree to a gigantic, passionate fan base ..... net to 

mention lets of airtime on NBC. which televises all the Fighting hish home football games. 

’Tin net saying we’ve been playing in singleoA bait/’ said Plank, whose censpany also outfits Auburn, 

South Carolina, Utah and other.s, "but we just signed the Yankees." 

.After playing football at Mal~,-land and discovering a need for moistu~eowicking gear, Plank in 1996 

founded Under Arrneur~ the teenage arriviste of sports apparef that made a name for itself with 

undelgarments. The company inserted itself into the wacky unilbrm race in 2003 by creating gear 

for Maryland that was even flashier than Nike’s at Oregon. 

The Netle Dame-Unde~ Armour partnership is oempelfing because it is complementary: the ultimate 

establishment (or .stodgy} football program trying to adiust to the times by .ioining with the ultimate 

renegade (or shove, y) apparel company seeking gravitas~ They may prop each ether up; they may 

alfow each ether to fall. 

Notre Dame reached the national ohampionship game onfy two seasons ago and has looked 

impressive this season, starting 2-0 while being led by Golson, who was readmitted and has 

another year of eligibifity. But nobody could conluse the current team----- at least not yet ----- with the 

pe~ennial powerhouse it once was. 

Under Armoues annual revenue, a little shy o1’ $3 billion, is roughly equiwdent to Nike’s annual 

marketing budget. Although Under Armour repoltedly offeled the basketball supelstar Kevin Dulant 

..... a Maryland native and therefore a man after PIank’s heart -----a 10-.year, $300 million deal this 

summer, Du~ant re-signed with Nike. 



StiIl, analysts at S[erna Agee repo~led this month [hat Ier tile first lime: Under Armour was the 

secondolargest sportsweal brand in the United States. edging Ad~das so f~r ~ 2014 with revenue of 

$1.2 billion. The firm expected U~der ArmouCs total revenue to grow 20 percent each year ~ the 

next five years~ 

"One of the [hings we bring to Notre Dame is, as [hey’re starling [o recrui[ atMetes and engage 

their fan base, weYe a young~ innovative bland." said Matthew C. Milchin, the company’s executive 

~ice ~tresident for gfobal marketi~g "Then you look at what was attractive to us -- it’s that 

authentici[y= history, heri[age." 

Preserving that history was a priority for Under Armour, and those around the Irish program seem 

pleased with the resufts. 

"I really like hew Under Armeur incorpera[ed the tradition el Notre Dame:" said Nick Martin, 

team’s starting center. "Because, you know~ traditien’s a huge thing hole." 

If it did net know [hal Under Armour learned [hat all-.important lesson as soon as the deal began. 

On Dec. 3~ just aftel the lelativefy sho~t negotiating window for livals to Adidas commenced, several 

No[re Dame officials visited Under Armour’s B~l~imore headquarters, a converted Procter & Gamble 

facto[y near Fort McHe~y, h~sp~[~tio~ for "The Star-Spa~g~ed B~nner." On the 10-~cre campus on 

the harbor, which includes a footbal~ field a~d a state-ohthe-a~t gym, employees are known as 

teammates, mee[ings as huddles, 

Continue reading the main storyContinue reading the main story 

/\l[hough this huddle was reserved for Under Armour’s presentation, Swarbrick gave an impromptu 

hail-hour disquisition on the history of Notre Dame footbaf]: how the u~siversity was boycotted by the 

~estem Conference (the Big Ien~s predecessor): how Jesse Narper coached [he grea[ Knu[e 

Rocknel how, on Nov. 1, 1913, Harper inhoduced the first successful game plan to incorporate the 

forv#ard pass against Army. 

’=That story was aft about innovation," Swarbfick said. ’=While we are wett~estabfished and oul brand 

is well-established, we do~Yt want to lose touch with that in~ovatiw,~ core" 

A few days later, after Notre Dame met with a rival outfitter in New York, it decided to go with Under 

Armour. The deal was announced in January. 

Sam Poser, an industry anafyst at Sterne Agee, said, ’1 think they figured that by getting the 

heri[age of a Notre Dame and with the visibility el Notre Dame every Saturday on NBC, it was a 

combined win, because they didn’t have to worry about buying tefevisian commeroiafs." (Under 

Armour advertises on NBC in conjunction wi[h the Olympics and o[her events.) 

Under Armour audited Notre Dame’s existing uniforms a~d a~)paref, noting logo inconsistencies with 

[he aim of correcting them .----. a pa~licularly impor[ant de[aif lbr two brands looking to e×pand 

globally. And they went to work, in a windowless =’war room" with whiteboards pfastered with phrases 

like "Play Like a Ohampion Today" and "Onward to Victory" and questions like, "Do ~,’t/e Use tile 

Shamrock?" and "Wba[ Is Correct Green?" A dock coun[ed down to July 1, highlighting the light 

schedule. 

For its part~ Notre Dame plovided two golden hetrnets "for inspirations" said Clement, the Under 

Armour creative director. The helmets could ak~o be read as a subtfe hight not to ti~ker too much. 

"I think the expectation or fear was we would do something loud or crazy," he said. But, Clement 

added, "they diderot have to tell us not to do ce4ain things" 

And so the main changes to tile teamk~ uniforms impaired tile type of fabric. In promotional 

materia]s~ Under Armour declares tha~ ~s m~ssion is to "make a~] atMetes better7 The fabdc the 

company used has a proprietary Mend of spandex that p~ov~des stretch without too much weight 

and ~ecovers ~ts shape ~ sometMng Notre Dame pass rushers m~ght be thankful for h~ the fourth 

quarter. 

No[re Dame hopes Under Armour will help intreduca the Figh[ing Irish [e genera[iens that have a 

harder time recalling the days when Are ~arseghian’s teams, and even Lou Noftz’s. were the fear 

and dread of rivals. 

love the way they skewed younger," Swarbfick said of Under Armor. "Especially with a haditianat 



did my o~,vn focus 9[’oup of c, ne, by wandering th[ough some spo~ling goc, ds slo~es, at jusl bow 

much (~f the youth m;~rket they were cbarly captud~g" 

But one standard operating plocedu~e for Undel Armour was a noono fo~ Notre Dame, 

in some ini~iaf designs for "[’-shirts end othe~ gear, Under Armour placed its two overlapping U’s: 

above Nohe Dame’s 

"The Not[e Dame fogo can’t be below you~ logo," was the university’s inst~uction. Mkchin said, 

U~~der Armou~ gladly 

Afte~ alf, the unive~sity’s mission is not far from the contemporary company’s slogan: P~otect This 

House. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Tim Elmore <limelmore@gromngleaders.com~ 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Six Simple Words 

Dear Vince, 

hope you had a great Summer. 

In my work at Growing Leaders, we enjoy the privilege of serving numerous NCAA and professional sports teams each year. After meeting with 
hundreds of coaches and athletes, I noticed an issue kept surfacing in our conversations. Both the student-athlete and the coach were trying to 
solve the same problem. What was the problem? The parents of the student-athletes. 

Today, I want to share my thoughts with you on how I think we can best cultivate emotionally healthy kids. 
Read more here: VVhat Parents Should Say.pdf 

Let me know how we, at Growing Leaders, can serve you, with an event for coaches (Generation IY Athletes) or students 
(Habitudes For Athletes). We’d be honored to come alongside you and help you build great men and women. Chloe Lufkin 
coordinates our events and she can be reached at chloe@growinflleaders.com if you would like to explore that option. 

Habitudes for Athletes offers a variety of different programs. If you are interested in adding one of these programs {or if you need any 
additional resources} to help prepare your athletes for excellence in both their sport and life after school, please let us know and we’ll be happy to 

help. 

Thanks for all you do! 

For the cause that counts, 

Tim 

Tim Elmore 

270 Scientific Dr. NW, Suite 10 
Noroross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-367-4187 
www.Growing Leaders.com 

http:ffblog.,qrowingleaders.com 
http:iitwitte r.co m/timelmo re 
http:iifacebook.com/d~timelmore 

If you no longer wish to ~eceive our emaJls, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 

Tim Elmore <limelmore@gromngleaders.com~ 

Friday, November 15, 2013 7:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Responding to the Rise of Depression in College Athletes 

Dear Vince, 

Today, I want to share my thoughts with you on the growing challenge of depression among college athletes. This month we’re looking at the 
reasons for the rise in stress and ultimately depression as well as some steps that coaches and staff can take to aid your athletes in the battle 
against depression. Read more here: Responding to the Rise of Depression in College Athletes.pdf 

As always, let me know how we, at Growing Leaders, can serve you, with an event for coaches (Generation IY Athletes) or 
students (Habitudes For Athletes). We’d be honored to come alongside you and help you build great men and women. Chloe 
Lufkin coordinates our events and she can be reached at chloe@growingleaders.com if you would like to explore that option. If 
you are a high school coach looking to take the next step in your leadership journey, please contact Elise Fowler via email at 
elise@.clrowin,qleaders.com and she will be happy to assist you. 

Habitudes for Athletes offers a variety of different programs. If you are interested in adding one of these programs {or if you need any 

additional resources} to help prepare your athletes for excellence in both their sport and life after school, please let us know and we’ll be happy to 
help. 

Finally, registration is open for our annual National Leadership Forum, which will be held June 19-20, 2014 in Atlanta, 
GA. I hope you’ll make plans now to join us. For more information and to secure your seat{s} online, please click here. 

From our team to yours, we hope you all have a very happy Thanksgiving. 

Thanks for all you do! 

For the cause that counts, 

Tim 

Tim Elmore 

270 Scientific Dr. NW, Suite 10 
Norcross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-367-4187 
www. Growinct Leaders.com 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click fl~e link below: 

Unsubscfibe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 

Tim Elmore <limelmore@gromngleaders.com~ 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 7:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Six Steps Great Coaches Take to Help Athletes Reach Potential 

Dear Vince, 

Today, I want to share my thoughts with you on the growing challenge of helping student-athletes reach their potential This month we’re looking at 
ways we can enable them to rise to the occasion. Read more here: 6 Steps Great Coaches Take to Help Athletes Reach Potential.pdf 

As always, let me know how we, at Growing Leaders, can serve you, with an event for coaches (Generation IY Athletes) or 
students (Habitudes For Athletes). We’d be honored to come alongside you and help you build great men and women. Chloe 

Lufkin coordinates our events and she can be reached at chloe@growingleaders.com if you would like to explore that option. If 
you are a high school coach looking to take the next step in your leadership journey, please contact Elise Fowler via email at 
elise(~#rowin.clleaders.com and she will be happy to assist you. 

Habitudes for Athletes offers a variety of different programs. If you are interested in adding one of these programs {or if you need any 

additional resources} to help prepare your athletes for excellence in both their sport and life after school, please let us know and we’ll be happy to 
help. 

Finally, registration is open for our annual National Leadership Forum, which will be held June 19-20, 2014 in Atlanta, 
GA. I hope you’ll make plans now to join us. For more information and to secure your seat{s} online, please click here. 

From our team to yours, we hope you all have a very Merry Christmas. 

Thanks for all you do! 

For the cause that counts, 

Tim 

Tim Elmore 

270 Scientific Dr. NW, Suite 10 
Noroross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-367-4187 
www.GrowinqLeaders.com 

http:fblog.growingleaders.com 

http:i/faceboo k.com/drtimelmo re 

If you no longer wish to receive onr emails, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 

Tim Elmore <limelmore@gromngleaders.com~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 1:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

The Fine Line Between Commitment mid Obsession in Student-Athletes 

Dear Vince, 

Our team at Growing Leaders is constantly working to improve the way we can serve you and the athletes you lead, coach and support. I would like 
to share two new resources that are available to help you: 

This month, the topic of commitment vs. obsession in young athletes has been at the forefront of my mind. I have attached an article on the 
fine line between the two and how we can help student-athletes stay on a healthy track - The Fine Line Between Commitment and 
Obsession.pdf 
The other resource now available to you is actually a person! Billy Boughey joined the Growing Leaders team on January 16th to serve as our 
Athletic Program Coordinator. Billy played baseball at Auburn University and then professionally with the Philadelphia Phillies. After his 
baseball career ended, he has worked in a variety of business settings. For the past eight years, he was the Vice President of Customer 
Experience for Booster, the school fundraising program, and Elevate Live Events, a creative event organization. He is also an accomplished 
event host and speaker, serving clients such as Chick-ill-A, Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta, Atlanta Falcons, Atlanta Braves, and Delta 
Airlines. In his new role at Growing Leaders, Billy is available to support partners who are using the Habitudes for Athletes program by 
sharing best practices and brainstorming innovative ways to connect with today’s young athlete. You can learn more about Billy here and you 
can reach him by phone at 678-920-2653 or by email at billy@growingleaders.com. 

It is a pleasure to serve you. 

Tim 

http:!/blog.growingleaders.com 
http://twitte r.co m/timelmo re 
http://faceboo k.com/drtimelmo re 

If you no longer wish to receive our emaJls, click the link below: 

Unsubscfibe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 

Tim Elmore <limelmore@gromngleaders.com~ 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 7:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Would an Athlete Prefer a Silver or a Bronze Med~2l? 

Dear Vince, 

Today, I want to share my thoughts with you on the differences in mindsets between silver and bronze medalists. This month we’re looking at how 
coaches can help the silver medalists stay encouraged and improve their mindset after narrowly missing gold. Read more here: Would an Athlete 
Prefer a Silver or a Bronze Medal.pdf 

I also want to share with you one of our articles that was published on NFL Player Engagement - Six Steps Great Coaches Take to Help Athletes 
Reach Potential. In this article we look at how to help athletes rise to the occasion. 

As always, let me know how we, at Growing Leaders, can serve you, whether it’s with an event for coaches (Generation IY 
Athletes) or students (Habitudes For Athletes). We’d be honored to come alongside you and help you build great men and 
women. If you would like to explore this option, you can contact Chloe Lufkin, who coordinates our events, at 
chloe@growingleaders.com. If you are a coach looking to take the next step in your leadership journey, please contact Elise 
Fowler via email at elise@growingleaders.com and she will be happy to assist you. 

Habitudes for Athletes offers a variety of different experiences= If you are interested in adding one of these programs to help prepare 
your athletes for excellence in sport and life after school, please let us know and we’ll be happy to help= 

Finally, registration is filling up for our annual National Leadership Forum, which will be held June 19-20, 2014 in 
Atlanta, GA. I hope you’ll make plans now to join us. For more information or to secure your seat(s) online, please click here. 

Thanks for all you do! 

For the cause that counts, 

Tim 

Tim Elmore 

270 Scientific Dr. NW, Suite 10 
Norcross, GA 30092 
Phone: 678-367-4187 
www.GrowinqLeaders.com 

http://twitte r.co mitimelmo re 
http:iifaceboo k.comidrtimelmo re 

If you no longer wish to receive our emaJls, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 

Growing Leaders 270 Scientific Dr Ste 10 Norcross, Georgia 30092 United States (770) 495-3332 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Football <bre@ncaafootball.ccsend.com> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 2:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJ4.unc.edu> 

NCAA Football Insider 

This week’s edition of the NCAA Football Insider is now available. 

To view the magazine, please click here. 

::~i: Week 3 Cover 

Forward email 

] 

This ernaii was ser~t [o ilie@urlc,edu by .t_Lff_a__[!y_=gj_e_£_o__~[t!£_a__a_f_9__o__~_b__’_a_[[~_c__o__n’j. 
Update Profile/Email Address Iastant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

NCAA Football :: 546 East Nain Street :: Lexington i KY 40508 





These piayers h~ve vaiue in ti;e marketplace, and ~t ~s beh~g h~gropedy 

and unfa~dy ~ropaded by amatemism ~estdd~ons. No other student ~s 

are to be trea~ed ]us~ l~ke any e~he~ s~udem, and that sthbtes 

s~udents tha~ ]~s~ happen ~e be alhbtes. Clea~ly: that ~s absurd. 

The only amateurs in major American spo~t are college athletes and 

amateur 9olfers. The difference is that amateur goffers choose whether 

amateer go}f does ~(~1: make any money ~n coete~at, ce}}ege spods are 

a m~fi~b~on do~ar h~dust~y w~th ~ucrat~ve med~a dghts dea~% 

raerchand~sh~g, ~cke~ sa~e% Ncens~ng revenues and ~he ~Hde. College 

aff~btes are tok~ when ~nd where they w~H p~ay; and there ~s no choice 

u[x~er whk;h they are expec[ed [o pe@:~rm, yet a~e res[dci:ed te 

does. Co~bge sped ~s a profess~ona~ emerpdse tha~ sM~p~y deesn’~ 

allow its ’i~boP’ any benefit beyond expenses. For the athlete to be 

restrk4ed h~ that way, and on~y the athlete, whNe otJ’~e~s h~ the system 

profo~mdly ~mmo~aL 

4. Let r~e plopose a sli£’ih~ly different theory, What abo~[ a 

opposed to believing [hat ~t’s co[~upt~ve o[ co~o@ve? 

Cleady, lhere ale a let of things thai can be done. Of 

aiso prewide anothe~ layer d athletic adminksh~ation ti;at woukJ be h~gh 

coal fer ver~ ~tt~e benefit 1o the atJ’~ete. However. ~ don’1 believe the~e 

and hew. ’~’he NCAA ~s a~ asaea~a~e~ o~ mstb~iem~ e~ hi~fl~er leam~g 

educate their students. There ~s so need 1o regulate how they educate 

the~ students. Each schoo~ can be trusted 1o handb theb business, 

juat as they a~e t~uated to ha~xJ o[d deg[ees and admit students m aRy 

other aa~egery, { doe’t believe the b.J(~ needa to over-regti~a~e 

area, too. The NC~A should concern itself with the admlnls[r~fion of 

athlellc con~pethlom no~ ponce eNglblll~y, education and the lndbldu~l 

autonomy of institutions. The NCAA has proven that it ~s not ve~" good 

at those th~ngs, whi~e ~t is qu~te good at putting on events and making 

money, 

a~e they? 

fan of the NCAA when ~t stays within its lane: and I am a huge fan of 

the NCAAs peepb, whe are ~!rea~ ~eo~b w~th ~x£~b ~te81:kma ~ 

m~ss~on. ~ believe ~ have demonstrated tha~ ~ vak~e ~th~e~cs, and ~ wk~e 

educafiom I ce4aYsly belMve 7s the autonomy of each institution. 

However< the educationai value e[ athbfics does net begin wi;en one 

8nle~’s cellege asd ~t (lees no~ elld whsn e~e ~eavea 

NCAA wosId haw~ 8s all he,bye othe~,Mse. The eduaa&)na~ value 

spor~s comes ne~ fmrn ~he coNeg~a~e componem, but ~rom sthbfics 

compefi[ion ~seif. The same valusMe lessons of a[hlefics can be and 

are ~earned on the little league ~evel; the hTgh school level< the college 

lew~i an~ ff~e pro bwbi. The educatkmal vakse ef spods has ne~M~y~ to 

do with coNege, an(~ has ~x£hing ~:~ do w~th money, e~ther ~he 

or absence of money. 

I believe the NCAA has too many bad poiicies ihat simply can!’.,ot be 

justified. Ti;ere a~e far too many contradictions, and too many 

presidents and NCAA personnel do far too much moralizing. ~ am 

cdt4cal of ceda~n NCAA pe~b4es w4th whbh } d~ffer, fiem areateedarn ~o 

[he N(}IkA }tldks~a~ precess, bill [hat ~s ~ ~aq}e meassre becauae i ~ove 



the game so much, and i beiieve the NCAA sheuld be held to ihe same 

Mgh standards it mon~zes for ~ts schoo~s~ p~aye~s a~d co~ches. F ~ 

eF atMe~c 

It sounds cynical at times, bul the t~Lith ia, the NCAA has earned every 

ounce of skepticism it has garnered over 1he years. And, many within 

the g~gantic structure agree w~th me. No1 that ~ had anything to do 

have ~)ee~ ~he su~)ject e~ ~i c~tk~s~ a~d rkJk:u~ ~o~ years ~K~w 

c~esdy, many people w~th~n college spo~ts now "abate my concerns" 

these ~ssues. ~t ~s ~so ~n~eres~ng ~h~t these ~ssues are ~he sub]ec~ 

d~scussion w~th~ the NCAA offices~ as m~de cka~ by h~terna~ 

be@eck principles are d~ffku~ ff not ~raposs~b~e ~o 

I iike ihe peeple that work for the NC.aA, and I respecl the job they de. 

I think the NCAA does a ma,welous job d putting on ch~mpbnsh~p 

events, and maximizing revenues from those events~ But, I believe the 

NCAA spends wav tee muah i:~me~ golfing ~n [he~ way ef ~ls member 

compliance s~ruc~ure that coats m~ons upon ra~l~ons of do~ars 

annua~y~ Remember, we are ~ot transpoHh’~9 heavy explosives, 

manufacturing pharmaceuticals, or pe~ferm~g surg~ca~ p~ocedures 

dec~s~ena accofd~g to ~he4f ew~ sl~mdards a~d po~k~ks an(~ ~he~ we 

can p~ay ba~l on Saturday. The fac{ tha~ {h8 ~vy Lsague and the SEC 

operate d~ffer~n~y doesn:~ mean ~ha~ those schools c~nnot p~ay on 

S~lurd;~y and have a gre~l athletic competition. The ~esu~ls on the fiekJ 

do not determine 1he quality of education at eithe~ ~at~tution. That ~s a 

sep~n~e ~ss~e, but the NCAA ~s censtant~y Hnk~n~ these twe th~n~s 

together. 

7, Let’s pretend i~’s the ~.~rn of the ce~tL~ry a~d you ge~. ~.he ca~ 

mode~ for the association? You can choose an existing entity or 

championship events, and then have aport specific eniities tbrmed to 

spo~l. There ~s no reason that feotba~, basketball fie~d hockey, bow~h’~9 

and crew shouk~ operate oul d ff~e same ru~e book ~nd be governed by 

the same reguiato~y st~uature. Sma}}er e~ff@~a that a~e respensibie 

on~y fo~ that spoil can move faster ~nd mo~e efficiently, and be mor~ 

proac~Ne ~o the changing ~ndscape h~ each game. I see ~h~t as beh~g 

pretty s~mp~e. ~3~1~e we have ff~e United States O~ym9ic Comm~ttee~ 

we ;~so have USA Basketball, USA Sw~mm~ng~ USA Track and Fiek~ 

especially fi:~r basketball and fi:~otball There ~s ne ju~#:4fica~en fer ~he 

s~ze of D~v~s~on ~ bsskeiball. K ~s ridiculous. 

8~ What was your i~itial reaction to the NCAA s~r~ctio~s o~ Penn 

State, and how do you feel about it 

Like eVeh¢One wise, 1 was sickened by ti;e crimes and heartbroken for 

[h~.~ viotib’ris i w~a (H~[ra[~ed {)~7 ~he ~nac[~e~ of the ~eade~h~) at ~e~r~ 

State ~ a~H [ee~ [hat way. However, ~ did not padK:u~ady (:~e lk~r the 

handed "cramdown" of pena~es on Penn State ~n what ~ consider ~o be 

a "n~tion building" exercise. Penn State was threatened with the death 

penalty ~ ~o unce~ta~ te~ms, and F it did no1 consent to the findings 

a~x~ sa~c[~ons, 4t wed~d ~mos~ (:ed:a~n~y have fa(:ed won~ [hat ~ 

accepted trader ~hrea~ ~rere Mark Emmed ~ ~Jk~ ~K4 th~nk ~h~t was r~ght. 

Penn S[a~e deserved a headng and the nom~M process. For ~hose ~ha~ 

liken this 1o ~ p~ea bargain, that ~s after fermaJ charges. The~e were ~o 

ferma~ charges or an opportunity to be heard in this matter. That was 



The NCAA is a ruiesobased er’ganization. Although i differ wi~.h its rules: 

it is sirnpiy wrong to pre~ch rules, and then circumvent yeu~ own 

and p~ocedures when ~1 suits you. The o~ly rash fe~ the NC~ was 

h~ Penn Stat~ ,Mth san(4iem~ be~o~e the N~tany [.~em~ reek ~he ~ie~d 

a~a~ ~h~s Fa~J That ~s f~e~ a ~eo(~ enou~h ~’ease~x ~n R~y 

The haste with which the NC,~ acted was unfortunate, and has 

unintended consequences. To take the Fr’eei~ Report, the 

commissioning d wMch by Penn State should h~e been encouraged, 

and use ~t as a weapon agah~st Penn State was simply wrong. ~t 

yeu do, yeu w~ s~mp}:7 prevk~e the NCAA with a ~{~admap ~e sanstk)n 

your schoe~ w~hout going ~h~’eugh ~ts norrna~ channels and procedures~ 

and whhout ~he ~houghftu~ de~iBe~’a~on ~h~s particular’ case demands. 

Lastly, i w~’~s quite disappointed that the NC, AA weuld deternline 

institutional cuJpaM~ty wh~e ~etfing the ~nd~v~dua~s essenfiaJh4 skate. 

h~st~u~e~a~ culpability deranges f~’eR~ ~J~s~duaJ culpability, a~x~ ~t was a 

C~dey, Ga~,i Schlitz and Joe Pa~emo. When coaches or a~Metes run 

afou~ d NCAA ru~es, ~hey are often "d~sassoc~ated~: and s~apped 

"show cause" orders, of at ~east public ~epdmand and censure. That 

the ~ndiv~duMs, mos~ of whom were adm~nis~rstors. 

I ditfered wiih the NC,~ narrative and Freeh cenclusien that 

’~culture ef feetbail" was to biame fe~ these crMles and the ~ack of an 

accepl~Me response by those ~n charge at Penn State. Footba~ 

~e r~e~’e [O b~ar~e ~t th~s cas~ [ha~t ~e~]~en was ~R the (~aft~e~c 

~nd~v~dua~s, no~ the culture of athletics. But, ~ we ~’ea~y believe tha~ the 

culture of {bo~ba~ was to b~arae: should we send {he Na{ienal Guard 

into Tuscaioosa, Columbus, GMnesvii~e, Baton Rouge ;~nd Eugene? As 

I don’t thh;k ;~ny of these basketb~’~li b,~ands is less vaklable, but their 

toetbaii teams de not ~rov~de media markets tJ’~at ~re coveted r~ght 

as ~he ~andscape changed. Tha~ was r~a~iy sad ~n a way: bu~ the 

college game w~ continue to thdve as ~ong as the people administering 

the game don’t screw ~t up. F~om some of the decisions the1 a~e made, 

they appea~ to be tB, ing~ I ~m confident that all of lhese schools w~ll 

st~ be ab}e to sempete, ew~n theugh the B~g Eas~ wil} ~ke~y never b~ 

the same. 

that we have forgotten what get us here 

game or wi~at is best i@r’ the game. These decisions i~ave been made 

for money, raar’kets and media rights deals. When NCAR 

~dministrate,~s moralize aboul integrity and academic fit~ ~1 is all 

be~er~)~a~e l:a~ki~g ~)eh~ts This ~s ahead meney A~d, ~e an e:<l:en~, ~he~e 

is ~eth~ng w~on~ w~h tha~ The ~reb~em is ~hat nobed~/s~ems [o wan[ 

~o admit it, and the ~ens~on Beb,~een ~he commem~ism of ~he game 

and the requheraent ~ha~ the p~ayers ~’eraa~n ~ma~eur ~s growing, and 

the chasm between 1he two is getting wider. ~hat cannot conth~ue ~nd 

sfi~l wo~k, ~n my judgment. 

out too quickly er ~,,J~eut e ,uu~l &:.l >~rado,,, give one ~>ause? Sure. 

B~it. the positives far out~s/eigh the negatives, i i;ave had a wonde,~fui 



experience witl~ Tvvi[ter. Of lhe fi’,ousaP, ds of Tweels I have sent out, 

there were a few ~ weuM ~[ke ~o have back. ~;%~[~h m,~ hi,in9 sense ef 

humor; you can make m~s~akes, and ~ have made a couple. ~ ~earned 

~o~1 ~he81, aD(~ 8x~vsd o~ ~y w~8 was the eDe th;~ 8nso~s~[~sd ~x~e ~o 

and O weak ~ha~ was w~hoat harao~’ sad ser~oas s1~ ~he ~hne. She 

~hought Tw~t~e~ wou~d a~ow me to show more of my pemona~[y, the[ I 

have o~he~ [ste~es~s, and ~ csn have a Jaugh, especially a~ my own 

expesse. She was r[ghL it ~s a g~eat communication tool and a ~ot of 

~u8 Overall ~ have ~ea~y enjoyed "g~#tte~ ;~md the mteractbn w~h e~he~ 

people that have ideas, but don’t lake themselves o~ ~hJngs [oo 

seriously. 

Piease, As muci; swa9 as Jsy-Z has, it would be a l-seed versus 

seed, My .swag and triiiicieus~;ess would pre’~sil. 

Tl~e University e[ NeBraska men’s and women’s basketball prog;’ams 

will have a new he,me beginnin9 in 2013, Pim~acb Bank A~’ena, whbh 

supersedes 1he ex~stin9 Bob DeA~aney Center and 54£yeaPo~d PersMng 

Center, w~ help spu~ ~oca~ development, elevate Nebn~ska athletics 

(b(flh h~gh schoo} and University/) and at~a(:~ 8a~iem~} entertainment 

ac~s [o the hear{ of {he Mktwest, 

The new arena will be a key component in a progressive .$344 million 

deveiopraeP, t to grow and enhance lhe chy’s Ms[odc Hsyma~ket 

Db~tr[ct ~ocated near downtown Lincoln. The deve]opment ~s master 

planned to ~nc~ude condominiums; hoteJs, office bu[kDsgs, ~estauran~s 

and rel:a~} 

pairons expec{, It w~ %aRl~’e 16,000 sests, 8s we]~ as su~es, club 

amenities and bge sesfing~ The fsc~ty w~ respec~ the h~story of the 

surround~n9 area by sensitively 

Design fim~ DLR Group, wilh offices in Lincoia and Omaha, se~ves as 

A;’ci~itect of Record [o~ West Haymarkel A~ena: while Lincoln firms 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~ug !2 ~0~3 Academic Certitication Processing Update 

The NCAA Eligibility Ceuter is currently processing academic certifications with a "Ready to Process-Fi~]" date of July 29, 2013. The NCAA 

Eligibilit) Center plans to provide regular ulxtates through Me~nber Insfitufiou t ortal ~nouncements to increase transparency and assist ~nember 

ins~imtionsinthe planning process. Please note this processing date refem to mgular domestic cases only. International, home school, and 

cases "Under Review" are excluded If you need assistance with Intematioual, home school, or cases ’~Under Review," please contact the NCAA 

Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 13 20~3 Academic Certification Request Program DetaJls 

The "automated" Academic Certification Request Program is now available and should be used to request a review when an expedited decision is 

needed due to a specific event. Please note this request program is not av’,filable for International, split file, or home school cases. Click here 

for colnplete details and instructions on the new request process. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 13 20~3 Institutional Press Release Including a Quote From a Recruiting or Scouting Service (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Institutional Press Release Includin~ a Quote From a Recmitin~ or Scoutin~ Service (I) 

&~i~ !3 2013 Scouting Restrictions not Applicable to NCAA Championships (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Scouting Restrictions not Applicable to NCAA Championships (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~.@m~;,eeJu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday. August 15, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

Academic Certification Update 

As we move through final certification season, the NCAA Eligibility Center would like to provide a t~w projections regaJcding academic certification 

processing times for plmaning purposes. The NCAA Eligibili~~ Center is presently moving through the peak in this year’s case inventory. A data-based 

forecast tbr the rema),nder of August is provided below for reference. 

If there is urgency for a pa~icular case, please review the parameters of the Academic Certification Request Program here and use it for cases that 

require immediate attention. For other questions, please contact the NCAA Customer Service Center on the dedicated membership line at 877/544- 

2950. 

Calendar Date Projected RTP-F Case Processing Date 
8/14/2013 7/30/2013 

8/19/’2013 8/7/2013 

8/26/’2013 8/15/2013 

9/3/2013 8/22/2013 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new iterns are posted to the announcernent page. 

This email was sent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Academic Certitication Processing Update 

The NCAA Eligibility Ceuter is currently processing academic certifications with a "Ready to Process-Fi~]" date of July 31-August 1, 2013. The 
o ) NCAA Eligibili~~ Center plans to provide regular updates through Member Inslitution t ortal a~nouncemeuts to increase trauspmency aud assist 

member institutions in the planniug process. Please note this processing date refers to regular domestic cases only. International, home 

school, and coses "Under Revie~" are excluded If you need assistance with Iutemational, home school~ or cases "Under Review," please 

contact the NCAA Customer Sea-vice Ceuter. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect(.@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

~ug !~ ~0~3 2013-14 NCAA Division I Publicatiou of Proposed Legislation (I) 

The 2013-14 Division I POPL is uow available to the membership on flae ~e~islative Actions and Issues Pa~e on NCAA.org. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click he:~e ~o be removed Dora this mailing 

CHck I~j:.~ to view our pr~va,:y policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~ug !6 ~0~3 Academic Certitication Processing Update 

The NCAA Eligibility Ceuter is currently processing academic certifications with a "Ready to Process-Fi~]" date of August 2, 2013. The NCAA 

Eligibilit) Center plans to provide regular ulxtates through Melnber Insfitufiou t ortal ~nouncements to increase transparency and assist Inember 

ins~imtionsinthe planning process. Please note this processing date refem to mgular domestic cases only. International, home school, and 

cases "Under Review" are excluded If you need assistance with Intematioual, home school, or cases ’~Under Review," please contact the NCAA 

Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Aug 17 20~3 Electronic Versions of 2013-14 NCAA Manuals Awfilable for Download 

Electrouic versions (e.g., PDF, ePub) of the complete NCAA Manuals (all articles included) are available to download at www.ncuapublications.com: 

Divisiou I Division II Division III 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Academic Certitication Processing Update 

The NCAA Eligibility Ceuter is currently processing academic certifications with a "Ready to Process-Fi~]" date of August 6, 2013. The NCAA 

Eligibilit) Center plans to provide regular ulxtates through Me~nber Insfitufiou t ortal ~nouncements to increase transparency and assist ~nember 

ins~imtionsinthe planning process. Please note this processing date refem to mgular domestic cases only. International, home school, and 

cases "Under Review" are excluded If you need assistance with Intematioual, home school, or cases ’~Under Review," please contact the NCAA 

Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, Angust 20, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

~ug !9 ~0~3 Missed-Term Exception (I) 

Educa~fonal Colnmn -- Missed-Term Exception (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcemeats Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 20 20~3 Academic Certifica’don Request Program Update 

This is just a reminder that the "automated" Academic Certification Request Program is now available online and should be u~d to requesl a 

review when an expedited decision is needed due to a specific event. The request forms should not be uploadedfor cases that have been 

finalized and are in need of m-evaluation. Ifa case should be re-evaluated based on availabili~ of new documentation on file~ please contact the 

NCAA Custo,ner Service Center at 877/544-2950 aud an agent will be able to assist you. Uploading the Request fumes for finalized cases may result 

in case processing delays. 

Please note this request program is not available for International, split file, or home school cases. Click here for complete details and 

instructions on the new request process. 

A~g 20 20~3 Academic Certification Processing Update 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications with a "Ready to Process-Final" date of August 8, 2013. The NCAA 

Eligibili~ Center plans to provide regular updates through Member Inslitulion Portal announcements to increase transparency and assist member 

inslitutionsinflle planning process. Plea~e note tbi~ processing date refem to mgular domestic ca~es only. International, bome school, and 

cg~es "Under Revietv" are excluded If you need assWtance with International, home school, or cases "Under Review," please contact the NCAA 

Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday. August 22, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~ug 2! ~0~3 Update Your Contact List 

It’s a new academic year and time to make sure your ins~titution’s Contact List is up to date. It is easy to update a~d maintain your NCAA Eligibility 

Center contacts by logging in to the Member Institution Portal. Frown the NCAA Eligibility Center page, select "Resources." From the drop-down boN 

click on "View/Update Contacts " Please make sure your contacts are correct and contain the current titles, e~nail addresses and phone numbers. 

This infom~ation is important to keep updated to ensure that those individuals on the Contact List can contact the NCAA Eligibility Center with 

questions regarding your prospective s~dent-athletes. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

finis er;sa~l v;as ser!t to: [He@~snc ed~ 

CJick I]~.[.@ t.o vie~e,’ our privacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(.@ncaa,org> 

Thursday. August 22, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcements g~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hottrs. 

Aug 21 20~3 Division I Scheduling Requirements tbr Individual Sports (I) 

Educa~fona] Column -- Division I Scheduling Requirements tbr Individual Spor~B (I) 

LSDBi Annotmcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click he:~e ~o be removed Dora this mailing iist. 

CHck I~j:.~ to view our pr~va,:y policy, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 22 20~3 Editolial Revision 2013-14 -- Playing and Practice Seasons - - Definitions and Applications - - T~outs - - Enrolled Students 

Division I institutions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2013-14) has been added to I,SDBi to clariI~ that the legislation applies to an enrolled 
student who is tDdng out for a team in the salne way that it applies to student-athletes generally. A student who is trying out must be eligible for practice 

mad the tryout may only occur during a permissible time based on the aclivities that will occur. The revision may be viewed via the Division I Proposa1 

Search Pa~e on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Aug 26 20~3 Providing Goodwill Packages to Visiting Teams (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Providin~ Goodwill Packages to Visiting Teams (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~ug 26 ~0~3 Academic Certitication Processing Update 

The NCAA Eligibility Ceuter is currently processing academic certifications with a "Ready to Process-Fi~]" date of August 13, 2013. The NCAA 

Eligibilit) Center plans to provide regular ulxtates through Me~nber Insfitufiou t ortal ~nouncements to increase transparency and assist ~nember 

ins~imtionsinthe planning process. Please note this processing date refem to mgular domestic cases only. International, home school, and 

cases "Under Review" are excluded If you need assistance with Intematioual, home school, or cases ’~Under Review," please contact the NCAA 

Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Pennission to Contact Four-Year College Prospective Student-Athlete After Commitment (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Permission to Contact Four-Year College Prospective Student-Athlete Atter Commitment (I) 

Reduction of Financial Aid (I) 

Staff Interpretati on - - Reduction of Financial Aid (I) 

Student-Athlete Entertainment in Conjunction with Representing fl~e Institution (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Student-Athlete Entertmmnent in Coniunction with Repre~nting the Inslitution (I) 

Definition of Organized Outside BasketbaJl Competition (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Definition of Organized Outside BasketbaJl Competition (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

finis ema~l was sent to: e(~5~snc ed~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

S~ ~ 20!3 AMA Interpretatious Line Opening at Noon Eastern Time Monday, September 9 

On Monday, September 9, the AMA interpretations line will open at noou Eastern time. 

S~ ~ ~0!3 Transportation on Iuitial Arrival for Summer Employment (I) 

StaB’Interpretation -- Transportation on Iuitial Arrival for Summer Employment (I) 

Enrolled Studeut Tryouts (I) 

Educational Column -- Enrolled Student Tryouts (I) 

I.SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Academic Certification Processing Ulxtate 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic cerlifications with a "Ready to Process- Fir~l" date of August 21, 2013. The NCAA 

Eligibility Ceuter plans to provide regular updates through Member Institution Portal armouncemeuts to increase tr~spareucy and assist member 

iustitutions iu the plarming process. Please note this processing date refers to regular domestic cases only. International, home school, and 

cases "Under Revietv" are excluded If you ueed assistance with Intemationdl, home school, or cases "Under Review," please contuct the NCAA 

Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

2013-14 New Legislation Timeline (I) 

The latest addition to the Rules Working Group toolkit is the 2013-14 New Legislation Timeline. The document outlines the NCAA’s t~edback 
opportunities and next steps for outstanding legislative issues. 

The RWG toolkit, housed on ncaa.org, provides Inember institutions resources including practical strategies, historical documents, news ~icles and 

Regiondl Rules plesentations to assist cm~puses with educational efforts related to new NCAA legislation and initiatives. 

S~p 05; 20~3 Training Expenses Authorized by the National Goveming Body (NGB) and GovermnentaJ Entities (I) 

Stall’Interpretation -- Trainin~ Expenses Authorized by the National Governing Body (NGB) and Governmental Entities (I) 

S~ 0~ 20!3 Member Institutions Providing Ex~nses tbr National Championship Even~B (I) 

Stalt’Interpretation -- Member Institutions t ro~ iding Expenses for National Chalnpionship Events (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Pertbrma~ce Program 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

S~O 09 20!3 NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program Data Due Six Weeks Following the Firs~t Day of Fall Clasps. 

Institutions oa-e reminded that the due date for lhe NCAA Division I Academic Perfomtance Program data [i.e., NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) and Academic Peffom~ance 

Census (APC)] is six weeks following the institution’s first day of IM1 classes. Each institution must submit its APR and APC data by the indicated due date m order to ensme all of its 

attdetics teams and smdent-attdetes will be eligible fbr postseason competition (e.g., NCAA championships, bowl games). An institution that has extenuating circ~startces it may request 

an extension of the sub~mssion deadline. 

t lease contact Maria DeJulio at md~julio(~caa.orgor Binh Nguyen at bnguyen(cgncaa.orgwith arty questions 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

S~ 09 20!3 Use of Service or Software that Converts Electronic Mail into a Text Message -- Sports Other Than Basketball (I) 

StaffInterpretation -- Use of Service or Software that Converks Electronic Mail into a Text Message -- Sports Other Than Basketball (I) 

S~ 09 ~0!3 On-Campus, In-Person Scouting of Opponents (I) 

S taB" Interpretation - - On- Campus, In- Person Scouting of Opponents (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~.@m~;,eeJu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

S~ !0 20!3 Academic Certification Processing Ulxtate 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic cerlifications with a "Ready to Process- Fir~l" date of August 24-26, 2013. The 

NCAA Eligibility Center plans to provide regulm updates through Member Institution t o(tal m~nouncements to increase transparency and assist 

member institutions in the pl~aning process. Please note this processing date refers to regular domestic coses only. International, hmne 

school, and cases "Under Revietv" are excladed If you need assistance with Intematioual, ho~ne school, or cases ’~Under t~_eview," please 

contact the NCPu\ Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

S~ !3 20!3 NCAA Eligibility Center Technical Issues 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently experiencing a technical issue prohibiting access to the majoriF of our case-specific documents. The NCAA 

IT temn is actively worldng on a resolution. We anticipate being back to full operations on Monday morning. Thank yoa for your anderstanding as we 

work through this issue. 

S~ !3 ~0!3 Academic Certifica~6on Processing Update 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications with a "Ready to Process- Final" date of August 30, 2013. The NCAA 

Eligibili .ty Center plans to provide regular updates through Member Institution Portal almouncements to increase transparency and assist melnber 

inslitutionsinthe plmming process. Please note this processing date refers to regular domestic cases only. International, home school, and 

cases "Under Review" are excluded If you need assistance with International, home school, or cases "Under Review," please contact the NCAA 

Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~ucs. 

S~ !3 20!3 AMA Interpretation I,ine -- New Hours of Operation 

As part of the continued transition to RSRO, beginning Monday, September 30, the hours of operation tbr the AMA Interpretation Line will be 1 p.m. 

to 5 p.m. (Eastern), Monday through Friday. The hours of operation will continue to be reduced throaghout the foJ1, and the line is scheduled to be 

discontinaed not later than the end of 2013. 

S~ !3 ~0!3 Member Institution Arranging liar Media Interviews with Prospective Student-Athletes Participating in Volunta~.., Summer Workonts Conducted by 
Strength and Conditioning Coach -- Basketball and Football (I) 

Styli’Interpretation -- Member Institution Alranging for Media Interviews with Prospective Student-Athletes Participating in Volnnt~-~" Snmlner 

Workoats Conducted by Strength and Conditioning Coach -- Basketball and Football (I) 

S~ !3 20!3 Fourth Season of Competition tbr a Nonqualiiier Who Receives an Initial-Eligibility WaJ~ver (I) 

Smtt’Interpretation -- Fourth Season of Competition for a Nonqualifier Who Receives an InitiaJ- Eligibilits~ Wa~ver (I) 

S~ !3 ~0!3 Recognition of Accomplishments in a Paxticular Contest or Event (I) 

St~B’Interpretation -- Recognition of Accomplishments in a Paxticular Contest or Event (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~.@m~;,eeJu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

S~O !6 20!3 NCAA Division I Men’s BasketbaJl Recruiting Model (I) 

Educational Colunm -- NCAA Division I Men’s BasketbaJl Recruitin~ Model (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ciicl,: h~.:~e to b~ removed flom dlis mailing 

Click ~.[.¢ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Academic Certification Processing Ulxtate 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic cerlifications with a "Ready to Process- Fir~l" date of September 11, 2013. The 

NCAA Eligibility Center plans to provide regulm updates through Member Institution t o(tal m~nouncements to increase transparency and assist 

member institutions in the pl~aning process. Please note this processing date refers to regular domestic coses only. International, hmne 

school, and cases "Under Revietv" are excladed If you need assistance with Intematioual, ho~ne school, or cases ’~Under t~_eview," please 

contact the NCPu\ Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Sub~ription to Recruiting or Scouting Services that Provide Oral Reports Related to Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 

Ol]ficial Interpretation -- Subscription to Recruitin~ or Scoutin~ Services that Provide Oral Rela~rts Related to Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 

AMA Interpretations Line Opening at Noon Easteru Time Wednesday, September 25 

On Wednesday, September 25, the AM_A interpretations line will open at noon Eastern time. 

Editorial Revision 2013-15-- Athletics Personnel-- Scouting of Opponents-- Exception-- Same Event at the Same Site 

Division I inslitufions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2013-15) has been added to LSDBi to clarify the intent of the NCAA Working Group 

on Collegiate Model -- Rules as it relates to the application of the exception to the ott’- campu~ in-person scouting prohibition. The revision may be 

viewed via the Division I Proposal Search Page on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

S~ 24 20!3 Academic Certification Processing Ulxtate 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic cerlifications with a "Ready to Process- Fir~l" date of September 16, 2013. The 

NCAA Eligibility Center plans to provide regulm updates through Member Institution t o(tal m~nouncements to increase transparency and assist 

member institutions in the pl~aning process. Please note this processing date refers to regular domestic coses only. International, hmne 

school, and cases "Under Reviet~" are excladed If you need assistance with Intematioual, ho~ne school, or cases ’~Under t~_eview," please 

contact the NCPu\ Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

S~ 26 20!3 Tool Tip: Video Presentation for Students and Parents 

Tool Tip: The NCAA Eligibility Center is excited to ol~r the high school comnmnity a 20-minute video presentation for students and parents. The 

presentation provides a wealth of iat’onnation about the acadetnic requiretnents to compete in NCAA Division I or II athletic~ as well as a walk- 

through of the registration and certification process. This video~ as well as the new h~itial-Eligibility Resource Index can be found on the High School 
Portal Resources page. View the presentation 

S~ 26 ~0!3 Academic Certifica~6on Processing Update 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing acadetnic ceNfications with a "Ready to Process-Final" date of September 22, 2013. The 

NCAA Eligibili~ Center plans to provide regnlax updates through Member Ins~titution 1~ ortal announcements to increase transparency and assist 

me~nber institutions in the plarming process. Please note this processing date refers to regular domestic cases only. International, home 

school, and cases "Under Revie~" are excladed If you need assistance with International, home school, or cases "Under Review," please 

contact the NCAA Customer Service Center. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Atmouncement Updates <newsDirect(.@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, September 28, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

S~ 27 20!3 DI SLR Approves Blanket Wmver tbr NCAA Bylaws 13.2.8 (lit~-threatening inju~ or illness) and 13.15.1 (prohibited expenses). 

NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Approves Blanket "~gaiver for NCAA Bylaws 13.2.8 (life-threatening injury or illness) and 13.15.1 

(prohibited expenses). September 27, 2013. The NCAA Division I Legislative Cotmcil Subcomlni~ee fbr Legislative Relief ~pproved a blm~et wmver to pem6t Division I insti~mtions and 

coldN-ence offices to provide a olte-time maximum donation of $100 to the support fired of ~tle daughter of longtilne women’s basketball official Bonita Spence, who passed away September 

15, 2013. In issuing tiffs waiver, ~dte subcommittee noted case precedent in wltich similm relief has previously been provided for individual conferences and institutions and noted the 

longstanding relationship tile deceased had with institutions mtd confelences. See Case No. 485250 in Requests/SellXRepoi~s Ordine via ~tle search tab. 

S~ 2~ 20!3 Coaching StaB’Member who is Parent. Sibling or Spouse of Participant in Contest Involving Future Opponent (I) 

StaffInterpretation -- Coaching StaffMember who is PaJcenk Sibling or Spouse of Participant in Contest Involving Future Opponent (I) 

Contact with a Prospective Student-Athlete who Re~ats Junior Year (I) 

StaffInterpretation -- Contact with a Prospective Student-Athlete who Repeats Junior Year (I) 

S~ 2~ 2~13 Expenses on Foreign Tour (I) 

StaB’Interpretation -- Expenses on Foreign Tour (I) 

S~p 27 2013 Institution’s Team Observing Opponent’s Competition (I) 

Stafi’Interpretation -- Institution’s Team Observing Opponent’s Competition (I) 

S~p 27; 20~3 Application of 30 Days of Coantable Activities within 42 Days Prior to First Contest -- Men’s Basketball (I) 

Stalt’Interpretation -- Application of 30 Days of Coantable Activities within 42 Days t rior to First Contest -- Men’s Basketball (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

CHck here to be :emove~ from th~s maHin£~ Hst, 

CIi~k ~.~L~ to v~ew our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Academic Certification Processing Ulxtate 

As the volume of caaes pending academic review decreases during this time of year, the current "Ready to Process-Final" date being processed tends 
) to change quickly and dynamicdlly. For that reason, the NCAA Eligibility Center will discontinue regular Member Insitution t ortal a~nouncements to 

provide tiffs iat’onnation. These mmouncements will be provided in the furore during peak processing times. 

about the program. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcements Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

$~ 30 2013 AMA Interpretations I,ine Opening at Noon Eastern Time Wednesday, October 2 

On Wednesday, October 2, the AMA interpretations line will open at noou Eastern time. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click I~j:.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

NCAA Eligibility Center Opening Late Wednesday 

The NCAA El~b~l~’ Center Customer Service Center will open at I p.m. ~edne~day, October 2, 2013, due to the NCAA’s Staff 
Appreciation ce~ebratio~. The websi~e ~d Mere bet Insti~nfion PortM ~411 rein Mn t~mct-ionM during ~he c~osnre, 

NCAA EligibiliV Cen’~r O~mng La’~ Wednes~y 

The NCAA EIi~ibili~, Center Cnstomer Service Center will open ~t 1 p.m. ~ednesday, October 2. 2013, dne to the N .A~ s Staff 

Appreciation celebration. The websi~e and Member Institution PortN will remain functional during the closure. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Prospective Student-Athletes Pa~icipating in Voluntaty Summer Workouts Conducted by Strength and Conditioning Coaches -- Four-YeaJ~ College 

Tra~st~rs and Institutions That Do Not Use the National Letter of Intent Program -- Basketball (I) 

OfficiaJ hiterpretalion -- Prospective Student-Athletes P~icipating in Voluntary Summer Workouts Conducted by Strength and Conditionina Coaches 

-- Four-Year College Transfers and Institutions That Do Not Use the National Letter of Intent l?rogrm~ -- Basketball (I) 

O~ 04i 2013 Prospective Student-Athletes Participating in Volunta~ Summer Workouts Conducted by Strength and Conditioning Coaches -- Four-Year College 

Transfers and Institutions That Do Not Use the National Letter of Intent Program -- Football (I) 

Officidl Interpretation -- 1~ rospective Student-Athletes 1~ a~icipating in Voluntal5 Sulnmer Workouts Conducted by Strength and Conditionin~ Coaches 

-- Four-Year College Transi~rs oa~d Institutions That Do Not Use the National Letter of Intent Program -- Football (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Expenses tbr a Student Athlete’s Parents to Attend A Media Activity (I) 

StaAt’Interpretation -- Expenses tbr a Student Athlete’s Parents to Attend A Media Activiw (I) 

0~[ 08i 2013 2013-14 NCAA Division I Legislative Proposals Question and Answer Document 

Click here liar a question a~d answer document related to the 2013-14 NCAA Divi sion I Legislative Prov~sals. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~..@m~;,e~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Chalk Talk Live with the NCAA Eligibility Center 

The next Chalk Talk with the NCAA Eligibility Center will be Thursday, October 24 at 4 p.m. Eastern time. This program will include a live 

p~esentalion by the High School Review team, and will include a live Q&A session a~er the presentation. This Chalk Talk will cover the following 

topics: 

Wednesday, October 09, 2013 

Nontraditional Conrses (i.e., credit recovery’ courses, high school transcript designations); 

AdulVNight/Altemative/Independent Stud~v courses; 

New School Review; 
General Information Related to Scholastic vs. Non-Scholastic Courses or Programs; and 

Technology Updates. 

The link to the presentation will be posted the week of October 21. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Contact with a Prospective Student-Athlete During Practice Associated with Competition (I) 

StaA][’Interpretation -- Contact with a Prospective Student-Athlete Durin~ Practice Associated with Competition (I) 

Stadent-Athlete Complimentary Admissions to Coaches or CVthers Involved with Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 

StaffInterpretation -- Student-Athlete Complimentaxy Admissions to Coaches or Others Involved with Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 

Recording Prospective Student-Athletes During Camp or Clinic PaNcipation (I) 

Educational Column -- Recording Prospective Student-Athletes During Camp or Clinic Parlicipation (I) 

I,SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

2013-14 Abridged NCAA Division I Manuals Avmlable 

Abridged Division I sport-specific and cons~timent- specific Manuals are available to download in PDF at www.ncaapublications.com. The abridged 

NCAA Division I Manuals contain key provisions of Division I legislation that me most likely to be accessed by those involved in a paxticular sport 

(e.g., coaches) or in paxticular institutional administrative positions (i.e., chancellors mad p~esidents, athletics directors and senior woman administrators, 

and faculty athletics ~epresentatives). 

LSDBi Announcelnent notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

O~tll 20~3 International Customer Service 15ne Closed Monday-Wednesday 

The international department customer service team will be attending a conference t?om Monday, October 14 through Wednesday, October 16. 

During this time, staff will respond as usua1 to em~fils sent to ec-intemational(~ncaa.or~. However; the phone lines will be closed, and will reopen 

Thursday, October 17. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click 13~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

NCAA Eligibility Center Cnstomer Service S urvey 

The NCAA Eligibility Center Cnstomer Service Snrvey was sent out Tuesday, October 15 via emml. If you did not receive the survey and would like 

to fill out the sui~zey, please read the following message and the link to the sui~zey is included. 

We invite you to pal~icipate in the NCAA Eligibility Center Cnstolner Service survey. Your feedback is very ilnporta~t as your comments will be used 

to evaJnate ~ld eithance the procedures and processes used in serving you, our customer. Your infoimation will be strictly anonymous. There will be no 

way to link your survey responses back to you or your institution. 

Your participation is voluntary-, and you need to m~swer only the questions that peltaJn to your experiences. The survey is a one-time snbmission and 

shonld take no longer than 20 minutes. If you receive the survey more than once, please complete it only one time per person. Please feel 

free to fonvard the survey to those on your campus who have worked with the NC~ Eligibility Center during the past calendar year. 

Please complete the survey no later than Friday~ November 1. If you have any questionsregarding the survey, please contact Annie Keams, NCAA 

research, at akearns(~ncaa.or~. 

You may access the suivey at the following link: 2013 NCAA Eli~ibili~" Center Survey 

Thank you for helping us serve you better. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Summer Terms liar Institutions without Traditional Terms of Enrollment to Satist~., 2-4 Transferable Degree Credit Requiremenks (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Summer Terms tbr Institutions without Traditional Terms of Enrollment to SatisI) 2-4 Transferable De~ree Credit 
Requirements (I) 

Application of 30 Days of Countable Activities within 42 Days Prior to First Contest -- Men’s Basketball (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Application of 30 Days of Countable Activities within 42 Davs Prior to First Contest -- Men’s Basketball (I) 

Awarding Athletics Aid to a Senior Prospective Student-Athlete who will Chaduate and Enroll IVlidyear (I) 

StaA][’Interpretation -- Awarding Athletics Aid to a Senior Prospective Student-Athlete who will Graduate and Enroll Midyea~ (I) 

I,SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

O~t 2! ~0~3 Seasons of Competition and Ba~med Drugs (I) 

EducationaJ~ Columu -- Seasons of Competition and Ba~med Dru~s (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click I~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

Chalk Talk Live with the NCAA Eligibility Center 

REMINDER: The next Chalk Talk with the NCAA Eligibility Center will be this Thursday, October 24 at 4 p.m. Eastern time. This program will 

include a live presentation by the High School Review team, and will include a live Q&A session a£ter the presentation. This Chalk Tg, k will cover the 

following topics: 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 

Nontraditional Conrses (i.e., credit recovery’ courses, high school transcript designations); 

AdulVNight/Altemative/Independent Stud~v courses; 

New School Review; 
General Information Related to Scholastic vs. Non-Scholastic Courses or Programs; and 

Technology Updates. 

The link to the presentation will be posted soon. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new iterns are posted to the announcernent page. 

This email was sent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

O~t2~ 20~3 October 2013 NCAA Division I Legislative Council Meeting Relx~rt is Available. 

Please click here lbr the report. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click I~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

Application of Disciplinary Suspension to C~aduate Transt~r Student-Athletes (I) 

Stalt’Interpretation -- Application of Disciplinary Suspension to Graduate Transt~r Student-Athletes (I) 

Editorial Revision 2013-16 -- Membership -- Cha~ge of Division Membership -- Timing of Monetaxy Distributions 

Division I ins~tu~ons should note that m~ editorial revision (ER-2013-16) has been added to LSDBi to cla~it) that a~ institution reclass@ing to Division 

I may begin to receive revenue distributions tbr sports sponsorship and grants-in-aid Mter its third academic yeax as an active Division I member. The 

revision may be viewed via the Division I Proposal Search Pa~e on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new iterns are posted to the announcernent page. 

This email was sent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

NCAA Eligibility Center Customer Service S urvey 

The NCAA Eligibility Center Customer Service Survey was sent out Tuesday, October 15 via emml. If you did not receive the survey and would like 

to fill out the sm~zey, please read the following message oa~d the link to the survey is included. The survey will close Friday, November 1. 

We invite you to pal~icipate in the NCAA Eligibility Center Custolner Service survey. Your feedback is very ilnporta~t as your comments will be used 

to evaJuate ~ld enhance the procedures and processes used in serving you, our customer. Your infoiInation will be strictly anonymous. There will be no 

way to link your survey responses back to you or your institution. 

Your participation is voluntary-, and you need to m~swer only the questions that peltaJn to your experiences. The survey is a one-time submission and 

should take no longer than 20 minutes. If you receive the survey more than once, please complete it only one time per person. Please feel 

free to fonvard the survey to those on your campus who have worked with the NC~ Eligibility Center during the past calendar year. 

Please complete the survey no later than Friday~ November 1. If you have any questionsregarding the survey, please contact Annie Keams, NCAA 

research, at akearns(~ncaa.or~. 

You may access the suivey at the following link: 2013 NCAA Eli~ibili~" Center Survey 

Thank you for helping us serve you better. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ g~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

20~3 October 2013 NCAA Division I B oaxd of Directors meeting report is available. 

Please click here lbr the report. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ciicl,: h~.:~e to b~ removed flom d’fis mailing 

Click ~.[.¢ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

N~v 0~i 2013 NCAA Eligibili~ Center ttoliday Closure 

The NCAA Eligibility Center will be closed for the Thanksgiving holiday Thursday, November 28 and Friday, November 29. Normal 
business hours will resume Monday, December 2. The website and Member Institution Portal will remain functional during this time. 

Did You Know? 

Summer school coursework taken after a prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school may be considered for inclusion in 
a preliminary academic review. Many high schools provide transcripts at the end of the regular school year. If you know a student 
has taken summer school coursework between the junior and senior year, please encourage him or her to ask the school to provide 
an updated transcript to the NCAA Eligibility Center. 

Early Academic QuaJifiers Research Project 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently conducting a research project related to cases which resulted in EAQ s~tus. During the review, the account 
status will reflect "In Process" on the Member Institution Portal and website. This review is for research purposes only and will not alter the case 

record, core-course grade-point average, number of core courses, or affect the prospective student-athlete’s elgibility in a~{y way. Cases 

should be released within two business days. 

Ndv 0~ 20{3 Tool Tip- Viewing Courses Used in a Certification 

Member institutions can view the courses used in a prospective student-athlete’s certification by running a report from the Search 
Student Details page. Clickthe link to find out how. Read More 

LSDBi Annotmcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

N6v 07i 2013 Men’s Basketball -- Individual Associated with a Prospective Student-Athlete (I) 

Educational Column -- Men’s BasketbaJJ - - Individual Associated with a Prospective Student-Athlete (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click I~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

N~v 08i 2013 Updated B asketball and Football Recrui ti ng Calendars AvailaNe (I) 

The Division I men’s a~d women’s basketball and tbotball recruitin~ calendars have been updated on the NCAA website based on legislation recently 

adopted by the Board of Directors. 

Nov08 20!~ Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee ~6r Legislative Relief Approves Blanket Waiver tbr NCAA Bylaw 13.17.8 (cross conntry). 

The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief approved a blanket waiver to permit Division I cross country coaches to attend 

and evaluate prospective student-athletes at the December 14, 2013, Foot Locker Cross Country National Championships. The Division I recruiting period 

legislation specifies that the recruiting quiet period begins the day after the second Sunday in December. In issuing this waiver, the subcommittee noted the 
U.S. Track and Field and Cross Country Coaches Association supports the waiver. The subcommittee also noted the event historically occurs the third 

Saturday after Thanksgiving and the date is typically permissible, except when Thanksgiving falls late in the month of November. Additionally, the NCAA 

Division I Men’s and Women’s Track and Field Committee is supportive of the waiver request for 2013, 2019 and 2028. See Case No. 489631 in RSRO via the 
search tab. 

LSDBi Announcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~..@m~;,e~u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

N6v 08i 2013 REMINDER: NLI Signing Nov. 13-20 

NLI signing dates are Nov 13-20. Please review updates tbr the 2013-14 siguing year and available resources here 
https:/iwebl .ncaa.org/ECMIPiexec/nliAction. This link can also be found by navigating to the Member Institution Portal Resources page, then NLI 

and NLI Resources. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

N6v ~4i 2013 Travel Expenses tbr Practice and Competition (I) 

Educational Column -- Travel Expenses tbr Practice and Competition (I) 

Subscribing to a Recruiting or Scouting Service (I) 

StaffInterpretation -- Subscribing to a Recruiting or Scouting Service (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~.@m~;,eeJu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

N~v l~i 2013 DI Subcommitlee for Legislative Relief Approves Blanket Waiver for NCAA Bylaw 17.1.1 (men’s golt) 

NC~ Division I LegMative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Rdief Approves Blanket Waiver for NCAA Bylaw 17.1.1 (men’s 
golD. November 1~, 2013. The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcomlnittee for Legislative Relief approved a blanket waiver to ollow 

Division I meffs golf s~dent-athletes to participate in the Sun Bowl Western Refining College All-America Golf Classic November 25-26, 2013. In 

issuing this w~ver, the subcommittee noted that although the tournmnent oigmiizer was notified in Decelnber 2012 that the tournament date would 

need to be rescheduled to allow student-athletes to p~icipate, the melnbership did not receive adequate notice regarding the imperniissibility of 
student-athletes to paxficipate in the event in time to allow institutions to adjust its declared playing and practice season. Fnrther, the subcommittee 

noted that the tonrnament organizer must reschedule the date of the tournament to be held during a permissible fime of year, mad the subcommittee 

reminded institutions that student-athletes may participate in the event only when conducted during the inslitution’s declared playing and practice 

season. Finally, the subcommittee noted that this is a one-time waiver and that future similar requests will be denied. See Case No. 519613 in 

Requests;Self-Reports Online (RSRO) via the search tab. 

N~v !5 20~3 2014 NCAA Division I Official Notice (I) 

The 2014 NCAA Division I Official Notice is now available to the membership on wvx~v.ncaa.org on the Legislative Actions and Issues page (click on 

the Governance tab and then on Legislative Actions and Issues) a~d at www.ncaapublications.com. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

N~v ~5i 2~3 NCAA Eligibility Center Inli~rmation Now Available on NFHS.org 

A link to the "NCAAiNAIAiNJCAA Eligibility Inform ation" is now live on www.nflas.om under Featured Items. Or click here tbr a direct link. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

N6v ~8i 2013 NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Recruiting Model (I) 

Educational Column -- NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball Recruitin~ Model (I) 

N~v 18 ~0~ Proposal No. 2013-1 Recruiting --Women’s Basketball Recruiting Model (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. 2013-1 Recruiting --Women’s Basketball Recruiting Model (I) 

LSDBi Announcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~.@m~;,eeJu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Scouting Restrictions not Applicable to Cont~rence or NCAA Championships (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Scoutin~ Restrictions not Applicable to Conference or NCAA Championships (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSD]3i A~mouncement Updates <newsDirec@nca~.org> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

N6v 24i 2013 Academic and Membership Alti~irs (AMA) Interpretations Phone I,ine 

The NCAA national oltice will be closed Tlmrsday, November 28 mad Friday, November 29. The AMA interpretations phone line will be unavailable 

on those dates. Normal business hours will resume Monday, December 2. 

Reqnests/Self-Reports Online Requests (RSRO) 

The NCAA national office will be closed Tlmrsday, November 28 and Friday, November 29. Normal business hours will resume Monday, December 

2. RSRO requests snbmitted atter 2 p.m. Wednesday, November 27 will be reviewed when the office reopens. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new iterns are posted to the announcernent page. 

This email was sent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

N~v ~5i 2~3 Updated PDF Version of Division I Manual Available 

An updated PDF version of the NCAA Division I Manual is available at www.ncaapublications.com. The updated version includes legislation that has 
been adopted or revised up through the October 30 Board of Directors meeting. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~02i20!3 NCAA Eligibility Center ttoliday Closure 

The NCAA Eligibility’ Center will be closed for the holidays beginning Monday, December 23, 2013, through VVednesday, January 1, 
2014. Normal business hours will resume Thursday, January 2, 2014, The website and Member Institution PoAal w~ll remain 
functio~N during tNs t~me. 

De~ 02 2013 NC~.org is Changing~ 

NC~&.org is Chml~g~ 

Jannary 1, 2014, NCAA.org will be new and improved. Here is what you can expect: Read More 

D~ 02; 20~3 Mid-Ye~x Enrollees 

As a reminder, providing a list of your Inid-year enrollees to ecinib@ncaa.org, will enable the NCAA Eligibility Center to prioritize these cases. If the 

prospecfive student-athlete is expected to travel or compete during the holiday break, include this informafion in your Inessage. Please encoarage mid- 

year enrollees to provide all test scores and transcripts from all high schools attended as soon aspossible to avoid delays once classes start. Read 

More 

De~ 02 2013 Urgent Academic Certification Request Program 

Academic ce(tifications for accoants on an active 1314 IRL are autolnafically placed in line for processing once the account is "Ready to Process- 

Final". "Ready to Process-Final" means all documents (i.e., final high school transcript, transcripts from all high schools attended, test scores, no 

outstanding academic task) have been received. Becanse academic certifications are processed automatically, in most cases, it should not be necessary 

to submit a request for the certification to be processed. However, should an expedited review be needed, the Academic Certification Request 

Program should be used to initiate the reqnest. As a reminder, the requesl program is not available for International, split file, or home school cases. 
Pleasc click here tbr complete details and instructions for the program. 

LSDBi Announcement noti:fications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

How to Navigate the NCAA Process Webcast Link 

We have been experiencing ~me technical difficulty with the link that was sent in the Member Institution Newsletter tbr the "How to Navigate the 
NCAA Process" webcast. If you wish to view the webcast, please use this ~ or access it from the High School Pol~J Resources page in the "Other 

Links" section. You can also find the PoweiPoint slides used for the presentation on the High School PortaJ Resources page. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Editolial Revision 2013-19 -- Recruiting -- Dead Period -- Exception -- After Commitment 

Division I institutions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2013-19) has been added to LSDBi to clarify that, consistent with the application of the 
definition of a prospective student-athlete, a prospective student-athlete who has signed a Nationed Letter of Intent or the inslitutioffs written offer of 

admission mid/or financial aid, or who has submitted a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission is no longer subject to the 

applicalion of dead periods. The revision ~nay be viewed via the Division I Proposal Search Pa~e on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ I~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

D~ 05; 2013 a. Student-Athletes Selling Items Received for Participation in Intercollegiate Athletics (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Student-Athletes Sellin~ Items Received tbr Participation in Intercollegiate Athletics (I) 

D~ 0~ 2013 "Friend" or "Follow" Requests on a Social Networking Site (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- "Friend" or "Follow" Requests on a Social Networking Site (I) 

Prospective Student-Athlete’s Prospect-Aged Sibling Receiving a Meal While Accompanying the Prospective Student-Athlete on an Official Visit (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Prospective Student-Athlete’s Prospect-Aged Sibling Receiving a Meal While Accompaa~ying the Prospective Student-Athlete on 

a~ Official Visit (I) 

D~ 0~ 20i3 Contact Reslrictions Prior to Camps or Clinics (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Contact Restrictions Prior to Camps or Clinics (I) 

o ) 2013 Subscription to Recruiting or Scouting Services that 1~ rovide Oral Reports Related to Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Subscription to Recruiting or Scouting Services that Provide Information Beyond Standaxdized Information Provided to All 

Subscribers (I) 

I,SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

D~ 10; 2013 NCAA Customer Service Center Meeting Closure 

The NCAA Customer Service Center will be closed ti:om 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Eastern time XYednesday, December 11 [br a staffhmcheon. The 

website s~d Mem~r Ins~itutior~ Portal will iemsSn tgnc~onat during this time. 

D~ 10 2013 IRL Placement 

As a reminder, to ensure your pros~ctive student-athletes am ceNfied in a timely maanec plea~ place all mid-year enrollees (i.e., those with a 

"winter/sprng 2014" enrollment period) on your active Institutional Request Lis~ (IRL) tbr the 1314 rec~ifing cycle. Similarly, plebe pl~e any 
pros~ctive s~dent-atNete that your insfi~tion is recruiting for the 2014-15 acade~nic year (i.e., tho~ with a "fall 2014" or "winter/spring 2015" 

enrollment period) on yoar active II~ for the 1415 recking cycle. The~ s~dents ~nay request final amateurism on or a~er April 1, 2014. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent to: i~@~c,~,~ 

CHck here to be :emove~ from th~s nnaHb~g Hst, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

D~ ! ! ~0!3 Editorial Revision 2013-20 -- Recruiting -- Definitious and Applications -- Dead Period -- Relocatiou of Specific Provisious 

Division I institutions should note that an editoriaJ~ revision (ER-2013-20) has been added to I,SDBi to move specific provisions related to the 

application of a dead period to more appropriate and logicdt bylaws. The revision may be viewed via the Division I Proposal Search Page on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

D~ !! ~0!3 NCAA Eligibility Center All-StaB’Event 

The NCAA Cuakm~er Service Cer~ter and NCAA Eligibility Ce~ter will clo~ at 3 p,m. Eastena tithe M~mday, Dece~nber ] 6 tbr an all- ~affevenL 

The websi~ and Mem[~r Ins~tu~on Poi~at wit~ ~emain ~imcfional du~ing t[~s time. 

LSDBi Annotmcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the anno~cement page. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

D~ !~ ~0!3 AMA Interpretations Phone Line Closed at 3 p.m. Eastern time December 16 tbr NCAA All-StaffEvent 

The AMA interpretations phone line will close at 3 p.m. Eastern time Monday, December 16. Normal hours will resume December 17. 

D~ !2 2013 In-Person Contact with Prospective Smdem-Athlete During Football Bowl Subdivision December or January Dead Period After Commitment (I) 

Staff’Interpretation -- In-Person Contact with Prospective Student-Athlete During Football Bowl Subdivision December or Jmmary Dead Period After 

Commitment (I) 

D~ 12 20~3 In-Person Contact with Football Prospective Student-Athlete Participating in All-Star Contest After Commitment (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- In-Person Contact with Football Prospective Student-Athlete Paxticipafing in All- Stax Contest After Commitment (I) 

I,SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

D~ !3 ~0!3 Updated ePub and PDF Versions of Division I Manual A~mlable 

Updated ePub and PDF versions of the NCAA Division I ManuaJ axe available at www.ncuapublications.com. The updated versions include 

legislation that has been adopted or ~evised up through the October 30 Bored of Directors ~neeting. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Pertbrmance Program 

~ LSDBi Announcements g~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

rtoliday Closure 
The NCAA will be closed tbr the holidays ti~m Monday, December 23, 2013, through ~ edne~ay, Januaxy 1, 2014. N( nnal business hours will 
resume Thursday, January 2, 2014. 

Those institutions in need of emergency assistance on issues that must be resolved prior to the office re-opening in the oxeas of interpretations, student- 

athlete acadelnic w~vers (including two-ye~:r waivers), Subcommittee or Comlnittee for Legislative Relief w~vers or s~mdent-athlete reins~tement 

(pending competition) should call the institutional line (317/917-6003) and follow the prompts to leave a message for the specific topic area noted 

above. Please leave your name, position, inslittNon or conference affiliation, contact number, the nature and urgency of the request and someone from 

the s~ffmll contact you mthin 24 hours. 

Institutions in need of assis~nce with initial-eligibility issnes, including ini~fal- eligibiliF waiver~ should call the NCAA Eligibility Center at 877/544- 

2950. 

LSDBi Announcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~.@m~;,eeJu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Aimouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I I ,egisla~,~ve 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Division I Legislative Initiatives Toolkit Update (I) 

A powerpo]nt and a pdf document has been tx~sted in the Division I Legislative Initiatives toolkit tbr use on campus in education eflbrts regaxding the 

Division I football and basketball legislation that was adopted in October 2013. 

LSDBi Annotmcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Crick ~#.t2A t.o view our Dr va,:v policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjea: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates ~newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Dec I9 20!3 Updated 2014 NCAA Divisiou I Official Notice and Q & A Document (I) 

The 2014 NCAA Division I OtlicM Notice aM legislation Q & A document have been updated m~d are avaJlable m the membership on 

vwwv.ncaa.org on the Legislative Actions and Issues page (click on the Governance tab aud then on Legislative Actions and Issues). ’][’he Official 

Notice is also available at u~,.ucaapublications.com. 

LSDBi Announcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

700 W. Washington Street, ~ndier~aDoiis, IN 46206 

Click I~.~2.~ to view our privacy policy, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, December 21, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

D~ 20~ ~0!3 ~ a3vers my( lying NCAA Dw~slon I Proposal No. 2013-34 Recruiting -- Recruiting Ca3endars -- December Dead Period Through AFCA Convention 

-- Bowl Subdivision Football (I) 

The academic and membership M’fairs staffhas received inquiries regarding relief from the application of the recently adopted Proposa~ No. 2013-34, 

dead Nriod legislation for FBS institutions. For institutions seeldng relief concerning official visits in January in which arrangements with prospective 

student-athletes’ t:axnilies were finalized prior to the adoption of the proposal please submit a legislative ~elief waiver request in the Requesi!Self- 

Reports Online (RSRO) system and a member of the legislative relief temn (LRT) will review your institution’s request. If you have any specific 

questions concerning the waiver request, please call the LRT hotline at 317-917-6144!~}and a member of our staff will assisl you as soon as possible. 

De~ 2~ 2013 Institution Providing Expenses for a High School to Send Transcripts to the NCAA Eligibili~" Center (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Institution Providing Expenses for a High School to Send Transcripts to the NCAA Eligibility Center (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

CHck here to be :emove~ from th~s nnaHi:~g Hst, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, Januao~ 4, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Jan uary 2014 Member Institution Newsletter Available 

The December 2013 Member Institution Newsletter is now available. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ciicl,: h~.:~e to b~ removed flom d’fis mailing 

Click ~.[.¢ to view our privacy policy, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

J~07 20~ Midyeax Enrollees 

The NCAA Eligibility Center staffwill priorit~e midyear enrollees and all "Ready- to- Process-FinaY’ cases once the national once re-opens. If you have 

not already done so, please provide a list of the midyeox enrollees who will need an acadelnic certification to the NCAA Eligibility. Center via elnail at 

ecinfo(~ncaa.olg. This mailbox is reviewed regulmly. Additionally. once the office re-opens, staffwill again process requests sublnitted through the 

Academic Certification Request Program. Please note that as a result of the weather, regular mail delivery and processing (including courier delivered 

m~l), faxed documentation review and other emo~l processing has been impacted. However, the NCAA Eligibility Center staffwill make every efib(t to 
return to normal seladce siandards once the office is open and regular staNng is resumed. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

finis ema~l was sent to: [He@~snc ed~ 

Click ~.L~L9 to be !emoved from this mailing list. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, Januao~ 11, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu.* 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

J~10 20~ Application of Two-Year College Transl~r Rules to a NonquaJitier Who Received a Fully Approved Initial-Eligibility Waiver (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Application of Two-Year College Transfer Rules to a Nonquali~er Who Received a Fully Approved InitiaJ- Eli~ibilits, Waiver (I) 

!~ !0i 201~ Elimination or Reduction of Recruiting Restrictions Aiier Commitment (I) 

Ol][icial Interpretation -- Elimination or Reduction of Recruiting Restrictions After Commitment (I) 

Application of Disciplinazy Suspension to Graduate Transfer Student-Athletes (I) 

Otficial Interpretation -- Application of Disciplina .ry Suspension to Graduate Transfer Student-Athletes (I) 

Student-Athletes Selling Items Received for PaNcipation in Intercollegiate Athletics (I) 

Olt]cial Interpretation -- Student-Athletes Selling Items Received for Participation in Intercollegiate Athletics (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

finis ema~l was sent to: e(~5~sne ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

.1~ 1 ~ 20~ a. Subscription to Recruiting or Scouting Services that Provide Information Beyond StandaJcdized Inlimnation Provided to All Subscribers (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Subscription to Recruiting or Scoutin~ Services that Provide Information Beyond Standm’dized Intbrmation Provided to All 
Subscribers (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, Jannary 17, 2014 9:30 AIVI 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

.1~ 16 20~ January 2014 NCAA Division I Legislative Conncil Meeting Retx~rt and Attachments 

The report and attachmenks tbr the NCAA Division I Legislative Council Jamtarv 2014 meeting are awfilable here. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ciicl,: h~.:~e to b~ removed flom d’fis mailing 

Click ~.[.¢ to view our privacy policy, 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(.@ncaa.org> 

Friday, Jannary 17, 2014 9:30 AIVI 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ ~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

J~16 20~ Guide to International Academic Standards Updated 

The Guide to International Academic Standards lbr Aflfletics Eligibility has been updated and is available on NCAApublicafions.com. 

LSDBi Anno~mcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click he:~e ~o be removed hom this mailing iist. 

CHck I~j:.~ to view our pr~va,:y policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, Januao~ 18, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

Division I Legislative Council S ubcommittee [br Legislative Relief Approves Blanket Waiver for NCAA Bylaw 20.9.8.1 (Basketball). Januau 17, 

2014. 

’][’he NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief approved a blanket wa),ver to allow Division I institutions that g, ready 

scheduled more than four basketb~J,1 contests during the 2013-14 acadetnic yem against inslitutions that are not metnbers of Division I to exceed the 

four-game legislated limit. In issuing this waiver, the subcommittee noted that institutions in year one of reclassifying to Division I me~nbership are 

permitted by Division I coa[erences to compete against conference members, with the contests counting toward basketball teams’ Ratings Percentage 

Index. The subcommittee also noted the widespread misapplication of the legislation by Division I membership, and that conferences and institutions 

becmne aware of the potential conflict during the 2013-14 basketball ,season. Inslitutions that exceed the four-game limit would be subject to restricted 

membership. Given the timing, institutions would either have to forfeit contests to avoid violating the legislation, or knowingly violate the legislation mad 

request a waiver from the Administration Cabinet after the season concludes. Finally, the subcommittee noted that the waiver applies only to those 
institutions that already had scheduled more than four basketball contests against institutions that are not members of Division I, a~d men’s and women’s 

basketball teams may not exceed the maximum number of institutional contests. The wmver is a one-time request, future similar requests may be denied 

a~d conferences and institutions must educate insti tuff onal staB" on the legislation in question. S ee Case No. 571791 i n Reque sls, Self- Reports Online 

(RSRO) via the sea~-ch tab. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new iterns are posted to the announcernent page. 

This email was sent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(,@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, Januao~ 25, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Inti~actions 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

J~2~ 20~ The "6ming of the enforcement statics decision tbr an ins’ftution’s Seconda~, Level III violafion report is impacted by multiple factors 

The entbrcement staffconfinues to be receiving membership feedback regarding RSRO, as well as addressing functionality with the correction of system 
bugs, providing education and assistance to users during the submission process and moving fora,md with the development of system enhancements. At 

the same time, the enforcement staffcontinues to process self-repo(ts within RSRO as received by the membership. Our goal is to process cases as 

quickly and el:’ficiently as possible. Our review and the time period between submission and completion ~xe impacted by several factors beyond the use 

of a new online reporting system. These factors include recognition of the volulne and timing of sublnissions by Inember institutions as the enforcement 
staffreceives more than 4,000 Secondary/Level III cases annually, with a larger percentage of these self-reports ~ceived during the beginning of each 

academic year. In addition, reaching a decision involves a thorough assessment of the circumstances to ensure the case is appropriately identified as 

SecondaD~/Level III and might involve follow up with the institution for clarification of and/or additional information, possible review by other 

enforcement stalt’members based on the involved bylaw, sport or ongoing enforcement investigations related to possible Major/Level I or II violations, 
as well as consideration of the status of any related reinstatement cases. Collectively, these factors as well as others play a role in the timing of a 

decision. 

Regardless of the transition to RSRO, as in the past, if an institution needs additional assistance or has questions regarding a self-report, please continue 

to com,nunicate with a member of the SecondaW, Level Ill enforcement stalt~ These requests for assistance can be submitted through rsro@ncaa.org or 

by directly contacting the enforcement staff: 

Reporting a Secondary/Level III Violation and a Stadent-Athlete Reinstatement Request in Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO) Requires Submission 

of Two 

Wben an institution discovers circumstances that impact a prospective or cun~ntl? - enrolled student- athlete s eligibilit}, in most cases the institution mus~ 

also report a secondary violation (or Level III violation in Division I) in conjunction with seeking reinstatement for an involved individual Within RSRO, 

this requires an institution to complete and submit both a reinstatement requesnt and a violation repo~nt. 

We encourage institutions to begin with the student-athlete reinstatement request as this may involve time-sensitive issues. Within Step Two of the 

Student-Athlete Reinstatement (SAR) request an ins*itufion will be asked if they need to report an NCAA Secondary/Level III violation. In most cases. 

the institution should answer "Yes" and complete the reinstatement request Answering "Yes" to this question will prompt RSRO to create the "related" 
Secondary/Level III violation report. After completing mad submitting the SAR request, a message will appear on the institution’s screen indicating the 

SAR request has been successfully submitted and the related SecondaryiI,evel III violation report is avaJ~lable and ready for completion and submission 

by the institufion to the NCAA entbrcement stale 

This related Seconda .ryiLevel III violation repo(t will prepopulate with common responses from the SAR request The institution should complete any 

re,naining questions as soon as possible. If the institution does not SUBMIT and sign the related Seconda~’/Level Ill repo(t, it will remain on the 

institution’s home screen as "saved" or "awaiting signatures" and the eat’orce,nent staff will be unable to process the violation. 

J~2~ 201~ Enhancements Involving Cont~rence Ability To Edit Secondary/Level III Self-Reports within RSRO (All Divisions) mad Level IV Violation Application 

(Division I Only) 

The enforcement staff is excited to report that b, vo significant membership requested e~thancements to the Secondmy/Level III self-report application are 

in the works and should be available within the coming months. Specifically, conferences will have the abili .ly to edit a member institution’s self-report 

within the RSRO system. In addition, specific to Division I only, the enforcement staff is continuing to develop a Level IV application to be ,nade 
available within the RSRO system. Please watch for future announcements related to these and other enhancements. 

LSDBi Announcelnent notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, Februaw 1, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

J~31 20~ High School Outreach Update 

As pa(t of the NCAA Eligibility Centets continuing outreach and edncution ett~rts, its staff has made direct phone contact with high school 

administrators at more thmi 5,000 high schools in a concentrated ettbrt to provide infoimation reg~Jcding the NCAA Division I Initial- EligibiliF 

Standards~ which go into effect in 2016. ’][’he NCAA Eligibility Center is excited about the response mid feedhack it has received as a result of this 

ontboand phone camp~gn that began in October 2013. During these call~, school administrators are also encoamged to maJ~ntain their List of NCAA 

Coarses and are directed to the Inany resources available to them and prospective student-athletes on the High School PortaJ and the NCAA Eligibili~ 

Center website. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

finis ema~l was sent to: e(~5~snc ed~ 

(2:lick ~.L~.29 to be !em,:~ve.:’: from this mailing list. 

Click I~.[.~ Lo vie*e,’ our pdvac’! policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~ucs. 

~ ~ 20!~ Amateurism Certitication Updates 

Be sure to read these important amateuri sm certification updates that were provided in this month’s Member Institution Newsletter to ensure your 
prospective student-athletes me on the right path. Read More 

E~b~; 201~ NCAA National Office Closing Early 

The NCAA national oilice ~nd NCAA Eli~bili~ Center will be closing today at 3 p.nL E~stern time due to inclement weafl~er. The 

Mem~r Ins~titWtion Po~l and website will remain tgnctional during this time. This notice will ~ u~d wi~ any tgrther intb~afion as it ~comes 

avMable. 

~b ~ 201~ Po~l ENhancement 

The NC~ Eligibihty Cen~r is plea~d R~ announce another enhancement to ~e Member Institution Por~l. In oNer to improve the transparency 

regmding where a ca~ s~nds within the academic cegification process, ~vo new s~a~s designations, in addition to ~e cm~nt "~ Process" and 

"Under Review "sta~s designations, will appear under the "Academic CeW’ colu,nn of the S~dent DeVils Re~rt Nge. The gvo new s~s 

designations axe "Secondary Review" and "HS Decision Pend~g". Click here for additional information and a description of each stores. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

~b 07 20!~ Institution Providing Expenses to Related to Delive~ of a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Transcript and Test Score (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Institution Providin~ Expenses to Related to Delivery of a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Tra~ascript and Test Score (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Yhi5 email w~:s sent by : "~’h~ Nationml Coll~imte &~.bte~.i~ A~o~i,~.ion 

Click he:~e to b~ removed ~rom d’fis mailing 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, February. 11, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

F~b 10 201~ Academic Certification Reqnest Program 

As a reminder, should an expedited tinal academic review be needed, the Academic Certification Request Program may be used to initiate the request. 

The request program is not available for Intemationdl, split file, or home school cases. Please click here for complete details ~ld inslructions for the 

progrmn. 

Web Application Maintenance 

Maintenance will be pertbnned on the NCAA’s Web Application servers the morning of Feb 16. This outage will start at 12:01 a.m. Eastern time and 

end between 10 a.m. and noon Feb. 16 (Saturday midnight thin noon Sunday). This outage will only alt’ect custom-written Web Applications. (RSRO, 

NCAA Eligibility Center’s Me~nber Institution Portal LSDBi, etc.) This will not affect NCAA.o~g. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent to: i~@~c,~,~ 

CHck here to be :emove~ from th~s nnaHb~g Hst, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

F~b l0 201~ Electronic Transmission~ Social Media Plattbmas and Recruiting (I) 

Educational Colunm -- Electronic Transmissions. Social Media Plattbnns and Recruitin~ (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click I~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Am~ouucement Updates <uewsDirecg,@ncaa,org> 

Thursday, Febma~ 13, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

E~b 12 201~ Football OtficM Visits -- Meals aud Lodging of Prospect-Aged Siblings (I) 

Educational Col unm -- Football OtficiaJ Visits -- Meals a~ad Lodging of Prospect-A~ed Siblings (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click he:~e to b~ removed hom d’fis mailing iist. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

F~b 13 201~ NCAA Division I Football Summer Aflaletics Activities (I) 

Educational Colunm -- NCAA Division I FootbaJl Summer Athletics Activities (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click I~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, Februa~ 15, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

F~ !~ 20!~ Ulxtated PDF Version of Division I Manual AvaSdable 

An ulxtated PDF version of the NCAA Division I Manual is available at www.ncaapublications.com. The updated version inclndes legislation with an 

immediate effeclive date that has been adopted or revised up through the January 18 Board of Directors meeting. 

National Office Closing at 3:30 p.m. 

The NCAA national office and NCAA Eligibility Center will be closing today at 3:30 p.m. Eastern time due to inclement weather. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, Febma~ 20, 2014 9:30 AIM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

F~b 19 201~ Student Status Ret~rence Guide 

A Student Status Ret~rence Guide is now avmlable on the Member Institution Portal Resources page. This document provides the status displayed on a 
student’s account as well as a description of the status. It will soon be added to the student resources page at ~v.eli~ibili~center.org. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Pertbrmance Program 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

E~b 27 201~ GrMuation Rates Data Collection Portal is Now Available 

The Graduation Rates Data Collection Portal is now available. As a reminder, submission of the NCAA Division I Graduation Success Rate (GSR) 
and Federal Gradualion Rate data is due to the NCAA by June 1. An instittuion that t:ails to submit the GSR and Federal Graduation Rate data by the 

indicated due date will render all of its institulion’s athletics teams a~d student-athletes ineligible for postseason cotnpetition (e.g., NCAA 

championships, bowl games). If an institution has extenuating circumstances, it may request an extension of the submission deadline. 

Please direct inquiries regarding the GSR and Federal Graduation Rate to: 

Maria DeJulio 

913/’397-7668 

mdej ulio@ncaa.org 

Anne Rohlman 

317/917-6748 

arohlmaa~(~ncaa.org 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new iterns are posted to the announcernent page. 

This email was sent 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Use of an Institution’s Facilities for Physical Activities by a Group that Includes Prospective Studeut-Athletes (I) 

StaffInterpretation -- Use of an Institution’s Facilities tbr Physical Activities by a Group that Includes Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 

Conference Championship in the First-Half-of-Season Calculation for t tardship Waivers in Team Stx~rts (I) 

StaB’Interpretation -- Conference Championship in the First- t Ialf-of- Season Calculation for Hardship Waivers in Team Sports (I) 

DepmCure for Foreign Tour Competition Prior to an Official Vacation Period (I) 

StaffInterpretation -- Depexture for Foreign Tour Competition Prior to an Official Vacation Period (I) 

I,SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

March 2014 Member Institution Newsletter A vaJ, lable 

The March 2014 Member Institution Newsletter is now available. 

Registration for the 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars is Now Open 

The 2014 Regional Rules Seminars will take place May 20-23 in Atlanta, Geo~ia at the Atlm~ta Omni CNN Center and June 3-6 in San Diego, 

California at the Manchester Grant Hyatt-San Diego. The schedule and session descriptions axe available through the registra~on system and on the 

Regional Rules Seminars Web page. Click here to be redirected to the Regional Rules Seminars Web page for the registration system m~d other 
information pertaining to the se~nin~xs. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new iterns are posted to the announcernent page. 

This email was sent 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Almouncement Updates <newsDirect(,@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Registration tbr the 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars is Now Open 

The 2014 Regional Rules Seminars will take place May 20-23 in Atlanta, Georgia at the Atla~ta Omni CNN Center and June 3-6 in San Diego, 

California at the Manches~ter Giant Hyatt- San Diego. The schedule and session descriptions ~:re available through the regis~tralion sys~teln and on the 

Regional Rules Seminars Web page. Click here to be redirected to the Regional Rules Seminars Web page for the registration system mad other 

information pertaining to the seminm~. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

M~ 0~ 201~ Academic Certification Request Progra~n 

The process for submitting an urgent or standard academic certification request using the Academic Certitication Request Progra~n has changed. 

Ett}ctive i,nmediately, it is no longer necessaq~ to complete and save individual fom~s and upload through the "Upload Documents" feature. Please 

follow the insurrections in the link above to access the new online submission. 

LSDBi Annotmcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Did You Know? 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is open to receiving feedback on its processes or case managemem in general via ecinfo,~+~ncaa.or~ (per the policy posted 

on the Member Ins~titution Portal). In response to the iegulatory review, it was recommended that the NCAA Eligibility Center remind the membership 

of its options ibr providing i~edback all through the year, not just during the ammal survey time 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Updated Divisiou I Legislative Propo~ls Questiou and Answer Document Available 

The Division I Legislative Proposal s Questiou and Answer Document has been updated to include only those proposals that remain in the 2013-14 

legislative cycle and will be reviewed by the Division I Legislative Council during its April 15 tneeting. The document is posted on the Legislative 

Actions and Issues page. 

I,eadership Training and Teambuilding Activities with Physical Componen~s (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- I,eadership Training and Teambuilding Ac~6 vi~6 es with Physical Components (I) 

Contact ~vifl~ a Committed Prospective Student-Athlete at His or tter Educational Iustitution (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Contact with a Committed Prospective Student-Athlete at His or t ter Educational Institution (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Ma~ 07 20!~ Leadership Training and Teambuilding Activities with PhysicaJ Comlxments (I) 

Educational Column -- Leadership Training and Teambuildin~ Activities wifla Physical Components (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click I~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

M~ !0 20!~ Legisla’dve Initiatives Toolkit (I) 

Spring Vacation Reminders hmze been posted. The Legislative Initiatives Toolkit contains educational resources tbr use on campus. The toolkit cm~ be 

found under the Resources Tab of the Division I page on v~vw.ncaa.o£g or at the link htip:/Tvwvw.ncaa.org/govemance/working-gmups/legislative- 

initialives- toolldt. 

LSDBi Annotmcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click I~#.~2.~ to view our privacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(.@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcements [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

M~ 11 201~ Reminder to Send Transcripts tbr NLI Students 

During the coming month~ the NCAA Eligibility Center will process as many preliminary evaluations as possible, including students who have signed a 
National Letter of Intent. Please encourage your prospective student-athletes to respond prolnptly to any academic tasks that are assigned after a 
preliminary, acadmnic review. Once the task is completed and the requested information is received, these cases go back in line for review with the new 
infol:mation. It is ilnportant for the student to complete any open academic tasks that do not specifically state "this task will be autolnatically be Inarked 
complete" as an open academic task will keep the account from going "Ready-to-Process- tSeliln." 

M~! 1~ 201~ IRL Management 

As a reminder, please deactivate prospective student-athletes you are not actively recruiting or were on your 1314 Ins’titutional Request List (IRL) but 
did not attend your institution. An active IRL is an indication that you want an academic or mnateurism certification performed. This means that 
resources may be directed to continue investigation and research to complete cases even though you axe no longer interested in a decision. Maintaining 
your IRL and deactivating any prospective student- athletes no longer being recruited allows the NCAA Eligibility Center to review only those cases 
which are lruly important. 

I.SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Proposed Amendment to Proposal No. 2013-17 Available for Review on LSDBi 

A proposed amendment to NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2013-17 (Proposal No. 2013-17-1) is available for membership review on LSDBi. The 
mnendtnent will be reviewed by the NCAA Division I Legislative Council during its April 15 meeling. 

Recruiting or Scouting Services Subject to Approval in Basketball and Football (I) 

Educational Column -- Recruiting or Scouting Services Subiect to Approval in Basketball and Football (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

M~ 12 201~ New Task Assignment - No List of NCAA Courses 

Beginning Maxch 13, 2014, the NCAA Eligibility Center s~aff will assign m~ academic ~sk (wording below) to students who have attended a ~hool or 
program that does not have a List of NCAA Courses. This task will re,nain open until the school review is completed. ’][’his task will be closed by the 

NCAA Eligibility Center once the school is approved and has a List of NCAA Courses, the school or program has been dee,ned to be not approved, 

or if it is determined the coursework fro,n the school or progrmn is not necessaW in o~ter for the prospective s~dent-athlete to meet the initial- 

eligibility requirements (including automatic waivers). 

Cases ruth this task assigned will no longer reflect a s~atas of"HS Decision Pending" in the Academic Certification field. As a reminder, open 

academic tasks will prevent a prospective student-athlete’s account from being "Ready-to-Process." Also, as a reminder, any open academic task 

which does not specifically s~te "This task will be completed by NCAA staff’ must be completed or closed by the prospective student-athlete once 

he or she has submitted the intbrmation or documentation. Cases reviewed prior to Maxch 13 with the status of"ttS Decision Pending" will be 

reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine if the task should be assigned. Please note, this may or may not mean that a review of the school or 

program is already in process. For information about the status of schools in tbe review process, please click here tbr instructions on checking the 

status of a school during the new school review process. 

Below is the content in the task em~l: 

You have completed courses at a school which has’ not been reviewed and thereJbre does not have an approved List of N, C~,L4 Courses. 

Please contact a school administrator at xxxx to determine the status of the review process. If they have not begun the process or need 

additional inforTnation, please encourage an administrator from this school to contact the NCAA Eligibility Center as soon aspossible. The 

review of your certification may be delayed pending a decision regarding this school. This task will be completed by NCAA staff upon 

completion of the review of the school. 

I,SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

M~ !7 20!~ Imv~rtaa~t Inibmmtion from NCAA Communications, AMA, and the NCAA Eligibility Center 

In an eiti~rt to continue our Association-wide ellbr’B to commnnicate the new NCAA Division I initial-eligibility standaxds effective tbr the high ~hool 

class of 2016, a new educational campaign will launch this week in conjunction with the NCAA Division I men’s basketball tournament. 

Please read here for additional infomiation. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

M~ 17 201~ Institution’s Team Observing Opponent’s Competition (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Institution’s Team Observin~ Oprxment’s Competition (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

M~ 18 201~ Annual Membership Survey Results Now Available 

Thank you for your responses to the 2013 NCAA Eligibility Center Survey. We were pleased with the number of responses received and greatly 

appreciate the feedback. Click here to find a sulnmaiy of the results and planned/ongoing initiatives o~med at addressing many of the topics raised this 

year. 

As always, the NCAA Eligibili .ty Cemer’s dedicated membership line is 877/’544-2950 should you have questions related to specific initial eligibility- 
related topics. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

M~ 19 201~ Conditioning and Expends Outside the Playiug Season (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Conditionin~ and Expends Outside the Playin~ Season (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Talking Bench 

With the launch of the ’T’,flldng Bench’ campaign this week, we would like to encourage member institutions to actively promote the (a)Talkin~Bench 
twitter account through your own twitter accounts. In an effort to create some Bench-buzz around the first weekend of M~Jcch Madness, please use the 

hashtag NoGradesNoPlay (/~NoGradesNoPlay) in your eliNbility-related or referral posts. Thanks for your help in getting the message out about our 

new NCAA Division I initial-eligibility stmadmds! 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

M~ 2~ 20!~ Vi sibiliW to Avchived ttigh School Co urse Titles 

Begim~ing Wednesday, March 26, member inslitufions will have visibility to a prospective student-athlete’s archived high school courses. Read More 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click he:~e to b~ removed flom d’fis mailing 

Click I~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates ~newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announceraen, ts Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Tool Tip - Matriculation Letters 

If you are receiving an error message that reads "Must convert to PDF" when attempting to upload a Matriculation I,etter, it is most likely caused by 

using the Firefox web browser. If you receive this error message, please retlS: your upload using either Internet Explorer, Google Chrome or another 

web browser other than Firefox. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Almouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

M~ 28 201~ Use of Advanced Placement Credit aJ~d Credit ti~om Other Institutions to Meet Progress-Toward-Degree Requirements (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Use of Advanced Placement Credit and Credit t?om Other Institutions to Meet Pro~ress-Toward-De~ree Requirements (I) 

Stx~rts Other Than Basketball -- Student-Athlete Counting in Outside Team Numerical Limitations (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Sports (Yther Than Basketball -- Student-Athlete Counting in Outside Team Numerical Limitatious (I) 

IVI~ 28i 20i~ Use of an Institution’s Facilities for Physical Activities by a Group that Includes Prospective Student-Athletes (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Use of an Iustitution’s Facilities for Physical Activities bv a Group that Includes Prospective Studeut-Athletes (I) 

I,SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(,@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Final Amateurism Certitication Reques~t Avafilable 

Fall 2014 enrollees can now ma]~e the reqnest lbr their final amatenfism certification. Remember, the NCAA Eligibility Center processes amateurism 

cases based on enrollment date. 

Prior to the final amateuris,n request, please remind your fall e,~collees of the following: 

Wednesday, April 02, 2014 

Be snre information in the registration is accurate (i.e., email, date of birth, emollment period); 
Be snre to enter all sports that need an amatenfism certification; 
Be sure to enter any previous colleges or universities attended (trader the 
education tab); and 
Be sure to complete aJ, l tasks (especially academic). 

Tutorials on how to request final amatearisln certification are available on both the Member Institution Portal Resources page mid the student 
Resources page (u~,.eligibilitycenter.org). 

You can view the email address for a prospective student-athlete on the "PSA Detail Report" page of the Member Institution Portal. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Cl~ck ~).@.;2£~ to be removed from th~s 

Click [2.@L~ to view our privacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Recruiting and Eligibility - - Four-Year Prospective Student-Athletes -- Permission to Con’tact and Tra~sfer Release -- Response to Request and 

ttearing Opportunity (I) 

Education~l Colu~nn -- Recruiting a~d Eligibility -- Four-Year t rospective Student-Athletes -- 1~ ermission to Contact and Transfer Release -- 

Response to Request and Hearing Opportunity (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

2014-15 NCAA Division I Coaches Certification (Recrniting) Practice Test 

The 2014-15 NCAA Division I Coaches Certification (Recruiting) Practice Test is now available online here. For technical issues with the practice test 

please contact DeAnna Stephens at dstephens~ncaa.or~. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Announcement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Annonncements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~ 03i 201~ NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2013-15 NCAA Membership - - Active Membership - - Conditions and Obligations of Membership - - Catastrophic 

Sport Injury Reporting 

Educational Colulnn - - NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2013-15 NCAA Membership -- Active Membership - - Conditions a~ld Obligations of 
Membership -- Catastrophic Sport Inim~ Reporting (I) 

Proposal No. 2013-16 NCAA Membership - - Active Membership -- Conditions a~d Obligations of Membership -- Designation of Team Physician (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. 2013-16 NCAA Membership -- Active Membership -- Conditions and Obligations of Membership -- 

Designation of Team Physician (I) 

~03i201~ Proposal No. 2013-21 Division Membership, Personnel, Amateurism, Financial Aid. and Playing and Practice Seasons -- Emerging Sports for Women 

-- Women’s Triathlon (I) 

Educational Colulnn -- Proposal No. 2013-21 Division Membership, t ersonnel, Amateurism, Financial Aid. mid t laving and t ractice Seasons -- 

Emerging Spo(ts for Women -- Womeffs Triathlon (I) 

Proposal No. 2013-22 Division Membership and Playing and Practice Seasons -- Division I Membership Requirements - - Minimum Dates of 

Competition -- Women’s Rugby (I) 

Educational Column -- t roposal No. 2013-22 Division Membership mid 1~ laying and Practice Seasons -- Division I Membership Requirelnents -- 

Minimum Dates of Co~npetition -- Women’s Rugby (I) 

~ 03i 201~ Proposal No. 2013-24 Athletics Per~mnel -- Countable Coach (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. 2013-24 Athletics Personnel -- Countable Coach (I) 

Proposal No. 2013-27 Recruiting -- Recruiting Materials and Electronic Correspondence (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. 2013-27 Recruiting -- Recruiting Materials and Electronic Correspondence (I) 

Proposal No. 2013-28 Financial Aid-- Elements of Financial Aid-- Room and Board-- Maximum Meal Plm~ (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. 2013-28 Financial Aid -- Elements of Finmacial Aid -- Room and Board -- MaMmum Meal Plan (I) 

NOr 03i 20~ RWG Proposal No. 11-3-B -- Athletics Personnel -- Scouting of Opponents -- In-?erson Scouting Prohibited (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG- 11-3-B -- Athletics Personnel -- Sconting of Opponents -- In-Person Scouting Prohibited (I) 

A~ 03i 20~ Proposal No. RWG- 12-1 - - Amateuris~n -- Definitions mid Applications -- Actual and Necessary Expenses (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG- 12-1 -- Amateurism -- Definitions and Applications -- Actual and Necessary Expenses (I) 

NOr 03i 20~ Proposal No. RWG- 11-4 -- Athletics 1~ ersonnel -- Limitations on the Number mid Duties of Coaches -- Elimination of Limitations on Number of Off- 

Campus Recruiters at Any One Time (I) 

) Educational Colulnn - - Proposal No. RWG- 11-4 - - Athletics t ersonnel -- Limitations on the Nulnber and Duties of Coaches - - Elimination of 

Limitations on Nu~nber of Off-Campus Recruiters at Any One Ti~ne (I) 

A~ 03i 20~ Proposal No. RWG- 12-2 - - Amateurisln -- Definitions mid Applications -- Calculation of Actual a~d Necessary Expenses (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG- 12-2 -- Amateurism -- Definitions and Applications -- Calculation of Actual and Necessary Expenses (I) 

~ 03i 201~ Proposal No. RWG- 12-3 - - Amateufi sm -- Detinifions a~d Applications -- Limited Benefit (I) 

Educational Colulnn -- Proposal No. RWG- 12-3 -- Amateurism -- Definitions mad Applications -- Limited Benefit (I) 

Proposal No. RWG- 12-6 - - Amateurism -- General Regulations - - Exception fi~r Training Expenses - - Governmental Entities (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG- 12-6 -- Amateurism -- General Regulations -- Exception ti~r Training Expenses -- Governmental Entities 

Proposal No. RWG- 13-1-- Recruiting-- Prospective Student-Athlete-- Exception-- After Signing Nafional Letter of Intent (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG- 13-1 -- Recruiting -- Prospective Student-Athlete -- Exception -- After Signing National Letter of Intent 

Proposal No. RWG- 13-7-- Recruiting-- Publici .ty -- No Restrictions After Commitment (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG- 13-7 -- Recruiting -- Publicity -- No Restrictions After Commitment (I) 

Proposal No. RWG- 13-8-- Recruiting-- Camps and Clinics-- Prospective and Enrolled Student-Athlete Employment (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG-13-8 -- Recruiting -- Camps and Clinics -- Prospective and Enrolled Student-Athlete Employment (I) 

NOr 03i 20~ t roposal No. RWG- 14-1 - - EligibiliF -- Acade~nic t olicies And Inconsequential Legislation (I) 

Educational Column - - Proposal No. RWG- 14-1 - - Eligibilits~ -- Academic Policies And Inconsequential Legislation (I) 

A~ 03i 20~ t roposal No. RWG- 16-1 -- Awards, Benefits and Expenses -- Awards -- After Initial Full-Time Enrollment at the Cert@ing Institution (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG-16-1 -- Awaxds, Benefits and Expenses -- Awards -- After Initial Full-Time Enrollment at the Celtifying 
Institution (I) 

NOr 03i 20~ Proposal No. RWG- 16-2 -- Awards, Benefits and Expenses -- Expenses to Receive Noninstitutional Awards (I) 



Educational Column - - Proposal No. RWG- 16-2 - - Awards, Benefits and Expenses -- Expenses to Receive Noninstitutional Awards (I) 

Proposal No. RWG-16-3-- Awards, Benefits and Expenses-- Academic and Other Support Services (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG-16-3 -- Awards, Benefits and Expenses -- Academic and Other Support Services (I) 

A~ 03i 20~4 Proposal No. RWG- 16-4 -- Awards, Benefits And Expenses -- Medical And Related Expenses And Services (I) 

Educational Column - - Proposal No. RWG- 16-4 - - Awards. Benefits And Expenses -- Medical And Related Expenses And Services (I) 

A~r03i20~ Proposal No. RWG- 16-5 -- Awards, Benefits and Expenses -- Pem~issible Benefits -- Student-Athlete’s Faanily Members (I) 

Educational Colutnn -- Proposal No. RWG-16-5 -- Awards, 

Proposal No. RWG- 16-6 -- Awards, Benetits and Expenses 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG-16-6 -- Awards, 

Competition (I) 

~03i201~ Proposal No. RWG- 16-7 -- Awards, Benefits and Expenses -- Expenses Provided By the Institution for Practice and Competition and Non- 

Competitive Events (I) 

Educational Colutnn - - Proposal No. RWG- 16-7 - - Awards, Benefits and Expenses -- Expenses t rovided B’r" the Institution for t ractice and 

Competition m~d Non-Competitive Events (I) 

Proposal No. RWG- 16-8 -- Awards, Benetits and Expenses -- National Team TDouts, Practice and Competition (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG-16-8 -- Awards, Benefits and Expenses -- Nafional Team Tryouts, Practice and Competition (I) 

~03i201~ Proposal No. RWG-20-1 - - Division Membership -- Commitments To The Division I Collegiate Model (I) 

Educational Column -- Proposal No. RWG-20-1 -- Division Membership -- Commitments To The Division I Collegiate Model (I) 

Benefits and Expenses -- Permissible Benefits -- Student-Athlete’s Fmnils, Members 

-- Team Entertainment -- In CoNunction with Practice or Competition (I) 

Benefits and Expenses -- Team Entertainment - - In Conjunction with Practice or 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Conditioning and Expenses Outside the Playing Seamn (I) 

Ol~icial Interpretation -- Conditioning and Expenses Outside the Playing Season (I) 

Expenses to Obtain Information or Receive Documents Related to a Prospective Stadent-Athlete’s Academic Standing (I) 

Otficial Interpretation -- Expenses to Obtain Intbrmation or Receive Documents Related to a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Academic Standing (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~.@m~;,eeJu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Thursday. April 17, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Awarding Athletics Aid to a Senior Prospective Student-Athlete who will C~aduate aJ~d Enroll Midyeax (I) 

Official Interpretation -- AwaJcdin~ Athletics Aid to a Senior Prospective Student-Athlete who will Graduate and Enroll Midveax (I) 

Determination of a Scholastic TeaJn (I) 

Otficial Interpretalion -- Determination of a Scholaslic Teach (I) 

Academic Misconduct-- Reporting an Academic Misconduct Violation (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Academic Misconduct -- Reporting an Academic Misconduct Violation (I) 

Academic Misconduct-- Reporting a Misconduct Violation (I) 

Educational Column -- Academic Misconduct -- Reporting a Misconduct Violation (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

finis ema~l was sent to: e(~5~snc ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

K I2 Inc. Update 

The NCAA status has cha~ged tbr several ~hools atfiliated with KI 2, Inc. Please click here tbr additional information regarding the changes as you 

work with students who ~nay have attended these progra~ns. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

A~ ~7i 201~ April 2014 NCAA Division I Legislative Council Meeting Report and Attachments. 

Please click here tbr report. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ciicl,: h~.:~e to b~ removed flom d’fis mailing 

Click ~.[.¢ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(.@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Editorial Revision 2014-1 -- Eligibility tbr Championships -- Ineligibility Ibr Use Of Banned Drugs -- Reinstatement of EligibiliF 

Division I ins~titufions shonld note that an edilx~rial revision (ER-2014-1 ) has been added to LSDBi to claacit~/the process lbr reinstatement of eligibility 
after a student-athlete tests positive for use of a substance on the list of banned drug classes. Bylaw 18.4.1.5.1 specifies that a student-atlflete remains 

ineligible for competition during the specified time period after the collection of the student-athlete’s positive drug-test specimen and until the student- 

athlete tes~ts negative and the student-athlete’s eligibility is res~tored by the Committee on Student-Athlete Reinstatement. Bylaw 18.4.1.5.1.2 describes 

the appeals process related to the duration ofineligibili .ty and the process for reins*atement ifa penalty is upheld. The revision may be viewed via the 

Division I Proposal Search Page on LSDBi. 

A~ 22; 20~ Editorial Revision 2014-2 -- Playing and Practice Seasons -- General Playing-Season Regulations -- Computation and Recording of Hour Limitations - 

- Definition of Week -- Sport Specific 

Division I insqtitutions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2014-2) has been added to LSDBi to clm-ify that the definition of a "week" is spo(t 

specific and, therefore, may be difl~rent for different sports. The revision may be viewed via the Division I Proposal Search Page on LSDBi. 

Apt 22i 20{~ Legislative Toolldt (I) 

An educational document titled "End of the Academic Yem Reminders" has been added to the Legislative Initiative toolkit. 

LSDBi Announcelnent notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday. April 24, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Editorial Revi sion 2014-3 -- Recruiting -- Recruiling Material s - - Adverti sements and Promotions - - Ca~np or Clinic Advertisements or Promotions 

Division I ins~titufions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2014-3) has been added to LSDBi to clarify that with the adoption of Proposal No. 

2013-27, an institutional calnp or clinic advertisement or promotion Inust indicate that the camp or clinic is open to a~y aa~d a~l entra~lts (limited only by 

number, age, grade level and/or gender). The revision may be viewed via the Division I Proposal Semch Pa~e on LSDBi. 

Editorial Revision 2014-5 -- Financial Aid -- Financial Aid from Outside Sources -- Fina~cM Aid from an Established and Continuing Program -- 

Financial Aid from an Outside Sports Team 

Division I institutions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2014-5) has been added to LSDBi to clarify the prohibition that a student-athlete may 

not receive financial aid through an established and continuing program to a~d students that is provided by an outside sports team or oiganization that 

conducts a colnpetifive sports program to an individual who is or has been a Inember of that team or organization, which is found in Bylaw 

12.1.2.1.3.2, to Bylaw 15.2.6.3. The revision may be viewed via the Division I Proposal SeaJcch Pa~e on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ g~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

ER-2014-4 Playing and Practice Seasons -- Football -- Noncollegiate Amateur Competition - - During Academic Yem- 

Division I ins~titufions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2014-4) has been added to LSDBi that makes football consistent with other sports as it 

relates to opportunities to pa~icipate in outside competition. Evidence shows that there was no intent to treat football differently when general 

exceptions were es~tablished. The revision may be viewed via the Division I Proposal Se~xch Page on LSDBi. 

ER-2014-6 Recruiting -- Official (Paid) Visit -- Entertainment/Tickets on Official Visit -- General Restrictions -- All Entertainment Included in 

Entertainment Allowm~ce 

Division I institutions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2014-6) has been added to LSDBi to clarify that ~11 entermimnent provided to the 

prospective student-athlete (and the prospective student-athlete’s parents, legal guardians or spouse) must be included in the $40 per day ente~ntainment 

allowance that may be provided to student-hosts or athletics dep~ztment staff members. ’][’he revision tnay be viewed via the Division I Proposal Search 

Pa~e on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(.@ncaa.org> 

Friday; April 25, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu.> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Recruiting Cycles 

Beginning May 1, the dethult setting tbr Institutional Request List (IRL) activations will be the 14,15 cycle, (prospective student-athletes enrolling in the 
2014-15 academic year). The 15/’16 cycle (enrolling in the 2015-16 academic yeaac), and the 16/17 cycle (enrolling in the 2016-17 academic year), 
will also be available fiom the drop-down menus. Please use care to select the correct cycle to avoid processing delays. 

The 13/’14 cycle will no longer be available for activation, t lease note that Ifa student was activated on the 13/’14 recruiting cycle and has not been 
certified as a result of missing documentation or non-response; but still requires an academic or amateurism certification, please deactivate the 13/14 
IRL and reactivate to the 14/15 cycle. 

LSDBi Announcelnent notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

~ ~5i 20~ Unde~raduate Student Assista~at Coach, Manager or Football Graduate Assis~nt Serving During Required Summer Athle~6c Activities (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Undemraduate Student Assistant Coach, Manager or Football Graduate Assistant Servin~ Dufin~ Required Summer Athletic 

Activities (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Editorial Revi sion 2014- 7 -- Amateurism - - Involvement with Professionals - - Competition - - Competition with Prot~ssionals -- Receipt of Actual and 

Necessary Expenses 

Division I institutions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2014-7) has been added to LSDBi to cla-@ that an individu~J competing on a tem~is, 

golf, two-person sa~ld volleyball or two-person synchronized diving team with persons who are competing for cash or a comparable p~ize, ~nay receive 

payment or prize money that does not exceed his or her actual and necessary expenses and must be provided by the event sponsor. The revision may 

be viewed via the Division I Proposal Search Pa~e on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcemeats Update - Division I Academic Pertbrmance Program 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Collection of the NCAA Division I Academic Pertbrmance PrograJn Data to Begin Midsummer 

All institutious that spousor an NCAA Division I sport will be emalled intbrmation regarding data collection lbr the NCAA Division I Academic 
Performance Program (APP) later this samtner. It is anticipated that the data collection portal for inslitutious to begin entering its APP data will be made 

available mid to late July. Institutions will be notified via emafil when the portaJ~ is available. 

As a remiude~; NCAA Division I Academic t rogress Rate and Acade~nic Perfom~ance Census data o~re due to the NCAA six weeks following the first 

day of classes on your campus each fall term. 

Please coutact A~me Rohhnan at arohlman(~ncaa.org with any questions. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t t-o: i~l~.@m~;,e~u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcemeats Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Enhancements to High School / Course Status Visibility 

In recent weeks, the status of several schools or nontraditional programs has been updated in the NCAA Eligibility Center ttigh School Portal as part 

of a detailed status ~eview. These updates resulted in dozens of changes to core-coarse decisions, many of which are favorable for academic 

cerlification purposes. These updates present an opportunity to provide reminders about how to find i,nportant info~Ination regarding the status of a 

high school, progm,n or coarse in our system. 

As a best practice, always check the "AdditionaJ Infonnalion" box for details about the status of a high school or program. Next, make sure the school 

has a List of NCAA Courses. A lack of"approved" or "denied" courses generally indicates the school or program has not been reviewed (a high 

school administrat,~r will need to contact the NCAA Eligibility Center to begin a review if not currently underway). To monitor progress during the 

review process, member institutions a~e now able to view the high school account log, which provides visibility to aclivity related to new school 

reviews, core-course information mad sehool contact intbrmation. Click here tbr detailed instructions for accessing the intbrmation. 

Additionally, enhancements to the High School Portal were recently implemented to provide visibility to archived numeric grading scales, as well as 

archived courses. Click here for more infbnnation about viewing archived courses. 

The NCAA Eligibility Center received feedback in the 2013 survey regarding the need for improved transparency related to coarse status and hope 

these changes demonstrate progress in this area. Please contact the NCAA Customer Service Center with questions. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

CHck here to be :emove~ from th~s maHin£~ Hst, 

CIi~k ~).~£~ to v~ew our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Editorial Revi sion 2014- 8 -- Eligibilib~ - - Two- Year College Transl~rs - - Credit Earned at Four- Year Institution 

Division I ins~titufions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2014-8) has been added to LSDBi to clarit~ that there are two separate options to 

satis~ the require~nents of Bylaw 14.5.4.5.2 (credit earned at four-yeax institution). The revision may be viewed via the Division I Proposal Semch 

Page on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Updated International Guide to Academic Standards is Now Available 

The IntemafionaJ~ Guide to Academic Sta~adaJcds tbr Athletics Eligibility has been updated a~d is now available on NCAApublications.com and on the 

Member Institutional Portal Resources page. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

M@ 0! 20~ May 2014 Member Institution Newsletter Available 

The May 2014 Member Institution Newsletter is now available. 

May 0~i 201~ Recruiting Cycles 

Beginning May 1, fl~e det~ult setting tbr Institutional Request List (IRL) activations will be the 14,15 cycle, (prospective student-athletes enrolling in 

the 2014-15 academic year). The 15,16 cycle (enrolling in the 2015-16 academic year), and the 16/17 cycle (enrolling in the 2016-17 academic 

year), will al~ be available from the drop-down menns. Please use care to select the correct cycle to avoid processing delays. 

) The 13,/14 cycle will no longer be available for activation, t lease note that If a student was activated on the 13/’14 recruiting cycle and has not been 
/ certified as a result of missing doculnentation or non-response; but still requires an academic or amateurism certification, please deactivate the 13, 14 

IRL and reactivate to the 14/15 cycle. 

May 0li 20~ Region~l Rules: Amateurism Roundtable Open Forum 

The amateurism certification slaffwill be available fiom 9 to 10:30 am. for any mnateurism questions during Regional Rules at both sites (Atlmata mid 

Son Diego). To sign up for a time slot, feel free to e~n~l ec-mnateurism@ncaa.olg. If this time period does not work tbr you, please send an e~nail in 

advance to ec-amateurism~ncaa.org and the s’mr’will coordinate with yon a more suitable time. 

Atlanta, GA: Thursday, May 22 (9 - 10:30 a.m.) 

San Diego~ CA: Thursday, June 5 (9 - 10:30 am.) 

(walk-ins welcome) 

LSDBi Annom~cement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t to: i~l~.@m~;,eeJu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, May 10, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 hours. 

May 0~ ~0~ Coaching Clinic Sponsored by a Recruiting or Scouting Service (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Coachin~ Clinic Spou~red by a Recruitin~ or Scoutin~ Service (I) 

May 0~i 201~ DI SI,R Previously Approved Waivers Checklist - Updated April 2014 

The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Previously Approved Waivers Checklist has been updated and 

approved by the NCAA Division I Legislative Council at its April 2014 meeting. The checklist has been posted to the legislative relief waivers 

homepage on ucaa.org. Click here for easy access to the checklist: DI SLR Previously Approved Waivers Checklist 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new iterns are posted to the announcernent page. 

This email was sent 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Announcement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Annonncements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May12 20~4 2014-15 NCAA Division I Coaches Certification (Recruiting) Test 

The NCAA is proud to announce that the 2014-15 NCAA Division I Coaches CeNfication (Recruiting) Test is currently available online here. The 
practice test is available here. Please contact your conference office for your Conference User ID and Password. For technical issues with the test, 

please contact DeAnna Stephens at dstephens(~ncaa.org. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Annouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Pertbrmance Program 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May12 20~4 NCAA Divisiou I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement and Teams with Waivers Peuding 

As part of the annual NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate release, all teams subject to penalties and/or postseason ineligibility, including teams 

with wa~veis pendiug for postseasou ineligibility will be included in the mmouncement. It is important to note that oaa iustitufion may have coutact with 

student-athletes on the teoa~ subject to postseasou ineligibiliF with a waiver pendiug only through the regulax permission to contact legislation. 

Automatic peiInission to coutact does not apply for student-athletes who have oue season of eligibility rem~ning uutil the wo~ver has been resolved. At 

that time, the current inslitutiou must be notified of the coutactiug of the studeut-athlete and the current institutiou may establish reasonable contact 

restrictions. 

Please contact Andy Louthain at 31,/917-6216 or at alouthain(~ncaa.ol;~ with any questions. 

LSDBi Announcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t t-o: i~l~.@m~;,e~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

May ~3 ~0~ Legislative Ini~fates Toolkit (I) 

Slides explaining the propo~ls adopted in April 2014 have been posted in the Legislative Initiatives Toolkit. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click I~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Almouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org~ 

Friday, May 16, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May ! ~ ~0~ Meeting with a Sports Psychologist Outside the Playing Season (I) 

StaB’Interpretation -- Meetin~ with a Sports Pss~cholo~ist Outside the Playin~ Season (I) 

May ~ 5i 201~ Graduate Transt~r Student-Athlete’s Participation iu Summer Athletic Activities (I) 

StaffInterpretation -- Crraduate Transt~r Student-Athlete’s Participation in Summer Athletic Activities (I) 

lVlay i ~ 2~i~ Eligibility, for Foreign Tour If Ineligible During a Term of the Previous Academic Year (I) 

StaB’Interpretation -- Eligibthty tbr Foreigu Tour If Ineligible During a Term of the Previous Academic Year (I) 

I,SDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Pertbrmance Program 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May19 20~4 NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Releases. 

In May, the NCAA released to the public the NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) data, penalty and postseason ineligibility reports and 
aggregate data for all NCAA Division I institutions. In addition, the public recognition awards and Head Coaches’ APR Portfolio were Inade available 

to the public at that same time. As a reminder, coifference offices and institutions CUiTently have access to its inslitutional APR and penal~ reports 

through the password-protected data collection program and Legislative Services Database for the Internet. Please visit NCAA.org to access the 

released information. 

Please contact Binh Nguyen at bngu,ven@,,ncaa.orgwith any questions or commems. 

LSDBi Annou]acement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

finis ema~l was sent to: e(~5~snc ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, May 23, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

May22 DI Subcommittee tbr Legislative Relief Approves Blanket Waiver for All- Star Contests [NCAA Bylaw 14.6.4 (exception- -basketball)] 

NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Approves Blanket Waiver for NCAA Bylaw 14.6.4 (exception 
- basketball). May 22, 2014. ’]?he NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislntive Relief approved a blanket waiver to allow 

incoming student-athletes wholn, per NCAA Bylaw 13.02.12, are no longer considered prospective student-athletes as a result of attending classes 

during the summer term to participate in a high school or two-year college all-star contest. In issuing this waiver, the subcommittee noted the 

celebratolT nature of all-star contests as a culmination of a high school or two-year college athletics career. Additionally, the subcommittee noted the 

minimal competitive advantage gained as a result of paNcipation in a high school or two-year college all-star contest. Given the timing of these all-star 

events, incoming stadent-athletes would Ix~tentially be othela~-ise required to forego the opIx~rtunity to participate in an all-star contest or delay summer 

school enrollment in order to participate in the event. See Case No. 675651 in Requests/Self-Reports Online (RSRO) via the search tab. 

LSDBi Announcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t t-o: i~l¢@~rvr:,ed,.~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, May’ 29, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I F3igibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May28 201~ NCAA Eligibility Center Closure 

The NCAA Eli~bili~, Center will be closed Friday, Ma3 39 for an all-staff retreat. Nodal business hours will resume Monday, June 2. The 

Mem~r Ins~ialtion Po~ ~d website will lemain ~nctionoJ during fliis time. 

May ~8~ 201~ Public Visibility ~ Archived Corn Courses 

In ~dition m member ins~imtions having ~e visibility to view a pros~cfive student-athlete’s archived core coupes farm N~her Ngh school, Ngh 

schools and the public now have visibility k~ a high ~hools’ archived core courses. Archived courses are those that the high school h~s indicated 
no longer pa~ of its cumculu~n. TNs new feam~ will provide visibilib~ m mchived coupes in a rolling five-year Nfiod. For more demAled infom~atio~ 
please see the archived courses !~?~:~?.~?!?~!. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent 

Click here to be :el,3oved from this I~aiHn~ Hst. 

Click .~2.~L# to view our privacy poiic’~,, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

May 28 ~0~ Application of NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2013-3 I-B (Awaxds, Benefits and Expenses -- Meals and Snacks Incidental to Paxticipation) (I) 

Educational Column -- Application of NCAA Division I Propo~l No. 2013-31-B (Awards, Benefits aJ~d Expenses -- Meals and Snacks Incidental to 
Poxticipation) (I) 

May ~8i 201~ DI SLR Supports Football Recruiting Subcommittee Recommendation for Waivers of NCAA Bylaws 17.1.6.2.1.1.5 and 17.1.6.2.1.2.1 

NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Supports Recommendation for VCaivers of NCAA Division I 

Bylaws 17.1.6.2.1.1.5 and 17.1.6.2.1.2.1. May 27, 2014. The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee ibr Legislative Relief supporLs a 
recolnmendation by the NCAA Division I Leadership Council Football Recruiting Subeommittee to provide legislative relief ibr the 2014 summer term 

to football student-athletes who have completed eight semesters or 12 quarters of full-time enrolhnent without completing their specific baccalameate 

degree requirements mad have a season of competition eligibili .Iy remaining provided the s~ldent-atlflete has a cumulative grade-point average of at least 

2.200 (based on a maximuln 4.000 grade-point average and as computed pursum~t to institutional policies applicable to all students), not more thma 

nine semester hours (or the equivalent number of quarter hours or units) of degree credit remaining to complete the specific baccalaureate degree 

requirements and provides documentation showing that the student-athlete is enrolled in all remaining degree-applicable credit hours during the 

upcoming fall term. In supporting the recommendation, the subcommittee noted the concern with the application of the legislation to football s~adent- 

athletes who have completed eight semesters or 12 quarters of full-time enrollment without completing their specific baccalaureate degree requirements 

and have a season of competition remaining, ttowever, the subcommittee further noted the parameters that must be met and the documentation that 

must be submitted in order to obtain relief via the waiver process. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click here to view oti:" pr vacv policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, June 12, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

NCAA Eligibility Ceuter Policy for Academic Cerlification Course Title U~ge 

Iu a contiuuiug effbrt to improve the transparency of NCAA Eligibility Center processe~ we are pleased to provide an expanded rel~rence document 

smrouudiug course title usage iu domestic academic certifications. The NCAA Eligibility Center I olicy tbr Academic Certification Course Title 

Usage is now available on the Resources page of the Member Iustitution Portal This documeut outlines cunent policies and procedures ~egaJcding the 

following topics: 

Thursday, June 12, 2014 

Course title substitutions; 
Course level droppiug; and 

Duplicative course titles. 

a general rule aM best practice, when evaluating cases ou ca~npus, always obtain transcripts from aJl schools or programs a studem attended in order to 
accurately evaluate an iudividual academic record. Please note that the documeuts are provided as a resource for ~nember institutions and all policies 

and procedures ~J:e subject to change. The cuireut policies and procedures included iu the documeut are effective through September 1, 2014, and will 

be applicable for final academic certifications for the 2014/15 Institutioual Request List (IRL) cycle. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

CHck here to be :emove~ from th~s maHin£~ Hst, 

CIi~k ~).~£~ to v~ew our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

J~ 12 201~ Division I Subcommittee lbr I,egislative Relief Approves Blanket V~ aiver [NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.1 (I~ncing)] 

NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Approves Blanket \¥aiver for NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.1 (fencing). 

June 12, 2014. The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief approved a blanket waiver to allow Division I fencing 

coaches to have in-person, off-calnpus contact with prospective s~dent-athletes who have concluded their competition in the 2014 USA Fencing Jnly 

North American Cup prior to the first permissible date. In issuing this waiver, the subcommittee noted that the 2014 USA Fencing July NoltJa American 

Cup is held in conjunction with the USA Fencing National Championships and is a primaiy gathering for the fencing communiD’. In previous yeeas, the 
competition has concluded after July 1; however, during 2014, the competition will begin June 28 and some prospective s~mdent-athletes may conclude 

competition prior to July 1. Such prospective student-athletes would be required to remain in the locale of the competition site to have off-campus 

contact with Division I coaches July 1. The subcommittee also noted that three Division I conferences, representing nearly half of the institutions that 

sponsor fencing, support the request, the timing of USA Fencing July North American Cup, along with the attendance of Division I fencing coaches and 
top junior t~ncers, makes the event etticient tbr coaches and prospective student-athletes to have contact following the competition and when the event 

will be held duff ng 2014 makes it unique, and the event dates for 2015 and 2016 will begin one week later, ensuring competition will conclude after July 

1. Finally, the subcommittee noted this is a one-time waiver and future similaJc requests may be denied. See Case No. 687191 in Requests/Self-Reports 

Online (RSRO) via the search tab. 

J~g !2 20!~ Off-Campus Contact with Prospective Student-Athlete During Football Bowl Subdivision Spring Evaluation Period After Commitment -- ttead Coach 

Restriction (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Oil’-Campus Contact with Prospective Stadent-Athlete During Football Bowl Subdivision Spring Evaluation Period After 

Commitment -- Head Coach t~_estriction (I) 

!~!~!220!~ Editorial Revision 2014-9-- Recruiting-- Basketball Event Certitication -- Start Time tbr Men’s April Events 

Division I inslitutions should note that an editorial revision (ER-2014-9) has been added to LSDBi to clarify that the 6 p.m. start time for certified April 

men’s events relates only to activities involving prospective student-athletes. Activities involving only coaches may begin betbre 6 p.m. The revision may 
be ~ iewed via the Division I t roposal Search t a~e on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, June 14, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

J~ 13 201~ Member Institutiou Portal Enhancement 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is pleased to announce a new feature in the Member Institution Portal "Student Detail Relx~rt’’ section. "Registration 

Data "provides access ~o the infomiatiou entered and/or updated by the student duriug the registration and account maintenance process. This page 

includes schools attended, couisework completed outside of the high school, repeated grades aud previous collegiate enrollment Also included are the 

students’ responses to the "My Sports" ques~iounaires. As shown iu the screeu shot in the link here, this new feature is found by accessing title "PSA 
/ Detail Report". Please coutact the NCAA Customer Sel~vice Ceuter at 877, 544-2950 or email eciiffo(~)ncaa.onz with questions. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

J~ 16 201~ Updated PDF, ePub and Mobi Versions of Division I Manual A vailable 

Updated PDK ePub aud Mobi versions of the NCAA Divisiou I Ma~auaJ~ are available at www.ucaapublications.com. The updated versious include 

legislatiou with an immediate effective date that has been adopted or ~evised up tl~ough the April 24 Bored of Directors meeting. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

J~ 25 201~ 2014-15 Guide tbr the College-Bound Stadent-Athlete Available 

The 21)14-1~ Guide for the College-Bound Student-Athlete is now available Ii~r download here. This online Guide contains the most current initial- 

eligibili .ty information for college-bound student-athletes. Canently, the Guide is only av~filable for download; however, hard copies will be av~filable 

soon for a notninal fee. Additional resources can be found on the Member Institution Porta] Resources page. 

!~i~ 25 20!~ Updated Initial-Eligibility Waiver and PSA Review Resources 

The 2014-15 resources tbr initial-eligibility waivers (e.g., best practices, directive, data tools, obvious-waiver standards [new tbr Division II]) and 

prospective-student athlete review (e.g., trigger lis~, directive, FAQ) are available on the Member Institution t ortal Resources page. More detailed 

information aboat these resoarces will be provided in the July Member Institution Newsletter. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect(.@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, June 26, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

.1~ 2~ 201~ Use of Advanced Placement Credits Toward Certification of Progress-Toward-Degree Requirements (I) 

EducafionaJ Column -- Use of Advanced Placement Credits Towaxd Certification of Progress-Toward-Degree Requirements (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click he:~e ~o be removed Dora this mailing 

CHck I~j:.~ to view our pr~va,:y policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

.1~ 26 201~ Division I Manual Reorgank~ation 

The 2014-15 edition of the Division I Manual will include a significm~t reo~mfization of some bylaw~ which axe intended to improve efficiency and 
s~treamline service to the ~nembership. 

Click here for an NCAA News axticle about the reorgmfization. 

LSDBi Annouaacement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Almouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, June 28, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

NCAA Division I Basketball Summer Athletic Activities (I) 

Educational Column -- NCAA Division I Basketball Summer Athletic Activities (I) 

NCAA Division I Football Summer Athletic Activi’des (I) 

Educational Column -- NCAA Division I Football Summer Athletic Activities (I) 

O’Bmmon Trial Concludes 

The O’Bm~non v. NCAA trial concluded on June 27. The end of trial briet?~ from both the plaintiffs aJ~d det~ndants are due within the next two weeks, 

and Judge Claudia Wilkeu could issue a ruling in the case at a~y time. The tbllowing link contains inlbrmation ou the NCAA’s positiou and next steps: 

http://www.ncaa.org/abo ul/re~urces media- center, press- releases, o’bannon-Mal- concludes. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click !.~q.::~ to be removed ~rom t.l’~is mailing iist.. 

Click here to v e~, o =" pr racy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

,ful 02; 201~ 2014-15 NCAA Division I Compliance Forms Release has been Temporarily Postponed (I) 

The release of the 2014-15 NCAA Division I complia~ace tbrms has been temporarily postponed. Administrators may begin the process; however, if 

you ~xe using the electronic Compliance Forms Database do not send e~n~fils to your student-athletes until further notice. Additional information will be 

sent after the NCAA Division I Legislative Council approves the Student-Athlete State~nent form. Thm~k you for your patience. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Friday, July 4, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 03 201~ Release Postponed: 2014-15 NCAA Compliance Forms Database and Student-Athlete Statements (I/II/III) 

Release Postpoued: 2014-15 NCAA Compliance Forms Database and Student-Aflalete Statements (FII/III) 

The 2014-15 NCAA Divisiou I, II and III Compliance Forms Database is cunently offline. The database is expected to be back online uot later than 

July 11. And, although the release of the NCAA Student-Athlete Statement has been postpone& the remaining compliance forms for NCAA Division I, 

II and III are available at wv~v.ncaa.org and can be accessed by hoveriug over Division and clicking ou Compliance. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, July 8, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 0~ 201~ Domestic Academic Certitication Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Fin~" as of,June 29, 
2014 and June 30, 2014. As a ~eminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service standa:rd for the initial review 

of academic certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-Process-Final" (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Progra~l" 

may ke used ibr cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this 
) o program. Click here for ~nore iat’ormafion about the Academic Certification Request t rogram. 

~1 07 201~ Re- Evaluation Request Process 

’][’he NCAA Eligibili~ Center is pleased to armounce another new featme now avafilable via the Member Institution Portal. Effective immediately, the 

"Re-Evaluation Certification Request" form tnay be used to requesl a re-evaluation of new infom~afion received regmding a case previously released as 

an acade~nic nonqualifier or p~xtial qualifier. This form is submitted electronically to notif)~ the NCAA Eligibility Center when updated information or new 
documentation, which may affect the outcome of a case, has been received. The three (3) specific iequest types available via this form are: 

1. A high school’s List of NCAA courses has been updated; 

2. A revised transc6pt has been submitted; or 

3. A student has completed post-graduate coursework (e.g., +1, +3). 

Please note that thi s form may only be used to request a re-evaluation for final nonqualifier or final pax*Aa]-qualifier decisions. It may not be used for cases 
that are "In Process" or cases that have received an "Autolnatic Waiver." This process is not available to International or Home School cases. 

Click here ibr detailed instructions. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Domestic Academic Certitication Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Fin’,d" as of July 1, 
2014 and July 2, 2014. As a re~ninder, this notification applies to domes~tic accounts only. Please note that the service staaadard for the initM review of 

academic certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-Process-Final" (RTP-F) date. The "Acade~nic Certification Reques~t Progrm~" 

may be used tbr cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this 
) o program. Click here for ~nore mt’onnation about the Academic Certification Request t rogram. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, July 15, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 1~ 201~ NCAA Eligibili~ Center Document Access 

As you may be aware, we are currently experiencing electronic document management issues with NCAA Eligibility Center applications, which may be 
alt’ecting your abiliD" to access and transfer documents. 

In an effort to troubleshoot these issues, member institutions will be unable to access documents tlu’ough the Eligibility Center portal on 

Tuesday, July 15. Limiting the various access points will assist IT staff in identifying the root cause of the issue. Access to doculnents through the 
Eligibility Center portal should be restored on Wednesday, July 16. Upload features will not be impacted. 

Customer service representatives roll be available during our normal business hours of 8:30a.m.-5:30p.m. EST on Tuesday, with exception of our 

weekly staffmeeting from 9:00-10:00a.m. 

Jul ~ 20I~ Domeslic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NC~L~ Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certitications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of July 6, 

2014. As a reminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service sta~dard for the initial review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-Process-Final" (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be used 

for cases requiting expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed befbre using this program. Click 

here for more in[brmation about the Academic Certification Request Program. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, July 17, 2014 9:30 AIM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Academic Certification Request Program 

The process tbr submitting an urgent or standard academic certification request using the Academic Cerlificafion Request Program has changed. 
Ett~ctive immediately, it is no longer necess~Q" to complete and save individu~J tb~ms aud upload through the "Upload Docu~nents" feature. Please follow 

the instructions in the link above to access the new online sub~nission. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click 13~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, July 17, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 16; 201~ Update: 2014-15 NCAA Compliance Forms Database a~d Student-Afl~lete Statement (I/II/III) 

The 2014-15 NCAA Student-Athlete Statement is being reviewed this week by the appropriate governing tx~dy within each division. Once the form has 

been reviewed and approved in all three divisions, it will be uploaded to the NCAA compliance fo~ms database and posted to ncaa.o~g. At that fitne, the 

NCAA complimace fo~ms database will be available for use. Additiona] information reg~Jcding the changes to the 2014-15 NCAA Stadent-Athlete 

Statement will be provided to the conference offices for distribution to their member institufions. 

LSDBi Annouaacement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

Click he:~e Eo [:,e ~’emoved from this mailing list. 

C ck 13£J:.~ to view our pr~va,:y policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, July 18, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Jul 1~; 201~ NCAA Division I Legislative Council Administrative Committee July Teleconl~rence Relyort 

The relyort of the Legislative Council Administrative Committee’s July teleconference is awfilable here. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, July 18, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I EligibiliLv Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 1~i 201~ Email to NI,I PSA’s Regaxding Missing Test Scores 

On Friday, July 18, 2014, the NCAA Eligibility Center will ~nd an email to approximately 5,000 prospective student-athletes who have signed a 

National Letter of Intent and have yet to submit a~ ACT or SAT test result to the Eligibility Center. Click here to view this message. Ifyou have 

questions, please contact Customer Service at 877-544-2950!~. 

J~il ~7 201~ Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibili~ Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of July 7 
and July 8, 2014. As a reminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service standard for the i~fftiaJ review of 

academic cedifications is ten (10) business days fi~m the "Ready-to- Process-Final" (RTP- F) date. The "Academic Certificalion Request Progrmn" 

may be used for cases requiting expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using tiffs 
) program. Click here for more infommtion about the Academic Certification Request [ rogrmn. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click }St~2Z-’. to be remove,<, from this mailing list, 

Click [5.e~L~ to ~;iew our pdw~cy poiic~,, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, July 19, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

,lul 18 ~0!~ 2014-15 NCAA Compliance Forms are Available (I/II, III) 

The 2014-15 NCAA compliance fi~rms, including the Student-Athlete Statement, are now available tbr Divisions I, II a~ad III. The hm-d-copy tbnns can 

be found at w~a~-.ncaa.org under Division Compliance, on the left-hm~d side. Questions regarding the forms should be directed to 

ncaatechnolo~’~!ncaa.org. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Yhi5 email we.s sent by : "~’h~ Nationml Coll~imte A~.bte~.i~ A~o~i~.ion 

Click he:~e to be ~’emoved from ~:his mailing list:. 

Click 13~.[.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, Jnly 19, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Eligibility Center Sharetx~int Maintenance 

Membership access to NCAA Eligibility. Center documents via the LSDBi pol~J will be unavailable beginning at 7pm on Tuesday, July 22nd due to 

planned Sharepoint maintenance. The expected ontage will last 6- 8 hours with ~stem availability restored on Wednesday morning, Jnly 23rd. We 

apologize for any inconvenience this outage may cause. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent 

Click here to be removed from this mailing list, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 21 201~ Customer Service Meetings 

The NCAA Customer Service Center will be unmTailable during the following times this week tbr our weekly team meeting and two National Office staff 

events: 

Tuesday, July 22 9:00-10:30a~ (Temn Meeting) 

Wednesday, July 23 9:00-10:00am (National Office Event) 

Thursday, July 24 3:00-5:30pm (National Office Evem) 

Agents will be available to assist you during normal business hours (8:30am - 5:30pm) Monday through Friday outside ofthe~ events. 

Jul 2~ 20I~ Domeslic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certiiications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of July 10, 
2014. As a reminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that fl~e service standard for the initial review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-Process-Final" (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be used 

for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. Click 

here for more inIbrmation about fl~e Academic Certification Request Program. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 21 201~ 2014-15 NCAA Compliance Forms Hardcopy and Database are Available (I/II/III) 

The 2014-15 NCAA compliance l"~rns m-e now available for Divisions I, II and III. The hind-copy fb~ans cm~ be fo~md at www ncaa o~ mtderDivision, Compliance, on lhe lefl-hand side. 

The NCAA Compliance Fo~ns Dalabase is also mzailable and will allow an institution to a&nitfister and monitor ~he fbmts electronically. To access ~he NCAA Compliance Fomts Database, 

go to www.ncaa.org, alick 1he MyApps lit~k fbund in the upper fight-hand comer on ~he Home page, enter yore single-som-ce sign-on entail and password and click lhe Sign in button. Click 

lhe Compliance Forms, lit~k in ~he list of available applications. Questions regmding the fomts shoald be directed to ~caalechnologg(a~ncaa.ori~. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

;ul 22~201~ Dld You Know. 

If a prospective student-athlete is activated to an IRE after the "ready to process-final" date reflected on the student’s account, the effective RTP-F 

date for academic certification for that student will be the date the account was activated to thelRL. If you have questions, please contact us at 

877-544-2950~or by email at ECINFO@ncaa.org. 

I.SDBi Announcement noti:fications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

~i~i;:~ tO be removed flom this mailing iist, 

Click here to view ou~" pr racy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 23; 201~ Domestic Academic Certitication Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Fin’,d" as of 3uly 12 
and 13, 2014. As a re~ninder, this notificalion applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service st~d~d for the initial review of academic 

cerlifications is ten (10) business days frotn the "Rea@-to-l?rocess-Final" (RTI?-F) date. The "Academic Ce~!J~fication Requesl Program" may be used 

for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. Click 

here for more infom~ation about the Academic Certification Request l?mgmm. 

LSDBi Annouaacement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

Click [?.~t£~ to be removed from this mailing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, July 25, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Divisiou I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Domestic Academic Certitication Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Fin’,d" as of July 15, 
2014. As a re~ninder, this notification applies to domestic accouuts only. Please note that the service standard for the initial review of academic 

cerfificatious is teu (10) business days frown the "Ready-to-Process-Fh~al" (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Requesl Program" may be used 

for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before usiug this program. Click 

here for more infom~ation about the Academic Certification Request Program. 

LSDBi Annouaacement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the armour.cement page 

Click [?.~t£~ to be removed from this mailing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, July 25, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Electronic Versions of the 2014-15 NCAA Division I Manual Available tbr Download 

Electronic versions (PDF, ePub, Mobi) of the complete 2014-15 NCAA Division I Manual (all axticles included) are available to download at 

www.ncaapublications.co~n: Division I 

As a reminder, the 2014-15 edition of the Division I Manual includes significant reorg~zation of Bylaw 14, which are intended to improve efficiency 

and streamline service to the metnbership. Click her__e for an NCAA News article about the reorganization. Click here for a chart that lists the updated 

bylaw citations of the affected provisions in the 2014-15 Manual based on the citations of the same provisions in the 2013-14 Manual. 

Responsibilities of Noncoaching StaB’Members and Managers During Practice or Competition and Use of Outside Consultants (I) 

Educational Column -- Responsibilities of Noncoaching Staff Metnbers and ManageB Durin~ t ractice or Competition and Use of Outside Consnltants 

Im 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 28; 201~ Domestic Academic Certitication Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Fin’,d" as of July 20 
and 21, 2014. As a re~ninder, this notificalion applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service sta~daxd for the initial review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days frown the "Ready-to-Process-Fh~al" (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Requesl Program" may be used 

for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. Click 

here for more infom~ation about fl~e Academic Certification Request Program. 

LSDBi Annouaacement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

Click [?.~t£~ to be removed from this mailing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 28; 201~ Coaches Involvement with a Student-Athlete During Participation in National Team Tryout Competition Events (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Coaches Involvement with a Student-Athlete Durin~ Participation in National Team Tryout Competition Events (I) 

~!! 28 201~ Involvement of Coaching Staffwith Student-Athletes on Another of the Ins’ftution’s Teams (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Involvement of Coaching StaB’with Student-Athletes on Another of the Inslitution’s Teams (I) 

~ui 28 20i~ Oil-Campus Contact with Prospective Student-athlete During Football Bowl Subdivision Spring Evalualion Period After Commitment-- Head Coach 

Restriction (I) 

Official Interpretation -- Oil’-Campus Contact with Prospective Stadent-Athlete During Football Bowl Subdivision Spring Evaluation Period After 
Commitment -- ttead Coach Restriction (I) 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click !.1q.:i~L to be removed From @fis mailing iis~.. 

Click here to v e~, o =" pr racy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Domestic Academic Certitication Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of July 22, 
2014. As a re~ninder, this notification applies to domeslic accounts only. Please note that the service standard for the initial review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days frown the "Ready-to-Process-Fh~al" (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Ce~5,fication Requesl Program" may be used 

for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. Click 

here for more infom~ation about the Academic Certification Request Program. 

LSDBi Annouaacernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Click [?.~t!i~ to be removed from this mailing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 1, 2014 9:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Jul 31 201~ Domestic Academic Certitication Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Fin’,d" as of,luly 23- 
24 2014. As a reminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. ][~lease note that the service standard for the initiaJ review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days frown the "Ready-to-][~rocess-Fh~al’’ (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Reques~t Program" may be used 

for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. Click 

here for more infom~ation about the Academic Certification Request Program. 

~1 3 ~ 201~ Member Ins~itulion Portal Enhance~nent 

’][’he NCAA Eligibility Center has heard your requests and is happy to a~nounce the ability to export your Additional Reports (No CCL, Open 

Matriculation Letter, and Open Tasks) on the Member Institution Portal to a Microsoft Excel file, in addition to the Adobe pdf format. 

Click here for a screen shot. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, August 2, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Aug 01 20~4 Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of July 
26, 2014. As a relninder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service s~iandard ibr the initial review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-t rocess-Firol" (RTt -F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be 

used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. 

Click here for more infoimation about the Academic Certification Request Progrmn. 

A~g 01 20~ August Member Institution Newsletter Available 

The August 2014 Member Institution Newsletter is now available. This month’s topics include: 

1. Initial - Eligibility Waivers; 

2. Exception to Academic Year in Residence; 

3. Customer Service Reminders (academic records for transfer student-athletes, automatic waivers and documentation from high schools); 

4. Re-evaluation requests; and 

5. New featares on the Member Institution Portal. 

Nug OL 20I~ Academic Re-Evaluations 

Earlier this yeac the NCAA Eligibili~ Center implemented a new process, which results in automatic re-evaluation of an academic certification 

previously released as a "Final Nonqaulitier" or "Final Paa~tial Qualitier upon receipt of new ACT or SAT results. As a result of this process 

enhoa~cement, it should no longer be necessao~ to contact the NCAA Eligibility Center to request a re-evaluation of newly received scores. Re- 

evaluations are generally completed within two (2) business days of receipt. Please note, only prospective stadent-athletes whose accounts are 

activated to the current Institutional Reques~t List (IRL) cycle will be automatically re-evaluated. Also, cases which reflect "Automatic Waiver 

Approved" for both Divisions I and II will not be auto~natica]ly re-evaluated. 

Additionally, under certain circums~iances, the NCAA Eligibilily Center has begun to automatically initiate re- eva~uations after a high school updates its 

List of NCAA Courses. If you have questions about this process, or any NCAA Eligibility, Center process, please contact ecinfo~)ncaa.o ,rg. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

CHck here to be :emove~ from th~s mailing Hst, 

Click D.@L~ to ~iew our privacy poiic~,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, August 2, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Aug 01 20~4 Division I EditoriaJ~ Revisions 2014-10 and 2014-11 

Division I institutions should note that two editorial revision have recently been added to LSDBi and are included in the 2014-15 Division I Manual. 

ER-2014-10 reorganized Bylaw 14 to relate exclusively to academic eligibilib, and moves other eligibility provisious ~o Bylaw 12 and Bylaw 17. 

ER-2014-11 changed the references to "enforcement" program and process to "infractions" program and process. Additioual edits clarify various 
provisions with more accurate and consistent temainology. 

The revisions may be viewed via the Division I ProposaJ Search Page on LSDBi. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

Ti~is email we~s ser~t t-o: i~l~.@m~;.e~u 

(::lick ~].L~L9 ~o be !emoved from this mailing list. 

Click berne ~.o vie,e,, o~J~ pdvac’! policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 5, 2014 9:30 AlVl 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug ~ 20~4 Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of July 
29, 2014. As a relninder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service s’tandard ibr the initial review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-t rocess-Firol" (RTt -F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be 

used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. 

Click here for more infoimation about the Academic Certification Request Progr~m. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 5, 2014 9:30 AIVI 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~ug ~ ~0~ 2014-15 Abridged NCAA Division I Manual s Available 

Abridged 2014-15 Division I spo(t-s~cific and constituent-specific Manuals are available to download in PDF on the NCAA PuNications we bpage. 

The abridged NCAA Division I Ma~ug~s contaAn key provisions of Division I legislation that are most likely to be accessed by those involved in a 

pal~tJ~cular sport (e.g., coaches) or in particular ins’timfional administrative positions (i.e., chmicellors and presidents~ athletics directors and senior 

wolnan adlninistrators, and facul .ty athletics representatives). Please note that as changes occur to Division I legislation throughout the year, updates axe 

made to the legislation on the Legislative Services Database for the Intemet (LSDB i). 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, Augnst 6, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 0~ 20~4 Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of July 31 
-August 1, 2014. As a re~ninder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service siandard for the initial review of 

academic certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-Process-FinaJ" (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Progra~n" 

may be used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether ~l expedited review is truly needed before using this 

program. Click here for more inforu~ation about the Academic Certification Request 1~ rogmm. 

A~g 05 20~ Re-Evaluation Reques~t Process 

The NCAA Eligibility, Center would like to remind you about a feature available on the Member Institution Po(t~L The "Re-EwJuation Certification 

Reques~t" form may be used to request a re-evaJuation of new infom~ation received regarding a case previously released as an academic nonqualifier or 

poriial qualifier. This form is sub~nitted electmnicg, ly to notify" the NCAA Eligibility Center when updated mt’ormation or new documentation, which may 

affect the outcome of a case, has been receive& The three (3) specific request types available via this form are: 

1. A high school’s List of NCAA courses has been updated; 

2. A revised transcript has been submitted; or 

3. A stadent has completed post-graduate coursework (e.g., +1, +3). 

Please note that this tbrm may only be used to request a re-evaluation for final nonqualifier or final partial-qualifier decisions. It may not be used tbr 
cases that are "In t rocess" or cases that have received an "Automatic Waiver." This process is not available to hite~ational or Home School 

cases. Click here for detaAled instructions. 

NCAA Eligibility Center IT MaJntenance 

Membership access to NCAA Eligibility Center documents via the Member Institution Portal will be unavmlable beginning at 6 p.m. Tuesday, Augnst 5 

due to planned IT maintenance. The expected outage will last 6-8 hours with systeln availabili .ty restored by Wednesday morning at 7 a.m. Easteru 

time. We apologize for any inconvenience this outage may cause. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, Angust 7, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 06 20~4 Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of August 
1- 4, 2014. As a reminder, this notification applies ~o domestic accounts only. Please note that the service staa~dard for the initi~ review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-t rocess-Firo~" (RTt -F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be 

used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. 

Click here for more information about the Academic Certification Request Progr~m. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Friday, August 8, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Aug 07 20~4 U~ of Hehnets During On-Ice Conditioning Activities Outside the Playing Season (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Use of Helmets Durin~ On-Ice Couditionin~ Activities Ot ts de the Playi a~ Sea~n (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ciicl,: h~.:~e to b~ removed flom d’fis mailing 

Click ~.[.¢ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, August 8, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ L~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 07 2~4 Guide to International Academic Standards Updated 

The 2014-15 Guide to International Academic Standards tbr Athletics E i~ibility is now available. 

A~i~ 07 201~ Domestic Academic Certitication Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Hnal" as of August 

5 - 6, 2014. As a reminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service staa~dard for the initial review of academic 

certitications is ten (10) business days ti-om the °’Ready- to-Process-Final" (RTP-F) date. The ’°Academic Certification Request Program" may be 

used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this progratn. 

Click here for more information about the Academic Certification Request Progra~l. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, August 9, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 08 20~4 Did You Know? 

Student-athletes whose accounts retlect "Automatic Waiver Approved" in the "IE Waiver" tield tbr Division I or Division II axe automatically eligible in 
the applicable division. In these cases, Division I or II member institutions will not need to submit an IEW for these student-athletes. Please note that 

student-athletes remaJ~n nonqudlifiers or pm!J~al qualifiers; however by receiving automatic IEW relie£ they may receive athleticdlly related financial id, 

practice and compete in the initial yeax of full-ti~ne collegiate enrollment, provided they meet all other eligibility ~equi~ements. For additional infom~ation, 

including the criteria for meeting the Division I or II "automatic waiver," please visit the "Initial- Eligibili~ W~five~s" section found in the resources pap, e 

on the Member Institution Portal. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

finis ema~l was sent to: e(~5~snc ed~ 

(2:lick ~.L~.29 to be !em,:~ve.?: from this mailing list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, August 9, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Aug 08 20~4 Override Period Expires Monday, October 6 (I) 

The NCAA Division I legislative ovemde period is now available on the NCAA website on the Legislative Actions a~ad Issues page 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Ciicl,: h~.:~e to b~ removed flom d’fis mailing 

Click ~.[.¢ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 12, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 11 20~4 Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of August 
9-10, 2014. As a reminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service stoaadard for the initi~ review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-Process-Firo~" (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be 

used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. 

Click here for more infoimation about the Academic Certification Request t rogrmn. 

A~g 11 20~ NCAA Eligibility Center IT MaAntenmace 

Melnbership access to NCAA Eligibility Center doculnents via the Member Institution Portal will be unavailable beginning at 8 p.m. Eas~tern time on 

Tuesday, August 12 due to planned IT maintenmace. The expected outage will last throughout the evening with ustem availability restored by 

Wednesday morning at 7 a.m. Eastern time. We apologize for any inconvenience this outage may cause. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click }St~2Z-’. to be remove,<, from this mailing list, 

Click [5.e~L~ to ~;iew our pdw~cy poiic~,, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, Augnst 13, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 12 20~4 Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of August 
11-12, 2014. As a reminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the sea-vice standard for the initial review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-t rocess-Firol" (RTt -F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be 

used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. 

Click here for more information about the Academic Certification Request Progr~m. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, Angust 14, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 13 20~4 Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of August 
13, 2014. As a re~ninder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service s’tandard ~br the initial review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-t rocess-Firol" (RTt -F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be 

used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. 

Click here for more infoimation about the Academic Certification Request Progr~m. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(.@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, August 16, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

~ug !~ ~0~ 2014-15 NCAA Division I Publicatiou of Proposed Legislation (I) 

The 2014-15 NCAA Division I POPL is uow awfilable to the membership on ~,w.ncaa.org (on the Legislative Actious and Issues page). 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click he:~e ~o be removed Dora this mailing iist. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 19, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 18 20~4 Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of August 
15-18, 2014. As a reminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the sea-vice standard for the initial review of academic 

certifications is ten (10) business days from the "Ready-to-t rocess-Firol" (RTt -F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be 

used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. 

Click here for more information about the Academic Certification Request Progr~m. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 18 20~4 Eligibility-- Core-Curriculum Time Limitalion Legislation -- Exception -- One Additional Core Course After High School Graduation (I) 

Educa~6 one1 Column -- Eliaibilitv -- Core-Curriculum Time Limitation Le~isla~6on -- Exception -- One Additional Core Course After High School 
Graduation (I) 

&~i~ !8 201~ Academic Membership and Affairs (AMA) Interpretation Emergency Phone Line 

As a reminder, the purpose of the AMA Interpretation Emergency Phone Line (317/917-6003) is to process emergency interpretive requests that must 

be a~swered within the next business day and an institution or conference does not have sufficient time to submit the request via RSRO. If an 
interpretive request is not an emergency, but requires a response in the next two business days~ the request should be subtnitted via RSRO as "urgent." 

All other interpretive requesls should continue to be submitted via RSRO. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent to: i~@~c,~,~ 

CHck here to be :emove~ from th~s nnaHb~g Hst, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday. Angust 21, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Ceuter 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 20 20~4 Member Institution Phone Line 

The NCAA Eligibility Center would like to remind everyone that the dedicated toll-free number for NCAA member ins~titutions, 877/544-2950, should 
not be provided to parents or students, t arents and prospective student- athletes may contact our customer sei~ice staff at 877/262-1492. Our goal is 

to answer the dedicated member ins~titution line with little or no w~t time. Providing that dedicated membership line to parents and students will result in 

longer hold tilnes for meniber institutions during this busy tilne of the year. Please note that the public line aJso is staffed to provide Ininilnal wait tilne. 

&~i~ 20 201~ Domestic Academic Certiiication Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently processing academic certifications for cases which went "Ready-to-Process-Final" as of August 

19-21, 2014. As a reminder, this notification applies to domestic accounts only. Please note that the service sIandaid for the initial review of academic 

cerlifications is ten (10) business days fi~m the "Read? -to-t rocess-FinaY’ (RTt -F) date. The "Academic Certification Request t rogram" may be 

used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this prograln. 
Click here for more information about the Academic Certification Request Program. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Thursday. August 21, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

NCAA Motion for Clarification of Timing of O’Bannon Injunction (I) 

The Court in the O’Bannon matter has claJcitied that its injunction will begin August 1,2015. The August 1,2015, date reflects the initial date on which 
the first class of prospective Division I Football Bowl Subdivision and basketba]l student-athletes impacted by the judge’s ruling (those enrolling after 

July 1, 2016) could receive an indication in writing from an institution that ~ offer of athletica]ly related finm~ci~l aid will be forthcoming. Thus, until 

August 1, 2015, all actions taken or offers made to prospective and current student-athletes tnust be consistent with cmTent roles. Please note that the 

NCAA is appealing the Court’s ruling, so we will keep the membership informed about the injunction. The Court’s clarification is avafilable here. Click 

here for the NCAA press release related to this issue. If you have any questions about the ruling, please contact NCAA General Counsel Scott Bearby 

(317/917-6913; sbearby(~ncaa.org) at the national office. 

LSDBi Annou]acement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

finis ema~l was sent to: e(~5~snc ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, August 23, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 22 20~4 Domestic Academic Certification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eiigibili~ Center is currently up to date in the processing of academic certifications. As a reminder, this notification applies to 
domestic accounts orfly. Please note that the service standard for the initial review of academic certifications is ten (10) business days from the 

"Ready-to-Process-Firo~" (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be used for cases requiring expedited review for a 

specific reason. Please consider whether an expedited review is truly needed before using this program. Click here for more information about the 

Academic Certificalion Request Program. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

Click 1~.~2.~ ~.o vie~e,, o~J~ l-~rivac’! Dolici~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(.@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, August 23, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

Aug 22 20~4 Eligibility of Continuing Student-Athlete lbr Foreign Tour (I) 

Staff Interpretation -- Eligibility of Cxmtinuin~ Student-Athlete for Foreign Tour (I) 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click he:~e ~o be removed Dora this mailing iist. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 26, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Aug 2~ 20~4 Domestic Academic Ce(tification Processing Date 

The NCAA Eligibility Center is currently up to date in the processing of academic certifications. As a reminder, this notification applies to 

domestic accounts only. CeNfications are being colnpleted for cases that went "Ready-to-Process-Fina1" the basiness day prior as well as the same 

day. Please note that the service st~xida:rd for the initial review of academic certifications is ten (10 ) business days from the "Ready-to-Proce ss- 

FiroY’ (RTP-F) date. The "Academic Certification Request Program" may be used for cases requiring expedited review for a specific reason. Please 

consider whether ma expedited leview is truly needed before using this program. Click hele for more infomiation aboat the Academic Certification 

Request Program. 

LSDBi Annouaacement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 

(2:lick ~.£~L~ to be !emoved from this mailing list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 8:27 AM 

COI@ncaa.org 

UNC Annual Compliance Report 

NCAA Annual Compliance Report to NCAA COI - FINAL 02 23 2013.pdf 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thumes, Jaclde <jthurnes@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 8:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Entbrcement s~taffpositions 

Thanks, Vince. We are ok, but open to other opportunities. Hope you and yours are good. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Juaa 12, 2013, at 8:08 PM. "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc.edu<mailto:ille@unc.edu>> wrote: 

Is there anybo@ left over there? Hope you and your family are doing well Jackie 

From: Jackie Thurnes [mailto:jthumes@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Enforcement staffpositions 

He?- Vince I hope you’re doing well. We’ve got several openings ~vithin the enforcement staff that we are currently recruiting candidates for 2 investigators in basketball, 2 investigators 
in investigations/processing and 1 investigator in football Could you help spread the word to any individuals you kno~v who might be good candidates? Feel free to give them my number 
and have them call me Thanks and take care! 

Jackie A. Thumes I Enforcement INCAA<http://www.ncaa.or~/>1317-917-6020 Office i 317-917-6055 F~x 

Physical Address: One NCAA Plaza ] 700 West Washington Street ] Indianapolis, IN 46204 
Mailing Address: P.O Box 6222 ] Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 
Overnight & Shipping Address: NCAA Distribution Center ] 1802 Alonzo Wafford Sr Dr~ve ] Indianapolis, IN 46202 

<image001 png> 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr. Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elations.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 6:52 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

The Biggest Mistake Many Speakers Make ] De~Jing With Biased Reporters ] Two Brilliant Messages ] Five Reasons Reporters Are Miserable 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

....~:5..,,’~.~...~:~ ~.’~:;~;.~?          ..~..,.~,.,.,..       ~L~?.."~.’. ~ ................................................................................................................................. 

~, ~ .~ ~..-,.,, ~ .~ ~.. ~,., ~ ~ -, ,~,.-.-~,,. ~ .,: .,, ~ ~.~ : ................................................................................................................................ 

I’m fortunate to work with many clients who take their public 
speaking responsibilities quite seriously. 
When they prepare to deliver a speech, they labor ever their laptops 
for days or weeks, making sure that every word communicates the 



precise message they want their audience to remember. 
When they finally finish composing their presentations, they have a 

beautifully written speech that’s certain to wow their crowd. 

::.~.i SpeakerWith Papers 

Well, not so fast. ~.!!£~.~r)..e..r.¢. to read more. 

When I firstgotoutofcollege, I worked attheclothing store 

During the employee orientation course, the premium retailerwanted 
toemphasize one pointtoall newemployees, including me:the 

Nordstromcould have madethat point by simply sayingthat-but 
"the customer isalwaysright" is neitherparticularly memorable nor 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Instead, theytold a story I’ll neverforget. He~’e’swhattheys~id. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr, Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elutions,com> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 6:07 PM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Septembe~s Five Worst Media Disasters ] A Brilliant Speech i Memorable Presidential Debate Moments 

Any Queslions?" 
A Better Solution to "Do Yon Have 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

.... .,"-" ~ ~ @ ~,"~ O .,,*’S t ................................................................. 

S e ~vl:e ~-.’,,-~ b.~ r 
It’s such a shame men can’t beat their disobedient wives these 
days. So says one television evangelist, whose dumb remark earned 
him a spot on the September worst video media disasters list. 
He’s not alone. Joining him is a politician who was recorded without 
his knowledge, some inept referees, and a candidate for office who 
stole somebody else’s video camera. 

i ~:~ i Oops Sign 



C..J~.~.k...[)#Z .e. to see the five worst video media disasters from 
September 2012~ 

If so, remember to visit the ~r. Media Trainin~ after each 
of this month’s presidential debates! 
We’ll post our nonpartisan analysis of the key moments of each 
debate within an hour of its conclusion. The debate schedule is: 

Wednesday, October 3 
Thursday, October 11 (vice presidential debate) 

Tuesday, October 16 
Monday, October 22 

If you’re I~ke most speakers, you probably get to the end dyour 
presentation and open up the floor by asking "Do you have any 
questions?" 
Unfodunately, many people in an audience are uncomfo~able being 
the first one to speak. Sometimes, no one says anything at a~l. You 
may pause for a few seconds in the hopes that someone will 
eventually break the s~enoe -- but sometimes no one does. 

CHck here for a better question that will get your audiences talking. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr, Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elations,com> 

Sunday, October 28, 2012 3:32 PM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Reporters in Hurricanes: Heroic or Stupid? i The 10 Worst Media Gait~s of Election 2012 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Another hurricane is making its way to America’s shores. And that 
means that once again, reporters have planted themselves right in 
middle of the storm. 

If you’ve been watching coverage of Hurricane Sandy, you’ve likely 
seen a few reporters standing in a stormy area "braving" increasingly 
strong winds and surging waves. 

That begs the question: Is it stupid for reporters to do live 
shots while standing in middle of a hurricane? 

Chris Lawrence CNN 

Click here for my view - as well as two videos of reporters getting 
wiped out by a hurricane’s winds. 



If you like our posts, please click the "share" buttons at the 
bottom of each article to share them with your social networks. 
Thank you for reading! 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr, Media TmJning <brad@phillipsmedia~elations,com> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Why I Answered My Obscene Commenter i A Better Way to Present PowerPoint Slides ] Chris Matthews: A Dumb Comment, Great 

Apology ] Should PR Pros "Politicize" Tragedy? 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

I’ve seen thousands of PowerPoint presentations over the past 
decade. 
The majority of speakers present slides in the same way. They 
finish presenting the information contained on one slide, click to the 
next slide, and speak about the new slide, often reading it to the 
audience verbatim. 
That approach doesn’t work. 

Point Slide Show 

Don’t be that speaker. Here’s a much better way to show 
PowerPoint slides. 



If so, please forward this newsletter to them using the 
"Forward Email" link at the bottom of this email. 
Thank you very much for reading our work and sharing it with your 
friends and colleagues. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

As HurricaneSandyclaimed dozensoflives, demolished homes, 
andwreaked havocon millionsofpeopie intheeastem United 

States, I noticedan interestingdebateplayingout in myTwitter 

SomeofmyTwitterfriendstooktheopportunitytoadvocatefor 
strongerpoliciesaimed atcurbing climatechange, forwhichthey 
blamed HurricaneSandy. Otherstookoffenseatthatsuggestion, 
olaimingthatitwasinappropriateto"politicize"trageay. 

........................................................................................................................................ 

F~n~rd 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr, Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elations,com> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 6:07 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Today at 2PM Eastern: "The Media Training Bible" Special Promotion with Free Bonus Material 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

THE MED~A TRAiNiNG B~BLE SPECIAL 
PROMOTION TODAY AT 2PM EASTERN 
Today’s the day! 

As a reminder, the soft cover edition of my new book, The Media 
Trainin~l Bible: 101 Thin,Is You Absolutely, Positively Need to Know 
Before Your Next Interview, is now available. 
I’m hoping the book can make it onto Amazon’s Business Bestseller 
list, and you’re instrumental in making that happen. So I’m offering 
you a special incentive to help me. 
If you buy the book using this lir~k from Amazon.corn TODAY 
(Tuesday, December 11) between 2 p.m. -3 p.m. eastern time, 
I will send you a lot of free bonus material. 



The Media Training Bible 

Just send your receipt showing your purchase of the book during 

that hour to ~£%~_!~__s_’_@_S__A##_k_G___o_o_d_P_£e_s_’__s_’~__c_o_E!, and you will receive: 
- 10 Free Bonus Media Training Lessons 
- 10 Great Ways to Open a Speech 
- 10 Great Ways to Close a Speech 
- Our Template Message Development Worksheets 
The Media Training Bible is organized as 101 two-page lessons, 
each packed with tips you can use immediately. You can read more 
about the book and see the early reviews 
Please take a moment to enter a reminder into your calendar 
for today between 2 p.m. -3 p.m. eastern. And please 
remember to visit this ~i~k to place your order. 
(If you live in or near Europe, you can order the book from 

Thank you ven/much for your support. I hope you enjoy the book! 
Sincerely, 

Brad 
P.S. The eBook will also be available on or before January 8, 2013. 

Forward email 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr, Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elations,com> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:24 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

The 10 Worst Media Disasters of 2012 ] Eight Reasons Not to Go Off The Record ] The Part of a Speech I Hate The Most ] Thank Yon! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Sluts. The 47 percent. President Obama’s disastrous first debate. A 
violent football coach who wants to "kill" his opponent. 
Those media moments can mean only one thing: It’s time for the ten 
worst video media disasters of 2012! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Click here to see my choices for the worst video media disasters of 
20~ 2. 



And don’t miss my personal favorite (number nine) about the mayor 
who might "eat some tacos tonight." 

intothetop 10ofAmazon’s"Hot NewBusiness Books" chart. 

Thankyou very much to those of you who ordered the book. I hope 

Forreade~ inornearEurope, the bookisavailablefromA~azoll 

NEW: The bookwasjustreleasedfortheKindle,..&~.~!.!#t~!..e.. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr, Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elations,com> 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 1:47 PM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Your 25 Favorite Posts of 2012 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You~ 25 .,,<:avon"ire Posts of 20"~ £ 
After writing 280 posts in 2012, this is it...the final article of the year! 
To help close out the year, I’ve put together the 25 posts you clicked 
on most, organized as your top five posts in each of five categories. 
I wish you and your family a happy and healthy 2013. Thank you 
very much for being a pad of our community. 



2012 

Your Five Favorite Media Training Posts of 2012 

How to Survive an Ambush Interview 
Six Times You Should Call a Press Conference 

The 11 Thinqs That Journalists Find Newsworthy 
Practicing for Interviev~: Focus on What Matters 
Pop Quiz: Can You Finish These 20 Advertising Slogans 

Your Five Favorite Public Speaking Posts of 2012 

Ei htGreatWa stoO enaS eech 

Seven Things Billy Joel Teaches You About Public Speaking 
21 Questions to Ask Before Even/Presentation 
The One Sentence Most Public Speakers Get Wrong 
The Biggest Mistake Many Public Speakers Make 

Your Five (Miscellaneous) Favorite Posts of 20t2 

What To Do When Someone Steals Your Work 

The Elements of Great Storytelling (and a 9-Year-Old Boy) 
Are Reporters in Hurricanes Heroic or Stupid? 
The Ten Best Media Training Quotes, Part Three 
Why I Answered My Obscene Commenter 

Your Five Favorite Media Disasters of 2012 

The 10 Worst Media Disasters of 2012 
Susan G. Komen’s Bad Week in Crisis Communications 
NBA Commissioner Asks Radio Host if He Beats His Wife 
The 10 Worst Gaffes of Election 2012 
Whatever You Do Don’t Back U ! 

Your Five Favorite Body Language Posts of 2012 

Six Thinqs You Need to Know About Body Language 
Public Speaking Body Language: Energy 
Public Speaking Body Language: Eye Contact 
Public Speaking Body Language: Tone 
Public S eakin Bod Lan ua e: PowerPoint 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



] 
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FI’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr, Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elations,com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 15, 2013 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Three Things To Do When You’re Falsely Accused ] Recovering From a Brain Freeze 
Answering "All" or "Never" Questions 

Should PR Pros Sit In on Media Interviews? 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

a successful defense. But there are at least three tactics that can 
help ou survive the glare of the media spotlight. 

.~i Richard Jewell 

After beating charges of larceny and fraud in 1987, former U.S. 
Secretary of Labor Ray Donovan famously asked, "Which office do I 
go to get my reputation back?" 

::pos,~,~,,e~y:::i,,~e~::~::~,l~t,i~ .................... 
VVhen the media have you in their sights, it can be difficult to mount ................................................................................................................................... 



being the 1996 "Olympics Bomber" 

.... ~*~::::::~::~::~:~::~ ...................... ~::~:::~::::::::~i::::::::~:::::::~:::::::~:::~ .............. ~:::~:~ 

,~ ,, ,,"~,.~}t~,,t~,,~O,,,,’4.,<,~ b~,,’~ I~’~ O~ ,,~,,~.,<.,,,,<:~ ................................................................................................................................... 
.,.~, 

A PR professional once shared a memorable anecdote with me. 
She had arranged for one of her colleagues, a content matter expert, 

to speak with a reporter from The Washington Post. On the day of 
the interview, the two of them huddled in an office and called the 
reporter. 
They chose not to tell the reporter that the PR professional was on 
the line. At some point during the interview, the reporter picked up 
that someone else was in the room-and he exploded: "VVho else is 
on the line? My interview is supposed to be with [NAME]. Get that 
other person out of the room!" 
Click here to read more. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr, Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elations,com> 

Sunday, Janual7 27, 2013 11:37 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Select The Right Spokesperson In a Crisis I Subway’s "Fooflong" Fia~o ] How To Give a "Tweet-Worthy" Interview ] Five Ways to Think 

Like a Reporter 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

~4ew to Select The Rig/~t Spokespe..."so...’~ h.’,, 

How should you select a spokesperson when a media crisis affects 
your brand? Should you choose your CEO or someone lower in 

rank? Should you pick an executive or a subject-matter experl? 
Those are some of the trickiest decisions you’ll make in a crisis, 
and they’r~ ones that can determine whether you will thrive and 
survive or crash and burn. 

~i Press Conference 2 

Click here for two ways to select the right spokesperson in a crisis. 



A corporate crisis can originate in unexpected places. 
Earlier this month, the fast food behemoth Subway found itself in a 
global mess when an Australian teenager posted a photo to 
Facebook of the "SUBWAY FOOTLONG" he had purchased in 
Perth. 
The problem? It measured only 11 inches. And Subway’s ridiculous 
response only made matters worse. 

~i Sobway Sub 

Click here to read more. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr. Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elations.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 20, 2013 7:07 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

What My Local Cupc~l:e Shop Teaches You About Messaging ] The Carnival Cruise Disaster] Woman Hides Under Desk To Avoid 

Reporter] Tesla Motors’s Rookie Mistake ] ...And More 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

My wife and [ have passed the shop many times, each time looking 

longingly through the store window at the display cases, filled with    :~r~:~:~!~:::~:~:~:w~:::::::::::::: 
cupcakes lined up in perfect rows - banana cream cupcakes next to 
chocolate ganache cupcakes next to peanut butter and jelly 

We finally stopped in a few weeks ago. And something the clerk ~ ~ii~ 

said instantly removed the shop’s magic and made us unlikely to 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Click here to read more. 

:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~‘~‘~:~:~:~:~:~:~‘~::~:~:~:~:~:~:~‘~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

and power, the Carnival Triumph cruise ship finally made its way 
back to shore last week. 
Passengers a~sembark~ng the ship told stories about udnating ~nto 
sinks and defecating into plastic bags, waiting hours to be seHea a 
cold meal, and sleeping in a makeshift tent city on the deck to avoid 
the sweltering cabins below. 
As a result of Carnival’s corporate crisis and the media’s excess in 
covering it, Carnival will have to do a lot of things right to keep this 
incident from turning into a much larger, longer-lasting disaster for 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Click here to see five things Carnival should do to recover 

TheSiliconValley-basedfirmdesigns, makes, and sellseleotric 
cars. Theirnewest model, theTesla Model S, cameout lastyear. If 
you’ve heard of it, it’s probably due to a spat that Tesla got into with 



The company’s CEO lashed out at The Times after it published an 
unfavorable review of the car, But the fault was entirely his. 

Here’s wh~. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations - Mr, Media Training <brad@phillipsmedia~elations,com> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 10:09 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Seven Ways To Respond To A Negative News Sto~ I Why The "Little" Things Matter In Media Relations I Should You Ask Reporters To 

See Their Stories In Advance I Three Ways To Keep Getting Booked On Nem, ork TV i ...And More 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I’m occasionally asked whether it’s ever appropriate to "freeze a 
reporter out," or refuse to speak to him again. 

Whenever I hear that, I immediately think of a scene out of The 
Godfati~eror Fatal Attraction, complete with horse’s head and boiled ................................................................................................................................... 
bunny. I imagine frustrated interviewees suddenly appearing as 
caped crusaders, exacting their revenge on unfair journalists by 
"rubbing them out." 
Think hard before you do that. Freezing a reporter out is a dramatic 
step that often backfires. 



::~i: The Godfather 

Click here to read more. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

It used to be that asking r~porters to see their completed stories 
before they ran was plain taboo, something only inexperienced 
hacks did. But as journalism culture continues to evolve, so too do 

the best practices for media relations. 
~!.!~.t~..!).#[~ to see if it’s okay to ask reporters to see their stories 



including anytelephoneoremailexchanges-can bequoted in a 

newsstory. Butthataoesn’t meanyou should avoid talkingto 

reporters in the downtime before and after the "official" interview. 

.R-~-e-~d-~[9-~--r~-h-e--~.e--ab~th~wt~pr~t~ty~r~e~finintervie~it~ati~s~ 
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Specie] Oilier: Today ~d Tomorrow Only: Free Bonus MaterM With Your Purchase of The Media Training Bible 

~5.,"+m~:..~,-~.~.. O~’:l::~."!~: ~ ~.,~a.,,’~,-~ a, ,"~ ................................................................................................................................. 

For those of you who haven’t yet pumhased my new book, The 
Media Trainin~l Bible: 101 Thin,Is You Absolutely, Positively Need to 
Know Before Your Next Intemiew, I’m offering a special incentive 
today and tomorrow only. 
(And if you have already purchased a copy, this would be a good 
moment to pick up extra copies for your colleagues and clients.) 
If you buy the softcover edition of The Media Training Bible 



from Amazon using this link today (Monday, April 15) or 
tomorrow (Tuesday, April 16), you will receive the following 
bonus material: 

- 10 Free Bonus Media Training Lessons (24 pages) 
- Our Message Development Template Worksheets 
- Top 20 Presentation Training Tips (4 pages) 

::~ The Media Training Bible 

In addition, you’ll be eligible to win one of three free signed 
hardcover editions of The Media Training Bible (the hardcover 
is not available for sale - we printed just 50 copies). 

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS 

You’ll get one entry to win a hardcover for each copy you purchase - 
so if you buy several copies of the book for your colleagues or 
clients, you’ll get multiple entries. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Just email your Amazon receipt, showing the date of purchase, to 
Books@SpeakGoodPress.com no later than 11:59pm eastern on 
Tuesday, April 16, 2013. 

ABOUT THE BOOK 

The Media Training Bible is organized as 101 two-page lessons, 
each packed with tips you can use immediately. You can learn 
more about the book, explore the full table of contents, and 

read free samplele lessons here. 

REVIEWS OF THE MEDIA TRAINING BIBLE 

"True to its title, this book is the bible of media training. It is also the 
Rosetta Stone of media training. And the Holy Grail of media 
training." - Dan Janal, Pounder, PR Leads 

"The Media Training Bible is a must read for learning best practices 
for creating, delivering, and staying on message with the media-a 
reference you’ll want on your top shelf." - Wayne Bloom, CEO, 
Commonwealth Financial Network 

"The advice in The Media Training Bible is both timely and timeless, 
filled with hands-on guidance that can be applied immediately."- 
Michael Sebastian, Managing Editor, Ragan’s PR Daily 

"If more politicians read The Media Tra#}ing Bible, there would be 
many fewer embarrassing stories about them featured on Political 
Wire ." - Taegan Goddard, Pounder and Publisher, Political Wire 

"In a chaotic media landscape, Brad Phillips offers a thorough and 
engaging guide to getting your message out authentically and 
effectively. Take Brad’s advice to heart." - Richard Harris, Former 
Senior Producer, ABC News Nightlthe 

"Through a perfect mix of lessons, case studies, and exercises, 
Brad Phillips unlocks the secrets of becoming an effective 
spokesperson. I refer to The Media Training Bible before every 
interview - and you will too." - Tod Ibrahim, Executive Director, 

The American Society of Nephrology 

"1 couldn’t put this book down.=.A compelling read that makes you 
feel as though you have your own, personal media trainer in your 
pocket - or on your shelf." - ~__e_~_~_’_a____A_$}’£~_¢~, Crisis 
Communications Strategist and Blogger 

"Everyone who speaks to the media - and anyone who might - 
should read The Media Training Bible before even thinking about 
doing another interview. Executives and other professionals will want 
to keep this invaluable resource within reaching distance for many 
years to come." - Russ Mittermeier, Presiden~ Conservation 

International 

i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: :::::::::::::: :: ::::::: :::::::: ?:i:::I:: :2:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



"Brad Phillips’ book will become THE Media Training Bible for CEOs, 
leaders, and spokespersons who want to be a winner with the 
media...After 30 years of PR consulting and media training myself, 

I’ve never seen the topic so well organized and practically delivered." 
- Jeff Domansky, The PR Coach 

"The Media Training Bible is the most comprehensive and well- 
reasoned resource on this topic I have ever read...Public relations 
professionals - and the executives they serve - shouldn’t be out there 
without it." - Linda Carlisle, Corporate Communications 

Manager, Elkay Manufacturing Company 

"The Media Trait~ing Bible goes far beyond the standard media 
training guides and is must-reading for anyone who would be the 
least bit frightened by an unexpected knock on the door from the 
local -iV news crew.=.Don’t pitch stories and don’t accept requests 
for media interviews until you read this book=" - Joan Stewar~ 

Publisher, The PubliciW Hound 

"Brad’s bible captures the reader’s attention - regardless of 
professional level - because it is a refreshing departure from the 
never-ending droning many PR and media relations books present... 
His streamlined approach makes the book not only an engaging 
read, but also a ready reference for the future." - John Barnett, Vox 
Optima Public Relations 

"Theory is great. Action is better because it gets results~ This book 
gives you the tools to get results. I’ve read over 100 public relations 
and communication-type books, and this is one of my favorites. It 

will be yours too."- Rodger D. Johnson, Get Social PR 
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Read These Books: Public Speaking, Media Training, Body Language a~d Crisis Management 
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Over the past decade, I’ve read dozens of books that ~ocus on media 

traiNni, crisis management, bed‘/language, and public speakini. 

Man,! of them are flood. But a ~ew are very iood. 

Below, you’ll find a list of some of my all-time favorites. I hope 

For more information about any of these books, you can click on 
the book title. 



PUBLIC SPEAKING 
__Y__o_u____A____r_e_____T_h__e____M__e_s__s_@g__e_. by Roger Ailes 

A true classic chock full of smart thinking and "a ha!" moments. 
Before Roger Ailes was hired to run the Fox News Channel, he was 
a high-profile communications consultant (he coached Ronald 
Reagan in 1984 before the second presidential debate that 
cemented his re-election). If you want to learn how to be a more 
effective public speaker, this is the perfect place to begin. 

Presentation Zen: Simple Ideas on Presentation 

Design and Delivery by Garr Reynolds 

Many communications consultants advise their clients not to use 
PowerPoint. I disagree with that absolutist stance, since the 
problem isn’t the tool, but the use of that tool. Garr Reynolds gets 
that, and strikes the perfect balance by offering a visually stunning 
guide that helps presenters design minimalistic PowerPoint slides 
that enhance presentations and reinforce verbal points. 

Presenting to Win: The Art of Telfing Your Story 
by Jerry Weissman 

Jerry Weissman’s classic book offers a detailed, almost technical, 
guide to public speaking. This is the type of book you’ll want to 
highlight and come back to before every speech you ever deliver; 
although you should r~ad it cover-to-cover, you’ll eventually get more 

out of it as a must=have reference title. 

Confessions of a Public Speaker by Scott Berkun 
This book isn’t a public speaking book in the traditional sense. It’s 
not particularly granular or tactical - you won’t find much here about 
proper posture, slide design, or ways to begin a speech, for 
example. Instead, this book focuses on some of the bigger issues 
speakers get wrong, such as failing to maintain the audience’s 
attention, work a tough room, or manage their own fear. (Readmy 

full ~eview hem.) 

BODY LANGUAGE 

What Every BODY Is Saying: An Ex-FBI Agent’s 

Guide to Speed-Reading People by Joe Navarro 
Reading body language is notoriously difficult. Even rather obvious 
tells usually require other, complementary tells - known as clusters 
- in order to accurately assess their meaning. That’s why I so 
thoroughly enjoyed this book, which is filled with all of the 
responsible caveats but is still an easy read full of fascinating 
t id bits. (Read my full ~eview here, and five body language tips from 

Navarto’s book here.) 



The Definitive Book of Body Language byAIlan and 

Barbara Pease 

A terrific starter’s guide to body language that covers all of the 
basics - gestures, eye contact, and deceit signals - and some 
unexpected material, including the hidden meaning of certain 
seating arrangements, physical space, and courtship displays. 

CRISIS MANAGEMENT 

Masters of Disaster: The Ten Commandments of 

Damage Control by Christopher Lehane, Mark 

Fabiani and Bill Guttentag 

Preparing in advance for crisis is more important today than ever 
before. Masters helps readers do that by detailing "Ten 
Commandments" of damage control, the purpose of which are to 
help restore trust to companies in crisis. (Readmyfullteviewhere, 
and an excerpt here.) 

Damage Cont~-ol: The Essential Lessons of Crisis 

Mana~/ement by Eric Dezenhall and John Weber 
This book got a lot of attention upon its original release, as it 
gleefully tore much of the prevailing crisis communications "wisdom" 
to shreds. If you like hearing a smartly argued counter argument, 
this book’s for you. 

The Four Stages of Highly Effective Crisis 

Management: How to Manage the Media/n the 

Dia_ital Ao_e by Jane Jordan-Meier 

Jane’s straightforward prose, expert sourcing, relevant data and 
instructive case studies make this detailed book an easy read. 

MEDIA TRAINING 
Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive and Others 

Die by Chip and Dan Heath 

Two years after reading their book, I still remember many of the 
anecdotes they shared; those case studies make their underlying 
and more substantive points even stickier. This is not a "media 



training book," but I’ve included it in this section since much of their 
advice can be applied brilliantly to your media interactions. 

i Made to Stick 

The Sound Bite Workbook by Marcia Yudkin 
In her shod workbook, Marcia Yudkin offers some terrific advice to 
help spokespersons create the all elusive "sound bite." You can use 
it to create captivating quotes for the media, presentations, website 
taglines, and marketing messages. 

Your Public Best: The Complete Guide to Making 

Successful Public Appearances in the Meetin~ 

Room, on the Platform, and on TV by Lillian Brown 

This book, which was updated in 2002, is a bit outdated. And its 
strongest section - about clothing, makeup, and hair - precedes 
the era of HDTV. Still, Brown’s section on how to dress, apply 
makeup, and wear your hair is still the strongest on the market. 

The Media Training Bible: 101 Things You 

Absolutely, Positively Need to Know Before Your 

Next Interview by Brad Phillips 

Okay, so this is my book. I’m not going to review it myself, since I 
have an obvious conflict of interesL The book is organized as 101 
two-page lessons, and covers message development, media 
interviewing, body language and attire, and crisis communications. I 
hope you’ll consider adding it to your book collection.(You can read 
independent reviews hem, and free sample lessons here.) 
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The 14-Yeax-Old Girl Who Crushed An Arrogant Interviewer ] 8 Ways To Speak When You’re Tired i How To Get Your Staff’To Behave 

On Social Media] ... And More! 

If everybody performed in interviews like 14-year-old Rachel Parent, 
there would be no need for media trainers. 

The young Canadian activist founded an organization that 
campaigns for mandatory labeling of foods containing genetically 



modified organisms (GMOs). She has organized and spoken at 
rallies against GMOs and just happens to be one amazing 
spokesperson. 

Here’s the proof: Ms. Parent challenged investor and TV host Kevin 

O’Lear¥ to a debate after he called GMO protesters "just stupid." 

~!.i~;.~;..!).~4~[~4 to watch Parent’s interview and learn what she did 
right. 



How do you get people to behave on social media? That is the 
million-dollar question these days. But celebrities and politicians 
aren’t the only ones getting in trouble. Unfortunately, social media 
can make anyone a celebrity - including your cowvorkers - and not 
in a good way. 

When you teach people how to use social media responsibly, you 

give them a valuable life skill. Give them the right tools and 
information and you’ll be amazed at how much loyalty they can build 
through social media. And that loyalty is a deep well that allows you 
to draw water when you make a mistake. 

C._!i_~__!?gr_ .e_ for helpful tips! 

~ The Media Training Bible: lOl Things You 

~ Absolutdy, Positively Need To Know Before Your 

Next Inter~4ew 

by Brad Phillips 
Paperback 

Lisl Price: $24.95                 (i 

Our Price: $19.81 

Buy Now 

This ReporterWants ToGetlntoYour Bedroom 
As readers of this blog know, I worked at ABC News and CNN 
beforelaunchingPhillipsMediaRelations, mymediaand 
presentation training firm, in 2004. I still have many friendswhowork 

in news, and some have commented to methat media trainers 



make their lives more difficult. They’re right, of course. [...]...~ 

Riley Cooper: A Racist Remark, A Terrific Apology 
Riley Cooper, a wide receiver with the Philadelphia Eagles, earned 
the critical glare of the media spotlight last week after a secretly 
recorded video emerged of him using racist language (Riley is 
white). Cooper was attending a concert by country star Kenny 

Chesney and wanted to go backstage. The African American 
security guard wouldn’t let him pass through a checkpoint. [...]...~ 

Fort,yard ernail 
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The "You’re Fired!" Heard Around The World] The 11 Best Advanced Media Training Techniquesi My Speech Didn’t Go Well. Now What? 

] Classic Post: Five Reasons Why Journ~Jists Lead Miserable Lives ] ...And More! 

~ ~.~,,~,, ,-~. ...,. ................................................................ 

Since sta.ing our blog in August 2010, we’ve published dozens of 
advanced media training tips. Many of them have gotten buried over 
time, so I’ve gone back and selected the 11 posts that remain as 
useful today as they were when they were published. 



for 11 of our best advanced tips! 

:::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

A reader emailed us about a very challenging situation she recently 
faced. 
The night before a big speech, she got word that her uncle was 
dying. Unsurprisingly, she was distracted and didn’t give a great 
presentation. When she got her reviews, she was upset to see that 
people had written some nasty comments. 
£!!.c.~..h~[.e. for seven things you can do when your speech 



doesn’t go well, 

~ The Media Training Bible: 101 ThillgS You 

Absolutely, Positively Need To Know Before Your 
Next Interview 

by Brad Phillips 

Paperback 
List Price: $24.95 ~ ~i~::~Nii{{:~N~N~! it 
Ore’ l~Jce: $19.81 ’~ ................................................................................................................ 

Buy Now 

NewEngland Patdotshead coach Bill Belichick is nostrangerto 

In recentyears, he’shadtoaddress histeam’snotorious 
participation in the 2007 "Spygate" scandal, welcome the potentially 
distracting TimTebowto hisroster, and, most recently, dealwith 
playerAaron Hernandez, whowaschargedwithfirst-aegree murder 

Centralto his media successisan underlying media strategythat 
goesbeyond mere messagediscipline. As PatrickCoffeeofPR 
Newserput it,"theman’sseoret: keepthingsniceand dull." 



~!.i~;.~;..b.~.~..to find out how "being boring" might work for you. 
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Why The Nuns Were Wrong About Your Hands ] What Is Your Big, Shiny Object? ] To Be Perfectly Honest, You’re Probably Dishonest 

The Shape of a Great P~’esenmtion 

Many of our clients attended Catholic school, where they 
tell me they were taught that it is undignified and unrefined 
to gesture while speaking. 

It wasn’t just a few nuns, of course - many other people 
have perpetuated the myth that gesturing is rude. 

In this post, I’ll strip away the myths and share with you 
some surprising facts about gesture. 



If you tell an audience everything, you’ve told them nothing. 
People can take in only so much information in any given 
amount of time, and loading them with too many new facts 
can prevent them from absorbing your most important one. 
So I often ask my clients a deceptively simple question: 
What is your big, shiny object? 

"Don’t take this the wrong way." 
"1 am only telling you this because I love you." 
"I’m just saying." 
"To be perfectly honest." 
When you hear those phrases - known as "tee-ups" - 
you’re probably about to hear some unwelcome news. Pay 
attention when you hear someone utter one. The person 
using it may be dishonest. 

Does a presentation have a shape? If it does, what does it 
look like? And how could you use such a shape to inspire 
and move your audiences? 

Nancy Duarte, the graphic designer who authored the terrific 
books slide:oloclyand Resonate wanted to find out. 
She discovered that Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address 
used this shape. So did Martin Luther King’s "1 Have a 
Dream" speech. So did Steve Jobs’ 2007 iPhone launch 
presentation. 

Click Here To See Duarte"s 



i’~:i BradPhillips 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
ournalist with ABC’s Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN’s Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of "The ~edia TrainilleL Bible: 101 ThingA You 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Biog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
ournalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC’s 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 
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The Five Worst Video Media Disastel~ of Jmmm~" ] I Want My Money! 

Great Public Speaking Quotes 

Do A Few "Ummms" Actually Make You More Memorable? i Ten 



~i Oops Sign 
2014 is offto a booming start - at least as it applies to 
media disasters. 
Among other uncomfortable moments, this month’s list 
features a violent politician, a tone-deaf CEO, and a 
journalist who had a very exciting "breaking news" story to 
cover’. 

Plus, I’ve included an extra bonus video of an actress 
whose rambling speech earned her a Saturday Night Live 
sketch. 

Here For More 

Tax specialists H & R Block want to tell you something 
about money. But the statistic they wanted to share with 
you is rather dry...bland...uninspiring. 

So they came up with a clever way of showing the statistic 
in action. And in so doing, they produced a wonderful ad 
that is likely to stick with the audience. 

Click Here To Watch The Ad 

The conventional wisdom among media and presentation 
trainers is that saying "uh" or "urn" during an interview or 
speech can prevent an audience from hearing your point. 
And yes, it’s true that too many utterances of "uh" or 
"um" (or "ya know," "like," or "you know what I’m saying") 
can distract your audience. 

But here’s a surprise: research suggests that speakers 
who say "uh" or "um" may be mote effective in making 
their information stick. 



I love famous public speaking quotes. Here’s one from an 
American opera singer: 

"Make sure you have finished speaking before your 
audience has finished listening." 

And another from an American poet: 

"1 love a finished speaker, I really, truly do. I don’t mean 
one who’s polished. I just mean one who’s through." 

Cick Here To See A! Tea Memorable Quotes 

Brad Phillips 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC’s Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN’s Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Biog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Philips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she )roduced stories for MSNBC’s 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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The Best Pitch Letter I’ve Ever Received ] Ellen Page’s Magnificent Coming Out Speech ] Media Interviews Aren’t a Dance: Don’t Let The 

f~_epo(ter Lead ] Why You Should Have a Media Message 

Wikipedia tells us that "in partner dancing, the two dancers 
are sometimes net equal. One takes the Lead and the 
other is the Follow." 
The majority of interviewees approach media interviews as 
a dance. In their view, the reporler leads the dance through 
his or her questioning while the interviewee gamely goes in 
whichever conversational direction the journalist decides. 

That’s a big mistake. 

C~ick Here For More ....................................................... 



I recently received a letter from Dale Dixon, the author of a 
new public speaking book called Sweatin.q Bullets: A Story 

about Overcoming the Fear of Public Speaking. 
Until I received his note, which was accompanied by a copy 

of his book, Dale and I had never communicated. 
But the tone of his pitch letter was pedect - and a great 
example of the right way to pitch a stranger. 

Ellen Page - the actress best known for roles in Juno 
and Hard Candy - came out a few days ago during an 
emotional speech to a group of LGBT teens at a 
Human Rights Campaign conference in Las Vegas. 
The speech has received a lot of buzz since she 
delivered it, and it’s easy to see why. 
It’s magnificent. 

JibbenNocky. Molaquin. Pretirific. 
Those are made-up words. And believe it or not, nonsense 
words have something to do with the need to create media 
messages. I’ll explain how in the video at the link below. 
In the video media training tip, you’ll not only learn why you 
should have a message - but how to deliver an entire "on 
message" interview without ever repeating the same 

sentence twice. 

Here To See ~ Video 



Brad Phillips 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC’s Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN’s Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Biog. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

brad@phillipsmediarelations.com on behalf of 

Phillips Media Relations <brad@phillipsmediarelations.com~ 

Monday, February 24, 2014 6:27 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

The 5C’s of Crisis Communications ] The Universal Language of Public Speaking ] Is This Smart or Dmigerous PR Strategy? ] What One Intern 

Did To Get The Job 

HapDy Monday! 

In addition to our usual ne~,~letter, Fm writing with an offer: If you refer someone to our April two- 

day media and presentation training workshop and they attend, we’l~ write you a cheek 
$150! Please spread ~he wor& Check ot~t ~he detai~s below. 

And now, on w~th the newsletter. Thanks for readh~g. 

- Brad 



Press Conference Photo 
This is one of those posts you might want to print out in 
case of emergency. 
When a crisis strikes - and you, a client, or a colleague 
has to deliver a press conference or media interview - it 
would be a good idea to review these five critical traits all 
executives and spokespersons must convey. 

Click Here To See The 5C°s of Crisis 

What should you do if you’re speaking to a diverse 

audience? 

Perhaps the audience is made up of top-level managers 
and mid-level employees. Or people from the United 
States, South America, Europe, Africa, and Australia. How 
can you reach them all? 

I learned a critical lesson during a trip to Guatemala. But 
the lesson has nothing to do with the Mayans. It has to do 
with a famous musician. 

C~ick Here To Read More 

You may recognize the title of this post as a famous quote 
from Mark Twain. But I had never heard that quote when, in 
1998, I was tasked with running the intern program for ABC 
News’ Nightline. 
We t~ceived hund[~ds of applications for that year’s 
coveted summer internship, for which we only had four 
open slots. I culled the hundreds of applications down to 
about 20, and then conducted phone interviews with each 
of the finalists. 
Sixteen years later, I still remember one of the phone 
interviews. 

C~ick Here To Read More ...................................................................... 



If you’re a regular reader of the blog, you know that I 
generally advise spokespersons to return a call well before 

a reporter’s deadline. 

But here’s a question: Are there times when you might 
wantto reduce your role in a story - and strategically 
return a call for a 5:00 p.m. deadline at 4:58 p.m.? 

Brad Phillips 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC’s Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN’s Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Biog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC’s 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

brad@phillipsmediarelations.com on behalf of 

Phillips Media Relations <brad@phillipsmediarelations.com~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 2:09 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Ten Phiases To Avoid In Your Presentations My Dress Is Falling Off! ] Did a PR Pro ]Plagiarize My Work? ] When Pauses Attack: One 

Guest’s ]Painful Inteiview on "The D~Jly Show" 

Happy Wednesdayl 

Sprin.( has almost arrived here in New York. We reached the low 60s yesterday 0hat’s about 16 
degrees Celsius for international readers) with more warm days in the forecast. After a long 

winter, you can feel the energy starting to retur~ to the streets. 

I hope you’ll join us next month for our two-day media and presentation skills workshop as NYC 
reaches its full spring glory. Details a~e here. And new, on with the hero.letter! 

Brad 



There are a few phrases that always hit my ear badly when 
I hear speakers use them in response to an audience 
member’s question. 

They’re all variations on the same theme; you can probably 
come up with several similar ones of your own. 
Each can make the person who utters them come across 
as annoyed, if not downright peevish. 

The head of crisis communications for a major global PR firm 
was recently quoted as an expert in a website article. 

The problem? The words weren’t his. They were mine. They 
were taken verbatim from my book The Media Tr~it:@£# 
BiMe. 

When I confronted him, he first offered a lame apology, then 
blamed the problem on a miscommunication with one of his 
staffers. 

Make sure you read the comments section on this one. 

CEck Here For More ....................................................... 

.~:i Media Training Camera 

Please join me in New York City on April 8-9, 2014 for our 
only small-group media and presentation training 
workshop of 2014! 
I’ll be leading the session personally, and I hope to have 
the opportunity to work with you. 
Slots are filling up - and we only have space for the 
first 12 people to register. 

This workshop is appropriate for spokespersons and 
public speakers with any level of experience. It will be a 
content-rich and fast-moving couple of days that will 
deliver immediate results. 

A reader recently shared her public speaking horror sto~y: 

"There I was, sitting in front of the class._when I 
realized the dress was feeling loose. I’d lost some 
weight so I was congratulating myself. Then I realized 
I could actually feel the air conditioning_.on my back." 

Women rushed to the front of the room to help. As for the 
men? Well, they just sat there. 

Click Here To Read 



Pausing before answering a question is often a good 
idea. 

But as a recent guest on The Daily Show with Jon 
Stewart recently learned, pausing can also make you 
look unprepared and unintelligent - and can undermine 
the very ideas you’re trying to sell. 

Don’t miss this interview. And stay tuned until the end 
for a rather jaw-dropping quote. 

Here To Wa~:ch The Interview 

Brad Phillips 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC’s Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN’s Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Biog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Philips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she )roduced stories for MSNBC’s 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

brad@phillipsmediarelations.com on behalf of 

Phillips Media Relations <brad@phillipsmediarelations.com~ 

Thnrsday, March 27, 2014 8:13 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

The Five Worst PowerPoint Mistakes ] What To Do When Things Go Wrong i The Teslimonial That Alines1 Cost Me a Client i Experts Say: 

Ditch The PowerPoint’. (They’re Wrong.) 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Happy Tht~rsday! 

Three years ago, I wrote a pos~ about ~he wers~ Powe[Poin~ mistakes speakers make, I [ecently 
looked back at that pest and realized it needed to be updated, My intent was to edit and tweak it 
- but I ended ~p rewriting the entire pest, You’ll find that as this newsletter’s lead story, 

You’ll learn more abou~ that ~opic - and many ethers - at ou~ two-day media and p~esentation 
skills workshop in New York City on April 8 and 9. Detai~s are here. I hope you can join 

- Brad 



We’ve trained thousands of speakers over the past decade, 
and we’ve repeatedly seen the same PowerPoint mistakes. 
Some speakers use the slides as their own notes. Some 
create one bulet-filed slide after another. Some simply use 
slides where none are necessary. 
Most speakers are guilty of at least one of these mistakes. 
Are you? 

Click Here To See The Five Worst Mistakes 

Things go wrong during presentations. There’s no way to 
entirely prevent that from happening. 

What you can control is your reaction to what goes wrong, 
and people who react well during tough moments take 

advantage of an unexpected opportunity to impress their 
audiences. 

Here’s what to do if your microphone cuts out, your 
PowerPoint bulb blows out, oryou misplace a page of your 
notes. 

....................................................... 

.~i Media Training Camera 

Please join me in New York City on April 8-9, 2014 for our 
only smal-group media and presentation t~ining 
workshop of 2014! 
I believe this is the best group workshop we’ve ever 
designed. I’m excited to deliver it personally, and 
hope you’ll be ab[e to join us. 

We only have space for the first 12 people to register. 
This workshop is appropriate for spokespersons and 
public speakers with any level of experience. It will be a 
content-rich and fast-moving couple of days that will 

deliver immediate results. 

Many businesses depend on testimonials to help sell their 
products or services. 
My firm, for example, has a "what our clients say" page on 
our website that features short testimonials from past 
clients. I’m proud of the clients we’ve worked with, and the 
blurbs send a nice message to potential clients that we’ve 
delivered successful trainings to a broad variety of high- 
profile organizations. 

But a few months ago, a client told me they almost didn’t 
hire me because of a testimonial on our website. 

..................................................................... 



National Public Radio recently ran a piece with an 
attention-grabbing headline: 

Physicists, Generals And CEOs Agree: Ditch 
The PowerPoint 

Like similar stories before it, the argument went as 
follows: PowerPoint prevents two-way engagement, 
PowerPoint makes the speaker go on autopilot, 
PowerPoint prevents people from reducing their points 
to their critical core. 
They’r~ wrong. 

i~:i BradPhillips 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
ournalist with ABC’s Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN’s Reliable Sources 
and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of "Tf~e ~,~edia Tra#~{n~ Bible: 101 Th{r~.~. You 
Absolute~~ Need To Know Before Your Next Interview." 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Blog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 

ournalist with NBC News, where she )roduced stories for MSNBC’s 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations <brad@phillipsmediarelations.com~ 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 8:41 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Seven Rules of Engagement tbr Managing Audience Q&A i David Letterman’s Retirement Announcement ] Six Things To Do When You’re 
Stumped By a Question ] College ONcial: I Hope You Lose Your Jobs i ...And More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Happy Thursday! 

This week’s newsletter goes into depth on a critical topic I haven’~ written nearly enough about: 
managing the audience Q&A. 

Due to their spontaneous nature, question and answer periods can be more memorable than the 
p~sen~a~ion itsell. 
Even wilh its risk of unpredidability, you shouk~ view the question and answer exchange as a 
cdtica~ asset for you as a speaker. Questions he~p revea~ what your audience cares about, 
remains con~used by, or continues to resist. They allow you ~o offer responses that align your 
content with their concerns, clear up any lingering confusion, and persuade people tha~ your ideas 
are sensible. 
~ hope you enjoy these posts. If you do, p~ease share them w~th your networks. 
~ Brad 



Too often, speakers spend weeks carefully crafting their 
presentations but fail to prepare adequately for their 
audience’s questions. 
As a result, they deliver a successful presentation only to 
become derailed during the question and answer 
interaction. 
One bad response can be all it takes for speakers to 
diminish - or even reverse - the good impression they 
established during their presentation. 
This post will teach you seven rules you need to know 
when managing the audience Q&A. 

Cick Here To See The Seven 

One of the greatest fears public speakers have is being 
confronted by a question they don’t know the answer to. 
Admittedly, there are times when not knowing an answer 
can make a presenter look bad. If you’re a political candidate 
who can’t answer a question about your own economic plan, 
for example, you’re going to receive negative media 
coverage. But in the vast majority of cases, not knowing an 
answer is okay - if you handle it well. 
This post will offer you six ways to handle a question 
that stumps you. 

Click Here For More ....................................................... 

The Media Training Bible 
Delivering an effective media interview today is more 
challenging than ever before. Today’s media spokesperson 
must compete with shrinking audience attention spans, 
cope with social media overload, and confront 
sensationalized reporting. 

In The Media Training Bible, you will learn how to: 

Master the ground rules for working with reporters 
Create memorable media messages 
Support your message with media-friendly stories, 

statistics, and sound bites 
Deliver a winning interview 
Answer tough questions 
Adjust your approach for print, radio, television, and 
social media 
Use positive body language that t~inforses your 
message 
Dress for television 
Prepare for and manage a media crisis 
..=and much more 

One of the most comprehensive and well-organized books 
ever published on the topic, The Media Training Bible will 
prepare you for today’s media culture, in which a tweet 
can become newsworthy and a news interview can 
become tweet-worthy. 

~ The Media Training Bible: 101 Things 
You Absolutely, Positively Need To 
Know Before Your Next Interview 

by Brad Phillips by SpeakGood Press 
Paperback 

Our Price: $22.10       ~.~ ................................................................................................................. 

Buy Now 



As you’ve heard by now, talk show legend David Letterman 
announced his retirement last week. What struck me about 
his retirement announcement was that he chose to frame it 
within an anecdote. 
Letterman told a lengthy story about spotting a rare bird 
while fishing with his son. He didn’t know what breed of bird 
he had spotted, so he spent his next day at work trying to 
figure it out. 
When he got home and his wife asked him how his day 

was, he told her what he had learned about the bird. When 
his wife asked who was on the show that night, Letterman 
shrugged. He couldn’t remember. 

It was at that moment, it seems, that he realized he had 
lost the passion to host his show. 

Click Here To Watch LettermaWs Announcement 

Many people have fantasized about their opponents in 
the media being put out of business. But most of them 
have the good sense not to give voice to their dark 
wishes. 
That didn’t stop Rutgers University Athletic Director Julie 
Hermann from publicly fantasizing about the demise of 
her media nemesis, New Jersey’s Star-Ledqer. 
Her timing wasn’t good. Just when her comments were 
published, the paper laid off 167 employees. 

Click Here For More 

Want to learn more about managing the audience Q&A? 
Here are five posts we’ve written in the past on this topic: 

Five Times to Take (~uestions From Your Audience 
What To Do When Your Audience Doesn’t Ask 
Questions 

Stop Asking Your Audiences Dumb Questions! 
Not Now. I’ll Answer Your Question Later. 
Answerinc! Questions From an Anclr¥ Audience 

Brad Philli~ 
Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC’s Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN’s Reliable 
Sources and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of "The Media Training Bible: 101 Thin(2~s Yo~ 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining. 

Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Biog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations. 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
journalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC’s 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillips Media Relations <brad@phillipsmediarelations.com~ 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 8:54 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

The Worst Webcam Background I’ve Ever Seen The Worst Video Media Disasler of April 2014 ] The NBA’s Racist Donald Sterling Mess 
Public Speaking Tip: Why You Should Stm~ With ’][’he Chorus, Not The Verse 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Lee Feinstein, the former U.S. ambassador to Poland, has 
an impressive r6sum6. He served under two presidents 
(Clinton and Obama) and worked at the Departments of 
Defense and State. 
But when he gave an interview to the BBC earlier this week, 
was surprised to see what was behind him. 
It looked amateurish, unprofessional and strange - and it 
made me question his credibility as an expert. 



The Beatles reached the top of the pop charts in 1964 with 
their hit song "She Loves You." 
Most pop songs of that era -- and every subsequent era - 
started with the verse and built to the chorus. But "She 
Loves You" was different. It started with the catchy hook, 
then delivered the verse. 
That provides a useful analogy to public speaking: Are there 
times when you should begin with the chorus, not the verse? 

C~ick Here For More ....................................................... 

Don’t bring black people to my basketball games. 
That’s the message 80-year-old Los Angeles Clippers 
owner Donald Sterling delivered to his 20-something 
girlfriend on a tape that was leaked late last week. 
Among other statements, Sterling said: 

"It bothers me a lot that you want to broadcast that 
you’re associating with black people. Do you have 
to?" 
"You can sleep with [black people]. You can bring 
them in, you can do whatever you want. The little I 
ask you is not to promote it on that ... and not to 
bring them to my games." 

On Tuesday, Sterling received a lifetime ban from the 
NBA. 

C~ick Here For More ........................................................ 

Now that’s leadership. 

Adam Silver, who became NBA commissioner just 
three months ago, was handed a major controversy 
when L.A. Clippers team owner Donald Sterling was 
caught on tape late last week making racist 
comments. 

(You can catch up on the story here.) 
When the tapes became public on Saturday, many 
people were quick to react. Players demanded 
Steding’s exit from the league, fans expressed 
outrsge, and sponsors canceled their contracts with 
the Clippers. 
Silver and his team handled the crisis beautifully. 

Click Here For More ........................................................ 

Brad Phillips is the president of Phillips Media Relations, a media and 
presentation training firm with offices in NYC and DC. 

Before founding Phillips Media Relations in 2004, Brad worked as a 
journalist with ABC’s Nightline with Ted Koppel and CNN’s Reliable 
Sources and The Capital Gang. 

He is the author of "The M~di~ T~ining Bible: ’~0’~ Thin(~s Yo~ 

He tweets at @MrMediaTraining= 



Christina Mozaffari is the Senior Writer for the Mr. Media Training Biog. 
She is the Washington, D.C. vice president for Phillips Media Relations= 

Before joining Phillips Media Relations in 2011, Christina worked as a 
ournalist with NBC News, where she produced stories for MSNBC’s 
Hardball with Chris Matthews, NBC Nightly News, and The Today Show. 

She tweets at @PMRChristina. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 
Follow Up Flag: 
Flag Status: 
Attachments: 

Polk, Barbara Jo 
Monday, October 08, 2012 3:53:35 PM 
DeSelm, Rich L; Garth, Christy Lynn 
Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Swimming and Diving Pre-Admit Letters 
Follow up 
Completed 
Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Pre-admit letter.doc.rtf (3.8M) 
Rich and Christy, 
Please confirm that you would like us to send a pre-admit letter to the students indicated below. Keep in mind that we will not send a pre-admit 
letter to a Level 1 candidate until that candidate has been recommended for admission by the faculty committee. Once a pre-admit letter is sent, if 
the student meets the conditions established in the letter, and the student applies for admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots. 
The only exception will be for a student who is a competitive admit and would be offered admission without regard for athletics. 
I’ve attached a copy of the pre-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive= Once I received your email confirmation, the pre-admit 
letters should mail within three business days. The weekly report will confirm that the pre-admit has been sent. If we were not able to send the letter, 
the reason for withholding it will also be in the report. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks. 
Barbara 
No pre-admit letters have been requested to date. 
Barbara J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 





From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:18:57 PM 
To: Meaders, Harlis James 
CC: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Track & Field/CC: Pre-Admit Letters 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Pre-admit letter.doc.rtf (3.8M) 
Harlis, 
Please confirm that you would like us to send a pre-admit letter to the students indicated below. Keep in mind that we will not send a pre-admit 
letter to a Level 1 candidate until that candidate has been recommended for admission by the faculty committee. Once a pre-admit letter is sent, if 
the student meets the conditions established in the letter, and the student applies for admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots. 
The only exception will be for a student who is a competitive admit and would be offered admission without regard for athletics. 
I’ve attached a copy of the pre-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive= Once I received your email confirmation, the pre-admit 
letters should mail within three business days. The weekly report will confirm that the pre-admit has been sent. If we were not able to send the letter, 
the reason for withholding it will also be in the report. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks. 
Barbara 
No pre-admit letters have been requested to date. 
Barbara J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919=966-3989 



From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:44:24 PM 
To: Holladay, Joe Randall; Townsend, Jenn 
CC: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: M. Basketball: Pre-Admit Letters 
Follow Up Flag: Follow up 
Flag Status: Completed 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Pre-admit letter.doc.rtf (3.8M) 
Joe and Jenn, 
Please confirm that you would like us to send a pre-admit letter to the students indicated below. Keep in mind that we will not send a pre-admit 
letter to a Level 1 candidate until that candidate has been recommended for admission by the faculty committee. Once a pre-admit letter is sent, if 
the student meets the conditions established in the letter, and the student applies for admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots. 
The only exception will be for a student who is a competitive admit and would be offered admission without regard for athletics. 
I’ve attached a copy of the pre-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive. Once I received your email confirmation, the pre-admit 
letters should mail within three business days. The weekly report will confirm that the pre-admit has been sent. If we were not able to send the letter, 
the reason for withholding it will also be in the report. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks. 
Barbara 
No pre-admit letters have been requested to date. 
Barbara J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 







Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 6:06 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edu> 

Yesterday’s Loss Can Produce Tomorrow’s Success (Issue 11) 

YESTERDAY’S LOSS CAN 
PRODUCE TOMORROW’S 
SUCCESS 

March 15, 1963; Provo, UV, fll: Arizona 
State det~ats I ~CI,A c )3-~ ) in the illst game 
of" the NCAA Western Regional 
Tournament... and the final score inade 
the game sound closer than it was. Arizona 
Sta~e was leading 62-31 at halftime. 
That season was x Watch Video 

Coach Wooden’ s 
17th at UCLA; that 
appearance was his 
fii~h NCAA 
tournaments. ~d in 
those tot~nament 
games, he had a 
painful record of 
only three wins and 
nine losses. 
But something was different about this 
particular game. Coach Wooden had just 
added a new dimension ~o his defense: a 
fNl-court 2-2-1 zone press that was 
designed to force teams to shoot the ball 
quickly. It had worked to perfection in the 
Arizona State game; the Sun Devils were 
forced over and over again to shoot the ball 
quickly. Unfoi~unately fbr UCLA~ they 
couldn’t miss a shot. 

7 But Coach ~ ooden liked what he saw. 
The final score did not discourage Coach or 
cause him to panic because of his 
philosoplv: "Success is peace ofmind 

which is a direct result ~f se~/:safi,~f~ction 
in knowing that you made the ~ffbrt to do 
the best q/h.vhich you are capable. " 
To break down his point further~ Coach 
included some explanations of how this 
philosophy of success applied to his overall 
approach to coacNng: 
1. "In my opinion, a mar~ received m 
class ~s no more valid a w~ to judge the 

success of a student than scores 



determines the success of a sporting event~ 
It may determine a wi~mer but not 
necessari])/’ s~tccess~ ~’ 

2. ’~(/~vou truly do your best, and only you 
really know, the~, you are succes.~Jid a~,d 
the actual score is immaterial whether it 

was./~’orab& or unJ~orab#. " 
Coach Wooden said that althouO~ ~izona 
State had broke the press quickly and shot 
the ball extremely well, he liked the ef’f~ct 
that fl~e press have had on them. }te 
thought ~qrizona State had just had a great 
day shooting and "they would’re been 
equally effecti~ against whatever defense 
he had ~played. In spite of the score that 
came down against his own team~ Coach 
was veD~ pleased with the way the 2-2-1 
press sped the game ~xp. ~te decided that~ in 
spite of the loss~ he would keep the 2-2-1 
press and bring it back the next year as the 
primate’ activator of his defense. 
March 20~ 1965; New York City: The best 
high school player in the con,~t~)’, Lewis 
Alcindor (later known as Kareem Abdul 
Jabba,O~ watches the telecast of UCLA 
winning their second consecutive National 
Championship defeating Michigan 91-80 
using their now-famous 2-2-1 press to 
speed the game up. Alcindor decides UCLA 
migh* be the place he wanted to play’ 
because he liked their Wessing/fast break 

March 31~ 1975 ~ San Diego Calilbrnia: 
UCLA del2~ats Kentucky 92-85 to give 
John Wooden his 1 ()th National 
Championship in the last 12 seasons. Since 
that loss at ~izona State in 1963~ Coach 
Wooden has now enjoyed a record of 44 
wins and one loss in O~e 
Tournament. ’I’}~s includes seven straight 
National Championships and 38 
consecutive wins in tournament games - 
and the 2-2-1 ~press had been a key 
in~-edient. 
Sometimes when an individual, team, or 
business fiaces a loss~ they warn to change 
their strateg7 and t~T something new just 
because fl~ey aren’t hapw about the final 
numbers. Instead of looking at the big 
picture application of the lessons learned or 
the overall implications of the game~ they 
ave quick to embrace something different 
just because they are desperate to see a 
difl2~rent result on the scoreboard. Those 
thinkers ave sometimes refe~ed to as "The 
Idea of The Month Club." 
It’s lucky for UCLA fans that 
Wooden~ s definition of success prevented 
him *}ore joining that clt~b. 
,Not a# change is progress, but there is 
no progress without change. " - John 
Wooden 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
IT, e John R. Wooden Course 
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THE PYRAMID OF 
SUCCESS 

When Coach Wooden coined his defilUtion 
of success in 1934 ("Success is peace of 
mind which is a direct result of self- 
satisfaction in knowing you made the eflk~rt 
to do the best of which you are capable.") 
his philosophy was clear: tte had defined 
the goal for which he wanted his students 
to strive. 

As a teachen Coach ~ WatchVid~o 
Wooden qmckly ...... 
realized he was only 
hal[k~ay there, 
however. "The 
definition was not 
having (he desired 
effect on the 
students who were 
under nay 
super~dsion," he 
once explained. "It was abject, just a 
defimtion." He recogmzed that his students 
needed something more--- a dia~am, a 
guide, a map - something they could see 
and follow to their ultimate destination, tie 
remembered the "[,adder of Achievement" 
that his own tfigh school coach, Glen 
Cu~iss, had used to inspire his teams. But 
Coach Wooden wanted something unique 
to embody Ns own personal coactfing 
philosoph~. 
While he was a student at [ urdue, Coach 
had studied the Great Pyramid of Giza. 
Built on a strong foundation with huge 
cornerstones that were the most important 
part of the structure~ it rose to an apex that 
gave it its distinct shape. The symbolism 
fit. For the next 14 years, Coach chose 15 
blocks and 10 pieces of mortar fbr his 
~ramid of Success that he believed 
represented the qualities and characteristics 
an indi~idual or team would need to meet 
the definition he had established. 



Coach made many changes to the Pyramid 
over "the years he spent developing it. Only 
the origi~ml cornerstones of industriousness 
and enthusiasm, and "the mortar of f’aith and 
patience at the apex were never altered 
from his first &aft to its finished form But 
as he perfected his design, each block was 
stra/egically placed. 
Consider Coach Wooden’s thoughts as he 
was designing the Pyramid: 
"An.y structure must be built on a solid 

jbundation and the cornerstones of the 
foundation are the most sigmficant part of 
it. You will note that the corne~’tones 
this structure are indttstriousness and 
enthusiasm. 

The heart of the bo@ is extremely 
important and since architects have been 
known to stress the heart oJ buildings that 
they have c~z, ateci I selected three 
oulstcmd#tg essentials: condition, skill 

and team spit# to compromise the heart of 

the structure. 
Although a greater amount of space could 
be devoted to an)’ individual heading in 
the pyramid, I believe that the very 
comments under each should st(j’ice and 
e~courage the pet,’on to giw, the 

particular point additional Nought. 
B~fbre discontinuing the explanation 
shouM like to call atte~tion to the top of 
the structure. The apex is success and it 

must be remembered that it is success 
according to nO, d~finition. 
Furthermore, success is not easy to attain 
and the connecting points, Jhith cmd 
patience to the apex are meant to indicate 
this. 
Also, the com~ect#~g blocks, poise a~d 

confidence, upon which competitive 

greatness rest are vital~ interwoven in the 

process ofreaching the apex. Confidence 
and poise both come j?om being prepared 
and are vital requisitesjbr being a good 
competitor. Those who lack conJMe~ce i~ 
themselves are certain to be lacMng in 
poise and will be pressing when the going 
gets tough. 7?~e J?ont runners are easy to 

find, but all coaches are constan@ 
searching Jbr those individuals who excel 
when e.rcel#nt perfbrmance is necessa~y. " 

ii.~ Pyramid of S ..... 

Coach’s persistence paid off. His 14 3’ears 
of work m~d refinement ctflminated in 
precisely the right tool that his smdems 
needed to help guide them on their own 
path to success. Over the course of his 
lit~time, Coach would send out more than 
75,000 pyramids just responding to 
requests he received personally. 
It is just one way thax Coach Wooden 
positively affected the lives of millions of 
people in the last sixty years and will for 
generations to come. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impehnan 
The .}ohn R. IVooden Course 
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INDUSTRIOUSNESS AND 
HARD WORK 

When Coach Wooden coined his defilUtion 
of success in 1934 ("Success is peace of 
mind which is a direct result of self- 
satisfaction in knowing you made the eflk~rt 
to do the best of which you are capable.") his 
philosophy was clear: He had defined the 
goal for which he wanted his students to 
strive. 
In 1934, when Coach Watch Video 
Wooden began ...... 
building N s Pyramid 
of Success, he chose 
’~Industriousness~’ as 
one of the 
cornerstones. While 
many other blocks 
were moved and 
redefined m the next 
14 years the [~ralnid 
developed, industriousness was never moved 
nor did its definition change: "There is no 
substitute for work. ~ orthwhile results come 
from hard work and carefffl ~ lamung. 
Industriousness has two parts: work and 
planning. This issue will discuss work. 
Coach Wooden understood the value of hard 
work growing up on a farm in Indiana. He 
rose early eve~ morning be[2)re going to 
school to help ~mlk the cows and do other 
chores reqmred; when he amved home from 
school there were always more chores to do 
as well as COlnpleting his homework, t 
father always reqmred that the favn work 
and school work got done before aW other 
activities. 
"Nothing will work unless you do,’’ Coach 
olden remarked later. It was a mantra by 
which he lived Ns lifc~ The sun, her be~i~re 
his senior year in hi~ school, Coach 
Wooden hitchhiked to Kansas to work in the 
wheat fields but when he arrived in 
I..awrence, he learned that the crop was not 



rea@ for hm-vest. With no harvesting job 
available, Coach got a job pore-rag concrete 
for the University’ s new football stadium 
instead. He slept on the floor of the campus 
gy~rmasium. 

While attending [~rdue Universi~ and 
earning All-~nerican honors three times for 
basketball~ Coach Wooden also found time to 
publish and sell the official Purdue program. 
During football season, he worked in the 
training room helping to tape aries in 
addition to helping paim the football stadmm 
for 35 cents an hour. 
During his first season as head basketball 
coach at UCLA, Coach Wooden worked 
from 6 ~ until noon as a truck dispatcher 
for a local &io~ company. Upon amving on 
campus with his morning job complete& his 
first duty was to mop the ~m floor so it 
would be rea@ lk~r practice in the afternoon. 
’~There is no substitute for wot~-," he was 
Rind of saying. "If you’re looking fi)r the 
easy way, the shortcut, the trick you may get 
something done ~r a wNle bm it will not be 
lasting and you will not be &veloping your 
abili~C~ 
And even after the basketball season en&d 
each year~ Coach Wooden did.n~t coast off 
his team’s victories; he turned his mind to the 
next season. Asked once about his off’season 
regimen, Coach Wooden described in detail 
how he filled his downtime in coaching: 
About two weeks q/~er the season is over I 
woukl choose a baskethcdl or coaching 
technique to research. [t might be the ji~st- 
break; rebounding, the jump shot, j?ee- 
th~vw shooting, deJonsive Jbot work. zone 
attack, zone deJbnse; it might be ato~thing. 

5’0 about 2 to 3 weeks, no set time, after #~e 
season ] wouM go through all the issues ~[ 
Scholastic Coach and .~lh#ac Journal and 
single out all ar#cles on that topic. ! ’d also 
go through aH the artic#s and books on 

basketball that [ couM find and concentrate 
on the selected topic. 
Once I selected the appropriate literature 
] ’d take ideas out of every one. Then ] ’d 
start a process of crossing out and making a 
composite fist. Towards the end of summer 
] ’d h~’e a pretW good composite theme on 
the topic. 
~[someone has something that’s been veo~ 
good, let’s s~./kee-throw shooting, 12t t~ to 
talk to that individual cmd get f!~rlher 

i~f!)tw~a#on as to his ideas. [f some coach 
seemed to attack zones really well, I’d 

contact him. If a# coaches aNree on one 
thing, it must be prelO~ good. If someone has 
clone real we# in a spec~c a~’a, why were 

th<F succes@tl? I want to know. I did that 
jbr I2t so; about 20 of ~v 27years at 
UCLA. [ took a di~]i’rent topic every year. 
Throughout his life fiom the time he was a 
boy until his retire- merit from coaching, hard 
work was a cornerstone of not only Coach 
Wooden’s ~zramid of Success, but his own 
successful lif?. 
"77~e harder you work, the more luck you 



will have" -John Wooden 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
~’he Joh~ R. ~Voocten Course 
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INDUSTRIOUSNESS: 
PLANNING 

Industriousness is defined in the Pyramid of 

Success as ff~llows: "There is no substitute 
for work. Worthwhile results come from hard 
work aM carefl~l plann ag." 
%’Nile maW people .).~ Watch Video 
l~cus on Coach’s 
emphasis on hard 
work that is only half 
of the equation. 
Carefgl planning, 
which he was careful 
to include in the 
definition, is eqtmlly 
impogant. 
"Faihne to prepare is 
preparing to fail," was one of John Wooden’s 
favorite maxims. He employed it for his 
teams as well as in his personal life, stressing 
to "them the impo~ance of preparing properly 
in order maintain the balm~ce necessa,y fbr 
true success and fialfillment. "The most 
impo~ant word in otu- langn~age is ’lo~v’ and 
the second most important word is 
’balance,’" he was fond of saying. 
In order to execute properly and keep balance 
in his life between his job m~d his family 
Coach Wooden was an expert in time 
ma,mgemen/. This required very careful 
plmming, indeed. 
Coach did not equate industriousness to three 
or fbur hour practices eveo, day with his temn 
simply to put in the extra hours, nor did he 
think it necessa~’ to work, six days a week 
l~r ten hours a day to become a great 
basketball coach. That would have thrown 
off the all-important balance that proper 
preparation cotfld help maintain. 
Instead, John Wooden’s basketball practices 
at UCLA were between 90 minutes and two 
hours long - maxmmm - depending on what 



part of the season it was. Far shorter than the 
practice time of most of his peers, the 
practices always started and stopped on time; 
they were not made longer if the team was 
not performing well and seemed to need 
additional work. ttis secret was simple: 
extraordina~ preparation. 
Eveo, detail was recorded on a 3x5 card that 
Coach and all his assistants carried. These 
cards gave a minute-by-n~inute breakdown, 
as well as how many basketballs would be 
needed at each area of the court at each point 
in time for each and eveo~ &ill to be run that 
day. 
’7 kept notes with the ~7~ec~fics of every 
minute of eve~ hour of every p~ctice we 
ever had at UCLA. 14/he~ I planned a d@’ ’s 
practice, I’d look back to see what we done 
on the corresponding &O’ the previous year 

and the ),’ear bejbre that; "he wrote later. 
These notes allowed him to "track the 
practice rou#nes of every single phry’erJbr 
eveO, single practice session he participated 
in while I was coaching him." 

In fact, Coach lat@xed a little about his own 
meticulous preparation in an inte~iew in 
2002: I could tell you what we did every. 
minute of practice in rny 27 years at UCLA. I 
could go back to the 48-49 year and tell you 
what we did on November the 15th minute 
by minute. I thir~k that helped me 
tremendously by doing those plans as I could 
always refer back to "them. I would always 
make little notations following each practice, 
maybe some activities went too long, a 
couple of minutes or 5 minute too long on 
this, or we need a bit more attention to this." 
Coach Wooden’s careflll planning, precise 
execution of his plan, immediate written 
results of his plan, evaluation of those results, 
and then detailed adjustments to his next plan 
were a critical cornerstone to his su.ccess. 
This constant attention to detail and 
continuous in~provement built the consistency 
which led to the greatest @nasty in the 
histo~- of college basketball. "Big things are 
accomplished only through the perfection of 
minor details," he said. "If you do not have 
the time to do it right, when will you have 
time to do it over?" 
You.rs in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
www.woodencourse.com 
follow us on twitter 
@woodenswisdom 
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ENTHUSIASM 

In 1934 when Coach Wooden began 
building his Pyramid of Success he chose 
EiNmsiasm as the second of his 
cornerstones. While many other blocks 
were moved and redefined in the next 14 
years, as he developed his Pyra~md~ 
Enthusiasm was never move& 
Enthusiasm is x~ Watch Video 
defined in the 
~ramid of Success 
as Follows: 
’2~rushes off upon 
#~ose with whom 
you come in 

contact. You must 
truly et~ioy what you 
are doing." 
Coach Wooden 
believed that enthusiasm was the ignRer 
that turned hard work into industriousness. 
"Hard work wiNout enthusias’m leads to 
tedium. Enthusiasm without 
induslriousness leads~ to unreaEzed 
poten#aL When combined, th~F cement a 
so#djbundaaon. " 
Coach Wooden’s i~ather, Joshua, had given 
his sons two sets of three. The second set 
of three: "don’t whine, don’t complain, 
don’t make excuses" was his advice on 
how to deal with adversi~: and how to 
always keep a positive attitude. 
This advice to his son strongly influenced 
Coach Wooden in choosing enthusiasm as 
one of the cornerstones of his Pyramid of 
Success~ But Coach Wooden’s defirfition 
"you must truly e~ioy what you’re doing" 
provides a challenge to take it a step 
further. Choose a career that provides work 
that you can e~oy. Coach did not believe 
that you could ever reach your [~11 potential 
working in a field tmless you genuinely 
were happy with the work you had the 
oppoi~unity to accomplish. 
In fact, Coach Wooden’s advice was vely 



clear t~r those working at a job that they 
did not enjoy: 
"Com[dainin~, whini~N a~cl making 
excuses just keep you out of the present. If 
your complaints are constant, serious and 
genuine about your ca#ing, then leave 
when prac#caL 
"!J),ou have a job that you e~o), but there 
are negative external condiaons that you 
don’t have control over, you must not let 
them bother you cmd dcmtpen your 
enthusiasm. " 
Coach Wooden has stated that he allowed 
the diffictflt entrance requiremen/s and poor 
facilities at UCLA to bother him for the 
first twelve or flairteen years of his coacNng 
career. It wasn’t un/il he changed his 
attitude or as coach said "embraced my 
own ~ramid" and got his enthusiasm back 
that he began wi~mmg Nafio~ml 
Championships. 
Here is some additional wisdom from 
Coach Woo&n concerning enthusiasm: 
"The more conce~ed we become over the 
things we can ’l control, the less we will do 
with the things we can control. " 
"People are usually as happy as lhey make 
up their mind to be. " 
"Things turn out bestJbr those ~’ho make 
the best ofthe w~ things turn out. " 
When expaMing 
enthusiasm: "brushes off upon those with 
whom you come in contact" Coach 
Wooden made it clear that he felt that an 
enthusiastic, positive, optimistic attitude is 
an absolute requirement of leadership. 
"More often tha~ we ever su~s~,ect, the 
lives ~[others we qf~:ct." 
As a leader you should always be aware 
your tone of voice and l~ow that 
sometimes even a simple sentence said with 
a negative tone can dmainish the en/husiasm 
of those you work with m~d put productive 
results in jeopar@. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
]Se John R. lVoocten 
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FRIENDSHIP 

As you may recall, the fifth point in Joshua 
Woodcn’s seven point creed for his sons 
was "Make friendship a fine art." So it 
should come as no surprise that Coach 
Wooden included friendship as one of the 
blocks in the foundation of his Pyramid of 
Success, defining it as something that: 
"Comes from mutual esteem, respect and 
devotion, lake mamage, it must not be 
taken for granted but requires a joint 
effort." 
The idea of work as xi WatchVideo 
a requisite 
component of 
friendship was one 
Coach Wooden took 
very. seriously. 
tend to consider it to 
be friendship when 
somebo@ is doing 
something for us’:’ 
he said. "That is not 
friendship. That is one-sided.., if only 
one side works at it then it won’t be 
successful. Each must work at it and each 
must give to receive?’ 
In issue #7, we discussed several examples 
of Coach Wooden’ s philosophy on 
friendship. In this issue, we would like to 
offer some insight as to how those 
philosophies fit in with Coach’s goals for 
the play er-coach relationship. 
By using the idea of friendship, Coach 
Wooden did not believe that he needed to 
be "buddies" with his players, tle did, 
however, consider it critical that his players 
knew that he was genuinely interested in 
them as people and not just as basketball 
players. He also wanted them to feel they 
were working with him, not liar turn. 
The same idea comes into play in the 
workplace. Common sense tells us (and 



numerous studies confirm it) that the 
relationship between an employee and his 
or her direct supervisor is the most 
important factor in determining whether or 
not the employee will retain his or her job. 
If the employer feels the employee is giving 
a solid effbrt and contributing to the team 
goal, the job is sa~’e from downsizing or 
termination. If the employee feels the 
employer cares about the people doing the 
work and not just the job to be done, the 
employee is fi~r less likely to look t~r a job 
elsewhere. 
In order to maintain this balance of ~rnutual 
esteem]" Coach Wooden recommended 
that leaders follow a collection of rules that 
had proven effective in his own 
relationships: 
1. Keep a dose, personal player 
relationship, but keep their respect~ Be 
sincerely interested in their personal 
problems and easy to approach. 
2. Mainbain discipline without being 
dictatorial. Be lair and lead, rather than 
drive. 
3. Study and respect the indivi&mlity of 
each player and handle them accordingly. 
Treat each person as he/she deserves to be 
treated. 
4. Try to develop the stone sense of 
responsibility m all. 
5. Analyze yourself as well as your players, 
and be governed accordingly. 
The men who play, ed basketball for John 
Wooden at UCLA, and thousands of the 
other people with whom he interacted in 
any m,.mber of capacities, all shared the 
stone sentiment about Coach Wooden: he 
was a coach, he was a teacher, and he was 
a friend. Never afiaid of a little elbow 
grease to get the job done, Coach was 
always willing to apply his tireless work 
ethic to maintaining solid relationships as 
much as anything else. 
’Tou are honoredjbr what you give, 

jbr what you get. " - John Wooden 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
The John R. 147ooden Course 
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COOPERATION 

In the Pyramid of Success, Cooperation is 
defined as something one should do: "with 
all levels of your co-workers. Listen if you 
wm~t to be heard. Be interested in finding 
the best way, not in having your own way." 
Coach Wooden xi Watch Video 
expanded upon the ..... 
importance o[’ 
cooperation as he 
reflected on the 
various ways in 

wNch tecimology 
and progress are 
bringing people 
togettmr like never 
before, tie pointed 
to all the people involved in developing aM 
operating hi~-speed tra~l that we used to 
crisscross the country, tte looked at the 
space program and how many thousands of 
people wot~-ed together at every level to 
make eve~ launch possible. He was in awe 
of global media that could beana images 
from around the globe into our homes in a 
matter of moments because a chain of 
people were working together to bring us 
news about other h~mmn beings elsewhere 
in the world. 
"It’s a small world," Coach said. "When 
you stop and think of the food we eat, the 
means of transportation that gets us from 
place to place, the clothes we wear; almost 
every essential for our daily life someone 
else is responsible for, not ourselves. In 
eveo~thing around about us, we need others 
in every way and the surest way to have 
cooperation of others, so that we can make 
the most of our own ability, is to be 
cooperative ourselves." 
Breaking down his definition of 
concept, there are three components to 
Coach Wooden’s defimtion of cooperation: 



1. ~’With all levels of your coworkers." 
At "the very first John Wooden Course, a 
young man posed this question: ~’Coach 
Wooden, next week I will be starting my 
first job as a manager in a brand-new 
departlnent. What advice can you give 

Coach replied, ~Make sure the people in 
your departlnent know that they’re working 
with you not for you." 
The young man nodded enthusiastically and 
responded, "Coach Wooden what other 
advice can you give me?" 
Coach smiled, then repeated slowly and 
carefillly: ~Make sure the people in your 
department know "that they’re working with 
yOU not for you." 
2. ~Listen if you want to be heard.’" 
One night I was having an energetic but 
amicable telephone conversation with lny 
mother-in-law, Nan Wooden (Coach’s 
daughter) on a topic where we simply did 
not agree. Nan was in the middle of stating 
her position when she stopped suddenly and 
asked me: "Honey, are you listening to 
what I’m saying or are you just thinking 
about what you’re going to say when I’m 
done talking?" 
I was caught. I had been thinking abject 
what I was going to say’ when she was done 
rattmr than actually listening to her words. 
Be a better listener than me; you’ll get far 
better cooperation. 
3~ ’~Be interested in finding the best way, 
not in having your own way." 
In the 1970 National Championship game, 
UCLA faced Jacksonville U?liversity and 
their great All-American center Artis 
Gilmore. Early in the game, things weren’t 
going well for UCLA; they were trailing in 
the score aM Gilmore was dominating the 
game. After a timeout, the Bruins made a 
key change in their strateg?’ against Gilmore 
and the game turned around. Gilmore only 
made 9 out of 29 shots. UCLA won their 
sixth national fl0e, 80-69. 
What makes this stoo~ unique, however, is 
that tim change in strategy that Coach 
Wooden implemented had been the 
suggestion of one of his players, Sidney 
Wicks. Because he was willing to listen to 
others---and had created an environment 
where people at eveo~ level of the team felt 
sa~k~ sharing ideas because they knew all 
shared a common goal.--the tealn was able 
to succeed at the highest level of 
competition. This rnoment perfectly 
illustrates the importance of one of Coach’s 
favorite expressions "What is right is more 
important than who is right." 
We can only reach our full potential if we 
have the cooperation of others. Coach 
Wooden’s definition is a greaI checklist to 
help us understand how to gain, and 
maintain,/hat all-irnportm~t cooperation. 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
"IT~e John R. l~I/ooden Course 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, Februaw 5, 2013 6:08 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edtr~ 

Wooden’s Wisdom - Please Reply With Your Comments - Issue 19 - Self-Control 

SELF-CONTROL 

The second tier of the Pyramid of Success 
has four blocks: self-control, alermess, 
imtiative and intentness. 
Coach Wooden chose to direct his 
definition of self-control at the individual by 
urging him or her to "Practice self-discipline 
and keep emotions under control. Good 
judgment and common sense are essential. 
He later elaborated xi Watch Video 
on the importance 
of the trait by 
pointing out its role 
in making all other 
aspects of leadership 
more effective: 
"Self-control, 
regardless of what 
we are doing, 
whether it involves a 
physical act or a mental decision, must be 
maintained to pro&ice desirable results. If 
emotion takes over, reason usually flies out 
the window and the acts or decisions are 
not likely to be as pro&ictive as they 
should be." 
This is not only true on the basketball court 
or in the workplace, but in the home, as 
well. "Even if it is disciplining your children 
and our children c~ out ~br, need, 
discipline---it must be done with reason to 
be effective," Coach Wooden insisted. 
we lose reason in our discipline of our 
chil&en, it will not be effective. You 
cannot antagonize and be a positive 
influence and you will an/agonize M~en you 
discipline through emotion. Remember that 
discipline is not to punish but it’s to correct, 
to improve, to prevent, to help, so we must 
maintain our self;control at all times if we 
are going to function awwhere near our 
own particular level of competence 



whatever that might be. Self-control is self- 
discipline." 
As Coach often said, "You carmot 
antagonize and influence at the same time 
Coach Wooden did not allow the use of 
profani~" at practice because he believed it 
indicated a lack of self-control. Coach did 
not believe that a person could trove control 
over his or her bo@ if that person did not 
have control over his or her mind, reflected 
in the rammer by which ~hey spoke. 
Coach never used profani~ himself. 
players recall that when Coach wanted to 
place emphasis on m~ ins/ruction he would 
say "Goodness gracious sakes alive[" 
What does this mean f~r us? Coach 
stressed that sel~con/rol requires us to 
keep onr emotions nnder control at all 
times. We must make decisions based on 
reason not [)ar, since fear is an emotion 
and therefore cannot be reasonable. Lack 
of self~con~ol will compromise our 
judgment, commo~ sense, and confidence. 
We must also maintain our self-control 
when others co~mnumcate with us in an 
antagonistic manner~ If we allow somebo@ 
else’s communication to make us ang~ we 
have unwit/ingly ~anted them control over 
our own emotions, rather than maintaimng 
control of ourselves. If you &~n’t like ~he 
maturer in which someone is talking to you, 
try to concentrate on the information and 
why they are communicating it rather than 
how they are saying it. In this way, you can 
still absorb the int~rmation being 
communicated, but can do so without 
having your own emotions affected by the 
other person. Don’t let anybo@ steal yonr 
smile. 
The example we set is our most power~fl 
teaching tool. If we expect those that we 
parent or supervise to act with sell’control 
we must maintain self-control ourselves. 
,Discipline yourse(/~and others won’t need 
to." John ~oden 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impehnan 
The John R. ~I~oden Cou~’e 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Tuesday, February. 12, 2013 6:10 AM 

Ille, Vincent G <ille@illinois.edtr~ 

Wooden’s Wisdom - Please Reply With Your Comments - Issue 20 - Alertness 

ALERTNESS 

The second block in the second tier of the 
Pyramid of Success is Alertness. 
Coach Wooden xi w~to~ vi~o 
defined this trait in ...... 
the Pyramid as: "Be 
observing 
constantly. Stay 
open-minded. Be 
eager to learn and 
ilnprove." 
He considered 
alertness essential to 
growing as a person; 
often pointing out that Abraham Lincoln 
once remarked: "I never met a person from 
whom I did not learn something; of course 
most of the time it was something not to 
do." Coach would then add: "But that’s 
learning just the same." 
"We must be alert and alive and be 
obser~dng constantly seeing the things that 
are going on aromad us," Coach said. 
"Otherwise~ we are going to iniss so many 
things from which we could improve 
ourselves. We must not get lost in our own 
narrow turmel vision and selfish ways." 
Beyond observing all the time, however, is 
the important detail of staying open- 
minded. Coach Wooden always stressed 
the importance of being open-minded in 
evei~thing in order to take advantage of 
every opportunity to learn something new. 
"The assistants were flee to disagree," 
Coach said about his coaching team at 
UCLA~ "Some woul&~’t disagree that much 
while others frequently disagreed. I wanted 
them free to make suggestions. I think a 
yes-man as an assistant is absolutely no 
good at all. You need someone who is 



going to take issue. I wanted them to have 
ideas of their own and yet, at the same 
time, know that only one can make the 
final decision... If the decision that I 
made was contrar}, to wtmt they believe& 
they had to accept it as if it were their own, 
even tNmgh they disagreed. That’s 
something I learned in coaching~ whether it 
be with assistams or players; when you 
disagree, don’t be disagreeable about it." 
In fact, it’s rather interesting to see j ust 
how open-minded Coach really was in 
terms of welcoming suggestions, and how 
he encouraged his assistants to be open- 
minded, too. A number of former assistant 
coaches offered up comments about Coach 
Wooden’s willingness to listen to their ideas 
and to learn from them if they might help 
the team improve: 
Eddie Powell: "Yes I was free to disagree; 
in fact, he encouraged me to speak tW 
mind." 
William Putnam: "He was always looking 
for help, comments, and any kind of 
disagreement." 
Doug Sale: ~Oh yes, I was ve~.~" lYee to 
disagree. He encouraged it." 
Gary Cusmin~mn: "We were free to 
disagree, tie did not want yes-men. 
wanted people who would express their 
ideas." 
Jerry Norman: ;~Coach was a great person 
to work with in that respect because he was 
very open-minded. He’d challenge you on a 
lot of these things---he was ver}, 
challenging--but not on whether he liked it 
or not, but how much you’re sold on it." 
Dmmy Cram: "He was always open- 
minded and willing to tO’ something ifI 
could justify it in our meetings." 
The third part of Coach Wooden’s 
definition of Alemmss in the Pyranud of 
Success is ;~Be eager to learn and 
improve." Examples of Coach Wooden’s 
corr~mitrnent to this particular ~mntra were 
discussed in detail in issue 6, but it never 
hur~s to revisit the topic, since enthusiasm 
for learning and improving was so 
important to his overall philosophy, tie felt 
that a person must be ready and willing 
embrace whatever lessons--positive or 
negative---that life threw in their way. It is 
the surest way to grow. 
No matter how l~mwledgeable or 
experienced we believe we are on a 
subject, there is always something more to 
learn. Coach Wooden believed t~:tis firmly, 
dedicaxing himself to learning something 
new ever}, single clay. As he was so fond of 
saying, ;’It’s what you learn after you know 
it all that counts." 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig hnpehnan 
T/~e Jolm R. ~Voode~ Co~rse 
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The third block in the second tier of the 
Pyramid of Success is Initiative. 
Coach Wooden chose to direct his 
definition of this trait at the indivi&~a I by 
urging hhn or her to: "Cultivate the ability 
to make decisions and think alone. Do not 
be afraid of failure, but learn from it/’ 
Coach Wooden’s college coach at Purdue, 
Piggy Lambert, once inspired Coach with 
these words: "The temn that makes the 
most mistakes usually wins." He was 
emphasizing that it is the doers who make 
mistakes; this was an important lesson in 
shaping Coach Wooden’s teaching 
philosophy. 
Coach wanted .~.~ Watch Video 
mistakes of 
conm~ission, not of 
omission or of 
carelessness--in 
other words, he 
wanted his team to 
be made up of 
doers. "We mnst 
not be af?aid to act," 
he said. "If we are 
aftaid to do something ff)r fear of making a 
mistake, we will not do anything at all. 
That is the worst mistake of all. You learn 
through adversi~.’. We get stronger through 
adversity." Coach firmly believed that if 
you were not making any mistakes, you 
were not working close enough to the edge 
of your potential. 
One of Coach’s favorite poems was a short 
verse that embraced exactly thi s concept: 

When [ look back, it seems to me, 
That all the grief that had to be, 
Left me whe~ the pain was o ’er, 
Stronger than [ was b~fore. 
Coach Wooden once described the needed 
behaviors and character traits of a great 
leader as the same behaviors and character 



traits of a great parent. ’~We must not be 
al?aid to fail," he insisted. "We, as parents, 
I/hir~k, deprive our children,/he ones we 
love the most and want to help the most, of 
the development of initiative by making 
decisions for them too long in certain 
areas... Lincoln said: ’The worst thing a 
parent could do for his ctuldren is doing 
things thax they could and should do for 
themselves.’ Give them the opportunity to 
fail. Let them learn from it so that/hey 
won’t make that stone mistake over again 
when you are not there telling them what or 
what not to do. Initiative will help us 
overcome many stumbling blocks.’" 
The same lesson is, of course, applicable to 
a teacher or coach or mentor--awone in a 
position of leadership. Coach often 
reminded us that if we make a decision 
based on careful pla~ming while using all 
the information available to us at the time 
and act with self control--but it doesn’t 
lead to the results we’d hoped for, that 
doesn’t mean we made a bad decision. It 
just means it’s a decision that didn’t work 
out. The result should not discourage us 
l?om taking initiative in the future. 
In my 30 years of working with Coach 
Wooden in my basketball camps, the most 
proactive request that I received 
parents was: ~’Please help my child to stop 
being afraid of making a mistake.’" I loved 
hearing that because it meant that the 
parents recognized the profound 
importance of teaching initiative from an 
early age. 
The two Wooden fundamentals that Coach 
stressed to eliminate this fear of failure are: 
I. "The people that don’t make mistakes 
are ~he people ~hat don’t do anyt[ting." 
2. "The worst thing you can do when 
action is needed is to take no action at all." 
Be a doer[ Take initiative! Never be afraid 
to make a mistake[ As Coach Wooden 
loved m say: "A ~mstake is valuable if you 
do t~mr things with it: recognize R, admit it, 
learn from it, forget it." 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig Impelman 
7"he Joh~ R. lVoocten Cou~’e 







From: Vince Ille [ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, July 28, 2012 4:53:28 PM 
To: Donna Papa 
Subject: Re: Meeting on Monday 
Donna, 

No problem. Hope your trip to California is a productive one. I look tbrwmd to visiting with you alter you return whenever you have some "time. Thanks and 

travels. 

Vinee 

>>> Donna Papa 7/28/2012 12:01 PM >>> 

Vince, 

I am actually leaving for California early Monday morning to go to the National tournament in California. I originally thought that I was leaving on 

Tuesday. I hope that you are getting settled in Chapel Hill. 

Have a great weekend. 

Donna 

https:!/barracuda450.uncaa.unc,edu/cgi-modigetstubbedattachment.cgiitJntitled attachment O0:[91,dat?charset=utf- 

8&cid=FUXZGCUW.JCTO J MAG E :1.jpg&delivery=:1343508808&len=607902 &md5=bec2e44686dd13fc89dOb4905dfcScO6& mid=ba97df4f7af6379:12290100fTcO:t9807a204df2 

Camps & Clinics: www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball 

CAROLINA SOFTBALL 

8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 

4 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 

11 ALL-AMERICANS - 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 

2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, July 28, 201_2 4:59 PM 

Diane Crocker < dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Business Office Training Session- For your information 

DiaJle, 
have added the training session to my calendaJc and pla~ to attend. Thanks. 

Vince 

> > > Diane Crocker 7/26/2012 4:30 PM > > > 

With the attachment this time :) 

Diane Crocker 

UNC Athletic Business Office 

(91 9) 843-92T0 

dcrocke r @uilcaa. uric . edu 

> > > Diane Crocker 7/26/2012 4:12 PM > > > 

See attached memo. 
Thank you, 

D ’_ane Crocke~ 

UNC Athie~ic Bb~siRess Office 

(919) 843-9270 

dcrocker @uncaa . uric. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, July 3:1, 20:12 8:05 AM 

Nick [nfante < nick@collegeathleticsclips.com > 

Re: Welcome to College Athletics Clips 

Nick, 

Thanks for the message. I look forward to reading the information your service provides. 

Vi nce 

> > > Nick ]nfante <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 7/30/2012 10:59 AM > > > 

Vince- 

Congratulations on your new position at UNC. 

I am reaching out to you at the request of Bubba Cunningham He asked me to add you to the UNC athletic departmentDs group subscription to the 
College Athletics Clips service. Bubba has been a Clips subscriber for several years now; almost a year at UNC and four at Tulsa. 

To access the Clips website: http:llwww.colleqeathleticsclips.coml Click onto any of the links on the front page, then [] when prompted [] your 
username and password are both Ille-L! N C Yes, they ~ re both the same, and they ~ re case sensitive= You can select a new username and 
password by clicking on ~Change Password ~ on the top of the Clips front page; or you can contact me and I would be happy to change it for you= 

Here ~s a quick blurb about the 8-year old College Athletics Clips website= It is a subscription website ($99iyear for solo subscriptions, with 
discounts for group subscriptions) that provides executive summaries and commentaries about the business of college athletics. Clips is a 
comprehensive, no-frills, quick-read resource that keeps busy college athletics administrators abreast of all the relevant news and issues that affect 
them. We currently have 116 D1 ADs, 57 D1 Presidents, 15 D1 Conference Commissioners (yes, John Swofford is among them) and 440 St. 
Assoc/Assoc/Asst ADs. 

About 160 of our subscribers are compliance people ..... 

Please let me know if you have any trouble accessing the Clips website. 

You will also be receiving Clips eFLASHes directly into your email inbox. These are single-topic, time sensitive items that are sent out about once a 
week ..... I wil! send you a couple of recent eFlashes in subsequent emails. 

Welcome aboard! 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 
908.879.9978 
nick~collegeathleticsclips.com 

To have your computer save your password: 



How to save a password .... 

Step I." 
W~en yo~ get to ~he Clips i~ome pa~e, click on "Member Log I~ ~ 0~" 

Conan O’Brien from the thenmew % the Year 3000’ skit or 

Step 2: 

Io~ ~he Logi# page, enter your username and password.. 

you are akead:,~ a registered user p~’9~se leg irl ~’~’ith ysur ~emame and password 

~ 
. p.~ase Subscribe 

~ O~O:t ~OOh!? No account y~t? Regi~t~,,Remem~ermake s~reme,, ~he~b6x 

is checked off.     Then k 

the Logi~ box. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 3:15 PM 

Amy Hennan (aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu) 

FW: NC,~ LSDBi Am~oancements Update - Division I Legislative 

Can you please have me added to the tnailing list that generates tnessages like the one below? Also, do you need to add me as a staff’member who can access lsdbi? I 

recall Ryan Squire having to do that when the NCAA made him the "custodim~" for a number of things... . tJ~m~ks. 

Vince 

From: NCAA LSDBi Announcement Updates [Ln___a_j!_t_9_:___n__e___w___s___D_!_(_e_.__c__t_@_LLc__a__a__=_o___r_9] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:30 AM 
To-" 
Subject-" NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

LSDBi Announcements Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi armouncements page in the last 24 hours. 

A~g 06 20~2 NCAA Division I Ovemde Mailing is Now Available on the NCAA Web Site 

Please click here to access the Override Mailing. 

LSDBi Armouncement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the armouncement page To log into LSDBi, enter your NCAA org id and password. 

1-his em,~il ’,,;as sent to: 

700 W. WashMgtor~ ~;treet., N~diarlapolis, IN 4620!5 

Click her~¢.- to be removed from this mailing list, 

Click he!e to wew our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 5:38 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtv> 

RE: Compliance Directors.doc 

No, it should be you. I understand that you roll forward infom~ation to me when appropriate. Thanks Amy. 

F~m: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 07, 20:t2 3:26 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject; Fwd: Compliance Directors.doc 

VJnce, 
See belo~v. I need to know how you want me to handle this document. There really isn’t anyone in your position on this list, as all of the individuals listed as the #1’s on here 

are full time day to day compliance staff. But please let me know if you want me to change this out and put you on here instead of me. 

Amy 

> > > "Watkins, Emily" <ewatkins@theacc.org > 8/7/2012 3:18 PM > > > 

Good afternoon, 
I am in the process of updating contact infornmtion for ACC administrators. This information is for internal use for the ACC office staff 
so that we can more efficiently communicate with our schools. 
Please review the attached information and e-mail a~~ updates to my attention by Friday, August 17. If you nmke corrections within the 
doctm~ent, please highlight the changes, save the file as a different name and then e-mail the new file with corrections. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Emily G. Watkins 
Atlamtic Coast Conference 

Phone: 336.854.8787 



Should Coaches’ Contracts Incentivize Academic Success? 

Should Coaches’ Contracts Incentivize Academic 
Success? 

Search a~tieles: 

By Paul 8teinbaeh 
August 2012 

Launches u.. 
Whether stipulated with the best of intentions or She still holds Wisconsin swimming 

as mere window dressing, incentives in 

coaches’ contracts tied to academic 

performance could potentially get a school in 

big trouble with the US. Department of 

Education. 

New DeEd regulations that took effect July 1, 

2011, caused quite a stir among universities 

and their athletic departments when it appeared 

that any incentive payment tied to "success in 

securing enrollments or the award of financial 

aid" was no longer allowed by the federal 

government. "The definition that the 

Department of Education gave for that was so 

broad that you could drive a truck through it," says attorney Jennifer Harper, founding 

member of the Collegiate and Professional Sports Industry Group at Jackson Lewis LLP in 

Washington, D.C. "Initially when the regs came out, they just swept the entire university 

arena. Certain incentive compensation wound up being banned across the board, and 

athletic personnel were expressly included in the ban under these new regulations. 

Suddenly, we had to say, ’You have to revise your contracts. You need an amendment. 

You can’t pay your coaches for this sort of stuff.’ " 

records for 13- and 14-year-old 

girls 30 years after setting them, 

but Katherine Start has ... 

Dines of Crisis ,,, 

Penn State replaced Joe Paterno, 

but Jerry Sandusky has been 

harder to shake. His name seems 

to appear whenever the university 

makes ... 

Se×ua~ Ab~se Expert Cordelia 

Anderso~ 

As president of the National 

Coalition to Prevent Child Sexual 

Abuse and Exploitation, Cordelia 

Anderson sees the Penn State 

University ... 
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Should Coaches’ Contracts Incentivize Acadenfic Success? 

In a subsequent "Dear Colleague" letter, the DoEd clarified that incentives based on team 

grade-point average or the NCAA°s Academic Progress Rate, among other measures, 

were exempt. But confusion still persists. For reasons Harper can’t explain, "The one thing 

that the Department of Education left out was graduation rates and program completion 

rates, and that has caused the confusion," she says. 

Harper, whose firm advises colleges and universities, is still wary of the regulations’ 

potential ramifications, which include the government recouping federal financial aid from 

an institution it finds noncompliant. (Back in 2001, it put one vocational institution out of 

business by doing just that, to the tune of $187 million.) "1 continue to be conservative, 

even if some universities that have reviewed this have taken a more liberal approach 

simply because the Department of Education has not expressly come out and said, ’Oh, 

yeah, and grad rates are banned,’ " Harper says. "1 have a very different view of that. I 

think you have to take the grad rates out. There’s a very specific reason for that. In the 

original regulation, the Department of Education expressly stated in its preamble and later 

in its comments that anything that’s based on graduation rates or program completion 

rates is specifically tied to securing enrollment, and that’s banned. So, we can’t really say 

at this point that grad rates are okay. The Department of Education has not taken any 

action yet telling us that grad rates are fine." 

Just how prevalent is such contract language? Data compiled at AB’s request by Winthrop 

Intelligence (www.winthropintelligence.com) finds that six head coaches among those 

leading the top-20 RPI football programs last season (including three in the top five) have 

clauses in their contracts outlining compensation bonuses specifically tied to graduation 

success rates. In both men’s and women’s basketball, three top-20 RPI coaches had such 

contract incentives. 

According to Winthrop Intelligence director of sales and marketing Kevin Barefoot, 

payouts hinge on a variety of achievements. One Southeastern Conference football coach 

is promised $50,000 if his team’s GSR ranks among the top third in the league. Another 

SEC coach gets $150,000 if his team posts a GSR of 75 percent or higher. A third 

contract awards a coach $44,000 for a 65 percent GSR on up to $110,000 for 100 

percent. In men’s and women’s basketball, typical incentives range from $10,000 to 

$75,000 for GSR scores ranging from 70 to 100 percent. "Across 30,000 coaches in the 

Win AD database, we see that contracts are becoming more complex and creative," 

Barefoot says. "This includes bonus compensation for academic performance by student- 

athletes." 

No one can say for sure just how impactful academic-related contract incentives actually 

are. Barefoot refuses to speculate on the effectiveness of Winthrop clients’ contractual 

strategies, given the myriad variables potentially at play regarding a given team’s 

academic performance. Certain academics, meanwhile, have their doubts. 

"High-profile head coaches’ bonuses are primarily public-relations vehicles," says 

University of North Carolina professor Richard Southall, director of the College Sport 

Research Institute. "These bonuses are similar to fines levied by professional leagues on 

players. We did some research on this and found such fines -- because they were so 

small in comparison to player salaries -- were irrelevant to player behavior." 

Harper doesn’t share the cynicism. "1 don’t want to call it a PR thing, because I do believe 

http://ath~eticbusiness~c~m/a~tic~es/artic~e~aspx?artic~eid=3894&z~neid=38[8/9/2~12 12:39:57 PM] 
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Should Coaches’ Conlracts Incentivize Academic Success? 

that universities very strongly feel that education comes first," she says. "But we do 

understand the interplay, especially at the Division I level, between the players, the sport, 

the money and the education. That’s a balancing act that these universities have to 

engage in, and I think incentives are part of that. I think those incentives are in there 

precisely to motivate the athletic department and the school and to send a message that 

they have to be student-athletes. They can’t just be athletes." 

"We need to put this into perspective," says Jason Lanter, a Kutztown University professor 

whose term as president of the Drake Group, a collegiate athletics watchdog organization, 

ended July 1. "Yes, the bonuses are a lot of money at face value but quite minimal when 

you look at the bonus as a percentage of base salary. Look at Urban Meyer’s contract at 

Ohio State: a base salary of $4 million and a $100,000 bonus for meeting APR 

requirements. The $100,000 is a lot of money, but it is only a 2.5 percent bonus. 

However, if Ohio State wins its division, the Big Ten championship, and plays for the 

national championship, Coach Meyer earns a $400,000 bonus, or 10 percent of his salary. 

That’s a lot of incentive to focus on field performance rather than classroom performance." 

Southall believes it would take significantly greater monetary incentive to move the 

academic success metrics. Worse, he theorizes that academic-based incentives could 

actually foster clustering (the concentration of student-athletes within a given major), 

academic improprieties and increased numbers of special admissions. "1 don’t think head 

coaching incentives or bonuses in isolation have led to increases" in graduation success 

rates, he says. "1 think the area to be examined is how prevalent such bonuses are 

among ~th~e~ic~acadernic support staff." 

Indeed, liability doesn’t necessarily end with the head coach’s contract, according to 

Harper. "That’s why I tell people, ’You’ve got to dig deeper.’ If you have an assistant coach 

who’s going out there and recruiting, or an assistant coach who’s influencing admissions 

personnel regarding a player, that’s where I need you to start looking. If any athletic 

personnel are out there engaging in recruiting that leads to securing enrollment, they’re 

susceptible." 

If, as the regulations originally intended, all incentive compensation were to disappear, 

would anyone notice? Probably not the coaches who hold the contracts. "If we were to 

ban all incentive compensation, not just graduation rates, but the APRs, what’s really 

going to happen? The reality is probably going to be that coaches negotiate that 

compensation into the contract somehow in some other way," Harper says. 

For now, Harper strongly suggests that schools at least eliminate language that 

specifically mentions graduations rates -- lest they potentially face the wrath of 

government regulators. "When we pull it all together, you get two sides of the same coin. 

They say team academic performance is okay, but the flip side is graduation rates don’t 

appear to be okay at all," she says. "And if I were a university, I would look at that contract 

closely, and I would eliminate grad rates. Just eliminate them. Nobody wants to be a test 

case before the Department of Education on whether they comply with the incentive 

compensation regulations, because the upshot of that could be severe." 

contracts academics 

htlp://athleticbusiness.com/articles/article.aspx?ar~icleid 3894&zoneid 3818/9/2012 12:39:57PM] 



Should Coaches’ Contracts Incentivize Acadenfic Success? 

Paul ~tei~bach is senior editor of Athletic Business. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:46 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

l~W: ASPSA Facul~ Advisoly Com~nittee 

Joy, 

It appears we should reschedule fl~e meeting you and I set for Thursday at 4pro? Please just let me know when you will be available. I have some open blocks of time 

this Friday. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Yarbrough, Nathan John 

Sent; Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:29 PM 

To-" Abels, Kimberly Town; Janken, Kenneth R; McNeil, Genna Rae; panter@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R; Reznick, Steve; Russell, Chloe; Salyer, Sherry L; Stephens, John D; 
Uriah, Isaac J; Owen, Bobbi A; Woodard, Harold; Goodman, Paula; Ille, Vince; Rennet, Joy J; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject; ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee 

All, 

It looks like Thursday, August 16, 2012 will be the best time for everyone on the ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee to meet. The meeting will be held in the 

conference room on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center at 4:00pm. Looking forward to seeing everyone. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT OREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 7:09 PM 

Beth Bridger (bridgerlY~uncaa.unc.edu) 

S*,m’Y Me eting 

Betl~ 
Thm~s for inviting me to your staffs meeting. Could you please do me a favor? I arrived a few minutes late so mn not certain I received some of the documents the 

staff discussed (policies and procedures handout, may~ the travel lette~: an~hing else other than the agenda and the handouts on LEEP and eligibili)’ document the 

Brent distributed’?). Thanks and I look fo~vaacd to working with you. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 8:03 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

I~E: ASPSA Facul~ Advisou Committee 

I’tn available Friday morning from 7:30-8:45. Friday afternoon I’m cmrently available any titne after 1:30 pm. I cm~ meet at Bondurant Hall to accommodate your 

schedule. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2022 7:30 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee 
I can work out Friday morning most likely. Can you come to my office in Bondurant Hall? If so, I can be more flexible on times. 

Joy 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2012 6:46 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee 

Joy, 

It appears we should reschedule tJ~e meeting you and I set for Thursday at 4pro? Please just let me know when you will be available. I have some open blocks of time 

this Friday. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Yarbrough, Nathan John 

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2022 5:29 PN 

To: Abels, Kimberly Town; Janken, Kenneth R; McNeil, Genna Rae; panter@unc.edu; Parsons, Eileen R; Reznick, Steve; Russell, Chloe; Salyer, Sherry L; Stephens, John D; 

Unah, Isaac J; Owen, Bobbi A; Woodard, Harold; Goodman, Paula; Ne, Vince; Rennet, Joy J; Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee 

All, 

It looks like Thursday, August 16, 2012 will be the best time for everyone on the ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee to meet. The meeting will be held in the 

conference room on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center at 4:00pm. Looking forward to seeing everyone. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 8:17 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

I~E: ASPSA Facul~ Advisou Committee 

Souuds great. I’ll see you there at 7:30. Thin,ks. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 8:16 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee 
Great - how about my office at 7:30? I am in Suite 3050. Our office doors do not unlock until 8:00 so if I forget to prop open the door just knock. My office is at the end of the 
hall to the left. 

See you on Friday. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 8:03 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee 

I’m available Friday morning fi~om 7:30-8:45. Friday a£ternoon I’m currently available any lime after 1:30 pm. I can meet at Bondurm~t Hall to accommodate your 

schedule. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 7:30 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee 
I can work out Friday morning most likely. Can you come to my office in Bondurant Hall? If so, I can be more flexible on times. 

Joy 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 6:46 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee 

Joy, 

It appears we should reschedule the meeling you and I set for Thursday at 4pm? Please just let me know when you will be available. I have ~me opeu blocks of time 

this Friday. Thanks. 

Virlce 

From: Yarbrough, Nathan John 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 5:29 PM 
To: Abels, Kimberly Town; Janken, Kenneth R; McNeil, Genna Rae; panter~unc.eduj Parsons, Eileen R; Reznick, Steve; Russell, Chloe; Salyer, Sherry L; Stephens, John D; 
Unah, Isaac J; Owen, 8obbi A; Woodard, Harold; Goodman, Paula; Ille, Vince; Rennet, Joy J; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee 

All, 

It looks like Thursday, August 16, 2012 will be the best time for everyone on the ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee to meet. The meeting will be held in the 

conference room on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center at 4:00pm. Looking forward to seeing everyone. 

Thanks, 

Nate 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 9:22 AM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~W: Tar Heel Nickname histo~ 

Now I remember.., here is the itffo I mentioned to you last night. 

From: Gaidmore, Jay 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 12:39 PM 
Ta: Holliday, Corey L; llle, Vince; Williams, Andre 
Co: Thorp, Holden; Moore, Cecelia 

Subject: RE: Tar Heel Nickname history 
Hello Corey, Vince, and Andre, 

l’m working to make you copies of Gridiron Glory: Film Clips of Tar Heel Football, 1934-1985, narrated by Woody Durham. The clips were taken from game films of 

UNC Football held in the University Archives in Wilson Library, and include footage of Choo Choo Justice, Famous Amos Lawrence, and Lawrence Taylor among 

others. We’re having some technical difficulties with it, but I should be able to send you copies soon. 

Wilson Library has a lot of materials relating to UNC Football, including programs, media guides, and photographs, as well as materials about UNC’s mascot, 

Ramses. 

For a brief overview of U NC’s history, please check out The Carolina Story: A Virtual Museum of University History: http:/!museum.t,nc.edu!. 

Also, here are links to some of our photograph collections that include digitized UNC football images. 

UNC Image Collection: http://www.lib.unc.edu/ncc/pcoll/inv/POOO4/POOO4.html 

High Morton Collection of Photographs and Films: .h-t..t.~.Jj~[.~:~[Lb~:~u~n~c~.e~.d~.u~[~d~.c.L.m~r~t~9~.n.~[.!~n~b.~[ 

I know the season is fast approaching and you and the coaching staff are busy preparing, but we’d be happy to organize a show and tell of some of these materials, 

perhaps after the season and whenever it is convenient. Just let me know. 

Go Heels! 

Jay 

Jay Gaidmore 

U niversity Archivist 

University Archives and Records Management Services 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3926 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

(919) 962-6402 

http:!/www.lib.unc.edu/mss/uars/ 

***Check out our blog, For the Record: News and Perspectives from University Archives and Records Management Services, at 

http://www.lib.uncoedu/blogs/uarms*** 

***Check out our Facebook page, UNC University Archives at 

From: Moore, Cecelia 
Sent; Friday, August 10, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; 1lie, Vince; Williams, Andre 
Cc: Thorp, Holden; Gaidmore, Jay 
Subject: Tar Heel Nickname history 
Hello all, 
I’m sorry it took all week to get this to you, but here’s a short acco~mt of the Tar Heel nickname, with a link to a longer article about it. 

On the athletics website there is a good explanation of the Ram mascot: 

I’ve copied Jay Gaidmore, ~vho is the Umversity Archivist. He is prepared to show- Coach Fedora and staff lots more stuff about the history of L,~’C football, and you can expect to hear from 
him soon. I enjoyed meeting all of you. Thank you for the great visit to the Na~2z Football Field 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
Phone: 919-;062-0933 

cecelia rooore@unc edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)ICN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 8:20 PM 

Gaidmore, Jay <gaidmore@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Tin Heel Nickname histoly 

Hi Jay, 

Thanks for the information. I’ve forwarded this to Rick Steinbacher too. The photographs are great and I’m really looking forwmd to seeing the film clips. I would 

enjoy meeting after the season as you p~opose below so we can learn more about the materials you have in your collection. Again, thanks for thinking of us and 

forwarding the links. I hope to meet you sometime. 

Vince 

From: Gaidmore, Jay 
Sent; Wednesday, August 15, 2012 12:39 PM 
To; Holliday, Corey L; Tlle, Vince; Williams, Andre 
Co; Thorp, Holden; Moore, Cecelia 

Subject; RE: Tar Heel Nickname history 
Hello Corey, Vince, and Andre, 

I’m working to make you copies of Gridiron Glory: Film Clips of Tar Hee/ Football, 1934-1985, narrated by Woody Durham. The clips were taken from game films of 

UNC Football held in the University Archives in Wilson Library, and include footage of Choo Choo Justice, Famous Amos Lawrence, and Lawrence Taylor among 

others. We’re having some technical difficulties with it, but I should be able to send you copies soon. 

Wilson Library has a lot of materials relating to UNC Football, including programs, media guides, and photographs, as well as materials about UNC’s mascot, 

Ramses. 

For a brief overview of U NC’s history, please check out The Carolina Story: A Virtual Museum of University History: _h___t__tp_2/_i___m____u___s__e___u____m__:__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_J__. 

Also, here are links to some of our photograph collections that include digitized UNC football images. 

UNC Image Collection: http://www.lib.t,nc.edu/ncc/pcoN/inv/POOO4/POOO4.html 

High Morton Collection of Photographs and Films: http:iiwww.lib.unc.eduidc/mar~oniindex.html 

I know the season is fast approaching and you and the coaching staff are busy preparing, but we’d be happy to organize a show and tell of some of these materials, 

perhaps after the season and whenever it is convenient. Just let me know. 

Go Heels! 

Jay 

Jay Gaidmore 

U niversity Archivist 

University Archives and Records Management Services 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB#3926 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

(919) 962-6402 

h_t__t__a ; / /_~_~_~ :_! !_b_:__u__o_c__ .__e___d___u__/__m___s__s__/_~_a__r_s__L 
***Check out our blog, For the Record: News and Perspectives[ram University Archives and Records Mana~lement Services, at 

http://www.lib.unc.edu/blogs/uarrns*** 

***Check out our Facebook page, UNC University Archives at http:/iwww.facebook.comiUNCoUniversit¥.Archives*** 

From; Moore, Cecelia 
Sent; Friday, August 10, 2012 10:02 AM 
To; Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince; Williams, Andre 
Co; Thorp, Holden; Gaidmore, Jay 
Subject; Tar Heel Nickname history 
Hello all, 
I’m sorry it took all week to get this to you, but here’s a short accou~at of the Tar Heel nickname, with a link to a longer alticle about it 

On the athletics website there is a good explanation of the Ram mascot: http:I/~svw goheels con~,ViewArticle dbmI?SPID=108097&[)B O[;M ]D=3350&&TCMD=205498275 

I’ve copied Jay Gaidmore, who is the Umversity Archivist. He is prepared to show Coach Fedora and stalK’lots more stuff about the histoW of UNC football, and you can expect to hear fi-om 
him soon. I er~joyed meeting all of you. ’Thank you for the great visit to the Na,©’ Football Field 

Cecelia Moore 
Special Assistant to the Chancellor 
Phone: 919-%2-0933 
cecelia moore,Y~unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 8:20 AM 

BaJle~, Ma~l~na K <mbaJlen@email .unc.edu> 

FW: Notes frown meeling 

MartJna, 

In your communications with Bubba, do you know if we have agreed to pay for any of these things? Thanlcs. 

Vince 

From: McHale, Tammy J 

Sent: Sunday, August 19, 2012 10:28 PM 
To-" Owen, Bobbi A; Ille, Vince; Mar~ina K Ballen; Tammy McHale 
Subject: Re: Notes from meeting 
Just a couple things I forgot to mention in the meeting -- short term issues not for the MOU: 

Bobbi -- is the fundin~ for the ~ ~i~i~ i~ ~i~ ~i~i~ comin~ from the College? 
How about S~ B~i~ ~n~i~? 
Thanks. 

Tammy 

On 8/15/12 1:24 PM, "Bobbi Owen" <owenbob@unc.edu> wrote: 

Martina, Tammy, and Vince - 

Attached are notes from the meeting yesterday. Track changes are in 

place. Please provide any comments so I can provide a comprehensive 

version when we meet. 

~::~:: Tammy - can you get someone to schedule out next meeting (perhaps once 

classes are underway)? 

Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 

Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 

Michael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3504, 3011 Steele Building 

214 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 

Phone: 919 843-7773 

FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 8:50 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

THISWEEK-2012- 34.pdf 

Mo~ 

Am I to attend the thcility master plan meeting on Augnst 22 or either of the meetings on August 23 that are listed as "Athletic Director’s Meeting?" I don’t have those on 

my calendax. I don’t know that they involve me or not, but don’t warn to miss m~hing I’m expected to attend. Thanks. 

Vince 

F~m: Angie Bitting [mailto:abitting@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, August 20, 2012 8:23 AM 

subject: 

is attached thanks! 

Angelyn S, Bitting 

Dean E, Smith Center 

a bittincj@u ncaa.u nc,edu 



DATE 

20-26 

20 

21 

22 

23 

DEAN E. SMITH CENTER COMPLEX 

~Dean E. Smith Center~Kourv Natatorium~Williamson Buildin~ 
EVENTS FOR WEEK OF AUGUST 20-26 

EVENT 

Practice Gym Closed - Floor Maintenance 

Social Media Meeting 

IT Meeling 

Executive Staff Meeting 

Coaches’ Meeting 

Facilities Master Plan Meeting 

Verizon Meeting 

Athletic Director’s Meeting 

Athletic Director’s Meeting 

Compliance Staff Meeting 

TIME 

All Day 

9:30 a.m. 

1:30 p.m. 

9:00 a.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

8:00 a.m. 

9:00 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

LOCATION 

Practice Gym 

EWAC-Anderson 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

EWAC-Board Room 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

EWAC-Anderson 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

EWAC-Anderson 

DATE 

27-2 

29 

30 

DEAN E. SMITH CENTER COMPLEX 
~Dean E. Smith Center~Kourv Natatorium~Williamson Building 

EVENTS FOR WEEK OF AUGUST 27-SEPTEMBER 2 

EVENT 

Practice Gym Closed - Floor Maintenance 

Deloitte Recruiting Event 

Verizon Meeting 

Compliance Staff Meeting 

TIME 

All Day 

5:00 p.m. 

8:00 a.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

LOCATION 

Practice Gym 

Bowles/Memorabilia 

EWAC-Anderson 

EWAC-Anderson 

DATE 

3-9 

4 

6 

DEAN E. SMITH CENTER COMPLEX 

~Dean E. Smith Center~Kourv Natatorium~Williamson Buildin~ 
EVENTS FOR WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 3-9 

EVENT 

Practice Gym Closed - Floor Maintenance 

Executive Staff Meeting 

Compliance Staff Meeting 

TIME 

All Day 

9:00 a.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

LOCATION 

Practice Gym 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

EWAC-Anderson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 4:06 PM 

Snyder, I,ee <Is ~yder@uncaa u ~c edu> 

1~3~,: 

Lee, 

Thanks for the schedule. Are we able to download home schedules onto our calendars (GroupWise or Outlook I use Outlook) fiom our website or an~hing created 

by your office? Sorry if this is obvious and I haven’t seen it yet, I’m still trading on the "new guy" excuse... Thanks. 

Vince 

From: kee Snyder [mailto:lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, August 20, 2012 3:05 PM 

Subject: 
Ready or not - anotller year is upon us! Attached is this week’s athletic sclledule. Go Tar Heels! 

Lee 

Lee Snyder 

U NC Athletic Communications 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8095 

Cell: 
Fax: 919-962-0612 

www.GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 4:19 PM 

Snyder, I,ee <Is ~yder@uncaa u ~c edu> 

173:;: 

What do you mean I cam get them offthe website? Is there a mechanism that downloads thetn or are you leferring to cut and paste each itetn offthe schedule into the 

calendar? 

From: Snyder, Lee 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 4:11 PM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: 
I guess you can get them off the web site which is now GoHeels.com. 

Lee 

From: <llle>, Vince <![!__e__~_e__m__a__!!_:__u___n_c__:_e_d___u__> 
Date: Monday, August 20, 20:12 4:05 PM 
To: Microsoft Office User <Isnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 

Lee, 
Thanks for the ~hedule. Are we able m download home schedules onto our calendars (GroupWise or Outlook I use Outlook) fl-om our website or anything created 

by your office? Sorry if this is obvious mad I haven’t seen it yet, I’m still trading on the ’5aew guy" excuse... Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lee Snyder [mailto:lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 3:05 PM 

Subject: 
Ready or not - another year is upon us! Attached is this week’s athletic schedule. Go Tar Heels! 

Lee 

Lee Snyder 

U NC Athletic Communications 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8095 

Cell: ~ 
Fax: 919-962-0612 
www GoHeels.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 2:19 PM 

Bubba CanninghaJn (bubbac@ancaa.unc.edu) 

I~W: Revised description and ad draft 

UNC ACADEMIC SERVICES Director - Position Advertisement 8 21 2012.doc; 2012SearchRoster.docx; UNC ASPSA Director - 

Position Description Draft 8-21-2012.doc 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob(&unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:38 AM 
To: Matson, Steve 
Cc: Williams, Becky; Tammy McHale; Ille, Vince; Owen, Bobbi A; Goodman, Paula 
SubJect: Revised description and ad draft 

All - 
Attached, a slightly modified position description for use during the search process, thanks to some ten-ific edits from Vince. We will not publish the salap), numbers but you should be 
aware of the range (approved by Bubba Cunningham). The search committee will review the ad before it is sent out. The changes have been made in the formal EPA description and 
approvals have occurred up to HR 

I am assuming that authorizing the search is underway - please let Paula know if she needs to do anything. 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and Michael R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (;B~ 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:40 PM 

Cunninglmm, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: I/P Committee 

I discussed this with Lissa when we met last Friday. We can discuss whenever you have time Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bubba Culmmgham [mailto:bubbac@email.m~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:35 PM 
To: Brad Hostetter 
Cc: Ille, Vmce; Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: I/P Committee 

Ok. Thanks rll ask biolly to schedule a time to talk. 

Bubba 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 5:30 PM, "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.org> wrote: 

> Bubba 

> 

> I hope you are well I wanted to check to see when you might have some feedback on the document related to the cowanittee? I want to make sure I have a chance to share a final draft with 

commissioner before ! send the materials out at the end of next week Thanks. 

> 

> Brad Hostetter 

> Sent from my 1Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 1:24 PM 

McPhee, Saxah E <shahn@illinois.edu> 

I~W: Compliauce Directory. updates 

I guess Chad wants tne offthe list... 

From: Big Ten - Kerry Kenny [mailto:kkenny@bigten.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 20:12 1:07 

To: Compliance Group 
(::¢: Big Ten - Chad Hawley; Big Ten - Madeline Russell 
Subject: Compliance Directory updates 

ALL- 

I hope this message finds you well. There has been a lot of movement within the Big Ten Compliance Group over the past few months, so I wanted to take this 

opportunity to request updated contact information for all members of each institution’s staff. Please submit the following information to me via email 

(!<___k__e___n___n__y___@_.___b__!~_t__e___n__.__o___r_~) at your earliest possible convenience but no later than Fridayt August 31s-t: 

Name 

Title 

Email address 

Direct office phone number 

Cell phone number (if you choose to share) 

It would be greatly appreciated if someone from your institution could send one email with the contact info for everyone on each respective staff. Thanks in 

advance for your help, and please let me know if you have any further questions. 

Best, 

Kerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:20 PM 

Amy Hennan ~aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Ed. Column Re: Recruiting Visits 

Just noticed that, and incorporated into a bus rental intetp too! 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 9:25 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae(~)unco~a.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, I’ve sent this out already. 

Sent them my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 8:41 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

From-" Big Ten - Chad Hawley [mailto:CHawley@bigten.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:49 PM 
To-" Compliance Group 
~: Big Ten - Kerry Kenny 
Subject; Ed. Column Re: Recruiting Visits 

All: 

The ed. column below regarding visits is pretty good--particularly the part related to hosting duties and athletics’ involvement with 

hosting groups. Please read, heed, and let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Chad 

Educational Column 

Issues Related to Campus Recruiting Visits (I) 

Date Published: August 17, 2012 

Item Ref: I 

Educational Column: 

The following information is intended to assist member institutions with the application of legislation governing campus 
recruiting visits. 

Hosting Duties. 

Institutions should note that pursuant to NCAA Bylaws 13.6.7.5 and 13.7.2.1.8, a student host involved in an official or 
unofficial visit must be either a current student-athlete or a student designated in a manner consistent with the institution’s 
policy for providing campus visits or tours to prospective students in general. In this regard, individuals are considered hosts if 
they are involved in traditional hosting duties, such as tasks that require specific interaction with the prospective student- 
athlete (e.g., entertaining, escorting). Individuals who are involved solely in administrative functions (e.g., stuffing envelopes, 
collecting unofficial visit money, handling complimentary admissions) are not considered student hosts. 

Further, for purposes of this legislation, student managers and other student employees are considered to be students, as 
opposed to athletics department employees. Therefore, those individuals are restricted to engaging in general employment 
functions and are not permitted to host prospective student-athletes unless they meet the criteria noted in the 
aforementioned bylaws. Finally, inasmuch as student-hosting duties are considered incidental to athletics participation, and an 
individual must be either a student-athlete or a member of the official university host group, a student-athlete may not be 
paid to perform this function unless the university typically pays its official host groups for their services. 

Athletics Department Involvement with Institutional Hosting Groups. 

Pursuant to Bylaws 13.6.7.5 and 13.7.2.1.8, a student host involved in an official or unofficial visit must be either a current 
student-athlete or a student designated in a manner consistent with the institution’s policy for providing campus visits or 
tours to prospective students in general. Consistent with this legislation, athletics departments are expected to remain 
completely uninvolved in the management and operation of these programs. Athletics departments may, however, contribute 
funds to the overall university host program, provided such funding does not result in the athletics departments assuming 
control or compromising university oversight of such programs. Further, if permitted by institutional policy, athletics 
departments may request specific hosts from the institution’s pool of hosts only if such opportunities are available to other 
institutional departments and the athletics department does not compromise the university’s control or oversight of the host 
program. 

Transportation Costs/Meals and Lodging While in Transit for Parents or Legal Guardians -- Men’s Basketball. 

Pursuant to Bylaw 13.5.2.6.1, in men’s basketball, an institution may pay the actual round-trip costs for a prospective 
student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) to accompany the prospective student-athlete 
on his official visit. In addition, per Bylaw 13.6.7.1.1, in men’s basketball, an institution may pay the actual costs for meals 
and lodging for a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) that are incurred 
while traveling to and from campus to accompany the prospective student-athlete on his official visit. 

Standard Lodging. 



Pursuant to Bylaw 13.6.6, a prospective student-athlete on an official visit shall be provided lodging and take meals as regular 
students normally do. Local commercial facilities may be used but at a scale comparable to that of normal student life and 
only within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s campus. Lodging may not include special accessories (e.g., jacuzzis, suites) 
that are not available generally to all guests residing at the establishment. Consistent with the overarching theme that 
prospective student-athletes should be housed in a similar manner as other prospective students generally, institutions should 
adhere to the following guidelines: hotels selected to house prospective student-athletes should be similar to hotels in which 
prospective students are housed, hotels in which visiting teams are housed or lodging used by the institution for away from 
home contests. 

Standard Meals. 

Pursuant to Bylaw 13.6.6, a prospective student-athlete on an official visit shall be provided lodging and take meals as regular 
students normally do. Pursuant to Bylaw 13.6~7.7, meals must be comparable to those provided to student-athletes during the 
academic year. In this regard, meals provided during an official visit will be considered standard if they are similar in nature to 
campus meals, including training table meals. Additionally, institutions should note that the training table meal standard is 
considered the upper limit for all sports, regardless of whether training table is typically provided in a particular sport~ Further, 
pursuant to Bylaw 13.6~7.1, a member institution may not arrange or permit excessive entertainment of a prospective 
student-athlete on campus or elsewhere. This restriction includes special arrangements for admittance to exclusive or elite 
restaurants where such opportunities are not generally available to the public. 

Standard Transportation. 

Pursuant to Bylaw 13.5.2.2.4, an institution transporting a prospective student-athlete (and those accompanying a 
prospective student-athlete) around campus during the official visit must use institutional vehicles normally used to transport 
prospective students while visiting the campus. In addition, coaching staff members or student hosts may use personal 
vehicles to transport a prospective student-athlete (and those accompanying the prospective student-athlete) around 
campus during an official visit. As a general principle, institutions should note that vehicles used for transportation around 
campus should be consistent with the type of vehicle an institution uses (or would use) for regular prospective students under 
similar circumstances, regardless of whether the institution actually provides such transportation. Also, a coaching staff 
member may use his or her personal vehicle for such purposes, provided the vehicle is used on a regular basis by the coach 
and has not been modified for the purpose of transporting prospective student-athletes. Further, coaches may rent vehicles 
for transportation purposes as needed, pursuant to institutional policy, provided those vehicles are considered basic 
transportation and not modified in any manner for this purpose. Finally, unmodified golf carts and similar vehicles are 
considered basic transportation; therefore, such vehicles may be used to transport prospective student-athletes around the 
campus. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.5.2.2.4 (on-campus transportation), 13.5.2.6.1 (exception -- transportation expenses for a 
prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians - men’s basketball), 13.6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 
13.6.7.1 (general restrictions), 13.6.7.1.1 (meals and lodging while in transit), 13.6.7.5 (student host), 13.6.7.7 (meals on 
official visit), 13.7.2.1.8 (student host) and staff interpretations (7/26/12, Item Ref. a and b)] 

Notice about Educational Columns= Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the 
correct application of legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on 
legislation and official and staff interpretations applicable at the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot 
topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations on which they are based remain applicable. 
Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted as necessary in 
order to address timely issues. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 9:04 AM 

Suits, Christy H. (Christy Suits@unc.edu) 

I~W: M ~ Guaxdian Quarantine: 1-New Spmn, 0-Blocked Content 

How can I conect this? I can’t ~lt’ord to continue to have ~nessages like this blocked by spam filters or sent to my junk maJd. Cm~ you help me with this? ’I’h~ks 

Clms~/. 

From: Admin Admin [mailto:Admin@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, August 23, 2012 6:47 AM 
To-" 1lie, Vince 
Subject-" M+ Guardian Quarantine: :t-New Spam, 0-Blocked Content 

Click here to manaqe yourfluarantine 

bubba.cun ningham@gmail corn 

S=_lbject 

UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 LINC-Chapei Hill First-Year Class 

Generated by M+ Guardiarl Messaqin~q Firewall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 3:30 PM 

Donna Papa ~djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~E: Request for Assis~tant Head Coach Title for Boo Gillette 

Routing it for approval right now-. Will let you know if it is appro’,,ed as soon as I know Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Donna Papa [mailto:dip@uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 6:32 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Re: Request for Assistant Head Coach Title for Boo Gillette 

I put in hard copy and sent to you and Beth today 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 24, 2012, at 5:18 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.nnc. edu> wrote: 

> Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:51 PM 

St~J~eus, Yulia <ystrizh@emaJl.unc.edu> 

l)d~: AtNetics meetings with Bobbi ~J~d Tammy 

OK, thanks Yulia. 

From: Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent= Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:28 PN 

To= 1lie, Vince; Ballen, Martina K 
Subject= RE: Athletics meetings with Bobbi and Tammy 

Just wa~ted to I~:’[: you k~ow that it k~oks I~ke the aLh~et~cs mee[h~g ~s not hap~erfing next wee~. gobM ~s out of town through Wednesday, afl:er which t~me 

everyone’s schedules sre incompatible. 

~’1~ send a few other scheduling options tomorrow, most ~l<e~y through s doodle po~l. 

Best, 

Vu~a 

F~m= Strizheus, Yulia 
Sent= Nonday, August 27, 20~2 ~:35 AN 

To= Ille, Vince; Ballen, Na~ina K 
Subject= Athletics meetings with Bobbi and Tammy 

Good morning Vince and Martina, 

Tammy has asked me to schedule hi-weekly meetings regarding Athletics with you and Bobbi starting next week. I’m starting with September today. For October I 

should have a simpler scheduling method set up. 

In the meantime please let me know all of the times slots below that will work with your schedule. And please let me know if I should be contacting someone else 

in your office in order to schedule these meetings for you~ 

First September meeting options: 

Thursday, September 6 

4:15pm-5:~5pm 

Friday, September 7 

8am-lI:30am 

l:45pm-2:45pm 

Also, please let me know which of the times below will work for the next September meeting: 

Tuesday, September ~8 

8am-~iam 

Thursday, September 20 

4pm-5pm 

Friday, September 2~ 

9am-Ilam 

2pm-5pm 

Once I know what everyone’s availability looks like I’ll send an email confirming the dates, times, and locations for these meetings. (We are hoping to alternate 

between our side of the campus and Athletics). 

Best, 

Yulia 

?u~i~ Str~zheus 

Admh~istrsLive AssisLant 

Of[ice of the Desn 

College o[: Arts and Sdences 

UNC---Chape~ HN 

Campus BOX 3]00 

Chapel t-f~, NC 27599.-3~X} 

919/952-13.55 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE!OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=V1NCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:52 PM 

Amy Herman ~aj schae@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

1~92: APR 

Brent is doing it and has been informed. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amy Herman [~ailto:aischae,~?uncaa unc.edu_] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:26 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: APR 

Just checking in on APR I believe it has to be submitted five ~veeks from today. Any resolution/decision on who ~vill be doing it’? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:22 AM 

~illinois.e&t> 

FW: Labor Day Reminder 

F~m: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:15 AN 

Subject: Labor Day Reminder 

Coaches, 
Just a quick reminder about Monday, September 3rd (which is an official institutional vacation period) as you plan your next week of practice!conditioning.. 
Per NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.2.1.1 (pasted below), only those of you that are in your 20 hour/week season are permitted to have any countable athletically related activities on this 

date! So for those of you who are in your 8 hour week segment, you may NOT conduct individual workouts or have strength/conditioning workouts on Monday. If the 
student athletes wish to work out with the strength and conditioning staff on their own, it must be voluntaFy, requested by the student athlete, and meet the regulations in 
Bylaw 17.02.13 (pasted below). 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks! 
Amy 

17.1.6.2.1.1 Spots Other Than Championship Subdivision Football. 
In spnrts other than championship subdivision [bnl bait, a student-ath[ele may not paHiclpale in any countable athletically related aclivities nutside the p[a?/ing season during any institutional 
vacation period and/nr summer. Strength and conditinning coaches who are not countab]e cnaches and whn per[brm such dnties on a department-wide basis may design and conduct specific 
workout prngrams fnr student-ath]etes, prnvided such worknuts are vo[untaW and conducted at the request nfthe student-athlete. (Adopled: 10/~1/02 ~lbctive 8/1/03, Revised: 
12/l 2/06) 

17.02.13 Vokmtaty Athletically Related Activities. 
In nrder fnr any athletically related activity to be considered "voluntary," all nfthe fnlIowing conditinns nrust be met: (Adopted: 

(a) The student-athlete must nnt be required to report back to a coach nr other athletics department staff member (e.g., strength coach, trainer, manager) any information related to the activib,. 
In additinn, nn athletics department staff member whn observes the achviV (eg., strength cnach, trainer, manager) may repnrt back to the student-athlete’s cnach any inlbrrnation related to 
the ac t~vi~cy; 

(b) The act~vit7 must be initiated and requested snle[?i b?i the student.-ath[ete. Neither the institution not any ath]etics department staffrnernber may requite ~he student-.athle~e to pamcipate m 

the activk?i at any time. However, it is; perrnissib[e for an athletics depar~rnent s~aff member ~o prnvide information to student.-ath]etes related tn available opportunities for participaung m 

vol~.mtary activities (e.g., tirnes when ~he strength and conditioning coach will be on &.tt7 m the weight toorn or nn the ~rack). In addition, for students who have initiated a reques~ tn engage 

in vo]untar?i activities, ~he institution or an athletics departmem staffrnernber rna?i assign specific tirnes f~)r student-athletes to use instdmional facilities for such purposes and inJf)rm the 

student-athletes of the time in advance; 

(c) The student-athlete’s attendance and participation in the activity (or lack thereof) may not be recorded for the purposes of repotting such inf~)rmation to cnaching staff rnernbers or other 

student-athletes; and 

(d) "]?he student-athlete rnay not be s~.~bjected to penalty if he or she elects nnt to pamcipate in the activity. In addition, neither the institution nor any athletics department staff member may 
prnvide recngnition or incentives (eg., awards) to a smdent-.athlete based on his or her attendance or petforrnance in the activitT. 

[Note: Coaching staffmembers may be present during permissible skill-related instruction pursuant to Bylaws ._1__7_:_1_A}:I:~ and 17 1.6.23] (Revised: 4/29/04 eff~’ctive 8/7/’04) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751S 
919.962.78S3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a.ischae(9)uncaa.unc.ed u 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 4:37 PM 

Beth Miller (bmiller@~mcaa.unc.edu) 

Meeting 

Beth, 
Are we (primal31 sport administrators) still plmming to meet Friday at 1:30PM? I believe tlaal Bnbba needs to set np a meeting that I mus~t attend at the same time. Is it 

possible for us to start later? I could be there by 2:15PM if that works for evecgone else. Thanks. 

Vince 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 5:08 PM 

McPhee, Saxah E <shahn@illinois.edu> 

ILE: Manager guide - DRAFT 

OK, I’ll look at it tonight 

From: McPhee, Sarah E [mailto:shahn@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject; Manager guide - DRAFT 
Please help me with this! 

Sarah McPhee 

Compliance Coordinator ~" Uniw:rsib/o~" IUinois Division of Inix:rco~[e,qiate Ath[etk:s 

gie~fe[dt AtMetk: Admir~stration Bldg ~ 1700 S }:ourth St ~ Champaign, ~L 61820 

T 217.265.0733 

F 217o2~,9759 

shahn@~llino~s.edu ....................................... 

This ena~i and any attachmenffs nay contain conf~denffial and pzivileged infozmat~n. If you are neff the intended recipienff, please notify the 

sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other 

than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 















~ Co~e ._n ~s 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 4:04 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Re: Stationery 

Thanks 

On Sep 12~ 2012, at 3:22 PM, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>~ wrote: 

> I had Kathy order some North Carolina stationer?, for handwritten notes. I told her you’d probably need some too, so she is ordering you some as well Just an FYI for when she shows up 

with it soraetime sooa. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:53 AM 

McPhee, SaJrah E <shahn@illinois.edu> 

ILE: Manager guide - DRAFT 

From the draft: "visiting the educational institution of a prospective student-athlete for evaluation purposes (athletic or academic), attending athletics contests 

involving prospective student-athletes for the purpose of evaluation or recruitment..." 

Do you want to add something about "or at the direction of an institutional staff member" in these cautionary statements somewhere? 

I think it is excellent. Far, far above the industry standard. 

From: McPhee, Sarah E [mailto:shahn@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 4:21 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Manager guide - DRAP--I 

Please help me with this! 

Sarah McPhee 

Comp~ia~(:~,¯ Coordi~i~.or ~ LJn[ve[sity of Rt~nois D~v[s[on o~ h~terc:o[le~iate Al:hletics 

g~elte[dt Athletic Admi~istraflon gldg [ 1700 S Fourth St [ Champaign, ~L 61820 

T 2~ 7.265,0733 

F 217.2~.9759 

shahnN~[linois.edu 

This ema~i and any atta~.hments may contain confidential and prJvi]eged inforKat~n. If you are not the intended recipient, please notif~ the 

sender imme@iatnly by <eturn nnail, @elete bhis messagn and dnstroy any copies. Any disseminati~)n or use of this information by a pers~)n other 

than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



FFonl; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince ~/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY 1LLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Monday September 24, 2012 3:47 PM 

John Black <john.black@westendadviso~.com> 

I;~E: 

Jolm, 
Great meeti~ag you. I enjwed our conversation at the Carolina Inn mad during the game. I appreciate the kind woKls and the support yon and so many others provide 

our programs and people. If there is ever an~hing 1 can do for you, please just let me know. Look forward to seeing you again soon. 

Vince 

From: John Black [mailto:john.black@westendadvisors.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 8:56 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: 

Vince’l enjoyed meeting you this past weekend and discussing some business concepts. That was a lot of fun for me. ] hope it didn’t bore you to death! If you ever need 
anything in Charlotte pIease look us up. Good ~uck with your role in Chapel Hill. I hope you have a lot of success and find your job to be rewarding. Best Always, Blackie. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 1:25 PM 

Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

I~W: ITL Terms of Service Agreetnent 

From: Inside the League [mailto:itl@insidetheleague.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 20:t2 5:53 PM 
To; Inside the League 
C:c-" 111e, Vince 

~ ect; ITL Terms of Service Agreement 

Name: Vince Ilia 

Emaii: ille@unc.edu 

Subscriber understands that nil information provided by Inside the League is proprietary and available only to individual owner of username and password as assigned by the terms of 

sen�ice, and any provision of Inside the League information to other parties is strictly prohibited. This includes but is not limited to, posting, storing, sending, transmitting or 

disseminating any information, data or material that originates from Inside the League. 

Subscriber understands that in addition to being responsible for his own compliance with this poiicy~ he is also responsible for any use or misuse of the set,/ice that violates this policy, 

even if it was committed by a friend, family member, or guest with access to subscriber’s secvice account. Therefore. subscriber must taXe steps to ensure that others do not use the 

account to gain unauthorized access to the Set,/ice by strictly maintaining the confidentiality of subscriber’s sepvice Iogin and password. 

Subscriber will not allow any non-su bscdber to access subscriber’s computer or computer system, network, software, or data for the purposes of acquiring information provided by 

Inside the League. 

Subsariber will !~ot copy, distribute, or sublk;erlse arly .orol;riel:ary inR;rmal:ion provided by Inside! the League. 

Subscriber understands that his username and password are not transferrable and are to be used solely by subscriber personaiiy Any sharing of username and password outside of 

subscriber’s personal use is strictly forbidden. 

Subscriber understands that his username and password are prohibited from use by other members of subscribecs company, association or organization as well as any other 

affiliates associates, recruiters officer’Rates, or other aligned professionals. Subscriber understands that detection of multiple access points is grounds for immediate termination of 

account. 

Subscrib~!r understands [i~at a!w violaticms of thi.~ agreem~mt, without ~!xpressed written p~!rraission by iTi. or Neil Stral:ton, is a crirrfi!~al vioiation of the! Oigil:ai Miiiermiurlq Co.oyrigh[ Act of 

1995 (DMCA) as well as S~!al:i(m 512(,’:)(3) o~ the U.S. Copyrigi~t Act, and will !~sul[ in (a) immediate cancellation of subscription wi[i~ or wil:hou[ notk’:e, (b) for[eiture of aii previous f~!es 

paid to insid~ the League and (a) exposure to prosecution ov~!r fi~ilur~! to coml;ly with statu[e 

Yes 

Subscriber understands that Inside the League reserves the right to refuse service, in whole or in part, and in its soie discretion, to any subscriber deemed to be in violation of this 

Policy. 

Inside the League rasePces the right immediately to suspend or terminate subscriber’s account and terminate the subscriber agreement if subscriber is deemed to have violated the 

terms of this policy or the subscriber agreement. 

Yes 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 9:07 PM 

ttostetter, Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

173:;: Visit 

Yes, that will work 10? 

From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 7:47 PM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: Visit 
Ok. I won’t be able to do next week due to the fall rot8 in Boston and then other commitments later in the week. How about oct 8? 

Brad Hostetter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 26, 2012, at 4:11 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Check that. Can’t move it for tomorrow. How about sometime next week’? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 2:43 PM 
To: ’Brad Hostetter’ 
Subject: RE: Visit 

Brad, 

I can move things around. What time should I expect to see you? Looking forward to it. 
Vince 

From: Brad Hostetter [mailto:bhostetter~theacc,org] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 12:55 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Visit 
Vince 
I know this is short notice, but do you have some time for me to come over tomon’ow? I have to be back in Gboro for a dinner at 630 but I am otherwise free 
to come over. Maybe late morning and lunch? 
Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Govemance/’Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Etnail: bhostetter(2~)theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 
<imageOOl.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 8:19 AM 

ttostetter, Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

I~E: Visit 

Sounds great. Looking forward to it as well. You can call me as you arrive m~d I’ll get you into our lot at EWAC. 

From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 8:17 AM 

To: Ne, Vince 
Subject: RE: Visit 
10 am will ~ork. Let me k~ow where ~ should park. 

Looking tbcw;~rd to 

Brim 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:i!le@emai!_unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 20~2 9:07 PN 

To~ Hosteler, Brad 
Subject: RE: Visit 

Y~s, that will work ]07 

F~m= Hosteler, Brad [mai~to:bhoste~er@theacc.org] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 26, 20~2 7:~7 PH 

To= ~lle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Visit 

Ok. I won’t be able to do next week due to the fall mtg in Boston and then other commitments later in the week. How about oct 

Brad Hostetter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 26, 2012, at 4:11 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Check that. Can’t move it tbr tomorrow. How about ~mefime next week? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 2:43 PM 
To: ’Brad Hostetter’ 
Subject: RE: Visit 

Brad, 

I cm~ move things around. What ti,ne should I expect to see you? Looking for~,ard to it. 

Vince 

From: Brad Hostetter [mailto: bhostetter@theacc.orcl] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2012 12:55 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Visit 
Vince 

I know- this is short notice, but do you have some time for me to come over tomorrow? I have to be back in Gboro for a dinner at 630 but I am othevMse free 

to come over. Maybe late morning and lunch? 

Brad ttostetter 

Senior Associate Commissioner 

Compli~mce/GovemanceiItuman Resources 

Atlaaatic Coast Conference 

Email: _b___h_R~_t__e__t!_c_£@_t_13__~__a_~__c_:2!2g 

Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

<image001.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)BD0> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 1:15 PM 

ttostetter, Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

1~3:;: Visit 

Yes~ that will work. I’ve blocked out 10-1. 

From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2022 9:00 AM 

To: Ne, Vince 
Subject: RE: Visit 

~[ have not been to NC State so I ~ ill doable up and visit them in flae afternoon. Do you have time l’or lanch that day and then I’ll head ~o R alei2gb after ~unch? 

Bra~d 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@emaj!_unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 8:29 AM 

To: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: RE: Visit 

Sounds great. Looking forward to it as well. You can call me as you arrive and I’ll get you into our lot at EWAC. 

From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 8:27 AM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Visit 
10 am ~ ill ~ ork. Let me know wher,~ I ~ho~fld p~rk. 

Looking ti~w~d to i~ 

Brad 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille(.¢email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2022 9:07 PN 

T~: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: RE: Visit 

Yes, that will work 10? 

From: Hostetter, Brad 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2022 7:47 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Visit 

Ok. I won’t be able to do next week due to the fall mtg in Boston and then other commitments later in the week. How about oct 8? 

Brad Hostetter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 26, 2012, at 4:11 PM, "llle, Vince" <i[!e@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Check that. Can’t move it for tomorrow. How about sometime next week? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2022 2:43 PM 
To: ’Brad Hostetter’ 
Subject: RE: Visit 

Brad, 

I ca~ move things aronnd. What time should I expect to see you? Looking tbrward to it. 

Vince 

From: Brad Hostetter [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 26, 2022 12:55 plVl 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Visit 
Mince 

I know this is short notice, but do you have some time for me to come over tomon’o~,? I have to be back in Gboro ~br a dinner at 630 but I am otherwise fi’ee 

to come over. Maybe late morning and lunch? 

Brad Hostetter 

Senior Associate Cormnissioner 

Compliance/Govema~ce/Huma~ Resources 

Atlantic Coast Cont~rence 

Email: bhostetter(a’~tb eacc.org 

Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

<image001.png> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:23 PM 

Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Need to reschedule agent talk. Thanks. 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0~ 

Friday, October 5, 2012 3:45 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~; Norton, Molly <mbnork)n@email. unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Academics 

Done 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 20:t2 3:28 PM 

To: Norton, Molly 

C¢: Tlle, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 
S,,bject: Fwd: Academics 

Can you send it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Herman Ronald Frazier <_h_r_f__r__a___z_!_.e____@_s_~_r__.__e__d___u__> 

Date: October 5, 2012, 1:~:08:06 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Academics 

Hey Bubba,its Herman. Can you do me a favor and have someone on your staff forward me a copy via email 

or fax of the job description for your top person handling Academics in Athletics.Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 3:46 PM 

hfr~ie@syr.edu 

FW: Acadmnics 

Herman, 

Per your request. If you need any additional information, please just let me know. Thank you. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Friday, October 05, 2012 3:28 PM 
To; Norton, Molly 
(::¢: Tile, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject; Fwd: Academics 
Can you send it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Herman Ronald Frazier <hr[razie@syr.edu> 

Date: October 5, 2012, 11:08:06 AM EDT 

To: < b_u_._b_..b_ ~__c__@._e_..m__..a_j!: .u__n_.c_ ;.e__d__u_.> 

Subject: Academics 

Hey Bubba,its Herman. Can you do me a favor and have someone on your staff forward me a copy via email 

or fax of the job description for your top person handling Academics in Athletics.Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 6:45 PM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Volunteer Opportunities 

Karlton, 

See Cricket’s response below. If an.5’ have media training, video/editing skills, etc. then Cricket may have interest from her a:cea. Thin,ks. 

Vince 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2022 6:38 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Volunteer Opportunities 

Vince, 

Shelley and I already have 2 volunteers and although we probably have work for them, I’m aftaid it will start taking more time with the volunteers. Unless 

they have media training we would like to do more videos .. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

> > > On 10/3/2012 at 11:11 AM, in message < [:BDOFD[i87] B7904A833673] 8C61919050325C [i2 [:@I [ S M SXM BS] bl .ad.u nc.edu >, i’Ille, Vince" 

<ille@cmail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cricket, 

Do you, Shelley or anyone in your area have need and interest? If so, please let me ki~ow. Thanks. 

Vince 

F~m: Creech, Karlton W 
Sent: Wednesday, Oc~ber 03, 2022 20:43 AN 
T~: Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clinton R; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Nont~ome~, John R; Ballen, Na~ina K; Niller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, S~ve 
Subjeet: Volunteer Opportunities 
Executive Staff, 
We have several students who have expressed interest in volunteering for the department. 
Bubba would like to utilize these students and has asked me to come up with a plan to organize this work. 
Please forward descriptions of potential volunteer opportunities in your units(s). 
Once I receive your identified opportunities, I will put you in contact with interested students. 

Thanks, 
Karlton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 6:48 PM 

Amy Hermm~ (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Lance MaJckos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

l~W: Volunteer Oppo~nities 

Do either of you think we could use a volunteer? Maybe the Varsi~ Monitor distribution, monitoring sites for compliance-related itffo~matior~ creating the intemaJ 

interpretation database, etc.? 

From: Creech, Karlton W 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 20:t2 :t0:43 AM 
To-" Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clinton R; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Ballen, Martina K; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject; Volunteer Opportunities 

Executive Staff, 

We have several students who have expressed interest in volunteering for the department. 

gubba would like to utilize these students and has asked me to come up with a plan to organize this work. 

Please forward descriptions of potential volunteer opportunities in your units(s). 

Once I receive your identified opportunities, I will put you in contact with interested students. 

Thanks, 

Karlton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 6:44 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Volunteer Oppo~tani~ies 

OK, thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, October 06, 2012 10:14 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: PW: Volunteer Opportunities 

I definitely think that we can ultimately use a volunteer or two. But I’m not sure that this semester is the best time for us to try to figure out how to make it work. [’m concerned 

with us getting our full time staff squared away with who is responsible for what (for the long term). Once we get that decided, then each of us will be better able to decide 

how we can best utilize the services of a volunteer. If we try to do it nosy, I think it will end up being quite a haphazard process of trying to determine what he/she will do, So 

maybe it’s something we start in the sprin9, when we are hopefully fully staffed and startin9 to get situated in our roles? 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_’_n_~tjL_L_Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 10/5/2012 6:48 PM > > > 

Do either of you think we could use a volunteer? Maybe the Varsib, Monitor distribution, ~nonitoring sites for compliance-related information, crea~ing the interna] 

interpretation database, etc.? 

From: Creech, Karlton W 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:43 AM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clinton R; Tile, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Hontgomery, John R; Ballen, Hartina K; Niller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: Volunteer Opportunities 

Executive Staff, 

We have several students who have expressed interest in volunteering for the department. 

Bubba would like to utilize these students and has asked me to come up with a plan to organize this work. 

Please forward descriptions of potential volunteer opportunities in your units(s). 

Once I receive your identified opportunities, I will put you in contact with interested students. 

Thanks, 

Karlton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 7:57 PM 

~illinois.e&l> 

FW: 

From:                        . :@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October08, 20:12 2:05 PM 

Subject: 

All, 

Please see below for the Ram Rules that was sent to all UNC student athletes earlier this afternoon. The topic highlighted was the publicity of prospects and how this relates 

to social media sites, such as Twitter and Facebook. If you have any questions regarding this issue or the article below, please feel free to contact the Compliance Office. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

The Ram Rules 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Vol XII * No. 2 * October 8, 2012 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Cayolina student-atlfletes about NCAA roles. As a UNC student-athlete, it is YOUR re~sponsibility to review 

the contained inJbn~ation to presen,e your eligibi#ty to participate in intercollegiate athletics. 

Dear UNC Student-Athlete, 

As you begin to develop relationships with prospective student-athletes who me malting recruiting visits to UNC, please keep in mind that NC,~ regulations concerning 

publici .ty surrounding prospects during the recruiting process apply to you, too’. This tneans that you CANNOT publieally contact or discuss prospects at any time. 

This is especiaJly important to remember when ~,eeting a~d posting on social media sites. Because of this regnlation, you are not permitted to tweet to prospects or 

write on their Faeebook walls. Some specific examples of impermissible activi~ would be to congratulate the prospect for verbally committing to UNC, to encourage 

them to attend UNC, or to comment about their visit to campus. 

This regulation does not preclude you from communicating privately with a prospect, however. Should you desire to contact prospects, yon are permitted to send them a 

Trotter direct message, a private Facebook message, or an email. Keep in mind that you may contact prospects only at yonr own volition coaches cannot direct you 

to have personal contact with a prospect. 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is your responsibility to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can find all UNC Department of Athletics’ policies and other NC.~ resources at 
goheds.com under file "Inside Athletics" tab and the "Compliance" lhik. Please contact file Coinpliance Office (919-962-6000 or 

f_9._n_.!p_.[!.’._~.__c_.e_.~2._t_q.,_~2a_.~:.._ur._~_c_:_e_~) if you have any questions about contact with prospective student-athletes. 

(919)-537-3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 9:06 PM 

McPhee, SaJcah E <shahn@illinois.edu> 

Thin,ks for the copy. Which committees are you on? In which ~xeas are you looking for metrics? 

From: McPhee, Sarah E [mailto:shahn@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October :t7, 20:t2 4:55 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 6:04 PM 

Fedora, H. Larry <larry.I~dora@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

New Enforcement Program.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Coach, 

Note the qnote attributed to former Oregon State President Ed Ray: 

"We expect head coaches to provide practices and training and written materials that instruct their assistant coaches how to act," Ray said. "If they’ve done that it can 

become mitigating evidence that they shouldn’t be held accountable tbr M~at the assistant coach did. But head coaches have to have these things in place or the 

presumption will be that he or she didn’t care enough to set standards. In that case, if the assis~m goes rogue, then it’s partly the head coach’s thult and they need to 

be held accountable." 

That is an excerpt from the document Amy fo~va~rded with her message below~ and it is related to what you asked me earlier today. We can discuss this more during 

the meeting we have scheduled tbr Thmsday if you’d like. We will definitely be discussing it in great &ta~l with all head coaches in the weeks ahead. Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: October 30, 2012, 1:14:32 PM CDT 

Today, the NCAA Board of Directors adopted a new Enforcement structure that creates additional levels of infractions (a change from the current 

"secondary" and "major" categories), has the potential to speed up investigations, and will impose increased penalties for the most serious violations. 

Attached is a press release from the NCAA that further describes this new structure. Please let us know if yon have any qnestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 6:12 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@nnc.edtr~ 

Fwd: 

New Enforcement Program.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

It looks like we may need to update the compliance goals for our sport programs and our units from "no major violations" to no severe or significant breach of conduct 

as defined by the NCAA. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: A~ny Hero,an <aischae,@~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: October 30, 2012, 1:14:32 PM CDT 

Today, the NCAA Board of Directors adopted a new Enforcement structure that creates additional levels of infractions (a change from the current 

"~condary" mad "major" categories), has the potential to speed up investigations, and will impo~ increa~d penalties ti~r the most serious violations. 

Attached is a press release from the NCAA that further describes this new structure. Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Thank~ 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:38 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu> 

l~g: HaJ1 of Fame 

Thin,ks for the notice. I can go too if you think it is appropriate. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 9:59 PM 

To: rile, Vince 
Co: Norton, Molly 
Subject: FW: Hall of Fame 
FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 30, 2022 11:49 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <.b_u__b_._b_~_c_._@__e__m__a_!.!: .u_ n_ _c_ ._ _e_ .d_ u_ . > 

Subject: Re: Hall of Fame 

Bubba, 

Thank you so much. ~ really appreciate you taking the time to do that. Will you be coming alone. Currently, Holden Thorp, Patti, Ken and Cheryl Williams, Dick Baddour and 

possibly Dr Miller. The tables seat 8 so [ want to make sure [ get each table seated properly. 

Thanks again. 

Donna 

ATT00002 

�2AROL~NA SOFTBALL 

8 S 1RAiG H1 NCAA A::’::’~ARANCES -. 2 NCAA HOS r5 

4 rIME ACC COACH OF rile YEAR: 199~, 1998, 2000, g 2008 

> > > "Cunningham, Bubba" <.~_u~ba~_@_&mNL~tD_~:&~t> 20/30/2022 11:41 AM > > > 

Donna, 

Thank you very much for the invitation to attend the Softball Hall of Fame recognition in Orlando. I’m absolutely delighted to be there and look forward to 

honorin~ you on the evenin~ of November 30th. 

Once again, congratulationsl Talk to you soon. 

Sincerely, 

gubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IJ~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)BD0> 

Friday, November 9, 2012 9:44 AM 

Panl Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

University of Miami Covered IndividuaJ Policy 2011.12.pdf, AGENT SA Agreement 2012.pdf 

Please review. An~hing in theirs that we want to incorporate into our final drafts? I plan to review ours this weekend. My goaJ is to make ours a final version on 

Monday. Thanks. 

From: David G If Reed [mailto:reed@miami.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 20:t2 9:07 AM 

Subject: Football Covered Individual Policy (Agents) 
Subject: 

{-~ech~ ;~th~ei:[c Centaur :: 5~21 Sar~ Ama:o Drive ~ Coral Gabby5. g{. 
D~rec~: (305) 2~34-2~592 ] Fax: (305) 284-2275I 

Sent= Friday, November 09, 2012 8:22 AM 

Subject: FW: Defining Occasional 
As a follow-up to Wednesday’s conversation regarding occasional practice, below is the email that was circulated after last year’s meeting (thanks to Art for finding it!). It 
appears that the group has previously developed a common understanding of"occasional," but, as always, each institution has the discretion to define occasional as it 
chooses. See below for the detail, and please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 

Sent: Wednesday, October :~2, 2011 4:20 PM 
Subject: Defining Occasional 

Hi Everyone- 

This is to follow-up on our discussion during yesterday’s conference call when we discussed former student-athletes practicing occasionally with the team. If you 

recall there was a question regarding how we define "occasional." You know that we have previously tried to get the NCAA staff to provide a definition, which they 

won’t do, whether it be applied to meals or practice. 

So, I reached out to the other Big 6 conferences to see what their guidelines are and, not surprisingly, they all consistently said that they didn’t apply a number to it 

but would advise that it not occur on a regular basis. 

I looked back on some of our emails and it appears that in the past we have said that we would suggest that a reasonable number for occasional meals might be 

about 3-4 times per SEMESTER. Our suggested reasonable number for occasional practice has been about 5°6 times a MONTH. However, keep in mind that it’s 

completely up to your institution to determine what "occasional" means to you. It’s one of those things that we can’t tell you what it is but we’ll tell you what it 

isn’t when we see it. 

The take-away here is that however often it is, it can’t be on a regular basis (such as every Monday or every second and third Tuesday of the month, etc.). 

I hope this helps somewhat but feel free to let me know if you have any other questions. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 



LBabcock@~heacc.o~2g 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-3694)065 (fax) 



Purpose 

University of Miami Department of Athletics 

Covered individuals Policy 

To facilitate compliance with NCAA rules and limit distractions created by covered individuals 
who seek contact with University of Miami student-athletes, their families, friends, or 
associates. 

II. Definitions 
The policy defines covered individuals as outlined in NCAA Bylaw 12,02.1.1 along with anyone working 
in public relations for professional athletes. The University of Miami is hereafter referred to as "UM". 

12.02.1.1 - Application. 

An agent may include, but is not limited to, a certified contract advisor, financial advisor, 
marketing representative, brand manager or anyone who is employed or associated with such 
persons. 

III. Scope and Covered Individuals 
This policy applies to all UM football student-athletes from initial enrollment at the University of 
Miami until the conclusion of the student-athletes intercollegiate athletic eligibility (following 
postseason competition). 

General Rule 

A football student-athlete (or his/her family member) shall not have in-person contact, 
telephone communication, text message communication, electronic (email) correspondence, 
written correspondence, communication via a social networking site, and/or 
contact!communication by any other means with covered individuals before the student-athlete 
finishes his college football eligibility. Exceptions to this rule may be granted by the 
Department of Athletics. A student-athlete seeking an exception to this rule must submit the 
request to the Head Football Coach. A committee including, but not limited to, the Director of 
Athletics (or designee), Head Football Coach (or designee), and the Associate Athletic Director 
for Compliance (or designee) will consider the request and render a decision. 

Covered Individual meeting with family, friends, or associates on behalf of the student-athlete 

Any meeting between a student-athlete, a student-athlete’s family, friends, or associates on behalf 
of the student-athlete and a covered individual that is permitted prior to completion of the 
student-athlete’s senior year of eligibility in football must occur in an Athletic Department 
facility. The Head Football Coach (or designee) and/or the Director of Athletics (or designee) 
shall attend the meeting. 



Draft functions 

No football student-athlete is permitted to attend draft functions designed to honor or celebrate 
former teammates due to the likelihood of agents, their associates, financial planners, and/or 
covered individuals attending the event and in some cases financing the event. 

Social Functions 

No football student-athlete is permitted to attend social functions (i.e., Super Bowl 
parties, private gatherings in hotels, bars, or restaurants) where covered individuals, 
agents, their associates, or financial planners are financing the function and/or will be in 
attendance. 

Penalties for Violations of Policy 

Any contact and/or communication with covered individuals whether in-person, by telephone, 
text messaging, electronic (email) correspondence, written correspondence, and/or via a social 
networking site, or by any other means before a student-athlete completes his college football 
eligibility (including bowl games) unless an exception is granted violates this policy. 

Penalties for violating the policy include, but are not limited to: 

Suspensions from practices and/or games 
Loss of athletic scholarship 
Removal from team 
Other disciplinary measures. 

Penalties will be decided by a committee that includes the Director of Athletics (or designee), 
Head Football coach (or designee), and the Associate Athletic Director for Compliance (or 
designee). Any penalties imposed by the committee are in addition to penalties imposed by 
the NCAA. 

Enforcement 

The UM Compliance Office will investigate all alleged violations of this policy. Upon finding or having 
reasonable belief that a covered individual has attempted to contact, contacted, and/or corresponded with a 

UM student-athlete without following the above mentioned procedures, the Compliance staff member will 
report the violation to the State Department of Professional Regulation and the police entity having 

jurisdiction in the area where the alleged violation has taken place. In addition, a trespass warning will be 

immediately issued, prohibiting the agent, employee or representative from entering any part of the UM 
campus. 



Any covered individual attempting to contact a UM student-athlete must register with the appropriate 

professional league (e.g., NFLPA), the State of Florida (unless a member of the Florida Bar in good 
standing), and the UM Athletic Department. 

Regardless of the reason, covered individuals must pick up a credential and wear it at all times while on 
the UM campus. The credential may be obtained by contacting the Athletics Compliance Office at 305- 

284-2692 or email at athleticscompliance@miami.edu. Any covered individuals who does not comply 
with the above mentioned procedures will not be allowed on the UM campus. 

A covered individual who enters into an agreement for representation with a UM student-athlete must 
provide written notice of the contract to the UM Director of Athletics or UM President. Any pending 

financial aid for underclassmen who have declared for the draft will be cancelled immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, November 9, 2012 11:27 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: I~%V: 

ATT00001 :ipe; ATT00002.jpe; ATT00003.png 

Me too. Could be a good add for ours. 

On Nov 9, 2012, at 11:21 AM, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge,@x~ncaa.uuc.edu> wrote: 

I like the concept of the second document. 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille(a;eraail.tmc.edu> 11/9/2012 9:43 AM >>> 
Please review. Au~hing in theirs that we want to incorporate into our fina1 drafts? I plan to review ours this weekend. My goal is to make ours a fin~1 

version on Monday. Thanks. 

From: David G II Reed [mailto:reed@miami.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 20:1.2 9:07 AM 

Subject: 

-~ mime-, attac]m ~ent:i pg> 

David ~eed 

<mlm~-attachm~nt.jpg> 

~mm~ Burgemeister, Ma~ [ma~l~:mburgemeister@theacc.org] 
Se~t= Friday, November 09, 20~2 8:22 AM 

Subject: RN: Defining Occasional 

As a follow-up to Wednesday’s conversation regarding occasional practice, below is the email that was circulated after last year’s meeting (thanks to Art for 
finding it!). it appears that the group has previously developed a common understanding of "occasional," but, as always, each institution has the discretion to 
define occasional as it chooses. See below for the detail, and please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 
Sent: Wednesday, October :t2, 20J.I 4:20 PM 
Subject: Defining Occasional 

Hi Everyone- 

This is to follow-up on our discussion during yesterday’s conference call when we discussed former student-athletes practicing occasionally with the 

team. If you recall there was a question regarding how we define "occasional." You know that we have previously tried to get the NCAA staff to 

provide a definition, which they won’t do, whether it be applied to meals or practice. 

So, I reached out to the other Big 6 conferences to see what their guidelines are and, not surprisingly, they all consistently said that they didn’t apply a 

number to it but would advise that it not occur on a regular basis. 

I looked back on some of our emails and it appears that in the past we have said that we would suggest that a reasonable number for occasional meals 

might be about 3-4 times per SEMESTER. Our suggested reasonable number for occasional practice has been about 5-6 times a MONTH. However, 

keep in mind that it’s completely up to your institution to determine what "occasional" means to you. It’s one of those things that we can’t tell you 

what it is but we’ll tell you what it isn’t when we see it. 

The take-away here is that however often it is, it can’t be on a regular basis (such as every Monday or every second and third Tuesday of the month, 

etc.). 



I hope this helps somewhat but feel free to let me know if ~/ou have am/other questions. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissione~’, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Confet-ence 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336*369-0065 (fax) 

<mime-attachment.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, November 9, 2012 12:20 PM 

Amy t terman ~4aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Football Covered IndividuaJ Policy (Agents) 

Yes, thanks. We like the concept of the second document. Will have yon and Lm~ce take a look at draks of some new items on Monday. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 20:12 10:0~. AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Paul Pogge 
Cc: Lance Markos; Samantha Kirby; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Fwd: Football Covered Individual Policy (Agents) 

Vince and Paul, 

I believe you received this directly from Dave, but wanted to make sure. This is information about their agent policy, which they discussed briefly at our meetings and said they 

would send out. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Reed, David G II" <reed@miami,edu> 11/9/2012 9:07 AM >>> 

David Reed 

,5,s~;<~d~.,’te ,~,t,~i~?tk: f:.~i.,"e~:,’::~.,,,~’ .,’o~" (:.om~ar~e ~ U~ve~s~ty of M~m~ AtNet~cs 

Hecbt Ath~etk: Cente~- [ 5821. San Ams~ro DHve Cora~ Gables, F[ B3i45 
D[r~ct: ~505} 28~-2692 i ~s~x: (BOB) 28~;-2276i hu~-r/canes~sorts.com 

F~m= Burgemeister, Na~ [mailto:mburgeme~ster@theacc.org] 
Sent= Friday, November 09, 2012 8:22 AN 

Subject: FW: Defining Occasional 
As a follow-up to Wednesday’s conversation regarding occasional practice, below is the email that was circulated after last year’s meeting (thanks to Art for finding it!). It 
appears that the group has previously developed a common understanding of "occasional," but, as always, each institution has the discretion to define occasional as it chooses. 
See below for the detail, and please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 

From: Babcock, Lindsey 
Sent: Wednesday, October :t2, 20:tl 4:20 PN 
Subject: Defining Occasional 

Hi Everyone- 

This is to follow-up on our discussion during yesterday’s conference call when we discussed former student-athletes practicing occasionally with the team. If you 

recall there was a question regarding how we define "occasional." You know that we have previously tried to get the NCAA staff to provide a definition, which they 

won’t do, whether it be applied to meals or practice. 

So, I reached out to the other Big 6 conferences to see what their guidelines are and, not surprisingly, they all consistently said that they didn’t apply a number to it 

but would advise that it not occur on a regular basis. 

I looked back on some of our emails and it appears that in the past we have said that we would suggest that a reasonable number for occasional meals might be 

about 3-4 times per SEMESTER. Our suggested reasonable number for occasional practice has been about 5-6 times a MONTH. However, keep in mind that it’s 

completely up to your institution to determine what "occasional" means to you. It’s one of those things that we can’t tell you what it is but we’ll tell you what it isn’t 

when we see it. 

The take-away here is that however often it is, it can’t be on a regular basis (such as every Monday or every second and third Tuesday of the month, etc.). 

I hope this helps somewhat but feel free to let me know if you have any other questions. 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

.][ _~__B___a_ J~ _t.Lo___c_’ Js~ _t~ h _~ a__c_’_%__o_ !: g 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 







Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 
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Last Name: 
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Business 
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Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rich DeSelm 

DeSelm 

Rich 

Business 

Phone: 

919-966-5340 

E-mail: richdeselm@ uncaa,unc,edu 



Subcommittee on Athletics Admission - Overview and Considerations for Coaches 

The purpose of the Faculty Subcommittee is to help ensure that recruited student-athletes who 

demonstrate exceptional athletic ability, but present academic credentials that fall below 

competitive admissions standards, have the ability, motivation, and resources to graduate with an 

outstanding education from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

When meeting with members of the committee, coaches should be prepared to discuss the 

importance of the prospect to the team’s athletic success, the prospect’s academic ability and 

character, the specific support given to athletes who require committee review, the performance of 

prior student-athletes who required committee review, as well as the team’s overall academic 

performance and culture. 

In preparing for the meetin~ coaches should initially address the following four questions: 

1. What is the immediate impact this prospect is expected to have on your program? 

2. What do you know about the prospect (work, character, support, motivation) that would 

cause us to predict success in university-level work? 

3. Assuming this prospect is admitted, how do you, as a coach, intend to manage the academic 

side of his/her experience at Carolina? 
z[. In general, how do you monitor academic performance of the student-athletes that are your 

responsibility, and how do you manage situations when a student-athlete encounters 

academic problems? 

In addition to the above questions, if a team statement of academic values (including standards, 

monitoring and enforcement) exists, please submit a copy to Barbara Polk (bjpolk@unc.edu) at 

least two business days in advance of the committee meeting. 

In preparing for the questions listed above, it may be helpful for you to consider the following 
regarding the prospect’s academic ability and character: 

If the prospect is not NCAA qualified, what is needed for qualification? 

If there are MCR deficiencies, what is the plan for removing those deficiencies? 

Has the prospect selected reasonably rigorous courses? 

Has the prospect’s academic performance improved over time? 

How well has the prospect incorporated academic advice that our coaching and recruiting staff 

have given? 

If the prospect has a record of being absent from school or has been tardy, why? 

How is the prospect performing this semester? 

Are midterm grades available? If not, when will they be available? 

When are final grades for this semester issued? 

What problems would be created if the decision is delayed until current term grades are 

available? 

What evidence do you have that the prospect is serious about getting a college education? 

What can you tell us about the prospect’s support group (family, coaches, and mentors)? 

Is this support likely to continue in college? 

What is the support group’s attitude toward education? 



It may also be helpful for you to consider the following regarding the support you and your staff 

will provide to the prospect if admitted: 

What is/will be the "academic risk level" of your entire team for which you are responsible? 

Do you have the resources to tutor and monitor your "academic risk" team members? 

How have your previous student-athletes approved by the committee performed academically? 

If they have performed poorly, why? 

What was done to try to prevent their poor performance? 

Were these problems anticpated at the time of admission? If not, why not? 

You should also consider the following regarding your team’s academic performance and culture: 

What is your team’s overall academic performance? 

What is team’s trend in academic performance over the last several years? 

If you have had academic or honor court problems with some of your team members, why have 

they occurred and what are you doing to prevent them in the future? 

What are your requirements for class attendance, study halls, and tutoring help? 

How do you make sure that these requirements are being enforced? 

What are the penalties for violating these requirements? 

Finally, it may also be helpful for you to consider the following regarding the importance of the 

prospect to your team’s athletic success: 

Is the prospect’s benefit to the team worth the potential risk to the team’s academic success 
rate and culture? 

Is this specific prospect worth risking the potential to have future prospects approved by the 
committee? 



CD ~ioc~ 
Head Coach 
PO Box 212:6 

Chapel, NC 275.15 
o: 91 9-962-521 2 
£ 91 9-84 3-81 75 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 3:13 PM 

Amy Hennan ~aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu-* 

Re: Poll - FB GAs in C~ad School 

Ok, thank you. 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 2:28 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae({fuucaa.unc~edu> wrote: 

All of our GA’s are lis~ed in the system as "Non Degree Graduate" students. So I think we’re fine, based on what Eric (UVA) said below. 
Amy 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu-* 11/15/2012 10:20 AM >>> 
Ok, thanks. I agree with your previous message to Brad. 

On 
Nov 15, 2012, at 9:46 AM, "Amy Herman" < _a_~__13_~_e_~2__uj~£~:__kLn_c_:_e_~t___u- > wrote: 

Another one. I am having Lm~ce do a little bit of research to determine how our institution classifies these students. At UVA, it’s through the 

School of Educalion. I’m having Lance start ruth the Registmr’s Office and go from there. 

>>> "Baumgartner, Eric (emb8p)" <emb8p(i~eservices.virginia.edu> 11/15/2012 9:32 AM >>> 

I was able ~:o speak with [eeland this m.:_~rning a~d based on how UVA da~;sigies ~:he s~:~dent~;-.not~ degree ~;eeki~g graduate ~;tude~ts, he 

sa~d we are ok. 

From= Carrie Doyle [mail~:cadoyle3@ncsu.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:32 AM 

To: Baumga~ner, Eric (emb8p) 
Cc= Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Jerome Rodgers (jrod~ers@athletics.gatech.edu) 

Subject: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

~ guess it would depend upon whether this interp is considered ~ "confirmation" or ~ "determination." 

On We& Nov ]4, 2012 at 4:47 PM~ Baumga~nor, ~ (embSp) <:~g~_b_~_~2~:~_~:~2~:~_~ > wrote: 

A~e the rest of us ~n v~o~at~on o~ the r~e (which the bylaw c~early ~tate~-po~ic~e~ of the ~t~tut~on). ~n’t that what the NCAA is pu~hin~ 

for~ h~tit~t~ona~ ~o~icies to drive their athlet~c~ pro~ram~? 

F~m: Carrie Doyle [mailto:cadoyle3~ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 20~2 4:44 PM 
To: Baumga~ner, Eric (embSp) 
Cc: Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Jerome Rodgers (jrod~ers@athletics.qatech.edu) 
Subject: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

2f we could find somethin9 in writing from the ACC, that would be significantly helpful. 

5LR waiver, and B~ad notified Kelly Brooks that others may want to piggyback on that, if it is approved. 2 will let 

you know when ~ hear an~hin9. 

On W~& Nov ]4, 20] 2 at 4:4] PM, ~anmga~ner, ~do (embSp) <ombSp~os~rv~oes.v~r~in~&odn> wrote: 

Our people believe they ~ot a~ ~terp from ~he ACC prev~o~ly that ~ermitted 

F~m: Carrie Doyle [mailto:cadoyle3@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, November ~2, 2012 9:~ AN 
To: Amy Herman (oJ~£b~_~_~D_~A:_~D_G_~_~); Carly Pariseau (~£]~D~fl~9_~U_~G_~_~); Carrie Doyle ~£~0_~_~YJ~D_~U_=~_~); Cindy Ha~mann 
(cha~mann@duaa.duke.edu); Dan Ba~holomae (dbartholomae~athletics.pi~.edu); Dan Trump (dtrumD@umd.edu); David Reed 
(reed@miamLedu); Eric Baumga~ner (embSp@v~rg~nia.edu); Erlease Wagner Esq. (erleasem~syr.edu); Jerome Rodgers 
(~rod~ers~ath[et~cs.~atech~edu); Jim Curry (~mcurry@admin.fsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison (sae[[~s@clemson.edu); Tim Parker (tparker~vt~edu); 
Todd Hairston 
Subject: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

This is a summary that w~ pulled togethe~ by our Football program. Please let me know if your specific school 

information is inaccurate. 

On Mon, Nov 5, 2012 at 6:43 AM, Carrie Doyle <_c_~_d_~?..v_!__e_~@!~csu.edu> wrote: 
Sorry for this poll on the heels of my Camp Financials, but I’ve been asked by others to quickly poll my colleagues 

on this. If you don’t know the answer, can you please pass onto your academic folks for them to respond? Thanks, in 
advance! I look forward to seeing everyone tomorrow! -Cad 

11.01.3 indicates that the FB GA is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless 

required by institutional policy. 

What is your institutional policy? 

Are they required to be in Graduate School? 



Are they required to be a specific graduate degree program? 

¯ If it is hard to get into graduate school at your institution, are your FB GAs enrolled in a Graduate 

Certificate program or some other program affiliated with the Graduate School? 

Carrie A. Doyle 

919-515-0604 

came doyle~ncsu.edu 
w~.gopack,com/compliance 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subjec~t to the 
NC Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. " 





ELECTRONIC PA’iqVIENT AUTHORIZATION 

FOR INDIVIDUALS 

I authorize the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, to deposit any payments to the bank account as 
named below. 

Please Print or Complete Electronically 
1. Bank or Credit Union Name 2a. City 2b. State 

3. Payee Name 

5. SSN 

4. Account Type (check one) 

6. Bank or Credit Union Transit No. 7. Bank or Credit Union Account No. 

8. This is a (check one) D New Authorization [] Change in Bank or Account 

9. This authorization will remain in effect until I give written notification to UNC-Chapel Hill Disbursement 
Services to cancel it. A minimum of seven (7) days must be allowed for processing a cancellation or change. 

Date: 

Email: 

Phone Number: 

Signature: 

10. Attach a copy of your pre-printed bank or credit union voided check (for verifying account numbers) or a 
deposit slip (only for savings accounts) provided by your bank or credit union in the box below. 

Instructions to Complete Form 

1. Enter the name of the bank or credit union where you have your account. 

2. Enter the City and State where you have your bank or credit union account. 

3. Enter your name as it appears on your social security card or Business Name. 

4. Indicate the type of bank or credit union account that will receive the direct deposit. 

5. Enter your social security number as it appears on your social security card. 

6. Enter the 9 digit bank transit number that appears in the lower left-hand part of your deposit slip or check. 

7. Enter your bank or credit union account number which is located after the bank transit number. 

8. Indicate if this is a new authorization for change in authorization. 

9. Read the statement, sign, and date the form. 

10. Attach a copy of your pre-printed bank or credit union voided check (for checking accounts) or a deposit slip 

(for savings accounts) provided by your bank or credit union. 

Include this form with other supporting documentation when creating/editing 
an entry via Web Vendor Create. 

706.1Revised:.1 f- JuneElectr°nic22, 2012Payment Authorization for Individuals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 5:42 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmem~ans@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Mount St. Ma .ry’s Permission to Contact - MSOC and MGO 

Thanks Tom. 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 20~.2 4:23 PM 
To: 
Subject: RN: lvlount St. Mary’s Permission to Contact - lvlSOC and MGO 

Ill take this over for now, with Amy in Hawaii. 

Forwarded message 

From: Burgemeister, Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.orq> 

Date: Mon, Nov 59, 2052 at 4:55 PM 

Subject: FW: Mount St. Mary’s Permission to Contact MSOC and MGO 

From: CCACA-talk@!ists.pac-.t2,org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-:~2.org] On Behalf Of Kelly Webb 
Sent= Monday, November ~.9, 20:t2 2:4J. PM 

To= CCACA-talk@lists.pac-:[2.orq 
Subject= [CCACA] Mount St. Mary’s Permission to Contact - MSOC and MGO 

Good afternoon all 

Mount St. Mary’s University has announced that theywill discontinue their men’s soccer and men’s golf programs at the conclusion of this academic year. I have attached 

blanket permission to contact memos for the affected student athletes of those teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a good day, 

Kelly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 4:00 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

173~,: Town- Gown Committee 

Paul and I discussed this last fight. His message below reflects a few of the comments we shared. Thanks. 

From: Bubba Cunninoham [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:51 PM 

To-" 1lie, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: Town-Gown Committee 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm,axded message: 

From: Paul Pogge <ppo~ge({~uncaa.unc~edu> 

Date: November 20, 2012, 10:48:44 AM HST 

~ubject: Re: lown-~o~ Committee 

Dale, 

I appreciate your desire to accomplish goals in an expeditious manner and I share the same approach in my work. Having been asked to represent the 

Department of Athletics on this group, I am more than capable of discussing topics, lending perspective, and brainstorming ways we can collaborate in a 

mmmer conducive to helping us advance our inslitutional mission. Rega~ling issues of potential prominence like this, however. I believe it is important that 

any representative ensure that their department fidly understands all of the issues and possible ramifications each step of the way. Gaanering this collective 

b~-in will be critical to accomplishing la~e-scale objectives. This group is comprised of very accomplished, intelligent people for whom I have great 

respect. Importantly, I believe the individuals representing [INC axe well-qualified to have productive conversation, as the authority to do so has been 

delegated accordingly. Nevertheless, it will be critical that all departments remain ia[onned and invested at all levels if we are to truly maximize progress 

towards end goa2ls. As a representative of athletics in multiple settings, tny job is to have productive conversations on impo~lant issues. I lack the authori~, 

however, to grant departmental approval on topics such as this. This is not abnormal for roles of leaders within an organization as large as a public 

ufiversity. 

Happy Thanksgiving to all of you. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 
Ufiversity of North Carolina 

Office: (919)-843-7890 

Cell: 

>>> Dale Pratt-Wilson ,2~gmail.com> 11/20/12 11:09 AM >>> 

Paul, 
Sorry tbr the confusion. I do think you might have misunderslood M~at we decided. Indeed. we did discuss those concerns as you ar~ficulated. However, 

my understanding was, in the interest of brevity, that the aniversity tblks would "inform" their superiors of the work rather than solicit lbedback. 

If you look at the notes I sent around the day a£ter the tneeting (attached), there was a summa~, sotne action steps and a fimeline. In the summaQ" it said, 

!3} abotit setting u~ a meeting with Roger St~nci~ (CH Town Manage~) ~o d~scnssthe committee’sg}rog~essreqnen~ng tha~ it be nhared wi~h the N1ayo~ and Ch~?ncel~or far 

Going ibnYard (ifthe~ is a tb~vard), I think ifs impo~nt to say that if the intent of the committee is to accomplish subs~ntial work, then we should have 

the "&cision makers" at the ruble. It doesn’t make sense m bog down the work process by developing (what the commi~ee believes m ~) a strong 

strategic plan ba~d on solid mseamh and then have to get a bunch oftEed~ck from those not in atten~nce. I would rather ~ke a gan and shoot myself. 

Perhaps we need m Nscuss who should be si~ing at the table so that those with a ~rspecfive can be heard and those who want m o~Er feed~c~ can 

~ke Nrt in developing a plan? That just seems to make be~er ~nse to me. ~her thoughts’? 

Bes~, Dale 
On Mon, Nov 19, 2012 at 2:08 PM, Paul Pogge <ppogg~unc~.unc.ed~> wrote: 

Dale, 

~ was under the impression that we were waiting to present this work to Holden until our respective supervisors have had the opportunity to review it and 

offer their feedback. Was ~ mistaken? ~ believe it is important that we include our superiors’ feedback, perspective, and, where appropriate approval in this 

process so that they are not "cut out" by going straight to the Chancellor. ~ acknowledge the Chancellor’s authority but also believe it is important that 

people at my level respect the chain of command. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 



Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919~ 843 789.0_ 
Cell: 

> > > Dale Pratt Wilson < ~c~Fnail.coFn > 11/19/2012 9:11 AM > > > 

Colleen/Chris, 
Can either of you provide an update as to the progress you are making regarding presenting our recent work to Rodger, Marl( and Holden? Thanks! dpw 

PS Happy Thanksgiving to you and your families, 

DALE PRATT-WILSON DIRECTOR 

Coalition for Alcohol & Drug Free Teenagers of Chapel Hill & Carrboro 

:L54 Lake Ellen Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:L4 

Office: 9:[9=942-330._0. 

Cell 

Tip Line 888-888=T]:PS 

chccoalition.or9 

DALE PRATT-WILSON DrRECTOR 

Coalition for Alcohol & Drug Free Teenagers of Chapel Hill & Carrboro 

~.54 Lake Ellen Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Office: 9 ~.9-942-3300_ 

Cell: .............................. 
Tip Line 888-888-TIPS 

chccoalition.or~L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 7:23 PM 

Polk, Barbaya Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Potential Mid-Yeast Transfer Transcript for. 

Hi Barbara, 

Are you available for a call tomorrow? If so, I’d like to discuss some of the issues you raise below. In the meantime, I tried to offer a few brief responses that might be 

helpful before/until we can talk. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara _1o 
Sent; Tuesday, ’.4:57 PM 
To-" Ille, Vince 
C¢; Polk, Barbara _1o; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE: Potential Mid-Year Transfer Transcript for Andrew Kovrgin 

’rha~ks for forwarding these spring updates, 

[ lel~ you a voice m~il message e~r]~er t:oday but: ifyo~ get t:his e na ~ first: you can delete t:he Vbl, SORRY~ HA~N~T H~ A CHANCE ~O ~SPOND YE~. I was hoping 
we could ~alk abot~ ~he tmmber of spring admits. Some of my ques~tonsi~houghtsiconcerns are: 

We currently have a poten~Ja~ ~or 18 Dm~ary enrollees, That mm~ber ts ~gnJficantly higher tha~ we*ve had ir~ the pas~. H~ve you heard from a~l of the coaches yet? 
NO Cm~ld the numher be h~fiher thm~ i87 POSS~BEY 

Is ~he ~ncrease ~r~ ntm~bers an indication ~hak khe C~mfere~ce has ~o ~ssue w~th the ntm~ber of spring admits, even ~hough vve do no~ have at~ oper~ spr~r~g appl~can~ 

COMMISSIONEKI ~RIEDTHIS WIT BUT AM U NANLETO ACCU~TE~YDESCRIBE ADMISSIONS HERE ~ROM A H[STOR[~ ~NRSPECTIVE 

given ~h~t thege students v~qlt not h~ve the benefit: of~m or~e~tagon program, are we confide~t tba~ the dep~rtrne~t c~m absorb acclimating tbts numi~er of st:udentg 
withm~ an oNda~ program to hdp them learn the Univers~g,? Wil~ the athletic department he devdopmg a mini-orientation for them? I:M NOT CERTAIN 

Do we M~ovv h~w stt~de~s admitte~ %r the spring semester have performed academically? ~NiS MigH~ gE RESgAR~R TRAT ~N BE DONE BY RAROED AND H~S 
STAFF Does l:hJs v~ry deper)dtng or) whet:her ~h~t pargcu]ar sport Js it>season or oubof-sea~or~? SAME 

3"o date Yve ot~lV ~dTicially admR~ed ~hree rbotba~I p~ayers for spring er~rollmer~. Should I move forward with the ~thers ~m the list below? (’the potential exception 
would be           for ~he reasons indicated ) !T ~EARS THAT NE W!~ NEED T0 REV!E~       AND ~E ~N DISCUSS ~HN S~A~US OF 

T HURSDANTO ~DRESSTHIS VERY ISSUE AMONG OTHERS RELATED TO ADMISSIONS ~DFOOTBA~ 

Give me a call when you ge~ a chalice or we can talk sqa emafl.,,,whid:~ever works bes~ for you, 

Tha ~ ks. 



From= 111e, Vince 
Sent= Tuesday, 3:51 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject= FW: Potential Hid-Year Transfer Transcript for 

Barbara, 

A potenti~J mid-year admit tbr men’s tennis. Please see information below and documents attached. Thanks. 

gince 

From= Sam Paul [mailto:spaul~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 11:02 AM 

To= llle, Vince 
Subject= Potential Hid-Year Transfer Transcript for 

Vince: We have a potential mid year transfer for men’s tennis. 

from          We are still waiting on a final decision from  

Have a great Thanksgiving! 

Sam 

transcripts are attached. Jenn Townsend said the majority of his hours will transfer in 

>>>SamPaul /1:24AM >>> 

>>: 7:05PM >>> 

Coach Paul, 
Sorry that the original e mail did not go through. Attached to this e mail is my college transcript and financial aid package from 

information or if the attachments did not go through again let me know, 

Thank you, 

If you need any additional 
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Brian P. Ayrauk; Five Star Athlete Management, Inc.; Mlanta, GA (612)749-1250 

Todd E France; Five Star Athlete Management, Inc.; Atlanta, GA (404)816-2722 

Mark Paschal; former UNC Linebacker 

Curtis Armed Stewart 

David L. Dunn; Athletes First; Irvine, CA (949)475-2222 

Joby Branion; Athletes First; Chapel Hill, NC (919)294-4729 
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Kyle Joseph Thomas; Premier Sports and Entertainment; Mooresville, NC (607)280-4884 
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Ca~y iMark Fabrikant; Riverdale, NY (917)353-6084 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 8:13 AM 

Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu); Tom Timmemaans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Impermissible Tweets 

Do we have violations to report’? Tom, will you go over and talk to their staff’about twitter and what is permissible’? If so, please be sure to docmnent that as a rules 
education event and keep a record of what was given them (handonts) and what specific information was covered. Thin.ks for your help. 

From: Angela Reckart [mailto: reckart@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 7:i:t AM 
To-" Tom Timmermans 
~c: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Harlis IVleaders; Paul Pogge; Samantha Kirby; Mark VanAlstyne 
Subject; Re: Impermissible Tweets 
Ok, I think I have deleted all of the posts. My apologies again! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2012, at 10:50 PM, "Tom Timmermans" <fimmermans(?~)ut~caa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Angela, 
I noticed that you removed some of the tweets. Them am still some additional retweets "that need to be removed as well. All the mtweets of Foot locker 
run need to be deleted as well. Maybe I can slop by sometime, either just with you or the whole staffand go over the do’s and don’ts related to 
~,itter/social media. 
Tom 
Foot Locker Run @FIRun 

#FLCCC #Northeast top ten girls - see you in San Diego for the Championships pic.twitter.com/FWAtvunx 

Retweeted by ±~gela Reckart 

View photo 

Reply 
Retweet 
Favorite ...................... 

New course mcoM in the midwest! [6:54 #FLCCC #MW 

Retweeted by .~ngda Reckart 
Expand 
24 Nov <IMAGE.ipg-’- Foot Locker Rma @FLRun 

Official results of the Boys South Seeded FLCCC Regional Race http:i/tb.me/laqLgn926 

Retweeted by Angela Reckart 

>>> Amy Herman 11/26/2012 2:26 PM >>> 
Angela, 

See below. Are these results/names of prospects? if so, you need to remove all such tweets (and re tweets) immediately. This is a publicity issue, as you are 

not permitted to promote the names!results of PSAs who have not signed NL[’s with us. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this. If these are recruits, we will have to report this as a violation. 

Thanks, 
Amy 
E ~9_L_C__9__c__&e_L___R___u___n___@E Lg__u_~. 
New coume reco~v~ in the midwesfi 16:54 #FLCCC #MW 
~.:: i:’,w ~’.1 ~ :’.y An.qela Reckart 

A~’~ela R~ck~’t @CoachReck 

Girls results Imm footlocker Midwes~ ___c__’_a__r_!)r2_L_u_~!E]__Y__r_!)__b_. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 212(5 
Chapel Hill, NC 27S15 
919.962.78S3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 10:28 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

RE: Impermissible Tweets 

I believe it was agreed that will be Lance. Do yon have any thonghts? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 27, 20:t2 9::I.2 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Tom -Rmmermans 
Subject; Re: FW: Impermissible Tweets 

Yes, I believe it will be Level II to the ACC, but I intend to work on this, and 2 other outstanding violations (1 FB and 1 W Lax), today. Vince, who do you anticipate handling 

violation reporting in the interim? 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <]]!__e_@__e_ELa_j_[:_u__r_)_c_~__e__d___u_.> 11/27/2012 8:12 AM > > > 
Do we have violations to report? Tom, will you go over and tfflk to their staff about m, itter and what is permissible? If so, please be sure to document that as a roles 

education event and keep a record of what was given them (handouts) and what specific intbnnation was covered. Thaaaks for your help. 

From-" Angela Reckart [mailto:reckart@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 20:t2 7:11 AM 
Te: Tom Timmermans 
~¢: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; HaNs Meaders; Paul Pogge; Samantha Kirby; Mark VanAIstyne 
Subject-" Re: Impermissible Tweets 
Ok, I think I have deleted all of the posts. My apologies again’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2012, at 10:50 PIVl, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans(~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Angela, 

I noticed that you removed some of the tweets. There are still some additional retweets that need to be removed as well. All the ret~veets of Foot locker run 

need to be deleted as well. Maybe I can stop by sometime, eilher just with you or the whole staff’and go over the do’s and don’ts related to twitter/social 

media. 

Tom 

#FLCCC #Northeast top ten girls - see you in San Diego for the Championships pic.twitter.com/FWA15,mr~ 

Retweeted by ~aa~ela Reckart 

View photo 

Reply 
Ret~,eet 

Favorite 

New course recoM in the midwest! L6:54 #FLCCC #MW ..................................... 

Retweeted by Angela Reckart 

Expand 

24 Nov-~IMAGE.jpg> Eoot Locker Run ~i*FLRtm 

Official restdts of the Boys South Seeded FLCCC Regional Race http://lb.me,’laqLgn926 

Retweeted by Angela Reckart 

>>> Amy Herman 11/26/2012 2:26 PM >>> 

Angela, 

See below. Are these results!names of prospects? If so, you need to remove all such tweets (and re tweets) immediately. This is a publicity issue, as you are not 

permitted to promote the names/results of PgAs ~vho have not signed NLI’s with us. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this. If these are recruits, we will have to report this as a violation. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Foot Locker R~n@FLRun 
New course record in the midwest! 6:54 #FL~C ~W 

-:,~,~,,v. ,:’~, :.~ {:: An~ela Recka~ 

A~ge~a Reck~Ft @CoachReck 
Gkls resu~s [rom Mot[ocker MMwest 

./~ ~-:~ ~ ~. ~- ~:~ :.: 

Associate ~ for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 



Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 1:05 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

RE: Impermissible Tweets 

OK, thank you. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: O3/: Impermissible Tweets 
I think that is appropriate. I’ll be sure he gets my past reports that he can use as templates moving forward. Thanks. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <i[[e@email.unc.edu > 11/27/2012 10:27 AM > > > 
I believe it was agreed that will be Lm~ce. Do you have m~y thoughts? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 9:12 AM 
To: IIle, Vince; Tom I]mmermans 
Subject: Re: ON: Impermissible Tweets 
Yes, I believe it will be Level II to the ACC, but I intend to work on this, and 2 other outstanding violations (1 FB and 1 W Lax), today. Vince, who do you anticipate handling 
violation reporting in the interim? 
Amy 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/27/2012 8:12 AM > > > 

Do we have violations to report? Tom, will you go over ~d taJk to their staff about twitter and what is permissible? If so, please be sure to document that as a rules 

education event and keep a record of what was given them (handouts) and what specific inibnnation was covered. Thanks for your help. 

From: Angela Reckart [mailto:recka~C@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 7:11 AM 
To: Tom Rmmermans 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; HaNs Meaders; Paul Pogge; Samantha Kirby; Mark VanAlsblne 
Subject: Re: Impermissible Tweets 

Ok, I think I have deleted all of the tx~sts. My apologies again! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2012, at 10:50 PM, "Tom Timlnermans" <t_iLr_m_~_e_n__n_.:a_!_~_(q~km_c_’.~_Lkt~9_.~> wrote: 

Hi Angela, 

I noticed that you removed some of the tweets. There are still some additional retweets that need to be removed as well. All the rerweets of Foot locker run 

need to be deleted as well. Maybe I can stop by sometime, eiflrer jus¢ with you or the whole s~aff and go over the do’s m~d don’ts related to twitter/social 

media. 

Tom 

Foot Locker Run ~FLR~m 

_#_’__I2_:_l_:_I_~_(_~_(_~ 
~_ _N_ _- 9_ _r_ _l_ _i~ ~_ ’_a_ _ _s_ _~" top ten girls - see you in San Diego for the Championships Ri_q_.J=~__vLi_t__Le__ri:_c_~?!:g:’_]~_W__£)_b_’__u__~5_x_. 

Rem, eeted by Amgela Reckart 

View photo 

¯ Reply 
¯ Retweet 

Favorite 

24 Nov <IiVIAGE..ipg> Foot I~}cker Run ~FLRun 

New course record in the midwest! 

Retweeted by .__A_~g_e__l_~__l__/_e_~__k__~!!:__t 

24 Nov" <IMAGE.ip~z?~ Foot ][*)cker Rml @FLRmi 

Official results of the Boys Sonth Seeded FLCCC Regional Race http://fb~me/laqLgn926 

Retweeted by ~Ma~,ela Reckart 

>>> Amy Herman 11/26/2012 2:26 PM >>> 

Angela, 

See below. Are these results/names of prospects? If so, you need to remove all such tweets (and re tweets) immediately. This is a publicity issue, as you are not 

permitted to promote the names/results of PgAs who have not signed NLI’s with us. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this. If these are recruits, we will have to report this as a violation. 



Thanks, 

Amy 

E_o___o__t___~__o___c___k__e_L__&_u__&_@_.__F___L_B_u___n_. 
New couPse ~ecord in the midwest! i6:54 #FLCCC #MW 

¯ ~:~i:~.’.,:~ ~ i~<i b’. _A___n_fl_e_j__a____R__?_,_~_k__a__~ 

A~Xq~.~ ~:~ec~art @CoachReck 

Gids results fl’om fooflocke~ Midwest camN.us/mYmb 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
91%962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 8:47 AM 

Tom TimmermaJ~s <timmenna~s@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC SAF Guidelines 11 30 2012.pdf 

Copy for you just in case yon don’t already have this. Thin,ks. 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 5:45 AM 
To: Tom Timmermans 
Cc: Lance IVlarkos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: 

Thanks Tom. Will you please rake Ne lead on this’? You can contact Sco~ Tmlock to lem~ more a~ut the re,on for and ti~e nature of 

ap~intment. He can explain ti~e "conditional" nature of,           leamnce to play this fa]l and the                                         Then you can 

call Brad for an inte~re~tion as it relates to 16.6.1.3. It we can ~t get them with the Bylaw, let’ s see if we c~ ruth the S~ ~r the punished guidelines. This seems to 

fit one or more of those. I appreciate your help. 

V~ce 

From: Amy Herman [.~_~;_~J~gb_~_E£~_=~_t?_£=~_~_~] 

Sent: Friday, 6:12 AM 
To: Tom Timmermans 
Cc: 111e, Vince; Lance Narkos 
Subject: Re: 
It certainly doesn’t hurt to ask] Brad seems very understandin~ of the case and will likely approve. My only point was that the circumstances surroundin~ the visit 

have chan~ed enough that I, personally, wasn’t comfortable enough to approve it under the same fact scenario we presented to the ACC before. But I didn’t know 

if Vince would have a different opinion. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:18 PM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I think we should reach out to the ACC aoain and ask if we can pay, 
Even though he played through the season this does not mean 

i can only ~magme now s~ressrul mese two days will be, and I think having Lhere is in the best interest for 

>>> Lance Markos 10:33 PM >>> 

Vince, 
See attached for the SAF guidelines. 

obviously provide for 
Lance 

but this seems different than the first one and we shouldn’t be providing expenses for 
We can 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <[!!_e_.__@__e____m___a_!Lu_n__c_=e__d___u_.> 9:43 PM >>> 

Lance, 

Please see the information below and let me know whether tiffs still fits under 16.6.1.3 or if it is aJ~ expense that can be provided through the SAF per 

ACC guidelines for use of that fund. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, ~: ii PM 
To: ’Amy Herman 
Subject: RE: RE: Quinshad Davis 

Can you send me the ACC guidelines for what expenses caJ~ be paid through ti~e SAF? Thanks Amy. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae.@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9:03 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Lance Markos 
Subject: Fwd: RE: 

Vince, 
Scott and I talked about this earlier this morning. This is a follow up meeting requested by the medical staff at           after the season, wherein they will 

Based on the way Scott described it to me, I wasn’t personally comfortable with putting it under the same umbrella as 

before, ~vhen they were completely uncertain as to what the results of the test would be, as opposed to now, after he has competed a full season. 

As a result, I told Scott that he might want to contact you to get your take, since you have been involved in this one from the get go. Since I am leaving, I think 

this one is your call to make, as to whether or not you are comfortable with this falling under the same umbrella as before. 

If it helps, I am including the text from Brad’s email below in red. It might be helpful as you work to make a decision on this. 

Also, for the record and for future processing purposes, I misspoke in my email you referenced about the source of the funds for this trip. Since it’s a bylaw 

that we were referencing and were able to fit the expenses under, we actually paid the expenses out of the Football budget, not out of SAF. 

Thanks, 

Amy 
Amy 

Given these circumstances, in particular the uncertainty surrounding the type of news he may receive while on the trip, I am comforLable that it 



meets the intent of the rule in 16.6.1.3~ It is true that the majority of the situations entail a s-.a who has been injured during practice or competition 

but this situation seems so serious that ~t ~s reasonable for           :o be there when he gets the news. If he gets news that 

then ~ would look back and say that you could have pa~d for the expenses; so, I don’t want to deny her that opportun~ty]ust 

because we don’t know the news to such a s~gn~ficant ~ssue yet. So, ~f your doctors are say~ng that                                         . 

would be comfortab[e with you paying the expenses if you want to 

I hope this he[psand let me know ffyou want to discuss further. 

Brad 

> > > "file, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 5:39 PM > > > 

Scott, 

Please see the messages below. Looks like we used the SAF to pay for 

confirm what documentation might be needed so we ca~ do this again in 

Vince 

From: Trulock, Scott 
Sent: Thursday, 8:02 AN 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: 

Vince 

has his follow up appointment scheduled for 

arrangements. Try me on my cell at 

Thanks 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-0102 
From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:21 PM 
To: Ciocca, Nario F 

travel expenses in the fall. I’m cowing Amy m~d Lance to 

Thanks. 

Give me a call when you have a moment to discuss travel 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan Hooker; Gunter Brewer; Joe Haydon; Kevin Best; Larry 

Fedora; Rick Steinbacher; Scott Trulock 
Subject: Re: 

Thaad~s, Ivlario. I am co~nfortable co~edng both and expenses for this trip through SAF again. Please proceed, Scott. 

Amy 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 4:12 PM, "Ciocca. Mario F" <ciocc~.~{~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

is still in the same position as before. He has been diagnosed with which has been confirmed through a 

second opinion. Given the condition he has ~s new~y recognized ~n the Hterature, the complexity in conlb~g to tb~s d~agnosis and the ~mpl~cat~ons o~: 

having this d~agnos~s, has been set up for m~other evahJation at the , He w~ undergo testh~g on Monday and 

eva~uat~on by on Tuesday. I expect th~s to be the last evaluation for h~m. P~ease ~et me know ~f yo~ need more ~nformation 

Marco C~occa, MD 
Dkector of Spol-[s Medicine 
Unwe[sil:y of Nod:h Carolina 
James A, Tay~o~ Campus Hea~th Sen/ices 
CB# 7470 
Chapel [-H~I; NC 27599-7470 
C,3nfidentJa~ Notice: ]Ms e-mail mess~ge, m,:;~ud~ng any a~ac[~ments, is for t[~e sole use of ~ntended recip~enl:(s) and rn~y contain confidential and privileged ~nformation. Any unaul:hor~zed 

F~= Amy Herman [mail~:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Se~t= Friday,              2:19 PN 

To= Ciocca, Nario F; Sco~Trulock 
Ce= Lar~ Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan Hooker; Gunter Brewer; Joe Haydon; Vince [lie; Kevin Best; Lar~ 

Fedora; Rick Steinbacher 
S~bject= RE: 

Mario, 
Can you provide us with some information to confirm that we are still in the same position as before, in terms of the possible news that         might 
receive on this trip? The ACC’s answer won’t change, assuming that nothing on our end has changed (in terms of what the tests will be evaluating fo0. Also, 

can you speak generally about where we are in the process, specifically with regard to how many different specialists         might need to see to further 

evaluate this condition? [s it such that each specialist tests for specific things and you have to continue to see others through a sort of progression? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Scott Trulock 2:14 PM >>> 

In order to continue the evaluation of we have made appointments with a specialist on Monday and 

Tuesday of next week. would like to accompany him on this trip as well. Please confirm if we can begin making travel arrangements. Let 

me know if there are any questions. Thanks 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiality Notice 
This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The information is 

intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information 

is prohibited If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, 

including attachments 

>>> Amy Herman 3:03 PM >>> 

All, 



The ACC is okay with us using the bylaw below for this situation, given the uncertainty surrounding the news that 

Therefore, we can cover expenses if we are willing to do so out of the Football budget. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

might receive on this trip. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 2:33 PM 

tteather Tucker <heathert@tbx-compaoJes.com> 

ILE: Old Chathmn Golf Club 

Thank you Heather. I appreciate the assistance and look fom,ard to lunch on Wednesday. 

Vince 

From: Heather Tucker [mailto:heathert@fox-companies.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 :L:34 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Old Chatham Golf Club 
1480 O’Kelly Chapel Road I Durham, NC 27713 J 919-361-1400 
www,oldchatha rngol[,com 
Heather Tucker 

Executive Assistant, Fox Development Corp. 

O: 217.351.1430 x 12 

heathert~)tox-co~nies.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 3:17 PM 

MaU Aly~)n Touloupas (mk~uloup@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: Need your uew address 

M~cy Alyson, 

Your sister is appreciated by her supervisor at UCouu. Thought you might waut to pass the praise on to her. 

Vince 

From: Gerry Lajoie [mailto:gerry.lajoie@uconn.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 20:~2 :L0:37 AM 

To-" Tlle, Vince 
Subject-" Need your new address 

Hey Vince, 

Can you send me your new address - we’re updating our Christmas card list. Tough times recently for the Huskies (not Northern lllinois, of course, they’re doing 

just fine). Our football team misses a bowl for the 2nd straight year and our men’s soccer team lost in the NCAA quarterfinals. Oh yeah, and that ACC thing. I 

haven’t given up hope on that one though, no way this realignment thing is finished. 

I forgot to mention to you before that we have an intern in here who worked at UNC in the ticket office as a student. Her name is Elizabeth Touloupas, her sister 

Mary Alyson works in your ticket office as an assistant director. She’s doing a great job for us, we’re lucky to have her here. 

Hope all is well in Chapel Hill! 

Gerry 

Gerry Lajoie 

Director of Ticket Operations 

University of Connecticut 

2:11:1 Hillside Road, Unit 1078 

Storrs, CT 06269-1078 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 3:25:55 PM 
To: Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Organization Chart 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

Student-Athlete Development Or.q Chart.pptx (2.5M) 
From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 1:33 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Organization Chart 

Vince, 
Here you go. I am not sure where Shelley now fits in our organizational chart. She has reported to me (and John) in the past but I know she now 
send unit reports to you and Karlton. Pictures to help you put names with faces. 
Thanks, 
Cricket 

>>> On 12/3/2012 at 12:24 PM, in message <FBDOFDE871B7904A83367318C61919050331 B1D7@ITS-MSXMBS1M.ad.unc.edu>, "llle, 
Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Cricket, 
i’ve been asked for an organization chart for your area. Can you please send me a copy? Thanks. 
Vince 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Tulsa Investigation Continues 

Synopsis: 

A meeting between an NCAA investigator and the Athletics Director, Ross Parmley, from the 

University of Tulsa are supposedly scheduled to meet today at an off campus location. Parmley 

was placed on administrative leave after it was found that he was implicated in a gambling 

scandal. The NCAA is in Tulsa investigating Parmley’s role in the scandal. 

Article: 

http://ww~v.tu~saw~d.c~m/sp~rtsextra/TU/artic~e.aspx?subjectid=94&artic~eid=2~2~2~3 94 0 

Itisbe508050 
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NCAA Changes Lacrosse Rulebook 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA is changing rules for college lacrosse. Among the rule changes are regulations on 

sideline behavior and cross-checking 

Article: 

http ~//ww~’. c~ egecr~sse, c~m/2~12/ ~ 2/3 /3 7 l 6 5~2/ncaa-lacr~sse-rul es-changes-sh~t-cl ~ck-face- 

off-v-u-pocket-stringing 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Bernie Fine Case 

Synopsis: 

The chief of police in Syracuse said that the men (former ball boys) accusing former Syracuse 

basketball coach Bernie Fine of sexually assaulting them are credible sources. Federal 

prosecutors closed the case against Fine two weeks ago without charging him. 

Article: 

http~//espn.g~.c~m/mens-c~~~ege-basketball/st~ry/ /id/8695294/syracuse-p~lice-chief-says- 

accusers-bernie-fine-case-credible 
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NCAA Fund and UNC 

Synopsis: 

A Daily Tar Heel report on Monday broke down the use of funds for athletic tutors, including the 

athletic budget and NCAA support. 

"This year’s budget accords ’academic support,’ a category mostly made of tutoring spending, 

$120,000 less in department-generated money than last year. That’s a nearly 24 percent drop 

from last year. An increasingly large chunk of the NCAA money is making up the difference. 

Two years ago, about $25,000 of the money was used for academic support, said Amy Herman, 

the former associate athletic director for compliance in an interview that took place before her 

resignation Friday. Last year, that amount was $100,000. This year, it will be $200,000, or about 

half of tutoring spending. 

Article: 

http ://www.dailytarheel. com/article/2012/12/ncaa-funds-academic-support 
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Letter to the Editor 

Synopsis: 

A letter to the editor in Saturday’s News and Observer claims that the system in place with UNC 

Athletics is exploiting athletes, especially by allowing them to cheat. 

Article: 

http :iiwv,~,. newsob server, comi2012/12/01/2516646isteve-young-athl etes- 

exploited.html#storylink=misearch 
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Speculation on Pack Pride 

Synopsis: 

One user on PackPride claims that UNC Athletics is paying players, including women’s soccer 

players. Other users claim that the News and Observer is sitting on a "nuclear bomb" about UNC 

Athletics that the paper will publish right before they launch a new online platform. 

"130 of the 686 enrollments in phony classes that were originally reported by UNC were by 

athletes in sports "Other than FB and Mens’ BB." How many were by Women’s soccer players? 

UNC refuses to answer. Why? It doesn’t violate FERPA to tell us how many. Thorp knows. 

Wonder if he’s still proud of the title they won this afternoon? Maybe Martin will tell us how 

many &them cheated-- with the school’s help." (User RS74) 

Link: 

http://mbd.scout.com/mb.aspx?s=178&f=2515&t=10491190&p=43 
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Georgia Tech Not Leaving ACC 

Synopsis: 

Georgia Tech President G.P. Peterson told the press that the school is not leaving the ACC and 

that all rumors to the contrary are false. John Swofford also echoed these thoughts. 

Article: 

http ://blogs. aj c. com/georgia-tech- sports/2012/12/01/peterson-tech-not-going-anywhere/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 6:54 PM 

Lmace Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Tom Timmennans <timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Dec. 11 conference call 

Lance and Tom, 
You gnys on this call? ThaJ~lcs. 

Vince 

From: Matt 8urgemeister [mailto:mburgemeister@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 20:12 3:38 PM 

Subject: Dec. J.1 conference call 

Good afternoon, 
I hope you had a nice weekend. This serves as a reminder of our conference call scheduled for next Tuesday, December 11, at 11:00 a.m. It is also a request to submit any 
agenda items that you would like to discuss by this Friday, December 7. An agenda and supplemental materials will be distributed prior to the call. 

Thanks, 

Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 7:07 PM 

Tom TimmermaJ~s <timmerma~s@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~E: Dec. 11 confelence call 

OK, thanks Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tom Tin’maermal~s [mailto:timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 6:59 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
Subject: Re: Dec. 11 conference call 

Yes we will be 

Tom 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "I,ance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <timanermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Dec. 11 conference call 
Dabe: Mon, Dec 3, 2012 6:54 pm 

>>> "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 2012-12-03T18:54:54.244830 >>> 
Lance and Tom, 
You guys on this call? Thanks. 
Vince 

From: Matt Burgemeister [mailto:mbur~emeister(@theacc.or~] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 3:38 PM 

SubJect: Dec. 11 conterence call 

Good afternoon, 

I hope you had a nice weekend. This selwes as a reminder of our confercnce call scheduled for next Tuesday, Deceraber 11, at 11:00 a.m. It is also a request to submit any agenda iteras that 
you would like to discuss by this Friday, December 7. An agenda and supplemental materials will be distributed prior to the call. 

Thanks, 

Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 11:24 AM 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

l~W: Coach Browning 

Corey Holliday.vcf 

Joyce, 

This is a list of responsibilities that would be assigned the part-time temporary position ~ve discussed earlier this week Can you please let me kno~v what you might need from me next? 

Thanks for your help. 

Vmce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Curey Hulliday [mailto:chollidav(a)uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:48 AM 
Tu: Ille, Vince 
Cc: [Lick Steinbacher 
Sut~iect: Re: Cuach Bruwning 

Vince, 

Here’s a ruugh start for a j ub descripuon: 

* High Schuo[ Coach Liaisun (currently Berry) 
* Courdinate UNC Fuutball’s Annual Spring tligh Cuaches Clinic (currently tlolliday) 
* Cuordinate and Promote UNC Sumaner Fuotbal[ Camps (currently Haydun) 
* Respunsible ]2~r creating Cummunity Service Opportunities at [uca[ high schools in the communi~ (currently Williams) 
* Responsible [’or creating and sending uut high schoul materials and mailings (currently Bell) 
* Liaison with NCHSAA ]2~r un campus events including state champiunship games 
* All other duties deemed necessary by the Head Cuach and Recruiting Cuordinatur 

Let me knuw if you need more irfformatiun ur any suggestiuns 

Thanks 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-%2-9114 (\V) 
919-%2-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.anc.edw~ 11/29/2012 4:06 PM >>> 
Corcy, 
I talked with Joyce about setting up the position for Coach Browning. Can you please send me a draft description of the duties he will be assigned (nraybe a couple of paragraphs or a list of 
items)? That~ks. 
Vince 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Corey Holliday 

Holliday 

Corey 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-9114 

E-mail: cholliday@ uncaa.unc.edu 





COAST CONFERENCE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 7:37 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.unc.edu> 

ILE: Job Posting- Sr Associate Commissioner for Football Operations 

Missed a call fiom Guenther today. I left a voice~nail yesterday for him asldng if he had a:ay recommendations. He likely does, it looks like a strong oppo~unib’. I’ll 

forwa~:d you whatever names he gives me. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 20:12:12:54 PM 
To; Larry Gallo; Ille, Vince; Nontgomery, John R; Rick (mktg) Steinbacher; Larry Fedora 
Subject; Fwd: Job Posting- Sr Associate Commissioner for Football Operations 

Any thoughts? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Cecelia DiAmico <cdiamico@theacc.org> 

Date: December 3, 2012, 11:01:32 AM EST 

Subject: Job Posting- Sr Associate Commissioner for Football Operations 

The atl:~ched iob posting for St. Associ~te Commissioner for Footb~ll Oper~:ions ~s sere: on behalf of Commissioner Swofford rh~nks. 

(;ece~i~ D~Am~co 

Executive Assistant to Lhe Commissioner 

4.5t2 Weybr~d~e Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

336.854.8787 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Saturday, 3:20 PM 

John Bla~chard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: 

Sounds good John. rll be there and thanks again 

at 11:28 AM, "John Blanchard" ~igb@uncaa.uaac.edu> wrote: 

> Vmce, 
> 

> I would not mind at all Love to have you. I responded to CD that 10 am Tuesday works for me. You? My office? CD has to confilTn with yet. John 
> 

> 

> John Blanchard 
> Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
> PO. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> (,919) 962-9533 
> Fax: (,919) 843-2327>>> "Ille, Vince" <iHe@email uric edu> 10:50 ~\l >>> 
> John, 
> Would you mind if I attended this meeting and any others you consider appropriate? I need to learn more about the tJonor Court system and how it works. I would prefer learning more by 
interacung with you, and seeing it in action myself, rather than trying to decipher the numerous stories and anecdotes offered me since my arnw~l Please let me know if that’s ok with you. If 
not though, I do understand. Thanks for your help. 
> Vince 
> 

> On at 10:19 AM; "C D Mock" <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> > That’s fantastic ttow about tues around 10am? I will make sure he doesn’t have final and confirm 
>> 

> > Thanks very much 
>> 

> > Sent l?om my iPhone 
>> 

> > On at 6:01 PM, "John Blanchard" ~jgb@uncaa.unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

> >> (2[), 

> >> I have emailed with Vince and it has been decided that I will assist in this situation. I can meet with and you asap. I am out of the office Monday, returning Tuesday. I have a 
meeting Tuesday from 1:30 to 3:30 and free all other times. John 

> >> John Blanchard 
> >> Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
> >> P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
> >> Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 
> >> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> >> (,919) 962-9533 
> >> Fax: (,919) 843-2327>>> C D Mock k 57 PM >>> 
> >> I have no idea who I should be directing this to so I am hitting evel~one I think are in a position to help. 

> > was turned into honor court several weeks ago by his Religion prof. for plagiarisru. 

> >> After reviewing this extensively with here is what I have discovered: 

> >> The assignment was to go to a synagogue ser~,~ice and write a one-page paper of your "personal impressions and obser~,~ations’’. The paper was not going to be graded; you would 
simply get credit for handing it in. The paper was 5% of your grade and as I said, you got that for simply handing it in since it was a personal impression. 

> >> Tr~e paper was due on                                says he attended a synagogue ser~,~ice in Raleigh. Apparently, you needed advance pem~ission to attend a ser~,~ice in the 
Chapel Hill area and he neglected to get that. He went to the morning ser,~ice, and was able to be at our practice around noon right before we left for a tournament at Virginia Tech. He did 
not take notes at the service, he didn’t write anything down, he did what the assignment said which was observe. Sunday, we competed in the tournament all day. We got home around 2aru 
Sunday night (Monday morning). Unfortunately       ,vaited until Thursday night to start the paper. In describing what he saw, he knew there were names of different parts of the service, 
but they- were in Hebrew. He could not remember any of those words, since they were not English. So, on Thursday night, he got online and went to the website of the synagogue and 
refreshed his rueruory of the words which were used to define each palt of the service. I went to the website and looked at this - I never heard of any of these words and I would have done 
exactly- the same thing. 

> >> rm not an academia, but to me this is using good common sense and is in no ~vay plagiarism. 

> >> I assumed this would be squashed in the preliminary meeting to determine any validity in the complaint but it was not. ~ttempted to meet with the protl last week but the proIi 
refused to meet with him about the complaint. 

> >> They have decided to move ahead with this and I’m not having these kids play court again with one of my guys. I realize that may offend one or more of you and if so, I’m sorry, but 
with what I just went through with       I can’t help feel that way. 

> >> It is useless to object or try to influence anything after the college kids have played attorney and judge. There is no examination of evidence, or discussion of circumstances; there is a 
charge and then there is a written "guide" these students use to render their verdict I don’t ~vant to see how- things go, I want to address this with the adults in the honor court before this 
goes an?- further If this is really plagiarism, then it is what it is. 

> >> rm not going to have my           raked over the coals for something this trivial. If I’m missing something here, someone needs to help me see it. Going along arid just accepting a 
verdict of "probation" is no longer an alternative for me since I have seen very clearly how that can hurt you in the end. 

> >> Unless I have bad information, which is certainly possible, this just seems completely ridiculous to me. I have written about the current envirolzment at E,~’~’C and I am very concerned 
that this might be an example of what I feared was coming. I have too much history now- with the honor system so I can’t help Could someone please give us some direction of the 
best way to move forward? 



> >> 

> >> Sorry to burden everyone with this but I need some help. ’]’his is a good kid and it’s very difficult for me to watch him attempt to handle this added stress during final exams and ~vhiIe 
we are in the middl e of our season 

> >> Respectfully, 

> >> C.D 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 8:26 AM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Men’s soccer 

I’m already scheduled for today. Are you available Wednesday morning? I’m meeting with Anson and Chris over there at 10. Maybe we could meet before that if you 

can. 

From: Carlos Somoano [mailto:csomoano@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, December :tO, 20:t2 8:24 AM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Men’s soccer 

Vince 
I’m available after 3 some time. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 8:31 AM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

RE: Men’s soccer 

Yes, see you over there. Thanks Carlos. 

From: Carlos Somoano [mailto:csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, December 10, 20:t2 8:29 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject; RE: Men’s soccer 

Wednesday is good....9 am? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc,edu > 12/10/2012 8:25 AM > > > 

I’m already scheduled fbr today. Are you available Wednesday morning? I’m meeting with Anson and Chris over there at 10. Maybe we could meet beIbre that if’you 

can. 

From-" Carlos Somoano [mailto:csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, December 10, 2012 8:24 AM 

To; Ille, Vince 
Subject; Men’s soccer 

Vince 

I’m available after 3 have some time. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 11:44 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Transfer Student Exceptious 

Thanks Barbara. 

Frem: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 10:07 AM 
To: ksrecord@uncg.edu 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Transfer Student Exceptions 

Dear 

V~nce %nvarded yol~r email to nay attentiotl and I’m happy to try to help. 

We typically do no~ see transfer st~dents who are deficient in MCR, In the couple of cases where we did wan~ ~o offer admission to a transtbr studen~ witbo~t MCR, 
we trea~ed ~he strident i~st ;as we would a firs~ year studenL If the deficiency was in flae math area, the s~uden~ had one year here ~o remove the deficiency. If the 
s~ude~ was deficient in any o~her area, we reported the exception iust as we would for a firs~ year student, 

Please let me know if you I can provide any additional tnfbnnation, 

[~arbara 

t?arbara ~. Polk 

Deputy 

Office of U1]derg[’adu;~te 

UniveraiBv of North Ca[’olhla at 

Phone: 

Dear Kim, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December i0, 2012 8:24 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject; FW: Transfer Student Exceptions 

Barbara, 

Can you please help us by shaing our iuslitution’s policy with Kim Record from UNCG’? Please see her message below. Thauks for your help. 

Vince 

> > > Kimberly Record <l<srecord@uncg.edu > 12/10/2012 8:14 AM > > > 

Colleagues You may need to forward this to another person on your staff. 

Do you have an exception policy for transfer students who don’t meet MCR requirements? if so, would you mind sharing? Thanks. 

Kim 

~ax: ~36-~34-4063 

w w ~’,~, UNCGSp a~an s, corn: 

NONCE: Any e-mails sent to or from this address is subject to Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third pa~ies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 12:17 PM 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick (rickstei@email.unc.edu) 

Temporary Position 

Joyce, 

Per your request Friday afternoon, the information below may help: 

The candidate will act as liaison to all coaches of all prospects. This will include all forms of communication permitted by NCAA 
roles. The successful candidate must have a strong relationship with high school and prep school coaches throughout the state and the 
region to enhance the effectiveness of our program’s relationships and communication efforts. 

The candidate will coordinate our spring high school coaches clinic. This will include organizing and managing staffing, speakers, 
presentations, promotions, and all interactions between our coaches and staff and the high school coaches who attend the clinic. 

The candidate will coordinate and promote our football camps. This will include organizing and managing staffing, speakers, 
presentations, promotions, public relations, budgeting, customer service and all interactions between our coaches and staff and the 
high school prospects and coaches who attend the camps. 

Please note that the duties listed above, and a number of others, are not those that are typically assigned to secretarial staff. The 
successful candidate must be one who is known and respected throughout the state by high school coaches, and must be able to help 
build and enhance effective relationships with high school personnel, the NCHSAA, and all other organizations that support and 
promote interscholastic football in North Carolina. All this must be done in compliance with NCAA roles therefore knowledge and 
experience working within the confines of these roles is essential. 

ff you require additional information, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 11:24 AM 
To: ’Joyce Dalgleish’ 
Subject: FW: Coach Browning 

Joyce, 
This is a list of responsibilities that would be assigned the part-time temporary position we discussed earlier this week. Can you please 
let me know what you might need from me next? Thanks for your help. 
Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corey Holliday [maiho:choNda~tmcaaamc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: Re: Coach Browning 

Vince, 

Here’s a rough start for a job description: 

* High School Coach Liaison (currently Berry) 
* Coordinate UNC Football’s Annual Spring High Coaches Clinic (currently Holliday) 
* Coordinate and Promote UNC Summer Football Camps (currently Haydon) 
* Responsible for creating Community Service Opportunities at local high schools in the community (currently Williams) 



* Responsible for creating and sending out high school materials and mailings (currently Bell) 
* Liaison with NCHSAA for on campus events including state championship games 
* All other duties deemed necessary by the Head Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

Let me know if you need more information or any suggestions. 

Thanks 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 11/29/2012 4:06 PM >>> 
Corey, 
I talked with Joyce about setting up the position for Coach Browning. Can you please send me a draft description of the duties he will 
be assigned (maybe a couple of paragraphs or a list of items)? Thanks. 
Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 6:26 PM 

Demck Gragg Jr <dgragN@emich.edu> 

I~E: Touching Base (Footb~2ll Scheduling) 

Derrick, 
Just following up, do you still have potential availability for football here on October 3, 2015? If so, would like to discuss whenever you’re available. Hope you and 

your family ave well. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent; Thursday, December 06, 20:t2 9:32 PM 
To-" ’Derrick Gragg Jr’ 
Subject-" RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 
Derrick, 

So~D" it’s taken me so long to get back with you. Would you be available for a call tomorrow? Look fom,ard to talldng ruth you when you have a chaaace. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, December 11,2012 8:20 AM 

k~mmy.laakso@hendrickauto.com 

Information Requested 

Vince Ille Info for Hendrick 12 11 2012.pdf 

The attached is the infom~ation we discussed last fight. If you need any additional documentation or have any questions, please just let me know. I appreciate your help 

and look forwa~:d to meeting you guys tofight. See you or Greg at 7:30 p.m. at your deaJership. Thanks for all your help. 

Vince Ille 

Sefior Associate Athletic Director 

Ufiversity of North C~Jcolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 



From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 5:10:13 PM 
To: Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Disney Institute Follow-up 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
C)l.docx (2.0M) 
From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 4:36 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: Disney Institute Fellow-up 

Gentlemen, 
Please find attached a summary of our Disney Institute Leadership experience. Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 5:10:39 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Disney Institute Follow-up 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
DI.doc× (2.0M) 
From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 4:36 PM 

To: IIle, Vince; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: Disney Institute Fellow-up 

Gentlemen, 
Please find attached a summary of our Disney Institute Leadership experience. Feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Cricket 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 6:40 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfanne@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Baxbara Jo (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu) 

ILE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Steve and Barbara, 

I received Barbara’s voicemail message from earlier today m~d will plan to see you at Jackson Hall next Tuesday at 2 p.m. whether the subcommittee meets or not. If 

either of you believe that meeting is unuecessary, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent; Wednesday, December :t2, 20:t2 5:53 PM 

To-" Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte; Hawkins, Jane M; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Woodard, Harold 
C¢: Heimer, Lawrence N 
Subject; Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Colleagues: 

Our subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on December ~8. We have only one candidate to consider: a student with reasonably solid credentials 

and a predicted first-year GPA of 2.5 who only requires subcommittee review because he’s graduating from high school early and will be 

half a credit shy of the minimum course requirement in math. 

Would you be kind enough to review the candidate and vote electronically by writing to Layna and copying Barbara and me? The credentials are posted in the usual 

location. 

if for any reason you believe we should meet to discuss this student next week, please let us know. We will hold the time until we’ve heard from everyone. 

Thank you in advance and happy holidays. 

Steve 

Please note that the Sharepoint site has moved and is now located at https://share~unc.edu/sites!uga/subcommittee/SitePages/Home.aspx. You should be able to 

Iogin if you’re logged into the University network with your Onyen. If not, you may need to try the AD\onyen approach that’s worked in the past. If you should 

have any problems, please let me or Larry Heimer (Iheimer@admissions~unc.edu; copied here) know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 7:10 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfanne@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

1~9;: Subeommittee Candidate for Review 

Sounds like a good idea. I look forward to seeing you both next week. 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 

Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 20:[2 7:0:[ PM 

To: 111e, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Vince, thank you very much~ We thought we’d use the time to touch base about the future, just in case we’re called upon to provide any details following the next meeting of 
the trustees. Steve 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December :[2, 20:[2 6:40 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Steve and Barbara, 

I received Barbara’s voicetnail tnessage from earlier today and will plan to see you at Jackson Hall next Tuesday at 2 p.m. whether the subcommittee meets or not. If 

either of you believe that meeting is unnecessary, please jus~ let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 

Sent: Wednesday, December :[2, 20:[2 5:53 PM 

To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte; Hawkins, Jane M; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Woodard, Harold 
~c: Helmet, Lawrence N 
Subject: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Colleagues: 

Our subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on December ~8. We have only one candidate to consider: a student with reasonably solid credentials 

and a predicted first-year GPA of 2.5 who only requires subcommittee review because he’s graduating from high school early and will be 

half a credit shy of the minimum course requirement in math. 

Would you be kind enough to review the candidate and vote electronically by writing to Layna and copying Barbara and me? The credentials are posted in the usual 

location. 

If for any reason you believe we should meet to discuss this student next week, please let us know. We will hold the time until we’ve heard from everyone. 

Thank you in advance and happy holidays. 

Steve 

Please note that the Sharepoint site has moved and is now located at https://share.unc.edu/sites!u~a/subcommittee/SitePa~es/Home.aspx. You should be able to 

Iogin if you’re logged into the University network with your Onyen. If not, you may need to try the AD\onyen approach that’s worked in the past. If you should 

have any problems, please let me or Larry Neimer ~L-h---e-!--m----e-~.~--a---d---m---!-s--s-~.-~-.-n-.-s-.---u---n--c--~-e---d---u-.~ copied here) know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:13 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

Re: Joy - interview with ASPSA director cm~didate 

Hi Joy. I will be there. Thin,ks. 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 10:10 PM, "Joy Renner(~med.unc.edu" <Joy Renner~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Joy Renner 

Hapw last week of the semester! 

Now that we are closer to the date m~d schedules may be a little more sure, ca~ you reconfirm with me whether or not you are available for the interview 

with the caaadidate on Friday at 10:00? 

I roll notify Faye Lems about which members of FAC roll be in attendm~ce and she will send you candidate information and meeting information. I am 

teaching on Friday so I am requesting one of you take the lead that day with a recap of the questions that were asked of the first candidate. 

Thanks and I hope that a substantial number of our Committee members will be able to paNcipate. 

Joy 

This forwaxded message was sent via The Unive~si~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages fiom the "Facul~ Athletics Committee" site. To reply to 

this message click this link to access Messages for this site: Facul~" Athletics Committee. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 8:29 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

I~E: Joy - interview with ASPSA director candidate 

Yes. I will attend her meeting with coaches (frotn 11:15-noon today) as well as her meeting with members of our executive stall’(1 - 1:30 today). 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:19 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - interview with ASPSA director candidate 
Thank you. Will you be meeting with her at other times as well. T am having dinner with her tomorrow night with Steve. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 i0:13 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy - interview with ASPSA director candidate 

Hi Joy. I will be there. Thanks. 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 10:10 PM, "Joy Renner~;2med.unc.edu" <Joy Renner(i~med.anc.edn> wrote: 

To: Undiselosed Recipients 

From: Joy Renner 

Happy- last week of the semester! 

Now that we are closer to the date and schedules may be a little more sure, can you reconfirm with me whether or not you are available for the interview 

with the candidate on Friday at 10:00? 

I will noti~ Faye Lewis about which members of FAC will be in attendance and she will send you candidate intbm~ation and meeting intbnnation. I am 

teaching on Friday so I am requesting one of you taI:e the lead that day with a recap of the questions that were asked of the first candidate. 

Thanks and I hope "that a substa~tial number of our Committee members will be able to participate. 
Joy 

Tiffs fo~weaded message was sent via The UniversiW of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Facul~ Athletics Committee" site. To reply to 

this message click tiffs link to access Messages tbr this site: ~!_~_Lc__gl__t..v____A___t_[2t_!_e__t_i_c_’_~___C_’~?_Lr_Lr_~i_t_~_~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 7:10 PM 

Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: UPDATE: OV Weekend Itinerary- December 14th-16th, 2012 

OV Weekend Itineraw - December 14th- 16th, 2012.x1~ 

Note TmbiskT’s Sunday, ilinerau on 3rd tab. Is he arriving late on Friday? Are we ok with the 48-hour role? Do you have his travel anangements for Friday/Sunday? 

Thanks. 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 7:04 PM 

Subject: UPDATE: OV Weekend Itinerary - December 14th-16th, 2012 

All, 

Attached is a file with additional details for this weekend. There are three tabs in the attached file: 

1st Tab: General Weekend Itinerary (Same as the one I sent on Tuesday) 
2nd Tab: Sunday Detailed Itinerary 

3rd Tab: Profiles of the 3 official visits 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Joe Haydon 
Director o[ Foo~i~a[l Operation, s 
l:J~iversi~y of N or~5 Carolina 
Phone: 919.g43r 2.572 

Fax: 919.962.089~ 
5avdon@u~ c;~a.unc.edu 

>>> Joe Haydon 12/11/2012 6:06 PM >>> 

All, 

We will be hostin9 3 offidal visits this weekend. 

Attached is the initial itinerary. Please note that one of the official visits will not arrive until Saturday morning and will depart Monday morning. I’ll send out additional 

information (Sunday full itinerary, profiles, updates) in the next couple of days and will be in contact with those that will need to present for the meals. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe Haydon 
Directo~ of Football Operations 

University of North Caro]ina 

Phone: 919.843.~572 

Fax: 919.962.0393 

bastion@ uncaa, uric, ed a 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <~’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday December 13, 2012 7:29 PM 

Robinson, Steve A <srobo@email.unc.edu-~ 

James Clement 

Coach Robinson, 
I ran into a guy aamed James Clement Tuesday night at Hendrick Dodge over in Cau. He told me that he was a former teammate of yours and asked me to give you 

his regards. Hope you guys are doing well and good luck with ECU. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 8:11 PM 

k~mmy.laakso@hendrickauto.com 

Thanks 

Hey Tonmay, 
Just thought I would send you a quick message to thank you for meeting me on Tuesday night and helping me personally ruth the vehicle. You and all your guys were 

great and ve~ helpful. From the sales managers, and James Clement, Tmvis Winter, etc., eye,one represented you and your o~ganization in a first class manner. 

I appreciate your support ofUNC atNetics through your participation in our vehicle program. If there is ever anything you think I can help you ruth, please don’t 
hesitate to call. 
Vh~ce Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 



From: IIle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 6:02:15 PM 
To: Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT - Practice - January 7th and 8th, 2013 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
ATT00001 (593.7K) 
ATT00004.gif (1 .SK) 
Donna __P____a_p___a__~__v__c_,__f. (327B) 

From: Donna Papa [mailto:djp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 3:37 PM 

Su bject: IMPORTANT - Practice - January 7th and 8th, 2013 
Girls, 
I am sure you are all excited to be done with exams and be out shopping and with family. I hope you have a great Holiday. 
I wanted to let you know about our spring 2013 practice schedule for the first two days of practice. 
I would encourage you to get back to Chapel Hill by Sunday, January 6th. has made arrangements for the freshmen who live on campus to 
stay with upperclassmen for those Sunday through Tuesday. 
We will be handling all meals for Monday and Tuesday. 
Here is a schedule: 
Monday, January, 7th: 
Breakfast - Meal money will be given to you when you come to practice 
10am -12 noon - Defensive Practice. Meet at Anderson Stadium. If Inclement weather, will be at Eddie Smith. 
Team Lunch 
2 - 3:30pro - Offensive Practice. If inclement weather, will be at Eddie Smith 
TBA Dinner in groups with coaches 
7pm - Team Building- TBD 
Tuesday, January 8th: 
Breakfast - Meal Money 
10-12 noon - Practice - Eddie if bad weather 
Team Lunch 
2 -3:30 pm - Practice - Eddie if bad weather 
Team Dinner 
7pm - Team Building - TBD 
Wednesday, January 9th: 
OFF!!! 
Look forward to seeing you soon. 
Coach P 
https://barracuda45~uncaa~unc~edu/cgi~m~d/getstubbedattachment~cgi/ATT~2?charset=utf- 

8&cid=XVZSIPACHYXSJMAG E 13~jP~&de~ivery=:[355526:[2~&~en=~79~2&md5=bec2e44686dd13fc89d~b49~5dfc8c~6&mid=94696d4e15a44a9~e22d913534fe3735~a7ca~ 
Camps & Clinics: ~‘--c--a---r---q~i--n---a----s--~--~--b---a--[Lc--a-----m--p----s-‘--c---~----m-- 
Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
Twitter: @UNCSoftball 

CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES -2 NCAA HOSTS 

4 TIME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
11 ALL-AMERICANS - 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 

4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 

8&cid=CRUIXAAQQTIZJMAG E & ~M P&de~ivery=13~5526~2~&~en=5814&md~=7~fc98b92769:[e~6~c~c2~de:[5~d9a4&mid=9469~d4e:[5a44a96e22d913~34fe3735~a7ca b2 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 8:57 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: CotnpliaJ~ce Reporting at Ohio State 

Police? Parking tickets? Compliance to be more visible a~er being tnoved away fiom repo~ting to the AD? 

Visibility is not the primary issue and they’ve written the most "parking tickets" in the B 1G for the past 10 years at least. 

~:r~m: kissa k Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 8:49 AM 
To-" 111e, Vince; Bubba Cunningham; Paul Pogge 
Subject-" Compliance Reporting at Ohio State 

Lissa 
From the Chronicle of l--ligher Education 
Ohio State’s New Compliance Chief: ’l’m Nol Expecting the Calm Life’ 
December ~4, 2012, 9:00 am 

By Brad \,Volverton 

When I visited Ohio State University this fall for my piece on ,Jason Singleton and the big ehanges the Buckeyes have made in athleties oversight, Gates Garrib~- 

Rokous had been on the job only a few weeks. 

Mr. Garrity-Rokous, a former exeeutive at GE Capital Ameriea, was hired in September to oversee the new Offiee of University" Complianee and Integrib~. He 

wasn’t available to talk in person when I was there, but joined in by speaketl)hone in what may be the largest conference room in college sports (seriously--the 

table alone eould probably seat 3o people). 

Ohio S tate’s new ehief eomplianee offieer, to whom the athleties-eomplianee unit now reports, has never worked in eollege sporks. But he was well versed in the 

reeent seandals at Ohio State, and already had a bone or two to piek with the NC~\. 

"The NCAA is the only enforcement entity that doesn’t truly eredit voluntary diselosure," Mr. Garrity-Rokous said. The U.S. Department of tIealth and ttuman 

Serviees, Medieare, the Defense Department, and "even the IRS" give you eredit "when you diselose something on yourself," he eontinued. "The NCz~\ punishes 

universities whether you find the problem or they do." 

He would like to see the association penalize colleges less severely when they self-disclose problems. 

"Universities should be eneouraged to identify and penalize risks, not punished for it," he said. "It’s not like we want a pass, but the publie doesn’t understand that 

our finding them is a good thing." 

Mr. Garrity-Rokous has spent much of his eareer working atnid eontroversies, having served as an assistant U.S. attorney and a fraud investigator for the U.S. 

Department of dustiee. At GE Capital, he oversaw the compliance department during the height of the financial efisis. 

But he knows universities bring their own challenges. "I’m not expecting the ealm life," he said. 

The shorthand version of his new job: Help assess risks from the university" side and advise Doug Arehie, Ohio State’s top athleties-eomplianee offieer, on whieh 

areas dese~w-e the most attention. (He is also eharged with overseeing the universib?s medieal center and its t~seat,eh program, among other things.) 

The university" now spends $1.1-million a year on athleties oversight. But its tnonitors ean’t be everywhere. 

"We could have a eomplianee offieer for every player, folks stationed at every door," Mr. Garrity-Rokous says. "But you have to evaluate the risks." 

In time, he hopes to help the university" be mot~ proactive in its oversight. He would like to see Ohio State perform an annual risk assessment for sports. And he 

wants the eomplianee department to be mote visible. 

"It’s what the police do when there’s more erime," he says. "You issue a lot more parking tickets and ereate a presence. That’s how homicides go down." 

This entry was posted in Gates Garrity-R~:~kous, N(2:~ infractions, Ohio State Buckeyes. Bookmark the permali~k. 

Lissa 
Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
h tt_p:/iwww.law.u ricked u/cent ersiba n king 



Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn,com/author=248720 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 1:05 PM 

Sauls, Jonathan C <jsaul@email.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jg~uncaa.nnc.edu-* 

Today’s Meeting 

Gentlemen, 
I’ve jnst been informed that I mnst attend a meeting at 3 p.m. which conflicts with the meeting we scheduled for today. I apologize for the late notice, but hope we can 

reschedule soon. I have good availabili~ Thursday and Friday of this week if that fits into your plans. 

Again, sony for the inconvenience. 
Vh~ce Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Caxolina 
(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 11:06 AM 

Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: Temporary Position 

Corey, 
What pay rate do you propose for the position referenced below? Can you also please let Dominick know per Joyce’s request? Thanks 
for your help. 
Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 12:17 PM 
To: ’Joyce Dalgleish’ 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Steinbacher, Rick (rickstei@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: Temporary Position 

Joyce, 

Per your request Friday afternoon, the information below may help: 

The candidate will act as liaison to all coaches of all prospects. This will include all forms of communication permitted by NCAA 
roles. The successful candidate must have a strong relationship with high school and prep school coaches throughout the state and the 
region to enhance the effectiveness of our program’s relationships and communication efforts. 

The candidate will coordinate our spring high school coaches clinic. This will include organizing and managing staffing, speakers, 
presentations, promotions, and all interactions between our coaches and staff and the high school coaches who attend the clinic. 

The candidate will coordinate and promote our football camps. This will include organizing and managing staffing, speakers, 
presentations, promotions, public relations, budgeting, customer service and all interactions between our coaches and staff and the 
high school prospects and coaches who attend the camps. 

Please note that the duties listed above, and a number of others, are not those that are typically assigned to secretarial staff. The 
successful candidate must be one who is known and respected throughout the state by high school coaches, and must be able to help 
build and enhance effective relationships with high school personnel, the NCHSAA, and all other organizations that support and 
promote interscholastic football in North Carolina. All this must be done in compliance with NCAA rules therefore knowledge and 
experience working within the confines of these roles is essential. 

If you require additional information, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 11:24 AM 
To: ’Joyce Dalgleish’ 
Subject: FW: Coach Browning 

Joyce, 
This is a list of responsibilities that would be assigned the part-time temporary position we discussed earlier this week. Can you please 
let me know what you might need from me next? Thanks for your help. 
Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corey Holliday [mailto:chollida~ur~c~v~,unc,edu.] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Rick Steinbacher 



Subject: Re: Coach Browning 

Vince, 

Here’s a rough start for a job description: 

* High School Coach Liaison (currently Berry) 
* Coordinate UNC Football’s Annual Spring High Coaches Clinic (currently Holliday) 
* Coordinate and Promote UNC Summer Football Camps (currently Haydon) 
* Responsible for creating Community Service Opportunities at local high schools in the community (currently Williams) 
* Responsible for creating and sending out high school materials and mailings (currently Bell) 
* Liaison with NCHSAA for on campus events including state championship games 
* All other duties deemed necessary by the Head Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

Let me know if you need more information or any suggestions. 

Thanks 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 11/29/2012 4:06 PM >>> 
Corey, 
I talked with Joyce about setting up the position for Coach Browning. Can you please send me a draft description of the duties he will 
be assigned (maybe a couple of paragraphs or a list of items)? Thanks. 
Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 12:54 PM 

Beth Bfidger (bridgerb~mcaa.unc.edu) 

Beth, 
I won’t be able to attend the ASPSA staff’meeting today. I’m to meet with Steve and Barbara at 2:30 and don’t expect to finish there in time. Thanks, hope you and 
everyone there enjoys the upcoming holiday. 
Vh~ce Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Caxolina 
(919) 962-4631 



From: 

S~nt: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REC1PIENTSiCN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 5:39 PM 

Joe Breschi ¢~breschi@uncaa.tmc.edu-* 

RE: lunch 

Should have read my emails from bottom up. Sure, 11:30 works for me. Thanks and look forward to it. 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 4:18 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: lunch 

Vince, still good for lunch? Can I pick you up at 11:30 ? 

Thanks, Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 2:57 PM 

JAMES T CTR USAF USAFA USAFA/AD MORTON qlames.Morton.Ctr@usafa.edu> 

ILE: Happy Holidays 

Thin,ks James. Hope you enjoy yoms and maybe some time ofl~ 

From: JAMES T CTR USAF USAFA USAFA/AD MORTON [mailto:James.Morton.Ctr@usafa.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 12:58 PM 

To-" llle, Vince 
Sul~ject; Happy Holidays 
Happy Holidays, 
James 

James Morton 
Assistant Athletic Director 
I ntemollegiate Athletics 
United States Air Force Academy 
719-33343262 

vvww.goaitforce[alcons.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 6:58 PM 

Kevin Best (kbes@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Press Conference 

Kevin, 
Can you please send me a link to the video (or a transcript) of this af[ernoon’s press conference when it is available? Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 9:59 AM 

Cunningha~n, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Consideration for staff" development... 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University ofNorta C~olina 

(919) 962-4631 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 6:12 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Transfer and eligibili~" request regarding 

OK, thanks. I’ve notified Lance and Lmry Gallo. We have seven business days ~o cotnmunicate the officiaJ "no" to the father or former s~dent. 

From: ¢ D Nock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Yes sir, lance and his s’ta[t~ 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 5:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i!_l_.e_2;~i.e__rn_~!=.u_!j._c_:._e£t_ .u> wrote: 

OK, that’s why I forwa~:ded to you first. Do you know who handles the denials of releases and the NCAA-mandated appeals p~ocess? Sending us this 

message late today could also have been an attempt to beat the system, if someone has advised the father of the requirements of NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 

and 13.1.1.3.1 (see page 49 in 2012-13 NCAA Manual). Since we have now received his written request, we must grant or deny the request within 

seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02.1 on page 45 i n 2012-13 NCAA Manual). 

I will try to tind out who h~dles the~ requests and the notification of the he~ng opporttmity. Thanks. 

Hope you and >’our fiamily eNoy the holidays. 

Uince 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:4-0 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding. 
Vince, I absolutely object to providing a release for this young man. This is the biggest bunch of hogwash I have ever heard. This young man came here on a full 
scholarship and did absolutely nothing. He soaked up a tremendous amount of time from Sports Medicine, Academic Support (please see Spencer), and way 
too much of my time. This                    is nothing but a game the dad is playing to try and enable his son. He cost us a slot, a lot of money, 
significant resources, and then pulled out after going on vacation in Florida instead of taking summer school - costing us 2 APR points. I was involved with I 

on this and this is all about finding a way around the system with no accountability. 
Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great Christmas! 

C.D. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 4:15 PM >>> 

CD, 

ContidentiaJly at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student referenced below? Please let me know. Based upon your response, I will 

communicate with accordingly. Thin,ks. 

Vince 

From: ~__a___o_[~_c___o_ ~_ ] 
Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
C:c: 
Subject: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

would like to return to school and continue to be able to wrestle at our local college where he will be able to continue to get the care and 
attention that I as a rather have reasoned, was neglected during his career at Carolina. To do this    will need to be released from UNC retroactively as of 
the end of the spring semester     This will allow    to complete the process for being able to move on with his life and continue into the future. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, i 6:13 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Transfer and eligibiliD" request regarding 

Understood. 

From: ¢ D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, I 6:11 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Transfer and eligibility request regarding, 

I ~vould appreciate being notiIied of the hearing. This guy will try eve ,rything. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

at 5:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i!_l_.e_2~i.e__rn_~_i_!=.u_!!_c_:._e£t_ .u> wrote: 

OK, that’s why I forwa~:ded to you first. Do you know who handles the denials of releases and the NCAA-mandated appeals p~ocess? Sending us this 

message late today could also have been an attempt to beat the system, if someone has advised the father of the requirements of NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 

and 13.1.1.3.1 (see page 49 in 2012-13 NCAA Manual). Since we have now received his written request, we must grant or deny the request within 

seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02.1 on page 45 i n 2012-13 NCAA Manual). 

I will try to tind out who h~dles the~ requests and the notification of the he~Jcing opporttmity. Thanks. 

Hope you and your fiamily eNoy the holidays. 

Uince 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:4-0 PM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
S~bject: Re: R/V: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 
Vince, I absolutely object to providing a releaae for this young man. This is the biggest bunch of hogwash I have ever heard. This young man came here on a full 
scholarship and did absolutely nothing. He soaked up a tremendous amount of time from Sports Medicine, Academic Support (please see Spencer), and way 
too much of my time. This’                    s nothing but a game the dad is playing to try and enable his son. He cost us a slot, a lot of money, 
Siclnifieant resources, and then pulled out after going on vacation in Florida instead of taking summer school - costing us 2 APR points. I was involved with 

on this and this is all about finding a way around the system with no accountability. 
Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great Christmas! 

C.D. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 4:15 PM >>> 

CD, 

ContidentiaJly at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student referenced below? Please let me know. Based upon your response, I will 

communicate with] accordingly. Thin,ks. 

Vince 

From: }__a___q[~_c___o___r[) ] 
Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: ............................ 
SuMect: Transfer and eligibility request regarding. 

would like to return to school and continue to be able to wrestle at our local college where he wiii be able to continue to get the care and 
attention that I as a father have reasoned    was neglected during his career at Carolina. To do this    will need to be released from UNC retroactively as of 
the end of the spring semester     This will allow    to complete the process for being able to move on with his life and continue into the future. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 11:53 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L (lbroome@email.unc.edu) 

Some others have concerns about the processes used. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University ofNorta C~olina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 4:41 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

I~E: Report with some Odds and Ends 

Thanks for the information      I’ll make some calls to a couple of friends at the NCAA to see if they might be involved in the selection process or can othem,ise 

assist us. Most of their s~aff roll be back in the office next Wednesday or the follomng Monday. 

From:                               ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 26, 20:~2 4:45 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject; Re: Report with some Odds and Ends 

Glad to hear you had a nice day yesterday.., we did too. 

I really appreciate your help with the NCAA internship. This whole graduating and getting a real job thing is daunting, but it’s nice to know that there are some fiJends 

out there willing to offer me a hand. 

The position I am applying for is the NC,A~\ Post Graduate Internship Program in either the Chmnpionships or Governance department (But I would gladly take 

My complete application was sent in for review at the beginning of December. 

You can read about the program here: 

http:#w~v.ncaa.otgJwps,’wcm,’connect,’publiciNC,~\,’Academic ~Re sources,’S cholarships ~ and ~ InternshipsiNC~\ ~ Pos~to_mduate + Internship:!~Progmm 

The contact that has been given to me is and I believe he is in charge of selecting the intern class. 

Again, many thanks to you. I’m racking up quite a debt with all your help’. 

On Wed, Dec 26, 2012 at 11:44 AM, Ille, Vince < i!_l__e__@__e__r_~L~__U_!:__u_!Lc_:_e___kl__u_> wrote: 
Thanks for the reIxWt     and thanlcs for inviting n~e to your fan~ily’s pa~W on Friday. I enjoyed the tour, visiting ruth you, meeting yonr family and friends, etc. I 

appreciate the oiler to visit again, and I’m guessing           ,~-ill jump at any opportunily to see your horses. I will contact         [’or a tour s~metime. I would 

love to learn more about UNC. Finally, I roll t~ to help you with the NCAA internship. Please just fom-ard me a copy of your most current resume and let me know 

to whom yon sent your internship application and which department roll sponsor the internship yon’re seeking. 

We had a ve~ Merry Christmas’. I hope that you and your t~nily did as well. 
From: @qmai!~com! 
Sent: Monday, December 24, 2012 2:27 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report with some Odds and Ends 
Mr. Ille, 

I’ll try to keep a long winded etnail short, you axe probably swmnped today! 

First: Attached is today’s report. 

Second: Thank you so much for coming to our pard/on Friday. It was lovely to have yon, and my parents were thrilled to get a chance to talk with you. They wanted 

me to extend and invitation to you and yonr family to come out to the farm for dinner in the future so that you all may see it in the daylight.., or ifl vould like to 

"meet" the horses, they are more than welcome! 

Third:            wanted me to send you his email address if you wonld like to take a campus tour with him: 

and I know he would treat you and your family to an awesome afternoon. 

~aoLcom. tte’s a wonderful friend of ours, 

Fourth: After the holidays, do you think you would still help me with the NCAA internship? Any help is much appreciated. 

Fifth: A very me~ry Christmas to you and yours.., hope that Santa Claus is good to you all! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 6:18 PM 

Rice, Bobby <brice@hmsracing.com> 

1~: 

Bobby, 

Thanks for the message rll look into the parking pass/seat location issues for you I expect Clint ~vill be back in the office next Wednesday if I don’t see him at the game tomorro~v afternoon 

The vehicle is terrific. Tormny Laakso set me up with a Durango Crew- which is really nice. He and Travis Winter went "above and beyond" to help me out when I was over there. I also was 
able to meet a couple of your sales managers The entire experience ~vas great and I wrote a review about your guys and the dealership on one of the sites that make that type of feedback 
available to potential customers 

I would enjoy meeting you sometime whenever you are in town rll but the sandwiches. Hope you and your family have enjoyed the holidays I will follo~v up with you unless Clint tells me 
he wilh Thanks again tbr evewthing you do to support our people and programs 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Ihce, Bobby [maiffu:brice(~r)hmsracin~.com] 
Sent: Vriday, December 28, 2012 6:06 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd:      minivan 

Resend 

Sent l~um my Ipad 

Begin furwarded message: 

Frum: "Rice, Bubby" <brice@hmsracing cum<mailto:brice(h?hmsracin~.com>> 
;)ate: December 28, 2012 5:44:03 PM EST 

Tu: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu<mailto:ille~email unc.edu>> 
Subject: Re:      mimvan 

Vince, 
I did not get a Craig parking pass with my dealer ticket program this year. Can yuu check on them ~l~r me? 

Also, Clint said he would do what he cuuld tu find a place we could muve downstairs in the Dome. I have dunated for a long time outside the dealer prugram and am in the tup 5-10% ufe 
over and contributurs in points. I told Clint it does not seem fair :[’or dealers with less points are treated the same as Rhudes whu have made cash dunations fur a lung time as well as 
currently giving cars. Thanks for your help. 

Ho~v is your car’.’ Ira different model would work better for you, let me know. Some day when I am in town for some time I will corue over and buy you a sandwich for lunch. 

Thanks again. 
Bobby Rice 

Sent froru ray Ipad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 6:36 PM 

Rice, Bobby <brice@hmsracing.com> 

I~E: 

Bobby, 

I just heard from Clint and he assured me that he will send that parking pass out to you Regarding seat location, he wants to meet with you so you guys can get on the same page as it 
relates to priorities. If you don’t receive the parking pass soon, or if you aren’t able to connect with Clint, please don’t hesitate to contact me any time. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 6:18 PM 
To: ’Rice, Bobby’ 
Sulziect: RE: 

Bobby, 

Thanks for the message. I’ll look into the parking pass/seat location issues for you. ! expect Clint will be back in the office next Wednesday if ! don’t see him at the game tomorrow afternoon. 

The vehicle is terrific Tommy Laakso set me up with a Durango Crew which is really nice. He and Travis Winter went "above and beyond" to help me out when I was over there I also was 
able to meet a couple of your sales managers. ~Ihe entire experience was great and I wrote a review about your guys and the dealership on one of the sites that make that ~’pe of feedback 
available to potential customers. 

I would enjoy meeting you sometime whenever you are in town. I’ll but the sandwiches Hope you and your family have enjoyed the holidays. I will follow up *vith you unless Clint tells me 
he *vii1. Thanks again for everything you do to support our people and programs. 

Vlnce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rice, Bobby [mailto:brice(~hmsracinv com] 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 6:06 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: ;~.,.~ a minivan 

Resend 

Sent from my Ipad 

Begin for*w~rded message: 

From: "Rice, Bobby-" <brice@hmsracing.com<raailto:brice(&hmsracing.com>> 
Date: Deccrabcr 28, 2012 5:44:03 PMEST 
To: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu<mailto:ille,@,email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: Re:      minivan 

I did not get a Craig parking pass with my dealer ticket program this year. Can you check on them for me’.’ 

Also, Clint said he would do what he could to find a place we could move downstairs in the Dome. I have donated for a long time outside the dealer program and am in the top 5-10% ofe 
over and contributors in points. I told Clint it does not seem fair for dealers with less points are treated the same as Rhodes who have made cash donations for a long time as well as 
currently giving cars. Thanks for your help. 

How- is yottr car? If a different model would work better for you, let me know. Some day xvhen I ara in toxvn for some time I will come over and buy you a sandwich for lunch. 

Thanks again. 
Bobby Rice 

Sent from my Ipad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 2, 2013 8:16 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Michael Perkins <mperkin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: 40 days! 

Thanks Donna At our Decetnber 17 stalt’meeting, we discussed video board capital costs and the annual operating costs associated with the scope of each on a 

department-wide scale. There was discussion related to moving the existing LED Board from Hen~ to Anderson. This would require building a structure to supIx~rt the 

LED display’, the purchase of a remote production switcher, and other infrastructure costs as well (power, trenching, conduit, etc.). Operating costs were estimated per 

event. I believe that Rick Steinbacher and his staB’were to do some additional research as the department’s planning in this area moves forward. 

From: Donna Papa [mailto:djp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, December 30, 2012 :~0:22 AM 
To-" Tile, Vince; Michael Perkins 
Subject-" Fwd: 40 days! 
Vince and Mike, if you go to the link that Tony has in the email below- it features LSU s videoboard- it is a big reason why we need to have a videoboard and find a 

way to get one. Adds so tnuch to game and stadium atmosphere. Ca~rolina Baseball is on their second videoboard and I still have the same scoreboard I had when I 

moved to Andarson in 2006. ’][’hat scoreboard is in excess of 12 yrs old. I tnet with 2 reps from NEVCO last sumtner. They are aa~other company besides Daktronics 

that specializes in scoreboard and videoboards. I wanted to get estimates of what I was looking at cost wise -a modest one with features I am looking for is about 

$270-280,000. Carolina Baseball’s was about $500,000. Just thought I would put that out there. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaa~cted message: 

From: "Tony Baldwin" <_t~:_[?_@__t!__n__c_’_~:_~_Lr_Lc_:_e___kt__u_> 

Date: December 29, 2012, 11:12:17 PM EST 

Subject: 40 days! 

HeyAll- 

I hope that you had a great day and feel great about the work that you put in. Remember, it is less about the quantity and more about the quality. If you 

took 10 great swings today or made 10 great pitches then that is building confidence towards doing it w-hen it counts. Challenge yourself! Don’t give 
yourself the "out" of one more. Train yourself for doing it when it matters the most. 

Our second optx~nent of the season is LSU. They have a ve~ good team and play in a great atmosphere. The crowd will be fired up (they have a group 

of"cr~ies" right behind their &lgout that really get into it and they play the music LOUD there). I have attached a link to their intro video t?om last year 
that they played belbre line- ups (http:i,’www.,~3utube.conl/watch%=bvSv41 t;,~LSs). They are coming offa trip to the Women’s College World Series and 

are going to be full of confidence. They have one of the toughest pitchers that we roll face all season. Her stutTis good and she doesn’t flinch. She is going 

to come right at us. I aJn jacked up right now just thinking about it cause here is the deal.., we are going to kick their butt!!’. 

Their run to the World Series could be us tiffs year!! !! If you scotTor laugh at that notion, then you should turn in your ticket. If you think that is just 

dreaming, then get out of the way. The troth is, we are better than they were last year. They hit .220 as a team, they hit 13 HR’s, they fielded .964 as a 

team, and their ERA was 1.58. They had TWO significant players’starters hit under .200! ’~ ! The secret.., they made it through the entire season as a team! 

They all wanted to keep playing. They didn’t want the season to end. They played their best ball at the end of the year when it mattered the most. We can 

do that! ! ’~ 

We are going to be a ve~ good team. To be a GREAT teanl, we a~e going to have to be 24 strong’. Every person playing a role each day, whatever it is. 
The key tbr us to kick their butt is this.., we have to walk to that line when the crowd is going cr~y, we have to staa~d on that line while they playing this 

year’s intro video (showing both of their homernns from laser year) showing their run to the CWS, and be able to look them right in the eye and not flinch 

one bit. To believe without a doubt that we a~e going to win. If we hope we can win or think that we can win then we aJce done. That attitude is the 

ditt~rence. 

How do we get it? Beat them tomorrow!! Find a way to do something that makes you a more confident player than the LSU player. Challenge yourself. 

If you only have 10 or 15 minutes because your schedule is full.., then do this: 

1. Go to ~-y_~?_~,-_:_e_sp__@_:_c_’~?~! 

2. Type in "softball" into the sea:rch box (it will say nothing found) 

3. Click on the "Replay" button (it roll ,still say- nothing found) 

4. Click on the "Las~l 7 days button" and switch it to "All" 

5. There will be a bunch of videos on there that you can watch. There is a handful of our future opponents on there. Particularly, there is a bunch of video 

on LSU. 

6. Watch any of the LSU videos. Watch Fico pitch and start to see what she does. I can tell you but it means more aa~d will have a greater impact if you 

see it. See how she pitches right handed hitters, ttow does she pitch lefly’s? What is the theme? ttow does she pitch slappers? They have a new SS and 

lB. The other players were on team last year and are filling in at LF and catcher. What do their slappers do? What else caa~ you see. 

Do you think that they will take 10-15 min to watch [INC video? 

I am telling you fight now we are not going to back down from them. Start by winning tomorrow’. 

Go Heels! 



Coach Tony 

Ton?- Baldwin 
Assistant Softball Coach 
University of North Carolina 

Cell: 
@UNC CoachTony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, Jmmary 3, 2013 5:14 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop - Save the Date 

Ok~ thanks. 

F~m: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Januaw 03, 20J.3 5:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: FW: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop - Save the Date 

We do all go over and usually just drive back and forth. 

Haven’t heard anything back from the ACC yet. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@_e__r_’_02~_iL~Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 1/3/2013 4:53 PM > > > 

Lance, 

Does all of our compliance staff~pically attend these? Is it a drive over and back for both days? 

Also, any word on the football ring issue, whether they cm~ be purchased as championship awards or provided through SAF? Thin,ks. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto: markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 3:24 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Boxill, Jan; Bradley Bethel; Blanton, Brent S; Beth Bridger; Cricket Lane; Devin Fratarcangeli; Dana Gelin; Beth Lyons; Jaimie Lee; John Blanchard; Jennifer 

Townsend; Amy Kleissler; Kym Orr; Niobra Peterson; Tia Overstreet; Paul Pogge; Susan Maloy; Shelley Johnson; Samantha Kirby; Sandy Restivo; Tom Timmermans; Tony 
Yount; Spencer Welborn; Wally Richardson; Nate Yarbrough 
Subject: Fwd: FVV: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop - Save the Date 

All, 
See below for the first notice of the ACC’s upcoming summer workshop, similar to the ones they’ve had in the past, Feel free to share this with the folks on campus who you 

work with who may benefit from attending. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Lance Markos <lancemarkos@hotmail.com > 1/3/2013 3:21 PM > > > 

From: mbu rqemeister@theacc.org 

To: c[rlc@v]rgh~ia.edu: hodge@c!etnsot~.edu; !atry@vt:edu;/brootne@ema]J.qnc:edq; putaJlaz@dqke#du; mdawldt~s@[rl]am[:edu; mjwasy[eC~syr:edq; Hadley@umdedu; 

pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu; carmicha@wfu.edu; robert.tagqart@bc.edu; sam...pardue@ncsu.edu; sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu; saa0$@pitt.edu; aaker@bc.edu; 

~minato ggfsu.edu’ agray3@clemson.edu; wcampb2@clemson.edu; as2cz@ese~ices.virginia.edu; am@virginia.edu; bboswell@athletics.gatech.edu; cbwoody@clemson.edu; 
brandi.guerinot@bc.eduj bcowlev@ath[et]cs.qatech.edu; bd[$Z~m~jsu.edu; mcsor[bb@vt.edu; carlv:par]seaLt@bc.edL[; carrie do~le@ncsu:edu; cm]ameO2@syr.edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; chartmann@duaa.duke.edu; cgambler@umd.edu; craig anderson@ncsu.edu; ceander4@ncsu.edu; dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu; 

tnerobert@~.edu; hrfrazie@syr.edu; jpmullhn@syr.edu; jrodgers@atNetics.gatech.edu; jmcurry@Nu.edu; kgunderman@attnlet~cs.pitt.edu; krkellyB@miami.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; 

mNtken@athletics.qatech.edu; michelle lee a, ncsu.edu’ ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu; ppogqe@uncaa.unc.edu; rslav~s@virqinia.edu; slk~rby5@live.unc.edu; 

tatimmermansQqmail.com; thernandezQmiami.edu; vfuchs@fsu.edu; vsaffoka@~.edu; ille@uncaa.unc.edu; reVesva@bc.edu; zsaunders@athletics.pitt,edu 

CC: bhostetter@theacc.org; sbrown@theacc.org; thaith@theacc.org; kkoone@theacc.ory 

Date: Tue, 18 Dec 2012 17:28:03 0500 
Subject: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop Save the Date 

TRANSHITTED VIA ELECTRONIC HAIL 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

December 18, 2012 
TO:         Faculty Athletics Representatives 

Compliance Administrators 

FROM: Brad Hostetter, Sr. Associate Commissioner 

OFFICE OF TttE COMMISSIONER 

MEMORANDUM 

Matt Burgemeister, Assistant Commissioner 

SUBJECT: 2013 ACC Compliance Workshop - Save the Date 



The 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference Compliance Workshop will be conducted June 25 26, 2013, at the Sheraton Hotel in Greensboro, North Carolina. 

Sessions will focus on NCAA eligibility and financial aid regulations and the impact of presidential reform initiatives. A more detailed schedule and session descriptions will be 

provided at a later date. Among the staff members who may benefit from the workshop are compliance administrators, academic support staff, certifying officers, financial 

aid liaisons and Faculty Athletics Representatives. Please forward this notice as appropriate to those on your campus who may attend the workshop, 

A second notification - including additional details and registration information - will be distributed in March. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. We 

look forward to seeing you at the workshop. 



4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO1 NC 27407 . (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 85d-8797 ° ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ° FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSrI"Y OF MIAMI ¯ UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSrI"Y 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ° WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 





Help us PROTECT OUR HOUSE; Texas Tech Compliance, 806-742-3355 or http://te×astech.cst~7.con~/conapliance/text-compliance.html. 

This email and any attachmen’Ls may contain contidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, plea~ notify the sender 

immediately by return emafil, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or u~ of this intbrmation by a person other than the intended 
recipient is unauthorized and may be illega]. 





UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

AGENT AND ADVISOR PROGRAM 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS AGENT AND ADVISOR PROGRAM 

A. Definitions 

For purposes of all policies and procedures included in the University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program, the terms below shall have their respective 
meanings ascribed. 

"Advisor" shall mean any individual or entity having or making efforts to have 
any involvement whatsoever in the practice of managing any part of a 
professional athlete’s affairs, actions, appearances, relationships, activities, 
conduct, business dealings, marketing, promotions, public relations, or financial 
matters (including, but not limited to, personal accounting, insurance, investment 
advice, resource allocation, taxes, loans, payment plans, and/or other general 
business decisions). For purposes of this Program, the term "Advisor" shall apply 
to any individual or entity performing any of the se~’ices described in this Section 
(A)(i), regardless of how the individual or entity may identify themselves. For 
example, the application of the term "Advisor" shall include, but not be limited to, 
individuals and entities identifying themselves as Managers, Business Mangers, 
Advisors, Financial Advisors, Providers of Training Services, Business Advisors, 

Planners, Promoters, Marketers, and Consultants. 

ii. "Affiliate" shall mean any parent, relative by blood or marriage, legal guardian, or 
any other individual wishing to act on a Student-Athlete’s behalf with regard to 
any subject matter of this Program. 

iii. "Agent" shall mean any individual or entity in the practice of or making efforts 
with the intention to represent athletes in an agency capacity. This shall include, 

but not be limited to, individuals and entities desiring to: 

(a) Assist athletes with securing employment (including ~vith an athletic 
team); 

(b) Represent athletes in contract negotiations; and/or 

(c) Prepare athletes for professional league drafts or other athletic-related 
activities. 

iv. "Attempting to Recruit" shall mean having or attempting to have any contact with 
or providing or attempting to provide any Correspondence to a Student-Athlete, 
their Affiliate(s), or any other individual with the intention that the 
communication or Correspondence will eventually reach a Student-Athlete or 
impact any decision they may make. 

v. "Conference Call" shall mean any telephone or video conference call. 



vii. 

"Correspondence" shall mean any implied or direct, tangible or intangible means 

of communication advanced through any means or medium now known or in the 
future developed. This shall include, but not be limited to, messages, material, 
information, solicitations, proposals, data, charts, graphs, pictures, illustrations, 
spreadsheets, portrayals, presentations, collateral pieces, business cards, contact 
information, brochures, documents, pamphlets, programs, company profiles, 
social media interaction or communication, text messages, notes, memorandums, 

advertisements, emails, and letters. 

"Program" shall mean the University of North Carolina Department of Athletics 
Agent and Advisor Program. 

ooo 

Vlll. "Student-Athlete" shall mean any current University of North Carolina student- 
athlete or any prospective student-athlete who has committed to attend the 
University of North Carolina. 

General Administration 

Oversight 
The Program shall be operated under the supervision of the applicable Senior 

Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director. The Senior 
Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director reserve the right to 
change any of the policies, procedures, or requirements herein at any time and 
shall not be required to provide notice in the event they elect to do so. 

ii. Applicability at All Times 
All policies and procedures of this Program shall be applicable at all times unless 
a prior written exception is made at the sole discretion of the Senior Associate 
Athletic Director and/or the Associate Athletic Director. 

iii. 

iv. 

Exempt Individual s 
All personnel employed in a professional capacity by the National Football 
League, Major League Baseball, National Basketball Association or any member 
team thereof shall be exempt from the requirements of this Program. 

Compliance 
All University of North Carolina Department of Athletics staff members, Student- 
Athletes, and Student-Athlete Affiliates are expected to fully abide by the policies 
and procedures of this Program at all times. Similarly, all Agents, Advisors, and 
their representatives are expected to fully comply with the policies and procedures 
of this Program at all times. 



vi. 

vii. 

,oo 

Vlll. 

Initial Process 
Each year, the Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director 
will identify Student-Athletes who are likely to need access to and support of this 
Program. The Associate Athletic Director shall then provide written copies of the 
Program’s policies and procedures to each identified Student-Athlete, their 
parent(s) or legal guardian(s), and any other Affiliate(s) the Student-Athlete 
identifies as potentially needing familiarity with this Program. 

Disclosure 
Every incoming freshman Student-Athlete is expected to disclose any past contact 

of any kind the Student-Athlete or their Affiliate(s) may have had with any Agent, 
Advisor, and/or their representative(s). 

Determination of Program Violations 
All determinations of Program violations shall be made at the sole discretion of 
the Associate Athletic Director, working in conjunction with the Senior Associate 
Athletic Director when appropriate. 

Severability in Violation Determinations 
Each act, whether affirmative or by omission, in violation of this Program’s 
policies and procedures by an Agent, Advisor, and/or their representatives will be 
considered a unique and distinct Program violation for purposes of assessing 
penalties unless the acts at issue: 

a. Were committed by the same person; 

b. Involved the same individuals; 
c. Shared the same surrounding or attenuating circumstances; and 
d. Occurred within such close proximity in time so as to unmistakably appear as 
part of the same, singular, overt eftbrt. 

C. Prohibited Communication Prior to the Conclusion of a Student-Athlete’s 
Intercollegiate Athletics Eligibility 

Without the prior written authorization of the Associate Athletic Director pursuant to the policies 
and procedures of this Program, no Agent, Advisor, or their representative(s) may have any 

contact with: 

A Student-Athlete; or 
Any Affiliate of a Student-Athlete for purposes of: attempting to develop a 
personal or professional relationship with the Student-Athlete; acquiring 
information from or about the Student-Athlete; or discussing any matters related 
directly or indirectly to professional athletics. 



For purposes of this Program, prohibited contact shall include, but not be limited to, any and all 
forms of in-person, telephonic, electronic, or written communication, as well as the provision of 
any Correspondence. Agents, Advisors, and their representative(s) are required to abide by the 
policies and procedures of this Program and may not make any effort to communicate to a 
Student-Athlete except directly to the particular Student-Athlete and/or through their Affiliate(s) 
in accordance with the procedures set forth in Sections L, M, N, and O. These restrictions shall 
remain in effect with regards to each Student-Athlete until the conclusion of his or her collegiate 
eligibility. 

General Rules Regarding Prior Authorization to Have Direct Contact with a Student- 
Athlete and/or a Student-Athlete’s A[’[iliate(s) 

Prior to the conclusion of a Student-Athlete’s eligibility to participate in intercollegiate athletics, 
any prior authorization to have any contact with a Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s 
Affiliate(s) that may be provided by the Associate Athletic Director must be preceded by 
approval of the Student-Athlete’s head coach. Authorized contact from any Agent, Advisor, or 
representative(s) thereof may only be in the form of either: 

In-person, on-campus communication with the Student-Athlete and/or their 
Affiliate(s) that must occur in the presence of the Associate Athletic Director or 
his/her designee; or 

ii. A Conference Call with the Student-Athlete and/or their Affiliate(s) that must 
include the Associate Athletic Director or his/her designee. 

In addition to the Associate Athletic Director or his/her designee, such communications may also 
involve coaches, sport personnel, and other University representatives. Authorization for contact 
shall only be granted to Agents, Advisors, and representative(s) thereof who are in receipt of 
current written confirmation of registration with the Program pursuant to Section (J), below. 

General Rules Regarding Distribution of Correspondence to a Student-Athlete and/or 
a Student-A thlete’s Aftqliate(s) 

Written confirmation from the Associate Athletic Director of current registration with the 
Program is a mandatory prerequisite for any Agent, Advisor, or representative(s) thereof wishing 
to provide Correspondence to any Student-Athlete and/or their Affiliate(s) prior to the conclusion 
of the Student-Athlete’s intercollegiate athletics eligibility. Correspondence that has been 
approved by the Student-Athlete’s head coach and the Associate Athletic Director pursuant to 
Section (M) and/or (0), below’, will be distributed by the Associate Athletic Director to the 
appropriate individual(s). 



F. Student-Athletes’ Authority 

A Student-Athlete shall have the right to terminate any and all contact with or receipt of 
Correspondence from any Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) at any time. A Student- 
Athlete shall also have the right to exclude any Affiliate(s) from communication, receipt of 
Correspondence, or involvement with the policies and procedures of this Program. In the event 
that a Student-Athlete informs the Department of Athletics in writing of their objection to an 
Affiliate acting on their behalf or participating in this Program’s procedures, such individual 
shall not be permitted to act on the specific Student-Athlete’s behalf or participate in the 
procedures of this Program. 

G. Duty to Report Violations and Suspected Violations of This Program 

Student-Athletes and their Affiliates must immediately report to the Associate Athletic Director 
any form of communication made or attempted by Agents, Advisors, and/or their 
representative(s) so the Associate Athletic Director can determine whether the communication is 
in violation of this Program’s policies. Coaches, academic counselors, and all Department of 
Athletics employees must also immediately report all known or suspected violations of this 
Program to the Associate Athletic Director. Upon determining a violation has been made, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall proceed in accordance with Section (I), below. 

H. Penalties ]br Violations of the Program 

Any violation(s) of this Program by any representative(s) of an Agent or Advisor shall also be 
considered a violation by the Agent or Advisor themselves. Agents, Advisors, and 
representatives found to be in violation of the Program shall be subject to the following 
penalties: 

First Viol ation 
The first violation of the Program by any Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representative(s) will result in no less than the issuance of a cautionary letter and a 
written reminder of the Program’s policies and procedures to all parties involved 
in the violation. The Department of Athletics also reserves the right to impose 
additional sanctions at its di scretion. 

ii. Subsequent Violation 
For any involved Agent, Advisor, and their representatives, a subsequent violation 
will result in no less than the cancellation of registration and suspension from the 
Program for a minimum of one year. The Department of Athletics also reserves 
the right to impose additional sanctions at its discretion. 

The Department of Athletics shall inform appropriate Student-Athletes of the identity of Agents, 
Advisors, and their representatives who violate this Program’s policies. Agents, Advisors, and 
their representatives should also be reminded that a violation of N.C. Gen. Stat. §78C-98(a) 
constitutes a Class I felony. This section of the Uniform Athlete Agents Act reads: 



§78C-98. Prohibited Conduct. 

(a) An athlete agent, with the intent to induce a student-athlete to enter into an agency 
contract, shall not: 

(1) Give any materially false or misleading information or make a materially 
false promise or representation. 
(2)    Furnish anything of value to a student-athlete before the student-athlete 
enters into the agency contract. 
(3)    Furnish anything of value to any individual other than the student-athlete 
or another registered athlete agent. 

Pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. §78C-100, an educational institution may also have a civil right of 
action against Agents, Advisors, or their representatives for damages caused by a violation of the 
Uniform Athlete Agents Act. 

I. Procedure [’or Addressing Violations o[’the Program’s Policies 

Step 1 
Immediately upon notification of a suspected Program violation by any Agent, Advisor, 
and/or their representative(s), the Associate Athletic Director shall determine if the action 
taken constituted a violation. If determined in the sole discretion of the Associate 
Athletic Director (in consultation with the Senior Associate Athletic Director when 
necessary) to be a violation, the action shall be recorded in the file maintained by the 
Associate Athletic Director that documents all known violations of the Program. 

Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director shall then consult the cumulative record of Program 
violations to determine if the individual(s) previously violated any Program policy or 
procedure. For purposes of determining violations and penalties and in accordance with 
Section (H), above, Program violations by any representative(s) of an Agent or Advisor 
shall be considered violations by the represented Agent or Advisor themselves. Upon 
making this determination, the Associate Athletic Director shall immediately notify the 
Senior Associate Athletic Director and appropriate head coach of the violati on. 

Step 3 
First Violation 
If determined to be the first violation of the Program by the Agent, 
Advisor, and/or their representative(s), the Associate Athletic Director 
shall at a minimum send a cautionary letter and written reminder of the 
Program’s policies and procedures to all parties involved in the violation. 
Notification of the violation shall be provided to all head coaches, 
Department of Athletics sport administrators, the Compliance Office, the 
Faculty Athletics Representative, the Department of Athletics Senior Staff, 
and any other individual(s) deemed necessary by the Associate Athletic 



Director. The Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic 
Director shall then meet to discuss the violation of the Program and 

consider additional sanctions for the involved individual(s). 

ii. Second or Subsequent Violations 
If the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) have previously 
committed a violation of this Program, the Senior Associate Athletic 
Director and Associate Athletic Director shall meet to determine the 
length of time for which the individual(s) will be suspended from the 
Program. The Associate Athletic Director shall notify the involved Agent 
or Advisor and their representative(s) in writing that their registration has 
been canceled and they have been suspended from the Program for the 
prescribed duration of time (in no case less than one calendar year). Such 
written notification shall specify that the Agent, Advisor, and their 
representatives(s) are therefore prohibited for the specified period from 
contacting or providing any Correspondence to any Student-Athlete or any 
Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) prior to the conclusion of the particular 
Student-Athlete’s intercollegiate athletics eligibility. Notification of the 
violation shall be provided to all head coaches, Department of Athletics 
sport administrators, the Compliance Office, the Faculty Athletics 
Representative, the Department of Athletics Senior Staff, and any other 
individual(s) deemed necessary by the Associate Athletic Director. The 
Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director shall 
then meet to discuss the violation of the Program’s policy and consider 
additional sanctions for the involved individual(s). 

Step 4 
In the case of repeat violations that result in Program registration cancellations and 
suspensions, the Associate Athletic Director shall notify the Agent or Advisor and their 
representative(s) in writing when their suspension period has expired. Individuals so 
notified must complete the procedure to register with the Program to renew their 
registration. 

Procedure for Agents, Advisors, and Their Representatives to Register with the 

Program 

Every Agent, Advisor, and all individuals representative thereof must register 
annually with the Program and receive written confirmation of registration from 
the Associate Athletic Director before Attempting to Recruit a North Carolina 
Student-Athlete. Any false, misleading, or inaccurate information submitted as part 
of the registration process will result in the submitting individual’s preclusion from 
registration with this Program (and, therefore, preclusion from participation in all 
processes and procedures of this Program) for a period of one calendar year. 



Step 1 
The Associate Athletic Director shall attempt to identify agency organizations, 
organizations sew’ing professional sports clientele, Agents, Advisors, and representatives 
who may attempt to retain Student-Athletes as clients in the future. Upon identification 
of individuals and organizations, the Associate Athletic Director shall send an 
introducto~ letter, a copy of this Program, and a University of North Carolina 
Registi~tionfor Agents" and Advisors form to all those identified in an attempt to describe 
the Program, communicate Program policies, and initiate registration efforts. 

The Associate Athletic Director shall send an introductory letter, a copy of this Program, 
and the UniversiO, of North Carolina Registration for Agents and Advisors form when 
contacted by any Agent, Advisor, and/or representative thereof who is unregistered with 
the Program. These materials shall also be sent any time the Associate Athletic Director 
discovers that any form of contact with an unregistered Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representatives is desired by a Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s). 

Step 2 
To complete registration requirements, Agents, Advisors, and all representatives thereof 
must submit to the Associate Athletic Director a completed University of North Carolina 
Registration for Agents and Advisors form and all requested attachments, including but 
not limited to: 

A list of all athletes, coaches, and sport administrators represented in the 
past five years in contract negotiations. 

ii. A list of all athletes, coaches, and sport administrators represented in the 
past five years for purposes other than contract negotiations (e.g., 
marketing and promotions, financial planning, etc.). 

iii. A current resume. 

iv. Photographs and corresponding names, cell phone numbers, and email 
addresses of the Agent or Advisor and everyone who may represent the 
Agent, Advisor, or their organization in dealing with University of North 
Carolina Student-Athletes. 

Step 3 
The Associate Athletic Director shall be responsible for ensuring that all registration 
requirements are completed and received before confirming registration. When 
appropriate, such confirmation shall be provided in writing to the individuals that register 
and shall include a copy of Questions and Answers Regarding Procedures. Agents, 
Advisors, and/or their representatives may not, under any circumstances, initiate 
any further steps in accordance with any policy or procedure of this Program until 
their certification has been confirmed in writing by the Associate Athletic Director. 



The Associate Athletic Director shall be responsible for maintaining a current cumulative 
listing of all registered Agents, Advisors, and representatives. The Associate Athletic 
Director shall also be responsible for maintaining a cumulative record of all known 
violations of the Program’s policies. 

Step 4 
Annually in June, information and rene~val materials will be sent to all registered Agents, 
Advisors, and representatives thereof requesting that they provide updated information to 
renew their registrations. Failure to provide updated information within the 
predetermined time period will result in the cancellation of the registration for the Agent 
and/or Advisor and all representatives thereof. In the event of cancellation for failure to 
renew registration within the prescribed time period, the Agent or Advisor and their 
representative(s) shall be precluded from registering ~vith the Program (and therefore 
precluded from participating in this Program) for a period of six months. 

K. Right to Cancel Program Registration 

Notwithstanding any of other provisions of this Program, the Senior Associate Athletic 
Director and Associate Athletic Director reserve the right in their sole discretion to cancel 
the Program registration and issue a suspension of any Agent, Advisor, and/or 
representative(s) found to have: 

Committed an NCAA violation involving any institution in the time since 
thei r latest Program regi strati on or renewal of regi stration; 

ii. Made a fraudulent representation at any time involving registration, 
renewal, or operation under this Program; 

iii. Plead guilty to or been adjudicated guilty by a court of competent 
jurisdiction of any crime (other than a minor traffic violation) since their 
latest Program regi stration or rene~val of regi strati on; or 

iv. Conducted their personal or professional activities in such a way that 
reflects poorly on their honesty, judgment, competence, character, or 
integrity. 

The length of any suspension issued pursuant to this Section K shall be determined at the 
sole discretion of the Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director. 
In the event the Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director evoke 
this right to cancel a registration, the particular Agent, Advisor, and their representatives 
shall immediately cease any operations under this Program. The Agent, Advisor, and 
their representatives shall refrain from having any contact with or providing any 
Correspondence to any Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) for the 
prescribed amount of time. 



Lo Procedure for Agents, Advisors, and!or Their Representatives to Secure Authorization 

to Have In-Person Contact or a Conference Call with Any Student-Athlete or Student- 

Athlete’s Af~liate(s) Prior to the Conclusion of the Student-Athlete’s Intercollegiate 
Athletics Eligibility 

Step 1 
All requests for an in-person, on-campus meeting and/or a Conference Call with a 
Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) must be made by contacting and 
working exclusively through the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director must confirm that the requesting Agent or Advisor and 
their representative(s) have a current registration on file with the Program. The Associate 
Athletic Director shall also have the authority to require additional individuals to register 
with the Program. 

If the Request is Made by an Unregi stered Individual 
If the requesting individual is not registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall notify the necessary individuals of the 
procedure used to register and the requirement to do so. Only when all 
necessary individuals have properly registered with this Program may the 
process move to Part (ii) of this Step 2, below. 

ii. If the Request is Made by a Registered Individual 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the request made by the 
Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) to the Student-Athlete’s 
head coach. 

Step 3 
The head coach shall either approve or reject the request in whole or in part and 
communicate the decision to the Associate Athletic Director. If the head coach approves 
the request, the Associate Athletic Director shall also inform the Student-Athlete of the 
request in writing and provide them an opportunity to accept or reject it. 

Step 4 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the decision made by the head coach 
and Student-Athlete to the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s). If the request is 
declined, such communication to the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) shall 
be in writing from the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 5 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
and Student-Athlete approve the meeting or Conference Call, the Associate Athletic 
Director shall be exclusively responsible for communicating with the Student-Athlete 



and/or appropriate Affiliate(s) as well as the involved Agent(s), Advisor(s), 
representative(s), coaches, Athletic Department staff, and any other individuals the 
Associate Athletic Director and head coach deem necessary for the purpose of scheduling 
and conducting the meeting or Conference Call. Under no circumstances shall any 
unregistered Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) be included. The Associate 
Athletic Director or his/her designee shall be in attendance at all such meetings and 
participate in all such Conference Calls. Subject to these provisions, the on-campus 
location of the meeting, site of the Conference Call, and the presence or participation of 
any other individual shall be at the discretion of the head coach and the Student-Athlete. 

Step 6 
The Associate Athletic Director shall notify the head coach and Student-Athlete in 
writing once a meeting or Conference Call is scheduled. Written notification shall be 
accompanied by a copy of this Program, relevant registration information, and other 
relevant supplemental information or Correspondence that has been submitted to the 
Program by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) and subsequently approved 
pursuant to this Program’s policies. 

Procedure for Agents, Advisors, and/or Their Representative(s) to Distribute 

Correspondence to any Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) Prior to the 

Conclusion of the Student-Athlete’s Intercollegiate Athletics Eligibility 

Step 1 
Any Correspondence through any means or medium intended for a Student-Athlete 
and/or their Affiliate(s) prior to the conclusion of the Student-Athlete’s intercollegiate 
athletics eligibility must first be submitted by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representative(s) to the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director must confirm that the requesting Agent or Advisor and 
their representative(s) have a current registration on file with the Program. The Associate 
Athletic Director shall also have the authority to require additional individuals to register 
with the Program. 

If the Request is Made by an Unregistered Individual 
If the requesting individual is not registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall notify the necessary individuals of the 
procedure used to register and the requirement to do so. Only when all 
necessary individuals have properly registered with this Program may the 
process move to Part (ii) of this Step 2, below. 

ii. If the Request is Made by a Registered Individual 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall review the proposed Correspondence and 



all other submissions made by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representative(s). 

Step 3 
If the submitted material is approved by the Associate Athletic Director, he or she shall 
deliver both the request to distribute Correspondence and all other approved submissions 
to the Student-Athlete’s head coach. 

Step 4 
The head coach shall either approve or reject the request in whole or in part and 
communicate the decision to the Associate Athletic Director. If the head coach approves 
the request, the Associate Athletic Director shall also inform the Student-Athlete of the 
request and provide them an opportunity to accept or rej ect it. 

Step 5 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the decision made by the head coach 
and Student-Athlete to the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s). If the request is 
declined, such communication to the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) shall 
be in writing from the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 6 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
and Student-Athlete approve the distribution of Correspondence, the Associate Athletic 
Director shall distribute the Correspondence, a copy of this Program, and a copy of the 
Questions andAn~wers Regarding Procedures to the Student-Athlete and/or the Student- 
Athlete’s Affiliate(s). 

Step 7 
The Associate Athletic Director shall retain a record of all Correspondence distributed to 
Student-Athletes and Student-Athletes’ Affiliates pursuant to these procedures. 

No Procedure for a Student-Athlete or a Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) to Secure 

Authorization to Have In-Person Communication and/or a Conference Call with an 
Agent, Advisor, and/or Their Representative(s) Prior to the Conclusion of the Student- 

Athlete’s Intercollegiate Athletics Eligibility: 

Step 1 
Requests to have in-person communication and/or a Conference Call with an Agent, 
Advisor, and/or their representative(s) can be initiated by a Student-Athlete and/or a 
Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) by contacting the Student-Athlete’s head coach or the 
Associate Athletic Director. Coaches, if they receive such requests, shall ensure that the 
request is promptly forwarded to the Associate Athletic Director. All related 
arrangements for scheduling an in-person, on-campus meeting or Conference Call must 
be made by the Associate Athletic Director. 



Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director must confirm that the requested Agent or Advisor and 
their representative(s) have a current registration on file with the Program. The Associate 
Athletic Director shall also have the authority to require additional individuals to register 
with the Program. 

If the Requested Individual is Unregistered 
If the requested Agent or Advisor and their representative(s) are not 
registered with the Program, the Associate Athletic Director shall notify 
the necessary individuals of the fact that a request was made to learn more 
about their services, the procedure used to register, and the requirement to 
do so. Only when all necessary individuals have properly registered with 
this Program may the process move to Part (ii) of this Step 2. 

ii. If the Requested Individual is Registered 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the request made by the 
Student-Athlete and/or the Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) to the Student- 
Athlete’s head coach, if notification was received by the Associate 
Athletic Director from any person other than the head coach. 

Step 3 
The head coach shall either approve or reject the request in whole or in part. 

Step 4 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the head coach’s decision to the 
Student-Athlete and/or Affiliate(s) who initiated the request. If the request is declined, 
such communication to the requesting Student-Athlete and/or Affiliate(s) shall be in 
writing from the Associate Athletic Director 

Step 5 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
approves the meeting or Conference Call, the Associate Athletic Director shall be 
exclusively responsible for communicating with the requesting Student-Athlete and/or 
Affiliate(s) as well as the appropriate Agent, Advisor, representative(s), coaches, Athletic 
Department staff, and any other individuals the Associate Athletic Director and head 
coach deem necessary for the purpose of scheduling and conducting the meeting or 
Conference Call. Under no circumstances shall any unregistered Agent, Advisor, and/or 
their representative(s) be included. The Associate Athletic Director or his/her designee 
shall be in attendance at all such meetings and participate in all such Conference Calls. 
Subject to these provi sions, the on-campus location of the meeting, site of the Conference 
Call, and the presence or participation of any other individual shall be at the discretion of 
the head coach and the Student-Athlete. 



Step 6 
The Associate Athletic Director shall notify the head coach and Student-Athlete in 
writing once a meeting or Conference Call is scheduled. Written notification shall be 
accompanied by a copy of this Program, relevant registration information, and other 
relevant supplemental information or Correspondence that has been submitted to the 
Program by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) and subsequently approved 
pursuant to this Program’s policies. 

Procedure for a Student-Athlete and!or a Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) to Secure 

Authorization to Receive Correspondence from an Agent, Advisor, and/or Their 

Representative(s) Prior to the Conclusion of the Student-Athlete’s Intercollegiate 
Athletics Eligibility 

Step 1 
Requests to receive Correspondence through any means from an Agent, Advisor, and/or 
their representative(s) can be initiated by a Student-Athlete and/or a Student-Athlete’s 
Affiliate(s) by contacting the Student-Athlete’s head coach or the Associate Athletic 
Director. Coaches, if they receive such requests, shall ensure that the request is promptly 
forwarded to the Associate Athletic Director. All subsequent, related arrangements for 
requesting and receiving Correspondence must be made by the Associate Athletic 

Director. 

Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director must confirm that the specified Agent or Advisor and 
their representative(s) have a current registration on file with the Program. The Associate 
Athletic Director shall also have the authority to require additional individuals to register 
with the Program. 

If the Requested Provider is Unregistered 
If the requested Agent or Advisor and their representative(s) are not 
registered with the Program, the Associate Athletic Director shall notify 
the necessary individuals of the fact that a request was made to learn more 

about their services, the procedure used to register, and the requirement to 
do so. Only when all necessary individuals have properly registered with 
this Program may the process move to Part (ii) of this Step 2. 

If the Requested Provider is Registered 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the request made by the 

Student-Athlete and/or the Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) to the Student- 
Athlete’s head coach, if notification was received by the Associate 
Athletic Director from any person other than the head coach. 



Step 3 
The head coach shall either approve or reject the request in whole or in part. 

Step 4 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the head coach’s decision to the 
Student-Athlete and/or Affiliate(s) ~vho initiated the request. If the request is declined, 
such communication to the requesting Student-Athlete and/or Student-Athlete’s 
Affiliate(s) shall be in writing from the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 5 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
approves of the receipt of Correspondence, the Associate Athletic Director shall be 
exclusively responsible for contacting the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) 
to request the information sought. 

Step 6 
All Correspondence must be submitted by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representative(s) to the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 7 
The Associate Athletic Director shall review the proposed Correspondence and either 
approve or reject it in whole or in part. 

Step 8 
If the proposed Correspondence is approved in whole or in part by the Associate Athletic 
Director, he or she shall provide a copy of the approved portions of the proposed 
Correspondence submitted by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) to the 
Student-Athlete’s head coach. 

Step 9 
The head coach shall either approve or reject, in whole or in part, the provision of the 
Correspondence to the requesting Student-Athlete and/or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s). 

Step 10 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the head coach’s decision to the 
requesting Student-Athlete and/or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) as well as to the 
appropriate Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s).    If the proposed 
Correspondence is declined, the communication from the Associate Athletic Director 
shall be in writing. 

Step 11 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
approves the distribution of the Correspondence, the Associate Athletic Director shall 



distribute the approved Correspondence, a copy of this Program, and a copy of the 
Questions attd An,swers Regarding Procedures to the requesting Student-Athlete and/or 
Student-Athlete’ s Affiliate(s). 

Step 12 
The Associate Athletic Director shall retain a record of all Correspondence distributed to 
Student-Athletes and Student-Athletes’ Affiliates pursuant to these procedures. 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 2:54:11 PM 
To: Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 
CC: Tom Timmermans; Samantha Kirby (slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: NCAA Annual Progress Report due January 15, 2013 
Importance: High 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
NCAA Annual Progress Report All Appendices Combined 12 10 2012.pdf (31 =4M) 
UNC INFRACTIONS CASE Annual Proclress Rel~ort Draft with VVK and SCK comments 1 7 2013.docx (42.6K) 
UNC INFRACTIONS CASE Preliminary Report (submitted 4.28.2012).pdf (1.6M) 
UNC NCA,~ COl Public Infractions Report 3 12 2012.pdf (182.7K) 
Lance, 
Please note that the March 12, 2012 Public infractions Report required us to: 
"Continue to develop and implement a comprehensive education program on NCAA legislation to instruct the coaches, faculty athletics 
representative, all athletics department personnel and all institutional staff members with responsibility for the certification of student-athletes’ 
eligibility for admission, financial aid, practice or competition..." (Part C-10-a on pp. 24) and "Submit a preliminary report to the office of the 
Committee on Infractions by May 1,2012, setting forth a schedule for establishing this compliance education program..." (Part C=10-b on pp. 25) 
and then submit an "annual compliance report indicating the progress made with this program by January 15..." (Part C-10-c on pp.25). 
Attached is the preliminary report that UNC submitted to the April 26, 2012. Can you and our staff please review the preliminary report, create a list 
of each activity referenced among all sections titled "ongoing program" and "program enhancements," and then collect electronic copies of all 
evidence for each item to document our actions!progress!completion? 
The same will need to be done for every item listed in the March 12, 2012 Public Infractions Report as a corrective action (Appendix Two, pp. 32- 
38). Note that some items appear in both the Public Infractions Report and the preliminary report that UNC submitted April 26, 2012. 
VVhen collecting copies of all evidence for documentation purposes, please create a summary where one might be helpful. For example, when 
collecting agendas for rules education meetings for coaches, it will be helpful to include a summary page of all such education meetings that 
identifies the dates, staff members attending, staff member(s) presenting, topics covered, etc. 
I will need this information as soon as possible. This may require a significant amount of time and effort to complete, so please include whomever 
appropriate and prioritize accordingly. If you have any questions, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 
Vince 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 2:55:18 PM 
To: Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: NCAA Annual Progress Report due January 15, 2013 
Importance: High 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments~htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
NCAA Annual Progress Report All Appendices Combined 12 10 2012.pdf (31.4M) 
UNC INFRACTIONS CASE Annual Progress Report Draft with VVK and SCK comments 1 7 2013.docx (42.6K) 
UNC INFRACTIONS CASE Preliminary Report (submitted 4.28.2012).pdf (1.6M) 
UNC NCAA COl Public Infractions Report 3 12 2012.pdf (182.7K) 
This will have to become our number one priority when you return. First, HI need to request an extension. Then, each night I’ll need you to edit 
whatever part of the report I’m able to write each day. I’ll brief you tomorrow. Thanks. 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 2:48 PM 

To: Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Cc: ’Tom Timmermans’; Samantha Kirby (slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Su bject: NCAA Annual Progress Report due January 15, 2013 
Importance: High 

Lance, 
Please note that the March 12, 2012 Public Infractions Report required us to: 
"Continue to develop and implement a comprehensive education program on NCAA legislation to instruct the coaches, faculty athletics 
representative, all athletics department personnel and all institutional staff members with responsibility for the certification of student-athletes’ 
eligibility for admission, financial aid, practice or competition..." (Part C=10-a on pp. 24) and "Submit a preliminary report to the office of the 
Committee on Infractions by May 1,2012, setting forth a schedule for establishing this compliance education program..." (Part C=10-b on pp. 25) 
and then submit an "annual compliance report indicating the progress made with this program by January 15..." (Part C-10-c on pp.25). 
Attached is the preliminary report that UNC submitted to the April 28, 2012. Can you and our staff please review the preliminary report, create a list 
of each activity referenced among all sections titled "ongoing program" and "program enhancements," and then collect electronic copies of all 
evidence for each item to document our actions/progress/completion? 
The same will need to be done for every item listed in the March 12, 2012 Public Infractions Report as a corrective action (Appendix Two, pp. 32- 
38). Note that some items appear in both the Public Infractions Report and the preliminary report that UNC submitted April 26, 2012. 
When collecting copies of all evidence for documentation purposes, please create a summary where one might be helpful. For example, when 
collecting agendas for rules education meetings for coaches, it will be helpful to include a summary page of all such education meetings that 
identifies the dates, staff members attending, staff member(s) presenting, topics covered, etc. 
I will need this information as soon as possible. This may require a significant amount of time and effort to complete, so please include whomever 
appropriate and prioritize accordingly. If you have any questions, please let me know. Thanks for your help= 
Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 2:59 PM 

ille@unc.e&~ 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University ofNort1~ Ca.olina 

(919) 962-4631 
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DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS AGENT AND ADVISOR PROGRAM 

A. Definitions 

For purposes of all policies and procedures included in the University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program, the terms below shall have their respective 
meanings ascribed. 

"Advisor" shall mean any individual or entity having or making efforts to have 
any involvement whatsoever in the practice of managing any part of a 
professional athlete’s affairs, actions, appearances, relationships, activities, 
conduct, business dealings, marketing, promotions, public relations, or financial 
matters (including, but not limited to, personal accounting, insurance, investment 
advice, resource allocation, taxes, loans, payment plans, and/or other general 
business decisions). For purposes of this Program, the term "Advisor" shall apply 
to any individual or entity performing any of the se~’ices described in this Section 
(A)(i), regardless of how the individual or entity may identify themselves. For 
example, the application of the term "Advisor" shall include, but not be limited to, 
individuals and entities identifying themselves as Managers, Business Mangers, 
Advisors, Financial Advisors, Providers of Training Services, Business Advisors, 

Planners, Promoters, Marketers, and Consultants. 

ii. "Affiliate" shall mean any parent, relative by blood or marriage, legal guardian, or 
any other individual wishing to act on a Student-Athlete’s behalf with regard to 
any subject matter of this Program. 

iii. "Agent" shall mean any individual or entity in the practice of or making efforts 
with the intention to represent athletes in an agency capacity. This shall include, 

but not be limited to, individuals and entities desiring to: 

(a) Assist athletes with securing employment (including ~vith an athletic 
team); 

(b) Represent athletes in contract negotiations; and/or 

(c) Prepare athletes for professional league drafts or other athletic-related 
activities. 

iv. "Attempting to Recruit" shall mean having or attempting to have any contact with 
or providing or attempting to provide any Correspondence to a Student-Athlete, 
their Affiliate(s), or any other individual with the intention that the 
communication or Correspondence will eventually reach a Student-Athlete or 
impact any decision they may make. 

v. "Conference Call" shall mean any telephone or video conference call. 



vii. 

"Correspondence" shall mean any implied or direct, tangible or intangible means 

of communication advanced through any means or medium now known or in the 
future developed. This shall include, but not be limited to, messages, material, 
information, solicitations, proposals, data, charts, graphs, pictures, illustrations, 
spreadsheets, portrayals, presentations, collateral pieces, business cards, contact 
information, brochures, documents, pamphlets, programs, company profiles, 
social media interaction or communication, text messages, notes, memorandums, 

advertisements, emails, and letters. 

"Program" shall mean the University of North Carolina Department of Athletics 
Agent and Advisor Program. 

ooo 

Vlll. "Student-Athlete" shall mean any current University of North Carolina student- 
athlete or any prospective student-athlete who has committed to attend the 
University of North Carolina. 

General Administration 

Oversight 
The Program shall be operated under the supervision of the applicable Senior 

Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director. The Senior 
Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director reserve the right to 
change any of the policies, procedures, or requirements herein at any time and 
shall not be required to provide notice in the event they elect to do so. 

ii. Applicability at All Times 
All policies and procedures of this Program shall be applicable at all times unless 
a prior written exception is made at the sole discretion of the Senior Associate 
Athletic Director and/or the Associate Athletic Director. 

iii. 

iv. 

Exempt Individual s 
All personnel employed in a professional capacity by the National Football 
League, Major League Baseball, National Basketball Association or any member 
team thereof shall be exempt from the requirements of this Program. 

Compliance 
All University of North Carolina Department of Athletics staff members, Student- 
Athletes, and Student-Athlete Affiliates are expected to fully abide by the policies 
and procedures of this Program at all times. Similarly, all Agents, Advisors, and 
their representatives are expected to fully comply with the policies and procedures 
of this Program at all times. 



vi. 

vii. 

,oo 

Vlll. 

Initial Process 
Each year, the Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director 
will identify Student-Athletes who are likely to need access to and support of this 
Program. The Associate Athletic Director shall then provide written copies of the 
Program’s policies and procedures to each identified Student-Athlete, their 
parent(s) or legal guardian(s), and any other Affiliate(s) the Student-Athlete 
identifies as potentially needing familiarity with this Program. 

Disclosure 
Every incoming freshman Student-Athlete is expected to disclose any past contact 

of any kind the Student-Athlete or their Affiliate(s) may have had with any Agent, 
Advisor, and/or their representative(s). 

Determination of Program Violations 
All determinations of Program violations shall be made at the sole discretion of 
the Associate Athletic Director, working in conjunction with the Senior Associate 
Athletic Director when appropriate. 

Severability in Violation Determinations 
Each act, whether affirmative or by omission, in violation of this Program’s 
policies and procedures by an Agent, Advisor, and/or their representatives will be 
considered a unique and distinct Program violation for purposes of assessing 
penalties unless the acts at issue: 

a. Were committed by the same person; 

b. Involved the same individuals; 
c. Shared the same surrounding or attenuating circumstances; and 
d. Occurred within such close proximity in time so as to unmistakably appear as 
part of the same, singular, overt eftbrt. 

C. Prohibited Communication Prior to the Conclusion of a Student-Athlete’s 
Intercollegiate Athletics Eligibility 

Without the prior written authorization of the Associate Athletic Director pursuant to the policies 
and procedures of this Program, no Agent, Advisor, or their representative(s) may have any 

contact with: 

A Student-Athlete; or 
Any Affiliate of a Student-Athlete for purposes of: attempting to develop a 
personal or professional relationship with the Student-Athlete; acquiring 
information from or about the Student-Athlete; or discussing any matters related 
directly or indirectly to professional athletics. 



For purposes of this Program, prohibited contact shall include, but not be limited to, any and all 
forms of in-person, telephonic, electronic, or written communication, as well as the provision of 
any Correspondence. Agents, Advisors, and their representative(s) are required to abide by the 
policies and procedures of this Program and may not make any effort to communicate to a 
Student-Athlete except directly to the particular Student-Athlete and/or through their Affiliate(s) 
in accordance with the procedures set forth in Sections L, M, N, and O. These restrictions shall 
remain in effect with regards to each Student-Athlete until the conclusion of his or her collegiate 
eligibility. 

General Rules Regarding Prior Authorization to Have Direct Contact with a Student- 
Athlete and/or a Student-Athlete’s A[’[iliate(s) 

Prior to the conclusion of a Student-Athlete’s eligibility to participate in intercollegiate athletics, 
any prior authorization to have any contact with a Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s 
Affiliate(s) that may be provided by the Associate Athletic Director must be preceded by 
approval of the Student-Athlete’s head coach. Authorized contact from any Agent, Advisor, or 
representative(s) thereof may only be in the form of either: 

In-person, on-campus communication with the Student-Athlete and/or their 
Affiliate(s) that must occur in the presence of the Associate Athletic Director or 
his/her designee; or 

ii. A Conference Call with the Student-Athlete and/or their Affiliate(s) that must 
include the Associate Athletic Director or his/her designee. 

In addition to the Associate Athletic Director or his/her designee, such communications may also 
involve coaches, sport personnel, and other University representatives. Authorization for contact 
shall only be granted to Agents, Advisors, and representative(s) thereof who are in receipt of 
current written confirmation of registration with the Program pursuant to Section (J), below. 

General Rules Regarding Distribution of Correspondence to a Student-Athlete and/or 
a Student-A thlete’s Aftqliate(s) 

Written confirmation from the Associate Athletic Director of current registration with the 
Program is a mandatory prerequisite for any Agent, Advisor, or representative(s) thereof wishing 
to provide Correspondence to any Student-Athlete and/or their Affiliate(s) prior to the conclusion 
of the Student-Athlete’s intercollegiate athletics eligibility. Correspondence that has been 
approved by the Student-Athlete’s head coach and the Associate Athletic Director pursuant to 
Section (M) and/or (0), below’, will be distributed by the Associate Athletic Director to the 
appropriate individual(s). 



F. Student-Athletes’ Authority 

A Student-Athlete shall have the right to terminate any and all contact with or receipt of 
Correspondence from any Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) at any time. A Student- 
Athlete shall also have the right to exclude any Affiliate(s) from communication, receipt of 
Correspondence, or involvement with the policies and procedures of this Program. In the event 
that a Student-Athlete informs the Department of Athletics in writing of their objection to an 
Affiliate acting on their behalf or participating in this Program’s procedures, such individual 
shall not be permitted to act on the specific Student-Athlete’s behalf or participate in the 
procedures of this Program. 

G. Duty to Report Violations and Suspected Violations of This Program 

Student-Athletes and their Affiliates must immediately report to the Associate Athletic Director 
any form of communication made or attempted by Agents, Advisors, and/or their 
representative(s) so the Associate Athletic Director can determine whether the communication is 
in violation of this Program’s policies. Coaches, academic counselors, and all Department of 
Athletics employees must also immediately report all known or suspected violations of this 
Program to the Associate Athletic Director. Upon determining a violation has been made, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall proceed in accordance with Section (I), below. 

H. Penalties ]br Violations of the Program 

Any violation(s) of this Program by any representative(s) of an Agent or Advisor shall also be 
considered a violation by the Agent or Advisor themselves. Agents, Advisors, and 
representatives found to be in violation of the Program shall be subject to the following 
penalties: 

First Viol ation 
The first violation of the Program by any Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representative(s) will result in no less than the issuance of a cautionary letter and a 
written reminder of the Program’s policies and procedures to all parties involved 
in the violation. The Department of Athletics also reserves the right to impose 
additional sanctions at its di scretion. 

ii. Subsequent Violation 
For any involved Agent, Advisor, and their representatives, a subsequent violation 
will result in no less than the cancellation of registration and suspension from the 
Program for a minimum of one year. The Department of Athletics also reserves 
the right to impose additional sanctions at its discretion. 

The Department of Athletics shall inform appropriate Student-Athletes of the identity of Agents, 
Advisors, and their representatives who violate this Program’s policies. Agents, Advisors, and 
their representatives should also be reminded that a violation of N.C. Gen. Stat. §78C-98(a) 
constitutes a Class I felony. This section of the Uniform Athlete Agents Act reads: 



§78C-98. Prohibited Conduct. 

(a) An athlete agent, with the intent to induce a student-athlete to enter into an agency 
contract, shall not: 

(1) Give any materially false or misleading information or make a materially 
false promise or representation. 
(2)    Furnish anything of value to a student-athlete before the student-athlete 
enters into the agency contract. 
(3)    Furnish anything of value to any individual other than the student-athlete 
or another registered athlete agent. 

Pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. §78C-100, an educational institution may also have a civil right of 
action against Agents, Advisors, or their representatives for damages caused by a violation of the 
Uniform Athlete Agents Act. 

I. Procedure [’or Addressing Violations o[’the Program’s Policies 

Step 1 
Immediately upon notification of a suspected Program violation by any Agent, Advisor, 
and/or their representative(s), the Associate Athletic Director shall determine if the action 
taken constituted a violation. If determined in the sole discretion of the Associate 
Athletic Director (in consultation with the Senior Associate Athletic Director when 
necessary) to be a violation, the action shall be recorded in the file maintained by the 
Associate Athletic Director that documents all known violations of the Program. 

Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director shall then consult the cumulative record of Program 
violations to determine if the individual(s) previously violated any Program policy or 
procedure. For purposes of determining violations and penalties and in accordance with 
Section (H), above, Program violations by any representative(s) of an Agent or Advisor 
shall be considered violations by the represented Agent or Advisor themselves. Upon 
making this determination, the Associate Athletic Director shall immediately notify the 
Senior Associate Athletic Director and appropriate head coach of the violati on. 

Step 3 
First Violation 
If determined to be the first violation of the Program by the Agent, 
Advisor, and/or their representative(s), the Associate Athletic Director 
shall at a minimum send a cautionary letter and written reminder of the 
Program’s policies and procedures to all parties involved in the violation. 
Notification of the violation shall be provided to all head coaches, 
Department of Athletics sport administrators, the Compliance Office, the 
Faculty Athletics Representative, the Department of Athletics Senior Staff, 
and any other individual(s) deemed necessary by the Associate Athletic 



Director. The Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic 
Director shall then meet to discuss the violation of the Program and 

consider additional sanctions for the involved individual(s). 

ii. Second or Subsequent Violations 
If the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) have previously 
committed a violation of this Program, the Senior Associate Athletic 
Director and Associate Athletic Director shall meet to determine the 
length of time for which the individual(s) will be suspended from the 
Program. The Associate Athletic Director shall notify the involved Agent 
or Advisor and their representative(s) in writing that their registration has 
been canceled and they have been suspended from the Program for the 
prescribed duration of time (in no case less than one calendar year). Such 
written notification shall specify that the Agent, Advisor, and their 
representatives(s) are therefore prohibited for the specified period from 
contacting or providing any Correspondence to any Student-Athlete or any 
Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) prior to the conclusion of the particular 
Student-Athlete’s intercollegiate athletics eligibility. Notification of the 
violation shall be provided to all head coaches, Department of Athletics 
sport administrators, the Compliance Office, the Faculty Athletics 
Representative, the Department of Athletics Senior Staff, and any other 
individual(s) deemed necessary by the Associate Athletic Director. The 
Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director shall 
then meet to discuss the violation of the Program’s policy and consider 
additional sanctions for the involved individual(s). 

Step 4 
In the case of repeat violations that result in Program registration cancellations and 
suspensions, the Associate Athletic Director shall notify the Agent or Advisor and their 
representative(s) in writing when their suspension period has expired. Individuals so 
notified must complete the procedure to register with the Program to renew their 
registration. 

Procedure for Agents, Advisors, and Their Representatives to Register with the 

Program 

Every Agent, Advisor, and all individuals representative thereof must register 
annually with the Program and receive written confirmation of registration from 
the Associate Athletic Director before Attempting to Recruit a North Carolina 
Student-Athlete. Any false, misleading, or inaccurate information submitted as part 
of the registration process will result in the submitting individual’s preclusion from 
registration with this Program (and, therefore, preclusion from participation in all 
processes and procedures of this Program) for a period of one calendar year. 



Step 1 
The Associate Athletic Director shall attempt to identify agency organizations, 
organizations sew’ing professional sports clientele, Agents, Advisors, and representatives 
who may attempt to retain Student-Athletes as clients in the future. Upon identification 
of individuals and organizations, the Associate Athletic Director shall send an 
introducto~ letter, a copy of this Program, and a University of North Carolina 
Registi~tionfor Agents" and Advisors form to all those identified in an attempt to describe 
the Program, communicate Program policies, and initiate registration efforts. 

The Associate Athletic Director shall send an introductory letter, a copy of this Program, 
and the UniversiO, of North Carolina Registration for Agents and Advisors form when 
contacted by any Agent, Advisor, and/or representative thereof who is unregistered with 
the Program. These materials shall also be sent any time the Associate Athletic Director 
discovers that any form of contact with an unregistered Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representatives is desired by a Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s). 

Step 2 
To complete registration requirements, Agents, Advisors, and all representatives thereof 
must submit to the Associate Athletic Director a completed University of North Carolina 
Registration for Agents and Advisors form and all requested attachments, including but 
not limited to: 

A list of all athletes, coaches, and sport administrators represented in the 
past five years in contract negotiations. 

ii. A list of all athletes, coaches, and sport administrators represented in the 
past five years for purposes other than contract negotiations (e.g., 
marketing and promotions, financial planning, etc.). 

iii. A current resume. 

iv. Photographs and corresponding names, cell phone numbers, and email 
addresses of the Agent or Advisor and everyone who may represent the 
Agent, Advisor, or their organization in dealing with University of North 
Carolina Student-Athletes. 

Step 3 
The Associate Athletic Director shall be responsible for ensuring that all registration 
requirements are completed and received before confirming registration. When 
appropriate, such confirmation shall be provided in writing to the individuals that register 
and shall include a copy of Questions and Answers Regarding Procedures. Agents, 
Advisors, and/or their representatives may not, under any circumstances, initiate 
any further steps in accordance with any policy or procedure of this Program until 
their certification has been confirmed in writing by the Associate Athletic Director. 



The Associate Athletic Director shall be responsible for maintaining a current cumulative 
listing of all registered Agents, Advisors, and representatives. The Associate Athletic 
Director shall also be responsible for maintaining a cumulative record of all known 
violations of the Program’s policies. 

Step 4 
Annually in June, information and rene~val materials will be sent to all registered Agents, 
Advisors, and representatives thereof requesting that they provide updated information to 
renew their registrations. Failure to provide updated information within the 
predetermined time period will result in the cancellation of the registration for the Agent 
and/or Advisor and all representatives thereof. In the event of cancellation for failure to 
renew registration within the prescribed time period, the Agent or Advisor and their 
representative(s) shall be precluded from registering ~vith the Program (and therefore 
precluded from participating in this Program) for a period of six months. 

K. Right to Cancel Program Registration 

Notwithstanding any of other provisions of this Program, the Senior Associate Athletic 
Director and Associate Athletic Director reserve the right in their sole discretion to cancel 
the Program registration and issue a suspension of any Agent, Advisor, and/or 
representative(s) found to have: 

Committed an NCAA violation involving any institution in the time since 
thei r latest Program regi strati on or renewal of regi stration; 

ii. Made a fraudulent representation at any time involving registration, 
renewal, or operation under this Program; 

iii. Plead guilty to or been adjudicated guilty by a court of competent 
jurisdiction of any crime (other than a minor traffic violation) since their 
latest Program regi stration or rene~val of regi strati on; or 

iv. Conducted their personal or professional activities in such a way that 
reflects poorly on their honesty, judgment, competence, character, or 
integrity. 

The length of any suspension issued pursuant to this Section K shall be determined at the 
sole discretion of the Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director. 
In the event the Senior Associate Athletic Director and Associate Athletic Director 
invoke this right to cancel a registration, the particular Agent, Advisor, and their 
representatives shall immediately cease any operations under this Program. The Agent, 
Advisor, and their representatives shall refrain from having any contact with or providing 
any Correspondence to any Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) for the 
prescribed amount of time. 



Lo Procedure for Agents, Advisors, and!or Their Representatives to Secure Authorization 

to Have In-Person Contact or a Conference Call with Any Student-Athlete or Student- 

Athlete’s Af~liate(s) Prior to the Conclusion of the Student-Athlete’s Intercollegiate 
Athletics Eligibility 

Step 1 
All requests for an in-person, on-campus meeting and/or a Conference Call with a 
Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) must be made by contacting and 
working exclusively through the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director must confirm that the requesting Agent or Advisor and 
their representative(s) have a current registration on file with the Program. The Associate 
Athletic Director shall also have the authority to require additional individuals to register 
with the Program. 

If the Request is Made by an Unregi stered Individual 
If the requesting individual is not registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall notify the necessary individuals of the 
procedure used to register and the requirement to do so. Only when all 
necessary individuals have properly registered with this Program may the 
process move to Part (ii) of this Step 2, below. 

ii. If the Request is Made by a Registered Individual 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the request made by the 
Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) to the Student-Athlete’s 
head coach. 

Step 3 
The head coach shall either approve or reject the request in whole or in part and 
communicate the decision to the Associate Athletic Director. If the head coach approves 
the request, the Associate Athletic Director shall also inform the Student-Athlete of the 
request in writing and provide them an opportunity to accept or reject it. 

Step 4 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the decision made by the head coach 
and Student-Athlete to the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s). If the request is 
declined, such communication to the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) shall 
be in writing from the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 5 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
and Student-Athlete approve the meeting or Conference Call, the Associate Athletic 
Director shall be exclusively responsible for communicating with the Student-Athlete 



and/or appropriate Affiliate(s) as well as the involved Agent(s), Advisor(s), 
representative(s), coaches, Athletic Department staff, and any other individuals the 
Associate Athletic Director and head coach deem necessary for the purpose of scheduling 
and conducting the meeting or Conference Call. Under no circumstances shall any 
unregistered Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) be included. The Associate 
Athletic Director or his/her designee shall be in attendance at all such meetings and 
participate in all such Conference Calls. Subject to these provisions, the on-campus 
location of the meeting, site of the Conference Call, and the presence or participation of 
any other individual shall be at the discretion of the head coach and the Student-Athlete. 

Step 6 
The Associate Athletic Director shall notify the head coach and Student-Athlete in 
writing once a meeting or Conference Call is scheduled. Written notification shall be 
accompanied by a copy of this Program, relevant registration information, and other 
relevant supplemental information or Correspondence that has been submitted to the 
Program by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) and subsequently approved 
pursuant to this Program’s policies. 

Procedure for Agents, Advisors, and/or Their Representative(s) to Distribute 

Correspondence to any Student-Athlete or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) Prior to the 

Conclusion of the Student-Athlete’s Intercollegiate Athletics Eligibility 

Step 1 
Any Correspondence through any means or medium intended for a Student-Athlete 
and/or their Affiliate(s) prior to the conclusion of the Student-Athlete’s intercollegiate 
athletics eligibility must first be submitted by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representative(s) to the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director must confirm that the requesting Agent or Advisor and 
their representative(s) have a current registration on file with the Program. The Associate 
Athletic Director shall also have the authority to require additional individuals to register 
with the Program. 

If the Request is Made by an Unregistered Individual 
If the requesting individual is not registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall notify the necessary individuals of the 
procedure used to register and the requirement to do so. Only when all 
necessary individuals have properly registered with this Program may the 
process move to Part (ii) of this Step 2, below. 

ii. If the Request is Made by a Registered Individual 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall review the proposed Correspondence and 



all other submissions made by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representative(s). 

Step 3 
If the submitted material is approved by the Associate Athletic Director, he or she shall 
deliver both the request to distribute Correspondence and all other approved submissions 
to the Student-Athlete’s head coach. 

Step 4 
The head coach shall either approve or reject the request in whole or in part and 
communicate the decision to the Associate Athletic Director. If the head coach approves 
the request, the Associate Athletic Director shall also inform the Student-Athlete of the 
request and provide them an opportunity to accept or rej ect it. 

Step 5 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the decision made by the head coach 
and Student-Athlete to the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s). If the request is 
declined, such communication to the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) shall 
be in writing from the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 6 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
and Student-Athlete approve the distribution of Correspondence, the Associate Athletic 
Director shall distribute the Correspondence, a copy of this Program, and a copy of the 
Questions andAn~wers Regarding Procedures to the Student-Athlete and/or the Student- 
Athlete’s Affiliate(s). 

Step 7 
The Associate Athletic Director shall retain a record of all Correspondence distributed to 
Student-Athletes and Student-Athletes’ Affiliates pursuant to these procedures. 

No Procedure for a Student-Athlete or a Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) to Secure 

Authorization to Have In-Person Communication and/or a Conference Call with an 
Agent, Advisor, and/or Their Representative(s) Prior to the Conclusion of the Student- 

Athlete’s Intercollegiate Athletics Eligibility: 

Step 1 
Requests to have in-person communication and/or a Conference Call with an Agent, 
Advisor, and/or their representative(s) can be initiated by a Student-Athlete and/or a 
Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) by contacting the Student-Athlete’s head coach or the 
Associate Athletic Director. Coaches, if they receive such requests, shall ensure that the 
request is promptly forwarded to the Associate Athletic Director. All related 
arrangements for scheduling an in-person, on-campus meeting or Conference Call must 
be made by the Associate Athletic Director. 



Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director must confirm that the requested Agent or Advisor and 
their representative(s) have a current registration on file with the Program. The Associate 
Athletic Director shall also have the authority to require additional individuals to register 
with the Program. 

If the Requested Individual is Unregistered 
If the requested Agent or Advisor and their representative(s) are not 
registered with the Program, the Associate Athletic Director shall notify 
the necessary individuals of the fact that a request was made to learn more 
about their services, the procedure used to register, and the requirement to 
do so. Only when all necessary individuals have properly registered with 
this Program may the process move to Part (ii) of this Step 2. 

ii. If the Requested Individual is Registered 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the request made by the 
Student-Athlete and/or the Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) to the Student- 
Athlete’s head coach, if notification was received by the Associate 
Athletic Director from any person other than the head coach. 

Step 3 
The head coach shall either approve or reject the request in whole or in part. 

Step 4 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the head coach’s decision to the 
Student-Athlete and/or Affiliate(s) who initiated the request. If the request is declined, 
such communication to the requesting Student-Athlete and/or Affiliate(s) shall be in 
writing from the Associate Athletic Director 

Step 5 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
approves the meeting or Conference Call, the Associate Athletic Director shall be 
exclusively responsible for communicating with the requesting Student-Athlete and/or 
Affiliate(s) as well as the appropriate Agent, Advisor, representative(s), coaches, Athletic 
Department staff, and any other individuals the Associate Athletic Director and head 
coach deem necessary for the purpose of scheduling and conducting the meeting or 
Conference Call. Under no circumstances shall any unregistered Agent, Advisor, and/or 
their representative(s) be included. The Associate Athletic Director or his/her designee 
shall be in attendance at all such meetings and participate in all such Conference Calls. 
Subject to these provi sions, the on-campus location of the meeting, site of the Conference 
Call, and the presence or participation of any other individual shall be at the discretion of 
the head coach and the Student-Athlete. 



Step 6 
The Associate Athletic Director shall notify the head coach and Student-Athlete in 
writing once a meeting or Conference Call is scheduled. Written notification shall be 
accompanied by a copy of this Program, relevant registration information, and other 
relevant supplemental information or Correspondence that has been submitted to the 
Program by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) and subsequently approved 
pursuant to this Program’s policies. 

Procedure for a Student-Athlete and!or a Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) to Secure 

Authorization to Receive Correspondence from an Agent, Advisor, and/or Their 

Representative(s) Prior to the Conclusion of the Student-Athlete’s Intercollegiate 
Athletics Eligibility 

Step 1 
Requests to receive Correspondence through any means from an Agent, Advisor, and/or 
their representative(s) can be initiated by a Student-Athlete and/or a Student-Athlete’s 
Affiliate(s) by contacting the Student-Athlete’s head coach or the Associate Athletic 
Director. Coaches, if they receive such requests, shall ensure that the request is promptly 
forwarded to the Associate Athletic Director. All subsequent, related arrangements for 
requesting and receiving Correspondence must be made by the Associate Athletic 

Director. 

Step 2 
The Associate Athletic Director must confirm that the specified Agent or Advisor and 
their representative(s) have a current registration on file with the Program. The Associate 
Athletic Director shall also have the authority to require additional individuals to register 
with the Program. 

If the Requested Provider is Unregistered 
If the requested Agent or Advisor and their representative(s) are not 
registered with the Program, the Associate Athletic Director shall notify 
the necessary individuals of the fact that a request was made to learn more 

about their services, the procedure used to register, and the requirement to 
do so. Only when all necessary individuals have properly registered with 
this Program may the process move to Part (ii) of this Step 2. 

If the Requested Provider is Registered 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program, the 
Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the request made by the 

Student-Athlete and/or the Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) to the Student- 
Athlete’s head coach, if notification was received by the Associate 
Athletic Director from any person other than the head coach. 



Step 3 
The head coach shall either approve or reject the request in whole or in part. 

Step 4 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the head coach’s decision to the 
Student-Athlete and/or Affiliate(s) ~vho initiated the request. If the request is declined, 
such communication to the requesting Student-Athlete and/or Student-Athlete’s 
Affiliate(s) shall be in writing from the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 5 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
approves of the receipt of Correspondence, the Associate Athletic Director shall be 
exclusively responsible for contacting the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) 
to request the information sought. 

Step 6 
All Correspondence must be submitted by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their 
representative(s) to the Associate Athletic Director. 

Step 7 
The Associate Athletic Director shall review the proposed Correspondence and either 
approve or reject it in whole or in part. 

Step 8 
If the proposed Correspondence is approved in whole or in part by the Associate Athletic 
Director, he or she shall provide a copy of the approved portions of the proposed 
Correspondence submitted by the Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s) to the 
Student-Athlete’s head coach. 

Step 9 
The head coach shall either approve or reject, in whole or in part, the provision of the 
Correspondence to the requesting Student-Athlete and/or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s). 

Step 10 
The Associate Athletic Director shall communicate the head coach’s decision to the 
requesting Student-Athlete and/or Student-Athlete’s Affiliate(s) as well as to the 
appropriate Agent, Advisor, and/or their representative(s).    If the proposed 
Correspondence is declined, the communication from the Associate Athletic Director 
shall be in writing. 

Step 11 
If all necessary individuals are properly registered with the Program and the head coach 
approves the distribution of the Correspondence, the Associate Athletic Director shall 



distribute the approved Correspondence, a copy of this Program, and a copy of the 
Questions attd An,swers Regarding Procedures to the requesting Student-Athlete and/or 
Student-Athlete’ s Affiliate(s). 

Step 12 
The Associate Athletic Director shall retain a record of all Correspondence distributed to 
Student-Athletes and Student-Athletes’ Affiliates pursuant to these procedures. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:52 AM 

Panl Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

I~W: Three Things To Do When You’re Falsely Accused I Recovering From a Brain Freeze Should PR Pros Sit In on Media Interviews? 

Answering "All" or "Never" Questions 

From: Phillips Media Relations - Mr. Media Training [mailto:brad@phillipsmediarelations.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:27 AM 
To-" IIle, Vincent G 
Subject; Three Things To Do When You’re Falsely Accused I Recovering From a Brain Freeze I Should PR Pros Sit In on Media Interviews? I Answering "All" or "Never" 

Questions 
Having trouble viewing this ernail? Click here 

Secretary of Labor Ray Donovan famously asked, "Which office do I ................................................................................................................................... 
go to get my reputation back?" 
When the media have you in their sights, it can be difficult to mount a 
successful defense. But there are at least three tactics that can help 
you survive the glare of the media spotlight. 



Richard Jewell 

Security guard Richard Jewell, who was falsely accused of 
being the 1996 "Olympics Bomber" 

.C__!_~._k__.L~ .e_.[~ to read more. 

A PR professional once shared a memorable anecdote with me. 

to speak with a reporter from The Washington Post. On the day of the 
interview, the two of them huddled in an office and called the reporter. 
They chose not to tell the reporter that the PR professional was on the 
line= At some point during the interview, the reporter picked up that 
someone else was in the room-and he exploded: "Who else is on the 
line? My interview is supposed to be with [NAME]. Get that other 
person out of the room!" 
Click he,e to read more. 

::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::~:~::~ :~ ........ ~ii::::::i :~ ~::~::~::~:~::~ :~: ):~::~ ......... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ........... ~::::::~ 



This email was sent to ille@illinois.edu by brad@,ohilli[3smediarelations.com 
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DO YOU UL ~OOK CONFUSE 

AND FRUSTRATE YOU L~KE THIS? 

HAVE NO FEAR, CALL COMPLIANCE! 

WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 9:14 AM 

Pyecha, Missy <mwech~admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: Thank You 

image001 .j pg 

Missy, 

That roll work fine. I’m in EWAC on the 2nd floor. I appreciate your help. 

Vince 

On Jan 23, 2013, at 8:48 AM, "Pyecha, Missy" <mpyecha,Ya~admissions.uac.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Vince. Hope all is well. Might 3:30 on Friday work well for you? If so, please forward your office location and Iql confirm on Steve’s 

cal~-_~ndar. Thanl~s for your help! 

Missy [~yecha 

A~%~a~t to ~he Diredor of Undergraduate Admissions 
Un~ven?ty d Nodh Caroi~na at Chapei 

Campus Box 2200. Jackson Ha~l 
Chapel F~ili, NC 27599 

mpgecha~adnsissions u nc.edu 

(919) 962-.5292 

(919) 962-.9149 
<imageoos.~pg> 

F~m~ I~e, Vince 
$ent~ Wednesday, January 23, 2013 8:21 
To= Farmer, S~phen N 
Su~ject~ RE: ~ank You 

Thanl~ Steve. ~er the meeting yesterday, I would like to discuss a nmnber of items with you that might imNct our plm~fing and how we go about it. I 

have good availabili~ tl~s Friday and ne~ Tue~ay if either of those dates work for you. 

Vin6e 

F~m~ Farmer; Stephen N 
Sent= Wednesday, January 23, 2013 6:2~ 

To= Ille, Vince 
$u~ject~ RE: ~ank You 
Vince, thank you. TNs is helpfu~ on both counN. 
As I’ve said, ] think your suggestion that we get together with Corey not long after signing date is a great one. I could see three purposes: reaffirm the 
commitment of our office to helping football recruit and enroll students who are competitive both academically and athletically; review the class of 2013 in light of 
our goal of steady incremental improvement; s~ planning for 2014. 
rd be glad to set up the meeting - or to leave ~t to you and Corey to do so. And I would be glad to come to the ~o d you, either in your building or the football 
center. 
Thank you again and see you soon. 
Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 9:28 PN 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 

Subject: RE: Thank You 

Thanks Steve. Yes, Corey indicated that he had never attended a meeting quite like that before. 

RegaJcding Mr. Paladino, were you thinking abx~ ut advice related to intercollegiate athletics or the stx~rks industry in general? If intercollegiate athletics, 

areas related to student-athlete development appeaz to be tnost closely aJigned with his background. This includes positions such as strength a~d 

conditioning coaches/st~l’£ life skills coordinators, leadership coordinators, etc. I hope that helps. If you’d like more information, please just let me know. 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Farmer, Stephen t4 

Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 7:01 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Thank You 
Vince, thank you for the meeting this morning. I felt badly for the staff this morning, since the questions seemed to come out of the blue and to catch them off 

guard. In retrospect, I wish we’d scheduled a meeting with the program just to talk about the midyear academic performance of the first-year students. We 
should make a point of scheduling such a meeting next year. 
On a completely unrelated note, I met this gentleman two years ago on a trip sponsored by the Department of Defense and was impressed by him. He says he’s 
seeking new opportunities for his career, and also any advice we might be able to offer. I hate to bother you with this kind of thing, but do you have any quick 
thoughts that I might be able to pass along to him? 
If not I will completely understand -- and I mean that. Thanks again. 

Steve 

From: Kevin Paladino [kevinpaladino@me.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 10:48 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: Re: Thank You 

Steve - 



Thank you tbr the response. 

Yes - plea~ share my intb with those that might be interested. I am attaching a current resume tbr your reference. My linkedin profile is also up to date. 

Thanks tbr your willingness to share my background with tho~ in your a~rea ofintluence. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin 

PA[.ADI N() 
C~ach : Lead : ~4otivate : Influence 

512.466.6893 (mobile) 

Twitter: @kevinpaladino 
Facebook: kevin.paladino 

On Jan 2, 2013, at 8:04 AM, Steve Farmer via LinkedIn <mem~r~linkedin.com> wrote: 

Linkedln 

Steve Farmer has sent you a message 

Date: 1/02/2013 

Subject: RE: Thank You 

Kevin, thank you very much for touching base. And Happy New Year to you, too! 

Would you be comfortable with my sharing your background with a few friends here at UNC? I’m 

thinking of folks in athletics administration and also student affairs. 

Steve 

On 12131/12 11:41 AM, Kevin Paladino wrote: 

Steve - 

Hope all is well with you! 

Thank you for accepting me as a contact in your linkedin group. 

I am in the process of looking for an exciting new position using my extensive background and 

experience in the following areas: 

- Relationship Builder 

- Training & Development 

- Leadership Development 

- Leadership Assessment 

- Coaching 

I am hoping that maybe you or one of your contacts can point me in the right direction or can suggest 

a contact. Thanks in advance for any assistance 

Happy New Year! 

Kevin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sunday, Jmmary 27, 2013 9:09 PM 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org> 

Re: Lm~ch? 

Sum. See you there. 

On Jan 27, 2013, at 7:36 PM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard@ap.org> wrote: 

You still good tomorrow for Cafe Carolina at 1145? 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2013, at 4:01 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille¢~email.tmc.e&~> wrote: 

Sounds good. See you there. 

From: Beard, Aaron [mailto:abeard@ap.org] 

Sent-" Thursday, January 17, 2013 3:58 plVl 
To{ Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Lunch? 
Let’s do that. How about 1145 at Care Carolina at Headowmont? 

From{ Ille, Vince [ille(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent{ Thursday, January 27, 2013 3:28 PM 

To{ Beard, Aaron 
Subject{ RE: Lunch? 

How about 1/28? I can do that. 

From: Beard, Aaron [.Ln___a_j!_t_9_La___b___e__a_!_c_l_~_a__p_:_o_!g] 
Sent: Thursday, January 27, 2023 3:04 PM 

To{ Ille, Vince 
Subject{ RE: Lunch? 
Hi Vince, we might be able to make next Friday work, though it’s a bit tight on time because we have Coach Gottfried’s news conference at 22 and 
Coach Williams’ newser at 2. 

Any chance you might be around on any of these dates, which might work a little easier: 
Thurs ]an 24 
Mon Jan 28 
Tues Jan 29 
Thurs Jan 32 

Thanks. 
ab 

From: Ille, Vince [ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent{ Thursday, January 17, 2023 2:58 PM 

To{ Beard, Aaron 
Subject: RE: Lunch? 

ttey Aaxon, 

Thanks tbr the reminder. I can meet tbr lunch tomo~xow or ne:~ Friday if either work for you. Just let me know, Hope ~2[1 is well in your 

world... 

Vince 

From: Beard, Aaron [mailto:abeard@ap.org] 
Sent{ Thursday, January 27, 2023 2:22 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Lunch? 
Howdy Vince, I haven’t heard back from you about a date, so I thought I’d send you a reminder. If you have a couple of open dates, I’m sure we 
can make something work. 

Hope you’re well. 
ab 

From: Ille, Vince [ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent{ Wednesday, January 02, 2013 7:42 PM 

To{ Beard, Aaron 
Subject{ RE: Lunch? 

Thanks for the invitation. Meeting you and Joedy for lunch sounds good. I’ll look for a~ opening in mid- Janumy sometime, tnaybe the 16th, 

and let you know. 

We had a great Christtnas aaad I hope you and your family did as well. Ta~k with you soon. 

Vince 

From{ Beard, Aaron [mailto:abeard@ap.org] 



Sent-" Wednesday, January 02, 2013 4:50 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject; Lunch? 

Vince, 
Now that things have settled down for the holidays (and you’ve had time to settle into your job), T thought rd check in to see if you had a day to 
grab lunch in the coming weeks~ It would be a good chance to chat more and also an opportunity for you to meet my colleague, 3oedy McCreary 
(the other half of the AP-Raleigh sports operation). 

The lunch would be something informal and completely off the record, just an opportunity to chat without a microphone in your face. 

Do you have a couple of days that might work? We could meet somewhere like Care Carolina or Tobacco Road Sports Care right near campus. 

Thanks. Hope you had a great Christmas, 
Aaron 
The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 

of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 

comm~mication is not the intended recipient, yon axe hereby notitied 

"that you have received this communication in error, and that may review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communica’6on is st6ctly 

prohibited. If yon have received this communication in erro~; please 

notify The Associated Press im~nediately by telephone at + 1-212-621-1898 

m~d delete this email. Thank you. 

[IP US DISC] 
msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 30, 2013 8:40 PM 

Panl Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

WfLA~[, Public records response Gatne Ticket Recipients FB 2007-08 and 2008-09.:dsx; WILikL public records response Game Ticket 

Recipients MBB 2007-08 and 2008- 09.:dsx; WlLikL t~ublic Recounts Response Ticket t~_ecipients Footlxall for 2009 and 2010.:dsx; 

~]bx~L, Public records response Ticket Recipients Men’s Basketball 2009 and 2010.xlsx 

Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North CaJcolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, Febma~ 6, 2013 4:58 PM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

l~W: Report 

Compliance Media Report 2-6-13.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 7:59 PM 

Squire, Ryan R ~<squire@illinois.edu-* 

ILE: Region~J~ Semina~r 

Good to know. I’ll be sure to pl~ tny attendance accordingly. 

From: Squire, Ryan R [mailto:squire@illinois.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, Februa~/07, 20:[3 7:57 PM 

To-" 1lie, Vince 
Subject-" Re: Regional Seminar 

Great. We are all good except Sarah. I will be in Indy Tuesday night through Thursday aItemoon. Byroni is there Wednesday night to Friday. 

Thanks, 

Ry~ 

Sent from my Verizon Wi~eless Phone 



Locked out: NFL agent Joby Branion draws 
strength from past to advise football stars 

Jennifer S. Altman/FOR THE WASHINGTON POST - Sports agent Joby Branion, in black 
collar shirt, is seen with his client, football player Von Miller, II, right, and members of Miller’s 
family. The NFL draft begins Thursday. 

By Rick Maese, Published: April 24, 2011 

NEW YORK -- Joby Branion leads his client through the glass double-doors on the fifth floor of 
a Midtown high-rise and is immediately greeted by framed jerseys, platinum albums and photos 
of alluring swimsuit models hanging on the walls. Making his way to a spacious comer office, 
the client, a 22-year-old stack of muscles named Von Miller, snaps a quick picture with his 
phone. 



They’re here for a meeting to discuss Miller’s lucrative future. As a likely top-10 pick in the 
NFL draft Thursday night, his financial standing will soon change drastically, though he’s not 

sure when. A team will soon own Miller’s rights, but Branion won’t be able to negotiate a 
contract until the NFL lockout ends. 

Branion arranged the meeting with a high-end financial services firm. It’s not typically part of 
his job, but Branion feels its part of his responsibility. 

"It’s important to have quality professionals around you who all have independent fiduciary 
responsibility to you," he tells Miller. 

Branion is one of more than 750 sports agents who were actively registered with the NFL Players 
Association before the union dissolved. Each is now caught in the middle of the labor battle 
between NFL owners and players that is threatening the 2011 season. They have no seat at the 
bargaining table, but as long as players are locked out, so are their agents. 

"I don’t know if many people have a lot of empathy for an agent or an agency, but we’re not all 
evil people," Branion says. "This is a business, and eve~one who works for us, their livelihoods 
are directly tied to us doing our job. We can’t collect fees if our clients don’t get paid." 

For Miller, a highly touted linebacker from Texas A&M, this marks his first trip to New York, 
and he spends much of his time walking the streets with his neck craned toward the sky. Branion, 
48, has taken him all over the city: Central Park, dinner at Carmine’ s, appointments with stylists 
and suit designers, and this meeting in the office of Vernon Brown, who heads the financial 
services firm. Miller listens intently, and Branion occasionally interj ects to make sure his client 
fully digests everything Brown tells him. 

Branion, whose stocky, 6-foot-plus frame still hints at his own football playing days, is 
protective of his players. He survived a traumatic childhood, his own obstacles stripped from the 
pages of a dime-store murder-mystery novel. He aims to usher his clients not just into the world 
of pro football, but into adulthood. 

"There’s a natural paternalistic component to me," Branion says, "a natural desire to want to help 
people." 

Money talks 

The agent business revolves around money, first and foremost. Without free agency and with no 
bonuses paid since NFL owners locked out their players March 4, agencies like Branion’s have 
had little cash flow, while accumulating heavy expenses. They get ready for the draft by pouring 
money into prepping prospects, not knowing when they’ll see a return. 

Branion works for Athletes First, and he and his company are banking big on this year’s draft. 
Athletes First represents 15 prospects, and Branion is primarily responsible for Miller, who is 
engaging and talented, and also happens to be one of the 10 plaintiffs in the players’ class-action 
lawsuit against the NFL. 



In the spacious offices of V. Brown & Co., Inc., with modern art on the walls and prospective 
clients seated around a round table, Brown jumps into his sales pitch. "One thing our clients have 
in common, whether it’s models, musicians or athletes, they’re all fairly young," Brown tells 
Miller. "They also all have the opportunity and abilities to earn tens of millions of dollars. And 
finally, the time of earning potential tends to be shorter." 

If the Buffalo Bills select Miller with the No. 3 pick, as many suspect they will, the 22-year-old 
linebacker stands to earn millions. Defensive tackle Gerald McCoy, last year’s third pick, signed 
a $63 million contract with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. Branion and Athletes First also stand to 
collect big; the agent and his firm collect 3 percent of each client’s playing contract -- though 
only after the lockout ends. 

To manage his pending wealth, Branion has encouraged Miller to seek advisers who are 
independent of each other. But his agency is a full-service operation, and his other clients say 
Branion delivers a level of personal attention that’s difficult to put in a j ob description. 

Running back Ahman Green has been with him his entire 12-year pro football career. He recalls 
an early incident when a woman accused him of domestic violence. The charge was dropped, but 
Green had to spend a night in jail following his arrest. 

"I don’t know how he got there, but the next day, he was the first person I saw’, the first person I 
hugged," Green says. "Joby was there before any family or friend. He didn’t have to do that but 
he did. To be a good agent, you’ve got to have that quality. You can’t just look at your client as 
somebody who’s going to fill your pockets. You got to see them as a person because they’re 
gonna be like family." 

Branion has a wife and four children in Chapel Hill, N.C., but he spent a lifetime trying to 
understand what the idea of family meant. 

A troubled past 

He never knew his birth parents. He was adopted as a baby by John Marshall Branion, a doctor 
who cared for Martin Luther King Jr., and was active in the civil rights movement, and Donna 
Branion, who came from one of Chicago’ s most influential black families. 

On the morning of Dec. 22, 1967, John Branion picked up Joby from child care and returned 
home, where, he told police, he found his wife lying on the floor of a utility room, blood pouring 
from 13 fresh bullet holes. Police investigated several theories, before settling on one suspect. 
Joby was 4 years old when his father was arrested for murdering his mother. 

Though prosecution lacked a weapon, a witness or forensic evidence, it successfully argued that 
John Branion was guilty of killing Joby’s mother. Facing a 20- to 30-year sentence, Branion 
obtained a falsified passport and fled the country in 1971. 



Joby was 8 years old when his father left. Living in Wareham, Mass., he settled into a routine. 
But life was never normal. "I remember the FBI stopping me on the way to school," he says. 
’Have you seen your father? When’ s the last time you talked with him?’" 

Raised by a stepmother -- the elder Branion had remarried before fleeing -- he found male role 
models in coaches, teachers, family friends and friends’ families. 

"Honestly, I felt like football became my father," Branion says. 

He attended Tabor Academy, an elite prep school, and thrived on the football field. At home, 
though, his relationship with his stepmother deteriorated, and by time Branion graduated he had 
moved in with his godparents. 

"He just couldn’t understand it," says Mike Silipo, Branion’s high school coach. "He was doing 
everything he could possibly do to make a parent proud, and he wasn’t getting it back. It just 
boggled his mind." 

Meanwhile, John Marshall Branion bounced around two continents. Trying to stay a step head of 
authorities, he filled his passport with stamps from Tanzania, Brazil, Egypt, Sudan, Kenya, 
Zambia, ivory Coast and Botswana. He thought he’d found refuge in Uganda, but officials there 
eventually turned him over U.S. authorities. 

In November 1983, 15 years after the murder of his wife, Branion was back in Chicago Criminal 

Court, where he was ordered to se~’e his sentence. News that his father was back in the States 
was not easy for the younger Branion to process. 

"I had no idea whether he was innocent or not," he says. "Nobody ever talked with me about it. I 
didn’t know. But I wanted to know. You have to remember, he was accused of murdering my 

mother. If he did it, I wanted to know." 

Smart financial planning 

For a penny-counting accountant, there’s at least one constant when it comes to pro football 
players: Spending increases during idle time. 

"Financially, we see the numbers change," Brown tells Miller. "Just like a bye week. If you plot 
an athlete’s expense, you can just look at the numbers and you can spot the bye weeks. So, this 
lockout scenario could really impact players who aren’t being smart with their money." 

Branion has advised his clients to do the same, and he’d preached smart financial planning with 
Miller since the day they met. Back then, dozens of agents were trying to sign Miller. His father, 
Von St., spoke with them all and treated each the same. 

"We weren’t trying to make friends," said Miller Sr., who runs his own power-supply business in 
Dallas. "We always had our guard up, never let it down." 



He’d heard stories about the seedy side of agents. It’s a cut-throat business where one never 
knows what lies behind a smile. Branion’s past, too, has black marks. He has twice been 
suspended for accusations of stealing clients. One was reduced from one year to nine months and 
the second was tossed out on appeal. 

The successes, though, have been numerous. Athletes First has represented more than 100 
athletes -- NFL stars such as Carson Palmer, Matt Schaub and Ray Lewis -- and negotiated more 
than 200 contracts. The firm represented 14 picks in last year’s draft, more than any other 
agency. 

In January-, Branion was again in the Millers’ home. They’d narrowed their list of potential 
agents to four. And then two. And finally one. 

One day after they signed a contract, Branion returned to pick up Miller and take him to 
California to begin training. For the elder Miller, it was bittersweet. 

"I knew there was a lot of pressure and my protection was going away," he says. "Joby had him 
now and I didn’t. Before he left, I talked to Joby and he told me, ’I’ll be with him. Don’t 
worry-.’" 

Lockout looms over all 

Branion warned Miller when he chose to return to Texas A&M for a final year that a lockout 
could loom over his rookie season. Miller has since positioned himself as one of the faces of the 
divisive issue. Two days before his meeting in New York, he sat in a Minnesota courtroom as 
one of the 10 plaintiffs in the players’ suit against the league. The other nine plaintiffs are NFL 
veterans. 

Branion told him that teams would be foolish to pass on his talents because of his involvement in 
the case. But he also warned Miller that he’d have to answer questions about it. Sure enough, as 
Miller makes his pre-draft visits with teams, the question has continually come up: Why are you 
suing the NFL? 

"I love this game," he tells them, "and I just want to play football." 

Branion understands that passion. He attended Duke on a football scholarship. He wasn’t drafted 
but signed a contract with the Washington Redskins in 1985. When Coach Joe Gibbs cut him on 
the final day of training camp, Branion packed his belongings into his Chrysler LeBaron and 
drove aimlessly for a week. 

"I’d heard my whole life, you can’t count on football. Well, that was against everything I’d 
experienced from age 8 to 22. The one thing that I always could count on was football," he says. 
"And it was gone." 

Branion never set out to become an agent. He was 33 years old working as a corporate lawyer 
when a friend told him about an opportunity with Lee Steinberg’s booming agency. 



"Law paid well, but there was vet?- little in terms of reward," he says. "My contribution to 
society felt minimal. It was like a slow- personal death, like my soul was being sapped." 

So he left law, eventually jumping to Athletes First, where he’s carved out an important role with 
one &the sport’s top agencies. 

Questions, questions 

Miller’ s father sits next to him for the entire meeting in Brown’ s office, but it’ s the player who 
asks most of the questions. 

"So ifI get $20 million," Miller says, "I’ll pay half in taxes, give or take. But then I can take that 
half that I actually get and put it into an account where I’m earning five percent, right?" 

"Exactly," Brown says. "You’re thinking logically." 

Miller comes from a comfortable, middle-class background. Because the NFL won’t pay him a 
dime for several months, the lockout hasn’t prompted much of a lifestyle change. Like many 
draft prospects, much of hi s expenses are paid for by his agent. 

At Branion’s office, a memo circulated recently, reminding Athletes First employees that they 
aren’t operating in normal working conditions. With most revenue delayed until free agency can 
begin and rookies can sign contracts, Athletes First is carefully tracking each dollar it spends. 

"We have to be more pragmatic as a company," Branion says. "We don’t know- how this will be 
resolved. We’re hopeful that it’s resolved fairly soon and with as little pain as possible." 

He’s not worried when he says that. He’s been dealing with the unknown his entire life. While 
his childhood taught him to compartmentalize some emotions, it also gave him faith that things 
work out in the end. 

Seventeen years after he last saw his his father, Branion was 25 years old when he drove to an 
Illinois prison. "I kept thinking that I should turn the car around," he says. 

Inside the prison walls, when John Marshall Branion turned the corner, he was much smaller 
than his son remembered. His hands, though, were still big and powerful. 

"I didn’t realize how big a hole I had in my life," Branion says. 

Branion began studying his father’s case closely. There was a new appeal in the works and a new 
set of lawyers. They began their investigation from scratch and revealed shoddy casework, 
suspect practices by the original judge and evidence that showed Branion didn’t have time that 
day two decades earlier to leave the hospital, pick up Joby, visit a friend and kill his wife 
according to the prosecution’s time line. 



The appeal for his release was denied in federal court. In 1990, Gov. James Thompson 
commuted his sentence, citing the prisoner’s failing health. Suffering from a heart condition and 
a brain tumor, John Marshall Branion died one month later. He was 64. 

"He loved me," his son says. "To this day, I can feel the love that he felt for me. And I make it a 
point to tell my kids every, day how much I love them. That’s something I learned from him." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 5:14 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

1~9;: Level 1 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the list and the reminder about football. I appreciate the help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Friday, February 15, 20:t3 1:t:59 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Level 1 

Vince, 

Attached is a file indicating students who are Level :~ and still on our version of the recruiting list. A couple of things to keep in mind: 

1. Three have a slot requested and that is indicated on the attachment. A slot has not been requested for the others but they are still on the recruiting 

list. 

2. This list is based on the early evaluation information entered by Lance. There are several students who have no information on that page. That may be 

the case because the coach has told Lance he is no longer interested but has not yet told us. It may also be because Lance simply has not had a chance 

to enter the information yet. This means it is possible there may be additional students for the Level :1 list but they have not yet been identified as 

such. 

Let me know if you have questions. Thanks. 

Barbara 

[~arbara ] 

0 ff[ce of Ut!der~;~;~d uate Admb;~;ior, s 



EXCERPT FROM UNC ANNUAL COMPLIANCE REPORT DRAFT 

(Due to NCAA COI 2/25/13): 

B. Areas of Emphasis Identified by the Committee on Infractions 

1. Education.for Tutors, Student-Athletes and Stqff Regarding Academic Fraud 

ASPSA Oversight, Strategic Plan, Budget, Learning Assistants, and Learning Specialist 

With consistent input and oversight from the ASPSA Oversi:~ ~mmittee and the Faculty 

~~~}~), the University has implement~ ~ficam: ~ges to ASPSA policies and 

procedures. In the fall of 2010, the University fo~a ................. a review coNN~tt~e to develop a strategic 

plan for ASP SA (Tab 2- ~d to NSPSN S~r~)g~ P{~)~N~~]~ 
:: .... 

The institution has also substantiall~ ~{~:~sed the p og~am ~ budget to improW the resources 

made available to student-athletes (’i’~ ~ ~ academi~ ~ptor program that employed the 

now-disassociated tutor was eliminated [w~n] ~ Oas .......... bee~ ~p~ced with [~ow man~; 6~] ~ 

~~~f~~~f~~~ grad~ ~:tudents, doctoral candidates, 
and current and fo~¢~ ~{ t~hers. T~:~ pa~:~ {~o~og .................................. ~{~tants do not provide help 

with writing assignm~ :and a{~ ~t: assigne~ ~ ~ ~eci~ ~ent-athlete; rather, they are 

available as general re:ga~¢s and :~pplement i~ ~Oree full-time ASPSA employees who are 
ce~ified learning speciafi~ ~hus e}~ing::a supp6~ team to work with designated student- 

:: : 

athletes, fu:il~N~:::ie~:N~ specia~s now employed is one staff member hired 
: 

[w~en~] ~:cifically ~ ~in~ ~:: provid:~ ~ices for football student-athletes. 

Hiring ofTu~ ~nd Supe~’~ by ~ N~igned Compliance Staff Member 

[~fi{~ng {uto~s {~ majofi{~ w~om g~aduat~ stud~n{s {~a~s w~f~ ~f~d asses{ 

~mugh ~ A&S Wfitin~ ~!~r?~ The former Associate Director of Compliance was 

reassigned to the positio~ ~gPSA Tutor Coordinator [w~en] and her omce is now located in 
the facility where the provision of academic services for student-athletes are coordinated. The 

new Tutor Coordinator oversees the recruitment, hiring, training, supervision, reporting and 

performance evaluations of tutors. This staff member’s experience working in NCAA 

compliance and extensive knowledge of NCAA rules helps ensure that the tutoring program is 

operated in accordance with all applicable NCAA rules and University policies. IDo ~ say 

anything abou~ all ~um~s a~e g~adua~ students abo~ e~ep~ one ~ow~] 



Tutor Training 

Under the Tutor Coordinator’s supervision, tutors now receive thorough rules education and 

training (Compliance-related rotor education materials are included in Tab 4 and additional tutor 

educational materials are provided in Tab 5 

~0~ )[N ~d m~st ~u~en pd~ e~ ~fo~regavd~ ng ~md~n~a~l e~es~, ~n g pv!v a~g ~0VS fr0m 
S~san Maloy ~ab 5 jus~ ~as a d~aft eop~] These training sessions have even incorporaed 

presentations by outside experts, including the Associate Direq~::of the Undergraduate Tutorial 
Center at a fellow Atlantic Coast Conference member instit~i~ (~V~a~ do we d6 wit~ rega~dg 

~o PuNi~ Nfrae~ions RepoU appendiR 2 (~)(g)::ASP SA ~ w~ll p~ovid~ additional training 
sessmns more frequentl} dunngt~e academmyear )::~utors ::roles education" and training is 

augmented through the provision of an expanded ~r::Manual {V~ 0) 

Approved by the University’s Judicial Progra~ ~ffi{er, this resou:{{~ p~pvides specific guidance 
about how to provide proper assistance. .... .... 

.... ........ .... .... 

All tutors also receive guidance from representatig~g of the U~iversity’s cam~wide Writing 
............. .... .... 

Center regarding permitted means o~ ~g~i~ng studen{g ~V :are instructed to ~g~er write or 
type on a student’s paper; instead, they ~{ ~i~,ed to eN~!~::strategies to help the students find 
ewors and identify solutions. Tutors a{{ ~gd:~)~0:::~hat p gVi0 pg academic assistance outside 

~=~=~ ................. ~===~=~=~=~====~=~== ???????r?r?r???r??] ........................................... ~Y~?}r?r???r?r?r????????? ~?~?}?? ~=y .................................... ========================================================================================= .................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 

prohibited. To help m:ofii~ {N~ ~:equirem4~ ~utor:s ~ ){~i~ed tS )~po~ to their supe~qsors 
.... ........... ...... ........ ...... 

any potential or susp~ct~ violati~ ~f NCAA ~ UniVersity N~}:. At the conclusion of the 
training sessions, each::i~::must s~) a form a{~wledging their receipt of the information 

:N ~:~ g~ ~ {~g::~erm, {~{~ must provide written am~ation that their 
work in th~ ~}~{ai~g semes{{} ~fo}~a ~ a~:pli;~gle standards and that they appropriately 

repoUe0 {~ obse~ati::~ ~:pote~{!~! gcademi~ frNd or provision of impermissible benefits 

Communicati:~{ Nestrictions, SNdent-AtN~te Rules Education, Prohibition on Socializing 

Communication b{~ student{athletes and ASPSA tutors and learning assistants is now 
limited to in-person at the Academic Suppo~ Center. Student-athletes and 

ASPSA tutors may also d~NN~icate through the student-athlete’s academic counselor. Contact .... 

by phone or through email, social networking platforms, or text messages is prohibited. When 

student-athletes receive roles education during their orientation to ASPSA, instruction regarding 

proper assistance includes a reminder that they are not permitted to socialize with any tutor 

outside the Academic Suppo~ Center. [Any ~vidgn~{ o~{~is ~at w~ ~an add ag a~ab2~ Student- 

athletes are also prohibited from working with any tutor who is not employed by the University. 

In--PENT Need mos~ ~rrent pol~fo~m gmd~nt at~l~s ~i~i~g priva~ mm~8 from 

Susan Nalo~ gab 5 just ~as a d~aft ~opy] 



Honor Code and Academic Fraud Education for Tutors and Student-Athletes 

Enhanced collaboration with the Office of the Dean of Students has yielded more comprehensive 

education about the Honor Code and academic integrity. The Office of the Dean of Students 

now provides tutors with education about academic dishonesty, plagiarism, unauthorized 

collaboration, falsification, misrepresentation, cheating, and other academic misconduct as well 

as student conduct, faculty responsibilities, and the Honor Code (Tab 9) 

~1.~>1.~ a~:~d v~o p~s~n!~dl I ~ the presence of the respective coaching staff, (is t~is tme~ Pe~ 

~e pfeliminaD, ~epo~)the Judicial Programs Omcer also prov!:0~s Honor Code information and 
education about academic fraud directly to student-athletes :~ ~0} {Wl:!~ a~id w~o~] This 
se~es to reinforce the information student-athletes recei~ fr~N the Compliance Omce about 
academic fraud, acceptable fo~s of help, and permissiN~ {6NNunication (Tab 11) ~~{ 

~N~N~}~N~i{~. After being presented with ~:~ ~formatio~ ~ms are given time to 

discuss the topic of academic integrity with th:~ ~?S. First Year Stu~pts are presented with 
the info~ation again as p a~.:.:.~.:~:~.:.:.~:~:~:~.~.:.:.~....~.~.~.~.....~..~.~.~.~.....~ ~.~..~.....~....~.~ ....... 

= .................................................................................................................................................. :77 ........................ 77:r rr:: ==================================== .... ........ .... 

Visual aids reminding student-athle{~ abgm proper a:{~{~i~ :Conduct are positi~fied in each 

locker room for maximum exposure~: ~{ fo~ ~:s a pos{:~} ~Nped by the members of the 
respective team atoning they will abia{ )::y {~ ~OO::0r Cod~ {*~�: poster t~r Women.’ s Golf is 

constant reminder of commi{~Ot to:: ~a~ ~oteg:~{~ by highlighting the simple 

.... 

.... ...... ...... 

:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. ?,: ¯ ...................................... :,~: ................... :,,:~: ...................................................................... ...................... . .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

Annual Assessments ~a ~~:from the Chancellor 

The Faculty Advisory [A~Ne{ieg~] Commi~ee has coordinated with ASPSA to develop and 

conduct annual assessments of the programming provided to student-athletes (~b 15 N~d ~ 

T~eseassessments (dow~at)Flnall ;t~e~m o~aneeo~t~eASPSA s g .................... ................................................................................ .......................................................................................................................... ........................................................ ................................................ Y ............................................... P ........................................................................................................................................................... 
gruff i~ t~s}e~ng an envimnmen~ of a~ad0miV in~0g~i~ is ~0info~g~d ~mugh an annual mes~ag~ 

fr o m ~he C hart edlo~(t o ~vhom?)(DoN ~d ~hi s~)[Evid ~ no e o ~ved o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 11:59 AM 

Norton, Mo ly <mbnorton@emaJl.u ~c.e& > 

l~E: Need to cancel today’s meeting 

I am aware. Thin,ks Molly. 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 11:01 AM 
To: dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; llle, Vince 
C¢: Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject: Need to cancel today’s meeting 

My apologies for the late notice, but gubba needs to cancel today’s meeting and reschedule after he is able to meet with Dr. Bell and one of Dr. Bell’s colleagues. 

Bubba has spoken with Dr. Be~, but needs to have a meeth~g as well to receive add~tionaJ h~formation on what the Bell Leadership Institute can offer. 

~ w~l~ be back ~n touch asap to coordinate a new date and [:~me for the meek:my, Please reply to th~s emml so that I know you are aware of today’s meeting 

cancNIsdon. 

Thanks, 

Mo~v 

F~m~ No,on, Molly 

Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ ll, 2013 2:26 PN 
To~ O_~_¢O~R~£f~_qD_¢~_N_tN=~.; Johnson, Shelley N; Jg_~N_~D_¢~_NtN=~_O_q; g£Jg_N¢~N_t?~_¢~_:N_~g~_~J [~_~_~g~_~N. 

¢~ Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

SubjeCt~ ~: Leadership Academy: Contract Meeting 

Thank you al~ for your qu~ck re~:~es[ ]h~s meeting has been confirmed for Monday, February I8 at 3:00prn in the AD conference room of the EWAC, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 12:09 PM 
To: _d___b__a__c_l__d___o__u__E@__u___n__c__a___a_:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_; Johnson, Shelley H; j g _b_ _ _@ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _a_ _ _a_ :_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ . ; _c_E[_c__k__e_._t__@_u__n___c__a___a_=_u__n___c_=__e__d___u_; !JJ._e__~.u_n_._c_=._e_d__u_ 
Cc: Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject: Leadership Academy: Contract Meeting 

Dear All: 

Please let me know of your availability to meet during any of the following dates and time frames. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Monday, February 18: 

Anytime between 3:00pro and 5:30pm 

Tuesday, February 19: 

l:30pm 

OR 

4:30pm 

Thursday, February 21: 

:10:OOam 

Monday, February 25: 

Any time after 2:00pro 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P,O, Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

. _m_. _b_ .n_q_r_t_9_.n__@_____y n__c_:_e_.d__y. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:04 PM 

Norton, Mo ly <mbnorton@emaJl.u ~c.e& > 

ILE: Rescheduling the Leadership Academy meeting 

Yes, thank you. 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:30 PM 
To: dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; cficket@uncaa.unc.edu; 1lie, Vince 
C¢: Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu); jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: FW: Rescheduling the Leadership Academy meeting 

Please let me know if Wednesday, February 27 at 9:30am in the AD conference room of the EW;~C will work for your schedule. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent; Tuesday, February 19, 2013 11:00 AM 
To; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; ille@unc.edu 
C¢; Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject-" Rescheduling the Leadership Academy meeting 

Please let me know which of the following dates and timeframes will work for your schedule next week. 

Thanks, 

Mofly 

Wednesday, February 27 

Any time before l:l.:OOam 

Thursday, February 28 

Any time before 13.:30am 

Any time between 2:00 and 5:00pro 

From= No,on, Molly 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 18, 2013 ll:O1 AM 
T~ dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu~ Johnson, Shelley H; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; ille@unc.edu 
~¢~ Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject= Need to cancel today’s meeting 

My apolog~es for the late notice, but Bubba needs to cancel today’s meeting and reschedule after he ~s able to meet wkh Dr, Boil and one of Dr. 8e]l’s colleagues, 

Bubba has spoken w~th Dr. Bell, but needs to have a meeting as well to receive additional hsformation on what the Bell Leadership ~nsdtute can offer. 

~ wfl~ be back ~n touch asap to coordinate a new date and L~me for the meeL#~g, Please reply to thb ernafl so that I know you are aware o[ today’s rneet~ng 

ca ncella [:ion. 

Thanks, 

Mo~fy 

~ No,on, Molly 
$e~t~ Monday, ~brua~ ~, 20£3 2:26 PN 

~ g_b_a~£~£@_~_¢aaaE£=~@.; Johnson, Shelley H; 
6~ Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 
5~bject~ ~: Leadership Academy: Contract Meeting 

Thank you aH for your quk:k rep~es~ ]h~s meeting has been construed for Monday, February I8 at 3:OOprn in the AD conference room of the EWAC. 

Thanks, 

Mofly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent; Monday, February 11, 2013 12:09 PM 
To: _d_ _ _b_ _a_ ~ _d_ _ _o_ _u_ _ E _@_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _a_ _ _a_ =u_ _ _n_ _c_ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ ; Johnson, Shelley H; j g _b_ _ _@_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _a_ _ _a_ =u_ _ _n_ _c_ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ . ; _c_E[_c__k__e_._t__@_u__n___c__a___a_=_u__n___c_=e__d___u_; ]JJ__e__#~__u__n___c_=e__d___u_ 
C~; Sandy P, estivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject; Leadership Academy: Contract Meeting 

Dear All: 

Please let me know of your availability to meet during any of the following dates and time frames. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Monday, February 18: 

Anytime between 3:00pm and 5:30pm 

Tuesday, February 19: 

l:30pm 

OR 

4:30pm 

Thursday, February 21: 

lO:OOam 

Monday, February 25: 

Any time after 2:00pro 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P,O, Box 2126 



Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OI~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:19 PM 

Jeff Jansen <j ett~j e~ ~ ssen.com> 

I~E: Leadership Update 

Jeff, 

Sorry for the delay. Due to others’ schedules, the meeting we discussed ~vas rescheduled for 9:30 a.m. on Febma~z 27. I’m thus unable to provide any further clarification at this point. 

Please know- that I’m currently writing the Universi~is Annual Compliance Report and compiling all related docunaentation per the terms of our probation This will continue to occupy my 
time through Friday. I look forward to discussing your involvement with our program as soon as I have additional infolrnation. I appreciate your patience. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jeff@)jefI]anssen.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Febma~z 19, 2013 5:13 PM 
Tu: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Leadership Update 

Thanks again for your willingness to heat- my views on the Leadership Academy situatiun. I am sincerely hopeful that I can cuntinue my involvement with this natiunally-respected prugram 
that I was instrumental in developing over the last nine years and is still near and dear to my heart. 

As I mentioned, NC State contacted me in October about starting a 4-module Academy with them next fall. I have been transparent with yuu about their interest and have inquired abuut my 
status moving forward and the exclusive clause of my UNC current contract NC State has indicated tu me that they will only wofl~ with our company if I am their lead facilitator 

Having successfully worked with same conference schools be]2~re with Georgetown, Pitt, and Notre Dame; and Illinois and Michigan; Culgate, Lehigh, Lafayette, and tloly Cross; as well as 
Arkansas and LSU next year, I am highly sensitive tu this issue and pruceed accurdingly I have never had any issue with same cunference schouls largely because I never make it an issue 
I give all schuols my absolute best no matter whu the?’ compete against and never talk about same conference schuols in my prugrams. 

G~ven that I have held NC State off in deference tu UNC since the fall and with the c urrent uncertmnty uf the Carulina program, I need to give NC State a definiuve answer tomorruw morning 
as they would like me tu speak with their cuaches next Tuesday about launching an Academy next year Dr. Yuw has alsu made it clear that I shuuld unly speak with the cuaches if I will 
guarantee that I will be their primary facilitatur. 

Thus, please let me knuw what the status might be with UNC moving forward by sume time tonight ur by 8:00 am tomorruw morning. I certainly understand if things are still unsettled ur not 
fully decided after yesterday’s meeting, but I simply cannot risk losing both UNC and NC State as clients if I wait aW longer. If things are still undecided, I need to let State knuw tomorruw 
morning and will inform them that I can be the primary facilitator for their Academy and follow through with my word. 

Again, I am veW hopeful I can continue wurking with UNC and build upun the strung and highly-rated program that is already in place and beluved by cuaches and SAs. 

Obviously for me, time is now of the essence. I have workshops at Michigan from 6:00-10:00 pm tonight and stalt up again at 8:30 arm tomorrow morning with their coaches. So if you could 
please either email a response or catch me via cell at 919-302-6899 between 10-11 pm tonight or between 7-8 ara tomorrow morning I would really- appreciate it. 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TE~4. fax: (919) 303-4338 
address: 6841 Piershill Lane, Cary, NC 27519 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the worldt Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.salsc.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 2:07 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJ 1. unc.edu> 

ILE: Rescheduling the Leadership Academy meeting 

On my calendax. Thanks. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 10:18 AM 
To: dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; cdcket@uncaa.unc.edu; 1lie, Vince 
C¢: Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu); jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: FW: Rescheduling the Leadership Academy meeting 
This email confirms the meeting on Wednesday, February 27 at 9:30am in the AD conference room of the EWAC~ 

Thanks, 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:30 PM 
To: dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; ille@unc.edu 
Co: Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu); Nb@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: FW: Rescheduling the Leadership Academy meeting 

Please let me know if Wednesday, February 27 at 9:30am in the AD conference roorn of the EWAC will work for’ your schedule. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 11:00 AM 
To: dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; ille@unc.edu 
C¢: Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: Rescheduling the Leadership Academy meeting 

Please let me know which ot: the following elates and timefrarnes wilt work for your schedule next week. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Wednesday, February 27 

Any time before ll:OOam 
Thursday, F~bruary 2;8 

Any time before 

Any time between 2:00 and 5:00pro 

F~m~ No,on, Molly 
N~ntl Monday, ~brua~ 18, 2013 ll:01 AN 
T~ dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; Nb@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; i~e@unc.edu 
Co: Sandy Restivo 
Subject: Need to cancel today’s meeting 

My apologies for the ~ste notice, but gubbs needs to cancel today’s meeL~ng and reschedule after he ~s aNe to meet with Dr. Boil and one of Dr. ge]Ys colleagues. 

£ubb~ has spoken w~th Dr. Be~, but needs to have a meeting as well to receive ~dditiona~ h~formation on wh~t the gem Leadership ~Bsdtute can offer. 

~ w~l~ be back h~ touch asap to coordinate a new date ~nd time for the meeting, Please reply to tNs email so that I know you ar~ aw~[~ of today’s meeting 

ca ncella [:ion. 

Mo~g 

F~m: No,on, Molly 
Sent: Monday, ~brua~ El, 2013 2:26 PN 
To: dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; i~e@unc.edu 
Co: Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: ~: Leadership Academy: Contract Meeting 

Thank you al~ for your qu~ck rep~es~ TNs meeting h~s been confirmed for Monday, February I8 at 3:OOpm in the AD conference room of the EWAC. 

Thanks, 

Motly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 12:09 PM 
To: dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Johnson, Shelley H; ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu; cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; ille@unc.edu 
Co: Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Contract Meeting 

Dear All: 

Please let me know of your availability to meet durin8 any of the followin~ dates and time frames. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Monday, February 18: 

Anytime between 3:00pm and 5:30pro 

Tuesday, February 19: 

l:30pm 

OR 

4:30pm 

Thursday, February 21: 



lO:OOam 

Monday, February 25: 

Any time after 2:00pm 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

~_b_~ .o_ _~.t_ o__n_._@. __u_.n__c_:_e__d_._u_ 



Athletics Compliance (UNCcompliance) on Twitter 

Tweets 

Followers 

Faw:>dtes 

Lists 

Who to follow ¯ Refresh ¯ View 

Tweets 

New ::?=ili’=:, NCi-",,~x__,EC web site devoted to new initial eligibility 

requirements .,.~point3,~3caa.org;#home 

............................................... =:::.[i!!Er~,,nCook8 The Bylaw section was all of 44 pages (A5 paper 

............................................... size) 
~ View com~ersati.on 

https://twitter.com/UNCcompliance[2/19/2013 9:10:2. PM] 



Athletics Compliance (UNCcompliance) on Twitter 

Congrats to :i;~:!ii:.i:~ UNCWBBcoach on getting #900![ 
............................................... 

(::i==ii::=.T_M~sc can you please follow ~:~:~=.~::? UNCcomp~ance . ~ would 

like to send you a DM in regards to one of our student-athletes. 

Thanks~ 

(::i;=ii:;=.DF~anks29Fal~ can you please follow ~:]:~i;::::~:iUNCcompli~mce 1 

would like to send you a DM in regards to one of our student- 

athletes. Thanksl 

I:heo_LMNO NCAA closed that loophole a while back 

ncaa.comh~ewslncaa!ad:i ............. 
View summary 

Boosters: You may NOT contact a prospect (e-mail, Facebook, 

Twitter, text, etc.) in any way regardless of whether they sign an NLI. 

Coaches:You cannot contact NLI signees via text, Facebook 

and/or Twitter until the day AFTER the the NLI is validated d.GoHeels 

:;~;i’.:U NCNSD 

NCAA Violation -->Please Don’t Badger Recruits on Twitter This 

National Signing Day, or Ever bleacherreport.comiadiclesi15148 

c    ’7 https://twitter.com/UNCcompliance[2/19/2013 9:10:2. PM] 



Athletics Compliance (UNCcompliance) on Twitter 

View summary 

Snapchat only lasts up to 10 seconds, but it takes just a swipe 

of the hand for the recipient to take a screen shot. ?=iAthleteTip 

Come check out the ~:(=.i=.:?UNCSo[tball Blue/White scrimmage, 

happenning now. Home opener February 13 @ 4pm vs Radford 

:=,~ii=.:G o H eels pic~twitte~ .con~/ARyaSC ky 

~}J View photo 

NCAA Superbowl Sports Wagering Reminder: prezi,comilrd-. 

v km~@~wls ............... 

It’s Super Bowl week! A reminder that athletic staff & student- 

athletes cannot participate in any sort of wagering activity!! 

#DontBetOnlI: 

h a n ks ! i::::.==ii!:i!,ta rh eelbtog 

View conve~satior~ 

Athletics Compliance 

Leave the recruiting to the coaches. It is not permissible to 

mentioni=i:i~:i~=}reply a recruit and ecounrage him to atten UNC 

@UNCWantsWiggins 

Yes as in tweeting or any other way of communicating with a 

prospect or parent of a prospect. 

https://twitter.com/UNCcompliance[2/19/2013 9:10:2. PM] 



Athletics Compliance (UNCcompliance) on Twitter 

TheStateOfTheU ~:::.ili.i:~ SBNRecru t ng 

View conversation 

Hi Tanya. Check this out for the definition: 

@Tarhee12104 

Are you a booster? Check it out: 
ncaa,orgiwpsiwcmioonnec ...... Pay attention to bulbt #5 and 

how it relates to social media. 

You can foNow, iust not mention or {::i:i!:Treply the prospect in any 

tweets, Let the coaches recruit~ :#:Thanks~ask~ns 

~{~ V~ew conversation 

if you are a booster, it is impermissible to have contact (in 

person, Twitter, etc) with a prospect unless it is unavoidable contact. 

Division I streamlines rulehook- 

ncaa,o~giwpsiwcmlconnec ............ 

SA’s: Great reminder -> The good and bad of Twitter and 

college athletes usat]yiWvUtN5 via (:::.ii~i17 

[~’t View summary 

Violator Beware: Penalties in new enforcement structure pack a 

punch- NCAA,org ncaa,orgiwpsiwcmiconnec .......... 

https:lltwitter.comlUNCcompliance[2/19/2013 9:10:2. PM] 



Athletics Compliance (UNCcompliance) on Twitter 

,::::i::iiiT, allantaheels Please do not mention or @reply a prospects 

Twitter handle, Leave the recruiting to the coaches! 

SA’s: Using Snapchat? Be smart, people receiving your 

Snapchat can stiN grab a screenshot from their phones, 

cnr~,comi201 ~i01 i031tec ...... 

............................................... ,i!:.:.i!:: OiamondHeels Reminder: Baseball Dead Period runs 
tomorrow through Sunday. No contacts, evals, or visits, etc 

.............................................. Happy Holidays! Boosters providing Christmas gifts to SA’s is 

............................................... impermissible :ii!i~=.extrabenfit. Send baked goods to @UNCcompliance 

instead! 

ACS Coaches - Don’t forget to download the new ACSCoach 

iPad app from the App store! tb.me.,"1owiDt~ik9 

Students:Trying to figure out if you might qualify for institutional 

aid, use the Net Price Calculator to get estimate 

~pc.collegebo~rd .orgi.~tL~der~tia ppic~r~c 

:~i~ii~=     Completing the ,=~::;i:: I:~F..A is the first step toward geeing 

https://twitter.com/UNCcompliance[2/19/2013 9:10:2, PM] 



Athletics Compliance (UNCcompliance) on Twitter 

federal aid for college, career school, or graduate school. 

Will be an issue from NCAA perspective, SA’s cannot use their 

name/username, likeness to promote product/service @ta~heelblog 

With fan-created recruiting campaigns on the rise, how will 

~:ii::ii::, NCAA respond? Now two prime test cases to consider: 

sports,yahoo,comiblegsincaab-th ..... 

~i.::i~::::i..~:i i:;i=~yi:we=~yi:ed ii::=?~ .£==i¢~ii:~c:s Cc=~%:=~-x::;e 

Be there or be square: (.=.i~jUNCwomensSoccer National 

Championship Celebration, today at 5.30 in Carmichael #GoHeels! 

i.:.:xpand 

Fans: Remember do not mention or i:iiii=.i==:i=reply a prospective 

student-athlete in a tweet, sun..sentinel.com!sporI:s!highsch ......... 

#;21 for Anson! Congrats to =i:i~ili~=}UNCwomensSocce~ Time to 

celebrate 

Coaches (whose team is in their 8-hour segment): As of today 

no CARA may occur. Lets get ready for final!! 

Congrats! Now go eat some turkey! "@uncvelleyball: UNC 
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Tops NCSU, Remains Undefeated At Home 
" 

USD’s all-time leadin9 scorer 9oin9 to jail for involvement in 

sports wagering. :#DONT~-3ETONIT esp~go,comimens~colIege~b 

View summ~ry 

Athletics Compliance 

SA’s: Check w! trainer before taking any over the counter 

supplements. It could cost your team a national title 

spo~tirK:~lerL co m!2012/t Iisemoy~ 

Good luck today to ~::i.i.!::~ UNC nenssoccer and 

~:iiiii:.:~ UNCwomensSocce~ in the NCAA toumy and to {i:::i::::! UNCFieldHockey 

in the National Championship! ?::;GoHeels 

Athletics Compliance 

Congrats Lianne!"~:i~:ili~:i?.UNCT~ack,...Field: Official congratulations to 

~i:!:=i:i~::i=. Lianima192 for her AIFAmerica race at ?==;ncaadlxc today! 
" 

Athletics Compliance :i::: 

Awesome Friday. Wins for ~:i:~i:::::~:i UNCwomensSoccer 

~::!:=i:i~::i=. UNCFieldHockey and @uncvolleybsll Keep it going 

Good luck to d=:.:i~=!UNCFiek~Hockey and @Co~chShettor~UNC 

today as they take on Syracuse in the Final Four semi-finals 

#:G o H e 
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SA’s: Think before you tweet! usatoday,comlstory!gameol~!2 

View summary 

All softball NLI’s are in. Great class of 2017, Keep your eyes 

on (::i:ii!:?.UNOSoftbalt for the full release #GoHeels 

Athletics Compliance 

Presidents and conf. commissioners agree that the APR will be 

part of funding formula with new college football playoff 

krfi ght co mmissi on . or gir eoent..n ewsi7 8 ...... 

All of the gymnastics NM’s are in. Follow i::::.==ii!:i!~tncgymnastics to 

get the full release #:GoHeels 

{!iiii!}RADickey43 onthe Cy Young: " I am, by no stretch of the 

imagination, a self-made man". SA’s: Appreciate the people who 

have helped you 

A coach can tweet about a prospect once signed. Cannot 

mention (using "@") a prospect until the day after signing. 

Validating the women’s bball NLI’s. Follow (~ili?)uncwbb and 

@ UNCWBBCoach to get the scoop on the signees ;~=.ii~:GoHeels 
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Boosters: Remember a prospective student signing NLI stays a 

prospective student. Don’t send congrats through TwitteriFacebook 

¢.:GoHeels 

National Signing Day! Welcome to UNC to all prospective 

students signing their NLI. :i#=:BestFo~.~rYears 

i"..ic.,,¯ 13 
SA’s: Buying Black Ops 2 today? Pay regular price, receiving 

discount because of your status as student-athlete is #e~<trabenetit. 

RT ,::::i==ii!::=.Complial~ceMSU An institution may not provide 

paraphernalia or apparel (jersey, hat) to a PSA to use in conjunction 

with NLI signing. 

Coaches wl early NLI signing period:DEAD PERIOD starts 

today through Thursday. No in-person on or off-campus recruiting 

contacts may be made 

Check out "This week’s College Athletics Today Podcast w/ 

(i==ili~=!bubbaunc and ~:i:~:ili:;i~bahoste-~:er from the ACC talking compliance 

goheels.com/ViewAr~:ic~e.db ............ 

Once a booster, always a booster! 

cbssports.co m/collegebasketb .......... 
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NCAA rules permit endorsements of political candidates by 

stu dent- athletes ?.=.~i~:Vote20l 2 

New violation structure effective Aug. 1,2013 "Board adopts 

tougher, more efficient enforcement program" 

ncaa.orgiwps.,"myportalin ............ 

EXCLUSIVE: NCAA document outlines stringent new 

accountability standards for college head coaches bitly.com/SaNafH 

Athletics Compliance 

11 UNC teams (2 men, 9 women) posted graduation rates of 

100%, highlighting NCAA’s GSR report today #GoHeels 

Student-athletes, it is a violation to publicize a recruit’s visit to 

campus. Don’t tweet about seeing a recruit or post pictures with 

them. 

Late Night With Roy Reminder: PSAs may not participate in any 

activities that would make the public!media aware of the PSA’s visit 

to UNC 
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RT ¢:ii!?,ncaabob: lnstagram is not banned. Improper recruiting 

is, Sorry for the confusion. Clarification: ow.ly/epui~ 

Ath Jetics Compliance 

DYK: In Men’s BbalJ the first practice cannot be before 5 p,m. 

on the Friday nearest Oct 15, :~i’.i~%~teNi~hLWilhRoy October 12th 

~@7.30 p.m. 

oct 
~:::::.ili;:=. BFrasor In general the content of a photo cannot be altered 

for recruiting purpose. NCAA says this includes changing photo using 

lnstagram 

~,.--[~ View 

oct 
Coaches: Enhancing a photo using lnstagram(changing its 

color) and attaching it to an email/DM to a prospect is impermissible 

?.=.~i~:cr a zyb uttru e 

SA’s Tweeting a prospect to congratulate on verbally 

committing/encourage to attend/comment on visit to campus is a 

NCAA violation, DM is ok 

UNC ranks 17th among all NCAA D-I schools (4th in ACC) in the 
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country combining athletics and academic 

achievement.,, ncsaspo~ ts,o~ giwh o--ism csaipo ........... 

How (and Why) Athletes Go Broke 

sportsillustrated~c~ ,co miva~.~ltia~liclei ....... 

’.iCi 

Congrats to @adamgreenberg5 and (i:=.i::?DiamondHeets on his 

return to ,i:i:=ili:=[:! MLB with the ,i:i:=ili:=[:!Marlins esp~go,com!mlbistoryi..../id 

,~, #GoHeels#GoMarlins 

["] View s.:.~mmary 

Social media emboldens overzealous boosters - great article 

for coaches and boosters to read 

clarionledger,comiarticlei201209 ........ 

["] View s.:.~mmary 

(::i’=ii:?,interesI:il~g,_,fan the more appropriate for this week. #GoHeels 

~,.--[~ v ew com, ersation 

AAAARRGGGHHH You will ask before you act or walk the 

plank i~=i.:~q atio~ a[l°al kLi keAPirate Day 

:{i::ili~:!b~terpretThis i::::.:ii!:b,,.,ompliance~vlSU meant to follow prospect on 

twitter, not i:i:~:ii::i!reply. Agree on @reply not after signing NLI 

~ View convers~fion 
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protected. Protected accounts not until Sep 1 of jr year/MBB June 15 

after Sop. Agree? 

~ View co~ve~s~tio~’~ 

s%= i i 
UNC Athletics is #13 in twitter followers and #6 in Facebook 

likes of all FBS schools. Spread the word, follow ~:;:iiii~:]?.GoHeels to move 

in top 10 

Never Forget 9.11.01 #GoHeelsGoAmeric~ yfrog.comi65848m] 

~BjJ View photo 

Great Friday night for the heels! d=:.=.i~=!~r~cw)tleyball in 3 straight 

sets over LSU and d=:.=.i~=!UNCwomensSoccer with a 4-0 win ove~ #8 
Marq~eRe 

SA’s and Coaches: Do not publicize (,i:i~ili~=i!:recruit name) if a recruit 

is coming to campus for an un!official visit or has verbally committed. 

If you’re looking for a great photo from the first week of college 

football, look no further -> yfrog.comi65848mj 

r@ View photo 

Lot of action this weekend! @TarHeelFootb~ll and men’s and 
women’s Cross Country kick off their seasons. ;==;goheelgo~meric~ 
:i;ii=.,goodklck 

iii]xp~uu"u:.:i 
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NCAA investigation determines no current NCAA rules were 

broken related to courses in UNC Afro-American Studies 

u~c~e, ws,u n c,eduico~tentiviewi5 ...... 

Athletics Cor~pliance 

Coaches: September 1st is around the corner! Get ready to 

mail those juniors: It is QK to post mark letters August 31st but not 

any earlier! 

Athletics Cor~pliance 

SA’s:Having a NFL Fantasy draft party? Remember entry fee + 

prize $ for winners is a No-No. All you can play for is bragging rights 

:i~ii=.: G o H e 

Student-athletes, remember that your friends and family are 

bound by the same extra benefits legislation as you! 

Getting excited for the weeekend! Good luck 

~:::::.ili::=. U ft C Fi el d H o c key ~:i:~:ili:;i~ u n cvo tl eyb a II 

(.:i~=! UNCmenssoccer ! #GoHeels 

Athletics Cornplia~ce 

SA’s: Getting close to 5 day mark -> Make sure you are full 

time enrolled or have underload approval to stay eligible to play and 

practice 

~:iiiii,.:~UNC...Freak.... Just trying to educate our fans and boosters. 

This is a pretty good read blogs,ajc,corn, tecrultlng/.,,,0t. 

~ View convers~ti.on 
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and iust remember that you need to complete the drug testing 

consent form before being able to practice 

~ View conve~satior~ 

Athletics Compliance 

Yes it does! A fan or booster cannot assist in recruitment of 

prospect. Let the coaches do the recruiting !@twentyfouLseve 

Yes, fans contacting recruits can have repercussions. UGA 

may have to report secondary violation as fan calls recruit: 

blogs~aic.co m/recruiting/20 t ...... 

in ’10-11, the #NCP<A provided $53M to 81K students to buy 

clothes, flights & more. Meet the Student Assistance Fund: 

ow~lyid6kmZ 

ii.,!!!ii!.,::i i:iix!:b/~:!:!:ei::!:!:ci ii:::!~; .~:;i:i~::~:!:~ii:ic:~!:! :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

/<~!,:~ i=i::i 

@....TarHeelNation <i;::ii=.:!InsideCarolina Recruit stays a prospect 

even after signing a NLI. Prospect until 1st day of class or 1st day of 

preseason 

~ View conversaqor~ 

A;.~r# i 5 
@Cheddy62 A fan becomes a booster once he!she has 

assisted in the recruitment of a prospect NCAA Bylaw 13.02.14 (c) 

~ View convel~s~:tion 

’::..i: Cheddy62 Boosters are prohibited of making any kind of 
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contact with a prospect. 

.,~’~.~.+~!:;~ 

~:::::.iii;Thud_JP @lnsideO~rolir~a A fan becomes a booster once 
he/she has assisted ~n the recruitment of a prospect. NC~ Bylaw 

13,02,14 (c) 

~[~ View com, ersation 

Boosters and Fans: Do not use @"insert prospect twitter 

handle" to encourage a recruit to attend UNC. Leave the recruiting to 

the coaches! 

Athletics Cor~plia~ce 

Off-campus, in-person contact between prospects & S-A’s is 

permitted on official & unofficial visits BUT coaches can’t plan the 

contact. 

Carolina Tar Heels 

UNC Alums Tobin Heath and Heather O’Reilly are competing 

for the Gold Medal today in women’s soccer at 2:45pm EST. 

Successful fall compliance m~etlngs with 

~:;:::.~i;7. t.;NOm~nssoooer, & ~:;:::.~i;7.uncvolteyh~ll todd7! Lots of wluahle NOA 
Rules Ed for S-A’s. 

,:iiiii,.:~TarHeelFootball training camp is underway! DYK that on day 

one and two the players can only wear helmets 

:~;;7.:Acclim atization Period 
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NCAA DI Board endorses sweeping changes to enforcement 

modek tinyurl.comibsnzaad" 

Welcome back to campus ~:iii::::~:: TarHeelFooI:batl ! Start the year 

right with some compliance education pic.twitter.oomi4gSHCgkY 

,~::~.__:~ View photo 

Athletics Compliance 

On Twitter, SAs should treat every tweet as if it is an 

internationally televised press conference. Because it is." 

,::::i::ii::=, g a e ts o o m p ti a n c e 

Athletics Compliance 

SA’s: Quoting rap lyrics on twitter? Think twice: 

on.tdo.com!QpoyOd via 

[~t View 

Athletics Compliance 

Lets get this going! 12-13 starts off today with 

~:::::.:ii:::,UNCwomensSoccer reporting to campus and 45 minutes of 

compliance fun 

:,ui 27 
Have a question or want to stay eligible? Here’s my number 

(919-962-6000 or compliance@uncaa.unc.edu), so call me,q~naybe 

N OW ?.’.ii~:G o H e 

More info, including FAQ, glossary, transfer info on :;ii:.:PennState 

available here: ow.lyicqBLU 
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B10 Commissioner Wants the Power to Fire Coaches 

cl%o~ficle ,co miblogs/pl~:~yersi .... 

’:i.!: G,_,B ..m~rd~?,:~ @NelsonMyName ¢=ii!:=.J~mes W H~rst Just for 
giggles and laughs i~=.ii~:DontBetOnlt 

~,~ View ce, r~w,.~rsation 

¢=ii?.G_Bemard26 Great advise! It is like giving an interview 24/7. 

~,.--[~ \! ew com, ersation 

Cunningham adds Ille, Pogge to administrative staff 

bit,lyiMgAQqv 

Contact w/prospects who are competing in a multi-day event is 

NOT permitted until their final contest is completed & they’ve been 

released 

SA’s: Yes, you may dress up like a cow and accept a free meal 

at Chick-fiFA today chick.-fib-a,comiCowsfAppieciat ..... Tweet us 

your pictures!!! 

Camp Reminder: Prospects may receive camp awards IF the 
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cost of the awards is included in the price of camp admission for 

participants! 

Remember that prospects (recruits) are still prospects until their 

FIRST day of academic year classes even after they sign an NLI. 

::i.::i:::::::..~:i i:ii=~:;i:w~:~,=~:;i:~:~,:::i ii::~?~ .~::~==i.~:~ii:~::::::~ 

July recruiting is heating ~Jp (literally!). Coaches: Remember 

can tweet WHERE you’re recruiting but not WHO you’re recruiting. 

::i.::i:::::::..~:i i:;i=~:;i:w=~:~,~:;i:=~:~,:::i ii::=?~ .~::,,==i~:~ii:~::::::~ 

NCAA bans 4 s~Jmmer teams for ties to agent 

esp~.go.comicolte~;.-sports ....... 

View .s.:.~m mary 

Congratulations and welcome to our new Head Coach/Director 

of T&F, Harlis Meaders. #GoH<~.els 9oheets.comfVi(;wArticle.db .............. 

:~:i.:i:::::.:..:.i ~:::~,:v~.w~,~,:v~.~,~<~ ==:(~i i:~=,==fi~e~.~c:’;~: 

Athletics Compliance 

The first MBB July dead period begins July 6 & lasts through July 

10. No on or off campus contactsievals & no official or unofficial 

visits. 

Athletics Compliance ::i:.: i..ii,.icc,.:~r~-~i:.:~i ~.~.~-~c~:.~ 

In-person, off-campus contacts can now be made (during 

specified contact periods) with prospects who have completed their 

junior year! 
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Good luck to @.....john_hensorL 

d::.:.i~:!ZellerTyler tonight in the NBA Draft! 

Reminder: In MNV Basketball, UNOFFICIAL VISITS are NOT 

permitted during the month of July. Bylaw 13.7.1.1. This became 

effective 8/1/11. 

:~:i.:i~::::.:.~.:: ii:::i!eiweeied by i:,,=Jfiiei.ic,:=~:: 

ii:i:i :< ii::: 8 i’~ d 

J,...,r’~ 
The Tar Heels finished 8th in the 2011-2012 Directors Cup. 

Congrats to all S-A’s and coaches! Your efforts gave UNC another 

Top 10 finis!! 

Student-athletes attending NBA draft parties may result in 

violations, regardless of who pays for benefits. 

:iii.!i!::i:i.!::: ii:::i!eiweeied by i:~d==fiiei, io:=~: 

ii:i:i :< ii::; 8 i~ d 

Have you seen the new ~:::i:~!:: NCi@,___EC Sliding Scale for 

Freshman entering 2016-17? twitpic.comigzt tq0 

~.~ View photo 

Tar Heel Alum Mia Hamm rated #1 female athlete in the last 40 

years by ESPN. :~=;ii:.:gdtbath espn.9o.comiespnwititle--i× ...... 

[~’t View sum..mar~, 

Athletics Cor~plia~ce 

UConn among record 10 teams banned from tourney over APR 

via @ SI Now 
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Student-athletes: Be ca~eful what you tweet & post - it is not 

okay to promote products, se~vices, restau~ants, etc., at any time! 

THANK YOU to the 16,063 members who provided $11.5M in 

scholarship support to Carolina Athletics this yea~. We reached our 

goal! i~=~:.=.:G DT BAT H 

Today is the day - unlimited calls & texts are now permitted for 

MBB recruits who have completed their sophomore year. 
:==~ii=.:u s e d isc~.eti o n 

Congrats to UNC’s Men’s ~i:!:=:i~::i=.uncswimdive, 

,i:!:=i:i~::i=. uric,gymnastics, ,i:i:=i:i:=::! uncvolleybalI, W Fencing and WCC for Top 10% 

national APR scores! 

It is now permissible for coaches to have recruiting 

conversations with prospects at their institutional camps. Still no 

written offer!! 
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Change coming in Men’s Basketball recruiting starting this 

Friday: ncaa.or~iwpsiwcmico~nec ........ 

NBA prospects wade through rigors of draft process 

detroitnews,comi~rI:iclei201206 .......... 

UNC student-athletes: Working a summer job? Giving lessons 

for a fee? Check with your coaches - compliance has a form for that! 

Can a booster mention or @.~eply a prospective student-athlete 

on twitter to recruit him/her to attend UNC? Vote here: 

micropoll,comitit,~[!:AorZMwt,~P 

Happy National Doughnut (or Donut) Day! If a bakery is giving 

out free donuts to all customers today then student-athletes may get 

one too 

ii.,!!!ii!.,;:i i:iii=~:!:i:V’~,!:!:=~:!:i:,!:!:=:::i ii::,!i .~:,ii?~:!:~ii:i~:::~!! ~i:i::,:::, ~’~’~ ii::,~i:!~ i"~,::::~:!¯ 

Camp Reminder: Prospects may NOT work ~nstitut~onai 

summer camps, ~n th~s case, "prospects" i~c~udes ~ncoming freshmen 

and transfers, 

Camp Reminder: It is not permissible for a booster to pay a 

prospective student-athlete’s expenses to attend an NCAA institution’s 

camp 
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UNC’s 

follow at 

Beginning August 1, a student host may receive $40 per day to 

entertain a prospect, plus $20 per day for each additional prospect 

hosted 

Congrats to all coaches who passed the Coaches Certification 

Exam this morning! Our first attempt at using the online test was a 

success! 

(.:i~:!ll~I:erpretTMs We had all of 8 days between the end of the 

academic year and the start of summer school, Quick little turn 

around :-) 

~ View convel-s~:tion 

Tomorrow is the first day of summer school at UNC, 

Remember, UNC can only purchase REQUIRED textbooks for 

No optional books allowed! 

Good luck to all Carolina teams competing in post-season play 

this weekend, and congratulations to all Tar Heel graduates! 

DI Board pledges to move forward with feedback from the 

membership- ~’~lCAA,org: bit,lyiKfG~,vi2 
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Congrats on finishing your exams and the start of summer 

break! Just remember that staying eligible never tokes a break 

Athletics Compliance ~:i]:.: i.ii,.i(:::::::or~-~i::,i ~.~.~r<:,,., 

Normal retail value must be assigned as the value of on award 

given to a S-A even if the aword was received free or at o discount! 

Athletics Compliance 

S-A’s who play on individuol sport moy request skill instruction 

from their coach over the summer BUT may not be required to 

participate 

Athletics Compliance 

NFL Draft reminder for current SAs: Do not accept flee flights, 

hotel rooms, meals, or other expenses to celebrate with former 

teammates." 

DI BoD to delay new initial eligibility standards until 2016 to 

allow high school students more time to prepare, More: owJyiaxpSu 

Athletics Cor~plia~ce :!::::::!!..ii,.io~..:::,~.,f:=.ii::-~,.,:::,~-~, 

The NCAA Drug Testing program occurs year-round, S-A’s can 

be tested in the summer. A missed test counts as a failed test! 

:~’barriveontimo 

Some good thoughts on how athletes should deal with ’haters’ 
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on Twitter: ,, po~ tsn~-:,Lca, fanfi.~-:,l~ ~:,0 t~,,, 0 ........ ~i!!ii!: fieldho~.~semedia 

Athletics Compliance 

Interesting read for all Tar Heel boosters and fans! 

bleache~ report~comiarticlesit 1558 .... 

View ,s.:.~m mary 

Athletics Compliance 

Best of luck to all UNC sports teams that are competing this 

weekend in both regular season and ACC Championship play! 

Division 1 Coaches Recruiting Test practice exam 

biI:.ly!pXc~-tm :?i~=;:T(~,stYo~Knowl(~,dg(~, 

.~r~.p~./9 

The wife did it ;-) Memphis coach blames wife for NCAA 

violation I The Dagger: College Basketball Blog = Yahoo! Sports 

sports,yahoo,co mibl~:)gsh;caab-.l:h ..... 

[7~ V~ew s~mmary 

Periodic reminder not totweet PSAs: How You Might Have 

Committed An NCAA Violation if You’re A College Sports Fan 

sports~rid,comincaa..f~:>otball! ,,. 

Compliance Office Cameo! @UNC_Athletics I came to get 

down, I came to get down, So get out your seats and JUMP 

AROUND! y~:>u t~ff>e,co miwa I:oh ?w:-~e U qAS R .... 

~ V~ew med~a 
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d::.;.i~:!Te~r~-~SpeedKilts NCAA set the number at 4. Intent is that you 

cannot instruct an entire team at the same time - more individualized. 

~,.--[~ \! ew com, ersation 

Shout-out to all of the UNC student-athletes who were involved 

with this video. A great message! #.itgetsbetter yo~4ube.comiwatch? 

v~::e4TJqZ 

~ V~e~<, med~a 

Ap~ ~=:!:: 

If a spoilt is out-of-season, no more than 4 student-athletes can 

participate in skill-related instruction beginning TODAY 

""U 13 
Football spring game - Recruits attending the game must watch 

the game from the general seating area and cannot watch from the 

sidelines. 

Leaders Imagine Leaner, Meaner NCAA Rule Book 

chronk:~le.com!blogsipI~yers! 

Happy Signing Day!! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
d::.:.i~:! Keepir~g_.lto~Heet Dead period also includes transfers 

~-"~ View convers~.,lion 

Reminder: All sports who have an April signing period are in a 
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DEAD period from April 9 - 12. No on or off campus contacts or 

evals! 

To all of our Tar Heel athletes: Happy National Student-Athlete 

Day! Thanks for all you do for Carolina - we’re lucky to work with you! 

@P_makeitrain_J Give rne a call at 919-962-6000 ask for Tom 
in Compliance, Ill explain, 

~,~ View conversation 

@P_makeitrain_J Just a little FYI. Board money on your 

QneCard does carry over. No need to swipe meals for the whole 

campus! 

~,.--[~ View com, ersation 

Check out Matt Raudenbush doing a "Happy Gilmore" swing 

ILxmeil 

~ \!it~,w video 

Check out a new addition to UNC’s compliance page on THB: 

Bylaw Briefs! Short & sweet reminders about NCAA rules. 

tarheetblue.comicompIial~celunc 

Prospects enrolling in Fall 2012 can now request their final 

amateurism certification at eligibilitycenter.otg. ::::¢GetltDone 

iiis: i:;:ar’~d 
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Just keeping you eligible! 

~-"~ View conveFs~lion 

NOAA looking at potential governance changes 

espls,go,corn/college.-sports ....... 

Any competition in a sport regardless of time (1 second or 1 

play) counts as a Season of Competition in that sport. 5 Yrs to use 4 

Seasons. 

Go Heels! 

2012 spring Thank-a-Thon in the Loudermilk Center wl 

~i:=ili~:i unccaa student-athletes calling our donors to say THANK YOU!! 

:’~Ii’.:RC pic.twitt~.~r.comL~V95teV~a 

i~ View photo 

Turn it Blue today at Anderson Stadium for the ,i:=iiiil UNCSoftball 

game vs. South Carolina at 5 pm! First pitch by ~:iiiii,.:~MiaHamm 

pic.twitter.comiOC LSzH kD 

~i.::i~::::::.} i:iixd:~/~eei:,~:<:i ii::,!i .~:,i:i~:~:~ii:i~::::,~:~ 

~~ Vie’.’,; photo 

Productive meeting with UNC SAAC last night regarding 

countable activities. It’s always nice to clear up mis-conceptions 

about what counts! 
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FaceTime = phone call! 13.02.15 states that all electronically 

transmitted human voice exchange shall be considered a phone call. 

::i.::i:::::::..~:i i:;i=~:~i:w~:~,=~:~i:~:~,:::i ii::,?~ .~::~==i~:~ii:~:::::~ 

Good answer! =i;~:!i:=.i:~ KB{.~tter5 =::.,~:, Deu~,~:,22ss 

~,~ View co~w,.~rsation 

SA’s!CoachesiStaff: Filling out NCAA Brackets? Only thing you 

can "win" is bragging rights. Can’t bet anything of value 

things not to mess with: UNC Compliance 

~:::::.ili;:=.Ltnc~,vlax needs your vote to beat Duke in a music video 

showdown: bit,lyizoPlSl" 

Public Infraction Report: ncaa,org!wpsiwcm!con~ec .......... 
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NCAA news release: F~caa,orgiwps/wcmicol~nec ..... 

NCAA to announce Committee on Infractions report today at 3 

p m, 

ii.,!!!ii!.,::i i:ii:=~:!:i:V’~=!:!:=~:!:i:=!:!:Ci ii::=!~~ .~:Ji’~h:!:~ii:i~:::~!! 

i’,’i::-~,~- 1o 

Today thru Sunday is a dead period for Men’s & Women’s 

Track, No in-person on or off-campus recruiting contacts may be 

m a d e =:i:ili~= ! U N C T r a c k__,F i el d 

Sources: FBI probing guard Varez Ward and potential point- 

shaving in Auburn basketball, tiny~.~rl,comi6qke78y 

ii.,!!!ii!.,::i i:iiX!:i:V’~e=~:!:b!:!:Ci ii::~!~~ iJ:i’~h:!:~ii:iC~!! 

Best of luck and go Heels! RT (~ili:=::i~UNCTrack....Field The Tar Heels 

are officially checked in at the 2012 NCAA National Championships! 

All donation will go to Seth’s race to walk, Seth is an ACC office 

intern check his story out here: fz~cebook,con~ipagesiSeths-Ra 

i!:!: < ii:::= i~{=.i~:::i 

Check out the ACC online auction with items from all ACC 

schools ( h, vo UNC-Duke tickets for next year), 

donaflons~ebay,com/chadtyichaHt ........... 

~:.:. :.=: p::~"=d 
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Once an individual is defined as a representative of the 

institution’s athletics interests-booster, the person retains that identity 

forever 

Athletics Corepliance :;i :: ..i i’..i c~.:c.~.~-.4.:.i:~:,,:~~c::,., 

S-A’s who participate in a conference championship may receive 

6 complimentary tickets, but these may NOT be sold or traded for 

their value! 

Coaches and SA’s: It is not permissible to publicize a prospect’s 

visit (can’t use prospect’s twitter handle either) 

so~d:hbendtribune,comlnewsisbt..notre .......... 

Athletics Compliance 

~:::::.:ii:i~, momoney91,9 We just recently learned what 

:;iiii’i;Teal~~Follow~3aok was all about & UNC compliance definitely 

suppers reciprocal following~ Go Heels~ 

~::xp::::~.~d 

Reminder to SAs to che~k witrainers before taking any 

supplements: N.C. State LB D.J. Green suspended for season 

es.pni×SSvoS 

Athletics Compliance 

Partying, players disrespecting program led to problems at 

UCLA- St.com - Magazine 

spod:sill~strated.cnn.oomi2012/magazine! ...... 

Student-athlete career fair tonight from 6.30 - 8.00 @ the 
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Loudermilk center (third floor)#con~easis 

ii:!:!:::: i::~!i~n 

Did you know? A current student-athlete may NOT transport a 

prospect off campus during an unofficial visit: bit,lyiyIF3zH 

Ath letics Compliance 

Student-Athletes: Twitter is great if you use it the right way. Get 

educated co~~spicuousideas,btogspot, c~:>m/2011/0 7 /50-.1wi 

Coaches: You may not provide complimentary admissions to a 

prospective student-athlete for a post-season conference tournament. 

Tweet #100: Parents of S-A’s can provide occasional meals to 

all team members at any location. Potluck anyone?? 

RT "~::~ili:==.:i~RebelCompliance: Four Radford University coaches 

cited for unethical conduct- ItCAA,org: bit,lyiAvv2w~r~" 

NFLPA discusses tweaking agent rules, sources say - ESPN 

es,pn/xLIgyw 

Twitter Tip #2: Coaches it is permissible to comment on athletic 

or academic performance of a prospect after he/she has signed a NM 
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Twitter Tip: Coaches it is not permissible to use the 

function on a prospect’s page, Only DM if prospect is of age to 

receive e-mail 

Congrats! Zeller Named Academic All-America Of The Year 

tarheelblue.comispo~-tsim--baskb 

Great discussion about multi-year grants & $2,000 MEA with 

UNC SAAC members last night. What are your thoughts? 
:;~ii’.:ms keyou rvoiceh ea rd 

Non-coaching staff with sport specific responsibilities can not 

make calls to or receive calls from prospects until after they sign. 

i::.i~::i:..:.~. i::i::,~;,:,i.~,~,,~;~:,~;,:,i.~;~:,:.:i i.:~:t~,, .~%i¢,’~1i~,:::~;’~. 

Todd O’Brien andPeter O’Brien carried their transfer- 

eligibility cases to the NCAA. One is now playing ... 

~~caa.com!~ewsi~~caa!ad:i ..... 

Big weekend across the athletic department: UNC teams 

finished 13-1 in head-to-head games/matches from Friday-Sunday. 
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Multiyear scholarship rule narrowly uphel& Read mare: 

ow.lyig~U09 

Multi-year athletic grants-in-aid survive NCAA DI override 

vote by 0.38%." ,::::i:i!::qAMUCompliar~ae 

Do you think you can hang? Male practice players in the 

sport of women’s basketball: esp~Lgo.com/espm, viwome~~s--c . 

To all coaches creating camp brochures: S-A’s name & 

............................................... picture can only be used to ID them in counselor section. Can’t use to 

advertise! 

.............................................. Interesting read regarding NCAA potentially using private 

............................................... investigators: dennis~-dodd.blags.cbssports.com/mcc,,"blogsie~-~tr ....... 

Congrats to ACC Weaver-James Corrigan Award 

recipients Taylor Brown, Shinann Featherston, Blair Meiggs, & Tyler 

Zeller! tarheelbt~_~e.comisportsiw--ten~-~i ..... 

Ath ~etics Coreplia~ce :~ii: ..ii~’.iccc.~,",pi:,:,=:,~~c=:=.= ~--,;:,b i 4, 2oi :2 
SA’s: Mark your calendars! Student-athlete career fair will 

be held February 28th #am 6.30 to 8 at the Loudermiik Center 
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Just Lin, Baby! 10 Lessons Jeremy Lin Can Teach Us 

Before We Go To Work Monday Morning - Forbes o~ffo~b~es/~:’:ndzkG 

[~ View summary 

NCAA’s Emmert backs tough enforcement changes - 

USATOD~\Y,com usat,lyiya417z via (~IIi:==.:I, USATOD~\Y 

NCAA denies Connecticut Huskies’ request for APR 

waiver for 2013 postseason - ESPN es,pniySVApl" 

Thanks to all our followers-we’re up to 500! Next goal for 

~::::i==ii:i=. UNCcomplial~ce is 1,000. #Letsg<~tstarted 

Best of luck to all UNC teams competing this weekend! 

:i’bGoTarHeets ! 

NCAA Weighs Changes to $2,000 Stipend Based on 

RT 

Per the NCAA CAP Penalty Waiver Directive: A school 

may request that an alternative penalty be imposed in lieu of 

postseason ineligibility. 
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Ohio State proposes czar an ethics compliance 

toledobla de.comiOhio.-Statei201 ...... 

UConn proposes own penalties to save 2013 NCAA 

tourney bid cbsspods.cor~dcotl~%.,~eb~sketb ........ 

Ath letics Compliance ::i:ii i..iNcc.::-:,,--~-~i::,ii~-:~nc,:-~ i..:~=.~b :!:.:~, :2oi 

SA’s: Do not tweet or RT endorsements of businesses! 

This could be a violation and the business will probably RT it! RT 

~::!:=i:i~:[i:. U o fS C C o m p li a ~ c e 

Ath letic$ Compliance ::i::.:.:~ i_.~Nq:co~~~i.:.iianc,:.:: i:h.~b & :20i 

Thanks for following us! Please spread the word and help 

us get to 500 followers. Follow =i:i;:ii=.i!UNCcomplia~ce Enjoy the game 

to night ! :;#=:BeatDu ke 

Ath letic$ Compliance ::i::.:.:~ i_.~Nq:co~~~i.:.iianc,:.:: i:h.~b 3~ :20i 
Enjoy the Super Bowl (and the ads!), but S-A’s and NCAA 

athletics department staff members should NOT be gambling. 

Athletics Compliance 

One last reminder! NCAA defines wagering as putting 

something at risk with chance to win something in returm 

It is a violation for schools to provide recommended books 

to S-A’s. Only required books permitted! 

wasM~~gtonpost.comispodsicoltege .......... 
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UNC Fans: Recruits who signed a NLI today are recruits 

until first day of classes!practice Don’t tweet or facebook at them to 

congratulate 

Signing Day Live is on the digital air! 

Coaches: Remember that texting is not allowed until the 

day after a recruit signs a NLI :#:GoHeels 

National Signing Day! Go Heels! 

During dead period: no contacts or evaluations; no off- 

campus recruiting; no complimentary admission to prospects; no un- 

or official visits 

So you think student-athletes don’t have a voice in the 

NCAA structure? Think again: bit,lyiyKcslb Nice work, 

@DivisionlSAAC! 
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Let the coaches do the recruiting[ Do not tweet or 

Facebook at prospective student-athletes i~=.ii~:NLIsigningd~.~y 

Athletics Compliance 

Russell Wilson’s success sparking college football free 

agency - NCAA Football - 

spod:silh~strated.c~n.comi2012/ffx~tballi ...... 

The d.UNC Leadership Academy has been renamed the 

Richard A. Baddour Leadership Academy in honor of the former AD 

who helped create it. 

Athletics Compliance 
RT (:::.]fill:. RebsICompliance: An inside look at a~eged point 

shaving scheme at U of San D~ego - 

sportslllustrated,crm,comi2012iwril:erslt ...... 

A week away from signing day. Football NLI requests just 

came in ::,:¢GoHeels 
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Institutional staff members and boosters cannot arrange, 

or be involved in, press conferences/public announcements of 

signings by prospects, 

~:i:.:.i~.:::.:.:.~.i i:ii=~!~i:we=~!~teci b:V .~::~==ii~ii:~::::::!~: 

~::::i:ii:i=, uncvolteybatl NCAA Volleyball Rules Committee 

recommends subs to increase to 15 per set beginning in the 2012 

season 

Ath letics Compliance ::i :.: i..ii,.i~:::::c~-.::,.~-~ i:.::i ~.~.~-~c,:., ,.i.~.~,-~ 24.2oi 2 

Did you know? Student-athletes may be given 4 

complimentary admissions through a pass list for each home or away 

contest in his!her sport. 

Despite obvious consequences, athletes still not thinking 

before they tweet - usat.ty/~SXmNb 

:::i.:i~::::.:.:.:: ii:::i!~,;vi’w~,~,;vi’~,~<i hy i:~=J’fii~;~:i, ic,:=~: 

NCAA is opening up ways for student-athletes to be 

informed but keep their amateur status. Read more here 
ncaa.orgiwpsiwcmiconnec .... 

for 

information on a variety of compliance topics! 

Excited about the Giants playing the Patriots for Super 

Bowl XLVI? Enjoy but remember SA’s and athletic department staff 
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can’t bet on it. 

Ath letics Compliance ~:i:’.’.’! i...~i’,.iOcomi::.iian,::.,,.,: J.~,;n 2 i. 20i 
NCAA medical hardship regulations: Injury must occur in 

1st half of regular season and SA cannot have played in more than 

30% of games. 

Prospects need to get registered with the NCAA Bigibility 

Center ~:i!I:.i:.:?NCAA._I!~:C before an institution can provide NLI. 

eligibilitycer~ter~org 

,::::i==ii:i=, DJatJMG I would use the word monitor, Main goal is to 

educate so together we keep our SA’s eligible to represent UNC 

~,~ View co~versat~or~ 

NCAA Bans 7-om7 High School Football Games From 

Member Campuses: R>~bes,comisitesibobcooki ..... 

~:::~i;i::’.:i! Ta rH eel Fo orb 
[}~ Vi~.~w s.:.~mmary 

Athletics Cor~pliar~ce ::i:.: i..ii,,i~:::::c~-.:~~-~i:.:~i ~.~,~-~c~:.~ ,.i.~;,-~ i!i.i!L 2oi2 

NLI Signing Day is less than h~o weeks away - 

@UNC_AtMetics and @TarHeeIF~:>otball fans!boosters -please do 

NOT tweetlFacebook recruits 

i::xp:~,:~~d 

Stiff NCAA penalties on the way with new model ......... 

collegefootb~ll,blogs, cbssp~:>d:s,comimcciblogs!entr ...... 
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Always had questions about a specific NCAA compliance 

issueirule? Tweet at ~:i:~i:::::~:i UNCcompli~nce for an answer. 

Ath letics Compliance ~:!i!i:: !..ii’.iO~:c=mf:=i‘‘.~r’~c:‘~.~ J::,~r~ i.;:; 2012 
Thanks for following us! Make sure to spread the word to 

other Tar Heel fans and have them follow (.=.i~=! U~’~Ccomptiance. 

A look at transfers and some pet peeves of the 

compliance community, Excellent breakdown from 

ncaa. or gibto£~/2012iO1/t .... 

Division I Council approves new basketball recruiting 

model ?.=.~i~:UNCBBall ncaa,org/wps,i~,vcm/coni~ec ......... 

To all student-athletes: Last hour of book distribution in 

Loudermilk Room 2417, Come fill out those book forms! 

Highlights of NCAA President Mark Emmert, opening 

business session at #NCAi\conv ~caa,orgiwps/wcm/co~nec 

Hot topics at the NCAA convention 

washingtonpost,comisportsicoIlege .......... 
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~ "Compliance is a shared responsibility." :ii!ii:.NC/-~,J\Conv 

An update from the NCAA on multi-year GIAs and Misc. 

Expense Allowance: DI Board looks to continue reform efforts 

biLIyiwnTWfl 

(.:i~=!SportMgmtB~ma We don’t have an exact date but 

sometime in the next couple of months~ OSU went in front of the Col 

on Aug 12, UNC Oct 28. 

~ View convel~s~:tion 

Interesting read about NCAA president,Mark Emmert’s, 

view on current developments chronicle,com/ad:icleiThe..NC ...... 

Do you know the difference between eligibility and 

enforcement? nc~a.o~giwps/wcmiconr~ec .... 

J.~.~,-~ 
Student-Athletes:Is this your last semester at UNC and 

only need a couple of credits to graduate?Get undedoad approval, 

contact Susan Maloy 

Athletics Compliance ::i:.: i..ii,.i~:::::c~-.:,,~-~i:.:,i ~.~.~-~c,,., 

Student-Athletes: Want to represent UNC? Make sure you 

are enrolled full-time and never drop a class without consulting 

academic support. 
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Student-Athletes: Do you receive books as part of your 

scholarship? Only required books are covered, recommended books 

and supplies are not. 

Reminder!!! A fan or booster mat not contact a prospect 

via social media to try to persuade him/her to attend OU or any other 

school. 

Ath letics Compliance ::i::.:.:! i...~Nq:co~~~i.:.iianc=:.:: ,.i.~=.~n =!:::, :20i 
Student-athletes: Spring book pick up starts today and all 

of next week between 10-2 at the academic center (Room 2417) in 

the Blue Zone. 

Ath letics Compliance ::i::.:.:~ i...~Nq:co~~~i.:.iianc=:.:: J:::~r~ 5 2012 
Want an inside look at the NCAA tourney selection 

process? Check out official RPI’s and more in the "Nitty Gritty" 

ncaa .o~ ghpi 

50 Twitter Tips for Student-Athletes (by Tom Satkowiak, 

University of Tennessee) - CoSIDA: bit.lyiyMelpR via 

i::.i~::i:..:.~. i::i::,~;::,i.~,~,~;~,~;::,i.~;~,:.:i i.:~:t~, .~%i¢,:~1i~,:::~;’~. 

Baseball dead period begins today & goes through Jan. 8. 

No official/unofficial visits or in-person contacts or evals on- or off- 

campus! 
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Schools object to NCAA mu[tiyear scholarship plan, 

~s~I:oday.comlsportslcollege ......... 

Happy holidays! NCAA compliance never takes a break. 

::~ii:.:as kbe R>~eyo~ a ct 

Are you considered a UNC booster? Check it out at 

ncaa,org!wpsiwcndmyconn ....... 

Dwight Jones has been reinstated and will play in 

Independence Bowl, 

Athletics Compliance 

It is permissible for coach to accept call from prospect 

when the prospect is on-call for competition. 

Athletics Compliance 

NCAA revises interp of 13.1.6.2 for all sports except 

Men’s & Women’s Basketball: 

Athletics Compliance ::i :.: i..ii,.iCc~-;~r~-~pi ~.~,~-~c~:.~ I:~:.~c 20.20i i 
Legislation preventing schools from hosting, sponsoring or 

conducting a nonscholastic basketball event on campus upheld 

nc~a.orgiwpsi~/cmiconnec ......... 
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Want coal for Christmas? It is a violation to provide 

student-athletes with x-mas presents and stocking stuffers regardless 

of value. 

Athletics Compliance ~:!i!i::!..ii,.io~:c=.mf:=.i ,:.~r-;c:=~.~ i:::~=~.~c: i:i?; 201 i 
Football dead period begins today (Dec. 19) and ends 

Jan. 3~ No in-person recruiting contacts on- or off-campu!! Only 1 

phone call per week. 

NCAA suspends $2,000 miscellaneous expense 

allowance espn.go.comicotlege-.spods ........ 

A student-athlete’s name or picture can not be used to 

promote any commercial item/company, Check out 

wafb.com/storyi t 6318322 

Did you know that all football players must pass 6 credits 

this fall to be eligible to play in the Independence Bowl. NCAA bylaw 

14.1.10.2 

Ever wondered what the graduations rates are for all FBS 

bowl game participants? Take a look 

tidesport.orgiRGRC/20 t I ."2011 .......... 

Follow ~:::~iii:=’.ii!UNCcompliance for insights, reminders and 

much more related to NCAA and ACC rules! 
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~:::~iii:=:ii!YheR;.~msClub Fans, follow (~ii:==.i;~UNCcomplia~ce office to 

receive insights, reminders, and much more related to NCAA rules! 

Fans, follow ~;:!:=i:i;:[;=. UNCcom ~liance office to receive insights, 

reminders and much more related to NCAA rules! 

Fans, follow the (.=.i~=!U~tCoomptiance office to receive 

insights, reminders and much more related to NCAA 

rules!@UNC_Basketball 

Fans, follow ,::::==ii!:;=.UF-tCc~:>mplial~ce office to receive insights, 

reminders and much more related to NCAA rules! 

Ath~etics Cor~p~ia~ce ~:!i!i::!..ii’.iO~:c,r~f:=.i,,.~r’~c:,~.~ i:::~,~.~c: i5; 201 i 
Fans, follow =:i==ili~=!UNCcomptiance office to recieve insights, 

reminders and much more related to NCAA rules! @UNC_Athletics 

CARA = Countable Athletically Related Activity 

Athletics Cor~piiance ::i:iii..iNcc.::-:,,--~-~i::,ii~-:~nc,:-~ i..:~,:.::,:.., i5. :2oi 

Did you know that during an official UNC vacation period 

there is no limit on daily (4) and weekly (20) hour limitation related to 

CARA 
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Challenge threatens NCAA’s $2,000 stipend: 
usaI:od~y,comlspo~IslcoIlege ........ 

UNC Coaches, student-athletes and fans, follow 

(.=.i~=!UNCcomptiar~ce to receive insights, reminders and much more 

related to NCAA compliance. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 8:32 PM 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeatNeticsclips.com> 

Prig: Clips eSURVEY: "A Wish List for a New NC.A~\ President" 

From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick=collegeathleticsclips.com@mai1121.us2.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of College Athletics Clips 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 5:35 PM 
To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject; Clips eSURVEY: "A Wish List for a New NCAA President" 

C~ips eSURVEY: The Next NCAA President 

The following p~!2<,.s.i.!’L!?.-, answers a~e listed a]phabeticalfy. 

#.#.~.i[.!~, PICK THREE ONLY= please, 

Authentic belief in making changes (i.e~-erneteudsm, commercialism, academic 

rek~rm, ruk~sienk~rcement, 

Broad and lengthy academic background 

Dek~gating, hands.-eff teedersMp style 

Heavy4~anded dictatorial management style 

M~cro4~anagh~g, ovePthe-shoulder intrusive management style 

My way or the h~ghway a[ti[ude 

Politics background 

Status qua Bend..a~d epproach 

president? 

We ceuldret help it, We cautdn’[ teeve well enough efone~ Hey, if there’s speculation 

already brewing about the next NCAt~ plesident, why can:t we expand the ~st of potenfiN 

candkJates beyond John ]nfante’s five ~isted above’? So we asked aro~md (to a go-to ~Jst 

of a dozen Idbkzers) end came up wi[h e bunch of potential candidates, Hsted 

a~)habetically P~CK THREE (add ~ names of~our own ~ 

Mike Alden 

James Barker 

Karl Bensen 

Jay Bifes 

Michael Bk~omberg 

B~B B~wN~y 

Bil~ Bradley 

Dave Brando~ 

HHlaty C~inton 



Chris Christy 

Mad< Cuban 

B~.ibb~ Cunningham 

Kathy DeBoer 

Jeremy Foby 

Leu~s ~:reeh 

Gordon Gee 

Dan Guerrero 

Pat Haden 

Wa~ter Harriso~ 

Tom JuMch 

M~ke Kr~zmf#,ki 

Abe Madkour 

Seen McManus 

SidRey McPhee 

Kevm Pfank 

BJI~ Powers 

Grog Shaheen 

Mike Slbe 

Gone Smith 

Aden Specte~ 

David Stern 

Jack Swarbdck 

He,den Thorp 

Quincy Adams 

VVdght Waters 

JC Watts 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: 

TO ACC ESS TH £ CLI PS WEBSfTE: ~,’~’~vw,colleqeathieticsciips,cem 

Clips eSURVEYe u~re YES/NO input..~ frerq isand-picked subse[s selected ~rom Clips: sage & savvy 

subscriber base. C~ips eSURVEYs are emaiied directly to specially selected Clips subscribers who are 

deemed to be knowk~dgeable (or interested =n} [be par[icdiar sdbject of interest lh=s pa;ticular C~ps 

eSURV~Y is being sent to ell Clips subscribers who are DI ADs DI Deputy/Executive/Sea,or ADs, D~ 

Presidents; DI FARe, D~ conference executwes; bow~ executives, etc 

About our website: C9~legeAth~et}csC~ips,co~ provides executive summaries of the business of 

Cligs Best Q~otee, ClOgs Ar~b~es and The C~i~s Le~ Col~n. We alsc issue Lhe eclecLk;, L~seughl:- 

provoking, inrormatienal and eccasional~y humorous C~ips eF~SHes, which are awsrd-~t~)rl:hy e-H:ems 

that rsnge far and wide ks delve irfl:o the periphery and so~[ underbelly o~ odr medern day 

athletics. Other Chps outbound emeiled gems include C~ips Eyewit~ess Repo~ts, C}}~s eSURVEYs 

{hke ~his one), Cl{ps Rea~iys~e~t Graphiss {we:re on Vers=on 18 and counting), etc. 



Sent to ille~t~nc.edu u’hF did] ,get fltis? I ~ii ~mail Marketing 
tmsub~rik’e fiom this list i update st~bscription preferences 

[                    Powered by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 8:37 PM 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.~mc.edu~~ 

Associate AD for Compliance Se~xch 

UNC COMPLIANCE AAD Search Smnma~T as of 03 01 2013.docx; UNC COMPLIANCE AAD Candidate Review as of 03 01 

2013.pdf 

Joyce, 

I’ve attached two documents for your review. The first is a summa~ of the search to date. It includes candidates in three separate groupings. The first group includes all 

candidates who do not meet the minimum advertised requirements. The second includes camdidates who meet the minimum requirements for the position amd remain 
under consideration, but their qualNcations are not competitive with the camdidates selected for interviews. ~e thkd includes prefe~ed candidates who have been 
identified for a telephone a~dior on-ca~pus inte~-iew. 
~e second document is the worksheet used to grade all c~didates whose application materials have been received to date. 
If you have amy questions or require additional i~b~ation, please let me know. Also, if there is am3¢hing I cam do to assist on Monday to ensure that we meet applicable 
deadlines, please Ntbm~ ~ne or Paul Pogge. ~a~ for your help. 

Vince Ille 

SeNor Associate AtNefic Director 
Umve~ity of No~ Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 4:51 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

IMG5099.jpeg 

IMG 5099.jpg 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:58 PM 

Peacock, Christopher R (peacock@illinois.edu) 

You replace this guy at Towson? 

http:ii~vw.muredhawks.com,’ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID~6100&ATCLID~06734790 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Caxolina 

(919) 962-4631 



The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

EPA NON-FACULTY APPOINTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT (PAGE 1 OF 3 PAGES) 

Appointee’s Full Name: 

Primary Rank Title: 

Base Department / Name: 

in order to receive an appointment with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, you must agree to the following 
conditions of employment: 

6= 

Federal law requires each new employee to complete the "Employee Information and Verification" section of the Federal 
Immigration Service Form I-9 and to submit certain original documents for examination in order to verify and certify 
identification and employment eligibility. The University requires the completion of these requirements no later than three (3) 
business days of the employee’s first day of work counting the first day. 

In compliance with North Carolina law, the University verifies each employee’s legal status or authorization to work in the 
United States after hiring using the Department of Homeland Security’s E-Verify Program. Your employment will be 
terminated if you fail to comply with the employment authorization requirements or if it is determined that you are not 
authorized to work in the United States. 

North Carolina law requires notice to every applicant for state employment that willfully providing false or misleading 
information or failing to disclose relevant information shall be grounds for rejection of an application or later disciplinary 
action or criminal prosecution. Dismissal from employment shall be mandatory in any case in which a false or misleading 
representation is made in order to meet position qualifications. The employer is required by law to verify an applicant’s 
representations about credentials and other qualifications relevant to employment. By executing this document, you 
authorize the release to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill of any document or information within the 
possession of a third party, such as an educational institution or licensure board, that may serve to verify any 
representations made by you on this Form AP2a and on the University’s "Recommendation for EPA Personnel Action" 
(Form AP-2) which must also be completed prior to employment. 

The University will complete a criminal conviction check prior to the candidate’s first scheduled day of work. A criminal 
conviction does not in and of itself prevent an applicant from being employed by the University. The nature of some 
convictions, however, may cause certain positions to be unavailable to you. Failure to completely disclose information about 
a criminal conviction or plea on an employment application is considered falsification of the employment application and will 
result in the applicant not being eligible for employment at the University. All permanent and temporary faculty and staff of 
the University including post-doctoral scholars, medical fellows and adjunct faculty are required to report any criminal 
conviction(s) within five business days of the conviction or other covered criminal disposition or at the first possible 
opportunity if the employee is incarcerated. The employee is required to report this information to the Employee and 
Management Relations Department of the Office of Human Resources or, at the employee’s option, to his/her 
Supervisor or Department Head. A willful failure to report a criminal conviction or to cooperate with University 
authorities in regards to a reportable matter under this policy may subject the employee to appropriate disciplinary 
action, up to and including termination of University employment. The full text of this policy may be viewed at 
http ://hr. unc. edu/p~~icies-pr~cedures-guide~ines/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/emp~~yment/CC M3-~25868. 

The University requires all of its employees hired on or after July 1, 1999 to be paid by "direct deposit" into a bank or credit 
union account. In order to satisfy this requirement, you understand you must submit the direct payroll deposit authorization 
(Form PR-8) to the University Payroll Department by the end of your first workweek. Your signature below certifies that you 
understand you will not receive a paycheck from the University until the appropriate payroll forms have been completed and 
submitted. 

You understand that you are required to provide your U.S. Social Security Number (if one has been issued to you) so the 
University can satisfy its income-reporting and withholding obligations under North Carolina and federal laws. Unless this 
sentence is marked through and initialed by you, you voluntarily permit the use of your social security number for internal 
record keeping and information management operations. However, you understand you will be randomly assigned a 
University-generated personal identification number (PID) which the University will instead use whenever possible. 

Appointee Initials: Date: 

Revised 04/04/11 Form AP-2a (EPA Non-Faculty) 



The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

EPA NON-FACULTY APPOINTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT (PAGE 2 OF 3 PAGES) 

I Appointee’s Full Name: 

7= 

9= 

Consistent with any applicable wage-hour laws, you authorize the University to withhold from your final paycheck the cost of 
any State-owned property you fail to return when your appointment ends. You also authorize the University to withhold from 
your final paycheck the amount of any other debt you owe to the University. 

You understand that you are required to comply with the University’s Department of Environment, Health and Safety 
(EH&S) policies and procedures regarding vaccines, medical surveillance or other required safety training within the first 10 
days of your employment. Information regarding these policies and procedures is available on the web at: 
http:iiwww.ehs.unc.eduimanualsiehsmanualidocsi5appendixb.pdf or may be obtained by either asking your supervisor, 
your departmental Human Resources Facilitator or Manager, or contacting EH&S at telephone 919-962-5507. You further 
understand that if your position places you in a healthcare environment or your duties involve healthcare, you must also 
complete the items outlined in the "EHS Conditions of Employment" document in accordance to the time frames and 
frequency specified. This document will be provided to you by your appointing department. If you do not receive this 
document and your position places you in a healthcare environment or your duties involve healthcare, you may also obtain 
a copy on the web at: http://www.ehs.unc.edu/manuals/ehsmanual/docs/5appendixb.pdf or by contacting EH&S at 919-962- 
5507. 

You understand that to comply with University policy if your position’s duties include engaging in University healthcare 
activities you must disclose to your Department Head, Dean, Division Chief, the Office of Human Resources Employee & 
Management Relations Division or the Chair of the University’s AIDS Task Force if you are currently, or later become, 
infected with either the HIV or the Hepatitis B viruses. 

10. State law requires each permanent employee regularly scheduled to work 30 hours or more each workweek to participate in 
either the Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System (TSERS) or the Optional Retirement Plan (ORP). The 
appointee makes an irrevocable election of one of these retirement plan options within 60 days of his/her hire effective 
date. Each employee presently is required to contribute six percent of his/her gross salary by payroll deduction, and that the 
State retains the right to amend the contribution rate. 

11. North Carolina law requires certification that you are in compliance with the registration requirements of the Military 
Selective Service Act (http:!/www.sss.gov/must.htm) prior to appointment. The University is required by law to verify such 
compliance. If you do not answer affirmatively to either Question A, B or C listed below, you will be notified that a proposed 
finding of ineligibility for employment will be finalized, unless, within 30 days, you provide information which establishes 
compliance with the registration requirements of the Military Selective Service Act. 

(Select A, B, or C) 

certify that I am registered with Selective Service. 

certify that I am not required to be registered with the Selective Service because (select one): 

__ I am a female. __ I am under the age of eighteen years. 
__ I was born before 1960. __ I am a non-immigrant alien. 
__ I am in the armed services on active duty (Reserves and National Guard are not considered on 

active duty.) 

__ I am a permanent resident ofthe Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands or Northern Mariana Islands. 

C= certify that my requirement to be registered with the Selective Service has expired or is inapplicable, 
and (select one): 
__ I was registered when the requirement was applicable to me. 
__ I was not registered when the requirement was applicable to me, but my failure to register was 

not a knowing and willful failure to register. Please explain on attached signed and dated sheet. 

Appointee Initials: Date: 

Revised 04/04/11 Form AP-2a (EPA Non-Faculty) 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

EPA NON-FACULTY APPOINTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT (PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES) 

Important Benefits Notifications: For your information, you should also note the following time-sensitive enrollment 
deadlines regarding certain benefits for eligible appointees following your hire effective date: 

If you are eligible for employee health insurance, election to participate in the State’s employee health 
insurance plan must be received within 30 days of your hire effective date. The employee has the option of 
choosing this health insurance coverage to begin on the first day of either the first or second month followin.q 
employment. Health insurance coverage for hire effective dates prior to the selected coverage effective date 
is the appointee’s responsibility. 

If you are eligible for retirement benefits, you are required within sixty (60) days of your hire effective date to 
elect participation in either the North Carolina Teacher’s and State Employees’ Retirement System (TSERS) 
or the University of North Carolina Optional Retirement Plan (ORP). Your failure to make this election within 
this period on the required forms irrevocably results in the automatic election of TSERS as your retirement 
plan. Please ensure you take timely action following your hire to exercise this important option. 

Appointee’s Signature: 

Appointing Department 
Representative Signature: 

Date: 

Date: 

Revised 04/04/11 Form AP-2a (EPA Non-Faculty) 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

As part of the University’s comprehensive security efforts and to ensure a safer environment for our students, staff and visitors, 
University policy requires that a background check be conducted for all staff and faculty, unpaid volunteers, interns, visiting scholars and 

as well as any other individuals engaged by campus departments in programs that serve or involve contact with minors. Background 

checks related to the protection of minors served by University programs must be accomplished at least annually for those University 

staff, faculty, or volunteers who have ongoing involvement in such programs regardless of any previous background checks that may 

have been conducted. 

Your social security number is required for the background check consistent with University policy. If you choose not to disclose your 
social security number, you will not be considered for employment. 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

SOCIAL SECURITY # DATE OF BIRTH SEX RACE 

CURRENT ADDRESS (street, city, state, zip): 

PERMANENT ADDRESS (If different from current 

~ 
address). If Permanent address is not in the U.S. 

~0 
address, include country): 

:z: Please list all names by which you have been known, along with the dates each name was used: 

~ 
DATES (FROM/TO) NAMES USED DATES (FROM/TO) NAMES USED 

z 

If you have lived or worked outside of North Carolina, please list all locations and the dates you lived or worked there 

~ since the age of 18: 

~O DATES (FROM/TO)         COUNTY              CITY AND STATE 

continued on next page ~, 

FOR OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES USE ONLY 

OTHER NAMES AND ADDRESSES DISCOVERED IN COURT SEARCH: 

NAME DATES USED NAME DATES USED 

STATE DATES (FROM/TO) CiTY COUNTY LAST NAME(s) USED 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Page { PAGE } of{ NUMPAGES } Rev (2-12-2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

[ AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK I 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

NORTH CAROLINA 
DRIVERS LICENSE # 
(if required for position) 

I have held an out-of-State driver’s license that has been 
valid within the last 12 months, If the answer is yes, provide 
the information below. 

OUT OF STATE DRIVERS 
LICENSE # 

ISSUING 
STATE 

FORMCH 

ECKBOX 

YES 

FORMCH 
ECKBOX 

NO 

If the position for which you are applying involves driving duties, please list any driving infractions, Prayers for Judgment 
Continued and non-contested charges. If more space is needed, check here { FORMCHECKBOX } and attach additional 
pages. 
DATE           LOCATION (county and state)        TRAFFIC VIOLATION 

{ 
FORM FORM 

CHECK CHEC 

BOX } KBOX 

Yes } No 

Have you ever been convicted of an unlawful offense other than a minor driving infraction? If yes, list 
below the county, state, and date of the conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. 
Prayers for Judgment Continued and non-contested charges must be included, unless you have 
acted to expunge your record. If more s ~ace is needed, check here { FORMCHECKBOX } and 
attach additional pages. 

DATE LOCATION (county and state) CRIME/OFFENSE 

CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE AUTHORIZATION 

I hereby certify that all information I have provided on this Authorization is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. I understand that electronic submission of my Authorization indicates my consent to the University’s verification of any 
information contained in this Authorization, including by obtaining a consumer report for employment purposes from a 
Consumer Reporting Agency. I understand that by admitting to a conviction for any unlawful offense, I will not be automatically 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Page { PAGE } of{ NUMPAGES } Rev (2-12-2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

disqualified from consideration for employment, unpaid appointment or for other opportunities where I might have contact with 
minors. I understand that false or misleading information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant 
information, may result in action up to and including not being employed, appointed, affiliated or terminated if hired, and/or 
criminal prosecution. I understand the University complies with State law and is required to terminate me if false or misleading 
information is given in order to meet the requirements for the position for which I am hired. 

Candidate/Appointee Signature Date 

[ AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND I 
TO BE COMPLETED BY HiRiNG/APPOINTING DEPARTMENT 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE LAST SSN 

ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS ARE COMPLETELY FILLED BEFORE SUBMITTING TO BACKGROUND INVESTIGATOR. 
iNCOMPLETE FORMS WiLL BE RETURNED TO THE REQUESTING DEPARTMENT’S CONTACT TO BE COMPLETED. 

{ 
FORMCH 
ECKBOX 

Driving a motor vehicle (State=owned or personal/other) is required by hiring department to perform assigned } YES* 
duties. (If answer is yes, a driver’s license check is required.) { 

FORMCH 
ECKBOX 
} NO 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
STATE-OWNED 

if answer to above is yes, please indicate type of vehicle (choose all that apply).                  { FORMCHECKBOX } 

PERSONAL/OTHER 

*If a driver’s license check is required, please send or fax a legible copy of the candidate’s driver’s license to Background Specialist. 

POSITION/ 
APPOINTMENT 
TYPE: 

POSITION/APPT. 

POS# (SPA and 

Rev (2-12-2013) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } FACULTY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } EPA NON-FACULTY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } EPA TEMP 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } POST DOCt with minorsnities where you may have contact 

with 

minors.3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 

{ 
FORMCHECKBO 

X } SPA 

PERMANENT { 

FORMCHECKBO 

X } VISITING 

SCHOLAR 

{ 
FORMCHECKBO 

X } SPA TEMP 

{ 
FORMCHECKBO 

X } CONTACT 

WITH MINORS 

{ 
FORMCHECKBO 

X } VOLUNTEER 

{ 
FORMCHECKBO 

X } OTHER 

{ 
FORMCHECKBO 

X } INTERN 

UNC-Chapel Hill Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 
Equal Opportunity Employer 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

CONTACT NAME: 
DEPT./SCHOOL 

CONTACT PHONE 

~AMPUS BOX #: 

ACCOUNT # FOR 

OHR 

FORM SUBMISSION: 
o For SPA Permanent employees, Unpaid Volunteers, Interns, and Visiting Scholars, send this form to your Employment 

Consultant in the Office of Human Resources. 
¯ For Faculty, send this form to your Dean’s Office. 
¯ For EPA Non-Faculty, SPA/EPA Temps and all other persons, send this form to: 

Background Specialist 
UNC Office of Human Resources 

AOB, Suite 1100, CB#1045 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-9768 or 919-843=4413 
Fax: 919-962-4279 

DATE RECEIVED: 

DATE RETURNED: 

FOR OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES USE ONLY 

{ 
FO 
RM 

CHECKS COMPLETED: CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 
} EPLS/OIG 

RM RM RM 
CH COURT SEARCH CH CASTLE BRANCH CH SEX OFFENDER 
EC EC EC 
KB KB KB 
OX OX OX 
} } 
{ { 

FO FO                    FO 
RM RM RM 
CH NC DL CHECK CH OUT OF STATE DL CH AOC 
EC EC EC 
KB KB KB 
OX OX OX 
} } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
NO CS RESULTS 

OHR 
AMOUNT DUE: FILE #: 

INITIALS: 

Criminal Convictions 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No { 
FORMCHECKBOX } Possible Match 
Reported on Background Authorization? 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Valid Driver’s License 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Drivinq Convictions 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No { 
I’-~l’llVl~llP__~R~2k ,~ I-’OSSlDle IVlai:on 

Reported on Background Authorization? 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Charge made to the 
listed account. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Page { PAGE } of{ NUMPAGES } Rev (2-12-2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:48 PM 

Norton, Mo ly <mbnorton@emaJl.u ~c.e& > 

I~E: FedEx Shipment 799301275757 Delivered 

’I’h~Ncs Molly. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent; Tuesday, March :[9, 20:[3 :[0:0:[ AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject-" FW: FedEx Shipment 79930:[275757 Delivered 

From: .t_r_a_c___k_[t_~_g_u__p_c_[_a_N_s__@_[_e_d___e_x_:__c_o__m. [t_n__a_!Ltg__Lt_E_a_c__k_!tN_u_Rd___a_N_s__@_[_e_d__e_x_,_~9_m] 
Sent: Tuesday, March :[9, 20:[3 :[0:00 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject-" FedEx Shipment 79930:[275757 Delivered 

Our records indicate that the following shipment i’~as been delivered: 

Reference: Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Shi~ (P/U) date: Mar 18, 2013 

Delivery date: Mar 19, 2013 9:55 ~H 

Sign for by: C.FREE~,~N 

Delivery location: INDIANAPOLIS, IN 

Service type: FedEx P~iority Overnigh~ 

Packaging t}pe: FedEx Envelope 

Nimber of pJ eces : ~ 

Weight : 2.@@ lb. 

.Special handling/Services : Delive~ Weekday 

Si’~ipper Information Recipient information 

Bubba Cunningham Mike Zonder 

bq~C Department of Athletics NC~aS’~ 

45@ Skipper Bowles Dr i 8@2 ALONZO WATFORD SR DR 

EWAC - 2nd Nloor ~NDiANAPOLiS 

NC US 

US 462@2 

27999 

Please ~o not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended 

mailbox. This repo~ was generated a~ approxinately 9:@@ ~H CDT on 03/~%/2013~ 

To learn more about FedEx Express, ~iease visit our wehsite at fedex.com. 

All weights are estimated. 

To track the latest statls of your shipment, click on the ~racking nul~kher above, 

or visit us at fec~e~, .com. 

This tracking update has been sent to you by FedEx on the behalf of the 

Requestor noted above. FedEx does not validate the authenticity of the requestor 

and does not validate, guarantee or warrant the authenticity o~ the request, the 

req~es~or’s message, or the accuracy of this ~racking update. ~or tracking 

results arld fedex.com~s te~ms of use, go to ~edex.com~ 

Thank you for your business~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:03 PM 

Paul Pogge (ptx)gge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: Associate AD for Compliance Search 

From: Joyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 20, 20:t3 :t2:43 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Creech, Karlton W 
Subject; Re: Associate AD for Compliance Search 

This is perfect, Vince! I’ll work on this today and submit the final for campus approval. 

We have submitted the background check and the education credentials verification. 

Once all of these approvals have been completed satisfactorily then an official offer 

can be extended. I will let you knowwhen they are completed, and when it is okay 

to issue a press release and announcement to the staff. 

I know our processes can be a bit cumbersome, but I’ll always try to do everything [ can to ensure 
that we are in compliance with campus!state/federal guidelines....AND to also accomplish 

what our department needs. Good rule of thumb: always ask in advance to make sure 

we do the right thing....and to also give me the opportunity to formulate a plan of action. 

As I always tell our administrators/managers/supervisors, it may take a bit longer than 

you think it should or are accustomed to, but ~ve can accomplish almost anything 

you need if we proceed within the parameters set forth by the administration. 

Thanks for your willingness to learn the process. 

Joyce 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 3/20/2013 9:16 AM > > > 
Joyce, 

I’ve attached the final summary lbr the sea, ch. Please clo~ "the tx~sition to additional cm~didates. If you require additional intbrmadon or have any questions, plea~ just 

let me know. Thm~s for all your help a~d your patience with me as I’ve tried to learn mid understand the process here. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 8:37 PM 
To: ’Joyce Dalgleish’ 
Subjeet: Associate AD for Compliance Search 
Joyce, 

I’ve attached two documents tbr your review. The first is a summary of the search to date. It includes candidates in three separate groupings. The first group includes all 

caJ~didates who do not meet the minimum adverti~d requirements. The ~cond includes candidates who meet the minimum requirements for the position amd remain under 
consideration, but their qualifications are not competitive with the c~mdidates selected for interviews. The third includes preferred cm~didates who have been identified for a 
telephone and/or on-campus inte~’iew. 
The second docmnent is the worksheet used to grade all candidates whose application materials have been received to date. 
If you have a~ny questions or require additional information, please let me know. Also, if there is a~n~hing I can do to assist on Monday to ensure that we meet applicable 
deadlines, please i~fform me or Paul Pogge. Thanlcs tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc,edtc" 

Friday, March 22, 2013 11:17 AM 

Joyce Dalgleish ~oyced@uncaa.~mc.edu:~ 

Associate AID for Compliance 

Joyce, 
Is there any chance that I might be able to offer a candidate the Associate AD ~)~r Compliance position today? Thanks. 

Vmce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uucaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

OK, just let me lmow when you’re ready. Thaulcs, 

F~m: Joyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Associate AD for Compliance 

VJnce, 

I have just gotten the background check back, 

As soon as I have completed further review and investigation, I will let you know so we can discuss. 

I should have all pertinent information in a little while. 

Joyce 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
Joyce, 
Is there any chance that I might be able to 
Vince 

Ii:16 AM >>> 

position today? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 6:11 PM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

l~W: Report 

Compliance Media Report 3-22-13.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

At~ac]~: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 5:28 PM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

l~W: Report 

Compliance Media Report 3-35-13.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:27 PM 

Alyssa Morales <amoraJes@iona.edu> 

I~E: Release 

Thank you. 

From: Alyssa Morales [mailto:amorales@iona.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 20:t3 3:45 PM 

To: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: Release 

Mr. llle, 

Please see attached and let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Alyssa Morales 
Compliance Coordinator 
lona College 
Hynes Athletics Center 
715 North Avenue 
New Rochelle, NY 10801 
914-637-7797 
Fax: 914-633-2662 
amorales@iona.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:00 PM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

l~W: Report 

Compliance Media Report 3-27-13.docx 



From: IIle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, March 28,2013 8:39:38 AM 
To: Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: INTERESTING ARTICLE 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

ACC - JOHN SWOFFORD ARTICLE.pall (3.0M) 
.... Original Message .... 
From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 11:44 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Fwd: INTERESTING ARTICLE 

Sent from my iPad 



F~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince ~/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN:VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:06 PM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~ 

UN C - Quicksheet v2 03 28 2013.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:31 PM 

Creech, Kaflton W <kcreech@unc.edu-* 

I~W: Men’s tem~is community service/public appearances attached 

Men’s Tem~is Co~nmunity Interac~ion.doc 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:29 PM 
To; Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: Men’s tennis community service/public appearances attached 



Next Level Agent Questionnaire 

This questionnaire was designed to help you and your family, organize your thoughts and 
simplify the agent selection process. Not all of these questions will apply to your 
situation and some may seem "easy" to answer. But it is the agent’s reactions, depth of 
knowledge, and sincerity, which will make a difference in this process. All NFLPA 
certified agents can be reviewed at www.nflpa.org 

Getting to Know the Agent 
, Where and when did you graduate from law school2 

* If you are not a lawyer, what is your educational background? 
o Have you ever been disbarred, suspended, reprimanded, censured or otherwise 

disciplined or disqualified as an attorney or as a member of any other profession? 

Are there currently any complaints or charges pending against you regarding your 
conduct as an attorney or as a member of any other profession? 
Have you ever been implicated or investigated for any violations of NCAA or 
professional league rules? 

o How man}, years of experience in the sport representation business do you have? 

, How many other agents work for you or in your firm? 

, How is your firm organized? How do you fit into that organization? 

* Do you have ownership interests in your company? (Are you a firm or agency partner or 
strictly an employee?) 

~ Does your firm provide services in seeking product endorsements? Trading cards? 
o Would you or another associate in your firm be dealing with me on a day to day basis? 

, Are you an NFLPA certified contract advisor? 

* Are you registered with the National Football Leagues Players Association? National 
Basketball Players Association? 
Did you take the NFLPA Collective Bargaining Agreement Test? What was your score? 
If you did not take the test, why not? 

Have you ever broken any state statutes? 
o What is your philosophy on negotiating contracts? Holding out? 



Self Inquiry 
~, Why do you want me as a client? 
o If most draft contacts are "slotted", why do I need an agent? 
o Where did you get your information about me? 
o What have you heard about me from professional teams? 
o What future do you see for me in the NFL? 
¯ What do you feel I should be doing to better my chances to make an NFL team? 
o What will you do to prepare me for the NFL draft? 
o What are my weaknesses and how would you fix them? 

Potential Conflicts 
How many" players are you looking to sign for this draft? 
How many players do you currently represent? Your entire firm? 
How many players do you represent at my position? Are they veterans or rookies? 
How do you deal with the conflict in representing players in the same position? 
Does your firm provide financial planning services? If so, what are they? 
If your firm does not provide financial management or planning services, do you have 
any fee arrangements (referral fees) with financial management firms to whom you refer 
players? 
Do you invest players’ money? 
(If an UNDERCLASSMAN) What advice would you give me in regard to going out 
early? 
Do you recommend that I sign over power of attorney to you? 

Contract Issues 
What percentage will you charge for representing me? Is the percentage graduated, 
that is, does the percentage decrease as the amount of the contract you negotiate 
increases? 

¯ Are your fees negotiable? 
¯ Are you willing to represent me for less than your standard fee? 
¯ How and when are you to be paid? 
¯ Who will be negotiating my contract? 
¯ What is the duration of the agreement? 
¯ Have you ever represented a player on an hourly rate basis? If so, what rate did you 

charge? 
If your firm negotiates endorsement contracts, what percentage do you charge for 
this? 
What services do you offer to your clients other than contract negotiations (financial 
planning, tax advice, etc.)? Do you mind if I use my own accountant or financial 
planner? 
What happens to our agreement if I fail to make the team; if I am waived; or if I get 
injured? 
Are you willing to delete the #6 expense clause in the Standard Representation 
Agreement relating to reimbursement of your expenses? 



What is included in your percentage fee: filing tax returns, basic legal advice, setting 
up bank accounts, local endorsement supply agreements of cars, furniture or other 
products, wills, advice relating to home purchases? 
What are the procedures for terminating the agreement? 

Past/Current Representation 
Can you supply me with a list of current and former clients? Can you provide me 
with their telephone numbers? 
How many players have you lost, what was the reason for their departure? Can you 
provide me with a list of their phone numbers? 

¯ Has a player ever fired you? If so, who, when and why? 
¯ Have you ever fired a player? If so, who, when and why? 
¯ Has the NFLPA or other regulating entity ever disciplined you? 
¯ Have you ever had a complaint filed against you? How was it resolved? 
¯ Have you ever filed a complaint against another agent or player? How was it 

resolved? 
¯ Who do you consider to be your top clients? 
¯ What have you done to advance the careers of your clients on and off the field? 
¯ What are you strengths and weaknesses as an agent? 

Contact Knowledge 
Connections to teams 
Size of Client base 

Business Issues 
¯ What kind of contract do you think I ought to structure? 
¯ What deals have you negotiated for other players you represent? How were they 

structured? 
¯ Tell me about your most difficult negotiations and how you handled them? 
¯ Are there tax advantages to structuring a contract a certain way that would result in 

more money to me? 
If you have a financial department to your firm, what are your thoughts of me using 
outside investment counsel? 

¯ Explain the salary caps and rookie pool to me and explain how they may affect me. 
¯ Do I have the potential for endorsements? 
¯ Where do you believe I will be drafted? 
¯ What is your view on my participation at the combines? 
¯ Should I begin working out with a personal trainer? If so, who pays for that? If you 

do, will you charge those costs back to me? 
If I am likely to be a free agent, how can you help maximize my chances of making a 
team? 
Are there ways to get around the salary caps? What are they? Have you used these 
methods with players you represent? Are they consistent with the NFLPA, NBPA, 
MLBPA contract? 



It’s OK to Talk But Be Prepared: The athlete, as well as family members, can talk to agents 
who come calling before an athlete’s eligibility ends. HOWEVER, the athlete cannot sign a 
contract to retain an agent or make an oral commitment to hire an agent until he has completed his 
eligibility, 

2. Take Nothin~ of Value: Neither the athlete, his parents, nor other relatives can receive anything 
of value from an agent prior to the end of the athlete’s college eligibility, 

Don’t Be In A Hurry: Because you cannot sign a contract until you have completed your 
eligibility, take your time evaluating agent options. Have other trusted advisors (family, athletic 
departments, family counselors) conduct the initial inteI~dew and then schedule additional 
intelviews with the agents of interest. Show them you are business minded in your approach, 

Shop Around: The old saying" It’s not the hospital, but the doctor that will treat: you" applies 
here. Your agent should be honest, trustworthy, and financially accountable. You will have a 
contractual business relationship with the agent. Any contract you sign should be read over by an 
attorney not affiliated with the agent: nor the process. Call the NFLPA or visit www.nflpa.org for 
more information, 

Check References: Get names and phone numbers of current and Ibrmer clients of the agent 
candidates. Pay attention to the treatment of players who fell in the draft or out of favor. 
Remember, you’re looking lbr an attorney with experience, team contacts, knowledge of your 
position, and a positive cash flow to help with expenses. 

6. Check With Your Coach, AD, or Athletic Panel: Your coach’s many years of experience 
dealing with scouts, agents, and others in the process can be valuable. Keep them informed to the 
agents and their activities with you. But, be aware of who represents the coach, 

Seek Financial and Accountin~ Advice: An agent might write a bad comract, but a bad financial 

person can bankrupt you when this is over, SO CHOOSE CAREFULLY! Don’t pick the gny who 

gives you money for a car or line of credit. He just put you in debt! Also, separate your agent 

from the money process. 

Help Prepare Your Draft Strategy: Once you choose an agent, his next step is draft 
preparation- training, team interviews, Wondeflic exams, etc. Be aware of who is paying for the 
training and facilities. You need to be comfortable with the strate~7 and your input to the 
decision. Remember, he works for you! 

9. Continue to Evaluate Your A~ent and Your Relationship: Make sure to keep an original of the 
contract you signed. Pay attention to see if the promises raade to you during the process are 
coraing true: it an indicator of things to come. 

10. Don’t Compare One Contract to Another: Agents like to say their contracts are better than 
another agents, but team philosophies about signing players, funds available, your projected 
playing time, etc. are different from team-to-team, player-to-player, and therefore contract-to- 
contract. You can get contract information from the NFLPA in order to compare, but happy clients 
are the best resource. 



Picking the Right Financial Advisor: 10 Questions to 
Ask and How to Score the Answers 

Before you begin asking questions, check out the Financial Advisor at the US 
Government website w~’w.FiNRA.org Go to the "Investors" section, then under 
"Protect yourself’ click on "Before you Invest". Click on "FINRA BrokerCheck" and fill 

in the information. 

From the F1NRA screen you can see the prospective advisor’s employment histor?T, and 
outstanding issues such as lawsuits, complaints and current penalties being imposed. 

1. "What types of financial licenses do you hold? Is my account with you 
insured? What other licenses or ratings do you have?" 

1A: The answer to question 1A is a "series 7 registration." This is a license a person 
is required to posses by all states and federal regulator?- agencies to sell stocks and 
bonds legally to individuals. Also ask if he/she posses a Series 8 or 24, also known as 
the Securities Principal License. The holder has the power to supervise other 
advisor’s activities- but more to the point, it hopefully means he knows better than to 
make foolish suggestions with your money. 
1B: Next question: Is he covered by SIPC (Securities Investor Protection 
Corporation) insurance? SIPC covers brokerage firms, ~vhile FDIC covers bank 
deposits. Remember, this is insurance only against the firm going broke, not you 
going belly-up in your personal account. 
1C: In the world of financial advice, you will find CFP (Certified Financial Planner), 
CFA (Certified Financial Analyst, CRPC (Certified Retirement Specialist) and many 
other additional licenses. Almost all registered advisors must complete annual 
continuing education to retain their licenses. 

No Series 7 

No SIPC Insurance 

Series 7/24 

Additional Licenses 

Scoring Question #1 

Stop the interview- 

Stop the Interview 

4 points/7 pts 

1 point each (max 2pts) 



2. "How long have you been registered?" 
Here you are looking for someone marked with the battle scars of financial 

combat. Experience counts. The Absolute Minimum is 5 years. You want someone 
who has seen depressions, recessions, wars, high and low interest rates, high and low 
real estate markets, cycled through 2 Fed Chairman, etc. 

The sad fact is that professional sports attract many people who are licensed but 
will be out of the business within 3 years. Thus few rookies ever have the opportunity" 
to experience the peaks and valley that inevitably batter the investment markets. 
They are trying to take advantage of your lack of experience coupled with your new 
found wealth. People learn through mistakes; get an advisor whose previous clients 
have already paid for his education. 

Scoring Question #2 

0-5 years experience 
6-10 years experience 
11-15 years 
16-20 years 
20 years plus 
40 years plus 

Stop the interview 
3 pts 
6 pts 
8 pts 
10 pts 
Subtract 2 pts 

3. "What is the minimum-size investment account you accept?" 
The dollar amount here will vary- but the higher the number, the better for you. A 

high minimum requirement tends to signal an advisor is doing rather well and doesn’t 
need to snare every walk-in simply to make the monthly rent. 

Generally speaking, a minimum of $100,000 or more is best. A good financial 
advisor will sometimes make an exception if you ask. Since most athletes begin as 
college students who have a possible future earning of $100,000 or more, many 
financial advisors will have certain qualities (high intelligence, degree in finance or 
economics, solid character, specific sport) they are looking for in an athlete ~vhich 
will match their comfort level. 

Scoring Question #3 

$50,000 plus 
$100,000 plus 
$250,000 plus 
$500,000 plus 
Everyone seems to be an exception 

2 pts 
5 pts 
7 pts 
10 pts 
Subtract 5 pts 



4. "How many current clients do you have?" 
Ideally, the answer is between 150-300. Fewer than 150 indicates a practice that 

is either new or probably not too successful, more than 300 means you could get lost 
in the shuffle. There are exceptions; for instance 50 very large clients could indicate 

a successful, established practice. 

Scoring Question #4 

0-50 clients 
51-100 clients 
101-150 clients 
151-200 clients 
201-300 clients 
Each Full-time assistant 

No Full-time assistant 
Over 300 clients wio assistant 

Stop the interview. 
3 pts 
5 pts 
7 pts 
10 pts 
Add 1 pt (max 3pts) 
Subtract 3 pts 
Subtract 3 pts 

5. "How many assets under management do you have?" 
The financial world has been moving to~vards charging a fee for assets under 

management in place of commissions for the past few years. A fee of approximately 
1.5% for assets under the advisor’s control is normal. So if an advisor has $20 
million dollars under management his gross commissions would be approximately 
$300,000. 

Here’s the tricky part. A financial advisor working for a major brokerage firm 
(Merrill Lynch, UBS, Wachovia, etc) gets an average payout of 35% of his gross 
commissions. So a gross commission of $300,000 would mean the financial advisor 
takes home a paycheck of $105,000. A financial advisor working through an 
Independent Broker/Dealer (Linsco Private Ledger, Raymond James, Lincoln 
Financial, etc) would get approximately 85% payout or $255,000 on the $300,000 
gross commissions. You need to know which format the financial advisor works 
under. A financial advisor working under the independent broker/dealer can work 
with fewer clients (better service) or reduce his fee structure since he takes home 
more income; either is a benefit to you. Make sure this number is not the assets of the 
firm, but of the financial advisor. 

Brokerage Firm Advisor 
Less than $25Million 
$25M to $75M 
$75M to $125M 
$125M to $200M 
$200M & up 

Scoring Question #5 

Stop the process 
3 pts 
5 pts 
7 pts 
10 pts 

Independent Advisor 
Less than $10M Stop the process 



$10M-30M 3 pts 
$30M to $75M 5 pts 

$75M to $125M 7 pts 
$125 & up 10 pts 

6. "Have you, or your practice, ever had a written complaint filed against you?" 
Ideally, the answer would be a strong NO. But in the real world, even good 

advisors can have a complaint on file with one or another of the agencies that regulate 
them. If your prospective advisor has had complaints filed, ask for the specifics of 
each circumstance. Also, ask about the specific outcome of each complaint. 
Certainly, if the number is more than three over the past ten years and the advisor 
can’t provide understandable, believable, and ovev~vhelming evidence that the fault is 
not his- keep looking. Check w~-.nasd.gov for complaints or ask to see his U-4. 

Scoring Question #6 

4 or more complaints filed over the last 10 years 
No written complaints filed in 10 years 
1-3 written complaints over 10 years 

Stop the process 
10 pts 
5 pts 

7. "Precisely, what services can I expect from you and your staff? Will I deal 
with you directly, or will I be passed off to a member of your team? How will 
we communicate, and how often?" 

What you are essentially asking is what quality of service to expect for your money. 
Is he a true wealth advisor in all relevant areas? For instance, does your 

prospective advisor provide tax or legal services through his own sources? Or is he 
willing to work with your CPA (if you have one already); if the advisor balks, it’s a 
bad sign. 

You want to know how often you will review your financial situation (at least 
quarterly); how often you will get statements; if the advisor has an "on-line" program 
to track your investments; will you get a written financial plan (very important to get 
a plan in writing to protect yourself in case of fraud); does the advisor offer 
continuing-education seminars? 

Scoring Question #7 

Offers seminars for clients 
Handles ALL financial questions himself 
Has Backup support for specific questions 
Has dedicated staff for non-financial concerns 
Sends out regular monthly communications 
Doesn’t offer client seminars 
Doesn’t have at least 2 full time staff 

3 pts 
4 pts 
3 pts 
2 pts 
2 pts 
Subtract 5 pts 
Subtract 3 pts 



8. "Exactly how will you earn your money from me-commissions, percentage of 
my account balance, or hourly fee?" 

The age old question gets to the nitty-gritty of the advisor-client relationship. But 
remember, the one-size-fits-all does not always fit people who have different needs. 
There are 3 basic ways for advisors to charge for their services; two are good, and one 
is the deal breaker. 

First, some brokers still charge an up-front commission on the products they sell. 
With financial vehicles called "A" shares or the equivalent, 5 percent is a fair 
average, most mutual funds fall into this category. Although the up-front commission 
can seem steep, a good question to ask your self is "If I could pre-pay my doctor then 
visit him the rest of my life, would I do it?" The answer is, it depends. If the doctor 
is very good and you stay with him, then "yes". But if you might leave the doctor 
after a few years, then the answer is "no". Research the manager of the fund to see if 
he might be a "doctor" you could leave your money with for an extended period. 

Some financial advisors like to hide their up-front fees behind a smoke screen 
called "B" shares. These products still pay the broker huge commissions up front but 
have 5-to seventeen-year surrender charges attached to them. NFL players are 
amazed to learn that a 7% up-front commission ~vas paid to their advisor on an 
investment which tied up their signing bonus in a long-term investment. These 
charges can be obscene. Worse, they encourage a situation where the broker gets his 
money and runs. 

One way or another, the investment company must earn back the up-front 
commission it paid the broker those long years before-either by retaining and 
charging daily fees on the money you placed in it, or-if you pull out-through the hefty 
surrender penalties you must pay. 

Aside from the "straight commission" basis we discussed, the second way to pay 

a broker is called the "pay-as-you-go" fee schedule. This is done either through 
quarterly fees or through a method called "C" shares. 

The broker’s fee is based upon the size of the account and the effort involved in 
preparing annual reviews, arranging seminars, variety of services provided, and so 
forth. The customary annual rate ranges between one-half of one percent to 1 percent 
or more of the account value. Should you need more money released to you, there is 
usually no surrender charge, or if there is, it is seldom more than 1 percent, and then 
only the first year. 

Finally, a grooving number of brokers use neither the commission nor pay-as-you- 
go method. Instead, they have instituted either per-hour charge or an annual charge 
that pre-purchases a block of their time. Depending on what you want from your 
advisor, this is a perfectly acceptable arrangement. 

In virtually every case, an investor is well advised to avoid any plan that pays a 
broker up-front. Pay-as-you-go or the hourly/annual fee methods are far more 
advantageous to the investor for 2 reasons. First, you can vote with your feet; you 
can move your account elsewhere.., anytime. Second-and probably the most 
important-the financial advisor will usually have your interest in the forefront. If the 



account rises in value, because he earns a percentage of the value of the account, he 
makes money when you make money; if you lose, he loses money too. 

Scoring Question #8 

If the advisor charges up-front commissions 

If the advisor charges a Pay-as-you-go 
If the advisor charges an hourly/annual fee 

Stop the process (you want 
and advisor not a salesman) 
10 pts 
10 pts 

9. "Who is your real boss? Are you somebody’s middleman?" 
We’re nearing the home stretch. Up until now, we’ve focused only on the 

potential advi sor who is sitting across the desk from you. But let’s examine who the 
advisor works for and how that larger picture can affect you and your money. The 
fact is that some companies that purport to offer "financial advisory services" don’t-at 
least, not the kind of services that work in the interests of the customers. 

Insurance Company. These people may know a lot about life, health, or your auto 
policy, but they’re seldom a sound alternative to hiring a true financial advisor. With 
an insurance company, the best you can hope for is a few good mutual-fund 
recommendations. Insurance companies exist to sell insurance. For that reason, 
don’t use them as financial managers or advisors. 

Bank. See the above advice regarding insurance companies; ditto here. Banks exist 
to make money on your money, giving say 1 percent on your deposits while loaning it 
out at 7-115% on credit cards. That’s way there is a bank on every corner. Adding a 
broker to the bank’s staff is a relatively ne~v self-defensive move; they’re trying to 
keep deposits from going elsewhere (or better said, the commissions you pay" to invest 
those funds). 

The quality of most in-bank brokers is seldom high. In the real world, the best 
advisors can make a seven-figure income. Few local banks presidents crack $250,000 
salary line. Fewer still, are banks that would allow a thirty-five-year-old broker to out 
earn the bank’s president. Bottom line: don’t bother looking for financial advice in 
banks. 

Accountant’s Office. Most accountants know numbers. Surv’eys indicate that most 
people trust their accountant. So it would seem natural to turn to your accountant for 
financial advice, right? Presumably, you trust your doctor too; most likely, you trust 
your priest, rabbi, or minister. 

My point is this: it is very rare to find someone who can master two complicated 
trades at the same time, be it accounting, medicine, or theology. But like banks, most 



accountants love to build on that trust relationship and have gotten the licenses to sell 
some or all financial products to help their bottom line. 

Unless you deal with a large firm- one that provided a full time financial advisor 
of proven ability-you’ll probably do well to avoid using an accountant to manage 
your money. 

Wire Houses/Brokerage Firms. These are the financial companies that come to 
mind of most people when positioning their funds. They spend millions of dollars 
annually advertising to make sure you know them. Who better to turn to for financial 
advice? How about "anybody else"? That sounds flippant, I admit; but I spent many 
years working in their system, so listen carefully to what I say. 

Most of the time these companies are worried about themselves- their own 
salaries, and the returns to their shareholders-than they are about you and your 
portfolio. They exist to earn the maximum they can (on you) so they can pay a fat 
dividend to their shareholders. This creates a fertile environment for all the games 
brokers play with your money-like pushing the product-of-the-week/month, marking 
up bond trades, excessive trading (churning) of your account; in turn, this gets them 
inflated titles, secretaries, offices with views, etc. 

Okay. To be fair, I’m sure that you can find some very good brokers with the right 
intentions at their firm. 

Independents. These are your true entrepreneurs. They pay their own bills, pay 
their own rent, hire their own staff, and are responsible for their own destinies. Many 
have to earn certain licenses and meet minimum standards before they are allowed to 
hang out their own shingle. As a result, this is where the cream of the crop of 
advisors usually land. 

Bottom line, I believe your best chance of finding your financial soul mate rests 
among the ranks of the independent financial advisors-but only if they pass the grade 
on the other nine questions. 

Scoring Question #9 

He works for an insurance company Forget him, unless you need 
insurance 

He works for a bank Don’t even think about this 
one 

He is an accountant 

He works for a wire house 

He works as an independent advisor 

3 pts (10 if he passes the 
other 9 questions) 

3 pts (10 if he passes the 
other 9 questions) 

5 pts (10 if he passes the 
other 9 questions) 



10. "What makes me an ideal client for you? What don’t you like about me?" 
Taken together, these are good catchall questions with which to end the interview. 

In many cases, they elicit that answers that either clinch the deal or give everybody a 
polite chance to walk away from it. 

Listen closely to the answers and apply the judgment you have gained from your 
experiences. Be wary of the prospective advisor who has only good things to say 
about you and your financial situation. Stay away from the advisors who pressure 
you to sign with them-right now-without giving you a chance to consider your 
decision. A good advisor knows the importance of this decision and the time it may 
take to make it; he would rather have you take the time you need rather than 
encounter problems down the road. 

Hopefully, the advisor will provide answers that fit your circumstances. If you are 
new to the investment process, expect to hear that he likes to teach and communicate. 
If you want to invest in stocks, expect him to tell you he’s a stock jockey. If he hasn’t 
clearly communicated his investment philosophy, now is the time you should expect 
answers. 

If you don’t hear what you expect, ask- in terms as specific as you can. You need 
a financial advisor who is an expert in the problems you have and the goals you have 
set. This is the time you want to hire a specialist, not a general practitioner. 

Remember, you are considering a professional relationship that, in many ways, is 
similar to a financial marriage. A little honesty now- from both parties involved- 
goes a long way to help ensure a trusting, mutually beneficial relationship with a long 
future. 

Scoring Question #10 

Answers the question to your satisfaction 

Brings the question up with you asking 

Answers "I love everything about you" 

5 pts 

5 pts 

Subtract 5 pts 



Total points all 10 questions 

50 pts or less 

51-60 pts 

61-70 pts 

71-80 pts 

81-85 pts 

86-90 pts 

91-95 pts 

96-100 pts 

Name of the Advisor interviewed 

Contact number 

Get out the business section 
and try- to be your own 
advisor. You’ll probably do 
better 

Not much value here. They 
guy you sit next to on the bus 
may have a leg up on these 
advisors 

No crbme here-just sour milk 

May be worth saving the 
name for future use, when he 
grows up. 

This is the minimum 
acceptable grade. But would 
you hire a brain surgeon who 
barely passed the test? 

Recheck your scores. Time 
to go with your guy feelings: 
Who make you feel 
comfortable? 
This may be as good as you 
will ever find. Should make 
others you are interviewing 
look dismal by comparison. 

Hey, I’d hire the guy myself. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 10:09 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: Positive Tip: C~eate a Culture of Greatness 

You may already receive this. Good one today. 

From: Jon Gordon [mailto:jon@jongordon.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Jon Gordon 
Sent: Monday, April 0:!., 20:t3 9:4-5 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
,Subject: Positive Tip: Create a Culture of Greatness 

if you are having trouble viewing this email, click the link below: 

:~i ,Ion Gordon’s Weekly Newsletter 

Greetings! 

We continue to be inspired by the stories of individuals, 
companies, schools, organizations, and teams who have 
embraced SOUP: A Recipe to Nourish Your Team and Culture 
and are using the book to create their own culture of greatness. 

Got Soup? 

Amazon I Barnes & Noble I Books-A-Million 
~%__S__9_u__p "11 .corn 

CREATE A CULTURE 
OF GREATNESS 

To build a winning a team and a successful organization you 
must create a cultu~ of greatness. 

It’s the most important thing a leader can do because culture 
drives behavior, behavior drives habits and habits create the 
future. As the leaders at Apple say, "Culture beats strategy all 
day long." 

When you create a culture of greatness you create a collective 

mindset in your organization that expects great things to 
happen--even during challenging times. You expect your 
people to be their best, you make it a priority to coach them to 
be their best and most of all you create a work environment that 
fuelsthem to be their besL 

A culture of greatness creates an expectation that everyone in 
the organization be committed to excellence, it requires leaders 
and managers to put the right people in the right positions 
where they ar~ humble and hungry and willing to work harder 
than everyone else. A culture of greatness dictates that each 
person use their gifts and strengths to serve the purpose and 
mission of the organization. And it means that you don’t just 
bring in the best people, but you also bring out the best in your 
people. 

If you are thinking that this sounds like common sense, it is. 
But unfortunately far too many organizations expect their 
people to be their best but they don’t invest their time and 
energy to help them be their best nor do they create an 
environment that is conducive to success. They want great 
results but they are not willing to do what it takes to create a 
culture of greatness. 

A culture of greatness requires that you find the right people 
that fit your culture. Then you coach them, develop them, 
mentor them, train them and empower them to do what they do 
best. As part of this process you develop positive leaders who 
share positive energy throughout the organization because 



positive energy flows from the top down. You also don’t allow 
negativity to sabotage the moral, performance and success or 
your organization. You deal with negativity at the cultural level 
so your people can spend their time focusing on their work 
instead of fighting energy vampires. And you find countless 
ways to enhance communication, build trust and create 
engaged relationships that are the foundation upon which 
winning teams are built. 

If creating a culture of greatness sounds like a lot of work, it is, 
but not as much work as dealing with the crises, problems and 
challenges associated with negative, dysfunctional and sub-par 
cultures. While most organizations waste a lot of time putting 
out fires you can spend your time building a great organization 
that rises above the competition. 

How do you create a culture of greatness in your organization? 
Share your thoughts .o__[)__[~y___b_]£g., . _F_ #_ _c_ _ _e_ _ _b_ _o_ _ _o_ _k_ _ _ _P_ _ _a_ g _e_ _ , or ~._w__~_t!#_~. 

-Jon 

Share This Newsletter Via 

Culture of Greatness Resources 
I ¯            I 

Soup Posters - Download print and share these inspirational 

posters. 

Soup Action Plan - This 32-page downloadable plan is an 
implementation guide to help you take the principles from 
SOUP and turn them into action and results. It contains 
workbook style sections, each with practical insights and 
"Action Steps" for you to complete. It’s perfect for individuals, 
organizations and teams! 

Culture of Greatness Team Buildinq Kit - A downloadable kit 
complete with a workbookbook, 90-minute audio training from 

Jon Gordon and more. 

Culture of Greatness Training Program for LeadePs and 
Managers - Create a culture that drive behaviour, habits and 
results. 

Follow Jon On 
Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram 

Did someone forward this newsletter to you? -~--!g~--U-#-~-t--~--~[-e--£--e-!--v--e--~-J---~--L~-.--s--~-n---e-~--w-~-s-Le--t--t--e-L~-h---e-L~. 

Quick Links: ~ I Books 

Newsletter / Article Reprint Permission: 

We grant you permission to post and reprint this new’sletter in your 

publication, on your blog or in your company newsletter with the 

stipulation that you credit Jon Gordon as the author and you 

provide a link to ww,~.JonGordon corn 

The Jon Gordon 

Companies, Inc. 

This is a post only email. Please do not reply to this email directly. 

To contact Jon, email infol~,ion!qordon.c, orn 



~S; Ti~e Jot; ®o~dor; Oom~ar;ies, t..’~(; ~ vvv~v.JonGordon.com I 904,285.6842 :: Info@donGordon.com 

This email was sent to ille@unc.edu by jon@.ion#ordon.com .U_p_.d__a__t.e__.F_’_r~.o__fi_l__eL.E__p&a_[L_~.d__d__r._es_’.s- 
i Instant removal with .S_a__f__e..U_n_.s_~_Lb_~.r_.’_rj.~_e.TM F_’_r[y__a__cZ 

The Jon Gordon Companies I 830-13 AIA N, I Suite 111 I Ponte Vedra Beach I FL I 

32082 



Assist. Dir, of Compliance-Financial Aid 

Below you will find the details for the position including any supplementary documentation and questions you should 

review before applying to the opening. To apply to the position, please click the Apply to this Job link!button. 

If you would like to bookmark this position for later review, click on the Bookmark link. To email this position to a friend, 

click on the Email to a Friend link. If you would like to print a copy of this position for your records, click on the Print 

Preview link. 

Position Information 

~i~~ Athletios 

Fu, Time 

.Foooo514 
loo3935 
o3J27J2o, ~ 
o~=o~ 

o~ ~o~ 3 

Administer the Department of Athletics compliance initiatives related to all aspects of 

regulations governing financial aid, the athletic grant-in-aid program, including the 

National Letter of intent Program and the Carolina Computing Initiative. Abide by all 

UNC ACC and NCAA regulations. 

Bachelor’s degree required, advanced degree preferred. 

https:/Tunc.peopleadmin.com/postings/2246314ili2013 12:58:35 PM] 



Assist. Dir, of Compliance-Financial Aid 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii database (CAi), and NCAA Legislative Servicesdatabase (LSDBi); excellent 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii communication andorganizationalskills, alongwith proficiencywith Excel 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Department Contact Information 

Vince Ille, Senior Associate Athletic Director 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

, e@ema,.unc.edu 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

If you experience any problems accessing the system or have questions about the 

application process, please contact the University’s Equal Employment Opportunity 

office at (919)966-3576 or send an email to equalopportuNty@uno.edu. 

Required Documents 

1. Curriculum Vitae / Resume 

Optional Documents 

1. Cover Letter 

https:/Tunc.peopleadmin.com/postings/2246314ili2013 12:58:35 PM] 



Jobs Site 

Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 

Posting Information 

Position Information 

Associate Athletic Director for Compliance 

EPA Non-Faculty Instructional 

Athletics 

NFO000402 

1000520 

12/13/2012 

No 

01/14/2013 

Repolting to the Senior Associate Director ot A[hletics: the Associate Athletic Director .."or Compliarice is 
assigned the respons~b~l~y to dev@op, ~mp~emer~t and @act s comprehenswe NCAA DMs~o~ I (FBS} 
ru~es compliance program: ~nck~din9 but not I~mited to, the on{]oin9 evaluation and development of 
poSc~es and p~ocedu~es, ru~es educat~or~ ~n~t~at~ves. and {.}i~ monitoring and {.}ud~t~ny systems 

Master’s degree m a ~elsted fieid required; fo~ candidates demonstratin,(~ comparable n =~.= ~. ¯ 
edllcational c,¢ i~sbllctional ac[ivities related to the developmen[ of admi~fistiation ol a~hletic compliance, 
wili accept a relevant undergraduate degree arid 3 er more years of relevant experience in substitution, 

Minimurn of three years of employrnent experience in h]tercoilegiate athletics with previous compliance 
office respo~sibilities required Minimum of three yea~s empioyment expeder~ce i~te~[~etir~9 NCAA 
Division I ([::{[[:.’.".,) ruies k~i coaches and stai:[ required. Mi~fimL/m o~e year oi: ieadeish[p expeiience withi~ 
an NCAA Division (FBS) compiiance office ~equired The successfui o.-’:s~d~date wiii possess a 
demor~s(iated knowledge ef NCAA rules a~d contempoiary cempliance issL/es~ excellen( commll~ficatio~ 
skills, and comp~lter proficiency 

All apr, fik’,ants., must apply threugh the en-.line application 

htt p]/u n#@Agplead mi n. co m: 80!postings!11360 

Department Contact Information 

Vince ille, Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

ille@uncaauncedu 

If you experience any problems accessing the system or have questiens abeut the applicatien process, 

https://unc.peopleadmin.com/postings/l1404/print_preview[1/2/2013 8:35:03 PM] 



Jobs Site 

SupNementa~ Questions 

ApNicant Documents 

Required Documents 

1. Cumculum Vitae / Resume 
2, List of References 

Optional Documents 

1, Cover Letter 

https://unc.peopleadmin.com/postings/11404/print_preview[l/2/2013 8:35:03 PM] 



ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR FOR COMPLIANCE 

POSITION SUMMARY: 

Reporting to the Senior Associate Director of Athletics, the Associate Athletic Director for Compliance is 

assigned the responsibility to develop, implement and direct a comprehensive NCAA Division I (FBS) rules 

compliance program, including but not limited to, the ongoing evaluation and development of policies and 

procedures, rules education initiatives, and all monitoring and auditing systems. 

DESCRIPTION: 

1. Evaluate the existing compliance program structure, systems and procedures. Ensure that the 

program is comprehensive, prioritized and responsive to the institution’s needs based upon strategic 

risk assessments. 

2. Provide clarification and interpretation of NCAA and conference rules to coaches, student-athletes, 

Department of Athletics’ administrators and staff, institutional administrators and staff, boosters and all 

other constituents. Maintain ongoing communication with the NCAA and conference offices regarding 

rules, interpretive issues and proposed legislation. 

3. Implement a comprehensive rules education program for UNC student-athletes, coaches, Department 

of Athletics administrators and staff, institutional administrators and staff, boosters and all other 

appropriate constituents. 

4. Assist with the evaluation and investigation of all information related to potential violations of NCAA or 

conference rules. 

5. Report compliance-related information including NCAA or conference rule violations and other 

compliance-related performance results to appropriate entities. Prepare and file various reports, 

waivers, and appeals to appropriate governing bodies within the NCAA and conference. 

6. Administer the Department of Athletics’ grant-in-aid program, including the National Letter of Intent 

Program and Carolina Computing Initiative. Formulate and present an annual budget proposal to the 

Executive Committee of the Educational Foundation, Inc. 

7. Serve as a liaison to the NCAA and conference, along with various institutional offices, including but 

not limited to, the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid and the Office of Student Accounts and 

University Receivables. 

8. Assist with the implementation and management of a comprehensive Agent and Advisor Program. 

9. Serve as instructor in the Department of Exercise and Sport Science as needed and approved to 

present a curriculum for an 8-week (16 session) program related to NCAA Compliance. 

10. Lead, and supervise compliance office staff. 

EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS: 
Bachelor’s degree required. Master’s degree or equivalent terminal degree preferred. 

QUALIFICATIONS & EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: 

Minimum of five years of employment experience in intercollegiate athletics with previous compliance office 
responsibilities required. Minimum of three years employment experience interpreting NCAA Division I (FBS) 
rules for coaches and staff required. Minimum one year of leadership experience within an NCAA Division I 
(FBS) compliance office required. The successful candidate will possess a demonstrated knowledge of NCAA 
rules and contemporary compliance issues, excellent communication skills, and computer proficiency. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 6:28 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Performance Program 

Thanks Brent. When we have future discussions with the Registrar’s Office regarding their interest in assuming 
a larger role, perhaps we should remember this important proj ect. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 6:22 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Performance Program 

Hi Vince, 
That is me. I’ll get on it. 

Thanks, 
B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 2, 2013, at 6:12 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brent, 
Do you do this or does the registrar handle it here? Thanks. 
Vince 

From: NCAA LSDBi An nou ncement Updates [ma ilto: newsDirect@ ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 9:30 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Performance Program 

~ LSDBiAnnouncementsUpdate 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Apr 01, 2013 Collection of Graduation Success Rate and Federal Graduation Data. 

The data collection portal for the Graduation Success Rate (GSR) and federal 
gradation data is now open. Institutions were sent information related to the data 
collection process with access to detailed instructions and an updated frequently 
asked question document. As a reminder, GSR and federal graduation data are due 
to the NCAA not later than June 1. Please contact Maria DeJulio at 
mdeiulio@ncaa.org or Binh Nguyen at bnguyen@ncaa.orgwith any questions. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent to: ille@unc.edu 
This ernai[ was sent by: Th~ National Co~l~giat~ 



700 W. Washington Street, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Click here to be removed from this mailing list. 

Click here to view our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 4:50 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Spring Game Dra£ 

Thanks Rick. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 :t J.:54 AN 

To-" Tile, Vince 
Subject-" FW: Spring Game Draft 

Here i_~ the_~ ,.;ummary .:_~f the ~n activ[ti~-_~; for the=, Sprit~g Game_~. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
N~nf: Mond~v Anril 01 )01~ ;):1~; PM 

Subject: Spring Game Draft 

All - 

As a follow up to our meeting about the Spring Game attached is a first draft of a planning document for this year’s event. Please review and provide any needed 

additions or edits. Would like to have all details worked out by this Friday if possible, and no later than Monday, April gth. 

Ellen and I talked and both think this document, plus more information she is going to provide, can take the place of another meeting if everyone reviews it 

carefully and we iron out any questions or missing details. If anyone feels strongly otherwise please advise and we will schedule a meeting for early next week. 

I will also circulate a release for GoHeels.com for this group to review and then ask Kevin Best to post it on GoHeels.com by Wednesday of this week for final 

promotion of the event. 

Thanks! 

Rick 



Transactions Through: 

FY 20t2-t3 BUDGET REPORT 

2/2 8/2 013 Date Printed: 3/20/2013 

| 

I BUDGET ACTUALS % OF BGT 

TOTAL EXPENSES: 45,450.00 29,660.16 65.3% 



2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K493476 12-0ct SCHOOL HEALTH CORPOR 5213.62 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K495267 15-0ct DURHAM*COCA-COLA BOT 5148.60 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 W300442 28-Feb 854132/BSN SPORTS IN 51,859.16 



3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

48 I<497411 

48 K500123 

48 K497411 

15-0ct JOE~HAYDON 

30-Oct MARRIOTT HOTELS & RE 

15-0ct JOE~HAYDON 

$12~50 

$11,735.08 

$1,066.00 



3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K497409 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K497410 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

Date 

15-Oct DAVID D~MORELLI 

23-Oct DAVID D~MORELLI 

23-Oct :10/07/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct :10/06/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct :10/06/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct :10/05/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct :10/06/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct :10/06/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct :10/06/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct :10/06/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct :10/06/20:12 Food Srvc 

Transaction Description Amount 

~:1,:1oo.oo 
~2,200.00 

S3,078.95 

S383.75 

~325.00 

S4,042.50 

S250.00 

S300.O0 

~2,250.00 

~375.00 



Transactions Through: 

FY 20t2-t3 BUDGET REPORT 

2/2 8/2 013 Date Printed: 3/20/2013 

2012=13 

BUDGET      ACTUALS    % OF BGT 

TOTAL EXPENSES: 45,450.00 28,292.85 62.3% 



2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K493476 12-0ct SCHOOL HEALTH CORPOR 5213.62 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 W300442 28-Feb 859305/BSN SPORTS IN 5900.50 



Description 

3:142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3:142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

Vendor    I     Reference 

48 K507682 

48 K537:120 

Transaction Description 

:1-Nov JOE*HAYDON 

7-Jan MARRIOTT HOTELS & RE 

Amount 

$19.50 

S12,154.03 



3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K507684 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K507685 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

Date 

1-Nov DAVID D~MORELLI 

1-Nov DAVID D*MORELLI 

20-Nov :10/26/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :10/27/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov 10/27/2012 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :10/27/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :10/28/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov 10/27/2012 Food Srvc 

20-Nov 10/27/2012 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :10/27/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov 10/27/2012 Food Srvc 

Transaction Description Amount 

~2,205.00 

$1,1oo.oo 
S4,042.50 

S383.75 

S2,500.00 

S3oo.oo 
~3,078.95 

~250.00 

S320.00 

Ssoo.oo 
$325.00 



Transactions Through: 

FY 20t2-t3 BUDGET REPORT 

2/2 8/2 013 Date Printed: 3/:20/2013 

2012-13 

I BUDGET ACTUALS     % OF BGT 

TOTAL EXPENSES: 401,000.00 378,874.00 94.5% 



2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 W300442 28-Feb 839055!BSN SPORTS IN 5900.00 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 K484288 28-Feb 836258/SCHOOL HEALTH 5200.00 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 W300442 28-Feb 839055/BSN SPORTS IN 51,378.98 



3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48 1<479985 6-Sep JOE~HAYDON 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 48 K487981 11-Oct MARRIOTT HOTELS & RE 511,331.10 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 48 K479985 6-Sep JOE*HAYDON 51,105.00 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 48 K479988 14-Sep REIDSVlLLE GROCERY C 5115.22 



3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K479983 6-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K479984 10-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 24-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 24-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 24-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 24-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 24-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 24-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 24-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 24-Sep 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 24-Sep 

Transaction Description 

DAVID D~MORELLI 

DAVID D~MORELLI 

09/01/2012 Food Srvc 

09/01/2012 Food Srvc 

08/31/2012 Food Srvc 

09/01/2012 Food Srvc 

09/01/2012 Food Srvc 

09/01/2012 Food Srvc 

09/02/2012 Food Srvc 

09/01/2012 Food Srvc 

09/01/2012 Food Srvc 

Amount 

Sl,O5O.OO 
S2,070.00 

$383.75 

S250.00 

$4,042.50 

S300.O0 

$336.00 

Ssoo.oo 
S3,078.95 

Sl,SOO.OO 
$325.00 



6991 OTHER CONTRACT & GRA 48 K499298 23-0ct ELON UNIVERSITY ~350,000.00 



Transactions Through: 

FY 2012-13 BUDGET REPORT 

2/2 8/2 013 Date Printed: 3/:20/2013 

2012-13 

/ BUDGET ACTUALS    % OF BGT 



2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K484288 18-Sep SCHOOL HEALTH CORPOR 5200.00 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 W300442 28-Feb 843226/BSN SPORTS IN ~1,818.00 



Object Code    J_ D .... iption I Vendor J_    Ret ...... J. Date J_     T ...... tion D .... iption     J_ A .... t J 
3112 IN-STATE TRAN-GROUND 48 T149167 22-0ct COREY*HOLLIDAY $9.75 



3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

48 1<489714 

48 K492659 

48 K479988 

48 K489714 

5-Oct JOE*HAYDON 

lO-Oct MARRIOTT HOTELS & RE 

14-Sep REIDSVILLE GROCERY C 

5-Oct JOE*HAYDON 

$8.00 

$15,633.34 

$115.22 

$1,040.00 



3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K489713 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K489712 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K492634 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

Date 

5-Oct DAVID D*MORELLI 

5-Oct DAVID D*MORELLI 

lO-Oct GILLIS’S CATERING 

23-Oct 09/22/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/22/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/22/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/22/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/22/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/22/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/2:1/20:12 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/22/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/23/20:12 Food Srvc 

Transaction Description Amount 

~,~oo.oo 
~2,115.00 

S2,201.25 

S~so.oo 
S300.O0 

S320.00 

$soo.oo 
~383.75 

S325.00 

S4,042.50 

~2,250.00 

~3,078.95 



43~.2 RENTAL-OTHER EQUIP 48 K492635 :12-0ct CLASSIC PARTY RENTAL 5849.50 



6991 OTHER CONTRACT & GRA 48 K499307 23-0ct EAST CAROLINA UNIVER $250,000.00 



Transactions Through: 

FY 2012-13 BUDGET REPORT 

2/2 8/2 013 Date Printed: 3/20/2013 

| 

I BUDGET ACTUALS % OF BGT 

TOTAL EXPENSES: 
52.0% 



2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 

48 K516453 

48 K520982 

64W300442 

26-Nov SCHOOL HEALTH CORPOR 

19-Dec US FOODSERVICE INC 

28-Feb 862182/BSN SPORTS IN 

~257.75 

~716.22 
51,698.64 



Object Code ~ Description 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-G ROU N 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 

3125 OUT!STATE SUB-MEALS 

Vendor 1 Ref ...... J Date ] T ...... tion D .... iption 1 A .... t 

48 T154956 5-Dec JOE*HAYDON 5494.46 

48 T155326 5-Dec JASON*ANDREWS 563.25 

48 T154956 5-Dec JOE*HAYDON 510.45 



3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

48 I<518791 

48 K519021 

31 

48 K518780 

48 K518704 

48 K519021 

48 I<518797 

48 K525123 

477 

26-Nov DAVID D*MORELLI 

28-Nov DAVID D~MORELLI 

30-Nov A037 

26-Nov JOE’~HAYDON 

26-Nov JOE*HAYDON 

28-Nov DAVID D*MORELLI 

4-Dec DAVID D*MORELLI 

27-Dec DOUBLETREE CHARLOTTE 

52,078.58 

5955.22 

51,466.99 

5630.00 

5406.02 

51,335.00 

544,674.29 



3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 18-Dec 11/18/2012 Food Srvc ~3,078.95 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 18-Dec 11/14/2012 Food Srvc ~1,260.00 



Transactions Through: 

FY 20t2-t3 BUDGET REPORT 

2/2 8/2 013 Date Printed: 3/20/2013 

2012-13 

ACTUALS     % OF BGT 

TOTAL EXPENSES: 845,450.00 833,102.93 98.5% 



2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K484288 18-Sep SCHOOL HEALTH CORPOR 5199.45 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K492636 15-0ct DURHAM*COCA-COLA BOT 5148.60 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 W300442 2B-Feb 843226/BSN SPORTS IN 51,415.68 



3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

48 1<493594 

48 K495238 

48 K493594 

11-Oct JOE*HAYDON 

12-0ct MARRIOTT HOTELS & RE 

11-Oct JOE*HAYDON 

524.50 

515,729.80 

51,144.00 



3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K493537 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K493536 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K493400 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

Date 

5-Oct DAVID D*MORELLI 

9-Oct DAVID D*MORELLI 

11-Oct US FOODSERVlCE INC 

23-Oct 09/29/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/29/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/30/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/29/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/28/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/29/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/29/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/29/2012 Food Srvc 

23-Oct 09/28/2012 Food Srvc 

Transaction Description Amount 

~2,190.00 

$1,1oo.oo 
S63.20 

Sl,soo.oo 
S383.75 

S3,078.95 

S320.00 

~825.00 

S300.O0 

$325.00 

$312.50 

~4,042.50 



699]_ OTHER CONTRACT & GRA 48 K501557 2-Nov REGENTS OF THE UNIVE ~800,000.00 



Transactions Through: 

FY 2012-13 BUDGET REPORT 

2/2 8/2 013 Date Printed: 3/20/2013 

2012-13 
BUDGET     ACTUALS    % OF BGT 

TOTAL EXPENSES: 45,450.00 26,163.81 57.6% 



2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K493476 12-0ct SCHOOL HEALTH CORPOR 5213.62 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 W300442 28-Feb 861071/BSN SPORTS IN 51,123.30 



3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

48 K514977 

48 K518279 

48 K514977 

14-Nov JOE*HAYDON 

26-Nov MARRIOTT HOTELS & RE 

14-Nov JOE*HAYDON 

~16.00 

$12,491.64 

$1,118.00 



3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K5:14974 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K514975 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 60 

Date 

14-Nov DAVID D~MORELLI 

14-Nov DAVID D~MORELLI 

20-Nov :1:1/09/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :1:1/:10/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :1:1/:10/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :1:1/:10/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :1:1/:10/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :1:1/:10/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :1:1/:10/20:12 Food Srvc 

20-Nov :1:1/:10/20:12 Food Srvc 

Transaction Description Amount 

~:1,:1oo.oo 
$2,:175.00 

S4,042.50 

S325.00 

$375.00 

~383.75 

$250.00 

~250.00 

S300.O0 

$2,ooo.oo 



Transactions Through: 

FY 20t2-t3 BUDGET REPORT 

2/2 8/2 013 Date Printed: 3/20/2013 

2012-13 

ACTUALS    % OF BGT 

TOTAL EXPENSES: 81.6% 



2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K520996 19-Dec DURHAM*COCA-COLA BOY 5166.90 



3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

48 1(523603 

48 K523569 

48 K523603 

13-Dec JOE~HAYDON 

17-Dec MARRIOTT HOTELS & RE 

13-Dec JOE*HAYDON 

$i,173~80 
$27,197.05 

$637.50 



3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

48 K531740 

48 K521044 

6O 

60 

60 

6O 

60 

60 

6O 

60 

60 

6O 

60 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

6O 

64 K514973 

19-Dec 

4-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

18-Dec 

31-Dec 

CHAPEL HILL COURTYAR 

DAVID D*MORELU 

11/23/2012 Food Srvc 

11/23/2012 Food Srvc 

11/25/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

11/22/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

11/21/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

11/21/2012 Food Srvc 

11/22/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

11/21/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

11/24/2012 Food Srvc 

FB-MARYLAND-11i24 

5346.62 

51,1oo.oo 
51,200.00 

54,042.50 

54,260.00 

51,750.00 

5383.75 

51,320.00 

5312.50 

52,392.00 

5380.00 
51so.oo 

52,024.00 

52,024.00 

5280.00 

5300.00 

5300.00 
51,320.00 

5240.00 

5325.00 

55,9oo.oo 



4312 RENTAL-OTHER EQUIP 48 K523614 19-Dec CHILL ZONE LLC ~2,400.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 10:00 AM 

Panl Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

EW: UNC Softball 

From-" Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 9:52 AM 
To; Michael Perkins; Ille, Vince; Bubba Cunningham 
Subject; Fwd: UNC Softball 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

Begin tbm,aJcded message: 

From:’                     @unc.e&~> 

Date: April 4, 2013, 8:15:46 PM EDT 

Subject: UNC Softball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 11:05 AM 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick (rickstei@e~nail.nnc.edu) 

RE: 

Matt, 
My general feedback is that the website (since my amval in late July 2013) may be one of the worst I’ve seen, navigated and used. It is my understanding this is due to 

performance capabilities of NenLion. Regardless, it is a poor presentation of the exceptional people, programs, services and performances I see all around us eve~ 

day. 

I appreciate the attempt to ,solicit feedback ~h)m our staf£ 

Vince 

From: Matt Bowers [mailto:mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 03, 2013 10:30 AM 

sul~lect; 
To All Athletic Department Staff: 
As we near the end of our first year with NeuLion as our online partner for GoHeels.com, we will soon be embarking on a redesign and t~organization of some portions of the 
site. 
As part of that process, we’d love to get feedback from you about how you use the site, what you’d like to see more of, and what changes you’d suggest. The survey is 
anonymous and shouldn’t take more than a few minutes to complete. If interested, please complete the survey between now and Sunday in order for your ideas to be included 
in our initial redesign conversations. 
Here is the link to the survey: 

https:i/www.surveymonkey~comis!goheels 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks very much. 

-Matt Bowers 

Matt Bowers 
UNC Athletic Communications 

(919) 962-7259 
mattbowers@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 11:05 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emal.unc.edu> 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:05 AM 

To: ’Matt Bowers’ 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick (rickstei@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: 

MatL 

My generaJ feedback is that the website (since my amval in late July 2013) may be one of the worst I’ve seen, navigated and used. It is my understanding this is due to 

performance capabilities of NeuLion. Regardless, it is a poor presentation of the exceptional people, program~ services and perfom~ances I see aJ1 around us ever}, 

day. 

I appreciate the attempt to solicit feedback from onr staf£ 

Vince 

From: Natt Bowers [Ln___a_!J_Lg_;___m___b_9__~_e_._tLs__~__u__t)_c___a__a__:_u___n__c__:~] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2013 10:30 AN 

Subject: 
To All Athletic Department Staff: 
As we near the end of our first year with NeuLion as our online partner for GoHeels.com, we will soon be embarking on a redesign and reorganization of some portions of the 
site. 
As part of that process, we’d love to get feedback from you about how you use the site, what you’d like to see more of, and what changes you’d suggest. The survey is 
anonymous and shouldn’t take more than a few minutes to complete. If interested, please complete the survey between now and Sunday in order for your ideas to be included 
in our initial redesign conversations. 
Here is the link to the survey: 

https:iiwww.su rveymonkey~comis!goh eels 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks very much. 
-Matt Bowers 

Matt Bowers 
UNC Athletic Communications 

(919) 962-7259 
mattbowers@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 2:43 PM 

Panl Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: CNN Breaking News 

Another scare tactic/bluff that’s been called and exposed. 

From: CNN Breaking News [mailto:BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: textbreakingnews@ema31svO6.turner.com 
Subject: CNN Breaking News 

The FederaJ Aviation Administration will delay the closures of 149 unfunded t~deral contract air traffic control towers until June 15, the agency aJmounced Friday. 

The FAA said last montl~ it would eliminate funding for these towers as p~:rt of the agency’s required $637 tnillion in forced spending cuts. 

Tower closures had been scbeduled to begin April 7 and were to have been phased in over four weeks, the FAA said. 

Follow coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN’s mobile apps. 

Check your Credit Score in 2013 

It’s easy, secure and won’t alt~ct your Score 

hi tp://www.FreeCreditScore.com/CNN 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscfibe from B realdng News e-mail alerts, go to: .h..t..~.~;!)!c..gi:.c..r.1r.kc..Rr.~.n..i~.~.c..~.i.~.i~.~...~.e..~x..~..b..~i~g~.~ 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2013 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 5:27 PM 

Creech, Kaflton W <kcreech@unc.edu-* 

UNC - Quicksheet v2 04 12 2013.docx; UNC - Quicksheet v2 04 19 2013.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 10:24 PM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

l~W: Report 

Compliance Media Report 4-22-13.docx 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 6:58 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick (rickstei@email.unc.edu) 

I~W: 2013 Illinois Football Fan Experience Enhancements 

Just an FYI. Still get a lot of things fi~m Illinois aJ~d Okla~hotna... 

From: Fighting I Mail [mailto:reply-86@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net] 
Sent; Wednesday, May 01, 20:~3 5:42 PM 
To-" 1lie, Vincent G 
Subject-" 20:~3 Illinois Football Fan Experience Enhancements 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 4:05 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L (lbroome@email.unc.edu) 

I~W: May Intersession - Time is Ru~ming Out! 

Just an FYI 

From: Northeast Texas Community College [mailto:intersession@ntcc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 20:t3 2::t6 PM 
To-" 111e, Vince 

,Subject! May Intersess!on - Time is Runnin!, Out! 



This email was sent to ille@uncaa.unc.edu by interses,sion@ntcc.edu i 
._U_[:)__d__a_[’_e___P__r__o_t]_hej_E__l_~_a_[h~_d___d__r_e__~_~__ Instant removal with _S__a__f__e__U__r_~_s_’_u___b_~_r-Lb__e_ [" ._P_l_j~_a__c_’~ 
Policy. 

Northeast Texas Community College ::2886 FN 1735 i Nt. Pleasant :: TX :: 75’t55 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 10:17 AM 

~live. unc.edu-* 

ILE: SoftbaJ1 RegionaJs Travel 

OK. I’ll rent one. When the flight axrangements a~e finaJ,, please just provide deslination airport, airline and amving flight number, and the scheduled an’iva1 time. Thanks 

From 

Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 10:15 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Softball Regionals Travel 
Thanks, Vince. Just added you to the travel party. 
We would like to have a car for genera] use if you don’t mind. 

Thanks’. 

UNC Softball Director of Operations 
~!ive.unc.edu 

www.donnaipapasoftballcamps.com 

" " " " ~ ~2 > On May 13, 2013, at 9.58 AM Ille Vlnce --fllK~,unc.edu 

wrote: 

After talking mfl~ you fl~is morning and looking at available flight options for Wednesday, I roll travel with the temn. If you need me to rein a car at our destination 
airport for our genera] use, please let me know. 

Full name as it appears on Government ID: Vincent Gregory Ille 

DOB: 

Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:30 AM 

To:                Michael Perkins 
Cc: Beth Miller; Donna Papa 
Subject: RE: Softball Regionals Travel 

I plan to attend. How has Beth traveled with your group in the past? I can either go out with the team or can travel Wednesday morning and probably still amve in time 
for the pre-toumament meeting at 4 p.m. on Wednesday. I have a meeting now but should be done by 9 and can call you then. Thaaaks. 

Vince 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 12:41 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Michael Perkins 
Cc: Beth Miller; Donna Papa 
Subject: Softball Regionals Travel 
I will be coordinating the travel for our trip to Eugene. I need to know ASAP who will be traveling with us as our administrator and what their travel plans will be as fiar 

as when they plaaa to go. My number is fyou need to call for any reason. 

Thanks! 

We are so excited!! 

UNC Softball Director ot Operations 
~live.unc~edu 

~^rw,donnaj~apasoftballcamps.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 8:59 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mv~gelder@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: College Athletics Best Practices Alert: Student-Athlete Abuse Investigations, P~:rt I [Legal Advertisement] 

Are you already on his dislribution list’? 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <ille~illinois.edu> 

From: "Michael L. Buckner Law Finn" <mbuckner@michaelbuckneflaw.com> 

Date: May 15, 2013, 9:15:04 AM PDT 

To: "Ille, Vincent G" <ille(a)illinois.edu> 
Subject: College Athletics Best Practices Alert: Student-Atldete Abuse Investigations, Part I [Legal Advertisement] 

Reply-To: "mbuckner~michaelbuckneflaw.com" < ~nbuckner~nichaelbuckneflaw.co~n> 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

You are receiving this email because of your (or your organization’s) relationship with the Nichael L. 
Buckner Law Firm. Please confirm your continued interest in receiving email from us. To ensure that you 
continue to receive emails from us, add mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw.com to your address book 
today. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Michael L. Buckner Law Firm ] 

Divisions I, II and Ill Column: 
Investigations of Alleged Student-Athlete 
Abuse by Coaches, Part I: The First 48 Hours 
Author: Michael L Buckner, Esquire (Shareholder) 

The findings and allegations of student-athlete abuse by 
coaches at Rutgers University serve as a reminder for 
colleges and universities on the value of conducting 
prompt, comprehensive and legally sufficient internal 



investigations. Institutions should use internal 
investigations to collect the relevant facts pertaining to an 
allegation in an objective manner. A well-run internal 
investigation permits an institution’s decision makers to 
make a reliable and legally-defensible finding as to what 
occurred, as well as to develop sound policy and 
procedure recommendations to improve campus 
operations. However, institutions conducting an internal 
investigation should exercise care to avoid the common 
mistakes that can disrupt an inquiry and increase the 
organization’s legal liability. The Michael L Buckner Law 
Firm, which has been retained by universities to conduct 
internal investigations of alleged abuse and misconduct by 
employees, offers a three-part series that outlines select 
areas and issues to avoid when conducting an internal 
investigation. The first entry in this series will discuss the 
institution’s initial response after receiving allegations of 
student-athlete abuse by coaches. 
The First 48 Hours 
How an institution responds initially to an allegation sets 
the tone for an internal investigation. An institution’s 
swiftness in launching an inquiry increases the potential 
quality and quantity of the evidence that can be collected. 
Experts, as well as the Michael L Buckner Law Firm’s 
experience, note that each passing hour provides more 
time for the target of the investigation to develop a cover 
story, witnesses to forget crucial testimony and evidence 
more time to be misplaced or destroyed. Thus, an 
institution should apply a "48-hour" principle to internal 
investigations. In particular, an institution’s investigation 
policy and procedure should require the initiation of an 
inquiry within the first 48 hours of receiving an allegation. 
Recommendations 
Most importantly, an institution should strive to complete 
the following tasks within the first 48 hours of receiving an 
allegation of student-athlete abuse by a coach: 

1. Appoint or retain a person to conduct an internal 
investigation of any reports or alleged incidents of 
violent, threatening, harassing or intimidating 
behavior. 

2. Review institutional policy and applicable law to 
determine if the employee suspected of engaging in 
violent, threatening, harassing or intimidating conduct 
should be placed immediately on administrative 
leave pending the results of the investigation. 

3. Determine whether the circumstances warrant the 
institution report the allegation to the appropriate law 
enforcement agency. 

4. Develop an investigation plan. 
5. Interview (if possible) the person making the 

allegation. 
6. Secure or collect all available evidence pertinent to 

the allegation, including: documents; electronic 
information and data; videos; and other relevant 
evidence. 

7. Interview (if your investigation plan and strategy 
warrant it) any key witnesses and the target of the 
investigation. 

8. Review the institution’s investigation policy and 
procedure, which should: 

o Be in writing. 
o Be approved by the president or chancellor 

(after a review by the general-counsel and 
human resources offices). 

o Identify the investigator (or describe how an 
investigator is selected or appointed). 

o List the duties and responsibilities of pertinent 
institutional personnel during an investigation. 

o Require a timely review of all allegations. 
o Include a procedure to educate institutional 

personnel about the policy. 
o Address how allegations of alleged major and 

secondary rules-violations are processed by 
the institution. 



o Satisfy due and fair process requirements, 
state law and, if relevant, collective bargaining 
agreements. 

o State how findings are reported to the 
president/chancellor and third-parties (e.g., law 
enforcement, government entities, NCAA, 
accrediting agencies). 

Contact Michael L. Buckner (954-941-1844; 
mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw.com) 
for additional recommendations relating to conducting 
internal investigations. 

Division I Column: 
NCAA Division I Infractions Appeals Committee 
Overturns UCF Postseason Football Ban 

Author: Justin P. Sievert (Senior Counsel) 
On April 22, 2013, the NCAA Division I Infractions Appeals 
Committee ("IAC") released its decision regarding the 
University of Central Florida’s ("UCF") appeal of the July 
31,2012, Committee on Infractions ("COl") decision in the 
institution’s enforcement case. The IAC announced UCF’s 
football postseason ban had been reversed. The case 
centered on the involvement of outside third parties with 
prospective and current student-athletes. The 
impermissible activity found by the COl resulted in findings 
of unethical conduct for the former director of athletics and 
a former assistant football coach and a failure to monitor 
by the head men’s basketball coach. Further, the 
impermissible recruiting activity undertaken by the third 
parties, who were determined to be representatives of 
UCF’s athletics interests, was known by athletics 
department staff members, and, in some cases 
encouraged. As a result, the COl implemented the 
following penalties: (1) a five-year probationary period; (2) 
a postseason ban for the men’s basketball and football 
programs; (3) show-cause orders for numerous athletics 
department staff members; (4) scholarship reductions; (5) 
recruiting restrictions; (6) a vacation of records for the 
men’s basketball program; and (7) a monetary fine. 
On appeal, UCF argued the football postseason ban 
should be reversed because the COl did not adequately 
distinguish between what factored into the basis of the 
football postseason ban versus the basketball postseason 
sanction. The IAC found for UCF stating the COl’s rationale 
for implementing the football postseason ban penalty was 
so intricately woven with factors only supportive of the 
basketball postseason ban that it was impossible to 
determine whether the additional factors formed a 
significant basis for the Committee on Infractions to 
impose the football postseason ban. The IAC further 
explained the record in this case 
creates the appearance that the COl relied on material 
factors not present for a particular sport to assess the 
penalty and, as a result, the football postseason ban was 
excessive and constituted an abuse of discretion. 

The key point NCAA member institutions should take from 
this case is a requirement that the COl must clearly 
articulate the specific factors that led to a specific penalty 
for each sport involved in a case. The timing of this 
decision is also significant given the launch of the new 
enforcement process in August 2013. This system will 
include: (a) the implementation of a new penalty matrix that 
is expected to provide more consistency in the 
enforcement process, including the penalties that are 
ultimately levied if institutions are found to have committed 
violations of NCAA legislation; and (2) a clear explanation 
of why specific penalties were assessed to allow member 
institutions greater clarity. 
Contact Justin P. Sievert (954-941-1844; 



jsievert@michaelbucknerlaw.com) for additional 
recommendations relating to the appeals decision, 

Divisions I, II and Ill Column: 
Athletic Department Operational Reviews 
Transformed: The Conference Affiliation 
Assessment 
Author: Justin P. Sievert (Senior Counsel) 
The recent wave of conference realignment has highlighted 
an NCAA member institution’s conference affiliation as 
one of the most significant issues in college athletics 
today. The purpose of an athletics conference is to provide 
membership institutions with similar interests and 
competitive levels the ability to compete on a regular basis 
in a relatively equitable environment. Additionally, 
membership institutions seek a conference affiliation that 
provides the best opportunities for their institution and 
athletic department’s financial well-being As a result, 
membership institutions should conduct annual 
discussions (among all significant decision-makers and 
stakeholders) on the short- and long-term strategic and 
tactical needs of the athletics department. Colleges and 
universities must be ready to make immediate decisions 
on conference membership that adheres to a strategic 
plan as conference realignment continues. 
In light of this issue, the Michael L. Buckner Law Firm has 
created a unique nine-component test (Conference 
Affiliation Test or "CAT") designed to assist NCAA 
member institutions with proactively analyzing their athletic 
department’s conference affiliation. The end result will be 
providing your institution the qualitative and quantitative 
data necessary to make an informed decision on 
conference affiliation (including a thorough analysis of key 
issues and considerations and a final recommendation 
that will include an overall CAT score). 
The following checklist includes a brief overview of the 
objective and subjective components our firm will utilize in 
assessing your institution’s current conference affiliation 
against a potential move to another conference: 

Revenue 
Exposure 
Academic Prestige 
Athletics Prestige 
Competitive Balance 
Alumni Network 
Student-Athlete Well-Being 
Institutional Assessment 
Miscellaneous Factors. 

Contact Justin P. Sievert (954-941-1844; 
jsievert@michaelbucknerlaw.com) for more information 
regarding the Conference Affiliation Test (CAT) and how 
this service could be utilized at your institution. 

About the Firm 
The Michael L. Buckner Law Firm is a boutique law firm 
that assists college and university presidents, general 



counsel, and athletic administrators with investigation, 
compliance and administrative issues. The law firm 
website can be found at www, rnichae~bucknerlaw, corn. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 8:23 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edn>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@nnc.edu-*; Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~E: MVP Access/College Schools’ Successes in TeamWork Online Hiring 

I trust Dr. Strommf s assessment. Enhancing career development services for our student-athletes is one of our goals. This appears to be a valuable service for a 

minimum inves~:nent 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 12:06 AM 
Ta: Ballen, Martina K; Cricket Lane; llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: MVP Access/College Schools’ Successes in TeamWork Online Hiring 

What do we want to do? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Deborah L Stmman <dstro(a) unc.edn> 

Date: May 21, 2013, 8:47:39 AM PDT 

To: --bubbac<~emafl.unc~edu>, Dann A Padna <dl~adu~7~en~afl.m~c vdu>, O. Ray Angle" <rayangle(~emaiLuncvdn> 

Subject: RE: MVP Access/College Schools’ Successes in TeamWork Online Hiring 

Thanks for your support Ray[ I strongly endorse this product for our students. 

My answers are noted~ 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

En,q@’e. Explore. Empower. 

919.843,0336 

"You will never reach your destination i]you stop an~ throw stones at every ~og that barks." 

W, Churchifl 

Fmm~ Angle, O. Ray 
Sent~ Tuesday, Nay 2~, 2013 10:55 AN 
To= Stroman, Deborah L; Padua, Dadn A; Bubba CunNngham 
Subje~t~ RE: NVP Access!College Schools’ Successes in TeamWork Online Hiring 

Dr, S~roman, 

~ really do not th~nk ~ need a demonstration of the prodcut If you believe ~t is a great resource and want our support, ~’m happy ~o pay ~/3 of the cost. 

Here are some questions I have: 

¯ Does the product have an AdmirJs~rator’s Porta~ where we can run reports related to student usage? 

¯ ~s there a hm~t Lo how many studenLs can use the producL ~f we pay for the MVP option? NO 

¯ Am I correct ~n assuming that the three-way sp~k is between EXSS, the student dub and UCS? NO -£XS5, UNCAA (new vak~e-added servi~e to 

assist the athletes}, and 

Are we aMe to p~ace a I~nk to the product on the password protected Resources page of our webs~te? YES {6ustemization avai~aNe} 

AH the best, 

O. Ra~ Angle, Director 

UnNersity Career Services 

The Wendy P. and Dean E~ PNnter Career Center 

The University of North Carohna at Chape~ 

214 Hanes Flail, Campus Box 5140 

(;h~pel Hill, NC 27599-.51~) 

919.952.448~ D#ect Une 

919.962.6507 Help Desk 

919.9(52.2197 Fax 

Description: 

agiine jpg 

http:!iwww.twitter.comiu ncucs 

http:!!www.facebook.com/uncucs 

Post a job,qr~temship/fNIowship: http://careers.unc.edu/emplovers/emNovers/#ost-iob-or-internship.html 
Opcomin.q career and i~ormation fa#s: 
Part..Time Job ~-~x po, 8-21-13 
Diversi[y Jobihtemship Fair, 9-I 1-13 



Fail Job/Internship Expo. 9-I 2-13 
(_’-.r~,’dua[e School In,i) Fail 10-22-13 
Nursing Job Fair. 11..2-13 
Law School bfo Fair, 11-6-13 
Mas[ers & PhD Fs~L ~ 1~2S~13 

~ Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Monday, May 20, 2013 4:49 PM 
To= Padua, Darin A; Bubba Cunningham (~_@~_~@_~B_~_~g=~_0£=~J~; Angle, O. Ray 

Cc= Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject= ~: MVP Access/College Schools’ Successes in TeamWork Online Hiring 

H~ All. t hope you had a nice weekem~ 

To better serve our students in the domain of sport-related jobs, I am ~dndJy proposing [hat we come [:oge[:her [o joint~v fund TeamWork Onl~ne MVP 

Access h~p://toamworko~Jnc.com/mv~ccosscoJJe~e.¢~ Over [:he ~)ast five years, I bare had MANY [estimonies from empkbyers, students, and 

bus~ness col~esgues thsL recommend the TWO service. Many comparfies now firsL post their entry level openb~gs on TWO. ~ currently ~ecomn~end that 

a~i sport sdrn~nistrat~on students add their resumes to the site. ~ have students who get jobs from th~s 

8uffy, the o~,ner, and I chstted a few weeks about getting the premium service at UNC. (The basic service ~s open to the puM~c.) ~ strongly feel thst 

we should provide th~s better offering. ~t wouM cost us ~:].000 (or $333 each). ~ ~,~I~ tske o~mership of the supervision, monitoring, and queries, ~F we 

can’[ iden[:~[y someone else [:o do so. ;) i[ is rather effR:ien[: though and w~H be~p to teach our students to take more res~)ons~bi~i[y for their life after 

U N C. 

i wou~d Hke to bare ~uffv call you and sha~e the MVP offering OR I can do so face-to-face. 

Prettyyyyy p~lleeezeee._, ;) 

Th~nks f~ y~m~ ~ns~d~r~ti~n, Please advise. 

ThinMng innov~tive~% 

d 

Deborah g, St~oma~L Ph.D. CgU 

En,g~Lge. E,vplore, Empower. 

Carolina Spo~t Bus~ness C~ub, facuRy advisor 
~XSS Sport Administration - D~recto~ of 

919.84:3.0336 

"You ~i~ never reach gout destination i~ou stop a~d thro~ stones at eve~F dog that 
w. ~hurchN 

From: buffy@teamworkonline.com [mailto:buffy@teamworkonline.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, May 15, 2013 4:22 PM 
To-" Bully Filippell 
Subject-" MVP Access!College Schools’ Successes in TeamWork Online Hiring 
Time Mag~ine’s Cover Story entitled "The ME, ME, ME Generation: Mi]lennials a~e l~y, entitled 
narcissists who still live with their paxents - Why they’ll save us all" is the backdrop for my latest 
_l}_~____V__!~_~_~_Lr__e__e_£~__o__~_LC_!!i_~£}l_’_ip_~_.weeldy newsletter. Since you are working ruth this group, I thought 

yon tnight be interested in how they are a~’ecting recruiting. This is a sample of what we sh~:re each 
week. 

We’ve just done onr anmm] recap of the 25 schools participating in our MVP Access/College 
program and are excited over the results. On average, the participating schools can boast their 
students have a 3x greater chance of getting hired than a usual TeamWork Online applicant. In fact, 

those who have been on our program over 2 years are helping their s~adents get hired on average 
5x more. 

A hearty "Congratalations" goes out to the following ~hools: 

- Highest percentage of increase of s~dents engaged in TeamWork Online (2013 ): Saint Leo 
University and Kutztown University 

-Highest number of s~dents hired on TemnWork Online (2012 ~ 2013, combined): University of 
Massachusetts 

-Highest percentage of program students, who were hired on TeamWork Online (2012): 

Duquesne University and \Vichita State University 

-Highest percentage of program studems on TeamWork Online, who were hired on TeamWork 
Online (2013): Ohio University and Slippery Rock University 

-Greatest number of groulh in students hired online from last year to this yem (2013): Universi .ty 

of South Carolina 

It’s valuable to the students a~ld to you to have the extra resources we provide to help your students 
get hired. If yon are not on MVP Access’College and feel it would be helpful, please let me know. 
I’m happy to help provide yon tips on how other colleges are funding the program. It’s only $1,000 
for 52 weelcs, unlimited nnmber of current students and 2013 graduates. 



Again,          will be representing TeamWork Online down at the NASSM Cont~rence in 

Austin where we are a sponsor. This is our way of showing you how much we value a~d appreciate 

all that you axe doing to provide quality candidates to our employers. 

Thank you again for your input m~d support. 

If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please contact me at the email address below. 

Buffy Filippell 
TeamWork Online 
22550 McCauley Road 
Shaker Heights, OH 44122 

o) 216.360.1790 
f) 216.292.9265 
buffy(~teamworkonline.com 
v,f,,,’~,,~v.teamworkonline.com 

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged 

material. Any review, transmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking any action in reliance upon, this information by persons or entities 

other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any 
computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:28 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

OK, thank you Michelle. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:21 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Vince, 

Thank you ~or h:~rwarding this to me. We were aMe to confirm tha~ 

Michelle 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 7:30 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Fwd: 

had made arrangements wi[h his professor so that he (:oukJ move [orward with the 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Trulock, Scott" <trulock@email.unc.edu> 

Date: May 23, 20:13, 7:03:23 AM EDT 

To: "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu>, "Bethel. Bradlev Richard" <bbethelC~email.unc.edu>, "Ross, Luke" <lukeross@email.unc.edu>, "Creighton, 

Robert A" <alex creighton(~med.unc.edu>,                              91ive.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email.unc.edu>, "Holliday, Corey L" <_c___h___o_!J_Ld__a__y____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr" 

<koenning@email.unc.edu>, "Disch, Dan" <dan.disch@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu>, "Lance 

Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu)" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Spang, Jeffrey T" <jspang@med.t,nc.edu>, "Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter" 

<yjeanba p@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE 

I have copied others, including 

We have scheduled       for today and have instructed 

anyone has a reason, academic or otherwise, that the 

email, and reports at :1:30, we will proceed with the 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Thursday, IVlay 23, 2013 1:0[; AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard; Ross, Luke; Creighton, Robert A 
Cc: Trulock, Scott; Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: 
lmportance: High 

on this emaif to make everyone aware of the situation. To be clear on d-~e role Sports Medicine will play in Lhis: 

to report to the Athledc Training Room aL I:30 in order to take him over for 

should not be done today, they need to let us know ASAR If there is no response to this 

I finally heard back from         :)rof, and he has an exam this Friday (tomorrow, 5/24)~[ ~ am out of the office, and d~dn’t meet with       He MUST 

tall< to the prof IMMEDIATELY Lo schedule a make up. Not sure if: LNs wilt be alMwed, but he needs to communicate to the prof immediately. 

wanted you all to be aware ~ecause I am not sure who wil~ see him first~ 

Thm~k you! 

F~m= Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent." Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 6:50 PN 
To= Ross, Luke; Creighton, Robe~ A 
Ce= Trulock, Sco~; Lee, 3aimie 
Subject: RE: 
Luke, I will see       b:m~ght and make sure he has Ms academk:s taken care 

Bradley R,}L genteel ~ Rearing and WrJdng Specialist 

I Tniversity of North Carolina al Chape] 

Academic Suppor~ Prog)’am for Stt~dent-AtNetes 

Loudem~ilk Cenler tbr Excellence 

344 R~dge Rd [ (. a~[gms Box 3 ]07 

Chape] Hill, NC 27599 J T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-824? 

bradlev~bethel@unc~edu 

From= Luke Ross [mai~toflukeross@ema~l.unc.ed~] 
Sent~ Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:23 PM 
To= Creighton, Robe~ A 
Ce{ Bethel, Bradley Richard; Trulock, Sco~; Lee, Jaimie 

Subject= 

Ja~m~e, 

] meant to send tNs ear]~ec but has done everytMng we need on our end and was told to report to you after class today to handle anything he 

needs to do academically prior to tomorrow~ 

H~s report time for       ~s 2:00 pro; he w~ll need to meet me at Kenan at :1:30. 

~tease ~et me know if you have any quesl:h:~lsicotlcer~ls. 



Luke 

From-’ Creighton, Robert A 

Sent-’ Tuesday, May 21, 2013 6:47 PM 

To: Ross, Luke 
Cc-" Trulock, Scott; Lee, .]aimie; Bradley Bethel 
Subject-’ Re: 

Yes, we can keep him over? 

R. Alexander Creighton MD 

Associate Professor/CAQSM 

UNC Department of Orthopaedics 

On May 21, 2013, at 6:42 PM, "Ross, Luke" <lukeross@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Creightol% 

Will 3e at the Should he b~-_~ ke~t in short st~y overnisht and taken home on Friday rnornk~g? 

Luke 

~mm~ Creighton, Robe~ A 
Sent~ Tuesday, May 2~, 20~3 6:3~ PM 

To: Ross, Luke 
Cc~ Trulock, Sco~; Lee, 3aimie; Bradley Bethel 
Subject-’ Re: 

That would be ~reat 

R. Alexander Creighton MD 

Associate Professor/CAQSM 

UNC Department of Orthopaedics 

On May 21, 2013, at 6:30 PM, "Ross, Luke" <lukeross@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I (:an gel: him to cp2 between 9:45<[0 [ornorrow, if that works [or you. He wil~ have to be back for class a[ 11:30. 

CotEk~ lasso ~k:~ up the then ? 

Luke 
F~m~ Creighton, RobeR A 
Se~t~ Tuesday, May 21, 2013 6:26 PM 

To= Trulock, Sco~ 
¢¢= Lee, 3aimie; Ross, Luke; Bradley Bethel 
Subject-’ Re: 

i am at cp2 in the am, then have 2 surgeries at acc in afternoon, i could meet him after or we can just do a day off 

alex 

On May 2~, 2013, at 5:58 PM, "Trulock, Scott" <~.~_:.~£:~_~.> wrote: 

Yes. We only need to get his done tomorrow. Otherwise, he is yours. 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina 

On May 21, 2013, at 5:55 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <j_aimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

So can come before that to do work? I am assuming he will not be lifting that day .... 

On May 21, 2013, at 5:54 PM, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay 

On May 21, 2013, at 5:42 PM, "Trulock, Scott" <trulock@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jaimie, does that work for academics? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina 

On May 21, 2013, at 5:38 PM, "Creighton, Robert A" <alex creigh[on@rned.unc.edu> wrote: 

He is on my schedule for Thursday afternoon, 330 pm 

R. Alexander Creighton MD 

Associate Professor/CAQSM 

UNC Department of Orthopaedics 

On May 21, 2013, at 3:27 PM, "Trulock, Scott" <trulock@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Alex / .Jaimie Lee 

~teas~-_~ r~-_~plv to all wh~-_m you each haw? confirmed tMs plan on your end. Thanks 

F~m: Lee, Jaimie 



Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 1:34 PM 

To: Trulock, Scott 
Cc: Creighton, Robert A; Lee, Jaimie; Ross, Luke 
Subject: Re: 

That sounds fine... Waiting to hear back from 1 professor ... 

On May 21, 2013, at 1:29 PM, "Trulock, Scott" <.t_r__u_!_o_._c_k_~e__m__a_j!_:._u_ .n_c_.._e__d_.u_.> wrote: 

Jaimie Lee, does that work for you guys? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina 

On May 21, 2013, at 1:28 PM, "Creighton, Robert A" <alex cre[g_h___t__o___n__@__m____e___d__._9__n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

could we do late thursday afternoon (i have morning clinic friday, then going out of town)? he should be fine for class tuesday. 
R. Alexander Creighton MD, CAQSM 
Associate Professor 
Department of Orthopaedics 
University of North Carolina 
3143 Bioinformatics Building 
Campus Box 7055 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Office-919-966-9066 

From: Trulock, Scott 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:46 PM 

To: Lee, 3aimie 
Cc: Creighton, Robert A; Ross, Luke 
Subject: RE: 

Alex, could you get n this Friday? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:44 PM 

To: Trulock, Scott 
Subject-" RE: 

Okay, that’s good to know. If this were to miss class for this Friday, would he be aMe to return on Tuesday s~nce Monday is a hog,day? 

From; Trulock, Sco~ 
Se~t= Tuesday, May 2~, 2053 $2:~2 PM 

To= Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: RE: 

Sounds good~ Obviously we wou~d try to schedule : [ate in the week, ~n order to utilize the weekend and mh~h-n~ze c~ass ~oss. ~ wasn’t sure who 

a~ to h~dude academically, so feel free to copy them on your rep~y. 

"]’h~nks 

F~: Lee, 3aimie 
Se~t: Tuesday, May 2~, 20~3 ~:59 AM 

To: Trulock, Sco~ 
S~bjeCt: RE: 

Scott, 

Thank you fo~ the communication. ~ wil~ definitely ta~k to Brad abouL th~s and ~et ~ack to everyone. 

F~: Trulock, Sco~ 
Se~t: Tuesday, May 2~, 20~3 ~:~3 AM 
To: Fedora, H. Larry; Lee, 3aimie; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr; Hemandez, Luis [[[; Disch, Dan 
~¢: Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Ciocca, Mario F; Creighton, Robe~ A; Spang, Jeffrey T; Ross, Luke; 3ean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Mitch Mason 
(mmason@fca.or~); Halverson, Doug 
Subject: 

Jaimie -when would be a good time to                   from an academic standpoint? Please ’reply to all’ so we can begin to make preparations. 

Feel free to forward this info on to anyone else that needs to be involved in the decision making process. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

Coordinator of Sports Medicine for Kenan Stadium 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-0102 

<imageOOl.gif> 

Confidentiality Notice 
lhis e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina 5ports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. ~he information is intended 

to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. I~ you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited, i~ 

you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, including attachments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 8:51 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

First Follower: Leadership Les~ns l]com DaJ~cing Guy - YouTube 

http://m.youtubecon~/#/watch?v I~VSan~/iCVAJQ&desktopuri %2Fwatch%3Fv%3Df~VSamMCVAJQ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 8:53 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The three types of specialist 

http://ww~v.famarrlstreetblog.corrg2013/05/the-three-typ es-of-specialist%e2%80%82/ 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil,unc,edu;" 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 9:43 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.e&c~ 

Opinions and Organizational Thex~ry 

~ n atlol~al-theor ’/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 1:36 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.edu> 

I~W: Vote to Save Olympic Wrestling! Poll Closes Mondas~ May 27th...Vote Now’. 

Cast your vote for wrestling. Thardcs. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2013 4:11 PM 
To-" llle, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ken Mack 
Subject-" Fwd: Vote to Save Olympic Wrestling! Poll Closes Monday, May 27th_.Vote Now! 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: National Wrestling Coaches Association <ccooper(r-~uwca.cc> 

Date: May 26, 2013, 2:05:46 PM EDT 

To: <bubbac(/~ unc~edu> 

Subject: Vote to Save Olympic Wrestling! Poll Closes Monday, May 27th...Vote Now! 

Reply-To: <ccooper~;nwca.cc> 

Deax Wrestling Stakeholders, 

We are writing to let you know about a poll that is being conducted to gauge interest in sports being considered in the 2020 Olympic Games. In hope that 

we get wres~ding back, we would like to encourage you to express your support for our sport by voting for it using the link below. In addition, please 

share this ruth any of your contacts and encourage them to vote as well. Thanks in advance for your time and support! 

http://www.insidetheganies.biz/poll s/71 - M~idl- sport-do- you- think- fl~e- ioc- shotfld- v ore- t~>-include- on- the- olx~npic- programme- ti)r- 2020 

Sincerely, 

National Wrestling Coaches Association (NWCA) 

Click Here to be removed from this list 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 1:56 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.e&~ 

ILE: Vote to Save Olytnpic Wrestling! Poll Closes Monday, May 27th...Vote Now! 

OK, Kahy. 
From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 1:42 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Vote to Save Olympic Wrestling[ Poll Closes Monday, May 27th...Vote Now[ 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Vote to Save Olympic Wrestling! Poll Closes Monday, May 27th...Vote Now! 
Cast your vote for wrestling. Thanks. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2013 4:11 PM 
To: 111e, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A4 Ken Mack 
Subject: Fwd: Vote to Save Olympic Wrestling! Poll Closes Monday, May 27th...Vote Now! 
FYI. 

B ubba 

Sent th)m my iPhone 

Begin ibm’a~ded message: 

From: National Wrestling Coaches Association <ccoopeKe-~nwca.cc> 

Date: May 26, 2013, 2:05:46 PM EDT 

To: <bubbac(~)unc~edu> 

Subject: Vote to Save Olympic Wrestling! Poll Closes Monday, May 27th...Vote Now! 

Reply-To: <ccooper,~;nwca.cc> 

Deax Wrestling Stakeholders, 

We are writing to let you know about a poll that is being conducted to gaage interest in sports being considered in the 2020 Olympic Games. In hope that 

we get wres~ding back, we wonld like to encourage yon to express yonr snpport for our sport by voting for it using the link below. In addition, please 

share this with any of your contacts and encourage them to vote as well. Thanks in advance for your time and support! 

http:i/~v.insid ethegan~es.bizipolls,’71 - which- sport- d o- you - think- the- ioc- should - vote- to - include- on- the- ol’~npic -programme- for- 2020 

Sincerely, 

National Wrestling Coaches Association (NWCA) 

Click Here to be removed from this list 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 3:13 PM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-* 

Yon’ve probably already seen this in one form or another... 

Vince 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:20 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

I~E: Media Report 

Great. But we need one subscription to it. 

From: Po99e, Paul 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 8:17 AM 
To-" Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" FVv’: Media Report 

Sounds like ~:he News ~nd Observer is t~ow requir’ing _~ubscri~tio~s in some cas~-’_~s, 

From: I @qmail.coml 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 8:02 AM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject; Re: Media Report 

Good morning, 

Please see the attached report. I’ll try my best to still get things ficom "the News & Observer website but now when I try to view an a~ic]e it’s telling me I need to have a 

subscription. But I can s~ill copy the li~ a~d the headline and include it in the repot. 

Thanks and have a good weekend. 

On Wed, May 29, 2013 at 8:10 AM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yh~nks, Hope you’re h~ving a great week. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 29, 2013 7:55 AN 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Re: Media Report 

Good tnoming, 

Please see attached. Have a good one 

On Mon, May 27, 2013 at 12:32 PM, Pogge, Panl <ppogge(~unc.edu-* wrote: 

"i’har~ks, Hope you had a race weekend. 

PauI 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, Nay 27, 2013 Ii:~ AN 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Re: Media Report 

Mr. Pogge, 

I hope yon had a good weekend. Here is today’s report from the weekend happenings. 

On Fri, May 24, 2013 at 8:08 AM, Pogge, Panl <ppogge(~unc.edu> wrote: 

From: ~qmaiLcom] 
Sent: pri6ay, May 2~, 2013 8:06 AN 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Re: Media Report 

Good morning, 

Please see the attached report. 

Have a good Memorial Day weekend. 

On Mon, May 20, 2013 at 7:32 AM, 

Good ~noming, 

Hope you had a good weekend. Please see attached report. 

~g__r!3 £U_!:__c_9__r!3 > wrote: 

On Fri, May 17, 2013 at 8:42 AM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge(a;unc.edu> wrote: 

Tha t~ks~ 
Paul 
From: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: ffrlday, Nay ~7, 2013 7:09 AN 

To= Pogge, Paul 
Subject= Re: Media Repo~ 
Please see a~ched. 

On Thu, May 16, 2013 at 7:32 AM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge~;~mc.edu> wrote: 
’I’h~ks very much for sharing. 



Sent from tny iPhone 

On May 15, 2013, at 11:30 PM, ~)gmal.com> wrote: 

Thought this might interest you: 

htlp:i/espn~go.com/new-york/n~ens- college- basketball/store’/ /id,’9278832/acc- investigating- pl~ng- conference- totm~ament- madi.~m - square- garden - 

sonrces- 

On Wed, May 15, 2013 at 6:21 PM, Pogge, l?aul < p__r?~?g~_e_2~i__u_n__c_’_:_e_d___u_ > wrote: 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 15, 2013, at 5:56 PM, @3mail.corn> wrote: 

Mr. Pogge, 

Please see the new report attached. 

On Mon, May 13, 2013 at 3:27 PM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge(z-~unc.edu> w~ote: 

Will do. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 3:05 PM, ~igrn~Jl:corn> wrote: 

Thanks, I’m glad I can help out. Let me know if you need anything else. 

On May 13, 2013, at 12:11 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <Rr?~?gg_e_2~i__u_n__c_2_e_d____~ wrote: 

This is outslanding. Thanks very much. We appreciate you taking on this important initiative. 

Paul 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 8:31 AM, ’ Jigrn~Jl.corn> wrote: 

Mr. Pogge, 

Sorry this took me a few days, bnt I’ll have 

more time starting this week and for the rest of the summer when I get tack up to Chapel Hill. 

Please see attached, and any feedback on how to make my reports better would be greatly 
appreciated. 

Thanks, 

<Media Report 5.13.13.docx> 

<Media Report 5.15.13.docx> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OU~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 8:08 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.unc.edu> 

I~E: important update 

This is am important initiative. My position on the incorporation of mediators or arbitrators hasn’t changed. I’m not sure how they selected the campus personnel who 

will work ruth the NCAA and working group. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 7:37 AM 
Ta: IIle, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul; C~eech, Kadton W 
Subject: FW: important update 
A received this some time a~o, but I think it is still relevant. 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Dutch Baughman <5!.[2~q!!!a~:~.:/~/~J?.> 
Date: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 12:28 PM 

Subject: important update 
Our voice is being heard, and as a matter of fact, for this particular occasion, is actually being requested by the NCAA 
Up to this point in time, the three emails below have been distributed to the 1A Compliance and Enforcement Task Force, Officers, Past Presidents, and 
Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees. Over the next three months we have an excellent opportunity to make a fundamental difference to how we 
do business in the area of NCAA enforcement. 
Following a meeting in January with Mark Emmert and his senior staff, we have had many conversations with Kevin Lennon, Jim Isch, David Berst, and Jon 
Duncan to discuss the work/recommendations of the 1A Compliance and Enforcement Task Force, and our concerns in those areas. Certainly we have 
many additional areas of concern, but the 1A Compliance and Enforcement Task Force, Co-Chaired by DeLoss Dodds and Chris Plonsky, have been 
working for 7 years on several key issues in this area. As you will see below, the NCAA has endorsed the purpose, vision and mission of the 1A Compliance 
and Enforcement Task Force, and has requested the 1A Task Force to: 

"clearly de[ine the Principles o[ Institutional Control in the context o/NCAA rules compliance so that member institutions, the NCAA enforcement staff, the 
Division I Committee on InJractions and the NCAA Division I InJractions Appeals Committee understand what is expected oJ member institutions in 
exercising appropriate control and oversight oJ athletics programs." 

Three members of the NCAA Committee on Infractions, as well as Kevin Lennon and some NCAA staff, will participate on the Task Force Conference 
Calls. 
As we move forward, we will report the continued work of the 1A Task Force, and will be asking for your feedback and suggestions. 
(I apologize for the length of this email, but there is significant content in the development of this opportunity) 
Thursday, April 4: 



Following our meeting with Mark Emmert in January to discuss the progress of the 1A Compliance and Enforcement Task Force, we were pleased with the 
candid dialogue during the meeting, but terribly frustrated with the lack of responsiveness of the NCAA regarding the recommendations and discussions we 
had over the past few years. You may recall that we circulated a letter to the Task Force for review, that would be from the Task Force to the NCAA Board 
expressing our position. As we were ready to send that letter, I received a call from Kevin Lennon. On the call were Jim Isch, David Berst and John Duncan. 
Kevin stated the call was to follow up our January meeting, that they heard us clearly in January, and to discuss a very specific proposal to move forward. 
In particular, they understand they must create a better model for institutional control, and instead of creating a new body, such as a new committee or task 
force to study this, they specifically are asking our Task Force to study all the issues pertaining to institutional control, to include the issues we have already 
identified, and to provide them with a new direction/model for institutional control. 
From my email to you dated April 4, 2013: 
I made additional comments during the call: 

1. The NCAA Manual is very clear about the concept of institutional control, but just like the entire enforcement process, their efforts are to focus on 
the negative issues and punitive nature of the enforcement process; 

2~ The NCAA Manual indicates, "In determining whether there has been a lack of institutional control when a violation of NCAA rules has been found 
it is necessary to ascertain what formal policies and procedures were in place at the time the violation of NCAA rules occurred". If so, then why 
not look for those policies and procedures, when a violation has not occurred yet. Once and for all, the NCAA Enforcement process must be 
recognized for their efforts to acknowledge institutions who have committed to an optimal compliance operation, and hold those institutions up 
as best practices to the rest of the NCAA membership; 

3. Currently, the manual describes what constitutes a finding of lack of institutional control. That needs to be reshaped to be guidelines for what 
constitutes a finding of institutional control, and acknowledged as such; 

4. Even if the language in the manual pertaining to the concept of institutional control is good, the message to the membership is not clear. Some 
athletic directors believe they are better off not having a strong compliance function, so they can stay offthe NCAA radar screen; 

5~ The concept of"safe harbor" must be adopted in a strong fashion and featured in the institutional control profile. This must be endorsed by the 
NCAA Board of Directors, and the Committee on Infractions does not have the prerogative to reject the implementation of the concept; 

6. All of this must include clear protocol for member institutions to know how they will be treated during an investigation and sanctioning process, 
and that they will be treated fairly; 

7. The new application of the enforcement process must eliminate the current perspective regarding the "us" vs "them" reality; 
8. Respect for institutional control must also mean, that if an infraction is found involving someone outside the institution compliance responsibility 

circle, then leave the institution None. Don’t penalize the institution when this occurs; 
9. Likewise, leave an institution alone ira rogue coach or administrator is directly involved in an infraction; hang the sanction on that person, not the 

institution. Forever, even when the institution has an excellent compliance function and a coach or administrator violates a rule, the institution 
and student-athletes are punished; 

10. In order for us to be involved in this, and to accept their request, we must have a very clear scope of work, from them, as to what they need to 
accomplish. With that, we will incorporate any additional issues pertaining to the compliance and enforcement function. 

They agreed with all comments. 
They indicated that it will be necessary to create a model that would be representative of all divisions, and I responded by explaining our efforts to bring the 
IAA and IAAA leadership together last Fall. I believe we could effectively provide a forum for the leadership of other divisions to discuss an application of our 
recommendations for their meaningful benefit. 
Frida¥~ April 12 
Since my last email to you, I have had additional conversations with Kevin, as describe below: 

l. In order to keep the Committee on Infractions involved and ~br them to clea~:ly understand our recommendations, Kevin has talked with the Committee on 

Intiactions, and they are delighted with our role in "this, and want to support us. In particulaz, "they would like to include two or three members of the current 
Committee on Infractions on our Task Force discussions mid serve as a link to our progress. (This is huge). 

2. Kevin has received a directive from the NCAA Board for the Committee on Infractions to report on the Mitigation concept by Aug 1, and the foundation for 

that is Institutional Control; excellent timing 

3. The Com~nittee on Infractions likes our approach to sat~ haxbor concept, not as an exemption, but clearly as mitigation. 

4. The Committee on Infractions likes our recommendation and create a process to review institutional control policies mid procedures betbre an inti~action occur~ 

mad to acknowledge those institutions who are doing it right. 

5. We would start ruth the 1996 document that outlines Institutional Control, then overlay that with our guidance for a new model, not a twealdng of the e~sting 

model; 

6. Adopt the Vision, Purpose, and Mission from Task Force, for the NCAA (NCAA roll formally endorse all three); they want to include this in the formal charge 

of the collaborative eflbrt 

7. Have chaqe refined tbr release after Final Four 

8. Bylaw work (Financial Aid, Playing and Practice Seasons) with NAAC, to generate ideas, then once formed, invite a group of AD’s to review their 

ideas/proposals 

Also, as a starting point, Kevin has suggested the following as a "charge" for the collaborative effort between our Task Force, the NCAA, and the 
Committee on infractions: 

Institutional Control and Integrity 
Overview 
The NCAA’s efforts to redefine the Division I regulatory culture by creating a "smarter rules, tougher enforcement" environment requires that a 
shared purpose, mission and vision be created to guide the overall direction of the regulatory culture. 
The NCAA endorses the mission, purpose and vision statements outlined by the Division I-A Athletics Directors. And while the recently-approved 
actions of the Division I Board of Directors related to the recommendations of the Rules and Enforcement Working Groups are consistent with the 
identified core purpose, mission and vision of the new regulatory culture, more work remains to further define accountability standards for 
institutional control and integrity among all participants in intercollegiate athletics. 
Charge 
To that end, the Division I-AD Athletics Directors Compliance and Enforcement Task Force will continue its examination of institutional control and 

integrity issues. 
Specifically, the Division I A AD Task Force will be asked to dearly define the Principles of Institutional Control in the context of NCAA rules 
compliance so that member institutions, the NCAA enforcement staff, the Division I Committee on Infractions and the NCAA Division I Infractions 
Appeals Committee understand what is expected of member institutions in exercising appropriate control and oversight of athletics programs. This 



review should include an analysis of the 1999 institutional control document to determine what changes, if any, are appropriate. 
Additionally, the Task Force will provide an initial evaluation as to the feasibility and appetite of the membership for the NCAA to address values- 
based integrity issues that threaten to undermine the nature and support for wholesome intercollegiate competition when acts associated with an 
athletics program appear to overwhelm sound judgments related to morals, laws of the land, honor and dignity, 
Timeline 
The outcome of its work with be forwarded to the NCAA Enforcement Working Group for initial review and consideration. It is anticipated that the 
Division I Leadership Council will provide final input before any action by the Division I Board of Directors. 
The Task Force will provide periodic updates to the EWG, with a final set of recommendations to the EWG by August 2014. The NCAA staff stands 
ready to help the Division I-A AD group as it deems necessary, including the development of communication outreach strategies for other 
interested constituent groups. 
Bylaws 15 and 17 review 
Working in conjunction with key thought leaders from the National Association of Athletics Compliance, the Rules Working Group would like to 
engage NAAC and the Division I-A AD s in developing a package of regulatory reform in Bylaws 15 (financial aid) and 17 ( playing and practice 
season/’ time demands). While work is already underway, the RWG intends to more formally engage NAAC/Division I- A ADs in development and 
endorsement of key concepts for change that can be forwarded to the RWG and ultimately the Division I Board for consideration. 
The RWG asks that NAACiDivision I-A AD group identify interested individuals to work in these bylaw areas. It would be most helpful to have final 

recommendations to the RWG by August 2013. 
Wednesday, April 17 
I just completed the telephone conversation with Kevin Lennon. Also on the call was Jackie Thurnes, from the Enforcement Staff. 
Kevin will be meeting with Mark Emmert to prepare for their meeting with the NCAA Board on May 2. During that meeting, Mark and Kevin will describe the 
relationship we have established to create a new profile for institutional control, and the "charge" to the 1A Compliance and Enforcement Task Force. 
Key points of discussion today: 

1. The feedback from the 1A Task Force has been very supportive of the "charge" to the Task Force; 
2. While the NCAA will continue their review of Bylaws 15 and 17 as well as the issue of non-coaching support staff, they will also embrace the following 

people who have expressed a willingness to work with the Rules Working Group: 
a. Ron Wellman, Rick Greenspan, Jim Phillips, JeffCompher, Joey D’Antonio, Judy Van Horn, Carrie Doyle, Jon Fagg; 
b. The RWG will also be reviewing the work we provided to the Presidential Working Group (Resource Allocation Group, in particular) in the area 

of non-coaching support staff; 
c. As specific information evolves from the work of the RWG, we will also distribute that information to the entire Task Force for review; 

3. The next step will be to start with the 1996 document describing the principles of institutional control, then shape a scope of work for our Task Force 
for what needs to be accomplished. For example, I suggested that if in fact, the 1996 document clearly indicates the first action during an infractions 
investigation is for the NCAA enforcement staff to review the institution’s current policies and procedures for compliance, then we should create 
guidelines (not standards) to help an institution understand the profile of institutional control, what the NCAA enforcement staff will be looking for, and 
what the foundation is for an effective compliance program. Again, the "charge" to our Task Force is to clearly define the Principles of Institutional 
Control, so institutions will understand what is expected to exercise appropriate control and oversight of their athletic programs; 

a. We should begin to think in terms of what those guidelines should be 
b. The NCAA will be doing the same 
c. We should also begin to think about what a clear comprehensive description of institutional control should be; what should be added to what we 

have understood since 1996 
4. We should define an assessment process for a review of the institutional policies and procedures (in alignment with the guidelines we create) for 

compliance, to be administered when an infraction has not yet occurred; 
5. It would be good for our Task Force to establish specific dates over the next 3 or 4 months for telephone conference calls to discuss our progress. 

We can also expect Kevin, some NCAA staff, and a few members of the Committee on Infractions to also participate on those calls; For example, 

can we identify a day for a monthly conference call, such as the 1 st Wednesday of every month, or the 2nd Wednesday of every month, etc.? Once 
we have established the telephone conference calls, we should define the agenda for what we want to accomplish; 

Dutch Baughman 
Executive Director 
Division 1A Athletic Directors’ Association 
817-488-0362 
?~,,~%.~.~..~., ~’.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 12:33 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Issue 36 - Please Reply With Your Comments - Reliability 

Do you subscribe to this? 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <ille~illinois.edu> 

From: "woodenwisdom(~a)woodencourse.com’’ <woodenwisdom~b~woodencourse.com> 

Date: June 4, 2013, 7:09:55 AM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vincent G" <ille(-a)illinois.edu> 
Subject: Issue 36 - Please Reply ~¥ith Your Comments - Reliability 
Reply-To: "woodenwisdom~)woodencourse.com" <woodenwisdom(~woodencourse.com> 

RELIABILITY 

On the right side of the Pyramid of 
Success, below patience, there are four 
additional pieces of mortar: sincerity, 
honesty, reliability and integrity. These are 
qualities that, together, encompass the 
genmneness, strength, and impact of 
human character. This week we will 
discuss reliability. 
In his book Coach Wooden ~s I),ramid of 
Success, with Jay Car~, Coach Wooden 
defined reliability and its impo~ance in the 
following mariner: 
When we are reliable, others know that 
they can depend on us. Ihey know that we 
will make the ~[/brt to do our best, 
whatever Ne situation m~ght be. 75ey 
~Bow we won’t Fun, cower or become 
para[!~zed ~F./oar. They have learned to 
count on our consistency anct 
tntstworthiness, we 71 still be there 
making the effbr~ to do our best long after 
#~e weaker ones hm,ejk~c#d. Peop# can 
bet the j2~rm on us and still be able to 
steep at night. Re#abi[i& earns the 



resT~ect of those around us. 
Capability doesn’t have a¢vthing to do 
with reliability. Some people don’t have 
as much capabiliO; as o#~ers h~e, but 
they make up jbr their lack by being 
reliable. 
Under each piece of mortar on the 
~,ramid, in parentheses, there is some 
brief application advice for that mortar. In 
the original version of the I~’ramid, Coach 
had suggested/hat reliability was an 
important trait because: "others depend 
upon you." After revising the Pyramid 
years later, Coach changed/he application 
advice for reliabili~’ to instead read: 
"creates respect." Coach had an impo~ant 
motivation fi~r ttus change. He wanted to 
make certain that we understand that 
reliability’ is necessao’ R)r us to be 
successful because it earns the respect and 
trust of others. 
Coach emphasized reliability as an 
important personal trait for m~y coach in 
his book Practical Modern Basketball: 
"Your players must ~ow that they can 
depend upon you and so must all of your 
co-workers and neiOabors." 
Although he coached basketball at UCLA 
for 27 years Coach never took a shortcut 
in Ns preparation fi)r each daily practice. In 
his 271h season he was still spending two 
hours to plan Ns two-hour practice session. 
He earned the respect of all of Ns teams 
because they l~ew they could rely on Nm 
to be prepared and give his best eft~)rt 
eveo~ practice. 
Reliability is a ~adema~k of good 
character. As Coach liked to say: "Abili~" 
may get you to the top, but it takes 
character to keep y ou there." 
When we are reliable we are consistent in 
our efforts regardless of previous 
achievements. Coach put it this way: ~’It’s 
so easy to relax, to cut corners, to let down 
after yon after you’ve reached your goal, 
and begin thinking yon can just ’turn it on~ 
automatically, without proper preparation. 
It takes real character to keep working as 
hard or even harder once you’re there." 
A person who is reliable is following two 
great pieces of advice from Coach 
Woo&n: 
"Discipline yourself so others won’~ have 

~%am the right to be proud and confidentS’ 
Yours in coaching, 
Craig N~pelman 
The John R. l~)oden Course 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 7:53 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

EW: Fammn Street Daily: "David Ogilvy 10 Tips on Willing" 

David Ogilvy 10 Tips on Writing 

Google Reader is 9oiu9 away on July ~st. Sigu up for my dt~ily or weekly mailin9 list to make sure you don’t miss a thin9. 

~,.’i: David Ogilvy 

In 1982, the original "Mad Man" David Ogilvy, sent the following internal memo to all employees of his advertising agency, Ogilvy & Mather, titled 

"How to Write." 

From the original "glad Man" David Ogflvy. 

The better you write, the higher you go in Ogilvy & Mather. People who think well, write well. 

Woolly minded people write woolly memos, woolly letters and woolly speeches. 

Good writing is not a natural gift. You have to learn to write well. Here are ~o hints: 

~. Read the Roman-Raphaelson book on writing. Read it three times. 

2. Write the way you talk. Naturally. 

3. Use short words, short sentences and short paragraphs. 

4. Never use jargon words like reconceptualize, demassification, attitudinally, judgmentally. They are hallmarks of a pretentious ass. 

5. Never write more than two pages on any subject. 

6. Check your quotations. 

7. Never send a letter or a memo on the day you write it. Read it aloud the nex~t morning--and then edit it. 

8. If it is something important, get a colleague to improve it. 

9. Before you send your letter or your memo, make sure it is crystal clear what you want the recipient to do. 

lO. If you want ACTION, don’t write. Go and tell the guy what you want. 

Still Curious? Read Confessions of an Advertising Man and The Unpublished David Ogilvy: A Selection of His Writings from the Files of 
His Partners. 



delivery powered by Goo.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 5:58 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

FW: chart 

Athletes for Spring 2013 and Fall 2013 as of 5.30.13.xlsx 

Barbara, 

For which previous academic years have you and your staff’recalculated admissions information for all admitted student- athletes using the new PGPA? 

Do we have admissions data like the information attached for those years? If,so, can you please email me whatever you have? Thanks for all your help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent-" Wednesday, June 05, 2023 5:50 PM 
To; 1lie, Vince 
Subject: char~ 
}~m’~a ra J. Polk 
Deputy Director 

U~ive~’si~g o{~No~’th Carol[ra at Chapel }tfl~ 
P ~] o~] e: 919 -9 6 6-3 ~ 89 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 6:23 PM 

Matt Terrell (matt@ramsclub.com) 

Denison Survey 

Matt, 

Beth Keith from Edelman asked me if it was possible for her to receive the results of the Denison Survey conducted last year. Are you comfortable with that? If so, can 

you please provide me an electronic cow? 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 6:32 PM 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

Edelman meeliug tomorrow 

Sam and CD, 
Please plan on meeting the Edelman reps in EWAC 236 at noon tomorrow. It would be great if you cm~ take them somewhere to lunch, enjoy your conversation, then 

have them back by 1:30 p.m. for their ne~ meeting. 

I appreciate you guys taking the time to participate. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, Juue 12, 2013 4:31 PM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@anc.edu> 

Folder 

Kathy, 

Can you please provide me a blue hanging folder with a label that reads: EDEL]~N 

Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 8:53 PM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@anc.edu-* 

l:lights 

Kathy, 

Can you please check into available flights for me from RDU to Orange CounU Airport in CA’? I wonld leave this Sunday after 1 pm and need a rett~rn flight to Atlanta 

arriving late Monday evening. No additional flight needed from Atlanta to RDU after that. Thanks. 

Vince lie 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 12:19 PM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@unc.edu-* 

1~3~,: Hights 

Any info yet on the flights? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 8:53 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: Flights 
Kathy, 

Can you please check into available flighks tbr me from RDU to Orange Co~mty Airport in CA? I would leave this Sunday after I pm m~d need a return flight to Atlanta 

amving late Monday evening. No addilional flight needed from Atlanta to RDU after that. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Caxolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 1:46 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

I~W: Flights 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 1:29 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Flights 
I ernailed Cindi twice and have not heard b~cl~. Ju~d: calied and ieft a message. 

F~m= Ille, Vince 
8ent~ Thursday, June 13, 2013 12:~9 PN 
To~ Griggs, Kathy 
$ubject~ RE: FlighN 
~y inIb yet on the flights? 

F~m= Ille, Vince 
Sent~ Wednesday, June 12, 2013 8:53 PM 
To~ 6riggs, Kathy 
Subject: Fligh~ 
Ka~y, 

Can you please check into available fligh~ for me from RDU to Ormlge Counb- Airpo~ in CA? I would leave tNs Sunday after 1 pm and need a mmm flight to Atlanta 

amving late Monday evening. No addi~onal flight needed fiom AtJanm to ~U ~er tSat. ThaWs. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North CaJrolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 1:28 PM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Wooden Wisdom Subscription 

Kathy, 

Please snbscfibe me to the service below. Thanks. 

V~nce 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

Resent-From: <ille~illinois.edu> 

From: "woodenwisdom2~a)woodencourse.com’’ <woodenmsdom~bwoodencourse.com> 

Date: June 19, 2013, 3:05:32 AM CDT 

To: "Ille, Vincent G" <ille(~illinois.edu> 

Subject: Wooden ~,¥isdom Subscription 
Reply-To: "woodenwisdom~?woodencourse.com" <woodenwisdom(~woodencourse.com> 

You have recently completed your complimentary ten week subscription to Wooden’s Wisdom. Wooden’s Wisdom is a 52 week subscription product of 

the John R Wooden course. 

We hope you have found Wooden’s Wisdom to be enjoyable, educational and inspiring. To help you continue to benefit from the Wisdom of Wooden 
here is m~ optx~rtuNty to continue your subscription. 

Our normal annual subscription price for all 52 weeks is $34.95. 

We are delighted to provide you with an additional 52 weeks for $14.95 with our Msdom3 discount (less than 30 cents a week). 

You can do so by simply clicking on this link to log in to the member’s section of the Woo&nCourse. 

htlp://~x~vw.woodenconrse.com/members’memberLo~in.php 

Enter yonr email address as the username and as the password. 

Once you have signed in you will be prompted to purchase your Wooden’s Wisdom subscription. 

Use the PROMO CODE: wisdnm3 to receive your discount. 

You can go to http://woodencourse.com/newsletter.httnl to view feedback from cmrent subscribers a~d m~ over~’iew of the mmual curriculum. 

We would love to hear about your Wooden Wisdom experience. How did you like it? How did you apply the lessons to your personal and professional 

life? What lessons’stories/quotes/poem,~’videos etc. did you find to be the most helpful or most inspiring? How could we improve each issne? Wonld you 

recommend Wooden Wisdom to others? 

Thank you veo~ much for taking the time to learn and invest in the life lessons and timeless wisdom of Coach John Wooden. 

Email your commenks to us by just replying to this emaJl. 

If you would like more intbrmation about other products a~d services of The John R. Wooden Course please visit our web site. www.woodnecourse.com 

Most respectfully, 

Crafig Impelman 

Timeless Wisdom for Creat#~g 

Personal and Team Success 

CRAIG IMPELI~/kN 

Senior Partner 

3RWC LLC 

14742 Plaza Drive, St. 205 

Tustin, CA 92780 
310.347.8148 

"CoachingforLife" cimpehnaaa~)eaxthlinlc net 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 3:47 PM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Ignole Previous Email On Expriration of Wooden Wisdom Subscription 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <ille~illinois.edu> 

From: "woodenmsdom(b)woodencourse.com" <woodenmsdom~b~woodencourse.com> 

Date: June 19, 2013, 2:34:35 PM CDT 

To: "Ille, Vincent G" <ille(a)illinois.edu> 
Subject: Ignore Pre~dous Email On Expriration of Wooden \Visdom Subscription 

Reply-To: "woodenwisdom~)woodencourse.com" <woodenwisdom(~woodencourse.com> 

Please ignore the etn~l you received s~ting that: 

’You have recently completed your complimentary ten week subscription to Wooden’s ~Visdom.’ 

Your complimentmy subscription is being continued. 

My apology tbr the error. 

Regards, 

Craig Impelman 

WoodenConrse.cotn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 3:48 PM 

woodenwisdom@woodencourse.com 

Re: Ignore P~evious Email On Expriration of Wooden Wisdom Subscription 

No womes! Thanks very much for tl~e subscription. It is excellent infom~ation. Great job with the ~nateriak 

On Jun 19, 2013, at 2:35 PM, "woodenwisdom~woodencourse.com" <woodenwisdom(~woodencourse.com> wrote: 

Please ignore the email you received s~ating that: 

’You have recently completed your complimentary ten week subscription to Wooden’s Wisdom.’ 

Your complimentary subscription is being continued. 

My apology for the e~ror. 

Rega~xts, 

Craig hnpelman 

WoodenCourse.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday. June 20, 2013 2:08 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

1~3~,: Meeting 

Good for tne. Thanks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 8:26 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

~-~t:!W abOLEt Monday at 3:3D7 

F~m: Vangelder, Marielle A 
~emt: Thursday, June 20, 2013 8:23 AM 
T~: Pogge, Paul; llle, Vince 
~ubje~t: RE: Meeting 

Monday works for me - anytime. 

Tuesday Hm not available. ~’1~ be ~n Greensboro st ACC meetings. 

MarieHe A, vanGekter 

Associate AtMet~c Direc[or 

University o~: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:~9} 962Wg5~ 

Fax: (919) 962-6~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

~= Pogge, Paul 
$e~t~ Thursday, ~une 20, 20~3 8:22 AM 
Te~ Ne, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
$~ject~ Meeting 

With the three of us going in different directions today, I thought it would be good to reschedule our 3:gO meeting this afternoon to sometime Monday or Tuesday 

afternoon. Are you both free then? 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Message from Chancellor Holden Thorp: Accrediting Agency Decision 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 

Dear Carolina Community: 

Over the past year, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on 
Colleges (SACSCOC) has been reviewing the University’s compliance with accreditation 
requirements in light of past academic irregularities in the Department of African and 
Afro-American Studies. 

Earlier today, I was notified that the SACSCOC Board of Trustees has decided not to 
sanction the University. The University remains fully accredited and in good standing 
with SACSCOC. We will be asked to provide a monitoring report by next June on 
continued progress with our academic procedures in the department. 

We are very pleased with this decision. Throughout this process, the University has been 
treated fairly by SACSCOC. We have provided information, responded to all questions, 
taken necessary actions, and documented the comprehensive reforms that we have put 
in place over the past two years because of issues related to the unprofessional and 
unethical actions of two former department employees. 

We are confident the sweeping changes we have made, based on the results of seven 
internal and independent, outside reviews or investigations, will prevent any recurrence 
of these irregularities. 

For more information about SACSCOC and this issue, visit the University’s accreditation 
website, http://oira.une.edu/accreditation/. 

As a founding member of SACSCOC, we are committed to an accreditation process, led 
by colleagues from our peer campuses in the region, that ensures accountability and 
strong academic standards. Under Chancellor Folt’s leadership, I’m confident that 
Carolina will bring our response to SACSCOC to a successful conclusion. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 8:49 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu>; Cunninghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 9:12 AM 

Pyecha, Missy <mwech~admissions.unc.edu;~ 

I~JE: Meeting 

Missy, 

Yes, I’m available between 2-3pm and a~ter 5pm that day. Thanks and sony for the late reply. 

Vince 

From; Pyecha, Missy 

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 4:13 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: Meeting 
Hi k;ince. Are you available the afternoon of Jul ~67 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistanl to the E) ir edr.~r of Undergraduate,&dmissions 

University d North Carolina at Chapal Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson HaJJ 

Chapei Hiil. NO 27599 

Lr_lg_ 2 _e_ 9j:t’_4 @_a___d_r_ N _s_’_s_’j_o_r_Ls_ &~?9~__e_d_u_. 

(919) 962-5292 

(919) 962-9149 (fax) 

From; Holliday, Corey L 

Sent; Wednesday, June 19, 2013 2:35 PM 

To; Pyecha, Missy; Haydon, Joe; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ilia, Vince 

¢c; Farmer, Stephen M 

Subject; RE: Meeting 

I am available the afternoon of .July t6t~, thanks. 

From; Pyecha, Missy 

Sent; Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:54 AM 

To; Haydon, Joe; Holliday, Corey L; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ilia, Vince 

¢c: Farmer, Stephen M 

Subject; RE: Meeting 
T~qe afl:ern.:_~on of .Jul 2[(? woukt work b,-_~.d: for Steve and Barbara. 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Direder d Undergraduate,a, dmissions 

University d Nort~ C:aroiina at C~apel 

Cal%lJs Box 2200. ,Jackson Hall 
Chapei Hiil, NC 27599 

mpvecha@admissions.unc.edu 

(919) %2-5292 

(919) 962-91 ,¢9 (fax) 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:51 AM 
To; Holliday, Corey L; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 
Co; Farmer, Stephen M; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

I am available July 2nd but am out d~e fo~fow~ng week (July 8 --~ ). Would Monday the ~5~h or Tuesday d~e ~th work? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:35 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Haydon, Joe 
Cc: Farmer, Stephen M; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

I am out on vacation the week of July :1s~- 5~h. I am available the fol~cwing~    ~ week. 

F~m= Polk, Barbara ~o 
Sent~ Wednesday, June 19, 2013 ~0:32 AN 
Te~ 1lie, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe 
Co: Farmer, Stephen M; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: Meeting 

be~r All, 

S~eve and I would fike the oppor~uNty ~o meet wi~h you for ~he purpose of discussing your spring 2014 a~d fall 20~4 prospects. We are par~iculaHy intere~ed in 

jointly reviewing those ~uden~s from whom we have received a verbal commitment~ 

I know that vacation t~me ~s upon us ~d scheduling may be a bit of a challenge. As a stalin9 point, ~re you available Tuesday, July 2 at 3:00? If not, please suggest 

other dates and times that are more convenient for you. 

Thanks. 

~arb~ra 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 12:05 PM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtr~ 

RE: CLASS OF 2014 - ACADEMIC SUMMARY.xlsx 

Excellent information. It will be helpfill if you cm~ provide updates as they an~ive for the "need mole iatbnnation" group. Thanks Joe. 

From: Haydon, Joe 

Sent; Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:59 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 

¢¢: Holliday, Corey L 

Subject: CLASS OF 2014- ACADEMIC SUMMARY.xlsx 

Vince, 

A~ached is the ini~al academic summary sheet for our 23 class of 2024 commitments. We are s~ll wai~ng on updated 6 semester transcripts to arrive for many 

them and are also waiting on test scores for the 5 that are ~isted in the ’Need for Information’ group. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Joe 

Director of Foo~bM~ Operations 

U t~ive rsi~v of North Carol iaa 
Phone: 919.8 ~3.2572 

havdon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 12:14 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A < mvangeld(~!etnail.unc.edtf> 

Emmert 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

U niversi~ of North Coaolina 

(919) 962-4631 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 8:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Becoming a Better Judge of People - Anthony TjaJ~ - HmTard Business Review 

http://blogs.hbr.org/tian/2013/O6/becoming-a-better-iudge-of-peo html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 8:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Battle-Tested Tips tbr EIt~ctive F~xpl~xmtions - Lee LeFever - HmTard Business Review 

http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2013/O6ibattle-testedtips for effecti.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 4:27 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu-*; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

ILS: SCOILSS Program tbr Football 

Who do you recommend to make the educational presentation on NCAA rules? Cricket, if we don’t have a suitable alternative, caJ~ we starch dates with someone 

else? Thin.ks. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 20:t3 :t2:28 PM 
To: 111e, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: SCORES Program for Football 

My ~pologies, t ~m not available at theft time, I wH~ be ~t~ Greensboro at A(:C Compliance meetings begkm~ng tomorrow morning through Wedne~a~ay afternoon. 

Sorry for the inconvenience. 

MarieHe 

Msriel~e A. vanGe~der 

Associate Athletic Di~ecto~ 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phone: (9~.9) 962- 7853 

Fi~’,<: (919) 

~N~_gNN[JNE~_9_B_~:_9_~M 

F~m: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 11:09 AM 

T~ Lane, Cricket 
~: Vangelder, Marielle A 
~u~jeCt~ RE: SCORES Program for Football 

O~ plea~ add Mmlelle vanGelder to ~e agenda. I will sNak with ~em aNut our expectations, she will di~uss relevant compliance info~ation. Th~. 

F~m: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 i0:37 AM 
Te~ Ille, Vince 
~: Yarbrough, Mate; Williams, Andre 
~u~jeCt~ RE: SCORES Program for Football 

~= ]lie, Vince 
$e~t~ Friday, ~une 07, 20~3 7:20 PM 

Te~ Lane, Cricket 
S~ject~ RE: SCORES Program for Football 

Ye~ I cu~enfly plan to be in Chapel Hill on flxat date. If that changes, I’ll let you know. Is there specific subject matter I’m exacted to share? Thanks. 

Fmm~ kane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 20~3 2:35 PN 

To: I]]e, Vince 
Su~ject: SCORES Program for Football 

Hi Vir’ce, 

~ am in the process confirming speakers for SCORES Program and wanted to check you availability to speak to the first yesrs on Wednesday, June 26th 

in [oudermiik. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 1:23 PM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&~>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-* 

#4 (ahnost a top 3/top 10 combo metric... ) 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 2:39 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

From the NACDA daily email... 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University ofNoNa C~olina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 7:10 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

UNC AAP AGENT REVIEW LIST 11 27 2012.docx; UNC AAP Agent and Advisor Program 11 16 2012.docx; UNC SOCCER-MEN 

Agent Presentation to Team 02 22 2013.pptx; UNC FOOTBALL Agent Presentation to parents 04 13 2013.pp~ 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University ofNort~ CaJcolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 8:20 AM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-* 

utm source~ll+Leaders~ Shotfld+Speak+Like ~This+Man&uln campaign~tBtralian+,~mv+Chief~Great+Spokespetson&tmn medium,mail 
Worth wa~Nng... 

Vince Ille 

SeNor Associate AtNefic Director 
Univemity of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 8:48 AM 

Ballen, M~J, na K <mballen@unc.edu-> 

I tliouglit you Inight be interes~ted in tliis. Have a gleat day’. 

http ://~v.insidehi ~hered. corn/news:2013/06i26iuNversities-spend- more-prot-k~ ssor-coach-salaries-ffmdy-says 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 6:04 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emal.unc.edu> 

I~E: Sunday stoo~ 

Team GPA m~d Academic info 2007-08 to 2012-13.xl~ 

The football team’s 2012 fall semester GPA was the highest of any fail semester from 2007 to current. The footbaJl teams’ cumulative GPA at the end of spring 2013 

has never been higher since 2007-08. I don’t currently have records before 2007. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent-" Friday, June 28, 2013 £40 PM 

To; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Sunday story 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <eca(~unc.edu> 

Date: June 28, 2013, 4:50::15 PM EDT 

To: "ALSTON GARDNER ( "       " @yahoo.corn)"              ~’3yahoo.corn>, "BARBARA HYDE (bhyde@pi[tcomanagemen[.corn)" 

<bhyde@pit[comanagement.com> "Caudill Walter Lowry" <wlcaud@ernail.unc.edu>, DON CURTIS <dcurtis@cur[ismedia.com>, FELICIA 

WASHINGTON <felicia.washing__ton@klg_ates.com> JOHN TOWNSEND < ...... @msn.com> "Kel Landis (._K___L__a_q__d_!__s_@_p__J__e___x__u___s__c___a_p__:_£9___m__)" 

< __K__k_a___n_ _d__ Ls__@ 12 Le_ _x_u_ _s_c_a__ p_:_c__9___m_. > plive.unc.edu> "pgra u er @ bloom be_rg.net" 

<pgrauer@bloomberg.net>, PHiL CLAY <plclay@mit.edu>, SALLIE SHUPlNG-RUSSELL <sallie.shuping.russell@blackrock.com>, "Steve Lerner 

(slerner@bluehillgroup.com)" <slerner@bluehillgroup.com>, WADE HARGROVE <whargrove@brookspierce.com> 

Cc: "jeffbrown@mvalaw.com" <ieffbrown@mvalaw.com>, "Chuck Duckett (cgduckett@battleandasaociates.com)" 

<cgduckett@battleandassociates.com>, Dwight Stone <da@dstonebuildera.com>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Folt, Carol Lynn" 

< _c_ .a_ r_._o_!.:f .o_1 ~_@ u__n_.c__._._e_~_ ~ > 

Subject: Sunday story 

Trustees: 

The N&O is planning on running a front page story this weekend on our APR rates for men’s basketball and football. They will be trying to link the 

lower rates to the AFAM issue. In reality, the lower rates are largely tied to transfers and coaching changes. No one at Carolina was willing to speak 

with Dan Kane directly although we did provide information and context. 

Thanks- Erin 

Erin C. Schuertpelz 

ChiefofStst-~; ChancelloFs Office 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(919) 843 0380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:36 AM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.e&~> 

Vm~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@ema~l.unc.edu> 

July 1, 2013 Request 

T~ 
Will you be able to provide the comp admission/ticket information Marielle reques~ted from you yesterday? 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North C~Jcolina 

(919) 962-4631 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 12:32 PM 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Mazielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.nnc.edu> 

RE: Program Comps 

Upon review, the player comp admissions records you provided ns for 2012-13 this morning were only for home games. Can yon arrange to have the records for the 

away games delivered to Marielle? Thanlcs. 

From: file, Vince 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 02, 20:13:1:1:36 AM 
To; Gwaltney, (:lint 
~¢; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Program (:omps 

Thanks for dropping off’the player comp admission records this morning. Can yon please provide the coaches, s~fl’and program comp lists (and aJl other records we 

have regarding these) for 2011-12 and 2012-13 directly to Ma~ielle when you have them? Thanlcs for your help. 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent; Tuesday, July 02, 20:13 9:06 AN 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: July :1, 20:13 Request 
Yes, I expect it to be ready today, 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 20:13 8:36 AM 

To: Sabo, Tim 

(:¢: Vanselder, Marielle A 

Subject: July :1, 20:13 Request 

Will you be able to provide the comp admissior~/ticket informalion Marielle requested from you yesterday? 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib, ofNortJa Ca.olina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:31 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 5:55 PM 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

Basketball guest tickets 

Regina, 

rm writing to make a records request for a list of all people who received guest or complimentary tickets to men’s basketball games during the 201:1-12 and 2012-~3 seasons 
from players or their families. 

Z am specifically requesting any information about tickets provided to Rodney Blackstock as a guest or at the request of           as well as any other UNC players during 
the past two seasons, rrn requesting any signature reports or any other documentation listing which player provided tickets/made the request for each guest. 

I appreciate your time in this matter. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Aaron Beard 
Associated Press, Raleigh 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
of the designated recipients named abx~ve. If the reader of this 

communication is not the intended recipienl, you are hereby notified 

that you have received "this communication in em)r, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 

noli~ The Associated Press immediately by telephone at ~ 1-212- 621-1898 

and delete this ema~l. Thm~k you. 

[IP US DISC] 

rusk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 9:49 AM 

[INC Athletics IT Support <uncaa-itsupport@~mc.edu-* 

Request 

I was required to change my password again. My phone will not sync to UNC Secure ruth new or old password. Can you please assisnt? Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib~ ofNorta Caxolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 10:01 AM 

[INC Athletics IT Support <uncaa-itsupport@~mc.edu-* 

ILE: Request 

Can someone please email me or stop by tny office ASAP. Thanks. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 20:!.3 9:49 AM 
To: UN¢ Athletics IT Support 
Subject: Request 
Importance: High 
I was required to change my password again. My phone will not sync to UNC Secure with new or old password. Can you please assisnt? Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University ofNoNa C~olina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 10:04 AM 

Perry, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu-* 

I~E: Request 

OK, thanks. 

From: Perry, Clara A 

Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:03 AM 

To: llle, Vince; UNC Athletics IT Support 
Subject: RE: Request 

I car~ (:ofTen? by [:her~? ~t~’t look a~: it ~t~ ~bout ].0 ~l~t~utes, k,~’e are shor~: staffed ~:oday ~rld do~rlg our be~:, tha~ks[ 

Clar~ 

from: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:01 AM 

To: UNC Athletics IT Support 

Subject: RE: Request 

Importance: High 

Can someone please emml me or s~top by my otSce ASAP. Thanks. 

Fmm~ Ille, Vince 
Sent~ Monday, July 08, 2013 9:49 AM 

To~ UNC Athletics ~ Suppo~ 

Subjeet~ Request 

Impo~ance~ High 

~ was required to chan~e my ~ssword a~ain. My phone will not sync to [~C Secure with new or old ~ssword. Can you please assist? Than~s. 

vmce Ille 

Senior AssocJa~ Athletic Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 10:22 AM 

Perry, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu>; [INC Athletics IT Support <uncaa-itsuptx~rt@unc.edu-* 

I~E: Request 

I need to send something ASAP. Can you please stop by’? Thanks. 

From: Perry, Clara A 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:03 AM 
To: llle, Vince; UNC Athletics IT Support 
Subject: RE: Request 

I car~ (:of’r~? by [:her~? ~t~d look a~: it ~t~ ~bout ].0 ~l~t~utea, k,~’e are shor~: staffed ~:oday ~rld do~rlg our be~:, tha~ks[ 

Clar~ 

from: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 10:01 AM 

To: UNC Athletics IT Support 

Subject: RE: Request 

Importance: High 

Can someone please emml me or s~top by my otSce ASAP. Thanks. 

Fmm~ Ille, Vince 
Sent~ Monday, July 08, 2013 9:49 AM 

To~ UNC Athletics ~ Suppo~ 

Subjeet~ Request 

Impo~ance: High 

~ was required to chan~e my ~ssword a~aJn. My phone will not sync to [~C Secure with new or old ~ssword. Can you please assist? Than~s. 

vmce Ille 

Senior AssocJa~ Athletic Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 9:03 AM 

[INC Athletics IT Support <uncaa-itsupport@~mc.edu-* 

Request 

Can someone please show me how to open some pst files I’ve received frotn OUC? Thanks. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 :t0:01 AM 
To: UN¢ Athletics IT Support 
Subject: RE: Request 
Importance: High 
Can someone please em~l me or stop by ~ny office ASAP. Thanks. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 9:49 AM 
To: UN¢ Athletics IT Support 
Subject: Request 
Importance: High 
I was required to change my password again. My phone will not sync to [INC Secure with new or old password. Can you please assist? Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Cmolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 9:09 AM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu:~ 

StaffManuaJ 

Beth, 
Was a copy of Section XIII (Student-Athlete Services) sent to Michelle Brown when your June 27, 2013 memo regarding the 2013-14 Strut Manual was distribnted? 

I notice all i~ffonnation pertains to ASPSA activities. Did I receive a cow so we can review/revise the compliance-related information in that section? Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 10:52 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~W: FBS Graduate Assistants - inslitutionaJ policy 

From: Jonathan Reeder [mailto:reederjb@appstate.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 20:t3 :t0:48 AM 
To; johnsonja@ecu.edu; Ille, Vince~ cadoyle3@unity.ncsu.edu~ smbyrd@uncc.edu 
Subject; RE: FBS Graduate Assistants - institutional policy 

I have two Ib]]ow-up questions regarding Football Crraduate Assistanks I was hoping you could assist me with: 

1. Are your FB Oraduate Assistant’s compen~ted via scholarship and room & board, or through a stipend?; and 

2. Are these individuals taxed through payroll on the amount of scholeaship/roo~n & board/stipend they receive? 

Thank you for your help! 

From: Jonathan Reeder [mailto:reederib@appstate.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 20:t3 3::t9 PM 
To; ’johnsonja@ecu.edu’; ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’~ ’cadoyle3@unitymcsu.edu’; ’smbyrd@uncc.edu’ 
Subject; FBS Graduate Assistants - institutional policy 

Colleagues, 

I hope this email finds you doing well. My name is Jonathan Reeder, and I currently oversee our Athletics Compliance and Continuing Eligibility areas at AppeJachian 

State University. I have two questions I was hoping you could assist me with regarding Footba]l Crraduate Assistant coaches, and your institutiona] policy for these 

individuals. With our recent armouncement of moving to the FBS level, this will be the tirst time we have hired graduate assistant coaches at Appalachian: 

1. Does .5,our institutional policy require that Football Crraduate Assistant coaches be thll-time graduate students (therefbre NCAA Bylaw 11.01.3 (a) GA’s 

em~311ing in jus150 percent of the institution’s minimum regulm graduate pmgran~ of studies is not an option)? 

2. Do you provide any employment benefits available to all institutional employees, to your Graduate Assistant Coaches (per NCiLA_ Bylaw 11.01.3 (f))? If so, do 

they have a different classification internally in your human resources office that a~low them to do so? 

If you have any other details on your policies for graduate assislant coaches, any itffo~mation would be mosl helpful. 

Thank you for your time and response and I look forward to working with you in the fi~ture. 

11.01.3 Coach, Graduate Assistant--Bowl Subdivision Fontbal| and Women’s Rowing. 
[FBS] In bowl subdivision football, a graduate assistant coach is any coach who has received a baccalaureate degree and has either received his or her first baccalaureate degree or 
has exhausted athletics eligibili~ (whichever occurs later) within the previous seven years and qualifies for appointment as a graduate assistant under the policies of the 
institution In women’s rowing, a graduate assistant coach is any coach who has received a baccalaureate degree and qualifies for appointment as a graduate assistant under the 
policies of the institution. In bowl subdivision football and women’s rowing, the individual is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by 
institutional policy. The following provisions shall apply: (Revised: 1/70/91, 1/10/92, l/R/06 effbczJve 8/1/06, 12/15/06, l/8/07 ejf~ctive 8/1/OZ 4i29/l O fbr new appointments) 

&ILl07, Revised: 1/7 d/10 ~ffOctiv~ 8/] /1 O) 

(b) The individual may not receive compensation or rem~eratmn in excess of the value of a full grant-in-aid J~r a full-time student, based on the resident status of that 
individual, and the receipt of Jk~w complimentary tickets to the institution’s intercollegiate football and basketball games; 
(c) Graduate and postgraduate financial assistance administered outside the institution (e.g., NCAA postgraduate scholarship) shall be excluded :Born the individual’s limit 
on remuneratmn, provided such assistance ~s awarded t~ough an established and continuing progra~ to aid graduate students and the donor of the assistance does not 
restrict the recipJent’s choice of institutions; (~4 dopted: 1/11/8~) 

(d) The individual may not se~Te as a graduate assistant coach for a period of more than two years except that if the individual successfu]ly completes 24-semester or 36- 
quarter hours dwing the initial two-year period, the individual may serve as a graduate assistant coach for a third year. The Legislative Council Subcommittee for 
Legislative Relief may approve a waiver of these limitations based on the lSct that the student’s service as a coach and enrollment as a graduate student were interrupted 
for reasons that are unrelated to athlefi cs, or to personal or family finances and that are beyond the control of the institution or the coach. Such a waiver may not be 
granted solely to permit the completion of a graduate program; (Revised: 1/1 d/93, 1 IlL/O? ~ffOctive 8/L/08) 
(e) Compensation Jk~r employment J~om a so~ce outside the institution d~ing the academic year shah be excluded l~om the individual’s limit on remuneration, provided the 
institution does not arrange such employment and the compensation is for work actually performed. The member institution may not arrange on- or oflLcampus 
employment opportm~ities except for su~er employment, which is permissible regardless of whether the student remains emolled in the graduate program d~ing the 

mevised: 11/7/01 
effbc~ve & L 02, 1/9/06 effbc~ve & L 06) 
(g) The individual may receive cash to cover ~fitemized incidental expenses &~ing travel and practice for NCAA championship events or postseason bowl contests in 
accordance with the parameters by which student-athletes may receive such expenses p~suant to Bylaw 16.8.1.6; (Adopted: 1/15/11 effbctive 8/7/11) 
(h) The institution may provide actual and necessa~ expenses for the individual’s spouse and chil&en to attend a postseason football game or an NCAA championship 
or, m women’s rowing, for the season-ending tot~nament(s) specified in Bylaw- 17.15.5.3-@); and (Revised." 1/9/06 effbctive 8/L 00 
(i) The individual may not evaluate or contact prospective student-athletes off campus, regardless of whether compensation is received for such activities. ~m individual 
may not perform recruiting coordination functions (see Bylaw 11.7. 1.2); however, it is permissible for a graduate assistant coach to make telephone calls to prospective 
student-athletes, provided the coach has successfully completed the coaches’ cettNcation examination per Bylaw 11.5.1.1. (Revised: 1/9/96 effbctive 8/~/~6, 5/26/06; 
4/26/12) 

Jonathan Reeder 

Assistant m the Ch~cellor for Athletics 

ApNlachian State UniversiU 

828-262-7914 (office) 

828-262-6834 (fax) 

h~:/,/us~sv.goasu.com 

AppN~hian S~te UniversiW Athletics Compliance 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 11:23 AM 

’Lener, Ja~n A’ <jlene@illinois.edu> 

I~E: 2015-16 

Jason, 
SorU we keep missing each other on the phone; just left you a voicemail on your cell. We can do the September 19, 2015 game here. Onr challenge is ruth the 2016 

date. Could we play there 9/10/16? If not ther~ is 9/17/16 an option? We have a variety of competing interests for labor day weekend in 2016 that are holding me up. 
Thanks and hope all is well. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

From; Lener, Jason A [mailto:jlener@illinois.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, July 08, 2013 2:35 PM 
To-" 111e, Vince 
Subject: 2015-16 
Vince, 
Can the following work for UNC ...... I need to do some work to make it happen, but will begin the process if you say yes... 
September 19, 2015 Illinois @UNC 
September 3, 2016 UNC @Illinois 
Let me know ..... thanks, 
Jason 

Jason A. Lener 
Executive Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 
1700 South 4th Street I Champaign, IL 61820 
Phone: 217.2442632 i Fax: 217244.9753 

Under ~he Illinois Freedom of informs~ion Act any written communics~ion 

~o or from university emp!oyees regarding university business is ~ 

public record ~nd may be subject ~o public disclosure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IJ~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 1:36 PM 

’Lener. Ja~n A’ <jlene@illinois.edu-* 

l~E: 2015-16 

Understand. Will mn by Bubba and Coach Fedora today. Thanks. 

From: Lener, Jason A [mailto:jlener@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 12:40 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 

If I can make. the following work ......... 

Septembe~ ~g, 20~5 II~o~s @UNC 

September ~0, ~0~6 UNC @~l~no~s 

....... are you ~N? 

This requires me [o move mu~[ple games so ~ don’k want to st3rt this process unless you guys comm~L 

Let me know ...... thanks, 

Jason A. Lener 
Executive Senior Associate AD 
University of Ninois 
Work 217.244.2632 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Lener, Jason A 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 
Jason, 

Sorry we keep missing each other on the phone; just left you a voicemail on your cell. We can do the September 19, 2015 game here. Our challenge is with the 2016 

date. Could we play there 9,10,16? If not the~, is 9/17/16 an option? We have a variety of competing interests tbr labor day weekend in 2016 that are holding me up. 
’][’hanks and hope all is well. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

U niversib’ of North Cmolina 
(919) 962-4631 

i?~:~. :i~:7 ~!’~!:,:::.~:~:i::?¯ :~:~!::,~:~ ,i~’::,~.:!::~::::~:.~,.::¯ ;~!":;~.r:::.:~,q:~]~ ,:ii¢~!~,~!:~.~i~;c~s 

From: Lener, Jason A [mailto:jlener@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 2015-16 

Vince, 
Can the following work for UNC ...... I need to do some work to make it happen, but will begin the process if you say yes... 
September 19, 2015 Illinois @UNC 
September 3, 2016 UNC @Illinois 
Let me know ..... thanks, 
Jason 
Jason A. Lener 
Executive Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Ninois 
1700 oouth 4th Stre.A I Champaign, IL 61820 
Phone: 217.244.2632 i Fax: 217.244,9753 

Under the illinois Freedom of Information Act any written communication 

to or from univers~ry emp!oyees regarding university business ~s a 

public record and may be subject to public disclosure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:52 AM 

’Lener, Ja~n A’ <jlene@illinois.edu-* 

ILE: 2015-16 

It’s a go frown our end! We can discuss more details when you have ti~ne. 

From: Lener, Jason A [mailto:jlener@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 2:30 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 

Jason A. Lener 
Executive Senior Associate AD 
University ol Illinois 
Work 217 244.2632 

From: Ille, Vince [._n_!_a__[!_t__o_;_[!!_e__@_u___n__c__&_d__u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 12:36 PM 

To: Lener, Jason A 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 

Understated. Will run by Bubba and Coach Fedora today. Thanks. 

From: Lener, Jason A [mailto:jlener@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 12:40 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: 2015=16 
If I c~!~ make the following work ......... 

September ~.9, 20~.5 )l([nois @UNC 

September ILO, 201L6 UNC 
....... are yoLI IN? 

This requires me to move muiiple games so I don’t want to start this process u~iess you guys commft, 

Let me know ...... thanks, 

Jason A. Lener 
Executive Senior Associate AD 

Univei~;itf of Illinois 
Work 217.244,2632 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 10:23 AM 

To: Lener, Jason A 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 
Jason, 

Sony we keep missing each other on the phone; just left you a voicemail on your cell. We can do the September 19, 2015 game here. Our challenge is ruth the 2016 

date. Could we play there 9/10/16? If not then, is 9/17/16 an option? We have a varie~ of competing interests for labor day weekend in 2016 that are holding me up. 

Thanks and hope all is well. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

U niversib’ of North Cmolina 

(919) 962-4631 

From: Lener, Jason A 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 2015-16 
Vince, 
Can the following work for UNC ...... I need to do some work to make it happen, but will begin the process if you say yes... 
September 19, 2015 Illinois @UNC 
September 3, 2016 UNC @Illinois 
Let me know ..... thanks, 
Jason 

Jason A. Lener 

Executive Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 
1700 South 4th Street I Champaign, IL 61820 

Phone: 217,244.2632 i Fax: 217.244.9753 

Under ~he Illinois Freedom of informa~ion Act any written communication 



to of from univer,sity err~p!oyees fegafding university business is a 

public record and rr~ay be subject to public 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 9:22 AM 

’Lener, Ja~n A’ <jlene@illinois.edu-* 

I~E: 2015-16 

Thin,ks Jason. Hope you and your fa~dly enjoy a great vacation! 

From: Lener, Jason A [mailto:jlener@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 9:15 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 

Grea[ ..... I will start the prooess today a~]d let ~’~r~ know as quickly as I can free up dates. I am leavi~]g for vacation] tomorrow bu[ ,4vill be working o~] this while 

I’m gone, so I will update you as I hear~ 

Jason 
Jason A. Lener 
Executive Senior A~sociate AD 
University of Illinois 
Work 217.244.2632 

From: Ille, Vince [Ln__a_!J_t_o_~!JJ__e_~_~D__C_=_e_d___q] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 7:52 AM 

To: Lener, Jason A 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 
Importance: High 

It’s a go from onr end! We can discnss more details when you have time. 

From: kener, Jason A [mailto;jJener@illinois~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 2:30 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 

Sounds good 
Jason A. Lener 
Executive Senior Aasociate AD 
University of Illinois 
Work 217.244.2632 

From: Ille, Vince [Ln___a_!J_t__o__;!JJ__e__~_~D__c_=e__d___q] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 12:36 PM 

To: Lener, Jason A 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 

Understated. Will run by Bubba and Coach Fedora today. Thanks. 

From: Lener, Jason A [mailto:jlener(c0. illinois.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 12:40 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 

September :19, 20115 Illinois C@UNC 

September 1[0, 

....... are you IN? 

This requires me to move muiiple games so I don’t want to start this process uniess Vou guVs corr~mit. 

Let me know ...... thanks. 

Jason A. Lener 
Executive Senior Associate AD 
University of Ninois 
Work 217.244.2632 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 10:23 AM 

To: Lener, Jason A 
Subject: RE: 2015-16 

Jason, 
Sor~ we keep missing each other on the phone; just left you a voicemail on your cell. We can do the September 19, 2015 game here. Onr challenge is with the 2016 

date. Could we play there 9/10/16? If not ther~ is 9/17/16 an option? We have a variety of competing interests for labor day weekend in 2016 that are holding me up. 
Thanks and hope all is well. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
U~fiversity ofNort~ Cmolina 

(919) 962-4631 

From: Lener, Jason A [mailto:jlener@illinois.edu] 

Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 2:35 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 



Subject: 2015-16 

Vince, 
Gan the following work for UNG ...... I need to do some work to make it happen, but will begin the prooess if you say yes... 

September 19, 2015 Illinois @UNC 
September 3, 2016 UNC @Illinois 

Let me know ..... thanks, 
Jason 

Jason A. Lener 

Executive Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 
1700 South 4th Street I Champaign, IL 61820 
Phone: 217.244,2632 i Fax: 217,244.9753 

Under the Illinois Freedom of information Act any written communicatien 
to or from university employees regarding university business is a 
public record and may be subject to public disclosure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 10:43 AM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtr~ 

RE: CLASS OF 2013 - ACADEMIC SUMIVD\RY 

Thin,ks Joe. Good intbnnation. 

From: Haydon, Joe 

Sent-" Monday, July 15, 2013 10:23 AM 
To-" Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince 
Subject; CLASS OF 2013 - ACADEMIC SUMMARY 

Corey and Vince, 

All of our incoming football scholarship student-athletes have now been certified through the eligibility center. Attached is the updated academic summary (I will 

update the walk-on tab as soon as they are all through as well). 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 5:40 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

ILE: Meeting ruth Bnbka 

Works for me. Thanks Molly. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Creech, Kadton W; 1lie, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba 

Paul, Karll:o~% Vi~c~-’-L, and Mari~:_~lle~ 

gubba said he needs I:o mee~: e~dy on Mop, day, .h.dy 22 to ma~e th~s work [or his scheduh~. P~e~se ~et me know ~f 8:0(}~m~ wi~ work for you 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 8:10 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba 

Molly, 

Can you schedule a meeting for Vince, Karlton, Marielle, and me to meet with Bubba next Monday for about an hour? I am available all day except 1011:15 and 

2:45-4. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, Jnly 16, 2013 6:06 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc,edu> 

l~E: Meeting ruth Bnbka 

Molly, 

I can meet July 30 at 3:30pm and am available July 31 after 3:15pm. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W; Tile, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Meeting with Bubba 

Monday, rJL]ly 22 won’t work for everyone so we will schedule the meeting for another date~ Please let me know ~f you are available durh~g the followh~g dates and 

times: 

Tuesday, July ~{} at 

Wedr~esday, Ju~y 31 

A~yt~me between ~:30 and 4:30pro 

Thin, ks, 

~m: No,on, Nolly 
~e~ Nonday, July ~5, 20~3 4:27 PN 
T~: Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W (kcreech~unc.edu); Zlle, Vince; Vangelder, Narielle A 
~b~ee~: RE: NeeUng with Bubba 

Paul, Karlton, Vince, a~d Madelle, 

Bubba said he needs to meet e~dy on Monday, Ju~y 2~ to ma~e th~s work for his sche~ule~ P~e~se ~et me k~ow KS:OO~m wi~ work for you 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 8:10 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba 

Molly, 

Can you schedule a meetin~ for Vince, Karlton, Marielle, and me to meet with Bubba next Monday for about an hour? I am available all day except 10-11:15 and 

2:45-4. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:55 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Response Requested: Feedback for Rules Working Group - Recruiting ~nodel review 

image002.png; ATT00001.htm; Proposals 6-13.pdf; ATI’00002.htm; RWG Coaches Survey - Atlantic Coast ACC.docx; ATT00003.htm; 

Posifions on RWG Proposals.docx ATT00004.htm 

Did you and Bubba ever discuss the proposals m~d/or the survey? I have not talked with him about this. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Wednesday, 3une :Lg, 2013 8:52 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Response Requested: Feedback for Rules Working Group - Recruiting model review 

Lets review together. 

Bubba 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr(~n: "Hostetter, Brad" <bfiostetter/~theacc.org> 

To: "Cunfingham, Bubba" <bubbac(/~emailamc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Response Requested: Feedback for Rules Worldng Group - Recruiting model review 

Bubba 

I received an "undeliverable" message back last fight so I am resending to make sure you receive this. I hope all is well 

Brad 

From: Hostetter, Brad 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 4:31 PM 

To: Ca~olsa~ Callahan (_c_Ln_c_(~:ir)g_i__r~_a_:__e__kl__u_); Elaine Wise (._e_95y__i_~_e_0__l__@!~__u_i~y_i_l_!_e__:_e_d_u_); Jmfie Hodge (._h_o__d_)g__e_@_c_’_l__e___n_)_~_r_L_e_d_u_); Larry Killough (!~_r2..v_@.3_!_t:__e_d__g.); 

Lissa L. Broome (!__bj3_?£g!__e_~2~_e___r!~_~__U_!:__u__~_c2_e__d_k0; Maxtha PutaJlaz PhD ( i?__u__t2_a_!J_~_(~_d_k~_e__:_e_d_u_); Matin P. Dawkins (_r__n_~!~Lk_i__n__~_~_Lr!_i__a_4__r!_i_:_e_~t___u_); Michael J. 

Wasylenko (_r__n.jsy__~s_’hi!~@~2£:_e_d_u_); Nicholas Hadley (.t_:[’__~_!~"_~__t_~!_kl_:_e_d__g_); Pmnela Pmrewe’ (p_p__e_!7_ie__~i_e_:;~2__c_R_b__:_{~__u_:__e__d___t!); Patficia Bellia (r?_N_l_[i__~_@__rLd_:__e__d___u_); 

Richard D Carmichael (cam~icha,C{~wfu.edu); Robm~t Taggart Jr. (robert:taagark~t~bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam pardue~2ncsu:edu); Sue Ann Allen 

(sue~bidstmp(?~chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01(E~pitLedu); Blake James (Names(~)miami.edu); Brad Bates (brad.bates({~ bc.edu); Bubba 

Cunfingham (bubbac(E~uncaa.unc~edu); Craig Littlepage (ckl9e(E~vi~;~ifia~edu); Dan Radakovich (drad(r-~clemson~edu); DaD~l J. Gross 

(digross(~)svr.edu); Debbie Yow (d vow(c-~ncsu.edu); Jack Swarbrick (swa/bdck. l({~nd.edu); Jim Weaver (weaveri~vt.edu); Kevin Anderson 

(kevina~umd~edu); Kevin White (~vhite(?~duaa.duke.edu); Mike Bobinsld (mbob(?~gatech.edu); Rm~d~v Spetman (rspetmm~fsu~edu); Ron Wellman 

(welhnam~/~wfi~.edu); Steve Pederson (spederson~athletics.pitt.edu); Tom Jufich (iurich(/~louisville.edu) 

Cc: Swofford, John; Elliott, Jeff: Finch, Nora Ly~m; Pierce, Kris; Burgemeister, Matt; Brown, Shamaree; Koone, Katie; Barbara Kennedy-Dixon 

(kbmbar(i~clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg(tbwfu.edu); Beth Miller (bethmille(d;uncvdu); ChfiNne Krellwi~ (Clmstine(~gocards.com); Donna 

Sa~dt (dsanfl(i~athletics~itt.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" SilaJc (isila~duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (im2y(tb3&Ni!tia.edu); JenfiI~r Strawley (i.strawlev(tbmiami.edu); 

Jody Mooradian (Ln_£~?£~t~_~2_@_b_c__:_e_d___u_); Lisa Rudd (!!:_u__d___~_t2~2_~_ke_St___u_); Lori Ebihara (!~_l!~’__a(_,~)__u_Ln_st_:__e__d___t!); Michelle Lee (_m_i_~!!_e____!_e_~_~2_r_~_~_~_:_e___d__~_0; Missy 

Conboy (._c_~2__r!__b_~?h21_:~)__n_d_:__e__d_g.); Renee M. Baumgart~mr (~y3___~_%t_~gLgLa_@k~LE_e_d___u_); Sharon McCloskey (._s__n_)__c_c_!__o_~__k_@2_t:__e_d_u_); Theresa Wenzel 

(_tS~:_e__r~_e_!@_~_O~!_e__t_i__c_~:.g_a__Le__c:__~_~:__e__d___~0; Vanessa Fuchs (~_u__c:__h___s_’&N__n_:~_Ln_:~__u_#___d___u_); Carly Pafiseau (.c2_a_!2].y:£~_r_i_}__e__a___u_~2~__b__c_’_:_e_d___u_); Came Doyle 

( carrie dovle@ncsu:edu ); Cin@ Haxt~na~n (chartmana~¢2~) duaa:duke:edu ); C raig Anderson ( cmi~ :anderson~rfiami .e&~ ); Dma Bartholo~nae 

(dbartholomae(E~athlelics.pitt~edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p(~,vi~aifia.edu); Eflease ~Vagner Esq. (erleasem,@~syr.edu); Jerome Rodgers 

(irodgerx~atldefics.gatech.edu); Jill Bodensteiner (ibodenst(~)nd.edu); Jim Cuny (imcunv~admin.fsu.edu); John Cams (iohn@gocards~com); Marcus 

~Vilson (mmmlson~f~umd.edu); Marielle vanGelder (mvangelde~(c-~unc.edu); Stephafie Ellison (saelligc-~clemson.edu); Tim Paxker (tparker(~)vt.edu); 
Todd Hairston (hairstctrtbwfu.edt0 

Subject: Response Requested: Feedback for Rules Working Group - Recruiting model review 

Importm~ce: High 

As the review of Rules Working Group Proposal Nos. 13-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A continues, the conference offices have agreed to collect feedback on 

certain ques~tions to assist in the collection of cotnprehensive feedback. As a rmninder, these are the proposals that were rmnanded back to the Rules 

Working Group or suspended by the Board of Directors due to feedback and roll be reviewed in a comprehensive effort to review the recruiting model in 

most sports (see below for notes on basketball and football). As a way to facilitate your discussions and the submission of your feedback, the following 

documents have been attached to this email: 

1. Full text of the three proposals and the Q&A related to them as developed previously by the NCAA; 

2. Survey results from the coaches survey done by the NCAA earlier this spring. This document provides a compazison of ACC coaches responses 
and coaches across the country. The document is provided to you as a reference from the NCAA. No acfion is necessmy on this document; and 



3. Feedback chart developed by the NCAA to thcilitate consistent tbrms of feedback tier the RWG m~d governm~ce groups. This is the attachment 

tiffed ’°Positions on RWG Proposals". 

Please complete the attached chart and send to me (scan a~d email is fine) by noon on Monday Jnly 29th so we can meet our August 1 deadline for the 

NCAA. In some cases, the chart asks for sport-specific feedback; so, please talk with your coaches as you formulate one ins~titutional response to the 

questions per sport. Please note that men’s and women’s basketball are only being asked to respond to the questions specific to Proposal No. RWG- 13- 

5-A due to recently adopted recruiting legislation in those sports. Football is not part of this survey due to the sport-specific review of football recruiting 

roles being undertaken by the NCAA Division I Leadership Council. The responses should reflect the ins~titutions’ positions on the issues and where 
possible, the conference office should snmmarize the feedback to indicate areas of consensus. The conference office plans to snmmarize the results AND 

submit the individual ins~titutional responses as they are submitted to us. Coaches associations roll be made aware of this initiative and roll be asked to 

encourage their coaches to actively participate in this process. Once all of the feedback has been collected, legislative concepts roll be developed for 

review by the NCAA Division I Legislative Council and Leadership Council at their October 2013, meetings. 

Let us know if you have any questions a~d tha~ks in advmace. 

Brad Hostetter 

Senior Associate Commissioner 

Co,nplia~ce/Governance/Human Resources 

Atlm~tic Coast Conference 

Email: .b..!~..~..e.1~.t.!1e..Ac~c..:.~.J~g~<1in..:a..i~..t.p.2b..!~9.~.e.~e..!-(~-~bt..~.~..e..~9-~2!~g> 

Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

[cid:image002. png@01 CE6C41.1 D095CF0] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 11:46 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Their letter and fom~... 
Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Universi~ ofNortk C~’olina 
(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 6:45 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Parking 

Michelle, 
I believe that Erin Schuettpelz, the Chmacellor’s Chief of Staff; has identified a solution for your parldng issue. She shared this with me today. Please contact Erin 

directly at ecs~nnc.edu regarding the arrangements. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:28 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu> 

Non’ton, Molly < mbno~ton@unc.edu>; Vangelde~; Ma~’ielle A <~nvangeld@email.unc.edn> 

Travel 

As a reminder, Panl Pogge and I will leave eMy this afternoon to drive to Washington D.C. for a meeting tomorrow morning. We will meet with Mark Levin of the 

NFLPA who is Director of Salary Cap and Agent Administration for the playeis union. We are hoping to build a relationship there and secure snppog of the Agent 

and Advisor Program we’ve implemented for our football student-athletes. If yon need to reach one of us, please call. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associa~ Athletic Director 

Umve~ity of No~ Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 2:12 PM 

Va~gelder, Marie]le A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Webinar on Investigation Strategies for the New NCAA Etfforcetnent Process [Lmxwer Advertisemenq 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Michael L. Buckner Law Finn" <mbuckner@michaelbuckneflaw.com> 

Date: July 24, 2013, 12:10:58 PM EDT 

To: <ille@illinois.edu> 

Subject: Webinar on Investigation Strategies for the New NCAA Enforcement Process [Lawyer Advertisement] 
Reply-To: <mbuclmel~& michaelbuclaiedaw.com> 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you or your organization has expressed an 
interest in the Nichael L, Buckner Law Firm, Don’t forget to add mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw.com to 
your address book so our resources will be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u___n__s_g__b__s___c_~_i:e_e_ if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Michael L. Buckner Law Firm / 

Bid you know that under new NCAA Bylaw 19.8.1.2, a 

You and me m be rs o f you r staff a re invited to o u r next 

Buokner Law Firm, will be the webinar presenter. 

The webinar will assist general counsel, athletics 
administrators and higher-education professionals with 
developing strategies to conduct internal investigations of 
alleged Level I and II violations under the new NCAA 
enforcement process (which will take effect August 1, 
2013, as revised Bylaw 19). Specifically, the event will 
enable university administrators to: 

Review the role, duties and responsibilities of the 
president, director of athletics, director of 
compliance, faculty athletic representative, general 
counsel and head coach during an NCAA 
enforcement investigation under revised Bylaw 19. 
Learn about the new NCAA enforcement process, 
including the right and wrong decisions to make 
during a case. 
Study the processes and techniques that 
institutions can implement to increase the chance 
for a successful outcome in the new NCAA 
enforcement process. 

The webinar is free, but is limited to the first 50 institutions 
to register. 

Click on the links below to obtain more information on the 



webinar or to register for the event. 

Thank you for your attention and response. We look 
forward to your participation during the webinar. 
Sincerely, 
Michael L. Buckner Law Firm 
mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw.com 
954-941-1844 

Forward email 

This email wss sent to ille@illinois.edu by mbuckner@michaelbucknerlaw,com i 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___f_~_LO__fjj_e_LE_L~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ lnstant removal with _S_’.a_£,e__U_.rzs_~_Lb_.s_c_l:ib_~" !~__rj_v__a__c_x/__E_o_[[_c_y..~ 

Nichael L Buckner Law Firm :: 1000 West NcNab Road :: Pompano Beach :: FL :: 33069 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:14 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

FW: Checkiug in 

Please let me lcaow if you need any assistance with this Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Tuesday, .Italy 30, 2013 11:47 AM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Cc: Bro;vn, Mhchelle; Ille, Vmce 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

Tony, 

Currently ;ve are still in charge of your hiring status and pay. 
I do know that Michelle is looking into your situation. The key is to keep you hours under 30 per week, which I have explained to Michelle. 
Hope that helps Let me or Michelle know if you have further questions. 

Joyce 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 10:45 AM 

To: I)algleish, Joyce L 

Sut~ject: Checking in 

Joyce, 

Good morning I haven’t been able to find out who will be in charge of my pay and HR stuff since we switched to Arts and Sciences. I wanted to just check in with you to see if I’m doing this 
correctly. 

I believe that I remember that you told me Jan 24 was the start date for my pay period each year If I remembered that correctly, then Jan 24 - July 30 represents 52% of the days of my Jan 24 - 
Jan 24 year, and ! have worked 7258 hours or 48.3% of the 1500 hours that I may work. I haven’t had a 60 hour pay period since the last one in April so I am not consistently working 30 
hrs/wk. 

I hope that I fall within the acceptable scenario that you outlined lk~r me last April, but I wanted to be certain that I don’t go into the fall semester with something wrong and get myself into a 
mess fi-om an HR/retirement system stan~dpmnt 

I would certainly welcome any advice or guidance that you could offer. 

Thank you so much 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:23 PM 

Va~gelcter, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

I~W: Policies on PSA Test Scores 

For your staff’who might have (or have access to) a documented policy or procedure. If we respond, c~ you please copy me? Thanks. 
From:       ~gmail.com [mailto:       ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of Elisabeth Molen 
Sent: Wednesday, July 3:~, 20:~3 1:34 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Policies on PSA Test Scores 
IVlr. Ille, 

I hope you are doing well. I am intern ruth the Compliance Office at UAB. Per a directive from Conference USA, we are putting together institutional policies for 

handling PSAs who present abnormal jumps in ACT/SAT ,scores. The goal office policies would be to try to prevent any student-athletes from competing tier [JAB 

later have their test scores flagged by the NCAA or the testing company. In this process, we are trying to gather policies m~d procedures, documents, etc. from as 

many ,schools as possible. Does [INC have anything on this topic? Anything you have would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you so much in advmace. 

Best, 
Elisabeth Molen 



THFPO Leadership Circle 

Leigh Ann Dart),, WR Jordan Darty 

Jan F~, K Conor Fry 
Tracey Jackson, DB Kameron Jackson 

Kate Kenney, RB Connor Goner 

Sharon Rashad, LB Shakeel Rashad 

Brenda Smith, OL Arien Smith 

Dawn & Chris Womack, OL Landon Turner 

Dawn Womack, President 
Open Position, Secretary 

Jan Fry, Treasurer 

Sharon Rashad, Communications Manager 

Brenda Smith, Phone Text Support 

Chris Womack, Home Game Tailgate Coordinator 

Andre Williams, UNC Football Staff 

New Parent Welcome Committee 
Brenda Smith, Tracey Jackson and Kate Kenney 

Looking for one or two more parents to join this committee 

This group welcomes the new players ’ fami#es with an 

#~orma#onal introductory letter and personal follow up. 

Senior Parent Advisors 
Susan Hurst, OL James Hurst 

Looking for one or two more senior parent advisors 

Senior parents with experience who have offered to be available 

.for counsel to advise the THFPO as it grows and develops 

2013 
Meet Other Parents" 

Create Wonderful Memories 
Support Our Team 

THFPO 
We are a group of jbotball parents 

whose primary purpose is 
to create a legacy ~supporting 

our players and coaches 
bA,./ktcilitating social interaction 

and inJbrmation sharing 
within the f!~otball parent community 



Home Game Tailgating: NEW PRIME LOCATION on corner of 
Franklin and Columbia Street - University Baptist Church parking 
lot, Columbia Street Entrance. Purchase of a parking pass at this 
church is NOT required to participate in the tailgate. Bring your own 
beverages and a dish to share. We will provide paper products to 
include cups, plates, napkins and silverware. Participants are 
responsible .[’or their own dishes. You will need to bring a 
disposable dish you can throw away OR be able to store dishes and 
your personal items in your cars during the game. The tailgate is 
open to extended family members and friends. A sign-up sheet will 
be sent via email and text. 

University Baptist Church (UBC) Parking Permit Info: We will 
have access to the lot prior to the start of the Old Well Walk, during 
and after the game. Season Parking Passes and One Day Parking 

permits are available at UBC on a .first come, first serve basis. 
Note: Families can work together to purchase season passes or one 
day parking permits to lessen their cost. 

One Season Parking Pass for all 7 home games, provides a guaranteed 
parking spot for the season = $200.00 
Deadline to purchase is August 19, 2013. 

One Day Parking Permits, as available = $20.00 per game 

Checks for parkin~ are to be made payable to University Baptist Church. 

To Purchase Contact: 
Mary Anne Handy, Manager at University Baptist Church 

mhandy@ubc-ch.org or 919-942-2157 (between 9a-2p) 
email preferred, easier to send you parking pass/permit fo~ 

100 S Columbia St., Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
w~,.ubc-ch, org 

Once payment is received, you will be sent your Season Pass 
or One Day Parking Permit(s). 

Be sure to enter THFPO Parking Area at UBC from Columbia Street 

Away Games: Tailgating arrangements will ultimately be up to each 
familv. 

Information Sharing: We are ALL part of the Tar Heel Football 
family. We will send up to date and THFPO information to all 
parents and/or guardians we have current contact information for in 
our general directory as it is received. This will also include address 
and contact information for the hotels where the team will be staying 

at away games. 

THFPO Fees: 
We ask ALL families to contribute $20.00 per household per football 
season. Your contribution helps cover costs including needed paper 
products, trash bags, bank fees, administrative costs, printing costs, 
and other operative costs that we will ALL benefit from. Checks are 
to made payable to THFPO, put your player’s name and jersey # on 
the memo line and send it to: 

THFPO Treasurer 
cio Jan Fry 

1409 Coolmore Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27614 

Aug 29 at South Carolina 
Sept 7 Middle Tennessee St 
Sept 21 at Georgia Tech 
Sept 28 East Carolina 
Oct 5 at Virginia Tech 
Oct 17 Miami 
Oct 26 Boston College 
Nov 2 at NC State 
Nov 9 Virginia 
Nov 16 at Pittsburgh 
Nov 23 Old Dominion 
Nov 30 Duke 

Got Questions? Contact: Dawn at 
dawncwomack@gma.. ~,, 

(cell) or 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 1,2013 6:24 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: New Director of Co~nplia~ce 

We won’t be getting role interps from this person, will we? Wake and Duke? Sports information? 

From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 3:59 PM 
To: Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu); Alex Stone; Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Amy Herman; Andy Campbell 
(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brent Moberg; Bret 
Cowley; Brett Luy (bdll:~@my.fsu.edu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Dressier, Carly; Carly Pariseau (carly.padseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); 
Casey East; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson 
(craig.anderson@miami.edu); Cyndi Sykes; Dan BarthNomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Dan Tsar (dmisaf@syr.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Daniel 
Gossom; Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Derek Gwinn; Derrick Coles; Dr. Louis Marcoccia; Emiy Garr; Eric Baumgartner (embSp@virginia.edu); Edn Moran 
(e.moran2@umiami.edu); Erlease Wagner (erleasem@syr.edu); Heather LaFon; Heidi Uebelhor; Herman Frazier; Jamie Mullin; Jason Greco; Jason Montgomery; Jen Vining- 
Smith; Jill Bodensteiner; Jim Curry 0mcurry@fsu.edu); John Carns; Julie Mallette; Kassen Gunderman; Kate Matthews; Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Kristi Giddings; Kyle 
Buffolino; Kyle Snoke; Lance Markos; Markos, Lance M; Lauren Rust; Marcus Wilson; Vangelder, Marielle A; Marissa Sprick; Marquita Armstead; Matt Pottroff; Meeghan Ford; 
Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Pogge, Paul; Ralph Shick; Rob Slavis (rslavis@virginia.edu); Ryan Clingan; Kirby, 
Samantha Lillian; Sarah Heifer (shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Seth Barwick; Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tasha Fisher; ~m Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston 
(hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Timmermans, Tom; Tom Timmermans (tatimmermans@gmail.com); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Tlle, 
Vince; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Zac Saunders (zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu); Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Elaine Wise (elaine.wise@louisville.edu); JaNe 
Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael 
J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael 
(carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht 
(saa01@pitt.edu); Adrien Harraway (ah4nb@virginia.edu); Carrie Leger (carrie_leger@ncsu.edu); Chris Uchacz (cuchacz@umd.edu); David Wyman (d.wyman@miami.edu); 
Dr. Dard Miller (dard.miller@bc.edu); Greg Beaumont (gbeaumont@admin.fsu.edu); Heather Ryan (hryan@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Caldwell (caldwejh@wfu.edu); Jermaine 
Holmes (jeholmes@vt.edu); Justin Ruffin (j0ruff0St@louisville.edu); Kevin Wall (kmwall@syr.edu); Marvin Mitchell (mmitchell@louisville.edu); Mike Farabaugh 
(baugh@pitt.edu); Phyllis M. LaBaw (plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu); Welborn, Spencer; Steve Duzan (sduzan@clemson.edu) 
Cc: Burgemeister, Matt; Brown, Shamaree 

Subject: New Director of Compliance 

All 

I am pleased to am~ounce the hiring of Mary Gim’dina as our new Director of Compliamce. Mary comes to the ACC from Duke University, where she spent one yea~ as a 

Compliance Assistant and the most recent year and a half as an ~sistant Director of Spoas Information. One of her responsibilities in the spots info~ation once has 

been to act as a liaison between that depa~ment a~d the cotnpliance o~ce. Previons to her work at Duke, Mary spent two years as a teacher in New Orleans, where she 

sta~ed programs amd cu~culum at two different schools. She is a tb~er track and field student-athlete at Wake Forest a~d holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in 

Health and Exercise Science from Wake Forest amd a M~ter of ~s De~ee in Liberal Studies from Duke. Ma~"s first day in the office is scheduled to be Monday, 

Aught 19th. 

Let me ~ow if you have any questions. 

B~D HOSTELER 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 

O: 336.369.4640 ] 
bhoste~e[@theacc or9 
l:heAOC cort~ ¯ (~heAOO 



1__ List of Norih Carolina School Superintendents and Addresses 

iMailin~P~ysical Address 

2 

3 Name 

4 Alamance-Burlmgton 

5 Alexander Couaty 

6 Alleghany County, 

7 Anson County 

6 Ashe County 

9 Asheboro City 

10 Asheville City 

11 Avery County 

12 Beaul~rt Cotmty 

1~ Bertic County 

14 Bladen Cotmty 

15 Brunswick County" 

16 Btmcombe County 

17 Burke County 

16 Cabarrus County 

19 Caldwell County 

20 Camden Couaty 

21 Carteret County 

22 Caswell County 

2~ Catawba County 

24 Chapel Hill-Carrboro 

25 Charlotte-Mecldenburg Couaty 

26 Chatham County 

27 Cherokee County’ 

26 Clay County’ 

29 Cleveland County 

~0 Clh~ton City 

~1 Columbus County 

82 Craven County 

~ Cumberland County 

84 Currlmck County" 

~5 Dare Cotmty 

86 Davidson County 

87 Davie County’ 

86 Duplm County, 

89 Durham County, 

40 Edento~’Chnwan 

41 Edgecombe County 

42 Elkin City 

4~ Winston- Salem/Forsyth 

44 Fm~din Coua~ty 

45 Gaston County 

46 Gates County 

47 Graham County 

46 Grauville County" 

49 (heeue Couaty 

50 Cmiltbrd County 

51 Halifax County’ 

52 Harnett County 

5~ Haywood County 

54 Henderson County 

55 Hertford Cotmty 

5~ Hicko~ City 

57 Hake County 

56 H~fle County 

59 Iredell- Statesvilb 

60 Jackson County 

61 Johnston County’ 

62 Joues County 

6~ Kannapolis City’ 

64 Lee Cotmty 

65 Lenoir County 

6~ Le~gton City 

67 Lincoln Cotu]ty 

66 Macon County 

69 Madison County 

7o Martin Cotmty 

71 McDowcll County’ 

72 Mitchell County, 

7~ MontgomeD’ County 

74 Moore County 

75 Mooresville City 

76 Motmt Ahy City 

77 N ash-Rocky Mount 

76 New tIanover County 

79 Newk)n-Conover 

{30 Northampton County 

61 Ouslow County 

82 Orange County’ 

63 Pamlico County 

64 E[~abeth CityIPasquotank County 

{35 Pender County’ 

66 PeNummns County 

67 Person Cotmlv 

66 Pitt County 

69 Polk County 

90 Randolph County 

91 Pdchn~ond County" 

92 Roanoke P, apids 

93 Robeson County 

94 Rockingham County’ 

95 Rowau-Salisbtuy 

96 P, utherford Couaty 

97 Sampsou County 

96 Scotland County 

99 Stanly County 

100 Stokes Cotmty 

101 Surry County 

102 Swain County 

10~ Thomasville City 

104 Transylvania County’ 

105 T?~ell Cotmty 

106 Union County 

107 Vance County 

106 Wake County 

109 Warren Cotmty 

110 Washingrton County 

111 Watanga County 

112 Wayne County 

11~ Weldon City 

114 Wl~cville City 

115 Wilkes Cotmlv 

116 Wilson County" 

117 Yadkin Cotmty 

116 Yancey County’ 
119 

120 State Schools 

~erh~tendent 

Dr Lillic Cox 

Dr Brock Womble 

Dr JeffCox 

Mr Michael Freeman - Interhn 

Mr Donnio Johnson - Interhn 

Dr Diaue Frost 

Mr Allen Johnsou 

Mr David Burleson 

Dr Don Phipps 

Elaine White 

Dr Robert Taylor 

Dr Edward Pruden 

Dr Tow Baldwin 

Mr Larry Putnam 

Dr Bar~ Shepherd 

I)1 Steve Stone 

Mr MeMn Hawkins 

Dr Dan Novey 

Dr Doug Barker 

Dr Dan Bfigman 

Dr Thomas Forcella 

Dr Heath Morrison 

Mr Robert Logan 

Dr Steve Lane 

Mr Scott PeNand 

Dr Bruce Boyles 

Mr Smart Blount 

Mr Alan Faulk 

Dr Lane Mills 

Dr Frank Till 

Ms Allison Sholar 

Dr Sue Burgess 

Dr Fred Mock 

Dr Damn Hartuess 

Dr Austin Obasohau 

Dr Eric Becoats 

Dr Allan Smith 

Mr John Farrelly 

Dr Randy Bledsoe 

Dr Donald Marlin Jr 

Dr Eddie Ingram 

Mr Reeves McGbhon 

Dr BarD’ Williams 

Mr Chip Camnger 

Dr Tim Farley 

Dr Patrick Miller 

Mr Maurice "Mo" Green 

Dr Elease Frederick 

Mr Tom F~ye 

Dr kame Garrett 

Mr David Jones 

Dr. Michael Perry 

Dr Walter Hart 

Dr Freddie Williamson 

Dr Randolph Lati,nore 

Mr Brady Johnson 

Dr Mike Murray 

Dr Ed Croom 

Mr Michael Bracy 

Dr Pam Cain 

Dr JeffMoss 

Dr Steve Mazingo 

Mr Rick Kfiesky 

Dr Sherry Hoyle 

Dr Jim Duncan, Iuterim 

Dr Ran Wilcox 

Mr Ran Melchiorre 

Dr Gem Marlin 

Dr Rick SpurlhN 

Dr Dale Ellis 

Dr Aaron Spence 

Dr Mark Edwards 

Dr Greg Little 

Dr Anthony Jackson 

Dr Tim Markby 

Dr BarD’ Redmond 

Dr Eric Bmcy 

Dr Kathy Spencer 

Mr Patrick Rhodes 

Dr Wanda Dawson 
Mr Linwood Wilgams 

Dr Tern Cobb 

Dr Dwayae Stallings 

Dr Lany Cartner 

Dr Beverly Emory 

Mr Bill Miller 

Mr Donald Andrcws 

Dr George Norris 

Dr Dmmis Sawyer 

Dr Johnny Hunt 

Dr Rodney Shotwell 

Dr Judy Grissom 

Dr Janet Mason 

Dr Ethan Lenker 

Mr Rick Stout 

Dr Terry (hiffm 

Mr Rmmie Mendenhall 

Dr Tmvis Reeves 

Mr Bob Marr 

Mr Keith Tobin 

Dr JeffMcDaris 

Dr Michael Dunsmore 

Dr Mary, Ellis 

Mr Ronald CJrego~ 

Dr Stephen Gainey - Acting 

Dr Ray Spain 

Dr Joe Davis 

Dr David Kafilz 

Dr Steven Taybr 

Dr Elie Bracy III 

Dr Tom Hager 

Dr Mm~’ Hmnric 

Mr Scan Btilson 

Dr Stewart tIobbs 

Dr Tow Tipton 

12~ NC Dept oftIealth & Human Services Ms. Sharon Floyd 

1 ~q..~nL<~.P ~,~..<.s..~k!~.:..Q!~:!.~m.o.~7:u>~..:b~!~.~ ................................................... r~:~.~ftr~!~.~7~.~...6~!~...~7!~.~m:..~.~7~.~:gq~.~..!.7{~.u..!!~..~.~!~.~ ................................................... 
123 

124 FedePal Schools 

125 Cherokee Central School Mr Walter Swan Jr. 

126 Fort BraKg/Camp Lejenue Dr Emily Marsh 

1712 Vaughn Road 

700 Liledoun Rd 

85 Peachtree Street 

320 Camden Road 

PC Box 604, 320 Soufl~ St 

PC Box 1103, 1126 S Park St 

PC Box 7347, 85 Mountain Street 

PC Box 1360, 775 Cranberry St 

321 Smaw Rd 

PC Box 10, 222 County’ Farm Rd 

PC Box37, H~,701 S 

35 Referendun~ Drive 

175 Bingham Rd 

PC Drawer 989, 700 E Parker Rd 

PC Box 388, 4401 Old Airport Road 

1914 Hickory Blvd SW 

174 NC Hwy 343 N 

107 Salt-it Drive 

PC Box 160, 353 County Home Rd 

PC Box 1010, 10 E 25th St 

750 S Merritt Mill P,d 

PC Box 30035, 600 East Fourt~ Street, Filth Fbor 

PC Box 128, 369 West St 

911 Andrews Road 

PC Box 178, 154 Ycllow Jacket Dr 

130 Sotrth Post Rd, Suite 2 

300 Westover Road 

PC Box 729, 817 WashJa~Tton St 

3600 Trent Rd 

PC Box2357, 2465 Gillcspie St 

2958 Caratoke Hu~ 

PC Box 1508, 3020 Wrighksville Avenue 

PC Box 2057, 250 Cotmty Schnol Rd 

220 Cherty St 

PC Box 128, H~y- 11 N 

PC Box 30002, 511 Cleveland St 

PC Box206, 406 W Queen Street 

PC BoxT128, 412 Pearl St 

202 West Spring Street 

PC Box2513, 475 Corporate Square Drive 

PC Box449, 53 West Pdver Road 

PC Box 1397 943 Osceola St 

PC Box 125, 205 Main Street 

52 Moose Branch Road 

PC Box 927, 101 Delacroix St 

301 Kingold Blvd 

PC Box 880, 712 N Eugene St 

PC Box468, 9525 H~y-301 S 

PC Box 1029, 1008 Eleventh Street 

1230 N Main St 

414 4th Ave West 

PC Box 158, 701 N Martin Street 

432 4th Ave SW 

PC Box 370, 310 Wooley St 

PC Box217, 1430 Main Street 

PC Box911,549 N Race St 

398 tIospital Rd 

PC Box 1336, 2320 H~ 70 E Business 

320 W Jones St 

100 Denver Street 

PC Box 1010, 106 Gordon Street 

PC Box 729, 2017 W Vernon Ave 

1010 Fair St 

PC Box400, 353 N Geuerals Blvd 

1202 Old MurplLv Rd 

5738 US 25-70 Hwy 

300 N Watts Street 

PC Box 130, 334 S Main St 

72 Ledger School Road 

PC Box 427, 441 Page St 

PC Box 1180, 5277 Hwy 15-501 S 

305 N Main 

PC Drawer 710, 130 Rawley Ave 

930 Eastern Ave 

6410 Carolina Beach Rd 

605 North Ashe Ave 

PC Box 158, 701 N Church Street 

PC Box 99, 200 Broadhurst Rd 

200 E King St 

507 Anderson Dr 

PC Box 2247, 1200 S Halstead Blvd 

925 Penderlca 

PC Box 337, 411 Edenton Road St 

304 S Morgau Street, Rm 25 

1717 W 5th St 

PC Box638, 125 E Mills Street 

2222-C S Fayetteville St 

PC Drawer 1259, 118 Vance Street 

536 Hamilton St 

PC Drawer 2909, 410 Catch Road 

511 Harrhgton Hwy 

PC Box 2349, 314 North Ellis St 

382 West Main Street 

PC Box439, 437 P, ow-an P, oad 

322 S Main St 

1000-4 N First Street 

PC Box 50, 100 CourthotBe Circle 

PC Box364, 209 N Cnrtchfield St 

PC Box 2340, 280 School Drive 

400 Turner St 

225 Roseuwald Lane 

PC Box 328, 210 N Road St 

400 No~lh Church Street 

PC Box 7001, 1724 Graham Avenue 

5625 Dillard Drbe 

PC Box 110, 109 Cousin Lue?/s Laue 

802 Washington St 

PC Box 1790, 175 Pioneer Trail 

PC Drawer 1797, 2001 E Royall Ave 

301 Mulberry Street 

PC Box609, 107 W Walter St 

613 Cherry. Street 

PC Box2048, 117 N E Tarboro St 

121 Waslm~Non St 

PC Box 190, 100 School Circle 

Burlington 27217-2916 

Tavlorsville 2868 l 

Sparta 28675-9210 

Wade sboro 28170- 0719 

Jefferson 28640-0604 

Asheboro 27204-1103 

Asheville 28802-7347 

Newland 28657-1360 

Washington 27889-3937 

Windsor 27983-0010 

Elizabethtown 28337-0037 

Bolivia 28422 

Asheville 28806-3800 

Morganton 28680-0989 

Coucord 28026-0388 

Lenoir 28645 

Cmnden 27921-9614 

Beautbrt 28516- 9017 

Yance~ille 27379-0160 

Newton 28658- 1000 

Chapel Hill 27516-2878 

Charlotte 28202 

Pittsboro 27312-0128 

Murpl~, 28906 

Haye sville 28904- 0178 

Shelby 28152 

Clinton 28328 

Whiteville 28472-0729 

New Beru 28562-2224 

Fayettcville 28302-2357 

Cu~ituck 27929 

Nags Head 27959-1508 

Lexh~on 27293-2057 

Mocksvillc 27028-2206 

Keuausville 28349-0128 

Durham 27702-3002 

Edenton 27932-0206 

Tarboro 27886-7128 

Elkin 28621-3449 

Winstou- Salem 27103-2513 

Louisbtug 27549-0449 

Gastonia 28053-1397 

Gatesvilb 27938-0125 

Robbinsville 28771 

Oxford 27565-0927 

S now Hill 28580-1393 

Crreensboro 27402-0880 

Halithx 27839-0468 

Lillmgton 27546-1029 

Wayne sville 28786-346 l 

Hendersonville 28739-4261 

Winton 27986- 0158 

Hickory 28602-2805 

Raeford 28376-0370 

Swan Quarter 27885-0217 

S tatesville 28687-0911 

Syh,a 28779-5196 

S n~hficld 27577-1336 

Trenton 28585-0187 

Karmapolis 28083 

SaNbrd 27331-1010 

Kinston 28502-0729 

Le?m~on 27292 

Lincolnton 28093-0400 

Frm~din 28734 

Marshall 28753 

Williamston 27892-2099 

Marion 28752-0130 

Bakersville 28705-9533 

Troy 27371- 0427 

Carthage 28327-1180 

Mooresville 28115 

Mount AhT 27030-0710 

Nashville 27856-1716 

Wilmington 28412 

Newton 28658-3120 

Jackson 27845-0158 

Jacksonville 28540-0099 

Hillsborongh 27278-2570 

Bayboro 28515-9799 

Elizabefl~ City 27906-2247 

Burgaw 28425 

Hertford 27944-0337 

Roxboro 27573-5245 

Crreenville 27834-1698 

Colnmbus 28722-0638 

Asheboro 27205-7379 

Hmnlet 28345-1259 

Roanoke Rapids 27870-9990 

[ umberton 28359-2909 

Eden 27288-7547 

Salisbmy 28145-2349 

Forest City 28043 

Cliuton 28329-0439 

[ aurinburg 28352- 3855 

Albemarle 2800 l 

DanbtuT 27016-0050 

Dobson 27017- 0364 

Bryson City 28713-2340 

Thnmasville 27360-3129 

Brevard 28712-3239 

Columbia 27925-0328 

Monroe 28112-4730 

Henderson 27536-7001 

Cary 27518 

Warrenton 27589-0110 

PMnotrth 27962 

Boone 28607-1790 

Gol&boro 27533-1797 

Weldon 27890 

Whitevillc 28472-4019 

Nmlh Wilkesboro 28659 

Wilsou 27894-2048 

Yadkinville 27055- 9806 

Bumsville 28714-0 ] 90 

(336) 570-6060 

(828) 632-7001 

(336) 372-4345 

(704) 694-4417 

(336) 246-7175 

(336) 625-5104 

(828) 350-7000 

(828) 733-6006 

(252) 946-6593 

(252) 794-6014 

(910) 862-4136 

(910) 253-2981 

(828) 255-5921 

(828) 439-4312 

(704) 262-6191 

(828) 728-8407 

(252) 335-0831 

(252) 728-4583 

(336) 694-4116 

(828) 464-8333 

(919) 967-8211 

(980) 343-3000 

(919) 542-3626 

(828) 837-2722 

(828) 389-8513 

(704) 476-8000 

(910) 592-3132 

(910) 642- 5168 

(252) 514-6300 

(910) 678-2312 

(252) 232-2223 

(252) 480-8888 

(336) 249-8181 

(336) 751-5921 

(910) 296-1521 

(919) 560-2000 

(252) 482-4436 

(252) 641-2600 

(336) 835-3135 

(336) 727-2816 

(919) 496-2600 

(704) 866-6100 

(252) 357-1113 

(828) 479-3413 

(919) 693-4613 

(252) 747-3425 

(336) 370-8100 

(252) 583-5111 

(910) 893-8151 

(828) 456-2400 

(828) 697-4733 

(252) 358-1761 

(828) 322-2855 

(910) 875-4106 

(252) 926-3281 

(704) 872- 8931 

(828) 586-2311 

(919) 934-6031 

(252) 448-2531 

(704) 938-1131 

(919) 774-6226 

(252) 527-1109 

(336) 242-1527 

(704) 732-2261 

(828) 524-3314 

(828) 649-9276 

(252) 792-1575 

(828) 652-4535 

(828) 766-2220 

(910) 576-6511 

(910) 947-2976 

(704) 658-2530 

(336) 786-8355 

(252) 459-5220 

(910) 763-5431 

(828) 464-3191 

(252) 534-1371 

(910) 455-2211 

(919) 732-8126 

(252) 745-4171 

(252) 335-2981 

(910) 259-2187 

(252) 426-5741 

(336) 599-2191 

(252) 830-4200 

(828) 894-3051 

(336) 318-6100 

(910) 582-5860 

(252) 519-7100 

(910) 671-6000 

(336) 627-2600 

(704) 636-7500 

(828) 245-0252 

(910) 592-1401 

(910) 276-1138 

(704) 983-5151 

(336) 593-8146 

(336) 386-8211 

(828) 488-3129 

(336) 474-4200 

(828) 884-6173 

(252) 796-1121 

(704) 296-0766 

(252) 492-2127 

(919) 431-7550 

(252) 257-3184 

(252) 793-5171 

(828) 264-7190 

(919) 731- 5900 

(252) 536-4821 

(910) 642-4116 

(336) 667-1121 

(252) 399-7700 

(336) 679-2051 

(828) 682-6101 

(336)570-6218 

(828)632-8862 

336)372-4204 

(704)694-7470 

i336)246-7609 

(336)625-9238 

(828)255-5131 

(828)733-8943 

~52)946-3255 

~52)794-9727 

(910)862-4277 

(910)253-2983 

(828)255-5923 

(828)439-4314 

(704)786-6141 

828)728-0012 

~52)331-2300 

~52)728-3028 

(336)694-5154 

(828)464-0925 

919)933-4560 

(704)343-3647 

(919)542-1380 

(828)837-5799 

(828)389-3437 

704)476-8300 

(910)592-2011 

(910)640-1010 

~52)514-6351 

i910)678-2336 

252)232-3655 

~52)480-8889 

(336)249-1062 

(336)751-9013 

i910)296-1396 

919)560-2422 

~52)482-7309 

~52)641-5714 

(336)835-3376 

(336)727-8528 

919)496-2104 

(704)866-6321 

~52)357-0207 

(828)479-7950 

(919)693-7391 

252)747-5942 

(336)370-8299 

~52)583-1474 

(910)814-7360 

(828)456-2438 

828)698-6190 

~52)358-4745 

(828)322-1834 

(910)875-3362 

~52)926-3083 

(704)871-2834 

(828)586-5450 

(919)934-6035 

~52)448-1394 

(704)938-1137 

(919)776-0443 

~52)527-6884 

(336)249-3206 

704)736-4280 

(828)524-5938 

(828)649-9334 

~52)792-1965 

(828)659-2238 

828)766-2221 

(910)576-2044 

(910)947-3011 

(704)663-3005 

(336)786-7553 

252)459-6404 

(910)254-4226 

(828)466-0063 

~52)534-1268 

(910)455-3027 

919)732-8120 

~52)745-4172 

~52)335-0974 

(910)259-0133 

~52)426-4913 

336)599-2194 

~52)830-4239 

(828)894-8153 

(336)318-6155 

(910)582-7921 

252)535-5919 

(910)671-6024 

(336)627-2660 

(704)630-6129 

(828)245-4151 

910)590-2445 

(910)277-4310 

(704)982-3618 

(336)593-3441 

(336)386-4279 

(828)488-8510 

(336)475-0356 

(828)884-9524 

~52)796-1492 

(704)282-2171 

~52)438-6119 

(919)431-7563 

~52)257-5357 

252)793-5062 

(828)264-7196 

(919)705-6199 

~52)536-3062 

i910)642-0564 

336)667-0871 

~52)399-2776 

(336)679-4013 

Iillie cox@abss, k12. nc. us 

bwomble~,alexander, k12. nc us 

coxj a@alleghany.k 12.nc.us 

freeman, michael@anson, k12. no. us 

donnie.iohnson~ashe, k12 nc.us 

dfrost@asheboro.kl2.nc.us 

allen, iohnson(~ashe~lle k12 no. us 

da~d buries on(~.averysc hools, net 

dphi pps ~,beaufort. kl 2. nc. us 

ewhite~,bertie, kl 2. nc. us 
rtaylor@bladen, kl 2. nc. us 

epruden@bcswan, net 
tony. baldwin(~bcsemail orq 

Iputnam(~burke k12 nc. us 

barry.shepherd(~cabarrus, k12. nc. us 

sstone@caldwellschools.com 

mhawkins~camden.k12.nc us 

dan no~ey(~carteretkl 2.orq 

dbarker@caswell.kl 2.nc.us 

dan briflman(~catawbaschools net 

tforcella@chccs, k12.nc.us 

heathe morrison@cms, k12. nc us 

rloflan(~.chat ham. k12. nc us 
stephen.lane(~cherokee, k12.nc.us 

spenland@c/ayschools.org 

bboyles~,clevelandcountgschools.orq 

sblount(~,clinton, kl 2, nc, us 

alanthulk@ c olumbtt~, kl 2.nc.us 

lane. mills(~cra~n, kl 2. nc. us 

franktill@ccs, k12.nc.us 

asholar(~,currit uck. kl 2. nc us 

bur~lesss u(~.daretolearn, orfl 

finock@davidson.kl2.nc.us 

hartnessd~davie, kl 2. no us 

aobasohan@duplinschools, net 

eric becoats(~dpsnc, net 

asmith@ecps.kl2.nc.tts 

ifarrelly (~,ec ps. us 

bledsoer~,el ki n, k 12, nc, us 

dhnartk ,~a) ws fc s. k ] 2. nc. us 

eddieinflram~fcschools, net 

fllohon~,,~laston k12 nc. us 
williamsb(~flatescountyschools, net 

ccarrin.qer@.qraham, kl 2. nc. us 

farleyt(~,gcs k12 nc.us 

)atrickmiller(~£1reene. kl 2. nc. us 
qreenmo~qcsnc.com 

fredericke(~halifax, k12. nc us 

tfcve(~harnett, kl 2. nc. us 

ara~e@ha~wood.kl2.nc.us 

diones(~henderson, kl 2. no. us 

mperry@hertford k12. nc. us 

hartwa(~hic korys c hools, net 

fwilliamson~,hcs, kl 2. nc us 
rlatimore~,hyde k12 nc. us 

biohnson(~jss, kl 2. nc. us 

mmurraY@icps mail.or~q 

edcroom(~iohnston.k12, nc. us 

michael, bracy(~ionesnc, net 

?am cain(~kcs, k12. nc us 

imoss (~,lee. kl 2. nc us 
smazinflo~,lenoir.k12, nc. us 

rkriesky(~lexcs, orq 

shoyle@lincoln, kl 2. nc. us 

iim.duncan(~.macon, k12. nc us 

rwilco~madison.k 12.nc. tt~ 

rmelchiorre~,martin k12 nc. us 

flerri marti n(~mcdowell, kl 2. nc. us 
rspurling~,mcsnc oqq 

dale. ellis(~mont~lomery, kl 2. nc. us 

aspence(~.nc mcs.or~l 

medwards@mflsd k12.nc.us 

fllittle~,mtairy k12 nc. us 

adiackson~,nrms.k12, nc. us 

tim.marklev@nhcs, net 

bredn~nd@ncc s.k 12.nc.tts 

bracve(~northampton, k12. no us 

kathy, spencer(~onslow kl 2 nc. us 

)atrick. rhodes@oran.qe, k12.nc.us 

wandadawson(~,pamlicosc hools or~q 

lwilliams@ecpps.kl 2.nc. us 

terri cobb~pender k12 nc.us 

dstallin.qs@pcs, kl 2. nc. us 

cartnerl(~person k12 nc. us 

emoryb@pitt, k12. nc. us 

bn~ller~) polk scho ols.o rg 

deandrews@ mudolph.k 12 .nc .us 

qeorqenorris(~richmond, k12. nc. us 

sawyerd co(~rr~Isd, orfl 

hunti psrc(~robeson k12 nc.us 

rs hotwell(~roc k. k 12. nc. us 

grissomjs@rss k12 nc.us 
mason~,rcsnc, org 

elenker(~.sampson, k12. nc us 

rstout~scotland, k12. nc us 

terry, qriffi n~,stanlycountyschools, orq 

ronnie.mendenhall@stokes, k12.nc.us 

ree,,est(~,surry k12 nc. us 

bmarr(~swai nmail, orfl 

tobink(~tcs, k12. nc us 

jmcdmk@tcsnc.org 

mdunsmore@tycomail.net 

mary. ellis@ucps, kl 2. nc. us 

r~Ireflorv@~s k12 nc. us 

sqainey~,wcpss, net 

rspain~,warrenk12nc.orq 

da~is@washin.qtonco.k12, nc. us 

kafitzd(~.watau~qa, kl 2 nc. us 

s taylor~wcps.orq 

bracye@weldoncityschools, k12.nc.us 

tha.qer@whitevilie, kl 2. nc. us 

hemricm(~,wil kes. kl 2. nc us 

sean bulson(~wilsonschoolsnc, net 

stewart.hobbs~,yadkin, k12. nc. us 

1700 WMder St., Suite 10 

P.O. Box 157 

PC Box250 

PC Box 1212 

PC Box 1709, 1459 San Hill Rd 

7208 Falls of Neuse Road, Suite 104 

65 40th Avenue Drive NE 

49 Paddock Laue 

{6620 Chapel Crossing 

129 N orthwest RESA 

130 Piedmont Triad Fxl Consortium 

131 Southeast Education Alliance 

132 Northeast RESA 

133 Western P.J~SA 

134 Central Carolhka I~ESA 

135 Southwest Fxtueation Alhance 

1~6 Sandhilts Region Educatiou Consortium 

137 Roauoke River Valley Consortium 
136 
139 
140 

Cherokee 
Fort Bragg 

Wilkesboro 

Clemmons 

Keuausville 

Manteo 

Enka 

Raleigh 

Hicko~ 

Southern Pines 

{Williamsburg, Va 

28719 (828) 554-5000 

28307-0089 (910) 436-5410 

28697 (336) 667-2191 

27012 (336) 712-3393 

28349 (910) 296-0228 

27954 (252) 473-1033 

27828 (828) 418-0011 

27615 (919) 882-5951 

28601 (828) 302-0293 

28387 (910) 693-9910 

23188i(757) 220 8052 - 

i I ,, ~ {Updated I~eb. 5. 2013 

(828)554-5010 

(910)496-0467 

336)667-0503 

(336)712-3394 

(910)296-0664 

~52)473-1033 

(828)665-7710 

919)882-5952 

(704)687-2110 

(910)693-9910 

~757)220-8054 

wswan(~,cherokeecent ral ,qa,qflle. net 

emily.marsh@am.dodea.edu 

edusolulions 1 @yahoo.crnn 

Idcoble~uncfl.edu 

Ilowe~iamessprunt.edu 

hlhunc@yahoo.com 

iwebster~,,wresa, or~q 

director(~cc resa net 

d~vandett ~charter net 

jsimeon@nc.rr.com 

i sammiemarve@grnail cam 

Dr Joseph R Sinclair 

Mr Larry CoNe 

Ms Linda Lowe 

Dr Leon Hollcman 

Dr Jan Webster 

Dr Nell Pedersen 

Dr Ric Vandett 

Dr Jim Simeon 

Dr Sammae Campbell Pamsh 

PC Box 134 

PC Box 70089 

128 RESAs 
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A 
5 01A Lakeside School 

6 01B River Mill Academy 

7 01C Clover Garden 

8 06A Grandfather Acade~ny 

9 06B Crossnore Academy 

] 0 07A Washington Montessor 

] "l 10A Charter Day School 

"] 2 11A Evergreen Cmty Chaxt 

] 3 11B The AxtSpace Charter 

] 4 11K F Delany New- School 

"] 5 12A The New Dimensions 

] 6 16A Cape Lookout High 

] 7 16B Tiller School 

"] 8 18B Engehnann Sch of Art 

] 9 19A Chatham Charter 

20 19B Woods Charter 

2 ] 20A The Learning Center 

22 26B Alpha Academy 

23 32A Maureen Joy Charter 

24 32B Healthy Start Academ 

25 32C Ca~-ter Community 

26 32D Kestrel Heights Sch 

27 32E Turning Point Acad 

21~ 32G Omuteko Gwamaziima 

29 32H Research Tri Charter 

B 
Mr Jonathan Miller 

Ms Linda ttumble 

Mr Jim Melton 

Mr Roy D I4a-ege 

Mrs Marion S Krege 

Ms Sallie E Stone 

Mr Mark Cramer 

Ms Maureen Motley 

Dr Ton-y- Homing 

Ms Nancy S Gritt~n 

Ms Jem~ifer J Wilson-Kearse 

Ms Susan R Smith 

Ms Jean Krult 

Mr Itorace Brown 

Dr John A Caggiano 

Dr Peter Travers 

Ms Karen Brinke 

Mr Eugene Slocum 

Ms Nell Cordones 

Dr Elaine Moretz 

Ms Becky Sterling 

Mr Robert H Matheson III 

Mr Judas Best 

Ms MaD~ Wright 

Ms Terri Gullick 

i PO Box 157 

i PO Box 102 

i PO Box 2260 

iPO Box 309 

D 
Elon College 

Saxapahaw 

E 
i27244- 

i 27340- 

i28604- 

i28616 -0309 

Ba~mer Elk 

Crossnore 

i PO Box 1202 Black Mountain i28711- 

iPO Box 16161 ~Zsheville i28816- 

i PO Box 2248 Morganton i28680-2248 

i PO Box 245 Siler City i27344- 

iPO Box 5008 Chapel Hill i27514- 

i PO Box 35476 Fayetteville i28303- 

iPO Box 11099 Durham i27703- 

iPO Box 52072 Durham i27717-2072 

30 32I Success Academy’ Mr Judas Best 

3"] 34B Quality Educ Academy Mr Simon Johnson 

, 32 . 34C Downtown Middle 
Dr Commie R Brown 

33 34D Woodson Sch of Chal ]Ms Ruth ttopkins 

~4 34E E~t Winston ~imaW 
/ Mr Gerald F Cli,~scales 

a5 ~ ~s~h ~adem~es ]Mr Ru~el~ ~awer 

~ 35A A Child’s G~den Sch Ms Susan S McFarlane 

~7 36A Hi.land Cha~er Mrs Sherida Lewis Stevens ~PO Box 1653 Gastonia ~28053-1653 

, ~ . 36B Piedmont Co~ty Char Mr Cotmney Madden [PO Box 3706 aastonia [28054- 

~9 41A Imaa~i Institute ]Dr Guy Loflin 

40 41B(keensboroAcademy 
]MrMike Smith 

4 ] ~ ~ Gu~llb[d-~abi~ ] Mr ~on ~a,~is 

42 41D Phoenix Academy Inc Mrs Kim K Norcross 

4~ 43A Hame~ Early Childh Dr B J Jones i PO Box 989 Dram i28335- 

44 45A Mountain Cmty Sch Mr Chadwick J Hainby 

45 49A ~nericaa~ Renaissance Ms Kate _~ice Dunaway 

46 49B Am Renaissance Mid Mr Stephen Gay 

47 49C Develop~n~tal Day Sc Ms Elizabeth J ~iffin I PO Box 573 Statesville ~28687- 

48 49D Success Institute Ms Te~a Williams 

4~ 50ASummitCha~er Mr Jim 1)u~ ~POBoxI339 Cashiers ~28717- 

S0 53A ~ovisions Academy Dr S?~illa Pristell i PO Box 706 SaNbrd 127330- 

~] 54A Children’s Academy Mrs Lendell F Wayne ~PO Box 2206 Kinston ~28501-2206 

52 55A Lincoln Charter Dr Bill Elmore 

~ 60A Co~mnity Cha~er Sc Ms Polly Gurley Redd 

54 60B Sugar Creek Cha~er Ms ChewI Ellis 



F                  G H I J 
5 103 S .~ltioch Street iElon College 27244 (336) 538-6104 i(336) 538-6160 

6 1735 Saxapahaw-Bethlehem Rd iSaxapahaw 27340 (336) 376-6310 i(336) 376-1232 

-~ 2454 Altamhaw Union Ridge Road iBurlington 27217 (336) 586-9440 ~(336) 586-9477 

~ Hickory Nut Gap Road l Ba~er Elk 28604 (828) 898-3868 ~(828) 898-3849 

~ 129 ~len Circle +Crossnore 28616 (828)733-5241 +(828) 737-7915 

] 0 500 Avon Center lWashin~on 27889-3851 (252) 946-1977 ~(252) 946-5938 

] ] 7055 Bacon’s Way lLeland 28451 (910) 655-1214 ~(910) 251-6685 

] 2 370 N Louisiana Avenue B1 +.~heville 28806 (828) 232-1771 +(828) 232-1740 

] ~ 209 Brookside Avenue ~Black Mountain 28711 (828) 626-2092 
~(828) 626-2092 

] 4 119 Brevard Road l~heville 28806 (828) 236-9441 ~(828) 236-9442 

1 5 140 S Sterling Street ~Morganton 28655 (828) 437-5753 ~(828) 432-0068 

1~ 1108 Bridges Street ~ Morehead City 28557 (252)726-1601 ~(252) 726-5245 
i 

1 ~ 1950 H~T 70E l Beaufo~ 28516 (252) 728-1995 ~(252) 728-3711 

1~ 2952 N O~ord Street +Claremont 28610 (828)459-2051 +(828) 459-1115 

1 ~ 2200 Hamp Stone Road ~ Siler City 27344 (919) 742-4550 
~(919) 742-4694 

20 1500-I Cole Park Plaza lChapel Hill 27514 (919) 960-8353 ~(919) 960-0133 

2~ 945 Conaheeta Street +Mushy 28906 (828) 835-7240 +(828) 835-9471 

22 1900 Fo~ Bragg Road ~ Faye~eville 28303 (910)223-7711 ~(910) 678-9011 

2~ 320 Belvin Avenue lDurham 27704 (919) 317-1711 ~(919) 220-2898 

24 807 West Chapel Hill Street +Durham 27701 (919) 956-5599 +(919) 688-9027 

2~ 1305 West Club Blvd ~Durham 27705 (919)416-9025 
i~(919)416-9815 

2~ 1915 Chapel Hill Road ~Durham 27707 (919) 403-9194 ~(919) 490-8658 

27 2703 ttolloway Street +Durham 27703 (919) 957-3656 +(919) 957-3907 

2~ 910 Cook Road ~Durham 27713 (919)687-0870 
~(919)687-0870 

2~ 2013 Ellis Road lDurham 27703-6127 (919) 957-7108 ~(919) 957-9698 

~0 2703 Itolloway Street lDurham 27703 (919) 957-3656 ~(919) 957-3907 

~J 5012-D Lansing Drive ~Winston-Salem 27105 (336) 744-7138 
~(336) 744-1538 

~2 280 S Libe~y St lWinston-Salem 27101 (336) 748-3838 ~(336) 748-3359 

~ 437 aoldfloss Street 
~Winston-Salem 

27127-3100 (336) 723-6838 
~(336) 723-6425 

~4 1612 E 14th Street ~Winston-Salem 27105 (336) 725-7507 
~i(336) 722-4558 

~S 5426 Sha~alon Drive iWinston-Salem 27106 (336) 922-1121 i(336) 922-1033 

~6 939 N Main Street ~Louisburg 27549 (919)497-0169 
~(111) 111-1111 

~ 324 N Hi,land Street ~Gastonia 28052 (704) 866-6342 
~(704) 866-6341 

~ 3908 South New Hope Road l Gastonia 28056 (704) 853-2428 ~(704) 864-5333 

~9 201 N Church Street 
~Greensboro 

27401 (336) 333-9484 
~(336) 333-9454 

40 4049 US H~ 220 N ~(~eensboro 27410 (336) 286-8404 
i~(336) 286-8403 

4] 4705 N Church Street l~eensboro 27455 (336) 540-0207 ~(336) 540-0208 

42 40~0 Meeting Way 
~tti~ Point 

27265 (336) 869-0079 
~(336) 869-3399 

4~ 2082 A~owhead Rd ~Dunn 28334 (910) 892-3162 ~(910) 892-3264 

44 802 c Old Spa~anburg Road l Hendersonville 28792 (828) 696-8480 ~(828) 696-8451 

45 111 Cooper Strea 
~Statesville 

28677 (704) 924-8870 
~(704) 873-1398 

4~ 217 South Center Street ~Statesville 28677 (704) 878-6009 
~(704) 878-9350 

4~ 408 W Bell Street l Statesville 28687 (704) 883-0228 ~(704) 883-0950 

4~ 1424 Ricke~ Street 
~Statesville 

28625 (704) 881-0441 
,~(704) 881-0774 

49 160 Frank Allen Road ~Cashiers 28717 (828) 743-5755 
i~(828) 743-9157 

~0 804 Vance Street l Sa~brd 27330 (919) 775-7800 ~(919) 775-7722 

51 701 Noah adkin Street 
~Kinston 

28501 (252) 939-1958 
~(252) 939-1242 

~2 133 Eagles Nest Road ~Lincolnton 28092 (704) 736-9888 
i~(704) 736-1166 

~ 926 Elizabeth Avenue lCharlo~e 28204 (704) 377-3180 ~(704) 377-3182 

54 4101 N T~on Street lCharlotte 28206 (704) 509-5470 ~(704) 921-1004 



A 
55 60C Kennedy Charter 

56 60D Lake Norman Charter 

5-~ 60F Metrolina Reg Sch Ac 

~8 60HCrossroads Charter 

59 63A MAST School Inc 

60 63B STARS Charter 

6~] 64A Rocky Monnt Charter 

62 65A Cape Fear Ctr Inquir 

63 66A Gaston College Prep 

64 68A Orange Co Charter 

6~ 68B New Century Charter 

66 68K Village Charter 

6"~ 69A Arapahoe Charter 

68 73A Bethel ttill Cha~rter 

69 78A CIS Academy 

70 79A Bethany C~nty Middle 

-{~] 80A Rowan Academy 

-~2 81A Thomas Jefferson Aca 

73 83A Lanrinburg Charter 

-{4 83B Laurinburg Homework 

-~S 84A Sta_nly Cmty Outreach 

76 86A Millennium Charter 

77 88A Brevaxd Academy 

-~8 90A Union Academy 

79 91AVamce Charter School 

80 92B Exploris 

[3 
Mr Granvill Sitmnons 

Ms Colleen Rogers 

Dr Marie Peine 

Ms Amanda Rivers Lucey 

Mr LeRoy Nocheck 

Ms Lynn H Boyle 

Dr John von Rohr 

Mr Scott Dodd 

Mr Caleb Dolan 

Dr Charles W Nolan 

Ms Sandra Brown 

Ms Sadie Jordan 

Mr Robert P Sinith 

Mr John Betterton 

Ms Deanna Lowry 

Mr Mark Richardson 

Mr Eugene C Perry Jr 

Mr Joseph A Maimone 

Ms Cs~thia McDnltie 

Mrs A~mie Cureton 

Mrs Agnes Maske 

Ms Sharon A Love 

Mr David R Williams 

Mr Ken Templeton 

Mrs Phyllis A Brown 

Ms Anne Bryan 

i PO Box 472527    Charlotte i28247- 

i PO Box 1292 Gaston i27832- 

iPO Box 16188 Chapel Hill i27516- 

i PO Box 706 Lumberton i28359- 

iPO Box 1575 Lanrinburg i28353- 

iPO Box 136 Laurinburg i28353- 

i PO Box 1557 Badin i28009- 

iPO Box 2375 Brevard i28712- 

8~] 92C BaJ~er Charter High Ms Marti Wilson i PO Box 2415 Raleigh i27602-2415 

82 92D Magellan Charter ~Mr Michael Jordan 

83 92E Sterling Montessori Ms Andrea Faurot 

84 92F Franklin Academy Mr Robert Luddv 

8~ 92G East Wake Academy Ms Brenda Payne i PO Box 65 Zebulon i27597- 

86 92I SPARC Academy Ms Jackie Mburu i PO Box 28274 Raleigh i27610- 

87 92K Raleigh Charter High Dr Thomas Humble 

, 88 ,92L NE Raleigh Chart Aca ~Ms Rose McNeill iPO Box 61210 ~Raleigh i27661- 

89 92M PreEminent Charter Ms Rhonda R Bridgers 

90 92N Quest Academy Dr Charles Watson 

9~] 92P Commnnity Partners ~Dr Susan Westbrook iPO Box 100 ~Holly Springs i27540-0100 

~2 92Q tlope Elementary Ms Anna Real Blanchard 

93 ~3A Haliwa-Saponi Tribal Dr O~letree~, Richardson 

94 96C Dillard Academy Ms Hilda Hicks ]PO Box 1188 Goldsboro ]27533-1188 

~5 96D Wayne Tech Academy Mr Jerome Shipman i PO Box 1936 Goldsboro i27533- 

96 97D Bridges Charter Sch Mr Paul Welborn 

9"~ 98A Sallie B Howard Sch Dr JoArme CoNe Woodard 



55 11401 :~rdrey Kell Rd iCharlotte 28277 (704) 543-6707 [(704) 543-4671 

56 12820 S Church Street )tuntersville 28078 (704) 948-8600 i(704) 948-8778 

57 9100 Olmsted Drive iCharlotte 28262 (704) 503-1112 
i](704) 503-1183 

~ 5500 N Tryon Steet ]Charlo~e 28213 (704) 597-5100 ](704) 597-5504 

59 1405 Midland Road +Southern Pines 28387 (910) 693-7924 +(910) 693-7925 

60 6481 US H~ 1 Suite A           ~Southem Pines 28387 (910) 695-1004 ~(910) 695-7322 

6] 3334 Bishop Road ]Ba~leboro 27809 (252) 443-9923 ](252) 443-9932 

62 ~ ~ Randall Parkway Suite B ~Wilmingon 28403 (910) 362-0000 ~(910) 362-0048 

6~ 320 Pleasant Hill Road ~Gaston 27832 (252) 308-6932 
i](252) 308-6936 

64 1315-ANew Hope Trace ]Chapel Hill 27514 (919) 929-3081 ](919) 929-5994 

65 3501-E NC 54 West ~Chapel Hill 27516 (919)942-7722 ~(919) 942-8375 

66 630 Weaver Dairy Road ] Chapel Hill 27514 (919)967-2606 ](919) 967-2213 
i 

6~ 9005 NC H~T 306 S ]~’apahoe 28510 (252) 249-2599 ](252) 249-1316 

68 401 Bethel Hill School Road ~Roxboro 27573 (336) 599-2823 ~(336) 599-9299 

6~ 112 West 5th Street ~ Lumbe~on 28358 (910)738-1734 ~(910) 738-6220 

~0 181 Bethany Road ]Reidsville 27320 (336) 951-2500 ](336) 951-0087 

7] 1010 ~o~t Road ~SalisbuW 28147 (704)630-9200 ~(704) 630-6707 

72 2527 US 221A H~ ~Mooresboro 28114-7698 (828) 657-9998 
i](828) 657-9012 

~ 125 McGi~ Bridge Rd ]Laurinburg 28353 (910) 276-6635 ](910) 610-4070 

74 ~7~60 Plant Road ~Laurinburg 28353 (910) 277-8010 ~(910) 277-8019 

7~ 621 Wall Street ~bemarle 28001 (704) 984-5278 
i](704) 982-1332 

~6 500 Old Springs Road ]Monnt ~Nry 27030 (336) 789-7570 ](336) 789-8445 

77 Probart Street ~Brevard 28712 (828) 885-2665 ~(828) 862-3497 

78 3828 Old Charlo~e Hu~- ~Monroe 28110 (704) 283-5678 
i](704) 283-0406 

~0 1227 Dabney Drive ]Henderson 27536 (252) 431-0440 ](252) 436-0688 

80 207 E Itargetl Street ~Ralei~ 27601 (919) 821-3168 ~(919) 836-9768 

8J 330 S Salisbuw Street ]Raleigh 27601 (919) 856-5929 ](919) 857-9297 
i 

82 9400 Fom~n Drive ]Raleigh 27615 (919) 844-0277 ](919) 844-3882 

8~ 202 Treybrooke Drive 
~Mo~isville 

27560 (919) 462-8889 
~(919) 462-8890 

84 604 Franklin Street ~Wake Forest 27587 (919) 554-4911 
i](919) 554-2340 

8g 400 Ntnc Drive ]Zebulon 27597 (919) 404-0444 ](919) 404-2377 

86 1315 Oakwood Avenue 
~RaIei~ 

27610 (919) 835-2000 
~(919) 835-2009 

87 1111 Haynes Street ]Raleigh 27604 (919) 839-0600 ](919) 839-1766 
i 

88 4030 Capital Blvd                    ]Raleigh 27616 (919) 713-0997 ](919) 713-0997 

89 1001a Wade Avenue 
~ RaIei~ 

27612 (919)235-0511 
~(919) 235-0514 

90 9650 Strickland Rd Suite 175 ]Raleigh 27615 (919) 841-0441 ](919) 841-0443 
i 

9] 116 Qnantum Street ]Holly Springs 27540 (919) 567-9955 ](919) 567-9956 

92 1116 N Blount Street ]Ralei~ 27604 (919) 834-7626 ](919) 834-7706 

9~ Route 1 Box 279-A ~Hollister 27844 (252) 257-5853 
i](252) 257-5980 

94 504 West Ehn Street ]Goldsboro 27530 (919) 581-0166 ](919) 581-0919 

95 1704 E Beech Street 
~Goldsboro 

27530 (919) 735-9988 
~(919) 735-9188 

96 2587 Pleasant Ridge Road ~State Road 28676 (336) 874-2721 
~i(336) 874-3804 

9~ 2000 Lipscomb Rd E ]Wilson 27893-5617 (252) 293-4150 i(252) 293-4151 



1 School Name 

2 AltamahawOssipee Elem 

3 Highland Elementary 

4 Edwin M Holt Elementary 

5 B Everett Jordan Elem 

6 Garrett Elementary 

7 Bethlehem Elementary 

8 Hiddenite Elementary 

9 Sugar Loaf Elementary 

A 

10 Taylorsville Elementary 

11 Belville Elementary Brunswick County Schools 

12 Bolivia Elementary Brunswick County Schools 

13 Jessie Mae Monroe Elementary Brunswick County Schools 

14 Lincoln Elementary Brunswick County Schools 

15 Southport Elementary Brunswick County Schools 

16 Union Elementary Brunswick County Schools 

17 Virginia Williamson Elem Brunswick County Schools 

18 Candler Elementary Buncombe County Schools 

19 Bell Elementary Buncombe County Schools 

20 Fairview Elementary Buncombe County Schools 

21 Haw Creek Elementary Buncombe County Schools 

22 Hominy Valley Elementary Buncombe County Schools 

23 Oakley Elementary Buncombe County Schools 

24 Pisgah Elementary Buncombe County Schools 

25 Sand Hill-Venable Elem Buncombe County Schools 

26 Williams Elementary Buncombe County Schools 

27 Estes Elementary Buncombe County Schools 

28 Hall Fletcher Elementary Asheville City Schools 

29 Isaac Dickson Elementary Asheville City Schools 

30 Claxton Elementary Asheville City Schools 

31 Ira B Jones Elementary Asheville City Schools 

32 Vance Elementary Asheville City Schools 

33 A T Allen Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

34 Bethel Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

35 Beverly Hills Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

36 Harrisburg Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

37 Cox Mill Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

38 Carl A Furr Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

39 Mount Pleasant Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

40 Charles E Boger Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

41 Royal Oaks Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

42 Rocky River Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

43 R Brown McAllister Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

44 Pitts School Road Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

45 W R Odell Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

46 Weddington Hills Elementary Cabarrus County Schools 

B 

LEA Name 

Alamance-Burlington Schools 

Alamance-Burlington Schools 

Alamance-Burlington Schools 

Alamance-Burlington Schools 

Alamance-Burlington Schools 

Alexander County Schools 

Alexander County Schools 

Alexander County Schools 

Alexander County Schools 



C 

1 Name Prefix Description 

2 Ms 

3 Ms 

4 Ms 

5 Ms 

6 Ms 

7 Mrs 

8 Mrs 

9 Mr 

10 Ms 

11 Ms 

12 Ms 

13 Mr 

14 Ms 

15 Mr 

16 Ms 

17 Ms 

18 Mr 

19 Ms 

20 Ms 

21 Ms 

22 Dr 

23 Mr 

24 Mr 

25 Ms 

26 Ms 

27 Mr 

28 Dr 

29 Mr 

30 Ms 

31 Ms 

32 Ms 

33 Mrs 

34 Mr 

35 Ms 

36 Mrs 

37 Ms 

38 Mr 

39 Mr 

40 Ms 

41 Mr 

42 Mr 

43 Dr 

44 Mr 

45 Dr 

46 Mrs 

D 

Principal First Name 

Donna 

Amy 

Mariah 

Terri 

Michelle 

Jill 

J 

Cary 

Susan 

Kelly 

Kathy 

David 

Retha 

Randy 

Vickie 

Shirley 

Steve 

Jenny 

Jennifer 

Geneva 

Angela 

Michael 

Jay 

Carmen 

Kimberly 

John 

Gordon 

Brad 

Kimberly 

Sarah 

Carrie 

Hilda 

Kevin 

Marcie 

Martha 

Alison 

James 

Corey 

Phyllis 

Rick 

Millard 

Mason 

Chuck 

Lynn 

Janet 

E 

i Principal Last Name 

King 

[Dupree 

[Vignali 
Drummond 

[Ammann 

[Peek 

Stilwell 

[Cash 

[Campbell 
Andrews 

[Owens 

[Cupolo 
Rusk 

[Home 

Smith 

[Williamson 

[Chandler 

[Klein 

Reed 

[Barrett 

Jackson 

[Benigno 
Dale 

[Murray 

[Ward 

Barbour 

[Grant 

[Johnson 

Dechant 

[Cain 

Allen 

[Batts 

[Blackburn 

[Beard 

McCall 

[Moore 

Roberts 

[Cochran 

[Phifer 

Seaford 

[Lamm 

[Miller 

[Borders 

[Marsh 

[Smith 



1 Principal Email 

2 donna_king@abss.k12.nc.us 

3 amy_dupree@abss.k12.nc.us 

4 mariah_vignali@abss.k12.nc.us 

5 terri_drummond@abss.k12.nc.us 

6 michelle_ammann@abss.k12.nc.us 

7 jpeek@alexander.k12.nc.us 

8 rstilwell@alexander.k12,nc.us 

9 ccash@alexander,k12.nc.us 

G 

Address Line1 

2832 N NC 87 

3720 Bonnar Bridge Parkway 

4751 S NC 62 

5827 Church Road 

3224 Old Hillsborough Road 

7900 NC Hwy 127 

374 Sulphur Springs Road 

3600 NC Hwy 16N 

10 scampbell@alexander.k12.nc.us 100 7th Street SW 

11 kandrews@bcswan.net 575 River Road 

12 owek@bcswan.net 4036 Business Hwy 17-E 

13 dcupolo@bcswan.net 250 Pea Landing Road NW 

14 rrusk@bcswan.net 1664 Lincoln Road 

15 rhorne@bcswan.net 701West 9th Street 

16 vsmith@bcswan.net 180 Union School Road NW 

17 wils@bcswan.net 1020 Zion Hill Road 

18 stephen.chandler@bcsemail,org 121 Candler School Road 

19 jenny.klein@bcsemail.org 90 Maple Springs Road 

20 jennifer.reed@bcsemail.org 1355 Charlotte Hwy 

21 ginny.barrett@bcsemail.org 21Trinity Chapel Road 

22 angie.jackson@bcsemail.org 450 Enka Lake Road 

23 michael.benigno@bcsemail.org 753 Fairview Road 

24 jay.dale@bcsemail,org 1495 Pisgah Hwy 

25 carmen,murray@bcsemail.org 154 Sand Hill School Road 

26 kimberly.ward@bcsemail.org 161 Bee Tree Road 

27 john.barbour@bcsemail.org 275 Overlook Road 

28 gordon.grant@asheville.k12.nc.us 60 Ridgelawn Avenue 

29 brad.johnson@asheville.k12.nc,us 125 Hill Street 

30 kimberly.dechant@asheville,k12.nc.us 241 Merrimon Avenue 

31 sarah.cain@asheville.k12.nc.us 544 Kimberly Avenue 

32 carrie.allen@asheville.k12.nc.us 98 Sulphur Springs Road 

33 Hilda.Batts@cabarrus,k12.nc.us 3939 Abilene Rd 

34 Kevin.blackburn@cabarrus,k12.nc.us 2425 Midland Road 

35 Marcie, Beard@cabarrus,k12.nc.us 87 Palaside Drive NE 

36 Martha.Mccall@cabarrus.k12.nc.us 3900 Stallings Road 

37 Alison.Moore@cabarrus.k12.nc.us 1450 Cox Mill Road 

38 james.roberts@cabarrus.k12.nc.us 2725 Clover Road 

39 Corey.Cochran@cabarrus.k12,nc.us 8555 North Drive 

40 Phyllis.Phifer@cabarrus.k12.nc,us 5150 Dove Field Lane 

41 Rick.Seaford@cabarrus.k12,nc,us 608 Dakota Street 

42 Millard.Lamm@cabarrus.k12.nc.us 5454 Rocky River Road 

43 Mason.Miller@cabarrus.k12.nc,us 541 Sunnyside Drive SE 

44 Charles.Borders@cabarrus.k12.nc.us 720 Pitts School Road SW 

45 Lynn.Marsh@cabarrus.k12.nc.us 1885 Odell School Road 

46 Janet,Smith@cabarrus.k12.nc.us 4401Weddington Road 



H 

1 Address Line2 

2 - 

3 - 

4 - 

5 - 

6 - 

7 - 

8 - 

9 - 

10 - 

11 - 

12 - 

13 - 

14 - 

15 - 

16 - 

17 - 

18 - 

19 - 

20 - 

21 - 

22 - 

23 - 

24 - 

25 - 

26 - 

27 - 

28 - 

29 - 

30 - 

31 - 

32 - 

33 - 

34 - 

35 - 

36 - 

37 - 

38 - 

39 - 

40 - 

41 - 

42 - 

43 - 

44 - 

45 - 

46 - 

i City 

iEIon 

i Burlington 

i Burlington 

iGraham 

i Mebane 

iTaylorsville 

iHiddenite 

iTaylorsville 

iTaylorsville 

i Leland 

i Bolivia 

iAsh 

i Leland 

iSouthport 

iShallotte 

i Bolivia 

iCandler 

i Asheville 

i Fairview 

iAsheville 

iCandler 

iAsheville 

iCandler 

i Asheville 

iSwannanoa 

iAsheville 

iAsheville 

iAsheville 

iAsheville 

iAsheville 

iAsheville 

i Concord 

iMidland 

i Concord 

i Harrisburg 

i Concord 

i Concord 

i Mt Pleasant 

i Kannapolis 

i Kannapolis 

i Concord 

i Concord 

i Concord 

i Concord 

i Concord 

J K 

State Zip Code 5 

NC 27244 

NC 27215 

NC 27215 

L 

Zip Code 4 

NC 27253 9145 

NC 27302 - 

NC 28681 9756 

NC 28636 9764 

NC 28681 9126 

NC 28681 2409 

NC 28451 - 

NC 28422 - 

NC 28420 - 

NC 28451 - 

NC 28461 - 

NC 284?0 - 

NC 28422 - 

NC 28715 9313 

NC 28805 - 

NC 28730 8798 

NC 28805 1936 

NC 28715 - 

NC 28803 1141 

NC 28715 9114 

NC 28806 1023 

NC 28??8 2339 

NC 28803 3316 

NC 28806 4454 

NC 28801 2545 

NC 28801 1217 

NC 28804 2560 

NC 28806 2646 

NC 28025 - 

NC 28107 9315 

NC 28025 3056 

NC 280?5 8484 

NC 2802? - 

NC 2802? - 

NC 28124 - 

NC 28081 - 

NC 28083 6935 

NC 28025 - 

NC 28025 3?0? 

NC 2802? - 

NC 2802? ?503 

NC 28025 - 



1 
2 

M 

Phone Office Area 

N 

Phone Office Exch 

0 

Phone Office Line 

336 538 6030 

3 336 538 8700 

4 336 570 6420 

5 336 376 3673 

6 919 563 2088 

7 828 495 8198 

8 828 632 2503 

9 828 632 2192 

10 828 632 3072 

12 910 253 6516 
13 910 287 4014 
14 910 371 3597 
15 910 457 6036 
16 910 579 3591 
17 910 754 8660 
18 828 670 5018 
19 828 298 3789 
20 828 628 2732 
21 828 298 4022 
22 828 665 619 
23 828 274 7515 
24 828 670 5023 

25 828 670 5028 

26 828 686 3856 

27 828 654 1795 

28 828 350 6400 

29 828 350 6800 

30 828 350 6500 

31 828 350 6700 
32 828 350 6600 
33 704 788 2182 
34 704 888 5811 
35 - - 
36 704 455 5118 
37 704 795 6519 
38 704 788 4300 
39 704 436 6534 
40 704 788 1600 
41 704 932 4111 
42 704 795 4505 
43 704 788 3165 
44 704 788 3430 

45 - - 

46 704 795 9385 



P 

1 Mailing Address Line1 

2 - 

3 - 

4 - 

S - 

6 - 

7 - 

8 - 

9 - 

10 - 

- 

13 - 

- 

16 - 

17 - 

18 - 

19 - 

20 - 

21 - 

22 - 

23 - 

24 - 

25 - 

26 - 

27 - 

28 - 

29 - 

30 - 

31 - 

32 - 

33 - 

34 - 

35 - 

36 - 

37 - 

38 - 

39 PO Box 368 

40 - 

41 - 

42 - 

43 - 

44 - 

45 - 

46 - 

i Mailing Address Line2 
R 

i Mailing City 

i Mt Pleasant 

S 

Mailing State 



1 

2 - 

3 - 

4 - 

5 - 

6 - 

7 - 

8 - 

9 - 

10 - 

11 - 

12 - 

13 - 

14 - 

15 - 

16 - 

17 - 

18 - 

19 - 

20 - 

21 - 

22 - 

23 - 

24 - 

25 - 

26 - 

27 - 

28 - 

29 - 

30 - 

31 - 

32 - 

33 - 

34 - 

35 - 

36 - 

37 - 

38 - 

39 

40 - 

41 - 

42 - 

43 - 

44 - 

45 - 

46 - 

T 

Mailing Zip Code 5 

U 

Mailing Zip Code 4 

28124 368 



V 

1 URLSchool Address 

2 http://aoe.abss.k12.nc.us 

3 http://hle.abss.kl 2.nc.us 

4 http://ehe.a bss.k12.nc.us 

5 http://bje.a bss.kl 2.nc.us 

6 http://age.abss.k12.nc.us 

7 http://www.edline.net/pages/Bethlehem ElementarvSchool 

8 http://www.edline.net/pages/Hiddenite_Elementarv_School 

9 http://www.edline.net/pages/Sugar_Loaf_Elementarv_School 

10 http://www.edline.net/pages/TavIorsville_Elementarv_School 

11 http://www.co.brunswick.k12.nc.us/education/school/school.php?sectionid=3 

12 http://www.co.brunswick.k12.nc.us/education/school/school.php?sectionid=4 

13 http://www.co.brunswick.k12.nc.us/education/school/school.php?sectionid=7 

14 http://www.co.brunswick.k12.nc.us/education/school/school.php?sectionid=9 

15 http://www.co.brunswick.k12.nc.us/education/school/school.php?sectionid=14 

16 http://www.bcsWan.net/educati~n/c~mp~nents/scrapb~~k/defau~t.php?secti~ndetaiEd=1~718 

17 http://www.co.brunswick.k12.nc.us/education/school/school.php?sectionid=17 

18 http://www.ces.buncom be.k12.nc.us/ 

19 http://www.ccbes.buncom be.k12.nc.us/ 

20 http://www.fes.buncom be.k12.nc.us/ 

21 http://www.hces.buncom be.k12.nc.us/ 

22 http://www.hves.buncom be.k12.nc.us/ 

23 http://www.oes.buncom be.k12.nc.us/ 

24 http://www.buncom be.k12.nc.us/pes 

25 http://www.buncom be.k12.nc.us/shves 

26 http://www.wdwes.buncom be.k12.nc.us/ 

27 http://www.wwees.buncom be.k12.nc.us/ 

28 http://www.asheville.k12.nc.us/hfeweb/ 

29 http://www.asheville.k12.nc.us/dicweb/ 

30 http://www.asheville.k12.nc.us/claxton/ 

31 http://www.asheville.k12.nc.us/jonweb/ 

32 http://www.asheville.k12.nc.us/vanweb/ 

33 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/allen/index.htm 

34 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/bethel/index.html 

35 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/bhills/index.html 

36 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/hburg/hburg.htm 

37 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/cmes/index.html 

38 - 

39 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/m pes/index.htm 

40 - 

41 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/roval/ 

42 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/rockv/index.htm 

43 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/rbm/index.html 

44 - 

45 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/odell/index.html 

46 http://www.cabarrus.kl 2.nc.us/wed/index.htm 



5 
5 
5 
5 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Y 

SBE Region 

W 

Grade Level Current 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

KG:01:02:03:04:05 

X 

School Designation Desc 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

6 5 
7 7 
8 7 
9 7 
10 7 
11 2 
12 2 
13 2 
14 2 
15 2 
16 2 
17 2 
18 8 
19 8 
20 8 
21 8 
22 8 
23 8 
24 8 
25 8 
26 8 
27 8 
28 8 
29 8 
30 8 
31 8 
32 8 
33 6 
34 6 
35 6 
36 6 
37 6 
38 6 
39 6 
40 6 
41 6 
42 6 
43 6 
44 6 
45 6 
46 6 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Z 

School Membership 

AA 

School Teacher Count 

560 1 
669 1 
654 1 
448 1 

6 719 1 
7 494 2 
8 501 2 
9 286 2 
10 246 2 
11 680 I0 
12 474 I0 
13 422 I0 
14 463 I0 
15 723 I0 
16 657 I0 
17 674 I0 
18 633 11 
19 314 11 
20 754 11 
21 415 11 
22 489 11 
23 461 11 
24 247 11 
25 738 11 
26 453 11 
27 691 11 
28 304 11 
29 442 11 
30 448 11 
31 394 11 
32 431 11 
33 861 13 
34 595 13 
35 396 13 
36 891 13 
37 1257 13 
38 804 13 
39 678 13 
40 810 13 
41 320 13 
42 752 13 
43 309 13 
44 977 13 
45 1002 13 
46 848 13 

AB 

i Count¥ Code 

27i 
27i 

29i 

20i 

~0i 
28i 

24i 
51i 
~0i 
32i 

51i 

22i 
2~i 
20i 
22i 
2~i 
51i 

25i 

72i 

53i 
21i 

20i 
59i 
59i 
57i 



AC 

1 County Description 

2 Alamance 

3 Alamance 

4 Alamance 

5 Alamance 

6 Alamance 

7 Alexander 

8 Alexander 

9 Alexander 

10 Alexander 

11 Brunswick 

12 Brunswick 

13 Brunswick 

14 Brunswick 

15 Brunswick 

16 Brunswick 

17 Brunswick 

18 Buncombe 

19 Buncombe 

20 Buncombe 

21 Buncombe 

22 Buncombe 

23 Buncombe 

24 Buncombe 

25 Buncombe 

26 Buncombe 

27 Buncombe 

28 Buncombe 

29 Buncombe 

30 Buncombe 

31 Buncombe 

32 Buncombe 

33 Cabarrus 

34 Cabarrus 

35 Cabarrus 

36 Cabarrus 

37 Cabarrus 

38 Cabarrus 

39 Cabarrus 

40 Cabarrus 

41 Cabarrus 

42 Cabarrus 

43 Cabarrus 

44 Cabarrus 

45 Cabarrus 

46 Cabarrus 



A 

47 Winecoff Elementary 

48 Wolf Meadow Elementary 

49 Patriots Elementary 

50 Baton Elementary 

51 Horizons Elementary 

52 Davenport A+ School 

53 Granite Falls Elementary 

54 Lower Creek Elementary 

55 Sawmills Elementary 

56 West Lenoir Elementary 

57 Tiller School 

58 Stoney Creek Elementary 

59 Albert H Bangert Elementary 

60 Bridgeton Elementary 

61 Brinson Memorial Elementary 

62 Creekside Elementary 

63 Havelock Elementary 

64 Oaks Road Elementary 

65 Roger R Bell Elementary 

66 Trent Park Elementary 

67 W Jesse Gurganus Elementary 

68 Arthur W Edwards Elementary 

69 Lillian Black Elementary 

70 College Lakes Elementary 

71 Bill Hefner Elementary 

72 E Melvin Honeycutt Elementary 

73 Morganton Road Elementary 

74 Manchester Elementary 

75 Walker Spivey Elementary 

76 Rockfish Elementary 

77 Stoney Point Elementary 

78 Teresa C Berrien Elementary 

79 Heroes Elementary 

80 Shawboro Elementary School 

81 Knotts Island Elementary 

82 Moyock Elementary 

83 W T Griggs Elementary 

84 Kitty Hawk Elementary School 

85 Brier Creek Elementary 

86 Northwest Elementary 

87 Southmont Elementary 

88 Friedberg Elementary 

89 Hasty Elementary 

90 Tyro Elementary 

91 Cooleemee Elementary 

92 Cornatzer Elementary 

Cabarrus County Schools 

Cabarrus County Schools 

Cabarrus County Schools 

Caldwell County Schools 

Caldwell County Schools 

Caldwell County Schools 

Caldwell County Schools 

Caldwell County Schools 

Caldwell County Schools 

Caldwell County Schools 

Tiller School 

Caswell County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Craven County Schools 

Cumberland County Schools 

Cumberland County Schools 

Cumberland County Schools 

Cumberland County Schools 

Cumberland County Schools 
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93 Mocksville Elementary 

94 Pinebrook Elementary 

95 Shady Grove Elementary 
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97 Bethesda Elementary 

98 Easley Elementary 
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101 Glenn Elementary 

102 Hope Valley Elementary 
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127 Sherwood Forest Elementary Forsyth County Schools 
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129 Southwest Elementary Forsyth County Schools 

130 The Special Children’s School Forsyth County Schools 

131 Union Cross Elementary Forsyth County Schools 

132 Vienna Elementary Forsyth County Schools 

133 Ward Elementary Forsyth County Schools 

134 Whitaker Elementary Forsyth County Schools 

135 Bunn Elementary Franklin County Schools 

136 Youngsville Elementary Franklin County Schools 

137 Lowell Elementary Gaston County Schools 

138 McAdenville Elementary Gaston County Schools 
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93 Marrsl@davie.k12.nc.us 295 Cemetery Street 

94 morrisonj@davie.k12.nc.us 477 Pinebrook School Road 

95 gildeinm@davie.k12.nc.us 3179 Cornatzer Road 

96 AllenR@davie.k12.nc.us 3437 US Hwy 601 N 

97 shaneeka.moore-lawrence@dpsnc.net 2009 S Miami Boulevard 

98 tim.gibson@dpsnc.net 302 Lebanon Circle 

99 teresa.james@dpsnc.net 400 W Club Boulevard 

100 nathan.hester@dpsnc.net 5321 Ephesus Church Road 

101 cornelius.redfearn@dpsnc.net 2415 E Geer Street 

102 micah.copeland@dpsnc.net 3005 Dixon Road 

103 neil.clay@dpsnc.net 3007 Mount Sinai Road 

104 arrica.dubose@dpsnc.net 2905 Fayetteville Street 

105 cindy.daniels@dpsnc.net 9008 Quail Roost Road 

106 michael.somers@dpsnc.net 5207 Revere Road 

107 sherron.leplin@dpsnc.net 913 9th Street 

108 info@cpsfc.org 724 Foster Street 

109 - TBD 

110 jbfaullin@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 155 N Hawthorne Road 

111 ttkeener@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 6200 Bingham Avenue 

112 rdavis@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 2020 Walker Road 

113 dnhampton@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 1385 W Clemmonsville Road 

114 nbaker@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 4000 Jefferson School Lane 

115 rjcarter@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 512 W Mountain Street 

116 falowman@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 4672 Ebert Rd 

117 abchoplin@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 150 Lucy Lane 

118 nraymer@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 401 Meadowlark Drive 

119 shcook@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 3125 Williston Road 

120 dgladsto@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 4527 Ogburn Avenue 

121 asmith3@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 451 Knollwood Street 

122 mchayes@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 3210 Village Point Drive 

123 bbrooksh@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 6315 Tobaccoville Road 

124 scfrye@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 1500 Piney Grove Road 

125 dcotton@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 275 College Street 

126 rwarren@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 475 Sedge Garden Road 

127 jlowther@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 1055 Yorkshire Road 

128 dhampton@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 4250 Johnny Knoll Lane 

129 mwdixson@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 1631 Southwest School Drive 

130 sgilmer@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 4505 Shattalon Dr 

131 APMcHam@wsfcs,k12.nc.us 4300 High Point Road 

132 pmitze@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 1975 Chickasha Road 

133 wjohnson@wsfcs.k12.nc,us 3775 Fraternity Church Road 

134 bherman@wsfcs.k12.nc.us 2600 Buena Vista Road 

135 jeweleason@fcschools,net 686 Bunn Elem School Road 

136 ricksmith@fcschools.net 125 US I-A 

137 jknight@gaston.k12.nc.us 1500 Power Drive 

138 kswithers@gaston,k12,nc.us 275 E Weslyan Drive 



93 - 

94 - 

95 - 

96 - 

97 - 

98 - 

99 - 

100 - 

101 - 

102 - 

103 - 

104 - 

105 - 

106 - 

107 - 

108 - 

109 - 

110 - 

111 - 

112 - 

113 - 

114 - 

115 - 

116 - 

117 - 

118 - 

119 - 

120 - 

121 - 

122 - 

123 - 

124 - 

125 - 

126 - 

127 - 

128 - 

129 - 

130 - 

131 - 

132 - 

133 - 

134 - 

135 - 

136 - 

137 - 

138 - 

H 

i Mocksville 

i Mocksville 

iAdvance 

i Mocksville 

i Durham 

i Durham 

i Durham 

i Durham 

i Durham 

i Durham 

i Durham 

i Durham 

i Bahama 

i Durham 

i Durham 

i Durham 

i TBD 

iWinston Salem 

iClemmons 

i Winston-Salem 

iWinston Salem 

i Winston-Salem 

i Kernersville 

i Winston-Salem 

i Lewisville 

i Winston-Salem 

i Walkertown 

i Winston Salem 

iWinston Salem 

iClemmons 

iTobaccoville 

i Kernersville 

i Rural Hall 

i Kernersville 

iWinston Salem 

i Winston-Salem 

iClemmons 

i Winston-Salem 

i Kernersville 

i Pfafftown 

i Winston-Salem 

i Winston Salem 

iBunn 

iYoungsville 

i Lowell 

i McAdenville 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

27028 

27028 

27006 

27028 

27703 

27712 

27704 

27707 

27704 

27707 

27705 

27707 

27503 

27713 

27705 

27701 

11111 

27104 

27012 

27106 

27127 

27106 

27284 

27284 

27023 

27106 

27051 

27105 

27103 

27012 

27050 

27284 

27045 

27284 

27106 

27107 

27012 

27106 

27284 

27040 

27127 

27104 

27508 

27596 

28098 

28101 

2197 

9655 

9601 

9234 

5705 

2644 

4118 

3717 

7906 

4133 

9256 

2506 

4104 

4349 

9480 

5961 

4494 

2514 

9698 

2726 

3438 

9550 

8267 

9703 

8150 

5447 

9204 

9101 

9325 

2106 

1236 



93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

IO0 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 - 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 - 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

M 

336 

336 

336 

336 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

N 

751 

998 

998 

492 

56O 

56O 

56O 

56O 

56O 

56O 

56O 

56O 

56O 

56O 

56O 

682 

2740 

3868 

4719 

5421 

3904 

3913 

3918 

3919 

3920 

3980 

3932 

3944 

3948 

3962 

3963 

1200 

336 727 2856 

336 712 4444 

336 922 6612 

336 771 4544 

336 923 2110 

336 703 4100 

336 703 6760 

336 945 5355 

336 924 3434 

336 727 2995 

336 661 4860 

336 727 2860 

336 924 2451 

336 993 372 

336 703 6789 

336 771 4545 

336 774 4646 

336 703 4188 

336 712 4422 

336 924 9309 

336 769 9031 

336 703 4178 

336 774 4676 

336 727 2244 

919 496 4015 

919 556 5250 

704 824 2264 

704 824 2236 



93 - 

94 - 

95 - 

96 - 

97 - 

98 - 

99 - 

100 - 

101 - 

102 - 

103 - 

104 - 

105 - 

106 - 

107 - 

108 - 

109 - 

110 - 

111 - 

112 - 

113 - 

114 - 

115 - 

116 - 

117 - 

118 - 

119 - 

120 - 

121 - 

122 - 

123 - 

124 - 

125 - 

126 - 

127 - 

128 - 

129 - 

130 - 

131 - 

132 - 

133 - 

134 - 

135 PO Box 143 

136 PO Box 338 

137 - 

138 PO Box 129 

Q 

iBunn NC 

iYoungsville NC 

i McAdenville NC 



93 - 

94 - 

95 - 

96 - 

97 - 

98 - 

99 - 

100 - 

101 - 

102 - 

103 - 

104 - 

105 - 

106 - 

107 - 

108 - 

109 - 

110 - 

111 - 

112 - 

113 - 

114 - 

115 - 

116 - 

117 - 

118 - 

119 - 

120 - 

121 - 

122 - 

123 - 

124 - 

125 - 

126 - 

127 - 

128 - 

129 - 

130 - 

131 - 

132 - 

133 - 

134 - 

135 

136 

137 - 

138 

T U 

27508 143 

27596 338 

28101 129 



V 

93 http://www.davie.k12.nc.us/schools/mocksville/ 

94 http://www.davie.k12.nc.us/schools/pinebrook/ 

95 http://www.davie.k12.nc.us/schools/shady-~rove/ 

96 http://www.davie.k12.nc.us/schools/william-r-davie/ 

97 http://www.bethesda.dpsnc.net/ 

98 http://www.easley.dpsnc.net/ 

99 http://www.ClubBIvd.dpsnc.net/ 

100 http://www.creekside.dpsnc.net/ 

101 http://www.~lenn.dpsnc.net/ 

102 http://www.hopevalley.dpsnc.net/ 

103 http://www.forestview.dpsnc.net 

104 http://www.dpsnc.net/index.php?~pti~n=c~m-sch~~~inf~&task=userPr~fi~e&user=15&~temid=5~4 

105 http://www.man~um.dpsnc.net/ 

106 http://www.parkwood.dpsnc.net/ 

107 http://www.powe.dpsnc.net/ 

108 http://www.cpscnc.org 

109 - 

110 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/brunsones/site/default.asp 

111 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/ces/site/default.asp 

112 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/ges/site/default.asp 

113 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/griffithes/site/default.asp 

114 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/jes/site/default.asp 

115 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/kes/site/default.asp 

116 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/kfes/site/default.asp 

117 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/lewisvillees/site/default.asp 

118 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/mes/site/default.asp 

119 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/mfes/site/default.asp 

120 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/mses/site/default.asp 

121 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/moorees/site/default.asp 

122 - 

123 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/ores/site/default.asp 

124 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/pges/site/default.asp 

125 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/rhes/site/default.asp 

126 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/sges/site/default.asp 

127 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/sfes/site/default.asp 

128 - 

129 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/swes/site/default.asp 

130 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/scs/site/default.asp 

131 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/uces/site/default.asp 

132 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/ves/site/default.asp 

133 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/wardes/site/default.asp 

134 http://wsfcsel.schoolwires.net/wes/site/default.asp 

135 http://bunnes.weebly.com/ 

136 http://www.fcschools.net/YES/index.htm 

137 http://www.gaston.k12.nc.us/schools/Iowell/index.htm 

138 http://www.gaston.k12.nc.us/schools/mcadenville 



X Y w 
93 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
94 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
95 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
96 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
97 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
98 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
99 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
I00 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
I01 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
102 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
103 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
104 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
105 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
106 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
107 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
108 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
109 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
110 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
111 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
112 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
113 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
114 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
115 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
116 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
117 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
118 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
119 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
120 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
121 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
122 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
123 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
124 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
125 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
126 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
127 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
128 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
129 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
130 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
131 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
132 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
133 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
134 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
135 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
136 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
137 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
138 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
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Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Charter 
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Public 

Public 
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Public 
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Public 
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3 
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5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

3 

3 

6 

6 



93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 - 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 - 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

665 

522 

593 

366 

716 

575 

494 

918 

630 

671 

653 

308 

434 

611 

383 

278 

556 

747 

731 

551 

639 

877 

797 

671 

8O7 

365 

653 

612 

543 

457 

638 

645 

846 

535 

516 

8 

831 

625 

723 

601 

711 

460 

525 

137 

AA 

43i 

29i 

~oi 

49i 

~2i 
~0i 
~0i 
26i 
~2i 

20i 

~9i 

6oi 
soi 
42i 

2si 

~oi 

45i 

soi 

isi 

AB 

3O 

3O 

3O 

3O 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

32 

34 
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34 

34 

34 

34 

34 

34 

34 

34 

34 

34 

34 

34 

34 

35 

35 

36 
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AC 

93 Davie 

94 Davie 

95 Davie 

96 Davie 

97 Durham 

98 Durham 

99 Durham 

100 Durham 

101 Durham 

102 Durham 

103 Durham 

104 Durham 

105 Durham 

106 Durham 

107 Durham 

108 Durham 

109 Durham 

110 Fors~/th 

111 Fors~/th 

112 Fors~/th 

113 Fors~/th 

114 Fors~/th 

115 Fors~/th 

116 Fors~/th 

117 Fors~/th 

118 Fors~/th 

119 Fors~/th 

120 Fors~/th 

121 Fors~/th 

122 Fors~/th 

123 Fors~/th 

124 Fors~/th 

125 Fors~/th 

126 Fors~/th 

127 Fors~/th 

128 Fors~/th 

129 Fors~/th 

130 Fors~/th 

131 Fors~/th 

132 Fors~/th 

133 Fors~/th 

134 Fors~/th 

135 Franklin 

136 Franklin 

137 Gaston 

138 Gaston 



A 

139 New Hope Elementary 

140 Bess Elementary 

141 T S Cooper Elementary 

142 Bluford Elementary 

143 Brooks Global Studies 

144 Claxton Elementary 

145 Florence Elementary 

146 General Greene Elementary 

147 Jesse Wharton Elementary 

148 Madison Elementary 

149 Morehead Elementary 

150 Murphey Traditional Academy 

151 Nathanael Greene Elementary 

152 Northern Guilford Elementary 

153 Pearce Elementary 

Gaston County Schools 

Gaston County Schools 

Gates County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

Guilford County Schools 

154 Peeler Open Elementary Guilford County Schools 

155 Southwest Guilford Elementary Guilford County Schools 

156 Summerfield Elementary Guilford County Schools 

157 Sumner Elementary Guilford County Schools 

158 Phoenix Academy Phoenix Academy Inc 

159 Benhaven Elementary Harnett County Schools 

160 Boone Trail Elementary Harnett County Schools 

161 Buies Creek Elementary Harnett County Schools 

162 Johnsonville Elementary Harnett County Schools 

163 Highland Elementary Harnett County Schools 

164 LaFayette Elementary Harnett County Schools 

165 Bethel Elementary Haywood County Schools 

166 Clyde Elementary Haywood County Schools 

167 Riverbend Elementary Haywood County Schools 

168 Junaluska Elementary Haywood County Schools 

169 North Canton Elementary Haywood County Schools 

170 Atkinson Elementary Henderson County Schools 

171 Bruce Drysdale Elementary Henderson County Schools 

172 Clear Creek Elementary Henderson County Schools 

173 Dana Elementary Henderson County Schools 

174 Edneyville Elementary Henderson County Schools 

175 Etowah Elementary Henderson County Schools 

176 Fletcher Elementary Henderson County Schools 

177 Hendersonville Elementary Henderson County Schools 

178 Hillandale Elementary Henderson County Schools 

179 Glenn C Marlow Elementary Henderson County Schools 

180 Mills River Elementary Henderson County Schools 

181 Sugarloaf Elementary Henderson County Schools 

182 Upward Elementary Henderson County Schools 

183 West Clayton Elementary Johnston County Schools 

184 Micro-Pine Level Elementary Johnston County Schools 



139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

Mr 

Ms 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms 

Dr 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Mr 

Ms 

Mr 

Mr 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms 

Mrs 

Ms 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Ms 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Mr 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Mr 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Mr 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Mr 

Allen 

Laura 

Jeremy 

Gradesa 

Linda 

Anessa 

Edward 

Terri 

Angella 

Penelope 

Sharon 

Cheryl 

Brian 

Teresa 

Erik 

Mark 

Brian 

Jill 

Thyais 

Kim 

Lora 

Brookie 

Sharon 

Christy 

Tina 

Sonya 

Jill 

Clint 

Jill 

Sherri 

Todd 

Matthew 

Christine 

Tracy 

Kelly 

Donna 

Michael 

Jennifer 

Shannon 

Denise 

John 

Chad 

Peggy 

Brooke 

Dolores 

Allen 

D 

i Lewis 

i Dixon 

iWright 

iLockhart 

i Kidd 

iBurgman 

iWohlgemuth 

i Collins 

iHauser 

i Loschin 

iHarper 

iBeeson 
iMcCain 

i Richardson 

i Naglee 

iHarris 

iMuller 

iWalsh 

i Maxwell 

i Norcross 

i Street 

iFerguson 

i Johnson 

iThomas 

i Miller 

i Pearce 

i Barker 

iConner 

i Chambers 

iArrington 

i Barbee 

i Johnson 

iSmith 

i Metcalf 

iSchofield 

i Brackett 

iThorpe 

iShelton 

i Marlowe 

iMontgomery 

iBryant 
iAuten 

iMarshall 

iBallard 

i Gill 

iSasser 



F 

139 alewis@gaston.k12.nc.us 

140 Icdixon @gaston.k12.nc.us 

141 wrightje@gatescountyschools.net 

142 lockhag@gcsnc.com 

143 kiddl@gcsnc.com 

144 burgmaa@gcsnc.com 

145 wohlgee@gcsnc.com 

146 collint2@gcsnc.com 

147 hausera2@gcsnc.com 

148 loschip@gcsnc.com 

149 harpers@gcsnc.com 

150 beesonc@gcsnc.com 

151 mccainb@gcsnc.com 

152 richart@gcsnc.com 

153 nagleee@gcsnc.com 

154 - 

155 mullerb@gcsnc.com 

156 walshj@gcsnc_com 

157 maxwelt@gcsnc.com 

158 kim@pahp.com 

159 Istreet@harnett.kl2.nc.us 

160 bfergusonl@harnett.kl2.nc.us 

161 sjohnson@harnett.K12.nc.us 

162 cthomasl@harnett.kl2.nc.us 

163 tmiller@harnett k12.nc.us 

164 spearce@harnett.kl2.nc.us 

165 jbarker@haywood.k12.nc.us 

166 cconner@haywood.kl2.nc.us 

167 jchambers@haywood.kl2.nc.us 

168 sarrington @haywood.kl2.nc.us 

169 tbarbee@haywood.kl2.nc.us 

170 mjohnson@henderson.kl2.nc.us 

171 csmith2@henderson.k12.nc.us 

172 metcalfl@ henderson.kl2.nc.us 

173 kschofield@henderson.k12.nc.us 

174 dbrackett@henderson.kl2.nc.us 

175 mthorpe@ henderson.kl2.nc.us 

176 jshelton@henderson.kl2.nc.us 

177 smarlow@ henderson.kl2.nc.us 

178 dmontgomery@ henderson.k12.nc.us 

179 jbryant@henderson.kl2.nc.us 

180 cauten@henderson.kl2.nc.us 

181 pmarshall@ henderson.kl2.nc.us 

182 bballard@henderson.kl2.nc.us 

183 DoloresGill@johnston.kl2.nc.us 

184 AllenSasser@johnston.kl2.nc.us 

G 

137 Stowe Road 

4340 Beaty Road 

237 NC 32 South 

1901 Tuscaloosa Street 

1215 Westover Terrace 

3720 Pinetop Road 

7605 Florence School Road 

1501 Benjamin Parkway 

5813 Lake Brandt Road 

3600 Hines Chapel Road 

4630 Tower Road 

2306 Ontario Street 

2717 NC Highway 62 East 

3801 NC Highway 150 East 

2006 Pleasant Ridge Road 

2200 Randall Street 

4372 Southwest School Road 

7501 Summerfield Road 

1915 Harris Drive 

4020 Meeting Way 

2815 Olivia Road 

1425 Adcock Road 

340 Main Street 

18495 NC HW¥ 27 West 

1915 Buffalo Lake Road 

108 LaFayette Sch Rd 

4700 Old River Road 

4182 Old Clyde Road 

71 Learning Lane 

2238 Asheville Road 

60 Thompson St 

2510 Old Kanuga Road 

271 Bearcat Blvd. 

737 N Clear Creek Road 

690 Ridge Road 

2875 Pace Road 

320 Etowah School Road 

500 Howard Gap Road 

1039 Randall Circle 

40 Preston Lane 

1985 Butler Bridge Road 

94 School House Road 

2270 Sugarloaf Rd 

45 Education Drive 

1012 S Lombard St 

304 West Blanche Street 



139 - 

140 - 

141 - 

142 - 

143 - 

144 - 

145 - 

146 - 

147 - 

148 - 

149 - 

150 - 

151 - 

152 - 

153 - 

154 - 

155 - 

156 - 

157 - 

158 - 

159 - 

160 - 

161 - 

162 - 

163 - 

164 - 

165 - 

166 - 

167 - 

168 - 

169 - 

170 - 

171 - 

172 - 

173 - 

174 - 

175 - 

176 - 

177 - 

178 - 

179 - 

180 - 

181 - 

182 - 

183 - 

184 PO Box 69 

H I 

i Gastonia 

iGastonia 

iSunbury 

i Greensboro 

i Greensboro 

i Greensboro 

i High Point 

i Greensboro 

i Greensboro 

i McLeansville 

i Greensboro 

i Greensboro 

i Liberty 

i Greensboro 

i Greensboro 

i Greensboro 

i High Point 

iSummerfield 

i Greensboro 

i High Point 

iOlivia 

i Lillington 

i Buies Creek 
iCameron 

i Sanford 

i Kipling 

iCanton 

i Clyde 

i Clyde 

i Waynesville 

iCanton 

i Hendersonville 

i Hendersonville 

i Hendersonville 

i Hendersonville 

i Hendersonville 

i Etowah 

i Fletcher 

i Hendersonville 

i East Flat Rock 

i Mills River 

i Mills River 

i Hendersonville 

i Flat Rock 

i Clayton 

i Pine Level 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

28056 

28056 

27979 

27401 

27408 

27410 

27265 

27408 

27455 

27301 

27410 

27403 

27298 

27455 

27410 

27401 

27265 

27358 

27406 

27265 

28368 

27546 

27506 

28326 

27330 

27543 

28716 

28721 

28721 

28786 

28716 

28739 

28792 

28792 

28792 

28792 

28729 

28732 

28791 

28726 

28759 

28759 

28792 

28731 

27520 

27568 

8560 

3899 

8296 

2899 

9188 

4696 

9796 

5999 

3661 

9613 

3999 

9199 

9009 

9528 

9802 

129 

3143 

3325 

6999 

3621 

9366 

2703 

8749 

2810 



139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

M 

704 

704 

252 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

336 

919 

910 

910 

919 

919 

919 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

828 

919 

919 

N 

824 

866 

465 

37O 

37O 

545 

819 

545 

545 

375 

294 

294 

685 

656 

605 

37O 

819 

643 

316 

869 

499 

893 

893 

499 

499 

552 

646 

627 

627 

456 

646 

697 

697 

697 

685 

685 

891 

684 

697 

697 

654 

891 

697 

697 

553 

965 

1617 

6075 

4091 

8120 

8228 

2010 

2120 

2015 

3700 

2555 

7370 

7380 

5000 
4032 
5480 
8270 
2992 
8444 
5888 

79 
4811 

4013 

3505 
4912 
2200 
4353 
3448 
2206 
6565 
2407 
3444 
4755 
5568 
4760 
7743 
7600 
6560 
580 

4752 
4782 
3225 
6563 
4600 
4764 
7113 
3323 



139 - 

140 - 

141 PO BOX 58 

142_ - 

143 - 

144 - 

145 - 

146 - 

147 - 

148 - 

149 - 

1.50 - 

1.51 - 

152 - 

1.53 - 

1.54 - 

155 - 

1.56 - 

1.57 - 

158 - 

1.59 PO Box 9 

160 PO Box A 

161 PO Box 68 

162 - 

163 - 

164 PO Box 129 

165 - 

166 - 

167 - 

168 - 

169 - 

170 - 

171 - 

172 - 

173 - 

174 - 

175 - 

176 - 

177 - 

178 - 

179 - 

180 - 

181 - 

182 - 

183 - 

184 PO Box 69 

(1 

iOlivia NC 

iMamers NC 

i Buies Creek NC 

iKipling NC 

i Pine Level NC 



139 - 

140 - 

141 

142 - 

143 - 

144 - 

145 - 

146 - 

147 - 

148 - 

149 - 

150 - 

151 - 

152 - 

153 - 

154 - 

155 - 

156 - 

157 - 

158 - 

159 

160 

161 

162 - 

163 - 

164 

165 - 

166 - 

167 - 

168 - 

169 - 

170 - 

171 - 

172 - 

173 - 

174 - 

175 - 

176 - 

177 - 

178 - 

179 - 

180 - 

181 - 

182 - 

183 - 

184 

T U 

27979 58 

28368 - 

27552 - 

27506 - 

27543 129 

27568 69 



V 

139 http://www.gaston.k12.nc.us/schools/newhope/index.htm 

140 http://gaston.k12.nc.us/schools/bess/index.htm 

141 http://www.cuacs.ncsu.edu/k12/gates/tscooper.html 

142 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=3896 

143 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=6952 

144 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=9 

145 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=16 

146 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=6995 

147 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=20 

148 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=23 

149 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=31 

150 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=32 

151 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=33 

152 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=21958 

153 http://sch~~~center.gcsnc.c~m/educati~n/sch~~~/sch~~~.php?secti~ndetai~id=15288~&sc-id=1174909197 

154 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=38 

155 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=46 

156 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=6946 

157 http://schoolcenter.gcsnc.com/education/school/school.php?sectionid=49 

158 http://www.pahp.com/ 

159 http://www.harnett.k12.nc.us/schools/benhaven/ 

160 http://www.harnett.k12.nc.us/schools/boone/ 

161 http://www.harnett.k12.nc.us/schools/buies/ 

162 http://www.harnett.k12.nc.us/schools/johnsonville/ 

163 http://www.harnett.k12.nc.us/Schools/highland/index.htm 

164 http://www.harnett.k12.nc.us/schools/lafayette/ 

165 http://www.bes.haywood.k12.nc.us 

166 http://www.clyde.haywood.k12.nc.us 

167 http://www.res.haywood.k12.nc.us 

168 http://www.jes.haywood.k12.nc.us 

169 http://www.nce.haywood.k12.nc.us 

170 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/atk/index.html 

171 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/bds/index.html 

172 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/ccs/index.html 

173 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/dan/dana.htm 

174 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/edn.html 

175 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/eto.html 

176 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/fle/index.html 

177 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/hes/index.html 

178 http://www.hil.henderson.k12.nc.us 

179 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/mar/index.html 

180 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/m rs.html 

181 http://www.sug.henderson.k12.nc.us 

182 http://www.henderson.kl 2.nc.us/upw/index.html 

183 http://j~hnst~nc~unty.nc.sch~~~webpages.c~m/educati~n/sch~~~/sch~~~.php?secti~nid=669 

184 http://j~hnst~nc~unty.nc.sch~~~webpages.c~m/educati~n/sch~~~/sch~~~.php?secti~nid=656 



X Y w 
139 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
140 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
141 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
142 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
143 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
144 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
145 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
146 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
147 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
148 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
149 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
150 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
151 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
152 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
153 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
154 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
155 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
156 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
157 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
158 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
159 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
160 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
161 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
162 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
163 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
164 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
165 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
166 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
167 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
168 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
169 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
170 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
171 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
172 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
173 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
174 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
175 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
176 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
177 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
178 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
179 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
180 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
181 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
182 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
183 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
184 KG:01:02:03:04:05 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Charter 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

Public 

6 
6 
1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
3 
3 



139 

140 

141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

164 

165 

166 

167 

168 

169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

524 

655 

25O 

347 

4O9 

626 

776 

5O9 

763 

243 

533 

338 

326 

86O 

732 

376 

796 

691 

531 

310 

5O6 

54O 

343 

59O 

871 

787 

567 

472 

215 

351 

426 

386 

4OO 

463 

486 

556 

389 

555 

447 

572 

499 

538 

373 

454 

986 

592 

AA 

38i 

28i 
42i 

48i 

28i 
36i 

17i 

33i 

27i 

~8i 
39i 

40i 

22i 

46i 

4~i 
39i 

~8i 
32i 

39i 

22i 

4oi 
s8i 
47i 

3si 
32i 

16i 

28i 
27i 

26i 

28i 
28i 
32i 

32i 

24i 
38i 
2si 
36i 

36i 

34i 

24i 
34i 

67i 
37i 

AB 

36 

36 

37 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

41 

43 

43 

43 

43 

43 

43 

44 

44 

44 

44 

44 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

45 

51 

51 



AC 

139 Gaston 

140 Gaston 

141 Gates 

142 Guilford 

143 Guilford 

144 Guilford 

145 Guilford 

146 Guilford 

147 Guilford 

148 Guilford 

149 Guilford 

150 Guilford 

151 Guilford 

152 Guilford 

153 Guilford 

154 Guilford 

155 Guilford 

156 Guilford 

157 Guilford 

158 Guilford 

159 Harnett 

160 Harnett 

161 Harnett 

162 Harnett 

163 Harnett 

164 Harnett 

165 Haywood 

166 Haywood 

167 Haywood 

168 Haywood 

169 Haywood 

170 Henderson 

171 Henderson 

172 Henderson 

173 Henderson 

174 Henderson 

175 Henderson 

176 Henderson 

177 Henderson 

178 Henderson 

179 Henderson 

180 Henderson 

181 Henderson 

182 Henderson 

183 Johnston 

184 Johnston 



A 

185 Riverwood Elementary 

186 Wilson’s Mills Elementary 

187 Benjamin T Bullock Elem 

188 Broadway Elementary 

189 Deep River Elementary 

190 Greenwood Elementary 

191 J Glenn Edwards Elementary 

192 Tramway Elementary 

193 J R Ingram Jr Elementary 

194 Banks Elementary 

195 Moss Hill Elementary 

196 Northwest Elementary 

197 Southeast Elementary 

198 Southwood Elementary 

199 Union Elementary 

200 Brush Creek Elementary 

201 Hot Springs Elementary 

202 Laurel Elementary 

203 Mars Hill Elementary 

204 Rodgers Elementary 

205 Allenbrook Elementary 

206 Bain Elementary 

207 Barringer Academic Center 

208 Barnette Elementary 

209 Briarwood Elementary 

210 Cornelius Elementary 

211 Cotswold Elementary 

212 Davidson Elementary 

213 Devonshire Elementary 

214 Dilworth Elementary 

215 First Ward Arts Elementary 

216 Elizabeth Lane Elementary 

217 Elon Park Elementary 

218 Elizabeth Traditional Elementary 

219 Polo Ridge Elementary 

220 Hawk Ridge Elementary 

221 Highland Creek Elementary 

222 Hornets Nest Elementary 

223 Croft Community Elementary 

224 Huntersville Elementary 

225 Huntingtowne Farms Elementary 

226 J.V. Washam Elementary 

227 Ballantyne Elementary 

228 Lansdowne Elementary 

229 Mallard Creek Elementary 

230 McKee Road Elementary 

Johnston County Schools 

Johnston County Schools 

Lee County Schools 

Lee County Schools 

Lee County Schools 

Lee County Schools 

Lee County Schools 

Lee County Schools 

Lee County Schools 

Lenoir County Public Schools 

Lenoir County Public Schools 

Lenoir County Public Schools 

Lenoir County Public Schools 

Lenoir County Public Schools 

Lincoln County Schools 

Madison County Schools 

Madison County Schools 

Madison County Schools 

Madison County Schools 

Martin County Schools 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 



185 Ms 

186 Mr 

187 Ms 

188 Mr 

189 Ms 

190 Ms 

191 Ms 

192 Ms 

193 Ms 

194 Ms 

195 Mrs 

196 Mrs 

197 - 

198 Mr 

199 Mrs 

200 Mrs 

201 Mr 

202 Mr 

203 Mr 

204 Mrs 

205 Ms 

206 Mr 

207 - 

208 Ms 

209 Ms 

210 Mr 

211 Ms 

212 - 

213 Dr 

214 - 

215 Ms 

216 Ms 

217 Mr 

218 Ms 

219 Ms 

220 Mr 

221 - 

222 Ms 

223 Ms 

224 Ms 

225 - 

226 Dr 

227 Dr 

228 - 

229 Ms 

230 Ms 

Dorlisa 

Jamie 

Pamela 

George 

Amy 

Vicki 

Christina 

Anne 

Lisa 

Cynthia 

Susan 

Dawn 

Nakia 

Jerry 

Heather 

Rhonda 

Daniel 

Daniel 

Nicholas 

Sharon 

Celeste 

John 

Stephanie 

Dianna 

Brenda 

James 

Alicia 

Dana 

Mary 

Terry 

Selestine 

Tara Lynn 

Charles 

Susan 

Nizy 

Troy 

Ernest 

Victoria 

Susan 

Deborah 

Carolyn 

Rachel 

Sharon 

Brian 

Natalie 

Beverly 

D E 

i Johnson-Cowart 

i Stoke 

i Sutton 

iRaley 

iLundy 

iHaislip 

iWomble 

i Beal 

i Duffey 

i Faulkner 

i GIover 

iHunter 

iWilliams 

i Walton 

iHouser 

iCuthbertson 

i Metcalf 

i Metcalf 

i Honeycutt 

iJernigan 

iSpears-Ellis 

i LeGrand 

iRange 
iNewman 

i Steadman 

iGarvin 

i Hash 

iJarrett 

i Sturge 

iHall 

iCrowder 

i Sullivan 

iFortuna 

iSpencer-Smith 

i John 

iMoore 
i Saxton 

i Hicks 

i Wilson 

iMangieri 

i Rodd 

iWilliams 

iMazurek 

i Bambauer 

i Lowe 
i Newsome 



F 

185 DorlisaJohnson@johnston.k12.nc.us 

186 JamieStoke@johnston.k12.nc.us 

187 psutton.bullock@lee.k12.nc.us 

188 graley.bway@ lee.k12.nc.us 

189 alundy.dr@lee.k12.nc.us 

G 

108 Athletic Club Blvd 

4654 Wilson’s Mills Rd 

1410 McNeill Road 

307 S Main St 

4000 Deep River Rd 

190 vhaislip.gw@lee.k12.nc.us 1127 Greenwood Rd 

191 cwomble.edwards@lee.k12.nc.us 3115 Cemetery Rd 

192 abeal.tway@lee.k12.nc.us 360 Center Church Road 

193 Iduffey.ingram@lee.k12.nc.us 3309 Wicker St 

194 cfaulkner@lenoir.k12.nc.us 2148 Falling Creek Rd 

195 sglover@lenoir.k12.nc.us 6040 Hwy 55 West 

196 dhunter@lenoir.k12.nc.us 1701 Old Well Rd 

197 nwilliams@lenoir.k12.nc.us 201 McDaniels Street 

198 jwalton@lenoir.k12.nc.us 1245 Hwy 58 South 

199 hhouser@lincoln.k12.nc.us 4875 Reepsville Rd 

200 rcuthbertson@madisonk12.net 265 Upper Brush Creek Road 

201 dmetcalf@madisonk12.net 63 Serpentine Ave 

202 dmetcalf@madisonk12.net 4100 Highway 212 

203 nhoneycutt@madisonk12.net 200 School House Lane 

204 sjernigan@martin.k12.nc.us 2277 Rodgers School Rd 

205 p308@cms.k12.nc.us 1430 Allenbrook Dr 

206 p314@cms.k12.nc.us 11524 Bain School Rd 

207 p316@cms.k12.nc.us 1546 Walton Rd 

208 p328@cms.k12.nc.us 13659 Beatties Ford Rd 

209 p329@cms.k12.nc.us 1001 Wilann Dr 

210 p346@cms.k12.nc.us 21126 Catawba Ave 

211 p349@cms.k12.nc.us 300 Greenwich Rd 

212 p357@cms.k12.nc.us 635 South St 

213 p365@cms.k12.nc.us 6500 Barrington Dr 

214 p367@cms.k12.nc.us 405 E. Park Ave 

215 p368@cms.k12.nc.us 715 N. Caldwell St 

216 p382@cms.k12.nc.us 121 Elizabeth Ln 

217 p383@cms.k12.nc.us 11425 Ardrey Kell Rd 

218 p384@cms.k12.nc.us 1601 Park Dr 

219 p392@cms.k12.nc.us 11830 Tom Short Rd 

220 p406@cms.k12.nc.us 9201 Bryant Farms Rd 

221 p411@cms.k12.nc.us 7242 Highland Creek Pkwy 

222 p416@cms.k12.nc.us 6700 Beatties Ford Rd 

223 p418@cms.k12.nc.us 4911 Hucks Rd 

224 p420@cms.k12.nc.us 200 Gilead Rd 

225 p422@cms.k12.nc.us 2520 Huntingtowne Farms Ln 

226 p433@cms.k12.nc.us 9611 Westmoreland Rd 

227 p437@cms.k12.nc.us 15425 Scholastic Ln 

228 p438@cms.k12.nc.us 6400 Prett Ct 

229 p446@cms.k12.nc.us 9801 Mallard Creek Rd 

230 p451@cms.k12.nc.us 4101 McKee Rd 



185 - 

186 - 

187 - 

188 - 

189 - 

190 - 

191 - 

192 - 

193 - 

194 - 

195 - 

196 - 

197 - 

198 - 

199 - 

200 - 
201 - 

202 - 

203 - 

204 - 

205 - 

206 - 

207 - 

208 - 

209 - 

210 - 

211 - 

212 - 

213 - 

214 - 

215 - 

216 - 

217 - 

218 - 

219 - 

220 - 

221 - 

222 - 

223 - 

224 - 

225 - 

226 - 

227 - 

228 - 

229 - 

230 - 

H I 

i Clayton 

iWilson’s Mills 

i Sanford 

i Broadway 

i Sanford 

i Sanford 

i Sanford 

i Sanford 

i Sanford 

i Kinston 

i Kinston 

i Kinston 

i Kinston 
i Kinston 

iVale 

i Marshall 

i Hot Springs 

i Marshall 

i Mars Hill 

iWilliamston 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

i Huntersville 

iCharlotte 

iCornelius 

iCharlotte 

i Davidson 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

i Matthews 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

i Huntersville 

iCharlotte 

iCornelius 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

J 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

K 
27527 
27593 
27330 
27505 
27330 
27330 
27332 
27330 
27330 
28504 
28504 
28504 
28501 
28504 
28168 
28753 
28743 
28753 
28754 
27892 
28208 
28227 
28208 
28078 
28215 
28031 
28211 
28036 
28215 
28203 
28202 
28105 
28277 
28204 
28277 
28277 
28269 
28216 
28269 
28078 
28210 
28031 
28277 
28270 
28262 
28270 

L 

5759 

8634 

9374 

9512 

9410 

1605 

6931 

2149 

2725 

1910 

5966 

9739 

1258 



185 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

196 

197 

198 

199 

2OO 

201 

2O2 

2O3 

2O4 

2O5 

2O6 

2O7 

2O8 

2O9 

210 

211 

212 

213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

218 

219 

22O 

221 

222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

227 

228 

229 

23O 

M 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

252 

252 

252 

252 

252 

7O4 

828 

828 

828 

828 

252 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

98O 

N 

359 

934 

718 

258 

776 

776 

774 

718 

774 

527 

569 

527 

527 

527 

276 

649 

622 

656 

689 

792 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

63OO 

2978 

160 

3828 

2722 

5O6 

3733 

170 

3772 

9470 

5071 

5143 

4210 

9081 

1493 

1547 

3292 

2223 

2922 

3834 

6004 

6915 

5533 

372 

6475 

3905 

6720 

3900 

6445 

2240 

5485 
5700 
1440 
5475 
749 

5927 
1065 
6110 
370 

3835 
3625 
1071 
413 
6733 
3980 
3970 
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186 PO Box 176 
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189 - 
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201 PO Box 247 
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214 - 
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220 - 

221 - 
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223 - 

224 - 

225 - 

226 - 

227 - 

228 - 

229 - 

230 - 

O 

iWilson’s Mills NC 

i Lemon Springs NC 

i Hot Springs NC 
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198 - 

199 - 

200 - 
201 
202 - 
203 - 

204 - 

205 - 

206 - 

207 - 

208 - 

209 - 

210 - 

211 - 

212 - 

213 - 

214 - 

215 - 

216 - 

217 - 

218 - 

219 - 

220 - 

221 - 

222 - 

223 - 

224 - 

225 - 

226 - 

227 - 

228 - 

229 - 

230 - 

T U 

27593 176 

28355 9 

28743 247 



V 

185 http~//j~hnst~nc~unty.nc~sch~~~webpages.c~m/educati~n/sch~~~/sch~~~.php ?secti~nid= ~ ~ 

186 http://j~hnst~nc~untV.nc~sch~webpages~c~m/educati~n/sch~/sch~.php?secti~nid~672 

187 http://www.lee.k12.nc.us/Bullock.pdf 

188 http://www.lee.k~2,nc.us/Broadwav.pdf 

189 http://www.lee.k~2,nc.us/Deep%20River.pdf 

190 http://www.lee.k~2,nc.us/Greenwood.pdf 

19~ http://www.lee.k~2,nc.us/Edwards.pdf 

192 http://www.lee.k~2,nc.us/Tramwav,pdf 

193 http://www.lee.k~2,nc.us/Ingram.pdf 

194 http://www.lenoir.k12.nc.us/banks/ 

195 http://www.lenoir.k12.nc.us/mosshill/ 

196 http://www.lenoir.k12.nc.us/northwest/ 

197 http://www.lenoir.k12.nc.us/southeast/ 

198 http://www.lenoir.k12.nc.us/southwood/ 

199 http://www.lincoln,k12.nc.us/Union/index.htm 

200 http://bces.madisonk12.schoolfusion.us 

20~ http://hses.madisonk12.schoolfusion.us/ 

202 http://les.madisonk12.schoolfusion.us/ 

203 http://mhes.madisonk12.schoolfusion.us/ 

204 www.martin.k12.nc.us 

205 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/allenbrookES 

206 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/bainES 

207 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/barringerES 

208 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/barnetteES 

209 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/briarwoodES 

210 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/corneliusES 

21~ http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/cotswold ES 

212 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/davidsonES 

213 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/devonshireES 

214 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/dilworthES 

215 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/firstward ES 

216 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/elizabethlaneES 

217 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/elonparkES 

218 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/elizabethES 

219 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/poloridgeES 

220 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/hawkridgeES 

22~ http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/highlandcreekES 

222 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/hornetsnestES 

223 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/croftES 

224 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/huntersvilleES 

225 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/huntingtownefarmsES 

226 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/jvwasham ES 

227 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/ballantvneES 

228 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/lansdowneES 

229 http://schools.cms.kl 2.nc.us/mallardcreekES 

230 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/mckeeroadES 
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AC 

185 Johnston 

186 Johnston 

187 Lee 

188 Lee 

189 Lee 

190 Lee 

191 Lee 

192 Lee 

193 Lee 

194 Lenoir 

195 Lenoir 

196 Lenoir 

197 Lenoir 

198 Lenoir 

199 Lincoln 

200 Madison 

201 Madison 

202 Madison 

203 Madison 

204 Martin 

205 Mecklenburg 

206 Mecklenburg 

207 Mecklenburg 

208 Mecklenburg 

209 Mecklenburg 

210 Mecklenburg 

211 Mecklenburg 

212 Mecklenburg 

213 Mecklenburg 

214 Mecklenburg 

215 Mecklenburg 

216 Mecklenburg 

217 Mecklenburg 

218 Mecklenburg 

219 Mecklenburg 

220 Mecklenburg 

221 Mecklenburg 

222 Mecklenburg 

223 Mecklenburg 

224 Mecklenburg 

225 Mecklenburg 

226 Mecklenburg 

227 Mecklenburg 

228 Mecklenburg 

229 Mecklenburg 

230 Mecklenburg 



A 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg 

B 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

231 Myers Park Traditional 

232 Newell Elementary 

233 J H Gunn Elementary 

234 Oakdale Elementary 

235 Olde Providence Elementary 

236 Pineville Elementary 

237 Providence Spring Elementary 

238 Stoney Creek Elementary 

239 Selwyn Elementary 

240 Sharon Elementary 

241 Steele Creek Elementary 

242 Torrence Creek Elementary 

243 Grand Oak Elementary 

244 Tuckaseegee Elementary 

245 University Park Creative Arts Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools 

246 Irwin Academic Center Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools 

247 Winget Park Elementary Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools 

248 River Gate Elementary Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools 

249 Community Charter School Community Charter School 

250 Charlotte Choice Charter Charlotte Choice Charter 

251 Star Elementary Montgomery County Schools 

252 Cameron Elementary Moore County Schools 

253 Sandhills Farm Life Elementary Moore County Schools 

254 Pinehurst Elementary Moore County Schools 

255 West Pine Elementary Moore County Schools 

256 The Academy of Moore County The Academy of Moore County 

257 Baskerville Elementary Nash-Rocky Mount Schools 

258 Benvenue Elementary Nash-Rocky Mount Schools 

259 M B Hubbard Elementary Nash-Rocky Mount Schools 

260 O R Pope Elementary Nash-Rocky Mount Schools 

261 Williford Elementary Nash-Rocky Mount Schools 

262 Bradley Creek Elementary New Hanover County Schools 

263 College Park Elementary New Hanover County Schools 

264 Edwin A Anderson Elementary New Hanover County Schools 

265 Edwin A Alderman Elementary New Hanover County Schools 

266 Gregory School of Math, Science, and Tec New Hanover County Schools 

267 Holly Tree Elementary New Hanover County Schools 

268 John J Blair Elementary New Hanover County Schools 

269 Pine Valley Elementary New Hanover County Schools 

270 Dr John Codington Elem New Hanover County Schools 

271 Sunset Park Elementary New Hanover County Schools 

272 Winter Park Model Elementary New Hanover County Schools 

273 Wrightsville Beach Elem New Hanover County Schools 

274 Island Montessori Charter Island Montessori Charter 

275 Bell Fork Elementary Onslow County Schools 

276 Blue Creek Elementary Onslow County Schools 



231 - 

232 - 

233 Ms 

234 - 

235 Ms 

236 Mr 

237 Ms 

238 - 

239 - 

240 Ms 

241 Ms 

242 - 

243 - 

244 - 

245 Ms 

246 - 

247 Mr 

248 - 

249 Mrs 

250 Mrs 

251 Ms 

252 Mr 

253 Ms 

254 Ms 

255 Mrs 

256 Ms 

257 Mrs 

258 Mr 

259 Mrs 

260 Ms 

261 Mr 

262 Mrs 

263 Ms 

264 Mrs 

265 Mr 

266 Mrs 

267 Mrs 

268 Mrs 

269 Mrs 

270 Mr 

271 Mrs 

272 Mrs 

273 Mrs 

274 Mr 

275 Dr 

276 Ms 

Lane 

Jordy 

Monique 

Kimberly 

Rachel 

Brian 

Diane 

Mason 

Shane 

Catherine 

Terri 

Leah 

Raymond 

Rhonda 

Janice 

Jo 

Jason 

Kimberly 

Anissa 

Linda 

Teresa 

Dale 

Nora 

Ashlee 

Kim 

Allyson 

Elizabeth 

Quintin 

Sheila 

Karen 

Roderick 

Jayne 

Maria 

Carole 

Robert 

Krista 

Laura 

Barbara 

Rebecca 

Eric 

Jakki 

Monica 

Mary 

Brian 

Gregory 

Paula 

D 



231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 

p464@cms.k12.nc.us 

p474@cms.k12.nc.us 

p478@cms.k12.nc.us 

p485@cms.k12.nc.us 

p491@cms.k12.nc.us 

pSOO@cms.k12.nc.us 

pSO7@cms.k12.nc.us 

p521@cms.k12.nc.us 

p522@cms.k12.nc.us 

p530@cms.k12.nc.us 

p549@cms.k12.nc.us 

p557@cms.k12.nc.us 

p558@cms.k12.nc.us 

p562@cms.k12.nc.us 

p565@cms.k12.nc.us 

p571@cms.k12.nc.us 

p588@cms.k12.nc.us 

p590@cms.k12.nc.us 

G 

2132 Radcliffe Ave 

8601 Old Concord Rd 

7400 Harrisburg Rd 

1825 Oakdale Rd 

3800 Rea Rd 

210 Lowery St 

10045 Providence Church Ln 

14015 Mallard Roost Rd 

2840 Colony Rd 

4330 Foxcroft Rd 

4100 Gallant Ln 

14550 Ranson Rd 

15444 Stumptown Road 

2028 Little Rock Rd 

2400 Hildebrand St 

329 N. Irwin Ave 

12235 Winget Rd 

15340 Smith Rd 

249 amiller@charlottecommunitycharter.com 510 South Torrence Street 

250 choicecharter@gmail.com 1000 Anderson Street 

251 teresa.dunn@montgomery.k12.nc.us 302 S Main Street 

252 dbuie@ncmcs.org 2636 NC Hwy 24 27 

253 nmcneill@ncmcs.org 2201 Farm Life Rd 

254 aciccone@ncmcs.org 100 Dundee Road 

255 kbullard@ncmcs.org 272 Archie Rd 

256 aschoen-theacademy@nc.rr.com 12588 US 15-501 Hwy 

257 EFJenkins@nrms.k12.nc.us 1100 Stokes Avenue 

258 QMMangano@nrms.k12.nc.us 2700 Nicodemus Mile Road 

259 SWallace@nrms.k12.nc.us 7921 Red Oak Battleboro Road 

260 KDKimball@nrms.k12.nc.us 226 Coleman Avenue 

261 RMTillery@nrms.k12.nc.us 801 Williford Street 

262 jayne.kiker@nhcs.net 6211 Greenville Loop 

263 maria.greene@nhcs.net 5001 Oriole Dr 

264 carole.piner@nhcs.net 455 Halyburton Memorial Parkwa 

265 robertmaxey@nhcs.net 2025 Independence Blvd 

266 krista.holland@nhcs.net 1106 Ann Street 

267 laura.holliday@nhcs.net 3020 Web Trace 

268 barbara.stock@nhcs.net 6510 Market St 

269 rebecca.opgrand@nhcs.net 440 John S Mosby Dr 

270 eric.pfirman@nhcs.net 4321 Carolina Beach Road 

271 jakki.jethro@nhcs.net 613 Alabama Ave 

272 monica.goza@nhcs.net 204 S MacMillan Ave 

273 marypaul.beal@nhcs.net 220 Coral Dr 

274 briancorrigan@islandmontessoricharterschool.com 6339 Carolina Beach Road 

275 greg.williams@onslow.k12.nc.us 500 Bell Fork Rd 

276 paula.contreras@onslow.k12.nc.us 1260 Burgaw Hwy 
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i Charlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iPineville 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

i Huntersville 

i Huntersville 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

iCharlotte 

i Charlotte 

i Star 
iCameron 

iCarthage 

i Pinehurst 

iWest End 

iAberdeen 

i Rocky Mount 

i Rocky Mount 

i Battleboro 

i Rocky Mount 

i Rocky Mount 

iWilmington 

iWilmin~ton 

iWilmin~ton 

iWilmin~ton 

iWilmin~ton 

iWilmington 

iWilmin~ton 

iWilmin~ton 

iWilmin~ton 

iWilmin~ton 

iWilmington 

iWri~htsville Beach 

iWilmin~ton 

i Jacksonville 

i Jacksonville 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 
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28226 
28134 
28277 
28262 
28211 
28211 
28273 
28078 
28078 
28214 
28216 
28202 
28278 
28273 
28204 
28205 
27356 
28326 
28327 
28374 
27376 
28315 
27801 
27804 
27809 
27801 
27803 
28409 
28403 
28412 
28403 
28401 
28409 
28405 
28412 
28412 
28401 
28403 
28480 
28409 
28540 
28540 

4314 
1421 

8515 

2699 
3899 
3201 

2756 

8304 

9428 

3838 

8774 

9638 

5827 

3825 

2399 

1926 

5467 

4723 

3753 

7198 

6899 

2734 

6309 

7909 
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238 
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242 
243 
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245 
246 
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248 
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252 
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254 
255 - 
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258 
259 
260 
261 
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265 
266 
267 
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269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 - 
275 
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M 
980 

980 
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980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

980 

7O4 
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910 
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343 
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343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 

343 
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377 

272 

428 

245 

949 

295 

5522 
6820 
6477 
6076 
3755 
3920 
6935 
1030 
5835 
6725 
3810 
695 

2063 
6055 
5178 
5480 
1063 
I000 
3180 
8308 
4333 
7814 
2501 
6969 

910 757 401 
252 451 2880 
252 462 2835 
252 451 8515 
252 451 2885 
252 937 9030 
910 350 2051 
910 350 2058 
910 798 3311 
910 350 2031 
910 251 6185 
910 790 2250 
910 350 2045 
910 350 2121 
910 790 2236 
910 815 6948 
910 350 2159 
910 256 3171 

910 347 4459 
910 347 1717 
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233 - 
234 - 
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238 - 
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245 - 
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248 - 
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250 P BOX 44065 
251 - 
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253 - 
254 PO BOX 729 
255 - 
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258 - 

259 - 

260 - 

261 - 

262 - 

263 - 

264 - 

265 - 

266 - 

267 - 

268 - 

269 - 

270 - 

271 - 

272 - 

273 - 

274 222 Winner Ave 

275 - 

276 - 

Q 

iCharlotte NC 

iPinehurst NC 

iCarolina Beach NC 
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232 - 
233 - 
234 - 
235 - 
236 - 
237 - 
238 - 
239 - 
240 - 
241 - 
242 - 
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244 - 
245 - 
246 - 
247 - 
248 - 
249 - 
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252 - 
253 - 
254 
255 - 
256 - 
257 - 
258 - 

259 - 

260 - 

261 - 

262 - 

263 - 

264 - 

265 - 

266 - 

267 - 

268 - 

269 - 

270 - 

271 - 

272 - 

273 - 

274 

275 - 

276 - 

T 

28215 - 

28370 - 

28428 - 

U 



V 

231 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/myersparkES 

232 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/newell ES 

233 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/jh~unn ES 

234 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/oakdaleES 

235 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/oldeprovidenceES 

236 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/pinevilleES 

237 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/providencesprin~ES 

238 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/stoneycreekES 

239 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/selwyn ES 

240 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/sharon ES 

241 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/steelecreekES 

242 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/torrencecreekES 

243 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/~randoakES/Pa~es/Default.aspx 

244 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/tuckasee~eeES 

245 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/universityparkES 

246 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/irwinacademiccenterES 

247 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/win~etparkES 

248 http://schools.cms.k12.nc.us/river~ateES 

249 http://www.charlottecom m unitycharter.com 

250 www.charlottechoicecharter.org 

251 http://montgomery.k12.nc.us 

252 http://schoolcenter.mcs.k12.nc.us/cam/ 

253 http://schoolcenter.mcs.k12.nc.us/sfl/ 

254 http://schoolcenter.mcs.k12.nc.us/ph 

255 http://www.ncmcs.org/wpe 

256 http://www.academyofmoorecounty.com/ 

257 http://www.nrms.k12.nc.us/schools/baskes 

258 http://www.nrms.k12.nc.us/schools/bes 

259 http://www.nrms.k12.nc.us/schools/m bhes 

260 http://www.nrms.k12.nc.us/schools/pes 

261 http://www.nrms.k12.nc.us/schools/wes 

262 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/bcreek/ 

263 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/cpark/ 

264 http://www.nhcs.net/anderson/ 

265 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/alderman/ 

266 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/gregory/ 

267 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/htree/ 

268 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/blair/ 

269 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/pves/ 

270 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/codington/ 

271 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/sunset/ 

272 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/wpark/ 

273 http://www.nhcs.k12.nc.us/wbeach/ 

274 www. islandmontessoricharterschool.com 

275 http://bellfork.nc.oce.schoolinsites.com/ 

276 http://bluecreek.nc.oce.schoolinsites.com/ 
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A 

277 Carolina Forest Elementary 

278 Clyde Erwin Elementary 

279 Jacksonville Commons Elem 

280 Meadow View Elementary 

281 Northwoods Elementary 

282 Parkwood Elementary 

283 Sand Ridge Elementary 

284 Silverdale Elementary 

285 Stateside Elementary 

286 Swansboro Elementary 

287 Z.E.C.A. School of Arts and Technology 

288 Cameron Park Elementary 

289 Hillsborough Elementary 

290 Estes Hills Elementary 

291 Howard & Lillian Lee Scholars Charter 

292 Central Elementary 

293 Northside Elementary 

294 J C Sawyer Elementary 

295 Pasquotank Elementary 

296 P W Moore Elementary 

297 Weeksville Elementary 

298 Cape Fear Elementary 

299 Helena Elementary 

300 North Elementary 

301 North End Elementary 

302 Oak Lane Elementary 

303 Stories Creek Elementary 

304 Woodland Elementary 

305 Falkland Elementary 

306 Eastern Elementary 

307 Elmhurst Elementary 

308 Ridgewood Elementary 

309 South Greenville Elementary 

310 Archdale Elementary 

311 Coleridge Elementary 

312 Farmer Elementary 

313 Franklinville Elementary 

314 Grays Chapel Elementary 

315 Hopewell Elementary 

316 John R Lawrence Elementary 

317 New Market Elementary 

318 Randleman Elementary 

319 Seagrove Elementary 

320 Trinity Elementary 

321 Balfour Elementary 

322 Lindley Park Elementary 

B 

Onslow County Schools 

Onslow County Schools 

Onslow County Schools 

Onslow County Schools 

Onslow County Schools 

Onslow County Schools 

Onslow County Schools 

Onslow County Schools 

Onslow County Schools 

Onslow County Schools 

Z.E.C.A. School of Arts and Technology 

Orange County Schools 

Orange County Schools 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro City Schools 

The Howard and Lillian Lee Scholars Char 

Elizabeth City-Pasquotank Public Schools 

Elizabeth City-Pasquotank Public Schools 

Elizabeth City-Pasquotank Public Schools 

Elizabeth City-Pasquotank Public Schools 

Elizabeth City-Pasquotank Public Schools 

Elizabeth City-Pasquotank Public Schools 

Pender County Schools 

Person County Schools 

Person County Schools 

Person County Schools 

Person County Schools 

Person County Schools 

Person County Schools 

Pitt County Schools 

Pitt County Schools 

Pitt County Schools 

Pitt County Schools 

Pitt County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Randolph County Schools 

Asheboro City Schools 

Asheboro City Schools 
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310 Ms 
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315 Mrs 

316 Mr 

317 Mrs 

318 Mrs 

319 Mr 

320 Ms 

321 Ms 

322 Dr 

Helen 

Lori 

Curtis 

Vickie 

Elbert 

Claire 

Harold 

Mary 

Glenn 

Lisa 

Stacey 

Julie 

Steven 

Drew 

Terrell 

Fay 

Christopher 

Shawn 

Lindsey 

Amy 

Vacant 

Dakarai 

Annitra 

Sherita 

Chrystal 

Veronica 

Kirk 

Shammah 

Cathy 

Colleen 

Ferdonia 

Shawnda 

Lisa 

Jo 

Ross 

Sharon 

Kristen 

Yvonne 

Alex 

Shayla 

Laurie 

Jeff 

Kimberly 

Janet 

Robin 

D 

i Gross 

i Howard 

i Ehmann 

i Brown 

i Garvey 

i Pfeffer 

iJurewicz 

i McAllister 

i Reed 

i Peele 

i Owens-Howard 

iVandiver 

i Weber 

iWare 

i Jones 

iAgar 

i Paullet 

i Wilson 

i James 

iSteinert 

iBryant 

i Leigh 

iFuller 

i Clayton 

i Clay 

i Brozy 

i Barrett 

i Kirkland 

i Burt 

i Stewart 

i Cherry 

iThompson 

i Glidewell 

i Reaves 

iWallace 

iMiller 

iGilmer 

i Charles 

iSavage 

i Sypole 

i Moss 

i Bowie 

i Means 

iHarris 



F 

277 helen.gross@onslow.k12.nc.us 

278 Iori.howard @onslow.k12.nc.us 

279 curtis.ehmann@onslow.k12.nc.us 

280 vickie,brown @onslow.k12.nc.us 

281 elbert.garvey@onslow,k12.nc.us 

282 claire.pfeffer@onslow.k12,nc.us 

283 harold.jurewicz@onslow.k12.nc.us 

284 mary.mcallister@onslow,k12.nc.us 

285 glenn.reed@onslow.k12.nc.us 

286 lisa.peele@onslow.k12.nc.us 

287 howard_stacey@ hotmail.com 

G 

141 Carolina Forest Boulevard 

323 New River Dr 

1121 Commons Drive North 

1026 Fire Tower Rd 

617 Henderson Dr 

2900 Northwoods Dr 

868 Sand Ridge Road 

841 Smith Road 

132 Stateside Blvd. 

118 School Rd 

TBD 

288 julie.vandiver@orange.k12.nc.us 240 St. Mary’s Road 

289 steven.weber@orange.k12.nc.us 402 North Nash Street 

290 dware@chccs.k12.nc.us 500 N Estes Dr 

291 - unknown 

292 trjones@ecpps.k12.nc.us 1059 US Hwy 17 

293 fagar@ecpps.k12.nc.us 1062 Northside Rd 

294 cpaullet@ecpps,k12.nc.us 1007 Park St 

295 swilson@ecpps.k12.nc.us 1407 Peartree Rd 

296 Ijames@ecpps.k12.nc.us 606 Roanoke Ave 

297 asteinert@ecpps.k12.nc.us 1170 Salem Church Rd 

298 - 1882 NC Hwy 133 

299 bryantda@person.k12,nc.us 355 Helena Moriah Rd 

300 leigha@person.k12.nc.us 260 Henderson Rd 

301 fullers@person.k12.nc.us 378 Mill Creek Rd 

302 claytonch@person.k12.nc,us 2076 Jim Morton Rd 

303 clayv@person.k12.nc.us 133 Stories Creek School Road 

304 brozyk@person.k12.nc.us 7391 Semora Rd 

305 BarretSh@pitt.k12.nc.us 503 NC 121 

306 Kirklac@pitt.k12.nc,us 1700 Cedar Ln 

307 burtc@pitt.k12.nc.us 1815 W Berkley Rd 

308 StewarF@pitt.k12.nc.us 3601 South Bend Dr 

309 CherryS@pitt.k12.nc.us 811 Howell St 

310 Ithompson@randolph,k12.nc.us 207 Trindale Rd 

311 jglidewell@randolph.k12.nc.us 4528 NC Hwy 22 South 

312 rreaves@randolph.k12.nc.us 3557 Grange Hall Rd 

313 swallace@randolph.k12,nc.us 162 Pine St 

314 klmiller@randolph.k12.nc.us 5322 NC Hwy 22 N 

315 ygilmer@randolph.k12.nc.us 6294 Welborn Road 

316 acharles@randolph.k12.nc.us 6068 Suits Rd 

317 ssavage@randolph.k12.nc.us 6096 US Hwy 311 

318 Isypole@randolph.k12.nc.us 100 Swaim St 

319 jmoss@randolph.k12.nc.us 528 Old Plank Rd 

320 kbowie@randolph.k12.nc.us 5457 Braxton Craven Rd 

321 jmeans@asheboro.k12.nc.us 2097 N Asheboro School Rd 

322 rharris@asheboro.k12.nc.us 312 Cliff Rd 
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277 http://carolinaforest.nc.oce.schoolinsites.com/ 

278 http://clydeerwin.nc.oce.schoolinsites.com/ 

279 http://www.jceschool.com/ 

280 - 

281 - 

282 - 
283 http://www.sand_ridge.homestead.com 

284 - 

285 http://stateside.nc.oce.schoolinsites.com/ 

286 - 

287 www.zecaschoolofthearts.com 

288 http://www.ora nse.kl2.nc.us/cp/default.htm 

289 http://www.ora nse.kl2.nc.us/he/Home.html 

290 http://www.chccs.kl2,nc.us/estes/index.html 

291 - 

292 http://www.ecpps.kl2.nc.us/CES/index,html 

293 http://www.ecpps.kl2.nc.us/N ES/index.html 

294 http://www.ecpps.kl2.nc.us/JCS/index.html 

295 http://www.ecpps.kl2.nc.us/PES/index.html 

296 http://www.ecpps.kl2.nc.us/PWM/index,html 

297 http://www.ecpps.kl2.nc.us/WES/index.html 

298 http://www.pendercountyschools.net 

299 http://www.person.kl2,nc.us 

300 http://www.edline.net/pases/North ElementarySchool 

301 http://www.person.kl2.nc.us/northend/ 

302 http://www.person.kl2,nc.us/oaklane/ 

303 http://www.person.kl2,nc.us/storiescreek/ 

304 http://www.person.kl2,nc.us/woodland/ 

305 http://www.pitt kl2.nc.us 

306 http://www.pitt kl2.nc.us 

307 http://www.pitt kl2.nc.us 

308 http://www.pitt kl2.nc.us 

309 http://www.pitt kl2.nc.us 

310 http://www.randolph.kl 2.nc.us/schools/archdale/default.htm 

311 http://www.randolph.kl2.nc.us/schools/colerid~/ 

312 http://www.randolph.kl2.nc.us/schools/farmer/default htm 

313 http://www.randolph.kl2.nc.us/schools/franklin/default.htm 

314 http://www.randolph.kl2.nc.us/schools/chapel/default htm 

315 - 
316 http://www.randolph.k12.nc.us/schools/lawrence/home.htm 

317 http://www.randolph.k12.nc.us/schools/newmark/default htm 

318 http://www.randolph.k12.nc.us/schools/randelem/default htm 

319 http://www.randolph.k12.nc.us/schools/seagrove/home.htm 

320 http://www.randolph.k12.nc.us/schools/trinity/default htm 

321 http://www.asheboro.k12.nc.us/balfour/ 

322 http://www.asheboro.k12.nc.us/lindley 
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295 
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297 

298 

299 

3OO 

301 

302 
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304 

3O5 

306 

307 

3O8 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 

314 

315 

316 

317 

318 

319 

320 

321 

322 

763 

5O5 

644 

789 

366 

619 

537 

398 

673 

467 

637 

424 

535 

410 

544 

426 

286 

351 

412 

52O 

643 

289 

2O7 

283 

446 

221 

471 

616 

393 

7O4 

477 

392 

390 

4O2 

512 

5O5 

639 

49? 

47O 

818 

515 

5O9 

552 

4?3 

AA 

37i 

46i 

39i 

43i 
3oi 

39i 

37i 
2si 
31i 

26i 
36i 
30i 
24i 
27i 
26i 

37i 
2oi 

26i 

3oi 
4si 
28i 
4si 
33i 
2si 
26i 
2si 

2si 
4oi 
28i 
26i 
48i 
33i 

38i 
3oi 

AB 

67 

67 

67 

67 

67 

67 

67 

67 

67 

67 

67 

68 

68 

68 
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70 

70 

70 
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7O 

71 

73 
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73 
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73 

74 

74 

74 

74 

74 
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76 

76 

76 

76 

76 

76 

76 

76 

76 

76 

76 
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AC 

277 Onslow 

278 Onslow 

279 Onslow 

280 Onslow 

281 Onslow 

282 Onslow 

283 Onslow 

284 Onslow 

285 Onslow 

286 Onslow 

287 Onslow 

288 Orange 

289 Orange 

290 Orange 

291 Orange 

292 Pasquotank 

293 Pasquotank 

294 Pasquotank 

295 Pasquotank 

296 Pasquotank 

297 Pasquotank 

298 Pender 

299 Person 

300 Person 

301 Person 

302 Person 

303 Person 

304 Person 

3O5 Pitt 

306 Pitt 

307 Pitt 

3O8 Pitt 

309 Pitt 

310 Randolph 

311 Randolph 

312 Randolph 

313 Randolph 

314 Randolph 

315 Randolph 

316 Randolph 

317 Randolph 

318 Randolph 

319 Randolph 

320 Randolph 

321 Randolph 

322 Randolph 



A 

323 Central Elementary 

324 New Vision Sch.of Math/Sci/Tec 

325 Bostian Elementary 

326 Overton Elementary 

327 Cleveland Elementary 

328 Koontz Elementary 

329 Enochville Elementary 

330 Faith Elementary 

331 Hurley Elementary 

332 Knollwood Elementary 

333 Mt Ulla Elementary 

334 Cliffside Elementary 

335 Plain View Elementary 

336 Covington Street Elementary 

337 Pate-Gardner Elementary 

338 Badin Elementary 

339 Central Elementary 

340 Endy Elementary 

341 East Albemarle Elementary 

342 Locust Elementary 

343 Norwood Elementary 

344 Richfield Elementary 

345 Francisco Elementary 

346 Germanton Elementary 

347 Mount Olive Elementary 

348 Nancy Reynolds Elementary 

349 Poplar Springs Elementary 

350 Sandy Ridge Elementary 

351 Swain Co East Elementary 

352 Swain Co West Elementary 

353 Pisgah Forest Elementary 

354 T C Henderson Elementary 

355 Antioch Elementary 

356 Rea View Elementary 

357 Kensington Elementary 

358 New Salem Elementary 

359 Poplin Elementary 

360 Prospect Elementary 

361 Sandy Ridge Elementary 

362 Stallings Elementary 

B 

Rockingham County Schools 

Rockingham County Schools 

Rowan-Salisbury Schools 

Rowan-Salisbury Schools 

Rowan-Salisbury Schools 

Rowan-Salisbury Schools 

Rowan-Salisbury Schools 

Rowan-Salisbury Schools 

Rowan-Salisbury Schools 

Rowan-Salisbury Schools 

Rowan-Salisbury Schools 

Rutherford County Schools 

Sampson County Schools 

Scotland County Schools 

Scotland County Schools 

Stanly County Schools 

Stanly County Schools 

Stanly County Schools 

Stanly County Schools 

Stanly County Schools 

Stanly County Schools 

Stanly County Schools 

Stokes County Schools 

Stokes County Schools 

Stokes County Schools 

Stokes County Schools 

Stokes County Schools 

Stokes County Schools 

Swain County Schools 

Swain County Schools 

Transylvania County Schools 

Transylvania County Schools 

Union County Public Schools 

Union County Public Schools 

Union County Public Schools 

Union County Public Schools 

Union County Public Schools 

Union County Public Schools 

Union County Public Schools 

Union County Public Schools 

363 Wesley Chapel Elementary Union County Public Schools 

364 Western Union Elementary Union County Public Schools 

365 Herbert Akins Rd Elementary Wake County Schools 

366 Alston Ridge Elementary Wake County Schools 

367 Apex Elementary Wake County Schools 

368 Aversboro Elementary Wake County Schools 
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324 
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328 

329 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 

336 

33? 

338 

339 
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34? 
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35O 

351 

352 
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358 

359 
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363 
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366 

36? 
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Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Mrs 

Ms 

Mr 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms 

Mrs 

Ms 

Mr 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Mr 

Mr 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Dr 

Mr 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Ms 

Ms 

Mrs 

Ms 

Mrs 

Mr 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Mr 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms 

Dr 

Mr 

Mr 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Dr 

Mr 

Barbara 

Debbie 

Lisa 

Betty 

Rebecca 

Rick 

Barry 

Jacqueline 

Kim 

Shonda 

Lindsey 

John 

Gaynor 

Jamie 

Chuck 

Danny 

Melissa 

Karen 

Rick 

David 

Tanya 

Julie 

Mary 

Heather 

Amy 

Brett 

Shannon 

Doug 

Shirley 

Elizabeth 

Mike 

Tony 

Karen 

Donna 

Rachel 

Nell 

Scott 

Kim 

Cindy 

Laura 

Wendy 

Kristi 

Kathy 

Fran 

Laurel 

Paul 

D 

i Brown 

i Smith 

iSigmon 

iTunks 

i Kepley-Lee 

iDunlap 

i Haywood 

iMaloney 

i Walton 

iHairston 

i Chatham 

iMcSwain 

i Hammond 

iSynan 

iDulin 

iPoplin 

i Smith 

i Nixon 

iHessman 

iGrice 

iCrisco 
iMcSwain 

iBeasley 

i Pendleton 

i Musten 

iDenney 

i Boles 

iRose 
iGrant 

iCoulter 

iBailey 

i Meachum 

iDillon 

iCook 

iClarke 

i Hawkins 

iBroome 

iChinnis 

i Croffut 

iGaddy 

iGravely 

i Williford 

iWarren 

iVenezia 

iCrissman 
iDomenico 



323 bbrown@rock.k12.nc.us 

324 dsmith4@rock.k12.nc.us 

325 sigmonlf@rss.k12.nc.us 

326 tunksbs@rss.k12.nc.us 

327 kepleyrl@ rss.k12.nc.us 

328 dunlaprd@rss.k12.nc.us 

329 haywoobw@ rss.k12.nc.us 

330 malonejm @ rss.k12.nc.us 

331 waltonkm @rss.k12.nc.us 

332 hairstsr@rss.k12.nc.us 

333 chathamlt@rss.k12.nc.us 

334 jmcswain@rcsnc.org 

335 ghammond @sampson.k12.nc.us 

336 jsynan@scotland.k12.nc.us 

337 cdulin@scotland.k12.nc.us 

338 danny.poplin @stanlycountyschools.org 

339 Melissa.Smith@stanlycountyschools.org 

340 karen.nixon@stanlycountyschools.org 

341 rick.hessman@stanlycountyschools.org 

342 david.grice@stanlycountyschools.org 

343 tanya.crisco@ sta nlycountyschools.org 

344 julie.mcswain@stanlycountyschools.org 

345 marybeth.beasley@stokes.k12.nc.us 

346 heather.pendleton@stokes.k12.nc.us 

347 amy.musten@stokes.k12.nc.us 

348 brett.denney@stokes.k12.nc.us 

349 shannon.boles@stokes.k12.nc.us 

350 doug.rose@stokes.k12.nc.us 

351 sgrant@swainmail.org 

352 bcoulter@swainmail.org 

353 mbailey@tcsnc.org 

354 tmeachum@tcsnc.org 

355 karen.dillon@ ucps.k12.nc.us 

356 donna.cook@ucps.k12.nc.us 

357 rachel.clarke@ ucps.k12.nc.us 

358 neil.hawkins@ucps.k12.nc.us 

359 scott.broome@ ucps.k12.nc.us 

360 kim.chinnis@ ucps.k12.nc.us 

361 cindy.croffut@ucps.k12.nc.us 

362 laura.gaddy@ ucps.k12.nc.us 

363 wendy.gravely@ucps.k12.nc.us 

364 kristi.williford@ucps.k12.nc.us 

365 mkwarren@wcpss.net 

366 fvenezia@wcpss.net 

367 Icrissman@wcpss.net 

368 pdomenico@wcpss.net 

G 

435 E Stadium Dr 

705 NW Ayersville Rd 

4245 Old Beatty Ford Rd 

1825 Park Rd W 

107 School St 

685 East Ritchie Rd 

925 North Enochville Ave 

1000 School St 

625 Hurley School Rd 

3075 Shue Rd 

13155 NC 801 Hwy 

4016 US Hwy 221-A 

4140 Plain View Hwy 

615 W Covington St 

14241 Oil Mill Rd 

47 Henderson St 

206 N 3rd Street 

27670 Betty Rd 

1813 E Main Street 

103 School Rd 

400 South Main St 

120 Morgan Street 

7165 NC 89 HwyW 

6085 NC 8 Hwy South 

2145 Chestnut Grove Road 

1585 NC 66 Hwy North 

223 Hobe Kiser Road 

1070 Amostown Road 

4747 Ela Rd 

4142 Hwy 19 West 

1076 Ecusta Rd 

11839 Rosman Hwy 

3101 Antioch Church Road 

320 Reid Dairy Road 

8701 Kensington Drive 

6106 Hwy 205 

5627 Poplin Rd 

3005 Ruben Rd 

10101 Waxhaw Manor Drive 

3501 Stallings Rd 

110 Potter Rd S 

4111 Western Union Sch Rd 

2255 Herbert Akins Rd 

11555 Green Level Church Rd. 

700 Tingen Road 

1605 Aversboro Rd 
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336 - 
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345 - 

346 - 

34? - 

348 - 

349 - 

350 - 

351 - 

352 - 
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354 - 

355 - 

356 - 

357 - 

358 - 

359 - 

360 - 

361 - 

362 - 

363 - 

364 - 

365 - 

366 - 

367 - 

368 - 

H I 

i Eden 

i Madison 

i China Grove 

iSalisbury 

iCleveland 

iSalisbury 

i China Grove 

i Faith 

iSalisbury 

i Salisbury 

i Mount Ulla 

i Cliffside 

iDunn 

i Laurinburg 

iGibson 

i Badin 

iAIbemarle 

iAIbemarle 

i AIbemarle 

i Locust 

i Norwood 

i Richfield 

i Westfield 

i Germanton 

iKing 

i Westfield 

iKing 

i Sandy Ridge 

i Bryson City 

i Bryson City 

i Brevard 

i Lake Toxaway 

i Matthews 

iWaxhaw 

iWaxhaw 

i Marshville 

i lndian Trail 

iMonroe 

iWaxhaw 

i Stallings 

iMonroe 

i Waxhaw 

i Fuquay-Varina 

i Cary 

i Apex 

iGarner 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

27288 

27025 

28023 

28144 

27013 

28146 

28023 

28041 

28147 

28147 

28125 

28024 

28334 

28352 

28343 

28009 

28001 

28001 

28001 

28097 

28128 

28137 

27053 

27019 

27021 

27053 

27021 

27046 

28713 

28713 

28712 

28747 

28104 

28173 

28173 

28103 

28079 

28112 

28173 

28104 

28110 

28173 

27526 

27519 

27502 

27529 

3524 

1505 

7660 

2400 

9581 

7007 
6638 
8649 

6843 
3505 

4011 
9045 
5331 
9786 

5737 
9418 
9701 
9269 
9613 

9801 

7579 
9724 

9802 

8039 

9551 
9211 

4550 
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324 

325 

326 

327 

328 - 

329 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 

336 

33? 

338 

339 

340 
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34? 

348 
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35O 

351 
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354 
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356 

357 

358 

359 

360 
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362 

363 
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365 
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36? 

368 

M 
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704 

704 

N 

623 

548 

857 

639 

278 

8378 
4780 
2322 
3000 
2131 

704 933 2534 
704 279 3195 
704 639 3038 
704 857 3400 
704 278 2750 
828 657 6004 
910 891 4354 
910 277 4312 
910 268 4480 
704 961 3900 
704 961 3200 
704 961 3300 
704 961 3500 
704 961 5500 
704 961 4000 
704 961 4800 
336 351 2453 
336 591 4021 
336 983 4351 
336 351 2480 
336 985 234 
336 871 2400 
828 488 939 
828 488 2119 
828 877 4481 
828 862 4463 
704 841 2505 
704 290 1524 
704 290 1500 
704 385 9430 
704 296 320 
704 764 2920 
704 290 1505 
704 290 1558 
704 296 3081 
704 843 2153 
919 567 4100 
919 544 2474 
919 387 2150 
919 662 2325 
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329 - 

330 PO BOX 161 

331 - 

332 - 

333 - 

334 PO BOX 338 

335 - 

336 - 

33? - 

338 PO BOX 308 

339 - 

340 - 

341 - 

342 - 

343 PO BOX 636 

344 - 

345 - 

346 - 

34? - 

348 - 

349 - 

350 - 

351 - 

352 - 

3.53 - 

3.54 - 

355 - 

356 - 

357 - 

358 - 

359 - 

360 - 

361 - 

362 - 

363 - 

364 - 

365 - 

366 - 

367 - 

368 - 

Q 

i Faith NC 

iCliffside NC 

i Badin NC 

i Norwood NC 
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324 

325 

326 
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328 

329 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 

336 

33? 

338 

339 

340 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

346 

34? 

348 

349 

350 

351 

352 

3.53 

3.54 

355 

356 

357 

358 

359 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 

365 

366 

367 

368 

T U 

28041 161 

28024 338 

28009 308 

28128 636 



V 

323 http://www.rock.kl 2.nc.us/Cent/index.htm 

324 http://www.rock.kl 2.nc.us/Nvi/index.htm 

325 http://www.rss.k12.nc.us/schoolpgs/bes/bostian.html 

326 http://www.rss.k12.nc.us/schoolpgs/oes/oes.html 

327 http://www.rss.k12.nc.us/schoolpgs/ces/cleveland.html 

328 http://www.rss.k12.nc.us/schoolpgs/edkes/Koontz.html 

329 http://www.rss.k12.nc.us/schoolpgs/ees/enochville.html 

330 http://www.rss.k12.nc.us/schoolpgs/fes/faith.html 

331 http://www.rss.k12.nc.us/schoolpgs/hes/hes.html 

332 http://www.rss.k12.nc.us/schoolpgs/kes/knoll.html 

333 http://www.rss.k12.nc.us/schoolpgs/MtUes/mtues.html 

334 http://ces.rcsnc.org/ 

335 http://www.sam pson.k12.nc.us/PlainView/ 

336 http://www.scsnc.org/schools/covington/ 

337 http://www.scotland.k12.nc.us/schools/pgp/ 

338 http://badin.stanlycountyschools.org 

339 http://central.stanlycountyschools.org 

340 http://endy.stanlycountyschools.org 

341 http://east.stanlycountyschools.org 

342 http://locust.stanlycountyschools.org 

343 http://norwood.sta nlycountyschools.org 

344 http://www.richfield.stanlycountyschools.org 

345 http://www.fra ncisco.stokes.k12.nc.us/ 

346 http://www.germanton.stokes.k12.nc.us/ 

347 http://www.mountolive.stokes.k12.nc.us/ 

348 http://www.nancyreynolds.stokes.k12.nc.us/ 

349 - 

350 http://www.sandyridse.stokes.k12.nc.us/ 

351 http://www.swain.k12.nc.us/east 

352 http://www.swain.k12.nc.us/west 

353 http://pfe,tcsnc.or~/ 

354 http://tch.tcsnc.ors/ 

355 http://antioch.ucps.k12.nc.us 

356 http://reaview.ucps.k12,nc.us 

357 http://kees,ucps.k12.nc.us 

358 http://nses.ucps.k12.nc.us/ 

359 http://poplin.ucps.kl 2.nc,us 

360 http://prospect.ucps.k12.nc.us 

361 http://sres.ucps.k12.nc.us 

362 http://stallin~s.ucps.k12.nc.us 

363 http://wces.ucps.k12.nc.us 

364 http://wues.ucps.k12.nc.us/ 

365 http://herberta kinsroades.wcpss.net 

366 http://alstonrid~ees.wcpss.net/ 

367 http://apexes.wcpss.net/ 

368 http://aversboroes,wcpss.net/ 
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324 
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33? 
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34? 
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349 - 

35O 

351 

352 

353 

354 

355 

356 

357 

358 

359 

360 

361 

362 

363 

364 

365 

366 

36? 

368 

532 

29O 

347 

42O 

3O2 

557 

415 

437 

611 

655 

322 

382 

463 

294 

197 

396 

555 

33? 

34O 

362 

408 

371 

94 

209 

616 

137 

211 

42O 

39? 

528 

139 

853 

811 

??6 

310 

660 

475 

911 

634 

576 

424 

865 

643 

6?9 

431 

AA 

33i 
19i 
23i 

28i 
2oi 
34i 

2si 
2si 
37i 

41i 

2oi 
24i 

29i 

18i 
12i 
24i 
38i 
20i 
17i 

23i 

19i 

2oi 

isi 
19i 

28i 
12i 

2si 
29i 

49i 

43i 
4si 
2si 
40i 
30i 
s4i 
38i 
36i 

33i 

s3i 
44i 
39i 
37i 

AB 

79 
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8O 

8O 

8O 
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324 

325 
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327 
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329 

330 

331 

332 

333 

334 

335 
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33? 

338 

339 

340 

341 
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343 

344 

345 
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34? 

348 

349 

35O 
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352 

353 

354 

355 
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357 

358 

359 
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362 
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364 

365 

366 

36? 

368 

AC 

Rockingham 

Rockingham 

Rowan 

Rowan 

Rowan 

Rowan 

Rowan 

Rowan 

Rowan 

Rowan 

Rowan 

Rutherford 

Sampson 

Scotland 

Scotland 

Stanly 

Stanly 

Stanly 

Stanly 

Stanly 

Stanly 

Stanly 

Stokes 

Stokes 

Stokes 

Stokes 

Stokes 

Stokes 

Swain 

Swain 

Transylvania 

Transylvania 

Union 

Union 

Union 

Union 

Union 

Union 

Union 

Union 

Union 

Union 

Wake 

Wake 

Wake 

Wake 



A 

369 Banks Rd Elementary 

370 Baileywick Road Elementary 

371 Ballentine Elementary 

Wake 

Wake 

Wake 

372 Baucom Elementary Wake 

373 Barwell Road Elementary Wake 

374 Brassfield Elementary Wake 

375 Brentwood Elementary Wake 

376 Briarcliff Elementary Wake 

377 Brier Creek Elementary Wake 

378 Brooks Elementary Wake 

379 Bugg Elementary Wake 

380 Carpenter Elementary Wake 

381 Cary Elementary Wake 

382 Cedar Fork Elementary Wake 

383 Combs Elementary Wake 

384 Corm Elementary Wake 

385 Creech Road Elementary Wake 

386 Davis Drive Elementary Wake 

387 Dillard Drive Elementary Wake 

388 Douglas Elementary Wake 

389 Durant Road Elementary Wake 

390 East Garner Elementary Wake 

391 Forestville Road Elementary Wake 

392 Farmington Woods Elementary Wake 

393 Fox Road Elementary Wake 

394 Fuller Elementary Wake 

395 Forest Pines Elementary Wake 

396 Fuquay-Varina Elementary Wake 

397 Green Hope Elementary Wake 

398 Green Elementary Wake 

399 Highcroft Elementary Wake 

400 Hodge Road Elementary Wake 

401 Holly Springs Elementary Wake 

402 Hunter Elementary Wake 

403 Holly Ridge Elementary Wake 

404 Harris Creek Elementary Wake 

405 Jeffreys Grove Elementary Wake 

406 Jones Dairy Elementary Wake 

407 Heritage Elementary Wake 

408 Joyner Elementary Wake 

409 Holly Grove Elementary Wake 

410 Kingswood Elementary Wake 

411 Knightdale Elementary Wake 

412 Laurel Park Elementary Wake 

413 Lacy Elementary Wake 

414 Leesville Road Elementary Wake 
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County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 
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County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

County 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 

Schools 



369 Ms 

370 Ms 

371 Ms 

372 Ms 

373 Ms 

374 Ms 

375 Mr 

376 Ms 

377 Mrs 

378 Ms 

379 Mr 

380 Ms 

381 Mr 

382 Ms 

383 Ms 

384 Mr 

385 Ms 

386 Mr 

387 Mr 

388 Ms 

389 Ms 

390 Ms 

391 Ms 

392 Ms 

393 Mr 

394 Ms 

395 Mr 

396 Mr 

397 Ms 

398 Ms 

399 Mr 

400 Ms 

401 Mr 

402 Mr 

403 Mr 

404 Ms 

405 Ms 

406 Mr 

407 Ms 

408 Ms 

409 Ms 

410 Ms 

411 Ms 

412 Mr 

413 Mr 

414 Ms 

Carmen 

Kathy 

Kimberly 

Tammy 

Sandra 

Elizabeth 

Eric 

Stephanie 

Sandy 

Felecia 

Michael 

April 

Rodney 

Kathleen 

Muriel 

Barry 

Catherine 

James 

James 

Donna 

Teresa 

Kimberly 

Dianne 

Anne 

Robert 

Cheryl 

Carl 

Steven 

Mary 

Lisa 

Matthew 

Debra 

Windell 

Lee 

Joy 

Tracie 

Lisa 

Robert 

Jennifer 

Kathryn 

Wiladean 

Sherry 

Linda 

Burton 

Robert 

Judy 

D 

i Graf 

iHartenstine 

iShort 

iJahad 

i Barefoot 

i MacWilliams 

i Fitts 

i Raiford 

iChambers 

i Locklear 

iArmstrong 

i Hill 

iStanton 

i Marynak 

iSummers 

i Richburg 

iBerry 

i Mack 

i Douglas 

iSpivey 

i Winstead 

iBurton 

i Pridgen 

i Pierce 

i Lewis 

iFenner 

iGrant 
iMoore 

i Leach 

i Brown 

i Gamble 

i Pearce 
iHarris 

i Teel (interim) 

iGorman 

iSauers 
iCruz 

i Bendel 

iAbraham 

iHutchinson 

iThomas 

iSchliesser 

i Roberson 

i Batten 
iGrant 

iDudley (Interim) 



369 cgrafl@wcpss.net 

370 khartenstine@wcpss.net 

371 kshort@wcpss.net 

372 tjahad@wcpss.net 

373 sbarefoot@wcpss.net 

374 emacwilliams@wcpss.net 

375 efitts@wcpss.net 

376 sraiford@wcpss.net 

377 schambers@wcpss.net 

378 flocklear@wcpss.net 

379 mlarmstrong@wcpss.net 

380 ahilll@wcpss.net 

381 rstanton@wcpss.net 

382 kmarynak@wcpss.net 

383 msummers@wcpss.net 

384 brichburg@wcpss.net 

385 cberry@wcpss.net 

386 jmack@wcpss.net 

387 jdouglas@wcpss.net 

388 dspivey@wcpss.net 

389 twinstead@wcpss.net 

390 kburton@wcpss.net 

391 vpridgen@wcpss.net 

392 awpierce@wcpss.net 

393 rlewis@wcpss.net 

394 cfenner@wcpss.net 

395 cgrant@wcpss.net 

396 samoore@wcpss.net 

397 mleach2@wcpss.net 

398 Ibrown@wcpss.net 

399 mgamble@wcpss.net 

400 dpearce@wcpss.net 

G 

10225 Chambers Rd 

9425 Baileywick Road 

1651 McLaurin Lane 

400 Hunter St 

3925 Barwell Road 

2001 Brassfield Rd 

3426 Ingram Dr 

1220 Pond St 

9801 Brier Creek Parkway 

700 Northbrook Dr 

825 Cooper Rd 

2100 Morrisville Parkway 

400 Kildaire Farm Road 

1050 Town Hall Drive 

2001 Lorimer Rd 

1220 Brookside Dr 

450 Creech Rd 

2151 Davis Drive 

5018 Dillard Drive 

600 Ortega Rd 

9901 Durant Rd 

5545 Jones Sausage Road 

100 Lawson Ridge Road 

1413 Hampton Valley Rd 

7101 Fox Rd 

806 Call@way Dr 

11455 Forest Pines Drive 

6600 Johnson Pond Rd 

2700 Louis Stephens Drive 

5307 Six Forks Rd 

5415 Highcroft Drive 

2128 Mingo Bluff Boulevard 

401 wharris2Owcpss.net 401 Holly Springs Road 

402 Iteel@wcpss.net 1018 E Davie St 

403 jgorman@wcpss.net 900 Holly Springs Road 

404 tsauers@wcpss.net 3829 Forestville Road 

405 Icruz@wcpss.net 6119 Creedmoor Rd 

406 rbendel@wcpss.net 1100 Jones Dairy Road 

407 jmabraham@wcpss.net 3500 Rogers Road 

408 khutchinson@wcpss.net 2300 Lowden St. 

409 wrthomas@wcpss.net 1451 Avent Ferry Road 

410 sschliesser@wcpss.net 200 E. Johnson Street 

411 Igroberson@wcpss.net 109 Ridge St 

412 bbatten@wcpss.net 2450 Laura Duncan Rd 

413 bgrant@wcpss.net 2001 Lake Boone Trail 

414 jdudley@wcpss.net 8402 Pride Way 



369 - 

370 - 

371 - 

372 - 

373 - 

374 - 

375 - 

376 - 

377 - 

378 - 

379 - 

380 - 

381 - 

382 - 

383 - 

384 - 

385 - 

386 - 

387 - 

388 - 

389 - 

390 - 

391 - 

392 - 

393 - 

394 - 

395 - 

396 - 

397 - 

398 - 

399 - 

400 - 

401 - 

402 - 

403 - 

404 - 

405 - 

406 - 

407 - 

408 - 

409 - 

410 - 

411 - 

412 - 

413 - 

414 - 

H I 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Fuquay Varina 
iApex 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iCary 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iCary 
iCary 

i Morrisville 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iGarner 
iCary 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iGarner 

i Knightdale 

iCary 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Fuquay-Varina 
iCary 

i Raleigh 

iCary 

i Knightdale 

i Holly Springs 

i Raleigh 

i Holly Springs 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iWake Forest 

iWake Forest 

i Raleigh 

i Holly Springs 

iCary 

i Knightdale 

iApex 

i Raleigh 
i Raleigh 

J 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

K 

27603 

27615 

27526 

27502 

27610 

27614 

27604 

27511 

27617 

27609 

27610 

27519 

27511 

27560 

27606 

27604 

27529 

27519 

27606 

27609 

27614 

27529 

27545 

27511 

27616 

27610 

27614 

27526 

27519 

27609 

27519 

27545 

27540 

27601 

27540 

27616 

27612 

27587 

27587 

27608 

27540 

27513 

27545 

27523 

27607 

27613 

1320 

9453 

2536 

4418 

5514 

3799 

2661 

2040 

2908 

5957 

9369 

4548 

4014 

9036 

4433 

1624 

1726 

6766 

1004 
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374 

375 

376 

377 
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382 
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384 

385 
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39O 
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392 

393 
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4OO 

401 

4O2 

4O3 

4O4 

4O5 

4O6 

4O7 

4O8 
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414 

M 

919 
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919 

919 
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919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

N 

89O 

518 

557 

387 
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87O 

85O 

46O 

484 

881 

25O 

462 

46O 

388 

233 

856 

662 

387 

233 

881 

870 

773 

266 

46O 

850 

856 

562 

557 

388 

881 

46O 

266 

557 

856 
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217 

881 

562 

562 

856 
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46O 

266 

290 
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87O 

7333 

9O 

1120 

2168 

5405 

4080 

8720 

3443 

4747 

1350 

4750 

6780 

3455 

5240 

4300 

7637 

2359 

2130 

4200 

4894 

4220 

7411 

8487 

3469 

8845 

7625 

6262 

2566 

5270 

1390 

3527 

8599 

2660 

7676 

1300 

5100 
4910 
6181 
6000 
7650 
1700 
3481 
8540 
2333 

4920 

4200 
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410 - 
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414 - 
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369 http://banksroades.wcpss.net/ 

370 http://baileywickes.wcpss.net/ 

371 http://ballentine.wcpss.net 

372 http://baucomes.wcpss.net/ 

373 http://barwellroades.wcpss.net/ 

374 http://brassfield.wcpss.net/ 

375 http://brentwoodes.wcpss.net/ 

376 http://bria rcliffes.wcpss.net/ 

377 http://briercreekes.wcpss.net/ 

378 http://brookses.wcpss.net/ 

379 http://bul~l~es.wcpss, net/ 

380 http://carpenteres.wcpss.net 

381 http://caryes.wcpss.net/ 

382 http://cedarforkes.wcpss.net 

383 http://combses.wcpss.net/ 

384 http://connes.wcpss.net/ 

385 http://creechroades.wcpss.net/ 

386 http://davisd rive.wcpss.net/ 

387 http://dillardes.wcpss.net/ 

388 http://doul~las.wcpss.net/ 

389 http://durantes.wcpss.net/ 

390 http://eastl~arneres.wcpss.net 

391 http://forestvillees.wcpss.net/ 

392 http://fwes.wcpss, net/ 

393 http://foxroades.wcpss.net/ 

394 http://fulleres.wcpss.net/ 

395 http://forestpineses.wcpss.net/ 

396 http://fuq uayes.wcpss.net/ 

397 http://l~reenhopees.wcpss.net/ 

398 http://l~yr.wcpss, net/ 

399 http://hiBhcroftes.wcpss.net/ 

400 http://hodl~eroades.wcpss.net/ 

401 http://hollysprinl~ses.wcpss.net/ 

402 http://hunteres.wcpss.net/ 

403 http://hollyridl~ees.wcpss.net/ 

404 http://harriscreekes.wcpss.net/ 

405 http://www.jeffreysBrove.com/ 

406 http://jonesdairyes.wcpss.net/ 

407 http://herital~ees.wcpss.net/ 

408 http://joyneres.wcpss.net/ 

409 http://hollyl~rovees.wcpss.net/ 

410 http://kin~swoodes.wcpss.net/ 

411 http://kni~htdalees.wcpss.net/ 

412 http://laurelparkes.wcpss.net 

413 http://lacyes.wcpss.net 

414 http://les.wcpss.net/ 

V 
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369 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
370 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
371 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
372 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
373 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
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375 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
376 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
377 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
378 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
379 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
380 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
381 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
382 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
383 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
384 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
385 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
386 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
387 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
388 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
389 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
390 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
391 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
392 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
393 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
394 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
395 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
396 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
397 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
398 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
399 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
400 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
401 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
402 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
403 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
404 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
405 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
406 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
407 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
408 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
409 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
410 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
411 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
412 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
413 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
414 KG:01:02:03:04:05 
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436 

637 

944 

785 

756 
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6O5 
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69~ 
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84O 
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6~2 

564 

858 

727 

699 

~034 

567 

636 

783 

8O4 

537 

646 

728 

89O 

57O 

8~2 
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~22 

69O 
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84O 

426 

846 

935 

696 

923 

35O 

699 

944 

863 
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39i 
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39i 
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369 Wake 

370 Wake 

371 Wake 

372 Wake 

373 Wake 

374 Wake 

375 Wake 

376 Wake 

377 Wake 

378 Wake 

379 Wake 

380 Wake 

381 Wake 

382 Wake 

383 Wake 

384 Wake 

385 Wake 
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389 Wake 
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393 Wake 
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395 Wake 

396 Wake 
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401 Wake 

402 Wake 

403 Wake 

404 Wake 

405 Wake 

406 Wake 

407 Wake 

408 Wake 

409 Wake 

410 Wake 
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412 Wake 
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A 

415 Lead Mine Elementary 

416 Lake Myra Elementary 

417 Lincoln Heights Elementary 

418 Lockhart Elementary 

419 Lynn Road Elementary 

420 Middle Creek Elementary 

421 Mills Park Elementary 

Wake 

Wake 

Wake 

Wake 

Wake 

Wake 

Wake 

422 Morrisville Elementary Wake 

423 North Forest Pines Drive Elementary Wake 

424 North Ridge Elementary Wake 

425 Northwoods Elementary Wake 

426 Oak Grove Elementary Wake 

427 Olive Chapel Elementary Wake 

428 Olds Elementary Wake 

429 Partnership Elementary Wake 

430 Penny Road Elementary Wake 

431 Pleasant Union Elementary Wake 

432 Powell Elementary Wake 

433 Rand Road Elementary Wake 

434 Reedy Creek Elementary Wake 

435 Richland Creek ES Wake 

436 Root Elementary Wake 

437 Salem Elementary Wake 

438 Sanford Creek Elementary Wake 

439 Stough Elementary Wake 

440 Swift Creek Elementary Wake 

441 Sycamore Creek Elementary Wake 

442 Timber Drive Elementary Wake 

443 Turner Creek Elementary Wake 

444 Underwood Elementary Wake 

445 Vance Elementary Wake 

446 Vandora Springs Elementary Wake 

447 Wake Forest Elementary Wake 

448 Wakefield Elementary Wake 

449 Washington Elementary Wake 

450 Wakelon Elementary Wake 

451 Weatherstone Elementary Wake 

452 Walnut Creek ES Wake 

453 Wendell Elementary Wake 

454 West Lake Elementary Wake 

455 Wilburn Elementary Wake 

456 Wildwood Forest Elementary Wake 

457 Wiley Elementary Wake 

458 Willow Springs Elementary Wake 

459 ¥ates Mill Elementary Wake 

460 York Elementary Wake 
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415 Mr 

416 Mr 

417 Ms 

418 Mr 

419 Ms 

420 Mr 

421 Mr 

422 Ms 

423 Ms 

424 Mr 

425 Ms 

426 Ms 

427 Ms 

428 Dr 

429 Mr 

430 Ms 

431 Mr 

432 Mr 

433 Ms 

434 Ms 

435 Ms 

436 Mr 

437 Ms 

438 Ms 

439 Ms 

440 Mr 

441 Ms 

442 Ms 

443 Ms 

444 Ms 

445 Ms 

446 Mr 

447 Ms 

448 Ms 

449 Ms 

4.50 Mr 

4.51 Mr 

452 Mr 

4.53 Mr 

4.54 Mr 

455 Ms 

456 Mr 

457 Ms 

458 Ms 

459 Ms 

460 Mr 

Gary 

James 

Milinda 

Daniel 

Kimberly 

Charles 

Michael 

Robin 

Syreeta 

Robert 

Robin 

Beth 

Nanette 

Mary 

Mark 

Mary 

Kevin 

Charles 

Rhonda 

Catherine 

Tammie 

Blaine 

Deborah 

Ve-Lecia 

Cheryl 

John 

Kristen 

Kendra 

Lisa 

Jacqueline 

Sarah 

Troy 

Julia 

Victoria 

Kathy 

Thaddeus 

Timothy 

Darryl 

Shane 

Daniel 

Lutashia 

Charles 

Katie 

Camille 

Anne 

Keith 

D E 

i Baird 

iArgent 

i Demchak-Crawford 

i Zoller 

iGrant 

i Langley (interim) 

iRegan 
iSwaim 

i Smith 

i Soutter 

i Wahl 

iJarman 

i Lavery 

iWheeler 

i Kenjarski 

i Bohr 

iBiles 

i Miller 

i Jones 

i Yanello 

i Sexton 

iClark 

i Edwards 

iCouncil 

iStidham 

i Umstead 

iFaircloth 

iCulberson 

iSpalding 

i Jordan 

iSimmons 

i Peuler 

i Smith 

i Privott 
iKnezevic 

iSherman 

iChadwick 

iFisher (interim) 

i Barham 

iSimons 
i Dove 

i Langley (interim) 

iMcMahon 

iMiller 

i Johnson 

i Richardson 



F G 

415 gbaird@wcpss.net 8301 Old Leadmine Rd 

416 jargent@wcpss.net 1300 Elk Falls Rd 

417 mdemchakcrawford@wcpss.net 307 Bridge St 

418 dzoller@wcpss.net 1320 N Smithfield Rd 

419 kgrant@wcpss.net 1601 Lynn Rd 

420 clangley@wcpss.net 110 Middle Creek Park Avenue 

421 mregan@wcpss.net 509 Mills Park Dr 

422 rswaim@wcpss.net 1519 Morrisville Pkwy 

423 ssmith11@wcpss.net 11501 Forest Pines Drive 

424 rsoutter@wcpss.net 7120 Harps Mill Rd 

425 rwahl@wcpss.net 8850 Chapel Hill Road 

426 bjarman@wcpss.net 10401 Penny Road 

427 nlavery@wcpss.net 1751 Olive Chapel Road 

428 mwheeler@wcpss.net 204 Dixie Trail 

429 mrkenjarski@wcpss.net 601 Devereux Street 

430 mbohr@wcpss.net 10900 Penny Rd 

431 kbiles@wcpss.net 1900 Pleasant Union Church Road 

432 cfmiller@wcpss.net 1130 Marlborough Rd 

433 rejones@wcpss.net 300 Arbor Greene Dr 

434 cyanello@wcpss.net 940 Reedy Creek Road 

435 tsexton@wcpss.net The Dubois Center 

436 bclark2@wcpss.net 3202 Northampton Street 

437 dledwards@wcpss.net 6116 Old Jenks Road 

438 vcouncil@wcpss.net 701 Granite Falls Blvd 

439 cstidham@wcpss.net 4210 Edwards Mill Rd 

440 bumsteadl@wcpss.net 5601 Tryon Rd 

441 kfaircloth@wcpss.net 10921 Leesville Rd 

442 kculberson@wcpss.net 1601 Timber Drive 

443 Ispalding@wcpss.net 6801 Turner Creek Road 

444 jjordan@wcpss.net 1614 Glenwood Avenue 

445 ssimmons@wcpss.net 8808 Old Stage Rd 

446 tpeuler@wcpss.net 1300 Vandora Springs Rd 

447 jsmith7@wcpss.net 136 W Sycamore Avenue 

448 vprivott@wcpss.net 2400 Wakefield Pines Drive 

449 kknezevic@wcpss.net 1000 Fayetteville St 

450 tsherman@wcpss.net 8921 Pippin Rd 

451 tchadwick@wcpss.net 1000 Olde Weatherstone Way 

452 dfisher2@wcpss,net 2600 Sunnybrook Rd 

453 sbarham@wcpss.net 3355 Wendell Blvd 

454 dsimons@wcpss.net 4500 West Lake Rd 

455 Idove2@wcpss.net 3707 Marsh Creek Rd 

456 clangley@wcpss.net 8401 Wildwood Forest Drive 

457 kmcmahon@wcpss.net 301 Saint Mary’s St 

458 clmiller@wcpss.net 6800 Dwight Rowland Rd 

459 ajohnson6@wcpss.net 5993 Yates Mill Pond Road 

460 krichardson@wcpss.net 5201 Brookhaven Dr 



415 - 

416 - 

417 - 

418 - 

419 - 

420 - 

421 - 

422 - 

423 - 

424 - 

425 - 

426 - 

427 - 

428 - 

429 - 

430 - 

431 - 

432 - 

433 - 

434 - 

2930 

H 

435 530 East Perry Avenue - 

436- 6926 

437- - 

438- - 

439- 5404 

440- 4451 

441- - 

442- - 

443- - 

444- - 

445- 9533 

446- 4115 

447 - 2524 

448- - 

449 - 2525 

450- - 

451- - 

452- - 

453- 8942 

454- 7655 

455- - 

456- - 

457- 1731 

458- 9342 

459- - 

460- 5711 

I 

i Raleigh 

i Wendell 

i Fuquay-Varina 

i Knightdale 

i Raleigh 

i Apex 

iCary 

i Morrisville 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iCary 

i Raleigh 

iApex 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iCary 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Garner 

iCary 

i Wake Forest 

i Raleigh 

iApex 

i Rolesville 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Garner 

iCary 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iGarner 

i Wake Forest 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Zebulon 

iCary 

i Raleigh 

i Wendell 

iApex 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iWillow Springs 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

J 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

K 

27615 

27591 

27526 

27545 

27612 

27539 

27519 

27560 

27614 

27615 

27513 

27606 

27502 

27607 

27605 

27518 

27614 

27610 

27529 

27513 

27587 

27609 

27523 

27571 

27612 

27606 

27613 

27529 

27519 

27608 

27603 

27529 

27587 

27614 

27601 

27597 

27513 

27610 

27591 

27539 

27604 

27616 

27605 

27592 

27606 

27612 

1805 

6820 

9376 

5322 

1125 

9743 
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421 
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423 

424 

425 

426 

427 

428 

429 

43O 

431 

432 

433 
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435 - 

436 
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438 
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44O 

441 

442 
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445 

446 
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448 

449 

45O 

451 

452 
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455 

456 

457 
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459 

46O 

M 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

919 

N 

870 

365 

557 

266 

870 

773 

466 

460 

570 

870 

460 
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387 

856 

856 

387 

87O 

856 

662 

38O 

4120 

8990 

2587 

8525 

4074 

9555 

1466 

3400 

2220 

4100 

3491 

4490 

4440 

7699 

8200 

2136 

4230 

7737 

2275 

3660 

919 881 4940 

919 363 2865 

919 570 2100 

919 881 4950 

919 233 4320 

919 841 4333 

919 773 9500 

919 363 1391 

919 856 7663 

919 662 2472 

919 662 2486 

919 554 8655 
919 562 3555 
919 856 7960 
919 404 3844 
919 380 6988 
919 857 9500 
919 365 2660 
919 662 2300 
919 850 8738 
919 713 600 
919 856 7723 
919 557 2770 
919 233 4244 
919 881 4960 
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460 - 
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432 - 
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438 - 

439 - 

440 - 

441 - 

442 - 

443 - 
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450 - 

451 - 
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456 - 

457 - 

458 - 

459 - 

460 - 

T U 



415 http://lead mine.wcpss.net/ 

416 http://lakemyraes.wcpss.net/ 

417 http://lincolnheightses.wcpss.net/ 

418 http://lockhartes.wcpss.net/ 

419 http://lynnroades.wcpss.net/ 

420 http://www.middlecreekelementaryschool.us/ 

421 http://millsparkes.wcpss.net 

422 http://morrisvillees.wcpss.net/ 

423 http://northforestpineses.wcpss.net 

424 http://northridgees.wcpss.net/ 

425 http://northwoodses.wcpss.net/ 

426 http://oakgrovees.wcpss.net/ 

427 http://olivechapeles.wcpss.net/ 

428 http://oldses.wcpss.net/ 

429 http://partnership.wcpss.net/ 

430 http://pen nyroades.wcpss.net/ 

431 http://pleasantuniones.wcpss.net/ 

432 http://powelles.wcpss.net/ 

433 http://randroades.wcpss.net/ 

434 http://reedycreekes.wcpss.net/ 

V 

435 - 

436 http://aldertrootes.wcpss.net/ 

437 http://salemes.wcpss.net/ 

438 http://sa nfordcreekes.wcpss.net/ 

439 http://stough.wcpss.net/ 

440 http://swiftcreekes.wcpss.net/ 

441 http://sycamorecreekes.wcpss.net 

442 http://tim berd rivees.wcpss.net/ 

443 http://tu rnercreekes.wcpss.net/ 

444 http://underwoodes.wcpss.net/ 

445 http://va ncees.wcpss.net/ 

446 http://va ndoraspringses.wcpss.net/ 

447 http://wfes.wcpss.net/ 

448 http://wakefieldes.wcpss.net/ 

449 http://washingtones.wcpss.net/ 

450 http://wakelones.wcpss.net 

451 http://weatherstonees.wcpss.net/ 

452 http://walnutcreekes.wcpss.net 

453 http://wendelles.wcpss.net/ 

454 http://westlakees.wcpss.net/ 

455 http://wilburnes.wcpss.net/ 

456 http://wildwoodes.wcpss.net/ 

457 http://wileyes.wcpss.net/ 

458 http://willowsprings.wcpss.net/ 

459 http://yatesmilles.wcpss.net/ 

460 http://yorkes.wcpss.net/ 
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415 

416 

417 

418 

419 

420 

42~. 

422 

423 

424 

425 

426 

427 

428 

429 

43O 

43~. 

432 

433 

434 

435 - 

436 

437 

438 

439 

44O 

44~. 

442 

443 

444 

445 

446 

447 

448 

449 

45O 

45~. 

452 

453 

454 

455 

456 

457 

458 

459 

46O 

524 

577 

472 

657 

594 

917 

1004 

783 

886 

734 

549 

779 

938 

302 

332 

600 

662 

401 

556 

709 

444 

920 

678 

595 

541 

1047 

629 

893 

5OO 

575 

5O9 

639 

738 

602 

565 

57O 

89O 

446 

829 

626 

861 

46O 

947 

55O 

517 

AA 

38i 
39i 

s8i 
62i 

soi 

38i 
soi 
s9i 
23i 

43i 
39i 
34i 
3si 
49i 

36i 

37i 

33i 
39i 
38i 
43i 

37i 

ssi 
37i 
s7i 

49i 
34i 
s7i 
37i 
39i 

AB 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 

92 



AC 

415 Wake 

416 Wake 

417 Wake 

418 Wake 

419 Wake 

420 Wake 

421 Wake 

422 Wake 

423 Wake 

424 Wake 

425 Wake 

426 Wake 

427 Wake 

428 Wake 

429 Wake 

430 Wake 

431 Wake 

432 Wake 

433 Wake 

434 Wake 

435 Wake 

436 Wake 

437 Wake 

438 Wake 

439 Wake 

440 Wake 

441 Wake 

442 Wake 

443 Wake 

444 Wake 

445 Wake 

446 Wake 

447 Wake 

448 Wake 

449 Wake 

4.50 Wake 

4.51 Wake 

452 Wake 

4.53 Wake 

4.54 Wake 

455 Wake 

4.56 Wake 

4.57 Wake 

4.58 Wake 

4.59 Wake 

460 Wake 



461 Zebulon Elementary 

462 Torchlight Academy 

463 Hope Elementary 

464 Northwest Elementary 

465 B 0 Barnes Elementary 

466 Elm City Elementary 

467 Gardners Elementary 

468 John W Jones Elementary 

469 Lee Woodard Elementary 

470 Lucama Elementary 

471 Vick Elementary 

472 New Hope Elementary 

473 Rock Ridge Elementary 

474 Stantonsburg Elementary 

475 Vinson-Bynum Elementary 

476 Wells Elementary 

477 Winstead Elementary 

478 Bald Creek Elementary 

479 Bee Log Elementary 

480 Burnsville Elementary 

481 Clearmont Elementary 

482 Micaville Elementary 

483 South Toe Elementary 

A B 

Wake County Schools 

Torchlight Academy 

Hope Elementary Charter School 

Wayne County Public Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Wilson County Schools 

Yancey County Schools 

Yancey County Schools 

Yancey County Schools 

Yancey County Schools 

Yancey County Schools 

Yancey County Schools 



461 

462 

463 

464 

465 

466 

467 

468 

469 

47O 

471 

472 

473 

474 

475 

476 

477 

478 

479 

48O 

481 

482 

483 

Ms 

Dr 

Ms 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Ms 

Mr 

Mr 

Mr 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Ms 

Ms 

Ms 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Mrs 

Dr 

Ms 

Ms 

Mrs 

Marion 

Cynthia 

Clarissa 

Theresa 

Vernita 

Claudia 

Pamela 

Roy 

Corey 

John 

Beverly 

Kendral 

Jennifer 

Mary 

Suzette 

Wendy 

Tracy 

Sherry 

Andrea 

Barbara 

Angle 

Michele 

Miranda 

D 

i Evans 

i McQueen 

i Fleming 

iCox 

i Williams 

iSpencer 

iWalthall 

i Henderson 

i Walker 

iJoyner 

iWoodard 

i FIowers 

i Lewis 

iTaylor 

iMiller 

i Sullivan 

iJoyner 

i Robinson 

i AIlen 

iTipton 

i Anglin 

i Laws 

iEIkins 



F 

461 msevansl@wcpss.net 

462 cynmcqueen@aol.com 

463 cfleming@hopecharterschool.org 

464 theresacox@wcps,org 

465 Vernita.williams@wilsonschoolsnc,net 

466 claudia.spencer@wilsonschoolsnc.net 

467 Pamela.Walthall@wilsonschoolsnc.net 

468 roy.henderson@wilsonschoolsnc, net 

469 corey.walker@wilsonschoolsnc.net 

470 John,Joyner@wilsonschoolsnc.net 

471 Beverly.Woodard@wilsonschoolsnc,net 

472 kendral,flowers@wilsonschoolsnc.net 

473 Jennifer.Lewis@wilsonschoolsnc.net 

474 Denise.Taylor@wilsonschoolsnc, net 

475 Suzette. Miller@wilsonschoolsnc.net 

476 wendy.sullivan@wilsonschoolsnc,net 

477 tracy,joyner@wilsonschoolsnc.net 

478 sfrobinson@yanceync,net 

479 arallen@yanceync.net 

480 bdtipton @yanceync,net 

481 aranglin@yanceync.net 

482 mdlaws@yanceync.net 

483 mdelkins@yanceync.net 

G 

700 Proctor St 

3211 Bramer Drive 

1116 N Blount Street 

1769 Pikeville/Princeton Hwy 

1913 Martin L King Parkway 

5544 Lake Wilson Rd 

5404 NC 42 Hwy E 

4028 Highway 42 West 

103 Church St 

6260 Blalock Road 

504 N Carroll Street 

4826 Packhouse Rd 

6605 Rock Ridge School Rd 

409 S Main St 

1601 Tarboro St SW 

1400 Grove St N 

1713 Downing St SW 

100 Bald Creek School Road 

55 Bee Log Road 

395 Burnsville School Road 

1175 Clearmont School Road 

112 State Hwy 80 South 

139 South Toe School Rd 
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466 - 
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i Zebulon 

i Raleigh 

i Raleigh 

iPikeville 

iWilson 

i Elm City 

i Elm City 

iWilson 

i Black Creek 

iLucama 

iWilson 

iWilson 

iWilson 

i Stantonsburg 

iWilson 

iWilson 

iWilson 

i Burnsville 

i Burnsville 

i Burnsville 

i Burnsville 

i Burnsville 

i Burnsville 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

NC 

27597 

27604 

27604 

27863 

27893 

27822 

27822 

27893 

27813 

27851 

27893 

27896 

27893 

27883 

27893 

27893 

27893 

28714 

28714 

28714 

28714 

28714 

28714 

L 

8726 

9697 

9585 

8101 

8294 

26 

7O 

5362 

4826 

7758 

160 

3427 

2342 

5711 

9313 

9804 

2623 
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463 

464 

465 

466 

467 

468 

469 

47O 

471 

472 

473 

474 

475 

476 

477 

478 
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48O 

481 
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M 

919 
919 
919 
919 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
252 
828 
828 
828 
828 
828 
828 

N 
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85O 

834 

242 

399 

236 

399 

265 

399 

239 

399 

399 

399 

238 

399 

399 

399 

682 

682 

682 

682 

675 

675 

3680 
9960 
941 

3419 
7875 
4574 
7920 
4020 
7940 
1257 
7886 
7950 
7955 
3639 
7981 
7986 
7990 
2535 
3271 
4515 
2337 
4161 
4321 



ct 

iWilson NC 

i Black Creek NC 

iLucama NC 

461 - 

462 - 

463 - 

464 - 

465 - 

466 - 

467 - 

468 4028 Highway 42 West 

469 PO Box 26 

470 PO Box 70 

471 - 

472 - - 

473 - 

474 PO Box 160 iStantonsburg NC 

475 - - _ 

476 - - - 

477 - - 

478 - - 

479 - - 

480 - - 

481 - - 

482 PO Box 122 iMicaville NC 

483 - - 



461 - 

462 - 

463 - 

464 - 

465 - 

466 - 

467 - 

468 

469 

47O 

471 - 

472 - 

473 - 

474 

475 - 

476 - 

477 - 

478 - 

479 - 

480 - 

481 - 

482 

483 - 

T U 

27893 - 

27813 26 

27851 70 

27883 160 

28755 122 



V 

461 http://zebulones.wcpss.net 

462 http://www.tlaedu.org/ 

463 http://www.hopecharterschool.org 

464 http://www.waynecountyschools.org/454/ 

465 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

466 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

467 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

468 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

469 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

470 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

471 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

472 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

473 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

474 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

475 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

476 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

477 http://www.wilson.k12.nc.us 

478 http://www.bces.yanceync.net/ 

479 http://www.bles.yanceync.net/ 

480 http://www.bes.yanceync.net/ 

481 http://www.ces.yanceync.net/ 

482 http://www.mes.yanceync.net/?sessionid=a9fldOe6ab8b810dc55748016e252cee&t= 

483 http://www.stes.yanceync.net/ 
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47O 
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48O 
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3O7 
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46O 

5O2 

381 

~.88 
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AA 
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AC 

461 Wake 

462 Wake 

463 Wake 

464 Wayne 

465 Wilson 

466 Wilson 

467 Wilson 

468 Wilson 

469 Wilson 

470 Wilson 

471 Wilson 

472 Wilson 

473 Wilson 

474 Wilson 

475 Wilson 

476 Wilson 

477 Wilson 

478 Yancey 

479 Yancey 

480 Yancey 

481 Yancey 

482 Yancey 

483 Yancey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 6:04 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: CNN Breaking News 

I can think of a couple I’d like to see him purchase. 

From: CNN Breaking News [mailto:BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, August 05, 2013 4:48 plVl 
To; textbreakingnews@ema31svO6.turner.com 
Subject; CNN Breaking News 

The Washington Post reports that Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos roll buy the flagship newspaper and other print propeNes for $250 million. 

Follow complete coverage of breaJaing news on CNN TV, http:#CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

Watch New Day ruth Chris Cuomo, 

Kate Bolduan & Michaela Pereira. 

Weekday mornings 6aan - 9am ET on CNN. 

NewDayCNN.com 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To tmsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: hltp:/,’cgi~cnn~com,’m/clik?l~texqibreakinm~ews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2013 Cable News Network 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Declaration of Playing Season (Team Sports) 

Sport: VOLLEYBALL Head Coach: JOE SAGULA Date: _Au_m~st 1~2013 

Declaration of Playin.~ Season 
Please refer to NCAA Bylaw t7.1, General Playing-Season Regulations, and Figures 17-t and 17-2. Also, 
please refer to the sport-specific sections of NCAA Bylaw 17 regarding length of playing season, first 
practice, first contest/date of competition, number of contests/dates of competition, number of 
scrimmages/exhibition games, and exemptions. 

. Two segments may be conducted within a playing season. Each of the segments, which consist of 
consecutive days, may exclude only required days offper NCAA Bylaw I7.1.6.4, Required Day Off- 
Playing Season, and official vacation, holiday, and final examination periods during which no practice and 
competition occur. 

o Changes in a declared playing season must be filed in writing in the office of the director of athletics. 

Team Sports 
A playing season may consist of a maximum of the following number of days: 

Baseball, Field Hockey, Lacrosse, Soccer, Softball, Volleyball 
Rowing 

132 days 
156 days 

Segment I From: August 9, 2013             To: November 30, 2013 
Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat): Sunday to Saturday 

Number of days utilized:    98 

Please list al! days excluded from the counting: 8/20, 8/25, 9/I, 9/8, 9/15, ~/22o 9/30, 10/7. 10/13. 10/21, 10/31. 
H/4,~1/11, 11/17, 11/2!, ll/30 

Number of contests!dates of competition: 31 / 28 
Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 0 
Please list all exemptions: 0 

Seltment Ii From: March 4~2014             To: April 19, 2014 

Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) Sunday to Saturday 

Number of days utilized:    34 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 3/8, 3/9, 3/10, 3/11, 3/12, 3/13, 3/14, 3/15, 3/16, 3/23, 3/30, 4/6, 4/13 

Number of contests/dates of competition: 4 
Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 0 
Please list all exemptions: 

Total number of days utilized:            132 

Total number of contests/dates of competition: 35 / 32 

First Practice 
First practice (8 hours per week): 
First practice (20 hours per week): 

January. 13, 2014 
March 3, 2014 

First Contest/Date of Competition 
First contest!date of competition--Fall: 
First contest/date of competition--Spring: 

August 30, 2013 
March 29, 2014 



University of North Carolina ~ CARMICHAEL ARENA - PO Box 2126 

Saturday August 24 

V©LLEEYE  LL 
Chapel Hill1 NC 27515 

BLUE= WHITe: Scrimmage 5:00 CHAPEL HILL (Fetter Gym) 

Wednesday September 25 N.Co STATE * 8:00 PM CHAPEL HiLL 
Friday September 27 NOTRE DAME * 7:00 PM CHAPEL HiLL 
Friday October 4 at Syracuse * 7:00 PlVi Syracuse, NY 

¯ Sunday October 6 at Boston College * !2:00 PM Boston, MA 
Friday October 11 DUKE * 7:00 PM CHAPEL HILL 
Saturday October 12 WAKE FOREST * 5:00 PM CHAPEL HiLL 
Friday October t8 at Virginia * 7:00 PM Charlottesville, VA 
Saturday October ’t9 at Virginia Tech * 6:00 PM Blacks~urg, VA 
Friday October 25 MARYLAND * 7:00 P~ CHAPEL HILL 
Sunday October 27 PITTSBURGH * 1:00 PM CHAPEL HiLL 
Friday November ~ a~ Florida State 7:00 PM Tallahassee, FL 
Sunday November 3 at Miami * ~:00 PM Miami, FL 
Friday November 8 CLEMSON ~ 8:00 PM CHAPEL HILL 
Sunday November 10 GEORGIA TECH * 2:00 PM CHAPEL HiLL 
Friday November 15 VIRGINIA TECH * 7:00 PM CHAPEL HILL 
Saturday November i6 VIRGINIA* 5:60 PM CHAPEL HILL 
Wednesday November 20 at N.C. State * 7:00 PM Raleigh, NC 
Sunday November 24 at Maryland * 2.:00 PM College Park, MD 
Wednesday November 27 at Wake Forest * 1:00 PM Winston-Salem, NC 
Friday November 20 at Duke* 3:00 PM Durham, NC 

Thurs - Sun December 5-8 NCAA First & Second Round tba Campus Sites 
Fri - Sat December 13-14 NCAA Regionals tba Regional Site 
Thurs & Sat December 19 & 21 NCAA Championship tba Seattle, WA 

ALL HOM~E matches played at CARMICHAEL ARENA 
~ lndicate~ Atlantic Coast Conferer~e match 
Rackham 

Follow Tar Hoe! Volleybafl at: www.GoHeels.com 
Social Med~a: F~cebook,: carolinavolleyball Twitter: @UNCVoiieybatt 

VOLLEYBALL st~ff: (919) 962~5228 Head Coach - Joe Sagu~a 

Assistant Head Coach - Eve 

Assistant Coach - Tyler Adams 
Volunteer Asslstant- je~t~ifer Char|es 



August 2013 

4 

tl 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

i 2 3 

20 

First Day of Classes 

7 

t4 

21 

28 

15 

22 

i6 

Residence Halls" Open 

31 



September 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

t 3 4 6 

8 

22 

2 

Holiday--Labor Day 

No Classes 

23 

P 

ii 

18 

25 

5 

13 

2O 

27 

7 

21 

28 



October 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

2 

13 

20 

Fall Break 

27 

21 

i 

8 

15 

22 

29 

16 

Fall Break 

3O 

3 

I0 

t7 

Fall Break 

No Classes 

24 

4 

18 

Fall Break 

No Classes 

25 

5 

19 

Fall Break 

26 



November 2013 

24 

Sun Men Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

t8 19 

26 

6 

27 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

No Classes 

14 

28 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

No Classes 

t 

8 

22 

29 

ThanksgTving Holiday 

No Classes 

[ 

16 

23 

Thanksgiving Holiday 



December 2013 
Sun 

Thanksgiving Holiday 

8 

Winter Holiday 

22 

Winter Holiday 

29 

Winter Holiday 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

2 3 

9 

Exam Day 

16 

Winter Holiday 

23 

Winter Holiday 

30 
Winter Holiday 

10 

Exam Day 

17 

Winter Holiday 

24 

Winter Holiday 

31 

Winter Holiday 

4 

Last Day of Class 

11 

Reading Day 

18 

5 

Reading Day 

t2 

Exam Day 

Winter Holiday 

25 

Winter Holiday 

Winter Holiday 

26 

Winter Holiday 

6 
E~xam Day 

13 

Exam Day 

20 

Winter Holiday 

27 

Winter Holiday 

Sat 

7 
Exara Day 

14 

Winter Holiday 

2I 

Winter Holiday 

28 

Winter Holiday 



January 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

Winter Holiday        Winter Holiday        Winter Holiday 

5 

Winter Holiday 

Residence Halls Open 

12 

19 

6 

Winter Holiday 

13 

Holiday-- MLK Day 

27 

7 

WinterHoliday 

14 

21 

28 

8 

First Day of Classes 

15 

23 

3O 3t 

Sat 

Winter Holiday 



February 20 14 

2 

10 

17 18 

25 

Tue Wed 

]2 

26 

Thu 

28 

Fri Sat 



March 2014 
Sun Mort Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

9 

Spring Break 

t0 

Spring Break 

16 t7 

Spring Break 

23 

3O 

24 

4 

1t 

Spring Break 

18 

5 

12 

Spring Break 

19 

26 

6 

13 

Spring Break 

2O 

27 

7 

Spring Break 

14 

Spring Break 

2t 

28 

8 

Spring Break 

15 

Spring Break 



April 2014 
Sun Tue Thu Fri 

2O 

Spring Holiday 

27 

14 

Mon 

1 

8 

Wed 

9 

16 

4 

1t 

18 

Sat 

12 

21 

28 

Exam Day 

22 

29 

Exam Day 

23 24 

Spring Holiday Spring Holiday 

3O 

Reading Day 

25 

Last Day of Classes 



May 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Exam Dory            E~cam Day 

1t 

5 

Exam Day 

19 

26 

6 

Exam Day 

2O 

27 

14 

8 

15 

22 

29 

16 

3O 

3 

Reading D~, 

10 

17 

31 



June 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

! 2 3 4 5 6 7 

15 16 

23 

lO 

17 

24 

tl 

25 

12 

t9 

26 

13 

2O 

27 

14 

21 

28 

f 29 30 



July 2014 

6 

13 

2O 

27 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

14 

21 

28 

10 

4 

11 

Sat 

5 

12 

22 

29 3O 

17 

24 

18 

25 26 



B C 

1 

2 Mort Tues 

3 

4 

5 

6 

W. Soccer - 3:00 PIVI 

5-Aug                            6-Aug 

XC- 12:00 PM 

FH - 1:00 PM 

M. Soccer - 2:00 PM    (with policy meeting) 
7 

8 12-Aug 13-Aug 

W&M Tennis - 2:00 PM    W. Golf- 3:00 
Walk-On Fball - 9:00 AM      M. Golf - 

PM     Gymnastics - 4:00 PM 
1:00 PM      M. Basketball - 2:00 PM 

9 Track/Field - 6:00 PM 

10 19-Aug 20-Aug 

W. Lacrosse- 3:00 PM 
Softball - 3:00 PM 

11 Rowing - 4:00 PM 

12 26-Aug 27-Aug 
13 
14 

15 TEAM MEETING LOCATION 

16 iW. Soccer Loudermilk, 2406 

17 iVolleyball Fetzer 104 

18 iCross Country Loudermilk, 2301 

19 iField Hockey Loudermilk, 2301 

20 iM. Soccer Loudermilk, 2301 

21 iWalk-on Football Loudermilk, 2301 

22 iM. Golf Loudermilk, 2406 

23 iM. Basketball Smith Center 

24 iW&M Tennis Loudermilk, 2406 

25 iW. Golf Chapman Golf Center 

26 Gymnastics Loudermilk, 2406 

27 iTrack/Field Loudermilk, 2301 

28 iWrestling Loudermilk, 2406 

29 iBaseball Boshamer Stadium 

30 iFencing Loudermilk, 2406 

31 iM&W. Swim/Dive Loudermilk, 2406 

32 iSoftball Loudermilk, 2406 

33 iW. Lacrosse Loudermilk, 2406 

34 iRowing Loudermilk, 2406 

35 ** Listed in Order of Occurance 



D E 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Wed Thurs 

~:30 PM 

31-Jul 1-Aug 

7-Aug 8-Aug 

7 

8 14-Aug 15-Aug 

Wrestling - 3:00 PM      Baseball - 4:00 
Fencing - 4:00 PM 

PM 
9 

10 21-Aug 22-Aug 

12 28-Aug 29-Aug 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Fri 

2-Aug 

Volleyball - 11:00 AM 

9-Aug 

7 

8 16-Aug 

M&W Swim/Dive - 2:15PM 

9 

10 23-Aug 

12 30-Aug 
13 

14 

1S 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2S 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

3S 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

io 

ii 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

SPORT 

A 

Baseball 
Men’s Basketball 
JV Men’s Baskeball 
Women’s Basketball 
M. and W. Fencing 
New Fencers 
Field Hockey 
Varsity Football 
Walk=on Returning Football August 

Men’s Golf August 

Women’s Golf August 

Gymnastics August 

B 

MEETING 
DATE 

August 21, 2013 

August 19, 2013 

August 22, 2013 

August 12,2013 

19,2013 

19,2013 

20,2013 

20,2013 

C 

MEETING 
TIME 
4:00 PM 

2:00 PM 

4:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

9:00 AM 

1:00 PM 

2:00 PM 

4:00 PM 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Women’s Lacrosse August 27, 2013 3:00 PM 

Rowing August 27, 2013 4:00 PM 

Novice Rowers 
Men’s Soccer August 12, 2013 2:00 PM 

Women’s Soccer August 6, 2013 3:00 PM 

Men’s Tennis August 20, 2013 2:00 PM 

Women’s Tennis August 20, 2013 2:00 PM 

Softball August 26, 2013 3:00 PM 

Swimming & Diving August 23, 2013 2:15 PM 

Track & Field August 20, 2013 6:00 PM 

Cross Country August 12, 2013 12:00 PM 

Volleyball August 9, 2013 11:00 AM 

Wrestling August 21, 2013 3:00 PM 



E F G 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

io 

ii 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

D 

LOCATION 

Boshamer Player’s Lounge 

Smith Center 

Loudermilk, 2nd Floor 

Loudermilk, 2301 

6 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Chapman Golf Center 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk, 2301 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk 

Loudermilk 

Loudermilk, 2nd Floor 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk, 2301 

Loudermilk, 2301 

Fetzer 104 

Loudermilk, 2406 

COMPLETED MEETINGS 

i Rosters not set 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IENC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sunday, August 11, 2013 4:22 PM 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeatNeticsclips.com> 

Re: Clips eSURVEY... "NCAA investigators are going back to school"... Good idea? 

First things first. They need to reevaluate their cmTent staff and letain only the best who have potential, replace those who do not and the departed staff} then ensure 
proper training on interviewing and investigative techniques for eve~one. That should be plenty to do for a director who doesn’t have enforcement experience himsel£ 
Writing reports as a consultant is not the experience that is needed now. Thanks for soliciting the feedback and keeping it confidential. 

On Aug 11. 2013, at 11:4_ AM, College Athletics Chps <-mck~collegeathlet~cschps.com> wrote: 

Dear Vince- 
SundayMomingGreetings flora Clips. Hope you ale \t#’eIlr 

In the article below, inbrim NCAA erfforcemen~ chief Jonathan Duncan piopeses sending 

members of the NCAA enforcement staff out to campuses ~n a "co/@borative, immersive 

way" to "~e’all~ ~n the shoes o! ADs, compfianoe staff members at~d coaches" in order to 

This sounds Iike an okay/decent/reasonable@retty good idea to me. V~nat do 2#~. ~hink? 

If you’d fike to respond, it’ll be 9.[~..~.~..!:A£#.£gl., plus your ~espo[~se ~eed [~ot be bngthy 

gike a sentence or less)~ ¢5ometM~g sho~t, ~ike "G~eat idea," er "If done right; this could 

be good," or "This is ;7diculous," e~ ",~shaw, window dressing." or %~b could really school 

@ose ft~dy dweebs," arc. 

If I get enot.i~h iesponses (probably 4t:t or so weufd make a valid semi-scientific 

threshold?), then f will circle back with the results [o the hundied or so compliance 

persons who wilt be receiving this Clips eSURVEY. 

Thanks ir~ advancer 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

Clips on Twitter: 

v~w,,~s.twitter.cem~hClips 

NCAA investigators are going 
back to school 



NCAA enforcement seems arbitrary and outoofotouch with reality at times. 

Apparently, interim NCAA enforcement chief Jonathan DLincan has noticed the same 

thing, and he has a pretty straightfan!~ard way of addressing the problem..~.9~£~9.D.~.@.g 

h~s staff back to cam~ Not piecemeal as pa4 of emergin~ ~nvestigatbns, but ~n a more 

collaborative, ~mmers~ve way designed to promote some understanding of the challenges 

colbges and atMetes face on the ground. 

"One of the things f hear is that oLIr staff sometimes lacks an understanding of what 

campus life is reefty like," Duncan told the Associated Press. ~’So we a~e p~lo[ing e 

prog[am where our staff wi~ work on campus w~th at]sbfic d~[ectors, compliance staff 

members and coaches and walk in their shoes so that we have a true understanding of 

what goes 

The relationship between athletic departments and the NCAA has often been distant and 

cembatbe Big Ten commissioner Jim Defaney recently declared that the 

under ’o a rmfal restlucturin~, as tt~e chalfenges of realignment and a reoexamining of 

amateLir principles as a whole are making headlines on a nearodaily basis. 

that must be made to the schoMrsh@ 

that #~e demands !b~ ~#hfeb~s dent exceed the 20 hou~s per week afiewed 

VVith all of that on the table, and the everopresent threat that megaoconferences might 

b~eak away end Iorm en exclusive elite division, it might be a good idea fo~ the NC~,~\ to 

do everything ttsey can to undelstand wtsat’s at play. Spending more time on campus witts 

coaches, athletes and administrators seems like a good place to start. 

FO COB,1MENT ON THIS eFLASH: 

About eLir website: CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides e×ecutive summaries of the business of 

spo~s/ente~@nment culture to frame the essence of the passion and emotion so umq:.le to college 

(like ~s~s cne)~ Clips Reaiig~aeBt ~r~pMcs, (we’re on Version 24 ~nd cou~sting) 





B C 

1 

2 Mort Tues 

3 

4 

5 

6 

W. Soccer - 3:00 PIVI 

5-Aug                            6-Aug 

XC- 12:00 PM 

FH - 1:00 PM 

M. Soccer - 2:00 PM    (with policy meeting) 
7 

8 12-Aug 13-Aug 

W&M Tennis - 2:00 PM    W. Golf- 3:00 
Walk-On Fball - 9:00 AM      M. Golf - 

PM     Gymnastics - 4:00 PM 
1:00 PM      M. Basketball - 2:00 PM 

9 Track/Field - 6:00 PM 

10 19-Aug 20-Aug 

W. Lacrosse- 3:00 PM 
Softball - 3:00 PM 

11 Rowing - 4:00 PM 

12 26-Aug 27-Aug 
13 
14 

15 TEAM MEETING LOCATION 

16 iW. Soccer Loudermilk, 2406 

17 iVolleyball Fetzer 104 

18 iCross Country Loudermilk, 2301 

19 iField Hockey Loudermilk, 2301 

20 iM. Soccer Loudermilk, 2301 

21 iWalk-on Football Loudermilk, 2301 

22 iM. Golf Loudermilk, 2406 

23 iM. Basketball Smith Center 

24 iW&M Tennis Loudermilk, 2406 

25 iW. Golf Chapman Golf Center 

26 Gymnastics Loudermilk, 2406 

27 iTrack/Field Loudermilk, 2301 

28 iWrestling Loudermilk, 2406 

29 iBaseball Boshamer Stadium 

30 iFencing Loudermilk, 2406 

31 iM&W. Swim/Dive Loudermilk, 2406 

32 iSoftball Loudermilk, 2406 

33 iW. Lacrosse Loudermilk, 2406 

34 iRowing Loudermilk, 2406 

35 ** Listed in Order of Occurance 



D E 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Wed Thurs 

~:30 PM 

31-Jul 1-Aug 

7-Aug 8-Aug 

7 

8 14-Aug 15-Aug 

Wrestling - 3:00 PM      Baseball - 4:00 
Fencing - 4:00 PM 

PM 
9 

10 21-Aug 22-Aug 

12 28-Aug 29-Aug 
13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Fri 

2-Aug 

Volleyball - 11:00 AM 

9-Aug 

7 

8 16-Aug 

M&W Swim/Dive - 2:15PM 

9 

10 23-Aug 

12 30-Aug 
13 

14 

1S 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2S 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

3S 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

io 

ii 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

SPORT 

A 

Baseball 
Men’s Basketball 
JV Men’s Baskeball 
Women’s Basketball 
M. and W. Fencing 
New Fencers 
Field Hockey 
Varsity Football 
Walk=on Returning Football August 

Men’s Golf August 

Women’s Golf August 

Gymnastics August 

B 

MEETING 
DATE 

August 21, 2013 

August 19, 2013 

August 22, 2013 

August 12,2013 

19,2013 

19,2013 

20,2013 

20,2013 

C 

MEETING 
TIME 
4:00 PM 

2:00 PM 

4:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

9:00 AM 

1:00 PM 

2:00 PM 

4:00 PM 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Women’s Lacrosse August 27, 2013 3:00 PM 

Rowing August 27, 2013 4:00 PM 

Novice Rowers 
Men’s Soccer August 12, 2013 2:00 PM 

Women’s Soccer August 6, 2013 3:00 PM 

Men’s Tennis August 20, 2013 2:00 PM 

Women’s Tennis August 20, 2013 2:00 PM 

Softball August 26, 2013 3:00 PM 

Swimming & Diving August 23, 2013 2:15 PM 

Track & Field August 20, 2013 6:00 PM 

Cross Country August 12, 2013 12:00 PM 

Volleyball August 9, 2013 11:00 AM 

Wrestling August 21, 2013 3:00 PM 



E F G 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

io 

ii 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

D 

LOCATION 

Boshamer Player’s Lounge 

Smith Center 

Loudermilk, 2nd Floor 

Loudermilk, 2301 

6 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Chapman Golf Center 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk, 2301 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk 

Loudermilk 

Loudermilk, 2nd Floor 

Loudermilk, 2406 

Loudermilk, 2301 

Loudermilk, 2301 

Fetzer 104 

Loudermilk, 2406 

COMPLETED MEETINGS 

i Rosters not set 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:37 PM 

Vangekter, Marielle A <mvangeld@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repo11, 2012-13 

8-6-2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13.pdf 

Marielle, 
This may be for someone on the compliance slaffwho is responsible for the NCAA Sqnad Lists, or another per your discretion. Please arrange for this infom~ation to 

be scnt to you and me first. I would like to have an opportuni~ to review it before dislribntion. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From= Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent= Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:30 PM 

To= 111e, Vince 
S,,bject= FW: UNC Tntercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Importance= High 

Dear Vince: 

If you or someone in athletics can get us the NDs for ~he recruited" s~uden~-atb!e~es in the ~evenue spo~t~i we can pull the admissions data, including the NCAA 

core data, that we have on file for them and double-check those numbers against Marielle’s records. 

We will also be glad to handle the reporting of exceptions. 

Steve 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 7:00 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; 111e, Vince; Dedckson, Christopher P; Eilers, Christopher J 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: FVV: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Importance= High 

Dear Colleagues, 

We received the instructions for this year’s UNC Board of Governor’s Athletics ReporL You’ll no~e that the report is much sho~ter than las~ year’s, but so 

deadline of 

~ got revolved right at the end k~st year, so ~ don’[: know who provided some or [:he data. Would you ph~ase read the attached instructh:ms and let me know’d~t 

makb~g the right assignments this year’: 

Patti: Exceptions 

#l Exceptions to MCR---Steve garmer 

#2 Academic Profile of recruited freshmen .... --.Steve Farmer 

#3 Majors of aH recruited student atMetes w~:h jr standing -- TMs might haw~ been completed by Chd~; EHers on my ~d:a [f ~ast year. 

Chris; E and Steve -- do you recall? Weq~ plan to ta~e th~s one unseen; there are any objections. 

ParL H: Graduation Success Rate Reports or Academic Success Rate Report~- this reporL has already been submitted ~o 

NCAA and we ~[Jst need to provide GA with a copy. Who has tMs report? 

PartHk Needs no action from 

V~nce---- I remen~ber that Steve and ~ talked with you a couple of times about the deSn~tion of ~recruited." If you have any additional sdvk:e [or us after reading 

GA~s ~ns~:ructions, we~d sppredate ~:. 

I haven’t yeL received the d~rections and passwords [:or using Lhe online survey form described #~ GA’s memo. ~’H get them to you all as soon as possible. 

Let’s set [.[.[g~.~g~.~.~A~).&}..}.~ as our ~nLernal deadline for havb~g aH the data entered into the survey and any remaining pieces sent to me. That gives us t~me [o proof 

and g~ve Bubba, J~m Dean, and the Chancellor a chance to review. 

Thanks, everyone. 

Lynn 

From= Dean, James W Jr 
Sent= Wednesday, August 07, 20~3 ~0:~8 PM 
Te= Williford, Lynn E 
C¢= Pinkney, Dwayne L 
Subject= N: UNC In~rcollegiate Athletics Repot, 20~2-~3 
Impo~ance: High 
Lynn - I believe you said you were handling this. Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

919.962.2198 @TarHeelProvost 

j~mes~..deen@unc.edu 

From; "Samantha L. McAuliffe" <skncaul~ffe@northcaroEna.edu> 

Datm Tuesday, August 6, 2013 4:37 PM 

To; AI~ Khan <~_~_~_~_Q_@~_~j~_:A~#_#:_#_~_#.>, "#_~$~_~#_~_@_£_Q~_~_:#_#_#." <)_~[A~_@9_~_~:_#_~_£>, Bernice Johnson <#~£~£~££_@~_~_#:_#_#_#.>, Brenda Allen <~]_[#_E#_&@~#_&#_:A#_9_>, 

"~btyson~emaiLwcu.edu’ (bt~son@ema~.wcp~ed~)" <btyson@ema~Lwcq_edq>, David Perrin <dbperdn@ancg.edq>, James Dean <james dean@unc.edu>, Jane 

Fernandes <ifernand@unca.edu>, Joan Lorden <jflorden@uncc.edu>, Jon Young <jyoung@uncfsu.edu>, Kenneth Kitts <ken.kitts@uncp.edu>, Lori Gonzalez 

<gonzalezls@appstate.edu>, Marilyn Sheerer <sheererm@ecu.edu>, Warwick Arden <warwick arden@ncsu.edu>, Winser Alexander <wealexan@ncaLedu> 

Cc; alicia Jiles <aEcia.jHes@uncp.edu>, Anne Aldrich <aaldrich@email.wcu.edu>, BobNe Scott <bobbie.sco[[@uncp.edu>, Cam~e Mack <csmack@ncat.edu>, 

Constance Gathings <#_~£~j_~_@_~_~$:_~_~9>, David Cool{ <~_9£_~#_~_@_~££~#_[#:_#_~_~.>, Delane Jones <#j_g_QA~_@_£_Q~_[#_~:_#_#_#.>, Ericka Champion <#~_~#_~£j_@_£_Q~_~:_#_~_£>, 

Evelyn Wilson <~]_[~£_QA~_@_~_~9_=~_~_£>, Helen Haynes <)_#_y£#_~)_@_E~#_[:#_#_#.>, Jilayne Erw~n <A£~_[£j_@_~_#_:A#_9.>, LoraAnn Barclift <[#_~_~[~_[~@_~#_~]=A~#_~:_#_#_#.>, Lyndee 

ivey <lcivey@uncc.edu>, Queenie Turner <qsturner@mail.ecsu.edu>, Sarah Cohen <sarah cohen@ncsu.edu>, Selina Mumford <smumford@nccu.edu>, Sharon 

Lindgren <lindgrens@uncw.edu>, Stephanie Thurman <sthurman@emaH.unc.edu>, Terry Riocci <docci@uncg.edu>, Michelle Bunce <mbunce@northcaro~ina.edu>, 

Eric Fothedngham <emfother~ngham@northcarol~na.edu>, "Henz, Kathryn M" <kmhenz@nor[hcarolina.edu> 



Subje~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Good Afternoon CAOs: 

The attached memo is in regards to the 2012-2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report. The survey will be sent separately. 

This email will be also be shared with UNC Athletic Directors and Chancellors. 

910 Raie[gh Road~ PO Bo~: 2688 

Chapel Hill, North Car oli~r~ 27515-26S8 

2"el ep]~ <:n e: ~ i9-962-46 ]:~ ~ F }~ x : 9 ]9-.962--0120 " E~ a il sire ca uli ffe@ or th ca r olin a .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:16 AM 

Vm~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repolnt, 2012-13 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, August 24, 2023 8:08 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2022-23 
Vince, thank you very much for sending this along. Do you have a similar list for those who enrolled in Spring 2023? 
Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2023 4:44 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2022-23 

Steve, 

Is this the information you need? If you need additional information, please just let me la~ow. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2023 4:40 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2022-23 
See attached. Per Steve’s request, this list includes Fall 2012 entering freshmen who were considered recruited h~ revenue sports (MBB, WBB, MFB). 

MarieHe A, vanGeMer 

Associate Ath~eth:: DirecLor 

University o[: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-785~ 

Fax: (919) 962-5~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

~= Farmer, S~phen ~ 
Seat: Tuesday, August $3, 2053 3:30 PN 

Te= [lie, Vince 
Subject: ~: UNC [n~rco[[egiate Athletics Repot, 2052-$3 
[~e~aace; High 

Dear Vince: 

If you or someone in athletics can get us the we can pull the admissions data, including the NCAA 

core data, that we have on file for them and double-check those numbers against Marielle’s records. 

We will also be glad to handle the reporting of exceptions. 

Steve 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 7:00 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; llle, Vince; Dedckson, Christopher P; Eilers, Christopher 3 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Importance: High 
Dear Colleagues, 

We received the instructions for this year’s UNC Board of Governor’s Athletics Report, You’ff note that the report is much shorter than last year’s, but so ~s the 

deadline of 

~ got ~nvolved right a~: the end Iast yeac so t don’t know who provk~ed some of the data. Wouh~ you p~ease read the at[:ached instructions and let me I<now’i~ 

maMng the right ass~gnrnents th~s year: 

Parth ~xcep~ons 

#1 Exceptions to MCR --.Steve Farmer 

#2 Academk: ProSle of recruited freshmen ..... -Steve Farmer 

#3 Majors of al~ recruited studen~ atMetes w~th jr standing----[h~s rnigh~ have been completed by Chris E~lers on rny s~af[ ~as[: year. 

Chris E and Steve ---- do you recall? Weq~ plan to take tNs one urfless there are any o~jections. 

Part I~: Graduation Success Rate Reports or Academic Success Rate Reports-this report has akesdy been submkted to the 

NCAA and we j~st need to provide GA with a copy. Who has tNs report? 

Part,H: Needs no ac~on from us. 

V~nce -- I remember tha~: Steve and t l:aiked wi~h you a couple of times abou~ ~:he definRion o~ "recruited.’~ ff you have any addRiona~ advice for us after reading 

GA’s h~structions, we’d appreciate ~t. 

~ haven’[ yet received the directions and passwords for us~n~ the online survey form described ~n GA’s memo. ]’H get them [o you a~ as soon as possible. 

Let’s set .[[]~.2,.Z~y.~y~.:~ as o~r ~nternal deadlh~e for having ail the data entered h~to the survey and any remah~ing pieces sent to me. That g~ves us time to proof 

and g~ve 8ubba, J~m Dean, and the Chancellor a chance to review. 

Tha n]~s, everyone. 

~m= Dean, lames W ]r 
SeBt= Wednesday, August 07, 20~3 ~0:~8 PN 
Te~ WilliBrd, Lynn E 
C¢: Pinkney, Dwayne L 
8~BjeCt: ~: UNC Zntercollegia~ Athletics Repot, 20~2-~3 



Importance: High 
Lynn - I believe you said you were handling this. Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

919.962.2198 @TarHeelProvost 

jame.~ dean@unc.edu 

From: "Samantha L McAuliffe" <slmcauliffe@northcarolina.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, August 6, 2013 4:37 PM 

To: Ali Khan <aakhan@rnail.ecsu~edu>, "battlesd@uncw.edu" <battlesd@uncw.edu>, Bernice Johnson <bjohnson@nccu~edu>, Brenda Allen <allenba@wssu.edu>, 

"’btyson~emaiLwcu.edu’ (btyson@ema~Lwcu_edu)" <btyson@emai~.wc%edu>, David Perrin <dh~err~n@unc~#du>, James Dean <[ames dean@unc~edu>, Jane 

Fernandes <j_[_~[£#_~_~_@_~_Qy_~:_#_~_~.>, Joan Lorden <j~lorden@uncc.edu>, Jon Young <j_y£~£g@_#_0_£[&#_:~_#.>, Kenneth Kitts <~#_0_:~_[~[&~_#_~_~£=~J~>, Lori Gonzalez 

<gonzalezls@appstate.edu>, Marilyn Sheerer <sheererm@ecu.edu>, Warwick Arden <warwick arden@ncsu.edu>, Winser Alexander <wealexan@ncatedu> 

C~: alicia Jiles <al~cia.jiles@uncp.edu>, Anne Aldrich <aaldrich@email.wcu.edu>, Bobbie Scott <bobbie.scott@uncp.edu>, Carnie Mack <csmack@ncatedu>, 

Constance Gathings <archiec@ncatedu>, David Cook <cookdh@appstate.edu>, Delane Jones <djones@uncrsu.edu>, Ericka Champion <elchampi@unca.edu>, 

Evelyn Wilson <w~lsonem@wssu.edu>, Helen Haynes <haynesh@ncat.edu>, Jilayne Erwin <erwinj@ecu.edu>, LoraAnn Barclift <lebarcl~ft@ma~l.ecsu.edu>, Lyndee 

ivey <]£[~_~_9_E~:_#_~_~.>, Queenie Turner <£~[£#_£@_~#_[]:_#_£~_£=&~£>, Sarah Cohen <sarah cohen@ncsu.edu>, Selina Mumford <~_~_~_0![9_[_~_@£~_£9_:~_9.>, Sharon 

Lindgren <[~_Q_~gE#_B_&@_9_B_~A:_~_~M>, Stephanie Thurman <#!~M[~_~£_@A~A~]_:9_B_~:_&~M>, Terry Riocci 

Eric Fothedngham <emfothedngham@northcarol~na.edu>, "Henz, Kathryn M" <kmhenz@northcarolina.edu> 

Subje~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Good Afternoon CAOs: 

The attached memo is in regards to the 2012-2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report. The survey will be sent separately. 

This email will be also be shared with UNC Athletic Directors and Chancellors. 
SamLutthL~ M cA~iiffe, M .A 
As~Js[ant to the Scnio] Vice Pre’,3idcut £or Academic 

U n~ve:-sit~, of N orth C~roJina Gen cral A dmini~tratio~ 
Sp ;~ n ~] el Con t 

t, 10 Rah’i~A~ R~d P O I~oa 

Ch~])ci tli]], N orth Carolina 27515-2688 

Telephone: 919-962..4614 "Fa:(: 919-962-0120 "Em~di: slmcauliffe(~gtorthcazoIina.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)BD0> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:53 AM 

’Hostetter, Brad’ <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

ILE: FB recruiting ulxtate 

Thmlks for file update Brad. Hope yon amd your t:axnily had a great summer and are doing well. 

From-" Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 5:16 PM 
To: Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu); Alex Stone; Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Amy Herman; Andy Campbell 
(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Nt Markos (am@virginia.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brent Moberg; Bret 
Cowley; Brett Luy (bdll:~@my.fsu.edu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Dressier, Carly; Carly Pariseau (carly.padseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); 
Casey East; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Craig Anderson 
(craig.anderson@miami.edu); Cyndi Sykes; Dan BarthNomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Dan Tsar (dmisaf@syr.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); Daniel 
Gossom; Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Derek Gwinn; Derrick Coles; Dr. Louis Marcoccia; Emiy Garr; Eric Baumgartner (embBp@virginia.edu); Edn Moran 
(e.moran2@umiami.edu); Erlease Wagner (erleasem@syr.edu); Heather LaFon; Heidi Uebelhor; Herman Frazier; Jamie Mullin; Jason Greco; Jason Montgomery; Jen Vining- 
Smith; Jill Bodensteiner; Jim Curry 0mcurry@fsu.edu); John Carns; Julie Mallette; Kassen Gunderman; Kate Matthews; Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu); Kristi Giddings; Kyle 
Buffolino; Kyle Snoke; Lance Markos; Markos, Lance M; Lauren Rust; Marcus Wilson; Vangelder, Marielle A; Marissa Sprick; Marquita Armstead; Matt Pottroff; Meeghan Ford; 
Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Pogge, Paul; Ralph Shick; Rob Slavis (rslavis@virginia.edu); Ryan Clingan; Kirby, 
Samantha Lillian; Sarah Heifer (shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Seth Barwick; Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tasha Fisher; ~m Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston 
(hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Timmermans, Tom; Tom Timmermans (tatimmermans@gmail.com); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Tlle, 
Vince; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Zac Saunders (zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu) 
Ce; Burgemeister, Matt; Brown, Shamaree; Strickland, Michael 
Subject: FB recruiting update 

Per your request this morning, just a brief update fi’om the N-C~a, on the work of the Leade~,~hip Council Football Recruiting Subcommittee .... 
The stux’l" is currently putthag together a report from the subcommittee’s July meeth~g and will send that to conferences this week. The report will outline recormnendations 

that the ~nembership ca~l react to at this time. There will be a survey of AD’s in tile next t~vo weeks as well. Tile Leadership Council may be ~sked to address some 

"consent" items in October amd there may be additional items that get further developed. Bottom line is we’ll need to see the report before reacting amd understamding what 

may be on am October fimeline and what may be on a longer timeline. Stay tuned .... 

BRAD HOSTETTER 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 

©: 336369.4640 I ~ 

t_ ,’_,-_Le_ Z~__~_~_ ~ _o_Lq_! ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:16 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

I~W: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repo11, 2012-13 

Steve, 

Please see the information from Marielle below. 

Also, would you and Barbara be available to attend our head coaches’ meeting schedtfled for Tuesday, September 24 at 8:30 a.m. in the Emie Williamson first floor 

conference room? If so, please let me know. ~re can visit in advance if you’d like. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:06 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

;kccording to the 20~2-20~ ~, Squad Lists, the following are the only incoming recruited freshmen in revenue sports for Spring 2013. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:,rsit¥ o~ North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.~002 

__m____v__a___nJ~__e_L_d_e__r_@.__u___n___c_:__e___d_u_ 

Fmm: Farmer, Stephen N 

Sent: Wednesday, ~ugust 14, 2013 8:08 AN 

To: I~e, V~nce 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repot, 2012-13 
Vince, thank you vew much for sending this along. Do you have a similar list for those who enrolled in Spring 2013? 
S~ve 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 4:44 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Steve, 

Is this the intbnnation you need? If you need additional infom~ation, please just let ~ne know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 4:40 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

See ate:ached, Per Steve’s request, th~s ~st includes Fall 2012 entering freshmen who were considered recru~:ed m rewmue sports (MBB, WBB, MFB) 

IVlarieHe A. vanGe[der 

Associate Adfletic Director 

Univers~W of Nord~ Carelb~a 

Phone: (9:19} 962-78S3 

Fax: (919) 962-6G92 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m= Farmer, Stephen N 
Nent= Tuesday, August 13, 20~3 3:30 PN 

Te~ Ille, Vince 
SubjeCt~ ~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repot, 20~2-~3 
Im~e~an¢e= High 

Dear Vince: 

If you or someone in athletics can get us the NDsBF¢he[ecm!ted"s~udeB~-atN~¢esinthe~evenuespo~ts we can pull the admissions data, including the NCAA 

core data, that we have on file for them and double-check those numbers against Marielle’s records. 

We will also be glad to handle the reporting of exceptions. 

Steve 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent: Mlonday, August 12, 2013 7:00 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen MI; Ille, Vince; Dedckson, Christopher P; Eilers, Christopher .I 
~c: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Tmportance: High 

Dear (:olleagues, 

We received the instructions for this year’s UNC Board of Governor’s Athletics Report. You’ll note that the report is much shorter than last year’s, but so is the 

deadline of 

I got involved right at the end last year, so 

making the right assignments this year’: 



ParL h E×c~:_~ptions 

#l Exceptions to MCR --.Steve Farmer 

#2 Academic Profile of recruited freshmen .... ---Steve Farmer 

~3 Majors of a~ recruited student athletes w~th jr standin~ ~ Th~s might have been completed by Chris E~lers on my staff ~ast year~ 

Chris E and Steve- do you recall? Weq~ plan to take th~s one unless there are any objections. 

Part ~E Graduatkm Success Ra[e Reports or Academic Success Rate Report~ this report has a~ready beef~ su~m~[ted to the 

NCAA and we just need to provide GA with a copy. Who has th~s ~eport? 

Part~l~: Needs no action from us. 

Wnce -- I remember that Steve and ~ ta~ked with you a couple of times about the definition of "recruited/’ ~f you have any additional advice for us after readinA 

GA’s h~structions, we’d appreciate 

[ haven’~: yet received the d#ections and passwords fl)r using the online survey form described ~n GA’s memo ~’1~ get them ~:o you a~i as soon as possible. 

let’s set ~:dda~tust 30 as our ~nternal deadline for hav~n~ al~ die data en[ered into [he surw~y and any remaining pieces sent [o me. That giw~s us lime to proof 

and g~ve Bubba, J~m Dean, and the Chancellor a chance to review. 

Thanks, everyone. 

lynn 

F~: Dean, ~ames W ~r 
~e~: Wednesday, Augus~ 07, 201~ 10:i~ PM 
T~: Wlllifo~d, Lynn E 
~: Pinkney, D~ayne L 
S~je~: ~: UNC In~ercollegia~e A~hle~lcs Repot, 
l~p~e: High 
Lynn - I believe you said you were handlin~ 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

919.962.2198 @TarHeelProvost 

jeme.~ dean@unc.edu 

From: "Samantha L McAu~iffe" <s~mcaul~ffe@northcarol~na.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, August 6, 2013 4:37 PM 

To: AI~ Khan <aakhan@maiLecsu.edu>, "battlesd@uncw.edu" <battlesd@uncw.edu>, Bernice Johnson <bjohnson@nccu.edu>, Brenda Allen <allenba@wssu.edu>, 

"’bt~son~emaikwcu.edu’ (btyson@ema~Lwcu_edu)" <btyson@ema~.wcu:edu>, David Perrin <dh~err~n@unc~#du>, James Dean <[ames dean@unc~edu>, Jane 

Fernandes <i[£[£#_E~_@_~_0£~:_#_~_~.>, Joan Lorden <j~lorden@uncc.edu>, Jon Young <12£~£g@_#_E£[&#_:A#_#.>, Kenneth Kitts <~#_£_:~_[~_&@_#_~_~£:_~_~>, Lod Gonzalez 

<gonzalezls@appstate.edu>, Marilyn Sheerer <sheererm@ecu.edu>, Warwick Arden <warwick arden@ncsu.edu>, Winser Alexander <wealexan@ncat.edu> 

~¢: alicia Jiles <al~cia.ji~es@uncp.edu>, Anne Aldrich <aaldrich@emaikwcu.edu>, Bobbie Scott <bobbie.scott@uncp.edu>, Carnie Mack <csmack@ncat.edu>, 

Constance Gathings <archiec@ncat.edu>, David Cook <cookdh@appstate.edu>, Delane Jones <djones@uncrsu.edu>, Ericka Champion <e~champi@unca.edu>, 

Evelyn Wilson <w~lsonem@wssu.edu>, Helen Haynes <haynesh@ncat.edu>, Ji~ayne Erw~n <erwinj@ecu.edu>, LoraAnn Barclift <~ebarcl~ft@ma~l.ecsu.edu>, Lyndee 

ivey <]£[~_#~@_#_E~:_#_~_#.>, Queenie Turner <£~$~[£#_£@_~#_[]:_#_£~_£:_#_~£>, Sarah Cohen <sarah cohen@ncsu.edu>, Selina Mumford <£~_#_0319_[_~_@£££9_:A#_9.>, Sharon 

Lindgren <~jndgrens@uncw.edu>, Stephanie Thurman <sthurman@ema~l.unc.edu>, Terry Riocci <r~occ~@uncg:edu>, Michelle Bunce <mbunce@northcaro~ina.edu>, 

Eric Fotheringham <emfother~ngham@northcarol~na.edu>, "Henz, Kathryn M" <kmhenz@northcarolina.edu> 

Subje~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Good Afternoon CAOs: 

The attached memo is in regards to the 2012-2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report. The survey will be sent separately. 

ThB email will be also be shared with UNC Athletic Directors and Chancellors. 
Samautha M cAuHffe, M .A 
As~Js[aut to the Senio] Vice Presideut £ot- Academic 

U nJversit], of N orth Carolina Oen e:-al A dministratio~s 
Sp ;~ n ~] el Con [ er 
t, lO Ralci~A~ R~ad P 0 Roa 

Ch~]sei tli]], N ort]~ Carolina 27515-2688 

"[e[ephone: 919-962..4614 "Fax: 919-962-0120 "Eru~ii: slmcauliffe(~)torthcazoIina.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:27 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edu> 

I~E: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

’][’hat’s great’. Thanks Steve. 

From: Farmer, Stephen N 

Sent= Wednesday, August 14, 2013 6:26 PM 

To= llle, Vince 
Subject= RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Vince, thank you. I will be glad to be there on 9/24 and will check with Barbara when she gets back to the office to see if she can be there, too. Steve 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:15 AM 
To= Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject= FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Steve, 

Please see the information from Marielle below. 

Also, would you and Barbe:ra be available to attend our head coaches’ ~neeting scheduled for Tuesday, September 24 at 8:30 a.m. in the Emie Willia~son fi~st floor 

coat’erence room? If so, please let ~ne know. We can visit in advance if you’d like. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From= Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Sent= Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:06 AM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
According to the 2012-2013 Squad lasts, the following are the only incoming recruited freshmen in revenue sports for Spring 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate A~:hletic Director 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h Carolit~a 

Phone: (9~9) 962--7853 

Fax: {9~9) 962-6~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m~ Farmer, Stephen N 
Sent~ Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:08 AN 

To~ ~lle, Vince 
Subjeet~ RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repo~, 2012-13 
Vince, thank you ve~ much for sending this along. Do you have a similar list for those who enrolled in Spring 2013? 
Steve 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Tuesday, August 13, 2013 4:44 PM 
To= Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject= FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Steve, 

Is this the infom~ation you need? If you need additional iat’onnation, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent= Tuesday, August 13, 2013 4:40 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

See att~ched. Per 5tew:,’s reqLH:_!st, this lis[ includes Fall 2012 enterk~g fresh[~len who were considered recruited in revenue sports (MBB, WBB, MFB). 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962--7&%3 

Fax: {919) 962- 6002 
_m__~__n__£_eJ__d___e_f_~__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_. 
From= Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent= Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:30 PM 

To= llle, Vince 
Subject= FVV: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Importance= High 

Dear Vince: 

If you or someone in athletics can get us the N~ fo~ ~E~ ii~i~ii ~ ~i~ i~ ~E~ ~ ~i we can pull the admissions data, including the NCAA 

core data, that we have on file for them and double-check those numbers against Marielle’s records. 

We will also be glad to handle the reporting of exceptions. 



Steve 

From: Wilfiford, Lynn E 
Seat: Monday, August 12, 2013 7:00 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; 111e, Vince; Derickson, Christopher P; Eilers, Christopher .I 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FVV: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Importance: High 

Dear Coflea~ues, 

We received the instructions for this year’s UNC Board of Governor’s Athletics ReporL You’ll no[e that the report is much shorter than las[ year’s, but so 

deadlh~e of 

f~ot~[lw:flvedri~h[atthee[ldla~;tyear, so~don’Lknowwhoprov~ded~;omeo~Lhedata. WoukJyou ph~aseread the a[tached instructh:ms and let me know’~t 

making the right assignments th~s year’: 

Pa~th Excep[ions 

#~ Exce0t~ons to MCR---Steve ~armer 

#2 Academic Profile of recruited freshmen .... --.Steve Farmer 

#3 Majors of aH recruh:ed student athletes w~t:h jr standbys -- TNs m~ght have been completed by Chris EHers on my staff last year. 

Chris E and Steve -- do you recall? Weq~ phm to take th~s one unh~ss there are any objections. 

Part H: Graduation Success Rate Reports or Academic Success Rate Repo~te- this report has a~ready been submitted to the 

NCAA and we lust need to provide GA with a copy. Who has tNs report? 

PartHk Needs no ac~on from 

Vh~ce -- I remember that Steve ~nd I talked with you a couple of times about the definition of "recruited." ff you have any ~dd~tiona~ ~dvice for us after readin~ 

G~’s ms[:ructions, we’d appredate 

~ haven’t yet received the d~rections and passwords for us~n8 the online survey form descr~#ed #~ GA’s memo. ~’1~ ~et them to you aH as soon as possible. 

Let’s set ~.[.[#~.~W~.~.~A~.&[.~.~ as our ~nterns~ deadline fo~ hsv~n~ aH the data entered into the survey sad any remaining pieces sent to me. That ~ives us t~me to proof 

and ~ve 8ubba, J~m Dean, a~d the Chancellor a chance to ~eview. 

Thanks, evervo~e. 

Lynn 

E~m: Dean, James W Jr 
Seat: Wednesday, August 07, 2053 $0:$8 PN 
To: Williford, Lynn E 
C~: Pinkney, Dwayne L 
Sabje~t: ~: UNC In~rcoflegiate Athletics Repot, 2052-$3 
Impo~ance: High 
Lynn ~ I believe you s~id you ~ere h~nd~in~ this. 3im 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

929.962.2298 @TarHeelProvost 

iomesz dean@unc edu 

From: "Samantha L McAuliffe" <slrncauliffe@northcarolina.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, August 6, 20:13 4:37 PM 

To: All Khan <_a___a__k___h___a___n____@____m____a_jJ_:__e__c___s__u__.__e___d___u_.>, "_b___a__t__t_Le__s___d____@___u___n__c____w__.__e___d___u_." <_b___a__t__t_L_e__s___d____@___u___n___c___w__:__e___d___u_>, Bernice Johnson <_b_j2_h___n__s__2_n____@___n___c__c__u___.__e___d__u__.>, Brenda Allen <_a_]_[_e___n___b___a____@____w___s___s__u__:__e__d___u__>, 

"~__b__t_wson@email.wcu.edu’ (_b___ty___s__o___q__@___e___m____a_L[:__w___£_u__:__e__d___V_)" <._b__t__y__s___o___q__@___e____m___a__!]_:__w___c___u_:__e___d___u_.>, David Perrin <_d___h__p___e___r__r!__n__@__u___q_£g:__e___d___u_.>, James Dean <j_a____m____e__s_ dean@unc.edu>, Jane 

Fernandes <ifernand@unca.edu>, Joan Lorden <jflorden@uncc~edu>, Jon Young <jyoung@uncfsu~edu>, Kenneth Kitts <ken.kitts@uncp.edu>, Lori Gonzalez 

<gonzalezls@appstate.edu>, Marilyn Sheerer <sheererm@ecu.edu>, Warwick Arden <warwick arden@ncsu.edu>, Winser Alexander <wealexan@ncat.edu> 

Cc: alicia Jiles <alicia~jiles@uncp.edu>, Anne Aldrich <aaldrich@email.wcu.edu>, Bobbie Scott <bobbie.scoU_@uncp.edu>, Carnie Mack <csmack@ncaLedu>, 

Constance Gathings <arch!ec@ncat.edu>, David Cool{ <cookdh@appstate.edu>, Delane Jones <djones@uncfsu_edu>, Ericka Champion <elchamp!~unca.edu>, 

Evelyn Wilson <._w__j_Ls___o___n___e___m___@__w____s__s__u___.__e___d___u_>, Helen Haynes <_h___a__y___q_e___s__h____@__.___n___c__a___t_.__e___d___u_.>, Jilayne Erwin <__e__r___w__[gj___@___e__c___u__.___e__d___u_>, LoraAnn Barclift <[-e-~-b-~-a--r--c-~[!-f-.-t---@--.-~--m---a--!]~.---e--c--s-~-u--.~-e---d-.-u-.>~ Lyndee 

ivey <lcivey@uncc.edu>, Queenie Turner <qsturner@mail.ecsu.edu>, Sarah Cohen <sarah cohen@ncsu.edu>, Selina Mumford <smumford@nccu~edu>, Sharon 

Lindgren <lindgrens@uncw.edu>, Stephanie Thurman <sthurman@email.unc.edu>, Terry Riocci <riocci@uncg~edu>, Michelle Bunce <mbunce@northcarolina.edu>, 

Eric Fotheringham <emfotheringham@northcarolina.edu>, "Hertz, Kathryn M" <kmhenz@nor[hcarolina.edu> 

Subje~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 20:12-:13 

Good Afternoon CAOs: 

The attached memo is in regards to the 20:12-20:13 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report. The survey will be sent separately. 

This email will be also be shared with UNC Athletic Directors and Chancellors. 

s[., a [z gl er Ce# 1: et 

910 Raleigh Road, PO Bo~: 2688 

Cl~a%~el Hi]l, North Caroli~r~ 27515-2688 

Tel eph or~ e: !) i9-962-4 t5 ],! ~ F }~ x : 9 ]9-.962--0120 " Ez~] a il shn ca uli ffe@ or th ca r olin a .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 6:36 PM 

Vangelder, Ma~elle A <~nvangel&~emM.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@~mc.edtr~ 

Finally caught Nm again... 



Ille, Vince 4/O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0; 

Monday/, August 19, 2013 4:43 PM 

Vangel~ter, Ma~elle A <mvangel&.~email.unc’edu>; Pogge, Paul <plx~gge@unc-edtr’~ 

Subject: 

1._g_t_p__.__w_.w_?~_-:d_~l.!a_~!!e.2~_~:_c.’_~_~’_~-~:~-’-~-’-~--~o~:--~--~:~---~--~ ........... =’----~- .......................................................... 
~caa-rey, Alations,ece 

~ghe video is worth watching. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:19 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Broome, Lissa L (lbroome@em~il.unc.edu); Vm~gelder, Ma~elle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edtc, 

I~W: Southwestern College Professional Studies - Higher Educalion Within Reach 

A heads up.., 
From: Southwestern College [mailto:email@market-opubco.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 20, 20:t3:12:04 PM 
To: ille@uiuc.edu 
Subject-" Southwestern College Professional Studies - Higher Education Within Reach 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~~~ ~ F~h-;’a~s÷ ~.,~ ,~,o~, o~ ?,,,,,at:! ,~%o?, ff,"zcou~’~t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 3:04 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Prospects accessing recruiting lounge, etc. during contest 

Unbelievable 

From: Burgemeister, Matt [mailto: mburgemeister@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:45 PM 
To-" Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Alex Dominato (adominatoOfsu.edu); Alex Stone; Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Amy Herman; Andy Campbell 
(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Art IVlarkos (amOvirginia.edu); Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu); Brent Moberg; Bret 
Cowley; Brett Luy (bdl:LI@my.fsu.edu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vtedu); Dressler, early; early Pariseau (carly.padseauObc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); 
Casey East; Christine Lowthert; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu); 
Craig Anderson (craig.andersonOmiami.edu); Cyndi Sykes; Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Dan Isaf (dmisaf@syr.edu); Dan Raben 
(d.raben:I@miami.edu); Daniel Gossom; Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Derek Gwinn; Derrick Coles; Dr. Louis Marcoccia; Emiy Garr; Eric Baumgartner 
(embSp@virginia.edu); Erin Moran (e.moran2@umiami.edu); Erlease Wagner (erleasem@syr.edu); Heather LaFon; Heidi Uebelhor; Herman Frazier; Jamie Mullin; Jason 
Greco; Jason Montgomery; Jen Vining-Smith; Jill Bodensteiner; Jim Curry (jmcurry@fsu.edu); John earns; Julie Mallette; Kassen Gunderman; Kate Matthews; Kirsten Elleby 
(ellebykc@wfu.edu); Kristi Giddings; Kyle Buffolino; Kyle Snoke; Lance Mark@s; Mark@s, Lance M; Lauren Rust; Marcus Wilson; Vangelder, Marielle A; Marissa Sprick; Marquita 

Armstead; Matt Pottroff; IVleeghan Ford; IVlichelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Pogge, Paul; Ralph Shick; Rob Slavis 
(rslavis@virginia.edu); Ryan Clingan; Kirby, Samantha Lillian; Sarah Helfer (shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Seth Barwick; Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tasha Fisher; 
Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Timmermans, Tom; Tom ~mmermans 
(tatimmermansOgmail.com); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Ille, Vince; Yadira Reyes (reyesyaObc.edu); Zac Saunders (zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu) 
C¢; Hostetter, Brad; Giardina, Mary; Brown, Shamaree 

Subject; Prospects accessing recruiting lounge, etc. during contest 

Hi all, 

This is to provide an update to the question that was raised on last week’s conference call regarding prospects/families being allowed to access a football lounge, recruiting 
room, etc. during an institution’s contest. As an example of how this might work, prospects on an official or unofficial visit would do the regular pregame activities (tour, 
presentation, visit the field, etc.) then go to their seats. The question is whether the lounge or similar space can either remain open throughout the game or be re-opened at 
halftime to allow prospects and parents to get water/snacks and have some air conditioning. 

We received confirmation from AMA that this type of arrangement would be impermissible since the prospect is receiving mot~ than admission to the contest and receives 
benefits not available to others in the "general seating area," as noted in 13.6.7.2 and 13.7.2.1. While it is not a suite or special seating per se, it is beyond what is generally 
available to other ticket holders. In addition, the bylav~ are specific to including intermission periods, so it would not be an option to only have the space open at halftime. 
We would be comfortable with prospects and their parents having the ability to return to the lounge after the game, or before the game ends as long as they do not return to 
the stadium. Essentially, this is recognizing that the game is part of their full visit and that the visit is not required to conclude when the game ends (i.e., there can be visit- 
related activities after the game). 
I hope this is helpful, please let us know if you have additional questions about this information. Thanks, 

Matt 

I 3.6.7 . 2 - Cornel inentary AdmJ ss i ons. 

During the official visit a maximum of three complimentary admissions to a home athletics event at any facili~ within a 30-mile radius of the ins~dtution’s main campus in 

which the institution’s intercollegiate team practices or competes may be provided to a prospective s~dent-athlete. Such complimenta~- admissions are for the 

exclusive use of the prospective student-athlete and those persons accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the visit and must be issued only through a pass 

list on an individual-game basis. Such admissions may provide seating only in the general seating area of the facility- used for conducting the event. Providing seating 

during the conduct of the event (including intermission) tbr the prospective student-athlete or those persons accompanying the prospective student-athlete in the 

facility’s press box, special seating box(es) or bench area is specificaJly prohibited. 

13.7.2.1 - Gene~al Restrictions. 

During an unofficial visit, the institution may not pay any expenses or provide any entertainment except a maximum of three complimentary admissions (issued only throug 

a home athletics event at any facility mthin a 30-mile radius of a member institution’s main campus in which the institution’s intercollegiate rerun practices or competes. S u, 

complimentaxy admissions are tbr the exclusive use of the prospective student-athlete and those perkins accompanying the prospective student-athlete on the visit and m 

on an individual-game basis. Such admissions may provide seating only in the general seating a~-ea of the lhcility used tbr conducting the event. Providing seating during fl 

the event (including intermission) for the prospective student-athlete or the prospective student-athlete’s parents (or legal gumdians) or spouse in the faciliF’s press box, s 

box(es) or bench area is specifically prohibited. [R] (Revised: 1/10/90 e.!fective 8/1/90, 1/11/’94, 4/24/03) 

MAT’[" 
Assistant Commis~inner C~mnli~ne~ & Governance 

O: 336.369.4641 ~ 

m burflemeiste@)theacc.o r~ 
th~ACC.com ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 21,2013 8:23 AM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: USC 

image001 .j pg 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: "Pogge, Paul" <12pogge,~;tmc.edu> 

Date: August 21, 2013, 8:17:18 AM EDT 

To: "Ille Vince" <ille~i~Lu)c edu> "Curafingh~an~ Bubba" <bubbac(_a~_ej_r_~.~i.{: .u_!)._c_:._e_d___tp’, 

Subject: USC 

http://sports.yah~.com/b~gs/ncaaf~dr-saturdav/durin~-recruitrnent-usc-si~as-redd-greeted-sn~p-~i~n~:192~25878~htm~ 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(92L9) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 10:43 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu-*; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 3:51 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

FW: - APR Bonus Point 

will be in tny office at 11:15 a.m. next Monday. Ale you available to tneet with him at that time? We can discuss expectations, agents, etc. Thmaks. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 2:06 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Pogge, Paul 
Co: Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE:              - APR Bonus Point 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 1:20 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Blanton, Brent S 
Co: Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; ~lle, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: - APR Bonus Point 

Paul, 

Cricket w[H I~ave connect with you before si~nin~ any aid 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 8:15 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; 1lie, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: - APR Bonus Point 
Corey, 

What was his involvement with agents (if any) and where was he employed since he left Carolina? 

agreernent outlining his r~-_~sponsibilities. 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 8:13 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Co: Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre; Pogge, Paul; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 

Subject: RE:               APR Bonus Point 

a~sl ~?s an u[}dale, we a~e r~lnning d0v,zl~ de0~lmenlali0i~ 0n 0~e ~as~ requi[em el~ before we say v,zilh ~.er~aff~ty bnt ~ aN)ea[~; ff~?l         ~; e~ro~ed h~ wha~ he needs ~0 gradnate. 0 nee 

hllp:i/advisin~.unc.eduipolMes-and-procednres/~paduaHen-applicaHen/s0 5e can c0mpl010 

F~m= Holliday, Corey L 
Sent; Thursday, August 22, 20~3 8:50 PN 

To= Blanton, Brent S 
C¢= Timmermans, Tom; Williams, Andre; Pogge, Paul; Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; No, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject~ Re: APR Bonus Point 

Than~ B~nt and Tom 

"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton(?~uuc.edu> wrote: 

I’ll look at everything firs1 thing in the morning with ~meone t?om Advising to ensure he is in the necessa .ry coursework. 

B 

Sent from ,ny iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2013, at 8:46 PM, "Timmennans, Tom" <?!_r_~Ln___e_N!’_aj!~unc.edu> wrote: 

Corey, 

ALtached is the scholarship agreernent (tuition and fees) [:or I would suggest her:ore having Nm sign it, that either’ grent or Leslie confirms 

that the courses        currently is enrolled in are the ones needed to graduate at Lhe end o1: this Fall sernesLer. Lookff~g at his current GPA 

we will need to make sure he does well and stays above the 2.0 necessary to graduate. 

From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Thursday, August 22, 20:13 7:25 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Blanton, Brent S 

Subject: RE: - APR Bonus Point 

Tom, 

Please find below the information that I currently have on 

Permanent Home Addre’.;s iCrick~:_!i: can you please c.:_~n firm): 



~est 

A~d~e~ 

Fro~: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent-" Thursday, August 22, 2013 7:03 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
(3¢-" Holliday, Corey L; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Williams, Andre; Nanton, Brent S 
Subject: Re:              ¯ APR Bonus Point 
We will have to pro rate as of the date he signs his agreement. Send me his info(address, pod, dob,) and I will send you his agreement 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2013, at 6:30 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppog~e(O)unc.edu~ wrote: 

I believe we should pay for this. 

Sent from my il?hone 

<Football, 

On Aug 22, 2013, at 6 23 PM, "Holliday, Corey L" <_c_!39_l_!_i__d_j_a~:(_a2__tLn__c_’_:_e_d__g> wrote: 

N1 

Cricket has been in contact with [bnner football student-athlete m the incoming class, al~,~ut finishing 

his degree this semester, ts 12 hours short of graduation and is currently registered tbr 15 hours this semester and 

needs his tuition and tees paid for in order to graduate. Please respond to all with thoughts, next steps (obviously this is a time 

sensitive matter). 
Thanks for your assistance. 
Sen/ fron~ rny ~ 2,rizon If~ire~e~s~" 4(~ L]~" DROID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:05 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.e&~ 

VW: South C~:olina Gan~e - Travel Details (Coaches & Prim~" Support Staff) 

South Carolina G~:me (8-29-13) - Bus List.xlsx; South Carolina Game (8-29-13 ) - Team Itinem~.xlsx 

F’~q for hotel info and arrival times 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Bent; Monday, August 26, 2013 3:19 PM 
To; Anderson, Melinda; Anderson, Robert Blake; Bell, Walter A IV; Best, Kevin S.; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Brewer, Gunter S; Brewer, Ronald; Browning, Clay; Disch, Dan; 
Fedora, H. Larry; Gilmore, Keith Louis; Haake, Simon; Harper, Taylor; Haydon, Joe; Healy, Kaitlin; Heckendorf, Keith J; Hernandez, Luis TII; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, 
Yuri Walter; Jordan, Randy Lamont; Kapilovic, Christopher G; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr; Luke, Christopher Joseph; McKee, Ryan A; Paschall, Lucas I; Pommerening, Rory; 
Ross, Luke; Sanders, Justin M; Spurling, James; Trulock, Scott; West, Ronald Eugene; Williams, Andre; Womack, Zachary Wayne; Yaekel, Mark C; Neuharth, Brent; Gwaltney, 
Clint; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Gallo, Jr~, Larry A.; mmason@fca.org 
C¢-" Norton, Molly; Benjamin.Marsh@ncdps~gov; Robert F~ Moore; Cauteruccio, Dino 
$-bject; South Carolina Game - Travel Details (Coaches & Primary Support Staff) 

To the Coaches and Primary Support Staff on the South Carolina game Trip: 

In the e mail below, I have included the general details of this week’s trip to South Carolina. Please read everything carefully and do not hesitate to call or e mail me with 

any questions that you may have. The bus list and team itinerary are attached. 

Wednesday: 

¯ The 3 Team Buses will depart from in front of Kenan Football Center at 2:00 PM. Bus #4 (Support Staff & VIP) will depart at 2:30 PM. 

¯ As always, Parking is extremely limited so please plan to park in your everyday assigned area 

¯ We will be flying a Delta Chartered flight from RDU to Columbia Metropolitan Airport (CAE), 

Once we arrive at CAE airport, we’ll board the buses and go directly to the team hotel for check in. We will get to the hotel at approximately 4:50 PM. 

Team Hotel: 
Marriott - Columbia 

1200 Hampton Street 

Columbia, SC 29201 
803-771-7000 

www.rnarriott.corn/caernh 

Thursday: 

¯ The Buses will depart the hotel for Williams Brice Stadium at 3:40 PM. Please be on the bus and ready for departure by 3:30 PM. 

¯ 50 minutes after the end of the game we will depart the stadium for CAE airport. We’ll fly back to RDU and expect to arrive at Kenan Football Center around 2:30 AM 

Friday Morning. 

DRESS CODE: 

¯ The dress code for coaches and staff will be ’coat and tie’ for the flight on Friday, so please dress accordingly. The Players will be in their travel sweats. The return 

trip following the game will be your game attire. 

FLIGHT PROCEDURES: 

¯ lDs: MAKE SURE YOU HAVE YOUR DP~VER’S [~CENCE W~TH YOU FOR THE FL~GNTS~ IT ~S MANDA$ORY THAT YOU ~NG ONE. 

~RPORT SCREENING PROCEDURES 
FAA rules require all chartered aircraft passengers to be screened prior to boarding. All carry on baggage will be thoroughly screened at the airport. Any checked bags (for our 

charters, checked bags are those that are left under the buses and loaded directly into the cargo area o[ the plane) do not have to be screened. Please only bring small bags or 

plastic zip lock bags with your necessary items with you onto the plane (we will provide the plastic zip lock bags at the bus loading area). All liquids in bottles larger than 3oz will 

need to be thrown away if they are in your carry on. 

Please contact me (cell: 919 624 7777) if you have any questions about our trip or travel procedures. 

Go Heels~ 

Director of Football Operation~ 

University of Nor[h Carolina 

Phone: 919.84~3. 2572 

haydon@uac.edu 



Fron~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub~iect: 

llle. Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS!CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (1LLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 8:07 AM 

Cmmingham, Bubba <bubbac@ema 1 unc.edu~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

ht_t_p_. , www new2’orkel corn o fline b oas e ements 2013 )8 hoop_ t~d-reside ~c.~ -hour-limits-t?_roblern-~{th-medical-cmv’html 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <"O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 
Wednesday, September 4, 2013 11:44 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

.. ~    ," , ....... ;dea lets_m~e_buvmo-hiah-school-recruiks-a-l~elo_r_t.Y-~>louisiara" htt ~ ’,’theh’_a_.y,~de co n,2013, 09, he,>=~:_-__¢___~=_.,______.__-_ ................................... =-----= ................................................................................... 
...... }:_:=_’ ......... :_._. __= ........................................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OD~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 6:53 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics RepoYt, 2012-13 

Michelle, 
Would Brent Blanton be the person to provide the information requested below? I believe for the second item, Lynn is referring to APR. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:22 PM 

To; Ille, Vince 
Subject; FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you ~re well. Are you the person who might send me a copy of the C-:raduation Success Ra~:e Reports or Ac~demk: Su(:ce~.~s ~al:e Reports referenced bel.:_~w? 

Tha~ks! 

Lynn 

Fro~: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent; Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:34 AM 
Te-" Farmer, Stephen N 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Derickson, Christopher P; Biers, Christopher J 
S~bject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Thanks, Steve. And I confirmed that it was Chris Eilers who did the majors report last year, so he can handle it again this year. I think he got the list of students from Allison, 

so rll tell him to check with her for that. 
Lynn 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:06 AM 
To: Williford, Lynn E 
Co-" llle, Vince; Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject-" RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Dear Lynn (with copies to Vince and Chris): 
Thank you very much for getting us organized and on track. 
Vince has identified the students who meet the definition of "recruited." As you’ll recall from last year, this definition isn’t the same definition we use in admissions for special- 
talent student-athletes. 
Our office will work to retrieve and validate the admissions credentials for the student in this population. We will also retrieve and validate the list of students who required 
exceptions to the minimum course requirements (MCR) of the public system. 
I’m guessing that Chris will be invaluable in tabulating the majors of those with junior standing. 
We will get you everything by August 30. Thank you again! 

Steve 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 6:59 PM 
T~: Farmer, Stephen M; Ille, Vince; Dedckson, Christopher P; Eilers, Christopher 
I::¢: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject-" FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Dear Colh?agues, 

We received the instructions for this year’s UNC Board of Gow~rnor’s Athletk:s Report You’ll no~:e theft the report is much shorter than las~: year’s, but so [s ~:he 

deadline of 

~ got ~nvolved right at the end last year, so ] don’t know who prov~ded some of the data. Would you please read the a~ached instruc~ons and let me know~ 

making the right assignments tNs year: 

#~ Exceptions to MCR---Steve Farmer 

#2 Academic Profile of recruited freshmen .... --. Steve Farrner 

#3 Majors of a]~ recruited student athletes w~th jr standing -- This might h~ve been completed by Chris Eilers on my staff ]ast year. 

Chris E ~nd Steve -- do yo~J rec~l~? Wefl~ plm~ to take th~s one unless there ~re any objections. 

Pi~r[: H: GraduatJot~ Success Rate Reports or Academk: Success Rate Report~ this; report: has a~ready been submitted ~:o ~:he 

NCAA and we ~ust need to provide GA with a copy. Who has th~s report? 

Part,H: Needs no action from 

V~nce -- I remember that Steve and ~ talked with you s couple of times about the definition of "recruited:" ~[: you have any add~tions~ advice for us after reading 

GA’s ~nstructions, we’d ~p~redate ~t. 

~ haven’t yet received the directions and ~asswords for usk~g the on~k~e survey form described ~n GA’s memo. ]’1~ get them to you a~ as soon as possible. 

Let’s set ~ as our ~n~:ernM dei~d~ine for hi~vk~g aH the data entered into the 5;urvey and any rema~nir~g pieces 5;ent to me. Thi~t gives us t~me ~:o proof 

and g~ve Bubbs, J~rn Dean, and the Chancellor a chance to review. 

Thanks, everyone. 

Lynn 

F~m= Dean, James W Jr 
Merit= Wednesday, August 07, 20~3 ~0:~8 PN 
To; Williford, Lynn E 
~e= Pinkney, Dwayne L 
Subject= ~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repot, 20~2-~3 
lm~o~anee= High 



Lynn - I believe you said you were handling this. Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chanceflor and Provost 

919.962.2198 @TarHee/Provost 

james...dean@, unc.edu 

From; "Samantha L McAuliffe" <slmcauliffe@northcarolina.edu> 

Date; Tuesday, August 6, 2013 4:37 PM 

To; All K h a n <.a___a__[£_h__a___n____@___r]_~_a__[!_.__e__£_s___u__.__e___d___u_>," ._b__a___t__t_[_e___s__d____@___u___n___c_ A _.__e___d___u_" < _b___a___t_t_]__e___s__d____@___u___n__c____w__:__e__d___u_. >, B e r n i ce J o h n so n <._b_j_o h n s o n @ n cc u. e d u >, B re n d a All e n < a II e n ba @ w s s u. e d u > 

".’__b___t_y__s___o___q___@____e___m____a_!!_:A_c___u__=_e___d___u_.’ (bt)zson .@__._email.wcu.edu)" <btyson@email.wcu.edu> David Perrin <dh£errin@uncg.edu> James Dean <i_a_.._m_.e_~ dean@unc.edu>, Jane 

Fernandes <ifernand@unca.edu>, Joan Lorden <jflorden@uncc.edu>, Jon Young <jyoung@uncfsu.edu>, Kenneth Kitts <kemkitts@uncp.edu>, Lori Gonzalez 

<gonzalezls@appstate.edu>, Marilyn Sheerer <sheererm@ecu.edu>, Warwick Arden <warwick arden@ncsu.edu>, Winser Alexander <wealexan@ncat.edu> 

Cc; alicia Jiles <alicia.jiles@uncp~edu> Anne Aldrich <aaldrich@emaiLwcu.edu>, Bobble Scott <bobbie.scott@uncp.edu>, Carnie Mack <csmack@ncat.edu>, 

Constance Gathings <archiec@ncat.edu>, David Cook <cookdh@appstate.edu>, Delane Jones <di~nes@~nc[~u>, Ericka Champion <elchampi@unca.edu>, 

Evelyn Wilson <wilsonem@wssu.edu> Helen Haynes <ha~nesh@ncat.edu> Jilayne Erwin <erwin.[@__, ecu.edu> LoraAnn Barclift <lebarclift@mail.ecsu.edu>, Lyndee 

ivey <lcivey@uncc.edu>, Queenie Turner <qsturner@mail.ecsu.edu>, Sarah Cohen <sarah cohen@ncsu.edu>, Selina Mumford <smumford@nccu.edu>, Sharon 

Lindgren <lindgrens@uncw.edu>, Stephanie Thurman <sthurman@email.unc.edu>, Terry Riocci <riocci@uncg.edu>, Michelle Bunce <mbunce@northcarolina.edu>, 

Eric Fotheringham <ernfotheringharn@northcarolina~edu>, "Hertz, Kathryn M" <krnhenz@northcarolina.edu> 

Subject; UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Good Afternoon CAOs: 

The attached memo is in regards to the 2012-2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report. The survey will be sent separately. 

This email will be also be shared with UNC Athletic Directors and Chancellors. 

Sp~ng]e] 

9]0 Raicigtt Ro;~d PO. E,:)x 26S8 

C~;ape] }i’J] ",i o~t}~ Ca~o]’~na 27515-2688 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 7:56 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

I~E: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Michelle, 
Would Brent Blanton be the person to provide the information requested below? I believe for the second item, Lynn is referring to APR. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:22 PM 

To; Ille, Vince 
Subject; FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you ~re well. Are you the person who might send me a copy of the C-:raduation Success Ra~:e Reports or Ac~demk: Su(:ce~.~s ~al:e Reports referenced bel.:_~w? 

Tha~ks! 

Lynn 

Fro~: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent; Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:34 AM 
Te-" Farmer, Stephen N 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Derickson, Christopher P; Biers, Christopher J 
S~bject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
Thanks, Steve. And I confirmed that it was Chris Eilers who did the majors report last year, so he can handle it again this year. I think he got the list of students from Allison, 

so rll tell him to check with her for that. 
Lynn 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:06 AM 
To: Williford, Lynn E 
Co-" llle, Vince; Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject-" RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Dear Lynn (with copies to Vince and Chris): 
Thank you very much for getting us organized and on track. 
Vince has identified the students who meet the definition of "recruited." As you’ll recall from last year, this definition isn’t the same definition we use in admissions for special- 
talent student-athletes. 
Our office will work to retrieve and validate the admissions credentials for the student in this population. We will also retrieve and validate the list of students who required 
exceptions to the minimum course requirements (MCR) of the public system. 
I’m guessing that Chris will be invaluable in tabulating the majors of those with junior standing. 
We will get you everything by August 30. Thank you again! 

Steve 

From: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 6:59 PM 
T~: Farmer, Stephen M; Ille, Vince; Dedckson, Christopher P; Eilers, Christopher 
I::¢: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject-" FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Dear Colh?agues, 

We received the instructions for this year’s UNC Board of Gow~rnor’s Athletk:s Report You’ll no~:e theft the report is much shorter than las~: year’s, but so [s ~:he 

deadline of 

~ got ~nvolved right at the end last year, so ] don’t know who prov~ded some of the data. Would you please read the a~ached instruc~ons and let me know~ 

making the right assignments tNs year: 

#~ Exceptions to MCR---Steve Farmer 

#2 Academic Profile of recruited freshmen .... --. Steve Farrner 

#3 Majors of a]~ recruited student athletes w~th jr standing -- This might h~ve been completed by Chris Eilers on my staff ]ast year. 

Chris E ~nd Steve -- do yo~J rec~l~? Wefl~ plm~ to take th~s one unless there ~re any objections. 

Pi~r[: H: GraduatJot~ Success Rate Reports or Academk: Success Rate Report~ this; report: has a~ready been submitted ~:o ~:he 

NCAA and we ~ust need to provide GA with a copy. Who has th~s report? 

Part,H: Needs no action from 

V~nce -- I remember that Steve and ~ talked with you s couple of times about the definition of "recruited:" ~[: you have any add~tions~ advice for us after reading 

GA’s ~nstructions, we’d ~p~redate ~t. 

~ haven’t yet received the directions and ~asswords for usk~g the on~k~e survey form described ~n GA’s memo. ]’1~ get them to you a~ as soon as possible. 

Let’s set ~ as our ~n~:ernM dei~d~ine for hi~vk~g aH the data entered into the 5;urvey and any rema~nir~g pieces 5;ent to me. Thi~t gives us t~me ~:o proof 

and g~ve Bubbs, J~rn Dean, and the Chancellor a chance to review. 

Thanks, everyone. 

Lynn 

F~m= Dean, James W Jr 
Merit= Wednesday, August 07, 20~3 ~0:~8 PN 
To; Williford, Lynn E 
~e= Pinkney, Dwayne L 
Subject= ~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repot, 20~2-~3 
lm~o~anee= High 



Lynn - I believe you said you were handling this. Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chanceflor and Provost 

919.962.2198 @TarHee/Provost 

james...dean@, unc.edu 

From; "Samantha L McAuliffe" <slmcauliffe@northcarolina.edu> 

Date; Tuesday, August 6, 2013 4:37 PM 

To; All K h a n <.a___a__[£_h__a___n____@___r]_~_a__[!_.__e__£_s___u__.__e___d___u_>," ._b__a___t__t_[_e___s__d____@___u___n___c_ A _.__e___d___u_" < _b___a___t_t_]__e___s__d____@___u___n__c____w__:__e__d___u_. >, B e r n i ce J o h n so n <._b_j_o h n s o n @ n cc u. e d u >, B re n d a All e n < a II e n ba @ w s s u. e d u > 

".’__b___t_y__s___o___q___@____e___m____a_!!_:A_c___u__=_e___d___u_.’ (bt)zson .@__._email.wcu.edu)" <btyson@email.wcu.edu> David Perrin <dh£errin@uncg.edu> James Dean <i_a_.._m_.e_~ dean@unc.edu>, Jane 

Fernandes <ifernand@unca.edu>, Joan Lorden <jflorden@uncc.edu>, Jon Young <jyoung@uncfsu.edu>, Kenneth Kitts <kemkitts@uncp.edu>, Lori Gonzalez 

<gonzalezls@appstate.edu>, Marilyn Sheerer <sheererm@ecu.edu>, Warwick Arden <warwick arden@ncsu.edu>, Winser Alexander <wealexan@ncat.edu> 

Cc; alicia Jiles <alicia.jiles@uncp~edu> Anne Aldrich <aaldrich@emaiLwcu.edu>, Bobble Scott <bobbie.scott@uncp.edu>, Carnie Mack <csmack@ncat.edu>, 

Constance Gathings <archiec@ncat.edu>, David Cook <cookdh@appstate.edu>, Delane Jones <di~nes@~nc[~u>, Ericka Champion <elchampi@unca.edu>, 

Evelyn Wilson <wilsonem@wssu.edu> Helen Haynes <ha~nesh@ncat.edu> Jilayne Erwin <erwin.[@__, ecu.edu> LoraAnn Barclift <lebarclift@mail.ecsu.edu>, Lyndee 

ivey <lcivey@uncc.edu>, Queenie Turner <qsturner@mail.ecsu.edu>, Sarah Cohen <sarah cohen@ncsu.edu>, Selina Mumford <smumford@nccu.edu>, Sharon 

Lindgren <lindgrens@uncw.edu>, Stephanie Thurman <sthurman@email.unc.edu>, Terry Riocci <riocci@uncg.edu>, Michelle Bunce <mbunce@northcarolina.edu>, 

Eric Fotheringham <ernfotheringharn@northcarolina~edu>, "Hertz, Kathryn M" <krnhenz@northcarolina.edu> 

Subject; UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Good Afternoon CAOs: 

The attached memo is in regards to the 2012-2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report. The survey will be sent separately. 

This email will be also be shared with UNC Athletic Directors and Chancellors. 

Sp~ng]e] 

9]0 Raicigtt Ro;~d PO. E,:)x 26S8 

C~;ape] }i’J] ",i o~t}~ Ca~o]’~na 27515-2688 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 8:02 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

I~E: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

OK, thaJ~ks. I will inform Lymi. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 8:01 PMI 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Vince 

Brent should be able to do that. I will ask him in the morning. 

Michelle 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 6:52 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Michelle, 

Would Brent Blanton be the person to provide the intbrmation requesled below? I believe tbr the second item, Lynn is rdbrring to APR. Thanks. 

Vince 

F~m: Williford, Lynn E 
Sent~ Wednesday, Sep~mber 04, 2013 3:22 PM 
To~ Ille, Vince 
Subject= ~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 
H~ Vince, 
Hope you a~e well Are you d~e per~o~ who rn~gh~ send me a copy of the Graduation Success R~te Report~ o~ Academic Succes~ Rate Reports 
re~erenced below? 
Thanks~ 
Lynn 

F~m~ W~lliford, Lynn E 
Sent~ Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:34 AN 
To~ Farmer, Stephen N 
Ce~ Ille, Vince; Deric~on, Christopher P; Biers, Christopher J 
Subject= RE: UNC In~rcollegia~ Athletics Repot, 2012-13 
Than~, Steve. And I confirmed that it was Chris Biers who did the rumors repo~ last year, so he can handle it again this year. I think he got the list of 
studenN from Allison, so rll tell him to check with her for that. 
Lynn 

From: Farmer, Stephen IVl 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:06 AIM 
To: Williford, Lynn E 
Co: Ille, Vince; Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 20:t2-:t3 

Dear Lynn (with copies to Vince and Chris): 
Thank you very much for getting us organized and on track. 
Vince has identified the students who meet the definition of "recruited." As you’ll recall from last year, this definition isn’t the same definition we use in 
admissions for special-talent student-athletes. 
Our office will work to retrieve and validate the admissions credentials for the student in this population. We will also retrieve and validate the list of students 
who required exceptions to the minimum course requirements (MICR) of the public system. 
I’m guessing that Chris will be invaluable in tabulating the majors of those with junior standing. 
We will get you everything by August 30. Thank you again! 

Steve 

From: Williford, Lynn E 

Sent: Mlonday, August 12, 20:t3 6:59 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen MI; Ille, Vince; Derickson, Christopher P; Eilers, Christopher 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FVV: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2012-13 

Dear Colleagues, 

We received the instructions for this year’s UNC Board of Governor’s Athletics Report. You’ll note that the report is much shorter thm~ last year’s, but 

"l ~ -th 

] got involved right at the end last year, so l don’t know who provided sorne of the dsta~ Would you p~ease read the at~ached instructions snd ~et me 

know if I’m making the right assignrnents Lh~s year: 

Part~: Excep~ons 

#:[ Exceptions to MCR --- Steve Farmer 

#2 Academk: Profile o[ recrui~:ed [resbmen -S~:eve Farmer 

#3 Majors of al~ recruited student athle[es with ]r standh~g --This might have been completed by Chris E~ers on my stair last year. 

Chris E and Steve --do you reca~? We’l~ p~an to lake [h~s one unless [here are any objections, 

Part H: Graduation S~Jcces5 Rate Reports or Academic Success Rate Reports ---this report has already been submitted to the 

NCAA and we just need to provide GA wkh a copy~ Who has this report? 



Part tlt: N~?eds no ac[~on 

Vince --I remember that Steve and I talked w~Lh you a couple of t~mes abouL the definition of "recruited," ]]: you have any addit~onM advice for us 

afLer reading GA’s b~sLructions, we’d appredate 

~ haven’t yet received the directions and passwords for using the oMine survey form described h~ GA’s memo. Iq] get them to you aJ~ as soon as 

poss~Me. 

LeCs set ~~fl~l: :~0 as our ~nternal deadhne h:~r ha~mg aII the data en[ered ~nto the survey and any remain~n~ pk~ces sent to me. That gives us 

time to proof and g~ve Bubba, J~m Dean, and the Chancellor a chance Lo review. 

Thanks, everyone~ 

~= Dean, James W Jr 
Se~t= Wednesday, August 07, 2053 ~0:~8 PP1 
To= Williford, Lynn E 
Ce= Pinkney, Dwayne L 
S~bject= ~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 2052-$3 
~e~aBee= High 
Lynn - I believe you sam you were handling this. Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. 
Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

929.962.2~98 ~ TerHeelProvost 

james_dean@unc.edu 

~rom: "Samantha L. McAuliffe" <slmcauliffe~northcarolina.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, Ausust 6, 20~3 4:37 PM 

To: Ali Khan <aakhan@rnail.ecsu.edu>, "ba[tlesd@uncw.edu" <batflesd@uncw~edu>, Bernice Johnson <bjohnson@nccu.edu>, Brenda AHen 

<allenba@wssu.edu>, "’btyson@emaiLwcu.edu’ (btyson@erna~l.wcu.edu)" <bWson@ema~l.wcu.edu>, David PerMn <dhperMn@unc~.edu>, James 

Dean <L~.~_#~ dean@unc.edu>, Jane Fernandes <j~A££A£~_@9£ffA:A~9>, Joan Lorden <jflorden@uncc.edu> Jon Youn8 <j~oun~@uncfsu.edu> Kenneth 

Kitts <ken.kitts@uncg.edu> Lori Gonzalez <&£nzMezls@aggstate.edu> Marilyn Sheerer <#_~_~A£A£~_@A~£:_#_~_N.>, Warwick Arden 

<warwick arden@ncsu.edu>, Winser Alexander <wealexan@ncat.edu> 

Co: alida Jiles <alicimjiles@uncp.edu>, Anne Aldrich <aaldMch@ema~l.wcu.edu>, Bobbie Scott <bobbie.scott@uncp.edu>, Carnie Mack 

<csmack@ncaLedu>, Constance Gathinss <archiec@ncat.edu>, David Cook <cookdh@appsta[e~edu> Delane Jones <djones@uncrsu.edu>, Ericka 

Champion <e~g~@#£ca,###>, Evelyn Wilson <~A£~03~#su~>, Helen Haynes <ha~nesh@ncat.edu>, Nayne Erwin <erwini@ecu.edu>, 

LoraAnn Barclfft <lebarclift@maiLecsu.edu> Lyndee ivey <lcive~@uncc.edu> QueeNe Turner <£sturner@ma~l.ecsu.edu> Sarah Cohen 

<sarah cohen@ncsmedu>, Selina Mumford <smumford@nccu.edu>, Sharon Lindsren <l~ndsrens@uncw.edu>, Stephanie Thurman 

<sthurman@email.unc.edu>, Terry Riocci <riocci@unc~.edu>, Michelle Bunce <mbunce@northcarol~na.edu>, Eric Fotherinsham 

<ernfother~n~ham@nor[hcarolinmedu>, "Hertz, Kathryn M" <kmhenz@northcarolina.edu> 

Subje~: UNC Intercollesiate Athletics Report, 20~2-~3 

Good Afternoon CAOs: 

The attached memo is in resards to the 20~2-20~3 UNC Intercollesiate Athletics Report. The survey will be sent separately. 

This email will be also be shared with UNC Athletic Directors and Chancellors. 
Sa m ~ n t h a :~ cA a lJ f~’e. M A 
A ssJstant to the Seu~o~ vice Pr~:sid ent l’~r A cadem ~c A f£aJrs 

U niver~Jty oJ N orth C;3ro]ina Gen er~] A dminis~ration 

Sp;~ug er Ce~iter 

910 Raleigh Road, PO Bcx 2.488 

Ci:ap~:l HJl], N ~,:tt: Ca:~dJua :2:’515-2688 

Teiep h on e: 919-.9~2-.4 d 14 " F a x : 919 -962-0120 " Em ~ il: ff~:ILRff_~_:~:~R@I_2£~)_~RL2)_~.E_ff_:2f~fL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:31 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Colonnades Club - Business After Hou~ ] Fighling Illini Energy 

From: Champaign County Chamber of Commerce [mailto:info@champaigncounty.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Champaign County Chamber of Commerce 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 20:13 12:17 PM 
To; ille@illinois.edu 
,~ubject; Colonnades Club - Business After Hours I Fighting Illini Energy 

5:00 to 7:oo p.m. 
Colonnades Club - Memorial Stadium 

1402 South First Street 
Champaign, I L 61820 

¯ Fighting Illini Energy will be giving away a set (2)of Fighting Illini 
Football season tickets (for the remaining games). Be sure to join us 

~::~::~::~ for Business After Hours for the opportunity to wln~ 

¯ Don’t forget to bring your frequent attendee punch card. This punch 
card rewards our members that routinely dedicate their time to BAH. 

¯ To better connect you, our members, we will be using BUMP, a free 

mobile app that allows you to connect instantly with the bump of your 
phone. This event is for you, so save time swapping contact info and 

spend more time talking about you and your business. 

There is a $5 suggested donation for members and $8 donation for non- 
members. For more details and to RSVP to the event, click here. 



Update Profile/Email Address I~ls~ant ~emovai ~’,,ith Saf:eUnsub~ribeTM Privacy 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W, Kirby Ave. Champaign :: IL :: 61820 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:43 PM 

’McPhee, SaJcah E’ <shahn@illinois.edu~~ 

ILE: R.I.P. NCAA Amateurism: The Student-Athlete Is Dead 

Heitner is an idiot and everyone in the business lmows that. His ridicule of your program is your firs1 indication that you axe sta~ing down the right path. You have to 

work the program as hard as we do here if you want it to have any impact. Even if you can’t, neither you nor your team members are wor~ offthan before. 

From: McPhee, Sarah E [mailto:shahn~ill~nois.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, September ~2, 20~3 ~:35 AN 
To~ 111e, Vince 
Subject~ ~: R.I.P. NC~ Amateurism: The Student-Athlete Is Dead 
Perh~ct ~ 
Sarah McPhee 

Complii~nce Coordinator ~ Universib/o~ IUinois D~vision of Inl:erco~[e~ate Ath[etk:s 

gie~fe[dt AtMetk: Admir~stration Bldg ~ 1700 S Fourth St ~ Champaign, ~[. 61820 

T 217.265.0733 

F 217o2~,9759 

shahn@illino~s.edu 

F~m: Squ~re, Rgan R 
Sent: Thursdag, SeNember 12, 20~3 10:13 AN 
To: Israel, koren Todd; S~l~s, [r~k T~ Canner, Sco~ ~omas~ NcPhee, Sarah [ 
Subject: R.I.P. NC~ Amateurism: The StudenbAthlete Is Dead 
ht~p://www.f~rbes.c~m/s~tes/darrenhe~tner/2~3/09/12/r-i.p-ncaa.amateurism-the..studen b-atMete-is--dea di 

Nyan Squire 

Associate Athletic Director- Compliance 

Division of h~tercollegiate Athletics ] Universi[y of illinois 

170(? South Four[h S[reet ~ Ch~mpaign, I I. 61820 

Phone: 217.333 5731 ~ F~x: 217244 9759 

http:fl~%~.athletics.illinois.eduicortlplia nee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:44 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

I~W: R.I.P. NCAA Amateurism: The Student-Athlete Is Dead 

The predictable criticism... 

From: McPhee, Sarah E [mailto:shahn@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:35 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: R.I.P. NCAA Amateurism: The Student-Athlete Is Dead 
Per h-’_~ct ! 
Sarah McPhee 
Compliance Coordinator ~" Universib/o~" IUinois Division of Inl:erco~e.qiate AtMetk:s 

gie~fe[dt AtMetk: Admff~stFatkm Bld~ ~ 1700 S Fourth St ~ Champaign, ~L 61820 

T 217.265.0733 

F 217o2~,9759 

shahn@illino~s.edu ....................................... 

From: Squ~re, Ryan R 
Sent: Thursday, SeNember 12, 2013 10:13 AM 
To: Israel, Loren Todd; Silis, Erik T; Canner, Sco~ ~omas; McPhee, Sarah E 
Subject= R.I.P. NC~ Amateurism: The StudenbAthlete Is Dead 
http://www.f~rbes.c~m/s~tes/darrenhe~tner/2~3/09/12/r..i.p..ncaa.amateurism..the..studen b-atMete-is--dea di 

Assoch~te Athletic Director -. Compliance 

Div~sior~ of kfl:ercolleg~ate Athletk:s I University of 

, 
1~’(}0 Soul:h Fourl:h Street ~ Champaign, IL 61820 

~:~hcne 217 333.573! ~ Fax: 217.244.9759 

http:flw~v athletics illinois.edu/com pliance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:06 PM 

’Squire, Ryan R’ <squire@illinois.edu> 

IUL: Agent policy 

Heitner is an idiot and everyone in the business lmows that. His ridicule of?our progra:m is your firs~t indication that you axe stoxting down the right path. You have to 

work the program as hard as we do here though if you want it to have any impact. Even if you can’t, neither you nor your team members are worse off than before. 

From: Squire, Ryan R [mailto:squire@illinois.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, September :[2, 20:t3 :[:28 PM 

To-" 1lie, Vince 
Subject-" Agent policy 

Same policy that you wrote a decade ago. We sent it out to all NFLPA agents with a cover letter co-signed by the State of illinois: 

h ttp :iiwww. fo rb es. corn is i t esid a r ren h e it n e r/2013/09/~ 2/t-.i-p-. n caa--a m a t e u r i sin-t h e.-s ~u d e n t-.a t h le~e--is- d e a d/ 



Compliance Director 

Loyola Marymount University (LMU) is a Division :[ member of the NCAA, primarily 
competes in the West Coast Conference and is committed to academic and athletic 
excellence. The Compliance Director will manage all compliance operations of the 
Athletics Department to ensure strict adherence with University, all sports 
conference affiliations, and the National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) 
rules and regulations for Amateurism, Eligibility, Recruiting, Financial Aid, Awards 
and Benefits, Playing and Practice Seasons, and Enforcement. This will include but 
is not limited to creating, maintaining and monitoring compliance mechanisms that 
support 22 sports, 50+ coaching staff members, and approximately 450 student- 
athletes relative to amateurism, initial and continuing eligibility, recruiting, financial 
aid, awards and benefits, playing and practice seasons, and enforcement. Review 
and interpret conference and NCAA rules and regulations in order to provide input, 
and oversight in the development, implementation, and monitoring of all 
department compliance policies, procedures, goals, and long and short range 
planning. Provide rules guidance and education to student-athletes, applicable 
University staff, coaches, and representatives of athletics interests. Responsible for 
working with various entities (e.g. Admissions, Financial Aid, Registrar, Faculty 
Athletics Representative, NCAA Eligibility Center) in order to successfully maintain 
student-athlete records including but not limited to squad lists, initial and 
continuing eligibility, financial aid, recruitment, countable hours, academic 
progress, admissions tracking, roster management, practice, competition, 
scheduling, employment, amateurism, and camp and clinic certification. Direct the 
processing and monitoring of self-reports and investigations, petitions, waivers, 
grant-in-aid offers, National Letters of ]:ntent, and required forms to ensure 
institutional control. Supervise assigned sports programs and/or support 
operations. Represent LMU within Athletics community and at professional 
organizations or associations as well as serve on committees as required. Perform 
other duties as assigned. To learn more about this position please visit the LNIU 
online employment site: https:/!jobs.lmu.edu 

Bachelor’s degree required; advanced degree preferred. Demonstrated 2-3 years 
expertise in knowledge of NCAA rules at a Division ]: institution. Demonstrable 
computer skills to include Excel, Microsoft Word required; preference for NCAA 
Compliance Assistant :Internet (CAi) and ACS. Must be able to multi-task, maintain 
good working relationships with University, Conference and NCAA staff, coaches, 
and student-athletes. Must demonstrate an extremely high degree of leadership, 
integrity and confidentiality. 



UCF ATHLETICS 
Director of Compliance 

UCF Athletics at the University of Central Florida, a NCAA Division I institution and American Athletic 
Conference (The American)member, is seeking applications for the position of Director of 
Compliance. 

Under the direction of the Assistant A.D. for Compliance, the selected candidate assists in the 
day-to-day management of the athletics compliance office within UCF, Conference, and NCAA 
rules and regulations. Responsibilities include, but are not limited to: management and 
coordination of financial aid and related operations (housing, dining services, student accounts, 
etc.); coordination of National Letter of Intent (NLI); rules education for university and athletic 
department constituents; rules monitoring and preparation of related reports; supervision of staff; 
and game management. 

Minimum qualifications: Master’s degree in an appropriate area of specialization and two (2) 
years appropriate experience; or a bachelor’s degree in an appropriate area of specialization and 
four (4) years of appropriate experience. Experience vdth Compliance Assistant specialized 
software program required. Prefer 3 years NCAA Division I compliance experience. Strong 
attention to detail and communication (written/verbal) skills also preferred. As a staff member 
of UCF Athletics, the selected candidate will be a person of integrity and character who shares a 
commitment for knowing and complying with NCAA, Conference, and institutional rules as they 
apply to the UCF Athletics program. 

Cover letter, resume, and three professional references will be accepted until the position is 
filled. To apply, please visit our website at http:iiucfathleticsmvexacthire.comiViewJob- 
4~ _~ 89.html 

Note: the person selected for this position vdll be employed by UCF Athletics, which is a Direct 
Support Organization (DSO) of the University of Central Florida. 

UCF Athletics is an equal opportunity employer ~vho values diversity, and fosters an 
environment that is welcoming, inclusive, and supportive for all members of our community. 
We are committed to developing a culture of leadership through our employees and student- 
athletes, embracing the backgrounds, life experiences, and perspectives that each individual 
brings to UCF Athletics in Our Quest for Excellence. Qualified women and minority candidates 
are encouraged to apply. To learn more about UCF and Athletics, please visit our websites at 
www.ucf.edu and www.ucfathletics.com. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 9:14 AM 

’McPhee, SaJcah E’ <shahn@illinois.edu.* 

I~B: ACS 

That would be great. I’m interested to know ?,our evaluation ofACS v Jump Forward. 

From: McPhee, Sarah E [mailto:shahn@illinois.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 9:11 AM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: ACS 

]’hanl~s Vince, it was rea[Ig nice taJking with you~ I~ gou have tkne ~’d love to d~cuss a IRt~e more I know gou’re busg w~th football, so maybe ear~g ne:<t week? 

agan and I have a ca~l set up th~s mormng wi~:h blarques Burrus from ACS, 

Sarah McPhee 

Compliance Coordinator ~ University, of IKmo~s Dh4sio~ of IstercoUegate Athtetks 

Bk~lN~[d[: Ath[etk: Admh~strat~on g~dg 1 ~700 S Fourth St 1 Champi~n~ ~k 6~820 

T 217~265,0733 

F 2~ 7.244.9759 

shahne]llJnois.edu ....................................... 

hit p:I/www.fightingH[inL comlcompliance 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 7:00 AM 
To: McPhee, Sarah E 
Subject: FW: ACS 

Sarah, 

Here is some information for you regarding ACS. We cm~ discuss this in more detail if that would be helpful. It’s great to hear from you and I hope yon enjoy the 

upcoming weekend. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North CaJcolina 

(919) 962-4631 

i’::!:q :i:::?5 :. ::’:’;.~’~:." 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:32 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: ACS 

Vince .... 

Our primary contact is Sarnantha Skorcz. She is the designated Client Success Manager for UNC Athletics. 

Office: {800) 343-£220 e~t 3:1.6 

sskorcz@acsa thletics.com 

According ~o ~he UNC began using ACS in May 2010. We added ~he Eq@pment manager amendment beginning in Januarg 2013. gthlet~cs currentig pags ACS 

~34.,000~00 per gear (up from ~30,000.00 per gear s~nce we added the Equipment Manager potion). 

Let me know if gou need additional documentat~om 

Thank gou, 

MarieHe 

MarieHe A. vanGe[der 

Associate A~htetic Director 

Universkg of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fa:<: (919) 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m: Ille, Vince 
~ent: Tuesday, September 10, 20~3 12:5~ PN 
To: Vangeider, Narielle A 
Subjeet~ ACS 

M~elle, 

Do we know when we began using ACS, who is our pfimaD~ contact there, and how much we ~y ann~lly Ibr the se~ice? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:42 AM 

Va~gekter, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

2012-13 Squad Lists.pdf; ATT00001 .htm; 2013-14 Squad Lisls.pdf; ATT00002.httn 

Can you please arrange for me to receive the 2011-12 NCAA Squad Lists also? Thanks. 

From: file, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 1:38 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Begiu forwa:rded tnessage: 

From: "Kretchmar, Jeff’ <il, aetcl~nar~admissions.uuc.edu> 
Date: September 13, 2013, 1:25:22 PM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Any chance these PDFs originated as excel files? Could you send those instead? [ tried to convert the PDFs to excel, but it didn’t export all the data.,, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 10:11 AM 

To: Kretchmar, Jen 
Subject: FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Jen, 

Does the infonnalion attached p~ovide what you need? If not, maybe we can di~uss in mo~ devil. Than~ for your help. 

Vince 

F~m~ Narkos, kance N 
Sent~ FrMay, September 13, 2013 9:~0 AN 

To~ Vangelder, Nadelle A 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NC~ Core v. HSGPA 

See attached for core GPA’s and squad I~sts for last year and this year~ Should cover everything Jen ~s askb~g for but if you need anythk~g else, just ~et 

rne know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

F~m~ Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent~ Friday, September 13, 20~3 7:58 AM 

Te= Narkos, Lance M 
C¢= Ille, Wnce 
Subject~ N: NC~ Core v. HSGPA 

Lat~ce - 

Can you ~ook at Jan’s reques~ below and comp~e the information requested ? 

She has an additional reques~ which I will pass along in another emaiL Once completed, can you p~ease provide the data to Vk~ce for his review? 

Let me know if you have any questions about what .Jen ~s Iookh~g for. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Marie~h~ 

Mafie~le A. vsnGe~der 

Associate Athledc D~rector 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9].9} 962.-6(;432 

mvangeJder@unc.edu 

F~= [JJe, Vince 
Se~t= Thursday, September ~2, 2053 ~0:36 AN 
To= Vangelder, Narielle A 
S~bject= ~: NCM Core v. HSGPA 

Ma~elle, 

Cm~ you plea~ ask oue or more of our s~ffto assis~ ruth the reques~ ~low? TNs is ve~ impo~t as it roll even~aJly be inclu&d in an admissions 

document that roll be NsNbuted publicly. It appears fl~e fi~t Nr~raph references Eligibilib" Ceuter research. The second should come fio~n NC~k 

Squad Lists and iuclude PID m~d recruited s~a~s. I cm~ add fl~e ad~nissions-related s~s. 

If this cm~ be assemNed aud sent to me, I’d appreciate it. Than~ for your help. 

VillCe 

f~m: Kretchmar, Jen 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:34 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NC~ Core v. HSGPA 

LJnf.:?rtunate~v ~ wasn’t: able to access the EC yes~terdav. 

may be able to get your answer sooner rather than later, h~ the meantirne, S~eve recognizes there are good arguments on bod~ s~des for using the 

HSGPA v. d~e NCAA core. ~-le’s asked Lyrm to weigh in, and/or pose the question to d~e committee to decide. Ym guessing Lynn will reach out ~o 



everyone today, 

One last request - Vm trying to pull the 2013 report together quickly as Steve is presenting it to the Faculty Council in ]ust a few weeks, Are you the 

com~etitiw?, s~et::ial talent) that pk~ce of informatkm might be helpful ~:o cross reference with our da~:a to 

rT~ake sure we’re on the same pa~e. 

Thank you so much~ 

Jen 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:17 PM 

To: Kretchmar, Jen 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Ok, that’s great. Thanks Jen. We have access to the EC as well and can assist if needed. We appreciate your help with this. 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 8:47 PM, "Kretchmar, Jen" <ikretclm~ar@)admissious.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vim:e, 

Looking at all student--athle[es (the 167 special talent student-athletes and the 23 I identified as competitive admits}, 75% of them 

reported GPAs on a 4PT sca~e. Unfortunately, ~ don"t have NCAA cores for the competitive admits so I can"t answer the second part of 

your question. I don’t have access to the EC, but ~ can ask Barbara to look them ~Jp tomorrow if you’d I~ke. ~n the meantime, these are the 

averages for the speda~ talent group who reported HSGPA on a 4PT scale: 3.64. HSGPA, 3.48 NCAA core. 

F~ ille@unc.edu [mai[to:[[le@unc.edu] 
$eBt: Tuesday, Sep~mber 10, 2013 1:56 PM 
Subject: Re: NC~ Core v. HSGPA 

To: ~¢tchmm: Jennifer (~tchj) 

From: Vincent Ille 

Jennifer, 

How malay of all the student-athletes enrolled 2012 reported GPAs on a 4PT scale? What is the average HSGPA tbr those students 

compared to the s~ane group’s average Core GPA? I would be interested to know. If the HSGPA is higher thm~ the Core GPA, I believe it 

should be iucluded. Thanks for your help ruth this project. 

Vince 

On Sep 10, 2013 at 12:26 P~ll, Kretchmar, Jennifer (kretehj) wrote: 

Dear All, 

In response to our disscussiou ou tHday, I took a quick look at reported HSGPAs and NCAA Core GPAs for our 2012 special talent 

athletes - specifically looking at how many retx)rted a HSGPA on a 4PT weighted scale, a]]d of those M]o did so, how did those compare 

to their NCAA core. Please see the document tiffed "NCAA Core V. HSGPA" for a ve~ brief summa~. 



This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Working Group" site. To reply to this message click 

this link to access Messages for this site: Working Grot~p. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:11 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edn> 

FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 2012-13 - DRAFT 

Lance, 

Please see Chris’ message below. Is his understanding correct? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Eilers, Christopher J 

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Kretchmar, .ten 
C¢: Williford, Lynn E 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 2012-13 - DRAFT 
Thanks Vince. I think Lhis will work. So lust to clarify, Lhe fist only contains students who were new freshman in the Fatl 2012 (ind. summer 2012) or’ new [reshman 

in the spring 2013 term? 

C-:A is askin~ [or the total ~?ecru~ted freshman student--athletes" ~n Fa~ 2012 and 5prin8 20~.S so ~ filtered your ~is~: ~:o on~y show ~he recruRed student--a~:Me~es and 

came ~p w~h 212 {200 ~n ~:a~l and I2 ~n Spr~n~). If Vm wrong let me know. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

~mm: Ille, Vince 
Se~t: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: Kretchmar, ~en; Eilers, Chris~pher ~ 
S~bje¢t: ~: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 2012-13 - D~ 

Is tNs the infom~ation you need? ThaWs. 

F~m: Narkos, kance N 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:36 PN 

To: Vanoelder, Nar~elle A 

Cc: I~e, Vince 
Su~j¢ct: RE: ONC In~rcolleo~a~ AtNetics Repo~ 2012-13 - 

See attached for the ~ist of all o[: our 2012-~3 enrollees at UNC, their spor~ and recruited sta{as. Yh~nk {hose numbers bebw are dose to wha~ we have but 

hopefully this 

~mm= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Se~t~ Tuesday, September ~7, 20~3 2:39 PM 

To= Markos, Lance M 
S~je¢t~ ~: ~NC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 20~2-~3 - D~ 

Can you p~ease take s ~ook at d~eir last question and provide Vb~ce w~th the 

Thank you~ 

Mariell~ 

M~ri~l~e A. vanG~ld~ 

Associate Ath~el:~c Dicec~:or 

University o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (9~9) 962-7853 

Fax: (9~9) 962--6~32 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 

Fmm~ 
Se~t~ Monday, September ~6, 20~3 7:~2 PM 

To~ Ille, Vince 
~¢~ Eilers, Christopher J 
S~bje¢t~ ~E: ~C Intercollegiate Athletics Repo~ 20~2-~3 - D~ 

The fast number ~R needs ~:or the BOG report b 

~ took a stab s~ it based on d~e ~n[ormafion ~ have sva~aMe to me and identified ~94--~83 who entered ~n 2~29 (~60 of whom were s~ot/specia~ 

tabnt atM~tes th~ other 23 of whom I identified as "compet~t~veid~scret~on~rv" athlete admits). And the~ an add~tbnal 11 Spdn8 201B sbt/speci~l t~l~nt admits~ I 

assume the 23 "competitive!discretionary" admits ~ ~de~t~fied meet the definition of "~scru~ted’~ but I can’t be sure. We attached the ~ist so you can douMe-ch~ck. 

ff you have a more acc:t~¢ate count, ~ease jt~s~: disregard th~s ~st; ~f th~s k)oks accurate pk~ase let Chris ~now ~hat he can repo¢~ 

Thank you so much. Sorry for the confus~n~ thread of emsib 

Jen 

~ Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 2:14 PM 

To: Kretchmar, 3en 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repo~ 2012-13 - D~ 

Je~ 

Do you have eve~thing you need tk~m us, If not, please just let me know whate~ er is still needed and we will tw to collect it. Thanks. 

Vince 

Fmm: Kretchmar, Jen 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 11:25 AM 

To: Eilers, Chris~pher J 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Farmer, Stephen M; Williford, Lynn E 

Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repo~ 2012-13 - D~ 

Alter reviewing the orig~na~ [hread o~ ema~B~ I reMized we received [he I~st of recruRed revenue a[:Metes ~rom athletk:s. Sorry to throw this back Voter way. Vince 

bu~ since d~e definition of ~recruited" here b so specific, ~ tNnk athletics is probably b~ the best position to repor~ this number. 

Fmm: Eilers, Christopher J 
Sent: Monday, Sep~mber 16, 2013 10:ll AM 



To,, Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, 3en; Ille, Vince 
Co-" Williford, Lynn E 
Subject-’ RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 20:[2-:[3 - DRAFT 

;~pologies. I think I created the confusion. 

J~?n, it you are abk~ to generate a complete ~s[ o~ recruited athletes entering in the Fall 2012 (incl. ~ummer 20:[2) or Spring 2013 terms tha~: wou~d be greaL 

T~a~ks, 

Chrb 

F~= Farmer, S~phen M 
~ent= Sunday, September ~5, 20~3 9:42 PM 

To= Kretchmar, 3en; [lie, Vince 
~= Eilers, Christopher 3; Williford, Lynn E 
S~bje~t= RE: UNC [n~rcollegiate Athletics Repo~ 20~2-~3 - 
Jen, thanks. [ don’t think we’re required to submit an academic profile for all "recruited" student-athletes. In the past, GA has asked Br test scores and core GPAs only for 
football, men’s basketball, and women’s basketball. [ believe we have reposed a to~l number of "recruited" student-athletes, as well as the NCR exceptions, for all spor~. 
Steve 

From-’ Kretchmar, ~len 
Sent-’ Sunday, September :[5, 20:[3 8:44 PM 
To,, ~lle, Vince; Farmer, Stephen M 
C:c; Biers, Christopher .~; Williford, Lynn E 

Subject-’ RE: UNC :Intercollegiate Athletics Report 20:[2-:[3 - DRAFT 

Not sure it this is creatir~g the c.:_3]]~:usion or ]]o[:, but there are 4S recruH:ed r~Pv~P~d~? stud£nb-a[:h~e[es, for which we were requhed to report ae aca~em~c profile per 

the ~estructk~es for ~}ection 1, Par~: 2 o~ ~:he {~OG report (no~: sure which Q. that correspoeds to bek~w), t new~r cak:u~ated a to~:al [or ¢2//recruited atbk~tes, but I can try 

Lo help w~th thb Lomorrow._ 

F~= [lie, Vince 
Sent; Sunday, September $5, 2053 8:37 PN 
To= Farmer, Stephen N 
~c= Biers, Christopher 3; Williford, Lynn E; Kretchmar, 3en; 1lie, Vince 
S~bje~t= Re: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Repo~ 20~2-~3 - D~ 

I share Steve’s opinion that the number for all recruited student-athletes entering 2022-~3 appears low. Do we have those 45 individuals listed by name in a 

document created for the purpose of completing this report? If not, I can check to see if all student-athletes entering 2012-13 are accurately designated on each 

team’s NCAA Squad List. Please just let me know. Thanks to everyone for the assistance. 

On Sep 14, 2013, at 8:27 AM, "Farmer, Stephen M" <.s_ _f.a__r__m.__e_.r_@.a__d___n_!!s_._s_Lo__~_s__._u_._n_(~_:..e_d__u.> wrote: 

Chris (and all), thank you. 
The logic behind all of these calculations seems clear to me. My only question has to do with item 3. 
Might the total number of "recruited freshmen student-athletes" we’re reporting here (45) be too low? 
:[ will gladly defer to Vince on the answer, given the limited NCAA definition of "recruited" that General Administration is using here. 

Thanks again to everyone and hope you’ll enjoy the weekend. 

Steve 

From-’ Biers, Christopher .] 
Sent: Friday, September :[3, 20:[3 4:4:[ PM 
To,, Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, 3en; 111e, Vince 
Subject-’ UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 20:[2-:[3 - DRAFT 

All, 

Based on the various reports and emails submitted to Lynn for the BOG Athletics Report l’ve gone ahead and entered the information into GA’s survey 

form although we’ve not yet submitted the data to GA. We have a little extra time to submit the results to GA. l’ve attached a marked up survey form 

and wanted to pass it by everyone one more time for a final review so that we can make sure to report everything accurately. 

A few notes on where I pulled the data from: 

0.2. Campus Total for "All Freshman", I used a total of the "New First-time" students from our Fall 2012 (3,915) and the Spring 2013 (13) term census 

reports to get the 3,928 number. 

0.2. Campus Total for "All Freshman Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

0.3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes", I used the total student count from the report that Jen K. provided which gave us the HS 

GPA and SAT/ACT score data. 

0‘3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

0‘4. Academic Profile Information, I used the report that Jen K. provided. 

0.5. Majors for Recruited Athletes with at least Junior Academic Standing in Fall 2012, I used a list of recruited athletes from the UGRD Admissions 

office and then pulled data from our Fall 2012 census based student file to look for enrolled students, academic standing, and major. 

Please let Lynn or I know if you have any questions, or if you see anything that l’ve entered incorrectly. If everybody could please provide any 

feedback, or approvals by Monday that would be great. 

Thanks again to everybody for all the effort that went into preparing this. 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

Office of institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-5645 



2013 UNC Intercollegiate Alhletics Survey htlp://surveys.norlhcarolina.edu/index.php 

2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Survey 

0% i i i loo% 

UNC Interco/legJate AthJetic~ RepoYr - Campus Contact Information 

1 of 1 9/13/2013 3:54 PM 



2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Survey htlp://surveys.norlhcarolina.ed~/index.php 

2013 UNC Tntercollegiate Athletics Survey 

0% i i i loo% 

UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - Exceptions 

2: Please enter the total number of freshmen enrolled and those receiving exceptions to UNC’s Hinimum Course Requirements in Fall 2012 and Spring 2013, 

All Freshmen         All Freshmen Receiving MCR 

3: Please enter the total number of recruited freshmen student~athiet~ enrolled and those receiving exceptions to UNC’s Minimum Course Requiremenf;s in Fall 2012 and Spring 2013. 

Recruited Freshmen Student At]~letes      Recruited Freshmen Student Atklletes Receiving 

D Enter "NA" if there were no recruited freshman student-athletes receiving exceptions. 

1 of 1 9/17/2013 9:09 PM 



2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Survey htlp://surveys.northcarolina.edu/index.php 

2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Survey 

0% i i ~oo% 

UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - Academic Profile 

4: Please enter the following academic profile information for recruited freshmen student-a~letes in revenue sports at your campus, 

Average HS NCAA Core       Aver,~ge SAI/ACT 

..,:~. !!:~.!~!~!.. ....1.~.P...:~p.~.f:...i .......N.~>.!L~f.......i 

1 of 1 9/13/2013 3:57 PM 



2013 UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Survey htlp://surveys.norlhcarolina.edu/index.php 

2013 UNC Tntercollegiate Athletics Survey 

UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - Majors 

5: Please enter the number of majors for recruited student-athletes who have achieved at ieast junior academic standing, 

~Llmber of Declared 
Majors 

01 - agriculture, agriculture operations, and related sciences 

O3 - natural resources and conservation 

04 - architecture and related services 

05 - area, ethnic, cultural, gender, and group studies 4 

09 - communication, journalism and related programs 

11 - computer and information sciences and support services 

13 - education 

14 - engineering 

15 - engineering technologies and engineering-related fields 

16- foreign languages, literatures, and linguistics 

19 - family and consumer sciences / human sciences 

23 - English language and literature / letters 

24 - liberal arts and sciences, general studies and humanities 

26 - biological and biomedical sciences 

27 - mathematics and statistics 

30- multi/interdisciplinary studies 

31 - parks, recreation, leisure and fitness studies 

38- philosophy and religious studies 

40 - physical sciences 

41 - science technologies / technicians 

42- psychology 

43 - homeland security, law enforcement, firefighting and related protective services 

44 - public administration and social service professions 

45 - social sciences 

49 - transportation and materials moving 

Number of Declared 

50 - visual and performing arts 

51 - health professions and related programs 

52- business, management, marketing, and related support services 

54- history 

XX - undecided 

1 of 1 9/13/2013 4:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:14 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Free-Agent Lm~Ter seeks to represent student-athletes 

You may want to reconsider your lack of interest in my idea for the new college football product. 
From: College Athletics Clips [mailto:nick@collegeathleticsclips.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 8:31 AN 
To; Tlle, Vince 
Subject; Free-Agent Lawyer seeks to represent student-athletes 

l i~ e Newsletter 

Dear Vince, 

Thnr~tay morning greetings ti-om Clips. ttope you axe well. 

The hits jus~t keep coming. 

Let’s see, there has been the ongoing O’Bmmon lawsuit, EA 

a~d CLC settling on that lawsuit, the NCAA digging in its heals 

on that lawsuik Miami, Penn State, multitudinous calls for 

"revised" govemm~ce at the NCAA, agents-agents- 

evecy’a, here, FB coach firings in September~ DeLoss stepping 

down after 32 years, etc, etc, etc. 

What else could happen? 

Well, how about a high-powered, well respected attorney 

gathering together a~ impressive temn ofasmciates to orgar~:c 

represent student-athletes? Nope, I did not make that up. Jnst 

read the intm blurb to the axticle below: 

J~ff Kessler, an atton~ey who helped bring free 
agency to the National Football League, is about to 

.focus’ on the unpaid athletes who generate more 

than $16 billion in college sports’ television 

contracts’. 

New York-based Wins’ton & Strawn LLP is starting 

what it describes as the first college-focused division 

at a major law finn to represent players, coaches; 
schools" and conJOrences against what Kessler, 5£ 

described as "the unbridled power and influence" 

the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

"The NCAA should stand up and take notice that 

Jeff is involved, "saidBob Lanza, a former Natiw~al 

Basketball Association players’ w~ion general 

counsel who worked alongside Kessler and is now a 

partner in 0 ’Neill & Lanza, a professional sports’ 
advisory firm. "I can’t think of anybody more 

qualified m start this type of department. " 

The O’Bannon ruling/settlement is big, but this one could be 

massive. Just think, "legal representation" for 450,000 student- 
athletes. Yikes. Althongh the a~cticle only uses the word "union" 

to describe Mr. Kessler’s background in pro sports player 

represemation, it sure sounded to me like they were describing 

a student-athlete "union" to me. 
Judge for yourself, the full axticle is below. It is well worth a 

read. 

And a special thank you to the folks at Bloomberg, who 

gave us reprint permission for this fine article. 7’his is our 

first Bloomberg reprint permission ever. 

Have a good Thursday. 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 



Follow Clips on Twitter: 

NFL Free-Agent Lawyer to Unlock $16 Billion 

in NCAA Athletes 

By Scott Soshnick, Bloombel~g, 10-2-13 

Jeff Kessler, an attorney who helped bring free agency to the 
National Football League, is about to focus on the unpaid 

athletes who generate more than $16 billion in college sports 

television contracts. 

New York-based Winston & Strawn LLP is starting what it 

describes as the first college-focused division at a major law 

finn to represent players, coaches, schools and conferences 

against what Kessler, 59, described as "file unbridled power 

and is~uence" of the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

"The NCAA should stand up and take notice that Jeffis 

involved," said Bob Lanza, a former National Basketball 
Association players’ union general counsel who worked 

alongside Kessler and is now a partner in O’Neill & Lanza, a 
professional sports advisor firm. "I can’t think of anybody 

more qualified to start this type of department." 

Ed O’Bannon~ a former basketball All-American at UCLA 
who is suing the NCAA over the use of his image in 

commercial ventures, reacted to the news by saying: 

Jeff Kessler." 

College athletes, past and present, are ta~ng increasingly 

vocal, visible and litigious steps agains~t what they consider to 

be unfair rules set by the NCAA, which doesn’t permit athletes 

to be paid. The agency faces lawsuits by former players that 

could seismically alter the sports landscape and, according to 

Steve Berman, managing paxtner of the Seattle-based law firm 
Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro, dissolve the 107-year-old 

governing body of college athletics. 

’Social Change’ 

"What’s at stake is a lot of money -- and their survival," said 

Besman, whose firnl represents tbnner University of Nebraska 

quarterback Stun Keller in a class-action lawsuit against the 

NCAA over tile use of player likenesses in vi&o games and 

prosnotions. "Sometimes it takes litigation to snake social 

change." 

NCAA spokeswoman Stacey Osburn said in an e-mail that the 

organization wouldn’t comment on Kessler or his firm’s entsy- 

into college sports. 

Last week, Electronic Arts Inc. (EA), the second-largest U.S. 

video-gmne publisher, agreed to settle a lawsuit brought by 
tbrmer college athletes, including Keller and O’Bannon, over 

use of their likeness in vi&o gmnes, leaving the NC?~k as the 

lone defendant. 

The company canceled next year’s college football product, 

citing unsettJed litigation between the plaintiffs and the 
whose chief legal officer, Donald Remy. said on Sept. 26 the 

organization would take the matter to the U.S. Supreme Court 

rather than settle, according to USA Today. 

Marquette University Athletic Director Lany Williams said in a 

telephone interview he sided with Keller and O’Bannon. 

Equal Treatment 

"I do not think the NCAA should be trading on the image or 

likeness of any players," he said yesterday. "If we’re requiting 
amateurism on one side, we should not be individually 

co~nmercializing their image and likeness." 

Wins~on’s college group will be run by partner David 

Greenspan and associate Tim Nevius~ who joined the firm from 

the NCAA, where he worked as an associate director of 

enforcement. 

’~o one has an attorney like Tim," Greenspan said on a 

conference call interview last week with Kessler and Nevius. 
The 33-year-old Nevius said his work at the NCAA enables 

him to know "what the entbrcement s~ta~t"is targeting in "their 

investigations and what angle they take when looking at 

violations." 
Bs~n Injuries 

The NC!L’k also faces a class-action lawsuit over brain injuries 



that alleges the organization failed to provide players with 

proper rules and education involving the long-teru~ effects of 

head trauma. The suit is "~ra-insurable," Williams said. 

"I don’t see the NCAA facing a liability that is catastrophic," 

he said. 

Kessler has represented the interests of athletes ranging from 
£~x-time NBA Most Valuable Player Michael Jordan to three- 

time Super Bowl-winning quarterback Tom Brady. He has 

worked for the unions of all four major North American 

protbssional leagues, including McNeil v. the NFL, the 1992 
case that produced the current system of fiee agency for 

players in the most popular U.S. sport, with $9.7 billion in 

annual revenue. The average annual NFL salary, has risen to 

about $2 million from about $500,000 since then, according to 

the NFL Players Association. 

Besides the NBA and NFL unions, Kessler has worked with 

the National Hockey League Players Association and the 

Major League Baseball Players Association. 

’%~e’re the traditional go-to law firm for people adverse to 

leagues and as~ciations," Kessler said on the cont~rence call. 

’%~e represent the players, the cities and manicipalities, the 

sponsors and owners who axe fighting with their leagues. 

We’re not the firu~ that represents the powers." 

’Huge’ Addition 

Kessler’s addition to the college scene is "huge," O’Bam~on, 

now selling cars in Las Vegas, said in a telephone interview. 

"If players coming out of high school had some lype of 

representation, or if somebody like Jeffinitially made sure the 

players are represented in the right fashion, where both parties 
are happy ruth the deal, then a lot of this stuff wouldn’t even 

happen," he said. 

The plaJmtiffs in the likeness case say a victor over the NCAA 

could reduce the $6.4 billion in annual revenue universities earn 

from athletics by as much as 50 percent. Moo@’s Investor 

Service safid in June that it may downgrade $40 million of 

NCAA debt because of pending litigation and conceru that the 

amateur business model will be changed in some unknown 

way. 

"Even a casual observer of college sports senses a gromng 

pressure on the NCAA and its policies," Dennis Gephardt, 

lead analyst of the public finance group at Moody’s, said in a 

telephone interview. 

Broader Efl~ct 

Any drop in revenue t~om tbotball or basketball could have a 

cascading ett~ct that might prompt the elimination of other, 

less-visible sports, Gephardt said. 

In the 2011-12 fiscal year~ 23 of the 120 athletic depa~tments 

with Football BoM Subdivision programs, the sport’s premier 

level, reported a profit, according to NCAA figures. Median 

revenue rose by 4.6 percent, while median expenses jarnped 
by 10.8 percent. About 20 percent of FBS athletic budgets on 

average are subsidized by their overall colleges and universities, 

according to the NCAA. Only football and men’s basketball 

usually turn a profit, it said. 

NCAA Revenue 

The NCAA had $841 mtllion in revenue in/fiscal 2011 - 12. 
About 84 percent comes f’rom its 14-year, $10.8 billion men’s 

basketball touruament television contract with Time Waxner 

Inc.’s Turuer Spo~ts and CBS Corp. Walt Disney Co.’s 

ESPN agreed to pay more than $5.5 billion over 12 years for 

the right to broadcast college football’s playo~ which begins 

after the 2014 season. The Dallas Cowboys’ AT&T Stadium 

in Arlingtor~ Texas, will host the inaugural championship gmne, 

and eight cities and regions from San Francisco to South 

Florida entered bidding two days ago to stage the following 

two title contests in a p~ocess akin to cities wanting the Super 

Bowl to visit. 

Football makes more money than any other college sport. 

generating median revenue of$18.6 million, about three times 

that of basketball, according to NCAA statistics. The sport 

was atthe center of two years of conference shuffling, with 



~hools leaving traditional geographic alig~maents to form 

leagues ~metimes reaching from coast to coast. The 

re~Jignment isn’t over, ~id Williams~ the Marquette at~efic 

director. 
"My sen~ is the bigges~ ch~ge will center on how mfive~ities 

~liate b~ed on ~eir abili~ to fund ~eir progmm~" he said. 

"Some p~gmms rise ~d some fall." 

Campus Greed 

Joe Bailey, the final commissioner of what w~ ~e Big Eas~ 

~fore its footb~Jl schools formed the American Athletic 

Conference, ~id u~ve~ifies can get g~edy. 

’%~hen ~vu get a lot of money involve& ~vu have a lot of 

people that t~ and ~ke advan~ge," Bailey said in a telephone 

interview. "It ends up not being pa~cularly pretty." 

The Umversity of Tex~s, the owner ~ad operator of flae 

Longhorn Network in conjunction ruth ESPN, genera~d 

most revenue in 2011-12, $163.3 million. U~ve~i~" of 
~a~ma tbotb~l coach Nick Sa~n, whose te~ is vying tbr 

its t~rd consecutive nation~] championship~ was paid a base 

s~]a~ of $5.9 million last se~on and received anofl~er 
~00,000 for winfing the rifle. 

Meantime, Heisman T~phy-wimaing qtmaert~ck Jo~ny 

Ma~iel was investigated by the NC~ for allegedly ~ng 

what ESPN said was at least $10,000 from a memorabilia 
de~]er tbr signing merchandise. NCAA rules prohibit Mm~iel 

farm c~Nng in on his "Joh~my Foot~ll" nickna~ne, which he 

has trademarked. 

Manziel BaJ1 
M~iel was suspended for the flint hdfof~e Aggies’ fim~ 

gmne tNs year. The NC~& stud it couldn’t find evi&nce he 

took ,noney, m~d ~at Ma~iel was di~iplined for 

inadve~ent violation" ~at wasn’t Nsclosed. The Nnal~" was 
proposed by the school and accepted by the 

Athletic dimc~rs at the bigges~ college football schools cloud 

fl~eir a~uN meeting l~t week by m~ng a unified stand agNnst 

Nying atNetes. 

"Pay-tbr-play has no pa~ in fl~e amateur setting," ~lNue 

Unive~ity Athletic Director Morgan Burke, president of~e 

~vision I-A Afl~etic Directo~ Association, ~id in a statement. 

A full scholarship and suppo~ services for an athlete at fl~e 

West Lafaye~e, InNana-based school is wo~h more than 

$250,000, according to Burke. 

The atNefic directo~ endorse oved~auling how college s~s 

am manned. The NC~ has said it is di~ussing 

~eorgmfizatio~ mviemng its ~licies on role e~o~ement and 

considering whether schools shotfld have the choice m spend 

for items like player sfiNnds. 

’Manage Change’ 

’~he in~rsection of aJl these cases and issues presents the 

NC~ ruth m~ oppo~unity m decide what kind of an 

o~amzation it wants to be, a~d how it wants to mintage sports 

going Ib~vanL" says Joseph Siprut, managing pa~ner of Sipmt 

~, wNch t~pt~sents plmnti~; in a 2011 concussion lawsuit. 

"It’s a~ut whether these players me regarded as cotnmodifies 

that are chewed up and spit out, or as sotnetNng more than 

that." 
More than 20 college footbNl players, incluNng qua~erb~ks 

Kain Colter of No~hwestem and Vad Lee of Georgia Teck 

took the field the weekend of Sept. 21 wearing the le~ers 

"~U" on their uniforms. The le~e~ s~nd for "Nl Players 

Um~d,’’ a show of ~mity initiated by flae NationaJ Collegia~ 

Players Associatio~ an o~a~ization of it says are more tha~ 

14,000 cu~ent a~d timner Division I athle~s that wants 
improved scholarships, graduation rates and health and safety 

measures. 

Future Hope 
"Even though we compete eve~ Saturday, we all need to 

come together for a greater canse," Colter. a senior majoring in 

psychology, told reporters. "I’m not going to have any 



individual benefit fi-om this. I’ll be gone after this yea~-. This is 

li?r the younger guys all a~-ound the nation." 

Ramogi Huma ~id he staxted the group in 1997 while playing 

football fbr UCLA after the NCAA suspended his All- 

A~nerican teammate Donnie Edwa:~ls for accepting groceries 

when his scholarship Inoney ran out at the end of the Inonth. 

He said in a telephone interview that judges and juries are the 

only forces that will spur change for college athletes. 

’The NCAA isn’t going to implement reform voluntarily," 

Huma said. "Courts will be primm3~ catalysts. Change is 

definitely coming." 

College sports already have changed, says Gene Marsh, an 
attorney at Lighttbot Franklin White, the firm Texas A&M 

hired in the Ma~iel case. Marsh previously spent about a 

decade on the NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions, 
which determines when violations occur and what penalties to 
impose. 

’Lawyered Up’ 

°’My first year was 1999, and you go into a room for an ~ll-day 

he~xing and you’d see a few lawyers," he said in a telephone 
interview. "Now, it’s not uncommon that you’ve got 25 

percent of the seats in the room are la~?-ers. La~ers for the 

schools; la~x?’ers for the head coaches; lm~ers for the assis~nt 

coaches; lm~’ers for former coaches. This whole world of 
college athletics has gotten la~Tered up." 

Kessler graduated t~om Columbia University in New York in 

1975 and two years later from Columbia Law School, where 

he was a Kent Scholar and a member of the board of editors 
for the Columbia Law Review, according to his biography on 

the Winston & Strewn website. 

Kessler isn’t just another lauyer, said Domonique Foxworth, 

the NFL t layers Association president who is in his first yem 

at Harvard Business School after a six-year playing career. 

The NCAA was founded in 1906 to, according to its website, 

protect young people from the dangerous and exploitive 

athletics practices at the time. The mission s~tement drew a 

laugh from Foxworth, a producer of the documentary 

"Schooled: The Price of College Sports," which premiers on 

the EPIX cable televi sion network Oct. 16 and exa~nines the 

business of college tbotball and basketball as well as the 

NCAA’s treatment of athletes. 

°°I don’t t~3, to vili .fy people, but it’s an inarguable fact that the 

cons~tmct of the system is flawed," Foxworth, 30, said in a 

telephone interview. "You look at Jeff and you’re not very 
intimidated. But you should be if he’s coming after you." 

This article was posted on the Bloomberg we bsite on 10-1- 

13. It has been reprinted on Co#ege Athletics Clips in full 

with the permission of Bloomberg. com. 

To access this article in its original setting, click here 

To access the Bloomberg f!’ont page, click ~r_.e_. 

TO COMMENT ON THIS eFLASH: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

TO ACCESS THE CLIPS WEBSITE: 

wvw~.collegeat Neticsclips.com 

(7,lips el=LASHes are items of particular in teres t tha t are either time- 

sensitive or of appeal to only a portion of Clips’ sage & savvy 

subscriber base¯ el=LASHes are emalled directly to specially selected 

Clips subscribers This particular "union" el=LASH has been sent to 

all Clips subscribers¯ 



About our website : CollegeAthleticsClips.com provides executive 

summaries of college athletics news and issues with value-added 

commentary Also featured are exclusive Clips Guest Commentaries, 

Clips Best Quotes, Clips Archives and T,~e Clips Left Column. We also 

issue the eclectic, thoug,~t-provoking, informational and occasionally 

humorous Clips el=LASHes (like the one above), which are award- 

worthy e-items that range far and wide to delve into the periphery and 

soft underbelly of our modern day sports/entertainment culture to 

define the essence of the passion and emotion so unique to college 

athletics. 

*To be removed from this mailing list or change the em~il format please use 

lhtks below: 

Chang, e yoar subscription 
Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:58 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

PJ~: Academic Alll St~:rs 

I vote yes 

From= Pogge, Paul 
Sent= Friday, October 04, 2013 10:57 AM 

To= 1lie, Vince 
Subject= FW: Academic AIII Stars 

What do yon think? 

From= Dr. Cricket Lane 
Sent= Friday, October 04, 2013 ~0:49 AN 
To= Pogge, Paul 
Subject: ~: Academic AIII Stars 

Please see below 

F~m= Anissa Hicklen [maiIto:Anissa.Hicklen@dpsnc.net] 
Sent= Tuesday, Oc~ber 0Z, 2013 10:52 AN 

To= Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject= Academic AIII Stars 
Hey Dr. Lane, 
I am writing to tell you how excited we are about the oppodunity that you have given our students to paMicipate in the football ball game against Old Dominion. I am writing to 
ask if it would be possible to offer tickers to our Tri County Panthers football team and families. (Mitey Mites and Tiny Mites) All of the boys attend Durham Public Schools. 
We are willing to use some of our slots here if necessa~. I only have one parent so far who is willing to take their child. If this is possible, we would like to sit together and 
wear our jerseys to the game. I have padicipated as Team Mom for a couple of years and this would be such an exciting way to end the season for us. Please let me know if 
you are able to accommodate us with this request. 
All boys, will not be able to attend, but ff we can get a few would be great[ 
Thanks so much for the considerafionI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 12:27 PM 

~Nevin Caple’ <nevin@ficeedomsounds.org>; [INC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

RE: Visit to UNC 

Nevin, 

Thanks for the message. I’m cowing Dr. Cricket Lane on this reply. Cricket is our Assistant Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Development. The Carolina 

LeadersNp Academy is also under her direction. I believe we have already included some of the programming you describe below into our offerings for the current 
academic year, but Cricket can share additional details. 

Vince 

From: Nevin CaNe [t_n_a_jJ_t_9_L_n_e_x!~__~_fy_e_.__e_d___o___m___s_9_u__tg!_s_~__o_r_~] 
Sent= Thursday, October 03, 20J.3 12:07 PM 
To= UNC Athletics Director; Ille, Vince 
Subject= Visit to UNC 
Good Afternoon Vince and Bubba, 
I hoN this e-mail finds you doing well. I am a Co-founder of Br{ache the Silence Campaign, founded to advance LGBTQ inclusion in intercollegiate and professional 

athletics. I wi]] be traveling to the University of North Ca~o]ina to speak with student-athletes and coaches on October 21 st and 22nd. I would like to know if you a~e 

interested in scheduling a visit with your athletic department while I am in the area? My organization works closely with the NCAA and travels throughout the country 
to support student-athletes, coaches and athletic adminis~trators who wish to create inclusive athletic climates. 
I look forwmd to hearing from you. 
All my bes~, 
Nevin Caple 
Diversity Consultant 

Co-fo~mder and Executive Director 
Br{ache the Silence Campaign 

w~’.freedomsounds.or~ 
New Yor~ NY 
917-445-2014 

"In the end, we will reme~nber not the words of our enemies but the silence of our friends." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Friday, October 4, 2013 4:26 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

SoonerSpo(ts.tv - SoonerSports.coln 

Found via Team Stream by Bleacher Report. 

Get ),our team’s news first. Downloadjbr free on your iPhone, iPad A~droid or Kindle Fire. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 7:03 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

"If anyone tells you that such a person speaks ill of you, don’t make excuses about what is said of you, but answer: ’He does not 

know my other faults, else he would not have mentioned only these." - Epictetus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:43 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@nnc.edu> 

FW: Change Of Stares - JV Basketball 

From: 33mmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:27 PM 

To: Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, .lacquelyn D; Matson, Janis Evelyn; 
Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya .I; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment Managers; Grimsley, Richie 
C¢: Dressler, Carly; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: Change Of Status - .IV Basketball 

Please add the following SA’s to the JV Basketball team: 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Torn 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 11:25 AM 

To: Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn; Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Carly; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 

Subject: Change Of Status 

Please remove the following SA’s From their respective sports squad list: 

Baseball: 

WoI~I en’s Track 

Rowing 

Please change the status of the Folk)wing SA to Medical Non Counter 

Let rne know iF you have any questions, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Matson, Janis 



Evelyn; Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Carly; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 

Subject: RE: Change Of Status 

Please remove the follewing SA’s from their respective sports’ squad list: 

Rowing 

Football 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:50 AM 

To: Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn; Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Cady; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 

Subject: Change Of Status 

Please add the following SA’s: 

Field Hockey 

Please renlove the following SA’s from their respective sports’ squad list: 

Bowing: 

Men~s lacrosse 

Th a n ks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent= Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:28 PM 

Tm Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn; Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Carly; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 

Subject= RE: Change Of Status -Wrestling 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 4:29 PM 

To: Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn; Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Carly; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 



Subject: RE: Change Of Status -Track, 

Please rernove the following SA’s: 

Men’s Track 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 1:43 PM 

To: Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn; Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Carly; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 

Subject= RE: Change Of Status -Track, Fencing, Novice Rowing 

Please remove the following Student-athlete’s: 

Men’s Fencing 

Novice Rowing 



Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:17 PM 

To: Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn; Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Carly; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 

Subject: RE: Change Of Status - Swiming 

Th a n ks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:24 PM 

To: Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Matson, Janis 

Evelyn; Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Cady; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 

Subject: RE: Change Of Status- Baseball 

Please remove the following SA’s: 

Women’s Track 

Th a [~ ks~ 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:08 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Miller, Beth; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; Lane, Cricket; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Gatz, Gregory; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn 

D; Matson, Janis Evelyn; Markos, Lance M; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; Arnold, Todd G; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA- 

Equipment Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Cady; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 

Subject: RE: Change Of Status - Baseball 



Please remove the following SA: 

Baseball 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent= Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:59 AM 

To: ’Tom Timmermans’; ’Beth Miller’; Blanton, Brent S; Gregory, Cassandra B; ’Cricket Lane’; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; ’Greg Gatz’; Pogge, Paul; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; 

Matson, Janis Evelyn; ’Lance Markos’; Taylor, Latoya J; Snyder, Lee; Horton, Rocky; ’Todd Arnold’; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Equipment 

Managers 

Cc: Dressier, Cady; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Griggs, Kathy 

Subject= RE: Change Of Status - Football and Rowing 

Please add the following SA’s: 

Football 

Please remove ~he following SA’s: 

Football 

Rowing 

Th a n ks, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 4:06 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: yucks 

7A7AEF4B- 5096-43A2-AA22- 0660675AEB6B.png; 5CEC5A13- 0A99-495D- 892A-49151A215AD4.png 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: "nick,@collegeathleticsclips.com" <nick,@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> 
Subject: yucks 

Vince- 

From what I gather, only a smaJl percentage of agents (and their supporting cast) are outright sleazy. I have vision in my mind of that smaJl percentage 

lurking around in dark corners, waiting for their prey to walk by. Sorta like AquaJung. See below. 

Nick InfaJ~te 

[cid:7ATAEF4B- 5096-43A2-AA22- 0660675AEB6B] 

[cid: 5CEC5A 13- 0A99-495D- 892A- 49151 A215AD4] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:50 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Agent Registration 

image002.jpg; ATT00001.ht~n; NCAA Reform Concepts.docx ATT00002.htm 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, October 13, 2013 11:58 AM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Fwd: Agent Registration 

Interesting concepts here. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Todd Turner <       ~_c___o_J_[_e__gj__a__t___e__s_portsassociates.com> 

Date: October 12, 2013 at 11:09:35 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac@unc.edu> 

Cc: Eric Hyman 

Subject; Agen~ R~gi~ration 

Reply-To: < 

% <j [>, ’Norwood Teague’ 

Bubba, 

Good to see you and Karlton at the CC yesterday. Hope we can make it a regular occurrence. 

I saw the article in the N&O and on ESPN about your agent initiative. Good work. I was pleased to support your efforts. The industry needs your 

leadership on this. 

A thought...it would be worthwhile to ask the NCAA to establish an agent certification program similar to what the NFL & NBA Player Associations 

have. 

Attached are my thoughts on the broader issues of reform. There is a section on agents in it that includes a certification program run by the NCAA. If 

we eventually allow our elite athletes to benefit from their market value, managing the agent issues will be critical. Schools and the NCAA should 

design and advance a system that helps student-athletes and their families navigate through the process. 

Have a look at the attached. Would love to visit with you about this and other reform agenda items. 

I’m copying the UNC fraternity in our business (if I missed someone, please let me know and forward it to them)...as a group, we can and should take a 

leadership role in the reform agenda. 

Enjoy your weekend. 

tt 

TODD TURNER 

Preside~t and Fox, rider 

Collegiate Spor~s Assoda[es 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0~ 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:59 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: Agent Regislration 

Of his five reforms, those he refers to as: Freshmar~,’Traxasfer ineligibility, Student-athlete wellbeing, and NCAA Division I Governance & organizational structure have 

elements I like best. The five-year scholarship concept is a straight up vote. 

The Amateurism section could be renamed. As we discussed laser week, the won itself is problematic. References to our intercollegiate model is preferable. That 

section has a lot of tough issues and I’m not sure the recommendations related to agents and the marketplace are as good as many of the others in the document. 

Thanks lbr shaxing this inli~rmation. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Sunday, October :[3, 20:[3 :[:[:58 AN 
To; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject-" Fwd: Agent Registration 
Interesting concepts here. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Todd Turner <tturner@collegiatesportsassociates.corn> 

Date~ October 12, 2013 at 11:09:35 AM EDT 

To: < ._b_#_ .b__b_.a_ ~__@__u_._n_..c_:..e_ d__u.> 

(::c: Eric Hyman <ehyman@atNetics.tamu.edu>, Jim Delaney <[delany@bigten.org>, <jswofford@theacc.org>, ’Norwood Teague’ 

<teaguO27@umn.edu> 

Subject: Agent Registration 

Reply-To: <t[urner@colle~iatesportsassociates.com> 

Bubba, 

Good to see you and Karlton at the CC yesterday. Hope we can make it a regular occurrence. 

I saw the article in the N&O and on ESPN about your agent initiative. Good work. I was pleased to support your efforts. The industry needs your 

leadership on this. 

A thought...it would be worthwhile to ask the NCAA to establish an agent certification program similar to what the NFL & NBA Player Associations 

have. 

Attached are my thoughts on the broader issues of reform. There is a section on agents in it that includes a certification program run by the NCAA. If 

we eventually allow our elite athletes to benefit from their market value, managing the agent issues will be critical. Schools and the NCAA should 

design and advance a system that helps student-athletes and their families navigate through the process. 

Have a look at the attached. Would love to visit with you about this and other reform agenda items. 

I’m copying the UNC fraternity in our business (if I missed someone, please let me know and forward it to them)...as a group, we can and should take a 

leadership role in the reform agenda. 

Enjoy your weekend. 

tt 

TODD T~RN~R 

President and Four~der 

Collegiate Spo~ts Associates 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 8:12 AM 

Gfiggs, Kathy <kgrigg@unc.edu-~ 

Travel 

Kathy, 
Can you please check on price and availability for roundtrip air to Chicago O’Hare? I would like to travel from RDU to O’H~re nonstop if possible. Departure 

preference is Sunday morning, October 27 and return flight departure preference is Tuesday, October 29 mid to late afternoon. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:55 PM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs~unc.edu-* 

RE: Travel 

Thin,ks Kathy; 

I would like to reserve the follomng: 

Oct, 27 RDU~ORD 

American 985Y 27OCTS RDUORD 1125A I225P 

O~ 29 ORD~DU 

~merk:an 390Y 29OCT T QRDRDL~ 245P 535P 

Thanks for your help. 

~Ce 

F~m= Griggs, Kathy 
Sent= Tuesday, October 15, 20~3 2:38 PN 
To= ~lle, Vince 
Subject= RE: Travel 
Here are some options, p~ease let me know which you prefer, thanks. 

0~ 27 RDU~ORD 

1. United :H98Y27OCTS RDUORD 700AS05A 

2, Amer’~car~ 1539Y 27OC1" 5 RDUORD 810A 910A 

3. Ut~Red 5828Y 27QCFS £DUORD I003A 111,0A 

4. Amedcan 985Y 27OCT5 RDUOED I125A I225P 

O~. 29 ORD~RDU 

1. United I133Y29OCJTORDRDU ].I1P 409P 

2, Amer~car~ 390Y 29OCTT ORDRDU 245P 535P 

:3. ~merk:an 12gY29OClTORDRDU 700P950P 

4. UNted 1481Y 29OCTT OEDRDU 711P lOI2P 

F~m: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October IS, 2013 8:12 AN 
To: Gd~gs, Kathy 

Subject: Travel 

Kafl~y, 

Can you please check on price and availabili~’ for roundtfip air to Chicago O’Hare? I would like to travel from ~U to O’Hare nonstop if pssible. DeN~re 

preference is Sunday mo~ng, October 27 and re~rn flight depa~re preference is Tues~y, October 29 mid to late a~emoon. Thanks. 

VJnce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:41 PM 

Va~geMer, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Football Pre Game Tailgate (Miami) 

Housing.pdf 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:59 PM 
To: Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
�::¢: Anderson, Melinda; Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Football Pre Game Tailgate (Miami) 

All, 

Please find below names of the individuals who will be joining us for Thursday night’s Pre Game Tailgate. In addition, please find attached the form that we 

r~-_~ques~:ed to be completed prior to th~:_~ir arrival. ~teas~-_~ let me know i[ you have any additional questions or concerns 

Bes~: regards, 

Andre’ 

E~= Rhody, Susan M 
Seat= Tuesday, Oc~ber ~5, 2053 2:54 PN 

Te; Williams, Andre 
$~bject= RE: Football Pre Game Tailgate (Niami) 

Hi Andre, 

I’ve completed the attachment. I do not have a complete list of names yet for the ~ame when do you need the other names? 

Thanks again. Everyone is looking forward to the game. Unfortunately 
Susan Rhody 
UNC-- Coordina~:or For Conference C)p~:_~rations 
CB 5500, SASg-N 
Chapel H]H, NC 27599 
9:[9-962-S2~9 
https:!/www.facebook.com/UNC.ConferenceOperations 

F~m: W~liams, Andre 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 9:53 AM 
Te: Bradley, Richard A 
~: Rhody, Susan M; Wiley, Steven; Holliday, Corey L; Ille, Vince 
SubjeCt: Football Pre Game Tailgate (Miami) 
Rick: 
On behalf of Coach Larry Fedora and the UNC Football Program, I would like to invite 20 members of the Department of Housing & Residential 

gducation to join us for a special Pre-Game Tailgate gathering on Thursday, October 17th (between 6:15 pm - 7:30 pm) prior to our kickoff 

against Miami. This tailgate offers you a great atmosphere and an opportuni~ to mingle and dine on pre-game snacks. 
In addition, we would like to provide you with 20 game day tickets for you and your staff to cheer Carolina to victory over the Hurricanes. At 
your earliest convenience, can you please reply to this emafl with the names of the individuals who will be joining us Thursday night and 
complete the a~ached Complimentary Admissions form? Please feel free to fax a copy of the completed Complimentary Admission form to my 

a~ention at (919-962-0393). 
I hope to see you Thursday and ~’~* 
Sincerely, 

Andre’ 
~ndr~ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel 

Contact: (919) 962-9119 
Fax: (919) 962-0393 
gmafl: awflhams@uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:59 PM 

Hostetter, Brad <bhostette@theacc.org> 

Re: Tomorrow 

Sounds great, look forward to seeing you Please just give me a call or text ~vhen you’re arouaad 

> On Oct 16, 2013, at 9:48 PM, "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.org> wrote: 
> 

> FYI that I ~vill be at the game in a non-work capaci~ ~vith some of my colleagues in the compliance dept If you have a minute, I’d like to introduce you to them but understand if you’re tied 
up. Good hack and I’ll reach out ~vhen we get over there. 
> 

> Brad Hostetter 
> Atlantic Coast Conference 
> Sent tlcom my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 12:51 PM 

Panl Pogge <paul.pogge@gmaJl.com> 

More information might not improve your ability to make decisions 

~ttp://v~w.v~I~arnan~streetb~g.c~n~2~3/~n~re-inf~rmati~n-n~ig~t-n~t-impr~e-~u~.-abi~ity-t~-make-decisi~s~?utm source feedburner&utm medium email&utmcampaign Feed% 
3A+68131 +%28Famam+Street%29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <:O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 21,2013 g:48 AM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricket@nnc.edu-*; Gelin, Dm~a E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

John Montgomeu (john@mmsclub.com) 

Career Develop,nent 

Thought this might interest you: 

_http://’~x~vw.bloomkerg.com/new~’2013- l 0-16/’wall- street- hi~es-losers-tumed - winners- after- college- athletics~lmnl 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 7:56 AM 

Richard Evrard <FxrardR@bsk.com> 

Fwd: Farn~:m Street: Most of what yon are going to do or say today is not essential 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Famam Street <newsletter(~:thmamstreetblog.com> 

Date: October 24, 2013 at 6:32:11 AM EDT 

To: <ille(~:unc.edu> 

Subject: Farnam Street: Most of what you are ~oing to do or say today is not essential 

Most of what you are going to do or say today is not essential 

Posted: 23 Oct 20~3 05:00 Al, i PDT 

Think about it. 

If you’re a modern knowledge worker, odds are you’re going to go to work, read some emails, reply to some 

emails, attend some meetings, grab a coffee, have lunch, attend another meeting or two, catch up on emails, and 

finally head home. 

You’ll be busy from the moment you get to work until the moment you go home. When you do find a nook of 

time, you’ll likely be bombarded with beeping, dings, calls, and other people who only need a sliver of our time. 

After all, they too have something urgent to do. They too have a deadline. 

We come home after a long day mentally and physically drained. 

We get to work the next day vowing to change things. We start to think about how we can work more 

productively when, ding, a meeting invite pops up on our computer for an urgent meeting to decide the fate of a 

product. 

It doesn’t matter that you haven’t done the work to have an informed opinion on the matter, it matters that you 

go and make some token contribution to the meeting. 

Our plan to work better flies out the window; any hope of sanity along with it. 

If we can’t work smarter, we can work harder. So we end up redoubling our efforts, cutting out lunch and 

shortening meetings so we can fit more of them in. 

Our response to finding ourselves stuck in the muck is to put our foot on the accelerator. 

Part of the problem is that attending meetings has become some sort of corporate-machoism badge. 

"Hey you want to grab a coffee to talk about that really cool project I’m working on? I’d love to pick your brain?" 

"Sounds great. How’s three Wednesday’s from now sound? ... Yea, I know, I’m so busy." 

Sure we do more busy work, but we’re doing less real work. To get any real work done we come in early, stay 

late, or both. That’s the only way we can get some peace and quiet. 

In an effort to do more, we end up doing less. I’m not sure who first said it, but when you find yourself in a hole 

the best thing to do is stop digging. By failing to think about how we’re working, we only end up burning ourselves 

out. 

There is another way to improve performance and it’s a bit unconventional. 

[:~ Linkto Fan 



Eliminate the bullshit. 

Stop doing the busy work and start spending your time adding value to yourself, your clients, your co-workers, 

and your friends. Focus on what’s important and eliminate the rest. 

Before doing anything, ask yourself, is this necessary. And if it’s not necessary, ask yourself why you’re doing it. 

Of course, like anything on Farnam Street, I haven’t come up with this idea myself. I shamelessly stole it from one 

of my friends, Marcus Aurelius. 

In Meditations, he writes: 

[M]ost of what we say and do is not essential. Eliminate it, you’ll have more time and more tranquility. 

Ask yourself, is this necessary. 

Ok, that makes sense. So why don’t more people do this? 

That’s a good question. 

While there are many reasons, this one probably carries a lot of weight. 

"Worldly wisdom," writes John Maynard Keynes in The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money, 

"teaches that it is better for reputation to fail conventionally than to succeed unconventionally." 

No one wants to be unconventional. No one wants to be different. 

More people should follow the advice of Aurelius -- It’s not that difficult, it’s common sense. It just looks difficult 

because it’s unconventional. 

Sponsored by #ogilvyd~ange -- Little ideas from bicl thinkers 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 7:48 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Need Your Help 

Can you or Korie tell ~ne if tim Creswell Elementmy School Acadmnic All Staacs axe accounted for aa~ong all of the reservations and emails we’ve received to date’? If 
not, can we please add these stadents? Thanks, this is a fantastic program. 
From: D. Cole Phelps [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 20:t3 5:05 PM 
To; llle, Vince 
~:c-" Choya Boykin 
Subject; Fwd: Need Your Help 

Vince, 

I hope you are well. My apologies in the delay in getting back to you. Please see the names below. Please advise as to whether we need to 
submit these names elsewhere or if you can handle it from here. Thanks for all you do! 

Cole 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Choya Boykin <cboykin({awcsnc.org> 

Date: Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 4:57 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Need Your Help 

To: "D. Cole Phelps" <            ~gmail.com> 

FYI - Please see the e-mail below. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Choya Boykin <._c_~A(_a2_~!_c_}__n__c_’_:9__rg.> 

Date: Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 4:56 PM 
Subject: Re: Need Your Help 

To: Dr Davis <idavis,@,wcsnc.org> 

Cc: Nicole Moore <nmoore,@,wcsnc.org> 

Dear Dr. Davis, 

The following are Creswell Elementary School students who we have chosen to N~icipate in the [~C Cha~l ttill Academic All- Stars Game: 

6th Grade: 

5th Grade: 

4th Grade: 

3N Grade: 

2nd Grade 

1 st Grade: 

Are we suppo~ to give these names to you or someone else? Let me ~ow and please let me ~ow if this is sufficient. 

Sincerely, 

Choya C. BoyMn, Ed.S 

Pfinci~l 

Cmswell Elemen~ School 

200 South Seventh Street 

Creswell, NC 27982 

"Academic ~xcdlence is a Shared Res~nsibilib4" 

On Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 7:19 AM, Dr Davis <jdavis~wcsnc~org> wrote: 

Pfincipa]s 

Need recommendations today. 

Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 



Washington Co~mty Schools 

802 Washington Street 

Plymouth, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

252-793-5062 (F) 

Begin tbm,aacded message: 

From: "D. Cole Phelps" <           ~gmail.com> 

Date: October 28, 2013 at 1:27:50 AM EDT 
To: Dr Davis ~j&avi~i~wcsnc.o~> 

Subject: Re: Need Your Help 

Let me know if any names were submitted so I can let my connect know whether our elementary schools are going to participate 

or not. Thanks. DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-661:t 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On IVlon, Oct 21, 2013 at 12:09 AM, Dr Davis <idavis(~)wcsnc.org> wrote: 

I got fllis weeks ago and forwarded to principals then. Hease let me know principals if you are identifs.,ing students for this. 

Dr Joe Davis 

S uperintendent 

Washington Counb~ Schools 

802 Washington Street 

l?lymoath, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

252-793-5062 (F) 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 11:22 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" };graail.cora> wrote: 

I wanted to follow up with the below email to get your thoughts. I received another inquiry this evening from my 
connect at UNC. Let’s make sure Washington County Schools are represented! DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu, Oct ] 7, 2013 at 11:02 PM, D. Cole Phelps <, L~.g.Ln__g_i!_:_c_~Ln_~~ wrote: 

Are we participating in the below program? If not, cma you send me two names from Creswell Elementau and I’ll let my connect at UNC 
know. He sent me the below release and asked if we were participating. I’m seeking your gnidance and snpport. Thanks for all yon do. 
Let me know. DCP 

FINAL DRAFT 

For hnmediate Release 

Universi .ty of North Carolina 

Athletic Commm~icalions Office 

Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

CAROLINA’S ACADEMIC ALL-STARS PROGRAM HONORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

CHAPEL tlILL, N.C. - The Universi~ of North Carolina athletic depaztment has partnered with elementary schools across the state to 

recognize students that exhibit exceptional academic aptitude and character. 



The newly created Acaxtemic All-Stays program invites participating elementaD, schools to select two outstaJ~ding students in each grade 
(total of 10-12 per school) to be recognized at am upcoming Carolina football game for their acadmnic success. 

selected students will receive four tickets to either the Old Dominion (Nov. 23) or Duke (30) home footba]l gan~e where they will receive 
a certificate to honor their accomplishments and will be publicly recognized during the game. 

’~his is an exciting initiative started by our Student-Athlete Development program and we’ve had a tremendous response," said UNC 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunninghan~. ’%~e hope to provide a memorable experience for these yotmg people and their guests on our 

campus at a tbotball game. 

’SFhis program is a groat way tbr the athletic department and lbotball program to give back to the elementary schools in our state by 

offering an exciting day at Kenan Stadium as an incentive for ~holastic achievement. Our mission is to educate and inspire through 
athletics and this program is a perfect exan~ple of what we are Wing to achieve." 

Prior to the ldckoffofthe 2013 season, North Carolina Assistant Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Development Cricket Lane sent a 

letter to evely" elementaacy school principal in the state. The letter was also shared with the North Carolina school boards to encourage 

pe~cipat~on. 

With three weeks still remaining until the deadline, elementmy ,school students have already reserved more than 2,700 tickets for the Duke 
game and more than 2,000 for the Old Dominion game. 

°I would like to thank the University of North Carolina Ibr this generous oiler and tbr giving ttillsbx~rough Elementary School students the 

chance to attend a UNC tbotba]l game with their families" said Steven M. Weber, Principal at Hillsborough Elementaty School. "Our 

school is tbcused on college and career readiness and this opportunity will support students and give them access to a college campus on 

game day. Severg~ families at our school are unable to affbrd college footbgd tickets, so this is an oppo~iunity of a lifetime! Our s~dents 

will love the game and the recognition. ’][’his progran~ appems to be well thought out and coordinated. Thank you for reaching out to 

ele,nentmy schools and recognizing students!" 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

Sent t~om my US Cellular Smaadphone 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are d~e addressee {or audmrized to receive for the 

addressee) you may not use, copy or disciose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message, if you have received this 

message in error, piease advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. This email may contain the thoughts and opinions of 

the empioyee sending the message and may not represent the official policy of Washington County Schools~ 

Choya C. Boykin, Ed.S 

Principal 
Creswell ElementaQ" School 

200 South Seventh Street 

Creswell, NC 27982 

Fax: (252} 793 - 7343 

cboykin~wcsnc~org 

"Academic Excellence is a Shared Responsibility,!" 

Choya C. Boykin, Ed.S 

Principal 

Creswell Elementaxy School 

200 South Seventh Street 

Creswell, NC 27982 

Phone: (252) 797 - 7474 

Fax: (252) 793 - 7343 

cbo,¢kin([/)wcsnc.org 

"Academic Excellence is a Shared Responsibility!" 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee) 

you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received this message in error, please 



advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message, This email may contain the thoughts and opinions of the employee sendin~the message and 

may not represent the offidai policy of Washington County Schools, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:17 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

FW: Need Your Help 

Can we please add these as well? I understand they are late, but these schools in paNculm are from some areas that we need to suppo~t any way we can. Thin,ks. 

From: D. Cole Phelps [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 20:t3 :t0::I7 PM 
To; llle, Vince; 3oseph Davis 
Subject; Fwd: Need Your Help 

Vince, 

Here are "the names ti-om our other elementary school. Please pass along. Thanks! 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney ~d Counselor at Law 

Washington CounF Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Dr Davis" ~idavis(tbwcsnc.o~g> 

Date: Oct 28, 2013 10:15 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Need Your Help 

To: "D Cole Phelps" ~grnail.com> 

Cc: 

Please forward fl~ese names frown Pines Ele~nentaxy, commissioner. 

Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 

Washington CounU Schools 

802 Washington Street 

Plymouth, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

252-793-5062 (F) 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: Nicole Moore <ranoore(~)wcsnc.or,o_> 

Date: October 28, 2013 at 2:49:54 PM EDT 

To: Dr Davis <jdavis(~)wcsnc.o~> 
Subject: Re: Need Your Help 

Dr. Davis, 
I apologize for my lateness. We have selected two students from 3-5. They are as follows: 

Thanks, 

On Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 7:19 AM, Dr Davis ~idavis(a)~wcsnc.org> wrote: 

PrincipaJs 

Need recommendations today. 

Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 

~Vashington County Schools 

802 Washington Street 



Plymouth, NC 27962 
2"~ 9    - 5~-7.3-51/1 (O) 

252-793-5062 (F) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "D. Cole Phelps"           ~gmail.com> 

Date: October 28, 2013 at 1:27:50 AM EDT 

To: Dr Davis <idavis.%wcsnc.o~;~> 

Subject: Re: Need Your tleip 

Let me know if any names were submitted so I can let my connect know whether our elementary schools are going to 
participate or not. Thanks. DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, Oct 21, 2013 at 12:09 AM, Dr Davis <j__d_~_i_~2~y_~2c_~_r!_c_:9!:~> wrote: 

I got this weeks ago and forwarded to principals then. Please let me ki~ow principals if yon are identifying students for this. 

Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 

Washington County Schools 

802 Washington Street 

Plymouth, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

~_~._2_-_2._9_~-___5_ (_!(}_2_. (F) 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 11:22 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" - Lbg__r!l_gi_!:.c_%m_ > wrote: 

I wanted to follow up with the below email to get your thoughts. I received another inquiry this evening 

from my connect at UNC. Let’s make sure Washington County Schools are represented! DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu, Oct l 7, 2013 at l 1:02 PM, D. Cole Phelps < ~gmafl~com> wrote: 

Teaxll, 

Are we p~xticipating in the below progr~an ~ If not, can you send me two names from Creswell Elementmy and 111 let my 

connect at UNC know. He sent me the below release and asked if we were participating. I’m seeking your guidance and 

support. Thanks for all you do. Let tne know. DCP 

FINAL DRAFT 

For Immediate Release 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications Office 

Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

CAROLINA’S ACADEMIC ALL-STARS t ROGRAM HONORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The University of North Carolina athletic department has partnered with elementai?~ schools across 

the state to recognize students that exhibit exceptional academic aptitude mid character. 

The newly created Academic All- Stars program invites participating elementary- schools to select m-o outstanding students in 



each grade (total of 10-12 per school) to be recognized at an upcoming Caxolina tbotball game tbr their academic success. 

selected students will receive fimr tickets to either the Old Dominion (Nov. 23) or Duke (30) home fi~otball game where they 
will receive a certificate to honor their accomplishments and will be publicly recognized during the game. 

"fhis is an exciting initiative started by our Student-Athlete Development program and we’ve had a tremendous response," 

said UNC Athletic Director Bubba Curmingham. ’°We hope to provide a memorable experience for these young people and 

their guests on our campus at a tbotball game. 

’q~his program is a great way for the athletic department and football program to give back to the elementa~ schools in our 

state by offering an exciting day at Kenan Stadium as an incentive for scholastic achievement. Our mission is to educate and 

inspire through athletics and this program is a perfect example of what we are tLs~ing to achieve." 

Prior to the kickoffof the 2013 season, North Carolina AssistaJ~t Athletic Director tbr Student-Athlete Development Cricket 

Lane ~nt a letter to every elementm-y school principal in the state. The letter was also shared with the Nort~h Carolina ~hool 
boards to encourage participation. 

With three weeks still remaining until the deadline, elementmy~ school students have aheady reserved more than 2,700 tickets 

for the Duke game oa~d tnore than 2,000 for the Old Dominion game. 

"I would like to thank the UniversiU of North Carolina for this generous oiler and for giving Hillsbomugh Elementary School 

students the chance to attend a UNC football game with their families," said Steven M. Weber, Principal at Hillsborough 

Elementa~ School. "Our school is focused on college and career readiness and this oppormni~ will support students and 

give them access to a college campus on game day. Several families at our school are unable to afford college football 

tickets, so this is an opportunity ofa litbtime! Our students will love the game and the recognition. This program appears to 

be well thought out and coordinated. Thank you for reaching out to elementary school s and recognizing students’." 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Comtnissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-66 ~ ~ 

Sent fiom my US Cellular Smartphone 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to 

receive for the addressee) you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the 

message, If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. This 

emaii may contain the thoughts and opinions of the employee sending the message and may not represent the officiai policy of 

Washing[on County Schools, 

This message contains informa[ion which may be confiden[ial and privileged, Unless you are the addressee {or authorized to receive for the addressee) 

you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If:you have received this message in error, please 

advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message~ This email may contain the thoughts and opinions of the employee sending the message and 

may not represent the official policy of Washington County Schools. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:51 PM 

Best, Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edu> 

Re: Acadetnic All- Stars Meeting 

image001 .j pg 

Ok, that sounds good. Numbers are near final but not quite yet. Should be set by next week. Thanks again for the help. 

On Oct 29, 2013, at 9:22 PM, "Best, Kevin S." <kbes~i~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Are all the responses now accounted for? If so, we can provide m~ update next week on GoHeels.com and in our weekly game notes. 

The week of the ODU game we can have Fedora mention it at the press cont~rence, his coaches radio and TV show and cover the event through photos, 

stories, etc. on GoHeels and the CAROLINA digita1 magazine. 

From: <llle>, Vince <!_[!__e_@__u_n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 
Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 6:25 PM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

Kevin, 

Do you think we should do another press release, a~d if so, when would be most appropriate? I’m not sure we can announce this enough. 

Also, considering the t~edback we received at the senior staffmeeting yesterday, can we send all thture releases and intbrmation pertaining to this 

program to as many of our stalI’as l~ssible? I appreciate you helping us out ruth all of this. 

Vince 

From= Sawyer, Korie 
Sent= Tuesday, October 29, 2013 5:14 PM 
To= Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, Tim; Creech, Karlton W; Lane, Cricket; Tile, Vince; Andrews, Jason; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Best, 
Kevin S.; Brunner, John F; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Stewart, Robert House; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Chuck Underwood 
(chuck@metrepreductions.com) 
Subject= RE: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

I have finished answering all of the e-mails and everything is updated in the database~ New numbers are: 

Duke: I0,375 tk:ke~:si2,STO students 

ODU: 7,331 tickets/l,849 students 

There are 2 databases attached to this e-mail. One is sorted by RSVP date, the other is sorted by School Name. Those highlighted in yetlow have 

requested wheelchair/handicap seating. 

We are still getting new RSVPs and e-mails from parents who forgot to send their mailing addresses. Please let me know when the last day!time 

shou hJ sen d a fi na~ d al:a base before t he la be~s a n d cert~[~ca ~:es a re ~r~nted. 

]hanks~ 

~m= Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent= Nonday, October 28, 20~3 9:09 PN 
Te= Pogge, Paul; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, Tim; Creech, Karlton W; Lane, Cricket; Ille, Vince; Andrews, Jason; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Best, Kevin S.; Brunner, 
John F; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Plunke~, Na~ Rob; Stewa~, Robe~ House; Sa~er, Korie; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Chuck Unde~ood 
(chuck@metroproductions.com) 
Subject= RE: Academic All-Stars Neeting 

All .... 

Please review the attached and provide any suggested edits by 8:00 am on Wednesday, :[0/~0/13. We are planning to assemMe t~cket mailbags starting 

Thursday so we need to beg~n produdng a~ finn documents during the day on Wednesday. 

Attached are: 

<F-[if ~supportUsts]-->l) <!--[endif]-->Draft Acadermc AI~ Stars Ticket Ma~ling Cowper tetter (the reverse side w~ll be a sk~plff~ed cameras map 

h~ghl~ghdng Manning Lot as we~ as Lhe Jackson and Cardina~ Parking Decks, as we~ as Ehringhaus h~trarnural fie~d, Tar Heel Town and Kenan 

Stadium}. 

Nease note I did not address any speda~ requests (ADA parkh~g, seath~g, etc.) but d~d provide a reference to 

goheels.comiacademical~stars url [or more details as wel~ as the ema~l address ~:hat was used for RSVPs. ~[ there are suggestions fora 

be~:~:er way to address this, please advbe. 

<F-[if IsupportLBts]-->2) <~--[endif]-->Draft Academic A~ Stars Certificate--these wN be persona~ked and printed by Metro Productions for 

delivery by Thursday morning. 

<F-[if ~supportLists]-->~) <!--[endif]-->Current Academic Aft Stars RSVPs--ODU (I,599 / 6,693), Duke (2,426 / 9774.) 

<F-[if ~supportLists]-->4.) <F-[endif]-->Draft Project planner for a~ detNIs we will need to work on between now and I1/2~ & 

Rid( 

F~m= Pogge, Paul 
Sent= Wednesday, October 09, 20~3 4:47 PN 

Te= Steinbacher, Rick; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, ~m; Creech, Karlton W; Lane, Cricket; 1lie, Vince 
Subject= Academic AIbStars MeeUng 

All, 

Can we meet at 8:30 AM on Wednesday, October 23 to d~scuss the Academic All-Stars program? 

Thanks, 



Paul 

<image001,jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universib./of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

<imageO01 .j pg:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, October 31,2013 7:54 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

28Farnam~ Stree~29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 2:49 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Is this the type of issue we should share with Lissa since she is our FAR? Also, a good example for FAC m~d the Provost group. Thanks. 

From: Trulock, Scott 
Sent: Friday,                2:14 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Beatty, Grey; Ciocca, Mario F 
Co: Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Ille, Vince; Fedora, H. Larry; Oliaro, Scott M 
Subject: RE:I 
l.es & Grey, thanks for your reply. I realize you are not the ones dictating this issue, just helping to mediate with the professor. We are working on an alternate 

time, and will follow up if we are able to get something scheduled, rJ~.]st doesn’t seem appropriate that a professor could deny ANY student the opportunity to 

make up work ~f they m~ssed class [or a eeeded med~ca~ procedure. 

Scott T 

F~m= Myers, Leslie 
Sent~ Friday, 1:37 PN 
Te~ Trulock, Sco~; Bea~, Grey; Ciocca, Nario F 
~¢~ Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Wal~r 
Su~ject~ 
Sorry, ~ don’t think we ~n academics are t@ng to say the professor should/could d~ctate med~ca~ attention, just trying to pass the ~nformation on to the group that 

was expressed to Bug from the professor (and in turn from             He has a graded, h~ class essay in Ms Portuguese class that the professor sa~d he needs to 

be there ~:o ~:ake and not [aH behind It’s a class he has an appro’.dmate C it~ the class curreet~y, so he doese"t have a whole k)~: o[ room to m~ss any b~g assignments. 

The class ends at 12:50pm that day, so he would be fine [:or anything s[:ter that. If there is not s way for    to have his      aken care of at any other dine, we 

could work wi[b him to try to arrange something with the professor, but she could decide to not allow bkn a rnake-up time. 

~rom: Trulock, Scott 

Sent: Friday, 12:43 PM 

To: Beatty, Grey; Ciocca, Mario F 

C¢: Myers, Leslie; Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 

Subject: Re: 

Mario, please share your thoughts as well. 

Greg,                                                                . Why is a professor able to dictate medical needs? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina 

On at 12:23 PM, "Beatty, Greg" <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

ust reported back saying his teacher wants him in class on Monday, so the procedure will have to be rescheduled. Sorry for the late notice. 

, at 3:16 PM, "Beatty, Greg" <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No, He did not come to his one scheduled meeting for today and I have not heard back from him, 

From= Trulock, Scott 

Sent= Thursday, 1:54 PM 

Tm Beatty, Grey; Myers, Leslie 

Cc= Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 

Subject: RE: 

An,/’ update on the academic situation? 

From: Bea~, Greg 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:28 AM 
To= Trulock, Sco~; Myers, Leslie 
Cc= Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; 3ean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Subject: RE: 

has an in--class essay assignment for his 12:00 PorLuguese class on the zJth. He ~s go~ng to speak with his ~nstructor today about what 

b~s options are for conlp~eting ths~ at alternate time. 

6regory BeatW ~ Academic Counselor - Football 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

Academic Support Program for StudenbAtMe~:es 

I_oudermH~ Center for Excelkmce 

344 R~dge P,d. [ Campus Box 3~07 

Chapel H~[L NC 27599 [ T {919) 843--5689 

C (          ~ F (919) 9~2-g2~7 

gpbeatty@email.unc.edu 

From: Trulock, Scott 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:28 AM 

To: Myers, Leslie; Beatty, Greg 

Cc: Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Bapfiste, Yuri Walter 

Subject: 



He will most likely miss his classes following the 

procedure. We will advise him to contact his professors to make arrangements ahead of time to prepare for the missed class time. 

Please ’reply to all’ if you have any further thoughts. 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

Coordinator of Sports Medicine for Kenan Stadium 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:19-962-0:102 

<imageOOl.gif> 

Confidentiality Notice 
This e-mail, including any attachrrlen ts, may contain in[ormation ~,om the University o[ North Carolina 5por~s Medicine Department which may be con[idential or privileged. The 

information is intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the 

contents of this information is prohibited If you have received this e-mail in erroc please notify the sender irrlmediate!y by a "zeply to sender on!y" message and destroy all electronic and 

hard copies of the communication, including attachments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:39 AM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocc@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: perfo~m~aace contracts 

OK, thanks Mario. 

From: Ciocca, Mario F 

Sent; Monday, November 04, 2013 8:07 AM 

To-" 1lie, Vince 

Subject-" performance contracts 

Vince, just realized I never got back to you. Contracts look good. See you later today 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolina 

James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 

CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 11:04 AM 

’Shackeltbrd, Brian’ <Brian.ShackelIbrd@ttendrickAuto.com> 

Drake, Adam <Adam.Drake@HendriclcA_uto.com> 

RE: Vehicle Use/Form 

Are there NO UNC FANS at Hendrick?! I’m apparently doing a poor job of recruiting over there. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shackelford, Brian [mailto:Brian.Shackelford(a)HendrickAuto.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Drake, Adam; York, Aaron 
Subject: Re: Vehicle Use/t~’onn 

You have to be careful, Adam is a Duke fan! 

Thanks and we will get you what you need. 

Brian 

Sent from my iPhone 

On NOv 5, 2013, at 9:30 AM, "Ille, Vthce" <ille@unc.edu<mailto:ille(~!unc.edu>> wrote: 

Brian, 

Thanks for the referral to Adam. I hope you guys beat Duke Saturday and we can all have a reason to be happy again! 

Please j ust let me know whatever I need to do ]2~r you guys regarding the documentation Mine is due to our business office tomorrow. Again, I really appreciate the help and all the great 
service you guys have provided us. 

Vince 

From: Shackelford, Brian [mailto:Brian.Shackelford(d~,,HendrickAuto.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:24 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Drake, Adam 
Cc: York Aaron 
Subject: RE: Vehicle Use/Form 

Vince I’m not going to assist you because I am an NC State fan and I’m still stinging from the defeat this weekendt 

Just kidding, but I am going to send this to Adam Drake, he is the Office Manager that runs the Dodge store and this will be a good way to introduce you two since I believe Adam may 
need an item or two from you as well. It’s forms that we are required to have on our end as well, and I’m sure Adam will be happy to get the information that you need. 

Thatg~s for taking care of the vehicle and supporting the CaW Auto Mall. If there is ever anything I can do for you, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

Thanks 

Brian 

Brian Shackelford, CPA i Controller 
CalT Auto Mall 
Direct 919-4,56-6729 
Cell 
Fax 919-4,5-5-6789 
Brian. Shackelford@HendrickAuto com<mailto:Brian Shackelibrd@HendrickAuto.com> 

From: Ille, Vmce [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:06 AM 
To: Shackelford, Brian 
Cc: York Aaron 
Subject: Vehicle Use/Form 

Brial~, 

I have been driving the 2012 Dodge Durango that Ton~my Laakso and you guys provided me since December 2012. It has been great and I really appreciate the help, ser~dce and your 
dealership’s support of our department 

Each year we must complete and file documentation that is required for the proper accounting of the vehicle for tax purposes Attached is a copy of a form required by the UNC business 
office. I have completed this form based upon my records Can you please print and sign the atta ched ibl~n, fill in the entry, for the "fair market value" of the vehicle when it was provided me, 
sign the form, then return it to me? You can return by scan and email or you can tax the signed copy to (919) 962-6002. 

Thanks again for supporting UNC Athletics. Kyou have any questions, please feel free to call me. I appreciate your help veW much. 

Vince I11e 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of Nolth Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu<mailto:ille~unc.edu> 

<image001 .jpg> 



We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 12:54 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: CNN Breaking News 

Where are you guys going tomorrow? 
From: CNN Breaking News [mailto:BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 20:1.3 12:42 PM 
To; textbreakingnews@ema31svO6.turner.com 
Subject; CNN Breaking News 

Toronto Mayor Rob Ford admitted to reporters today that he smoked crock cocaine. The admission by Ford comes two days after he said he wouldn’t resign despite 

reports that police have video showing him smoking a crack pipe. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

What price would you pay to power the future? 

CNN Films’ Pin,dora’s Promise explores the myths mid science of nuclear energy. 

Watch Thursday, November 7th at 9PM ET/PT 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To tmsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: hltp:/,’cgi~cnn~com,’m/clik?l~tex~ibreakinm~ews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2013 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:04 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

l~W: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

Any idea on the total nmnbers m~d sugges~dons for release? 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Tuesday, November :~2, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: 111e, Vince; Sabo, Tim 
Subject: Re: Academic All-Stars Meeting 
Do you have the final ticket numbers for ODU and Duke from the Academic All-Stars program. I could also say "more than 7,300 for ODU" and "more than 10,300 for Duke." 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:51 PM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <.k_b__e_s_t_._@.__u__n_c_:_~_d_._u_.> 

Subject: Re: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

Ok, that sounds good~ Numbers are near final but not quite yeL Should be set by next week. Thanks again for the help. 

On Oct 29, 2013, at 9:22 PM, "Best, Kevin S." <kbestL.@unc.edu> wrote: 

Are all the responses now accounted for? If so, we can provide an update next week on GoHeels corn and in our weekly game notes. 

The week of the ODU game we can have Fedora mention it at the press conference, his coaches radio and TV show and cover the event through photos, stories, etc. 

on GoHeels and the CAROLINA digital magazine. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 6:25 PM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <_k_.b_e__s_t__@._u__n_.c_._.e__~_u_.> 
Cc: "Posse, Paul" < _p_p___o__gK_e___@_.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Subject: FW: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

Keying, 
Do you think we should do another press release, and if so, when would be most appropriate? I’m not sure we can aa~nounce this enough. 

Also, considering the feedback we received at the senior staff meeting yesterday, can we send all future releases and information pertaining to this 

prograzn to as tnany of our sta£f as possible? I appreciate you helping us out with all of this. 

Vince 

From: Sawyer, Korie 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 20J.3 5:J.4 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, Tim; Creech, Karlton W; Lane, Cricket; llle, Vince; Andrews, Jason; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Best, 
Kevin S.; Brunner, John F; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Stewart, Robert House; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Chuck Underwood 

( .c__~ _u___c__k__~_t _n___e__t_m ~__m _d__~ _¢_ Lo___n__%__c__o__~ _~) 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

I have finished answering all of the e-mails and everything is updated in the database~ New numbers are: 

Duke: :10~375 tickets/2,570 students 

ODU: 7,33:]. tickets/1.849 students 

There:, ~re 2 databases at[:at::hed to this e-mail. One:, is sorted by r~SVP date, the other is sorted by School Name. Th.:_~s~:, highlighted in yellow have 

requested wheelchair/handicap sealing. 

We are s[ill getting new RSVPs and e-mails from paren[s who forgot to ser~d their mailing addresses. Please let rne know when the last day/time I 

should send a final database before the labels and certificates are orinted. 

Thanks! 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 20:13 9:09 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, Tim; Creech, Karlton W; Lane, Cricket; Ille, Vince; Andrews, Jason; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Best, Kevin S.; Brunner, 
John ~; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Stewart, Robert House; Sawyer, Korie; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Chuck Underwood 

Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

All - 

Please review the attached arid provide any suggested edits by 8:00 am on Wednesday, 10/30/13, We are planning to assemble ticket mailings slatting 

Thursday so we need to begin Oroducing all final documents during the day on Wednesclay. 

Attached are: 

1) Dr~R Academic All Stars iick~:,t Mailing Cover Letter ithe rew_~rse sich:, will b~:, ~ simplified campus map highlighting Manning Lot as well as the:, 

Jackson and Cardinal Parking Decks as well as {£hringhaus it~[:ramural field~ Tar I-t~:,el Town and Kenan St~dium). 

I lease no[e I did not address any sf:ecial reques[s {ADA parking, seating, etc,) but did provide a reference to a 

g.9--h---e---e-!--s-~--c---~----m-j---a---c--a---d---e----m--Lc---a-!J--s--t--a---r--s- url t:or more details as well as the emaif address [hat was used for’ RSVPs. It: there are suggestions for a 

better way to address this, please advise. 

2) Draft Acaclemic All Stars Certificate --these will be personalized and printed by Metro Procluctions for delivery by Thursclay morning. 

3) Curr~:,nt Academic All Stars RSVPs - C)DU (1~599 / 6,693), Duke (2,42(-; / 9774) 

4) Dr~t Project planner for all ch:,tails we will m:,ed to work .:_~n be~:ween now m~d 11/23 & :1.I/3C. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Posse, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 20:t3 4:47 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, ~m; Creech, Karlton W; Lane, Cricket; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Academic All-Stars Meeting 



All, 

Can we meet at 8:30 AM on Wednesday, October 23 to discuss the Academic All-Stars program? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

<image001.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 
"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

<image001.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 3:14 PM 

Cunninglmm, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

Final total is over 18,000 

From: Sawyer, Korie 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:28 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

Duke: 

10,563 Tickets 

2,6~4 Academic 

ODU: 

7,523 Tk:ket~ 

3.,894 Academk: A[I.-St:ars 

There w~H probab[~ be ove[ ~00 Academic Al[--gtarg who d~d not RSVP h~ t~n~e (WBB people). Thoge numbers will no~ be f~na[ until the dead~h~e of December 

Let me know if you need anything else~ 

Kor~e 

F~: Pogge, Paul 
~e~t~ Tuesday, November ~2, 20~3 6:[9 PH 

T~: ]lie, Vince 

~e: Sa~er, Korie 
~ubjeet: Re: Academic All-Stars Heeting 

~o~ 
Can you g~t tb~ fi~a] ~um~ [b~ A~adem{~ All-g~s fi~k~ts to 

Paul 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Nov 12, 2013, at 6:03 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille((-~unc.edu> wrote: 

Any idea on the total numbers and suggestions tbr release? 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:31 PM 

To: ~lle, Vince; Sabo, Tim 
Subject: Re: Academic All-Stars Meeting 
Do you have the final ticket numbers for ODU and Duke from the Acadc~fic All-Stars program. I could also say "more than 7,300 tbr ODU" and "more than 

10,300 for Duke." 

From: <llle>, Vince <.i_!!__e_~__u__r_Lc_#___4__u_> 
Date: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:51 PM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <kbesk~t~unc.edu> 

Subje~t: Re: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

Ok, that sounds good. Numbers are near final but not quite yet. Should be set by next week. Thanks again for the help. 

On Oct 29, 2013, at 9:22 PM, "Best, Kevin $2’ <:_l£_b__e_5_!~(~__u_!~__c_’:__e__d___t_~> wrote: 

Are all the responses now accounted for? If so, we can provide an update next week on GoHeels.com and in our weekly game notes. 

The week of the ODU game we can have Fedora mention it at the press conference, his coaches radio and TV show and cover the event through 

photos, stories, etc. on GoHeels and the C.AaROLINA digital magazine. 

From: <Ille>, Vince <ille(/~unc.edu> 

Date: Tnesday, October 29, 2013 6:25 PM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <kbeslt~i~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Pogge, Paul" <p_l?_gjgg__e_@__u__r!_c_:__e__d_t_~- 

Subject: FW: Academic All-Staacs Meeting 

Kevin, 
Do you think we should do another press release, and if so, when would be most appropriate? I’m not sum we can announce this enough. 
Also, considering the feedback we received at the senior statt’meeting yesterday, can we send all future releases and information pertaining 
to this program to as maW of oar staffas possible? I appreciate you helping us out with all of this. 

Vince 

From: Sawyer, Korie 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 5:14 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, Tim; Creech, Karlton W; Lane, Cricket; Tile, Vince; Andrews, Jason; Cleary, Kenneth 
Eugene; Best, Kevin S.; Brunner, John F; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Stewart, Robert House; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Chuck 
Underwood ( _c_h___u_c___k_~_ _r [_]_e_t_r_o_ p_ [g_c_l_u_ _c_t_j_o_[}5: ~ ~ [ ~0 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Meeting 

I have fi~ished answering all office e-mails and everything is updated m fl~e database. New numbers are: 

Duke: 10,375 tickets/2,570 students 



ODU: 7.331 ~icke*s’1,849 smde~{s 
There are 2 databases atIached k> this e-mail. One is :~rted by RSVP da~e. the o~her is aoried by Schoo~ Name. Those higldighted m 3allow 

have mquesIed whee[cha{~!handicap sea~ing. 

We are ~fil~ geNng new RSVPs a~d e-mai]s l?om pa~ents who lb~4ot to send their mai]mg addresses. He;~se let me know when the 

day/time I should send a final database t~ibre the labels and ce~iticates a~ pfinled. 

’I’hm~ks~ 

Kone 

F~m= Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent= Nonday, October 28, 2013 9:09 PN 
g~= Po~e, Paul; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, Tim; Creech, Kadton W; Lane, Cricket; IHe, Vince; Andrews, Jason; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Best, Kevin S.; 
Brunner, John F; Lancaster, Elizabeth~ Plunkeg, HaW Rob~ Stewa~, Robe~ House; Sa~er, Korie~ Hawkins, Deborah kynni Chuck Onde~ood 
(chuck@metroproductbns.com) 
Subject= RE: Academic AII-S~rs Neetin~ 
z~dl 
Please tvview d~e a~mct~ed m~d provide any s~ggested edits by 8:00 am oi~ W~dnes&y, I0/30,’13 We am pianmng ~o as~m~ble ticket 

mailings sm~Nt~g Thur~tay so we need to begh~ producing Ml final documems dtNtN the da? on We&~e~.la7, 

AVmched are: 

the Jacksot, and Cardin~d Parking Decks, as wall as F.hrmgSaus inh’amural field. Tar tied Town at*d K.e~mn Stadium). 

P~ease ~ote ] did not address any special mq~es{s (ADA parking, sea~ing, etc.) b~t did pr~vide a re[~vnce k> a 

gR[!~:~9~}~!~_rJ!~_~!~I_~ ml t~r more details as well as ~he em~ address fl~t was used fi~r RS~s. If there ae 

suggestions fbr a be~er way to ~tdmss tiffs, please ad~ ise. 

2) Drat{ Aca&rmc All Stars Certificate these will Ix: [.vz:r~onalized ~md printed by Metro Pro&~ctions tier deliveL,~ by Tlmrsday morning. 

3) Curre~.Academic All S~ars RSVPs ODU (1,599 / 6.,693)., D~ke (2,426,9774) 

4) Dcdl Pr~:~iect planner fi:~r all derails we will need to work o,~ betwee,~ t}ow and 11,,’23 & 11/30 

Tlmnks. 

Rick 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Se~t; Wednesday, October 09, 2013 4:47 PM 
To; Steinbacher, Rick; Culler, Ellen B; Sabo, Tim; Creech, Karlton W; Lane, Cricket; Tile, Vince 
$,,bject-" Academic All-Stars Meeting 
All, 
Can we meet at 8:30 AM on Wednesday, October 23 to discuss the Academic All-Stars program? 

Thanks, 

Paul 
<ima~e001dp~> 
Paul Po~e 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:02 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

FW: CNN Breaking News 

Could this result in additional time for enrollment in UNC plans since things a:re changing agajn’? 

From: CNN Breaking News [mailto:BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November :t4, 20:t3 :t2:26 plVl 
To; textbreakingnews@ema31svO6.turner.com 
Subject; CNN Breaking News 

President Barack Obama said the Obamacare rollout has been "rough so far" and he Ms been deeply concerned about it. 

Under a fix offered by Obama on Thur~tay to address a controversial provision of the Affordable Care Act, the President ~id Americans who received cancellation 

notices may be able to keep their individual insurance plans for one more year. 

The deaJ~ is meant to cover millions of people who have had their insurance policies canceled because the policies do not ~neet Obamacare requirements. The uproar 

has ensnared the White House for weeks, shining a spotlight on Obama’s earlier protnise that people who liked their insurance plans could keep thetn. 

But the fix, as reported earlier by CNN’s Dana Bash, puts the onus of the renewa2ls on insurers. The adtninistrafion is not requiring insurers or state insurance 

commissioners to extend the existing plans, but instead is a]lowing insurers to offer an additional year of coverage. 

Also, insurers must nofi~ policyholders of the difference in benefits between their policies and the Obamacare plans available on the insurance exchanges. And the 

companies must inform people that additional policies are available on the exchanges and that subsidies may be available to those who qualify. 

This fix will not solve "eve~ problem for every person," Obama said. 

Follow coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN’s mobile apps. 

From Executive Producer Torn Hanks & Gary. Goetzman 

A CNN Original, The Assassination of President Kem~edy 

as you’ve never seen it before, ruth neMy uncovered footage! 

Watch Thursday, November 14th 9pm ET on CNN. 

http://w~av. C NN~comi J~K 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: ht~p://cgi.cnn.com/m,’clik?l=textbreakhNnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2013 Cable News Nem, ork 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 9:06 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 8:57 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: 

He c~J~ sign ASA first, but needs to see Paul ASAP after that. Thanks. 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 8:53 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Vince, 

rJUSt making sure we are on the same page. 

agreement? 

thanks, 

Tom 

~rom: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 7:42 PM 

To: Williams, Andre; Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Fwd: 

Se~tt front ~, ~ erizon If/in:less ,i( ~ L TE DR()ID 

should meet with Paul first, and if Paul is ok with the agent relationship we will have him sign the scholarship 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.e&~> 
To: "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday~unc~edu> 

CC: 

I support this and would love to see 
representatives. Thanks. 

graduate. He would need to check in with Paul if he returns so we can assess where he is regarding relationships with his agent or other 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Tuesday-, November 12, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Tinwncm~ans, Tonr; Williams, Andre 
Subject: FW: 

Vince, 

has inquired about receiving roonr and board (along with tuition and fees) during the Spring Semester while finishing up his requirements for graduation. We would be more than 
happy to find 20 hours of work for to perfornr arotmd the football program or within other areas of the athletic department so it’s not just a free ride for the entire senrester. \Vhat are 
your thoughts? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 10:04 AM 
To: Holliday, Core?- L 
Subject: 

Corey, 

Please find below the requested intbrmation regarding 
Spring term 

Please let me know if we need any additional information to determine aid status (room & board) for the 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:34 AM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks :[’or the email and no worries in the inquipi ]’or Below you will find his status: 

Spring 2014 E~ollment: 16 hours 

Hours Needed for Graduation: 13 hours. 

However he would complete the course work ]’or a minor with the additional three credits (in which he is enrolled). He may drop the course, however 13 hrs v. 16 hrs is not going to change 
his tuition costs. 



R equirements Needed to Graduate: 
GEOL 101 Lab: Enrolled (GEOL 101L) 
Q[UQI: Enrolled @SYC210) 
World Befnre 1750: Enrolled (AAAD 252) 
COMM 170: [gnrolled (must earn C or better) 
Experiential Education: [gnrolled (COMM698) 
Additional 3 hours (not required): AAAD 250 which is a film class that he is interested in taking 

must maintain a 2 000 GPA at the end of the Spring Term 

Please let me know if you have any other questions. 

Spencer 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williaras, ~amdre 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject:, 

Spencer, 

It was great seeing you on Saturday prior to the garaet I know that you are currently busy ~vith registration, but wanted to reach out to see if you could please provide an update on 
We are trying to determine if we are going to offer        oora & board during the Spring term. As a result, I wanted to confirra which classes         xas on his spring scnectme. 

How raany hours is he earolled in? Are all of his courses degree applicable’.’ ~,\~at are the requirements needed for him to graduate’.’ 

Thanks so much for your support and assistancet 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Welburn, Spencer 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: 
SubJect: RE: Enrolling 

As soon as you pay offyonr outstanding balance you will need the following. I am copying and pasting the email that ;vas sent on October 1, 2013: 

It was great to see you again and we are excited that you are determined to earn your degree This email is to sel~¢e as a follow-up to our conversation from our meeting on Friday, September 
27 It is yonr intention to enroll in courses as a fulltime student ibr the Spring 2014 semester. There are a few steps that we must complete prior to enrolling in Spring 2014 courses. First 
(which you have alrea@ completed) is completing an application for an additional (ninth) semester. It is the universityts policy that students must complete their degree requirements in 
eight semesters. It" an additional fulltime semester is needed, the student must petition for an additional semester through the Associate Dean of Academic Advising. Secondly, you must 
reapply to the university via the readmission application. We reviewed the application during our meeting and the application can be found in the email I sent you on Friday. Please let me 
know if you have any trouble with the application process and please be aware of the fee associated ;vith the application. It appears that your account is past due from a previous term. 

Please contact the cashiers office to clear any account balance that may be lingering. Cashiers.unc.edu 

Lastly, you will need a total of thirteen (13) hours to earn your degree in Communication Studies. Please the see the courses below for more details: 
GEOL 101 Lab 1 honr 
COMiV1170 (C or better, not C-) 
QR/QI - may want to look into PSYC210 or math 119 Experiential Education - SOC1273-EXSS 323 would be good options World Before 1750 - Any course that you find interesting when you 
search WB on connectcarolina 

let us know if you have an?- questions. 
..... Original Message ..... 

From:                     ~/-ahoo com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 2:17 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Re: E~olling 

Andre Asked what day do I register ? I believe seniors registered this past Tuesday and today. I would like to have all my necessary classes. 

Sent li*om my iPhone 

> On Nov 7, 2013, at 1:43 PM, "Welbom, Spencer" <swelborn@email unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> I took care of everything on our end.. 
> 

> Below are the other holds that I see on your account: 
> 

> Past due charges on your student account must be paid After you make a payment online, please email cashier@unc.edu with your PID and request that the hold be removed. This hold 
prevents registration and release of transcripts and diplomas 

> Please contact the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

Ori~ina[ Message ..... 

> From:                      ~vahoo.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 1:21 PM 



> To: WeIborn, Spencer 
> Sut~iect: Re: [~nroIling 
> 

> Call or email me so I will know rm flying to chapel hill tomorrow 
> 

> Sent fi~om my iPhone 
> 

>> On Nov 6, 2013, at 9:29 PM, "Welbom, Spencer" <swelborn@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>> 

>> SorlN for the late response, however we are in the middle of registration and I am just now checking my emails for the day. 
>> I will give you a ring in the morning when I have time to look into the matter t 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From:                      ;~yahoo. corn] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 12:11 PM 
>> To: Welborn, Spencer 
>> Subject: Eraoiling 
>> 

>> Hey Spencer this is we met earlier in the year about me getting back into to school I handled everythit~g but I can’t put classes in tW shopping cart call me at 
trying to handle it ASAP. 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Wednesday 2:11 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Career Development 

Rick and Corey, 

The message at the bottom is an example of the process we discussed in our meeting today. In the past, I would 
explain the service to families and prospects during the recruiting process, then remind student-athletes during 
their attendance through the end of their participation and completion of their senior exit interview (i.e., I 
consider YOU and your well-being a 50-year project for me!). 

We may want to consider assigning ourselves senior team members, then meet with those students individually 
after the Carolina Football Networking event to solicit the kind of information that is included in the message to 
John Montgomery below. 

In the past, I’ve found this to be a great way to strengthen important relationships that include student-athletes, 
coaches, administration, donors and alums. Current and former student-athletes share their experience with their 
teammates and coaches. Word then spreads about a valuable, results-oriented service that specifically targets the 
students’ lives after graduation. If done well, you can create a powerful multiplier effect. 

I’m open to any suggestions regarding the process and we can discuss in more detail the next time we meet. 
Thanks. 

Vince 

F rom: 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Career Development 

Vince, 

Thank you so much for the email and work that you are putting in to help me! Let me know if you need 
anything further from me and I will get it to you promptly. 

From: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:56 PM 

To: 
Subject: FW: UNC Career Development 

I sent the message below and your resume to John Montgomery. John is the Executive Director of the Rams 
Club. His bio is here: https://admin.xosn.com/ViewArticle.dbml? 
SPID=9967&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=1306080 



When I receive the list of donors, I will contact you and we can discuss next steps. I look forward to helping 
you with this. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 7:52 PM 
To: Montgomery, John R 
Subject: UNC Career Development 

John, 

Attached is a resume from Her 

Can you please forward this message and her resume to the appropriate Rams Club staff member? I would 
appreciate it very much if someone from your office can provide me a list of 8-10 individuals that.    and I 
can contact for the purpose of exploring potential career opportunities and advice. We are specifically interested 
in identifying and speaking with our supporters who are willing to talk with     about her areas of interest that 
I’ve noted below. This could include their geographical location, industry, business or organization, or even 
access to their own network of professionals who may be able to assist her. You and I can discuss this in more 
detail if necessary. 

Some background information on 

s a starting outfielder who has been an active participant in our Richard A. Baddour Carolina 
Leadership Academy. She has earned the status of "Veteran Leader" which is the program’s highest 
level, and also serves as a Creed Mentor and a Carolina Softball Leadership Council member. She joined 
our UNC family as a freshman in                                                               is 
on schedule to graduate on time - in four years - with a B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a major 
in Sport Management. 

Upon graduation,.                                                    She would prefer relocating to 
Orange County, LA County, or the San Diego area in that order. If not California, she would also 
consider career opportunities in North Carolina as well as the east coast. 

first preference is to work anywhere in any capacity in the sports industry. This includes 
professional sports, marketing, sales, and apparel manufacturers. If opportunities in the sports industry 
are unavailable to her, she is also interested in working anywhere that has a good management training 
program and/or career development (e.g., Enterprise). 

I believe     has some valuable work experience listed on her resume. It includes working Coach Papa’s 
summer camps and volunteer work at the UNC Children’s Hospital. Her current position is primarily a 
sales/PR position where she has excelled. 

John, I’m confident that any of our supporters who are willing to speak with     about careers will find her to 
be a very optimistic, energetic and talented person. If you have any questions or ~eed additional information, 
please let me know. Thanks very much for your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 



University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:58 PM 

’John Montgomery’ <john@ramsclub.com> 

I~E: UNC Career Developtnent 

Can we discuss when you have a minute’? Thanks. 

From: John Montgomery [mailto:john@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 2S, 20J.3 3:40 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: UNC Career Development 
I saw that but I think that he would just like k~ meet her. Gives him a better idea of how to connect her with the right person. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Nov 25, 2013, at 3:32 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i![_e_~)__u_!)__c_:_e_~t___u_> wrote: 

John, 

Can you please note my original email message below? I’m not asking Ken to meet with I would appreciate it very- much if someone from your 

office can provide me a list of 8-10 individuals that     and I can contact tbr the purpose of exploring potential career opportunities and advice. We are 

specifically interested in identi~ing and spea~ing mm our supporters who are willing to talk with    about her area~s of interest that I’ve noted below. 

This could include their geographical location, indust~, business or organization, or even access to their own network of professionals who may be able to 

assist her. 

The original email included a brief &scription of her interests and her resume was attached. You and I can discuss this in more detail if necessmy. Thmflcs 

for your help. 

Vince 

l:rom: Ken Mack [mailto:ken@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 20:t3 :t:37 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FVV: UNC Career Development 
I will be happy to q:~eak with her..Just have her c~ll or email. 

I=rom: John Montgomery 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 1:20 PM 
To: Ken Mack; Sue Walsh; Tim Smith; Matt Terrell; Dawn McPherson; Diane Aldridge 
Subject: Ewd: UNC Career Development 
Please see below... Thoughts on how to help 

Sent fiom my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ille, Vi nce" <ille(~unc .edu> 

Date: November 25, 2013 at 11:52:01 AM EST 
To: "Montgomery, John R" %imonk%~mc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: UNC Career De’~elopment 

John, 

Have you had an oppo~nity to request assis~nce from someone on your staff? We can discuss in more detail if needed. Thanks for your 

help. 

Vince 

|:rom: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 20:L3 7:52 PM 
To: Montgomery, John R 
Subject: UNC Career Development 

John, 



Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emafil.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:28 PM 

Paul Pogge <paul.pogge@gmaJl.com> 

iMow Lawn Care ] tlae ultimate hus~tle is multiple hustles 

Check out the latest entiy by CP, iMow Lawn Care video. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 8:04 AM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.e&~ 

I-W: SportsBusiness Journal 

I will not attend this meeting. Can you please keep me infom~ed of ~J~y items that are of l~rticulaJc interest to us and to our processes? Th~J~ks. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent= Wednesday, December 04, 2013 8:54 AM 
To= Timmermans, Tom; Perkins, Michael; Blanton, Brent S; Vangelder, Marielle A; Yarbrough, Nate; Dressler, Carly; Strassner, Rachel; Duffy, Clare E 
Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: SportsBusiness Journal 

Hello, 

"i’har~k you for ~’espor~dir~g to th~-:~ Doodle Poll It k)oks lille ew?w.:_~ne is avaik~bl~? .:_~n W~?dt~esday, Decemb~?~ :[1th a~ 12:30pm so w~:, will scheduk~ the me~?ting ~or th~-:m 

and we will meet in the Loudermilk Conference room~ To direct the agenda, here are the topics that have been brought up so far: 

1) Process for ordering books not at the booksLore (payment specifically) 

2) Process for rein~bursh~g student-athletes 

3) Process for collecting books, tracking, and chargh~g 

4) E-Te>:tbooks 

If you have ar~y wrRten po[ic:~es or procedures for ~my of these ope~atkms~ p[e~se b~ing 

you have another p~ece =hal should be added to the agenda, you can either ernaH me d~rectly of to the group. 

Thank you for all com[tlg together. WN[e we will Rot be serving lunch, since the meeting g~ay span over your opportunity to eat, please [:ee[ free to bring food and 

eat during the meeting. 

Mk:he~[e 

F~m: Brown, Nichelle 
Sent= Friday, November 22, 20~3 6:20 PN 
To= Timmermans, Tom; Perkins, Michael; Blanton, Brent S (blanton@uncaa.unc.edu); Vangelder, Narielle A; Yarbrough, Mate; Dressier, Carly 

~ubje~t= RE: Spo~sBusiness Journal 

MeMo, 

During one of our last emaH strings, we discussed gettk~g a group o[: us together Lo Lalk about books. Being new, [ ag~ Lry~ng to understand how we all perform th~s 

function and how we al] work together. Do we have any guide or manua~ on the process that we couM review before? If not, ~t wou~d be he~pfu~ for us to ta~k about 

~:he entire process from beg~m~mg to end mck~dir~g spedSc topk:s such 

E-Text:books 

Pr’ocess for ordering books not at the bookstore {payment 

Ther’e was a suggestion to include the bookstore representative. Perhaps, we can meeL to review our system [:irsL before we pull them ~n to the conversation. Are 

there any other suggestions and ~s there anyone e]se who should be ~ncluded in the conversation? 

In an effort to find a t~me to meet, I have created a Doodle Po]~ Oocation TBA depending on what is ava[]ab]e when we find a thee). Please go to the po]~ v~a the 

following link ~md pu~: in your ~vi~[lab~Hl:y. 

http://dood[e.com/6gdgxfmfwShd3wxh 

Thank you, 

M~chel]e 

F~m~ Timmermans, Tom 
Sent~ Friday, October 2S, 2013 iI:S9 AN 
To~ Brown, Nichelle; Townsend, Jenn 
~ Perkins, Michael; Van~elder, Narielle A 
Nu~j~t~ RE: Spo~sBusiness Journal 

Jem3, 

f~ust reviewed ~t ~md updated the accout~ i~forr~a~orl w~th your hi, me a~d e-m~i[ addre~. If you get ~ confirmatkm e-.mi~l could you forward ~t to r~e, so we have 

documentation [:or the student assistance fund. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

~rem: Brown, Michelle 

Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 11:53 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn; Timmermans, Tom 

Co: Perkins, Michael; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE: SportsBusiness Journal 

Thank you aH for’ wor’king thr’ough it and taking care of ~t. 

M~chel]e 

F~m~ Townsend, Jenn 
Sent~ Friday, October 2S, 2013 ~1:43 AN 

To~ Timmermans, Tom 
Ce~ Brown, Nichelle; Perkins, N~chael; Van~elder, Narielle A 
Subje~t~ RE: Spo~sBusiness Journal 

Ton3, 

Thanks! ~ w~ send you the account ~n~:ormatiorL 

Jenn 

F~m~ T~mmermans. Tom 
Sent: FrMag. October 25. 2013 10:02 AN 

To: Townsend. Jenn 
~ Brown. N~chelle¢ Perkins. N~chael¢ Van~elder, Nar~elle A 
Subject: RE: Spo~sgusiness Journal 

Jem~ 



You are absolutely right. I was looking at [:he upda[:ed 16.3,1.J that do~-:~s not specify subscrip[:ions bu[: h:~o]dng back a[: k~st years, [:h~s was permissible. W~[:h 

charge they opened up even more. 

We can use Joyce pCard to get the subscriptiom I can do ~t, just send me the information needed to ~enew. 

Tom 

~m: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 5:28 PM 

T~: Timmermans, Tom 
Ce= Brown, M~chelle; Perkins, Michael; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE: SportsBusiness Journal 

~t is my understanding that we have been purchasing the subscription for st least ~O years, so ] cannoL speak to the complete history of how ~t has been handled in 

the past. ~ believe that we have regarded the subscription as a necessary part of academic support services that cm~ be provided to any student athlete. The NCAA 

manual Hats subscriptions under ~6.3~:[.I.:]. (kern c } as something that cm~ be provided to ~]~ student-atMetes. Th~s wouM be the same as course p~anners we have 

provk~ed or (:alcuk~tors we have lent out regardless o~ whether a student rece~w~s te>:tboo]~s. 

Let me ]~now if this makes sense, 

Jenn 

F~m~ T~mmermans. Tom 
Sent~ Thursdag. October 24. 2013 S:02 PN 

T~: Townsend. Jenn 
~ Brown. N~chelle; Perkins. N~chael; Van~elder, NaHelle A 
Subject: Re: Spo~sgusiness Journal 
Although I agree that from a budget standpoint it doesn’t make sense, I don’t see how you can monitor that only SA’s on books are using the subscription. Log in 

information is easily shared. How have you done it is the past? 

Tom 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2013, at 4:57 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

I would like to point out that right now we are paying approximately ~:].50~00 for a yearlong online subscription for student-athletes in the three or 

four EXSS classes who require a Sports Business Journal subscription. The minimum semester long subscription for indMduals ~s ~65.00 for each 

student, Sk~(:e we probaMy haw~ an estimated 50 or more sl:udent--a~:h~e~:es who are enrolled in these classes each aemester, we wouk~ be apend~ng 

about ~5,000-1S6,000 more each year to buy indivMusl subscdp~:~ons. rha~: does not seern to be the best budgetary dedskm. [ think that we need to 

find a way to purchase one subscription which can be shared. 

F~= Timmermans, Tom 
~ent= Thursday, Oc~ber 24, 2023 ~:39 PN 
To= Brown, Nichelle 
~c= Townsend, 3enn; Perkins, Nichael 
S~bjeet= RE: Spo~sBusiness Journal 

~ ~ota~y a~ree tha~ ~e~books and such should not be purchaaed by ASPSA s~aff o~ coaches. A~ ~:h~s moment, the compliance o~fice doe~ not have a 

~us~ness pC~rd 

Mike: ~ the~e a pCard we ca~ u~e? 

S~nce ~t ~ a required book, ~t can only be used by SA~s who are on books m~d enrolled i~ the da~s. ~ worm assume th~s wou~d be very har~ to monitor 

w~:h a general subscription Best way to so~ve tMs ~a to just go ahead and buy a subscdp~:k)n, for each k~divMual SA who needs R, 

W~l:h 16.3.1.1 you can buy recommended books, bu~: anything ~:hat wouh~ be covered under bV~aw 15 (required books) ~s not permissible 

People for the books meeting wokdd be: grent Blanton, Tom Th~m~ermsns, Msriel~e vanGelder, Carly Dressier and Toni Horton from student stores, if 

you wou~d want to ~nvke Student Stores. 

For 16.3~:[.I meeting it wou~d be Made~e vm~Ge~der, Tom Timmermans, anybody from ASPSA m~d anybody e~se re~ated to the budget impact k m~ght 

have. 

Tom 

Frem: Brown, Michelle 

Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 2:51 PM 

Te: Timmermans, Tom 

C¢: Townsend, Jenn; Perkins, Michael 

Subject: RE: SportsBusiness Journal 

Hello, 

~ wou~d ]~ke to bring M~ke Perkins k~l:o thb conversatkm too, ~ beHew~ M~ke helped ou~: this summerifi;I] w~th the volleyball student--a~:Mete who 

needed books eadk~r for her program and the books were purchased on a Business pCard, ft was expressed to us that this would be be~:ter to do tMs 

d~rect~y so thsL we do not have Lo do Lransfers afterwards and it w~l come directly out of the appropriate accounLs, b~ addition, I made it dear to the 

ASPSA sts[:f thsL we wi~ noL purchase LexLbooks on our personal cards. There[:ore, can we purchase the subscription in LNs manner too even if the 

money will come out of the Student Assistance gund? The subscription ends tomorrow and the student-atMetes w~H need access quick~y~ 

Also, the subscription is required for severa~ classes. ~f it is required, does it now fa]~ under "textbooks" and only student-athletes who receive 

te>:tbooks ca n get a ccess o r does 1 (;, 3 1. J a~k~w us to g~ve it to a I~ a n d a ny stu d ent.-a th le~:e who n ee d s a ccess to R? If ~ ~: go es on ly to a st u d en t- a th ] et e 

who receives books, does that mean we need to order a subscription per student-atMete ~nd~v~dusl~y rsLher than a~l sharing one? 

And, since situations continue to ar~se, it b a good time for us to come Logether to codify the process [:or textbooks. Who should be included in Lhe 

meeting and we can get that started? k wou~d appear that a meeting for :1.6.3.t.1 wou~d be a separate meeting and who wou~d need to be ~nvo~ved ~n 

that one? 

"]’hank you, 

Michelle 

~m= Timmermans, Tom 
Sent-" Thursday, October 24, 20~3 ~2:04 PN 
Te= Brown, Nichelle 
C¢= Townsend, 3enn 
~bje~t= RE: Spo~sBusiness Journal 

H~ MicheHe, 

Sh~ce the subscription is not for a spedfic student-atMete but for the Louderm~lk center as whole, ~ can’t use the scholarship fund to pay for it. I could 



use t h~-_! st~.El:~:~f~l: assi.:~taf~ce fund si[~g~-_! it would ~a]l uf~der 1(4.3~1.1 (a~:ademic a~.Eppor~: ~:hat support the success o~ ~:he student-athlete) but my ~ssue 

that as an ~nstitu[ion, we have not determined how to ~mp~emer~t this~ Although, ~n the scheme of thin~s, a ~T~sgaz~ne subscr~ptior~ ~s s relative 

amount, at some point Lhe discussion of how UNC wants to irnplemenL 15~3~$.~ needs Lo 

Let’s go ~head and renew the magazine subscriot~on for this year. SAF can only pay directly ~f ~t ~s invoiced, so the e~s~est way m~ght be to purchase 

the magazine ~n the s~me w~y as ~revious]y done, and then get reh~bursed~ 

From: Brown, Michelle 

Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:27 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: SportsBusiness Journal 

Hello Tom, 

Jenn asked me to give you a call to follow up on the request to renew the subscription for the SportsBusiness Journal for the student-athletes who 

use it as required material for some of their courses. It was not clear to me what the challenge is and what I can offer. Please let me know what I can 

do to assist with this process. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3~07 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:34 PM 

Sobba, Gary <gsobba@tarheelsports.com> 

I~E: Nolnth Carolina Victory Montage over Michigan State 

Thard~s for sharing. Great win las¢ night! 

From: Gary Sobba [mailto:gsobba@tarheelsports.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:32 PN 

~ubject: F~: North Ca~lina Victory M~tage over li4ichigan State ..... 

How ~bout them Heels! Thought you might enjoy th~s from ~ast 

Gary ~obbh 
Ta~ Heel Spo~ts Properties 

9~9-~19-8100 exL 2070 (Phone) 
(Mob~e3 

~rom= Aaron Worsham 

Sent= Thursday, December 05, 2013 3:29 PM 

Tm Gary Sobba; Steve Gowan 

Subject; FW: North Carolina Wctory Montage over Michigan State 

this went out to affiliates... FYI 

From: Matt Francis 

Date: Thursday, 1:11 PM 

Subje~: North Carolina Victory Montage over Michigan State 

Hello North Carolina Affiliates, 

Last night North Carolina toppled No. 1 Michigan State 79-65 in one of the marquee games of the Big Ten-ACC Challenge in East Lansing. Sophomore forward 

continued his strong start to the season, protecting the dm on defense and scoring 14 points by attacMng the offensive glass and finishing in transition. 

Freshman               provided a perfect complement to        by playing his best game of the season. Attached is a 60 second montage of last night’s game 

for air play. You can also find highlights of last night’s game in their entirety at your affiliate website. If you have any issues please call 

Go Heels] 

Matt Francis 
Broadcast Production Coordinator 
505 Hobbs Rd. 

JeffeBon City, MO 65109 

573~56-1270 (Phone) 

573~93~076 (Fax) 

[ ’ i~i htt p:/, cdn.lea rfield.corn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 2:09 PM 

’richard.worrell@nm.com’ 

ILE: Nodhwestern MutuaJ 

Richm& 
Thank you for the kind message. I eNoyed meeting you and am grateful for the guidance you and our other guests ofl~red our students who attended. I would love to 

connect ruth you the next time you’re in town or any other time that’ s convenient. 

Thanks for eveo~thing you do to snpport our ffmdents and programs, 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

From: richard.worrell@nm.cem [mailto:richard.worrell@nm.cem] 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 1:$2 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Northwestern Mutual 

Vince, 

It was great to meet yon at the footba]l center last week. On my next visit to Chapel Hill, I would like to connect with yon either over a cup of coffEe or grab lunch. I 

will mention to Brian McClure that we met. We are excited to have you at the universily, and look forward to working with you. 

Warm regards, 

Richaxt 

Richard Worrell, CLU®, CFP®, CL TC 

Managing Partner 
6235 Morrison Blvd 

Charlotte, NC 28211 

Telephone: 704-365-2014 

rid~ard worrefl(i~m corn 

w w w. um-charloue, corn ........................................................ 

Proud Sponsors of the Charlotte Business Journal 20!3 Women in Business Awards 

Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name forthe sales and dist6bution am~ of The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (NM) (life and disability 

insurance, annuities) and its subsidiaries. Richard Wotrell is a General Agent of NM and Northwestern Long Term Care Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (long-term care 
insurance), a subsidiary of NM. Registered Representative and Investment Adviser Representative of Northwestem Mutual Investment Sen/ices, LL C (securities), a subsidiary 

of NM, broker-dealer, registered investment adviser, member of FINRA and SIPC. Managing Partners a~e not in legal partnership with each other, NM, or its subsidiaries. 

There may be instances when this agent represents companies in addition to NM or its subsidiaries. NCAA is a trademark of the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

While links to other web sites are provided for convenience and information, please be advised that except for information related to Northwestern Mutual (NM), the inclusion 
of, or linking to, other websites does not imply NM endorsement of, nor responsibility for, those websites 

Please do not send orders for mutual funds or securities via email, as they cannot be processed. Your transmission of electronic mail to this address represents 

your consent to two-way communication by thternet e-mail. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer on 

which it exists. 



Northwestern Mutual, its subsidiaries and affiliates may review and retain incoming and outgoing electronic mail for this e-mail address for quality 
assurance and regulatory compliance purposes. Communications that are received via the Secure Message Center are secure. Communications 
that are not received via the Secure Message Center website may not be secure or encrypted, and could be observed by a third party. 

If you prefer not to receive any e-mail communication from Northwestern Mutual or our Financial Representatives, please click the following link:" E- 
...~....a.j~t~..~.~p...t.-~.~.~.u..t.~f.r..~.....m..~..N..~.~.~&h....w....e...s..t.e.~.r~..~..~.u..t.u.~.a.~t~ 

In the event that you cannot click on the above link, the Northwestern Mutual E-Mail Opt-out form can be found at the following URL: 

https:i/service.nmfn.com/cbpeopt/EmailOptOut.do. 

Northwestern Mutual 
720 East V~sconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-4797. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:08 PM 

McPhee, So~ah E <shahn@illinois.edu-~; ~fire@illinois.edu 

I~W: Guest Tickets Approval Requested 

I’m in favor of these as well. Thal~k you. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: DLa- Guest Tickets [mailtoldia-guesttickets~d) ad.um~ 

Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:00 PM 

To: ille@illinois.e&~ 
Sublect: Guest Tickets Approval Requested 

An event lockout has just passed Please visit https://apps.athletics.illinois.edu/GuestTickets/RequestTicket/ApprovalList to review- the ticket requests and approve or deny them. 



NC-4 
Web 
11-13 

Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate 
North Carolina Department of Revenue 

Important: You must complete a new Form NC-4 EZ or NC-4 for tax year 2014. As a result of recent law changes, how you 
determine the number of allowances for tax year 2014 will differ from previous years. Most taxpayers will not be entitled to as 
many allowances, and as a result, more taxpayers should claim zero (0) allowances. Additionally, you are no longer allowed to 
claim a N.C. withholding exemption for yourself, your spouse, your children, or any other qualifying dependents. 

PURPOSE - Complete Form NC-4, Employee’s Withholding Allowance 
Certificate, so that your employer can withhold the correct amount of State 
income tax from your pay. If you do not provide a new NC-4 to your 
employer, your employer is required to withhold based on single with 
zero allowances. 

FORM NC-4 EZ -A new form was created for tax year 2014 for taxpayers who 
intend to claim either: exempt status, or the NC. standard deduction and no 
tax credits or only the credit for children. 

FORM NC-4 BASIC INSTRUCTIONS - Complete the Allowance Worksheet. 
The worksheet will help you figure the number of withholding allowances you 
are entitled to claim. The worksheet is provided for employees to adjust 
their withholding allowances based on NC. itemized deductions, federal 
adjustments to income, N.C. additions to federal adjusted gross income, N.C. 
deductions from federal adjusted gross income, or N.C. tax credits. However, 
you may claim fewer allowances if you wish to increase the tax withheld during 
the year. If your withholding allowances decrease, you must file another NC-4 
with your employer within 10 days after the change occurs. Exception: When 
an individual ceases to be head of household after maintaining the household 
for the major portion of the year, a new NC-4 is not required until the next year. 

TWO OR MORE JOBS - If you have more than one job, figure the total 
number of allowances you are entitled to claim on all jobs using one Form 
NC-4 Allowance Worksheet. Your withholding will usually be most accurate 
when all allowances are claimed on the NC-4 filed for the higher paying job 
and zero allowances are claimed for the other. You should also refer to the 
Multiple Jobs Table to determine the additional amount to be withheld on line 
2 of Form NC-4 (See Allowance Worksheet). 

NONWAGE INCOME - If you have a large amount of nonwage income, such 
as interest or dividends, you should consider making estimated tax payments 
using Form NC-40 to avoid underpayment of estimated tax interest. Form 
NC-40 is available on our website at www.dornc.com under individual income 
tax forms. 

HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD - Generally you may claim head of household 
status on your tax return only if you are unmarried and pay more than 50% of 
the costs of keeping up a home for yourself and your dependent(s) or other 
qualifying individuals. Note: "Head of Household" for State tax purposes is 
the same as for federal tax purposes. 

QUALIFYING WIDOW(ER) - You may claim qualifying widow(er) status only 
if your spouse died in either of the two preceding tax years and you meet the 
following requirements: 

1. Your home is maintained as the main household of a child or stepchild for 
whom you can claim a federal exemption; and 

2= You were entitled to file a joint return with your spouse in the year of your 
spouse’s death. 

MARRIED TAXPAYERS - For married taxpayers, both spouses must agree 
as to whether they will each complete the Allowance Worksheet based on 
married filing jointly or married filing separately. 

For married taxpayers completing the Allowance Worksheet based on 
married filing jointly, you will consider the sum of both spouses incomes, 
adjustments, additions, deductions, and credits on the Allowance 
Worksheet to determine the number of allowance& 

For married taxpayers completing the worksheet on the basis of married 
filing separately, each spouse will consider only his or her portion of 
income, adjustments, additions, deductions, and credits on the Allowance 
Worksheet to determine the number of allowances. 

All NC4 forms are subject to review by the North Carolina Department of 
Revenue. Your employer may be required to send this form to the North 
Carolina Department of Revenue. 

CAUTION: If you furnish an employer with an Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate that contains information which has no 
reasonable basis and results in a lesser amount of tax being withheld than would have been withheld had you furnished reasonable 
information, you are subject to a penalty of 50% of the amount not properly withheld. 

__ __ ~ 
~ 

Cut here and give this certiflcate to your employer. Keep the top portion for your records, 

-~ j~ 

NC-4 
Web 
11-13 

Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate 
North Carolina Department of Revenue 

1. Total number of allowances you are claiming for 2014 
(Enter zem (0), orthe number of allowances from Page 2, line 16 of the NC-4 AIIowance Worksheet) 

2. Additional amount, if any, withheld from each pay period (Enter whole dollars) 

Social Security Number 

F’- Marital Status 

.................. 
/ Ci~ Single 

~Ci Head of Household or Qualifying Widow(er) / Married 
J 

Address County (Entertirst five le~ers) 

City State Zip Code (5 Digit) Country (tfnot U.S.) 

Employee’s Signature 
I certify, under penalties provided by law, that I am entitled to the number of withholding allowances claimed on line 1 above. 

Date 



NC-4 Allowance Worksheet Part I 

Important: You must complete a new Form NC-4 EZ or NC-4 for tax year 2014. As a result of recent law changes, how 
you determine the number of allowances for tax year 2014 will differ from previous years. Most taxpayers will not 
be entitled to as many allowances, and as a result, more taxpayers should claim zero (0) allowances. Additionally, 
you are no longer allowed to claim a N.C. withholding exemption for yourself, your spouse, your children, or any 
other qualifying dependents. 

For tax year 2014, answer all of the following questions for your filing status. Because N.C. does not recognize 
same-sex marriages, same-sex couples who file married for federal purposes must complete this worksheet as single, 
or if qualified, head of household or qualifying widow(er). 

Single 

1. Will your N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $10,000? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any N.C. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter ZERO (0) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Page 2, Part II to determine if you qualify for 
additional allowances. Otherwise, enter ZERO (0) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 

Married Filing Jointly 

1. Will your N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $17,500? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any N.C. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 
4. Will your spouse receive combined wages and taxable 

pensions of less than $5,000 or only retirement benefits not subject to N.C. income tax? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter ZERO (0) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Page 2, Part II to determine if you qualify for 
additional allowances. Otherwise, enter ZERO (0) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 

Married Filing Separately - 

1. Will your portion of N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $10,000? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any N.C. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter ZERO (0) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Page 2, Part II to determine if you qualify for 
additional allowances. Otherwise, enter ZERO (0) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 

Head of Household- 

1. Will your N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $14,500? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any N.C. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter ZERO (0) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Page 2, Part II to determine if you qualify for 
additional allowances. Otherwise, enter ZERO (0) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 



NC-4 Allowance Worksheet 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Qualifying Widow(er) - 

1. Will your N.C. itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 exceed $17,500? Yes [] No [] 
2. Will you have adjustments or deductions from income from Page 3, Schedule 2? Yes [] No [] 
3. Will you be able to claim any NC. tax credits or tax credit carryovers from 

Page 4, Schedule 4? Yes [] No [] 

If you answered "No" to all of the above, STOP HERE and enter THREE (3) as total allowances on Form NC-4, Line 1. 
If you answered "Yes" to any of the above, you may choose to go to Part II to determine if you qualify for additional 
allowances. Otherwise, enter THREE (3) on Form NC-4, Line 1. 

NC-4 Part II 

Enter your total estimated 2014 N.C= itemized deductions from Page 3, Schedule 1 ............................................ 1. 

Enter the applicable 
N.C. standard deduction 
based on your filing status. 

$ 7,500 if single 
$15,000 if married filing jointly or qualifying widow(er) 
$ 7,500 if married filing separately 
$12,000 if head of household ................................................................. 2. 

Subtract line 2 from line 1. If line 1 is less than line 2, enter ZERO (0) ................................................................. 3. 

Enter an estimate of your total 2014 federal adjustments to income and State deductions from 
federal adjusted gross income from Page 3, Schedule 2 ....................................................................................... 4. 

Add lines 3 and 4 ................................................................................................................................................ 5. 

Enter an estimate of your 2014 nonwage income (such as dividends or interest)... 6. $ 

Enter an estimate of your 2014 State additions to federal adjusted gross 
income from Page 3, Schedule 3 .......................................................................... 7. $ 

Add lines 6 and 7 ................................................................................................................................................ 8. 

Subtract line 8 from line 5 (Do not enterless than zero) ....................................................................................... 9. 

Divide the amount on line 9 by $2,500. Round down to whole number ............................................................... 10. 

Ex. $3,900 + $2,500 = 1.56 rounds down to 1 

Enter the amount of your estimated N.C. tax credits from Page 4, Schedule 4.. 11. $ 

Divide the amount on line 11 by $145. Round down to whole number ................................................................ 12. 

Ex. $200 + $145 = 1.38 rounds down to 1 

If filing as single, head of household, or married filing separately, enter zero (0) on this line. 
If filing as qualifying widow(er), enter 3. 
If filing as married filing jointly, enter the appropriate number from either (a), (b), (c), or (d) below. 

(a) Your spouse expects to have zero wages and expects to receive retirement benefitsthat will all be nontaxable 
for N.C. purposes, enter 3. (Nontaxable retirement benefits include: Bailey, Social Security, and Railroad 
retirement) 

(b) Your spouse expects to have combined wages and taxable pensions of more than $1, but less than $2,500, 
enter 2. 

(c) Your spouse expects to have combined wages and taxable pensions of more than $2,500 but less than 
$5,000, enter 1. 

(d) Your spouse expects to have combined wages and taxable pensions of more than 
$5,000, enter 0 ............................................................................................................................................. 13. 

Add lines 10, 12, and 13, and enter the total here .................................................................................................. 14. 

If you completed this worksheet on the basis of married filing jointly, the total number of allowances determined 
on line 14 may be split between both spouses, however, they so choose. Enter the number of allowances 
from line 14 that your spouse plans to claim .......................................................................................................... 15. 

Subtract line 15 from line 14 and enter the total number of allowances here and on line 1 of your 
Form NC-4, Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate ............................................................................ 16. 

$ 

$ 
$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 



NC-4 Allowance Worksheet Schedules 
Important: If you cannot reasonably estimate the amount to enter in the schedules below, you should enter ZERO (0) on line 1, NC-4. 

Schedule I 

Estimated 2014 N.C. Itemized Deductions 
Qualifying mortgage interest $ 
Real estate property taxes $ 
Total qualifying mortgage interest and real estate property taxes* 
Charitable Contributions (Same as allowed for federal purposes) 
Total estimated N.C. itemized deductions. Enter on Page 2, Part II, Line 1 

$ 
$ 
$ 

*The sum of your qualified mortgage interest and real estate property taxes may not exceed $20,000. For married 
taxpayers, the $20,000 limitation applies to the combined total of qualified mortgage interest and real estate property 
taxes claimed by both spouses, rather than to each spouse separately. 

Schedule 2 
Estimated 2014 Federal Adjustments to Income 

Federal adjustments to income are the amounts that are deducted from total income claimed on your federal return. 
Adjustments to income may include: 

Health savings account deduction 
Moving expenses 
Alimony paid 
IRA deduction 
Student loan interest deduction 
Certain business expenses of reservists, performing artist, 
and fee-basis governmental officials 
Total Federal Adjustments to income 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

Estimated 2014 State Deductions from Federal 
Adjusted Gross Income to Consider for NC-4 Purposes 

20% of prior bonus depreciation addback $ 
20% of prior section 179 addback $ 
Amount by which North Carolina basis of property exceeds 
federal basis of property - in year taxpayer disposes of property    $ 
Total State Deductions from Federal Adjusted Gross Income 

(Do not consider any amount of the portion of Bailey Retirement 
Benefits, Social Security Benefits, or Railroad Retirement Benefits 
included in Adjusted Gross Income.) 

Total Federal Adjustments to income and State Deductions from Federal Adjusted 
Gross Income. Enter on Page 2, Part II, Line 4 

Schedule 3 
Estimated 2014 State Additions to Federal 

Adjusted Gross Income to Consider for NC-4 Purposes 

Shareholder’s share of built-in gains tax that the S corporation paid for federal income tax purposes $ 
Amount by which federal basis of property exceeds NC basis of property - in year taxpayer 
disposes of property $ 
Amount of gross income from domestic production activities that a taxpayer excludes 
from gross income under section 199 of the internal Revenue Code $ 
Total State Additions to Federal Adjusted Gross Income. Enter on Page 2, Part II, Line 7 $ 



NC-4 Allowance Worksheet Schedules 

Schedule 4 
Estimated 2014 N.C. Tax Credits 

Tax Credit for Income Taxes Paid to Other States by Individuals 

Credit for Children 
A taxpayer who is allowed a federal child tax credit under section 24 of the Internal Revenue Code is allowed a tax credit 
for each dependent child unless adjusted gross income exceeds the threshold amount shown below. 
The credit can be claimed only for a child who is under 17 years of age on the last day of the year. 

Filing Status 

Single 

Adjusted Gross Income 
No. of Credit Amount per Estimated 

Children Qualifying Child Credit 

Up to $20,000 $125 

Over $20,000 and up to $50,000 $100 

Over $50,000 $0 

$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

Married Filing Jointly or 

Qualifying Widow(er) 

Up to $40,000 $125 

Over $40,000 and up to $100,000 $100 

Over $100,000 $0 

Head of Household Up to $32,000 $125 

Over $32,000 and up to $80,000 $100 

Over $80,000 $0 

Married Filing Separately Up to $20,000 $125 

Over $20,000 and up to $50,000 $100 

Over $50,000 $0 

Additional Tax Credits and Carryovers 

G.S. 105-129.16A, Credit for Investing in Renewable Energy Property 

G.S. 105-129.16H, Credit for Donating Funds to a Nonprofit Organization or Unit of State or 

Local Government to Enable the Nonprofit or Government Unit to Acquire Renewable 

Energy Property 

G.S. 105-151.29, Credit for Qualifying Expenses of a Production Company 

G.S. 105-129.35, Credit for Rehabilitating Income-Producing Historic Structure 

G.S. 105-129.36, Credit for Rehabilitating Nonincome Producing Historic Structure 

G.S. 105-129.42, Credit for Low-Income Housing Awarded a Federal Credit Allocated on or 

after January 1, 2003 

G.S. 105-129.55, Credit for North Carolina Research & Development 

G.S. 105-129.71, Credit for Income Producing Rehabilitated Mill Property 

G.S. 105-129.72, Credit for Non-income Producing Rehabilitated Mill Property 

G.S. 105-129.96, Credit for Constructing a Railroad Intermodal Facility 

G.S. 105-163.011, Tax Credits for Qualifying Business investments 

Tax Credit Carryover from previous years 

$ 

$ 
$ 

$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ Total Tax Credits and Carryovers. Enter on Page 2, Part II, Line 11 



Multiple Jobs Table 

Find the amount of your estimated annual wages from your lowest paying job(s) in the left hand column. Follow across to 
find the amount of additional tax to be withheld for each pay period. Enter the additional amount to be withheld on line 2 of 
your Form NC-4 EZ/NC-4. 

Additional Withholding for Single, Married, or Qualifying Widow(er) with Multiple Jobs 

Estimated Annual Wages Payroll Period 

At Least But Less Than Monthly Semimonthly Biweekly Weekly 

0 1000 2.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1000 2000 7.00 4.00 3.00 2.00 

2000 3000 12.00 6.00 6.00 3.00 

3000 4000 17.00 8.00 8.00 4.00 

4000 5000 22.00 11.00 10.00 5.00 

5000 6000 27.00 13.00 12.00 6.00 

6000 7000 31.00 16.00 15.00 7.00 

7000 Unlimited 36.00 18.00 17.00 8.00 

Additional Withholding for Head of Household Fliers with Multiple Jobs 

Estimated Annual Wages 

At Least 

0 

1000 

2000 

3000 

4000 

5000 

6000 

7000 

8000 

9000 

10000 

11000 

12000 

But Less Than 

1000 

2000 

3000 

4000 

5000 

6000 

7000 

8000 

9000 

10000 

11000 

12000 

Unlimited 

Monthly 

2.00 

7.00 

12.00 

17.00 

22.00 

27.00 

31.00 

36.00 

41.00 

46.00 

51.00 

56.00 

58.00 

Payroll Period 

Semimonthly 

1.00 

4.00 

6.00 

8.00 

11.00 

13.00 

16.00 

18.00 

21.00 

23.00 

25.00 

28.00 

29.00 

Biweekly 

1.00 

3.00 

6.00 

8.00 

10.00 

12.00 

15.00 

17.00 

19.00 

21.00 

23.00 

26.00 

27.00 

Weekly 

1.00 

2.00 

3.00 

4.00 

5.00 

6.00 

7.00 

8.00 

9.00 

11.00 

12.00 

13.00 

13.00 



NC-4 EZ 
Web 

10-13 

Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate 
North Carolina Department of Revenue 

FORM NC-4EZ: Please use this form if you: 

- Plan to claim the N.C= standard deduction 
- Plan to claim no tax credits or only the credit for children 
- Prefer not to complete the extended Form NC-4 
- Qualify to claim exempt status (See line 3 or4 below) 

You may complete Form NC-4, if you plan to claim N.C. itemized deductions, federal adjustments to income, or NC. deductions. 

If you do not plan to claim the credit for children, enter zero (0) on line 1. If you plan to claim the credit for children, use the table below for your filing status, 
amount of income, and number of children under age 17 to determine the number of allowances to enter on line 1. For married taxpayers, only 1 spouse 
may claim the allowance for the credit for each child. 

Single & Married Filing Separately Married Filing Jointly & Qualifying Widow(er) Head of Household 

1. Total number of allowances you are claiming for 2014 (Enter zem (0), or the number of allowances from the table above) 

2. Additional amount, if any, withheld from each pay period (Enter whole dollars) 00 
3. I certify that I am exempt from North Carolina withholding because I meet both of the following conditions: 

¯ Last year I was entitled to a refund of all State income tax withheld because I had no tax liability; and 
¯ For tax year 2014, I expect a refund of all State income tax withheld because I expect to have no tax liability 

Check Here [] 

4. I certify that I am exempt from North Carolina withholding because I meet the requirements (Enter state of domicile) 
Check Here [] of the Military Spouses Residency Relief Act and I am legally domiciled in the state of                     -- 

If line 3 or line 4 above applies to you, enter the effective year 20 __ 

I certify that I no longer meet the requirements for exemption on line 3 [] or line 4 [] (Check applicable box) 

Therefore, I revoke my exemption and request that my employer withhold North Carolina income tax based on the 
number of allowances entered on line 1 and any amount entered on line 2. 

Check Here [] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 
Thursday, 11 : 10 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc. edu> 
Fwd: 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 
Date:              at 3:25:34 PM EST 
To: "Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu> 
Cc: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Thompson, Jennifer C" <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>, 
"Negalha, Jeff’’ <inegalha~unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 

Carlos, 

It depends on what he plans to do if he doesn’t enroll in courses. Typically, staying in the academic mode is 

a good thing. If he has something he really wants to do though, and it’s productive in nature, we would not 

object. What about the NCAA rules? 

Barbara 

PS: Please make sure 

. Thanks[! 

sends me that email letting me know he wants his application considered for 

Barbara J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Oif’ice of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, ¯ 12:49 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Negalha, Jeff 

Subject: Re: 

Barbara 
will be taking the semester off or taking part time hours from a JC. Any preference? 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC 



On at 10:37 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

should be OK for the fall semester with one of your slots and assuming he keeps his 

grades up. His most recent grades fell from a    GPA last spring to a     SPA this fall. He 

needs to make sure the GPA doesn’t continue to decline. 

As soon as I receive the email from 

this spring. 

Barbara 

can move forward with admission for 

Barbara ]. Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 ffice of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday,. 10:22 AM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C 

Subject: Re:              - Men’s Soccer 

Unfortunately no. We are still full in January. Thanks for checking. 

On at 8:10 PM, "Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu> wrote: 

Barbara 

Thanks for the update. I will find out from them who plans to enroll in january. 

I would plan for        I just need to be sure       will be ok for the fall so if 

you could confirm that would be great. 

Vince 

Has anything opened up for the extra January slot? 

Thanks for the help. 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 



On 

wrote: 
at 5:55 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Hi, Carlos, 

Happy New Year! I hope you had a good holiday. 

Both                 have submitted their applications but they 

both indicated they were applying to transfer this spring. Do you 

know which one is planning to enroll this spring and which one is 

waiting until the fall? I will need an email from the 

enrolling in the fall clarifying that he wants his application 

considered for the fall ;emester. I’ll hold on the review for 
both of them until I know which is for spring and which is for fall. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara ]. Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 ~ce of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: Re:              - Men’s Soccer 

So long as they are in our allocations as described? (sorry trying to 

type on my phone and inadvertently hit send before finishing). 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On , at 1:22 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

I can confirm that a maximum total of nine 



admissions slots have been allocated for men’s 
soccer for A maximum of three of the nine 
can be used for spring     admits. This is 
consistent with our discussion this fall regarding 

admissions slots. During that discussion, I 
committed to allocating men’s soccer two mid- 
year slots for     and noted we might possibly 
be able to add a third. If you need any additional 
information, please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:08 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re:             - Men’s Soccer 

Vince/Barbara 

Can you confirm one January and one August if I can 

change their minds? Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On             at 12:55 PM, "llle, Vince" 

<ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

No, not to date. The mid-year slot 
assigned to women’s soccer for 
spring     that you spoke with 
Anson about may or may not still be 
a possibility, but we issued an ASA 
for her earlier this week. Thanks for 
checking and I’ll let you know if I 
hear anything new. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 

11:26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 



Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., 
Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Hume Brothers - Men’s 
Soccer 

Vince 

Just checking in on the if anything 

opened up. UCLA is apparently doing a 

home visit today so we won’t have 

much time left. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On at 11:16 AM, "Polk, 

Barbara Jo" 

<bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

Thanks for your note. I 

absolutely understand 

your motivation and the 

pressure you are under 

to ensure a nationally 

competitive team year- 

after-year. Please do not 

worry about my 

interpreting your 

motivation in any other 

way. 

If something opens up, 

either Vince or I will let 

you know. Thanks, again, 

for writing. I really 

appreciate it. 

Barbara 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Tuesday, 



9:26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, 
Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: 

¯ Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the update. 

Please let me know if 

anything opens up. The 

were here this 

weekend and want to 

commit to UNC if they 

both can come at the 

semester. I am trying to 

persuade them that one 

could come in January and 

one August but they wil! 

not commit to that 

scenario. They are both 

strong players and we 

would get them for a 

bargain scholarship wise. 

Additionally, (although not 

our motive to recruit 

them) this would also 

complete our recruiting 

for     and save us 

significant time and 

money looking for two 

players that fit our profile. 

As of last Wednesday, I 

thought it was very 

unlikely that we would be 

using a third slot at the 

semester., but obviously 

we did not plan to have 

of this caliber send 

us a transfer release. 

I hope you understand my 

motive is only to make our 

soccer program nationally 

competitive not create a 

difficult situation or to put 

pressure on anyone. 

Thanks for your support. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 

4:35 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 



Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; 
Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, 
Vince 
Subject: RE: 

- Men’s Soccer 

Hi, Lance, 

I talked with Carlos earlier 
today. Both of these 

students are OK for 

admission with a sloto As 
of today though, there is 

only one transfer slot 

available for men’s soccer 
for the spring. If one of 

the other students 
(another sport possibly) 

already admitted for the 

spring opts not to accept 

spring admission, a second 

slot may become 

available. At the time that 

happens, !’11 need to touch 

base with Vince to confirm 

the 2nd spring slot for 

men’s soccer. 

Let me know if you have 

any questions° 

Barbara 

Barbara ]. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions 
University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, 

10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: 
Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic 

records for 



potential mid-year 

transfers for men’s soccer 

from 

The documents 

include their HS 

transcripts, their NCAA 

certification reports, 

which include their core 

GPA and SAT scores, their 

transcripts, and 

Emma’s transfer credit 

evaluations for the three 

semesters they’ve been at 

Hopefully this gives you 

what you need to confirm 

they’re good for slots. 

They both look good from 

my end when it comes to 

eligibility. If you could let 

us know your thoughts, 

we’d appreciate it. We’ll 

get them in the system 

here soon. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North 

Carolina 
Department of 

Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843- 
7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 6:26 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

FW: Men’s Hoops Hosts Kansas Wednesday 

From: OU Athletics [rnailto:reply-91@pacrnail.em.rnarketinghq.net] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 6:09 PM 
To: ille@uiuc.edu 
Subject: Men’s Hoops Hosts Kansas Wednesday 

::[:~;;:: Immediate Care of Oklahoma ::X Allstate 

Send this message to a friend I Use this link to update your profile or to unsubscribe. By unsubscribing you will no longer receive 

any emails from OU Athletics including the BoomerBlast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, Janua~, 7, 2014 10:41 AM 

Pogge, Paul <plyogge@~mc.edu-*; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Steinbacher. Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@anc.edu> 

RE: Academic All- Stars Recap 

I can currently meet either time, Thanks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 10:32 AM 
To: Beale, Michael; Steinbacher, Rick 
12¢: 111e, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Recap 

EiLher time works fine t:or me. Thanks very rnuch, 

Paul 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 9:28 PM 
Te: Steinbacher, Rick 
Ce: Pogge, Paul; llle, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Re: Academic All-Stars Recap 

Rick 

Ei&er of tho~ times work for me. I do believe it’s impo~nt to include Tim Sabo and El]eu or John in &is meeting. 

Michael 

Mich~l BeaJe 

University of Noah Caroliua Athletics 

919-962-5193 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rick/)~)unc.e&~> wrote: 

Can we! meet ru-:~xt Tuesday, 1/3.4 or Wednesday, :[/1_5 to discuss? 

9 am 1/14 or i0 am 1/15 work well for me. 

R~ck 

~m: Pogge, Paul 
$emt: Monday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 ~:30 AM 

To= Steinbacher, Rick; Me, Vince; Beale, M~chael; Lane, Cricket 
~bje~t: RE: Academic All-Stars Recap 

All, 

~ think it is ~mportant for the susta#~abH~ty o~: Lhe Academic A~l-Stars program that we keep ~t going this spdRg w~th baseball. This wH] help us develop the 

momentum to ensure that we can drive attendance ~nd sponsorship revenue ~t footb~H games next year wh~e continuing to encourage academic ~d~evement 

throughout the state. To that end, I thought ~t might make sense to Ment~fy next ste~s h~ the operation of the program~ Nease let us know any thoughts you may 

ha~e. ~ have a ~ew add~t~ona~ ~deas as well. If you’re ~nteres~:ed m meetk~g brk~fly ~:o discuss th~s sometkne sootL f would be happy to do so. 

Best, 

Pau~ 

~m: Steinbacher, Rick 
Semt: Thursday, December 05, 2013 9:37 AM 
T~: Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Chalfin, Peter L; Dressier, Cady; Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Creech, Kadton W; Beale, Michael; Lane, Cricket; Sa~er, Korie; Hua, Rong 
DanDan; Kim Jones (kim@ramsclub.com); Andrews, Jason; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Robinson, Kevin T; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Sabo, Tim 
~e: Griggs, Kathy; Holland, JaNne W 
~bje~t: RE: Academic All-Stars Recap 

AH --- 

Great meeting today. Thm~k you aH for your open~ honest and frank feedback and d~scuss~on. My uned~ted notes are ~ttached. 

R~ck 

~m: Steinbacher, Rick 
Semt: Wednesday, December 04, 20~3 4:58 PM 
T~: Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F (John B~unne~@unc.edu); Chalfin, Peter L; Dressier, Cady; Pogge, Paul (ppoq~e@unc.edu); Ille, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 

(~£9_~b_~_[)~_~9~); Beale, Michael (E)J£b~_~J~_[9_@_E~_~_~); Lane, Cricket; Sa~er, Korie; Hua, Rong DanDan; Kim Jones ~[[~[~E}~_~_[~_b~_~_E}); Andrews, Jason; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene (kdea~@unc.edu); Robinson, Kevin T; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Sabo, ~m (~abo@email.unc.edu) 
~: Gdggs, Kathy; Holland, Janine W 
~bje~t: RE: Academic All-Stars Recap 

AH- 

f am Iooldng k~rward to our recap meeting tomorrow. 

~ meant to send th~s out sooner and the day go~ away ~rom me. If you get this prior ~o ~he meetk~ tomorrow please g~w~ some ~hou~h~: ~:o ~:hree key areas I’d IH<e us 

to address ~r~ our meetin~--- 

CELEBRATE SIJCCESS --. What about Academic AH--S[ars was successful and pos~[ive 

WHAT COULD W~ HAVE DONE DIFFERENTLY / BE~R THROUGHOUT THE ~VENT AND THE PROCESSESS [~ADING UP TO ~T 

POTENTIAL ENHANCEMENTS TO TH~S PROGRAM MOVING FORWARD / NEXT STEPS 

Tha]~ks, 

Rk:k 

~m: Steinbacher, Rick 
Semt: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 3:33 PM 
T~: Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F (John Brunner@unc.edu); Chalfin, Peter L; Dressier, Cady; Pogge, Paul (pBoqqe~unc.edu); Ille, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 
(kcreech@unc.edu); Beale, Michael (michaelbeale@unc.edu); Lane, Cricket; Sa~er, Kode; Hua, Rong DanDan; Kim Jones (kim@~amsclub.com); Andrews, Jason; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene (k~]_~_~_@_~_~_~_~); Robinson, Kev~n T; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Sabo, ~m ~&bg_@_~£[}N[=ME~=~_M) 



C¢: Griggs, Kathy; Holland, Janine W 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Recap 

All - 

This meeting will take place in the Rams Club 3rd Floor Co~fere~ce room instead of ~WAC 236. 

Thanks, 

R~ck 

E~= Steinbacher, Rick 
Seat= Nonday, December 02, 2053 8:52 PN 
Te= Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F 0ohn 8ru~ner@unc.edu); Chalfin, Pe~r L; Dressier, Carly; Pogge, Paul (ppo~qe@unc.edu); [lie, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 

(~£[A#_£b_@_~#_£=~#_~); Beale, Nichael ([#_[£b_~_[)A~J_~@_~EG~_~_~); Lane, Cricket; Sa~er, Korie; Hua, Rong DanDan; Kim Jones (~J_E)_@_Ee_[~]_@_,~£[[0; Andrews, Jason; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene (kdea~@unc.edu); Robinson, Kevin T; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Sabo, ~m (~abo@email.unc.edu) 
Ce= GHggs, Kathy 
Sabje~t= Academic All-Stars Recap 

A~ - 

Can we meet on Thursday, ]].2/5 at £ am h~ EWAC 235 (K~Lhy, ~s ~t available?) to ~ecap Academic Al~-Sta~s? 

Rk:k 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 12:16 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

I~W: Chamber News: Are You the Business of the Year? 

From: Laura Morrison, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce [mailto:Imorrison@carolinachamber.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, JanuaPl 07, 2014 10:56 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Chamber News: Are You the Business of the Year? 





w~th }-~om~db~ble a~tend~es seve~’a] time-~ested 

lJt’og~:’amm[n;4 at the Jan. 8 UNC men’s baske~ba]~ game, and we want 

at 7 p.m. fo~" drinks, food, and nutwo~-kJns. A~ 8 p,m., we’ll [ake the 

fl’ee shutde ~o the Smith Cen~er. Game time b 9 p.m. If you have 

(919) 35?-9990. Please note~ the Chambet"s YI’N 

4° )’ear’s old, 

V~;’ed:~es<l~v, Jan. 8 -. Chamber’ 

gain 8 --Ca~’olina BrewerT.,"SmKh Center’ 

- 8-9:30 a,m. Thursday, Jan. t - Chambel" 

Jan. 35 -- C}mr~3ber 

Jan, 30 - F~" d ~y Center 

This email was ssnt to ille@unc.edu by Imorrison@caroJinachamber.orq 
Update ProfilefEmail Address instant remevai’~x, ith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy 
PoJicy, 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce :: 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill i NC 27514 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:40 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

28Farnam~ Stree~29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 4:51 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Top-Ranked Gymnastics Teams at Home This Weekend 

From: OU Athletics [mailto:reply-91@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January :t6, 20:t4 4:45 PM 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 
Subject: Top-Ranked Gymnastics Teams at Home This Weekend 

SOONERS 

Send this message to a friend I Use this link to update your profile or to unsubscribe. By unsubscribing you will no longer receive 

any emails from OU Athletics including the Boomerglast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more. 







RELEASE 

For the purposes of this document, herein after refenced to as "Release," the party intending to 
participate or volunteer in the University activity shall hereafter be referred to as "Participant." The 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and its trustees, officers, employees and agents, acting within the 
course and scope of their duties, shall hereafter be referred to as "University." The Participant’s successors, 
assignees, heirs, guardians and legal representatives shall be referred to as "Participant’s Representatives." 
The University sponsored or affiliated activity that the Participant will participate in shall hereafter be referred 
to as the "Activity." 

Description of Activitv: (Insert description of Activity) 

1. Release, Waiver of Liability, and Assumption of Risk: In consideration of the opportunity afforded 
Participant to participate in the Activity, Participant hereby releases and forever discharges the University 
from any and all liability, claims, and demands of whatever kind or nature, either in law or in equity, which 
arise or may hereafter arise from or in connection with the Activity whether resulting from the negligence of 
the University or otherwise. Participant understands that this Release discharges the University from any 
liability or claim that Participant may have against the University with respect to any bodily injury, personal 
injuw, illness, death, property loss, or property damage that may result from participation in the Activity, 
even if the University was negligent. Participant understands and acknowledges that potential risks to health 
and personal property mw be associated with participation in the Activity (including, but not limited to: ), 
and Participant voluntarily assumes those risks. 

2. Medical Treatment and Preexisting Medical Conditions: Participant hereby releases and forever 
discharges the University from any claim whatsoever that arises or may hereafter arise on account of any first 
aid, treatment, or service rendered in connection with the Activity. Participant will take for herself or himself 
any appropriate precautions or medications to treat and/or reduce the likelihood of exacerbating any pre- 
existing health conditions or allergies. 

3. Permission for Use of Name, Image and Statements: Participant hereby grants to the University 
permission to reproduce Participant’s name, likeness, identity, voice, photographic image, video image, and 
oral or recorded statements in any publication of the University intended for research, educational, 
promotional, fund-raising or other related use, including but not limited to, film broadcast, printed 
publications, web pages and ~veb-based publications, associated with the University. Participant will receive 
no money or remuneration of any-kind from the University.- related to this grant of permission. 

4. Other: This Release shall be binding and enforceable against Participant and Participant’s 
Representatives. This Release shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State 
of North Carolina. In the event that any clause or provision of this Release shall be held to be invalid by any 
court of competent jurisdiction, the invalidity of such clause or provision shall not otherwise affect the 
remaining provisions of this Release which shall continue to be enforceable. 

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THIS RELEASE. 

Name of Participant Signature of Participant Date 

Nanae of Parent or Guardian 
(If Participant is under 18) 

Signature of Parent or Guardian 
(If Participant is under 18) 

Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 7:43 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

FW: update 

NOOOOOOO!’.! !!! Seriously’? I’m really sorry to hear that you’re leaving, but also hapw for you as you adventure west. St. Louis is a great city,. I hope our paths 

cross before you leave. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:02 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: update 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <~.~.!L~?:~:.~!~.> 

Date: January 22, 2014 at 2:58:54 PM EST 

To: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" 
Subject: update 

Friends: 

I let Chancellor Folt know late last week and the BOT today that I will be leaving Carolina next month. I will be taking the position of Associate Provost 

for Operations at Wash U. in St, Louis. Tom and I are looking forward to a new adventure, 

I will miss each of you- my Carolina family is very special and I will always love this place. It was an honor to serve in this role and work with both 

Holden and Carol. 

Thanks for being great colleagues and friends! I will be here until mid-February. 

Erin 

Erin C. Schuettpelz 

Chief og Staf[~ UNC Chapel Hill 

919 962 1365 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 7:47 PM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-* 

I~E: Seoach Co~nmittee 

Congrats on moving it forward and thanks for the hems up. 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 1:09 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: Search Committee 

Greetisgs SAD t\ssistapt Search Cornmittee, 

I am in the process tor extending on carnpus interviews to 3 candidates. I art hoping that you will be available the week of February ]0 to conduct interviews. I will 

provide you with it)~eraries as soon as I get travel fir alized. 

Tl-’anks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)ICN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 12:41 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

1@2 Hapw Holiday’s From The Carolina Panthers 

That’s great news! Thanks for letting me know. 

From= Papa, Donna J 
Sent= Thursday, January 23, 2014 9:41 PN 

To= Tlle, Vince 
Subject= Fwd: Happy Holidays From The Carolina Panthers 

Vince, 

I spoke to Ron Rivera today and he has agreed to do our First Pitch Dinner although it will technically not be our first pitch i may have to come up with another 

name. I am really excited about it. Kim jones and i are going to meet in the next week or so to solidify things. Wanted to keep you in the loop. 

Hope you are well. 

Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Rivera, Ron" <Ron.Rivera12@PANTHERS.NFL.com> 

Date: January 22, 2014, 4:29:27 PM EST 

To: "Papa, Donna J" <djp@t,nc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Happy Holidays From The Carolina Panthers 

Donna, looks like the Friday, March 21st works for us. Let’s talk tomorrow around 1 pro. I just have to confirm with my secretary to make sure I have no 

other commitments. And she is out of the office today. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 12:44 PM, "Papa, Donna J" <djp@unc.edu> wrote: 

I am sorry to hear about            I hope that your visit goes well, 

I was looking a~: our scheduk_~ and wanted to see ~ March 21st ~vouid poss~My work R~r you. We are away at PHt that week, end of the I4th, 

I apprecisLe your consideration. 

Th a n ks~ 

Donn~ 

~ Rivera, Ron [mailto:Ron.Rivera~2@PANTHERS.NFL.com] 
~e~ Tuesday, Janua~ 2~, 20[~ [2:36 AN 
¯ ~ Papa, Donna J 
S~b~e~t~ Re: Happy Holidays From The Carolina Panthers 

Donna, 

Thank you, it was a ~ood season for us and I am exalted about ~oin~ forward. 

I ~ot your invitation to the March 7 event and unfortunately I will be in Reno. That will be the 

only time I will be able to ~o and visit for a while. The followin~ week would work for me. 

Sorry about that, we do hope to come to a ~ame as well. 

Ron R. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 8:28 AM, "Papa, Donna J" <djp@unc.edu> wrote: 

I war~[:ed [o (:ongra[:ulat~:~ you on a fan[astic s~?ason! t an1 sorry [:hat you guys dh~n’t make ~t aN the way but a great 

turnaround. Congratulations as wen on Coach of the Year in the NFL. Very deserving. 

~ am contacting you as wen to find out ~f you wH] be aMe to be the keynote speaker for the dinner we were ~ooMngat doing 

Friday ewming March 7th. Stephanh~ is wek:ome as weJ~. I do not rnean to pester yoLJ abou[: th~s bLd: olAr Rams {]ub woukJ do 

the adw~rtis~ng for ~t and it needs a 6 week w~ndo~, ~vh~ch would put ~t a~: th~s week. 

~ appredate your consideration. 

Thank you. 

Donna 

From= Rivera, Ron [maJlto:Ron.Riveral2@PANTHERS.NFL.coml 
~nf~ Thursday ~ocomhor 1~ P@l~ g:4~ PM 



Wishing you and you’re a Happy Holiday’s, 

Ron Rivera 
Head Coach 
Carolina Panthers 

From: Rivera, Ron - Assistant 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:46 PM 
To: Rivera, Ron 
Subject: FW: Happy Holidays From The Carolina Panthers 

From: Morrison, Danny 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:54 PM 
Subject: Happy Holidays From The Carolina Panthers 
<image002.jpg> 

<imageOO3.jpg> Dann~ ~�otrison 
President 

800 South Mint Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202-1502 
Tel: 704-358-7716 
Fax: 704-358-7614 

Danny. Morrison@Panthers. NFL, cor~l 

The information con[ained in this electronic mail transmission is i;~tended o;~ly for the use of the recipient(s) named above It 

may contain proprietary or confidential information of the sender. Zf you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 

that any d~sclosure, dissemination, distribution or copying of the information contained in th~s transmission is s=ric=~y 

prohibited, If yo~J have received this transmission m error, please notify the sender immediately by reply electronic ma~l and 

delete the original message and any copy oF it from your computer system 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 12:45 PM 

Pogge, Patti <ppogge@mac.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emafil.~mc.edtr"~ 

Federal investigation apparently finds ’reckless’ falsehoods in NCSU 
research 
A federal invesligation into research misconduct at N.C. State has apparently found that two chemist~~ professors and a graduate student falsified research in a 
groundbreaJdng 2004 paper in the joumaJ Science. The three scientists at a North Carolina university "recklessly faJsitied their work," according to a 2013 report 

Congress by the Inspector General of the NationaJ Science Fo~mdation. The report did not identity/the prot~s~rs or university, but the facts were identical to fl~o~ 

detailed in ’°Bad Chemist~," a two-pa~ News & Observer series published earlier this month. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 10:27 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

EW: Compliance Newsletter, February, 2014 

Febmau 2014.pdf 

The infamous one- page "newsletter" 

From: Narkos, Lance N 

Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 :t0:20 AM 

Subject: Compliance Newsle~er, February, 20:t4 
All, 
See attached for the February, 20~_4 edition of the Compliance Newsletter. 
Thanks, 
Lance 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 3:01 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

I’m ce~in you will wm~t to watch that fall a couple more times. This is not somethiug you see every day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, February 1 1,2014 11:20 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.edu> 

EW: Upcoming Webinm - College Athletes: Students or Employees? 

You want to do this? Lot of AD’s on the list. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 11:18 AM 
To: 1lie, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: Upcoming Webinar - College Athletes: Students or Employees? 

We should have someone on "these. 

Bubba Cunninghmn 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Caxolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dutch Baugbman <db(i~d- la.com> 

Date: FebruaD’ 11, 2014 at 1 1:15:00 AM EST 
To: ’Barry Alvarez’ <._b_!_’_a_,@_~_~_t__l!!_e__t_i__c_~:~i~:__e__d_t!>, Bem~d Muir <_~?__n_!_r__n___u_i!~L~__s_~41_l~_?!:_d_:_e_~t___u_ >, Beth Mahoney <_~?__e__t__h_:__n_!_~_Lh_o_!!_e_y_~L~_~__’_:_e_d_u_>, Bill BattJe 

<_b___~?La__t_t_!__e_@i_’_a_:__u_~:_e_~t___u_ >, ’Bill Bmdshaw’ <_b__i!!:_b__::~_~_s~_~_~_:~!t__e__mp__!_e__:~_~, "Bill McGillis" <_t_~i!_l_:_M_c_’~!j_l_!i_~.~_t_LS~!:_e___d__t!>, Bob Bowlsby 

< _b_~?_gj ~11_ ~ _b2~?.~ _b__i g_l___2_:_s_[?£j!~:_c_’!?~!>, ’B o b De C ar o l i s’~-._b_~__b_:~_e___c_~_r_?_!i__s_(~:?__r_~L_e___d___u_>, ’B o b S tull’--~g!l_!_(q~_t_[NE:__e__kt__u_. >, < ~?£:__c_R_r__n__~’_a__~!~L~__u_~_Lr_~::a_:__e__d___u_.>, B ra d B at e s 

<brad.bates@bc.edn>, Brad Bates <mahonebe@bc.edu>, ’Brian Macldn’ <bmackin@its.uab.edu>, Brian Wickstrom <wickstrorn~nl!n.edtc-, ’Bruce 
VanDeVelde’ <~vandevelde(?Alatech.edu>. "Bubba Curminghan~" <bubbac@email.uuc.e&~>, "’Burke, Morgan J. (Burke, Morgan J.)’" 

<mik~)puNt~e.edu>, <c.delconte@tcu.edu>, ’Ca~ Groth’ <cgroth~unr.edt~>, "Cheryl Levick" <clevick((-fgsu.edu>, ’Chet Gladchuck’ 

<gladchuk@~usna.edu>, ’Chris Hill’ <~chill(?Ahuntsman.utah.e&~>, Chris Kingston <cldugst(~)bgsu.eduv, ’Chris Massaro’ <cmassaro@mtst~edu>, 

<c¢onslct~mail.utexas.edt~>, ’Craig Littlepage’ <cld9e~virginia.edu>, ’Dan Guerrero’ ~<lguerrero@athletics.ucla.edu>, "Dan Radakovich" 

<drad(~clemson.edn , Daniel White whited~k~l_nIthlo.edn>, "Dave tlart Jr. dhart5,1c~utk.edu>, Dave tleeke -heekeldw.’,a~crmch.edn , Dm ~d 

Brandon <dabran~ umich.edu->, David Joyner <hbm3(~psu.edn~, David Sayler <saylerda(t~miamioh.ed~>, ’David Williams’ 

<david.wil~iamgt~vanderbilt.e&~>, Debbie Yow <d yow(a~ncsu.edn~, ’DeLoss Dodds’ <ddodds(a~mNl.ntexas.edu>, "Derrick Gragg" <den:ick- 
~Ngg~h~utul~.edu>, <djgross(~2syr.edu>, Doug Knuth <dknuth(~?unr.edu>, ’Doug Woolard’ <dwoolard(~)~min.ustled~¢-, Eric Hyman 

<._e__~_~X_Lr_~La_!21~atNet~cs.tanm.edu>, Gary. Barta’ <g~/_-_b_~__rN2;h~)dowa.edu>, "Gene Bleymaier" <g.e__r_Le_=.b_!._e’i’._r_~.!_~_~.i_e__~:[i22Nsu.edu>, ’Gene S~nith’ 

<._s__n_!i_t__l!:_5___4__(_!__7_~2~_s___u_:__e__d___t!>, <g_r__n___cdg::a__r_i__t.~2~2_~[__x_?!__t__s_:_t_~g_’_a_:_e___d____~, Greg Byme <g__b_ii_~__r_Le_~__o_!!’_a_:__e__d___u_>, ’"Greg Christopher’" <g_’:a__c_’~!j__s_@~?Ks___u_:__e__@_>, ’Hans Mueh’ 

<t_i!N!~:._M.__u_.e_~[i2~N_f!:a_:.e__@.>, "Heather Lyke" <~!?:__k__e_2~2_emich.edu>, ’Ian McCaw’ <i_a__r!__~!c_.c_’~_k~:~2~ .b__~_@.!?_r:_e_.d_t_~2, Jack Swarbrick <ktinkhan~2nd.edu> ’Jack 

Swarbrick’ <swarbrick. 1 (?~nd.edt~>, <iack:gfaham@co~ostate:edu~, ’Jacld Way’ <iwa~,’2@utnet:t~toledo.edu>, "James, Blake A" 

<Nan~es~miami.e&~>, ’Jamie PollaN’ <ibp(~-~iastate.edu>, ’Jay Jacobs’ <iacobio@aubum.edu>, JeffCompher <compher~@ecu.edt~>, ’JeffLong’ 
<iplong l((-~uark.edu>, ’Jemmy Foley’ <iemmv@gators.uaa.ufl.edt~>, ’"Jim Livengood’" <iim.livengooc~"~unlv.edu>. ’Jim Phillipff <Jr_ 

phillipg~-~northwestem.edu>, ’Jim Schaus’ <schau~ohio.edu>, Jim Sterk <adsdsu~f~mail.sdsu.e&~>, ’Jim Weaver’ <weaveri((-~VT~edu>, ’Joe 

Cas~iglione’ qica~tiglionc~;ou.edu>, Joe Karlgaard <joe.kaflgaard(i~rice.edu>, Joel Erdmann <~ierdmann(t~mthalabama.ed~>, ’John Currie’ 

~icnme~;kstatesports.com>, "John tlartwell" ~ihartwcll(~troy.e&~>, John McCutcheon <~imccntch(i~admin.umass.edu>, qiwrose(a~nncc.edu>, ’Kathy 

Beaumgard’ <Kathy.beauregard~;wmich.edu>, "Kevin Anderson" <kcvin~,%an~d.edn>, ’Kevin White’ <kwhite(~duaa.duke.e&~>, Kirby ttocutt 

<kirby.hocntt~;ttu.ed~>, Lynn Hickey <lum.hickey(~N~.edu>, Mack Rhoades <mrhoades(t~uh.edu->, ’MacKinley Boston’ <l_x~ston(a;nmsu.edu>, 

Mark Coyle <markco_~:!e~)boisestate.edu>, ’Mark Hollis’ <Holli@%th.msu.edu>, ’Mike Alden’ <AldenM@2Missouri.edu>, Mike Bobinski 

<mNk~a~_t__e_~__~_~_:_e___d___._>, ’Mike Bohn’ <!N__k__%_b_~?!3!:~.~¢_c_’S?~Zr:_a__d_~?:__e___d___u_>, ’Mike Holder’ <._r_@__;__e_:!~R!~52~_sLN_t__e_:__e__d_t!>, "’Mike O’Brien’" 
<_r__n_~?_b_ri_e___n_h_~_~)_u__t__n__e__t_:__u__t_9__l__e_d_o_:~_V~_U >, < _r__n_j_l__;__e_!__u__d__~2__c_~_?__r_~!_c_’_’_a_~_t:__r_Le_F-, ’MikeThomas’ <Ln__t__~_~?!i_n__’_~_~_i~q2_i!!i_~!91~:_e_d_u_>, ’Mitch Bamhaff <._n_~_~ZL(_a2__@_v_:__e__@_?-, 

<_r!i_e__l_~_e_n_~02~_e___n__t_:_e_d____~, Norwood Teague -~._n_s?:___w__~=g&u_~_,_r,_:_e___d____u>, <S?Ji~:e__~_::!_u___c_£~m:a__i!:::>~:3::_e___d__~__~’, pat Chun <p~2~_:_a__t_L_e_d__t!>, Pat Hayden 

<adapt((-gusc:~du>, ’Paul Krebs’ <pkrebs@~nm:edu>, ’Pete Garcia’ <p~mvia(g~fiu.e&~>, ’Rae PARKER’ <Rae-Parker.%hawkevespc2rt~.com>, ’Randy 

Spetman’ <rspetman(~-~fst~edu.>, Ray Tanner <rtanner(a)sc.e&~>, <revelsv(g~ecu.edu>, Rick Hart <rlhmt(a)mail.smu.edu>, ’Rick Villaneal’ 

<rickw(~-~unt.edu>, Rob Mullens <nmllens~nomgon.edn>, ’Rob Spear’ <rspear~nidaho.edu>, ’Ron Wellman’ <wellmam(~-~vx~.e&~>, Ross BjoN 

<rbio/k({~olemiss.edt~>, ’Sandy Barbour’ <athlefic~dimctor((-g kvflcelev.edt~>, "Scott A Farmet’ <sa*~9875~loNsiana.e&~>, Scott Stricklin 

<scottstricklin(?,)athletics.msstate.edu>, ’Scott Woodward’ <husk,/-arY, a~n.washington.edu>, <scott.bames(?,)usu.e&~>, "Sheahon Zenger" 

<s910z565(&ku.edn>, Stan Wilcox <swilcox2(a~N~.edn>, Steve Patterson <Steve.Patterson(a~athletics.utexas.edu>, ’Steve Pederson’ 
<spederson(a~athletics.pitt.edu->, Tamara Alexander <*amaraalexander(i~em~il.Arizona.edu>, Terry Mohajir <tmohaiir(&as*ate.edu>, Todd Stansbury 

<tstansbury(a;athletics.uctledu>, Todd Stewart <todd.stewar~,%wku.edu>, Todd Turner <Ttumcr(&collegiatesportsassociates.com>, ’Tom Boeh’ 

<tboeh(gcsufiesno.edn>, Tom Bowen <tmLx)wenl@2n~ernphis:edu>, ’"Tom Burman’" <tburman(~uwyo.edn>, ’Tom Hohnoe’ <tons holmoe(~byu.edu>, 

’Tom Nrich’ <i_t!E_c_!~.~!__o__t_~21i!!__e_:_e___d___u_>, ’Tom Wistrcill’ <_k__~_e_>Z~__,_~£::~r:_:_eA_u>, Tommy McClelland <_t__n_:~_gg!e_!!ar:~O)!~_t__e_g>:__e__~_t-_.>, <_,_:!~.~_k___~::__e___d__~_<, Warde 

Manuel <.k~L’_a__r~t___eAA’_a__r!_u_e_!~Lk~_c_’~?__n__~:_e_st___u_ >, Whit Babcock <y~N_t_:_b__~:b___c_s?_cLl__;_@__t!_c_:__e__d___t!> 

Cc: <g_~/aA!_t_.(q~_at~a.corn>, t atli t hillips <l?£!!i!_l__i£__s_’~]__n_~!~i~’:a_:__ojg.>, Beth Bass <_b_e__t__lk____b_24~_s_2dh~]_~Lb_c_~:R[gT,, Am?, Perko < _tN__r~R@__k__r_~_i_~_~_~!_l[_@_:£!/~>, ’Jim Hanev’ 

<~!m~nabc:~om>, <amv.folan(?~athletics.utexas.ed~>, Arthur Johnson <?u’thurJohnson(?~athletics.mexas.edu>, Desiree Reed 
<medd5(?~ucmaila~c.edu>, Dotq Gillan <Gilli~D(~)missouri.edu>, <dwh@iastate.edu>, Jim Sarra <iim~sarra~msa~edu>, Joe Parker 

<ioe.parker(~-~ttu.edt~>, Jon Gilbert <iougilbert(~-~ufk.edu>, Julie Cromer <ilcrome~(~-~indiana.edu>, Kyle Bmnnan <kbmpam~((-~N~ntsmanx~.edu>, Lee 

Workman <workmaul(~)ecu.e&~>, Mark Whitworth <mwhitworth@sec.otg>, Martin Jarmond <iam~ond. l~ost~edu>, <m~irton~athletics.tann~.edu>, 

Mike Cragg qncragg(t~dnaa.dnke.edu>, <mine~ld~;aubtm~.edu>, <nmoore(a~on.edn> 

Subject: Upcoming Webinar - College Athletes: StudenN or Employees.’? 

Good ~noming. 

I just received the information below frown Gene Marsh. The information 



pertains to a webinar that will be available on two differem dates: 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 & 

Wednesday, Februaxy 19, 2014, dealing with the current i ssue of whether 
student-athletes are studenks or employees. This webinar was intended 

college and university attorneys, but I thought it would be of value to 

atbletic directors, as well. 

Best wishes 

Dntch 

College Athletes: Students or Employees? 

The eflbrt by Northwestern University tbotball players to unionize may be 

just the tip of the iceberg for colleges and universities whose athletes may 

be considering effo~ts to redefine their relationship on cmnpus fiom student 

to employee. If the National Labor Relations Boaxd ("NLRB") finds that the 

No~t~hwestern football players meet the definition of"employee" under the 

National Labor Relations Act, the floodgates may open, and enterprising 

players, attorneys and other advocates may seek to make the entire roster of 

federal and s~te employment laws applicable to s~dent- athletes, as well as 

other laws applicable to the employer-employee relationship. 

In this free, one-hour Jackson Lewis webinar created tbr college and 

university atIomeys, our senior labor mad sports law attorneys will provide 

you with a "boots-on-the-ground" view of the NLRB and the possible outcomes 
of the Northwestern athletes’ eflbrts to unionize, the possible next steps 

for the union and its supporters, and the actions institutions of higher 
leea~ing should consider taking now to address risk as well as providing 

you with the opportuni~, to ask questions. Topics include: 

* The NLRB’s role in processing the Northwestern representation petition 

* The legal theories that are likely to be advanced by the union and 

Northwestern, their strengths and weaknesses 

* The implications of the possible NLRB outcomes tbr all colleges and 

universities 

* The relevant federal and state employment laws and other laws that 

could be in play for the student-athletes if they are successful in "their 
effo~t to become classified as employees 

* The possible i~nplications on Title IX compliance 

* The actions colleges and universities can take now to better understand 

their vulnerabili~, to clafims of employee status by stadent- athletes and to 
manage their exposnre to them 

Dates/Time: 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 & 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 

12:00 - 1:00 p.m. EST for both dates 

Location: 

~Vebinar 

Fee: 

Complimentary 

Register by FebmaO’ 11 th for the Februaxy 13th program Register by February 
14th for the Febmao" 19th progran~ 

CLICK HERE TO 

REGISTER<l~ttp;//ilmarketir~a.iacksonlewis.corr~/reactio~/RSGent~age:asp?RSI D%on 

VCPFGAVy@dmm7nbXRcnlZh3tqff7UKubmJ7- IZpJeKS6YxJrL60vuQSG7LGI4> 



Substantive questions may be directed to Regan Hamson at 
regan.hamsou~;jacksonlewis.con~<mailto:regau.hamson(~jacksonlewis.com> 

Technical questions may be directed to 
webraaster@jacksonle wis.cora<mailto:webmaster@jacksonlewis.com > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, Febrnary 11,2014 11:42 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu>; Cunninghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-> 

l~E: Upcoming Webinar - College Athletes: Students or Etnployees? 

ThaNes 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014’ 11:4,2 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Upcoming WeNnar - College Athletes: Students or Employees? 

[ am 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014’ 11:18 AN 
To: liie, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: Upcoming Webinar - College Athletes: Students or Employees? 

We should have someone on these. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Dutch Baughma~ <__d___b_~2~st__-___lLa_:__c_9__nL~_> 

Date: February l 1, 2014 at 11:15:00 AM EST 

To: ’Bmry Alva~ez’ <bla~athletics.m~.edu>, Bernard Muir <bmmuiL(E~s~attbrd~edu>, Beth Mahoney <befh.mahoney¢~bc.e&~>, Bill Battle 

<bbattle~ia.ua.edu>, ’Bill Bradshaw’ <bill.bradshaw(~)temple.edu>, "Bill McGillis" <Bill~McGillis~usm.edu>, Bob BoMsby 

<bboMsbv&bigl2spo~s~com>, ’Bob DeCarolis’ <bob.decarolis&orst.edu>, ’Bob Stulr <rst~fll(~)utep.edup, <lx~o.corrigm~(Eausma.edu>, Brad Bates 

<brad.bates(?i)bc.edu>, Brad Bates <mahonebe,@~bc.edu>, ’Brian Macldn’ <bmackin({fits.uab.edu>. Brim~ Wickstrom <wicks~mm(~adm.edu>, ’Bruce 
VanDeVelde’ <vandevelde(tblatech.edu>, "Bubba Cunmngham" <bul)bac~;emaiLunc.e&~>, "’Burke, Morgm~ J. (Burke, Morgan J.)’" 

<n!jbT~purdue.edu>, <c.delconte~;tcu.edu>, ’Cao, Groth’ <cgroth~;tmr.edt~, "Che~l Levick" <clevic~;gsn.edn>, ’Chet Gladchuck’ 

<gladchnk~;usna.edw*, ’Chris Hill’ <chill(tbhuntsman.utah.edu>, Chris ~ngston <ckmgskT~bgsu.ed~>, ’Chris Massaro’ <cmas~aro~;mtstLedn>, 

<cplonsky~mail.utex~s.edu>, ’Craig Li~leNge’ <ckl9e(~virginia.edu>, ’Dan Gue~ero’ ~%tgue~ro~;athletics.ucla.edu>, "Dm~ Ra~kovich" 

<drart~clemson.ed~% Daniel WNte <whi~Ct~bufl~flo.e&~>, "Dave Ha~ Jr." <dhart5@utk.edu>, ’Dave Heeke’ <heekeldw@2c?mch.edu>, David 
Brandon <:~_~hrz~:~r~!~_~!:~_~, David Joyner <~i~2E~_~:~_~~, David Sayler <~.}J[~£~J~I~4_T!~R~!:_~’, ’David Willimns’ 

<~k~2~:~!~?L~!!0_~ri~?~:~J5", Debbie Yow <~__2!?~_@J!%_~:~0!_~% ’DeLoss Dodds’ <ddodds(q~mail.ute~s.edu> "Demck Gmgg" < demck- 
~/~)_U!~!~:_~>, <~jg!i%~2~2r.ed~, Doug Knuth < ~_U~2_U~![:~>, ’Doug Woolard’ <s~5~:~?~2:N_r~_~,_U_~JL_~03_~% Eric Hymm~ 

<ehyman~atNefics.mmu.edu>, ’Gray Ba~’ <gms;-ba~i~uiowa.edu>, "Gene Bleymmer" <geneNeymaie~(Ffs~su.edu>, ’Gene Smith’ 

<smith.5407(Ffosu.edu>, <gmcgafiW(F~s~s.uga.edu>, Grog Byme <gbyme~ar~ona.edu>, ’"Cheg Chfistophe/" <gachfis(5)bgsu.edu>, ’Hans Mueh’ 

<Hans.Mueh(Ffu~fa.ed~, "Heather Lyke" <hlyke@emich.e&~>, ’Ian McCaw’ <ian mccaw(Eak~ylor.edu>, Jack Swarbfick <lai~am(Ffnd.edu>, ’Jack 

Swarbfick’ <swarbfick.l(F~nd.edu>, <~ack.grM~am~colosmte.edu>, ’JacM Way’ <~way2(5)utnet.umledo.edu>, "Jame~ BlUe A" 

<~iames(~miami.e&~>, ’Jamie Pollard’ ~bp(a)i~state.edu~, ’Jay Jacobs’ %~aco~io~;aubum.edn>, JeffCompher <comphe~(e~ecu.edt~, ’JeffLong’ 

~plong 1 (a)~rk.ed~, ’Jeremy Foley’ %ieremy~;gators.~a.ufl.edt~, ’"Jim Livengood" @m.livengood@uMv.edu>, ’Jim Phillipff 

phillip~a)no~hwestem.edu>, ’Jim Schaus’ <schm~a)ohio.ed~*, Jim Sterk <adsds~@mail.sdsu.e&~>, ’Jim Weaved <weave~(a)VT.edu>, ’Joe 

Casfiglione’ qicastiglione~;ou.edu>, Joe Karlg~rd <joe.kaflg~M(i~rice.edu>, Joel EMmmm %ierdmann(e~mthalaNm~a.ed~, ’John Cume’ 
<j~_~_~_[p_f?!!~:92_81>, "JoM Ha~vell" <~J_b~[~f!~r~2z:~0_u2", John McCutcheon <j_819E~kN~f~E![j!:_U[~[~:~f~_~>, %iSXttt%~_(g1~j_r~_~:_~>, ’Kathy 

Beamegard’ <N~[]:~t:h~Es~)_~ir!~N]!:~s~_~ >, "Kevin ~de~on" <k~E]_8~umd.e&>, ’Kevin White’ <kE[![N~2f~_~{r~:~_~k~:_~[J/’, ~@ Hocu~ 

<k[~!~2@f!_U:_~[J/’, Ly~ Hickey <[Y~E~2_U~_~:~_5~_U >, Mack Rhoades <g!E~?{!S[~[!:~_~, ’Mac~nley Boston’ <~?_~R~x(~g~3~_u:~_vJ_u>, 
Mark Coyle <n:{~!t~ms:]_~b~iN~2a!_~:~0_u>, ’Mark Hollis’ <[~R~O!:~A~_g:Rf~_g.>, ’Mike Alden’ <:¢%]~_~N:~)_Nq~:~_vJ_u >, Mike BobinsM 

<mk~b~gatech.edu>, ’Mike Bohn’ <mike.bohn~colorado.edu>, ’Mike Holde/<mike.hol&rCf~oksmte.edu>, "’Mike O’Bfien’" 

<mobfienr(Eautnet.utoledo.edu>, <mikelude(Ffcomcast.net>, ’MikeThomas’ <mthoma~5)illinois.e&~>, ’Mitch Barnhaff <mNm(5)ul~.edu>, 
<nielsen(Ffkent.edu>, Norwood Teague <notwood(F~umn.edu>, <oliver.luck([amail.~wu.edu>, Pat Chun <pclmnCf~fiau.edu>, Pat Hayden 

<adapt(Ffusc.edu>, ’Paul Kmbs’ <pl~ebs(5)unm.edu>, ’Pete Garcia’ <pgmvi~f~fiu.edu>, ’Rae PARKER’ <Rae-Parke~(/fhawkevespo~ls.com>, ’Ran@ 
Spetmm; <rspetman(a)f;u.ed~, Ray Tanner <rmnner¢f~sc.e&~>. <revelsv(e~ecn.edu>. Rick tta~ <flha~f~mml.smu.edu>, ’Rick Villa~eal’ 

<fickv(a)~mLe&>, Rob MMlens <mtfllens(~uoregon.ed~, ’Rob Spear’ <rspear(~uidaho.edu>, ’Ron Wellmm~’ <wellmanffa)~x4h.ed~, Ross NoN 

<r~iork(e~olemiss.edt~, ’Sturdy Barbour’ <athlefic.dimctor¢~l~rkelev.edt~, "Scott A Fa~e/’ <sat9875(~lo~fisim~a.e&~>, Sco~ Stficklin 

<scot[stficklin(~athletics.mssmte.edt~, ’Scott WoodwaM’ <huskyar~a)n.washington.edu>, <scott.bames(~usu.eN~>, "Sheahon Zenger" 

<~_]_Q4_~.~2]~:~!~ Stun Wilcox <swilco~(q2l;u.ed~- Steve Paterson <Steve.Patlerson(q~athletics.mexas.edu > ’Steve Pederson’ 

<~2~5~_~!2~Rrk@_~!~!~!]E~:EJf!:~_~, T amara Mexander <~2~1~!~:~ ~12~ ~_~ ! {_¢~:~ R[!~:~5~_~ >, T e~D" Mohaj ir <!~l~!? ~!{~J2~2~ [~2~:~fJ_[ >, T odd S mnsbmy 

<~$~[![~?_gf2?~f~9_~:Rf~_f~_g >, Todd Stewa~ <todd.stewm*~wku.edu> Todd Turner <~[~_~!j!~!~2Eg~]_~g~[~_~p!?!~_[~:}f~?9~{~_[:ff~A>, ’Tom Boeh’ 

<[~.9~[{/q29.~!~f~r!.~?:.~4kF’, Tom Bowen <~gl~2~[!~,~:’~I~E!P.~J.[:~>, Tom Bummn’" <~N!~_~):?~2_:~[!>, ’Tom Hohnoe’ 
’Tom Jufich’ <iufich~lotfis~ille.e&~>, ’Tom Wistmill’ <~e~uak~on.edu>. Tommy McClelland <tmcclelland~Ftlatech.ed~, <vlane~ku.edu>, Warde 

Manuel <waMe.manueFFtuconn.edu>, Whit Babcock <wNt.babcock(5)uc.edu> 

Cc: <grax~t(5)afca.com>, PaN PNllips <pphillips:f~n~waa.o~x>, Beth Bass <beth bass@wbca.org>, Amy Perko <~rko~ighffkln.ot~>, ’Jim Haney’ 

<~im~na~.com>, ~mv.folanCf~afNetics.utexas.edu>, Aahur Johnson <lMlhur.Johnson(F~afNetics.utexas.edu>, Desime Reed 
<reedd5(e~ucmail.uc.edu>, Doug Gillan <GJllinD(i~s~)mi.edu>, <dwh~;iastate.ed~*, Jim Sa~a ~ihn.~na(~u~sa.edn>, Joe Parker 

~oe.parker(a)ttu.edu>, Jon ([lbe~ qio~Nilkrt(a)ntk.ed~*, Julie Cromer @cromeffa)indiana.e&>, Kyle Brennm~ <kbmnnm~(a;lmntsman.uM~.e&>, Lee 

Workma~ <workmanl(i~ecu.edu>, Mark Whitwo~th <mwhitworth(a)~c.o~>, Matin Jannond ~ia~ond. l(~osu.eN~>, <mgi~on~;athletics.mmu.edu~, 

Mike Cragg qncragg:(e~dnaa.duke.edu>, <mine~ld~fi;aubtm~.edu>, <mnoore¢~ou.edu> 



Subject: Upcoming Webinm" - College Athletes: Students or Employees? 

Good moming. 

I jufft received the intbnnation below from Gene Marsh. The infolmation 

pc(rains to a webinax that will be available on m,o different dates: 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 & 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014, dealing ruth the current issue of whether 
student-athletes are students or employees. This webinar was intended for 

college and university- attorneys, but I thought it would be of value to 

athletic directors, as well. 

Best wishes 

Dutch 

College Athletes: Students or Employees? 

The eltbrt by Northwestern University football players to unionize may be 

jus~t the tip of the iceberg for colleges and universities whose athletes may 

be considering ellbrts to redefine their relationship on campus from student 

to employee. If the National Labor Relations Bom~d ("NLRB") fi nds that the 

Northwestern football players meet the definition of"employee" under the 

National Labor Relations Act, the floodgates may open, and enterprising 

players, attorneys and other advocates may seek to make the entire roster of 

federal and state employment laws applicable to s~dent- athletes, as well as 

other laws applicable to the employer-e~nployee relationship. 

In this free, one-hour Jackson Lems webinar created for college and 

universiU attorneys, our senior labor and sports law attorneys roll provide 

you ruth a "boots-on-the-ground" view of the NLRB and the possible outcomes 

of the Northwestern athletes’ eflbrts to unionize, the possible next steps 

tbr the union and iks supporters, and the actions institutions of higher 

learning should consider taJaing now to address risk, as well as providing 

you ruth the opportunity to ask questions. Topics include: 

* The NLRB’s role in processing the Northwestern representation petition 

* The legdl theories that eae likely to be advm~ced by the union and 
Northwestern, their strengths and weaknesses 

* The implications of the possible NLRB outcomes for all colleges and 

universities 

* The relevant federal and state employment laws and other laws that 

could be in play for the studem-athletes if they ale successful in their 

effort to become classified as employees 

* The tx~ssible implications on Tire IX compliance 

* The actions colleges and universities can take now to better understand 

their vulnerability to claims of employee status by student-athletes and to 

manage their exposure to them 

Dates/Time: 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 & 

Wednesday’, February 19, 2014 

12:00 - 1:00 pan. EST for both dates 

Location: 

Webinar 

Fee: 

Complimentary 

Register by- February 1 lth for the February 13th program Register by February 

14th tbr the February 19th progrmn 

CLICK HERE TO 



REGISTER<ht~p:/(ilmarketing:iacksonlewis.com/reacfion/RSGenPage,asp?RSID=bon 
WPFGAVyqLdmm7nbXRcutZh3tqrT7UK ubmJ7- IZpJeKS6YxJrL60vuQSGTLGI4> 

Substantive questions may be directed to Regaaa Hamson at 
.~2e.g~2..r.@jacks~n1ewis.c~m<gra..i1t..~..~~~jt.a..c.~.s.~?~.~!.e...w...i~:.c..~r.~.~ > 

Technical questions tnay be directed to 
we bmaster(F~i acksonlewis~com<mailto: webmasnter~i acksonlewis.com> 



From: IIle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11,2014 5:51:57 PM 
To: Orth, Zach 
CC: Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul; Kirschner, Steve (stevekirschner@unc.edu); Stabile, Regina 
Subject: FW: FYI - Rachel Axon (USA Today) - compliance documents re: student-athlete vehicles 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Prep Rachel Axon 7.10.2013.pdf (1.0M) 
Request Rachel Axon 7.10.2013.pdf (129.9K) 
Zach, 
Thanks for sharing the information attached. We have completed our review and have no questions regarding the records, or any future steps that 
may be taken prior to their release. I appreciate your efforts to keep us informed. 
Vince 
From: Orth, Zach 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11,2014 10:03 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Kirschner, Steve 
Cc: Pogge, Paul; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: RE: FYI - partial response ready - Rachael Axon (USA Today) - re: Student-Athlete Advisory Council Meeting Agendas 

Vince & Steve: 
Thank you for your assistance. The remaining records that are responsive to Ms. Axon’s request are still awaiting review. My original message, 
and the records to be reviewed, are attached. Please let me know when you have had an opportunity to review and please call if you would like to 
discuss. Thank you for your assistance. 
Sincerely, 
Zach 
From: Orth, Zach 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 10:12 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Kirschner, Steve; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: FYI - Rachel Axon (USA Today) - compliance documents re: student-athlete vehicles 
FYI - the attached records have been prepared for Rachel Axon (USA Today) - the documents consist of a partial response to her request for 
UNC policies and forms regarding student-athlete vehicles and timelinesicalendarsisummaries of UNC’s compliance education meetings for the 
last three years 
Vince/Paul - please let us know when you have had an opportunity to review and the responsive records can be provided to the requester 
Zach J. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum HalI ICB # 9105 
222 E. Cameron Ave. I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct) I (919) 843.1817 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 7:36 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

I~E: Level 1 athletes for men’s basketbaJ1 

Ok, when cm~ I expect to receive the information I reference in the original message below? Thanks. 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 3:07 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Level i athletes for men’s basketball 
I am .iuat waiting for one ki,’f~.; 5AT acores which came in late laat week and t will send you ~:he u~dal:e, f think we will only have one [.ew:_~l 1 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, February :10, 20:14 3:07 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: FW: Level :1 athletes for men’s basketball 
Jenn, 

Cm~ you please send me (or have delivered) the academic information related to any prospective basketball student-athlete who we expect to enroll here for Summer 

’ 14 or FaJl’ 14 who is a Level 1 admit (e.g., transcript[s], test score[s], transcript review[is], projected core GPA[s], and UNC PGPA[s] and any other supporting 

materia]s)? Thanlcs for your help. 

Vince 

From: McGrath, Colin B 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 2:23 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Level I athletes for men’s basketball 
Vince, 

I was forwarded an email from Barbara Polk about committee meeting times and dates for Level i PSA’s. We will have a couple. Can you put us in one of those meetings please? 

March 10 would be the best because we would have even more test scores back by then. Thanks. 

CB McGrath 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, Februars~ 17 2014 7:40 PM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> 

WBK NLI 

Rachel, 
Can you please provide me a list of the women’s basketball prospects who have signed an NLI to attend here in 2014? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 7:48 PM 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey willimns@unc.edu> 

Calder, Andrew G <acalde@unc.edu> 

Admissions Committee 

Hi Tmcey, 

Can you please send me (or have delivered) the academic i~fformation related to auy prospective women’s basketball student-athlete who we expect to euroll here for 

Summer’ 14 or Fall’ 14 who is currently aid/or is projected to be a Level 1 admission? We have an admissions committee meeting scheduled for Februmy 24 at 3 pm. 

This is the meeting at which I would like the appropriate reps from the women’s basketball program to present your Level 1 cases to the committee for their 

consideration. If you have a~y questious, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 8:19 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

ILE: Level 1 athletes for men’s basketball 

Ok, thanks. When I talked with Barbara she implied that she didn’t have m~y information. I’ll look for this frotn you when you’re back. Thanks for your help. 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 7:42 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Level i athletes for men’s basketball 

I will send it when I get back tomorrow. I did ~nd all of this to Barbaxa this faJ1 so the only new intbm~ation will be first semester grades. 

Jenn 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 7:36 PM, "Ille, Vince" <.i_!_l__e_~2~__u__r!_c_:_e_st____~ wrote: 

Ok, when can I expect to receive the information I reference in the original message below? Thanks. 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 3:07 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Level i athletes for men’s basketball 
1 am )~st waiting for one kid’s SAT scores which came in late last week and I will send you the update. I think we will only have one Level :1. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, February :10, 20:14 3:0? PM 
T~: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: FW: Level :1 athletes for men’s basketball 
Jenn, 

Can you please send me (or have delivered) the academic information related to any prospec’dve basketball student-athlete who we expect to enroll here 
for Summer’ 14 or Fall’ 14 who is a Level 1 admit (e.g., transcript[s], test score[s], transcript review[s], projected core GPA[s], and UNC PGPA[s] and 
any other supporting materials)? Thanks for your help. 
Vince 

From: McGrath, Colin B 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 2:23 PM 
T~: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Level i athletes for men’s basketball 
Vince, 

I was forwarded an email from Barbara Polk about committee meeting times and dates for Level I PSA’s. We will have a couple. Can you put us in one of those 

meetings please? March 10 would be the best because we would have even more test scores back by then. Thanks. 
CB McGrath 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 8:43 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Looks like a good one for a strategic communication email to uncaa-eve~one? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 6:58 PM 

Vangekter, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Can you please arrange for me to receive the transcfipts~ test scores and any transcript evaluations for the men’s basketb~2ll NLI signees? I would think we have 
transcripts and test scores if they made official visits. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

llle, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (1LLE)8D0> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 10:17 AM 

’Mo(ton, James’ <James.Morto@airtbrceathletics.org> 

I~E: Nice comeback 

Thanks James. Hope you are doing well there. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Morton, James [mailto:Jal:qes.Morton,@ailforceathletics.orgj 
Sent: Friday, February’ 21, 2~)14 8:11 .aZA 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Nice comeback 

I enjoyed seeing that comeback last night tbr ?’our men’s hoops team. I’m happy to see them get it going in the right direction and it is always a good thing to knock off a rival. I wish you 

guys continued success as you get closer to tournament time 

James 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Mince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 10:11 AM 

Sutlxm, Anne Maria <sullona@email.unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edw,; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@nnc.edu>; Kirschner~ Steve (stevekirschne@unc.edu); Brown, 

Michelle <mbmwn3 @email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: FYI - records ready for DTH request (re S-A English/Exercise Enrolhnent data) 

2014.02.017 Schere Exercise Sports Prep.xlsx; 2014.02.17 SchereEnglishPrep.xlsx 

Anne, 
Tha~ks tbr shaadng the inlbnnation attached. The compliance office staff has reviewed the inlbnnation m~d has no questions regarding the mcords, or any ti~ture steps 
that may be taken prior to their release. I appreciate your eflbrts to keep ns intbrmed. 
Mince 

From: Sutton, Anne Maria 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 25, 20:t4 9:40 AM 
To: Krause, Paul; Curran, Joel; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Kirschner, Steve; 111e, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
~:~; Brown, Michelle; Stabile, Regina 

Subject-" FYI - records ready for DTH request (re S-A English/Exercise Enrollment data) 
The attached Excel files include data responsive to the 2.17.2014 request from Daniel Schere (The Daily Ta~r tIeel). 

Note: the data available covers the academic yeaxs 2003-04 through 2011-12. ’lhis data was extracted t~om existing records and includes: 

o Term 

o Course Title 

o Total Em’ollment 

o S-A Enrollment 

o Total Avg. GPA 

o S-A Avg. GPA 

o Non-Athlete Avg. GPA 

Mince!ParR/Steve please let us Mmw when you have completed your review. 

’Ihax~ks, 

Anne 

From: Sutton, Anne Maria 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 20:t4 i:t:48 AM 
To-" Curran, Joel; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Co: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Stabile, Regina 
Subject-" FYI - DTH request re S-A class course info 

FYI - Daniel Schere at The Daily Tar Heel has requested the following (see below for full reference): 

all student-athletes who took courses in: 

~ English Department 

~ Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

~ from 2004 to 2012 

~ broken down by class and year 

Public Records team is looking into this request (Note: this requestor previously sought such data for the Drama Department, 

for which we provided existing public records on 2/10/2014). 

Thanks, 

Anne 

From-" Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent; Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:49 AM 

To-" Schere, Daniel 
Co: Public Records 
Subject; Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.:t7.20:t4) 

Dear Mr. Schere, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to Pt.blicrecords@unc.edt. yesterday, February 17, 2014 via 

e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http :/ipo!ic!es_un c. e du! pol!cies/pub!ic-reco r d @ 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynmn Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen(a~unc.edu 

From: Schere, Daniel 
Sent; Monday, February :t7, 20:t4 10:05 PM 
To: Public Records 
Co: Amanda Albright; Fanney, Brian Hunter 
Subject-" public records request 



Ms. Allen, 

My name is Daniel Schere and I would like to make a public records request for the Daily Tar Heel. I am requesting the record of all student-athletes who 

took courses in the English Department and Department of Exercise and Sport Science from 2004 to 2012, broken down by class and year. If you could get 

this information to me as soon as possible I would really/appreciate it. 

Thank you, 

Daniel 

Daniel Schere 

University Desk Assistant Editor 

919-624-5128 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 4:56 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University ofNoNa Caxolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (1LLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 12:51 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~~ 

l~E: Amended Uniform Athlete Agents Act: a me,no from Paul Pogge 

Excellent. Thm~s for taldng a leadership role on this. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 20i4 12:32 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: FW: Amended Uniform Athlete Agents Act: a memo from Paul Pogge 

FYI 

From: Lucy Grelle [mailto;lucy~relle@uniformlaws.orq] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 04, 20:t4:12:30 PM 
Subject-" Amended Uniform Athlete Agents Act: a memo from Paul Pogge 
Good morning, all: 

At the request of Chair Dale Higer I am distributing a memo from Observer Paul Pogge to the committee roster. Please let me know if you have trouble opening it, 

of if you prefer to receive a hard copy. The file will be available on the website at www.uniformlaws.org. 

Respectfully, 

Lucy Grelle 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, Mar~:h 04, 2014 1:14:05 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Agent and Advisor Meeting - Football Team 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

UNC Agent Presentation to team RS 03 04 2014.pptx (3.0M) 
Rick, 
Copy of the deck we will use at the meeting today at 5pm. Thanks and please let me know if you have any questions about any of the information. 
Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0:; 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:42 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.e&~ 

FW: ACC SA Aid Prqject Calendar.docx 

ACC SA Aid Prqject Calendar.docx 

Marielle, 
Do you need me to do an~hing to get us started with collection of the data? Molly will send out an invitation to all involved in an eflbrt to set a meeting to be held on or 

before 3/14. Bubba roll most likely attend the first one to share some background and his thoughts on the snbject. I roll then share a draft of the "project calendar." 

The caJendar includes us gathering data t?om 2/21/14 3/21/14. If the meeting is closer to 3/14, then we will need to have a lot of data collected to stay on the 

proposed schedule. 

AW thoughts? Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Thomas Nevala mailto:Thomas.J.Nevala.J.@nd.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, February 2:1., 2014 12:08 PN 
To; 1lie, Vince; Jill Bodensteiner 
Subject; ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

Jill and Vince: 

Before I schedule a kick-off meeting for the ND team (or were UNC to do the same) wanted to run a draft of a proposed project schedule/calendar by you for your 

review and comments. 

:1) Worked backwards from a May 9th date for completion of the project/presentation materials (May ACC meetings are the [12th-~Lsth). 

2) Knowing that both Compliance and Financial Aid staffs at both institutions will be taxed with compiling the needed/updated student financial aid data, 

that is the first critical date...does this allow for enough time to do so? 

3) Initially thinking of one ND!U NC meeting (location!form TBD) sometime after the initial analysis of data under currently proposed models has been 

initiated (sometime between 3/24 and 4!:H...tough time to do so with NCAA hoops tourneys in full force). 

4) Please let me know if you think I have omitted any major tasks/deadlines at this point. 

Thanks for your time and consideration here. 

Best, 

Tom 

Tho~as & Nevala 

Sro Associate A~hle6cs Director ] 

UNversi~-3’ of Notre I)an~e 1113 Joj, ce Center ~ No~-re Dan~e, IN 46556 

574 631-8112 ONce ~ 574 631-9669 l;ax 
Confideotiafity ,~equiremen~s This e..~ai~ message, inc!ud#?~ aog at~ach~ents, is fo~ ~’?e so~e use of ~he m~e~?ded rec~oient(s) and may co~2ain confident/a/#?formation. Any 
u~au~t~orized review, use ~dsc!osure or distribution is s#icdk’ p~o~ibited, ff you are ~ot ~t*e #~ended recipient piease immedia~e/~¢ contact ~t~e sender ~)y e-.mai/ 



PROJECT PHASE STARTING ENDING PROJECT PHASE STARTING ENDING 

[Select Date] 

[Select Date] 

[Select Date] 

[Select Date] 

[Select Date] 

[Select Date] 

[Select Date] 

[Select Date] 

[Select Date] 

[Select Date] 

BUILD FINAL PRESENTAlqON 4~11.2014 5o9o2014 [Select Date] [Select Date] 

FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY 

meeting amo~gsI: ND m~d 1.]NC t~rojec~ teams som~w}~ere betwee~ 3/24/14 and ~/1 l ibi to review am:d3,sis and t:o i~fit:iat:~ dra[’t of ~ew proposal to be 

prc~sent~,d? 



Subject: Declined: Student-Athlete Admissions Reporting Working Group 
Location: Jackson Hall 
Start: 3/17/2014 12:00 PM 
End: 3/17/2014 1:00 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: W~lliford, Lynn E 
Resources:       Jackson Hall 

I’m sorry, but I’m unable to attend on March 17 at that dine as it conflicts with a previously scheduled meeting. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:34 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Thank You From UNC SoflbaJA Bat Gift 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Monday, March i0, 2014 9:31 AM 

To; llle, Vince; Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Fwd: Thank You From     UNC Softball Bat Girl 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

Begin lbm’axded message: 

From: "                        ~?~live.unc.edu> 

Date: March 10, 2014, 8:44:34 AM EDT 

Subject: Fwd: Thank You From UNC Softball Bat Girl 

Take tinre to read the email below t?om the bat gift’s morn. This was a great email to begin my week! You all always go above and beyond to serve the 

youth. From champions lbr change yesterday to the way you treated our bat gift, thank you tbr being such great examples. Just as this little gift will never 
forget her day yesterday, I hope you all never forget the positive impact you are having on the lives of children. 

I will aJways be proud to be a part of this program. 

Enjoy the sunshine!’. :) 

Sent them my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:              ~)RLr_~:_a_i ! :_c_’!? g_~5, 

Date: March 10, 2014 at 1:54:50 AM EDT 

To: ’ live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thank You From UNC Softball Bat GM 

Dear [YNC softball team, 

I would like to take a momem to say "thank you" to everyone- you, the players, coaches and stalt~ has had a permanent grin on her 

face from the tilne we left tile game to the time she went to bed. This was definitely one experience that she will never forget. AND as a 

pexent of a         who is growing up in a sometimes creel a~nd negative world, I would like to say thank you for allowing all gifts from 

camp this positive experience. This team (you, players and coaches) not only made her feel welcome, you all took time to show/tell her what 

to do, included her in the home mn celebrations at the plate, and the celebration a~ter the game on the mound, and when the game was over, 

the team signed a poster for her. (Which she is currently sleeping with). But most importantly, (to me as the parent of a          I was 

super excited to see such good examples being set from the players, fi’om good sportsmanship, teamwork, and encouragement, to kindness, 

and good rammers. I know that may seem a little crazy but this team is not only a veD~ talented group of athletes bat they are role models and 

example setters for all young kids. are in that "I want to be like......" stage of growing up and they take in and observe 

eve~thing. I mn ve~ pleased to say that could say that about anyone of the members (as she already has) of the TaxHeel Softball 

Team and that would bring a proud smile to my face. This team is a claas act-keep up the good work! You all are doing wonderful things fax 

beyond playing softball-you are helping mold lives of the younger generation. Thank you again tbr being such positive role models in the lives 

of many yoang female athletes-you are taking it to the next level’. 

Sincereb; 

Sent from my iPad 



On Mar 7, 2014, at 9:19 AM, ’ ?~live.anc.edu-~ wrote: 

Good morning, 

We are looking forward to having you as a bat girl this weekend. Just wanted to make sure 

for our 1PM gaane. Hopefully we will finaJly have a nice weekend to play at Anderson. 

Let tne know if you have any questions. 

Go Heels! 

)lans to be here on Sunday 

~:__6_o____n__0__aj p__a_p___a__~_9_~_b_a__JJ__c___a____m__p s. com 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:               ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: 2014 UNC Softball Bat Girl 
Date: January 31,2014 at 9:07:03 AM EST 
To:          ~.gmail.corn> 
Hello frown your Talc Heel SoftbaJl Team! 

We are so excited to be one week away fiotn our season opener in Lat:ayette, Louisiana!! Our teatn has been working so hard 
and we look forward to seeing that pay offon tJae field! 

On that note, I finally have a bat girl schedule somewhat complete. I apologize for the delay in getting the dates to you. It 

seemed everyone requested the same games. Alabama was the most popular game as they are a huge highlight on our 

schedule. Howevec we have decided to do something special for the Alabama series. We roll be holding a silent auction in 

March. One of the items tbr this will include the opportunity to be a bat girl tbr one of the Alabama games. Details for this have 

not yet been relea~d but should be finalized soon. Please continue m check goheels.com for intbnnation on this opportunity. 

There will be many great items to bid on a]ong with the bat gift opportunity! 

Your game to be bat girl will be: Sunday, March 9 at 1PM vs. Syracuse. 
Please make plans to amve at Eugene Anderson Softball Stadium at least 20 minutes prior to gan~e time. You will ~neet at the 

merchandise trailer. I will be up to get you at so~ne point before the game begins and take her down to the dugout. We ask that 

you please brh~g a hehnet with you if at all possible. And of course if you have so~nething Carolina blue we love to see that! 

But if not, jus~t weax so~nething comfo~table. 

Dtmng the game we ask that tJae bat girl be mindfi~l of the styli’and players needing to get in and out of the dugout. It gets very 

crowded in there so if they can just stay back away from the entrance when they are not mnNng out to get a bat. Also, with the 

crowd in the dugout we ask that parents/siblings/friends/etc, not come down to tJ~e dugout with the bat girl. If you would like 

photos and such please just check with me during the gmne first and I will be sure to arrange a time to get photos for you. 

FinaJly, we want to maJ~e sure they have thn!! We love giving this opportuNty to the young girls of our sport and hope they will 

eNoy themselves. We want to show them what being a Tar Heel is all about. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. If your date no longer works tbr your schedule please let me know ASAP. If 

things come up during the season and you won’t be able to make it please also let me know ASAP. 
Thanks for your support of Carolina Softball! We hope to see you at many gmnes this season! 

www.don naipajoasoftballcarnl3s.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:30 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:53 PM 

’Thomas Newla’ <Thomas.J.Nevala. 1 @nd.edu> 

ILE: ACC SA Aid Project CaJendar.docx 

We had a ve~ prodnctive meeting here today regarding the project. I understand that Marielle and your staff’are making good progress collecting data. Do you have 

time for a call tomorrow? There are a few items I’d like to discuss with you as we continue to tD~ to coordinate eflbrts. 

Thank you, 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Mlonday, February 24, 2014 2:26 PM 
To: ’Thomas Nevala’; Jill Bodensteiner; Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Subject: RE: ACC SA Aid Project Calendar.docx 

I understand that Jill and Marielle have a call scheduled for today. I believe UNC should be able to meet the proposed schedule if we don’t encounter too many 

surprises during our collection of student financial aid data. 

Thanks for the draft and look forward to working with eve~one. 

Vince 

From: Thomas Nevala 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 12:08 PM 

To: 111e, Vince; Jill Bodensteiner 
Subject: ACC SA Aid ProJect Calendar.docx 

Jill and Vince: 

Before I schedule a kick-off meeting for the ND team (or were UNC to do the same) wanted to run a draft of a proposed project schedule/calendar by you for your 

review and comments. 

I) Worked backwards from a May 9th date for completion of the proJect/presentation materials (May ACC meetings are the 12th-lsth). 

2) Knowing that both Compliance and Financial Aid staffs at both institutions will be taxed with compiling the needed!updated student financial aid data, that 

is the first critical date...does this allow for enough time to do so? 

3) Initially thinking of one NDiUNC meeting (location/form TBD) sometime after the initial analysis of data under currently proposed models has been 

initiated (sometime between 3/24 and 4/11...tough time to do so with NCAA hoops tourneys in full force). 

4) Please let me know if you think I have omitted any major tasks/deadlines at this point. 

Thanks for your time and consideration here. 

Best, 

Tom 

St, AssoNate A~hlet~cs Director I Bush~ess 

Ge~er~]i Manager [ C~n~pto~ g~ni]~y ]ice Are~~a 

! ?N versi~,-y of Not-re I)a~ e ] 113 Joyce Ce~er No~,-re Ir)a~ e, IN 4~556 

574 631-8112 ONce i 574 63]i-9669 ~a~ 
Co~-~tidontia/ity ~equirement~: This e-mai~ message, /nc/udn~ any at~act;ments, is for t~e solo use of tt;e ~ntended recipient{s) and nT~y contain confidential n~ton~ation Any 
unauthorized rov~el’¢, use disclosure or distribution ~s stric@’ prohibited If you are not the n~tended rectp/en~ please #?7~?ed~ate!y COt?taCt the sender by 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 11:17 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Video Production & Deliver}, of Digit~J Content 

From: Chris Wagner [mailto: Chris_Wagner@mail.vresp.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 10:04 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Video Production & Delivery of Digital Content 

Hi Vince, 

Our next digital broadcast is just around the corner and you’re invited! 

This time we have an excellent discussion ready to go about video production and delivering amazing digital content. Expert panelists from the likes 
of NBA, PBA, Nebraska Huskers and NewTek will share their insight and answer your questions about streaming high quality content everywhere. 

You can register for the show taking place on Thursday, March 27th at IPM EST here or by clicking on the image below. 

You can use the hashtag ._#____d_j_g_Lt__a_J__d___u___d___e__s_. to submit any questions you have and to join in on the conversation. 

I look forward to seeing you at the show! 

Chris Wagner 
Executive Vice President & Co-Founder 
NeuLion 
T: 516-622-8357 
chris~wagner@neulion.com 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emaJls, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

NeuLion 

1000 Old Country Road 

Plainview, NY 11803 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

Try Email Marketing with VerticaIResponse! ] 



UNC Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Updated Draft- March 17, 2014 

Academic Experiences 

1. My UNC academic experiences met my expectations. (Very true/Mostly true/Somewhat true/Somewhat 

untrue/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

2. My participation in varsity sports at UNC met my expectations. (Very true/Mostly true/Somewhat 

true/Somewhat untrue/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

3. Did participation in varsity sports at UNC prevent you from selecting the academic major that you preferred? 

(Yes/No) 
If yes: Please explain. 

4. What is/was your major(s)? or comment box 

5. Did participation in varsity sports at UNC prevent you from enrolling in courses you wanted? (Yes/No) 

If yes: Please explain. 

6. Did participation in varsity sports at UNC prevent you from graduating "on time" because you were unable to 

schedule the courses you needed? (Yes/No) 

If yes: Please explain. 

7. I was able to balance my academic and sports responsibilities while at UNC. 

(Never/Rarely/Sometimes/Often/Almost Always) 

8. instructors vary, but overall, to what degree do you feel that your instructors at UNC understood the 

challenges you faced as a student-athlete? (Not at all/Very little/Somewhat/Pretty well/Very well) 

Optional comment box 

9. My instructors were cooperative when I had to miss class for competitions. (Very true/Mostly true/Somewhat 

true/Somewhat untrue/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

Optional comment box 

10. if you have any additional comments or suggestions related to your academic experience at UNC, please 

enter them here. 

Comment box 

Academic Support 

11. Looking back over your tenure as a student athlete at UNC, how beneficial would you say each of the 

following was to your academic career? (Not at all/Only a little/Somewhat/Very beneficial/NA-did not use) 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



Mandatory study hours required at the Loudermilk Center 

Tutoring provided through the Academic Services Program for Student Athletes (ASPSA) at the 

Loudermilk Center 
Tutoring provided through other departments or programs on campus 

Academic counseling provided by the academic counselors through the ASPSA at Loudermilk 

Academic advising provided through other departments or programs on campus 

Loudermilk facilities for study/coursework (e.g., computer labs, library, etc.) 

12. Please rate the following aspects of the study facilities at the Loudermilk Center 

(Excellent/Good/Fair/Poor/Very Poor) 

Hours of operation (availability) 

Software, computers and other technologies to meet your academic needs 

Overall working environment (e.g., lighting, furniture, spaciousness, etc.) 

Knowledgeable and supportive staff 

Please record any other comments or suggestions about the study facilities at the Loudermilk Center here: 

Comment box 

13. Did anyone with whom you worked on your academics ever violate the UNC Honor Code? (Yes/No) 

If yes: Please describe the Honor Code violation(s). 

14. How would you describe your transition from high school to UNC? (Very easy/Mostly easy/Mostly 

difficult/Very difficult/I did not come to UNC from high school (transfer student)) 

15. If you wish to tell us anything else about your academic experiences at UNC or the academic support you 

received (or wish you’d received), please do so here. 

Comment box 

Student Athlete Development Programs 

16. How beneficial would you say the following programs have been for you personally? (Not at all/Only a 

little/Somewhat/Very beneficial/NA-did not participate) 

Carolina CREED 
Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy 

Carolina Outreach 
Tar Heel Life Skills seminars/workshops 

Career Development and related services 

:17. What recommendations (if any) do you have for improvement of these programs? 

Comment box 
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18. if you have any additional comments or suggestions related to Student Athlete Development, please enter 

them here. 

Comment box 

Compliance 

19. During your time at UNC, were you provided education on NCAA rules about each of the following? (Yes/No) 

Academic eligibility requirements 

Impermissible benefits 

Playing and practice season limitations (20-hour and 8-hour rules) 

Hosting recruits 

Complimentary admissions 

Involvement with boosters 
Agents and Advisors who seek to represent professional athletes 

20. As you probably know, NCAA rules are numerous and comprehensive. Did you feel that you were given 

enough education about the rules to develop a general understanding that helped guide your decisions and 

actions? (Yes/No) 

21. Did you feel confident in your understanding of whether/when to seek guidance about the rules? (Yes/No) 

Why or why not? 

22. Who would you contact if you had questions or concerns regarding NCAA rules? 

23. When you were hosting recruits for UNC, did a recruit ever ask you to do or buy something that was not 

permitted by NCAA rules or that was otherwise improper or illegal? (Yes/No) 

If yes: Please explain each occurrence. 

24. Are you aware of any violation of NCAA rules that occurred during your recruitment and/or enrollment at 

UNC? (Yes/No) 
If yes: Please describe the violation(s): 

25. Did you experience any problems receiving your financial aid on time? (Yes/No/I did not receive financial aid) 

If yes: Please describe the problem(s) you experienced. 

26. If you have any additional comments or suggestions related to Compliance, please enter them here. 

Comment Box 

Coaching 
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The next questions are about your experiences with your coaches at UNC. First, we ask about your head coach, 

and then about the assistant coach you worked with most closely (if applicable). 

27. Based on your personal experiences with your head coach, how true or untrue are each of the following 

statements? (Very true/Mostly true/Somewhat true/Somewhat untrue/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

My head coach was fair in dealing with me. 

My head coach was sensitive to the time demands placed on me as a student athlete. 

My head coach supported my academic interests and commitments. 

My head coach fostered an atmosphere among my team that supported academics. 

My head coach was interested in my development as a person. 

My head coach demonstrated a commitment to compliance with NCAA rules. 

My head coach helped me improve my technical sport-related skills. 

My head coach maintained good communication with the team as a whole. 

My head coach maintained good communication with me personally. 

My head coach’s overall coaching style had a positive influence on me. 

28. Now please identify the assistant coach you worked most closely with during your time at UNC (e.g. position 

coach, event coach, etc., or not applicable) 

29. Based on your personal experiences with this coach, how true or untrue are each of the following 

statements? (Very true/Mostly true/Somewhat true/Somewhat untrue/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

My coach was fair in dealing with me. 

My coach was sensitive to the time demands placed on me as a student athlete. 

My coach supported my academic interests and commitments. 

My coach fostered an atmosphere among my team that supported academics. 

My coach was interested in my development as a person. 

My coach demonstrated a commitment to compliance with NCAA rules. 

My coach helped me improve my technical sport-related skills. 

My coach maintained good communication with the team as a whole. 

My coach maintained good communication with me personally. 

My coach’s overall coaching style had a positive influence on me. 

30. If you have any additional comments or suggestions related to your coaches, please enter them here. 

Comment box 

Facilities, Travel and Other Resources 

31. How satisfied are you with each of the following? (Very satisfied/Somewhat satisfied/Somewhat 

dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied/NA) 

Your team’s practice site 

The UNC competition site 

Your UNC locker room facilities 
Pre-season housing arrangements 
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Post-season housing arrangements 

Sport-related equipment 

Sport-related apparel 

Please provide any other comments or suggestions about facilities, housing, equipment and apparel here: 

Comment box 

32. Overall, how satisfied were you with the following aspects of team travel for competitions? (Very 

satisfied/Somewhat satisfied/Somewhat dissatisfied/Very dissatisfied/NA) 

Transportation 

Hotel/housing accommodations 

Safety 

Meals that were provided 

Per diem provided to you 

Please provide any other comments or suggestions about travel, accommodations and meals here: 

Comment box 

Sports Medicine and Nutrition 

33. How would you rate the UNC Sports Medicine physician(s) in the following aspects? 

(Excellent/Good/Fair/Poor/Very Poor/NA - never saw/needed physician) 

Level of knowledge/expertise 

Availability 

Responsiveness to your concerns 

Quality of care/service provided 

34. How would you rate your athletic trainer(s) in the following aspects? (Excellent/Good/Fair/Poor/Very Poor) 

Level of knowledge/expertise 

Availability 

Responsiveness to your concerns 

Quality of care/service provided 

35. How would you rate the sport nutritionist(s) in the following aspects? (Excellent/Good/Fair/Poor/Very 

Poor/NA) 

Level of knowledge/expertise 

Availability 

Responsiveness to your concerns 

Quality of care/service provided 
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36. I was satisfied with the level of coverage by the UNC Sports Medicine staff at off-season practices, in-season 

practices and competition. (Very true/Mostly true/Somewhat true/Somewhat untrue/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

37. I was satisfied with the communication between UNC Sports Medicine and my coach(es). (Very true/Mostly 

true/Somewhat true/Somewhat untrue/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

38. I believe that the UNC Sports Medicine staff handled my medical issues and records with the appropriate 

level of confidentiality. (Very true/Mostly true/Somewhat true/Somewhat untrue/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

39. When receiving medical care from UNC, issues related to insurance billing and payments were addressed in 

an appropriate and timely manner. (Very true/Mostly true/Somewhat true/Somewhat untrue/Mostly untrue/Very 

untrue) 

40. If you have any additional comments or suggestions related to Sports Medicine, UNC Sports Medicine 

physicians, athletic trainers or sports nutritionists, please enter them here. 

Comment box 

Strength and Conditioning 

41. Please rate the following aspects of the strength training facility you used the most. 

(Excellent/Good/Fair/Poor/Very Poor/NA) 

Hours of operation 

Quality of equipment 

Availability of particular equipment when you needed it 

Cleanliness 
Safety 

Supervision provided 

Size/layout of facility 

42. How true or untrue are each of the following statements? (Very true/Mostly true/Somewhat true/Somewhat 

untrue/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

The strength and conditioning staff... 

was supportive of my efforts 

used safe training techniques 

used up-to-date training techniques 

helped me become a better athlete 

helped me maintain or improve my general physical condition 

helped me prevent injury 

43. If you have any additional comments or suggestions related to Strength and Conditioning, please enter them 

here. 

Comment box 
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Demographics for various reporting requirements 

44. In which varsity sport program(s) did you participate while at UNC? (Provide list for selection-could be more 

than one) 

45. Are you male or female? (Male/Female) 

46. What is your racial/ethnic background? Mark all that apply. (White/Black-African American/Hispanic/Asian or 

Pacific Islander/Native American-American Indian/Other-specify) 

47. Were you recruited to participate in intercollegiate athletics at UNC? (Yes/No) 

48. Did you receive any athletic scholarship assistance at any time from UNC? (Yes/No) 

If yes: Did you receive a full athletic scholarship at any time from UNC? (Yes/No) 

Overall Impressions 

49. Please help us improve the support and services we provide UNC student-athletes by sharing your overall 

impressions of the UNC Athletic Department. How true or untrue are each of the following statements? (Very 

true/Mostly true/Mostly untrue/Very untrue) 

I associate the UNC Athletic Department with responsibility. People in the department do what is right. 

I associate the UNC Athletic Department with innovation. People in the department find a better way. 

I associate the UNC Athletic Department with service. People in the department put others first. 

I associate the UNC Athletic Department with excellence. People in the department work hard, play smart 

and win together. 

50. Knowing what you know now, if you could make the decision again, would you still choose to attend UNC? 

(Yes/No) Why or why not? 

Optional comment box 

51. If you have any additional comments or suggestions related to the UNC Athletic Department, please enter 

them here. 

Comment box 

52. If you have any additional comments, observations, or suggestions related to your experience as a UNC 

student athlete, please provide them here. 

Comment box 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 12:04 PM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

And we play Virginia here Friday. 



Subject: Declined: Presentation from Bank of America on pre-loaded debit cards 
Location: TBD 
Start: 3/24/2014 2:30 PM 
End: 3/24/2014 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Perkins, Michael 
Resources: TBD 

Mike, 

Do you thi~ it would be helpful to have Marielle vanGelder at this meeling? Thanks. 

Villce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:53 AM 

Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu> 

Cone-Kenfield Video Streanfing 

Ken, 

I have now talked ruth Sam Paul on several occasions legarding the live streaming from Cone-Kenfield. As a follow-up to those and my earlier meeting with you, we 

would like to proceed with establishing an estimated cost for the project. I believe you indicated that you could provide this for us? 

San~ has a donor who has high interest in assisting him ruth the project. I believe the rough estimates you and I discussed fall mthin the total financial resources 

available. Please let me l, mow if you need me to assist or facilitate in any way. 

Thanks again tbr your help. This will be an important and valuable addition tbr both tennis programs. 

Vince 

~::i::i::i::N::i:.i::~:i 
::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... 



UNC Athletics Monthly Unit Report 

UNIT: Compliance/Student-Athlete Development/ASPSA Liaison/Admissions Liaison/Sport Program Oversight for Football, 

Men’s Tennis and Softball 

MANAGER: Vince llle 

DATE: March 17, 2014 (For time period February 4, 2014 - March 4, 2014) 

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS (Limit to top 3 and preferably related to specific strategic plan objectives) 

¯ Compliance/Sport Program Oversight for Football - Continued efforts to further establish the A_gent and Advisor Program 
for football student-athletes and the program. Accomplishments included enhancing the relationships with NFLPA certified 
agents who have cooperatively participated in our program, former football team members who have hired such agents and 
are preparing for the NFL combine and draft, and the personnel responsible for training these romper team members at their 
trainin~ sites. This ~vas accomplished by makin~ personal contact with nmnerous individuals including 

and various other strength/performance coaches and 
trainers in Southern California. Also included ~vere the parents of three current team members at their homes in Gaffney, SC, 
Charlotte, NC and Gastonia, NC. Finally, a presentation was made to all team members, Coach Littrell and Coach Porter to 
explain m~d reinforce the policies and procedures set forth in the Agent and Advisor Prog, am. (SPO1-2-3-5-6-7-8-9-10-11) 

¯ Admissions - Coordinated the presentation of the academic credentials for prospects who were reviewed and granted 
admission (some ~vith conditions) by the faculty admissions committee (SPO1-2-4-5-8-9-10-11) 

ONGOING MAJOR PROJECTS & TASKS UPDATE (preferably related to specific strategic plan objectives) 

¯ Academic Goal 1 - Utilize participation on the new Provost Working Group to establish and activate more effective policy 
and programming for the benefit of our student-athletes and sport programs. This includes, but is not limited to: all services 
provided, improved priority registration, revision of admissions slot system, and academic program offering,~ to students 
(SPO!-2-4-5-8-!0) 

¯ Academic Goal 2 - Support Michelle Brown and her staff in a manner that will help them establish a new identity and culture 
for ASPSA (SPOI-2-4-5-8-10-11) 

¯ Academic Goal 3 - Manage the expectations and outcomes of the admissions process in a way that improves the academic 
prone and potential of our student-athlete population while also enhancing our opportunities to achieve our athletic goals 
(SPO1-2-4-8-9-10-11). Presentations to the admissions committee have been made by two more head coaches, 
bringing the total to four. I met personally with Coach Somoano and Beth Miller, and Coach DeSelm to discuss 
admissions issues. 

¯ Financial Goal 1 - Help the head coaches assigned to me increase the compensation paid to their assistant coaches through 
the establishment of summer camp sponsorship programs (SPO7-9) 

¯ Financial Goal 2 - Help the sport programs assig~ed to me activate and utilize the Rams Club staff member assigned to their 
program to cooperatively cultivate and solicit donors and enhance the stewardship of same (SPO7-9-12). Tim Smith is 
assisting our efforts to establish the capability to stream live video from Cone-I~enfield which will benefit both the 
men’s and women’s tennis programs. A donor has been identified and has high interest. Coach Paul, Tim Smith 
and Joe Frierson are all engaged. Sue Walsh helped Donna Papa organize a fund-raising banquet that was later 
cancelled due to unanticipated issues. 

¯ Financial Goal 3 - Finalize requested employment agreement that I discussed with you in May 2013 (SPO1-2[note that 4C is a 
misprint in final version of plan-not acknowledged]-10) I provided you a copy of a draft for your consideration and 
discussion. 

¯ Student-Athlete Experience Goal 1 - Engage John Montgomery, Rams Club staff and others to enhance the career 
development component within SA Development (SPO2-6-8-10). I met with John Montgomery to further discuss my 
interest in securing the support of the Rams Club. The essence of my request is to establish a procedure whereby 
student-athletes can gain access to the rams Club members for career networking purposes. The decision on which 
donors ~vill participate can be determined by Rams Club leadership. 

¯ Student-Athlete Experience Goal 2 - Hire a dynamic new staff member who ~vill help leverage all efforts made in this area 
(SPO2-6-8-10-!1). An offer to a candidate is pending. Absent any unforeseen problems, the new employee will join 
our staff in early May 2014. 

¯ Student-Athlete Experience Goal 3 - Allocate the time to actively experience the iaall range of services provided to our 
student-athletes to enhance my opportunities to improve quality and efficiencies (SPO2-6-8-9-10-1112-14). I will participate 
in evaluations to provide assistance as plans for 2014-18 are developed. I met with representatives from 
Northwestern Mutual to discuss their interests and recruitment efforts. 



Athletics Goal 1 - Identiff opportm~ities to "invest" in the head coaches assigned to me in ways that are proactive and xvill 
help enhance the coach’s connection and loyalty- to the athletic director, department and Universi~T (e.&, anticipate and 
successfully address m-~pactful challenges before the coach is aware of the challenge or must invest his or her time/energy) 
(SPO7-9-!2). I have assisted Coach Fedora with efforts to accurately communicate the terms of appointments 
(employment contracts) for , as well as re-appointments (extensions 
and some pay increases) for Efforts to secure signed agreements 
are ongoing. I am also currently helping evaluate our opportunity to host NCHSAA state championship softball 
games. This is an ongoing effort that is incorporated into all communications wherever possible. 
Athletics Goal 2 - Help head coaches develop and activate effective short-term and long-term strategic plans that will support 
their program’s pursuit of athletics success (SPO1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14). I met with Coach Paul to evaluate the 
needs of his program and helped him identify program priorities. We are in the process of securing a cost estimate 
for creating the capability to stream live video from Cone-Kenfield which will benefit both the men’s and women’s 
tennis programs. Ken Cleary and Tim Smith are assisting. A donor has been identified and has high interest. 
Athletics Goal 3 - Attend all home competitions for all sport programs assigned to me (SPO14) 
Compliance Goal 1 - Support Marielle vanGelder and her staff so that tile compliance office can reorganize itself around risk, 
priorities and efficiencies (SPO1-2-7-8-11-12). I am working with Marielle to evaluate our current staffing and needs. 
Compliance Goal 2 - Expand the inaplementation and the internal and external acceptance of the Agent and Advisor Program 
and all related activities (SPO1-3-6-8-9). Paul Pogge and I continued efforts to enhance relationships with NFLPA 
certified agents who have cooperatively participated in our program, former football team members who have hired 
such agents and are preparing for the NFL combine and draft, and the personnel responsible for training these 
former team members at their training sites. This was accomplished by making personal contact with numerous 
individuals including                                                                                       and 
various other strength/performance coaches and trainers in Southern California. Also included were the parents of 
three current team members at their homes in Gaffney, SC, Charlotte, NC and Gastonia, NC. Finally, a presentation 
was made to all team members, Coach Littrell and Coach Porter to explain and reinforce the policies and 
procedures set forth in the Agent and Advisor Program. 
Compliance Goal 3 - Effectively communicate the realiU that %ve are all compliance staff members" and increase the level by 
which all individuals inside and outside the department accept tile appropriate level of accountability (SPO1-2-3-5-7-8-10-11). 
I ~vill continue to emphasize accountability in my communications with the head coaches, assistant coaches and 
staff with whom I communicate. The compliance office staff will continue efforts to create a compliance manual 
that documents all compliance-related policies and procedures as well as a compliance calendar that includes 
assigned tasks and rules education plans. 
Service Goal 1 - Support education throughout the state by implementing the "Academic ?dl-Stars" Program for all 
elementa,T schools using our community outreach platform (SPO2-!3-14). Plans to increase participation for 2014-15 and 
safeguard the integrity and effectiveness of the program are ongoing. 
Serwice Goal 2 - Identify opportunities to support area youth (SPO2-13-14). See Academic All-Stars. 
Service Goal 3 - Work to develop the patience required to accomplish the other 17 goals in a manner that is positive, 
thoughtftd and supportive 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & EDUCATION (completed this month) 

Representatives from UNC and Notre Dame have begun collaboration on an extensive evaluation of financial aid, 

athletics scholarships, resources allocated to student-athletes, the impact of current and proposed NCAA rules, and 
potential to create new legislation that is informed by research, analysis and is aimed at improving the welfare of 

student-athletes. 

OTHER INFORMATION 

I continue to revie~v numerous requests for public records and review an excessive volume of records that are 

collected for potential release. Unfortunately for me, Marielle vanGelder some other staff members, this is ongoing. 

The time invested in these efforts has a significant and detrimental impact on the time available to evaluate, update 

and improve our compliance systems. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:51 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

I~NV: 2014 KFC Facility Non-Sponsored Waiver 

You may want to con~municate the expectation of compliance if you want this ~pe of access/activity approved before it occurs. If the policy and form don’t explicitly state this expectation it 
may be necessa~z to update those too. I doubt notification was the singular goal of the policy and form when implemented. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, 2mdre 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:37 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Ille, Vince; tlolliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: 2014 KFC Facili~ Non-Sponsored Waiver 

requested to use the weight room today tie actually has already completed his workout and has left the building I will make sure 
to utilizing our facilities again. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:04 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 2014 KFC Facility Non-Sponsored Waiver 

When is he requesting to use the facility? He cannot be in our facilities until he meets with Vince and me. 
Thanks, 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:03 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: 2014 KFC Facility Non-Sponsored Waiver 

Unfortunately, plans to leave town today after practice. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

schedules a meeting with you and Vince prior 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 12:54 PM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Sul~iect: Re: 2014 KFC Facility Non-Sponsored Waiver 

Please set up a time for him to meet with vince and me this Friday afternoon. Thanks, Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 19, 2014, at 12:52 PM. "Williams, Andre" <~villia46@emai1.u~c.edu> wrote: 

Joby? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: ~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 12:52 PM 
To: YVilliams, ~amdre 
Subject: Re: 2014 KFC Facility Non-Sponsored Waiver 

Who is his agent if he has one? 

Sent iicom my iPhone 

On 2~lar 19, 2014, at 12:50 PM. "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email.unc.edn> ~Vl-ote: 

>> All, 
>> 

>> Please find attached a non-sponsored waiver for 
>> 

>> Best regards, 



>> 

>> Andre’ 
>> 

>> t~’rom: Williams, Andre 
>> Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 4:22 PM 

>> To: t{ernandez. Luis [II; Tm[ock, Scott (trulock@emai[.unc.edu); 
>> Ho[liday, Corey L (cholliday@unc edu); Spurling, James; Ross, Luke 
>> Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 
>> Subject: RE: 2014 KFC Facility Usage Contract 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Williams, Andre 
>> Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:37 PM 
>> To: Hcrnandez, Luis III; Trulock, Scott 
>> (trulock@email.unc.edu<mailto:trulock(~,email.anc.edu>); Holliday, 
>> Corey L (cholliday@m~c.edu<mailto:chollida¥(~unc.edu>); Spurling, 
>> Jarues; Ross, Luke 
>> Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 
>> Subject: RE: 2014 ~C Facili~ Usage Contract ~ 
>> 

>> All, 
>> 

>> Please find attached a signed Kenan Football Center Facility Usage Contract for 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> 

>> Andre’ 
>> 

>> 

>> Andre’ Williams 
>> Director of Football Student-Athlete Development University of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Contact: (919) 962-9119 
>> Email: awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> From: Williams, Andre 
>> Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 10:59 AM 
>> To: Hernandez, Luis {I{; Trulock, Scott 
>> (tlulock@email unc edu<mailto:trulock@email.unc.edu>); Holliday, 
>> Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu<mailto:chollida¥@unc edu>); Spurling, 
>> James; Ross, Luke 
>> Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 
>> Subject: RE: 2014 KFC Facility Usage Contract ( 
>> 

>> All, 
>> 

>> Please find attached a signed Kenan Football Center Facility’ Usage Contract for 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> 

>> Andre’ 
>> 

>> 

>> Andre’ Williams 
>> Director of Football Student-Athlete Development University of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Contact: (919) 962-9119 
>> Email: awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu<mai[to:awilliams(@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> From: \Villiams, Andre 
>> Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 2:02 PM 
>> To: Hernandez, Luis I[I; Trulock, Scott 
>> (trulock@email.unc.edu<mailto:trulock(@emaihunc.edu>); Holliday, 
>> Corey L (chollida?’@unc edu<mailto:chollida¥(~unc.edu>); Spurling, 
>> James 
>> Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 
>7. Subject: RE: 2014 KFC Facili~ Usage Contract 
>> 

>7. All, 
>> 

>> Please find attached a signed Kenan Football Center Facility Usage Contracts for 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> 

>> Andre’ 
>> 

>> 

>> Andre’ Williams 
>> Director of Football Student-Athlete Development University of North 
>> Carolina at Chapel }Jill 
>7. Contact: (919) 962-9119 

>> Email: awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:awilliarus(d~,,ancaa.m~c.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> From: YVilliams, Andre 
>> Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 1:13 PM 
>> To: Hernandez, Luis III; Trulock, Scott 
>> (trulock@email.unc.edu<mailto:tmlock(d~,,eruail.~mc.edu>); Holliday, 
>> Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu<mailto:chollida¥(~m~c.edu>); Spurling, 

Please lct me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Please let me kno~v if you have any questions or concerns. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 



>> James 

>> Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

>> Subject: 2014 KFC Facility Usage Contract I 

>> 

>> All, 

>> 

>> Please find attached a signed Kenan Football (;enter Facili~" Usage Contract for 

>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> 

>> Andre’ 

>> 

>> 

>> Andre’ Williams 

>> Director of Football Student-Athlete Developruent University of North 

>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> Contact: (919) 962-9119 

>> Email: awilliarus@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:awilliams(~,~mcaa.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Front: Vangelder, Marielle A 

>> Sent: Friday-, JanuaW 24, 2014 11:47 AM 

>> To: Willianrs, Andre 

>> Subject: RE: 2014 KFC Facili~" Usage Contract i 

>> 

>> Can you re-send, there was no attachment. Thank you[ 

>> 

>> Marielle A. vanGelder 

>> Associate Athletic Director 

>> UnbCersity of Nolth Carolina 

>> Phone: (9191962-7853 

>> Fax: (919) 962-6002 

>> mvangelder @unc.edu<ruailto :mvangelder@unc.edu> 

>> 

>> From: Williams, Andre 

>> Sent: Friday-, Januai~’ 24, 2014 10:48 AM 

>> To: Trulock, Scott; Hemandez, Luis III; Holliday, Corey L; Spurling, 

>> James 

>> Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

>> Subject: 2014 KFC Facility Usage Contract / 

>> 

>> All, 

>> 

>> Please find attached a signed Kenan Football Center Facili~ Usage Contract for 

>> 

>> Best regards, 

>> 

>> Andre’ 

>> 

>> 

>> Andre’ Williams 

>> Director of Football Student-Athlete Development Universi~ of North 

>> Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>> Contact: (919) 962-9119 

>> Email: a~villiams@uncaa unc edu<mailto:awilliams@u~caa uric edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Williams, Andre 

>> Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 5:02 PM 

>> To: Trulock, Scott 

>> (trulock@email umc edu<mailto:tmlock(a)email.unc.edu>); Hernande~, 

>> Luis III; Holliday, Corey L 

>> (c ha lliday@unc, edu<mailto:chollida~/’(fr! unc edu>); 

>> Spurling, James 

>> Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

>> Subject: RE: KFC Facili~" Usage Contract, 

>> 

>> Please find attached.. 

>> 

>> J~’rom: Williams, Andre 

>> Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 5:02 PM 

>> To: Trulock, Scott 

>> (trulock@email umc edu<mailto:tmlock(a)emaihunc.edu>); Hernande~, 

>> Luis III; Holliday, Corey L 

>> (c ha lliday@unc, edu<mailto:chollida~/’(fr! unc edu>); 

>> Spurling, James 

>> Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

>> Sut~ject: KFC Facility Usage Contract 

>> 

>> All, 

>> 

>> Please find attached a signed Kenan Football Center Facility Usage Contract for 
>> 

>> Best regards, 

>> 

>> Andre’ 

>> 

>> 

>> Andre’ Williams 

>> Director of Football Student-Athlete Development Universi~" of North 

Please let me know if you have any questinns or concerns 

. Please let me kno;v if you have an?- questions or concerns 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 



>> Carolina at Chapel }{ill 

>> Contact: (919) 962-9119 

>> Email: awilliams@uncaa uric edu<mailto:awilliams(a)uncaa unc edu> 

>> <2014 Non Sponsored Waiver (R. Taylor).pd[’> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 6:27 PM 

Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrew@unc.edu> 

l~E: Message from KonicaMinolta 

Yes. I’ll discuss with Bubba. Have you and Coach Fedora discussed these proposed changes? 
vince. 

From: Brewer, Gun~r S 
Sent: Wednesday, March ~9, 20~4 7:05 AM 

To: ]lie, Vince; ~lle, Vince 
Subject: ~: Message from KonicaMinolta 

~re is ~he first draft ~ ~ot for contrac~ ---~ake ~ ~ook ~nd se~ if ~his ~s wE~t ~s ~e~de~, br~w 

From: uncfootball@unc~a.unc.edu [mailto:uncfootball~uncaa.unc~edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March ~9, 20~4 7:00 AM 

To: Brewer, Gunter S 
Subject: Message from KonicaMinol~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 8:44 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

They stole your idea. It was a good one when we first discussed it and still is today. 

vince 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 20~4 8:38 AM 
T~: Cunningham, Bubba; 111e, Vince 
Subject: 

http://www.da~ytexan~n~ine.c~m/s~rts/2~14/~3/2~/ut-basketba~-~am~-in-china-exp~cted-to-ex~a nd-lon~horn-brand 

Paul 

Associate AtNetic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bow~es Drive 

Chapel ~iH, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educat~ and inspire through 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:03 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

FW: 2nd Round Tip Oft’. Sooners vs. Bison at 6:27 PM CT 

F~m: O~ AlumN Btore [maHto:shoo~e.Nnaticsre~H~rouo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Narch 20, 2014 12:$4 PN 
To: ILLE@UIUC.EDU 
$~ject: 2nd Round Tip ~: Sooners vs. Bison at 6:27 PM ~ 









Shop M i’~:i ShopLadies i.~ Shop Kids 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:08 PM 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@nnc.e&~> 

RE: Key Issued to Cone Kenfield 

Richie, 

For some reason I don’t have access to the icon that allows Ine to look at the document I’m being asked to sign. Is these a way you can send this to Ine again’? If 

easier, I guess I cm~ print and fax back to you. Based upon what I can see, it appears to be a request for a key to the tennis center for Tripp? 

Thanks. 

From: DocuSign System [mailto:dse@docusign.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 i:k39 AM 

To-" Ille, Vince 
Subject; Key Issued to Cone Kenfield 

Flichie Grimsley (rgrims~ey@unc,e~u) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O IJNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:15 PM 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@nnc.e&~> 

RE: Key Issued to Cone Kenfield 

Please disregard the message below. I was able to access and sign. Thanks Richie. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:08 PM 
To: Grimsley, Richie 
Subject: RE: Key Issued to Cone Kenfield 

Richie, 

For some reason I don’t have access to the icon that allows Ine to look at the document I’m being asked to sign. Is these a way you can send this to Ine again? If 

easier, I guess I can print and fax back to you. Based upon what I can see, it appears to be a request for a key to the tennis center for Tripp? 

Thanks. 

From: DocuSign System [mailto:dse@docusigmnet] 
Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:39 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Key Issued to Cone Kenfield 

Riehie Grimsley 



Subject: Declined: Presentation from Bank of America on pre-loaded debit cards 
Location: Loudermilk 2nd Floor Conference Room - Room # 2004 
Start: 3/24/2014 2:30 PM 
End: 3/24/2014 3:30 PM 
Show Time As: Busy" 
Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Perkins, Michael 
Resources:       Loudermilk 2nd Floor Conference Room - Room # 2004 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:58 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 8:35 AM 

’nick@collegeathletic~lips.com’ 

ILE: Ding Dong the Witch is Dead? 

They beat us this year. He’s a good coach and a good person. I wouldn’t be surprised to see him back in the NBA soon. Hope youhe well and enjoying the 
tournament action be it basketball or wrestling, but I think I understand yonr preference! 
vince 

F~m: n~ck~cN~e~eathlet~cscl~os.com [ma~l~:n~ck@colle~eatNet~csd~Os.com] 
Sent: ~rMag, Narch 21, 2014 6:17 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Ding Dong the Witch is Dead? 

m-Man, 
Ding dong the witch is dead? This poor guy had to play against Duke, UNC, NC State, Virginia, Maryland, Syracuse and Pitt night after night, and 
they rolled the quad to celebrate his departure. Sometimes coaches deserve every dollar of their go-away package. Hope you’re well. 
Nick Infante / Clips Editor/908.879.9978 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 1:53 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

vi&o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 9:06 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Racist Instagram post sparks lmge cmnpus response at Drexel 

No, but I remetnber Derrick Mayes. 

From: Cunnin~ham, Bubba 
Sent: Saturday, Narch 22, 20~4 g:53 PN 
To: ~rschner, Steve; Ille, V~nce; Best, ~evin S.; kane, Cricket 
Su~ject: Fwd: Radst Insta~ram post spar~ huge campus response at Drexe~ 
Am you aware of this compm~y? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwatded message: 

From: Derrick Mayes <derrick(&executiveactionse~com> 

Date: Februa~ 10, 2014 at 4:49:21 PM CST 

To: <bubbac(i~unc~edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Racist Instagram post sparks huge campus response at Drexel 

Dear Bubba. I hope a]l is well ruth yon & your fatn. I was ~eading the article below, and thought about you. 

http:/,’ ~ ~ a ~-w. t~sat ~da v e du ca t e~ co ~W stag i ug/i n de x. ph p,’ p ul se/m c i st-ins~agran 1-po st-s park s-h use- c at n pu s-r e s po rise-at-the x el 

I’m staying persistent with you Bubba, because out of all the AD’s we work with around the country- I know you the most, the longest, and have a 
vested interest in your personal success. We are pioneers in communications education, and I am very confident our Defensive Communications 
program can empower & protect your Athletics- At worst we can compliment any current solution that you have in place. Because we are a referral- 
only business, I’d be happy to supply you with an endorsement list. In the meantime, I encourage you to reach out to John Anthony, Jim Phillips, 
and Fred Glass to get their take on just how much of an impact we’ve had on their groups. Happy to jump on a call anytime to further discuss 

All the best, 
Derrick 

646-321-5469 ................................... 

Derrick Mayes I Director CEO ExecutiveAction Sports & Entertainment I ~x~vw.executiveaction.co 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 9:20 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: NC~A~A. Division I Interpretations l?hilosophy Process 

Why would we introduce more risk to the formula that we use to call each other cheaters in public? I’ve previously shafted the opinion below with Marielle: 

I am not in favor of this initiative. I suspect nobody interested in full compliance and 100% accuracy when follomng all of the NCAA rules and their related 

interpretations will be interested either. I expect we will caJl the NCAA staff’for interpretations with the same frequency and share our m~swers with the ACC for 

distribution if we believe others are not in compliance with the NCAA rules as interpreted by NCAA staff’members hired to interpret these rules. What was old is new 
again. 

From: Cunnin~ham, Bubba 
Sent: Saturday, March 22, 2014 3:33 PN 
To: Van~elder, Marielle A; Ne, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: NC~ Division I Interoretations Philosophy Process 
This will be interesting. 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: Kevin Le,mon <!_e_gj__s[_a__t_i_21_e_j__n_j_t_i~t_iy_~)__n__c2_aO__:9!_g7, 

Date: March 19, 2014 at 2:18:00 PM CDT 

To: "Lawrence R. Cunninghatn" < bubbac~2__u_n__c2~_L_~Lr_Lc_:__e__k~__u_?- 

Subject: NCAA DMsion I h~terpretations Plfilosophy Process 
Reply-To: <~siNer~ncaa.o~3> 

-r¢ view an online ver~iorl of this en’lail, ,:lick here. 

MEMORANDUM 

March 19, 2014 

TO: 
Director of Athletics, Faculty Athletics Representative~ 

Senior Woman Administrators a~d Senior Compliance 

Administrators of all NC.A~\ Division I Member 

Institutions. 

FROM: Jonathan F. Duncan 

Interim Vice President of Enforcement 

Kevin C. Lennon 

Vice President of Academic m~d Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Division I Rules Interpretations 1~ rocess. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to provide you with 

i,ffonnation on a recent initiative involving the rules interpretations 

process. This initiative was developed in a collaborative manner 

with the NCAA academic and membership affairs and 

enforcement staffs, the NCAA Division I Collegiate 

Commissioners Association Compliance Administrators and 

representatives from the National Association of Athletics 



Compliance. The purpose of this initiative is to align the rules 

interpretations process with the charge provided to the NCAA 

Working Group on Collegiate Model Rules by the NCAA 

Division I Board of Directors in 2011, which is to exmnine and 
reduce roles that are inconsequential, difficult to enforce or do not 

support student-athlete success. The Rules Working Group 

proposals adopted at the 2013 NCAA Convention have been 

well received by the membership, as the ~najority of the legislative 
change was centered on student-athlete well-being mad providing 

institutions with g~eater discretion in providing reasonable benefits 

to student-athletes. Along those same lines, the goal of this current 

initiative is to re-establish a sense of shared responsibilib, in the 

interpretations process by increasing institutional autonomy and 

decision making in appropriate circumsta~ces. 

This initiative does not require any legislative cha~ge. Rather, this is 

an opportunity for the membership to re-examine the approach 

used in determining, at the campus level, whether a particular 

bylaw was intended to apply to a particular set of facts. In other 

words, the goal is not to identify legislation that should be 

disregarded, but instead to minimize burdensome procedures 

and/or unreasonable outcomes caused by applying certain rules in 

an overbroad manner to circumstances outside the intended scope 

of the legislation. This interpretive approach is consistent with the 
recent NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model 

Entbrcement led reibnn, placing emphasis on violations that most 

significantly denigrate the collegiate model. When addressing 

issues and legislation described in this interpretive initiative, the 
tnembership should be assured that exercising more autonotny and 

tnaldng reasonable decisions in identified areas will not result in 

second-guessing by the NCAA s~fl~ 

The attached materials provide examples of this approach and 

were developed by conference personnel, campus administrators 

and NCAA staff in a series of in-person meetings and 

teleconferences. These materials are designed to assist the 

membership m identif.sdng the subject areas in which exercising 

more autonomy in the rules interpretations process is appropriate 

at "the campus level. 

Educational sessions on this topic will be conducted at the 2014 

NCAA Regional Rules Seminar. The staff is also available to 

attend conference meetings to present and discuss this approach 

to your various constituent groups (e.g., cotnpliance, director ot 
athletics, faculty athletics representatives). If you would like to 

request a staff member to attend a conference meeting, please 

contact Geoff Silver, director of academic and membership affairs, 

at gsilver~ncaa.o~. Lastly, because this initiative does not require 
legislative change, institutions and conferences are encouraged to 

begin applying this new interpretive philosophy. The NCAA staff 

remains available to assist and answer any questions you may 

have. 

JFDiKCL:clr 
Click ber~c-to forw,srd ~his raaiiing with your pelsor.sl message. 



NCAA Medical Exception Documentation Reporting Form 
to Support the Diagnosis of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) 

and Treatment with Banned Stimulant Medication 

Complete and maintain (on file in the athletics department) this form and required documentation 
supporting the medical need for a student-athlete to be treated for ADHD with stimulant 
medication. 
Submit this form and required documentation to Drug Free Sport in the event the student-athlete 
tests positive for the banned stimulant (see Drug Testing Exceptions Procedures at 
www. ncaa.org/dmgtestmg). 

To be completed by the Institution: 

Institution Name: 

Institutional Representative Submitting Form: 
Name 
Title 
Email 
Phone 

Student-Athlete Name 
Student-Athlete Date of Birth 

To be completed by the Student-Athlete’s Physician: 

Current Treating Physician (print name): 
Specialty: 
Office address 
Physician signature: Date 

Check off that documentation representing each of the items below is attached to this report 
o Diagnosis. 
o Medication(s) and dosage. 
o Blood pressure and pulse readings and comments. 
o Note that alternative non-banned medications have been considered, and comments. 
o Follow-up orders. 
o Date of clinical evaluation: 
o Attach written report summary of comprehensive clinical evaluation. Please note that 

this includes the original clinical notes of the diagnostic evaluation. 
The evaluation should include individual and family history, address any indication of mood 
disorders, substance abuse, and previous history of ADHD treatment, and incorporate the 
DSM criteria to diagnose ADHD. Attach supporting documentation, such as completed 
ADHD Rating Scale(s) (e.g., Connors, ASRS, CAARS) scores. 
The evalumion can and should be completed by a clinician capable of meeting the 
requirements detailed above. 

DISCILAIMER: The National Collegiate Athletic Association shall not be liable or responsible, in 
any ww, for any diagnosis or other evaluation made, or exam performed, in connection herewith, or 
for any subsequent action taken, in whole or in part, in reliance upon the accuraw or veracity of the 
information provided hereunder. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 5:45 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

Depariment of Athletics’ Incentive Compensation Plan 

Can you please send tne a copy of the Department of Athletics’ Incentive Compensation Pla~ that is referenced in the football coaches’ reappointment letters? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 4:38 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

ILS: Dep~rt~nent of Athletics’ Incentive Compensation Plm~ 

I roll not give it to anyone without asking Bubba first. Cm~ you please send me a copy? Thm~s. 

F~m: Dalgleish, Jogce k 

Sent: Tuesdag, Narch 25, 20~4 l:S9 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Depa~ment of AtNetics’ Incentive Compensation P~an 
.Just verifyh~g that you discussed it with Bubba. 

h~ a mee~:ing yesterday he dh~ not seem as ~f 

he wanted to dbsern~nste ~t (th~s was an ~in general 

meeting", not about footba]~ per se). I’m sure to you ~t 

would be fine~ but ~’m just verifying you checked 

with Nm before g~ving it to the coaches...~f that is what 

you are plarm~ng to do. 

.Just: covering all basesl 

Joyce 

~rom: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 5:45 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: Department of Athletics’ Incentive Compensation Plan 

Can you plea~ send me a copy of the Depa~ment of Athletics’ Incentive Com~n~tion Pla~ that is ml~renced in the tbot~]l coaches’ reappointment letters? Thanks. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... 







iiiiiii .............. i"ii’:’ .......... ......... iiiiiii .......................................................... 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 1:55 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 



Atlantic Coast Conference 
FOOTBALL COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is entered into this 14th day of August 2013, by and between the University of North Carolina 
at Chaoel Hill (hereinafter UNC), and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (hereinafter UIUC). 

PURPOSE/COMMITTED GAMES: The purpose of this Agreement is to confirm the arrangements and conditions 
under which UNC and UIUC will compete in a game of intercollegiate football ("Game") to be played on the following 
date (s) and at the following location (s): 

GAME # 

1 
2 

DATE 
September 19, 2015 

September 10, 2016 

HOST INSTITUTION LOCATION Ci~CjB~ 

UNC Chapel Hill, 

UIUC Urbana, IL 

GAME TIME 

TBD 

TBD 

Both schools acknowledge that the date(s) and game time(s) listed above are tentative and subject to change 
pending the mutual written agreement of the participating institutions. If a game time is not specified, the game 
time will be decided by the Host Institution, but shall be no earlier than 11:00 a.m. and no later than 8:15 p.m. local 
time unless mutually agreed. 

GAME RULES / STUDENT-ATHLETE ELIGIBILITY: The Games shall be governed by the rules and regulations of the 

National Collegiate Athletic Association ("N CAA"), and the rules of the applicable host conference (if any) in effect on 

the date of the Game. The eligibility of student-athletes and coaches to participate in the Game(s) shall be 

determined by the rules of the NCAA, applicable conference(s) (if any) and the respective institutions in effect on the 

date of each Game. 

FINANCIAL AID EQUIVALENCIES- FCS OPPONENT: To confirm compliance with the provisions of NCAA Bylaws 

18.7.2.1.1 & 20.9.7.2.1 the Visiting Institution shall certify in writing and provide the Host Institution with 

verification prior to signing the contract that it averaged 90% of the permissible maximum number of grants- 

in-aid per year in the sport of football during the two academic years immediately preceding the date of the 

agreemenL Further, the Visiting Institution shall certify in writing ten months prior to the game that it intends 

to maintain compliance with the applicable NCAA Bylaw effective during the academic year in which the game 

is scheduled to be played. If the Visiting Institution is not in compliance with the above bylaws at any time 

following the execution of the contract, then Host Institution has the option to cancel the affected game without 

being subject to the liquidated damages provision contained within this agreement. 

GAME OFFICIALS: A crew of qualified on-field officials shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of 
the Visiting Institution for the Game. The replay officiating crew, operating in accordance with NCAA and College 
Football Officiating (CFO) standards, shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of the Host 
Institution for the Game. 

GUARANTEE PAYMENT: In consideration for its participation in the above described football Game(s), the Host 
Institution shall pay the Visiting Institution as follows: 

GAME # 

1 
2 

DATE 
September 19, 2015 

September 10, 2016 

HOST INSTITUTION 

UNC 

UIUC 

GUARANTEE AMOUNT 

$200,000 

$200,000 

The Host Institution shall pay to the Visiting Institution the full amount of the guarantee which is due no later than 
February 15 of the year following the Game for which the guarantee was provided. Except for this fee, the Visiting 
Institution shall be entitled to no other additional payments from the Host Institution in connection with the 
Game(s) played. Any amount not paid by the due date shall immediately bear interest at the maximum amount as 
permitted by state law of the governing jurisdiction. 



6. LIQUIDATED DAMAGES: The failure of a party to participate in the Game will constitute a material breach of the 

Agreement that will cause the other party significant disruption and damages. The breaching party shall pay to the 

non-breaching party as liquidated damages the sum of $500,000. 

Payment of liquidated damages as set forth above will be the sole remedy for damages incurred because of 

cancellation of the Game due to breach. No liquidated damages shall be paid if it becomes impossible to play the 

game by reason of force majeure (see provision 14). The sum shall be payable on or before February 15 of the year 

following the Game for which the breach occurred. The parties acknowledge that the breach or cancellation of one 

game in a series shall not be considered a breach or cancellation of all games. 

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, if either party is prohibited from appearing on television 
by the NCAA or the governing conference of either team (if applicable), and such prohibition applies to a Game, then 
the liquidated damages provision of this paragraph shall not apply, and either party shall have the right to cancel 
that affected Game and the non-sanctioned party shall have the right to file a claim, if necessary, to recover its actual 
(but not consequential) damages arising out of the failure or inability of the sanctioned party to fulfill its contractual 
obligations hereunder. 

TICKETING: 
A. The Host Institution will establish all ticket prices. 
B. The Visiting Institution shall be allotted 350 complimentary tickets. 

C. The Visiting Institution shall be allocated up to 3,000 tickets for sale to its fans if requested by April 
for the year in which each game is scheduled. Unsold tickets may be returned to the Host Institution 3__{1 
days prior to the Game date. The Visiting Institution is responsible for paying the printed face value to the 
Host Institution for any tickets not returned to Host Institution by the agreed upon date as set forth above. 

Said location of tickets is TBD. 
D. The Visiting Institution’s Band, Cheerleaders and Mascot(s) shall be admitted to the Game without charge 

when in uniform. Seating for the Visiting Institution’s Band shall be in a contiguous blocked location as 

determined by the Host Institution. The Visiting Institution shall inform the Host Institution of the 
approximate number of band members, not to exceed 350 (these seats must come from the 3,000 
tickets allocated for sale to its fans) that it intends to bring to the Game at least 31 days in advance. 

GAME MANAGEMENT: 
A. The Host Institution shall be responsible for managing the Game at its own cost. This shall include but not 

be limited to the procurement of the facility, arranging for and conducting ticket sales, advertising, 
security, and all of the other details customarily associated with hosting an intercollegiate football game, 
along with paying all expenses associated therewith, except for the expenses of the Visiting Institution. 
The Host Institution agrees to have a medical doctor and ambulance with emergency personnel at the 
game site throughout the duration of the football game. 

B. The Host Institution shall retain all revenue associated with each Game unless otherwise set forth in this 
Agreement. 

C. The Visiting Institution shall be furnished TBD free game programs, to be delivered to its dressing room at 
least one (1) hour before game time. 

WALK-THROUGH: If requested by the Visiting Institution, not later than l__qO days prior to the game, the Host 
Institution will make its best efforts to accommodate the Visiting Institution’s request to conduct a walk-through at 
the game facility on the day prior to the game. It is understood that such an opportunity is contingent upon weather 
and field conditions. Non-cleated shoes shall be worn. 

10. SIDELINE LIMITATIONS: The Visiting Institution may use any and all product and equipment on the sidelines of the 
football field that are normally used on their home field sidelines, and in conjunction with such use, may display the 
product or equipment name, logo, image, slogan or identifying marks in a safe and responsible manner. In addition, 
Game personnel (coaches, players, trainers, equipment managers, etc.) who must be on the field or sidelines will be 
permitted to wear any brand name clothing or equipment to display any product or equipment name, logo, image, 
slogan or identifying marks as are customary on their home field sidelines. 

11. CREDENTIALS: The Visiting Institution shall be provided a minimum of 60 (six_W) team bench area passes, 10 (ten, 
sent to AD) all-access passes, 8 [eight) coaches’ booth passes, and 4 [four) team/coaches video passes. Bench 
passes must be worn at all times by those holding such passes and shall be restricted to the team bench area 



(between the 25-yard lines). Additional credential requests shall be subject to mutual agreement, availability and 
facility constraints. 

12. PARKING: The Visiting Team shall be allowed parking passes for 1 (one) equipment truck(s), 4 (four) buses, and 
6 (six, sent to AD) automobiles for use by the football program and administration. 

13. MEDIA RIGHTS- TELECAST, RADIO, INTERNET: 
A. Telecast: Each of the undersigned parties understand and hereby acknowledges that the Host Institution has 

entered into, or may enter into, contractual arrangements with a broadcast partner(s) for the sale of telecast 
rights or for a syndicated series of games for national or regional telecast. The Host Institution shall have the 
exclusive right to contract for the live broadcast of the Game played pursuant to this Agreement. "Telecast" 
is defined as any distribution, transmission, display, exhibition, projection, duplication, performing of 
licensing of audiovisual works by which audio and visual material are combined in any media or technolog~ 

now known or hereafter created (whether analog, digital or other means) capable of simultaneous receipt 
by consumers, including, without limitation, over-the-air terrestrial broadcast, cable, MMDS, satellite, high- 
definition, subscription broadcast (STV), pay-per-view, video-on-demand, enhanced or interactive 
television, whether on a free subscription or pay basis, including the re-transmission of any such works. 
"Telecast Rights" are defined as all rights to distribute, transmit, display, project, duplicate, perform, create 
derivative works of, or license visual or audiovisual material in any and all media and means of distribution 
whatsoever, whether now existing or developed in the future, including all Telecast media whatsoever 
(including~ for the sake of clarity and not limitation, terrestrial broadcast, cable, satellite, high-definition, 
pay-per-view and video-on-demand), the internet and any other form of computer distribution, all forms of 
enhanced television or interactive media, home video, DCD, distribution to mobile platforms (including~ 
without limitation, PDAs and mobile telephones) and all other forms of new media. The Visiting Institution is 
responsible for ensuring that their affiliated conference and/or network partner (or other applicable 
governing entity) understands and agrees to the media terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. 
The Host Institution shall retain all telecast rights fees for the game. 

Video: Each party shall have the right to produce films and/or video of the Game played pursuant to this 

Agreement for coaching purposes and for use in a weekly coaches’ show only and for no other purpose. Such 

films and/or video may not be replayed, used or otherwise distributed by the Visiting Institution to any 

person other than the incorporation of up to eight (8) minutes of highlights of the game as part of a weekly 

coaches’ show and to its coaches and players. 

Radio: The Host Institution shall retain full control of radio rights, except that the Visiting Institution shall be 
permitted to provide or sell a radio broadcast or broadcast rights of the Game to its own flagship station 
and/or normal recurring radio network. There shall be no sharing of radio revenue between schools. 
Internet: The Host Institution has the exclusive right to distribute an audio and/or video internet broadcast 
of the Game. Accordingly, the Visiting Institution may not distribute an audio and/or video internet 
broadcast of the Game without the express written permission of the Host Institution. Provided, however, 
the Visiting Institution shall have the right to distribute an audio internet broadcast of the Game on the 
Visiting Institution’s official website if produced by the Visiting Institution’s normal recurring radio 
network. 

E. Facility Access: The Host Institution agrees to provide reasonable facilities for the origination of any of the 
programs described herein. 

F. Additional Use: Any other usage by the Visiting Institution of footage of games played pursuant to this 

Agreement shall be governed by a separate agreement between the Visiting Institution and the applicable 

affiliated conference (or governing entity) and/or broadcast partners. 

14. FORCE MAJEURE: This Agreement shall be void with respect to any of the games in the event that it becomes 
impossible to play such game(s) by reason of an unforeseen catastrophe or disaster such as fire, flood, earthquake, 
war, confiscation, by order of government, military or public authority or prohibitory or injunctive orders of any 
competent judicial or other government authority. Notice of such catastrophe or disaster shall be given as soon as 
possible. No such cancellation shall affect the parties’ obligations as to subsequent games covered by this 
Agreement. Any games not played as scheduled shall be rescheduled as such exigencies may dictate or permit. 



15. SEVERANCE: If any portion of this Agreement is declared null, void, invalid, or unenforceable, such provisions shall 
be stricken from the Agreement. All of the provisions of this Agreement not stricken shall remain in full force and 
effect and shall be binding upon the parties. 

16. INTEGRATION: This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties. There are no understandings, 
agreements, or representations, oral or written, not specified herein regarding this Agreement. No amendment, 
consent, or waiver of terms of this contract shall bind either party unless in writing and signed by both parties. 

17. ASSIGNMENT: This Agreement may not be assigned by either party without the written consent of the non-assigning 
party. 

18. TERMINATION: This Agreement may be terminated without penalty by mutual written consent of both parties. 

19. INDEMNIFICATION: To the extent permitted by the North Carolina Tort Claims Act, each party agrees to indemnify, 
defend and hold harmless the other, from and against all claims, demands, costs (including attorney fees), actions or 
damages brought by third parties, arising out of the negligent acts or omissions of that party, or its employees, 
agents and assigns. 

20. AUTHORITY TO SIGN: By executing this Agreement, the undersigned parties represent and warrant that they are 
each authorized to act on behalf of the educational institution they represent and the terms of this Agreement shall 
bind each institution and their respective officers, trustees, employees, agents, servants, affiliates and successors. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned parties have executed this Agreement on the respective dates set forth. 

INSTITUTION: University_ of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 

INSTITUTION: University_ of Illinois at Urbana- 
Champaign 

By: 

Name: Lawrence R. Cunningham 

Title: Director of Athletics 

Date: 

By: 

Name: Mike Thomas 

Title: Director of Athletics 

D ate: 

Federal I.D. Number: 56-6001393 
(UNC) 

Federal I.D. Number: 



Atlantic Coast Conference 
FOOTBALL COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

This Agreement is entered into this 9th day of SepteMber 2013, by and between the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill (hereinafter UNC), and the Board of Trustees of the University. of Illinois at Urba.na-Ehampaign 
(hereinafter IIIU£.). Any reference to !JIUC in the agreement shall be deemed to mean the Board of Trustees of the 
University of IIlinois on behalf of its Division of Intercollegiate Athletics. 

P__URPOSE!COMMITTED ,GAMES: The purpose of this Agreement is to confirm the arrangements and conditions 
under which ]J_N~ and UIIJC will compete in a game of intercollegiate football ("Game") to be played on the following 
date(s) and at the following location(s): 

GAME, # DATE 

1 September 19, 2015 

2 September 10, 2016 

HOST INSTITUTION 

UNC 

UIUC 

~ 
GAME TIME 

Chapel Hill, NC TBD 
Urbana, IL TBD 

If a game time is not specified, the game time will be decided by the Host Institution, but shall be no earlier than 
11:00 a.m. and no later than 8:15 p.m. local time unless mutually agreed. 

GAME RULES / STUDENT-ATHLETE ELIGIBILITY: The Games shall be governed by the rules and regulations of the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association ("NCAA"), and the rules of the applicable host conference (if any) in effect on 
the date of the Game. The eligibility of student-athletes and coaches to participate in the Game(s) shall be 
determined by the rules of the NCAA, applicable conference(s) (if any) and the respective institutions in effect on the 
date of each Game. 

GAME OFFICIAk~ A crew of qualified on-field officials shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of 
the Visiting Institution for the Game. The replay officiating crew, operating in accordance with NCAA and College 
Football Officiating (¢F0)standards, shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of the ~ 

Institution for the Game. 

4, GUARANTEE PAYMENT: In consideration for its participation in the above described football Game(s), the Host 
Institution shaI1 pay the Visiting Institution as follows: 

.GAME # DATE 
1 September 19, 2015 
2 September 10, 2016 

HOST INSTITUTION. 
UNC 
UIUC 

GUARANTEE~AMOUNT 

$200,000 
$200,000 

The Host Institution shall pay to the Visiting Institution the full amount of the guarantee which is due no later than 
February 1.5 of the year following the Game for which the guarantee was provided. Except for this fee, the Visiting 
Institution shall be entitled to no other additional payments from the Host Institution in connection with the 
Game(s) played. Any amount not paid by the due date shall immediately bear interest at the maximum amount as 
permitted by state law of the governing jurisdiction. 

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES: The failure of a party to participate in the Game will constitute a material breach of the 
Agreement that will cause the other party significant disruption and damages. The breaching party shall pay to the 
non-breaching party as liquidated damages the sum of $500,000. 

Payment of liquidated damages as set forth above wil! be the sole remedy for damages incurred because of 
cancellation of the Game due to breach. No liquidated damages shall be paid if it becomes impossible to play the 
game by reason of force majeure (see provision 13). The sum shall be payable on or before February 15 of the year 
following the Game for which the breach occurred. The parties acknowledge that the breach or cancellation of one 
game in a series shall.not be considered a breach or cancellation of all games. 

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, if either party is prohibited from appearing on television 
by the NCAA or the governing conference of either team (if applicable), and such prohibition applies to a Game, then 
the liquidated damages provision of this paragraph shall not apply, and either party shall have the right to cancel 



that affected Game and the non-sanctioned party shall have the right to file a claim, if necessary, to recover its actual 

(but not consequential) damages arising out of the failure or inability of the sanctioned party to fulfill its contractual 
obligations hereunder, 

TICKETING: 
A. The Host Institution will establish all ticket prices. 
B. The Visiting Institution shall be allotted :~50 complimentary tickets. 
C. The Visiting Institution shall be allocated up to 3,000 tickets for sale to its fans if requested by April 

for the year in which each game is scheduled. Unsold tickets may be returned to the Host Institution 31 
days prior to the Game date. The Visiting Institution is responsible for paying the printed face value to the 
Host Institution for any tickets not returned to Host Institution by the agreed upon date as set forth above. 
Said location of tickets is TBD. 

D. The Visiting Institution’s Band, Cheerleaders and Mascot(s) shall be admitted to the Game without charge 
when in uniform. Seating for the Visiting Institution’s Band shall be in a contiguous blocked location as 
determined by the Host Institution. The Visiting Institution shall inform the Host Institution of the 
approximate number of band members, not to exceed 350 (these seats must come ~om the 3,000. 
tickets allocated for sale to its fans) that it intends to bring to the Game at least 31 days in advance. 

GAME MANAGEMENT: 
A. The Host Institution shall be responsible for managing the Game at its own cost. This shall include but not 

be limited to the procurement of the facility, arranging for and conducting ticket sales, advertising, 
security, and all of the other details customarily associated with hosting an intercollegiate football game, 
along with paying all expenses associated therewith, except for the expenses of the Visiting Institution. 
The Host Institution agrees to have a medical doctor and ambulance with emergency personnel at the 
game site throughout the duration of the football game. 

B. The Host Institution shall retain all revenue associated with each Game unless otherwise set forth in this 
Agreement. 

C. The Visiting Institution shall be furnished TBD free game programs, to be delivered to its dressing room at 
least one (1) hour before game time. 

_W.ALK-THROUGH: If requested by the Visiting Institution, not later than .:[.q days prior to the game, the Host 
Institution wii1 make its best efforts to accommodate the Visiting institution’s request to conduct a walk-through at 
the game facility on the day prior to the game. It is understood that such an opportunity is contingent upon weather 
and field conditions. Non-dented shoes shall be worn. 

SIDELINE LIMITATIONS: The Visiting Institution may use any and all product and equipment on the sidelines of the 
football field that are normally used on their home field sidelines, and in conjunction with such use, may display the 
product or equipment name, logo, image, slogan or identifying marks in a safe and responsible manner. In addition, 
Game personnel (coaches, players, trainers, equipment managers, etc.) who must be on the field or sidelines will be 
permitted to wear any brand name clothing or equipment to display any product or equipment name, logo, image, 
slogan or identifying marks as are customary on their home field sidelines. 

10. _CRED_gNTIALS: The Visiting Institution shall be provided a minimum of 60 (sixty_) team bench area passes, 10 (ten, 
sent to AI}) all-access passes, 8 (eight) coaches’ booth passes, and ~ team/coaches video passes. Bench 
passes must be worn at all times by those holding such passes and shall be restricted to the team bench area 
(between the 25-yard lines). Additional credential requests shall be subject to mutual agreement, availability and 
facility constraints. 

1t. PARKING: The Visiting "ream shall be allowed parking passes for 1 (one) equipment truck(s), 4 (four) buses, and 
6 (six. sent to AD) automobiles for use by the football program and administration. 

t2. MEDIA RIGHTSz_.TELECAST. RADIO. INTERNET: 
A. Telecast: Each of the undersigned parties understand and hereby acknowledges that the Host Institution has 

entered into, or may enter into, contractual arrangements with a broadcast partner(s) for the sale of telecast 
rights or for a syndicated series of games for national or regional telecast. The Host Institution shall have the 
exclusive right to contract for the live broadcast of the Game played pursuant to this Agreement. ~’Telecast" 
is defined as any distribution, transmission, display, exhibition, projection, duplication, performing of 
licensing of audiovisual works by which audio and visual material are combined in any media or technology 



now known or hereafter created (whether analog, digital or other means) capable of simultaneous receipt 

by consumers, including, without limitation, over-the-air terrestrial broadcast, cable, MMDS, satellite, high- 
definition, subscription broadcast (STV), pay-per-view, video-on-demand, enhanced or interactive 

television, whether on a free subscription or pay basis, including the re-transmission of any such works. 
"Telecast Rights" are defined as all rights to distribute, transmit, display, project, duplicate, perform, create 
derivative works of, or license visual or audiovisual material in any and all media and means of distribution 
whatsoever, whether now existing or developed in the future, including all Telecast media whatsoever 

(including, for the sake of clarity and not limitation, terrestrial broadcast, cable, sateIlite, high-definition, 
pay-per-view and video-0n-demand), the internet and any other form of computer distribution, all forms of 
enhanced television or interactive media, home video, DCD, distribution to mobile platforms (including, 
without limitation, PDAs and mobile telephones) and all other forms of new media. The Visiting Institution is 
responsible for ensuring that their affiliated conference and/or network partner (or other applicable 
governing entity) understands and agrees to the media terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. 
The Host Institution shall retain all telecast rights fees for the game. If the competition is to be broadcast via 
television, the Host Institution agrees to grant, or cause to be granted, to the Visiting Institution and the 
Visiting Institution’s conference access to a clean television production feed of the game. 

Video: Each party shall have the right to produce films and/or video of the Game played pursuant to this 
Agreement for coaching purposes and for use in a weekly coaches’ show only and for no other purpose. Such 
films and/or video may not be replayed, used or otherwise distributed by the Visiting Institution to any 
person other than the incorporation of up to eight (8) minutes of highlights of the game as part of a weekly 
coaches’ show and to its coaches and players. 

Radio: The Host Institution shall retain full control of radio rights, except that the Visiting Institution shall be 
permitted to provide or sell a radio broadcast or broadcast rights of the Game to its own flagship station 
and/or normal recurring radio network. There shall be no sharing of radio revenue between schools. If the 
competition is to be broadcast via radio, the Host Institution shall provide the Visiting Institution with one 
outlet for radio broadcast of its game to the Visiting Institution’s home geographic area, free of charge if 
requested. 

Internet: The Host Institution has the exclusive right to distribute an audio and/or video internet broadcast 
of the Game. Accordingly, tlae Visiting Institution may not distribute an audio and/or video internet 
broadcast of the Game without the express written permission of the Host Institution. Provided, however, 
the Visiting Institution shall have the right to distribute an audio internet broadcast of the Game on the 
Visiting Institution’s official website if produced by the Visiting Institution’s normal recurring radio 
network. 

E. Facility Access: The Host Institution agrees to provide reasonable facilities for the origination of any of the 
programs described herein. 

F. Additional Use: Any other usage by the Visiting Institution of footage of games played pursuant to this 
Agreement shall be governed by a separate agreement between the Visiting Institution and the applicable 
a ffiliated conference (or governing entity) and/or broadcast partners. 

13. FORCE MAJEURE_.’ This Agreement shall be void with respect to any of the games in the event that it becomes 
impossible to play such game(s) by reason of an unforeseen catastrophe or disaster such as fire, flood, earthquake, 
war, confiscation, by order of government, military or public authority or prohibitory or injunctive orders of any 
competent iudicial or other government authority. Notice of such catastrophe or disaster shall be given as soon as 
possible. No such cancellation shall affect the parties’ obligations as to subsequent games covered by this 
Agreement. Any games not played as scheduled shall be rescheduled as such exigencies may dictate or permit. 

14, SEVERANCE: If any portion of this Agreement is declared null, void, invalid, or unenforceable, such provisions shall 
be stricken from the Agreement. All of the provisions of this Agreement not stricken shall remain in full force and 
effect and shall be binding upon the parties. 

iS. INTEGRATION: This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties. There are no understandings, 
agreements, or representations, oral or written, not specified herein regarding this Agreement. No amendment, 
consent, or waiver of terms of this contract shall bind either party unless in writing and signed by both parties. 



ASSIGNMENT: This Agreement may not be assigned by either par~y without the written consent of the non-assigning 
par~. 

17. TERMtNATIQN:. This Agreement may beterminated without penalty by mutual wri~en consent of both parties. 

18. AUTHORITY TO__SIGN: By executing this Agreement, the undersigned parties represent and warrant that they are 

each authorized to act on behalf of the educational institution they represent and the terms of this Agreement shall 
bind each institution and their respec~ve officers, trustees, employees, agents, servants, affiliates and successors. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the unders|gned parties have executed this Agreement on the respective dates set forah. 

INSTITUTION: Un~vers~ _ty of North Carolin~ The Board of Trustees of the University_ of Illirtoi~ 

Title: Director of Athletics 

Date: 

Walter ¯ Knott, Comptro|[er 

Date: 
Stacey L Ballmes 

Coordinator for University 

2013.09.19 11:36:48 -05’00’ 

Federal I.D. Number: 56-6001393 
0JNC) 

Federal I,D. Number: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 7:02 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@emal.unc.edu> 

ILE: Proposal for Conduct Risk Management 

Yes, I initiated contact by telephone and left him a voicemail. He left me a telephone voice mail response last week. I’ll try. cajoling hi~n again. His website and em~il 
address are inoperable. They both lock up my computer any time I t~y to access them. 

F~m: CunNn~ham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, Narch 26, 2014 5:07 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Proposal for Conduct Risk Management 
Has he ever responded to you? 

Bnbba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbr~va~ded message: 

From: "Dan Beebe" < _d_a_n_@__d_~_@_e__e_b__e_~g__r~Lu_p_:_c_’~?E!> 

T o: "Cnnningham, Bubba" <.b_._u_ .b_b_.~(_a~e__~r_~:aj!:._u_!!c_:_e_.d_ _~.~- 

Subject: I~NV: Proposal for Conduct Risk Management 

Hi Bubba, 

I wanted to let you know that my pariner, Mike McCall (whom you met in Dallas last thll) and I roll be in Dallas the Final Four weekend. We’d like to get 

together Saturday, Sunday or Monday morning if you have any opportunity to talk about our conduct risk management service and the work we are doing 

with more institutions, as well as the USOC. As a reminder, I am lbrwarding the emal and proposal I sent to you previously. 

Let me know if you want to meet. 

Dan 

Dan Beebe 
214-924-7220 
dan(a;danbeebegronp~com <mailto:dan@daubeebegroup.com> 

www.dan beebegronp~com <http://~.dan beebegroup.com> 

[DanBeebeCrroup Logo emailsignature] 

From: Dan Beebe [g!_@__t_~_?_:__d__~_)_@_d___a_4~_e___[N_g__r~Lu_R:_c_~?_~__r~] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 1:01 PM 

To: Bubba Cunninghan 
Subject: Proposal for Conduct Risk Management 

Hello Bubba 
Thanks for taking the time Monday to meet with Mike and me. As promised, attached is the proposal "to do an As~ssment and limited training. I 
understand >’our staffis "consultmff’ weary (and probably waD), but I suggest that our work is less intrusive (30 to 60 minutes) and only involves 10 

percent 

of each level of your department. Aim, since we ask them about how things are going lbr THEM, it usually is about a subject they don’t mind talking 

about! 

I can’t think of a better way for you to determine the cli,nate of your department and to establish your leadership and expectations. 

Thanks. 

Dan 

Dan Beebe 

214-924-7220 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 8:37 AM 

Jeff Janssen (j efl’@j eflj anssen.com ) 

2014-15 

Je~ 
I have a meeting with our Student-Athlete Development staffmembers today. I’ll try to give you a call tomonow or early ne~ week so we can discuss plans for 2014- 

15. Thanks and look forward to lalking with you. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 8:42 AM 

Vangelder, Ma~elle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <plx~gge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 12:42 PM 

’mzonder@ncaa.org’ 

FW: Letter to NCl’u~k 

3262014EmmertUNC.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Mike, 
Hope you axe doing well. I wanted to make sure you have a copy of a letter that was allegedly sent to Dr. Emmert. Please let me know if you have any interes~t in 

discussing any of the asseNons or requests made by the writer. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

F~m: CunNn~ham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursdag, Narch 27, 2014 ~1:0$ AN 
To: Ille, V~nce; Van~e~der, Nar~elle A 
Subject: ~wd: ke~er ~ 
FYI. 

B ubba Cunningha~n 

Director of Athletics 

University of North CaJcolina 

Begin tbm’a~ded message: 

From: "emmettgill(c-asVadentathleteslmma~wights~com" <emmettgill(?f s~dentathleteshumanfights.com> 

To: "Chancellor" <chancello~tmc~edu~, "UNC Athletics Director" <bubba~cu~ni~Nham(~-aunc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~)email.unc.edu>, 

"Dean, Jr., James W." <Jmnes Dean~tmc.edu> 
Subject: Letter m NCAA 

Dear Chancellor Folt: 

Please see the attached letter to the NCAA requesting that they open an investigation into violations of bylaw 10.1 by the UNC athletic depa~tmem. While 

we are reques~ting aaa investigation, we a~re willing to collaborate ruth UNC with respect to accountability and reform. 

Best 

Emmett L. Gill, Jr., PhD, MSW, LCS~VA 



March 24th 2014 

Dr. Mark Emmert, 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
700 W. Washington Street 

P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

Dear Dr. Emmert: 

I hope this message finds you well. ! am writing regarding the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel (UNC) and in follow-up to your comments Sunday on Meet The 

Press. Dr. Emmert on Sunday you expressed your desire to insure student athletes 

receive a "real education". However at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill (UNC), for some student-athletes, in some sports, there is evidence that student- 

athlete were enrolled in fraudulent or "paper" courses. 

Thus, I am writing you to ask that the National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) to open an investigation on the UNC athletic department based on NCAA 

bylaw 10.1 which pertains to unethical conduct by current or former institutional 

staff members (e.g., professor, provost, dean, associate dean and/or department 
chair) and may include, but is not limited to knowing involvement in arranging for 

fraudulent academic credit. Some of the established facts include: 

Beginning in the 1990s and continuing at least through 2011, UNC’s 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies offered more 

than 200 lecture courses that never met. Students were given an assignment 

such as a term paper and told to turn it in at the end of the semester. One 

subset of students who were typically enrolled in the AFAM class were 
student-athletes; in particular male student-athletes. 

According the Willingham study (The study was conducted by a former UNC 
learning specialist assigned to provide services for student-athletes and 

includes data on 183 acaclemically "at-risk" UNC athletes from 2004 to 201_2) 

67 student-athletes were enrolled in paper courses. 

lln 2004-05 alone, members of UNC’s NCAA championship men’s basketball 
team enrolled in 1_5 independent studies. Of the 15 players on that squad 
who declared a major, six listed black studies. Five majored in 
communication studies. 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713 www.stuentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



Public records show that in the summer of 2011, 19 students enrolled in 
AFAM 280. Eighteen of the students played on the football team (the other 
was a former football player). UNC conducted an internal review of one 
upper-level class within the AFAM department during the summer of 2007. 
Records show that of 41 enrollments in the class, 22 were student athletes. 
Of those, 13 were football players and one was a men’s basketball player. 

Other records show that football and basketball players made up a majority 
of the enrollments in at least nine paper classes. 

The Rawlings Report, commissioned by 1JNC, and spearheaded by former 
North Carolina Governor Jim Martin acknowledged that athletes were 
enrolled disproportionately in 1JNC’s problematic classes. Afterwards, The 
former UNC chancellor Holden Thorpe expressed, in a statement, that 
"Anytime you have a class consisting solely of student-athletes, it raises 
questions," he said. 

According to one former UNC football player "They pretty much put me in 
that class," McAdoo said of the counselors in the Academic Support Program 
for Student-Athletes. "They pretty much told me ... that I might want to 
consider that class and I really don’t have much time to think about it, so (I 
might) want to take that class while it was available". Records also show that 
academic advisers assigned to athletes helped the players enroll in paper 
classes. 

The Rawlings report also found that the UNC Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes (ASPSA), employees were aware of certain courses called 
"term paper courses" in which there was little to no instruction. 

An NCAA subcommittee affirmed that an institution is required to report a violation 
of Bylaw 10.1 any time an institutional employee is knowingly involved in arranging 

fraudulent academic credit regardless of whether the institutional staff member 

acted alone or in concert. However, UNC has known about its "paper courses" for at 
least twelve months, but they have failed to self-report. 

It is in the NCAA’s constitution to explore whether the UNC paper classes are 
fraudulent, should be counted in student-athlete eligibility hours, and the impact of 
potential ineligibility on competition records, championships, and revenues. The 
precedent was set forth in the investigation of the Florid State University athletic 
department and the subsequent sanctions which included probation, a mandate for 
student-athletes to retake courses, and vacating wins that included ineligible 
participants. 

Some UNC student-athlete’s have not and are not being given a real education and 
UNC is not meeting its contractual agreement to educate some student-athletes. On 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713 www.stuentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



Sunday you expressed your desire to insure student-athletes are prepared for life 

after sports, but one former UNC student-athlete currently power washes houses for 
a living and many more are stuck in jobs instead of pursuing careers. 

I hope that you will open an investigation related to academic fraud at UNC. 

Regardless of your decision I would appreciate a formal response to this request. 

Thank you for your time. 

Respectfully, 

Emmett L. Gill, Jr., PhD, MSW, LCSWA 

4225 Settlement Drive, Durham, NC 27713 www.stuentathleteshumanrights.com (917) 297-8488 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:58 PM 

Nuire@illinois.edu; ’McPhee, Saxah E’ <shalm@illinois.e&~>; Byron, Christopher M (cbyron@illinois.edu); Peacock, Christopher R 

(peacock@illinois.edu) 

Bruce Pe~:rl m~d Dave Didion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursda.5; March 27, 2014 6:01 PM 

Freeman, Jason S <jfreemaJ~@ema~il.unc.edu-* 

l~E: Martfins~ille Speedway 

Sounds great! Thanks for the ilinerary m~d making all the a~ra~gements Jason. See you Sunday morning if not before. 

From: Freeman, Jason S 
Sent: Thursday, Narch 27, 2014 5:g7 PN 

To: Fedora, H. karw 
Cc: Brewer, Gunter S; U~rell, Seth; HeckendorL Keith J; KaNIov~c, Christopher G; Po~er, karry Demond; Pommerenin~, Rory; Po~e, Paul; Ille, Vince 

Subject: Nartinsv~lle Speedway 

Below is an itinerary for our trip to Martinsville Speedway this Sunday, March 30th. We will be taking two cars {Coach Fedora and Coach Porter) which will fit the 10 of us 

comfortably. Please wear a collared shirt{needed to enter suite) and jeans or dress pants and some comfortable shoes. The weather forecast is a high of 61 and a low of 35 so a 

light or medium jacket would be good to bring to wear before we head to the suite at the start of race. 

6:15 a.m.- ~rri~e at Kenan Football ~enter. Park in Bell Tower Deck and meet in oarking lot near ~hoo ~hoo Justice 

8:00 a.m.-Arrive at Ma~insviile Speedway (Park in paved lot behind the ticket office) 

8:30 a.m.- Coach Fedora pace car training with Buster Auton and Brett 8odine (evewone in travel pa~ is welcome to do a ride a long in car I was told) 
Free to tour pits affer 

10 a.m.- Coach Fedora Q&A in Media Center (Coach Fedora and Jason Freeman) 
10:50 a.m.- Drive~s meeting (evewone in travel pa~) 
Free to tour pits after 
~2 noon - Coach Fedora will be introduced to crowd and will stay on stage to shake the drivers hand (Coach Fedora only) 

Coach Fedora to pace car immediately following for sta~ of race 

After race starts we will head to the suites for lunch and to watch the race 
If anyone has any questions, please call me or email me. It should be an exciting and memorable day for all. 

Best, 
Jason Freeman 
Assistant Equipment Manager 

919-962-8636 

~ ~[R ~_~?~_~?_@ 9_~_:~_~ 9. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 9:42 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <mthgaJlo@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F (ciocca@email.unc.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edtr> 

I~W: 2014 NCAA Summer Drug-Testing Program Memo 

2014 NCAA Summer Drug-Testing Program Memo.pdf; Summer Contact Form.pdf 

It is impossible to determine who this was delivered to via email, so I’m forwaa:ding to you in case you were not a recipient. Thanks. 

From: Sherry Byler [mailto:sbyler@drugfreesport.com] 
Sent-" Friday, March 28, 20~4 9::L0 AM 
Subject-" 2014 NCAA Summer Drug-Testing Program lvlemo 

Please see the attached memo regarding the 20:~4 NCAA Summer Dru~-Testin~ Program, 

Thanks, 

Sherry Byler 

Sherry Byler i The National Center for Drug Free Sport, inc.@ I NCAA Drug Testing Program Manager 
2537 Madison Ave. I Kansas City, MO 64108 I ’N: 816.285.14201 &: 816285.1439 I ~: ~!’.-’-L{~-L’~[’-’-~tL~N)-~-’:~f-~-’-~’-"-[&:’-"-’?-r-g. 



Drug Free Spor  TM 

MEMORANDUM 

March 28, 2014 

TO: 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

NCAA Drug-Testing Summer Site Coordinators. 

Sherry Byler 
NCAA Drug-Testing Program Manager. 

NCAA Summer Drug-Testing Program. 

The NCAA’s Year-Round Drug-Testing Program continues through the summer months for 
Division I and II member institutions and for Division III member institutions that sponsor 
Division I sports. In preparation for drug testing this summer, we are providing the following 
details and instructions institutions must follow to accommodate summer drug testing. 

NCAA Summer Dru~-Testin~ S0ecifics 

1. Institutions to be drug tested this summer will be selected by Drug Free Sport. 

2. The sport(s) to be drug tested this summer will be selected by Drug Free Sport. 

3. All Division I and Division II student-athletes are subject to summer drug testing, 
whether they are on-campus or away from campus. 

4. There is a chance your institution may be selected for drug testing more than once this 
summer. There also is a chance your institution may not be selected for testing at all this 
summ er. 

Administrative Respousibilities aud Summer Dru~-Testing Caleudars 

Summer Site Coordinators are responsible for updating NCAA summer drug-testing contact 
information for your institution. All administrative tasks are to be completed on www.ncdfs.com 
Log onto ~2__n____c___d___f___s__:___c___o______m__ to review and update your institution’ s summer contact information as 
;yell as your institution’s sport sponsorship. Please make sure you update all institutional contact 



Drag Free Sport 
Summer Drug-Testing Memorandum 
Page 2 

information (e.g., addresses, phone numbers, and emails). Institutions are required to 

comolete this information by April 11, 2014. 

Summer Site Coordinators are also responsible for maintaining summer contact information for 
all current student-athletes returning for the 2014-15 academic year (e.g., summer address, 
summer home phone number, cell phone number, summer athletic team). The summer site 
coordinator should keep these forms on file should the institution be notified of summer testing. 
***Please note that summer contact information shou|d not be the permanent address of a 
student-athlete unless they are at that location for the summer. A Summer Drug-Testing 
Contact Information Form is available on www.ncdfs.com to help institutions gather this contact 
information. Please have student-athletes update the summer site coordinator throughout the 
summer to any changes in their summer location. 

The most recently signed NCAA Drug Testing Consent Form remains in effect through summer 
testing. 

Notification of Summer Dru~-Testing 

If your institution is selected for summer drug testing, the director of athletics, primary summer 
site coordinator, secondary summer site coordinator and compliance coordinator will receive 
notification from Drug Free Sport no sooner than two days prior to the test date. A current and 
accurate 2013-14 NCAA Squad List for the selected sport(s) must then be submitted to Drug 
Free Sport for the random student-athlete selection. 

After Drug Free Sport has selected student-athletes for drug testing, the summer roster recipient 
designated on ~_:___n____c___d___f___s__:___c___o______m__ will receive the roster of selected student-athletes via email. 

For those student-a~hletes who are on-campus or in your local community, the summer site 
coordinator is responsible for notifying them of their selection for drug testing. These student- 
athletes must be notified in person or via direct phone contact. Voice messages, email 
communication or text messages are not acceptable forms of notification. 

The summer site coordinator is responsible for having student-athletes who are on campus or 
in the school’s local community sign the NCAA Year-Round Drug-Testing Notification Form 
and informing them of the date, time and location to report for drug testing. The summer site 
coordinator must sign each notifi cati on form, verifying the student-athlete’ s notification of drug 
testing. 

DO NOT NOTIFY selected student-athletes who are away from campus or outside the 
local community ~r the summer months° The summer site coordinator is required to provide 
their contact information to Drug Free Sport. Drug Free Sport will then be responsible for 
scheduling their drug test with an NCAA collector throughout the summer. The NCAA collector 



Drag Free Sport 
Summer Drug-Testing Memorandum 
Page 3 

will notify these student-athletes and will have the student-athlete sign the NCAA Year-Round 
Drug-Testing Notification Form prior to the collection. 

NCAA Drug-Testing During Summer League Play 

The NCAA summer testing program includes the possibility of testing NCAA student-athletes 
participating in summer league competition. Summer league testing does not require 
notifying the student-athlete’s collegiate institution of the upcoming test. The NCAA 
collector will notify the selected student-athletes directly and will have the student-athlete sign 
the NCAA Year-Round Drug-Testing Notification Form prior to the collection. 

For more information on the NCAA year-round drug-testing program, refer to the 2013-14 Year- 
round Site Coordinator Manual and the 2013-14 NCAA Drug-Testing Program Booklet on the 
NCAA’ s Website at www.ncaa, org/drugtesting 

The Resource Exchange Center (REC) continues to be a resource for you and your student- 
athletes. The REC is a free, confidential source of information available to NCAA member 
institutions. The REC answers inquiries regarding dietary supplements and NCAA banned 
substances. The REC’s Web site is www.drugfreesport.com/rec. The divisional passwords are: 

Division I - ncaal 
Division II - ncaa2 
Division III - ncaa3 

For questions or concerns about the NCAA summer drug-testing program or assistance with the 
Drug Free Sport Web site, please contact me at sbyler@drugfreesport.com. 

Director of Athletics 
Compliance Coordinator 



Drug Free Spor  TM 

NCAA Student-Athlete Summer Contact Form 

Student-Athlete Name: 

Institution: Sport(s): 

Summer Address: 

Dates at summer address:    From: 

Cell Phone/Summer Contact Number: 

Summer Email: 

Emergency Contact: 

Relationship: Phone: 

Please list below any and all dates and corresponding locations during the summer in which you 
will not be at the address listed above. Use additional sheets if necessary. 

Dates: Location: 

Dates: Location: 

Dates: Location: 



Summer Sports League: 
(If applicable) 

Start Date: 

Name of Team: 

Location: 

Coach: 

End Date: 

Coach’s Phone: 

Please provide any other pertinent information that would assist us in contacting you this 
summer: 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

To Student-Athlete: Please return completed form to your institution. 

To Institution: Please keep this form on file until your institution is notified of NCAA summer drug- 
testing. 

Drug Free Sport 
Student-Athlete Summer Contact Form 
Page 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:07 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

Fwd: Softball Hosts Texas Thin,day-Saturday 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: OU Athletics <reply-91 @pacmail.em.marketinghq.net> 

Date: April 14, 2014 at 5:10:38 PM EDT 

To: <ille(~:ui uc.edu> 
Subject: Softball Hosts Texas Thursday-Saturday 
Reply-To: <~eplv- 91 @pacmail.e~n.marketinghq .net2> 

~i Riverwind Hotel 

Send this message to a friend I Use this link to update your profile or to unsubscribe. By unsubscribing you will no longer receive 

any emails from OU Athletics including the BoomerBlast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

RE: Wrestling 

Do you have what you need? If not, do we think someone is currently assisting you now in financial aid? 
Thanks. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:14 PM 
To: Timmermans, I om 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Wrestling 

Ok, good enough. That’s why I wrote you ...... 

From: TJmmermans, Tom 
Sent." Tuesday, 12:37 PM 
To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Cc: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: Wrestling 

CD, 

Our financial aid office is pretty good at what they do. If documentation is send to the general address it gets opened, 

scanned and tagged to the specific student profile. In this case since it was send to Jackie specifically, it makes sense 

that Precious would want the ok from Jackie before going through her personal mail. 

In addition, this is one of the busiest time of the year for the financial aid office, since they are packaging all incoming 

and returning students at UNC. Therefore for Precious to be so on the ball with responding to you and packaging the 

specific requested students as information comes in has to be appreciated. 

Tom 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 12:25 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: Wrestling 

Just want you guys to know what we’re going through here with this financial aid office. The right hand doesn’t know 



what the left hand is doins. It should not matter that Jackie Copeland is away for a few weeks - shouldn’t they be 

automated in this day and abe? Am I the only coach waitin8 on this stuff before I can offer someone scholarship 

money? 

From: 1 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject: Re: Wrestling 

12:16 PM 
,24@aol.com] 

Coach Mock. 

Please see below letter to Jackie. Since letter, both tax transcripts have been sent to UNC to Jackie’s attention. I 
requested Jackie email me when it is received, but have not gotten confirmation email to date. We are curious as well. 

Hi Jackie, 

I have spoken to you over the years regarding my children’s financial aid at UNC. My son ’             s a 1        at 
UNC. He is also a wrestler for the team at the university and as I was told last year by Coach Mock I should reach out to 
you regarding      Carolina Covenant each year. 

I recently sent you the requested Verification form and W2’s. I just want to be sure you have received them. Also, to date 
I am unable to have copy of tax transcript forwarded as it states it is not available for a few weeks al~er filed. If needed I 
can send you a copy. 

If you could get back to me to confirm you have gotten what you need I would appreciate it. I realize this is a very busy 
time of year for you. 

Thank you, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 
To: tahoo.com>; 
Sent:-I:ue, 10:42 am 
Subject: FW: Wrestling 

¯ see below. Please get this done ASAP 
stand. We are running out of money and need this 

Coach Mock 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barnes¯ Precious 
Sent: 10:07 AM 
To: Mock¯ Conrad D Jr; Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Subject: RE: Wrestling 

Hello Coach Mock¯ 

Below are the items we need from the students in 
the following students: 

-Parent’s Tax Return Transcript and 
(have requested the documents since 

~aol.com> 

so we can determine where you 
done immediately please. 

order to generate an award for 

Student’s Tax Return Transcript 



CSS Profile, Verification Worksheet, Parent’s Tax Return Transcript 
and Student’s Tax Return Transcript (have requested the documents since 

Has the student been admitted? Do not see any data on the student. 

Verification Worksheet, Parent’s Tax Return Transcrimt and 
Student’s Tax Return Transcript (requested the documents as of              it does 
look as if based upon the information we have received from the FAFSA/CSS 
Profile, the SA will be Covenant). 

Until we receive the following items, I am unable to definitely confirm if the 
student will be eligible to receive a Carolina Covenant financial aid award. I 
hope this information helps. 

Yours at Carolina, 

Precious Barnes 
Client Services, Office of Scholarships & Student Aid The University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Sent: Monday, 5:11 PM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Barnes, Precious 
Subject: Re: Wrestling 

Precious, I am in a bind as I am recruiting and I don’t know what I have left in 
scholarship money until I confirm covenant and other aid for existing guys. 
And, Jackie is out of town... 
Can you help me with guys below: 

Thank you, 

C.D. Mock 
Wrestling 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 4:41 PM, "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> CD, 
> 
> Precious Barnes works with Jackie and has been able to help us out a lot on 
the past. I have cc’ed her on the email. 
> 
> Tom 
> 

Original Message 
> From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
> Sent: Monday, 4:39 PM 
> To: Timmermans, ±om 
> Subject: Wrestling 
> 
> Tom, Jackie is out until April 22!    Really bad timing.    I’m trying to 
recruit and I don’t know my money situation until I confirm who is covenant and 



who isn’t. 
> 
> Is there another contact in financial aid? 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> CD 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 6:27 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 13-14 list of seniors and all other with COS 

13-14 List.xlsx 

Can you please ask Carly or someone on your staff to add the best email address for each student-athlete in a column next 
to the name? Thanks. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, April 14, 2014 3:35 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: 13-14 list of seniors and all other with COS 

I assigned the Exit Interview project to Tom. Attached is the information he provided based on your email. Please let me know if this 

satisfies your request. If not, I will have him revise the document accordingly. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, April 14, 2014 1:44 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: 13-14 list of seniors and all other with COS 

Marielle, 

See attached. This is based on CAi. I sent it out to academic support but haven’t heard back. I assume this is pretty accurate. I 

wanted to send something your way. If l get nay update from Academic support I will let you know. 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Associate Director of Compliance/Monitoring I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

We Educate and Inspire through athletics I GoHeels.com I    i:i ~ !iil i;.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:11 AM 

~unc.edu> 
RE: Exit Survey Question 

Thanks for asking      I inserted my answers below. Please let me know if you come across other things we should 
review. I really appreciate your help on this project. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-46:31 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:05 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Exit Survey Question 

Vince, 

Currently working on the exit survey and I had a few suggestions for the following questions: 

12. Please rate the following aspects of the study facilities at the Loudermilk Center (Excellent/Good/Fair[Poor[Very Poor) 

Hours of operation (availability) 

Software, computers and other technologies to meet your academic needs 

Overall working environment (e.g., lighting, furniture, spaciousness, etc.) 

Knowledgeable and supportive staff >> Should we include (e.g. study hall monitors, [ront desk receptionist). I’m assuming you’re 

not re[erring to the academic counselors? 

I don’t believe the intent was to ascertain the capabilities of any one staff member or even groups of staff members. I believe the 

goal was to ask the respondent for his or her general sense of the expertise and supportive nature of whomever they encounter 

in the facility. That could be any of the people you reference above and more. 

16. How beneficial would you say the following programs have been for your personally? 

Tar Heel Life Skills seminars/workshops >> I checked with Cricket and we have never called it "Tar Heel Li[e Skills", so we were 

wondering i[ we could eliminate "Tar Heel" and just call it "Li[e Skills seminars/workshops"? 

Yes. Thank you for pointing out the need to make this correction! 

I am getting close to finishing the survey - will send you a preview version of it this afternoon. 

Thanks[ 

Graduate Assistant 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919-843-2306 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:15 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

I~W: Admissions slots for 2014-2016 

Barbara, 
We may need to discuss the mid-year admission of student-athletes sometime s~on. I believe I need more information to better advise our coaches. As you l, mow, the 

requests for mid-year admission of s~dent-athletes continues to increase. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

F~m: Ile, V~nce 
Sent: Tuesday, AOri 22, 2014 12:12 PN 
To~ Sagula, Joseph A 
S~bject= RE: Admissions slots for 202~2016 
Hi Joe, 
Fm unab]o to p~vide you m~ a~swer that is i~evooable. Wo have had oommunioafions in tho ~st regmding ~e mid-year admission of smdent-at~otes. Our admissions 
o~oe does not prefer this, yet morn ooachos and programs are requesting more mid-year admission oppo~nities eaoh year. I expect to haw more oonversations with 
our admissions pe~onnel ~d others in an a~ompt to fully undors~nd all positions so we ~ dete~ine the best oour~ ofaotion. I wish I oou]d provide you a more 
dofimtive answer to~y, but I’m not able to do that. I wil keep you i~o~od. Than~. 

From: Sagula, Joseph A 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 ~1:53 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: rackham 
S~bject: RE: Admissions slots for 20~2016 

Thank yoL~ fo~ the ~eplv arid 
So t~ b~ de~r far rn~ and E~’~, ca~ ~ go a~ead at th~ thee and ~coura~e the t~,o ~ot~tia~ rn~@ea~ adrn~t~ to p~a~ to a~ly for adn~ss~o~ 

They will ~eed to mak~ p~ans now at their h~h sc~oo~ for their fall schedule ~ orfle~ to graduat~ proper~y~ 
Let m¢~ know ~f this ~s 

JS 

F~om: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 11:49 AM 
To: Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: RE: Admissions slots for 2014-2016 
Hi Joe, 

I’ve reviewed your recruiting pimp. Thanlcs for the comprehensive description, it is very- helpful. I can accommodate your requests and will incorlx~rate this into our 

pla~ning processes tbr admission slots moving forward. The only item we may need to discuss again at some point is the mid-yeas admission. It is ~mething we will 

need to evaluate in more detail as additional requests are received. Thanks again ti)r the intbrmation. 



From: Sagula, Joseph A 

Sent-" Monday, April 21, 20:t4 4:01 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject-" RE: Admissions slots for 20:L4-2016 

Hi Vi n c~-:~, 

I was wonderin~ if you were to get through the ernail I sent last week (see below) 

The only urgent update I am requesLing is the mid-year admission spaces. 

We have one of our 2015 kids calHng us today and another this week to get some advice 

About being admitted here th~s January 2015. 

Please k~t rne know your thoughts 

Thank you. 

JS 

From-" Sagula, Joseph A 
Sent: Wednesday, April :t6, 2014 1:47 PM 
To; 111e, Vince 
Cc-" rackham(~uncaa.unc.edu; Miller, Beth; Beale, Michael 
Subject-" RE: Admissions slots for 20:t4-20:t6 
Importance: High 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks again for your support 

Have a good day 

Joe 

,:~m~s ~;~ ~:~::.(g: www,carolinavolleybalL~ora 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 12:06 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

FW: Position Posting at HBU 

F~m: 8ur~emeis~r, Na~ [ma~lto: mbur~eme~ster~theacc.or~] 
Sent: Thursday, AON 24, 2014 11:49 AN 
To: Aaron Aaker (aaker~bc.edu); Alex Dom~nato (adom~nato~Nu.edu); Alex Stone; Amanda Gray (aorag3~clemson.edu); Amy Badorf; Amy Nerman; Andy Campbell 
(wcampb2~demson.edu); Angel Cavanau~h (as2cz~ese~ces.v~r~Na.edu); A~ Narkos (am~v~r~Na.edu); grad Woody (cbwoody~clemson.edu); Brent Nober~; gret 
Cowley; Bre~ kuy (bdlll~my.Nu.edu); BHd~et NcSorley (mcsodbb~vt.edu); Bud Pouch; Dressier, Carly; early Pargeau (carly.pariseau~bc.edu); Caroline Nourse 
(cmnourse@syr.edu); Carrie Doyle (carr~e_doyle~ncsu.edu); Christine ko~hert; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedg~acoub.duke.edu); Qndg Na~mann 
(chartmann~duaa.duke.edu); Cody Gambler (c~ambler~umd.edu); Cra~ Anderson (cra~.anderson~m~amLedu); Cyndi Sykes; Dan Bartholomae 
(dba~hNomae~atNet~cs.N~.edu); Dan Raben (d.rabenl~m~amLedu); DaNel Gossom; DaNelle Barnes; Deborah ~oley Ofoley~m~amLedu); Derek Gw~nn; Derrick Co~es; 
kou~s Narcocda; [m~y Gaff; gr~c Baum~a~ner (embgo~v~r~Na.edu); grin Noran (e.moran2~um~amLedu); Dlease Wa~ner (erleasem~syr.edu); Heather ka~n; 
~ebelhor; Herman Fraz~eu Jam~e Null~n~ Jason Greco; Jason Nont~ome~ Jeff Poulard~ Jen V~Nn~-Sm~th; J~ll Bodenste~neu J~m Cur~ ~mcurry~Nu.edu)~ John Carns~ 
Nalle~; Kate Na~hews; Kelly Campbell; Kirsten Hleby (ellebykc~u.edu); Kr~st~ GMd~n~s; Kyle 8uffol~no; Kyle Richards; Kyle Snoke; Narkos, kance N; kance Narkos; kauren 
Rust; Narcus W~lson; Van~eldeb NarieHe A; Nar~ssa SprUcE Narqu~ta Armstead; Narra Nvozdov~c; Na~ Po~roff; Na~hew Banker; Nee~han ~ord; N~chelle kee 
(m~chelle_~ee~ncsu.edu); N~esha Campbell (ncamobell~duaa.duke.edu); Po~oe, Paul; 5trassner, Rachel; Ralph 5Nck; Rob Slaves (rslav~s@v~r~Na.edu); Rgan C~n~an; Seth 
Barw~ck; Shardonag Nueford; Shefi Dooley; Shoshanna [n0el; StephaNe HI,son (saell~s~demson.edu); Tasha Hsher; T~m Parker (tparker~.edu); Todd 
(ha~rstct~u.edu); Todd Nes~bov (tmesibov~duaa.duke.edu); Timmermans, Tom; Tom T~mmermans ( ~ma~Lcom); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs~Nu.edu); 
V~nce; Yad~ra Reges (regesga~bc.edu); 2ac 5aunders (zsaunders~athlet~cs.N~.edu) 
Subject: ~: Position Posting at HBU 

Sent: Thursday, April 2~, 20~ ~:~3 AM 
To: CCACA (CCACA~pac-22.org) 
S~bje~t: Position Posting at HBU 

Please see the information provided below concernin~ an Assistant Director position at Houston Baptist University. Fee~ free to forward the information to any and 

Thanks, 

Assistam :;~mmissiener qor :>mpiiaace Services 

2600 Network Blvd., Sm~ 150 
Frisco, Texas 75034 
972-422-9500 ext. 102 

~m~bi[e) 
972-422-9225 

agrams@southland.or~z 
www.southland.org 

We recently posted a position in our office. If you know any potential candidates or have a regular distribution list these things go to it would be a big help to send 

it out. 

http://hbu.edu/Ab~ut-HBU/Res~urces/J~b-~pp~rtunities/~rofessi~na~/Assistant-Direct~r-~f-COmp~iance~aspx 

Thanks so much, 

-Ted Seilheimer 

HBU Athletics 

(281) 649.3046 

tseilheimer(~3hbu.edu 

To unsubscfibe from this group and stop receiving emails froln it, send aa~ email to __C_’___Q__A___C__[__A__-!!Lr_~_~_@___s_£_~j__b_g(~p__a_£:J=~_:£~.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 3:27 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Kelly Weaver 

Yes, I remember her... 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 3:15 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Kelly Weaver 

Yes--friends with Rebeeka Paul 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: <llle>, Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 
Date: Friday, April 25, 2014 at 8:41 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Kelly Weaver 

Has she visited us here before? 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 8:10 AM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Kelly Weaver 



Met her in England. Very smart 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Todd Turner <tturner@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 

Date: April 25, 2014 at 7:17:00 AM EDT 

To." "’Cunningham, Bubba’" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Kelly Weaver 
Reply-To: <ttu rner@collegiatesportsassociates.com> 

Bubba, 

I do not know this woman personally, but have been impressed with her professionalism and energy. She 

may be worth consideration for your open position. She has a background that includes a law degree from 

UNC. 

Hope we can find time to play golf sometime soon. 

tt 

TODD TURNER 
President and Founder 
Collegiate Sports Associates 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 4:42 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

ILE: Soci~2l Outing 

Ag~ved. Put it on my calendar already. 

F~m: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 20~4 4:36 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: ~: Social Outing 

F~m: Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 3:~ PN 

Subject: Social Outing 

Hello, 

in looking at the weekly department calendar, it appears as though this is a pretty quiet week. So, I thought this might be a good opportunity to put together a 

little social gathering to take advantage of this small break in the action. 

I am proposing an outing to Tobacco Road on Thursday, May :l, at 5pro. 

I tried to include a lot of different groups in this email, but to save myself time I stopped at around 30 people....so please pass this invite along to anybody else you 

think would be interested. Also, if you don’t mind, please let me know if you plan on attending so I can get an idea of how many people to expect (if there is 

enough interest I will reserve tables). Please don’t reply to all, as I don’t want to be responsible for everyone’s inbox being blown up. 

Hope to see as many of you as possible! It would be nice to get a big group together! 

Best, 

Chad N. lwierlein 
Assistant Director of Business Operations 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel lIill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-a43-6450 
Fax: 919-962-0125 
www.goheels,eom 

GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 12:26 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA Governance Feedback Calls 

image001 .j pg; ATT00001 .htm; 06C, DI Steering Committee Report 4.15.14.pdf; 
ATT00002.htm 

I will read through all of this today. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2014 10:54 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA Governance Feedback Calls 

I need some coaching on these issues. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.org> 
To: "Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu)" <cmc@virginia.edu>, "Elaine Wise 
(elaine.wise@louisville.edu)" <elaine.wise@louisville.edu>, "Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu)" 
<hodge@clemson.edu>, "Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu)" <larrv@vt.edu>, "Broome, Lissa L" 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>, "Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu)" <putallaz@duke.edu>, 
"Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu)" <mdawkins@miami.edu>, "Michael J. Wasylenko 
(mjwasyle@syr.edu)" <m_iwasyle@syr:edu>, "Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu)" 
<pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>, "Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu)" <pbellia@nd.edu>, "Reggie 
DesRoches (reginald.descoches@ce.gatech.edu)" <reginald.desroches@ce.gatech.edu>, "Richard 
D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu)" <carmicha@wfu.edu>, "Robert Taggart Jr. 
(robert.taggart@b~du)" <robert.taggart@bc.edu>, "Roby B. Sawyers (roby_sa~ers@ncsu.edu)" 
<roby saw~ers@ncsu.edu>, "Sam Pardue (sam pardue@ncsu.edu)" <sam pardue@ncsu.edu>, 
"Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe:gatech. edu)" <sue.bidstrup@chbe:gatech. edu>, "Susan 
Albrecht (saa01 @pitt. edu)" <saa01 @pitt. edu>, "B lake James (bj ames@mi ami. edu)" 
<bjames@miami.edu>, "Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu)" <brad.bates@bc.edu>, "Craig Littlepage 
(ckl9e@virginia.edu)" <ckl9e@virginia.edu>, "Dan Radakovich (drad@clemson.edu)" 
<drad@clemson.edu>, "Daryl J. Gross (digross~s~r~edu)" <djgross@syr,edu>, "Debbie Yow 



(d_yow@ncsu.edu)" <d_yow@ncsu.edu>, "Jack Swarbrick (swarbrick. l@nd.edu)" 
<swarbrick. 1 @nd. edu>, "Kevin White (kwhite@duaa. duke. edu)" <kwhite@duaa. duke. edu>, 
"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Mike Bobinski (mbob@gatech.edu)" 
<mbob@,~atech.edu>, "Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu)" <wellmanr@wfu.edu>, "Stan Wilcox 
(swilcox2@fsu~edu)" <swilcox2@fsu.edu>, "Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu)" 
<spederson@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Tom Jurich (tom@gocards.com)" <tom@gocards.com>, "Whit 
Babcock (wbabcock@vt.edu)" <wbabcock@vt:~du>, "Barbara Kennedy-Dixon 
(kbarbar@clemson. edu)" <kbarbar@clemson. edu>, "B arbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu. edu)" 
<walkerbg@wfu.edu>, "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu>, "Christine Herring 
(Christine@gocards.com)" <Christine@gocards.com>, "Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu)" 
<dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (isilar@duaa.duke.edu)" 
<j ~!ar@duaa.duke.edu>, "Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu)" <jm2y@virginia.edu>, "Jennifer 
Strawley (i. strawley@miami.edu)" <j. strawley@miami.edu>, "Jody Mooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu)" <mooradjo@bc.edu>, "Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu)" 
<michelle lee@ncsu.edu>, "Missy Conboy (conboy. 1 @nd.edu)" <conboy. 1 @nd.edu>, "Renee M. 
Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu)" <rmbaum~a@syr.edu>, "Sharon McCloskey 
(smcclosk@vt~edu)" <smcclosk@vt~edu>, "Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu)" 
<twenzel@athletics.~atech.edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu)" 
<vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu> 
Cc: "Swofford, John" <j swofford@theacc.org>, "Elliott, Jeff" <jelliott@theacc.org>, "Pierce, Kris" 
<kpierce@theacc.org>, "DiAmico, Cecelia" <cdiamico@theacc.org> 
Subject: NCAA Governance Feedback Calls 

All 

Call logistics: 
As a reminder, we will begin the series of conference calls for FARs, ADs and SWAs designed to 
solicit feedback and prepare for the May meeting discussion on the recommended NCAA 
governance structure. The calls are scheduled as follows: 

Friday May 2 
Monday May 5 
Wednesday May 7 

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 (noon) 
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 (noon) 

The call-in information for the three conference calls is below: 

Dial in Phone Number: Toll free: 1-888-450-5996 
Participant passcode: 

Focus areas: 
As you have probably heard, the NCAA Board of Directors discussed the Steering Committee’s 
recommended governance model this past Thursday and will be sending out an updated feedback 
document late this week. Because our first call is on Friday, I have attached the initial 
recommendations that were provided to the Board of Directors (this is the same document 
previously provided). Please note that the Board has recommended doing away with the distinction 
between "permissive" and "actionable" items in the Autonomy section. It is our understanding that 
the substance of the rest of the recommended model stays the same for the upcoming feedback 
period. The entire report is important because it provides a high level look at how the structure 
would look and includes helpful comparison charts with the current structure. However, we wanted 
to point your attention to the following areas of the Steering Committee’s recommendation so that 
we may ensure that feedback is provided on these issues: 

* Board of Directors role, composition and structure- Pages 16-17 



* Council role and composition - Pages 20-21 
* Recommended identification of three subsets of the Council -Pages 23-25 
* Autonomy 

* Guiding Principles for the Autonomy System - Pages 27-28 (Provides foundation for their 
recommendations) 

* Autonomy Voting Process - Pages 31-32 (Note the higher threshold for adoption of 
autonomy rules, which differs from the discussions among the five commissioners over the last 
several months) 

* Expansion of Autonomy Category -Page 33 (Note the recommended participation of the full 
Board of Directors, as opposed to limiting to the five presidents) 
* Weighted voting system for shared governance -Pages 35-36 
* Shift from representative to competency-based nomination system - Page 42 

As a reminder, the approach to each call will be the same and, thus, there isn’t a need to participate 
in all three calls. I hope this information is helpful and let me know if you have any questions 
before the call. 

Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner. Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 
O: 336.369.4640 I C: 
bhostetter@theacc, org<mailto:tl-gnde@theacc.org> 
theACC.com<http://www.theacc.com/> ¯ @theACC<twitter.com/theacc> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 2:55 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: CNN Breaking News 

F~m: CNN 8reak~n~ News [ma~lto:greak~n~News~ma~kcnn.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, AON 29, 2014 9:21 PN 
To: te~break~n~newsC~ema31sv06.turner.com 
Subject: CNN 8reak~n~ News 

Oklahoma authorities stopped one execration mid postponed another after botching the delivery of drugs. 

The execution of convicted murderer Clayton Lockett was halted after his vein "exploded" during the injection ofdrug~ Okla]~oma Department of Corrections Director 

Robert Patton said. 

Lockett later suffered what appeared to be a heart attack and died, Patton said. 

The state high court last week ruled against Lockett aaad Charles Warner in their challenge to the state’s so-called secrecy provision, wlffch forbids disclosing the 

identities of anyone involved in the execution process or suppliers of any drugs or medical equipment. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tiffs e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscfibe from B realdng News e-mail alerts, go to: .h..t..~.~;!)!c..gi:.c..r.1r.kc..Rr.~.n..i~.~.c..~.i.~.i~.~...~.e..~x..~..b..~i~g~.~ 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 3:12 PM 

Vm~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emml.unc.e&~ 

I~’W: Admissions slots for 2014-2016 

Any of these work for you’? Topic is ~nid-year ad~nits. Thanks. 

F~m: A~hur, Ashley 

Sent: Tuesday, ApN 29, 2014 l:3S PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Admissions slots for 201~2016 

Hello, Vince~ 

B~rbara let me know th~: the mee~k~g tod~y was cancelled ~md asked me to reschedu]e. Le~: me know ~f ~my of these times would work for you and M~riel]e to 

come ove~ [o Jackson Ha~k 

¯ May 7, I:30 

¯ May 9, 2:00 

¯ May I4, 3:00 

Hope you are ha~k~g a good day! 

Ashley 

Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 20~4 8:03 PM 

T~: Arthur, Ashley 

Subject: RE: Admissions slots for 20~4-2016 

Thanks Ashley. I’ll be thew and Ma~elle will j oin us if she’s available. 

F~m: A~hur, Ashley 

Sent: Tuesday, ApN 22, 2014 4:36 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Admissions slots for 20~+2016 

Vince--garbara said she ~s happy for MarieHe to be included. 1:gO on Apri~ 29 is perfect. Where would you ~ike to meet? Barbara ~s willing to come to you, you could 

come here, or you could do s ~unch meeting. Whatever works for you and Marie~le w~l work for Barbara. 

Thanks! 

Ashley 

Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 202~ ~:00 P~ 
To: Arthur, Ashley 
Sub~e~t: RE: Admissions slots for 202~-2026 

I cm~ meet April 29 in the afternoon. Would 1:30 pm work for B~b~a? Would she like me to invim Marielle w~Oelder? Thanks. 

Vince 

F~m: A~hur, Ashley 

Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:47 PM 

Subject: ~: Admissions slots for 201~2016 

Hi Vince, 

Barbara asked me to set up a meeting for the two of you to discuss the issues below. Barbara could meet with in in the afternoon on April 29, or any time on May I. 

Would either of those dates work for you? If not, feel free to suggest some times when you are available. 

Thanks! 

Ashley Arthur 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jackson Hall, Campus Box 2200 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-2219 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:15 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: FW: Admissions slots for 2014-2016 

Barbara, 
We ~nay need to discuss the mid-year admission of student-athletes sometime soon. I believe I need more information to better advise our coaches. As you know, the 

requests for mid-yem admission of s~dent-athletes continues to increase. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 12:12 PM 
To: Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: RE: Admissions slots for 2014-2016 
Hi Joe, 
I’m unable to provide you an answer fl~at is i~evocable. We have had communications in the ~st legaNing file mid-year admission of stadent-atNetes. Our admissions 

o~ce does nN prefer this, yet morn coaches and programs are iequesting more mid-year admission oppo~nifies each year. I expect to have more conversations wifl~ 

our admissions pe~onnei and others in an a,elnN to fully unders~nd all positions so we c~ detemfine the best cour~ of action. I wish I could provide you a more 

defiNfive answer to~y, but I’m not able to do that. I roll keep you ilffonned. Than~. 

F~m: Sagula, Joseph A 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 11:53 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
C¢: rackham 
Subject: RE: Admissions slots for 20~+2016 
Hi Vince, 
Thank you for the reply and support, 
So to be de~r for me and Eve, can ~ go ahead at tNs time ~nd encourage the two potentia~ m~dvear ~dm~t~ to p~an to apply ~or admission for January 2015 

. Theg wi~ need to make #ans now at ~:heir high schools Lot their fM~ schedule ~n order to gradui~te pro,~er~y. 
Let me know ~f thi~ ~s OK. 
Thanks a~a~n 
JS 

Froro: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 11:49 AM 
To: Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: RE: Admissions slots for 2014-2016 

Hi Joe, 

I’ve reviewed your recruiting plan. Thanlcs for the comprehensive description, it is very- helpful. I can accommodate your requests and will incorl~rate this into our 

planning processes for admission slots moving fom-ard. The only item we may need to discuss again at s~me point is the mid-year admission. It is something we roll 

need to evaluate in more detail as additional requests axe received. Thanks again for the information. 

Vince 

i:,,~~:’} 

~i::ii ~ii::i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ....... 



From: Sagula, _1oseph A 
Sent; Monday, April 21, 2014 4:01 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject; RE: Admissions slots for 2014-2016 

~-Ii Vince, 

I was wonderin8 if you were to Set through the email I sent last week (see below} 

The only ~rgent update I am requesting is the mid-year admission spaces~ 

W~-’_~ haw:_~ one of o~r 20~J.5 Idds calling ~s todav and another ~his week to get some advk:e 

AbortS: being admitted here th~s Jan~.~ary 20~.S, 

Please ~et rne know your thoughts 

Thank Vou~ 

From: Sagula, Joseph A 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 16, 2014 1:47 PM 

To-" Tlle, Vince 
C¢: La___c__k___h__a____m__@__u___n__c__a___a_=_u___n__c_=_e__d___u_.; Miller, Beth; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Admissions slots for 2014-2016 
Importance: High 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks again for your support 

Have a good day 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, 9:52 AM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

What prevented him from taking the May 3 SAT? 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 9:41 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: " ’ ’ 

Vince, 

~core on the recent ACT I believe puts him at an ~ 

his      :lass...Iooks good he will get an This will still leave him 

weekends may 3 SAT so the next is June. Can you advise? 

¯ Currently he has a’ average in 

He could not get into this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Permission to Contact 

. UNC.doc 

For you. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Stephen T Flana~an rmailto:sflanag5@friars.providence.edu] 
Sent: Thu rsday, 11:04 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: 
Subject: Ferm~ss~on to contact 

Vince, 

Attached is permission to contact for 

any questions. 

a member of our Men’s team. Please let me know if you have 

Thanks, 
Steve 

Stephen Flanagan 

Graduate Assistant for Compliance 

Providence College 

One Cunningham Square 

Providence, RI 02918 

Office: 401-865-2530 

Friartown Compliance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 12:52 PM 

Nuire@illinois.edu; Peacock, Christopher R (peacock@illinois.edu); Gem., Lajoie (gem.dajoie@uco~m.edu) 

Hello 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 2:00 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Former NFL Player Matt Mayberry 

icon sm twitter.gif 

I forwarded his information to Cricket for addition to list of potential speakers. 

On May 3, 2014, at 7:25 AM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do not know him 

Bnbba Cunningham 

Director of AtNetics 

University of North Carolina 

We ~’~4u£at~ ~ir~d I~@~: Tlveugh 

From: Matt Mayberry <info@mattmayberryonline.com> 

Date; Friday, April 18, 20:14 at :1:39 PM 

To: "Cunninsham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject= Former NFL Player Matt Mayberry 

Hi Bubba, 

Hope you are having a wonderful day. My name is Matt Mayberry, former NFL linebacker for the Chicago Bears and current professional 
speaker. 

I am reaching out to you today because I would love to speak to your student-athletes there at the University of North Carolina. With 
being a former athlete, I can relate to what they go through on a daily basis and the responsibility they have as young men/women to 
represent the university in a terrific manner. 

Feel free to check out my website at: www.mattmayberryonline.com. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks for your time. 

All the best, 

Matt Mayberry 
Chairman I CEO 
Matt Mayberry Enterprises 

W," httl~ ://mattmavberrvonline.com 
E," Info@mattmayberryonline.com 

Follow us on Twitter: <icon sm twitter.gif>Twitter 

<icon sm twitter.gi£~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 10:07 AM 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve (stevekirschner@unc.edu); Stabile, Regina <regina_stabile@unc.edu> 

RE: FYI - records ready re: Heckendorf/Porter salary info & non-conference FB games 
contracts 

Thanks for sharing the information attached. The compliance office staff has reviewed the information and has 
no questions regarding the records, or any future steps that may be taken prior to their release. I appreciate your 
efforts to keep us informed. 

Vince 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Public Records 
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 4:05 PM 
To: Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Stabile, Regina 
Cc: Stabile, Regina 
Subject: FYI - records ready re: Heckendorf/Porter salary info & non-conference FB games contracts 

FYI - the attached records have been prepared for Kevin Cohen. The attached document consists of contracts for non- 
conference FB games b/t 2014-2030. 
See below table for "beginning salary" info for the two requested coaches. Joyce has confirmed their contracts are still 
under negotiation & the salaries are correct. 

Name 

Keith Heckendorf 
Larry Porter 

Title 
Assistant Football Coach 
Assistant Football Coach 

Salary 

Beginning at 

Beginning at 

Please note: there is not a contract for Notre Dame, as that is a conference assigned, non-conference game, per Rick. 

Vince/Paul/Steve - please let us know when you have completed your review. 

Thanks, 
Anne 

From: Sutton, Anne 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 3:04 PM 

To: Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 



Subject: FYI - Kevin Cohen (Winthrop Intelligence) request re Heckendorf & Porter contracts & non-conference FB games 

contracts 

FYI - Kevin Cohen is requesting the following (see below for full request): 

Most current contract and salary info for Keith Heckendorf 
Most current contract and salary info for Larry Porter 
Contracts or written agreements for non-conference FB games to be played b/t 2014-2030: 

o Ohio State 
o East Carolina 
o Illinois State 
o Liberty University 
o San Diego State University 
o University of Notre Dame 
o University of South Carolina 

Public records is looking into this request. 

Thanks, 
Anne 

From: Public Records 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 2:49 PM 

To: Open Records 

Cc: Public Records 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 4.25.2014) 

Dear Mr. Cohen, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to publicrecords@unc.edu this afternoon. A copy 

of your message is included below for reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records 

Policy is available on-line at http~//po!ic!es_unc.edu~polic!es/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Alan 
Receptionist andPublic Record~Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Blvd 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1098 Phone 
(919) 843-1617 Fax 
Denise Allen(~unc.edu 

From: Open Records [mailto:openrecords@w!nthropintel/!gence~com] 

Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 1:20 PM 

To: Public Records 



Cc: Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 

Subject: Open Records Request from Winthrop Intelligence dated April 25, 2014 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

This is a request for records. The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If 
you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when 
I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. 

1. Pursuant to applicable authority, I am writing to request copies of the following "Documents" for the athletic 
department staff listed below: 

a. Current (most recently signed or agreed to) employment contract and salary (Letter of intent, form agreement, or 
applicable document / record which shows annual compensation and start/end date of employment). If an 
employee does not have a formal written agreement, please provide (ideally in a spreadsheet or table format): 
Name, Compensation, and Start/End Date (or write "At Will" if applicable). 

1 Heckendorf Keith University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2 Porter Larry University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2. Pursuant to applicable authority, I am writing to request a copy of any contract or written agreement in force (i.e., 
signed, fully executed) for non-conference football games to be played between 2014 and 2030 between the University’s 
Department of Athletics and the following Universities’ Departments of Athletics: 

1. Ohio State University 

2. East Carolina University 

3. Illinois State University 

4. Liberty University 

5. San Diego State University 

6. University of Notre Dame 

7. University of South Carolina 

If the requested records described above are available in electronic format (e.g., PDFs or CD), then I would prefer to 
receive the information in that format instead of paper copies. If you are able to email the records, I request all PDFs in a 
single WinZip file in the responsive email (no password protected files, please). If you are unable to email the records or 
you require an address to process this request, please find below my mailing address. 

Thank you very much for your assistance. Please let me know if you have any questions, or require any other information 
to process this request in a timely manner. 

Thank you, 

Kevin Cohen 
Winthrop Intelligence, LLC 
723 Hayes Ave. 

Oak Park, IL 60302 

720-320-9054 
Kevin.Cohen~WinthropIntelligence.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 10:16 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Paperwork / RESUME 

Resume.docx 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Monday, May 05, 2014 8:35 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Paperwork/RESUME 

All, 

Potential Quality Control person for the summer and Special Teams Graduate Assistant Coach for the 2014-15 academic 

year. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thanks 

From: Jonathan W Rutledge (jwrtldge) [mailto:iwrtldqe@memphis.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, May 03, 2014 2:09 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: RE: Paperwork/RESUME 

Jonathan Rutledge 
Special Teams Assistant 
University of Memphis 

GO TIGERS! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY 
ILLE (ILLE)gD0> 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 7:46 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

Agree with you. Those kids stood in line for golfers’ autographs and 2011 gymnastics posters. 

Vince llle 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 7:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 7:27 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

Let’s just clarify they are Olympic sport athletes. The autogra phs a re one of the main things that get the families excited to come (as evidenced by the lines before the games last year), so I thin k it is 

essential that we promote that component. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 7:04 PM 

To= Pogge, Paul 

Cc= Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael 
Subject= RE: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

If we say autographs we have to deliver on that. Football players will not be an option pre game. 

As soon as we say autographs, they will assume football players and we are setting them up for disappointment. I do not think we should promote autographs. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 3:41 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael 
Subject: Re: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

I do think it’s important to mention photograph and autograph opportunities and agree that it is equally important that we deliver on those before the game. That is a central piece of the 
experience. 

The feedback regarding twelve total students is good. Perhaps we should just say it is "customarily two per grade for grades k-6." 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 6, 2014, at 2:36 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick~unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m fine either way on 12 total or 2 per grade. 

We are planning pre game events only, nothing post game. Perhaps we should be less definitive for now and say "Before the game, Academic All Stars will have the opportunity to enjoy 

special game day events as part of Tar Heel Town right next to Kenan Stadium." 

Rick 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 2:33 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Beale, Nichael; Steinbacher, Rick 

Subject: R/V: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

This is good feedback from Pete and Carly. Thoughts? 

From: Chalfin, Peter Lawrence 

Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 2:28 PM 

To: Sabo, Tim 

Subject: RE: PROOF: 0506-103212: UNC Academic All-Stars 

I think this looks good. I see it says they can select 12 students. Does it have to be 2 per grade? Or is itjust any 12? If it does, you would probably want to specify that. Also, not every 

school is K-5 so 2 per grade wouldn’t always come out to 12. But if it’s simply every school can pick any 12, then you are fine. 

The only other thing I noticed is it says, "Before the game, Academic All Stars will have a number of photograph and autograph opportunities..." This is fine as long as we are sure we can do 

that before the game. I just don’t want to see us change the plans to doing that after the game and then have people bring this printed out and complain that we gave them false 

information. But as long as we are certain we will do that pre-game, then this is good to go out. 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 1:54 PM 
To: Chalfin, Peter Lawrence; Dressier, Carly 
Subject: R/V: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 



See below for an example of what will go to each principal. Let me know if you have any feed back or concerns. Thanks. 

Tim 

Jason Steinberg 

Associate Director of Ticket Operations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

800.722.4335 

jsteinberg@unc.edu 

"WE I~I)U’CATI~ AND INSI)II|E TIII|OU’GII ATIILI~TICS" 

From: UNC Academic All-Stars rmailto:academicallstars@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, Nay 06, 2014 1:32 PN 
To= Steinberg, Jason 

Subject= PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

July 1 st a:~d Aug,:st 1 ~t an 

AASI:KU14 



We look forward to t~ost~ng yo~ for e memorab|e day with the Tar Heels! 

Congratulations again on thi~ tremendous a~ompH~hment] 

FB14-AASI:WN61 

auto~rap~ opportunities. They ~i~ also ~e(c4ve a~ ovatto~ from the (rowd 

V#e foo8 forward to hosUng yoo for e memorab|e day with {he Tar Heels] 

Congratulations again o~ thi~ tremendous a(comp~ishment~ 

UNC wil~ ~e hone~ing th~ ~tate’s Acadenlic All Stats at the North Carolina 

~ootba]l ~ame o~ Sat~day~August 3Orb in Cha p~ Hill. Each A~ademit Air-Star 

fe~l~wi~g code ~nder the"’Promotions’" 
FB14-AAS1: GZ24 



autograph Opportunities. T~ey wlff al~o ¢~ce~e an ov~t~o~ from the crowd 

We 1oo£ forward to hostin~ yo~ for ,~ memo~’ab|e day with the Tar He~ls~ 

Congratulations agam o~ this tremendous ~t~omDlishm~nt[ 

U~C will ~ hon~¢ing the statu’~ Academic All Star~ at the North ~aroli~a v~, Liberty ~ 

el gib~e to ~c~,~,~ 4 free t~ket~ tu th~ ga~et Additiona~ t~c~et~ c~n be purc~a~ed 

We look forward to hosting you for a memorabte day with the 3-or Heels~ 

Cot~gr~t~lat$~n~ again on this tremendou~ ~ccomp~ighment~ 

characte~ by being ~elec~d as an A~ademtc All-Star] 

FB14-AAS1: SK89 



~og~ph opport~iti~s.~h~ wll~ als~ ~ec~i~e an ~v~i~n from the 

We look forward to hosting yo~ for ~ memorab|~ day with the Tar Heels! 

Cono~atu|~tio~_~ ~g~n on this tr~mondo~ 

etigib~e to ~eceiw, 4 f~ee t~cket~ t~ the g~m~= Additiona~ t~ckets can be p~rcha~ed 

FB14-AAS 1: DK91 

autograph opportunities. They ~i[t also ~e(~v~ an ovat~oh fro~ ~h~ crOWd 

d~ri~g ~ break ~n the game% a<tion. For additional iRq~irie~ please em~l 

We look forward to hosting yo~ for a memorable day with the Tar Heels] 

Congratulations again on thi~ tremendous accomplishment! 

C~ag~tulatien~~. Your ~hild ha~ ~n recognized for their academic su¢¢~ a~d 

characte~ by ~elng s~cted a~ an Academic All-~t~r~ 

~oatbaH ~me o~ ~aturday, August BOth in Chape~ Hill. Each Ac~de~i~ Al~-Star is ~ 

eligible to receive 4 fre~ tt{ket~ to th~ game[ Additional tickets can be purchased 

www.GoH~e]s,com ~chets bet~n July 1st and August 1 st and ~put the 

FB14-AAS 1: 0093 



autograph opportunities, They will als~ r~ce~ve an o~t~on from th~ ~owd 

We look forward to hosting yo~ fsr a memorable day with the Tar Heels! 

Congratulations ~ga=n o~ this tremendous 

U~( will bu hono~ir~g the ~tate’~ Academic All Star~ a~ ~h~ ~or~h Ca~li~u w, Liberty 

FB14-AAShTA33 

foo8 forward to hosting you for a memorable day with lhe Tar Heelsl 

will ~e hon~ing th~ ~tute’s Academic All Stat~ at the. North Carolina vs. Liberty 

www.GoHeels.com ’ti(ketS Between July 1st a~d AugUSt IS~ and Input 

FB14-AAS 1: KB45 



We look forward to hosting you for a memorable day with the Tar Heels! 

Congratu~atbnS again on this tremendous a~omDli~hment] 

U:~ wJ!~ ~ ~ofing the ~tate’~ A~ad~mi~ Al! 

while ~aim;~ yo~r ¢om:plimen:ta~y ticketS.                     ~:: 

T~ dain~ y~f ¢om:plimen:ta~y ti{ket~ to the g~e~, p~ea~e ~s~            ~:: 

~odemicallstar~ ~un~,e~u ~o we can get yo~ any inf~rm:aticn y~ aee~, We ~iJE 

le claim: yo~r (omplEmef~tary t k, ketf~ to the game, please visit 

FB14-AAS 1: ZM87 



Co~gr~tulation~ a~a~n on this tremendous ~ccomplishment~ 

eliglbEe ~o receive 4 f~e ~cket~ t~ tho ga~ Additlo~a~ ttckots ~a~ be ~uz~h~sod 

www.GoHeel~.~om/t~k~t~ ~etwe~ J~ly l~t a~d August 1~ ~d t~pu~ 

FB14-AAS1 : IYS1 

We look forward to hosting you for ~ memot’ab~e d~y with the Tar Heels! 

£ot~gratu|ations ~ain on this tr~mendou~ ~¢¢ornpHshment! 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find your 
seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: t Lc_k__e_t_s@._u_n_c_=e__d_u_. 

U se this link to modi~ your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 5:24 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA honors six Tar Heel teams for APRs 

Isn’t men’s tennis 1000 for past four years? I believe that we retrieved some points on one or two guys over the 
past couple of years. Is this accurate? 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 3:41 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: NCAA honors six Tar Heel teams for APRs 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 7, 2014 

UNC PROGRAMS HONORED FOR TOP ACADEMIC PROGRESS RATES 

CHAPEL HILL -The NCAA has honored six University of North Carolina athletic programs whose Academic 

Progress Rates are among the top 10 percent nationally in their respective sports. 

Carolina teams honored by the NCAA include women’s fencing, women’s golf, gymnastics, rowing, women’s 

tennis and volleyball. 

This marks the ninth time in as many years that women’s fencing and women’s golf ranked in the Top 10 

percent nationally. Volleyball earned its eighth straight honor and gymnastics is being recognized for the fifth 

year in a row. The award is the second for rowing and the first for women’s tennis. 

"Congratulations to the students on those six teams as well as the coaches that recruited them to UNC and 

work with them to get the most out of their academic and athletic experience," says Director of Athletics 

Bubba Cunningham. "Placing in the top 10 percent among their peers across the country is an outstanding 

achievement and speaks to their commitment to excellence." 

The APR is a multi-year score that measures a team’s academic success by tracking the progress of each 

student-athlete on scholarship. The APR accounts for eligibility, retention and graduation. This year’s award is 

based on the 2012-13 academic year. 



STEVE I(IRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9191 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 9:52 AM 

brownese@optonline.net 

FW: UNC Softball: Three Tar Heels Earn All-ACC Honors 

Bobby, 

Proud of Let’s get some wins in Maryland. Hope you and your family are doing well. 

Vince 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Temple, Abbey 
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2014 9:07 AM 
Subject: UNC Softball: Three Tar Heels Earn AII-ACC Honors 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
FOR RELEASE: Thursday, May 8, 2014 
CONTACT: Abbey Temple (atemple@unc.edu, 724-541-0290) 

UNC Softball: Three Tar Heels Earn AII-ACC Honors 
Brown named to First Team, Kelly ahd Mateen named to Second Team 

GREENSBORO, N.C. (theACC.com) - The 2014 All-Atlantic Coast Conference Softball Teams and 
individual awards were announced today by the conference office, as voted on by the league’s 11 head coaches. 

Carolina’s Kristen Brown was named to the All-ACC First Team, earning conference honors for the second time 
in her career after being named to the Second Team in 2013. Jenna Kelly and Aquilla Mateen were both named 
to the All-ACC Second Team. 

Florida State’s Maddie O’Brien was named the ACC Player of the Year, while the Seminoles’ Lacey Waldrop 
and Lonni Alameda were named Pitcher of the Year and Coach of the Year, respectively. Notre Dame’s Karley 
Wester was tabbed the ACC Freshman of the Year. 

O’Brien, a junior from Palm Harbor, Florida, finished the regular season second in the league in batting average 
(.440) and topped the charts in slugging percentage (.953), on-base percentage (.556), home runs (20) and RBI 
(74). O’Brien becomes the sixth Florida State student-athlete to win the award, joining Toni Gutierrez (1992), 
Cindy Lawton (1995), Shamalene Wilson (1996), Leslie Malerich (2001) and Jessica van der Linden (2003, 
2004). 

Waldrop, who became the second student-athlete from Florida State to win the league’s top softball pitcher 



award, held opponents to a. 171 batting average and posted an ERA of 0.86 in 204.1 innings of work. The 
iunior from Chester, Virginia, registered a NCAA-high 31 wins during the regular season. 

Notre Dame’s Wester, a native of Huntington Beach, California, led the ACC in batting average (.461) and was 
third in the league with an on-base percentage of .525. In addition, Wester drove home 28 runs during the 
regular season and topped the league’s charts in stolen bases with 25. 

Alameda earned ACC Coach of the Year honors for the second consecutive season after leading the Seminoles 
to the top spot in the ACC regular season standings. Florida State enters postseason play with a 47-6 record, 24- 
3 against conference opponents and is ranked No. 4 in the most recent USA Today/NFCA poll. 

Ten schools were represented on the 2014 All-ACC Teams, led by Florida State and Notre Dame with five 
representatives apiece. North Carolina, Virginia Tech and Syracuse had three, while Boston College, Georgia 
Tech, NC State, and Pitt each had two. Maryland rounded out the field with one representative. 

Individual Award Winners 

Player of the Year - Maddie O’Brien, Florida State 

Pitcher of the Year -Lacey Waldrop, Florida State 

Freshman of the Year - Karley Wester, Notre Dame 

Coach of the Year - Lonni Alameda, Florida State 

All-ACC First Team 

Lacey Waldrop Jr. P 

Maddie O’Brien Jr. SS 

Karley Wester Fr. OF 

Micaela Arizmendi So. 1B 

Courtney Senas Sr. OF 

Kristen Brown So. SS 

Emily Weiman Jr. P 

Laura Winter Sr. P 

Sydney O’Hara Fr. P 

Maddie Lionberger So. 2B 

Florida State 

Florida State 

Notre Dame 

Notre Dame 

Florida State 

North Carolina 

NC State 

Notre Dame 

Syracuse 

Georgia Tech 

All-ACC Second Team 

Ashley Thomas Sr. SS 

Jessica Burroughs Fr. P 

Emilee Koerner Jr. OF 

Renada Davis Jr. SS 

Candice Beards St. 1B 

Jenna Kelly So. 1B 

Lauren Gaskill Jr. S S 

Aquilla Mateen So. OF 

Tory Speer St. C 

Carly Thea Jr. OF 

Georgia Tech 

Florida State 

Notre Dame 

NC State 

Maryland 

North Carolina 

Virginia Tech 

North Carolina 

Boston College 

Pitt 



AII-ACC Third Team 
Jasmine Watson 
Victoria East 
Cassidy Whidden 
Shirley Daniels 
Tori Nirschl 
Kylie McGoldrick 
Nicole D’Argento 
Megan Cooley 
Briana Hamilton 
Katey Sm ith 

Abbey Temple 
UNC Athletic Communications 
o: 919-962-11601c: 
GoHeels.com 

Sr. 

So. 
Jr. 
St. 
So. 
Jr. 
St. 
So. 
St. 
So. 

1B 
1B 
C 
OF 
OF 
2B 
P 
OF 
3B 
C 

Syracuse 
Florida State 
Notre Dame 
Syracuse 
Pitt 
Virginia Tech 
Boston College 
Boston College 
Florida State 
Virginia Tech 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, 2:13 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Graduation 

2014 Summer Aid Recommendation for Exhausted Eligibility S-A ( pdf 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Thursday, 2:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Graduation 

fyi 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Th u rsday, 1: 51 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
(:c: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Graduation 

Paul, 

Please find attached                  Summer Aid Recommendation for a student-athlete with exhausted eligibility. 

is a former football student-athlete who has requested financial assistance from our athletic department to enroll 

in two summer online courses, which will allow him to complete his degree, is currently working for 

located in Myrtle Beach, SC. 

By any chance, do you have any availability to speak with            via conference call today or tomorrow? We would 

like your insight prior to approvinl~         ~ummer award recommendation. 

Thanks for your assistance! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Williams, Andre 



Sent: Thursday, ._, __, ___. 12:04 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Graduation      , 

Coach, 

I have received              Summer Award Recommendation application. Please let me know if you are available to 

sign application as Coach Fedora’s designee, so I can forward over to IVlarielle. 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Friday, 5:41 PM 
To: Williams, Andre; Myers, Leslie; com) 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Graduation 

Will do. I will complete the form over the weekend and return it on Monday. 

Have a great weekend everyone. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

T: 919.843.8917 

F: 919.962.6888 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Friday, 5:12 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Welborn, Spencer; ~o-d.com) 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Graduation (Mapp) 

Spencer, 

At your earliest convenience, could you please print and complete the academic portion of the attached application for 

to request financial assistance from our athletic department to complete his 
de~ree over the summer. After you complete the application, can you please send it back to my attention so I can have 

complete his portion and sign it? 

Thanks so much for your assistance! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday,  12:51 PM 



To: Holliday, Corey L 

Cc: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: Graduation 

Hi Corey- 

Can you please have       in conjunction with ASPSA or Spencer Welborn, complete the attached request form? We 

would ask ASPSA to add any comments they deem appropriate regarding their support of IVIr.       return. 

In addition to the academic counselor working with IVIr.      we ask that Coach Fedora (or his designee) also sign the 

form to indicate that the Football program support his return to complete his degree in Summer 

Once I have the completed form I will provide it to your sport administrators for their review and approval. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you. 

IVlarielle 

IVlarielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 
Date:             at 11:30:29 AM EDT 
To: "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email.unc.edu>, 
Subject: RE: Graduation 

Andre’ and 

~o-d.com> 

Thank you for the email! We are actually in a holding pattern on the ruling of online courses (only 6 

towards a degree) with the Associate Dean. Hence, the reason as to why I have not reached out to discuss 

the COMM situation any further. 

Andre’ is correct that      ~nly needs six hours of electives to complete his degree at UNC. I would 

suggest taking two Carolina Courses Online (CCO) this summer to complete the degree. The dates in which 

the CCO courses range are from May 13 - July 25. The courses will move at a pace that will be manageable 

and it will allow Durell to adjust back to academics. The online courses are offered through the Friday 

Center for Continuing Education.       ,.d..o...e...s....n...q.t., need to reapply to the University (undergraduate 

admissions). He only needs to do what he is instructed to do through the Friday Center. 

Steps to ensure registration in online courses and graduation: 

1. httpL/!~!d~ycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html - Select the courses in which you would like to 

enroll 

2. Register for the courses ..... http~//~[!day~te~:ed~/~p/c~/e~!!rn~htrn 

This may seem extremely simple ..... this is the case because it is an extremely simple process. 

Once you have enrolled in the courses and you have been given access to the courses, please contact me 

and we can walk you through the graduation application process. 



If you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask. 

As for courses that may work for      (the link above shows course descriptions): 

COMM 100 - Communication and Social Process 

COMM 249 - Intro to Communication Technology, Culture and Society 

EXSS 221 - Intro to Sport & Recreation Administration 

SOCI 112- Social Interaction 
SOCI 130 - Family and Society 

SOCI 412 - Social Stratification 
SOCI 415 - Economy and Society 

Currently,      maintains a      cumulative GPA (must maintain a 2.000 to graduate) 

In the current situation, the minimum grades that can earned this summer are two 

lower his GPAto a 

would 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Spencer 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Monday, 11:02 PM 

To:            Welborn, Spencer 

Subject: Re: Graduation 

Spencer, 

Thank you for providing the below information to                   and I have had an 
opportunity to speak about his below options and he has indicated that he is leaning toward 
completing his degree. At your earliest convenience, can you please 
advise what are the next steps if is interested in enrolling in online classes for summer 
session I? In addition, can you provide insight on which elective online courses would be good 
options for him to review? 

According to your below email, if      selects to pursue a degree in 
will only be required to complete two elective courses and maintain a 2.0 GPA. To ensure that 

places himself in the best situation, can you please provide use with zurrent GPA 
and the minimum grade he could earn in each course to maintain a 2.0 GPA? 

he 

Thanks once again for all of your assistance!! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:53 PM, ’ com> wrote: 

Hello, 

Below is the message I have received from Mr. Welborn regarding graduation. Please 
contact me and let me know how we should proceed. 

Thank You, 



Forwarded message 
From: Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 
Date: at 3:33 PM 
Subject: (iraduatlon 
To: :om> 

It was a pleasure speaking with you on Friday and again we are very excited that you 
would like to finish your degree. In our conversation you indicated that you were 
interested in earning a Communication Studies degree although you are further away 
from ~raduation in said degree. While I understand that the negative attention to the 

:tepartment may have skewed your view, I can promise that the 
department is much improved. A degree from UNC is very special and no one can 
deny such a statement! 

Currently you are only two courses (any two courses) away from graduation with the 
]egree (while maintaining the 2.000 cumulative GPA). The completion of 

two courses (online) could earn your degree from the University of North Carolina in 
August ~              The only requirements remaining for this degree program is 
two elective courses while maintaining a 2.000 cumulative GPA. 

After expressing your interests in communication studies, I pulled the COMM 
worksheet and worked up your final report. It appears that you would need a total of 
21 credit hours to complete your COMM degree. The reason why I have been waiting 
to send this email is that I have taken this case to the graduation division. 

Currently there are rules in place regarding online courses through UNC that may 
interfere with completing the degree away from UNC. Currently, the UNC policies 
and procedures indicate that a student may only complete six hours (2 courses) of 
online work in their degree (COMM courses). This means that only six of your 
remaining 21 credits could be used toward your degree. In worst case situation, you 
would be able to take 2 COMM courses online from UNC, possibly transfer in up to 
six hours of COMM work from another institution (24 of your final 30 hrs must be 
taken through UNC), leaving you with one course to be taken on campus (either during 
summer school or the semester). 

We have taken your case to the Senior Associate Dean of Undergraduate Education for 
further review. Needless to say, the COMM degree would take at least a year to 
complete due to the online rules. In addition, the University only allows a student to 
enroll in two online courses during a semester or summer school session. 

The Communication Studies degree requires students to complete a concentration 
within the major. I have included a link to the communication studies website which 
will allow you to view the divisions of concentrations within the department. 



Currently you have only completed one course in any of the concentrations and that is 
COMM  (Small Group Communication) which lies within Interpersonal and 
Organizational Communication. In addition, you have completed two of the three 
core courses required for all COMM majors. To complete the core requirements, you 
will need to complete COMM 160 or COMM 170. Please review the following link 
for more information regarding the B.A on Communication Studies: 
http://comm.unc.edu/undergraduate-studies/degree-requirements/ 

One option is to take courses online through UNC as a distance education program. 
These courses are offered through the Friday Center and can be done from any location 
due to the web based assignments. You will be allowed to transfer a total of six credits 
back into UNC based on your class standing. We could possibly find courses offered 
at another University that may be cheaper or a better fit for your schedule. Lastly, 
courses taken on campus is the final way to complete your degree. Based on our 
conversation, it appears that you do not plan to attend summer school at UNC. 

Please read over the material and let me know your thoughts. I will reach out to you 
once I hear back from the Senior Associate Dean. 

Thanks. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Friday, 1 8:45 AM 

Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu> 

RE: Incoming recruit 

Mike, 

The situation you describe below was one of several potential outcomes foreseeable as far back as our meeting 
in August. During that meeting, we all agreed that you guys should have the latitude to sign prospects who at 
that time were "group 1" from an admissions perspective. With that latitude came the need to manage 
communications with these prospects appropriately so as to balance their expectations for admission to UNC 
with the fact that we will admit no more than one "group 1" student for the baseball program for 

In February, I asked which of the current "group 1" prospects you wanted to present to the committee. 
was selected and you presented his case on                 It is my understanding that the 

admissions committee delayed their decision pending further review and/or additional consideration. 

The situation we are in today has changed since our meeting in August, but not much. One of the three 
prospects who were "group 1" back in August improved his academic record as expected and has been 
admitted. Two have not. It remains unlikely that        ~ill improve enough to move into "group 2" status. 

s still close and we remain confident, but he still does not have the academic record to avoid a review 
by the admissions committee,       was chosen over        for committee review. 

We can: (1) request a final decision on understanding that if he is admitted, a~ill not be 
admitted until he reaches "group 2" status (June l 3 or after?), or (2) present to the admissions 
committee understanding, that if the committee admits , then a decision on will be further 
delayed until after _        reaches "group 2" status, and knowing that if is admitted and for some 
reason does not rise to "group 2," then        viii not be admitted. 

We can discuss this in more detail by phone if you’d like. The best way to reach me is by calling 
If you don’t reach me at that number, please leave me a message. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

%~::~i~::::.:.:.::~::~::~::~::~i~¢:~ 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Thursday, I 5:43 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Incoming recruit 

VJnce, 



Have tried to call you. 
I don’t want to delay any of this much longer. We are doing these kids a great injustice by making them wait. 

It is my opinion that Barbara/Admissions should be able to admit It is clear he is going to be a Level 
2 when all is said and done. 
Making the kid wait until June 13 when he is supposed to be here for orientation June 16 does not seem quite 
right. It is not right. 
Both he and      have steadfastly stuck with us and have never wavered. 

has taken the SAT again, for like the fourth time and has not once asked about a timeline or 
anything. He has never mentioned another school. 
We have to reward kids like this and give them a chance to be successful at UNC. That is what a Level one is 
IMO. 
If he is our only Level 1, which he will be, then the committee needs to make the decision to admit him and 
give him a chance. 
We have a picture of the kid throwing out the first pitch here in full Carolina uniform with 
on the mound. He has always 
wanted to be a Tar Heel. It is about academics yes but it is about passion as well. Kids that really, really 
want to be here are normally 
successful both on and off the field. 

Mike 

From." Ille, Vince 
Seat." Tuesday, 10:22 AM 
To." Fox, Mike 
12c." Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject." RE: Incoming recruit 

Mike, 

Do you want to delay the final admission decision on       . until after        is officially a Level 2 (as late 
as June)? If so, then let me know and Barbara and I will discuss options moving forward. Thanks. 

Vince 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 

lJniversity of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
12c." Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject." Incoming recruit 

VJnce, 
This young man is currently a Group 1 but with his final grades he will be a Group 2. 
His current PGPA is 



We have sent his first nine week grades in to Barbara, etc. and 

The problem is his last day is June 13 and Barbara says we have to wait for final grades to admit him. 

This is problematic as he cannot sign up for CTOPS, housing, SS etc. without acceptance and receipt of 
enrollment deposit. 

Barbara says we can take him to committee and I think it best to do this so that this kid does not have to wait 
another 5 weeks. 
I think the committee will approve hopefully under these circumstances and if not we will all just have to wait. 

I am happy to talk with you but wanted to give you the details on this young man. I would like to take him to 
committee as soon as possible. 

Mike 
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Summary: 
The academic fraud scandal at UNC-Chapel HIll will apparently be part of a U.S. Senate committee 

hearing next week. 

The Senate’s Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation said in a news release Wednesday 

that it will conduct a hearing titled "Promoting The Well-Being and Academic Success of College 

Athletes" on May 14. 

The witness list has not been announced, but The Chronicle of Higher Education reported Wednesday 

that among those asked to testify is Mary Willingham. 

Article Links: 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O5/O7 /3843522/us-senate-hearing-next-week- 

will.html?sp=/99/100/&ihp=l 

http://www.com merce.senate.gov/public/index.cfm ?p=Hearings&ContentRecord_id=c302621b-17f6- 

449e-ad53-3754f16b7060&ContentType_id=14f995b9-dfaS-407a-9d35- 

56cc7152a7ed&Group_id=b06c39af-e033-4cba-9221- 

de668ca 1978a& MonthDisplay=S&YearDisplay=2014#.U 2qvSdTdCQs.twitter 

Summary: 
UNC academic advisor Mary Willingham shared on her website, PaperClasslnc.com, on Tuesday that she 

has officially resigned from the University. 

In an email, Willingham told WCHL that she’s currently in Washington, D.C. and will return next week. 

Article Link: 
http://chapelboro.com/news/unc/willingham-resigns/ 

Summary: 
A UNC learning specialist says the very people who are blasting the University for allowing the academic 

scandal to take place are at the heart of the problem. 
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Bradley Bethel is the author of the blog Coaching the Mind: Putting the Student in Student-Athlete. He 

blamed the deans in the College of Arts and Sciences during Julius Nyang’oro’s tenure for a lack of 

oversight. 

"This professor didn’t show up for over a decade, and his supervisors had no idea," Bethel says. "So, the 

reality of this scandal is that it is gross negligence on the academic side, unfortunately." 

Article Link: 
http://chapelboro.com/news/unc/former-deans-blame-academic-scandal/ 

Summary: 
With recent reports uncovering poor education for student-athletes, Sara Ganim looks at life for those 

who don’t go pro. 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~cnn~c~m/vide~/data/2~~/vide~/sp~rts/2~14/~5/~8/~ead~dnt-ganim-undrafted~c~~~ege- 

education.cnn.html 

Answering se~e good q~esg~ens 

Summary: 
David Ridpath answering questions on Willingham’s research methods, "paper courses", etc. 

"Given the athletic relationship that JN and Crowder have with athletics, documented communications, 

etc. it is not that big of a reach to ascertain there was coordination and I find it hard to believe there was 

not. Academic advisors for athletes are primarily great people who want to do the right thing, but their 

jobs are predicated on keeping athletes academically eligible to play and the conflict and pressure are 

huge. I know this because I lived it. If UNC made a choice to bring in more unprepared athletes and not 

provide proper remediation, the eligibility pressure is acute in revenue sports and when push comes to 

shove I have seen academic integrity thrown out the window to keep kids on the field or court." 

Article Link: 
http://bdavidrid.authorsxpress.com/2014/O5/O7/answering-some-good-questions/ 

Summary: 
The state has abandoned its constitutional commitment to provide all North Carolina children with a 

sound, basic education, say lawyers for low-income school districts, who cite years of budget reductions, 

jettisoned programs and tens of thousands of low-scoring students. 
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In a new filing, attorneys in a landmark school quality lawsuit call for a hearing in August and a detailed 

plan from the state, with timetables, for complying with the basic education mandate from two previous 

Supreme Court rulings. They say North Carolina has discarded many of the planned remedies to the 

problem, leaving 800,000 poor students - 56 percent of all school children - at risk of academic failure. 

Article Link: 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O5/OS/3846698/too-many-nc-children-arent- 

receiving.html?sp=/99/100/&ihp=1 
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Summary: 
Jim Delany leads an expansion of the Big Ten footprint a time when the NCAA restructuring process is 

becoming more complicated, college athletics is more litigious and rule enforcement isn’t working. 

A break from the NCAA is not desired, but autonomy on the "group of five’s" terms is 

imperative. 

The Big Ten football championship will not follow the men’s basketball tournament east. 

Delany wants multi-year scholarships for NCAA athletes, calling them "the right thing to do". 

Article Links: 
http://www~usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~~ 4/~5/~7 /big-ten~c~mmissi~ner-jim-de~any-questi~n- 

and-answer/8774193/ 
Delany on the CFP: http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaaf/2014/O5/O7/big-ten-commissioner- 

jim-delany-college-football-playoff/8791503/ 

Summary: 
By moving to an autonomy system where five conferences not only draft but administer their own rules, 

Delany is suggesting the NCAA cease performing the latter two of those tasks, at least for a subset of 

rules. Conferences also already know how to run tournaments (or could simply poach the NCAA’s best 

people), so the only reason to keep the NCAA around and Division I intact is the value of March 

Madness. 

That is not enough to keep Division I together for even the medium term. The Division I men’s basketball 

tournament might be an $800 million/year property. But the five power conferences only see about 

$200 million of that, some of it with significant strings attached. A lighter, leaner organization might be 

able to produce the same distributions for power conference members on a tournament generating as 

little as a third of the revenue of March Madness. 

You only have to read between a couple of lines to see that Delany is even indicating when a split will 

happen. Multiple times, Delany mentions a time frame of five to seven years to get Division I 

restructured, reform it to the liking of the power conferences, and let outside reform efforts like the 

wave of lawsuits play out. That is also, perhaps not coincidentally, the average time between 

governance reforms in Division I over the last 20 years or so. 

Article Link: 
http://www~sp~rtingnews.c~m/ncaa-f~~tba~~/st~ry/2~14-~5-~7/ncaa-restructuring-hits-p~int-where- 

split-is-preferable 
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Summary: 
Cost of attendance particulars debated, Texas Tech AD Hocutt says it’s important to let individual 

schools make their own decisions, Mountain West Commissioner Thompson believes each league 

member will calculate scenario differently, Conference USA Senior Assoc. Commissioner Philippi says 

confusion is stacking federal financial aid rules on top of NCAA & conference guidelines. 

Article Link: 

http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/j~n.s~~~m~n/24553166/ncaas.~atest-c~st.~f. 
attendance-debate-offers-questions-no-answers 

State ~e~:s ass:ls~a:~xce fro~ Ole £~liss, £~15[] after [~s fire 

Summary: 
Ole Miss & Mississippi State officials step forward & offer help to Jackson State Baseball program after 

all of their equipment was lost in a bus fire on Monday, Rebels& partner Easton Sports are sending 

cache of bats, balls, helmets, buckets, catchers gear & more to assist Tigers to complete their season. 

Article Link: 

http://www.c~ari~n~edger.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/jacks~n-state/2~14/~5/~6/jacks~n-state-gets~ 

assistance-ole-miss-msu-bus-fire/8793023/ 

UO a(hle~:ic d:i:~:e<:~or I(o[} ~¢.~le~s a:~xd vice ~:~:es:ide:~.~: for St~d.ent .£:[£~irs [:l<~[~i:~x 
~oI~es ~elease s~te~er~t ~°eg~’di~g alleged sexual ~ssauIt 

Summary: 
Oregon AD Mullens & University VP for Student Affairs Holmes release statement on forcible rape 

situation involving three Ducks MBB student-athletes, timing of UO investigation delayed as local law 

enforcement asked for no interference with their own review of the situation, safety of students is the 

utmost priority. 

affairs-robin-holmes-release-statement-regarding-alleged-sexual-assault/ 

http://www.~reg~n~ive.c~m/ducks/index.ssf/2~14/~5/~reg~n-ducks-w~nt-say-wh~-knew-1.htm~ 

http://www.~reg~n~ive.c~m/ducks/index.ssf/2~14/~5/students-pr~test-~reg~n-ducks.htm~ 
http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egebasketba~~/eye-~n-c~~~ege-basketba~~/24554837/~reg~n-must-~ffer- 

real-explanation-about-suspension-timeline 
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Framework in place for Kansas to have another tough basketball schedule 

Summary: 
Kansas Senior Assoc. AD Keating finishing up Jayhawks MBB schedule for next season, not sure if it will 

be as tough as last year’s, but does feature a number of high-profile opponents home, away & on 

neutral courts, trips to Temple & Georgetown fulfill HC Self’s desire to play games in high-profile East 

coast markets for recruiting purposes. 

Article Link: 

http://www.kansascity.com/2014/O5/O6/5006829/framework-in-place-for-kansas.html 

Summary: 
In advance of releasing updated APR data for all schools next week, the NCAA publicly recognizes all 

programs who finished in the Top 10% of their sport, includes four women’s & two men’s National 

Championship programs, Dartmouth leads the way with 26 total teams recognized. 

Article Links: 
http~//www.ncaa.~rg/ab~ut/res~urces/media-center/press~re~eases/ncaa-rec~gniZes-divisi~n-i- 

academic-achievement 
http://webl.ncaa.org/maps/ilam mtaithwRecognitionAwards.jsp 

Summary: 
It’s a four-team blockbuster fixture in the style of the already successful Champions Classic, only this one 

will have a different batch of teams. 

It’s called the CBS Sports Classic, and it’s going to be an annual event featuring four of the biggest 

programs in college hoops history: Kentucky, North Carolina, UCLA and Ohio State. 

Four distinct, different regions of the country are covered by four programs that total 25 NCAA 

Tournament championships -- nearly a third of all title-winners. Pretty great. Kentucky is the only 

program of the four that will compete in both the Champions Classic (which also boasts Duke, Michigan 

State and Kansas) and the CBS Sports Classic. 

"We’re excited to bring these powerhouse programs together for a tremendous early-season 

showcase," said Dan Weinberg, Senior Vice President, Programming, CBS Sports. "From its debut next 

season, the CBS Sports Classic will be a marquee event, adding to our already deep college basketball 

schedule." 

to-launch-in-2014-include-hoops-blue-bloods 
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Summary: 
Opinions on how possible student-athlete stipends should be administered continue to be 

discussed, Baylor AD McCaw says his department is trying to figure out how to increase revenues or 

make cuts to open up monies for stipends, Pac-12 Commissioner Scott believes a group of financial aid 

officers from the ’Big 5’ will get together to create a common approach, Oklahoma AD Castiglione asks 

complicated questions of process. 

Article Link: 
http : / /www.usat~day.c~m /st~ry /sp~rts/ c~~~ege/ 2~14 /~5 /~ 7 / ncaa~g~vernance~restructuring-ref~rm- 

cost-of-attendance-scholarship/8824393/ 

Summary: 
Big 12 Commissioner Bowlsby says many of the possible NCAA governance changes that are on the table 

may take a long time to solve, Arizona FB HC Rodriguez does not agree with the picture of a 

disenfranchised student-athlete, Washington State FB HC Leach wonders if student-athletes as 

employees could be fired, USC AD Haden can see the utility of a post-graduation licensing fund. 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts~c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/j~n-s~~~m~n/24554~58/h~w-d~es-c~~~ege-sp~rts- 

solve-the-growing-players-movement 

Summary: 
Pitt AD Pederson discusses agenda for ACC meetings that start next week, expects significant debate on 

possible introduction of student-athlete stipends, does not believe there is momentum within the 

conference to eliminate FB games against FCS opponents, which he believes is an important option in 

order to maintain seven home games. 

Article Link: 
http://trib~ive~c~m/sp~rts/c~~~ege/pitt/6~74~2~~74/peders~n-acc-sch~~~s#axzz317~w5KJ~ 

Summary: 

Texas Executive Assoc. AD Ryan in the news for department decor purchases of over ~20k during the 

past seven years that were made from an antique store she & her husband own, University handbook 
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states that employees may not do business with an entity in which they have a substantial interest, 

spokesman Voinis says actions were above board. 

Internal Audit Office at Texas will take over the investigation of purchases approved by Executive Assoc. 

AD Ryan from an antique store she owns with her husband, since 2007 the athletic department has 
spent over $20k at Ryan’s Old Mill Store, Travis County Judge Aleshire wonders why a checks & balances 

system didn’t flag the purchases earlier 

Article Links: 

http://tracking.si.com/2014/O5/O7 /texas-athletic-academic-adviser-purchases/ 
http://www.mystatesman.c~m/news/sp~rts/c~~~ege/uts-interna~.audit-~ffice-t~.take.~ver-ryan- 

review/nfrxM/?icm p=statesman_internallink_invitationbox_apr2013_statesmanstubtomystatesmanpre 

mium#4846f226.2694093.735362 

Summary: 
Big 12, Pac-12 & American leaders comment on unlimited meals legislation that is now available for all 

schools to implement at their behest, Oklahoma AD Castiglione says situation is ripe for abuse, Kansas 

State AD Currie has targeted $600k to $1m as the annual financial investment to upgrade, East 

Carolina AD Compher wants an agreement on a baseline approach. 

Article Link: 
http : / /www.cbssp~rts.c~m/ c~~ ~egef~~tba~~ /writer /jeremy~f~w~er / 2 4 5 5 5~ 79 / c~~~ege-f~~tba~~s-next- 

great-money-race .... food .... is-here 

Summary: 
UConn AD Manuel comments on a number of important issues, does not see Huskie student-athletes as 

employees, but does believe a stipend system could help, wants to make sure ’Big 5’ schools aren’t 

allowed to increase scholarship numbers per sport compared with all other schools within new 

governance structure. 

Article Link: 
http://www.courant.com/sports/hc-jacobs-colum n-0509-20140508,0,1119719.colum n 
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Summary: 

Notre Dame one of the latest schools to continue pushing the ’You Can Play’ campaign to support openly 

gay student-athletes, AD Swarbrick within new video, "...the university is committed to fostering an 

environment of welcome and mutual respect that is grounded in the Catholic mission". 

Article Link: 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/O5/O8/notre-dame-gay-athletes n 5290761.html 

Summary: 
The NCAA, along with the press and advertising agencies, uses TV, radio, phone applications and social 

media to influence a certain way of thinking. 

Under this new arrangement, athletes were vulnerable to losing their scholarships for a variety of 

reasons such as the inability to produce because of injury, failure to perform as desired on the field, 

and/or a change in coaching staff or coaching philosophy. In effect, the athletic scholarship became a 

tool in controlling player behavior, movement, and value. 

Everyone involved with college athletics, whether it is the students, coaches or administrators, seems to 

have their own view on what the future will bring. 

Due to all of the revenue the students bring in through athletics, the term "student-athlete" may cease 

to exist. 

Article Link: 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/evan-f-moore/propaganda-and-sports- 

ncaa b 5288787.html?utm_hp_ref=sports&ir=Sports 

Summary: 
Big-time college sports is at a crossroads. It is the best of times and it is the worst of times. This can go 

either way. Above all it’s time for everyone to understand big money gets a lot of attention -- including 

from a generation of student-athletes that can access more information, see widening disparity and the 

vast wealth being amassed because of their talents. 

Nothing fosters anger more than a sense that your labors are benefitting a corrupt system. If that anger 

is allowed to fester, expect action. 

Article Link: 
htt p ://www. statecoll ege. co m/n ews/colu m n s/b igti m e-coll ege-athleti cs-a-tale-of-two-citi es, 1459080/ 
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Summary: 
USA Today reporter Berkowitz (@ByBerkowitz): Kendall Gregory-McGhee suit v. NCAA and Big 5 confs 

re: cost of attendance v. grant-in-aid reassigned to US District Judge Claudia Wilken. Wilken now 

handling 2 cases regarding cost-of-attendance v. grant-in-aid, as well as O’Bannon/Keller litigation. 

Article Link: 

http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/O4/another.html 

H[earhx£ o n AS:~ ~etes’ If n:i.o:~.~ Worries .£c(i vis( 

Summary: 
College Athletes Players Association President Huma worried that next week’s Congressional review of 

student-athlete welfare could lead to unionization barriers, "CAPA is concerned that this hearing has 

been called in an attempt to legitimize the NCAAs illegitimate effort to eliminate college athletes’ 

rights." Baylor President Start & Stanford AD Muir will testify. 

Article Link: 
http://a bcnews.go.com/Sports/wireStory/hearing-athletes-union-worries-activist-23629757 

The Po~ itics of P~ayer ~n k~ns 

Summary: 
During hearing with US House Education & Workforce Committee, Stanford AD Muir says Cardinal would 

look at a different model of college athletics if student-athletes are allowed to unionize, Baylor President 

Starr also rallies against unionization, committee chair Klein would look to introduce legislation to block 

unions if he could get it through the Senate & had support from President Obama. 

Economist Schwarz also testifies to US House Education & Workforce Committee, compares the NCAA to 

a rich investment banker who makes Slm per year, but spends all his money before allocating some to 

his kids education, believes the current system is full of price-fixing, worried changes to governance 

structure could lead to anti-competitive behavior 

Article Links: 

http://www.insidehighered~c~m/news/2~14/~5/~9/h~use-pane~~debates-uni~nizati~n-c~~~ege- 
athletes#sthash.YiQPoCue.QiGqOZID.dpbs 

http://www.sbnati~n.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/2~14/5/8/5693196/ncaa-sp~rts-p~ayers-uni~ns-~awsuits- 

economics 

http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~14/~5/~8/h~use-educati~n-w~rkf~rce-c~mmittee- 

northwestern-football-labor-union/8846329/ 
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http://chronicle.com/article/Battle-Over-College-Athlete/146453/ 

Summary: 
Ed O’Bannon chats with CBS Sports reporter Dodd about his on-going lawsuit against the NCAA & the 

state of affairs in college athletics, believes the current system is designed for student-athletes to keep 

their heads down & be quiet since someone else is footing the bill for their education, simply wants to 

help spur changes that will better support players. 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/dennis~d~dd/2455437~/ed~~bann~n-the-face-~f~ 

landmark-legal-battle-against-the-ncaa 

Summary: 
Former University of Georgia football coach Jim Donnan abused the trust of friends and fellow coaches 

to lure them into a fraudulent $80 million investment scheme, a federal prosecutor said Tuesday. 

A defense attorney countered that Donnan thought he’d found a good investment and wanted to share 

his good fortune with others. 

Article Link: 

http~//espn~~~~c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/1~89291~/federa~-tria~-jim-d~nnan-f~rmer-ge~rgia- 
bulldogs-coach-begins 

Summary: 
Current NCAA Division I rules send the gross majority of the billions of dollars in sports-generated 

revenue right back to the schools, coaches, administration, and staff; the athletes see very-little-to-none 

of it. And as NCAA General Counsel Donald Remy is now coming to understand, collaring revenue of that 

magnitude can send tremors across the landscape; tremors strong enough to awaken a sleeping giant. 

Unfortunately for the NCAA, they are next up in Kessler’s crosshairs, and it is quite unlikely that they will 

succeed where the NFL, the NBA, and the IAAF, among others, have failed. Over the years, their position 

on amateurism in college athletics has not only been consistent, it has also been defended time and 

again. But they have not faced an opponent on the scale of Jeffrey Kessler before--not by a country 

mile. 
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Article Link: 
http://www.f~rbes~~~m/sites/davidparne~~/2~14/~5/~8/the-ncaas-carte~-activity~has~a~akened-a- 

sleeping-giant/ 

Sumrnar¥: 
Joe Paterno’s relatives are attempting to rewrite history and ignore reality as they seek to overturn a 
$60 million fine and other NCAA sanctions against Penn State due to the Jerry Sandusky child sex-abuse 

scandal, NCAA attorneys said in asking a judge to dismiss a lawsuit filed by the late Penn State football 

coach’s family. 

The NCAA’s 64-page response was filed Tuesday in Centre County. It argues the university willingly 

agreed to sanctions including a temporary postseason ban and scholarship reductions after Sandusky, 

Paterno’s former defensive coordinator, was convicted of abusing boys, including some incidents at 

campus football facilities. 

Paterno’s family has sued to overturn the sanctions, arguing that Penn State was wrongly forced by the 

NCAA to accept the penalties that harmed the school, defamed Paterno’s memory and affected the 

ability of his son and assistant coach, Jay Paterno, and others to find jobs. 

Article Link: 
http://www.phi~~y.c~m/phi~~y/educati~n/2~14~5~7-ap-~d222772a4c34176b~af8ba24d7e83fb.htm~?c=r 
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Reverence Ge erat o  and Facilities 

Summary: 
Villanova extends deal with partner Paciolan, pair started working with each other in 2006, as part of 

new agreement Paciolan will implement their scanning & digital ticket solution dubbed ’Access’, Senior 

Assoc. AD Steitz excited about giving fans functionality of mobile tickets. 

Article Links: 
htt p ://www.vill a nova. co m/ge n re 1/050614a aa. html 

Also, Providence: http://paciolan.com/2014/hot-topics/providence-college-renews-partnership-with- 

paciolan/ 

Summary: 
Wisconsin athletics will contribute half of funds needed for $26m renovations to theSoutheast 
Recreational Facility that will include a new competition pool for Badgers Swimming programs, 

construction will begin in 2017 with completion expected in 2019, 50-meter pool, new diving platforms 

& 1,500 seats all part of project. 

Article Link: 
http://h~st.madis~n.c~m/sp~rts/c~~umnists/andy-bagg~t/badgers~swimming~c~nstructi~n-~n-new- 

million-pool-starts-in/article_9e211a64-eclf-540b-858d-bcf52e4f4cff.html 

Summary: 
Arizona AD Byrne updates on the status of McKale Center renovations, old seats & court that have been 

removed will not be salvaged for fans to purchase in order to keep project on time, new floor should be 

installed by June 1 & will feature a traditional design, also launches FB ’Be the One’ campaign. 

Article Link: 
http://www.ari~~nawi~dcats.c~m/~iewArtic~e.dbm~?ATCL~D=2~9491896&DB-~EM-~D=3~7~~ 
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Summary: 
Oregon Senior Assoc. AD Pintens discusses marketing process of differentiating Ducks, upon arrival in 

Eugene asked key question of, "How do we distinguish ourselves in the marketplace?" Points to 

commitment by Nike & key donors, reflects on impact of Joey Harrington billboard in Times Square. 

Article Link: 
http://content.scribblelive.com/Event/The_Oregon_Ducks_How_they_became a national_college_foot 

ball_brand?Page=0 

Summary: 
West Virginia AD Luck says Big 12 officials discussed the possibly of combining their MBB & WBB post- 

season tourneys during league meetings in Phoenix, points to low attendance for the Women’s tourney, 

contracts for both events currently run through 2016. 

Article Link: 
http://www.wvgazette.com/article/20140508/GZ02/140509265/1115 

Summary: 
Interesting chart by Nielsen that has implications for college athletics, shows that while the total 

number of cable TV channels has continued to rise, from 96 in 2005 to 189 on average in 2013, the 

number of channels actually viewed by each individual customer has remained steady at 17 to 18. 

17-of-them/ 

Summary: 
Shares are down about 1.5% in initial post-market trading after the company reported mixed results for 
the first three months of the year. Net income at $468M was up 1.1% vs the period last year on 

revenues of $3.86B, -4.6%. The top line fell short of the $3.92B that analysts expected. But earnings at 

78 cents a share topped forecasts for 75 cents. CBS says that last year’s results included $280M from 

itsSuper Bowl broadcast, and benefited from two additional NCAA Division I Men’s Basketball 
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Championship games. Their absence cut 11 percentage points from revenues at the main Entertainment 

unit, where revenues fell 9.3% to $2.3B with operating income -4.6% to $420M. 

Article Link: 
http://www.deadline.com/2014/05/cbs-q 1-revenues-miss-expectations-with-fewer-ncaa-basketball- 

games-and-no-super-bowl/ 
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T roug  Eyes iY 
Bringing Out the Best 

in Your Students 

I just sa~vJesse, a friend who recently finished college. The last time I’d spoken to him, he was flying high--making 
excellent grades, playing varsity basketball in high school, and winning awards as an outstanding skateboarder. As 
we began talking, I was sure I’d hear how he’d gone to a prestigious university and gotten a job handling hedge 
funds in New York. I soon discovered.., well, not so much. 

"How’s life, Jesse?" I asked. 

"Uh, well, it’s OK I guess." He was looking down at his iPhone. 

"What are you doing these days? When did you graduate college?" 

"Um, so I didn’t get into the college I wanted to go to, so I took some classes at the local JuCo. And... I uh... I 
quit last year." 

"Oh. I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to put you on the spot. Are you working?" I asked. 

"Not really. I’m 1Mng at home with my mom. She’s helped out a lot, since I can’t find a job. She’s doing my laundry, 
and keepiff a roof over my head." He forced a smile. 

"¥Vell, that’s nice. Moms are great, aren’t they?" I replied, not knowing what to say to encourage him. "Are you still 
playing any basketball or skateboarding?" 

"Not so much. My friends moved away. But... I did just beat Grand 7heftduto 1/7’ 

Hmmm. It’s his only consolation right now. I told him to not give up on life. ’VVe shook hands and said goodbye. 
It was awl~vard. 

An Update on Generation iY 

I wish I could say this kind of conversation is an isolated incident. Unfortunately, it’s happening hundreds of 
thousands of times, every year. At least half of today’s college students fail to graduate. When I wrote Generation 
iY--Our Last Change To Save Their Future, 60 percent of thern were moving back home after finishing college. 
In recent years, that number has .jumped up to 80 percent, while Pew Research recently released a study showing 
nearly 4 of 10 graduates still live at horne. 

Furthermore, the first batch of kids from Generation iY (those born since 1990) has now graduated, and they are 
presenting new challenges to employers. Lacking self-awareness, some tell their potential employers, "I plan to 
have your job in eighteen months." Many recent grads bring their cell phones to job interviews, and even respond 



to a text during those intervie~vs. Some bring their parents, who act as an agent during the conversation. One 
actually sent her morn to do the interview for her; she was too busy that day: 

When I ~vrote Generation iY, I spoke about a "youth bulge," a s~velling in the youth population around the 
world. Historical trends suggest that every time there is a population explosion among the youth (between 15-29 
years old), violence follows. Sociologist Gunnar Heinson reports that countries are vulnerable ~vhen the youth 
population is 30 percent or higher. I predicted that if we didn’t assume the role of a mentor to these young adults, 
we would see this violence globally. Today, nearly half the world’s population is 25 years old or younger. 

Have you watched the news lately? Over the last three years, ~ve’ve seen this reality in Egypt, in Venezuela, in 
Syria, in Ukraine, in Palestine, and in so many other places where young people exist. In America, we have a large 
Baby Boomer population, as well as a large Millennial population. Somehow, ~ve must connect the older with the 
younger and pass on some guiding principles or a moral compass to the emerging population. But so far, we’ve 
failed on the whole. Our assessment of 8,500 high school and college students clearly" reveals a drop in: 

¯ Resilience - We removed the ability to bounce back after a failure. 
¯ Empathy - We have pushed them toward self-expansion. 
¯ Work Ethic - Their short attention spans make the daily grind a turn-off. 
¯ Stamina - Sticking with a task when the novelty’s gone is difficult. 
¯ Ambition - The internal drive to succeed is replaced by external stimuli. 
¯ Self-Awareness - Few adults have been honest about their blind spots. 

Now fasten your seatbelt. Condoleezza Rice and Joel Klein released a report recently" saying that the state of our 
youth is now an issue of national security. 75 percent of America’s youth are not even fit for the military--due to 
obesity, criminal records or failure to graduate high school. 

This is no laughing matter. 

But rather than vent our frustration over this reality, let’s look deeper at what’s happening in the life of the 
American young adult. How did this happen? And ~vhat can we do? Good questions. May I respond with the 
obvious? They’re products of our making. They have lived up to (or down to) our expectations and preparation. 
I’m afraid we did a better job preventing, presuming and protecting than ~ve did preparing. We--the adults who 
raised, taught and coached them--have created this unrea@ emerging adult. We told them to find their passion 
and pursue it. In fact, we told them they’re special--and now many of them only ~vant to do "special things" in 
their career. Forget starting at the bottom of the ladder. Forget that menial task. That’s just way beneath them. They 
feel important and ~vant to do something strategic. 

The fact is--everyone wants to be strategic, but not many ~vant to be logistic. Relatively few kids can see the 
nobility of simple service--stacking chairs, s~veeping the floor, or putting "stuff" away after an event. No, they’d 
rather plan the event and have someone else do that "un-strategic" stuff. Listen to my qualitative research: 

° When I talk with employers, they tell me the most hated term for young staff members is "pay your dues." 
° When I talk to school staff or faculty, they tell me students often say, "I only want to do it if it will benefit 
me or my transcript [resume]." 
° When I talk to recent graduates, they say they plan to immediately ~vrite a book, be a consultant, or travel 
and speak. 

They seem to miss the point that professionals tend to listen to consultants, writers, and speakers who bring some 
actual life experience to their work. 
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We’ve told our kids to be strategic, only do ~vhat’s important, avoid the trivia, and play to their strengths--but 
they now want to leapfrog over the menial work and consult or write about something ~vithout gaining critical life 
experience. In essence, their mantra is, "I don’t want to do it. I just want to write, consult or speak about it." And 
thanks to social media, they’ve been conditioned to concern themselves with how they look, how to get noticed, 
who gets remembered, and who gets the credit. 

"Ihe Generation iY SCENE 
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Perhaps these simple columns below ~vill illuminate our understanding of what’s happened. Consider the landscape 
we now live in. Youth today have grown up in a SCENE that adults have created: 

Examine the right-hand column for a moment. Notice the words slozo, hard, boring; risk and labor. Are those not 
the very ingredients that build a mature adult? YVhen a task is hard and it moves slowly, it builds patience and work 
ethic in me. Vqhen things are boring, it forces my mind to be creative on its o,vn. \Vhen I have to take risks, I learn 
that failure is not final or fatal, and that it’s only when I risk failure that I feel the satisfaction of true success. And 
,vhen I learn to embrace labor, using my strengths to add value to others, I learn the value of service. 

Vv’e, ho~vever, are building a high tech world where youth have to wait or work on very little. Consequently, the 
first time they have to wait on the job they want, or ~vork on a task with no one filming or tweeting about it, it’s 
challenging. Fran!dy, it’s easier to move back home. 

Xhis is why we must be intentional about building discipline and virtues in them. We must begin conversations 
about these very realities. I did this with my kids, and started by saying, "VV’e now live in a world that doesn’t 
naturally build virtues in you. So let’s talk about it, and together, see what we can intentionally do to build them." 

Starting Conversations 

Since the release of Generation iY, many readers have responded to me by saying, "Can you help us talk to these 
kids about these issues? How do we broach the subject with our sons and daughters, our students, our young 
athletes, our new employees?" 

I suggest you do what I and thousands of other parents have done. Plan a date night ~vith your son or daughter-- 
or a discussion time with your students or employees. (7his can be done zoith /eids ages 10-24. You’ll just have di~erent 

levels of discussion.) During that time, create a safe place to talk. It can’t be too public where the noise and the 
chance of being interrupted are high. It must be a place that is conducive to authentic conversation, self-disclosure 
and discovery. Casual but meaningful. If possible, create an environment that’s full of both insight and fun. Then, 
try this: 

1. Begin with the topic above: "[he Generation iY SCENE. 
Talk about the world we all live in now, how it is quick and convenient and often doesn’t build timeless disciplines 

in us that we need to thrive in life. Talk over our common tendency to assume that slow, hard, boring, risk and 
labor are all "bad" things. Ask them: I/Vhat do you observe f’rorn local and globa/ current events? 



2. Talk about the changes that have taken place over the years. 

Converse about our culture over the last twenty to thirty years--and how it’s so easy to be less patient, less ambitious, 

even less empathetic, because people tend to be into "themselves." Discuss how this might have occurred and why. 

Ask them: How hasp@ culture hel~ped and hindered our maturation ~process? 

3. Discuss what they notice in their personal life. 
Talk about both the positive and negative side of our high tech world. Ask: are there social and emotional "muscles" 
that have atrophied because they’re not used much? (e.g. how our patience or work ethic may diminish because so 
many things are fast and convenient.) Your own transparency will elicit theirs. 

4. Talk about what they can do to build those "muscles." 
Think out loud, talking about ~vhat activities could be done--as a family or a team--that could develop those 
social, emotional, mental or volitional muscles. Cite the need you both observe in your lives and imagine an action, 
a task, a service project, or a game that could begin growing the life skills that have atrophied. 

5. Finally, practice those ideas together. 
This could be as simple as technology "fasts," where you all take a break from cell phones or computers and talk 

face to face; it could be service projects in the community that divert your attention from "self" to others; it could 

even be offering to work around the neighborhood, doing odd jobs to cultivate a deeper work ethic. Wherever 

you see a lacking virtue, there’s likely an actMty you can do to build it, just as one would lift weights to improve 

physical muscle strength. 

"Ihe Inverse Relationship Between Technology and Soft Skills 

I’m hearing stories from students these days that I would never have predicted fifteen years ago. Females in a 
sorority recently said they all shower urith their cell phones. Yep. They put them in a plastic bag and place them 
on the soap dish so they don’t miss one text, Instagram or Snapchat. Most students I know sleep with their cell 
phones, and they even both launch or terminate dating relationships with a text. 

Over the last twenty-five years, our world’s been introduced to personal computers, cell phones and email. Today, 
these and other forms of technology are central to our everyday life. You and I are the beneficiaries and victims of 
an entirely new world. Personally, I have a love/hate relationship with it, so I’ve noodled on how to manage these 
changes--knowing they are not going away, yet also knowing they have changed the way we interact with people. 
And unfortunately, they haven’t always been good. 

Some Helpful Equations 
Case in point: Executives today bemoan the poor soft skills in young graduates. I am asked all the time how to 

understand and navigate this shift. While I don’t claim to be an expert on the issue, let me offer some equations 

that could help you grasp both the skill sets and the need for training in your youngest employees: 

1. As technology goes up, empathy goes down. 
Over the last ten years, empathy levels among college students have dropped by 40%. At the same time, we’ve seen 
a rise in bullying incidents, both on and off school campuses. We can find a direct parallel between screen time 
and the lack of empathy in adolescents. It makes sense, doesn’t it? A text that says ’Tm having a bad day" doesn’t 
elicit the same empathy as being face to face with a person in tears, in the midst of a crisis. It seems virtual, so our 
empathy is virtual. Kids often laugh at what they cried about a decade ago. 
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2. As information expands, attentions spans diminish. 
A comparative study was done with Singapore and U.S. students. When given a math word-problem that,vas two- 

grade levels above their current position, Singapore students labored an hour before succeeding or giving up. On 

average, the American students spent a total of 34 seconds on the problem before gMng up. Resilience, patience, 

and attention spans have dropped thanks to today’s quick, convenient, and saturated world. When overwhelmed, 

we surrender readily. Herbert Simon said it best: "A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention." 

3. As options broaden, long-term commitment shrinks. 
As mentioned above, our world is overloaded ~vith options: content to watch, music to listen to, things to purchase... 
you name it. With so much variety, we tend to quit current options when new or novel ones surface. And let’s get 
honest: It happens with marriages, cars, teams and jobs, too. We’ve conditioned kids to think like "free agents." 
There are even countries today proposing legislation for two-year marriage contracts. Surveys show today’s college 
students expect to have not just five jobs, but five careers before they’re done. Get ready. 

4. As life speeds up, patience and personal discipline drop. 
I’m embarrassed to admit it, but I am less patient than I was several years ago. Why? I don’t have to wait to satisfy" 
as many of my wants--from banking transactions, to food prep, to answers I need. I have a Google reflex. Studies 
now indicate that the declines in discipline and work ethic that have crept into our society have had an impact 
on the ratings of our students internationally. Our brains work like a muscle. If solutions come easy, that muscle 
doesn’t get a workout, and it atrophies. 

5. As external stimulation increases, internal motivation decreases. 
The average adolescent is disconnected from technology for only one hour a day. This means stimulation 
is streaming, and dopamine is flowing. Our focus groups indicate that this has caused a decrease in internal 
motivation. Experiments among students show that external rewards actually reduce internal drive and ambition. 
Kids work for the reward, not the satisfaction of the work. The external (and possibly artificial and superficial) 
reduces incentive and, consequently, self-sufficiency. 

6. As consequences for failure diminish, so does the value of success. 
Kids grow up in a world where mistakes and failure often dofft carry consequences. They see a friend commit a 
crime or cheat on a test and get off easy.They watch people get shot on TV or on a violent video game, but it doesn’t 
mean anything. Further, it is common for adults to swoop in and prevent them from suffering consequences when 
they fail in school and sports. This desensitizes kids and makes them emotionally uninvolved and unprepared for 
the real world. If we remove the possibility of failure, ambition to succeed can also evaporate. 

7. As virtual connections climb, emotional intelligence declines. 
Pe~v Research reports that Millennials prefer digital interaction to interpersonal conversations. In fact, they also 
say the use of phones and other mobile devices are allowing them to cut back on their drMng. About 40% say 
they substitute texting, email and video chats for meeting up with friends in person. This may mean their first 
impressions on others are weak, featuring little eye contact, poor listening and communication skills, and a lack of 
emotional intelligence. 

8. As free content swells, so does our sense of entitlement. 
This one likely affects all of us but has certainly been verified in K-12 and higher education. Not all, but much 
of what kids experience is free: video content, answers online, and even awards and affirmation from adults. It’s 
the law of supply and demand. When there is great supply, there is a reduction of demand. It’s easy for us to feel 
entitled to resources that cost something in the past. Kids may not want to earn an income or pay their dues when 
answers have been free so far. 



]-he Need: Intentional Influence 

Few people saw these unintended consequences t~vo decades ago. The key is simple to understand but challenging 

to implement. We must exercise intentionality in developing these necessary soft skills in the emerging generation. 

We can no longer assume those emotional muscles will develop naturally in kids. We must initiate a plan to build 

them. We’ll likely need to talk this issue over with them, and agree to balance the virtual ,vith the genuine; the 
screen ,vith the real. In short: 
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More time interacting with real people. 
More time outside in active movement. 
More time working and waiting on answers. 
More time initiating and less time reacting. 

It’s time to reverse this inverse relationship and launch an incredible generation of kids into their careers. 

Conversations on Balancing Acts 

In many ways, our culture today fosters obsessive compulsive behavior. Kids begin to "binge" on some new 

technology--Twitter, Instagram, Spotif?; Snapchat, you name it--and do it obsessively. It isn’t that those apps 

or devices are evil, it’s that when we become absorbed with something new, other skills are bound to atrophy. 

Therefore, we must learn the delicate art of balance. 

If your young people are old enough, talk about the inverse relationships I listed above. Discuss how they can 
actually reduce the very life skills we need to thrive in a job, in a friendship, on a team, or even in a marriage. I’ve 
included some questions below that ,vill help stimulate healthy conversations: 

Note that the key to life is balance, not binge. Technology is not going a,vay, so we must continue to know ho,v to 
navigate that world. But technology makes a great servant and a horrible master. It’s important to strike a balance 
between utilizing the conveniences of modern technology and building the life skills that require no technology. 
It has been said: "Discipline yourself so someone else doesn’t have to." 

Discuss some areas in which you can practice this balancing act--and do it together. 

qhrough the Eyes ofiY... 

In order to make this e-chapter more complete, our team felt it ,vould be helpful to allow some young adults from 
Generation iY to speak for themselves and provide us their picture of reality in their own words. So I asked a 
group (both males and females) some big questions. Here is ,vhat they said: 
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A Female said... 

I think the biggest challenge that I face as ayoung adult is deciding what I actually want to do for a career for the rest of 

my life. ITae been told al! my life that I can do anything that I set my mind to. Now that the time has actually come for 

me to make a decision about my future career and what to major as in college, I can’t do it. There are so many things that 

I think I would love to do, so it’s super overwhelming to me to have to pin down exactly what to major in. I also fear that 

I won’t enjoy what Ipick. I~ afraid after going through four or six years of college, I’ll enter into the career world and I 

will absolutely hate what I do. 

It’s also completely overwhelming that I’ll have to be on my own sometime in the near future. Personall); I think I~ 

one of the most independent young adults that I know, but there’s still so much that my parents do for me that I~ just 

overwhelmed when I think about having to be an actual grown up and do it on my own. Myparentspayfor my insurance, 

my cdlphone bill; my morn does my taxes for me. That’s just what I know about. My morn does so much behind the scenes 

work for me that I probably don’t even have full knowledge of a!l~ the things they do for me. 

A Male said... 

Some of my biggest challenges surround the theme of vision. ~ls kids, I fed adults were so wrapped up in our lives, making 

sure we were safe, had what we wanted, and were encouraged, that they forgot to live theirs. I need to have a vision of 

what a healthy adult looks like. TVand movies aren’t giving a clear vision for me--they are actually giving a hundred 

blurry visions of what an adult should look like. I don’t expect aperfect one, but I do need a rea! and authentic adult to shed 

light on how to become a man/continue to grow as a man. Some specific challenges are." 

Finding men to look up to and have as a mentor 
I-Iow to transition from college to a career 
Choosing a major to study when adults say a major doesn’t matter. 
How do I add value to a company and not be a pompous young employee? 
How do I improve the world, but make a living like my parents provided? 
It seems everyone has a negative perception of my generation to overcome. 
Teen life is great. What if we can’tprovide for ourselves ake ourparents did? 
How do I have a successful rdationship with a spouse, when the majority of adults one sees are divorced or fight all the 
time? Fathers and husbands on TV look stupid antipathetic-Where are the role modds.~ And the wives on TVaren’t any 
version of one that I would hope fo~ 

A Male said... 

The biggest hurdle in my life is becomingfinancially independent. I wish I had a mentor who’d talk candidly with me about 
managing money. Given the job market and other forces at work in the current economic climate, I see many of my peers 

are stalled. We didn’tplan to move home, and we don’t want to be there. Feeling like it is summer vacation disappears after 

two or three weeks for most of us. While I love my family and so do mypeers, it is hard to grow up when we are still living 

with ourparents. Deep down, many of us are embarrassed and aJ~aid we will never break into the job market. 

A Female said... 
The greatest thing a mentor could dojbr me is tojustpaint an accuratepicture of what my career would look like. In this day 
and age, I think a mentor needs to be there to tell my generation that everything won’t be rainbows and butterflies. There 
will be times we’ll feel overqualifiedJbr theposition we’re in and entitled to a better one, but a mentor needs to let us know 
that we’ll have to pay our dues, just like generations be~bre us did. A mentor should give us the warning that we’ll have to 



A Female said... 
I am ext,vmdy ,vlations])ip-driven, and I respond best to mentors that invest in me not onlyprofessional])~ butpersonally. 
I knozv sta~can easily get burned out, so a mentor zv])o can ])old me accountable to balance voork and life is zv])at I 
someday h&e~r. I am fortunate to have had several mentors ~ho g, e taken time to develop me as a person and as a joung 
pr~ssional. I o~e my succeu to my mentom ~ho helped me process rgjection, encouraged me, planned ~ith me, and 
ultimately, cared about me. ~ecause I knezv these mento~ ca~d about me, I ~orked even harder to make them proud. I 
h&e I can find these going forward. 

A Female said... 
I ~vis]) adults understood that zoe actually care - zve care about others, ~ve care about t])e zoorld. YKe care about everyt])ing, 
but some people see us as people ~v])o are extremdy self-absorbed and care about our p])ones more than ot])er people. For me 
at least, I care so much about ot])erpeople; I just zoant to help evewone, including those that I~ in constant communication 
zvit]) over my p])one or my computer. I fed t])at ifl don’t constantly talk topeople, they’!l think t])at I don’t care about them. 
I ])ate t])at I~ as absorbed into technology as I am, and I t])ink a lot of my generation feds t])e same ~vay. IdTe don’t zoant to 

be on ourp])ones or computers a!l t])e time, but zoe’re literally addicted to t])e technology that ~ve’ve grozvn up zvit]). I would 
love to cut tec])nologyfrom my life, but t])at’s very ])ard to do. 

A Male said... 
2he most unhdpful t])ing I ])ear over and over again as a recent college graduate is from adults zo])o are overly reminiscent 
of college and yout]). It is not inspiring to ])ear that "College is t])e best time of your life" and that "It’s all dozon])ill from 
here, enjoy it zv])ile you can." 

I do not expect life to be aparty, but I don’t ~vant to be miserable either. I zvould like to ])ear from the adults in my life zo])at 
kept them inspired at the bottom of ladder, zvhat they like about t])eirjobs, instead of t])e negative preac])ing. I think older 

generations overreact to our dreaming and often try too hard to reign us in. Our generation doesn’t zvant to just "survive," 
zve ~vant our time ])ere to matter. Give me ])ope t])at even t])oug]) life is ])ard, it is zvort]) it to serve, and make a d!ff~erence. 

A Female said... 
I vois]) seasoned adults understood ])ova di~cult it really is to be a young adult today. In many zvays, our generation ])as 

been t])e most aflguent, provided for, and even coddled group of individuals in ])istory. Modern tec])nological advancements 

andprogressiveparenting ideologies account for t])at, t~ut t])is is truly t])e most visibly complex, corrupt, and confusing our 
zvorld ])as ever been. Maybe t])is is just apart of gro~ving up, somet])ing every person ])as to experience at some point in 

or ])er life. t~ut I truly fed t])at young adults today ])ave ])ad to grapple volt]) a very di~cult ~vorld, one t])at is excessively 

documented and blasted in our faces via t])e Internet, nezvs media, and entertainment. ~ll of t])is makes life very confusing, 

and it’s no ~vonder t])at so many young adults seem lost and ~vit])outpurpose, moving ])ome rig])t after college. Better to go 
some~v])ere safe and knozvn than journey into t])e abyss of t])e real zoorld. 

A Male said... 

I served as an intern after college zo])ere some of my tasks zoere less t])an intellectually or emotionally stimulating. I 

complained to a mid-life manager zv])o responded zoit]), "You’ll survive" and "I ])ated my jobs rig])t out of college, I ])ated 

every minute of grad sc])ool, t~ut t])at’s zv])at I ])ad to do to be successful and t])at’sjust life. "I~ sure ])is response zoas out 

of toug]) love. Ho~vever, it de.finitdy didn’tpu!l me out of my slump. I zois]) adults understood t])at zoe need ])dp seeing 

value of t])e bottom of t])e ladder and ])ozv every step ])dps in t])e long run. I also zvis]) t])at adults understood t])at zve simply 
zvant to make a d!ff’erence and live a fulfilling life. W])en I ])ear the goal is just to ’survive" and t])en "t])at’sjust life, "I~ 

not inspired to take t])e necessary di~cult steps. YK])ile I voant to move on zoit]) my life, ])earing t])is from adults doesn’t 
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paint a pretty picture of z~hat the future or the job market z~ill be like. I/Vhat’s the point if life as an adult is so unpleasant? 

I wish adults could help me balance my hopes and fears. 

How to Get Started 
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It seems clear to me that the need of the hour is for us to become mentors, helping these young people move from 
backpack to briefcase. It begins with conversations and understanding and empathy--but it must end ~vith truth 
and action. We must build bridges of relationship that can bear the weight of truth, that help them move from 
information to execution. But this can’t be done overnight. 

Recently; I spent some time with some great K-12 educators. I spoke to principals, assistant principals and teacher- 
leaders about how to connect with and equip Generation iY students. They all could see the challenges in front 
of them. 

After my second day, a principal approached me with what he called "cognitive dissidence". He agreed with 
everything I said about the challenges of teaching kids who grew up as a TGIF generation: Twitter, Google, 
Instagram and Facebook.Their attention spans are low; their sense of entitlement is high; they know a lot, yet have 
experienced surprisingly little. They are social, yet not necessarily relational. Their conversations are on a screen. 
They are tough to harness. 

At the same time, he told me his teachers have recognized all of this, and they’re already saying: "We need to stop 
coddling these kids and introduce them to the real world. We’ve been far too easy on them. We tell them they’re 
all winners, but now, they’re not prepared for the future, ~vhere their boss won’t be clapping for them every day 
because they showed up at work on time." 

Herein lies the conflict. 

We do need to prepare these kids to become responsible adults, but the best way to do this is not to suddenly 
become "tough" on them. The shock would push them a~vay. It would be like exiting a dark cinema and ~valking 
outside into the daylight. We quickly shut our eyes and want to go back inside. The light’s too harsh. We must 
somehow ease them into adulthood through an intentional path. Over the years, I have noticed the affect of adults 
who lead too softly or too harshly. The outcomes: 

The bottom line is that young people need their leaders to be velvet-covered bricks. Velvet on the outside-- 
responsive, accepting and supportive. Inside, however, we must be a brick--leading by principles, boundaries and 
holding them to standards. This is the best way to prepare kids to become healthy adults and leaders. 

Six Steps to Bring Out the Best in Generation iY 

So can we help these students become all they could be? How do we build a bridge from the "coddled life" to the 
"disciplined life" that adulthood will demand? Let me suggest six steps teachers, coaches, youth workers, employers 
and parents can do: 

1. Cultivate a relationship. 
Every student panel and focus group we host asks for this. They wish their coach or teacher would actually pursue 



some kind of relationship but are usually reticent to initiate it. They question if a relationship is welcome between 
adult and child. To be honest, it often isn’t. We want to do our job and leave. So why not approach them, start 
conversations, ask personal questions, and let them kno~v you care? 

2. Earn the right to be heard. 
I know you’re the leader, but this generation of students hasn’t been taught to respect the badge or the title. You 
may have authority, but you must earn your influence. Build trust by doing what you say you’ll do, such as showing 
up on time if you require punctuality from students. Embody the attitude you demand of them. Often, the best 
way to earn the right to be heard--is to listen to them. 

3. Communicate belief. 
You can’t fake this. Teachers and coaches who win their students over authentically communicate that they believe 
in them. In fact, they convince students that the reason they push them is because they believe that student has 
potential. Every young man and women needs a caring adult to look them in the eye and say, "I believe you have 
what it takes to succeed." 
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4. Teach like a mentor. 
Both student panels in Shelby County expressed how much they want their teacher to be a mentor to them. This 
simply" means there is a connection beyond lectures and giving grades. When this kind of adult teaches, they do 
it in the spirit of hope, desiring their students to grasp it, apply it and ultimately to win. Once again, this requires 
relationship, belief, motivation, and passion for the students. 

5. Remove the fear of failure. 
When students don’t try, it’s frequently because they’ve been conditioned to think that failure is unacceptable. 
Many of them have never failed or struggled; they have ribbons and trophies in their rooms just for "playing." Now 
that failure is an option, they don’t want to let anyone down. So they don’t try. Adults must relay that failure isn’t 
final or fatal. In fact, it’s the way everyone really learns and grows. 

6. Challenge them with a hard assignment. 
I have come to believe that deep down, every kid wants to be involved with a project that’s very important and 
almost impossible. When we give a tough assignment and let students know it will take everything they’ve got, 
it communicates we actually" take them seriously. They are "legit." On a foundation of support and belief, this is a 
logical way to prove you think they can really do it. 

One last thought: this may take time. We really do need to build a bridge they can cross from "artificial maturity" 
to authentic maturity. They may have had years of parents making them the center of their lives, so it won’t happen 
overnight. I believe, though, that if we follow these steps, we can help them grow up into great adults over time. 
However, it’ll require us to stop preparing the path for the child and begin preparing the child for the path. 

Conversations About ~heir Habits and Attitudes 

Review the list of steps above with your young people. Once you’ve both read them, start a conversation with the 
goal of helping them grow into a healthy adult: 



The point of this conversation is to clarify what steps you can take to help them and what steps they must take 
to grow and mature. The objective is to form new healthy habits and attitudes. If these kinds of conversations are 
what you’re looking for, may I make a suggestion? When my kids were younger, we would have these meaningful 
conversations about life and leadership once a week, usually around the dinner table. Noticing they’re from a visual, 
experiential and connected generation, I launched these conversations with an image. I came up with a picture, 
which taught a life principle. It engaged their imagination because the pictures represented a timeless principle 
that could guide their future. Since pictures are worth a thousand words, it launched a discussion. Generally; these 
discussions led to experiences, which changed their lives. The collection of these images have grown, and are now 
being used by several thousand colleges and high schools around the world. We call them Habitudes--Images 
7hatForm Leadership Habits and~lttitudes, and they are igniting incredible change and growth in young leaders. 

Getting ~hem Ready 

I just met a ne~v friend named Rick. He’s built and repaired homes now for decades. Some time ago, he worked 
on the home of Jerry Rice, famous wide receiver for the San Francisco 49ers. In a conversation about his Hall of 
Fame career, Rick asked Jerry what helped him become such a great receiver. Jerry knew exactly what it was. He 
told my friend that when he was young, he worked for his dad. His dad was a bricklayer and would toss his son 
bricks for hours. Young Jerry learned to catch them coming at any speed and in any direction. He even learned 
to catch one brick in each hand at the same time. He smiled and said, "You can imagine hour this prepared me to 
catch something simple like a football If you can catch flying bricks, you can catch a ball." 

I’m sure Jerry’s dad wasn’t trying to be hard on his son. He ~vas getting him ready for the working world. He may 
not have known he was preparing him to play football--but it did. I’m simply saying to you: we need to throw 
some bricks to our Generation iY kids. 
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Let’s ask them to do the hard things now, so that when they gro~v up, they’ll be ready for anything. 

GENERATION iY SALE! 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Experience the powerful insights presented in 
Generation iY for yourself, or gift it to an important 

parent, coach, executive, teacher, or leader in your life! 



2014 TENNIS 
CHAHPIONSHIPS 
UNIVERS!~ Y 0~" G~ORG~A, HOST 

University of Georgia 
Dan Magill Tennis Complex May 15-26 

Advancing Team Information 

MEN- Chapel Hill, NC 
(N. Carolina, S. Carolina, George Washington, S. Carolina State) 

Hotel: Hotel Indigo (7DID, 2 King) 
Ashley Colglazier    ashleycolglazier@indigoathens.com 
Julia Oppenheimer juliaoppenheimer@indigoathens.com 
706-546-0430 hotel 

Submit Rooming List to Hotel by Monday, 5 PM 

Match Time: Friday, 4 PM TBD 

Practice Time: Wednesday, 9:30 AM 
Wednesday, 2:00 PM 
Thursday, 3:30 PM 
Friday, 2:30 PM 

Rec Sports Complex TBD 
Dan Magill Site TBD 
Rec Sports Complex TBD 
Rec Sports Complex TBD 

Coaches Mtg: Wednesday, 5:30 PM Butts-Mehre Team Meeting Room 

Banquet: Wednesday, 7:15 PM Classic Center 

Host Family:    Joe & Lisa Frierson .Cell 

Notes: 

¯ Tournament Director: Matt Brachowski 706-207-2279 mattb@sports.uga.edu 

Please park in the Parking Deck adjacent to the tennis courts and check in at the 
Women’s Clubhouse when you arrive for your first practice. At this time, you will 
receive your team credentials, welcome packet, etc. 

¯ For additional tournament information, please refer to the participant manual at: 

..h..t..t.p://www~ncaa.~rg/sites/defau~t/~~es/Partic{pant%2~Manua~%2~Ge~rgia%2~2~~4~pdf 
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Women’s Clubhouse when you arrive for your first practice. At this time, you will 
receive your team credentials, welcome packet, etc. 
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http://www~ncaa.~rg/sites/defau~t/~~es/Participant%2~Manua~%2~Ge~rgia%2~2~~4~pdf 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Monday, 8:32 AM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Football Aid Offer 

OK 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Monday, ,8:11 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Football Aid Offer 

Vince, 

Football would like to add current SA,                       to athletic aid for the        year, as they are paying 

for his summer school classes (which would require us to put him on aid). However, signing him may or may not put us 

over our aid limits (email below to Andre}. Unbeknownst to football, I am using SAF monies and taking the proactive 

approach. 

Let me know if OK or not OK, thanks! 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conference champs." 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2014 6:35 PM 

To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Aid Limit 

Andre, 



Regarding       ~greement, if we sign him now, football could potentially be over the 80 scholarship limits (59 

returners, 21 signees). I realize some may not be renewed, some may not return, etc.,, but wanted you to at least 

review the attached chart first (far right dark green column - projections and signed). 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conference champs." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, May 12, 2014 7:56 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACADEMIC SUCCES S ! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "DeSelm, Rich L" <fichdeselm(i~unc.edu> 

Date: May 12, 2014 at 7:37:35 PM EDT 

Subject: ACADEMIC SUCCESS! 

Dear UNC Swimmers & Divers, Coaches, Parents & incoming Swimmers & Divers: 

Congratulations on a terrific academic semester. We have received grade reports from the spring semester and are very proud of the team for these 

results. Our annua! team ~loal is 3.2 GPA for both the semester & the cumulative/’running G PA. Women, you are doing outstanding and reaching that 

goal on a regular basis! Men, this is the BEST semester for a UNC Men’s Swimming & Diving team in YEARS! Fantastic! 

incoming swimmers & divers-we wanted you to see this information so that you know the level of expectation and achievement here. Be prepared 

to contribute positively to these goals! incoming, please pass this information along to your parents (we are gathering our new team email 

distribution lists)... 

Thank you, swimmers & divers for your investment in academic success and THANK YOU to so many in the Academic Center - especially Michelle 

Brown, Jaimie Lee AND all the tutors who assist our team members and many other student-athletes at UNC! 

WOMEN 

SPRING 2014 GPA 3.235 Iwith two scoring a perfect 4.00 GPA} 

ACADEMIC YEAR 2013-2014 3.221 

CUMULATIVE GPA AS OF SPRING 2014 32171 

# WOMEN OVER 3.0 GPA SPRING 2014 = 25 

# WOMEN OVER 3.0 GPA CUMULATIVE = 25 

Historical Women Cumulative GPA since 2006-2007: 3.04, 3.04, 3.05, 3.05, 3.17, 3.15, 3.19 & 3.17 

MEN 

SPRING 2014 GPA 3.184 (with one scoring a perfect 4.00 GPA} 

ACADEMIC YEAR 2013-2014 3.084 

CUMULATIVE GPA AS OF SPRING 2014 3.048 

# MEN OVER 3.0 GPA SPRING 2014 = 22 

# MEN OVER 3.0 GPA CUMULATIVE = 20 



Historical Men Cumulative GPA since 2006-2007: 3.02, 3.06, 3.03, 2.94, 2.80, 2.85, 2.96 & 3.08 

CONGRATULATIONS & KEEP THESE TRENDS GOING. ACADEMIC SUCCESS PROVIDES YOU MORE FREEDOME TO ACHIEVE ATHLETIC SUCCESS.,..BOTH ARE 

POSSIBLE & YOU ARE PROVING IT !! 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swirrm~ing Coach 
University of Nolth Carolina Swinm~ing & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 ~): 919-962-1603 (C) 
Email: _d_ ~_,’_~ ~ j__rL~_(~ _e_m__~_i_l~_t_Ln_ ~_~ _e__d__u_ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:44 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-* 

ILS: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 

Is Ochuko invited to attend? 

From: kane, Cdcket 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 13, 2014 10:39 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: ~: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 
Impo~ance: High 

F~m; Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Nondag, Nay 12, 2014 10:12 AN 

Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 
Importance: High 

Hello all, 

Congratulation to             for graduating yesterday! 

Tomorrow begins our Mini Retreat (somewhat scattered) "week" for the Leadership Academy! The topic for this meeting will be the Coaches Programming for next 

year. The theme is our department mission statement: we educate and inspire through athletics. Please (J.) RSVP to the dates below as well as (2) provide your 

lunch order for Chipotle for tomorrow via Google Sheet. We will handle the rest of the lunch orders at tomorrow’s meeting. Again, we will meet in the Upper Club 

(1-3pm) in the nook on the right-hand side. 

Shelley 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 12:21 PM 
To: ~ 

Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 

Sorry to have to reschedule again. Disney Work Team meetings fouled this up. Also, we would like to switch the time interval as well (1-3pm). We will start with 

lunch. Here are the latest dates: 

Tuesday, May 13- Coaches/Shelley (Lunch: Chipotle) 

Thursday, May 22 -Carolina CREED/Cricket (Lunch: Fosters) 

Friday, May 23- Communications & Marketing/All (Lunch: Sandwich) 

Tuesday, May 27 -The Leadership Lab!Shelley (Lunch: Med Dell) 

Thursday, May 29 -CREED Mentors!Cricket (Lunch: Mellow Mushroom) 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Saturday, April 12, 2014 9:39 AM 

Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 

Hello all, 

A few adjustments to the initially proposed schedule for the Mini-Retreat: 

Wednesday, May 21 - Coaches!Shelley (Lunch: Chipotle) 

Thursday, May 22 -Carolina CREED!Cricket (Lunch: Fosters) 

Friday, May 23- Communications & Marketing/All (Lunch: Sandwich) 

Tuesday, May 27 -The Leadership Lab/Shelley (Lunch: Med Dell) 

Wednesday, May 28 -CREED Mentors/Cricket (Lunch: Mellow Mushroom) 

Again, please let us know your interest and availability. 

Shelley 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 4:29 PM 

sul}lect: Leadership Academy: MinFIreat (Planning) 

Hello all, 

We are looking to conduct a mini-retreat for the Leadership Academy the week of May 19. We would meet for a few hours (lOam-lpm) in the morning to discuss a 

particular level of programming -in the Upper Club of Loudermilk. That way, you have a bit of time in the morning to get squared away and then join us for 

discussion and lunch. Below is a tentative outline of what we would be addressing, who would be the lead for that meeting, and most importantly, what will be for 

lunch. 

Monday, May 19 -Carolina CREED/Cricket (Lunch: Fosters) 

Tuesday, May 20 - Coaches/Shelley (Lunch: Chipofle) 

Wednesday, May 21- Communications & Marketing/All (Lunch: Sandwich) 

Thursday, May 22 -CREED Mentors!Cricket (Lunch: Mellow Mushroom) 

Friday, May 23 -GAP Year! (Lunch: Med Dell) 



You have been invited because you have played a significant part in the Leadership Academy in the past year and/or we hope that you will do so next year. Either 

way, this is a fantastic opportunity to bring all the pieces together which make the Leadership Academy run and talk big picture. As we know, it takes a village to 

make the Leadership Academy go. You are the village. Does that make us the Village People?? 

Please let us know your interest and availability for the proposed dates. 

Shelley 

Communications & Marketing 

)epartment Newsletter, Latest from Loudermilk, Website 

Twitter, Message Boards, Flyers 

- Facebook, YouTube, #1nTheirOwnWords 

- Email, Shirts, Graduation Gifts, Graduation Materials 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:17 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

RE: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 

OK just checking. I didn’t see his name on the email distribution below. Don’t know if he has his PID, email, 
etc. set up yet... Thanks. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:04 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 

No .... Iol ...of course he’s inviting. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2014, at 11:43 AM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Is Ochuko invited to attend? 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

<image003.jpg> 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:39 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 
Importance: High 

FYI - Dates for our Leadership Academy Retreat 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2014 10:12 AM 
To: 

Subject: NE: Leaoersnlp Acaoemy: IVllnl-Netreat (Planning) 



Importance: High 

Hello all, 

Congratulation to for graduating yesterday! 

Tomorrow begins our Mini Retreat (somewhat scattered) "week" for the Leadership Academy! The topic 

for this meeting will be the Coaches Programming for next year. The theme is our department mission 

statement: we educate and inspire through athletics. Please (1) RSVP to the dates below as well as (2) 
provide your lunch order for Chipotle for tomorrow via Google Sheet. We will handle the rest of the lunch 

orders at tomorrow’s meeting. Again, we will meet in the Upper Club (1-3pm) in the nook on the right- 

hand side. 

Shelley 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 12:21 PM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 

Sorry to have to reschedule again. Disney Work Team meetings fouled this up. Also, we would like to 

switch the time interval as well (1-3pm). We will start with lunch. Here are the latest dates: 

Tuesday, May 13 -Coaches/Shelley (Lunch: Chipotle) 

Thursday, May 22 - Carolina CREED/Cricket (Lunch: Fosters) 

Friday, May 23 - Communications & Marketing/All (Lunch: Sandwich) 

Tuesday, May 27-The Leadership Lab/Shelley (Lunch: Med Deli) 

Thursday, May 29 - CREED Mentors/Cricket (Lunch: Mellow Mushroom) 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent, £aturdav. Anril 12. 2014 9:39 AM 

TO: 

Hello all, 

A few adjustments to the initially proposed schedule for the Mini-Retreat: 

Wednesday, May 21 - Coaches/Shelley (Lunch: Chipotle) 

Thursday, May 22 - Carolina CREED/Cricket (Lunch: Fosters) 

Friday, May 23 - Communications & Marketing/All (Lunch: Sandwich) 

Tuesday, May 27-The Leadership Lab/Shelley (Lunch: Med Deli) 

Wednesday, May 28 - CREED Mentors/Cricket (Lunch: Mellow Mushroom) 

Again, please let us know your interest and availability. 

Shelley 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Seat: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 4:29 PM 



Subject: Leadership Academy: Mini-Treat (Planning) 

Hello all, 

We are looking to conduct a mini-retreat for the Leadership Academy the week of May 19. We would 

meet for a few hours (10am-lpm) in the morning to discuss a particular level of programming - in the 

Upper Club of Loudermilk. That way, you have a bit of time in the morning to get squared away and then 

join us for discussion and lunch. Below is a tentative outline of what we would be addressing, who would 

be the lead for that meeting, and most importantly, what will be for lunch. 

Monday, May 19 - Carolina CREED/Cricket (Lunch: Fosters) 

Tuesday, May 20- Coaches/Shelley (Lunch: Chipotle) 

Wednesday, May 21 - Communications & Marketing/All (Lunch: Sandwich) 

Thursday, May 22 -CREED Mentors/Cricket (Lunch: Mellow Mushroom) 

Friday, May 23 - GAP Year/(Lunch: Med Deli) 

You have been invited because you have played a significant part in the Leadership Academy in the past 

year and/or we hope that you will do so next year. Either way, this is a fantastic opportunity to bring all 

the pieces together which make the Leadership Academy run and talk big picture. As we know, it takes a 

village to make the Leadership Academy go. You are the village. Does that make us the Village People?? 

Please let us know your interest and availability for the proposed dates. 

Shelley 

Communications & Marketing 

Dana - Department Newsletter, Latest from Loudermilk, Website 

Korie- Twitter, Message Boards, Flyers 

DanDan - Facebook, YouTube, #1nTheirOwnWords 

Shelley- Email, Shirts, Graduation Gifts, Graduation Materials 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 1:22 PM 

’McPhee, SaJcah E’ <shahn@illinois edu-~; squire@illinois.edu; Peacock, Christopher R (peacock@illi~ois.edu) 

Bl’dCe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Wednesday, " 10:10 AM 

Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Permission to Contact 

Permission to Contact.pdf 

For you. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Andrew Banse [mailto:atb14@psu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:32 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Permission to Contact 

Good Morning Vince, 

Attached is a request for permission to contact 

Sincerely, 

Andy Banse 

Director of Compliance 

The Pennsylvania State University 

814-863-8048 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, May 15, 2014 8:48 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

RE: Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

I agree. This is not a new position and simply filling the spot vacated by Andre’s departure is not an attempt to 
add staff. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 8:10 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Vince, 

I believe they need to fill the position ASAP. While I know the amount of total staff, including GAs, temporaries, 

students, etc. continues to be a topic of heavy discussion, in my opinion Andre’s role is critical due to its direct day to 

day interaction with and support of our football student athletes. 

If you agree, please give Joyce the authorization she has requested. 

Rick 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 8:07 AM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Dutton, Kathy B.; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: RE: Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Corey, 

First is for your Executive Team staff member to authorize filling this position. Once I receive that I will send you the 

directions to follow in order to begin the recruitment process. 

Joyce 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 11:44 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Co: Dutton, Kathy B.; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 



Subject: RE: Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Joyce, 

Do you any information/next steps so I can start the process to fill Andre’s soon to be vacant position, thanks. 

From." Holliday, Corey L 
Sent." Tuesday, May 13, 2014 8:39 AM 
To." Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Cc." Dutton, Kathy B.; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject." Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Joyce, 

Can you please provide me the necessary steps and paperwork to have the Director of Football 
Student-Athlete Development position posted. I would like to have this position posted and filled as 

soon as possible because it is a critical position in assisting with the everyday life of our current and 

incoming student-athletes. Any assistance you can provide is greatly appreciated. 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 
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2002 i38% 83% ~o% 
2003 i 43% 89% 90% 

2004 i38% 9~% 90% 
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2008 98s 982 974i 96s 
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2010 982 982 974i 96s 
2011i 969 982 974i 96s 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 5:32 PM 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email.unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: hiring outside tutors 

Who conducts the training? Is it done by ASPSA staff members? 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y 
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 5:11 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Clarke, Deborah Y; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: hiring outside tutors 

Who pays for the training? 

Sent from my iPhone, please excuse any typos 

On May 28, 2014, at 4:46 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Debbi. Any particular reason why "the full 4-hour tutoring training is not required for 
outside tutors." Does the group believe we are adequately covering risk in this area by giving the 
tutor a manual and asking them to read it? I’m copying Marielle who may have thoughts. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y 
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 4:12 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael; Ballen, Martina K; Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: hiring outside tutors 

FYI 

Debbi Clarke, EdD 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919.247.5788 



debbi clarke@unc.edu 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Debbi Clarke <, 
Subject: hiring outside tutors 
Date: May 28, 2014 at 4:11:35 PM EDT 
To: Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com> 

Hi Vince, Per our brief conversation yesterday, here’s a draft of what we discussed in the Working 
Group meeting on Friday re hiring outside tutors. Please let me know if this makes sense and 
captures what you were trying to communicate to me. Thanks! 
Debbi 

7.5.3 Tutors hired outside of ASPSA 
Student-athletes receiving outside tutoring has decreased and is very rare, thanks to expanded 
tutoring sessions offered to more student-athletes. Student-athletes may hire their own tutor outside 
of ASPSA; however, this requires the student-athlete to forfeit their opportunity to utilize ASPSA 
tutorial services for that same course. Student-athletes who wish to hire their own tutors must sign a 
"Private Tutor Information" form that discloses how much they are paying them. The tutor must 
also sign the form. This form is initiated and required by ASPSA, the Compliance Office also 
receives a copy in case an audit is necessary. The full 4-hour tutoring training is not required for 
outside tutors, however, they are required to receive and read the ASPSA Tutor Manual prior to 
tutoring a UNC student-athlete. 

NOTES: 
If a student-athlete hires an outside tutor: 

¯ Student-athletes may pay for an outside tutor. 
¯ Student-athletes must be informed and reminded of the policy regarding hiring an 

outside tutor (see above). Compliance of this policy depends solely on the student’s self 
disclosure. 

¯ Outside tutors are not required to complete ASPSA’s four-hour tutor training, 
however, they are required to receive and read the ASPSA Tutor Manual prior to 
tutoring any student-athletes. 

¯ If demand suffices for a particular tutor, he/she should be hired as an ASPSA Tutor 
and complete ASPSA’s four-hour tutor training. 

If there is an unmet need for tutoring and a coach offers to pay from his/her budget, these 
requests will be considered on a one-off basis and with the following provisions: 

¯ Coaches should not hire an outside tutor for a student-athlete. A student-athlete must 
pay for an outside tutor. 

¯ Although it’s not preferred, if a coach wishes to provide funding to ASPSA for 
additional tutoring, pre-approval from the following entities are required: 

1. ASPSA 
2. Compliance 
3. Sport Administrator 
4. Department of Athletics Business Office 

¯ If there’s an unmet need for tutoring, ASPSA will consider requests from coaches on an 
one-off basis, in which case an additional tutor would need to complete the full/four- 
hour ASPSA tutor training. If the need for exceptions becomes frequent, Athletics 
would consider increasing the tutoring budget to expand tutoring to more student- 
athletes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 7:20 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Definition of"On-Campus" 

No, just the obvious. Figure it out first before you even imply to anyone there could be a change. May ~vant to ID all campus property’, then invite Brad to town for a driving tour to establish 
agreed upon boundaries? 

> On May 29, 2014, at 6:25 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 
> 

> to 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, June 2, 2014 8:11 AM 

Vangelder, Ma~elle A <~nvangel&~email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@~mc.edu~~ 

kW: Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-23.pdf 

Do we have all the info we need on the Zeller basketball camp? Thanlcs. 

i[~ :.:.:: : 

From: Bi~ing, Angelyn S 
~ent: Monday, ~une 02, 20~ 8:07 AM 

Subject: Weekly Schedule 

Is attached - thanks[ 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, June 2, 2014 8:51 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangel&~email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@nnc.edu> 

ILE: Weeldy Schedule 

Great, thin,ks for your help. 

F~m: Van~elder, Narielle A 
Sent: Nonday, June 02, 2014 8:29 AN 

To: Poo~e, Paul; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Weekly Schedule 

Yes. Set on my end, 

The Zel~e~ c~mp ~s run by Ch~p Smw~Jy (U NC bus~ness ~)~of.), Per ou~ las~: conversath:m, no U NC SA’s are working -they bring m thmr own peo~)~e, We have asked 

him ~o verify d~at in wdtin~ 

The~e a~e Nso upconJn8 camps ---Mont~oss, Jamison and Kenny Smith, We have ~een ~n contact w~th rep’s f~om al~ three and ou~ rece~v~n~ the proper empfovment 

paperwork fo~ ou~ SA’s and verification that the c~mps are beh~8 conducted h~ ~ccord~nce wkh the ~ules fo~ h~st~tut~on~l camps amd 

M~;rielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Ad~letic Director 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolb~a 

Phone: (9~9) 962--7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6~92 

F~m= Pogge, Paul 
Sent~ Nonday, June 02, 2014 8:14 AN 
Te~ 1lie, Vince; Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subjeet~ RE: Weekly Schedule 

Jad Fie~d ~s coHecth~g it from m~ ~nstitutiona~ standpoh~t. ~ wN follow up. Madel~e, Fm not sure what you haue from the Compliance end of th~ngs. 

Pau~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, June 02, 2014 8:11 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Weekly Schedule 

Do we have all the info we need on the Zeller basketball camp’? Thanks. 

From: Bitting, Angelyn S 
Sent: Monday, June 02, 2014 8:07 AM 

Subject: Weekly S~hedule 

Is attached - thanks! 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 4:54 PM 

Va~gekter, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.uuc.e&~ 

FW: Job Announcemeut: Assis~taut Athletic Director for Compliance (USF) 

From: Burgemeister, Matt [mailto: mburgemeister@theacc.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 2:45 PM 

Subject: FVV: Job Announcement: Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance (USF) 

From-" Kenny Schank [.m_a__iLt__o_;_E_S__c___h_a___n___k_@_t__h_e__a__m__e_rj_~_~g] 
Sent; Monday, June 09, 2014 4:57 PM 

To; CCACA@pac-12.orq 
Subject: Job Announcement: Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance (USF) 
All- 

Please see the below job posting for a compliance position available at USF. Distribute as you see fit. 

Thanks! 
Kenny 

From: Charles, Elliott [eacharl2@usf.edu] 
Sent; Monday, June 09, 2014 12:14 PM 
To: Ellen Ferris 
C:c: Kenny Schank 

Subject-" Job Announcement: Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance (USF) 

Ellen and Kenny, 

I would like to know if you would be able to forward our most recent job posting to the CCACA listserv and the conference? 

l’~ttp:/!ncaamarket.r~caa.orq!iobsi6254324iassistant-athletio-dire ctor-f or-compliance 
Anyone interested in the position must apply through the USF employment site (.h..t..t..p..~./..4v..v..v..v..:.s-,.:..u..s..!:.~.d...u-/...a-b...~....u..~..-.~.~.!~.~L~:.g.~2~.!~.~) 

See you tomorrow, 

Elliott 

Elliott Charles 

Associate Director of Athletics 

~niversi~y at Sou~h Florida :::. :..:k:::.ii ::. 
B13rg]?4.4061(O] I             /Cl I eacharl2~’Cusf.edu 

Faiiow USF Cam~s,~k~nce @USFBulIsNuIes USF Aihie~ic Camp~k~nce Offk;e Webs, site 
Encourage other coaches, studenhathletes and staff to follow 

Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance 

Universi~ of South Florida 

Posted: June 4, 2014 

Location: Tmnpa, Florida 

SaJa~: 
Opeu 

Type: 

Full-time - F~xperienced 

Categories: Operations, Operations - Complia~ce 

Required Education: 4 Yem Degree 

UniversiU of South Florida 



Website ~ 
The University. of South Florida is a high-impact, global resea~rch university located in beautiful Tampa Bay on Florida’s spectacular west coast. It is one of the largest 

public universities in the nation, and mnong the top 50 universities, punic or private, for federal reseaxch expenditures. ’][’he university is one of only four Florida punic 

universities classified by the Carnegie Foundation for... 

The University of South Florida (USF), located in Tampa, Florida and a member of the American Athletic Cont~rence, is seeking qualified candidates tbr the position 

of Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance. Reporting to the Associate AtNetic Director tbr Compliance, the position ~rves an integral role in "the day-to-day 

management of the compliance department. 

’][’he position’s prima .i~ responsibilities include, but are not limited to, adminis~tering a comprehensive rules education program, the subtnission of waivers, and assisting in 

all duties associated with investigating and reporting rnles violations. The individual will also research and provide roles interpretations to coaches, stadent-athletes, statt" 

and supporters by providing accurate and timely interpretations in accordance ruth all NCAA, conference, and institutional regulations and policies. ’][’his position will 

be required to manage and maintain ACS (or similm softwa:re program), Bmmer, and social tnedia sites such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc. This position is also 

responsiNe for updating the USF Athletics Compliance Policies and Procedures Manual and will share the responsibili~ of facilitating ins~titational control over athletics 

programs in order to ensure consistent adherence and behavior with NCAA, American Athletic Conference, and University rnles and regulations while maintaining an 

environment that promotes the highest level of integrily and demonstrates an unwavering commitment to the highest s~andards of ethicaJ behavior. 

Mininmm QuaJifications: Mas~ter’s degree in appropriate area or Bachelor’s degree and two years of experience. 
Pret~rred Qualifica’dons: Master’s degree and three or more years of NCAA compliance experience at an FBS institution, conference or the NCAA national office. 

Working knowledge ofACS sottware. 

Additiona~ Intbrmation: Position is a full-time ~la~ied exempt posi’don with a compe’dtive benefits package that includes health, dental, vision and lit~ insurance, 

retirement options, domestic partner benefits, leave programs and relocation allowance. For full benefit information visit: http:,’i~ww~-.ust~edu/hr/benefits 

To Apply: Submit an online application, resume and cover letter through the Caxeers@USF job positing located at ._h__t_t_p__?_/_/__~:_~_%~_%~_2_u_~_f_.__e_d_a_!_e___n_)_R!92ig!~!~[ USF Careers Job 

ID# 4495. Must apply online to be considered. Review of applicants will begin immediately and will continue until position is filled. Criminal background check is 

required. 

NOTES: 

Additional Salary Information: Salary commensurate with experience. 

Internal Number: USF Careers ID# 4495 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to CCACA ~ unsubscribe({~pac- I2.org. 



You’re Calling from Where? 

How to Avoid Calling Your Mom from Jail by Dealing with the Risks Associated 

with Alcohol, Drugs and Sexual Activity While in College 

Presentation by 

Circuit Court Judge Michael G. Gotsch 

Magistrate Judge Andre B. Gammage 



You’re Calling from Where?: Ho~v to Avoid Calling Your Mom from Jail by Dealing with the Risks 

Associated with Alcohol, Drugs and Sexual Activity While in College 

The Program 

What we do: 

This program is designed to provide student athletes with an understanding of how seemingly innocent and 

calculated risks can quickly escalate into a legal problem that affects thousands. We effectively communicate 

the risks and the consequences of these perceived calculated risks and demonstrate through real examples of 

offenses and offenders, direct commentary from those who adjudicate infractions of the law, and engaging and 

honest communication. 

How we do it: 

The theory behind our program is grounded in risk management principles. Our program, in a manner that 

specifically addresses and reflects the actual environment in which the student athlete lives, provides a proven 

method of approaching and dealing with an environment fraught with distractions. We communicate about the 

distractions that can escalate into situations that have the potential to affect the student athlete and the university 

negatively. Our program fundamentally provides the following: 

Understanding the Environment 

(~ Provide student athletes with an understanding of what they are up against in their specific 

social, community, and academic environments. Here we demonstrate an understanding using 

real and up-to-date information about the student athlete environment. 

Appreciate the Risks 

® Provide student athletes with an understanding of the specific distractions. Here we 

communicate the misperceptions about calculated risks that student athletes hold. We 

specifically provide data, examples, and demonstrations of mi sperceptions about alcohol 

intoxication, sexual misconduct, and generally being in the wrong place at the wrong time. We 

succinctly and effectively show the ease with which a person can find themselves in trouble from 

a miscalculated risk assessment. 

Recognize the Consequeuces 

o Provide student athletes with real consequences of their miscalculated risks to themselves, their 

families, and their universities. Here our presenters, those who adjudicate these exact issues in 

their courts and who have represented many student athletes in court, provide real-world 

consequences .... no holds barred and matter-of-factly. 

Make the Decision - Balance Risk!Reward 

® Provide student athletes with an understanding that situations both good and bad are reflective of 

decisions that you make not at the time of the distraction or incident but every day ...... but we 

also address specific situations. Student athletes balance risks by their lifestyle and their 



willingness to embrace and understand the risks and consequences of their behaviors. Situations, 

both good and bad, are more than how student athletes behave but also about who they associate 

with. Here we provide strategies on successful navigation of the distractions leading up to an 

incident as well as how to handle an actual incident. 

Live with the Consequences 

o Provide student athletes with a true depiction of the effects of bad decisions. Not only are their 

futures affected by a bad decision but many other people and third parties. 

Why is it successful? 

This program is successful because of its effective communication strategy. This program provides 

specific and pertinent examples, has reputable, topic-specific, and credible presenters, and provides the 

necessary and up-to-date information about university specific situations that most student athletes will 

find themselves in. 



Our Presenters 

The Honorable Michael G. Gotsch, St. 

The Honorable Michael G. Gotsch, Sr., is the Judge of the St. Joseph Circuit Court in Indiana’s 60th Judicial 

Circuit (St. Joseph County, Indiana). He was appointed to the bench by Governor Joe Kernan in 2004, he ~vas 

elected in 2004 and re-elected in 2010. 

Judge Michael Gotsch - "His efforts to improve the lives of women and children have been recognized by 

many. He has received the Outstanding Judge Award from the Indiana Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 

the Spirit of Giving Award from the Family & Children’s Center, and a Lifetime Achievement Award from 

Indiana Child Support Alliance, all recognizing his leadership and sense of community both on and off the 

bench." - Presentation of 2013 A4an of the Year Tribute. by the IzWCA of North Central Indiana for his work 

addressinlz the needs of both children and victims of domestic violence the.first man to be so honored in the 
l l O-year history of the organization. 

Prior to his selection to the bench, he served as Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney and Chief of Staff in the St. 

Joseph County Prosecutor’s Office (2003-04), and counsel for the St. Joseph County Office of Family and 

Children (2000-02). He has prior professonal experience as a deputy prosecutor attorney, corporate counsel for 

Meridian Title Corporation, and executive director for the CASIE (Child Abuse Services, Investigation & 

Education) Center.. 

Judge Gotsch earned his Juris Doctor degree from the University of Notre Dame Law School in 1987 and 

received his bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Notre Dame also. 



The Honorable Andre B. Gammage 

The Honorable Andre B. Gammage is a tremendous asset to the greater South Bend, Indiana community. He 

gives of his time tirelessly to a many organizations and has founded and contributed to many groups and 

organizations dedicated to helping people at the grassroots level. He has served as a deputy prosecutor, a public 

defender, and an administrative law-judge for South Bend’s Department of Code Enforcement. Judge Gammage 

also serves on the city’s newly instated Anti-Violence Commission, which seeks to reduce gun violence. He is 

also the vice president of the St. Joseph County Public Defender Board and is a member of the advisory board 

for the Indiana Council on Legal Education Opportunity. He also worked as a staff attorney for the South Bend 

Human Rights Department Judge Gammage was also the managing partner of Gammage and Berger, successful 

private practice. 

Judge Gammage’s gifts are his relentless pursuit of helping others and his ability to captivate audiences in his 

presentations. Thus he is called upon often to serve the community which he gives to tirelessly. His list of 

organization participation, programming, and presentations is superlative. 

Judge Gammage earned his Juris Doctor Degree from the University of Valparaiso in Valparaiso, Indiana where 

he also earned his Bachelors in Criminal Justice. In the history of St. Joseph County, he is the third black 

attorney to serve as a judge. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 9:36 AM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.e&~ 

ILS: 

Interesting road to where we are, but the answer is the same. We don’t pay expenses of agents for any reason. It might be necessaa~y to provide sotne roles education 

to the sports medicine personnel. Thanks for your help. 

F~m: Van~elder, Nar~elle 
Sent: Tuesdag, June 
To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: ~: 

MarieHe A, vanGe~der 

Associal:~ Athk~th:: Direct:or 

University o[ North CarolkH~ 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9~9) 

~ Ciocca, Nario 
$eBt~ Tuesday, June ~7, 20[~ 9:~[ AM 
Te~ Vangelder, Marielle A; Morelli, David Dominic 
¢~ HollMay, Corey L 

A~ ~he time,     had ~o o~e else to accornpanv him. We fe~t obligated to send someo~e w~:h him sk~ce he was               md wouk~ ~eed assis~a]lce. This 

person was acting as a ff~end, family member and support person. ] dkt not wan[ to send any of ~T~y sts~:f w~th hk~ as he had gradusted~ we were down an athletic 

trainer and I d~d not want to compromise the safety o~: our athletes who were currently here. ] thought th~s was co~T~in~ out of the footbsl~ ~ud~et and s~nce he had 

graduated, I d~d not think th~s wou~d be an ~ssue and asked     to set it up for h~m. 

IV~ario Ck~cca, 

Director of Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolh~a 

James A, Taylor L:ampus Hea~th Services L:B~ 7470 

Chapel HH], NC 27599.-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: Th~s e-mail message, ~nc]ud~ng ~y afschmen~, is for the so~e use of h~tended recipient(s) and may co~tain co~fident~a] and privileged ~aformat~on Rny unauthorized review, use. 

~ Vangelder, Marielle A 
$eBtl Monday, June ~6, 2014 3:~9 
Te~ C~occa, Nario F; Norelli, David Dominic 
¢~ HollMay, Corey L 

Good Afternoon - 

~ hope this finds you we~L ~t’s Rly understand~n~ that agenL )a~T~es Moore, accompanied him to Philadelphia for a wNch occurred after 

had exhausted h~s e]~ib~Hty and he ~s now request~n~ re~mbursemen[ for [hose expenses 

Wh~e the agent may have been acting as a support person for ~ed~cal treatment, ~t is not permiss~Ne for UNC to pay any expenses ~ncutred by an agent or 

advisor. Was there any d~scuss~on about k’Ir. Moore accompanying prior to the surgery? NCAA ru~es only permit us to provide expenses for an ~nstitutiona~ staff 

rnernber (i.e., coach, ~:rak~er etc.) or a family member as deSr~ed as a spouse, parent or Jega~ guardian, chUM, s~blmg, grandparent, ~Jornes~:~c partr~er or any 

ind~vidua~ whose close assoda~ior~ w~th the stud~r~Ual:h~el:e ~s [:he practical equ~vaJent of a famiJy relationship. 

Please let rne know i]: you have any additional quest~ons~ 

Thank you. 

MarieHe 

IV~ arielk~ A. 

Associate A~:h~e~ic Director 

UniversiW of NorLh Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: (919) 

From: Ciocca, Mario F 
Sent= Wednesday, May 28, 2014 8:B8 PM 

To; Timmermans, Tom 

Subject~ Re: 

Tom. hada that he played through the season with we set him up with the specialist post graduation and is one of the few in the 



country who does            In the past we have payed for a staff member or family member to travel and take care of the athlete - particularly those having 

His agent was acting as a family member/support person. Let me know if you need more info 

Mario 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 28, 2014, at 3:47 PM, "Timmermans, Tom" <timme~mans~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Ciocca, 

Could you provide me with some details in regard to us covering the expenses for agent to fly up to Philadelphia and assist in any needs he 

might have had surrounding 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Associate Director of Compliance/Monitoring University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962,785::[ I Cell             i Fax 9:[9.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 4:14 PM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

FW: CLASS OF 2014 - PIDs and Term UPDATED 

CLASS OF 2014 - PIDs and Term.xlsx 

Joe, 

Can you please send me your most current version of the document that was attached to the April 3, 2014 email 
below? Thanks. 

Vince 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 3:52 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: CLASS OF 2014 - PIDs and Term UPDATED 

Vince, 

I was just going over the status of all or our incoming guys with Barbara. She mentioned that             Nill initially 

still be counted as a Football ’slot’ even though he’s not on our list that I sent you (so your numbers may be off by one). 

We had initially planned to slot him as a walk-on and then he was admitted but then he decided to sign an NLI with 

Barbara said that he won’t be removed from the list until he officially does not enroll this next year. 

Joe 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 9:45 AM 
To: Ille, Vince (il!e@unc,edu) 
Subject: FW: CLASS OF 2014 - PIDs and Term UPDATED 

Vince, 
F¥1 ..... 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 11:28 AM 
To: Andre Williams; Corey Holliday; Kaitlin Healy; Dino Cauteruccio; Ryan Mills; Les Myers; Jason Freeman; Dominic 
Morelli; ’Luke Ross’; Boyd, Kenny; Hernandez, Luis III; Best, Kevin S.; Womack, Zachary Wayne 



Cc." Rory Pommerening; ’Ronald Brewer’ 
Subject." CLASS OF 2014 - PIDs and Term UPDATED 

All, 

Attached is an updated list of our incoming student-athletes for this year. It includes both the scholarship and non- 

scholarship guys. I will send an update if there are any changes that take place and once we’ve determined who will be 

coming for summer school session #2. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 
haydon@tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 12:38 PM 

Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas <zwierlein@unc.edu> 

Re: Advances 

I believe those were documents I put in depaxtment deliveD’ mail today to Clare Duffy? 

On Jun 18, 2014, at 12:17 PM, "Zwieflei~, Chad Nicholas" <zwieflein~T~um~.edu> wrote: 

l.h, O n na, 

I just wanted to follow up with you on the Conway and [,’it[ advances. When we met a couple weeks ago you showed me those reports were done and 

ready to send to ~ince. ~ stH[ have not receN, ed those reports and I need to get those processed ASAP. [ need to make sure [ get these cleared before 

Please let me ]~now when I can expec[: to receive [:hese 

Chad 

F~m= Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
Sent= Nonday, June 02, 2054 3:37 PN 
To= Papa, Donna J 

¢¢= Perkins, Nichael; Domina, Julie; Ille, Vince 
Subject= Advances 
Coach Papa, 

~ just wm~:ed to check m w~th you to see where these remakfing sdw~nces are at Now ~:hat it is .hJ~le, ~[ is ~mperative that I get your ey, pe~lse repor[s ~n 

need to get these advances cleared before June 30. 

Spring Break--Thb one is now completed. 

Georgia Southern/A~sbama---Th~s one ~s now completed. 

[sst Carolh~a - We went over this on~ h~ my office. ~ need a check for 580.00 to dose it out. 

Conway - f sl:~ll haven’t seen any~:hmg for this one yet. 

P~tt - ~ s~:~H haven’t seen anytMng for l:h~s one gel 

ACC Tourney .-- ~ haven’t seen anything for this one yet. 

So basically, we are down to three expense reports ] have yet to receive, and one expense report that I will need a supplementa~ check to dose out. 

P~ease try to get these materials to me ASAP. 

[.e[ me kt~ow if you have any 

Than]~s, 

Chad 

F~m~ Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
Nent~ Wednesday, Nay 14, 2014 12:47 PN 
T~ Papa, Donna J 

~ Perkins, Nichael~ Domina, ~ulie 
Su~je~t~ RE: Advances 
Coach Papa, 

~ just wan~ed to send you an update on where we are at w~d~ your advances..Jul~e has menth:med that some of these ~:hmgs are m the works 

Spring Break $580.00 - ~ have the paperwork and everything ~s correct, however you forgot to s~gn the expense report Perhaps you can stop by at 

some point soon to handle that and 

EssL Carolina ~4.50~00--- I have Lhe paperwork for th~s, however there was a discrepancy on the expense toLals. ~ emsi~ed you on 3/31 re~ardb~g this. 

Conway S~,tO0.O0 -I have not received anything for tMs. 

Pittsburgh S5,:190~00 -I have not received anything for tMs. 

Geo@a SoutherniA~abama ~I,500- I have no~: received a]w[h~ng for th~s. 

ACC Tournament ~�3,250 - f have not received anything for 

My goa~ would be to have al~ this paperwork ~n hand ASAP, but no later than the end o~: May. That way ~ can ensure SCCOURt~Rg W~]~ have time to clear 

the advances before the end of the fisca~ year. 

Thin, ks, 

Chad 

~; Papa, Donna 3 
$eBt= Wednesday, April 23, 2054 9:36 PN 
Te= Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
$~bjeCt= Re: Advances 

I will 

Address all 

Of these and let them 

In next week. It B hard keeping up w 2 advances per 

Week 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 23, 20:14, at 2:48 PM, "Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas" <zwierlein@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Papa, 

I am working on getting caught up on paperwork after being out. I need the following expense reports from you ASAP, as they are all past 

due. 

Campbell!Elon $580.00 - I see that the Elon expenses were added to the FSU advance, but I still need something for Campbell. 



Cal St. Fullerton/Hawaii ~8,480.00 - I received the paperwork for the baggage fees advance, but not the main advance. 

Syracuse ~1,500.00- I have the paperwork for this, but a per diem form for ~240.00 was missing from the packet. I emailed you on 3/26 

regarding this. 

Conway ~3,100.00- I have not received anything for this. 

Pittsburgh ~5,190.00- I have not received anything for this. 

East Carolina $450.00 - I have the paperwork for this, however there was a discrepancy on the expense totals. I emailed you on 3/31 

regarding this. 

I really need to get you caught up on your paperwork. I know it is tough during your season, but we need to get this all taken care of. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Chad N, Zwierlein 
Assistant Director of Business Operations 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-~343-6450 
Fax: 919-962-0125 

<image001.jpg > 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 10:11 AM 

Arlhur, Ashley <aamthur@admissions.unc.e&~> 

1722: Ad~nissions Special-Talent Committee Meeling 

Ashley; 

Any of those there work for me. Thank you! 

Vince 

From: Arthur, Ashley 
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2014 3:05 PM 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Rennet, Joy J; Taylor, Todd; Wissick, Brent Stewart 
Subject: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Good afternoon, everyone. 

Because there is a new case to review, we need to schedule another meeting for the Admissions Special-Talent Committee. Could you please let me know if you 

are available at the following times? The meeting would be :l hour long. 

* Julya, 1:1:00 

* July :lO, 10:00 

* July :12, 9:00 

Thank you! 

Ashley 

Assic:t<~nt to thv b~rr~ctor of Undergrr~du<~tv 

U~ive~sity of ~orth Ca~oli~:a <~t Ch:~pe~ Hill 

}~:ksor~ }-~, (:~smpus [~o:< 2200 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 12:14 PM 

Arthur, Ashley <aa~thur@admissions.unc.e&~> 

ILS: Ad~nissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

I’tn available until 4:15 that day. Must be on a conference caJ1 right ~iter that. 

From: Arthur, Ashley 

Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 11:00 AN 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Ussa k; Brown, Nichelle; Ille, Vince; Nay, kee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Rennet, Joy J; Taylor, Todd 

Subject; RE: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Good morning, 

Those dates did not seem to work lot the:, m~jority of the group! Please hH: me know your a~zaii~bilit~, lot Friday, k~ly N., 4:00-5:00. 

Thank you! 

Ashley 

From: Arthur, Ashley 

Sent: Friday, June 27, 203_4 3:05 PM 

To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Rennet, Joy J; Taylor, Todd; Wissick, Brent Stewart 

Subject: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Good afternoon, everyone. 

Because there is a new case to review, we need to schedule another meeting for the Admissions Special-Talent Committee. Could you please let me know if you 

are available at the following times? The meeting would be 1 hour long. 

* July g, 11:00 

* July 10, 10:00 

* July 11, 9:00 

Thank you! 

Ashley 

C~!~pel }{iil, NC 27~99 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 1:15 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <j anmann@unc.edu> 

RE: Slot for fall of 2014 

So, 3 slots to be used for 2014 and 2 slots to be used for 2015? 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 11:39 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Miller, Beth; Wigger, Leah Marie; Kretchmar, Jen 
Subject: Slot for fall of 2014 

Vince, 

We are trying to get a transfer in for 2014. Based on you previous emails, slots are given for the calendar year verses 

academic year. I just want to confirm that I have a slot for a student athlete who will be transferring for the fall of 2014. 

That would give me two slots for the calendar year of 2015 allowing me to bring in one student athlete in January 2015 

and one student athlete in August 2015. 

Please confirm. 

Thank you, 

Jan 

~tW~ ~omen’ a 

919-962-4273 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 1,2014 12:06 PM 

Arl~h ur, Ashley <au~thur@admissions.unc.e&~> 

Re: Admissions Special-TaJent Committee Meeting 

Thin,ks Ashley and Barbara. I hope this time will work. 

On Jul 1, 2014, at 11:31 AM, "Arthur, Ashley" <a~rd~r~5~dn,,issioas unc.ed~z> wrote: 

Good 

I apologize for proposing another change for this meeting, but it has been brought to our attention that 

Would ~t be possibly to change the time of the meeting to 3:30-4:30, stN on July 

Frem: Arthur, Ashley 

Sent: Monday, June 30, 2014 4:30 PM 

Te: Akin, John Stephen; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Renner, Joy J; Taylor, Todd 

Subject: RE: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Thanks for getting bad( to me so quickly, everyone~ We are confirmed for Friday, Ju~y ~, 4:00-5:00 kl Jackson Hsl~’s lobby conference room. 

AsMey 

Frem: Arthur, Ashley 

Sent: Monday, June 30, 20~4 ~:00 AM 

To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, kissa L; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, kayna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Renner, Joy J; Taylor, Todd 

Subject: RE: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Good morning, 

Those dales d~d no[ seem to work for the ma#or~W of the group! Please let me know your availability for Friday, July ~, 4:00-5:00. 

Thank you! 

AsMey 

Frem: Arthur, Ashley 

Sent: Friday, June 27, 20~4 3:05 PM 

Te: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, kissa L; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, kayna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Renner, Joy J; Taylor, Todd; Wissick, 

Brent Stewart 

Subject: Admissions Special-Talent Committee Meeting 

Good afternoon, everyone. 

Because there is a new case to review, we need to schedule another meeting for the Admissions Special-Talent Committee. Could you please let me 

know if you are available at the following times? The meeting would be 1 hour long. 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->~ <~--[endif]-->July 8, ll:O0 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->~ <~--[endif]-->July lO, ~0:00 

<!--[if !supportkists]-->~ <~--[endif]-->July ii, 9:00 

Thank you! 

Ashley 

Ashley 

Assistant to the, D~rec~or o~ Und~r~:Irsduat~, 

E:h;~pe~ }-~}~. NC 2’79;99 









Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 









Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, July 14, 2014 3:11 PM 

’John Underwood’ <JIJnderwood@Big12Sports.com> 

I~E: Hello 

Thanks for the message We will keep grinding. I like working for Bubba, he’s a great guy. Appreciate the kind words and hope you and your family are health?- and happy. Please give my 
best to Donnie too. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: John Underwood [mailto:JUndelavood@Bigl2Sports.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 7:55 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Hello 

Vince~iust wanted you tu know that I am thinking abuut what you are having to deal with. Dunnie and I were taking over the weekend and you cume to that jub with great pedigree ....... John 
Underwoud 

Sent fi-om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 
Tuesday, July 15, 2014 8:34 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: IMPORTANT note about ROOM ASSIGNMENTS 

It may be a matter of priorities and performax~ce. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, July 14, 2014 8:23 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: IMPORTANT note about ROOM ASSIGNMENTS 

They can’t tell me oom assignment but others can send transcripts. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Granville Towers <salesgranviHe~edrtrust.com> 
Date: July 14, 2014 at 7:46:50 PM EDT 

To: <bubbac@unc.edu> 
Subject: IMPORTANT note about ROOM ASSIGNMENTS 
Reply-To: <salesganviHe@edrtrust.com> 

Missing Your Room Assignment? 

We have received messages from several students who stated 
they did not receive their room assignment. 

Please remember that the room assignments were sent via 
email to the student’s address we had on file, which may be a 
high school account you used when you applied earlier this 
year. You may also need to check your account’s SPAM folder. 
Our property email addresses are not linked to our names, so 
it could be that it was filtered to your "junk" email folder. 

Finally, we’ve heard from some parents that they would like 
their student’s room assignment sent to them. Due to FERPA 
regulations, we are unable to send this information to parents, 
regardless of who is financially responsible for the student’s 
room and board payment. 



Thank you for your time and attention to this; we appreciate 
your patience with the process today and are looking forward 
to move in which is one month away! 

Reminder to Upload Granville ID Photo 

If you have not done so already, please visit the Granville 
homepage and click on the link to "upload ID photo" at the 
top. This will save you time during the move-in process so you 
don’t have to stand in line to have a photo made. The website 
will walk you through the instructions. The User ID is your 
email address (note: it may be a high school email if that’s 
what you filled out your Granville application with) and your 
password is your PID. 

Forward this email 

This email 
was sent to 

bubbac@unc.edu 
by 

sales~qranville~edrtrust.com 

Update 
Profile/Email 
Address I 
Rapid 

removal 

with 
SafeUnsubscribeTM 

I Privacy 
Policy. 

Granville Towers I 2100 Granville Towers South I Chapel Hill I NC I 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, July 15, 2014 2:51 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Tech Upgrades Boost Sports Concessions Operations 

The idea we discussed recently? Delivery to seats. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2014 1:17 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Subject: Tech Upgrades Boost Sports Concessions Operations 

Tech Upgrades Boost Sports Concessions 
Operations 
Improving the fan experience. 

Such has been the motive of nearly every major decision in sports venues as of late -- premium seating and club 

areas, improved Wi-Fi connectivity, increasingly eye-catching LED video displays -- it’s all about creating an 

atmosphere that tops the comfort and convenience of watching a game at home in a way that no fan can resist. 

VVith that focus in mind, many venue operators are turning their attention to concessions operations. Over the past 

few years, concessions offerings have evolved to be more tantalizing to fans, from gourmet food items to signature 

concoctions that are a memorable gameday experience in and of themselves. Now, the problem is getting those 

food items into consumers’ hands in the most efficient way possible. 

Just as venues are battling to get fans out of their seats at home, they are also struggling to get them out of their 

seats at the game. "Fans have spent all this money and time getting to the game, getting into the game, getting to 

their seats," says Eric Hill, cofounder and CO0 of SportSnax, an Ocean Springs, Miss.-based mobile concessions 

software provider. "The last thing they want to do is get up and go stand in line for food." 



A LINE WITHOUT A LINE 

SportSnax is just one of a growing list of mobile software services capitalizing not just on the demand to improve 

convenience, but to improve the entire concessions operation. The company launched a pilot program during the 

2013 baseball season at Mississippi State University’s Dudy Noble Field, expanding last fall to serve Humphrey 

Coliseum and landing contracts with several venues at the University of Alabama. Using the app -- branded as 

DawgSnax for MSU venues and TideSnax at Alabama -- fans peruse a menu and select the items they want, enter 

their credit card information and a seat number, then sit back and enjoy the game while concessions workers 

prepare and deliver their food. 

RELATED: Buccaneers to Pour $7M into Concessions Infrastructure 

"Venues are essentially opening another line without opening another line," says Hill. "When times are slow or staff 

is underutilized, this gives them an option to use that staffwith a line that doesn’t exist. And when lines are very 

long, that’s when the software gets most used." 



The format is one of the many iterations of mobile ordering available. When Stanford University’s athletic 

department began improving technology at its stadium a few years ago, administrators looked at several options 

before selecting Austin, Tex.-based Bypass Mobile. "We went and looked at one of their stadiums in Texas and 

were so impressed with the way it worked," says deputy director of athletics Ray Purpur. "You download the app, 

pick what you want and order it. You get a text back when the order is ready, and then you go up to the concessions 

stand through a special line and pick up your food." 

Though some versions still require fans to leave their seats to pick up an order, they spend no time waiting in line, 

and an exclusive pickup lane is one way to make fans feel like they’re getting special treatment. Concessions 

operators can also push out exclusive combos, discounts or other promotions to mobile app users. 

Alabama used the app to create a unique solution to a problem at one of the school’s venues. "Their baseball field 

has an outfield area with no seats, no concessions, just a big berm that people could bring their chairs and watch 

the game," explains Hill. "People had been complaining that there was no food service out there. They 

experimented with different things, like bringing food carts out. One of the services they now offer is delivery to that 

area from the app. Anything from the full main menu can be ordered and delivered to a table set up in that area. 

That was really successful. They didn’t have to invest in any infrastructure, except the folding table." 

CHARGING AHEAD 

Whether it’s their intention or not, most venue operators find that investing in mobile concessions technology 

provides a natural progression toward other improvements. For instance, with all the buzz over high-tech stadiums 

as of late, it comes as somewhat of a shock to learn that many concessions venues don’t accept credit or debit 

cards. Stanford’s new stadium opened in 2006, but it was five years before concessions stands were able to 

process credit cards. "Two years ago it was cash-only," says Purpur. "It’s trickier than people think -- there are 

security issues, and ensuring you have enough VVi-Fi capability." 

RELATED: VVi-Fi Service Now a Must-Have Stadium Amenity 

But once a venue goes through the steps of accepting credit card transactions for mobile orders, installing the same 

functionality in their concessions stands is almost a given. There is some work involved, and some risk, but the 

payout is worth it, says Bypass Mobile cofounder and president Brandon Lloyd. "If we walk into a venue that’s 

operating all-cash concessions, the first thing we’re going to do is make sure they can accept credit cards in the 

greatest number of locations. That’s going to immediately increase their sales." 

Launched in 2010, Bypass has since evolved into a comprehensive commerce and point-of-sale software and 

service provider for sports and entertainment venues, currently serving more than 85 venues across the country. 

Says Lloyd, "Think of fan self-service ordering as one of 40 to 50 features of the system as a whole -- from food 

and beverage concessions point of sale to retail to parking to in-seat service to hawkers walking up and down the 

aisles." 

That system starts to grow when a venue’s menu and inventory are digitized, opening the door to track any number 

of statistics. SportSnax allows operators to track things like most-popular products, average order size, peak order 

times and average wait time. 

"In the student section, we know they’re going to buy certain things," says Purpur of Stanford’s experiences. "We 

can take things off the menu if they don’t sell, or add things that only sell in certain spots, like offering coffee on the 



shadier side of the stadium where it’s cooler." 

As part of the improvements at Stanford, digital menu boards were installed for the concessions stands, giving 

concessions operators even more control over their offerings. "We can adjust prices, change or highlight menu 

items," says Purpur. "Say toward the end of the game we have a lot of hot dogs left, we could lower the price. Or if 

we run out of something, we can take it off the menu board right away." 

Moreover, the same technology that gives operators more control over the items on the menu has the potential to 

prevent surpluses and shortages from happening in the first place. "What we’re doing now that is most game- 

changing is we’re taking all of the data that happens inside of a concessions business and filtering it to find the 

most-relevant info for the operators," says Lloyd. "Real-time inventory alerts project when they’ll run out an item so 

they can get that info to the warehouse and move products. This is happening across all industries -- using data in 

an intelligent fashion." 

The real-time tracking of concessions sales also allows concessions operators to spot problems and deal with them 

quickly, before the impact on revenue becomes significant. "Let’s say the game has started," says Lloyd. "It’s sold 

out. You have two of your POS tablets not producing any revenue. Why is that? There’s so much going on during 

the game that it’s very easy to get distracted and miss those things otherwise." 

MENU SELECTIONS 

So what does it take to get started on a concessions operations upgrade? It depends on how much you want to bite 

off. "Some organizations might be focused exclusively on in-seat service," says Lloyd. "’How do I take a server into 

the bowl where the guests are sitting, take an order and efficiently run that food back to that person?’ Or they’ll come 

to us and say, ’For everywhere we sell food and beverage, we need you to recommend a solution.’ Then there are 

those venues even further down the line that are looking to use the data that their system already produces to 

improve the guest experience." 

Though a full concessions technology overhaul is a bit more complicated, adding a mobile ordering service or 

improving point-of-sale technology is not necessarily time-consuming or cost-intensive. While a major focus of many 

larger sports venues is to upgrade Wi-Fi and cellular networks to support thousands of smartphone users 

simultaneously, such an investment is not a necessary prerequisite for improving concessions technology, says 

Lloyd. "Connectivity in these environments matters, but there’s plenty of connectivity in these venues to accomplish 

core commerce objectives." 

As for hardware costs, they will vary depending on what a venue wants to accomplish. "It can be as little as a couple 

thousand dollars if all you want to do is be able to accept credit cards," says Lloyd. 

To use an app like SportSnax, a concessions stand only needs to have a PC or Internet-connected device to 

receive orders. All credit card transactions occur offsite, or "in the cloud," depositing directly into the concessions 

operator’s existing account. "When we struck the deal with Alabama, we went onsite, pitched in December and had 

the pilot program running by January," says Hill. "The bottleneck tends to be getting the right people involved." 

The "right people" depend on the venue. MSU and Alabama contract out their concessions operations to Aramark 

and Centerplate, respectively, while Stanford’s concessions are operated by its campus dining services. "The 

arrangement is between our company, the concessions manager if there is one, the athletic department, and in 

some cases, a marketing group," says Hill. "The buy-in from all parties is essential." 



REFINED TASTES 

While there is no doubt that investing in improved concessions technology will be a boon for any venue, don’t expect 

such technology to result in an instant payoff. "Think of mobile commerce as being two-pronged," explains Lloyd. 

"The first part is someone typically behind the counter taking a guest order moving out and becoming mobile -- the 

hawker carrying a handheld that can ring up a sale using a credit card. That’s growing at an incredibly fast rate. It’s 

being driven by consumers who want to use their card to make that purchase but don’t want to get up to do so. 

"The other piece of the business is fan self-service," he continues. "That could be a kiosk, or a fan using a mobile 

device. That’s growing at a slower rate, but I think that as we see ticketing moving to mobile, and you can use the 

same credit card to purchase a ticket in that transaction, you’ll see an acceleration." 

Hill says fan adoption of the SportSnax apps is about what they expect of any new technology -- starting small 

before taking off. "We have been pleased to see repeat customers -- 20 to 30 percent of users order every game 

that they’re in attendance," he says, noting that adoption in the two basketball arenas the app serves may have 

been further impacted by low overall game attendance. "Attendance greatly drives use of the apps. Once the 

stadium gets over 80 percent, that’s when adoption takes off. 

"If you look at the banking industry, 20 years ago people would have said there’s no way you’d do banking over the 

phone, it’s too insecure," adds Hill. "But everything is moving in that direction, it only makes sense that concessions 

will, as well." 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

(919) 475-2695 cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 3:14 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: Potential Eligibili~ Impacts sh~:re with stafl’m~d who will complete it in the future? 

I’m not aware offl~is form, hut Paul is our direct contact ruth Dean Sauls’ office for any honor court issues. You may want to discuss ruth him. Thm~lcs. 

iD :.:;: : ::.: :~ ! :k:. 

F~m: Vangelder, Nar~e~e A 

Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014 3:09 PN 

To~ llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject= ~: Potential Eligibili~ ImpacN share with sNff and who will comple~ it in the future? 

Thoughts? ~ w~s unaware that ASPSA was currently providing a form to Honor Court. ~ ~ssumed that the proce~ had been d~scontinued b~sed on the emai~ 

Associate Adfletic Director 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolb~a 

Phone: (9:19~ 962-795~ 

Fax: (919) 952-6~32 

rnvangelder@unc~edu 

F~m= Brown, Nichelle 
Sent= Wednesday, July 16, 20~4 1:32 PM 
To= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject= Potential Eligibili~ ImpacN share with sNff and who will complete it in the future? 

Hi Marie~le, 

The sumrnary is excellent in that iL dearly lays out the scenarios and the outcomes. This would be a perfect item to bring to the ASPSA staff during the lunch 

educationa~ session on the 25~h s~nce, when these situations ar~se they are bek~g asked questions an~ ~re put k~to the posit~on of g~Jidhsg students and oufiinh~g 

~:he situation to the coaches Providk~g the summary and wal~dng through ~l: wouh~ be great. 

Regarding the e~ig~bi~l:V rarnificath:ms [orm, it was previously cornple~:ed by [~rent Nanton and we wanted to unders~:and i[ that was still the expectation or i[ ~t was 

sNft~ng? 

Do you have any addit~ona~ thoughts? 

thank you, 

Mk:hel~e 

E~= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Seat= Thursday, July $0, 20~4 $$:38 AN 
Te= Pogge, Paul; Sauls, Jonathan C 
Sabject= Potential Eligibili~ [mpac~ 

Good Afternoon Jonathan - 

Thank you for your time yesterday and for the explanation of our Honor Court procedures and potential headn~ outcomes. I was able to have some additional 

discussions with the ACC Office and ASPSA about the nuances between academic standin~ and dBciplinary sanctions imposed throush institutional resulations as 

it relates to elisibility certification. 

Generally speakins, the followin~ will applies to the Honor Court process as I understand it: 

Sanctions issued by the Honor Court (either Suspension, Probation with Exception or Probation Without Exception) will not independently impact a 

student’s academic standin~ with the University. Academic Affairs policy ~overns ~ood academic standin8. 

A sanction issued by the Honor Court could indirectly impact a student’s academic standing. For example, if the Honor Court determines that a student 

should receive a failing grade for a course as a result of an Honor Code violation, the failing grade could cause that student to fall short of meeting the 

institutional academic requirements to remain in good academic standing. This may result in an eligibility impact different from what is outlined below: 

If a student-athlete receives a Suspension for a term(s) for disciplinary reasons, but is still considered to be in good academic standing by the University, 

that student-athlete would be permitted to use a missed term exception in order to be eligible for competition in the semester immediately following 

the suspension provided all other NCAA progress toward requirements are met. 

o In Baseball, the rule would be applied in the same manner. For example, a Baseball student-athlete who received a Suspension from the institution 

for the Fall 20:14 semester, but was otherwise in good academic standing and met all other NCAA progress toward degree requirements would be 

permitted to utilize the missed term exception and could be certified as eligible for competition in Spring 20:15. 

If a student-athlete is placed on Probation With Exception for a term(s), but is still considered to be in good academic standing by the University, that 

student-athlete would be eligible for practice and competition during the duration of the probation provided they were enrolled full-time and all other 

NCAA progress toward degree requirements were met. 

o In Baseball, the rule would be applied in the same manner. For example, a Baseball student-athlete who was placed on Probation with Exception 

for the Fall 20:14 semester, but was otherwise in good academic standing and met all other NCAA progress toward degree requirements could be 

certified as eligible for competition in Spring 20:15. 

If a student-athlete is placed on Probation Without Exception for a term(s), but is still considered to be in good academic standing by the University, that 



student-athlete would be eligible for practice only during the duration of the probation provided they were enrolled full-time. 

o In Baseball, the rule would be applied in the same manner. For example, a Baseball student-athlete who was placed on Probation Without 

Exception for the Fall semester would be permitted to practice only during that semester provided he was enrolled full-time. In addition, that 

student-athlete would be eligible for competition in Spring 2015 provided they were in good academic standing and met all other NCAA Progress 

toward degree requirements. There is a distinction between academic standing and disciplinary suspension as it relates to Baseball Fall term 

eligibility certification. Specifically, NCAA Bylaw 14.01.3 which states that in order to be eligible to represent an institution in competition, a 

student-athlete shall be in compliance with all applicable provisions of the constitution and bylaws of the Association and all rules and regulations 

of the institution and the conference. That rule is intended to be applied at the time of competition. Therefore, regardless of whether or not the 

Honor Court issued a sanction (in accordance with the rules and regulations of the institution) precluding a Baseball student-athlete from 

competition during the Fall 2014 term, that student-athlete could be eligible for competition in Spring 2015 provided the Probation Without 

Exception did not continue into that semester. 

As we move forward with additional Honor Court cases, we are able to provide you with potential eligibility impacts if you so wish. As you know, any information 

we provide is intended to be for informational purposes and does not constitute a recommendation of any kind. 

If there is anything further I can do to assist, please let me know. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Monday, July 21, 2014 1:07 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Lain., A. -~thgaJlo@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F (ciocca@email.unc.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edw~ 

I~W: Fall 2014 NC,A~\ Drag-Testing Compli~:ace Memo 

Fall 2014 NCAA Dmg-Tes~ing Compliance Memo.pdf; Fall 2014 NCAA Drag-Testing Site Coordinator Memo.pdf 

Not possible to tell by email below who received this already. I’m forwarding to you as FYI just in case you haven’t seen this. Thin,ks. 

F~m: Sher~ Byler [ma~lto:sbyler~drugffeesport.com] 
Sent: Nonday, July 21, 2014 ll:S3 AN 
Subject: ~all 2014 NC~ Drug-Test~n~ Compliance Nemo 
Please see the attached Fal~ 2014 NCAA Drug-Testing Site Compliance Memo. 

Thanks, 
Sherry ggler 

Sherry Byler i The National Center for Drug Free Sport, Inc.@ I NCAA Drug Testing Program Manager 
2537 Madison Ave. I Kansas City, MO 64108 I ’N: 816.285.14201 &: 816285.1439 I ~: 



Dru  Free Spor  TM 

MEMORANDUM 

July 2014 

TO: Director of Compliance. 

FROM Sherry Byler 

NCAA Drug-Testing Program Manager. 

S U BJ ECT: NCAA Year-Round Drug-Testing Program. 

The National Center for Drug Free Sport (Drug Free Sport) is the official administrator of the NCAA’s 

drug-testing programs. In preparation for 2014-15 NCAA drug testing, we are providing the following 

details and instructions your institution must follow to comply with NCAA year-round drug testing 

protocols. 

As the director of compliance, you will be notified of NCAA year-round drug tests along with the director 

of athletics and your designated NCAA drug-testing site coordinator. 

Attached is a copy of the drug-testing memorandum sent to your institution’s site coordinator. Site 

coordinators are responsible for updating NCAA drug-testing contact information and providing Drug 

Free Sport with your institution’s academic information and any holidays and breaks during which your 

institution will be closed. Your institution’s site coordinator must update contact information and submit 

these dates by August 8, 2014. You are responsible for the accuracy of your contact information (e.g., 

address, phone numbers, etc.). Please log onto https://scan.drugfreesport.com to review and update 

your contact information. If you have forgotten your password, please click on Forgot Your Password 

and enter your email address. You will receive an email with instructions on how to reset your 

password. 

The Director of Athletics, Director of Compliance and Drug Testing Site Coordinator are notified of NCAA 

drug-testing results availability via email. Please ensure that you get these results by checking the 

accuracy of your email listed online at https://scan.drugfreesport.com. NCAA drug-testing results will be 

available approximately 15-20 business days after the drug test. 

Please ensure that you receive NCAA drug-testing notifications by adding Drug Free Sport’s email 

address n~dEMg~st~r~@clEMgfE~poE~onq to your safe senders list. Contact your institution’s IT 

department if you need assistance. 



Drug Free Sport 
NCAA Year-Round Drug-Testing Program 

Page 2 

Program Changes for 2014-15 

Effective August 1, 2014, the sanction for a positive street drug result for an NCAA administered drug- 

test will change to a fifty percent (50%) withholding penalty. The NCAA street drug testing panel 

includes marijuana (THC), synthetic cannabinoids (e.g., K2, Spice) and heroin. The sanction for positive 

tests administered by the NCAA in all other NCAA banned drug classes is loss of a year of eligibility and 

sitting out a year of competition. 

In its ongoing effort to make NCAA drug-testing events as efficient as possible, Drug Free Sport is 

pleased to announce the roll-out of an extensive upgrade to its current electronic platform. SCAN3 

provides NCAA drug-testing with efficiencies in notification, testing roster production and most 

importantly to the student-athlete, in the checking-in and checking-out processing. Beginning with the 

summer testing in 2014 the IPad based, copyrighted technology will assist the certified collectors with 

maximizing these efficiencies and more. 

Please contact Mark Bockelman, Director of NCAA Drug Testing (phone: 816.285.1407; email: 

mbockelman@drugfreesport.com), with any questions regarding these program changes. 

Critical institutional Resources 

The NCAA continues to provide an expanded list of banned substances on the NCAA Web site, on the 

Sport Science Institute page under Drug Testing. THE LIST WILL NOT BE ALL INCLUSIVE OF EVERY 

POSSIBLE BANNED SUBSTANCE. The very nature/science of the supplement/designer drug industry is 

to constantly change formulas and names in an attempt to stay a step ahead of testing. However, 

CSMAS believes an expanded Web site list (which can be updated when necessary at any time) is 

another educational opportunity for the membership and its student-athletes. 

The Resource Exchange Center (REC) is a service provided by Drug Free Sport to the NCAA membership 

to promote student-athlete health and well-being. It offers a confidential source of information 

regarding dietary supplements and other substances banned by the NCAA. NCAA student-athletes, 

coaches and other athletic department staff contact the REC via a toll-free hotline, e-mail from Drug 

Free Sport’s Web site at www.drugfreesport.com!rec or social media outlets. It is the place to go for 

accurate and current answers to difficult questions. The REC is available 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week. 

For more information on the NCAA year-round drug-testing program, refer to the NCAA Drug-Testing 

Site Coordinator Manual and the NCAA Drug-Testing Program booklet on the NCAA’s website at 

www.ncaa.org/drugtesting. The 2014-15 editions of the site coordinator manual and drug-testing 

program booklet will be available in August. 

If at any time you have a question or concern about the NCAA drug-testing program, please feel free to 

contact Drug Free Sport at 816.474.8655. 

Thank you for your assistance with the NCAA’s drug-testing program. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 12:13 PM 

Jenij e, Matthew Ochuko <oj enij e@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Bubba Cunningham has invited you to UNC Department of Athletics Fall 2014 
Welcome Reception 

Good to see you today. Thanks for coming over. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Bubba Cunningham [mailto:host@invite.celebrations.net] 
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 9:45 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Bubba Cunningham has invited you to UNC Department of Athletics Fall 2014 Welcome Reception 

You have been invited by Bubba Cunningham to 

UNC Department of Athletics Fall 2014 Welcome 

Reception. 
Will you be attending? 



CLICK TO VIEW INVITATION 

Please RSVP by August 1 lth. Hope to see you there! 

DATE 

August 16th, 2014, 
4pm 
LOCATION 

Loudermilk Center for 
Excellence - Upper 
Club (5th floor) 
ADDRESS 

Loudermilk Center for 
Excellence 
Kenan Stadium 
344 Ridge Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27515 

This email has a 
unique link, 

just for you! 

Please do not forward it to 
others. 

If you would like to invite 
others to the event 
send a link instead! 

220 5th Avenue, 
17th Floor, New York, NY 10001 

To block further invites from 
this sender please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 2:33 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shellj o@unc.edu> 

FW: Contract with Jeff 

Janssen Sports Leadership Contract 2014-16.docx 

Shelly, 

The attached with your comments is very helpful. I also received your subsequent message that addressed our 
"count" for the workshops. Would you please take a look at those records, the attached contract, and propose 
whatever specific additions and/or revisions (please track changes again) you think are necessary to ensure we 
receive the level of service we believe we are purchasing via the contract? Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 10:04 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Contract with Jeff 

Granted, I understood maybe half of the language used on pages 3-10, so I focused primarily on page 11 (Schedule A: 

PROGRAM). That said, I think that it would be beneficial if pages 3-10 were fully explained to me so that we/I can 

respond to the terms and then abide by them. 

I shared my thoughts via comments on the attached document. My comments reference the discrepancy in workshop 

count from last spring. I will forward the email which summarizes/outlines our issues along with related, supporting 

documents. I would be more than happy to meet to discuss this in greater detail. 

Previously, you had mentioned the possibility of getting the full value of the contract by including a provision which 

allows for greater flexibility in workshop allocation. Is that possible? 

Thank you for your work with the contract negotiations. Greatly, greatly appreciated. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: Contract with Jeff 

Shelly, 

Please review confidentially and share your thoughts with me regarding potential revisions, etc. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 



Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(9~9) 962-463~ 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Friday, July 25, 2014 6:31 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: New Ticket Office Employees 

Kelsey Edwards.jpg; Laura Woodward.jpeg; Ron Reeves.jpg 

Congrats and thanks. Great j ob. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2014 5:13 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: New Ticket Office Employees 

All - 
The Ticket Office is excited to welcome Kelsey Edwards, Laura Woodward, and Ron Reeves to the Carolina Athletics 

family. Kelsey comes to us as Assistant Director of Ticketing at the Notre Dame Athletic Department and will join our 

staff as Director of Ticketing, Compliance, and Business Affairs. He will oversee all compliance and business functions of 

the Ticket Office, as well as providing leadership with Men’s Basketball ticketing. A graduate of St. Joseph’s University, 

Kelsey earned his BS in Finance and went on to get an MBA from Providence College. Prior to working at Notre Dame, 

Kelsey also worked in the Providence and UCLA athletic departments. Kelsey’s first day with us will be July 28th. 

Laura Woodward comes to us as Associate Director of Ticketing at the Notre Dame Athletic Department and will join our 

staff as Director of Ticketing, Communications and Customer Service. She will oversee all communications and customer 

service initiatives of the Ticket Office, as well as providing leadership with Football ticketing. A graduate of Elmira 

College with a BS in Business Administration, Laura has also previously worked at Oklahoma State and the Naval 

Academy. Laura’s first day with us will be August 11th. 

Ron Reeves comes to us as Ticket & Business Operations Assistant at the Alabama A&M Athletic Department and will 

join our staff as Assistant Director of Ticket Operations. He will provide leadership with Men’s and Women’s Soccer and 

Baseball ticketing. A graduate of Detroit Mercy, Ron earned his BA in Communications and went on to get an MS in 

Sport Management from Ithaca College. Prior to working at Alabama A&M, Ron also worked at the Pentagon Athletic 

Center, the Department of Defense, and Ithaca College, as well as stints at the IRS and Cleveland State. Ron’s first day 

with us will be August 4th. 

Please join me in welcoming these great additions to Carolina Athletics. 

Go Heels! 
Tim Sabo I Assistant Athletic Director - Ticket Operations I (919) 962-2296 (p) 

University of North Carolina I P. O. Box 3000 I Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 8:42 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Stanford 

httl~ ://www. athleticbusiness, com/more-news/stanford-summer-program-connects-101a’gers-emplo’gers html9 
topic= l_,200&eid=242614432&bid=905234 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 8:42 AM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu> 

RE: shredder 

Thanks 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2014 8:34 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: shredder 

The shredder is here, in copy room. 

Kathy Griggs 

Administrative Assistant 

Athletic Director’s Office 

UNC Athletics 

919-843-5834 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, July 29, 2014 5:21 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder: Disney Meeting and Law School Intern Presentations on Thursday, July 
31 

I will not be able to attend. Thanks Molly. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2014 3:37 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Cc: Janine Holland (janine@ramsclub.com); Selmon, Zachary Ryan 
Subject: Reminder: Disney Meeting and Law School Intern Presentations on Thursday, July 31 

Executive and Senior Team Members, 

This is a reminder that there will be a Disney meeting on Thursday, July 31 at 9:00am, immediately followed by 

presentations by our law school interns at lO:OOam. 

Both meetings will take place in the Educational Foundation first floor board room in the EWAC. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 6:57 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.e&~ 

I~E: 2014-2015 Social Media Monitor Designation 

ThaNes 

F~m: Van~elder, Narielle A 
Sent: Thursday, July 31, 2014 6:33 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 201~201$ Social Media Honker 

See bebw. A~I w~l~ ~e in [ou~ermi~k. 

WSO 8/5 @ 3prn 

WFH 8/~1 @ 1pro 

WVB 8/7 @ 4pro 

XC 8/:[~ @ Spin 

MSO 8/:H @ 10am 

MGO 8/18 @ 3:30pm 

W60 8/18 @ 4:15pm 

GYM 8/~9 @ 3:30pro 

MB~ 8/20 @ 2pro 

TRACK 8/20 @ 3pro 

WSB 8/21 @ 7am 

Wa[ 8/21 @ 9am 
FEN 8/21 @ Spin 

SWIM 8/22 @ 3prn 
We have not yet heard back from MBB, W88, WRO, MTE, WTE, bl{.A or WLA. 

Mariel]e A. vanGe~der 

Associate ALh~e[~c Director 

Univers~:y of Nort:h {::arolma 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6L~2 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 

~: Ille, Vince 
Seat= Thursday, ]uly 3~, 20~4 5:~ PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sabject: RE: 20~+20~5 Social Media Monitor Designation 

Ma~elle, 
Can you please send me a calendar of all the team check-in meetings when they are scheduled? I would like m get those on my calenda,. Otlmr spo~ progrmn 
admiNstmtors mW want to as well. You mW have sent this alma@ and I’ve not yet mad enough messages. ThaWs. 
Mince 

{ :;.:b.:’,’:"::i’iy :..J :~.h..~’:J:: 

F~m= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent~ Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:06 AN 
T~{ UNC~-Head Coaches 
¢e= Ballen, Nartina K; Beale, Michael; Best, Kevin S.; Bi~ing, Angelyn S; Brunner, John F; Bunting, Mike; Cleaw, Kenneth Eugene; Culler, Ellen B; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, 
Jr., Larw A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Johnson, Shelley H; Kirschner, Steve; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Perkins, Michael; Pogge, Paul; Robinson, Kevin T; Sabo, ~m; 
Steinbacher, Rick; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Holliday, Corey L; Law, @eg A; Webb, Josh 
Subject= 201+2015 Social Media Noni~r Designation 

Good Morning- 

Attached, please find a copy of the revised UNC Social Media Use policy. The policy can also be found within the Student-Athlete Handbook in the Student-Athlete 

Code of Conduct section. This information will be reviewed with your student-athletes at the Athletics policy meetings to be held during the first week of class. 

in accordance with the policy, each team must identify at least one coach or support staff member who is responsible for having access to, regularly monitoring the 

content of, and receiving reports about team members’ social networking sites and postings. This is in addition to the monitoring currently being done by our 

outside vendor Varsity Monitor. 

The team monitor responsible for reviewing the content of team members’ social media must also evaluate postings for information that could indicate a 

potential violation of NCAA regulations related to amateurism, including specifically evaluating postings that identify possible improper extra benefits and/or 

agent-related activities. 

it is imperative that each team’s designated staff member be vigilant in their review of student-athletes’ online content and report/address improper posts 

accordingly. If you have any concerns about your student-athletes postings or other online activity related to potential NCAA violations, please notify the Athletics 



Compliance staff immediately. 

We ask that you please confirm which member of your staff will be the designated Social Media Monitor for your program for the 2014-2015 academic year by 

replying to this email. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Friday, August 1, 2014 5:33 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Training table 

Thanks for sharing the information. It appears we are at the same point we were a couple of weeks ago in terms 
of the logistics/payment concerns that must be addressed. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, August 01, 2014 5:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Fwd: Training table 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dean Ogan" <dean@rockvtophQ~pi~ali~y.com> 
To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Training table 

Bubba, 

I thought it might be helpful to put some thoughts down on paper regarding training table. If you 
have a few minutes to read this over I would appreciate it. 

Thank you, 

Dean 

Dean M. Ogan 
Owner 
Rocky Top Hospitality 





University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Performance Contract 

Student-Athlete: PID: 
Sport: Coach: 
Athletics Representative: Case Manager: 
Physician: Assessment Date: 

Describe in detail the requirements of the student-athlete for each element of the performance contract. 

Counseling: 

Academics: 

Athletics: 

Student Behavior: 

Additional Requirement(s): 

By signing this form, I confirm that I have discussed this performance contract with the case management team whose signatures are included below-. I understand and 

agree to comply with all provisions of this performance contract. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach/Head Coach Designee Signature Date 

Director of Athletics/Director of Athletics Designee Signature Date 

Case Manager Signature Date 

Associate Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Date 

Fore1 Revised: April 15, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Monday, August 4, 2014 4:59 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Annual Athletics Report 

Ok, thanks Michelle. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 4:56 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Annual Athletics Report 

Hello, 

Thank you for the email. Marielle and I previously communicated regarding the report. From our discussion, I 

communicated with Lynn Williford and Martina Ballen who each put forward inquiries. And, I have already forwarded 

the information that ASPSA would provide. It does look like all the items that Chris asked for would come from Marielle 

or Jen Kretchmar. 

Regards, 

Michelle 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 4:39 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: FW: Annual Athletics Report 

Can you please coordinate the provision of information from ASPSA and the Athletics Department where 
necessary? Thanks. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Eilers, Christopher J 



Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 4:12 PM 
To: Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Annual Athletics Report 

Jen / Vince, 

We’re working on gathering the information for the latest Intercollegiate Athletics Report survey for UNC GA and are 

asking for your help again. There are a few questions on this year’s survey (attached) that appear just about identical to 

last year’s survey and just need to be updated with current information. Those are: 

Section 3 - Enrolled Freshman, Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes, and UNC Minimum Course Requirements 

(MCRs) 

The first number, total number of enrolled freshman, is something our office can gather. I need help though for the 

other three numbers. Last year Vince provided a roster of recruited student athletes (attached) which was very useful 

for this survey question. That list also highlighted recruited new transfer students, which need to be excluded from our 

survey response. Jen had provided the counts of students and student-athletes receiving MCR exceptions. 

Section 5 - Student-Athlete Academic Profile 

Last year Jen provided the data for the Avg. HS GPA and Avg. SAT/ACT scores. This year we need the same information, 

and also need to add the number of students that went into the averages. 

Section 6 - Majors of Student-Athletes 

For this section I can gather the academic major information, but I need help identifying who the recruited student 

athletes are. Last year I used two lists, one was from Jen (Fal12012/Spring 2013 data), and a second one from Allison 

Legge (2005 - 2012 data). Hopefully these are still good to use. The question asks to identify all recruited student 

athletes who achieved junior status in the Fall 2013 term so the entry term of those students will likely be two or three 

years back. I will plan to use the same two files I used last year and then I will need a 2013-14 list. 

For the other survey sections not mentioned above, Lynn Williford is in the process of contacting people to request data 

and support so you may have already been contacted by her. My understanding is that the survey is due late August so 

if we could have the data for these three sections ready in the next couple weeks that would be great. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eilers 

Assistant Director of Institutional Research 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ceilers@email.unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 843-5645 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Tuesday, August 5, 2014 3:33 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Scooter Safety Training 

image003.jpg 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Tuesday, August 05, 2014 3:12 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Scooter Safety Training 

Vince there are about 5 or 6 meeting required for the athletes that people are sending. I know they are all important. 

Just trying Not to iinnundate them all in one week 

Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 5, 2014, at 3:10 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

<image003.jpg> 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Tuesday, August 05, 2014 3:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Scooter Safety Training 

is working on the date. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 5, 2014, at 1:25 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Donna, 



Can you please sign up per the request below? Thanks. 

Vince 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 

lJniversity of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

<imageOO4.jpg> 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 10:03 PM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Howard, Megan; Holliday, Corey L; Hoots, Eric M 
Subject: Scooter Safety Training 

Coaches and Sport Administrators, 

I wanted to follow up with a reminder to schedule your respective team’s scooter safety 

training session with Megan Howard from DPS, who is copied on this email. If you have not 

yet done so, please contact Megan to find a time that works. She has graciously offered to 

conduct this important training for each of our teams individually. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Best, 

Paul 

<imageOOl.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, August 7, 2014 9:45 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Document for Joy Renner 

Yes, I’m certain she will ask for it again this year. Thanks. 

Vince 

~i::~::~!~i~i~::~ ....... 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, August 07, 2014 9:31 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

See 

Thanks. 

~ote below. Would you like her to prepare this for Joy again? 

MvG 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: ThursdaY, Aucjust 07, 2014 9:07 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

Do you know if this is something Vince needs me to do again? It randomly just popped in my head. 

University of North Carolina 



Compliance Assistant 
Phone: (919) 843-4738 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 

@~n)@...~!r~:~d!~ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 8:04 AM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

This is something that     made for Vince to provide to Joy Renner and the Faculty Athletics Comm. Do you still have 

the file? If so, can we please update it and provide it to him again? 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 4:49 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

Marielle, 

created the attached document for Joy Renner and the Faculty Athletics Committee last year. 
It proved to be )ery helpful. Can you please arrange for the form to be updated and returned to me? Thanks for 
your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 9:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J (Joy_ Renner@med.unc.edu) 

Cc:                    .~uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

Joy, 

Attached are the fact sheets you requested for each sport program. If you or any of your committee members 
have any questions or need additional information, please just let me know. The information was collected and 
recorded by                         is a Graduate Assistant in our Compliance Office who is assigned a 
variety of roles. I believe she did a great j ob putting this information together and I hope the committee finds it 
helpful. Thanks and I hope to see you again soon. 

Vince 

From:                         @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:10 PM 



To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Document for .loy Renner 

VJnce, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee. Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Friday, August 8, 2014 9:00 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: ACC Tennis Liaison 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday, August 08, 2014 8:49 AM 
To: Brian Boland (bpb8n@virginia.edu); Chuck McCuen (charles@clemson.edu); Dwayne Hultquist (dhultquist@fsu.edu); 
Jim Thompson (jthomp@vt.edu); Jon Choboy (jon_choboy@ncsu.edu); Kenny Thorne (kthorne@athletics.gatech.edu); 
Mario Rincon (mrinconl@miami.edu); Ramsey Smith (ramsey.smith@duke.edu); Rex Ecarma (rex@gocards.com); Ryan 
Sachire (sachire.2@nd.edu); Paul, Sampson L; Scott Wilkins (scott.wilkins.l@bc.edu); Tony Bresky (breskyt@wfu.edu); 
Alex Santos (asantos@athletics.pitt.edu); Kalbas, Brian J; Jamie Ashworth (jashworth@duaa.duke.edu); Jay Louderback 
(jlouderb@nd.edu); Jeff Wyshner (wyshner@wfu.edu); Jennifer Hyde (jhyde@fsu.edu); Mark Beckham 
(markb@gocards.com); Mark Guilbeau (meg2n@virginia.edu); Nancy Harris (nh@clemson.edu); Nigel Bentley 
(bentleyn@bc.edu); Paige Yaroshuk (pyaroshuk@miami.edu); Rodney Harmon (rharmon@athletics.gatech.edu); Simon 
Earnshaw (susanne_depka@ncsu.edu); Terry Ann Zawacki-Woods (tzawacki@vt.edu); Younes Limam 
(MIGeor01@syr.edu) 
Cc: oneilljk@bc.edu; tcoffman@duaa.duke.edu; Jim Curry (jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu); Theresa Wenzel 
(twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); john@gocards.com; Michael Lipitz; c.freet@miami.edu; Ille, Vince; jko3b@virginia.edu; 
Tom Gabbard (tgabbard@vt.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); 
Gwaltney, Clint; uebelhor.3@nd.edu; dskendze@nd.edu; Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); hrfrazie@syr.edu 
Subject: ACC Tennis Liaison 
Importance: High 

Tennis Coaches - 

I am excited to inform you that Brandon Neff, Assistant Commissioner of Championships, will serve as the new tennis 

liaison in the Conference Office. Brandon comes to the Conference Office from Duke University where he served as 

Associate Director of Athletics Facilities, Game Operations and Championships. Prior to his time at Duke, Brandon 

served as the Assistant Commissioner of Championships at the Southern Conference for six years. He will start officially 

on August 18th and his contact information is listed below: 

Brandon Neff 

Assistant Commissioner of Championships 

bneff@theacc.org 

Office: 336.854.8787 

Best wishes to everyone as you enter the final stages of preparation for the upcoming academic year. As always, should 

you have any questions, please let me know. 



Thanks! 
Kris 

KRIS W. PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships/SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 I c." 

kpierce@theacc.orq 
theACC.com I @theACC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 8, 2014 3:43 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Jackson Lems is Pleased to Announce the Addition of Geoff Silver! 

With Gene Mmsh? 

Vi~ce 

’: J:. iz.:-.: :i!y :,i N:,iI:? 

i[~ :.:.:: : 

F~m= Van~elder, Narielle A 
Sent= Friday, August 08, 2014 2:17 PN 
T~ Ille, Vince 
Subject= ~: 3ac~on kewis is Pleased to Announce the Addition of Geoff 
Another O~rec~or ~e~ving the Nationa~ Office. 

~Vbriel~e A. van(Se[der 

Associate Adflet[c Director 

UNvers~W of Nord~ 

Phone: (919} 

Fax: (919) 962-6~92 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Jackson Lewis [mailto;myupdates@~acksoNewis.com] 
Sent; Friday, August 08, 2014 2:01 PN 
To: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject; Jackson Lewis is Pleased to Announce the Addition of Geoff Silver! 

Aqq-ORN EY ADVERTISI NG 

You may unsubscribe from future messages or manage your subscription preferences by 

The materials contained in this E-subscription Service Legal Update are for informational purposes only and not for 

the purpose of providing legal advice. For advice about a particular problem or situation, please contact an attorney 

of your choice Use of and access to this email service do not create an attorney-client relationship between 

Jackson Lewis and the recipient, reader, or user. The opinions expressed in this email service are the opinions of 

the individual author and may not reflect the opinions of the firm or any individual attorney This email may be 

considered attorney advertising in some states. Furthermore, prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. 

Copyright, 2014 Jackson Lewis P.C I ’~,a/w.iackscrdewis corn IAfl we do is worlCb 

Representing management exclusively in workplace law and related litigation 

Confidentiality Note: This e-mail, and any attachment to it, contains privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of the individual(s) or entity named on the e-mail, if the reader of this e-mail is 

not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that reading it is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please 

immediately return it to the sender and delete it from your system Thank you 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Monday, August 11, 2014 1:21 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Chris Rich request for Finley Fields 

We may need to discuss all the different variations of this as they arise? For example, USA Wrestling 
designates UNC as a Regional Training Center. Let’s discuss when we have a chance. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, August 08, 2014 10:47 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Chris Rich request for Finley Fields 

FYI in case this issue is raised at an Executive Staff meeting. 

There is some difficulty understanding the facility use policy revisions - specifically the NCAA compliance issues with the 

previous policy. 

From an NCAA standpoint, I asked Richie to further define UNC Group Rate. Most facility use policies have defined rates 

for UNC affiliated groups and Non-UNC affiliated groups. Affiliation in this case should mean an institutionally sponsored 

event as opposed to an event associated with an institutional employee. The only exception here was if we wanted to 

offer a discounted rate to ALL institutional employees instead of just assistant coaches and others with ties to varsity 

programs.. 

Our coaches and staff are permitted to work with local sports clubs (subject to NCAA parameters). However, their 

association with such clubs is similar to a camp/clinic owned and operated by a staff member inasmuch as they are 

private business ventures. 

While the Bylaw this falls under is fairly broad - preclusion against the provision of pre-college expenses to a prospective 

student-athlete - there are several NCAA Staff Interpretations which address the issue more directly. 

Specifically, there is a Staff Interpretation from September 23, 1992 which states that a Local Sports Club that includes 

prospects may rent office space in a member institution’s facility, ‘p...r.9..v.!..d...e...d....t..h...e...!..~..c...a.!...s.p...~..r..t..s....c.!..u...b...!§..~.[g.~.~.~.~.~..~.~.L~ 

9..t..h...e...r..s....w....~...u.[.d....b...e....c...h...a..r.g.e...d....f.9..r...t.b.~...~ ~.~..9~.~.b.~..f.~ ~.!!!~.~. 

In addition, a Staff Interpretation from June 15, 1988 reviewed a situation in which a local sports club, involving an 

institution’s coach, requested to utilize the weight room facilities at the institution, would not preclude prospective 

student-athletes who are members of the club from utilizing the member institution’s facilities, p...r..o...v.!..d...e...d...t...h...e....c.!..u...b....r..e...n..t...s. 

~s~u~c~h~f~a~c~!!~t~i~e~s~a~t~t~h~e~n~r~m~J~ and such facility usage is related to legitimate club activities (e.g., conditioning 

activities). 



The rate cannot be lowered for an assistant coach working for a local sports club simply to assist them in supplementing 

their salary. 

Please let me know if you think my logic if off base here. 

Thanks. 

MvG 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Friday, August 08, 2014 10:40 AM 
To: Grimsley, Richie; Vangelder, Marielle A; Bunting, Mike 
Subject: RE: Chris Rich request for Finley Fields 

Richie and Mike, 

Thanks for the heads up on this ....... you’re risht, it is a major chanse and increase. Mike, I know you 

discussed this last year, but can you brin8 it up at our Executive Staff meetins, so everyone can have the 

finalized rates for facility use. Also, have you discussed the specific rate increases with individual head 

coaches ....... if not, would you like to do that at a coaches’ meetins? 

Coachin8 youth teams is a way for volunteer or asst. coaches to earn additional income, so this chanse will 
have an impact. I fully understand the wear on the fields and don’t know how many requests you set from 

our coaches, but did you consider separate rates for our current volunteer/asst, coaches, as compared to 

former coaches/athletes or other unaffiliates? I’m also concerned about all the folks who are unaffiliated and 
just pop out on Finley fields for no fee ..... is there a way to secure the facility so that only our teams and payin8 

customers have access? 

Thanks for your work on this .... it isn’t an easy issue. 

~Beth 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Friday, August 08, 2014 10:18 AM 
To: Miller, Beth; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Grimsley, Richie 
Subject: Chris Rich request for Finley Fields 

I wanted to give you a heads up that we have received a Facility Use Request from Chris Rich for his youth 
soccer team to use Finley Fields. In the past, we have been charging groups, within various sports, the UNC 
group rate of $1 per participant per day for Facility Use. It has been determined that these groups are not 
actually affiliated with UNC, just affiliated with a UNC staff member and should, therefore, be charged the 
Non-UNC rate ($150 per session). This will be a significant fee increase in most cases so I am unsure how the 



requesting groups will respond. This may or may not be brought to your attention by Carlos, but I wanted you 
to be aware just in case. Feel free to contact me for any additional information or with any questions. Thank 
you. 

Richie Grimsley 
Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-452-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 11, 2014 1:33 PM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.e&~ 

ILE: PeopleSofl 

Ok, I’m also thinldng about the world’Iow related to financial trm~sactions that involve progr~ns, coaches m~d student-athletes. I’tn not sure it is clear how the 
processes, documentation, forms, etc. will change. It may be good for us to insert someone from compliance (Rachel?) into the department’s planning and 

implementalion phases to ensure you receive the information you need for monitoring purposes. 

iD :.:.:: : ::’: :~ ! :k:. 

F~m: Van~elder, Nar~elle A 
Sent: Nondag, Auoust ll, 2014 1:23 PN 
To: Ille, V~nce 
¢c~ Vanoelder, Nar~elle A 
Subject: Re: PeopleSoff 
No, I have not received information on any transition to a new version of PeopleSoft on the academic side. 

I will follow-up with Brent to see if there will be any impact on us. 

On Aug 11, 20:14, at :1::18 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Marielle, 

Are you in the loop on the implementation of PeopleSofl, how it might impact our monitoring sys~tems and processes, and what 
modifications/accommodations tnight be required? Martina mentioned this at our statt’meeting this morning so thought I should check with you. Thanks. 

Vince 
<imageOO3.jpg> 
Vince 

We Educate a~d t~sl~ire Thr~mgh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Monday, August 11, 2014 6:03 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Quick Sheet - Fridays 

UNC - Quicksheet v2.docx 

Marielle, 

Bubba has asked all of the executive staff members and all unit heads to complete a "quick sheet" by the end of 
the day every Friday beginning this week. When completed, can you please send it directly to Zac Selmon and 
copy me? If you have any questions, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



UNIT: 

MANAGER: 

DATE: 

UNC Athletics Weekly Unit Report 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS (projects and tasks completed this week in priority order) 

PROJECTS & TASKS (next week in priority order) 

SIGNIFICANT DATES (upcoming in chronological order) 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & EDUCATION (completed this week in chronological order) 

OTHER INFORMATION (priority order) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, August 14, 2014 10:29 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Annual Athletics Report 

Can you help with this? Does she just need NCAA squad lists? Are we confident that the determination of 
recruited status on those is accurate? 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Kretchmar, Jen 
Sent: Wednesday, August 13, 2014 8:57 AM 
To: Eilers, Christopher J; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Annual Athletics Report 

Hi Vince, 

It looks like the data for this report/survey is based on all enrolling recruited freshman student-athletes for the Fall 2013 

and Spring 2014 semesters. I’m going to need to get the rosters from you since I don’t have a way to identify all 

recruited student-athletes on my end; would you mind passing those along? 

Thanks for your help! 

Jen 

From: Eilers, Christopher J 

Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 4:12 PM 

To: Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Annual Athletics Report 

Jen / Vince, 

We’re working on gathering the information for the latest Intercollegiate Athletics Report survey for UNC GA and are 

asking for your help again. There are a few questions on this year’s survey (attached) that appear just about identical to 

last year’s survey and just need to be updated with current information. Those are: 

Section 3 - Enrolled Freshman, Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes, and UNC Minimum Course Requirements 

(MCRs) 

The first number, total number of enrolled freshman, is something our office can gather. I need help though for the 

other three numbers. Last year Vince provided a roster of recruited student athletes (attached) which was very useful 

for this survey question. That list also highlighted recruited new transfer students, which need to be excluded from our 

survey response. Jen had provided the counts of students and student-athletes receiving MCR exceptions. 



Section 5 - Student-Athlete Academic Profile 

Last year Jen provided the data for the Avg. HS GPA and Avg. SAT/ACT scores. This year we need the same information, 

and also need to add the number of students that went into the averages. 

Section 6 - Majors of Student-Athletes 

For this section I can gather the academic major information, but I need help identifying who the recruited student 

athletes are. Last year I used two lists, one was from Jen (Fal12012/Spring 2013 data), and a second one from Allison 

Legge (2005 - 2012 data). Hopefully these are still good to use. The question asks to identify all recruited student 

athletes who achieved junior status in the Fall 2013 term so the entry term of those students will likely be two or three 

years back. I will plan to use the same two files I used last year and then I will need a 2013-14 list. 

For the other survey sections not mentioned above, Lynn Williford is in the process of contacting people to request data 

and support so you may have already been contacted by her. IVly understanding is that the survey is due late August so 

if we could have the data for these three sections ready in the next couple weeks that would be great. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eilers 

Assistant Director of Institutional Research 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ceilers@email.unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 843-5645 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 14, 2014 1:50 PM 

Kretchmar, Jen <jkretchmaJc@admissions.unc.edu> 

Vm~gelder, M~rielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1~: Annu~l Athletics Report 

Baseball.pdf; Field Hockey.pdf; Football.pdf; Gymnastics.pdf; Men’s Basketball.pdf; Men’s Fencing.pdf; Men’s Golf.pdf; Men’s 

Lacrosse.pdf: Meals Soccer.pdf; Men’s Swimming.pdf: Meals Tennis.pdf; Men’s Track & Field.pdf; Rowing.pdf, Soflball.pdf; 

VolleybalLpdf; Women’s Basketball.pdf; Women’s Fencing.pdf, Women’s Gol£pdf; Women’s Lacrosse.pdf; Womeffs Soccer.pdf; 

Women’s Swimming.pdf; Women’s Tennis.pdf; Women’s Track & Field.pdf, Wrestling.pdf 

Je~, 

Please see the attached documents which should include the information you requested. If you have any questions, please contact Mafielle or me. Thanks again. 

Vince 

w~ Ed~c~te a~d ~sp~re Thr~mgh Athletics 

F~m: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, August ~4, 2014 I:3S PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Annual Athletics Repo~ 

Attached are ~he 20~3-2014 NCAA Squad L~sts. 

Under ~he "S~a~s of S~ude~t" he~der, there is a column labeled "Necr/’ which k~dica~es whether or not each respective studen~--adflete was recruited. 

Please le~ me know i~ Jen needs any additk~nal ~forma~ion~ 

Thank you. 

MarieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate AtMet~c Direc[or 

University of North 

Phone: (9:~9} 

Fax: {919) 962- (~002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

~= Kretchmar, ]en 
8e~t~ Wednesday, August ~3, 20~ 8:57 AM 
Te~ Eilers, Christopher J; Ne, Vince 
$~ject~ RE: Annual Athletics Repo~ 

Hi V~nce~ 

~: k~.:~]~s ~ike the da~a for th~s report/survey is based on a~l enrolling recrui~ed ~reshman s~udent-atNetes [or the Fal~ 2013 and Spr~n~ 2014 semesters. I"m go~ng to 

need to ~e[ the rosters from you sb~ce ~ dorff[ have s way to ~dent~fy a]~ recruited student-atMetes on my end; would you m~nd passin~ those a~ong? 

Thanks for your 

Jen 

From: Eilers, Christopher J 

Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 4:~2 PM 

Te: Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 

Subject: Annual Athletics Report 

Jen / 

We"re working on gathering the infon~lat~on for the Is[eat Intercollegiate Athletics Repot[ survey for UNC GA and are as]ring for your hNp again. There are a few 

questions on th~s year’s survey (attached) that appear just about identical to I~st year’s survey and )Jst need to be updated w~th current ~nforrnaflon. Those are: 

Section ~ --. Enrolled F~eshman, Recruited F~eshman Student-AtMetes, and U~C 

The first number ~ota~ nurnber o~ enrolled ~reshman, ~s something our office can gather. ] need he~p though [or ~he other three nurnbers, f_ast year Vince provided 

a ros~:er o~ recru~:ed s~:udent atMe~:es (attached) which was very usefu~ for this survey question. That lisl: a~so h~ghHghted recruRed new l:rans[er s~udents, which 

need to be excluded from our survey response~ Jen had provided the counts of students and s[udent-.athletes rece~vin~ MCR exceptions. 

Section ~ -Student-Athlete Academic Profile 

Last year Jen provided the data for the Avg. HS GPA and Avg~ SAT/ACT scores. TNs year we need the same information, and also need to add the number of 

students that went ~nto the averages. 

Section 6 - Majors of Student-AtNetes 

For this sec~:~on ] can gather ~:he acade[Tfic rnajor inforrnatk)n~ but I need help ktentifymg who ~:he recru~:ed s~:udent a~:Metes are. [.as~: year ] used two Iisl:s one was 

[:rom Jen (Falf2012igpring 2013 data), and s second one from Allison Legge (2005--20~2 data). Hopefully these are 

recruited student athletes who achieved junior status k~ the Fail ,:013 term so the entry term of those students w~ll I~ke~y be two or three years back. ~ w~H plan to 

use the same two files ~ used last year m~d then ] will need a 201:~-:].4 I~st. 

For the other 5;urvey 5;ecl:h:~ns not mentioned above Lynn WH]iford is ~r~ the process of contacting people to request data and support so you may have Mready 

been contacted by her. My unders[:and~ng ~s [:hat the survey is due late August so if we couM have [:he data [or these three secl:h:)ns ready m the nex[: coupk~ weeks 

Lhat wouM be great. 

Please let rne know H: you have any questions. 

Thanks 

Chris 



gssistan[ Director of Institutio~af Researd~ 

Office of h~stitutionsl Resea~ch & Assessment 

Univers~W of h~orth Carolina at Chapel H~ll 

cei~ers@email.unc,edu 

Phone: (9~9) 84:~--5(~5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, _ 2:25 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

David Fox <David_Fox@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L 
<dstro@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; 
Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Connecting 

Thanks for reaching out to us. Personal finance is one of many important topics that we address with 
programming that’ s directed to all of our student-athletes. 

It is my understanding that we have partnered with representatives from Wells Fargo to provide programming 
related to personal finance. Cricket Lane (Assistant Athletics Director for Student Services) can share more 
information about that programming and how it may continue to be presented. She is copied on this message. 

Also, we operate an Agent and Advisor Program to benefit our student-athletes who may have an opportunity to 
pursue a career as a professional athlete. The program is a comprehensive and valuable service created for our 
student-athletes and their families. One of the many areas addressed is finance and financial advisors. Please 
note that the program includes detailed policies and procedures that apply to all communications regarding 
future representation including, but not limited to, financial services. I’ve copied Paul Pogge (Associate 
Athletics Director) on this message since he currently leads our efforts in this area. You can communicate with 
him directly if you have any questions regarding our Agent and Advisor Program. 

If you ever have any questions about how NCAA rules might apply to our student-athletes or your interactions 
with them, please contact Marielle vanGelder. She is our Associate Athletics Director for Compliance. Thanks 
again for your interest in UNC athletics. I hope you enjoy the upcoming school year! 

Vince 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Stroman I~hr~r~h I 

Sent: Tuesday, L:13 PM 
To: 
Cc: David Fox; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Connecting 

Hi, Thank you for your warm and kind note. was one of my favorites -- a very bright and ambitious Tar Heel! 

As per your note, I do enthusiatically work for and with many athletes at UNC. However, I do not know of a "space" that 



allows an individual who is a licensed financial representative to formally address the athletes on financial planning matters. 

The athletic department is determined to assist the athletes "on and off the field/court" though, so it is my understanding that 

they already have (or soon to be launched) an educational financial program. As a former financial services rep and 

administrator, I certainly appreciate your interest and also respect Northwestern Mutual’s outstanding business culture. 

Perhaps, Mr. Ille, the athletic department’s compliance director, can further assist you. As you might expect, there are many 

regulations (government and NCAA) to protect the privacy and welfare of students. Also, I am the faculty advisor for the 

Carolina Sport Business Club. (www.csbcunc.com) We assist all students who are interested in a career in the sport industry. 

We will host our second annual career expo on November 8. You might wish to connect with David Fox, the co-president, 

regarding opportunities. 

I hope this note helps! 

Dr. Stroman 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

@drstroman 

"Sometimes you just have to look back at your past and smile about how far you’ve come." 

From: < plive.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, ~t 12:06 PM 

To: dstro <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Connecting 

Hi Deborah, 

My name is I am currentlv a risina here at this wonderful University of North Carolina 

and an double major. I recently started 

workin8 as a financial representative with and have learned quite a bit about the 

importance of financial plannin8 and budsetins. I’ve always wanted to 8ive back to myTar Heel community 

and believe I now can in a way that is relevant to my major and truly valuable to the University. In conjunction 

with                    (seein8 as they are a proud partner of the NCAA), I would like to put on some sort 

of presentation/expo where I can speak with the different athletic teams to help educate them about financial 

plannin8 and stress the importance of budsetin8 and savins. Resardless if an athlete continues to play 

professionally, or 80 on to work in other professional vocations, I believe it is vital that they know how to 

manase their hard-earned money upon 8raduatin8 collese. It is for that reason I wanted to reach out to you 

and ask if you know who (if not you) I should connect with in respect to makin8 this idea a reality. If you 

could, please let me know as soon as you can. I look forward to hearin8 from you. 

All the best, 



ps. 
warmly recommended you as the person I contact and wanted to send her resards. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, August 14, 2014 2:45 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fueling Station Meeting 4pm- THURS AUG 14 

Are you attending this meeting? Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, August 12, 2014 10:21 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Fueling Station Meeting 4pm- THURS AUG 14 

FYI 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North (:arolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Sent: Tuesday, August 12, 2014 10:19 AM 
To: Stratton, Rachel K; Dean Ogan (dean@rock~ophospita!!bl.com); a!isonpurdee@rockytophosp!tality.com; 
ginny@ramsclub.com; Snellman, Sydney; Bunting, Mike; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Gatz, Gregory; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject: Fueling Station Meeting 4pm- THURS AUG 14 

Good morning everyone, 

As you may know Bubba has approved a fueling station for this year in view of the fact that the training table is not 

happening. Attached is our proposal if you have not seen it. 

We are very excited about this project that will significantly benefit our student athletes and would like to have a 

meeting to discuss this in order to get moving on it as soon as possible. Please let me know if you can make it to this 

meeting on Thursday Aug 14 at 4pm in the Concourse Club (3rd floor) of Loudermilk. 

If you cannot make it but you have any questions or concerns about this project please email me and cc (:lint as soon as 

possible. 

Thank you, 

Mary Ellen 



Mary Ellen Bingham MS, RD, CSSD 
Head Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Cell, 
BinghamM@email.unc.edu 

Stay connected with UNC Sports Nutrition 

Facebook <http://www.facebook.com/WeFuelTheHeels> 

Twitter <httjp://twitter.com/We FuelTheHeels> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE) 
8D0> 

Thursday, August 14, 2014 2:48 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Purchase Your Men’s Basketball Season Tickets Online Now! 

Am I supposed to use this to reserve my tickets this year? 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Carolina Ticket Center [mailto:reply-630@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 05, 2014 9:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Purchase Your Men’s Basketball Season Tickets Online Now! 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 



Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never 
been easier! Just click on TICKETS find your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing 
fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets@unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify y~ profile or to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:31 AM 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangel@email.unc.edu-% Selmon, Zacha ,ry Ryan <zacselmon@unc.edu~~ 

Fwd: Your Strategic Plan What’s Missing? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: JnmpForwaM <info@iumplbrwaM.com> 

Date: August 20, 2014, 8:00:33 AM EDT 

To: <ille@nncaa.unc.edn> 
Subject: Your Strate~c Plan - ~at’s Missing? 
Reply-To: <i~o~i umpfo~v~xd.com > 





:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: N ~d N:: N N:i :::::::::::::::::::::::::: N i~ N ~::~ ~ N::::~:.N:.: ~ N::::N:::i~ ~ ~ N:::!~ N:::N N i~:: ~:iiNii:~ N:::N N ~ 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 21, 2014 8:40 AM 

Stroman, Deborah I, <dstro@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

l~g: Hi. 

That would be Paul. 

Vi~ce 

’: J :. iz~.:.: :i’ii: :,i 

i[~ :.:.:: : 

F~m= Stroman, ~eborah k 
Sent= Thursday, August 21, 2014 12:32 AN 

T~ Po~e, Paul; Ille, Vince 

Subject: 

~hich on~ of you is th~ s~riou~ gol~or? Or both? ;) I c~n~t m~b~r... 

debby 

Debora~ L. S~romao P~.D. CLO 

919.843.033~ 

@drstroman 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Director of Sport Entrepreneurship and Community Engagement 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, Lecturer 

Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda LeadersNp and Honors Organization, Faculty Advisor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 22, 2014 12:31 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

FW: coaches bringing religion to the sport 

We Educa~ a~d h~spire ~’hr~mgh 

From= Sheila [mailto:skippley@fuse.net] 
Sent: Friday, August 22, 2014 12:13 PN 
T~= 1lie Karen; Ille, Vince 
Subject; coaches brin~n~ rel~ion ~ the spo~ 

See http://www.cinci~ati.c~m/st~r~/sp~rt~/c~Hege/universit~-~f~c~nc~nnat~/2~4/~8/2~/uc-f~tba[~-~ra~er-va~ued-v~u~tar~/14386~37/ 
Was top headline in The Cincinnati Enquirer. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 2, 2014 3:41 PM 

Jeff Janssen <j ett~j effjj ~J~ ssen.com> 

Re: Leadership Academy Contract 

Sounds great! Thanks Jeff: 

On Sep 2, 2014, at 3:36 PM, "Jeff Janssen" <ieff(~ieflianssen.com> wrote: 

Vince, 

I’m at Illinois now so I will try to look at it after the workshops tonight - or likely early tomorrow. 

I’ll give your best to your Illini peeps... :-) 

Jell" 

I’ve attached a draft of a revised contract that we’ve sent to our OUC and purchasing for review and approval. It might be best for us to go 

ahead and review the draft now, while they are also reviewing it. This might reduce the turnaround time after we receive the cmnpus 
approvals. 

Please note the changes that are either tracked or highlighted. I’ve tried to identil}’ may changes made. Please let me know if you’d like to 

discuss and thanks tbr your help. Hope you had a great holiday weekend. 

Uince 

<image002 30.jpg> 

Vince llle 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille~unc.edu 

We Educate and inspire Through Athletics 

From: JeffJanssen [m~lto:jeff(~ieftianssen.com] 

Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 9:34 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy Contract 

10:30 is great - I roll ca]l you then. Thanks! 

How about 10:30? Thanks Jeff. 

Vince llle 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille~un~edu 

We Educate and inspire Through Athletics 



From: JeffJanssen [maSdto;ieft~t~ie~im~s~n.coml 

Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 7:24 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: f~E: Leadership Academy Contract 

Vince, 

Friday (tomorrow) morning is great. I’m available between 10 and noon so let me know if a time in there works. I can call yon. 

Jeff 

Thanks for your thoughts. I agree that it is important for you aaad I to address these issues promptly. Are you 

available for a call on Friday? I have good availability that day, morning is best. Look forward to discussing this 
with you. 

Vince 

Vince llle 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 

We Educate m~d Inspire Through Atlfletics 

From: JeffJanssen [mailto:ieff(~ieNm~ssen.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 2:16 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy Contract 

Hey Vince, 

Thanks for the note aaad I appreciate your willingness to work through this. It is probably bes~t to talk through 

these things rather than risk a misunderstanding via email. But I roll outline my thoughts here initigdy so you have a 

heads up on my perspective before we chat via phone in the next day or so. 

Given the timing of the firs’t workshops next week and the significant changes Shell~ has proposedj?om 

what we have done over the first 10 years, I am concerned about getting this settled in the next week - so 

let’s make this a top priority so it does not impact the SAs, 

I noticed in Shelley’s version there are several significant dittbrences mad other issues outside of"how the 

workshops were counted" that a~-e included in her proposal that werefft included in the versions we have been 

using - so I wanted to make sure these were noted a~d my concerns regis~tered. 

- counting p~3gmmming on two separate days as one a single program 

- not having me attend field trips, panelists, and outside speakers 



- changed licenses from 2 to 1 year 

- 50 more books 

- 50 memberships to our coaches website 

- removed the clause that I administer the Credible Coaching Questionnaire 

- removed the parking pass or payment 

- removed 2 tickets to football and men’s basketball games 

Further. the proposed changes are a]so dittErent than how I have counted and priced the programs and 

workshops over the past 10 years. So if these proposed changes move forward, I a]so need to update my 

approach to the contract. 

The fees for programming have been largely based on my fee levels from 10 years ago when the Academy first 
started. So ifI were to start from scratch and re-price the whole contract based on ,ny current fee levels that I 

charge other schools, cost of living increases, and the total amount of services, time, and resoumes Shelley has 

listed, etc., UNC would actually being paying a significantly higher fee for "less" programming than what I am 

currently charging. That’s not what want - nor, I believe, you want. 

As I think you know, my focus is certaiNy not to take advantage of UNC. I simply want to protect and be 

compensated tbr the resources provided, the time investment I put in - which has crept up over the years with 

additiona] programs - as well as the overa]l va]ue UNC receives from this nationally-respected programming. 

I would rather not re-price things to current fee levels but I also need to advocate for myself and ,ny time if 

Shelley is going to suggest we now significantly change the way things have been structured and counted over the 
first 10 years. 

As you recognize, if I commit a specific date to UNC, even if the meeting is only tbr a short time period, that date 

is then offlimits fi)r all other schools that could be paying me significantly more. So the many days "that I commit to 

UNC have value and need to be accounted for. If I am not "needed" tbr the tield trips or panel discussions, then I 

need to have these programs scheduled on the same days (Anson and Carla scheduled tbr Rising Stars the same 

late January date as bringing in an outside speaker for the Veteran Leaders) so that I can then have the full date 

available. 

Let’s talk soon so we can get this figured out! 

Tha~ks! 

Jeff 

I hope you’ve enjoyed the summer and can’t believe we are starting school already tomorrow. 

Like you, I very much want to finalize our agreement. As we discussed, "the only open issues seem to be related to 

how we account ti)r the workshop~seminars. Details related to this are incorl~)rated into Schedule A. I’ve asked 

Shelley to provide me a starting point from her point of view. I’ve attached a coW of a draft Schedule A from 
Shelley. 

It ~night be helpful if you could review the draft then let me ki~ow when you and I can set a ti~ne to meet or discuss 

this by phone. Thanks Jeff and as always, I appreciate your assistance and our relationship. 

gince 



..... Original Mes~ge ..... 

From: JeffJanssen [mailtoiielt~jef[iansscn.com] 

Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 8:53 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy Contract 

Hey Vince, 

Just wanted to check on the status of the contract and updates. We plan to start the Academy next Tuesday with 

the Fall VLs so I would like to have this wrapped up by then. 

I’ll be at the soccer match tonight so I may see you there... 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

>Thanks Jefl~ I unders~nd and would like to finalize this as well. 

>rm wondering if Schedule A needs more specifici~ considering the 

>issues we discussed this past spring. Do you have any thoughts or 

>suggestions them? 
> 

>Hope you are well and have eNoyed the summer. 
> 

> 

Original Mes~ge ..... 

>From: JeffJanssen [mailto:iet~)ieNanssen.coml 

>Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2014 9:00 AM 

>To: Ille, Vince 

>Subject: Leadership Acade~ny Contract 
> 

>Hey Vince, 
> 

>Just wanted to follow up ruth you to tinalize the contract. Shelley 

>mentioned that there are 150 SAs (our highest ever) registered tbr 

>Prising Stars so we will need to increasc the number of Captain’s 

>Manuals tbr them. Football also used 14 Captain’s Manuals for their 

>Leadership Group too. Let me know if you would like me to for~,ard you a 

>contract with these numbers. 
> 

7-I would like to get tiffs finalized ASAP as the first workshop is 

>scheduled in a month. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

>l-888-721-TEAM 
> 

>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count .ry to ~nake a 

>diffe~ence around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 

>(SALSC) http:/%~v.salsc.org 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 

Tean~ up with s~dent- athlete leaders from across the country to tnake a difference around the world! Student- 

Athletes Leading Social Change 

(SALSC) http:,/~a~-w, salsc .o~g 
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16.0 
Housing and Residential Education 

http : l l housing.unc.edu l 

The Department of Housing and Residential Education (DHRE) works to create 
an inclusive on-campus housing environment that promotes personal 
development, citizenship, involvement, and leadership. See the Student Affairs 
Excellence in Action student competencies model: http:// 
studentsuccess.unc.edu/files/2014/03/Excellence-in-Action-HIP-B-Shuford- 
and-B-Locke-4.pdf 

UNC residence halls house 100% of all first-year undergraduates and over 70% 
of sophomores, as well as some upper class students and graduate students. 
UNC requires that all first-year students, including student-athletes, live on 
campus (http://housing.unc.edu/future-residents/first-year-students/live-on- 
requirement). 

Housing (room and board) is included in all athletics aid packages for 
headcount sports (see Process 3,0 Financial Aid). 

16.1 Housing Process for Headcount Grant in Aid Student-Athletes 

UNC’s Senior Associate Director of Athletics serves as the Department of 
Athletics liaison with DHRE and coordinates with coaches to assign housing for 
approximately 300 student-athletes per year. Coaches give the Senior Associate 
Director their housing preferences when they submit the names of their 
incoming and returning student-athletes who want to live on campus. In most 
cases, the student-athletes have communicated to the coaches where they 
would like to live. 

The Senior Associate Director works with DHRE to place the students in the 
requested residences. The Senior Associate Director then communicates 
student-athlete housing assignments back to the coaches. Housing and 
Residential Education also communicates housing assignments to student- 
athletes, just as they do other students living on campus. 

While all on-campus residents (including student-athletes) must sign a housing 
contract, student-athletes do not go through the same housing selection 
process as other students. Some coaches prefer their student-athletes live 
together, while others prefer they live with student-athletes from another 
team. Occasionally, if there is not a student-athlete available to be a roommate, 
a general student will be assigned by DHRE to live with astudent-athlete. Upon 
request the Senior Associate Director of Athletics will arrange housing for walk- 

Page 2 of 3 



on student-athletes. The exception is that some walk-on student-athletes 
apply for housing through the regular housing process (http:// 

hou sing. u nc.ed u/futu re- res idents/fi rst-year- st u d e nts). 

Coaches express their preference of housing locations on proximity: to classes, 
the Loudermilk Center and the Stalling-Evans Sports Medicine Center. Proximity 
to practice/competition facilities also is a consideration for some sports. 

DHRE focuses heavily on the first-year experience and implements a community 
immersion model for all freshmen. However, the majority of freshman student- 
athletes live with other freshman student-athletes from the same team or 
another team. The only freshman student-athletes living in Ram Village 
Apartments are members of the football and men’s and women’s basketball 
teams. 

Although UNC’s living/learning communities are available to all 
undergraduates, generally few if any student-athletes participate (http:// 

housing.unc.edu/residence-life/living-learning-communities). 

Page 3 of 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 11,2014 3:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 17.0 HONOR COURT.pdf 



Student-Athletes Academic Processes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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NOTE re retroactive sanctions & NCAA violations: 
From Marielle vanGelder, Assoc AD for Compliance, September 4, 2014 

"1 was also able to speak with the ACC about the concept of a retroactive 
probation without exception. 

In most cases, I think I would be comfortable saying that a retroactive sanction 
precluding the student-athlete from representing the institution would not 
result in a violation for ineligible participation. It’s not as if the information was 
available and the student-athlete was incorrectly certified, or that a violation 
had been committed and just not discovered yet. Since the information could 
not have been known and the student-athlete was eligible at the time of 
participation, I would have a hard time changing that after the fact. 

However, my only hesitation is that there may be scenarios where it is 
appropriate to say that the student competed while ineligible. For example, a 
delay in the hearing process which resulted in the imposition of a retroactive 
sanction so that the student-athlete was not impacted. 

Obviously the other consideration is how these actions are documented. We 
need to be sure that enough information is included that there isn’t an issue 
after the fact if something comes up and the involved parties are not available 
to explain the specific circumstances. 

discuss it further if it ends up being applied, or you have additional questions. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@u nc.ed u 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 11,2014 3:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Student Success Draft 9-10-2014.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 11,2014 3:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 15.0 FACILITY USE & PROGILA_MMING.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 11,2014 3:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Excellence in Action Learning m~d Development Outco~nes.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 11,2014 3:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FYE Athletics Presentation.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, September 12, 2014 5:05 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; VaJ~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

(lbroome@email.unc.edu) 

VW: Durham Herald Reporter 

Just an FYI 

iD :.:.:: : 

F~m: Noon, Karen B 
Sent: Friday, SeNember 12, 2014 4:23 PN 

To: Curran, Joel/White, Rick; NcFadand, N~chael B; Noore, Tanya Topolka; Pickeral, RobN; K~rschner, Steve; Ille, Vince 

Su~ject: ~: Durham Herald Repoffer 

Laura Olet~aicz from th~-_~ Herald Sun covered th~-_~ meeting of the Student Athlete Academic initiative Working Group yesLerday Robbi staffed and saL in on Laura’s 

interview wi~h Prow)st Dean. We though~ she was doing an overview piece of~ the working group since she has not cow:_~red it b~-:~fore now (she is fairly new ~:o 

covering UNC-Chapel ElilL) Wanted you all to be aware of the quesLions she posed to the housieg staff this afternoon aed how Rick Bradley, direcLor of 

communications for housing, responded. 

Karen Moon 

Office of Communications and Public Affairs 

The University of NorLh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 9[~2--8595 

From: Bradley, Richard A 
Se~t; Friday, September 12, 2014 4:08 PM 
To: Noon, Karen B 
¢¢: Hicks, Larry N 

8~bject: Durham Herald Reporter 
Hi Karen. Here’s a summary of the call I had with the reporter from the Herald earlier this afternoon. 

She shared that she attended the meeting regarding student athletes led by AD Bubba Cunningham 

She began asking specific questions about our housing of student athletes. My responses follow: 

How many student athletes do you house? A: Approximately 300 scholarship athletes and an unknown number of non-scholarship athletes 

How and where are they housed? A: We give Athletics approximately 300 beds across campus to assign. These spaces include various residence halls and 

apartments. 

Do you have a requirement for first year students to live on campus? A: Yes, first year students are required to live with us or at Granville Towers. 

Are first year students only allowed to live on south campus? A: No, first year students can live in Granville, on a floor in the Connor community, as well as in north 

campus Living-Learning communities. 

AD Cunningham referenced that student athletes are assigned based on proximity to practice fields and for recruitment reasons. He referenced Ram Village for 

recruitment reasons. How many students live in Ram Village apartments? A: A little over 900 

How many student athletes live in Ram Village? A: 100 

Are first year students allowed to live in Ram Village? A: No, first year students are assigned to live in south campus residence halls, Granville, one Connor floor, 

and LLC spaces on north campus. 

Do first year student athletes live in Ram Village? A: Yes, there are a limited number of men’s and women’s basketball players, and football players who live in 

Ram Village. 

Why is Ram Village considered to be a more desirable housing option to recruit student athletes? A: It provides apartment-style housing, 4 of the 5 buildings have 

private bedrooms, and it is one of our newer properties. 

AD Cunningham referenced the University of Kentucky building new housing for student athletes. Do you know the NCAA regulations over housing for student 

athletes? A: I would defer to our Compliance Officer in Athletics to answer questions regarding specific NCAA regulations. 

This is what I recall Karen. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Rick Bradley 

Associate Director 

Housing and Residential Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 15, 2014 1:17 PM 

’Jeff Jm~ssen’ <j efl(~j eltj anssen.com> 

I~E: FW: Leadership Acadetny Contract 

Janssen 2014 Contract DIL~kFT 09 15 2014.docx 

Jeff, 

(;an you please review the most recent draft? I believe it incorporates the topics that we discussed on Friday. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks for your help and I hope 
you have productive sessions on campus today 

Vmce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:iefl2~ieff~anssen.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2014 3:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: FW: Leadership Academy Contract 

Vlnce, 

Great - 9 am t~’riday works lk~r me if it still works for you 

Thanks! 

JJ 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.salsc.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 15, 2014 6:20 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

1~:;: I Think It is Time to "Forgive" 

Another great player from Peoria, IL! A.J. was a class act in eve~ respect and apparently still is today. Thanks for sharing Larry. 

: J :. iz~.:-.:. :i.ii:- :-,i N:-,i-i:? 

i[~ :.:.:: : 

F~m: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Monday, September 25, 20~4 6:~ PM 
To: UNC~-ExeS~ff 
Subject: I ~ink It is Time to "~rgive" 
Don’t ~ow ~’yon have seen this, but he certainly made a strong impression and had a ~eat ~fluence on at least one of his players ~ and ~ a~ snre there are m~y more. 

~an~ ~ 

Lxccutive Associmc Director of AthJefics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 11:46 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc,edu> 

ILE: Meeting wilh Bublaa 

Hi Molly, 
I’m available 9/24, 9/25 and also 9/’26 if the meeting ends before 10AM. Thanks. 

i[~ :.:.:: : 

we Educate and h~s~ire Thr~ugh 

F~m: No,on, Nolly 

Sent: Tuesday, SeNember 

To: Johnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; Brown, N~chelle; Ille, V~nce; Selmon, ZachaW Ryan; Vanoelder, Narielle 

Subject: Neetino with Bubba 

Bubba would I~ke to have a meeting with all of you regarding orogramm~ng for student-athletes. P~ease ~et me know of your avai~aNl~ty to meet during the 

following dates an6 timeframes: 

Friday, September 

Any time between 9:00am and ~:OOam 

Wednesday, September 24 

Any time between 20:OOam and ~2:00 noon 

Thursday, September 25 at 4:00pm 

Friday, September 26 

Any time before 2:00pm 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunnin~ham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~5 

929-962-8200 (phone) 

929-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 17, 2014 1:16 PM 

Norton, Moll.,,, <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

1~: Meeting with Bubka 

I’~n available for those ti~nes listed for Monday. Thanks. 

vi~ce 

’: J :. iv.:-.: :i’ii:- :-,i N:-,i-I:? 

iD :.:.:: : 

F~m: No,on, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, September ~7, 2014 8:20 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Selmon, Zacha~ Ryan 
~: Johnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba 

Thank you a~l fo~ your responses. Eet’s ~ook at th~ w~ek of Septembe~ 29th ~ste~d. ~lease provide your availability du~ th~ fol~owin~ dates ~nd timef~ames: 

~onda% Sep~:embe~ 29 

Any ~me between 11:(}0~m and I:45~m 

~esday, Septembe~ 30 

Wednesda% October 2 

Any ~me between 12:30 and 3:30~m 

Thanks, 

Mo~y 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, September ~6, 20~4 8:35 PM 
To: Selmon, Zachary Ryan 
~c: ~ohnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; No,on, Molly; Brown, Michelle; 1lie, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Bubba 

Hello, 

I am not available on the 26th at 9:00 due to another mee~ns. I am available any~me after 10:~5 and all the way un~l about ~:30. 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 16, 2014, at 5:09 PM, "Selmon, Zachary Ryan" <zacselmon@unc.edu> wrote: 

The 26th at 9am works for me. Thanks for setting this up Molly. 

ZS 

On Sep 16, 2014, at 12:41 PM, "Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Based upon Cricket’s availability, I can do Fri, Sept26 (save for a small window: 9:00-9:30am). 

From-" Lane, Cricket 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 16, 2014 10:02 AM 
To-" Norton, Molly 
C¢-" Johnson, Shelley H; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Selmon, Zachary Ryan; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject-" Re: Meeting with Bubba 

Currently, my only availability is Friday, September 19th and Friday, September 26th. 

Thanks 

Cricket 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 16, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton~’~unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Bubba would like to have a meeting with all of you regarding programming for student-athletes. Please let me know of your 

availability to meet during the following dates and timeframes: 

Friday, September 19 

Any time between 9:00am and 11:00am 

Wednesday, September 24 

Any time between 10:00am and 12:00 noon 

Thursday, September 25 at 4:00pm 

Friday, September 26 

Any time before l:00pm 

Thanks, 



Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 17, 2014 1:48 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc,edu> 

IU:;: Meeting with Bubl~a 

Any of those times. Thanks Molly. 

vi~ce 

’: J :. iv.:": :i’ii: :,i N:..iI:? 

iD :.:.:: : 

From: No,on, Molly 

Sent: Wednesday, September 17, 2014 1:28 PN 

To: Brown, Nichelle; Selmon, Zachaw Ryan; Johnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; Ille, Vince; Van~elder, Narielle A 

Su~ject: ~: Neet~n~ w~th Bubba 

Based on those ] have heard from [hus far, we are looking at [he Monday date, September 29. H: you have not already responded, please advise of your availability 

on Monday, September 29 between 11:00am and 1:45pm or at 4:00pro. 

Thanks, 
Mo~y 

F~= No,on, Molly 
Seat; Wednesday, September $7, 2054 8:20 AN 
Te= Brown, Nichelle; Selmon, Zacha~ Ryan 
C~; 3ohnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; tile, Vince; Vangelder, Narielle A 
$~bje~t= RE: Meeting with Bubba 

Thank you aH for your responses. Let’s look at the week of September 29th ~nstead. Please provide your avaHab~Hty during the following dates and timeframes: 

Monday, September 29 

Any t~me between l$:O0~m and I:450m 

4:(X)prn 

Tuesday, September 

lO:30sm 

Wednesday, October ~ 

Any t~me between 12:30 and 3:30~m 

Thanks, 

From= Brown, Nichelle 
Sent= Tuesday, September 16, 2014 8:35 PN 

Te= Selmon, Zachary Ryan 

Co= Johnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; No,on, NoiSy; Brown, N~chel~e; 1lie, V~nce; Vangelder, Narie~e A 

Subject= Re: Meeting with Bubba 

Hello, 

I am not available on the 26th at 9:00 due to another meeting. I am available anytime after lO:15 and all the way until about 1:30. 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 16, 2014, at 5:09 PM, "Selmon, Zachary Ryan" <zacselmon@unc.edu> wrote: 

The 26th at 9am works for me. Thanks for setting this up Molly. 

ZS 

On Sep 16, 2014, at 12:41 PM, "Johnson, Shelley H" <_s___h___e_!]1_o____@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Based upon Cricket’s availability, I can do Fri, Sept26 (save for a small window: 9:00-9:30am). 

From; Lane, Cricket 
Seat; Tuesday, September :[6, 20:[4 :[0:02 AM 
To; Norton, Molly 
C¢; Johnson, Shelley H; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Selmon, Zachary Ryan; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject; Re: Meeting with Bubba 

Currently, my only availability is Friday, September 19th and Friday, September 26th. 

Thanks 

Cricket 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 16, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 



Bubba would like to have a meeting with all of you regarding programming for student-athletes. Please let me know of your 

availability to meet during the following dates and timeframes: 

Friday, September 19 

Any time between 9:00am and 11:00am 

Wednesday, September 24 

Any time between lO:OOam and 12:00 noon 

Thursday, September 25 at 4:00pm 

Friday, September 26 

Any time before 1:00pro 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



E-mail:           beth.keith@edelman.com 
E-mail DisplayAs: beth.keith@edelman.com 



Full Name: Dean, Jim 
Last Name: Dean 
First Name: Jim 
E-mail: Jim_Dean@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
E-mail DisplayAs: Jim_Dean@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



Full Name: Patrick J. Gentile 
Last Name: Gentile 
First Name: Patrick 
E-mail: pjg0640@sru.edu 
E-mail DisplayAs: pjg0640@sru.edu 



Full Name: Cook, Keith W. 
Last Name: Cook 
First Name: Keith 
E-mail: kwcook@email.unc.edu 
E-mail DisplayAs: kwcook@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: Jacobs, Michael 
Last Name: Jacobs 
First Name: Michael 
E-mail: Michael_Jacobs@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: Michael_Jacobs@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



Full Name: teresa 
First Name: teresa 
E-mail: edwards@unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: edwards@unc.edu 



Full Name: Jeff Janssen 
Last Name: Janssen 
First Name: Jeff 
E-mail: jeff@jefrjanssen.com 

E-mail Display As: jeff@jeffjanssen.com 
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Full Name: Steinbacher, Rick 
Last Name: Steinbacher 
First Name: Rick 
E-mail: dckstei@email.unc.edu 
E-mail DisplayAs: rickstei@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: Woodard, Harold 
Last Name: Woodard 
First Name: Harold 
E-mail: harold_wooda rd @u nc.ed u 
E-mail DisplayAs: harold_woodard@unc.edu 



Full Name: Paul Friga 
Last Name: Friga 
First Name: Paul 
E-mail: Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
E-mail DisplayAs: Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



Full Name: Montgomery, John R 
Last Name: Montgomery 
First Name: John 
E-mail: jmont@unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: jmont@unc.edu 



Full Name: Anne 
First Name: Anne 
E-mail: Whisnant@unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: Whisnant@unc.edu 



Full Name: Osborne, Barbara 
Last Name: Osborne 
First Name: Barbara 
E-mail: sportlaw@unc.edu 

E-mail Display As: sportlaw@unc.edu 



Full Name: Mays, Sally D 
Last Name: Mays 
First Name: Sally 
E-mail: smays@email.unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: smays@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: Herman, Amy S 
Last Name: Herman 
First Name: Amy 
E-mail: ajschae@email.unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: ajschae@email.unc.edu 



Subject: 
Location: 
Start: 
End: 
Show Time As: 
Recurrence: 
Categories: 

Performance Review: Donna Papa and Bubba Cunningham 

TENTATIVE 
7/16/2014 9:30 AM 
7/16/2014 10:30 AM 
Busy 

(none) 
Must Attend 



Subject: Mario Ciocca 
Start: 8/15/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 8/15/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



Subject: Mario Ciocca 
Start: 8/15/2014 8:30 AM 
End: 8/15/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 
Categories:       Must Attend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa,org> 

Saturday, August 30, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

~ug 29 ~0~ National ONce Closing at 3 p.m. Eastern Time August 29 

The NCAA national office will close at 3 p.m. Eastern time Friday, August 29. The office will reopen Tuesday, September 2. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, August 30, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

~ug 29 ~0~ NCAA Eligibility Center Holily Closu~ 

The NCAA Eligibili~’ Center will be c{osed M~mday, September 1 for the Labour Day ho{iday. Normal busines~ hom:s wfl{ re~unle 

Tuesday, September 2. Tt~e Mere bet Institution PortN a~d website will rein M~ t~ndionN du~ng ~his time. 

LSDBi Annotmcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the anno~cement page. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Blake <wisdom@entheos.com> 

Saturday, August 30, 2014 11:35 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Speak Like a Pro: ThankYou! 

Thank you for your enthusiasm and pa~Sic~pat~o~ We believe ~ bdnging you pracfic~l, ~c~onab~e w~sdom that c~n be hsco~po~ated ~sto your ~fe ~mmediatqy. Th~s ~ 

g~eat ~deas to he~p you thri~e~ 

Well re extending the special price! 

As a special offer to everyone that tuned in this week, we are extending the price of $75 through the end of August 31,2014. The p 

Price right now 

Haw.~, ~ gre~t day! :) 

Jer~sy Bfake + the er~*theos Team 

Healing the World Through Business 

September 8q 2, 2014 

More incredible conferences with amazing experts! 

Here’s whats on tap next 

Exp~osio~ G~een Live 

September 15-19, 2014 



~#f@ Zhena M~zyka 

Jein auther Zhena Muzyka as she shares a 

cup of tea with some of loday [:Is boktest 

feadels, The founder of Zhe[~a Cls Gy psy Tea 

w~H shew yod hew ~ea~ chancre ~a osly a cup 

World Drean~ Day: Ignite the Dream 
Within 

September 26-30, 2014 

Jeis istemationally accfaimed speaker~ 

Dream A~£ivist ~-~d R~u~der of Wertd Dre4.~m 

Day, Ozioma of BumBr~ght, and 15 of the 

~nneva~ers to take you on a g~Jded ]oarney 

with, Dav~,d Gott~ried 

Join David Ge~tfr’ied, the founder of 
and Vvbrfd Green Building Councils witl~ 35 

of the wodd’s fix’emesl [bought ~eade~a 

9ree~ building and susta~nab~ty~ 

Rock Your Goddess Life 

October 6-10, 2014 

with 

Join Abxandra Jaye Johnson, the Chiel 

Goddess & Co-Founder of en*theos, as she 
irEle~-Tiews e~[raerdinafy exper[a in [he areas 

of health, spMtua~ty, purpose, creativity, 

Shalrethegoodness, ~ @ ~ 



Company ,2. 

Share the 
Wisdom 



You were sent this email because you chose to receive updates about .~L1~=.~..!..i~.L’..-’..~..[:!.,.9 from en*theos. 

If you donLJt want to receive this newsletter anymore, 

you can #.~!..<..~4~.!~..’.j.!~.?j!. (If you like it, share with a friend! :) 

[] 2009-2014 en*theos Enterprises. LLC I P.O. Box 33582 San Diego. CA 92163 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, August 31, 2014 3:05 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

090114.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work- (919) 962-4316 
Cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 2, 2014 8:13 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-36.pdf 

Is attached - thanks! 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, September 3, 2014 8:38 AM 

To: Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

Subje~: RE: 

Thanks for sharing. 

Paul 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 03, 2014 8:26 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 

http://chronicle.com/~licle/Presumed-Guilt~;/148529/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicholas Johnson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <njohnson@carolinachamber.org> 

~Vednesday, September 3, 2014 9:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Join us in recognizing 2014 Hail of Fame Inductees! 





~>:~m muni ty at lh u Ch apel HilbCa FPhoi’o Bllsiness tt a] 1 of Fa me Gal a 

and In (~ u ctio~ Cm’emo~)-. Th is a~n u~d bla ck-.[ie even [ ho~ors 

MauE’k’e & Mary Jul[aE~, 

The Halt of }:~me Gala featut’es cod<halls, hoIrs d’oeuvres, m~d a 

three--com’se dinner. Tickets are 8~5o per person or 

table of 

Register online at ~.~:d.f~.~.~:t!~.~3.@sz.~9.~:~IJ.hd.Df!~.x~s: o,. eontae~ Chela 

Interesiud in spons~Mng the HOI of Fame gala? Cot*iact Au]3rey 14~x- 

I~am a bout the ~a test d evdopmen t t~-e~d s ~ Iota] m arke ts and 

approved pr~je~:ts at the O*’ar~ge County Development B*Jefing. 

of the Hill. 

Hear Dora p~’ofes sionals in ~va I esta re, p] arming, a n d eeon om 

have the opportunity to ask quest~or~s of these loom experts. 



Septe~be~" Eyelets For Yo~.tr 

Forward to a friend 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@unc.edu by 
.n__]ohnson @ca rolinacha m ber.orq 

Uj3date 
Profile/Email 
Address Rapid 
removal with 
SafeUnsubscribe@ 

Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce i 104 S. Estes Drive i Chapel Hill i NC i 27514 



September 20 4 
 anteo  itche[[ 

Faith, focus, finish, 

These simple words carry Mar’.,teo Mitchell ihrough 

every step, boih on and off lhe track. 

For the Olympian from Mooresboro, not eve~H step has 

been easy. At the 2012 Summer Games in London, 

midway through the third ieg of the 4x400-meter ~elay, 

M~tchel~s fibula snapped Courageously, he fin~shed [he 

nex[ 200 meters wi[h ~ time [hat enaMed h~s [earn to 

advance and u~flmate~y win a s~ver medal 

"Faith, focus, finish~’ became even more impod:ant post- 

London~ as Mitcheil returned home a hero. The entire 

world had seen what happened, and wanted to hear his 

story. He four’.,d a new place {o excel - the speake£s 

podium. 

"Motivational speaking wasn’t something that i always 

wanted to do," he said, "because i used to be afraid to 

voice my opinion. But when i got into middie school and 

high school I became a ciass clown and fron~ ti~ai age 

on i haver’.,’l beer’., afraid to talk Io peopie." 

Since his return, Mitchell;s speakin9 engagements have 

ranged from schoois to corporate events to the 

NASCAR Hail of Fame. 



~’I think a lot ol p..~ ~,.. ~s~Se~.~.an.~ me because ihey 

understand where i come i~om a~d where i~m iryi~g ~o 

90," he said. He hopes that Isis sto~’ wiil inspire otisers 

in the classroom, workpiace, and life, as weil as on the 

track. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN Faa~tasy <espnpromotions@espnmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 3, 2014 3:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv> 

Hurr3d Sign Up For FantaW Football Now! 

View this email with images here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ScholarlyHires.com <rick@scholarlyhires.com> 

Thursday, September 4, 2014 9:16 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Higher Education Hifng - Equal Opportuni~ and Humanistic Approaches 

In This Issue 

Quick Links 

Outreach 

Diversity Statistics 

__E___O____5______E____m__p_Lo__y__e__r_~. 

Humanistic Hiring 

Our Accomplishments 

Diversity and outreach 
is our mission 365 days 
per year, not just as a 
supplement, special 
issue or tasking point. 

Diversity Statement 

Diversity Reach 

7,7% Latino/Latina 
12.5% Asian 
56.2% female 
1 &6=25.2% B~ack 
6.3% Veterans 
3.3% disabled 

6.5% not disclosing 

LGBTQ is heavily 

marketed to (and utilized 
by), but not tracked, 

Vince Ille 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Athletic Department 

Hello: 

Please consider Scholarly~’~.i~.-~s.com when advertising 
staff and faculty job openings. As you can see, we have 
accomplished significant outreach. 

We are the leaders in technology and diversity reach and 
are #2 in the key ROI index HITS / JOB / MONTH. 

Am You an Equal Opportunity Employer? 
Many higher education institutions have historically 
demonstrated their commitment to equal opportunity 
employment by filling faculty positions with persons of 
diverse racial and ethnic backgrounds. Their key 
stakeholders were diverse, even when it was unpopular 
among their peers and not mandated [more] 

Finding the Right Faculty Additions - A Humanistic 
Approach 
Academia is a world all its own. Searching for the right 
person to fill a faculty position can be an exhausting 
process. Each position brings with it a unique set of 
qualifiers depending on the [more] 

We provide excellent ROI coverage at the lower end of 
the cost spectrum. Not only are we a very good resource 

for diverse candidates, but we also are the #2 site for 
breadth of candidates. You get the best of both worlds 

and a very low cost per view. 
CUPA-H R corporate member 

Member of National Association of Diversity Officers 



in Higher Education (NADOHE) 

We look forward to assisting your search committees 
with their hiring endeavors. 

Best regards, 

Rick Friedman, President 
Sc hola rlyH~,~.corn 
513.588.8090 

Forward this ernail 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@email.unc.edu 
by 

qck@sch olar[y hFes:co rn 

Update 
Profile/Ernail 
A__d_ .d_E.e_ s__s_ Rapid 
removal with 
_s_ A f__e__L_ Ln___s__u__’_q _s__e_-_r:j_’_q _e_.~ 

Privacy Policy, 

Keyword Recruitment Systems LLC :: 4555 Lake Forest Drive #650 Cincinnati OH 45242 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chela Tu <cm@carolinachamber.org> 

Thursday, September 4, 2014 10:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

There’s a table ruth your name on it! 



you will3 < t.her bus~,n~ sses and new ct~stomers 

3, P-NIMETIME is f~’~ a~d open ~o 

p blie givingyo~ maximum 

4, Cwm- 80% o1’ e~:positton ate.entices 

and servk:es exhibited~ 

an d here:rages Rxr y ou and yo u ~" W]~o’s exh~bit~n g a~. 
cu stomers ~ cou t’~.esy o1’ you Y (’u]l- PR ] )d }’:T[ M [¢,? {.~Z~..~.{~ 



print and d~git~l avennes to get your brand h~ fi’on~ of new customers. 

Use yo~lP fellow C,~mmbeP membe*’s -. Cheek out exclusive 

Forward to a friend 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@unc.edu by 
ctu @carolinachara ber.orq 

Update 
Profilet’Email 
Address Rapid 
removal with 
SafeUnsubscribe@ 

_%d__v_~__c_z__[L_q[i~_.v_. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of: Commerce :: 104S. EstesDrive :: Chapel Hill NC 27514 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ja~nes at Campus Stop <james campusstop.ne@mail7.u~.mcsv.net> 

Thursday, September 4, 2014 1:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

We’ve got spirit, how ’bout you? 

WIN    IG THIS FALL 
WITH SPIRIT BANDS ~ THE MULTIFUNCTONAL RALLY WEAR 

5EiPTEP’t~3ER ONLY: GET A FREE ZND COLOR WITH ANY ORDER OF 
SPIRT BANDS PLU$ A FREE CUSTON CARD WITH ANY ORDER :OF I~00~ 

*()~e=" expnes September 30th and cannot be combined with shy othei discount 

You a~e ~eceiving this email because ~’ou a~e i!;volve~ wi[i; e ~is[hlguished u~iversit,y e~d have expressed an 
interest in Campus Stop ’,A@ wouid iike to extead f~reet sen;ice, desls and pro:-c, otions to you. Don’t tolf~et to add 
iames@campusstep net to youi sddiess cook so ’~’~e’ii ee sure to is!;d in ~’our ir~box! 

Ca mpusSt~)p 
820A Sou[i; ,lth Street 
Philadeipbia, ~-@ 191/-’ Y 



To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Blake <sayhi jermyblake.me@mail152.aft 121 .mcsv.net-* 

Thursday, September 4, 2014 1:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edt~> 

A Thank You Note 

Email not displaying correctly? 

View it in your browser 

Hi Everyone, 

l want to extend my sincerest thanks to each of you for hanging out with me last 

week during the 2ii:i:~!::~d~ L.ii.B!:: ~!~ i::h~:::: ~v:idi~.~,~!¢:i C::i:~i’i!~!::r:i?~:::~!::! I am thrilled to say tl~at we had 

over 5,500 participants Irom around the world. 

Thank you for your kind notes, tweets and Facebook messages-----and for all ihe great 

comments you’ve shared about how the conference speakers have inspired you! These 

intewiews become more revealing and powerhJ with each ~isten. You oan still purchase the 

full bundle d 2~:; :h:":t:m"i:::~:w~s: {::" d~?:::: a~’:d ~4RS f~:~:s~ .~::~:d~ ~:’.:~:~’:~:<;~:’}~:~t~: ~’::m’.:~’:, 

As a special thank you for your participation in the conference, Fve cleated a round- 

up of the key takeaways from each speaker: 

~ i:::i,:::~::~mi:~::.:~{::ii iihB i:::’Di::: iI:~?~ B (clocking in at a whopping 130+ pages[), or 

I’m thrilled to continue supporting you with tips, tools and templates h~ my twice monthly 

behindotheobusiness neutslet~er, but if you’d rather not receive ~hese updates, no sweat! Just 

unsubscribe below. 

In the next few days I’ii share some of my best resources to get you aii caught up (and 

operating wi~h businessmin]a levels of efficiency and ease), and you can also peruse 

Cheers! 

P.S, Let’s be friends! Find me on Twitler :~!ii~ ~:~b:...i:;,i.~:~:ii~{,~:~ where I share the latest books, 

articles, and tech tools that have rocked my world :) 

Our mailing ad~ressis: 

Jenny BlaKe Enterprises 

P.O. Box 1601 

New York; NY ! 0013 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 



i.~ Emsil Ms[keting 

Rowered by 

MailOhimp 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erika Ray <erika.ray@qualiUleadsvendor.com> 

Thursday, September 4, 2014 3:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

EMBA cour~ 

Hello, 

Hope all is well! 

I strongly believe your organization are expertise in developing Executive Leaders across the globe, Curious to know if we can be ,/our data partner by provide Top 

level leaders contacts such as. 

Chief Executive officer 

Chief Human Resources Officer 

Chief Financial Officer 

Chief Information Security Officer 

Chief Investment Officer 

Chief Marketing Officer 

Chief Media Officer 

Chief Operating Officer 

Chief Security Officer 

Chief Strategy Officer 

Chief Technology Officer 

Chief Research Officer 

Others CXO 

We have 251,559 Opt-in verified records, which means who have already shown interest in receiving updates on higher education. 

Kindly let me know your thoughts on the same, so that I shall send more information accordingly. 

Looking forward to hear from you! 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Je~my <j ermyblake=gmail.com@mai165.at131.mcdlv.net> 

Friday, September 5, 2014 9:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

[JBE Behind the Business] Welcome! 

Emai[ riot displaying co~reclly? 

View it in your browser 

Welcome! Step into my humble abode.,. 

Hi Vince, 

I am th~iIled that you a~e here--I know inbox teal estate is a hot~er coramodity than New 

York City closet space, so before we go any further, thank you for letting me share a sliver of 

your time and attention! 

As someone who is unreservedly trigger-happy on hitting "unsubscdbe" myself, I promise 

will h~a~ your subscription with great care, bringing you only the very best of what I’ve got. 

A QUICK FAVOR, .. 

want to ensul~ that I’m focusing ~W elfort on btingin9 you tips and resources that will be 

inspMng and insanely useful. 

It will be a huge help toward starting a two-way conversation between us, not just me 

shouting aimlessly into an email megaphone :) Thank you in advance for filling it out! 

Q&A FRON PREV1OUS 1SSUES 

At the vet,:/stad of this newsletter, I shared some of the most common questions I .(let on 

launching a website, tools I use in life and business, and what it’s like working abroad. Below 

are the links in case any of ~hose topics in~erest you. And il not? Please do reply to this 

email a~ld let me know what I can help with! 

Here are a few el the major themes I’ve covel~d: 

Be Agile & Antifragile: How to Find Strength and Happiness From 

Chaos (and the related 1~::~{}{}~::i 

How I Work With ~.ey Virtual Assistant: Systems & Strategy and on 

..~h:.~!i~:i;~Iin~i.i i::e:.~.~ C~::,mi-:’,.smies: i.-.~ov:., ~ W<~=dk Wkh My C<:.mmu~n~ce~ons. 

What am I eamh3~ wh~e ~n ~a~? & Chiang Na~ D~spatch (from my time 

abroad ~n 2013) 

Wb~t goes into building a new brand and webs~te? 

To see the latest mailings, visit 

You can also lis[en to recent interviews on rsy "de ’i.~:~c’i<:i" is.~::.d::~:.4s:~;t ~:.~i’qs:’;:’;e:I -- I cover 

uncertainty, fear, business-buikJing, and how you cap earn "courage cookies" by taking one 

small brave step each day. 

F1NAL THOUGHTS 



That’s it for now... THANK YOU again for reading, for your support, and for being part of 

this adventure with 

I look forward to sharing mere of my best tips and resources in the coming days, weeks and 

months. And please feel free to respond to these emails at any time if you have a que.,~tion, 

suggestion, or ju.,~t want to say hello! 

Warrnly~ 

P.$. I don’t rnean to be a pest, but here’s the :~.=.~:":.:=~y ~=i~’=:k one more time... I’ll trade you 100 

good karma points for filling it out! 

"That which you can plan is too small./br you to live." 

~uthor Unknown 

....................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Follow on Twitter Subscribe on Facebock Forwa~d to Fdend 

Ot~r mai~ing address is: 

Jenny Blake Enterprises 

PO Box 1601 

New York, NY ! 001 :~ 

Add us to yo(i~ address book 

unsubscribe f~orr) this list update subscriotion p[efere[lces 

i~ Email Marketing 

Powered by 

MaiIChimp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, September 5, 2014 1:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Winston Accuser Questioned i Virginia’s Concussion Law ] Tricked-Out Training Facilities 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

FSU Talks to Accuser as Part of Title IX Winston Probe 

Florida State is proceeding with a school investigation oftteisman Trophy-~mnmg 

quarterback Jameis Winston related to allegations he raped a ... 

Florida Coach Defends 10- Second t laver Suspensions 

Florida coach Will Muschamp came to his own defense Wednesday, ripping critics 

who questioned his decision to reinstate three players ... 

Gym Provides Free Access, Gaming Rewards to Kids 
Video games. They can be the bane of every, parent’s existence, particularly on a 

nice summer day. As the father of two and a 

Amendment Takes Virginia into New Concussion Terrain 
’][’he revisions to Virginia student-athlete concussion law this pasl spring seemed 

straightforward enough, but an overlooked amendment included ... 

Phys. Ed. Teachers Honored for Saving Student’s Life 
Joe’l Ervin, 13, was playing basketball in the ~-m when his vision darkened. He 



went into a seizure, and soon after his breathing and heart both stopped. 

College Training Facilities Marry Functionality, Experience 
Over the past five years, we’ve seen an arms race between Division I universities 
seeking to amass the best athletic training resources available. 

College’s $7.8M Wellness Center to Serve CommnniW 

The new Antioch College $7.8 million wellness center, which will promote health 

and fitness and provide additional recreation options in the area... 

University Opens 78-Acre Complex as First ~Home Fields’ 
The campus will be used by more than 190 stndent-athletes in NCAA Division II 

competition, plus some 1,100 intramural participm~ts. 

Chicane as Golden Corridor Famil,~’ YMCA 
Merger discussions began more thm~ 18 tnonths ago, when the CampmMli Y 

assumed management of the Prairie Valley Y’s branches. 

Parks Dept. Gets Grant for t lavaround at Sports Complex 
The Norway Parks and Recreation Department has been awarded a $19,429 

grant from New Balance Fonndation to develop a playground ... 

Shuttered Anytime Fitness Location Seeks Franchisee 

Members have been locked out of the Anytime Fitness club in ~uth Centerville 

since early last week, and the club’s management has posited ... 

Air Force G,~,mnasts Punished lbr Undera~ 
The Air Force Acadmny is taking disciplinmTr" steps against its men’s gymnastics 

team after a probe uncovered underage drinking, and the ... 

Details Etner~e in HS Football False Imprisoranent Case 
Venture police said laser week the5’ have cited and released four high school 

stndents in connection with the handcnffing of a 17-year-old ,., 

In Texas. Heat Illness a Concern for Dressed-Down Bands 
Band directors tbr years have made the decision to protect their ba~d members 
ti~m the scorching Texas heat by opting out ofthll uniforms ... 

Opinion: NFL Sacks Tax~ with Stadium Subsidies 

’][’he start of a new professional football season Thursday night provided a stmk 

reminder that taxpayers have contributed heavily to the success ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Florida to Pay Idaho $975K for Rained Out Football Game 
Extreme lightning and rain postponed the game, but Idaho will still collect its payout 

from Florida. 

Featured Vendor: 

Star Tmc 
Our mission is to provide products, programs a~d solutions to mold lit~long habits 

for health a~d fitness. Our user-tbcused product i~movations are reflected in the 

complete line of cardiovascular-, stren~h mad group exercise products. 

New Reader Comments: 



Redskins O~br to Donate to High School’s Sports Program 
I would suggest Snyder walk down to the National Museum of the American 

Indium on the National Mall in DC and oltbr them money to ... 

AB Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... 

i~ Facebook ~ 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

ii~~ Linkedln ~iI YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

iNi AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

Unsubscribe to [utL::s emails eftMs type i Forward 

AB Media Inc 

22 E Mifflin St, S~e 910 Madiso!~ v’Vi 5370:3 

~,~ 20;4 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, September 5, 2014 1:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Winston Accuser Questioned i Virginia’s Concussion Law ] Tricked-Out Training Facilities 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

FSU Talks to Accuser as Part of Title IX Winston Probe 

Florida State is proceeding with a school investigation oftteisman Trophy-~mnmg 

quarterback Jameis Winston related to allegations he raped a ... 

Florida Coach Defends 10- Second t laver Suspensions 

Florida coach Will Muschamp came to his own defense Wednesday, ripping critics 

who questioned his decision to reinstate three players ... 

Gym Provides Free Access, Gaming Rewards to Kids 
Video games. They can be the bane of every, parent’s existence, particularly on a 

nice summer day. As the father of two and a 

Amendment Takes Virginia into New Concussion Terrain 
’][’he revisions to Virginia student-athlete concussion law this pasl spring seemed 

straightforward enough, but an overlooked amendment included ... 

Phys. Ed. Teachers Honored for Saving Student’s Life 
Joe’l Ervin, 13, was playing basketball in the ~-m when his vision darkened. He 



went into a seizure, and soon after his breathing and heart both stopped. 

College Training Facilities Marry Functionality, Experience 
Over the past five years, we’ve seen an arms race between Division I universities 
seeking to amass the best athletic training resources available. 

College’s $7.8M Wellness Center to Serve CommnniW 

The new Antioch College $7.8 million wellness center, which will promote health 

and fitness and provide additional recreation options in the area... 

University Opens 78-Acre Complex as First ~Home Fields’ 
The campus will be used by more than 190 stndent-athletes in NCAA Division II 

competition, plus some 1,100 intramural participm~ts. 

Chicane as Golden Corridor Famil,~’ YMCA 
Merger discussions began more thm~ 18 tnonths ago, when the CampmMli Y 

assumed management of the Prairie Valley Y’s branches. 

Parks Dept. Gets Grant for t lavaround at Sports Complex 
The Norway Parks and Recreation Department has been awarded a $19,429 

grant from New Balance Fonndation to develop a playground ... 

Shuttered Anytime Fitness Location Seeks Franchisee 

Members have been locked out of the Anytime Fitness club in ~uth Centerville 

since early last week, and the club’s management has posited ... 

Air Force G,~,mnasts Punished lbr Undera~ 
The Air Force Acadmny is taking disciplinmTr" steps against its men’s gymnastics 

team after a probe uncovered underage drinking, and the ... 

Details Etner~e in HS Football False Imprisoranent Case 
Venture police said laser week the5’ have cited and released four high school 

stndents in connection with the handcnffing of a 17-year-old ,., 

In Texas. Heat Illness a Concern for Dressed-Down Bands 
Band directors tbr years have made the decision to protect their ba~d members 
ti~m the scorching Texas heat by opting out ofthll uniforms ... 

Opinion: NFL Sacks Tax~ with Stadium Subsidies 

’][’he start of a new professional football season Thursday night provided a stmk 

reminder that taxpayers have contributed heavily to the success ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Florida to Pay Idaho $975K for Rained Out Football Game 
Extreme lightning and rain postponed the game, but Idaho will still collect its payout 

from Florida. 

Featured Vendor: 

Star Tmc 
Our mission is to provide products, programs a~d solutions to mold lit~long habits 

for health a~d fitness. Our user-tbcused product i~movations are reflected in the 

complete line of cardiovascular-, stren~h mad group exercise products. 

New Reader Comments: 



Redskins O~br to Donate to High School’s Sports Program 
I would suggest Snyder walk down to the National Museum of the American 

Indium on the National Mall in DC and oltbr them money to ... 

AB Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... 

i~ Facebook ~ 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

ii~~ Linkedln ~iI YouTube 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

iNi AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

Unsubscribe to [utL::s emails eftMs type i Forward 

AB Media Inc 

22 E Mifflin St, S~e 910 Madiso!~ v’Vi 5370:3 

~,~ 20;4 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, September 6, 2014 1:29 PM 

Subject: Stripe Out Map 

Attach: Stripe Out Map.docx 

All, 

Attached is the UNC Stripe Out Map, in case you get asked any questions today, especially from fans picking up tickets at will call. 

T-Minus 6.5 hours to kick-off! 

Good luck today! 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Associate Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919.843.9209 

Cell: 

"We Educate and ~nsp~re through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Monday, September 8, 2014 6:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Your Weekly Deals on Brands You Love 

Online ] Mobile 

Spor,s Aut,horib, 

Get 5% Back 
Sign Up Now >> 



[] SHOES [] CLO}HES 

[] F]TNESS [] ~’4EN’S 

[] RUNNING [] FAN SHOP [] GOLF 

[] WCINEN’S [] KIDS’ [] OUTLET 

[i~i Fa 
I[ i~iZ II-.~1I ~, ~1[ 1[ ×,, 11 ~, ~1 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

Privacy Policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 8, 2014 8:02 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-37.pdf 

Is attached. Thanks. 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, September 8, 2014 8:15 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan!Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

090814.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work - (919) 962-4316 
Cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Qualtrics Team <succuess@qualtrics-marketing.com> 

Monday, September 8, 2014 11:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Qualtrics September Newsletter - Ebooks, Data Freaks, and Insight Summit.. Yeah. 

Customer Newsletter, 

ar~..demand ’webinar contenL 

Register Now 

7 ~wN)w 
and insight cemea 1rein Scefl: 8m~h. F h D. a[~l:hor o~ several beoka 

Mo-e OnDe sa-d Co-tent 
and emeritus professor of msrket research at Brigham Young 

Uni~’ersil:v He will teach veu 14 smefire ways te eliminate aurvev 

Click the link below to ~£~:LE[9~.~..’Lg.~E.9.~9£~S~. today and get started Sept 9 -11- CRC Location: 

or, the path ~o be~ter a[~r~’eya, more results, and quality ir,s~ghta. Chicago. IL 

Se#t 23- Chicago Roundtable 

~~ I Sept 29 - Oct 2- Educause 

Location: Orlando. FL 

Q~ia~trics Professional SedUces 

~ Q~,~,~-:~;O-H~ Qualtr~cs Data Freaks 

rdghlights some of the moat 

faacinating inaigh[s our 
....................................... Yed=ve dogie some ama2~r~9 ~h~r~gs with (~ual[rK:s. We’re excited te ................................................................................................................................................. 

deve~o)ment Qt~al~r~ca 360 makes ~he 360-degree employee using Qusltdcs Check it out 

here! 
feedback process faster, easier, and lsore affordable than ever 

Data Freaks Bu~on l 



C~JstO~31~lr Spot~ig}’~t$ Want k~ M~ke Mere Meney? Ask 

for What’s Fair, Not What You 

Raised the ba~ ~ ~esea~h by 

--at~tlz~g QeMtr~es as ~he 4 Steps fer Yeur Voice ef the 

~ D~d you know? 

Refining ~ow ~esea~¢he~s            ~ Qualtdcs Training V%’ebinar 

~gather in~o~’~a~}o~ a~d {Bsight           Series 

t QualtHes offer.s a series of five 

QualtHcs ~n the News r,,aKe sure to brush up on your 

IDA 

" Ireland I~0~ Positive Co~wersat~o~s on aft of your critical data 

X[~ TFustRsd 
The S~ford Da~y: The ~embe~sh~[~ Se{ect~v{[y Learn More. 

" us Logo ~Fro~ VSO’s Raise 

Qualtr~cs ~ns~ght Summit Z015 

The Qualtdcs Insight Summ}t is the largest 
%:: S .... ,2015GamaOn 

need to be there in addition to industry expels; 

thought leaders, and incredible sessions, we’re 

of skiing the greatest snow on ea~!h Don’t miss 

This email was sent to ille@unc.edu. If you wish to unsubscribe or update your email preferences, please visit our ~.E]#.[!..P.L~£~L¢~].£#..~.~&~&[ at any time. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Peter Kantor <peter@cpcpromo.ccsend.com> 

Monday, September 8, 2014 11:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Lapel Pins 

You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Signature Promotions Inc. / Collegiate 
Promotions Corp. Please confirm your continued interest in receiving email From us, 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

;~i~ s~gw~ogo 

Crystal Large 

ignature has provided the highest quality emblen~atie jewelry, and takes pride in iii 
being consistently rated the industry’s best. Great opportuniD" to purchase the 

best lapel pins an~vhere at the best priers! Please call or e-mail for your free 
samples and our full color catalog. Never a rush charge. Our samples will 

den~onstrate our exceptional quali~q Complete art and design services at no- 

We will beat any competitors prier 

~o on~ ha~ p~oa~d mo,~ fo, Con~g~ 
C.n: ~m3-9~8-~zo6 

Free Samples: peter@signaturepromotionsine.eom 

You can rest assured that the quality of our pins will 

meet or exceed your highes[ expectations. 

P ~ter K a~t0r, P 

~ Signature Promotions Inc. 

~ 4904 Sandy Brook Ciml~ / Post Office Box 2077 

~ ~maum8, ~lorida 33598 8~3~384206 

Forward to a friend[ 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@uncaa.unc.edu 
by 

peter@signatu repromotionsinc.com 

Update 
ProFileiEmail 
.A_ .d__d_L’_e_.s_~ Rapid 
removal with 

Privacy Policy. 

Signature Promotions Inc. :: 4904 Sandy Brook Circle :: Wimauma FL 33598 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Nicholas Johnson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <njohnson@carolinachamber.org> 

Tuesday, September 9, 2014 10:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Here’s your chance to join in the ti!! 

To view this email online click here 

prizes. 

I9 Reasor~s why YOU sh~ p~ay: 

~. Ore’ P(~C benefits the Chambm?s 

golfing lbr 

Clao~ce" ~ o~e ot’the easiesl and 

most common mab:.hes played 

3- ’]’]aaBks ~:o yo~lr awesoB:te follow 

Chamber members youll ea~ a 

suede golf h:~weL 

iiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Yo~ couM be the first to take }~ome PGC’s first pe~’peh al golf 

B1 ~ dy, Marys. 

If you’re t~ot a go, Ires" you do ~ol have b-., miss out ot~ networking 

enter i~e raffle {br a chance to win some awesome prizes. 



Forward to a friend 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@unc.edu by 

niohnson@carolinacha mber.orq 

Update 
ProfileiErnail 
Address Rapid 
removal with 
SaFeUnsubscribe@ 

Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce i 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Microsoft® SharePoint® Webinars <nationalseminars@natsem.com> 

Tuesday, September 9, 2014 10:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How to Get Started with Microsoft SharePoint 

October 01, 2014 

How to Get Started With 

Microsoft SharePoint - A practical one-hour webinar to get you started immediately. Online Special: $50 Off. See details below. 

Shar~Point is an incredibly powerful information 

management system -- a system that can be 

customized to meet your exact needs. It can be 

used for business intelligence, content 

management, collaborative projects, data 

integration =.. the list goes on and on. But the 

flexibility that makes it so powerful is also what 

makes it so incredibly complex to figure out! 

With thousands of options, modules, and 

configurations to choose from -- it’s easy to 

become overwhelmed. 

Our expert trainer will start by explaining some of 

the most important features and benefits. You’ll 

understand howto use SharePoint to manage 

your document libraries, streamline data analysis 

and manipulation -- even manage work flow or 

business processes. You’ll feel comfortable 

deciding what features you do -- and don’t -- 

want on your site. Most importantly, in just one 

hour, you’ll be able to immediately begin creating 

your SharePoint site -- and customizing it for 

your needs! 

It’s absolutely the best way to get started with 

this powerful program! How to Get Started With 

Microsoft~ SharePoint makes learning fast, 

fun, and easy. 

Unlimited Participants 

Invite your coworkers to join you 
for FREE! 

When you purchase this webinar, you’ll be 

given a unique PIN that allows you a single 

connection. 

However, you’re welcome to invite as many 

people as you like to listen in with you for 

free, helping your entire team reap the 

benefits of this webinar. 

Upon enrolling in the webinar, you will have 

the opportunity to submit your questions via 

email. Time permitting, your trainer will 

address questions from webinar participants. 

Others will be addressed in the supporting 

materials that will be available exclusively to 

webinar participants. 

~i What You’ll Learn 

[~Understand the purpose and features of a 

ShmePoint site 

[~Master the standard SharePoint 2010 Web 
interface 

[~Use document libraries to store and manage 

documents 

[~]Work with lists and list templates to create 

data 

[~lmplement custom lists to meet your specific 

needs and provide data entry points 

[~Open lists in Excel for advanced analysis and 

data manipulation 

Microsoft and Microsoft SharePoint are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 

States and/or other countries. How to Get Started With Microsoft@ SharePoint is an independent webinar and is 

not affiliated with, nor has it been authorized, sponsored, or otherwise approved by, Microsoft Corporation. 



Unlimited Webinars (and More!)for One Year: Only $349! 

STAR12 Professional Edition 

When you sign up for the STAR12 Professional Edition, you get 12 months of unlimited access to live 

and on-demand seminars and webinars, the FranklinCovey Online Audio Collection, and guided 

learning for only $299. 

STAR12 is so affordable that you’ll get a full year of unlimited access to training for less than some 

companies would charge you for a single workshop! 

i;~i ii Enrollment Inf ..... tion 

October 01, 2014 
2 pm Eastern ~ 1 pm Central ~ 12 pm Mountain ~ 11 am Pacific ~ 10 am Alaskan ~ 8 am 
Hawaiian 
All times are given in daylight time. Webinars lust 60-90 minutes. 

Event Only $179 $129 (SAVE 

CD-ROM** Only $179 

Event + CD-ROM’~ $229 (Combo Deal) $179 (SAVE $50) 

Check out our full schedule of             . 

Questions? Contact customer service at 1-800-258-7246. 

[] ONLINE REGISTRATION DISCOUNT DIRECTIONS 
Register online by 10101114 to save $50 off the standard registration fee. 

To receive your online discount, provide both your exclusive Internet Code 36173 and VIP 
#919-080914-221 when prompted during registration. You may pass along this discount offer 
to others in your organization, but they must use your Internet Code and VIP# and also 
t~gister online to receive the discount. 

Discount offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Copyright © 2014 National Seminars Training 

Our address is 6901 W. 63rd St., Overland Park, KS, 66202 

If you’d rather not receive future emails from us, you may, unsubscdbe here. 

(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above or by calling our customer 
service department at 1-800-258-7246) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, September 9, 2014 10:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Surt~cing tbr Adaptive Sports Programs 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

i.~.i Image of field - North Metro Miracle League - Woodstock, GA 

Abeufc adNA:EL from Athletic Business: 

This prog=’am for select advertisers helps us to continue producing the le,3ding edito=dal products in the 

2014 i Privacy Policy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, September 9, 2014 10:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Surt~cing tbr Adaptive Sports Programs 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

i.~.i Image of field - North Metro Miracle League - Woodstock, GA 

Abeufc adNA:EL from Athletic Business: 

This prog=’am for select advertisers helps us to continue producing the le,3ding edito=dal products in the 

[bis el~=:~il w:~s seqt tr~ ille@uncaa.unc edu by: 

AB Media Inc. 

2014 i Privacy Policy 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Je~my BlaI:e <sayhi j ennyblaJae.me@mai165.at131 .mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, September 9, 2014 1:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

[JB.me Behind the Business] Overwhelmed by EmaJl? Read this one... 

Email not displaying correctly? 

View it in your browser 

Business Ninja Part Deux 
Hello Again! 

Last time we talked about what it takes to be a business ninja--someene operating at 

the pinnacle of efficiency and effectiveness, drawing seamlessly upon tools, tips, tricks, 

systems and shortcuts to get ~he job done w#h ease. 

Do you sometimes feel like that would be possible IF" you weren’t climbing out from under a 

ne,’er-endin9 inbox pile each day? 

If so, keep reading.,. Fm thrilled to share my latest toolkit with you! 

O~ae Last "Do~’t ~aiss" Resource,,, 

If you like the resources I’ve shared so far, the ~ii!q~:’~::i==i 

have for ’~,our Business Ninja 

Email exhale is a one-s~op-shop of 50+ of the bes~ tools, techniques and systems I’ve 

collected to take email from all-consuming to a sense of freedom and ease. You certainly 

don’t need to implement all of the tools (nor should you); instead, consider it a menu from 

which you can customize your own email workflow. 

This toolkit isn’t free, but at just $10 it will save you hours of emafl stress each week (and if it 

doesn’L I’m offering a 100% money back guarantee4. I~ includes a 10-day tip series and 

lifetime access to an ever-growing set ef tools and shoilcuts. 

Email Exhale is designed to help you spend Iewet hours in lront of your computer and mote 

time on the stuff that really matters. 

That’s i~ for now... THANK YOU again for reading, for your suppe[t, and for being pa~t of this 

new adventure with me. 

And please reply and say hello any tim!! I would also love ~o hear whN’s on your mind and 

what questions you have so that I can address them in future newsletters :) 

Warmly, 



Our nsaili~g ad~Fess is: 

Jenny BlaKe Enterprises 

P.O. Box 1801 

NewYork NY 10013 

Add us to your add~ess book 

unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

i.~ Emsil Ms[keting 

Powered by 

MailOtfimp 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Glas~s ~:james@collegeghsses.com~ 

Wednesday, September 107 2014 12:22 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Stand Out in School Colors 

Deal extended! Save big on sunglasses for the fall! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails, 





Forward this ernail 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@uncaa.unc,edu 
by 
j £ __n~ _e___s__(@__c__o__! Le_ ._q_e_ ._q.!_a___s__s__e___s_~_c_-__o___m__ 

Profile/Email 
A__d_ .d_E.e_ s__s_ Rapid 
removal with 
_s_ ~_ f__e__L_ Ln___s__u__’_D__s_ S_E j_’_D__e_.~ 

Privacy Policy, 

College Glasses 820ASouth4th Street :: Philadelphia PA 19147 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 10, 2014 3:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Related to yesterday’s conversation 

Thanks for sh~,ring. 

Paul 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2024 2:02 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A; Selmon, Zachary Ryan 
Subject: RE: Related to yesterday’s conversation 

http:/,,%~v.athle~icbusine ss~com,’more-new~Ngb-school-sports-laardcipation-up-for-25th-s~ight-year~btml?topic 2,200&eid~42614432&bid 926493 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, SepMmber 10, 2014 1:59 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A; Selmon, Zacha~ Ryan 
Subject: Related ~ yesterday’s conversation 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicholas Johnson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <njohnson@carolinachamber.org> 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 9:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Learn how we’re building and growing at the Orange County Development Briefing 

To view this email online click here 



Forward to a friend 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@unc.edu by 

niohnson@carolinacha mber.orq 

Update 

Address Rapid 
removal with 
SaFeUnsubscribe@ 

Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of: Commerce :: 104S. EstesDrive :: Chapel Hill NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Seminars Training <nationalseminars@natsem.com> 

Thursday, September 11,2014 10:12 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Mega-CD Training Collection for Managers - Save 90%! 

Click here to view this message in a browser window. 

National Seminars Training 
~ Questions? Call 1-800-258-7246 

90% off Original Price -- Check It Out .. 

[)< The Quintessential ManagerMega Collection 

[)< TheAmazing CD Collection That Covers It All! View Collection 

25 CDs in All- A .... ing All your Manag .... t Questions! 

Originally priced at $99-$229 EACH -- This Complete 
Collection is now available for only $495 for ALL 25 CDs! 

This collection is a must for every organization! 
Our Quintessential Manager CD Collection is one of the 
most thorough professional development resources for 
leaders ever created! 

"It’s like an MBA in a box!" 

This mega collection helps leaders develop the essential 

management and supervision skills required to lead at their 
peak. The training is proven -- and the results are 
guaranteed! 

Get ALL of our most popular CDs in one IVlega 
Collection -- you’ve NEVER seen prices this low! 
We’ve offered some great deals on training in our time -- but 
to be frank, this is one of the best training values we’ve ever 
put together! So, my friend, time’s a ticking -- and this 

discount ends soon. Hurry and take advantage of this 
amazing deal while you still can! 

Don’t Be Stingy: Buy It for 
You, But Share It With 
Others! 

Buy The Quintessential Manager 
CD Collection and share it with your 
colleagues and friends to extend the 
value of this Collection even more! 

Or purchase the CDs to start or add 
to a professional development library 
for your organization, It’s great 
training worth making available to 
everyone! 



DVD 1. Building Cooperation & 
Trust With Your 
Employees 
Discover the secret to building 
a stronger, happier team. 

DVD 2. Creative Team-Building 
Ideas & Activities 
Learn TONS of fresh, fun, new 
ways to energize your team! 

DVD 3. Delegation Skills for .~DVDI 
Managers & Supervisors 
Get more done in less time 
with these critical delegation 
dos and don’ts= 

4. Developing Your 
Leadership Voice 
Howto be an effective 
communicator who gets results 

DVD 

5. Effective Criticism & :~DVDI 
Discipline Skiffs for 
Managers 
Get the know-how you need to 
tackle even the most serious 
performance problems head 
on, without risking legal 
repercussions! 

7. How to Be a Motivating ~ 

Manager 
Tips on inspiring employees 
with constructive feedback and 
challenging them to 
accomplish more 

9. How to Give Effective ~: DVD I 
Performance Feedback to 
Employees 
Learn essential dos and don’ts 
for giving feedback that boosts 
productivity, increases morale, 
and helps employees thrive all 
year. 

11. How to Manage 
Priorities & Time 
A one-hour crash course for 
those serious about getting 

more done in less time ... with 
greater results! 

13. Simple, Smart, and 
Low-Cost Ways to 
Recognize & Reward 
Employees 
This exciting program delivers 
the keys to effective employee 
recognition and rewards that 
you’ve been looking for! 

15. The Secrets of 
Building Team-Player 
Thinking 
Learn the keys to instilling a 
team-player mentality in all 
your people and watch team 
results skyrocket! 

17. Keys to Improving 
Employee Accountability 
How to get employees to take 
full responsibility for their 
performance 

19. Preventing 

Discrimination, Leave & 
Harassment Lawsuits 
Featuring the top three legal 
nightmares you must be 

6. Essential Communication 
Skills for Managers 
Eliminate misunderstandings ..~ 
prevent and solve conflicts ... and 
build strong employee 
relationships, all with the essential 
communication skills you’ll learn 

here! 

8. How to Conduct Effective 
Meetings 
From creating an agenda to 
overcoming conflicting opinions, 
this training delivers the solutions 
you need to make your meetings 
more effective. 

10. How to Handle Emotionally 
Charged Situations in the 
Workplace 
Communicating effectively under 
pressure 

12. How to Work Effectively 
With People Who Act, Think 
& Work SO Differently From 
You! 
Learn how to work more 
successfully with all types of 
different ... even difficult ... 
personalities! 

14. Managing Cross- 
Generational Teams 
Discover how to make today’s 
dynamic teams function together 
easily and successfully. 

16. The Supervisor’s Guide to 
Giving On- Target Directions, 
Helpful Feedback, and 
Constructive Criticism 
Essential communication how-tos 
for leaders 

18. Managing Employee Leave 

& Absenteeism 
A must-attend course for managers 
and supervisors 

20. The Essentials of 
Employee Onboarding 
Decrease new-hire turnover and 
get new hires up to speed quickly 
with creative orientation methods 



DVD 

prepared for! 

21. Overcoming Employee 
Resistance to Change 
Get the proven strategies for 
fostering employee buy=in and 
support for any change 
initiative. 

23. How to Be an 
/nspirationa/ Leader 
Unlock the secrets of how 
extraordinary leaders motivate. 

that dramatically improve your 
Success. 

22. How to Handle Employee 
Excuses 
Get beyond the constant excuses 
and get to the real root of the 
problem. 

24. Basic Supervision Skills 
5 winning habits of successful 
first-time supewisors and 3 career= 
killing mistakes you don’t want to 
make! 

25. Making a Seamless Transition 
Into Management 
Your organization is counting on you! Put your 
best foot forward with management 
secrets from the pros! 

DISCOUNT INSTRUCTIONS: PURCHASE ONLINE BY 09/17/14 REQUIRED. 

To receive your PACKAGE DISCOUNT*, purchase online. You may pass along this discount offer to others 
in your organization, though they must also purchase online to receive the discount. This exclusive discount 
ex pires 09/17/14. 

*Discoun t offer cannot be combined with any other discount offers. 

Copyright © 2014 National Seminars Training 

Our address is 6901 W. 63rd St., Overland Park, KS, 66202 

If you’d rather not receive future emails from us, you may, unsubscdbe here. 

(You can also send your request to Customer Care at the street address above or by calling our customer 
service department at 1-800-258-7246) 



FFOlliI ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Je~my BlaI:e <sayhi j ennyblaJae.me@mai165.at131 .mcdlv.net:~ 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 10:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

[JB.me] Clit]&netes: On Public Speaking & Black Swans 

Emai[ riot displaying co~reclly? 

View it in your browser 

Hi Everyone, 

Huge thanks to everyone who joined the ~!H::,e ?d.: Li~,:.,~:= ...=~ ~."~r,::, Vift~..~...=~i~ Cor;,%~ e~’=c.e two 

weeks ago! [ am thrilled to say that we had over 5,500 participants from around the wodd--a 

big, warm welcome to eye.one who is new ~o these behind-~he-business round-ups~ 

As a special thank you to those who joined the confetence (and by extension, all of you 

signed up for JB updates), here are a few ways to take your learning further: 

WRITING 

What’s new en JBme: 

RF.ADING 

~’m on my third book of Nassim Taleb’s non4iction trilogy on randomness and 

antifragility: ~::;I.:~:~:-k S:*.=.~:=~:: T~i’:,~ I~,’=~:~::::~::,::~ ~::,~ di’:,~ i’4i,i;~i’4y f=~r=:i::,~’o.b.~4:4e (2007). Though 

Fd recommend reading his latesL :~:~::’d:}fra!;i~ Ie:: iH’:=i~’=:!?.:-~. "i’h:at i3ah’; ii:<.~m D==:s<.~rd::~?=L 

befere his others, B~ack Swan cautions against "erro~ of induction"-----lhinkin~t we 

know something because of recent histo~ or what we can observe. Just because 

you’ve never seen a black swan doesn’~ mean they don’~ exisL 

Case in point: for 364 days of his rife, the turkey thinks the man feeding him every day 

is his friend. Then on day 365~Thanksgiving--~]ell, you know what happens. Not ~o 

say we all want to become paranoid scardey-cats, but rather look for ways we can 

benefit from asymmetry: 

"Put yourseff in situations whe~ favorable consequences are much/argot than 

unfavorable ones... This Mea ~hat in order ~o make a decision you need to focus on 

#~e conseqaences (which you can #~ew) ra#~er than fl~e probability (~#ch yoa can’~ 

know) is the centra~ idea of uncertainty." 

WATCHING 

After iust five minutes, I practically leapt out of my chair with a "HELL YES!" response 

to Shawn Anchor’s 12-minute TEDx talk, ?~i’::~: H.:~:p~i::=ir::es.~:..~::.d:,’:~::I~t.~::ii~:~::: i~..:=::~:~.:::=::~::ii~ 



o~ deleting those positive out{iers, what ~ do is come into a popu{ation like this 

one and say, why? ~MW is ~ that some of you are so h[~h above ~he curve in terms 

of your ~ntel~ectual ability, athletic ability, musical ab~fity, creativity, ene[gy ~eve~s, your 

[es~ienc,¢ in the face of challenge, your sense of humor? Whatever ~t ~s, i~stead of 

deleting you, what ~ wa~t to do ~s study you. Because maybe we can g~esn 

~nformafion - not jus~ how 1o move people up ~o the ave[age, bu~ how we can move 

entire ave[age up ~n our companies ~nd schools worldwide." 

TOOLS O’ THE WEEK 

Evemote lover? You can now make your thougMs, articles aBd web clippings public 

with i:~’o"~.t...=~[:.?;,.i,..:, i--i~=:?~=:,""~, how: "After a 30 second set up on the Poslach.io web site, 

you simply tag notes ’published’ in the Evemote app on any web or mobile device to 

publish ~hem OB your Postach.io biog." 

FINAL THOUGHTS 

That’s it for now.. ¯ THANK YOU agaiB {o[ reading, for your supporL and for being part of this 

new adventure with me. 

And Diease fee[ flee lo reply and say hello aBy tim!! i would also love ~o hear what’s on your 

mind and what questions you have se 1hat I can address them in future newsletlers :) 

Jem~? Blake Enterprises 

F’.O. Box 1601 

New Yor~r, NY 10013 

unsubscFibe from this hst update subscription prefeFences 

i~"~ Email Marketing 

Powered by 

MailChimp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 10:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Solving the Millennia] Equation 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

50% OF THE WORLD% POPULATION, ~NCLUD~NG 25% OF THE 
US POPULATION, IS UNDER 2~ YEARS OF AGE. DO YOU KNOW 
WHAT THEY WANT? 

Do you have what it takes to successfully engage Millennials with your brand’? 

Millennials expect you to: 

1 Offer quality, results driven programming 

2. Provide high-value, low-cost fitness solutions 

3 Be authentic and purpose driven 

Find out more secrets to engaging Millennials i}e!~_..~ and take our FREE self-assessment 

Want to know more? Talk to us at 844 LES MILLS or mfo. us~; .~.~)iesrnilL~;.o:)m 

LES MILLS GRIT@ is your answer to the 

world’s biggest fitness trend - HILT! 

See how others have engaged 

Millennials and expanded their 

business with LES MILLS GRIT@ 

Contact us for a special offer on 

LES MILLS GRIT@, 

About ~dHA~L frem Athletic Business: 

[i~is progr:am ~or select edvertisers helps us to ccr!tinue producing the leading editorial products it! the 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 10:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Solving the Millennia] Equation 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

50% OF THE WORLD% POPULATION, ~NCLUD~NG 25% OF THE 
US POPULATION, IS UNDER 2~ YEARS OF AGE. DO YOU KNOW 
WHAT THEY WANT? 

Do you have what it takes to successfully engage Millennials with your brand’? 

Millennials expect you to: 

1 Offer quality, results driven programming 

2. Provide high-value, low-cost fitness solutions 

3 Be authentic and purpose driven 

Find out more secrets to engaging Millennials i}e!~_..~ and take our FREE self-assessment 

Want to know more? Talk to us at 844 LES MILLS or mfo. us~; .~.~)iesrnilL~;.o:)m 

LES MILLS GRIT@ is your answer to the 

world’s biggest fitness trend - HILT! 

See how others have engaged 

Millennials and expanded their 

business with LES MILLS GRIT@ 

Contact us for a special offer on 

LES MILLS GRIT@, 

About ~dHA~L frem Athletic Business: 

[i~is progr:am ~or select edvertisers helps us to ccr!tinue producing the leading editorial products it! the 

Unsubscribe to fi_ltu:~ emails of this ty[se i Forward 
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the brain like never before. 

[~iI 
read .... ] 
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summer documenting 
I 

all it takes to turn these 
I 

Why is food insecurity an 

history along the Catawba 
I 

objects from one thing into 
I 

issue in agricultural North 

River¯ I another¯ Carolina? 

SP O T EIGH T S M OR E U NG RE S EA R G H 

~ man holding fragment 

Halk UNC’s 

archaeological collection 

is 8 million artifacts 

strong¯ (Universi~? Gazette) 

UNC-.Ied team given $2.2 millien granl te deveiop waler s~rale.qy 

for Southeast {LJN( News~ 

UN(:, Nvidia serve up AR gaggles of the h;~ure (PC Magazine) 

students; study says {New York T roles) 

~] tortoise 

"Natural selection to help coffee plants deter insects turned out 

so well for us." 

--Jeff Dangl in i~le Buzz on Caffeine in Coffee: A Genetic QuirF 

Darwin’s paradise: In the 

Galapagos, UNC and the 

Universidad San 

Francisco de Quito study 

conservation. (Unwersity 

Gazette) 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Burgemeistel: Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 3:02 PM 

FW: Assis~tant Director of Compliance at Minuesota 

From: Big Ten - Kristina Minor [mailto:kminor@bigten.org] 

Sent-" Thursday, September 11, 20:~4 10:03 AM 
To; CCACA@pac-:[2.org 
Subject; FVV: Assistant Director of Compliance 

Good mor~lit~g ali, 

FYI: Open Assistant Director o[: Compliance position at Minnesota. 

ge~t, 

Kristina Minor 

From: JT Bruett [mailto:bruetOO3.@umn.edq] 

Sent: Thursday, September 2~, 203_4 7:30 AM 

To: BigTen- Kerry Kenny; Big Ten - Kristina Minor 

Cc: BigTen - Chad Hawley 

Subject: Assistant Director of Compliance 

You must copy and past the following into your browser to go directly to the employment listing, Clicking the link will 
not work. 

Thanks - 3T 

employment.umn.e&~/applicants/Central?quickFind= 124046 

~TT Bruett I Director of Athletic Compliance J University of Minnesota 

516 15th Avenue St~ #230 I Minneapolis, MN I 55455 

(612) 626-7218 phone I (612) 624-5026 fax 

To unsubsefibe from this group and stop receiviug emails from it, send an email to CCACA ~ unsubscribe~pac- 12.org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 3:05 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 16.0 HOUSING & RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION.pdf 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 3:06 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edw~ 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 17.0 HONOR COURT.pdf 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 3:07 PM 

Ille, Viuce ~ille@unc.edtv~ 

Student Success Draft 9-10-2014.pdf 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 3:07 PM 

Ille, Viuce ~ille@unc.edtv~ 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 15.0 FACILITY USE & PROGILA.MM1NG.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 3:08 PM 

Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edtr~ 

Excellence in Action Learning ~x~d Development Outcomes.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 3:09 PM 

Ille, Viuce ~ille@unc.edtr~ 

FYE Athletics Presentation.pdf 
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.... ,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Friday, September 12, 2014 6:12 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Save Up to 70% On Clearance Footwear & Apparel 

Online ] Mobile 

Spor,s Aut,horib, 

Get 5% Back 
Sign Up Now >> 

Scream Your School Sph-it 



[] SHOES [] CLOIHES [] RUNNING [] FA~ SHOP ~ GOLF 

B F]I-NESS B },IEN’S B WONEN’S B K~DS’ B OUTLET 

EIgAI L SUBSCRIPTION 
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Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espranafil.com> 

Friday, September 12, 2014 12:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I,atest Ravens News From NFI, Nation 

View this email with images here. 

X:: NFL Nation Has Your Favorite Team Covered 

Tom Brady N;i Adrian Peterson ~ Calvin Johnson N2 LeSean McCoy 

Latest News and Analysis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ed Altieri <ealtieri@mmt.com> 

Friday, September 12, 2014 1:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Make your brand the main event with MMT! 

i ~ exciteyourf, riends 

You only get one chance to make a great first 

impression! 

Vir~ce, 

~-fow do you elevate Ga~e-Day expelice, cos fo[ Ians, e~urhn~ and v~e~,vers? Give them 

experience of a L~FET~ME when they visit your stadium / arena / ve~ue~ 

MMT offe[s s~gnage and branding solutions to serve every ~eed - ~ndoors a~d out, large 

or small, d~gital or ~rch~tectura~. ~(~ have over 25 years of experience, w~th the ~test 

too~s a~d techn~q~.~es to bdng your brand to I~fe, ~,vhenever and who[ever you ~eed. 

Browse through our GALLERY for ~deas or ca~ us to brainstorm 

Bleacher Covers               Concession Stands 

bleacher                                     Xi concessionsta nds 

Floor Decals                 Hall / Wall of Fame 

Xi floordecals                                      Xi hallwalloffame 

Custom Fences Wall Padding 



.;~i wallpadding 

Pole Banners Custom Banners 

.~i custompolebanners 

Bac kd rops 
%:: pilla ~v,,ra ps 

LED Signs 

DREA~;i - DESIGN o DELIVER. 

Regards, 
Ed Altieri 
Phone: 917-399-5848 
Email: ealtied@mmt.com 
Website vwwv.mmt.com 

dThis j ii’~] Tweet This j ~ Sendto Linkedin ][ .~j Send to Facebook JDD~ 

ices 

~0 Esst 34tb Street; 9tb Fioor 

New York NY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, September 12, 2014 6:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

The 5 Stories in College Athletics Eve~one Is Reading 

Top 5 E-News from AthleticBusiness corn 

L~/O in college athlelics moves quickly. To ensure you’re alw~Ns "in the 

know, "we’re bringing you the top five stories that leaders’ in college athletics 

are reading on our site lhis week. 

1. Clemson Women s Soccer t rogram Faces U ~ly Alle~atious 
The hazing accusations me ugly, and the list of people being sued is long. A former 

player seeks jus~tice for bodily h~m mad persoual humiliation. 

2. Rut~ers Removes Rice Reference from Stadium, Website 
Following the release of the infamous video tape, Ray Rice goes from hero to zero 

at his alma mater. 

3. College Tmiuing Facilities Man)., FunctionaJitv and Experience 
Building a state-of-the-art training t?acility isfftjust about keeping players in shape, 

it’s about attmctiug top recruits. An architect who designs these facilities explains 

what makes the best ones stand out. 

4. USC’s Hadeu Fined $25K fbr Sideline Chat with Officials 

Note to ADs this weekend: Rurming #ore the pressbox to the field to argue with 

the ~efs is not advised. 

5. Auriemmds Call to Mo~e Davis Ruled an NCAA Violation 
She told ESPN she’d like to play at UConn someday. He called to say thin,ks tbr 

the kind words. So who ratted him out to the NCAA for "the presumably iimocent 

caJl? 



Facility of the Week 

:: ~:*~] :: Facilil¥ of the Week University of Minneso[a Recreation and 
Wellness Center Renovation and 

Expansion 
A $48 million renovation doubled this 
facility’s size and turned it into one of the 
finest rec facilities in the Big Ten. 

Featured Vendor 

Musco Spoils Lighling LLC 

Built on the foundation of providing cuslomers innovating lighting solutions, Musco 

has been a leader in sport and large area applications around the world for nearly 

40 years. 

F’ie~se e:’~ail ds aL Info@athleticbusiness.com vvi.’.h qL:esLio!~s ab,.’.d~ go:.:: ~ccodi~L 

AB Media Inc 

2:2 E Mifflir] S[, S~e 91L3 M.~di!)o!~ v’Vi 53703 

~G ::!0~4 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmaJl.com> 

Saturday, September 13, 2014 8:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Watch #40kla~homa Live Now! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, September 15, 2014 7:59 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

091514.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work- (919) 962-4316 
Cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 15, 2014 8:19 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-38.pdf 

Is attached - thanks! 

Angie Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

800..21 

........................................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Monday, September 15, 2014 12:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

25% OFF! 6-Hour Flash Sale 

Online ] Mobile 

Spor,s Aut,horib, 

Get 5% Back 
Sign Up Now >> 



PRO-FORM Hybrid lrsiner Diamond Elite Edge BaRing Gloves 

[] F[{-[[’~ ESS [] I~IE[’~’S [] WO~’vIEIt’S [] K]:D-~]~’ [] OUT[.ET 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 15, 2014 7:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: I Think It is Time k~ "Forgive" 

Agree, Vince ~- and he w~s a pretty good player! Thanks. 

Executive Associate lNmctor of AtMetics 

University ofNorJ~ C~olina at Chapel }51l 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 6:20 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: I Think It is Time to "Forgive" 

Another gleat player from Peoria, IL! A.J. was a class act in every respect and apl~rently still is today. Thanks Ibr sharing Larry. 

F~m: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Monday, September 1S, 2014 6:11 PM 

To: UNC~-ExeStaff 
Subject: I Think It is Time to "Forgive" 
Don’t ~ow if you have seen this, but he ce~ainly made a strong impl~ssion and had a great iNluence on m least one of his players ~- and I am sul~ there are many ~nore. 

h~p ://~,. indvs~ar, cam/st ory/spo~sicq! lc~c/indianW2014/09/12/indiana -~]iversi~-- athletics -hall- ogt~ame- ai -~ugon-bob-M]ip~t/15535529/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nicholas Johnson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <njohnson@carolinachamber.org> 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 10:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

IT’S TIME FOR PRIMETIME! 

To view this email online click here 

A specia] l:ba:sks 1o a]] of ot~:~’ I:ab]e sponsors who wi~] make this 

You too can get ~x~ur business h~ ti’ol~t of Chamber member;~ al~d 

engaged eommunib’ members~ Table displays at the Expo are or~ly 

9-967--7076 

Are you ]ooking R~r exposure aad bcaad ceeognJ~Joa? ~ .ook ao 

fmfher~ Partaker wikh khe C]aamber to promote yore" busi~ess by 

spo~sorlng this ammaI ever~t: 



Forward to a friend 

This email was 
sent to 
ille@unc.edu by 

niohnson@carolinacha mber.orq 

Update 
_P_r__o_L[Le_Z_E__m ~_L[ 
Address Rapid 
removal with 
SafeUnsubscribe@ 

Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of: Commerce :: 104S. EstesDrive :: Chapel Hill NC 27514 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

FW: What AD’s are saying about Defensive Communications 

AD Testi~nonials.pdf 

I believe tkis is ,someone 

’:.:::ai<?: ~:::..’.eci::I," ~::I:?~:: Ik:’: 
< ::siv.:’,’:"::i’iy :’.J N:’..~’:2: 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Monday, August 25, 20:[4:10:54 PN 
To; Vangelder, Narielle A; Tile, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject; FW: What AD’s are saying about Defensive Communications 
FYI 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Derrick Mayes <derrick@executiveactionse.com> 

Date: Monday, August 25, 2014 at 1:43 PM 

Tm "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: What AD’s are saying about Defensive Communications 

Hi Bubba, I hope you’re well. I wanted to share with you a few testimonials from notable AD’s who we work with-just to give you some perspective.. Please see attached. 

Derrick 

D<.:~i<.k ~vl~:-,’~ :: i)i;-:"<.t<,~ ~"~.: i ~/:,5:~ 5:<,i~<ic:;~: i www.executiveaction.com 



What AD’s are saying about Defensive Communications 

"Derrick, many sincere thanks for educating our young men and women?? 

Keep up the great work - our scholar-athletes need you?" 

James J. Phillips, Ph.D. 
Vice President for Athletics and Recreation 
Northwestern University 

"Derrick? We’ve been extremely pleased with you and your company. It’s been a great 

relationship. Thanks again for all of your great work." 

Fred Glass 
VP & AD 
Indiana University 

"Paul & Derrick: 

Thank you so much j’or your terrific work at UT. Your presentation (s) have had a major 

impact. We were able to "hit it home" in the entire staff meeting. If I can be of further 

assistance, please let me know. As I indicated to Derrick, if you ever need a 

recommendation from me, 1 would be more than happy to help on your behalf." 

Michael O’Brien 
Vice President and Director of Athletics 
The University of Toledo 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Li~ ers Tom <livers@~ nc edu:~; Cleary, Kenneth Eugeue <kcleaty@unc.edu-~; (Nmsley, Richie <~rimsley@unc.edu> 

FW: Quote 

image003.jpg; ATT00001 .htm; UNC Tennis Video 8-25-14 pdf; ATT00002.htm 

What are your recommendations consideriug all information collected? Thanks. 

Vince 

ff~m: Paul, Sampson k 
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 2:54 PN 

To: @imsley, Richie; Livers, Tom; Cleaw, Kenneth Eugene; Ille, Vince 

Subject: ~d: Quote 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: James Stroup <~~.~:om> 
Date: August 25, 2014 at 2:32:50 PM EDT 

To: 

Subject: Quote 

Coach Paul, 
My apologies for the delay - your quote is attached. Let me know if you have any questions. 

James Stroup 



& Management 

QUOTATION 10715 Sikes Place, Suite 170 
Charlotte, NC 28277 
704-545-9933 Office 
704-545-9910 Fax 
j ames. stroup@secsolmgmt, corn 

Univ of North Carolina 
ATT: Wayne LLoyd 
CB 1830 
112 Airport Rd-Giles Horney Bldg. 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

8/25/2014 CQ082514-5 

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION COST PART NUMBER Total 

12 

UNC-CH Tennis training system 

Ultra 2K Environmental Vandal Resistant Fixed Dome, 
3-9mm Lens (NTSC) 
Enterprise NVR-AS 4000 RA9TB Windows, 4 Disk 
RAID 5, 1U Rack Mount (up to 128Mbps) + Hard~vare 
ProSupport 
NVR-AS 4000 RA6TB Windo~vs, 4 Disk RAID 5, 1U 
Rack Mount (up to 
128Mbps) ~ ttard~vare ProSupport Streaming server 
Internet Streaming Server (ISS) - 1 stream dongle, 
unlimited vie~vers 
Mobile Center server dongle with 10 device licenses 
Workstation with 32" Monitor 
9000 and 11000 Pendant PTZ Dome Pole Mount Adapter 
Vandal Resistant Fixed IP Dome Pendant Wall iMount 
M25 (9000 & 11000) 
Louroe Mixer and Mic kit 
Coronet 24 Port Chassis 

Single MM media Converter 

Comnet 8 port SFP 

Misc. Consmnable Items, weatherproof enclosures, power 
supplies, etc. 
Estimated Freight Charges 
Installation Services, to install devices and program 
system. IT assistance -~411 be needed for streaming and 
outside connectivity. All cabling (fiber optic ruth 
connectors) will be installed by others. 

1,777.50 

7,849.94 

7,394.96 

407.08 

55.00 

2,750.00 

74.66667 

70.33167 

607.08333 

1,165.00 

429.16667 

272.50 

3,000.00 

245.00 

13,800.00 

562446 

980466 

980465 

318701 

311109 

110096 
110021 

CWGE2FE2MODIM 
SiCtL&SSIS 
CNFE 1002MAC 1A- 
M 
CWGE2FE24MOD/ 
8SFP 

12 

1 

1 

6 

12 

12 

1 

12 

2 

1 

1 

1 

21,330.00 

7,849.94 

7,394.96 

4,884.96 

55.00 

2,750.00 

448.00 

843.98 

7,285.00 

1,165.00 

5,150.00 

545.00 

3,000.00 

245.00 

13,800.00 

Total $76,746.84 

Quotation valid for 60 days from Quotation iDate. 

Quotation Prepared by: Jamie Stroup 

This quotation for the goods and sea-vices detailed herein are subject to the terms and conditions found on the 
reverse side of this document. 

To accept this quotation, sign here and return: 

TERMS: Equipment - Net 30 Days from Invoice Date, Services - Net 10 Days at~ter Completion, Freight: FOB Shipping Point 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email. unc.e&~; Kirschner, Steve (stevekirschner@unc.edu) 

FW: Follow up to your story 

In the context of Karen’s Inessage below, the statement "...those students were given three options..." is accurate only if this is a reference to the studems described by 
Dan (and quoted by Karen). 

Students who were enrolled were given the three options. The l~t draft that Steve and I reviewed and approved included the word enrolled mad more clem’ly made that 
distinction. 

F~m: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 10:35 AM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba; 1lie, Vince; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject= ~: Follow up ~ your stow 

FYI 

Director, UNC News Seevices 

The Un~vers~t 

F~m~ Moon, Karen B 
Sent~ Tuesdag, August 19, 201~ ~0:34 AM 
T~ Kane, Dan (Q_~_~_~_t?_~k~_~E=~_~g?) 

Subject: Follow up to your story 

Hey Dan. Hope you are well. 

I’m writing to follow up on your August 7, 20~4 story about SACSCOC. I’ve just become aware of an important clarification in one statement and wanted you to have 

it for future reference. 

The story says: "Among the requirements from the commission was for the university to reach out to some of the students who were in the classes and give them 

an opportunity to take another at no cost. Students who had yet to graduate could not use the bogus classes toward a diploma." 

That second sentence could suggest that these students will not receive academic credit for some courses. The grades and credit hours earned by students who 

took the Type 1 courses are recognized by the University and will remain and count as part of their permanent academic record. However, those students were 

given three options: (1) sit for a challenge exam, (2) provide materials from the course for re-evaluation by a faculty committee; or (3) take an additional course to 

supplement their bachelor’s degree requirements. 

This distinction is important for your reporting about SACSCOC. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9~9) 962-8595 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

FW: Complete Carolina 

CD, 

What do you know about               He has indicated an interest in returning to UNC to complete his 
degree under the Complete Carolina program recently announced. Thanks. 

Vince 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletics Director 
University of North Carolina 
(9~9) 962-463~ 
ille@unc.edu 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, August 14, 2014 4:51 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Complete Carolina 

See below for a former WRE SA interested in returning to complete his degree. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com [mailto:UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 03, 2014 4:34 PM 
To: UNCAA_tarheelforlife.svc 
Subject: Complete Carolina 

-Complete Carolina- 
Complete Caxolina provides re-admission to Carolina for program eligible former student-aflaletes who wish to return to Chapel Hill to complete their 
degrees. To request more information about flae program, please complete mad submit flae form below. 
*Required Fields 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Sehnon, Zachary Ryan ~zacselmon@unc.edu> 

RE: Strategic plum fi~llow- up 

UNC Strategic Plan Assessments - DRAFT 09 25 2013.xlsx 

Hey Zac, 

I’ve attached a copy of a rough draft created in September 2013. It is based upon a document and process that Jason Lener (currently at Illinois) used at Miami when 

he was Depu~ AD there. I recall him showing me a copy and thinking it was a good way to keep track of the many moving parts for the one person who is assigned 

the task. Jason used this type of format as his own internal document that he shared with the AD. They would consult this on a regular basis, including times when unit 

plans were tbrmulated and submitted, performance results were recorded, ~md prior to pertbrmance evaluations among other times I’m sure. 

I created this draft because I was at?aid ifI didn’t do it at the time, I would forget how it was arranged ~md how it all worked. Do you want to set up a meeting so we 

can discuss how Jason tbrmatted this and how the unit plans are incorporated into the document for tracking purposes? 

In any case, hope it helps. If you need anything else just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Selmon, Zachary Ryan 

Sent: Wednesday, August 06, 20:14 8:30 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Strategic plan follow-up 

Morning Vince! When you get a chance could I get a copy of the strategic plan tracking document you referenced? 

Thanks so much! 

ZS 

Zac Selmon 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 



I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: IMPORTANT: Approval Process tbr Volunteers and Unpaid Interns 

CrilnCheck- Facul~Stalt’Volunteer(May2014).VOLUNTEER.docx; Release for Unpaid Volunteers and Unpaid Interns Aug 2011.doc; 

Volunteer Request Form Aug 2011 .doc; AP-2a-nf.Apfil2011 .doc; ap-2.2007.doc; HR Confidentiality Statement 12.2010.docN HR 

CeNficafion of Ethical Conduct (perNCAA bylawl 0.1 )Rev.8.12.13.docx 

Do all of our studem volunteers need to complete one or more of these forms? Please let me know ifI need to do any of this if you assign someone to me. Thanks. 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 11:10 AlVl 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Smith Center Admin; UNCAA-Compliance; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Approval Process for volunteers and Unpaid Interns 

~’mportance: High 

Sorry folks, there were a couple of forms Lhat were not attached. AU required forrns are attached. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 20:14:12::16 PM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Smith Center Admin; UNCAA-Compliance; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

I’M PORTAN+: Subject= Approval Process for Volunteers and Unpaid Interns 

As we near the start of the new academic year, please be reminded that ALL volunteers and unpaid interns (including students) must be approved by the Athletics- 

HR Services Office and the University’s Office of Human Resources. Until all credentiNs are verified and f}nal approval is received from campus~ volunteers and 

unpaid interns may not begin work. If you wish to utilize the services of a volunteer/unpaid intern for any reason, please contact Athletics-HR Services first before 

entering into an agreement with the prospective individual. 

To request a volunteer!unpaid intern to work with your sport or work unit, please complete all forms as noted below: 

Attached are the current revisions of a~l forms that each volunteer/unpaid intern must complete: 

:1. Ap2 (Recommendation for Personnel Action): A resume will be required to be submitted with this form. 

2. AP-2a.nf (Conditions of Employment Form): Write on the top "Non-salaried"...this form is primarily for their permission to check their background and will be 

used until we devise another form. 

3. Authorization for Background Check. Be sure all pages are complete. On page four, please include the account number that the background check is to be 

charged to. 

4. Confidentiality Statement. 

5. Certification of Ethical Conduct. 

Also attached are forms that each hiring supervisor will need to complete: 

:1. "Unpaid Volunteer, Intern and Visiting Scholar Request Form": All sections must be completed and the form signed by the hiring supervisor. 

2. "Release of Liability for Unpaid Volunteers, Interns and Visiting Scholars Form": The hiring supervisor AND the proposed volunteer/unpaid intern must sign this 

form. 

Each head coach requesting volunteers!unpaid intern should submit a written request to their primary Sport Administrator for their approval. 

All work units should submit their requests to the appropriate Executive Staff member for approval. 

The memo with the approva~ signature should be sent to my office along with the packet of forms. 

If the proposed volunteer/unpaid intern is related to any member of the department of Athletics, that will need to be included in the memo because we will also 

be required to complete a Nepotism certification. 

PLEASE SEND ALL FORMS TOGETHER---do not send the forms without the approved request form. 

NOTE: Be reminded that you must also get approval from our Compliance Office. Requests to hire volunteers!unpaid intern will not be forwarded to campus 

without that approval. 

All original forms should be sent to the Athletic~J-IR Services office for further processing. Again, please be advised that all volunteers/unpaid interns require 

approval by the Office of Human Resources, and until we are notified of the final approval, volunteers!unpaid interns may not begin work. This policy is mandated 

by campus and is non-negotiable. We will work as diligently as we can to facilitate this process. As with all campus policies and procedures, we thank you in 

advance for your assistance, cooperation and patience as we continue to navigate this policy. If you have any questions, please contact me, Kathy Dutton or Tracy 

Harris. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: Unspecified Sender 

Sent: 

To: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

Subject: 

Version of Academic All-Stars. Must have had long runway. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu> 

RE: special studies 

Bubba~ 

Dan Kane writes: 

"We have reported other data shomng hem~l enrollments by other basketball players in these classes, which athletic department officials are characterizing as 

independent studies." 

Has our department ever characterized these courses as independent studies? It is my understanding that Mr. Kane is referring to conrses that were listed in the 

undergraduate bulletin as lecture classes, but were taught in a manner similar to independent studies. It is also my understa~ding that the courses were submitted by an 

academic department in A&S and the courses were approved by an administrator in A&S as worthy tbr inclusion in the curriculum. Furthem~ore, ifa student-athlete 

enrolled in one of these courses, his or her registration tbr the course had to be reviewed and approved by an academic advisor employed by A&S (as opposed to an 

ASPSA counselor employed by A&S whose salary was paid by our department). If the student-athlete was a men’s basketball team member, his registration for the 

course was reviewed and approved by the A&S administrator M~o over~es advising tbr all university students. Thus, those who were and confinue to do the 

submitting, reviewing and approving, as well as those who were and continue to supervise those doing the submitling, reviewing and approving, are all A&S employees. 

If I’m not understanding this correctly, please let me know. IfI ani understanding tiffs correctly, it might be bes~ for us to communicate tiffs consistelNy and accurately. I 

trust that all new members of the universi .ty’s leadership team understand this as well and should be encouraged to take these i:acts into consideration when we 

acknowledge mistakes that have been made and develop strategies for improving as we continue to move forward. 

Thanks. 

i[~ :.:.:: : 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Friday, June 13, 2014 10:19 PM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject= Fwd: special studies 

B ubba Cunningha~n 

Director of Atlfletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbm,aJrded message: 

From: "Moon, Karen B" <karen moou(d~unc.edu> 

Date: June 13, 2014 at 5:30:02 PM EDT 

Subject: I~V: special studies 

~Y~ 
Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Services 
The U~iversity of North Carolina at Chapel 

From= Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 5:28 PN 
TOI ’Ka~e~ 

Subject: RE: special studies 
Dan, as we have publicly stated on previous occasions, we are not going to comment on transcripts. We have provided you with our position 

on this issue previously. According to federal law, even if education records have been made public via other sources, we are still unable to 

discuss them. Doing so would be a violation of our students’ federally-protected privacy rights. 

I am still working on getting you information regarding your question about academic monitoring. 

I hope you have a good weekend, 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

{919) 962-8595 
F~m: Kane, Dan [~N[~¢2O_~_~_~newsobsetver.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 11:37 AN 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: Re: special studies 
naren, 



I appreciate the link to the independent study report, which mentions "the limit I had talked about. I do not understand why nniversity officiaJ s can’t address 
questions on this subject, which get to some of the issues with                                ranscripts.       ~as gone public with his 
transcript; ]       ~cknowledged the transcript on your website was his. There is no FERPA issue there. 
We have retx~rted other data shomng heavy enrollments by other basketball players in these classe~ which athletic department officials are characterizing 
as independent studies. We did not have names and only mentioned ~ecause it was cleaac his transcript matched up with the data we had for one 
of the six athletes. 
It is an important question why ASPSA officials and basketball officials would allow athletes to "mice so many classes that did not meet that are well 
beyond the "special s~mdies’’ limit long on the books. An explanation for our readers would be veU helpful. I would appreciate talking to someone today. 
Thanks. 
Dan Kane 
StaffWriter 

On Fri, Jun 13, 2014 at 11:18 AM, Moon, Karen B <karen moon(tbunc.edu> wrote: 
Dan: 

We have confirmed that the Special Studies for Credit policy you cited from the Undergraduate Bulletin was first put in place during the 1991- 
1992 academic year. In 2012, an Independent Study Task Force provided recommendations for reforming policies and procedures. You can find 
that report here; a summary of the recommendations can be found on p. 2. The College of Arts and Sciences started implementing the 
changes in fall 2012, and they were later adopted campus-wide following Faculty Council action. 
Dan we know this may be frustrating but until the Wainstein investigation is complete, we may not be able to respond to all of your questions 
or any new report or claim. In some instances we can’t jump to conclusions or otherwise impede the investigation. In other cases we must not 
violate our students’ federally protected privacy rights. This is why we are unable at this time to make a University official available to 
address your questions about past practices. 

Karen 
Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Lg__~__9__Lg___6___2__:__8__~__9_~ 
I=rom-¯ Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Se~t: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 10:48 AM 
To: Dean, Jr., James W.; Moon, Karen B; Curran, Joel 
$,,bject: Re: special studies 
Thanks for your reply, Jim. Safe travels. 

Karen and Joel, 

There should be several people at the universiU who can answer this question. I would appreciate being able to talk to one or more of them in the next 
day or so. 

Thank~ 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

On The, Jun 10~ 2014 at 5:44 AM, Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@nnc.edu> wrote: 
Dan - I am out of the countu on universi~ business but am copying Karen and Joel, who may be able to help you. 

Best regards, 
Jim 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

> On Jnn 10, 2014, at 4:28 AM, "Kmm, Dan" <dkane(i~newsobserver.com> wrote: 

> Jim, 

> I have seen in UNC’s undergraduate bulletins going as far back online as they exist a passage called "SpeciaJ Stadies for Credit." 
> 

> For example, it can be found on Page 44 of the 1997-98 undergraduate bulletin. 
> 

> It says: "Variable amounts of credit up to six hours per semester and twelve hours total for graduation may be taken for graded credit." 

> I was told by a longtime academic advi~r that this limit has been on the books since at least 1992. 

> Jnst going by             transcript and by the one aired on ESPN for                t would seem this limit was exceeded if these no-show 

classes were viewed as independent studies by athletic olficials as they have clai,ned. 
> 

> I would like to talk to you or someone else with expertise in academic ,natters at the university to explain to ,ne the special studies limit and why it would 

or would not come into play with these classes. 

> I hope you are doing well, 
. 



919-829-4861 

919-829-4861 

Dan Kane 

S’taffWriter 

919-829-4861 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

http:i/’www.Inyfoxphoenix.comistoly/23519602, 2013/09, 24, asu- footb~]l- s~to~"- melnber- resigns- af[er- m~est 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu> 

Budgets for Men’s Tennis, Softball and Football 

Mike, 
Can you please provide Ine 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

T 919.96.~.6000 

F 919-96Z.6002 

w ww.t acheelbltve.com 

May21,2012 

UNC Purchasing Services: 

We would like to continue workir~g with Cognitive Neuropsychology, LLC as the provider of 

Educational testing for our student-athletes. The reasons are as follows: 

Local office which reduces traveI time for students and makes it easier to schedule 

appointments 

Flexible appointment scheduling; they work around our b-asy student-athlete schedules 

KnOwledgeable professionals with experience diagnosing adults with disabilities 

Familiarity with the documentation requirements oft_he UNC Disability Services Office 

Established working relationship with our staff in the Academic Support Center, sharing 

information when appropriate and necessary_ 

Reduced Academic Support Program staff administrative/coordination time due to 

working with one organization rather than having to coordinate and communicate with 

multiple organizations. 

Due to the stated benefits of working withCognitive Neuropsychology, we would like to 

continue to work with them in regards to student-athletes being assessed for disabilities. 

Sincerely, 

Amy S. Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 



Purchase Requisition Prir~t Page 1 of ! 

Requisition: R664503 

Requisition Status: Work tn Progress Total: $’/.00 

Contact 

Notepad 

Attachment 

Deliver To 

Vendor 

Accoun~ 

Optional 

Line Items 

LJne I Qty, Unit 

1 1.0 E&ch 

Kathy Griggs 
kg riggs@uncaa.unc.edu 
(919) 843- 5834 
Department #9810 

2012-05-17 Return all PO copies to Aaron York in the Athletic Business Office 

There are no files attached to this document 

Kathy Griggs 
Athletics 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 
Ernie W~lliamson Athletic Ctr 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514 
(919) 843 - 5834 

Cognitive Neuropsychotogy 
1703 Legion Rd. 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill NO 27517 

Funding Sources Summary: 

Account Number Amount 

$1.00 

Reference: w106742 

Items in this Purchase Requisition are listed below: 

* Change Order 

Ext. 
Description Price 

liquidate and finalize all remaining funds for standing $1.00 
order W106742 

Ext.Price 
+Tax Account 

$1.00[ 3412175-3929 

UPO Type 

Normal 
’Price 
(blank) 

https:i/its ap pS. unc. eduifrsiPrintPrev few. do 5/17/20 I2 



Purchase Requisition Print_ Page 1 of 1 

Requisition: R664504 

Requisition Status: Work In Progress 

Contact Kathy G riggs 
kgriggs@uncaa.unc:edu 
(919) 843 - 5834 
Department #9810 

Total: $40,000.00 

Notepad 20i2-05-17 Return all PO copies to Aaron York in the Athletic Business Office 

Attachment There are no files attache~J to this document 

Deliver To 

Vendor 

Accou nts 

Optional 

Kathy Griggs 
Athletics 
450 Skipper BowIes Dr. 
Ernie W]lliamson Athletic Ctr 
University of North Carolina 

Cognitive Neuropsychology 
1703 Legion Rd. 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill NC 27517 

Funding Sources Summary: 

Account Number Amount 

$40,000.00 

Encumbrance State Date: 07/0t/12 
Encumbrance End Date: 06/30/13 
Reference: W106742 

Items in this Purchase Requisition are listed below: 

Unit Description 

Standing Order 

Chapel HiE NC USA 27514 
(919) 843- 5834 

Line Items 

e Qty 

1.0 

Ext. Ext.Price 
Price +Tax 

Each renewal of standing order W106742 for 
psychological testing services for UNC student 
athletes 

$40,000.00 

Account 

$40,000.00 ~3-12175-3929 

UPO 
Type 

Normal 
Price 
(blank) 

http s :i!itsa pps,unc.cdu~frsiPrintPrev~ew, do 5/21/2012 



CUSTOMER REQUEST FOR A BRAND/VENDOR SPECIFIC WAIVER OF COMPETITION 

CASE OFREQUISITION NUMBER: R~._~ [~ 4~’(~r-- 

Please check the appropriate justification(s) below for a waiver of competitionl, pursuant to the North Carolina 
Administrative Code (01 NCAC 05B. 1401). 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

!0. 

tl. 

12. 

13. 

!4. 
15. 

16. 

17. 

!8. 

__ Where performance or price competition is not available. 

__ Where a needed product or service is availabIe fi’om only one source of supply. 
Where emergency action is indicated 

__ Where competition has been solicited but no satisfactory ojfers are received 

__ Where standardization or compatibility is the overriding consideration. 

__ Where a donation predicates the source of supply. 
Where personaI or particular professional services are required 

__ Where a particular m edicalprodUet or service, or prosthetic appliance is needed¯ 
Where a produet or service is needed for the blind or severely disabled and there are overriding 

considerations for its use. 

Where additional products or services are needed to complete an ongoing job or task. 

Where products are bought for "over.the counter" resale. 

Where aparticular product or service is desired for educational, training, experimental, developmental 

or research work. 

__ Where equipment is already installed, connected and in service, and it is determined advantageous to 

purchase it. 

__ Where items are subject to rapid price fluctuation or immediate acceptance. 

__ Where there is evidence of resale, price maintenance or other control ofprices, lawful or unlawful, or 
col[~tsion on the part of companies, which thwarts normal competitive proeedures. 

Where the amount of the pu?chase is too small to justify soliciting competition or where a purchase is 

being made and a satisfactory price is available from a previous contract. 

__ Where the requirement is for an authorized cooperative project with another governmental unit(s) or a 
charitable non-profit organization(s). 

__ Where a used item(s) is available on short notice and subject tO prior sale. 

¯ Customer’s Statement (please elaborate on your justification(s) designated above by giving specific details): 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED LETTER OF EXPLANATION. 

Customer’s Certification: I certify that this requested procurement does not violate the University’s policy on 

Avoiding Vendor Conflicts/~fInte~est. h~.t.t.p:iifinancepoIicy.uac.ed~dDoctm~enti1200/i2~I 1~ 

Purchasing Agent’s Certification: I certify that the above statement describes a condition for which the North 

Carolina Administrative Code allows for a Waiver of Competition. "ISere~bre, in reliance on the accuracy of the 
Customer’s Statement and the Customer’s Certification above, this request for waiver is approved. 

Purchasing Agent’s Signaature: Date: 

Team Leader’s Review and Approval required for all Purchase Requests over $25,000: 

Team Leader’s Signature: Date; 

Waiver of ComPetition form (02/I 1) 



T-I~E 

of NOI~T~ CAROLINA 

May21, 2013 

DEPARTMENT. O~ ATHLETICS 

ERNIE WILLIAMSON ATHLETIC CENTER 

P.O. BOX 2Xx6 

450 SKIPPEII~ BOWLES DR. (D~Hvery) 

CHAPEL HILL, NC Z7515 

UNC Purchasing Services: 

We would like to continue working with Cognitive Neuropsychology, LLC as the provider of 
Educational testing for our student-athletes. The reasons are as follows: 

Local office which reduces travel time for students and makes it easier to schedule 

appointments 

FlexibIe appointment scheduling; they work around our busy student-athlete schedules 

Knowledgeable professionals with experience diagnosing adults with disabilities 

Familiarity with the documentation requirements of the UNC Disability Services Office 

Established working relationship with our staff in the Academic Support Center, sharing 

information when appropriate and necessary 

Reduced Academic Support Program staff administrative/coordination time due to 

working with one organization rather than having to coordinate and communicate with 

multiple organizations. 

Due to the stated benefits of working with Cognitive Neuropsychology, we would like to 

continue to work with them in regards to student-athletes being assessed for disabilities. 

Sincerely, 

Tom Timmermans 
Assitant AD for Compliance 



CUSTOMER REQUEST FOR A BRAND/VENDOR SPECIFIC WAIVER OF COMPETITION 

CASE OF REQUISITION NUM-BER: R ~3t’d~-~+ 

Please check the appropriate justification(s) below for a waiver of competition, pursuant to the North Carolina 

Administrative Code (01 NCAC 05B, 140 I), 

t. __ Where performance or price competition is not available. 
2. ~ Where a needed produet or service is available from only one source of supply. 
3, __ Where emergency action is indicated. 
4. __ Where competition has been Solicited but no satisfactory offers are received, 
5. Wh. g(e ~tc~qt~dizati~_ 0~. �o.mpa~ibility is the overriding consideration. 
6. Where a donation predicates the source of supply. 
7. -~ Where personal or particular professional services are required. 
8. __ Where a particular medieal product or service, or prosthetic appliance is needed. 
9. __ Where a product or service is needed for the blind or severely disabled and there are overriding 

considerations for its use. 
10. __ Where additional produets or services are needed to complete an ongoing job or task. 
11. __ Where produets are bought for "’over the counter" resale. 
12. __ Where a particutar product or service is desired for educational, training, experimental, developmental 

or research work. 
13. __ Where equipment is already installed, connected and in service, and it is determined advantageous to 

purchase it. 
14. __ Where items are subject to rapid priee fluctuation or immediate acceptance. 
15. __ Where there is evidence of resale, price maintenance or other control of priees, lawful or unlawful, or 

collusion on the part of companies, which thwarts normal competitive procedures. 
16. __ Where the amount of the purchase is too small to justify soliciting competition or where a purehase is 

being made and a satisfactory price is available from a previous contract. 
17, __ Where the requirement is for an authorized cooperative project with another governmenta! unit(s) or a 

charitable non-profit organization(s). 
18. __ Where a used item(s) is m,ailabIe on short notice and subject to prior sale. 

Customer’s Statement (please elaborate on your justificatlon(s) designated above by giving specific details): 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED LETTER OF EXPLANATION. 

Customer’s Certification: I certify that this requested procurement does not violate the University’ s policy on 
Avoidk~g Ven.dor Conflicts of Interest. http://financepo!ic.y.unc.eduiDocumem/1200i1211 

Purchasing Agent’s Certification: t certify that the above statement describes a condition for which the North 

Carolina Administrative Code allows for a Waiver of Competition Therefore, in reliance on the accuracy of the 

Customer’s Statement and the C~stomer’s Certification above, this request for waiver is approved. 

Pttrchasing Agent’s Signature: Date: 

Team Leader’s Review and Approval required for all Purchase Requests over $25,000: 

Team Leader’s Signature: Date: 

Waiver of Competition form (02/11) 



Purchase Requisition Print Page 1 of I 

Requisition Status: Work In Progress 

Contact 

Notepad 

Attachment 

Deliver To 

Vendor 

Ace o u nts 

Optional 

Line Items 

Line :.Qty Unit 

1 1.0 Each 

Requisition: R674285 

Kathy Griggs 
kgdggs@email.unc.edu 
(9t9) 843 - 5834 
Departm ent #9810 

2013-05-2t 

Total: $50,000.00 

Return all PC copies to Aaron York in the Athletic Business Office 

Chapel Hill, NC 
(919) 843 - 5834 

USA 27514 

There are no files attached to this document 

Kathy Gdggs 
Athletics 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 
Emie Williamson Athletic Ctr 
University of North Carolina 

Cognitive Neuropsychology 
1703 Legion Rd. 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill NO 27517 

Funding Sources Summary: 

Account Number Amount 

$50,000,00 

Encumbrance State Date: 07]01 tl 3 
Encumbrance End Date: 06t30114 
Reference: W205627 

Items in this Purchase Requisition are listed below: 

Description 
Ext. 

Price 

!$50,000.00 

E×t,Price 
+Tax 

$50,000.00 

* Standing Order 

Account 

3-! 2175-3929 

UPO 
Type 

Normal 
Price 
(blank) 

renewal of standing order W205627 for 
psychological testing services for UNC 
student athletes 



Purchase Requisition Print Page 1 of 1 

Requisition: R674284 
Requisition Status: Work In Progress Total: $1.00 

Contact Kathy Griggs 
kgriggs@emaii.unc.edu 
(919) 843 - 5834 
Department #9810 

Notepad 20t3-05-2t Return all PO copies to Aaron York in the Athletic Business Office 

Attachment There are no files a#ached to this document 

Deliver To Kathy Griggs 

Vendor 

Athletics 
- ~,50Ski~Sper Bowles Dr. 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Ctr 
University of North Carolina 

Cognitive Neuropsychology 
1703 Legion Rd. 
Suite 206 
Chapel l-[ill NC 27517 

Funding Sources Summary: Accounts 

Chapel Hill, NC USA 27514 
(919) 843 - 5834 

Optional 

Line Items 

Line Qty Unit 

1 1.0 Each 

Account Number Amount 

$I,00 

Reference: W 205627 

Items in this Purchase Requisition are listed below: 

Description 

liquidate and finalize all remaining funds for 
standing order W205627 

* Change Order 

Ext. Ext.Pfice 
Price +Tax 

$! .00 $1.00 

AccouRt 

3-I 2175-3929 

UPO Type 

Normal 
Price 
(blank) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 2013-2014 

I’In not sure I understoa~d this. Is it a declaration or a request for approval or both? If it is a declaration, are we requiring that these be tamed in by April 18, 2014 and 

then plan to ask everyone again at the end of August? The request to declaxe aJl, the language on the form, and the fimefrmne for reporting seems confusing. 

V~nce IH~.~ 

From: Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, Mlarch 25, 2014 6:14 PM 

Subject: Verification of Outside Athletically Related Income for 2013-2014 
Importance: High 

Good Evening Everyone- 

I hope this finds you well. 

As we have already discussed with some of you, we have recently made some changes to the manner in which we comply with the NCAA requirement to report 

outside athletically related income. Beginning with the 201B-2014 academic year, ALL Department of Athletics staff members will be required to either: 

1. Report any athletically related income earned (actual dollar amount) as well as the itemized source(s) of such income; OR 

2. Attest that no outside athletically related income will be received. 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 11.2.2 Athletically Reloted Income and as an employee with the University of North Carolina Department of Athletics, you are 

required to provide a written detailed account of any athletically related income and benefits received to the Office of the Chancellor on an annual basis. 

Sources of such income shall include, but are not limited to: 

1. Income from Annuities; 

2. Sports Camps or Clinics; 

3. Housing Benefits (including preferential housing arrangements); 

4. Country Club Memberships; 

5. Complimentary Ticket Sales; 

6. Television and Radio Programs; 

7. Endorsement or Consultation Contracts with Athletics Shoe, Apparel or Equipment Manufacturers; and 

8. Speaking Engagements. 

Attached, please find an Outside Athletically Related Income Verification Form for 2013-2014. We ask that you complete all information requested for any source 

of outside athletically related income that you have received or expect to receive during the period of September I, 2013 through August 3:1, 20~4, then sign/date 

on the bottom of the second page. 

If you will not have any outside athletically related income during this time, please check the box on the front page of the form to indicate such, then sign!date on 

the bottom of the second page. 

If at any time prior to September 2014 you add an additional source of outside athletically related income, please contact the Athletics Compliance Office to 

amend your form. Failure to declare ALl. athletically related income will constitute a violation. 

Please return completed forms to the Athletics Compliance Office at your earliest convenience, however no later than Friday, April :18, 20~4. Forms can be 

returned via email or in hard copy. Pursuant to the legislation, once received, completed forms will be provided to both the Director of Athletics and Chancellor for 

their review. At this time, the attached form will not serve as a replacement for the University EPAP reporting requirements; however, we will continue to work 

with Human Resources and the Office of the University Counsel to align our processes moving forward so there is not a need for duplication of information. 

Beginning in September 2014, we will ask you to begin the two-part outside athletically related income process for the 2014-2015 academic year. You will be asked 

to project any sources of income you expect to receive during the year. Additional sources of projected athletically related income can be added on an on-going 

basis throughout the academic year. Then, in September 2015, you will be asked to verify your actual athletically related income received in 2014-2015 and project 

your athletically related income for 2015-2016. 

I appreciate your assistance in this very important matter. If you have any questions or concerns about the form or revisions to our outside income reporting 



requirements, please feel free to contact me. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



Subject: Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center 
Start: 3/20/2014 9:00 AM 
End: 3/20/2014 9:30 AM 
Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 
Required Attendees: Ille, Vince 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Williams-Johnson, Tracey D <traceszwilliams@nnc.edtr~ 

Andrew Calder (acalder@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Admissions Committee 

Tracey, 

Can you please send me (or have delivered) the academic i~fformation related to any prospective women’s basketball student-athlete who we expect to enroll here for 

Summer’ 14 or Fall’ 14 who is currently and/or is projected to be a Level 1 admission? We have an admissions committee meeting scheduled for Februmy 24 at 3 pro. 

This is the meeting at which I would like the appropriate reps lYom the women’s basketball program to present your Level 1 cases to the committee for their 

consideration. If you have a~y questions, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University ofNortfi CaJcolina 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Cutmingham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-~ 

Good read. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 6:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: Worldng Together: Why Great Partnerships Succeed 

Posted; :;.4 .1an 2014 05;00 AM I:;ST 

Why do partnerships work well? That’s the question Michael Eisner explores in 

Some of the most successful and accomplished people are really teams: Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger, Bill and Melinda 

Gates, Brian Grazer and Ron Howard (who’ve won multiple Academy Awards), Bernie Marcus and Arthur Blank (who started 

Home Depot), Joe Torte and Don Zimmer... the list could go on forever. 

Partnerships (at least the successful ones).., encourage a series of characteristics--trust, teamwork, a regard for 

someone else, and continuing checks and balances. 

Why is it that sometimes you can take two people, add them together and get a more successful result than either would 

have achieved working alone? 

perhaps by Marc Chagall, I would paint three canvases to make my point, all of a man riding a horse. The first would 

be a tiny man atop a giant horse, the second would be a giant man atop a tiny horse, and the third would be a man 

and a horse of equal sizes. ]In the first scenario, the horse would be too strong, and too uncontrollable for the man. 

The second would be equally unsuccessful, for a tiny horse can’t move with a giant man weighing him down. But the 

third match would be perfect, with the man and horse able to move successfully in concert. The man represents 

intellect, the horse represents emotion. Both need to be equally balanced for any leader to succeed. 

You can’t do this stuff on your own. "Even Einstein," says Charlie Munger, "wouldn’t have been successful if there weren’t 

other people he didn’t talk to all the time. Total isolation does not work. You need interaction, putting your own thoughts into 

expression; you learn things just from doing it." 

The best combination, (Eisner) learned, comes from partnership, when two people balance each other, constantly 

reminding the other of the need to keep the conscious and unconscious in harmony, to make each other smarter, 

make each other better. 

One of the reasons that partnerships fail is that the spotlight accommodates one person a lot better than two. "But," Eisner 

writes, "it takes real trust and understanding for both partners to be satisfied with that arrangement." 

Everyone was telling Michael Eisner that partnering with Michael Ovitz, the head of Creative Artists Agency "and the media- 

anointed most powerful man in the entertainment business" was a great idea. Buffett advised Eisner to pass on the 

partnership. 

"Both of you want the spotlight," I remember him saying bluntly. "Take Charlie and me: I want the spotlight, but he 

doesn’t. So it works. And Charlie has integrity, which further ensures that it works. You will be in conflict with Ovitz 



from day one, and you will never trust him. Don’t do it." 

(Eisner) did (the partnership). And Warren was right--the partnership lasted barely a year. 

The key to good partnerships, says Warren Buffett, is trust. 

They have complete trust, complete faith, and complete belief in each other. And that reverberates through every 
phone call they have, every deal they discuss, and every decision they make. 

"You cannot keep score," says Warren. "It just doesn’t work with the best of human relationships. It shouldn’t be 

even suppressed--it should be something that doesn’t even exist." 

And this bit was key for me. You can play the alpha-role in some parts of your life but you need to know your role in the 

partnership. Consider the Buffett-Munger partnership: 

Munger is not the standard model for the kind of partner who prefers to lie low and fade into the background. 

Everywhere else in his life, Charlie Munger plays the alpha role--with his family, in board meetings for the variety of 

companies and charities with which he’s involved, with me when [ visited him at his office. [ usually don’t have 

trouble getting a word into a conversation. Talking to Charlie Munger is different--I did a lot more listening than 

talking. 

"That’s one of the beauties of the partnership," says Charlie. "I am in so many activities where I am the dominant 

personality. Most people do not ’fit into’ that mode--they can only operate in that mode. Yet I am particularly 

willing to play the secondary role. Warren’s a more able man in doing what we’re doing, so it’s the 

appropriate response. There are some times you should be first, some times you should be second, and 

some times you should be third." 

Partnerships also encourage humility. "It’s not letting ego or jealousy or your own personality take over," Munger says. 

"Intelligence takes over." 

Working Together," Wh), Great Partnerships Succeed argues that the values of effective partnerships run counter to the 

factors "that contributed to the sequence of economic messes of the past ten years." Now, then, is the perfect time to 

encourage partnerships "devoid of envy, jealousy, and rivalry as a way to escape from the toxic culture that has given the 

business world a bad name, and to instead help people chart a new, often overlooked path toward a better way of working." 

You are subscribed ~o eros() updates from Farnam Street 
To step receivi!~g these emaiis, you may unsubscribe now. 

Goegle inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicage IL. USA 60610 

Ema)( cle()ve[y powered by Go( 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 22, 2014 5:37 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Iranimi Foreign Minister Mohmnmad Javad Z~ifinsis~ted Wednesday that the Oba~la administration misch~xacterizes Iron’s concessions in the nuclear deal, telling 

CNN’s Chief National Securi~ Correspondent Jim Sciutto in an exclusive interview that "we did not agree to dismm~tle ~l,vthing." 

As part of the deal, Iron was required to dilute its stockpile of uranium that had been enriched to 20%, well above tl~e 5% level needed for power generation but still 

below the level for developing a nuclear weapon. 

In addition, the deal man,dated that Iron halt all enrichment above 5% mad "dismantle the technical connections required to enrich above 5%," according to a White 

House thct sheet issued in November Mter the initial agreement was reached. 

Zarif accu~d the Oba~na admini~_ration of creating a thl~ impression with such lmaguage. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ino~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 7:53 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Pop s~r Juslin Bieber was mrested on suspicion of driving under the influence and drag racing this ~noming, Miami Beach police Detective Vivimi Hema~dez said. 

Further details about the arrest weren’t immediately available. 

The anes~t comes days after sheriffs deputies in Los Angeles County, California, used a felony search warrant to raid Bieber’s mansion as they investigated his alleged 

involvement in a Januao~ 9 egg attack on his neighbor’s house. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richal~l Vance, PhD <Richard=Vance@principalinvesligators.org> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 8:50 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

NEW! Scientific and MedicaJ Writing: How to Impress the Most Demanding Audiences 

Click here to view mobile version. 

NEW! Scientific and Medical Writing Pack for Investigators 

"Complex science does NOT have to equal complex wdting,, says published author, Dr. Christopher Dant. "Unfortunately, 
many scientists end up with rejections from a journal or from a funding agency because of confused and disorganized 

writing, which delays the dissemination of important scientific findings to their colleagues." 

Becoming a skilled author can be challenging for many scientists. But with the right tools, and some insider guidance, you 

too can begin crafting powerful written pieces that meet the requirements of your most demanding audiences. 

Inside this Educational Pack, you will find step-by-step guidance and writing examples applicable to grants, journals and 
everyday communications; expert guidance on what you should and should not include in your own writing; and exercises 
to get you one step closer to becoming a scientific writing expert. Read below to learn more about what’s included in 
your pack! 

90-pg. How-to Guide: 
Writing in Science 
and Medicine: 
The Investigator’s 
Guide to Writing 
For Clarity and Style 

This 90-.page guide has been 
designed to help investigators, in any field, understand 
the mot of poor writing, identify red flags within their own 
writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces 
that meet the requirements of the most demanding 
audiences within their professional careers. It includes: 

Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, 

But Forgot About 

What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might 

Be Your Own Worst Enemy 

Saying More with Less: The Power of 

Conciseness 

Howto Impress Your Readers With Less 

Pompous Writing 

Howto Keep Reviewers’ Focus on the 

Bcience, Not Your Grammar 

The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 

Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why 

These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and 
Medical Writing 

Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 

Before and After: Detailed Examples Show 

Which Revisions You Should Consider Making 

Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to 

Becoming a Successful Author 

Plus Much More! 

90-Minute Webinar: 
Persuasive Writing 
for Scientists and 
Clinicians: The 
Basics and Beyond 

On-Demand 

Webmar: 

Persuasive Writing 

for Scientists and 

Clinicians: The 

Basi~s and 

Bes~ond 

Many scientists and physicians struggle with their 
writing, whether it be grants, manuscripts, or basic 
communication to their peers. 

Technical ability is obviously crucial to success in any 
scientist’s or clinician’s cm~er, but of equal importance 
is the ability to communicate clearly and effectively= 
Individuals who rise to leadership positions in 
organizations generally do so partly because they can 
express ideas orally and in writing in persuasive, concise 
ways. 

During this inspiring Webinar, your expert presenter will 
examine the basis for unclear writing and offer insightful 
ways scientists can enhance their writing abilities and 
achieve outstanding results. 

5 Key Take=Aways: 

Understanding of why writing is bad and why PIs 

often write poorly (this may not be as obvious as 
you think) 

How to recognize and prevent redundancy in your 

work 

How to write a clear sentence--make every word 

count 

How to write clear paragraphs--the power behind 

proper word usage and beyond 

How to continually improve your writing--new 

approaches that work! 



Formats: Digital (PDF). Print is also available for $30 
more. 

Purchase the Guide only in PDF for $:1.79 OR 
Purchase the educational pack for~.~,’~’~ $249 

>> LEARN MORE 

Formats: 90-minute Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 
or PDF TranscripL 

Purchase this Webinar only for $179 OR 
Purchase the educational pack for ~ $249 

>> LEARN MORE 

Limited-Time Offer Until Jan. 31st! 

Order the Science and Medical Writing Educational Pack, including the 
90-pg. writing guide and 90=min. Webinar above (in your preferred formats), 

at a special rate of only $359 $249! 

I.~ii L More .... I .~ii CallNow I .~ii Order Online 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white papers and morel 

Forward to a friend. 

i~ PIA 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegmted.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 23, 2014 9:14 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Vermont College of Fine Arts: The first low residency MFA in Film 

Dear 

This is a pivotal time in fi1’_.’m-nakinp; and the MFA in FiLm at VCFA is desig’;~ed to em.brztce tlais 

Over the course of 6.)ur six mond~ sernesters~ students ;~nmerse themselves Jri self designed Nlrn 

projects tha~ may it~c:ludc nart~tiv% documentary, ~nimation, mmsmedJ~b screenwri~ing, ~md hybrid 

~,nns. Both on c~mpus ariel o[~, stude~ts are supported ~t~ci guided by a~ :award wJrmJng learn o[ 

faculw fihnmakcrs. There is no requirement to declare a specialization, and students arc encouraged 

to try riew ~pproac}~es to t~eJr stot-ytellJn~ as l}~ey re’he their creative voices a~d i~teusJ@ their 

understanding of film ]angua?r z~d the pov,,er of s~oV. 

As &~cuhy c:hair L:_mra Cole]]~ recenlly s~i.’], ] We stow 1.,., ~de students lb~ou~a projects 4~:~t ~i:e] 

uecessary ~nd [resh, t}~at come [rom ~ distJuctive creative voice, :and 1}~t involve expefimen~stJon ~ud 

~;i~)~OtlS development. The [:~ctfit?,, wants !o encoutagc v,,o@ 1}]at is wall c~a [ld ~md fimctions on s~ 
deeper level than the mass of:audiovisual media we’re bomb:arded wil:~ dai]y.~ 

We encourage you to cxplo,-e zdl that the MKA in Film has to of~i:r~ Hear what our students 

themselves h~ve to s~y ~bout their own experience. 

As alway, s, we invite you to contact us to les~rn more ~bout how this remarkable, groundbrcakinF~ 

pto~:m~ csm wo@ f})t you. 

Stephen Pite 

Di.~:ecto% M~A in Film 

Ve:’mont Co]]ep;e of Fine Arts 

36 Colle~ Si:~cei: 

Montpelie5 VT 05602 

stephen.pite(~vcFa.edu 

(802) 828 8d49 



To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe ille@illinois.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegmted.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 23, 2014 9:14 AM 

ille@uiuc.e&~ 

Vermont College of Fine Arts: The first low residency MFA in Film 

Dear 

This is a pivotal time in fi1’_.’m-nakinp; and the MFA in FiLm at VCFA is desig’;~ed to em.brztce tlais 

Over the course of 6.)ur six mond~ sernesters~ students ;~nmerse themselves Jri self designed Nlrn 

projects tha~ may it~c:ludc nart~tiv% documentary, ~nimation, mmsmedJ~b screenwri~ing, ~md hybrid 

~,nns. Both on c~mpus ariel o[~, stude~ts are supported ~t~ci guided by a~ :award wJrmJng learn o[ 

faculw fihnmakcrs. There is no requirement to declare a specialization, and students arc encouraged 

to try riew ~pproac}~es to t~eJr stot-ytellJn~ as l}~ey re’he their creative voices a~d i~teusJ@ their 

understanding of film ]angua?r z~d the pov,,er of s~oV. 

As &~cuhy c:hair L:_mra Cole]]~ recenlly s~i.’], ] We stow 1.,., ~de students lb~ou~a projects 4~:~t ~i:e] 

uecessary ~nd [resh, t}~at come [rom ~ distJuctive creative voice, :and 1}~t involve expefimen~stJon ~ud 

~;i~)~OtlS development. The [:~ctfit?,, wants !o encoutagc v,,o@ 1}]at is wall c~a [ld ~md fimctions on s~ 
deeper level than the mass of:audiovisual media we’re bomb:arded wil:~ dai]y.~ 

We encourage you to cxplo,-e zdl that the MKA in Film has to of~i:r~ Hear what our students 

themselves h~ve to s~y ~bout their own experience. 

As alway, s, we invite you to contact us to les~rn more ~bout how this remarkable, groundbrcakinF~ 

pto~:m~ csm wo@ f})t you. 

Stephen Pite 

Di.~:ecto% M~A in Film 

Ve:’mont Co]]ep;e of Fine Arts 

36 Colle~ Si:~cei: 

Montpelie5 VT 05602 

stephen.pite(~vcFa.edu 

(802) 828 8d49 



To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 

Unsubscribe i~le@uiuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Morrison <lmomson@carolinachamber.org> 

Thursday, JanuaO, 23, 2014 10:37 AIVI 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Last Chance to Register tbr the Chamber’s Annual Meeting! 

for C~mmber members are ~55~ ~ ~d pref~rred 

......................................................................... <i ............................................................................ 



Forward to a friend 

This email was ~n~ to ifie@unc.edu ~ Imorri~n@carelinachamber.erq 
Update Profile/Email Address instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill i NC :: 27514 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January, 23, 2014 10:47 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Justin Bieber told Mimni Beach police after they stopped hiln early today that he’d had beer, pot ~ld a prescription drug, police spokeslnan Bobby Hemandez told 

reporters. 

Bieber was charged ruth drunken driving, resisting arrest and driving mthout a valid license. It’s the first arrest for the 19-year-old pop star, although he is under 

investigation on allegations of egging his California neighbor’s home. 

Bieber was driving a yellow Lamborghini that police saw drag racing a Fermri in a residential axea and showed "signs ofimpairmenL" tternandez said. He added Bieber 

failed a tield sobriety test. 

Two SUVs "blocked the traific at 26th mad Pine Street so that they could race on Pine StreeL almost making it like a makeshift race "track," Hema~dez said. The 
Ferlari’s drivel; whom Hemmadez called "an associate of Bieber," was also arrested on a drunken driving charge, he said. Police didn’t i&nti~ tile Ferr~i driver. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mo~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ino~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Free Webinars: Recharge and Reenergize in February 

Dear Professor Ille, 

There’s nothing like a new semester to recharge your passion for teaching. Our passion is helping you 

keep up the momentum by providing the people, products, and personalized services to help you prepare 

students for success 

Case in point: we’re offering two free webinars featuring innovative yet practical teaching strategies. You’ll 

walk away with ideas you can use in your classroom right away and you’ll earn continuing education units 

in the process!* 

¯ DatelTime: Thursday, Feb. 6, 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET (US & Canada) 

¯ Bes¢[iptien: It seems as though every online classroom has one of these: a student who takes over the 

discussion board ..or one who never participates, or full-of-excuses, or unprepared, or an angry, 

discouraged student This interactive session helps you identify the types of students you have and gain 

practical, active learning strategies to manage the online classroom 

¯ Presenter: S~i~’dr~ 



¯ Date/Time: Thursday, Feb. 13, 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET (US & Canada) 

¯ Description: Discover ways of engaging students in reading, writing, and thinking in your classroom no 

matter what you teach¯ The "L" word will soon leave a good taste in your students’ mouths! 

¯ Presenter: 

With you every step of the way. 

As your personal Learning Consultant, I’m with you every step of the way to boost engagement and foster 

better learning outcomes Please ~J3JJ#.¢~..LT!~?. any time with questions about Cengage Learning products 

and services. 

Sincerely, 

Bacari Brown 

About the Presenters: 

Shawn Orr 

Shawn Orr is a 

Consultant with 

Cengage 

Learning’s 

TeamUP Faculty 

Programs and 

has worked in 

higher education 

for over 18 years 

as a Business 

and General 

Education 

professor, 

Business 

Chairperson, 

academic 

advisor, Dean of 

Faculty, and 



~’~i Authorized 
...... IACET 

Provider 

Director of 

College Success 

courses. She has 

developed and 

taught more than 

20 different 

courses in the 

business, 

management, 

composition, 

humanities and 

communication 

areas. 

Ann Wolf 

Ann Wolf is a 

Cengage 

Learning 

Professional 

Educator with 

Peer-to-Peer 

Faculty 

Development and 

Consulting. She 

is the Past 

President of the 

College Reading 

and Learning 

Association and 

is a reviewer for 

the Journal of 

College Reading 

and Learning and 

the Journal of 

College Literacy 

and Learning. 

She has 

presented at 

state, regional 

and national 

conferences and 

continues to 

provide faculty 

development 

workshops for 

college 

professo rs. 

Cengage Learn ng offers CEUs for s programs tha qua fy under he ANS / ACET Standard 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PermaCard <bpetti@permacard.com> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 1:16 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Drive Attendance With A Game Schedule Piece That Will Get Noticed 

Schedule Magnet and 
3 Key Tags all in one piece 
for only 35¢ each 

Dear Vince, 

Schedule magnets have been around for years. 

But with our combo product, your game schedule will be 

exactly where your fans are: in their homes or on the go. 

Get VOLUME PRICING for as few as 1,000 Neces. 

Right now, we’re taking orders for two production runs 

with two different ship dates. 

Production Run #’1 - Place order by January 3’lst - ships by February 28th 

Production Run #2 - Place order by February ’~Tth - ships by March ’lTth 

Quantities of 1,000-10,000 are 35¢ each plus $150 setup. Call for a special 

estimate of quantities over 10,000. Use our template to design any way you want. 

One PDF proof is provided at no additional charge. 

All orders must be finalized and proofs approved 10 working days prior to ship date to be 

nc uded n the product on run. 

Call PermaCard today to reserve your place in one of our production runs. 

800-951-7234 

vvww.PermaCard.com 

Having trouble viewing this emaAl? Click HELLS 



This emeil ~ves sent to ille@illinois.edu by bpett~t~,’~permecerd.com 

PermeCerd I 8 Sunbelt Business Park Drive I Greet I S¢ I 28680 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karly Combest <info@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 23, 2014 3:06 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Got Manners? 

To attend the whole series the cost is $199 for members and $239 for non- 

members. Box lunches will be provided for the first four seminars. You can 

sign up for the Etiquette Luncheon without attending the rest of the 

sessions; this cost would be $39 for members and $49 for non-members. To 

register, fill out the registration form available here and return to the Chamber or 

contact Caryn Isenhower at caryni@champaigncounty.org or 217.359.1791. 

Reg i stration d ead l i n e is F rid ay, F e bru a ry 7, 2014. 

ABOUT THE PRESENTER: 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

she has provided business etiquette training and consulting for University of Illinois 

students, faculty and staff, at all three campuses, as well as corporate leaders and 

executives. Beth believes very strongly in the fact that a good beginning makes a 

good ending, and is particularly effective at providing the polish needed to move up 

the corporate ladder. 

She is a Certified Business Etiquette and International Protocol Consultant, through 

The Protocol School of Washington in Washington, DC. Reutter holds an Ed.M. with 

an emphasis in Human Resource Development from the University of Illinois at 

Urbana-Champaign, where she is Program Director and Professor of Hospitality 

Management. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to ille@iilinois.edu by chamber@champaiqncounb/.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant iemeval witil Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Proforma Sports+ - Ron Fauss <proformasports@yahoo.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:46 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@illinois.edtr~ 

Spring Sports are ONE MONTH away ... are you ready? We can help. 

Vince, 

Spring sports are almost here, so let Proforma Sports help YOU get ready. 

As North America’s #1 promotional item and apparel supplier and North America’s #2 printing supplier, Proforma has real buying power, and we’ll 
use gnat power to help YOU. 

Email specials: 
5,000 two-panel schedule cards (100# gloss cover -4/4 color) -$240 including design 

1,000 12" X 18" schedule posters (70# gloss text - 4 color) = $325 including design 

We’re your BEST source for: 

Printing: Schedule Posters / Schedule Cards / Media Guides (printed and online) / Game Programs 
Gameday Giveaways 
Apparel for fans and staff 

We can help you look great from initial concept to final delivery. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Ron Fauss 
Proforma Sports + 
Like us on Facebook - www.facebook.com/Proformacollegiatesolutions 

View our ultimate guide to gameday giveaways HERE: https:iis3.amazonaws.com/writeTestiPromotional Item Guidebookiindex.html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 3:49 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Defense Secretaxy Clmck Hagel is ordering an independent review of the nalion’s nuclear force following allegations of misconduct involving officers, the Pentagon s~d 

on Thursday. 

The most recent scandal involved 34 Air Fo~ce officers entmffted with maintaining U.S. nucleax missiles who are accused of cheating on a competency test or turning a 

blind eye to the cheating. It was uncovered during a drug possession investigation at multiple air bases in the United States and overseas. 

Another recent casc involved a U.S. general who oversaw nuclear weapons who was relieved of his duties after he boozed, fraternized with "hot women" and 

disrespected his hosts during an official visit to Russia. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe t?om Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of Luxury Suite Dilectors <contact@alsd.com> 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 5:30 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@illinois.edtr~ 

Fan Experience Center to Feature Latest Innovations at the Design & Build Forum 

[ii~iI & Build F Fan Experience Center to Feature Latest Innovations at the Design & Build Forum Design .... 

The Association of Luxu~ Suite Directors, in conjunction with its first ever Des~gl~ & BuiM !,%r~lm, will create a Fan Experience Center at its annual conference and 

tradeshow this July 6-9 in Kansas City. 

The Fan Experience Center will feature cutting-edge, state-of-the-art products for suites, stadium clubs and for the entire venue. 

ZI don~t think anyone has really attempted an3qthing quite like this, Z says Bill Dorsey. [AWe decided to put this together so that team facility decision makers can see touch and 

feel some of the latest and the greatest fan enhancements of the cmlent year. [] 

"We will be adding products over the next few months and working with a major architectural company to build this out." 

~I keep hearing the word ~de-couching~ these days, the need to get fans offtheir sofa and into the stadium. These are the kinds of products that are unique to the venue 
marketplace. Fans cannot get this at home,~ says Dorsey. []This is the fature of the venue marketplace. [] 

This message was sent by 

ALSD (www.alsd.com 

10017 McKelvey Rd. 

Cincinnali, 45321 

United States 

If you prefer not to receive these messages, click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSF Grant Application Writing Tips <~Joseph.FmnkJin@principalinvestigators.org> 

Friday, Jannary 24, 2014 11:48 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Position Your NSF Proposal for Success By Remaining Reviewer-Centered, Here’s ttow 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Success gy Remair irN Reviewer° 
Cer tered  Here’s How 

A successful NSF grant proposal is built on more than just good ideas 
from a good scientist. It requires a deep understanding of NSF’s priorities, 
as articulated in the unique and specific merit criteria. While no proposal 
can succeed without impressing reviewers with its intellectual merit, the 
broader impacts criterion provides investigators with opportunities to think 
creatively about engagement, outreach, and benefits resulting from their 
research. 

With those criteria constantly in mind, writing for reviewers and no one 
else, you can position your proposal for success in a famously 
competitive environment. 

Here are some strategies for remaining reviewer=centered as you 
begin to write your proposal, 

Think like a reviewer, and write with the reviewer in mind. As you 
read your drafts, read them like a reviewer. When you ask colleagues to 

read drafts, ask them to think like a reviewer at NSF, and seek those 
who will know what this means. 

Help the reviewer find what he/she is looking for. The reviewer 
knows the merit criteria as well as you do, and she is looking for 
evidence of intellectual merit (significance of the project, qualifications 
of the PI, resources available) and broader impacts. Be explicit in 
pointing these things out, and don’t worry about stating the obvious. 
For one thing, the key components may not be as obvious as you think. 
But more importantly, your goal is to make the reviewer’s job easy. 
Use the words that you know she is looking for: significance, impact, 
inclusive, underrepresented, resources, hypothesis, benefits, outreach. 

Ni NSF GrantApplication Mentor: 
¯ An Educational How-to Manual 

This unique 217-page manual 
coaches you on how to optimally 
prepare the vital components of 
your NSF grant application... 

one section at a time! 

SAVE $40~ NOW + FREE 
NSF GRANT WEBCAST 

L~RARY WidTH YOUR ORDER[ 
Read more be~ow,.o 

Michael Lesiecki, Ph.D., has been a PI and ~viewer of numerous NSF grants. He estimates that the typical NSF 
reviewer assesses 10 to 12 proposals, spending 90 to 120 minutes on each. The PD, who ultimately decides the fate of 
your application, is a busy professional like you; in fact he or she may be an academic scientist serving at NSF for just a 
year or two. You cannot assume that the reviewer can or will spend the time to discover the important facets of your 
project. It is up to you to help the reviewer see why your proposal should be funded. 

Write in the language of your discipline, expert to expert. You are talking to a fellow scientist, and one of your 
goals is to communicate the fact that you are an expert in the field. This is not a r~view article; your audience is (or 
should be) a group of experts. 

Think of ways to grab your reviewer’s attention. For example, highlight the urgency of your question, and/or the 
significance of the outcomes of your activities. 

Mention deficits (in knowledge, resources, or opportunities) that will be erased by your project. Use italics to emphasize 
creative or transformative aspects of your approach or to draw attention to the development of a new outreach program. 

If you combine those strategies with the specific knowledge you have obtained regarding your reviewers, you can 
establish a reviewer-centered approach to your project design and to your proposal. It is hard to overstate the benefits of 
this way of thinking about an NSF grant application. 

Limited~Time Offer Unti~ JarL 30tire! 

Purchase the 217-pg. NSF Gran~ Application Nlen~or Manual in PDF format 

at the special rate of 0NL~$299! (Reg. Price $699). Print version only $75 more. 



BONUS! Order your manual today and receive the 

NSF Grant Application Webcast Library, including 
7 Webcasts in MP4 format, absolutely FREE! 

(a $179 value). 

Order today! 3 convenient ways: Online, Phone: 800-303-0129 ext. 506, or by FAX. 

Forward to a friend. 

~i Principal Investigators 

...... Association 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 12:14 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Pope Frm~cis intends to visit the United States next year. CNN Vatican maalyst John Allen said today, citing Vatican sources. 

The soulces said no plan has been finalized. 

This comes as President Obama plans a trip to the Vatican to meet the Pope on March 27. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere yon want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 12:58 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Republican National Colnmittee gave near-unanimous approval Friday to a package of roles changes that would condense the 2016 presidential nominating 

calendar and move the party’s national convention to June. 

The changes ensure that the June 2016 Republican convention will be the earliest convention in either party since 1948. 

The moves, crafted in private in recent months by a small group of pm~’ officials representing both the pm~"s es~blishment and grassroots rungs, are designed to help 

the pa~ty avoid the kind of protracted Republican infighting that dented C~)P nominee Mitt Romney’s general election appeal in 2012. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 1:11 PM 

te~breakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Jesse Ryan Loskm’n, a former chief of s~taff for U.S. Sen. Lamar Alexander of Termessee, was found dead Thursday in a Maryland ho~ne where he’s been living with 

family since December~ according ~o the Carroll County Sheriffs Office in Ma@and. 

Loskam was chaxged in December with possessing and attempting to distribute child pornography. 

"The preliminary investigation indicates that Loskam may have taken his own life," the sheriffs office s~Jd. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You hm,e opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail a]erts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com, m/clik?l=textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 2:45 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Two breath tests police gave Justin Bieber after his arrest on suspicion of driving under the influence indicated a blood-alcohol content below 0.08%, a source close to 

the investigation told CNN’s Tory Dunnma and Jolm Couwels. 

The source did not give the exact level. 

The 0.08% is generally fl~e legal limit for drivers in Florida, though 0.02% is the limit for drivers under fl~e legal drinking age of 21. 

Police said Bieber, 19, admitted to drinking, using marijuana and "taking prescription pill~ after his arrest Thursday in Florida. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in "to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Flom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 3:32 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Public Policy News 

.... y           ¯ p      ¯ . . g    ; 
the State set; HR information from SHRM; newly introduced legislation; IGPA review of 
state finances; the dollar costs of new Federal regulations; new or proposed regulations by 
various state agencies; economic confidence as measured by Gallup;. 

On track to make our goal 

Yes! For Independent Maps Campaign Manager Michael Kolenc said this week the 
campaign was on schedule to make its state-wide goal of collecting over 400,000 
signatures. The Chamber supports redistricting reform and several Chamber 
members have volunteered to be locations where citizens can come to sign 
petitions. This non-partisan effort seeks to collect signatures of Illinois registered 
voters so that an amendment can be added to the Illinois Constitution. If the effort 
of getting the necessary signatures is successful, the amendment will be placed 
on the November 2014 ballot allowing Illinois citizens to vote on how redistricting 
should happen in Illinois. 
If you want to reform redistricting and you are willing to pass petitions or have a 
petition in your business, contact Ryan Roth, public policy director at 
RyanR~,champai.qncountv.or.q or 217.359.1791. If you wish to sign the petition, 
please stop by the Chamber office between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, 303 W. Kirby Avenue. 
Petitions are also available at Blossom Basket Florists Carter’s Furniture 
Remax, Dick Van Dyke Appliance World, Betas C~ancy and Associates, and 
Wagner Machine. 

~, SHRM is encouraging individuals to prepare to file for H-1B visas noting that the cap 
was reached in the first week last year. 

¯ OSHA 300A forms are due February 1. 

~, President Obama is scheduled to give the annual budget address on March 4~ 

¯ GovernorQuinn isscheduledtogivetheannualStateoftheStateaddressin 

¯ State Senator Ira Silverstein has introduced le.clislation requiring that in counties over 
100,000 people, emergency medical services are to be provided on site at events 
where 2,500+ people are expected at one time. 

¯ State Representative Dwight Kay has introduced leqislation amending the 
unemployment insurance act. 

¯ State Representative John Cabello has introduced leqislation requiring scrap yards 
to record information from individuals scraping an automobile or automobile shell who 
are not licensed scrap dealers. 

¯ State Representative Robyn Gabel introduced legislation requiring employers to give 
12 weeks unpaid leave per 12 month period of time to the grandparents who are the 
adopters or foster parents of the grandchild. 

¯ The IGPA released a new report on Illinois’ fiscal future. 

¯ The American Action Forum has released a review of all Federal Regulations 
imp~~ 

¯ The Department of Human Services has adopted emergency rules regarding 



reporting mental health issues and firearm identification (FOLD) cards. 

The Department of Insurance has adopted a number of rules in accordance to 
Federal requirements under the Affordable Care Act. 

The Secretary of State has proposed a rule to allow suspension of licenses if 
involved in an accident where injury or death occurs and the accident is caused by 
the use of a cell-phone or electronic device. 

The Department on A.qin.q has proposed a rule defining and adding automated 
medication dispenser to the Community Care Program. 

The Department of Revenue has proposed amendments to the Automobile Renting 
Tax applicable to vehicles rated 8,000 pounds and under. 

The Department of Healthcare and Family Services has proposed an amendment 
regarding reimbursement for nursing costs for geriatric facilities to reflect new laws 
and requirements under RUG IV. 

The Department of Human Rights has proposed amendments to comply with new 
state laws and federal EEOC requirements regarding discrimination in hiring 
practices. 
Gallup says American economic confidence dropped three points since the 
beginning of the year. 
U.S. home sales increased one percent last month; 2013 saw the highest number of 

home sales since 2006. 

This is the time of year that the Chamber receives requests to organize meetings 
with candidates running for office. If you would like to receive an invitation to attend 
these briefings, please contact Public Policy Director Ryan Roth at 
RvanR(~.champaiclncountv.orq to have your name added to the invite list. 

Forward this email 

This emaii was serl[ to ille@iilinois,edu by ryanr@char[lpaiqrlcounty.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address ~nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy. 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W. Kirby Ave. i Champaign IL 61820 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 4:13 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Dow lost more than 310 points on Friday to cap the worst week in more than a year, as earnings and overseas concerns jarred investors. 

Read the story here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, Jannary 24, 2014 5:49 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A Texas judge ordered a Fort Wo(th hospitaJ to take Marlise Munoz -- a pregnant woman whose fmnily says she is br~in dead -- offa ventilator, respirator and other 

machines by 5 p.m. Monday. 

Read the story here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tills e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 25, 2014 6:09 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Excellent--thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince Ille <.[!]_.e__@ .u_n___c_.__e__d_ .u_> 
Date: Friday, January 24, 2014 at 5:06 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Subject: <no subject> 

http://www.l~amamstreetbloA.com/2014/()l/l{a[mem~m-better-decisions/?utm source=t~edbumer&utm medium~email&utm campai~zn=Feed%3A+681314 % 
28Farnam4 Stree¢~29 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Saturday, Jmmary 25, 2014 6:21 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr> 

Famam Street: 11 Rules for Critical Thinking 

Posted; 24 Jan 2014 05;00 AN PUT 

A fantastic list of 11 rules from some of history’s greatest minds. These are Prospero’s Precepts and they are found in 

1. All beliefs in whatever realm are theories at some level. (Stephen Schneider) 

2. Do not condemn the judgment of another because it differs from your own. You may both be wrong. (Dandemis) 

3. Read not to contradict and confute; nor to believe and take for granted; nor to find talk and discourse; but to weigh 

and consider. (Francis Bacon) 

4. Never fall in love with your hypothesis. (Peter Medawar) 

5. It is a capital mistake to theorize before one has data. Insensibly one begins to twist facts to suit theories instead of 

theories to suit facts. (Arthur Conan Doyle) 

6. A theory should not attempt to explain all the facts, because some of the facts are wrong. (Francis Crick) 

7. The thing that doesn’t fit is the thing that is most interesting. (Richard Feynman) 

8. To kill an error is as good a service as, and sometimes even better than, the establishing of a new truth or fact. 

(Charles Darwin) 

9. It ain’t what you don’t know that gets you into trouble. ~t’s what you know for sure that just ain’t so. (Mark Twain) 

10. Ignorance is preferable to error; and he is less remote from the truth who believes nothing, than he who believes 

what is wrong. (Thomas Jefferson) 

11. All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed, second, it is violently opposed, and third, it is accepted as 

self-evident. (Arthur Schopenhauer) 

(via 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 
To stop receiving these emails~ you may unsubscribe now 

Goegie inc. 20 Wee~ Kinzie; Chicago iL USA 60610 

Eraail delivery powered by Go( 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, January. 25, 2014 12:09 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Authorities Saturday were investigating reports ofma active shooter at a shopping mall iu Columbia, M~cyland. 

’][’here was no word on injuries. 

Images on Twitter reportedly from the scene showed mall employees hiding in a stock room. 

The Howard County Fire Department via Trotter advised people to avoid the area. CNN was first alerted to this sto~ on Trotter. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, January. 25, 2014 12:58 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Three people are dead ~£ter at shooting at a mall in Columbia, Maryland, Howard County police saAd. 

The suspected shooter is among the dead, police said. 
Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu~ 
Saturday, Januarv 25, 2014 5:31 PM 

Subject: Tar Heels Down SDSU To Advance To ITA KickoffWeekend Fina] 

Tar Heels Down SDSU To Advance To ITA Kickoff Weekend Final 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

(January 25, 2014) 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, davelohse@unc.edu 

DURHAM, N.C. -- Senior Nelson Vick clinched the match with a straight set win at #S singles as the North Carolina men’s tennis team defeated San Diego State 4-1 

Saturday afternoon at Duke’s Sheffield Indoor Tennis Center. The match was the second semifinal match of the ITA Kickoff Weekend at Duke with the 17th-ranked 

host Blue Devils winning the first match of the day over Oregon 4-1. 

North Carolina (5-0) and Duke (2-2) will now face off against each other on Sunday at 4 p.m. in Durham with the winner advancing to the Intercollegiate Tennis 

Association Team Indoor National Championships February 14-16 in College Station, Texas. 

The Tar Heels claimed the doubles point against the Aztecs (2-1) as the freshman tandem of Ronnie Schneider and Jack Murray defeated Juan Florez and Mile 

lanakiev 6-2 at the #3 spot. The Tar Heels then earned the point with a win at #1 doubles as sophomore Brett Clark and freshman Brayden Schnur overcame Hunter 

Nicholas and Thorsten Bertsch 6-4 at the #1 spot. 

San Diego State evened things up quickly as Freddy Gelbrich of the Aztecs beat UNC’s Brett Clark 6-4, 6-1 at #3 singles, handing Clark his first singles loss of the dual 

match season. 

From then on it was all Carolina, led by the Tar Heel freshmen playing at #1 and #2 in the lineup and then finished off by a senior co-captain. Ronnie Schneider, 

ranked 17th nationally, defeated Nicholas 6-4, 6-2 at #2 singles followed by a win by reigning ACC Player of the Week Brayden Schnur, the Canadian newcomer, at 

#1 singles. Schnur improved to 4-0 this spring by beating 69th-ranked Thorsten Bertsch 6-2, 6-3. 

Carolina then clinched the match with senior co-captain Nelson Vick coming through big at the #5 singles spot. He defeated Maxi Boewer-Stelter of SDSU 6-1, 6-4. 

The ITA Kickoff Weekend format calls for the match to be suspended once either team reaches four points. UNC’s Jack Murray led in the second set of his match at 

#6 singles and Oystein Steiro trailed in his match at #4 singles when play was halted. 

#42 North Carolina 4, #50 San Diego State 1 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority Of Matches Earns One Team Point) 

Order of match finish: (3, 1) 

Notes: Tiebreakers played at 5-5 

1. Brett Clark and Brayden Schnur (UNC) d. Hunter Nicholas and Thorsten Bertsch (SDSU), 6-4 

2. Freddy Gelbrich and Hendrik Jebens (SDSU) led #50 Oystein Steiro and Nelson Vick (UNC), 5-4, suspended 

3. Jack Murray and Ronnie Schneider (UNC) d. Juan Florez and Milen lanakiev (SDSU), 6-2 

SingMs (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match finish: (3,2,1,5) 

1. Brayden Schnur (UNC) d. #69 Thorsten Bertsch (SDSU), 6-2, 6-3 

2. #17 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) d. Hunter Nicholas (SDSU), 6-4, 6-2 

3. Freddy Gelbrich (SDSU) d. #36 Brett Clark (U NC), 6-4, 6-1 

4. Hendrik Jebens (SDSU) led Oystein Steiro (UNC), 6-5 (7-4), 5-2, suspended 

5. Nelson Vick (UNC) d. Maxi Boewer-Stelter (SDSU), 6-1, 6-4 

6. Jack Murray (UNC) led Juan Florez (SDSU), 6-4, 4-4, suspended 

Team Records: North Carolina (5-0), SDSU (2-1) 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 
(Cell) 

davelohse@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, January 26, 2014 6:31 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Stanislas Wawrinka won his first grand slam tennis title today when he beat an ailing Rafael Nadal at the Australian Open. 

Wawrinka defeated Nadal 6-3, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3 to join his good friend Roger Federer as a Swiss grand slam champion. 

Wamrinka had never taken a set offthe world No. 1 in 12 previons matches, but when aJ~ emotional Nadal took a medical timeout for a back injuD~ in the second set, 

the odds sm~ng in his favor. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, Januao~ 26, 2014 2:01 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The brain-dead and pregnant Texas woman at tile center of a wrenching court battle has been relnoved from her ventilator, lm~yers for her i:axnily saAd Sunday. 

Last week, a judge in Fort Worth ordered John Peter Smitla Hospital to remove any artificial means of life support from Marlise Munoz, as her fmnily had asked. The 

hospital had saAd it was follomng a state law that requires hospitals to maintain life-sustaining treatment for a pregnant patient. 

"From the onset, JPS has said its role was not to make nor contest law but to follow it. On Friday, a state district judge ordered the removal of life- sustaining treatment 
from Marlise Munoz. The hospital will ti~llow fire court order," a hospital statement said. 

The hospital acki~owledged last week that Munoz, 33, had been brain dead since November 28 and that the fetus she carried was not viable. Her husband, Erick 

Manoz, had argued "that sustaining her bx~dy artificially mnounted to "the creel and obscene mutilation of a decea~d body" against her rashes and fl~ose of her thmily. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news oil CNN TV, CNN.coln and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ino~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 26, 2014 7:59 PM 

Subject: Carolina Drops First Match Of Season To Blue Devils 

Carolina Drops First Match Of Season To Blue Devils 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

(January 26, 2014) 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, davelohse@unc.edu 

DURHAM, N.C. -- The North Carolina men’s tennis team dropped its first match of the season Sunday afternoon, losing to #17 Duke 4-2 in the finals of the 

Intercollegiate Tennis Association Kickoff Weekend at the Sheffield Indoor Tennis Center. 

The Tar Heels were looking for their first trip to the ITA National Team Indoors but fell short against the veteran Blue Devils. Coach Sam Paul’s Tar Heels, who start 

three freshmen,a sophomore, a junior and a senior, fell for the first time this season. UNC is 5-1 heading into a home match next Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Cone- 

Kenfield Tennis Center. Duke has now won three matches in a row and is 3-2 overall. 

Carolina seized the early momentum with a victory in the doubles point. The Tar Heels got wins from Oystein Steiro and Nelson Vick at #2 doubles and the 

freshman tandem of Ronnie Schneider and Jack Murray at #3 doubles. 

But the Tar Heels were not able to maintain the momentum through singles against a lineup that features four nationally-ranked players. 

UNC dropped straight set singles matches at #2, #3, #4, and #6 singles. Senior Nelson Vick earned the sole singles point fro Carolina as he defeated #77 Josh Levine 

at #5 singles 6-1, 6-3. At the #1 spot, UNC freshman Brayden Schnur and Duke’s Michael Redlicki were in a third set when the match was suspended after the Blue 

Devils clinched the team point. 

The #42-ranked Tar Heels will now face a string of three more ranked opponents in a row. Carolina hosts #22 Illinois next Saturday in Chapel Hill, visits #47 

Louisville the following Wednesday and then hosts #38 TCU on Sunday, February 9. 

#17 Duke 4, #42 North Carolina 2 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority Of Matches Earns One Team Point) 

Order of match finish: (3,2) 

Notes: Tiebreakers played at 5-5 

1. Michael Redlicki and Jason Tahir (DU) vs. Brett Clark and Brayden Schnur (UNC), 5-5 (1-0), unfinished 

2. #50 Oystein Steiro and Nelson Vick (UNC), d. Bruno Semesnzato and Raphael Hemmeler (DU), 6-3 

3. Jack Murray and Ronnie Schneider (UNC) d. Cale Hammond and Fred Saba (DU), 6-3 

Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match finish: (6,5,3,4,2) 

1. #29 Michael Redlicki (DU) vs. Brayden Schnur (UNC), 6-5 (7-2), 4-6, 1-0, unfinished 

2. Fred Saba (DU) d. #17 Ronnie Schneider (UNC), 6-4, 6-4 

3. #52 Jason Tahir d. #36 Brett Clark (UNC), 6-3, 6-2 

4. #95 Bruno Semenzato (DU) d. Oystein Steiro (UNC), 6-3, 6-3 

5. Nelson Vick (UNC) d. #77 Josh Levine (DU), 6-1, 6-3 

6. Raphael Hemmeler (DU) d. Jack Murray (UNC), 6-0, 6-4 

Team Records: North Carolina (5-1), Duke (3-2) 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

;(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, Januao~ 26, 2014 11:39 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

At the 56th annual Grammy Awards, Daft Punk’s"Ra~dom Access Memories" wins the Grmnmy for ~lbum of the ye~x. 

Lorde takes home the song of the year Grammy for "Royals." 

Best new artist at the 2014 Grammys goes to Macklemore & Rym~ Lewis. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 8:52 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

U.S. Rep. Trey Radel, R-Florida, plans to resign today, a senior Republican leadership aide told CNN’s Deirdre Walsh mad Paul Steinhauser. 

The freshman lawmaker recently returned to Capitol Hill from a leave of absence after pleading guilty, last fall to cocaine possession. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 11:23 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

News ti’om the Champaign County Chamber of Commerce 

Monday, January 27 

Thursday, February 20 

Monday, January 27 

Friday, February 7 

Connect _@. Lunch 

ATHENA Awards Luncheon 

Connect ~,, Lunch 

First Friday Coffee, hosted by Wells Fargo Advisors 

Tuesday, February 6 Business Success Seminar presented by Chesser Financial 

Tuesday, February 11 __E__t_!__q__u___e_~_e_____S___e__r_!__e__s_____b__e_g_!_n___s_. 

Check this week’s ~eF~ber~to-~e~be~ N~V~’~ 

Get this week’s featured business advice from BiGG Success (Chamber cede: champaign2720) 





Forward this email 

This email was sent [o ille@iili~lois.edu by chamber@champaiqncountv.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy, 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W. Kirby Ave. :: Champaign 61820 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 9:27 PM 

vinceille@att.net 

CNN BREAKING NEWS: Five- StaJr DB recruit Bert to make college selection live. Willingscam gives him her coveted "seal of approval" 

cerli~iug his reading level. Sources at both NC State and Kentucky co~t]nn that Be(t will be "smaxtesl recruit in our cla... 

Created using Pic Collage. http:i/pic-collage.com 

....~ ~., On se ~:h~e most trusted !same }r~ news, Now, ~:h÷ 
most ~.~.g~,: ::,!~..a:b:~;~ name amor~g peopie who say tib~ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 3:20 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Folk singer and political activist Pete Seeger has died at the age of 94 of namraJ causes, his grandson Kitama Cahill Jackson told CNN. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 6:06 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President Obama roll announce that he will use an executive order to raise the minimmn wage for new federal contract workers during the State of the Union speech, 

according to a statement from the White House. 

The executive action roll increase the federal minimum wage to $10.10 for new federal contractors. The president roll also call on Congress to pass the Harkin-Miller 

bill that wonld increase the federal miNmum wage to $10.10. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?lm_extbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, January, 28, 2014 6:30 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President B~:rack Obmna, in his State of the Union address tonight, roll malce an impassioned plea for comprehensive i~nmigration reform, a source fanfili~x ruth the 

speech tells CNN Senior White House Correspondent Jim Acosta. 

The President roll not attack congressional Republicans for not acting on it in 2013, according to the source. However, he will make an argument for why it m~£es 

good economic sense. 

Separately, the Presidem is also expected to unveil a proposal for a new Upe of account that allows Americans to save lbr retirement. Details of the plan were not 

immediately available. 

You can watch the State of the Union speech live, starting at 9 p.m. ET on your mobile device, CNN.com and CNN TV. We’ll also be live blogging it at CNN.com. 

And follow along ruth CNN’s Peter Hamby, Republican strategist Tim Miller ~ld former Obama spokesman Tommy Vietor as they provide running perspective. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 8:46 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President Bmack Obama will call for "a ye~:r of action" in his State of the Union address tonight~ according to excerpts released in advance by the White House. 

"That’s what most Americans want -- for all of us in this chamber to focus on their lives, their hopes, their aspirations," he roll say. 

The President will oiler what he calls "concrete, practical proposals" for economic grm~th and enhanced oppol~nity, according to the transcripts. While some of his 

ideas will require congressional action, he has vowed to accomplish parts of his agenda mthout Congress. 

"Wherever and whenever I can taJ~e steps without legislation to expand opportanity ti~r more American thmilies, that’s Mint I’m going to do," Obama will say. 

Obama thiled to get any of his top 2013 State of the Union priorities -- a jobs program, gun control and sweeping immigration reform -- through Congress. He goes 

into tonight’s speech with only a 43% job-approval rating. The President hopes to use this State of the Union speech to rebuild his standing enough to tome action on 

some of his priorities. 

You can watch the State of the Union speech live starting at 9 p.m. ET on your mobile device, CNN.coIn and CNN TV. We’ll also be live blogging it at CNN.com. 

And follow along with CNN’s Peter Hamby, RepuNican strategist Tim Miller and former Obema spokesman Tommy Victor as they provide running perspective. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps tbr iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mo~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ino~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta. GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:11 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

another denver product 

http:!!www.nusports.com!sports!m-footbl!mtt!kain,..colter..,648905.htm_l 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:31 AIVI 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed said today that he believes it was a mistake for businesses and schools to lelease people early at roughly the stone time as Tuesday’s snow 

hit the area. He said doing so contributed to the massive gridlock that str~lded Inotorists for hours. 

"I said immediately yesterday that releasing all of these folks was not the right way to go," Reed said in a tes~’ exchange with CNN’s Carol Costello. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:35 AIVI 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: m~other denver product 

He went to Cherry Creel<. Consider the source. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 20:14 :l.0::l.:l AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ilia, Vince 
Subject: another denver product 

http://www.nusports.com/sports/m-footbl/mtt/kain_colter_648905.html 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 11:16 AIVI 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

The North Face End-of-Season Sale’. 

M y ACCOURt Help 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE    
~ Facebook]~ ~iYouTube i~ii Pinterest i~ Ins~agram 

Free Shipping on Shoes & Clothes*- Plus, Free Shipping On Orders of $49 or More~ 

20-40% OFF - The Nolt~ Face - End-of-Season-Sale - SAVE NOW >~ - THE NORTH FACE 

QUICK 
LINKS 

B IC"( C:L i N G 

FOO%",; EA R       BASKETBALL 

RUNNING j i~i 
TENNIS ~ FOOTBAt.L 

Ji~i 

LACROSSE 

WOIv1ENS 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

Privacy Polic~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSF Grant Application Mentor --~Joseph.Franklin@principalinvesiigators.org> 

Wednesday, Januagr-29, 2014 11:25 AlVl 

ille@nmc.edu 

NSF Grant Writing Strategies: Remain Reviewer-Centered for Optimal Results 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Success gy Remair irN Reviewer° 
Cer tered  Here’s How 

A successful NSF grant proposal is built on more than just good ideas 
from a good scientist. It requires a deep understanding of NSF’s priorities, 
as articulated in the unique and specific merit criteria. While no proposal 
can succeed without impressing reviewers with its intellectual merit, the 
broader impacts criterion provides investigators with opportunities to think 
creatively about engagement, outreach, and benefits resulting from their 
research. 

With those criteria constantly in mind, writing for reviewers and no one 
else, you can position your proposal for success in a famously 
competitive environment. 

Here are some strategies for remaining reviewer=centered as you 
begin to write your proposal, 

Think like a reviewer, and write with the reviewer in mind. As you 
read your drafts, read them like a reviewer. When you ask colleagues to 

read drafts, ask them to think like a reviewer at NSF, and seek those 
who will know what this means. 

Help the reviewer find what he/she is looking for. The reviewer 
knows the merit criteria as well as you do, and she is looking for 
evidence of intellectual merit (significance of the project, qualifications 
of the PI, resources available) and broader impacts. Be explicit in 
pointing these things out, and don’t worry about stating the obvious. 
For one thing, the key components may not be as obvious as you think. 
But more importantly, your goal is to make the reviewer’s job easy. 
Use the words that you know she is looking for: significance, impact, 
inclusive, underrepresented, resources, hypothesis, benefits, outreach. 

Ni NSF GrantApplication Mentor: 
¯ An Educational How-to Manual 

This unique 217-page manual 
coaches you on how to optimally 
prepare the vital components of 
your NSF grant application... 

one section at a time! 

SAVE $40~ NOW + FREE 
NSF GRANT WEBCAST 

L~RARY WidTH YOUR ORDER[ 
Read more be~ow,.o 

Michael Lesiecki, Ph.D., has been a PI and ~viewer of numerous NSF grants. He estimates that the typical NSF 
reviewer assesses 10 to 12 proposals, spending 90 to 120 minutes on each. The PD, who ultimately decides the fate of 
your application, is a busy professional like you; in fact he or she may be an academic scientist serving at NSF for just a 
year or two. You cannot assume that the reviewer can or will spend the time to discover the important facets of your 
project. It is up to you to help the reviewer see why your proposal should be funded. 

Write in the language of your discipline, expert to expert. You are talking to a fellow scientist, and one of your 
goals is to communicate the fact that you are an expert in the field. This is not a r~view article; your audience is (or 
should be) a group of experts. 

Think of ways to grab your reviewer’s attention. For example, highlight the urgency of your question, and/or the 
significance of the outcomes of your activities. 

Mention deficits (in knowledge, resources, or opportunities) that will be erased by your project. Use italics to emphasize 
creative or transformative aspects of your approach or to draw attention to the development of a new outreach program. 

If you combine those strategies with the specific knowledge you have obtained regarding your reviewers, you can 
establish a reviewer-centered approach to your project design and to your proposal. It is hard to overstate the benefits of 
this way of thinking about an NSF grant application. 

Limited~Time Offer Unti~ JarL 30tire! 

Purchase the 217-pg. NSF Gran~ Application Nlen~or Manual in PDF format 

at the special rate of 0NL~$299! (Reg. Price $699). Print version only $75 more. 



BONUS! Order your manual today and receive the 

NSF Grant Application Webcast Library, including 
7 Webcasts in MP4 format, absolutely FREE! 

(a $179 value). 

Order today! 3 convenient ways: Online, Phone: 800-303-0129 ext. 506, or by FAX. 

Forward to a friend. 

~i Principal Investigators 

...... Association 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 11:49 AIVI 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Af[er firs~t defending his actions, Rep. Michael Grimln, R-New York, apologized today lbr physically threatening a NY1 News reporter at tile U.S. Capitol. 

"@iepmichaelgrimm called to apologize. He said he ’overreacted.’ I accepted his apology," the reporter, Michael Scotto, tweeted. 

Grimm stormed offTuesday night when Scotto Ned to ask him questions about campaign finance allegations against the lawmaker. After Scutto said on camera Grimm 

had refused to talk to him, Grimm surged toward the reporter and said: "Let me be clear to you: If you ever do that to me again, I’ll throw you offthis f***ing balcony." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 29, 2014 12:31 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Georgia Gov. Nathan Deal said National Guard troops and state police will escort buses to take home some 2,400 children s~lck in Atlanta-area schools after 

Tuesday’s snowstorm that tmralyzed area roads. 

The ffmdents will be "transported as soon as possible back to their homes," DeaJ said. 

Deal said the state government roll close again on Thursday becanse of treacherous road conditions. He asked people to stay offthe roads to give crews time to clear 

them. 

One person died and 130 were injured in Georgia in Tuesday’s storm. At least 1,254 accidents were reported. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelsey Omlin <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:50 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Don’t Miss Out on Two Must-See Webinars! 

#1 : Navigating The Challenges of Cross-Border Whistleblower Investigations > 

#2: Top 10 Ethics & Compliance Predictions & Recommendations for 2014 > 

Investigating whistleblower allegations can be challenging 
~i Navex 

enough, but when the allegations involve witnesses and ...... 
documents around the globe, the complexity multiplies 
exponentially. In cross-border investigations, lawyers, 
compliance professionals and business executives must 
address a wide range of issues absent from purely domestic 
investigations, such as compliance with local data protection 
laws, different rules for gathering evidence and interviewing 
witnesses, restrictions on the scope of attorney-client 
privilege and cultural and language differences. 

In this webinar, Littler’s Phil Gordon and NAVEX GIobal’s 
Andy Foose will address some of the most vexing 
challenges of cross-border investigations and provide key 
insights to help you navigate through the process. 

Date: February 6, 2014 
Time: 10;00 AI’~ PT/1:00 PM ET 
Cost: Complimentary 

Register Now 

#2: Top i 0 ii~thi¢.s & Comf.~ii.~’,.I~c~=. I:>~~dictio..’-’..s ~!;., R~c~,,"qm~c/~,’,’.i~:~l~s ".,%,," 2014 

Another year has come to a close, and it’s time once again 
x Navex 

to step back, review the past year and identify key trends 
with an eye towards planning for the year ahead. 

To help, we’ve asked industry experts, our colleagues at 
NAVEX Global and ethics and compliance officers from 
across our more than 8,000 clients to identify key events 
and topics from 2013 that will likely have an impact on ethics 
and compliance throughout 2014. Join Carrie Penman and 
Ed Petty, both of NAVEX Global’s Advisory Services division, 
to discuss these top trends and provide insight on what you 
can do to prepare. 

Date: February t3, 2014 
Time: t0:00 AtVt PTi 1:00 P~ ET 
Cost: Complimentary 



Register Now 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:10 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Royal Caribbean cruise ship Explorer of the Seas, on which nearly 700 crew Inembers and passengers fell ill, returned home today to Bayonne, New Jersey. 

It was the largest case of sick people reported on any cruise ship in two decades. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Price College of Business <PRICECOLLEGE-L@LISTS.OU.EDU~ on behalf of 

OU Price College <pricecollege@OU.EDU> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 2:18 PM 

PRICECOLLEGE-L@LISTS.OU.EDU 

OU Price College of Business E-News Spring 2014 

Home I Forward to a Friend I Submit a Class Note 

A note Item lnterm:t Dean Daniel Pullm 

Price College has enjoyed an exciting start to the year. On the heels of our Sooners’ triumph in the 

Sugar Bowl, everyone seems to have a little extra spring in their step as we returned to classes this 

month. In our spring e-newsletter, you’ll find just a few of our advancements over the past few 

months... Read more 

bri~ C~eg~ !auncn~ Exe~uuve M~A in E~ergy program 

David Boren 

Presidenl Bore~ fea|ured speaker at Adams Society dinner 

More than 200 current and new members were honored Nov. 15 during the 

fourth annual Arthur B. Adams Society dinner at the Sam Noble Oklahoma 

Museum of Natural History. 

Women in Business 

Leade~hip Conference Conference encourages :Fearless leadership 

The .1CPenney Leadership Program hosted its inaugural Women in Business 

Leadership Conference on Nov. 1. The theme -- "Fearless Leadership: 

Encouraging the New Generation of Women Business Leaders." 



~ii Matthew Jerlsen 

Price prof, OU developers’ scoop serions video game honor 

Price Assistant Professor Matthew .lensen was part of a winning team of OU 

developers at the Eighth Annual Serious Games Showcase and Challenge in 

Orlando, Fla, 

~:i Hannah Keliogg 
Management student recognized as Outstanding Senior 

Hannah Kellogg, a senior majoring in management and minoring in economics, 

was named Price College’s Outstanding Senior. Price is a nexus for development 

and learning, she says. 

~eve!Opment 0 u~ureb~siness!eade~sand Sch~!a h~ughaninn0va~i~andengag!ng 

~d~ti~n~lexp~i~i,formed by!eadingedgeRsearch~ 

i::: m ~!i~i : pricecollege@ou.edu 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:10 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: This Week @IlliniAthledcs 

Thanks for sharing. Can you keep passing these along to me when you get them? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Senti Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:47 PM 
Te: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: This Week @IlliniAthletics 

From: Fighting I-Mail 
Senti Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: This Week @IlliniAthletics 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 29, 2014 5:49 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Din-ion Agnilax, who killed two people and then himself at a Ma~’land mall this past weeken& had written in his personal journal about ldlling people, Howmd CounF 

police have reveaJed. 

Aguilar also wrote that he was apologizing to his family "for what he was planning to do," accoMing to police. Aguilar wrote that he had a plan set, but did not write 

what that plan wc~s or mention whether it t~cgeted anyone specifically. 

Aguilar aJso wrote of needing the help ofa menlal health professional, a need he had not disclosed to his family. He also "expresses thoughts of wanting to die and ~ys 

he is ready to die. tte expresses a general hatred of others," according to police. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv" 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH SBIR Grant News <edito@principalinves~dgators.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 7:30 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

New NIH SBIR Grant Manual Helps Reseaxchers Increase Their Funding Chances, Beat the Competition 

Click here to view mobile version. 

i~ii Principal l .... tigators Association 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

New SBf R Grant Manua  He ps 
Researchers  r crease Their Funding 
Char ces, Beat the Competition 
Jan. 30, 2014--Bonita Springs, FL. Principal Investigators Association (PIA) 

announces the release of the NIH SBIR Grant A#plication mentor: An 
Educational How-to Manual fst Edition. 

This 207 page manual has been carefully designed to guide researchers 
through the SBIR program application process, with the goal of positioning their 
proposal ahead of the competition, and in the best place possible for funding 
consideration. While the SBIR program has a total of three phases, Phase I 

will be covered in detail with reference to Phase II, since these are the 
two phases that directly involve applying to government agencies for funding. 

Each section oftNs manual instructs on a separate, essential part of the SBIR 
grant application process. This includes expert advice for developing the Project 
Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, Environment section and Research Plan. 
Insider strategies will also help ensure the Research Strategy addresses the 
project’s Innovation, Significance, Approach and Overall Impact successfully. 

NII NIH SBIR Grant Application mentor: 

..... An Educational How-to Manual. 1st 

Edition 

Who Will Benefit from This Manual? 

Principal Investigators, Research Analysts, Small Business Research Personnel, Research Professors and Research 
Managers, plus any other key proposal team members. 

About the Author, John W. Ludlow, Ph.D: 

Dr. Ludlow began his academic faculty career at the University of Rochester (NY) in 1991, with appointments in the 
department of biochemistry at the medical school and the university’s cancer research center. During this time he maintained 
an independently funded t~search laboratory training graduate students and post doctoral fellows in the area of tumor 
suppressor gene expression, protein structure, and function. Funding for his laboratory came from a variety of sources, 
including the NIH, the American Cancer Society, and private foundations. Dr. Ludlow began working in the commercial 
biotechnology sector in 2000, developing and managing research and pre-clinical programs for cell therapy and tissue 
engineered products, where he has continued to compete in, and advise on, multiple NIH award programs. 

Introductory Rate: 

The NIH SBIR Grant Application mentor: An Educational How-to Manual, 1st Edition is currently available at an introductory 

rate until Feb. t4th. A print version is also available= To preview all sections of this new manual, please click here. 

PIA is an independent organization that helps scientists in all fields master their operational and financial challenges. 

For additional information, visit PIA’s website, or call 800-303-0129 ext. 506. 

Reference Code: SBIR-013014 

this: [] [] [] 

Forwaxd to a thend. 

This instructional manual is independent and not connected with, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF. All opinions expressed are those of the authors and not 



of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 

9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 8:39 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An early morning house fire is believed to have killed nine members of an 11-~nember Kentucky i:axnily, including severdl children, a county coroner said. 

Five bodies have been recovered from the rural home in Greenville, where a couple and nine children -- ranging in age from 4 to 15 -- lived, Mnhlenberg Count1 

Coroner Tony Armour said. Four others are presumed dead. 

Two people -- the children’s father, Chad J. Watson, 36, and an 11-year-old child -- were taken to a Nashville, Tennessee, hospital with severe bums, Armour said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones & Bartlett Learning <info@jbleaming.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 8:57 AM 

i]le@llinois.edu 

See What’s New and Notable in Nutrition 

JONES & BARTLETT PUBLISHERS 

Look to Jones & Bartlett Learning for the Perfect Texts and 
Resources for Your Nutrition Course 

Don’t see what you’re Iookin9 ~o~? 

Contact you[ Accouf~t .%_~*cialist to consuR on our fu~l list of titles with#~ Nutrition & Dietetics, 

J 

Browse all Nulrition & Dietetics Curriculum Resou~°ces 



JL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trust Sport Conditioning <mistsportconditioning@twistconditioning.ccsend.com7 

Thursday, JanuaD, 30, 2014 10:07 AIVI 

ille@llinois.edu 

Trigger Point Perfonnoa~ce -Canadian Education Update 2014 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ii~2ii TPTHeader 

EDUCATION UPDATE & NEW COURSES FOR 2014 



As Trigger Point Perfot~nance’s Education Provider in Canada, 
Twist Npor~ Camdltloning is pleased to unveil the NEW Professional Education Platform for 9o14. 

After a massive year of growth in the US with TPPT Education and course offerings, we are excited to 
lead the charge in introducing their new courses here in Canada to fitness and allied health professionals, 
dubs and commercial facilities, sports teams and athletes, and the fitness consumer interested in keeping 

their body healthy and injmy free! 

The NEW Level i and Level 9 courses will be rolled out through 

,~:.7~ ~ ~ ~ ~:7:: ii ~ ~:~ :::~::::: ~ >:ii.:~.:::~:. :::: ~:.~ ~ i ~:> ~:. ::i~ ~ ~ ~:<:i i,::~ that will run in Toronto on March 92nd-24th and in 
Vancouver in late Spring. If you are interested in becoming a TPPT Master Trainer, and are a fitness 

or health and wellness professional, recognized in your field and community, and are familiar with the 
Trigger Point Performance products and methodology, we encourage you to submit your application 
today. 
Please E mail Kennedy Ix~dato, Twist Live Education C.~ordinator at 
klodato@I~-isteondifloning, emn for more details. 

SEE OUR UPCOMING COURSE CALENDAR FOR COURSES 
COMING TO YOUR AREA SOON! 



i.~.i TPPT New Course Banners 2014 



Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to ille@iilinois.edu by ]earn@twistconditioninq.com 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt iemeval ~’¢itil SafeUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Polic~’. 

Twist Conditioning :: Unit 12-1225 East Keith Road :: North Vancouver BC :: VT] 113 Canada 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 11:31 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

U.S. Rep. HeW Waxanan, a Democrat who has represented a California district in the House for four decades, announced today that he will not run for re-election. 

Wa~anan, 74, is the ranking member of the House Energy and Commerce Committee. 

"In 1974, I am~ounced my firs~t campaign for Congress," he said in a statement. "Today, I am announcing that I have run my last cmnpaign. I will not seek re-election to 

the Congless and roll leave after 40 years in office at the end of tlais year." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January, 30, 2014 11:42 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Pop stm Justin Bieber tested positive for Xauax and marijuana in a uriue- sample test taken after his axlest on suspicion of driving under the influence iu Florida last 

wee~ Miami Beach police said. 

Police previously said Bieber admitted to drinking, using marijuana and taking prescription pills before his JanuaD~ 23 anes~t. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 12:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Out of Otfice: Job at Texas 

Thank you for your message. I will be out of= the office until Monday February 3rd. I will respond to your email as soon as I am able. 
Brad Hostetter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 1:39 PM 

ille@nmc.edu 

RE: Limited Tickeks Remain for Men’s Basketball Bedlam on Monday 

Does Nebraska have one 1 can sign up for instead? 

From: ille@uiuc.edu [mailto:ille@uiuc,edu] 
SeBt: Thursday, January 30, 20114 J~2:04 PM 
T~: Pogge, Paul 
$,,bject," Limited Tickets Remain for Men’s Basketball Bedlam on Monday 

You cm~ sign up to ~eceive these m~d other information from OU. Thanks, Vince. 

:: ~:+:; :: Im mediate Care of Oklahoma 

Send this message to a friend I By unsubscribing you will no longer receive any emails from OU Athletics including the 

BoomerBlast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 2:00 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Georgia Gov. Nathan Deal today apologized to people who were stranded on roadways and to the parents whose children had to stay overnight in schools a£ter 

Tuesday’s snowfall. 

"As a parent, I certainly understand how someone would feel if their child was either on a school bus or at a school and unable to come back home," Deal told 

reporters. 

"The buck stops with me," Deal said at a news conference in Atlanta. 

"Our preparation was not adequate," the governor added. "I accept responsibility fi~r that." 

He sa~d he has ordered an internal review by "all agencies involved in this process," and he will accept offers of external review by outside agencies. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-ma~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ina~l alerts, go to: http:#cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

todd@campdvds.com on behalf of 

Camp Marketing Pros <todd@campdvds.com> 

Thnrsday, Jmmary 30, 2014 2:17 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Is Your Website Mobile’? 



Forward this email 

This emaii was sent to i[le@iilinois,ed~i by todd@campdvds.com 

Update Prof:ile/Email Addiess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Piivacy Policy, 

Camp Marketing Pros :: 1000 N. Division St. :: Suite 2C Peekskill :: NY 10566 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 2:28 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

U.S. Attorney GeneraJ~ Eric Holder today authorized the government to seek the death penalty against Boston Marathon bombing suspect Dzhok~x Tsarnaev. 

"After consideration of the relevant facts, the applicable regulations and the submissions made by the defendant’s counsel, I have determined that the United States 

seek the death penalty in this matter. The nature of the conduct at issue and the resultant harm compel this decision," Holder ,said in a statement. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Akadema Inc. <task~akademapro.com> 

Thursday, JanuaO, 30, 2014 3:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Its Crunch Time.....loin Akadema’s Unitbrm Sponsorship 

Akadema 
...... Story 

’AGame’ ii~:~iI ~o~c~n~r Akadema ’ i;:*:;i The i2i Akadema 
...... Gear :": i ...... ’A ....... Store 

[~ Sponsorsh 

Ips 

Free Uniform Offer 



Get Your Team Sponsored... And Save Big 
Akadema is offering sponsorships for 2014 season. ~FREE UN~I=ORMS along with 
huge discounts (close to 35% off) on package deals (cage jackets, fleece pullovers, 

performance shirts, shorts, bat bags, etc). 

Save your team or Organization hundreds, if not, thousands of dollars on purchases. 
Have your own Team Spirit Wear website developed for team/family purchases for 

ease of use and access. Use Team Spirit Wear website proceeds as a fundraiser for 
other team expenses (travel, tournaments, equipment, training, etc) 

If you’re tired of rising costs and declining quality, then Act Now... Akadema equipment 
and apparel are of the highest quality and at a price that will help put money back in 

your team and parents pockets!! 
To learn more: follow link and fill out sponso~ship form: 

SponsorshjlO Form 

One of our salesmen will reach out to you, or Call Us at 973-304-1470 and speak with 
one of our Sales Representatives. 

Thank you, 
Team Akadema 

Due to thousa~d,s of i~}quiries 

not all spor~sorst~ips will be accepted or answered. 

Save Big Or~ These Other Team Products 

Team Bats 

Catcher’s Gear 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January, 30, 2014 4:05 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

EXCLUSIVE: President Barack Obama told CNN’s Jake Tapper on Thursday that some of the country’s largest corporations have signed on to a White House plan 

to boost the hiriug of the long-term unemployed. The President roll make a formal announcement on Friday. 

"What we have done is to gather together 300 companies, just to start with, including some of the top 50 companies in the country, companies like ~Valmart, and 

Apple, Ford and others, to say: Let’s establish best practices," Obama said in the exclusive interview, which roll air on CNN over the next two days. 

Obamds move is in line ruth his pledge to use executive action on his ageuda items that he hasn’t beeu able to get through Congress. The President announced on 

Tuesday that he was boosting the minimum wage tbr employees oft~deral government contractors through executive action. 

Tapper’s interview airs ou CNN’s "New Day" at 6 a.m. ET on Friday and will rm~ in full on "The Lead ruth Jake Tapper" at 4 p.m. on Friday. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com aud CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive tNs e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Inail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cun.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakiugnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, January, 30, 2014 4:15 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An Italian appeals court convicted former exchange stadent Amanda Knox and her ex-bo54"riend Rafiiaele Sollecito on murder chaxges today. 

Prosecutors said the couple had killed Meredith Kercher in 2007. 

They were convicted two years later of murder, but that conviction was overturned on appeal in 2011. 

It is unlikely Knox, who lives in Seattle, Washington, will return to Italy to ~rve additional prison time because U.S. law dictates that a person cannot be tried twice on 

the same charge, a legal expert tells CNN. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 6:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Women’s Basketball Hosts Bedlam Saturday 

q’hanks for sharing. Keep them coming! 

Paul 

Frem: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 20:!.4 4:58 PN 
"re; Pogge, Paul 

S,,bject; FW: Women’s Basketball Hosts Bedlam Saturday 

Frem; OU Athletics [mailto:reNy-91@pacmail.em.marketinqhq.net] 
Sent; Thursday, January 30, 20:!.4 4:57 PN 

To: ille@uiuc.edu 
Subject: Women’s Basketball Hosts Bedlam Saturday 

Send this messaqe to a friend I Use this link to update your profile or to unsubscribe By unsubscribing you will no longer receive 

any emails from OU Athletics including the BoomerBlast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AMPU <mail@infoportinfo.info> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 8:37 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Community & educational development 

PRESS RELEASE 
The Federal Grants and Loans Directory is now available. Our new and revised 

2014 edition contains more than 2800 financial programs, subsidies, scholarships, 
grants and loans offered by the US federal government. 

In addition you will also have access to over 2400 programs funded by private 
corporations and foundations. That is over 5200 programs available through 

various sources of financial providing organizations. 
NEW: You will also have access to our live Database that is updated on a daily 

basis. This product also provides daily email alerts as programs are announced. 
The Database is also available with IP recognition. This allows you to Iogin 

without a username or password (Great for libraries or educational institutions 

who want their users to access the database). 
Businesses, students, researchers, scientists, teachers, doctors, private individuals, 
municipalities, government departments, educational institutions, law enforcement 
agencies, nonpr~fits, foundations and associations will find a wealth of information 

that will help them with their new ventures or existing projects. 
The document is a fully searchable PDF file for easy access to your particular 

needs and interests. Simply enter your keywords to search through the publication. 
it is the perfect tool for libraries and educational institutions to use as a 

reference guide for students who require funds to pursue their education. 

Contents of the Directory: 
-Web link to program announcement page 

-Web link to Federal agency or foundation administering the program 
-Authorization upon which a program is based 

-Objectives and goals of the program 
-Types of financial assistance offered under a program 

-Uses and restrictions placed upon a program 
-Eligibility requirements 

-Application and award process 
-Regulations, guidelines and literature r~levant to a program 

-Information contacts at the headquarters, regional, and local offices 
-Programs that are related based upon program objectives and uses 

Programs in the Catalog provide a wide range of benefits and services 
for categories such as: 

Agriculture 
Business and Commerce 
Community Development 

Consumer Protection 
Cultural Affairs 

Disaster Prevention and Relief 
Education 

Employment, Labor and Training 
Energy 

Environmental Quality 
Food and Nutrition 

Health 
Housing 

income Security and Social Services 

information and Statistics 
Law, Justice, and Legal Services 

Natural Resources 
Regional Development 

Science and Technology 
Transportation 

CD version: $69.95 
Printed version: $149.95 

To order please call: 1 (866) 645-1051 

Please do not reply to the sender’s email address as this address is only for outgoing mail. 
If you do not wish to receive information from us in the future please reply here: 

rem(~.bcstcom.com 
This is a CANSPAM ACT compliant advertising broadcast sent by: 

AMPU, 4044 W. Lake Mary Blvd., Unit # 104-221, Lake Mary, FL, 32746-2012 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 3 l, 2014 5:46 AIVI 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Just days a£ter his State of the Union address in Milch lie called for Congress to find common ground with him, Presidem Barack Obalna sounded less than confidem 

that they could find that colnmon ground. 

"I think there are some issues where it’s going to be hard for them to move forward," Obama said of congressional Republicans, "and I am going to reach outto them 

and say. ’Here are my best ideas, I want to hear yours,’ " Obama told CNN Chief Washington Correspondent Jake Tapper in an inteladew airing today. 

"In no way are my expectations diminished or my mnbifions diminished. But what is obviously true is we’ve got a divided government right now," Obama told Tapper. 

The president also discuses whether he can work with Republicans on immigration, whether the Sochi games are safe and legalizing marijuana. Portions of the 
interview air on "New Day" at 6 a.m. ET and roll run in lull on "The Lead with Jake Tapper" at 4 p.m. ET. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richal~l Vance, PhD <Richard=Vance@principalinvesligators.org> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 6:55 AIVI 

ille@nmc.edu 

Last Chance Writing in Science and Medicine: How to Impress the Most Demanding Audiences 

Click here to view mobile version. 

NEW! Scientific and Medical Writing Pack for Investigators 

"Complex science does NOT have to equal complex wdting,, says published author, Dr. Christopher Dant. "Unfortunately, 
many scientists end up with rejections from a journal or from a funding agency because of confused and disorganized 

writing, which delays the dissemination of important scientific findings to their colleagues." 

Becoming a skilled author can be challenging for many scientists. But with the right tools, and some insider guidance, you 

too can begin crafting powerful written pieces that meet the requirements of your most demanding audiences. 

Inside this Educational Pack, you will find step-by-step guidance and writing examples applicable to grants, journals and 
everyday communications; expert guidance on what you should and should not include in your own writing; and exercises 
to get you one step closer to becoming a scientific writing expert. Read below to learn more about what’s included in 
your pack! 

90-pg. How-to Guide: 
Writing in Science 
and Medicine: 
The Investigator’s 
Guide to Writing 
For Clarity and Style 

This 90-.page guide has been 
designed to help investigators, in any field, understand 
the mot of poor writing, identify red flags within their own 
writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces 
that meet the requirements of the most demanding 
audiences within their professional careers. It includes: 

Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, 

But Forgot About 

What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might 

Be Your Own Worst Enemy 

Saying More with Less: The Power of 

Conciseness 

Howto Impress Your Readers With Less 

Pompous Writing 

Howto Keep Reviewers’ Focus on the 

Bcience, Not Your Grammar 

The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 

Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why 

These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and 
Medical Writing 

Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 

Before and After: Detailed Examples Show 

Which Revisions You Should Consider Making 

Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to 

Becoming a Successful Author 

Plus Much More! 

90-Minute Webinar: 
Persuasive Writing 
for Scientists and 
Clinicians: The 
Basics and Beyond 

On-Demand 

Webmar: 

Persuasive Writing 

for Scientists and 

Clinicians: The 

Basi~s and 

Bes~ond 

Many scientists and physicians struggle with their 
writing, whether it be grants, manuscripts, or basic 
communication to their peers. 

Technical ability is obviously crucial to success in any 
scientist’s or clinician’s cm~er, but of equal importance 
is the ability to communicate clearly and effectively= 
Individuals who rise to leadership positions in 
organizations generally do so partly because they can 
express ideas orally and in writing in persuasive, concise 
ways. 

During this inspiring Webinar, your expert presenter will 
examine the basis for unclear writing and offer insightful 
ways scientists can enhance their writing abilities and 
achieve outstanding results. 

5 Key Take=Aways: 

Understanding of why writing is bad and why PIs 

often write poorly (this may not be as obvious as 
you think) 

How to recognize and prevent redundancy in your 

work 

How to write a clear sentence--make every word 

count 

How to write clear paragraphs--the power behind 

proper word usage and beyond 

How to continually improve your writing--new 

approaches that work! 



Formats: Digital (PDF). Print is also available for $30 
more. 

Purchase the Guide only in PDF for $:1.79 OR 
Purchase the educational pack for~.~,’~’~ $249 

>> LEARN MORE 

Formats: 90-minute Webinar available in CD-Rom, MP4 
or PDF TranscripL 

Purchase this Webinar only for $179 OR 
Purchase the educational pack for ~ $249 

>> LEARN MORE 

Limited-Time Offer Until Jan. 31st! 

Order the Science and Medical Writing Educational Pack, including the 
90-pg. writing guide and 90=min. Webinar above (in your preferred formats), 

at a special rate of only $359 $249! 

I.~ii L More .... I .~ii CallNow I .~ii Order Online 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white papers and morel 

Forward to a friend. 

i~ PIA 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 3 l, 2014 8:22 AlVl 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Iu his firs~t interview since entering an alcohol rehabilitation facility two weeks ago, former NBA stair Derails Ro&nan told CNN’s Chris Cuomo that the reason he 

drinks is because he’s bored. 

He said he went to rehab because it "was a great time to come here to reflect and try to put myself at ease, at peace." 

Earlier this month, the colorful basketball Hall of Famer led a team of former NBA players on a trip to North Korea that included playing a game on leader Kim Jong 
Un’s birthday. 

The plwers were criticized for traveling "to the secretive state, a nation accused of hmnan rights abuses. North Korea also ha~s pursued a uuclear program, despite 
ettbrts to halt it by the United States and other Western powers. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com aud CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE awwhem you waut it. 
You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 
Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in "to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 
To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ina~l alerts, go to: http:#cgi.cun.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakiugnews 

One CNN Ceuter Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nero, ark 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:40 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An unkiiown white powder has been found at hotels near the site of the Super Bowl, New Jersey authorities said today, and ha, zal~tous materials teams and a bomb 

squad have responded. 

In New York, authorities als~ were investigating the contents of a letter sent to the Manhattan office of former Mayor Rudy Giuliani, two law enfolcement officials ,said. 

The letter, opened in the mail room, contained white powder, according to law enforcement officials. 

In New Jersey, the site of Sunday’s Super BoM, an unidentified substance was delivered to two hotels in Carlstadt and one in East Ruthertbrd, said Jeanne Baratta, 

chief of s~lt’at "the Bergen County Executive’s Office. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN .com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: hotlis~scout.com 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 2:51 PM 

To: ille@umc.edu 

Subje~’t: Scout.corn: New Commit for Miami (F1) 

Dear ille@uiuc.edu (illinois999), 

There is a new addition to the Maami (F1) cormnit list. You can view it at the following location: 

http://miami.scout.colrda.z?s= 13 &p=9&c=S&toinid=673&Yr=2014 

Thank you, 

Scout.corn 

Scout.corn - Al*vays on our Game 

************************************************ 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure delive~z to your inbox 

This email was sent based on your HotList alert preferences If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic, please modil}- your HotList preferences at: 
http://m~/’.scoutcom/hotlistaspx?s 13&p 16 

If you no longer wish to get any email from us, please update your preferences at: 
https:i/secure.scout.com/a.z?s 143&p 5&c 4 
************************************************* 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:35 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A long-awaited envimranentol report by the government on the proposed Keys~tone oil pipeline indicates the project would have negligible immediate impact on overall 

carbon e~nissions. 

The report released by the State Depaxtment is considered crucial to the Obmna administration’s eventual decision on whether to move folavard with the project. 

Read the story here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 3:46 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The FBI said today that white powder scares at New Jersey hotels near the site of the Super BoM and at the Manhattan office of former Mayor Rudy Giuliani were 

non-hazardous. 

The scares came amid light security before Sunday’s game. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 4:11 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Dow dropped about 150 points on Friday" and 5% for the month for the worst Janumy since 2009. 

The S&P 500 dipped about 3.5% for the month, and the Nasdaq fell nearly 2%. 

Read the story here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

360 Athletics <contac@360athletics.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 5:52 PM 

i~le@llinois.edu 

Free Shipping tbr Super Bowl Weekend 

SATURDAY FEB. 8 
coRE~x waL~ Bou Get-~t-Dooe Boot Comp 

Don’t Get Left In The Mud! Adventure Racing HI[T 

¯ BOSU Double Up Double Down 

~                   BOSU Td-P[ana~ Co~e 

360 Att~ietics i 1283 Ne£h Sere’ice Rd East Linit #4 == Oak:~ille, Ontario L6HIAi’, Canada 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Saturday, Februaw 1, 2014 6:12 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Save on the Best Brands in Skis & Boards! 

M y Account Help 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE    
~ Facebookl~ ~iY°uTube :~ii Pinterest i~ Ins~a9ram 

Free Shippin9 on Ord .... I ,~.9 or More* Plus, Free Shipping On Shoes & Clothes** 

20-60% OFF Skis & Boards - SHOP NOW >> 

The North Face 2014 International Collection- Every Four Years the World C .... Together- SHOP NOW ,, 

StayWarm & Safe-SHOP NOW ,, SAVE 20-60% OFF ORIG1- On Clearance Online & In Store 
While Supplies Last! SHOP NOW ,’> - CLEAR THE GEAR 

GET 5% BACK - SHOP TODAY & GET RBNARDED! MEMBERS GET 5% BACK ON ALL IN-STORE & ONLINE MERCHANDISE. 

Learn More >> - THE LEAGUE BYSPORTSAUTHORITY 

QUICK 
LINKS 

BICYCLING 

FOOT’~&;E~t’,,R --B.&SKETBAL L. -- 

~ 
~ FQO ].2.ALL ’::TENNIS 

--8KI/8 NOWg}O~t’,,RD --WONIENS 



I..A I3ROSSE FISHING!HUHlING 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

Privacy Polcy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Famam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Saturday, February 1,2014 6:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Fammn Street: How Things Handle Disorder 

[ ’~] Link to F ..... Stre 

Posted: 31 Jan 2014 05:00 AN PST 

Nassim Taleb discusses how systems handle disorder and how we can taxonomize them. He also talks about a definition of 

fragility, how to identify fragility, and how the world works. 

-- Brought to you by: CURIOSITY -- A c#rio#s~y #nc~ve~tio~a~ a~ agency ~bat helps Vo# stand 

You are subscribed to emeii updates from Farnam Street 

To step receiving these emaiis, you may unsubscribe now. 

Google inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Goc 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SoccerMercato <Fm-us@Fut bol mercado.com > 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 8:39 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

ProFessional Clubs Seek Coaches 

spacer.giF 

Browse the site 
Reqister 
About FootballMercato 
Latest Transfers News 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hotlis~scout.com 

Saturday, Februa~ 1, 2014 4:33 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

Scout.corn: New Commit for Miami (F1) 

Dear ille@uiuc.edu (illinois999), 

There is a new addition to the Maami (F1) cormnit list. You can view it at the following location: 

http://miami.scout.colrda.z?s= 13 &p=9&c=S&toinid=673&,vr=2014 

Thank you, 

Scout.corn 

Scout.corn - Al~vays on our Game 

************************************************ 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure deliveW to your inbox 

This email was sent based on your HotList alert preferences If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic, please modify your HotList preferences at: 
http://my.scoutcom/hotlistaspx?s 13&p 16 

If you no longer wish to get any el:nail from us, please update your preferences at: 
https:i/secure.scout.com/a.z?s 143&p 5&c 4 
************************************************* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, February 1, 2014 10:26 PM 

Subject: Freshmen Leads Tax Heels Pas~t Fighting Illini 

Freshmen Leads Tar Iteds Past Fighting Illini 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The 36th-ranked North Carolina men’s te~mis teaan earned its biggest win of the season to this point on Saturday, defeating No. 19 Illinois 5-2 at 
Cone-Ke~ffield Temds Center. The victory was highlighted by North Carolina’s talented gronp of fi’eshrnen, who went a perfect 4-0 in singles to seal the win. Wi*Ja the win, 

the ’I’aJc Heels improve to 6-1 onthe season, while Illinois falls to 2-2. 

Newcomer Bray-den Schnur claimed the most significaaat win of his young caa’eer by defeating Illinois’ fourth-ranked .layed Hil~ik in straight sets 6-5(7-5), 6-4 at the No. 1 

singles spot. 

Minutes later, 17*Ja-ra~lked freshnlan Rormie Schneider clinched the victory for the Ta~" Heels with a hard-fought 5-6(5-7), 6-2, 6-2 win at No. 2 singles over Illinois’ 46tb- 
ranked Tim Kopinski. 

Johan Skattnm, a freshman fi’om Norway, capped offCa~olina’s 5-2 victory at No. 6 singles with an impressive 6-5(7-0), 4-6, 6-2 win in his dual-match debut. 

Earlier in the evening, freslunan Jack Murray was the first Tar Heel to em~ a singles win, making quick work of Brian Page 6-2, 6-2 at the No. 4 spot. 

In other singles snatches, Illiaois’ No. 106 Farris Gosea det~ated No. 36 Brett Clark 6-5(7-0), 6-2 and Ca:rolina’s Nelson Vick lost in three sets to Blake Bazaa~dk 

The Fightiag Illini struck tirst in donbles at the No. 1 seed, where the fourth-ranked team of Tim Kopinski and Ross Guignon defeated Caroliaa’s pair of Brayden Schnur 

and Brett Clark by a 6-1 count 

The Tar Iteels’ freshmen duo of Jack Mun’ay and Rormie Schneider countered with a decisive 6-2 victor, over Illinois’ Jaa’ed Itiltzik and Alex Jesse. Esben Itess-Olesen 

and Nelson Vick tbllowed up by sealing the doubles point for Carolina at No. 3, edging Farris Gosea and Blake Bazarnik 6-4 in a closely contested tnatch. 

"Obviously it was a veiN good win tbr us against a really s*a’ong Illinois team," said North Caa’olina head coach Saln Paul. "We started tbur freshmen in the singles lineup, 

so I’m just proud of how our guys fought. It was a total team effort." 

The Tar Iteels will be back in action on Wednesday when they travel to 47th-ra~lked Louisville. The match is set to staa-t at 2:30 p.m. 

#36 North Carolina 5, #19 Illinois 2 

Notes: Tiebreakers now played at 5-5 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority/Of Matches Earns One Team Point) 

Order of match finish: (1,2,3) 

1. #4 Tim Kopinski/Ross Guignon (I LL) d. Brayden Schnur/Brett Clark (UNC), 6-i 

2~ Ronnie Schneider!Jack Murray (UNC) d~ Jared Hilizik/Alex Jesse (I LL), 6-2 

3. Esben Hess-Olesen/Nelson Vick (UNC) d. #27 Farris Gosea/Blake Bazarnik (ILL), 6-4 

Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match finish: (4,3,1,2,5,6) 

L Brayden Schnur (UNC) d. #4 Jared Hiltzik (ILL), 6-5(7-5), 6-4 

2. #17 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) d. #46 Tim Kopinski (ILL), 5-6(5-7), 6-2, 6-2 

3. #I06 Farris Gosea (ILL) d. #36 Brett Clark (UNC), 6-5 (7-0), 6-2 

4. Jack Murray (UNC) d. Brian Page (ILL), 6-2, 6-2 

5. Blake Bazarnik (ILL) d. Nelson rick (UNC), 6-1.3-6, 6-5(5-7) 

6. Johan Skattum (UNC) d. Ross Guignon (ILL), 6-5(7-0), 4-6, 6-2 

Team Records: North Carolina (6-i), lllinois (2-2) 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farnmn Street Brain Food <newslette~thmamstreetblog.com@maJ165.at131 .mcdlv.net> 

Sunday, Februm7 2, 2014 6:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Five Books To Improve Thinking 

8fought to you by: 

"No~ aft who wander are lost 

Start here. 

The most popular article this week was The Power of Introverts in a VVerid That 

What else was interesting? 

~})~..!:!!,~[.T)..~.r.’.:..~.g.~?..it[?..!~?..~L~}..’.*,"..e...~[)i:’.?g -- sheds light on life, love, and our search 

for meaning. When all seems hopeless, why is it that some people push 

forward while others subside? 

I..a~,,’s of Characte; and Pereor’.,alib: --"One of the most valuable personal 

traits is the ability to get along with all kinds of people." 

~};~..[!.~.!~?:’~.y....D..~J~%if?r;L~it -- 10 Rules to Filter BS. 

How Thin~ Handie Disorder-- Nassim Taleb discusses a definition of 

fragility, how to identify fragility, and how the world works. 

Daniel Pink Recommends Five Books to Improve Thinking 

ff you missed last week’s edition--VVnat the most successful people do before 

breakfast, a crash course in building trust from an FBI agent, a simple heuristic to 

recognize charlatans, Daniel Kahneman’s favorite approach for making better 

decisions, 11 rules for critical thinking, and so much more --you can 

i~ere. 

What I’m reading, 

I’ve now bought this book three times I bought it last year and lent it to a friend 

before I had a chance to read it. They never returned it. Then I bought a 

paperback, forgetting that I already had a kindle copy~ The book is on the 

changing role of sales. We’re all in sales. Yes, you too. Do you try’ to persuade 

anyone? Yes? Then you’re in sales. Importantly, we’re moving away from a culture 

where salespeople have an information advantage over buyers. The balance has 

shifted and the implications are worth noting. Information parity changes how you 

should sell. 



Confessions of a Sociopath: A Life ~in Plain ~ 

I loved this book. After reading it, I think we’re all varying degrees of sociopath. 

Like some introverts, sociopaths mimic the way other people behave so they can 

"hide in plain sight." The book takes you into the mind of an intelligent sociopath 

and is hard to put down~ Maybe not a book you want to read in public though, lest 

people get the wrong idea about you. 

Breal~ the \,’Veb wiil ~)iode. Search wii[ be Obsoie[e and 

Good ideas, when taken too far, die under the weight of success. "[VV]e often 

destroy our greatest innovations by the constant pursuit of growth." The book is 

about identifying and understanding breakpoints. In an example, the author 

predicts Facebook will shrink under its own weight. "Nature has a lesson for us if 

we care to listen: the fittest species are typically the smallest. The tiniest insects 

often outlive the largest lumbering animals. Ants, bees, and cockroaches all 

outlived the dinosaurs and will likely outlive our race." 

See the big list of 

Links worth clicking. 

+ The Slee£ Placebo Effect- Thinking that you’ve slept well, even [f you haven’t, 

improves your performance. (Pair with ][!Z#...~i@~S.9.#..9~..8!.~.~IS and the best book 

I’ve read on sleep: 

+ "~d<inrs? -- We misunderstand the relationship between 

happiness and success. In The Ha~oiness Advants~, Sean Achor writes: 

"Happiness is...the precursor to greater success. Every single relationship, 

business and educational outcome improves when the brain is positive first." So 

success follows happiness, not the other way around. 

÷ !~!..£.~<!!.~:..~1~.:8.~:~£.8.(~-}.!#~:- "The research by Brummelman and Dweck shows 

that the effects of praise take root at an early age. And when you give feedback to 

an adult colleague the same patterns may well apply: an overly positive framework 

risks invalidating any concrete feedback you might have. Despite its prevalence, 

the "feedback sandwich" seems to have little effect on performance and, one 

suspects, it may actually cause more harm than good." 

+ .~Z.g#29.~..~:@.9.£~.!..Lm...[~.[9.,Zg...~!.@.~. -- "The prevailing and pervasive attitude is that 

literature matters, it is important, ergo the ultimate value of good art lies in 

something more than mere enjoyment. Something more than pleasure must be at 

stake: some sort of enlightenment, some way in which the work contributes to the 

betterment of self or world. This assumption is mistaken. But it is worth asking why 

we are inclined to fall into this way of thinking." 

÷ The ~££..~.:.0...!~3~!!~cLI}~ from the "Science of a Meaningful Life" in 2013. 

Thankyou. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 2, 2014 2:00 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Oscar-winning actor Philip Seymour Hoffman has been found dead of an aptmrent drag overdose in his Manhattan apoxtlnent, law enforcement sources said Sunday. 

Hoffman received the Academy Award for best actor in the film "Capote." 

He was 46. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <espnpromotions@espnmaJl.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 2, 2014 6:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Get Ready tbr the Big Game 

View this email with images here. 

ii.~ It’s Gametime 

::~ Play along with ESPN Super Bingo and win big! PLAY BINGO NOW 

Play along with ESPN Super Bingo and win big! PLAY BINGO NOW 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 2, 2014 9:56 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Seattle Seahawks have defeated the Denver Broncos 43-8 to win Super Bowl XLVIII. 

Seattle was handed a 2-0 lead on the first play of the game when Denver snapped the ball into the end zone for a safety, m~d the Seahawks never looked back. 

The NFL’s best defense kept the NFL’s best offense offthe scoreboard until there were just 3 seconds left in the third quarter. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Sunday, FebruaD, 2, 2014 10:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Spoiler Alert: Congrats 2013 Cha~npions! 

M % ACCOLmt Help 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE    
~ Facebookl~ ~iY°uTube i~iiPinterest i~ Ins~a9ram 

QUICK 
LINKS 

WOIv1ENS 

i ¯ 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 6:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: The Science of Snowflakes 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 02 Feb 2024, 01:00 A~I PST 

Joe Hanson takes a look at the science of snowflakes. The origin of no two snowflakes being alike comes from Wilson 

Bentley in 1885. He’s right (but for the wrong reasons). 

Snowflakes are symmetrical but they’re not perfect. They are ordered but they are created in disorder. Every 

random branch retells their history, that singular journey they took to get here. And most of all they are fleeting and 

temporary. Even if sometimes they don’t look so unique on the outside, if we look within we can see that they are 

truly unique after all. 

-- Brought to you by: CURIOSITY 
crowded 

You are subscribed to emeil updates [roe Farnam Street 
TO step receMng these emails, you may unsubscribe now 

Google inc., 20 West Kinzie, Chicago H. USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Go( 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Monday, FebruaD, 3, 2014 6:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

$20 Off Your Online Order orS100 or More! 

M ~’ AccoLmt Help 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE    
~ Facebookl~ ~iY°uTube :~ii Pinterest i~ Ins~a9ram 

$20 OFF Your Purchase of $100 or Moral- - Shop Now 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victo@pfincipalinvestigators.org> 

Monday, Februao, 3, 2014 7:00 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

NIH, NSF Funding & Lab Mmmgement Webinars ON SALE’. Lowest Prices, Not to Be Repeated 

PIA Webinar Sale 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Choose any of the 1-2 hour On-Demand Webinars listed below in your preferred format (CD, MP4 or 

PDF Transcript) for only..~,e~’~ .~7~ e~h] Limited-time offer ends Feb. 10th. 

Grants & Funding >>> 

~i Grants&Funding 

Choose from the following Webinars (click to learn more): 

1. NIH Career Development Awards: Which Mechanism 

is Right for You? 

2. NIH K Awards: Taking Your Research Career to New Heights 

3. P0t Grant Proposal From A to Z: Overcoming Organizational Challenges, 
Inspiring Reviewers 

4. Writing the NIH Research Grant: Leveraging Peer Review Advice, Getting 
Noticed, and Winning Your Grant! 

5. NIH Diversity Training Grants: Enhancing Your Research, Promoting 
Diversity 

6. U01 Contracts and Beyond: How to Position Yourself Ahead of the 

Competition 

7. SBIR Phase I Proposal: Determine Which A ecjAoAy To Submit To 

8. HEI Strateqies: How to Get Your Expensive Instrumentation Funded by 
NIH 

9. Top Ten Expert Tips to Attract Foundation/Private Fundinq 

10. NSF Innovation Corps: Competing Successfully for Nodes, Teams and 

Sites 

BEST VALUE~. Purchase all 10 Grants & Funding Webinars for only $379 

(save an extra $400+). LEARN MORE! 

Lab Management >>> 

::X:: Lab Management 

Choose from the following Webinars (click to learn more): 

l. Time Management for Researchers: Getting Your Time Organized and 
Kee in It ThatWa ! 

2. Balancincj Multiple Priorities in the Lab: Maximizing Your Research, 

Teaching and People Skills 

3. Consulting for Biomedical and Biotechnoloqy Companies: Is it Right for 
You? 

4. How to Build a Solid Research Project in the Modern Lab Environment 

5. The Mentoring Relationship: What a Good Mentor Should Know, What 

the Mentee Should Anticipate 

How to Design a High-Impact PowerPoint Presentation: Insider Secrets 
to Make You Shine 

7. The Rise of Core Laboratory Facilities: Creation, Operation, Sustainment 

8. Research, Safety, and Ethical Issues Involving Children and Adolescents 

9. What Journal Editors Want You to Know About Scientific Publishing 

] 0. Practice Based Research: A Pl’s Ultimate Guide 

BEST VALUe! Purchase all 10 Lab Management Webinars for only $329 

(save an extra $450+). LEARN MORE! 

i~ Call 800-30343129 ext. 

506 Mail Your l Order In 



Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white paper and much morel 

Xi PIA 

Forward to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trust Sport Conditioning- Education Team <rwifftsportcondilioning@lsvistcondilioning.ccsend.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 9:09 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

We’re LIVE ...NEW Digital Courses Available Today! 

~i Twist Sport Conditioning Logo 





Forward this email 

1his emaii was sent to ille~iilinois.edu by Le__a__r_~_!_@_~xLs_t__c__o_~_!_d_i_tj_o__n_j__n.~:£_o___m_. 
update Profile/Email Address £nstant remevaIwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privacy Policy, 

Twist Sport Conditioning Unit 12-1225 East Keith Road :: North Vancouver BCiV7J 1J3iCanada 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 9:18 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-6.pdf 

Is attached. © 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



DAY 

MON 

TUES 

\VED 

IITURS 

FRI 

SAT 

DEAN E. SMITH CENTER COMPLEX 
*Dean E. Smith Center*Kourw Natatorimn*Wiiliamson Buiidin~ 

EVENTS FOR WEEK OF FEBRLARY 3-9 

DATE 

3 

4 

6 

7 

EVENT 

Athletic Depart~nent Meeting (Sabo) 

Athletic Depart~nent Meeting (Gwaltney) 

External Communications Meeting 

Athletic Department Meeting (Markos) 

J.V. Baskelball vs. Methodist 

Basketball vs. Maryland 

Athletic Department Meeting (Pogge) 

Wells Fargo Fantasy Camp 

KFBS MBA Tour/Reception 

IT Meeting 

Baskelball Press Conference 

Sweelhearl Cheerleading Set-up 

Sweetheaxt Cheerleading 

Switnming vs. College of Charleston 

TIME 

4:00 p.m. 

8:15 a.~n. 

10:30 a.m. 

1:30 p.m~ 

5:00 p.m. 

8:00 p.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

4:30 p.m. 

8:30 a.m. 

2:00 p.m. 

After Practice 

7:00 a.~n. 

11:00 a.m. 

LOCATION 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

EWAC-AD’s Conf. Room 

Arena 

Arena 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

Aaena/Bowles-Me~norabilia 

BB Museum/Board Room 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

Press Room 

Arena/Practice Gym/BoMes-Memorabilia 

:~rena/Practice Gym 

Koury Natatorimn 

DAY 

MON 

TUES 

WE D 

"IITURS 

SAT 

DEAN E. SMITH CENTER COMPLEX 
*Dean E. Smith Center*Koury Natatorium*Wflliamson Buildh~ 

EVENTS FOR WEEK OF FEBRUARY 10-16 

DATE 

10 

II 

12 

13 

15 

EVENT 

Executive Staff Meeting 

Senior Staff Meeting 

Sports Marketin g Staff Meeling 

Athletic Comtnunications StaffMeeting 

Basketball Press Conference 

Basketball vs. Duke 

IT Meeting 

Sport Adminislrators’ Meeting 

J.V. Basketball vs. Davidson Community College 

Basketball vs. Pittsburgh 

TIME 

11:15 a.m. 

12:00 noon 

10:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

2:00 p.m. 

9:00 p.m. 

8:30 a.m. 

8:30 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

1:00 p.m. 

LOCATION 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

Bowles-Memorabilia 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

Bowles-Memorabilia 

Press Room 

~ena 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

EWAC-Board Room 

.arena 

:~rena 

DAY 

TUES 

WED 

TttURS 

SAT 

DEAN E. SMITII CENTER COMPLEX 
*Dean E. Smith Center*Koury Natatorium*Wflliamson Buildh~ 

EVENTS FOR WEEK OF FEBRUARY 17-23 

DATE 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

EVENT TIME 

Coaches Meeting 8:30 a.m. 

Extemal Communication s Meeting 10:30 a.m. 

Athletic Department Meeting (Pogge) 10:30 a.m. 

Verizon Fantasy Camp 3:00 p.m. 

IT Meeting 8:30 a.m. 

BCBS Fantasy Camp 3:00 p.m. 

Basketball Press Conference 2:00 p.m. 

Sport Administration Interview Weekend Dinner TBA 

J.V. Basketball vs. Fork Union 9:00 a.m. 

Baskelball vs. Wake Forest 12:00 noon 

LOCATION 

EWAC-Board Room 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

Arena/Bowles-Mem orabilia 

EWAC-AD’s Con£ Room 

Aaena/Bowles-Me~norabilia 

Press Room 

Bovdes-Memorabilia 

.arena 

.arena 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:01 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

I~W: National Signing Day: Febm~cy 5th - Celebrate Your Future Sooners 

From: OU Alumni Store [mailto:shop@e.fanaticsretailgroup.com] 
Sent: Monday, FebruaPl 03, 2014 9:58 AM 

To; ILLE@UIUC.EDU 
Subject; National Signing Day: February 5th - Celebrate Your Future Sooners 







Shop M i’~:i ShopLadies i.~ Shop Kids 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 10:01 AIVl 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: National Signing Day: February 5th - Celebrate Your Future Sooners 

Thanks for sh~,ring. 

From= Ille, Vince 

Sent= Monday, February 03, 2024 10:02 AM 
To= Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: National Signing Day: February 5th - Celebrate Your Future Sooners 

From: OU Alumni Store [majlto:shop@e.fanaticsretailclroup.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 9:58 AM 

To: ILLE(.~UIUC.EDU 
Subject: National Signing Day: February 5th - Celebrate Your Future Sooners 







Shop M i’~:i ShopLadies i.~ Shop Kids 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 10:57 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Authorities investigating the death of actor Philip Seymour Hoffman found more than 50 glassine- .type bags contofining M~at is believed to be heroin in his apoxt~nent, 

two law enforcement sources fmniliar ruth the invesligation said today. 

Investigators also found several bottles of prescription drugs and more than 20 used syringes in a plastic cup, the soul~ces said. 

The Oscar-winning actor was found dead in his ManhattaJ~ apartment Sunday ruth a needle in his lef[ amL law enfolcement s~urces safid. He was 46. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valero Alamo BoM <licket@alamoboM.com> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 11:40 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Land Your Seat For Hot Hoops Action 

As a valued suppo(ter of Valero Alamo Bowl football, we wanted you to have access to the 
hottest NCAA hoops action in San Antonio as well. 

The 2014 NCAA Region~ basketball tournament will be played Friday, March 21 and 
Sunday, March 23 at the AT&T Center. Single session tickets are now on sale. 

Sa~ Antonio is one of eight finalists Ibr a future NCAA Men’s Basketball Final Four. Show 

the NCAA that San Antonio is hungry tbr college basketball and another Final Four by 

purchasing tickets today. 

i.~ii purchasehere 



If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach us at tickets@alamobowl.com or [] 
210-704-6666. 

ThaJ~k you. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Association of Luxury Suite Dilectors <contact@alsd.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 1:00 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@illinois.edtr~ 

AI,SD: Inves~t in your People 

[iN ©FO asks OEO ’What if we i .... t i .... people and they, .... 

[ ~ 2014 ALSD Conf ........ d Tradeshow 

The Only Premium Seating [ndustry HeeLing 

Devoted to educating and connecting peers in premium 

seating in stadiums and arenas for the past 24 years 

Educational Programs, Networking Receptions and Venue 

Tours of Sprint Center, Sporting Park, Kauffman Stadium 

and Arrowhead Stadium. 

Early Bird Rate: Ends March :L7, 2014 

Explore how venues new and old are embracing fan 

experience amid the current private financing boom in 

sports and entertainment facilities. 

For Team & Facility Decision Hakers, Architects and 

Designers, Vendors and Suppliers with new stadium and 

arena products and services, and High-Tech personnel 

Note: The Design & Build Forum is a forum within the 

ALSD Conference, Attend ALSD and have access to both. 

Featured in both the ALSD Conference and the Design & Build Forum: 

Fan Experience (:enter to feature latest innovations for premuim seat and club areas in technology, food & 
beverage, furniture and more. 

This message was sent by 

ALSD (www.alsd.com 
10017 McKelvey Rd. 

Cincinnali, 45321 

United States 

If you prefer not to receive these messages, click here, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 2:07 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Stung by the roughly 2 inches of snowfall that shut down most of metro Atlanta last weelc~ Geoigia Gov. Nathan Deal is appointing a "severe weather wa~ning and 

preparedness tusk force" to recomlnend how the state can better prepare for stomps and communicate alerts to schools and others. 

"We’re going to be as prepared as we can to be ready for the next storm," he told reporters at the state Capitol. 

Deal also said Georgia roll soon intl~oduce severe-weather alerts similar to its Amber Alert system for endangered missing children and will overhaul the "s~te 
emergency app" to include alternative tmtfic routes mad shelter locations. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 4:05 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Embattled New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie’s 2-point lead over Hillaiy Clinton in hypothelica12016 matchup in December has evaporated, and Clinton holds a 55%- 

39% lead, according to a new CNN/ORC International poll. 

The survey also indicates that Christie has lost his lead over other potential GOP White House contenders in the race for the Republican nomination. The poll’s release 

comes after a month of intense media scrutiny of Christie over a couple of controversies. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BveakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 4:16 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Stocks tumbled on a brutal trading day, with tile Dow closiug down about 325 poiuts. The index has now shed 7% this year. 

The bad news comes as investo~ ave still veeling from a rough Janumy, during which disapIx~inting earnings and volatili~ in emerging maxkets sent the Dow falling more 

than 5%. 

Find the story here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, Febmaw 3, 2014 6:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: This Week @IlliniAthletics 

Thanks For shm’ing. 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, ~ebruary 03, 2014 5:55 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: This Week @llliniAthletics 

Sent: Monday, F~brua~/03, 2014 5:49 PM 
To: 
Subject: TNs Week @IlliniAthletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com on behalf of 

Danielle Mitchell (LinkedIn Invitalions) <invitations@linkedin.com 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 6:35 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

D~xiielle Mitchelrs invitation is aw~Jliug your response 

to 

Key’ Account Development Manager at The Coca~ 
Cola Company 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Beverly Davis <beverly.davis@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 6:51 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Live in 2 Days ] How to Prepare Wim~ing GraJat Proposals: Key Elements to Success 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

How to Prepare Winning 
Grant Proposals: Key 
Elements to Success 

Howto Prepare Winning Grant 
Proposals:Key Elements to Success 

Dr. Barbara Gastel 

""-",",-":~,~. Thursday, Feb. 6, 2014, 2pm ET (11am PT) 

minutes 

Preparing a successful grant proposal is not a mysterious art. Rather, it is a craft based on some central 
principles. This may sound easy, but the truth is that "crafting a grant proposal" was probably never a part of 
your academic course load. By following this insider guidance, you can take your grantsmanship skills to a 
whole new level.., one which may actually get you funded! 

During this influential Webinar, your expert presenter will address key elements of preparing successful grant 
proposals, from carefully identifying potential funding sources through effectively refining text. This includes 
understanding the importance of consulting program officers, starting early enough, analyzing instructions and 
examples, assembling collaborators, establishing timelines, gathering budgetary information and doing other 
groundwork. 

Next you will receive how-to guidance on actually writing the proposal. Participants will learn of common pitfalls 
to avoid. This section will discuss not only drafting the main text but also preparing other key components, 
such as titles, abstracts, and CVs. 

How to ensure everything about your proposal 
indicates your project IS worth funding. 
How to make the most of your Title and 
Abstract--the most-read parts of your 
proposal. 
Timing is key! Deciphering when to startand 
how much time to devote to your writing is 
crucial. 
Why Program Officers can be your best allies. 
Plus other important resources you should 
consider. 
Should you include a professional editor or 
writer on the grant-preparation team? Find out 
here. 

This webinar will be geared primarily to early- 
career researchers who are relatively new to 
preparing proposal& However, more 
experienced researchers also can benefit, 
either by learning additional tips or by obtaining 
points to convey to trainees. 
The webinar also may be of use to teachers of 
scientific or technical writing and to 
professional editors who are starting to edit 
grant proposals or who hope to do so. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar for only,,o,~’~’~~ $179 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in your preferred 
format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

~ive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 



Forward to a t?iend. 

Unsubscfibe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DreamSeat <BleaChai~dreamseat.com@mai1320.us3.mcdlv.net;, 

Tuesday, FebrumT 4, 2014 6:51 AM 

Vince <ille@illinois.edu> 

Upgrade Your Bleacher Seating. 

D .... Seat .... [                                        ] 
Rentals I SaleN BleaChair I Clients I About Us I Contact Us 

BETTER BLEACHER SEATING 
BleaChairs 

ii~~ Revenue Generation 

Revenue Generation 
With it’s low cost and 

sponsorship opportunities, 

BleaChair creates new 

revenue streams for your 

program for years to come. 

iN Revenue Generation 

i~ BoxSeat 

Home Field Advantage 
Easily add color, comfort 
and style to your seating 
area. BleaChair can be fully 
customized to suit your 
seating needs. 

ii~iI Home Field Advantage 

~i BoxSeat 

Designed to fit into a 28" or greater row 
space - ask about the BoxSeat seating 

upgrade. Options to buy or rent! 

More Info I 

~,.- i: Flexible Payment Plans 

Contact Us 

[~;ii BoxSeat 

Special BleaChair Offer 
For a brief period only, we are offering $10.00 
off red BleaChair Maximus 28 seats. These 
are on a first come, first serve basis. Supplies 
are limited. 

::K:: BleaChair 

XZipit interchangeable Logo Furniture 
Give your locker rooms, offices, lounges, and 
pressboxes the "WOW’ factor with our custom 
logo furniture. 

i~i DreamSeat Furniture 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, Febmm3’ 4, 2014 9:24 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Special Public Policy Alert 

The Senate Executive Committee is scheduled to hear and vote on Senate Bill 68 
(Sen~slation) to incrementally increase t~ 
wage in Illinois to $10.65 by July of 2016. 
The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce in conjunction with the Central 
Illinois Regional Chamber Legislative Efforts (CIRCLE) partners has led the effort 
to oppose this piece of legislation for the past year. Thanks to the efforts of 
chamber members throughout Central Illinois, SB 68 has been watered down 
from its original version and a vote was delayed for a year. 
Proponents of SB 68 say that it will increase wages for low wage earners and 
reduce poverty. However, they ignore the unintended consequences created by 
this piece of legislation. Increased prices, reduced hours, and a reduced ability by 
employers to hire more workers are all side-effects that proponents fail to 
recognize. 
Act Now! Call members of the Senate Executive Committee and Senators 
Frerichs and Rose before Wed~ opposed to SB 68 
and what it will do to your business. Tell them the best poverty reduction policy is 
a strong business community and increasing the minimum wage only serves to 
weaken the state’s economy. 
Remind committee members that a recent study by Moody’s Analytics ranked 
Illinois 40 out of 50 for job growth in 2013. Senate Bill 68 will only cause job growth 
to further stagnate in 2014. 
Please contact Public Policy Director Ryan Roth at 
RyanR@champaigncounty.org to let the Chamber know you contacted the 
legislators. 

Remember, political action is a cost of doing business. 

Forward this email 

This emaii was sent to ille@iilinois,edu b~/ryanr@champaiqncounb/.orq 

Ugdate ProfilejErnaiiAddress Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Poljcy, 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W. Kirby Ave. :: Champaign ILi~61820 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 9:39 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Microsoft announced today that SaFa Nadella roll replace Steve Bollmer as CEO and that founder Bill Gates will step down as chairman of the company’s boa:rd. 

Nadella is a 22-year veteran of Microsoft who has been overseeing various aspects of the company’s corporate software business since 1992. 

"There is no better person to lead Microsoft than Satya Nadella," said Gates in a prepared statement. 

Microsoft also said that Gates will be working closely with Nadella in a new technolo~ advisor role. Gates will be replaced by current Microsoft board member and 

former Symantec CEO John Thompson as new chainnan of MicrosoIt. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bodybuilding.com <bodybuilding@news.bodybuilding.com> 

Tuesday, FebruaU 4, 2014 10:21 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Unreal Deals for Unstoppable Performance 

View images in this email ~::.i.::i~g.~L:~:!~:,% 

Xi BODY BUILDING COM 







::[:+:;i FighteCsPhysique ~i CoreValue#3 



.~i footer 

~"0 LLOW US 

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 

These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

Bedybuilding.com strives to give you accurate contenL, inc]udin~ product information, policies; pricing~ and visual displays. Poiicies, 
pricing, and item availability are subject to change without notice, and Bodybuilding corn reseP~’es the right to iimit quantities Prices 
displayed are sub]ec~ ~e final approval at ti!e ~irne of e~der fulfilinlerl~ While Bodybuilding cenl tries in good faith to nlake sure that ti!e 
information dispiayed is accurate, we are not responsible for typographical errors or technicai inaccuracies. 

This message was intended for: 

Ti~is message was intended for: ille@iiliP, oi~ edu 

Bodybuilding.com 
5777 N. Meeke[ Ave. 
Boise, ID 83713 
1-866-236-8969 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Momson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <lmomson@caroliuachamber.org~ 

Tuesday, Februao, 4, 2014 10:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Chamber News: We’re Taking Care of Business! 





:< 

The ChambeP is proud to atmom~ee an exalting new pmtr~ership 

SCOX[?. ChapeI tiff], SCORE -. a guosp of tahmted ueth’ed executives-- 

is hdph3g us hnpRwe our sma~ business education and survieus by 

3 mo:sth~y forum l:o be held ~ 1:3o a,m,-.1 p.m., on the ~rst 

Wednesday of each month ~n lhe Chamber’s Lo~flsu Beck Proped.bs 

Conl~renee Room. 

~4’ednesd~ty, Feb, 5 a[ t~e Chamber*, (buy fi~t fo*um 

~/I;>~£Y., a I£merhter beer tasfiBg, and grosp prob]cm soh4ng 

aP ~t nd orgarffzaSo m] brar~ding 4 ~d an added b-mr s: s q’t diJnks 

The every[ b ~Yee to attend, bt~t registration is required, C]id< 

A}}out SCORE: For 5o years nationwide, SCORE has helped 

SCORE chapter ~s Panked oBe o(’ the nation’s top ] o chapters 



Forward to a friend 

This emaii was sent to ilie@unc,edu by ]jjo__q_r_r_L’_s#j!@_c_’_a_L_q[Lo_’_a__c_L!’_a_tr!_b___e!=_o_K4 
Update Pmfile/gmail Address Instant mmovalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive i Chapel Hill :: IIC :: 27514 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Scott <ascott@skyesolutions.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 11:16 AM 

Vince Ille <ille@illinois.edtr~ 

Technical Suptx~rt Manager available 

Dear Vinoe, 

We are currently representing a Telecom Support Manager with experience providing technical support and setting up technical support procedures and processes for 
Broadband and Cellular networks and software. Deep understanding of TCP/IP and various cellular standards such as CDMA. Also has a background in Project Management 
and Softwat~ Engineering. Master’s in Computer Science and formal Project Management training. Willing to relocate for an excellent opportunity. 

Please let me know if this candidate would be of interest or if you need help staffing any area of your organization. 

Skye Recruitment Solutions specializes in staffing for the Public Sector and Telecommunications. Through years of experience in the industt¥ and the in depth technical 
knowledge of our staff,, we have built a network of Professionals that is second to none. We provide candidates at all levels. 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Scott 

Strategic Account Executive 

Phone: 727-474-9775 
Fax: 727-499-6913 

AScott@S kyeSolutions.com 

Skye Recruitment So|utions 

600 Cleveland St. Suite 480 
Clea~Nater, FL. 33755 
www.S kyeS olutions.com 
Become a Fan on Facebook 

Skve on Linkedln 
Note: If you would like more information regarding the candidate information profile, please let me know However, do to company policy, resumes cannot be submitted in any form without a recruiting agreement in 
place. 

You are receiving this email because you are a member of our private contact database. If you do not wish to receive similar email messages in the future and to see our 
contact information please click here. We respect your privacy. This email fully complies with the CAN-SPAM Act. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH R15 Ch’ant Application Mentor <~editor@principalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 11:48 AM 

ille@nmc.edu 

"I highly recommend investigators add this Manual to "their aama~nentafi um of grant writing tools..." 

Click hele to view ~nobile version. 

R15 Grant Application Mentor: An Educational M .... I 

If you are currently preparing your R15 grant application, are soon to renew an existing grant, or will be 

seeking NIH RI5 funding in the near future look no further. 

You can now get all the winning strategies you should apply in your next R15 grant application in one 
place: NIH R15 Grant Application h~entor~ An Educational How-to h~anual~ 2nd Edition, 

This manual includes 313 pages of insider guidance divided into 8 thorough sections. Inside this manual 
you will find: 

Expert advice for developing your Project Summar~//Abstract, Biographical Sketch, 

Environment section and Research Plan 

Surefire guidance to ensure your Research Strategy addresses your project’s Innovation, 

Significance, Approach and Overall Impact 

Understanding of why your budget’s numbers are almost as important as the words you use to tell 

your research’s story 

An insider’s view of special considerations for special agents, human and animal subject 

The do’s and don’t’s of submitting your grant application 

And much more! 

Each section includes checks to ensure you’re foflowing NIH guidelines every step along the way. 

Don’t waste your precious time going through vague grant-writing guides. This manual offers everything 
you need to know to craft a superior proposal, maximizing your chances for NIH R15 funding. 

CLICK HERE FOR A PREY:JEW OF EACH SECTION, 

"The NIH R15 Grant Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual is an extremely useful, easy-to-use 
grant writing educational tool. Each section is a standalone, which allows the investigator to progress 
through the grant writing process in a logical way. The tips for each grant section allow the investigator 
to review that grant section for completeness. This Manual is useful for novice and experienced 
investigators. The information presented on powerpoint was a good companion to the Manual. I highly 
recommend investigators add this Manual to their armamentarium of grant writing tools. In this time of 
decreased funding levels, and the two submission rule per the NIH, investigators need to be as efficient 
as possible in their presentation of scientific rationale and research study organization. This is the 
educational grant manual to purchase!" 

- .lane FalI-Dickson 
Associate Professor, Assistant Chair, Research 

Georgetown University 

FREE! (a $149 

#1: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: R15 Overview and Distinctives 



Walk away from this session with a thorough understandingof the R15 (area) grant mechanism and how it 
differs from other NIH programs. 
Length: 13 mins. 

#2: N’rH R15 Grant Mentor; Unique Components of an R15 Application 
What distinguishes an R15 from an R01? Find out in this session. 
Length: 15 mins. 

Limited~Time O~r Until Feb, 7th: 

And now you ca n order you r N][H R15 Grant Application hlentor= An Educational How-to Manual1 

for 2ndEdition in PDF (Digital) format, including your bonus MP4 recordings ..... ............... .... 
(a savings of $400). Print version only $75 more. 

Upon ordering this manual you will automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 
If you order a print version, please allow 7-10 days for delivery, 

Mail 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much morel 

Forwmd to a friend. 

wb~cb ~s 8n Mdependen~ orgsn~za~on. The ~nforma~o~ presented and ~ts conten~s are not 

by the author and a~e not eF~c~s~ government po~c~es or op~nbns, 

::~:: Principal 

,guide is ti:e R I 5 edifio~: o[ th÷ R01 mal~usl, If you already have the R01 manua~ and a~e hate[eared in this new~y ~e~eased 

R S 5 guk~e, phase cow,tat1 P~A st 800.G03~}129 ext. 506 o~ ema~ them at info@principalinvestigato~.org for mo~e 

i<endali Ma.qis at kendallCb, principalinvesti.qators.or.q or csll 1--800.G03~0129, 

Borers Spdsgs, FL 34135 USA 

i-B00-.303..0129 

Unsnb~fibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 12:43 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Team Sports in Decline i Super Bowl Security Fail ] ADs Deal with Weather 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Youth Participation in Team Sports on the Decline 
The l*’all Street Journal recently published a lengthy article detailing the drop in 

participation in fl~e tbur most-popular U.S. team sports ... 

NFL, Host Committee to Probe Super Bowl Transit Delay 

The game’s organizers had estimated 12.000 to 15,000 passengers would use 

New Jersey trains. In reaJdty, that uumber was nemty 28,000 .... 

Crasher ’Dumbfounded’ by Super Bowl Securits, Fa~lure 
Matthew Mills did not have a Super Bowl credential. What he did have was a 

badge l~om a music festival he once covered .... 

Militaw, Police Pre~nce in Sochi Combats Locals’ Fear 
With the opening ceremouy three days away. security experts are holding their 

breath after news reports of Russian forces seoxching for ... 

High School ADs Offer A&dce for Dedtin~ with Weather 
Four times in Janumy-, snow or winter weatlaer has forced numerous L-L League 



events onto the shel£ ... 

Soccer, Swimming Events to Ease Count~ Budget Woes 
Chesterfield County residen’Ls will soon ~e what county leaders hope is a trend 

that will continue to bring new revenue to the count?, for ... 

Keeping Up on Cmdio Equipment Trends 
Group cycling has been the hot topic in g~oup exercise for the past few yeaxs, its 

gro~/rh fueled by a celebrity following, a plethora of... 

High-Intensit51 Traipsing Cm~ Be Both Effective and Safe 
The central idea couldn’t be simpler: Go hard. Then go easier or rest. Repeat .... 

Teen Obesity Under Control, But Status Gap Persists 
Campaigns to help children set aside j unk food and soda appear to be paying oil’. 

The obesity rate for American teens has stopped rising .... 

Firm Seeks to Build $225M Arena Without t ublic Funds 

A Virginia Beach developtnent company expected to submit a proposal to build an 

entertainment and sports arena ... 

Plumber Fails in Bid to Reclaim Stadium Repair Costs 
A federal judge has tossed out a Pennsylvania company’s lawsuit against the 

Franklin Count? commissioners in connection with the .... 

Fom~er European Player: Br~il’s Soccer Fields Inferior 

As the World Cup host rushes to ready itselt; Edu says the fields in Broil aren’t on 
a par with those in Europe .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Study Shows Concussion Risk ’Dependent on Helmet’ 
The ~pe of helmet a footb~2ll player wears can reduce concussion risk by up to 54 

percent according to a recent study that examined more than one million head 

impacts. 

New Reader Comments: 

Should Schools Provide Daily Exercise for Students? 
Requiring a specified amount of daily physical activity in schools is absolutely 

beneficial and great in theory, but if not done correctly and not ... 

Study Shows Concussion Risk ’Dependent on Helmet’ 
’][’his study is slrictly about impact to the head, nothing about whiplash which is a 

major cause of concussions. How is it determined if the impact... 

Upcoming Events: 

NATIONAL SPORTS FORUM 
Dallas, TXI February 9, 2014- February 11, 2014 ... 

ASBA V~NTER MEETING 
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic I February 21,2014 -- February 23, 2014 ... 

2014 AOAP ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION 
Austin, TX I February 23, 2014 -- February 26, 2014 ... 



IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-EAST 
Alexandira, VA I February 27, 2014 -- March 2, 2014 ... 

ii~~ Forward to a friend j 

Facebook ~ 

Linkedln .~j YouTu be 

Stay Connected 

AB N .... ire .~j AB Digital I .... 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

Stay Informed 

Premium Partners 

IIXII ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Mali~i,:je Email Preferences I Unsubscribe , fu e,~ ; ii o? l?oe i Forward to a 

[his el~:~il w~s sent t~ ille@illinois.edu by: 

AB Media Inc. 

2013 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 12:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Team Sports in Decline i Super Bowl Security Fail ] ADs Deal with Weather 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Youth Participation in Team Sports on the Decline 
The l*’all Street Journal recently published a lengthy article detailing the drop in 

participation in fl~e tbur most-popular U.S. team sports ... 

NFL, Host Committee to Probe Super Bowl Transit Delay 

The game’s organizers had estimated 12.000 to 15,000 passengers would use 

New Jersey trains. In reaJdty, that uumber was nemty 28,000 .... 

Crasher ’Dumbfounded’ by Super Bowl Securits, Fa~lure 
Matthew Mills did not have a Super Bowl credential. What he did have was a 

badge l~om a music festival he once covered .... 

Militaw, Police Pre~nce in Sochi Combats Locals’ Fear 
With the opening ceremouy three days away. security experts are holding their 

breath after news reports of Russian forces seoxching for ... 

High School ADs Offer A&dce for Dedtin~ with Weather 
Four times in Janumy-, snow or winter weatlaer has forced numerous L-L League 



events onto the shel£ ... 

Soccer, Swimming Events to Ease Count~ Budget Woes 
Chesterfield County residen’Ls will soon ~e what county leaders hope is a trend 

that will continue to bring new revenue to the count?, for ... 

Keeping Up on Cmdio Equipment Trends 
Group cycling has been the hot topic in g~oup exercise for the past few yeaxs, its 

gro~/rh fueled by a celebrity following, a plethora of... 

High-Intensit51 Traipsing Cm~ Be Both Effective and Safe 
The central idea couldn’t be simpler: Go hard. Then go easier or rest. Repeat .... 

Teen Obesity Under Control, But Status Gap Persists 
Campaigns to help children set aside j unk food and soda appear to be paying oil’. 

The obesity rate for American teens has stopped rising .... 

Firm Seeks to Build $225M Arena Without t ublic Funds 

A Virginia Beach developtnent company expected to submit a proposal to build an 

entertainment and sports arena ... 

Plumber Fails in Bid to Reclaim Stadium Repair Costs 
A federal judge has tossed out a Pennsylvania company’s lawsuit against the 

Franklin Count? commissioners in connection with the .... 

Fom~er European Player: Br~il’s Soccer Fields Inferior 

As the World Cup host rushes to ready itselt; Edu says the fields in Broil aren’t on 
a par with those in Europe .... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Study Shows Concussion Risk ’Dependent on Helmet’ 
The ~pe of helmet a footb~2ll player wears can reduce concussion risk by up to 54 

percent according to a recent study that examined more than one million head 

impacts. 

New Reader Comments: 

Should Schools Provide Daily Exercise for Students? 
Requiring a specified amount of daily physical activity in schools is absolutely 

beneficial and great in theory, but if not done correctly and not ... 

Study Shows Concussion Risk ’Dependent on Helmet’ 
’][’his study is slrictly about impact to the head, nothing about whiplash which is a 

major cause of concussions. How is it determined if the impact... 

Upcoming Events: 

NATIONAL SPORTS FORUM 
Dallas, TXI February 9, 2014- February 11, 2014 ... 

ASBA V~NTER MEETING 
Punta Cana, Dominican Republic I February 21,2014 -- February 23, 2014 ... 

2014 AOAP ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION 
Austin, TX I February 23, 2014 -- February 26, 2014 ... 



IDEA PERSONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-EAST 
Alexandira, VA I February 27, 2014 -- March 2, 2014 ... 

ii~~ Forward to a friend j 

Facebook ~ 

Linkedln .~j YouTu be 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Chertow Wrestling <news@kenchertow.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 4, 2014 1:11 PM 

ille@uiuc.e&t 

Online enrollment open for summer camps 

Wrestlers, coaches, and parents, 

Thanks for checking out our e-mail announcing our 2014 summer camp [ocations and dates. We 

are excited to have our schedule in place and look forward to working with you this summer. 

Summer training is extremely important to success in wrestUng; learn more in this article written 

by Coach Chertow. 

Online enrollment is now available! Anyone who enrolls before March 31 will receive a free T- 

shirt, and Super Gold campers enrolling before May 1 will receive 4 free DVDs, a $120 value. We 

are sending out our summer brochure in the coming weeks; reply to this email with your 

address to request brochures for you and your team. 

In addition to training, we offer DVDs featuring a variety of topics to address any area of 

wrestling in which you need to improve in order to reach your goals. Titles include Kids 

WrestUng, Takedown Techniques, Coaches CUnic Series, and Ken Chertow’s Favorite WrestUng 

Techniques, plus dozens more! Click here to see them 

You can also watch some wrestling on TV this weekend! Coach Chertow wi[[ be your analyst for 

the Oregon State at Arizona State dual on Sunday, Feb. 9, at 2 PM PST on the Pac-12 Network. 

Find your Pac-12 Network channel and plan to watch or set your DVR! 

Finally, Coach Chertow, his family, and his students are using AdvoCate products successfully 

and want to help you improve your health and well-being too. There are products great for 

wrestlers, athletes, and anyone [ooMng to be in better shape. Try our AdvoCare Starter Kit to 

get a taste of some of the most popular products. 

If you have any questions or need help enrolling, call 814-466-3466 or emafl 

camps®kenchertow.com. 

Thanks, 

Ken Chertow Wrestling 

Gold Meda[ Training Camp 

kenchertow.com 

wearandgear.com 

PO Box 120. Boalsburg, PA 16827 . 814-466-3466 ¯ camps®kenchertow.com 

Send ToA Friend 

Unsubscribe from future mailings. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 1:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Men’s Basketball: Three Games tbr $30 

Thanks for shafiing, Please continue to send these my way. 

Paul 

From: ~lle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 ~:33 PN 
T~ Pogge, P~ul 
Subject: ~: Men’s Basketball: ~ree Games for $30 

F~m= OU Athletics [mailto:reply-9I@pacmail.em.marketinqhqmet] 
Sent; Tuesday, Februa~ 04, 20~4 $:~4 PM 

To= ille@uiuc.edu 
Subject= Men’s Basketball: Three Games for $30 

GET UP T0 ~:,"~:; ’ 

NEW ~TU~L 
C~S WAT[~ ~TER. .................... 

Send this i’nessaqe to a friend I Use this link to update your profile or to unsubscribe By unsubscribing you will no longer receive 

any emails from OU Athletics including the BoomerBlast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 4, 2014 2:15 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Retirement - Plan tbr the Cer’tainty of Uncertainty 

ISINESS SUCCESS & SOLUTIONS SEMINAR 

Le to 

~ONNECTE 

Update Profile/Email Address Iastant remova~with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

The Champaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W, Kirby Ave. ~ Champaign IL 61820 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, February. 4, 2014 3:10 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Senate has approved a neaxly $1 trillion t:alln bill af[er years of negotiation. 

The compromise measure already approved by the House would end direct payments to farmers in favor of expanded crop insurance and cut $8 billion from the food 

stamp progrmn. The bill now goes to President Barack Obama for his signature. 

Read more about the measure here. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is uow LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

QCSS Inc. <marketing@multi66.postfix.bmsend.com> 

Tuesday, FebruaU 4, 2014 4:55 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@illinois.edtr> 

Still The Best Way To Generate Leads From Someone Who Knows 

i-tsviI~g trouble ’,,ie>,i~g ~his emaii? click here 

Join Us 
Effective Prospecting 
Samurai Business Group 
February 18th, Noon CST 
Save 30%!! 
Discount Code: Early 

QCSS~ Inc. 
Why QCSS? 
Our Services 

Questions? Please Call Us: 
888-229-7046 

SIPA Sits Down With The Founder Of 
QCSSiGreene, Catherine Karabetsos 

SIPA: What is the history of 
QCSS/Greene? 

CATHERINE: My partners and I have 
owned QCSS since 1991. We had been 
local competitors with Greene for many 
years and in April 2012 we decided to 
acquire them. That brought together two 
of the brightest telemarketing groups. 
My daughter Christina (pictured with me) 

works with us as director of client communications and helped to 
represent us at IIS in New York this week. 

SIPA: Has it been an easy transition? 

CATHERINE: Absolutely. Obviously them is a lot to learn when 
merging two teams[~from technology to operations and beyond. 
But the culture and training philosophies are very similar, as well 
as how we engage, so it[~s been a good fit= At the end of the 
day, Greene focused on publishing and media, pretty 
specialized. And we were more generalist. So we,re very happy 
to be morn tethered to an industry now. That was a good match 
for us. 

SlPA: What are you focusing on now? 

CATHERINE: Our 2014 focus is conversing with large companies 
on breaking down silo-ization ~getting their teams working 
together. Because we work for both sales and marketing 
departments we are often able to fill the gaps between those two 
groups, in particular. 

SIPA: Your call center is still local right? 

CATHERINE: Yes, for us, it will always be here[3kind of 
differentiates us. IE]m proud of thatE]it will not ever be offshore as 
long as IOm here. We have call centers in Illinois and Iowa. Our 
people are our biggest assets, and we are happy to be able to 
keep jobs in the U.S. 

SIPA: And you ~ve grown? 

CATHERINE: Yes. With help from the acquisition of Greene, we 
are proud to say we were a part of the I NC 5000 for 2013. This 
gro~4h is what has allowed us to create dozens of new jobs~that 
is a true measure of success for us. 

SIPA: So you put a lot of responsibility on your callers? 

CATHERINE: Yes. We consider ourselves an inside sales team 



for our clients. That comes with a lot of pressure. Our agents 
have to understand our client[~s line of business as if it were our 
own. We do much more than simply make phone calls. Our 

representatives are often performing essential, front-line sales 
activities on behalf of our clients, such as lead generation, and 
they need to be able to perform these tasks with confidence and 
professionalism. 

$1PA: DoesnDt sound like an easy job. 

CATHERINE: No, irE:Is not. You have to learn so many details of 
so many industries. Plus there[~s certainly a lot of rejection you 
have to deal with. And sitting behind the computer all day isn,t 
for everyone. You have to find the right voice for each customer. 
And you just can,t read from a script. We really push a model of 
continual education and improvement in our office. 

SlPA: Has telemarketing changed a lot over the years? 

CATHERINE: Yes, substantially. There,s lots of new legislation 
to keep track of and lots of competition. You have to become an 
expert in soft skills, be able to read people. Prospects are busier 
than ever, so when you reach a decision maker you have to be 
able to quickly engage. 

SIPA: A recent survey I saw said that telemarketing was first in 
lead generation and social media last. Does that surprise you? 

CATHERINE: No, not at all. At the end of the day, social media 
is fantastic at augmenting your business, but a friendly voice 
goes much further. It,s that human interaction I mentioned 
befol~. 

$1PA: How did you get started in this business? 

CATHERINE: I kind of bumped into it. I worked for a local 
cosmetic company in Chicago with my current business partner, 
Karin Hall, doing inside sales. We had a lot of success meeting 
and exceeding sales goals over the phone and knew we could 
replicate our sales success by training additional sales people. 
Karin came onboard with me and our employer became our first 
client! Money Magazine wrote about us and we had a nice thing 
going. So we put in a formal office setting. 

SlPA: And finally, what keeps you up at night? Any worries? 

CATHERINE: We have a great company with the best and 
brightest, so for the most part I sleep well because our clients 
are in great hands. That being said, I am always thinking about 
where we are going next. We al~ planning on launching our first 
series on live and web-based sales training events this year so a 
lot of my focus has been on that. 

2~.92t; Field Palkway, 2Mte 2~.0, De,st Pro’k, ii., 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lis~@momenmmmedia.com 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 10:20 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Tools of the Trade: Athletes Move To Unionize 

Parents Suing School 
The parents ef a 16-year-old high school student who died after a 

football game last fall have filed a lawsuit against the school, 

Drop on h~ 
A New York hi,~th school football player wants Seattle Seahawks 

cornerback Richard Sherman te visit his team for a lesson 
spodsmanship, j~:~ ’: :::: ~:::d ~, .~ .~: ]~.::: ::’., :~:. ::: :: j~. ~,, :: ~:. ~ .:~ ?. ::: :.;~,1 ..... 

Featt~red E-zinc 

New York Barbells 

New York Barbells has long provided weight training equipment ~o school a~hletic 
departments and other athletic facilities across the UNted States, Check out their 
full supply of equipment to meet your facility needs. 

LGBT ~nclusion Stressed 
Cal and Stanford recently held discussions on LGBT inclusion in 

sports on their campuses, 

NFHS Gymnastics Changes 
New rules in high school gymnastics will alter points deducted in 
all events, 

Case Study 
Safety and Risk in Sports Facilities While ASTM h~ternationN 
provides vokm~my consensus standards for many p[oducts used 
in sperts facilities and the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC) offers standards for p~sygrounds, there ~s 
no regulato[y agency or #~spectJon process ~r~ place for spoRs 
couds and fie~ds, leaving fac~ily managers and users 1o manage 
risk en 1heir own~ The burden ef improving safety eflen fa~ls to 
officials, coaches, and parents, yet most ~njur~es occur during 
practices and unsupervised play. Facility managers can be 
proactive h~ prevenfin~ injuries and limiting ~iabi~ty by acting en 
the suggestions below and consuNng with their insurance 
company~ 



P~ayi~ 
A study from the University of Washington Sports Medicine 
C~nb in Seattle has found tha~ many ~emab soccer players who 
are concussed confimJe te play despite having sympk~ms~ 

Complete Coverage 
A New York City Councilman has introduced bgislation that 

would require the presence of a doctor or atMetic trainer at every 
youth football game and Iull-contac~ practice in the c~ty. 

Product Showcase 
Basebal~ Equipment Wilh spdng fxactices fas~ app[oaching, 
it’s time ~o start exploring ~he latest and greatest in baseball 
practice equipment. 

Big Spotlight 
David Steavpack, Athletic Director at Ashwaubenon (V’vls.) High 
School, played a role in one of the Super Bowl commercials, 

which was filmed at his high scheol. !=(:!! =.:i~yiii!=.:ii!..i!:.==!}.%.i =.::;:.==.!..;!:::.!:.9:=:.:=.{:.., 

Long-Distance Connection 
A Virginia high school basketball coach arranged for a 
tournament game to be streamed live so an opposing player’s 
mother who is deployed overseas could watch it. 

Pro vs, Prep 
MLB star Jose Bautis~a will take on a Florida high school team 
in a home run derby fundraiser. 

Pre-season and post-injury 
Balance Assessmen[ - for 
the management of 
concussion. 

The Gun 8000 Series and the 
Gun 6000 Series basketball 
shooting practice machines 
have revolutionized the way 
programs everywhere iFnprove 
their game~ 

Fathead is embodied with Thera-Gesic(R) has a special 
a passion to o{I~r high- penet[a~ing delivery system, 
quality, action packed which ensures maximum 
graphics of all sizes, effectiveness against pain. 

Synthetic Sudaces h’lCr iS an VP Buik~ings is a vvodd 
adhesive company that leader in the steel 
specializes in one-part curing systems construction 
urethanes for installing industry, and ~s an ideal 
synthetb tud, wood floo~, choice for sthbtic 
and sport and recteat~onN building solufions~ 

View Jobs I Post a Resume I Post a Job I~ 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from MomentulnMedia or one of its publicalions: Tra~ning & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 



To unsubscribe, click tNs link 

To chaJ~ge your emaJl address, click this link 

To tbrwaxd this newsletter to a tiiend, click this link 

Be sure to ackt lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or safe sender 

list so our emails will always, get to yo~r inbox! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 11:06 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

New York police have taken in for questioning four people who are believed to be connected to the drugs found in late actor Philip Seymour Hoffinmfs apart~nent, a 

New York law- enforcement official told CNN Tuesday night. 

Also, prelimina~- tests show the heroin recovered from the apartment does not contain fentanyl, a law enforcement official told CNN. 

More testing roll be done, but as of now no fentanyl has been detected. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 12:24 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Four people thought to be connected to the drags found in late actor Philip Seymour Hoffinalfs apoxtlnent were arrested Tuesday night, a law enforcemeut offici~J told 

CNN. 

During the mid that yielded the arrest of the three men and one woman, police recovered 350 glassine bags, the official said. 

No additional information was released. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is uow LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Co~t~ce’? ~ooe ~ew~:: ~, e ha~.e exte~ded the :~aL for TODAY ONL,}" (Febmac,, 6~):[ Register by the end of the day ~d we wilI ho:a~:r the e~t"¢ bird 

ra~e. 

All you need t~o do is refege3ace the: ex~ens.;on emaii When you call us or use tgis speciad ge:~istLat~o_._n_ ~a~rm__ l~fyou register o,~me i~t ~.vi[l default to the hi,mr 
price so using fi~e regis~atiot~ form or catlmg the office i.s the ~rxly way to take advantage o£tkis promotm~ 

session calead.a~ {s availlable o~.Im_e so ye.u can ~ee ~e ed~mati~n~ aeaa~ons *~at ~e m:Nlable to you m the event_ CNeck ot~t ~e eN~d~ here. As ~e 
l~e~ ga~l:eriag of c~p ~ofea~io~mt~ m ~he: co~T ~ile. :T~-g~ate C~{P Conference i~ R~e ideal p~ac:e to n~t o~v ~e~, but ~ier~k wi~ people hi die 
~m~e p~fessiaa as you. The idea shin-rag amd co~laboi-a~ona ~e some of the most valuable take-away~. Don’~ t~e my word for :i~ - come aa dmv~ to 

Feel fxee to give me a ~i~g :if yo~ imve -may quesfi~s and we h~pe ~o :see ym~ m 

Seanma Femberg 
Director of E’,:ems 

Ame.acan Camp A’s~c, cia{ion New Yo~k & New Jersey 
13~75 Broadway. 4~h Floor - New Ye~k~ NY 10018 
P: 2123~I.520g x1014 

For UP to da~e information JOIN US ON ~d FOLLOW US ON 

U3~da~e Profile : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 6:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fammn Street: How Your Focus Expb]ns Why Condom Sales Soar During a Recession 

Posted: 04 Feb 2014 05:00 A~< PST 

"Promotion focus is about maximizing gains and avoiding missed opportunities." 

When you want to influence someone else a reasonable approach is to start by trying to figure out what that person wants 

and use that understanding to increase your odds. 

In Focus," ~se Different Wa~s of Seei~ej 11;be World for S~cces~ a~d ~nf~e~e, Tory Higgins and Heidi Grant Halvorson 

explore how our focus changes what we see and how we are influenced. The book grew out of Higgins’ research. To them 

you either tend to be promotion-focused or prevention-focused. And it matters because it changes how we should influence 

you. 

If you are promotion-focused, you want to advance and avoid missed opportunities. If you are prevention-focused, 

you want to minimize losses and keep things working. 

If you are promotion-focused 

praise, are more likely to take chances and seize opportunities, and excel at creativity and innovation. Unfortunately, 

all that chance-taking and positive-thinking makes them more prone to error, less likely to completely think things 

through, and usually unprepared with a Plan B in case things fail. For a promotion-focused person, what’s really "bad" 

is a non-gain: a chance not taken, a reward unearned, a failure to advance. They would rather say Yes! and have it 

blow up in their faces than feel like they let Opportunity’s knock go unanswered. 

If you, on the other hand, see goals as opportunities to meet responsibilities and to stay safe you are prevention-focused ... 



They consider what might go badly if they don’t work hard enough to achieve. They don’t play to win - they play to 

not lose. They want, more than anything else, to feel secure. When people pursue this kind of "good," they have 

what we call a prevention focus. In our studies, we find the prevention-focused to be more driven by criticism and 

the looming possibility of failure (if, for example, they don’t work hard enough) than by applause and a sunny 

outlook. Prevention-focused people are often more conservative and don’t take chances, but their work is also 

more thorough, accurate, and carefully-planned. Of course, too much caution and hypervigilance for error pretty 

much kills off any potential for growth, creativity, and innovation. But for the prevention-focused, the ultimate "bad" 

is a loss you failed to stop: a mistake made, a punishment received, a danger you failed to avoid. They would much 

prefer to say No! to an opportunity, rather than end up in hot water. 

Of course we’re not pinned down into one category all of the time. Things change. How does this work? Let’s look at condom 

sales. 

Here’s a paradox for you: why do condom sales go up in a bad economy, despite the fact that anxiety about 

finances reliably leads people to have less sex? The answer isn’t as obvious as you may think. Yes, it’s true that in a 

bad economy people are less inclined to want to have more children to support--but if wanting to avoid an 

unwanted pregnancy were enough, all by itself, to get people to use condoms, you’d expect them to be used far 

more frequently and reliably in the good economy too. 

Once again, it comes down to a question of motivational fit. In good times, sex is fundamentally about pleasure--it’s 

about fun. (Or at least it’s supposed to be.) Using condoms is not a good fit (no pun intended) for sex because they 

are not a means to pleasureIthey are a means to safety. And as you’ll see, means that work for one focus are 

generally awful for the other. So if at the moment when you’re deciding whether to use a condom, condoms don’t fit 

your focus, it won’t feel right to use one. 

Unless, of course, times are bad rather than good. When the economy is bad, you experience a lot of anxiety every 

day, and that feeling spills over into your sex life as well. Even if sex itself remains mostly about pleasure, life in a bad 

economy becomes much more about safety and security. Condoms are a great means for those goals, so they 

create more motivational fit with people’s general focus, and using a condom feels right. 

~o~#s; Use Different Wadis of $eei#g the World for $~¢cess and :~#f~e#~e goes on to explore more about how where 

we focus changes almost everything. 

You are subscribed to emeil updates [iota Farnam Street 
TO step receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now 

Google i~c., 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Go~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 7:03 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

CVS/ph~:rmacy stores will stop selling cigarettes and other tobacco products by October 1, its parent company, CVS Caremark, says. 

Ending tobacco sales "is the right thing for us to do for our cnstomers and our company to help people on their path to better health," Lan)’ J. Merlo, president and 

CEO ofCVS Caremark, said in a statement. 

The company also announced that it plans to lannch a national smoking cessation program in the spring. 

The retailer estimates it will take an annnal loss of $2 billion [’tom tobacco shoppers. CVS CaJcemark hasn’t reported iks yeas-end results yet, but it took in nearly $94 

billion in revenues in the first nine months of2013, according to its most recent ean~ings report. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH SBIR Grant News <edito@principalinves~dgators.org> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 7:05 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

New NIH SBIR Grant Manual ttelps Researchers Increase Their Funding Chm~ces, Intro Rate Ends Soon 

Click here to view mobile version. 

i~ii Principal l .... tigators Association 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

New SBf R Grant Manua  He ps 
Researchers  r crease Their Funding 
Char ces, Beat the Competition 
Feb. 5, 2014--Bonita Springs, FL. Principal Investigators Association (PIA) 

announces the release of the NIH SBIR Grant A#plication mentor: An 
Educational How-to Manual 1st Edition. 

This 207 page manual has been carefully designed to guide researchers 
through the SBIR program application process, with the goal of positioning their 
proposal ahead of the competition, and in the best place possible for funding 
consideration. While the SBIR program has a total of three phases, Phase I 

will be covered in detail with reference to Phase II, since these are the 
two phases that directly involve applying to government agencies for funding. 

Each section oftNs manual instructs on a separate, essential part of the SBIR 
grant application process. This includes expert advice for developing the Project 
Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, Environment section and Research Plan. 
Insider strategies will also help ensure the Research Strategy addresses the 
project’s Innovation, Significance, Approach and Overall Impact successfully. 

NII NIH SBIR Grant Application mentor: 

..... An Educational How-to Manual. 1st 

Edition 

Who Will Benefit from This Manual? 

Principal Investigators, Research Analysts, Small Business Research Personnel, Research Professors and Research 
Managers, plus any other key proposal team members. 

About the Author, John W. Ludlow, Ph.D: 

Dr. Ludlow began his academic faculty career at the University of Rochester (NY) in 1991, with appointments in the 
department of biochemistry at the medical school and the university’s cancer research center. During this time he maintained 
an independently funded t~search laboratory training graduate students and post doctoral fellows in the area of tumor 
suppressor gene expression, protein structure, and function. Funding for his laboratory came from a variety of sources, 
including the NIH, the American Cancer Society, and private foundations. Dr. Ludlow began working in the commercial 
biotechnology sector in 2000, developing and managing research and pre-clinical programs for cell therapy and tissue 
engineered products, where he has continued to compete in, and advise on, multiple NIH award programs. 

Introductory Rate: 

The NIH SBIR Grant Application mentor: An Educational How-to Manual, 1st Edition is currently available at an introductory 

rate until Feb. t4th. A print version is also available= To preview all sections of this new manual, please click here. 

PIA is an independent organization that helps scientists in all fields master their operational and financial challenges. 

For additional information, visit PIA’s website, or call 800-303-0129 ext. 506. 

Reference Code: SBIR-020514 

this: [] [] [] 

Forwayd to a thend. 

This instructional manual is independent and not connected with, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF. All opinions expressed are those of the authors and not 



of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 

9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN <e spnpromotions@e spranafil.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 8:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Watch Live: Signing Day on ESPNU 

View this email with images her~. 

~;ii ESPNU National Signing Day, WATCH LIVE NOW >> 

The 2014 College Fottball S ..... Starts Now, ESPNU Also li .... Watch ESPN @ESPN, 

#SigningDay 

Nil ESPN Insider and ESPN Recruiting Nation, National Signing Day Analysis from the Experts. GET 

ACCESS >> 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Li[-e~’ Nationals-More Featured Teams of the Week <bill@liberb,nationalswrestling.com> 

Wednesday, Febmagr-5, 2014 10:18 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

S.Illinoi~Nebraska,Wisconsin X-Law-Table Volunteers Needed 

i~i htt p://,e~A~w.libertynation alswrestling.com/LTNh eader 1.gif 

www.libertynationalswrestling.com 

Youth Wrestling’s Pinnacle Event 

of the America Crown Award 
http://www.americacrownwrestling.~om/ 

CFridaoy, ¢~e6ruary 2.lsf - 6-U and ~Rpokie divisio~~ on{y 

Satur~a3~, ~e~rua~y 22rid- @en division on@ 

Sun@, ,February 23rd- %am Dual c~ampions~ips 

Joseph Ciuic Arena St. Joseph, Missouri 

Click here to enter online track wrestling. 

Table Volunteers Needed- 

we are adding tables 

you get "great" perks for working a table at the Liberty Nationals free 

admission, free floor pass, free lunch and other great stuff. 

contact Jen Steele - ~aol.com 

Weekly Featured Teams 



competing in the 

2014 Liberty Nationals 

Wisconsin Law-X Gold Elite 

(2rid W! team) 

Team Southern illinois 

Omawa, Nebraska 

Olympians in attendance 
will be signing autographs and taking pictures with wrestlers 

Nate Carr Olympic Bronze Medalist, Samlnie Henson Olympic Silver Medalist, Lee Kelnp "World Champion/Olympian, Andy Hrovat Olympian 

Hotel Information 

You need to call and book your rooms now to get the Liberty Nationals rates 

Click here for hotel info 

2013 Divisional Most Valuable Wrestlers 2013 ;MI Tournament Most Valuable V~ resflers 



i~ htt p://w~,~w libertynationalswrestling.com/ima ges/2013L 
TNresults/DivisionMVW DSC 3008 LibertyNationals 2. 
23.jpg 

http:/A,~’~w libertynation alswrestling.com/images/2013 L 

TNresults/AlITournamentMVW DSC 3006 LibertyNatio 

nals 2.23.jpg 

6 & Under Brennon Carey MO 

8 & Under Ryder Rogotzke MN 

10 & Under Kenny Sailas CO 

12 & Under Kellen March SD 

14& Under Grant Aronoff FL 

High School Logan Nold MO 

Zach Ouillette MI 

Ryder Rogotzke MN 

Tyler McNutt MO 

Jacen Cassel WA 

Eddie Radechi DE 

i~i htt p://www.a mericacrownwrestling.com, acmain.gif 

J 

This email was sent to ille@uiuc.edu by bill@liber~ynationalswrestling.com i 
Update Profile/Email Address :: [nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT,’ Privacy Policy. 

america crown wrestling I 14-14-7 Earth Works Dr I Smithville, I NO I 64-089 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Howard, PhD <robert@principalinvestigators.org> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 11:55 AM 

ille@nmc.edu 

Translating Research Into Policy and Practice: How to Successfnlly Share Your Findings 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Translating Research Into 
Policy and Practice: How to 

Successfully Share Your Findings 

Translating R ...... h Into Policy and 

Practice: How to Successfully Share 

Your Findings 

P.,,",.’~.’.,{.’.r~t{.’..,,": Dr. Jo Anne Schneider 

Thursday, Feb. 20, 2014, 2pm ET (11 am PT) 

Evidence based policy and practice involve a partnership between researchers, advocacy organizations, policy 
makers and practitioners. Many researchers hope to change policy or practice with their research, but most 
are unclear about how to successfully achieve this goal. 

During this insightful Webinar, your expert presenter will use examples from her own experience including: 
translating research into policy and practice to help researchers identify an appropriate policy or practice 
audience; clarify what aspects of their research could be used in programs and policy; and successfully work 
with policy makers and practitioners to move their findings into concrete practice. 

Policy looks for easily explained, implementable 
changes that will build 
on current policy. 
Identifying appropriate contacts and 
advocacy organizations to carry forward 
a policy message is essential to translate 
research into policy changes. 
Practice projects need to identify concrete 
changes to practice based on research 
that can be incorporated into programs. 
Successful translation involves researchers 
working closely with a practitioner in an 
iterative project to design and implement 
a successful evidence based program. 
Creating a successful program is only half 
of the battle, researcher/practitioner teams 
need a strategy to disseminate their 
evidence based program if it is to 
change practice in a field. 

Reseamhers interested in translating their 
projects into policy or practice. 
Organization staff responsible for translation 
research and evidence based practice. 
Practitioners interested in identifying research 
partners to develop evidence based programs. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by Feb. 12th foronly ,~,~,,’~ ~" $149 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*Live attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

] 
i:~i: L More .... l ] Order.ow    1 



Forwaxd to a friend. 

i -,:300-303.’;-.,’ 129 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ice Miller LLP <enews@icemiller.com~ 

~Vednesday, February 5, 2014 12:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Q&A: The Northwestern University Football Teach Petition to be Represented by a Union 

Q&A: The Northwestern 
.~iI Boldt Michael 80X100 .~iI B ...... Stuart 80X100 University 

football team petition to be 

represented by a union 
Michael Boldt Stuart Brown 

As has been widely reported, football 
players at Northwestern University 
recently filed a petition with the 
National Labor Relations Board 
seeking an election to decide if they 
will be represented for purposes of 
collective bargaining by the College 
Athletes Players Association 
(CAPA), an organization backed by 
the United Steelworkers. What 
follows is a series of questions and 
answers about issues raised by this 
development. 

Read fuil article here. 
]]~is publication is intended for general information purposes only and does not and is not intended to 
constit[le legal advice. The reader should consul with legal counsel to determine hctw laws or decisions 
discussed herein apply to the readeCs speci~c circumstances. 

To learn more about the firm and its services, visit us at ieefg#iler ;:or~ 

Copyrigll(c) 2009-2013 Ice Miler LLP and Is licensors All riglls reserced 



Der~r Vir’.,ce ~ 

Committing time and budget to a three.-day conference is not a decision made easily, 

especially il you have~’t a[tended previously 

t’o demor’.,strate the type of ff~sigI’.,ts you ca~ expec[ at b’~’~b~.f~L~l~..~!~L#£~, lEG’s 31 s[ 

Annuai Sponsorship Conference, 1 wanted to share with you one of the keynote preseP, tations 

from last year’s conference, specilicaliy PepsiCo CMO Frar’.,k Cooper o~ "Connec[ing Brand 

Vaiues with Cuffurat Valuea" 

.~.:: Watch Video 

A~.te~d ~EG 2014 March 23-26 in CMcsgo a~,d you wiil be }oining more tha~~, ".,’,200 of yo~r 

colleagues and collaborators fer the largest, most prestigious and most fel%vard-thinki~g 

ever’.,t of its 

here to see the world-class speaker line~up and jam-packed schedule. 

Our commitm$~st to you: At lEG 2014, you wili meet the most knowledgeabie and creative 

peopie in the fieid and ieave with the increased agility that comes from ha~,,;esting ideas from 

~he most giobal: diverse and connected network in the business. 

Register ~sow at ~).~.@;~.£.~5~,£9.#3 or contact Mike Maggini at 312/725.-5133 or 

hope to see you in March. 

Warm regards, 

Laren 

Larch Ukman 

CEO 

(312} 944 1727 [vlai~ 
wwwJEG~014.cons 

This email i~as sent r.o ille@iilinois.edu by Le_g@_s_~__o__r_Ls__o__r_s__h_[~_:£_o_E~_ 

UBdate ProfileJEma![ Addresses :. :~qs~aqt i-~’mov~i i~dth Sa~eUnsubscribe;" Privac’~’ Po!!c?. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, Febma~ 5, 2014 1:08 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 
Youth Coach Sex Charges ] Recruiting Trends, Troubles Prep Concussion Mmaagement 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Youth Football Coach Indicted on Sex Assault Charges 

A North Philadelphia youth Ibotball coach has been charged by a Philadelphia 

grand jury with ~xuaJly assaulting tire tx~ys and an intellectuaJly ... 

In Recruiting, Handwritten Letters Are Enduring Staple 
Today is National Signing Day for prep athletes. When the student-athletes sign 

their Letter of Intent, it will Inark the end of a months-long, or ... 

Recruiting Expert: Social Media Can ’Screw Up a Program’ 
For schools across the counto~, the backlash to the whims of a 16-year-old 

prospect represented an increasing nightmare .... 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Ma~mgemem 
Spring Hill (Kan.) High School senior Nath~l Stiles had just scoled a 65-yard 

touchdown when he began grasping his hehnet mid sclemning ... 

Club Option Difficult for Temple Sports on Cuttin~ Block 
Some Temple coaches do~ft think it’s even possible for their sports. Coaching 



salaries, for insurance, wonld be eliminated. Travel budgets? ... 

Pro-BallpaJck Ad in Taxpayer-Funded Rec Gnide Criticized 
A pr,~motional ad tbr the mayor’s development plan tbr Shockoe Bottom has 

appeared in a taxpayer-funded city publication, protnpting ... 

Departin~ WVU Depu~" AD to Get $325K in Settletnent 
Mike Parsons will receive $325,000 as part of a s~ttlement with Wes~t Virginia 

Universi~, which essentially let go the long-time deputy athletic ... 

Andit: New Football Classification Increased Travel Costs 
The creation ofa 3AA high ,school football classification has led to increased costs 

tbr Utah school~ including more than $17,500 in proj ected ... 

School’s Concussion Policy Tar e~ RE. Teachers 

’][’he Am~e Arundel County Boa~rd of Education will vote on a six-page policy 

Wednesday that outlines how school personnel should ... 

Tourism Bornd: Milita~ Bowl Had $1M Economic Impact 
The Dec. 27 game between the Universi~ of Ma~land and Marshall University 

brought more than 30,000 fans to Navy-Marine Corps 

Racquetball Low on Activity Center’s Ameni~’ Wish List 
Early public support has been strong for almost everUthing the Naperville Park 

District is considering including in the indoor activity center... 

Player Exodus Weal~eninRMinne~ta Highh School Hockey 

It’s reached a point where advocates for high school hockey me ramping up efforts 

to fight back with marketing a~d player reseaxch .... 

D-I Hockey Coaches Allowed Fairer Access to Recruits 
Division I college hockey coaches will have a better chance to land players in their 

battle against the Major Junior hocke? 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Youth PaNcipation in Team Sports on the Decline 
Find out which team sports axe on the decline m~d which ones are on the rise in this 

recap of a five-year stud~v .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Church’s Rec Facility will Rival Mare’ Commercial G;,ms 

So... this is a good way for the church to spend a few million dollars? How abont 

a homeless shelter? A job training center? An after school 

Keeping Up on Cardio Eq uipment Trends 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, Febma~ 5, 2014 1:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 
Youth Coach Sex Charges ] Recruiting Trends, Troubles Prep Concussion Mmaagement 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Youth Football Coach Indicted on Sex Assault Charges 

A North Philadelphia youth Ibotball coach has been charged by a Philadelphia 

grand jury with ~xuaJly assaulting tire tx~ys and an intellectuaJly ... 

In Recruiting, Handwritten Letters Are Enduring Staple 
Today is National Signing Day for prep athletes. When the student-athletes sign 

their Letter of Intent, it will Inark the end of a months-long, or ... 

Recruiting Expert: Social Media Can ’Screw Up a Program’ 
For schools across the counto~, the backlash to the whims of a 16-year-old 

prospect represented an increasing nightmare .... 

High School Athletic Trainers Key in Concussion Ma~mgemem 
Spring Hill (Kan.) High School senior Nath~l Stiles had just scoled a 65-yard 

touchdown when he began grasping his hehnet mid sclemning ... 

Club Option Difficult for Temple Sports on Cuttin~ Block 
Some Temple coaches do~ft think it’s even possible for their sports. Coaching 



salaries, for insurance, wonld be eliminated. Travel budgets? ... 

Pro-BallpaJck Ad in Taxpayer-Funded Rec Gnide Criticized 
A pr,~motional ad tbr the mayor’s development plan tbr Shockoe Bottom has 

appeared in a taxpayer-funded city publication, protnpting ... 

Departin~ WVU Depu~" AD to Get $325K in Settletnent 
Mike Parsons will receive $325,000 as part of a s~ttlement with Wes~t Virginia 

Universi~, which essentially let go the long-time deputy athletic ... 

Andit: New Football Classification Increased Travel Costs 
The creation ofa 3AA high ,school football classification has led to increased costs 

tbr Utah school~ including more than $17,500 in proj ected ... 

School’s Concussion Policy Tar e~ RE. Teachers 

’][’he Am~e Arundel County Boa~rd of Education will vote on a six-page policy 

Wednesday that outlines how school personnel should ... 

Tourism Bornd: Milita~ Bowl Had $1M Economic Impact 
The Dec. 27 game between the Universi~ of Ma~land and Marshall University 

brought more than 30,000 fans to Navy-Marine Corps 

Racquetball Low on Activity Center’s Ameni~’ Wish List 
Early public support has been strong for almost everUthing the Naperville Park 

District is considering including in the indoor activity center... 

Player Exodus Weal~eninRMinne~ta Highh School Hockey 

It’s reached a point where advocates for high school hockey me ramping up efforts 

to fight back with marketing a~d player reseaxch .... 

D-I Hockey Coaches Allowed Fairer Access to Recruits 
Division I college hockey coaches will have a better chance to land players in their 

battle against the Major Junior hocke? 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William Chipps, lEG <ieg@sponsorship.ccsend.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 3:32 PM 

i]le@llinois.edu 

Check Out the Latest Trends, Developments in Sponsorship 

And, if you like what you see, we will give you $50 off the one-year subscription rate. Simply ~’..:!!£~..!}.~!E’?. to 

lEG SRhighlightsfivecategoriesthatareexpectedtoexpand useofsponsorship in 

Radiostations place morefocuson eventovvnershipto Iockoutcompetitorsand 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 4:53 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Terrorists may tCr" to hide explosives in toothpaste or cosmetics robes, U.S. warms amines flying into Russia. 

A law enforcement source said the warning is based on new information and added that there is no known threat to the United States. 

The warning comes m-o days before the Winter Olympics open in Sochi. More than half of Americans think a terrorist attack on the Olympic Games is likely, 
CNNiORC poll shows. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is uow LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNrv" 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail a]erts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times presented by Omnichannel <nyt@idemnd.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 5:09 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@uiuc.edt~ 

Special Back to School Offer - Try Today for as little as $1.88/Week! 

You are receiving tbis email because you are part of the OmniCbannelB&se database to receive special promotions and oftErs. 

This message is fiom OmniChannelBase on behalf of’file New York Times. 

Mobile fiiendly ] Online version 

FUEL FOR ACTIVE MINDS 
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.~i TRYA DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION TODAY 

~Offer available to current college faculty, staff, administrators and students. To qualify for a digital subscription at the r ] 
college rate, you must also have a valid college or universib/email address, which usually ends in edu. Smartphone 
and tablet apps are not supported on all devices. Does not include e-reader editions, Premium Crosswords or The 
New York Times Crosswords apps. Prices are subject to change. Other restrictions and taxes may apply. 

To ensure delivery of emails from The New York Times, please add nvtimes~e newyorktimesinfo corn to your 
address book. 

PrivacyI Contact UsI Unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 6:19 PM 

Subject: Carolina Captures 4-1 Win Over Louis~dlle 

Carolina Captures 4-1 Win Over Louisville 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

(February 5, 2014) 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, davelohse@unc,edu 

LOUISVILLE, KY. -- The North Carolina men’s tennis team continued its strong early season play as the #28 Tar Heels defeated the #49 Louisville Cardinals 4-1 

Wednesday afternoon at the Bass-Rudd Tennis Center. 

With the victory, the Tar Heels improved to 7-1 on the season while the Cardinals fell for only the second time and they are now 5-2 on the campaign. 

The victory avenged a 4-2 loss in Chapel Hill to the Cardinals last year. UNC now leads the all-time series 2-1. This marks the last time the teams will meet as non- 

conference foes as Louisville joins the Atlantic Coast Conference for the 2014-15 school year. 

"This was a great road win for us. I continue to be very proud of our guys. We have a lot of young players coming up big for us," said UNC head coach Sam Paul. "This 

is a difficult place to play and Louisville is very well coached. We got down early in doubles but made a great comeback to get the point." 

For the second straight match, UNC played a singles lineup consisting of four true freshmen along with sophomore Brett Clark and senior co-captain Nelson Vick, 

who is only in his second year in the program after transferring from Ohio State. The match was played under NCAA experimental rules in place for 2014 early- 

season spring matches. Tiebreakers are now played at 5-5 instead of 6-6 and all games consist of no-ad scoring. 

In doubles, freshmen Jack Murray and Ronnie Schneider dropped their first match of the season after winning their opening seven matches. But the Tar Heels 

responded by winning at #3 and #1 doubles to claim the point. Vick combined with junior co-captain Esben Hess-Olesen to win at #3 doubles 6-4. Hess-Olesen, 

coming off an injury, has played well in doubles the past two matches as he eases his way back into the lineup. UNC then won the doubles point by winning at the 

#1 spot. Clark combined with freshman Brayden Schnur to win 6-5 at #1 singles. Clark and Schnur blanked Seb Stiefelmeyer and Van Damrongsri 8-0 in the 

tiebreaker. 

Michael Lippens of the Cardinals won a straight set match at #6 singles to pull the match even at 1-1 before the Tar Heels ran off three straight singles victories. 

Freshman Bryaden Schnur defeated Seb Stiefelmeyyer at #1 singles 6-4, 6-1 as the Tar Heels retook the lead in the team score. Stiefelmeyer led 3-0 in the first set 

before Schnur clamped down and claimed victory in 12 of the last 13 games of the match. Schnur improved to 6-0 in singles since arriving in Chapel Hill last month. 

Nelson Vick then defeated Luis Elizondo 6-3, 6-3 at #4 singles to put the Tar Heels up by a 3-1 score. Shortly after Vick’s victory, freshman Ronnie Schneider 

improved to 19-3 on the season in singles action by winning his match at #2 where he defeated Albert Wagner 6-5 (8-6), 6-3. It marked the second straight match in 

with Schneider clinched the singles win. He did the same in a 5-2 win over lllinois last Saturday. 

The Tar Heels will next be in action when they host a doubleheader at the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center next Sunday. UNC will face #35 TCU at 12 noon and then 

host North Carolina Central at 6 p.m. 

#28 North Carolina 4, #49 Louisville 1 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority Of Matches Earns One Team Point} 

Order of match finish: (2, 3, 1) 

Notes: Tiebreakers played at 5-5 

1. Brett Clark and Brayden Schnur (UNC) d. Seb Stiefelmeyer and Van Damrongsri (LOU), 6-5 (8-0) 

2. Albert Wagner and Chris Simich (LOU) d. Ronnie Schneider and Jack Murray (U NC), 6-3 

3. Nelson Vick and Esben Hess-Olesen (UNC) d. Alex Gornet and Luis Elizondo (LOU), 6-4 

Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match} 

Order of match finish: (6,1,4,2) 

1. Brayden Schnur (UNC) d. Seb Stiefelmeyer (LOU), 6-4, 6-1 

2. #17 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) d. Albert Wagner (LOU), 6-5 (8-6), 6-3 

3. #36 Brett Clark (UNC), led Alex Gornet (LOU), 6-5, 2-2, suspended 

4. Nelson Vick (UNC) d. Luis Elizondo (LOU), 6-3, 6-3 

5. Chris Simich (LOU)led Jack Murray (UNC), 6-4, 4-5, suspended 

6. Michael Lippens (LOU) d. Johan Skattum (LOU), 6-4, 6-0 

Team Records: North Carolina (7-1), Lousiville (5-2) 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
9:1.9-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Famam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 6:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edm~ 

Fammn Street: 26 Musings from Kierkega~xd 

[ ’~] Linkto F ..... Stre 

Posted: 05 Feb 2014 12:00 AM PST 

i.~.i Kierke~az~rd quote 

I read the T#e Q~otable N:ierNe~jaar~ at the same time as Mike Tyson. Yes ~h~ #liNe T~’so~. Apparently he loves the 

political incorrectness of philosophy. "I don’t really do any light reading, just deep, deep stuff," he says in an interview. I 

wonder if he reads ~¢#~m Street? If not, he should. 



Kierkegaard’s philosophy developed in the mid-19th century, in the midst of German idealist thinking. He wanted to examine 

"what it means to be a human being," not as part of some great philosophical system, like Georg Hegel, but as a self- 

determining individual. Kierkegaard believed that our choices determined actions and that actions, in turn, determined our 

lives. He believed these choices were free. Combined with the idea that we continually search for meaning and purpose, he 

formed the basis of existentialism. 

Anyway, here’s a few bits of awesomeness from Kierkegaard. 

On understanding humans: 

"I really did imagine that I understood a little something about human beings; but the longer I live, the more ][ realize that we 

absolutely do not understand one another." 

On the freedom independent means gave him: 

"Had I not been of independent means, I would have gotten along well with my contemporaries. First of all, I wouldn’t have 

had the time for large and thematically unified works; my achievements would have been like those of other men. That’s how 

to be loved. They would have been trivialities--then they’d be read." 

On being a fool: 

"I am no fool who believes that the world becomes better because it praises me or, worse, because it censures me." 

On false prophets: 

"Beware of false prophets who come to you in wolves’ clothing but inwardly are sheep--i.e., the phrasemongers." 

On ego: 

"There is nothing more dangerous for someone, nothing more paralyzing, than a kind of isolating fixation on oneself, in which 

world history, human life, society--in short everything--disappears and, in an egoistic circle .... one constantly sees only one’s 

own navel." 

On abstract ideas: 

"Abstract concepts are as invisible as a straight line, they are only visible when they are made concrete. 

On what to watch out for: 

"The cowardly dogs, which do not bite, bark right away when they see a stranger; when we has gone past they fall silent. The 

dangerous dogs keep quite still when one walks past them; they follow a couple of steps behind, bark once or twice, then 

they bite. This is how it is with human beings and the impression made upon them by life’s events: The lower sorts bark right 

away--the more serious ones follow behind slowly and store everything away." 

On the revenge of the insignificant: 

"It is quite curious: naturally the life of a little insignificant thing is viewed with contempt, and is overlooked by all intelligent 

people; in return, the little insignificant thing sometimes takes revenge, for when a man goes mad it is almost always over 

some little insignificant thing." 

On courage: 

"It takes more courage to suffer than to act, more courage to forget than to remember, and perhaps the most wonderful 

thing about God is that he can forget the sins of human beings." 

On being misunderstood: 

"Fundamentally, the world always remains just as clever--that is, just as stupid. Thus when a man--who has been 

misunderstood, mocked, persecuted, ridiculed, despised by his times--has fought for a truth the next generation discovers 

that he was great--and admires him." 

This is basically what happened to Kierkegaard. His ideas were largely rejected by his contemporaries, but proved influential to 

subsequent generations. 

Knowledge changes the mind: 

"All knowledge has something captivating about it, but on the other hand it also transforms the entire slate of the knower’s 

mind." 

On worries: 

"Daily worries, daily derision year in and year out, are far worse than any catastrophe, because, among other things, this 

always looks like nothing to an outside observer." 

On why we have two advisers: 

"Most people would prefer to have two advisers, one for the hour of danger, when they are afraid--and then, when things go 

well again, then they would prefer not to have anything to do with him, because the sight of him reminds them of how weak 

they were, and now they prefer to imagine that they have triumphed by dint of their own strength." 



On creeping villainy: 

"What is dangerous about the creeping villainy is that it takes considerable imagination and considerable dialectical abilities to 

be able to detect it at the moment and see what it is. Well, neither of these features [imagination or dialectical ability] are 

prominent in most people--and so the villainy creeps forward just a little bit each day, unnoticed." 

On conversation: 

"Appropriation is precisely the secret of conversation." 

On sophistry: 

"Whoever has some understanding of men knows very well that sophistry always fixes upon one particular point and 

continually skirts the point." 

On the difference between imitators and admirers: 

"And yet there is an infinite difference between an admirer and an imitator, because an imitator is, or at least strives to be, 

what he admires." 

The value of walking as a thinking aid: 

"Above all, do not lose your desire to walk: every day I walk myself into a state of well-being and walk away from every 

illness; I have walked myself into my best thoughts, and I know of no thought so burdensome that one cannot walk away 

from it." 

Two people can say the same thing and have a different impact: 

"In one person’s mouth the same words can be so full of substance, so trustworthy, and in another person’s mouth they can 

be like the vague whispering of leaves." 

Our weak temptation: 

"It is only too certain that evew human being, unfortunately, has a great inclination to see his neighbor’s faults and perhaps 

an even greater one to want to tell them. If there is nothing else, there is, alas, to use the mildest term, a kind of nervous 

debility that makes people very weak in this temptation." 

The pursuit of pleasure: 

"Most people rush after pleasure so fast that they rush right past it." 

In something that could be mapped to monetary policies ,,, 

"Frequently I have noticed in life that the costlier the liquid on which a person becomes intoxicated, the more difficult the cure 

becomes; the intoxication is more beautiful and the consequences apparently not as pernicious." 

Echoing Daniel Gilbert o~ focus: 

"What one sees depends on how one sees." 

How we gain courage: 

"This is the way a person always gains courage; when he fears a greater danger, he always has the courage to face a lessor 

one; when he is exceedingly afraid of one danger, it is as if the others did not exist at all." 

Defending is disparaging: 

"To defend something is always to disparage it." 

We demand freedoms: 

"How unreasonable people are! They never use the freedoms they have but demand those they do not have; they have 

freedom of thought--they demand freedom of speech." 

The (~#of~ab~e ~i~r~e~r~ is full of fascinating insights on observations, anxiety, depression, despair, freedom, possibility, 

choices, and more. 

-- Brought to you by: CURIOSITY -- A c~rio#s~! #~co~ve#tion~ ~d ~ge~¢~¢ that he~ps ~o~ stand 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 
TO step receiviag these emsiis, you may unsubscribe now 

Google inc,, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

EF,,lail delivery powered by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 
Gromng Leaders <resources@gromngleaders.com> 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 7:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;~ 

Summer Internship Program is Now Open for Applications 

~-Siease share with students this great oppei~unity tot the summ, er! :[:’: ::#:i .... 
You wiii be helpir:q them, ira, pact tr~eir ger:erat~on ar:d develop both ::i:::::::::#’ia~ Gro~vi~ff ~e~ders 

professionally and persona~h,’ into even greater leaders in.ter~sh~ ~.~t~.t~ 

Fun and exciting pa,ls of our ir:temship for students and recent .......... ~eri 
graduates: w~ta student 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: @ ~Q~R~ ~f:el~ ~e~wor~i~g SKH~S ~ ~    ~ ~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Welcome to a special edition of Company Finance Bulletin! 

Win an iPad Air: Hackers Don’t Just Tarqet Visa - Are You Protected? 

As technology continues to evolve and hackers are getting smarter, CFOs are 
scrambling for ways to protect their network. 

How prepared do you think you really at~ torah attack? 

Take five minutes to fill out this brief survey for a chance to win the latest 
iPad. 

Read Oniine i Unsubscribe 

8a~:k To Tap 

it was a surprise to find i had won a Tom Tom 930 as a result of completing an emedia survey, i find the concise surveys 

provide valuable insight to topics relevant to my industry, with links into further useful information and supplier contacts The 

prize was an extra bonus, thanks. 

-Rob Lound 4nfrastructure Manager, SBC 

"What a wonderful start ! had to the morning to find emag and voicemaii letting me know that !’d won a PS3t The surveys are 

quick and to the point, allowing access to some useful material, and so would be worthwhile in their own right anyway. 

Thank you very much!" 

-Chas Kelly, Senior Manager, Risk & Control Assurance RBS 

Please quote BFB0614E when responding to items in this bulletin. 

eMedia Communications LLC 
333 E Butteffield Road, Ste 700, Lombard, IL 60148. USA. Toll 
free: 800-782-6167 e-mail: inquiries@emediaUSA.com 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Career Athletes <info@careerathletes.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 6, 2014 9:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Top 10 Winter Olympic Moments 

With the Sochi 2014 opening ceremonies tonight, 
here’s a little something to get you into the Olympic spirit! 

Check Out the Top 10 Winter Olympic Moments >> 

Presented By: 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Momson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <lmomson@caroliuachamber.org~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 12:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Register Now: Economic Outlook Briefing 



Outlook B]:’iet~ng, ’7:3o-9:3o a.ra., Thursday, :\1arch 1~ at the 

Sheraton Chapel t1~[1 Hotel. 

At Economic Out]~ok Bie[ings past, our distinguished presenters 

have explored c3 clieal issues related to recession and recovery, as 

economic path. This yeaffs biel?ng w~lI t.acNe s~mflar questions while 

exploring [rends and the latest economic issues facing our region. 

Will our Root*omit OuDaok speaker see la~ s sh adow and d ed are 

economic tm’b@ence for the year to come, or will he predict sunny 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 6, 2014 2:13 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

FFC tomorrow ] ] Gain confidence & authority 

t 

and greet to suiting up for success. The last class is an Etiquette Luncheon at the Urbana 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

To attend the whole series the cost is $199 for members and $239 for non-members. 

Box lunches will be provided for the first four seminars. You can sign up for the Etiquette 

Luncheon without attending the rest of the sessions; this cost would be $39 for members 

and $49 for non-members. To register, contact Caq/n Isenhower at 

caryni@champaigncounty.org or 217.359.1791. 

For more information about the series, visit our website. 

9TAY ~NNECT~ 

Forward this ernail 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, February, 6, 2014 4:11 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The percentage of Americans who rate current economic conditions as good now stoaads at its highest level in six years, according to a new CNN/ORC International 

survey. 

Thil~l- six percent of those questioned rote the current economic conditions favorably. That’s up four percentage points from December and is the highest level since 

Janua~ 2008. 

Sixty- fimr percent continue to say the economy is in poor shape. 

Read more about the poll here. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, February, 6, 2014 5:09 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Americans overwhelmingly favor a bill that would give most undocumented immigrants a pathway towards citizenship, according to a new national poll. 

The CNNiORC International survey also indicates that a majority of the public says that the governmenl’s main focus should be on legalizing the sIatus of the 

undocumented rather than on deporting them and beefing up border security,. 

The poll was released Thursday, the same day that House Speaker John Boehner signaled any action on immigration is unlikely this year because House RepuNicans 

don’t trust President Barack Obama on the issue. 

Read more about the poll here. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Cain <Brian brim~caJn.com@maJl9.u~.mcsv.net> 

Thursday, Februaw 6, 2014 7:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Mental Conditioning & Toughness Training For University of North CaJrolina, Chapel Hill 

Nenta  Coaditio ing and 
 oughmess  raini g 

Vir~ce 

1 know you a~e busy this tin;e of year with recruiting, ciosing up the 201%2014 season 

ap, d preparing for 201d. The purpose of my ema~ ~s to cow, tact you a~d see how ~ can be 

of service to you as a top college coach and he~p you estaMish a premiere me~ta~ 

of the top college coaches and programe ~[~ the country on eetaM~sh~n9 a systematb 

approach to devebp~n9 menta~ toughness Co~lege athbtes ~earn best by do~[~g a ~ttle a 

~ot no~a ~ot a 

The men, tel cenditio,,’%,’~g program I [each has beers a product o[ the experience J hove 

ga~ed 

through know~g a~d wo~Mng w~th some of the top co~lege coaches ~n the count% Most 

coaches have a physba~ co~d~t~on~ng p~ogram to develop physba~ toughness but ~eave 

menta~ tough~ess to chance~ 

Mental toughness ~s established o~s a dai~y bas~s a~d m~st be taught just I~ke the physica~ 

aspects. ~ was a college atNete who had aM~ity and wed4 ethic, but lacked mente~ 

teMgh~ees. ~ focused en what ~ thought was r~ght at the time (~esa#s) ;and 9or caught 

up o~ th~ngs ~ could ~sot control wMch ~s e b~epdnt for ~a~lure. ~ had no ro~[~nes or 

process ~n p~ace to keep me cons~ete~st. ~ fe~l sho~i of my potent~a~ and waist to he~p you 

make sure that the athletee you ~e;ad maximize theirs 

~have a prove~s track record of success having worked cbse~y w~th: 

~ Over 50 NCAA Confere~sce Champions. 

- Multiple NC/@, Nat~o~sel Champb~s. 

,- ~ was a co~lege basebe~ coach et Ca~ State F~Alerton ~n 2003 whets we ~inished 3rd m 

Omaha at the Men’s College Wodd Sodas, ~t was at that mome~t, ~ realized 

the best teams ne~er wi~, it’s always the tea~*’.s that p..[a..x..t.~Le......b...e....s...t..a~d we 
ware not mentaliy prepared to play our best on the biggest stage and it may have cost us 

ti~e Natio~al Champio,,’~ship. 

I am o,,’~ the road over 200 days a,,’~d year grir~ding out custom me,,’~al ce~,ditioning 

programs wN~ top co~lege coaches I~ke you and want to he~p as many coaches 

atNetes as ~ can, 

a thalsk you for your commit,me~. ,:o coachirsg, the greatest prolesskm in the wedd, I 

v,~anbd to ~ve you some b use this s~rin~ whi~e on 

read rec~u~t~9 so that yo~.~ ca~ bern more abo~t menta~ co~dNomn9 to he~p yo~ 

DOMINATE The Day, e~e~yday ~n 2014 

P,~ogra,qs ils which i describe the essep, tials of a ,qsentai conditiolsi,qg p,~ogra,qs, in this audio 

ye~.i wiil learn: 



lhe impe~ta~ce el estaDiishirsg ~o~ati~es Ier ce~sisterscy 

Reieasi~g negatives in perfom~ance end ~efoc~s~g back ~o ~he preser~t 

The ~mpo~tance of me~ta~ ~magery and how easy ~t is to use as a pa~t of ~)~act~ce 

T~ps fo~ teacM~g atMetes a~d coaches 1o stay ~r~ the p~esent 

The ~mportance of having a process based focus over a~s outcome oriented spp~-oach 

Ho,~’ to stay positive a~sd ~augh ~ the face of adversity 

Best wisi~es to you Keep DOMINATING Tt;e Days! 

Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 

Peak Performance Coach 

111 W61’~ Street 

Appt 1310 

Tempe, ~i 8528"..’ 

Rhone: ~ 999d 096 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 6:02 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

In an inter~’iew with CNN’s Kate Bolduan, Vice President Joe Biden says he’ll Inake a decision on whether to mn for President by the summer of 2015. 

Asked if there was any reason not to ran, Biden said, "There’s no obvious reason for me why I think I should not ran." 

"For me, the decision to nm or not mn is going to be determined by me, as to whether I am the best qualified person to focus on the few things I’ve spent my whole life 

on," Biden says in the interview to air on CNN’s "New Day" at 6 a.m. ET. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 7, 2014 6:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Fam~an Street: My Life In Middlmn~rch 

[ "~iii Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 06 Feb 2054 05:00 AM PST 

::X:: middlemarch 

Rebecca Mead has written a book like no other I’ve come across. N~ Life :~ ~[¢l~mar¢# is an irresistibly creative story 

about how her favorite book, George Eliot’s Nid~mar¢~, changed her and perhaps more importantly, changed as she read 

and re-read it over the years. 

Commenting on how books were a part of her identity, Mead writes: 

Books gave us a way to shape ourselves--to form our thoughts and to signal to each other who we were and who 

we wanted to be .... Though ~ would not have been able to say so at the time, I sought to identify myself with the 

kind of intelligence I found in Middlemarch--with its range, its wit, its seriousness, its erudition, its deep feeling. 

On her fascination with Middlemarch, looking back she writes: 

I admired the little I knew of George Eliot’s life: her daunting, self-willed transformation from provincial girlhood to 

metropolitan preeminence, a good story to hear if one is an anxiously ambitious girl from a backwater town. I was 

intrigued by her adoption of a masculine pseudonym, by which she continued to be known throughout her life as a 

novelist, even after her identity was revealed early in her fiction-writing career. I knew that some important critics 

considered Middlemarch to be the greatest novel in the English language, and I wanted to be among those who 

understood why. I loved Middlemarch, and I loved being the kind of person who loved it. It gratified my aspirations to 

maturity and learnedness. To have read it, and to have appreciated it, seemed a step on the road to being one of 

the grown-ups for who it was written. 

Commenting on the value of re-reading, Mead says: 

Middlemarch was one book I have never stopped reading, despite all the distractions of a busy working life. I went 

back to it as a student ... I read it again in my twenties ... In my thirties, trying to establish myself as a serious writer, 

I was struck with new, poignant force by the story of Lydgate--the ambitious would-be reformer who becomes, 



instead, a society doctor known for a treatise on gout, "a disease which has a good deal of wealth on its side," in 

Eliot’s pointed observation. The novel opened up to me further every time I went back to it and by my early forties it 

had come to have yet another resonance. In a far from singular crisis, ][ had recently become consumed by a sense 

of doors closing behind me, alternative lives unlived: work I might have done, places I might have moved to, men I 

might have married, children I might have borne. In this light, a book that had once seemed to be all about the 

hopes and desires of youth now seemed to cover a melancholy dissection of the resignations that attend middle 

age, the paths untrodden and the choices unmade. 

Being a journalist for years had shaped Mead. Armed with a better sense of nuance and questions to ask, she once again 

took up the cause to look at something "familiar from an unfamiliar angle," wondering what she would find. 

Cloaked in this quasi-objective spirit of inquiry was another set of questions, these ones more personal, and 

pressing, and secret. What would happen if I stopped to consider how M ddlemarch has shaped my understanding of 
my own life? Why did the novel still feel so urgent, after all these years? and what could it give me now, as I paused 

here in the middle of things and surveyed where I had come from, and then thought about where I was, and 

wondered where I might go next? 

The book is full of interesting stories. Like the one on how Charles Dickens suspected that George Eliot was, in fact, a man. 

When Eliot’s first work of fiction, Sces~s of Cle~’ica~ Lif~, was published, Dickens wrote to the publisher, noting, "If they 

originated with no woman, I believe that no man ever before had the art of making himself, mentally, so like a woman since 

the world began." A short time after Ad~#n ~ed~, her first book, was published her identity was revealed. Dickens 

commented, "Adam Bede’ has taken its place among the actual experiences and endurances of my life." 

Commenting on the value of reading, Mead writes: 

Reading is sometimes thought of as a form of escapism, and it’s a common turn of phrase to speak or getting lost in 

a book. But a book can also be where one finds oneself; and when a reader is grasped and held by a book, reading 

does not feel like an escape from life so much as it feels like an urgent, crucial dimension of life itself. There are 

books that seem to comprehend us just as much as we understand them, or even more. There are books that 

grow with the reader as the reader grows, like a graft to a tree. This kind of book becomes part of our own 

experience, and part of our own endurance. It might lead us back to the library in midlife, looking for something that 

eluded us before. 

N~ Life ~ ~iddler~arch is part memoir, part mini-biography of the great Victorian writer George Eliot, who was born Mary 

Ann Evans, and part homage to great literature. 

-- Brought to you by: CURIOSITY 

You are subscribed to emeii updates from Farnam Street 

To step receiving these emaiis, you may unsubscribe now. 

Google inc, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago IL USA 60610 

Email delivery powered by Goc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 8:43 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The U.S. ecouomy added 113,000 jobs in Janumy, continuing the groulh in employment, but fox below what is needed to show that the ecouomy is fully recovering. 

Ecouomists had expected 178,000 new jobs. 

The government also reported that the unemployment rate ticked lower to 6.6% from 6.7% in December. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 7, 2014 10:26 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Public Policy News 

.... y       y .... g    p p 
Champaign a top petition gatherer again; highlights from Wednesday night’s debate; State 
of the Budget Address delayed; newly introduced legislation; proposed regulations by 
various state agencies; wisdom from a long time Springfield policy advocate; find out where 
your state income taxes go; farm bill makes it past the U.S. Senate; and a look at 
Obama’s State of the Union Address by Gallup. 

¯ Thank you to all our members that realize political action is a cost of doing business 
and called our local senators and those on the Senate Executive Committee. 
Senator Kimberly Lightford decided to postpone a vote on her legislation that would 
increase the minimum wage on Wednesday. Senate Bill 68 incrementally increases 
the minimum wage to $10.65 an hour by July of 2016. This is time for action. 
Senator Lightford is still committed to advancing this bill and making it law, while 
another bill in the House seeks to increase the minimum wage to $15.00 an hour by 
October 1 of this year. Contact Senators Frerichs and Rose and Representatives 
Hays and Jakobsson to let them know you oppose these increases and what effect 
it will have on your business. Let Public Policy Director Rya[! ~otb know what you 
told them. 

Leading the state.., again 

A recent e-mail from the Ye~! F’R[~[nd~pendent ff,lap~ organization listed Champaign 
as one of the top petition gathering regions in the state along with Naperville and 
Bloomington. Additionally, Crain’s has published an editorial listing those 
supportive of the effort. Our Chamber efforts alone have led to 70 plus businesses 
and individuals circulating petitions in Champaign County. The Chamber supports 
redistricting reform and several Chamber members have volunteered to be locations 

where citizens can come to sign petitions. This non-partisan effort seeks to collect 
signatures of Illinois registered voters so that an amendment can be added to the 
Illinois Constitution. If the effort of getting the necessary signatures is successful, 
the amendment will be placed on the November 2014 ballot allowing Illinois citizens 
to vote on how redistricting should happen in Illinois. 
If you want to join the 70 plus businesses and individuals circulating petitions for 
this effort, contact Ryan Ruth, Public Policy Director or call him at 217.359.1791. If 
you wish to sign the petition, please stop by the Chamber office between 8:00 a.m. 
and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, 303 W. Kirby Avenue. Petitions are also 
available at Blossom Basket Florists Carter’s Furniture Remax Dick Van 
Dyke Appliance World, Berns Clancy and Associates, Wagner Machine, the 
Bank of Rantoul and Cramer Biding and Windows. 

= Democrat Candidates running for the 103 House seat debated Wednesday niqht, 
among the topics discussed: taxes, minimum wage and marijuana. 

¯ The Governor has changed the State of the Budget Address from late February to 
March 26~ 

~, State Representative AI Riley has introduced le.qislation requiring local governments 
to either approve or disapprove bills received from contractors within 35 days after 
receipt of the bill. 

¯ State Representative Bob Rita has introduced le.qislation allowing CPAs provided 
they have filed for renewal with IDFPR, to practice until 6 months after their license 
has expired or until notification of revocation of their license 

~, Representative Sims also introduced legislation making it illegal to create firearms 
with a ag printer. 



State Representative Emmanuel Welch has introduced legislation requiring landlords 
to charge application fees only for the cost of processing the application. 

The following bills are newly introduced legislation that the Chamber is closely 
following. 

~, State Representative Tom Morrison has introduced legislation protecting employers 
from actions for hiring individuals convicted of a nonviolent or non-sexual crime. 

State Representative Ron Sandack has introduced legislation allowing employers to 
inquire about arrests in which charges are pending. 

Representative Sandack also introduced leqislation making sexual harassment in 
the workplace a civil rights violation. 

Representative Rita has also introduced legislation changing the definition of real 
estate broker. 

State Representative Elgie Sims Jr. introduced leclislation requiring hand gun dealers 
to be licensed by the Illinois Department of Professional and Financial Regulation. 

State Representative Adam Brown has introduced legislation requiring employers to 
use E-verify after hiring employees. 

The Illinois Department of Labor has proposed a new rule that would expand the 
definition of an employee performing services. 

The Secretary of State has proposed a rule requiring barcodes to be placed on 
vehicle insurance cards. 

The Department of Public Health has proposed rules to the Collection, Disclosure, 
and Confidentiality of Health Statistics to conform with Federal requirements. 

The Department of Insurance has proposed amendments repealing administrative 
hearing sections about rate increases. 

What one Springfield advocate has learned after spending more than 50 years under 
the Capitol dome. 

Ever wonder where your state income taxes go? The Illinois Department of Revenue 
now has a calculator to let you know. 

The U.S. Senate passed the farm bill approved by the House on Tuesday= 

~, Gallup polls 10 issues highlighted in last week’s State of the Union Address. 

This is the time of year that the Chamber receives requests to organize meetings with 
candidates running for office. If you would like to receive an invitation to attend these 
briefings, please contact Public Policy Director Ryan Roth to have your name added to the 
invite list. 
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Der~r Vir’.,ce ~ 

Committing time and budget to a three-day conference is not a decision made easily, 

especially il you ha\;e~’t a[tended previously 

t’o demor’.,strate the type of i~sigI’.,ts you ca~ expec[ at b’~’~b~.f~L~l~..~!~L#£~, lEG’s 31 s[ 

A~snuai Spo~ssorship Conference, 1 wanted to share with you o~se of the keynote presentations 

from last year’s conference, specifically PepsiCo CMO Frar’.,k Cooper o~ "Cop, p, ec[ing Brap, d 

Vaiues with Cultural Values2 

.~.:: Watch Video 

A~.te~d ~EG 2014 March 23~26 in CMcsgo ap, d you ’wiil be }oining more thap, ".,’,200 o1’ yo~r 

colleagues and coJiabo~ators fer the largest, most prestigious and most fel%vard-thinking 

ever’.,t of its 

here to see the world-class speaker li~se~up and jam-packed schedule. 

Our commitme~st to you: At lEG 2014, you wili meet the most knowledgeabie and creative 

peopie in the fieid a~sd ieave with the increased agility that comes from harvesting ideas from 

the most giobal, diverse and connected network in the business. 

Registe~ ~sow at ~,~.~.@:~.~.~5~,.g.9.#3 or contact Mike Maggini at 312~725.-5133 or 

hope to see you in March. 

Warm regards, 

Laren 

Larch Ukm~ n 

CEO 

(312) 944 1727 Ivlai~ 
wwwJ~G2014.com 

UBdate ProfileJEma![ Addreq~s :. :~qs~aqt i-~’mov~i i~dth Sa~eUnsubscribe;" Privac’~’ Po!!c?. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, Februa~ 7, 2014 10:53 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

UGA Gets Stadium Project Jump ] More Bus Crash Suits ] Middle Schooler Security 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

UGA OKs $12M Baseball Reno Ahead of Atlanta Proiects 
The project is being lkst-tracked in an attempt to get ahead of the stadium-buikting 

boom 70 miles away .... 

More Seton Hill t layers Sue Over Fatal Bus Crash 

Two more Seton Hill University lacrosse players who were injured lasl year in a 

bus crash ~long the t ennsylvania Turnpike that ldlled their pregnant ... 

Middle School Employs Student SecuriW Team at Events 

It’s game day at Sandcreek Middle School and the tipoff against rival Rock?’ 

Mountain is minutes away. The gymnasium, filled with b~sketball ... 

UNt t Presidem Dei~nds Plans for Stadium Expense 
M~xk Huddleston said the university plans to pay the projected $25 Inillion cost of 

the major lenovation will have no effect on s~dent tuition .... 

Triathlon Canceled t ost-Boston Returns in New Location 

Jay Benson Triathlon participants will run on a course based at the West Mesa 



Aquatic Center, rather than at Kirtland Air Force Base, where ... 

Ballet Conditioning Getting Leg Up in ttealth Clubs 
It wasn’t a stretch tbr Sylvia Youngson, a retired dancer, to figure out the best way 

to whip herself and other women in shape: ... 

Ohio U. Indoor Practice Facility Hailed as Ganrc-Changer 
The 74,000- sqnare- foot Walter Field House, which cost $12.5 million to build and 

is neMy completed, will have a regulation synthetic turf football ... 

High School Diseontinues 39-Year-Old Holiday Tourney 
Elgin High School athletic director Paul Pennington cited financial losses and tepid 

response to 2014 contracts as the reasons for the event’s demise .... 

F~ Most Ticket Prices 
Adding 1,600 seats to Lincoln Financial Field is the biggest shakeup the Eagles 

have seen to their season-ticket situation since the team ... 

Six-Month Pool Repair Displaces Su~nmer Swimmers 

When the Arlington Park pool closes for six months of repai~ starting Monday, 

swimmers will scatter across Sarasota. Some say they’ll 

Ob’mpics, Cmna~:aderie, Technolog,~- Push Curling Sn~e 
When people walk into the St. Paul Curling Club, Jim Dexter tells them to eNoy 

themselves. It’s not a platitude. It’s an order. "If you ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

~ Basketball Star Ruled Too Old to Play 
At nemly 20-yems-old, this senior gu~rd was ruled too old to play for his Florida 

high school, despite playing most of the season already. 

New Reader Comments: 

Church’s Rec Facilit~ will Rival Many Commercial Gyms 

Rob, I can only conclude that this church has determined that this IS the place that 

would hm~e the most direct and immediate impact on people ... 

Church’s Rec Facility will Rival Mare’ Commercial G;,ms 
Of course, "for profit" clubs are concemed with the money that a non-profit "taJaes" 

away t~om them and their business. A business has ONE ... 

Church’s Rec Facility will Rival Many Commercial Gyms 
Rob, I’d also be sooooooo happy if this church had solved all the problems in the 

comer of their world! That however, was not nearly the ... 

Clmrch’s Rec Facilit~ roll Rival Many Commercial Gyms 
Robin, I’d be sooooooo happy if this chnrch (or ANY charitable organization) had 

solved all the p~oblems in their corner of the world and conld ... 

I .... ’" 11 .... I 
~ Facebook ~ 

I ~ A~h,~ticSu~i .... Oo~f ..... &~poj 

Stay Connected Stay ~nformed 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, Februa~ 7, 2014 10:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

UGA Gets Stadium Project Jump ] More Bus Crash Suits ] Middle Schooler Security 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

UGA OKs $12M Baseball Reno Ahead of Atlanta Proiects 
The project is being lkst-tracked in an attempt to get ahead of the stadium-buikting 

boom 70 miles away .... 

More Seton Hill t layers Sue Over Fatal Bus Crash 

Two more Seton Hill University lacrosse players who were injured lasl year in a 

bus crash ~Jong the t ennsylvania Turnpike that ldlled their pregnant ... 

Middle School Employs Student SecuriW Team at Events 

It’s game day at Sandcreek Middle School and the tipoff against rival Rock?’ 

Mountain is minutes away. The gymnasium, filled with b~sketball ... 

UNt t Presidem Dei~nds Plans for Stadium Expense 
M~xk Huddleston said the university plans to pay the projected $25 Inillion cost of 

the major lenovation will have no effect on s~dent tuition .... 

Triathlon Canceled t ost-Boston Returns in New Location 

Jay Benson Triathlon participants will run on a course based at the West Mesa 



Aquatic Center, rather than at Kirtland Air Force Base, where ... 

Ballet Conditioning Getting Leg Up in ttealth Clubs 
It wasn’t a stretch tbr Sylvia Youngson, a retired dancer, to figure out the best way 

to whip herself and other women in shape: ... 

Ohio U. Indoor Practice Facility Hailed as Ganrc-Changer 
The 74,000- sqnare- foot Walter Field House, which cost $12.5 million to build and 

is neMy completed, will have a regulation synthetic turf football ... 

High School Diseontinues 39-Year-Old Holiday Tourney 
Elgin High School athletic director Paul Pennington cited financial losses and tepid 

response to 2014 contracts as the reasons for the event’s demise .... 

F~ Most Ticket Prices 
Adding 1,600 seats to Lincoln Financial Field is the biggest shakeup the Eagles 

have seen to their season-ticket situation since the team ... 

Six-Month Pool Repair Displaces Su~nmer Swimmers 

When the Arlington Park pool closes for six months of repai~ starting Monday, 

swimmers will scatter across Sarasota. Some say they’ll 

Ob’mpics, Cmna~:aderie, Technolog,~- Push Curling Sn~e 
When people walk into the St. Paul Curling Club, Jim Dexter tells them to eNoy 

themselves. It’s not a platitude. It’s an order. "If you ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

~ Basketball Star Ruled Too Old to Play 
At nemly 20-yems-old, this senior gu~rd was ruled too old to play for his Florida 

high school, despite playing most of the season already. 

New Reader Comments: 

Church’s Rec Facilit~ will Rival Many Commercial Gyms 

Rob, I can only conclude that this church has determined that this IS the place that 

would hm~e the most direct and immediate impact on people ... 

Church’s Rec Facility will Rival Mare’ Commercial G;,ms 
Of course, "for profit" clubs are concemed with the money that a non-profit "taJaes" 

away t~om them and their business. A business has ONE ... 

Church’s Rec Facility will Rival Many Commercial Gyms 
Rob, I’d also be sooooooo happy if this church had solved all the problems in the 

comer of their world! That however, was not nearly the ... 

Clmrch’s Rec Facilit~ roll Rival Many Commercial Gyms 
Robin, I’d be sooooooo happy if this chnrch (or ANY charitable organization) had 

solved all the p~oblems in their corner of the world and conld ... 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victor@principalinvestigators.org> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 12:12 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

What Your R24 Proposal Should and Should NOT Include 

Click here to view mobile version. 

i~i R24 Grants: What They Are, Who Should Apply, and Tips for Successful Applications 

The R24 granting mechanism is one of several ways that our 
federal health research funding system encourages the 
development of resources, networks and new directions in a 
field of study. They are also used to facilitate translation of 
research into practice or implementation of promising 
evidence based practices. R24 grants are used by AHRQ 
and a variety of NIH institutes and centers, as well as cross 
institute NIH resource development activities. 

R24 is one of several mechanisms to fund interdisciplinary or 
cross institution resource development, research, and 
translational activities along with other R and P 
mechanisms. 

While all projects involve the creation of some form of 

resource meant to move a particular field or evidence based 
practice forward, the R24 activity code is used both for large 
resource grants and small, short term RFAs (or Request for 
Application) with a wide range of goals. 

Through this new 85-page guide entitled "R24 Grants: 

What They Are, Who Should Applg, and Tips for 
Successful Applications," you will learn how the R24 
activity code is used by different NIH institutes and AHRQ, 
and gain valuable tips from program officers on how to write 
a successful R24 proposal! >>>LEARN MORE 

[ ~iI Table of Contents 

Section 1 : What is an R24 and How is It Used? 

Key NIH Grant Mechanisms 

Two Types of R24s 

Specific Examples of Each 

Section 2: Is Your Project a Good Fit for an R247 

Contacting the Program Officer 

When and Howto Contact the Program Officer 

Discussing an R24 and Its Appropriateness for 

the Project 

The Pre-proposal Process for Large ($500,000 

or greater) Per Year R24 Grants 

Letters of Intent 

Section 3: institutions and Principal 
Investigators 

Who is an Appropriate PI for an R24? 

Different Institutions and Consortia for 

Different Types of Projects 

R24s and Ongoing Capacity Building 

Section 4: Tips for Writing a Successful R24 
Application 

Differences in the Substantive Sections 

Appendices 

Support Letters 

Differences in Budgets 

Clarity of Writing and Other Basics 

What NOTto Put Into Your R24 Application 

The R24 Peer Review Process 



i~i Introductory Rate 

Purchase this new 85-pg guide in PDF format by Feb. 13th for only $27£ $199! 

X:: BONUS 

BONUS! Order you R24 guide today and get a free MP4 
of the 60-minute Webinar entitled "Interdisciplinary 
Research Teams: Who to Include, Who to Avoid, and 
How to Manage Effectively" (a $197 value, yours free). 

Order Online, call 800-,303-0129 ext. 506 or fax your order form in. 

Forward to a t~end. 

[’Z;~;~’::t~ {’2~!!’::" _.’...<: i’-’:=. {141 ~{} 
:, -.::X)0- 333-01:29 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 12:33 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A Pegasus Airlines plane landed sa£ely at an Istanbul airport today after a passenger "said that there was a bomb on board" and wanted the plane to land in Sochi, 

Russia, officials with Tmkey’s Tra~sportalion Ministry said. 

"While the plane was in the air, one of the passengers said that there was a bomb on board and asked the plane to not land in Sabtha Gokcen (in Turkey) bnt rather to 

land in Sochi," Transportation Ministu official Habip Soluk told CNNTurk. 

The Winter Olympic Games started Thnrsday mnid intense security against lx~tential terror attacks. Official opening ceremonies are being held today. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail a]erts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karly Combest <info@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 2:32 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Perfect Your Skills - only t~w spots remain’. 

Forward this email 



This email was sent to ille@iilinois.edu by chamber@champaiqncounb/.orq 
Ubdat~ P[~fij~L~rn~jjAddress InsLa~lt [emoval ~’~lLh Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privac~Po[ic~’. 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W. Kirby Ave, :: Champaign IL~i61820 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trust Sport Conditioning ~:mistsportconditioning@_lwistconditioning.ccsend.com7 

Friday, FebmaD- 7, 2014 3:27 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

NEW Twis~t Sport Conditioning Centres Opening in 2014! 







Forward this email 

This email was sent to ille@iilinois.edu by dshiels@twistconditionincl.com 
._U_#_d___a_t__e__/!~:_o__~jj_e_LE_l&a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_F_.e_U_._n_s_~_lb__s_c_~ib_A~’~ !~__rj_v__a__c_L/__E_o_[L_c~, 

Twist Sport Conditioning Unit 12-1225 East Keith Road :: North Vancouver BCiV7J 1J3iCanada 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 5:01 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

OLYMPICS RESULTS: The United States clinched the first gold medal of the Sochi Olympic Games on Saturday when Sage Kotsenbmg won the snowboard men’s 

slopes .tyle. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aris Basketball Club <arisbasketballclubOO2@outlook,com> 

Saturday, February 8, 2014 8:56 AM 

2014-2015 Basketball season 

Hello, 

We are looking for male and female players for 2014 leagues and the 2014-2015 season. We have contacts in Europe, Asia, and South America and we 

usually deal with small to mid sized contracts($1200-S4000/per month)we are working to become one of the largest scouting agencies around so all 

players and resumes are welcomed. 

We are interested to hear from any players who are eligible to play for Great Britain and who can add to the strength of our Men and Women Senior and 

Under 20 squads. The British Basketball office will be pleased to assist players and parents with the complexities.Please get back to us We will contact 

you on receipt so please include a valid email address. 

Regards 

Mark David. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com~ 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 8:58 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Special Focns: ASC Awards m~d Academy Nominees 

View in Browser 

if you missed our coverage oF ti~e 

whose cirtema~ograpi~ers received ASC 

a\,va:rds or Oscar nominations ti-ds year, 

here’s a chance to catch 

Octobe,," 2015 

(ASC a~sd Oscar nominee~ 

November 2013 

Barry Ackroyd, BgC 

(ASC nominee) 

Ensmanuet L.:.lbezk], ~.SC, 

(ASC vvinner and Oscar nominee 

Scan t3obbitt, BSC 

(ASC nominee} 

Phedon Papan’.dchael,~ ASC 

(ASC and Oscar r..on’..inee) 

Downloads: 



over the ,~,,,or~d ihe ~,~(20r=~r~e ~3tere off~rs a rar~g~ of items - books ,/idee~, DVDs, 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

American Cinematographer <asc@welchintegrated.com~ 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 8:58 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Special Focns: ASC Awards m~d Academy Nominees 

View in Browser 

if you missed our coverage oF ti~e 

whose cirtema~ograpi~ers received ASC 

a\,va:rds or Oscar nominations ti-ds year, 

here’s a chance to catch 

Octobe,," 2015 

(ASC a~sd Oscar nominee~ 

November 2013 

Barry Ackroyd, BgC 

(ASC nominee) 

Ensmanuet L.:.lbezk], ~.SC, 

(ASC vvinner and Oscar nominee 

Scan t3obbitt, BSC 

(ASC nominee} 

Phedon Papan’.dchael,~ ASC 

(ASC and Oscar r..on’..inee) 

Downloads: 



over the ,~,,,or~d ihe ~,~(20r=~r~e ~3tere off~rs a rar~g~ of items - books ,/idee~, DVDs, 

To be unsubscribed from the ASC2014 mailing list, simply click on the link below: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, Februaw 8, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

NCAA All-Staff Meeting 

The NCAA Cnstomer Service staff will be attending an NCAA all- staff meeting Monday, February 10 [~om 10 - 11:30 a.m. Eastern time. The NCAA 
Customer Service Center will be closed during this time. The Member Instititution Port~] mad website will re~n~fin functional during this time. Nom~al 

business will resume at 11:30 a.~n. Eastern time. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, February. 8, 2014 2:33 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Attoruey General Eric Holder says he is set to extend the federal goverument’s recognition of same- sex mamages even in the 34 states that don’t consider it legal. 

CNN has obtained excerpts of a speech Holder will deliver at the Human Rights Campaign’s New York City gala tonight. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 5:37 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

OLYMPICS RESULTS: American Jmme Anderson wins gold and becomes the first ever wome~fs slopes .tyle Olympic champion. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farna~n Street Brain Food <newslette~thmamstreetblog.com@maJJ45.at131 .mcdlv.net> 

Sunday, Februm7 9, 2014 6:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Kierkegaard on Knowledge 

f’,4asferin~ g~e best of !.;,bat ether peonie have already 

8fought to you by: 

Brain Food 

"Oen’t be afraid yeur life wi!! e~d, 

be afraid that it wil! never begin" 

Start here. 

The most popular article this week was 

What else was interesting? 

Z~!..e.,.r!~.i,.h..~#.rbi.’,.}!~!y,.i;e.,.- "1 wish the earlier me understood work and practice 

practice more. Just the repeated concerted effort to get better at things. I 

wish I didn’t have the notions of talent and genius I had back then." 

Brea~ is Not Bef!,er--In any system continuous grou/l;h is 

impossible. Everything reaches a breakpoint. The real question is how the 

system responds to this breakpoint. "A successful network has only a small 

collapse, out of which a stronger nelx~’ork emerges wherein it reaches 

equilibrium, oscillating around an ideal size." 

~ Life in Middlemarch --"Books gave us a way to shape ourselves--to 

form our thoughts and to signal to each other who we were and who we 

wanted to be." 

.~!~i.~‘~..~!~.~.~.c.‘‘:.‘.~:~!~..~..e.:.~.~.~.~‘~..:.~..~.!~:!!~g~..!~W..y.~.~L~.~!~‘%~.~!~- "If you are 

promotion-focused, you want to advance and avoid missed opportunities, if 

you are prevention-focused, you want to minimize losses and keep things 

working." 

The Science of Snowflakes -- "Sno~,,llakes are symmetrical but they’re not 

perfect. They are ordered but they are created in disorder." 

Extras 

if you missed last week’s edition--Five books to promote clear thinking, the 

power of introverts, a baloney detection kit, the laws of character and personality, 

and the tnuman search for meaning, and so muctn more --you can 

What l°m reading. 



Metamorphosis 

Gregor Samsa worked himself ragged to pay off his parents’ debts--they were 

not as bad off as he believed His grotesque metamorphosis "is the physical 

manifestation of his abasement." He has only himself to blame, as he accepted 

"wretchedness as it was thrust upon him." Like other Kafka protagonists, he errs, 

in part by allowing himself to "be acted upon" rather than acting. (Complement with 

As algorithmic intelligence takes over, Tyler Cowen envisions a world with a 

shrinking middle class. The key question for workers is whether you are good at 

working with, or augmenting, intelligent machines or not? In other words, do you 

make the computer better? If not, Cowen believes you might be in trouble. He 

warns, "if your skills do not complement the computer, you may want to address 

that mismatch Ever more people are starting to fall on one side of the divide or 

the other. That’s why average is over." 

Focus: Use Different Wa~the VVorld for Success and influence 

Explores how our focus changes what we see and how we are influenced. V~Inile 

we have a tendency to be promotion4ocused or prevention-focused, we can be 

fairly ambidextrous. V~Inen we’re promotion-focused, we’re focused on avoiding 

missed opportunities. VCnen we’re prevention-focused we’re more conservative, 

trying to minimize losses. The book has an interesting explanation for why condom 

sales soar in a recession--taking our cues from the environment, we become 

more prevention-focused. 

See the big list of 

Links worth clicking. 

+ r..L..~#~..~R,..m.~..~!#~.i~ -- %,Mny do we neglect our sleep? It’s not as if the ill effects of 

fatigue are a surprise. If for no reason other than self-interest, we are vigilant about 

our children’s sleep, so it’s hard to understand why we are so cavalier about our 

own. This puzzle is even more pointed because the benefits of sleep are 

immediate. Eat better or work out more, and you’ll see the benefits weeks, months 

or years down the road. Sleep more and you’ll see the benefits tomorrow." 

+ [!~b.~...£~!!~!.[#..q~i.!3#[#i.O..#.O.#.i#~iP.P.- "People make bad choices all the time, usually 

because of a fundamental inability to operate over longer time frames: Nobody 

wants to be fat in five years, everybody wants the doughnut right now; you know 

she’s bad news, but it’s 2 a.m. and your decision-making timeline currently does 

not extend to sunrise; you should really take the money you were going to spend 

on that car and put it in your retirement fund, but part of you doesn’t expect to live 

that long." (Complement with .~.~33~.~:.~.~.:~..*~.~.~.~..~.~.~..~.~:~.~f~.‘~.z!~‘.‘g~.f~.~!..!~[:*.‘%~.~.~1..~.~. 



Addiction Bureauc~ac~t.) 

+ !::!9}#.,’..~A[f?.r...~b~9~?..e.,.~.~.g.r...!=.i:@.~ -- "There is a cell in our retinas that 

communicates with our master dock that is inhibited by short wavelength light and 

inhibited by long wavelength light," says Neitz. "So it completely makes sense that 

bk~e is calming to us." 

+ This is what ha~)ens wher~ ~ mess with ir@~,itg. "You might think that if you 

simply started adding the natural numbers, I plus 2 plus 3 and so on all the way to 

infinity, you would get a pretty big number. At least I always did. So it came as a 

shock to a lot of people when, in a recent video, a pair of physicists purported to 

prove that this infinite series actually adds up to ...minus 1/I 2/’ 

+ ]]:~£~$~9~‘~.#.~i£#.~i2~#~A~.#~.~.][~b~[!~.~i~#~#.!~(~(~#~!.1]i2#i.cJ!:~- "Jobs was quiet during 

the pitch, but he ~emed intrigued throughout, and now it was time for him to talk. 

He looked around the room fi~led w~th the "Th~nk Different" billboards and said, 

"This is great, this is really great ... but ] ~n’t do this. People already think I’m an 

egotist, and pu~ng the Apple bgo up there with a~ these geniuses w~ get me 

skewered by the press." The room was totally s~lent. The "Think Different" 

campaign was the only campaign we had in our bag of tricks, and I thought for 

ceRa~n we were toast. Steve then paused and ~ooked around the room and said 

out loud, yet almost as if to his own se~f, "~at am ~ doing? Screw it. It’s the right 

~ng. ~t’s great Let’s ~k tomorrow." in a ma~er of seconds, right before our very 

eyes, he had done a complete about-face." (v~a ~) 

+ National Geographic takes a look at 

you might be making. (Pair with 

Thankyou. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 9, 2014 9:09 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Former Missouri Tigers defensive end and 2014 NFL dralt entrant Michael Stun announced today in inteiwiews with ESPN and The New York Times that he is gay. 

"We admire Michael Sam’s hones%/and courage. We look forward to welcoming and supporting Michael Sam in 2014," said 

NFL spokesperson Cheg Aiello via Trotter. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, February. 11, 2014 5:54 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Shirley Temple, who rose to fame as arguably one of the most famous child actresses in Holl?~vood history, has died, according to l~er publicis~t. She was 85. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:25 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

More than 93,000 customers froln Alabalna to North Carolina are without power in the Southeast. power companies tell CNN. Most of the outages are in metro 

Atlanta. 

The storm also is disrupting air travel. As of 10 a.m.,Flightaware.com is reporting 2,820 total U.S. flight cancellations so far today. Most are at Hartsfield-Jackson 

Atlanta International, Charlotte Douglas International and Raleigh-Durham International airports. The cancellations also may be due to mechanical problems. 

The storm dropping ice and snow in fl~e South is expected to strengthen as it moves up the Eastern Seaboard, the National Weather Service says. Forecasters say it 

will a~’ect areas across the mid-Atlantic and Northeast. More than I inch of ice may accumulate ti~om central Georgia into South Carolina through Thur~tay morning. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail a]erts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 3:30 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The U.S. Senate gave its approval today to raising the nation’s debt ceiling, oJlowing the government to borrow more Inoney to pay its bills through early 2015. 

The politically charged issue cleared the chaml~r 55-43 af[er running House approval Tuesday. The measure now goes to President Barack Obama for his signature. 

Approval removes the prospect of another protracted political fight over fiscal policy as Democrats and Republicans gear up for Novembets midterm elections. 

Read the stor~’ here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is n(~w LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

ConLact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail ale~s, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pointstreak Sports Technologies <communications@Ix~intstreak.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, February 12, 2014 3:32 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Peter Luukko Aptx~inted to the Board of Pointstreak Sports Technologies Inc. 

For online version click here 

You’re receiving this email because of you or your organization’s relationship with Pointstreak Sports 
Technologies Inc, Please feel free to unsubscribe if you do not wish to receive our communications, 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

PETER LUUKKO APPOINTED TO THE BOARD OF 
POINTSTREAK SPORTS TECHNOLOGIES INC. 



Sports industry veteran joins the Board of Directors and invests in company 

Toronto, ON - February 12, 2014 - Pointstreak Sports Technologies Inc., the industry leader in sports 

technology solutions, is pleased to announce that Peter A. Luukko, formerly Chairman of Global 

Spectrum and President!COO of Comcast-Spectacor, has joined the company’s Board of Directors 

and has made a personal investment in Pointstreak. 

"Peter is one of the top executives in all of sports. His vision, experience and leadership will prove 

to be a great addition to Pointstreak and we welcome him to the Board and asa shareholder of the 

company," said Scott Secord, Pointstreak’ President/CEO. 

Mr. Luukko will take an active role with the company and is expected to become vital in steering 

the company’s growth strategy across all divisions. "I spent a great deal of time getting to know the 

management and Pointstreak’s business model while at Comcast-Spectacor. I believe the company 

has tremendous growth opportunities in the future and when presented with the opportunity to 

join the Board and become an investor, I was confident I could provide value," explained Luukko. 

Richard Crowe, Chairman of the Board of Pointstreak, stated "We are thrilled to have Peter join the 

Board of Directors. His knowledge and relationships in the sports industry will prove to be 

invaluable to Pointstreak and its shareholders as we continue to execute our growth strategy". 

Before joining Pointstreak, Mr. Luukko served as President/COO of Comcast-Spectacor. In this role 

he was responsible for the creation of new business opportunities for Comcast-Spectacor in the 

fields of facility management, sports ownership, ticketing as well as food and concessions 

operations. He also oversaw all operations of the Philadelphia Flyers and served as a member of 

the Board of Governors of the NHL. 

While at Comcast-Spectacor, Mr. Luukko oversaw the company’s growth in facility management 

from seven facilities to over 115 by 2013. Additionally in 2000, Comcast-Spectacor acquired Leisure 

Food Services and renamed the company Ovations Food Services. Comcast-Spectacor made a 

significant investment into a ticketing technology company, Paciolan and employed its technology 

to create a full-service ticketing company, New Era Tickets, in 2004. Comcast-Spectacor acquired 

100 percent of Paciolan from Live Nation in 2010. 

Under Luukko’s leadership, Comcast-Spectacor helped Philadelphia garner national attention and 

awareness by attracting the 2002 NBA All-Star Weekend, the 2001 NCAA Men’s East Regionals, the 

2001 and 2002 X Games, the 2000 NCAA Women’s Final Four, the 2000 Republican National 

Convention, the 2008 U.S. Olympic Team Trials for Gymnastics, the 2011 NCAA Wrestling 

Championships, the 2014 NCAA Frozen Four, and numerous other sports and entertainment events 

to the City of Philadelphia. 

A recognized leader in the facility management industry, Luukko was the 2000 recipient of the City 

of Hope’s Tri-State Labor Award. He also received the 2002 prestigious Harold J. VanderZwaag 

Distinguished Alumnus Award from the Sports Management Program of the University of 

Massachusetts for his accomplishments in the field of sports management. 

Luukko actively serves on the Board of Directors for the Philadelphia Convention and Visitors 

Bureau, and the Philadelphia Sports Congress, and the Ed Snider Youth Hockey Foundation. He also 

served on both the National Hockey League’s and the National Basketball Association’s Board of 

Governors. 

Pointstreak Sports Technolol~ies Inc.’s mission is to provide innovative technologies to enhance 
the experience of the global sports community. 

Specialized for the needs of sports organizations such as leagues, teams, associations and 



governing bodies, Pointstreal4s solutions streamline operations and improve the experience of 

sports participants, fans and media. Pointstreak has three broad divisions: League & Team 

Management Solutions (brands: Pointstreak Stats - real-time league statistics system; 

Pointstreak Registration - online registration system; Pointstreak Sites - website content 

management system; Pointstreak Stream - a live & on-demand sports video streaming service), 

Electronic RaJ:,fle System (brand: Pointstreak 5050) and Athlete Perj:ormance, Development & 

Promotion (brand: Pointstreak Performance). 

More information about Pointstreak Sports Technologies Inc. can be found at 

www.pointstreak.com, through the product information website www.pointstreaksolutions.com 

or through the corporate micro site. 

Connect with Pointstreak on Facebook, Twitter, l.inkedln and YouTube. 

This ~maii was s~nt to ille@iilinois,~du by newsletters@pointstreak, corn 
_U_~_d_a_t_e___!~_[9_[[[e_~_E___m__@_[LA_d_d_r_gs_s_ {nstant l-emoval with .S_a_f~.U_n_s_u_Ib_S_c_r_[_b_e_ ~’ [_~_rLv_a_£L[_~gJj_c_y_. 

Pointstreak.com Inc, 1595 16th Avenue, Suite 602 i Richmond Hill L4B 3N9 Canada 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trust Sport Conditioning ~:mistsportconditioning@twistconditioning.ccsend.com7 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 3:52 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Check out our NEW line-up of Certitications! Register Today 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Twist 
Sport Conditioning, Don’t forget to add learn@twistconditioning.com to your address book so we’ll be 
sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 





Forward this email 

[his emaii was sent to ille@iilinois,edu by [_e__a_Ln__C~_~_~]_s__t_c__o__n__d__[t_Lo_~_!Ln_~_c__o___n)_ 

Update ProfileiEmail Address ~nstant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy, 

Twist Conditioning i Unit 12-1225 East Keith Road :: North Vancouver BC :: V7] 113 Canada 



Here Are The Details: 

4 Register your team on ou~ web s~te: ~)):?.~.~.!.~[~LZ~..[~[~#~[: 

5. Send an e-mail to tim@woivestournaments.oom with the price you wa~t to match. 

6. We will confirm you~ price and contact you back 

Any Questions Call: Tim Bro~ghton (734)645=g033 

3 The winner wili be announced on our web site on February 25, 2014. 

4. The free tournament must be used during. 2014 Season 

5. ii]e Winning team must submit a $200 refundable deposit. 

6 If more than one team guesses the announcement then the winne~wfil be determined by the earliest e- 

mail lhet w~s submitted. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 5:13 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Sid Caesal; whose clever, anarchic comedy on programs such as "Your Show of Shows" and "Caesar’s Hour" helped define the 1950s "Golden Age of Television," 

has died, according to actor Rudy De Luca, a friend of the family. Caesar was 91. 

Caesats shows featured writers who became famous in their own right, including Neil Simon, Carl Reiner. Mel Broolcs and Lm~ Gelbart. 

Read the story here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 6:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

F~:mam Street: Lincoln’s Last Public Address plus more 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 12 Feb 2014, 05:15 AN PST 

i.~.i Abraham Lincoln November 1863 

A few days before his assassination on April 15th, 1865 Abraham Lincoln gave his final public address. 

The Life and Writings ofAbra~am Li~coln does a good job setting the context. General Lee surrendered to General Grant 

at Appomattox on April 9. Lincoln returned to Washington, where a great victory celebration was being held. Sometime on 

the evening of April 10, a crowd of people gathered at the White House to "serenade him," however he asked them to come 

back the next night. This allowed him the proper time to prepare an address for the occasion. The speech below was carefully 

written and read from a manuscript while standing in a window of the White House. "It is not a speech of victory, but a 

serious analysis of reconstruction plans, particularly as they were being carried out in Louisiana." Lincoln is going around 

Congress to take issues directly to the people. "Among the crowd standing on the White House lawn was John Wilkes Booth, 

who was reputedly so enraged at what the President had to say about giving the vote to the Negroes, that he then swore 

that this was the last speech Lincoln would ever make." 



April :1.1, 1865 

WE MEET this evening not in sorrow, but in gladness of heart. The evacuation of Petersburg and Richmond, and the 
surrender of the principal insurgent army, give hope of a righteous and speedy peace, whose joyous expression 
cannot be restrained, in the midst of this, however, He from whom all blessings flow must not be forgotten. A call 
for a national thanksgiving is being prepared, and will be duly promulgated. Nor must those whose harder part gives 
us the cause of rejoicing be overlooked. Their honors must not be parceled out with others. I myself was near the 
front, and had the high pleasure of transmitting much of the good news to you; but no part of the honor for plan or 
execution is mine. To General Grant, his skJlful officers and brave men, all belongs. The gallant navy stood ready, but 
was not in reach to take active part. 

By these recent successes the reinauguration of the national authority-- reconstruction-- which has had a large 
share of thought from the first, is pressed much more closely upon our attention, it is fraught with great difficulty. 
Unlike a case of war between independent nations, there is no authorized organ for us to treat with-- no one man 
has authority to give up the rebellion for any other man. We simply must begin with and mold from disorganized and 
discordant elements. Nor is it a small additional embarrassment that we, the loyal people, differ among ourselves as 
to the mode, manner, and measure of reconstruction. As a general rule, I abstain from reading the reports of 
attacks upon myself, wishing not to be provoked by that to which I cannot properly offer an answer, in spite of this 
precaution, however, it comes to my knowledge that I am much censured for some supposed agency in setting up 
and seeking to sustain the new State government of Louisiana. 

in this I have done just so much, and no more than, the public knows, in the annual message of December, 1863, 
and in the accompanying proclamation, I presented a plan of reconstruction as the phrase goes, which I promised, if 
adopted by any State, should be acceptable to and sustained by the executive government of the nation. I distinctly 
stated that this was not the only plan which might possibly be acceptable, and I also distinctly protested that the 
executive claimed no right to say when or whether members should be admitted to seats in Congress from such 
States. This plan was Jn advance submitted to the then Cabinet, and distinctly approved by every member of it. One 
of them suggested that I should then and in that connection apply the Emancipation Proclamation to the theretofore 
excepted parts of Virginia and Louisiana; that I should drop the suggestion about apprenticeship for freed people, and 
that I should omit the protest against my own power in regard to the admission of members to Congress. But even 
he approved every part and parcel of the plan which has since been employed or touched by the action of Louisiana. 

The new constitution of Louisiana, declaring emancipation for the whole State, practically applies the proclamation to 
the part previously excepted, it does not adopt apprenticeship for freed people, and it is silent, as it could not well be 
otherwise, about the admission of members to Congress. So that, as it applies to Louisiana, every member of the 
Cabinet fully approved the plan. The message went to Congress, and I received many commendations of the plan, 
written and verbal, and not a single objection to it from any professed emancipatJonist came to my knowledge until 
after the news reached Washington that the people of Louisiana had begun to move in accordance with it. From 
about July, 1862, I had corresponded with different persons supposed to be interested [in] seeking a reconstruction 
of a State government for Louisiana. When the message of 1863, with the plan before mentioned, reached New 
Orleans, General Banks wrote me that he was confident that the people, with his military co6peratJon, would 
reconstruct substantially on that plan. I wrote to him and some of them to try it. They tried it, and the result is 
known. Such has been my only agency in getting up the Louisiana government. 

As to sustaining it, my promise is out, as before stated. But as bad promises are better broken than kept, I shall 
treat this as a bad promise, and break it whenever I shall be convinced that keeping it is adverse to the public 
interest; but i have not yet been so convinced. I have been shown a letter on this subject, supposed to be an able 
one, in which the writer expresses regret that my mind has not seemed to be definitely fixed on the question 
whether the seceded States, so called, are in the Union or out of it. it would perhaps add astonishment to his regret 
were he to learn that since I have found professed Union men endeavoring to make that question, I have purposely 
forborne any public expression upon it. As appears to me, that question has not been, nor yet is, a practically 
material one, and that any discussion of it, while it thus remains practically immaterial, could have no effect other 
than the mischievous one of dividing our friends. As yet, whatever it may hereafter become, that question is bad as 
the basis of a controversy, and good for nothing at all-- a merely pernicious abstraction. 

We all agree that the seceded States, so called, are out of their proper practical relation with the Union; and that the 
sole object of the government, civil and military, in regard to those States is to again get them into that proper 

practical relation. I believe it is not only possible, but in fact, easier, to do this, without deciding, or even considering, 
whether these states have even been out of the Union, than with it. Finding themselves safely at home, it would be 
utterly immaterial whether they had ever been abroad. Let us all join in doing the acts necessary to restoring the 

proper practical relations between these states and the Union; and each forever after, innocently indulge his own 
opinion whether, in doing the acts, he brought the States from without, into the Union, or only gave them proper 

assistance, they never having been out of it. 

The amount of constituency, so to speak, on which the new Louisiana government rests, would be more 



satisfactory to all, if it contained fifty, thirty, or even twenty thousand, instead of only about twelve thousand, as it 

does. ][t is also unsatisfactory to some that the elective franchise is not given to the colored man. I would myself 

prefer that it were now conferred on the very intelligent, and on those who serve our cause as soldiers. Still the 

question is not whether the Louisiana government, as it stands, is quite all that is desirable. The question is "Will it be 

wiser to take it as it is, and help to improve it; or to reject, and disperse it?" "Can Louisiana be brought into proper 

practical relation with the Union soon by sustaining, or by discarding her new State Government?" 

Some twelve thousand voters in the heretofore slave-state of Louisiana have sworn allegiance to the Union, 

assumed to be the rightful political power of the State, held elections, organized a State government, adopted a 

free-state constitution, giving the benefit of public schools equally to black and white, and empowering the 

Legislature to confer the elective franchise upon the colored man. Their Legislature has already voted to ratify the 

constitutional amendment recently passed by Congress, abolishing slavery throughout the nation. These twelve 

thousand persons are thus fully committed to the Union, and to perpetual freedom in the state -- committed to the 

very things, and nearly all the things the nation wants -- and they ask the nations recognition, and it’s assistance to 

make good their committal. Now, if we reject, and spurn them, we do our utmost to disorganize and disperse them. 

We in effect say to the white men "You are worthless, or worse -- we will neither help you, nor be helped by you." 

To the blacks we say "This cup of liberty which these, your old masters, hold to your lips, we will dash from you, and 

leave you to the chances of gathering the spilled and scattered contents in some vague and undefined when, where, 

and how." ][f this course, discouraging and paralyzing both white and black, has any tendency to bring Louisiana into 

proper practical relations with the Union, ][ have, so far, been unable to perceive it. ][f, on the contrary, we recognize, 

and sustain the new government of Louisiana the converse of all this is made true. We encourage the hearts, and 

nerve the arms of the twelve thousand to adhere to their work, and argue for it, and proselyte for it, and fight for it, 

and feed it, and grow it, and ripen it to a complete success. The colored man too, in seeing all united for him, is 

inspired with vigilance, and energy, and daring, to the same end. Grant that he desires the elective franchise, will he 

not attain it sooner by saving the already advanced steps toward it, than by running backward over them? Concede 

that the new government of Louisiana is only to what it should be as the egg is to the fowl, we shall sooner have the 

fowl by hatching the egg than by smashing it? Again, if we reject Louisiana, we also reject one vote in favor of the 

proposed amendment to the national constitution. To meet this proposition, it has been argued that no more than 

three fourths of those States which have not attempted secession are necessary to validly ratify the amendment. I 

do not commit myself against this, further than to say that such a ratification would be questionable, and sure to be 

persistently questioned; while a ratification by three fourths of all the States would be unquestioned and 

unquestionable. 

I repeat the question. "Can Louisiana be brought into proper practical relation with the Union sooner by sustaining or 

by discarding her new State Government? 

What has been said of Louisiana will apply generally to other States. And yet so great peculiarities pertain to each 

state; and such important and sudden changes occur in the same state; and, withal, so new and unprecedented is 

the whole case, that no exclusive, and inflexible plan can safely be prescribed as to details and colatterals. Such 

exclusive, and inflexible plan, would surely become a new entanglement, important principles may, and must, be 

inflexible. 

In the present "situation" as the phrase goes, it may be my duty to make some new announcement to the people of 

the South. ][ am considering, and shall not fail to act, when satisfied that action will be proper. 

While out of print, T~e Life s~ Writimgs of Abra~sm Lin~olm is still available on ki~dle. If you’re looking for a solid desktop 

edition, [ just ordered the two volume Lincoln: Speeches and Writings: 183~d[858 and &859~186~. 

Brought to you by: CURIOSITY -- A c~rio~{slV &m¢o~ve~tio~al a~ a#e~c&¢ t#~t he~ps yo~ st~d o~t i~} toda&c’s crowded 

Posted: 12 Feb 2014 04:00 ,s,i! PST 

When he was seven years old, his family was forced out of their home and off their farm. Like other boys his age, he 

was expected to work to help support the family. 

When he was nine, his mother died. 

At the age of 22, the company he worked for went bankrupt and he lost his job. 

At 23, he ran for state legislature in a field of 13 candidates. He came in eighth. 



At 24, he borrowed money to start a business with a friend. By the end of the year, the business failed. The local 

sheriff seized his possessions to pay off his debt. His partner soon died, penniless, and he assumed his partner’s 

share of debt as well. He spent the next several years of his life paying it off. 

At 25, he ran for state legislature again. This time he won. 

At 26, he was engaged to be married. But his fiancee died before the wedding. The next year he plunged into a 

depression and suffered a nervous breakdown. 

At 29, 

At 34, 

At 35, 

At 39, 

At 40, 

At 45, 

At 47, 

At 49, 

Two years later, at the age of 51, after a lifetime of failure, disappointment, and loss (and still relatively unknown 

outside of his home state of Illinois), Abraham Lincoln was elected the sixteenth president of the United States. 

he sought to become the speaker of the state legislature. He was defeated. 

he campaigned for a U.S. congressional seat, representing his district. He lost. 

he ran for Congress again. This time he won. He went to Washington and did a good job. 

when his term ended, he was out of a job again. There was a one-term-limit rule in his party. 

he tried to get a job as commissioner of the General Land Office. He was rejected. 

he campaigned for the U.S. Senate, representing his state. He lost by six electoral votes. 

he was one of the contenders for the vice-presidential nomination at his party’s national convention. He lost. 

he ran for the same U.S. Senate seat a second time. And for the second time, he lost. 

Today we celebrate Lincoln’s Birthday. 

The next time you consider giving up when faced with setback, consider this story. Imagine how the world would be different 

today if Lincoln gave up after his first setback ._ or his second ... or his tenth, 

Brought to you by: CURIOSITY 

You are subscribed [o ernaii upda[es from Farnam Street 

To step receiving these ema s, you may unsubscribe now. 

Goegle h~c, 20 West Kinzie, Chicage IL. USA 60610 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, February. 13, 2014 7:16 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Co~ncas~t says it has agreed to buy Ti~ne W~:mer Cable for $45 billion in a deal that would combine the two biggest cable companies in the United States. If the deal is 

approve& the co~nbined group would be the natio~f s dominaut provider of TV and Interuet services. 

The two companies expect the merger to take effect by the end of the year. but regulators are likely to take a close look at the poteutial impact on consumers. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 
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Subject: 

Laura Momson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <lmomson@caroliuachamber.org> 

Thursday, Februao, 13, 2014 10:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Introducing Our New and Improved Networking Opportuuities! 

click here To view this email online 
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YOUNG PROFESSIONALS NETWORK 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Recreation Management <R_M@signet~esearch.org~ 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 12:03 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

V1NCE, we still need your t~edback. 

Dear Reader, 

We are collecting information to create our annual State of the Industry Report and Salary Survey, which 
will be reported in the June and July 2014 issues of Rec~ation Management. We would greatly 
appreciate your participation in the survey. Your feedback is critical as we build this crucial report on 
industry trends across the managed recreation, sports and fitness industry. To thank you for your 
participation, we’ll enter your name into a drawing to 

Win an iPad 2 or 1 of 3 pairs of Maul Jim sunglasses 

Because you are part of a cat,fully selected sample, your response is vital to the survey’s success. 

Please take the next few minutes to complete the survey online by clicking the link below. 

Click Here to Participate 

This survey is being conducted by independent reseamh firm Signet Research Inc. Your responses are 
strictly confidential, and data will appear in aggregate form only. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Tipping 

Editorial Director 

Recreation Management Magazine 

If you experience any difficulty or would like to contact us, we can be reached at 

feed back@sig net research .net 

Click here if you would prefer not to receive further messaqes from this sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Recreation Management <R_M@signet~esearch.org~ 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 12:03 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

V1NCE, we still need your t~edback. 

Dear Reader, 

We are collecting information to create our annual State of the Industry Report and Salary Survey, which 
will be reported in the June and July 2014 issues of Rec~ation Management. We would greatly 
appreciate your participation in the survey. Your feedback is critical as we build this crucial report on 
industry trends across the managed recreation, sports and fitness industry. To thank you for your 
participation, we’ll enter your name into a drawing to 

Win an iPad 2 or 1 of 3 pairs of Maul Jim sunglasses 

Because you are part of a cat,fully selected sample, your response is vital to the survey’s success. 

Please take the next few minutes to complete the survey online by clicking the link below. 

Click Here to Participate 

This survey is being conducted by independent reseamh firm Signet Research Inc. Your responses are 
strictly confidential, and data will appear in aggregate form only. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Tipping 

Editorial Director 

Recreation Management Magazine 

If you experience any difficulty or would like to contact us, we can be reached at 

feed back@sig net research .net 

Click here if you would prefer not to receive further messaqes from this sender 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victor@pfincipalinvestigators.org> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 12:15 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Ends Today ] What Your R24 Proposal Should and Should NOT Include 

Click here to view mobile version. 

i~i R24 Grants: What They Are, Who Should Apply, and Tips for Successful Applications 

The R24 granting mechanism is one of several ways that our 
federal health research funding system encourages the 
development of resources, networks and new directions in a 
field of study. They are also used to facilitate translation of 
research into practice or implementation of promising 
evidence based practices. R24 grants are used by AHRQ 
and a variety of NIH institutes and centers, as well as cross 
institute NIH resource development activities. 

R24 is one of several mechanisms to fund interdisciplinary or 
cross institution resource development, research, and 
translational activities along with other R and P 
mechanisms. 

While all projects involve the creation of some form of 

resource meant to move a particular field or evidence based 
practice forward, the R24 activity code is used both for large 
resource grants and small, short term RFAs (or Request for 
Application) with a wide range of goals. 

Through this new 85-page guide entitled "R24 Grants: 

What They Are, Who Should Applg, and Tips for 
Successful Applications," you will learn how the R24 
activity code is used by different NIH institutes and AHRQ, 
and gain valuable tips from program officers on how to write 
a successful R24 proposal! >>>LEARN MORE 

[ ~iI Table of Contents 

Section 1 : What is an R24 and How is It Used? 

Key NIH Grant Mechanisms 

Two Types of R24s 

Specific Examples of Each 

Section 2: Is Your Project a Good Fit for an R247 

Contacting the Program Officer 

When and Howto Contact the Program Officer 

Discussing an R24 and Its Appropriateness for 

the Project 

The Pre-proposal Process for Large ($500,000 

or greater) Per Year R24 Grants 

Letters of Intent 

Section 3: institutions and Principal 
Investigators 

Who is an Appropriate PI for an R24? 

Different Institutions and Consortia for 

Different Types of Projects 

R24s and Ongoing Capacity Building 

Section 4: Tips for Writing a Successful R24 
Application 

Differences in the Substantive Sections 

Appendices 

Support Letters 

Differences in Budgets 

Clarity of Writing and Other Basics 

What NOTto Put Into Your R24 Application 

The R24 Peer Review Process 



i~i Introductory Rate 

Purchase this new 85-pg guide in PDF format by Feb. 13th for only $27£ $199! 

X:: BONUS 

BONUS! Order you R24 guide today and get a free MP4 
of the 60-minute Webinar entitled "Interdisciplinary 
Research Teams: Who to Include, Who to Avoid, and 
How to Manage Effectively" (a $197 value, yours free). 

Order Online, call 800-,303-0129 ext. 506 or fax your order form in. 

Forward to a t~end. 

[’Z;~;~’::t~ {’2~!!’::" _.’...<: i’-’:=. {141 ~{} 
:, -.::X)0- 333-01:29 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 2:20 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Turn PROSPECTS into willing BUYERS 

MAKE MONEY WITHOUT SPENDING A BUNCH 

Join BIGG Success and the Chamber on Thursday, February 27, 

2014 from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. for a serninar that will help you 

understand what is working in the world of marketing. 

George and Mary-Lynn of BIGG Success work to help business 

owners and professionals build a brand that sells, so they achieve 

personal, professional and financial success. George iS a seasoned 

business owner who also teaches Entrepreneurial Finance and the 

University of Illinois and Mary-Lynn is a veteran radio broadcaster 

turned social media entrepreneur. BIGG Success receives more 

traffic than 99.8 percent of all websites and their podcast is in the top 

one percent of all business podcasts on iYunes. They have build 

their brand using the new rules that will be discussed during the 

seminar. 

The seminar cost $17 for members and $22 for non-members. 

Attendees may bring their lunch and the Chamber will provide 

beve ra g es. Co ntact Ca ryn I se n h owe r o r call 217.359.1791 t o 

register. No refund will be given for cancellations or failure to attend, 

although substitutions may be made. 

Forward this email 



I 

This email was sent to ille@iili[lois.edu by chamber@champaiqncountv.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeT’~ Privao/Policy, 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce i 303 W. Kirby Ave. :: Champaign 61820 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Chertow Wrestling <news@kenchertow.com> 

Thursday,, February 13, 2014 2:35 PM 

ille@uiuc.e&t 

Liberty Nationals and Gold Medal Training Ca~nps this summer 

:: [:~:; :: htt p://www.libeC~ynation alswrestling.com/LTNh eader 1.gif 

liberb. ~ational swrestling .com 

2014 Liberty Nationals 

St. Joseph Civic Arena, St. Joseph, MO 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Februm7 18th 

Visit the Ken Chertow Wrestling table at Liberty Nationals for DVD specials, free prizes and summer camp infommtion! 

Coaches, email us letting us know you will be attending Liberty Nationals and we will have a packet of camp information ready for you to pick up at our 

table! 

Click on the logos to view Coad~ Che~ow’s 
Instructional DVD Library m~d for information about 

AdvoCare Nutritional Products that will greatly 
benefit your family.* 

Ken Chertow Wrestling I PO Box 120 I Boalsburg, PA 16827 

KENCt tERTOW, COM I WEARA’.,’qDGEA R.C©M 

~iI Send To A Friend 

Unsubscribe from fliture mailings. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CanesTime.com <memberservices@scout,com> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 7:33 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

Get even more coverage of the 2014 Miami recruiting class 

Dear ille@uiuc.edu (illinois999), 

Did you know you can get even more in-depth information on the 2014 Maami recruiting class? 

The 2014 Scout.corn National Recruiting Yearbook will have loads of information on the incoming classes including photos, in-depth player and class analysis, player profiles, rankings, and 
more. 

Time is running out to reserve your 2014 Scout.com National Recruiting Yearbook. 

Click here to get your copy of the 2014 Scout.com National Recruiting Yearbook with an aunual subscription to CanesTime.com: 

https://secure.scout.com/a.z?s 13&p 12&refid 12166 

Don’t miss out, reserve your copy today[ 

Thal~ You, 
CanesTime.com Staff 

Scout.com - Always on our Game 

************************************************ 

Note, if you no longer wish to receive email updates from CanesTime corn please update your account preferences on the following page: 
https:i/secure.scout.com/az?s 13&p 5&c 4 
************************************************* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

360 Athletics <contac@360athletics.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 8:48 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Olympic Weekend Promo 









i i~ Cengage Learning 

i.~.i Engaged with you. 

::X:: About 

~i Contact 

An engagement-centered white paper that speaks volumes 

Dear Professor Ne, 

How you engage your students is up to you. Making it easier is up to us. At Cengage Learning we 

develop products and personalized services for - and with - educators and students to advance, 

challenge, and inspire in the classroom. 

Please take a look at this !?.~#~z’:L??/~,’.~.i!~:=LJ~}~!~}.~ that demonstrates the correlation between student 

engagement and improved outcomes. 

Our studies have shown that high-impact engagement practices typically involve the following: 

¯ significant time on purposeful task; 

¯ engagementinhigherorderthinking:analysis, synthesis, evaluation, andapplication;and 

¯ substantive interaction, including frequent feedback to students 

Cengage Learning develops Engagement and Technology white papers to inform decision making, 

enhance learning resource development, and recommend technical best practices for stakeholders 

in education. We are pleased to share with you these studies that define the impact of our learning 

resources on today’s educators and learners. 

Personalized Services 

The ~eme~;t Services team at Cengage Learning is comprised of experienced, highly 

credentialed professionals who are with you every step of the way. Whether you aspire to boost 

student engagement, implement the latest technology in your classroom, or prepare your students 



i::.~ Engage with us: 

i i~ Experienoe P ..... lized Sewice 

for the modern workplace, we will pantner with you to achieve your goals. 

Please ~}~]!a~}££)£ to learn more! 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Condit 
Field Senior Learning Consultant 

Join the Conversation 
Events and Conventions 

~’-’i Connect with Us 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:00 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Reix~rt: Dolphins Harassment] Condescending Coach Camped ] Temple mad Title IX 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Ofl]cia] Report Released in Incognito Bullying Case 
Just two days al?ter Richie Incognito tweeted "the truth is going to bury you," the 

truth is out, but it doesn’t look like Jonathan Marlin is ... 

In Defeat, Coach Calls Opponent ’Rec Team,’ Is Fired 
All DeVito’s first season as Wesl Boca Raton girls soccer coach will be her last. 

The ibnner Bulls standout was fired by her alma ... 

Temple Athletics Facing Title IX Inquiw on Program Cuts 
Gender equity in locker rooms, practice and competitive facilities, housing and 

dining facilities roll be e~nined .... 

Eligibility of Online School’s Hockey Players Examined 
Amid a growing outcly and with a state tournament berth just one victou away, 
Achiever Acadelny and the Minnesota State High School ... 

Tenant Vikings to t a5 $6.6M in TCF Stadium Upgrades 
The plan calls for the installation of a "field heating system," as well as replacing 



artificial turf and adding camera plattbrms, storage space and ... 

Cardio Tennis: Fun, Fast-Paced Fitness Set to Music 

It’s not about winning the game, set or match it’s abx~ ut raising your heart rate, 

breaking a sweat and having a good ti,ne .... 

Consultm~t: Shift Towald In-House Control of Media Brands 

The firm that helped advise West Virginia University’s Athletic Department on how 

to best contract out its multimedia rights issued an interesting ... 

School Board Opts Not to Hire Divisive Football Coach 
It appears that the two great passions of Dave Daubenmire’s life coaching and 

preaching are incompatible, at least "to ... 

De~et Unarmed Guards 

Private~ unam~ed security guards may be hired to patrol as ,nany as 13 of 

Riverside’s 58 parks, despite mixed reactions from residents ... 

Football Coaches Split on NC!L~ Proposal to Slow Offenses 
The NCAA is trying to pump the brakes on the breal~eck pace of college football. 

Coaches aronnd the country seem split on a proposed .., 

Basketball Team Stalls to Protest Opponent’s Classification 
Something strange and possibly unprecedented occurred in a recent high school 

basketball game between the South Sevier Rams and the ... 

Public Financing Plan for Falcons Stadium Challengedd 
A small group of Atlanta ~esidents filed a legal challenge this week agafinst the city’s 

plan for partial public financing of the new Falcons ... 

Effort to Bring Little League Closer to Black Community 
Willie Powell is on a crusade to bring yonth baseball back to his hometown. 

Powell, who g~vw np in Moncks Comer and still lives ... 

Volleyball Tournament to Occnp’i 6, Courts in Two Cities 
The 14th a~mual Presidents’ Cup girls volleyball tournament will be held tfiroughout 

the area on Saturday and Snnday. Tournament director ttoward ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

o I~vino Case: Rantin Tweets and 1~ lot Twists 

Richie Incognito is going down guns bla.zing. Just read some of his latest tweets 

rega~rding Jonathan Ma~n. 

New Reader Comments: 

Union Hearin~ ’Beginnin~ of End’ of Athlete Exploitation 
My personal feeling is that D1 college football should be spun offfrom the 

academic side of the universities and pay royalties and ~ental fees ... 

I X Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &~poj 

Stay Connected Stay 



i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

[ ii.~.iI ABSign upfor E-News ] 

Mah:={!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.lt{i=e ~,i=-~siis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea{!i~e 

Thi!~ em:.~il ’.~,,’:.~s !~e!~t to ille@illinois.edu by: 

AB Media Inc 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Reix~rt: Dolphins Harassment] Condescending Coach Camped ] Temple mad Title IX 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Ofl]cia] Report Released in Incognito Bullying Case 
Just two days al?ter Richie Incognito tweeted "the truth is going to bury you," the 

truth is out, but it doesn’t look like Jonathan Marlin is ... 

In Defeat, Coach Calls Opponent ’Rec Team,’ Is Fired 
All DeVito’s first season as Wesl Boca Raton girls soccer coach will be her last. 

The ibnner Bulls standout was fired by her alma ... 

Temple Athletics Facing Title IX Inquiw on Program Cuts 
Gender equity in locker rooms, practice and competitive facilities, housing and 

dining facilities roll be e~nined .... 

Eligibility of Online School’s Hockey Players Examined 
Amid a growing outcly and with a state tournament berth just one victou away, 
Achiever Acadelny and the Minnesota State High School ... 

Tenant Vikings to t a5 $6.6M in TCF Stadium Upgrades 
The plan calls for the installation of a "field heating system," as well as replacing 



artificial turf and adding camera plattbrms, storage space and ... 

Cardio Tennis: Fun, Fast-Paced Fitness Set to Music 

It’s not about winning the game, set or match it’s abx~ ut raising your heart rate, 

breaking a sweat and having a good ti,ne .... 

Consultm~t: Shift Towald In-House Control of Media Brands 

The firm that helped advise West Virginia University’s Athletic Department on how 

to best contract out its multimedia rights issued an interesting ... 

School Board Opts Not to Hire Divisive Football Coach 
It appears that the two great passions of Dave Daubenmire’s life coaching and 

preaching are incompatible, at least "to ... 

De~et Unarmed Guards 

Private~ unam~ed security guards may be hired to patrol as ,nany as 13 of 

Riverside’s 58 parks, despite mixed reactions from residents ... 

Football Coaches Split on NC!L~ Proposal to Slow Offenses 
The NCAA is trying to pump the brakes on the breal~eck pace of college football. 

Coaches aronnd the country seem split on a proposed .., 

Basketball Team Stalls to Protest Opponent’s Classification 
Something strange and possibly unprecedented occurred in a recent high school 

basketball game between the South Sevier Rams and the ... 

Public Financing Plan for Falcons Stadium Challengedd 
A small group of Atlanta ~esidents filed a legal challenge this week agafinst the city’s 

plan for partial public financing of the new Falcons ... 

Effort to Bring Little League Closer to Black Community 
Willie Powell is on a crusade to bring yonth baseball back to his hometown. 

Powell, who g~vw np in Moncks Comer and still lives ... 

Volleyball Tournament to Occnp’i 6, Courts in Two Cities 
The 14th a~mual Presidents’ Cup girls volleyball tournament will be held tfiroughout 

the area on Saturday and Snnday. Tournament director ttoward ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

o I~vino Case: Rantin Tweets and 1~ lot Twists 

Richie Incognito is going down guns bla.zing. Just read some of his latest tweets 

rega~rding Jonathan Ma~n. 

New Reader Comments: 

Union Hearin~ ’Beginnin~ of End’ of Athlete Exploitation 
My personal feeling is that D1 college football should be spun offfrom the 

academic side of the universities and pay royalties and ~ental fees ... 

I X Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... &~poj 

Stay Connected Stay 



i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NAAC <nacda.affiliates@nacda.mmsend.com~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 4:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Ulxtate on Division I Abridged MaJmals 

In October 2013, abridged Division I sport-specific and constituent-specific Manuals were made 
available to download in PDF at www.ncaapublications.com. 

The abridged NCAA Division I Manuals contain key provisions of Division I legislation that are most 
likely to be accessed by those involved in a particular sport (e.g., coaches) or in particular 
institutional administrative positions (i.e., chancellors and presidents, athletics directors and senior 
woman administrators, and faculty athletics representatives). 

For your information, the chart below indicates the number of each of the abridged Division I Manuals 
that were downloaded as of February 1. Your feedback regarding the abridged manuals is welcomed 
in order to help determine whether to continue to provide such publications in the future. 

The NCAA staff is exploring ways to make the publications available on a quarterly basis and to 
provide them in other electronic formats (e.g., ePub, Mobi). Please provide your feedback to Leeland 
Zeller at Izeller@ncaa.org. 

Publication Downloads 

ADs and SWAs 60 

Chancellors and Presidents 25 

Faculty Athletics Representative 26 

Baseball 61 

Men’s Basketball 57 

Women’s Basketball 35 

Women’s Bowling 6 

Cross Country & Track and Field 32 

Women’s Equestrian 3 

Fencing 8 

Field Hockey 3 

Football 67 

Golf 29 

Gymnastics 6 

Ice Hockey 8 

Lacrosse 11 

Rifle 7 

Women’s Rowing 11 

Women’s Rugby 3 

Women’s Sand Volleyball 5 

Skiing 2 

Soccer 27 

Softball 21 

Swimming & Diving 12 

Tennis 21 

Volleyball 20 

Water Polo 2 

Wrestling 6 

Click her~e to unsubscribe 

24651 Detroit Road, Westlake, OH 44145 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Suzanne Starr <Suzanne.Starr@sponsorship.com> 

Friday, Februmy 14, 2014 4:41 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Check out the Sports Stx~nsors (and your peers) Attending IEG2014 

Hi Vince, 

I just ~vanted to touch base via email to see if you or any of your colleagues are planning on attending IEG’s 31st Annual 

Sponsorship Conference in Chicago, March 23-26. 

I have provided below some important reasons why you should attend - highlights of the big brands on the agenda, targeted 

sessions for sports properties and a list of just some of the most active sports sponsors and your peers that are attending. 

Register at www.iep42014.com or call me at 312.725.5144. 

Look forward to seeing you in March! 

Warm regards, 

Suzy 

Suzanne Starr 
Account Manager 

HEAR I~ROI~I ~PON~OR~: The schedule is packed with sessions that will sho}v you ho}v to take your partnerships to higher 

ground, driving marketability and revenue~ You will gain insights from leading brand marketers, including: Coca-Cola, Red 

Bull Media House, Mondelez International (formerly Kraft), Johnson & Johnson, UniCredit, HP, Fidelity, Ford, Taco Bell, 

Siemens, General Motors, Bank of America, Aon, Marks & Spencer, Discover, Accenture, Hilton, TD Ameritrade, Chevron, 

Farmers Insurance, UPS, Home Depot, BMW and more. 

TARGETED ISE~ION~: Here are just a fe}v of the sessions focused exclusively on sports partnerships: 

Chicago Cubs Chairman Tom Ricketts and W Partners CEO Wally Ha~vard will share a ne~v model for valuing, selling 

and structuring multidimensional partnership opportunities 

I~IilkPEP (Got Milk?) brand reps on the success of multi-dimensional programs ranging from individual athletes to 

Ironman, Rock ’n’ Roll Marathon Series, Lifetime Fitness, Challenged Athletes Foundation m~d USA Swimming 

Brookly~ Net~ and Bar~’~lays C~ter CEO Brett Yormark - internationally recognized as one of the most creative and 

effective leaders in sponsorship sales and sports brand building - will show ~vhat it takes to create exceptional 

sponsorship opportunities 

San Francisco 49ers VP of Corporate Sales Ethan Casson on securing multimillion-dollar Founding Partner deals ~vith 

companies ranging from Brocade Communications, Violin Memory, NRG, SAP, Sony and Anheuser-Busch, along with 

naming rights partner Levi Strauss 

NETWORKING: Some of the most active sports sponsors, including Coca-Cola, Anheuser-Busch, Visa, Verizon, AT&T and more 

will be attending. Plus, your peers from the Chicago Blackhawks, Columbus Blue Jackets, Danish Football Association, Don 

Schumacher Racing, Edmonton Oilers, FC Barcelona, Fiesta Bowl, Indianapolis Motor Speedway, NBA, LPGA, National 

Lacrosse League, Philadelphia Eagles, Richard Childress Racing and USA Football will be there. Click here to see the entire 

list. 
Privileged~’Confidential Information may be contained in this message. If you 

are not the addressee indicated in this message (or resIx~nsible for deliveD’ 

of the message to such person), you may not cow or deliver this message to 

anyone. In such case, you should destroy this message aid kindly noti~ the 

sender by reply email. Please advise immediately if you or your employer 

does not consent to email for messages of this kind. Opinions. conclusions 

and other infonnalion in this message that do not relate to the official 

business of WPP 2012 Ltd. shall be understood as neither given nor endorsed by it. 

For more information on our business ethical standards and Corporate Responsibilib~ 

policies please refer to our website at http://w~-.wpp.co~n/WPP/About! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Offthe Whiteboard <pivotal@multibriefs.com> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 5:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

The ~rious process of concussions 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu, you’ve received this email because you’re a valued customer of Pivotal Health Solutions. 

The Athletic Edge, Henry Schein announces 
sales and marketing arrangement 
The Athletic Edge, by Pivotal Health Solutions, a leading manufacturer of 

premium quality health and wellness equipment for over 20 years,       ~ 
proudly enters a sales and marketing distribution arrangement with Henry 
Schein, the world’s largest provider of health care products and services to 
office-based dental, animal health and medical practitioners. The Athletic Edge, 
a branch of Pivotal Health Solutions, has more than 20 years of experience 
manufacturing wood, laminate and steel products. Pivotal Health Solutions has 
also been supplying schools, students, professionals and teams with quality 
products in the therapy, massage, spa, medical, chiropractic and now athletic 
training markets. 

Sh ..... Facebook ~iI Twitter ] ~i Sh ..... Linkedin 

~3t~,~ thi~ ~tici~ ] ....... 

ii~:~iI E-mail article                                                   ~ 

TESTIMONIALS 

"This table is one of the most functionally sound and biomechanically    ~ 
safe tables that I have used. The table allows us to place our athletes in a 
stable supported position while moving them through a full range of motion 
without having to change positions. Not only is the LAST table excellent for 
functional rehabilitation exercises it can also serve as a treatment table helping 
to save space in our facility." 

co-designed by Kyle Turner, assistant athletic trainer, 
Kansas City Royals 

"1 purchased four treatment tables and a two seat 
taping table about a year and a half ago. Could not be 
more pleased with the quality of the tables. The tables 
are very sturdy and stable. Patients feel very secure 
when lying or sitting on the tables. Some tables move 
and make creaking sounds after continued use, but 
these have been great. The padding is thick and very 
comfortable, does not stain and they are easy to 
clean. Thank you for a great product and customer 
service." 

Tim Sutton Sports Medicine & Injury Prevention Program Athletic Trainer 
School of Infantry, Camp Pendleton 

Athletic Edge Gallery 

Let us help you extend your school pride 

with creative, cost effective solutions that 

create a positive long lasting effect on your 

facility, athletes, students, boosters and 

general public. View our gallery and see 

who has all been branded by TEAM EDGE! 

[ F~_.,ATURED PRODUCTS               ] 



"Our players, coaches, and administrators 
have nothing but positive things to say about 
the athletic edge employees and the work they 
completed in our locker room. From the first 
contact, to the design to fit our needs, to the 
installation around our athletes schedules, to 
the completion of the project, the service and 
quality of work was exceptional. The finished 
product has shown immediate results in 
functionality and comfort for our athletes, in 
dazzle for our recruits, and in pride for our 
alumni. I highly recommend working with 
athletic edge for your locker room needs." 

Matthew Murken, Head Men’s Basketball Coach 
Minot State University 

[NEWS FRO~TNEINDUSTRY                                                    I 

Kinesio taping for skeptics 

I write this article as a skeptic. I have been a skeptic since I first saw Kinesio 
tape in 2007 on David Beckham’s bare torso. Finding information about what 
exactly KJnesio tape is supposed to do and how it does it is hard to come by. 
Despite this, its popularity has continued to grow T~ by last yeaCs London 
Olympics, athletes of all nationalities and across all sports were wearing this 
brightly-colored tape. As more and more of my peers became swept along with 
the hype, I thought maybe it was time I gave it another look. I am now fresh offan 
introduction to myofascial taping course. Do you think my views have changed? 

Sh ..... Facebook ~ Twi~er I ~:: Sh ..... Linkedin 

The serious process of concussions 
T~e 

There is nothing laissez faire when it comes to concussions and how the 
University of Iowa sports medicine stafftries to prevent, detect and treat them. 
Dr. Andy Peterson, a UI team physician, gave a presentation during a 
presidential committee on athletes meeting Thursday at Carver-Hawkeye Arena. 

Who is THE ATHLETIC 
EDGE? 

Get your team in the game and give them 

THE EDGE! This short slideshare goes in 

depth on the reach the Athletic Edge has 

From concept to completion Team Edge 

has you covered 

Incorporating branding into your locker 

room, office, training room, or athletic facility 

creates a positive image for your team and 

serves as a great recruiting tool. 

Traumatic brain injury: Prevalence, diagnosis and treatment 

Recognition over the last several years regarding the prevalence and 
seriousness of traumatic brain injury has led to more attention in the media, 
among physicians, trainers, athletes of all ages and the general population. The 
reality is that even a single concussion may cause lasting damage to the brain, 
and that even after symptoms fade, the brain is still injured. The research and 
progress in diagnosing and treating TBI has deservedly moved to the forefront in 
medical research and treatment. 

I ~d ~i Twitter I X’ Sh ..... Linkedin/ 

Soft tissue mobilization in 
the trenches 

Soft tissue mobilization in the trenches Join 

Dr. Jerad Bludorn as he reviews 3-4 cases 

where traditional chiropractic, athletic 

training or exercise programs were not 

enough and how (FMST) Fluid Motion Soft 

Tissue Tools were the clinical key to 

changing the long term outcome of the 

patient. 



DM you miss the E-newsletter? Here is 

an archive copy to catch up on what 

Team Edge is doing and some exciting 

news about the sales and marketing 
agreement with Hem%" Schein~ 

~eeds 

The Athletic Edge 

724 Oakwood Road 
PO Box 1060 
Watertown, SD 57201 

To unsubscribe, click here. 
Did someone forward this edition to you? Subscribe here -- it’s free! 
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From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SoccerMercato <fm-us@fut bol mercado.com > 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 8:56 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Amateur Clubs Seek Coaches 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouucement Updates <uewsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, Februa~ 15, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

~b l~ 201~ NCAA National Office Closiug Early 

The NCAA ~tional office and NCAA El~bili~’ Center ~viI! be closing today at 3:30 p.nl. Eastern ~ime d~e to inclement weather. The 

Member Institution Portal and website will re~n~fin functional duriug this time. Nom~al business hours will resume Monday, FebmmT 17. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

Click he:~e to be ~’emoved from this mailing list. 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, February 15, 2014 7:12 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Florida jury in the "loud-music" murder trial of Michael Dunn has found hiln guilF on foul ch~xges, including three for attelnpted second-degree murder. 

But they were unable to reach a verdict on a fifth count of first-degree murder. Judge Russell Healey declared a mistrial on this count. 

Davis was one of four black teenagers who were in an SUV fired on by Dunn, who is white. The shooting came after an argument over loud music at a gas station in 

Jacksonville, Florida. 

Dunn, 47, was al~ charged with three counts of attempted murder aM a fiffl~ count of shooting or thromng deadly missiles. He claimed he saw one of the SUV’s 

occupants pro&ice what looked like a shotgun and open the vehicle’s door. No gun was found. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Wrestling Headquarters <info@mmevents.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 16, 2014 9:02 PM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Corrected: Nevada-Arizona-Colorado 

RMI~ Everfl:s ~, PO go~( 128 ~, groomfiel~l~ CO 80038 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Monday, FebruaD, 17, 2014 6:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 7:27 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

CNN Exclusive: The Islamist radicaJ~ group ISIS is so brutal that even dl Qaeda keeps its distaa~ce. Now, a Inouth after ISIS was driven out of the Syrian towu of 

Addana, CNN’s Arwa Damon reports on the bloodshed and grief the group left behind. 

ISIS arrived in Addana about a year ago, initially welcomed in the conservative town by Islamist fighters. But mthin a few mouths, ISIS had entrenched itself and begun 

exerting its harsh order through what one fighter calls "terrorism and punishment." 

Residents show Damon where ISIS members carried out executions, leaving bodies to rot tbr all to see. 

At a tbrmer ISIS prison, bullet holes riddle the walls. Most of them are at the same level -- the average height ofa ma~. "Those are mostly from the executions," ~ys 

ANt Jamal, another fighter. 

Read Damon’s stoly here. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you waut it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ina~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cun.com/m/clik?l~textbreakiugnews 

One CNN Ceuter Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, February 17, 2014 8:19 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kenan/Loudermilk Weekly Schedule 

021714.docx 

Attached is the weekly schedule for Kenan Stadium/Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Have a great day, and Go Heels! 

Nate Hilton 
UNC Athletic Department 
Building Environment Technician 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
Work - (919) 962-4316 
Cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu~ 

Monda¥, Februar5~ 17, 2014 8:27 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-8.pdf 

Is attached. Thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 
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Summary: 
But it brings up a good argument for changing the seating arrangements in the Smith Center. 

While Carolina is contemplating renovations as the arena nears its 30th year of existence, it should look 

into making the students a permanent fixture in the lower tier, beyond just the risers behind the home 

basket. 

There are roughly 14 mobile rows of seats that pull out from the base of the stands. Most, if not all, of 

that complete tier should be reserved for students - including the pep band - on all sides of the court. 

The Heels don’t enjoy the home-court advantage it had while playing in Carmichael Auditorium, where 

they only lost 20 games from its December 1965 opening until moving to the Smith Center in January 

1986. 

Carolina already has lost three home games (Belmont, Texas, Miami) this season and has only gone 

unbeaten at home four times in 28 years. The Tar Heels have lost 62 games in 29 seasons playing in the 

Smith Center. 

It’s time North Carolina made the Smith Center a tough trip for opponents without poor weather being a 

factor. 

Article Link: 
http~//espn.g~.c~m/b~~g/n~rth-car~~ina-basketba~~/p~st/-jid/14442/n~te~t~~unc-change-the.seating 
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Summary: 
The league had three schools ranked in the Top 25 in the nation in attendance in 2013 -- the usual 

standouts Clemson, Florida State and Virginia Tech. Clemson, in fact, set a school record this season with 

an average of 82,048 fans per home game, thanks in large part to blockbuster home matchups against 

Georgia and Florida State. 

Only four schools had attendance drop more than a negligible amount. Just two had them drop more 

than 5 percent. Only two schools were filled to less than 75 percent capacity. Pitt was one of five FBS 

schools to see an attendance increase of more than 8,000 per game. All seemingly good news for the 

league. 

Average attendance across the ACC was 49,982, slightly up from 2012, when it averaged 49,910 (keep in 

mind the ACC had 14 schools in 2013 and 12 in 2012). 

Indeed, athletic departments have been forced to get creative to try to sell tickets and attract more 

fans. FSU has started meetings twice a week featuring people in the marketing, digital media, ticketing 

and sports information departments, along with boosters. The goal is to figure out ways to reach fans 

who are not ticket holders just yet. 

Also, the athletic department added retention team to the sales staff just this month as a way to create 

a better experience for season ticket holders. The goal is to be more personable, and more accessible 

for questions or concerns. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.go.com/blog/acc/post/_/id/67462/acc-attendance-remains-steady 

Summary: 
Commissioner Mike Aresco says his conference is ready to provide some of the benefits the other big 

conferences desire, scholarships providing for the full cost of attendance. 

Aresco noted the AAC is among the "high resource" conferences in the country, suggesting the 

conference should be included in the conversation with the Big Ten, ACC, SEC and so on. This is a 

familiar stance. When the Big East still fielded a football conference, the sales pitch was always that the 

conference expected to be included in any potential plans the power conferences had drafted, including 

a possible split from the NCAA. With the topic of autonomy spreading and gaining support for the power 

conferences, the AAC is once again making a case to be included in the process. 
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of-attendance-stipends/ 

Summary: 
Temple President Theobald receives notice from US Department of Education on Title IX inquiry that will 

investigate if the University is providing equal amenities for Women’s sport programs, Theobald says he 

believes someone filed a complaint, remains convinced that dropping sports is the best decision for the 

department as a whole. 

Article Link: 
http://articles.philly.com/2014-02-15/sports/47339504 1 theobald-temple-university-equal-athletic- 

opportunity 

Summary: 
Gonzaga President McCulloh says his office responds to every complaint concerning student behavior at 

sporting events, believes administration can influence expectations, AD Roth does not endorse cursing, 

adds, "We want the atmosphere. When they are bouncing up and down, to us, it’s not chaos. There is a 

method." 

Article Link: 

http://www.sp~kesman.c~m/st~ries/2~:14/feb/16/s~und~and~fury~g~nzaga-kenne~~c~ub/ 

Summary: 
BASF & Colorado announce partnership that will see eight remaining MBB or WBB home tilts be part of 

’Sustainable Gamedays’ promotion that aim to produce zero waste, CU will collect all organic waste in 

special containers to contribute to recycling efforts. 

Article Link: 
h tt p ://I e a rfield s p o rts. co m/2024/02/b a s f-t e a m s-w it h-t h e- u n i ve r sity-of-colo r a d o-b a s k et b a ll-p r og r a m-fo r- 

sustainable-gamedays/ 
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Summary: 

Arizona Head Coaches scour the international scene for hidden talent, Men’s Tennis HC Berkowitz says 

it’s all about coaching connections, once a foreign student-athlete gets to campus the first few weeks 

are crucial for getting comfortable, Compliance admin Bouton talks about difficulty of working through 

eligibility issues. 

Article Link: 
http://azstarnetc~m/sp~rts/c~~~ege/wi~dcats/many.ua.ath~etic.pr~grams.have.internati~na~. 

flavor/article_7b26a2a9-54d5-59b7-8923-982042a8051b.html 

Summary: 
Fast Company tabs Top 10 Most Innovative brands in sports, new SportsVU system has STATS, Inc. in the 

top spot, IBM’s work in tennis, Northwestern’s dynamic approach to ticket pricing, MLB Advanced 

Media all get high marks for on-going work to lead the industry. 

1. STATS 

2. Roc Nation Sports 

3. IBM 

4. Replay Technologies 

5. ESPN 

6. Weinstein Carnegie Philanthropic Group 

7. Northwestern University 

8. Uncharted Play 

9. MLB Advanced Media 

10. San Francisco 49ers 

Article Link: 

http://www.fastcom pany.com/3026313/most-innovative-com panies-2014/the-worlds-top-10-most- 

innovative-companies-in-sports 

Summary: 
Two drug felony charges will be dropped against an Auburn football signee, his attorney told the 

Montgomery Advertiser on Friday. Camden County High School defensive back Kalvaraz Bessent was 

one of four people charged with possession of marijuana over 20 grams and possession with intent 

by Florida’s Nassua County Sheriff’s Office. The four were stopped for speeding in a 2007 Dodge Charger 

last Friday, and 320 grams of marijuana and a handgun were found. On Friday, Bessent’s attorney told 

the Montgomery Advertiser’s James Crepea that "all" charges have been dropped against his client. 
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Article Link: 
http~//www~fannati~n.c~m/truth-and-rum~rs/view/412865-drug-fe~~ny-charges-dr~pped-against- 

auburn-signee?eref=fromSI 

Summary: 

Tampa Bay will serve as host to the NCAA Women’s Final Four for the second time when it comes to the 

Tampa Bay Times Forum on April 5 and 7, 2015 

Article Link: 

http://www.ncaa.c~m/news/basketba~~~w~men/artic~e/2~14-~2-16/ncaa-w~mens-basketba~~-unvei~s- 
2015-final-four-logo-tam pa 

Summary: 
The Big 12 understands the challenges that continue to emerge as its member schools try to fill their 

stadiums each weekend, and the conference is trying to be proactive in overcoming the attendance 

challenges each school faces. 

"It’s an ongoing conversation with our athletic directors," said Bob Burda, the Big 12’s associate 

commissioner of communications. "How can we continue to encourage people to come out? How can 

we give them an invaluable experience for a return on their investment of buying a ticket and coming to 

the venue?" 

"It’s becoming more challenging to compete with the living room experience and the wall-to-wall 

coverage of college football on any given Saturday," Burda said. "We’re trying to develop more of a 

living-room type experience in our stadiums. The in-game highlights were one step in that direction." 

Arguably the biggest issue could be Internet access in stadiums on game days. With social media 

developing into a staple of most fans’ game experience, lack of connectivity has the potential to have an 
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impact on fans’ decisions to attend games or watch from the comfort of their own living rooms with no 

concerns about connectivity. 

It can be particularly troublesome for college students, some of whom are unwilling to risk spending 

several hours without cell phone service. 

"That’s the next generation of season-ticket holders," Burda said. "So it’s incumbent upon our facilities 

to provide a fan-friendly experience. And that’s part of it." 

Article Link: 
http://espn~g~~c~m/b~~g/ncfnati~n/p~st/-/id/936~4/c~nnectivity~a~pri~rity~f~r~big~12~schoo~s 

Summary: 

The University of Iowa goes to great lengths to protect student athletes from concussions on the field, 

yet the Athletic Department doesn’t require student-athletes to wear helmets while riding mopeds. 

Mopeds, or scooters, are increasingly popular among UI students, with campus permits jumping nearly 

sixfold since 2002. UI student athletes, who jet between classes and practice, ride mopeds at a higher 

rate, according to anecdotal reports. 

Riding without a helmet isn’t illegal in Iowa, and the UI doesn’t require helmets of all students. But 

because helmets save lives, some UI doctors and a former football player said student athletes could set 

an example for the rest of the UI population. 

Most Ul teams don’t require helmets 
Five of the Ul’s 22 sports teams have rules requiring student athletes to wear helmets while riding 

mopeds. Men’s basketball, wrestling, volleyball, women’s gymnastics and field hockey require moped 

riders to wear helmets, according to policies provided by the UI as part of information requested by The 

Gazette. 

UI Athletics Director Gary Barta told The Gazette he lets coaches set team rules more stringent than the 

Student-Athlete Code of Conduct. He’s not aware of any universities making requirements, such as 

helmet use, a part of a student athlete’s scholarship. 
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Helmet policies 
¯ Men’s Basketball -- When operating or riding a scooter\moped, you must wear a helmet at all 

times. 

¯ Women’s gymnastics: Helmets On Mopeds 

Currently the state of Iowa does not require the use of helmets. However, statistics show that fatalities 

on mopeds and motorcycles are rising. For this purpose, you will be required to wear a helmet at all 

times when using mopeds/motorcycles for transportation. No exceptions. 

mFirst Offense: Warning will be issued with a reminder of the policy 

mSecond Offense: Your parents will be informed of your decision not to wear a helmet and suspension 

from the team until further notice 

, Volleyball: Helmet Rule 
A helmet must always be worn correctly, whenever you are driving or riding a moped. 

-- 1st offense: one match suspension 

-- 2nd Offense: could result In indefinite suspension from the team, will be handled on a case by case 

basis 
¯ Field Hockey: Mopeds/Scooters: 

-- Obey all moped laws. 

--Flag on your moped if you do not have a motorcycle license. 

-- Do not ride double unless your moped is legally built for two people and you have your motorcycle 

license. 
-- Obey all traffic laws. 

-- Do not listen to IPods or use any other electronics while operating your moped. 

-- Be smart about Weather conditions while using a moped. 

-- Be a defensive driver. 
-- Helmets are to be worn at all times when on a moped 

¯ Wrestling - Helmets are mandatory on mopeds and motorcycles. 

Article Link: 
http://thegazette.com/2014/O2/16/university-of-iowa-helmet-policy-is-hands-off/ 
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Summary: 
According to a report published Friday by FOX Sports, the lawyer representing Winston’s accuser has 

hired two high-profile attorneys specializing in sexual assault and Title IX cases. 

According to the report, attorneys John Clune and Baine Kerr will work withPatricia Carroll "to evaluate 

the conduct of a number of individuals and entities in this matter and assess their civil and criminal 
liability." Carroll is the lawyer who has been representing Winston’s accuser. In addition to Winston, the 

attorneys will review the possibility of pursuing civil action against Florida State University and 

Tallahassee police. 

developing/ 

Summary: 
Former Michigan pathologist Smith continues to rail on sexual assault case facing former FB student- 

athlete Gibbons, City of Ann Arbor Senior Asst. Attorney West credits Smith for keeping issue in public 

light, President Coleman & FB HC Hoke say the athletic department has no influence over how the 

University handles such issues. 

Article Links: 
htt p ://s po rtsillu st rated, c n n. co m/coil ege-football/n ews/20140214/m ic h iga n-ra pe-ca se-fall o ut/ 

http://www.detr~itnews.c~m/artic~e/2~14~217/METR~~6/3~217~~16/F~rmer-U-M-staffer-kept- 
Gibbons-sex-assault-allegations-public-eye 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, February 17, 2014 11:44 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

State Association Transparency] Ex-Dolphins React to ReportI Ex-Cheerleader Sues Over Pay 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Georgia Senate Bills Shine Light on State Association Ops 
The bills aim to maJ~e the GttSA a 110-yeax-old organization that operates ~n 

buildings a~d on fields largely built by taxpayers become ... 

Former Dolphins Hold Varied Views on Hazin~ Report 
Although cmrent members of the Dolphins had little iesponse Friday to the NFL’s 

144-page repolnt detailing issues in their locker room, former ... 

Cross-Countw Coach Suspended Amid Student Sex Charges 
Maxtina Stanley, 35, who coaches at Elgin (Ohio) High School, was charged with 

sexual battery., a third-degree felony.... 

Ex-Cheerleader Sues Bengals CAzer Sub-Minimum Wage 
Former Ben-Gals cheerleader and Springboro native Alexa Brenneman was 

mandated not to were panties under her unifoim and was ... 

U. of Minnesota Seeks t ermmient Stadium Alcohol Sales 

The universi .ty’s two-year experiment found fewer police calls abont row@ or 



drunken tiros in 2013 than in 2010, two years belbre the on-site ... 

Notre Dame Stadium Prqiect Is Huge Area Jobs Boost 
The most expensive construction project in the uhiversi~’s his~to~" is expected to 

last 33 months and require hundreds of workers .... 

Ci~" OKs $573K Air-Oualitv Investment for Aquatic Center 
After hearing complaints fi~om swimme~, the Elgin (Ill.) City Council approved 

spending more than halfa million dollars for a new ventilation 

Fitness Center’s $80K Upgrade to Inclnde Raised Flooring 
Some of the work will include installing a new raised floor to accommodate cable 

and electric tbr new cardio eqnipment that has personal .... 

School Disinfects Athletic Facilities After ~h OntbreaX 
Ten students at Chaparral High School in Temecula have been diagnosed with 

staph and impetigo bacterial skin itffections since November; ... 

Eligibility-Pl~ued Online Academ’~ tMls Out of Plavoffs 
Instead of playing a section championship game Thursday night and quite probably 

heading to the girls’ hockey s~ate tonrnament, Achiever Academy 

Bill Wonld Let College Prep Teams Compete Nationally 
A bill passed by the Senate Education Committee would allow the West Virginia 

Secondau Schools Activities Commission to recognize college ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

::~:: Facility of the Week Steve Tisch Sports and Fitness Center’- 
Tufts Universil~ 
The Steve Tisch Sports and Fitness 
Center represents the new face of Tufts 
athletics. It provides critically needed 
program spaces while ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Otficial Report Released in Incognito Bnll,/ing Case 
Just two days after Richie Incognito tweeted ’~the truth is going to buoy’ you," the 

truth is out, and it’s not Jonathan Martin who’s buried. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, February 17, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

State Association Transparency] Ex-Dolphins React to ReportI Ex-Cheerleader Sues Over Pay 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Georgia Senate Bills Shine Light on State Association Ops 
The bills aim to maJ~e the GttSA a 110-yeax-old organization that operates ~n 

buildings a~d on fields largely built by taxpayers become ... 

Former Dolphins Hold Varied Views on Hazin~ Report 
Although cmrent members of the Dolphins had little iesponse Friday to the NFL’s 

144-page repolnt detailing issues in their locker room, former ... 

Cross-Countw Coach Suspended Amid Student Sex Charges 
Maxtina Stanley, 35, who coaches at Elgin (Ohio) High School, was charged with 

sexual battery., a third-degree felony.... 

Ex-Cheerleader Sues Bengals CAzer Sub-Minimum Wage 
Former Ben-Gals cheerleader and Springboro native Alexa Brenneman was 

mandated not to were panties under her unifoim and was ... 

U. of Minnesota Seeks t ermmient Stadium Alcohol Sales 

The universi .ty’s two-year experiment found fewer police calls abont row@ or 



drunken tiros in 2013 than in 2010, two years belbre the on-site ... 

Notre Dame Stadium Prqiect Is Huge Area Jobs Boost 
The most expensive construction project in the uhiversi~’s his~to~" is expected to 

last 33 months and require hundreds of workers .... 

Ci~" OKs $573K Air-Oualitv Investment for Aquatic Center 
After hearing complaints fi~om swimme~, the Elgin (Ill.) City Council approved 

spending more than halfa million dollars for a new ventilation 

Fitness Center’s $80K Upgrade to Inclnde Raised Flooring 
Some of the work will include installing a new raised floor to accommodate cable 

and electric tbr new cardio eqnipment that has personal .... 

School Disinfects Athletic Facilities After ~h OntbreaX 
Ten students at Chaparral High School in Temecula have been diagnosed with 

staph and impetigo bacterial skin itffections since November; ... 

Eligibility-Pl~ued Online Academ’~ tMls Out of Plavoffs 
Instead of playing a section championship game Thursday night and quite probably 

heading to the girls’ hockey s~ate tonrnament, Achiever Academy 

Bill Wonld Let College Prep Teams Compete Nationally 
A bill passed by the Senate Education Committee would allow the West Virginia 

Secondau Schools Activities Commission to recognize college ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

::~:: Facility of the Week Steve Tisch Sports and Fitness Center’- 
Tufts Universil~ 
The Steve Tisch Sports and Fitness 
Center represents the new face of Tufts 
athletics. It provides critically needed 
program spaces while ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Otficial Report Released in Incognito Bnll,/ing Case 
Just two days after Richie Incognito tweeted ’~the truth is going to buoy’ you," the 

truth is out, and it’s not Jonathan Martin who’s buried. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:34 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

OLYMPIC RESULT: Melyl Davis and Charlie White of the United States won gold in ice dancing today at the Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia~ becolning the first 
American Olympic chmnpions in the event. 

The defending Olympic champions, Canada’s Tessa Virtue and Scott Moir, earned silver. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Howard, PhD <robert@principalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 6:50 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Live in 2 Days i TraJ~slating Research Into Policy and Practice: }tow to Successfully Share Your Findings 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Translating Research Into 
Policy and Practice: How to 

Successfully Share Your Findings 

Translating R ...... h Into Policy and 

Practice: How to Successfully Share 

Your Findings 

P.,,",.’~.’.,{.’.r~t{.’..,,": Dr. Jo Anne Schneider 

Thursday, Feb. 20, 2014, 2pm ET (11 am PT) 

Evidence based policy and practice involve a partnership between researchers, advocacy organizations, policy 
makers and practitioners. Many researchers hope to change policy or practice with their research, but most 
are unclear about how to successfully achieve this goal. 

During this insightful Webinar, your expert presenter will use examples from her own experience including: 
translating research into policy and practice to help researchers identify an appropriate policy or practice 
audience; clarify what aspects of their research could be used in programs and policy; and successfully work 
with policy makers and practitioners to move their findings into concrete practice. 

Policy looks for easily explained, implementable 
changes that will build 
on current policy. 
Identifying appropriate contacts and 
advocacy organizations to carry forward 
a policy message is essential to translate 
research into policy changes. 
Practice projects need to identify concrete 
changes to practice based on research 
that can be incorporated into programs. 
Successful translation involves researchers 
working closely with a practitioner in an 
iterative project to design and implement 
a successful evidence based program. 
Creating a successful program is only half 
of the battle, researcher/practitioner teams 
need a strategy to disseminate their 
evidence based program if it is to 
change practice in a field. 

Reseamhers interested in translating their 
projects into policy or practice. 
Organization staff responsible for translation 
research and evidence based practice. 
Practitioners interested in identifying research 
partners to develop evidence based programs. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar for only., ,.:,, ~’~ ~" $149 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in your preferred 
format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*Live attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

i i:~i: L More .... 



Forwaxd to a friend. 

i -,:300-303.’;-.,’ 129 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meg Branson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <mbranson@carolinachamber.org> 

Tuesday, Februao, 18, 2014 10:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

In Case You Missed it Last Month: Chamber Member Exporters Save 

To view this email online click here 



t~me--consum~ng, nmm~a] st~mp--and.-s~gnature~ paDer--boun~ 

~.~.Ii..C:}L.~EK.~].I<.L&?.D.:::’.~j=i/Z(I on using eCert[{~;:’ 1_o eh~et,’on~c~l]):’ process 



Forward to a friend 

[hia elnaii waa sel~t to ilie@ul~c.ed~ by __m__’_~_La__n__s__o_~_@_c__a__co_~__a__c__h__a_[~_b_~ji_o_N 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address I~stant rer~lo’valwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill i NC :: 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ScholarlyHires.com <rick@scholarlyhires.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 12:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Six Things Huma~ Resources Wishes Hiring Mm~agers Would Do ...... 

Don’t forget to add rick@scholarlyhires.com to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

ScholarlyHir÷s. com 
~,,, & ,~,4~o-.-.,,~,,,~ ,~::,,.4 ,<,~.m,.,,~ Hmng Simplified !! 

Six Things Human Resources Wishes ttiring 

Managers Wonid Do 

Hiring for college jobs can be a major challenge because 
of the special issues involved. Conditions and hiring rules 
vary depending on whether you are hiring for faculty 
positions, non-tenure track instructors, grant sponsored 
employees, adjuncts, exempt staff, part-time staff, partial 
year employees, post doc research associate& The list 
goes on and on, however, there are common factors 
[more] 

}tow Many J~b AdYertising Sites Are Too 
Many? 

When posting university jobs online, how do search 
committees and schools decide not only how much to 
spend on job advertising, but where to get the most bang- 
for-the-buck? Many smaller schools will put all of their 
resources into one strong website, while many larger 
universities will spread resources across a variety of 
venues. 
It is always best to [more] 

12/31/2013 
% U.S. 

H/J/M* Canada Cost/View** 

HigherEdJobs.com 190 75.6% $0.51 

Scholarlyl.li,’.,’~,?s.com 154 92.5% $0.27 

Ch ronicle.com 148 47.9% $1.92 

AcademicKeys.com 119 26.0% $0.82 

InsideHigherEd.com 32 67.5% $6.23 

Diverse Jobs.net 27 83.7% $8.18 
*Hits / Job / Month is indicator of 

applicant reach & ROI. 

**Posting for 60 days 1-off pricing. 

Benefits of Usinq SchNarlyHires.com 
Pricing Alternatives for ScholarlyHires.com 

15=day auto refresh creates level applicant flow for 
up to six months 

Diversity and outreach is our mission 365 days per year, not just 
as a supplement, special issue or talking point. Verified reach: 
7.8% of applicants are Latino/Latina 
t2.6% Asian 
56.0% female 
1&9-24,0% Black I African American 



&8% Veterans 
LGBTQ is heavily marketed to (and utilized by), but not tracked 

We provide excellent ROI coverage at the lower end of the cost 

spectrum. Not only are we a very good resource for diverse 
candidates, but we also are top-.3 site for breadth of candidates. You 

get the best of both worlds and a very low cost per view. 

CUPA-HR corporate member www.cupahr.or.q 
Member of National Association of Diversity Officers in Higher 

Education (NADOHE) ~,,~w.nadohe.org 

We look forward to assisting your search committees with 
their hiring endeavors. 

Best regards, 

Rick Friedman 

Forward this email 

This emaii ’~,as sent to iiie@emaii.unc.edu by &c__k__@_s__c__h__?J_&r:Lv_[!LE&s_=_c__o__r_n_. 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:r~stant removal witil SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 

Keyword Recruitment Systems LLC ~t555 Lake Forest Drive #650 Cincinnati :: OH :: 45242 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 1:49 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

David Wise of the United States won gold today in the ~nen’s ski halfpipe at the Winter Olympics in Russia. 

Wise was followed by Canada’s Mike Riddle, who won silver, and France’s Kevin Rolland, who took bronze. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplmmer@e.fianklinplanner.fcorgp.com> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 2:23 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

SAVE when you purchase a planner 

::::*;::: FmnklinPlanner ::N:: Forward to a Friend 

...... Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey ....... 

i.~.i Priorities Appoint ments. Space to Record You r Am bitions. 

With our time-tested planners, the future is yours. 

i~i FranklinPlanner 30th Anniversau 

Purchase a Planner end SAVE 20% on a Binder 

Enter promo code 23113 at checkout 

Shop Now 

Effective Feb 18 - Feb 23 

i.~.i 2014 Weekly Planner > 

Fun patterns, prints, and soy-based ink give you a carefree plannin9 experience¯ 



i.~.i Blooms One-page-per-day Planner Refill 

Your daily appointments can be easier to manage when they’re surrounded in natures life-affirming blooms 

i~i Serenity Ring-bound Daily Planner Refill 

The colors of Serenity add a soothing touch to your hectic day, and with a full page of notes, you won’t forget a single 
detail. 

2014 Pocket Weekly Datebook 

Keep your schedule close at ha nd in this easy-to-carry planner¯ It even has 12 pages of full-color maps¯ 

i~i 24 Hour Home & Work Planner 

Because life doesn’t begin at 8 am or end at 8 pm, this convenient planner lets you keep track of the events outside of the 

typical workday. 

i~:+:;i LeadershipWire-bound Six Month Planning Notebook 

This planning notebook gives you plenty of room for your schedule or notes as well as a place for your daily priorities 

i.~.i BuildYourOwn PlannerSystem > 

Make your planning system uniquely yours by designing it yourself 

iii~iiI C .... ct With ~iI Join the GO C ..... ity i~i Like Us i~ii Follow Us on Watch Us on I ~i Re-pin Us 

Us on Twitter YouTu be on 

Facebook P nterest 

ii~iI 
Ca,,        I ii~ Click          I ~:ii Catalog 

~800) 819 -1812                  Fra n klin Pla n n er.com                     Req u est ou r latest cata I o~ 



M~=~a~e Pr~,fer~nces I Unsubscribe 

20!4 FC Organization:~l Products LLC I L~250 W. Pal?~ay BlvrJ I Sslt [.ak~ City, =.Jr 84119-L~331 == United States. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allison.kellahe@marquette.edu on behalf of 

Marquette Men’s Basketba]l <allison.kellahe@marquette.edtc, 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:20 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Marquette Men’s Basketball 1 Day Shootout 

1his emaii was sent to ilie@iilinois.edu by ~Jjj_s__o_O.__k__ejjA_~__e_L~[~Ar__q_u_~_t_t__e_:~D_~_[ 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

Narquette University 770 II. :[2th St. :: Suite :[:1[:[ :: Milwaukee WI :: 60640 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Club Industry Trendbeat <trendbeat@newsletter.clubindust~3,.com> 

Tuesday, FebruaD’ 18, 2014 4:42 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

The Payoffin Enhancement Fees, Digital Marketing, HIIT and More 

If you have trouble viewing this email, read the online version 

You received this email from Club Industry. 

As someone who has previously shown interest in Club Industry, we thought you 
~vould like our new Club Industry Trendbeat e-newsletter. To continue receiving the 
Club Industry Trendbeat newsletter; please subscribe here, or manage your 
newsletter subscriptions by visiting the Newsletter Preference Center. Shape Net Software 

W.ITS Education 

Your New Route to Club Industry Content 
Welcome to the first edition of Trendbeat, Club Industry’s new 
monthly e-newsletter focused on topics of interest to the fitness 
industry. These stories are housed on five new sections of our 

website: Mana~, Sales/Marketing, Nutrition/Weightht 
Loss, Technology, and Training/Group Exercise. Look for new 
stories in these sections in the months to come. 

Trendbeat also features our Master Class videos, which are 
educational tutorials from industry consultants, as well as our 

Executive Insights videos, which share insights from some of the leading thinkers 
in the industry on broad topics. 

All of the content is open only to our subscribers, so if you have not yet registered 
on our website, you should do so. Our basic subscription is free. Some of the 

content is open only to our paid subscribers as a thank-you from us for supporting 
our digital media brand financially. -Pamela Kufahl, director of content and 
engagement 

Enhancement Fees Become a More Common? 
Method for Capital Expense Funding 

Whether they are called enhancement fees, annual fees 
or rate guarantee fees, a growing number of fitness facility 
operators have begun adding an extra fee to members’ 
charges. If done properly, these charges can bring in an 
extra month’s worth of revenue. 

J Read [’¢ ore 

SALESJMARKETING 

The Club Industry Show is 

the most comprehensive 

event in the fitness industry 

Join the entire fitness 

industry for the 2014 Club 

Industry Show Oct. 22-24, 

2014 at McCormick Place in 

Chicago View the Site 

Health Olub Companies Make Push for Members 
Through Digital, Direct Advertising 

Digital and direct advertising are vital to health club 
companies both during the recent January push and 

I through the remainder of the year. 
Read More 

Health Club Advertising Photo Gallery 
Several health club companies have launched new 
advertising campaigns in 2014. Here are just a few 

I samples of their advertisements. 
Read More 

LOSS 

Weightqoss Programs Incorporate Online, Mobile 

Club Industry’s new store 

carries books, reports, and 

training materials-- 

everything you need to 

maintain a successful 

fitness facility. Check out 

our top-selling reports, and 

be sure to check out all our 

store has to offer here. 

Get the latest news in the 

industry delivered straight to 

your smartphone or tablet 

with the new Club Industry 

app. Easy-to-navigate 

sections guide you to top 

stories, the latest news, 

expert advice on personal 

training, marketing and 

retention, and much more 

Download the app for your 

Apple device here and your 

Android device here. 



Tools to Help Clients Meet Their Goals 
For fitness facilities offering weight-loss programs, 
providing tracking tools can be key to helping members 
get the results they want, and mobile or online tracking 
tools can have even bigger benefits for clubs and clients. 
Read More 

Fitness Facilities Expand Weight-Loss Offerings 
to Meet Demands, Improve ResuB and Increase 
Revenue 

Health club operators and fitness professionals are 
beefing up their weight-loss programs to help members 
slim down and stay healthy, often increasing their 
revenues in the process. 

Get valuable content 

delivered straight to your 

inbox each month by 

signing up for Club 

Industry’s e-newsletters. 

Subscribe Now 

How to Spot and Help Members with Compulsive 
Exercise or Eating Disorders 

How can your trainers and the rest of your health club 
staff tell if members are taking their workouts too far or 
are not eating properly? 

TECHNOLOGY 

Intemet-enabbd Cardio Equipment Grows in 
Popularity 

As smartphones and tablets become a bigger part of 
health club members’ daily lives, operators and 
manufacturers are turning to Intemet-enabled equipment 
to keep them engaged. 

TRAININGIGROUP EXERCISE 

High-Intensity Interval Training Offers Revenue 
and Retention Payoff for Health Clubs 

Although the philosophy behind HIlT has been around for 
decades, fitness facilities can capitalize on its recent 
popularity by offering high-intensity interval group fitness 
programs, which can increase revenue and improve 
retention. 

Preview: 14 Observations about the Direction of 
the Fitness Industp/in 2014 

In this free preview video, Bill McBride, CEO of Active 
Sports Clubs and consulting company BMC3, shares 14 
observations about some of the fitness trends he is 
seeing and where those trends are taking the industry. 

Preview: Unlock the Gates to Social Engagement 
In this free preview video, learn how to leverage social 
media in a practical way, select the right social content 
mix by listening to your influencers, make social data 
actionable and create a social data scorecard so you are 
ready for the future of soc a data and soc a engagement. 
This presentation is by marketing expert George 

Assimakopoulos, vice president of marketing services at Penton. 
Read More 



ille@uiuc edu, as someone who has previously shown interest in Club Industry, we thought you would like our new Club 

Industry Trendbeat newsletter. To continue receiving the Club Industry Trendbeat newsletter after April 2014, please 

subscribe or manage your newsletter subscriptions by visiting the Newsletter Preference Center. 

To unsubscribe from this newsletter, click unsubscribe. 

Club Industry I Penton Media I 1166 Avenue of the Americas I New York, NY 10036 I Privacy Policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Harkey <charles@inglewoodlickets.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 18, 2014 6:05 PM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

A6zona J~z Festival Spring 2014 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward this email 

This emaii was se~ to iile@uiuc,edu by inqtix@att, net 

U#date ProfilejErnailAddress Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Poljcy, 

Inglewood Tickets :: 128 s, market st :: inglewood :: CA :: 90301 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list@momentummedia.com 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:38 AM 

iIle@llinois.edu 

Tools of,he Trade: Snapchat Okayed 

Snapchat Okayed 
The NCAA has deemed that effective Aug. 1, Snapchat, a 
popular social media app, will join Facebook, Twitter, Instagrarn, 
arrd text messaging as a petmiss~Me term of commuNcafion 

Mercy Ru~e Discussed 
In Oregon, coaches and administrators discuss the need for a 

mercy rule in high school basketball. 

Athlete Suspended For Tweet 
Kent State University suspended (me of its student-athletes for 
anti-gay tweets, ii!:]ii!:::ii::~i!:?i..ii.i[:u::::’..:i:.:::::.i.i..::i:.i.:i?::::]i::[ ..... 

Success on [he playing field and court means fueling for optimal perIormance, 
which stads with a healthy diet and well-planned pregame meals. From 
MomentumMedia, publisher of Training & Conditioning and Athletic Managemenl 
magazines comes "The Athlete’s Guide to Nutrition," a book providing practical, 
easy-to4ollow advice~ It’s a useful resource for a~hletic directors and coaches at 
any level. 

For group orders, call Publisher Mark Goldberg at 877-422-5s4 ext.11 

Coach Shoved by Fan 
A hi.~lh school wrestling teach was shoved by a fan after a 
match, and says he intends to press charges 

Gold Standard 
Baylor University is going to sell its game-worn golden chrome 
helmets for $2,000 each as pari of a fundraiser, ii!;iii!=;ii==~i!:?i..i.i?i!=;i..i.==i@. 

Case Study 
Volleyball Technology Trends Nick Cusick is co-feunder and 
CEO of spods equipment manufacturer Bison, h~c., 
headquadered in Lincoln, Nebraska. In this article, he lists [he 
top innovations that have eccurred with respect te velleyball net 
systems and related equipment during the past 30 years. 



Olympic 
It’s no secret that American athletes at the Sochi Games have 
access to the best sports medicine care in the world. In this 
blog, we prolile athletic trainers wo~’king with the U.S. Women’s 

Hockey and U.S. Curling teams. 

A hea~ed deba[e is ~aging abou~ the NCAA Football Rules 
Commi[~ee’s p~’oposal ~o slow down huny-up offenses Ior sale[y 

reasons~ ::::::::::::::::::::: !:ii’i::!:! =:h.~i::ii :!die~i ~iL . 

A[ I[haca College, a wrestler prepa~’es mentally for his matches 
by solving a RL~bik’s Cube beforehand. !!!i:..:!:.i:ii::!.:!ii!!.:!!.!::]!.!!::..:!:.=:!:=:!!.!..!]!.!.!i]!.=:::=.ii!: ...... 

Product Showcase 
Fundfaising and Promotion The keys ~o having a successlul 
fundraiser il]clude devoted volunteers, proper promotions, and the 
right product. The following companies can assist you in 
reaching your fundraising goals. 

Click here to check out our Online Buyer’s Guide where you can find information 
for companies advertising in our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, including in~et’active links, 
product images, and more detailed product ILl,tings. Click en the fellowing featured 
companies to learn more about what they have to offer. 

Tea~n Walks Out 
A girls’ high school basketball squad walked out on its head 
coach, alleging he was controlling and had a bad temper~ 

Going Socia~ 
W~th a new coaching staff in place, Boise State UniversityL~ 
football program is changing its social media policies. 

in New York City, a higi~ school football coach has a strict policy 
in place: Bully a teamma[e over [heir sexual orientation, race, or 
religion, and you’re off the team. !!i!!i!ii:::.! !i ! 

:::.?.i ~i..i :: :: d::::!::i"~:!i :~:!~,:!i.::!wL SelfGrip(R) helps athletes PolyMem and SpoilsWrap 
Recognized soume of per[otto at their best by providing wound dressings enhance 
technical inlorma~ien firm compt’essien and maximum healing, help t’elieve pain, and 
when building a support to ligaments, tendons, reduce inflammatien for 
sports facility, and muscles, athletes. 

heart rate variability based tool Swede-O has a wide 
fo~" real-~ime t[ainin9 load ~’ange of ankle braces 
monitoring and overnight recovery designed Io~ all sports 
detection, and conditions. 

Total Strength and Speed 
oIIe~ equipmen~ flom 
Williams Slrenglh to Force 
VV’eig ht Eq~ipment. 



You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news fiom Momenm~nMedia or one of its publicalions: Trafining & Conditioning, Athletic 
Management or Coaching Management 

To nnsubscribe, click tNs link 

To chm~ge your emaJl address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a ti-iend, click this link 

Be sure to ackt lists@momentummedia, corn to your address book or safe ser~der 

list so our emails u’ill always get to your inbox’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@maiLcnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 6:02 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

French President Frm~cois Hollande aM Donald Tusk, the Polish tMme Ministel; ale caJling for quick and tmgeted EU smactions agafinst those responsible for the 

violence in Ukraine after clashes bem, een police and protes~ters left at leasnt 25 people dead. Holla~de asked the EU to decide on such sanctions at the Ineeting of the 

Foreign Affairs Council on Thursday. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-raM from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mM alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/iWclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:01 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

American ’Fed LigeF runs gold in the men’s giant slalom at the Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia. 

Ligely is the first American to ever win the men’s ski race. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Participator’ Action Research Insider <mary@principalinvestigators.org> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:07 AM 

ille@nmc.edu 

How to Create an Effective PAR Project, Empower Research Teams and Community 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Participatory Acdon Research from 
A Z: A Comprehensive Guide 
Participatory action research (PAR) involves the community targeted 

for research or intervention as partners in all phases of the project, 
from planning to implementing outcomes. PAR projects ideally develop 
Iong4erm relationships with communities that lead to an iterative 
process of defining needs, planning, research, and development of 
interventions that empower and change the community. 

As such, PAR is not a technique or method used as pant of a toolkit of 
r~searsh strategies, but an approach to working with a community that 

involves rethinking the relationship between researchers, health institutionscc 
and the communities they serve. 

~4Nir.~,3~iclpatc, cy i:,.ctioc., R~sez~rch 

Principal Investigators Association’s ParticipatorvAction Research 
from A to Z: The Ultimate Guide. is a 70-page guide designed to 
help researchers understand the ins and outs of PAR projects, learn 
how to develop meaningful relationships with the target community, 
ensure research quality, implement key communication strategies, 

develop products appropriate for the community and much more. 
This guide includes: 

8 Advantages of PAR for Health Projects 

What is PAR? Do you Meet All the Criteria? 

Understanding PAR Goals--1 Key Theme to Remember 

Do’s and Don’ts for Developing Relationships with a Target 

Community 

Identifying Community Problems and Finding Solutions that 

Actually Work 

Expert Tactics for Hiring and Training Community Members 

to Perform Reseamh 

Confidentiality Issues and Conflict of Interest: What You 

Need to Know 

Communications Strategies with Key Stakeholders and 

Advisory Committees 

Howto Create Products Useful to the Community 

Publication Issues: What Your Agreements Should Include 

Plus much more! 

>>> LEARN MORE! 

st, ndard 

Dr, do Anne Schneider, 

proUerns, Whi~e # m~y mean 

Xi Dr. Jo Dr. Jo Anne 
...... Annd 

Schneider 
Schneider, 
has developed 
participatory 
action projects 
since the late 
1980s. 

ZNTRO~UCTOR It RATE UNTZL 

Purchase this new 70-pg. guide in PDF format for only $2~ $279! 

BONUS BONUS! Order your guide today and receive 
the 60-minute on-demand Webinar entitled 
"Participatory Action Research from A to 
Z: Making the Most of Community 
Involvement, Getting A + Results" in MP4 
format absolutely FREE! (a $149 value). 



Learn More I! Order Online l i~ii Cal1800-303-O129ext. 506 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much morel 

Forward to a friend. 

Bonita Spr~gs, FL 34135 USA 
1..80{},-303-0t 2g 

Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard <coreyJeona~:d@bigsigns.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:11 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Upgrade Your Ba~ball Field! 

We Amplify Your Brand 

Vince, 

Are you looking for ways to upgrade your baseball 
field? BigSigns.com has just what you are looking 
for: 

Gives you the ability to surround your field with 
school spirit. 

¯ L~sts for yea.~s 

¯ B.~£usds youl field 

Backstop Paddin,q 
Perfect solution for covering up dangerous fences 

and walls. 

BigSigns.com is a one-stop-shop for all of your 
stadium and branding needs. We offer a wide 
range of services for you and your organization: 

Let me help upgrade your field today. 
Give me a call or send me an emait. 
You can also get a free Quick Quote. 

We look forward to hearing from you, 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800-790-7611 

Backstop Paddinq 

Other Prodt~cts: OmD.gck Circles I..ocker Room Gr@hics. E.Hlboard Barlrli~,rs ~ou[ Gra~)hk:s 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard <coreyJeona~:d@bigsigns.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:11 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Upgrade Your Ba~ball Field! 

We Amplify Your Brand 

Vince, 

Are you looking for ways to upgrade your baseball 
field? BigSigns.com has just what you are looking 
for: 

Gives you the ability to surround your field with 
school spirit. 

¯ L~sts for yea.~s 

¯ B.~£usds youl field 

Backstop Paddin,q 
Perfect solution for covering up dangerous fences 

and walls. 

BigSigns.com is a one-stop-shop for all of your 
stadium and branding needs. We offer a wide 
range of services for you and your organization: 

Let me help upgrade your field today. 
Give me a call or send me an emait. 
You can also get a free Quick Quote. 

We look forward to hearing from you, 

Corey Leonard 
President 

800-790-7611 

Backstop Paddinq 

Other Prodt~cts: OmD.gck Circles I..ocker Room Gr@hics. E.Hlboard Barlrli~,rs ~ou[ Gra~)hk:s 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victor@principalinves~igators.org> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:27 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Going Aiter NIH’s P30 or Another P-Series Award? Know Your Options, Cra£t a Winning Proposal 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

The P-series Award 
Mechanism: Is P3o Right You? 

The NIH P-series A~,*ard Mechanism: Is 

P30 Right for You? 

Dr. John Ludlow 

,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,.,,"*-",%-",~ ,<~, Thursday, March 6, 2014, 2pm ET (11am PT) 

L,a,-’.,,".;~/L~; 60 minutes 

Program project/center grants are large, multi-project efforts that generally include a diverse array of research 
activities. NIH Institutes and Centers issue funding opportunity announcements to indicate their interest in 
funding this type of program. The most frequently used programs in this series include research program 
project grants (P01), in which multiple investigators and programs work toward a common goal; exploratory 
grants (P20), used to fund planning activities for large projects; center core grants (P30), which fund shared 
resources or facilities; and specialized center grants (P50), which fund all aspects of a project on a specific 
disease or research area. While all of these series programs must support NIH’s mission to reduce the burden 
of illness and disability and extend healthy life, each grant in the P series also have individualized objectives. 

During this information-packed Webinar, your expert presenter will cover the specifics and difference of the 
application process for each of these 4 programs, with a focus on the P30 award mechanism, highlighting 
strategies to best position your proposal for successfully being awarded funds. 

The requirements for eligibility 
What budgetary items and supportable 
activities can be requested 
a policy message is essential to translate 
research into policy changes 
Dissemination of information - center director’s 
meeting 
Competing and non-competing renewals 
Core usage by outside institutions 

¯ Pl’swho already have NIH funding 
¯ New investigators 
¯ Post-docs 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by Feb. 25th for only $197 $179 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

~ive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

ii.~.ii 
L More .... i [ ~ OrderNow i 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Recreation Management <R_M@signet~esearch.org~ 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:09 PM 

ille@ninc.edu 

V1NCE, we still need your t~edback. 

Dear Reader, 

We are collecting information to create our annual State of the Industry Report and Salary Survey, which 
will be reported in the June and July 2014 issues of Rec~ation Management. We would greatly 
appreciate your participation in the survey. Your feedback is critical as we build this crucial report on 
industry trends across the managed recreation, sports and fitness industry. To thank you for your 
participation, we’ll enter your name into a drawing to 

Win an iPad 2 or 1 of 3 pairs of Maul Jim sunglasses 

Because you are part of a cat,fully selected sample, your response is vital to the survey’s success. 

Please take the next few minutes to complete the survey online by clicking the link below. 

Click Here to Participate 

This survey is being conducted by independent reseamh firm Signet Research Inc. Your responses are 
strictly confidential, and data will appear in aggregate form only. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Tipping 

Editorial Director 

Recreation Management Magazine 

If you experience any difficulty or would like to contact us, we can be reached at 

feed back@sig net research .net 

Click here if you would prefer not to receive further messaqes from this sender 
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To: 

Subject: 

Recreation Management <R_M@signet~esearch.org~ 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:09 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

V1NCE, we still need your t~edback. 

Dear Reader, 

We are collecting information to create our annual State of the Industry Report and Salary Survey, which 
will be reported in the June and July 2014 issues of Rec~ation Management. We would greatly 
appreciate your participation in the survey. Your feedback is critical as we build this crucial report on 
industry trends across the managed recreation, sports and fitness industry. To thank you for your 
participation, we’ll enter your name into a drawing to 

Win an iPad 2 or 1 of 3 pairs of Maul Jim sunglasses 

Because you are part of a cat,fully selected sample, your response is vital to the survey’s success. 

Please take the next few minutes to complete the survey online by clicking the link below. 

Click Here to Participate 

This survey is being conducted by independent reseamh firm Signet Research Inc. Your responses are 
strictly confidential, and data will appear in aggregate form only. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Tipping 

Editorial Director 

Recreation Management Magazine 

If you experience any difficulty or would like to contact us, we can be reached at 

feed back@sig net research .net 

Click here if you would prefer not to receive further messaqes from this sender 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 2:54 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Presidem Barack Obama has condemned the violence in Ukr~fine, saying the United States expects file Ukr~finian governmem to show res~traint against protesters and 

warning that there would be consequences for stepping over the line. 

"We hold the Ukiainian government primarily responsible for making sure that it is dealing ruth peaceful protesters in an appropriate way, that the Ukrainian people are 

able to assemble and speak freely about their interests without fear of repression," the President told reportel~. "We’ve also said we expect peaceful protestors to 

remaJn peaceful." 

Obama made the remarks after amving in Toluca, Mexico, for an economic summit. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv" 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 
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Summary: 
North Carolina Senior Assoc. AD Ballen does not expect a major budget hit with reschedule of MBB 

game with Duke, only additional cost is staffing at the Smith Center as all personnel was in place for tilt 

last week that got postponed, Asst. AD Sabo says communication with students & season ticket holders 

has been smooth. 

Article Link: 
http~//www.dai~ytarhee~.c~m/artic~e/2~14/~2/duke-game-~ine-pr~cedure-estab~ished-f~r-thursdays- 

game 

Summary: 
A day before North Carolina takes on Duke at the Smith Center and week after the original game was 

postponed due to heavy snowfall and icy roads, someone graffitied a handful of buildings on UNC’s 

campus including South Building, the Campus Y and the Student Union. 

Department of Public Safety spokesman Randy Young said all incidents have been reported this 

morning, and the investigation is ongoing. 

It’s unclear if all vandalism was committed by the same person or group of people. 

Article Link: 
http~//www.dai~ytarhee~.c~m/artic~e/2~14/~2/unc-bui~dings-defaced-with~duke-graffiti 

Summary: 
TO THE EDITOR: 

Data that I collected while assessing the reading and writing abilities of a subset of UNC athletes 

between 2005 and 2012 have been the source of great controversy on our campus recently. There are a 

number of misconceptions that I would like to dispel. 

I want to make clear that, in my opinion, the Institutional Review Board acted in good faith when it put a 

halt to my research in January. I never intentionally misled anyone about the data I was collecting, but I 

understand that the IRB must comply with federal guidelines. I have never meant to impugn the 

professionalism of the IRB. 
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The data I collected between 2005 and 2012 are objective scores earned on tests which I did not even 

administer; the fact that scores could theoretically be traced back to the individuals who earned them 

does not change the fact that those were their scores. 

As for the provost’s claim that I badly misinterpreted the scores in question, I have nearly 12 years of 

experience in interpreting reading scores. I have interpreted the scores of literally hundreds of students 

over the years, and for four years I worked closely with specialists in disability services here at UNC to 

correlate test scores with specific forms of learning disability. 

Many people have scoffed at my claim that some UNC athletes are nonreaders or read significantly 

below grade level. This continues a pattern, since I have tried without cease since the fall of 2010 to 

alert University leaders to problems with the education of our athletes; time and again I have seen my 

claims denied or ignored. 

In any case, neither the effort to dispute my data nor the reforms recently introduced help to address 

the structural inequalities built into the big-time college sport enterprise. Too many UNC athletes have 

been forced to accept a watered down version of a college education. 

We owe past, current and future athletes an honest confrontation with this injustice. 

Mary Willingham 

Learning Specialist 

Center for Student Success & Acadmic Counseling 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~dai~ytarhee~~c~m/artic~e/2~14/~2/wi~~ingham~resp~nds~t~~criticism-~f~research 
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Summary: 
A metal piece of the Assembly Hall ceiling fell and damaged some of the venue’s seats in the lower 

section, according to ESPN.com’s Myron Medcalf. 

ESPN’s Andy Katz was on the scene to provide more specificity on the incident before confirming the 

news of the game’s postponement: 

Andy Katz @ESPNAndyKatz 

Our crew at IU (Iowa 9 p.m. El): Metal facing plate falls from ceiling, smashes I seat, damages 5. 

Engineers assessing. Status of game TBD. 

~f-cei~ing-fa~~s ?utm-s~urce=news~etter&utm-medium=ne~s~etter&utm-campaign=c~~~ege-basketba~~ 

https://vine.co/v/MZJAjq L76En 

http://www~insidetheha~~.c~m/2~14/~2/18/indiana.i~wa-game-p~stp~ned-after.meta~-fa~~s.fr~m- 

assembly-hall-roof/ 

Summary: 
Furman AD Clark says no other Paladin sports are in jeopardy of being cut as speculation increased after 

an announcement last week that Men’s Golf would be eliminated, all sports are guaranteed to be fully 

funded for the next two years & like all private schools, Furman’s leadership is examining the 

sustainability of covering increasing tuition costs. 

Article Link: 
http://www~greenvi~~e~n~ine~c~m/artic~e/2~14~218/SP~RTS~1~3/3~218~~19/C~ark-Furman-s-~ther- 

sports-safe?nclick_check=l 

Summary: 
New NBA Commish Silver comments on impact of one-and-done rule in college MBB, says his coaching 

contacts & AD friends in the industry continue to say barrier "is a disaster", stresses that the larger 

basketball community as a whole needs to come together on topic, believes ultimately it will come 

down to collective bargaining. 
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Article Link: 

http://www.usat~day.~~m/st~ry/sp~rts/n~aab/2~14/~2/17 /~~l~ege~basketba~i~nba~draft~early-entry- 
one-and-done-rule/5552163/ 

Summary: 
VCU MBB HC Smart talks about serving as a father figure to many of his student-athletes in conversation 

with popular MBB reporter Davis, says only four of 16 on his current roster had their dad in the picture 

growing up, ’Tm not their dad...but hopefully I am able to fill the void of someone who can help them 

understand here’s what it takes to be successful." 

Article Link: 
http://campusinsiders.com/videos/k2d2hwazq0wCyRIPRIJDxZahlfCM3Plq 

Summary: 
Winthrop Intelligence with a interesting study on the impact of travel on the outcomes of MBB NCAA 

Tourney games, finds that a decline in winning percentage is most prevalent for schools traveling east 

more than two time zones, higher elevations do not have a correlative impact on winning, games played 

outside of 150-mile radius of school leads to a 33% decrease in success. 

Article Link: 
http://winthr~pinte~~igence~c~m/2~14/~2/17 /trave~-affect-ncaa-basketba~~-~utc~mes/ 

Summary: 
NCAA FB Rules Committee chair & Air Force HC Calhoun talks about proposed rule to slow down games, 

believes only empirical data can support argument that safety is in jeopardy with up-tempo approach, 

such evidence would need to get in front of Playing Rules Oversight Commission by 3rd of March for 

decision three days later. 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts.com/c~~~egef~~tball/eye-~n~c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/24447795/ru~es~chair~tr~y~ca~h~un~ 

rule-shouldnt-proceed-if-not-safety-issue 
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Summary: 

Hawaii AD Jay will ask his HCs to trim five to ten percent from their sport budgets for the rest of the 

current fiscal year in an effort to get department in line with University projections, Jay recently 

said UH is still facing a $2m shortfall. 

Article Link: 
http :/ /www.staradvertiser.com/ s ?action=login& f=y&id= 2 46107661&id=2 46107 661 

Summary: 
Interesting look at how popular trends from World Wrestling Entertainment have trickled down to 

college athletics, Michigan State FB student-athlete Jackson used signature "Yes!" move of WWE star 

Bryan during speech to Spartan fans after Rose Bowl win, St. Bonaventure supporters broke out the 

same chant in their MBB upset win over UMass earlier in the month. 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~usat~day~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaab/2~14/~2/18/w~e-danie~~bryan~yes-chant~michigan~ 

state-basketball-seattle-seahawks-football/5583897/ 

Summary: 
The University of Oklahoma’s absurd list of self-reported NCAA violations includes "pasta in excess of 

the permissible amount allowed." 

In the past year and a half, Oklahoma self-reported secondary NCAA violations, which were recently 

obtained by The Oklahoman through an open records request. The latest violation received occurred in 

October. 

The violations range from the routine, coaches sending texts or making calls outside of the designated 

allowed contact times, to the absurd. Three athletes had to donate $3.83 each to a charity of their 

choice in order to be reinstated after they were served more than the allowable portion at a graduation 

banquet. 

The violations included a recruit on an official visit charging wireless Internet access at the hotel to the 

school through her hotel bill, a hand-drawn picture on an envelope sent to a player who was verbally 

committed and a voluntary practice on a travel day. 

Article Links: 
http://news~k~c~m/~k~ah~ma-re~eases-~ist-~f-se~f-rep~rted-ncaa-vi~~ati~ns/artic~e/3934985 
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http://www.s~ate.c~m/artic~es/sp~rts/sp~rts-nut/2~14/~2/~k~ah~ma-ncaa-vi~~ati~ns-the-s~~ners-br 

oke a rule_by_giving_athletes_excessive.html 

http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/eye-~n-c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/24448496/rep~rt-~k~ah~ma-se~f- 

reports-excessive-pasta-violation 

Summary: 
The University of Kansas is dropping a request to the state Legislature for bonding authority to build 

upscale apartments that would house basketball players and other students. 

University spokesman Tim Caboni said Tuesday the decision to withdraw the bonding authority for the 

$17.5 million apartment project came after a House committee’s "disappointing" decision last week to 

reject it, The Lawrence Journal-World reported (http://bit.ly/MzEqQr). 

The proposed project would build apartments near Allen Fieldhouse to house 66 students, 32 of whom 

would be men’s and women’s basketball players. 

Some members of the House Education Budget Committee last week called the project extravagant and 

suggested the school’s athletic boosters could help build it. 

Article Link: 
http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~14/~2/19/3636~6~/ku~dr~ps~b~nding~request~f~r-ath~ete.htm~ 

Summary: 
Georgia announced the dismissal of Josh Harvey-Clemons on Tuesday with a two-sentence press 

release. 

No "We wish him well" quote from Mark Richt. No olive branch for a player who was one of the 

Bulldogs’ most-coveted signees in a strong 2012 recruiting class. 

Harvey-Clemons already missed the Bulldogs’ Gator Bowl loss to Nebraska and faced a three-game 

suspension entering the 2014 season after reportedly violating the university’s marijuana-use policy for 

a second time. Harvey-Clemons was also suspended for the Bulldogs’ season-opening loss against 

Clemson after telling police that he had smoked marijuana in a dorm room. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/b~~g/ncfnati~n/p~st/-/id/93665/richts~dismissa~~message~sh~rt~c~ear 

http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/eye-~n-c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/244476~7/ge~rgia-dismisses-s-j~sh- 

harvey-clemons-for-team-rule-violation 
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Summary: 
The university on Tuesday announced that Mason had indefinitely suspended defensive line coach 

Vavae Tara, who was arrested and charged with DUI and leaving the scene of an accident with property 

damage on Sunday in Nashville. 

According to police reports, Tata blew a .18 percent on the breathalyzer test, which is more than twice 

the legal blood-alcohol limit of .08 percent in the state of Tennessee. Tata, 37, was arrested Sunday 

morning when police found him a few blocks away from an accident where he had crashed into two 

parked vehicles. Tata told police he was trying to walk back to his hotel. He’s scheduled for a court 

appearance March 5. 

Article Link: 
http:~~espn.g~.c~m/b~~g/ncfnati~n/p~st/-/id/93659/vanderbi~t.assistant-suspended-after-dui 

Summary: 
Members of the Texas Tech football team competed in an impressive slam dunk competition Tuesday 

night during halftime of the Red Raiders’ game against Kansas. Some members of the team were given 

score cards to hold up after each dunk. 

Article Link: 
http:~~sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf~dr~saturday/wa~k-wide~receiver-wins-texas-tech-ha~ftime-dunk~ 

183516169--ncaaf.html 

Summary: 
Fort Worth police reportedly seized his vehicle and about two ounces of marijuana after making a traffic 

stop just before midnight Sunday. 

As a result of the arrest, the school announced Tuesday that Brown had been kicked off the team. 

Per the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, the school’s statement reads: 

"Due to a violation of team rules, LaDarius Brown has been removed from our football program. This is 

very unfortunate. We provide our student-athletes with all the guidelines and principles to be successful 

on and off the field. At some point, they have to govern themselves. It’s a sad day for everyone." 

Article Link: 
http:~~sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf~dr~saturday/tcu~wide-receiver-~adarius-br~wn~kicked-~ff-team- 

232703924--ncaaf.html 
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Summary: 
Recently suspended Ole Miss linebacker Denzel Nkemdiche and his brother Robert Nkemdiche, a 

defensive end for theRebels, have been named as two of seven defendants in a $2 million civil suit that 
claims the brothers physically assaulted a student at a fraternity party last year. 

In the suit, filed just last Friday, Matthew Baird claims to have been knocked unconscious and beaten 

and stomped by multiple members of the Ole Miss football team, per records obtained by Clay Travis of 

Fox Sports. Denzel Nkemdiche and Robert Nkemdiche are the only two cited by name in the lawsuit. 

While Baird claims five other football players were included in the assault, they are labeled "John Does 

1-5" in current records. 

Baird suffered multiple head injuries and was taken to a local hospital. While police investigated the 

case after arriving on the scene, no arrests were made. Baird is seeking $2 million in damages for 

"battery, negligence, and intentional infliction of emotional distress." 

Rebels AD Bjork comments that athletic department looked into the matter & found no wrong doing by 

any FB student-athletes, calls matter personal for Nkemdiches, but will be in full support. 

Article Link: 
http://bleacherreport com/articles/1965144-robert-and-denzel-nkemdiche-reportedly-sued-for-2- 

mi~~i~n-f~r-assau~t?utm-s~urce=news~etter&utm-medium=news~etter&utm-campaign=dai~y-radar 

Summary: 
Northwestern players are contemplating unionization. The NCAA has countered with asimple rebuttal: 

Players are not employees essentially because college athletics is part of the overall educational 
experience. 

The issue -- perhaps for all of college athletics -- has come to a tipping point. In a downtown Chicago 

federal building on Tuesday former Northwestern quarterback Kain Colter -- the face of the unionization 

movement -- will make his case at a National Labor Relations Board hearing. 

Colter will testify in favor of the Northwestern players’ petition to unionize. Ramogi Huma has called him 

the movement’s "star witness." 

"This is the most important hearing, I believe, in the history of college sports, at least in modern college 

sports," said Huma, founder of the players rights organization College Athletes Players Association. "1 

don’t think there’s ever been a bigger platform with a chance to change the nature of protections 

provided to players." 
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The basic issue during the NLRB hearing is whether college players receiving a free education have the 

right to collectively bargain their working conditions. The hearing will help determine whether the NLRB 

will recognize Northwestern football as a union. The process could last another year. 

Article Links: 
http://www~cbssp~rts~c~m/c~l~egef~~tba~l/writer/dennis-d~dd/244468~2/n~rthwesterns-c~~ter-steps- 

to-fo refro nt-of-o rga n izing-coll ege-playe rs 

http://www~usat~day~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~14/~2/18/capa-n~rthwestern~f~~tbai~-uni~n-iab~r- 

hearing-nlrb-chicago/5588045/ 

http://sp~rtsii~ustrated~cnn~C~m/c~i~ege-f~~tba~i/news/2~14~218/kain-~~lter-n~rthwestern-uni~n/ 

http://bieacherreport.com/articles/1964769-northwesterns-kain-colter-com pares-coilege-footbali- 

players-to-navy-seals 

Northwestern’s take: http://espn.go.com/biog/ncfnation/post/_/id/93662/northwestern-bad-example- 

for-union-push 

http://espn~g~~c~m/chicag~/c~l~ege-f~~tba~l/st~ry/-/id/1~482467/sp~rts-ec~n~mist-testifies- 

northwestern-wildcats-national-iabor-reiations-board-hearing 

http://chr~nicie~c~m/bl~gs/piayers/n~rthwestern~quarterback-makes-case-f~r-p~ayers-uni~n/34371 

Summary: 
Alabama FB HC Saban to be subpoenaed in suit involving new Birmingham Mercedes dealership to 

clarify his duties, responsibilities & involvement with the business opportunity, Crown Automobiles out 

of Hoover is attempting to block the new dealership citing irreparable harm to their interests, Mercedes 

Benz USA says Crownhas no claim. 

Article Links: 
http://biog.al.com/spotnews/2014/O2/nick_saban_could be subpoenaed.html 

http://www.tuscaloosanews.com/article/20140218/news/140219694?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_mediu 

m=twitter 

Summary: 
There are signs the NCAA is feeling the heat. At the organization’s annual meeting last month in San 

Diego, large conferences proposed a $2,000-a-year stipend to help athletes. The stipend was approved 

in 2011 but shelved after small and medium-sized schools argued that they could not afford the 

payments. 

"Certain conferences such as the Ivy League will probably maintain status quo," Edelman said. "Other 

conferences like the SEC might agree to improve financial conditions for student athletes as a way of 

inducing them to attend their schools. And conferences like the Big 10 will be conflicted. On one hand 
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they will say they won’t pay athletes but if the SEC allows it some of the best student athletes might 

choose to go to SEC schools instead. That’s just the free market." 

O’Bannon said he’ll be happy when that day comes. 

Article Links: 
http://a bcnews.go.com/Sports/wireStory/ucla-star-selling-cars-taking-ncaa-pay-22582897 

http://~~~~indystar~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/2~14/~2/19/ex~uc~a~star~ed~~bann~n~se~~ing~cars~taking~~n~ 

ncaa-over-pay/5609947/ 
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Summary: 
Rick Pitino doesn’t mince words when it comes to social media and sports. He doesn’t like it and believes 

his Louisville team is better when players stay away from it. 

"Every hour, it’s like taking a little bit of poison," Pitino said during an appearance Wednesday on ESPN 

Radio’s "Mike and Mike." "It poisons their minds. 

"1 think technology is a great thing in many instances, and I think it’s poison in others, and for people in 

sports especially." 

Pitino has banned his players from tweeting, and if it were up to him, he wouldn’t let them use any 

other social media forum either. 

He said his players concede they use social media at least four hours a day. "I’m trying to get our players 

to read more, pay attention to important things," the Hall of Fame coach said. 

Pitino believes using social media impedes a player’s ability to communicate. 

Article Links: 
http~//espn.g~~c~m/mens~c~~~ege-basketba~~/st~ry/-/id/1~481852/rick-pitin~-~~uisvi~~e-cardina~s- 

sounds-social-media 
http://thebig~ead.c~m/2~14/~2/18/rick-pitin~-d~es-n~t-hate-s~cia~-media-un~ess-y~u-take-him-~ut-~f- 

context/ 
https://twitter.com/FOXSportsLive/status/435647859438788609/photo/1 

Summary: 
UTEP Director of Marketing Veale talks about elements of MBB presentation that get students hyped up, 

directly communicates with students on Twitter to determine music choices, believes season ticket 

holders feed off of excitement of student section, will consider moving the band around game by game 

next season. 

Article Link: 
http://www.e~pas~times.c~m/news/ci-25167~~5/utep~basketba~~~appea~ing-21st~century~fan 
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Summary." 

COi.....L.ii::Gi::: Sv!a:cu. 

Last week, Syracuse University Athletics’ official accounts invited SU basketball fans to buy Tyler Ennis 

jerseys after his stunnin8 buzzer-beater asainst Pittsbursh. The post was later removed, but retweets 

and screenshots showed @Cuse appeared to have broken NCAA rules on usin8 player likenesses to sell 

merchandise. 

"Somebody made an error," Syracuse chief of communications Joe Giansante told Syracuse Media 

Group’s Chris Carlson on Friday. "Someone who was constantly drilled and communicated with and 

educated about this had a brain lapse. It was an honest mistake." 

In an official statement, the school told NBC 4 Washinston reporter Scott MacFarlane they would "be 

lettin8 the NCAA know and ensurin8 somethin8 like this does not happen asain." 

But what steps are the school takin8 to ensure it doesn’t happen again? SU hasn’t said yet. 

Accordin8 to Carlson, the Ennis tweet is the collese’s fifth social media blunder in three years -- at least. 

Article Link: 

http://college-basketball.si.com/2014/O2/14/syracuse-jersey-sales-tyler-ennis/ 
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Summary: 
Big Ten ADs & support staff discuss challenges of student attendance at FB games, while lack of cell 

phone reception was widely debated, most do not believe an enhanced signal would automatically lead 

to more students at games, early kick-offs also a point of contention, Ohio State AD Smith: "The 

demographic is changing; their interests are changing. We have to respond." 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/b~~g/bigten/p~st/-/id/95978/big~ten-sch~~~s~f~cus~~n-student-turn~ut 

Summary: 
ESPN reporter Rovell also digs into student attendance hurdle that is impacting so many schools, 

interviews a number of influential ADs & a handful of students from various campuses, Oklahoma AD 

Castiglione says problem has to be solved as students are the season ticket purchasers of tomorrow, 

students lament game atmosphere, cell service & long lines. 

We asked students why students didn’t show up at their school’s football games. Here’s what they told 

us: 

Thomas Doochin, University of North Carolina: "People would rather stay at fraternity houses with 

unlimited food, booze and a big-screen TV than make the trek to the stadium... Phone service is terrible 

during games and it’s hard to stay in touch with the world for the three hours you’re in the stadium." 

Article Link: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege~f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/1~458~47/next-generati~n-ticket~h~~der-c~ncern~ 

students-show-college-football-games 

Summary: 
Sports on TV -- and other screens -- continues to dominate. 

In the last 10 years, the available hours of sports programming have increased by 232%, according to 

Nielsen. When it comes to actual viewing, Nielsen says there were 33 billion hours of national sports TV 

programming viewed in 2013, up 27% from the 26 billion hours consumed in 2003. 

While actual sports TV viewing makes up 1.2% of all TV programming, digital conversations about sports 

made up nearly half of all Tweets about TV -- at 49.7%. 
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Article Link: 

http://~w~.mediap~stc~m/pub~icati~ns/artic~e/219582/sp~rts-tv-sc~res-hugh~gains-d~minates~tv~ 
programm.html 

Summary: 
LSU Assoc. AD David outlines more facility improvements for Tigers that will begin this spring, 

Natatorium will receive $1.8m renovation to address swim lanes & diving platforms, portions of Tiger 

Stadium will get new bleachers in $1.6m upgrade & WBB is getting a new locker room & lounge to the 

tune of $575k. 

Article Link: 
http://www.lsureveille.com/news/athletic-facilities-will-see-nearly-million- 

renovations/article_f00307d2-98ff-lle3-bb93-0017a43b2370.html 

Summary: 
Big Ten ADs say they’re open to adding more FB league games at night in the first few Saturdays of 

November in an effort to boost attendance, Ohio State AD Smith points to Buckeyes adding 

lights, Illinois AD Thomas supports opportunity for primetime TV slots, knows benefits from his time 

at Akron. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~~c~m/b~~g/ncfnati~n/p~st/--/id/93654/b1g-night-games~c~u~d-c~me-t~-ear~y-n~v 

Summary: 
Florida State looking into the possibility of playing neutral-site FB games in Orlando & Atlanta in the 

coming years, AD Wilcox points to rationale of playing in recruiting hot beds, will wait to see 

how ACC schedules shake out, including potential addition of ninth league game. 

Article Link: 

http://www~~r~and~sentine~~c~m/sp~rts/c~~~ege/semin~~es/~s-fsu-p~ay-~r~and~-2~16- 

20140218,0,193001.post 
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Summary: 
The Loomis Agency reviews success of Papa John’s promotion with the Texas Rangers that gave fans a 

50% discount for online purchases anytime the club scored seven or more runs, used TV spot to educate 

on process & supported with additional on-site marketing materials, produced an astounding 15 to 1 

ROI for client & hailed as best promotion in Rangers history. 

Article Link: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h 1ClpCs31ew&list=PLb8TKKOriavtkhzW4J Uzh HebCGXDIOA1 P&featu 

re=share 

Summary: 
The scoreboard will be a whopping 47 feet tall, 163 feet wide and 7,661 square feet. Its construction is 

expected to be completed for the Aggies’ first home game on September 6. 

A&M chancellor John Sharp said that by the time the entire project is completed in 2015, the number of 

women’s restrooms will have doubled and the cell phone service in the stadium will improve. 

season-002828730--ncaaf.html 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 20 l 4 5:10 PM 

textbreakingnews~ema31sv06.tumer.cona 

CNN Breaking News 

The U.S. government has w~xned airlines to pay paxticul~x attention to the possibili~ of terrorists attempting to hide explosives in shoes. 

The officials fftressed there is no specific thieat or known plot. 

Intelligence collected by the United States and other countries has indicated terror g~oups have been working on new shoe-bomb designs, the sources said. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, ,CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is no~ LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You hm~e opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:52 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The government and opposilion in Ukia~ne have announced a trace in escoJating violence to ~Jlow for negotiations to restart with the gain at s~abilizing the situation, a 

senior State Depart~nent official told reporters on a conference call Wednesday, colling the move a "glimmer of hope." 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-m~Al from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~Wclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

list@momenmmmedia.com 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:04 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Re.arch Upcoming Purcha~s Using Athletic Management’s Buyer’s Guide 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumMedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Management or Coaching Management 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add lists@momentummedia.com to your address book or safe sender 

list so our emails will always get to your inbox! 

Copyright @ 2014 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 

20 Eastlake Road Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hotlis~scout.com 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:44 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

Scout.corn: New Commit for Miami (F1) 

Dear ille@uiuc.edu (illinois999), 

There is a new addition to the Maami (F1) cormnit list. You can view it at the following location: 

http://miami.scout.colrda.z?s= 13 &p=9&c=S&toinid=673&,vr=2015 

Thank you, 

Scout.corn 

Scout.corn - Al~vays on our Game 

************************************************ 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure deliveW to your inbox 

This email was sent based on your HotList alert preferences If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic, please modify your HotList preferences at: 
http://my.scoutcom/hotlistaspx?s 13&p 16 

If you no longer wish to get any el:nail from us, please update your preferences at: 
https:i/secure.scout.com/a.z?s 143&p 5&c 4 
************************************************* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hotlis~scout.com 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 8:49 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

Scout.corn: New Commit for Miami (F1) 

Dear ille@uiuc.edu (illinois999), 

There is a new addition to the Maami (F1) cormnit list. You can view it at the following location: 

http://miami.scout.colrda.z?s= 13 &p=9&c=S&toinid=673&,vr=2015 

Thank you, 

Scout.corn 

Scout.corn - Al~vays on our Game 

************************************************ 

This is an automated message, please do not reply. Please add "hotlist@scout.com" to your address book to ensure deliveW to your inbox 

This email was sent based on your HotList alert preferences If you no longer wish to get updates on this topic, please modify your HotList preferences at: 
http://my.scoutcom/hotlistaspx?s 13&p 16 

If you no longer wish to get any el:nail from us, please update your preferences at: 
https:i/secure.scout.com/a.z?s 143&p 5&c 4 
************************************************* 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, February, 20, 2014 3:14 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A sh~k~" truce crumbled in Kiev on Thursday morning, with gunfire erupting at M~doaa, or Independence Square, which has been ground zero for anti-government 

protesters. 

As security forces were moving away from the area, a group of protesters pursued them. 

CNN crews at the scene saw demonstrators falling to the ground. At least three bodies were carried away in stretchers. It was uuclear whether they were dead or 

wounded. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 5:24 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

At least 20 people were killed Thursday when fresh violence broke out in Ukiaine, said Oleg Musiy, head of medical service for the protestors. A police man was also 

killed, the interior minis~try said. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 20, 2014 6:12 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Save up to $400 on Fitness Equipment 

M ~’ AccoLmt Help 

FOLLOW 

AUTHORITyTHE    
~ Facebook]~ ~iYouTube i~ii Pinterest i~ Ins~agram 

Fitnass Equipmant Under $400 ~llipticals, Bikes & ~I ~ ~, ~ ~ Gyms 

Refresh You[ Routine In You[ Favorke Brands- Shop Clothes 



Track Your Progress- Shop Now >7 

--WOMENS 

EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 

CONTACT US 

Privacy 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Writing in Science and Medicine <victor@principalinvestigators.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 7:20 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Superchaxge Your Scientiiic Writing: What Editors and Reviewers Want to Read 

Click hele to view ~nobile version. 

Writin in cience and Medicine: 
The lnvesti ator’s Guide to 
Writin For Clarity and Style 
Supercharge Your Scientific Writing: What Editors and Reviewers Want to Read 

i.~.i Writing in Science and Medicine: 

The Investigator’s Guide to Writing 

For Clarity and S~,le 

Scientific and medical journal editors and peer reviewers continually 
point out that unclear writing is one essential reason that papers 
are rejected and grants are not funded. Stated another way, 
anything that gets between the writer’s scientific message and the 
reader’s comprehension of that message, derails the paper or grant 
and upsets the reviewer. 

Remember: Communication is not something added onto science-- 

it is the essence of science. 

Unclear writing signals unclear thinking. To write clearly, you need 
to understand all the nuances and aspects of the subject before 
you begin wordsmithing the article or grant. Writing down the ideas 
even in outline form helps to clarify thinking. Scientists tend to 
imitate the academic, obscure writing that is seen in some medical 
and scientific journals and in grants, attempting to impress the 
reader with complex, long, and unclear phrases and paragraphs. If 
you want to write more clearly, let go of this style and develop your 
own clear way of communicating. A~ways think of your reader 
who needs to understand what you are intending to 
communicate, Read More. 

This ~uide has been designed to help investigators, in any field, understand the root of poor 
writing, identify red flags within their own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that 
meet the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their professional careers. This guide 
includes: 

Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 

What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own Worst Enemy 

Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 

How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 

Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 

Redundancies in Writing: Why Repetition Is Not Always a Good Thing 

How to Keep Reviewers" Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 

The ll Rules of Good Writing and Revision 

Significance, Impact, Innovation: Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and Medical 

Writing 

The Power Behind an Outline: Simple to Create, Often Overlooked 

Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 

Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider 

Making Too 

Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 

Click here to preview each section. 

INT~ ODU’CTON, Y RATE .EXTENDED L~T~L FEB. 27T~-It 
Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only ~.299 $279! 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 
You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 



L .... More Call 800403~)129 ext. 506 Order Now 

Forward to a Nend. 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:10 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

About 100 people have died in the violence in Ukraine since this morning, the chief medical coordinator of the protesters said. At least 500 others have been injured, 

he said. 

The Ukrainian government has not released an update on the casualties of the violence. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV. CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bodybuilding.com <bodybuilding@news.bodybtfilding.com> 

Thursday, FebruaU 20, 2014 10:10 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Top Deals On Protein, Optimum Platinum PRE- And More! 

Top DeMs On Protein, Optimum P~atinum 
View ~mages ~n this email 

X~ BODY BUILDING COM 



You 

I    Missed I 

.~.iI In CaseYou Missed It2 
You 
Missed 



i.~.i BodySpaceApp .~i CoreValue#3 



footer 

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 

These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. 

~edybuilding.com strives to give you accurate content, includin9 product information, policies, pricing, and visual d~sp~ays. Po~c~s, 
pdCiRg, aRd ~tem ava~labilit~ are subjec~ ~o change withou~ notice, and Bodybu~l~k~g.com [eserves the right b ~krfi~ quan%es. Prices 
displayed are su~ect te final approval at the time of order fulfillment While Bodybuilding corn tries in good faith to make sure that the 
~n~o[matJon displayed is accurate, we are not responsible for typographical errors or technica~ ~naccdracies 

Ti~Js message was intended ~or ille~.~iilit~oi~Ledu 

Bodybuilding,com 

5777 N, MeekerAve, 
Boise, ID 83713 
lm866-236-8969 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, Februao, 20, 2014 10:51 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

The Inventor is at it agaJm. 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adNAIL. 

N:i Racetothe New Regupol.com 



.~iI Dash for Cash 

Rules and restrictions apply. 
Please visit regupol.comidash-for-cash-rulesi for more information. 

*Valued up to $250 

A#e~t ~d~4AZL fr~R~ Athletic Business: 

1’4:~i~.39e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi~tu=~ ~mrails of tiris tyi~e := Forward t~ s Coiiesgue 

This emtRii wt~s se¢~t tt~ ille@illinois.edu b’~,: 

AB Media Inc. 

~]2 t~. Mifflii’~ £~t Ste 910, ~,,!adisor~, 

~::. 2013 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, Februao, 20, 2014 10:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

The Inventor is at it agaJm. 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adNAIL. 

N:i Racetothe New Regupol.com 



.~iI Dash for Cash 

Rules and restrictions apply. 
Please visit regupol.comidash-for-cash-rulesi for more information. 

*Valued up to $250 

Athletic Business: 

1’4:~i~.39e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi~tu=~ ~mrails of tiris tyi~e := Forward t~ s Coiiesgue 

This amkRii wt~s sa¢~t to ille@unc.edu 

AB Media Inc. 

~]2 t~. Mifflin £~t Ste 910, ~,,!adisor~, 

~::. 2013 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chela Tu, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ctu@carolinachambenorg> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 1:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

See you at Business Atter Hours tonight! ] Fi~gerald’s Irish Pub 

At A[hq’ Ho~rs, you’ll be able to 

pk’.k a reloc.ation guide and 

Heallh Care Act to tea@ 

yore’self and your employees lbr 

tab]e sl: ot3~or. Sheraton Cba~:~el H~U. 

Do~t fo~’gt.t to pat~’o~ze yo~t fe~]~w 

yot~ comi~g? I.~t u,~: k~ow and ~weet #BAH 

}>aE’]dng J:a downto~:a C.hap,:~] HU~ is 5:m a~d eas)’~ 3,:~e below ~bc a 

map or e k:k fiere ~;: r more downtown pa~rk~ng oi ~t~ons. 

Forward to a friend 

] 

This ernail was ~nt to ille@unc.edu by ctu@carolinachamber.orq 
._U_p__d__’_a_t__e____P!-_o__gjj_e_/__E_tT!_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s_’~ Ins[ant r~rr, o,/al v~i[h _S__a__f~_e__U_j)__s__u__b__s__c_Ej_b__e_.~’~’ _P__rj_v__a__c_’~/___P__qLLc_~; 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S, Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill :: NC :: 27514 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Morns, Lenovo <~eduteam@lenovo.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:05 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Introducing the Best of Show at CES 2014 

Lenovo: For Those Who DO, with 
4th Genelation Intel® CoreTM i7 

processor 

Lighter, Thinner and Stunning From Every Angle 

I--ii Coileague, 

The redesigned Ti’.,ir=kP:::’,.d@ XI Ca,,"bor’.,, powered by 4[h generation Ir’.4.eJ@ 

Co,~eTM i7 vProTM Processor, is the lightest 14" UIt.rabook~’~ in the world and 

inciudes 8 unique adaptive keyboard w?[h gesture cent.tel and a gorgeous L.ED ~m 

F~ane 8witch~ng OF>S) display. Because learning ~s not confined to the classroom, 

the lhinkPad XI Carbon provides robust pedormance, durability, and securi~ in 

a thin and Nght package to power ~earn~ng anywhere. 

Carbott h>e.ks Ii~.e i~ Follows itt ~he,se 

footsteps. ’< 

- NotebookReview.com 

- Gizmodo 

A iayoflst Isilsge with 14" Wide Quality High Definition technology offers lesoiutions four 

times highel-tha~, regular high definition and improves on the award-winning 

allewi~,g inte,~action from slay angie so shari~,g notes or an e4extbook i,~ a collaborative 

group setting ols a single sc,~een is easiel- tha~, ever. 

Up [e 4ti~ ge~eiatio~ h~tei@ Coie r~ i7 vPro >’’ l:’,rocessor 

17 mm thN~ and a mere 2.8 ~bs [e easily sNp ~n~o a backpack 

Adap[We keyboard w~tb gesture a~d vo~ce control for classroom presersta[~ons 

8+ bo~rs of battery Nfe o~ one charge 

Rap~dCharge ba[teiy rechuiges to 80% ~ less than a~ hour foi qu~ck top ups 

between classes 

2¢7 device a~d data protect~o~ wNs ~r~tel@ vProTM tech~ology, BIOS a~d po~t sec~rity 

F~gerpr~rst readei for 8dvm~ced [wo-~ac~er autberst~cat~e~ to protect students 

your ~rsstKut~or?s se~s~t~ve informat~o~ 

miss this eppo4u~;ity to learn more about the award win~;i~;g ThinkPad Xl Carbon, 

Si~,cerely, 



Executive 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Morns, Lenovo <~eduteam@lenovo.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:07 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

Introducing the Best of Show at CES 2014 

Lenovo: For Those Who DO, with 
4th Genelation Intel® CoreTM i7 

processor 

Lighter, Thinner and Stunning From Every Angle 

Iii 

The redesigned ’,,’h, ir=kP:::’..d@ XI C~;’,,"bor’.,, powered by 4[h generation 

Co,~e~’~ i7 vProTM Processor, is the lightest 14" Ult.rabook~’~ in the world a,~,d 

i,~,ciudes 8 u~que adaptive keyboard w?[h gesture control and a gorgeous L.ED ~n~ 

P~ane 8w~tch~n~ 0PS) display. Because learning ~s not confined to the c~assroom, 

the rh~nkPad XI Carbon provides robust pedormance, durability, and secur~ 

a thin and ~ight package to power ~earn~ng anywhere. 

- NotebookReview.com 

%1@a~ ~he future of/aptops should be." 

- Gizmodo 

A iayoflst hinge with 14" Wide Quality High Definition technology offers i-esoiutions four 

times highel-than regular high definition and improves on the award-winning original. 

allowing interaction from any angie so sharing notes or an e-textbook in a collaborative 

group setting on a single screen is easiel- than ever. 

Up [o 4ti~ geneietion intei@ Coie r~ i7 vPro >’’ l:’,rocesscr 

17 mm tMn and e mere 2,6 ~bs [e ees~y s~p m[o a backpack 

Adap[We keyboard w~tb gestu~e and voice control ~or classroom presenta[~ons 

8+ boars of battery We on o~e cha~’ge 

Rep~dCharge ba[te~y recharges to 80% ~n ~ess than an hour fo~ qu~ck top ups 

between cJasses 

24/~ device and date ~xotect~on wNs ~r~te~@ vP~oTM technoJogy, BJOS and ~}0~l secsrity 

F~nge~prmt readei for advanced b’vo-~ac~er authentication to protect students and 

your institution’s sensitive infomlet~on 

Don’t miss this opportunity to learn more about the award winnin9 ThinkPad Xl Carbon, 

Sincerely, 



Executive 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

janis@sportmgt.umass.edn 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:34 PM 

ille@ninc.edu 

McCormack Department Presents the Fainaru Brothers -- Concussions in the NFL 

The McConnack Depaxtmem of Spo(t Managemem and Jourualism Detmrtanem proudly present the Fainaru brothers in a presentation entitled: League of Denial: A 

Conversation with the Authors on Tlmrsday, Feb. 20, at 6 p.In. in the UMass Campus Center Auditorium. Mark Fainam-Wada a~ld Steve Fainm’u are investigative 

reporters who have spent more than a year and a half reporting on concnssions in the NFL. Their work has been featured on ESPN’s digital and broadcast news and 

information programs, including SportsCenter, Outside the Lines and ESPNEWS. Their book, League of Denial: The NFL, Concussions and Battle for Truth, was 

released in October. In it, Mark and Steve explore all aspects of the concussions crisis, from the NFL’s years-long denials that playing football could lead to brain 

damage to how the crisis afiEcts football today. The brothers also were featured in a PBS FRONTLINE docnmentary titled League of Denial: The NFL’s Concussion 

Crisis, which discusses the ma]feasance and negligence in regards to concussions a~d brain injury reseaJcch as well as issues regarding the NFL. Here is a link to the 

documentary - http://www.pbs.org/wgbl~/pages’Tronflineileague-of-deniali. Mark and Steve are at the tbrefront of concussion reporting dating back several years, and 

continue m aggressively report on concussions at all levels oftbotball. They will be di~ussing their book and the documentaxy, as well as the prominent issue of 

concussions and brain injury. We are lives~treaming at the SBEN channel new.livestremn.com/SBEN/IJMassFainaru. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:14 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

OLYMPICS RESULT: Maddie Bowman of the United States became the filst Olympic chalnpion in women’s halfpipe freesFle skiing today, posting a finaJ~ run score 

of 89.00 to top tile competition. 

Marie Martinod of France earned a silver medal, and Ayana Onozuka of Japan rounded out the podium with the bronze 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV. CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 

Thanks t~or sharing. 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:14 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 

From: OU Alumni Store [majlto:shol)@e.fanaticsretailclroup.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:51 AM 

To: ILLE(.~UIUC.EDU 
Subject: The Luck of-I’he Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 







Shop M i’~:i ShopLadies i.~ Shop Kids 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times presented by Omnichannel <nyt@ochnl.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:37 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@uiuc.edt~ 

Special Back to School Offer - Try Today’. 

You are receiving tbis email because you are part of the OmniCbannelB&se database to receive special promotions and oftErs. 

This message is fiom OmniChannelBase on behalf of’file New York Times. 

Mobile fiiendly ] Online version 

FUEL FOR ACTIVE MINDS 

]For students looking to get more out of their classroom 

experiences with world-class reporting, a digital 

subscription to The NewYork Times is 

/ ~.:~:.~#.!W.~’.~. That’s less than the cost of one latte. 

----~We think we can amp you up a little more: Start by paying 

just 99¢ for the first 4 weeks. Then you get 50% off our 

usual rate after that. 

~From thought-provoking articles to expert blogs and daily videos, no other news source 

delivers so much for so little. So give your mind what it really wants. Ssbec~i#e 

Y.~:~.~!.~.:~ ~.~ J~ ~’~ 

.~i TRYA DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION TODAY 

~Offer available to current college faculty, staff, administrators and students. To qualify for a digital subscription at the r ] 
college rate, you must also have a valid college or universib/email address, which usually ends in edu. Smartphone 
and tablet apps are not supported on all devices. Does not include e-reader editions, Premium Crosswords or The 
New York Times Crosswords apps. Prices are subject to change. Other restrictions and taxes may apply. 

To ensure delivery of emails from The New York Times, please add nvtimes~e newyorktimesinfo corn to your 
address book. 

PrivacyI Contact UsI Unsubscribe 

© 2014 The New York Times CompanyI P.O. Box 8041, Davenport, IA 52808-8041 

If you would like to occasionally receive information from these selected businesses, you do not have to 

respond to this email. However, if you would prefer not to receive these messages, please visit this paqe. 

Privacy Officer 

OmniChannelBase 

c/o MerJtDirect 

2 International Drive 

Rye Brook, NY 10573 

To view our privacy policy click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:42 PM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 

Thank you, but 1 would prefer to wear a fedora th~,n anything Okl~,homa-themed. And that’s saying a lot... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:42 PN 
Te: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 

Go to men’s. Then check out all the hats. There are some vintage Barry Swilzer hats you may want for your upcoming birthday. 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:17 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 
Thanks for sh~,ring. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:14 PN 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 

From: OU Alumni Store [mailto:shop@e.fanaticsretailcjroup.coml 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:51 AM 

To: ILLE(.~UIUC.EDU 
Subject: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 







Shop M i’~:i ShopLadies i.~ Shop Kids 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 5:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 

Ironic that the Sooners are celebrating an Irish holiday, especially in light of their lifetime history against Notre Dame. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:46 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" RE: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 

I understand. The dominance of OU and Swilzer over Osborne is probably still a little mw for HuskeB, even a~ter all these years. Try to soothe yourself wifl~ memories 

of the series when the Sooners were under the command of Ga~ Gibbs and John Blake. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent; Thursday, February 20, 20:[4 2:42 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject-" RE: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 
Thank you, but 1 would prefer to wear a fedora than anything Oklahoma-themed~ And that’s saying a lot... 

From: Ille, Vince 
SeBt; Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:42 Plvl 
Te: Pogge, Paul 
S,,bject; RE: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 

Go to men’s. Then check ont all the hats. There are some vintage Barry Swilzer hats you may want for your upcoming birthday. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 20:[4 2::[7 PM 

To-" Tlle, Vince 
Subject-" RE: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 
Thanks for sharing. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 20:[4 2::[4 PM 
Te: Pogge, Paul 
$..bject: PW: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 

From: OU Alumni Store [mailto:shop@e.fanaticsretailqroup.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 20:[4 9:~:[ AM 

To: ILLE~@UIUC.EDU 
Subject: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear! 









Shop M i’~:i ShopLadies i.~ Shop Kids 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ille@emaJl.unc.edu 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 6:55 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear’. 

Must have been focused on 2013. 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 5:30 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Ironic that the Sooners are celebFating an Irish holiday, especially in light of their lifetime history against NotFe Dame. 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent-" Thursday, February 20, 20~4 2:46 PM 
To~ Pogge, Paul 
Subject= RE: ~e Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gead 

I uMersmnd. The dominance ofOU a~d Swi’~er over Osborne is probably still a little raw tbr tluskers, even a£ter all these yea~. T~ to ~othe yourself 

with memories of the series when the Sooners were un&r the command ofGa~ (Sbbs and Jo~ Blake. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 2:42 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ~e Luck of The Sooners - Shop St, Patrick’s Day Gear~ 
Thank you, but I WOLI~Lt prefer to weaF s fedora than anything Ok~ahoma-therned. And that’s say~ng a 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 2:42 PN 
To= Pogge, Paul 
Subject~ RE: ~e Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear[ 

Go to men’s. Then check out all the hats. Them aze ~)me vin~ge Ba~ Swi’~er hats you may waist l~)r your upcoming biah&y. 

Fmm~ Pogge, Paul 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 2:17 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject~ RE: ~e Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gear[ 

Thanks for sharing. 

Fmm~ Ille, Vince 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 2:~4 PN 
To= Pogge, Paul 

Subject= ~: The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day Gead 

Fmm~ OU Alumni S~re 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 9:Si AM 

To= ILLE@UIUGEDU 
Subject~ The Luck of The Sooners - Shop St. Patrick’s Day GeaH 









Shop M~rls Shop Kids 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor <eleaaao@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 7:21 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Step-by-Step Guidm~ce tbr Writing aM Assembling Yonr NItt SBIR Program Application 

Click hele to view mobile version. 

~i NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual 

The Small Business Innovation Reseamh (SBIR) program is a highly competitive program encouraging small businesses 
to explore their technological potential by supporting reseamh alone as well as research and product or technology 
development. In so doing, this program provides the incentive to profit from any outcomes which are successfully 
commercialized. 

This 207 page how-to manual has been carefully designed to guide you through the SBIR program application process, 
with the goal of positioning your proposal ahead of the competition, and in the best place possible for funding 
consideration. While the SBIR program has a total of three phases, Phase I will be covered in detail with reference 
to Phase II, since these are the two phases that directly involve applying to government agencies for funding. 

Ga}n ~nsider Strateg}es for: 

The Grant Application Process: What you should know before you begin writing 

Insider guidance, including examples, to help you develop your Project Summary/Abstract and Biographical 

Sketch 

Howto successfully highlight the unique features of your Scientific Environment 

Specific Aims and Research Strategy: What you should include in this VERY important section to get 

reviewers’ on your side 

Planning on using Human Subjects, Vertebrate Animals, and/or Select Agents? Know your risks and 

responsibilities 

Budget strategies to consider: What you should and should not include 

Application Submission tactics: Getting it right the first time 

Plus much more! 

>>Click here to view the entire table of contents. 

::~i About the Author Who Will Benefit? 

] 

Introductory Rate Extended Until Feb. 28th: 

And now you can order your NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: 

An Educational How-to Manual, 1st Edition in PDF format 

for only$259! (a $499 value), Print version only $75 more. 



Upon ordering this manual you will automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 

L .... More .~iI Call 800-303~)129 ext 506 i ~KII Order Online 

l 
Reference Code: SBIR-022114 

Share this: [] [] [] 

Forwmd to a friend. 

Principal Investigators 

Association 

This instructional manual is independent and not connected with, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF. All opinions expressed are those of the authors and 

not of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 

9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscfibe 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Mor~on, James <~James.Morton@airforceathletics.org~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 8:11 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@ unc.edu:~ 

Nice comeback 

I enjoyed seeing that comeback last night for ?’our men’s hoops team. I’m happy to see them get it going in the right direction and it is al~vays a good thing to knock off a ri’,~al. I wish you 

guys continued success as you get closer to tournament tn’ne 

James 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 9:36 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Ukiaine’s president and opposition leaders have signed an agreement designed to end the countly’s politicaJ~ crisis, ~l opposition representative mid the Ukr~ne 

president’s office said today. 

The situtation in Ukraine escalated this week ruth fierce fighting that the govemmem says has claimed 78 lives and drew smft rebuke from the West. Protesters put the 

death toll at about 128. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Recreation Management <R_M@signet~esearch.org~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 11:06 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

V1NCE, we still need your t~edback. 

Dear Reader, 

We are collecting information to create our annual State of the Industry Report and Salary Survey, which 
will be reported in the June and July 2014 issues of Rec~ation Management. We would greatly 
appreciate your participation in the survey. Your feedback is critical as we build this crucial report on 
industry trends across the managed recreation, sports and fitness industry. To thank you for your 
participation, we’ll enter your name into a drawing to 

Win an iPad 2 or 1 of 3 pairs of Maul Jim sunglasses 

Because you are part of a cat,fully selected sample, your response is vital to the survey’s success. 

Please take the next few minutes to complete the survey online by clicking the link below. 

Click Here to Participate 

This survey is being conducted by independent reseamh firm Signet Research Inc. Your responses are 
strictly confidential, and data will appear in aggregate form only. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Tipping 

Editorial Director 

Recreation Management Magazine 

If you experience any difficulty or would like to contact us, we can be reached at 

feed back@sig net research .net 

Click here if you would prefer not to receive further messaqes from this sender 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Recreation Management <R_M@signet~esearch.org~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 11:06 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

V1NCE, we still need your t~edback. 

Dear Reader, 

We are collecting information to create our annual State of the Industry Report and Salary Survey, which 
will be reported in the June and July 2014 issues of Rec~ation Management. We would greatly 
appreciate your participation in the survey. Your feedback is critical as we build this crucial report on 
industry trends across the managed recreation, sports and fitness industry. To thank you for your 
participation, we’ll enter your name into a drawing to 

Win an iPad 2 or 1 of 3 pairs of Maul Jim sunglasses 

Because you are part of a cat,fully selected sample, your response is vital to the survey’s success. 

Please take the next few minutes to complete the survey online by clicking the link below. 

Click Here to Participate 

This survey is being conducted by independent reseamh firm Signet Research Inc. Your responses are 
strictly confidential, and data will appear in aggregate form only. 

Thank you in advance for your participation. 

Sincerely, 

Emily Tipping 

Editorial Director 

Recreation Management Magazine 

If you experience any difficulty or would like to contact us, we can be reached at 

feed back@sig net research .net 

Click here if you would prefer not to receive further messaqes from this sender 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:11 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Puck drops in Olympic semifinal showdown bem, een U.S. and Canadian men’s hockey temns. 

Follow the action here. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:30 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

OLYMPIC RESULT: American prodigy Mikaela Shiffrin accomplished her goaJ today; winning gold in the womelfs sl~Joln. 

Shiffrii~ 18, becomes the youngest-ever gold medalifft in fl~e event and adds a fifth Olympic medal to the trophy case for the 2014 U.S. ski team. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 2:11 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

OLYMPIC RESULT: Canada used its speed and strength to defeat tile United States 1-0 in their Olympic selnifinal grudge match today. 

The game was a rematch of the gold- medal final four years when Sidney Cmsby scored the overtime goal for Canada to beat its southern neighbor. 

Canada roll play in Sunday’s game for the gold against unblemished Sweden, which defeated rival Finland 2-1 earlier today’. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mad from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mad alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 
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~.~NC Athletics 

Summary: 
North Carolina AD Cunningham talks about Tar Heels overall response to academic issues that have 

been on-going, immediately noticed upon his arrival in Chapel Hill in late 2011 a stagnant culture, has 

implemented the RISE framework that now guides decision-making for entire department. 

Article Link: 

http://www.f~rbes.c~m/sites/jas~nbe~zer/2~14/~2/2~/h~w-the-n~rth.car~~ina-tar-hee~s.~earned-t~. 

rise-above-crisis/ 

Summary: 
Dick Vitale, and many other Sports Historians, did NOT like that North Carolina stormed the court. 

As the fans rushed, Vitale couldn’t believe it. "I’m really surprised they are rushing the court. This is 

North Carolina." 

Yes, Mr. Vitale, it is North Carolina. A college. Where college kids go. 

I’ve written about this at great length before, but here’s the thing: These kids are excited and trying to 
have fun. They don’t care about the "history of the program." They want to celebrate with their friends. 
That’s it. End of argument. It’s not the place of crabby old basketball announcers to get to decide when 
kids have fun. 

Article Link: 
http://ftw.usatoday.com/2014/O2/dick-vitale-unc-duke-fans-court-storm/ 

Summary: 
So while the situation at UNC may be the most publicized and visible example, this should really be seen 

as an indictment of the college athletic system. 

The purpose of college sports is to bring a university together and to provide a source of unity among 

the school, to bring back alumni and to foster school pride. But as is the case with UNC, sports, and 

many of the athletes involved, now represent a divisive issue, one that is a source of friction between 

students, the athletic program and the administration. The problem goes far beyond UNC and it is not 

one that should be ignored. 
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Education should come before athletics for a university, not the other way around. 

Article Link: 
http://nique.net/sports/20:14/O2/20/time-out-with-matt-owens/ 

Summary: 

The Real n n e r of D u k e vso U N C 

$3~ ............................ 

Feb.: 3 Feb: !3 

Average prices shot back up to $236 last Thursday, the day after the originally scheduled game, and 

once again eclipsed the $300 mark on Sunday. One ticket went for as little as $25 on Feb. 11, according 

to SeatGeek. No ticket has gone for less than $100 since Feb. :16. 

Article Link: 
http://b~~gs~wsj~c~m/dai~yfix/2~:14/~2/2~/~ucky~duke~unc-fans~g~t-h~t-ticket-in-sn~wst~rm/ 

Summary: 
WFMY News 2 reached out to the University of North Carolina. They declined comment and said P.J. can 

speak for himself. 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~wfmynews2~c~m/st~ry/news/~~ca~/2~14/~2/19/pj~hairst~n~ta~ks-ab~ut-past~mistakes~and~ 

unc/5421149/ 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

Posted: 2/19/2014 10:18 PM 
http://robjanderson.blogspot.com/2014/02/outside-I ines-academic-counselors-data.html 

However, a major announcement regarding that topic will take place on this blog no later than mid- 

April. Up until that point, commentary will be given based on some of the national stories from 2014 

that have finally started to give the scandal more widespread attention. 

What has gone wrong at UNC, why did it happen, and who has ultimately been affected? What could 

the possible punitive result of those transgressions be? As mid-April arrives and then the following 

months unfold, those questions will become a key topic in the realm of both athletics and higher 

education. 
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Summary: 
The NCAA sent out a memo to all coordinators acknowledging the change Monday, when the rule went 

into effect. 

"The clear intent of Rule 10-1.3.h is to prevent players from leaving the playing court and becoming 

involved in verbal, physical or any other type of confrontation with fans, team followers, mascots or 

band members," the memo said of the rule change. 

"We didn’t have a rule to cover it," Big 12 coordinator of officials Curtis Shaw said. 

stands-ejected 

Summary: 

Florida State AD Wilcox talks about student-athlete unionization & more, "I don’t think student-athletes 
really want to go down that road. You become an at-will employee that can be hired & fired at any 

time." Believes MBB program can be a larger revenue generator for Seminoles & wants to improve game 

atmosphere accordingly. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.go.com/blog/acc/post/_/id/675:14/qa-with-fsu-ad-stan-wilcox-part-ii 

Summary: 
Notre Dame Finance professor Sheehan believes Rice or Duke could be the next schools to see 

unionization attempts by student-athletes, compares the intellectual level & lack of significant 

professional sports potential for student-athletes for Owls &Blue Devils as most similar to 

the Northwestern situation. 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/dennis-d~dd/244484~6/finance-pr~fess~r-rice-~r- 

duke-may-be-next-unionization-target 
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Summary: 

Louisiana Tech AD McClelland talks about how he goes about the FB scheduling process, says national 

exposure is just as important as financial guarantee for big name opponents, when scheduling games so 

many years out luck comes into play, constantly communicates with HC Holtz on strategy. 

Article Link: 
http ://www. thenewsstar.c~m/ artic~e /2~14~219 /SP~RTS /3~219~~51/-chedu~ ing~c~st-L~uisiana~Tech~ 

balances-monetary-competitive-benefits 

Byron Wesley S~lspen~e~ 

Summary: 

USC basketball leading scorer and rebounder Byron Wesley did not make the team’s road trip to the Bay 

Area. He has been suspended for the ubiquitous "violation of team rules." 

Article Link: 
http://www.c~nquestchr~nic~es.c~m/2~14/2/2~/5432192/byr~n.wes~ey.suspended.f~r-vi~~ati~n.~f. 

team-rules?utm source=dlvr.it&utm medium=twitter 

Summary: 
New Virginia Tech AD Babcock talks at length about his goals for the Hokies, believes department can 

become preeminent program in the ACC, wants to focus on the cultivation of young alumni, says 

replacing HCs is "by far the most miserable part of the job," envisions upgrades to Cassell Colisseum as 

opposed to a new build. 

Article Link: 
http://www.dai~ypress.c~m/sp~rts/c~~~eges/virginia~tech/dp~spt~tee~~c~~umn-babc~ck-interview~ 

20140221,0,3823603.colum n 

Summary: 
Eastern Washington AD Chaves confirms that Eagles will open 2014 FB season on ESPN against Sam 

Houston State in the inaugural FCS Kickoff event that will be the first college FB game played of the year 

on August 23rd, NCAA granted waiver to allow schools to play earlier than usual. 

Article Link: 
htt p ://www. s po kes m a n. co m/sto ries/2014/feb/21/eagl es-to-o pe n-foot ball-sea so n-o n-n atio n a I-stage/ 
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Summary: 
Louisville clarifies drug testing policies in light of Bleacher Report article that had comments from 

dismissed MBB student-athlete Behanan, all student-athletes are subject to random tests, but coaches 

& administrators can also select specific student-athletes for review, second & third positive tests result 

in suspension, plus AD Jurich has to notify President Ramsey of situation. 

Article Link: 

http://www.c~urier-j~urna~.c~m/artic~e/2~14~22~/SP~RTS~2/3~22~~~85/N~AA-University-L~uisvi~~e- 
athletic-drug-policies-explained 

Summary: 

Aaron Fitt @aaronfitt 
#Phillies also attempted to turn in #Wazzu’s Jason Monda, their 6th-rounder last year. He was cleared to 

play by #NCAA just this Thursday. 

In practice, players, agents advisers and professional clubs regularly flirt with the line of what the NC:AA 

would find acceptable, and there’s a bit of a don’t ask/don’t tell atmosphere around it all. It’s in the 

clubs’ best interest to keep a good reputation among draftable players, since those players more often 

than not aren’t in a position where they have to accept what the club is offering. 

Unless, of course, the club is pissed that a player didn’t sign and is willing to employ a scorched earth 

policy to let future potential draft picks know that the Phillies will not be trifled with. In that case, I 

guess(?) it makes sense to somebody to tattle to the NCAA. But it seems like an awfully bad strategy. 

Article Links: 
http://www.c~ugcenter.c~m/2~14/2/19/5428478/jas~n~m~nda~rep~rted~y-investigated-by-the-ncaa- 

for-improper-agent 

http://deadspin.com/down-with-the-ncaas-no-agent-rule-1527790839 
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Summary: 
During the third day of College Athletes Players Association hearing with the National Labor Relations 

Board, NLRB officer Hofstra had some strong remarks, "The record we’ve established so far is a little 

weak on the players’ side...We have nothing on the record that establishes the relationship between a 

player and coach, l’m hoping at some point we have that." 

Article Links: 

http://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20140220/BLOGS04/140229985# 

Northwestern on how female student-athletes would be affected: 
http://www.suntimes.com/news/metro/257 2 9823-418/story.html 

Summary: 
US District Court Judge Wilken moves O’Bannon case forward, full trial will begin June 9th & run for 29 

days unless the two sides reach a settlement before then, wonders if there’s another way to correct 

competitive balance argument of paying student-athletes by addressing HC salaries, NCAA Chief Legal 

Officer Remy continues to stand by merits of their position. 

go-to-trial/ 

http://sp~rtsi~~ustrated.cnn.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/news/2~14~22~/ed-~bann~n-~awsuit-pr~ceeds-t~- 

trial/ 
http://~n~ine.wsj.c~m/news/artic~es/SB1~~~1424~527~23~36364~4579395423359916~9~?mg=ren~64- 

wsj&url=http%3A%2 F%2Fonline.wsj.com%2 Farticle%2FSB1000142405270230363640457939542335991 

6090.html 

NCAA Free Speech Defense: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-02-20/ncaa-argues-free-speech- 

shields-it-from-ex-athletes-suit.htm I 

ncaa-go-trial 

Summary: 
I. What could the judge do? 

Conceivably, Wilken could rule from the bench for one of the parties. It’s also possible Wilken could 

deny both motions and order the parties to mediation. 
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2. Will disputed facts impact the judge’s decision? 

Wilken may want to hear more on why there are disputed facts between the parties. Disputed facts that 

are deemed material to the case could prevent a summary judgment decision and result in a trial. 

3. Where does the First Amendment fall in this case? 
Whether or not Wilken believes college sports broadcasts are commercial speech figures to play a 

significant role in the case’s outcome. 

4. Why is a 1970s-era human cannonball relevant? 

The O’Bannon plaintiffs argue that the Supreme Court’s only right of publicity decision,Zacchini vs. 

Scripps-Howard Broadcasting, is central to the First Amendment debate. The case involved Hugo 

Zacchini, a human cannonball who objected to his entire 15-second performance being televised on the 

local news. 
Zacchini argued that the value of his act depended on the public’s desire to witness the event, so 

televising it detracted from the demand of people willing to pay to see him. The Supreme Court 

recognized Zacchini’s right of publicity and rejected the broadcasting company’s First and Fourteenth 

Amendment defenses. 
Also, courts across the country have narrowly interpreted Zacchini to limited facts because it’s not an 

ordinary right of publicity case, the Big Ten Network and Fox say. 

5. Will individual cases be tried against the NCAA? 

The plaintiffs say they will confirm within the next month which plaintiffs’ individual claims will go to 

trial. The NCAA wants the plaintiffs to identify now whose claims will be tried and for what products. If 

Wilken denies both summary judgment motions, the O’Bannon plaintiffs want to know whether the 

individual and class claims would be tried separately, and if so, in what order. 

6. What else is still pending? 

Wilken has some other pending motions to address, including the plaintiffs’ motion for pretrial 

reconsideration of Wilken’s class certification decision. That motion set the stage for a possible future 

appeal. 

7. How far could this case go? 

Several sports law experts continue to believe there will be a resolution without a trial. Hausfeld said the 

plaintiffs remain open to settlement talks. 

Remy said the NCAA would participate in court-ordered mediation and remains prepared to take the 

case to the U.S. Supreme Court if necessary. 

Article Link: 

http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/O2/7_questions_entering_ed_obanno.html 

Summary: 
Former San Diego State WBB HC Burns files another lawsuit against the University for wrongful 

termination, new suit was expected after the Cal State University system rejected a similar employment 
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claim last November, Burns’ attorney says two occasions of incidental contact with an AC is only 

evidence. 

Article Link: 

http://www.utsandiego.com/news/2014/feb/19/sdsu-beth-burns-lawsuit/ 

Summary: 
Companies now will have to be careful how they congratulate the achievements of athletes with whom 

they don’t have endorsement deals. 

On Wednesday, the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals in lllinois ruled that Jewel Food Stores did not have the 

right to publicly congratulate Michael Jordan on his Hall of Fame induction in an ad featuring its logo and 

the supermarket’s motto. 

The former basketball star sued the supermarket chain, seeking $5 million in damages, after its ad 

appeared in a commemorative Sports lllustrated issue that hit newsstands in October 2009. Amid the 

text saluting Jordan, the ad had Jordan’s familiar No. 23 on a pair of white and red shoes. 

Jewel had successfully argued in district court that its ad was protected by the First Amendment because 

it was not commercial in nature, as in there was nothing specific the supermarket was selling. But the 

Court of Appeals opinion differed, saying Jewel was using Jordan to boost its brand, and it was therefore 

a commercial pitch to potential customers. 

"The ad’s commercial nature is readily apparent," the court’s decision read. "It may be generic and 

implicit, but it is nonetheless clear. The ad is a form of image advertising aimed at promoting goodwill 

for the Jewel-Osco brand by exploiting public affection for Jordan at an auspicious moment in his 

career." 

Article Link: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/chicag~/nba/st~ry/-/id/1~491664/michae~-j~rdan-wins-appea~-end~rsement-case- 
jewel-food-stores 

Summary: 
Virginia Lieutenant Governor Northam & other legislators continue to lobby for revised language to 

proposed state budget that would mandate Old Dominion use private funds to construct a new FB 

stadium, other state schools have previously been allowed to used student fees to address facility 

projects. 

Article Link: 
http://ham ptonroads.com/2014/O2/new-odu-stadium-hits-road-block-assem bly 
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Summary: 
Student-athletes are among those who feel the sting of ill-advised or critical social posts, which has 

raised the question as to whether universities should take steps to regulate the sites. 

At universities that place an emphasis on their athletics program, it may not come as much of a surprise 

that personal social media attacks are a frequent occurrence for a number of prominent student- 

athletes. 

Universities around the country are adopting policies for monitoring student-athletes’ social media use, 

according to an article in the Harvard Crimson. According to the article, universities have signed up for 

UDiligence, an outside program that monitors student-athlete activity on social media sites like 

Facebook or Twitter. 

Article Link: 

http~//badgerhera~d.c~m/news/2~14/~2/2~/uw~ath~etes-victim-cyberbu~~ying/#.Uwek~v~dvCY 
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Summary: 
DirecTV receives significant backlash on social media after saying they have no current plans to carry the 

new SEC Network, has since adjusted position to "negotiations are on-going", AT&T U-Verse has already 

confirmed they will carry the new channel & Dish Network is expected to do the same. 

Article Link: 

http://~w~~ath~eticbusiness°c~m/sp~rts~media/directv~threatens-n~t-t~-carry-sec-netw~rk-faces- 

immediate-backlash.html 

Summary: 
CBS Sports writer Dodd wonders if college FB has hit its peak & is due for a decrease in fan interest, 

compares situation to that of oil production in the mid-1950s, speculates that slowing attendance across 

the nation, alarming trends of student support & advances in the product shown by TV networks are 

chinks in the game’s armor. 

ripples-on-surface-bear-watching 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, February. 22, 2014 10:43 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Ukiaine’s Parlimnent voted unanimously today to ~emove President Viktor Yanukovych from oit]ce. 

Earlier. the President insisted in an interview aired on Ukiainian TV that he is not resigning and not leaving fl~e conntry. It came after his absence from the capital, Kiev. 

On Friday, he signed a landmark peace deal with the opposition to end days of bloody protests. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, February. 22, 2014 11:13 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Ukiafiniaaa opposition leader Yulia Tylnoshenko has been released from prison, her pro%~ spokesperson said. 

Tymoshenko, who is a fom~er Prime Minister, lost the 2010 presidential election to Viktor Yanukovych. 

The follomng year, she was sentenced to seven years in prison after being convicted of abnse of authori~ over a natural gas deal negotiated ruth Russia in 2009. 

She repeatedly called the trial a farce. The United States and Europe saw the punishment as politically motivated. 

In 2012, after Tymoshenko was allegedly beaten unconscious by guards, she went on a h~mger strike to draw attention to "violence a~d lack of rights" in her country. 

She is known as a hero of the countly’s 2004 revolution. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mafil from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ina~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, February. 22, 2014 11:52 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Joacluin "El Chapo" Guzman, one of Mexico’s mos~t-wanted drag lords, was axrested in a joint Mexico-U.S. operation in Mazatlan, Mexico, a U.S. official told CNN. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tills e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SportsAuthority.com <SportsAuthori~.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Sunday, FebmaD~ 23, 2014 6:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Upgrade Your Workout Gear 

M ~’ AccoLmt Help 

FOLLOW 



EMAIL SUBSCRIPTION 



CONTACT US 

Privacy Polic~, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oral Presentations fer Scientists <mary@principalinvestigators.org> 

Monday, Februao, 24, 2014 6:55 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Prepare and Deliver Award Wilming Presentations: What Every Scientist Needs to Know (and Do) 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Oral Presentations for Scientists 

Communicating your work effectively is the cornerstone of success in science. Whether you are giving an in-house Works 
in Progress or an International Investigator Award talk, how you organize and present your information can influence how 
your audience perceives your work. 

inside this Webinar pack you will receive 3 best-selling webinars presented by an award-winning speaker. Through this 
educational pack you will learn what should be included in a successful presentation as well as advanced techniques to 
help you achieve winning results. 

LI~,~ITE D-T~’i E OFFER: Order your Webinar pack by March 1st for only ~9 $~99! As an added bonus, you will 

also receive the 60-minute Webinar entitled "How to Give an Award Winning Talk: Preparing an Effective Oral 
Presentation," (a $129 value, absolutely free)! 

Read below to learn more about each Webinar in your pack. 

Award Winning Communications for 

Scientists: Oral Presentations That 

Work 

Award Winn#~g Comm~nicatio~s for Scientists: 
Presentatior~s That Work {a $I97 w~ue} 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Tfanscript. 

During this insightful Webinar, your expert presenter will highlight the key steps 
and practical tips you can apply to become a successful presenter at regional and 
national scientific conferences. A standard meeting approach will also be 
discussed that will enliven your presentation, engaging your audience and making 
you a hit. Additionally, ten key tips will be provided, that when followed will make 
you a success at conference presentations! LEARN MORE. 

::X:: How to Give an Award Winning 

Data Rich Presentation 

How to Give a~ Award Wi~ming Data Rich Rrese~tetion 

{a $197’ value} 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Tfanscript. 

During this interactive Webinar your expert presenter will explore how scientists 
can effectively present data and results in an exciting, convincing manner. This 
session will empower the participant to seek new and interesting ways to present 
charts, graphs, and results while telling a story that ties the many parts together. 
Several opportunities for audience involvement are included. Walk away with several 
expert techniques to enliven talks, engage audiences, and make your presentation 
a hit! LEARN MORE. 

Howto Design a High-Impact 

PowerPoint Presentation: Insider 

Secrets to Make You Shine 

Secrets to Mmk~ You Shin~ {a $129 w~ue} 

45 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcdpt. 

In this detail-oriented Webinar, we will explore the aspects of developing content 
aimed at producing PowerPoint slides that at~ properly formatted to achieve high- 
impact results. Several best practices are presented for differentiating your 
presentation from others. Implementing these suggestions about design, use of 
bullets, slide count, as well as proper referencing will communicate your message 
memorably and effectively. LEARN MORE. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 24, 2014 8:21 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 
W eelay bcneaule 

THISWEEK-2014-9.pdf 

Is attached. Thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, Februao, 24, 2014 12:19 PM 

ille@lhnois.edu 

Sex Abuse Awa~ceness ] Rutgers’ B 1G Shortfall i NFL to Flag N-Word? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Jason Collins First Openly Gay Player to See NBA Action 

Collins signed Sunday to a 10-day contract with the Brooklyn Nets, reported into 

the gaJne against the Los Angeles I,aJaers with 10:28 left in ... 

Awareness Brings Increase in Youth Coach Abuse Anests 
Arrests are up, but the rate of assaults has likely retnained the same. The differeuce 

is awareuess, driven in part by the prosecutiou of Jerry Saudusk7 .... 

Rutgers Athletics Subsidy- Up 68 Percent Since Joining B 1G 

To fund a sports program that university officials say will generate close to $200 

million of additional revenue in its first 12 years in the ... 

NFHS Adopts Football Targetiug, Defeuseless Player Rules 
’][’he National Federation of State High School Associations took more steps last 

week to make its most popular sport safer. In an effort to ... 

NFL to Cousider 15-YAM Penalty. Eiection for N- Word U se 
Diversity advocate John Wooten said Saturday he anticipates the league’s 



competition committee will enact the rule at next month’s ... 

City Council Wary ol Penn., for Parks Funding Plan 
Advocates tor a penn~ for parks tax earmark will hm e trouble assembling a City 

Council majoriW for it this year, judging fiom ... 

Proposed Disc Golf Course Focus of Neighborhood Ire 
About 50 residents who live near the 35-acre park on Evergreen Road cited 

negative enviw~nmental impack a lack of parking, noise 

Little League Reaps $80K from MLB Star’s 2012 Pledge 
Evan L( ngona s successful 2012 ~ason is b6nging much-needed upgrades to the 

Belmont Heights Little League fields .... 

Free-S~Bmves Bankin~_~n Stadium Revenue Boost 
Of roughly $267 tnillion that the Braves gumanteed four of their prized young 

players in lengthy contract extensions this ~nonth, more than ... 

Life Time Fitness Expects Faster Revenue Grm~lh in 2014 
Life Time Fitness Inc. said Thursday its fourth-quarter profit grew 11 percent, in 

line with investor expectations, and gm~e an upbeat outlook ... 

Tourism Expected to Pa,/Off$51B Sochi Investment 
Was the Sochi Olympics price tag worth it? Based on the experiences of the 

previous tbur Winter Games hosts, the answer will be yes .... 

Under Armour Deal ThrouRh ’22 Suits U.S. ~ 
On Friday the manufacturer of the controversial Mach 39 sldn suit and U.S. 

Speedskating announced an eight-year e:~ension of their origina), ... 

Video: Down Goes the Metrodome 

The 32-year-old Metrodome is dying a slow and painful death. What was once 

home to more than 300 events a year, "The Dome" as 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

::.~.i Facility of the Week 
Corps Cornmur!ity Center 
The Salvation Army Ray & Joan Kroc 
Corps Community Center in Suisun City 
took a downtrodden piece of property and 
restored it into a ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Judge Sends O’Bannon Class Action A~aJnst NCAA to Trial 
After a long and winding mad, a federa), judge has okayed the class-action suit to 

go to trial, starting June 9. 



New Reader Comments: 

Judge Sends O’Barmon Class Action Against NCAA to Trial 
This will indeed be a watershed case in sports law. If the case actually does go to 

court the NCAA will have an uphill battle in proving they didn’t ... 

Blog: Still Believing, 34 Years (and Counting) Later 

Great memories. Thanks Paul. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, Februao, 24, 2014 12:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Sex Abuse Awa~ceness ] Rutgers’ B 1G Shortfall i NFL to Flag N-Word? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Jason Collins First Openly Gay Player to See NBA Action 

Collins signed Sunday to a 10-day contract with the Brooklyn Nets, reported into 

the gaJne against the Los Angeles I,aJaers with 10:28 left in ... 

Awareness Brings Increase in Youth Coach Abuse Anests 
Arrests are up, but the rate of assaults has likely retnained the same. The differeuce 

is awareuess, driven in part by the prosecutiou of Jerry Saudusk7 .... 

Rutgers Athletics Subsidy- Up 68 Percent Since Joining B 1G 

To fund a sports program that university officials say will generate close to $200 

million of additional revenue in its first 12 years in the ... 

NFHS Adopts Football Targetiug, Defeuseless Player Rules 
’][’he National Federation of State High School Associations took more steps last 

week to make its most popular sport safer. In an effort to ... 

NFL to Cousider 15-YAM Penalty. Eiection for N- Word U se 
Diversity advocate John Wooten said Saturday he anticipates the league’s 



competition committee will enact the rule at next month’s ... 

City Council Wary ol Penn., for Parks Funding Plan 
Advocates tor a penn~ for parks tax earmark will hm e trouble assembling a City 

Council majoriW for it this year, judging fiom ... 

Proposed Disc Golf Course Focus of Neighborhood Ire 
About 50 residents who live near the 35-acre park on Evergreen Road cited 

negative enviw~nmental impack a lack of parking, noise 

Little League Reaps $80K from MLB Star’s 2012 Pledge 
Evan L( ngona s successful 2012 ~ason is b6nging much-needed upgrades to the 

Belmont Heights Little League fields .... 

Free-S~Bmves Bankin~_~n Stadium Revenue Boost 
Of roughly $267 tnillion that the Braves gumanteed four of their prized young 

players in lengthy contract extensions this ~nonth, more than ... 

Life Time Fitness Expects Faster Revenue Grm~lh in 2014 
Life Time Fitness Inc. said Thursday its fourth-quarter profit grew 11 percent, in 

line with investor expectations, and gm~e an upbeat outlook ... 

Tourism Expected to Pa,/Off$51B Sochi Investment 
Was the Sochi Olympics price tag worth it? Based on the experiences of the 

previous tbur Winter Games hosts, the answer will be yes .... 

Under Armour Deal ThrouRh ’22 Suits U.S. ~ 
On Friday the manufacturer of the controversial Mach 39 sldn suit and U.S. 

Speedskating announced an eight-year e:~ension of their origina), ... 

Video: Down Goes the Metrodome 

The 32-year-old Metrodome is dying a slow and painful death. What was once 

home to more than 300 events a year, "The Dome" as 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

::.~.i Facility of the Week 
Corps Cornmur!ity Center 
The Salvation Army Ray & Joan Kroc 
Corps Community Center in Suisun City 
took a downtrodden piece of property and 
restored it into a ... 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Judge Sends O’Bannon Class Action A~aJnst NCAA to Trial 
After a long and winding mad, a federa), judge has okayed the class-action suit to 

go to trial, starting June 9. 



New Reader Comments: 

Judge Sends O’Barmon Class Action Against NCAA to Trial 
This will indeed be a watershed case in sports law. If the case actually does go to 

court the NCAA will have an uphill battle in proving they didn’t ... 

Blog: Still Believing, 34 Years (and Counting) Later 

Great memories. Thanks Paul. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 2:05 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

H~xold Ramis. the actor, writer mad director whose films include "Stripe~" "Ghostbusters," "Groundhog Day" and "AnoJs~e This," has died. He was 69. 

His death was caused by complications related to antoimmune inflammatoD~ vasculitis, a condition Ramis battled for four years, accounting to United Talent Agency, 

which represented Ramis for many years. 

For more than 40 years, Ramis was a leading figure in comedy. A veteran of the Second City troupe in his hometown of Chicago, he was a writer for "SCTV" and 

wrote or co-wrote the ~ripts for "NationaJ Lmnpoon’s Animal House" (1978), "Caddyshack" (1980). "Stripes" (1981), "Ghostbusters" (1984), "Groundhog 

Day" (1993)mad "Analyze This" (1999). 

The films often t~atured members of his generation of comedy talents -- veterans of the National Lampoon’s recordings, "Saturday Night Live" and "Second City TV" - 

- most notably Rmnis’ old comedy colleague and fellow Chicagoan Bill Murray. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mo~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ino~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ille@emafil.unc.edu 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 9:51 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

Re: FYI - Non-media request re specific athletics budgets 

Hi Michelle, 

In my experience here, this means somebody will contact you if you need to collect any i~ffonnation. I believe the message below just serves as notification that a 

request has been received. 

This appears to be a request that will ultimately be directed to Martina for first two items and maybe Joyce for the third. Hope that helps. 

Vince 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 9:40 PM, "Brown, Michelle" <mbrown3~-;email.~mc.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

What does this mea~? Is she just giving us a FYI and we wait to even work on it until we hear back from her? 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: "Sutton, Anne Mmid’ < ~_gtJ~?_&~_@__el_n_~i_l_:_t!_r!__c_:_e_$t___u_ > 

Date: FebruaW 24, 2014 at 1:25:44 PM EST 

To: "Brown, Michelle" --mbrown3~.~ernml.mic.edu> Kirschner, Steve ,stevek~rschner~unc.edu~ "Ille, Vince" <il e(cit nc edt >, "Pogge, 

Paul" < prx~gge~unc.eda> 

Co: "Stabile, Regina" <re~ina stabile({~m~c.edt~> 

Subject: l~’I - Non-media request re specific athletics budgets 

FYI - Scott Hirko (professor at Michigan University) is seeking (see below for full request): 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Operating budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics for years 2005- 

06 -2010-11 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->tutoring budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics for years 2005-06 - 

2010-11 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]--> total FuIFTime Equivalent (FTE) employees for academic advising services for athletic for 

years 2005-06 -2010-11 

Public Records team is looking into this request._ 

Thanks, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 
Pubfic Records Paralegal 
Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 
222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 9:51 AM 

To: Hirko, Scott R 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.23.2014) 

Dear Dr. Hirko, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to publicrecords@unc.edu 

yesterday, February 23, 2014 via e-maiO. 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:!!policies.unc.edu!policies!public-records!. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 



222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise_Allen@unc.edu 

From: Hirko, Scott R [mailto:hirkolsr@cmich.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 1:02 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: FW: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

I am following up with my research project and note there was a change in contact information at the University of North Carolina from 

my original request. Can you assist with the below? It is much appreciated, thank you. 

Scott 

Scott Hirko, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education & Sport, Central Michigan University Associate, Communications and Research, 

Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics hirkolsr@cmich.edu 

517-488-2819 cell 

From: Blanchard, John G [j__o___h__~__b_]__a___n__c___h___a__r__d____@_.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_] 

Sent: Sunday, August 11, 2013 4:49 PM 

To: Hirko, Scott R 

Subject: RE: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

Dear Dr. Hirko, 

I no longer am employed at the University of North Carolina. Therefore, I will be unable to fulfill your request. 

John Blanchard 

From: Hirko, Scott R [hirkolsr@cmich.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2013 9:06 PM 

To: Blanchard, John G 

Subject: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

August 9, 2013 

Mr. John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill UNC Athletic Department 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

[Sent via email to: jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Dear Mr. Blanchard: 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of public records that describe 

the following information for each year from Academic Year (AY) 2005-2006 through AY 2010-2011 (a total of six years, to include AY 2005- 

06, AY 2006-07, AY 2007-08, AY 2008-09, AY 2009-10, AY 2010-11): 

1) total operating budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics (operating budget is defined as: Total expenses 

including for graduate assistants, interns, equipment, and other monies necessary to enhance or complete the mission of athletic 

academic support); 

2) total tutoring budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics (tutoring budget is defined as: total expenses 

specifically for all personnel and expenses related to tutoring student-athletes); and, 

3) total Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employees for academic advising services for athletics. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed .~25.00. However, I would also like to 

request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to 

the public’s understanding of how leaders in higher education make financial decisions in response to policies that affect the academic 

performance of students. This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to 

and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies of the requested records. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and 

notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Hirko, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education & Sport Central Michigan University 

1355 Turtlecreek Circle 

East Lansing, MI 48823 

hirkolsr@cmich.edu<mailto:hirkolsr@cmich.edu> 

517-488-2819 cell 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victo@principalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday, February. 25, 2014 7:00 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

The NIH P-series Awaxd Mechanism: Is P30 Right tbr You? ] Last Chance lbr Early-Bird Rate 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

The P-series Award 
Mechanism: Is P3o Right You? 

The NIH P-series A~,*ard Mechanism: Is 

P30 Right for You? 

Dr. John Ludlow 

,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,.,,"’-",%-",~ ,<~, Thursday, March 6, 2014, 2pm ET (11am PT) 

L,a,-’.,,".;~/L~; 60 minutes 

Program project/center grants are large, multi-project efforts that generally include a diverse array of research 
activities. NIH Institutes and Centers issue funding opportunity announcements to indicate their interest in 
funding this type of program. The most frequently used programs in this series include research program 
project grants (P01), in which multiple investigators and programs work toward a common goal; exploratory 
grants (P20), used to fund planning activities for large projects; center core grants (P30), which fund shared 
resources or facilities; and specialized center grants (P50), which fund all aspects of a project on a specific 
disease or research area. While all of these series programs must support NIH’s mission to reduce the burden 
of illness and disability and extend healthy life, each grant in the P series also have individualized objectives. 

During this information-packed Webinar, your expert presenter will cover the specifics and difference of the 
application process for each of these 4 programs, with a focus on the P30 award mechanism, highlighting 
strategies to best position your proposal for successfully being awarded funds. 

The requirements for eligibility 
What budgetary items and supportable 
activities can be requested 
a policy message is essential to translate 
research into policy changes 
Dissemination of information - center director’s 
meeting 
Competing and non-competing renewals 
Core usage by outside institutions 

¯ Pl’swho already have NIH funding 
¯ New investigators 
¯ Post-docs 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by Feb. 25th for only $197 $179 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*cive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Brockmann <jbrockmann@sportsbusinessjournal.com> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 25, 2014 11:14 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

SBJ F~xtension 

Hi, Vincent. We have extended the $199 subscription to the S portsBusiness Journal to this Friday, February 28th. If you prefer the six-month term for $99, I will be happy to 
honor that as well. 
If you are interested, give me a call at 704-973-1448 or just send me an email to restart your subscription with the $65 discount. You may pay up front with a credit card or I 
can email you an invoice, which will give you up to three weeks to pay. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions! 
Best regards, 

Jenny 

Account # 4909518 

Promo Code: SBJJ-1112 

Jennifer MJ Brockmann 
’5~:-~:’e~ ~’:. :~n,,i~i-:’~ SportslBusiness Journal 

SBJiSBD App now available on Apple and Android with paid subscription. 

For more information about this email, eitber reply to this email o~ write to: Oient Se~ices, Spo~sgusiness Journal, 120 West Mo~ ehead Street Ste M0, Cbaaotto, NC 28202 To notiN us that you do not want to ~ eceive emails like this in tile futuro, please advise us by 

replying to tbis email with the word "Remove" in the subject line 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 12:50 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Temple Spares One Sport I Female Athlete Nutrition Synthetic Turf Maintenance 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Temple Restores Crew Teams. Cuts Five Other Sports 
In a change of direction, Temple University’s board of truslees voted Monday to 

keep its men’s and women’s rowing teams but reattirmed its ... 

Nutrition Staves OffFeln~Je Athlete Triad S’~’ndrome 
Rose Hofflnan used to eat no more than ~l apple before a four-hour practice. The 

14-yeax-old Bexley gylnnasl so~d she gave it little thought and ... 

Regulax Maintenance Ensures Synthetic Tuff Performmace 
There was something uncommon about the crumb robber extracted from the 

football field being serviced last year by G9 Tu~ ma independent ... 

U.S. Weighs Cosks, Benefits of Hosling Future Olympics 
As Sochi passed the torch on to the next site of the Winter Games 

Pyeongchang, South Korea thoughts mined to a futule ... 

Dutch Coach Blames Football for U.S. Speedskatin~ Woes 
The U.S. speedskaters shouldn’t blaine their high-tech sldnsuits, their high-altitude 



training camps or their high-pertbmmnce program, according ... 

Opinion: To Land Super Bowl, Give NFL Tax Breaks 

Unless we give the NFL some tax breaks, we wofft get a Super Bowl. Some 

legislatom say no, but this will happen. Everything related to the ... 

MLB Softens Stance in Ho~ne Plate Collision Rule 
In a compromise with the players association, which was concerned there wouldfft 

be enough time to train runners and catchers before the season 

New Ci~- Explores Bid for Florida Spring Training Facility 
City officials think they have a home run ofm~ idea to help revitalize their city 

smze spring training on Fk nda s east coast: a 

Old Dominion U~ Stadium Lockers tbr CUSA Debut 
For the firfft titne, visiting teams will have a spacious locker room at 78-yeax-old 

Foremm~ Field this fall. 

Mer~er of Colleges Memos End of Sports for One School 
Southern Poly announced Monday the current ,season will be the last for its athletic 

teams as the Marietta school prepares to merge with Kennesaw ... 

Citadel Movin~ Cadets Back to Home Side of Stadium 
A campaign by Citadel fans and alumni to retarn the military school’s Corps of 

Cadeks to the home side of Johnson Hagood Stadium ... 

Harmless H~ing; NBA Rookie’s Car Filled with ~orn 

It’s not all glamour for the NBA’s rooldes. The new guys have to suffer a few 

indignities along the way. This season, the Utah ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Rut~ers Athletics Subsidy Up 68% Since Joinina B 1G 
The Rutgers athletic department needed a major bailout to make up for a shortfall 

in its athletic budget. Find out just how big the subsidy was. 

New Reader Comments: 

Proposed Disc Golf Course Focus of Neighborhood Ire 
A ~d case of people concentrating on possible negatives and overlooking definite 

positives. 

Upcoming Events: 

IDEA PERoONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-EAST 
Alexandira, VA I February 27, 2014 -- March 2, 2014 ... 

NRPA REVENUE DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SCHOOL 
Wheeling, W.Va. I March 9, 2014 -- March 14, 2014 ... 

L_HB..S_ .,5._ .2__0_! .4_;_ .3_ .3_R._D_._A_._N_..N__..U_ .8_LJ N!_~_BN .8_!t .0._ .N_A_._L__._C_..O__..N_ .V._E_NILO_._N__._&__I~ .D._ .E__ .S__H__O_._W. 
San Diego, Calif. I March 12, 2014 -- March 15, 2014 ... 

N._A_!!._O_N .A_ L__ L__E_. _G_LS_. _L .A_ T_!V_E_ F_._O_._R_._U_ .M___._QN_P_8 .R_ K__S__ A__N__D___R__E_. _C_ .R__ .E_A_!!_O_N 
Washington, D.C. I March 25, 2014 -- March 26, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 12:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Temple Spares One Sport I Female Athlete Nutrition Synthetic Turf Maintenance 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Temple Restores Crew Teams. Cuts Five Other Sports 
In a change of direction, Temple University’s board of truslees voted Monday to 

keep its men’s and women’s rowing teams but reattirmed its ... 

Nutrition Staves OffFeln~1e Athlete Triad S’~ndrome 
Rose Hofflnan used to eat no more than ~l apple before a four-hour practice. The 

14-yeax-old Bexley gylnnasl so~d she gave it little thought and ... 

Regulax Maintenance Ensures Synthetic Tuff Performmace 
There was something uncommon about the crumb robber extracted from the 

football field being serviced last year by G9 Tu~ ma independent ... 

U.S. Weighs Cosks, Benefits of Hosling Future Olympics 
As Sochi passed the torch on to the next site of the Winter Games 

Pyeongchang, South Korea thoughts mined to a futule ... 

Dutch Coach Blames Football for U.S. Speedskatin~ Woes 
The U.S. speedskaters shouldn’t blaine their high-tech sldnsuits, their high-altitude 



training camps or their high-pertbmmnce program, according ... 

Opinion: To Land Super Bowl, Give NFL Tax Breaks 

Unless we give the NFL some tax breaks, we wofft get a Super Bowl. Some 

legislatom say no, but this will happen. Everything related to the ... 

MLB Softens Stance in Ho~ne Plate Collision Rule 
In a compromise with the players association, which was concerned there wouldfft 

be enough time to train runners and catchers before the season 

New Ci~- Explores Bid for Florida Spring Training Facility 
City officials think they have a home run ofm~ idea to help revitalize their city 

smze spring training on Fk nda s east coast: a 

Old Dominion U~ Stadium Lockers tbr CUSA Debut 
For the firfft titne, visiting teams will have a spacious locker room at 78-yeax-old 

Foremm~ Field this fall. 

Mer~er of Colleges Memos End of Sports for One School 
Southern Poly announced Monday the current ,season will be the last for its athletic 

teams as the Marietta school prepares to merge with Kennesaw ... 

Citadel Movin~ Cadets Back to Home Side of Stadium 
A campaign by Citadel fans and alumni to retarn the military school’s Corps of 

Cadeks to the home side of Johnson Hagood Stadium ... 

Harmless H~ing; NBA Rookie’s Car Filled with ~orn 

It’s not all glamour for the NBA’s rooldes. The new guys have to suffer a few 

indignities along the way. This season, the Utah ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Rut~ers Athletics Subsidy Up 68% Since Joinina B 1G 
The Rutgers athletic department needed a major bailout to make up for a shortfall 

in its athletic budget. Find out just how big the subsidy was. 

New Reader Comments: 

Proposed Disc Golf Course Focus of Neighborhood Ire 
A ~d case of people concentrating on possible negatives and overlooking definite 

positives. 

Upcoming Events: 

IDEA PERoONAL TRAINER INSTITUTE-EAST 
Alexandira, VA I February 27, 2014 -- March 2, 2014 ... 

NRPA REVENUE DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT SCHOOL 
Wheeling, W.Va. I March 9, 2014 -- March 14, 2014 ... 

L_HB..S_ .,5._ .2__0_! .4_;_ .3_ .3_R._D_._A_._N_..N__..U_ .8_LJ N!_~_BN .8_!t .0._ .N_A_._L__._C_..O__..N_ .V._E_NILO_._N__._&__I~ .D._ .E__ .S__H__O_._W. 
San Diego, Calif. I March 12, 2014 -- March 15, 2014 ... 

N._A_!!._O_N .A_ L__ L__E_. _G_LS_. _L .A_ T_!V_E_ F_._O_._R_._U_ .M___._QN_P_8 .R_ K__S__ A__N__D___R__E_. _C_ .R__ .E_A_!!_O_N 
Washington, D.C. I March 25, 2014 -- March 26, 2014 ... 

View more events ... 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ken Chertow Wrestling <news@kenchertow.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 25, 2014 1:20 PM 

ille@uiuc.e&t 

Wrestling on TV! 

PAC 12 Finals: Sunday, March 2 
8 PM EST (5 PM PST) 

LIVE on the Pac-12 Network 

Coach Chertow will be the expert analyst. 

Fh~d your Pac-12 N etwork chmlnel here. 

See higldights from last year’s fillalS! 

For up-to-date listings of wrestling coverage on TV, JOIN the National Registry for 
Wrestling today at nr4w.com and use ’*Cher~ow" in the promo code field to complete 

your registration! 

We are offering our best deal ever on our Coaches Clinic DVDs. On 

these three volumes (each volume features 2 discs), Coach Chertow 

demonstrates techniques and has some of his most dedicated campers 

drill them. These DVDs are a great way to expand any team’s arsenal for 

next season. Parents, consider these DVDs as a great gift for coaches 

at the end of a season of hard work! 

The Coaches Clinic DVDs are usually $50 for each 2-disc 

volume, but this week (now through March 3) we are offering 

them for just $35 each. OR, if you buy the series {all 6 discs), 

they are just $99! 

(The discount will be applied after checkout. School purchase 

orders are accepted.) 



KenChertowNuttdtion.com 

We carry safe, effec~dve energy drhaks, 
weight loss products, m~d more from 

Adw~Care. ~Ve reco~nmend Spark, 
Rehydrate, S|am, Catalyst, and 

Muscle Gain for wrestlers. 

Parents & coaches: Jmnp start your 
weight loss plm~s with AdvoCare’s 

Day Challenge. 

Ken Chertow Wrestling [ PO Box 12o I Boalsburg, PA 16827 

[~i Send T° A FriendI 

Unsubseribe from future mailings. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

I~-isten Smith, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <ksmith@carolinachamber.org~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 1:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Planning lbr the future 

To skim and share this newsletter click here 



None of us have a crgstal ball, but it’s important to have 

information and facts to make smart b~Mness decisions. At the 

Chamber, we connect ~lou with the people and information tlOU 

need to thrive. Take a moment to see what opport~mities we’re 

offering, pass them on to colleagues and employees, 

and let us know how business i~s aoina For ~ou and what other 

information would be hel~I to you and your enterprise. 



We’re excited to annonnce that Mark Vitner,      ~ 

Managing Director and Senior Economist at 

Wells Fargo Securities, is the keynote speaker at 

our annual Economic Outlook Briefing. Join us 

7:30 a.m. Thursday, March 1;~ for breakfast 

and get briefed on U.S. and regional economic 

trends. Mark’s commentary has been featured in 

the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, 

Bloomberg, and many other publications, but you’ll get to hear the 

news straight from him at The Sheraton Hotel. Additionally, we’ll be 

giving an update on the economic conditions locally. Help us by 

filling out this short survey and register for the event today! 

The Regional Transportation Alliance, of which our Chamber is a 

founding member, hosts the .I_~_r_A_3_’!?_Ln_sj_t___I_n__n__o_y_a_t_i_o__n___s__~_e__~i~_~ this 

spring. The series highlights experts on transit and related 

innovations and research to support and advance current 

discussions on transit in Wake County, but many of the topics are 

relevant to our community. The next session, 1o-111~o a.Ulo~ 

Wednesday~ Feb° 26, will host guest experts on existing and 

proposed busway and bus rapid transit systems in Pittsburgh, 

Montgomery County, MD, and the UK. Read more about the series or 

RSVP to attend. 

The Chamber supports the 

implementation of the Ephesus 

Church Rd./Fordham Blvd. small 

area plan and now the proposed 

zoning changes are being 

discussed before Town Council. 

Are you a b~iness located in 

the area? We are hosting a special information session for you, 

8:3o-~o a.m., Tuesday, March 4 in the Louise Beck Properties 

Conference Room at the Chamber, to ansa~er your questions. 

Can’t make the information session? Feel free to contact us with any 

questions about the plan. In the interim- and even if you’re not a 

business owner in the area - be sure to watch this video or check out 

this presentation. 

f t’s budget season for the Town of Carrboro and Town of Chapel Hill 

too. We’ve invited officials from both municipalities to brief us at our 

March Economic Development & Public Policy Committee meetin~ 8_ 

a.ln., Thursday, Match 6 in the Louise Beck Properties 

Conference Room at the Chamber. Once we’ve heard about our 

current fiscal climate, our CEO Aaron Nelson will present the "Dollars 

& Sense of Development" from a research report cormnissioned by 

the Town of Chapel l?fUl. Our EDPP Committee meetings are open to 

any Chamber member employee and we hope you join us this month! 

2/26 - NC Clean Tech Summit 

2/26 - RTA Transit InnovaUon Series 

2/27- Ephesus Fordham 

2/28 - Candidate Filing Ends (find Orange Co. candidates 

hem) 



3/3 - Chapel Hill Town Council Work Session on Ephesus 

Fordham 

3/4 - _I_n__f__c_!_r_n_!_a_t_i__O_l_L~_e_.__s__s__i__c_Ln_ for Ephesus Fordham area 

businesses 

3/6 - Economic Development & Public Policy Committee 

Meeting 

3/13 - Economic Outlook Briefing (Register today!) 

Forward to a friend 

This ernafi ~’,,as ~nt Lo flie@unc,edu by ._k_s_’_rj_~_Lt_[~__~__c_a__r_o_[iL~__a__c_[~__a_gz_b_’_e__r:_o_j2~ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive i Chapel Hill :: NC :: 2751~t 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:40 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Arizona Republicans who know Gov. Jan Brewer well say she is likely to veto legislatiou that critics say promotes discmnination against gays and lesbians. 

In an exclusive interview ruth CNN on Monday in Washington, Brewer said, "I can assure you, as always, I roll do the right thing for the state of Arizona." 

The Republicans who know her well say they are confident those comments mean Brewer will aJmost surely reject the NIl that is generating nationmde controversy. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com or CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 6:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Vote Now tbr 2014 There’s Only One Oklahoma Gear! 

Thanks for sh~,fiing. 

Paul 

Frem; Ille, Vince 
Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 2014 6:08 PM 
To; Pogge, Paul 

Subject; b-W: Vote Now for 2014 There’s Only One Oklahoma Gear! 

Frem; OU Athletics [mailto:reply-9!@pacmail.em.marketinqhq.net] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 2014 5:47 PM 

To; ille@uiuc.edu 
Subject; Vote Now for 2014 There’s Only One Oklahoma Gear! 

i.~.i Riverwind Hotel 

_S__e__r)_c_l__t_[!Ls__[~_e_~_a_g_e___t__q_’_a___f_r_Le_J_~_~ I Use !_~)j_s_]jLLk_ to update your profile or to unsubscribe By unsubscribing you will no longer receive 
any emails from OU Athletics including the BoomerBlast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more. 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 6:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: This Week @IlliniAthletics 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

F~m: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, February 2B, 2014 6:08 plVl 
T~ Pogge, Paul 

~j~t~ ~: ~is Week @NiniAthleti~s 

Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 5:18 PM 

To: 
S~bje~k: This Week @IlliniAthletics 

St’~a~e Fightir~g INail .... :              :: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richald Vance, PhD <Richar&Vance@principalinvesligators.org> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 26, 2014 11:11 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Immigration Law Update 2014: Is Your Foreign Researcher Attbcted? 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Immigration Law Update 
Is Your Foreign Researcher 

Affected? 

Immigration Law Update 2014: IsYour 

Foreign Resea rcher Affected? 

P’.,,"..’~ser~e.,,": Adam Frank, J.D. 

.................. .~,. .... Wed., March 12, 2014, 2pm ET (11am PT) 

L.~.’..,,’~t~~: 60 minutes 

Durinq this discussion and Q&A Webinar your expert presenter will hit upon the important changes/updates in 
Immigration law over the past year. Especially those changes that will affect applications filed now and into the 
future. 

Specific topics include: Immigrant Visa backlogs for India and China - current backlogs and the projections of 
how long those backlogs will be in the future; trends in H-1 B adjudications including degree equivalence 
issues, "specialty occupation" issues, cap issues, job description issues; a discussion of the opening of the H- 
1 B cap on April 1 and the processes surrounding the cap; trends in PERM adjudications in regards to job 
descriptions, ability to pay, etc.; how changes in job titles, salary, etc. affect current H-1 B holders and when an 
amendment should be filed; and, the current state of background checks outside the US and wait times. In 
addition we will discuss J-1 issues (why employers like them, why employees do not (waiver issues). 

VVhen an amended H has to be filed, and when 
it does not. 
How to draft valid job descriptions for the H-1 B. 
What the current backlogs are for China and 
India and what the best options are for those 
researchers. 
VVhat to expect when a researcher leaves the 
US to get a visa stamp overseas. 
How to prepare for the upcoming H-1B cap 
season. 

Principal Investigators, their Immigration staff, 
Postdocs, Researchers, etc. 
Anyone at all involved in the immigration 
process or affected by the immigration 
process. 

Purchase this Live Webinar by March 5th for only ,~,o, $149 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

~ive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

i.~.i Learn More 

i i :’’~ Order Now 

Forwazd to a friend. 



Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 3:02 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A federal j udge has struck down a ban on same-sex marriage in Texa~ ruling that it has no "rationaJ~ lelalion to a legitimate government purpose." 

The decision is the latest in a series of federal and state court moves to overturn current laws forbidding gays and lesbians from legal wedlock. 

However, the judge siayed enforcement of his decision, pending an appeal, meaning same-sex couples in Texas, for the time being, cannot get married. 

Read the story here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 7:22 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer’s office says she will spea]c at 7:45 p.,n. ET about a bill allowing businesses that assert their religious beliefs the right to deny service to gay 
and lesbian customers. 

Both sides have romped up pressure in the fight over the legislation, which opponems say encourages discmninafion against gays and lesbians. Brewer is expected to 

veto the measure, but she hasn’t said publicly what steps she’ll take. 

Follow the developing story on CNN.com. CNN TV and CNN Mobile. Read it hem. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 
You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNrv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 
Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-ma~l from CNN.com. 
To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-ma~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 7:52 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Republican Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer today vetoed a bill that would have allowed Arizona business owners to deny service to gays and lesbians. 

Business leaders in Arizona and around the country, including the chief executive of American Airlines, had urged Brewer publicly and privately to veto the measure. 

Some legislators who supported the NIl now say they regret their vote and also encouraged Brewer to veto it. 

The NIl was pushed by the Center for Arizona Policy, a conservative group opposed to abortion and stone- sex marriage. The group said it would promote religious 

freedom and protect individuals t?om what it called "the increa~sing persecution of people due to their religious beliel;. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, February. 27, 2014 12:02 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The Food and Drug Administration is proposing sevelal changes to the Imtrition labels you see on packaged foods and beverages. If approved, the new labels would 

place a bigger emphasis on total calories, added sugars and certain nutrients, such as Vitamin D and potassium. 

The FDA is also proposing changes to serving size requiremems in an el~brt to more accurately reflect what people usually eat or drink. For example, if you buy a 20- 

ounce soda, you’re probably not going to stop drinking at the 8-ounce mark. The new rules would require that entire soda bottle to be one serving size -- making 
calorie counting simpler. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valero Alamo Bowl <tickets@aJamobowl.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 27, 2014 8:06 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Exclusive oiler on NCAA Meffs Basketball Championship tickets at AT&T Center 

This email was sent to you by the Valero Alamo Bowl. You are receiving this email advertisement because your email address 

was used for a ticket purchase or you signed up for email announcements via our website. If you do not wish to receive 

additional promotional emails at ille@uiuc.edu, please update your information here to opt-out of further email 

correspondence. You can also contact us at 100 Montana St, San Antonio, TX 78203 or at 210-226-2695. 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Smith <info tennissmith.com@mai164.wdc01 .mcdlv.net-* 

Thursday, Februao, 27, 2014 8:17 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Get Better- S teve Smith 

Improve your tennis game by using a proven method... Practice 

The Great Base Backboard 

¯ Get great footwork 

¯ Improve fitness 

Have fun 

¯ Get more reps 

¯ Minimize noise 

¯ Hit more bails 

Promote vertical swings 

The Great Base Backboard is a compact and easy-to-use portable backboard that can 

be used almost anywhere. From basements, patios, and garages at home to on-court 

action for improved group dynamics, the Great Base Backboard is guaranteed to help 

any level tennis player. 

Ca~ or e-rnai~ today to order your Great Base Backboard° 

A~d rew Garcia ema 

Rep~y to this emai~ for the best way to contact you and Ff~ 

TENNISSMITH 
ALLIANCE 











Shop Mens Shop Ladies i.~ Shop Kids 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 27, 2014 10:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Show Your School Spirit This Spring Break! 

Tha~lks very much, 

Paul 

From; Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Thursday, February 27, 201t4 ~0:32 AM 
Te-" Pogge, Paul 
$..bject-" I=VV: Show Your School Spirit This Spring Break! 

I=re~: OU Alumni Store [mailto:shop@e.fanaticsretailgroup.com] 
Sent." Thursday, February 27, 20:[4 10:03 AM 

Te: ILLE@UIUC.EDU 
$~bjeCt-" Show Your School Spirit This Spring Break! 







Shop M i’~:i ShopLadies i.~ Shop Kids 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Momson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <lmomson@caroliuachamber.org~ 

Thursday, FebruaD, 27, 2014 10:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~.mc.edu> 

Build Your Leadership Skills this Spring’. 



Leadership Tui[io~ for Chambe~"M~m~)er’s: :~8o(:~ 

Y’r~ces ~c~’ease b~’ 8~oo ~fte~’ :vlarch ~4, Scbolarsl~ip suppo~:t is 

Interested h~ promoti ~g your o[’gani~atio ~ throu~ Leade[’sh~p 

Chape~ ttil].-Ca~’b(~ro? Spo:~sor~]~p oppo~uniLies :~re 

Forward to a friend 

This emaii was sent Lo ilie@ur~c,edu by [morrison~ lcarolinachamber.orq 
Update Profile/EmailAddress £nstar~t removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Pol!cy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce :!.04. S. Estes Drive i Chapel Hill :: NC i 275:!.4 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Men’s Wearhonse <menswearhouse@e.menswearhonse.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 10:47 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

50% Off Storewide Sale Starts Now 

Suits, Sportswear, Ties--you name it! Storewide savings now thru Sunday 

If you would rather not receive new messages from us, click here to unsubscribe. 

.~’~.:: FREE SHIPPING I Free Returns I Free Ship to Store 

Men’s Wearhouse(R) 

.~:i 4 Days Only! 

...... 50% C~ Storewide Sale 

Half Off Suits, Sportswear, Shirts & Ties... 

Update your style with modern fit suits, non-iron dress shirts, comfortable casual 

wea r 

... And So Much More! 

>> SUITS ::.~.:: >> CASUAL SHIRTS 

>> SPORTCOATS ::[:*;;:: >> PANTS 

>> DRESS SHIRTS ::X:: >> TIES 

Discount off regular price. Excludes Everyday Low Price and 

Exceptional Value items, shoes, clearance, and MW Outlet Cannot 

be combined with other promotions. 

Plus, Shoes 30% Off 
Now Through Su nday 

>> Shop Now 

Excludes Everyday Low Price items, clearance, and MW Outlet. 

Xi >> STORE LOCATOR i i~ >> RESERVE 
ONLINE 

X:: >> GIFT CARDS X:: >> INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING 



PRIVACY POLICY I UNSUBSCRIBE OR CHANGE ,fOUR EMAIL PREFERENCES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, Februao, 27, 2014 10:52 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Visit Stax Trac at IHRSA for Relationships. Solutions. Innovation. 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adNAIL. 



Star Trac’s mission is to provide products, 

programs and solutions to mold lifelong habits 

for health and fitness. Its user-focused product 
innovations are reflected in the complete line of 

cardiovascular, strength and group exercise 
products.The company offers a comprehensive 

product portfolio with varied feature options and 
multiple price points to meet the needs of any 

complete facility design. Star Trac is a total 
equipment solution provider but also prides itself 

on its "only at Star Trac" patented and unique 

offerings that are exclusive to the company and 

not offered by competitive companies From the 

revolut~onarvcard~ovascular Star Trac Coach 
featured on "Treadmills to strength innovations 

like Lock N Load®a innovative weight selection 
system to the industry leading group exercise 

solutions like Spinning®and BoxMaster® Star 
Trac continues to be innovative and creat6 
products that differentiate. 

Star Trac’s dedicated global team is committed 

to providing the highest level of service to their 

customers through committed long lasting 

relationships The team is focused on 

consultative approach and finding solutions that 
will help customers grow their businesses, 

increase revenue and improve member 

retention. Star Trac will continue to innovate with 
products that are distinctive in their aesthetics, 
approachable and user friendly in their design, 

intuitive in their navigation, motivational in their 
use and rewarding in their outcomes 

The vision of the company is to increase the 

number of people who adopt a healthy and active 

lifestyle by lowering the barriers and improving 

the experience and results. Today more than four 
million people in over 75 countries use Star Trac 

exercise equipment daily, enjoying its 

unparalleled functionality and style. 

BoxMaster® Quad 
® The BoxMaster~’ is a new form of boxing style 

conditioning Catering to all user levels, the 

BoxMaster will encourage greater boxing style 
fitness participation. In just 30 minutes, through 7 
active rounds of punching and 7 active recovery 

rounds you will hit every aspect of conditioning 

both aerobically and anaerobically. 

® TreadClimber byStar Trac 
® The TreadClimber by Star Trac redefines 

traditional cardio workouts. This intuitive machine 

uses dual ramping decks that provide an incline 
to flat step pattern to capture the benefits of a 
Treadmill, Elliptical and Stepper With adjustable 

personal fans, users don’t even realize they are 

burning twice the calories 

A~oul: ~d~A~L IF~ Athletic Business: 

[i~is progr:,am ~or sele,:t edvertise!s helps us to cot!tinge producing the leading editorial p!oc,’ucts it! the 

F’ie~se email Lis~~, a[ lisa@athleticbusiness.com ,,’~’i[il questi(~ns abeci[ "f(~u~ ~ccotmt 

This emaii was ser:t to ille@illinois.edu by: 
AB Media Inc 
2:: E Mifflin SL Ste gl=:i Madi!~on Wi 53703 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, Februao, 27, 2014 10:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Visit Stax Trac at IHRSA for Relationships. Solutions. Innovation. 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adNAIL. 



Star Trac’s mission is to provide products, 

programs and solutions to mold lifelong habits 

for health and fitness. Its user-focused product 
innovations are reflected in the complete line of 

cardiovascular, strength and group exercise 
products.The company offers a comprehensive 

product portfolio with varied feature options and 
multiple price points to meet the needs of any 

complete facility design. Star Trac is a total 
equipment solution provider but also prides itself 

on its "only at Star Trac" patented and unique 

offerings that are exclusive to the company and 

not offered by competitive companies From the 

revolut~onarvcard~ovascular Star Trac Coach 
featured on "Treadmills to strength innovations 

like Lock N Load®a innovative weight selection 
system to the industry leading group exercise 

solutions like Spinning®and BoxMaster® Star 
Trac continues to be innovative and creat6 
products that differentiate. 

Star Trac’s dedicated global team is committed 

to providing the highest level of service to their 

customers through committed long lasting 

relationships The team is focused on 

consultative approach and finding solutions that 
will help customers grow their businesses, 

increase revenue and improve member 

retention. Star Trac will continue to innovate with 
products that are distinctive in their aesthetics, 
approachable and user friendly in their design, 

intuitive in their navigation, motivational in their 
use and rewarding in their outcomes 

The vision of the company is to increase the 

number of people who adopt a healthy and active 

lifestyle by lowering the barriers and improving 

the experience and results. Today more than four 
million people in over 75 countries use Star Trac 

exercise equipment daily, enjoying its 

unparalleled functionality and style. 

BoxMaster® Quad 
® The BoxMaster~’ is a new form of boxing style 

conditioning Catering to all user levels, the 

BoxMaster will encourage greater boxing style 
fitness participation. In just 30 minutes, through 7 
active rounds of punching and 7 active recovery 

rounds you will hit every aspect of conditioning 

both aerobically and anaerobically. 

® TreadClimber byStar Trac 
® The TreadClimber by Star Trac redefines 

traditional cardio workouts. This intuitive machine 

uses dual ramping decks that provide an incline 
to flat step pattern to capture the benefits of a 
Treadmill, Elliptical and Stepper With adjustable 

personal fans, users don’t even realize they are 

burning twice the calories 

A~oul: ~d~A~L IF~ Athletic Business: 

[i~is progr:,am ~or sele,:t edvertise!s helps us to cot!tinge producing the leading editorial p!oc,’ucts it! the 

F’ie~se email Lis~~, a[ lisa@athleticbusiness.com ,,’~’i[il questi(~ns abeci[ "f(~u~ ~ccotmt 

This emaii was ser:t to ille@unc.edu by: 
AB Media Inc 
2:: E Mifflin SL Ste gl=:i Madi!~o!~ Wi 53703 

Privacy Policy 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

circulaliou@momentummedia.com 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 11:05 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Your Athletic Mmaagement sub~fiption is Running Out 

Your Athletic Management subscription is Running Out 

Please take the time now to renew- your subscription of Athletic Management, now, by clicking HERE 
or take the chance of not receiving the Print edition. 

Thanks, 
Mark Goldberg 
Publisher 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news from 

MomentumNedia or one of its publications: Training & Conditioning, Athletic 

Nanagement or Coaching r4anagement 

To unsubscribe, click this link 

To change your email address, click this link 

To forward this newsletter to a friend, click this link 

Be sure to add lists@momentummedia.com to your address book or safe sender 

list so our emails wig always get to your inbox! 

Copyright @ 2014 MAG Inc. All rights reserved. 

20 East:lake Road Ithaca, New York 14850 (607) 257-6970 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:46 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

Likely impel~go? 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:47 PM 

To: Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu~~ 

Subject: RE: 

I’ve been saving it all 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 20"14 2:46 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 

Likely impel~go? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 8:36 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Ouffted Ukiainian President Viktor Yanukovych said today at a news conference in Russia that he was not overthrown bm was forced to flee under threat to his life. 

"I intend to continue the fight for the future of Ukraine against those who, with fear and ruth ten~or, are attempting to replace the power. Nobod.v has overthrown me. I 

was compelled to leave Ukraine due to a direct threat to my life and my nearest and dearest," he said, speaking in Russian -- not Ukrainian. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Why Excel is Silently Killing Your Business 

Running a successful business stads with effective planning and performance 
management, and the data you generate during these critical processes is 
among the most important and sensitive in your organization. A miscalculation, 
oversight or a security breach could be financially devastating. 

This whitepaper reveals how the use of Excel spreadsheets are actually 
inhibiting your organization rather than helping make work more efficient. 
Your organization becomes at risk when sharing sensitive planning information 
via email, Excel sheets are notoriously error-prone, and they are incredibly time 
consuming as well. This guide will show you alternatives that will save your 
business time, energy, and money, while still on a path to success. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 10:43 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

KelD~ Kennedy has been acquitted of chaxges that she was driving while impaired. Ajmy deliberated for approxilnately an hour mad 10 minutes. 

Kennedy is the daughter of the late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy and the ex-wife of New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo. She faced a misdemeanor charge of driving while 

intoxicated for allegedly swerving between lanes and careening into a tractor-trailer on a Westchester Count, New York, intersiate in July 2012. She drove away from 

the accident scene despite a shredded fire, and was found collapsed over the steering wheel of her Lexus SUV a short time later, according to testimony. 

Keimedy has saJ~d she swallowed a pill she thought was thyroid medication, but that she may have taken zolpidem, a powerful sleep aid, instead. A blood test 

confirmed the presence of zolpidem in Kennedy’s system, according to trial testimony. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH R15 Ch’ant Application Mentor <editor@principalinvestigators.org> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 11:05 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Get all the winning strategies you should apply in your next R15 application in one place! 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Get all the winning strategies 
you should apply in your next 
R15 grant application in one place! 

If you are currently preparing your R15 grant application, are 
soon to renew an existing grant, or will be seeking NIH R15 

funding in the near future look no further. 

You can now get all the winning strategies you should apply in 
your next R:~5 grant application in one place: /V!’H R15 Grant 

Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual~ 2rid 
Edition. 

This manual includes 313 pages of insider guidance divided 
into 8 thorough sections. Inside this manual you will find: 

Expert advice for developing your Project 

Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, 

Environment section and Research Plan 

Surefire guidance to ensure your Research Strategy 
addresses your project’s Innovation, Significance, 

Approach and Overall Impact 

Understanding of why your budget’s numbers are 

almost as important as the words you use to tell your 

research’s story 

An insider’s view of special considerations for special 

agents, human and animal subject 

The do’s and don’Us of submitting your grant 

application 

And much more! 

Each section includes checks to ensure you’re following 
NIH guidelines every step along the way. 

Don’t waste your precious time going through vague grant= 
writing guides. This manual offers everything you need to 
know to craft a superior proposal, maximizing your chances 
for NIH R15 funding. 

CLICK HERE FOR A PREVIEW OF 
EACH SECTION, 

NIH R15 Grant Application Mentor: An Educational 

How-to Manual, 2nd Edition 

FREE~ (~ $149 

#1: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: R15 Overview and Distinctives 
Walk away from this session with a thorough understandingof the R15 (area) grant mechanism and how it 
differs from other NIH programs. 
Length: 13 mins. 

#2: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: Unique Components of an R15 Application 
What distinguishes an R15 from an R01? Find out in this session. 
Length: 15 mins. 



And now you can order your NZH R15 Grant Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual, 
2ndEdition in PDF (Digital) format, including your bonus MP4 recordings for 

(a savings of $400). Print version only $75 more. 

Upon ordering this manual you wi!l automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 
If you order a print version, please allow 7-10 days for delivery. 

i 
li~iI Order Online 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much morel 

Code: RIS-M-.022814 Ofle~ Vaiid e~ New Orders Or~iy 

Fo~wardtoaffiend, 

N(4e; PtA i:as be.ets the i:ome of ti:e best-sellisg N~H R0I Gr~},~,¢ Ap,~;@As~£’.,n Me~’~.%r Me’~.sgi,~ ?>i 3 yeals ff~ a ~ow This tsew 

{ilide is "~h÷ R15 ÷ditios ofti:e R01 manual, If you si:esdy l~ave tl~÷ R01 mal~b’al and a~s istetss4ed in ti:i,s newiy isiessed R15 

9uide: plesse conlact Pi.6 st 800~303-0t29 exi. 506 o.." emaii Ih8~£. 8t info@principalinvesti.qators.or.q for mo~e 

Ke~:,q;~ii lV};~rtin at kendall(~,principalinvesti.qators.org ol csli 1 ~800-303-0129, 

P~ir:cipal lr:ve~_~tigators Associatior: 
9990 ()o(xmut Road. S@le 31(~ 
Bo:@a Spli~:..’!s, FL 34135 USA 

1-800- 303-0129 

Unsub~ribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, Febrnary 28, 2014 1:08 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

$60M ItS Stadium Cracking i Court-Stomping Goes Wrong ] Heart Tests Worth It? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

’Extensive Cracking’ Closes $60M ItS Stadium 
Remember when Allen (Texas) High School’s tbotball stadium was making 

headlines for its price tag? The 18,000-seat stadium cost $60 million ... 

) Fans, t layers, Coaches Caught in Court-Stormina Melee 

It’s a situation a~y administrator or facilities professioned dreads: a court- s~nning 

gone wrong. And that’s exactly what happened Thursday night ... 

Studies: Are Athlete Heaxt Tests Worth Cost, False Alarms? 

Sndden heart deaths in athletes stun schools and communities and leave families 

wondering in their grief what more could have been done .... 

Editolial: Temple Needs to Give Cut Teams More Time 
Sometilnes it taJ~ces guts and Inoney to reverse a controversial decision. Temple 

University’s board of trustees needed ample helpings of both to ... 

NCAA Football Co~nmittee to Reconsider Slowdown Rule 

Members of the committee plan to discuss the proposal, which would reqnire a 10- 



second delay betbre ott~nses could snap the ball, before it goes to ... 

Board Opts for Bigger Stadium Capacity, Bleacher Comfort 
The committee appeared to be leaJ~ing toward a seating capacity of 1,400 to 

1,600. But with s~adium seating, what is considered "as-built" ... 

Poll: Tax Sugalsz Drinks, Pay for School Nutrition. Exemise 
A solid majority’ of California voters favor warning labels on sodas mad sugagr’ 
drinks as well as a tax on those beverages to pay for ... 

Voters Growing Weary of Another HS Pool Referendum 
The I,ake Park (Ill.) school board decided to push tbr a pool again this spring 
partially because the vote last year was as close as it’s ever been .... 

City’s $126K Pool Resurfacingto Fix $1 K-Per-Month I,eaks 

’][’he city" of ChMes~ton’s Martin Luther King Jr. Pool is scheduled to re-open in 

mid-Mamh after undergoing a resurtRcing and the ins~llation ... 

Rigor of AAU Basketball’s ][ laver Develop,nent Questioned 
Is the way of AAU youth basketball pext of the reason why professional talent 

seems a bit thin right now? Could the AAU game be 

NBA Stars Embracing Pla,/er-Eflficienc,/So~vam Program 
The pilot program, called SportVU, records every movement and action of a 
player during a 48-minute game. In all, 792,000 data points ... 

Albu uer ~acd Bi est in MiI,B 

The Albuquerque Isotopes said Wednesday that they aace spending $1 million on a 

new high-definition LED videoboard to be installed at Isotopes ... 

MLB’s Expm~ded Repla’~ Rules Mean New Strategies, Hires 
The dirt-kicking, cap-flipping, vein-popping argument that has been part of 
baseball’s fabric for a centaU mad a half is about to give way to a 

Nautilus Reports Near- Tripled Profits in 2013 from 2012 
Nautilus Inc., the Va~couver-based manufactarer oflfitaess equipment, wrapped up 

2013 with solid eaznings, company oflficials saJ~d Monday, including .... 

Inco~mito’s Swin s: OL Admits 1,~ SmashingCar with Bat 

It was not known what triggered the outburst in Richie Incognito, whose emotional 

swings have been central to accusations of bullying within the ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Coming to a Scoreboard Near You: Ads for Health;~ Foods 
Even the scoreboards in high school gyms will have to adveNse only healthy foods 

under new roles announced Tuesday by the Obama administration .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Let Them Eat Cake, If They So Choose 
Thank you lbr summing up the problem associated with an administration that 

thinks that putting band-afids on the exterior will somehow fix the ... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbnsines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Friday, Febrnary 28, 2014 1:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

$60M ItS Stadium Cracking i Court-Stomping Goes Wrong ] Heart Tests Worth It? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

’Extensive Cracking’ Closes $60M ItS Stadium 
Remember when Allen (Texas) High School’s tbotball stadium was making 

headlines for its price tag? The 18,000-seat stadium cost $60 million ... 

) Fans, t layers, Coaches Caught in Court-Stormina Melee 

It’s a situation a~y administrator or facilities professioned dreads: a court- s~nning 

gone wrong. And that’s exactly what happened Thursday night ... 

Studies: Are Athlete Heaxt Tests Worth Cost, False Alarms? 

Sndden heart deaths in athletes stun schools and communities and leave families 

wondering in their grief what more could have been done .... 

Editolial: Temple Needs to Give Cut Teams More Time 
Sometilnes it taJ~ces guts and Inoney to reverse a controversial decision. Temple 

University’s board of trustees needed ample helpings of both to ... 

NCAA Football Co~nmittee to Reconsider Slowdown Rule 

Members of the committee plan to discuss the proposal, which would reqnire a 10- 



second delay betbre ott~nses could snap the ball, before it goes to ... 

Board Opts for Bigger Stadium Capacity, Bleacher Comfort 
The committee appeared to be leaJ~ing toward a seating capacity of 1,400 to 

1,600. But with s~adium seating, what is considered "as-built" ... 

Poll: Tax Sugalsz Drinks, Pay for School Nutrition. Exemise 
A solid majority’ of California voters favor warning labels on sodas mad sugagr’ 
drinks as well as a tax on those beverages to pay for ... 

Voters Growing Weary of Another HS Pool Referendum 
The I,ake Park (Ill.) school board decided to push tbr a pool again this spring 
partially because the vote last year was as close as it’s ever been .... 

City’s $126K Pool Resurfacingto Fix $1 K-Per-Month I,eaks 

’][’he city" of ChMes~ton’s Martin Luther King Jr. Pool is scheduled to re-open in 

mid-Mamh after undergoing a resurtRcing and the ins~llation ... 

Rigor of AAU Basketball’s ][ laver Develop,nent Questioned 
Is the way of AAU youth basketball pext of the reason why professional talent 

seems a bit thin right now? Could the AAU game be 

NBA Stars Embracing Pla,/er-Eflficienc,/So~vam Program 
The pilot program, called SportVU, records every movement and action of a 
player during a 48-minute game. In all, 792,000 data points ... 

Albu uer ~acd Bi est in MiI,B 

The Albuquerque Isotopes said Wednesday that they aace spending $1 million on a 

new high-definition LED videoboard to be installed at Isotopes ... 

MLB’s Expm~ded Repla’~ Rules Mean New Strategies, Hires 
The dirt-kicking, cap-flipping, vein-popping argument that has been part of 
baseball’s fabric for a centaU mad a half is about to give way to a 

Nautilus Reports Near- Tripled Profits in 2013 from 2012 
Nautilus Inc., the Va~couver-based manufactarer oflfitaess equipment, wrapped up 

2013 with solid eaznings, company oflficials saJ~d Monday, including .... 

Inco~mito’s Swin s: OL Admits 1,~ SmashingCar with Bat 

It was not known what triggered the outburst in Richie Incognito, whose emotional 

swings have been central to accusations of bullying within the ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Coming to a Scoreboard Near You: Ads for Health;~ Foods 
Even the scoreboards in high school gyms will have to adveNse only healthy foods 

under new roles announced Tuesday by the Obama administration .... 

New Reader Comments: 

Blog: Let Them Eat Cake, If They So Choose 
Thank you lbr summing up the problem associated with an administration that 

thinks that putting band-afids on the exterior will somehow fix the ... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 1:19 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Child rapist Eric Eugene Hartwell has been caught after seven days and 1,700 Iniles on the ion, the U.S. Marshdls Service said today. 

Hartwell appaxently cut offhis an!de monitor last Friday and left a group home in Denver, where he was serving parole, a Colorado officiaJ said. He was apprehended 

in Norfolk, VirgiNa, the Marshals Service said. 

Hartwell was convicted of raping a child in 1991 and attempted indecent liberties in 1996, according to the Colorado sex offender iegifftry. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjed:: 

Brnce Mundle <updates@xrivernews.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 3:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Policy Management that fits the Needs for NCAA Governed OrgaJ~izations 

View this emai[ in your browser 

Organizations 

NCAA governed sports 

organizations face relentless 
scrutiny. Substandard risk 

management practices and 

compliance controls can 

prove costly to your 
program. Staff and athletes 

are subject to policies and 

procedures not encountered 

in other walks of life. There 
are a myriad of team, school, 

conference and NCAA rules 
and guidelines. In addition, 

ever evolving PED issues 
and the new specter of 

workplace harassment 

guidelines loom large. All 

need to be disseminated, 
understood and followed. 

While most organizations 

have policies and 

procedures in place, they 
are not typically in a 

centralized location. They 

may be disseminated via 

meetings or emails, or are 
simply posted on the your 

bulletin boards or internal 

website. 

This does not ensure that 

staff and athletes have read 
the policies and understood 

them, and leaves no audit 
trail for compliance and legal 

protection. A lack of such an 
audit trail exposes the 

organization and the 

staff/athletes to greater risk. 

Compliance and operational 

staff need an efficient and 
cost effective way to create, 
manage and distribute 

Policies & Procedures across 
multiple entities and 

locations. 

Policg’H~ab is a built-for- 
purpose Policy & Procedure 
Management solution, 
designed to manage the 
entire Policy life cycle, from 
creation & review, through 
to communication, 
affirmation and reporting. 

This ensures high levels of 
Policy compliance with a fully 

collaborative review cycle. 

PolicyHub sh~p[ifies the 

complete Policy & Procedure 

protecting organizations 

against real risks by 

providing evidence of Best 

Practice, For more 
information on Policy 

Managemen[, download our 

W.b.!~..~?.~.e.~.~, 

~ ~eatures; 
¯ Fast, cost effective and simple 

to deploy onsite or SaaS 

¯ Fits within your existing 

compliance program 

¯ Multilingual 

° A secure central, searchable 

Policy repository 

° Automated Workflow for 

review cycle 

° Automated alerts 

° Sophisticated reporting 

¯ Full version control 

14150 Park E~t Circle, Suite 280~ Chantitty, VA 20151 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 5:15 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The United States is "deeply concerned" by reports of Russian militaxy movemems in Ukraine, President B~xack Obmna said, adding that any violation of Ukraine’s 

sovereignF would be "deeply destabilizing." 

Follow breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Too~s of the Trade 

A high school football player has pied guilty to an in-game 

assault of another phyer. 

Push For Gymnastics 
The NFHS and USA Gymnastics are ioining forces to expand 
boys’ high school gymnastics oppoflun[ties across the country, 

Titan Strength Fitness 

Displaying their latest fitness equipment and flooring solutions, the Titan Strength 
Fitness eocatalog is chock full of concise descriptions and vibrant illustrations. 

Three boys’ basketball ~eams have been kicked ou~ of 
state tournament for violating scheduling rules. 

Following the Ru~es, Part Two 
High school athletic directors are facing increasing challenges in 

ti’Tin.( to verify athletes’ eligibility. 

Tennis Court Crack Remedies 
Te~m{s Court Crack Remedies Here’s an analogy everyone 
can unde~tand. These cracks in your asphalt tennis cou~t are 
jus~ like the zombies on tha~ ~ show. No matte[ what you do ~o 
them, they jus~ keep coming back ~o plague you~ 



Vern Ga[nbetta provides a rundown on what he considei~ are the 
top ten components of a sound performance training program. 

===.::.i=: :~i~i,::i:=: :~i:!==..!i !?: !~i~!..!:): !~.! !==.. :~i::. !il =.?..~:!L..:... 

Scoreboard Scrutiny 
New federal guidelines on junk food advertisements will change 
the kind of ads schools will be able to display on scoreboards, 

Good Sports 
New York University’s Sports and Society Program has issued a 
white pape[ examining ways ~o increase civility and respect in 

athletics~ !!!!!!:.:!:::.::.!!!:i:. :!i:.:::.!!:!: !:.!:.::.!:. !::.::!!:!i:!!:.::~.~!: ..... 

Product Showcase 
Facilities Products Here are products to keep your athletic 
Iacilities in firs~-class condition. 

Out online Buyer’s Guide Ieatures a customized pages Io[ companies advertising 
in our 2014 B[Jyer’s Guide, including interactive links, product images, and mere 
detailed product listings. Here are links to four companies featured in our Guide: 

Click here to check out the complete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

The O~y~pic Experience 
Kevin Best, Assistant Athletic Director for Communications at 
the Unive[sity of North Carolina, talks to ~he school’s student 
paper about werkin( at th.. W~nter Olympics in oochi. !i!!i!:.!!’.!i! 

Nan~e Fight 
A mere to rename a high school football stadium in Texas has 

~urned contentious. ~:.[~?:~i:~::~L~:.:.~:~.~::L~:.:.::::.:..L~::~.:~:.~[~:::Z:.::: 

Title iX Response 
The Indianapolis Public Schoels wi[[ offer increased athletic 
opportunities for female students to address Title IX violations. 

Aer~FIo makes tf~e highest- iiii=...:i:==..=i==.=i:i..=i==.=i==.~:==,:,=,.:=~i==:==il 
quality field, turf and ~rack Baseline and post-inju[y 
pretedors, plus the workJ’s Balance Assessmenl - for 
tougl~est windscreens, the management d 

concussioR. 

Biofreeze is a unique, effective 
pain relied, or for therapy, pain 
relief, e×erciseitraini~g and 
overall comforL 

Since 1986, coaches, 

atNe~es, and fitness 

experts have depended on 

Power Systems for quality 

~raining p[oducts~ 

T~e Disney Sports team puts 

on mole t~an 200 events each 
year at the ESPN ~,Mde ½;orkJ 
of Sports Complex. 

With more choices than 
eve[, ~he Unive[sity of 
South Dakota has the 
higher education 
experience for you. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Wrestling Headquarters <info@mmevents.com> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 8:45 PM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Afzona-Colorado 

Events T PO Box 128 C groom[ield, CO 80038 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SoccerMercato <fm-us@fut bol mercado.com > 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 8:38 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Amateur Clubs Seek Coaches 

spacer.gif: 

Browse the site 
Reqister 
About Footbai|Mercato 
Latest Transfers News 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 9:25 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Russian President Vladimir Putin asked the upper house of paltiament to send Russian troops into Ukraine’s Crimea region to normalize the political situation there, tile 

Kremlin said today. 

Due to the "extraordinaw situation" in Ukraine, Putin said, there are threats to the lives of Russian citizens and Russian militaD~ perso~mel based in the Crimean region. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV. CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 6:08 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Follomng a phone conversation with Russian President Vladimir Putin, U.N. Secretmy Generdl Ban Ki-~noon said it is "cmcM to restore calm and proceed to an 

immediate de-escalation of the situation" in Ukiuine. 

"Cool heads must prevail and dialogue must be the only tool in ending this crisis." Ban said. 

"I appealed to President Putin to urgently engage in direct dialogue with the authorities in Kiev," he said. 

Patin and President Obama also "talked via phone tbr 90 minutes Saturday. 

Obama expressed to Patin "his deep concern over Russids clear violation of Ukrainian ~vereignty mad territorial integrity, which is a breach of international law, 

including Russid s obligations under the U N. Charter, and of its 1997 military basing agreement with Ukraine," according to a statement released by the White House. 

"President Ob~n~a made clea~r that Rassids continued violation of Ukraine’s sovereign~ and temtorial integri~ would negatively impact Russia’s s~tanding in the 

international co~nmuni~." 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps tbr iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To tmsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http:#cgi.cnn.colWm,’clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta. GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 6:46 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The interim prime minis~ter of Ukrafine today called the move by Russian forces to smround ~nilitaxy bases in Crimea "a decla~ration of war." 

SNaking in a televised address from the Paxliament building in Kiev, Arseniy Yatsen?a~k called on Russima President Vladimir Putin to "pull back the militaiy and stick 

to intemalional obligations." 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV. CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mafil from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 4:04 PM 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

Clips Eyewitness Report: "A Blurred Line" 

Blurred Line" 



y~ng 
presentation 



.an~ }t ~:r~d ~o m~ ihat ~ ~outd h~e ~n ~pprop~a~e ~e have a~ ~ en ~he panel, 

Gienr~ Wong: ~Here’~ why ama~eu~sm 

meet their expenses (~,h~t mos~ ~f’ t~s ~ui~ ~ ~ ":pro1~~) a~d ~hat ~he 330 or so 

:sp#~, He spent some ~im~ wi~ ~e p~at !9~5 ce~ d~is~on ~ha~ essentially t~k foot~[~ 

~and ~aches a~n:~ ~mm~sW.one,r~}. l~t w~ a H~to~# ~ Co~]~e S{x~ b>, Jim ~lany, 

Th,e ~hii~’d ipanel----"Labor and G(~=]~ecli~ve Ba~r~aJnin~----was 

perso~s ~ was ~er fore~g:n:. The~ was m~.~ch d~s~t~ssi~n of w-h~ a~n~s ,~o and don’t do. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 4:45 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

U.S. Secretary of State John KelD~ will travel to Kiev, Ukraine, on Tuesday mnid the counlD"s escalating tensions ruth Russi& according to an Obama administration 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 11:58 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

"12 Years a Slave" wins the Oscar for best picture at the 2014 Acadelny Au.ards. Care Blanchett takes home the Oscar for best actress for her role in "Blue Jasmine." 

Best actor goes to Matthew McConaughey for "Dallas Buyers Club." For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.coln and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http://CNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oral Presentations fer Scientists <mary@principalinvestigators.org> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 7:55 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Last Chance ] Prepare and Deliver Award Winning Presentations: What Every Scientist Needs to Know 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Oral Presentations for Scientists 

Communicating your work effectively is the cornerstone of success in science. Whether you are giving an in-house Works 
in Progress or an International Investigator Award talk, how you organize and present your information can influence how 
your audience perceives your work. 

inside this Webinar pack you will receive 3 best-selling webinars presented by an award-winning speaker. Through this 
educational pack you will learn what should be included in a successful presentation as well as advanced techniques to 
help you achieve winning results. 

LI#,~ITED-T~M E OFFER: Order your Webinar pack by March 3rd for only ~#$~99!As an added bonus, you will 

also receive the 60-minute Webinar entitled "How to Give an Award Winning Talk: Preparing an Effective Oral 
Presentation," (a $129 value, absolutely free)! 

Read below to learn more about each Webinar in your pack. 

Award Winning Communications for 

Scientists: Oral Presentations That 

Work 

Award Winnit~g Comm~nicatiot~s for Scientists: 
Presentatior~s That Work {a $I97 w~ue} 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this insightful Webinar, your expert presenter will highlight the key steps 
and practical tips you can apply to become a successful presenter at regional and 
national scientific conferences. A standard meeting approach will also be 
discussed that will enliven your presentation, engaging your audience and making 
you a hit. Additionally, ten key tips will be provided, that when followed will make 
you a success at conference presentations! LEARN MORE. 

::X:: How to Give an Award Winning 

Data Rich Presentation 

How to Give a~ Award Witming Data Rich Rreset~tetion 

{a $197’ value} 

60 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript. 

During this interactive Webinar your expert presenter will explore how scientists 
can effectively present data and results in an exciting, convincing manner. This 
session will empower the participant to seek new and interesting ways to present 
charts, graphs, and results while telling a story that ties the many parts together. 
Several opportunities for audience involvement are included. Walk away with several 
expert techniques to enliven talks, engage audiences, and make your presentation 
a hit! LEARN MORE. 

Howto Design a High-Impact 

PowerPoint Presentation: Insider 

Secrets to Make You Shine 

Secrets to Mmk~ You Shin~ {a $129 w~ue} 

45 Minute On-Demand Webinar. Available in CD, MP4 or PDF Transcdpt. 

In this detail-oriented Webinar, we will explore the aspects of developing content 
aimed at producing PowerPoint slides that at~ properly formatted to achieve high- 
impact results. Several best practices are presented for differentiating your 
presentation from others. Implementing these suggestions about design, use of 
bullets, slide count, as well as proper referencing will communicate your message 
memorably and effectively. LEARN MORE. 



Order Online Call 800-303~)129 ext. 506 Fax or Mail Your Order 
In 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 
discounts and promotions, free white paper and much more! 

Forward to a friend. 

Unsub~ribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

Grant-Approval-Guide.com <grant-app~oval-guide.com@gmntsnowl.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:48 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Learn the Steps for Grant Approval Now! 

Did you know that each year the US Government awards billions in grants? 

Click here to learn more about how you could receive yonr share. 

If you’re unsure about getting a grant~ the Grmat Approval Gnide is for yon. Find the programs for you need and learn how to apply. 

Get yours today. 

If you no longer wish to receive our special promotions, please unsubsc~ibe here or write to us at Grant Approval Guide 215 W. Ohio St Floor 6, Chicago, IL 60654 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 11:29 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Russia has issued an ultimatum to Ukrainian forces in Crimea to clear out by 5 a.m. Tuesday (10 p.m. ET) or t:ace a "military storm," according to Russia’s state-ran 

news agency Inteffax. 

Ukraine officials insis~t that while Russids military is going from base to base in Crimea and demanding Ukrainian forces surrender, there is no official Russian ultimatum 

that fl~ey’re awale o£ only psychological pressule and threats. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Eleanor Nicholson <eleanor@nih-nsffi~ndingadvisor.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 11:33 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Research Cooperative Agreements: The Ins m~d Oats of the U-series Award Mechanism 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Research Cooperative 
Agreements: The U-series 

Award Mechanism 

Research Cooperative Agreements: The 

U-series Award Mechanism 

P.,,",,’~ser~e.,,": Dr. John Ludlow 

.................. ,~,, .... Tuesday, March 18, 2014, 2pm ET (11am PT) 

There are 81 different U-series award types listed on the NIH website. Some are very specific with narrow 
objectives, such as the U11, which is titled "Study (in China) of Periconceptional Vitamin Supplements to 
Prevent Spina Bifida and Anencephaly Cooperative Agreements". This Webinar will focus on those having the 
most relevance to a diverse crowd of biomedical researchers. For example,the U01 mechanism is particularly 
appropriate if you are considering a project involving pre-clinical testing of novel drugs or some other type of 
treatment modality. Likewise, the U10 supports clinical evaluation of various methods of therapy and/or 
prevention in specific disease areas. Also covered will be the U43 and U44 awards, which support projects 
that may ultimately lead to commercial products or services, and several selected other U-series award types. 

During this educational Webinar, your expert presenter will cover the specifics of the application process, the 
differences between a grant and a cooperative agreement, milestone driven research, and highlighting 
strategies to best position your application for successfully being awarded funds. 

A CRADA is not intended to be a general 
funding mechanism 
How to clearly identify the milestones in the U- 
series applications 
The ’business-like’ feel of a cooperative 
agreement compared to an R-series 
Who is really in control of the project, the PI or 
the agency? 
Time and effort the PI needs to commit 

Pl’s who already have NIH funding 
New investigators 

Post-docs 

Purchase this *Live Webinar by March leth for only ,$197 $179 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*t_ive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

::X:: Learn More 

Forwazd to a friend. 



Unsubscribe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Wrestling Headquarters <info@mmevents.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 12:37 PM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Arizona Qualiiier for UFC/~JA Ultimate Challenge 

RM~’l Eyelets ’" PO Box 128 "’ Bloomfield, CO 80038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 1:30 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Soccer and CTE ] Gender Equity’s Costs ] Anti-Bullying Law 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

CTE Discovered Posthumously in Former Soccer Player 
Researchers said Patrick Gr~mge of Albuquerque, N.M., was the tirst soccer 

player found to have chronic traumatic encephalopathy.... 

Gender Equit-i Settlement Costing Qainnipiac $5M ][ lus 
Nearly one year after a consent decree over gender equity in women’s sports was 

approved, Quinnipiac Universi~ is finding it will cost more thm~ $5 million ... 

Wage Issues Halt UConn Facility Construction 
Construction of the University of Connecticm’s new $33 million basketball practice 

facility has been put on hold due to illegal payments to workers ... 

Anti- Bullying Law Would Impact Florida ttigh Schools 
’][’he proposed state law would require FHSAA student-athletes to sign a pledge 

not to engage in bullying. If students doift ... 

Smaller Arena Capacity Worries Wyoming Ticket Holders 
With the renovations at the Arena-Auditorium set to begin, some University of 



Wyoming sea,n-ticket holders axe leery ... 

Theft Allegations Lead to Call tbr Pool Pass Transpaxency 

The Pahn Beach County Parks and Recreation Department is in the process of 

changing the way it processes prepaid pool passes and reconciles ... 

High School Offers P.E. Credit for Skateboarding Sessions 
Twice a week, 30 Simi Valley High School students ditch their gym clothes, leave 

the sports field and head to a skate park. For 

Sportsplex Offers Special Fitness Class for Firefighters 
A rigorous new fitness class is being oflEred through the village of Orl~md PaJck as 
of March 11, specifically designed for tirefighters to get them ... 

t F~ ~ooster Clubs Try to Make Relationship Work 
Throughout Ventura CounU, Cali£, the relationships between booster clubs and 

high school athletics retnafin a delicate hot-button topic .... 

High School’s New Athletic Director Focuses on Wellness 
Jimmy Lynch has held seminars for s~dents, launched an Iron Crusader fitness 

club, and opened the weight room to all students before and 

Are Frida,/Night Games Coming to Big Ten Football? 
Several media outlets reported early in the week that Big Ten commissioner Jim 

DelaW was seeking input l]com school officials atx~ut playing ... 

WAC Susl~ends Two Pla,~’ers Involved in Post-Ga~ne Brawl 
A wild postgame brawl following a contentious game between Utah V~1ley and 

New Me:rico State highlighted the risks when fans and players ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

i.~.i Facility of the Week 
Special Events Recreation Center - The 
Colle_cle at 8rockport: SUNY 
For the College at Brockport, a medium- 
sized State University of New York 
college, the traditional field house model 
evolved into a Special Events and _. 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Fans, Pla’~’ers, Coaches Caught in Court-Storming Melee 
It’s a situation a~y adminis~trator or thcilities protEssional dreads: a court-storming 

gone wrong. 

Or~anizin~ a Safe Court-Stormin~ Celebration 
In light of last week’s court-storming incident at Utah Valley University, AB revisits 

Emily Attwood’s January feature on prepm~ing for sa£e post-gatne celebrations. 



~ Forv~rd to a friend 

Facebook ~ 

Stay Connected 

AB Newswire Xll AB Digital I .... ] 

Athletic Busi .... Conf ..... & Expo 

Stay Informed 

i.~.i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 1:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Soccer and CTE ] Gender Equity’s Costs ] Anti-Bullying Law 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

CTE Discovered Posthumously in Former Soccer Player 
Researchers said Patrick Gr~mge of Albuquerque, N.M., was the tirst soccer 

player found to have chronic traumatic encephalopathy.... 

Gender Equit-i Settlement Costing Qainnipiac $5M ][ lus 
Nearly one year after a consent decree over gender equity in women’s sports was 

approved, Quinnipiac Universi~ is finding it will cost more thm~ $5 million ... 

Wage Issues Halt UConn Facility Construction 
Construction of the University of Connecticm’s new $33 million basketball practice 

facility has been put on hold due to illegal payments to workers ... 

Anti- Bullying Law Would Impact Florida ttigh Schools 
’][’he proposed state law would require FHSAA student-athletes to sign a pledge 

not to engage in bullying. If students doift ... 

Smaller Arena Capacity Worries Wyoming Ticket Holders 
With the renovations at the Arena-Auditorium set to begin, some University of 



Wyoming sea,n-ticket holders axe leery ... 

Theft Allegations Lead to Call tbr Pool Pass Transpaxency 

The Pahn Beach County Parks and Recreation Department is in the process of 

changing the way it processes prepaid pool passes and reconciles ... 

High School Offers P.E. Credit for Skateboarding Sessions 
Twice a week, 30 Simi Valley High School students ditch their gym clothes, leave 

the sports field and head to a skate park. For 

Sportsplex Offers Special Fitness Class for Firefighters 
A rigorous new fitness class is being oflEred through the village of Orl~md PaJck as 
of March 11, specifically designed for tirefighters to get them ... 

t F~ ~ooster Clubs Try to Make Relationship Work 
Throughout Ventura CounU, Cali£, the relationships between booster clubs and 

high school athletics retnafin a delicate hot-button topic .... 

High School’s New Athletic Director Focuses on Wellness 
Jimmy Lynch has held seminars for s~dents, launched an Iron Crusader fitness 

club, and opened the weight room to all students before and 

Are Frida,/Night Games Coming to Big Ten Football? 
Several media outlets reported early in the week that Big Ten commissioner Jim 

DelaW was seeking input l]com school officials atx~ut playing ... 

WAC Susl~ends Two Pla,~’ers Involved in Post-Ga~ne Brawl 
A wild postgame brawl following a contentious game between Utah V~1ley and 

New Me:rico State highlighted the risks when fans and players ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

i.~.i Facility of the Week 
Special Events Recreation Center - The 
Colle_cle at 8rockport: SUNY 
For the College at Brockport, a medium- 
sized State University of New York 
college, the traditional field house model 
evolved into a Special Events and _. 

Friday’s Most Read: 

Fans, Pla’~’ers, Coaches Caught in Court-Storming Melee 
It’s a situation a~y adminis~trator or thcilities protEssional dreads: a court-storming 

gone wrong. 

Or~anizin~ a Safe Court-Stormin~ Celebration 
In light of last week’s court-storming incident at Utah Valley University, AB revisits 

Emily Attwood’s January feature on prepm~ing for sa£e post-gatne celebrations. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 2:45 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President Balack Obama said today that Russids militaly Inoves in Crimea violated intemalional law, adding that "no countly has a right to send in troops to another 

country, unprovoked." 

He said the United States is examining a series of economic and diplomatic steps to "isolate Russia," and lie called on Congress to work with his administration on an 

economic assistance package for Ukraine. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 6:35 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Russimi President Vladimir Putin today accused the United States and other Western nations of a double standard in criticizing his nation’s incursion into Crimea. He 

said the U.S. acted in Ai~ha~istoaa, Iraq and Libya mthout a U.N. resolution authorizing that action or by "twisting" U.N. resolutions. 

Pulin also said Russia is not trying to make Crimea a part of Russia. Only people who live in Crimea can detem~ine their future, he said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Howard, PhD <robert@principalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 8:00 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Live in 2 Days ] The NIH P- ~ries Award Mechanism: Is P30 Right for You? 

Click here to view ,nobile version. 

The NIH P-series Award 
Mechanism: Is P3o R ght for You? 

The NIH P-series A~,*ard Mechanism: Is 

P30 Right for You? 

Dr. John Ludlow 

,, ,, ,,, ,, ,,.,,"’-",%-",~ ,<~, Thursday, March 6, 2014, 2pm ET (11am PT) 

L,a,-’.,,".;~/L~; 60 minutes 

Program project/center grants are large, multi-project efforts that generally include a diverse array of research 
activities. NIH Institutes and Centers issue funding opportunity announcements to indicate their interest in 
funding this type of program. The most frequently used programs in this series include research program 
project grants (P01), in which multiple investigators and programs work toward a common goal; exploratory 
grants (P20), used to fund planning activities for large projects; center core grants (P30), which fund shared 
resources or facilities; and specialized center grants (P50), which fund all aspects of a project on a specific 
disease or research area. While all of these series programs must support NIH’s mission to reduce the burden 
of illness and disability and extend healthy life, each grant in the P series also have individualized objectives. 

During this information-packed Webinar, your expert presenter will cover the specifics and difference of the 
application process for each of these 4 programs, with a focus on the P30 award mechanism, highlighting 
strategies to best position your proposal for successfully being awarded funds. 

The requirements for eligibility 
What budgetary items and supportable 
activities can be requested 
a policy message is essential to translate 
research into policy changes 
Dissemination of information - center director’s 
meeting 
Competing and non-competing renewals 
Core usage by outside institutions 

¯ Pl’swho already have NIH funding 
¯ New investigators 
¯ Post-docs 

Purchase this *Live Webinar for only $197 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in your preferred 
format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*cive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

ii~ii L More .... 

i 
[ ~ OrderNow i 

Forward to a tiiend. 
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break 

:We ~:come to DayB reak Direct: 

The "Holy Grail" of B2B sales opportunities ... 

678.394.0587 Mike.casey@daybreakdirect.com Austin, Texas 

.................................... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Corporate Accou nts 

SMB accounts 

Fortune 1000 

Global 500 

Asian 500 

Inc. 500 

Search by 

SiC Code 

Keywords 

Revenues 

Employees at Location 

Total number of employees 

Zip code 

Area code 

Key Business 
Leaders 

We have 400 unique categories of corporations 

Advertising E-Commerce Lighting & Fixtures 

Agricultural - Machinery Education & Training Mutual Fund Mgt. 

Airlines Electric Power Petroleum Refining 
Apparel Florists Generation Petroleum - Field Services 
Architectural Education - Universities Pharmaceuticals 
Automobiles Education - K-12 Plumbing and HVAC 
Banking - General Energy Manufacturing - Doors 
Banking- Investment Engineering Modeling Agencies 
Bars & Nightclubs Entertainment Retail Services 
Bed & Breakfast Financial Planners Sports 
Beverages - Alcoholic Financial Services Motorcycle 
Beverages - Nonalcoholic Food & Beverage Shipping - Ocean 
Biotechnology Footwear Staffing 
Careers Government Transportation 
Car Rental Healthcare - General Telecommunications 
Cellular Healthcare - Hospitals Tobacco 
Chemicals Hotels Transportation - Railroads 
Coal Mining Infotech Travel Agencies 
Computer Hardware Insurance Water & Sewage 
Computer Software Information Technology Winemakers 
Concrete & Cement Internet Publishing Tradeshow Exhibition 
Consulting Investments 

Construction Janitorial Services 

Credit Collections Labor Union 

DayBreak research teams have extensively profiled all of the Fortune 1000, Global 500 and Inc. 500. We are constantly leveraging 
the knowledge of the business magazines, newspapers and online websites to compile our lists. You can search by each of these 

classifications. 

2 



Personalized Attention 
Building Custom Contact Lists 

Complete your Ideal Contact Profile 

Query DayBreak’s database 

Export contacts into excel or .csv 

Building Custom Contact Lists 

Working With Your CRM System 

We can import DayBreak contacts 

Eliminate duplicate records 

Appending email addresses 

Fixing street addresses 

Providing Custom Research Services 

Search Google/Bing for ideal contacts 

Process business cards 
Work with your internal company resources 

Anything you need to build the "holy grail" of lists 

Contact Concierge 

DayBreak’s Contact Concierge service is available 
in blocks of 100 hours at $50 per hour. We 

provide detailed reporting for all work products. 

We offer excellent search tools to find B2B contacts. The contact search pages and easy to understand, simple to implement, and 

lightning fast. You can search by multiple fields at one time - for example you can search for Chief Executive Officers globally, or 

refine your search by any number of fields such as city, state, zip area code or company. We’ve broken down the departments into 

Sales, Marketing, Finance & Administration, Legal, Support, Human Resources, Operations, Facilities, Engineering, Information 

Technology and Systems and Other. Unique to DayBreak is how we also support key word search queries for contacts. 

11 



We Offer Services to Assist: 

Product managers 

Sales Leaders 
Marketing Leaders 

Tradeshow or Seminar Leaders 
Individual Campaigns 

We can write messaging 

DayBreak can send email campaigns 

We can deliver mail campaigns 

Any special promotional offers 

Pay Only For Limited Time Campaigns 

Cost effective 

Lead Generation 
services th~_--~t keep yoLir pipe:~line 

We can work with your team to send emails, provided telephone;follow-up and 

deliver smoking hot, ultra-quali2~ied leads to an unlimited number o2~ contacts in 

your organization. 

We can assist with graphic design services 

Unlimited number of users can respond 

Both target lists and responses are yours to keep 

DayBreak offers a wide range of lead generation services to assist product managers, sales and marketing leaders, and others 
responsible for getting the word out about new product introductions, upgrade offers, competitive offers and more. 

12 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DreamSeat <BleaChai~dreamseat.com@mai1191 .atl61 .mcsv.net> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:03 AM 

Vince <ille@illinois.edu> 

Upgrade Your Bleacher Seating. 

D .... Seat .... [                                        ] 
Rentals I SaleN BleaChair I Clients I About Us I Contact Us 

BETTER BLEACHER SEATING 
BleaChairs 

ii~~ Revenue Generation 

Revenue Generation 
With it’s low cost and 

sponsorship opportunities, 

BleaChair creates new 

revenue streams for your 

program for years to come. 

iN Revenue Generation 

i~ BoxSeat 

Home Field Advantage 
Easily add color, comfort 
and style to your seating 
area. BleaChair can be fully 
customized to suit your 
seating needs. 

ii~iI Home Field Advantage 

~i BoxSeat 

Designed to fit into a 28" or greater row 
space - ask about the BoxSeat seating 

upgrade. Options to buy or rent! 

More Info I 

~,.- i: Flexible Payment Plans 

Contact Us 

[~;ii BoxSeat 

Special BleaChair Offer 
For a brief period only, we are offering $10.00 
off red BleaChair Maximus 28 and dark blue 
BleaChair XL seats. These are on a first 
come, first serve basis. Supplies are limited. 

::K:: BleaChair 

XZipit interchangeable Logo Furniture 
Give your locker rooms, offices, lounges, and 
pressboxes the "WOW’ factor with our custom 
logo furniture. 

i~i DreamSeat Furniture 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DreamSeat <BleaChaiPdreamseat.com@maJ143.at131 .mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Upgrade Your Bleacher Seating. 

D .... Seat .... [                                        ] 
Rentals I SaleN BleaChair I Clients I About Us I Contact Us 

BETTER BLEACHER SEATING 
BleaChairs 

ii~~ Revenue Generation 

Revenue Generation 
With it’s low cost and 

sponsorship opportunities, 

BleaChair creates new 

revenue streams for your 

program for years to come. 

iN Revenue Generation 

i~ BoxSeat 

Home Field Advantage 
Easily add color, comfort 
and style to your seating 
area. BleaChair can be fully 
customized to suit your 
seating needs. 

ii~iI Home Field Advantage 

~i BoxSeat 

Designed to fit into a 28" or greater row 
space - ask about the BoxSeat seating 

upgrade. Options to buy or rent! 

More Info I 

~,.- i: Flexible Payment Plans 

Contact Us 

[~;ii BoxSeat 

Special BleaChair Offer 
For a brief period only, we are offering $10.00 
off red BleaChair Maximus 28 and dark blue 
BleaChair XL seats. These are on a first 
come, first serve basis. Supplies are limited. 

::K:: BleaChair 

XZipit interchangeable Logo Furniture 
Give your locker rooms, offices, lounges, and 
pressboxes the "WOW’ factor with our custom 
logo furniture. 

i~i DreamSeat Furniture 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi Almouncement Updates <newsDirect(,@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Inti~actions 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Registration tbr the 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars is Now Open 

The 2014 Regional Rules Seminars will take place May 20-23 in Atlanta, Georgia at the Atla~ta Omni CNN Center and June 3-6 in San Diego, 

California at the Manches~ter Giant Hyatt- San Diego. The schedule and session descriptions ~:re available through the regis~tralion sys~teln and on the 

Regional Rules Seminars Web page. Click here to be redirected to the Regional Rules Seminars Web page for the registration system mad other 

information pertaining to the seminm~. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Academic Pertbrmance Program 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ [~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

Registration tbr the 2014 NCAA Regional Rules Seminars is Now Open 

The 2014 Regional Rules Seminars will take place May 20-23 in Atlanta, Georgia at the Atla~ta Omni CNN Center and June 3-6 in San Diego, 

California at the Manches~ter Grant Hyatt- San Diego. The schedule and session descriptions ~:re available through the regis~tralion sys~tetn and on the 

Regional Rules Seminars Web page. Click here to be redirected to the Regional Rules Seminars Web page for the registration system mad other 

information pertaining to the seminm~. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent ~vhen new items are posted to the announcement page 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peacock, Christopher R <peacock@illinois.edu> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; ron.guenther@comcast.net; Squire, Ryan R 
<squire@illinois.edu>; Byron, Christopher M <cbyron@illinois.edu>; Walsh, Brian V 
<bvwal sh@illinoi s. edu> 

RE: Coach Cal 

l love it. He sure looks like he’ll listen to NBA offers in the off-season (if he isn’t already). 

- CP 

Chris Peacock 
Assistant Athletic Director - Development 
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 
1700 South Fourth Street I Champaign, IL 61820 
Office: 217.333.9615I Mobile: 
peacock@illinois.edu 

l=rom: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 4:00 PM 
To: ron.guenther@comcast.net; Squire, Ryan R; Byron, Christopher M; Peacock, Christopher R; Walsh, Brian V 
Subject: Coach Cal 

http://sports.yahoo.c~m/news/y~u-made-y~ur-bed-j~hn-ca~ipari--n~w-~ie-in-it-233738456-ncaab.htm~ 

Thought you guys would enjoy this. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DCSharepoint@bakerlilly.com 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

You have been invited to register tbr access to the ’https:i/extranet.beer~ndcutler.com/siteff79220’ site 

ille@unc.edu, 

You have been invited to register for access to the 79220 - University of North 
Carolina Chapel Hill (UNC) site, To complete the registration, simply click the link 
below, 

Register 

79220 - University of North Carolina Chapel Hill (UNC) Registration Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 10:51 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

What does your strength equipment ~y abx~ ut your facility? 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

~(i PROVEN¯ In the lab. In the gym. On the field of play 

You know it better than anyone: when it comes to fitness, it’s all about results for your 

club and members. This year at IHRSA, we’re excited to introduce innovative fitness 

solutions that are proven to transform your facility and your members’ exercise 

experience. From the multi-media capabilities of Cybex GO to our best-in-class 

strength training line - the all-new Eagle strength line - Cybex is redefining what it 

means to be the best. 

~:: Experience the all-new EAGLE Resl¥1ed Refined¯ Reimagined. 

The strength training revolution has begun and nowhere is that 

more evident than with the all-new Cybex Eagle strength line. We 

will be premiering some of the twelve unique pieces that focus 

on refined movements, restyled aesthetics, and reimagined user 

features. 

j :~’:: Your members’ fitness aoals are always chanaina 

Challenge them to be the best at every stage of their fitness 

lives. Stop by our booth to experience the versatility and flexibility 

of Cybex equipment, discover the science behind it, and see how 

it can set your facility apart from the rest Get an intimate look at 

the all-new Eagle line, revolutionary Arc Trainer, and the award- 

winning Bravo. Experience how our fitness solutions are 

designed to meet all your members’ needs-from the beginner 

and deconditioned to intermediate or those seeking advanced 

training or support through injury rehabilitation and active aging. 

t 5=minute demos begin on the hour starting at noon. 

cybexintl.co 

Abo~d: ,3dNAI~.. groin Athletic Business: 

This program for seiec~. ~dvertisers helps us ~:o con~.inue prod~1cing ~he leading edit:oriel prodL:c~s in tile 



Mansge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe [o fa[ui~e smails o? ~ilis type i Forward to a Coiieag=.:e 

Please enreii i.is.s st lisa@,athleticbusiness.com ,,vitls questions about your account 

AB Media Inc. 

~:2 E. Mifflin :L~t, Ste 910, Madison, ’v’,/i 55703 

20!3 i Privacy Polic~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 10:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

What does your strength equipment ~y abx~ ut your facility? 

.~iI AthleticBusiness.com 

About this e-mail: 

You are receiving this adMAIL because you have a subscription to Athletic Business magazine or you 

receive our e-newsletter. Thank you for allowing us to send you this adMAIL. 

~(i PROVEN¯ In the lab. In the gym. On the field of play 

You know it better than anyone: when it comes to fitness, it’s all about results for your 

club and members. This year at IHRSA, we’re excited to introduce innovative fitness 

solutions that are proven to transform your facility and your members’ exercise 

experience. From the multi-media capabilities of Cybex GO to our best-in-class 

strength training line - the all-new Eagle strength line - Cybex is redefining what it 

means to be the best. 

~:: Experience the all-new EAGLE Resl¥1ed Refined¯ Reimagined. 

The strength training revolution has begun and nowhere is that 

more evident than with the all-new Cybex Eagle strength line. We 

will be premiering some of the twelve unique pieces that focus 

on refined movements, restyled aesthetics, and reimagined user 

features. 

j :~’:: Your members’ fitness aoals are always chanaina 

Challenge them to be the best at every stage of their fitness 

lives. Stop by our booth to experience the versatility and flexibility 

of Cybex equipment, discover the science behind it, and see how 

it can set your facility apart from the rest Get an intimate look at 

the all-new Eagle line, revolutionary Arc Trainer, and the award- 

winning Bravo. Experience how our fitness solutions are 

designed to meet all your members’ needs-from the beginner 

and deconditioned to intermediate or those seeking advanced 

training or support through injury rehabilitation and active aging. 

t 5=minute demos begin on the hour starting at noon. 

cybexintl.co 

Abo~d: ,3dNAI~.. groin Athletic Business: 

This program for seiec~. ~dvertisers helps us ~:o con~.inue prod~1cing ~he leading edit:oriel prodL:c~s in tile 



Mai~sge Email Preferences I Unsubscribe [o fa[ui~e smails o? ~ilis type i Forward to a Coiieag=.:e 

Please enreii i.is.s st lisa@,athleticbusiness.com ,,vitls questions about your account 

AB Media Inc. 

~:2 E. Mifflin :L~t: Ste 910, Madison, ’v’,/i 55703 

20!3 i Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Momson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <lmomson@carolinachamber.org~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Chamber News: Economic Outlook + Attbrdable Caxe Act + Leadership 





yore" Chamber has hosted 

:t o-.~x, eek I ,eadership 

Mcks off Api] 7 arid wraps 

]% 

eommurff %; experien ees, and leaders hip s M]].- 

our ~)ommunJty a~d emerge e~{u pped w t 3 t 3e sk ls a 3~1 k 3~wb dg~ 

to posidvely affed o ~r communities. 

&in us, and e@mnce your badersh~p s]dl]s~ 

befbre MaK:}~ ~4~ 

Our Cham]:,er has partne~’ed with @ed mo~: t tealth to off, H" two 

JnfommUon sessions on the Afibrdable Care Ac~ and connecting 

indi~{ du ab ~o coverage, Tlm ope~ er~roEmer~t dead]h m for aeq t~iin g 

emai] to any emp]o3’ees wh< may need [o ] urchas~ health h3surm}ce 

or h~v~te [hem [o oln us March ~2 or *4, 

~ 2 or Frid ay, March *41 n th e Lot~be Beck Prope~’d es Con feren ee 

and how J~}dh’hiuals can find covera;ge. 

If you’re not able to make ekher session, dowr~oad Amx’s ]mndoub 



fb]low members esd~ month by e/k~k]ng on the Member News 

the top ]el~ of each e--real] you get f~’om the Chamber. I~yotfd 

Ma reh 4 - I,inda % 

a m ~ p m ~ Wednes&y, Marc ~ ~ ~ Chamber 

ll:/p:) a.m.-.1 p.m., Wednesday, March ~2 -- Chamber 

Mm’eh ~ 3 - She~’aton 

M a>::b :t 4 - Chain 

C]mmber 

VI-[: I n te~’B a ~ on a] 

Forward to a friend 

This emaii ’~,as sent to ilie(’gunc.edu by Ln_)_9_r__r_L~_n___~_c__a_r__9_[~_a__c__L!a__L~_b__e_£:_o_r_.cl 
Update ProfJle/EmaJl Address ] Instant iemeval witil SafeUnsubscribe~’~’ ] Privacy Policy’. 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive i Chapel Hill ] NC ] 27514 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 12:26 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President Baxack Obama safid today there is a "stroug beliel~’ that Russids actions in Ukrafine violate iuternational law. "President Putin seems to have a different set of 

lawyers making a different set of iuterpretalions, but I don’t think that’s fooling anybody," Obama said. 

U.S. Secretaiy of State John Kerry, speakiug in Kiev, said Russia had made up reasons to intervene in Ukraine, saying "uot a single piece of credible evidence 

supports any one of these (Russian) claims." He added that "Russia has been worldng hard to create a pretext to invade further" in Ukraine. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



20i 4 3:07 PM 

Dear Vince~ 

~date reveals why ar’.,d how companies such as 

IBM, HP and SAP are forrn, uiatilsg entireiy new 

spm:so~ship stra[egies and what t~at mea~s fo~ 

their current and prespect~ve paRners, competitors 

and feiiow sponso[s as fhey bok fo secure 

addifio~a~ and more k;aL~aMe r~ghts a~d benefffs 

from prope~tles. 

..O_.o....w_n..!..o_a_.d....t.!]..e...Le..£..o...r.t.. today to get up to speed on 

why ti~ese B2B marketers are taking o~ B2C 

quaiities at the same time they are discovering 

d~amatic new ways to showcase ~heir soiutions by 

improvir’.,g rigi~isholders’ businesses ar’.,d i~eiping 

partners foster deeper relationships with fans and 

supporters. 

Please call or er~lail r~e if you have any questions, 

or to discuss bow iEG can positively impac~ your 

sponsorsi~ip elibrts, 

i.~.i Download Repo~ 

look forwarci to hearing from you. 

Wam~ regards, 

Cour~ney 

Courtney Campbeii 

Wce Pres££,£t / Client Sdu~ons, lEG Consu~dt}g 

Eead~ng ~he way in sponsorship consulting, valuation, measurement and strategy 

(312) 725 5104 D~ect 

(312} 9441727 Ma~n 

:his email was sent ~o ~lle@Bnois,edu by [eg@sgonsorsh[9~com 

._U_9__d__a__t_e___P__r_9_[L[_eZE__m___a_LA__d__d__r__e_s_’_s. :. ~:~sta:~t ~-e’rr:ovs~ ~dth ~Lg_~t!~Lt2_~f~rj~;’~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:19 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The European Union will consider sanctions against Russia if there is no deescalation iu the Ukraine crisis, French Foreign Minister Laurem Fabius said today. 

Meanwhile, Russian lawmakers are working on a draft law to allow the confiscation of assets belonging to European or U.S. compm~ies if sanctions are imposed, 

Russian state news agency RIA Novosti said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <~newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 6:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: The Cookie Monster gh~ows Mo~e About Willpower ’I’hm~ You 

Posted: 04 Mar 2014 05:00 /5,f~i PST 

::X:: cookiemonster 

had no idea how much thought actually went into the programming of Sesame Street before reading ~oc~: The Hidden 

Willpower is important to life success and that’s why Cookie Monster knows more about it than you. 

Before we get to that, let’s consider the famous marshmallow test, a legendary study from the 1970s by psychologist Walter 

Mischek 

campus. 

In the room the child was shown a tray with marshmallows or other treats and told to pick one she would like. 

Then came the hard part. The experimenter told the child, "You can have your treat now, if you want. But if you 

don’t eat it until I come back from running an errand, you can have two then." 



The room was sanitized of distractions: no toys, no books, not even a picture. Self-control was a major feat for a 

four-year-old under such dire conditions. About a third grabbed the marshmallow on the spot, while another third or 

so waited the endless fifteen minutes until they were rewarded with two (the other third fell somewhere in the 

middle). Most significant: the ones who resisted the lure of the sweet had higher scores on measures of executive 

control, particularly the reallocation of attention. 

How we focus holds the key to willpower, says Mischel. His hundreds of hours of observation of little kids fighting 

off temptation reveal "the strategic allocation of attention," as he puts it, to be the crucial skill. The kids who 

waited out the full fifteen minutes did it by distracting themselves with tactics like pretend play, singing 

songs, or covering their eyes. If a kid just stared at the marshmallow, he was a goner (or more precisely, the 

marshmallow was). 

When self-restraint comes up to instant gratification, there are three "sub-varieties of attention" that become engaged. 

The first is the ability to voluntarily disengage our focus from an object of desire that powerfully grabs our attention. 

The second, resisting distraction, lets us keep our focus elsewhere-- say, on fantasy play-- rather than gravitating 

back to that juicy whatever. And the third allows us to keep our focus on a goal in the future, like the two 

marshmallows later. All that adds up to willpower. 

That’s easy for a marshmallow you say. Show me something in real life. As you wish. Enter the children of Dunedin, New 

Zealand. 

Goleman explains: 

Dunedin has a populace of just over one hundred thousand souls and houses one of that country’s largest 

universities. This combination made the town ripe for what may be the most significant study yet in the annals of 

science on the ingredients of life success. 

In a dauntingly ambitious project, 1,037 children-- all the babies born over a period of twelve months-- were studied 

intensively in childhood and then tracked down decades later by a team assembled from several countries. The team 

represented many disciplines, each with its own perspective on that key marker for self-awareness, self-control. 

These kids underwent an impressive battery of tests over their school years, such as assessing their tolerance for 

frustration and their restlessness, on the one hand, and powers of concentration and persistence on the other. 

After a two-decade lull all but 4 percent of the kids were tracked down (a feat far easier in a stable country like New 

Zealand than, say, in the hypermobile United States). By then young adults, they were assessed for: 

(1) Health. Physicals and lab tests looked at their cardiovascular, metabolic, psychiatric, respiratory, even dental and 

inflammatory conditions. 

(2) Wealth. Whether they had savings, were single and raising a child, owned a home, had credit problems, had 

investments, or had retirement funds. 

(3) Crime. All court records in Australia and New Zealand were searched to see if they had been convicted of a 

crime. 

The better their self-control in childhood, the better the Dunedin kids were doing in their thirties. They had sounder 

health, were more successful financially, and were law-abiding citizens. The worse their childhood impulse 

management, the less they made, the shakier their health, and the more likely it was that they had a criminal record. 

The bigger shock? A child’s level of self-control is as powerful a predictor of adult financial success and health as are "social 

class, wealth of family of origin, or IQ." 

Bottom line: kids can have the most economically privileged childhood, yet if they don’t master how to delay 

gratification in pursuit of their goals those early advantages may wash out in the course of life. In the United States, 

for example, only two in five children of parents in the top 20 percent of wealth end up in that privileged status; 

about 6 percent drift down to the bottom 20 percent in income. Conscientiousness seems as powerful a boost in 

the long run as fancy schools, SAT tutors, and pricey educational summer camps. Don’t underestimate the value of 

practicing the guitar or keeping that promise to feed the guinea pig and clean its cage. 

So where does the Cookie Monster come in? Well anything we can do to increase "children’s capacity for cognitive control will 

help them throughout life." What better way to give them tools than with the Cookie Monster? 

]If you thought Sesame Street was just for giggles you’re wrong. It’s all about the science of learning. "At the core of every 

clip on Sesame Street is a curriculum goal," said Michael Levine, executive director of the Joan Ganz Cooney Center. 

"Everything we show is pretested for its educational value." 



A network of academic experts reviews show content, while the real experts-- preschoolers themselves-- ensure 

that the target audience will understand the message. And shows with a particular focus, like a math concept, are 

tested again for their educational impact on what the preschoolers actually learned. 

"We need top researchers sitting with top writers in developing the shows," said Levine. "But we need to get it right: listen to 

the scientists, but then play with it-- have some fun." 

Take a lesson in impulse control, the secret sauce in a segment about the Cookie Connoisseur Club. Alan, the owner 

of Hooper’s Store on Sesame Street, baked cookies to be sampled by the club-- but no one had planned for Cookie 

Monster to join. When Cookie arrives by surprise on the scene he, of course, wants to eat all the cookies. 

Alan explains to Cookie that if you want to be a member of the club, you need to control your impulse to gobble up 

all the cookies. Instead, you learn to savor the experience. First you pick up the cookie and look for imperfections, 

then smell it, and finally nibble a bit. But Cookie, impulse embodied, can only gobble the cookie down. 

To get the self-regulation strategies right in this segment, says Rosemarie Truglio, senior vice president for education 

and research, they consulted with none other than Walter Mischel, the mastermind behind the marshmallow test. 

IVlischel proposed teaching Cookie cognitive control strategies like "Think of the cookie as something else" 

and reminding himself of that something. So Cookie sees the cookie is round and looks like a yo-yo, and 

dutifully repeats to himself over and over that the cookie is a yo=yo. But then he gobbles anyway. 

To help Cookie take just a nibble-- a major triumph of willpower--Mischel suggested a different impulse-delay 

strategy. Alan tells Cookie, "I know this is hard for you, but what’s more important; this cookie now, or 

getting into the club where you’ll get all kinds of cookies?" That did the trick. 

"Teachers in early grades tell (Sesame Street), I need kids to come to me ready to sit down, focus, manage their emotions, 

listen to directions, collaborate, and make friends," Truglio explained. "Then I can teach them letters and numbers." 

Concluding, Goleman writes: 

"Cultivating a sense for math and early literacy skills," Levine told me, requires self-control, based on changes in 

executive function during the preschool years. The inhibitory controls related to executive functioning correlate 

closely with both early math and reading ability. "Teaching these self-regulation skills," he added, "may actually 

rewire parts of the brain for kids in whom they have been underdeveloped." 

must read for learning more about the ir~poveris~e~t of ~tte~tio~. 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 
To stop receiving ,:hese emails~ yocl may unsubscribe now 

Google inc,, 20 West Kinzie, Chicago H. USA 60610 

Eraail delivery powered by Go( 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victo@pfincipalinvestigators.org> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 7:05 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

R01 Grant Writing Strategies to Entice Reviewers to Approve Yonr Re,arch 

Click here to view mobile version. 

NIH 
Mentor: An Educational 
How-to Manual, 4th Edition 

Grant Application NIH R01 Grant Application How-to 

Applying for a National Institutes of Health (NIH) RO1 grant 
is an involved process with many facets to consider and 
extensive guidelines to follow. 

Manual 

Once you’ve verified that an RO1 is right for you, you’ll need 
to work out the specifics. Think about when to apply, what 
to title your proposal, and how to articulate your hypothesis, 
among others. 

Then the writing begins. Your writing should focus on telling 
a compelling story and enticing reviewers to approve your 
research. Easier said than done right? 

Remember: In today’s competitive funding environment, 
every word counts. >>Learn More. 

"The NIH R0I Grant Mentor is an 

incredibly useful tool. As an organization 

that submits a /arge number of ROI and 

similar grant mechanisms every year, we 

have found great guidance from this 

manual and have a high rate of 

success with our proposals, " 

NIH R01 Grant Application How-to Manual 

Don’t waste your precious time going through vague grant- 

writing guides. This manual offers everything you need 
to know to craft a superior proposal, maximizing your 

chances for NIH R01 funding, 

Expert advice for developing your Project 

Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, 

Environment section and Research Plan 

Surefire guidance to ensure your Research Strategy 

addresses your project’s Innovation, Significance, 

Approach and Overall Impact 

Understanding of why your budget’s numbers are 

almost as important as the words you use to tell your 

research’s story 

An insider’s view of special considerations for special 

agents, human and animal subjects 

A 50-minute recording entitled "Crafting Your R01 

Proposal Like the Pros: ~0 $nsider Tips Revealed, " and 

much more! 

And now you can order your NIHR01 
Grant Application hlentor: An 

Educational How=to Manual, 4th 
Edition in PDF format, including your 
50-minute how-to recording in CD, 

HP4 
or PDF Transcript for only$299! (a 
savings of $400), Print version only 

$75 more. 

BONUS: 



Order now and get the "NIH Grant 
Application Webinar Library" 

in MP4 format for FREE! (a $775 
value). 

Onlin~e ext, 50~5 today 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts 
and promotions, free white papers and much more! 

Forward to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meg Branson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <mbranson@carolinachamber.org> 

~Vednesday, March 5, 2014 10:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Join Us or Invite Your Employees to m~ ACA Info Session 

To view this email online click here 

-Re,ore ak dae Chamber ~.o learn more abo~ dae Aff0rdab]e Care Act 

and how i~divid~mls ea~ find coverage~ 

......................................................................... d. ............................................................................ 



o Patrida Hiek~’~an: (9*9) 7a4-52.2.7 

Forward to a friend 

This email was ~nt to ille@unc.edu by mbransorl@carolirlachamber.orq 

Update Profi!e!Emaj! Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Po[ic¥~ 

Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104 S. Estes Drive :: Chapel Hill i NC :: 2751a, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Wrestling Headquarters <info@mmevents.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 10:43 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

It’s coming!’. 

RMN Events ~ PO Box 128 ~ Broomfield~ CO 80038 



Re sear~ and ~reativ~ acti ~ily ~ ar6ii fig ~ar~ 20i 

discover the genetic underpinnings of drug side effect. 

[ .~)~ read .... ] 

E~TURES &Vl D EQ 

Students in health               Doi.eci.Jvu Two researchers design a 

programs get a chance to Epidemiologist Andy biological test to 

experience some of the Olshan is trying to solve individualize 

effects that come with some of the saddest chemotherapy treatment 

aging and dementia, mysteries of medicine, for ovarian cancer. 

SP ~ ~EIGH T S M OR E U NG RE S EA R C H 



~ riteof spring 

for war-torn Congo: art 

using l:anrfing beds (UNC 

home discharge (U~’4C Ne’,.,’s Ser,.ices} 

from the lives of black 

artisans in North Carolina, 

"The decision to have a mammogram should not be a slam 

dunk"--Russell P. Harris, in VuLsl Stddy CuLsls Doubts or~ 

o~ Ivh-smme!.srs ms (New Yo!k 

unseen for more than 100 

This cmaH was sent to iHe@unc edu 

w!~ydid / get this? unsubscdbe from this list updste subscriptbn preferences 

UNC Ch~se~ ~il CR ~06 Ch~sei H~IL Nc 27599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplmmer@e.fianklinplanner.fcorgp.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 12:11 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

Refresh Your Pl~ner’. 

$.99 Monitor Calendar! 

IlXllmFranklinPI ........ 
i~ii~r~ntanizedpTheOrg~n 

ii~iI Geekori ..... TidyNi ......... N:i                                                        mPenL ...... 

<dBargainOrganize~nm 

i"~i FranklinPI ..... ~i Forwardtoa Friend 

Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

::N:: Refresh. Renew. Restart 

With the renewal of spring, this is the perfect time to restart your plan ning with an April start date planner. 

Shop April Planners 

::::~:::: Original Ring-bound Daily 
...... Planner Refill 

i ::~’~ Blooms Ring-bound Daily Planner Refill ~:: Leadership Ring-bound Daily 
i :..: ..... 

: Planner Refill 



i.~.i Image of several planner options available online 

.......i~i Connect With Join the <GO> iXi LikeUs ~Ki FollowUson X Watch Uson ~iI Re-pin Us 

Us Community on Twitter YouTube on 

Facebook Pinterest 

Call        
111~ Click          1~ii Catalog 

updates from FranklinPlanner.com you can ch;~nge yo~ll preferenc.8s belov.,’ You are subscrib~d ;~s ille@~ii~ic.edu 

M~=~e Pr~,fer~nces I Unsubscribe 

20!~t ~:C: Organiza~ior!al Prcducts LLC I 22ti0 W Par~-way :Sb,~d I Salt Lak~ City, dr 84119-2331 == United Sta~e:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RedTree Leadership <info@redtreeleadership.com~ 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 12:27 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@illinois.edu~ 

75% of Change Initiatives Fail 

If your orgaa~ization is straggling with chaa~ge, here axe a couple points of data to think about: 

Join us for a Free Webinar to learn how your managers can be the reason why your organization can change (instead of the reason it doesn’t). 

Or Call 800-851-9311 

Red Tree Leadership 

wvx~v.RedTreeLeade~hip.com 

~ ~ ~ ForwardToaFriend 

If you do not wish to receive futare e-mail, click here. 

Red Tree Leadership ¯ 1480 E 820 N, Orem, UT 84097. (800) 851-9311 ¯ www.RedTreeLeadership.com 

Copyright ¢’? 2013 Red Tree inc. 



We’re more than mid-way through Spring Training, and we’re ready to install your scoreboard by 

Opening Day. There are still a lot of questions on the field, but "what abou[ the scoreboard" 

should not be one of them. We still have a few weeks to work it all out. 

Before [l~e first pitch ~s thrown, slop by and have a qu~ck look a[ our NEW webs~[e: 

www.a~Jamer~canscoreboard.~.com,~ 

F~I out a Cor~tect Folm a~d we w~l have an 
autho,~zed ~ocal dealer get back to you to d~scuss 

your scoring needs. 

Browse ou, webske for scoreboards of any ~ype arid s~ze [or 

For over 75 years All Arnericar~ Scoreboards has combined innovation and excellence to provide 

total scoring solutions to leading facilities worldwide. 

Why Partner with All American Scoreboards for Your Scoring Needs? 

[] 

[] 

High Quality - 5-year Ih~ited warrantyE~ Made in the USA 

indestructible -- Built-in shatterproof protective digit face panels for corr, plete 

pro~ection up t.o 100 mph! 

100% Reliable - Interference-free, built-in radio (wheless) control system with 500’ 

indoor range and 1000’ outdoor range 



[] 

[] 

[] 

Easy to Use - State of the art, user intuitive control console with built-in rechargeable 
ba[[ery power for 10 hours of continuous use 

Easy to Read - Most LEDs per digit in the market fi3r better visibility 

World Class - A product line of Everbrite, LLC. - one of the world’s largest visual identity 
rfla n u [a C[U rers 

What can All American Scoreboards do lot you? 

Check out our website, Zmai!, or call 800.3S6.8146 today. 

All American Scoreboards is a brand of g:d~.(.!;~!Z~.!b LLC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Proforma Sports+ - Ron Fauss <proformasports@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 12:34 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@illinois.edu:~ 

Schedule Cards, Posters and Scorecards - We’ve got you covered ... 

Vince, 

Camp season is just around the comer, and Profom~a is ?-our BEST source for your camp brochures, T’s and give-aways. 

Cainp Special 
5,000 full-color, tri-fold brochures (100# #oss text) - $295 - DESIGN just S25 

Camp T-shirts - Starting at just $2.66 each 

As alway~ Proforma is your best source tbr all of your printing, apparel and promotional items. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Ron Fauss 
Proforma 

(573) 303-4455 

Joplini Indianapolis] Peoria] Chicago 

http://www.pro forma.com 

Like us on Facebook - www.facebook.con~/Protimnacollegiatesolutions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GyroStim <news@pointsclibe.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, March 5, 2014 1:45 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Everyone Knows Someone... 

Everyone Knows Someone 
Who’s Had a Concussion 
Dizziness. Nausea. Brain fog. Fatigue. Sensitivity to light and sound. 
Missing school or work. 

HopeIesm~ess. 
Chm~ees are you, or someone you know, struggles with the 
ongoillg effects of concussion. It’s a tough road---looking perfectly 
fine on the outside and being anything but fine on the inside. 

We can help. 

G3ToStlm is the acclaimed concussion treatment 

technolog2¢ that returned NHL hockey superstar 
Sidney Crosby t~’om the briuk of forced early 
retirement after s~t-’ferlug muitiple concussions. 

After 8 mouths of trying numerous ~-e~tments 
that failed, it was the G~woSfim that ultimately 
worked, and quicMy returned Crosby back to 
the ice. 

GyroSfim’s teehnolo~~ continues helping thousands of other 
individuNs from N1 walks of life---including maW college athletes---as 
a Nst, highly eft~etive technology-based therapy for alleviating 
symptoms of ~neussion and offier neurologieN trauma. 
Most people M~ concussion already have an eMsting 
treaOnent plml in place. The GyroStim not only complements 
traditional concussion programs as an adjunct therapy but produces 
beAer outcomes, much faster. 
Best of~, G~oS~n is now availaNe, aftbrdaNe and accessible to 
everyone. 
Click ilere to view testimonials from two higil school athletes, 
who each had q~ek ~d successf~ outcomes with the 
GyroS~un foHow~g m~tiple concussions. 

Contact us today. 
Please contact us today for more information about the GyroSfim and available programs that could 
provide immediate relief for you or someone you knouT. There are two easy ways to reach us; choose the one 
that is most convenient for you: 

¯ CALL US toll free at: 866-566-78~9 xl 

Get back in the game, back to work, back to school 
...and back to LIFE. 

CHck here to lear~ more about our teclulology and applications: 

ww w.gyrostirn.eorn 
The GyroStiltlTM Balance Training System is designed for balance training exercises. It is not yet FDA approved. 

Applications and use of the GyroStim are at the discretion of the owner/operator 

The GyroStim, its design, technology, and brand are protected by national and international patents pending, patents, and 

trademarks. 



Forward this message to a colleague 

This email was sent to ille@iilinois.edu by newsdesk@qyrostim.com 
;nstan~ removal with SafeUrlsubscrib_e~" Privacy Polio’s, 

UItraThera Technologies, Inc. 3595 Fast Fountain Boulevard :: Suite E-2 Colorado Springs :: CO :: 80910 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelsey Omlin <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 1:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

2014 Benchmarking Your Hotline Webinar - How Do You Measure Up? 

~i Bench ma rkingEM-Ba n ner2.jpg 

Hi Vince, 

=k~‘K~SL~‘~Hk~K~:~‘~,~‘~1~.:~k@k~H~‘~1K~H‘~:~‘~‘~,~:~Lk‘~‘~K~.:~‘‘‘~‘~‘~,~i~:?~‘~@kb~1£~ on March 13, 10AM PT/1 PM ET, to 
learn how to use internal and external measurements to interpret your own hotline data, differentiate 
between ’good’ and ’bad’ results and address potential concerns. 

[] In this webinar, NAVEX Global Chief Compliance Officer and Senior Vice President of Advisory Services 
Carrie Penman will address: 

The effectiveness of anonymous ethics helpline reporting 
Whether you are getting the right numbers and types of reports 

Findings and trends, and how those correlate to actions 
Types of data that should be tracked and reported to executive leadership 
Latest industry trends and reporting statistics from the 2013 calendar year 

As a bonus, =1:i;:-i£I i.:H.i~i£:i,i!i,.~, and you will be among the first to receive the complete 2014 Hotline 
Benchmarking Toolkit, which will include the full report plus 10 valuable assets to inform decisions 
about broader ethics and compliance initiatives including training, policy management, assessments 
and more. 

[] 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 2:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~~ 

RE: Boomer Triathlon: March 7-9 

Thanks for sh~,ring. 

Paul 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:48 PM 

To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Boomer Triathlon: March 7-9 
From: OU Athletics [mailto:reply-gI@pacmail.em.marketinghq.net] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 05, 20:~4 2:46 PM 

To: !!!_e_ f~._u_[.u_ .c_: e_d_..u_ 

Subject: Boomer Triathlon: March 7-9 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

S~nd the# me&sac1~ !R~l[~ct I Use this link to update your profile or to unsubscribe. By unsubscribing you will no longer receive 

any emails from OU Athletics including the !3oomerBlast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 5, 2014 2:53 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Sm~dusky Whistleblower Abused as Child i G~ms in Rec Centers ] No Det~nding N-Word 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Sandusky Whisteblower Told PSU Players of Own Abuse 

Mike McQueary told Penn State players in November 2011 that he was sexually 

abused when he was a child, ESPN The Mag~ine reported ... 

Proposed Law Sets Cardiac Arrest t re~ ention Protocols 
More than 2,000 teenagers die from sudden caxdiac arrest in the U.S. each year, 

) according to the Connecticut t ost. And now the state of... 

Deal Sought Regarding Guns in W.Va. Rec Centers 

Charleslon’s mayor hopes the Legislature will remove a provision of Senate Bill 

317 that would remove the authority of cities to ban 

Cup-Thrower Banned ti~om UNM Sports Through 2014-15 
) o Athletic director t aul Krebs said the length of the ba~ was "mutually agreed upon" 

between the olt’ending fan and the school .... 

Ex-Teacher Sentenced ibr Lewd Act in Gym s Steam Room 

A former Grmatsville high school teacher was sentenced to 100 hours of community 



service Monday tbr commirting a sex act in l]cont of a child ... 

Co~mecficut Fore,at Opens Hockey Playoff OpF~rtunities 

CIAC Boys Ice ttockey Committee chairman Tom Neagle is anticipating this 
season’s state touruaments more than ever with the old format ... 

Prep Basketball Shot Clock Back on NFHS Agenda 
As UHSAA executive director Rob Cuff explains, a move to a shot clock isn’t a 

simple move for the varsib, levels. The question then becomes if it 

With Events Selling Out, Expansion E,~-ed for Soldier Field 
The Chicago Park District is exploring the ]yossibility to bolster Mayor Ra~hm 

Emanuel’s long-shot bid to host the Super Bowl and, more ... 

Path Around Land Dispute Paves Way tbr DePaul Arena 
’][’he ball got rolling Tuesday on Mayor Ralam Emannel’s plan to build a $170 tnillion 

De][ aul basketball arena that would double as an "event center" ... 

Little League Gets Lights; Neiahbor Wants Guidelines 
The three-member Naming and Land Use subcommittee approved the planned 

improvements, which include various field and streetscape upgrades, 

Tracking Technolog,/a Hit with Professional Athletes 
When the Flyers’ 18 non-Olympians returned to the ice tbr practice on March 19 

after an NHL-mandated 10-day break, the veterans organized ... 

Opinion: ’Old White Gu~s No to Use of N-Word 

I’m at the opposite end of the race and generational spectrum from young African- 
Atnericans. So if I’ve hesitated to qnicldy criticize yonng black ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Coaches Contemplate the Recruitin~ t otential of Snapchat 
The University of Memphis had an athletic department meeting this week discussing 

several issues, one of them being Snapchat. 

New Reader Comments: 

Rutgers Athletics Subsidv Up 68% Since Joinin~ B 1G 
Despite these MASSI’v~ shortfalls, they want everyone to believe that the athlefic 

department will be financially independent in the fi~ture? Does ... 

Union }{earing: Some Players Take Northwes~tern’s Side 
Fascinating. 

Spehnan College ][ resident Talks Wellness Revolution 
Great interview. And hopefully a model for other schools to follow. 

’Extensive Cracking’ Closes $60M High School Stadium 
I think the real sto~ here is why- isn’t anyone embarrassed that this school district 

spent an obscene amount of money on a HS football stadium? 

I .... ’"°11 .... I 
~ Facebook ~ 

I ~4 Ath,~ti~ ~i .... Oo~f ..... &~po~ 
I~ Ci~ked’n II ~ Y°uTu~eI 

$tay Connected $tay Informed 



i.~.i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

F’i~se email Lis~~, a~ lisa@athleticbusiness.com ,,’,’i~il qd~stL~ns abaci~ "f~df ~ccotmt 

This amaii was sar=t to ille@illinois.edu by: 

AB Media Inc. 
2? E Mifflin St, Ste gl::i Madi!;on Wi 53703 

¢~) 201~:: Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

~Vednesday, March 5, 2014 2:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Sm~dusky Whistleblower Abused as Child i G~ms in Rec Centers ] No Det~nding N-Word 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Sandusky Whisteblower Told PSU Players of Own Abuse 

Mike McQueary told Penn State players in November 2011 that he was sexually 

abused when he was a child, ESPN The Mag~ine reported ... 

Proposed Law Sets Cardiac Arrest t re~ ention Protocols 
More than 2,000 teenagers die from sudden caxdiac arrest in the U.S. each year, 

) according to the Connecticut t ost. And now the state of... 

Deal Sought Regarding Guns in W.Va. Rec Centers 

Charleslon’s mayor hopes the Legislature will remove a provision of Senate Bill 

317 that would remove the authority of cities to ban 

Cup-Thrower Banned ti~om UNM Sports Through 2014-15 
) o Athletic director t aul Krebs said the length of the ba~ was "mutually agreed upon" 

between the olt’ending fan and the school .... 

Ex-Teacher Sentenced ibr Lewd Act in Gym s Steam Room 

A former Grmatsville high school teacher was sentenced to 100 hours of community 



service Monday tbr commirting a sex act in l]cont of a child ... 

Co~mecficut Fore,at Opens Hockey Playoff OpF~rtunities 

CIAC Boys Ice ttockey Committee chairman Tom Neagle is anticipating this 
season’s state touruaments more than ever with the old format ... 

Prep Basketball Shot Clock Back on NFHS Agenda 
As UHSAA executive director Rob Cuff explains, a move to a shot clock isn’t a 

simple move for the varsib, levels. The question then becomes if it 

With Events Selling Out, Expansion E,~-ed for Soldier Field 
The Chicago Park District is exploring the ]yossibility to bolster Mayor Ra~hm 

Emanuel’s long-shot bid to host the Super Bowl and, more ... 

Path Around Land Dispute Paves Way tbr DePaul Arena 
’][’he ball got rolling Tuesday on Mayor Ralam Emannel’s plan to build a $170 tnillion 

De][ aul basketball arena that would double as an "event center" ... 

Little League Gets Lights; Neiahbor Wants Guidelines 
The three-member Naming and Land Use subcommittee approved the planned 

improvements, which include various field and streetscape upgrades, 

Tracking Technolog,/a Hit with Professional Athletes 
When the Flyers’ 18 non-Olympians returned to the ice tbr practice on March 19 

after an NHL-mandated 10-day break, the veterans organized ... 

Opinion: ’Old White Gu~s No to Use of N-Word 

I’m at the opposite end of the race and generational spectrum from young African- 
Atnericans. So if I’ve hesitated to qnicldy criticize yonng black ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Coaches Contemplate the Recruitin~ t otential of Snapchat 
The University of Memphis had an athletic department meeting this week discussing 

several issues, one of them being Snapchat. 

New Reader Comments: 

Rutgers Athletics Subsidv Up 68% Since Joinin~ B 1G 
Despite these MASSI’v~ shortfalls, they want everyone to believe that the athlefic 

department will be financially independent in the fi~ture? Does ... 

Union }{earing: Some Players Take Northwes~tern’s Side 
Fascinating. 

Spehnan College ][ resident Talks Wellness Revolution 
Great interview. And hopefully a model for other schools to follow. 

’Extensive Cracking’ Closes $60M High School Stadium 
I think the real sto~ here is why- isn’t anyone embarrassed that this school district 

spent an obscene amount of money on a HS football stadium? 

I .... ’"°11 .... I 
~ Facebook ~ 

I ~4 Ath,~ti~ ~i .... Oo~f ..... &~po~ 
I~ Ci~ked’n II ~ Y°uTu~eI 

$tay Connected $tay Informed 



i.~.i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

F’i~se email Lis~~, a~ lisa@athleticbusiness.com ,,’,’i~il qd~stL~ns abaci~ "f~df ~ccotmt 

This amaii was sar=t to ille@unc.edu by: 

AB Media Inc. 

2? E Mifflin St, Ste 91=[i Madi!~on Wi 53703 

¢~) 201~:: Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, March 5, 2014 3:02 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Connect @ Lunch - register now’. 

R rk 

Forward this email 

[his emaii was sent to ille@iilinois,edu by _c_h__a_t~_b_e£_~__c_h__a_t~l?_a_N_n__c_9_~_Ln_~:_9_EcJ 

Update Profile/Email Address ] Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM ] Privao/Policy, 

The Champaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W. Kirby Ave. :: Champaign Ik 61820 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 3:33 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Foreign ministers -- including those from Russia and Ukraine -- meeting today in Paris "agreed to continue intense discussions in the co~ning days" to resolve the crisis in 

Ukiaine, U.S. Secretaiy of State John Kelly said. 

Their goal is "to see how we can help normalize the situation, s~bilize it and overcome the crisis," he said. 

Keny and Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov met three times today in the French capital. One of those meetings included a "brief and informal discussion" mnong 

Kerry, Lavrov, British Foreign Secretary William Hague, French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius and German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier, ~m olticial 

said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nero, ark 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

APalmer@jbleamiug.com 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 3:46 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Sport Leadership course? 

Good aI’ternoon Professor Ille, 

I wanted to send you a quick email about a brand new text we’re publishing next month called "Sport Leadership in the 21st Century" by Jolm F Borland, PhD, Springfield College, Laura J 
Burton, PhD, University of Connecticut, and 
GregoW M. Kane, PhD, Eastern Comaecticut State Universi~. 

This text is appropriate for courses in Sport Leadership and Management within the departments of Sport Management, Health, Recreation, Business, Physical Education, and Kinesiology 

’Sports Leadership in the 21st Century’ provides students with the most current and comprehensive understanding of leadership in sport management Authored and contributed by leading 
sport management researchers and practitioners, this text irmnerses students in the learning process through case studies, interviews ~vith leaders in the sport industry, critical thinking 
questions, and rich content. 

For the table of contents or to request an exam copy please go to our catalog page here: http://www.jbleaming.colw’catalo~/9781284034158/ 

If you are not teaching this course please let me know ~vho is on campus or forward my Email along to them. 

Thanks for your time! 

Allison 

Allison Palmer 
Jones & Bartlett Learning ] Senior Account Specialist 
5 Wall Street i Burlington MA ] 01803 
apalmer@blearning.com 
O]Tice 978-579-8280 
Fax 978-443-8000 
www.jblearning.com 

If you would like to add us to your whitelist, please go here http:i/www jblearnin~ com/IlowToWhitelist asp× 

As your Jones & Bartlett Learning representative, I use this kind of email to stay ~n touch with you. If you would prefer not to receive emails like this, please go to 
http:i/wwwiblearnin~.comJemailpreference/and let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lms~ 1- metro.corn on behalf of 
Metro Signs Advertising, Inc. <lms@l-metro.com> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:04 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Ad-Cade PolIable Signage System 

Give usa call or CHECK US OUT ONLINE! 

Fort,yard email 

This emai[ was sent to i[le@i[linois,edu b~/Ims@l-metro.com i 
_L)A_d__a__t__e__k~__r_9_f_[Le.~N__~)__a_[L_A__d__d__Le__s__s. ~nstant removal with ._S__a__f_�_,__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [_%v__a__c_~___r_Lo_Jj_c_y__. 

Metro Signs Advertising, Inc. :: 4608 Schuff Ave. Louisville :: KY :: 40213 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 6:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Famam Street: 5 Short Reads to Expand Your Mind 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Posted: 05 Mar 2014 05:00 AN PST 

I’ve read almost 30 books so far this year. Here are five that expanded my mind. 

A lot of books talk about the what and how in decision-making. This book also talks about the when, where, and who, with 

when being the driving question the book seeks to explore. Tempo has three elements: rhythm, emotion, and energy. Usually 

we adapt to the tempo or our environment. Tt’s a lot harder to set the tempo or change it. Wholly original and utterly 

fascinating. 

The Fascinating and somewhat counter-intuitive tale of how being born more prematurely than others, a uniquely long and rich 

childhood full of play actually helped us increase the odds of survival. While this isn’t as good as ~on# of t~e ~o~o in terms of 

science writing, it’s up there. 

A great read. Like some introverts, sociopaths mimic the way other people behave so they can "hide in plain sight." The book 

takes you into the mind of an intelligent sociopath and is hard to put down. Maybe not a book you want to read in public 

though, lest people get the wrong idea about you. 

Ze# in the Art of Archery 

The author, Eugen Herrigel, spent time in Japan after World War II and wanted to better understand Zen Buddhism. This is 

impossible to understand through books and requires an activity. He picked archery and found a Zen master who reluctantly 

accepted him as a student. Herrigel, being a Westerner, sought rapid progress and linear improvement through technical 

mastery. This wasn’t enough and became self-defeating. To truly master an art it has to become an "artless art" where it 

grows out of unconsciousness. Thus archery became a path to greater understanding. 

A fascinating read about how warfare is evolving. Robb examines Fourth Generation Warfare (4GW), which is essentially 

loosely networked groups against states. 4GW is the first generation of non conventional wars. There are no pivotal 

moments on a battlefield that decide the war. Think along the lines of AI-Qaeda and Anonymous. 4GW is all about turning the 

strengths of States against them and causing asymmetric financial hardship. While I appreciate his approach and the systems 

thinking, Robb is still too conventional. I think his expertise on the subject creates a bit of a blind spot when it comes to 

warfare and the internet. Still, this is a must read. 
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Last Chance to Register tbr the Economic Outlook! 
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2014 College Football Hall of Fame 
Ballot Released 

Th e sport’s top players and coach es vie for college.[botball’s ultimate h onor; 
Announcement of the 2014 Hall of Fame Class to be made 1A,e in May from 

Irving, Texas. 

IRVING, Texas (March 6, 2014) - The National Football Foundation (NFF) announced today the names 
on the 2014 ballot for induction into the College Football Hall of Fame, including 75 players and six 
coaches from the Football Bowl Subdivision and 87 players and 26 coaches from the divisional ranks. 

"Having a ballot and a voice in the selection of the inductees is one of the most cherished NFF member 

benefits," said NFF Chairman Archie Manning, a 1989 Hall of Fame inductee from Ole Miss. ’q’her~ is 
no group more knowledgeable or passionate about college football than our membership, and the 
tradition of the ballot helps us engage them in the lofty responsibility of selecting those who have 
reached the pinnacle of achievement in our sport." 

The ballot was mailed this week to the more than 12,000 NFF members and current Hall of Famers 
whose votes will be tabulated and submitted to the NFF’s Honors Court, which deliberates and selects 
the class. Chaired by Gene Corrigan, a former ACC Commissioner and NCAA president, the 17- 
member NFF Honors Court includes an elite and geographically diverse pool of athletics directors, 

conference commissioners, Hall of Famers and members of the media. 

"It’s an enormous honor to just be on the ballot when you think that more than 4.99 million people have 
played college football," said NFF President & CEO Steven J. Hatchell. "The Hall’s requirement of 
being a First-Team All-American creates a much smaller pool of only 1,500 individuals who are even 
eligible to be on the ballot, so being in today’s elite group means an individual is truly among the 
greatest to ever have played the game, and we at~ proud to announce their names." 

The 2014 College Football Hall of Fame Class will be announced in May from Irving, Texas, and they will 

be inducted at the 57th NFF Annual Awards Dinner Dec. 9, 2014 at the landmark Waldorf Astoria Hotel 
in New York City. The inductees will be permanently enshrined in the new College Football Hall of Fame 
at a date to be determined in 2015. The new Hall, currently under construction, will open in Atlanta in 
time for the 2014 college football season. 

To be eligible for the ballot, players must have been named a First Team All-American by a 
majodnational selector as recognized and utilized by the NCAA for their consensus All-America teams; 
played their last year of intercollegiate football at least 10 years prior; played within the last 50 years and 
cannot be cun~ntly playing professional football. Coaches must have coached a minimum of 10 years 
and 100 games as a head coach; won at least 60 percent of their games; and be retired from coaching 
for at least three years. If a coach is retired and over the age of 70, there is no waiting period. If he is 
over the age of 75, he is eligible as an active coach. In both cases, the candidate’s post-football record 
as a citizen may also be weighed. 

Once nominated for consideration, all player candidates are submitted to one of eight District Screening 
Committees, depending on their school’s geographic location, which conducts a vote to determine who 
will appear on the ballot and represent their respective districts. Each year, approximately 15 

candidates, who are not selected for the Hall of Fame, will be named automatic holdovers and will 
bypass the district screening process and automatically appear on the ballot the following year. 
Additionally, the Veterans Committee may make recommendations to the Honors Court for exceptions 
that allow for the induction of players who played more than 50 years ago. 



Of the 4.99 million individuals who have played college football since Princeton first battled Rutgers on 
Nov. 6, 1869, only 934 players have earned induction into the College Football Hall of Fame, or less than 
two ten-thousandths (.0002) of one percent of those who have played the game during the past 145 
years. From the coaching ranks, 205 individuals have achieved Hall of Fame distinction. 

If you would like to become a member and receive a voting sheet for this year’s ballot, please contact 
NFF Director of Membership Ron Dilatush at rdilatush@footballfoundation.com. 

Ballots without valid membership numbers will be invalidated. 

- A list of candidates and capsule bios are provided on the following pages. You may also click here for a 
pdf of the candidate names and capsule bios. - 

Consensus All-America: Listed as a First Team All-America by at least half of the reco~Inized 
publication& 

Unanimous All-America: Listed as a First Team All-America by all recognized publications. 



2014 FOOTBALL BOWL SUBDIVISON PLAYER CANDIDATE CAPSULE BIOS 

Trev AIberts, Nebraska=Linebacker-Named unanimous First Team All-American and BIG-8 Defensive 
Player of the Year in 1993...Recipient of the 1993 Butkus Award and two-time First Team All-Conference 
pick... 1993 NFF National Scholar-Athlete and Academic All-American. 

Eric Bieniemy, Colorado-Running Sack- Played in two national championships, leading Buffs to 1990 
national title...Unanimous First Team All-American and finished third in 1990 Heisman voting... Try-time 
All-Big Eight pick, still holding eight CU records. 

Dre Biy, North Carolina-Defensive Sack-Three-time First Team All-American, twice earning 
consensus honors...Three-time AII-ACC pick who earned Rookie of the Year honors in 1996...Holds 
school records for car~er (20) and single-season (11)interceptions. 

Tony Boselli, Southern California-Offensive Tackle-Two-time First Team All-American in 1992 and 
1994 (consensus-1994)...Named top offensive lineman in Pac-10 (1994)_ .1994 NFF National Scholar- 
Athlete and Outland Trophy finalist. 

Brian Bosworth, Oklahoma-Linebacker-Two-time consensus First Team All-America pick (1985-86) 
...Set school record for tackles in a game (22) and named Butkus Award winner in 1985 and ’86...Led 
Sooners to three consecutive Orange Bowls and ’85 national championship. 

Bob Breunig, Arizona State-.Linebacker-1974 First Team All-American and Silver Anniversary Butkus 
Award winner.=. Two-time WAC Defensive Player of the Year who led ASU to consecutive WAC 
Championships and Fiesta Bowl wins... Finished career as school’s all-time leader in both career and 
single-season tackles. 

Jerome Brown, Miami (Fla.)=Defensive Tackle-1986 Unanimous First Team All-American and finalist 
for both the Outland and Lombardi trophies as senior...Helped Canes to four consecutive New Year’s 

Day bowl games.=.Ranks 10th in school history with 21 career sacks. 

Ruben Brown, Pittsburgh-Offensive Tackle-1994 First Team AlI-American...Three-time All-Big East 
performer, earning unanimous first team honors in 1994...Named Washington D.C. Downtown Athletic 
Club’s National Outstanding Lineman. 

Larry Burton, Purdue=spilt End=First Team All=American and Outstanding College Athlete of America 
in 1974 and a First Team All-Big Ten selection_.Led the team in r~ceiving in both 1973 and 1974... 
Named team captain and team MVP in 1974. 

Dave Butz, Purdue=Defensive Tackle-1972 consensus First Team All=American_. Finalist for the 
Lombardi Award in 1972 and named First Team All-Conference_ .Named Defensive MVP of the Senior 
Bowl. 

Freddie Carr, Texas=El Paso-Linebacker=1987 First Team All=American who helped UTEP to two Sun 
Bowl victories...Named 1967 Sun Bowl MVP...Ranks in the top ten in numerous school records, 
including career tackles (410) and single-seaeen tackles (148). 

Mark Carrier, Southern California=safety-Two-time First Team All-American (1988-89) - unanimous 
in 1989... 1989 Jim Thorpe Award winner... Two-time First Team All-Conference selection... Led the 
Pac-10 in interceptions in 1989 with seven. 

Wes Chandler, Florida=Split End=1977 First Team All American, finishing 10th in Heisman Trophy 

balloting...Try-time First Team AII--SEC performer...1977 team captain who led Gators in receiving three 
consecutive seasons. 

Shane Conlan, Penn State-Linebacker-1986 consensus First Team All-American and Butkus Award 
finalist...Led Lions to back-to-back national title appearances, winning championship in 1986...Led team 

in tackles twice and finished career ranked second in career tackles (274) at PSU. 

Tim Couch, Kentucky-Quarterback-1998 consensus First Team All-American who finished fourth in 
Heisman voting in 1998 and ninth in 1997... 1998 SEC Player of the Year who led Cats to first win over 
Alabama in 75 years.=.Set seven NCAA, 14 SEC, and 26 school records= 

Tom Cousineau, Ohio State-Linebacker-Two-time consensus First Team All-American and three4ime 
All-Big Ten performer... Recorded 572 career tackles, ranking second all-time in OSU history... Held 
nine school records at career’s end, still holding six. 

Bob Crable, Notre Dame-Linebacker-Two-time consensus First Team All-American in 1980 and 
1981=.. Set ND records for most career tackles (521), most tackles in a season (187), most tackles in a 
game (26)... Played in 1981 Hula Bowl. 

Paul Crane, Alabama.CenterlLinebacker-Two-way starter at centedlinebacker, earning consensus 
First Team All-America honors.. =Member of back-to-back national championship teams=.. 1965 SEC 
Lineman of the Year, helping ’Bama to consecutive SEC championships. 

Eric Crouch, Nebraska-Quarterback-2001 Heisman, Walter Camp, and Davey O’Brien Award winner 
who led Huskers to 2001 national title game...Holds NCAA record for career rushing TDs by a 
quarterback (59)...Led team to 42-9 record and four bowl berths. 

Randall Cunningham, UNLV-Punter-Named First Team All-American as a punter in 1983 and Second 
Team All-America as a punter and Honorable Mention as a quarterback in 1984...Led UNLV to their first- 
ever Bowl game...Broke 18 UNLV records. 



Troy Davis, iowa State-Tailback-Tw:~-time consensus First Team All-American and two-time Heisman 
Trophy finalist=..First player in NCAA history to rush for more than 2,000 yards in two seasons...1998 
Big 12 Player of the Year who holds nearly every rushing record at Iowa State. 

Eric Dickerson, Southern Methodist-Running Back-Named unanimous First Team All-American and 
finished third in the Heisman Trophy voting in 1982...Twice named SWC Player of the Year, he holds 14 
SMU records including career rushing yards (4,450). 

Mike Dirks, Wyoming-Defensive Tackle-1967 First Team All=American who led Pokes to two bowl 
berths...Twt)-time First Team AII-WAC selection and member of back-to-back WAC championship 

teams...Three-year starter who finished career with 210 tackles and 59 tackles for loss. 

D.J. Dozier, Penn State-Running Back- Named 1986 consensus First Team All-American and led 
PSU to perfect 12-0 season and national championship (1986)... Finished eighth in 1986 Heisman 
voting... First PSU back to lead the team in rushing for four consecutive seasons. 

Tim Dwight, Iowa=Kick Returner/Wide Receiver-Try-time First Team All-American, earning 
consensus honors in 1997... First Team All-Big Ten who placed seventh in 1997 Heisman Trophy 
voting...Finished career as Big Ten’s leader in punt return yardage (1,102). 

Jumbo Elliott, Michigan-Offensive Tackle- Twt)-time First Team All-American (consensus-’87)... Two- 
time All-Big Ten First Team selection and member of 1986 Big Ten Co-Champions...Paved the way for 
Jamie Morris, who had three-straight 1,000-yard seasons= 

William Fuller, North Carolina-Defensive Tackle-Two-time First Team All-American, earning 
consensus honors in 1983... Holds school record with 57 career TFL and broke Lawrence Taylor’s 
season record with 22 TFL in 1981_.Three-time First Team AII=ACC pick. 

Thorn Gatewood, Notre Dame-Split End-1970 consensus First Team All-American who finished in the 
top 12 of Heisman voting...First African-American captain in ND history and led team in receiving for 
three years and set numerous school records._ 1971 NFF National Scholar-Athlete. 

Willie Gault, Tennessee-Wide Receiver-1982 First Team AlI-American...Led Vols to three bowl 
berths...Set six conference and 12 school punt / kickoff return records...Tied NCAA record for most 
touchdowns by kick return in a single season (3) in 1980. 

Kirk Gibson, Michigan State-Wide Receiver-Named First Team All-American, led Big Ten in receiving 
in league play and helped the Spartans to a Big Ten Co-Championship and a No.12 national ranking in 
1978...Played MLB for 17 seasons. 

Charlie Gogolak, Princeton-Placekicker-1965 First Team AlI-American...Set seven NCAA records 
and led Princeton to an 8-1 season (1965)... Two-time First Team All-Ivy...Holds four school records... 
Helped popularize the soccer-style technique in the kicking game. 

Joe Hamilton, Georgia Tech-Quarterback-1999 consensus First Team All=American and Davey 
O’Brien award winner... 1999 Heisman Trophy runner-up and 1999 ACC Player of the Year... Led Tech 
to three bowl berths and share of 1998 ACC title... Set nine school records. 

AI Harris, Arizona State-Defensive End-Named unanimous First Team All-American and Lombardi 
Award and Outland Trophy finalist in 1978...Named First Team All-Conference, he set an ASU record 
with 19 sacks in 1978. 

Dana Howard, Illinois-Linebacker-Tv~-time First Team All-American, earning unanimous honors as a 
senior... 1994 Butkus Award winner and two-time Big Ten Defensive Player of the Year...School’s all- 
time leading tackler (595) who led team in tackles each year of career. 

Randy Hughes, Oklahoma-Defensive Back-1974 First Team All-American and member of 1974 
national championship team and three Big Eight championship teams...Finished fourth on OU’s career 
interceptions list (14)_. 1974 NFF National Scholar-Athlete. 

Bobby Humphrey, Alabama-Running Back-Named First Team All-American in 1987...Led Tide to 
victories in Aloha Bowl and two Sun Bowls...Named UPI Offensive Player of the Year in 1987...Ended 
career with 4,958 all-purpose yards and 40 TDs= 

Raghib Ismail, Notre Dame-Wide Receiver-Two-time First Team All-American earning consensus 
honors in 1989 and unanimous laurels in 1990...Walter Camp Player of the Year and Heisman Trophy 
runner-up in 1990_.Led ND to national championship at the Fiesta Bowl and two Orange Bowls. 

Roy Jefferson, Utah-Split End-1984 First Team All-American who led Utes to Liberty Bowl win...Two- 
time First Team AII=WAC performer, leading team to 1964 conference title...Twice led team in receiving 
and led WAC in receptions (29) and receiving yards (435) in 1963. 

Ernie Jennings, Air Force=Wide Receiver-1970 consensus First Team All-American, finishing eighth 
in 1970 Heisman Trophy voting...Led Air Force to 1971 Sugar Bowl berth... Holds every single-season 
and career receiving record at Air Force. 

Keyshawn Johnson, Southern Cafifornia=Wide Receiver-1995 unanimous First Team All-American 
who ranked seventh in Heisman voting...1995 Pac-10 Offensive Player of the Year...Earned MVP honors 
in 1995 Cotton Bowl and 1996 Rose Bowl wins. 

Clinton Jones, Michigan State-Halfback=Two4ime First Team All-American, earning consensus 
honors in 1966...Led Spartans to consecutive national championships...Two-time All-Big Ten performer 
who finished sixth in Heisman Trophy voting in 1966. 

Lincoln Kennedy, Washington-Offensive Tackle-1992 unanimous First Team All-American who led 



Washington to 1991 national title...Led Huskies to three consecutive Pac-10 titles and three Rose Bowl 
berths_ .Twice won Morris Tr~)phy as conference’s best offensive lineman. 

Tim Krumrie, Wisconsin-Defensive Tackle-Named a consensus First Team All-American in 1981_. 
Led Badgers to 1981 Garden State Bowl and earned Defensive MVP honors in 1982 Independence 
Bowl...Three-time First Team All-Conference selection, recording 444 career tackles. 

Greg Lewis, Washington-Running Back-1990 First Team All-American and Doak Walker award 
winner._ Named Pac-10 Offensive Player of the Year in 1990, leading Huskies to 1990 conference title... 
Finished seventh in 1990 Heisman voting and recorded 15, 100-yard games. 

Jess Lewis, Oregon State-Defensive Tackle-Named First Team All-American in 1967...Played in the 
College All-Star Game, East-West Shrine Game and Coaches All-America Bowl in 1970_ .Two-time First 

Team All-Conference selection (1967, 1969). 

Ray Lewis, Miami (Fla.)-Linebacker-1995 First Team All-American and Butkus Award runner-up_.Led 
Canes to Fiesta and Orange bowl appearances and ranks sixth all-time at Miami with 388 career 
tackles...Two-time First Team All-Big East performer who twice led the league in tackles. 

Robert Lytle, Michigan-Running Back-Named consensus All-American in 1976..=Finished third in the 
Heisman Trophy voting... Named Big Ten MVP in 1976 and led UM to two conference championships. 

Bob McKay, Texas-Offensive Tackle-1969 consensus First Team All-American who helped Longhorns 
to national championship and unbeaten season at Cotton Bowl in senior season...Member of two SWC 
championship teams and 1969 all-conference selection. 

Cade McNown, UCLA-Quarterback-1998 Consensus First Team All-American and Johnny Unitas 
Golden Arm Award recipient... 1998 Pac-10 Co-Offensive Player of the Year who led UCLA to 

consecutive Pac-10 titles in 1997 (shared) and 1998...Holds numerous school records. 

Mark Messner, Michigan.Defensive Lineman-1988 unanimous First Team All-American who was a 
Lombardi Award finalist...1988 Big Ten Player of the Year and four-time First Team All-Big Ten 
selection...Led Wolverines to four bowl berths and named MVP of 1985 Fiesta Bowl. 

Darrin Nelson, Stanford-Halfback-1981 First Team All-American who was the first player in NCAA 
history to rush for over 1,000 yards and catch more than 50 passes in one season...Finished career as 
NCAA’s all-time leader in all-purpose yardage (6,885)... Four-time AII-Pac-10 pick. 

Ken Norton Jr., UCLA-Linebacker-1987 First Team All-American, leading Bruins to four consecutive 
bowl wins... Member of the 1985 conference championship team... Led team in tackles in 1986 (106) 
and in 1987 (125) and ranks sixth in school history with 339 career tackles. 

Tom Nowatzke, Indiana-Fullback-Named First Team All-American in 1964_.A two-time All- 
Conference selection (1963-64), he led the Big Ten in rushing in 1963...Played in the East/West Shrine 

Game, Senior Bowl and Coaches All-American Game= 

Jim Otis, Ohio State=Fullback-Named consensus First Team All-American in 1969...Member of the 
1968 National Championship team...Named First Team All-Big Ten conference in 1969 and led the 
Buckeyes to two conference titles_ .Led the team in rushing three times= 

Paul Palmer, Temple-Running Back-1986 unanimous First Team AlI-American...Led the nation in 
rushing yards (1,866), rushing yards per game (169.6) and all-purpose yards (2,633) in 1986... Set 23 
school records and was named ECAC Player of the Year in 1986. 

Antwaan Randie El, Indiana-Quarterback-2001 First Team consensus AlI-American_.First player in 
FBS history to pass for 6,000 yards and rush for 3,000 yards in career...Rushed for more yards than any 
QB in FBS history upon conclusion of career. 

Simeon Rice, lilinois-Linebacker-Two-time First Team All-American and three-time First Team All-Big 

Ten selection...Holds conference and school record for career sacks (44.5) and Illini record for career 
tackles for loss (69)_ .Set school record for single-season sacks (16). 

Ron Rivera, California-Linebacker-1983 consensus First Team All-American_ .Lombardi Award 
finalist in 1983 and named East-West Shrine Game Most Valuable Player...Selected as Pac-10 Co- 
Defensive Player of the Year in 1983_ .Led team in tackles from 1981-83. 

Willie Roar, Louisiana Tech-Offensive Lineman-1992 consensus First Team All-American and 
finalist for Outland Trophy... Led team to 1990 Independence Bowl berth and two-time All-South 
Independent selection. 

Mike Ruth, Boston College-Nose Guard-1985 consensus First Team All-American and Outland 
Trophy winner...Three-time All-East and AII-ECAC selection...Member of three bowl teams and recorded 
344 career tackles, including 29 sacks. 

Rashaan Salaam, Colorado-Tailback-1994 unanimous First Team All-American and Heisman Trophy 
winner...1994 Walter Camp Player of the Year and Doak Walker Award recipient... 1994 Big Eight 
Offensive Player of the Year who led nation in rushing, scoring, and all-purpose yards. 

Warren Sapp, Miami (Fia.)-Defensive Tackle-1994 unanimous First Team All-American who finished 
sixth in Heisman voting... Recipient of the 1994 Lombardi and Nagurski awards and named Big East 
Defensive Player of the Year...Led Canes to national title game appearance in 1995. 

John Sciarra, UCLA-Quarterback-1975 First Team All-American who placed seventh in Heisman 
voting.= .1976 Rose Bowl Player of the Game and two4ime team MVP.. =1975 First Team AII-Pac-8 
selection and 1975 NFF National Scholar-Athlete. 



Larry Seivers, Tennessee-Wide Receiver-Try-time consensus First Team All-American in 1975 and 

1976=..Two-time First Team AII-SEC selection...Currently ranks sixth in Tennessee history in career 
reception yardage (1,924) and seventh in career receptions (117). 

Sterling Sharpe, South Carolina-Wide Receiver-1987 First Team AlI-American...Tv~-time First 
Team All-Conference...Set nearly every school receiving record by career’s end, including career 
receptions (169), single-season receiving yards (1,106) and career receiving yards (2,497). 

Art Still, Kentucky-Defensive End=1977 unanimous First Team AlI-American...Two-time First Team 
AII-SEC performer who led Cats to 1976 SEC Championship...1977 SEC Defensive Player of the Year 
who set school record for 22 TFL in 1977 (still standing). 

Derrick Thomas, Alabama-Linebacker-1988 unanimous First Team All-American and Butkus award 
winner... Led Tide to four consecutive bowl berths, earning 1988 SEC Defensive Player of the Year... Set 

NCAA career sack record (52) and finished career with 74 TFL. 

Zach Thomas, Texas Tech-Linebacker-Two-time First Team All-American, earning unanimous honors 
in 1995...Two-time Consensus SWC Defensive Player of the Year (1993, 94) who led Red Raiders to 

994 SWC title...Ranks fifth all-time at Tech with 390 career tackles. 

LaDainian Tomlinson, TCU-Tailback-2000 Unanimous First Team All-American and 2000 Doak 
Walker Award winner...1999 WAC Offensive Player of the Year who led TCU to consecutive co-shares of 
WAC title... Holds 15 school records and is TCU’s all-time leading rusher. 

Jackie Walker, Tennessee-Linebacker-1970 and ’71 First Team AlI-American...Set NCAA record for 
career interceptions returned for TD by a linebacker (5)... Two-time First Team AII-SEC selection who 
helped Vols to 1969 SEC Championship. 

Wesley Wails, Mississippi-Tight End-1988 First Team All-American and First Team AII-SEC 
selection...Played as a two-way player his senior season (DE-TE)...Tallied 36 receptions for 426 yards 
and three touchdowns in one season at tight end...1988 NFF National Scholar-Athlete. 

Lorenzo White, Michigan State-Running Back-Two-time First Team All=American, earning 

unanimous (’85) and consensus (’87) honors_.Led State to 1987 Big Ten title and Rose Bowl win_.Led 
nation in rushing (1985), first MSU player to lead team in rushing four-straight seasons. 

Clarence Williams, Washington State-Running Back-Named First Team All-American and All- 
Conference in 1964...Twice led the Cougars in rushing, scoring and kickoff returns...Played in the Hula 

Bowl, East-West Shrine and All-West Coast All-Star Games in 1964. 

Ricky Williams, Texas-Running Back-Two-time unanimous First Team All-American and 1998 
Heisman Trophy winner...Finished career as NCAA’s all-time leading rusher and won back-to-back 
NCAA rushing titles...1998 Big 12 Offensive Player of the Year who left Texas with 46 school records. 

Steve Wisniewski, Penn State-Offensive Guard-1988 First Team AlI-American...Member of 1986 12- 
0 national championship team...Helped Blair Thomas rush for 1,414 yards and 11 touchdowns in 1987 
and D.J. Dozier attain First Team All-America honors in 1986. 

2014 FOOTBALL BOWL SUBDIVISION COACH CANDIDATE CAPSULE BIOS 

Mike Bellotti-Chico State (Calif.) (1984-88), Oregon (1995-2008)-Winningest coach in Oregon football 
history, leading the Ducks to their first four ten-win seasons in school annals...Led Oregon to two Pac- 
10 titles and 12 bowl games...Led Ducks to 11-1 record and Fiesta Bowl win in 2001 ,with a final ranking 
at No. 2. 

Jim Carlen-West Virginia (1966=69), Texas Tech (1970-74), South Carolina (1975-1981)-Led teams 
to eight bowl games and 13 winning seasons in 16 years as head coach...1973 National Coach of the 
Year...Three-time Southwest Conference Coach of the Year... Coached Heisman Trophy winner George 
Rogers at South Carolina. 

Pete Cawthon Sr.-Texas Tech (1930-40)=Led Tech to four Border Conference titles in 11 seasons at 
the helm...Led 1938 team to 10-0 regular season and the school’s first-ever Cotton Bowl appearance... 
Boasts highest win percentage (69.3) among Tech coaches with terms of three years or more. 

Danny Ford-Clemson (1978-1989), Arkansas (1993-97)-Led Tigers to perfect 12-0 season and national 
title in 1981...Won five ACC championships and twice named conference coach of the year...Boasts four 
of the top five winningest seasons in school history and set Clemson record with 41 consecutive weeks 
in AP Top 20..=Led Arkansas to first SEC West title in 1995. 

Billy Jack Murphy=Memphis (1958=71)-All-time winningest coach in Memphis history...Had 11 winning 
seasons and retired as the 15th winningest coach in the nation.= .Member of the Memphis Hall of Fame 
and Mississippi State Hall of Fame. 

Darryl Rogers=Cal State-Hayward (1965), Fresno State (1966=72), San Jose State (1973=75), 
Michigan State (1976=79), Arizona State (1980-84)-Took Fresno State to two bowl games. Achieved 
an unprecedented national ranking at San Jose State...Was Big Ten Coach of the Year in 1977 and 
National Coach of the Year by Sporting1 News in 1978...Won the Big Ten title in 1978. 

2014 FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP SUBDIVISION PLAYER CANDIDATE CAPSULE BIOS 

Archie Amerson, Northern Arizona-Running Back-Named First Team All-American in 1996... 
Finished as school’s all-time career rushing leader despite only playing two seasons (3,196 yards)... 
1996 Walter Payton Award recipient as Division I-AA’s most outstanding offensive player... Led NAU to 
its first-ever I-AA playoff appearance. 



Rennie Benn, Lehigh-Wide Receiver-Named First Team All-America in 1985...Currently ranks 
second in NCAA Division I-AA history in touchdown receptions (44), behind only Jerry Rice...Ranks 
seventh in Division I-AA history in career receiving yards (3,662). 

Carl Boyd, Northern Iowa-Running Back-Named First Team All-America in 1987...Selected First 
Team All-Conference and Offensive Player of the Year in 1987...In 1987, he was Conference Player of 
the Week four times.. =Tw:)-time team captain_ .Totaled 2,735 career rushing yards and 1,987 receiving 
yards. 

Joe Campbell, Middle Tennessee State-Running Back-Two-time First Team All-America selection 
(1990-91)...A three-time First Team All-Conference pick, he was named OVC Player of the Year in 
1990_ .Led the team in rushing all four years. 

Bruce Collie, Texas-Arlington-Offensive Tackle-Named First Team All-America in 1984.=.Led UTA to 
1981 Southland Conference title...Three-time AII-SLC selection...Played six seasons in the NFL with 
San Francisco and Philadelphia. 

Case deBruijn, Idaho State-Punter-Named First Team All-America in 1981...Twice led the nation in 
punting (1980-81) and was twice the runner up (1978-79)... Season average of 45.9 in 1981 is third all- 
time in I-AA. 

John Dorsey, Connecticut-Linebacker-Named First Team All-America in 1983...Led the team in 
tackles from 1981-83...Try-time Yankee Conference Defensive Player of the Year (1982-83). 

Tom Ehrhardt, Rhode Island-Quarterback-Named First Team All-America in 1985...Named Yankee 
Conference Player of the Year, First Team All-Conference, and First Team All-New England in 1985... 
Member of the URI Hall of Fame. 

Curtis EIler, Villanova-Linebacker-Two-time First Team All-America selection (1991-92) and was 
named National Defensive Player of the Year by The Sporting News in 1992...A three-time First Tea m 
All-Conference, he twice earned Yankee Defensive Player of the Year honors. 

Richard Erenberg, Colgate-Running Back-Named First Team All-America in 1983...Broke 12 Division 
I-AA records...Selected as ECAC Player of the Year in 1983...All-time leading rusher in Colgate 
history=..Try-time recipient of the Andy Kerr Award signifying Colgate’s MVP (1982-83). 

Don Griffin, Middle Tennessee State-.Safety-1985 First Team All-America and Ohio Valley 
Conference Defensive Player of the Year...Three-time First Team All-Conference selection...Recorded 
210 tackles, 13 career interceptions, and held school record for interceptions in a game (3). 

Don Hass, Montana State-Halfback-Two-time First Team All-America and First Team All-Conference 
selection (1966-67)=..Set or matched seven conference records.. =Holds nine school single-season 
rushing records, including 1,460 yards in a season. 

Conway Hayman, Delaware-Offensive Guard=Named First Team All-America in 1970...Two-time 

First Team All-Conference selection (1969-70)=..Led team to two conference titles and three Lambert 
Cup Eastern Championships. 

John Hill, Lehigh-Center-Named First Team All-America in 1971..=Recipient of Footbafl Roundup 
Ma~Jazine’s College Division Exemplary Player Award...Named First Team AII-ECAC and New York 

Times All-East in 1971. 

John Huard, Maine-Linebacker-Two4ime First Team All-America and First Team All-Conference 
selection (1965-66)...Led Maine to its first postseason game, the Tangerine Bowl in 1964. 

Rene Ingoglia, Massachusetts=Running Back-Finished career ranked second all-time in FCS history 
in TDs (54) and as school’s all-time leader in rushing (4,624) and carries (905) among others...First 
UMass player to average more than 100 ypg rushing in career. 

Garry Kuhiman, Delaware-Offensive Tackle-Two-time First Team All-America and AII-ECAC 
selection (1980-81)...His 1979 team led all Division I-AA teams in scoring with 35.5 points and 405.5 
yards total offense per game. 

Steve McAdoo, Middle Tennessee State-Offensive Lineman-Two-time First Team All=America 
selection (1991-92)...Earned Third Team All-America honors by the Associated Press in 1990...Three- 
time First Team All-Conference pick. 

Bill McGovern, Holy Cross-Defensive Back-Named First Team All-America in 1984...Led the nation in 
interceptions (11) in 1984_ .Set Division I-AA career interception record with 24...Two-time AII-ECAC 
performer (1983-84)...Named 1984 team captain. 

Robert Morris, Georgetown-Defensive End-Two-time First Team All-America selection (1973-74)... 
Member of the Georgetown Hall of Fame and the National Slavic Honor Society. 

John Ogles, Austin Peay State-Fullback-Named First Team All-America in 1966...Two-time First 
Team All-Conference selection (1965-66)_ .One of two players to have jersey retired at Austin Peay... 
Member of the Ohio Valley Conference and APSU Athletic Halls of Fame. 

Chris Parker, Marshall-Running Back-1995 First Team All-America pick...Member of 1992 national 
championship team, leading MU back to national title game in 1993 and ’95 (national runner-up)... 
Recorded 31 games with at least 100 yards rushing en route to finishing career with 5,924 rushing yards 
and 68 touchdowns. 

Michael Payton, MarshalI-Quarterback=1992 First Team All-America selection and Walter Payton 



Award winner...Led Herd to 1992 National Championship and appearance in 1991 national title game... 
Tvvo4ime Southern Conference Player of the Year...Passed for over 10,000 yards in career. 

Martin Peterson, Pennsylvania-Offensive Tackle-Named First Team All-America, First Team All- 
Conference and First Team AII-ECAC in 1986...His teams won three conference titles. 

Charlie Pierce, Central Florida-Punter / Placekicker-Named First Team AlI-America...Career record 
holder at UCF for punts (173), punt yardage (7,111) and points scored (297)._ Helped UCF to FCS 
playoffs in 1993. 

Michael Renna, Delaware-Defensive End-Tv~4ime First Team All-America, All-Conference and All- 
ECAC selection (1988-89)...Delaware’s Outstanding Senior Male Athlete in 1990...Finished career as 

the 10th leading tackler in school history with 205. 

Kirk Roach, Western Carolina-Placekicker-Three-time First Team All-America selection (1984-86)... 
Four-time First Team All-Conference pick...Holds five Division I-AA kicking records, 10 conference 
records and 18 school records...Missed only one extra point in four years. 

Terry Schmidt, Bali State-Defensive Back-Named First Team All-America in 1973 when he set a 
single-season school record with 13 interceptions...Team MVP as a senior...Played in the Coaches All- 

America Game and the East-West Shrine Game. 

Larry Schreiber, Tennessee Tech-Running Back-Named First Team All-America in 1969...Set an 
NCAA record for most career rushes with 877...Set six conference records...Currently ranks second on 
the conference all-time rushing list with 4,421 yards. 

Steve Schubert, Massachusetts-Wide Receiver-Named First Team All-America in 1972...Averaged 
81.9 yards receiving per game in 1972, which ranks fourth on the school record list...Holds school record 
for average yards per catch in a season in with 20.1 in 1972. 

Joe Skladany, Lafayette-Linebacker-Named First Team All-America in 1981...Lettered four years and 
was named team Rookie of the Year in 1978=..Twice named Lafayette Player of the Year=..Member of 
the Lafayette Hall of Fame. 

Leonard Smith, McNeese State-Cornerback-Named First Team All-America in 1982...Two-time All- 
Southland Conference selection...Named conferonce Defensive Player of the Year in 1982=..Named 
McNeese MVP and Louisiana Defensive Player of the Year in 1982. 

Tom Stenglein, Colgate-Wide Receiver-Tvvo4ime First Team All-America selection (1984-85)...Two- 
time First Team AII-ECAC, pick (1984-85)...Colgate’s all-time leader in receptions in a game (12), 

season (67) and career (144). 

Freddie Thomas, Troy (formerly Troy State)-Defensive Back-Tvvo4ime First Team All-America 
selection (1986-87) and helped lead Troy State to the National Championship in 1987...A two-time First 
Team All-Conference pick, he was named team captain in 1987. 

Markus Thomas, Eastern Kentucky=Tailback=Finished career ranked third all-time in FCS history in 
rushing (5,149)...Try-time Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player of the Year who led team to two 
conference titles...52 career rushing TDs. 

Billy Thompson, Maryland Eastern Shore-Defensive Back-1968 First Team All-America selection... 
Four-year letterman, who was named team MVP as a senior...Three-time CIAA All-Conference 

selection...1984 UMES Hall of Fame inductee. 

Lee White, Weber State-Fullback-Named First Team All-America and First Team All-Conference in 
1967...Rushing and scoring champion of the Big Sky Conference in 1967...Member of the Big Sky Silver 
Anniversary Team. 

John Zanieski, Yale.Middle Guard-Named First Team All-America and First Team All-Ivy League in 
1984...Selected as the team’s MVP in 1984...Finished second on school’s quarterback sack list with 
21. 

2014 DIVISION II PLAYER CANDIDATE CAPSULE BIOS 

Anthony Aliucci, Indiana (Pa.)-Quarterback-Named First Team All-America and Hadon Hill Trophy 
runner-up in 1991...Named team MVP, he led the nation in pass efficiency in 1990...Guiding his team to 
three playoff appearances, he throw for over 7,300 career yards. 

William Campbell, Western State (Colo.)-Defensive Back-Two-time First Team All-America 
selection (1978-79).~.Set school record for intemeptions in a season with seven in 1979..=Led the team 
in tackles his senior year with 84. 

Peter Catan, Eastern illinois-Defensive End-Two-time First Team All-America selection (1979-80)... 
Member of the 1978 Division II National Championship team..=Holds school record for quarterback sacks 
in a game (six), season (21) and career (47). 

Bruce Cerone, Emporia State (Kan.)-End-Two-time First Team All-America selection (1968-69)... 
Ranks second in NCAA Division II history in career touchdown receptions (49), fourth in caroer receiving 
yards (4,354) and ninth in receptions (241). 

Steve Cockerham, Akron-Linebacker-Tvvo4ime First Team All-America selection (1976-77)_. 
Concluded career as the school’s all-time leader in tackles with 715_ .Led Akron to 1976 Division 
Championship Game. 



Tom Collins, Indianapolis (ind.)-Defensive Back-Named First Team All-America in 1985...All-time 
college football leader in career interceptions (37), representing all levels of the NCAA. 

William Dillon, Virginia Union-Free Safety-Three-time First Team All-America selection (1980-82)... 
Tallied 16 interceptions in 1983. 1983 Black College Player of the Year...Two4ime First Team All- 
Conference selection and Player of the Year (1981=82). 

Jim Ferge, North Dakota State-Linebacker / Def. Tackle=Two4ime First Team All-America and All- 

Conference selection (1967-68).= .Named conference Most Valuable Lineman in 1968.. =Selected as team 
captain and MVP in 1968. 

Bernard Ford, Central Florida-Wide Receiver-Named First Team All-America and 1987 Harlon Hill 
Trophy Finalist.=.Ranks in Top 10 of 14 UCF records, ranking first in r~ceiving yards in a season (1,403), 
all-purpose yards per game (188) and average yards per catch in career (21.8). 

Chris George, Glenville State (W.Va.)-Wide Receiver= Two-time First Team All=America selection 
and four4ime WVIAC pick.. =Led GSC to Division II National Playoffs in 1993 and ’94.= .Member of ~.,vo 
conference championship teams and held nine national records by career’s end. 

Darwin Gonnerman, South Dakota State-Running Back-Try-time First Team All-America and All- 
Conference selection (1967-68)...Led conference in scoring and rushing in 1967...Named conference 
Back of the Year in 1968...Set 13 school records during his career. 

Don Greco, Western Illinois-Offensive Guard-Named First Team All=America in 1980_.Two4ime First 
Team All-Conference selection - winning the conferenee’s Lineman of the Year award in 1980...A 1980 
team captain, he was twice named Western Illinois’ MVP. 

Pat Hauser, Cal State-Northridge-Offensive Tackie-Two4ime First Team All-America and All- 
Conference selection (1982-83)... Four-year starter and letterman. 

Bobby Hedrick, EIon-.Running Back=Named First Team All-America in 1980...Ranked second in 
NCAA history in career rushing yards (5,604), among all divisions, at career’s end (behind only Tony 

Dorsett). 

Chris Hegg, Truman State (Mo.) (formerly Northeast Missouri State)-,Quarterback-Named First 
Team All-America and AFCA Division II Player of the Year in 1985...Two-time conference Offensive 
Player of the Year (1984-85)...Still holds eight conference records. 

Louis Jackson, Cal Poly S.L.O.-Running Back-Try-time First Team All-America selection (1978-80) 
...Member of the 1980 Division I I National Championship team...Holds school records for yards rushing 
in a career (3,444), season (1,463) and game (267). 

Gary McCauley, Clarion (Pa.)-Tight End-Two4ime First Team All-America selection (1980-81)... 
Member of two conference title teams... Holds school career receiving records for receptions (135) and 
receiving yards (1,736)_ .Four-year starter. 

Ed O’Brien, Central FIorida-Placekicker=Named First Team AlI-America...UCF record holder for 
career field goals made (50), field goals attempted (77) and longest field goal made (55 yards)_.Helped 

UCF to 1987 Division II Semifinals. 

Gary Puetz, Valparaiso-Offensive Tackle-Two-time First Team All-America selection (1971-72)... 
Three4ime First Team All-Conference selection_.Made first team All-Conference as a plaeekicker as 
well in 1972...Earned team’s MVP award. 

Bill Royce, Ashland (Ohio)-Linebacker-Named First Team AlI-America...Tvv~-time MWIFC Defensive 
Player of the Year_.Recorded 366 cm~er tackles, including 71 sacks._ Helped Ashland to four-year 
team record 33-10-1. 

Gary Wichard, LIU-G.W.Post (N.Y.)-Quarterback-Named First Team All-America, ECAC Player of the 
Year and team captain in 1971...Played in the 1972 Senior Bowl...Set school records in career passing 
yards (5,373), touchdown passes (41) and total offense (5,642). 

Jerry Woods, Northern Michigan-Defensive Back-Two-time First Team All=America selection and All- 
Conference pick (1987-88)... Returned 89 punts for 1,129 yards, a 12.6 yard average...Returned kickoffs 
for 1,475 yards, a 24.9 yard average and current school record. 

2014 DIVISION III PLAYER CANDIDATE CAPSULE BIOS 

John Bothe, Augustana (lil.)-Center-Named First Team All-America in 1988.. =One of three finalists for 
the 1988 NCAA Division Ill Player of the Year Award...Three-time First Team All-Conference selection 
(1986-88)_.Helped Augustana to a 45-3-1 record. 

Sean Brewer, Millsaps (Miss.)-Defensive Lineman-Three-time First Team All-America selection 
(1990-92)...Set school record for most career tackles, currently ranks second. 

Vin Carioscia, Franklin & Marshall (Pa.)-Offensive Tackle-Two4ime First Team All-America and 
First Team All-Conference selection (1981-82)_ .Named First Team AII-ECAC in 1982. A four-year 
letterman and a three-year starter. 

Ray Condren, Gettysburg (Pa.)-Running Back-Two4ime First Team All-America, AII-ECAC and All- 
Conference selection (1983-84)...Finished second in rushing in Division Ill in 1984...Named ECAC 
Division III Player of the Year in 1984. 

AI Dorenkamp, Central (Iowa)-Linebacker-Named First Team All-America in 1974..=Two-time First 



Team All-Conference selection (1973-74)...Captained Central to a perfect 11-0 mark and the Division I II 
National Championship in 1974. 

Chuck Downey, Stony Brook-Safety-1987 First Team All-America selection...Recorded 239 tackles 
and 13 interceptions on defense...First player in Division Ill history to achieve 1,000 yards on both punt 
and kickoff returns in a career...Currently holds 12 NCAA Division Ill records and 23 school records. 

Blake Elliott, Saint John’s (Minn.)=Wide Receiver-Two4ime First Team All-American and winner of 
the 2003 Gagliardi Trophy_.Tvvo4ime MIAC Player of the Year... Led SJU to 2003 Dill national title and 
owns 29 school records. 

Rick Fry, Occidental (Calif.)-End-Two-time First Team All-America and All-Conference selection (1976- 
77)...Was the NCAA annual champion for receiving in 1976-77 and set four NCAA roceiving rocords... 
Member of the Occidental Football Hall of Fame. 

Ed Kelley, Hampden-Sydney (Va.)-Defensive End-Tvvo4ime First Team All-America selection (1974- 
75)_.Three-time First Team All-Conference pick (1973-75)_.Led the defensive unit that gave up only 10=8 
points per game in 1975. 

Fran McDermott, St. Mary’s (Calif.)-Defensive Back-Two4ime First Team All-America selection 
(1979-80)...Played in the 1981 Japan Bowl. Four-year stader and letterman...Holds school records for 
most interceptions in a career (21), season (8) and game (4). 

Kenneth Murawski, Carnegie Mellon (Pa.)-Linebacker-Named First Team All-America in 1981_. 
Named First Team All-Conference in 1981 and Second Team in 1980...Try-time team defensive 

captain...Totaled 243 career tackles and nine interceptions. 

Alonzo Patterson, Wagner -Running Back-Twt)-time First Team All-America selection (1981-82)_. 
Finished fourth on the NCAA leading rusher list for all divisions in 1981, leading Division III with 1,487 
yards...Three4ime ECAC Player of the Year (1980-82). 

Gerry Quinlivan, Buffalo-Linebacker-Named First Team All-America in 1984...Tv~4ime First Team 
ECAC Upstate New York selection and team captain (1983-84)...Four-year starter and letterman...Two- 
time Most Outstanding Linebacker (1983-84). 

2014 NAIA PLAYER CANDIDATE CAPSULE BIOS 

Marlin Briscoe, Nebraska-Omaha-Quarterback=1967 First Team NAIA All-American who ranks third 
all-time at UNO with 5,114 passing yards_.Set 22 offensive records by caroer’s end... Three-time AII-CIC 

selection. 

Mark Cotney, Cameron (Okla.)-Defensive Back-Named First Team NAIA All-America and All- 
Conference in 1974_ .Amassed 132 career tackles and seven interceptions in two seasons at Cameron. 

Karl Douglas, Texas A&M=Kingsville-Quarterback-Led Javalinas to back-to-back NAIA national titles 
in 1989-70 as well as four consecutive conference championships...First player to be named most 
valuable back in the NAIA game in consecutive years. 

Duane Fritz, Chadron State (Neb.)-Punter-Named First Team NAIA All-America in 1975...Led NAIA II 
and the conference in punting in 1975...Averaged 42.3 yards on 65 punts in 1975. 

Ron Hausauer, Jamestown (N.D.)-Offensive Guard=Two-time First Team NAIA All-America and First 
Team All-Conference (1980=81)...Four-year letterman_ .Member of the Jamestown College Athletic Hall 
of Fame. 

Lynn Hieber, Indiana (Pa.)-Quarterback-Two-time First Team NAIA All-America selection (1974-75)... 
Won the Division II Total Offense crown in 1975...Selected as ECAC Division II Player of the Year, First 
Team All-East and First Team AII-ECAC in 1975. 

Terron Jackson, Missouri Southern State-Offensive Tackle=Named First Team NAIA All-America in 
972...Member of school’s Athletic Hall of Fame. 

Randy Page, Central Oklahoma-Quarterback-Named First Team NAIA All-America in 1983 and 
earned Second Team NAIA All-America honors in 1982...Led UCO to an NAIA National Championship in 
1982...Broke 14 school records. 

Dave Pomante, Whitworth (Wash.)-Defensive Lineman-Named First Team NAIA All-America in 
1981...Two-time All-District selection...Set school records with 20 sacks in a season and 35 in a 
career...Led team with 117 tackles as a senior. 

Bobby Saiz, Adams State (Colo.)-Quarterback-Named First Team NAIA All-America in 1989... 
Passed for 10,169 career yards and 87 touchdowns...Averaged 251 yards per game in total offense... 
Led team to No. 1 NAIA national ranking in 1989. 

Ed Smith, Bethel (Kan.)-Wide Receiver-Named First Team NAIA All-America in 1985._Three-time 
First Team All-Conference selection (1984-86)...Holds 13 school records...His 47 career touchdown 
receptions were two short of the national record. 

Brad Tokar, Westminster (Pa.)-Running Back-Named First Team All-America in 1990...Two-time 

First Team NAIA All-America selection (1988, 1990)_.Led Westminster to two NAIA Division II National 
Championships...Westminster’s all-time leading rusher with 5,289 career yards. 

Jay Wessler, illinois College-Running Back-Named First Team NAIA All-America in 1979...Three- 

time member of the NAIA District All-Star Team...Three-time team MVP (1978-80) and Illinois Athlete of 



the Year (1979-81). 

Mike Wiggins, Iowa Wesleyan-Punter-Named First Team All-America in 1987 and NAIA All-America 
in 1986 and 1987...Named National Punting Champion for the NAIA in 1987. 

2014 DIVISIONAL COACHES CANDIDATE CAPSULE BIOS 

Bill Bowes4~lew Hampshire (1972-98)-Won more games than any coach in Yankee Conference 
history...Claimed 11 conference titles and was a multiple winner of the District I Coach of the Year 
award...He was the recipient of the Distinguished Contribution to Football Award by the New Hampshire 

Chapter of the NFF. 

Paul Durham-Linfield (Ore.) (1948-87)-His team won seven conference championships...Named 1962 
NAIA Coach of the Year...Was the athletics director at Linfield while coaching...Member of the Oregon 
Sports, Helms Athletic and NAIA Football Coaches Halls of Fame. 

Jim Feix-Western Kentucky (1968-83)-Named Kodak College Coach of the Year for Division IV in 1973 

and 1975...Won or shared six conference titles...Three-time conference Coach of the Year (1973, 1978, 
1980)_ .The winningest coach in school history...Charter member of the school Athletic Hall of Fame. 

Howard Fletcher-Northern Illinois (1956-88).,Coached unbeaten NCAA College Division and NAIA 
National Championship team in 1963.= .Led NIU to three conference titles (1963-65)=..Inducted into the 
NIU Athletic Hall of Fame...Was the runner-up as Kodak College Division Coach of the Year in 1963... 
Made three appearances in the Mineral Water Bowl. 

Ross Fortier-Minnesota Moorhead (formerly Moorhead State) (1970-82)-Gchool’s all=time 
winningest coach...Led his team to seven postseason playoffs and nine conference championships... 
Led 1981 team to unbeaten regular season and number one ranking in the final regular season poll... 
Member of the NAIA Hall of Fame. 

Morley Fraser-Albion (Mich.) (1954-88)-Led Albion to five conference championship and was named 
the Small College Coach of the Year in 1964_ .Coached one All-America, five conference Players of the 
Year and 65 first team All-Conference selections.= .Was a Commander in the U=S. Navy during VWVII... 
Received the Distinguished American Award from the Michigan Chapter of the NFF. 

Frank Girardi-Lycoming (Pa.) (1972-2007)-Led Lyco to two national championship appearances and 
led team to 13 Middle Atlantic Conference championships.. =Boasts 11 Division Ill playoff appearances 
and is one of only 15 coaches to ever win 250 games at one institution...12-time MAC Coach of the Year 
who coached 10 First Team All-Americans and 217 First Team All-Conference players. 

Rudy Hubbard-Florida A&M (1974-85)-Captured back4o-back national championships, 1977 and 1978, 
including the inaugural NCAA Division I-AA National Title in 1978... Led A&M to back-to-back SIAC 
championships. 

Art Keller-Carthage (Wis.) (1952-82)-Named FWAA College Division Distinguished Coach in 1982 and 
four-time NAIA District Coach of the Year_Member of the NAIA District 14 Hall of Fame...Won eight 
conference titles and compiled three 14-game winning streaks=..Member of the Carthage Hall of Fame 
and received the President’s Medal of Honor. 

Glenn Killinger-Dickinson (Pa.) (1922), Rensselaer (N.Y.) (1927-32), Moravian (Pa.) (1933), West 
Chester (Pa.) (1934-41,46-89)-Winningest coach in West Chester history...Member of the College 
Football Hall of Fame as a player and the Pennsylvania Sports Hall of Fame...Had only one losing 
season in 37 years as a head coach. 

Larry Korver-Northwestern College (iowa) (1967-84)-Led Northwestern to two National 
Championships, 14 playoff appearances and 212 victories in 28 seasons on the sidelines...Twice named 
NAIA National Coach of the Year, he has coached 32 players to All-America status. 

Dick Lowry-Wayne State (Mich.) (1974-79), Hillsdale (Mich.) (1980-.96)-Won seven conference 
championships at both schools and earned five births in the NAIA national playoffs winning the National 
Championship in 1985...He was voted NAIA Coach of the Year in 1982 and was conference Coach of the 

Year six times. 

James Malosky-Minnesota Duluth (1968.-97)-Winningest coach in Division II history at time of 
retiremenL..Led teams to nine conference championships.. =Named NSIC, MIAC and/or NAIA Coach of 
the Year 13 times...Produced 33 winning seasons in 40 years at UMD. 

Don Miller-Trinity (Conn.) (1967-88)=Recorded 28 winning seasons out of 32...Retired as the all4ime 
winningest Division Ill football coach in New England history (now second)...Four-time NESCAC Coach 
of the Year and 1993 New England Division II/lll Coach of the Year...Team recorded best record in 
NESCAC seven times. 

Jerry Moore-North Texas (1979-80), Texas Tech (t98t-85), Appalachian State (t 989-2012)-Led 
Mountaineers to three consecutive FCS national titles from 2005-07 and boasts FCS record of 13- 
straight postseason victories in contiguous years (2005-08)...Most wins in school history who posted 10 
SoCon championships...Only DI coach to win AFCA Coach of the Year honors three years in a row. 

Charles Murphy-Middle Tennessee State (1947-68)-Captured seven Volunteer State Athletic 
Conference Championships...Won seven Ohio Valley Conference Championships...Named Ohio Valley 
Conference Coach of the Year in 1965. 

Jim Ostendarp-Amherst (Mass.) (1969.-91)-Named UPI Small College Coach of the Year in 1984_. 
Selected as the New York Football Writers Division II/lll Coach of the Year in 1984...Captured 13 Little 
Three titles..=Named AFCA/Kodak New England Coach of the Year in 1961 and 1964. 



Forrest Perkins=Wisconsin=Whitewater (1956-94)-At the time of his retirement, he ranked second on 
the active wins list on the Division I II level...Named NAIA Coach of the Year in 1966...The all=time 
winningest coach in conference and school history. Captured 11 Conference titles. 

Bill Ramseyer=Wilmington (Ohio) (1972-90), Virginia’s College at Wise (1991=2001)-Three-time 
District Coach of the Year...Seven Hall of Fame inductions, including NAIA Hall of Fame (1997)... 
Coached his teams to a winning season in 24-of-30 seasons...Coached Wilmington to an NAIA National 
Runner-Up in 1980...Coached 70 All-Americans. 

Dwight Reed-Lincoln (Mo.) (1949-71)-Teams won three conference titles...Coached 93 All-Americans 
in four sports...The football stadium at Lincoln University was named for him. 

Pete Schmidt=Albion (Mich.) (t 983-96)-Teams won nine MIAA championships (seven outright), five 
NCAA Division III playoff appearances and the 1994 NCAA Division III National Championship... 1994 

AFCA National Coach of the Year. 

Clyde "Suck" Starbeck-Northern Iowa (1936-42, 1945-57)-Captured seven conference championships 
in 10 years...Went 31 consecutive conference games without a defeat...Member of the University of 
Northern Iowa Hall of Fame. 

Jim TresseI-Youngstown State (1986-2000), Ohio State (2001-2010)-L.ed teams to nine national title 
game appearances, winning four FCS championships with Youngstown State and one BCS 
championship with Ohio State..=Led Buckeyes to six Big Ten titles and coached 73 First Team All- 
Americans during career_.Two-time Eddie Robinson National Coach of the Year, winning one at the FBS 
and one at FCS level. 

John Whitehead=Lehigh (1976-86)-Named Division II Coach of the Year in 1977 and Division I=AA 
Coach of the Year in 1979...Captured the 1977 Division II National Championship...Runner-up in the 
1979 Division I-AA National Championship. 

Alex Yunevich-Aifred (N.Y.) (1937-4t, 1946=76)=Had six undefeated teams...His team was 1971 
Lambert Bowl Division III champions of the East...Named Small College Coach of the Year in 1956 by 
the Washington Touchdown Club and same in 1971 by the NY Football Writers. 

Allen Zikmund-Nebraska-Kearney (formerly Kearney State) (1955-71)-His teams won 11 conference 
titles...Nine of his players were named NAIA All-Americas and 67 made All-Conference...Member of the 

NAIA Hall of Fame. 

The 2013 College Football Hall of Fame Class from the FBS was honored at the 56th 

Annual NFF Awards Dinner on Dec. 10 in New York City. Front Row (L to R): Ted 

Brown (North Carolina State), Steve :lleilinger (Kentucky), Wayne Hardin (Navy, 

Temple), Bill kleCartney (Colorado), Don Trull (Baylor), Percy Snow (Michigan State) 

and Vinny Testaverde Oliami, Fla.). Baek Row (L to R): Jerry Gray (Texas), Danny 

Wuerffel (Florida), Tommie Frazier (Nebraska), Charlotte Gordon (sister of the late Rod 
Shoate - Oklahoma), Tedy Brusehi (Arizona), Ron Dayne (WZ~eonsin) and Orlando Pace 

(Ohio State). 

About The National Football Foundation 8~ College Hall of Fame; 
Founded in ~947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary Army 
coach Ear! "Red" Blaik and immortal journalist Grantland Rice, The National Football 
Foundation & College Hall of Fame is a non-profit educational organization that runs 
programs designed to use the power of amateur football in developing scholarship, 
citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With 120 chapters and ~2,000 

members nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hall of Fame, the NFF 
Leadership Hall of Fame, the NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards presented by Fidelity 
Investments, the NFF Showcases, the NFF Hampshire Honor Society, the NFF Faculty 
Salute Initiative presented by Fidelity Investments, the NFF National Scholar-Athlete 
Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $1.3 million for college and high school 



scholar-athletes. The NFF also presents the William V. Campbell Trophy endowed by 

HealthSouth and hosted at the New York Athletic Club as well as bestowing several other 

major awards at the NFF Annual Awards Dinner in New York City. NFF corporate partners 

include the Allstate Sugar Bowl, Fidelity Investments, Herff Jones, Liberty Mutual 

Insurance, the Sports Business Journal, and Under Armour. For more information, please 

visit www,footballfoundation,orcl, 

Follow the NFF in Social Hedia 

Email: news@footba foundat on.corn 
Phone: 972-556-1000 

Web: h ~ ~_p__:_ZI L~. _v_ .w__w_,.f__q.o__.t__b_~_!]_f_..o_ u__n_._d_..~_ tj_o_.0_,~ ~g<( 

This email was sent to ille@illinois.edu by news@footballfoundation.con~ i 

Update Profile/Ernail Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy 

The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame, Inc. I 433 East Las Colinas Bird., Ste. 1130 I Irving I TX I 75039 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NIH R15 Ch’ant Application Mentor <editor@principalinvestigators.org> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:46 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Last Chance ] Get all the winning strategies you should apply in your next R15 application 

Click hele to view ~nobile version. 

Get all the winning strategies 
you should apply in your next 
R15 grant application in one place! 

If you are currently preparing your R15 grant application, are 
soon to renew an existing grant, or will be seeking NIH R15 

funding in the near future look no further. 

You can now get all the winning strategies you should apply in 
your next R:~5 grant application in one place: /V!’H R15 Grant 

Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual~ 2rid 
Edition. 

This manual includes 313 pages of insider guidance divided 
into 8 thorough sections. Inside this manual you will find: 

Expert advice for developing your Project 

Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, 

Environment section and Research Plan 

Surefire guidance to ensure your Research Strategy 
addresses your project’s Innovation, Significance, 

Approach and Overall Impact 

Understanding of why your budget’s numbers are 

almost as important as the words you use to tell your 

research’s story 

An insider’s view of special considerations for special 

agents, human and animal subject 

The do’s and don’Us of submitting your grant 

application 

And much more! 

Each section includes checks to ensure you’re following 
NIH guidelines every step along the way. 

Don’t waste your precious time going through vague grant= 
writing guides. This manual offers everything you need to 
know to craft a superior proposal, maximizing your chances 
for NIH R15 funding. 

CLICK HERE FOR A PREVIEW OF 
EACH SECTION, 

NIH R15 Grant Application Mentor: An Educational 

How-to Manual, 2nd Edition 

FREE~ (~ $149 

#1: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: R15 Overview and Distinctives 
Walk away from this session with a thorough understandingof the R15 (area) grant mechanism and how it 
differs from other NIH programs. 
Length: 13 mins. 

#2: NIH R15 Grant Mentor: Unique Components of an R15 Application 
What distinguishes an R15 from an R01? Find out in this session. 
Length: 15 mins. 



And now you can order your NZH R15 Grant Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual, 
2ndEdition in PDF (Digital) format, including your bonus MP4 recordings for 

(a savings of $400). Print version only $75 more. 

Upon ordering this manual you wi!l automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 
If you order a print version, please allow 7-10 days for delivery. 

i 
li~iI Order Online 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts and 
promotions, free white papers and much morel 

Fo~wardtoaffiend, 

e~dorsed by ~hese age~c~es. A~ v~ews 8xpressed a~e these persons~y he~d by ~he authe~ snd a~e 

9eide: plesse co~lact PiA st 800~303-0t29 exi. 506 o.." emaii Ih8~£. 8t info@principalinvesti.qators.or,q for mo~e 

Martin at kendall(~,principalinvesti.qators.org ol cali 1~800403@129, 

P~ir:cipal lr:ve~_~tigators Associatior: 
9990 Coconu~ Road. S~Eile 31(~ 
Bor~ta SDi~s, FL 34135 USA 

1-800- 303-0129 

Unsub~ribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:53 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Complimentary col~:ee, cappuccinos, lattes, mochaccinos and MORE! 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Forward this email 

This ea-.,ai[ was seat to i[le@i[linois,edu b~/chamber@champaiqncounty.orq 

U#date ProfilejErnailAddress Instant r~rnovalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Poljcy, 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W. Kirby Ave. :: Champaign [L 61820 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Glasses <~katie@collegeglasses.com~ 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 12:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Want to Fill Your Stands? 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hello to our valued customers, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are 
involved with a distinguished university and have expressed an interest in College Glasses. You may 
unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 
You may ._u__o__s__u___b__s_’__c__rj__b_#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

HERE and your s~-_m~ple kit wiii ao 



Forward this email 

This email was ~nt to iile@uncaa.unc.edu by ._k__a~Le__@__c__o_LLe.g__e_.q.La__s__s__e__s,__c__o_?_! 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalvdth SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

College Glasses :: 820A South 4th Street Philadelphia i PA :: 19147 



20i 4. 12:50 bM 

~,." i: Selling Cubed 

Dear Vince, 

1 wanted to make sure you were aware that we are offering a 

new semina~, 

seminar takes place in Chicago on March 26 from i p.m. to 

5, p,m., immediately foilowing the dose of iEG 2014, our 

annuai sponsorsMp conference. 

Why ate:end? A properly~s sirop, gesl advantage today is 

its assets~ but rather the ab@.y to recognize and respond to 

tile faot that tile traditiop, al dri\;ers ofvaiue a~ld growlh h, ave 

changed. Tisose wise are having real saccess are tisose that 

a~e reinventing their offerings. But what does that entaii? 

£tend Se’~i~ C~bed to find out. 

,Join me for this sponsorship masteOs course. Yeu~il change 

ihe way you lhink about securing partners a¢,,d equip 

yoarseif to drive sabstantial and sustainabie revenue 

increases. 

¢~ieR Here to see the agep, da and register ,,’low Tile 

registration fee is iust $4991 $399 for lEG 2014 attendees. 

Besi regards. 

Lesa 

l..esa Ukman 

~ounder & Chief Insights Officer 

,’,312} 944 1727 Main 

ie~sor~i 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:06 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Presidem Barack Obmna will make a previously unscheduled s*atement on the Ukraine crisis at 1:05 p.In. ET, the White House said today. 

Watch it LIVE on CNN. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Franklin Planner <franldinplmmer@e.fianklinplanner.fcorgp.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:10 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

Tech Transport 

:: ~:*~; :: FranklinPlanner.com 

...... Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

N[II TidyNi ........ 
! IX:If PenL ...... I::i  Organiz m 

~:: Forwardtoa Friend 

i~i Tech Transport 

Today’s technology is just as mobile as the modern lifes~le. Keep your important devices safe through all the ins and 

outs of your daily life. 

Shop Now 

::N:: SAVE 15% on Bags and Totes 

Enter promo code 23137 at checkout¯ 

Shop Bags 

i.~.i Ashlyn Tote 

Retro and chic, this tote includes a padded pocket for your 10" tablet¯ 

Stephen iPad Cover 

With soft, su pple leather, this cover works for both right- and left-handed users. 



i.~.i Lily Mini Messenger 

Cinch up this bag’s padded iPad Mini compartment with a Velcro strap¯ 

i.~.i LilyiPad Mini Folio 

House your iPad Mini in a colorful, protective folio¯ 

i.~.i Stephen Briefcase > 

Fully padded, this case protects your 15.4" laptop. 

::~:+:;i Pietra Tablet Bag > 

This tall bag gives your tablet room to stand up. 



i.~.i C .... ctWith JointheGOC ..... ity .~.iI LikeUs Ii ii’~’ii FollowUson ~:iI WatchUson .~ Re-pinUs 

Us on i Twitter YouTube ....... on 

Facebook i Pinterest 

ii’~’iI Call ii.~.iI Click / :,~.~ Catalog 

[ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:39 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Presidem Barack Obama saAd today that a proposed referendum for Crimea to join Russia would violate the UkraAnian Conslimtion and international law. Obalna s~d 

he is "cont]&nt" that the international com~nunity is "moving fora,~:rd together" in responding to the crisis in Ukraine. 

Speaking moments af[er Obama. U.S. Secretaxy of State John Kerry told reporters that he talked to Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov, and the two have agreed 

to continue talking "over the course of the next hours, the next days" to tly to find a political solution to end the crisis in Ukraine. 

"As you have heard me say all week, the choices "that Russia has made e~alated this situation, and we believe Russia has the opportunity now.., to de-escalate," Kerry 

said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Britten Studios <sale s~rittenstudio s.com@mail3.atl71 .mcdlv.net:~ 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 2:40 PM 

Vince <ille@uiuc.edtc, 

Winter Meltdown! 10% OffBa~ners From Britten Studios 

advantacje of Britten% top.-notch print q~ali~.y with ~,se ~,i~x/ts on dze or q~a~dty 

~;;;Ise~s ye~£re reaciy to talk, you can reach ~.~s at :.i: i:! ; ii ;i:!: !i!!;[:: i: 

Studios [ 2322 Cass Rosd, F:’sverse City, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 3:16 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The U.S. House of Representatives overwlielmingly approved a financial aid package for Ukraine, authorizing up to $1 billion in lo~l gu~xantees. 

Follow complete coverage of breaking new on CNN.com. CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 6:53 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

U.S. Presidem Barack Obama and Russian President Vladi~nir l~hatin talked for aaa hour Thmsday about the crisis in Ukiafine, according to the White House. 

Obama conveyed the U.S. position to his Russian countelpart, including that "thele is a way to resolve the situation diplomatically," according to the White House 

statement. "As a paxt of that resolution, the govemmeuts of Ukraine and Russia would hold direct talks, facilitated by the international communi~." 

Read the story here. Follow complete coverage of breaking news on CNN.com, CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mafil from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 6:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: Contagious: 6 Reasons Things Catch On 

[’~:iI Linkto F ..... 
Stre 

Co~ta~dio~s: ~ Reasons Thi~gs Catch 0~ 

Posted: 06 Mar 2014 05:00 AM PST 

Wharton marketing professor Jonah Berger spent the last 10 years looking into what makes things popular. Questions like: 

Why are some stories, ads, and rumors more infectious than others? Why do some things go viral? The result is his 

interesting book ¢o~tagio~s: W~t~ T~i~gs Cat~ O~. 

Aristotle pondered something similar. Of course he wasn’t worried about viral content but he did wonder what makes speech 

persuasive and memorable, lacking a retweet button, that was the only way it would pass from person to person. He 

believed the answer was three principles: ethos, pathos, and Iogos. Discussing this, Maria Konnikova ~rites: "Content 

should have an ethical appeal, an emotional appeal, or a logical appeal. A rhetorician strong on all three was likely to leave 

behind a persuaded audience. Replace rhetorician with online content creator, and Aristotle’s insights seem entirely modern. 

Ethics, emotion, logic--it’s credible and worthy, it appeals to me, it makes sense. If you look at the last few links you shared 

on your Facebook page or Twitter stream, or the last article you e-mailed or recommended to a friend, chances are good 

that they’ll fit into those categories." 

This is rather broad and Aristotle never had the advantage/curse of big data. Berger did. Together with Katherine Milkman, 

they analyzed about 7,000 articles that appeared in the Times to determine what made some pieces catch on more than 

others. They identified two key features: how positive the message was and how much it excited the reader. 

Since this initial look, Berger has continued to study and refine why things catch on. He’s come up with a formula of sorts: the 

six key steps to drive people to talk and share. In an interview, summarizing the book, he ~es~ribe~ the STEPPS as: 

1. Social currency: It’s all about people talking about things to make themselves look good, rather than bad 

2. Triggers: which is all about the idea of "top of mind, tip of tongue." We talk about things that are on the top of our 

heads. 

3. Ease for emotion: When we care, we share. The more we care about a piece of information or the more we’re 

feeling physiologically aroused, the more likely we pass something on. 

4. Public: When we can see other people doing something, we’re more likely to imitate it. 

5. Practical value: Basically, it’s the idea of news you can use. We share information to help others, to make them 

better off. 

6. Stories: or how we share things that are often wrapped up in stories or narratives. 

The irony is the better people get at headlines to make us click the less effective this formula becomes. "If everyone is 

perfectly implementing the best headline to pass on, it’s not as effective any more," Berger says. "What used to be 

emotionally arousing simply isn’t any longer." 



C~t~gio~s: Why Things C~t~h On will help you understand why things go viral and how people rope you into clicking on 

sexy headlines. 

Brought to you by: CURIOSITY 

You are subscribed to emeil dpdates [rom Farnam Street 
To step receiving these emeils, yocl mey unsubscribe now 

Goegle inc., 20 West Kinzie, Chicmge IL USA 606’10 

Email delivery powered by Ge~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Beverly Davis <beverly.davis@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 7:57 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

NIH SBIR Grant Re,arch Strategy: What You Should Include in this VF, RY hnportant Section 

Click here to view mobile version. 

~:: NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual 

There is perhaps nothing more important to your SBIR application than describing your proposed reseamh and 
development project. This information will be conveyed to the reviewers in both the Specific Aims and Research Strategy 
sections of the application. It is in these sections that you will address the Significance and Innovation of your project, as 
well as the Approach you will take towards successfully achieving the project’s objectives. These three criteria are 
included in the five that will be used to score your application~ 

While composing these sections, be conscious of your use of the words "goals", "objectives" and "aims". Goals am 

strategic and high-level views. For instance, "The overall goal of this research is to evaluate the effect of chemical 
toxicants on viability, proliferation, and differentiation of ECFCs derived from different individuals." Objectives are more mid- 
level views, and will address a more focused aspect of the goal, such as, ’to delineate the pathway and functional role of 
TAK1 in ECFC differentiation." Finally, Aims are close-up views, and will outline your tactical approach towards the work 
to be performed. For example, "Aim 1 : To analyze the dose-effect relationship between toxicants and ECFC’s viability, 
proliferation, and differentiation." 

This 207 Oa¢le how-to manual has been carefully designed to guide you through the SBIR program application process, 
with the goal of positioning your proposal ahead of the competition, and in the best place possible for funding 
consideration. While the SBIR program has a total of three phases, Phase I will be covered in detail with reference 
to Phase II, since these are the two phases that directly involve applying to government agencies for funding. 

Gai~ ~sider Strategies for; 

The Grant Application Process: What you should know before you begin writing 

insider guidance, including examples, to help you develop your Project Summary/Abstract and Biographical 

Sketch 

How to successfully highlight the unique features of your Scientific Environment 

Specific Aims and Research Strategy: What you should include in this VERY important section to get 

reviewers’ on your side 

Planning on using Human Subjects, Vertebrate Animals, and/or Select Agents? Know your risks and 

responsibilities 

Budget strategies to consider: What you should and should not include 

Application Submission tactics: Getting it right the first time 

Plus much more! 

>>Click here to view the entire table of contents. 



::~i: About the Author 
Who Will Benefit? 

] 

Introductory Rate Extended Until March 7th° 

And now you can order your NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: 
An Educational How-to Manual, 1st Edition in PDF format 
for only$259! (a $499 value). Print version only $75 more. 

Upon ordering this manual you will automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 

.~iI L .... More ~i Call 800~303~)129 ext. 506 i.~il OrderOnline 

1 
Reference Code: SBIR-030714 

Share this: [] [] [] 

Forwa~rd to a friend. 

Principal Investigators 

Association 

This instructional manual is independent and not connected with, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF. All opinions expressed are those of the authors and 

not of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 

9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 8:46 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

’][’he U.S. economy added 175,000jobs last month, an increase over January, according to tile Department of Labor. 

The unemployment rate was 6.7%, compared to 6.6% in Januao~. Economists had been expecting a gain of 150,000 jobs and for unemployment to remain flat. 

The particularly cold and icy ranter has been hard on the job market. In the 12 months leading up to the ranter, the economy had been adding an average of 205,000 

jobs each month. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ Update 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcernents page in the last 24 ho~trs. 

M~ 06 201~ NCAA C ustomer Service Center Staff Meeting 

The NCAA Customer Service Center staffwill be attending a staffmeeting Tue~ay, March 11 from 8:30-10:30 aJn. Eastern time. The NCAA 

Cus~tomer Service Center will be closed during this time. The Member Ins~tititulion Po~l and website will remain ftmctional during tiffs time. Normah 

business will resu,ne at 10:30 a.m. Eastern time. 

LSDBi Annotmcernent notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

CHck h~J:.~ to view our privacy policy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:31 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Modem-day peeping Toms in Massachusetts, the sorts who get their tl~ills snapping "upskirt" photos on crowded subways, uow have their behavior crimin~Jized. 

Gov. Deval Patrick signed a bill today, according to his office, making photographing or recording video under a person’s clothing -- think down a blouse or up a skirt 

-- a misdemeanor. 

The bill was hastily drawn up and passed by lawmakers Thursday, a day a£ter the state’s highest court ruled that currem laws against secretly photographing a person in 

a state of partial nudity don’t apply to the~ sorts of secretive shots. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile 

CNN is uow LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive tl~is e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kevin.barefoo~mnthrop-intelligence.mail.inte~com.io@mail.intercom.io on behalf of 

Kevin Barefoot <kevin.barefoo@mnthrop-intelligence.maJl.inte~com.io~ 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Recent Win AD password reset & communicating user change 

As a tbilow up ie cur emaii in December about insiances ei improper password sha,qng and 

~i;e su~ss(~uerl~ erlhsrlee{~ seek~r~y pR)~o(:o~s k~p{~8(~e we recerl~v re,.se~ 8~ bse~ 

passwords, 

Dudng our review, we identified instances where employees wi~h access to ~,;%~in AD leave the 

en~ployme,~r~ ei a ~44~n AD c~ient ~ns~ufiom ~n those s~ua~ons, please immediately advise us 

se thBt we 818y d~scer~[~u8 [hBt ler~e~ ersp~oyeB’s aecBss to ~8 AD (a~x~ ~ se~e e;~ses, 

re-set passwords for curre~t empleyees ~f 1he fem~er employee was using a curresl 

employee’s ~og in credentisls), As those departures occur, you’re ~he first ~o know snd we 

Access to Win AD by former empioyees e[ clienl schoois is inconsistent with the obligations 

set fixth ~ oBr ce~tra(4 w~h yo~r ~m~tut~o8 an~J we reserve a~ ok~r r~gMs ~ [hat s~tu~d~en 

arises, ~/e rely on you to keep us informed a~d app~eciale your ass~slance in these 

Piease ten, tact me if you have a~W questioss, 

Thank 

Kevis Barefoet 

~ Kevin Barefoot Irom ~,%,1n~h top Intelligence ? ,Mar 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:57 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Student-Athlete Compensation ] NFL Gun Ban Targetedi Sports tbr the Mentally Challenged 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Former WVU Football Player the Latest to Sue NCAA 

Shawne Alston’s suit claims the NCAA and college tbotball’s five major 

conferences violated antitrust laws by agreeing to cap the value ... 

NCAA’s Emlnelt Calls for Student-Athlete Stipends 
NCAA presideut Mark Emlnelt said scholarships do uot cover the full cost of 

attending college and s~dent-athletes should be giveu a slipeud ... 

SportsPlex Shuttered Days After Team Pa;,s $1,200 Fee 

A Little League coach who organized a winter youth baseball league said Thursday 

that teams were asked to pay the Auburn SportsPlex for the full ... 

Coach S uspended After Profane Interactiou with Player 
For the second time this season, South Carolina meu’s basketball coach Frank 
Mastin is in trouble after a vulgar interaction with a plwer .... 

Ousled High School Basketball Coach Sties District 

Cetshwayo Byrd, who was dismissed as the Camden High School boys’ basketball 



coach last April after leading the Panthers to back-to-back South ... 

UT Band Director Irked bv Marketing Encroachment Is Out 

The Universi~ of Tennessee removed Ga~ Sousa on Thursday as director of the 
Pride of the Southland marching lmnd following a public battle ... 

Intramural Sports League Integrates Challenged Students 
Most participants struggle with various forms of conduct disorder, or handicaps 

snch as OCD and atnism. The ultimate goal is for the students ... 

Bill Protects VarsiW- Eligibihlv of Mentally Disabled 
Minnesota high school stadents with documented mental disabilities may soon be 

automatically eligible to play varsi~ sports if they tmnsIEr k) a ... 

School WeiRhs $330K Floor Fix orNew $1.2M WeiRht Room 
’][’he befly question of how to solve Muskego High School’s weight-room floor 

dilennna has been reduced to two options. The ... 

Police Target NFL’s Stadium Gun Ban fbr Off-Du~" Cops 
The NYPD’s sergeants union believes oft-duty cops should be allowed to caru 

guns in NFL stadiums and is planning legal action to get the ... 

Tax Mone,/Focns of Eft’ort to Halt Falcons Stadium Project 
The unlikely at~.er-the- 11 th-hour pitch is largely tbcused on just how much of the 

city’s hotel-motel tax revenue will be u~d k~ build, maintain ... 

Poorly Attended Loss Was Last Straw for Bills in Toronto 
The Buft:a2lo Bills’ cancellation Wednesday of their ganm in Toronto this f:a2ll was an 

admission of failure in their bid to create a home away ... 

NBA Vows Transparenc,/Amid Fan Scrutiny of Refs 
The mystery surrounding officials and the system for evaluating them has long fed 

the fire of conspiracy theorists. Now, the NBA is pulling back... 

Smooch-A-Pig Fundraiser to Aid Ball Diamond Upgrades 
The Richmond Flying Squirrels announced they a~-e launching a Smooch-A-Pig 
campaign designed to finance the renovation of l 2 city fields through ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Quarter of Football Tean~ Parents Fomed Enrollment Docs 
At this Georgia high school numerious parents were caught forging documents to 
get their student-athletes enrolled at a specific high school. 

New Reader Comments: 

Quarter of Football Tean~ Parents Fomed Enrollment Docs 
I suppose High School is a good time to learn the difference between competition 
and cheating if it has not been learned at an earlier age. 

Quarter of Football Team Parents Foxed Enrollment Docs 
Wow--makes it kind of’hard "to teach kids right tkom wrong when their parents are 

complicit in this kind of outright lying and deception. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Compensation ] NFL Gun Ban Targetedi Sports tbr the Mentally Challenged 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Former WVU Football Player the Latest to Sue NCAA 

Shawne Alston’s suit claims the NCAA and college tbotball’s five major 

conferences violated antitrust laws by agreeing to cap the value ... 

NCAA’s Emlnelt Calls for Student-Athlete Stipends 
NCAA presideut Mark Emlnelt said scholarships do uot cover the full cost of 

attending college and s~dent-athletes should be giveu a slipeud ... 

SportsPlex Shuttered Days After Team Pa;,s $1,200 Fee 

A Little League coach who organized a winter youth baseball league said Thursday 

that teams were asked to pay the Auburn SportsPlex for the full ... 

Coach S uspended After Profane Interactiou with Player 
For the second time this season, South Carolina meu’s basketball coach Frank 
Mastin is in trouble after a vulgar interaction with a plwer .... 

Ousled High School Basketball Coach Sties District 

Cetshwayo Byrd, who was dismissed as the Camden High School boys’ basketball 



coach last April after leading the Panthers to back-to-back South ... 

UT Band Director Irked bv Marketing Encroachment Is Out 

The Universi~ of Tennessee removed Ga~ Sousa on Thursday as director of the 
Pride of the Southland marching lmnd following a public battle ... 

Intramural Sports League Integrates Challenged Students 
Most participants struggle with various forms of conduct disorder, or handicaps 

snch as OCD and atnism. The ultimate goal is for the students ... 

Bill Protects VarsiW- Eligibihlv of Mentally Disabled 
Minnesota high school stadents with documented mental disabilities may soon be 

automatically eligible to play varsi~ sports if they tmnsIEr k) a ... 

School WeiRhs $330K Floor Fix orNew $1.2M WeiRht Room 
’][’he befly question of how to solve Muskego High School’s weight-room floor 

dilennna has been reduced to two options. The ... 

Police Target NFL’s Stadium Gun Ban fbr Off-Du~" Cops 
The NYPD’s sergeants union believes oft-duty cops should be allowed to caru 

guns in NFL stadiums and is planning legal action to get the ... 

Tax Mone,/Focns of Eft’ort to Halt Falcons Stadium Project 
The unlikely at~.er-the- 11 th-hour pitch is largely tbcused on just how much of the 

city’s hotel-motel tax revenue will be u~d k~ build, maintain ... 

Poorly Attended Loss Was Last Straw for Bills in Toronto 
The Buft:a2lo Bills’ cancellation Wednesday of their ganm in Toronto this f:a2ll was an 

admission of failure in their bid to create a home away ... 

NBA Vows Transparenc,/Amid Fan Scrutiny of Refs 
The mystery surrounding officials and the system for evaluating them has long fed 

the fire of conspiracy theorists. Now, the NBA is pulling back... 

Smooch-A-Pig Fundraiser to Aid Ball Diamond Upgrades 
The Richmond Flying Squirrels announced they a~-e launching a Smooch-A-Pig 
campaign designed to finance the renovation of l 2 city fields through ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Quarter of Football Tean~ Parents Fomed Enrollment Docs 
At this Georgia high school numerious parents were caught forging documents to 
get their student-athletes enrolled at a specific high school. 

New Reader Comments: 

Quarter of Football Tean~ Parents Fomed Enrollment Docs 
I suppose High School is a good time to learn the difference between competition 
and cheating if it has not been learned at an earlier age. 

Quarter of Football Team Parents Foxed Enrollment Docs 
Wow--makes it kind of’hard "to teach kids right tkom wrong when their parents are 

complicit in this kind of outright lying and deception. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:27 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A woman accused of driving a ~ninivan into the Atlantic Ocean ou Floridds Daytona Beach ruth her three childreu inside has been m-res~ted on three coums of 

attempted first-degree murder ~ld three couuts of aggravated child abuse, Volusia County SheriffBen Johuson said today. 

All three children were safely pulled from the ca~:. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:50 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Public Policy News 

This week’s Public Policy Newsletter you will find a minimum wage update; early 
voting information; 14 days left to get signatures; proposed regulations by various 
state agencies; FEMA rejection; the latest Flash Index score; increased economic 
confidence; candidate questionnaires on the News-Gazette website. 

¯ The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce is the only business 
organization in Champaign County that provides Public Policy News and 
advocates for businesses at the local state and national level. Don’t lose 
this valuable resource; renew your Chamber membership today. 

¯ Early voting began this week the Champaign County Clerk’s website has 
locations and times. 

¯ n a conference ca th s week the no s Chamber announced Senator 
Kimberly Lightford would not call Senate Bill 68 in the Senate E~ 
Committee until after the March primary. SB 68 increases the minimum 
wage to $9.25 an hour starting October 1, and then incrementally increases 
the minimum wage to $10.65 an hour by July of 2016. Capitolfax reports 
Senator Lightford believes she is two votes shy of passing Senate Bill 68. 
This is time for action. Senator Lightford is still committed to advancing this 
bill and making it law, while another bill in the House seeks to increase the 
minimum wage to $15.00 an hour by October 1 of this year. Contact 
Senators Frerichs and Rose and Representatives Hays and Jakobsson to 
let them know you oppose these increases and what effect it will have on 
your business. Let Public Policy Director Ryan Roth know what you told 
them at ryanr@champaigncountv.org. 

¯ Only 14 Days left 

Fourteen days are left before signatures gathered for the Yes! For 
Independent Maps campaign have to be turned in to the Chamber Office. 
The Chamber supports redistricting reform and several Chamber 
members have volunteered to be locations where citizens can come to 
sign petitions. This non-partisan effort seeks to collect signatures of Illinois 
registered voters so that an amendment can be added to the Illinois 
Constitution. If the effort of getting the necessary signatures is successful, 
the amendment will be placed on the November 2014 ballot allowing 
Illinois citizens to vote on how redistricting should happen in Illinois. 

If you want to join the 100 plus businesses and individuals circulating 
petitions for this effort, contact Ryan Roth, public policy director at 
RyanR@champaigncounty.org or 217.359.1791. If you wish to sign the 
petition, please stop by the Chamber office between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 
p.m. Monday through Friday, 303 W. Kirby Avenue. Petitions are also 
available at Blossom Basket Florists, Carter’s Furniture Remax, 
Dick Van Dyke Appliance World, Berns Clancy and Associates, 
Wagner Machine, the Bank of Rantoul, Cramer Siding and Windows 
and Bray, Drake, Liles & Richardson. 

= CapitoIFax looks at the graduated income tax rates proposed by Rep. 
Jakobsson. 

¯ The Illinois Department of Public Health has adopted new regulations for 



athletic facilities and emergency preparedness. 

The Illinois Commerce Commission has proposed new regulations making 
wireless communication providers subject to the same customer service 
quality requirements and standards as imposed under the Public Utilities 
Act on wireline ETCs. 

The Department of Revenue has proposed a new rule removing income tax 
joint filing with the Department of Employment Security (DES) form. The 
DES form will be replaced by the 1040 and registering with the DES is no 
longer necessary. 

FEMA rejected Illinois’ appeal to an earlier decision not to provide support 
for communities damaged by storms last November. 

The Flash Index for February was released this week measuring 106.6 it 
was down from the 107~2 measured in January likely due to the weather. 

Gallup reported Wednesday that economic confidence nation-wide 
increased from +19 in January to +21 in February with private sector 
workers being more positive than public sector. 

The Heritage Foundation looks at how proposed EPA regulations will affect 
manufacturing in the U.S. on a state level and by Congressional District. 

Candidates for the 103rd Illinois House Race and U.S. House of 
Representatives answered questionnaires in the News Gazette which were 
published online this past Tuesday. 

The Hill reported Saturday that the Affordable Care Act is three million sign- 
ups short of its goal prior to the end of March deadline. 

This is the time of year that the Chamber receives requests to organize 
meetings with candidates running for office. If you would like to receive an 
invitation to attend these briefings, please contact Public Policy Director 
Ryan Roth at RyanR~,champai.qncounty.or.q to have your name added to 
the invite list. 

Forward this ernail 

This emai[ was sent to ille@i[linois,edu b~/ryanr@champaiqncounb/.orq 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy, 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CBSSports.com ULive <newsletters@cbs.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 2:38 PM 

ILLE@U1UC.EDU 

Watch LIVE college sports with CBSSlcx~rts.com ULive 

:::~:: ULive Powered by 

CBSSports.com 
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Brown vs #I South Carolina {Baseball) 

#4 Cai $1: Fdiie~or! vs. Bayks~ (Baseb;N~) 

Msryiand vs #3 Florida State (Baseball) 

~5 Wisconsin vs Pann State {M. ~ce Hockey) 

#I North C~ralin ~ ’,,s /~5 VhIgims (W [.~c[osse} 

Winthrop vs #6 Vanderbiit (Baseba~} 
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Watch LIVE college sports with CBSSlcx~rts.com ULive 

:::~:: ULive Powered by 

CBSSports.com 
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Brown vs #I South Carolina {Baseball) 

#4 Cai $1: Fdiie~or! vs. Bayks~ (Baseb;N~) 

Msryiand vs #3 Florida State (Baseball) 

~5 Wisconsin vs Pann State {M. ~ce Hockey) 

#I North C~ralin ~ ’,,s /~5 VhIgims (W [.~c[osse} 

Winthrop vs #6 Vanderbiit (Baseba~} 

More "ir£# ~# Action Live & On Demand 
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Too~s of the Trade 

The University of South Carolina suspended its Head Men’s 
Basketball Coach one game for language directed at his players 

during a 

Warning AI~ Wrestlers 
h~ Massachusetts, the state athletic association is cautioning 
wrestlers to avoid underground events, which send out invitations 

via Faceboek. 

Featured E-zine 

The A~hleflc Management Buyer’s Guide inck~des expanded product listings not 
available in print. URLs listed in this publication are active, meaning you can click 
on a company’s Web site where it appears in the Buyer’s Guide to learn about the 
company and its products. 

Coac[~ Comes Out 
Anthony Nicodemo, Head Boys’ Basketball Coach at Saunders 

Trades and Technical School in Yonkers, N.Y., stood in front 
his student-athletes and their parents and took a deep breath. 
He then shared a secret that he’d kept hidden for much of his 

life: He is gay. 

#NAT,2014: Spread the Word 
The NATA is kicking off National Athletic Training Month with two 
social media con~ests to see how athletic traine[s ale promoting 

the profession. 

Case Study 
From Aesthetics to Function Never Felt ,$tro~ger My early 
days of bodybuilding were all about getting some muscle on my 
skinny 6’ I, 1701b Irame! Year after year I would consistency gain 
10~bs of hard earned muso~e and became very adept at pumping 
iron. After s years of I~fl~ng and weighing 220~bs. ] remember 
going back home to see my h~gh school friends - they were 
blown away. 



P~ayer Sues NCAA 
A former West Virginia University football player is suing the 
NCAA and five major conferences, arguing that the cap on 

scholarships is too low, !::.:!:f.!i~..::!=:=.=i:[=L:ii!==[=:=:ii!L.!i =::i!!.==[..ii!=:ii!:ii:=.,.i[.?.=!:.::.: 

Joining Forces 
Two high school basketball rivals teamed up to raise money for 

a student at one of the schools, 

Different Take 
A look at the innovative ideas of Mike Neighbors, the Head 
\;Vomen’s Basketball Coach at the University of Washington, 
who completely al[e[ed his team’s p[actice schedule this 

season, i:::!i;~i!;iii~::::: :: ::H!: i[:i.lii:: :i;;:i:i::~r]i:’. 

Product Showcase 
Knee Braces a~d Supports Whether you are looking to 
prevent, protect or [ehab a knee injury, these braces and 
supports will prove to be effective measures for improving athletic 
performance. 

Our online Buyer’s GuMe features a customized pages for companies advertising 
in our 2014 Buyer’s Guide, including interactive links, product images, and more 
detailed produc~ listings~ Here are links 1o four companies Ieatured in our Guide: 

Click here to check out the complete Online Buyer’s Guide. 

High Schoo~ Hosts USF 
To better connect with fans in the community, the University of 
South Florida football team will hold an open practice at a local 

high school. 

Coo~ Under Pressure 
In the wake of some high-profile college basketball head coach 

ejections, Rick Pitino offers his advice on staying composed. 

View dobs.IPost a ResumelPost a Job I~ 

You are receiving this newsletter because you’ve signed up to receive e-mail news fi-om MomentumMedi a or one of its publications: Trai~dng & Conditioning, Athletic Management or Coactdng Management 

To ~msubsc~ibe, c~ickht~p://~ists2.m~ment~trmnec~a.c~r~?~=~msubsGibe&~d=63b77~478d8c3dcbeSd77dSdaf575933 



To change yore- email address, click http://~ists2.m~mentummedia.c~m/?p=preferences&uid=63b771478d8c3dcbe8d77d8daf575933 

To fo~-~v,~rd this newsletter to a f1~end, click http:/ilists2.momen~atmmedia comi?p=fo~card&~tid=63b7714?8dSc3dcbe8d77dSdaf5?5933&mid=22 

Be sme to add lists@moment~mmedia.corn to yore address book or safe sender list so our ernails will always get to yore- inbox! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 8:02 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

M~Jaysia Airlines says it has lost contact witli a flight canying 227 passengers mid 12 clew members from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing. 

Read the story here. Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS <emai[®b[ackboardconnect.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 8:05 PM 

ILLe, Vince <fl[e®unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 8 

Schools are closed on Saturday until noon. SAT exams wi[[ be reschedu[ed. 

Ptease note SAT exams at Cedar RidsJe Hish School have also been 

reschedu[ed. 

Ic TshiS e-mail has been sent to you by CHAPEL HILL - CARRBORO CITY SCHOOLS. To maximize their 

ommunication with you, you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same 

message. If you wish to discontinue this service, please inform CHAPEL HILL - CARRE~ORO CITY 

CHOOLS IN PERSON, by US MAIL, or by TELEPHONE at (919) 967-82:[1. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:47 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Authorities are se~xclling for a Malaysia Airlines flight that lost contact while carrying 227 passengers froln 13 countrie~ including at least 3 Alnericans. 

Flight MH370 also had 12 crew members. It was en route from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing when it lost its radar signaJ over the air traffic control area in Vietnam, reports 

China!s state- ion Xinhua News Agency. 

Read the story here. Follow developments on CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Ai~droid. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 6:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farn~an Street: Richa~rd Feynman: The Universe in a Glass of Wine 

[ ’~}i Linkto F ..... Stre 

Posted: 07 Nar 2014 05:00 

poet once said, "The whole universe is in a glass of wine." We will probably never know in what sense he meant 

that, for poets do not write to be understood. But it is true that if we look at a glass of wine closely enough we see 

the entire universe. There are the things of physics: the twisting liquid which evaporates depending on the wind and 

weather, the reflections in the glass, and our imagination adds the atoms. The glass is a distillation of the earth’s 

rocks, and in its composition we see the secrets of the universe’s age, and the evolution of stars. What strange 

array of chemicals are in the wine? How did they come to be? There are the ferments, the enzymes, the substrates, 

and the products. There in wine is found the great generalization: all life is fermentation. Nobody can discover the 

chemistry of wine without discovering, as did Louis Pasteur, the cause of much disease. How vivid is the claret, 

pressing its existence into the consciousness that watches it! If our small minds, for some convenience, divide this 

glass of wine, this universe, into parts--physics, biology, geology, astronomy, psychology, and so on--remember 

that nature does not know it! So let us put it all back together, not forgetting ultimately what it is for. Let it give us 

one more final pleasure: drink it and forget it all! 

From the lecture titled "The Relatio~ of Physics to Ot~er 9eie~es," in which Feynman highlights the connectedness of 

everything to everything else. Feynman’s lectures are collected in 

You are subscribed to email updates from Farnam Street 

To stop receiving these emails, you may unsubscribe now. 

Googie inc. 20 Wes[ Kinzie; Chicago iL LISA 60610 

Email delivery powered by GOC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 9:53 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The search for the missing Mg~aysia Airlines plane and the 239 people on board is continuing into the night, Azhm-dddin Abdul Rahmar~ director general of Civil 

Aviation, told reporters Saturday in Kuala Lumpur. 

Air traffic controllers lost track of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 not long after it left Kuala Lnmptm the capital of Malaysia, on its way to Beijing. More than half the 

passengers are Chinese nationals. 

Austria denies that one of the citizens included on the passenger list issued by Malaysia Airlines was on board, Austrian Foreign Ministry spokesman Marl~n Weiss told 

CNN Saturday. The Austrian citizen is safe m~d sound m~d his passport was stolen two years ago, Weiss said. 

There also was no Italian citizen on board the flight, despite the presence of an Italian name on the passenger list released by the airline, Italim~ Foreign Ministry 

spokestnan Aldo Amati said Saturday. 

Vietnan~ese and Chinese state media, both citing Vietnam’s tnilitary, reported the plane crashed offthe southern coast of Vietnam. 

But the reports are inconect, said Malaysia’s acting transport minister, Datuk Seri Hishammuddin Hussein. "The CA (Civil Aviation Authori~’) says that is not tree, mad 

our foreign once says it is not tree," he said. 

Later, China!s state-ran CCTV reported that Vietnam’s National Search and Rescne Center said the missing plane might have crashed at the overlapping waters 
between Malaysia m~d Vietnam. 

A Vietnamese aircraft flying over those waters spotted "rubbish" and a liquid floating on the ocean’s surface, a search and rescue oNcial "told CNN. It is too early to 

know whether the finding is related to the missing aMiner. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http://CNN.com/CNNW 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail t?om CNN.com. 

To m~subscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 6:46 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Twenty of the passengers aboard Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 worked with Freeseale Semiconductor; an Auslin, Texas-based company. The company said that 12 of 

the employees are from Malaysia and eight are from China. 

Most of the 227 passengers on board were Chinese, according to the manifest released by the airline. The 12 crew members were Malaysian. 

Other passengers were from India, Indonesia, Australia, the United States, France, New Zealand, Ukraine, Canada, Russia and the Netherlands, the airline said. 

Read more about the passengers here. Read about efforts to locate "the plane here. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 8:21 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The FBI is sending agents to Malaysia to support the investigation into the disappeaxance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, a U.S. official fmnili~:r with the issue has told 

CNN on condition of anonymity. 

The FBI is getting involved because of the Americans on board, and it is not rifling out tenorism or any other issue as a IX~ssible cause in the jetliner’s disappearance, 

the official said. 

There have been no sightings of wreckage or other signs offlae aircrat~g a Malaysian aviation authority official said at 9 a.m. Sunday (8 p.m. ET Saturday). "We have 

not been able to locate anUthing, see anything," said the oIticial. There s n( thing new to this relyort." 

The Boeing 777-200ER with 239 passengers and crew members aboard departed Kuala Lumpur at 12:41 a.m. Saturday in good weather. It was expected to land in 
Beijing at 6:30 a.m. Air traffic controllers loser contact with the plane about 2:40 a.m. 

Read mo~e here. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on fl~e CNN Apps tbr iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabiliU. 

You have opted-in to ~eceive this e-mafil from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Inafil alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta. GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 11:37 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Malaysia~ authorities have been in contact with counte(terrofism orgmiizations about possible passport issues for those aboard ~nissing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, the 

transportation minis~ter said. He did not say how many passpo(t issues there are. 

Hishamuddin Hussein, who is Malaysids acting transportation minister and its defense minister, also said that the search area has been expm~ded because of the 

possibility the plane had turned back. 

The National Transportation Sat~ Board says it has sent a team to Asia to be ready to a~ssist with the investigation. 

The investigators ti~om the NTSB are accompmaied by technical advisers ti~om the FAA, according m the NTSB. Boeing, the maker of the 777-200, ha~s announced it 

will also be part of the NTSB team. 

Meanwhile, officials say the FBI is ready to send agents to Asia if requested by the Malaysian government. The inforniation from U.S. officials colrects mi earlier report 

that an official told CNN that FBI agents were being sent to the area. 

Read more here. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps tbr iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabiliF. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To tmsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http:#cgi.cnn.colWm,’clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta. GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farnmn Street Brain Food <newslette~t’arnmnstreetblog.com@mail 163.at181 .rsgsv.nel> 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 6:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

5 Short Reads to Expmad Your Mind And So Much More 

Brought to you by: 

"A foolish faith #~ authority is ~he worst et!emy of the 

-- A~hert ~instei~ 

Start here. 

The most popular article this week was 5 Short Reads to ~and Your Minci. 

Wh~t else was i~teresti~g? 

The Cookie Monster Knows More About V~lipower Than You -- I had no 

idea how much thought actually went into the programming of Sesame 

Street. 

Richard Feynman: ]:!]~..~.0i2~f~..i!]..e..:(~.!.?*.~..~?!}~.~!~]~.- "We will probably 

never know in what sense he meant that, for poets do not write to be 

understood. But it is true that if we look at a glass of wine closely enough we 

see the entire universe." 

~’~’~qat is Co!n~ -- "A complex domain is characterized by the 

following: there is a great degree of interdependence beg,roan its elements, 

both temporal (a variable depends on its past changes), horizontal 

(variables depend on one another), and diagonal (variable A depends on 

the past history of variable B). As a result of this interdependence, 

mechanisms are subjected to positive, reinforcing feedback loops, which 

cause fat tails." 

Conta~ous: 6 Reasons Thing~ Catch On -- will help you understand why 

things go viral and how people rope you into clicking on sexy headlines. 

If you messed last week’s edition--Angela Ducb;vorth on why grit matters more 

than IQ, Roosevelt’s roles for reading, Instructions on writing and life, on what it 

feels like to be wrong, a word of advice on advice and more --you can ca~,ch uA 

What I’m reading, 

As hard as it is to believe, I’d never read Fooled by Randomness until now. The 

core of Taleb’s other books --[!.:b.#...~}!~.¢..k.,.:.fT~.~:’~.#.r). and ~JgJ;i~!:~gi.[~ -- can be found in 

this early work One of the best take-aways for me was the concept of alternative 

histories. "Probability is not a mere computation of odds on the dice or more 



complicated variants; it is the acceptance of the lack of certainty in our knowledge 

and the development of methods for dealing with our ignorance .... Mother Nature 

does not tell you how many holes there are on the roulette table ... In this book, 

considering that alternative outcomes could have taken place, that the world could 

have been different, is the core of probabilistic thinking/’ 

Hooked: A Guide to Buiidinc3 Habit--Formin~ Products 

A book about, as you can probably guess, what compels people to use a product 

regularly. While some products become habit-forming through luck, others can be 

manufactured into habits if you understand what makes users tick. Habits are 

behaviours that we do with little or no conscious thought -- they are system one 

thinking. How do you manufacture them? The answer is the "hook model: a four- 

phase process companies use to form habits." The model consists of: Triggers, 

Action, Variable Rewards, and investment 

What came in the r~ail this week? 

A reader whom I greatly respect recommended 

p~cked up Also ~n the mailbox th~s week was ~ and ~ kid you not ~ ~[3#..~.[[.T~.[SJ#. 

Idea: How Positive Think~n~ed Modem Ufe, The Loe~c of Scientific 

.~}.~?.~9:,f.#.~Y. (Popper), 

Government Decides and ~]sy, The R~se of Rome (P~utarch), and 12 Years a 

See the ~.ig..!ib:~ of what I’ve been reading. 

Links worth clicking. 

+ Berkshire Hathaway’s shareholder ie~er, penned by none other than Warren 

Buffett, is out. In the letter Buffett lays out a way to invest that couldn’t be more 

simple: "Put 10% of the cash in short-term government bonds and 90% in a very 

low-cost S&P 500 index fund .... I believe the ._ long-term results from this policy 

will be superior to those attained by most investors - whether pension funds, 

institutions or individuals - who employ high-fee managers." Simple but not easy. 

(Complement with the entire coliection. I learned more about business -- and life 

-- reading these letters than doing an MBA.) 

+ Don’t blame me, it’s my brain. 

music. 

+ C E.O. Libraries Reveal Ke.~s b Success- "Michael Mor~lz, the venture 

capitalist who built a personal $1.5 billion fortune discovering the likes of Google, 

YouTube, Yahoo and PayPal, and taking them public, may seem preternaturally in 

tune with new media. But it is the impdnt of old media -- books by the thousands 

sprawling through his Bay Area house -- that occupies his mind." (HfT Larry 

Carson) 

+ In response to my post on "How To Thin~’ featuring Elizabeth Spiegel from IS 

318, an alert reader pointed me to the documentary .~.E~!~:!3..~:~!#.. I haven’t 

watched this yet but it looks amazing. (hit Daniel Smalk) 

+ While we’re on the topic of movies that cover things we’ve talked about on 

Famam Street, Jack Kenyon sent in "The G~teke,:,~,~-m" which, he says, 



"embodies the red g3~een =,,:;~ ~n the arena of ~’~’ar." It looks freaking fascinating, 

+ What Makes Art Popular? !==!~£}~=..~9.f)..!!.’.:~..~&)iD.if?.r.’.:..’,.).t~l:3.~[:~ -- Of course, luck 

can be manufactured: "an author who was accused of buying 15,000 copies of his 

own book in order to make the best-seller lis’t It worked, and his book went on to 

sell 80,000 copies," 

+ Bo~: Meets Rain~,in~ P~-Co,,q~’Psti..%d -- A wonderful article on 

being touched by art. 

+ V’~%ich Count~ Reads the Most? The United States is ranked 22. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 12:35 AM 

tex’tbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Joran vm~ der Sloot, suspect in NataJ~ee Holloway disappearance, to be extradited to U.S. after 28-year prison term ends. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http://CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 
Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-ma~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-ma~l a~erts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

noreply+feedpro~’@google.com on behalf of 

Farnam Street <newsletter@famamstreetblog.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 6:21 AM 

Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Farnmn Street: 10 Ways to Get Smarte~; Be More Productive, and Do Eve .v4hiug with Zero Eflbrt 

[~i 
Link to F ..... 

Stre 

Posted: 09 ~,iar 2024 08:34 AM RDT 

weights 

Why did you click? Was is for the promise of being awesome? Was it the ten ways to get smarter? Was it for the image that 

has nothing to do with the post? 

Why do you want things to be so simple and easy? 

The best way to be more productive, generally speaking, is to stop clicking on headlines like this one. 

I know, [ do a few of them now and then too so I’m just as guilty as the next person competing for your attention. (In fact 

this year I’ve been experimenting a little more with headlines just to see what would happen.) 

Generally, ][’m feeling disgusted with all the illusory promises of quick ’x’ in my twitter feed, my inbox, and my life. And 

headlines are one of the keys to spreadi~j ~ssa#~s. So the odds of this stopping anytime soon are slim. 

10 ways to listen to music better. 10 ways to pay attention. 10 ways to have sex. 10 ways to build better relationships. 10 

keys to being awesome. 5 ways to win every negotiation. 10 ways to get rich by doing nothing .... blah blah blah. 

These are hard to resist and there is sort of a @¢~s~r#% Lawns at play where the bad content drives out the good. We 



want everything for nothing. It doesn’t work that way. 

There are no shortcuts. 

But often these articles disappoint. (Sometimes they don’t though; That’s variable reinforcement for you.) Most of the time, 

however, you’ll forget these nuggets of distilled common sense by the time you click on the next piece of link bait. 

And next week, the same crap will be out with a different title. You’ll click again and agree with the common sense advice 

again. This isn’t really knowledge. It’s an illusion. And it’s mostly a waste of time. 

Farnam Street is different. (I hope.) 

I’ve been thinking a bit about what 2014 will look like on the site. My goal remains to expose you to things that you’re 

interested in that you never knew you were interested in. That means that if you read the site for a day it won’t be as 

valuable as if you read it for a week, a month, or even a year. It means you won’t agree with everything on the site, nor 

should you. Posts contradict themselves all the time. 

][ want to give you tools that you can use to live a more meaningful life, make better decisions, and generally just be a 

knowledgeable person. 

That’s not a headline that promises quick wins but rather something we build toward each and everyday. Slowly. Non linearly. 

There are fits and starts. Things are not always packaged in a digestible manner. There is effort required on your part and 

that’s a good thing. 

Shane 

You are subscribed to emeil updates from Farnam Street 
TO step receiving these em~ils, you m~v unsubscribe now 

Goegle inc., 20 Wes;~ Kinzie, Chic~ge i[. USA 606’10 

Email delivery powered by Go~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 7:43 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

By a 48%-43% margin, Americans approve of how President Barack Obama has so fax handled the crisis in Ukiuine, according to a new CNNiORC International 

poll. The President’s rating for how he’s handling his overall job in the White House stands at 43%, down 2 percentage points from a month ago. 

The survey, released today, also indicates that imposing economic sanctions on Russia appears to be the only option that a majori~ of Americans support for the U.S. 

to t~y- to end the crisis in Ukraine. 

Nearly 6 in 10 questioned say they support economic sanctions against Moscow by "the U.S. and its allies in an attempt to force Russia to remove its forces 

Ukraine’s autonomous Crimean Peninsula, and to try, to prevent Russia from sending tbrces into other parts of Ukraine. Neaxly 4 in 10 oppo~ economic sanctions. 

Last week the Obama administration ~t flae groundwork for s~mctions against Russia. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.coln and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Eleanor Nicholson <eleanor@nih-nsffi~ndingadvisor.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 7:50 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

The Ins and Outs of the U-series Awald Mechanism ] Ea:rly-Bird Ends Today 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Research Cooperative 
Agreements: The U-series 

Award Mechanism 

Research Cooperative Agreements: The 

U-series Award Mechanism 

P’.,,",,’~ser~e.,,": Dr. John Ludlow 

.................. .~.. .... Tuesday, March 18, 2014, 2pm ET (11am PT) 

There are 81 different U-series award types listed on the NIH website. Some are very specific with narrow 
objectives, such as the U11, which is titled "Study (in China) of Periconceptional Vitamin Supplements to 
Prevent Spina Bifida and Anencephaly Cooperative Agreements". This Webinar will focus on those having the 
most relevance to a diverse crowd of biomedical researchers. For example,the U01 mechanism is particularly 
appropriate if you are considering a project involving pre-clinical testing of novel drugs or some other type of 
treatment modality. Likewise, the U10 supports clinical evaluation of various methods of therapy and/or 
prevention in specific disease areas. Also covered will be the U43 and U44 awards, which support projects 
that may ultimately lead to commercial products or services, and several selected other U-series award types. 

During this educational Webinar your expert presenter will cover the specifics of the application process, the 
differences between a grant and a cooperative agreement, milestone driven research, and highlighting 
strategies to best position your application for successfully being awarded funds. 

A CRADA is not intended to be a general 
funding mechanism 
How to clearly identify the milestones in the U- 
series applications 
The ’business-like’ feel of a cooperative 
agreement compared to an R-series 
Who is really in control of the project, the PI or 
the agency? 
Time and effort the PI needs to commit 

Pl’s who already have NIH funding 
New investigators 

Post-docs 

Purchase this *Live WeNnar by Narch 10th for only ,$197 $17~ and receive a *FREE recording of the same in 
your preferred format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

*tJve attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

i.~.i Learn More 

Forward to a friend. 



Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chmnpaign Coun~ Chamber of Commerce <i~ffo@champaigncounty.ccsend.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:24 AM 

ille@llinois.edu 

News ti’om the Champaign County Chamber of Commerce 

Thursday, March 13 _ _B_ _r_ _e_ _ _a_ _ _k_ _f_ _a_ _ _s_ _t_ _ ~_ _e_ _r_ ! _e_ _ _s_ . , March Breakfast: Dealing with Difficult People 

Thursday, March 20 Field to the Plate Breakfast sponsor: Agribusiness Committee 

Thursday, April t0 __B_L_e__a___k__f__a___s_t____S___e__r_!__e_a, April Breakfast with Chancellor Wise 

Monday, March ’17 

Thursday, March 20 

Thursday, March 13 

Connect @ Lunch, LongHorn Steakhouse 

Business After Hours, 
hosted by Dish Passionate Cuisine & Virgina Theatre 

Starting a Small Business presented by ECI SCORE 

Thursday, March 13 Ace Hardware 

Check this week’s ~e~3e~-~o~,~rr~e~’ Ne~’~: 

Get this week’s featured business advice from BiGG Success (Chamber code: champaign2720) 



Forward this email 

This ernail was sent to ille(~iilinois.edu by chamber@champaiqncounb/.orq 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___f_~_Lo__fj]_e_LE_[~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_A‘’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_E_o_[Lc_Y.., 

The Champaign County Chamber of Commerce i 303 W. Kirby Ave. :: Champaign IL 61820 
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flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Chertow ~Vrestling <news@kenchel~ow.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11: 38 AM 

ille@uiuc.e&t 

2014 Gold Medal Training Camps - India~a 

If you oxe having tlouble viewing this message _c_l_!_c_-~_!_l~2e_.. 

North Manchester, IN I June 12-16 
Manchester University 

Wrestle, eat and sleep in this great facility! 

Our camp in Indiana features Super Gold options, Serious wrestlers Inoking fnr 

Wilmin~on, OH, fop a longer eanap expeeienee, 

Sm~ Group, Personalized Instruclion for ~ Ages 

Early Enro~nent Group Diseomlts 

All Sunlnler Canlp Locations 



West I Central I South I East l Pennsylvania 



V~Te 

encourage 
you to utilize 

Coach 
Chertow’s 

many 
Instructional 
DVDs, wlfich 
cover a wide 

variety of 
topics that 
benefit both 

wrestlers and 
coaches. 

Click here to 
view o111" 

DVDs and to 
receive 

future 
notification 
of discotmts 
and special 

deals. 

Ken Chertow Wrestling I PO Box 120 ] Boalsburg, PA 16827 

KENCHERTOW.COM ] WE,"\RANDGEAR.COM 

.~iI Send To A Friend 

Unsubscribe from future mailings. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victor@pfincipalinvestigators.org> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 11:38 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Qualitative Research & IRB: A Complete Guide tbr IRB Forms, Writing IRB Applications & More’. 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Qualitative Research & IRB: A Comprehensive Guide 

Most research projects must r~ceive approval from their 
institution’s Institutional Review Board ORB) before they 
start. The IRB is a committee within the institution that 
reviews research proposals to ensure that they maintain the 
privacy and safety of human subjects involved in the 
research. Any study that involves living human subjects 
needs IRB review, although some types of projects are 
exempt. 

Depending on the nature of the research and the process at 
a local IRB, getting IRB approval can be a simple 
procedure taking several weeks or a long, protracted 
negotiation that can hold up or alter research projects. 

This 125-page guide has been designed to provide a 
general overview of IRB history and process, but focuses on 
the special needs of qualitative researchers= The guide has 
the following goals: 

Provide an overview of the IRB process for qualitative 

studies 

Qualitative Research and IRB, a Comprehensive 

Guide 

Discuss various forms of informed consent for 
qualitative methods and ways to present them in an 

IRB application 

Describe procedures to protect confidentiality in 

qualitative research 

Clarify when a qualitative project is exempt or eligible 

for expedited review 

Outline strategies to write a successful IRB 

application 

Learn more! 

Table of Contents 

Part IV: Protecting Privacy in Qualitative 
Part I: institutional Review Board Basics              Projects 



History and Rationale for Institutional 

Review Boards 

Who Must Get IRB approval? 

Resources to Understand IRB Forms 

and Processes 

Minimal Risk and Informed Consent 

Vulnerable Populations 

Types of IRB Reviews 

Exempt Categories and Applications 

Determining Level of Review 

Tips for Working with Your IRB System 

Part II: Qualitative Research and IRB 

What Do We Mean by Qualitative Research? 

How Do IRBs Usually Respond to Qualitative 

Research? 

Specific Challenges to Keep in Mind When 

Approaching the IRB about Qualitative 

Projects 

Part IIh Informed Consent and Qualitative 
Research 

Obtaining Consent from Organizations 

Consent and Observation Studies 

Verbal Consent 

Consent and Case Document Reviews 

Explaining Your System for Informed Consent 

to the IRB 

How is Privacy Protection Different for 

Qualitative Projects than Quantitative or 

Medical Research? 

Mechanisms to Protect Privacy in Qualitative 

Studies 

Privacy Protection in Participatory Action 

Research Projects 

Explaining Privacy Protection to the 

Part V: Writing IRB Applications for Qualitative 
Projects 

Exempt Applications 

Expedited Applications 

Part Vh IRB for Student Projects 

Supervising Student Thesis and PhD Projects 

Conclusions: Key Do’s and Don’ts for 
Qualitative IRBs 

Self Test: Issues Related to Qualitative IRBs 

Appendices 

Appendix A: Selections from Federal IRB 

language 

Appendix B: Examples of Exempt 

Applications 

Appendix C: Example Expedited Application, 

Faith and Organizations Project, University of 

Maryland 

Appendix D: Guide for Research Project in 

Courses 

Appendix E: Strategies for Test Cases 

Appendix F: Brief Bibliogrsphy on Qualitative 

Research and IRB Resources 

About the Author 

Anne 

Schneider 

Dr. Jo Anne Schneider has successfully developed IRB statements for a wide array 
of qualitative studies since the mid-1980s. 

She wrote the guidelines for IRB approval for students and courses at one university. She has 
also advised multiple students about informed consent and IRB statements. A former 
American Association for the Advancement of Science Policy and Technology Fellow at NIH, 
she is currently an Associate Research Professor at George Washington University. She also 
has an international r~putation for university/community involvement, serving as a PennServe 
Community Based Fellow for Service Learning involving community/researcher partnerships. 
Recent major projects include developing a model to reach at-risk communities for NCI, the 
Faith and Organizations Project, and multiple projects related to social welfare and human 
services. 

i~i Introductory Rate 

Purchase this new 125-pg. guide in PDF format by March 17th for only $25£ $179! 

As an added bonus, you will receive the 60-minute webinar entitled "IRB Boards and Qualitative 

Research: Insider Guidance for lRB Forms, Informed Consent" in MP4 format absolutely free (a 

$147 value)! 

Order Online, call 800-3034)129 ext. 506 or fax your order form in. 



Forward to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 1:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Another Request 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 12:56 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: Another Request 

Joyce, 

Can you please provide me a coW of the aplyoin’nnent letter that I signed in July 2012? Thank you. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 1:57 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Teams Share State Title ] Park Timecards Fudged ] Transgender Woman Sues CrossFit 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Facing 8th OT, Coaches Agree to Share State Hockey Title 
After ~ven overtime periods, hockey coaches t?om St. Ignatius and Sylvania 

Northview agreed to share the state title as the OHSAA final ended in a ... 

?ark Employees Arrested for Falsif~’ing Timecards 

It all began with a phone call from an Immokalee mother whose daughter’s W-2s 

were incorrect: She’d been at college and couldn’t have worked those ... 

South Caxolina Coach Apologizes for Profane Outburst 
For 23 hours, 59 minutes and 48 seconds each day, South Carolina men’s 

basketball coach Frank Martin feels pre~ good about himself as a... 

Police Call for More Securib, After Fight at LA Fitness 

When police responded to a large fight Sunday at a Minneapolis LA Fitness. it 

wasn’t the first time they had been called to respond ... 

Transgender Woman Sties CrossFit Over Competition Flap 
A transgender woman in Northern California has sued the company behind the 



popular CrossFit workouts for refusing to let her compete in the ... 

Rec Center Credited for Helping Reiu in Youth Crime 

Youth crime has dropped steadily in Brooklyn Park since the northern suburb 
began ramping up a£ter-school prograa~s from basketball to ballet ... 

Home-School Students Learn Teamwork Through Sports 
On the day of a big swim meet held midweek~ Austin Avery doesn’t have to go to 

school. As a 17-year- old home- schooled senior at American ... 

Editorial: Schools Settiug Bouudaries for Booster (2houps 
Raising private douations to suptx~rt high-~hool sports programs is a lhct of life in 

ma~y Ventura Counb~ communities. But it’s a double-edged sword ... 

UT Report: Band Director Had Pattern of Iusubordination 
Iu the two years before Ga~7 Sousa was suspended as University of Tennessee 

band director, he la~cgely stopped t~]ldng to auyone in the ... 

D-I Athletics Helps Grand Can’�on U. Become Profitable 
When Jerome Garrison got his first recruiting call from Grand Canyon, he didn’t 
know where the school was. Grand Canyon, an NCAA 

Underestimated Costs Shake Up Rec Project Priorities 
The ~hool district originally had $3.25 million available $900,000 tbr middle 

school improvement~ $1.55 million to build a tield hou~ and ... 

Updrades Could MaJ~e Park a Sand Volleyball Tourney Site 

The only Spokane, Wash., public park that features saud volleyball courts is being 

studied for potential upgrades that would make it a more attractive ... 

Complex at ’Field of Dreams’ Film Site Closer to Rea]it~ 
An All- Styx Ballpark Heaven developer said her group has reached a "milestone" in 

its quest to build a youth baseball and softbe]l tournmnent complex ... 

St. Paul Saints. Coutractor Reach $43.8M Stadium Deal 

The agreement between the city and the builder was the tinal hurdle to be crossed 

before grouud is broken this spring at the Lowertown ... 

Analylics Focus Shifts l]com CreatinRStats to Using Them 

It has becotne more important for the stats geeks iu the front ofl]ce to effectively 

comtnunicate their ideas to the players and coaches whose job ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

i~i Facility of the Week 
University of South Dakota Wellness 
Center 
The University of South Dakota wanted a 
Wellness Center that represented its 
commitment to quality of life throughout 
the campus community. As such, the _. 



Friday’s Most Read: 

Coach Suspended After Profane Interaction with Player 
If you’ve ever seen South Caxolina’s Frank Martin on the sideline, you know he’s 

intense. He let that intensity get the best of him last week and earned himself a 

suspension. 

New Reader Comments: 

NCAA’s Emmert CaJls for Student-Athlete Stipends 
If students are considered employees this would open up a new area of tax law and 

taxes. If the athletes are employees the scholarships a~d slipends ... 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 1:58 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Tickets linked to stolen passports for missing MaJ~aysia Airlines Flight 370 were purchased by an Irmiiaaa ma~, authorities say. 

At least two people on board the plane were traveling on passports stolen fi~om an Austrian and an Italian. 

Accoi~ting to Thai police officials, an Irm~ian man by the name ofKazem Ali purchased the tickets for m-o friends who he said wanted to ~eturn home to Europe. While 

All made the initial booking by telephone, either Ali or someone acting on his behalf paid for the tickets in cash, according to police. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Ai~droid. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 2:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Teams Share State Title ] Park Timecards Fudged ] Transgender Woman Sues CrossFit 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Facing 8th OT, Coaches Agree to Share State Hockey Title 
After ~ven overtime periods, hockey coaches t?om St. Ignatius and Sylvania 

Northview agreed to share the state title as the OHSAA final ended in a ... 

?ark Employees Arrested for Falsif~’ing Timecards 

It all began with a phone call from an Immokalee mother whose daughter’s W-2s 

were incorrect: She’d been at college and couldn’t have worked those ... 

South Caxolina Coach Apologizes for Profane Outburst 
For 23 hours, 59 minutes and 48 seconds each day, South Carolina men’s 

basketball coach Frank Martin feels pre~ good about himself as a... 

Police Call for More Securib, After Fight at LA Fitness 

When police responded to a large fight Sunday at a Minneapolis LA Fitness. it 

wasn’t the first time they had been called to respond ... 

Transgender Woma~ Sties CrossFit Over Competition Flap 
A transgender womma in Northern California has sued the company behind the 



popular CrossFit workouts for refusing to let her compete in the ... 

Rec Center Credited for Helping Reiu in Youth Crime 

Youth crime has dropped steadily in Brooklyn Park since the northern suburb 
began ramping up a£ter-school prograa~s from basketball to ballet ... 

Home-School Students Learn Teamwork Through Sports 
On the day of a big swim meet held midweek~ Austin Avery doesn’t have to go to 

school. As a 17-year- old home- schooled senior at American ... 

Editorial: Schools Settiug Bouudaries for Booster (2houps 
Raising private douations to suptx~rt high-~hool sports programs is a lhct of life in 

ma~y Ventura Counb~ communities. But it’s a double-edged sword ... 

UT Report: Band Director Had Pattern of Iusubordination 
Iu the two years before Ga~7 Sousa was suspended as University of Tennessee 

band director, he la~cgely stopped t~]ldng to auyone in the ... 

D-I Athletics Helps Grand Can’�on U. Become Profitable 
When Jerome Garrison got his first recruiting call from Grand Canyon, he didn’t 
know where the school was. Grand Canyon, an NCAA 

Underestimated Costs Shake Up Rec Project Priorities 
The ~hool district originally had $3.25 million available $900,000 tbr middle 

school improvement~ $1.55 million to build a tield hou~ and ... 

Updrades Could MaJ~e Park a Sand Volleyball Tourney Site 

The only Spokane, Wash., public park that features saud volleyball courts is being 

studied for potential upgrades that would make it a more attractive ... 

Complex at ’Field of Dreams’ Film Site Closer to Rea]it~ 
An All- Styx Ballpark Heaven developer said her group has reached a "milestone" in 

its quest to build a youth baseball and softbe]l tournmnent complex ... 

St. Paul Saints. Coutractor Reach $43.8M Stadium Deal 

The agreement between the city and the builder was the tinal hurdle to be crossed 

before grouud is broken this spring at the Lowertown ... 

Analylics Focus Shifts l]com CreatinRStats to Using Them 

It has becotne more important for the stats geeks iu the front ofl]ce to effectively 

comtnunicate their ideas to the players and coaches whose job ... 

Rate the Facility of the Week: 

i~i Facility of the Week 
University of South Dakota Wellness 
Center 
The University of South Dakota wanted a 
Wellness Center that represented its 
commitment to quality of life throughout 
the campus community. As such, the _. 



Friday’s Most Read: 

Coach Suspended After Profane Interaction with Player 
If you’ve ever seen South Caxolina’s Frank Martin on the sideline, you know he’s 

intense. He let that intensity get the best of him last week and earned himself a 

suspension. 

New Reader Comments: 

NCAA’s Emmert Calls for Student-Athlete Stipends 
If students are considered employees this would open up a new area of tax law and 

taxes. If the athletes are employees the scholarships a~d slipends ... 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

consult@illinois.edu 

Monday, March 10, 2014 2:34 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Illinois Compass Decommissioning hffo~malion 

Dear Illinois Compass User: 

Illinois Compass (Powered by Blackboard Vista) will be decommissioned December 31,2014. 

After that date, you will no longer be able to access the course content there, and CITES will no longer be 

able to copy content from these old courses into new spaces on Illinois Compass 2g (powered by Blackboard 

Learn). 

You are receiving this message because you are in our system as an individual who previously used Illinois 

Compass and should therefore have access to the retired Compass archive server. 

Now is a good time to review the information in your old course site(s) and plan what you want to move and 

keep. ~’..".~i:~ ~k~cc.’ment offers advice on saving your student information and your course content. 

If you have any questions, or if you would like to schedule a consultation to walk through the process of 

saving content from your old Illinois Compass course site, please contact us at con ~ult@ittinoi ~.~du or at 

244-7000. 

Sincerely, 

CITES Academic Technology Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 5:22 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

No. 11 UNC Men’s Tennis Edges No. 7 Texas 4-3 

Texas UNCBox.pdf 

CHAPEl, HILL, N.C. The No. 11 North Carolina men’s tennis (12-2) temn rallied to beat seventh-ranked Texas (13-3) 4-3 on Monday at Cone-Kenfield Tennis 

Center in the first halfofa doubleheader. North Carolina relied on the strength of its singles play to earn its first win against a Top 10 team at home since 2011, when 

the Tar Heels defeated No. 10 Duke on April 13 also by a 4-3 maxgin. 

’][’he Tar Heels surrendered an early 1-0 lead to the Longhorns in doubles play. 

Texas’ pair ofAdrien Berkowicz and George Goldhoff struck firs~t in doubles on court three, raking out Carolina’s 44th-ranked duo of Brett Clark and Esben Hess- 

Olesen 8-2. 

The Longhorns’ eighth-ranked pair of Lloyd Glasspool and Soren Hess-Olesen sealed the doubles point for Texas by edging Nelson Vick and Oystein Steiro 8-7(7-3) 

in a match tiebreaker. 

Carolina recovered in singles by taking four of the six matches after running all but one first set. 

Freshman Jack Murray got the Tar Heels on the board with a 6-3, 6-1 win over Nick Naumann on court five. Fellow freshman Ronnie Schneider. ranked 29th 

nationally, followed up Murray’s win by overwhelming No. 22 Lloyd Glasstx~ol in straight seta, 6-4, 6-4. 

No. 47 Brett Clark confinued the Tar tteels’ ran of wins by beating 60th-ranked George Goldhoff6-4, 6-3. 

Texas countered with consecutive wins on courts four and six. 

Clement Homs of Texas rallied to defeat j unior Oystein Steiro in three sets, 1-6, 6-0, 6-4 at No. 6. On court four, Adrien Berkowicz outlasted Carolina’s Esben Hess 

Olesen, 2-6, 6-4, 6-3. 

With the match knotted up 3-3, the Tar Heels’ 19th-ranked Brayden Schnur battled through a long, back-and-ib~t~h third set on court one before ultilnately defealing 

No. 31 Soren Hess-Olesen 3-6, 6-2, 6-3 to clinch the match. A handful of teammates stremned onto the court to celebrate with Schnur, a freshlnan from Pickering, 

Ontario. 

"This is a great win for us," said head coach Sam Paul. ’°Texas has a great program. Their top three singles players are really good. Soren [Hess-Olesen] is an All- 

American and was a quarterfinalist in the NCAAs, so that was a big win for Brayden [Schnur]. 
"Overall, I was leally pleased. Our doubles play needs to improve, but I liked the way we fought." 

The Tax Heels will finish up Monday’s doubleheader at 6 p.m. when they face Longwood. 

#11 North Carolina 4, #7 Texas 3 

Doubles (Team "vVinning Majori~, Of Matches Earns One Team Poin0 

Order of match finish: (3,1) 
1. #8 Lloyd GlasspooliSoren Hess-Olesen (UT) d. Nelson Vick/Oystein Steiro (UNC), 8-7(7-3) 

2. Brayden Schnur/Ronnie Schneider (UNC) led David Holiner/Jacoby Lewis (UT), 7-5 (unfinished) 

3. Adrien Berkowicz/George Goldhoff (UT) d. #44 Brett Clarl~Esben Hess-Olesen (UNC), 8-2 

Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match finish: (5,2,3,6,4,1 ) 
1. #19 Brayden Schnur (UNC) d. #31 Soren Hess-Olesen (UT), 3-6, 6-2, 6-3 

2. #29 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) d. #22 Lloyd Glasspool (UT), 6-4, 6-4 

3. #47 Brett Clark (UNC) d. #60 George Goldhoff(UT), 6-4, 6-3 

4. Adrien Berkowicz (UT) d. Esben Hess-Olesen (UNC), 2-6, 6-4, 6-3 
5. Jack Murray (UNC) d. Nick Naumann (UT), 6-3, 6-1 

6. Clement Homs (UT) d. Oystein Steiro (UNC), 1-6, 6-0, 6-4 

Team Records: North Carolina (12-2), Texas (13-3) 
Weather: 63 degrees, sunny 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

9 J.9-962-72S7 
(Cell) 

davelohse@unc.edu 



Tennis Match Results 
Texas vs North Carolina 
3/10/2014 at Chapel Hill, NC 
(Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center) 

#11 North Carolina 4, #7 Texas 3 

I Singles competition 

1. #19 Brayden Schnur (UNC) def. #31 Soren Hess-Olesen (UT) 3-6, 6-2, 6-3 

2. #29 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) def. #22 Lloyd Glasspool (UT) 6-4, 6-4 

3. #47 Brett Clark (UNC) def. #60 George Goldhoff (UT) 6-4, 6-3 

4. Adrien Berkowicz (UT) def. Esben Hess-Olesen (UNC) 2-6, 6-4, 6-3 

5. Jack Murray (UNC) def. Nick Naumann (UT) 6-3, 6-1 

6. Clement Homs (UT) def. Oystein Steiro (UNC) 1-6, 6-0, 6-4 

Doubles competition 

1. #8 Soren Hess-Olesen/LIoyd Glasspool (UT) def. Nelson Vick/Oystein Steiro (UNC) 8-7 (7-3) 

2. Ronnie Schneider/Brayden Schnur (UNC) vs. David Holiner/Jacoby Lewis (UT) 7-5, unfinished 

3. Adrien Berkowicz/George Goldhoff (UT) def. #44 Brett Clark/Esben Hess-Olesen (UNC) 8-2 

Match Notes: 

Texas 13-3; National ranking #7 

North Carolina 12-2; National ranking #11 

Order of finish: Doubles (3,1); Singles (5,2,3,6,4,1) 

T-3:15 A-107 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark ~a:lavelohse@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 8:43 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tar Heel Tennis Completes Monday Doubleheader Sweep 

Longwood UNCBox.pdf 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. The No. 11 North Carolina men’s tennis (13-2) defeated Longwood (1-10) in a 7-0 sweep on Monday evening in the second halfofa 

doubleheader at Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center. In the earlier match played at noon, Carolina edged No. 7 Texas 4-3. 

’][’he Tar Heels made quick work of the Lancers in doubles, e~:ming runs on courts two and three to clinch the doubles point. 

Ronnie Schneider and Jack Murray. a pair of freshlnen, tallied the ’Far Heels’ firs~t doubles win with a dominant 8-0 victory on court three over Longwood’s Justin 

Higgs and Bhamni Sankar. Brayden Schnur and Brett Clark sealed the doubles point at No. 2 by ovel-vvhehning Steed Johnson and Warren Blyan 8-1. 

’][’he match on court one was suspended aYter the point was clinched with 05’stein Steiro and Nelson Vick leading Daniel Els~ton and Edward Becker 4-1. 
In singles, all six Carolina playe~ won in s~traight sets. 

TwenU- ninth ranked RonNe Schneider recorded Carolina’s first singles wii~ taking out Daniel Elston 6-1, 6-0 on court one. Sophomore Stuart DePaolo, playing at the 

No. 6 spot, followed up Schneider’s victory, with 6-0, 6-3 win over Bharani Sankar. 

Freshman Johan Skattum cruised to a 6-2, 6-1 win on court five to clinch the match for the Tar Heels. 
In other results, No. 47 Brett Clark won 6-0, 6-0 on court two, freshman Jack Murray won by an identical count of 6-0, 6-0 on court three and senior Nelson Vick 

concluded the match with a 6-2, 6-1 victo~ on court four. 
The Tar Heels will get a three- day break betbre beginning ACC play on Friday agmnst No. 19 North Carolina State in Raleigh, N.C. The match is scheduled to start at 

4 p.m. 

#11 North Carolina 7, Longwood 0 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority. Of Matches Earns One Temn Point) 

Order of match tinish: (3,2) 
1. Oystein SteiroiNelson Vick (UNC) vs. Daniel Elstor~/Edwoad Becket (LW), 4-1, unfinished 

2. Brayden Schnur/Brett Clark (UNC) def. Steed JohnsolvWarren B~an (LW), 8-1 

3. Jack Murray/Ronnie Schneider (UNC) def. Justin Higgs~’Bhoaani Sankar (LW), 8-0 

Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order o|’match finish: (1,6,5,2,3,4) 

1. #29 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) def. Daniel Elston (LW), 6-1, 6-0 

2. #47 Brett Clark (UNC) def. Edward Beckel~LW), 6-0, 6-0 
3. Jack Murray (UNC) def. Steed Johnson (LW), 6-0, 6-0 

4. Nelson Vick (UNC) def. Warren BD,an (LW), 6-2, 6-1 

5. Johan Skattum (UNC) def. Justin Higgs (LW), 6-2, 6-1 

6. Stuart DePaolo (UNC) def. Bharani Sankar (LW), 6-0, 6-3 
Temn Records: North Ca~rolina (13-2), Longwood (1-10) 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

9 J.9-962-72S7 

iCell) 
davelohse@unc,edu 



Tennis Match Results 
Longwood vs North Carolina 
3/10/2014 at Chapel Hill, NC 
(Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center) 

#11 North Carolina 7, Longwood 0 

I Singles competition 

1. #29 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) def. ELSTON, Daniel (LW) 6-1,6-0 

2. #47 Brett Clark (UNC) def. BECKER, Edward (LVV) 6-0, 6-0 

3. Jack Murray (UNC) def. JOHNSON, Steed (LW) 6-0, 6-0 

4. Nelson Vick (UNC) def. BRYAN, Warren (LVV) 6-2, 6-1 

5. Johan Skattum (UNC) def. HIGGS, Justin (LVV) 6-2, 6-1 

6. Stuart DePaolo (UNC) def. SANKAR, Bharani (LVV) 6-0, 6-3 

I Doubles competition 

1. Oystein Steiro/Nelson Vick (UNC) vs. ELSTON, Daniel/BECKER, Edward (LW) 4-1, unfinished 

2. Brayden Schnur/Brett Clark (UNC) def. JOHNSON, Steed/BRYAN, Warren (LVV) 8-1 

3. Jack Murray/Ronnie Schneider (UNC) def. HIGGS, Justin/SANKAR, Bharani (LW) 8-0 

Match Notes: 

Longwood 1-10 

North Carolina 13-2; National ranking #11 

Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (1,6,5,2,3,4) 

Official: 1:43 A-42 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

AMP <mail@infopressweb.info> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:24 PM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Community & educational development 

PRESS RELEASE 
The Federal Grants and Loans Directory is now available. Our new and revised 

2014 edition contains more than 2800 financial programs, subsidies, scholarships, 
grants and loans offered by the US federal government. 

In addition you will also have access to over 2400 programs funded by private 
corporations and foundations. That is over 5200 programs available through 

various sources of financial providing organizations. 
NEW: You will also have access to our live Database that is updated on a daily 
basis. This product also provides daily email alerts as programs are announced. 

The Database is also available with IP recognition. This allows you to Iogin 
without a username or password (Great for libraries or educational institutions 

who want their users to access the database). 
Businesses, students, researchers, scientists, teachers, doctors, private individuals, 
municipalities, government departments, educational institutions, law enforcement 
agencies, nonpr~fits, foundations and associations will find a wealth of information 

that will help them with their new ventures or existing projects. 
The document is a fully searchable PDF file for easy access to your particular 

needs and interests. Simply enter your keywords to search through the publication. 
It is the perfect tool for libraries and educational institutions to use as a 

reference guide for students who require funds to pursue their education. 

Contents of the Directory: 
-Web link to program announcement page 

-Web link to Federal agency or foundation administering the program 
-Authorization upon which a program is based 

-Objectives and goals of the program 
-Types of financial assistance offered under a program 

-Uses and restrictions placed upon a program 
-Eligibility requirements 

-Application and award process 
-Regulations, guidelines and literature r~levant to a program 

=Information contacts at the headquarters, regional, and local offices 
-Programs that are related based upon program objectives and uses 

Programs in the Catalog provide a wide range of benefits and services 
for categories such as: 

Agriculture 
Business and Commerce 
Community Development 

Consumer Protection 
Cultural Affairs 

Disaster Prevention and Relief 
Education 

Employment, Labor and Training 
Energy 

Environmental Quality 
Food and Nutrition 

Health 
Housing 

income Security and Social Services 

information and Statistics 
Law, Justice, and Legal Services 

Natural Resources 
Regional Development 

Science and Technology 
Transportation 

CD version: $69.95 
Printed version: $149.95 

To order please call: 1 (866) 858-7604 

Please do not reply to the sender’s email address as this address is only for outgoing mail. 
If you do not wish to receive information from us in the future please reply here: 

rem402(~.in box.Iv 
This is a CANSPAM ACT compliant advertising broadcast sent by: 

AMPU, 4044 W. Lake Mary Blvd., Unit # 104-221, Lake Mary, FL, 32746-2012 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Howard, PhD <robert@pfincipalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 7:50 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Live Tomorrow Immigration Law Ulxtate 2014: Is Your Foreign Researcher Affected? 

Click here to view ,nobile version. 

Immigration Law Update ao 4: 
Your Foreign Researcher 

Affected? 

Immigration Law Update 2014: IsYour 

Foreign Resea rcher Affected? 

P’.,,"..’~ser~e.,,": Adam Frank, J.D. 

.................. .~,. .... Wed., March 12, 2014, 2pm ET (11am PT) 

LA.’..,,’~t~~: 60 minutes 

Durinq this discussion and Q&A Webinar your expert presenter will hit upon the important changes/updates in 
Immigration law over the past year. Especially those changes that will affect applications filed now and into the 
future. 

Specific topics include: Immigrant Visa backlogs for India and China - current backlogs and the projections of 
how long those backlogs will be in the future; trends in H-1 B adjudications including degree equivalence 
issues, "specialty occupation" issues, cap issues, job description issues; a discussion of the opening of the H- 
1 B cap on April 1 and the processes surrounding the cap; trends in PERM adjudications in regards to job 
descriptions, ability to pay, etc.; how changes in job titles, salary, etc. affect current H-1 B holders and when an 
amendment should be filed; and, the current state of background checks outside the US and wait times. In 
addition we will discuss J-1 issues (why employers like them, why employees do not (waiver issues). 

VVhen an amended H has to be filed, and when 
it does not. 
How to draft valid job descriptions for the H-1 B. 
What the current backlogs are for China and 
India and what the best options are for those 
researchers. 
VVhat to expect when a researcher leaves the 
US to get a visa stamp overseas. 
How to prepare for the upcoming H-1B cap 
season. 

¯ Principal Investigators, their Immigration staff, 
Postdocs, Researchers, etc. 

¯ Anyone at all involved in the immigration 
process or affected by the immigration 
process. 

Purchase this *Live Webinar for only $197 $149 and receive a *FREE recording of the same in your preferred 
format: CD, MP4 or PDF Transcript (a $75 value). 

~ive attendance is NOT required to receive your Free recording. 

::X:: Learn More 

i i :’’~ Order Now 

Forward to a friend. 



Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 7:54 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The disappearmice of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 is probably not linked to terrorism, Intelpol Secreto~~ General Ronald Noble told reporters today. 

"The more information we get, the more we’re inclined to conclude that it was not a terroris~t incident," he said. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 8:00 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Thiriy- nine percent of Americans questioned in a new CNN/ORC Internationdl poll say they suppo(t the nation’s new health care law~ up from 35% in December, 

which was a record low in CNN polling. The survey, released Tuesday, indicates that nearly all of the newfound suppo(t comes from upper-income and college- 

educated Americans. 

Not all of the opposition to the heaJth care law comes from conservatives: 39% say they oppose the law because it’s too liberal, bm 12% say they oppose it becanse 

it’s not liberal enongh. That means half the public either favors Obmnacare or favors while saying it doesn’t go far enough. Roughly 6% oppose the law but don’t have 

an opinion on whether it is too liberal or not liberal enough. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MC2 <econnections@mullibrie fs.com> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 9:02 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Your eConnections Digest has a~rived. 

............................. subscriber to MC2 eConnections F:oflow US Of] 

The Sky’s the Limit 
New Realities for Face-to-Face Marketing 
Every March, professionals from the events and 
exhibit industry gather for the EXHIBITOR show 
in Las Vegas. It’s the time of year to consider the 
current state of the industry and review and 
recalibrate goals and initiatives that will propel us 
into the year ahead and beyond. 

To get a perspective on where the industry is 
heading and what companies must do to 
successfully adjust to the changes that lie ahead, 
eConnections sat down with Russell Reich, 
MC2’s Senior Vice President of Creative 
Strategy. 

LJ"We’re at an important juncture," he said. "And companies are going to either 
cross the threshold or they won’t. Those that do will succeed." 

E-mail article 

N[II Sh ..... Facebook Twitter Sh ..... Linkedin 

Last Month’s Dilemma: 

Clean up on Demo Station six! 

My best show floor demo person is so disorganized it’s 
painful. Her phone battery isn’t recharged, she’s lost her 
badge, her demo station is a mess -- yet the attendees 
LOVE her cause she really knows her stufL VVhat can I do 
to get her on track? 

[] Jeremy, Events & Promotions Manager 

Look to the sky ... Demo 
disaster ... Input needed 

eConnections March 2014 

As the digital age seeps more and more 

into our daily realities, it’s exponentially 

more important to not only use these helpful 

technological tools, but to integrate them 

into the tried and true face-to-face 

experience¯ That’s why we spoke with our 

Senior Vice President of Creative Strategy 

Russell Reich, who’ll be presenting at 

EXHIBITOR2014. to ~ ::~:,~ : ::: ~~!. :~!:v..’ 

:~!:ai :! ~. of face-to-face marketing¯ 

Accepting your top presenter’s flaws will 

shift your focus to their success 

We got sorne terrific advice on last month’s 

dilemma for Jeremy, an events & 

promotions manager whose top presenter 

was painfully disorganized¯ --".~.:i 

he got from our community¯ This month, 

we’ve got an over-high-fiver on our hands¯ 

Enter to win a $100 AMC gift card! 

Or if you’re going to EXHI BITOR2014, win a 

nighttime helicopter ride on the Las Vegas 

Strip! Enter this short one-question survey 

every day to better your chances of walking 

away a winner¯ 

Speak up! What do you want to see? 

We are getting fewer and fewer responses 

to "What’s Your Best Advice" feature, so we 

want to hear from you. Would you prefer an 

"Ask the Expert" feature over the dilemma 

each month? Email your preference to 

associate editor Caroline Meyers at 

our privacy policy 

This Month’s Dilemma: Rob murphy, CmO mC2 



Sigh, a chronic high-fiver 

Every time my coworker meets a goal, he wants to "high- 
five" everyone in sight. It’s driving us crazy. How to get him 
to just stop but still give him the congratulations he 
deserves? 

[] Dana, project manager 

3 ways to get through your email faster 

In many professions, ignoring email entirely during the workday is 
simply not feasible, so it becomes necessary to adopt a strategy (or 
several) for keeping an eye on your inbox without letting it take over 
your whole day. In an interview with Harvard Business Review, Robert 
Pozen, the former chairman of MFS Investment Management and 
author of "Extreme Productivity," shares his best advice on how to get 
through email faster at work. 

fIX Sh ..... Facebook ~iI Twitter I Ai Sh ..... Linkedin 

:’.i:::.~.:: E-mail article 

The art of attracting people to your booth 

Trade shows make attendees think they need to take an Adderall once 
they get home from the show; they are suffering from some severe 
ADD. Trade shows tend to be overcrowded and overwhelming with 
people talking loudly, screens flashing images, and signs displaying 
eye grabbing exclamations!! Everyone is grasping for attention and 
some guests don’t know where to invest theirs. 

i~ Shareon Facebook ~iI Twitter I ~i Shareon Cinkedin 

ii~t,~iI E-mail article 

10 words your graphic designer wishes you knew 

iSto~.’k 
Working with a graphic designer is the best way to make sure your 
website or printed materials look professional. But sometimes it seems 
like your designer speaks a completely different language. Bridge that 
communication gap with this quick glossary. 

i~ Sh ..... Facebook ~iii Twitter I~i Sh ..... Linkedin 

::~: E-ma, art~o~e 

This new app turns smartphones into 
microphones 

Gathering audience questions and feedback at a meeting or event is 
usually done by positioning stand microphones around the room or by 
passing around a wireless unit. Crowd Mica, an lOS and Android app, 
connects audience members’ smartphones to the room’s sound 
system, so every person has his or her own microphone. 

ii~ Sh ...... Facebook ~iI Twitter I ~:: Sh ..... Linkedin 

MC2 (#1231) at EXHIBITOR2014 

Everyone’s invited to visit our exhibit at 

.-.- <:- :-.::i : ’.: :: :::: : i.:i and "Step Into Ou r World." 

But we know not everyone can travel to Las 

Vegas March 16-20 

We’d still like to you be part of the 

conversation, so enter our "What’s Your 

Dream" drawing. Enter every day and 

answer one of three questions over the next 

two weeks and get a chance to win a $100 

movie gift card. 

If you can make it to the show, please stop 

by to see us at booth #1231. 

Regardless of organizational size, word-of- 

mouth resources and emails from 

colleagues are the preferred information 

mediums. 



eCennections is published on the secend T uesday of the month and is distributed free via opt-in email 

eConnections provides tips, tactics and stlategies which can help to create targeted, result-generating 
exhibit and event programs. 

800-5:~7-8073 

To unsubscribe, click here. 
Did semeone fon;~a~d this edition to yoli’? Sub,crime here -- it’s free! 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 9:02 AM 

To: Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edu~"~ 

Subject: RE: 

Thanks for sharing. 

Pa~Jl 

Frem: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 8:49 AM 

To; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 
htg~://www.famamstreetbl~,.com/2Ol4/O3/~,~’an-l~lidav-arowth-h~kin~?u~n source=feedbumer&utm medmm=emml&u~m~ cam~.])Ln=Feed%3A~ 68131-~ % 

28Famam ~ Street%29 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meg Branson, Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce <mbranson@carolinachamber.org> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 10:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Take Chmnber Survey & Enter to Win $200 at The Siena 

To view this email online click here 

Thank yon lb*’ 3,o~r membei~hip in the Chapel Hill-Carrboro Chamber of 

m~dcrsta~ad what we ca~a do ko help yonr org;mizaUon thr~ve. 

Please take ten minutes to share yo~r dm~g~ts i~ the survey linked 

responses in a drawing tbr a $200 gJfk eerd f~cg~te ko T/ae Siena }Iote]. 

That~k 

VisR the link below to access 

Forward to a friend 

This emaii was sent te ilie@unc,edu by mbranson@carolinacharnber.orrj 
Update Profile/Email Address ~nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbe" Privacy Policy. 

Chapel HilI-Carrboro Chamber of Commerce 104. S. Estes Drive i Chapel Hill :: NC i 27514 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 10:45 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

’][’he chaila~-oman of the U.S. Senate Intelligence Comlnittee today accused the CL~k of inappropriately seaxching the committee’s computers as the panel inves~tigated 

the CIA’s detention and interrogation program. 

Speaking on the Senate floor, Sen. Dianne Feinstein said CIA Director John Bre~man told her in January, that agency personnel searched the computers because of a 

belief that the panel might have had access to an internal review of the matter. 

"The CIA did not ask "the committee or its staff if the committee had access to the internal review or how we obtained it. Instead, the CIA just went aM searched the 

c( mm~ttee s computer, she said. have grave concerns that the CIA search may have ... violated the separation of powers principles embodied in the United States 

Constitution." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.coln and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe t?om Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nero, ark 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Interdisciplinao, Research Teams Insider <ma~@principalinvestigators.org> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:44 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

How to Build a Successful InterdisciplinaO Research Team: A Scientist’s Guide 

Click here to view mobile version. 

Interdisciplinary Research Teams: The Scientist~,s Guide To Buildin9 Strong, Productive Teams 

An interdisciplinary project draws on methods and understandings from several 
disciplines, but creates something new that is greater than the sum of its pads. 
The key to creating a truly interdisciplinary project involves fostering an 
interdisciplinary environment where everyone contributes equally toward common 
goals. 

While many scholars attempt interdisciplinary projects, efforts often fall short 
because one discipline dominates, participants fail to create a common language 
and goals, or the project does not create a truly interdisciplinary process to carry 
out research. 

This comprehensive guide, Interdisciplinary Research Teams: The Scientist’s 
Guide to Buildinq Stronq, Productive Teams, outlines strategies to help 
scientists engaged in interdisciplinary research develop projects that both create a 
truly interdisciplinary environment and address the disciplinary specific career 
needs of participants. This guide provides practical advice on developing 
interdisciplinary partnerships and the mechanics of carrying out interdisciplinary, 
multi-site projects. 

inside this 73-pg. executive report, you will find expert guidance for: 

Defining interdisciplinary Research: A Look at 3 Kinds of Initiatives 

Howto Develop a Research Problem and a Team 

How to Determine Which Methods and Disciplines ar~ Necessary 

for a Particular Project 

Strategies for Effective Leadership: Your Commitments and 

Responsibilities 

Howto Build a Successful Team: Who to Include, Who to Avoid 

Developing interdisciplinary Proposals: How to Prepare, Who 

Should Be Involved 

Creating an interdisciplinary Environment: Research Protocols, 

Creating a Common Language 

Howto Create Partnerships for Research to Practice 

Analysis Strategies for Interdisciplinary Projects: Howto Reach 

Your Full Potential 

How to Overcome Publication and Authorship Issues for 

Interdisciplinary Teams 

And much 

Interdisciplinary Resea rch Teams: 

The Scientist~,s Guide To Building 

Strong, Productive Teams 

:~ Lim~ed.Time Offer 

VMid Until March ’~th. 

Purchase this guide in 

PDF format ~r only 

As an added bonus, you will receive 

the 60-minute Webinar entitled 
"Interdisciplinary Research 

Teams: 
Who to Include, Who to Avoid, 

and How to Manage Effectively" 
in MP4 format absolutely FREE 

(a $197 value). 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive 

discounts and promotions, free white papers and morel 

Forward to a friend, 

~i PIA 



Unsubscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

National Wrestling Headquarters <info@mmevents.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:55 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Deadline: Tonight at Midnight! 

RMI’~ Everfl:s ~, PO go~( 128 ~, groomfiel~l~ CO 80038 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:13 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

"As far as the allegations of CIA hacking into Senate computers, nothing could be further fiom tile troth," CIA Director Jolm Brennan said today. "We wouldlft do that. 

That’s j ust beyond the scope of reason." 

His comment came after Senate Intelligence Committee Chaila~-oman Dianne Feinstein accused the CIA of inappropriately seaxching the committee’s computers as the 

panel investigated the CIA’s detention and interrogation program. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Franklin Planner <franldinplmmer@e.fianklinplanner.fcorgp.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:28 PM 

ille@umc.edu 

Stay Orgm~ized and Skip Tax Stress 

::~:: FranklinPI ........ ~ TheOrga ] ~ Geekori ...... ~@: TidyNi ........ ~@: PenL ...... ] ::~ Organliz 

m nizedParI m 

I 

edBarg 

::~:*:;:: FranklinPlanner.com % Forwardtoa Friend 

...... Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey ..... 

::X:: It’s Tax Time 

Keep your family’s finances organized and reduce your stress level between now and April 15th. 

Shop Now 

i.~.i Life Organized File "~ Exp .... Envelopes "~}i My Organizer Fi .... ial Kit Folders 

I:Ni MyOrganizer FileCase .... Financial Plans N:: 100% Recycled Colored Expanding 
Supplement Wallet 

SAVE 10% on any full price binder when you purchase an April planner 

Enter promo code 23138 at checkout 

Shop Now 

iXi Connect With i;:*:;i JointheGOCommunity 
Us 

Like Us 

on 

Facebook 

Follow Us on 

Twitter 

::N:: Watch Us on 
You Tu be 

Re-pin Us 
on 
Pinterest 

Call ~i Click Request ou r latest catalog 



~’,,~,!l.~#e Pret~rences ] Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

QCSS Inc. <mmketing@mulfi66.postfix.bn~send.com~ 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:42 PM 

Vince Ille <ille@illinois.edw~ 

Straight Talk On How To Find The Right Sales People 

i-taviI~g trouble ’,,ie’,~,iP.9 ~his em~Ji? click here 

Powered By 

ng Per ormers 
Sales People That Generate Results 

March t8th, - 12:oo CST 

Hiring Hunters 

A! 

12:OO CST 
Value Selling              :~ 

April ~nd - ~2:oo CST 

Telemarketing For 

Subscription 

Sales 

April 15th- m:oo CST 

Managing Hunters 

Webinar 
Date: March ~8th, 9ol4 

Time: ~2:oo, CST 

Dear Vince, 

The expenses accrued in the recruiting, training, lost 
sales, and managerial time devoted to a bad hire often 

exceed $1oo, ooo. 

The importance of hiring the right candidate is clear. It is 
one of the most crucial decisions any manager must 
make. It is impossible to manage effectively without 
hiring effectively. 

Luckily, Dan Kreutzer has developed a formalized hiring 
t)~’oeess to make sure that you hire the best person 
possible. Dan is Partner & Sensei with The Samurai 
Business Group and author of the book I~at the l~rin Back 
in Your Sales. 

Dan is a master sales trainer who knows what works and 
what doesn’t. He brings perspective and clarity to his 
students in the pursuit of sales mastery. 

Dan served in the US Army and is active in 
several not-for-profits that provide aid and 
support to our military veterans. 

Dan Will Help You Identify_ Strong Prospective 
Hires Who: 

Have the ability to do the job 
Are willing to do the job 
Fit with the current staff 
Fit with the environment 
Have manageability once on the job 

Dan ~ s Formalized Hirh~g Process 



Virtually every manager subscribes to formal systems 
and processes to accomplish the various goals and tasks 
of their organizations. Yet most managers have no formal 
process for their most crucial activity D selecting and 
hiring the members of their teams. 

Reasons for Havh~g a Process 

Eliminates sole rdianee on subjectivity 
Covers all the bases 
Provides managers a roadmap 
Increases success rate from 15% to 85% 

Hiring ~perJbrmersD is the number one most 
critical task performed by sales managers. Dan 

will show you a formalized hiring process in 
order to identifia and hire ~performers ~ 

effecli~ely. 

QCSS Inc. 

21925 Field Parkway, Suite 21o 

Deer Park, IL 60010 

Loeal # 847.229.7o46 

Toll Free # 888.229.7046 

sales@qessine.eom 

Unsubscribe I Manaqe Subscription :: Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelsey Omlin <insight@navexglobal.com> 

Tuesday, March 11,2014 12:52 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Webinar: 2014 Hotline Benchmarks (only two days left to sign up!) 

[ ~i BenchmarkingEM-B ..... 2.jpg 

Hi Vince, 

There’s just two days left to register for our complimentary webinar unveiling the 2014 hotline 

reporting benchmark findings - including both telephony and web-based reporting. 

=~.,ii~.q}..!S~£!K;i.ilil.i!;.,:!!~!:.@!K:..!!~!’!iK!i:.i!L!:i:k.iii:ilLi.:£. for 1 hour to learn how to use internal and external 

measurements to interpret your own hotline data. 

As a bonus for i.%~;i.i.:ii!~i,H.i.~ii::~;i you will be among the first to receive the complete 2014 Hotline 

Benchmarking Toolkit, which will include the full report plus 10 valuable assets to inform decisions 
about broader ethics and compliance initiatives including training, policy management, assessments 
and more. 

More than 750 people have already registered! 

You are receiving this email because you indicated interest in workplace ethics and compliance topics. If you 

would like to change your email preferences, please click here. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 1:31 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Malaysian Flight 370 was last detected flying over a small island hundreds of~niles from the fliglffs usual route frown Kuala Lumpur to Beijiug, accordiug to a senior 

Malaysian Air Force official. The official decliued to be named because he is not authorized to speak to the media. 

If the uew data is correct, the aircra£t was flying in the opposite direction from its scheduled destination and was on the opposite side of the Malay Peninstfla from its 

scheduled route. Previous accounts had the aircraft losing touch ruth air traffic control near the coast of Vietnam. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhoue, iPad aud Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

iiBIG Education <finm~ceevent@iibig.com> 

Tuesday, March 1L 2014 1:42 PM 

Vince II]e <ille@uiuc.edu> 

Review Education Finance Forum Agenda, SpeaJaers Announced, Regisler Today 

Updated Agenda and Speakin9 Faculty Available for Review! 

Conference Ke,’note Address Presented By: 

Program Manager, Student and Auto Loan Office, 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

Executive Speaking Facuity: 

Scott Barton, CEO, * Sam Miller, President And Chief 

2nd Order Solutions Operating Officer, Loan Science 

Randy Behm, Principal, Education 

Finance Partners, And Former Executive 

Vice President & Director, Key Education 

Larry Chiavaro, Executive Vice President, 

First Associates Loan Servicing, LLC 

Jefferson B. Moore, Vice President, 

National Loan Exchange, Inc. 

Dan Myers, Chairman And Chief 

Executive Officer, First Marblehead 

Matt Myers, Senior Vice President, Goal 

Structured Solutions 

John L. Culhane, Jr., Partner, 

Ballard Spahr Stillman & Friedman 

Paula Darling, Chief Executive Officer, 

Mined Systems Inc. 

Stephen Dash, Founder And Chief 

Executive Officer, Credible Labs Inc. 

Ron W. Page, Founder and Principal, 

Student Loan Liquidity Partners. and 

Former Chief Executive Officer, 

Greystone Education Loan Funding 

Shelly Repp, President, 

National Council of Higher Education 

Help Programs {NCHELP) 

Darlene Dimitrijevs, Principal, 

Education Finance Partners 

AndrewGillen, Senior Researcher, 

Education, American Institutes for 

Research (AIR) 

Eric Reusch, Program Manager, Student 

and Auto Loan Office, Consumer 

Financial Protection Bureau 

John Riber, Vice President, 

DBRS 

Charles Kelley, Executive Director, 

Rhode island Student Loan Authority 

(R~SLA) 

Rosemary Kelley, Senior Director, 

Kroll Bond Rating Agency 

George A. Kent, EVP Conference 

Development, iiBIG 

Vince Sampson, President, 

Education Finance Council 

Harrison M. Wadsworth III, Principal, 

Washington Partners, LLC 

Tracy Wan, Senior Director, 

Fitch Ratings 

¯ Steven Winnie, President And Chief 

= Brett Kitt, Of Counsel, Operating Officer, CampusDoor 



Greenberg Traurig 

Robert S. Lavet, General Council, 

Social Finance, Inc. (SOFI) 

Conference Agenda Topics Include: 

¯ State of the 2014/2015 Education Finance & Lending Markets 

¯ Critical Issues in Student Loan Servicing 

The Consumer Finance Protection Bureau: How is CFPB affecting Student Loan 

Origination & Servicing Issues? 

Refinancing Student Loan Debt 

= Are Student Loans the Next Asset Bubble? 

¯ Better Underwriting and Portfolio Management: Lessons on Reducing Risk 

¯ Comparing the U.S. Model with Other Countries and Options 

¯ Legal and Regulatory Update 

¯ Private Student Loan Portfolio Sales and Valuation Issues 

To View Entire Agenda: ~ENDA 

........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Website: http:/l~,~w.iibi~ comlEducation 

Phone: 212-300-2521 

E-mail: jn fo#~jjb[g,co m 

Speaking Opportunities: 

To submit an application to join our 

speaking faculty, please click HERE or 

contact: 

George Kent, Conference Director, iiBlG 
Email: g.~.~ ~:g ~.k~.~il~.~g ~.~ #.ES. 

Sponsorshi~Exhib~ing Opportunities: 

To sponsor or exhibit at the 2014 

conference, please contact: 

About iiBlG 

iiiBIG (International Institute for Business Information & Growth) is an unbiased, 

independent company dedicated to organizing business-to-business conferences and 

seminars for senior-level business executives, We provide learning and networking settings 

for some of the business community,s BIGgest thinkers _- those who occupy the highest 

levels in their companies and organizations, Our events focus on the most pressing and 

timely issues facing decision-makers in today[~s global economy, Follow us on Facebook 

and Twitter, For more information, visit: http:/iw,~,w, iibig,co~. 

Anti-SPAM Policy: iiBIG does not support or condone SPAM. Information provided herein is 

offered as a B2B service to our clients and their counterparts to assist and facilitate learning, 

networking and business development opportunities. 

To be removed from e-mail distribution, please click here: 

iiBIG {International I~stit~=te for Business Information & Growth LLC) 

79 Main Street 3rd Floor, Port Washington, NY 11050 

Phone: 212-300-2520 I E-mail: i~)[g.@.ii.~.ig,.~g.g:~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 1:50 PM 

Subject: Heat!Hot Water OFF Beginning This Evening 

The heat and hot water to the Smith Center, Kourg and EWAC will be off today beginning at 4:30 pm for maintenance to install a new valve. It is scheduled to be 

back on tomorrow by 12:00 noon. 

Thanks for your cooperation. 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 8:05 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

CNN projects that Republicma David Jolly wins a special election in Florida’s 13th Congressional District. Jolly, who defeated De~nocrat Alex Sink, will fill out the term 

of his former boss, Republican Rep. Bill Young. Young died in October. 

Jolly’s projected win would mean Democrats still need to capture 17 seats in Novembeis midterms to regain control of the chamber. 

The election is seen by some pundits as a bellwether for November’s midtenn elections, and there had been a massive infusion of outside ad money into the race to t~ 

to intluence the outcome. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Net-a, ork 



From: ille@emafil 

Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 8:28 PM 

To: Akos, Patrick <pakos@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: item 

Thanks Patrick. I’m on tile second floor of EWAC. I’In looking t’ol~vaxd to meeting and discussing our mutual interests. See you next week. 

On Mar 11, 2014, at 7:44 PM, "Akos, Patrick" <pakos(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

that works - I come to you I assume (let me know location) 

thanks for taking time on this. I know yonr plate is perpetually full. 

Dr. Pahick Akos 

Pro*Essor, School of Education 

University of Nol~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-4758 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:49 PM 
To: Akos, Patrick 
Subject: RE: item 

How about next Tuesday at 2:30? 

From: Akos, Patrick 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 6:20 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: item 

Tuesday 1:30=4:30 - anytime in that window? 

Thursday afternoon and Friday morning possible too if I can move some things around. 
Dr. Patrick Akos 

Professor, School of Education 

University of Noith Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-4758 

http://soe.unc.edu/~c research/~ culty/akos.php 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 3:08 PM 

To: Akos, Patrick 
Subject: RE: item 

Patrick, 
Sorry for the delay in responding. Do you have any availability next week’? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Akos, Patrick 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 4:04 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: item 
Sure Vince. 

My schedule is tight as we have some facnlty and student interviews these next few weeks and Wed I teach off campus all day. 

I am a morning person - so if yon are np for coffee early - 6 or 7am - I can do most days (out of town 2/12-15). If not mornings - let me know what are 

the best windows for yon - or who I should talk ruth to get on your schedule. 

Best. 
Dr Pa/rick Akos 

Professor, School of Education 

University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-4758 

From: 111e, Vince 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 3:55 PM 

To: Akos, Patrick 
Subject: RE: item 

Dr. Akos, 
Thanks for reaching out and tile infoiInation you’ve shared below. In the next 30-60 days we roll begin Inaldng decisions regalding our progranllning and 

initiatives ibr the 2014-15 academic year. It might be helpful for as to meet somelime to discuss your interests in more detail. If you’re available to meet, 

please just let me know. 

Thanks again for your interest in onr programs and people. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Umversity of North Carolina 
(919) 962 2�,531 



<imageOO:]..jpg > 

From: Akos, Patrick 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2014 1:06 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Ille, Vince; NoCcon, Molly 
Subject: RE: item 
Great. 

Vince - just background - I met ruth Bubba a while back to talk about some work I have done ruth transition counseling. I attached a short draft of the 

idea that needs work (was the version I created for Kevin Guskiemcz for his NFLPA partnership). I played football at Vanderbilt and briefly in camp 

with Buffalo. I also worked in academic and career support for s~dent athletes at Arkansas for a few years and coached at Morehead St for a year. 

I an~ a licensed and nationally certified counselor and sta~ing to explore extending my work at this point in my career. I know you have talented slaffin 

place - but thought I would reach out to see if I can be helpful. 

I look tbrwaacd to "talking more. 
Dr. Patrick Akos 
Pro*~ssor, School of Education 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 8d3-4758 

h~p:,5’soe.unc.edu/Pac researd~/t:acultv/akos.php 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2014 12:47 PM 

To: Akos, Patrick 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly 

Subject: Re: item 

Thanks for the note and thoughts. We are currently reviewing our leadership academy programming and adding to the siaft~ This spring will be an excellent 

time to re-engage the conversation. I am copying Vince Ille on the email so we can schedule atime to discuss once we have staffin place. 

B ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

On Jan 26, 2014, at 11:32 AM, "Akos, Patrick" <p__~_t_l_i__o_~[O]__e__r__n_~i_l_:_g__rLc_:_e___@_> wrote: 

Bubba. 

Been a while since we talked about the transition counseling idea - but I saw this to see if you want to talk again, Having a license mental 
health prot}ssional with experience in athletics make good sense. 

http://espn.go.con-ge sp~,’otl/sto r,/-/ /id/~335925/awareness-be~er-treatment-c~ege-ath~e~es-~nen~a~-hea~th-begins-take-shape 
I kmow you have other things to manage - but let me know if you want to talk again. 

Best. 
Dr Patrick Akos 

Professor, School of ES~cation 

University of Noflh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-4758 

http://soe.unc.edu/Pac reseal ch/Paculty/akos php 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

East Coast Nationals-America Crown <bill@americacrownwvestling.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 5:07 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

We’re Getting Clo~r-Easl Coasl Nationals March 29 Richmond, VA 

i~i http://wotw.americacrownwrestlingcom/ecnats/ecmain.gif 

_h__t__t_p://www,arnericacrownwrest|ing_~com 

Open individual Saturday March 29th 

Richmond, Virginia 

East Coast Nationals Dual~am Championships 

Sunday March 30th 

Click here to enter now on Track Wrestling, 

Who will be the next America Crown Champion at the East Coast Nationals! 

2014 new champions so far! - Dru Kerley North Carolina, Felix Chang Virginia, Logan Ashton 

Georgia, DJ Shannon Illinois, Carter Neves Ohio, Mason Turner Kansas, Jackson Hensen Missouri, 

Kael Lauridsen Nebraska, John Bailey Wisconsin, Joshua Saunders Missouri, Ashton Honan Ohio, 

Who will be next! 

2013 Divisional Most Valuable 2013 All Tournament most 
Wrestlers Valuable Wrestlers 

i~i http://www.americacrownwrestlingcomlecnatslim .::’~::. http:/,www.arnericacrownwrestlingcom/ecnats/im 

ages/2013ecnPi-ournamentMostValulableDivisional ages/2013ecn/TournamentMVW DSC 3321 Eas 

WrestleE DSC 3324 EastCoast.jpg tCoastNationals 3.30.jpg 

Under - Drew Montgomery - MD Ethan Carpenter - VA 

8 & Under- Elijah Edge-WV David Carr- OH 

:10 & Under - Brian Soldano - NJ Austin Bellamy - MD 

:12 & Under - Brandon Larue - NJ Dymir Caruth-Davis - PA 

:14 & Under- Mason Turner- KS Ethan Karsten - MO 



High School - Uriah Watkins - VA I I 

Hotel Information 
Holiday Inn Ricl~nond Airport ~,_~,_~!:_l!@__~__zi_!Lr!:_c_R_r~i’__n___c__I!_r_~Lg__r_@!~. Enter AC1 in the group field. Or call the hotel direct at 804-236-1111 and request a room with the 

East Coast Nationals. 

Hampton Inn Richmond Airport w~v.riclmaondairport.hampto~ira~com. Click on add a special rate code and enter ACW in the group field. Or call the hotel direct 

at 804-226-1888 and request a room with the East Coast Nationals. 

Holiday Inn Express Ricl~ond Airix~rt www.hiexpress.comirichmondarpt. Enter ACW in the group field. Or call the hotel direct at 804-222-1499 and request a 

room with the East Coast Nationals. 

J 

This email was sent to ille@uiuc.edu by bill@americacrownwrestling.coFn 

Update Profile/Email Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe~" Priva£y Policy. 

america crown wrestling I 14147 Earth Works Dr I Smithville, I NO I 64089 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Franklin Planner <franklinplmmer@e.fianklinplanner, fcorgp.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:28 AM 

ille@umc.edu 

Save Today Only! 

IlXll FranklinPIm ........ 
I i~i TheOrg [~ Geek°riarent.co                        anizedP ...... 

:IX:I TidyNi ........ :IX:I PenL                                                        om ..... ~ Organize                                                          s.com               dBargain 

FranklinPlanner.com Forward to a Friend 

Exclusive consumer products licensee of FranklinCovey 

Ready? SAVE! 

$39.99 for Select Totes & Cases* 

Sale Ends At Midnight 

Enter promo code 23179 at checkout 

Shop Now 

C .... ctWith i~ill JointheGOC ..... ity ii~iI LikeUs FollowUson i~ Watch Uson i~ill Re-pinUs 

Us on Twitter YouTu be on 

Facebook Pinterest 

Call ii~ Click ~iI Catalog 

1/,18qage Pref~rences I Unsubscribe 

: 20:4 FC Organizational FrorsL=cts LLC I 2259 W Parkway "3brs I Salt Lake !/:it’!, Lq" 5411%2331 i United States 

Fra;r!~linCovey is a re@:~Ie!ed trademark of Franklin Covey Co Used by perrq=ssion ’1,:02029 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:21 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

New York police and firefighters are responding to reports ofma explosion in East Harleln, authorities say. There are at least 11 Ininor injuries, according to file 

officials. 

Images show smoke billomng fi~om the site where a building appeared to have collapsed. The scene is near a major commuter rail line. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Hutton, PhD <victo@pfincipalinvestigators.org> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:38 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Ends Today i R01 Grant Writing Strategies to Entice Reviewers to Approve Your Reseaxch 

Click here to view mobile version. 

NIH 
Mentor: An Educational 
How-to Manual, 4th Edition 

Grant Application NIH R01 Grant Application How-to 

Applying for a National Institutes of Health (NIH) RO1 grant 
is an involved process with many facets to consider and 
extensive guidelines to follow. 

Manual 

Once you’ve verified that an RO1 is right for you, you’ll need 
to work out the specifics. Think about when to apply, what 
to title your proposal, and how to articulate your hypothesis, 
among others. 

Then the writing begins. Your writing should focus on telling 
a compelling story and enticing reviewers to approve your 
research. Easier said than done right? 

Remember: In today’s competitive funding environment, 
every word counts. >>Learn More. 

"The NIH R0I Grant Mentor is an 

incredibly useful tool. As an organization 

that submits a /arge number of ROI and 

similar grant mechanisms every year, we 

have found great guidance from this 

manual and have a high rate of 

success with our proposals, " 

NIH R01 Grant Application How-to Manual 

Don’t waste your precious time going through vague grant- 

writing guides. This manual offers everything you need 
to know to craft a superior proposal, maximizing your 

chances for NIH R01 funding, 

Expert advice for developing your Project 

Summary/Abstract, Biographical Sketch, 

Environment section and Research Plan 

Surefire guidance to ensure your Research Strategy 

addresses your project’s Innovation, Significance, 

Approach and Overall Impact 

Understanding of why your budget’s numbers are 

almost as important as the words you use to tell your 

research’s story 

An insider’s view of special considerations for special 

agents, human and animal subjects 

A 50-minute recording entitled "Crafting Your R01 

Proposal Like the Pros: ~0 $nsider Tips Revealed, " and 

much more! 

And now you can order your NIHR01 
Grant Application hlentor: An 

Educational How=to Manual, 4th 
Edition in PDF format, including your 
50-minute how-to recording in CD, 

HP4 
or PDF Transcript for only$299! (a 
savings of $400), Print version only 

$75 more. 

BONUS: 



Order now and get the "NIH Grant 
Application Webinar Library" 

in MP4 format for FREE! (a $775 
value). 

Onlin~e ext, 50~5 today 

Join us on Linkedin, Facebook or Twitter to receive exclusive discounts 
and promotions, free white papers and much more! 

Forward to a friend. 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 11:24 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

One pelson died in today’s East Harlem building explosion, mi NYPD detective says. 

The explosion injured at least 16 others and knocked down a building, authorities say. Another NYPD detective told CNN’s Poppy Ha, low that "1644 Park Average 

appea, s not to be there anymore." The structure was a five- fftoiy residential building. 

A Con Edison official tells CNN the utili~ company had a call of a possible gas leak shortly before the explosion. The official says the company received a call at 9:13 

a.m. from ~meone saying they smelled gas. The official says Con Edi~)n dispatched a truck two minutes later, but the truck had not arrived at the scene when the 

explosion happened and no Con Ed crews were inured. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 





Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:11 PM 

Subject: RE: Heat/Hot Water ON 

Hi all--- 

The repairs have been completed and the heat/hot water are back ON. Thanks for your’ cooperation! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E~ Smith Center 

9{52-.7777 

From: Bitting, Angelyn S 
Sent: Tuesday, March :t:[, 2014 ~:50 PN 

Subject: Heat!Hot Water OFF Beginning This Evening 

The heat and hot water to the Smith Center, Koury and EWAC will be off today beginning at 4:30 pm for maintenance to install a new valve. It is scheduled to be 

back on tomorrow by :12:00 noon. 

Thanks for your cooperation. 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:40 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Video Voyeur Sentenced i Peeing iu Public Pools i Arena Sa£ety Net Injures Fans 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Parks Employee Gets 10 Years for Voyeur Videos 
A tbrmer Boca Raton Parks aud Recreation worker was sentenced to 10 years in 

pri~n and another five years on sex olt~nder probatiou tbr using ... 

Mayor on Vote Allowin~ Guns in Rec Centers: ’Disgraceful’ 
"Disgraceful." That’s how Charleston Mayor Danuy Jones characterized the 

passage of a bill allowing conceg~ed firearms iuto city recreation ... 

Peeing in Public Pools Common and Harmful, Sa’~’ Studies 
It might not come as a huge shock, but now there’s actua]ly proof to back it up: 

peeing in the pool is hmrnful to swimmers’ ... 

Safety Net Pole That Iuiured Bruins Fans Not Inspected 
’][’he safety, net pole that s~vung down mid injured two M~ne women after a Boslon 

Bmius game last week is considered a piece of equipmeut that is ... 

NHL Medic~1 Guideliues Credited in t everle’~" Response 
The NHL has strict guidelines that state team physicians hm~e to be av~Alable in 



close proximity, (within 50 tbet) of the players’ bench .... 

Tribe PraJ~ses MaJme Schools’ Eftbrts to Change Nicknames 
A ti~ur-yeax push to end the use of school nicknames such as Indians, Redskins 

and Warriors in Maine has led to multiple name changes .... 

UNM Cup-Thrower Sorry. Will ’Cheer Loudly from Home’ 
The University, of New Mexico Lobo fan who threw a cup at a San Diego State 

player after a Feb. 22 game in the Pit said in a statement to the ... 

Stadium Reno’s Costs, Delays Blamed on UH Oversight 
Mired in controversy, delays and cost overruns, the latest estimate is $3 million 

above the project’s planned $13.7 million budget and is still at least ... 

Ci~, Commits $12M in Reserve Funds to New HS Gym 

’][’he money will not be taken out in a lump sutn, but even drawing the tnoney over a 

two-yeast period will be catastrophic to the reserve fund, says ... 

Donations~ Fees to Fund $25M VCU Basketball Facility, 
Virginia Commonwealth University announced plans to build a $25 million 

basketball practice facility that Rams men’s coach Sha£a Smart ... 

More State Help Sought in Florida Spring Ballpark Efibrt 
Palm Beach Count?, commissioners Tuesday said they’ll need more help from s~ate 

legislators before they can build a two-tean~ baseba]l stadium ... 

Legislation Seeks to Revive In-State Basketball Rivalry2 
State law would make the Huskies play the Zags in basketbell eve~y year under a 

proposal introduced Tuesday by a Spokane senator .... 

Former Golf Course Welcomes ’21 st-Century’ t la’~’ground 

The sprawling, 6,000-square-foot facili~ just below what used to be the 12th 

green on the now defunct Country-side Golf Course has all the ... 

Two-Sport Stars Passing on Football in Fm~or of MLB 
Greater knowledge has emerged in recent years about the health elt~cts of an NFL 

career including the specter of a massive lawsuit brought ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

AED Saves t laver in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game t ostponed 

Dallas Rich ][ everley collapsed on the bench Monday night after sufI~ring from a 

"caxdiac event." Thanks to an AED, he was able to regain conseiousness. 

New Reader Comments: 

AED Saves t layer in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game t ostponed 
Interesting fun fact to know and tell is the guy who invented the AED was saved by 

one. 

High School’s Athletics Face 25 Percent Budget Cut 
It is am~ing how much we spend on professional and college sports venues 

($Billions) and then you hear about cutbacks to youth sports. 

AED Saves Pla~’er in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
There axe definitely improvements to be made, but the good news is that tno~e and 

more places are adding AEDs. We’ve had several stories in just ... 



AED Saves Player in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
A hallway is perfect but better than locked up in an office. There ave some states 

that have an app to help located AED’s in buildings. As you may 

Ontdoor Rinks Disappsaring from the ’State of Hockey’ 
I live in suburban Minneapolis and when the weather is nice (tbr winter) I am 

always surprised how few people are outside skating at the ... 

AED StaTes Player in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
Good poin~ David. I’ve seen rn~y high schools where the AED is in the hallway or 

the entryway, not the gym itsel£ 

MentaJ He~Jth Focus of Youth Sports SafeW Summit 
Mental health is a huge issue across the board for the whole population. As an 

unfod:unate reminder the VA Tech shooter also attended Fairfax ... 

Blog: Evew Athlete Deserves a Certified Athletic Trainer 
Another issue is players playing injured which only can cause more problems. I 
watched the MN state high school hockey championships on ... 

AED Saves Player in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
External &fibrillators (AED’s) ave pre~" common at spo~ts ve~mes including ice 

ri~s these days. Unfortunately many of them me in lobby’s or... 

Iii’~ Fo,ward to a friend ] 

::.~ Facebook ~ 

I ~ Ath,etioB~si .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 

Stay Connected Stay Informed 

i~i AB App Now here 

Premium Partners 

Manc=~!e Email Preferences I Unsubscribe to fi.ltu=e emsiis ot this type == Forward to a Coiiea~!i~e 

Piesse ei:~ail List: at lisa~,athleticbusiness corn witir questions sboi)t you= account 

Thk~ email was :~ent to ille@illinois.edu by: 

AB Media Inc 
2~ E Mi#lin St, Ste 910. Msdisoq Wi 53i03 

2=.313 i Privacy Policy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:44 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Two people were killed and at least 18 people were injured in today’s blast that destroyed two buildings in East Harlem, New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio safid. An 

unspecified number of people are missing, and crews will search the rubble of the buildings as soon as the fire is out, he said. 

PreliminaD~ information indicates that a gas leak led to the blas~t, de Blasio told reIx~rters. "This is a trage@ of the worst kind becanse there was no indication in time to 

save people." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere yon want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mafil from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 12:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Video Voyeur Sentenced i Peeing iu Public Pools i Arena Sa£ety Net Injures Fans 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Parks Employee Gets 10 Years for Voyeur Videos 
A tbrmer Boca Raton Parks aud Recreation worker was sentenced to 10 years in 

pri~n and another five years on sex olt~nder probatiou tbr using ... 

Mayor on Vote Allowin~ Guns in Rec Centers: ’Disgraceful’ 
"Disgraceful." That’s how Charleston Mayor Danuy Jones characterized the 

passage of a bill allowing conceg~ed firearms iuto city recreation ... 

Peeing in Public Pools Common and Harmful, Sa’~’ Studies 
It might not come as a huge shock, but now there’s actua]ly proof to back it up: 

peeing in the pool is hmrnful to swimmers’ ... 

Safety Net Pole That Iuiured Bruins Fans Not Inspected 
’][’he safety, net pole that s~vung down mid injured two M~ne women after a Boslon 

Bmius game last week is considered a piece of equipmeut that is ... 

NHL Medic~1 Guideliues Credited in t everle’~" Response 
The NHL has strict guidelines that state team physicians hm~e to be av~Alable in 



close proximity, (within 50 tbet) of the players’ bench .... 

Tribe PraJ~ses MaJme Schools’ Eftbrts to Change Nicknames 
A ti~ur-yeax push to end the use of school nicknames such as Indians, Redskins 

and Warriors in Maine has led to multiple name changes .... 

UNM Cup-Thrower Sorry. Will ’Cheer Loudly from Home’ 
The University, of New Mexico Lobo fan who threw a cup at a San Diego State 

player after a Feb. 22 game in the Pit said in a statement to the ... 

Stadium Reno’s Costs, Delays Blamed on UH Oversight 
Mired in controversy, delays and cost overruns, the latest estimate is $3 million 

above the project’s planned $13.7 million budget and is still at least ... 

Ci~, Commits $12M in Reserve Funds to New HS Gym 

’][’he money will not be taken out in a lump sutn, but even drawing the tnoney over a 

two-yeast period will be catastrophic to the reserve fund, says ... 

Donations~ Fees to Fund $25M VCU Basketball Facility, 
Virginia Commonwealth University announced plans to build a $25 million 

basketball practice facility that Rams men’s coach Sha£a Smart ... 

More State Help Sought in Florida Spring Ballpark Efibrt 
Palm Beach Count?, commissioners Tuesday said they’ll need more help from s~ate 

legislators before they can build a two-tean~ baseba]l stadium ... 

Legislation Seeks to Revive In-State Basketball Rivalry2 
State law would make the Huskies play the Zags in basketbell eve~y year under a 

proposal introduced Tuesday by a Spokane senator .... 

Former Golf Course Welcomes ’21 st-Century’ t la’~’ground 

The sprawling, 6,000-square-foot facili~ just below what used to be the 12th 

green on the now defunct Country-side Golf Course has all the ... 

Two-Sport Stars Passing on Football in Fm~or of MLB 
Greater knowledge has emerged in recent years about the health elt~cts of an NFL 

career including the specter of a massive lawsuit brought ... 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

AED Saves t laver in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game t ostponed 

Dallas Rich ][ everley collapsed on the bench Monday night after sufI~ring from a 

"caxdiac event." Thanks to an AED, he was able to regain conseiousness. 

New Reader Comments: 

AED Saves t layer in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game t ostponed 
Interesting fun fact to know and tell is the guy who invented the AED was saved by 

one. 

High School’s Athletics Face 25 Percent Budget Cut 
It is am~ing how much we spend on professional and college sports venues 

($Billions) and then you hear about cutbacks to youth sports. 

AED Saves Pla~’er in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
There axe definitely improvements to be made, but the good news is that tno~e and 

more places are adding AEDs. We’ve had several stories in just ... 



AED Saves Player in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
A hallway is perfect but better than locked up in an office. There ave some states 

that have an app to help located AED’s in buildings. As you may 

Ontdoor Rinks Disappsaring from the ’State of Hockey’ 
I live in suburban Minneapolis and when the weather is nice (tbr winter) I am 

always surprised how few people are outside skating at the ... 

AED StaTes Player in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
Good poin~ David. I’ve seen rn~y high schools where the AED is in the hallway or 

the entryway, not the gym itsel£ 

MentaJ He~Jth Focus of Youth Sports SafeW Summit 
Mental health is a huge issue across the board for the whole population. As an 

unfod:unate reminder the VA Tech shooter also attended Fairfax ... 

Blog: Evew Athlete Deserves a Certified Athletic Trainer 
Another issue is players playing injured which only can cause more problems. I 
watched the MN state high school hockey championships on ... 

AED Saves Player in Cardiac Arrest, NHL Game Postponed 
External &fibrillators (AED’s) ave pre~" common at spo~ts ve~mes including ice 

ri~s these days. Unfortunately many of them me in lobby’s or... 

Iii’~ Fo,ward to a friend ] 

::.~ Facebook ~ 

I ~ Ath,etioB~si .... Conf ..... &ExpoI 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 2:20 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Arizona Gov. Jan Brewer said today that she will not seek re-election, saying it was tilne for her to pass the torch of leadership. 

As Arizona sec~etaD~ of state, Brewer automatically sncceeded Janet Napolitano as governor in 2009 when the Democrat became President Barack Obama’s 

Homeland Securi~l secretary. Brewer, a Republican, was elected in her own right in 2010 and is in the final year of that temp. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 4:38 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A Chinese satellite looking into the Inyfftefious disappearauce of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 "observed a suspected crash area at sea," a Chinese agency says. 

Flight 370 vanished early Saturday with 239 people on board en mute from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:27 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A tburth fatality" has been confirmed tbllowing a building explosion and collapse in Harlem yesterday, according to the New York Fire Depart,nent. 

No other details about the victim were immediately available. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-ma~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-ma~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:15 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

At least two people died and 23 were injured at the South by Southwest interactive festival in Aus~tin, Texas~ the Austin-Tmvis Coun .ty Emergency Medical Service 

Public Information Office said on Trotter, after responding to reports that a car had plowed through a crowd. 

The car ran a bamcade, police told CNN a£filiate KXAN. Ten of the injured were taken to the hospital. Five were in serious condition. Police have apprehended the 

driver, KXAN reported. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:40 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A fifth fatality, has been coafirmed following a building explosion and collapse in Harlem yes~terday, according to the New York Fire Dep~:rtment. 

No other details about the victim were immediately available. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:54 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The death toll continued to rise overnight follomng a building explosion and collapse in New York Cib" yesterday. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-ma~l from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-ma~l aJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richald Vance, PhD <Richar&Vance@principalinvestigators.org> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 7:50 AM 

ille@uiuc.edu 

Last Chance ] How to Impress Journal Editors and Reviewers With LESS Pompous Writing 

Click here to view ~nobile version. 

Writing in Science a nd Medicine: The Investigator’s Guide to Writing for Clarity and Style 

Scientific and medical journal editors and peer reviewers continually point out that unclear writing is 
one essential reason that papers are rejected and grants are not funded. Stated another way, 
anything that gets between the writer’s scientific message and the reader’s comprehension of that 
message, derails the paper or grant and upsets the reviewer. 

Remember; Communication is not something added onto science--it is the essence of science. 

Unclear writing signals unclear thinking. To write clearly, you need to understand all the nuances and 
aspects of the subject before you begin wordsmithing the article or grant. Writing down the ideas even in 
outline form helps to clarify thinking. Scientists tend to imitate the academic, obscure writing that is seen 
in some medical and scientific journals and in grants, attempting to impress the reader with complex, 
long, and unclear phrases and paragraphs. If you want to write more clearly, let go of this style and 
develop your own clear way of communicating. Always think of your reader who needs to understand 
what you are intending to communicate. Read f~ore. 

] 

This 90-page guide has been designed to help investigators, in any 
field, understand the root of poor writing, identify red flags within their 
own writing style, and craft clear, concise, powerful pieces that meet 
the requirements of the most demanding audiences within their 
professional careers. This guide includes: 

i~ Quote from theAuthor 

Basic Writing Principles You Actually Know, But Forgot About 

What Makes a Poor Writer? Why You Might Be Your Own 

Worst Enemy 

Saying More with Less: The Power of Conciseness 

How to Impress Your Readers With Less Pompous Writing 

Why Clear Writing = Clear Thinking = Clear Writing 

Redundancies in Writing; Why Repetition Is Not Always a Good Thing 

How to Keep Reviewers" Focus on the Science, Not Your Grammar 

The 11 Rules of Good Writing and Revision 

Significance, Impact, Innovation; Why These Concepts are Vital to Scientific and Medical 

Writing 

The Power Behind an Outline; Simple to Create, Often Overlooked 

Real-life Experiences from a Seasoned Expert 

Before and After: Detailed Examples Show Which Revisions You Should Consider 

Raking Too 

Writing Exercises to Get You on the Path to Becoming a Successful Author 

Click here to preview each section. 

IN~I$~ OD UCTOR Y RA ~ITE EX~7~’N]DED UN~7~L 2~IAR CH13 TH! 
Purchase this new 90-pg. guide in PDF format for only $2~ $~79! 

Order your print copy for only $30 more. 
You will automatically receive a PDF version when you order print. 

iii~ L More .... 

i 

~ii Call 800~303~) 129 ext. 506 

I ~ O~der Now 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:15 PM 

ille@llinois.edu 

Takeaways from NttL Scare i Game Time for Transgender Students ] Partial Teardown tbr $60M HS Stadium? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Four Takeaways for All TeaJns Following Peverley Scaxe 

Rich Peverley came frightfully close to death Monday night. Thanks to quick action 

by the Dallas Stars medical staIl~ the 31 -year-old NHI, player survived .... 

Officials Address Concerns Over Transgender Athletes 

Senior 1~ at Cordova-Gofi; who was born mede but identifies as a fe~nale, is one of 

the first to take advantage of recent changes by the California ... 

Cracking $60M Stadium Ma;, Require Partial Teaxdown 

Nelson Forensics released its full report on the condition of Allen (Tex.) High 

School’s Eagle Stadium yesterday, and the news isn’t good .... 

New Video of Fan’s Stadium Fall Could Be a Factor in Court 
’][’he Buffalo Bills fan who fell last ihll from the top deck of Ralph Wilson Stadimn 

into the stands below heard Tuesday in court that ... 

Treasurer Denies Taking $10K from Wrestling Booslers 
Prosecutors said 41-year-old Wendi Willette stole more than $10,000 from the 



Winslow ttigh School Wrestling Booster Club. She ti~ces a... 

Small HS Teams ~ ’lth BI~ Followings Get Pit Priority 
They axe the biggest sehools in the state at least when it comes to enrollment. 

Fan-wise, it’s a different story .... 

Rays Tout New ’Flex Packs’ Ticketing as Unique to MLB 
The Tampa Bay Rays are connting on a new flexible ticket program to lift them ont 

of last place in home attendance, building much of... 

Retired Nav’~’ Officer Offers No-Nonsense. No-Machine G,~-m 

On Super Bowl Sunday, while most sports fans were huddled around TVs, 
members and trainers at a new Boca Raton g?~m were flipping ... 

Fitness Paxtnershi F~,ith Walk Throu h Parks 

The YMCA is paxtnering with the Community Pmk District of LaGrange Park and 

Oasis Women’s Spa and Fitness to coordinate Get Active ... 

High Winds Blow Panels Off Neyland Stadium Jumbotron 
Thi~-mile-per-hour winds carried four panels from the video board located high 

above Neyland Drive. One car was scratche& but no one was injured .... 

Depression-Era Stadium’s Latest Upgrade is Synthetic Turf 
Historic Breese Stevens Field on Madison’s near east side is about to get a dose of 

modem-day reality in the way of aJNJ~ficial turf.... 

UW Students ’Happ_v’ with Recreation Vote Outcome 
University of Wisconsin- Madison students behind a $223 million rebuild of 

recreational spo~ts facilities poffted a video of t hartell Williams ... 

HS Wrestler Loses, Huas Opponent’s Cancer-Fightin~ Dad 
A Minnesota high school wrestler won over the crowd with a hug that came away 

from the mat and after losing the 120-pound state title match 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Peeing in Public Pools Common and Hannful~ Say Studies 
The Los Angeles Times reports one in five Americans admits to peeing in a public 

swimming pool, and a new study finds that dangerous chemical reactions can result. 

New Reader Comments: 

NttI~ Medical Guidelines Credited in Peverle¥ Response 
Having roles and protocols like this is ve~?" impol~tant for the safeU of the athletes. I 

am sure that having the Team t hysician in close proxirniU to the ... 

d to a friend 
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iii~ Linkedln Xll YouTube 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athletic Business <athleticbusines@athleticbusiness.com~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Takeaways from NttL Scare i Game Time for Transgender Students ] Partial Teardown tbr $60M HS Stadium? 

.~iI Daily E-News from AthleticBusiness com 

Four Takeaways for All Tea~ns Following Peverley Scaxe 

Rich Peverley came frightfully close to death Monday night. Thanks to quick action 

by the Dallas Stars medical staIl~ the 31 -year-old NHI, player survived .... 

Officials Address Concerns Over Transgender Athletes 

Senior 1~ at Cordova-Gofi; who was born mede but identifies as a fe~nale, is one of 

the first to take advantage of recent changes by the California ... 

Cracking $60M Stadium Ma;, Require Partial Teaxdown 

Nelson Forensics released its full report on the condition of Allen (Tex.) High 

School’s Eagle Stadium yesterday, and the news isn’t good .... 

New Video of Fan’s Stadium Fall Could Be a Factor in Court 
’][’he Buffalo Bills fan who fell last ihll from the top deck of Ralph Wilson Stadimn 

into the stands below heard Tuesday in court that ... 

Treasurer Denies Taking $10K from Wrestling Booslers 
Prosecutors said 41-year-old Wendi Willette stole more than $10,000 from the 



Winslow ttigh School Wrestling Booster Club. She ti~ces a... 

Small HS Teams ~ ’lth BI~ Followings Get Pit Priority 
They axe the biggest sehools in the state at least when it comes to enrollment. 

Fan-wise, it’s a different story .... 

Rays Tout New ’Flex Packs’ Ticketing as Unique to MLB 
The Tampa Bay Rays are connting on a new flexible ticket program to lift them ont 

of last place in home attendance, building much of... 

Retired Nav’~’ Officer Offers No-Nonsense. No-Machine G,~-m 

On Super Bowl Sunday, while most sports fans were huddled around TVs, 
members and trainers at a new Boca Raton g?~m were flipping ... 

Fitness Paxtnershi F~,ith Walk Throu h Parks 

The YMCA is paxtnering with the Community Pmk District of LaGrange Park and 

Oasis Women’s Spa and Fitness to coordinate Get Active ... 

High Winds Blow Panels Off Neyland Stadium Jumbotron 
Thi~-mile-per-hour winds carried four panels from the video board located high 

above Neyland Drive. One car was scratche& but no one was injured .... 

Depression-Era Stadium’s Latest Upgrade is Synthetic Turf 
Historic Breese Stevens Field on Madison’s near east side is about to get a dose of 

modem-day reality in the way of aJNJ~ficial turf.... 

UW Students ’Happ_v’ with Recreation Vote Outcome 
University of Wisconsin- Madison students behind a $223 million rebuild of 

recreational spo~ts facilities poffted a video of t hartell Williams ... 

HS Wrestler Loses, Huas Opponent’s Cancer-Fightin~ Dad 
A Minnesota high school wrestler won over the crowd with a hug that came away 

from the mat and after losing the 120-pound state title match 

Yesterday’s Most Read: 

Peeing in Public Pools Common and Hannful~ Say Studies 
The Los Angeles Times reports one in five Americans admits to peeing in a public 

swimming pool, and a new study finds that dangerous chemical reactions can result. 

New Reader Comments: 

NttI~ Medical Guidelines Credited in Peverle¥ Response 
Having roles and protocols like this is ve~?" impol~tant for the safeU of the athletes. I 

am sure that having the Team t hysician in close proxirniU to the ... 

d to a friend 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 2:34 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

New information has led to the possibility of opening a new search area in the India~ Ocean for the missing Malaysia Airlines plane, White House spokesman Jay 

Carney said today. Many countries are partnering in the search and ’Tollowing leads where we find them," he said. 

Flight 370 disappeared Satm~tay after taking offfrom Kuala Lumpur. It was headed to Beijing with 239 people on board. The Indian Ocean is in the opposite direction 

of the plane’s flight path. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Ai~droid. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 2:53 PM 

Subject: Fire Alam~ Test 

Will sound in the Smith Center and Koury around 3:00 pm -this is only a test -you do not need to evacuate the facilities. Thanks!! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~abitting@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:51 PM 

Subject: Smith Ceuter CLOSED Friday, March 14, for NCHSAA BasketbaJl Set-up 

The Smith Center will be closed tomorrow, Friday, March 14, in order to set up for the NCHSAA Basketball Championships. 

Thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:54 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A bipa(tisan group of senators has reached a deal to extend federal long-term unemployment benefits for five weeks. 

Five Republicans have signed on to the measure, efi~ctively meaning it should clear the Senate. 

A vote is not expected until a~ter next week’s recess; prospects for passage in the House are uncertain. 

The recession-era program "that extended jobless benefits lbr millions of Americans expired at the end of last year. Previous etti~rts to renew it, even tbr a short period 

of time, have t~llen short. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:02 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Correction: A bipartisan group of senators has reached a deal to extend federal long-tem~ unemployment benefits for five Inonths. 

Five Republicans have signed on to the measure, efi~ctively meaning it should clear the Senate. 

A vote is not expected until a~ter next week’s recess; prospects for passage in the House are uncertain. 

The recession-era program "that extended jobless benefits lbr millions of Americans expired at the end of last year. Previous eiti~rts to renew it, even tbr a short period 

of time, have t~llen short. 

A previous breaking news alert incorrectly reported the length of the extension. We regret the error. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Beverly Davis <beverly.davis@nih-nsffundingadvisor.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 7:07 AM 

ille@ninc.edu 

Ends Today] NIH SBIR Grant Re,arch Strategy: What Yon Should Include in this VERY Important Section 

Click here to view mobile version. 

~:: NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: An Educational How-to Manual 

There is perhaps nothing more important to your SBIR application than describing your proposed reseamh and 
development project. This information will be conveyed to the reviewers in both the Specific Aims and Research Strategy 
sections of the application. It is in these sections that you will address the Significance and Innovation of your project, as 
well as the Approach you will take towards successfully achieving the project’s objectives. These three criteria are 
included in the five that will be used to score your application~ 

While composing these sections, be conscious of your use of the words "goals", "objectives" and "aims". Goals am 

strategic and high-level views. For instance, "The overall goal of this research is to evaluate the effect of chemical 
toxicants on viability, proliferation, and differentiation of ECFCs derived from different individuals." Objectives are more mid- 
level views, and will address a more focused aspect of the goal, such as, ’to delineate the pathway and functional role of 
TAK1 in ECFC differentiation." Finally, Aims are close-up views, and will outline your tactical approach towards the work 
to be performed. For example, "Aim 1 : To analyze the dose-effect relationship between toxicants and ECFC’s viability, 
proliferation, and differentiation." 

This 207 Oa¢le how-to manual has been carefully designed to guide you through the SBIR program application process, 
with the goal of positioning your proposal ahead of the competition, and in the best place possible for funding 
consideration. While the SBIR program has a total of three phases, Phase I will be covered in detail with reference 
to Phase II, since these are the two phases that directly involve applying to government agencies for funding. 

Gai~ ~sider Strategies for; 

The Grant Application Process: What you should know before you begin writing 

insider guidance, including examples, to help you develop your Project Summary/Abstract and Biographical 

Sketch 

How to successfully highlight the unique features of your Scientific Environment 

Specific Aims and Research Strategy: What you should include in this VERY important section to get 

reviewers’ on your side 

Planning on using Human Subjects, Vertebrate Animals, and/or Select Agents? Know your risks and 

responsibilities 

Budget strategies to consider: What you should and should not include 

Application Submission tactics: Getting it right the first time 

Plus much more! 

>>Click here to view the entire table of contents. 



::~i: About the Author 
Who Will Benefit? 

] 

Introductory Rate Extended Until March 14th: 

And now you can order your NIH SBIR Grant Application Mentor: 
An Educational How-to Manual, 1st Edition in PDF format 
for only$259! (a $499 value). Print version only $75 more. 

Upon ordering this manual you will automatically receive a PDF (digital) copy. 

.~iI L .... More ~i Call 800~303~)129 ext. 506 i.~il OrderOnline 

1 
Reference Code: SBIR-031414 

Share this: [] [] [] 

Forwa~rd to a friend. 

Principal Investigators 

Association 

This instructional manual is independent and not connected with, or endorsed by, NIH or NSF. All opinions expressed are those of the authors and 

not of any agency or government official. 

Principal Investigators Association 

9990 Coconut Road, Suite 316 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 USA 

1-800-303-0129 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:06 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A Reuters repo(t says militaly radar data suggest that missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 was "delibelately flown hundreds of Iniles off course" toward Indids 

Andaman Islands, "heightening suspicions of foul play among investigators." 

The Malaysian government says it cannot confirm the report. 

The report cites tmnamed sources and does not say which nation’s militaD~ radar information is the basis for the report. 

The Reuters story comes as fire search area tbr the missing plane has widened again. Al?ter starting in the sea between Malaysia and Vietnam, the plane’s last confimred 

location, eltbrts are now expanding west into the vastness of the Indian Oce~m. The USS Kidd, a destroyer t?om the U.S. Paciiic Fleet, is being moved into the Indian 

Ocean to aid in the search, Cmdr. William Marks of the U.S. 7th Fleet says. 

For complete coverage of the search for Flight 370, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Ina~l alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Chertow Wrestling <news@kenche(tow.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 9:32 AM 

ille@uiuc.e&i 

NCAA tournament challenge - prizes for top Ibur! 

NCAA Tournament Challenge 
Prize: Free day of summer eanlp at any location 

9rid Prize: CliffKeen Signature Headgear 
3rd Prize: AdvoCare Prize Package 

4th Prize: Instructional DVD of your choice 

Show offyour knoMedget Make your picks for this year’s winners in 
each weight class, as well as the top 3 teams. We ask that you fill out our online contest 
entry form by Thursday, March 2o, at 8 AM. Winners will be announced the following 

week. Good luck to all participants! 

Longtime campers and HTC st~ldents going to NCAAs! 

Congratulations to Mitchell Port and AJ Sehopp on winning conference titles last 
weekend! Mitchell will go into the NCAA tournament as the top seed at 141, and A,I will 
be the number 2 seed at 133. Freshman Zain Retherford will also head into the NCAA 

tournament as the number 3 seed at 141! 

Ken Chertow Wrestling [ PO Box 120 I Boalsburg, PA 16827 

KENCt t ERTOW.COM I WEARAND(~EAR.COI~4 

.~iI Send To A Friend 

Unsubscribe from future mailings. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 1:13 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

For the first time in ~nore than a decade, Americans feel that Russia is a serious threat ~o the U.S., accounting to a new natioual poll. Aud they really don’t like Vladi~nir 

Putin, either. 

According to a CNN/ORC International Poll released today, 69% of those surveyed say Russia is a serious threat to the U.S., a 25-poimjump since 2012 and the 

highest number on that ques~tion since the breakup of the Soviet Union. 

More than ~ven in 10 ~y there is no justification for Russids actions in UkraJme, a~d uearly half believe that a new Cold War is likely in the next thw years. As 

Putin, he saw a 14-point increa~ in his unihvorable rating, m 68% t?om 54% just betbre the Winter Olympics started in Sochi, Russia, last month. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is uow LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact ?,our cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Ceuter Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 5:11 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

FIRST ON CNN: A classified analysis of electronic and satellite data conducted by tile United States and Malaysian govemlnents shows Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 

likely crashed into the Indian Ocean on one of two flight paths, CNN has learned. One flight path suggests the plane crashed into the Bay of Bengal offthe coast of 
India; the other has it traveling southeast m~d crashing elsewhere in the Indian Ocean. according to the analysis. 

The Boeing 777-200ER with 239 passengers and crew members aboard departed Kuala Lumpur at 12:41 a.m. on March 8 in good weather. It was expected to land 

in Beijing at 6:30 a.m. Air traffic controllers lost contact ruth the plane about 2:40 a.m. 

For complete coverage of the search tbr Flight 370, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Aildroid. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 2:44 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The evidence in the disappeaxance of Flight 370 is consistem with solneone acting deliberately from inside the plane, said Malaysids Prime Minister. 

Investigators have refocused their attention onto the pilots and passengers on board, he said. 

For complete coverage of the search for Flight 370, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SoccerMercato <fm-us@fut bol mercado.com > 

Saturday, March 15, 20~_4 8:23 AM 

ille@illinois.edu 

Amateur Clubs Seek Coaches 

spacer.gif: 

Browse the site 
Reqister 
About Footbai|Mercato 
Latest Transfers News 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 7:20 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The U.S. intelligence com~nunity is leaning towal~t a theoly that "those in tile cockpit" - - tile pilots of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 - - were deliberately responsible for 

whatever happened to the jetliner, a U.S. official with direct kilowledge of the latest thinking tells CNN. 

The official, speaking on condition of m~onymi ,ty, says the Malaysian governmeut had wrested a reason to search the homes of the pilot m~d co-pilot for several days. 

But it was only in the past 24 to 36 hours that technical anaJysis of the collected radar and satellite data gave Malaysian officials sufficient reason to inspect those 

residences. 

Read more about the cockpit crew here. 

For complete coverage of the search tbr Flight 370, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You call watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 7:38 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Colnedian David Brenner, a regular on Johnny Carson’s "The Tonight Show," has died after a battle with cancer, a family spokesman said Saturday. He was 78. 

Brenner was a staple on Carson’s late-night show, appearing more times than any other guest, according to IMDB.com. 

Even in death, he kept the jokes coming. Brennel~s final request, according to family spokesman JeffAbraham, was to have $100 in small bills tucked in his sock -- 

"jus~t in case tipping is recommended where I’m going." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 2:10 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Polls have opened in a referendum on the peninsula of Crimea, in which voters are to voice their rash to either join Russia or become an effectively independem s~tate 

connected to Ukraine. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 8:33 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Sixteen percent of Republican Paxty members and independents who lean towmd the GOP .say they would be likely to support Sen. Rand Paul of Kentucl~ for their 

party’s 2016 presidential nomination, narrowly edging out Rep. Paul Ryan of Wisconsin, according to a new CNNiORC IntemationaJ poll. Ryan, the House Budget 

Committee chairman and 2012 Republican vice presidentiaJ nominee, is at 15%, with longlime Texas Gov. Rick Peny, who’s considering another Nd for the White 

House, at 11%. 

Former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee, a 2008 GOP presidential candidate, is the only other possible contender tested in the survey who cracked double digits. 

In the potential race tbr the Democratic nomination, it’s the saane old story: If Hillary Clinton run~ she would start the race as her paW’s overwhelming t~nt-runner. 

According "to the poll, 63% of Democratic Party members aa~d independents who lean towazd the party .say they’d tiavor Clinton as the Democratic nominee, with Vice 

President Joe Biden a veD’ distant second at 13%. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNrv" 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability’. 

You have opted-in "to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.coni/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 4:39 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

With 50 percent of the votes counted, prelilninary results show 95.5% of voters in Crimea want to becolne pa(t of Russia, Crilnean ElectoraJ Colnmission head Mildiail 

M~Jyshev mmoanced. 

The European Union on Stmday repeated its "strong condemnation" of the referendum. The ~Vhite House also rejected the vote, saying in a s~tement that it was 

"administered under threats of violence and intimidation fiom a Russian military, intela~ention that violates international law." 

Russian Foreign Minister Selgey Lavrov said in a s~tatement Saturday that Crimeds rel~rendum conforms to international law. 

Read the developing s~to .ry here. Follow complete coverage ofbreaJ~ing news on CNN.com~ CNN TV and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 7:00 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Florida took the overall No. 1 seed in the NCAA men’s basketball tournament, with the other top spots going to Arizona, Virgilffa and Wichita State. 

Get reaction to the tournament selection from Bleacher Report, and see the complete bracket on NCAA.com. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tiffs e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 3:16 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An overwhehning 96.7% of Crimea residents voted to secede from Ukiuine mad join Russia, according to final results of Sunday’s leferendum. Mikho~l Malyshev, the 

head of the Crimean Election Commission, announced the lesults in a news coifference Monday. While he did not say 100% of the ballots had been counted, he did 
say, "The committee’s work is done." The turnout was 83.1%: 1,274,096 of eligible voters cast their ballots. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <aNtting@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 17, 2014 9:21 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-12.pdf 

Is attached. Thanks! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 10:39 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President Bmack Obama will make a statement on Ukraine at 10:45 a.~n. ET, White House officials said. 

Earlier Monday, Obama signed an executive order to impose sanctions on Russia, blocking assets and en~ to the United States for seven members of the Russian 

government and four others. It also authorizes additional sanctions if needed. 

On Sunday, Ukraine’s Crimea region voted ove~a~helmingly to break fiom Ukraine and join Russia in what ~Vestern government say was an illegal election. 

Read the sto~ here. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 9:12 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Crimea and Sevastopol are uow officially part of the Russian Fedemtiou, the Kremlin said in a sIatelnent, citing today’s signing ceremony iuvolving Russian Presideut 

Vladimir Putin, the Prime Minis~ter of Crimea and the mayor of Sevastopol. 

Crimea is an autonomous region within Ukiuine with a majority Russian-speaking population. It has its own parliament, but the Ukrainian govemmem had veto power 

over its actions. 

But ruth political instability aM demonstrations rocking Ukraine in the pas~t several months, President Viktor Yanukovych was pushed out of office mad observers 

chaxged "that Russia saw its chance to ~mnex the strategic territory. A hastily called rei~rendum Sunday resulted in 96.7% of the region’s voters saying they wanted to 

become part of Russia. according to the Crimean Electoral Commission. 

The United States aud other Western powers have said Suuday’s vote was illega~ aad placed sauctions on more than two dozen Russian officials aud their allies in 

Crimea. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you waut it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps tbr iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mad from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-Inad alerts, go to: http://cgi.cun.com/n’~/clik?l~textbreakiugnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta. GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 12:43 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Two people were killed ~ld one was injured today when a news helicopter clashed near the Space Needle in downtown Seattle. 

The two killed were aboard the helicopter, which was used by CNN affiliates KOMO and KING, according to KING’s website. The injured person, with bums to 

more than 50% of his bo@, was in a car that was struck by the aircraft, a Seattle Fire Department spokesman said. 

The incident occurred around 7:40 a.m., more than two hours before the Space Needle was to open but at a time when the area was bustling with commuters en route 

to work. 

Rich Marriott, a meteorologist tbr KING, said weather did not appeay to have contributed to the crash as visibility was clear and winds. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail a3erts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:13 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

On a day in which Russia decl~xed its annexation of Crimea official, Ukraine’s prime minister called the move "a robbery on an international scale." 

A spokesman for Ukraine’s Defense Ministry said on Facebook that one of its soldiers had been killed at a base in Crimea. Earlier, the spokesman said the base in 

Simfempol had been attacked by armed people wearing masks. 

Ukraine’s interim President Oleksandr Turchynov told reporters that Russian President Vladimir Putin is "mimicking the fascists of the last centu~" by mmefing Crimea. 

And Arseniy Yatsensaik, Ukiaine’s prime minister, wa~ned the conl~ontation was tra~stbrming "t~om tx~litical to the milit~xy ti~rm." 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ille@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:28 PM 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Batting building meeting 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Perkins, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edu> 
Date: March 18, 2014 at 12:16:33 PM EDT 
To: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Batting building meeting 

I would love to attend if l can. I am available Wednesday 1-3 and Friday 9-11. Thank you! 

Mike 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 12:14 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael 
Subject: FW: Batting building meeting 

Mike, 

FYI below. If you’d like to attend, please share your availability. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 9:35 AM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Papa, Donna J 
Subject: RE: Batting building meeting 

Mike, 

I can do Wednesday 9-10:15, 1-3 and Friday 9-11. Thank you. 

Vince 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 3:29 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Batting building meeting 

Hey Coach Papa, 

I know this is a busy time of year for you but I would like to get us together with David Rotman to begin the 

design development process for your new batting building. I expect this initial meeting would not exceed 1 

hour. Do any of the following times work for you this week? Vince, do any of these times work for you? 



<!--[if !supportLists]-->o 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ 

Thanks! 

Mike 

<!--[endif]-->Tuesday 9:00 - 10:00 or 1:00 - 2:00 

<!--[endif]-->Wednesday 9:00 - 11:00 or 1:00 - 3:00 

<!--[endif]-->Friday 9:00 - 11:00 

Mike Bunting 
UNC Athletics 
(cell) 
mbuntm~(~unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:11 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Several hundred pro-Russian supporters demonstrating in frotu of the Ukrainian naval headquarters in Sevastopol around 2 a.m. ET Wednesday broke through the 

perimeter fence, forcing their way onto the prelnises and ~eplacing flags on the masts with the Russi~l and St. Andrew’s flag, Russia’s state-run Itar-Tass reported 
Wednesday. The St. Andrew’s flag is the naval flag of the Russian Federation. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~Wclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:21 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A U.S. government source fmniliar with the inves~tigation into the disappearmice of Flight 370 told CNN that he believes it’s i:ar more likely that the plane would be 

located in the so-called southern arc of the search area. 

"This is an area out of normal shipping lanes, out of any commercial flight patterns, with few fishing boats and there are no islmads," he said. 

The source says the search could well last "weeks and not days." 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:56 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Some information has been deleted from tile fliglit si~nulator found at tbe ho~ne of Flight 370’s pilot, the Malaysimi transport minister said. Forensics is trying to recover 

it, lie saAd. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere yon want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:11 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Updated Weekly Schedule - Smith Center Closing Thmsday and Friday 

THISWEEK-2014-12.1 .pdf 

Please see the attached updated weekly schedule that includes basketball practices for teams participating in the NCAA Basketball events at PNC Arena and 

Carmichael. During these practices, the Smith Center will be closed to all visitors. Thanks for your cooperation. 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



Media Report 

March 19, 2014 
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Summary: 
"Yes, they are planning to speak to Mary Willingham," Wainstein spokesman Brendan Riley told 

CBSSports.com. 

When that will be is uncertain, Riley said. "1 called him," Willingham said on Sunday. "1 told him, ’Here I 

am.’ This is what I want him to do." 

Willingham also told Wainstein any interview may require her to have legal representation. She is 

assisting the plaintiffs in the O’Bannon class-action anti-trust lawsuit against the NCAA. If the two sides 

do not settle, the O’Bannon trial is set to begin June 9. 

"1 will be checking in with [O’Bannon attorney] Michael Hausfeld to let him know that we spoke, and 

that we may speaking again. It may be necessary for me to be represented during that meeting," 

Willingham wrote in an email dated March 10. 

will-interview-whistleblower-in-academic-fraud-scandal 

Summary: 
Yet while Kansas has climbed toward the top of the list, North Carolina has been moving in the other 

direction. The Tar Heels were the sport’s most valuable team from 2008 through 2010, but they’ve since 

given up ground to other top teams. Thanks to hosting two fewer home games, not playing the Carrier 

Classic and changes associated with the ACC’s new TV deal, UNC’s revenue fell by some £4.4 million last 

year, an 18% drop, and team value dipped 22% to $25.7 million, ranking the team fourth. Taking UNC’s 

No. 3 spot this year is Kentucky. 

Our college basketball values don’t represent what a team would sell for on the open market; as college 

teams, they obviously cannot be bought or sold. Instead, we use a weighted methodology to determine 

how much value the top college basketball teams generate for their athletic departments, universities 

and fellow conference members. Athletic value is team profit directed toward other sports programs, 

university value is team income that goes back toward academic programming and conference value 

measures the money generated for fellow conference members from NCAA Tournament play. 

Financial details are from the 2012-13 season, the most recent year for which data is available. We 

utilize the Department of Education’s financial database and standardize revenue and expense streams 

to account for differences in accounting practices from school to school. 
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Article Link: 
http://~w~bi~j~urna~s.~m/triang~e/b~g/2~ 4/~3/f~rbes-m~st-va~uab~e-c~ege-basketba~-teams- 

unc.html 

Summary: 
During discussions of new Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group, North Carolina AD 

Cunningham does not want student-athlete GPAs compared to those of student body, believes a more 

fair measure is to weigh results against predicted performance on grounds that responsibilities of being 

a student-athlete are in excess to those of a normal student. 

Article Link: 
http://www.dai~ytarhee~.c~m/artic~e/2~14/~3/unc~student~ath~ete~w~rking~gr~up-ta~ks-data-~n- 

athletes 

Summary: 
UNC President Tom Ross is meeting Monday with the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics to 

discuss reforms in college sports. 

The Knight Commission gathered in Miami, where it’s holding talks on proposed changes to the NCAA’s 

governance structure and other possible reforms. Among the topics on the table are new benefits for 

college athletes. 

Ross was invited to join the commission’s public discussions, as well as meet with commission members 

in their private executive session. The commission may hear from Ross about his experience dealing 

with the recent academic and athletic scandals at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Article Link: 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~14/~3/17 /3 7~9952/unc-system-president-participates.htm~ 

Summary: 
Even with a horrific academic scandal sullying the festivities, North Carolina wins the national 

championship in the bracket filled out based on cultural superiority. 

Factors: 

Location, Location, Location 
NCAA Tournament History 
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Coach Success 

Academics 

Mascot Coolness 
Social Media Footprint 

Famous Alumni 

Article Link: 
http://b~ea~herrep~rt~c~m/artic~es/1996~64-ncaa-brackets-2~14-picking-the-winners-acc~rding-t~- 

cultural-superiority/page/7 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

Willingham’s Website: 

http://paperclassinc.com/ 

https://twitter.com/paperclassinc 

Our book focuses both on the essence of the UNC athletic/academic scandal--the corrupted academic 

experiences of a generation of UNC athletes--and on the fascinating cover-up that followed the initial 

exposure of scandalous wrongdoing in 2010. The authors’ assessment of the defective academic 

experiences of hundreds of UNC athletes is based on personal experiences and recollections, the seven 

years of intensive help and remediation provided to athletes by Mary Willingham after she joined the 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes in 2003, interviews with insiders and former students, 

and a wide variety of data concerning university advising practices, curricular paths, grading patterns, 

certifications of eligibility, graduation rates, and other expressions of athletes’ academic 

experiences. This evidence reaches back to the late 1980s. The book’s account of the UNC cover-up is 

based on copious public documentation and the authors’ personal relationships and encounters--many 

of them painful, all of them revealing--with the principal architects of the cover-up.. 

http://robjanderson.blogspot.com/ 

In the near future, the HBO show "Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel" will be doing a short feature on 

UNC’s athletic/academic issues. Like the BusinessWeek front-page story from several weeks back, it 

should serve as another broad overview of the university’s vast issues. A full unearthing of information 

should not be expected, however; there is simply no way to cover all of the questionable transgressions 

in a 30-minute-to-one-hour TV show. 
What it will do is give a national audience a bit more token insight into the educational travesties that 

have taken place at the school. In the coming months a much more substantial slate of information will 

be presented to the public; this will allow outsiders to digest the facts and see the full scope of how the 

spirit and integrity of academics have been abused for the sake of UNC athletic glory. More details will 

be announced soon. 
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Summary: 
The SEC has appealed a provision to the rule allowing certain high school seniors, provided they are on 

track to graduate by the midyear point, to sign a non-binding financial-aid agreement with a college 

university, according to Michael Carvell of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. 

The rule binds a university to a student before national signing day but is different from a National 

Letter of Intent because it does not bind the student to the university. However, it does allow the school 

unlimited access to the student where it otherwise would not have been permitted, along with the 

ability to comment publicly on him. 

Article Link: 
http://b~eacherrep~rt.c~m/artic~es/1995552-sec-wi~~-rep~rted~y-appea~-new-ncaa-recruiting- 

rule?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=recruiting 

Summary: 
Kansas State President Schultz believes NCAA governance debate should be fully transparent to media, 

as a member of steering committee Schultz has been lobbying for coverage changes that he says would 

only aid the organizations in explaining why pivots may be made, points to day & age of social media as 

a benefit. 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/dennis-d~dd/24489339/k-state-president-~pen-up- 

governance-dialogue-to-media 

Summary: 
Boston U. launches investigation into bullying claims by WBB student-athletes against HC Greenberg, 

spokesman Riley says school will "take a very serious look at them [issues brought forward] from both 

inside & outside athletics," four student-athletes walked away from the team during the recently 

completed season. 

accusations/LnXyADx4WeL¥sy5StU BZMO/story.html 
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Summary: 
Bylaw Blog’s Infante pens piece predicting the elimination of FB Spring Games due to limited practice 

time & the potential for the NCAA to further limit off-season hitting, "The only way to revive the spring 

game would be to make it an actual game against anotherDivision I team. Like Basketball’s closed 

preseason scrimmages, except open to the public." 

Article Link: 

http://www.athleticscholarships.net/2014/O3/17/no-saving-the-spring-game.htm 

Summary: 
Three of the players are charged with what amounts to double-dipping: Each allegedly took normal 

stipend checks from UGA and deposited them via a mobile ap, and then also cashed them somewhere 

else, according to UGA chief of police Jimmy Williamson. A fourth player is charged with taking his 

roommates’ deposited stipend check and cashing it. 

The UGA athletics department detected the checks clearing twice and contacted the UGA police, 

Williamson said. 

Article Link: 
http://b~eacherrep~rt.c~m/artic~es/1996521-4-ge~rgia~f~~tba~~-p~ayers-arrested-~atest-detai~s- 

c~mments-and-reacti~n?utm-s~urce=news~etter&utm-medium=news~etter&utm-campaign=dai~y- 

radar 

Summary: 
Knight Commission holds public meeting on potential changes to college athletics, pushes agenda that 

shows a 70% increase in spending-per-student-athlete at BCS FB programs, Big 12 Commissioner 

Bowlsby comments on significant misunderstanding on the role of the NCAA, former NFL Commissioner 

Tagliabue believes transformative change is needed. 

Article Link: 
http://www.news~bserver~c~m/2~14/~3/~ 7 /3 711~44/knight-c~mmissi~n-says~spending.htm~ 
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Summary: 
Wide spread support by notable FB HCs on idea of reducing the number of official visits by prospective 

student-athletes & allowing schools to pay for the expenses of parent or legal guardian, Georgia HC 

Richt believes change would help decision-making with adult presence along for all steps of the 

recruiting journey. 

Summary: 

Four Missouri athletes were arrested Saturday night on suspicion of possession of 35 grams or less of 

marijuana during a traffic stop in Columbia. 

Guards Wes Clark and Shane Rector of the basketball team and defensive backs Aarion 
Penton and Shaun Rupert from the football team were pulled over at 11:32 p.m. after Columbia police 

noticed an expired rear license plate tag on Rupert’s car, police spokeswoman Latisha Stroer said 

Monday. 

Basketball coach Frank Haith said Monday that Clark and Rector were suspended for the team’s practice, 

but not necessarily for Tuesday’s NIT opener against Davidson. 

"1 didn’t know about it soon enough," Haith said, adding that the final decision would be made after 

gathering additional information. 

players-arrested-pot-suspicion 

5t~.y: Wo~e~s g:~°a~, rates 

Summary: 
Women’s teams competing in the NCAA tournament are graduating their players at a higher rate than 

their male counterparts. 

A study released Tuesday by the University of Central Florida’s Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport 

shows the women graduating at a rate of 87 percent, compared to 72 percent for the men. The 

women’s field has 21 teams graduating at 100 percent. 

Study author Richard Lapchick said the women’s success in consistently closing the gap between white 

and African-American players is proof that the men’s gap can also be reduced. 
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"Clearly the thing that troubles me in these reports the most is the gap between white and African- 

American athletes, though for women it’s very different, and it includes a number of situations where 

the rates for African-Americans are higher than whites," Lapchick said. 

Lapchick said he would like to see disparity gaps be factored into APR calculations to motivate both men 

and women’s teams to improve their numbers. 

Article Link: 
http~//espn~g~.~~m/w~mens-~~~~ege~basketba~~/t~urnament/2~14/st~ry/-/id/1~628498/graduati~n- 

rates-women-ncaa-tournament-teams-better-men-field 

Summary: 
Brandon Austin and Rodney Bullock are being investigated by Providence police for an alleged sexual 

assault of a student, according to a report from the Wall Street Journal on Tuesday night. 

Austin and Bullock were both suspended on November 6th for what head coach Ed Cooley said at the 

time was a result of the two freshmen "not upholding their responsibilities as student-athletes." In 

December, the school announced that the suspensions would be for the entire season. Bullock is still a 

member of the team, but Austin transferred out of the program over winter break and has since 

enrolled at Oregon. He’s eligible to play this December. 

The report states that the alleged victim approached the Providence police department "a couple of 

weeks ago", but that the incident itself occurred in November before the basketball season had started. 

It also states that the victim, who knew the players, went to campus police immediately after the 

alleged assault occurred. 

Article Link: 
http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~14/~3/18/rep~rt-tw~-pr~vidence-p~ayers-being- 

investigated-for-sexual-assault/ 

Summary: 
The University of Memphis athletics department, in coordination with Collegiate Sports Advisors, has 

announced that it will host an Agent-Day on April 12, 2014. The Agent-Day will allow for draft eligible 

student-athletes and/or their parents to meet with athlete agents to discuss representation 

opportunities for their future professional sports careers. 

All agents who are interested in meeting with any student-athlete will be required to show proof of 

certification with the National Football League Player’s Association (NFLPA) and/or National Basketball 

Player’s Association (NBPA), as well as The Athlete Agent Reform Act of 2011, Tennessee. 
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Article Link: 
http://sportsagentblog.com/2014/O3/17 /memphis-agent-day-2014/ 

Summary: 
NCAA WBB Director of Operations Hitz releases attendance data from regular season, 11 schools 

averaged more than 6k per home game, Notre Dame filled highest percentage to capacity at 

94.91%, Middle Tennessee, New Mexico, Gonzaga &Toledo non-BCS schools in Top 25. 

UNC is 34th at an average of 3,088. 

Article Link: 
http://wbbmarketing.wordpress.com/2014/O3/16/top-100-final-attendance/ 

Summary: 
Wichita State Assoc. AD Torgerson ups coverage of autograph rules & regulations for MBB student- 

athletes as "the circus is getting bigger", continues to make sure players are personally addressing items, 

battles numerous online outlets reselling memorabilia. 

Article Link: 
http://www.kansas.c~m/2~14/~3/18/3354~33/sh~ckers-p~pu~arity-~eads-t~-increased.htm~ 

Summary: 
According to the Study of Student-Athlete Social Environments, the most recent annual survey of more 

than 20,000 college athletes administered by the NCAA, Division I men’s basketball players are less 

trusting of coaches than male athletes in any other college sport. When responding to the survey 

statement "My coaches can be trusted," 53% of Division I men’s basketball players said they agreed or 

strongly agreed. Players were polled between January and May 2012. 

"I don’t know if I would call it an outlier, though," said Tom Paskus, an NCAA researcher who analyzed 

the study along with Lydia Bell. "There are some other sports that are fairly low as well." 

The highest percentage of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing came from wrestling (78%), 

followed by track/cross country (68%), swimming and hockey (each 63%). The percentage for football 

was 59%. 
But men’s basketball is the lowest, and it was the lowest in other trust categories as well. In each of the 

other statements -- "Most people can be trusted", "I trust my teammates as much as anybody in my 
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life" and "My teammates have my back regardless of the situation -- Division I men’s basketball players 

had the lowest levels of agreement of any men’s sport. 

Article Link: 
http://www.usat~da~~~~m/st~r~/sp~rts/n~aab/2~14/~3/18/c~~~ege~basketba~~-p~ayer-c~ach- 

trust/6570545/ 
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Summary: 
Massive legal news as high profile attorney Kessler files a federal lawsuit against the NCAA on the 

grounds of anti-trust with the aim of MBB & FB student-athletes being fairly compensated & aims to 

remove a cap on their earnings, Kessler has significant experience in this arena having helped bring free 

agency to the NFL in the 90s. 

Article Links: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege~sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/1~62~388/anti-trust-c~aim-fi~ed-jeffrey-kess~er- 

challenges-ncaa-amateur-model 

http://www.businessweek.c~m/artic~es/2~14~~3~19/ncaa-faces~fresh~antitrust-cha~~enge-as-march- 

madness-begins 

http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~14/~3/17/att~rney-jeffrey-kess~er-fi~es-suit-vs-ncaa- 

five-richest-conferences/6520093/ 
http://www.cnn.c~m/2~14/~3/17/justice/ncaa-student-ath~etes-payment-~awsuit/?hpt=hp-t2 

Analysis: http://c~~~ege-f~~tba~~.si.c~m/2~14/~3/17/ncaa-antitrust-~awsuit-jeffrey-kess~er/ 

Summary: 
Former Minnesota Women’s Golf Assoc. HC Brenny awarded $360k in discrimination case, Judge Sipkins 

ruled that Brenny was intentionally subjected to disparate treatment based on her sexual orientation, 

did not find testimony of former Golf program director Harris to be credible, also questioned accuracy of 

testimony by Chief of Staff Eull. 

Article Links: 
http://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~gs/ticker/f~rmer-c~ach~is-awarded-36~~~~-in-bias-case-against-u-~f- 

minnesota/74539 
http://www.startribune.com/local/west/250859451.html 

~CAA 

Summary: 
In a move that will make it harder for the NCAA to transfer the ever-expanding In Re NCAA litigation out 

of California to another court, such as one in Indiana, Judge Claudia Wilken has just deemed former 

West Virginia running back Shawne Alston’s lawsuit v. NCAA to be a related case. Alston sued the NCAA 

earlier this month in the the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California -- the same court 
hearing O’Bannon and Keller - arguing restrictions on athletic scholarships violates antitrust law. He 

hopes the suit will become a class action. Today was also eventful because four current players, led by 
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sports attorney Jeffrey Kessler, sued the NCAA over athletic scholarships in a lawsuit similar to one 

brought by Alston (Kessler’s case is unaffected by Judge Wilken’s order). 

One of Alston’s lead attorneys, Jon King of Hagens Berman, explained to me the impact of Judge Wiken’s 

order: 

1. McCann: Am I right that this means that the Alston case is now, like Keller and O’Bannon, part of In: 

Re NCAA? 
Jon King: Yes, although all 3 cases will proceed on different schedules -just as Keller and O’Bannon 

currently are on different schedules. The main import of today’s ruling is that it will make it much 

tougher for the NCAA or the Conference Defendants to successfully argue that the Alston case should be 

transferred to another district court, such as in Indiana, where the NCAA is headquartered. 

Article Link: 
http://sports-law.blogspot.com/ 

Summary: 
Northwestern & the College Athletes Players Association both submitted briefs to the National Labor 

Relations Board yesterday, NU clarifies stance on scholarships differing from compensation, CAPA harps 

on definition of an employee, Regional Director Ohr is expected to rule on the case in the next two 

months, lots more in article. 

Article Link: 
http://www~usat~day~c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~14/~3/18/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~-capa-n~rthwestern- 

wildcats-organized-labor-unionization/6580475/ 
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Summary: 
As part of FB facility improvements at Florida State, Seminoles plan to install scaled version of ESPN’s 

GameDay set for recruiting impact, Senior Assoc. AD Bonasorte says addition is to celebrate the 

historical value of how many times Seminoles have been a part of GameDay. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/b~~g/acc/p~st/-/id/68369/fsu-faci~ity~update-inc~udes-gameday.set 

Summary: 
Illinois Senior Assoc. AD Michael provides insight on $165m renovation to State Farm Center that will 

begin this month, biggest challenge is accommodating MBB & WBB programs over next two seasons as 

construction will continue for three years, believes fans will adapt to changes, Aecom’s Brown says 

design promotes "maximum efficiency". 

Article Link: 

http://www.dai~yi~~ini.c~m/sp~rts/men-sp~rts/men-basketba~~/artic~e-1d64d6a8-aefc-11e3-9899- 
0017a43b2370. htm l 

Summary: 
SMU Senior Assoc. AD Sutton says there were no issues from introduction of beer sales in Moody 

Coliseum this past MBB season, Police Chief Shafer points to only one citation being issued for an 

alcohol-related offense, Highland Park neighbors didn’t find a single beer can in their yards, although 

parking was an issue with increased attendance. 

Article Link: 
htt p ://www. dall a sn ews. co m/n ews/co m m u n ity- n ews/pa rk-c it ies/h ea d li n es/20140318-bee r-sales-at- 

sm u-basketball-games-cause-few-hiccups.ece 

Final Fe~r r~n worth $555 million in free media expos[~re 

Summary: 
WSU just released a new study that shows the media exposure from last year’s Final Four was worth 

more than a half billion dollars. 
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Whether it was a live interview on CBS or a write up on a game in national newspapers, last year’s road 

to the Final Four put the Shockers in front of huge audience. 

"1 think it is immensely helpful to the university from the stand point that they won’t be able to recreate 

that type of exposure again," said Department of Sports Management Instructor Mike Ross. 

The numbers were impressive. There were 103 articles written about the Shockers during the Final Four 

in national newspapers and Sports Illustrated. 

WSU was mentioned 152 different times on ESPN during the tournament. Plus on websites like Yahoo 

and Google, 121 million people searched for terms like "Wichita State Final Four" and "Shocker Final 

Four 2013". 

The total value of this national media attention was $555 million, and Ross says that’s a conservative 

number. 

Article Link: 
http://~w~~kwch~c~m/news/~~ca~-ne~s/~na~-f~ur-run~w~rth-555-mi~~i~n-in-free-media~ 

exposure/25041314 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:30 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Austrdtian Prime Minister Tony Abbott said Thursday that authorities have found objects in the Indian Ocemi that could possibly be related to the search for missing 

M~laysia Airlines Flight 370, Australian media reported. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 12:29 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch on CNN: Australian authorities will liold 12:30 a.In. (ET) press conference after report of 2 objects found possibly related to #MH370. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 12:48 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The objects are of "reasonable size" m~d are bobbing up ~ld down the surface of the watel; said John Young, general mm~ager of elnergency response for the 

Australian Maritime So£ety Authority. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:03 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An Australian maritime search official says the la~rgest object he’s seen in satellite i~nagery has been judged to be about 78 feet (24 ~neters) in size. 

"The largest object I’ve seen has been assessed at 24 meters," said John Young, general manager of emergency resIx~nse for the Australian Maritime Safety Authori~. 

He described the object as "a blob" on the satellite image. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:42 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Malaysia Airlines has briefed the fmnilies about the information provided by the Australian government, a spokeswoman for the airlines told CNN. 

The airline said unless there is confirmation that the objects in the southern Indian Ocean are that of MH370, they axe not sending any families members to Aus~tralia. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 3:25 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

A flight crew combing the southern Indi~ Ocemi for the missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 say they’re getling radar hits of "significmit size," indicating something lying 

below the water’s surface, ABC News reported Thursday. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~Wclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:32 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.con~ 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch on CNN: Malaysian authorities hold press coat’erence after overnight developments in semch for Flight 370. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http:iicgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbrealdngnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:46 AM 

tex’tbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The sightings of objects in the southern Indian Ocean b?~ Australian authorities are credible but are yet to be confim~ed as being related to missing Malaysia Airlines 

Fliglg 370, said Malaysia’s acting transpo~tation minister. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You hm,e opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail a/e~s, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~n/clik?l-te~breakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:07 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Watch live now on CNN. 

President Obama delivers statement on Ukiaine. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:23 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

President Bmack Obama atmounced ~nore sanctions today on individuals and one lmnk in ~esponse to Russia’s moves to ampex the Crimean Peninsula, as well as an 

executive order that authorizes possible further sanctions on what he c~Jled "key sectors" of the Russian economy. 

"We want the Ukrainian people to determine their own defftiny and have good relations with the United States, Russia, Europe -- anyone they choose," Obama said in 

calling for continued diplomatic efibrts to resolve the ongoing crisis over Crimea. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 12:35 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Fred Phelps, the founding pastor of Wes~tboro Baptifft Church, known for its virulently anti-gay protests at public events, died Wednesday, the church said today. He 

was 84. 

Phelps founded Westboro Baptist of Topeka, Kansas, in 1955 and molded it in his fire-and-brimstone image. Many members of the small congregation are related to 

Phelps through blood or malriage. 

According to the church’s website, it has picketed more than 53,000 events, ranging ti~om Lady Gaga concerts to funerals tbr slain U.S. soldiers. Typically, a dozen or 

so church members - including small children - brandish signs that say "God Hates Fags" and "Thank God tbr Dead Soldiers." 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com m~d CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 5:14 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The firfft plmae to remm Friday from a search mission for Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 didn’t find a~ything during its patrol of the designated search ~:rea in the southern 

Indian Ocean, said the captain of the Australian air force plane. 

Get complete coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 7:48 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Russids Presidem Vladimir Putin and the speakers of the country’s upper and lower houses of Parliament signed a deal today that formally annexes Ukraine’s Crimea 
region. 

Russia’s upper house of Parliament unanimously approved the ratification of the treaty today, a day after the lower house, the State Duma, overwhelmingly passed it. 

Russids moves to annex Crimea, follomng a contested weekend referendum in the Black Sea peninsula, have turned a confrontation with Europe and the United States 

into the biggest crisis in East-West relations since the Cold War. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 
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Summary: 
North Carolina Faculty Athletics Committee Chairwoman Renner wants group to be more transparent in 

coming months in response to on-going academic situation, EVP & Provost Dean agrees, but wants to 

maintain accuracy & make sure group is not working too quickly, Chancellor Folt believes Tar Heels have 

effectively responded to media’s coverage of situation. 

Article Link: 

Summary: 
Lightening the course work for first-year student-athletes - and extending their scholarships to give 

them more time to graduate - could help them better balance the competing demands of academics 

and athletics and make them more successful in school. 

Administrators have implemented new policies and procedures to prevent further abuse, and Ross said 

UNC-Chapel Hill continues to have a solid reputation nationally. Student applications and research 

grants are up in the past few years. 

Article Links: 

http~//~w~.wra~~c~m/unc~president-~ighten~~~ad-f~r-freshmen-student-ath~etes/13494 ~35/ 
http://www.wilsontimes.com/M ostPopular/Story/30534359---Leader-fails-to-grasp-athletics-dilemma 

Summary: 
The University of North Carolina didn’t win any points for transparency in a report issued this week that 

found the Chapel Hill campus failed to respond to a student journalist’s request for copies of athletic 

department documents. 

Several University of Maryland journalism students, in this report jointly published by the Student Press 

Law Center, asked 83 public colleges and universities for copies of codes of conduct for athletic 

departments and teams and other related documents. 

While most schools complied with the request for copies of policies related to social media use by 

student athletes, UNC sat on the records request for more than five months without producing 

anything. Their inaction stood out from the rest of the schools, the vast majority of which complied with 

requests for records. 
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The student journalists also encountered problems at the University of Delaware and the University of 

Central Florida, both of which denied the requests for information. 

Article Link: 
h tt p ://p u lse. n c p olicywatc h. o rg/2014/03/I 9/s u n s h in e-wee k-u n c-c h a p el-hill-fail s-p u b li c-re co rd s-test-by- 

student-journalists/ 

PJ Article: 
http://www~news~bserver.c~m/2~14/~3/21/372~897/pj-hairst~n-starts~~ver-as-unc.htm~ 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

Judge Bob Orr @ JudgeBobOrr 

Talked w/SI Sr. writer Greg Bishop yesterday about upcoming story on former client and UNC football 

player Devon Ramsay and the NCAA. 

Mark Armstrong @ ArmstrongABC112m 

Per HBO email - upcoming Real Sports segment ’Gaming the System’ is about the role of academic 

advising centers at bigtime schools. 1/2 

Mark Armstrong @ ArmstrongABC11 16s 

Bernard Goldberg is the reporter. Also examining the impact of changing NCAA academic policies 

From InsideCarolina: 

I am told by multiple people that we are prepared to release data this week that will be very well 

received by people in baby blue. I am told this data will be very problematic for any magazine or tv 

show that has predicated their story on a woman who is either incompetent or willfully deceptive. I 

believe the info is to be released this week. But I have been wrong before. 
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Summary: 
SEC Executive Assoc. Commissioner Stankey discusses league’s appeal of NCAA rule allowing prospective 

FB student-athletes to sign financial aid agreements early, a recent interpretation limited such signings 

to only one school for each prospect, Stankey says league leaders are worried academic measures being 

met by the time enrollment occurs. 

Article Link: 

http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/O3/sec_concerned_with_early_enrol.html 

Summary: 
Providence AD Driscoll pens letter to Friars faithful clearing up inaccuracies of recent USA Today article 

that called into question APR of MBB program & quotes from UCF professor Lapchick, 

includes NCAA guidelines for 2013-14 APR measure, which MBB clears with a multi-year score that 

exceeds 900. 

Article Link: 
http://www.friars.com/sports/m-baskbl/spec-rel/O32014aaa.html 

Summary: 
Full report by UCF’s Institute for Diversity & Ethics in Sport reviewing the GSR & APR situations of all 

MBB & WBB NCAA Tourney teams, 21 Women’s participants have a perfect GSR, by & large the 

Women’s side outperforms the Men’s side on many measures, points to distressing differences between 

GSRs of white student-athletes versus their African-American teammates, lots more. 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~tidesp~rt~~rg/Grad%2~Rates/The%2~2~14%2~Divisi~n%2~~%2~Men’s%2~and%2~~~men’s 

%20Basketball%20Study.pdf 
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Summary: 
Virginia Tech Director of Broadcasting & Visual Media Hicks on administrative leave as University police 

investigate suspicious activity uncovered during internal audit, finds a private business founded by Hicks 

has been billing clients for broadcasting, producing & other services related to Hokies athletic contests. 

Article Link: 
http://www.collegiatetimes.com/news/blacksburg/article_b5b0dfb0-afbf-11e3-bfe4- 

001a4bcf6878.html 

Summary: 
Nielsen ratings wrapping-up MBB regular season shows Big Ten with highest overall mark at an average 

of 3m for its top ten watched games, ACC slides in at number two with 2.5m 

average, Kentucky, Louisville, Syracuse, Ohio State & Memphis turn in highest figures for home markets. 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~bizj~urna~s~c~m/ph~enix/ne~s/2~14/~3/19/ariz~na-n~~6~~n-c~~~ege~basketba~~s~m~ney- 

o o ~ist~htm~?utm-source=feedburner&utm-medium=feed&utm-campaign=Feed~3A+bizj-phoenix+ ~28Ph 

oenix+Business+Journal%29&page=2 

etcher F~5 tea~s i~ past season, s 

Summary: 
Baylor AD McCaw defends practice of scheduling a FCS FB opponent every year, which in 2019 will be 

newly reclassified Incarnate Word, points to SEC schools as having a similar scheduling philosophy, says 

fans want to see high-profile non-conference games, but coaches don’t, criticism has no bearing on his 

decisions. 

scheduling-of-incarnate-word-other-fcs-teams-in-past-seasons.html/ 

Summary: 
Colorado Associate Director of Academic Sdaro who works with MBB program & has oversight of study 

hall & academic mission during road trips with a great quote on perspective, "1 think they [CU student- 
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athletes] will appreciate me at the end; hate me now & thank me later. Graduation is my championship 

game." 

Article Link: 
http://www.9news.~~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaab/2~14/~3/2~/buffs-study~ncaa~t~urnament/6639585/ 

Summary: 
NCAA reviews distribution of organizational monies back to members institutions, for 2012-13 fiscal year 

$188.3m went toward sport scholarships & financial grant-in-aids, another $188.3m was paid to 

conference offices based on their six-year average performance in post-season MBB & WBB 

Tournaments, nearly $100m spent on NCAA Championships, more. 

Article Link: 
http://www.ncaa.org/about/resources/media-center/investing-where-it-matters 

Summary: 
Kansas State Assoc. AD for Student Services Hughes calls student-athletes the ’entertainment product’ 

of college athletics in debate on the proper compensation model, "You can hate that. You can hate the 

system. But, at the end of the day, it’s who they are." 

Article Link: 
http://www.chr~n.c~m/news/h~ust~n-texas/h~ust~n/artic~e/End-the-hyp~crisy-5335981.php 

Summary: 
Members of Baylor’s Bear Foundation to vote on dissolving the organization’s non-profit status during 

meeting tomorrow, direction of group would move under the University’s purview, Executive Assoc. AD 

Joos says nothing will change operationally, just centralizes fundraising efforts. 

Article Link: 
http://www.wac~trib.c~m/sp~rts/bay~~r/bear-f~undati~n-t~-v~te-~n-diss~~ving-n~npr~fit- 

status/article_84ba8695-7380-52b9-913e-cSdcd0c2980f.html 
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Summary: 
Hits on major topics like: money, recruiting, on-the-field performance, facilities, and grades. 

Article Link: 
http://bleacherreport.com/articles/1992055-how-conference-realignment-has-im pacted-college- 

f~~tba~~-pr~grams?utm-s~urce-~newsietter&utm-medium=news~etter&utm~campaign=unc~f~~tba~~ 

Summary: 

Article Link: 
http~//www~theat~antic~c~m/business/archive/2~14/~3/if-~e~paid~ncaa~basketba~l-players-~hat- 

theyre-really-worth-this-is-what-theyd-earn/284559/ 
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Summary: 
Bauerle remains under suspension from competitions by UGA because of his involvement in an 

"academic eligibility matter." Star men’s swimmer Chase Kalisz, a sophomore, was suspended from 

competition earlier this season, but his academic eligibility was restored, and he is competing for the 

Bulldogs. 

"His status has not changed," Georgia athletic director Greg McGarity said Wednesday. "He’s coaching 

the men right now and getting them ready to compete." 

Georgia’s only official response is that it is over an "academic eligibility matter." But there are numerous 

discussions on swim-community web pages and chat rooms indicating that Bauerle is accused of 

committing academic fraud in an attempt to keep Kalisz eligible at the end of the fall semester in 

December. 

UGA has continually declined to turn over to The Atlanta Journal-Constitution any documentation 

detailing its investigation, despite numerous requests, citing state and federal open-records laws. The 

school cites a federal law that prevents the release of documents regarding a state employee until :10 

days after an investigation is closed. 

Georgia’s stance is that the investigation remains ongoing. "Until there is closure, we’re always dealing 

with it," McGarity said. 

Article Link: 
http~//~w~.ajc~c~m/news/sp~rts/c~~~ege/academic~c~~ud-sti~~-surr~unds-uga-swim-c~ach-baue/nfHcT/ 

Summary: 
Florida State redshirt freshman OL Ira Denson was arrested Tuesday on charges of theft and the illegal 

use of a credit card. 

RB Mario Pender told Tallahassee police that Denson used his card three times on December :19. Once at 

a gas station for $5, once at Champs for a purchase of S:134.36 and another time at Foot Locker for 

$362. 

According to surveillance video from Champs, Denson and Shaquille Walden, who is not a member of 

the FSU football team, were at the store buying shoes on that date. 

allegedly-using-teammate-s-credit-card-2:10529592.html 
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Summary: 
Michigan offensive lineman Graham Glasgow has been suspended for a portion of spring practice and 

for the team’s season opener against Appalachian State, the school announced Thursday, 

The suspension stems from "a violation of team expectations," according to a team news release. 

Article Link: 

http://espn~g~.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/1~638897/graham~g~asg~W-michigan-w~~verines- 

suspended-opener 
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Summary: 
Federal judge dismisses sexual harassment suit against Jackson State AD Fuller, says former employee 

Ward could not provide material facts that supported her complaints, case is one of six that has been 

brought against Fuller. 

Article Link: 
http://www.c~ari~n~edger.c~m/artic~e/2~14~32~/NEWS/3~32~~~32/Judge~dismisses~sexua~~ 

harassment-suit-against-JSU-athletic-director?nclick_check=l 

Summary: 
As one Virginia fan showed, it’s really not that hard to get down onto the court. All it takes is a suit and 

some courage. A reader emailed Barstool Sports to share the fantastic story. 

Article Link: 
http://bleacherreport com/articles/1999029-virginia-fan-fakes-his-way-into-huddle-for-acc- 

championship-meets-coach- 

k?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_cam paign=college-basketball 

http://c~~~egebasketba~ltalk.nbcsp~rts~c~m/2~~ 4/~3/2 ~ /uvas-t~ny-bennett~addresses-r~gue-fan~i~ 

doubt-that-will-happen-again/ 
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Summary: 
The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office has ruled against an investment firm who filed to trademark 

"Johnny Football" on the grounds that it wasn’t referring to an individual. 

"Registration is refused because the applied-for mark consists of or includes a name, portrait, or 

signature identifying a particular living individual whose written consent to register the mark is not of 

record," the examining attorney wrote. To make the case, the attorney attached articles that referred to 

Manziel as "Johnny Football." 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts~yah~~~c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/rep~rt--ru~ing-he~ps-j~hnny-manzie~-in--j~hnny- 

football--trademark-case-172122970.html 

Summary: 
The National Collegiate Athletic Association is expected as early as April to reach an agreement to boost 

safeguards for athletes who get concussions while playing college sports. 

Driving the deal is 59-year-old Seattle lawyer Steve Berman, a onetime college soccer goalie who has 

brought successful group actions against Big Tobacco, Enron Corp. and Toyota Motor Corp. 

Berman has been negotiating since November on a settlement that would create a medical monitoring 

fund for college athletes who suffered concussions and put stricter guidelines on sending them back into 

action. Such a deal, which Berman said he expects to make final by an April 24 court hearing, would 

mark a broadening of concerns over sports head injuries after former professional players struck a $914 

million concussions pact with the National Football League in August. 

Article Link: 

http://www.insurancejournal.com/news/national/2014/O3/21/322 7:13.htm 

Summary: 
Four college athletes are going to court to force the NCAA and its most powerful conferences to pay 

their players -- just as the cash-machine basketball tournament known as March Madness tips off. 

A lawsuit filed in federal court in New Jersey this week claims the NCAA and its conferences are running 

a "cartel," illegally shutting the players out of the ever-increasing billions they rake in from football and 

hoops. 
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"Even the most casual observer of these two sports can see it," said Jeffrey L. Kessler, the lead lawyer 

for the four. "There’s no semblance that it’s anything but a business except for this idea of ’Let’s not pay 

the players.’" 

Kessler says the timing is coincidental, but the suit is drawing attention at the start of the NCAA men’s 

basketball tournament. CBS and Turner Sports are paying the NCAA a reported $11 billion over 14 years 

for NCAA basketball television rights. 

Article Links: 
http://www.nbcnews.c~m/news/us~news/p~ayers-suit-w~u~d~upend~carte~-ncaa-c~~~ege-c~nferences- 

n55966 

http://sports-law.blogspot.com/ 

Summary: 
Former Michigan offensive lineman and first-round NFL draft prospect Taylor Lewan has been charged 

with one count of aggravated assault and two counts of assault or assault and battery stemming from an 

incident on Dec. 1, 2013, according to court records. 

According to the Ann Arbor News, which earlier reported the charges, Lewan was being investigated for 

his role in an incident taking place on the 1200 block of South University Avenue around 12:30 a.m. on 

Dec. 1, following Michigan’s loss to Ohio State. 

The News reported that two Ohio State fans said they were assaulted in the incident. 

Article Link: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/nf~/draft2~14/st~ry/-/id/1~639453/nf~-draft~pr~spect~tay~~r-~ewan-facing~3- 

charges 

Summary: 
A former U.S. Naval Academy football player was acquitted Thursday of sexually assaulting a classmate 

at a party, bringing to a close a case that drew wide attention at a time when the military is under 

scrutiny for how it deals with sexual assault. 

The judge overseeing the case, Col. Daniel Daugherty, acquitted Joshua Tate of Nashville, Tenn., of one 

count of aggravated sexual assault. During the three-day trial, prosecutors argued that the woman Tate 

was accused of having sex with was too drunk to consent. But Tate’s attorneys disagreed, arguing that 

the woman was in control of her body and making decisions for herself at the 2012 party where the 

alleged assault occurred. 
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Article Link: 

http://espn~g~.~~m/~~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/-/id/1~642365/f~rmer-navy-midshipmen-f~~tba~~.p~ayer~ 

joshua-tare-acquitted-sexual-assault 
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Summary: 
Watch: American Commissioner & former CBS Sports executive Aresco talks about the impact of online 

& mobile viewing on revenues for the NCAA Tournament, total ad billing around event trumps that of 

the Super Bowl, used to kid while at CBS that tournament has a $1b impact on economy because of 

amount of viewing during work hours. 

Article Link: 
http://vide~~f~xbusiness~c~m/v/3367985418~~1/big~bucks~behind-march-madness/#sp=sh~w-c~ips 

Summary: 
Industry marketing leaders debate challenges of reaching next generation of consumers in digital 

age, IMG College SVP Judleson says many national partners find the social media accounts of athletic 

departments to be more valuable than athletic websites, Callaway Golf SVP Arnett points to super short 

life cycle of marketing efforts to younger generation. 

Article Link: 
http~//www~sp~rtsbusinessdai~y~c~m/SB-B~~gs/~n-The-Gr~und/2~14/~3/Sp~rts-Marketing- 

Forecast.aspx 

Summary: 
Twitter testing streamlined video experience that features one-click viewing in a user’s timeline, NBA VP 

of Marketing Rosenthal Brenner interested to see how tests go as league has heavily invested in 

platform & still believes effective use of video can push viewers to TV broadcast. 

Article Link: 
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/O3/20/twitter-rolls-out-easier-faster-video- 

playback/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_php=true&_type=blogs&smid=tw-share&_r=l 
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Summary: 
Cummings started by addressing how analytics relate to social media. Analytics deal with various types 

of numerical information that can be analyzed to figure out which tactics and plans work and which do 

not. 

Success is measured in multiple different facets including audience reach and website hits. 

The initial and most important step is to set goals and make a plan that adheres to business objectives, 

according to Cummings. 

Article Link: 
http://www.advancetitan.com/news/article_6d611e3c-aff1-11e3-99a5-0017a43b2370.html 
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Summary: 
VCU Assoc. AD Robinson says sponsorship revenues for Rams has increased by at least 25% each year 

since school’s Final Four run in 2011, majority of increase has come from existing partners looking for 

more exposure & bumping up overall rates & packages, feels like game presentation has also improved 

dramatically in same time period. 

Article Link: 
http://www.timesdispatch.c~m/news/~~ca~/city-~f-richm~nd/m~re-m~ney-students-f~~~~w-rams- 

success-on-the-court/article_fa062ce2-712f-Sdf1-be23-acSfdc6df68.html 

Ok~ahe~a S~a~e selects AstroTurf 3D Extreme ss new ~rf 

Summarv: 
Oklahoma State selects AstroTurf 3D as new surface in Boone Pickens Stadium, which is the exact same 
product that was installed in the Cowboys Sherman E. Smith Training Center last year, AD Holder points 

to satisfaction by coaches & student-athletes as rationale for move. 

Article Link: 
http://www.stwnewspress.com/Iocal/x1984793155/VlDEO-Oklahoma-State-selects-AstroTurf-3D- 

Extreme-as-new-turf-for-BPS 

Summary: 
Texas Director of Brand Marketing Mabley talks about Longhorns push to international markets with 

2015 MBB game against Washington in China, "...it provides a high profile way to showcase 

the UT brand & our long-standing global philosophy." Asian studies professor Lai says having a degree 

from Texas is highly regarded in China. 

Article Link: 
http://www.dai~ytexan~n~ine.c~m/sp~rts/2~14/~3/2~/ut-basketba~~-game-in-china-expected-to- 

expand-longhorn-brand 
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Summary: 
West Virginia rolls out plans for ~106m worth of renovations to various athletic facilities, majority of 

funds would come from increased revenues from Big 12, with the rest attributable to Mountaineer 

Athletic Club fundraising & school’s new multimedia contract with IMG College, extensive renovations to 

FB digs top the list of projects. 

Article Link: 
http://www.wvgazette.com/News/201403200234?page=1 

Summary: 
Ohio State agrees to $12m 10-year deal with Lids Sports Group to serve as Buckeyes official retail 

partner, Lids owns properties Buckeye Corner Stores, Lids, HatWorld & Sports Fan-Attic, move reverses 

field on an earlier agreement with Fanatics that never came to fruition. 

Article Link: 
http://w~w~dispatch~c~m/c~ntent/st~ries/business/2~14/~3/21/~su-has-ne~~retai~-partner-f~r~ 

apparel.html 

Summary: 
State of Kentucky House Local Government Committee votes to increase hotel tax in Lexington to serve 

as an important revenue stream for renovations to Rupp Arena & a new convention center, approval 

sends proposal on to Senate group where challenges await, Lexington Mayor Gray says increase is vital 

to overall project. 

Article Link: 
http://www.kentucky.com/2014/O3/19/3148437/some-council-members-refuse-to.html 

Summary: 
South Carolina AD Tanner & Clemson AD Radakovich both say they’re interested in extending footprint 

of Baseball rivalry that currently includes one game per season at neutral site in Greenville, possible 

location additions include North Augusta, Charlotte, Charleston & Myrtle Beach. 
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Article Link: 
http://www.aikenstandard.com/article/201403 20/AIK0101/140319287 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 5:04 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Search teams on Australian patrol plane found no evidence of Flight 370 wreckage, says commander of the first plane to remm Saturday. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere yon want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 6:11 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

China has satellite ilnages of floating object, 72 feet by 98 feet, in tile southern search area for Flight 370, Malaysian oit]cial says. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 olerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 7:00 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

M~Jaysian officials have corrected themselves to say that tile size of the floating object captured in satellite images in the seaxch area for Flight 370 is 74 feet by 43 feet. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http://CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tliis e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maA1 oJerts, go to: http:/icgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l~textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 11:02 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Satmv~ay’s search for the missing MaJ~aysia Airlines plane included the a~rea shown in new Chinese satellite images in which a large floating object can be seen, but 

nothing was famed, the Australian Marilime Safety Authority said. 

The object in the satellite images is 22.5 meters long and 13 meters rode (74 feet by 43 feet), officials said. 

China said the images were captured four days ago, on March 18. 

The floating object was about 77 miles from where eMier satellite images spotted floating debris. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is uow LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cau watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNrv" 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabili~’. 

You have opted-in "to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnu.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Ceuter Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nero, ark 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 9:08 PM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

"We have now had a number of very credible leads, and there is increasing hope -- no ~nore than hope, no more than hope -- that we might be on the road to 

discovering what did happen" to Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, Aastralia~l Prime Minis~ter Tony Abbott says. 

NeMy released Chinese satellite images show debris 74 feet long and 43 feet wide, s~me 1,500 miles offthe coast of Perth, officials said. Spurred by those images, 

NASA said Saturday that it plans to Ix~int some of its satellites atthe search area. 

The Australian Maritime Safety Anthority saJ~d searchers will take the Chinese infonnafion into consideration as they plot S unday’s search. Eight planes - more than on 

any other day -- roll search the Indian Ocean, said Andrea Has~vard-Maher. stx~keswoman tbr the maritime safeF authority. Aircrat~t t?om the United States, New 

Zealand, Australia and China will be flying. 

For complete coverage of the search for Flight 370, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabilrly. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsnbscribe ficom Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Nem, ork 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 3:36 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

People wele crying out for help from underneath debris early Sunday after a landslide in Washington state, a fire official said. 

Rescue~ were trying to forge through the wreckage to get to them. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 6:00 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

New satellite images from French authorities show potential debris "in the viciniF of the southern comdor" of the search area for Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, 

Malaysia’s acting tmnspo(t minister said Sunday. 

"Malaysia immediately relayed these images to the Australim~ rescue coordination center," he said. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV. CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Ai~droid. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farnmn Street Brmn Food <newslette~lhrnamstreetblog.com@mai157.wdc01 .mcdlv.neL~ 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 6:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;> 

How to Develop Grit 

8fought to you by: 

your patience when you have nothing, 

Start here. 

The most popular article this week was Angela Ducb~vorth on How to Develo~ 

What else was interesting? 

Mind~,C~: Ho;,x YL.. iJnd ~rstanJ VV~sat Oil ,~rs 7i Jnk. B~li ~,,’~ Fe,..L and 

\;,?ant --"~ am going to tell you about the kind of mind reading you do 

intuitively eve~ day of your life, dozens of times a day, when you infer what 

others are thinking, feeling, wanting, or intending." 

Bren6 Brown: Your Cdtics Aren’t A~wa~’s The Ones ~o Count ~ "~f your not 

not in the arena also geeing your ass kicked, I’m not interested in your 

feedback." 

f~‘~e~‘~e...~L~..~h¢..~&~4~e..~f..~.~.~.~.~.<~..~n..~:~‘~..R~. --"rye 
been real~y struck by what it takes to be an executive at a company ~ike ~ntal. 

Increasingly, much I~ke in my own training in the sociN sciences, ~t requires 

homing these multiple competing realities in one’s head at the same time." 

Max Bazerman ~ 5 Books for Leaders. TNs is a great I~st. 

Extra: 

Here’s ~ Not To Let Business Books Sha.~ Your V~ork~lace --"If your 

boss focuses on the appearance of work over work itself, you’re going to 

find yourself in a world of pain." 

In case you missed it, [ did a l?f~.~.~.~!.i!]:~./~t.i~.Y.,.t with Natha[ie Nahai, the web 

psychologist. We talked about all sorts of things, including how to make 

better decisions. 

If you missed last week’s editio~ (check your spam folder!)--10 ways to get 

smarter, some amazing life lessons, Nassim Taleb’s notion of alternative histories, 

and more --you can 

What l°m reading. 



The D~unka,~d’s V\taik: How Randomness Rules Our Lives 

A great book for me to read so soon after finishing ~.9~!.~.~!..~}L.£.c.,.~3.~.g.[.e.,.b.~.~ as 

they both approach the same subject from vastly different angles. Mlodinow’s book 

is a gentler introduction than Taleb’s. After walking through some elementsry 

lessons in statistics that even professionals get wrong, the book explores how our 

lives are more informed by chance and randomness than we think. Along the way 

he offers some tools to help us make better decisions. 

Taking a closer look at the application of the scientific method to the social 

sciences. The central historical doctrine is "The belief.., that it is the task of the 

social sciences to lay bare the law of evolution of society in order to foretell its 

future ..." In place of historicism, Popper puts forth the argument in favor of 

"piecemeal social engineering." The core argument of the book is that the past is 

like looking through the rear-view mirror, and does not always allow accurate 

prediction of the future (theories vs. laws). 

See the ~ of what I’ve been reading. 

people did a ritual or wrote about doing one, they were more likely to report 

thinking that "things were in checl4’ and less likely to feel "powerless.’"’ 

+ Coreorate Governance According to Charles T. Munger. 

+ [’~b./a,,s have a curatio,~,~ob’~ "For my son’s fifth birthday, my wife and I 

bought him 10 pounds of Legos from eBay. It turns out, when kids move out of the 

house and leave behind a drawer full of Legos, some parents box them up, weigh 

them, and sell them. This works great for a 5~year-old with an imagination, but not 

if he or she wants to build a particular thing. Logo is about imagination, but it is 

also about instructions and putting together sets around particular themes (space, 

Star Wars, etc.). Simply buying Legos by the pound doesn’t sewn this purpose. 

The situation is the same with books or databases in a library~ You need to invest 

in people who can organize these purchased (or more often these days, licensed) 

materials" 

+ Philip Roth, .[~:’!~L.Li~.e.....a..#...c.,...~.,.~i.t.~.~: -- "My conclusion, after I’d finished, echoes the 

words spoken by an American boxing hero of mine, Joe Louis. He was world 

heavyweight champion from the time I was 4 until I was 16. He had been born in 

the Deep South, an impoverished black kid with no education to speak of, and 

even during the glory of the undefeated 12 years, when he defended his 

championship an astonishing 26 times, he stood aloof from language. So when he 

was asked upon his retirement about his long career, Joe sweetly summed it up in 

just 10 words. "1 did the best I could with what I had." 

+ VV]sen checklists work and when their don’t-- "how you implement an even 

simple change in systems that reduces errors and mortality - like a 

checklist." (Pair with The Checkiist P,~,lanifesto.) 

+ You’~e most c,~eative when ~~d,, iest -- "The results of this study 

suggest that the relationship between time of day and grades needs to be 



investigated and may not simply follow a uniform pattern," 

Wfny people dream is still a mystery (Pair with The ;~cience of SleeA) 

Thank you, 



e 

Forwa,d them into Evemote, where they’ll be saved 

~i Checklist 

Checklists in Evernote help you manege a project 

easy to share a note in Evernote through 

~ Help banner 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Contact ~.~[#t~.~.E.~)~#~Q.E~ with your questions. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Tulz Honeychurch Ros <mlz6025@aol.com~ 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 7:23 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: We.odt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lohse, Dave Clark ~xtavelohse@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 7:52 PM 

Subject: UNC Men’s Tennis Bounces Back Against Virginia Tech 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The No. 6 North Carolina men’s tennis team (16-3, 3-1 ACC) notched its third ACC win of the season on Snnday a£ternoon, defeating 
49th-ra~ked Virginia Tech (8-7, 1-3 ACC) 6-1 at Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center. 

The Tar Heels were able to pull away down the stretch on all three donbles conrts before miming five of the six singles matches to claim the victo131. 

Carolina’s duo of Bmyden Schnur and Brett Clark got on the board first in doubles by edging Andreas Bjerrehus and Hunter Koon~z 8-6 in a hard-fought match on 
court one. 

Oystein Steiro and Nelson Vick overcame the pesky, pair ofAmerigo Contini and Joao Monteiro who fought off~nultiple ~natch points to clinch the doubles point 
for the Tar Heels on court two by an 8-5 connt. 

The 67th-ranked freslimen duo of Jack Murray and Roimie Schneider added a doubles win on court three after the point was clinched to improve their dual-match 
record this the spring to 12-2 

Freshman Jack Murray picked up the Tar Heels’ firs~t singles win in ilnpressive fashion, beating Aaxon Gomez 6-0, 6-1 on court six. Joao Monteiro countered for 
Virginia Tech with a 6-2, 6-1 win over Esben Hess-Olesen on court four. 

Junior Oystein Steiro clinched the victol3~ for Carolina on court five, withstanding a redly from Virginia Tech’s Florian Nicoud for a 6-1, 7-6(7-2) win. 

In other results, No. 32 Ronnie Schneider added to his impressive freshman campaign with a 7- 5, 6-3 victory on court two, and No. 52 Brett Clark won in straight 
sets on court three. 

The final match of the evening saw Carolina’s 18th-ranked Brayden Schnur battle through three sets to defeat the Hokies’ 24th-mnked Amerigo Confini 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 
on cou(t one in a spirited bout. 

"It says a lot about our team that we were able to bounce back from Friday’s match [agmns~t Virginia]," ~id North Carolina head coach Stun Paul. °%~e were playing 
reaJly good tennis today, at times." 

Carolina will confinue its ACC slate on Friday when it takes on Bos~ton College in Chestnut tlill, Mass. at 5 p.m. 

#6 North Carolina 6, #49 Virginia Tech 1 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority. Of Matches Earns One Team Pain0 

Order of match finish: (1,2,3) 
1. Brayden Schnur/Brett Clark (UNC) d. Andreas Bjerrehus/Hunter Koon~ (VT), 8-6 

2. Oystein Steiro/~Nelson Vick (UNC) d. Amerigo Contini/Joao Monteiro (VT), 8-5 

3. #67 Ronnie Schneider/Jack Murray (UNC) d. Florian Nicoud/Jai Corbett (VT), 8-5 
Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match finish: (6,4,5,2,3,1 ) 

1. #18 Brayden Schnur (UNC) #24 Amerigo Contini (VT), 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 

2. #32 Ronnie Schneider (UNC) Andreas Bjerrehus (VT), 7-5, 6-3 

3. #51 Brett Clark (UNC) Hunter Koonlz (VT), 7-6(7-2), 6-2 

4. Joao Monteiro (VT) d. Esben Hess-Olesen (UNC), 6-2, 6-1 
5. Oystein Steiro (UNC) d. Florian Nicoud (VT), 6-1, 7-6(7-2) 

6. Jack Murray, (UNC) d. Aaron Gomez (VT), 6-0, 6-1 
Team Records: North Carolina (16-3, 3-1 ACC), Virginia Tech (8-7, 1-3 ACC) 

Dave Lohse 
Associa~:e Athletic Cornrnunica~:ions Director 
University of North Carolina 
9~.9-962-7257 

davelohse@unc.edu 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Every day fi’~is ~,~eek yo~ c~n ~,~nio~,’ 50~ ()~’~" o~’ more at some ef F’ta~k~n Street’s ~est 

de by UNC stude~ts, and free for a~ students al 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 12:27 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

The crew of a Chinese plane sea:rching for the missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 has spotted "suspicious objects" in the southern Indian Ocean China’s state-ran 

news agency Xinhua reported Monday. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~Wclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 4:32 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

An Egyptian court sentenced to death 529 supporters of tile Muslim Brotherhood on Monday on charges connected to violent riots in August, including murdering a 

police officer, according to s~tate-mn news website Egynews. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive tills e-maA1 from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 6:13 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Austrdtian semchers have located two objects in tile southern Indian Ocean during the sea~rch for the missing Malaysia Airlines Flight 370, Malaysids acting 

transportafion miniffter said today. One of the objects is circular and the other is rectangular, he said at a news briefing. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere yon want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 
or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Ai~droid. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/m/clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 6:35 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Intemn Ukrainian Presi&nt Oleksandr Turchynov ordered the mthdrawal of Ukrainian m~ned forces frown Crimea today, citing Russian threats to the lives of military 
styli’and their foa~filie s. 

Russian troops have seized most of UkraJne’s bases in the peninsula, including a naval base at Feodosia today. Russia annexed Crimea last week after a controversial 

referendum that Ukraine and the West say was illegal. 

For complete coverage of breaking news, go to CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN Mobile. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-maJl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-maJl alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/~Wclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <~aNtting@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 8:11 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Weekly Schedule 

THISWEEK-2014-13.pdf 

Is attached - thanks!! 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7777 



respond? 

:::~ ~,ohoo,,o~, Michael Huey 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 9:18 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.tumer.com 

CNN Breaking News 

M~laysia’s Prone Minister will make a statement about missing M~laysia Airlines Flight 370 at 10 p.m. local ti~ne Monday (10 a.~n. ET), a post on his official Twitter 

account said. 

Watch CNN TV for live coverage. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You cm~ watch live CNN TV at http:/iCNN.com/CNNtv 

or on the CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad m~d Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider tbr availability. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-m~Jl from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: http://cgi.cnn.com/iWclik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN Breaking News <BreakingNews@mail.cnn.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 9:23 AM 

textbreakingnew@ema31sv06.turner.com 

CNN Breaking News 

Messages retrieved from Oscar Pistorius’ cell phone revedl a jealousy- fueled dispute between the South African athlete and the girlfriend he later shot to death. 

’Tin scared of you sometimes," the girlfriend, Reeva Steenkamp. texted Pistofiusjust weeks before she was slain on Valentine’s Day -- February 14, 2013. 

According to the messages, Pistorius apparently was upset about Steenkamp speaking to another man at a party. 

"I watched you touch his arm and ignore me. Clearly I was upset," Pistorius messaged Steenkamp. 

Steenkamp ~id she had done nothing. 

"Today was one of my best friend’s engagements and I wanted to stay longer," she replied in a text. "You have picked on me incessantly since you got back from Cape 

Town. It’s not nice. I was not fliNng ruth anyone today, I feel sick that you suggested that and made a scene ~ld made us leave early. We are living in a double 
standard relationship." 

Pistorius is on triaJ for murder. He doesn’t deny shooting Steenkamp but claims it was an accident. 

Week four of the murder trial began Monday. 

Read the story here. 

CNN is now LIVE anywhere you want it. 

You can watch live CNN TV at http:i/CNN.con~/CNNtv 

or on tile CNN Apps for iPhone, iPad and Android. 

Contact your cable, satellite or telco provider for availabiliF. 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To tmsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail aJerts, go to: http:#cgi.cnn.colWm,’clik?l-textbreakingnews 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 

(c) & (r) 2014 Cable News Network 
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